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557. 594. 654, 666, 785
Consuls, .\merica appoints more trade

593
Consumer's terminals, Definition of. 698
Consulting engineers. Fees of. 711
Continuous-current motors. Notes on

Modern, by T. H. Dennis. 704
Contracting. Electrical, 481
Contractors' Association of Scotland,

Electrical, 61
Contractors combining. Electrical, 103
Contractors, Electrical. 797

I), 631

'.'•JlitlliClB ClOSlI,
Abcraiiian, 341
Aber Uargoed, Gii)

Aberilare, i^, 202
AUer^nwylh, 7«J
Accnngton, 00
Admiralty, lai
Albury, .S.S.W , ICIu

Aehton.in-.Muk. ili.ld, .',31

AshloM-uiider-Lyne, J(«, g-Ja
Alherton, IIBJ, 7UI
Allertlille, 435
Au.tralia, 14, (JO, 102, JSl

37U, 406, 471, 531, MIS,
«H, mi, 761, tea

Ayle»bury, 21'J, 5U1
Uacup, 371, ti«4. 823
Ballycunnell (Co. Ca
Barking, 14
Harnsley, 591
Barrow, 60, 181
Baaingstoke, 282
Bailey, 60
Batler>«a, 136, 722, 823
Bellast, 14, 435
Belgium, 14
Bexhill-on-Sca, 182
Bexley, 219
Birkenhead, 219
Blackpool, 00, 471, 501 701
BIyth, 790
Bolton, 135, 219, 501, 761

'"'^mS-io''
"' ^' '*' "''

Bridlington, 255
Brighton, 60. 505, S55
Brisbane, 664
Bristol, 14, 102, 790
Brodsworlh, 531
Burnley, 60, 501
Burslem, 471
Burton-on-Tr<nt, l:(5
Bury, 501, 630
Buxton, 371
Calcutta, 60
Canada, 14
Canterbury, 60, 13."i, 219
t>ape Town, 182
Cardiff, 591
Chesterfield, 505
Clacton-on-Sea, 60
Cleckheaton, 471. 59) 71)0
Colne, 60, 219
Coventry, 182, 761
Crewe, 255, 8.55

Crown Office for the Colonies 13
Croydon, 182, 219, 855
Cunard Co., 8*23

Dartford, 60, 371, 531. 7>-> nn
Darwen, 60
Derby, 219, 371, 591
Dewsbury, 371. .Wl. 790
Doncaster, 60
Dorchester, 630
Dorset, 696
Dover, 14
Dublin, 182
Dundee, 501
Ealing, 102
Eastbourne, 591
Eccles, 60, 219, 371, 501
Edinburgh, 60
Erith, 219
Faversham, 255, 7''"

Felixstowe, 60
Finchley, 761
Fleetwood, 1.35

Folkestone, 60
France, 761
Fulham, 60
General Post Oflic.-, 6.30
G.llingham (Kent). .531
Glasgow, 255, 565, 064, 722 790
Gloucester, 531
Government Cont

696, 853
Gravesend, 102
Grimsby, GO. 255. .'",01

Hackney, 102, 1.36
Halifax, 14
Hammersmith, 60. 182, 4.3."t 7'M
Harrogate, 282. 435
Haslingden, 135
Hebden Bridge. 701
Hereford, 722. 790
Heston, 14, 471
Heywood, 823
High Wycombe, 435
Holywell, 371
Hornsey, 563. 761. 790
Horsham. 102
Huddersfield, 135
Hull, 501
Ilford, 471, 761
India, 591
Ipswich,664
Isleworth, 14. 471
Islington, 722. 855
Keighley, 182, 664, 823
Kingston-on-Thames, 14
Kirkcaldy, 182
Lancaster, 219
Launceston (Tasmania) 371
Leeds, 219
Leicester, 722
Lewisham, 565
Leyton, 219. 501
Lindlev, 182
Liverpool, 591
Llandudno. 790
Loftus. 696
London, 14. 60. 102, 136. 182. 219.

255, 311. 341. 371, 4.35. 471. 502,
.531. 665. 692. 630, 664, 696, 722,
761. 790, 823. 855

London County Council. 14. 60, 102,
136, 182, 311, 531, 565, 855

Lowestoft. 60
Luton. 219, 592. 855
Macclesfield. 790
Maidenhead. .501

Maidstone, 60, 501, 630

135. 4.13
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Malvern, 56^
Manchc'swr, 60, 255, all, 371, 501,

630, 664, 761
Mansfield, iit'i

Margate, 14, 136
Marlborough, 6!i6

Marylebone, 183
Metropolitan Asylums Boiird, KIJ
Middleton, 255
Morecambe, 311
Morley, 7^0
New Zealand. 136, 255, 664
Normanton, 604, 7aO
Northampton. 502, 630, 664
Norwich, 435
Nuneaton, 833
Office of Works, H.M., 311
Paddington, 183
Paisley, 855
Pelton (Co. Durham), 182
Peter borough,60
Poplar, 60, 136, 392, 7flO

Post Office, 135
Kamsgate, 136
Kawtenstall, 136
Rochdale, 592
Rochester, 471
Rotherham, 371, 531
Rugby, 15, 565
Ruthin, 696
St. Pancras, 255, .531, 722
Salford. 15. 182, 219, 2.Vi, 341 502,

531, 592, 791, 855
Scarborough, 311
.Sheffield, 61, 255, 531, 064, 732, 791,
Shipley, 60, 761
Ship lighting. 791
Shoreditch, 136
Skelton and Brotton, 102
Southampton, 102, 136. 1S2, 471. .'ilK.

791
Southend-on-Sea, 311
Southport, 383
Southwark, 14, 103, 471, 531, r.K:

Spain, 855
Stalybridge, 341
Stepney, 471, 592, 664. 790
Stockport, 471. 565
Stoke-on-Trent, 15, 136, 1R2
Stretford, 15; 61, 371, 664, 791
Sunderland, 61, 283, 664, 791, 833
Swansea, 102, 220, 406, 823
Swinton, 435
Taunton, 696
Todmorden, 502
Torquay, 225, 791
Tottenham, 471
Tramway Contracts. 183
Tunbridge Wells, 15, 183, 696, 791
Tvnemouth, 722
Victoria, 664
Wakefield, 791
Wallasey, 220
Walsall, 230, 406, 664. 722, 823
Walthamstow, 156, 435
Wandsworth, 219, 371, 435
War Office, 135
Warrington, 61, 341, 502, 592
Watford, 532
West Bromwich. 61. 183, 502
West Ham, 183, 406
Whitbv, 406, 435
Whitefield, 255
Whitstable, 183
Wimbledon, 15
Winchester, 102, 855
Wirrall, 664
Wolverhampton, 102, 255,406 532, ,S33

Woolwich. 182, 502, 592, 696, 790
Works, H.M. Offic: of, 135
Worksop. 102. 502
Worthing, 220
Wrexham, 61
Yarmouth, 183
York. 15, 220. 400, 502, 791

Contracts Open—
.'Vberaman, 281, 310
.Aberdeen, 639, 663, 761
Adelaide. 101, 181, 218, 254, 281,

310, 370. 405, 434, 470, .501, 530,
564, 591. 629, 790, 622, 865

Aldershot, 59, 181
Argentina. 69, 218, 790
Ashton.under-Lyne, 59, 690
Athens, 790
Atherton, 629, 663, 690, 761
Auckland, 14
Australia, 13, 69, 101, 135, 181, 218.

264, 281. 310. 341, 370, 405, 434,
470, 601, 630. 664, 691, 629, 690,
721, 761, 790, 822, 855

Austria, 134, 181
Aylesbury, 13
Bacup, 370, 761, 822
Ballaghadereen, 13
Barnes, 691
Barnet, 629, 663, 690
Batley, 310
Battersea, 731
Beaufort West (Cine I'rovin,,-) 59
Beckcnham. 5.30. 564
Belfast, 181, 218, 254. 283, ,501
Belgium. 13, ,59

Bethnal Green, 690, 721
Birkenhead. 135. 181, 218, 405, 434,

501, 822, 855
liirmingham, 310, 341, ,501, 530. 564
Blackburn, 101. 181
Blackoool, 501, 530 .564. ,591 6"l

663
Blackrock. 13. 59
Bolton. 13. 69, 405, 434
Bradford, 101, ISl, .530

Bradwell (StalTs.), 855
Brighton, sot
Br!sb.nne. 101, 134, 181, 218, 3.51. 341

40.5, 434, 470, 501, 530, 564, 629.
663, 690. 761

Brussels, 59
Bulgaria, 181, 218

CoNTKACTa Open—eotitinued.

llurnky, 341, 370, 405
liury (Lanes.), 434
Canada, 135
Canary Islands, 564. 663
Cardiff, 564
Chatham. 629
Cheshire, 663
Chichester. 101
China, 135, 181
Clayton (Bradford), 310, .341

Colchester, 761

Colwyn Bay, 434, 470, 501. 530
Connah's Quay, 530, 564, 591
Coxhoe, 254
Croydon. 135, 181, 639, 663
Dartford (Kent), 59, 629. 663
Dewsbury, 101
Dover, 135, 855
Dublin, 530, 564, 691, 629. 663
Dundalk. 721, 761. 790. 822
Dundee. 282. 310, 822
Karsdon (Northumberland), 218, 2.54

Ka.sington, 822
Kastbourne, 101. 181, 318, 2.54

Kast London (S.A.). 255
Kccles. 341, 370, 403, 721
Kdinburgh, 59, 218, 254, 663
KImton-with-Cresswell, 822
Knniskillen, 721
Fpsom, 133
Krith, 13
Finchley, 564
France, 13, 59, 218
l.ermiston (Transvaal), 355
(iillingham (Kent), 13, 59
Gisborne, 530, 565, 591
Glasgow, 761, 790
Greece, 790
Greenock, 59, 101
lirimsbv, 69, 761
Hackney, 13
Halifax. 181
Hammersmith, 565, .591

Harrogate, 283
Hawarden (Flint), 564. 591. 629
Heywood. 435, 470, 501. 530, ,564

Hong Kong. 822, 8.55

Hornsey, 405, 435, 471, 761, 790. 832.
855

Huddersfield, 310, 341, 530
Hull, 790
Innsbruck, 134
Jaraiz (Caceres), 341
Johannesburg, 341, 370, 406, 435, 471.

761, 790, 822
Kalgoorlie, 341, 370
Kelloe, 254
Kingston-upon-Hull, 101, 181, 218,

254, 282
Lancaster, 13. 59
Leeds, 790. 822. 855
Leicester. 471, 501, .530

Leigh, 663
Leith, 370
Levton, 822. 855
Limerick, 341, 370. 405
Lincoln, 822
Lisnakea, 218, 254
Littleborough. 435, 471, .501

Liverpool. 370
London, 13, 59, 135. 181. 218. 254.

282, 311, 341, 370, 406. 4,35, .501,

530, 565, 591, 663, 690, 721, 761,
855

London Countv Council, 13, .59, 135,
181, 218, 254, 282, 341, 370, 406,
565. 663, 690, 721, 761, 855

Madeira, 13
Manchester, 59, 2.54. 282. 311, .341,

406, 435, 471, 501, 629, 663, 690,
721, 761, 790, 823, 855

Matlock, 181, 219

Melbourne, 59, 101, 134, 181, 218,
254, 281, 310, 341, 370, 405, 434,
470, 501. 530. 564, 591. 629, 663,
690, 721. 790. 822. 8.55

.Middlesbrough, 254, 283. 311, 341,
370

Montenegro, 69
Nalinnes, 69
Neath, 591
Newcastle-on-Tyne, 690
New Plymouth (N.Z.). 101. 2,54

Newport (Mon.). 181. 219. 254. 663
New Zealand. 14, 101, 254, 282, 311,

341. 601, 630. 666, 691
Normanton (Vorks.). 663
Nottingham. 790. 822
Nuneaton, 181. 219
Office of Works. H.M., .591, 731, 761
Oldham, 135, 181, 219, 254, 283
Oldmachnr (Aberdeen), "282
Paisley. 14
Palmas (Majorca), 219
Paris, 59, 254
Pendlebury, 181, 219. 255
Perth (W.A.). 13, ,59, 101, 2.54. 281.

310, 370, 405, 434, 501, 530, 564.
663. 690

Pittingtcn (Durham), 14, 59
Ponnpridd, 501, .5.30

Port i:ii..abeth. 629, 663
I'c.ilh. 501. 630
Port of London Authorilv, 761
Preston, 761
Rnmsbottom, 59
Ramscv (Hants), 14
Ralhniines (Co. Dublin). 2.54

Rauch (Argentina), 318
Richmond (Victoria), 101. 181, 218
Rochdale. 135. 181, 283. 436
Rotherham, 14
Rugbv. 219
St. Pancras, 341, 406
S;ilford, 69. 103, 135. 341. .WO
Shanghai. 8.55

sburv.SSS
Ske 14
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Southampton, 59, 134, 161
Spain, 59, 135, 219, 254. 282. 311.

341, 370, 4ua, 435, 501, 33«, 5«5,
629. 663, 696. 721, 761, 7I»0, 822

Stalybridge, 135
Stockport, 471
Stockton (N.S.W.), 319
Stockton-on-Tees, 69, 663, 606
Sunderland, 181, 219, 253, 40li

Swansea, 282, 433, 471, 501
Swinton, 181. 21», 255, 565
Sydney. 13. .59. 101. 134, 181, 218.

254, 281, 310, 341, 370. 405. 501.
530. 564. 591. 639, 790. 822, 855

Taunton, 471
Tavistock, 103
Teddington, 761
Thorne (Yorks.), 14
Tientsin, 135, 181
Tonbridge, 181
Torpoint, 311, 790
Torquay, 103
Truro, 14
Tunbridge Wells, 501
Turton, 59
Wakefield, 400, 565, 391, 639, 663,

696. 723
Walsall, 14, 59, 102, 181, 219, 370.

406, 435, 629, 663, 696. 722. 761
Walthamstow, 219, 255, 761, 790, 832
Warrington,. 14. 59, 311, 341. 370.

406. 435, 471, 501, 790
Wellington (N.Z.), 341
West Ham, 14, 59, 732, 761
West Hartlepool, 181, 219. 235
Whitby. 311, 341. 370, 406, 435
Whitefield, 406, 435
Whitstable, 14, 60
Wigan, 282, 435, 591, 629, 696
\\'inchest3r, 696, 722, 761, 790
Wisbech, 135
Wolverhampton, 311. 341
Woodford Green, 2.55

Worthing, 102
Wrexham, 60
York, 14, 60, 102, ,531, 565, S91, 629

Cooking, Discussion at the Point Five
.Association on electric, 673

Cooking, Electric, 284
Cooking in marine service, Electric,

250
Cooking installation, A military, 723
Cooking on the U.S.S. Texas, Electric,

32
Coolidge high-power X-rav tube. The.

519
Co-operation, 677
Co-operation in Italy, 857
Co-operation in trade expansion. l>v

C. A. Baker, 539
Co-operation in trade expansion, 418.

451
Copper, 43. 61, 129, 162, 232, 266, 335,

451, 602, 547, 646, 665. 729. 743,
792, 856

Copper conductors. The rating of bare,
by W. A. Coates. 411

Copper contraband. 533
Copper in Russia, 18
Corea, 367, 493
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—

" -Advertising and progress," b\ J.
Hart, 521

A. E.G. exporting activity, by " A
Constantinople Correspondent , '

'

717
A.E.S.E., The policv of the, bv

W. J. Ebben, 89; bv C. Ashmore
Baker, 127

American activity in the Australian
market, by " U. Soon .Approach-
ed," 816

.America and export trade, by .A. M.
Turner, 359

.Appointments in Hong Kong, by
" No. 2." 846

Appointments in West .Africa : .A

warnmg, by " A Victim," 167
.Arbitrary action of a public author-

ity, bv Advocate of patriotism in

time of peace, 388, 464; by F. W.
Purse, 423, 484

.Arc lamp globes, by S. W. Baynes,
368

.Armorduct v. Defries, by W.
Schmahl, 607

Assisting the enemv, bv " X.." 650
Black tape. A new use for, by Black

Tape. 845
British Electrical and Allied Manu-

facturers' Association and " The
state o( war," by D. N. Dunlop.
424

British firms and the home trade,
by E. A. Pinto, 423

British (?) firms: A suggestion, bv
S. S. Galsworthy. S33

British industrv ami the war, bv
J. Tavlor Peddie, 633

British-made telephones, bv .A. W.
Cox, 426: by Sterling Telephone
and Electric Co.. 426

British manufacturers and German
trade, by V. H. Coates, 521

British manufacturers and their
sales methods, bv V, H. Coates.
649

Cable censorship, bv F. Ward. 644
Cab tire sheathed cable, bv St.

Helens Cable & Rubber Co.. 208
Canada. Difficulties in. bv M. S.

Parnell Smith. 89; bv W. A.
Coates. 89. 126

Capturing German trade, bv F. G.
Turquand. 422; by E. J. Fox.
4,54; bv ".Atlantic," 644

Carbons, bv " Inquirer." 374. 408:
bv General Electric Co., Ltd.. 28S;
hv " In Tenebris," 567

Colonial appoi.

Commuuior bar*, by A. Berffthe,;.
607

'

Conktructive Britidi butine^t. t,.

S. F. Kickein. e«8
Cooking apparatu«. Electric, I,.

" Piah," 29K; by R. K. ^.

Vcnncr. 342
Crisis and provisional order notic«-t.

The, by R. W. Rowland-Hill.
342

IXl.rioration ol red cable, bt W
Uibbs, 359

" E.irlhing " an extra? It, b\
" Extra." 422; by " ln»p«:tini<
Engineer." 154

'^
^

Eck and the Union Electric. Mr ,

by Everthed & Vignolei, 4M
Electrical apparatus (or

wool, by J. G. Bomff.rj .

Electrical engineers and th.-

W. Ellerd-Styles, 209, Ui-
" .M.I.E.E.." 247. 272

Electrical trades and motor ambu-
lances: A proposal, by "Alpha."

Electrical Trades Benciolent In.ti.
tution. by F. B. O. Hawes. 247

Electrical treatment of milk, by .A.

Shclmerdine. 209
Electricity supply in London, bv

L. H. Hordern, 5. 48
Enemy factories, by " W.H.B.," 43i»

Enemy's trade. The, by A. H. Sea-
brook. 395

Engaging a foreman, by Armiuge 4
Co.. 247

Englishman. A compleat, by J. Eck.
331; bv Langdon-Oavies Motor
Co., 393

Expenses of applicants for appoint-
ments, by •• Disillusioned,'' 845

binancial control of electricity suppiv
undertakings, bv " Efliciencv.'"
321

From the front, bv M. D. Boddv, 714
Geissler tubes, by " .Medico." 6
Generators. The mechanical design

and construction of. by K.
Livingstone. 780; " The Re-

German agencies, bv " Contractor."
816

German culture, by A. A. C. Swin-
ton, 453

German electrical success : A sug-
gested inquiry, by " T.G.A.." 454

German menace, by " .A Rejected
One," 303

German or British? bv F. Wvlde
Ball. 846; by " Contractor." '846

German trade and German vandal-
ism, by A. S. E. .Ackermann,42S

German trade. To capture, bv C. H.
Luke, 488

Half-watt lamp patents. by The
Electrical Engineering & 'Equip-
ment Co., 339; bv F. W. Will-
cox, 436

Handles for electric ovens, bv W. H.
Allen. "81

Hanover Square School of Electrical
Engineering, bv F. J. Moflett &
L. W. Wild. 6

Lamp industry, by " Atlantic." 42<i

Lightning and trees, bv K. Hedges. 5
L.B. & S.C. Railway 'electrification,

bv " .A British Manufacturer,"
426

Manufacture of carbons, by '* Car-
bone," 273

.Mica and micanile, bv Wiggins &
Sons, 88; by H. W. H. Warren.
167

Modern continuous-current motors, re
Notes on, by E. F. Butler. 748

.Mysterious behaviour ol a generat-
ing set. bv J. Wood. 248; bv
" W.H.D..'' 272

Nationalitv and naturalisation, bv
G. E.'Kerss. 488; bv J. E. Grav.
488, 626, 526

No connection, bv Switchcear and
Covi, 7.50

No replv. bv H. T. Gerrv. SSI
Not a German firm, bv J. Sax &

Co.. 330 '

Not paving at present, by Nalder
Bros. & Thompson. 365. 396

Panama, Berlin and fraternity, by

Patent position of half-watt lamps
and tungsten lamps, by F. W.
Willcox, 436

Picture play photography, by H. M.
1.0 664

IProposed Central Testing litstitu-

tion, bv C. H. Wonlingham. 124:
bv G.' St. John Dav, 168: by
"Atlantic," 272

Protection of engineering «-ork$, by
W. R. Eustace, 348

Qualifications ol a consulting elec*

irical engineer, bv " Unoualified,"
90

Radiators, .About electric, bv The
Jackson Electric Stove Co., 650;
Ferranti, 6SS; F. Barron. 6RS;

T. Smith, 715: Belling ft Co.. 715
Rear lights on \-ehicles, bv H. Eng-

land. 84$
Safetv rules, U.S.A., bv G. W. Strat-

ton. 779
Selling the enemv's trade, by

" Brilannicus." 4S4
Signalling sunnlies wanted, bv K.

M.acleoil. 7S1
Spapnoletti. Ltd.. hv The Park RoTi"

EnRin.-,ring Works. 594
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.Spni.il lonslablc^, l>( .\. M. Sr.il.r.^ik,

Slul.- o( war, Thf, by " l-'orisiuhl,"

373: bv U. N. Dunlop, 373
•iHficouyroincler wunlij, A, by W.

Ilibbrn, Mia
Slraiti;i* behaviour of a niotur. by

A. F. Cranforil, 388; li. J. WaUh,
t£l

Slri'vt lit:hlinc in Chicago, by l^n^i.

ncxring and Arc Lanipb, «07

;

G. H. Stickncy, 779
Sirike, Knil ol lh« Lonilun wircnun'',

bv I.. O. Tall.', 248
Swilchgear, Concernino, by The Mita-

nite & Insulator Co., 49
Swiuhgear cuntract&, bxpcnsei. o(

l.-ndering, by D. N. Hunlop anil

H. Karaday IVoitor, 89
Technical errors in Ihc lay press, by

A. C. Booth, 169

Temporary subslilulcs, bv R Rilchie,

423
Timber drying, by Erilh's Engineer-

" Too old at forty," by A. E. Short,

273
Trade war. The, by A. M. Turner,

1)07; bv L. E. Boxall, 607
•jrado, Why Great Britain loses, by

"Canada," 780; "A Sufferer,''

780
Trading with the enemy, by Dorman

Si Smith, 393; F. R. O. Hawis,
393; "A Correspondent," 652; G
Weston, 683; '" Fairplay," 748;

T. W. Coles, 781

Training ol the instrument maker,
The. by N. Ingleby, fi; by
"Scientific Instrument," 48; by

R. W. Paul, 126; by C. H.
Wright. 168

Tubular light sources, by H. li.

Howard, 167
Unemployment. Lessening, by T. C".

Smith & Co.. 366
Unpatriotic English manufacturer, by

D. G. E. Barrie. 303
Vehicles, re Electric, bv I'. A. Yer-

burv. 793
War and science, by H. W. Wevsz.

643
\V:ir and South African tr.ide, The.

bv " Loyalist." 485

War and the enemv, bv " Yorkshire
Tvke." 521

War and the neulralitv ol science, by
" X.." 484

War and trade. The, by F. R. Daven-
port, 273

What constitutes a British firm? 312;

by the Walsall Electrical Co.,

Ltd., 333; bv " Fairplav," 334; bv
"X." 334; by H. F. Friederichs,

334; bv A. A. C. Swinton, 342,

395; bv G.A.Anson. 361; bvF.B.
Sinclair, 361; bv E. J. Williams.

361; by "Electrical Contractor."
361; bv " Tohill," 361; by F.

Broadbent. 362, 394; bv R. Ham-
mond. 362; bv the Sterling
Telephone & Electric Co.. 363; bv

]. E. Kingsbury. 363; bv "Com-
mon Sense," 363; by " Britisher."

363; by J.S.. 393; bv "British In-

vestors." 393; bv H. C. Levis.

.334; by "A..M.Irst.C.E.." 394; bv
G. E. Kerss. 394; bv T. Ste-

vens. 394; bv J. Frankenburg &
Sons. 394; bv H. S. Hbhne. 395;

bv "Censor." 395; bv R. C.
Pierce, 395; bv C. C.' Garrard.
424; by Justus Eck. 425; by H. T.
Gear, 425: bv "Siemens Em-
plov^s," 425; bv E. Jacob. 425:
bv'j. E. Gray, '425: bv Guy Bur-
n'ev. 426; bv " W.H.B.." 426

What's in a name, by " J, E.G.," 751
Who can help?, by L. W. Woodman,

567. 644
Why Great Britain loses trade, by

"Canada," 780; bv "A Sufferer

(India)," 780; by " Observer," 845
Wille.sden workhouse supply, by A. W.

Blake, 748
Wireman or electrical fitter?, bv " El-
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Dublin. 98, 132, 2S«, 30!). 7'-7

Dundalk, 11, 280
Dundee, 338
Durham, 11, 56, 2S«, 027, 7^7

Durham Countv. 133
Ealing, 98. 558! 688. 821)

Easel>ourne (Sussex), 558
Easington, 133
Easingwold, 98
Eastbourne, II, 252, 827, 787
East Grinstead, 132
East Ham, 216, 589
Eastlcigh, 469
East Preston. 656
Eccles. 216. 5-28. 589. 787
Edinburgh. 1:)2. 216. 433, 4!0.

589, 627
Egham, 589
Ely, 11, 56
Enniscorthv, .589

Epsom. 719, 820
Erith, 754
Exeter, 493, 589, 754
Failsworth, 849
Fairlie (Ayrshire), 58
Falkirk, 493, 589
Farnborough (Kent), 339
Farnworih, 179, 368, 656, 787
Fife, 754
Finchley, 11, 493
Finland, 216
Flaxton, 252
Fleetwood, 469, 589. 840
Flint, 433, 528. 558
France, 252, 719
Freetown (Sierra Leone), 4^*4

Frodsham, 11

Fulham, 720
Gelligaer, 528, 589
Germany, 56. il8. 179. 754
Gildersome, 433
Gillingham iKenl), 216
Glasgow, 56, 98, 252. 280
Glastonbury. 132
Gloucester, 216
Golcar, 56
Goole, 132
Grappenhall, 368, 787
Gravesend. 98. 380
Grcasbro, 820
Great Harwood, 98, 252. 280, ;

Great Ouseburn, 253
Great Yarmouth, 133, 363
Greece, 98
Greenock, 309. 398. 827. 656.

Gre«lland, 489
Grimsby, II. 'J8. 179, 216. 719
Guernsey. 132
Guisborough. 98
Guisclev. 368
ILickne'v, 368. 719
Halifax; 11. 179. 2VI
Hammersmith. 179. Ii2r. 719
Hampstead. 99
Harlech. 36S
Harrogate, 2,80. 4;W. 689. 849
H.aslingden. 2.53. .M9
H.tstings, 253. .558

llawkhursl. 179
Haworih. .589

llavle. 133. 787
llaiel Grt>ve. 528
lleckmondwike. 98
H.-.leyfield. 309
llelsbv. .W,>. 4.H3

Hemsw>irth. ;»8
llendon. 637. 68!)

Hereford. 216. 787
Hessle. 538
Heslon-Isleworlh. 216
Hevwwvl, 4«8). .5,58

Hexh.im, 404
llimllex. .>!«. S2II

Holland. 98
Holmlirlh. KM. 2Xi. ;«». 4t?». T-'T

Hornsev, 5«. 4;U. 754
llorshtini, 4;>;<

llortun-in-Ril'hlesd.ile. 719
Hove. 493. 787
Hovlake. n
lluddrrslield, 98, ,V.-9. 689

Hull, ,528

Hungary. 280
Hurst. .563

tlvde. 849
Hvlhe (Kent). 820
Iceland. 179

llforJ. 754
Ilfrat-omlM\ 17!)

Ilkley. 179. fi.5<;

Indi.i 9S 179. 2.Vt. 309. 340. 4<t9.

689
Ingl»loii. 493

Ipswich. 56
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l>lc

787
va

Iklintjtun. 217, ~VJ
Itul), J(i)l, tdU
Jupan, bli, \M. H6, m'J
Juilcc (N.b.U.n Jt>8

Keiijhic), il. IJL', 1(M, 4JJ, :i2M, :iU3,

(i6tl, HJU
Krixj, <(U
Kendal, 6ti, !>-in

Ki.'n«in(ftun, 4*J1>

Kin|:>(un-uii-lliuiiu>, 2jJ. UU9, a4U

Kinlorc, 666
Kirkburluii, aiitt

Kirkb) M.!|>h.u, 7J-i

Kirkculd), KfJ, 7111

KnurckUuruu^h , »ij4J. 754, 787

Knowk, 17U, 6HU
Lanibclh, 5bU
l.unjrk>hir«, tOU
l-anchc!.!!.-! , J2S
L.athom, &(>

Lecd«, 4S, 17a, tiJU, ««•

Leek, il», 764
l.ccs, 433
Leigh, IM, 7b7
Leylon, 7b7

Uwishain, 434
Library li^hlini*, 26t>

Lindluy, iW
Lilhcrland, 132, 6K9
Litllvburough, 433

Little Crosby, 404
Liverpool. 309, 3(iN, 583, 820

Llandudno, ];«. 340, 404

Llandyssul, 170. 21«
Llanfairfechan, 90
Llanidloes, 3ti8, 764
Llantrisant, 5ti

London, 11. 67. 00. 133. 179, 316,

3C«, 404, 434, 4U9. 493, 528, 5ti3.

689, 1)27, 1)56, 719. 754. 787, 820

London County Council, 179, 469.

628, 563. 689, 656, 787, 840

London electricity supply, 99, 626,

628, 656, 754, 787, 820
Lossiemouth, 13;<

Lothincland (Norfolk), 720, 788

Loughborough, 99

Lough ton, 179

Lowestoft, 656, 821

Luton, 57, 528, 839
Lylham, 494, 821
Maidenhead, 216
Maidstone. 340, 368. 494, 628. 7.")4

Mailing (Kent). 680
Malvern. 368
.Manchester. 57. 368. 494. 689. 689

Manorhamilton (Co. Leitrim). 589

Mansfield. 133. 666
Mansfield Woodhousc, 720
Margate. U
Marylebone. 11. 99. 493, 627. 656. 754

Melbourne. 433
Melksham. 99
Mexborough, fl9. 469
Mexico. 309. 368
Middlesbrough. 628
.Middlesex. 216
Middleton, 309. 628. 788
.Midhurst (Sussex), 368. 434. 563. 628

Midsomer Norton. 133

Monmouth. 99
Montgomery. 469
Morecambe. 469
Mountain Ash. 720
.Mutford, 720
.Mvtholmrovd. 434
Neath. 849
Nelsi 11

(iardifT). 133, 368
Newbridge (Co. Kildarc). S21
Newcastle (Co. Down). 179

Newcastle Emlvn. 368
Newcastle-unde/^-Lvnie. 57. 656. 821

Newmarket. 11

Newport. 216. 280. 663. 759

Newtown. 57
New Zealand. 133. 280. 528. 563. 628.

656
Nigeria. 550
Normanton. 99. 589
North Bierli'v. 133. (^2S

Norwav. 10. 179. 309. 469. 528. 719
Norwich. 216
Norwood Green. 99
Nuneaton, 11, 434, 563, 689. 821
Mitford. 788
O.ikworth. 469
Oban. 434
Oldham. 57. 133. 469. 589, 628. 657.

759. 849
Ormskirk. 179
Ossett. 281
Oswestry. 523
Oulton Broad. 528
I'arkhurst. 720
Pendlebury. 469. .163. 788
Penistone. 404, 821
Penrith, 720
PenvfTord. 217
Perth, 720, 759
Peterborough. 281
Pickering, .528

Plymouth, 216
Plvmpton St. Maurice, 99
Po'ntefract. 404
Poplar. 57. 4R9. 589. 656. 787
Portaferrv. 57. 133
Port Glasgow. 11. 494
Portishead. 469
Portrush. 253. 340
Portsmouth. 133
Portugal. 528
Prestwich. S63
Oueensferrv. 849
Radstock. 133
Ramsbottom. .528

RawtenstoM 309. 434. 494. 689
Reading. 720

LlcUTlNU ktlU I'OWIM NotU—iv'iJIfiMvJ,

Keddllch, 67, li'U. 72u
Kedrulh, 11

Keigale, 67
Khyl, 2dJ
Khymney, 281, 62N
Kiccall, nil
Kochdalc, 368, 689
Kuchuler, 217. 368
Kuu (lierelor.J..liir.). 217, 434
Kuihcrhani, 263
Koysion, 368
Kuncorn, 788
Russia, jO, 179, 216, 309
Kulhin, 133
Saddlewurlh, 340, 849
bt. AnnesK>n-Sca, 217, 368
St. Germans (Cornwall), 730
St. Helens, ()67

bt. Mclluns, 99
St. Fancras, 132, 494, 688, 821
Salford, 11, 57, 263, 369, 494, 589,

7W, 788
.Sandown, 849
Sandygate, 821
Scarborough, 821
Scremerslon, 99
Selby, 263, 720, 759
Shanklin, 656
Shenield, 57, 309, 404. 494. 628. 667.

788. 8-21

Shepley, 401
Sherborne, 133
Shipley, 67, 340, 028
Shored itch, 133
Shoreham (Sussex). 263
Sierra Leone, 434
Skelton, 99, 494
Skerries (Co. Dublin). 788
Skipton, 434, 628, 849
Slaithwaite, 528, 689
.South Africa, 11, 179, 217, 469, 563.

657
Southampton, 99, 179, 404. 469. 589,

628, 769
Southend-on-Sea, 179, 369. 628. 849
Southporl. 253. 469. 628. 788, 821
South Shields. 309. 689
South Wales. 99. 404
Southwark. 11. 660
Spain, 280, 656
Springhead. 281
Stainborough. 589
Stainland, 494
Slalybridge, 99
Stamford, 369
Stanley, 769
Stepney, 57, 133, 469, 666
Stockbridge, 528
Stockport. 253
Stockton-on-Tees. 788
Stoke-on-Trent, 469, 657. 769. }*49

Street. 217
Stretlord. 657. 788
Stroud (Gloucester). 788
Sudbury (Suffolk), 253
Sunderland. 369. 689
Surbiton, 133. 849
Sutton, 217, 404
Swansea. 57. 404, 528, 821
Sweden. 179. 656
Swinton, 469, 563, 788
Switzerland, 56
Tasmania, 11, 368, 720
Taunton, 99. 179. 281. 821
Tavistock. 253. 528. 689
Teignmouth. 99, 528
Thelwall, 133
Thorne (near Doncaster). 469, 720
Todmorden. 340. 469. 663
Torpoint, 11. 57. 369. 494. 628. 689
Torquay. 369. 404. 657. 788
Torrington. 133
Troon. 469
Trowbridge, 133
Truro. 11. 563. 657
Tsingtao (China), 656
Tullamore, 720
Tunbridge Wells. 57, 179, 528, 720.

759, 788
Turkey, 98
Turton (Lanes.). 494. 788
Tynemouth. 404
United States. 309. 628, 849
Uruguay, 309
Uxbridge, 759. 788
Wadebridge. 99
Wakefield. 281. 369
Wallasey. 133, 217
Walmer, 57, 339, 369, 689
Walsall, 11. 99, 217, 405, 469, 528.

657. 821
Walthamstow. 179. 590
" War " lighting. 494
Warrington. 57. 317, 369, 494, 528.

589, 689, 759
Warrnambool (Victoria). 368
Waterford. 528
Watford. 217. 528, 657. 720
Wednesburv, 217. 821
Wells. 99
Welshpool. 563
West Bromwich. 57. 494
West H.im. 99. 469. 788
West Hartlepool. 657
West Kirbv.
Westminster. 57. 99. 720
Wevmouth. 528
Whitehaven. 217. 5&3. 7.59

Whitstable. 11. 133. 340. 788
Whitworth (Lanes.). 469. 563. S2I
Widnes. 340
Wisan. 689
Wihesden. 12. 281. 590, 720
Wimbledon. 99. 340. 494. 594. 759
Windermere. 217
Windsor, 590
Wirrall. 494
Witney. 788
Wolverhampton. 99. 405. 628. 821
Wombwell. 10. 179
Woodford. 821

LiuilTlMU too I'owm tiutta -cunltnutd.

Wood Urceii, 629
WoolwiUi, 67, 216, 434

Woriesler, 67, 620

Wor.ley, 134, 689
Wollori Wllhuul, 263
Wrexham, 67, 217, 369. 629

\ork, 217, 263, 2»l, 406

N.ltadgynlai., 629, 821

Lighihou.e«, Hall-wall lamps lor, 223

Light Miurco, lubular, 104

Lighting of irainn in U.S.A., Electri.

,

Lightning und surge urreHcr, The
•• Zig," 241

Lightning in Australia, 373

Lightning sketch. A, U5
Limiting Lundilions (or the sale use

of electricity in coal mining, by

Prof, VV. M. 'Ihornlon. 350

LigUIDATIONB AND DISSOLUTIONS—
.Accumulator Industries, 216
Adams Jc 1-ox, 178
Apparatus Hi Accessories, 786

Bennet &. Whitehead, 467
Buddy Life-saving Appliances, 718

British Economical Lamp Co., 262

British Metal Engraving Co., 762

British Power Co., 9, 96
Cambridge Electric Tramways Syndi-

cate, 54
Canadian Electric 'I'raction Co., 367

Cheap Power Supply & Engineering
Co., 96

Clifton Electrical Engineering Co.,

763
Consolidated Diesel Engine Manufac-

turers, 64, 96, 253, 433, 467, 627
*' D..\.C." Accumulator Syndicate, 96,

Demon Va
280

Cleaner Co., 252,

Diesel Engine Co., 54
Dry Gas Electric Eire Extinguisher

Co., 215
Easton, Anderson & Goolden, 848

Ecuador Telephone Co., The, 527
Electric Flash-Lights, 398
Electric Utility Co., 819
Electrical Supplies Co., 280
Electromobile Co., 848
Electromotor Equipment Co., 178

i;iectro Steel Founders, 688
E. M. F., 96
Eureka Clock Co., The, 308, 339
Fell i James, 96
Foreign & Colonial Lighting, 215
Garrett, Hartley & Co., 9, 527
General Electrolytic Parent Co., 786
Gyroscopic Motor Syndicate, 688
Jandus Arc Lamp (Continental

Patents) & Electric Co., 752
Kent Electric Power Syndicate, 54
Leitner Electrical Co., 718, 761, 818
Leskole Co., 468
Llanelly Motor & Electrical Engineer-

ing Co.. 718. 752
Lumen Fittings Co., 398
Mellier & Co., Ch., 467
Midland Electric Corporation (1900).

Midland Ignition Co.. 178
.Mordey-Fricker Electricity Meter Co..

339. 367. 398. 718. 752
National Electric Time Co., 280
No Cell, 54. 178
Oldham Boiler Works Co.. 786
Perth Electric Tramways. 467
Pioneer Pump Patents. '688

Pontifex, S., & Co., and T. S. Borra-
daile, 626

Premier Lighting & Engineering Co..

718. 752
Pump & Power Co.. 54. 568
Rankine Patent Feed Water Filter

Co., 367
Rapid Light Controlling Syndicate,

130
Reader's Patents & Engineering Co.,

Ridings Arc Lamp Co., 433
Rossendale Belting Co.. 9

Rcundhav and District Electric Light-
ing Co.. 654

Rushmore Lamps. 9
Salusbury Lamps, 654
Sambidge. H. W.. & Son. 367
Sandwich. Deal & Walmer Electricity

Supply Co.. 848
Spiral Regulating Dynamo Co., 492
Stellar Signs, 626
Stolz Electrophone Co. (1913), 433
Storey & Sons. I.. 64. 96
Uitenhage Electric Light & Power

Co.. 9
llniversal Belting Co.. 9
Wright's Electrical Sales Co.. 558

Liverpool. New turbine olant at. 861

Liverpool strike. The. 16
Locomotive cars. Diesel electrical, 592
Locomotive. High-speed electric pas-

senger. 604
Locomotives. A transmission system suit-

able for heavy internal-combustion,

bv H. J. Thomson. 605
London County Council and electrical

trades list of wages and hours of
labour. 566

London County Council tramwav deficit.

3
London County Council tramways-

breakdown. "The. 837. 856
London County Council wages. 533
London electrical engineers. The. 136
London railway electrification contracts..

53
London's electricity supply. 1. 161. 190'

London', electricity supply, L.C.C.
report, lUft

Looking ahead. War and industry, 363
loirciK • niclhaj, Ab^lutc nieasurcmcnl

ol electrical re.i.Iance by, by F. E.
Smith Itft

Low»on's addreu to lh« ScultUh lux at

Scvliun ul ihe LE.E., Mr. J., 736

MACHINE tools. Individual drivinK

ol >mall and medium tut, by
A. K. Stelling. '261

.Magneto inanufactu Great Brilail

416
Magneto position, 'Ihe. 668
Magnetos tor British

British-made. 3UU
Magnetos, The supply of ignition, 257
Malri< explosions. Electric. 84
Mains explosions. Ihe report on elec-

tric, 41, 74. 97
.Maintenance, Road, 123
.Mammoth boiler resulu and projects at

Detroit. 290
.Manchester, Engineering &<icietie^ in.

793
.Manchester 15.000-kw. turbine set, 1!)

.Manchuria, 654
Marble as material fur lamp globes, 431
.Marconi, Honour for .Mr.. 162
Marine service. Electric cooking in. 260
Measurement of electrical resistance b^

Lorenz's method. Absolute, by F. L.
Smith, 164

.Melting, Electric brass, by G. H.
Clamer and Carl Hering. 573

Mercury rectifier for large outputs, The
development of the, 210

Mercury-vapour light for inspecting

translucent products, 323
Meter approved. 280
.Mexico, 214. 654
Military cooking installation. A, 733
.Milk. Electrical treatment of. 169
.Miner and the war. The. 266
Miners' demand for electric lamps. 311

Miner's fallacy, The, 82
Miners' safety lamps. 805
Mines, Electrical accidents in German,

17
Mines, Electricity in, by G. J. Ralph.

811; by W. Maurice, 812
Mines for the year 1913, Electrical acci-

dents in. 832. 864
Mines. Metalliferous, 62
Mint report. Royal, 566
Monopoly, A German electricity, 228
Montenegro, 367
Moratorium—and after. The. 356. 436
Morocco, British Trade with, 120
" iMotograph " sign, .\ large, (J30

Motor, A hard-worked. 753
Motor-cars, The standardisation of

electrical fittings on petrol, 16
Motor-cars. The standardisation of elec-

trical installations on. 374
.Motor fire engines in Berlin. The run-

ning and maintenance costs of elec-

trical. 345
-Motor-generator for high-pressure direct

current. Pressure-reducing. 289
Motor, New three-phase replusion, 209
Motor repair wagon. 792
Motors. Notes on modern continuous-

current, by T. H. Dennis. 704
Motors. Simpler control for rolling-

mill, 592
Motors ; Some features of mechanical

design. Large induction, hv G
Moores. 452. 507. 515. 572. 6()I

Motor. The decline of the self-synchro-

nising, by E. P. Hollis. 357
Motor vehicles for electrical work. 777
.Motor with shunt regulations by brush

displacement. Schrage patent three-

phase commutator. 445
Moving pictures without photography,

by G. Basil Barham. 438
Municipal Electrical Convention, 33. 76
Municipal Ownership Commission. 136

N \TAL contracts and public lende
384

National Physical Laboratory during
1913. Electrical work at the. 115

Neutrality of science, War and the. 449
Newcastle Corporation TramwayS; b

R. Mayne, 157

New Companies REcisxERFn

—

Acetylene S: Carbide, 764
All-British Electrical Co., 794
Allies Electric Lamp Co , 632
Alpha Electrical Co., 596
.•Muminium Foil Co., 186
Anti-German League, 408
Bachelet Levitated Railway Syndi-

cate, 143
Bailv & Sons. W.. 596
Ballvconnel Electric Light & Pow.-r

Co., ,534

Barford Electric Supply Co., 596
"Relco, 64
"Hoonzaiers. 375
Hooth & Bomford. 668
British African Agencies, 732
"British Arc Welding Co. (Scotland),

699
British Bachelet Flying Train Syn-

dicate. 568
"British Battery Co.. 534
British Chamber of Commi-rce in the

Argentine Republic, 143
Ttrltish Electrical Accessories. 143

Ttrltish Electrical EToort Co.. 596

British Industries Support Federa-

r,irville' Site S: Power Co.. 794
" Ceag " Miners' Supply Co., 668
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4ew Companies—continued.

CheiMico-l-,l,:tiric Co., 2H
Cicoy Magneto Co., 534
City o( I'Vcctown (Sierra I.t-oni:)

Electricity Co., 596
Coniston Hi District KIcclric Supply

Co., 7'J4

Ciistoilis, oU5
•• D.A.C." Accuimiliilur Syndiial .

2-2-1

Davis, J., & Co. (.Southampton), 2R5

Delries i Uoldnian, 6'Ja

Derby Day Hi NiglU Sign Co., 690
Derby Lamp Works, 473
Direct Copper I'roduction Syndicate.

24
Duncan's Electricity Supply, 25
Economic Electric, 143
Electrical Power Engineering t*<i.

jBirmingham), 731
Electrical Sales Promotion, 113
Electro-Magneto Motors. 18'J

Electi'oniobile (Leeds), 224
Electro Motor-Hiring, 24
Electropathic Institute, 408
Evans, E. M., & Son, 2S5
Gifkins & Co., A. V., 40S
Granville. Burgess S: Co., 143
Ha , 344
Health Humidifier Co. (Blackburn),

Highfield & Co., 375
High Speed Steel Allovs, 032
Hodgson Pump Co., 824
Horrabridge & District Electric Sup-

ply C6., 143
Implitico, 632
International Bleachers' Corporation

(1914), 224
International General Artificial Coal

Si Fuel Co., 143
Jersey Electric Lighting & Power

Co., 731, 764
" Krisco " Patents, 64
London Battery & Manufacturing Co.,

764
Loughrea Electric Power S: Light-

ing Co., 224
Market Securities, 143
Masham and District Electric Supply

Co., 732
Mason & Co., C. H., OliR

Maud Si Turner, 824
Metal Scrap, 696
Midland Magneto Co., 764
Morris, Warden & Co., 180
New High-Pressure Gas Light.

Chemical & Electric Supply Co.,

634
N. I. Z., 764
North British Electric Welding (East-

ern). 605
Parana Tramways Co., 473
Perks, F., 186
Patentees Attorneys,^ 143
Phoenix Electric Heatiijg Co. (1914),

375
Rex .Accumulator Co.. 824
Ruthin Electric Supply Co., 69G
Sanders Sr Co.. W., 568
Self-Protector, 186
Simplex Self-Starters, 375
Small Electric Motors, ,568

Smith, S., & Sons (Motor Acces-
sories). 143

South Wales Wireless Training Col-

leges, 24
Stentophone Magneto Works, 857
Stoneybridge Electrical Co., 408
Tattersall, H., 224
Telephone Co. of Pernambuco, 63
Thomson-Bennett (Magneto), 764
Trantmann's Patents Co., 64
Tredeg.Trs, 794
Tvne Glass Works, 032
I'nited Kingdom Manufacturers'

Rrpr-sentatives' Associations. 408
Universal Electric Canoe Co.. 285
Vulcan Electric & Mechanical Co..

6.34

Watson Magneto Co.. S. J., .WS
Wezdon Lamp Co., 794
Whitehouse, J., 24
Winco Manufacturing Co.. 794
Windibank, H., & Co., 605
Wiring, 596
Witt & Beeslev (Blackpool), 668

Vew ElECTRlCAI. DlIVICES, FlTTlNCS A:

Plant—
" .Altior " process of die casting, 17
Aster generating set, 4,55

Automatic furnace. Screw-teed, 127

Bar mill. A converted, 4.54
" Bee " suction cleaner, 172
Belling griller-boiler, 740
Bell-pushes .ind connections, 390
" Best " nlertrJc fires, 725
" Beta " type midget automatic ace

mulatdr switch, 38
Holler-plate cubicle switchboards,
Brighton Roval Pavilion, Elect i

cooking, 747
Candlestick, self-contained electr

118
Chromolvte batteries. 78
Circuit-breakers, G.E.C. exploslc

proof, 78
Circuit-breakers, Totnllv-encloscd, 3

Collier V plant. Electrical. 211
" Comfy " electric fire, 616
Continuity grip fittings. 681

Cooking apparatus, Carron, 61

Eclipse, 650
Copes Feed-water regulator, 615
Credendo electric fires, 304
Credenda electric kettles, 726
Current transformers, New type, 11

173
De Forest high-frequency generat(

\"KW ELKCTKICAL DKVICia. FlTTlNCa ANI

Punt— conttnuea,
" Dim-a-lite," 327
Dimmer fittings, Simplex, 616

Eclipse " heating and cooking oppa

ratus, 424, 782
Ediswan dour heater, 746

ICdiswan heaters, 454
Ediswan traction lamp, 816

Electric control gear lor machinr

tools, 566
Electrolytic rectifier, 211
" El Radio " radiator, 725

Emergency generating sets, 727
" Eye-rest " wall bracket, ,327

l-'erranti electric cooker, 815

Ne electr 423

Fittings, Electric, 305
l*'ullarton vibrometer. The, 275

Fuller cell, 367
l-'urnace-charging machine. An ele

trically-driven, 326
I'use-box, New weatherproof, 173

General Electric explosion-proof ci

cuit-heating fixtures. 724

General Electric Co. lighting at

healing fixtures, 724

Generating
adiat 726

' Grundy " temperature control ap-

paratus, 39
Hall-watt fittings, Benjamin, 815

Half-watt lamps. New, 127. 651

Hand-lamp, Electric, 388
Hand-lamps, New, 389
Heaters, Ediswan, 454
Hoists for wharf use. Electrically-

driven, 389
Hollow bars. 390
" Hot-bar " radiator. 846
Interphones, New, 391
Ironclad swltchgear, E.A.C. 327;

B.T.H., 615
" Jumper " control gear. The, 304
Keystone stoker. The, 555
" Klip-on " shadeholder, 727
Lamp lock. New, 389
Letter signs. Miniature electric. 390
Lightning arresters, B.T.H. alumi-

nium. 118
" Linisher '* surface grinder. The, 740

.Magneto, Another new British, 48li

Magneto, B.T.H. , 389
Magnetos for British motor-cars,

British, 367
Main regulators, G.E.C. 6R2, 782
" Marvel " cooker, 117, 127

Mazda lamps, 170
Mining switchgear, 847
Motor-converter, A large, 726

Mining switch, A new, 747

Neutral point earthing resistance. 327
** Nite Lite " transformer lainp. 681

Number controller and inilicator, 4S5

Oil-el«ctric set, ,584

Ozone generators, 118
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It is somewhat appropriate at the present time, when the

question of the future of London's electricity supply is so

prominently before the public, that attention should be

directed to the position of the latter, as represented by the

electricity consumer, under present and possible future con-

ditions of supply.

We publish elsewhere a letter bearing on this matter

which reflects, to some extent, the opinion held in certain

quarters that the London consumer is well off in com-

parison with the electrical user in European cities.

It would seem that the writer, who represents the

company interests, is satisfied with the present position of

affairs, but it is only right to point out that the average

figures which he gives benefit considerably from the

inclusion of the lower priced units supplied by the municipal

undertakings, as will be shown below.

The report of Messrs. Merz & McLellan to the L.C.C.

should serve to remove a good deal of the obscurity which has

surrounded the possible municipalisation of supply in the

Metropolitan area.

It will be readily admitted that for it to achieve oltimate

success, any scheme which aims directly or indirectly at

the unification of electricity supply in London must inspire

confidence in the consumer, and the latter may find some

food for thought iu the L.C.C. returns relating to London's

electricity supply during 1011-12 ; and if past records afford

any indication of future prospects, possibly some idea may

be gained from them as to whether private or municipal

control, or some form of control which combines the

advantages of both without their disadvantages, would

be the best solution of the problem.

These returns dealt with 15 municipal and 13 private

undertakings in London, and 21 municipal and l-'i private

extra-London undertakings.

For the moment it is only necessary to consider electricity

supply in the London area and to take the figures as they

stand for 11)1 1-1 •_' in comjmrison with those of six years

earlier. These are tabulated below :

—

Net Capital



the ,noreast..l revenuf donve.l fn.in ihk oxpe.uliture by the
nnuucupal underukin^s hoH l^n nearly 50 ,H.-r cent, in exccsa
of that derived by the private un,iertakinK8-the output of
the municipal concerns having increased \,y l >:, ,K,.r V-nt
ascouiparod with an increaBc of only 84A ,xt cent, on the
part o\ tlie private undertaking's.

With or without good reason, these figures, as an indi.'a-
tion of SIX years' i-rogi-ess, are not favoural>le U, the
private companies.

The municipal undert^ikings obtained a smaller average
price for thoir output, the figures being as follows—

str^i^cr-"; --^- ^.
^:;e?

''•-'»"--
••• ™ mi-

Combined av., all purpoBCB ::: \l^t ^:^^^-

From the consumer's point of view, this is an importm.t
feature of the returns, and especially so in view of ite
influence on the development of electricity supply, althouL-h
we are free to admit that increased sal^ might be attribut-
able equally as much to business organisation and salesman-
snip as to pi-K'e in some instances.

Trice and efficiency of service rendered are the dominatingfactors so far as the consumer is concerned, and it s notlUogical toassume that the comparativelygreater pro. ess ohe municipal undertakings is due to Lead in Ch t estlirec ions, the competition of gas being equallv felt all over

t «^l T ' ''^ ^"^^! ''""P'^"^ ^•"' '""nicipaiity, thanks tothe spleiidul orgamsatiou of the gas interests.
I he return -rives the combined average pric«s obtained bvmnnicipal and comj«,„y suppliers as l-97d. and 2 58d. Ind

oS the Trn'' V'^- ^°'" ""'' P*^'^ ^y '-^^V^^y '^onsume^-s

mai bp [
""'' ""'^' ""'"'^'^'^ ^ P'-i^«te undertakings

pr?4te cttl" ' ""^"^^ °^ ^^^ ^^^- -«^ °^ --^-tel

hiS'aS?"''' ^Tr'"^*^"'"
'"™^- "i-dertaking, thengtiest average in the municipal list is the 3-1 7d of

ov^r^d peSSt'""^"
P"" '" '^P"^^^^ '^--^ being

The increasing cost of fuel and domestic labour point tothe necessity of many households introducing efectrcalpower devices and electric heating, if only a ! meaS^Jgettmg through more work in a given time,Vnd quS^Tmrtfrom the hygienic question. ^ P "^

Looking more closely into the question of the future and

pa? than ;''"'"°'''
^'!l

P'^y ^ much more impoS

We speak of " smaller consumer " in a strictly commrative sense, for there are thousands of dwelling housesTthe"London area, of rentals round about £40 to £50 someeven fully wired in anticipation of electric li.htiit 'wSm the compames' areas, use gas simply because they cannotget elec ricity except on prohibitive terms, and the "busf

»ia niodera temlencies and reqiiirencnls.
"Pinoie

sf;Hr'-dt^^irr4tnt~
lugh prices charged by them, although it mustTeS ttedthat these factors are unlikely to console the consumerHowever their financial position may hare Sen nreiu

^5^i:^^rsti:--r

within the last eight years that turbine plant ij £generally adopted for generating purposes, it'is evidentE
favourable "f''^' ""^^^'V^' ^^"'^ ^»''«»' ^'^ n^ote are

I'Strltit;. "'""P" "'°'™' ^-l-"tly gives good

can'b?cftS'an"d^f'l"^'"P''^°'
'"""'''''-' management

thatth'l^ii^^^^^^

u W h'T''^ ."^ '"^'°^'^^ 'fualilications, and, in any ca^under the thumb of an even less informed Council is likdv'to be unsatisfactory, particularly in view of thl S
developments which ma^ be expecLd in the fut re mS
fl ffTn'"''

^.^'"^'^'^''^ «''°^it 'ts shortcomings and the

i.'U, should have thought it necessary f. read a nanermdiaitmg n.medies for the present state of affairs isSsuggestive, as coming from within the muncipal ranksHowever, the official report on the strik ^^o mtilipalemployes at J.eeds last year contains even more c^nviSevidence from within as to the inefficiency Sch may erS
mtnijp\trtr''

""^'^^'^
^ -"-^-' «™3

strke at r ^1 '' ™',° "^^°^ '^"'^^™ retorts. Th^strike at all events, served the good purpose of directingattention to the deficiencies of th^ department, and as heresult of reorganisation, the staff could be reduced brsOOmen, represent ng an annual saving to the city of £36 OoS^

srteof\Vat"'f'"'t
^"-^^^'^ ''''' this' is a commonstate of affairs, it may be taken for granted that whateverthe deficiencies of unadulterated private control purely

Weunl^T'™' '\^''^''' likely to commend its If^?or ahuge undertaking such as will be involved in the unifiedelectricity supply of London. Here, then, is a matter foremus reflection on the part of the consumer-^whosfonly

fac^i?it'v7n u'-'-'^^'^P ™PP'y °f ^l^'^tricity and eSfacility for obtaining it-and of the public, whose interest
Iare nowadays so closely bound up with electrical progress

Rubber.
"^" general market for rubber has

within recent weeks displayed little in the
way of new feature, but taken all round the trade has been
moving along quietly, and in not unsatisfactory fashion
with consumers taking good deliveries of material while
the movements in prices have been very small and the tone
has generally been pretty steady. Plantation rubber still
stands at a considerable discount compared with fine hard
Para, and the arrivals of the latter as advised from Brazil
are now and have lately been small. It is just possible that
with small supplies of Para descriptions coming forward
the plantation product may be stimulated to some extent asdemands are turned upon it, but industrially the world's

and Z ''n°\
'"^•'°° '^'"^"1 "^ encouraging just now,

Hm.! ^l u "'f'°'''^^' f
continuance of relatively quiet

vlf' f
,^,^T^li^? .been rather less coming forward from the

Maav itl %l P-'?""^!^^^^'"'^^'''' ^^^y ^y the FederatedMalay States authorities being 1,309 tons, compared with

thp 1 " a°.;f '

''^^''^ *^' *«^^' f"-- the five months ofthe year .,026 tons, compared with 4,001 tons in 1913and ln2 in 1912. The auctions in Mincing Lane havebeen less too, the total handled at the two sales in .TimeS M
^.^^;"' -'

-

°^ '°°'' " fi^"^« ""^^^^ f^l's considerably
below that of some recent months, and the reduced quan-
tities to hand have naturally assisted the market. Therehas recently been a rather more spirited inriuiry in the
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private market for far forward deliveries, even up to June

of next year, business in which has been done at a con-

siderable discount compared with the rates accepted for near

deliveries. This implies but a slender faith in the future of

the market, but on the face of it the price looks fairly

cheap, and it may stimulate buying on this ground alone.

The cost of production is, however, certainly comingdown in

many directions, and this can only be of benefit to all con-

cerned. Most estates have, of late, succeeded in materially

rediicmg their working costs, and tlie process is capable of

further and general application, so that on this scoie, apart

from any question of over-production, there is room for a

further shading of prices, and the lower they go the more

is consum))tion likely to be stimulated.

In considering the question of costs of production, a

correspondent of the Timcii has been working out results on

what is termed a " normal " estate in Malaya, by which ex-

pression i.s meant an estate which has no exceptional or

almorraal disad\antages, is pro\ided with good transport,

is near a port or railway station, is a self-contained economic

unit as to size, and is carefully laid out as regards labour.

Taking everything into consideration, the " all in " cost is

given as 8-7i;d. a lb. on an output of 600.000 lb., and on

the writer's calculations, such an estate, capitalised at

£75,000, and with rubber selling at Is. •2\A. a lb., can pay

a 20 per cent, dividend, while every additional Id. a lb. on

the selling price is equal to a further 3^ per cent, or so on

the dividend.

In connection with the efforts made to extend the uses

to which rubljor is put, it may be mentioned that a lawn

tennis court laid with rubber has been put down at the Agri-

cultural Hall in connection with the Rubber Exhibition, to

which court the public are admitted, and the innovation

has proved a decided attraction, the ball playing oflf very

truly. The court is, however, slower in play than asphalte.

CONCERNING SWITCHGEAR.

By S. lees.

No tramway report at the present time
The L.C.C.

jg awaited with such critical interest as

1)" fl'^r^
that relating to the year's working of the

London County Council tramway system.

Heavily capitalised as it is, with its resources seriously

depleted by concessions which cannot be justified from a

tramway point of view, handicapped in addition in its

facilities forgathering traffic in London, and up against an

ever-increasing 'bus competition, the result of the year's

working— a deficit of £88,520—need not cause any surprise

to those interested.

Much has been written on the burdens cast—many think

unfairly—on the L.C.C. tramways, but for various reasons

these remain substantially as before, and it has been left

for the motor-'bus to demonstrate the weak places in L.C.C.

tramway administration.

The flighways Committee's report will be read with

interest by those who desire an explanation of the present

position, and one short sentence explains a good deal.

" The Council in framing its tramway policy has not looked

at the nnitter solely from the point of view of the tramways

undertaking." If it had, the present [losition would scarcely

have arisen.

Criticism of the result, in view of the sentence which we
quote, may be somewhat out of place ; the only question is

whether London is prepared to face a loss of £50,000
a year or more in the future for the privilege of possessing

tramways which are admittedly not run on a self-supporting

basis.

A considerable section of the report deals with motor-

omnibus competition, pointing out the various directions in

.which the 'bus is more favourably situated than the

tramway, and it cannot be denied that there is certainly

something wrong in a system which levies rates on a

tramway route, the paving of which is kept in order by
the tramway, to be worn out by other traffic, but which
levies no rates on an etpial 'bus service along the same route,

although the latter causes more wear for every mile run.

The " 'bus track," equivalent to the tramway track, is the

whole road, and for the continuous all-day-long use of the

latter, it would appear to be only equitable that some rate

should be levied on the 'bus as on the tram.

With the advent of the new Home Office rules and
regulations governing the use of electrical energy
for industrial purposes, it seemed reasonable to look

forward in the near future to some radical changes
toward better designed switchgear. The lapse of

time since the new conditions became operable has

been, it must be admitted, ample for the production

of some necessarily rather drastic, yet much
needed improvements making for increased safety

and facility of working in the operation of electrical

apparatus.
Taking these facts into consideration, it seems

surprising that to-day there is little, if indeed any,

striking evidence of the results of the 1912 regula-

tions. True, a considerable proportion of central-

station switchboards are now grilled in at the back;

strange to say, however, an accident recently

occurred where an attendant was severely shocked
and injured through falling off a travelling crane

which was stationed temporarily above the rear

passage of a main switchboard. Here, substantial

locked doors had been fitted, but the top of the

passage-way was, as is usual, open.

But it is not at the main controlling or distributing

centres that improvement is called for so much as

at the points of actual use; for it is here that we still

find being installed types of switchgear (so-called)

which whilst outwardly complying with the statutory

regulations, are yet so badly constructed that failure

may be expected at any time. Take a common
example—the coupled pattern of multipole switch,

iron-cased, of course. Almost invariably the insu-

lating bar which couples the several contact members
is made of some kind or other of fibre. Up to the

size of 100 amperes capacity this bar may be any-

thing from 3-i6in. to iin. (rarely the latter) square

section. Now, quite a lot of drilling, etc., is neces-

sary for the mounting thereon of the contact blades

and other fittings, and it is by no means uncommon
to find adjacent screws which pass at right angles

touching on the way. The section of the insulating

bar is thus seriously reduced, and it can hardly be a

matter for surprise if the switch fails at an unex-

pected moment. Sometimes clips are used instead

of screws for directly attaching contact blades, and
a bar of thinner section is employed. What happens

with this method of mounting is that, in order to

ensure certain and reasonably good contact, the

friction between blades and jaws is so great as to

defy withdrawal by means of the handle or lever

fixed to the insulating bar, the latter often being of

such a pliable nature as to allow one blade to break

contact whilst the other remains " hard on." This

is typical of a small size of switch having 4 in.

centres between blades, the fibre bar allowing a

torsional twist of J-fulI turn. Wood, too, is largely

employed for this purpose, a common method of

mounting the usual U and V shape contact blades

being by means of small nutted screws. Trouble with

this class of switch is speedy and sure. A certain

pattern of multipole switch still on the market is pro-

vided with a rather elaborate insulating partition

disposed between the contact jaws, and the contact

blades are coupled together by means of a wooden
bar held in position by two metal screws, one to each

blade, the ends of the said screws coming within a

small fraction of an inch of touching each other

inside the wood bar. A case of failure of a switch

of this make was experienced by the writer, the

operator receiving such serious injuries as necessi-

tated his absence from work for nearly two months.
Switch mountings inevitably work loose in oper-

ation and contact blades become detaclied, and
short-circuit across jaws, or "earth" to case

;_
the

indiscriminate boxing-in of some types of switch-
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gear often only accentuates trouble, as, with an open

type of switch, a visible fault is more likely to be

detected before any serious harm is done.

A particular form of double-pole service switch

beloved of supply authorities is still with us, very

little changed except, perhaps, that it must have its

interior economy hidden under a cast-iron cloak of

pretentious proportions. Its naked predecessor used

to be a useful business-like sort of switch, always

dependable. The present-day type is turned out by

lots of "nameless" makers, and varies very little

in the inside electrical details in the different makes,

one point, at any rate, being its somewhat striking

consistency. There is the familiar fibre coupling-

bar which shows a decided reluctance to keep com-

pany with its contact blades, and there remains the

same kind of handle grip which runs the whole

gamut from "off" to "on" and reverse, without

useful effect, and the cover has to be removed to

elucidate the tactics of the erring switch.

And what matters it if the live parts are only

asbestos-paper thickness distant from the outer

earthed case, there is still a full two inches length of

break between contacts

!

Truly, this robust mechanical method of enclosing

small switchgear allows unlimited latitude for the

unscrupulous hiding of a multitude of electrical sins

inside, and especially does this apply to fuse-boxes

or, as they were originally called, " cut-outs." More
than one decade ago the act of an over-enterprising

individual in trying to replace paired fuses simultan-

eously gave rise to the birth of the interlocking cut-

out. Nowadays, it is not perhaps often necessary

to stand at the top of a rickety step-ladder and ner-

vously thread bare fuse wire and hold bare pliers in

the one hand, the other member being in commis-
sion to preserve one's balance, but the risk of shock
and burn is little if at all minimised, as the fuse

holder is liable to be shattered, if the iron-clad, what-
not-proof, switch happens to have an indefinite leak

on a faulty pole. And, somehow, one cannot help

feeling aftcnvards that short circuits, and once
lightly considered " earths," possess grave potenti-

alities for harm, especially when one sees such
splendid shock-proof porcelain brought down just

like so much candle grease.

Strangely discordant with electrical progress, the
past year or so has witnessed the foisting on the
market of a multitude of small switchgear bearing
unmistakable evidence of inefficiency and yet pre-

senting a prepossessing exterior. Commercial con-
siderations would seem to be the principal operating
cause of the demand for this admittedly cheap, but
undesirable, line. Highly porous stone-ware insu-

lation, pierced with screw-threaded holes, ungetat-
able and flimsy one-turn-thread terminals; fuse
holders which require handling with one's handker-
chief, and in which when inserted or withdrawn the
porcelain bridge parts company with us contact clips

—these afe examples of this kind of accessory. One
common pattern of fuse holder, of which there are
thousands in use, consists of a pot-ware tube having
a frontal aperture and is described as a " safety

"

fuse holder. Again, a trough or channel-shaped
piece of china ware, in which the fuse, exposed,
reposes lengthwise is similarly labelled. Such de-
vices are absolutely of no use, either utilitarian or
aesthetic, and it would seem that the only reason for
the existence of such freaks is an inexhaustible faith
in cure-all porcelain.
The absurd idea of threading fuses through

sinuous tunnelled paths, more or less contracted,
while the terminals remain bare and exposed, is still

worked. At this day one might not unreasonably
expect a better knowledge of these details. A short
tmie back the writer had occasion to handle in ser-
vice a new type of safety fuse-holder. This was of
the mdicating variety, and consisted of a length of
fibre tube fitted with removable brass-capped ter-
minals, binding posts being at the extreme ends.

Inside the tube there was a perforated china bobbin

through which the fuse wire passed, the normal
position of the suspended bobbin with fuse intact

i)eing opposite a small sight hole located centrally

at the front of the tube. When the fuse ruptured

the bobbin was supposed to fall by virtue of its own
weight to the bottom of the tube, thus uncovering

the sight hole and indicating a blown fuse. Unfor-
tunately, oftencr than not, it happened that the fuse

would part either above or below the bobbin, owing,
probably, to the inevitable weakening of the fuse

wire at the point of attachment to the binding

screws, and so although holding a blown fuse the

bobbin remained in position indicating " good."
Excepting that it was well made this example was
nothing but a freak; the bare terminal caps were
flush with the fibre tube, and very careful handling

was necessary to avoid making contact at top or

bottom with the metal fuse box. The operation of

re-fusing was quite a business as the terminal caps

had to be taken off the holder, the indicating bobbin
withdrawn, and the holes cleared of blown metal,

before inserting fresh fuse wire.

A useful and proper accessory, the common port-

able type of hand lamp, has of late been the cause of

quite a number of disquieting accidents. This fitting

is made up in almost countless forms, all professing

to conform to the new regulations. Some are weird

in shape, of wire labyrinth defying any photo-

metric conclusion thereon; others remind one of the

appanage of the old town crier. The construction

appears to be first and foremost to render abstrac-

tion of the lamp proper the despair of thieves, but

this advantage is considerably otf-set by the neces-

sity of having to dissect practically the whole thing

in order to replace a faulty lamp. The vital part in

all remains the same—the conventional b.s. lamp-
holder with its attendant weaknesses and disadvan-

tages. One might say a good deal critically, too,

about the means of communication between lamp
and plug connection. The latter is oftener than
not a most reprehensible kind of fitting; and one
views with some alarm the increasing" vogue of the

common wood-cased b.s. lamp-top form of adapter
for use on portable circuits. The application of this

type of accessory to highly irtductive circuits,

heavy heating devices, and the like, cannot
be too strongly condemned. Quite recently

the writer came across a modern power supply

station, newly wired, the portable circuits of which
were fitted up with ordinary batten lamp-holders.

In absurd irony a number of hand lamps were in

use for boiler cleaning, the flexible runs thereto

being of steel-armoured cable (almost heavy enough
for house services), and a few inches from the lamp-

holder and the adapter plug the armouring had been
cut away to allow of entry of the conductors, thus

exposing the very thin coating of rubber insulation.

Near at hand a one-horse-power portable air com-
pressor was at work, plugged to an ordinary lamp-
holder, the leads in this case being twin lamp flexible

wire of a very poor quality, and as bearing evidence

to its misbehaviour, every foot run or so wore a
self-accusing bandage of tape. The adapter plug in

this case was not itself visible, owing to a very com-
plete encasement of insulating tape, which had been
applied as a precautionary measure against the ill-

effects of short circuits, of which experience was
obviously not wanting.

Of recent years the tendency has been for an ever-

increasing use of the bar blade or knife form of

switch, and at the present time we find that this

type, or some modification thereof, is generally

accepted as a sort of standard for hand non-auto-
matic gear. Otherwise possessing the qualities that

go towards a simple and efficient design of switch,

it is the exception to find an example fitted with
a really safe hand shield or guard, notwithstanding
that, in the Home Office rules and regulations it is

provided that :
—
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Clause 3.—Every switch, switch-fuse, circuit

breaker and isolating hnk, shall be: (a) so con-

structed, placed, or protected, as to prevent danger;

(b) so constructed, and adjusted, as accurately to

make and maintain good contact; (c) provided with

an efficient handle, or other means of working, in^

sulated from the system, and so arranged that the

hand cannot inadvertently touch live metal; (d) so

constructed or arranged that ik cannot accidentally

fall or move into contact when left out of contact.

The closing of such a type of switch, with

unprotected handle, on, say, a faulty heavy power
circuit, would in all probability have (in fact, has

had) disastrous results on the hand, at least, of the

unfortunate operator. The provision of an efficient

shield or guard, not merely to prevent contact with

adjacent "live" metal, but effectually to protect the

operator's person from injury at times of abnormal
occurrences should be made compulsoi-y. And with

what ludicrous inconsistency one finds, too often,

really splendid examples of first-class plant controlled

by safety (save the mark!) switch gear, fool-proof,

etc., etc., which wrecks itself when a fuse ruptures.

The writer has had experience of more than one
instance of plant ruined through failure of insuffi-

cient switch gear at a critical moment.
For one reason, owing to its superior mechanical

qualities, at least as regards its ease of hand-
ling in manufacturing processes, the employment
of fibre in its many guises appeals to makers of
electrical apparatus, particularly switchgear. But
fibre is very uncertain in its behaviour, and under
work-a-day conditions warping or twisting sooner
or later sets in, causing distortion of switch mount-
ings. The necessary care is not always paid
to proper selection of samples in assembly, due re-

gard to " grain " or " run " being commonly
neglected. E.xperience has proved, time and again,
the unsuitability of this substance for electrical

work; therefore, the discontinuance of the use of
fibre for insulating electrical apparatus cannot be
too sternly insisted upon.
The writer is far from condemning wholesale the

employment of vulcanised fibre, as it has undeni-
ably, many useful applications in electrical practice
for which it is peculiarly suitable, being both cheap
and easily fashioned. For insulating metal hand
rails, and similar protective fencing for electric

power supply stations, fibre tubing forms a safe and
convenient covering; and for shields or guards for
hand-operated switcligear, sheet or moulded fibre

may be introduced where the presence of wood or
other easily fired material would be quite inad-
missible.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 6 P.M. on Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondents slumld fonvard tlieir communi-
cations at the earliest possible moment. Ko letter can be published
unless we have t/ie writer't navw and address in our posseision.

Electricity Supply in London.

The following comparative ligures will be cold comfort
to those who find so much to abuse in everything connected
with the supply of electricity in Jjondon.

In the fjondou County Coum^il analysis of accounts of

companies and local authorities for the year ending
December 31st, 1011 (or March 31st, 1912) the average
prices are given as :

—

Private liKhtinK :!'43d. per unit.
Street lijrhUnp: I'GOd. „
Power and hi at.. ri7d. „
Bulk supply 'gid. „
Traction supply 'TSd. „

By applying these figures to units sold for difTerenb

purposes in Continental towns for the same period, we obtain
the average price which would have been received had
liondon rates been charged. A comparison with the rates

actually charged shows that in every case e.Kcept one the

Town.
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Hanover Square Schuul of Electrical EiigiDcerintr.

It lias iviently conio to the kiio\vli!(l;,'e of the uiiiluisi^ned

that tluTL' is a desire on tlie part of Keveral electrical

en<i;ineeis wlio received their tediiiical training at the Han-
over S:|nare School of Electiical Kn{i;ineerin{,', to have an

animal reunion where olil ties could he renewed.

Such annual reunion, to accord with the natural inclina-

tion of most Englishmen, would probably take the form of

iin annual dinner which might be held in different parts of

the country in successive years.

In ordci' to place the matter on a proper footing, it will

be necessary to form a t'ommittee, and we suggest that any
gentlemen willing to serve on such a Committee should send

their names to one of the undersigned.

Frank J. Moffett, B.A., M.I.E.E.,

Union Chambers,
Temple Row, 6trmia(;liam.

Lancelot W. Wild, M.I.E.E.,

York Mansion,
York Street. London, S.W.

June 20/A, 1914.

Timber Drying.

According to the extract from the Melbourne Age,

page mil of your issue of June I'.ith, Australian black-

wood boards 1 ft. wide, take four to five years to dry in the

open, with a loss of iU per cent, through warping. After a

preliminary application of an electric current for eight hours,

the air drying is reduced to four or five months, and the

loss through warping, Ac, reduced to 10 per cent.

The losses from warping could, however, be entirely

eliminated without any preliminary treatment or any re-

handling, by drying the boards in a moist air timber dryer.

The circulation of moist air prevents warping, case-

hardening or other injury, while drying the wood in about a

fortnight, at very small expense.

The modified Nodon process of applying a slight current

of electricity to wet wood, described on page 1049 of the

same issue, is evidently very similar. The wood is first piled

between jute blankets saturated with water, and subjected

for one or two days to an electrical current ; then taken

out and stacked for drying in a position exposed to strong

winds.

A strong electric current would admittedly crack or split

the wood ; so the current is limited to 150 ampere-hours at,

say, 00 volts per cubic metre, or, say, a quarter of a unit of

electricity per cubic foot of wood. The heat in this electric

current is so small as to have no appreciable drying effect, so

it appears very misleading to claim that " the time necessary

for dnjing wood by the Nodon process varies from one to

two full days." This actually is the time that the surfaces

of the wood are soaked by contact with wet blankets,

prelimmary to restacking for air drying.

The results claimed for the Nodon process plus the

subsequent drying appear to be precisely those achieved by
drying alone, viz., the oxidation of the resiniferous

materials in the sap, a molecular transformation of the

cellulose, and a supression of destructive germs.
Electricity could be used as a drying agent in a moist air

dryer ; but it is much more usual to heat the air by steam,

thus utilising all the latent heat. When steam is used to

generate electric current, all the latent heat is necessarily

lost, and, therefore, the drying of timber by electricity

would involve prohibitive cost. It would not, however,
involve the additional handling of the wood that is incurred
in the Nodon process of passing an electrical current to

wood placed between wet blankets, prior to restacking for

drying.

Eritli's Engineering Co., Ltd.

London, June 25(h, 1914.

Geissler Tubes.

I should be very much obliged if either you or any of

your readers could give me some information regarding the
life of the different gases and electrodes which are inside the
ordinary Geissler tubes, i.e., how many hours such a tube may
be worked before the gas or electrode is destroyed ; and,

further, what exactly becomes of the gas ?

I understand that in the .\I'X)re tube, nitrogen or (.'(), gas

has to be continually fed in—here, again, I should he glad

if anyone could tell mc what becomes of it, and what would
happen if the gas supjjly were 8t«p[jcd !'

Medico.

Tlie Training of tiie Instrument Maimer.

With reference to flic letter whi<h ap|jeared in your

"Correspondence" columns of ,Iune :/(;th, in regard to the

training of the instrument maker, I would like to suggest a

few points which I am sure would benefit both euiployers

and emploji's as regards becoming good workmen and pro-

ducing good workmanship.

For instance, if there were the opportunity of overcoming

all the dillicuities mentioned in Mr. I'aul's letter, which
would come the best ofl', after Uiking all expenses involved

on the apprentice's side, and the wage he has to have

for all Ids theory and practical training as a skilled instra-

nient maker ?

I suggest that favouritism should be abandoned, which is

a great hindrance in most shops, and that energetic apprentices

should be advanced to a higher rank according to their

abilities, which not only would encourage the apprentices,

but satisfy their employers.

Again, as there is so much competition in instruments and

the making of them, I think it would be very diflicult for

one to attend a trade school and learn every method different

firms have in the manufacture of instruments, &c. If they

learnt, for example, A's method, B's, perhaps, would be

much the same instrument, but a totally different method
of manufacturing, so it is a case of " No man can serve two

masters." I should like others interested in the above

letter to bring this matter forward, looking; on the emplojds'

side, in addition to the employers', therefore to benefit the

latter.

>'. Ingleby.

June 29/A, 1914.

LEGAL.

Senghenydd Phosecotions.

AccoRDlNQ to the Birm'inghftm Dailij Pcxt the snmmonaeB brought
by the Home Office against the owners of the Lewis Merthyr
Consolidated CoUierics, and Mr. Edward Shaw, manager of the

Universal Colliery, Seng-henydd, for alleged breach of the Mines
Regulations, were heard at Caerphilly on June 17th. There are

21 summonaes in all. Of these, four are against the company and
17 against the manager, all being taken at the instance of Dr.

Atkinson, Chief Divisional Inspector of Mines, and as the result of

the Home Office inquiry into the cause of the disaster at the

Universal Colliery in October last, when over 400 lives were lost.

Mb. Ivor Bowen. K.C, in opening the case for the Public

Prosecutor, said the explosion caused the loss of 4S9 lives. In

May, 1901, there was a previous explosion, which caused the death

of 81 lives. Two exhaustive inquiries had been held into the

cause of the present disaster, but no definite conclusion could be

arrived at. The Court would be concerned with an investigation

of a very different character. They would have to considei

whether during the month preceding the explosion the mine was
managed in conformity with the statutory law. The first

summons was against Edward Shaw for neglecting to appoint in

writing a person to examine the safety lamps. The defence was
that the lampman was appointed 17 years ago, and was a com-

petent person. He received a note stating the nature of the

duties, but this had been lost.

The Bench decided to hear all the cases before giving their

decision, and the hearing of the other summonses was deferred

until July Hth.

Workmen's Compensation.

On Friday, in the Marylebone County Court, Ethel May Faber, 18

years, of 3, Galborne Gardens, North Kensington, was awarded £9
damages and costs for personal injuries, the defendants being the

International Electric Cj., telephone manufacturers, of 85, Grace-

church Street, EC. It appeared that the plaintiff was employed at

the company's works at Salusbury Road, Kilbum, being engaged at

7e. a week on a power press machine, which continued to work

when the treadle was not being touched by the operator. On
April 14 th last, while the plaintiff was attending the machine, her

left thumb was severely crushed by the descending press. It was

alleged that the accident was due to the absence of a guard, and

that this constituted legal negligence.
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Kenna >: DiBLiN United Tbamwavs Co., Ltd.

At Dnhlin last week, before Mr. .Tu«tice Kenny and a epeoial jury,

John Kenna. a provision merchant, claimed £2 ."lOO from defendants,

for personal injuries alleged to have been caused by the nefrlipence

of the defendants and their servants in the control and manajre-

ment of a tra-noar on February 1st. I'i lintiff was on top of a car

which went off the rails and crashed down upon the pavement. He
was pitched into a heap of broken jjlasa. Evidence as to injuries

having- been given, a police witness said that the driver attributed

the accident to the failure of the pnints to set automatically.

Acoording to a report in the Diihtin Diiih/ A'jy.iw.v, Serjeant

Sullivan said the accident was due to an occurrence which could
not have been foreseen. In many places the tramway points were
manipulated by an electric contrivance. The system had been well

tried ia many places, and until this night in Merrion Square it had
never been known to fail. When the electrical point system failed

for the first time in its history the driver committed an error of

judgment, when he found himself on the wrong line, by slapping
on his brakes, and it was this that caused the car to overturn.
Mb, George W. Harris, electrical engineer to the Tramways

Co., stated that the points where the accident occurred were
designed to make a straight run to Dalkey. The driver of the Donny-
brook tramcars had a means of setting the points to enable him
to take the turn, but they resumed their position automatically.
He examined the points an hour after the accident, and found them
in good order, and no repairs had been found necea.<!ary since. An
evilly-disposed person could move the points in the wrong direction.

He thought the accident was caused by the sudden application of
the track brake. It was a company rule that «uch points should not
be approached at a greater speed than two miles an hour.

Evidence was given to show that the car was proceeding at a
moderate rate of speed.

The jury found for the plaintiff, and asaessed damages at £550,
A stay of execution for 14 days was granted.

Marconi and Marconi's Wireless Telegbaph Co., Ltd, r.

Helsby Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.

As mentioned in our last issue, Mr. Justice Eve and an Assessor
commenced the hearing in the Chancery Division on June 21th of
this action, claiming damages in respect of alleged infringement
of letters patent. The infringement was denied.

Mr. Walter, K.n. (for the plaintiffs), said the patent was
No. 7,777 of 1900. It formed the subject of an action heard some
time before by Lord Parker, then Mr. Justice Parker, and it had
now expired by etHuxion of time. The defendants had manu-
factured and supplied wireless installations to four ships belonging
to the London and North-Western Railway Co.. and that was the
matter complained of in that action. The defendants attacked the
validity of the patent, and as far as the Marconi exparts could see,

they attacked it upon the same grounds as before, while as regarded
infringement, the plaintiffs' expert witnesses could not see any
distinction between what had been done by the defendants and
what was done in the case before Lord Parker. The defendants,
besides denying the infringement, alleged that the invention was
not new ; that it had been published in this country before the
date of the letters patent ; that it was not useful

; and that the
specifications did not sufficiently describe and ascertain the
nature of the alleged invention, or in what manner it was to be
performed.

Under the last head the defendants alleged :
—

(rt) No sufficient directions were given to determine the self-

induction or the cipacity of the aerial for the purpose of
calculating the product of the self-induction multiplied by the
capacity of the circuit containing the aerial in the transmitter and
receiver.

{Ii) No sufficient directions were given whereby with the data
appearing in the examples, the product of the self-induction
multiplied by the capacity could be the same in each circuit.

((') The specification failed to state or indicate whether the time
period of the two circuits of the transmitter was to be made the
sime when the two circuits were considered separately or when
coupled together as in use. Further, no sufficient directions were
given whereby it could be ascertained whether equality in the
time periods of the two circuits when the transmitter was in use
had been attained.

((71 No sufficient directions were given as to the degree of
couplings desirable between the two circuits of either the trans-
mitter or the receiver.

((•) If it was contended that in order to get selective signalling
the two circuits of the transformer in the transmitter were to be
both lightly coupled, and to bo tuned so that the time period of
the oscillations in the two circuits was the same, no tuffijicut

directions were given how it was to be carried into effect.

(/) Xo sufficient directions were given as to the length and
disposal of the leads constituting the closed oscillation circuits or
whereby their capacity and inductiince might be calculateil.

(;/) No suffiiient directions were given as to how the circuits

were to be arranged or adjusted if the oscillations were to be
harmonics of each other.

(A) It upon the true construction of the specification the use of
an "auto-transformer " was comprehended in the first or any claim
no sufficient or any directions were given how to carry the inven-
tion into effect when using such a device.

Counsel proceeded to deal in detail with the devdopment of
wirelees telegraphy up to the present time. The judgment of
Mr. Jaatloe Parker given at the previous action referred to was
also read,

Prof. Bertram Hopkinson sat as assessor and counsel. Engaged
in the cas3 were Mr. Walter, K.C., and Mr. Hunter Gray, for the
plaintiffs ; Mr. Courtney, Terrell and Mr. Arthur .TaCfe for the
defendants.

Evidence was then called.

Mk. James Swinbi'bne, examined by Mb. Husteb Gray, for

the plaintiffs, said he bad read the judgment of Mr. Justice Paiker
in the previous case, and agreed that it was a complete and fall

statement of the art of wireless telegraphy.
ConNSEL : Would you, in a few words, tell my Lord what yon

conceive, from the electrical point of view, to be the step which
Marconi took, over what was done before, by his 1900 patent ,'

—

The step was having one circuit with a condenser, which he conld
charge up with a great deal of energy, and which could oscillate

without being stopped much, as far as tbi- circuit itself went,
passing the energy of that gradually over into another circuit,

which was a (-jiecially good radiator, and get the energy over in

small portions to keep that radiator circuit going till the energy
was all dissipated.

The words of the specification on page S, at line 11. are :

—"This
device enables more energy to be imparted to the radiator than
heretofore, the approximately closed circuit of the primary being a

good conserver, and the open circuit of the secondary a good
radiator of wave energy " .'—Yes.

Do you know what the effect of the improvement of the Marconi
1900 device was over the 1896 one .'— It increased the distance

enormously. You may almost say the modem development of

wireless telegraphy is due to it. I do not mean to say that every

modern system infringes it, but it gave a start to wireless

telegraphy.

I think you have visited one of the ships, the Cambria. Would
yon explain what is the operation there ?

Witness did so, and Counsel continued : Does this system work
in accordance with Marconi's 1900 specification .'—Yes.

Counsel : You saw this in operation ?—Yes.

Did it operate so as to have a closed circuit which conserved the

energy and gave it out in small quantities to an open circnit which
radiated the energy '—Yes.

Was it a device which enabled " more energy to be imparted to

the radiator than heretofore, the approximately closed circuit of

the primary being a good conserver, and the open circuit of the

secondary a good radiator of wave energy " '—Yes, I think so,

certainly ; but it must be remembered that this was an established

installation, and the capacity of the aerial was larger than it

would have been in the time contemplated by the 7,777.

Hia LoRDSHir : Is there any transformer .'

Mr. Hdnteb Gbav : There is an auto-tranaformer. (To witness):

When you saw that apparatus was it tuning .'—Yes.

Do you find the invention the aubject of the patents described in

any of the documents specified in the pleadings .'—No.

It ia suggested that the invention is not useful .'—It certainly is

useful, I think.

It ia pleaded that the specification does not sufficiently describe

and ascertain the nature of the invention, or in what manner it is

to be performed. What do you say with regard to that .'—I think

it describes all that is necessary for an engineer to carry it out.

Mr. Teerell then cross-examined : In the case of Marconi's

specifiootion, you say that you get your radiator continually

radiating a train of %vaves. And you get your oscillator continually

going on oscillating all the time and making up for the losses as

they are lost by the radiator .'—Yes.

Then you get a series of waves slowly diminishing for your

primary, and underneath you will have another series of waves

that will be not quite in the same phase with these which would

be going on all the time from your radiator .'—Yes, that is the

idea of Marconi.

That is the essential feature of Marconi's invention .'—Yes.

Counsel put to Witness a wave train that had been worked out.

Witness said : The whole point is that the theoretical wave
would have to put just as much energy each vibration into the

secondary as the secondary sends out. If there is a difference of a

quarter of a period in lag right through as the amplitude gets less,

I think the proportion of radiation would alter, and you wonld
tend to get out of step. I do not know if it makes any
difference.

Supposing the conditions do not exactly fulfil that state of affairs,

supposing the energy transferred from the primary to the secondary

is rather too much for the secondary to radiate, and the sov'jndary

puts some of it back into the primary, and that sort of exchange

goes on. There are different periods of oscillation going on in the

primary .'— I follow it.

You will not get from the aerial all one wave length right

throughout .'—No.
But whatever may occur in Marconi's actual example, yon are

satisfied that is the kind of thing ho tells the engineer he wants .'

—That is what he wanted to get at ; but, as a matter of fact,

that needs generally a weaker coupling than is actually in practice

used by Marconi, the practice is to have the circuits more coupled

than that, and you do get a double wave.

I am not saying that if. as a matter of fact, yon get a double hump
wave in Marconi, that, therefore, Marconi's ideas are all wrong.

—

No ; they are sulistantially right, only I do not know whether

he knew of that fact ; very likely he did not. It is a disturbing

inrtuence in the Marconi system.

You say that Marconi means loose coupling.—Witness : The
question of the looseness of the coupling will depend on the nature

of the aerial, whethir the aerial is one that radiates much in pro-

portion to its oscillation.

Referring to the presence of two wave-lengths in the secondary

oirouit in a given case. Counsel said : The oonpUng ia 10'6 percent
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In that oaiie you get two hamps 1—1 think you alwayii find the

two humpH.
I underutaiid the diatftnoe between the two bumpii in a measure

of the oouplintf .'— Ye8, the lean the ooupliot; the nearer they oome
tof^ether.

So thttt, iu »11 these Marconi ezampleB, in oarryinif out the

invention ucoordiiiif to Marconi, you do not get the natural wave
of the aerial emitted .'— No.

\oa do pet n state of affairs such that when you are Bending out

mesHttjf !» on one wave length, anybody who is tuned to the other

l)euk of the curve will also receive the messugo .'— V'ea.

And you do not pet your enori;y concentrated on to the wave
length which you are sendintr out /—No, you do not (ret it at all

in one wave lenijth.

Will you taki' Lodjfe's specification No. 11,57')' of 18'.i7 / Did you

regard that as of great importance ?— Yes.

The erst thing that Lodge did was instead of taking the old

aerial that Marconi and other people had been using, a tall aerial

with u spark gap in it. he put inductance into it .'—Yes.

Instead of having a heavy wave, he says the effect is that you

will not get it rapidly damping down, but it will steadily swing

till it comes to rest, and the length of wave will be approximately

an equal amount .'—That is the fact.

The point of Lodge was to get his material oscillating, leave it

alone, and lot it slow down till it died out, when he would make It

oscillate again ?—Y^es.

Lodge wants to cut off the source of electricity as soon ae you
can .'—He does, but he does not want, to use a modern expression,

to quench an oscillatory spark. Lodge says he is going to use the

impulsive rush. That goes back to Lodge's ideas on the question

of lightning, and he explained in his paper on lightning that you

oould get a discharge by what he calls the impulsive rush. He
was not considering the impulsive rush as an oscillatory discharge

at all, simply aa a sudden discharge.

Will you compare Lodge, fig. 4, with fig. «, which is alleged to

be the infringement. Surely, is it not that in fig. 6 yon have got

an apparatus for tuning, and in the fig. 4 you have not got it

shown .'—No, not only an apparatus for tuning in fig. 6. but the

whole idea is absent from fig. 4 ; and you have got an aerial

inductance in fig. 6, which will make the dilliculty still

greater.

Do you know what would be the effect of shorting the gaps in

the infringement, and also the gaps in fig. 4—the charging gaps
;

that means putting a wire across them ? Would it make it more,

or less, like Marconi's ?—It seems to me it is pretty much the same
as Marconi's whichever way you take it.

I am going to show you the wave train that was produced by

calculating the decrement. We took the decrement from the

resonance curve, and plotted the wave train following the

decrement, and this was the result obtained 1—It looks all tight

to me.
In the last case you said the energy passing between the

primary circuit and the radiator of Marconi was like that of a

miser supporting a spendthrift son ? A-lso, in that case, when
talking of the Marconi circuit, the primary circuit, you said :

" When it does discharge it will oscillate for a long time without

much waste of energy. He uses that oscillating circuit to excite

the antenna. He arranges his antenna to be of the same frequency

so that it can be excited in the best way possible by this primary
circuit, and by that means, though his antenna circuit is a circuit

which cannot hold much energy to begin with, he keeps supplying

it with energy as it gets used up ?
" —That is right.

Mb. JAME.S SwiNBnKXE was recalled and re-examined by Me.
Walter with regard to the inspection of the Cambria.

C junsel : I think in your presence the wave length was actually

determined, was it not '—The measurement was taken with the

wave meter.

It was 500 metres .'—Yes.
Y'ou were also told at the time by Mr. Chambers that the coup-

ling was 5 per cent. ?—Yes.

And yon were also told, you examined it yourself also, that the
primary and secondary were tuned .'—Yes.
Mu. CocRTNEY Tbbrell : We admit the coupling was some-

where in the order of 5 per cent.

Me. Walter : Does quenching mean damping .'—No, not
properly. If you have a circuit which has resistance in it, it will

damp, the resistance will use up energy very quickly, and the oscilla-

tions will die down very quickly. What you want to do in quench-
ing is another thing altogether. You want to quench the instant

when all the energy has been put out ot the primary into the
secondary, and disoonneat the primary completely at that instant

;

that instant is when the secondary has got practically the
maximum energy into it, and the primary has nothing.
How many complete swings will there be with a .5 per cent,

coupling ']—Y'ou want, roughly, about 20 complete swings before
the whole of the energy of 5 per cent, is taken into the
secondary.
Mb. John St. Vincent Pletts then gave evidence.
Me. Huntee Geat (examining) : For many years you have

devoted yourself to electricity, and its application to wirelees
telegraphy .'—Yes, 15 years with the plaintiff company.

I think you were responsible for the installation of some of
the earliest of the practical Marconi stations .'—Y'es. I was en-
gaged on the erection of the first chain of wireless commercial
stations in the world in 1900.
Have you worked out the tunes in the specification in suit in

this action .'—Y'es.

First of all, with regard to the couplings, because that seems to
be the important mitter, what were the couplings which were less
than 3 per oent. .'—The couplings derived from tunes Nos. 2 and 4

were both very small-somethinK leee than 3 per cent. It is very
difficult to det«rminu these couplings with any degree of oocuracy,

when they are very small, uii account of the two humps coming
close together, and merging into one another.
Mu HiNTEii (iiiAV : You went down with Mr. Bwinburne and

.Mr. Dugald Clerk and ma<le the measurements which yon are

speaking of now, at the defendants' station .'— Yes.

I think you have also reproduced the circuits which yon tested

at Chelmsford at the plaintilln works ,'—Yes, I reproduced them
from the data I took on the ships.

Perhaps you had IxittiT tell my Lord, in your own words, what
you did .' We inspected the apparatus and noted the general

arrangement of the circuits, the way that the common and the
external inductance was arranged, and then we took the resonance
curve from the aerial, actually from the earth wire and the aeriml,

so that we found the wave length which the station was cmlttin^r.

We varied the common inductance in order to see that the two
circuits were in tune, and we found that they were quite well

tuned, because if they were thrown a little bit out of tune, the
lamp which was placed in the aerial circuit did not glow brightly,

showing that there was a very small current iu the aerial, instead

of a comparatively large current, which was obtained when they
were properly tuned.

Will you tell my Lord what this resonance curve indicates to

yon as regards the nature of the installation .'—This resonance

curve is only consistent with two loosely-coupled circuits or with
two tightly-coupled circuits and a quenched spark.

Is it consistent with two loosely-coupled circuits and a quenched
spark .'—No, certainly not.

It has been said that damping is an alternative position. Is it

consistent with two loosely-coupled circuits and excessive damp-
ing /—With excessive damping the curve in itself might, perhaps,

be, bat the amount of energy which could be radiated from the

aerial would be purely negligible if the damping were so large that

there was no interaction between the two circuits.

Was there any special damping means employed .'—No, certainly

there was not. It was an ordinary circuit with ordinarily good
conductors in it, and three or four spark gaps.

Mb. Hunter Gray : Would these three or four spark gape,

without special means, give such damping as would be conaiatent

with this curve .'—With or without any means that I know, they
would not give any such dampintr.
You have reproduced the installation at Chelmsford and tested

it .'—Y'es. To my mind the curve we obtained at Holyhead, as I

think I have said before, is only consistent with tight couplings

and quenching, or with very loose coupling, and no quenching,

(To be continued.)

PARLIAMENTARY.

\ortli Hctnipolitaii Electric Power Hill.

On June 25th a Select Committee of the House of Commons, nnder

the chairmanship of Mr. Hugh Law, considered this Bill. Among
other things, the Bill gives the company power to uee land at St.

Albans for the erection of a generating station, and to take elec-

tric current in bulk from the Metropolitan Railway Co. and the

London and North-Western Railway Co. Further, the Bil gives

the company power to promote electric lighting provisional orders

and to raise £250,000 additional capital.

Mr. Fitzgerald, K.C, who appeared for the L.C.C. in opposi-

tion to the Bill, urged that the project was of a novel cbaracter-

which would establish a precedent which might have very far

reaching effects. The L.C.C, he pointed out, was empowered to

take over the whole of the electric supply of London in 1931, and
if the Bill was passed ths present situation, which was already

greatly complicated, would bacome more so.

Oppositiun was also made by Mr. Freeman, K.C, representing

the existing electricity undertakings in London.
After some evidence had been given, the Chairman stated that

the Committte had decided to approve the preamble of the Bill,

subject to the proviso that the Bill should be modified so as to

limit the powers conferred upon the promoters to the area in

which they were at present supplying electrical energy, excluding

any portion of the administrative area of the L.C.C. not at present

snpplied.

Swctlisli Water IN»wer.—It is stated that the High
Court at Stockholm has now given a decision in the action which

has been proceeding for several years between the State and the

Krongede Water Power Co., in regard to ownership rights of the

Krong-ede falls. The decision is in favour of the company, and

willeaable the Svenaka Emissions Aktie-Bolaget, which has a share

capital of £659,000, to utilise the falls, which represent a total of

90,000 H.p. The emiEsion company holds the majority of the

shares in the water power company. It is impossible to foresee

whether the power available will be used for railway purposes, but

adequate possibilities of disposing of the production already exist

in the saw mills and mines which are located in the vicinity of the

falls.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Trade AniiouiiceiiH'iifs.

—

Mii. IIkrhkrt .1. Hawkins,
M.I.E.E., has taken offices at 42, CheapBide, London, E.G. Manu-
facturers are invited to send him catalogues and other literature

applicable to central station requirements.
The telephone number of the Electrical Contbacts anij

Maintenance Co., Ltd , Sanctuary House, Westminster, is now
" Victoria (1757."

Mb. G. Bbaulik, of 8, Lambeth Hill, London, EC, a-ks us to

announce to the trade that his busineps has now been reconstructed
and put on a sound footing, and that the rumour that the business
baa been discontinued is absolutely unfounded ; in fact, the busi-

ness is now beinff conducted on up-to-date lines, and a larjje and
well-aasorted stock of all saleable goods is being kept.

Co-opciativc I'urcliasiiiji' in (•«-riiiaiiy. — The
Einkaufs Vereiniguner for electrotechnical articles of Franktort-
on-Main, which has a working capital of .£17,3i)0, reached a
surplus of £22,000 in 191H-14, as compared with £n,!IOO in the
preceding year. The creditors represented £53,000, whilst the
debts owing at the end of the year amounted to £84,000, During
the year the number of members increased by fi'j to 197.

Trad*^ in Colombia.—In the course of a report on
possible openings for trade in Colombia, the Canadian Trade Com-
missioner for the Latin-American Republics, says :—One thing
that, perhaps, militates against the extensive use of calcium
carbide is the fact that Latin-Americans favour electric light, and
consequently where cheap power can be furnished, lighting plants

are being established, even in some of the smaller towns. Both
American and Scandinavian carbide are being imported into

Colombia, the latter being purchased through London. The price

is about £ 1 5 per ton c.i.f. Puerto Colombia, Electricar material
is imported from the United Kingdom and the United States.

This trade is likely to be an increasing one, owing to the expansion
of the mining industry and to the increase in electric lighting
plants. The statistics show that the increase in imports of this

material in 1912 over the previous year was about £15,000.

Electric Clocks.

—

Mes.srs. Gent & Co., Ltd., Leicester,

report considerable activity in their electric clock department.
Their "Pulsynetic" system installed on the Aquitmdti behaved
very satisfactorily on the maiden voyage of the great liner.

Similar installations are in progress for two C.P.R, boats now
building, and also for a new liner for Patrick Henderson & Co.
The Allan Line offices at Montreal are also being equipped. Among
many other installations in hand are the following :

—

Delhi Station, East Indian Railway.
Dominion Bank, Toronto (50 dials, mostly in marble oases).

Henry Birki *9on. Vancouver, B.C.
Large striking and chiming turret clock for new Grey] Institute, Port

Elizabeth, 8.A.
Turret clock and 50 dials for Australia.
Astronomical clock for Odessa Observatory,
St, Mary's Chumh, Northampton, four-'dial turret olock,
Ardol, Ltd., Selby,
De Montfort Public Hall, Leicester, four-dial hanging olock
Children's Hospital, Leicester.

Watson Laidlaw, Qlastjow, 20 dials and time belle.f

Glasgow C ^rporation Tramways.
Aberdeen Station, N.B. & Caledonian Railways.
St, George's flchool. Glasgow, turret clock with ohiming gear, &c.
Edinl'ur.ih FA'eiiing .SViiw, 17 dials.

Academical Club, Qlaegow,
Newton Abbot Secondary Schools,
Oxford County Asylum.

Innual Oiifiiiiis and Sports.

—

Messrs. Siemens's
Tantalum and Wotan Lamp Manufacturing Department (Dalston)
held their annual outing on Saturday last, when over 400
employijs travelled by special train to Hastings. The company
left London Bridge about 7 a.m., and was favoured with glorious
weather. As in previous years, the firm bore the cost of travelling,

thus leaving the individual members of the party free to make
their own arrangements as to catering and entertainment, Mr.
A, M, Hicks, who acted as secretary, organised the event to the
complete satisfaction of all concerned, Mr, Le Marechal, the
genial works manager, accompanied the party, and in conjunction
with the secretary, spared no effort to ensure for those present a
most enjoyable day's outing.

We are pleased to learn that the annual 'athletic sports held iu
connection with the firm of Messrs, Cbompton & Co., Ltd,, on
Saturday, June 20th, were an unqualified success. The excellent
ground possessed by the club at Wood Street was in perfect con-
dition, and it is looked upon as one of the best sports field belonging
to any works in the Eastern Counties, In previous yearn the races
had been confined to employes at the Arc Works, but this year tho
committee arranged three open events, and these received a large
entry, and some well-known riders and runners competed. It was
gratifying to the club, however, that their 100 yards champion,
J, R. Tucker, won the 100 yards open event off the «} yards mark.
The Silver Cup now becomes Tucker's absolute property, he having
won the Championship for the past throe years. The races were
carried through without a hitch, and proved very interesting to

the large number of people present, and the other most notable
feature of the meeting was the defeat of Mr, E, H. Barnes, who
had held the Mile Championship for the past five years. He was
defeated by a very promising miler in Mr. R, H, Holboche, The
Arc Works Silver Prize Band, which is proving a valuable asset to
the club, enlivened the proceedings by playing some very fine

selections under the conductorship of Mr. W, Hall. At the con-
clusion of the sports, the prizes were distributed by Mrs, Tufnell,
wife of Mr. Carleton F. Tufnell, president to the club, and chair-

man of the company ; others present were Mr. E. Keevee.
managing director, with Mrs, Reeves, Mr, T. Britton, maoae'er, Mr
and Mrs. H, Penpabene. Mr. and Mrs, H. J, Fell, Mr, P. Morgan,
together with the chiefs of the departments at the works, A good
party from the London office also attended, including ifr. A, E,
Mohring, In the evening a fete was held, and a highly eutx^fU'tnl
function was brought to a close by a grand display of fireworks.
The arrangements were carried out bv a most enthoiiiaftic com-
mittee under the secretaryship of Mr, P. G, Cheverton.
On Saturday morning last, over O')0 of the employes from the

Witton Works of the Genrbal Electbic Co., Ltd., travelled by
special train to Bournemouth on theoccaoion of the annual works
outing. Favoured with beautiful weather, thfy spent an
exceedingly enjoyable time, and did not return home until the
early hours of Sunday. Owing to the difficulty of finding
accommodation for lunching so large a party, the largest skating •

rink in the town was required. Lunch and tea were part»ken of
here under the chairmanship of Dr, Railing.
The seventh annual outing of Electrical Isstallatiosr, Ltd.,

took place on Saturday, June 20th, the party dividing themselves
into two sections. About 30 left Cannon Street, E.C, by char-a-
banc at 7.30 a.m., for Hastings, arriving just before one o'clock,
and the remainder went by train to Southend-on-Sea, The weather
was all that could be desired. The Southend party went for a
brake ride round the country during the afternoon, and other
pastimes, such as swimming and boating, were indulged in by both
parties. The char-a-banc portion left for home about ,">,30,

arriving safely soon after 11,

Dissolutions and Liquidations.

—

The Univer-sax
Beltisg Co,, Ltd,—This company is winding-up voluntarily,
with Mr, .1. A. Ashley, of 75, Currier Lane, Ashton-under-Lyne, as
liquidator, A meeting of creditors is called for July <th, at 8, St,
Jame*' Square. Manchester,
Uitenhage Electbic Light and Powbb Co., Ltd,—This

companv is winding-up voluntarily, with Mr, E. West, of 7 1a,
ijueen Victoria Street, E.G., aa liquidator. A meeting of creditors
is called for July 13th.

Rdshmobe Lamps, Ltd. (old company).—A meeting will be
held at 27, Southampton Street, Strand, W,C., to hear an account
of the winding-up from the liquidator, Mr, G, H. Cobley.
The Rossendale Belting Co., Ltd., Manchester.—Liquidator

(Mr. E, D, Symond, Official Receiver) released June 12th,
Gaerett, Habtley & Co., Ltd., electrical engineers, Morena

Street Works, Morena Street, Catford, S,E,—Under a com-
pulsory winding-up order made recently, the statutory first meet-
ings of the creditors and shareholders were held on Monday, at

the Carey Street offices of the Board of Trade, Lincoln's Inn,
W.C. Proofs of debt were tendered as follows ;

—

John Russell & Co., Ltd £34
Sun Electrical Co lOO
Accles & Pollock, Ltd 120
Watts, Fincham & Co 21
Hartley, S 345

The Chairman reported that the company was promoted only a
year ago, with a nominal capital of £1,500, and Mr. Garrett had
been carrying on the business of an electrical engineer for some
little time

;
he had spent his capital in experiments, and on adver-

tising for a partner, he was met by Mr. Hartley, who was willing

to put £750 into the business. It was deemed best to convert the

business into a limited company, which was to acquire the whole
concern for £750, but the arrangement was entirely muddled, and
Mr. Garrett was allotted 750 fully paid shares of £1 each, whilst

Mr. Hartley received £350 in debentures and £400 in fully paid

shares. He paid the money, or most of it, to Mr. Garrett ; some
question would doubtless arise as to the validity of his debenture
holding, and if Mr. Hartley wished to evade responsibility for the

bungling he would have to make an application for directions by
the Court. It was stated that Mr. Hartley paid £.">00

cash to Mr. Garrett prior to the promotion, and £250
at the date of registration, Mr. Garrett had asserted that

he spent the £500 in paying off the debts of the old business,

and the £250 was used as working capital for the company. The
gross turnover of the business appeared to have boen just over

£2,000 during the 11 months of its existence, and aft<?r charging
£3 weekly for the vendors' salaries, a net profit of £193 was
returned. The company's business consisted almost entirely of

electric installation work for cinema theatres. Two contracts were
running at the date of the winding-up order, but they had been
terminated, and it was improbable that anything wonld be recovered

therefrom for the benefit of the creditors and shareholders. The
plant and machinery at the Catford works had boen sold for £ 160,

and book debts to the face value of £245 had to bo collected The
liabilities were estimated at £t>16, exclusive of the debenture-

holders' claims, which would in all probability absorb all the

assets. By general consent the liquidation was left in the hands

of the Official Receiver,

The Bkitish Power Co,, Ltd.—A meeting of crolitors is caller!

for July Uth, at 34, Coleman Street, E.G., by the liquidator, Mr.

T, W. Holland.

Catalou'ucs and Lists.

—

Messrs. 8i.Mri.EX CvixnnTs.
Ltd., Garrison Lane, Birmingham.—Pamphlet No, 54t; (.1- pagee)

gives illustrated particulars and prices of electric fans, sewing
machine motors, small motor-generators for accumulator charging,

polishing and buffing motors, and centrifugal fans. The range of

fans extends from 10 in. diameter desk fan up to fans with box
blades 4 ft. in diameter.

Messrs. Isenthal & Co.. Denzil Works, Neasden, X.W.

—

12-page pamphlet containing a full description of their "Grid"
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type ekotrolytio reotiBsr for A.o. to O.o. Thi* U the firm's UtoBt

form. Prices, dimeiiBionn. A:>!., are tabulated.

MiHsiLS Baxtku .V (AiKSTKU, LTD., 21'.i, Tottenham Court

Hoad Liiiilon, W.C.-Li-t of tabulated pricea and other partioularB

of Aero table, de«k aud bracket veiitilatinK faDB for v.c. and a.c.

also porthole type fans. „ • , »

TUE niiirisii Thomson IIODHTON Co., Ltd., Rupby.— I'rioe hut

No 4 .Ml.-) (12 paRPB) deals in the firm's usual illustrattd and

detailed manner with the B.T.H. aluminium lightninif arresters

for A.o. circuits. I'rice list No. 2,5:t2 describes and gives prices,

A:o., of their pressed steel gear oases for tramway motors, which

have been subjeoted to extensive tramway tests, and are now being

placed on the market.

ME88B.S. Fai.k, Stadei.mann k Co, Ltd., 83-87, FarriuBrdon

Road, London, E C— Illustrated price list No. 384, for contractors'

nae, of electric lanterns for half-watt lamps, the desitrns beinif

BUiUble for shop front, street and general outside lighting, and for

large interiorB.

JfEssBS. Edison Acfi'.MCi.ATous, Ltd., 2 and », Duke Street,

Piccadilly, London.—New catalogue of S2 pages, giving illustra-

tioDB as well as a great deal of information, including abridged

epecifioations in tabular form, regarding their commercial electric

vehicles, aa supplied to various well-known stores and other busi-

ness houses, also particulars relating to their operation and actual

runnintr oostB. Edison a^oumulator industrial trucks are also

included.

INDIA-RUBIIER, GnTTA-PKUCIIA AND TELEGRAPH \\ ORKS CO.,

Ltd., Silvertown, London, E— Section T Catalogue (No. 33), of

96 pages, containing a large amount of well-arranged and finely

illustrated material describing a great variety of telegraph instru-

ments—single needle instruments, sounders and pole changers,

keys, relays, lightning protectors, galvanometers, detectors,

resistances, condensers, vibrators, switches and commutators,

Morse inking apparatus, Wheatstone apparatus and repeater and

quadruplex sets. Pricea are clearly shown.

Messrs. Boving & Co., Ltd., Union Court, Old Broad Street,

London, E.G.—Small pamphlet of 32 pages containing descriptive

and tabulated information relating to their standard low-lift

Victoria turbo pumps up to :.'l-in. discharge. These pumps are

now being used by the Indian, Egyptian and Soudanese Govern-

ments, the London County Council, and many Colonial and other

municipalities.

Messes. Alley i: MacLellan, Ltd., Sentinel Works, Polmadie,

Glasgow.-Well-bound catalogue of lilO pages, containing

exhaustive particulars and excellent pictures of their '' Sentinel
"

air compressors. It gives dimensions, weights, prices and full

particulars, of air compressors of capacities from 2.'i to 25,000 ft.

of free air per minute. In addition to this, it includes in the

articles on air piping, air lift pumping, compressed air forge

hammers, drying air, cooling air, &o., a large volume of practical

data accumulated during the sale of over 2;000 " Sentinel " com-

pressors. The firm have endeavoured in this catalogue to give

practical, rather than theoretical data, making it more valuable

to the practical man than the ordinary text books. Copies of the

catalogue will be forwarded on application.

The Ostro Light Co., Ltd , 11, Queen Victoria Street, London,

E.C.—Two illustrated lists : one, of 1 6 pages, gives prices and other

information in table form respecting table, oscillating, cabin, ceil-

ing, porthole and other types of electric fans ; the other (No. 67)

is a 24 -page list of electric time and automatic switches

and automatic switchgear.

l»hot<>!>riii>li.v with Ilall->Vatt Liiiii|i.'<. — The
General Electric Co., Ltd., his sent us a copy of a booklet

dealing with photography by Osram half-watt lamps, which

explains in simple language how the best results can be obtained

in portraiture. The half-watt lamp lends itself admirably to

studio lighting, and it is found that quite short exposures suffice
;

the cost of energy is small, aud the lamps need no attention. A
great deal depends upon the proper arrangement of reflectors,

and directions are given showing how these should be

disposed ; suitable G.E.C. reflector fittings are also illustrated.

An important feature of the illumination is its simi-

larity to daylight ; this is emphasised in a letter to the British

Jminud of Plwttiijraphy, by a professional photographer, Mr.

A. L. Jones, who finds the light very satisfactory in this

respect ; he points out also that while he did not care for the

results obtained with direct illumination, completely indirect

lighting proved more rapid than direct, and he has used "this

system constantly, for over l.i'OO negatives. The 3,000-0. P. lamp
is the best for the purpose. The light is also suitable for printing

daylight papers. Excellent examples of portraiture with the

Osram half-watt lamp are given in the booklet, which can be

obtained by application to the company.

For Sale.—Leeds Electric Lighting Department have for

disposal boilers, engines, alternator, pumps, pipes, &c., particulars

of which are given in our advertisement pages to-day.

Bankniii^»'y PiocetMliii»'s.— Mr. George Philip

Malcolm Lee," electrical and marine engineer, 3!i, Victoria

Street, Westminster, S.W.—The first meeting of creditors was
held on Tuesday at the London Bankruptcy Court under a

receiving order. Mr. F. C. Garton, Ofti^ial Receiver, reported

that it appeared from the debtor's statements that in October,

1910, he joined in partnership Mr. H. A. Harvey. They
subsequently transferred their business to a company registered

as H. A. Harvey 4: Co., Ltd., with a nominal capital of £60,000. As
vendors they each received the Governor's share, 2,200 £1 prefer-

ence and 12,000 Is. ordinary shares in the company. The debtor.

in addition, was appointed chief engineer to the comiiany at a
salary uf HhUO per annum, which be enjoyed until the eoucern

went into liquidation in May, l!il3. He ha<l also acted ax director

of other ciimpanifii, and he attributed hiB failure to liabilities

accepted in that capacity. The accounts showed liabilities £1,016,

and BMseti consisting almost entirely of shares of uncertain value.

Id the absence of any offer, the cone was li;ft in the hands of the

OfTioial Receiver, to be wound up in the ordinary courie of

bankruptcy.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

A berdovey.—Proposed E.L.—The U.D.C. m com-
municuting with the Charity OommiBsionera in connection with
the use of water-power at Dolgach, for the purpose of supplying
electricity to Aberdovey and Towyu.

Ai'dslt'v and Moiiibwcll,— Li(;HTi.Nf; S(hk.mk.—The
Electrical Distribution of Yorkshire, Ltd., which has powers to

supply electricity for lighting purposes in Ardsley and Wombwell,
will be in a position to commence the supply about the befcinning

of August.

VrilTiitiiia.—The Rosario City Council lias authorised

the municipality to draw up a specification and to call for tenders
for public electric lighting. No restrictions are to be made in the
present specification, as was the case in the last, which prevented
several firms from tendering.

Concessions for electricity works have been granted to Meesre.
Barberis Hcrmanos, at Sastre (Santa Fe), to Messrs. Orecbia and
Ratti, at Olivo (Cordoba), and to Messrs. Rufino Duque .S,: Co., at
Magdalena and Atalaya (Buenos kyieii).—Jteriew uf the Hirer
Plate.

RasJilU'stoKc.—E.L. .Scheme.—Messrs. .Johnson and
Phillips, Ltd., have commenced laying mains in connection with
the mnnioipal E.L. scheme.

Itclfast.

—

Year'.s Workixo.—There was a gross profit

of £37,896 on the Corporation electricity undertaking for the yea^
ended March 3l8t last, and a net balance of C12,7yJ!;, compared
with £13,175 in the previous year.

ltlafK|K»(>l.—Decorative LicHTiNri.—The Electricity

Committee has decided to illuminate the promenade and Princeas
Parade with vari-coloured electric lighting, including an electric-

ally illuminated fountain, during the latter part of the summer
season.

Owing to the bursting of the main steam valve at the electricity

works on Monday last week, the supply of electricity was stopped
for three-quarters of an hour.

Itiiriilcy.

—

Annual Report.—The report of the borough
electrical engineer, Mr. James E. Starkie, on the past year's work-
ing of the Corporation electricity department states that the units

sold totalled 5,399,113, including lighting, 1.090,678; power and
heating, 600,673 ; and tramways, 3,707,672 : against a total of

4,534,939 in the previous year. The net income amounted to

£34,921, against £29,751, and working costs were £19117, against

£13,752. Of the net profit of £7,636, £5,550 was allocated to the

relief of the rates, against £4,500 in the preceding year, and
£2,087, against £3,426, to the reserve fund, which now stands at

£25,026. The works costs per unit was 0'4;i4d., and the gross

cost, 121 2d. A h.t. alternating current supply is about to be in-

troduced. Mr. Starkie states that the present station can only
accommodate another 2,000-kw. set after the present extensions

are completed, and is of opinion that a new station will be necessary

in the near future.

Bury.

—

Annual Report.—In his report for the year

ended March 3l3t, 1914, Mr. S. J. Watson, manager of the Cor-

poration electricity department, states that the total output was
7,001,01.") units, compared with 5,076,634 in the preceding year.

The total includes power and lighting 4,096,041, against 2,936,804
;

tramways 1,604,603, against 1,370,266 ; and private lighting

622,239, against 548,181 units. Public lighting decreased from 77,976

units to 72,342. The average load factor was 25'9 percent , against

224 per cent. There are 65 hired motors, equal to 648 H P., and
641 privately-owned motors, e(iual to 4,337 h.p. connected. The
total average price per unit was 0'95d., while the generating cost

per unit was 0'47d. There was a gross profit on the year of

£14,054, against ,^:10.577. Interest and sinking fund absorbs

£11,869, leaving a net profit of £2,185. During the year £7,182

was expended on new mains, services and transformers, and £1,593

on the Chamber Hall power station. The reserve fund now stands

at £9,103.

Coutiiieiital \otes.

—

Norway.—The Akershus County
Council has decided to purchase the Raanaasfos waterfall, on the

Glommen. The total cost was £58,300, and the Council has been
authorised to take up a loan of £63,000 for the payment of the

same. A Commission has been appointed to consider the most
profitable manner in which the electrical energy can be utilised

and distributed.

Austria.—According to the Financial Xews, the Brunn Munici-

pality has obtained a 4,300,000 crowns loan, with the object of

acquiring the majority of the shares in the electric company in the

town,
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Coventry.—The E.L. Committee has considered an

application from the Daimler Motor Co. for a further supply of

electricity in bulk, and has submitted terms.

Crook.

—

Proposed E.L.—The Ratepayers' Association

has approached the Electric Distribution Go. in connection

with an E.L. scheme, and the company has offered to lay a

main through the town. MeBsrs. Pease & Partners have for same
years electrically lighted certain districts and property by arrange-

ment with the U.D.C.

IMiiidnlk.

—

Loan ^axotton.—The L.d.B. has sanctioucd

the application of the U.D.C. for a loan of £21,000 for the extension

of the electricity works necessary to supply the locomotive sheds and
premises of the Great Northern Riilway Co. (I.). A l.'i years'

agreement has been sealed with the Railway Co., the estimated

annual consumption being about 800,000 units. The extensions

will be commenced at once.

Diirliniii.

—

Colliery Electrification.—We understand

that Messrs. Thomas Hedley & Bros., owners of the Craghead and
South Moor Cjllieries, Chester-le-Street, have decided to electrify

their group of collieries, and at the outset will install one, or

probably two, 'iiO-KW. mixed-pressure turbo-generators and under-

ground pumps, together with electrical haulage. The soheme will

be carried out to the designs of Mr. W. C. Mountiin, who is

also engaged upon a 750KW. steam turbine plant at the Wales-

wood Colliery of Messrs. Skinner & Holford, Ltd. At this colliery

a ventilating fan, large steam-driven air-compressors, and other

machinery, are being installed. For the Sacrinton Pit, Plawsworth,
of the Charlaw and Sacriston Collieries Co., Mr. Mountain has an
extension to the exhaust-steam turbine plant in hand.

Eastboarne.—L.G.B. iNin'iRV. — Mr. H. R. Hooper
held an inquiry last week into the application of the T.C. for sanc-

tion to a loin of £4,6.56, for the extension of the electricity under-
taking. During the inquiry the amount was reduced to £4,000,
and the odd £656 is to be raised out of revenue.

Eye ((Suffolk).—Prov. Order.—The U.D.C. has been
officially informed that the application of the Gas and Elec-

tricity Co. for a prov. order for E.L. will not be proceeded with.
The chairman and the clerk, on June 26th, visited the B. of T.

ofiBoes and discussed the question of electricity supply for the
town ; a report will be presented in due course.

FiiU'liIey. — Annual Report. — The report of the
borough electrical engineer on the past year's working of the
electricity undertaking, states that it was a record in almost every
respect. The income exceeded £20,000, and the working expenses
decreased by &bont £500, compared with the previous year. The
cost of production was r548d. per unit sold, against r677d. The
units sold increased by 195,000, of which 60,0(io were for power
purpose?. The gross profit was £12,033, and after paying iuterest

charges, .£3,642, and loan charges, £.j,957, there was a net bilance
of £2,422, which, with £3,501 brought forward, was carried to

the appropriation account. An oil engine set, costing .< l,92."i, was
installed during the year.

Frod.sliaiii.—Electrical Pt-mping.—The .Joint Water
Committee has decided to introduce electrical power for pumping
water and to install the necessary plait as early as possible. It

is estimated that the annual cost of pumping by electricity will be
£40 cheaper than by gas.

(lii'itiisby.

—

Workhouse Lighting.— The Lighting
C ommittee has decided to extend the mains, at a cost of £60, in
order to supply current to the workhouse.

lliilit'a.v.—New Charges.—The Tramways and Elec-
tricity Committee has extended the existing scale of charges for
electricity for power purposes as follows :—In any quarter when
the units consumed per HP. demanded are 550 and under 750, jd.
per unit ; in any quarter when the units consumed per Hi',
demanded are 750 and upwards at rates to be approved by the
Committee.
Year's Wobkino.—A profit of £10,698 was made on the

working of the Corporation electricity undertaking for the year
ended March 3l8t last.

lloylakf and AVcst Kirliy.—Yeir's Working.—
The net profit on the U.D.C.'s undertaking for the year ended March
31ot last was £360. and the available balance now amounts
to £2,142.

Walsall.—Mr. E. M. Lacey has been rt'taiiied by the
T.C. to prepare the neoesmry plans and specifications in conneotion
with the soheme for the extension of the electricity works.

Kciiililcy.—Annual Rki-orp.—As hist year, the report
of Mr. Webber, the borough electrical engineer, contains much
information in readable form relative to the rapid proj^ress being
made in electrical matters in his town. In particular a coiiiparison
is made batween 1914 and 1910, it being during this period that
electricity at cheap rates has been available in the town. In 1910
rather over a million units were sold, including (112,it00 for motor
driving

; the average revenue obtained was 1'69J. per unit, and the
total working and financial cost was l'73d., thus showing a deficit
on the year. In 1914 eome 4,325.000 units were sold, including
3,664,000 power units ; the average price fell to 'S7d. per unit,
but the "all in" cost fell to •79d. per unit, thus showing a profit
of £1,201 on the year, and vindicating the policy of the engineer

and Committee in providing cheap unite for the power require-

ments of the numerous works in the district. The load during the

year was taken by the turbine plant in connection with which a
water tower, holding l.-)0,000 gallons, has been erected to eafe-

guard the condensing plant. One 2,000-KW. and two 1.000-rW.

turbines are iostalled, and Mr. Webber has advised that a further

4,000-KW. turbine unit should be installed for next winter,

although the matter has been deferred by the T.C. Some l.v hi^^h-

tension and 28 low-tension supplies are given to large power con-

sumers on five or 10-year agreements, and excluuive of traction,

some 4 06O H P. of motors are connected to the mains. In addition

to the local mill and traction requirements, the depirtment is now
supplying the neighbouring town of Bingley, and negotiations are

on hand for supplying the outlying D.C.'s of Haworth, Oikworth
and Oxenhope, for which districts E L. provisional orders are being

applied for.

London.

—

Bethnal Green.—The B.C. has, on the

recommendation of Sir John Snell, appointed Mr. Harold W.
Couzene, as consulting engineer in connection with its electricity

scheme, at a fee of £5 per cent, on the capital cost, excluding the

cost of land and buildings.

SoDTHWABK.—The B.C has decided to take up at once a loan of

£10,087 from the L.CC. for electri;ity purposes, and also one of

£1,200 for the acquisition of property for the extension of the

Penrose Street generating station.

Marylebone —The Finance Committee has recommended tha

L.C.C. to sanction the application of the St. Marylebone B.C. for

a loan of £5, .'121 for electrical plant.

Mara'ate.—The Entertainments Committee has decided

to have the Queen's bandstand and grounds illuminated by elec-

tricity.

\»'wniarket.

—

Proposed Workhouse Lighting.—The
B. of G. has referred to a committee a communication from
Mr. F. A. Simpson, of the electricity works, asking for permission
to submit an estimate for wiring the workhouse for E.L. The
Board desires to obtain Mr. .Simpson's terms.

WIson.

—

Bulk Supply.—The T.C. has renewed tha

agreement with the Brierfield U.D.C, for a bulk supply of elec-

tricity to the latter for seven years, from July Ist, 1914.

\nneaton.

—

Loan Sanction.—The T.C. has received

sanction to borrow £7,000 for the purposes of the electricity under-

taking, including £5,000 for plant, £1,500 for m»ins and eervioes,

and £500 for other extensions.

The Council last week considered the question of supplying
current in the Sto.kingford district, and the matter was again

deferred.

Port («las!>'OM.

—

Proposed New Station.—The Clyde

Shipbuilding and Eogineering Co. has decided to erect an elec-

tricity station, and plans have been approved by the local

authority.

Redruth.

—

Street Lighting.—The Lighting Com-
mittee has recommended the U.D.C. to accept the terms of the

ES. Co. for public lighting, subject to new lamp^ being erected

free at distances not exceeding 100 yards, in the extended resi-

dential area of the town, and maintained by the company at

£2 43. each per annum.

Salford.

—

New Rates.—Tlie Eiet'tricity Committee has

approved various new charges for electricity, to come into force in

October next. For lighting it is proposed rx) charge flat rates of

3ii. per unit in Salford. and 4d. iu Prestwich. For power a

sliding scale ranging from 2d. to 9d. per unit, according to

quantity, and an alternative of £5 per KW. demand per annum,
and Jd. per unit are proposed. New contract rates under 10-year

agreements, provide for maximum demands between 25 and 200 K w.,

with charges varying from £4 IOj. per KW. demand, plus Sd. per

unit, to £3 10s. plus 2.'^d. per unit. Special lighting rates to

power consumers vary from 3d. to IJd. per unit. Supplies in the

Prestwich area are charged 12J per cent, extra.

SouTli Vfi'lca.—The Robertson (Cape Province) Muni-
cipal Council has been authorised to barrow £10,000 for an electri-

city installation.

—

Africmi World.

Tasmania.—The Government has signed a contract for

the purchase of the Hydro-Electric Co.'s works at Great Lake.

The contract is to be submitted to shareholders of the company for

approval, and will then have to be ratified by Parliament.

ToriMtint.—PiiOPOSEi) E.L.—The E.L. question was

again discussed by the I'.D.C. on June 25th, when it rescinded the

former resolution, which held that the E.L. Co. had withdrawn
from the agrocmont, and desired to renew the contract with the

company in its entirety, subject to a guarant»e of i- 100 instead of

£50, as formerly. A member gave notice that at the next meeting

he should move that this resolution be rescinded 1

Truro. —E.L. Scheme.—The T.C. having decided in

favour of Dr. Purves's soheme for EL. in the town, applioation is

to be made to the L Q.B. for sanction to a loan of £10,000 for the

undertaking, and tenders for plant, mains, ic, are to be invited.

>Vliitstaltle.—Sewage Pumping.—The U.P.C. has re-

ceived the consent of the L.G.B. to in agreement with the E.L. Oo.

for elcotrioal pumping at the sewage works.
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MillfMlt'li.— PudPO.HKiJ LoAN.s.—Tilt; Klectricity Ooiii-

mittvu hii4 reoeitreJ u lutter from the L.Q.U. iiUi;«««tiiiK that it

would be prefers '>lt> to meet expenditure on meters out of revenue,

rather than by l(janH. The Committee concure, and ban paid out
of revenue £'2,'iH for metern, but the undertaklnif ib making
Huoh prufrresu that it in deemed denirable to take up a loan,

although for a short period only. The Committee accordingly
recommendfl ttc U.D.C. to request the Board to eanction a loan of
ie2.o(io.

The Committee aUa T03ommcndii that application be made for

sanction to a loan of £25,000, includinfj building. £ 170 ; machinery,
£1,000 ; mains, £15,000-, services, £5,000 ; public lightine, £3:^0

;

meters and indicators, £.H,500. The electrical engineer is of
opinion that it will soon be necessary to extend the mains in the
Oricklewood district, involving an expenditure of about £fi,000.

The n. of. G. has received a letter from the L.d.B. suggesting
that it should terminate its agreement with the Council for the
supply of electricity t j the workhouse infi rmary, on the ground that,

having abandoned its own generating plant, the Guardians hal lost

the benefit of the exhamt steam therefrjm, inv )lvingan additional
expenditure of £101) per annum. The chairman of the Electricity

Committee, together with the clerk and the electrical engineer,
have interviewed the Guardian? on the subject, and discussed the
question of using the plant at the iafirmary for a stand-by supply.
The Committee has considered a report of the electrical engineer
on the matter, but before taking further acti.m, proposes
that he should interview the Engineering luspector of the
L.G.B., with a view to a further inquiry being held by him, at
which the Council may be repreaented.

The Eleotricity Committee recommend! the substitution of new
fl >me arc lamps for those of the open type in four roads.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES,

Australia.—The South Melbourne (Vic.) Council has
decided to construct an electric tramways system from Princes
Bridge, through South Melbourne, to Middle Park, at a cost of
£HI.000—A>ixf,;ili,> 11 Milling Standard.

Itniilfonl.—Year's WoRKixn.—Compared with the
preceding year, the profit of the Corporation's tramway depart-
ment for the year ended April ;s0th last, decreased from £41,900
to £29,500. The total revenue was £305,700, an incrpase of

£17,500, and the car-mileage was 6,206.0uO, against 5,l).SO,OU0.

Working expenses increased as follows :—Track renewals, £3,000
;

car renewals, £10 500; wages, £7,000. Energy cost £50,000, or
just under 2d. per car-milo. Interest and sinking fund charges
amounted £o2,0o0, and £10,000 against £17,000 in the previous
year, was allocated to rate relief. The reserve fund now stands at
£73,000. The railless traction system at Djdley Hill showed a
loss of £414, against £380, ani the parcels department showed a
profit of £850, against £1,060.

t'oiitiiieiital \ott's.— France.—A writer in the
Hi-rue Iiiiliixtrii'lle on the subject of the electrification of the
railways in France, details the lines that have been converted,
those that are in course of construction, and those that are under
consideration, summing up the particulars with the remark that
they show France to be only making slow progress with railway
electrification.

So far as the French State Railways are concerned, the
electric 'lines now in operation include :—Pari8-Invali'ie3 to
Perpigan, 10 km.

; Paris to Auteuil, and Champs de Mars, 14 km.
;

Paris to Versailles, 26 km. ; St. Cloud to Etangla-Ville, 16 km.
;

Paris to St. Germain, 23 km.
; and Asnieres to Argenteuil, 5 km. ;

a total of 91 km. (59 miles).

The Paris, Lyons and Mediterranean Co. has in operation a line
between Le Fayet, Chamonix and Valloroine, 36 km. ; the Orleans
Co. the Paris-Juvisy line, 23 km. ; and the Midi Co., the Perpigan-
Bonrg Madam line, 103 km. and others from Montrejeau to Luchon,
36 km. ; from Lannemezan to Arreau, 26 km. ; from Tarbes to
Bignere-de-Bigorre, 22 km.; from Montrejeau to Pau, 112 km.;
from Loords to Pierrefitte, 21 km. ; from Pan to Bedous, 60 km.

;

and from Bazy to Laruns, 19 km. It will be seen from the fore-
going that the Midi Co. has shown the greatest enterprise in con-
nection with railway electrification in France, for out of the
560 km. (350 miles) open, no leas than 399 km. (249 miles) are on
the Midi system.
At the present time, 155 km. of new electric railways are in

course of construction, viz., Auch-Lannemezan, 38 km.
;

Castelnau-MagnoacTarbes, 52 km. ; Arreau-St. Lary, 1 1 km. ; and
Hagetmau-PdU, 54 km. A further 128 km. (80 miles) of electric
railways are awaiting Government sanction before the work of
construction is tak^n in hand, viz

, Quillan-Belesta, 26 km. ; Ville-
franche-Vernetles Biins-Sahorre, 9 km. ; Montlouis la Cibanasee-
Qjillan, 87 km. ; and Bourg Madam to the Spanish frontier, 6 km.
Geemant.—Electric Vehicles.—According to the Census of

Production lately issued by the German Government, 291 private,
and 122 industrial, electrically-propelled motor vehicles were con-
structed in that country during the year 1912.
The authorisation certificate for the proposed underground and

elevated electric railway between Gesundbrunnen and NeokoUn,
Barlin, has been granted to the A.E G. According to the certificate,
the railway is to be of the elevated type for a distance of '97 mile
in the north, whilst the length to be built in tunnel is 4 S miles,
and is to be completed by September 30th, 1918, under a penalty of

£ 10,000 for any delay. A penalty of up to £.'>,000 is alec provided

fur in the event of the working of a line being interrupted or

suspended without suttloient reaaoD, The speed is not to exceed 31

miles an hour. The fares can be fixed by the company for five

years after the opening of the railway, but after that period the

supervising authorities will have the right of settling the maxi-
mum fares.

IMiiidtM-,

—

Pkoi-o.^kd Tuavway rLiiciiASL.—A special

Committee of the T.C. has agreed to offer £8,500 for about a mile

of the Dundee and Broughty Ferry Tramway Oo.'s system, situated

between the city boundary and BeUize U )a'i. This includes track,

overhead equipment, ka., and the company recently offered to sell

it for £15,486.

(<las!>'0\v.

—

Annual Uki'ORT.—The repc^rt of the jiast

year's working of the Corporation tramways department has juBt

been issued, and contains the following figares in addition to

those in our issue of June 5th. The income was £1,083,846, and
the expenditure £676,277, against £1,011,543 and £619,346 in the

previous year, while the net balance credited to the common good
account wai £53,892. Notwithstanding the increase in car-mileage
and the greater number of cirs now upon the routes, the earnioge
p3r car-mile were more than in any previous year. The department
paid £73 8.'jX in local rates during the year. The outs'andinif

debt is 2i million pounds, including over 2 million pounds which
had beon borrowed from the depreciation fund, and the actnal net

debt bad been reduced to about £400,000.

Ilalifa \. — rjtoro.SED I'lv tensions. — The Tramways
Committee has appointed a subcommittee to consider the question
of tramway extensions to Eiland and Stainland.

India.—The Mysore Government Railway Board has
decided to install £.L. in all carriages on the State-worked
systems, the change being brought about gradually.

liOiidoii,—L.C.C. Annual Hei-ort.—The total income
of the L.C.C. tramways department for the year ended March 3 let,

1914, amounted to £2, 268, 668, and the working expenses to

£1,615,456. After paying interest charges, £328.109, debt redemp-
tion £408,488, income-tax £28,197, and sundry charges, making
a total of £776,881, from which .4:25 153 has to be deducted on
account of tax deducted, rent, &o., there is a deficiency on the
year's working of £88 526, which has been met out of the reserve

fund. The renewals fund, which stood at £539,749, his not been
added to. The total running expenses per car-mile were 6'5d,,

compared with 6'62d. in the previous year, and the receipts were
9'2ld. per- cir-mile, against 10 04d., for electric traction, and
8 15d., against 8 73d. for horse traction. The total passengers
carried numbered 532,952,61(1, and the car-miles run totalled

59,209,289. The total capital expenditure is now £13,028,120, of
which £409,277 was incurred during the past year, and the net in-

debtedness of the undertaking is now £9,923,528. In its report to

tbeC mncil, theHighwaysCommitteestates that many lines recently

electrified are not of a highly remunerative character, and have
been very costly to construct, but the Committee's policy was
inflaenced by housing and other considerations. The tramways
also suffered through being unable on many occasions to carry

passengers to the required destination, and a comprehensive
linking-up scheme is recommended. Referring to motor-omnibus
competition, the report states that the Council last year paid

£86,337 in rates on the permanent way, to which the 'buses are

not subject, and estimates that the annual saving to the road
authorities consequent on the obligation of the Council to main-
tain the paving along its routes, is £128,000. The extra cost of

bituminous grouting necessitated by the damage from rubber-tired

vehicles is estimated at £20,000 a year. In respect of street im-
provements, the undertaking has been debited with a total of

£800,575, of which £148,259 remains to be charged. During the

year £124,259 was charged in respect of rates on track and build-

ings, £104,801 for permanent way repair, and £31,168 for street

widenings, and the rates were, therefore, relieved to the extent of

£260,228. The total amount per vehicle paid annually to the

public funds, including licences, rates, taxes, road maintenance,

&o, is stated to be £37 49. 6d. per 'bus, and .-6187 lOs. per tramcar,

or, on the basis of £100 of gross receipts, £2 6s. per 'bus and
and £11 Is. per tramcir. 52,754.604 passengers were carried at

workmen's fares. In conclusion, the report states that it is clearly

impossible, under existing conditions, to do away with the tramways,
and recommends that every possible step be taken to improve the
position of the undertaking, particularly in the direction of

linking-up the system.

LC.C.—The estimates for 1914-15 include the following work-
ing expenses £1,803,520, including renewals fund, £160,250;
passengers estimated at 600 millions ; total working surplus,

£706,530, from which is to be deducted debt charges, £736,091,

and income-tax £17,121, leaving a net estimated defijiency of

£46,682 ; and to be expended on capital account, £965,915.

Daring the discussion on the report at Tuesday's meeting of the

Council, an amendment by Sir John Benn that the Highways
Committee should prepare a scheme for linking-up the " dead

ends" on the system, was defeated.

The B. of T. has appointed a court of arbitration to decide upon
applications received by the Electrical Conciliation Board for the

revision of the wages of certain sections of the employes of the

L.C.C. tramways department.
The Highways Committee recommends the Council to remove

the overhead equipment and reconstruct the trsmways in part of

Seven Sisters Road on the conduit system, by dir, ct labour under

the supervision of the Committee, at a cost of £16,450.
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In order to relieve the traffic at the southern end of Blackfriars

Brids:e, the Committee recommends that a third track be

inetalled between the Bridge and Stamford Street, at a cost of

£3,500, the traukwork, at a cost of £l,a50, to be obtained from

Messrs. Hadfield's.

It also recommends that a tramway lay-by be installed in High
Street, Plumstead, at a cost of £1,115.

Oldham.—Expiring Tramway Lease.—The lease of

the Oldham, Ashton, Hyde and Denton Electric Tramways Co.

shortly expires, and the question of the local authoritie.^ acquiring

the undertaking is under consideration. A meeting of the various

authorities is to be held on July 8th to consider what action they

shall take in the matter.

Ntnith Sliiclds-SiiiKlcrlaud.—Proposed J.inki.\t;-Up.

—la connection with the proposal of the South Shields Tram-
ways Committee to link up its tramway system with that of

Sanderland T.C., a joint meeting of the Sunderland and South

Shields Tramway Committees has decided that Mr. VV. T. Robson
and Mr. A. R. Dayson, managers of the respective undertakings,

shall inspect and report on three suggested routes.

Stalyld'idji'e,

—

Proposed Extensions.—The Tramways
and Electricity Board has decided that, in the event of further

Parliamentary pawers being applied for, the following provisions

be included in the Bill : —Power to purchase, lease or inter-run

with neighbouring tramways ; to extend the system to Woolley

Bridge and to (i reenfield ; to run omnibuses ; and to make the

Board a trust investment.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

All-British Cable to Australa.sia.—At the sitting

on Friday last of the Dominions Royal Commission, Mr. Stanley J.

Goddard, European representative of the Western Union Telegraph

Co., gave evidence concerning a suggestion which had been made,

that it might be possible for his company to lease to the Govern-
ments concerned one of its existing Atlantic cables connecting

Great Britain with the North American Continent, and to arrange

to operate it by British subjects on British territory on behalf of

the Governments. He said he had communicated the Buggestion

to Mr. Newoomb Carlton, president of the company, and that Mr.
Carlton saw no insuperable objection to such a proceeding, as a

general proposition, subject to the company's interest being

properly protected. The " line " would be leased from London to

Montreal, where it would connect with a line worked by the

Pacific Cable Co. for Australasia. The line would be for "general
purposes," and would ensure communication between England
and Australasia being entirely on Britieh territory and worked by
British subjects.

(able 'rarifls.—The Indo-European Telegraph Co.,

Ltd., gives notice of reductions in the tariff for Press telegrams to

all Eastern countries that are served by the " Indo " route,

amounting to 50 per cent, or more.

IMibllii.—By the terms of an agreement arrived at

between the parties, legal proceedings have been stayed in an
action in which the Postmaster- General sought to restrain the

Dublin Corporation from interfering with the construction! cof

certain underground telephone lines in the City of Dublin. The
Corporation contended that it was entitled to the payment of

wayleave by virtue of an agreement entered into with the

National Telephone Co., but the Postmaster-General held that he
was not bound by an agreement with a company which had ceased

to exist.

The. Iiii|iei'ial Chain.—In reply to questions in the

House of Commons, Mr. Hobhouse stated that several of the masts
of the home station had been erected, and a considerable quantity

of material had been sent out to Egypt ; material was also about
to be dispatched to the stations in East Africa, India and Singa-

pore. The Post Office was not in a position to undertake the work
of erecting the second three stations ; but the Government could

cancel the contract with the Marconi Vo. for those stations, and
was prepared to consider the employment of other contractors,

subject to the practical demonstration of the efficiency of their

system. No such demonstration had yet been given. Sites for

stations had been acquired in England and Egypt, but not else-

where, though the Government knew approximately where the
others would be.

'l'heTele|»lioiieSer\ic(',—The Post Odioei.s gradually clos-

ing the trunk exchangee, and transferring the operation of the trunk
lines to the local exchiuges,thu3 expediting the service. Underground
cables are being laid between the large manufacturing centres of

the North which lie close together, with many more wires than
the existing overhead lines, and this also will improve the trunk
service. By the end of the month it is hoped that underground
communication between London and Liverpool i ici Birniingham
will be available ; this is the longest loaded line yet laid down in

this country for t 'le.^honio purposes. The trunk service between
Manchester and Liverpool is now so satisfactory that the Man-
cheater Uoyal Exchange and the Liverpool Cotton Exchange,
which had hitherto used private telephone wires direct from one
to the other, have asked to be relieved of their agreement with the
Post Office.

Australia,

—

Sydney.—August .3lBt. Sydney Harbour
Trust. Four electrically-operated semi-portable travelling cranes.
Forms of tender from Mr. H. F. Norrie, .Secretary to the Trnrt,
Sydney.

Perth.—August 12th. Cable, lead-covered and various, for

Postmaster General. See " Official Notices " to-day.

August 12th. Insulators, for Postmaster-General. See "Official

Notices " June 12;h.

August 19th. Electric lamps and fittings, for Postmaster-
General. See " Official Notices " to-day.

August 19th. Telephone switchboards, galvanised iron and
steel stranded wire, for Postmaster-General. See ' Official

Notices" to-day.

September 2Qd. Telephone instruments and parte, glassware,

battery material, chemicals for batteries, wire—cotton, silk or wool
covered—telegraph and telephone insulators, for Postmsster-
General. See " Official Notices " to-day.

October 7th. Victorian Railway Commissioners. Four motor-
driven air compressors and electrical equipment (motors, 4:c.) for

the new workshops at Ballarat and Bendigo. Specification m»y be

Been at the B jard of Trade Commercial Intelligence Department in

London.

Aylesbury.—.July Cth. U.D.C. Lighting and power
switchboard with connections, battery of accumulators, under-
ground mains, including house services, conversion of existing

lamp standards, tec. See " Official Notices " June 12th.

Ballaghldereen.—.July 6th. Hydraulic turbine and
accessories, dynamo and reducer set, aerial line and switchgear, for

the Electricity Committee. See "Official Notices ' June 19th.

Belo'iuiii.—July 7th. The municipal authorities of

Lokeren are inviting tenders for the concession for the supply of

electrical energy for lighting and power purposes in the town.

Biackroch.—.July 13th. U.D.C. Underground mains,

overhead mains, feeder pillars and public lighting. See " Official

^ ctices " June 2Gth.

Bolton.—July 19 th. Corporation. Converting plant,

sub-station e.h.t. and H.T. switchgear. See " Official Notices

"

June 12th.

Ei'ith.—The U.D.C. has decided to invite fresh tenders

for the supply of coal for the electricity works, owing to the fact

that one firm tendering felt that they had been unfairly treated

with regard to the publication of the figures of the tests applied

to the samples.

France.— July 17th. The French SDate Railway

authorities (Bureaux du Service Electrique, 3me Division') in Paris

(72, Rue de Rome) are inviting tenders for the supply of 100

continuous-current motors for railway traction purposes. Par-

ticulars may be obtained from the address given.

(iillinnham (kenf).—July 17th. B.C. 12 months'

supply of coal for the Electricity Department. Specification from

the Borough Electrical Engineer, Gillingham Road.

Lancaster.—July 13th. Coal and slack for C. 9 and

12 months respectively for the Corporation Electricity Works.

Mr. G. C. Milnes, M»rton St. Works.

London.—L.C.C. July 13th. One, two or three elec-

trically-driven chassis, for Fire Brigade. See "Official Notices"

June l!i£.h.

July Hth. Five rotary converters of 1,600 KW. each, 16 main

static transformers, two starting static transformers, and re-erec-

tion, Ac, of existing motor generators. See " Official Notices

"

June 19th.

July 30th. 10,000 or 5,000 driving and pony wheel tramcar

tires, 300 axle forgings for tranlc^a^s. Chief Officer, Tramways
Department, 62, Finsbury Pavement, E.C.

July 7th. Three years' supply of electrical accessories. See

"Offioial Notices" June 19th.

The Highways Committee recommends that tenders be invited

for four portable electrically -driven irrinding and drilling machines

for use on the permanent way in connection with the Council s

tramways.

Hacksey.—.July 9th. B.C. SO.OOO pairs open-type white MC
lamp carbons, and 100,000 pairs yellow-tUme arc lamp carbons.

See " Official Notices " June 26th.

Madeira.—The General Council of Administration of

the district of Funchal, on the Island of Madeira, are at present

inviting proposals for the establishment of a central electricity

generating starion for the supply of the current required for the

operation of a system of electric tramways in the town and district

of Funchal.
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.New Zealand. — .Vkki.and. — August titli. Three
T60-K\v. D.o. mixeil-preiMiure turlia-|;eneratora ; one l.&OO-KW. three-

phaao turbo-KHnei'atoi', iiioludini; auxiliary plant and iiab-atation

(Miaipment. See " DIHuial NoticOH " May 22ad.

July Slht. Sttveuty tliree-phane Ac. motorH. invludin^r four li'.O-

H Il.i'., one lou- 11.11 !•., and eight '.:• ii ii.P., for the DomiBion I'ortland

Cement Co. SpeciQoationii from E. W . Hunt, seuretury. JohiiHton

Street, \Vellini;tan, or S. I.Crooken, Consultini; Engineer, Auckland.

Partioulam may be seen at the Commercial Intelligence liranch

of the Board of Trade in London.

I'ai.sle.V.—July (llh. Corporation. Coal for the Klec-

trioity Committee. PartioularH from Mr. 0. F. Parkinson, Engineer
and Manager.

lMtting:ten (llurliam),—Inly llth. Poles, lamps,

cables, &o., for the Parish Council. Specifioation from Mr. T.

Carson, Clerk.

Ramsey (flnnts).— .Inly Gth. l^ublic lightinj^, for the

U D.C. ; Mr. R. F. .Sirjeant, Clerk.

Rotlierliam.—.July ^!th. Corporation. Tramway stores,

coals, cables, meters, iV:o. See "Official Notices" June I'.ith.

SKcii'ilcss. —July (ith. U.D.C. Repair and maintenance
of private telephone to waterworks for five years. Forms of tender

from the Clerk to the Council.

Thome (Vorks.)—July cth. Public lighting, for the
P.O. Mr. C. Waller, t'lerk.

I'l'iiro.— July tth. Electrical contractors who are

desirous of tendering for the proposed mnnicipal electric light

plant, particulars of which appear in our advertisement pages, are

invited to communicate with the Town Clerk not later than
to-morrow, July 4th. See " Official Notices '' to-day.

Walsall.—July 14th. Corporation. Four water-tube
boilers, superheaters, economisers, pumps, pipes, ice. See " Official

Notices" June 19th.

July llth. Corporation. Two 3,000-KW. turbo-alternators with
surface condensers, motor generator. See "Official Notices"
June 19th.

Warrington.—July 8th. Corporation. High and low-
tension cable. See "Official Notices" June 26th.

W«st Ham.—July 20th. Lighting installation at

Rosetta Riad Sohool, for Education Committee. See "Official

Notices " June 26th.

>Vhitstable,— July 17tb. U.D.C. Electric motors,
switches, &c., at the sewage pumping station. Specifications from
Messrs. Strachan i: Weekes, 9, Victoria Street, S.W.

Vork.—July loth. Corporation. 500-Kff. rotary con-
verter, with transformers and switchgear. S?e " Official Notices"
to-day.

CLOSED.
Australia.—The following contracts have been placed :

—
P.M.G.'b Department, South Australia :—

200 o.b. telephones, wall-pattern, ilSs. 33. each j 100 ditto, tablepajtera,
£4 2b. Sd. ; 50 cable terminals, £'2 16s. Od. each,—Western Electric
Co. (Aqs ). Ltd.

880 yd. switchboard cable, £\V] ; 440 yd. ditto, £47.—Australian Metal Co.,
Ltd.

Vic.orian Railways Department :—

Oae laS-K.v.A. three-phase alternator, X673.— British G.E. Co., Ltd. j

Electrical apparatus for McBride's Tunnel, State Coal Mines.

—

Australian G.E. Co.

Victorian Public Works Department :

—

N.8.W. Railways Department :—

30 miles trolley wire, £i.7i4.—Cameron * Co.

N.S.W. Public Works Department :—

Two electric passenger lifts, for Public Instruction Department's ofBces,
£1,916 and £1,460.—Standard Waygood Hercules, Ltd,

Sydney Municipal Council :
—

Outdoor fanstormers, 20-50 k.v.a. and 100 k.v.a., £2.S93.—Standard Way-
good Hercules, Ltd.

100 and 300 K.V.A. indoor transformers, £1,802.—Noyes Bros,

For Phillip Street Bub-station (Sydney) ; —
Storage battery, -f32,94?.—Australian Metal Co., Ltd.
Running machinery, .f 10,681.—N, Gutluidge, Ltd,
Switchgear, £7,145,— Australian G.E. Co.

Shire of Gisburne :
—

Commonwealth :—

Electric light installation at Jervis Bay Na7ai College, £1,422.—W.
Cumming, Melbcurne.

A c. generator, for Canberra power station, £1,545. — Brush Electrical
Engineering Co., Ltd.

•—Australian Mininq Standard,

Kaikiiiii-. — Til' r.l).<.'. Electricity Committee has
accepted the tender of Mesars. Phillipa Ac Co., for au annual
supply of (leddling high ha^t^l 1-in. slack, at lis, per ton ; also the

tender of MeHsrs. Myer«, Hose ti. C.-)., Ltd., for a similar supply of

Orilf, li-in. nutty slajk, at \2*. Hd. per ton.

Itt'ltaist.—The T.C. has accepted the Umder of the

British WestiDghouHe Co., for a rotary converter, at £2,003.

Iifl!>'iiiiii. —.Seven concerns—six (ierinan and one Belgian
- submitted tenders laet week to the Belgian Pott and Telt-graph

authorities in Brussels for the supply of aijuantityof telephone

cables and accexsories, the lowest (£6,ll>0) being that of the Boci^te

A.E.G. Union Kleotrique, of Brussels.

Itrlstol.—The Electrical Committee bus placed the

following contracts for 1914-16 :

—

Oliver Arc Lamp, Ltd.-OriHamme jallow llame arc lamp carbons, £315.

Bykes .It Bugden, Ltd.—Joint boxes, £446.

W, Lucy 4 Co., Ltd.-Fuse boxes, £164.

Brilbh Wesliughouse Co., Ltd.—Metera (alternating current), £1,347.

Sloan Electrical Co., Ltd.—Opan typr- white arc lamp carboos, £389.

tan a (la.—The Toronto I'.uard of Works haa awarded
to Messrs. A. & P. Steven, Glasgow, the contract for an electriu

passenger elevator for the City Hall, at a cost of $1,300.— ( anadiaH
Knfjini'rr.

IJovcr.— Fiir the supply of electrical pumps in con-

nection with the Pier scheme drainage works, the T.C. received

the following tenders :
—

Turbo Electrical Co.. London.—Accepted (69 h.p ), £760.

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.-68 b.p., £754 ; 00 h.p., £819 ; 66 h.p.,

£814; 66H-P., £902.

Tangyes, Ltd.—CO h p., £890.

Worthington Pump Co.-62 h.p, £806.

Pooley & Austin.-62 H.p., £816,

Boving 4 Co.—54 h.p., £826.

Stereophagus Pomp Co.—75 h.p., £1,026.

Ilalitav,—Mr. J. T. Murray, of Halifax, has secured the

contract for the E.L. installation at the new Congregational
iJhurch at Highroad Well.

Ilestoii-lslfwortli.—The following tenders have been
accepted by the U.D.C. for annual supplies of coal to the electricity

works :
—

Albert Usher 4 Co.-500 tons Goleorton hard steam, 16s. 2d. per ton, at
Brentford Docks, 16s. 2d. per ton at Hounslow Station.

Wm. Cory « Co.— 600 tons Brynteg anthracite, 198. Ud. per ton at the
docks.

CharriDgton, Sells, Dale & Co.—60 tons Bestwood brights, house, 198. ad.

per ton at the docks.

Albert Usher & Co.—2,100 tons Mapperley or Readings bituminons nntty
slack, 12s. 2^d. per ton at the docks, 138. Sd. at station, 148. 3d. at the
works,

Kiil!iStoii-oil-Tliame.s. — The tender of Messrs.

Wm. Cory it Son, Ltd., has been accepted by the Council for an
annual supply of about 2,800 tons of either (or both) Maude
rough, at 13p. per ton, and Lampton rough, at 14s. 4d. per ton.

Twenty-four tenders were received.

LoutlMii,—L.C.C.—The Highways Committee recommends
that the special trackwork required in connection with the recon-

struction on the conduit system of the Seven Sisters Road tramways
and for the installation of a third tramway track between Stamford
Street and Blackfriars Bridge, be obtained from Hadfielde, Ltd.,

at costs of £915 and £1,350 respectively.

Metropolitan Asylttms Boabd.—Installation of telephones

and domestic bells, &c., at the Orchard Hospital :

—

Electric InstaUations, Ltd. Pinching A Walton .. .; £630
(accepted) £510 Alpha Manufacturing Co. .. 705

Brit. Home 4 Office Telep. Co, 460 Tyler Apparatus. Ltd 777

Turnham 4 Co 643 G. Weston 4 Son, Ltd. .

.

1,117

Lund Bros. 4 Co. .. .. 514 (The engineer-in-chief's estimate
J. and P. May 4 Co 689 was £635.)

T.W.Vaughan&Co.(1914),Ltd. 610

SoDTHWAEK.—The B.C. is recommended to accept the tender

of Sir W. G. Armstrong, Whitworth & Co., Ltd., at £625, to provide

and fix a horizontal electrically-driven force pumping engine at the

Manor Place depot.

The London Education Committee has received the following

tenders for installing electric lighting, bells and telephones at the

Furzedown Training College and Hostels :

—

Turnham & Co. (recommended) £1,050 Alpha Manufacturing Co. £1,748

Tyler Apparatus Co., Ltd. .. 1,284 Malcolm 4 Allan, Ltd. .. 1,761

Arthur Newman, Ltd 1,499 Cox-Walkers, Ltd 1,S65

G. Weston & Sons, Ltd. .. 1,603 Buchanan & Curwen .. 2,066

Lund Bros. 4 Co 1,639 C. H. Cathcart & Co. .. 2,425

Defries 4 Goldman . . .

.

1,565 Frederick Hodgson 4 Co. 2,800

Tredegar 4 Co 1,729

The tender of the Anglo-Colonial Engineering Co,, Ltd., for the

supply of 13.000 carbon filament lamps, has been accepted by the

Royal Mail Steam Packet Co.

Mar«'ate.—The T.C. received the following tenders for

an electric sign for the Pavilion and Winter Gardens :

—

A. F. Goodwin & Co. (accepted) £69 Kingston 4 Co £l(«
Siemens Bros 74 Franco-British Electrical C3o. . . 110

Watlington 4 Co 80 Tyler Apparatus Co. £120 and 130

Philpott 4 Bon 92
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|{,i()|,, .—The U.D.C. has accepted the tender of the

British ThomBon-Houston Co., Ltd., for a distribution panel, and

that of W. T. Henley'B Co., Ltd., for cable.

Salfortl.—The T.C. is recommended to accept the ten-

ders of the Britieh WeatingUonse Co., at £14,l:!7. for a5,000-KW.

turbo-alternator, and, at £770, for an auxiliary steam turbine,

directly coupled to an air pump and an extraction pump, together

with aocesBorieP.

The following tenders have been accepted by thfl Electricity

Committee for annual supplies :

—
Doulton & Co.— StoTiBwaie oonduita, £280.

G. Hancliett Barratt & Co.—Lighting transtormera, £300.

British Elei'trio Transformer Co.—L'ghting transtormera, £68,

Baxendala 4 Co.-W.I. Bteani tulien ani flttingB, £37,

H. Green & Co.—Elootric motors, i 1. 0S)3.

General Eleotrlo Co.—Electric motors, £204.

Electrical Engineering and Equipment Co.—L.T. three-core oablc, £600
(provisionally).

W. T. Glover 4 Co.-l.t. Ihree-cort- cable, £500.

Johnson & Phillips.—Copper strip, £3.

Price & Co., Ltd.—Turbine oil, £56.
G. 8. Morris & Sons.- Graphite cylinder oil and cylinder oil, £68 and £160

lespeotively.
Bell Bros.—Crank chamber oil, J;1S0.

Stoke,—The foUowinsr teodershave been received by the

Guardians for wiring the children's hospital ;

—

J. Richards & Co £133
Howell & Co 210

Barnett ,& Scans 141

Blackburn, Starling & Co 160

The following tenders have also leen received for the installation

of internal telephones and bells .

—
L Vauglian £209
E. M. Evans 317

J. Richards 187

Blackburn, Starling 4 Co 299

etaffj. Telephone Co. 196

Barnett & Soans 313

Dargue, Oriffltha 4 Co 364

HowellsAC' 3-H

Baggaley&Son 26)

The tender of J. Richards has b:en accepted in both case?.

Sti'etCord.—Mr. Bertram Thomas, who secured the con-

tract for the electric lighting at Trafford Park School, asked

that the contract should be cancelled, as a serious mistake had
been made in his tender. The Edu ;ation Committee agreed.

The Committee has since accepted the tender of Mr. Charles

Cooper, of Stretford, at £33ti.

TiiiibridjiT Wells.—The tender of Messrs. Isaac Storey

and Sons, at £216. for refitting the old condenser at the electricity

works is recommended.

\\iiiilile<h)ii.— The Corporation Electric Lighting

Committee recommends the acceptance of the tender of the

British Westinghouae Electric and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., for

Bwitchgear, for the new 1,500 KW. turbo-alternator at the Elec-

tricity Works, for £152.

For the supply of coal for 12 months, for the Electricity Works,

15 tenders were received. The Committee recommends the

acceptance of the tender of JTeasrs. E. Foster & Co., for 5,000 tons

of " Kingsbury R^der " small nutp, at 16s. Hd. per ton, and 6,000

tons of Ibstock (deep seam) double-screened nuts, at 168. 6d.

per ton.

The Committee recommends the approval of the draft contract

wi h Messrs. E. Bennis & Co., Ltd , for chiin grate stokers for

three boilers at the Electricity Works.

\ork. -The Corporation has placed with Messrs.

Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd., its annual contract for

citbon-filamtnt lamps, radiator lamps, tantalum lamps and
tantalum tractiun lamps.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
(LONDON DIVISION).

Oommandlng Offloer

—

Liidt.-Oox,. H, M. Leay.

The following orders have been issued :

—

Headquarters will 1)3 o],cned daily tor the transaction o( regimental
business Irom 10 a.m. till 4 )> m., except Saturdiivs, on which days the

opening will be trom 10 a.m. (ill 12 noon, llciidquarters will be closed

for all purposes on August 3rd and 4th, 1914.

(Signed) P, R. Holt-Whitk, Capt. R.E., Adjutant,
For Offloer commanding L.E.El.

Iiiiproi"'!' 1 se of the Letters A.^I.1.< .K.—At the

Auckland (,N Z ") Police Court, John Rogers, engineer to the Mount
Eden B irongh Council, was charged with having publicly used in

connection with his profession the letters A.M.I.C.E., whereas his

name did not appear on the list of Associate Members of the

Institution of Civil Engineers, having been removed in 1905. The
defendant was fined £5 and costs.— .l..T/.,S.

Boyal Institution of Great Britain.—Monday, Jolj 6tb. At 6 p.m. Ai
Albemarle dtreel, W, Ueneral Meeting.

Institute of Naval Arcbitects. Institution of Engineers and Ship-
builders In Scotland. North-East Coast Institution of Eoglaeers
andShipbuilders.—JulyTth tolOtb Joint dummer Meetir.j; in NewcMile-
upon-'lyne.

NOTES.

Aew ( liiiiriiiaii ol tlie it.K, \,V|. \.—At a tneeung of

the Council of the British Electrical and Allied Mannfactnrera'
Association, held at 36, Kingaway, W.C, on the 25th inst., Mr. i'.R.

Davenport, managing director of Messrs. Willans k Robinson. Ltd ,

was elected to the offise of chairman of the Council, recently

rendered vacant by the death of Mr. A Bruce Anderson.

The Williaiiis l'ii'e-naiii|) Iiidicator.— <>n Friday
last a demonstration of a new fire-damp indicator or methane-
meter, the invention of Mr. Alfred Williams, was given at the
Hotel Cecil. The apparatus was introduced by Prof. S. P.

Tbompson and Dr. Erekine Murray, while Mr. R. Smillie, M.P.
(President of the Miners Federation) and Mr. W. Brace, M.P., also

tcstififd to the need for and value of such an appliance.

The Williams indicator consists of a detector, containing a pair

of diflFtrfntial thermo-electric junctions, coupled in series in the

circuit of a sensitive galvanometer of the milli-voltmeter typr. the

needle of which moves over a graduated scale giving direct per-

centage readings of methane. Each thermal junction is embedded
in a small bead of porous s'oney material and one of the latter is

impregnated with platinum black. In the presence of even a
small percentage of methane, the impregnaUd terminal rises in

temperature, due to the catalytic action on the platinum black.

and a small thermo-electric current is generated, the extent of the

latter being recorded on the indicating instrument. So long as the

two thermal junctions remain at the same temperature their

actions balance and no movement of the instrument occurs, so that

local changes of temperature have no effect. To get over the

insensitivenesa of platinum black when cold, each of the email

terminal beads is initially heated to the same extent by a minute
platinum loop embedded in it, and in circuit with an auxiliary

cell.

In the apparatus shown the detector head, protected by a metal

cover and gauze, was fixed on a wooden handle and coupUd by

flexible to the indicating inetrument, which with the cella was
contained in a small portable box ; the apparatus is, of conree, in

a preliminary stage, but owing to its electrical nature it is antici-

pated that an automatic continuous recorder on the surface,

together with an audible warning of the danger point, would be a

possible development, while portable sets in the hands of the firemen

would render the inspection of crevices much more truBtworthy

than they can be with the ordinary safety lamp.

The Williams indicator in its present form cannot supersede the

safety lamp in the hands of the worker in a fiery mine, as a

per=onal safeguard, and the accuracy of its percentage readirgs

—

and the safety of those depending on them— appears from Prof.

Thompson's report to rest entirely on the constancy of the heating

current to the thermal couples i/miir «'.' ivmlirii":.^. A limple,

practical means, su ted to mining conditions, for obtaioinjr this

constant heating current, should undoubtedly have been demon-

strated to the meeting as an essential part of the Williams apparatus ;

this feature is apparently lacking, although neeessiry to its

successful use on a commercial scale.

The introduction of a reliable fire-damp indicator would hast«n

the more general use of miners' electric lamps and thus le«d to

improved illumina'ion generally, lessening the numerous accidents

attributable to poor lighting and the disease known as miners'

nystagmus, due to the same cause.

A l<mi Kxliibitioil.—The Machiiio Tool aud Ktiijitieor-

ing Association, Ltd., which is organising the Second International

Engineering and Machinery Exhibition to be held at Olympia in

September and October, 191i;, does not intend to let the trade

remain in doubt as to the arrangements. Considerably more than

two years and a quarter in advance of the event it has issued a

very complete exhibitorB' guide and plan of the Hall, so notwdy

can plead that he has not time to weigh the whole matter up long

before the closing date for space applications. The regulations

relating to construction of stands, electric wiring and dangerous

exhibit?, occupy a number of pages, and there are the necessary

perforated forms for applications for space, electric light and

power service, and so forth. .Judging from the early publication

of so full n guide, it is obviously the intention of the Association

to secure a big success, and we recommend electric»l firms who

are interested in the matter to communicate with the secretary,

Mr. It. G. Williams, at Queen Anne's t'hambors, Tothill Street,

Westminster, S.W., for copies of this publication.

Mr. A. E. Fellowes is the Exhibition manager, and Messrs.

Albion T. Snell * Partners, are the consulting engineers.
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Llnhlllty.— On Friday, June 2(jlh, the Judicial Coinmittee f.f the

Privy Council delivered judgment in an appeal by the liritinh

Columbia Eluotric Railway Co., Ltd., againut an order of the

Supreme Court of Canada. The reepondentu were the Vancouver,

Victoria and KaHtern Railway and Navigation Co. and other».

The appeal waH argued before LordB Moulton, Parker and Bumrer
and Sir (leorge Farwell in May, and the question was whether the

Hnard of Railway CcmmiHHioners had jurindiotion to direct the

Britifh Columbia Electric Railway Co. to pay part of the costs of

briiigen over certain streetH in Vancouver.

Mr. Upjohn, K ('., Mr. Rodwill, K C , and Mr W. Gordon-Brown
(inHtructed by McBsrH. Liuklaler, Addison and Rrown) appeared in

snpport of the appeal ; Mr. A. H. MacNeill, K.C., inHtructed by

Mpssrs. Blake and Redden, represented the Vancouver Railway,

while the other rerpondcnts were represented by Sir R. Finlay,

K.C., Mr. J. S. Hay and Mr. Arthur Page, instructed by Messrs.

Laurence Jones & Co.

LOKi) MoULTON, in delivering the judgment of the Board, said

that the British Electric Railway Co., referred to as the Tramway
Co. in the pleadings, were a company operating street railways in

the city of Vancouver under powers conferred upon them by an

Act of the Legislature of that Province. Their railways were local

street railways wholly situated within the Province of British

Columbia, and had not been declared to be for the general ad-

vantage of Canada, or for the advantage of two or more provinces,

so that they had not passed into the domain of the legislation of

the Dominion Parliament. The respondent railways undertaking,

on the other hand, had been declared to be worked for the

general advantage of Canada. Part of its track through Van-

couver city ran along the bottom of a valley, which was crossed

by four streets. The Corporation, in order to avoid the trouble to

tratlic caused by these streets crossing the track, owing to the

gradient, applied to the Railway Board for powers to construct

viaducts, and the application was granted and the costs apportioned

among the various respondents to the application. The appellants

contended before the Supreme Court of Canada that there was no

jurisdiction to order them to pay the cost of the erection of the

viaducts or any portion, but by a majority the appeal was die-

missed. They then appealed to the Privy Council.

Their Lordshifs could find nothing in Sees. 227 and 229 of the

Railway Act which gave the Railway Board jurisdiction to deal

with matters which were simply matters of street improvements.

No doubt, as the Railway Board put it :
" It being a substantial

benefit to them (the tramway company), we are of opinion that

they should contribute to the costs of the two bridges they will use

—

that is, the bridges at Hastings and Harris Streets," was a cogent

reason for their decision. But the fundamental error the Board

made was in thinking that this gave them jurisdiction to order

appellants to pay the costs or a portion of it. There was nothing

in the Railway Act which gave any such jurisdiction. It followed

that they would humbly advise His Majesty that the appeal should

be allowed, with costs.

Prof. Pcrrvs Retireiiient : Proposed Presentation.
—Prof. Perry, F.R.S., has recently retired from the staff of the

Imperial College of Science and Technology, and we are informed

that a fund is being raised for the purpose of giving expression

to the aporeciation of his services to the teaching of mathematics

and to engineering education. An appeal for Eubscriptions has

been issued to his former students and colleagues at the Imperial

College and at Finsbury Technical College, but there are doubtless

many others who have benefited by his published works, and who
will desire to subscribe to the testimonial fund. It is to be hoped

that there will be a ready response, which will allow the < ommittee

to commemorate his work in a fitting manner. Past and present

students of the Imperial College should also note that another

fund is being raised for a testimonial to Prof. J. Harrison. Sub-

scriptions should be sent to the Hon. Treasurer, P. T. Wrigley,

Esq., M.A., Royal College of Science, South Kensington, S.W.

London Electiic Railways Parliamentary Wcitosits.

—On the application of the London Electric Railway Co. and the

United Electric Railway Co , Mr. Justice Joyce, on Tuesday, directed

payment out of Court of Parliamentary deposits. Mr. Austen

Cartmell, who made the application, said that the deposit in

question was paid in by the Edgware and Hampstead Railway Co
,

in respect of part of their undertakings in li>02, 1905 and 1907.

In the years 1912 and 1913 there was an agreement with the

London Electric Railways, by which the latter took over all the

liabilities of the former together with the assets. Sec. 61 of the

London Electric Railways Act, of 1913, provided for transfer of

the Hampstead deposits to a total amount of £2u,0C0. Mr. Justice

Joyce directed payment out to the applicants as atk<;d.

The Stajidardisation of Electrical Fittinffs on
Petrol Motor-Cars, — The Electrical Equipment Committee
Division of the Standards Committee of the American Society of

Automobile Engineers has decided to recommend to the latter bcdy

at its forthcoming annual meeting that all insulating material

used in connection with plugs, sockets and similar devices for use

on petrel cars shall be capable of withstanding for 30 min. a
temperature of 300° Fahr., and also that the single-wire system

with earthed return be the recommended practice in connection

•with electrical fittings on motor-cars.

For Sale.—Salford Electricity Committee has for disposal

three 170-KW D.c motor-alternators, with switchgear. Particulars

are given in oar advertieement payees.

The llritish Associutiun in Au.stralia and lla\re.

—We have received particulars of the arrangements, ait far as it

has been possible to make them, for this year's meetings of the

B.A. The list of paixrn, ic, is subject to revision and amplifi>a.

tion. The Sections will meet at Melbourne on August 14tb, 18th

and ftth, and at Sydney on August 21»t, 2.ith and 2fith.

In Section A. the prceidential address of Prof. F. T. Trouton will

be read by Prof. A. W. I'orter, and the following are among the

subjects clown for consideration :

—

Joinl ineetInK wiili Huoilnn B on "The fltruolure ol Atoms and Moleculei,"

opened by Hir K. Itutliorlord. Bpeakerc Prof. H. B. ArmBlrong, Pro). W. M.
Hick», I'rol. Orme Mbikou, Prof. W. J. Pope and otheri.

Prof. K. OaldHtt'in, " Un claltu coloured by Catbrd.- Ra;B."
Prof. T. H. I.yle, " DcinonKtratlon of a Mechanical Analogue of Wireleit

ToleKraphIo CirruitH."
Prof. T. K l.ylo, " Demonstration of a Wave. tracer."

BIr B. Bulhorford, " The Orlk'in and Nature of the y Raye from Radium."
Prof. O. W. Vonwiller, " Photoelcelrio Effect in Belen.um. '

H, Moaeley, " Higb-frtiiuency Bpoctra."
Prol. W. O. Dudlold, " Tbe I'reeaare upon the Polea of a Carbon Arc."

'° Joint dleouauion with Beclion Q on " WlrelcBS Telegraphy," opened by BIr

O. J. Lodge.
Prof. J. A. Pollock. "Some Measurements of Ibo Waie-lenglh In air ol

Electrical Vibrations associated with a thin, stralghl terminated rod,"

In the Engineering Section ("G ") tbe following are included in

the proceedings ;

—

SECTION a.—ENGINEERING.
MCLBOCUMK AND BtdNEY,

Preeideniial Address by Prof. E. O. Cok» on " Stress Dibiribution lo

Materials " (to bo delivered at Sydney).
Joint Discussion with Set lion A on " Wireless Telegraphy " (Sydney).

Mr. E. K. Scott, " Irrigation Dams and Hydro-Electric Power."
Mr. J. J. C. Bradtield. " Proposed Metropolitan Electiic Railways."
Profs. B. U. Coker and L. N, Q. Filon, "The Biresc-Distrlbution in Bhort

Compreseioii Members."
Prof. E. Q, Coker and Mr. W. A. Scoble, "Temperature Cycles in Ueat-

Engines."
Prof. W. B. Dalby, "Imperial College of Boience and Technology; the New

Engineering Laboratories of tbe City and Guilds of London Engineering
College."

Prof. W. E. Dalbv, " Railways and Motive Powi-r."

Prof. W. E. Dalby, " Tbe Testing of Materials."
Prof. G. W.O. Howe. "The Capacity of Radio-Telegraphic Aerials."
Dr. W. Bosenhain. " The Behaviour of Mi tils under Strain."

Dr. W. Roaenbain. " The Distribution of Phosphorus in Steel."

Prof. W. M. Thornton, "The Limiting Conditions for the Safe Use ol
Electricity in Coal Mininn.

"

Prof. W. M. Thornton, " The Lost Pressure in Gaseous Exjiloslons."
Reports of Committees on '.-(a) "Gaseous Explosions" ih) " Stress Distri-

butions in Engineering Materials."

A number of members of the Association left this country for

Australia on June 22nd ; others will leave on July 3rd.

The Havre meeting will be held from Monday, July 27th, to

Sunday, August 2nd. A provisional programme has been issued,

and full information of visits, discourses, fcc, can be obtained from
Dr. A. Loir, Comite Local de I'Association Fran'jaise, Bnreau
d' Hygiene, Hotel de Ville, Le Havre.

The Liverpool Strike.—There are no prospects of an
early settlement of the strike of electrical workers at Liverpool.

The employers are apparently determined not to accede to the
demands put forward on behalf of the men, and are content to

adopt a waiting policy. There is a scarcity of big contract jobs at

present. A printed statement has been issued, in which the men
allege that attempts have been made to induce them to leave the

Union by an offer of a penny an hour advance, which, it is stated,

they refused. The officials of the Electrical Masters' Association

deny that any such offer was made to the men. The policy that

they have adopted meets with the unanimous approval of the
members of the Association who are holding firmly together.

The employers claim that several of the men on strike are dis-

satisfied with the policy of the Union,

Zero Kesistivit}.—In a communication to the French
Academy of Sciences on Monday last, Prof. D'Arsonval described

experiments made by Prof. Kamerlingh Onnes, of Leyden, who
found that mercury cooled to a temperature of 4'l:i° absolute, tin

to 3'8°, or lead to 6°, offered no rf sistance to the passage of an
electric current. A bobbin wound with 1,000 turns of fine lead

wire had a resistance at the ordinary temperature of 736 ohms,
but when it was immersed in a bath of liquid helium the resist-

ance became almost zero, and a current set up in the bobbin by
induction persisted for several hours without perceptible diminn-

tion. It is suggested that the observation will open a new path

of research into the continuity of m£.tter.

The daily Press treats the matter as a remarkable discovery ; it

is a remarkable experimental feat to demonstrate the fact, but the
phenomenon has been predicted for half a century, being clearly

indicated by the variation of resistance of metals with temperature.

Shock Claiin in Canada.— .Judgment for .*I,200

and costs in favour of Arthur E. Rayner, a painter, of Niagara
Falls, against the Toronto Power Co., Ltd,, has been given at

Osgoode HaU by Chief Justice Faloonbridge. Rayner was painting

a transmission line tower belonging to the company and had been

assured that there were no live wires on it. While pulling his

brush out of the paint pot, which was hanging on one of the

supposed dead wires, he received an electric shock, which caused

him to fall 7 or 8 ft. to a plank walk. A thumb, one finger, and
several toes were burned off. He entered action through his

mother, as he was not of age, to recover $10,000.

AVages in the Midlands.—We read in the Times that

the Birmingham and District Engineering Employers' Federation

have received notice from the Engineering and Allied Trades

Federation for an increase in wages of 5s. a week for all employes

over 23 years of age. The number of men concerned is about

40,000. At present men in the engineering trades over 23 years of

age are reoelving 38s. a -week and the bonre range from 48 to 63.
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Alternator Connections Eliminating Triple-Fre-
quency Hiirmonics.—Star-connected alternators, with earthed

neutral point, frequently cause disturbance in neighbouring tele-

phone ajBtems, due to the presence of triple- frenuency harmonics

in the alternator pressure wave. Durinpr the time interval corres-

pondingr to the phase difference between the main alternator

E.M.F.'s, there occur n complete periods of the (.S;Oth harmonics,

which are thus in phase in all three (jenerator phases. When the

alternator supplies a cable network, it supplies sinfle-phase triple-

frequency currents to the condenser formed by the three cable

cores and earth. In their pasaage throuph the earth, these

vagabond currents cause more or less serious diiturbance

in neighbouring telephone circuits. Among the means
which have been suggested to avoid such disturbance is

the provision in the power cable of a metal sheathing, insulated

from the cores and from earth, and connected to the nt^utral point

of the alternator, to form a return path for the triple-frtquency

currents. Alternatively, the alternator neutral may be connected

to an over- voltage safety device not earthintr the neutral normally,

but earthing it automatically in case of relativdy small over-

voltage. Yet another method is to damp out the dangerous
harmonics by a current resonance circuit connected between the

neutral point and earth, but the most rational procedure is to

eliminate the offending haimonice from the voltage wave of the

alternator.

With this end in view, R. J. Jensen (Copenhagen) has devised

the zig zng alternator connections shown in fig. 1, from the

I'JIelitrotechni.trhe ZfUxclir'ift. An even number of tlots being

used per pole per phase, each phase winding I, II, III, is

divided into equal parts 1, 2. The points 2 a are connected to a
neutral point ; the points 2 c are connected to the points 1 e of
the following phases ; and A, B, c constitute the terminals of the
machine. Thus arranged, the phase voltage equals the difference

between the pressures III, I, &c., ic , It is ^3 x the pressure per
half-phase, instead of 2 x half-phase pressure, as in ordinary
star-connected alternators. The length of armature bars must,

therefore, be 2/'/3 = ri5 times normal for a given terminal p.d.

The end connections remain of normal length, hence the extra
weight of copper is about 6 per cent.

In such an alternator pressure harmonics of triple frequencies

are in phase in all windings taken from a to e in each phase but,

each phase circuit comprising a 2 and a 1 coil connected in opposi-

tion, the triple-frequency harmonics are neutralised completely.
The resultant armature reaction is of the same magnitude as in an
ordinary alternator of equal output, but the ohmic and inductive
pressure drops are each 6 per cen^. and the iron loss l.'i per cent,

greater in the zig-zag wound machine.
Zig-zag connections have already been used in three-phase

transformers to compensate for unbalanced loading. Such a trans-

former, with one ordinary and one zig-zig connected winding,
blocks currents of triple frequency, hence its neutral point can be
earthed without fear of causing telephone dislurbancet".

Tlic Itftiilaiulcr lt<-l:i,v Aiitoiiiiitic 'IV!<'|ilioiie

System.— In our issue of May 16lh last year, it will be remem-
bered, we published a description of the Brtulander automatic
telephone system, which had been taken up by the Marconi Co.,

and of which we had formed a very favourable opinion ; in fact,

it appeared to us that by confining the movements of the
mechanical selectors to a straight-line motion, a new departure
had been made which would probably " out in two," as our
American friends would say, the difliculties and expense of the
automatic exchange. Since then our readers may have wondere<l
why nothing more was heard of this remarkable new system—

•

certainly we have done so— but now we understand, and fuMy
appreciate the reasons which have held it in abeyance. By the
courtesy of Mr. C. B. Clay, manager of the Betulander Automatic
Telephone Co., Ltd., we were on Tuesday last enabled to inspect a
still newer system, devised by Messrs. Betulander and I'almgren,
which was brought out before the former i-ysfcm had fairly got under
way, and which upsets all preconceived ide.as abJut automatic
telephony. It was the development of this system which led the
owners of the rights in the Betulander patents (.outside Sweden)
to hold their hand, and there can be no doubt as to their
wisdom.

In the new system there are no travelling switches at all ; the
whole of the complicated operations involved in finding free

junotions, aeleoting lines, and completing the oonneotions, besides

providing the necessary automatic guards, giving busy sigiuli!.

calling subecribers, cutting off, ^., are accomplished entirely

with relays of the simplest type—relays sach as are working in

hundreds of thousands in our minual exchanges, where their

reliability has been proved to demonstration. We should hardly
have thought it possible ; but we have seen the apparatus at

work, and working with precii-ion and celerity ; we have timed
calls for such a number as 999'J, involving the maximnm number
of relay operations in a four- figure exchange, and got through
repeatedly in less than four seconds from the moment of lifting

the receiver (after setting the number leverp) to the moment
when the bell began to ring. The operation of the apparatus
is invisible, e.xcept for the flickering of signal lamps which
show the passage of the call through the various banks of
relays, while the clicking of the latter sounds, say, like a
rapidly-operated typewriter.

The performance was nniqne In our ezperienc?. and the
system a marvel of mechanical and electrical ingenuity. It is

impossible to enter into details in the present isfue, but next
week we hope to publish a description of the principal features

of what, we are not afraid to say, constitutes an epoch-making
advance in automatic telephony.

Eh'ctrical Accidents in <ilcrniaa >Iiiics.—The annual
report of the Zeituchrift fiir Berg-Uulten vnJ SaUiifnitrsen pre-

sents interesting data concerning electrical accidents in Prussian
mines during 1912. A striking feature is the number of casualties

which can only be classified as easily preventable. The number of

accidents scheduled was 69 (including 7 carried forward from 1911);
of these 40 were fatal, and the remainder involved more or less

serious burns. From an analytical table in the original report the
following summary is prepared ;

—

Total,
.Above incladio?
groond. lo-by. anclafisifled.

Fatal.—Due to low-pressure current
(127-250 volts) 3 14 17

Due to high-pressure current ... 16 6 23
Not fatal.—Due to low-pressure cur-

rent (220-250 volts) 4 4 8

Due to high-pressure current ... 12 3 21

Total 3.S 28 69

The large number of fatal accidents in-by due to low-pressnre

current should especially be noted ; there is no doubt that under
the humid conditions prevailing in-by, even 100 volts may be dan-
gerous to life. Three-phase current is used very extensively

in mining work ; indeed, direct current is practically confined to

main-shaft winding motors, haulage locomotives and arc lamp?.
An analysis of the circumstances attending the accidents re-

ported shows that the matters requiring attention most urgently
are reduction of risk to men engaged on repairs or alterations ;

improved design of motor control switchgear ; and safer arrange-

ment of locomotive supply circuits. Verbal warnings and instruc-

tions are easily misunderstood or forgotten, and danger signs of

whatever type soon lose their appeal. The only safe practice

appears to be complete enclosure or isolation of all live parts and
the provision of such electrical or mechanical interlocking devices

as will ensure that any conductor is made dead before it is made
accessible. The importance of employing only experienced and
reliable men in electrical work in mines cannot be overrated.

No fewer than 11 cases of serious burning were (in 1912") due to

arcs penetrating through switch covers. Standard enclosed switch-

gear, as used in mining work in this country, could not give rise to

such accidents as the above ; and now the German rules prohibit

open slots in all cases.

Iq seven cases the primary cause of violent arcing was neglect

to return the starter of slip-ring induction motors to the cff

position, or neglect to open the rotor short-circuiting device or

lower the brushes before starting up. Suitable interlocking or

automatic gear is the obvious remedy for this risk.

Of nine accidents caused by touching haulage loco, trolley wires

in-by, seven were fatal, though in five fatal accidents the line

voltagi' was only 220-2.iO volts.

Institution \»tcs.— As:?ociatiox ok CossuLTi.st;

Enqineebs (Incorporated).—The report of the Committee for

the 16 months ended April 30th, 191 1, submitted to the second

ordinary general meeting of the Association on May 2."'th, has just

reached ne. It states that the number of members at ,I une 1st

1914. was 70. On November 13tb, 1913, a oertficate of incorpora-

tion was signed by the Board of Trade, after due inquiry, and on
December Ist, at the first meeting of the Committee of the Incor-

porated Association, Mr. A. II. Dykes and Mr. S. U. Lowoock were
elected as hon. secretary and hon. treasurer respectively, Mr. G. M.
Taylor being appointed chairman of the Ommittee. The first

general meeting was held on February 2nd, 1914, and confirmeil

the acts of the Committee. At an extraordinary general meeting
on July '.'Oth, 1913, membership of the Institution of Civil Kngineers

of Ireland was accepted as sntli.-ient qualification for membership of

the Association. In November last the Committee took action in

respect of the electrical department of a certain County Borough,
which offered the services of its officers to mill owners as consnlting

engineers at a fee of ."> per cent , offering also to purchase plant tor

its clients on better terms than the latter could obtain. The Com-
mittee considered this practice unfair and detrimental to the

public interest, and Ixlieves that the authority in question has

discontinued it. O.i February 2nd the inangural dinner of the

Association was held at the Whitehall Club. An International

Congress of Asaooiations of Consulting Engineers was held at
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Qhent in July last, mid it wag proponed that an iDtornatiunal

Aasociation of OoDHultiiiK' ICnt^ineerii should be formed, but the
Oommittee hafl poHtp<>n«d the queHtiou of joiDinff it until the
Aasociation hrni consolidated itu |>OHition in tbiK country. A nyHtem
ot olaxaificutiun of memberg haa been adopted, ho that anyone
reqnirini; the gervioeH of a oonitultini; engineer can cee from the

list of membETH the class of work in which any individual member
ohifHy spucittliBe?. The Committee commends to the members a
Buprifestion of one of them, that in drafting arbitration clauses in

atrreements, the choice of an umpire nhould bo left to the Com-
mittee.

Institution ok Elrctbical Knoinekbh.— On Thursday last

week the annual Conversazione of the Institution was held at the
Natural nistory Museum, Ronth Kensin);ton ; the euests were
received by Mr. W. Diiddell, President, and Mrs. John Smithers,
and members of the Council. Music was provided by the String
Band of the Koyal Enifineers, and by the Royal Windsor Glee
Sinp^ers, and a pleasant eveninf; was spent by the members and
their frioads, thoucrh the attendance appeared to be much smaller
than in former years.

Amongst those present were Sir V. A. Botanquct, Col. R. E. B.
Crompton, Sir William Crookes, Sir J. M. Davidson, Col. R. C.

Hellard, Col. Sir T. H. Holdich, Vioe-Admiral Sir H. B. Jackson,
Major J. N. C. Kennedy, Major-Gen. Beresford Lovctt, Lt -Col. the
Hon. Sir N. J. Moore, Sir Henry Norman, Dr. F. G. Opilvie, Major
W. A. J. O'Meara, C.MG., Baron de Ropp, Major-Gen. R. M. Ruck,
and Sir Jjhn Snell.

Ilanl V-Kavs a.s a Siihstitutc for Itadiiiiii Kav.s.

—

Attempts have been made for some time to replace the expensive
radium and mesothorium products by the use of X-ray bulbs,
recent experience having shown the excellent results to be obtained
with hard and homosreneous Riiotfren-rays.

In a recent memoir,* F. Dessauer, of Frankfort-an-Main, crives

an interesting account of his own work in this connection. The
therapeutic effetits of X-rays are due to differences in sensitiveness
ot the various kinds of cells composing our tissnes, soft rays biing
in this connection comparable to a heavy hammer, whereas the
harder, mire penetrating radiations may be likened to a delicate
scalpel. While the hammer is in itself more efficacious, it

obviously risks destroying the sound, as well as the morbid
tissues

;
the scalpel, on the other hand, allows the latter to be cut

out carefully. With regard to the violent action of soft rays, any
difl'erenoBS in sensitiveness exhibited by the cells become
negligible, the more so as this action cannot well be accurately
localised. Whereas hard rays will act uniformly on limited
regions, soft rays will attack the upper tissue layers with
enormous violence, thus becoming unable to act on those lying
beneath. Hard rays afford a means of producing the dose just
required over a wide range, without any risk of destruction to
Bouad tissues, while in the case of soft radiations the available
limits of useful effects are rather narrow.
- It haa become possible to generate X-rays which, in part at
least, are of a hardness approaching that of gamma rays, com-
parative tests having shown their hardness to be as high as one-
quarter to one-third of that of the latter. While the greater part
of the initial radiation has, in this case, been absorbed by
filtration, the remainder is still much stronger than the rays of even
the strongest radium product. It may thus be hoped that when-
ever morbid tissues can be irradiated from outside, radium may be
replaced completely by X-rays.
As regards the treatment of internal cavaties, which could

hitherto be effected only with radium rays, Dessauer, in conjunc-
tion with Sellheim and Meyer, has devised an X-ray bulb workinsr
in the interior of the body, and which, at the same time, provides
for an efficacious filtration of the rays. The cathode of this bulb
projects its rays, not on an inclined platinum disk, but into the
interior of a metal cone, the inside of which is coated with
platinum. The cathode is so designed that the focus does not form
a point, thus spreading the cathode rays on the whole inside sur-
face of the cone. Part of the X-rays thu9 produced will enter the
in'^erior of the bulb, this part being left unused. Another part
issues through the metal wall, while undergoing a filtration which
allows only the hard rays to pass. This metal cone, surrounded by
a water cooler, is introduced into the cavities to be treated.

Messrs. Veifa-Werke, of Frankfurt-on-Main, on a system devieed
by Mr. Amrhein, have recently constructed an X-ray bulb which,
in a minimum of time, allows quite unprecedented amounts of
hard X-rays (up to ten times more than with ordinary bulbs) to
be generated and projected into the tissues of the body. This'
remarkable result is mainly due to the adoption of a new cooling
principle, based on the utilisation of the heat of vaporisation.
Water is drawn in from a vessel and pulverised so as to produce a
spray as fine as possible, which, by means of the air current, is

thrown with extreme violence against the rear wall of the hollow
anti-cathode. The amount of heat thus carried away is enormous

;

the bulb may be charged very strongly without any appreciable
heating of the anti-cathode.

Fatalities.—A correspondent writes : ".Joseph Roddy, of
Leighton Lane, Leeds, a linesman in the employ of the Post Office,

fell from a 45-ffc. telegraph pole whilst working on the Wakefield
Road at Lofthouse on Monday afternoon. He was taken to the
Leeds Infirmary, where he died. He was engaged in taking
measurements of the wires at the time, and it ia believed he had
got a severe shock through accidental conduct through some
power wires. He was seen to fall by a little girl, who noticed a
big flish at the moment he fell. He had sustained extensive
burns "

• Die Umschau, No. 17, 19U.

IJliii-utioiial \»)tfs.—The "fichool of Oriental Studies"
is the outcome of a movement towards the provision of facilities

fur the study of Orierjtal languages in London, which are at

present very reHtriut«l ; the site and building" of the London
Institution, I'innbury < ircus, have been securiMl for the purpose by
Act of I'ttrliariient and are about to be adapted and extended, and
about half the annual expenditure C£ H,('00) will be provided by
the British Government, the Government of India, ami the London
County (>>uncil. An appeal is being made for the balance, and it

is etated that an endowment fund of not less than £ 10U,000 should
be raised. The British Empire embraoee a population of nearly
400 millions of Eistern peoples, and ii closely related with as maqy
more, while our Eastern and African imports and export* amount
to more than i-2IO,oOO,COO per annum. The necessity of such a
school is therefore manifest. It will be attached to the Iniv-raily
of London. DonaHons should be sent to Sir Montagu Turner,
38, BishopHgate, E.C.

('ii|>|i('r ill Kiissia,—Practically the whole copper
industry of Russia is controlled by a single large company, the
'"Medj," and out of the total production of copper in 1'JI2,

1I3'8 per cent, was produced by this company, and other concerns
working in connection with it. In 1913 this percentage had riren

to 95 7 per cent
,
and there were thus only 7 3 per cent, produced

hy "outsiders." The total output of copper amounted in 1913 to

32,781 tons, as compared with 33,000 tons in 1'.II2. and 25,021 tons
in 1911, of which the bulk was raised in the I ral district, which
was responsible lor 62 5, 502 and 4 7'4 per cent, of the above-
mentioned three years' production. Next to the Ural comes the
Caucasian district, where 30'2 per cent, of the t <tal production
was raisid in 1!)13. The third copper-producing district ia

Siberia, with a percentage of 10 9 per cent, for 1913. The output
of copper from the chemical works amounted to 4 2 per cent, of
the total production. For th"? present year this is estimated to be
raised considerably, viz. to 39,520 tons.

^otiiiii- It.v Klectricitv.—A time-saving electric vote-

recording arrangement is about to be installed in the American
House of Representatives in Washiogton, at an estimated cost of
£t,CiiO. There are at present 435 members of the House, the
reording of whose votes on a division is stated to occupy 45
minutes. By means of the projected electrical device, it ia

expected that it will be possible to record the voting on a division
in from five to ten minutes.

Veritas Spoi'ts.—The si.xth annual sport.s of the Veritas
Athletic and Social Club (Messrs. Falk, Stadelmann k Co., Ltd.)
are to take place to-morrow, Saturday, at the " King's Oak " track.
High Beech, commencing at 11 am. Mr. F. S. Prior is again
acting as hon. secretary.

A])|ioiiitiiieiits Vacant.—L.C.C.—Whole-time electrical

engineering mechanic at Hackney Institute, Dalston, N.E. (42s.) ;

shift engineer, for Lancashire Electric Power Co. ; mains and
assiatant electrical engineer (£ 104 -t- ), for Londonderry Corpora-
tion ; instructor of telegraphy and telephony (12a. r.j. per evening),
for East Ham Technical College evening classes

; superintendent
of meter and electrical testing department (£150), Silford Elec-
tricity Works; assistant electrical engineer (-tUO), for Redditch
XJ.D.C. Particulars are given in our advertisement pages.

Efticit'iicv liiv('sti!'ati(tiis on the Ilalf-Watt Lamp.
—Photometric, epectropbotomctric and bolometrio investigations
carried out by Dr. Lux, and described in the E T./., indicate that
though the half watt tungsten lamp offers great advantages over
the ordinary tungten lamp, it does not represent a radical advance
in the efficiency of light production. Using Wien's equation, the
author concludes that the filament temperature of a 1,000-c.P..

110-volt " Nitra " half-watt lamp is 2,850° C. absolute, as compared
with 2,450° C. absolute, the filament temperature of a 200-C.P.,

110-volt Osram lamp.
In respect of spherical candle-power per watt the ordinary

tungsten Ump is superior to the half-watt type ; at 2.400*^ C, for
instance, the former yields 0'76 spherical hefner per watt and the
latter only 064 spherical hefner per watt, i e., 1875 per cent, less

light for a given power input. Thanks to its nitrogen filling, the
half-watt lamp reaches an efficiency which is high, but lower than
that; obtainable were it possible to run the filament of an evacuated
lamp at the same temperature. Winding a 5-mm. wire to form
a 2-mm. spiral reduces the heat loss due to c:invection from 6 per
cent, to I per cent., but about 17 per cent, of the total light \i lost

inside the closely wound spiral. Comparative radiation data for
half- watt and ordinary tungsten lamps are as follows :

—
Heat

Total Luminous Luminous radiated
Input radiation -^ total radiation per 100 tiefaer
watts. watts. radiaii)n. -^ input. watts.

{237
155 2 01% 1-32% 133

21)5 171 319 206 93
392 242 5 02 3-11 49
525 316 8 04 482 32

Ordinary f 95 83 3 76 3-32 125
tungsten. \ 102 90 4'41 370 103

Under normal full-load conditions in the half- watt lamp, some
8 per cent, of the total radiated energy, but only 4 '8 per cent, of
the energy supplied, is available as light, the discrepancy being
due to the considerable loss of energy by conduction and the loss

of light within the tightly wound spiral itself. Loss by conduction
is considerably greater than in evacuated lamps. No considerable
further improvement can be anticipated in the efficiency of tnng-
sten laups, the efficiency being 03 watt per spherical hefner
when the filament temperatare reaches the melting point (3,200° C.

absolute) of tungsten.
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THE MANCHESTER 15,000-KW. TURBINE SET.

On'k of the most interestinf; turbine plant?, and the lari^est

so far installed in this country, has just been started up at

the Stuart Street generating station of the Manchester
Corporation electricity department.
This is a Ilowden-

Siemens unit, with

a normal output of

15,000 KW.,and an

overload rating of

19,000 KW. The
speedisl,0()Oi!.i'.M.

The turbine is of

the Zoelly impulse

type with 14 wheels:

the largest overall

diameter is roughly

9 ft., and the
smallest s ft.

The turbine runs

on steam at 190 lb.

pressureandc.OO F.

temperature ; and
exhausts into a

vacuum of 2 7 5 in.

The condensing

plant is of the sur-

face type, by Jfessrs.

Kichardsons, A\'est-

garth & Co. The
condenser itself is

cylindrical in shape,

11 ft. in diameter,

and 16 ft. long

between tube plates, and is built up of ij-in. mild steel

plates. It contains 6,550 J-in. diameter tubes, giving a
total cooling surface of 24,000 sq. ft. Following recent

jndea^ek Pla.nt, 15,uOO-k\v. Tuh];ine Set, MA^^ul,^^EU

practice at Manchester, no main exhaust valve is installed

between the turbine and condenser, but arrangements have
been made for flooding the steam space of the condenser when
the set is exhausting to atmosphere. The air and water

extracting pumps
are of the kinetic

type supplied by the

Palsometer Co., and

consist of two units,

each equal to CO per

cent, of the capacity

of the plant, and
each driven by a 1 00-

H.p. impulse turbine

at 3,000 R.P.M. : the

t iirbine exhausts are

utilised in the kine-

tic air ejectors and
direct-contact feed-

water heaters.

The fame arrange-
ment has been fol-

lowed in the case

of the circnlatine

water pumps, which
are also divided into

two units, each equal

to(!(i)Tercent.of the

capacityof the plant.

Each unit consists

of a Tiateau ranlti-

cellular centrifugal

pump coupled to a

600-B.H.p. impulse turbine running at 3,000 e.p.m. These
turbines exhaust into the main condenser : all the auxiliary tur-

bines were made by Messrs. Richardsons. Westsrarth ^t Co., T,td.

View of 1,"i,000-kw. Ho\vnEN-SiEiiEN.s Tuuuo-Alternatok at Stuakt Street Gexkkatiso Station. Manchester.
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'I'lio ultciiiatdl', wliuli is rii^'idly tou|ilKi to the turliiiie,

is a tbrei'-plmHC mucbine jienciating iit r,,(;(M) voitB pressure

and 50 cycles ; the stator is tx)tally enclosed and bar wound

with one mica insalated bar per slot.

Tbu Hiiiiion IS ])iiicLiciill)' lull u|i, IniL iiii.inK>;ii" "1-^ luive

been made up for replacing; one of the original l,.">(iii-K«'.

Vales iV: Tbom-A.K.G. vertical sIow-simmmI sets by a

G,OO0-KW. turbo-aliernator ruimin^ at 3,0iMj it.i'.M., and

this represents the utmost extension jxissible of

the present station. The Maneliester electricity

undertakinf.' continues to expand ai an increasing

rate. List year 154,7(;0,(K)0 units were j^enerated

at all the stations, and nearly 11k,00(i,0i)0

units were sold, these (iffures comparing with

ia(;,HL'i),(»((0 and I{t4,:^l7,0oo units approxi-

mately in the previous year. .\s the output

for traction and public lightin;.' remained nearly

stationaiy over the two years, the increased total

outjmt may be traced lo the power consumers.

We are indebted to Mr. S. L. I'oarce, the

chief electrical engineer, for the information

which we are able to gi\e in regard to the new

plant.

l.".,000-kw. trrbo-alternator, with exciter, also showi;
Vextilating Trunks.

Fans are fitted on the rotor for axial ventilation, and

an external fan capable of delivering .'iS.OOU cubic feet

of air per minute is also installed. This fan is driven

by a 120-r..H.p. motor running at G70 revolutions per

minute. The rotor is of the cylindrical

type, about G7 in. in diameter, and

weighs some 53 tons. It was stipulated

that the temperature rise in the alternator

after a six hours' full load run should not

exceed GO F. on any part of the machine.

Energy for excitation is provided by a

2L'0-volt shunt-wound dynamo coupled to

the end of the main shaft : current for this

purpose can also be supplied from the

station bus-bars.

The cooling air for the machine is passed

through a Sturtevant wet-air filter, which

vrorks in parallel with the original instal-

lation of dry cloth air filters.

The guaranteed steam consumptions per

unit, with steam at 190 lb. pressure and

at a total temperature of 530 F., with a

27i-in. vacuum, and power factor of "IKj,

are as follows :
—

Ihe l.nrufst < ahle-MaKiiitt >lii(iiiii«- in

in llie >V<»i'l(l. Mkssks. JoiiNsos x Philmps,
Ltd., uf Charlton, Kent, have just finished a cable-

arinourinfr machine for a cable factory in Vienna,

which ia of record size, because it will armour cables

up to in. in diameter, weighs over 70 tons, and is

ab:)ut ItjO ft. long. The main shaft, which is hollow.

is 13 in. in diameter, and carries six cast-iron disk

wheels 12 ft. in diameter, each weighinfj L'j tone.

The gjeneral design follows the usual pattern as made
for many years by Messrs. Johnson A: Phillips, but,

of course, there are many up-to-date improvements in

detail. For example, the disks run on roller hear-

ing's ; the end of the main shaft is fitted with a
special swivellin? thrust washer to take the pnll of

the armourinpf wires, which may amount to as much
as 12 tons ; and two of the disks are fitted with
brake straps, which work iron to iron. The take-up
stand will accommodate a drum of cable weighinp
20 tons, and this also is a record in the way of size.

The draw-drum is of the grooved type, 8 J ft. in

diameter, and has four grooves, each 7 in.

wide. The cable goes over one groove, then
'^

over a flat drum, over the next groove, and so

on. The nominal speed of the machine is 12

to 16 R.P.M., and it ia driven by a 7.5-h.p. two-phase
motor through steel gearing having machined teeth. The bobbins

are carried in forged mild steel frames, and each bobbin will carry

half a ton of steel wire. The machine has the special attachments
required for laying lock-coil armouring, and is also adapted for

sheathing with steel tapes. It can be arranged for serving and

iload ...
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THE BERLIN ELEVATED AND UNDER-
GROUND RAILWAY.

[by our ISEUrjN CORRESPONDENT.]

The electrical energy for operating the Berlin Elevated and

Underground Railway is generated in two power stations,

partly as continuous and partly as three-phase current ; the

former i^ supplied directly to the feeding points ol' the con-

tact rail, whereas the three-phase current feeds two sub-

stations for conversion into direct current.

The Trebbiner-Strasse power house contains two

l,100-iv\\'. and two 800-k\v. compound engine sets, with

Siemens-Schuckert n.c. 780-volt generators ; also eight

water-tube boiler.?, constructed for ICS lb. pressure, and

fitted with superheaters.

The alternating plant includes four Siemens-Schuckert

turbo-generators, each of 1,l'0(» kw. capacity (at 780 volts

and 1,000 u.i'.m.), driven by two 3,G0o-ii.r. Zoelly steam

turbines ; these are supplied with steam by eight water-tube

boilers, with a steam pressure of 210 lb. (absol.) and a steam

temperature of 350 C. in the superheaters.

Preheaters and economisers have been provided, and a

mechanical coaling plant conveys the coal from barges in

the Spree Canal and railway wagons into the boiler house.

The power house contains a buffer battery of the Tudor

type, with a capacity of 1,470 ampere-hours, which works

with a reversible booster on the I'irani system.

The Unterspree power house contains three Siemens-

Schuckert three-phase turbo-generators, each of 4.Goo k.v.a.

output, at 2,(;50 volts and 40 cycles ; these are driven by

Zoelly turbines, and the generator pressure is stepped up to

10,000 volts.

Seven water-tube boilers supply steam at 240 lb. pressure,

supwheated to 375° C.

The boiler feed is passed through economisers. A coaling

plant comprising a grab, slewing crane, travelling bridge,

electric telpher and conveyor, has been provided to transfer

the coal from Spree barges to the storage ground or boiler

house.

The Bismarclcstrasse sub-station comprises four Siemens-

Schuckert rotary converters, each rated at 730 kw., at

4S0 R.I'. jr., and transformers for converting 10,000-volt

three-phase current into 780-volt continuous current, also a

buffer battery of 888 ampere-hours capacity, at one

hour's discharge, with a reversible booster on the Pirani

system. Another booster has been provided to serve as a

standby.

The Senefelderplatz sub-station contains three cascade

converters each of 1 ,.'iOO kw. output at 300 r.p.h., for convert-

ing three-phase current at 9,600 volts pressure into continuous

current at 78o volts, and one buffer batterj' of 1,8.00

ampere-hours ciipacity, at one hour's discharge, working in

series with a reversible booster. Another booster of the

same kind serves as a standby.

The Unteespree Power Station, Beblix Elevated asd
uxdeeground railway.

The power houses are connected with one another and

with the sub-stations by armoured triple cables, which are

mostly laid directly on the permanent way. Excess

voltage cut-outs are inserted in the cables at given

intervals.

As regards the feeder system, the various lines are

divided into feeding districts ; the east lines of the

Elevated and Underground Railway comprise three, the

West lines six, and the City lines five feeding districts.

Insulated feeder cables of from 1,:>00 to 3,500 S4. mm.
cross-section, have been provided to connect the power

houses or sub-stations with each of the feeding districts

—

1,000 or 500 sq. mm. cables being used.

The 780-volt direct current is supplied to the cars by an

insulated and laminated soft iron rail, about 3,(>00 sq. mm.
in cross-section, arranged alongside the track.

The contact rails on the lines passing through tunnels

are situated at a higher level than on the other lines,

thus inserting at the same time the electric lighting circuit,

as soon as the trains enter the tunnel.

Six-Car Electric Train on the Berlin Elevated Railway
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Current roturnB throufih the running rails, which are, of

course, bonded and Huppieniented where reijuired by bare

copper cables laid beside the rails and connected to the

Interior op Second-Class Car, Berlin Elevated Uailway.

latter every 50 m. Cable cross-sections of up to 4,000

sq. mm. are laid out in the neighbourhood of the

power houses and sub-stations, reducing to 1,000 or

500 sq. mm.
Trains are made up of from 2 to (5 cars, with 1, i or :!

motor-cais respectively ; the provision of 8-car trains is

being considered.

The motor-cars are third-class, or mixed second and third-

class cars, and the trailers second-class, or second and third-

class cars ; they each have a capacity of about 100
passengers, of whom one-third find seating accommodation.
Each motor-car empty, with its four motors,

weighs about 21 tons, and each trailer about
15*5 tons.

The motor-cars are generally provided with

a driver's cab, but some have two and others

none at all : they are equipped with four

70-75-h:.p. motors, but on the two-car trains

running between Bismarckstrasse and Reich-

skanzler-platz only two motors of the same
output are fitted. This allows a maximum
travelling speed of 50 km. an hour to be

reached ; the average speed on the vario''"

lines is 25-30 km. an hour.

The signalling is arranged with block
sections on the Siemens & Halske four-field

system, individual sections reaching from one
station to the other and being calculated for

2i minutes headway, at an average speed of
27 km. an hour.

All stations are equipped with home and
starting signals. Optical signals actuated
from the stations are used exclusively, those in
tunnels being light signals and those on the
Elevated Railway sections semaphore signals,

rendered visible in the dark by multicoloured
lights. Any irregularities in the adjustment of
points or the signals are signalled automatically.

The block instruments at the stations are
interconnected, and when operated for a train

to pass, the following one is locked until a rail

contact situated at a train's length behind the starting signal
has been passed through. Automatic train locking has
been provided on the Spittelmarkt-Schonhauser Allee line.

and is expected to allow of running at even shorter train

intervals.

Electric clocks connected up to the i master clock in

Kothener Strasse and actuated and regulated every k minute
are installed in ail stations and ollices, and complete inter-

telephonic cominuniiation is provided.

THE NEW DOCK AT HULL.

On Friday last, by the courtesy of the ilull .loint Dock
(Jommittee, we were present at the opening, by the King,
of the new dock which has been built by the North-
Hast«rn Uailway Co., in conjunction with the Hull and
Barnsley Railway Co., to cope with the constantly increasing

trade of Hull, the third port of the United Kingdom. The
dock is the largest on the North-East coast, having a water

UNDEKCiROUND SUB-STATION, BERLIN RAILWAYS.

area of 53 acres, which can be extended to 85 acres ; and
the main basin measures 1,050 x 1,000 ft., so that the

largest vessels can be turned in it. The entrance lock is

750 ft. long X 85 ft. wide ; the length of quays is 8,162 ft.,

Turbo-Generating Plant at the Unteespree Railway Power
Station, Berlin.

and there are to be two graving docks, coaling appliances, 53
cranes, huge warehouses and a grain silo. The equipment
is at present incomplete, the grain silo and many of the
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cranes, conveyers, &c., not having been erected yet, so it is

not possible to enter upon details with advantiij^e at present

;

but we may state that the whole of the power used on the

dock will be provided tliroui,'h a 1,000-KW. sub-station at

440 volts u.c. by the Corporation of Hull, for which Mr.

Travelling Portal Ckane by Messrs. Rovcb, Ltd.

Herbert Bell is chief electrical engineer, and as the first

" all-electric " dock in the kingdom it is of exceptional interest

to our readers.

The commanding situation occupied by the port, which

has railway access to about 400 collieries and annually ships

7,000,000 tons of coal, and is close to an industrial area

inhabited by 11 million people, lia? enabled it to grow in

size and importance to an extent not generally realised, so

that it now challenges even London and Liverpool, and is

gradually drawing traffic which has hitherto used those

hoist occnpying the same berth ; these will serve six berths

arranged in echelon, bo that each ship, of the largest class,

I fill be loaded and moved without interfering with its

neighbours, and the total coaling capacity will be 5,000

tons per hour. Of the 0.3 cranes, one will be an 80-ton

floating crane, 43 will be movable electric cranes of three to

10 tons capacity, and nine will be l.\-ton cranes travelling

on the roofs of the warehouses. The grain silo, which will

have a capacity of 40,000 tons, and four discharging berths,

will be equipped with eight underground electric belt con-

veyers, six portable elevators with weighers, and other

modern appliances for handling grain.

We give an illustration of the north side of No. 3

(^uay, showing the ferro-concrete warehouses, and on

the left hand some of the quay cranes. Another

view shows one of the latter complete ; and some of the

travelling cranes on the roofs of the warehouse appear in

the former view. All the cranes have luffing jibs giving a

horizontal movement to the load when luffing. The coal

tips and the lock gates are operated by hydraulic power,

but this is produced by electrically-driven pumps.

The whole of the work has been carried out under the

direct supervision of the engineers of the two railway com-

panies-Mr. T. M. Xewell a^nd Mr. R. Pawley. Mr. W.

Ebdon acted as resident engineer, and Mr. T. L. Norfolk

superintended the construction of the equipment. The

general contractors for the dock were Messrs. S. Pearson

and Son, Ltd , of Westminster ; the contractors who sup-

plied the electrical equipment are named below :

—

Rjyw, Ltd.

Sir W. G. Arm3trong, Whit-

worth & Co , Ltd.

Craven Bros , Ltd.

W. H. Allen, Son & Co., Ltd.

Henry Simon, Ltd.

Head, Wrightcon & Co., Ltd.

Call nier'rtCableand Construc-

tion Co., Ltd.

Herbert Morris, Ltd.

British Westinghouse Electric

and Manufaoturingr Co

,

Ltd.

Cromptcn & Co., Ltd.

Eobson & Coleman
Falconer, CrosS & Co.

W. Taylor .t Co.

Kirg & Co., Ltd.

Cox- Walkers, Ltd.

Chamberlain & Hookham, Ltd.

Electric cranes.

Electric capstans and coal hoists.

Electric cranes.

Centrifaeral pumpinp plant.

Gcain-handlingr plant.

Coal conveyers.

Electric cables.

7erhead travelling cranes.'

Switchgear.

Arc lighting.

Electric lighting.

Lamp standards.

Electricity meters.

The quay crane here illustrated is one of i."i cranesmade

by Messrs. Royce, Ltd., Manchester, of the travelling gantry

Hull Joint Dock. Feuuoconcreth Waukuouses and cranks, No. :! Quay.
[Pkotochnm Co., f.tiJ.

ports. While the new dock will very greatly extend the

facilities for dealing with traffic, it should not be overlooked

that the 10 previously existing docks at Hull are of great

extent, amounting in the aggregate to more than 158 acres,

in addition to two riverside (juays, with over 100 cranes

and 34 coaling appliances, and .'il warehouses.

The new Joint L^ock will be provided with five electric

belt coal conveyers, us well as one fixed and one movable

or portal type, each of 8-ton capacity. The cranes are fitted

with the Muskor-Davidson pUent bidanced luffing gear, and

all the motions are electrically driven. The maximum

radius of the jib is OO ft., minimum -.'O ft., and the luffing

speed at the hook is 150 ft. per minute. The hoisting speed

with 3 tons is 150 ft. per minute, with l.\ tons i'50 ft. per

minute ; slewing speed at hook 400 ft. per minute,

tra\elling speed 30 ft. per minute. The height from the
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crane rails to llie point of the jib at maxiranm radiuB is

hi> ft. Tliehoii-tiiit? motor is of I,', u ii.i'., slewing 5 u u.i:,

lullint; and Iravelling each « n u.i: Thf electrical f^ear is

of " Uoyci! " muiuifacture thro«n'")Ut. The motors are of

the totally-enclosed typ, six hours' rating ; the controllers

are of the tramway type, of exceptionally robust con-

struction to ttand heavy usage. The truvelliDg rail centres

are 15 ft., and the wheel base I'.i ft.

For a test of stability the cranes were subjected to a lead

of C. tons on tlie hock at the extreme radius in any position of

the jib, wiitiout any su[)p<)rt from jacks or mil clips, and

withstood the test successfully, there being no indication of

the slightest lift on the structure or wheels.

Hacli crane is suppfirted on four cat^t-steel travelling

wheels with single flanges on the inside. The travelling

motion only is fitted with hand gear. Automatic electrical

safeguards against over-running in either direction are pro-

vided for the hoisting and luffing motions. All the toothed

gears on the crane (except motor pinions, which are of raw

hide) are of caststacl, maehine-cui throughout. Each

motion is fitted with an electrical brake, and in the case of

the hoisting motion a powerful foot-brake is also provided

on the barrel shaft, and is used for quick lowering without

current. In suth circumstances the electrical brake is held

off by a hand release device. The gear for the motions of

hoisting, slewing and luffing is carried on a central revolving

mast, which is pivoted and supported at the foot in a cast-

steel footstep bearing, and at about the centre of its length

by a roller path. The jib is carried at the top end of the

mast by a heavy fixed shaft, and is balanced by c.i. weights

fixed at the tail end of the jib structure.

The special advantages of the luffing arrangements are

that the load during luffing is not lifted as in the ordinary

jib crane, but moves in a horizontal line, and, conse<juentIy,

a great saving of power is effected, and a small motor only

is required. In addition, a quick luffing speed is permis-

sible.

The position of the crane driver enables him to command
in his view the whole of the movements of the hook and

loads.

Current is conveyed to the cranes through heavily

armoured cable from plug-boxes fixed at intervals along the

quays, and each crane is provided for this purpose with a

revolving cable-drum on one of the bottom carriages.

{To be conlinued.)

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.

Ike EditoTt invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Review posted as to their morementt.

Central Stiitlou Oltiiials, — Ma. A. B. Eales,

technical assistant and testing engineer at the Stokeon-Trent

Electricity Works, has resigned, and is returning to Johannesburg.

His successor is Mb. N. H. Barker, of Fulham, appointed at a

salary of £140 a year.

The Manchester Electricity Committee has appointed Mr. W.

DuNDAS, a member of the staff, as resident engineer at the

Dickinson Street and Bloom Street electricity stations, to sncceed

Mr. F. H. Whysall, who has taken up the position of chief elec-

trical engineer at Greenock. Out of 7i applicants for two
positions as shift engineers at the generating stations at Man-
chester, Mr. E. Atkinson and Mb. J. H. Xiven were appointed.

After considerable discussion the T.C. has raised the salary of

Mr. J. \V. HoDFiELD, electrical engineer, Barnstaple, to £225
from £200, which has been the salary since the inception of the

undertaking 12 years ago.

At the Keighley T.C. meeting last week, the Electricity Com-
mittee reiommended that the salary of the borough engineer

(Mb. H. Webber) be increased from £300 to £iOO per annum.
An amendment was moved that the increase be only £25, and
this was carried after a suggestion had been made that rather than

increase the engineer's salary, an assistant should be appointed at

£100 a year. A further amendment was also moved that the

increase be £50, but this was defeated by one vote.

The Wimbledon Corporation Electricity Committee recommends
that the salary of Me. R. W. Klitz, chief assistant electiioal

engineer, be increased from £225 to £250 per annnm.

((iicrul.—Among the new magifitratett appointed for

Lancaitbire, Mu. Tiios. Wilki.n'HON', founder and maosifinv director

of Thoma« Wilkinson, Ltd., electrical engineers, of Ameide, in

included.

The marriage took place laat week at Horoughbridge (Yorke.) of

Mil. C. K. |).\w.«i).M, a«ti«tant electrical engineer at New liromt-

gruve, under the Wurcesterahire County Council, and Miiw 8.

Langley,
The directors of the Metropolitan Itailway ('<>. have elected SiB

Cl.AUKNl>0.\' OoLLti.NO IlYDE, deputy chairman of the company.
The Council of the Institution of Electrical Eagineerii has

elect4'd Mb. II. C. Levis to be an Ofdinary Meml>cr of tjancil in

the place of the late Mr. A. B. Anderson.

Mh. W. *'. Moi'NTAIN, consulting engimer, Nowca«tleon-Tyne,
announces that to meet the requirements of his inoreaning practice,

he has opened an office at 6<>, Victoria Street, Wei-tminster, 8.W,
Mr. M. B. Mountain, who will be associated with him in the
conduct of the London business, is resident in London.

Ma. OiLliEBT, late director of the Gilbert Arc Lamp Co , Ltd.,

and of Engineering and Arc Lamps, Lt<l , has disposed of his entire

interests in these concerns, and can be consulted on arc lamps
and engineering matters generally at '.>, Birchington Koad, West
Hampstead.

We regret to learn that Mb. Baubalet, who was present with
Mrs. Barralet at the I.M.E A. Convention at Birmingham, was
suddenly taken ill last week, and he has since nndergonf an opera-

tion for appendicitis. His illness ban, unfortunately, prevented
him from keeping a number of appointments and from
advising his friends of the reason. We are requested by
Mrs. Barralet to publish this information, and we would add oar
wishes for Mr. Barralet's speedy recovery.

On June 18th, at Chinley Chapel, Derbyshire, Ma. T. Tallent-
Bateman, A.M.I.EE , was married to Jane Catherine, daughter of
Mr. Hugh T. Hughes, M.S.M. and C.E., of Chapel, purveyor to the
Derbyshire County Roads. In commemoration of his marriage,
Mr. Bateman was presented with a massive grandfather clock by
his friends at the British Westinghouee Co , where he is chief
Bwitchgear engineer.

Obituary.—The death, at the age of 41, of Exginekr
Abtuko Felipe Bono, director-general of the Compania Italo-

Argentina de ElOutricidad, occurred last month. Senor Bono was
at one time Professor of Electricity in the Argentine Naval Gunnery
School, and afterwards engineer to the Compania Alemana Trans-
Atlantica de E'Octricidad, subsequently attaining the position of
vice-director. He retired from that company in 1012, and, on the
formation of the ItaloArgentina Co., was offered and accepted the
position of managing director.

—

Jiciii'ic of thr Rirer Plate,

Mrs. G. Westinghouse.—We are informed that news has just

come to hand by cable from New York of the death of Mrs. George
Westinghouse, who therefore survived her huaband by only two
months.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Direct Copper Production Syndicate, Ltd. (136,536).—
This company was registered on Jane '20th, wlih a capital of £10.00010 6,000
•'A" and 4.000 '* B " shares of £1 each, to take over certain inventions relatiog

to processes and apparatus for the direct production of copper cathode
plates, sheets tubes or wire from copper ores, or from crude copper, and to

adopt an agreement with Sherard Cowper-Coles. The subscribers (with one
share each) are :—E. M. Fox, 6, Charles Street, Berlieley Square, W.,
gentleman ; Sherard Cowper-Coles, 1-3, Old Tye Street, Westminster, electro-
metallurgist. Private company. The number of directors is not to be less

than two or more than five ; the flrit are sherard O. Cowper-Coles, J. J. G.
Gordon, T. Bolton, E. M. Fox and the Right Hon. Sir T. Vesey Strong, P.O.,

K.C.B. ; Sherard O. Cowper-Coles may retain office for life, and may, while
holding 2,000 Ehares nominate one director (or, if he res'gos, two direotors)

;

qualifloaticn, £100. Solicitors, Edgar Smith Jl Co., 22, Francis Street, W.C.

South Wales Wireless Training Colleges, Ltd, (136,585).
—This company was registered on June 23rd, with a capital of £1.500 in £\
shares (1,498 "A" and 2 "B "), to cany on ihe business of a coliege or school
for instructing pupils in wireless telegraphy or telephony, dc, and to Ekdopt

an agreement with J. B. Schofleld. The subscribers (with five shares each)
are ;—W. L. Yorath, Strathlyn, Lake Road, E. Cardiff ; H. B. Taylor, Clee-

thorpes, Stanwell Road, Fenartb, manufacturer's sgent. Private company.
The number of directors is not to be less than two or more than five ; the
first are W. L Yorath and H. B. Taylor, each of whom may retain office for

life :
qualification, £1z> ; remuneration as fixed by the company. Registered

office, Market Buildings, St. Mary Street, Cardiff.

Electro Motor-Hiring, Ltd. (13fi.627).—This company was
registered on June 25th, with a capital of £10,000 in £1 shares, to sell, let on
hire, repair, construct and connect cables, wires, lines, dynamos, aoonmu-
lators, motors, meters, galvanomeCerp, ammettrtj, volttneters, telepfaones,

fans, carbons, switches, cut-outs, generators acd distributors of electricity,

fittings, bract ets, cinema and other lanterns, X-ray apparatus, lamps, globes,

films, ic. The subscribers (with one share each) are :—C. Crossley, the f

Grange, Hindhead, Surrey, gentleman; E. N. Whitley, Hadlow, Halifax,

solicitor. Private company. The number of directors is not to be less than
two or more than five ; the subscribers are to appoint the first three : quali-

fication, £100. Solicitors, Hirst-, Whitley & Akeroyd, Halifax and Bradford.

J. Whitehonse, Ltd. (136 569).—This company was registered

on June 23rd, with a oap.tal of £3,000 in flfhares, to take over the business o(

anelectrical engineer, and contractor and decor'" tar, and dealer in electrical

goods and mnteriala, carried on at 15, The Parade, Goldeis Green. The
subscribers (With one share each) are:—J. R. Whitehouce, 15, The Parade,

Goldtr's Green, N.W., electrical engineer; Mrs. F. M. 'Whitehoase, 43, St.

Andrews Road, Golders Green, N.W. Private company. J. Whitehonse is

permanent managing director
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Duncan's Electricity Supply, Ltd. f9,17:i).—Thie oompanv
was rrgisterod in EdinbnrKh on June 2Uh, with capital of £25,000 in £1
sbarefl. to carry on the iMiBlncs of nn oN-ctrical BuppJv cnrnpany, and to ac-
tinire from .1. Durcan rights in .onnection with the anpi-lv of light to Aboynp,
Bailatorand BMcn. The subacribcrs (with one sharn fach) are :-J. Dnnon,
Tillycorthie, Aberdeenshire, landed p'opriotor; R. Watt, W), Great Wo tern
Road, Aberrleen, banker; J. R. Edwards, 1, Golden i-'qi:are, Aberdeen,
Bdvfcato. Private company. The number of illrectors is not to hi mrre
than five ; the llrst are J. Duncan. R. Watt and J. H Edwards ; (iu» lifloatlon,

600 shares. KcKiiten-d < fllce, 1, Golden S.|uaie, Aberdf en.

CITY NOTES.

Aioii Klectricif.v Meter, Ltd.

The annual meeting was held at Winchester House, E C, on

Tuesday, Mr. H. Hirst presiding.

The Chaibman, in proposing the adoption of the report (Elec-

TBICAL Review, page 108i), taid they had every reason to be

satisfied with the result of the year's work, although the net

profits attained were about £4,000 less than last year. They had

done a larger business in Germany, with corresponding better

results, and they had to record a similar agreeable experience in

England and France. In Austria-Hungary they had suffered from

severe stagnation of business, from causes not their fault. Those

who inew the conditions Ihat had obtained in that country

during the Balkan War must realise that all building operations,

all contracting work, and practically all construction work were

stopped, with a consequent decrease of turnover and loss of profits

to them, and the result that the contribution to the balance-sheet

from that country was adversely affected to the extent of £8,000.

It was very encouraging to note that during the first three mouths

of this financial year business in Austria-Hungary had resumed a

condition which was more normal, and their sales, and he hoped

their profits, in the present year ought to be considerably better

The conditions in Austria and Hungary made it necessary that

they should establish there suitable factories and establishments,

and the additional capital expenditure of £24,000 last year had
been principally in connection with this item. For the carrying
on of the business in Hungary they had recently formed a
Hungarian company, in which they had the assistance of influen-

tial gentlemen of that country, and he hoped that their business
there would be considerably augmented by this enterprise. In
reply to various letters which he had received, he would like to

take that opportunity of explainir y that although they found it

proper and necessary to carry on their business in the various
territories where they operated under the title of companies
formed according to the laws of the different countries, companies
which were capitalised in a manner suitable for the trade they
were doing in those countries, the Aron Co. was the sole owner of
those diflferent foreign companies. It was merely a matter of
expediency and helpful to business, in fact under other conditions
it might be impossible to do business at all in some of the highly pro-
tected countries of the Continent. He was frequently asked on those
occasions why they still put together under one heading, amounting
to over £200,000, such different items as goodwill and patents, land,
buildings, machinery, tools, and the like. Shareholders liked to
compare one lialance-sheet with another, and they did not like to
make any change in the form unless there was some specific

reason for doing so. He held out the hope last year that the board
might decide during the year just closed to have the assefs of the
company valued and thus it might be oppcrtune to split up those
various items under different headings ; the shareholders would
thus be able to see what were their assets and what
amount still stood in the books as the value of goodwill and
patents. It had been impossible to make this valuation during the
past 12 months, but the matter was now actually in hand, and
when they met again the directors hoped to be able to place a
report before the shareholders, according to which it might be
their pleasure to consent to a different rendering of the accounts
in future. With regard to the other items in the balance-
sheet, the depreciation had increased by about £2,000 hf cause
for the first time they had to include the new Vienna
factory, and though this was quite new they had thought it

wise to depreciate it already by some £I,(i60. The business of the
first three months of this year showed an increase over the corres-
ponding period of last year all through the company, but the
general outlook of industrial affairs in this, and all other European
countries, was at present not over bright. He could only hope
that the clouds might pass away, so that they might have a year
of undisturbed work before them. The most important event
during the past year, however, was not a matter of trade or
finance, it was the death of their managing director and the
founder of the company. Prof. Aron. It was a great loss to the
company, but a much greater loss to those who had had
the good luck to work with him, and who had had the
opportunity to appreciate his great qualities. He (Mr. Hirst)
felt confident that now that the business had emerged from theevolu-
tionary and inventive stage, and had entered the rark^ of mere
industrial undertakings, they would be able to hold their t.wn
with the assistance of the staff on the designing, manufacturing
and oommeroial sides. It was very ditfioult to find for the posi-

tion of managing director an absolute sncoeseor to Prof. Aron. He
hoped the shareholders would approve of the action the board had
taken, for which he took full responsibility. After interviewing
every man who could possibly be considered, he came to the con-
clasion that the interests of the company would best be eerred
if they appointed Mr. Manfred Aron, the son of the late Profe«8or,
to fill his chair. Mr. Manfred Aron had dietinguished himself in
an administrative capacity in the company, and his father had, to
his (the chairman's) knowledge, a very great opinion of his
ability, which he expressed repeatedly

; he had a large
holding in the company, he was the representative
of his family, who also had a large holding, he bore
the honoured name of Aron, and he knew that amongst
the many enterprises of his father their company wag
nearest to his heart. The whole staff found this selection a suit-
able and proper one, and they were one and all willing to transfer
their allegiance and loyalty to the son of their former chief. He
{Mr. Hirst) had personally promised to give Mr. Manfred Aron
every assistance in the great task he had undertaken, and he felt
that he had acted in accordance with the wishes of the share-
holders by agreeing to act as joint managing director with him for
a period of two years. He was happy to state that his close inter-
course with Mr. Manfred Aron and his work during the past few
months had proved that their selection had been quite right, and
that he would be capable of fulfilling his task like a true chip of
the old block.

Sib James Pendeb, Bart., seconded the motion, and after some
reference by shareholders to the loss of Prof. Aron, the report
was adopted.

Montreal Light, Heat and Power to.

For the fiscal year ended April 30, 1914, the gross revenue was
$fi,'24.5,697, operation and maintenance cost $'2,778,4ol, depre-
ciation and renewal reserve $600,(KX), leaving as net revenue
!i^ii,NiJ7,-216, less tixeel charges $467,977, making the net income
$L',o'.i'.i,iiG9. Dividi'uds paid amount to .$1,'27.5,U(J0, and dividend
payable', May 15th, 1914, $4-2.5,000, leave the surplus from the
year's operations $699,'269, less officers' and employes' pension
ieind $10,000. The gross revenue and surplus earnings show
substantial and satisfactory increases over the previous year,
notwithstanding increased operating expenses occasioned by
advanced prices for raw materials, notably coal and oil for gas
manufacture, and low water and ice conditions at the com-
pany's hydro-electric plants, necessitating extended operation
of steam plant and purchase of additional power, llie net
revenue and net income, if accounteHl the same as in previous
years, would also show substantial increases, but in the prepara-
tion of this year's accounts and to conform with the more
moelern practice of conservatively managexl public utility com-
panies, the directors have deducted depreciation and renewal
reserve before instead of after arriving at net revenue, and the
net revenue and net income are by comparison affected to that
extent. The constantly increasing cost of raw materials has
caused the management much concern, and while the directors
propose a further concession in gas rates for the coming year,
this condition if continued wdl seriously affect the cost of
manufacture of gas in the future.

The continuous growth of the business adds emphasis each
year to the necessity of providing adequate reserve for depre-
ciation and obsolescence of buildings and equipment, and in
view of the constantly changing methods and equipment, the
depreciation reserve- inu.'^t he ample to take care eif these con-
ditions. In the meantime this and othe^r reserves are invested
in revenue-earning plant, and the public is getting the ad-
vantage of the use of this large investment upon which no
dividend has to be earned.
The new steel pole transmission line between Cedars Rapids

and Montreal is uneler way and will be completed simul-
tane^ously with the hydraulic eleveleipraent of the Cenlai-s Rapids
Manufacturing and Power Co., with whom the e-ompany has
contracted for part of its power supply. The company's new
ten storey addition to its office building was completed during
the year.

It will be necessary to make the usual large extensions to

both the gas and electric distributing systems to meet the
constantly increasing demand for service in the newer sections
of the city and suburbs. Notwithstanding increased costs ro-

ll( cted in the operating expenses, the diivetore have deX'ided to
make further concessions in both gas and electric rates and in

due" course will announce a nxhution of .5c. per I.lVK) cubic feet
in the price of ga.?. equal to upwards of 5J jx-r e'cnt.. and 4/UV.
Iter K.w.n. (for overhead service) in the rate for electric incan-
descent lighting, equal to upwards of 63 per cent. The diroe--

tors regret that they cannot ceinsistcntly reHlucc the eltvtric

lighting rate for umlcrground servie-e; in fact the great differ-

ence in costs for this class of service as demonstrated by the evst
of the new civic conduits and equipment will renelor it nee-essary
to ostabli.^h some fair dilTerential to offset the additional cost
entailed, and as the civic conduit system is extended into new
territory, the consumers ihcre will be re quired to pay increased
rates for service. With these re-\luctions the maximum rate
for gas will be 8oc. net |vr I.IW cubic feet, and the standard
rate for electric ineandoseent lighting (overhead scrvii-e) (3c.

net per K.w.n.. which compares most favourably with rates
charged elsewhere.
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Iloiiiliat KliM nit' Miii|il,> iiiiil li':iiMu:ivs ( o.. I.til.

The annual niocting was held on June 23rd at the Electrical
Federation Offices, Kiugsway, W.C., Slu CHAiliJiS Ollivant,
K-.C.l.E ,

presiding.

In moving the adoption of the report |Elec. Rev., Vol. 74, p.
KKI.)), the Chairman remarked that the report, like others of
recent years, showed steady progress in the eurnings of the
undertaking. It showeil that the net receipts for the year were
£145.572, compared with i;128,G8-2, an increase of £16,890,
which was equivalent to 13.12 per cent. The past year's
rtsults of the working of the traction branch, which still con-
tinued from the revenue standpoint the most important branch
of the undertaking, showed an improvement. The proportion
of expenditure to receipts had fallen from 4!) i)cr cent, to 48
per cent., and the net earnings had advanced from .i'84.8-2i) to
£89,548. This increase, however, could not be wholly assigned
to growth in their traffic, as a considerable portion of it was
due to the fact that they were justified last year, in consequence
of their lower generation costs, in reducing the rate at which
their supply branch sold electrical energy to the traction
branch from 1.5' annas per unit to 1.3 annas per unit.
The company carried 40.60'2.<X)O passengers on the lines last
year, against ;W,r.l.'^,{W in 1912. an increase of 5.2 per cent.
During the first five months of thft current year their gross
traffic earninijs had recorded a further comparative growth of
5 per cent. The directors had applied for municipal sanction
to lay an extension of the tramway along a considerable por-
tion of the new Sandhurst Road, which promised to become
the principal east to west trunk thoroughfare of the city. The
question of the introduction of an experimental service of
motor omnibuses wa."! di.scussed by the managing director with
the authorities concerned, during his recent annual stay in
Bombay. There appeared to exist a consensus of oificial
opinion that these vehicles were unsuitcd to the local condi-
tions of the city, while, after giving to the matter veiT careful
study, the directors were convinced that they could not be
oi)enitod at a profit, except upon a scale of fares considerablv
above those in force upon tramways. To the introduction of
an experimental service of railless trolley cars the same objec-
tions did not to an eaual extent apply, and the directors were
hopeful of bting enabled to inauaur'ate a service in the not
distant future. The business of the electric supply branch of
the undertaking continued to .show a steady progressive ex-
pansion. The many advantages of electric lighting over all
competitive illuminants. coupled with the cheapness of the
company's rates, appealed more and more to the people of
Bombay, and from all districts of the city, applications for
connections dowed in to an extent with "which it was not
always easy to keep pace. What he had said about the
growing popularity of electric lighting, applied no less to
electric fans. Tlie growth of the company's power load for
industrial purposes, was also a very welcome feature. Their
sales of electric energy for power—apart from traction and
from fans—acffregated 1,88'2.111 units against 1,103.824 units
in i912, and important developments lav ahead of them. So
far in the current veir there had in their supply branch been
no abatement in their upward progress. During the year the
capital expenditure amounted to £.5S..315. of which £51,993 was
for the electric supplv branch, chiefly for extensions to mains:
the balance of £6.3'22 w.ts the capital outlay in the tramwav.s
branch, mainly upon additions and improvements to the rolling
stock. The investments which the company held on account
of the depreciation and sinking funds were taken into the
balance sheet at their cost price of £fi2.656. In
recommending the pavmtnt of a dividend of 6 per cent,
upon their ordinary shares out of the available balance of
profit after meetinc fixed charqes. and nrovidina what they
regarded as adeouate provision for their depreciation and sink-
ing funds, the directors, were making no departure from the
financial principles which had throughout governed their
administration of the company's affairs. When thev assumed
office nine years ago tbev found, through no fault of their
own. the company burdened with a heavy capitalisation, a
considerable proportion of which was unrepresented by anv
taricible ^i.sscts. owins to the facts that a lar<7e sum had to be
paid to the old tramwav company for goodwill under the term.9
of its agreement with the municipalitv. and that beavv expendi-
turf» for underwritintr, promotion and other similar claims had
to be disbursed tr> the parties entrusted by the municipality
with the raising of the necessai-p capital for financing the nur-
chnse of the old and the elertrification of the new undertaking.
The compapv took over the tramways weighted under the
new concession with various obligat'ons restricting their fares.
froiTi which the old company was free, and tbev were faced
with th° electrifioatiop. extension, and remodelling of its ser-
vices The supply branch an entirely new business in Pom-
bay, had to be established, organised, and develoned. That
being the situation the directors heH that their first duty was
to place the company on a sourd financial basis. Thev
arranged bv the Provision of an adeonate sinking fund, the
annual instalments to which were a charge against revenne.
to amorti.se within the period of the coneession. that portion
of their capital not represented bv tangible assets and which
might therefore pot be covered bv the purcliase price esti-

mated to l>e payable by the municipality, should it exercise its

option of acquiring the company's undertaking which would
arise in 1947. They also had established a depreciation fund.
their annual revenue contributions to which were estimated to

provide for the replacement, when required, of all wasting

assets of the business to which they could u£siga a definite life,

to the credit of which acctjuut they bad now £9U,°2t>7^ two-thirds
of which were invested outside, the busincBs. Auxiliary to this,

they had a amall sixjcial reserve fund of £5,00U. Since theae
funds were created they had further bufeyuarded and strenuth-
ened the pro.spective |j<iHition of the sliareliolders, by providing
that their second debenture loan of £-2(J(J,(XJ<J should be repaid by
annual drawings, which were alsf) a charge against revenue,
with the effect that the whole of this indebtedness would have
been paid oft by the year 1937, when the company would hold,

free of cost, the additional tangible assets created by the

expenditure of this £"200,tXJO. The policy he had outlined dirl

not permit of the company paying uuy dividend to their

ordinary shareholders for a few years, namely, until in the

opinion of the board the financial provision the directors had
made, the investment in their business of a consi<lerable por-

tion of their surplus revenue, and the expansion of their earn-
ings, had justified a distribution. But he hoped these share-

holders would admit that they had now received compensation
for their patience in the handsome capital appreciation of

their holdings which had taken place, and he believed they
would concur with him that the price at which their stocks
were quoted that day, both on the Bombay and the London
markets, furnished a complete justification for the policy

which the directors had pursued. There was another prin-

ciple which they had always kept in view and acted upon, and
that was not to declare a rate of dividend which they had not
the fullest expectation of being able to maintain. With regard
to the future, they were justified in anticipating a continu-

ance in the steady progress of the business. New capital

expenditure on extensions of their mains and tracks required

time to fructify. In regard to the increase in capital fore-

shadowed in the report, the growth of their undertaking
had outstripi)ed their present resources, and these de-

manded augmentaJLion in order that they might be enabled
to make adequate provision for the profitable developments
which lay ahead of them. A notice to their shareholders
summoning a general meeting, to which their pro-

posals would be submitted, would shortly be issued. He be-

lieved that the terms upon which the directors proposed
offering to the shareholders the subscription of a further issue

of the company's shares would prove attractive to them.
The directors greatly regretted to be deprived of the services

of a chief engineer of the great abilities which Mr. Cooper
pos-sessed. It was a source of satisfaction to them that Mr.
Cooper had since been able to join the board. Consequent
on his resignation of his position in Bombay the directors

decided to divide Mr. Cooper's responsibilities between Mr.
Baker and Mr. Moberly, his immediate lieutenants there.

Subject to the control of the managing director, the

former of these gentlemen was now at the head of the supply
and the latter of the traction branch. The directors' expecta-

tions regarding them had, he was glad to tell the shareholders.

so far been fully justified, and they had been well seconded

by Mr. Lucas. Mr. Fowler, Mr. Mahaluxraivalah. and by the

whole staff. No appreciative survey of their affairs, present

or prospective, would be complete without a recognition of

their obligationg to the Managing Director, Mr. Eimington.
Mr. F. C. ElMlXGTO.N (the Managing Director) seconded the

motion, and stated that he had been asked by the Chairman
to refer to a telegram which had been received from Bombay
in regard to the gross earnings for the five months ending on
May 21st last. These showed an increase of 12.4 per cent, as

compared with last year and of 8.3 per cent, with the previous

year, wlych was equal to an increase of about 50 per cent.

The motion was carried unanimously.

South American Lisj-iit and Power Co.. Ltd.

—

The dirpctora report th»t the net profit for the year to March .'^l-t

is £11,782. A dividend of 5 per cent, on the £172,400 capital

issued 13 recommendoH, requiring £8 6iO ; there is written o5 the

debeutare i^sne expense^ £3 000, leaving to be carried forward
£517. The receipts show a coneiderable increa.=e over those of the

prenouB year, but, owingr to the poorness of the last Argentinn
wheat crop, little, if any, inorease in the receip'.s can be expected

for the coming year.

(redeiida (ondiiits (o.. Ltd.—After writing off the

goodwill account £l,e00, the directors recommend a dividend st

the rate of 8 per wnt. per annum on the ordinary shares for 19 .^,

carrying forward £71 1.

iMiniiiiidsoiis' Eh'ctricitv ( oi'itoratioii. Ltd.—The
dire tjrj report steady progress. The net profit is £2;i,125, au
increase of £4,22i'.. After putting to reserve £9,000. and paying
the preference dividend, £12,000, £'2,125 is carried forward.

Stock E\('lia!i!i'«' \otic«'.—The Committee has ordered

the following to be quoted in the Official List :—North Metro-
politan Electric Poiver Supply—Further £100,000 6 per cent,

cumulative preference stock.

••Ilariier" Elccti'ic l»iaiio (I'.HO) («.. Ltd.—

A

dividend for the half-year ended June tst is announced at the
rate of 4 per cent per annum.

llt'ld (her,—Pressure upon our space compels us to

bold over reports of several City meetings until next week.
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(ape Town ( oiisolidatod Traiinvayis and Lund Co., Ltd.

Is the course of their report for the year ended December Slst,

1913, the directors state that the operation of the Camps Bay
Tramways has resulted in a profit of i£l,5'J9, against a profit

of ii'2,97y in the previous year, and the number of pa.ssenger8

carried shows an improvement of Si, Hi), but the increased

price of coal, the extra expenditure on permanent way and the
damages paid and expenditure incurred in connection with the
accident early in the year, has resulted in a reduced balance

of profit in spite of increased traffic.

At the annual meeting held on June 24th, at 1, London Wall
Buildings, E.G., Mr. Robert LrrTi.iyoHN (the Chairman) said

that taking the results for the past year as a whole, they could
not say that the company had done more than maintain its

position without serious loss. It had had no revenue from
its subsidiary companies, and none of them had achieved
results sufficiently satisfactory to enable them to pay a divi-

dend during the past year. So it had practically been out of

the cash balance on hand at Slst December, 1912, that this

company had jiaid its administration expenses, i;i,790, and
advanced a further ^.34-2 to the .subsidiary companies. Refer-
ring to the subsidiary companies, he said that as regarded the

Camps Bay Tramway Co., Ltd., although the traffic increased
during 1913, the net result was a diminished balance of profit

to the extent of £1,370. This was due in a measure to an
unfortunate accident on the company's tramway in March,
1913, but principally to the increased price of coal at Cape
Town, and to certain necessary renewals to plant and perma-
nent way. They could only expect steadily better figures in

the future from the operations of the tramways if the resident
populati(.in at Camps Bay materially increased. It was increas-
ing, and no doubt would continue to increase; but not as
rapidly as could be desired. Under the ordinance in terms of
which Camps Bay was absorbed into the enlarged municipality
of Cape Town, that municipality had to spend £12,000 on
public improvements at Camps Bay during the next three
years. The expenditure of that amount on well-considered
public improvements, and the expenditure gradually by the
company on bungalows and cottages for sale, of the amount
to be received from the municipality for public works and
improvements already provided by the company, should
materially increase the amenities and the resident population
of Camps Bay, and consequently enhance the value, not only
of that estate, but also of the tramway."?. In the future it

should be as much in the interest of the municipality as of the
company that Camps Bay should be judiciously developed and
made as attractive as possible to permanent residents as well
as to temporary residents and other visitors.

Mr. LUDWIG Breitmeyer seconded the motion, which was
carried.

\afional Telephone Co.. Ltd.

Mr. Geo. Franklin (Liquidator) presided on June 25th at
Hamilton House. Temple Avenue, over a meeting of the
shareholders of this company, when the report (Elec. Rev.,
Vol. 74, p. 1013) was presented.
The Liquidator explained that the meeting was called under

the Act to enable him to place before the shareholders a report
of his acts and doings in regard to the winding up, and the
report now presented was a record of the concluding stages
of the winding up, every step of which had been full of pit-

falls and difficulties. With regard to the report, the second
paragraph ,<;howed how matters in is.sue with the Postmaster-
General as the result of the appeals by him and by the com-
pany had been disposed of. It was shown that whereas he
objected to certain sums, amounting to £.397,000, being included
in the award, be was enabled, by making a sacrifice of £4.5,000,
in addition to the costs of the arbitration, to which the com-
pany was entitled, to make a settlement and so avoid pro-
longation of litigation. Paragraph 3 explained in a few bnes
the final result of many months of patient investigation. The
presentation of their claim to the Railway and Canal Com-
mission oeeuiiied many months of strenuous efTort, and
although the final result to the shareholders might be some-
what disappointing, he did not think that anything was lack-
ing either in the manner of its presentation or in the prepara-
tion of the evidence offered to the arbitration tribunal. Tlie
Liquidator referred to the difficulties which had arisen in

regard to the unclaimed dividends, and as to deposits paid by
subscribers in regard to trunk .services and postal facilities in

respect of which such subscribers had ceased to exist. On
February 9th an Order of (he Court was made to deal with
this matter, with the result that a final payment was made t<i

the deferred sbandiolders of 1.4fi per cent., making un a total

of 10.5.48 per cent. In paragraph S reference was made to the
loss of realisation on Exchequer bonds. Tlie directors, in com-
mon with the .shareholders, regi'etted the attitude which the
Postmastor-GeTU'ral tiwdc up in insisting on his pound of flesh,

although the circumstances had greatly altered from tlie time
when the agreement was made, but as the Posfmaster-Gcneral
had decided on it, and as the board were advi.sed that he was
within his legal rights, they fi It that there was nothing fur-

ther to be done. As to the costs of the procei^lings. he did not
think that the amount of 1.32 per cent, of the sum realised

could be considered excessive. Tlie Tjiquidator proceeded to
give the various dates on which the different steps necessary
to be taken were commenced, which, he said, showed that
they had not had a restful period since the company went into

liquidation. Hardly a day pagged without some 8t<;pg havina
to be taken to bring about some decision. He had on other
occa.sion8 expressed the indebtedness of the company to their
officers for the great services rendered to him, and he repeated
that they owed much to the skill and ability shown in relation
to their affairs. Everything, he thought, hat] been done to
produce the best possible results for the shareholders.
Mr. S. H. Sa.n'ds formally moved the adoption of the report

and thi.s was seconded by Lokd Harris and carried.
Replying to a vote of thanks, the Chairman expressed regret

that the connection between the directors and the shareholders
had been brought to a close. Had the shareholders known
that their recompense for putting their money into the busi-
ness for thirty years, was to be an annual dividend of never
more than 6 per cent., and sometimes nothing at all, with a
return at the end of £105 for every £100 put in, he rather
thought they would never have invested their money in the
business. He considered they had been treated in a grossly
unfair manner, but there was nothing more to be done.

Cou.solidated Diesel i:ni>ine .Hannfacturers. Ltd.

An extraordinary general meeting of the shareholders of this
company, which was very largely attended, was held on
Thursday, June 2-5th, at Salisbury House, E.G., under the
chairmanship of Mr. J. M. Fells.
The Chairman, in proposing a resolution for the voluntary

winding-up of the company and the appointment of Sir W. B.
Peat as liquidator, delivered a long speech in which he gave a
history of the proceedings in connection with the company for
the last seven months, during which he has been Chairman.
He recalled the meeting in December last at which, he said,
he told the shareholders that in his opinion grave errors of
judgment had been committed by the board; that in the
administration of the company there had been want of
method, slackness of procedure, lack of engineering exactitude
and looseness in the wording of contracts. On the other hand,
the directors, in carrying out their bargains with buyers, had
been almost quixotically correct. At that meeting he moved
the appointment of a committee to enquire into the causes of
the company's position, to advise as to remedies and to deal
with the question of the board, and the possibility of recon-
struction. That committee was not unanimous in its report,
but the majority favoured reconstruction with an assessment,
on the basis of the Ipswich works alone, and an arrangement
by which the members of the Carels family should purchase
from the company the shares which that company held in
LTsines Carels Preres. At the meeting in February last those
proposals were rejected. Subsequently, the directors met some
of the largest shareholders to see whether some agreed scheme
could be brought forward, and on March 10th a meeting of

large shareholders was held at which various schemes were
discussed, and it was decided that the further necessary funds
ought to be raised by a participating preference share issue.

Shortly after that meeting negotiations were opened with a
well-known financial house on the basis of the suggestions
made at the meeting on March 10th, and on .\pril 14th a
meeting took place between the projKiscd underwriters and
representatives of the company, as a result of which the nnder-
TATiters expressed their willingness to proceed further in the
matter, subject to their being satisfied on certain points. That
proposed scheme involved a re-ari'angement with the Usines
Carels Freres, involving re-organisation of the relations be-

tween the two companies, and that scheme would have come
before the shareholders for their ratification. On May IPth Mr.
Pcddie, w'ho had taken a leading part on the committee,
wrot« stating that at the next meeting he would projxise the
election of himself and the Hon. F. N. Stanley as directors.

On May 22nd representatives of the underwriters expressed a
doubt as to whether the gentlemen who had provisionally

agreed to act as directors to replace the present board would
do so if there was to be any controversy ii.s to the constitution

of the new board. In the end the negotiations were broken off

and the board came to the conclusion that volunt-iiry liquida-

tion was the best course to be adopttxl. It might be that the
liquidator would find the only solution in a simple sale of the

property, but in view of the trade accounts, the contracts still

current, the ixifentialities of the business, and its association

with th:> name and personality of a great inventor, the liqui-

dator might find it possible to effect a better arrangement by
reconstruction than by sale.

Mr. Ball (a shareholder) seconded the resolution. He
ivMiiarked that they had a fine asset in the half-share which
they posses.sed in Messrs. Carels Fibres busine?;s )dMs one vot«^.

lie hoped that on no account would the liipiidator part with
that asset except for a considerabli^ sum. Tliey scome^l to

have had no representation on the board <if that concern and
no dominating influence which gave thein any jxiwer even to

regulate the making up of the acwunts. Tlio dii>vtoi-s of that

company had been able to do just what they liked, and it was
almost impossible for anybody to imagine how such an arrange-

ment could have been entered into bv a Ixidy of business men.
He considered that the slian holders liad been robbed, but even

the shareholdei-s' committee did not make any suggestion that

a prosecution could lie against anybody. T'nder the circum-

stances he thought the best thing was to wind up under the

direction of Sir '^N'. B. Peat, who would see to it that the best

that could be done for the shareholders would he done. If

that was done they would get something, but if the company
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was liaiidixl over to Mr. Pcdilie nnd his fiiomls ho did not

believe tliiit the hhareholdeiB would fe'et a sou out of it.

Mr. T. 'l.ui.oii I'KUDiE made a long speech traversing the

Cliairinan's stateiuont in many directions. The promotion of

thoVoiiipany was, he said, one of the biggest ramps ever jtcr-

petrated on the London public, and he had no intention of

leuviiin the gentlemen alone who were responsible for it,

especially when ho knew that the internal arrangements of

the company still required to be adjusted. It was under the

original agreeiiient that the high-8i)eed engines, the half in-

terest in which was lidiight by the company from Carols Krercs

and which had since proved an utter failure, were supplied,

and upon which the great lo.sses were incurred. The directors

had bliimcd Mr. Bathe, their former managing director, for

the loss<'s so incurred, but it must be obvious that Mr. Bathe
could not bo responsible for the manufacture and design of

engines manufactured at the works of Carels Frtrcs. Coming
to the crux of the question be held that Messrs. Carels were
responsible for a very large portion of the l<)sses incurred. He
hojx'd that if liquidation was to come the shareholders would
reject the proposal of the directors and insist \i\ton a com-
pulsory winding up under the supervision of the Court.

After considerable discussion the resolution was defeated on
a show of hands by 38 votes to -2)^. ITie Chairman thereupon
demanded a poll to bo taken immediately.
On the motion of Sin UoBi;nT Fii-Mkk a resolution was carried

to the effect that in the opinion of the meeting the liquidator

should not employ any firm of solicitors who had previously

done business for the company.
The result of the poll as published in the Press shows :

—
For the resolution, 264,586; against, 11.5,163. Tlio directors'

resolution for voluntary liquidation has therefore not been
carried by the. necessarj' three-fourths majority.

The petition of Walter Laurence & Son for a compulsory
order to wind up Consohdated Diesel Engine Manufacturers,
Ltd., came before Mr. Justice Astbuiy in the Companies
Winding-up Court on Tuestlay. Mr. F. Russell, K.C., for

the company, asked for an adjournment for a week. The
company, lie said, had taken a vote on the question whether
there should be a voluntary winding-up and on a show of

hands that proposal was defeated. A poll was demanded and
had been taken, but a question had arisen as to whether
certain votes were valid.

Mr. Owen Thojipson, on belialf of the creditors for over
d67,0(X), opposed the adjournment. He said the company
held yO per cent, of the shares in a subsidiaiy company and
they could vote for a voluntary winding-up of that subsidiai-y

company during the week.
Mr. Kussell gave an undertaking that the company for

w'hich he appeared would not exercise their voting power in
that connection.
The petition accordingly stood over for a week.

Russian Wireless Teleiraph and Tcleiiiione Co.

The Financial Times, of June '21tb, contains a translation of
the report of this company for the year ended 31st December
last, which was submitted to the shareholders' meeting on
31st May. The gross receipts from work carried out have
i-eached the sum of 307,068 roubles, against 250,189 roubles
during the previous year, and the net revenue was 140,219
roubles, against 139,801 roubles, in spite of the considerable
increase of general expenses in 1913. This increase, amount-
ing to 166,651 roubles, was partly due to the very high rate
of interest paid owing to the state of the financial market, on
the capital borrowed for the purpose of satisfj-ing the c( m-
pany's requirements in ready money, and partly to the
necessity for enlarging the premises and increasing the
number of employees, to deal with the growing business.
Further, a very important fact in this respect is the large
amount of orders not completed by 31st December, 1913,
especially in connection with the contract entered into with
the Mihtaiy Engineering Department for the erection of a
station of high power. The resolution regarding the increase
of the capital to 3,000,000 roubles has now been carried out,
nearly all the shares of the new issue having been acquired
by the old shareholders; but in order further to improve the
financial position the directors propose to increase consider-
ably the capacity of the works by erecting a special building
and providing it with additional equipment. During the last
t^\•elve months many new improvements of a technical
character have been earned out, and these improvements will
still further increase the demand for wireless communication.
Special attention has been paid to the installation of high-
power stations esjjecially for commercial purposes. Instni-
ments have been designed for the automatic transmission as
well as for the automatic recording of messages, thus enabling
the stations to increase to a large extent their working capacity.
Besides the installation of stations of high ix)wer, in the
company's laboratories work is being continued in connection
with the construction of special types of military and marine
stations, and in a short time the company will be able to
put some of their apparatus on the foreign market. Lately
much attention has been paid to the designing of specia'l
types suitable for the requirements of mercantile shipping.
It was foreseen long ago that wireless telephonv would become
possible, but many technical difficulties were met with in pre-

i)ariMg to bring it into practical use. Recently thew; dillicultiea

lave nearly been overcome, and the jjossibilily of adopting
wirekiis telephony for military, naval and C(jmiiiercia] puri><iBe«

ia bi'c-oming an accomplished fact. Finally, it i.s an inurchting
fact for shareliolders that the station has recently succ«tMifully

communicated with a Marconi station of high power in Waleg
and has exchanged messageH with that station. This is the

first time in the history of Russia that messages have been
exchanged direct with Clreat Britain by means of wireless

telegraphy. Taking into consideration the large orders the

company will have to deal with, it will be quite impossible,

to carry the.se out without having sullicient credit, and, there-

fore, the board requests the eliaieholders to authorise it to

have a credit, as and when required, up to 2,000,000 roubles.

Coiisoliilatcd Klectrical Co.. Ltd.

The direct<jrs' report ior the year ended March 31bt, 1914,

states that the ordinary income for the period amounted to

£4,786, in comparison with i'6,U04 for the previous year, the
falling oil' being due to temporary loss of income consequent
upon the change in the company's investments explained at

the last general meeting. The general charges for the year
amounted to A'1,220, in comparison with .t'1,2.52 for the pre-

ceding twelve months. Of the balance of i.'8,242 standing to

the credit of revenue account, the interim dividend of 3 per
cent, paid on the preference shares on January 1st, 1914,
absorbed i'4uO, leaving a disposable balance of i7,792. The
final dividend of 3 per cent, payable on the preference shares
on 1st July will absorb a further i'450, and the directors now
recommend the payment of a dividend on the ordinary shares
of 3i per cent, for the year. This will require ±4,125 and
leave ±3,217 to be carried forward. The directors are satisfied

that the valuation placed upon the company's investments
in the balance sheet is within their intrinsic and realisable

worth. It has become evident since the last general meeting
that the feeling of the shareholders, with very few exceptions,
is strongly favourable to the continuance of the company,
and a scheme is under consideration for the re-arraugemeut
of the capital account. In the meantime the funds of the
company are profitably employed in realisable investments
and short loans on securities.

The annual meeting was held on Monday, at River Plate
House, Finsbury C'iicus, E.G., Mr. Herbert Allen presiding.

In proposing the adoption of the above rejxirt the Ch.41B.man

said that was the ninth distribution made by the company
on its ordinaiy shares. In the aggregate those dividends had
amounted to 31 per cent, of the nominal amount of the i'l

shares, but on the actual cash paid by the shareholders the
return had been 124 per cent., or an average of nearly 14

per cent, per annum. With regard to the operations of the
past year the first thing that would strike their attention was
the drop of ±'1,218 in the income from investments. The
reason for that drop was that until the early part of last year
they held over 72,000 shares in the Anglo-Portuguese Tele-

phone Co. Just before the closing of the accounts on 31st

March, 1913, they disposed of 70,000 of those shares for

±87,500. Their income for the year was not aftected by that

sale because they stipulated with the buyers that they should
receive the Is. dividend just falling due, so that really they
got 25s. each for the shares although nominally they passed
at 24s. Out of the proceeds of that sale they paid oft their

loans and other liabilities and they were left with ±70,000 to

invest temporarily or otherwise as the case might be.

Obviously they coidd not find safe and profitable investment
for that money at five minutes' notice. Investments had to be
found gradually, and for a time the greater part of their

money lay on deposit at the bank at a very low rate of in-

terest indeed, indeed some of it even now was not invested
in the strict sense of the word, but was utilised to even
greater advantage by being out on loan at remunerative rates

to responsible parties and amply covered by collateral

securities. To many of them it was no secret that the great
trust companies, such as that company might become one day,
employed as much of their capital as they possibly could in
temporary loans, because the more frequently they turned
over their money the better return they would get for it in
the long run. At last in investments and loans they got all

their money out and it was giving them an excellent return,
combined with equally excellent security. Temporarily, they
had suft'ered a loss in interest, but they were still paymg the
same rate of dividend, to maintain which they had only had
to encroach upon their revenue b.ilanee to" the extent of
±1,425. He had no hesitation in saying that their financial
lX)sition at the present time was better than it had ever been
before. A year or so ago they had ±85,000 worth of eggs all

in one basket and they were not all marketable. They had
outstanding against them loans of ±15,000 which might
possibly have been called in at an inconvenient moment.
Those had since been got rid of and at the present time their
loans and investments together amounted to nearly ±75,000.
They were spread over 20 or more entirely distinct channels
and between investment and loaning their income was larger
than it used to be. As to the nature of their business there
had never been a moment when they could not have realised
the whole of their investments at their full cost price or even
more and they could do that at the present moment. As to
the future of the company, at the last meeting some reference
was made to a possible winding up and a distribution of
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u.s8ets, and at that time he was inclined to think that that
step was not far dLstant. Since then, however, they had taken
some trouble to ascertain the general feeling of the share-
holders on 'the subject and with the exception of about half
a dozen gentlemen, the shareholders, generally speaking, were
content with their investment as it was, particularly now that
they had got rid of the old manufacturing business which was
the undoing of the old company. Having satisfied themselves
that the great majority of the sharehoklers were with them,
nothing remained but for the Ixiard to bring forward a sc'heme
of reconstruction and enlargement of the company. What
they pi'o{x).sed was that the present £1 shares should be
written down to 10s. each and that one new fully-paid £1
share be given for each two shares—in other words, the ordi-
nary eaiutal would be reduced from itllO,000 Uj £-J5,(X)0 and
they Would get rid of those, fictitious assets which figured in

the balance sheet. On the share capital so rc-constituled they
would be able to pay H per cent, where tbey were now paying
31 per cent. The next step would be to enlarge the business
of the company by the issue of further ordinary shares until

the amount reached i'KKJ,(X)0 or A'150,(XX,), po.ssibly more.
They might also issue a like amount of 5 per cent, preference
stock or possibly a i per cent. sUxik. That, of couisc, was a
matter that could not be decided upon at that meeting, and
the board intended to convene a special general meeting in
the autumn, when the whole scheme, together with the
necessary resolutions, would be submitted for the considera-
tion of tlie shareholders. With regard to the disposal of the
Anglo-Portuguese Telephone shares, one reason they parted
with them was that at the time the board of the Portuguese
company—which had always been distinct from the board
of that company, excepting that two of its five directors were
also directors of the Consolidated Electrical—had decided
against a bonus distribution from its reserve fund. With the
sale of their 7U,(.K.(0 shares they parted with the control of the
Portuguese company, and quite recently the board of that
company had reversed its former policy and made a bonus
distribution and also an issue of new shares. He was glad to

say that they had been allow-ed to participate in that new
issue to the extent of 10,000 shares at par, carrying dividend
from 1st Januai'^' last.

Mr. Richard Barnett seconded the motion.
Replying to shareholders, the Chairman said that on liquida-

tion he estimated that the assets would produce about 10s.

per share. Personally, he thought it would be a good thing
to reconstruct, and he believed that was the view of the
great majurity of the shareholders. However, the full scheme,
together with the necessaiy resolutions, would be sent out
to all the shareholders and untU they voted it was impossible
to say which way the majority would vote.

The report was then adopted.

J. G. White & Co.. Ltd.

Mr. J. BilAVEN White presided on Monday, at the Cannon
Street Hotel, E.G., over the annual meeting of this company.
In moving the adoption of the report (Elec. Rev., Vol. 74, p.

1086), the Chairman said that the directors had referred to the
depressed financial conditions now existing. These conditions
had chielly all'ected them in the following manners. First,

they have not received new contracts as fast as they had
been completing those in hand; and, secondly, they had been
unable to follow as closely as they might wish the policy that
the company had had since its inception, of keeping its posi-

tion liquid, by the realisation of the securities taken in con-
nection with contracts or where they had been assisting in

financing new enterprises. The business had largely to do
with the construction and development of hydro-electric enter-
prises, electric lighting and power development, ek'ctric tram-
ways, railway and drainage works, and other public works.
The most profitable field for these works had naturally been
in countries where development had been rapid during the
past few years, so that South America had been their piincipal
field. In connection with these works, the present financial
depression had made it difficult, if not impossible, to secure
the necessary capital for the development of new enterpri.ses.
and in many ca.ses had prevented the extension of established
companies even where their earnings had been sufiicient to
place the security on a gootl investment basis. The works
which they had in hand had been continued, and in this
respect they had been fortunate. They had also been fortunate
in securing some new contracts of imjiortance, notwithstand-
ing the conditions referred to. The Municipal and General
Securities Co.. Ijtd., th(< capittd of which it had been desirable
to double, had continued to do a satisfactory financial business
and had paid them a dividend of 10 per cent, per annum on
its capital. The lnt<M-national 1/ight and Power Co. owned a
number of electric lighting and power uiulerlakings in South
America and also one in Yucatan, Mexico. .Ml of the com-
pany's prop<-rties were maiving satisfaetory ]iriigres9, and it

had been fortunate that the property iii IMexieo was in
Yucatan, where there had been no disturbance, and therefore
had been largely free of the difficulties that had ix-cuirod in
other parts of Mexico, except for the effects of the fall in ex-
change. Their interest in this company was such that they
h.id been financing its rcciuirements until an issue could be
made of the company's debentures. The earnings of the com-
pany's properties were at the present time at such a rate that

the interest on the debentures was two-and-one-half tioieii

covered. From this they might judge as to the safety of the
investment, and so soon as market conditions were satisfact'Ty
they would be able to realise the seeurities which thty had
taken, so as to provide them with the funds for taking up
new enterprises and developing their business opportunities
which would come with a return of more settled conditions.
The enterprises in the Amazon Valley, with the management
of which they were connected and in which they had a con-
siderable interest, though representing less than 10 per cent.
of their investments had had some set-back due to the general
depression and to the rubber crisis. Thc-y had, however, ojd-
sidering all conditions, held their own as well as could be
expected, and there was a growing opinion amongst those
interested to the effect that the cri.sis might have reached its

climax, and that conditions might shortly improve. ITie
Amazon Valley was showing a resourcefulness that its best
friends hardly anticipated, so that it was not imixissiblc that
it might emerge from its present trials with a new vigour and
greater possibilities. The Building Construction C<jmpany bad
been finally liquidated by a distribution of certain of its in-

vestments which had been taken into their account and would
be realised at an opportune time. The net profit for the past
year had been i;70,yd7. This was somewhat smaller than for
the two preceding years, but under the circumstances they
felt encouraged rather than discouraged by the result. This
profit enabled them, after putting i;l.5,(X)0 to the general
reserve account, to recommend dividends at the same rate as
for the past three years, viz. : a t<jtal of 12 per cent, on the
preference shares and C2 per cent, on the ordinary shares of
the company. Referring to the balance sheet the a.ssits side
showed that the cash and quick as.sets amounted to M\io.o97
as against £178,361 last year, a very moderate reduction under'
the circumstances. The item of " Works in progress " showed
a large reduction, partially for the reasons already explained
that the turnover in the construction department was less,

but mainly because works in connection with the purchase
and development of certain new electric hghting properties
which were last year in the " Works in progress" item, this
year appeared in the investment account. The investment
account showed an increase from £'lt3ii,7'28 to i'4'20,'2o7 for
reasons previously explained. The dividends and interest
from the securities held amounted to about 8 per cent, per
annum on the book value, so that they might judge from these
as to the conservative figure at which they had been valued.
They would be disappe>inted if they did not realise very ccn-
siderable profit when they were finally realised. With "regard
to the outlook for the year now current, he might say that
they anticipated a further reduction in profits; at the" same
time, the amount of business in hand, although reduced,
was still of considerable volume, and should be sufficient to
bring the results for the year above rather than below the
average which the company had shown since its inception.
With regard to the resolution which they were asking the
shareholders to pass with regard to the boiTowing powers of
the company, their articles now- provided that the total amount
borrowed at any time should not exceed the issued sliare
capital of the company. At the time when the articles were
drawn up in this way the issued share capital represented the
total assets w-hich the company had to deal with ; in fact,

it represented more than the tangible assets. The ordinary
shares at that time represented gixidwill to the extent of
i£47,000. They had now w^iitten oil the gix)dwill account and
accumulated surplus profits in the business equal in amount
to the share capital, with the consequence tuat they were
now able to do business on a larger scale than they were at

the time the original articles were drafted, and there might
be times when it was necessary in connection with the com-
pany's normal business temporarily to borrow amounts in

excess of the share capital, and in asking them to give them
borrowing [xiwers equal to the share capitiil and reserves for

the time being, they were merely asking to be reinstated in
the iwsifion they were in when the original article was drawn.
Mr. W. C. Burton seconded the motion and the rcjvirt was

aJiMded without discussion.

The Chairman- then proposed a resolution amending the
articles of assix-iation so as to carry out the object he expa^ssod
in his speech.
The resolution was also carried without diseussion.

Cliarles Cliiiicliill \; To.. Ltd.—For the year ended
March Slat list, the director.^ pUce to reserve i'S.OOO. and propose
a dividend of 20 per cent, (610,000') on the ordinary shares, le?s

£2,500 already paid by way of interim dividend : to distribute a
bjnns of ts. fii5. per share on th" ordinary shares : place an addi-
tionil sum to reserve account of £8.000 and carry forward £4,629.— I'iniiiu'inl Timi's,

GnM'invood A: Batlcv. Ltd.—The diaxitors ixxviu-
mend dividends of 7 per cent, per annum on the preference and
5 per cent, on the ordinary shares for the year ended Mareh, 19U.
£8,000 is put to depreoiatiou and £4.824 carried forward.

.lapnii.—The anioiiut of fi-esli capital invested in the
eleotri;al and elrotrioity supply indu^trips in Japan durinir May last

i> returned at £;iS5,000, of which £liiO,000 wai for new under-
takings, and £ ' )5,000 for the extension of old concerns.
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Aliliiliiiiiiin < or|M)r:itioii. Lftl.—Attlie recent annual

Keaural meetine it wa'4 determiaed not to hold the extraordinary

meetintr to paMD reuolutione varying; the rif;bti) of the holders of

the participutinir ehareB, in oanH«(]uenc« of attention having been
called tu an aniblirnity in the reujlutions proposed to lie eubmitted.
The re'tolutions were reoast bo as to avoid the possibility of
a'ubi^uity, and notice of a fre»h meeting on July let was
insucd. The eeoretary etatca that " the existing rights of the
ptrtioipating eharea ure the receipt of one-fifth of the whole
profits of the company after payment of debenture interest, and,
in the event of lii|uidation, tu onelifth of the assets of the com-
pany, after dischartfinu liabilities to debenture-holders ond other
creditors. The modifijation of their rights as proposed will ba to
the advantage not only of the ordinary shareholders, but also, in a
lesa degree, of the preference shareholders."

liaHonl l»«\v»'r ami Liulit .Supply (Umi). Ltd.—
After charging debenture stock redemption fund and transferring
to depreciation accDuut £3.0UU, the accounts show a net profit for
the pust year of £4,8li'., as eompvred with £1,501) last year. The
directors recommend a dividend of 6 per cent, on the preference
shares. Terms wore some months ago arranged with the
Manchester Corporation for the purchase of the company's under-
taking, but Parliament has disallowed the clauses relating to this
purchase. "The directors CDnsider it reasonable to anticipate that
an offer to purchase may, in the near future, be received from one
source or another."

—

Mnunci'r.

Kiisliilni iiiid IJisfrict Klccfn'c Siipjdy («.. Ltd.—
Mr. F. H. Thornton, J. P., presided at the second annual meeting
held at Northampton on June 24th. He paid that, considering the
short existence of the company, it had done very well. The
number of consumers was now ."i?, and he hoped to see the manu-
facturers in the district avail themselves of electricity for power
purposes. Mr. Brook Sampson eeoonded, and the report was
adopted.

Imperial Tramways («.. Ltd.—Sir (ieorge While
presided at the annual meeting held at Bristol on June 24th. He
said that the general results of the business of the year could not
be other thin satisfactory to the shareholders. They were no
longer under a cloud, and there were prospects of development in
new directions.

Eastern TclefiTapli Co.. Ltd.—A first quarterly inter
dividend of li per cent, on the ordinary stock is announced.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

•im

Tuesday Evening.

The hot weather muat be the excuse for the old joke that the
principal rise has been in the thermometer. Markets before the
heat-wave set in were inclined to lassitude and inertia, and with
the fresh advance in the temperature, disinclination to deal in the
Stock Exchange has become emphasised. At the same time, the
observer will do well to notice the growing cheapness of money.
This week's Consol settlement has been arranged on the basis of
no more than 2 per cent.—nor can this light rate be ascribed to
the preponderance of a bear party. Lombard Street authorities
are almost unanimous in prophesying a long spell of pronounced
ease in the money market, and this cannot fail of it? effect,
however much its influence may be checked by outpouring of new
capital issues.

Consols have again started on the upward path, and rearrange-
ment of investment quotations is general throughout all the Stock
Exchange markets. The other day. for instance, half-a-score of
Debenture stocks in the cable department were raised from J to a
point, though it is probable that in leas than half the number did
any stock change hands. The hardening tendency is curiously
partial in its operation, for the Home Railway list—to quote one
of the principal sections of tbe purely investment markets-
exhibits scarcely any advances this week in its pre-ordinary
securities. Again, in the case of electric supply Debenture stocks,
while demand is insistent, quotations are allowed to remain at
their current levels. Business, it may be thus inferred, is patchy.
The fanatical murder of the Austrian Archduke last Sunday had
no effect upon Stock Exchange prices.

Metropolitan Consolidated stock is i higher at 39J. Opposition
from the North London RaUway brought about the withdrawal
of the Bill for the joint working of the Great Northern and City
line by the Great Northern and the Metropolitan Railway Com-
panies. This means, of course, that the plan for extending the
tube to a proposed Lothbury station, and afterwards to the Bank,
will also be abandoned—or. at all events, postponed. Echoes of
the Swansea Conference continue to trouble the Home Railway
market. At this season of the year, there should be at least some
spark of animation in connection with the forthcoming dividend
announcements

; but Home Railway stocks are for the time
being the fastest asleep of any issues in the Stock Exchange,
and while this may be regarded as a high compliment to
certain of the mining departments, it is, nevertheless, well
deserved, so f *r as the railways are concerned. Districts went up
with Metropolitans, and have retained part of this improvement,
but in the other Undergrounds there are no changes worth men-
tioning.

The news from .Mexi';a is of aufllcient interest to keep attention

on the >/in rirf for what may be the next development. During
the past few days, rumours have insisted that the diplomatinta at

Niagara are practically agreed on some of the major points

touching the questions of dispute \ on tbe strength of thi», many
of the Mexican prices hardened, although, so far as the utility

uompanits go. the movements are unimportant. Monterey Deben-
ture is a point lower. Mexican Light 4: Power Preferred and
Fir^t Mortgage bonds are both better. Brazilian Tractionr, after

touching KOl, reacted to 7'J. Shawinigan Water Capital stock lost

part of is previous iuiprovement, but the 4 J per cent. Debenture
is amongdt those to bent-fit by the demand fur sound investment
securities. Canadian General Common at 102) is er dividend.

Calgary Power Ist Mortgage bonds have receded a triHe, and
British Culumbia Klectric Railway issues are slightly lower.

Of the many dizen changes in our price lists over-leaf, by far

the greater majority owe their movement to ex dividend markings.
In some fe'V cases deductions have been recovered, leaving the
quotations unaltered on the week ; and amongst these may be
noticed Victoria Falls Preference, Western Telegraph ehares.

Commercial Cible Debenture and several others. The tendency
throughout the markets is to lower prices by something less than
the amount of the dividend, because it is found that tbe public
buyer waits fur the amount of the distribution to be taken off the
price before sending in his orders. This is neutralised to some
extent by the inclination—peculiar to most of us—not to tell

un'il a eecurity is quoted rx dividend, when the company's cheque
may be retained without any reminder that it bi longs to a pur-

chaser. When markets are good, it probably pays the seller to

wait for the quoting of the price cj- dividend, though theoretically,

of course, the deduction simply represents the amount of the
dividend as near as possible.

The Constantinople Telephone Company notifies that no dividend
will be paid for the half-year just ended, as authority to pay
interest during construction ceased with the opening of the
system on February 28th last. The president of the compiny, who
has been to Constantinople, has returned with satisfactory reports,

80 dividends should be resumed in another six months or so.

Meanwhile the price remains at 4J for the £5 fully-paid shares.

The excitement of the week has been furnished by lively

dealings in Marconis. The legal cases now pending are thought
in the Stock Exchange to be likely to have a prejudicial effect,

inasmuch as they may serve to check ordinary buying of the
shares ; and on Tuesday morning a line was offered at 2 J. Although
a subsequent recovery ensued, it was of small extent, and the prices

are subitantially lower on the week, both Ordinary and Preference
showing a drop of X,;. West India and Panama Telegraphs eased

off to 30s., and the First Preference at 9 are os. down. Otherwise
the list is generally firm, with small rises in a few of the principal

Debenture stocks.

The Manufacturing group is inclined to harden, India-Rubber
Preference. »-.' dividend, are 7s. 6d. better on the week, allowing for

deductiom of the 5p. just paid. Edison & Swan picked up to a
couple of shillings. Aron Ordinary hardened to IBs. 3d. on the
issue of the report. Brush Second Debenture at 33 ex dividend is

in the proud position of returning 13 guineas per cent, on the

money. The rubber share markst plods along placidly. With the
price of the produce keeping about 2s. 2Jd. per !b., there is no
temptation for either investment or speculation to take a hand in

the market, and so prices are what the newspapers call " marking
time." Some of the rubber shares which used to be popular not
very long ago, have become so passive that they are not dealt in

from one week's end to another.

ELECTRIC TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY
TRAFFIC RETURNS.
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.—HOME.

Bath Trams, Pref. Ord
Do. 6%Pret
Do. 44% Deb

Brit. Eloo. Trac, 6 % Pret. .

.

Do. Do. Deferred
Do. Do. 6 % Cum. Pr't.

Do. 7 % NonCum. Pr'f.

Do. 6%Perp. Deb. ..

Do. 4J%2naDeb.
Central London KEiilway, Ord. ..

Do. Gtd. Assented
Do. Pre!
Do. Otd. Assented
Do. Def
Do. Gtd. Assented
Do 4%Deb

City & B. London, 6% Pret., 1891

Do. Do. 1896

Do. Do. 1901 ..

Do. Do. 1908 ..

Do. 4 % Deb
Hastings Trams, 6% Pre(.

Do. 4* % Deb
Isle ot Thanet Trams, 6 % Pref.
Do. 4% Deb

Lancashire United, 5 % Deb. .

,

London and Suburban, Ord.
Do. Do. 6 % Cum. Pref.

Do, Do. 4i%lstDeb. ..

Stock
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.—CC«i«nu«/.;

ELECTBICITY SUPPLY AND POWEB COLONIAL AND FOREIGN.

Blook

Sbare.

AaalBiae, 8 % Pref
Calcutta, Ord
Po. 6%Pret. .. ••, •

Calgarv Power, Ist Mort. Bdi. ..

Canadian Onn. Bl. Com
Do. 7 % Prct

Cordobn lit,, PowirandT., Ord.

Uo. 6 % Dt'b •

Bloo. Lt. and P. o( Oochabamba, 1

6 % Bonds

)

Eleo. Bupply Violorla, 6 % latl

Mort. Deb. J

Eleo. De». Ontario, 6 % Isl t

Mort. Bonds I

Kalgoorlie Eleo. P. and L., Ord.

Do. a % Pref. .. •• ••

Kaministiqala Power, 6 % 0. Bs,

Madras, Ord.
Molbourno, 6 % Ist Mort. Deb. .

.

Mexican El. Lt., 6% Ist M. Bda,

Mexican Lt. ft Power, Common
Do. 7% Cum. Pref. .. ..

Do. 6 % Ist Mort. Oo!d Bde.

Do. IS % 9nd Mort. Bonds .

.

tcoo

10/.

Closing
Quotations
June aO.h.

Rise Preseol
4 or ¥i«ld
Fall p.o,

H- 61

H- 'i

8^ (114

100 -iir,\i
IIH —1211

A- «
80 - 85

Bl — 83 xd

Bi - 97 xd

08i - 85i

46 - 18
73 — 77
75 - 80
69 — 64

e 11

6 18

t 14

e 9
7 IQ

t, IS ]

7 la
6 17

Monterey RIy., Light ft Power,
\

i % Ist Mort. Deb.

)

Montreal, Ll., H. and Power ..

Northern, Lt , Power and Coal, I

e% 1st Mori. Bonds!
River Plate, Ord
Do. 6% Non-Cum. Pre!.

Do. 6 % Deb. Stock .

.

Roy. Eleo. Co., Montreal, 4J % 1

IstMort. Deb. ]

Sbawinigan Water, Cai>ital

Do. 6 % Con. Isl Mort. Bonds
Do. 4*% Per. Deb. .. ..

Toronto Power, 4J%lht Deb. ..

Vera Crus Lt., P. and T., 6 %
1st Mort. Deb.

Victoria Falls Power, Pref.

West Kootenay Power and LI.,

let Mart, 6 % Gold

• 100

tuo
stock

tlOO

Stock

Closing
Quotatiuna
June Hltli.

no -t:a

10 - SO

1B6 -a«6
97 -loa
U9 - 101 xd

lOO -102

1»8 -137
107 -109
100 - I'i

97 - W

BiM PrcHBl
+ or Ylald
Fall p.e.

+ i

: s. A-

5 1

MANUFACTURING COMPANIES.

Aran, Ord
Do. 6 % Prel

Babcook & Wilcox
Do. Pref

British Aluminium, Ord, ..

Do. 6 % Cum. Pref. ..

Do. 6 % Prior Liens Debs. .

.

Do. Deb. 8tk
B.I. 4 Helsby Cables
Do. Pret
Do. Deb

British Thomson-Houston, Deb.
British Westinghouse, Prel. ..

Do. Deb
Do. 6 % Prior Lien .

.

Browett, Lindley, Ord
Do. Pref

Brush, 7% Prel
Do. 5 % Prior Lien Deb, .

.

Lo 4i%Deb
Do. 4* % Second Deb,

OaUender's Cable
iTo. Pref
Do. Deb

Castner^Kellner
Do. Deb

1
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METAL MARKET.

Flnctnations in June.

THE MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL
CONVENTION.

(.OnMmted frirm. Vui. ~t, poft 1095.)

June
£24
23
22
21
20

£22
21
20
19
18

62/-

61/-

60/-

59/-

58/-

57/-

56/-

55/-

54/-

53/-

52/-

;
51/-

50/-

£143
142
141
140
139
138
137
136
135
134
£65
64
63
62
61
60
59
58

June

2 3 4 5 8 9 I0m2151«17181922232425262930
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Many undortakera have adopted tho rateable value Byatem
for assessing a primary chaiRe; but no more pernicious system
hng over be<'n introduced into electricity practice. Tenants in

houses siniilurly a8.iesse<l mav make most divergent demands
upon the resources of an undertaking.

'ITie, asses.sinent on dwellings at and under £20 per annum is

penorally much lower than the better class, duo to comjiound-
ing by the landlords, yet this class of tenant will make a
greati T demand in proportion to rnteiibic value.

In the Poplar area there, are 3,259 houses rated over £20 per
annum, and the author estimates that an average use of
energy could be made by each tenant of 3,000 units per annum
under present conditions of supply, which would be materially
increased if the secondary charge were to bo eliminated. But
there are 19,800 houses rated at and under JE20 each, having a
prospective use of 1,000 units per annum under present condi-
tions, 'llio field for exploitation in tho first instance is only
10,000,000 units per annum, whereas in the second instance
it is about d<nible, therefore the working class of supply
demands equal consideration with tho genteel class. But
when the case of tho shop-keeping class is considered, there
does not appear to l>e any justification for tho sy.'slem.

Tho assessment of licensed premises is generally consider-
ably greater than other business premises making a similar
demand for light.

It appears to be a curious fact that the only equitable appli-
cation of the rateable value system would act as a deterrent
to the adoption of electricity because, as a natural sequence
to the in.stallation of. say, an additional 100 h.p. motor, the
electricity department would apply to the rating department
to make an increased assessment on the property of that
particular consumer.
But apart from the inherent impracticability of rateable

value as the basis of fixing a charge for universal supply, there
is the objection of handing over to another department the
onus of fixing the primary charge for electricity.

It is the diversity in the use of energy that imposes upon
eupply authorities the necessity to adopt a form of assessment
as the primary charge, and if it can be shown to he practicable
to establish a tariff on an equitable basis applicable to the
demands of any area, it is equally practical to standardize a
eystem that is aoplienhle to nil areas.
The acceritod definition of the diversity factory in a supply

of electrical energy is " the result of the sum of the consumers'
maximum demands, divided by the combined maximum
demand upon the system."

Tliere is apparently no reason why every consumer should
not utilize the service to such an extent as to make a return in
full, as neariy as may be, to the undertakers, of the cost of
such service.

This can best be done bv studving the conditions of each
clans of_ supply in each intJirirlual area upon itn own merits,
and estimating the relationship of the demand for each class
to the actual maximum demand upon the system.
Assumption and exnerience must, to a large extent, control

these estimates. In Poplar, which is an industrial area, the
following scale has been adopted, viz. :

—

Nature of Demand. Diversity Factor.

Unity.
Unity.

1.2

Public Lighting
Busine-ss Lighting, internal
Business Lighting, external
Intermittent power
Domestic Lighting, general 2
Domestic Lighting, occasional 8
Cooking and Heating " 20

The maximum demand occurs between 4.30 and 4.40 p.m.

_
Business Liohting.—The charge is assessed on watts installed,

it bemg assumed that a consumer does not instal lighting
points unless required, and that all internal lighting will be in
use at the period of maximum demand. It is not the usual
business practice to light up externally until later in the day.

'

and by dividing the ascertained standing cost per kw. by 1.2
any discrepancy lies in favour of the undertalnng.

Intermittent Power.—As a general rule 75 per cent, of the
total kilowatts installed may be taken as the normal load, but
what may be termed the internal diversity should be con-
sidered in each case on its merits.
The diversity factor of two has been taken as the relationship

of the normal load to the maximum demand.
Domestic Lighting.—A. distinction has been drawn between

general and occasional lighting. The demand haa been
assessed upon watts installed.

In fixing the diversity factor at two for general lighting
regard was had to the fact that the whole supply would not be
in use at 4.30 p.m.
For occasional lighting the factor of eight is not unreason-

able, and certainly admits of many additional points being
installed which otherwise would be left out.

Coohing and Heating.—It is obviously unfair to make the
assessment on watts installed.

'

In assuming a diversity factor of twenty, three peak times
had to be considered. The daily power peaks occur at 11 a.m.
and 3 p.m., and, by the lighting peak converging upon the
power load, a third peak is created in early winter at 4.30
p.m.
Bearing in mind the bases of charges laid down in this

paper, the following example wiU illustrate the position

:

8 4

2 7
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doubled the difference amounted to O.OGd. i>ct unit sold, but
still an appreciable figure in calculating cost of supply.

The author anticipates that criticism will be made in regard

to the human tendency to exceed the number oi watts allowed

for in the fixed charge; the diOiculty in properly assessing the

demand where a number of radiators and other domestic

utensils are installed; and the opportunity for giving prefer-

ential treatment in making assessments. These are weaknesses
undiiubtcdly, but all other systems embody similar weak
points without laying claim to the many advantages which are

inherent to this system.
Should this system ever become standardized two fetishes of

the cltctricty \Yurld must go by the board, viz!, "Diversity
Factor" and "Load Factor."

Diversity has been exbaustively dealt with ; the principal

feature of the system outlined is that each consumer obtains

the benefit of his own load factor, or in other words, the

"good" consumer does not make up for the "bad" con-

sumer.
Hitherto the ideal load obtainable has been that of 100 per

cent.

The cooking load offers totally different possibilities. An
individual load f.ictor of 10 per cent, is quite usual, but where
the diversity is 20 the value of the class is double that of the

100 per cent, individual load factor consumer.
The paper would not be complete without reference fo the

prepayment .system. The author has purposely refrained from
introducing this phase of the supply because of the fact that

little data are as yet available. It is proposed to go well

ahead in Poplar very shortly, but the scheme is not well

enough advanced to place before the members.

DiSCOSSION.

Mr. C. H. Wordingham, in opening the discussion, said there

was a tendency at the present time to try to make people think

they were getting something for nothing, but it was soon

found that electricity had to be paid for as in the case of

any other commodity. He agreed with the author that the

municipal electrical undertakings were, not indebted to the

rates beyond money taken directly from them; excess profits

should be kept in the undertaking. He thought that electric

cooking would progress, but w'as very doubtful in regard to

electric heating. It was a sound argument that things which
had to be kept in a high state of efficiency could be allowed
long loan periods. His only comment on the phrase " Munici-
pal enterprise is governed by the laws of equity " found in

the paper, was Ha! Ha! Under the stress of "expediency"
the author rather departed from his principle of charging in

projwrtion to the cost of supply. Consumers were connected
up according to their desire and not in proportion to the
capital available. Ha entirely disagreed with a fixed charge
based on the value of a house; it should be based on kw.
demand.
Mr. F. M. Long (Norwich), expressed appreciation of the

author's analysis' of costs; a tarilt evolved on principles of

equity, as suggested, might not be equally equitable from
both suppliers' and consumers' point of view. It was almost
impos.sible, especially for private houses, to base a tariff on
the amount of apparatus installed; and it was not really

necessary in view of the high diversity factor. The increased
loads involved a veiy small extra capital cost per KW. and
there was no need t<') charge old capital against, say, cooking;
the author admitted this in regard to motors. It was possible
to put all the high standing charges on the lighting and in
that way to charge id. per unit for cooking and heating.
Private houses should be treated as a class by themselves, and
his experience was that rateable value did bear a close relation

to demand for lighting by the consumer. The author t(x)k

as an example a house of £-2C> rateable value and on the Poplar
tariff the fixed charge was £'2 Its. 7d.. while with the Norw'ich
tariff of 15 per cent, of the rateable value this charge would be
£H 18s. Od., but it w<iuld include the cost of service and meter.
The author would presumably add nt least 15s. for service and
meter charges which would bring his charge up to £3 9s. Od.,
.so that the Norwich system gave much the same result and
was much simpler.
B.MLIE Smith (Glasgow), said a private concern did not pay

money to the rates, therefore why should a municipal concern
do so'? If the latter were necessary the consumer would be
better off with a private concern, which added nothing to the
price to 6cticiously relieve the rates. Under the present
sy.stem the u.scr of electricity often paid some of the rates of
the man next door who used steam and added to the smoky
atmosphei(> of the district, lie suggest<\l that steps should
be taken to make it illegal to take surpluses for the relief of
the rates.

Councillor Crowther (Sheffield), considered that some loan
periods were ridiculously short and went on to defend the
rateable value system of charging, which was established for
other municipal services. In Sheffield out of 107,0(X) houses,
91 .(TO were of annual rentals under ,£15. Between £-25 and
.fSfl rentals the houses numbered 1.70:^, and over £Xl rental,
3.618. No house under .±'15 rental t<xik electricity supply;
between .£15 and .£'20, 10 \>er cent, took it; between £-20 and
.£'2,5', 35 per cent. : between £25 and £30. 40 per cent. ; and
above those rentals 65 to 70 per rent, of the houses had an
electricity supply. The poor houses were not reached, and
not one of the 91,000 houses mentioned got any relief from

surpluses voted to the rates, as the landlords pocketted thia

owing to the ojmpounding arrangement. Kate relief only
benehttcd higher rental houses. He contended that steps
should be taken to supply small bouses, and that the idea th^t
electricity was a luxury should be swept away.
Mr. H. E1CIJARU.SON (Dundee), thought there was no groond

for optimism as to the sales of energy for c'./king at the present
time, until hiring powers were obtained the ojking load
would grow slowly. The consumer had been taught to hire
gas stoves, and therefore electric suppliers must be prepared
to hire apparatus. He found that at Jd. per unit electricity

for cooking would compete with gas at 2s. Od. per thousand
cubic feet. In Dundee, he had tried the rateable value system,
but found it difficult, as similar sized hou.ses differed largely

in rental. He urged the advantage of a simple tariff.

Mr. a. S. Blackman (Sunderland), congratulated the author
on results obtained in a working-class di.strict in East London,
which should be an example to other districts. He was sur-

prised that the author should have stuck to the KW. charge
when the rateable Value .system was so much simpler, and
could not agree that with the latter system it was a case of
handing over to another department the fixing of the electrical

standing charges. The 1-kw. radiator was being displaced by
3-KW. and 4-KW. radiators, which were very satisfactory. He
urged the members to copy the practice of the draper and fix

their charge at, say IJd. or 25d., rather than 2d. or 3d. per
unit; ho had found this successful. He did not regard stand-
ardisation of tariffs as feasible.

Ald. Sinclair (Swansea), thought that while they might
never obtain standardisation of tariffs, they might standardise
methods. Neither the rateable value or the kw. charges were
really equitable; the former increased the charges to large
houses out of proportion to size and the maximum demand
system was better in its result. The fixed kw. charge penalised

the best and biggest consumer. Electric cooking would not
wait for any Bill to pass; it would progress with suitable

charges. He thought the time was approaching when engi-
neers would have to disregard peak loads.

Mr. A. H. Dykes (Beckenham) said the paper was valu-

able if it killed the bogey of " price per unit "
; differences in

price were not understood by the consumer. Tliere was some-
thing wrong in our methods when the small consumer used
gas or oil, when it was more expensive than electricity. The
author showed that the small consumer could be profitably

supplied, and he (the. speaker) went on to refer to the pro-

gress made in this direction by the Fixed Price Light Co. at

Wimbledon, to which reference was made in the Elec. Rev.
of May 15th last.

Mr. A. Nichols Moore (Newport) considered the first part

of the paper open to very severe criticism, as it might mis-
lead the Councils, whose support was necessary to the

engineer in the matter of cheap units. The author was very
contradictoiy, and the speaker came to the conclusion that he
was after equity plus expediency. He appeared to base the
whole of his theory on diversity factor and to overkx)k the idea

of load factor. Ho congratulated the author on his allocation

of accounts, and thought the real secret of his increasing

surplus was in his 86 per cent, of power units. He apparently
ignored load factor; cooking only brought him in some ±'600

a year.

Mr. J. W. Be.wchami' (West Ham) said he had never noticed

that consumers taik the trouble to treat the supply depart-

ment with equity. There seemed no justification tor dropping
the secondary charge altogether; if the service rendered was
of any value it was worth paying for. .Any surplus in aid

of the" rates should take the form of an electrical asset, such
as street lighting. There was a considerable relation between
the rateable value and the energy consumed, andhis otdy fear

was that it might not remain as at present. Now they got

5-6ths of the revenue as a fixed charge and only l-€th as an
energy charge, and if the assessment were tampered with it

would affect 5-6ths of the revenue. This could be got over

by fixing the charge on the rateable value but not disclosing

this to the consumer, in which case the charge could be main-
tained even if the assessment were dtvreased. A point in

favour of the rateable value was that if small c.P. half-watt

lamps were introductnl, the drop in revenue should only affect

1-Gth of the receipts, but he was afraid the consumer would
ask for a share of the plunder.
Mr. Grogan did not see why the electric light bill should be

reduced just because the consumer succeeded in reducing his

rates; the engineer was the only man who could judge what
was an equitiible tariff. The author, towards the end of his

paper, referred to cooking load possibilities, and apparently

stated that with a 10 per cent, load factor, and 2t> per cent.

diversity factor, he would obtain a cl.ass of consumer with a
•200 per cent, load factor; he would be glad to hear this

explained. The diversity factor for cixikers of different types

would probably change with the introduction of quick-heating

stoves.

Mr. H. R. Burnett (Barrow-in-Furness) wished to correct

the idea that it was necessary to give away electricity to get

small consumers. In Barrow they were supplying about l.tXXI

artisans' houses: originally this was done through prepayment
meters and much dissjitisfaction existed. IVo years ago a
fixtxl charge basM on the rent tdus Id. per unit wa.s substi-

tuted, and it was found that these consumers tiv^k UXl per
cent, more energj' but were quite s;>tisfied. He failed to see

why, instead of the rateable value system, engineers should
not fix a value based on the KW. He felt that some gentle-
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men had in the pursuit of notoriety allowed their judgment
to be over-riiliHl as regarded the fixed charge.

This cunoluded the discussion, to which Mr. Bowden \& to

reply in writing.

Tariff StaiMlardi.Mitioii.

To the layman, and particuhirly those connected with the

direction of municipal and private electricity under-

takings, it is a matter of wonder and some anxiety that

station enf^ineers should differ so widely and so continuously

concerning the methods and rates by which their commodity
is sold.

The reasons for the present welter of tariffs are primarily

that :—
The engineer is, by training, scientific, and in making

tariffs is apt to strain at an excellence not usually achieved

in commerce.

He labours under restrictions, to some extent imaginary,

with regard to the equitable treatment of consumers.

But the chief cause for so much disparity in methods of

charging lies in the fact that many present-day tariffs are

designed to create demand, and where they succeed in this

object they naturally tend to destroy themselves in the

process.

Examples of similar fluidity in price-making surround us

in regard to other growing commercial enterprises which,

however, are not obliged to work within those restrictions

which have been placed upon electricity supply under the

impression that the providers would enjoy the benefits of

monopoly, which, as a matter of fact, they only do to a
limited extent and by virtue of competitive effort.

The paper read by Mr. Bowden before the I.M.E.A., in

Birmingham, is a most valuable contribution to this subject,

the more so because he has worked persistently, if quietly,

for many years with the object of providing electricity for

all purposes on a common and eijuitable basis of charge ;

in doing this he has consistently adhered to a scientific

foundation, and has not hesitated upon occasion to adopt an
independent attitude with regard to certain aspects of

tariff making. That his work has been justified is amply
demonstrated by the results achieved in Poplar, and by the
attention given to any contribution from his pen upon this

important subject.

The fact that the author stands for a certain school of

thought in municipal policy in no way weakens the value
of his work, although it must oblige many to accept his

more general conclusions with reserve.

He strikes a somewhat unusual note in a Con-
vention paper by inviting the attention of members of elec-

tricity committees to his problem, and suggesting that they

may assist in no small degree in its solution ; for this

attitude there is much to be said, but it is sincerely to be
hoped that the responsible managers will make a co-operative

study of the subject with a view to giving their committees
a strong lead in this as in all matters affecting the policy

of their undertakings. The success of any commercial
enterprise depends upon the sane and continuous policy of

one or a very small number of individuals, whose whole
time and interest is devoted to the business, and upon his

or their power to command the confidence of the governing
body—from the members of which most valuable assist-

ance can, it is true, be obtained, but rather in the direction

of query and criticism than in that of construction.

Those who are familiar with the author's views on the
subject will not be surprised at the insistance with which
the paper refers to cost as the main basis of charge and to

the desirability of supplying at the lowest price possible
having regard to the stability of the undertaking. With
regard to the value of the service to the consumer he is

silent, and it behoves the engineer to consider this omission
with care and examine the foundations of his own com-
mercial beliefs in dealing with the question of tariffs.

There appears to be no sound reason for selling any com-
modity at a price lower than its value to the user subject to

such reduction as may be needed to induce him to abandon
the use of competing commodities or to attract him to areas
where the facilities can be enjoyed.

PersiBtence in such a course could only widen the gap
existing between the charges for private and municipal sup-

plies, damage comf>etit<jrg to an unneces''ary extent, and

weaken the undertaking by depriving .'t of surpluses which

might be devoted to development of the business, and so

ultimately to the benefit of the community served.

It must be remeraljered that rn framing tariff's, one should

most carefully ensure against the need to advance rates in

the future, than which nothing can be more disastrous to

a competitive business, particularly in the case of electricity

supply where the consumer is often called upon to expend

large sums on apparatus to enable him to take advantage of

the service.

lu this matter, the current practice of commerce is

typified by the action of tradesmen in the West End, who,

having met the needs of their customers in the day time at

current prices, do often dispose of their surplus stock to the

poor at night for any reasonable figure. In each case the

consumer pays what the goods are worth to him in view of

his circumstances, and no complaint arises.

On the disposal of surplus profits the author is emphatic,

declaring for the smallest of contributions to the ratepayers

and these in the form of public improvements. The mind
is agreeably stimulated by the conception of a public park

provided from the profits of electricity supply, and adorned

with statues of the engineers whose efforts have brought it

into being.

It would appear, however, that the soundest method of

disposing of any surplus which can really be spared after

providing for plant improvement, conting'encies, and the

reduction of hire charges on consuming apparatus, would be

to offer the community some assets of an electrical character

which otherwise it would not feel justified in obtaining,

as, for instMnce, public time service, a more generous

scheme of street lighting, electric vehicles for Corporation

use, &c. In this way the profits distributed would benefit

all, and allow none to forget the source from which they

came.

On the subject of loan periods, ilr. Bowden will probably

arouse criticism ; he is, perhaps, a little unfair to the

L.G.B. and L.C.C., whose object is probably nothing more

than to equate the repayment period to the actual life of an

adequately repaired item of plant ; in point of fact, the

officials of these authorities do realise that a cable will last

indefinitely, and a turbine may be kept moving for more

than 15 years, but who will venture to say that any

generating plant or mains system put in to-day will be

profitably employable in even 10 years from now ?

The author's view of the time when secondary charges

may be dispensed with and unlimited service given for a

fixed sum per annum, appears open to question ; that such

systems exist we are aware, but suspect that in certain areas

where "white fuel" is available, it is found cheaper to

allow unlimited use than to meter the supply, and that most

of such contract consumers are not in a position to obtain

heating and cooking apparatus.

Arguments in favour of an unlimited supply for a fixed

price per year of maximum demand are often based upon a

fallacious analogy between the service of water and elec-

tricity : to a man of ordinary means a continuous supply of

electricity offers possibilities of heating and power which he

would not be slow to take advantage of under an unre-

stricted contract, whereas a supply of water, although

absolutely necessary, is of limited utility, and offers no

advantages beyond the satisfaction of certain daily wants. It

will be noted that even the water companies impose an extra

charge in summer for garden use, and the consumer who
tries to improve their load factor by the erection of a

fountain or a water motor, will soon be asked to accom-

modate a meter and pay a secondary charge.

Under our own conditions the author appears to look to

the sale of coal by-products for the revenue which will

enable him to dispense with secondary charges. Here he

enters upon doubtful ground. The price of such by-

products may vary widely with the supply of and the

demand for them, and in any case he is departing a little

from his standard of equity in suggesting that the

farmer shall pay more than he need for his fertiliser in

order to let his customer, the townsman, cook his vegetables

free. Such conditions might conceivably lower the cost of
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living, whilst raising the price of food in a way which

would sorely puz/.le the economist

!

The rateable value system of charging comes in for severe

criticism at the hands of the author, and it certainly con-

tains elements of danger which should have the considera-

tion of those who are attracted by its simplicity ; invented

for use in a residential district where considerable uniformity

of property exists, it has been very successful and is, per-

haps, now in danger of becoming a fashion without regard

to its limitations, and the fact that the bulk of ttie revenue

is measured by a standard over which the supplier has no

control, and which may be subject to variation under some

altered scheme of taxation.

The paper, a lengthy one, is full of interest and contains

valuable figures with regard to the Poplar undertaking ; it

is safe to say that with the discussion it will take

its place as a useful work of reference with some few other

classic papers on this, the most elusive and fascinating

problem which lies unsolved before the supply engineer of

to-day.

INTERNATIONAL RUBBER AND ALLIED
TRADES EXHIBITION.

The Fourth International Rubber and Allied Industries Exhibi-

tion and the First International Cotton, Fibres and other

Tropical Agricultural Pio<lucts Exhibition was opened on
Wednesday, June 24tb, by Prince Arthur of Connaught, and
will close on July 9th. Over fifty British and Foreign Govern-
ments are taking part officially in this exhibition. Their
participation undoubtedly makes the latter representative and
of great interest and value to experts, but to the laymen one
Govejnment exhibit is distressingly like another, and we ques-

tion whether the ordinary visitor—whose shdling is, presum-
ably, as much desired by the organisers as that of the rubber
expert—will not find a little wearisome the many (individually

excellent) collections of photographs and samples of rubber in

its various stages of preparation shown by the exhibiting Gov-
ernments and rubber companies. To the expert these exhibits

are, of course, most valuable, and the layman will find them
more interesting if taken in conjunction with certain of the

special articles in the oflicial handbook and the particulars

there given of entries for the numerous trophies open to

competition. The official handbook and catakigue, compiled
and edited by Mr. A. Staines Manders, is a volume of well over
1,000 pages, containing nearly 70 special articles, fairly well

indexed, and constituting a most valuable cyclopaedia on
rubber, cotton and fibre topics. The published net price of

this volume being 5s., visitors should purchase copies at Is.

in the exhibition building ; besides forming a detailed (and
ponderous) guide to the exhibits, the work is one of real

technical merit.

Considering the great importance of rubber in its many
forms in the electrical industry, we are surprised and sorry to

find so little of direct electrical interest in this exhibition. Any-
thing connected with the production of good and cheap rubber
ia of electrical, indeed, national, interest and importance, but
surely more rubber firms could have shown rubber in its

specific electrical applications, while electrical firms might
have done much to show uses for electrical apparatus in the
rubber industry. The exhibits of rubber wnshing, mixing,
sifting, forcing and grinding machines, presses and elevators,

etc., while excellent in themselves, offer no features of special

electrical interest. Any electrical firm arranging an exhibit
to show applications of electric driving and electric heating in

rubber preparation and vulcanising might have reaped a good
harvest.

Messrs. Pirelli, Ltd., show, in addition to rubber goods of
practically every other class, light and heavy electric wires and
cables for all purposes; insulating strip and compounds; and
ebonite sheet, rod, telephone parts and battery cells, etc. In
King George's Hall, the Loyland and Birmingham Rubber Co.
show a distinct novelty in the shape of a rubber tennis court
paved with British-grown plantation rubber. Even more
interesting, in view of the vast possibilities which it offers for

rubber consumption, is a section of the actual' rubber-paved
roadway laid in the Old Kent Road, nearly twelve months
ago, at a point where traffic is very heavy. Much experience
has been gained from this experiment, and, con.'?idenng that
this was the first piece of rubber street paving ever laid, the
rubber has stood remarkable well. Among the .some thousands
of other nibbor articles shown by this firm (which should
stand a good chance of winning the prize offered for grentost
variety) may be mentioned special railway, surgical and tiling

goods, besides the infinite variety included under the heading
"mechanical" rubber goods.
The North British Rubber Co., Ltd., show asbestos packing,

rubber belting for power transmission and conveyora, band
and solid tjres, rubber mats, tiling, jiaving and piping of
every description, besi^s examples of practically evei^y other
class of rubber goods. The same firm is responsible for the

Rubber Ro<jm, which shows an e-xtiaordinarj' variety of forios
and applicatifjns of rubber. From the deUcate window curtains
to the legs of the substantial settee, from the entrance mat and
room carpet to the wall "paper" and picture frames, every-
thing in this room is of rubber. The Polack Tyre & Bubber
Co., Ltd., have an interesting exhibit of their well known
steel-backed solid tires and fresh remarkable record mileages
to communicate. Wo are glad to see that they emphasise the
importance of good tires on electric vehicles and the assistance
rendered by each to the development of the other. lyjiiia

Schopper (Leipzig) shows a number of rubber testing machines
and accessories deserving careful inspection by all visitors

interested in the specification, testing and purchase of rubber.
The United States Rubber iieclaiming Co. have arranged
exhibits showing stages in the reclamation of rubber and test-

ing apparatus for determining the breakdow'n strength of and
leakage current through rubber insulation.
In the Balcony visitors should inspect the co-operative col-

lection of articles made from india-rubber. This extensive
collection shows to what extent rubber enters into every phase
of modern life and activity. One of the most instructive official

exhibits is that organised by the Belgian Government (and
reminiscent of Ghent). TTie six sections cover the history and
manufacture of rubber and deal with Belgian commercial and
social activities in the, Congo, and include a number of trade
exhibits.

Many exhibits of raw, prepared and manufactured plantation
rubber are included, and the layman cannot fad to be impressed
by the excellent appearance of the plantation samples exhibited.
In being thus impressed, he will fall into the first and most
tempting of the traps which await the unwary, for appearance
counts for little in this connection; indeed, in creping rubber,
good appearance is apt to be purchased at the cost of lost nerve
and increased difficulties of vidcanisation. Doubts are still

expressed as to whether plantation rubber is as uniform and
reliable as the wild product. Certainly it seems to us that it

should be so, and that the brightest prospects for plantation
rubber are to be found in the fact that its production is (in all

ordinary cases) well organised and efficiently conducted, so

that costs can be kept to a minimum and profitable working
continued (where companies are not over-capitalised), even
with rubber at Is 6d. per pound. Tire manufacturers and
users will find much to interest them in the plantation rubber
tires on view, with full particulars of service tests to which
they have been subjected. This important topic will doubtless
be discussed at the International Conference, hence some defi-

nite conclusion as to the best tire rubber.'; shoidd soon be
forthcoming. The subject of synthetic rubber and its pros-
pects in competition with wild and plantation rubber was dis-

cussed briefly by Prof. W. R. Duncan in his presidential

address to the International Congress of Tropical Agriculture,
and this topic also will receive further attention during the
Rubber Congress, opened on June 30th by the President (Sir

Henry Blake). As in previous exhibitions, many imixirtant
papers are to be read and discussed at this congress, and the
proceedings, which will be published in book form, will consti-

tute a fitting memorial to the part played by the International
Rubber Exhibitions, in conjunction with systematic observa-
tions and experiment, in advancing the technique of rubber
pnxluction and manufacture during recent years.

In the balcony cinematograph hall, films are exhibited to

show the manufacture of rubber goods in the Edinburgh works
of the North British Rjbbcr Co., the production and prepara-
tion of rubber on plantations, and so forth. The general
anangemcnt of the stands and exhibits is excellent, maximum
advantage being taken of the space available while eliminating
completely the monotony of rectilinear gangways. Provisions
for the comfort and entertainment of visitors are numerous
and elaborate.

I'lic U;itti-\\iilliilis' Oufiiiii.— The Bntti-Wallahs'

Society went for their summer river outinp on Satnrdsy last. The
attendance showed nn advance on last year's fisures ; in all abont

90 Batti-Wallahfl and their ladies and friends participated. Mr.

D'Aroy, of the 15.T.II., by his services at the piano, contributed

largely to the success of the impromptu oimcert on board. The
company started from the Sun Hotel, Kingston, at 2 o'clock, and

tea was served at '^.^0 at the Weir Hotel, Sunbury. On arrival at

the Lincoln Hotel, Weybrideo, an excellent meal was provided, and

the party returned to King-ston about !> o'clock. Amonirst

prominent Butti-Wallahs present were President Avila. Past-

president and Mrs Snow^ Huddleston, Mr. and Mrs. F. Pooley. Mr.

and Mra. Ashley Pope, Mr. and Mrs. Prangnell, Mr. and Mrs.

Birfield. Mr. aid Mrs. Wyld, Jlr. Lanpe, M'. and Mrs. Newton
linssell. Mr. R. \V. HiiRhman, Mr. and Mrs. Fisher, Mr. and Mrs.

Sharp, Mr. and Mrs. Denison, and Mr. Rnlph Ball.

\ l.ailir Slcaiii Turltiiic,— .V large turbine has i-ecently

been completed in the shovis nf Mk.ssrs. Bbowx. Bovksi & Co , of

Mannheim, for the Mark Communal Electricity Works Co., of

Hftgen. It is ot 40,000 H.r., and hs-s been built to work with

superheated st«>am at S.'0° C. and 12} atmospheres, and with a

surface-condensiupr plant with oooline water at 13* C. The speed

is l.ono K.r.M., and the generator produces three-pha.«e eurnut at

11,000 volts and .">0 period!". The length of the set is It? m., amd

the width 4'2 m., the total wciuht being 3.'^.S tons with condenslnit

plant. A train of 10 special trucks is required to transtMrt the

plant to its destination.
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INNOCENCE AT SAFFRON HILL.'

We ore loath to believe in uietcuipsychosis, yet ever and anon

come stray bita of evidence from the circuuiambient ether or

elsewhere that uliuost i>eisuade ub to confidence. Just now

comes a projection of odic force or Bouietlunfi like that, from

an etheric vibrator, or its kin, at KalVron Hill, which sugfieets

with convincing force the reiucarnation of the late i'rot.

Kfcley A French gentleman, with a long enough American

experience to acquaint him with the couimejcial value ol

publicity, has been weaving spells about the London daily

Press in a way to suggest the finest ellorts of the lamented M.

Svengali By tradition one looks upon the London newspaper

man as partaking somewhat of the hard-headed matenahsm

usually attributed to this country, but m this instance, he

appears in the genial confiding role of a Wall btrcet lamb.

The inventor of the latest traction marvel, BOO miles an hour

at no particular expenditure of energy, seems to have taken

his cue from the alleged exploit of the Fi-sh Uommission oi

crossing the shad with the jelly lish to avoid bones, and has

produced a fearsome blcml of the late New England Port-

electric system with the principles of electric dynamic repul-

sion enunciated bv Prof. Elihu Thomson in a notable lecture

before the Institute some twenty-odd years ago. i^lis car,

ei^ar-shaped as bclits all of its kind, is hurled through space

by the attraction of a series of solenoids distributed along the

track Meanwhile it is booted out of contact with the sup-

porting structure by a series of alternating current magnets

which impel it as it flies through space. It has np wheels

save those supplied by the inventor and the admiring re-

porters The result is, according to the inventor, that it prac-

tically eliminates all friction by floating in the air, and can

be driven at almost any speed desired with the expenditure of

very little power. Besides such an achievement as this the

Brennan mono-rail system and all that has gone before it

sink into utter insignificance. If two sets of wheels imply

formidable friction and one sot of wheels very little, then

surely no wheels at aU should bring complete escape from all

the confines of dynamics. And the most delightful feature ot

the invention is that reporters, politicians, a worthy admirat

or two and other non-technical persons seem to have taken

it with'true British seriousness. A friendly acquaintance w'lth

our engineering confreres on the other side of the water had

almost persuaded us that the supposed inabflity of the Briton

to see a joke was baseless slander, but the incident of baflron

Hill brings us grave evidence to the contrary. We have looked

in vain for a telltale " Advt." at the bottom of the newspaper

accounts ot this marvel, and have wondered.

To be serious, we do not fancy that our American readers,

hardened as they are by a long series of epoch-niakmg inven-

tions that have not worked, will attach very much importance

to this latest marvel, nor do we think that American tram-

ways will be denied sufficient capitalization to lay tracks and

run motors thereon for some time to come. The American

investor now hails from Missouri, although to judge from

these latest reports, a sanitarium in that eshflarating climate

mi^ht profitably be colonized from London. We shall await

further details ot the hvpnotic project from Saffron Hill with

vast interest. In the meantime we shaU only suggest that

those who think that M. Bachelet has discovered a new
principle in transportation might look up with advantage the

history of the other systems which have been proposed along

this line. The same objection applies to them all, and is

expressed in our comments on the Albertson car about ten

years ago, when we said editorially, " Why this struggle to

avoid the smallest item of resistance at high speeds? Has

not the Professor ever heard of air resistance, or does he plan

to run his train in vacuo? It roUing friction, due to weight

on the wheels, and track resistance properly so called, were

the only obstacles to high speed, railroading would be a ]oy

for ever. The hundred-mile-an-hour train would be a back

number, and no up-to-date witch would ride anything so slow

as a broomstick."

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES.

AND PLANT.

FITTINGS

Electrifying the Belgian State Railways—In
examining this problem, J. Carlier assumes the coat of electrical

energy delivered to the third rail as high-presBure D c. to be 06d.,

including capital charges, or 0'78d, per KW.-hour at the driving

wheel, assuming 30 per cent, leas between conductor rail and

driving wheele. Average annual costs per train- mile under the

existing steam system are ; —Wages, 2'6d. ; fuel, 57d. ;
stoking,

0'24d. ; lubrication, 0'225d. ;
various, 0'93d. ; total, 97d. per tra,in-

mile. Under electric working, it is estimated that corresponding

charges would be ;—Wages, 2'62d. ; fuel, 319d. ;
lubrication,

016d. ; various, 0'32d. ; total, 6"3d. per train-mile, i e., about 35

per cent, less than the present total. The total cost of the Belgian

State Railway system being at present about £2,190,000, electri-

fication would result in an annual saving of, say, £770,000.

Traffic density could be inoreaaed 30 per cent, by electrification,

thus securing a much better return on invested capital.

" Lest we For«'et
! "—In his report to the Board of

Trade on the collision between an expresa train and a goods train

at Bnrntialand on April 14th, Major Pringle atatea that he has no

doubt that the origin of the fires which broke out was " burning gas."

* Electric Railway Journal.

"Beta" Type Midget Autoinatle Accumulator Switch.

Where a smaller type of automatic accumulator «witch than the

Crawley is required, and it ia necessary to arrange for a minimum

amount of apace on the awitohbaard, this new deaiifn of Mk-shbh.

Nai.ukk Bbos. A: Thompson, Ltii,, offers many advantagca. Like

the Nevile automatic, the new type of inetrument ha« a permanent

magnet, but in the case of the " Itjta" Midget it ia arranged so

that it cannot be reveraed ; in fact, the action of the switch in nae

FlQ. 1. -N.C.S. "Beta" Midget Automatic Accumulatob
Switch.

ia to reinforce the magnet instead of reveraing it. Thia inatra-

ment, like the Crawley automatic, is purely differential in its

action, and ia joined up in the manner indicated in the diagram,

fig. 2.

'

...

As in the original pattern of Midget automatic battery awitch,

minimum weight is secured on the moving part, as the differential

coil ia wound on the same bobbin aa the current coil, and not on

the moving iron, conaequently the mass to be moved ia very smaU.

Compactneaa in design is secured by arranging for part of the

inatrument to be let in flush with the board ;
only that part of

the mechanism carrying the mercury cups and the dipper atands

zOt—V
Fig. 2.—Diageam of Connections.

out on the front of the board. These are protected by a glazed

poliahed braas case, which can be easily removed. This is a point

of advantage, as where skilled labour is not employed, instances

have occurred in which the dipper haa been tampered with.

Generally apeaking, thia inatrument is only made for voltages up

to 80 volts, and currents up to .^0 or 60 amperea. The diameter

of the hole which it ia necessary to cut in the board is 5s in.

Push-Button Speed Control.

The Igeanic Electkic Co., Ltd., of 147, Queen Victoria

Street, B.C., have introduced an improved method of push-button

control, in which the speed of the motor, as well as the starting

and stopping, is controlled by push buttons and the same complete-

ness of control is attained as ia usual with large rotary newspaper

machines, but the new system now under diacuasion is much more

simple and leas costly.
, . . v v 1

Fig. 3 shows the complete controlling panel, which has only one

solenoid and a number of clapper switches.
, . ^ .^ . ,

The solenoid is compensated so that the lever which it controls

remains on any resistance contact according to the wish of

the attendant who is manipulating the push buttons shown in

^For instance, if the " start " button ia pressed momentarUy, the

motor starts up but runs only at the lowest speed, whereas it
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pressure on the button is maintained, the motor will gradually
accelerate, finally attaining full speed.

If it is required to reduce the speed, the operator presses the
" retard " button until the motor is running at the required

speed.

Pressing the " inch " button causes the motor to run at its

lowest speed so long as pressure is maintained, but the motor stops
immediately the pressure on the button is released.

A depression of the " stop " button will always cause the motor
circuit to be opened : the "stop" button acts as a ma.ster button
and always prevails over the others.

Various combinations of armature and shunt field resistance

*nd also armature diverter resistance are used to obtain suitable

-Igeanic Pdsh-Button Conteolling Panel.

ranges of speed regulation, for any particular requirement, and the

main motor circuit is always handled by the clapper switches, no
matter which push-button is being operated.

The sliding contacts on the switch front are, therefore, only

used for cutting the various sections of resistance in or out,

never being called upon to open or close the motor circuit, and

thus they are not subjected to injurious sparking or burning.

All the clapper switches are completely interlocked so as to

render careless or malicions mis-handling perfectly harmless, and

FiQ. 4.—Panel of Push-Buttons.

at the same time to offer complete protection to the motor and to

the machine in its driving.

The Igranic Co. inform us that a number of these new
controllers are already at work, and that some of them have pro-

duced repeat orders.

The controller is capable of being applied to rotary web presses

driven by either one or two motors, and it is claimed to have many
advantages in the control of some kinds of maohiue tools.

"Grnndy" Temperatare Control ApparatuH.

From Mes.sb.<!. Schokfiei.d Jcf'o. (Glasgow), of 21, Hope Street.
Glasgow, we have received particulars of the " Grnndy ' iystem of
temperature control, which has been Bucceosfnlly applied for the
automatic control of the electric heating of rooms, to water heating,
and to the control of ventilating fans, amongst other things.
The essential part of this apparatus is the '' Grundy " ther-

mostat, shown in fig. 5, which is of the bi-metallic type. Instead
of " straight-on " or "rubbing" contact, a email glass tube con-

Fu;. 'Gra"Nl>Y" TlIEKMOSTAT.

taining a globule of mercury is used, which, on being overbalanced
by the thermostatic strip, gives a quick and positive contact,
which operates an automatic relay switch, fig. 6. which in its turn
controls the heating or ventilating apparatus.
A predetermined temperature can be maintained within a mean

variation |of i°||f'. The thermostatic strip is free to bend to an

Fig. 6,— Grusdv" Relay Switch.

unlimited extent after overbalancing the mercury tube, and the

thermostat can be adjusted to any temperature between ;<0°and !'0" F.

The armature switch is specially adapted for use with the

"Hestia" electric stove supplied by Messrs. Schonfield. although it

can be applied to any electric heater, or for bringing a fan into

operation when the temperature of a room rises above a pre-

determined amount.
The " Hestia " stove has a cylindrical ruby glass boily giving a

subdued glow when in use ; the heater is guaranteed for five years,

and a special feature is a portable water belt for moistening the

heated air, and thus preventing the latter from becoming dry and
unpleasant to breathe.

A Devlccilfor Clennins: Silver.

Mr. J. M. HoTcn KISS, of Fairfax, U.S.A., has devised a simple

method of cleaning gold, silver, and other metal ware without

friction and consequent attrition of the surface, and without

dissolving the metal or otherwise injuring the articles treated.

The method is electrolytic in character, and is carrieii out with a

zinc tray or frame provided with a grid of copper bars, on which
the ware to be cleaned is placed : the whole is immersed in a

solution of common salt in the proportion of about two table-

spoonfuls of salt to a quart of tepid water. The sUvex being

electro-negative to zinc, the combination forms a voltaic oell,

liberating hydrogen at the surface of the silver, and the nascent

hydrogen reduces the oxide or sulphide with which the silver is

tarnished, leaving the surface bright smd clean. Wo have tried

the process and find it perfectly eflicient And satisfactory ; oven in

the case of silver that apiHjarod to be untarnished, the added lustre

resulting from the application of the process proveil that an

invisible film of tarnish had been present. The patent rights for

the appliance are in the hands of Messrs. Lcxd Bros. A; Co., of

7S. Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR. 1914.

(NOT VET PUBLISHliD)

ConpilcJ uprcMljf (gr Ihii journal by Messks. W. P. TiioiirsoN & Co.,

Clcciricul Paleni Agcnla. 28S. Ili(;h Holborn. London, W.C, inii al

Liverpool und Brftdford, to whom all ini)ulriei thould be addressed.

14,311. " KlL-ctricoUy-opi!ralcJ rcciprotjtinjj appuratus." T. F. WiLt. June
ISlh. (Addlliun to 9,693/13.)

U,310. " Elcclric traciion moiors." C. Tuknujii,, Jun., & W. T. DitiON.

June 161h.

H,342. " Combined iniuialing and (attenint; means (or rails." W. R.
GoKiiELL. June ISlh. (Convention dale, April 30th, 1914, United Stales.)

(Complete.)

14,356. " Means (or conveying articles through the bath of an electro-plating

or other apparatus." C. K. MlLl8. June ISlh. (Hanson & Van Winkle Co.,

I'nited States.) (Complete.)

14.376. " Means lor controlling the use o( keys or other articles, but

primarilv kt-ys employed in connection with electric locking signals." A. A.

JKWEU. & F. S. jEwtu. June ISth.

11.377. " Manufacture o( metallic filaments (or incandescent lamps." T. T.

Baker. June ISih.

14.378. " Process (or starting a combined rotary converter and a synchronous
generator set." SiEME.ss Uros. Ovnamo Works, Ltd., & C. A. B. D. Koittoen.

June ]5lh. (Complete.)

14.379. " Implement for laying cables or wires in the ground." R. H.
Fowler. June 15th. (W. Turner, Germany.) (Complete.)

14360. " Regulation of alternating or three-phase current generators. VoicT
& HAErFNER Akt. Ges. June 13lh. Convention date, June 18th, 1913, Ger-
many.). (Complete 1

14.381. " Rendering tungsten ductile." C. Tuknzen. June 15th.

14,334. " -Switching-arrangements for rotary converters. Siemens Bros.
O^'NAuo Works, Ltd. June 15th. (Siemens-Schuckertwerkc G.m.b.H., Ger-
many.) (Complete.)

14,392. " Fillinss for metallic conduit systems of electrical wiring." T.
Manson. June 15th

14,394. " Electric heaters oi resistance elements therefor." J. R. QuAIN.
June 15lh.

14,415. " Dynamo-electric machines." II. H: Jetfcoit. June Ifilh.

14.436. " Means u( applying the radiating properties of aluminium or other
metals or alloys to the cooling of sparking-plugs, compression taps, and
e^thaust valves of all internal-combustion engines or to the cooling of the

cvlinders of air-cooled internal combustion engines." F. H. KiTCHlN. June
16th.

14.439. " Telegraphone." F. Seeuu & A. M. Newman. June 16th. (Con-
vention date, .'August 22nd, 1913, Germany.) (Complete.)

14.440. " Cylinder record magazine for phonographic talking-instruments,
particularly telegraphoncs." F. SEEtAU & A. M. Newman. June 16th. (Con-
vention date, October 16lh, 1913, Germany.) (Complete.)

14.441. " Telephonic receiver and transmitter boxes with phonograph styles."

F. A. Seelau & A. M. Newman. June 16th. (Convention date, September 1st,

1913, Germany.) (Complete.)

14.469. " Electrical heating-apparatus." h. F. Berrv. June 16th.

14.470. " Means for controlling the heating effect of electric heating-
apparatus." A. F. Berry. June 16th.

14.471. " Electric switches." A. F. Berkv. June 16th.

14,474. " Electric fuses." W. D. Henseli. June 16th. (Convention date,

June 18th, 1913, Australia.) (Complete.)

14,483. " High-ten';ion electric apparatus." MeirowSky & Co. .\v.1, Ges.,

and K. Fischer. June 16th. (Complete.)

14,494. " Electro muscle-developing machine. T. Maher. June 17th.

14.504. " Metallic insulated nipple or bush with or without bonding or
earthing connexion for electric metallic conduits." T. Topping. June 17th.

14.513. " Method of and apparatus for use in, and in connection with, electro-

lytic processes." A. E. Battle. June 17th.

14.514. " Electrolysis of metals." A. E. Battle. June I7th.

14,521. " Thermo-electric generators." P. Ferra. June 17th.

14,546. " Electric switches." J. H. Tucker. June 17th. (Divided applica-

tion on 19,388/13. February 27th, 1914.)

14.557. " Electrical measuring-instruments." I. W. Broccer. June 17th.

(Complete.)

14.558. ** Sparking-plugs for internal-combustion engines." S. R. Jackaman.
June 17th.

14,561. "Sparkplugs." M. RAIL. June 17th. (Convention date, July 10th,

1913, France.) (Complete.)

14,567. " Transmitting rotary motion." Jandus Arc Lamp and Electric Co.,

Ltd., and A. D. Jones. June 17th. (Complete.)

14,577. " Systems of electric distribution." British Thomson-Houston Co.,
Lid. June 17th. (General Electric Co., United, States.)

14.682. " Electrode-making machines." S. L. Casella. June 17th. (Con-
vention date, July 3rd, 1913, United States.) (Complete.)

14,595. " Mechanical selector for electromagnetic waves applicable to wire-

less telegraphic receiving apparatus." R. B. GoLDSCHMIDT. June 17th. (Con-
vention date, December 29th, 1913, Belgium.) (Complete.)

14,617. " Insulating fittings." loco Proofing Co., Ltd., and N. B. Rov.
June 18th.

14,623. " Recipients (or electric storage cells." G. Davis. June 18th.

14,638. " Safety apparatus for use with electric lighting installations." SoC.
Anon. Des Automobiles et Cycles Peugeot. June 18th. (Addition to 21,445/13.

Convention date, July 8th, 1913, France.) (Complete.)

14.642. " Electric-alarm show-stand." A. H. iRwm. June 18th.

14.643. " Accessories for use in connection with telephones." R. F. HowEU
and R. P. MuLHOLlAND. June 18th.

14,669. " Electric candle lamps." C. Damey and G. Bradley. June 16th.

14.683. " Tensioning-arrangements for overhead electric conductors. Siemens
SCHUCKERIWERKE G.M.B.H. June 18th. (Convention date, June 21st, 1913,

Germany.) (Complete.)

14,686. " Portable electric-lamp dry batteries." J. S. Hamilton. June 16th.

(Divided application on 3,643/14. February 12lh.) (Complete.)

14,695. '* Means of reading the indications of magnetic compasses, clino-

meters, and the like." J. H. Steward. Ltd. June 19th.

14.697. " Electric projectors and the like." W. T. Coulson. June 19th.

14.698. " Electricity meters." H. J. Fisher. June 19th.

14,739. " Apparatus for continuously disinfecting telephone mouthpieces."

H. H. Mahieu. June 19lh. (Complete.)

14.746. " Electrical conduits and the like." H. H. LoNCBOTTOM and T.
Fakrak, trading as Steel Tubes & Conduits Co. June 19th.

14.747. " Combination clutch and switch (or motor vehicles and the like."

G. H. C. Lumsden. June 19th.

14.767. " Compounds for use as coatings or coverings for insulating pur-

poses and the like or tor making slabs or blocks." A. J. Roach-Cumimo.
June 19th.

14.768. " Compounds tor use as coatings or coverings for insulating pur-

poses." A. J. Roach-Cuming. June 19th.

14,780. " Process for producing a filling-material for use in connection with

direct-current converters." K. SiEvERS and O. Munch. June 19th. (Complete.)

14,789. " Intande»cent electric lamp*." H. U. » Tchiuns. June 19ih. (Coo-

ventiun date, October 30lh, 1»U, Spain.) (Complete.)

14,796. " Telephonic transmillcri and recciver>." IhfUiiATluNAL EutCTKlO

Co., Lid June ISlh. (Akt. Gei. Mil It GenesI, Germany.) (Complete.)

14,800. " Apparatus (or and method o( operating electric signs, devlcea.

Indications and the like." L. MlaTIK. June 19th.

14,808. "Telephone systems." R. II DuarHNn. June Ifllh. (Convention

date, June 21sl, 1913, United Statu.) iCumplele.)

14,617. " Electrical condensers." Ukiiihh iKSULAtto AND HELOtt Ca»U«,

Ltd.', E. a. MkiLta. and H. HioiiAU. June iJOih.

14,624. " Electric water iteriliseri." C. W D«»»». June 20th.

14,826. " Electric ojone generators." C. W. Dumr. June 20th.

14,834. " Electrical condensers." A. J. B. E. DaruS. June 20th. (Con.

vention dale, June 21st, 1913, France.) (Complete.)

14,641. " Electricity mei' rs of the mercury oiotor type." Chaumklaim li

HooKiuu. Ltd., and W. S. Spkague. June 20th.

14 861 " Manufacture and construction ol commutators lor dynamo-elcclrie

machines." A. H. MiDCiEv & C. A. Vahdeiivill. June 20ih.

14.884. " Spark gaps for radio.lelegraphy." E. GlluauEAi; & J. Bithikod.

June 20th. (Convention dale, June 25rd, 1913, Belgium.) (Complete.)

14 891. " Receivers for use with electrical apparatus (or transmitting an*

receiving signals." Sir A. T. Dawsom and G. T. Bi;CKiuii. June 20th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
Copies of any of the Specifications in the following list may be obuined

of MiaSHS. W. V. Thompson & Co., 285, High Holborn, W.C, and al

Liverpool and Bradford; price, post free, 9d. (in stamps).

X81.3.

6,157. Electricity Meters. J. Elster. February 28th.

5,310. System or Gus Control. A. H. Wegner. .March 3rd.

5 352 ElECTRO-MACNETICALLY OOSIROILED PERFORAIINC APPARATUS. B. Solda-

tencow. March 3rd. (March 16th, 1912. Patent of addition not granted.)

10,000. Appliance for Testing the Hearing of Persons, pariicularlv appli-

cable TO Deafness. E. T. Hincks. April 20th.

10,200. Telephone Systems. Automatic Telephone .Manufacturing Co. (Auto-

matic Electric Co.) April 3Uth.

10,399. Telephones. A. Plecher. May 2nd

12,421. Manufacture of Tungsten Metal Bodies. C. Gladitz. May 28ih.

12,723. Testing of Insulation. Evershed S; Vignolcs, Ltd., and S. Evershed.

May 31st. .,.,.,
-12,740. Constant-temperature Electrically Heated Ovens. T. B. hreas.

May' 31st.

1' 050 Signs or Advertisements, also applicable to other Devices used for

Disp'uY or like purposes, and formed wholly or partly of Glass or otmib

Transparent Materul. W. J. Ueville. Jvne 4ih.

12,966. Calling Device for Telegraph ok Telephone Circuits. C. W. Lund

and 'New Phonopore J'elephone Co. June 4th.

13 015 Machines for Intermittently Displaying Posters and the like.

E. W. iSrown. June 5th. (Cognate applications, 15,292/13 and 25,259/13.)

13 065. Calling or Alarm .Apparatus for use in Wireless Sicnallinc. W. T.

Ditcham S: Grindell-Matthews Wireless Telephone Syndicate, Ltd. June Sth.

15,392. Vapour Electric Devices. British Thomson-Houston Co. (General

Electric Co.). July 3rd.

15,658. Electric Railways. C. M. White (Sturges). July 7th.

15 682. Electric Control of Electric Motors. Otis Elevator Co. (Otis

Elev'ator Co.) July 7th. (Patent of addition not granted.)

16,349. Electrical Stop Motions for Knitting Machines. G. Stibbe. July

Ifi'h. „ . . ,. „, . .

16,601. APPARATUS FOR HEATING LIQUIDS ELECTRICALLY. British Electric

Heater Co. & C. Kratt. July 19th. (Cognate application, 28,355/13.)

17,264. Electric Ovens and the like Appliances. M. Railing & G. H. Ide.

July'28th.

18,024. Wireless .Apparatus. G. E. Heyl & T. T. Baker. August 7th.

18,073. Electric Shaft Furnaces. W. N. Crafts. August Sth.

18 400 Electric light ceiling fitting, fitted with a Special Device to

F.4CILITATE THE FITTING OR REMOVAL OF A GLASS OR ALABASTER BowL OR METAL

Reflector, or the like. A. Higgins & S. Grifliths. August 13th.

19,588. Continuous-current Transformers. P. M. J. Bouchcrot. August

29th! (September 18th, 1912.)

19,757. Railway Signalling. H. W. Firth & F. W. Leake. September 1st.

21140. REGENERATIVE BRAKING SYSTEMS FOR ELECTRIC MOTORS. N. W.

Storer. September 18th. (October Sth, 1912.)

25 643 Telephonic Receiving Apparatus. Western Electric Co. (Wood-

ward, acting for Western Electric Co.). November 10th.

26 251. Electrical Accumulators. H. C. Weeks. November ISth.

26,502. DYNAMO Electeic.1L means for Starting Internal-combustion Engines

AND Lighting Systems in connection therewith. L. J. Wolf. November 18th.

26 776. Lamps or Head Lights. H. V. J. Jouffret. November 21st. (Nov-

ember 22nd, 1912.)
, , r-,

27 137 Apparatus for Recording Number of Telephone Calls. A. J. i-itz-

gera'ld and E. G. Fitzgerald. November 25th.

29 270. Commutation Arrangements for Electric Rotary Converters

coupled to Alternating-current Boosters. Siemens Bros. Dynamo works,

Ltd., & J. C. Wilson. December 18th.

29,831. Measuring Instruments for Rostcen-rays. R. Furstenau. Decem-

ber 27th.

X9I.4.

7^^ Process for restoring the activity op a Positive Electrode Mass for

alkaline accumulators. Svenska Ackumulator Aktiebolaget Jungner. January

1st. (January 16th, 1913.) „ _ _
1,640. ARRANGEMENTS FOR REGULATING THE ToRQUE OP POLYPHASE ELEt^RlC

MoioRS. Siemens-Schuckcrtwerke Ges. January 21st. (January -nd, law.)

3 818 Thermal Contact Device for Electric Circuits. B. Jeidel, nee

Hendel. (February 13th. (Dec.mber 5lh, 1913.)

4 309. Controlling of Electric Motors for Ship Propulsion and means

tm:refor. Siemens-Schuckertw.rke Ges. & F. Hulss. February 19th. (Divided

application on 13,148/13. June 6th.)

6.454. Rotary Transmission Dynamometers with Recording Apparatus.

M. Rockstroh. March 13th.

8,719. Electric Heating and Cooking Devices. R. Sprenger. April btn.

*'^1203r'T!s™G of Insulation. Evershed & Vignoles, Ltd., and S. Evershed.

May' 31st. (Divided application on 12,723/13. May 31st.)
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THE REPORT ON ELECTRIC MAINS

EXPLOSIONS.

When explosions first took place in connection with mains

for the distribution of electrical energy, it was natnral, and

probably correct, to ascribe them to the presence of coal gas

derived from the network of pipes in close pro.vimity to the

electrical lines. Usually the explosions were in underground

boxes which were ob\ionsly well adapted for the accumula-

tion of gas escaping from a leaky pijje. When, however,

explosions began to occur on mains laid on the sf^lid system

and in which it was clear to any fair-minded man that

coal gas could not well be the agent of destruction, it

became necessary to look nearer home and inquire whether

the electric main itself might not supply the gaseous mixture

as well as the means of its ignition.

Siome 1 i or 1 5 years ago it was clearly brought home to at

least one well-known authority in connection with a bad fault

that occurred within his experience, that mains laid sohd in

bitumen could generate large quantities of highly explosive gas.

On his arrival at the site of the damage, a flame three or four

feet high was seen escaping from between the flagstones with

great violence, and the natural inference was that a gas

main had been fused and the gas ignited. On opening ont

the ground, however, it proved to be due entirely to cables

laid solid in bitumen.

The knowledge that bitumen could give rise to such

dangerous conditions was probably confined to comparatively

few persons for a number of years, none of whom were

anxious to publish the information in their possession, and

it is only recently that it has become public property.

So alarming was the danger from this cause considered at

the end of 1913 that a Committee, consisting of Messrs.

Robert Nelson, W. Slingo, James Swinburne and Alexander

P. Trotter, with Sir T. Edward Thorpe as chairman, was

appointed to consider the causes of explosions in connection

with bitumen used for cable laying, and what steps should

be taken to prevent them in future.

This Committee, after hearing evidence from some 14

witnesses, comprising central station engineers, cable manu-

facturers, consulting engineers and scientific experts, has

just presented its report, of which we give a leugthy

abstract in this issue. The most striking thing about

this document is the contradicUiry nature of the evidence

given, and. probably as a consequence, the indecision in the

conclusions arrived at. The report itself, through which

arc scattered traces of humour, rare in a Government pub-

lication, is somewhat discursive, the arrangement having

little method aud certain matter of doubtful relevancy being

rather dragged in.

It is curious that it is tacitly assumed that the whole

danger of the formation of an explosive mixturc arises from

the bitumen filling, the insulating and protecting coveting

of the cable itself beiug wholly ignored. It is within

our experience that a most serious explosion can arise

with no other source for the gas than these coverings

Some 1."^ years ago a striking instauw of this cause came.

11]
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uiiiler obKervtttioii. Two lengths of culvert, cinitiiiiiiiig

bare copper, were connected at a street cros.siiif; by rnbljer

cables, of the bc-st i|iuility then obtainable, laid in a pifte,

which <;ables bei^iitne faulty. Destructive diHtillation of the

rubber ami Imiiilinjj took place, with the result that one of

the j)its in which the cables were joined to the bare copper,
and the whole of the culvert coiumunicatin;^ with this pit,

wore filled with gas derived solely from the cables, and on
if;nition a violent explosion took place, disturbing the Hag-
stones over the entire length of culvert, and damaging the
basement of the building alongside which the culvert ran.

Other exaraiiles of exactly the same thing could be cited.

It is thus evident that with drawiiig-in systems risk of

serious explosion may arise if the cables are not lead-

covered, in spite of the fact that there lis not an ounce of

bitumen or pitch filling present.

The report begins by reciting the facts that led to the
in(|uiry being held, and states that explosions of the kind
under investigation have only taken place in connection
with single-core separately laid cables, insulated with rubber
or vulcanised bitumen, and that all serious explosions in

houses have been in connection with vulcanised bitumen
cables laid solid or in bitumen casing. Too much reliance

should not be placed on this latter statement, as, though it

is possible that no serious explosions have been reported as

occurring with non-lead-covered cables drawn into pipes for

services, it would be most regrettable if it were assumed
that such services gave immunity from risk of explosion ; as
a matter of fact tliere can be no question that cables so
laid are peculiarly liable to faults, and the conditions are
highly favourable to the products of the distillation of their

coverings entering the house and exploding. No unstopped
pipe should e\er be allowed to enter a building.

It is quite fairly pointed out that although thousands of
separate cables have been laid on the solid system, the
number of serious accidents has been small. It is curious,

however, that it should be stated :
" gradual deterioration

sometimes takes place," and that " failures have occurred
on cables which have been laid for 10 or 20 years, but on
taking them up the bulk has been found to be in perfect
condition." It would i^em as though gradual deterioration

and occasional failures were remarkable or peculiar to the
solid system of laying mains. Surely it must be anticipated
that all mains will deteriorate in time, and all experience
goes to show that the rate of deterioration is less with the
solid system than with any other in which continuously
insulated cables are employed.

As a general rule, it is stated that explosions have taken
place in large, and not in small towns, and this is ascribed
to the relatively high resistance of the main cables in use in

small towns. This explanation is open to grave doubt, for

although much larger cables are, of course, used in the big
towns, there is no large town without long lengths of small
cables, and the resistance between the fault and a heavy
main there is likely to be as high as between the fault and
the generating station in the small town, for, after all,

every station, however mean, has to look after its drop. A
much more likely explanation would seem to be that in a
small town every cable can be made a household pet, and
faults can be detected and removed at an early stage,

whereas in a large one the cables have to rough it and take
their chance, a leak having to be fairly bad before it is

noticeable at all amid the general distributed leakage.

A brief account of the kinds of fault experienced on
vulcanised bitumen cables laid solid and their results is given,
and it is pointed out that, as single cables of this kind laid
in this manner rarely give a metal to metal dead short, they
can be, and often are, run on while a fault is present,
whereas concentric, three-core, and lead-covered cables
generally, when faulty, cause such serious trouble that
means are usually taken to cut them out automatically, and,
it may be added, interrupt the supply to consumers supplied
from them. Nothing is said about the drawbacks of these
other cables which are not shared by vulcanised bitumen.

Rubber cables, which most central-station engineers
regard with distrust of the deepest, are spoken of rather
favourably, though somewhat inconsistently. On page 3 of
the report, it is stated :

" Although at one time vulcanised
rubber cables of excellent quality were made, and it appears
might still be made at a higher price, inferior qualities have

given trouble." On [rage 5 we are told :
" Kubljer mains of

fxxjr quality having been abandoned and those of good
quality giving no trouble ..." 8ome of those who io

the early days were ulllicLcd witli rublicr <ables which were
sold as being of tin- highel grade l)y niakt isof the Ixjst repu-

tation would be interested to know who were the fortunate

individuals who got the cables of "excellent quality,"

and it would be equally interesting to know who is putting
down rublicr mains of good quality nowiidays ; the Com-
mittee docs not seem very sure, as it says these high-class

cables "might l)e," not "are" inatle. The concliisioij

arrived at is that all bad cases of exi)lo8ion have been due to

simple vulcanised-bitunien insulated cables drawn into

bitumen casing or laid solid in Trinidad bitumen or in

pitch.

Subdivision of the mains into districts and careful localitia-

tion and repair of faults have resulted in no explosions of

bitumen gas occurring on mains Laid in bitumen casing, so

that the ciuestion is narrowed down to the solid system with

bitumen or pitch. The relative properties of the twa
fillings are stated, but there was much lonliict of evidence

on the subject. The same remark applies to the best

material to be used for the troughing, witnesses having
large practical exijerience of main-laying and maintenance
holding diametrically opjjosed views, but the Committee
apparently has no hesitation in saying :

" Earthenware
troughs with separate chases, or a separate trough for each
cable, is the best method," so there is nothing more to be
said, and all the witnesses 'will know what to use in future.

Some of them, however, may be forgiven if they are some-
times haunted with thoughts of the fragile nature of

earthenware, the want of truth in the troughs which may
lead to varying thickness of the protective covering of their

cables, the liability to damage of the cables at the numerous
joints in the troughing and other drawbacks, all ignored by
the Committee, to say nothing of the bulky nature of the

troughs in a crowded street.

The importance of giving proper care to service joints

is pointed out, though it can hardly be regarded as a dis-

covery of the Committee, and the danger of damage at

bends is very properly emphasised. Bad work is often done
at bends, and mains have been taken up in which
the cables were resting on the sharp edges of the dividing

bridges instead of in the grooves, it need hardly be said,

with disastrous results. The Committee recommends that

bridges should be omitted altogether at bends, but this can
hardly be so good as retaining the bridges and putting

them in with special care so as to ensure their being properly

fixed. With the method favoured by the Committee, the

cables will almost certainly rest on the bottom of the trough

in course of time, and the protection of the bitumen will be

lost, thus destroying the whole raisoii cVetre of the solid

system, i.e., the surrounding of all cables at all points with

a covering impervious to moisture.

The danger arising from a pavement over the main
through which the gas cannot escape is rightly indicated,

as the gas will tend to force its way into adjacent houses.

It is recommended that mains should not be laid too near

the buildings from the stingy motive of saving cost of services.

It is assumed that services from vulcanised bitumen

mains must be made with cables insulated in the same
manner, though the reason for this is not stated. Armoured
service cables are recommended, while the taking of the

solid system into the house is condemned. It is, neverthe-

less, admitted that there are over 10,000 services on the

solid system in one Midland city on which there has never

been a single fault.

The report next makes a long digression on the subject

of testing and insulation, which, though no doubt interest-

ing in itself, does not appear to have much bearing on

bitumen explosions.

The burning-out of faults is naturally viewed with dis-

favour, and that some central- station engineers are of the

same mind is shown by the case of one extraordinary

individual who " prefers to keep no kss than 206 districts

electrically separate, connected neither by fuses nor links."

One would think he must be the owner of a copper mine !

Nest follow some remarks on fuses, and the views of

witnesses are cited who thought that the maximum current

in a district should be limited to amounts varying from 300
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to 800 amperes, though it is admitted tliat some prefer a

sinf^Ie network with an occasional burn-out ;
perhaps the two

views might be summed up by a heretic us thousands of

fuses, uncertain, and possibly dangerous, in their action, and

ever present as a source of expense, anxiety, and annoyance

versus one which only appears when it is wanted, requires

no maintenance, will most probably act, and may be

dangerous. It would seem that the witness who would sub-

divide his network into SOO-amjjere districts had not much

faith in electric heating or cooking.

The Committee next proceeds to its "Conclusions."

The blame for explosions is laid on vulcanised bitumen-

insulated cables, carrying continuous current, laid solid, or

in bitumen casing. A clean bill of health is given to all

alternating-current mains and concentric, three-core and

lead-covered paper-insulated cables. Fitch as a filling for

the solid system is looked at with suspicion, the absence of

explosion where it has been employed being ascribed, with

good reason, to the relatively small amount of it used as

compared with Trinidad bitumen. In spite of its con-

demnation, the Committee does not recommend the Board of

Trade to cease approving vulcanised bitumen cables laid

solid, or to exclude wood troughing, but it does recommend

separate troughs with 2 in. of sand between them.

The Committee makes definite recommendations that

separate mains on the solid system should not be laid under

impervious pavements, or close to walls of buildings, that

armoured services should be used, and that they should be

taken into buildings in such a manner that gas cannot enter,

and it makes certain recommendations as to the mode of

laying cables at bends. Finally, it draws attention to the

Board of Trade regulations which require notification of

fires and explosions, and recommends the publication of

reports on such accidents.

So ends the Report itself, and it must be confessed that it

is singularly disappointing. The conclusions arrived at are so

lame and halting that no appreciable additional security to

the public is afforded, and, while nothing of importance is

forbidden, serious damage will probably be done to the

prestige of a class of cable laid in a particular manner that,

viewed from the general standpoint of all-round merit, rather

than from the narrow one of a possible explosion once in a

blue moon, has probably given, and will continue to give, by

far the best results of any continuously insulated main
• on continuous current networks.

That the possibility of explosion with separate cables on

the solid system cannot be wholly eliminated, we would

be the last to deny, but the same or other dangers

hardly, if at all, less serious exist with other systems of

continuously insulated cables. The opinion is still

held by some, even though it be an unfashional)le and

antiquated one at the present day, the only thoroughly

safe, convenient and indefinitely durable main for con-

'tinuous current distribution in districts in which a heavy

demand exists {i.e., in the large towns in which alone, we
are told, explosions have occurred) is bare copper, strained

between suitable porcelain insulators, in concrete culverts.

The report is accompanied by two appendices, to which

we hope to refer next week.

True to its traditions, no sooner did
^^ * copper wear an utterly dejected appear-

ance and appear to be without a friend, than the market

took a swift turn for the better, and with ad\aneing prices

a substantial amount of buying was released, which has

done a good deal to render the position of producers more

comfortable. The entire outside conditions of the trade

had become poor. There were finaiuial dithculties in

metals generally, and while it is true that these were con-

nected more with tin than with copper, they nevertheless

exercised a depressing influence, while the share markets in

the United States were quite discouraging.

With the removal of the more parLienlar dithculties to

which allusion is made, however, copper very quickly picked

up. Producers who had been vainly trying to market

•copper, and who, in the attempt to quit stocks, had accepted

down to a shade below £02 for electrolytic, saddenly realised

that temporarily at least prices had grounded, and under
the lead of some of the more important people an upward
movement was started. Due credit for this most, how-
ever, be given where it is owing, and that is to American
speculators, who sent good buyinfr orders for standard

copper ba.sed apparently upon the belief that the rate deci-

sion would be issued in a few days, and that it would be
favourable to the railway companies. So much importance,

however, is generally attached to this decision, and there

has been so much talk about what it would mean as regards

the general industrial position of the United Spates, should

it prove favourable, that the chances are very much in the

direction of its falling flat when it actually makes its

appearance.

It is preposterous to imagine that a mere judicial decision

can make or mar the industrial operations of a great nation,

yet people talk as if this were so. Sentimentally, of

course, it could help matters forward, but it is a matter of

time for the course of affairs industrial to be really altered.

The tone of the European markets has. however, l)een

decidedly improved, and it is quite plain that there is a

good deal of buying to be done, both of refined and of

manufactured material. There has been rather more doing

in the United States, too, though there is a very general

inclination to hold back there until the outlook is more
clearly defined.

The European statistics for the month of June were by

no means bad, even if they were not exactly good. The
European visible supply at the end of the month was

33,171 tons, against 32,370 tons a month previously, while

the stocks of standard copper were 14.374 tons, compared

with 12,429 tons on May 31st, the stocks in England and

France being 20,464 tons, against 18,618 tons a month
ago. The quantities coming into sight during the month
totalled 50,(536 tons. North America 36,080 tons, Spain and

Portugal 3,200 tons, and other countries 5,471 tons. The
Chile shipments were 3,500 tons, and those from Australia

2,550 tons, the month's deliveries being 411,735 tons. The
next United States statistics are expected to be fairly satis-

factory, but for all this they will probably show a moderate

increase in the stocks in the hands of the refineries.

We have received particulars of another
Another

award affecting the wages of electrical

Wages Award, workers which has been made by Mr.

Justice Higgins, the President of the

Commonwealth Court of Conciliation and Arbitration. This

award affects telegraph and telephone linemen, who through

their Union had claimed higher wages, shorter hours, and

improvements in their employment conditions.

It was stated that the number of workers affected by the

decision was 3,114, most of whom were members of the

Union. The Judge, in his award, held that the work was

intermediate between skilled and unskilled. It necessitated

the power to read, understand and obey a number of ofiicial

instructions, and to make, in some cases, fairly complete

reports. The Union wanted a minimum wage on the basis

of t'150 ; the employers were paying £132 : the new award

is £138. This means I'll 10s. per month. Linemen in

charge are to be paid t'l 6S ; line foremen i'lsO : and line

inspectors £216. Provision is made for increments of pay

with long service for linemen up to £16;^, linemen in charge

up to £18ii, line foremen up to f210, and line inspectors

up to £264, with possible further increases at the discretion

of the Commissioner up to £360.

The hours are defined as 46!, per week, or if employed in

tunnel work 44 per week. For Sunday work time and a

half is to be jiaid, and for duty on public holidays double

time.

The remainder of the award deals with district allow-

ances, forage allowances, holidays, the establishment of a

Board of Heference composed of representatives of employers

and workers, and the special rates to be paid in Western

Australia. To prevent accidents it is onlered that all y<o\cs

are to be thoroughly examined for decay or ant holes at

least once a year.
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THE BETULANDER RELAY AUTOMATIC
TELEPHONE SYSTEM.

This system, to which we briefly referred in our last issue,

is one in which the whole of the operations in a telephone
e.xchaufje of connecting subscriber to subscriber, ringing,
and disconnecting are performed entirely by relays.

These relays are of the ordinary teJeplione type which
have been used in practice in central-battery manual
e.xchanges throughout the world for the last 15 to 20 years.

They are familiar and well-tried simple units, and are
thoroughly reliable. There are no moving parts, as gene-
rally understood, to get out of order, for tlie whole of the
operations are performed by these simple units.

The new system, invented by Messrs. Betulander and
Palmgren, Swedish engineers, differs most strikingly from all

systems employing electro-mechanical devices which have
movement in one or two directions (vertical and rotary), and
which after performing the operations of selecting and con-
necting idle junction lines and subscribers' lines remain asso-

ciated with the completed connection ; these devices are
thus doing no useful work during the period of conversation,
whereas in the Betulander relay system the common relay

groups, equivalent to the electro-mechanical devices men-
tioned above, after connecting calling line to junction, and
junction to junction as required by the size of the system,
free themselves from the circuit immediately it is set up
and are instantly available for setting up other connec-
tions, which is their only function ; they are, in fact, com-
parable with the hands and brain of the operator in a
manual exchange.

The relay selector and connector units may be likened
to electrical operators which first test the line wanted, and
if it is disengaged, connect with the calling line and with a
junction just as an A operator on a manual system would
insert an answering plug in the jack of the line calling,

and a calling plug in the outgoing junction jac-k, and go
out of circuit. At the next link the electrical operator
would connect the junction line and the subscriber wanted,
in a 1,000-line exchange, just as the operator would on a
manual system, and go out of circuit.

The talking circuit from subscriber to subscriber is then
held and controlled by relays, which break the circuit and

The bu.sic principle which permits of all the operations

being carried out entirely by relays is a series of "link

lines " comparable with a number of double-cord circuits of

a manual exchange, which, at the first stage of a (mil, efTect

u connection between the calling line and an idle outgoing

junction leading to the ten thousands, thousands or hnn-

FlG. 1. -Experimental Installation of the Betulander
AT Marconi House.

return all sections to their normal condition when the
receiver at the subscriber's station is replaced on the rest.

It would appear extraordinary if the operator in a
manually operated exchange were to hold the plugs in the
jacks during the conversation, but this is practically what
is being done in automatic systems by retaining a compli-
cated electro-mechanical operator tied up to a connection
at each stage of the connection, as in all other automatic
systems.

Fig. 2.

—

Front View or Sibscuiijers' iiECiioN ok Eelays.

dreds group, depending upon the size of the exchange. The
subsequent stages down to the tens, and the individual unit

required, are reached in exactly the same way, and when
the connection is set up the various groups of common
relays which searched for the idle junctions, and responded

to the impulses from the subscriber's instrument from stage

to stage of the call, immediately free themselves from the

connection and take charge of other calls. When a con-

nection is completed,

the two subscribers

are connected by a

transmission circuit

on the " Stone " sys-

tem equal to that

employed i n the

best central - battery

manual practice.

The apparatus in-

stalled at Marconi
House is of an ex-

perimental character,

designed to illustrate

the operation and pos-

sibilities of the sys-

tem ; it consists of

three sections, respec-

tively representing

the ends and the

middle of a ten-thou-

sand line exchange,

so that calls can be
made from any one
to any other of these

sections. The illus-

tration, fig. 1, there-

fore does not lepresent a complete installation, but is

intended to show two things—the general appearance of

the apparatus, and the supremely important fact that it

consists of nothimj hut rarks of ordinanj relays. Fio-s. 2'

and 3, however, show the front and back of an actual com-
pleted 5-line panel which is to be used in building up
a 100-line exchange in Jlarconi House. The wiring is

not more elaborate than in a manual exchange—the
costly subscribers' multiple is entirely omitted— and

Relay Automatic Exchange
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every bit of the apparatus and wiring is accessihle.

The J?etulaiidei- system depentls on the life of its relays,

in which there is the miiiinmm of friction, and tlie points of

contact are cither of gold-silver alloy or platinum. Tele-

phone relays of the standard type have been in use in this

country for about 14 years, and they appear to be as c^ood,

and give as little trouble, as when first fitted. Some of the

relays are shown in fig. 4.

It has become necessary with elccLromechanical switihes

to take special precautions to keep the air of the rooms
equable as regards temperature, dryness and freedom from
dust. With a relay apparatus this trouble is greatly

reduced, as the relays are enclosed in cases of small dimen-
sions ; therefore, when trouble arises, it is only necessary to

expose a very small portion of the apparatus, the rest

remaining dust and damp-proof.

Experience with great masses of relays in this country on
central-battery systems shows that with individual covers.

Fig. 3.—Back View oi- Rklay Panfl.

or covers for strips of 10 pairs, there is practically no
trouble, and that they will work for many years without
attention, their adjustment remaining unaltered.

In the manually-operated system it is customary to speak
of " double-cord " and "single-cord" working. The sub-

scribers', or "A" positions, are worked "double cord," i.e..

Fio. i.—Some ok the BErvLANDEB Relays and theib Coveks.

a cord broken centrally to admit the operator's telephone, has
each end terminated in a plug. At the " B "' position the

incoming junction lines end in a cord and a plug, and are

spoken of as being worked " single cord."

The Betulander relay system of working is eciuivalent to

the " double-cord " working, and the equivalent to the cord is

known as an " intermediate line" or "link.'" In a three-
figure installation fOlO) lines, there would be :—
A " primary link " which is equal to the line switch or

pre-selector of other automatic systems, and connects tb«-

subscriber's line to a junction automatically when the
receiver is lifted.

A " first junction " in which there Ls a condenser in each
line, a device for feeding current to the calling line, and an
impulse repeating device.

A "main link" which connects two junction lines

together, the associated " relay operator " responding to the
first digit of the number wanted.

A " final " or " connector junction " which ends in relays

which control the " relay operator," and cut off the latter

when the connection is completed.

A " secondary link " which contains the battery feed for

the called subscri'oer's telephone, the ringing generator and
busy signal.

A " primary link " which with the " secondary link
"

connects the " final junction " with the line called". (The
" primary link " is used in common for either an incoming
or an outgoing call.)

A " relay operator " associated with the " final junction
"

responds to the last two digits of the called number, and
causes to be joined together the " final junction " and the
" secondary link," and the latter to the subscriber's line by
the " primary link."

The " relay operator " consists mainly of two parts, viz.,

a relay unit or selector to build up a circuit corresponding to the
number of impulses sent, so as to complete circuits through
particular wires and apparatus which relate to the line being
called, and a searcher or tester which puts the engaged lines

into such a condition that a line calling them cannot be
connected, but remains open at a relay of the " primary
link," a busy signal then being given to the calling party.

When the called line is idle, initial energising impulses are sent

by the " relay operator " which actuate relays to join the line

circuit through ; a second circuit on these relays forms a

locking circuit to hold them energised, and cuts the line

relay out of circuit.

The impulse sender at the subscriber's office may consist

of a dial, or of a series of levers which are set to the

number required before the receiver is lifted to send in the

train of impulses. The combination requires that one wire

be " earthed " during the impulses of a digit and opened
between digits, the impulses being sent over the other wiie.

Fig. 5 shows in skeleton a portion of a Betulander relay

exchange, with symbols for the various relays and groups of

relays : the thick lines show the course of operaticns when
subscriber Xo. 1 calls subscriber No. 93 on a 1 On-line

system.

On subscriber Xo. 1 taking his telephone off the

rest, the line relay a associated with his line will operate

and start the "outgoing searcher " \. The purpose of this

"outgoing searcl cr
"

is to search out an

idle outgoing junc-

tion and then to

effect a connection

betwtcn the calling

subscriber's line ami

the idle outgoing

junction thus found.

The searcher relays

J- having dttermined

that Xo. :> outgoing

junction is idle,

operate Xo. 1 sub-

scriber's cut-off relay

n and also the two

connecting relays o

and V on " link Xo. :?

"

corresponding with
Xo. 1 subscril'ier and

Xo. 3 out-going junction. The " outgoing searcher " does

this work almost instanttuieously, and then drops out of

circuit and is ready for another call.

Subscriber No. 1 is now extended riii relays a, h. o. n,

and the selecttir relay // to the " tens and unit selector " y.

The foregoing operations have taken place following on
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till' lemovnl ot .No. 1 telephone from I he r-bL, iiml Ix-forc

the impulses iire sent. The tens and units irapulses ure now

received hy the " Bilector " y, and a« it is .No. 1);'. that is

beinj? called for, 10 tens and 4 units impulses will be received.

The 10 tens impulses will result in the '.)0-'J'.) murkinj;

circuit being chosen by the selector, and the four units

impulses will provide for the fourth subscriber in that ten,

which is being marked as ready for connection with an idle

incoming junction.

The " incoming searcher " /. now comes into operation

and rid relays - searches out an idle incoming junction,

in this case No. 5.

The connecting relay k at the point where outgoing

junction .No. 3 and incoming junction So. ;'> cmss now

operates, also the two connecting relays v and c on " link

No. 3 " corresponding with incoming junction -No. T) and

subscriber No. O.'s also the cut-ofl" relay h', while the

selector v and incoming searcher z drop out of circuit and

are ready for other calls.

It will be seen that subscriber No. 1 is now CDnnecte<l

to subscriber No. 93 by five connecting relays—namely,

c, I), K, I' and c'.

Ringing is now automatic illy applied to the called line

for operating the bell, and on the called subscriber answering,

a standard talking circuit connects the two subscribers.

THE ORGANISATION OF THE ELECTRICAL
INDUSTRY.

By (' ASHMOKE BAKER.

\\t ol ilie electrical fraternity aic now widely di«;-

cussiiiy a question, or rather, ^roup of queslions.

which must some day, somehow be settled, and

which in the ordinary course of events would be

settled by the familiar, but expensive, process of

trial and error, especially error.

There is no reason, however, wliy we should not

make some attempt to apply a more scientific

method to our development, and thereby avoid

some of the " heat losses " incidental to the method

of " blind staggers."

Our problem is to correlate the various interests

involved in the electrical industry so that they will

intennesh with a minimum of friction while reserv-

ing to our system sufficient elasticity and mutability

to enable us to meet, and adapt ourselves to, such

temporary stresses and evolutionary changes as the

times may produce.

INCOMING JUNCTIONS

Fig. 5.—Diagram showing the Coubse of a Call through the Exchange.

If No. 93 had been engaged, No. 1 would have received the

busy-back in the usual way.

The following advantages are claimed for the system :
—

1. The exchange switching apparatus consists entirely of

relays.

2. Relays are practically frictionless, and there is, there-

fore, little wear.

3. Being compact in form, relays are conveniently covered

in small units by dust covers, which give ready access to

small portions of the plant at a time.

4. Relay covers can be made dust and damp-proof.

5. Relays being of small movement and direct acting, are

the simplest possible apparatus for doing circuit-changing

and switching work.

G. Relay adjustments do not alter readily, and experience

in central-1 lattery exchanges proves that once they have

" settled down " they give little trouble.

7. Relays being largely used in all central-battery tele-

phone systems, most administrations would have a staff

ready trained in the maintenance of relays.

In conclusion, we must congratulate the Betulander

Automatic Telephone Co. on having secured an invention

of the first importance in the sphere of telephony ; and we

wish to thank Mr. Clay and Mr. Williamson, joint managers,

and their assistant, Mr. Bryant, for the patience and pains

with which they initiated us into the working of this

wonderfully clever system.

What in the first place are the interests involved ?

We have :

—
I. The capitalist, who as mortgagee, debenture

holder, &c., is the real owner of the means

of production and use of electricity and

electrical appliances.

II. The manufacturer.

III. The contractor.

IV. The expert adviser.

V. The technical engineer.

VI. The operative worker.

\ II. The consumer.

This general classification is crude and requires

further analysis and examination.

In the first place all these categories merge mto

one another, and it is impossible to draw a sharp

dividing line between the limits of any two.

Roughly speaking, however, they are, at the present

day, true categories with perhaps the exception of

class IV, which requires further subdivision. Thus

we have in class IV {a) the consultant, the tempo-

rary adviser to any person or group from another

category who may for any time or purpose be classi-

fiable as a consumer.
The consultant is now beginning to di&erentiate
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liiinself as a member of the Ab.sociation of Consult-
ing Engineers.
fhen we have class IV {hj, the chief engineer

(municipal or commercial), who performs the func-
tions ot class (ii) but is, so to speak, " permanently
attached to his host."
Mere again we Hnd further subdivision necessary,

since we have supply engineers (municipal and com-
pany) and chief engineers of manufacturing and con-
tracting houses,

'J'hence downwards we have in class V the host
of assistant engineers, merging by insensible grada-
tions into class VI, foremen, mechanics, wiremen,
&c., down to the primordial voltmeter boy, all of
whom must be classed economically as workers,
notwithstanding wide differences of pay and capacity,
inasmuch as they are not technically responsible,
their work being under the control of expert chiefs.

Here again, economic differentiation is beginning
to take place, at present tentatively and from below
upv/ards, thus we have various engineering socie-
ties, trade unions, &c.

Finally, in class VII the consumer, totally un-
organized, in fact " sans eyes, sans ears, sans teeth,
sans everything."
Now, what are we to make of this collection?

Obviously the I.E.E. cannot as at present consti-
tuted receive them all under the shelter of its

maternal wing. Were the attempt seriously to be
made, the wing would run a serious risk of being-
blown to pieces.

The functions of any system of industrial co-
ordination may be classified under two heads :

—
Scientific and Economic.
Now as regards the scientific functions, the I.E.E.

might be made to fill the bill. The science of our
industry touches all of us, and there is no reason
why all categories should not function equally upon
this plane.

True there is some confusion of thought exhibited
at times as to where science ends and economics
begin, as when, for instance, some enterprising
gentleman from, say, class IV (b) comes to West-
minster and reads a chapter or two from his firm's
catalogue to the horror and scandal of professor^
and consultants alike.

Now, I am not objecting in anv sort of way to
tasteful and infonnative advertisement, which is, as
a matter of fact, a function indispensable to organic
life, and there is no reason whatever whv it should
be confined to the poppy and the pole-cat.
Nor can it be suggested that economic science per

se (or any other science for that matter) should be
excluded from our consideration,

I am of the opinion of a well-known engineer,
who was defending the ubiquity of his range of
action to a still more famous politician. Quoth the
latter: "Should you consider the saving of souls
within the province of the engineer?" "It is our
business to save even^thing we can," was the prompt
and gallant reply.

Nor do I suggest that discussion, frank open
discussion on a common platform of the relative
economic interests of the different categories should
be debarred at our meetings. Such discussions mav
well be proiier to, or have a bearing on, both elec-
trical and economic .science.
But here we must draw a line. The Institution

•s lou d not be an organ of anv interest in particular
should not become involved in the cogs of anv
pohtical machine, should on no account lend itself
as a body to backstairs influence or intrigue of anv
nature whatsoever.
The record of the whole of its functions should

be available to the whole of its members.
Let the member? sectionalize as much as thev

please, let the physicists, the technolocisfs. the bus|.
iiess managers, and such groups as the "point fives."
file Kontgen Society, the illuminating cn-ineers and
cliarge engineers, wiremen, fitters.' find hospitalitv

beneath its roof for their particular sections in su
far as these sections require to discuss their affairs
among themselves, and let the general meetings and
general membership be open and equal to every
member of every branch and every class. But, let
no official, or committee of the Institution, as such
take part in any dispute or discussion between cate-
gories having conflicting economic interests except
in so far as to act as arbitrator in disputes, and men
only at the free invitation of both di.sputants.

Thus stability of organization on the scientific
plane lies as I have suggested in the direction of in-
tegration, of extending as widely as possible the
basis of membership of the I.E.E. as the central
institution, while leaving individual members, or
groups of members, to specialize as much as thev
please.

On the other hand, stability on the economic plane
will, r submit, be promoted by the opposite type of
development, namely, by well-defined differentiation
between interest and interest.

Thus we see a strong and healthy tendency to-
wards economic differentiation in the formation of
such bodies as the B,E,A,M,A,. the Contractors-
Association, and the Association of Consulting
Engineers, not to mention various trade unions.
Now these associations are by their very nature

mutually antagonistic from the economic point of
view. We might perhaps roughly subdivide them as
employers and employed, but even so the classifica-
tion is at present only relative as the emplover of one
class may be the employed of another, eg'., the con-
sultant.

A veiy large number of men in the industrv are
not organized at all. Thus there are numerous as-
sistant engineers, draughtsmen, departmental man-
agers, &c,, &c., to whom no economic organization
is available.

Now, if economic science teaches us anvthing at
all. It teaches us that an unorganized or ill-organized
industiy is a weak industi-y. Our strongest and most
successful trades are those which are most strongly
organized both on the employers' and the employed
side: —cotton, coal, steel work, vtc. While those
which are least successful in the markets of the
world, those which cry loudest for " protection."
those in which sweating is most rife, are the trades
in which organization is absent or undeveloped.

It is not sufficient from the emplover's point of
view that he and his brother emplovers should be
knit together in a close sodality. He 'must have well
organized trade unions among his men to act as
anvil to his hammer and prevent the evils of the
wage-sweating rival, or the unauthorized strike and
the hopeless task of trying to control a rabble in-
stead of an army.
To the member of the employed classes also it is

necessary that his own unions should have rigidiv
organized employers' leagues to re-act uponr the
memberships of which should be as complete and
universal as it is possible to make them. It is just as
important for the trade unionist (of whatever class)
that there should be no blackleg emplovers as that
there should be no blackleg workmen, 'if the two
interests can meet on the level, thev are much more
likely to part on the square.
These things are beginning to be realized bv the

more intelligent men on botJi sides, and it behoves
us as members of the electrical indu.stn- as a whole
to see that our economic units are differentiated as
quickly and as isoinorHiicollv as possible into their
proper tissues. You cannot build sood sinew and
muscle out of liver cells, while a hornv brain would
be less useful than a sick headache.
Therefore let the various industrial and profes-

sional associations he expanded and strengthened,
the trade unions extended to include as far as
IHisMble all capable men, and, above all. let a new
body, or bodies, be formed to include all those en-
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Imaged in tlie iirofessiou to whom existing unions

are not available.

Thus there are two hues of action which must be

followed if our industry is to be re-vitalized, rirst,

we must broaden the areas of mutual contact on the

scientitic side, so that such knowledge as we possess

may be diffused as widely as possible. Secondly, we

must differentiate like economic interests into sepa-

rate crvstalline Ki"0"l>S 'laving the I.E.E. as a sort

of mother liciuor, a medium for the e.\chans.;e of

eners^y and the promotion of ja^eneral balance

throiii^hout the industr>'.

Now, just a word about that consumer. He is at

present, as 1 have said, littie more than a cipher,

but he is gradually transferring himself by a sort of

economic osmosis from category VII to category

I, and is destined, I anticipate, to become the sig-

nificant figure. Those of us who possess any econo-

mic value will not, I tliink. be seriously disturbed by

his apotheosis, and I for one should not hold up my
hands in horror at the thought of his transformation.

In good American, I am " some consumer " my-

self.
'

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 P.M. ON Titesdat cannot appear until

thefollomng week. Correspondenti should forward their communi-

cations at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published

unless we have the writer's nam« and address in our possession.

The Training' of the Instrument Malier.

I wish to encroach on your valuable space to make a few

remarks on the letter of 5Ir. R. W. Paul n the dearth of

high-class instrument makers and some of the causes. In

the main the dearth may be attributed to two special

causes :

—

1. The elimination of the chamber master.

2. The introduction of machine operations.

Deahng with the first, most of the good old instrument

makers, those whom Mr. Paul mentions as being proud of

their handicraft, were mostly trained ia the small shops, and

knew how to carry a job right through, from making tools,

templates, patterns, brazing, silver soldering and, in fact,

anything and everything appertaining to the production of

any piece of high-class work, without supervision.

Now all these items are specialised, and a lad has no

chance whatever of obtaining the knowledge necessary to

these operations.

Suppose, as ilr. Paul suggests, that the Continental

system of trade schools is adopted by the L.C.C., of what

avail is the knowledge acquired under our present factory

system •- The old chamber masters and their connections

have long been absorbed in the huge companies now in

vogue, and operations are brought down to infinity with all

its soul-destroying monotony.

I must here digress a little to apologise for length of

reply, as this is a momentous question ; it wants fairly well

dealing with, and I am trying to be brief.

We will now deal with the second cause, viz., intro-

duction of machine operations.

Before this came into vogue, men were shamefully

betrayed. Let me explain : a clever mechanic is picked out

for a certain job, say it is competitive, he is asked to do his

utmost to produce this job as economically as possible, he

gets to work and devises many ingenious rigs, &c., to do

the job ; what is the result ? All his endeavours are of no

avail as far as he is concerned, as all the clever devices he

has made are used against him to reduce the price to him
and bring him down to a mediocrity, and he gets no more

pay than the man who uses his clever tools and ideas ; this

causes much discontent and antagonism.

As a workman and foreman of 40 years' experience, I

have watched all these points intently, and do know for

a certainty that a good sound technical workman is not

required as a foreman, but a bully wholly incompetent ; all

that is required of him is output ; a man who understands

his business rarely stoops to the dirty tricks that are wit-

nesBcil daily in our shops ; there are olhers but few and far

between. I feel truly sorry to see lads in our modem Bhopg

on a fairly dead end job, it takes all initiative out of them

even if they had any, and they see the highly skilled man

thought very little of in the fierce struggle for huge

profits.

The selection of lads for instrument makers is not fair,

many are thrust into it without inquiry as to their fitness ;

in days past most hail a very great a[ititiide for the work,

these are the men 51 r. Paul dep'ores the dearth of.

The pay, too, is wholly inade(|uat<- for high-class work.

Considering the time and study a man has to spend to

acquire his knowledge, the pay is poor : in any other walk

of life amongst artisans there is no trade so complex as that

of an all-round scientific instrument maker ; and, candidly

speaking, his pay is fur from what it ought to lie, no matter

what his skill be, and, in fact, all producers are brought

down to the lowest level of subsistence.

Scientific Ingtrument.

Electricity Supply in London.

In your leading article of 3rd inst., you compare com-

pany and local authority undertakings in London and con-

clude that the companies are endowed with a double dose of

original sin.' Now there is no particular reason to suppose

that the directors of companies would deliberately emph y

less competent people to work their business than local

authorities, and, therefore, presumably there is some oth(-r

reason for the results you mention. You give two

—

insecurity of tenure and early pioneering expenditure. If

t'le difference in the charges on capital, i.e., interest and

dividends and depreciation or repayment of loans be taken

as a measuie of these and be deducted, we get a difference

between companies and local authorities of -2 Id. instead of

•61d. per unit overall. But the higher rate of interest

required by companies carries, as a consequence, increased

rates and taxes, and if these also be deducted the -2 Id. is

further reduced to •14d. Even on the basis of an average

overall price, things do not look quite so black for the com-

panies as at the first glance.

But unless the supply of current for different purposes is

in approximately the same proportion, a comparison on the

unit basis is not altogether an accurate way of stating the

case.

The actual units sold per consumer for private lighting

in I'.U 1-12 were almost identical— 'J 3 4 for local authorities,

i)28 for companies, but in addition the local authorities sold

1,120 units for power and 330 for street lighting per con-

sumer, against 6G1 and 44 for the companies. If, in the

case of the companies, the units sold for street lighting,

power and traction had borne the same proportion to those

sold for private lighting, as they did in the case of local

authorities, it would, of course, have greatly reduced the

companies' average price, because these units are the cheapest

to supply, and are sold at a much lower rate.

The reasons for the difference in the proportions are

fairly obvious. Local authority undertakings are situated

generally in better districts for power than are companies,

and where the Borough Couucils own the supply undertaking

they are willing to take more current themselves, both for

ordinary lighting and for lighting the streets than where

the undertaking is owned by a company. Moreover, they

are willing to pay a higher price for it.

Let me give you another, and, I think, a fairer com-

parison. If either the units sold by the local authority

undertakings be worked out at the companies' rates, or the

companies' sales at the local authorities' rates, the difference

between the two classes of undertaking is less than the

difference in capital charges mentioned above. It seems

fair, therefore, to say that, given equal conditions, the com-

panies in London would certainly not be behind the local

authorities. After all, this is only what one would expect,

and it does not in the least detract from the good work

being done by the local authorities.

I am not arguing that everything is perfect. Prices

would certainly have been lower to-day had it not been for

the policy forced on the companies by Parliament. The

effect of the purchase clause is that consumers have to pay
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extra in order that the ratepayers of the future may be able

to purchase the undertakings below their fair market value,

while the non-association clause prevents combination Uj

reduce expenses. Nevertheless, improvements in method

and reductions in price are being made constantly, and will

continue.

What I am concerned about, however, is to show that it

is not correct to tell the consumer that " the companies

stand between him and a cheap supply of electricity," as

some interested parties are so fond of proclaiming.

L. H. Uordern, Manaijer,

Wedniimter Electric Supply Corporatuin, Lid.

London, S.W., July Gth, 1914.

from all switchgear, then it woaid appear that high grade

paxolin would be a most desirable sabstitnte. It would

certainly enable manufacturers of switchgear to fu'fil rtadily

the new Home Office Rules and Regulations governing the

use of electrical energy for indui-trial purposes. The
material can also be supplied in the form of tubes and

bushes and other special forms, and it is particularly saitable

for oil-immersed apparatus, and is unaffected by weak acids.

The MIcanite and Insniaton Co., Ltd.
M. MOHB, fvcrctary and, M'tnager.

Waltharrstow, E, July C/h, I'.IU.

Zero Resistivity.

There has been published lately a report of an experiment

proving that lead when cooleJ to a very low temperature

holds an electric charge.

Further particulars of this would be most interesting,

either through your columns, or by reference to some

authority of note.

It occ^urs to me that it is not at all unlikely that most, or

at least many other substances, behave in this manner.

Should air be one, then have we not a better explanation of

the Aurora Borealis than that of Franklin, viz., that the

cold air baing warmed loses its charge in the form of a

brush discharge ?

Alec T. Scott, M.T.l.E.

London, N.W., July 6lh, li)14.

[We would refer our correspondent to the note headed

"Zero Resistivity," on page 1(3 of our last issue.

—

Eds. Elec Rev.]

Concerning Switchgear.

With reference to the above article published in last

week's Review, we are, as a firm of insulating material

manufacturers, particularly interested in all such questions,

and we trust that you will therefore publish our remarks in

your next issue.

We are in entire agreement with the author's adverse

criticism of fibre when used in electrical apparatus where

high insulation is essential. It seems to us that the question

which will naturally arise in the minds of your readers is

whether there is any substitute which might be used, and

which, while possessing all the mechanical properties of

fibre, will also have higher electrical properties.

AVe are large suppliers of fibre, but we also manufacture

many other insulating materials. We are now manufactur-

ing a new insulation, which we term high-grade paxolin,

and which would be perfectly suitable for all ssvitchgear

work. High grade paxolin is built up of layers of paper

impregnated with Bakelite varnish, this varnish being a

condensation product of phenol and formaldehyde. The

material has even greater mechanical strength and thermal

properties than fiJDve, has a dielectric strength of not less

than 500 volts per mil of thickness, is absolutely non-

hygroscopic and will not warp, twist or lose its shape under

any conditions whatsoever. It can be drilled, tapped, sawn,

turned, and planed by ordinary machining methods. It is

non-inflammable, but will eventually support combustion if

brought into contact with a flame for any length of time.

The guarantees as regards heating arc that this material

will withstand safely temperatures up to 150 C.

The great advantage of using fibre is its low cost and the

easy manner in whicli it can bo worked. Our high grade

paxolin is more expensive than fibre for the thin sheets, but

whereas fibre is difficult to obtain in thicknesses over 2 in.

there is no limit to the thickness in which high grade

paxolin can be supplied, and for thick sheets the cost of

high grade paxolin is lower than that of fibre. The weight

per cubic inch is slightly less than that of fibre, and coiise-

(|uently the small pieces which arc used in the mannfacUnv

of switchgcar would not increase the cost of this apparatus

to any appreciable extent.

A consideration of the above properties will conmiend

this insulating material to all electrical engineers, and if.

as Mr. Lees so strongly recommends, fibre be eliminated

LEGAL.

Ilforo Gas Co. r. Iliobd Ukbs.n District Couscil.

In the Chancery Division on Friday, July iird. Mr. .Tostioe Sargant

had again before him the motion in the action of the Attorney-

General at the relation of the Ilford Gas Co. r. The Urban iJiBtrict

Council of Ilford, by which the plaintiffs sought an interim

injunction to restrain the defendants from carrying on the business

of suppliers of electric energy ultra ilrc.i.

Mb. Mark Romer, K.C, who represented the plaintiffs, said it

was a double- barrelled motion. It sought, first of all, to restrain

the defendants from acting vltrri rirrs in carrying on the bneineae

of supplying electric light fittint;!', and so far as regarded that

branch of the notice of motion the defendants had given an under-

taking not to enter into any fresh contracts at all, and the under-

taking, he understood, they were willing to continue. With

regard to the second branch of the notice ot motion, the plaintiffs

asked for an injunction until the trial or further order to restrain

the defendants from preferring one class of consumer to another

unlawfully. The particular preference in this case was a different

scale of charges for the consumer who used only electricity as

against the consumer who ufed both gas and electric light. In

December last the defendants' counsel formulated an additional

scale which was to apply only to premises electrically lighted

throughout. In other words, they proposed to discriminate

between those who took all of their light from the defendants, and

that was a discrimination th»t was clearly referred teas ultra rim

by his Lordship in his decision in the Long Eiton case, whatever

view might be taken on the different points that might arise in

this case. A certain amount of evidence had been filed in the

present motion which was not evidence at all of a technical

character, and he did not understand that the defendants were

attempting to justify this discrimination. It appeared to him that

it was more a matter of argument than anything else, and, under

the circumstances, he was not Eure what course the defendants

proposed to take. .

Mb. Mabtelli, K.C, for the defendants, said that the position

they took up was that this was really a case for an early trial, but

he appreciated that that would be dillicult at this time of year. He

submitted that matters should be allowed to remain as they were

until the action could be fought out.

Mb. Ji:stice Sargaxt asked when this new scale of chargee

came in force.

JlR. Mabtelli said in .lanuary of the present year.

Mb. Justice Sargant : Are the accounts half-yearly .'

Mr. Mabtelli : No, (inar:erly.

With regard to the supply of electric fittings, he said the

defendants were quite prepared to continue the undertaking they

had given, and with regard to the alleged undue preference, he

should submit that such preference was not within the decision of

the Long Eaton case. The question was whether on the evidence

as it stood and on an interlocutory motion the Court would grant

an injunction. The defendants proposed to give a new scale

when there was part electric and part other lighting, and the

evidence they had filed showed that those who took the electno

supply for the whole of their lighting were much better customers

than those who lighted only partly by ele.-tricity. Take, for in-

stance the public-houses in the district that were lights wholly

by electricity. Many were lighted partly by electricity and partly

by gas and then there was no certainty of the consUncy of the

supply Again, in the case of shops, the consumer who had both

his shop and residence lighted by electricity was a much bett«>r

customer than the consumer who took the electricity lor lighting

his shop and lighted his residence with gas.

Mr Justice Sargaxt : What are you proposing to do .
Kaise

your rate to these who do not take wholly an electric supply .'

Mr. Martklh said no. They had six or seven different scales.

Mr. Romer : And there used to be a flat rate .'

Mr. Martklli : And there is now.
.. » ..

Mr Jc^tice Sargant ; So the damage done will be that those

who use both forms of light will have oomv>elitors trading on

more favourable terms ,'

Mb. Martelli . Yes.
. ,.. . »u

Mu Justice Sargant said the question before him was whetner

the case should be argued then upon motion, or should go for

trial. As the plaintiff.'* were not seeking to restrain an extra charge

made to a certain class of consumers, but were seeking to restrain

the defendants from giving facilities to others for trading on more

favourable terms, he did not think it was a caw which he ought to

try upon interlocutory motion.
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Mb. Maktbi.i,i Buid one of their new rate* was merely to

explain to uonanmeru what they did not underiitand in the old

rates. The rate was the Bame, bat waa couched in different

lantrua^'c.

Mk. Romkk : My learned friend aaye his conBamers don't ander-

ht&nd a niaximam demand, and therefore it is better to have a

simpler rate.

Mk. JcsTiCE Sabobnt said the case could be tried early next

sittings. Was the existing undertakincr to oontinne .

Mh. ItOMbU : The undertakini; as to the further supply of fittings

undoubtedly.
Mu. Maktelli said the defendants would certainly oontinne

that undertaking.
Mr. Justice Sabgant said that pleadings conld be delivered

before the long vacation, there could be mutual discovery, and the

case oonld then be tried early next sittings. He would accordingly

make no order on the motion except that the costs should be costs

in the action.

S. Bdckley A: Sons r. Bdckley 4; Tatlor, Ltd.

At Oldham County Court, on July 2Qd, Samuel Buckley i: Sons,

of Oldham, brought an action against Buckley & Taylor, Ltd.,

engineers, of Oldham, to recover £17 Hs. 7d., dama°;es sustained

in consequence of the defendants negligently and unskilfully

turning up a commutator belonging to the plaintiffs.

Mr. Ci.akk (for the plaintiffs) said that in October last his

clients sent the armature and commutator of a 10-ii.r. electric

motor to the defendants' works to have the commutator re-turned.

In carrying out the work the defendants reduced the soldering of

the ends of the insulating wires from ' to j>n of an inch by turn-

ing too close to the enHs of the armature windings. The motor,
in consequence, ran unsatisfactorily afterwards, and 10 days later

broke down entirely owing to the wires leaving the sockets.

Experts called in by the plaintiffs were agreed that the motor had
been rendered useless, and that the armature must be re-wound.
The British Thomson- Houston Co. re- wound it at a cost of £0 15s.

Plaintiffs had suffered loss of production, and had also had to

defray the cost of sending yarn elsewhere to be wound.
Evidence bearing out the opening statement was given by J. H.

Buckley, a member of the plaintiff firm ; P. Barnes, electrical

inspector to the Vulcan Insurance Co. (who said the commutator
was turned off the whole length up to ^'^ of an inch of the ends
of the windings, leaving them unstable) ;

1'. Skipworth, an elec-

trician ; S. Charlesworth, the latter's employer
; and Mr. Chamber-

lain, mains superintendent of the Corporation, who attended on
BUbpana. The last witness said the injury to the commutator
was caused by the lathe tool being carried through the top side of
the wires in the commutator bars.

Mr. H. Taylor, manager for the defendants, said that in turn-
in? the bars they ran up to the 'shoulder" only, and did not cut
the ends of the wires at all.

Evidence corroborating this was given by H. Tatloe (foreman)
and J. Tyas. who carried out the work.
Mr. Ba.xter, foreman electrician employed by the Manchester

Corporation, said that even supposing that the wires had been out
down to the extent alleged, it would not be necessary to have the
armature rewound. The sixteenth of an inch wire which was left,

waa quite sutticient to do the work required of it.

Judge Spencer Hogg said that on the evidence, he must find
that there was negligence, and, therefore, plaintiffs were entitled
to recover. They were not, however, entitled to recover for loss of
business, and judgment would therefore be for the plaintiffs for
£14 15s. 3d. and costs, and certificate for two expert witnesses and
photographs produced.

Robin Electbic Lamp Co. v. B.T.H. Co., Ltd., and Siemens
Bros, k Co., Ltd.

[Tungxten Wire Patent: Petit'um for CompuUorij Licence.]

In the Chancery Division on Monday, Mr. Justice Warrington
heard an application by Robin Electric Lamp Co., Ltd., for par-
ticulars of the grounds of opposition to a petition by that company
for the grant of a compulsory licence. The respondents to the
application were the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., and
Siemens Bros. & Co , Ltd.

Mr. Cave, K.C., M.P., and Mr. Frost appeared for the applicants
and petitioners ; Mr, Walter, K.C., and Mr. J. H. Gray for the
British Thomson-Houston, Ltd. ; and Mr. Colefax, K.C., and Mr.
Hume for Messrs. Siemens.
Mr. Cave said the petitioners were the makers of the Robin

electric lamp, for which they held a patent. For the manufacture
of that lamp they required to use a filament of drawn tungsten
wire. The respondents, the British Thomson- Houston, Ltd , and
Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., owned a number of patents for the
manufacture of that particular wire ; six were held by one respon-
dent and three by the other. They had granted licences not to
manufacture the wire, but to manufacture different lamps fitted
with the wire

;
and they and their licensees had formed themselves

into an association called the Tungsten Lamp Association, and by
the terms under which they were united they fixed the price of
t-Vpi lamp and prevented the sale under a certain price, so that they

sought to obta^oiiopoly practically of the lamps fitted with
this particular w "T*!^ petitioners desired to use the wire, not
of course to mar '^''^ ^^^ lamps which the other people made,
but to make ti?^" lamps, and for that purpose to have t.'ie

use uf the patented wiru. The petitioners did not desire to lay

themselves open to any sort of action for infringement. They had
applied to the respondent* and to their licenseeH for a supply of

the wire in question. .All but one declir>eil to supply it. One of

the respondents, the British Thomuon-IIotiston, Ltd., had offered

to supply the wire to the petitioners ut the price of 125s. per

l,Oou ft. One point at the hearing uf the petition would be

whether that was not a wholly nnreasonalilc price, and the evidence

so far as the petitioners bud got it was that they could buy abroad

at lUs. per 1,00U ft. instead of 125s. Their evidence was that 12r,s.

was an unreasonable price, and that they oould not profitably

make their lamp unless they oould get a wire at a reasonable

price. Their petition was for the grant of a licence U> make the

wire on reasonable terms The respondents opposed the petition on
the ground that the reasonable requirements of the public were
already satisfied, and that they had granted liuence* on reasonable

terms to manufacture and sell the patented article. The
petitioners eisked for particulars of the licences and the terms, and
unless they had these particulars they would not be ready at the

trial to prove that the licence had been granted on reasonable

terms. Therefore they asked for particulars as to the licences

granted, as to the alleged provision already made for a supply to

the public, and as to the manufacturers who already supplied the
lampi.

Mr. Walter, for the British Thomson-Houston Co., eaid he
had never before heard of any such petition as this. It did not
define for which one of the nine separate iuventions the petitioners

wanted a licence. They applied for a general licence in respect of

nine patents, without saying which invention did not satisfy the

reasonable requirements of the public. Before the petitioners had
established a /irimu I'.irif case to the Court, they asked that the
respondents should give the particulars they wanted. They
alleged that they were to set up as rivals, and they asked for

particulars of the private business transactions and bargains

between the respondents and the Oaram Lamp Co., one of the
licensees, and others.

His LouDSHiP said they did not ask for a roving inquiry.

Mk. Gray, also for the British Thomson-Houston Co , said the
petitioners were not entitled to the particulars they asked in

reference to a document that was not before the Court.
Mb. Colefa.x, for Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., associated himself

with Mr. Gray's argument, and deprecated incurring danger to

trade by giving the particulars aeked.
His LoBDsmp said this was no doubt a very important appli-

cation, and if his decision had been the reverse of that which it

was going to be, he would have reserved his judgment. By the
Section of the. Patents Act, 1'.kj7, under which the application was
made, the onus was thrown on the petitioner to prove to the satis-

faction of the Court that the reasonable requirements of the
public with reference to the patented invention had not been
satisfied. It seemed to him that the rules regulating procedure in

these matters provided for optional delivery on the grounds of
opposition — if the patentee chose to deliver them for the
information of the Board of Trade, and for no other reason
whatever. The petitioners here complained, among other
things, that the patentees had made default in granting a
licence on reasonable terms. If he were right, a complete
answer to the application was that the ground of opposition
was not a written proceeding requiring particulars at all. The
ground of opposition was not a proceeding for the purposes of the
rules of the Supreme Court. It was never properly before the
Court at all. What the Court had to deal with was the petition.

It would be extremely hard upon a patentee and other persons
working a patent under him if he were to be required, before the
petitioner had proved his case to the Court, to give such informa-
tion as that which was asked for by these particulars. For these
reasons his Lordship mnst refuse the application for particulars,

and the costs of the application would be the reBpondents' in any
event.

On the application of Mb Cave,
His LOBDSHIP gave leave to appeal if he could appeal,

Marconi and Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., !.

Helsbt Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd.

(^Continued frum jmge 8.)

Continuing the examination of Mr. Pletts, Mb. Gray said : I

think you tested the coupling. What was the result of your test 2

—I reproduced the circuit. I did actually measure the coupling
;

and I made several variations to see how big it could be made ; and
I was convinced that it must have been certainly under
5 per cent.

How many waves do you think, from your calculations, the
defendants got in their primary from one charging .'—It is a very
difi&cult thing to say. If one is dealing with the quenching point,

the number of waves in the primary must be at least between
20 and 25 before the energy is handed over to the other circuit,

and the primary can be stopped.

You inspected the apparatus and tested it ; what do you esti-

mate is the number of waves, assuming there is damping .'—

I

think, if the damping were such as is shown by the curves, then
there would be extremely little energy put into the aerial. There
would probably not be a large number of swings. I can put it

more clearly in this way. If the damping is so great that there

are only three or four effective swings, then the whole installation

is most inefficient,
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Would it be of any practical value where it was inBtallcd .'

—

—No, certainly not. You eee that with these 2 per cent, couplings,
only 2 per cent, of the enerery is handed over each time. If you
have six half waves and hand over 2 per cent., 12 per cent, of the
total is the utmost which can be Rot out, and it is very muah less

than that, in fact.

Mr. Duoald Clerk was the next witness.

Mil. HnNTEE Gkav (to witness) : You inspected the installation

at Holyhead on board the runihi-in; will you tell me what the result

of your inspection was .'—Mr. Swinburne and myself went with
Mr. Pletta to the f'unilria at Holyhead, and Mr. Ohambers met us
and explained the apparatus. It was at once obvious that there
was an auto-transformer there, and that the mutuxl induction,
the circuit common to both circuits, was small relative to the
external induction. Without any calculation whatever we saw
the big- coil outside ; that showed at once that there was loose

coupling. We saw it work, and examined the spark gaps ; they
were very close together, like disks, with a flat surface

;
the object

was obviously to damp, to cool the spark, if popsible ; there were
other spark gaps which were adjustable. Mr. Pletts arranged his

instrument for getting the wave length, and we tried it with
various wave lengths.

What conclusion did you form as the result of your inspection .'

—My conclusion was that this was a Marconi instrument similar
in essential respects to the installation on the y<iiixiic/i, which I

had studied before, and that the only difference I could see at the
time was, while in the Aauxiuli the transformer was a step-down
transformer, in this it was a one-to-one transformer ; that was the
only difference, an auto-transformer. There was only one
spark-gap in the Nonsuch arrangement ; there were four spark-
gaps here.

You heard Mr. Swinburne's evidence and Mr. Pletts' ?—Yes.
Do you substantially agree with that?—I do, in so far as I

understood it. Mr. Swinburne is a better electrician than I am.
Mr. Courtney Terrell (.cross-examining) : It you look at

these gaps they are good solid blocks of copper ; does that tend to

conduct the heat away from the spark '—Y'es, I believe that was
the intention.

As far as the object of these gaps is concerned, it is the same as
in Lodge '- Y'es. Lodge's intention was to get his aerial charged
rapidly by what he called the impulsive rush, and his notion was
that the connection should be entirely out off when charged
between the induction coil and the Leyden jars, and that he would
get a pure wave swinging in the aerial.

IE you look at ours, if that spark goes out as quickly as possible,

you get the aerial cut off from the capacity .'—If you could do
that, that is so, but then I understand as far as I h.ive been able
to follow it, and I believe it to ba quite correct, you carnot get
that spark out until you come to the period with less coupling.
Y'ou must have that position between the two waves.

If you get the spark out as soon as possible, you get the aerial

cut off from the primary circuit and the aerial oscillates in its own
true wave ?—That is quite so ; if you cut it off very quickly as you
suggest with a light coupling, you get a very small proportion of

the condenser energy into the aerial.

Supposing you do find that the aerial with this decrement does
go on for a good long wave train, then jou have enough energy
in it, have not you .'—Yes, but you have not as much radiating
energy as you could get in the case of the Marconi invention.

Supposing you tuned the secondary to the primary, you will get
the energy through quicker, keeping the coupling exactly the
same '—If you have loose coupling and tuning you get the energy
through quicker, no doubt.

Therefore the primary oscillations will come to an end quicker /

—Of oours", on your hypothesis that you are taking the energy
away quicker, that is so.

The Witness was cross examined at some length with regard to

theOudin resonator, and the evidence for the plaintiffs was shortly
afterwards concluded.

Opening the case for the defendants. Mr. Codrtnev Terrell
said the action now resolved itself into a very simple and clear

issue of fact, whether the defendants got the primary oscillating

during the time that the secondary was sending out its wav< s.

He thought he saw indications on the part of his friend
Mr. Walter, went on Mr. Terrell, that he was preparing for a
retreat. Whereas Mr. Walter had opened the case upon Mr".

Justice Parker's construction of that patent, he was now going to

retreat from that position and say it did not matter whether theirs

was a quenched spark or not. He (counsel) did not know whether
there would be any more litigation about this patent, but he
would suggest that they should keep to the same construction as

had baen put upon it.

Mr. Justice Eve ; Upon any question of construction I am
bound by the judgment of Mr. Justice Parker .'

Counsel : Yes, but if there is a question of any doubt, I

suggest it will be resolved by the evidence given by Mr. Swinburne
in the case.

It was somewhat carious that the defendants were licensed by
the plaintiffs under Lodge in respect to the very system upon
which the pUiintiffs were now suing.

Mu. Walter dissented,

Mr. Terrell said his points were (O that the defendants'
apparatus was after Lodge, whether Mr. Swinburne was right or

not
; (2) that it was not Marconi's. Lastly, that Marconi, as a

statement of a new manufacture was anticipated by the apparatus
described in Tesla's paper of ISHS, and by the apparatus described

in connection with Ducretet and Oudin.
Prof. J. Erskine Murray, called for the defendants, examined

by Mb. Jakfe, said the electrical object of Mr. Marconi's invention
was to radiate a slightly damped wave in order to obtain good

selectivity, in order to make it possible for one statioa to communi-
cate with a second station, while other communicatiODS were goine
on in the neighbourhood. There wan a sabeidiary object, and
that was to pat more energy into the aerial for each spark tbvi
could be pat in by directly charging the aerial itself.

Marconi had made a previoas invention in 1 >r'.tr, ;—Ye«.
Did that attain the object .'—No, the train waa a very short one

that was radiat«d from the vertical aerial with the spark gap in

it. as the wave length was a very short one.
Was the defect of Marconi Ih'.iii the same as Lodge had pointed

out, that such a wave would affect any aerial that it came acrOM,
whether it was tuned to it or not —Yea. Lodge solved the

problem by using antenna which had a low damping or a low
decrement. Marconi took a good radiator, he coupled it loosely

to a persistent oscillator ; and instead of allowing his radiatar to

oscillate freely, he kept feeding it wave by wave with energy from
the primary. lie, therefore, obtained, radiated from the secondary,

from the aerial, a somewhat similar train of waves to that radiated

by Lodge. It was not absolutely similar, but somewhat similar,

particularly as regarded the latter part of the train.

What is the difference between the two trains .'— la the Marconi

case the secondary wave train grows in amplitude rather slowly at

the beginning. If Lodge charged his antenLii- dirtct the amplitude

of the radiated wave in his case would be the maximum at the

beginning. If he used the primary circuit the amplitude of the

waves radiated would grow in a somewhat similar manner to the

Marconi case ; but the growth would be more rapid and not

continued so long.

In Marconi, 1900, the effect is a receiving aerial, with the same
sort of waves, broadly speaking, as Lodge, bat he caueed his

transmitting aerial to emit those waves by a different form of

charging to Lodge, by the pat-pat effect on the transmitting

aerial while it was transmitting .'—Y'es.

Y'ou have heard the theory of the Lodge sj^tem put forward

by Mr. Swinburne. Will you please criticise that .'—If, as Mr.

Swinburne says, you have currents going out and in from

the condensers of what I call the primary into the branches

of the antenn^i' at a very high frequency, I cannot for the life

of me see where the charging comes in at all, because practically

as much will go out as comes in.

Will there b3 any energy left for the slower and active fre-

quency, the telegraph train, through the inductance .'—I do not

see where the energy will come from : because if there are osciilla-

tions going to and fro in these high frequency circuits they will

naturally leave a very minute charge when they are finished

before these other oscillations are supposed to commence.
Supposing Mr. Swinburne's theory is a correct one, do you still

get a short period of charging, and then a long period of radii-

tion .' -Most certainly you would.

Is that what the Helsby Co. do .'—Certainly.

The only difference in effect between what Mr. Swinburne's

theory would lead to and what you believe actually is the case, is

that in Lodge-Swinburne, if I may call it so, the primary consists

of very rapid oscillations ; but for a very short spice of time com-

pared with the long train of secondary emitted waves which

follows .'—That is right.

What you believe represents Lodge-Helsby working, is the

connection of a short primary and a very long secondary .'—

A

short primary train of waves and a long secondary train of waves.

What is the best way of testing whether there is a short

primary or a long' primary .'—There are two methods. The spark

method, photography, or observations of the spark in a rotating

mirror, is probably the most direct. The method of taking the

resonance curve is very satisfactory, if you can be quite sure that

you are getting your oscillation free from all interference by other

oscillations.

Mr. Justice Eve : Can you check one method by the other .'

—

You can.

Mr. Jaffe : Is another interfering factor besides the antent :>

the actual spark itself in the primary .'—Most certainly. The form

of the spark, or if you like to say so, of the spark gap. is

absolutely essential, that is to say, it controls the decrement more

than any other factor in the circuit, as circuits are ordinarily built.

I want to go into sundry matters conuectfd with the coupling

of the two circuits. I think the critioiem was made by Mr.

Pletts that the only time you could quench this spark was

when all the energy had been transferred from the primary to the

secondary, and I think it is agreed that that will take place at the

halt beat .'—You must have your half beat from facts taken

correctly, and not on the supposition that a highly quenched

gap is acting like a continuous metallic circuit. Even if you

assumed that a certain coupling needs a certain number of

waves before the half bent, there is no reason why the effect

of your gap and other arrangements, such as the Lodge three

charging coil, should not stop your primary long bffoie that

halt beat without waves of energy, but simply with storage of

energy in the primary, which will be used in the next spark.

Does the hifsing spark appesr in the defendants' apparatus ,'—

OR certainly hears the hissing.

Dj you say that the three-charging coil hes the effect, or has not

the effect, while the oscillations are going on, of quenching .'—

" Arcing " would be entirely cut off by the Lodge three-charging

coil.

That negatives Mr. Swinburne's idea that it is no use at all

during the oscillation ,'— It does negative it.

I think you have already said the way the Helsby plant woiks

is to stop the energy in a comparatively few swicgs ,' -Yes.

What is the effect of tuning in getting such energy as you do get

across .'—It increases the rapidity of the transference of the

energy.
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Do you ai^reo with Mr. I'lettH that the amount of ennr^y trans-

ferreci in eaoh OHinlliiUoii is directly proportional to the uouplini; .'

—No, 1 think the autuul oouplint; iu probably u variable function,

but, as far an I know, the >|aeHtion han not been worked out in

iletail anywhere.
The Witneitn : May I point out that one way of obtainini;

((UenuhinK in to looeen the couplini;, for the very obviouH reaHon

that if you liave too uloxe a couplini;, the energy will i;o quickly
into the antenna, more than it can radiate, and will, therefore,

oonie back, and there will not be iiuenchinpr. Vou muBt have
certain ooiiplint^R, and xometimett yuu have to increaue and Home-
timeH to looBcn it. As a matter of fact, recent experimenti) show
that there are a lar|?e number of optimi, best points for couplint;

you can couple at 2 per cent., at 5 per cent., and at '.) per cent.
;

but in between it is bad.

What do you deduce as to the selectivity of the apparatus when
worked according to the Ilelsby method and when the spark gaps
are shorted '—The Helsby method is much more selective than the
arranifement with the Kapa shorted.

Have you the slijjhtest doubt that in bath the t'aiiihnu and thj
Sriitid the primary oscillations came to an end almost before the
secondary came to an end .'—I have no doubt whatever that that is

the case, and that the effective wave emitted by the secondary iB

a free wave.
(To be ciittti/med.)

COAL-HANDLING PLANT AT
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA.

In onr issue oE May 15th, pagre 813, we illustrated and described
the new Niclausse boiler plant which has been instalUd at the
Southendon Sea electricity works. A modern coal-handlinj plant
has also been installed to serve the complete range of five boilers,

and supersede the hand trimmingf formerly practised. This has
been supplied by Messrs. Edward Bennia ,^ Co.. whose accepted

scheme included overhead coal storage bunkers, for 500 tons of

coal, and a bucket elevator and distributing^ conveyor.

The coal is brought up in carts or trucks and dumped into a

receiving hopper below the ground level outride the boiler house,

falling by gravity from this hopper into the elevator through a
Bennia rotary safety feeder, which ensures a regular supply of coal

to the buckets, and at the same time prevents any sudden rush of

coal which would choke the elevator.

The elevator, about 70 ft. long, will raise the coal at the rate of

20 tons per hour, and ia driven by a separate electric motor and
is entirely enclosed. The full buckets and empty buckets are

with an outlet Bhoot and radijd cut-off valve operated by ohaina
from the 11 ring tloor.

A swing shoot, with hoppered top and bell mouth delivery, ia

suspended beneath each outlet for guiding the coal from the
bunkers to the stoker hoppers. These shouts are made to Bwing
back out of the way when the boiler tuljes are being cleaned.

The total length of the bunkers is about 106 ft., and they are

carried on 12 ntanchions restiog on concrete pillars built level

with the firing tloor.

A superstructure is built on the top of the bankers forniing a
conveyor chamber, extonding the whole length of the bunkers.
The bunker sides were specially strengthened to sustain the

weight of the roof, and special attachmenttt were made for

connecting the modified roof principals to the bunker, the
stanchions having to sustain the weight of a considerable portion

of the boiler house roof. The whole of the ooal-handling plant

and structural work connected with it was carried out by M e»ia.

Bennis.

NOTES FROM CANADA.

[KKOM Ol'R SPECIAL COKRESPONDENT.]

Tin: Nova Scotia Trainuays and Power Company is the name
of u (•oiRtrn which has just Ixen incorixnated. Actual opera-

tions Hie promised within the next two years and the ex-
penditure of at least $500,000 within four years. Jo

this province (Nova Scotia), the town of Canso intends
to put in a small electric lighting plant to be driven by a gas
engine, and the EUctric Tramway Co., of Halifax, N.S., pro-

poses to put in a '2,000 kw. turbo-generator.

In Ontario, the .'Ugoiiia Steel Corporation, in conjunction
with the Michigan Northern Power C'O., has just been granted
rights to utilise water powers on the St. Mary's Eiver at

Sault SU'. Marie, 30,()(W feet of water per second is

allowM on each side of the river, the total amount being
capable of furnishing some 100,(X)0 h.p. The City of London
(Ontario) has recently, been authorised to spend $700,000 on
the elrctritieation of its existing .steam railway which runs to

Port Stanley; the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of
Ontario is in charge of the work.
Readers of these " Notes " will be aware that the.

"H.E.P.C." has also been working on several proposed
" radial " lines to bo supplied with power from the Com-
mission's transmission system; in connection with this matter
various muiiiripiilitic's will vote on September 21st next as

to whether a(tu;il i-misti notion of some of the lines is to be
begun. It is anticipated that, by that date, some news will

Bennis Coal Handling and Storage Plant, Southexk-on-Ska Electricity Works

encased in separate trunks, the elevator being practically dust-
proof. The whole of the gearing and shoots, &c., are carried on
the elevator framework, thus avoiding the necessity for any
external bearings or supports, and forming an entirely self-

contained machine, neat in appearance and occupying a minimum
of room.
The coal is delivered by the elevator into a Bennis Ulink

endless steel chain conveyor, from which it falls through openings
into the hunkers beneath.
The conveyor, which is of 20 tons per hour capacity, is driven

through substantial gearing by a separate motor, and access is

obtained to all parts of the elevator and conveyor from a gang-
way carried on the same supports.

The bunkers form a series of rectangular bins with hoppered
bottoms, having a number of openings, each openiag being provided

have been received fiom Ottawa as (o the extent to which
the Dominion Government is prepared to assist, financially,'

this project of municipally-owned lines. If the first trial line

proves successful there is no doubt whatever that in the

southern portion of the province, at least, many other lines

will soon make their appearance and the already extensive
operations of this Commission will be increased.

The H.E.P.C. has just let the contracts for the building of

,1 large dam on the Beaver Eiver, at Eugenia Palls, near
Owen Sound, a town on the southern shore of Georgian Bay,
about 110 miles N.W. of Toronto. The Ambursen Hydraulic
Construction Co.. of Montreal, were the successful tenderers

for this dam which is to be '2,000 ft. long and from 40 to 60 ft.

high. Tenders are being called for the plant, to develop 8,000

H.P., to supply the requirements of Owen Sound, Marlsdale,
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Meaford, Thombury, Wallserton, Chesley, Hanover, Mount
Forest, Plesherton, Durham and ()hatsworth. A plant on
the Severn Rive.r until recently owjilhI by the Siniere Railway
and Power Co., is said to havc^ been purchased recently by
the. Commission, and this togethoi- with a power plant now
under construction at WasdeJl's Falls will be linked up with

tlio Eugenia Falls plant so that rach can help the other if

jeciuircd.

A duplicate line on the main 110,00()-volt transmission

system from Niagara Falls to Duudas is being ere.cted, as is

also the long extension ffom St. Thomas to Windsor, this

being 100 miles long, the total distance from Niagara Falls

being no less than about 2'2() milcH, which wfiuld be about
equivalent to London supplying Liverpool with power at

home. When thes<? works ai'o finisiicd the H.E.P.O. will be
supplying power through about :!,()00 miles of trunk lines

(presumably wire iniles) and several thousand miles of low-

tension wires.

THE CHICAGO UNDERWRITERS' CODE.

In our issue of .lune 19th we considered editorially the

bfiaring of the National Electrical Code on our trade with

Canada. We have now received from the Secretary of the

B.E.A.M A. the following copy of a letter on this subject

which had been addressed to that Association by Mr. Dana
I'ierce, Electrical Engineer of the Underwriters' Labora-

tories, Inc. (Chicago), who, as already stated in our columns,

has been on a visit to this country :

—

48, Westminater Palace Gardens,
Victoria Street, S.W.,

June \2t/i. 1H14.

D. X. Dunlop. Esq.,

The British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' Asgooiation,

King-away, W.C.

Dear Sir,—During: the paat few weeka I have had the pleasure

of consideringr with you and with varioua membera of your Asao-

ciation aome of the questions which, for the paat two years, have
been discussed by British electrical manufacturera, with reference

to the requirementa of the National Electrical Code and the
examination, teat and approval of devicea under that code by
Underwriters' Laboratories. To British manufacturers these aub-

jeots have been of interest chiefly, if not wholly, as they concern
gooda of British make destined for the Canadian market. It ia,

therefore, from this point of view that I write to you with the
thougfht that a brief review of the present situation, and a sug-
peation as to what appears to me a practicable and desirable

development of it, may be of interest at this time to you and your
members.

I deaire first to express both for rayaelf and for Underwriters'
Laboratories, which I represent, my sincere appreciation of the
fair and generous spirit with which I have Ibeen met, a spirit

which should make it possible to continue with profit to all the
discussion of the technical, engineering and business problems
involved.

A year or more ai^o Messrs. Heap & Digby, of IS, Westminster
Palace Gardens, Victoria Street, were appointed bv I'nderwriters'
Laboratories as its representatives and engineers in (Jreat Britain,
They have made for us the nccesaary examinations, teats and
reports on a considerable number of British devices of different
types upon the baais of which approvals have been given on the
same terms as in the case of American makers. This work is

being continued in response to further applications from other
makers, and it has been found possible thus far, to arrive at con-
clusions aatisfa^tory to all concerned even when changes in the
products were required to bring them into conformity with
American practice and rules.

That American practice in electrical inatallations and design of
appliances ia in many particulars different from British practice,
is, of course, generally recognifed. The requirements of the
National Electrical ('ode have of necessity followed this practice
and developed with it. llidical changes in practice cannot be
expected, and are no more necessary nor desirable in Canada or the
I'nited States than they are in Great Britain. It, therefore,
appears that British manufacturers must expect to adapt their
wares to some extent to the apecial conditions existing in Canada,
conditions not primarily created by the reiiuirementa of the ("ode
or the work of Underwriters' Laboratories, but inherent in the
electrical practice and habita of the country.

While this general principle is almost beyond question, it already
is being proved by open discussion and a full and correct under-
standing of the conditions and the requirements hotween British
manufacturers and the Liboratories, that the differences are le.^s

fundamental than they had appeared. The moat salient diiJ'erenco

in the method of judging appliances lies in the emphasis placed
upon tests by Underwriters Laboratories. The value of such teata
as distinguished from a mere assumption that appliances are of a
given quality or capacity has already been proven, and a more
general practice of testing their own wares should be of the
greatest assietanoe to British manufacturers.

The appointment of English repreaentatires of Underwriters'
Laboratories has, I believe, removed wholly the objection, quite
properly made heretofore, that the difficulty of condacting the
necessary discussionB by correspondence with the Isbomtohee in

Chicago and the necessity of sending samples to New Vork or
Chicago for test, placed British manufacturers at bo great a dis-

advantage as almost to preclude their submitting their prodact«.
The results of this step have been highly satisfactory, and indicate
how further progress may be made.
To undertake a general discussion of the entire National Elec-

trical Code from the point of view of the British mannfactnrers is

neither practicable nor useful. Neither we nor your Association
can aceomplish anything by snch an effort. The problems are
those of details not of generalities. Whenever an individual manu-
facturer or a group of manufacturers desires to discuss a specific

topic or to submit a particular device. Underwriters' Laboratories,

through its British engineera and its organisation in the United
States, is desirous of working with your mcmlters in a common
effort to uphold and icjprove the quality of electrical goods as

affecting safety to property and life. The National Electrical Code
grew from such efforts. The work of I'nderwriters' Laboratories
has always depended upon the invaluable co-operation of manu-
facturers in developing and maintaining standards of construction

and test.

In the work so far done by us in response to requests from
British manufacturers for opinions on their goods for Canadian nse

we have already profited by such co-operation.

In conclusion, therefore, may I venture to express the opinion

that further progress toward results desired by members of your
Association wiU be attained by following a similar course, namely,
to discuss each class of device by itself as occasion arises rather

than attempt a general review of all at once, a method seldom
productive of useful results in any field and peculiarly ill-suited

to the problems of engineering.

I trust that, through yon. we and our English representatives,

Mesars. Heap ..V: Digby, may have still further occasion and oppor-

tunity to consider the many and important questions in which we
have a common interest.

With the most sincere expression of my appreciation of the

courtesies extended t6 me during my visit to England, I have the

honour to remain,
i'ours very sincerely,

D.VSA PlEBCE.
Electrical Engineer

of Underwriters' Zabaratoriee, Inc.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Rubber Wires and Cables.—Prices ReUuoed.—The
India-Rdbber, Gutta-Pkrcha and Telegrath Works Co.,

Ltd., announce that owing to the fall in the market price of

materials they are enabled to make a reduction in the prices of

rubber-insulated wires and cables. Price lists No. 40. dated

October, I'.no, and No. 40a. dated September 1st, I'.'ll, will accord-

ingly be subject to altered discounts, of which particulars have been

issued by circular.

Mes.sus. Siemens Bros. & Co.. Ltd., of Woolwich, also announce

reductions of prices in these manufactures, owing to the reduction

in the market prices of materials.

Messrs. W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., also

announce reduction in the price of rubber-insulated wires and
cables, with altered trade discounts for their May, 1913, list, and

for their Henley wiring system list.

Patent A|i|»lieatioiis.—Applications have been made
for the restoration of the following patents :

—
C. E. Hunter, No. 27,19i'. of 190:'. for "Improvements in electric

switches.''

Salamander Fire Bar and Smoke Preventer Co., Ltd. (applicants).

No. 18,:;ro of U.iOi;, for ' Improvements in firebars for steam boiler

and other furnaces ", and No. 10,432 of 1097, for " Improvements in

furnace or fire bars, ' granted to G. A. Newton and J. Smalley.

London Hallway Klertriticafion ( luitrarts.— In

regard to the London and North-Western Railway awitchgear

contracts, to which we have recently made several references, the

British Tho.mson-Hoi stos Co., Ltd.. have secure<l the order for

the main station switchgear for controlling the turbo-alternator

plant in the railway company's new Wembley power station. The
contract of the rotary converters has also been placed with the

British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd., who arc supplying six

1,000-KW. and 25 750-KW. rotary converters which are to be used

in the various sub-stations. In fact, the whole of the rotary con-

verter plant for th\s electrification scheme is being supplied by the

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

The London and S>uth-Western Railway have placet! with the same
company an order for the whole of their rotary converter plant for

their clectrifieation scheme, which will consist of eisrht l.OOO-Kw

and 15 1,«00-kw. rotary converters. The British Thoinsou-

Houston Co., Ltd.. have also the order for the main station switch-

gear for controlling the turbo-altornator pl.ant in their Durusford

Road power station at Wimbledon, and, in addition, have the \

order for the whole of their sub-station switchgear.
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r.vliiliitioii ill naiiNliclil.—The Mimslield Moiou^^h

Kleotriuity DfipHrtiueiit |>ro|ujHeH to hold an electrical exhibition in

the early uiitumn, and Mr. Fj. llolcombe Hewlett, the enifineer,

would be pleuxed to hear from flrme or individuals willinK to take

part. (lithiT iiy exbibitioR their mannfaotnrea, lendintr appvjatuB
or urivini; demonBtrationH.

ltaiiKi'ii|iti',\ l»ro(»T(lin!>s.— Before Judge Stiiri;o8,

K.C., at Klackburn County ('i)urt, .loHN W. Oaksden, an elcotrical

en^riueer, of Hope Terruue, Duken Brow, applied for his diBobari;e

from baokruptoy. He formerly carried on bueinexH ax an eleotrical

engineer at 24, Pre«ton New lload. trading ati J. W . Garsdcn Sl Co.

Mr. Plant, junr., on behalf of the Otiioial Receiver, said debtor's

liabilitiee were eHtimated at Ji;r>,U:(!S, and the trustee had admitted
proofs amountini; to £ l,70(i. The difference between the entimated

and actual liabilities was mainly due to the rejection of proofs,

amounting' to M.'S.'27'.> oa the separate estate, in respeot of claims

against a partnership of which debtor was a member. Ths assets

were estimated to produce M.iih'A, but they bad only realised £742.

A first aud final dividend of tis. 2d. in the £ had been paid. Detail-

int; the facts, Mr. Plant said about I90:t debtor purchased a

partnership in the Hove Electrical Entfineerinp Co. with £700
given to him by his father. The business was not successful, and
at the end of r.l09 the concern was turned into a limited company.
This, however, was wound up in February, ll'll. The company
had a branch at Blackburn, and this was taken over by bankrupt
for £liir> for (foodwill and stock, the money beinfr guaranteed by
his father. The business apparently paid debtor, who attributed

his insolvency to a judgment for £1,18:( obtained in June, l!tl2, by
a lady who contended she had lent this sum to the partnership—

a

sum for which bankrupt never considered himself respon-

sible. He had stated he was not insolvent until this

judt;ment was obtained against him, but the Official Receiver
was of opinion that he must have known he was insol-

vent, though he was not of the opinion that bankrupt contracted

debts without having any reasonable hope of being able to pay
them. Debtor had kept proper books of account, and he had to

report that his assets were not of the value of 10s. in the £,.

Mr. Hawortb, on behalf of debtor, asked the Judge not to find

that bankrupt continued to trade knowing he was insolvent. The
Official Receiver's report itself hardly justified that conclusion.

Mr. Haworth went on to give details of the partnership business,

and said debtor's father found £1,000 for this concern, whilst the

lady, who afterwards obtained judgment, put between £700 and
£800 into the concern. In the books these sums were entered as

loans, and not as share capital. When starting on his own account,

debtor was doing very nicely, and it was a great surprise to him to

learn that he was liable for the amount advanced by the lady

named in the case. It was not until this claim was made that
debtor found he was insolvent. Evidently the lady had thought
that) if sufficient pressure was brought to bear, Mr. Garsden's father
would come forward and pay the money. As a matter of fact,

Mr. Garsden, sen., did offer £r!00, but this, was not accepted, and
debtor decided to file his petition. His Honour had also to con-
sider the effect of a forced realisation of debtor's business. He
assured the Judge that immediately debtor discovered his position

he filed his petition. In the new Bankruptcy Act there was an
enabling section which provided that if the only offence against a
debtor was the one of not paying a sum equal to 10s, in the £, then
it was within the discretion of the judge to grant a discliarge,

suspending it for the short period of one day. He asked for that
step to be taken in order that it might go forward to the world
that bankrupt had been put into the Court through reasons over
which he had no control.

The Judge said, under these particular circumstances, he would
like to know whether the Official Receiver would be willing to

withdraw that portion of the report regarding debtor trading whilst
insolvent. Debtor seemed to have had great misfortunes, and
no one suggested that he had been guilty of dishonesty or of
negligence. He relied upon the report of the Official Receiver in

such cases, and he would like to have his view on this suggestion.
Mr. Plant said under the circumstances he would withdraw this

part of the report.

His Honour said in that case there was only one complaint
against the debtor—that his assets did not amount to a sum equal
to lOs. in the £. He had come to the conclusion that debtor had
been the victim of misfortune. There was no suggestion that he
had been either careless or dishonest, and, therefore, he granted
him his discharge, and suspended it for one month.

H. H. (J.XLEY (otherwise known as Oliver Huxley), consulting
engineer, Hanwell.—Application for discharge. Bankrupt's assets
are not equal to lOs. in the £ on the amount of the unsecured
liabilities. His discharge was granted subject to his consenting to
judgment being entered against him in the Brentford County
(ourtbythe Official Receiver for £310 Is. 3d. and £1 lOs. costs
of judgment.

Liqiiulations and Dissolutions.

—

Diesel Engine
Co

,
Ltd.—This company is winding up voluntarily, with Sir

W. B. Peat, of 11, Ironmonger Lane, E.G., as liquidator. A meet-
ing of creditors is called for July 15th,

No Cell, Ltd,—This company is winding up voluntarily, with
Mr. A. H, Partridge, of 2, Gresham Buildings, Basinghall Street,
E.C., as liquidator. A meeting of creditors is called for July 16th.
The Pump and Power Co., Ltd.—This company is winding

up voluntarily, with Mr. L. R. Sankey, of 5, Coleman Street, E.G.,
as liquidator. A meeting of creditors is called for July 14th,
Isaac Stobey & Sons, Ltd.—A meeting will be held at 42,

Spring Gardens, Manchester, on August 5th, to hear an account of
the winding up from the liquidator, Mr, A, H, Pownall.

Camiiuiuok Ei.KCTmcTiiAMWAyMSvNriUATE, LTfj.-A meeting
will be held at B6, Victoria Street, H.W., on ADguat 8th, to hear
an account of the winding np from the liquidator. Mr. A. \V.

Langley.
CONBOI.IDATED DiKHKL BNUINK MaM KACTIUBUB, LTD.—On

the petition of W. Lawrence Jc Son, creditors, Mr. Justice Astbary
made an order for the compnlsory winding up of this company.
Counsel for the directors said they welcomed an investigation by
an officer of the Court.

Kent Electukj Powt;u Kv.ndicate, Ltd. — Particulars of

claims must be sent by July 11th to the liquidator, Mr. F, A. 11.

Walker, of 2a, Railway Street, Chatham,
11. C. Baui.ow 1: Co., eleotrical engineers, &2, Cbajiel Street,

Salford.—Messrs. H. C. Harlow and H. A. Jackson have dissolved

partnership, Mr. H. C. ilarlow will attend to debts and carry on
the business under the same style.

Hook -Xoliccs.

—

"Journal of the Institution of Klec-

trical Engineers." Vol. LII, No. 236. Jnne 15th. With Index to

Vol LII. London: E. X F. N. Spon, Ltd. Price 38. tid.—This
issue completes Vol. LII, and there will be no further issue of the

./»///•««/ until next Session. The annual List of Members (revised

to September 30th) will be posted in October. The contents of

the present issue include the following papers :

—
' Predetermina-

tion of the Current and Voltage at the Receiving End of a Tele-

phone or other a.c. Line," by Prof. J. A. Fleming; 'The Bone-
court Boiler." by C. I). McCourt ; "The Constructiom of a Wireless

Station," by C. G. Roach ; "Tests on Single-phase AC. Commutator
Motors," by E. A. Richards and D. Dunham ;

" Electrical Equip-
ment of CoUieriep," by J, L, Thompson; 'The Possibilities of

Electric Traction on Railways," by J, L, Moffet ; 'The Laws of

Dielectrics," by W, S. Flight ;

" Automatic Pressure Regulators,

"

by E. L. M. Emtage and A. Arnold : and "Cascade Connections,"

by H. V. Henniker.
" Eleotrical Practice in Collieries." By D. Burns. Fourth

edition, London : Charles Griffin & Co.. Ltd. Price 7s. 6d. net.

"High-Power Gas Engines." By H. Dubbel and F. Weinreb.
London : Constable & Co., Ltd. Price IKs. net.

."Reports for the year 1913 on the Science Museum, the

Geological Survey and the Museum of Practical (ieology." London :

Wyman\ Sons, Ltd. Price .'i-id.

" Annales des Postes, Tolegraphes et Telephones," June. PatiB ;

A. Dumas, Price 10 fr,

" Manual of Electrical Undertakings and Directory of Officials."

By E. Garcke. Vol. 18, 1914-15. London: The Electrical Press,

Ltd. 21s. net.—The new edition of this very bulky and compre-
hensive electrical Manual is now published, and as our copy lies

bofore us awaiting review, we tremulously hesitate, wondering
whether we could better sing its praises by breaking out into verse

or by writing calmly about its bulky proportions, the completeness
and variety of its contents concerning the electrical industry and
its pcniomi'l, and so forth. Our rhymster being out of town,
we adopt the latter course and proceed at once to say quite

prosaically that the progress of the year dealt with statistically

and in article form is a regular feature, and Home and Colonial

electrical undertakings of all kinds, lighting and power, tramway
and railway, telegraph and telephone, manufacturing and miscel-

laneous are detailed in the various sections. On the personal side

there are given names and addresses of 12,000 chief officials, >V:o., of

electrical undertakings, and members of institutions, also of

members of electric lighting and tramway committees, and eleo-

trical contracting firms. Numerous maps of eleotrical systems are

inset, and there is a host of other contents, making the book
essential to everybody who requires conveniently at hand financial,

general and personal information concerning the vast number of

interests that go to make up what we call the electrical industry.

We have nothing but praise for the book, unless it be a regret that

it is apparently inevitable for some of the financial returns to be

belated, and that it cannot somehow stop growing. The electrical

industry is hardly likely to grow less as tlie years pass by, and we
tremble to think what our Oarcke will measure in thickness and
weigh in pounds 10 years hence.

•• AlbiiluY Shop Lialitinft'.

—

Messrs. Siemens Bros.
DvNAMO Works, Ltd., of Dalston, have sent us an illustration

which graphically depicts the artistic effect that is obtainable by
the use of Wotan drawn-wire lamps in semi-indirect fittings. The
photograph illustrates one of the entrances of the large drapery

and general establishment under the proprietorship of Messrs.

Peppercorns, Ltd., Broadway, Deptford. The fitting used is of the

Albalux design. Albalux fittings in most cases consist of opal

glass reflecting and diffusing media, whilst white vitreous enamelled
iron reflectors are used where necessary. We understand that the

Albalux system is now bein;; very extensively used for the lighting

of large emporiums.

Trade Aiinouiioenieiits.

—

Messrs. Drake &Gorha.m,
Ltd^ have accepted the sole agency for Lancashire and Cheshire
for commercial electrics for Edison Accumulators, Ltd., and have
taken over the services of Mr. T. H. Rigg, of the Edison Co., as

departmental manager
Messrs. H. R. Williams & Co., electrical engineers, of 100,

High Street, Barnstaple, have disposed of the business to Mr. T, B.

Jones, who has been with the firm for the past 15 years.

The International Time Recording Co., Ltd,, owing to

greatly increased business, are giving up their premises in City

Road, E.G., and have taken the entire five-storey building at 30-32,

Farringdon Road, E,C,, where their automatic recorders for time-

keeping and job-costing can be seen.
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Aniiuill OiitiliJi'S. — The ouiployes of the We.sthrx
JElectbic Co., Ltd,, travelled by njipcial boat or special train to

Olaoton-on-Sea on .Saturday, .June ^'7th, on the occasion of their

annual outing. The larpe jjatherinpf of over 1,600 spent a most
enjoyable day in splendid weather, .\ sports meetinfr was held on
the Clacton J'ootball Ground,
The staff of Messo.s. J. H. Butcher & Co., transfer printers,

Birmingham, went for their annual outing on Saturday, June 27th.

The party, (JO strong, journeyed by train to Worcester, and thence
by steamer to the ancient town of Tewkesbury, where they were
'joined by Mr. J. 11, Butcher and party, who had motored down.
Dinner was served at the Bell Hotel. The toast of "The Firm"
was proposed by Mr. J. Dalton, the works manager, who referred

to the rapid strides that the business had made since they took
possession of the present works five years ago, progress which was
due to the enterprise and energy of the principal. Mr. Butcher
responded. A vote of thanks was aoT;orded to the Committee.

Accrington Corporation tram waymen and their wives had their
annual picnic on Thursday last week They went to Liverpool, then
crossed the Mersey to Birkenhead, and proceeded by motor to Chester.
The staff and employes of ME.ssns, Gent & Co., Ltd

, Leicester,

held their annual works outing on .Saturday, June 27th. Accom-
panied by Mr. I. Hardy Parsons, a director, and Mr. H. Wadding-
ton, the works manager, the party spent an enjoyable day at Clee-

thorpes. After dinner, served on the Auckland Colonnade, mem-
bers of the Committee expressed the thanks of all to the firm for

their continued generous support of the outing. In the regretted
absence of Mr. A. W. Staveley, the thanks were acknowledged by
Mr. Hardy Parsons,

The second annual picnic of the electrical department of the
Calico Printers' AEsocialion was held on Saturday, June 20th. The
party, numbering upwards of 70, journeyed by train to Llandudno.
On arrival breakfast was served, and afterwards a trip was made
by steamer up the Menai Straits. Dinner was partaken of on the
return. The weather was ideal and the day was a thoroughly
enjoyable one.

Theemployt'sof Messrs. Page & Miles, Ltd., electrical engineers,
of Brighton, Worthing and Eastbourne, numbering nearly 80, held
their twenty-fourth annual outing on Saturday last, at Windsor.
They were accompanied by the directors. Councillor J, W. Penfold
(chairman), Mr. H. J. Miles. Mr. J. T. Baker, managing director.

and Mr. A. C. Ganson, secretary. The Star and Garter Hotel waa
made the headquarters, and here a few friends from the city joined
the party. A visit was made to the Castle. Among the toasts

was that of "The Firm," proposed by Mr. F. Patching, and the
chairman, in responding, mentioned that the Eastbourne branch
was fully established, and that the past year had been one of great
success owing to the good relations existing between the directors
and their employe?. They had added Mr. J. T. Baker to

the list of directors. He also expressed regret at the
enforced absence of Mr. E. J. Page, one of the managing
directors, through the serious illness of his eldest son.

The toast of "The Visitors" was proposed by Mr. H. .1. Miles in

humorous vein. He spoke of the exceedingly good feeling which
existed among the firm and the manufacturers with whom they
dealt, some of whose representatives were with them that day, viz.,

Mr. Laringer, Mr. H. Bonthorpe, of the General Electric Co.,

Ltd. ; Mr. Hudson, of Messrs. Henley ; and Mr. Loscombe
Wallis, of Messrs. Jas. Fraser & Sons, Mr. Bonthorpe responded on
behalf of the visitors. Subsequently a move was made for the
launch trip to Boulter's Lock, the expenses of which had been
generously defrayed by one of the visitors. On the return a
smoking concert was organised. The arrangements of the day
were made by Mr. .1. T. Baker, one of the directors,

CataloiiiicsaiHl Lists.

—

Messrs. J. M.Dot'ghtyA-Sons,
Ltd., 2H/222, St. John Street, Clerkenwell, London.—76-page
catalogue illustrating a great variety of electric light fittings

—

electroliers, coronas, dish pendants, hall and bracket lamps, French
brackets, bedroom pendants, table standards, in many styles ard
finishes. Prices are stated.

Messrs. G. M'C.vrtney & Co., Burnside Works, Cumnock.

—

Small 16-page illustrated pocket price list of "Orb " switches, fuse-

boxes, power fuseboards, &c.
Electrical Apparatus Co., Ltd., Vauxhall Works, South

Lambeth Road, London, S.W.—Folder giving illustrations of and
brief references to their various meters, motor starters, motor
control panels, and switchgear, .Vcc.

Messrs. Ehbioh >V; Graetz, Berlin.—Illustrated priced cir-

culars of half-watt lamp fittings and " Triumph " electric fans.

Messrs. Falk, Stadel.mann A; Co., Ltd., 83-87, Farringdon
lload, London, E.G.—Catalogue No. 364 of 24 pages, giving full

particulars, code-words and reduced prices of " Efesoa " wire
lamps for private and street lighting, traction service, also for

candle fittings, battery lamps; also English " Electra " carbon-
filament lamps.
Messrs, J. H. Holmes & Co., Newc»8tle-on-Tyne.—Pamphlet

No, 26 contains illustrated particulars, dimensions and prices of
oil break switches for AC, control,

Messrs. Smart & Brown, Erith, Kent.—A batch of lists and
large illustrated sheets, setting forth information relating to the
firm's paraffin electric sets, motor pumping sets, oil motor cranes,
motor boats, milling and wheel-cutting attachment for lathes and
motor winches.
Messrs. E. Brook, Ltd., Colne Road, Huddersfield,—Eight-

page pamphlet tabulating particulars and prices of single, two and
three-phase motors and motor-generator sets held in stock at

Huddersfield.
The General Electric Co, Ltd., 67, Queen Victoria Street,

London, F>.C.—36-page catalogue of eleotrioal accessories for motor-

care. It is a revised list of such mannfactores and brittiy
describee and tabulates very clearly the pricee of a range of
sparking plugs, including the " Oeeko ' and the "Lodge";
switches for ignition control, and for oar lighting

; meuanring
instruments; interior lighting fittings for roof, bracket and other
lighting

;
motor-boat lanterns, headlights, rtar-light». \o. ; car-

lighting dynamos and equipments :
" Geeko " ignition accamn-

lators
;
motor generators

; charging dynamos ; Victor battery fans ;

"Klaxon" and "Dean " hooters, Osram lamps, i;c.

Messrs. Croiipto.v .^: Co., Ltd., Chelmsford.— 1 2-FBge list (Xo.
AiIOO) containintr a fully-illuftrated general description o' their
C.M.B. system of control applied to main winding engines, and a
list of some of the collieries where it is employed.

Messrs. Pittkbs Ventilating A-nd EsaiM;ERiso Co., Ltd.,
20, Hishopsgate, London. EC—Card giving prices of 12-iii. de«k
fans fitted with Fitter multiblade.

Messrs. Alfred Herbert, Ltd., Coventry.—Three nsw
publications of 18, 22 and 32 pages respectively, all excellently
illustrated, and containing full descriptive information regarding
the following :—Automatic screw machines with self-selecting
feeds ; No. 4 Universal cutter and tool-grinding machine ; Xo. 9
combination turret lathe.

Messrs. Credenda Conduits Co., Ltd., Chester Street, Aston,
Birmingham.—Sixteen-page pamphlet containing full illustrated
particulars of their electric fires. The new patent bar unit us«d
in these is shown, and a number of different designs appear.
Prices, dimensions, weights, consumption, .to., are given.

Veritas SiKtrts.—The .si.xth annual athletic meetini^' of
the Veritas Athletic and Social Club (Falk, Stadelsian.v .ic Co.,
Ltd.), was held last Saturday, at the King s Oak track, High Beech.
A goodly company was present, and the large number of events was
followed with sustained interest. Banning, potato, slow cycle,
egg-and-spoon and skipping, wheelbarrow, hurdle and three-legged
races, also tug-o'-war (warehouse r. office), and many other con-
tests were included in the programme. Inter-business house events
were arranged between the V.ritas staff and Robert Dyas, Ltd ,

Kearley .t Tonge, and Osmond & Matthews. After tea Mrs. L.
Thurnauer presented the prizes.

Holidays.— Messrs. T. W. Broadbe.nt, Ltd., of
Victoria Electrical Works, Huddersfield. announce that their
works will be closed from Friday, July 24th, to the morning of
August 4th, for the annual works holiday. An cHice staff will be in
attendance.
The Leigh holidays are taking place this week, and the Anchor

Cahle Works there are closed down until July 13th.
The climate and resDurces of Deal and its attractions as a

holiday resort are very fully set forth, with numerous appropriate
pictures, in a boi^klet issued by the Corporation. Copies may be
obtained from the Town Clerk in return for a postcard.

• Freezor Tans.—As illustrating the ability of the
General Electric Co., Ltd., to give prompt delivery of
" FreezDr" fans, it is interesting to note that over 1.200 "FreezDr

"

fans were supplied for use in this country from June 2i'th to
July 4th. Large stocks of every kind of "Freezor " fans are held
in the company's central stores. The company delivered by their
own service, or dispatched by carrier on receipt of order, the whole
of the 1,200 fans mentioned, with the exception of a few orders
delayed owing to the heavy storms at Birmingham on Wednesday
last week.

France.—Under the style of Societe de I'Eleotro-

Policeman, a company, with a capital of 700,000 fr., has been
formed at Paris (">, Avenue Constant-Ccquelin 1 for the manufacture,
sale, and installation of the burglar, fire and thief alarms " Auto-
Policeman." " Auto-Gardien, " and ' Electro-Policeman."

Australia,—The Australian Customs authorities have
recently given a decision to the effect that " Lamps for Electric
Radiator" when imported separately are to be classified under
No, 177 CE) of the Tariff, the duty being 13 per cent, on foreign,
and 10 per cent, ui raUirem on British goods.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

Aiiiiiiaiitord. — Proposkd E.L. Pi ruhase. — The
I'.D.C. at its last meeting dtcided to enter into negotiations with
Mr. W. Herbert, with a view to the purchase from him of the

electrical supply works in the town.

.iiistralia.—The Northcote (Vic.) Council has decided to

obtain a loan of iBC.OOO for an E L. installation.— TfmUrt.

Bacup.- Streei' Lighting.—The T.C. has decided to

apply to the B. of T. for sanction to a scheme of street lightinfr by
electricity.

B«'\liill.—SriiEKT LuuiTiNi; : Mains Extk.xsiox.—
The T.C. has reduced the charge to the Highways Committee for

public lighting from £1 14s. SJ. to £4 "si. per lamp \^x annum,
for the 42i> electric lamps in use.

The L.G.B. has consontcii to the extension of the electricity

mains to the Little Common district, and the work ia in progress.
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Itatley.—The T,(J. hfl« approved u recoiniiieiicliitioii of

the Electricity Committee that an additional boiler be provided at

the electricity works, and ha« accepted the tender of the Stirling

Boiler Co ,
Ltd. The Council hag alno approved the following

Bcale of charifCB for current supplied for workinn lanterni) in

picture palaces :
— For workini; through motor-kteuerators, ajd.

per unit; for lighting, the usual charge of 4 Jd. per unit.

Itriit'litoii.

—

Vicar's Workinu.—The incoiue of the

Corporation electricity department tor the year ended March last

amounted to £98,093, against £96,19il in the previous year, and

the expenditure to £r>0,87:s, ajjainst £4H,«49. After paying

interest, £1«,2U1, and sinkinpr fund, £26,.'').S(;, there was a net balance

of iE2,S4L', aitainst £1,406. The reserve fund now stands at £14, lytl.

The average total coat per unit was 2 02d., atrainst 2"07d., while the

(feneratinff costs remained the same, at 74d. per unit. The units

sold totalled 10,713,110, apainst 10,405,711, and the average price

received for euergy was 2d. per unit.

riicsliiint.—I'Roi'OSKi) E.L.—The Council has formed

itself into a Committee to consider the scheme of the North Metro-

politan E.l'.S. Co. and the Waltham Abbey and Cheshunt Gas Co.

for the E.L. of the district.

('Iii|»st«';ul.—Prov. Order.—The Keifjate R.D.C. has

been notified that Mr. Gilbert Allom intends applying to the

B. of T. for a prov. order for E.L. in an area which will include

the Parish of Chipstead.

rioiu's.—WoKKHorsE LifiKTiNii.—The B. of (!., after

receiving tenders for both electric and gas lighting, has decided in

favour of the former.

Coiitiiieiitul \otcs.

—

Germany.—Koininunalcs Kraft-

werk Oppeln is the name of a joint stock company which is being

formed by a number of rural district councils in Silesia to con-

struct an electric supply system.

On the "ith inst. a 1.500-volt transmission line from the

Spandan overland electricity works broke on a farm near Potsdam,

which is fed from it. Ten Russian and Polish farm labourers were

persuaded by one of their number to join hands to be " electrified

by touching one of the fallen wires, with the result that all were

injured, and five were killed outright.

Russia.—A scheme is at present under consideration for the

establishment of a plant to utilise the power of the falls of the

River Dnieper, between Ekaterinoslav and Alexandrowsk, in the

generation of electrical energy for lighting and power purposes.

Switzerland.—According to a recent report, 80 per cent, of the

railway carriages on the standard-gauge railways in Switzerland

are now lighted by electricity, only 12'3 per cent, being lit by

gas, and T'in per cent, by petroleum lamps.

CoxIkic (('<». IMirliain).—Street Lightincj.—The
East Hetton Colliery Co., having intimated its willingness to light

the streets and roads in the district by electricity, on the same

terms as have been accepted by Trimdon P.C, the P.C. has decided

to apply to the Trimdon Council for full information regarding its

plant, with a view to pushing on the work and having the district

lit up this year, if possible. It was suggested that the Colliery

Co. might light East Hetton village and the Electric Power Co.

Coxhoe and Quarrington Hill.

Crew*'.—Street Lightixg.—The T.C". has confirmed

a proposal to substitute new metal-filament lamps for the present

arc lights in Victoria Street, High Street and Mill Street. The
Council has also permitted the General Post Office to arrange for

an alternative stand-by supply of electricity to the postal sorting

office, Weston Lane, from the L. & N.W. Railway Co.'s generating

station, such supply only to be used on the failure of the Corpora-

tion's supply.

t'rjccietli.

—

Public T>ighting.—A special meeting of

the Council is to be held to consider a recommendation by the

Lighting Committee that the question of lighting the district by
gas be entirely excluded, and that the Council confine itself to a

scheme of electric lighting, and that the views of the ratepaj ers

be sought at a public meeting.
The Council decided to notify the Lleyn R.D.C. of its intention

to apply for statutory powers to supply electricity to Penllyn and
Llanystumdwy parishes.

t'l'ovdoii.—The T.C. on the report from the borough
electrical engineer as to the considerable reduction in the number
of consumers taking current on the maximum • demand
system, recommends that notices be served upon the occupiers of

premises other than shops, stating that the charge on the

maximum-demand system will cease, and that the price charged
from the September quarter will be at the present fiat rate of

3Jd. per unit.

Dartford.

—

Loan Amendment.—Owing to the pro-

vision of a 1,000-KW. turbo-alternator in place of a 500-KW. set,

as originally decided upon, the U.D.C. has applied to the L.G B. for

the loan of £15,600 for additional plant, &c., to be amended to

£16,500.

Diirliani.

—

Colliery Electrification.—The North
Bitchburn Coal Co., of Darlington, has recently decided to install

at the Randolph Colliery, Evenwood, Co. Durham, a mixed pres-

sure turbo-generator, and to drive the underground and surface
machinery at this pit by electricity, and also to convey the current
by overhead cables to the Gordon House Colliery, and subse-
quently to the Hylton Sinkings,

VA\ (< aiillts.),— ]'i(OV. Ordkr.—The Oaf* Co. Iihh

informed the V UV. that it intends applyin); for a prov. order

for E.L. in the parishes of Ely 8t. Mary, Holy Trinity, the CoUeg':,

and the hamlets of Ktuntiiey and Chettiaham.

Faiilic ( Ayrslijrc),

—

Proi-ohed H.L.—A jjoU is to he

taken on the question of an offer of the Earl of Glasgow to supply
the land and provide the capital for an E.L. undertaking for the

district, providing that one-third of the property owners promise
to use the same.

(•lasiiow.— lloHi'i I AL Lighting.— .\t the Sick Children's

Hospital at Yorkhill, now neariug completion, nearly 2.000

electric lamps are installed. Thirteen lifts, and the whole of the

laundry, kitchen, and other machinery, are operated by electric

motors, of which there are, in all, upwards of 40 ; the ventilation is

also entirely by electrically-driven fans. An automatic inter-

communication telephone system having 30 stations ; electrically-

operated clock and bell systems and electro-medical and surgical

apparatus are also installed. The electrical supply from the

Glasgow Corporation mains is by duplicate cables. Mesurs.

Telford. Cirier i; MacKay, Ltd.. carried through the lighting and
general electrical installation work ; Messrs. Waygood, Ltd., the

lifts ; and Messrs. D. Jc J. TuUis, Ltd., the laundry machinery.

The electric clock and telephone systems are by the Magneta
Time Co. and the Sterling Telephone Co. respectively. Bipert
service on behalf of the Hospital Board has been rendered by
Messrs. James E. Sayers ic Caldwell, conealting engineers.

(iolcar.—pRoi'osED E.L.—The Huddersfieid T.C. lias

informed the U.D.C. that owing largely to the fact that it would
be very ditlioult to check the energy supplied, it is unable to

provide a bulk supply of electricity to the V.D.C.

Iloi'iist'v.— L.O.B. iNyriRY.—The scheme approved by

the B.C. for the erection and equipment of an electricity sub-

station at Muawell Hill was the eubject of a L.G.B. inquiry

on July 2nd ; the loan asked for was £13,744. The extension of

the electricity undertaking has been necessitated by the growth
of the Muswell Hill and Highgate Woods areas. The sub-station

buildings will comprise a transformer room, showroom, offices, kc.

There was no opposition to the application.

I)iswi<ii.—A-\NUAL Report.—In his report on the

working of the Corporation electricity department for the past

year, Mr. F. Ayton, chief engineer, states that the result might be

considered satisfactory. In spite of the increased cost of coal, the

comparatively uneconomical working of the new turbine plant

during the earlier part of the year, and heavy building repairs, the

result was a net profit of £1,351. The total income was £27,453,

and the working expenses £17,143. Capital charges absorbed

£S,>ir,l, and repayment of loans £5,103. Of the net profit, £904
was allocated to capital expenditure, and the balance to the

reserve and renewals fund, which stands at £1,152. 3,399,972 units

were generated, against 3,069,302 in the previous year. The
revenue of the installation department amounted to £4,919, and
the expenditure to £4,750.

Irlaiii.

—

Phov. Order.—The D.C. has been informed

that the Lancashire E.P. Co. intends to apply to Parliament next

year for a prov. order to supply electricity in this district.

Japan. — A considerable amount of electric power
remains idle during the daytime, reports the chief of the Tokio
Municipal Electric Board. Means of utilising it for motive power
were lately discussed among the officials in the Japan Department
of Communications, but the result of the discussion was not

encouraging. It is considered that it is most necessary

that all the electric companies which are able to supply

power should reduce the charu^es when their business has reached a

paying basis. Unless such steps are taken, the time when the

available power can be used freely for industries must be said to

be far distant.

Keinlal.

—

Year',s WoriJINg.—The working of the

electricity department during the year ended March 3l8t last has

resulted in a deficiency of £'<i)'i. The output of current sold for

lighting amounted to 63,179 and for power 32,5J5 units, a total of

95,734 units, being an increase of 20,888 units.

Latlioni and Buiscoiijili. — Prov. Order. — The
Ormskirk Electric Supply Co., Ltd., has notified the Ormskirk
U.D.C. of its intention to apply for provisional orders to supply

electricity within the urban district.

Leeds.

—

Half-"\vatt Lamps.—The City Square has been

lighted by means of 16 500-watt 100 volt-Mazda half-watt lamps,

each in an ornamental lantern ; these lanterns were formerly used

for 16 7."iO-watt arc lamps, which have been displaced. The half-

watt lamps only consume two-thirds as much energy as the arc

lamps, and, of course, they will cost considerably less than the

latter for repairs and attention. We understand from the B.T.H,

Co., who supplied the lamps, that the effect of the new lighting is

very satisfactory.

Llaiiti'isant.—The South Wales E.P. Distribution Co.

has applied to the B, of T. for consent to run 11,000-volt overhead

transmission lines in the area of the R.D.C.
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hdiidoii.

—

Wkstminstfju.—Increased Chaiiges.—

A

few months ago thfi City Council deciiled to renew, for a further
period of 12 months from .Tune 21th, the existintr contracts with
the Charing- Cross E.S. Co., the Metropolitan E.S. Co., and the St.

James's and Pall Mall E.L. Co. for thu snpply of electricity to the
Council's buildine-8. All three companies have now intimated
that, owiner to the increased cost of coal, oil and materials, they
are compelled to increase the charge from 2 id. to 3d. per unit for

lighting purposes. The Charing Cross Co. proposes to increase the
charge for power purposes from 2d. per unit to lOa. per Kw. of
connected demand, plus Id. per unit consumed, while the Metro-
politan Co. will not supply for this purpose. The St. James's Co.

is making no change, at Id. per unit consumed and a fixed chftrgc

of 78. 6d. per rated ii.p. The City Council is recommended to

accept the amended terms.

Poplar,—New Loans.—Application is to be made to the LC.c.
for sanction to the following loans in respect of the electricity

undertaking;—Purchase of site of coal conveyor wharf, £l,00li
;

extension to generating station, £2,701 ; mains extensions, £4,.'10H ;

for new distributors and minor mains extensions, £2, .500.

Stepney.—The Electricity Committee recommends the Council
to obtain statutory protection for the Limehouse generating station
in order to avoid actions or other proceedings for nuisance, and
that the Council promote a I*>ill for the amendment of the Electric
Lighting Orders Confirmation (No. fi) Act, IS92, to render Sec. 711

inapplicable to the Limehouse station.

Woolwich.—The L.C.C. has asked for details of the work pro-
posed in connection with a further loan on account of £15,000.
The borough electrical engineer reports that the existing terms,
with possible future restrictions, are such as to practically nullify
the benefit expected from closing down the Plumstead works ; he
also advises the Council to obtain the support of Sir John Snell in

its proposals.

Bermondskv.—The income of the electricity department for

the year ended March 31^ last was £30,329 ; the net surplus was
£315. The units sold were 5,286,844, an increase of 704, 68:i, and
the maximum load was 2,279 kw. The gross profit was equal to
6'75 per cent, on capital outlay. The estimates for 1915 are based
on 5,550,000 units being sold.

City E.L. Purchase.—The Streets Committee is advising the
City Corporation that it would be inexpedient to purchase the City
E.L. undertakings, either this or next year.

liiitoii.

—

Year's WoRKiNf4.—The total working e.xpenaes

of the electricity undertaking during the year ended March Slst

last amounted to £l."i,6!)2, as against £13,485 the previous 12

months ; the income amounted to £27,360, as compared with
£23,039; the revenue account shows a gross profit of j; 11,668, or
£2,114 more than last year, and equal to 11'42 per cent, of the
capital expenditure. The expenditure on capital account during
the year was £12,879, making the total capital expenditure at the
end of the year £102,139. New loans amounting to £37,800 were
sanctioned during the year, bringing the total amount sanctioned
at March 31st, 1914, up to £124,414, The Electricity Committee
has recommended the appropriation of the balance in defraying
the cost of certain portions of the works now in progress.

^laiicliestcr.— lj.(i.P>. Inxhiry.—An inquiry was held
on Tuesday relative to the application of the T.C. for powers to

borrow £10,000 for motors, £19,000 for consumers' distributing
stations, and £29,000 for boiler plant. Mr. Hooper, the inspector,

criticised the borrowing of money for motors, a practice which
smaller towns weregivmg up, and pointed out that by not borrow-
ing the city would save money ; he knew of no undertaking
which could afford to pay money for the relief of the rates. It was
mentioned that the department had contributed nearly £180,000 to

rate relief. There w.is no opposition.

\»'wcastl<'-iiii(l('r-lAiii<'. — Cottaok Lighting.—The
Electricity Committee is considering the question of supplying
electricity to small houses on the hire-purchase system.

For the year ended March 31st last, the income from the elec-

tricity undertaking was £2,969, and the expenditure £1,496, the
net profit being £204.

\<'Ht«wii.

—

Pruv. Oriier.—Mr. H. Edwards has
notified his intention to apply for a prov. order to supply elec-

tricity in the area.

OldliMiii.—Messrs. .James Collinge & Sous, of Commer-
cial Mills, Glodwick, are contemplating the electrification of the
driving power for a part of their manufacturing plant.

Proposed Loan.—The T.C. has sanctioned an expenditure of
£40,000 for new machinery and extensions at the electricity

works, on the recommendation of the E.L. ("ommittoe. and as the
result of the report by Mr. Blackmore, of Stalybridgc. The report
has not been disclosed to the Council, according to" the Ohl/unn
Sill Hilii I'll, and no details are available.

INirtiilVrn.— K.li. Soiieme.—A public meeting is to be
held at an early date to take the necessary steps to provide an
E.L. scheme, and to enlist the support of the Kural District and
County Councils in its favour.

Kfdilitcli.— L.li.H. IX'n'iRV.—An inquiry was held last

week, by Mr. T C, Bkin, into the application of the T,C. for sanc-
tion to a loan of £18,000, for electricity purposes, and the inquiry
was adjourned for the works manager to give more particulars of
the scheme.

Kciffat*'.

—

Year's 'Workinc!.—The gross prolit on the
electric light undertaking for the year ended March 31st last

amounted to £4,071. The net balance was £272, and this has
been carried to the renewals fund, which now stands at £1,818

SaU(»r»l.—PuiiMC IwfJHTi.vf;.—The Corporation Tram-
ways < ommittee has granted the application of the Swinton and
Pendlebury Council for the use of tramway standards for public
lighting.

.Slictfichl,

—

Ykar'.s WosKi.vf;.—Thi.re is a net sarplnfl
on the working of the electricity undertaking for the ye«r ended
March 25th last of <; 14,4 19. The total income for the 12 montlia
amounts to £149,891, as against an expenditure of £69,172. The
expenditure on capital account to March 2oth amounted to
£2,3.")3,30.5. Out of the above surplus it i« recommended that
£10,u00 should be transferred to the renewale fund (making the
total transferred to date £45,000), and that a further snm of £5CX)
should be transferred to the fund for the purchase of motors for
hire. The number of units sold during the period under review
amounted to 26,546,718. The percentage of working ezpenees in
propartion to total revenue worked out at 38'68.

Sli!|»lc\,

—

Year's Worklvi;.—The annual accounts in

connection with the "electricity department were submitted to a
meeting of the Council last week. JThe profit on the year's working
was £1,22',» ; the reserve fund, including £990 brought forward
from the previous year and £.100 from other sources, totalled

£2,700, and after allowing the costs of extensions and alterations
at Dock Mill out of this fund, a balance was left to carry forward
of £1,123.

Swansea.—The Assessment Committee has reduced the
rateable value of the electricity undertaking from £3,900 to

£3,650 net, which is equivalent to a saving in rates of £108 per
annum.

Tor|)(»iiit.—E.L. ScHEjrE.—The E.L. question has been
definitely settled by the U.D.C. on July 2nd sealing the agreement
with the E.L. Co.

I'liulM'idn'e Wells,

—

Prov. Order and Loan* Saxctiiin'.

—The T.C. has decided to apply for a prov. order for the supply
of electricity in the districts of Speldhurat, Bidborough, Langton.
Pembury, Frant, A:c., thus increasing the area of snpply from
6'25 square miles to 28"5.

Sanction has been received from the L.G.B., without an inquiry,
for a loan of £3,.i00 for machinery.

It has been decided during the Cricket Week to illuminate the
town throughout by electricity, requiring 6,000 lamps in the
roads, 1,000 in the Grove Recreation Ground and l,0(5o on the
Pantiles. Prizes are being offered for the most effective displays.

>Valiiier.

—

Propiised E.L.—The U.D.C. has appointed
a Committee to co-operate with the Deal T.C. in the matter of
electric lighting. It is understood that the Deal Council is disposed

to entertain the q uestion of applying for powers to supply electricity,

and that it will be advantageous for the two local authorities to

act together.

\Vari'iii»t(»ii.

—

Pr(iv. ORriEH.—The Corporation is to

make application to the B. of T. for a prov.-order to snpply oorrent
to Penketh and Great Sankey.

West Itroiiiwicli.

—

New Plant, etc.—The Electricity

Committee has entered into an arrangement to supply energy to

the Steel Castings (Giles Foundry}, Ltd., and additional generating
plant and mains, estimated to cost £2,080, will be required. The
Committee recommends that the installation of a battery be

deferred for the present, and that the boiler house be extended,

and a new boiler installed, at an estimated cost of £4,423.

\\ orcester.—At the .lune meeting of the City Council,

Aid. Parker suggested that he could find a customer who would be

glad to take over the electricity undertaking at a price of

£150,000. For the next meeting of the Council, Mr. Maund has
given notice that he will move that Aid. Parker's offer be accepted,

and that the Electricity Committee be authorised to give effect to

the resolution.

Application is to be made to the B. of T. for permission to supply

energy in Claines, which is outside the city.

>\re\liaiii.

—

Proposed Loaxs.—The T.C. has dii-ect«d

application to be made to the L.G.B. for sanction to borrow £3.025

for extensions at the electricity works, and has accepted tenders

amounting to £2,066 for new machinery.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

\(( riiiUKiii.— It has been decided by the Accrington
Corporation to make formal objection to the proposal now before

the Light Railway Commissioners for the extension of the

Accrington tramways at Clayton-le-Moors.

Itaildoii,— In connection with the prospective continua-

tion to Baildon, of the Bradford Corporation's tramways, the

Shipley Council last week decided to supply electricity for this

purpose to the Baildon Council on the same terms as are granted

to the Bradford Corporation.

ltla('K|i(iol.

—

Xkw Cars, Ac.—The Corporation has

decided to seek power to borrow £6,000 for additions to the
Blundell Street depot, for the supply of six open-tyvie cars and elec-

trical equipment, and for top-deok ctn.
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ItiiHllord,

—

SioKM Oamahk.—A terrifil- thiinderaborra

and Hood cnuiidd many thounande of pounds worth of damage at

Bradford on Wudnewlay, laet week. The eewern and the Bradford

Beck, a nuturitl etreain runniae under the city, burHt, and the

BtreetB in the centre of the city were broken open and were quickly

many incheit deep in runninpr water. For a time traffic, includinfr

the tramwayB, was Htopped. Valley Uoad, in which are situated

the electricity works, was Hooded and a foot or more of water

occupied the lower parte of the works. Fortunately, however,

the plant wae not ulfeoted. At Shipley the overhead equipment

of the tramways was affected, and traffic had to be stopped ;
as a

Iteneral result the tramway system was thrown comiiletely out of

organisation for the remainder of the day. Telephonic communi-
cation in the city was stopped durinf; part of the afternoon. At
the height of the storm lightning struck and tired a drapery

establishment and the place was >{uickly gutted.

Itlll'lllcU—I'UOl'OSKI) E.NTKNSIONS ANI) 'BlS SkKVICK.

—The T C. has decided to secure powers to construct a tramway
from the boundary to the Rawtenstall Corporation tramways, at

LoveclouKh. It has also decided to run motor-'buses generally

throughout the boroui;h.

Collie.—The T.C. has deiided to re-lay the permanent
way in Burnley Road, from Primet Bridge to Philip Lane, at an

estimated cost of £l',000, and to convert one oar truck to the

Peckbam pendulum type at a cost of £2.'>.

(oiitiiieiilal \oI«'s.— Gkum.vnv.— Ei,E(Titic F.B.

VEHiriiKS.— Oat of a required total of 1-15 motor-vehicles, the

Berlin Fire Brigade has already 74, of which 18 are electrically

driven. The latter have covered 100,000 km. without a single

failure, and the average cost over a period of six years has been

found to be about £70 per annum, or about one-quarter that of a

horse vehicle ; this is in spite of a charge of I'Sd. per unit for

energy, and the contracting out of repairs to private firms, in both

of whiih items rearrangements now in progress are expeoted to

produce substantial savings.

A concession has just been granted for the construction of an

electric light railway of standard gauge among the foot-hills of

the Riesengebirge between Hermadorf, Schmiedeberg, and

Briiokenberg.
Spain.—A scheme for the construction of four lines of under-

ground electric railways in the City of Madrid has been submitted

to the Spanish Ministry of Public Works.

I)(tiicast«'r.—The T.C, in Committee last week, decided

that no present action be taken with regard to laying the line in

Silver Street, or doubling the lines in the Market Place and St.

Sepulchre Gate, and that all previous resolutions inconsistent with

this recommendation when confirmed, shall be deemed to be

rescinded.

The Tramways Committee has decided to ask the County Council

what sum it would contribute towards the cost of relaying and
paving the track to the original terminus at Bentley.

Ihner.—LioHT Railway Proposals.—The T.C. has

decided to oppose the application of the Light Railway Co. for a

five years' extension of time for the completion of the Dover,

St. Margaret's and Martin Mill Light Railway, unless an under-

taking is given that the system will not be used for the conveyance
of coal, nor for any purpose other than the conveyance of

passengers and small parcels.

Eiliiihiiru'li.

—

Proposkd Pvrchase.—The Tramway
Committee has received a memorandum of the terms proposed by
the Colinton Tramway Co. as to the proposed transfer of its under-
taking to the T.C. The proposed terms include the taking over of

the obligations of the company to the War Office, landowners, ifcc.

An alternative suggestion was that there should be a joint work-
ing agreement. The Committee recommended that the terms be

declined.

Proposed extensions of the Leith tramway system have been
before a meeting of representatives from the Leith and Edinburgh
Tramway Committees. It was suggested that Edinburgh should
permit the construction of a tramway along the Seafield Road to

King's Road, Portobello. An alternative scheme was a route from
Blackhall tia Seafield Road to King's Road, Portobello, a total

mileage of about 6i, about one-third of which is in Leith. No
decision was arrived at by the conference.

Hnlil'ax.

—

Year's Working.—The Corporation tram-
ways accounts for the year ended March 31st, show passenger
receipts £106,385 ; advertising on oars, £957 ; and parcel receipts,

£2,147. The net profit for the year was £13,643, against £12,681
in the previous year.

Ipswicli.

—

Annual Report.—The report of Mr. F.
Ayton, manager of the Corporation tramways department, on the
past year's working of the tramways, shows that the revenue
amounted to £23,825, an increase of £421 on the previous year ;

and the expenditure to £2."i,(;.":4, including working expenses,
£19,888 ; capital charges, £3,i)23

; and debt redemption, £2,142, a
total increase of £2,472. There was, therefore, a net deficit of

£1,828, against a profit of £268 in the previous year. This was
partly met by £1,322, surplus from last year, and the remaining
£506 wa.8 debited to the present year's working. Special attention
B drawn to the slowness of the oars, which, owing to the narrow
and congested streets, nnly average 651 miles per hour.

liCicoHT.—Till T.C. has Banflioin.d the e-xpenditnre of

£4,770 for the provision of canopy tope to H7 can, which, it is esti-

mated, will earn £7,oijO more per year

LoikIoii.—.S.W. Kaii.way Ei.kiuui icaiiu.s. — (Jn

Hatnrday mornincr lout u trial trip wan inadc between Wimbledon
and i:a«t Putney with one of the new ele^ trie trainis to be used by

the L. and S.W. Railway The new coaches will carry each al>out

200 pasMogers, and are to be used on the Kingston l.>op from

Waterloo, ria Wimbledon to Riubmond and back to Waterloo

The House of Lords Committee has rejected the L.C C. proposal

to construct a double line of tramways from the present Aldgate

terminus alonjf Mantill Street, with a single loop line round

Trinity Square ; the Bill containing the above proposal han

pas8e<l a Commons Committee.
Yesterday morning a trial run was to be made in London with

the new Edison battery bus for the South Shields Corporation.

\oi'tliiiiii|)t<Hi.—The Tramways Committee of the T.C.

has had under consideration, and recommends, the donbline of

further portions of the Kingsthorpe section of the tramway track,

thus completing the double line from Regent's Square to

Kingsthorpe.

ItoclMlaic.

—

Street Sweeper.—The Tramways Com-
mittee has decided to charpe the Cleaning Committee lOd. per car-

mile for working the tram-hauled street sweeper.

Slu'llij'ld.—RoAii Ta.\ ior ']5uses.—The Corporation

Bill, which has been before a House of Commons Committee,

has been sanctioned the running of 'buses on four routes

;

the Corporation is to contribute ii. per car-mile to the road

authorities in respect of wear and tear, but this is subject to

revision by agreement or arbitration, and may be dropped in the

event of a new Imperial grant. New road construction is not to

be taken into account in calculating maintenance, and the 'bnsefi

are not to be charged with road widening.

Tunis,—La Coinpa<,'nie dcs Tramways de Tunis has just

placed a contract with the Thomson-Houston Co., of Paris, for two

new steam turbines and alternators, each of 2,000-KW. capacity,

for the power station at La Goulette.

I'iiit«*(l States.—The contract for the construction of

the subway in Lexington Avenue, New York, has been awarded

by the New York Public Service Commission, to the Rapid Transit

Subway Construction Co.. at Sl,ai.',,U)4. Bids for the constrnction

of Section 1 of the Eastern Parkway Subway, Brooklyn, were

opened. There will be four tracks for operation by the Inter-

barough Rapid Transit Co. and the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co.

The lowest tender is that of the Crandford Co. at 82,195,000.—

Railwaij Merifw.

Miifan. — Management Changes.— The T.C. has

adopted a motion that the time has arrived for the electrical

engineer to devote the whole of his time to the electricity depart-

ment, and that he be relieved of the responsibility of the manager-

ship of the tramways. Another motion was passed that the

appointment be considered of a general manager for the tramway

apart from the permanent way.

Year's Woeking,—The receipts of the Corporation tramways

department for the past year amounted to £77,973, against

£71,268 in the previous year, and the surplus was £4,690, against

£1,178.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Wireless Telephoii.'* .—At a meeting of the Dominions

Royal Commission last week, Mr. Godfrey Isaacs, managing

director of the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co., gave evidence.

He said that the company was constructing stRtions at Carnarvon

and New York that would be far superior to any in existence, and

could send 100 words a minute by wireless. He anticipated that

the service would be able to undertake the whole of the work of

the Pacific cable. The company also contemplated the establish-

ment of services between this country and the Argentine and

Brazil, between France and New York, and between Norway and

New York. He thought that atmospheric troubles would shortly

be entirely overcome, and that the future of long-distance tele-

graphy, at greatly reduced rates, lay with wireless telegraphy.

Mr. Marconi would probably be able to telephone to New Y'ork

before the end of this year. Proposals were under consideration

for the establishment of a Press service, to supply Canadian news

to this country and rU'e r.-rsii at ^d. per word. He anticipated

a large reduction in telegraphic rates all over the world in the

near future, especially in the British Empire, due to the develop-

ment of wireless telegraphy.

Cliiiia.—A wireless station has lieen erected in the

French Concession at Shanghai. It will work in conjunction

with the observatory at Siccawei, and is expected to have a range

of 1,800 miles.

(rlei'iuany.—The German Emperor recently visited the

trans- Atlantic wireless station ot EQvese, under the auspices of

the Hochfrequenzmaschinen-A.G. fiir drahtlose Telegraphic, and

exchanged messages of greeting, via Tuckerton, N.Y., with the

President of the United States and other dignitaries.
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Orih'rs li,\ \\irel<'ss.— Wireless telegraphy, says the

Stundard, is used for transmittinj? orders by the commercial travellers

of a well-known firm of tobsicuo mcrohants. A van accompanies
them on their round, and inside it is a " wireless" operator, who
sends out all urgent meBSages. (Joods have been in certain cases

delivered within one hour of the order being received, while mens-

ages have been sent from as great a distance as 20 miles from the

central office.

'I'lic 'iVIeplloilP Sorvicf.—On Friday lust the dis-

cussion on the Post Office Estimates was resumed in the House of

Commons. The administration of the telephone system was
attacked, but the Postmaster- General stated that in London last

year Ifi.OoO new subscribers were connected, and up to date this

year 14,500 more, and denied that the service was so bad as it was
made out to be. Inquiries addressed to i;t.">,OiMi telephone users in

London, of whom 12»j,00ii replied, showed that S7 per cent, were
" perfectly satisfied," 4] per cent, "totally dissatisfied," and the

remainder neutral. The proposed new rates were all based upon
the measured-rate system, and he held ont no prospect of any
considerable reduction in the total payments by telephone users.

The results obtained from the experimental check-meters had been
satisfactory. He proposed to institute a Committee of Inquiry into

the telegraph system, consisting of Sir A. Williamson (chairman).

Sir W. Plender, Sir C. Stewart-Wilson, and a member of the staff.

Wiivlt'ss Oil HoiWd Ship.— In reply to questions in the

House of Commons, Mr. Burns recently stated that an agreement
was in preparation between the Board of Trade and the Marconi
Co., to enable shipowners to obtain wireless installations on reason-

able terms. Shipowners, however, would be under no obligation

to obtain their apparatus from the company.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Alder.sliof .-^August 4th. U.D.C. One natural-draught

chimney-type cooling tower. See " Official Notices " to-day.

ArjiTiitiiiii.—July 15th. E.L. installation (public and
private lighting) for the Dean Funes (Cordoba) Municipality.

—

lieriein of the Hirer Plate.

Aslifoii-uiider-lAiic.— Corporation. July 29th. Arc
lamp globes, lamp carbons, DC. motors and DC. motor starters.

See "Official Notices " to-day.

Aastralia.—Sydney.—August 31st. .Sydney Harlx)ur

Trust. Four electrically-operated semi-portable travelling cranes.

Forms of tender from Mr. H. F. Norrie, Secretary to the Trust,

Sydney.
PEBTH.^Augnst 19th. Electric lamps and fittings, for P.M.G.

See " Official Notices " to-day.

August 19th. Telephone switchboards, galvanised iron and
steel stranded wire, for Postmaster-General. See " Official

Notices " to-day.

September L'od. Telephone instruments and parts, glassware,

battery material, chemicals for batteries, wire—cotton, silk or wool
covered—telegraph and telephone insulators, for Postmaster-
General. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Melbourne. October 7th. Victorian Railway Commissioners.
Four motor-driven air compressors and electrical equipment
(motors, &o.) for the new workshops at Ballarat and Bendigo.
Specification may be seen at the Board of Trade Commercial
Intelligence Department in London.

Bel<i'iuiii.— Nalinnes.— July isth. Concession for

supply of light and power for all uses. Particulars at the Maison
Communale, a Nalinnes, Hainaut, Belgium.

Brussels.—Shortly. Supply and installation of 11 dismount-
able telephone cabins, after the system of Griisenmayer, for the

Brnseels central telegraph office. Cahier dts charges spejial,

No. 267. Particulars, Salle de la Madeleine, Brussels.

RIackrock.—July 13th. U.D.C. Underground mains,

overhead mains, feeder pillars and public lighting. See " Official

Notices" June 2ilth.

Bolton,—July 19th. (brporation. Converting plant,

sub-station 'E.H.T. and H.T. switchgear, See "Official Notices"
June 12th

llartfoi'd (Kent)-—July 20th. Telephones, extension

bells, &:c., at Joyce (ireen Hospital, for Metropolitan Asylums
Board. See " Official Notices " to-day.

KdiiilMU'iiii.—July 20th. Corporation Klectricity Supply
Department. Extension steam and exhaust pipe work at McDonald
Road Station. Town Clerk, City Chambers.

Friin<'<'.—.\ugust ISth. French State ixaihvay authorities

(Bureaux du Service Electrique) in Paris 1,43, Rue de Rome).
17 electrically-operated travelling cranes for the new railway
works at Sotteville, near Rouen. P'rS
Paris.—July 17th, The French^State Railway Administration

intends to acquire lOO continuona-ourrent electric motoru for the
suburban railway network. ParticuUrs, Bnresnz du Service Elec-
triijue, :i- Division, 12, Rue de Rome. Paris.

(•Jtljiiirliaiii (hnit).—July 17th. B.C. 12 months'
supply of coal for the Electricity iJepartment. Specification from
the Borough Electrical Engineer, Gil lingham Read.

<ilrf<'ii(»cK. luly 23rd. .N;hool Board. Electrical

installation at the <;reenock Academy. Spef;ification from Mr.
A. F, Neven, Clerk, Municipal Baildings, Wallace Square,

(>riiii>li,>,—July 2;)rd. Corporation. 790 amijere-hour
battery, reversible booster and switchgear. See "Official Notices

'

to-day,

liiiiicii.sfcr. — July 13th. Coal and slack for C, 9 and
12 months respectively for the Corporation Electricity Woiks.
Mr, G. C. Milnes, Marton St. Works.

London.—L.C.C. July 13th. One, two or three elec-

trically-driven chassis, for Fire Brigade. See "Official Notices
'

June r.ith.

July 14th. Five rotary converters of 1,500 KW. each, 15 main
static transformers, two starting static transformers, and re-erec-

tion, &c., of existing motor-generators. See " Official Notices
"

June 19th.

July 30th. 10,000 or 5,000 driving and pony wheel tramcar
tires, 300 axle forgings for tramoars. Chief Officer, Tramways
Department, 62, Finsbury Pavement, E.C,
The Highways Committee recommends that tenders be invited

for the supply of 125,00<i metal-filament traction lamps, 22 British
C.P., 115 volts, for use on the Coancil's cars.

.MaiiclK'ster.— July 21st. Corporation. Two steam
boilers, for the Tramways Department. Specifications from Mr. J.

MoElroy, General JIanagcr, 5."., Piccadilly.

July 24th. Corporation eub-station. ti,r,00-volt switchgear (one
year's re([uirement,s) ; fuse boxes (two years' requirements), .><ee

" Official Notices " to-day.

M(»iit('ii»'!ir<».—July 13th. Montenegrin Department of

Posts and Telegraphs. Various telegraph stores and instruments.
Some particulars may be seen at the Commercial Intelligence

Branch of the Board of Trade, London, E.C.

Pittin^ton (hurliam),— July llth. Poles, lamps,

cables, &e., for the Parish Council. Specification from Mr. T.

Carson, Clerk.

Itaiiisltottoiii. — July IGth. One electrically-driven

sludge pump, with motor, wiring, countershafts, gearing, ic.
complete. Specifications, 4:c. (,i:2 returnable), Messrs. Ja.«. Diggle
and Son, Civil Engineers, Hind Hill Street, Heywood, Lanes.

Sall'onl.—July 13th. Coal for the Electricity Depart-
ment. Borough Electrical Engineer, Electricity Workj, Frederick

Road, Pendleton.

July 13th. Steel and concrete foundations for .i,O0O-K\v. tnrbo-

alternator. Borough Electrical Eugineer.

South -VIrira.— Beaifort AVest (Cape ProvixceI.
August r,ith. Proposed electric lighting scheme. Contract No. 1

comprises two 70-b.h.p. suction gas engines, two 4S-KW. dynamos
with static balancers, one motor booster, one switchboard and one
battery of 2.")0 cells. Contract No. 2 comprises overhead eqnipment.
underground mains, and material for house connections. Specifi-

cations from Mr. C. G. Trevett. 70, Fletcher's Chambers, Cape Town.
Tenders to Town Clerk.

Soutliaili|)toii.—.luly 13th. Corporation. Supply and
erection of coal conveyers at the electricity works. Specification

from the Borough Electrical Engineer.

.Sjta ill.—July l")th. Municipal authorities of Agreda
(province of Soris), Concession for the electric lighting of the

town during a period of \h years.

July 20th, The municipal authories of Chillon '(province of

Ciudad Re.il)are inviting tenders for the concession for the electric

lighting of the town during a period of 30 years.

StocKtdil-oii-'IVcs.—.luly 21th. Corporation. Co.hI for

use on mechanical stokers, for the Electricity D.^partment. Forme
of tender from Mr. J. J. Smith, Borough Eleotrioal Engineer.

I'lirioii.^—July 23rd. U.D.C. Overheat! lines and
underground cables. See "Official Notices" to-day.

Walsall.—July nth. (Corporation. Four water-tube

boilers, superheaters, foonomisors, pumpe, pipes, A:c. See "Official

Notices" June 19th.

July 14th. Corporation. Two .H,lK>0-KW. turbo-alternators with
surface condensers, and motor-generator. See "Official Notices

'"

June 19th.

W^arriiiU'toii.— July 21st. E.\tra-bigb-ten8ion swit«:h-

board feeder panel and low-tension switchboard feeder panel, for

Borough Electricity Oept. See " OMicial Notices' today.

West Ham.— luly 20th. Lighting installation at

Rosetta Road School, for Education Committee. See Official

Notices " June 2t>th,
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Mhitstablc— July 17tli. U.D.O. Electric motors,

BwitoheB, iSlO., at the eewace pumpinK station. Specificationit from
Meean. Strauhan \ Weekee, U, Victoria Btreet, S.W.

Wrcxiiiiiii.— The T.C. has instructed the electrical

engineer to obtain tendem for a motor required in oonneution with
the new fi:eneratingf set.

Vork,—July l.sth. Corporation,

verter, with traneformeru and Bwitchf^ear.

Jnly 3rd.

6(»0-K\v. rotary con-

Seo "
< iftioial Notices

"

CLOSED.

VccrillKtoii.—The T.C. has entered into a contract with

the Chloride Electrical Storage Co., for the cleaning and mainten-
ance of the liattery at the works for 8^. years, at an annual charge
of itiec.

liistralia.—Commonwealth Home Aft'airs Dept. :
—

Teloplionii exobsnge at I;idonmhe, i'976.—John Bright 4 Bon.
Post und telegraph oftico at Bond! Junotion, £1,825,—Beat Bros.

Barnnv.—For the T.C. :—
Retubing of No. 1 eoonomiser.—Green & Son, i'SSO.

Goal.—0. M, Uuartson, 18s. 9i. per ton.

Batlt'v.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of the

Stirling Boiler Co., Ltd., for supply of a multitubular boiler, with
pipework, for the electricity works.

Blark])0()I.—The Corporation has accepted the tender

of Messrs. Mather & Piatt, Ltd., for a new electrically-driven

sewage pumping plant to be put down at Layton.

Briii'litoii.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of Messrs.

Geo. Lynn ^V: Sons for alterations, &c., at North Road electricity

works, at £1,834.

Uiii'iilc).— The E.L. Committee has accepted the

tender of the B.I. & Helsby Cables, Ltd., for 2,160 yds. of l-in.

cable, 1,080 yds. of 'OB-in. cable, and 3,410 yds. of '25-in. traction

cable, for £1,008.

Calcutta.—Messrs. (ieorge Anderson & Co., Ltd.. of

Carnoustie, have received the order for the first batch of 1

1

electric travelling wharf cranes out of 58 required by the Port
Commissioners in Calcutta, the present contract figure being
approximately £10,000. The order was obtained in competition.

4'aiitcrlnirv.—The T.C. has appointed Mr. G. E. Dash-
wood to carry out electrical engineer's work for the next half-

year.

The T.C. has also accepted the offer of Messrs. Pritchetts & Gold
to renew their contract for battery maintenance for a term of
10 years at £80 per annum, and the tender of Mr. Chas. Mount,
for extensions to the coal bunkers at the electricity works, at £52.

ClactiHi-oii-Sea.—The U.D.C. has sealed a contract

with Messrs. Johnson & Phillips, Ltd., for the supply of cable, &c.

Colli e.—The following tenders have been accepted by
the T.C. :—

United Car Co.—Car and truck, £516.
B.T.H. Co.—Electrical equipment and gears, £254.

Dartfonl.— The U.D.C. has accepted the tender of

Messrs. E. J. & W. Goldsmith, Ltd., for 3,000 tons of Aberpergwym
rubly culm coal, for the electricity works, at 13s. Id. per ton.

The Council has also accepted the tender of Messrs. Fraser and
Chalmers, Ltd., for a 1,000-K\v. turbo-alternator, at £4,554, in

lieu of the 500-KW. set provided for in the original scheme : and
the tender of Mr. J. W. EUingham for an annexe to the generating
station, at £290.

DarAveii.—Orders for two new electric tramcars were
given by the Tramways Committee last week at over £900 per car.

The bodies will bs built by the United Electric Car Co., the
electrical equipments supplied by Jlessrs. Dick, Kerr i: Co., Ltd.,

and the trucks by the Brush Co.

Ucmcaster.—The Tramways Committee has accepted
the following tenders for the extension of the tramways to

Warmsworth and Woodlands :

—

Contract No. 1.—Warmsworth. J. W. Pearce & Co., Ltd., permanent-way
cinstruction, £7,000.

Contract No. 2.—Brodsworth. Edwards A Co., permanent-wav construc-
tion, £10,433.

Contract No. 3.—B.I. & Helsby Cables, Ltd., copper bonds. £341.
Contract No. 4.—Guest, Keen A- Nettlelolds, Ltd., tie-bars, bolts, nuts,

4c., £396.
Contract No. 6.—Hadfleld's, Ltd., points and crossings, £1,457.
Contract No. 6.—Mr. Wilson, carting tramway rails, £160.

The Education Committee has accepted a revised tender by
Messrs. Dixon & Sons, of Leeds, for the installation of electric

lighting at the new Doncaster Technical School, at £320.

i;rcli'>.—The I'uljlic (,i(rhting and Electricity .Supply

Committee has accepted the followinir tendera :

—

l.sriof Bllenmere. - ret-aud wulied Dum, 18a. 8d. perton ; beat ulected
hou6i) coal, \>*t> M. p'-r toQ,

J. Aldred,—Bcreeried ordinary i|U»llty liouse ( oal, 14a. 3d, per lOD.
UaKord (iaa iiupaniinnt. — Ui;at gan cokc!, lib. Hd. gvt u>u.

lUliiilHii'itii.—The contract for the electrical inBballation

at Itedford Barracks, Kiinbargb, ba^ been placed with MeisrB.
Lowdon Bros.

l'rli\>to\Vf.—The I'.D.C. has accepted the tender of

Messrs. W. Simms \ Co., at £554, for the erection of overhead
lines, \a„ in connection with the change over from two-wire t«j

three-wire system.

KolkfNtinir.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of the
Electric Street Lighting Apparatus Co.. for standards for public
lamps, with harps and canopies for lamps, at £6 Us. each.

(•riiii>l)V.—The Public Ijighting Committee ha.s accepted
the offer of Opel Motors, Ltd., to supply an electric chassis, in-

cluding motor and a new battery of accumulators, i;c., at a coat

not exceeding £200.

liOiitUiii. — L. ('.('.— The Highway Committee reports

having received the undermentioned tenders for the supply of
trailer cars, and the equipment of a number of electric cars with
couplers and traction gear for drawing trailers on the Council's
southern tramways

:
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accept

blaclint,'

Slicfticlil.—The City Council is recominended to i

the followinpr tenders for supplies :

—

Willjina A Uoliinsori, Ltd.—Manufacture and storage of fcpare

material, £iHl.
I>i'^k, Keir « Co., Ltd —Spare ooils for alternator, f55K.

BtirllD!,' Boiler Co., Ltd.—Tube? for two HtirlinK boilers, £208.
Davy Hros., Ltd.—Removal of the existing tube bo.x and Bupp'ying a new

air heater on Stirline; boiler, i'l'Jo.

Steel. Peccli .4 Tozer, Ltd.—l.COO tons of tram raih.
DaMd Asbton & Co. — Kew generating Bet at the Lumley Street

destructor, £419.

Strt'ffonl.—Contracts have been placed by the Tramways
and Electricity Committee, as follow :

—
Lancashire Dynamo, &c., Co., booster £173

314

Siindn'laiul.—The T.C. on Wednesday accepted the

foUowirg tenders on behalf of the Electricity and Lightinfr Com-
mittee :

—

\V. G. Parrow & Co.— Cast-iron gutterf, oast-iron btnds.
Jhcbson Rlec-rio Stove Co., Ltd.— Domestio cooktrs.
Oarrun Co , Ltd.— Domestic cookers.

\\ ari'iii'i'fttii,—The l-llectricity and Tramways Committee
has accepted the foUowiner tenders :

—
Titan Tvaekwork Co., Ltd.—Special trackwork, £247.
.\. Thorne ot hi.iiis.-Two sockets for tr;unway poles, £22.

Thermit, Ltd.— aloiit 100 Thermit welded joints, 21s. 6d. per joint.

West IS!'o:ii\\!(°li.—The Electricity Committee has made
arraneetnents with Boston \ Son and the Aldridge Colliery Co.,

for the supply of 12,000 tons of slack during the ensuing year.

\\i'i'\li:i!ii. — The T.C. has accepted the following

tenders :

—

Lancashire Dynamo (.'o.—Dynamo, £616.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Saltord Technical and Engineering Association.—Saturday, July lllh.

Visit to Carborundum Co., Ltd., Trufford Para.

Junior Institution of Engineers.—Saturday, July 18lh. At 2.30 p.m. Ati

Pultfeet. Visit Tunnel Portland Cement Works.

Nottingham Society of Engineers.-Saturday, July 18th. Ladioj' day:
Visit oberwoud forest.

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
(CONDON DIVISION).

Oommftndlng OCBoet—Lisci.-OoL, H, M, Leay.

The followiag orders have been iBsned :

—

Headquarters will be opened daily for the transaction of regimental
business from- 10 a.m. till 4 p.m., except Saturdays, on wbich days the

opening will be from 10 a.m. till 12 noon. Headquarters will be closed

for all purposes on August .3rd and 4th, 1914.

(Signed) F. R. Holt-White, Capt. R.E., Adjutant,
For Officer commanding L.E.B.

NOTES.

Elpctiical Coiitiactor.s' Assoriafion of .Scotland.—
Satisfactory reports of work done in branches in Glasgow, Edin-

burgh, Dundee and Aberdeen were submitted at the annual general

meeting in Edinburgh, when Mr. Alex. Pratt, the President, was in

the chair. The accounts of the treasurer showed the Association

to be in a sound position financially. The following oflice-bearers

were elected :—President, Mr. E. ,T. B. Lowdon, of Messrs. Lowdon
Bros. & Co. ; vice-president, Mr. T. B. Wright, of Messrs. Anderson

and Munro, Ltd. ; secretary and treasurer, Mr. .1. M. Davies, jun.,

C.A. ; and solicitor, Mr. Walter Finlay, W.S.

Copper.— .\ comparison of the statistics for the fortnis,'ht

ending June l.'ith with those for the whole month, as set forth in

Messrs. H. R, Merton & Co.'s tables, shows that it is impo.'tsihle to

estimate satisfactorily the position for the month from the figures

for the first half. While supplies from North America up to .lune

15th were. 14,47,') tons, the quantity for the whole month wa.i

36,086 tons, considerably under double the first figure. Spain and
Portugal, on the other hand, show a very low figure for the fort-

night, 2-'6 tons, and an unusually high one— :i,020 tons—for the

month. Chile shipments were 1,400 up to .lune l.'.th, and ^..'iOO

for the month, slightly above the average. Australian were 1,'.)00

tons, and '.'.BrjO for the two dates, the latter rather a low figure,

average for the past 12 months being 3,150 tons per month. The
total supplies were not much less than double the fortnightly

figure, 21,708—total, 50,636- but not sutHciently near for the first

to be reckoned as representing half the second.

The visible supplies are steadily maintained. On .luno 1 ".th

English stocks were 13,436 tons ; on June 30th, 14.721. European
visible supplies were 32,020 tons, and 33,271 on the same dates.

The latter figure is 900 tons higher than that for the end of May.
The consumption during the month—40,735 tons—was fairly high,

eo the increase in stocks cannot be entirely attributed to depression

in the general outlook.

Stock in American producers' hand-i (as published by the
American Producers' Assooiation) was 31,101 tonu at the end of
April, and 37,6.")3 tons at the end of May. The world's vinibte
supply at the end of May was 70,023 tons, an increase of 9,344
tons over the quantity for the end of April.

••(iii\«' IIS Hack our Skin."—A dispatch from Pitts-
burg says that this is the heading of an article being issued by the
striking emplojei of the Westinghouse Co. at East Pittbbnrg and
Swissvale. The article criticises Charles Mensor, an emploj.'- of
the Union Switch and Signal < o., who rtturted to work against
the will of his fellow emploji's, who seme time ago gave a large
amount of their cuticle that bis life might be taved by the tkin-
grafting process. Mensor was injured in an accident in the plant
18 months ago. .Skin-grafting was the only means of saving bis
life. Eight fellcu-workmen contributed 102 sq. in. of fkin for
u.ie in the operation, which was successful. According to the
strikers, Mensor was the first to desert them. Threats and
entreaties were of no avail, and the strikers' publication came
out with the words " Give us back our ekin " across the top
of the sheet. It also said that if Mensor was caoght on the streets

the skin he " borrowed " would be taken from him. Mensor is

escorted by a policeman to and from his daily work.

I Wcll-I)e.M'r\e(l Sciifcncc.— .\t Xewcastle-on-T_vue
Police Court on Wedne.»day, Felix Murphy, a labourer, was charged
with stealing a pair of rubber gloves, the property of the Cram-
lington Coal Co.. Ltd., from the power house at the Shankhoase
Colliery. The solicitor for the Coal Co. stated that accused went
into the power house, and after securing posseFsion of the gloves
put them on and commenced interfering with the electrical plant.
The ventilating fan for the mine was stopped, and 2.5 to 30 men,
who were underground at the time, ran a grave risk of being
suffocated. As a result of the damage done by accused to the
plant, the pit was laid idle for a day. Jn sentencing the prisoner to
three months' imprisonment, with hard labour, the chairman eaid

he should feel thankful that he was still alive.

Electricity Siipiily llifle Leauiie.— Jn connection with
the above League a prize meeting was held on the 27th ult. on the
range of the Hackney Electric Rifle Club. Clapton, when there

were 40 members competing for the various events at 25, .50 and
100 yards. The weather was on its best behaviour, but some of the
competitors would have preferred a cooling breeze, as they found
the sun too powerful, and the shooting was not np to standard.
The following were the results :

—

25 Y.\RDS ScR.\TCH.—F. Winchcombe (98), first, attachi- case

;

W. Mursell (Oi'O, second, case of brushes ; E. Matthews (96),

third, cigarette case.

25 Yards Handic.vp.—H. T. Dartnall (98 71), first, barometer :

H. A. Pearman ('.'8 5), second, case of fish carvers ;

C. Saunders (0S36), third, tea set.

25 Yabds Rapid.—R. Tufnell (91). first, carriage clock ; W. C-
Young (8:0, second, case of fish eaters.

50 Yards Scratch.— J. Harrison (100), first, kit bag- : H. J.

Cope (97), second, flower stand.

50 Yards Handicap.—E. Matthews (98'2S\ first, tantalns :

P. Barrow (97 6:0, second, case of tea knives ; A. T. Atkins
(07'.")ii), third. Toby beaker.

100 Yafiis Scuatch.—F. Winchcombe (93), first, flower stand :

E. Foster (92). second, jam dish.

Cha:mpionship.—F. Winchcombe (285). gold medal.

The President of the League (Mr. L. L. Robinson) presented the
prizes at the conclusion of the shooting, which lasted until after

seven o'clock, and also handed over to the Westminster Club the
handsome shield which has been purchased for presentation to the

champion team each year. The usual votes of thanks were accorded
before the company dispersed.

( onipliiiientarv Dinner to Sir .lolin Snell.—

A

general desire having been expressed that the honour of knight-

hood recently conferred upon Sir John F. C. Snell. President-Elect

of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, should be made the
occasion of a complimentary dinner in the early autumn, a com-
mittee is in course of formation to make the neees-sary arrange-

ments. Those wishing to associate themselves with the event are

requested to send their names as soon as possible to any one of the

following :

—
I'. F. Rowell, the Institution of Electrical Engineers, Victoria

Embankment, W.C.
D. X. Dunlop, British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers'

Association, King's House, Kingsway, W.C.
A. 11. Dykes, Association of Consulting Engineers, U, Victoria

Street, S.W.
It. F. Proctor, Incorporated Municipal Electrical Association.

The Exchange, Corn Street, Bristol.

1. G. Tate, Electrical Contractors" Assooiation, 20, Bucklers-

bury, E.C.

Parljaiiientan.

—

Skcoxi> .\ni) Tiiikh Hk.apixi.jj.—
In the House of Commons on .luuo -'Oth the Yorkshire Electric

Power Bill was read a second time ; and in the House of Lords on
June :!Oth. the Bristol Corporation Clramways) Bill, and the
Glasgow Corporation (Tramways, ,vo.) Bill, were read a third

time : on Mondiiy the Heal and Walmer Gas and Electricity Hill

passed its third reading : on Tuesday the Norwich Electric

Tramways Bill passed through the same stage.

Platiniiiii.— It is roj.Mrted from Paris that large

quantities of platinum have been discovered in the North TJttl

district, abont 00 km. to the east of Cologne.
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rt»rt'ia-|i 'rradc iii Jiiiif.—The orticial tiguieH piililishetl

thin week Dhow that in the value of exporta during June there

was a fnll of nearly three millioDB sterlinK or li 9 per cent, as oom-
pared with Ihe xame month in \\>\'A. For the eix monthe, with a

total of J'::>i millione eterliu);, there ix a decrease of practically

£l,r,nii(iOii or ii6 per cent. The export decreaeeB duriDg the

mouth have occurred ehietly in cotton piece goodM, iron and Hteel,

and new nhips. The electrical and machinery exports are down
for the month, and the imports slifrhtly up, aH shown in the fol-

lowintr fiirures ; for the six months, machinery imports and exports

are both up, but electrical exports show a lari;e fall.

I.M1'()KTS. Month Inc. Sij- Jnc.

Electrical (foods and of or monlliH, or

apparatus, excluding June dfi: 1914. dfo.

machinery and nn- £ £ £ £
insulated wire ... 124,401 ( 8,140 804.645 + 58..-.16

Machinery fi89,059 + 93,814 4,144,344 +:)86,r,0«

liX POUTS.
Electrical ^oods and

apparatoB, excluding
machinery and un-
insulated wire ... 271,280 - 30,174 l,704,22'.l - 978,682

Machinery 3,098,382 -135,628 19,469,665 -t-l,04.-),012

Vlflallilt'l'OIlN llillCS.—The Koyal Commission ap-

pointed to iminire into the subject of metalliferous minesand quarries,

has issued its report this week, recommending that the applica-

tion of the Factory Act to these should be replaced by the adop-
tion of a special Act, providing for inHpeotion, and special regula-

tions in the case of mines where intlammable gas is found.

Katalifv.—The Leeds City Coroner (Mr. J. C. Malcolm),
on July let, held an inquest touching the death of Joseph
Roddy (:'i9), linesman in the employ of the General Post Office.

The evidence showed that deceased left home on the previous
Monday morning, apparently in the best of health, and was
engaged in the task of fixing notices on Post Office telegraph and
telephone poles which also carried at the top the wires of the
Yorkshire Electric Power Co., warning the Post Office workmen
against asci-ading the poles beyond a platform separating the
Electric Power Co.'s wires from the Post Office wires, on acQOunt
of the danger from the former. Towards the top of each pole was
fixed an iron platform to prevent workmen getting too close to the
wires. Deceased had to affix ',i'< notices, and when engaged in the
task of putting one on a pole at Rothwell—which was the thirty-

sixth of a series—a young woman, named Edith Gould, saw a flash

and the deceased lying on the ground. Help was obtained, and he
wa9 taken to the Leeds Infirmary, where Dr. Flint found that he
was unconscious, but suffering from severe shock ; his hair was
singed, and he had severe burns on his face, his hands and knees.
On the left side particularly there were also other injuries to the
body caused by the fall. Deceased died within an hour after
admission to the Infirmary. The expert witnesses who were called

could give no explanation for the accident. Mr. Arthur Edwin
Bland, senior inspector in the employ of the Post Office, said Roddy
was engaged on special and dangerous work at the time of the
accident. Deceased had had 15 to 20 years' experience of the work,
and was a most careful man. A verdict of " Accidental Death

''

wa? returned.

<ii.vr(»s(01»<- Stabiliser t«r Aeroplanes.—Mr. E. .\.

Sperry. the inventor of the Sperry gyro-compass, which is largely
used by the American Navy, has carried out tests in France with
a stabilising device mo.mted on an aeroplane. According to the
hJU-rti:riii Hii/-?)/, use is made of four gyroscopes with their axes
at right angles. It is possible to tilt the machine sufficiently to
make turns safely, but the avaiator cannot tilt it to a dangerous
angle. The gyroscopes operate valves leading to two servo-motors
which control the planes and steering gear of the machine. The
entire stabilising equipment weighs 100 lb. and is operated by
alternating current from a generator driven by the aeroplane
engine.

Eleetrieal Material iu Russia.—Speaking at the
annual meeting of the Spies Petroleum Co. in London last week,
the chairman, (Mr. J. Annan Bryce, M.P.), said it was mentioned
in the report that the completion of the electric station had been,
delayed by non-delivery of material. " This applies especially to

material ordered in Russia, and I may add, that another electric

installation ordered by one of our neighbours has been delayed
even more than ours. Some people have said, ' Why do you not
see that your material is delivered

.'

' Well, gentlemen, yon can
only order from the ordinary sources in Russia. If you order
outside you have to pay 100 per cent, import duty, and it would
be madness to work your business on the basis of piying 100 per
cent, import duty. This difficulty we have had in obtaining the
delivery of materials has applied to all the other industries in

Russia. Every industry in Russia has been hampered by it, and
so bad has it been that representations have been made to the
Government to withdraw the import duty on iron in order that
there might be a chance of obtaining delivery from outside.

People were willing to pay a higher price demanded by Ru3sian
producers so long as they could get delivery, but not being able to

get deliveries in consequence of the enormous pressure of business,

they have been pressing the Government to withdraw the import
duty temporarily, but they have refused to do bo. This shows
that the criticism on the company for not getting delivery of pipes
is absolutely absurd and preposterons. The Government Commis-

sion of Inspection has tieen ho satisfied witli the work so far done
that it has dispensed with further inspection. Our installation is

now in partial operation, and the use of the power it being gradu-

ally extended over our fielils. But the transference from one

source of power to another over a large sphere of opsrations is

necessarily a somewhat slow process, and the full benefit of the

change may t)ierefore not be reaped for some time. We are having

numerous applications from other producers for the supply both of

power and of light."

KiliM'atioiial \oles,—The VerUnd I)eutw;hcr Klektro-

techuiker is organising a special summer series of six lectaren by

specialists on high voltages, to be given at the Technical High
School in Cbarlottenburg in September next. The example is

worth notice.

Iii<|iiir}.—A correspondent asks lor the name and
address of the maker (Continental) of a carbon brush suitable for

turbo-dynamos, bearing the mark .N B ( 2 .\.

A|>|KHiitiiieiits \aeaiit. — Switchboard attendant

(:t7s. i',d.), for Northampton Corporation ; jointer, for Borough of

Haslingden
;

plumber-jointer for Salford electricity works ; elec-

trical drawing office and laboratory instructor (£12.')) for City and
Guilds Technical College, Finsbury. Particulars are given in our

advertisement pages to-day.

Ilistltiitloil of rivjl Kliuiiieers.—On Thursday last

the annual conversa/.ione of the Institution was held in the new
building, together with an exhibition of scientific and engineering

apparatus.

Eleetrie ( liaruiiiii' («r ( oiiiiiiereial ^eliieles.—The
County of London Electric Supply Co. are now prepared to charge

electric vehicle batteries at their City Road station, and facilities

have been provided for the drawing in and standing of the vans

in question. All inquiries as to rates are to be addressed to their

head office, Moorgate Court, Moorgate Place, E.C.

Annual Holidays.—The British "Westinghouse Co.

announce that their works will be closed from Friday, July 24th,

until 7 a.m. on Tuesday, August 4th, for the annual holidays. A
staff will be in attendance to deal with matters of extreme
urgency.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Tlie Editors mrite electrical engineers, whether connected with th«

technical or the covimercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers ofths

Electbical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station Officials.—On Friday, .Joly 8rd,

Mb. Hebbeet Cooch, assistant City sub-stations engineer of the
Charing Cross, West End and City Electricity Supply Co., was
presented with a mahogany timepiece on the occasion of his

marriage. Mr. Brazil, the head of the department, made the

presentation on behalf of the City office staff, men of the City

sub-stations, and friends in the head office, and Sir. Cooch suitably

acknowledged.
Accrington Electricity Committee has renewed the engagement

of Me. Whittle as canvasser for a farther 12 months at his

present salary.

The Bath Electric Lighting Committee has recommended the

increase of the salary of the engineer (Mb. F. Teagce) from
£550 to £600 per annum.
Mb. Jajies Sle\in has been appointed borough electrical engi-

neer of Wigan (instead of electrical and tramways engineer), as

from August 1st next, at a salary of £400 per annum, with house,

coal and light. This appointment has been made in consequence

of the desire of the Council that the electrical engineer should now
devote the whole of his time to the electricity undertaking. The
Tramways Committee has been instructed to take the necessary

steps to appoint a tramways manager.
The Brighton T.C. has decided to increase the salary of Mb.

Joyce, assistant manager of the lelectricity works from £300 to

£325, with a further increase a year hence to the maximum of

£350 ; that of Mb. Claughton, assistant engineer, from £350 to

£375, and at the end of the year to a maximum of £400 ; and that

of Me. T. Henwood, mains engineer, from £205 to £220, and a
year hence to a maximum of £2.10.

The Manchester Electricity Committee has fixed the com-
mencing salary of Ms. W. DuNDAS, resident engineer at the city

stations, at £325 per annum ; and the commencing salaries of Me.
J. H. XivEN and Mr. E. Atkinson, shift engineers, will be £171,
rising in each case to £l;tO at the end of 12 months' satisfactory

service. The Committee has appointed Mr. H. W. Saunders as

draughtsman, at £225 per annum.
Mr. Wampach has been appointed chief assistairt engineer at the

works of the Folkestone Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.

Trauiway Officials.—The Coventry Tramways Com-
mittee has recommended the City Council to increase the salary

of Mb. T. R. Whitehead, engineer and manager, from £460 to

£500 per annum.
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The Rotherham Corporation ban appointed an OITicialB' Salaries

Committee, to consist of nine members of the Council. A scheme

of (jraded salaries in the various official staffs has been prepared,

and amontjat the minimum salaries fixed that of the tramways
manaprer and electrical engineer is £600, with three weeks' summer
holiday.

On Friday last. Me. G. Groves, the manager of the Worcester

tramways, was married to Miss Ethel .1. Walter, daughter of the

late Mr. .1. Walter, Worcester. Amongst the presents was one

from Mr. H. S. Day, chairman of the company, and one from the

tramway staff.

The staff of the South Lancashire Tramway Co. have presented a

gold watch, suitably inscribed, to Mu. S. Dean, the secretary of the

sick club, who has left to become the manager in the sales depart-

ment of a Liverpool firm.

An Australian newspaper states that Ma. Ale.\andeb Cameron
has been requested by the Prahran-Malvern (Vic.) Tramway Trust to

devote his whole time to the service of the trust, and has agreed.

The salary will be £900 per annum.

(ileiicral,— I Hi. A. S. McAlmster, President-Kle<'t of the

Illuminating Engineering Society, U.S.A., was born at Covington,
Virginia, In 1875. He received at the Pennsylvania State College, in

1898, the degree of B.S. and subsequently the degree of E.E.

For several years later he was connected with the Berwind-White
Coal Mining Co. at \\ indber. Pa., devoting his time to electric

lighting and electric locomotive operation and repair. The
following year he spent in the factory of the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Co., studying the manufacturing details of direct-

current and alternating-current machinery. He took a post-graduate

course at Cornell University in physics and electrical engineering,

and received the degree of M.M.E. in 1901. Four years later he
received the degree of doctor of philosophy. From 1901 to 1904 he

was an assistant and instructor in physics and applied electricity

at that institution. In 1904 he became acting assistant professor

of electrical engineering. In 1905 he became associate editor of

the Eti'drical World, of which journal he is now editor-in-chief.

Since 1909 he has been professional lecturer on electrical engineer-

ing at the Pennsylvania State College. Dr. McAllister is the

autlior of a book entitled ".Alternating-Current (Motors " (1906);
chapters on "Transformers" and "Motors" in the "Standard
Handbook for Electrical Engineers," and he has filed several

patents for alternating- current machinery. He has also con-
tributed many articles on engineering subjects to the technical

Press and the transactions of scientific and commercial organisations.

Prior to his election to the presidency, he had been a director for

three years and an active member of several committees of the
Illuminating Engineering Society. Dr. McAllister is a Fellow of

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and a member of

the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the
American Electrochemical Society, the National Eljctric Light
Association, the New York Electrical Society, the Sroiety for the
Promotion of Engineering Education, the Illuminating Engineering
Society, the Sigma Xi, Phi Kappa Phi, and Eta Kappa Nu frater-

nities, and a number of prominent social clubs and organisations.

It is announced at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
that the Romford medal of the American .\oademy of Arts and
Sciences has been awarded to William David Coolidce,
assistant director of the Research Laboratory of the General
Electric Co. at Schenectady. The award was made for his inven-

tion of ductile tungsten and its application in the production of

radiation.
>• Mr. William Stonk, who has been connected with tlio .lapau

Department of Communications since 18r:i, has been granted an
Order of First Grade as a special honour in recognition of hia

services to Japan during the past 41 years. His services in the

negotiations for the reduction of the rate on foreign telegraph
messages, and for the purchase of telegraph Hues from foreign

ooncerng, are understood as being the most distinguished of all.

Mr. Stone is one of the oldest Britiehera in Japan atill in active

Mtvioe,

The B'reedom of the City of Newcastle-on-Tyne in to U; conferred
upon the Ho.s'. Sir C. A. Pabsonh. K.C.B., F.R.S., to-d«y at

Newcastle-on-Tyne.
The Civil List PensionB announced last week inclnded one of

£100 to l)B. Oliver Heavi.sidk, F.R.S., in addition to hia exiating

pension, in recognition of the importance of hia reeecrcbca in the
theory of high-speed telegraphy and long-diatanoe telephony.
Mrs. Jessie (Ieav figures in the list with a pension of £50,
granted in July last year. She is the widow of the Ute Mr. John
• •ray, so well known to members of the Britieh Association and to

ourselves and readers of the Review. The grant waa made in

recognition of her late husband's valuable contribntionn to the

science of anthropology, and in conaideration of the circumrtancw
in which she was left by his death. A third appearing in the list

is Miss Kate Bakh Heabder. who is granted a pension of £70
in consideration of the contributions to electrical scienoe and tele-

graphy of her late father, 1 >r Jonathan Nash Hearder, and of her

straitened circumstances. Mrs. A.n'NIE Wallace, widow of the

late Dr. Alfred Russel Wallace, O.M., LL.D., F.R.S.. has been

granted a pension of £120 in consideration of the eminent scrvioea

rendered to science by her husband, and of her inade<|uate means
of support.

According to a Sheffield paper, Mb. AuTniR Smith, electrical

engineer to the contractors for the recently opened King George
Dock at Hull, has accepted the post of electrical engineer under

the Sheffield Corporation for its new waterworks undertaking

at Bolsterstone.

Mr. Jas Roisebts, foreman electrician at the Fenton CoUieriea,

Ltd., who is leaving to take np an appointment at a .South

Yorkshire Colliery, has been preeented by his colleagues with a
gold signet ring.

Mb. C. O. Gaby, of the London office of Messrs. Saxby .t Fanner,

has secured the appointment of an electrical engineer in Southern

India.

The marriage took place at St. Paul's Church, Bedford, on
July 2nd, of Mb. Thos. Bbittls, manager of the Arc Elec-

trical Works, Chelmsford (Messrs. Crompton \ Co., Ltd.), aen

of Mr. Arthur Britten, of Great BUling, Northants, and Miss

Edith J. Wells, youngest daughter of the late Mr. Charles Wells,

and of Mrs. Wells, of Newnham House, I'.edford.

At Oapringe (Kent) Parish Church on July 1st, the marriage took

placeof Mb. John Sackville Golden, of the Knole, Charing, near

Ashford (Kent), and Miss Frances Mary Louise Tett, cnly daughter

of the late Mr. Henry Seymour Tett, J P., of Whitehall House,

Ospringe, the founder and head of the firm of H. S. Tett, Ltd.,

electrical engineers, of Faversham and Sittingbourne.

Mb. H. V. Schofield, of the Btaff of the Newcastle and District

E L. Co., at Close Power Station, and formerly of the Whitby

Electricity Works staff, has been appointed battery inspector to the

Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd., of Manchester.

Me. H. Bedson, of the electrical engineering department

of the London Connty Council Paddington Technical Insti-

tute, Saltram Crescent. W., has been appointed Assistant Lecturer

in Engineering under the Staffordshire County Council.

Mr. W. H. Bltthe, the first holder of the Bacup Mechanics'

Institute Scholarship, has obtained the (-Certificate of Distinction in

Electrical Engineering at the Manchester University. For the last

year of his tenure he had been engaged in research work on 'The

Cooling Constants of Turbo-Generators," which resulted in con-

siderable alterations being made to a £40.000 turbo-generator at

present in course of erection in Sweden. Jtr. Blythe is only the

second man to hold such a certificate.

According to the Tiuus, the Postmas^ar- General announces, in

the Official Circular, that the Telegraph and Telephone^ Traffic

Sections have been amalgamated, and Mb. J. Lee, Mr. W. H. A.

NAPiEBand Mr. J. S. Jones become jointly telegraph and telephone

traffic managers.
The British Insulated and Helsby Cable, Ltd., have appointed

Mb. G. E. Mason manager of the new branch which they are

about to open in Leeds in the immediate future.

Oliitiiarv.

—

JIr. Fhank Snow.—A Chiithain jiapersays

that news has been received from Montreal, Canada, to the effect

that Mr. Frank B. Snow, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Snow, of Gill-

ingham, passed away on the 'JTth ult. from scarlet fever. Mr.

Snow was apprenticed at the Gillingham electric light works, and

three years ago left England to join the Grand Trunk Railway as

travelling electrical engineer of that company.

>\j|l^—jli;. James Howukx. of Messre. James HowdtMi

and Co., Ltd., Glasgow, who died last November, aged 81, left

£388,262 personal, in addition to real e«tate.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Telephone Co. of PernnmliiieO|, Ltd. (,i;<fi.^-<^)—Registered
Juno 30th, hv Norton, Rose, Barringion ,t Co., .">71, Old Btoad BtrmI, K.C.
Cspital, iloa.OOO in I'l ehHtps (fw.COO 7 per cent. onmuUlivo prcfprenee),

Objoi'ts : To aciniro, construot, ciuiii. develop, mniDtain. an* work «ny lii\ei

of telephone, telegraph or other moans ci" ronimiinieation in Bra.-tl or else-

where, except the United KinKdom. The sifmatories (with one share caohl

are:-H. Harper, 10, Penerlev Road, Cattord, 8.E., aecountanl : A. J.

Medloyoott, St!, Norlhiiraberland Park. Tottenham. N., clerk : M. P. Howell.
101, Croxted Road, West Dulwich, 8.K., reRistrar; C. M. Phimlro, 77, Orer-
hill Road, East Dulwieh, fl,K., clerk ; F. R. Pmelhnrst, IJ, K(rerton tUrdens,
Hendon, N.W., buyer to railway company: E. T. W ashinjston, 1, Chauo«r
Terrace, Elthani, S.E., clerk ; H L. Hamlyn, M, RostreTiT Road, Palham,
B.W., clerk. Minimum cash subscription seven Bhares. The (lr«t dlrectott («o

number not less than three or more than Ave) are to ba appointed by tha
•ignatoriei. H, Tatham la Aral laoratary : qaalifleation, <1.
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Traiitnianii's I'litentH Co., Ltd. (1h6,7hk).—Thia company
WM reifialerei) on July 'inil, witb » uapitsl or £10,000 In £1 Bharmi, to take
over the biialiinsB ol Irriulmanii Oosaellsohani ni.b.H., n( Drendnn, logothnr
with I-C4I tain imthnl't rtlKliiig In eleolHc or meolianloal |jiiri;liir alnrma, to
carry on thi- liuHliieHri ot manufaoturei'fl of and dualei'M in the Maid alarms,
Bignalx and tliu likn, uiiii-rlmtMiters In eleotrical and ni'-ihanloal Inatruincntcl
and ai>|illaiii-i]S, itc. The sulmoriliors are —K. Nchnelder, II, Klanewiti'.er

Htrata.', HroHden, manufaoturer, 100 Bharea: M. Trautmann, 11, lllasewlt^ter

Blnttge, Dresilen, euKlaoer, lUO eharci : K. L. Limsn, '2H, Blaliniwgate, B.O.,
f<nKinot>r, 100 aharea ; F. Bedford, H6, Oraiotihuroli Hlriiit, K (:.. iilerk, 1

Hharo : A. G. Narrla. 86, Oraoechuroh Strunt, IOC, nlerk, 1 ahare : I-. Werner,
N.',, Uraocuhuroh Mlreet, B.a., olerk, 1 aharei W. H. Rouae. HO, Qracncbtiroh
Htreel, H.C , aooretivr;, 1 share. Minimum caata aubaorlption, £300. The
numlter of direotora la not to be Iohh than three or more than nine ; the flrat

ari< K. Sohnoidnr, M. Trautmann and E. L. r,eman : <|ualitlcatloo, £100;
remiinuration, £l60tiat<h per annum (thairman £260), Bolicltora, Orueaemann
iLiid llouae, H5, Oraoooburoh Street, E.C.

IteU'U, Ltd. (ia6,7il7).—ThiH company was reifiHtered on July
:trd, with a capital of £86,000 in £1 aharea, to take over tlie bualneaa and
all, or iioy, of the aaetita and liabllitiea of tlio Britiah Eoonomioal Lamp Co.,
Ltd., at Windaor House, Kin^away, W.O.. and to carry on the businesa of
electrical engineers, manufacturers of elootrio tampa and fittings, aoppliera
of electricity. Ac, The aubacribera (with one abare each) are : — Brigadier-
Oenoral (1. P. Hourcioault, 50. West Kensington Mansions, W. : R. Niepel,
Windaor House, Kingaway, W,C.. merchant. Private company. The number
of directors ia not to be less than two or more than seven ; the tlrat are
Count Huttnn (ohalrman), Brigadler-Oeneral Q. P. Bourulcault, K. Niepel
(managing director), J. Bieaa and L. Spiller (managing direoton

;
qualltlcation,

£250 ; remuneration, 8 per cent, of the net profits, divisible. Registered
ortioe. Windsor House, Kingaway, W.C.

"Krisi'O" Patents, Ltd. (ISfi.TO..)—ThiH cotnpany was
registered on .luiie 39th, with a capital of £500 in £1 aharea, to carry on the
liunliiosa of aellera and distributors of the Invention of A. Cliriatmae and H,
Obriatmaa for improvements in conneoblon with electric lamps for motor-
driven vehicles, known as tlie "Krisco MBKneto Light" (self-contained), to

acrtuire the benefit of an agreement between the said vendors and F, W,
Barnes, and all rights, privileges and personal property belonging to the said
K. W. Barnes thereunder, and to adopt an agreement with the said h\ W.
Barnes and R. J. Rodd. The subsoribera are:—P. W. Barnes, Rci Houae,
Bt. Andrew's Square, Surbiton, engineer, 75 shares; R. J. Rodd, The
Old House, Hurbiton, Walton-on-Thames, electrical engineer, 75 shares; A. W,
Love, 6, High Street, Walton-on-Thames, aooountant, '2f> shares. Private
company. The number of directors is not to be less than tliree or more than
five ; the first are F. W. Barnes, R. J. Rodd and A. \V. Love (all permanent,
subject to holding '25 shares each); qualiHcation of ordinary directors, £50
shares. Registered ofBce. The Old House, Church Street, Walton-on-Thames.

t'nrraru-V«ritlllu Kli't-lrlc Kallnay and I'OMtT Co., Ltd.—
Charge un cuncestlun and rii^bl under the Consentioo with the Provino*
with Province of Lucia, Italy idatud October 'J-^nd, lUlll. and the company a

undertaking and property, iirer.unt and fufure, including uncalled capital,

dated May '25tli. IU14, to secure £10,000. Holderb Commereial Bank otdated May •aUi, rJM, to secure £iu,ui

Hcolland, Ltd., Ii'2, Lombard Hlreet, K.C.

Spencers, Ltd. PartioularBuf £',;.000 (Jelja., oreaUd June •i2nd,

lUU, tiled pursuant to flee. 'J^ lUl of the Companies' (CoDlolldalion) Act, IMW,
the amount of the present iaaue being £'250. Property charged

: The com-
pany's undertaking, present and future, including uncalled and unpaid capital.

No truateea. Also iasue on June *2^iud of £1,000 debs., part of a series ot which
parttoulara have already been llled.

Liverituol Klcctrlc Weldln); Co., Ltd.—ParticalarB of £500
debenturca, created June IHlh, lUU, Hied pursuant to Bee. m CI) of the Com-
panies' (Consolidation) Act, 1!(0H, the whole amount being now laaued.
Pre jierty charged : The company's undertaking and property, present and
future. Including uDoalled capital. No trustees.

Flshor lliiniphrefs ic Co., Ltd.—Particalars of £12,.'<00

drat, and £4,000 second mortgage debentures, creatird June S.'^th, 19U, filed

pursuant to Bee. 1)3 (0) ot the Companies' (Consolidation) Act. I'JOh, the whole
amount being now Usued. Property charged ; The company'^ undertakinff
and property, present and future, including uncalled capital. No truatees.

Ciittiner ItroK., Ltd. — Particnlars of £1,000 debentares,
criated July 7th, lillM. hied pursuant to See. 93 CM of the Companies' (Con-
solldaticii) Aet, 190K, the amount of the present iseoe being £li,HOO. Property
charged The company's undertaking and property, present and fatare,
including uncalled capital. Nc trustees.

A memorandum ot satisfaction in full on July 15th, 1913, ot debentares
dated July 15ih, 1911, securing £1,000, was also notiiied on June 23rd, 1914,

Hydro-Electric Concessions, Ltd.—Mortiraere on nncalled
oapitil dated June 29th, 1911, to secure £750. Holders : F. Chaplin and
Q, Robarta, 15, Lombard Street, E.C.

Pernanihiico Tramways and Power Co., Ltd. (I:.'6,731).—
Issue on June Kith, 1914, of £100,000 delis., part of a series ot wlich particulars
have already been filed.

Sheerness and District Electric Power and Traction Co.,
Ltd. (65,749c). -Issue on April 28tb, 1914, of £80 debs., part ot a series of which
partiouiare have already been filed.

CITY NOTES.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Best's Safety Lamps, Ltd.—Particulars of £4,OOO debentures,
created May asth, 1914, filed pursuant to Sec. 93 (3) of the Comranies' (Consoli-
dation) Act, 1908, the amount of the present issue being £3,000. Property
charged

:
The company's undertaking and property, present and future,

including uncalled capital. No trustees,

.[osepll Collis, Ltd.—Particulars of £4.iiOO first mortgag-e
debentures, created by resolutions of May 29th and June K^th, and secumd by
trust deed dated June 13th, 1914, filed pursuant to Sec. 93 (3) of the Companies'
(Consolidation) Act, 1908. the whole amount biiing now issued. Property
charged : The company's property, present and future, including uncalled
capital, and freehold land, messuages and premises in Strood, Kent, with plant
and machinery thereon. The Capital and Counties Bank, Ltd., has been
apoointed to have the custody of the deeds.

Particulars of £2,000 debentures, created May 29th, 1914, filed pursuant to
Bee. 93 (3) of the Companies' (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the whole amount being
now issued. Property charged : The company's undertaking and property,
present and future, subject to any outstinding debs, of a first series for £4,000,
No trustees.

Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd. (52,036).—Capital,
£250,000 in £5 shares. Return dated June 3rd, 1914; 42,000 shares taken
up: £175,000 paid; £35,000 credited as paid. Mortgages and charges:
£154.914.

Pontelec Welding Patents, Ltd.—Issue on .lune I9th, 1914,
of £100 debentures, part 'of a series of which particulars have already been
filed.

Winscomhe Electric Liglit and Power Co., Ltd.—Parti-
culars of £3,000 debentures, created November 8th, 1912. filed pursuant to
Sec. 93 (3) of the Companies' (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the amount of the
present issue being £2,130. Property charged : The company's property,
present and future, including uncalled capital. No trustees,

Alexander Wright & Co., Ltd.—Particulars of £11,000 debs.,
created June 12th. 1914, filed pursuant to Sec. 98 (3) of the Companies' (Con-
solidation) Act, 1908, the amount ot the present issue being £450. Property
charged : The company's undertaking and property, present and future,
except uncalled capital. No trustees.

West India and Panama Telegraph'Co., Ltd. (U.lii;).—
Capital, £2,445,030 in 31,663 first pref., 10,000 second pref. and 200,000 ord.
shares of £10 each. Return dated Jane 11th, 1914. 34,563 first pref., 4,669
second pref. and 88,321 ord. shares taken up. £1,275,530 considered as paid.
Mortgages and charges : £80,000.

Yorkshire (West Riding) Electric Tramways Co., Ltd.—
Particulars of £21,000 debs., created May 20th. 1914, filed pursuant to Sec.
93 (3) of the Companies' (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the whole amount being
now issued. Property charged: The company's undertaking and property,
present and future, including uncalled capital. No trustees.

River Plate Electricity Co., Ltd—Trust deed, dated June
22od, 1914, as substituted security supplemental to trust deed dated June '^th,
I'.IOS, securing £250,000 deb. stock, ot which only £200,000 has been issued,
charged on certain land in Argentine Republic, and company's undertaking
and other assets. Trustees: River Plate Trust Loan and Agency Co., Ltd.,
62, Moorgate Street, E.C.

Oriental Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd.—A memorandum
of satisfaction to the extent of £1,600 on June 10th, 1914, of debenture stock
covered by trust deed dated June 28th, 1905, and deed of acknowledgment
dated June 12th, 1907, securing £200,000, has been filed.

Telephone Co. of Egypt, Ltd.—A memorandum of satis-
faction to the extent ot £1,674 on June 10th, 1914. of debenture stock covered
by trust deed dated July 27tb, 1904, and deeds of acknowledgment dated
February 2lst, 1906, March 4tb, 1908, and October !Uth, 1909, securing £200,000,
has been filed.

Cliilc rel('i»lioiiP To.. Ltd.

In their report for the year ended March Slat. 1914, the directors

state that the aggregate number of subscribers at all centres at the

end of the year was 13,:i75, a gain of 1,324 for the year. The
gross revenue in Chile from all sources wa?. $S,lo7,003, an increase

of $320,453 ; the expenditure in Chile was, $1,620,8'21, an increase

of $244,406 ; the net income in Chile from all sources was,

81,536,1S2, an increase of iS7('>.048. The average rate of exchange
for the year was 9'60d.. as compared with lO'lSd. in the previous

year, giving a decrease for the year of iT53d. Converted into

sterling at these rates, the net income was £61,454, a decrease of

£169. The liquid assets and liabilities in Chile on March 31st,

1914, were valued at 9id., the current rate of exchange on that

day, as compared with KJd. at which they were valued on the

corresponding date of the previous year. The balance to the

credit of the revenue account, including £3,901 brought forward.

is £61,146, of which £15,683 has been expended on replacements,

&o., of plant, and £15,106 Cj.rried to reserve. An interim dividend

of 3s. per share, free of income-tax, was paid on January 16th, and
the directors now recommend a final dividend of Ha. per share, free

of income-tax, leaving £3,!i56 to be carried forward. The board

reports, with much regret, the death of Mr. Frank W. Jones, who
was an original director of the company, and the retirement of the

Hon. Herbert T. AUsopp, on account of ill-health.

The meeting is called for July 15th.

I ii(l<'iii'n»iiii(l IMcctric Railwavs Co. (>f London.
Ltd.—At a meeting held in London last week, the resolutions

passed relating to the conversion of the company into a holding

company were confirmed.

Dublin I flited Traniwa.v.* Co. (Ls'Mi). Ltd.—In-

terim dividend for the half-year to June 30th, 6 per cent, per

annum on the preference and 5 per cent, per annum on the

ordinary.

Iti'itisli Klectiic Traction Co.. Ltd.— A lengthy

statement has been circulated by the directors to the preference

and ordinary stockholders and the holders of income certificates,

in which a scheme is advanced in detail for reducing the capital

by £9(18,372.

SiiH-k KvclianiiT Notices.—.Vpplirations for the quota-

tion of the following in the Official List have been made :

—

Constantinople Telephone Co.—£200,000 6 per cent, obligation bonds of £100
each.
Lmarkshire Tramways Co.—Farther 3,500 shares of £10 each, fully-paid.

City of London Illcctiic Lij^'litinjt' ( (»,. Ltd.—It is

stated in the daily papers that the Streets Committee is advising

the City Corporation that it would be inexpedient to execute the

powers of purchasing the electric light companies in the City

either this year or in 1915.

Aliuniniiini Corporation. Ltd.—The resolutions re-

ferred to in our last issue were unanimously carried at the extra-

ordinary general meeting held on July lat.
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(;<>iiei'al Eli'ctric; Co., Ltd.

liiB iUHiuid iiiuctmg was lirld uu July 'ind at the Cannon
Street Hotel, K.C, Mr. II. II hist presiding.

Jn propoaiug the adoption of l\u: lepurt (Ew.c. Rev., p. 1083).

the (JHAIIIMAN said he. was hu]))>i lo think that during the past

twelve months the eonipany hud liad its share of briicfit from
the wave of induslriid prosjx'iity whieh ha<l .swept over the

whole world during the last few \(.'ars. They showed again a

progressive balance sheet and lie tliought their proposals as to

how to deal with the result.s slioulil prove to the sUareholdejs

that they reali^i'd that this pleasant state of allairs could not

continue fur ever, and they were making every possible prepara-

tion to face cheerfully and sucei.ssfully more ditheult times
whenever they fill on the, country generally or on the company
ill jiarticular. The net trading proht for the past year was
£1.57,8;M, as agaiii.st JtiUa;2til fur I'Jl-'i. Adding t<» this the

balance brouglit hirward they had tu dispi.si .1 IIm' re>|ir(f,il.l.'

total of i.']i)U,'.i-2.5. Debenture mten si iiI.-oiIm',! (.•^.iiiio; ,J,.i,ir-

ciation £-M,'3'lS. The directors had put asule tin- -ame gerieiviu-

amount as in past years, but the. state of the bunks iiermilted

them to use out of this amount the sum of .fld.OUO for removal
expenses which they must incur as soon as their Kingsway
building was completed. Tliey had provi<lcd .£10,156 fur

managing director's and emiiluyers' buiius. Ide thought .share-

huklers ouglit to know that the tiital bonus paid to e,mpk)yees

was considerably larger, and the ddl'erenee between the figures

shown and the amount actually paid was di fiayed out of

revenue. They had put aside £14.000 towards writing off the

expenses of the new issue of capital. This issue was not made
during the year under review, but since its completion, but.

as the commitments existed, he trusted they would agree that

it was wiser to start meeting them at this moment. The rest

of the allocations were similar to last year. The carry-forward

was £4,000 more,, and a further £3,000 appropriation to staff

benevolence was .still conditional. He was, however, in a
ixisition to announce that a scheme was practically completed,
and he would probably be able to inform thein next year that

th( y bad fotind it desirable to co-operate with the long-servicte

members of their staff in a scheme of insurance wdthone of

the, leading insurance companies, which would probably free

the ainunnls si
I aside for other purposes. The only outstand-

ing feiitniv of the balance .sheet was that stock in trade and
sundry di btius liad again increased, hut he would like to

emphasise that, ill spite of this increase, their proportion to

tiie busini ss dune was smaller than in any previous year. The
fact that the reserve fund now equalled the whole of the deben-
ture issue was also W'orth noting. Those who watched the
eunservative and careful way in v\-hich they were disposing of

their profits might wonder " Why all this care,, what do they
fear? what is at the back of it all? " He was happy to .say

that they feared nothing and that there was nothing at the
back of it except a finn conviction in the continuance of elec-

"

tiical expansion. If they wished to share in this expansion
and to retain the leading position, they would have to undei--
take and solv'> many problems, and they could not hope that
e\erything they undertook would always lead to direct success.
The po.ssibilities were tremendous and they wished to give
tlieinselves every ehanco. of attaining them, but beyond this
they had reci'ntly undertaken a new and grave rcsponsibdity
by increasing their capital. Their recent issue of £300,000
lueference and £100.00(J ordinary shares was a great success
and showed confidence on the part of the public in the com-
pany. On that occasion they announced that a part of this
money would go towards building central offices and ware-
houses in Kingsway. The contract for this building had been
placed but, owing to the building strike, they had not been
able to go ahead with it as yet. There might'bc delay before
they could occupy it; when they did they would better be able
to display their manufactures and they would also save the
heavy expenses and the dislocation of trade caused at the pre-
sent time by the carrying on of their Ix)ndon business in some-
thing like tliirtcen different b+iildings. A prominent feature
of their business during the last few years had been the jios-

session of the sole i-ights of the Osram lamp wdthin the Britisli
Empire. By a large-minded arrangement between the leading
firms of Germany. .America, and this country, co-operation in
research and labmatory experience was taking place. By that
means they would participate, together with their friends, in
every progress made by the joint and organic d efforts of many
hundreds of ehrniists and scientists throughout the world. ]"t

was extraordinary wliat rapid advances were being made. .\

few years ago the Osram was a delicate and brittle. thougl>,
very elirtcient lamp. To-day the filament could be made of an
unbreakable drawn wire of a diameter scarcely visible to the
naked eye. During the past year the hnlf-w.Mtt lani)) had put
in an appearance, and they were already doing a satisfactory
business in half-watt O.srams. That was'an ine.'indeseent lamp
with the filament burning in nitrogen instead of in a vacuum.
What further surprises might lie in store for them through
development in this direction he should not care to pre<lict.
but. partly from what he saw and partly intuitivelv. he felt
that these surprises were very close ahead of them. ' The pni-
gressivo results of this j'enr's trading had been prinoipallv
due to the expansimi iif their enu'ini>ering and other depart-
ments, A certain class of the public identified llieni too much
with the small electric suppiv business. It was true that that
branch of electrical engineering had playcxl an important part
in the development of the company. It was also true that the
growing demand for domestic electrical apparatus, including

electric beating and cooking, would claini a considerable part
of their capital arid attention. But it was too little' realised
that the company today was in the front rank of tboy^ who
supplied the world with large td'-ctrical iiiai5hinery. llicv wen;
making a particular study of large fiiii ••• •

'" ' ••''! '. \

had reahsed that, in ttie futuiM, r i ,.-f.

takings would tend in the direction of I i-d

turbines coupkd to geiierat'irs, or gene.
,

;. , ... ,>„ ^1
or slow-spewl gas engines. They were pnxiucmg uacbiaei.
up to 6,00.'J Kw., and they hoped to go still fuither. So much
for the gcTierating of the current, but the aiiplitation of thi»
current offered an increasing field for enterprise. They now
employed a number of specialists who could study and advise
upon the problems of iluck lighting and railway lighting, on
the equipment of rolling nulls, <,n the electribeation of
breweries, distilleries and spinning mills. In the past it had
been the habit to build machines an«l let the various trades
-tiii^^'le for themselves as to how they could best luake us.- .,f

iIm III. They realised the benefit to their clientele as well as
to themselves in providing able engineersto study the technical
re(|uir('ments of each particular trade. In this way they
obtained the best results from special and particular machinery-
and wt^rti able to advisi' on the special arrangement of •drive's
and grouping of machinery. Good results had already accrued
from this policy, and they expected still better in the future.
In a similar way they had made a clo.se study of apparatus
designed for the handling of heavy material, for instance, the
handling of iron by magnets, and the development of winders
and haulage gear for coal mines. Tiny had .-ilwavs njaoufae-
tured machinery which generated current: they 'had always
manufactured machinery which applio<l and controlled current.
The one hiatus had b: en that they had not manufactured the
materia! which transmitted it. The last imrMiHant develop-
ment lo which lie wished to refer was the cable works at
Southampton. These cable works would complete the circuit,
and they would now manufacture everything electrical that
could be manufactured. They found it essential that they
should no longer ho dependent for thi'ir cables and wires on the
supplies from either competitors or foreign sources. The close
relations which they had for years enjoved with the firm of
Messrs. Pirelli & Co.. of Milan, one of the best and most
importable cable-making concerns in the world, had led to a
partnership agreement. They had. therefore, in conjunction
with Messrs. Pirelli. fornie<l a company for the erection of a
cable factory at Southampton: for the pre.sent its capital con-
sisted of £'2(X).00(I. ei-eh party subscribing 50 per cent. Tlie
works were now completed and the machinery was being
installed as rapidly as po.ssible. and they hoped "within a few-
months to supply cable and wire made at the Southampton
factory of a quality and at a price that would compare favour
ably with that of any other firm. This review would show
them that they were taking every step that might help to
make them more powerful and more successful and le.ss suscep-
tible to conditions over which they had no control. It should.
however, also justify their policy of building up large reserves
and of a conservative division of profits. Thev had .so many
irons iu the fire Uiat. if they neglected to soiidifv the basis
(m whieh they rested they ran a. risk of being to<i much disr
turbed by periods of depression, by strikes, and by the hundred
and one unforeseen and unforeseeable troubles 'which would
affiict any large organisation. With the care they were taking
and with the provisions they had made, however, and under
anything like normal conditions, he was looking forward to
the future cheerfully and full of confidence..
Mr. E. G. Byng seconded the motion, which was carried

without anv discussion.

Chilian Electric Trajinvav anil Liffht ( «.. Ltd.

The annual meeting was held on .fuly -Jnd at the otiicos. 1.

London Wall Buildiiigs. E.C., Mr. Ludwig BREiTMEreR in the
chair.

In proposing the adoption of the report, as below, the Chair-
M,\N said that at the last meeting he was able to present recortl
figures, and he was pleased to be again in the position of
informing them that the year 1013 furnished another reconl.
With regard to the tramways, although they had carried about
s<nen million more passengers, owing to the fall in the rate of
exchange and increasixl oiH'iating expensi^ the pnifit fell short
uf the previous year by about £-.'3.0tX». Th>- lighting and ivwer
department, however, had made goixl and ninunerative pro-
gress, the receipts for the past year being 7.f>5S.;i8.3 pes<is. (>r

an increase of l.o;>J.;ill pesos over the preceding vear, the
resulting profit being more than sufficient to make up the
decrease in the tramway profit. The liydraulio works were
now in full working order and giving satisfactorv ix^sults. The
capital expenditure during the year amountoi t.i i'-2.il.l73. hut
considerable furl her expenditure had .vet to Iv nvide to meet
the growing demands on the business, and if tlioy wcv to
reap the benefits they must keep pace with its reqiiin'ments.
Mr. Hector de B.\cker seevude*} the motion, which was

adopted.
The report for the year endetl December, 1913. savs that after

d<\lueting interest an<l r<'demption of debentures. I'jOivlon otlice
and other charges, thi re is a balaiuv to the oivdit of profit and
loss account of £ltW.,5.i7. plus £.>^.;W1 bixiught forward, inakinc
a total net balance of i'lTl.O;^, From this amount iW.OOt)
has been placed to renewals re.serve aci-ount. and fT.lVIO to
insurance suspense account. There remains an available bal-
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iiiico (pf X'104,93S, out i)f which tlie dirootoi* now rtcoiniiioml

the puymeut of a Jivideuil of per cvnt. ou the pielircuto
shari'8 lor llM.t, ainuuiitinti to iiyy.lHXi, alno the |iuyiiiciit of the

following liuiiitT divideiiiln in rc«poct of the arnars out-

stuucliiig I'll these gbares, viz., dividend of 1 per. cent.,

the hal.iiiie of the arrears for the year VMi aiiiount-

mj; to JCJ.oOO, tho full dividend of per cent, on
account of the year 19(>3 amounting to i:.J3,000(), and 3 ]kt

c«nt. on account of the year UKW amountint! to i;l8,0(J<J. Ihis
leaves a balance outstun(Ung <in this account of A'M'J,0O<l. Tlie

hidanee of i'J.-JiW reniainint' to the credit of profit and Iohs

account will be carried forward to next year. The average rate

tif exchange ruling during the vear has declined from lOJd. to

i» 'J5-;t-Jd. Dming 1913 the tramways carried 10ii,'l44,57<) pas-

sengers, earning $9,7t'i5.(J6il, as against l(>2,tJ77.'lti-2 paBsengers,
earning $9,114,551 in 191'2, but owing to the heavy increase

in the working expenditure the result is a decrease iu the

profit as against 191'i of $491,070. The lii;htitig department
again shows a gratifying advance over the previous year; the
receipts during 1913 amounting to $7,t'>-J8.98;j as against
$ll.5tJ6,671 in 191-2. Some small extension.* on the track have
been completed during the year, additional rolling stock
acquired, and the enlargement of the power station has been
commenced; the various improvements undertaken have in-

volved an expenditure on capital account during the year of

the sum of i''2ol.'273 15s. 4d. Mr. Carl Midler resigned his

position as managing director of the company in December
last. He w'ill retain his seat on the board. Mr. S. \V. Jameson
was elected a director iu Febraaiy of this year.

Ediiiiiiidsoiis' Electricity Coi'iioratiun. Ltd.

TuK directors' report for the year ended 31st March, 1911,

states that the business of the company continues to show
steady progress. Gross trading profit has increased by i'911,

and dividends and interest have increa.sed by il,040, whilst

the loss on working the local authorities' undertakings is

reduced by £137. The net profit, after providing for adminis-
tration expenses and for debenture stot^k interest and re-

demption amounts to ±''23.1'26', an increase, of £4,220. After

<U ducting the interim half-yearly dividend paid in Januai-y
last on the cumulative preference shares, there, remains a
balance of ±'17.12-5, which the directors recommend should
bt< applied as follows: Carried to reserve, £9,000; final half-

yearly dividend for the year ended 31st March, 1914, on the
cumulative preference shares, £6,000; carried forward. £2,125.

During the past year the Cromer undertaking has been taken
over by the company from the Cromer Urban District Council.

From the .s<.-hedule showing capital expenditure and gross
profits of sub.sidiaiT and other companies for the years 1912
and 1913. w<- extract the following;—
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member of the company, they were able this year for the
fourth Buccessive year to pay a, reasonable dividend. He
thought he was warranted in saying that the nation at large,

if not the whole, civihsed world, owed respect at leq.st to this

company for the untiring and patient w-ork which it had
done in causin.'.; loss of life at .sea to be .so nnieli less than it

otherwise would have been; yet, notwith.standing, there were
members of Parliament who never missed an opportunity of
attacking their company and complaining of the monopoly
which they alleged the company possessed. He woidd a.'sk

them if they could contend that they had turned that
monopoly to an improper account. Did thei history of the
company suggest anything of the kind? Did the ten per
cent, dividend which they were now able to declare, alter
nine years without any return at all for the capital inv<'ste(|,

savour of extortion'? Had they any knowledge or apprecintmn
of the company's vast organisation? Did they know that
every young man serving with them as a telegraph opeiator
on board ship, and there were now some l,.50O of them, had
l)een taught bv them without charge; that not one, of them
had ever failed to do heroic duty, even to the sacritice of his
life when circumstances had calle<l upon him to do .so. There
had never been any evidence that a ship in distress, fitted

with a Marconi installation, had ever yet called for as.sistauce
without receiving an ans^'er. In every important port
throughout the. world there was a Marconi inspector ready to
overhaul the wireless apparatus of every ship that called,
and they and the operators must work together under care-
fully considered rules which had to be most rigorously ad-
hered to by the company to ensure the magnificent discip-
line so essential to the public and which prevailed throughout
the service. Only a few days ago, Ijord Mer.sey, as presiih.'iit

of the court at present inquiring into the disa.ster which re-

cently overtook the "Empress ol' Ireland," complimented the
Marconi operators, and stated that they were a credit to the
service to which they belonged, ami innumerable were the
letters of appreciation which w ere leeeived by the company from
all the important shipping companies throughout the country.
He contended that it did not lie in the mouth of anybody to
complain of the monojxily which the company pos,sessed—if

it possessed one^for it owed it to the invention, to an organ-
isation and a perfect discipline, which were essential and
could not exist were the business in many hands, and to the
important capital which it had invested, so providing a
valuable well conducted and reliable service to the whole
travelling public, which it was very probable would never
have existed at all but for the company's own efforts,. In
view of the bill which had been introduced into Parliament
to carry into effect the International Convention for the
Safety of Life at Sea, under which wireless telegraphy be-
came obligatory uiKin shijis carrying fifty persons or more
including crew, the diiectors had consented to enter into an
agreement with the Board of Trade to supply their installa-
tions in a similar way as they had dime before whenever they
might be called ujxin to do so. It was proposed that tlic

rejiumeration which they were to receive should be U-I't to
a referee. Having regard to the very rea.sonable terms which
the company had been in the habit of charging, the directors
saw no objection to accepting these conditions. Thei direc-
tors had established, subject to the approval of shareholders,
a superannuation fund, of which the North British & Mercantile
Insurance Co. would act as trustees. This fund was I'lU- the
purpose of providinL' prii^in,,^ r,.i- .niplnvees of the company
when they eventii,ill\ iriiiv,! imii, u,,ik. Similar funds luul
been brought mtn , Msleiui', b.\ oih, r .Marconi companies, and
it was thought that it was highly desirable, now that this
company had been placed on a sound profit-earning basis,
to commence to make provision for emplovees upon their
reaching the age of well-earned rest. Tile. <-'ompany and its

employees would contribut.^ jointly and in equal proportions to
the fund, and the directors were of opinion that such a scheme
was due to its employees, besides going a long way to encour-
age them to remain in the company's employ, and materially
assrsting therefore in nulintaining the di.seipiine of such pre-
eminent importan<'e in the responsible work which the emu-
pany conducted.
Mr. GonFRHv Is.\,\es (managing director) secondeil the

motion, which was carried without discussion.
The retiring directors were re-elected, and at an extniordinarv

meeting which followed, the shareholders agn-ed to an altera'-
tion in the articles of association to allow (f the' superannua-
tion scheme being carried out.

Teleplioiit' I>«'v<'lo|iiH('iif Co. (l(»I-.»). Ltd.—The
report of the directors for the year ending June 30th, 1911, states
that for the year ending June 30th, 19M, there is a balance to the
credit of the revenue account of £16,078. A note in the revenue
account shows that dividends to the further amount of £4,000 are
estimated to have accrued within the period covered by the
aooonnts. The company wa« incorporated on April 3rd, 1!)12. The
directors now recommend that a dividend be paid at the rate of
6 per cent, per annum, calculated from the date of payment of
the respective instalments on the shares, less income-tax. The
payment of this dividend will ab.sorb £14,742. leaving £1,:I3(')

available for the payment of directors' fees and carry forward to
next year. Mr. J. E. Kingsbury offers himself for re-election as a
director. It is proposed to change the name to the Telephone
Development Co., Ltd.

(roiiiptoii k Co.. Ltd.

The directors, in their report to March 3lBt last, state that
althongh the company was regietered on June 19th, 191:), the
business was taken over an from April let, 1 91 3. The aooonnts
now presented, therefore, cover a period of 12 months. The (froes
profit for the year is £4\672. After deductiDK ireneral charifee,
depreciation, interest on debentures and other items, there remaina
an available balance of £\:\r,r,l. Of this amonnt there has been
set against the purchase price of the business, a« repreHentiuK
approximately the profit earned up to June Tjtb. I'Jl ;, £2,;i70. The
directors recommend that there be placed to general re-ierve fond
£2,500; written off preliminary expenses, £l,.'0O: dividend on
the preference shares, at the rate of .". per cent, perannam, £4,392 :

balance to be carried forward, £2,189. The directors have pl«»8nre
in reportiner that the reconstruction of the company has bad a
beneficial effect on the business. All departments of the company
are fully employed, and the outlook for the current year is
promising. A technical difliculty raised by certain debenture
holders of the old company has been overcome by a scheme con-
tinuing the debentures in force as d€b2ntnres of the new company,
the interest being increased to .Ij per cent, per annum. The
Bcheme has been confirmed by the Court. Owing to pressure of
other business. Mr. Lionel Ilanbury retired from the board in
October last. The Hon. Sir C. A. Parsons, K.C.B., has been
appointed a trustee for the debenture-holders in the place of the
late Sir Charles D. Rose, Bart.
The meeting is to be held on Monday next.

<'oiifiiieiital.—FaANi'K.—Among the new companies
recently formed in France are :—The Saciete Regionale Electriqne
de Saone-et-Loire, formed at Lacrost (Saoneet-Loire), with a
capital of £4,000; the Societe Union Electrique de I'Anvergne et
du Bourbonnais, Paris (149, Rae de Rome), with capital £9,000

;

and the Societe dee Forces Mortrices de la \ienne. Poitiers (33^ Rue
Renadet), with capital £lo0,000.
The report of the Societe Lyonuaije des Forces Motrices dn

Rhone for the last financial year shows an available net profit of
£."i7,»!6r), which is being disposed of as follows :—To depreciation,
£18,000

;
for renewal of plant, £20,000 ; to the shareholders,

£8,400
;
to the holders of the founders' share?. £5,880 : to the

directors, £1,680; to the share reduction fund, £840. leaving a
balance of £2,866 to be carried forward.
Belgium.—A profit of .4:3,495 is reported for the last financial

year by the Antwerp Telephone and Electrical Works, of Berchem,
Antwerp.
The report of the Sociele Internationale de Telegraphic Sans

Fil. of Brussels, for the last financial year shows a profit of
£8,058.

Rou.MANiA.—The Electrica Co. (Lahmeyer), of Budapest, reports
a net profit of .£18,so0 for the last year, as compared with only
£16,810 in the preceding 12 months. The dividend is being
increased from 8 to 9 per cent. The report of the Roamanian
General Electric Co., of Budapest, a branch of the A. E.G., of
Berlin, shows a net profit for 1913 of £6,276, as contrasted with
only £3,597 in the preceding year. A dividend of 5 per cent, is

being declared.

TuBKE-i .—The 'J'im,-x Brussels correspondent states that there
was formed in Brussels on June 30th the Sooiet.^ des Tramways et
Electricite de Constantiuople. with a capital of 1 .'^ million francs,
divided into 72,000 shares at 250 fr., for the purpose of becoming
the principal shareholder in the Constantinople tramway concern,
and obtaining a monopoly of electric lighting in Constantinople by
agreement with the firm of Gan/., of Budapest. The formation of
this company is the result of the Belgo- German group formed in
September, 1911, which acqnirjd the capital of the Metropolitan
Railway, of Constantinople, from Galata to Pera. The chairman-
ship of the new concern has been entrusted to M. Heineman,
director of the Societe Financiere des Transports, Brusselsr

.lapiiii.—The eleetric light compiiuios in Tokio are just
now suffering from the effects of severe competition, which is

reflected in the reduced profits. Thus, the Tokio Electric Light
Co.. while again paying a dividend at the rate of 10 per cent, per
annum for the last half-year, is only able to carry forward a sum
of £13,621, as against £3(;,,s9s brought over from the last half-
year. The available profit for the six months, including the sum
just mentioned, was ,t'220,S21, out of which 1 9,200 is being placed
to reserve, and £198,000 distributed in dividends.

SIm'( riicss and District EIrctrir Power and lYac-
tion Co., Ltd.—According to the Fi mi ruin! rims, the accounts
for 1913 show a loss, after providing for debenture interest, of
£1.S05, thus converting a credit balance brought forward into a
deficiency of £l.l7ii.

Sao l»aiil<» liannvav. I,i<>lif and Power Co.. Ltd.
—The directors announce a dividend of 2 J per cent, on the capital
stock.

Lima Lisrlif. Power and Tramways <'o.. Ltd.—Tlio
directors have declared a dividend of 1 per cent, for the quarter
ended March 3 1 st.

ieleiiiajili Constiucfioii and Maintrnainc Co..
Ltd.—The directors announce an interim dividfnd of 12?. per
share.

(loiifarland Hill ol llowtli Tramroad ( o.. Ltd.—
The directors announce an interim dividend of 3s. per share.
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STOCKS AND SHARES.

TueBiUy BtodIdi,

Afkaiiim lu the Stock Kxohanfre seem to be looking up. It la

neoeHKiiry to ui«e this tone of caution, becaaiie so many falue stsrtt

have been made of late that mere habit of mind lea la one to aak
what will be the next unplcauant surprise to be Bprunjf upon
markets. There are various quarters from which a buffet or two
may yet come, but the pronounced chespness of money is forcing
unfavourable factors to one side, and, by leadinif the bears of
Consols a rare dance, infuaee strength into all investment depart-
ments of the House.

Foreign banking firms report a large demand for money over
the period when the big French National Lian will C|i9n its

Bubjcription-lists, so evidently the stigs abroad are busily aharpen-
ing their antlers.

Investment it is which has led to riaea in auch shares as Charing
Cross Electric Lighting Preference, City Preference and County
Preference. People have had such painful experiences of foreign
securities, in too many cases, that they are turning to auch domestic
issues as preferable from the safety standpoint, and with the avail-

able supply none too liberal, the present quiet demand makes
itself felt upon iiuotations. The ordinary shares in the Electric
.Supply list are somewhat overlooked, and the common tendency
towards lower prices which the summer brings, is noticeable in
declines amongst St. .limea's, City Lights and Metropolitan
Ordinary. Moreover, the absence of any supporting anticipation
is making itself felt, in regard to which all that can be said at
present is that movements are afoot which will fructify by-and-bye.
Edmundson s report shows good progress, and the Preference are i
up. Central Electric Debeatures put on I J points.

Home Riilway stocks ignore the latest labour outbreak at Wool-
wich Arsenal, and hang hopes and prices alike upon the rising of
Consols Steam stocks have risen appreciably within the past few
d*ys. Underground,'! kept pace with them. Metropolitans and
Districts, with M-^'.ropolitan Surplus Lands, show substantial
advances, but the Underground Electric Riilways share group is

dull, with falls in the i 10 shares, though the bonds are better.

The market rather fears the appointment of a Commission to
inquire whether the motor-omnibuses or not are to contribute
something to the upkeep of the roads. At Sheffield it was decided
the other day that local omnibus services must pay for their
running powers, and this plain hint has not been lost upon pro-
prietors of the various issues connected more or less directly with
the London General Ojinibus Company. A sharp fall has lowered
National Steam Cir shares. Moreover, the parlous condition into
which the London tramway business has drifted, renders it highly
probable that new, vigorous competition may be expected from the
L.C.C. trams. Large orders are recommended to he placed with
the Brash Company for the supply of electric trailers to the trams,
thongh the object of this is economy rather than competition,
London United Tramways Dibenture stock and London and

Suburban issues are unchanged on the week. Metropolitan Electric
Trams First Debenture stock has shed a point.

Anglo- Argentine Trams First Preference shares at 4ft are better,
bnt the Seconds have eased off J, and at the middle price of 4}
they give the handsome yield of lij per cent, on the money.
United Eieetrio Trams of Monte Video are down 58. Brisbane
Trams Investment Ordinary gained ,', : there are vague rumours
that the company is biding its time for a new issue of Debenture
stock.

The Mexican stocks and shares are rather a better market.
Irresponsible reports continue to credit the Niagara Conference
with pacific intentions, and brisk risas in Mexican Railway stocks
supplied a trifle of driving power to the utility desf^riptions. It
takes little, however, to scare bullishness, and not all in the group
show strength. C iiadiaa generals are shaky, Common and Pre-
ferred shares both falling 2 points, but Sbawinigans rose 4.

Barcelona Tractions have dropped 2, to 21. Brazilian Tractions
unsteadied on the news that the large loan which the Brazilian
Government expected to raise, had been called off, for the time
being, in consequence of negotiations breaking down.

Further depression in West India and Panamas is one of the
features amongst cable shares. The Ordinary broke to Ifs, and
the Preferences are dull. The market is still worried by the
remnant of stale bull accounts in the shares. At the present price
they should be worth locking up. Indo-Europeans are lOs. higher,
and Telegraph t'jnstructions gained 30s. at 38i. Advances have
been secured by the Anglo stocks, Western Telegraphs, Eastern
Ordinary, Globe Ordinary and Preference, while Commercial Cible
Debenture has followed up its 2 points rise with another of IJ.
The only dull spot, apart from West India and Panama shares, is

Direct United States Cable, where the price is J easier.
The Marconi mirket has given way again. No other shares in

the Stock Bxchange are the sport of rumours to one-half the
extent that Marconis are. S:meof them, at least, must soon be
laid to rest by the dividend announcement and the issue of the
report. The net decline since last we wrote is ^5. After the
official close of business to-night, Tuesday, Marconis fell further
to 2i sellers.

The British Electric Traction scheme for reorganising the
capital account is now available. Its main feature is the proposed
consolidation into two stocks of the present cumbrous capital, and
the writing down the capital by £908,000. Upon first examina-
tion, the proposal looks a fair and equitable effort towards the
various classes, and the market view is expressed by advances of
2 points in the 6 per cent. Preferred and the Deferred stocks,
though the first Debenture fell 1, Stockholders are asked for their
opinions on the proposals.

WilUna k Robineon Preference hu dropped 2, and Bkbcocki are
jij lower, the Preference ^, better. Manufacturing ahares keep
Arm. Callenderit are Jn. i;j. np. .No change hut occurred in
Brush issues. Gineral KleotrioNew Ordinary are very firm at HOa.

premium. The Orompton report was ccnaidered aatiafactory.
Rubber ahares area dull hikI atupid market, avtivity being held in

BUKpenne by the lumpishnesa of the raw material.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

It should be rememb^rei, in makiig an of the figares appeariaK
in the following lift, that in some uasas the prices are only general,

tiDd they may vary according to qaantities aid other circamataaoes.

Wednesday, July 8th.
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.—HOME.

Bstta Trsma, Pref. Ord
Do. 6%PreJ
Do. lJ%Deb

Brit. Eleo. Trao., 6 % Pret. .

.

Do. Do. Deferred
Do. Do. 6 % Cnm. Pr'f.

Do. 7 % NonCum. Pr'f.

Do. 6 % Perp. Deb. .

.

Do. 4i % and Deb,
Oential London Railway, Ord, .

.

Do. Gtd. Assented
Do. Pref
Do, Gtd. Assented
Dc. Def
Do. Otd. Assented
Do. 4% Deb

Olt; & S. London, 6% Pret., 1891

Do. Do. 1896 ..

Do. Do. 1901 ..

Do. Do, 1908 ..

Do, 4% Deb
EaetlngB Trams, 6% Pret.
Do. y%Deb

Isle of Tbanet Trams, 6 % Pret,
Do. 4% Deb

Lancashire United, 6 % Deb. .

.

London and Sabarban, Ord.
Do. Do. 6 % Cum, Pre!.

Do, Do. ii% 1st Deb, .

.

Stock
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.—(Continue.)

ELECTBICITY SUPPLY AND POWEB-COLONIAL AMD FOBEIGN.

stock
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REVIEWS.

Camp Co-operation: Book of Proceedings at Asso-

ciation Island, 1913- New York: The Roycrofters.

Price $1.25.

At this moment, when the I.M.H.A. Convention lias

just been held, and when many pens are scratching

their wieldcrs' opinions on the late Industrial Com-
mittee, it is rather appropriate that this highly in-

teresting book should make its appearance.

It may be well first to say that Association Island

is in Lake Ontario, State of New York, that its

attractiveness as a recreative vacation resort was
noticed by a small group of electrical men about

ten years ago, and that in 1907 the Association

Island Corporation was organised and the island

was purchased. It appears that now every year,

workers in all sections of industry which may have

any bearing upon electricity meet there, lead the

simple life, and talk shop. ,

The record of the proceedings of 1913 is now
under notice, and as a sample of the general high

level of the contents we may mention that there are

contributions from—we mention the names that are

most likely to be known on this side—Mr. Samuel
InsuU, Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz, the Hon. John H.
Roemer, of the Wisconsin Utility Commission; Mr.
Frank Vanderlip, President of the National City

Bank of New Y^ork; Mr. Joseph B. McCall, Presi-

dent of the Philadelphia Electric Co., and of the

national Electric Light Association, who was tlie

chairman of the gathering ; Dr. Thomas Darlington,

the Hon. VVillard Howland, of the Legislative As-
sembly of Massachusetts, and many others whose
renown is no doubt equally great in their own
country.

The subjects discussed cover an enormously wide
field, and give much food for thought. Co-operation

is, of course, the key-note of all the addresses de-

livered as well as of the speeches made in discus-

sion. Mr. Insull treats of the Distribution of Elec-

trical Energy, Present and Future; Dr. Steinmetz

of the Future Technical Development of the Elec-

trical Business; other members deal with co-opera-

tion among manufacturers, the Society for Electrical

1 )evelopment, co-operative advertising in regard to

electric vehicles, and the co-operative organisation

of the Illuminating Engineering Society—and it may
here be noted, as exemplifying the extent to whicli

the co-operative idea extends, that this is not a

society of illuminating engineers, but " a society to

provide for a closer co-operation on matters pertain-

ing to the use of light among laymen as well as

professionals; among electrical engineers, gas

engineers, architects, and designers of fixtures and
glassware; to point out in what way the best illumi-

nation results may be obtained from any source of

light."

Then there are important papers on Favourable
Conditions for Labour (we refuse to leave the "u"
out), by Dr. Darlington ; Financing Electricity, by
Mr. Vanderlip; Government in relation to Business,

by the Hon. W. Howland; Principles of Resale Con-
trol, by Mr. F. P. Fish; and Slate Commission Con-
trol, by the Hon. J. Ji, Roemer. To get together

men of such eminence, and to get them to give their

experience of and opinions upon the matters with

which they are most intimately concerned, and so

to contrive that the bearing of finance, medicine,

and political administration uiion electricity and its

progress is brought into effective prominence, is in

itself no mean achievement.
Mr. Chattock's presidential address to the

I.M.E.A., dealing as it did with the possible

nationalisation of electricity supply, and Dr. Fcr-

ranti's well-known views on the same subject, really

mean that the need for co-operation is also realised

over here. The existence of the B.E.A.M.A. among
the manufacturers, of the E.CA. among contrac-

tors, of the A.C.E. among consultants, and of other
similar bodies, shows that each section of the industry
is awake to the necessity that its members shall work
together for the common good of all. Now, if we
may digress for one moment and refer to Mr. Word-
ingham's article: " Should the Council be Blamed?"
in our issue of May 29th last, we would, while thank-
ing him for his timely emphasising of the fact tliat

after all the engineering talent is the most necessary
of all those which have been given to the industry

as a whole—for the commercial man with no
engineering knowledge can make a far worse hash
of his undertaking than the engineer without com-
mercial ability—say that there is surely only one step

between the co-operative effort of members of a

section and the co-operation of the sections to-

gether. There is no need to-day for Mr. Wording-
ham's " appeal to arms," and fighting " as often
and as furiously as is necessan." The answer to

this part of Mr. Wordingham's article is to l>e

found under the frontispiece of this book, a portrait

of the First Co-operator, viz.: "There never was
a good war nor a bad peace."
We have deemed it our duty to deal more par-

ticularly with the book as a whole, and the general
principle enunciated by it. Indeed, if we tried to

comment upon each subject in detail, we should need
the whole of this issue of the journal for the

purpose.
We are constantly reminded of the need for an

American-English dictionary, or rather, a compara-
tive manual of grammatical usage. Possibly M.
Bergson could best deal witli the yawn-inspiring in-

tricacies of American " hunitfr " as exemplified in

Mr. Elbert Hubbard's remarks about " the late

J. Cffisar." Speaking indi\idually. we are also more
than a little bored with the language of the " man who
can take pictures in the mind." This is Mr. Herbert
Kaufman, whose essay on The Dreamers was read
by jMr. Henry L. Doherty, the Wall-Street banker,

in the discussion on Mr. Roemer's paper. Many
sales managers nowadays deem it necessary to write

ungrammatical and childish boosting letters to their

salesmen, based on the old " heart-to-heart talk,"

which, ten years ago, was only to be found in the
cheapest and least responsible papers for gir's,

mostly read by servants. This is, we suppose, a sign

of the times, and will be levelled out in the future

As a book, this puldication is nicely got up, well

printed, and illustrated with portraits of the authors
of the several addresses and of typical scenes in the

life of the camp. There are eight split infinitives,

and we have noticed '" facotry " on p. 153, and on
the plate facing p. jt,, Hon. John C. Roemer instead

of Hon. John PL Roemer. The book is in marbled
paper boards, half buff basil, is well indexed, and
provided with a bookmark. Its dimensions are yin.

by 6in., and it is entirely free from advertisements.
We give these details to show that for five shillings

anyone can buy this nice volume, just as for the

same sum he can buy the paper-covered and often

carelessly-printed Proceedings of the I.M.E.A.
In conclusion, we recommend the book to the

careful perusal of all who have the ultimate welfare
of our profession and industry truly at heart.

Insulation and Design of Electrical Windings. By
A. P. M. Fi.KMiNG and R. JeiHNSOX. London:
Longmans, Green & Co. Price 7s. Od. net.

It should be generally recognised that insulation,

since it is the most vulnerable, is the most important

part of electrical machinery. Both electrical manu-
facturers and buyers are faced with the problem of

ensuring the maintenance of electrical service, while

dependent on the use of materials which are inher-

ently of a treacherous mechanical character.

The use of very large units, the interior of the

windings of which must of necessity be at a high

temperature, owing- to their relatively small volume.
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has made the insulation problem of paramount im-
portance.

Until comparatively recently, the amount and
quality of the insulation used in an electrical machine
were tixed almost entirely by a method of trial and
error, but at the present time a large number of
careful, and more or less reliable, research results
are available in various Proceedings and Journals.

'J"he volume under review is one of the very small
number of books dealing- with this vital (luestion in
a connected and scientific fashion. It consists of
seven chapters, the iirst of which deals with the
physical characteristics of gaseous, liquid and solid
dielectrics. A good and interesting resume of the
researches due to Sir J. J. Thomson (mis-spelt
Thompson on pages i and 6) and others, is given.
It should have been pointed out on page 13, when
discussing the loss due to corona on transmission
lines, that this loss with a given voltage decreases
both with increase in diameter of the conductor and
with increase in the spacing. A number of curves are
given whicli illustrate very clearly the complex char-
acter of the phenomena which have to be investi-
gated in connection with dielectrics generally.

Chapter 2 discusses electrostatic conditions in
practical working. It is noteworthy that the appar-
ently academic " electrostatics " of the electricity
and magnetism textbooks should have become of
industrial importance. The reviewer is glad to see
that the authors have not introduced the prehistoric
conception of an electrostatic charge on a conductor.
The unfortunately common use of this idea destroys
the analogy between the two components of the
electric field, and makes the discussion of dielectric
stresses unnecessarily complicated. A clear account
of the voltage distribution for several types of wind-
ing is given.
One of the most useful chapters in the book is

chapter 3, which deals with the enormous subject of
insulating materials. The quantity of scattered in-

formation at the disposal of the authors is, of course,
prodigious, and it may at once be stated that they
have made a careful, and as far as the reviewer has
been able to check, an accurate, selection. We are
.glad to see it clearly pointed out that the majority of
insulating materials are of an organic origin, and
are therefore naturally subject to continual change,
tending ultimately to disintegration. Papers, tapes,
varnishes, methods of applying varnishes, fibres,

mica and mica products (the latter being included in
the excellent articles published in Elec. Rev. Nos.
1817 and 1818), oils, etc., all receive a due meed of
attention. Some very useful and, so far as the re-

viewer is aware original information is given
at the conclusion of this chapter regarding the
mechanical strength of insulators and conductors.
The statement in Professor Walker's paper on turbo
coils, that some forms of insulation appeared to have
considerable strength or stiffness, is supported by
the results recorded here.

Chapter 4 is devoted to the design of insulation
and wmdings. The chapter opens with some com-
mon-sense remarks on the principles governing the
rating of machines, followed by the German standard
specification for the testing of electrical machinery.
The reviewer is quite of the authors' opinion as to
the marked diflference in temperature rise allowed
by the German Normalien for cotton and papers.
not being justified. Owing to the discrepancies of
at least 10 per cent, in temperature measurements,
and to the fact that electrical machines may have
to work in temperatures of 40°C., it is desirable that
the allowable temperature rise for fibrous materials
of all kinds should not exceed ?o°C., since these
materials cannot be safely exposed to greater tem-
peratures than ioo°C. Furthermore, since the insu-
lation is not itself the seat of the generation or loss
of heat, it is the temperature of the adjacent copper
or iron which has to be considered, and as this tem-
perature depends on the heat flow, no method of

measuri-ment is really accurate unless these con-
ditions are known, and they can never be accurately
known in a commercial machine.
The principal tyi)es of machine and transformer

windings and their uisulation on scientific principles

are next discussed in a satisfactory manner.
Chapter 5 deals with insulation tests. We are

glad to see the fallacy of paying great attention to

insulation resistance tests pointed out. It is rather

extraordinary that even in these days there should
still be so much misconception regarding this

matter. Insulation resistance measurements have
their use, but are no criterion whatever of the quality

of the materials used, as prolonged drying raises the

reading to an almost unlimited extent provided that

the surfaces are clean.

A precis is given of the German and American
regulations regarding insulation tests, together with

the usual methods of testing armatures for open cir-

cuits, etc. Some useful information regarding test-

ing, transformers for apparatus of large electrostatic

capacity is also included.

Following we have a number of practical observa-

tions regarding the drying and handling of electrical

windings, which though somewhat brief are quite

sound.
The concluding chapter consists of five pages

dealing with the principal types of insulation fail-

ures. A good index is appended.

As a whole the book is by far the best value for the

money that the reviewer has seen on this most im-

portant and difficult subject.—H.G.S.

ELECTRICAL TERMS AND DEFINITIONS.

{Concluded from Vol. 'I, page lOtO.)

RuHMKORFF CoiL.—A kind of transformer used for producing
high electromotive forces, consisting of a primary and a
secondarj- winding on a straight core. The primary is sup-

plied with a continuous current which is periodically in-

terrupted.
Ednning Light (of a generator, converter, or transformer).

—Running when no appreciable current is delivered to the

external circuit. (Of a motor).—Running when no power is

delivered at the shaft.

Safety, Factor of.—-See Factor.

Sag of a wire.—The maximum vertical distance between a

wire and the straight line joining the points from which it

is suspended.
Secondary of a transformer.

—

See Secondary Winding.
SEC0ND.4RY Battery.—See .Accumulator.

Secondary Winding of a transformer.—The winding in

which the electromotive force, is generated by electromagnetic

induction and from which electrical energy is supplied to the

external circuit.

Section Insulator.—An insulator by means of which a con-

ductor is divided electrically into sections while, maintaining
mechanical continuity.

Section Switch.—\ switch for electrical disconnection of a

circuit into sections.

Selector Switch.—A switch for connecting a circuit to any
one of a number of other circuits.

Self-indijction, Coefficient of.—See Induction, Self-.

Sensibility or Sen.sitivity.—See Figure of Merit.

Series.—Two or more conductors are said to be in series

when they are so connected that they are traversed by the

same current.
Series Dynamo.—A dynamo in which the field magnet coils

are in series with the armature.
Series Parallel.— (a) A number of pieces of apparatus are

connected in parallel and the groups so formed are connected
in series.

(b) A number of pieces of apparatus are connected in series,

and the groups so formed are connected in parallel.
_
In U.S.

it is common to call (h) Parallel Series in order to distinguish

it from (a).
~

Series-Par.illel Connection.—Pieces of apparatus are con-

nected either in series or parallel with arrangements for

changing over from one set of connections to the other.

Series-Parallel Controller.—A device for making Series-

Parallel Connection.
Short.—A colloquial abbreviation for a Short-circuit or for

the act of making a Short-circuit.

Short-circuit.—A connection, whether accidental or in-

tentional, Isetween two points in a circuit, by means of a pat^
having a low resistance.
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Short-ciucuited Rotor.—A rotor which is short-circuited

in itself. See Squirrel-cage.

Shoe.—An iippii.ance for effecting a sliding connection be-

tween a conductnr rail of an electric railway and the electrical

equipment of a car.
i. Shunt.— (a) Circuits are said to be in shunt or in parallel
^ one to the other when a current is divided between them.

(6) A by-path for an electric current.

(c) Shunt circuit is a term applied to the pressure circuit of

measuring iu.struments such as electricity energy meters, watt-
meters, etc.

(d) A current shunt is a term applied to a low resistance

usfd for the measurement of currents by means of a potentio-
meter; or by an ammeter through which only a fraction of the
current passes.

Shunt Coil or Winding.—\ coil or winding which is con-
nected in shunt or parallel to some part of the circuit.

In a generateir or motor.—The field rnagnet coils of a shunt
dynamo or motor, these coils being excited by a current prac-
tically proportional to the pressure.

Shunt Dynamo.—\ dynamo in which the field magnet coils

are connected to the terminals in shunt.
Shunt Instrument.—An in.struraent in which all but a

fraction of tho current to be measured is passed through a
resistance connected in parallel with the, measuring instru-

ment.
Shunt Motor.—A motor in which the field magnet coils are

connected to the terminals in shunt.
Shuttle or Siemens Armature.—kn early form of armature

for a generator or motor, resembling a shuttle, and having a

single coil and two core faces. Sometunes called an H arma-
ture.

Siemens Dynamometer.—.\n instrument for measuring
currents, either continuous or alternating, consisting of a
fixed coil and a suspended coil controlled by a spring, the
torsion of the spring being proportional to the square of the
current when the coils are brought back to their initial rela-

tive positions.

Siemens L'nit of Resistance.—^The resistance of a column
of mercury of a sectional area of one square millimetre and
of a length of one metre, at o°C.

Silver Voltameter.—An apparatus for measuring a quantity
of electricity by the weight of silver deposited on a platinum
kathode from a solution of silver nitrate.

Simplex.—A method of telegraphic working in which only
a single message is transmitted at one time.
Single-phase.—See Phase.
Single-Pole Switch.—A switch which opens a circuit at one

point only.

Siphon Recorder.—.'^n apparatus used in submarine telegra-

phy consisting of a magnetic field in which a moving coil

makes a record of the signals by means of a siphon acting as

a pen.
Skate.—An appliance for effecting a sliding electrical con-

nection between the studs of a surface contact system and the
electrical equipment o,f a car.

Slide Wire.—In a measuring instrument a wire of uniform
resistance on which a sliding contact makes connection at any
desired point.

Slip.—In an induction motor the angular velocity of the
rotor is less than that of the rotating magnetic field of the
stator, and this difference expressed as a fraction of percent-
age of tho anguhir velocity of the rotating magnetic field is

called the slip. The use of the word Slip to express the mere
difference of angular velocities is not recommended.
Supper Brake.— .\ brake in which a block or slipper is

pifibstd against the rails of a tramway. Also called a Track
Brake.

Slip-ring.-;-A conducting ring for effecting, by means of a
brush, a sliding connexion between a revolving conductor and
a fixed conductor. Sec Collector ring.

Slot System.—See Conduit System for traction.
Slotted Core.—An armature core of a generator or motor

having slots in the iron in which conductors are placed.
Smooth Core.—An aniiaturo core of a generator or motor

on the surface of which conductors are laid.

Socket, Lamp-.—Synonym for Lampholdor.
Solenoid.—A coil of tubulai' form for producing a magnetic

field.

Sole Pl.we (tramway).

—

k plate or piece of rail fastened be-
low a rail joint for strengthening and anchoring it.

Sounder.— .\ telegraphic receiving instrument producing
audible signals.

Spacing Current.—In telegraphy a current used to produce
the space between the signals, flowing generally in the re-

verse direction to the signaUing currents.

Span Wlrb Construction.—.\ mode of supporting a trolley

wile by transverse span wires stretched between poles or
buildings.

Spark (electrical).—A disruptive discharge of electricity
through a dielectric.

Spark-gap.—.\ny break in the continuity of a conductor so
arranged as to p<Mmit of a disruptive discharge across the
break.

Specific.—Pertaining to or characteristic of a substance : e.g.

the specific resistance of a given material is the resistance
between the opposite' faces of a cube of that material whose
edge is one centimetre.

Squirrel-cage.—A winding used on induction motors which

ajnsists of a number of bars, the ends of which are short-
circuited.

Standard (noun).—A thing serving as a basis of comparijon.
Such as a, weight or measure to which others conform or by
wiHch the accuracy of other weights or measores is judged.
Sec also Unit.
Standard Candle.—Formerly used in photometry. A sperm

candle weighing one-sixth of a pound, intended to bum 120
grains per hour.
Standard Candle (International).—Unit of light. One-

tenth of the light given horizontally by the Standard Ten-
candle Pentane lamp under .specified condition.?.

In U.S. the Standard is maintained through the medium
of a group of selected incandescent lamps at the Bureau of
Standards in Washington.
Standards, Electrical.—British Board of Trade. See also

Units, International. Resistance, the one-ohm coil of wire.
Current, the one-ampere balance. Potential diflterence, Uie
100-volt electrometer.
St.\ndard Lamp (electrical fitting).—.4 lamp to stand on a

table or floor. Lamp-standard, a pillar supporting a street
lamp.
Star.—A mode of eonneetion in polyphase alternating-current

working, in which three or more conductors meet at a common
junction called the neutral point. When there are only three
conductors, also called a Y connection.
Static— (1) Pertaining to electricity at rest. Abbreviation

for Electrostatic. (2) Sometimes applied to a transformer,
to distinguish it from a converter. Not recommended.

St.ator.—In an alternating-current generator or motor, the
winding and associated iron, whether acting as armature or
as field magnet, which does not rotate.
Storage B.wtery.—See ."Accumulator.
Stri.^!.—In an electric discharge through a gas, alternate

dark and luminous transverse bands.
Stud (tramway).—.\ piece of metal or apparatus from which

the current is collected, laid down in the street between the
rails of a surface-contact system of traction.
Sub-station.—Otficially ciefined in Great Britain as premises

in which electrical energy is transformed or converted for the
purpose of supply to consumers, if such premises are large
enough to admit the entrance of a person after the transform-
ing or converting apparatus is in position. (Thus distinguish-
ing it from a Transformer Box or Chamber).
Sulphate, of an accumulator.—In a lead accumulator the

formation on the plates of a sulphate of lead which is inactive
aiul hinders the action of the cell.

SuRF.WE Contact System.—.\ tramway system in which studs
normally dead, placed between the rails, become connected
to a main only when a car passes over them.
Surge.—.\n abnormal rush of electricity along a conductor.
Surge-impedance.—The natural impedance of any long con-

ductor to transmit electric currents or surges, = Vi/o.
Susceptibility.—See Magnetic Susceptibility.
Suspension Wire (Telegraph).—Synonym" for Messenger.

Wire.
Switchboard.—Kr\ assemblage of switches, fuses, conductors.

measuring instruments, and other apparatus for the control
of electrical machinery and circuits.

Switch Hook (Telephone).—The h<xik on which a receiver
is hung. When the receiver is placed on the hook its weight
performs certain switching operations.
Synchronism.—Two machines are said to be in synchronism

when they are running on one. system with identical frequency
and a definite phaf*e relation.

Synchronize. To.—To cause two or more machines or pieces
of apparatus to have the s;ime periixlic time or frequency
and a definite phase relation.

Synchronous Motor.—kn alternating-current motor which
normally runs at the speed corresponding to synchronism with
the supply.
Synchronoscope.—\n apparatus intended to indicate when

two alternating potential differences are in synchronism and
in phase.

Syntonize.—To adjust to the same periodic time or fre-

quency. In wireless felcjjraphy called to Time.
Syphon Recorder.—.See Siphon Recorder.
Tandem.—Sec Cascade.
Tapper (Wireless).—.\n apparatus which taps a coherer and

automatically decoheres it after tho receipt of a signal.

Telegraph.—.\n apparatus for transmitting messages to a

distance by means of signals.

Telegraph Line.—See Lino.
Telephone.—Kn apparatus for transmitting sound to a dis-

tance.

Telpherage.— .\ system for the electrical transport of goods
or materials in self-contained motor-driven receptacles sus-

pended from, and running on. stretched wires.

Tkmper.aturk Coefficient.—The. change in the magnitude of
any property of a substance cau.sed by a rise of one degree
Centigrade in the temperature, expressed as a fraction of tho
magnitude at somo definite temperature adopted a3 a
standard.

Temper.\turf. Rise.—Of electrical machinery. The increase

of temporatuiT- of any pjirt of an electrical machine above the
temperature of tho surrounding atmosphere.

Tension.—A synonym for Electromotive Force or Differenc*

of Potential. Obsolete term when used alone.
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'I'uNSio.s, llKiH- -Synonym soinittiniUi* ustd fur 111^1' VolluH.
,

or Hirth Pres.siiiiv Ahbri'viiition H.T. (Board of 'Irade lirnita,

I'M to ;t,(KIO \'M<, ivliLther continuous or iiltirnuting).

Tfn«iun, i;.\iaA fhuH.—Synonym sorm'tmn m umscI fur Extra
iiigli Vohii^je or Pressure. Abbnviiilion E.Il.T. (Boaitl of
TraiK' limit, above 3,000 volts, whether continuouB or alter-

nntiiit!.

Tku.minai.,—That part of an apparatus or circuit tu wbiili

lunductors are intended to bo jonied in order to connect it

ilectrically to another apparatus or circuit.

Tfrminal Voltage.—.Ste Difference of Potential at the Termi-
nals.

TllKHMO-coi.i'i.K.— A pair of condwtrjrs joined to produc<' a

Thermo-electric Effect.

'I^iERMt)-ixEcrRic Effect.—The electrical effect clue, to a dif-

ference of temperature between two junctions. Bometimes
called Secbeck Effect.

Tin;KMO-pn.E.—.Apparatus consi.sting of thermo-coupleB suita-

bly arr;inRpd.

Thuu) Rah..—See Conductor Rail.

Thomson EKFRtn'.— (n) Tlio electrical effect due to a difference

of temperature between two parts of one and the same con-

ductor; (/;) the libiration (or absorption) of heat which takes

place when current Hows from a hotter to a colder portion of

the same metal.
TnREE-rHASi;.—Sec Phase.

Three-phase T'ransformer.—A transformer in which three

magnetic circuits have parts in common with one another.

Three-wire System.— .\ system of supply through three

wires, in which the potential of the middle wire is intermediate
liitween tho.se of the outer conductors.

TiME-c'OiNSTANT.—Whcu the rate at which a function is

diminishing equals the function multiplied by a constant
(|uantlty, tho reciprocal of this quantity is called the time-

c<nstant. It is equal to the time taken by the function to fall

to J, that is, 36.8 pc.r cent, of its initial value.

Total Loss.—^The difference between input and output.

Transformer.—.An apparatus without moving parts which
by means of electromagnetic induction transforms alternating

voltages into alternating voltages of the same frequency, but
generally of different magnitude.

Transformer Box or Chamber.—A box or chamber contain-

ing a transformer and not large enough to admit the entrance
of a person after the transformer is in position. (Thus dis-

tinguishing it from a Sub-station).

Transformer, Core Type.—A transformer with a closed mag-
netic circuit in which the copper windings completely or

almost completely enclose the iron core.

Transformer, Pkim.ary of.—See Primary.

Transformer, Secondary of.—See Se.condary.

Transformer, Shell Type.—A transformer with a closed

magnetic circuit in which the magnetic circuit completely or

almost completely encloses the copper windings.
. TRANSLATOR.—A form of telegraphic rejay. Also called a

Repeater.
Transmitted.—^That part of a telegraphic or telephonic ap-

paratus by which signals are sent.

Trolley System.—A traction system employing cars on each
of which is mounted a standard carrying a boom. At the
end of the boom is fixed a swivelling trolley head containing

a trolley wheel which runs on the trolley wire. When the car

is single-decked or has a roof over the upjjer deck the boom
is carried on a base.

Trunk Main (a) in electrical supply.—A main used as a
feeder between a gene-ating station and a sub-station or be-
tween two generating stations, (b) in telegraphy and tele-

phony.

—

.\ line consisting of numerous circuits connecting
Uvo or more towns or exchange areas.

Tube of Force (Electrostatic Faraday Tube).—The unit tube
of force is bounded laterally by lines of force which enclose
unit charges at its ends. It therefore contains 4 t lines of

flux.

Tune, To (wireless telegraphy).—To adjust to a given peri-

odic time of frequency.
Turns, Ampere-.—See Ampere-turn.
Two-Phase SYSTE.M.-rSee Phase.
Two-phase Tbansforjier.—A transformer for two-phase

currents, in which two magnetic circuits have parts in common
with one another.

Unifil.\r Suspension.—The suspension of the moving part
of an instrument by a single thread or wire or strip, the re-

storing force being produced by its torsion.
Unipolar.—See Homopolar.
Unit (physical).

—

\ selected definite phy.sical quantity in
terms of whigh the magnitudes of other physical quantities
of a like kind may be reckoned or expres,sed.

C.G.S. system of units. A system employing the centimetre,
the gramme, and the second as the fundamental units.

Electromagnetic t>rimary Units. 1. Unit of Resistance. 2.

Unit of Current. 3. Unit of Difference of Pot-ential.

Derived Units. Quantity, Capacity, Self-induction.
Practical Units. See Practical Unit^.
International Units. The Ohm. Ampere, Volt, and Watt.
Board of Trade Unit. One Kilowatt-hour or Kelvin.
Virtual Ampere.—The alternating current which produces

the same heating effect as one ampere continuous current.
The root-mean-square of the current, sometimes called Effec-
tive Ampere. A term not recommended.

\iiui AL Volt.—'Hie ult<'rnating tUotrical pressure which
when applied to u iion-inductivo retiintuuce of one ohm pro-
duces one virtual ampin-. The root-Kiean-dquare of the volts.

Somctiiiu's caUe<] un ElVeitivu Volt. A lerni not rccoiuuiciuled.

Volt.— (o) The elK-trn-al presHun- which when applied
steadily to a cwnductor the resistanci- of which is one ohm,
produces a cnrrejit of one ampere.

(b) 108 O.G.S. t'Uctroniagnetic units of Electromotive Eorce.
Voltage.—Synonynj for Electroniotne Force, Difference of

Pot<'ntial and Pressure. Generally uhid descriptively.

Voltaic Ourre.nt.—An electric current produced by chcuiical

action.

VoLTAUBTBK.—An electrolytic cell arranged for the purpose
of mcamiring an electric current by determining the amount
of chemical action produced.

Voltmeter.—A measuring instrument with its scale gradu-
ated in volts for measuring electromotive force.

Wall Plug.^Au appliance c<^)ntaining both of the tenni-
nals of a twin flexible, conductor, gini rally in the form of two
pins (two-pin plug) or a pin and a concentric ring (concentric

plug) which, when it is msertod in a wall socket, makes con-
nection between the flexible conductor.^i and the fixed leads.

Wall Socket or Shoe.—An appliance fixed to the wall into

which are brought both the leads or conductors connected to

a source of supply so that connection may be made by inserting

a wall plug.

Watt.—TJnit of Power. The energy expended per second by
an unvarying current of one ampere under an electric pressure,

of one volt. With alternating current, the product of the in-

.stantanoous amperes into the instantaneous volts gives the
instantaniNius value of the power. The mean value of this

over a whole period is the power in watts. It is equal to 10^

c,rgs per second or 1 joule per second. See Kilowatt.
Watt-hour.—The total energy expended when electrical

energy is expended at the rate of one watt for one. hour, or
its equivalent, such as 1 watts for 1-5 minutes. Equal to 3,0(jO

joulf-s.

W.ATT-nouR Meter.—An integrating meter for measuring
watt-hours. Also called an Energy Meter. Tlie use of the
term wattmeter in this connection is strongly di.-icourage<l.

Wattless.—When the phase difference between the current
and the applied voltage is 90 degrees, the cuiTent is said to

be Wattless or Reactive. In U.S. a term use<l by some, but
strongly disapproved of by many.
Wattmeter.—An instrument with a scale graduated in watts

for measuring electrical power.
Weston Cell.—A mercury, cadmium-sulphate, cadmium

amalgam ce^Jl, prepared according to a certain specification,

used as a standard of potential difference.

WHE.tTSTONE BRIDGE.

—

\ particular arrangement of resist-

ance, galvanometer, and battery as an instrument for the

comparison of resistances.

Wheel Base (railway or tramway).—The distance, between
the points of contact of successive wheels of a vehicle with
the rails.

Windage.—The friction of the air on moving parts of

machinery and vehicles.

Winding.—All the conductors, turns, or coils belonging to

one system.
Yoke.—The iron connecting piece between the ends of the

core or cores of an electromagnet, which is outside the. wind-
ings.

ELECTRIC MAINS EXPLOSIONS.

The report of the Board of Tiade Committee, appointed in

December, 1913, to consider the causes of explosion in con-

nection with the use of bitumen in laying cables at Notting-

ham, Hebburn, and elsewhere, has been issued.

The committee examined fourteen well known engineers anr

points out that during the past 11 years some eix or seven

serious explosions have taken place in houses due to the

ignition of vapour generated by short-circuits between electric

cables laid underground in the streets. Explo.sions have

occurred from similar cau-ses in manholes or street boxes;

there have been many cases of minor explosions which have
merely raised the lido of manholes or have distuibed the

pavement, and there have been also explosions in electric

street boxes due to the accumulation of coal gas from leaks

in defective gas mains.
In investigating the causes of these explosions the com-

mittee found that no serious cases have been recorded, nor

could witnesses adduce instances, where the supply was given

by alternating current, by concentric mains, or by lead-

covered paper-insulated cables, and evidence showed that

three-core cables may be added to this exclusory li.st.

Vulcanised bitumen has been the material used for insu-

lating the cables in all the cases of serious explosions in,

houses, and these have been drawn into bitumen casing or

have been laid in bitumen on the "solid sy.?tem."

While mains have been laid in many thousands of miles of

streets with separate cables on the solid system and the

serious accidents which have occun-ed through explosions

have not been numerous, it appears that gradual deterioration

sometimes takes place owing to original defects in the method
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of laying, or to injury indicted on the cables in the course
i]f other work in the street, such as alterations ol gas mains,
&c.

The. Committee found that serious explosions, with, perhaps,
<iue exception, have not occurred in small towns.

The use of pitch-compound instead of bitumen has de-

vi'loped to a sufficient extent to justify the view that serious

<'xplosions do not occur wht n fcuch material is used for filhng

iiu the soh'd system.
Deterioration of vulcanised bitumen cables arises from three

causes : (A) Coal-gas coming into contact with bitumen
snftons it, and the insulation sufl'ers, but no case of explosion

lias been traced to this causi;. (H) In the case of positives

.I fault, probably rarely due to an original defect, but
generally to .some injury intlicled during or after laying, is

attended by corrosion, the production of green incrustation,

and eventu;dly by internjption of thi> copper conductor. Tlie

electric current which leaks to earth is so small that it cannot
be distinguished by ordinal? instruments from general leak-

age, the total insulation of such cables never being high.

A solitary defect of this kind appears to result in nothing
more than the inconvenience of the breach of continuity.

(C) A fault to earth on a negative dcoonipose.s the insulating

material and not the conductor. By the action of osmosis,

moisture is attracted and the vulcanised bitumen becomes
pulpy or sodden. The effect spreads, and .sometimes many
yards in length are ali'ected. Electrical tests nf inspection may
reveal such faults, but if not detected, a le.ak between negative

and positive, or, in the case, of three-wire systems, between
negative and middle, develops and results in a short-circuit.

Where the resistance, of the cables is sufficient to control

the current, the he.at may only melt the surrounding bitumen,
which flows in, quenches the arc, and seals the fault.

If, on the. other hand, the arc persists, the vulcanised

bitumen and the bitumen in which the cables are laid is

melted. Both vapour and gas are given oft. .\t the high
temperature which is present the vapour is "cracked" or

dissociated into gas in considerable volume, and if in a con-

fined space, under considerable pressure. When these pro-

ducts, can force their way and escape through the surface of

the roadway or between the joints of paving stones there is

a chance that the arc may burn itself out, either by flooding

of bitumen or by faUure of current const (pient on the length-

ening of the arc owing to melting and volatilisation of the

copper. If owing to an impervious pavement the gas is

forced, or if having free access it passes into a house and
becomes ignited, an explosion may be, the result.

Bitumen casing is now no longer manufactured, but con-

siderable quantities remain in use in districts where no
accident due to bitumen gas has occurred.

This narrows the niatter to the consideration of the filling

material used on the' solid system, and the troughs into which
it is poured.

It must be admitted that bitumen and pitch-compound are

the only practical materials that can be used to fdl the

troughs.
The advantages of bitumen are that, since it undergoes a

process of preparation, it can be supplied of a quality which
is claimed to liquefy at a pr.icticable temperature, to run
freely, to weld itself to a subjacent layei-, to adhere firmly

to cables and to the right kind of bridges, to retain at

temperatures above freezing point such viscosity that in ease

of subsidence of the ground it will bend slowly without

fracture, or if cracked, wUl re-unite. So long as it is con-

tinuous it protects the cable from moisture. The temperature
reconnnendcd for pouring is between '250° and :i50° Fahr. If

it is heated above 400° Fahr. hydro-carbons are driven oft'

and it becomes brittle, but some ('ngineers have found it

difficult to make a good job unless the bitumen was run at

about 4'20°. Mains to the value of between two and a half

and three, millions sterling arc .said to have been laid in this

way.
ITie alteinative to bitumen is pitch. Bla.st-furnace pitch

contains substances which make it unsuitable. Coal-tar pitch

by it.self is too biittle. though it has been used suecessfidly

fcir 40 years for protecting lead pipes. Experiments in

tempering it with oil and afti rwaixls .strengthening it with
whinstiine dust were encouraging, and resulted in one case

in a mixture of three tons of )iit-ch (o two of stone dust and
10 gallons of pitch or creos<itc oil. In another ca.se 10 cwts.

of pitch, 10 cwts. of limestone dust, and TO gallons of tar oil

were u,se,d ; this pitch-compound was tested in a cement-testing
machine and was found to be as tough as bitumen. The
chief advantage claimed for this over bitumen is cheapness.

Tlio melting point is lower; it can bo. run at '2Ci(1° Fahr. This
lower temperature and the fact that the six-cilic heat of pitch

is about 0.5 as against 0.8 for bitumen have tho advantage
that cables over which it is povned arc not so lik(dy to be
overheated. On a damp day hot bitumen froths up. and
luiless considerable care is taken the cojiper core expands
and the cables writ he and buckle. Pitch-compound holds
(irmly to unglazcd stoneware bridges; it is appan-ntly not
afTected by creosote or by coal-gas.

It appears that a condition prece«lcnt for a serious exnloslon

is to be found where two or three separate vulcani.^od bitumen
cables are l.iid solid in bitunien in one trough. The exiKui-

ence of breakdowns has led to certtiin Imnrovcmonts in

canying out tho solid system, and A\hero conditions are stich

that lead-covered paper-insulat«l cables or armoured cables

laid direct in tho ground cannot be reucouiiendvxl, the solid
system carefully laid with due precautiona ha.i ila ad-
vantages, but It ceases to be a cheap method. Earthenware
tioughs with seijarate chases or a ieparate trough for each
cable IS the best method, but it is expensive OQCt occupies a
good deal of space.

'Ihe Hebburn accident was due to three preventable causes
.\t a corner where the direction changed 1' • j..-ij

tnjughs were merely mitred together, l.uj . :!]'

two cables been pulled up against ih<; wi^ .iri

one had been pulled until it rode over tL- t:,- r, jui ai
remained for li years, when a fault developed. (6> An
imjjervious continuous cement pavement was laid over the
cables, (c) The cables were laid close to the foundations of
a, house, and these consisted of looee rubble with no lirne or
cement.
In most cases where explosions have occurred an iiupervious

pavement of concrete or asphalt had been laid over the uiains.
It is found that with a (lagged pavement the gas can escajK.-

between the joints. The nature of the pavement should be
taken into account in considering the use of a solid sjstem
employing bitumen.
In three cases of explosions services have been so laid that

access was given t«i the interior of houses, and gas freelv
entered. Most witnes-ses agree that .services should be solidly
bricked in, armoured cable being generally preferred. There
was general agreement that services should not lie carried
in on the .solid .-iystem. On the other hand the committee
learned that over 10,000 serv-ices on the solid system had been
laid in a Midland city, and that there had not been a single
fault.

The testing of the in.siilation of a distributing network of
mains has a bearing on breakdowns and on accidents arising
therefrom. Separate vuleanisfd bitumen cables claim to be
sufficiently well insulated t<i offer satisfactory continuity of
service, but do not compete with other classes of cables in
measurable in.sulation. In order to comply with the Board of
Trade Regulation :)4, in some cases the "middle wire feeders
are bunched on to one bH.s-bar and the total current is r.-
corded on one instrument, but by the use of a numlvr of
recorders on different circuits the localisation of faults is

facihtated, and an erratic record suggests that a fault is on
a consumer's premises, while a steadily increasing current
indicates that it is on the network.
' Tile current which may be neglected as the sum of in-
evitable leakages de.pends on the size of the undertaking. Tlie
one-thousandth permitted by Regulation 34 could not be
tolerated on a large network, for with an output of S.500
amperes, 8J amperes would be considered a very serious fault,
and if not removed would result probably in a short-circuit
or breakdown, .^s soon as three or four amperes is recordini
tests woidd be immediately undertaken to find the fault.
In many large and small towns the current to earth from the
middle wire is regarde<l as a practical indication of a fault.
In .small towns if one-fifth of an ampere leakage is found the
engineers proceed to look for it.

Tlie fraction one-thousandth clearly cannot apply to net-
works of alt sizes, but no suggestion has been made for a
test which can be of general application. If the principle, of
districting is carried out. a largo network can be cut up either
normally or by the action of fuses into small ones.
-Automatic records are supplemented by other tests, r.)/..

in one city, the use of a bank of lamps between middle wire
and earth. A switch cuts these in or short-cii-cuils them, and
the iKisitive and negative ammeters are observed and from
their indications leakages to earth may be estimated, .\nother
test is to take a reading of the amperes to earth on the middle
wire connection aud\ then to put the positive main to earth
through a resistance, and read the altertd current to earth.
If the normal reailing indicates a fault to earth of the negative
and the second reading is zero, it shows that the artificial leak
put on the positive is equal to tho leak on the negative.
.Vnother method is to send out men with a bank of lamps
taking, say, 10 amperos. and to connect those between ixwitive

and earth and between negative and earth at various points
on the network at prearrange*! times. The switchboanl at-

ttMidant notes the current indicat*"*! at those times by the
ammeter. If tho whole 10 anii«^rc.s is accounted for on the
switchboard it is evident that the insulation of the network
is good.
In another class of tests the middle wire is disoonne<.t<'d

from earth.

.ViKither method is one of obstnving leakages rather than
testing insulation. This is to diseoniuvt tho middle wire from
earth, and to earth the i«>sitive and Ihe negative alternatoly
through an adjustable resistance. This gives the <-oinbined

leakage current of the neutral and the opjx^sito polarity main.
In certain .small towns whore there have hccn no expli>sion,<

of any importaneo, the leaks are so small that they would not
be iwordod on ordinary ivmmeri-ial instruments, and tho
Iiractiee is to disc<>unect tho middle wiiv. and to put the
outers alternately to earth thnuigh a lamp.
Where -Jt) amperes is considered a normal loakago. a bad

fiiult will pass twice that curn^nt or moroi and tlior*> is .i

dilT<'ience of opinion whether such currents may injure tho
cables by developing incinient faults. S<imo few onpineors
hold that it is desirable thus to l>ivak down ineipii nt faults

and put the outers diwxt to earth without any controlling
resistance.
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It is ditlicult to iliaw a diBtiuctiun between tliia " tint
'

and the practice; known oa burning out a I'uult. Tbe wit-

UfcBses by a laitjf majority deprfcattd tliiH practice.

It is ix)ssiljli^ by disconui-ction of cnblf« or of links iu

junction bo.xc's to cut off part of a net\v<irk for repair. Such
discoiiiicctioii is ttjiuctnnes made for the purpose, of localisinij

ii fault. This practice, de.sirablc in the ca8c of large networks,
IS not feasible in Biuall towns.
In one largo city the. engineer prefers to keep no less than

206 districts electrically eepanite, connected neither by fuses
nor links. This practice has continued for 10 years and there

have, been no explosions.

Many large un<lertaking3 have networks interconnected by
fuses which nonually cany moderate balancing currents, but
two difficulties picveut a wider use of this systejn. The
fuses should bo plac<'d at points where there is no current, but
the distribution of load in winter may ditfer so much from
that in summer, that the. fuses need constant attention. The
other difficulty is that certain kinds of fuse go off explosively

on heavy ehort-ciicuits, ns when tested on a large battery.

On the other hand, some few oiigineers pretVr the more
simple plan of one solid network of single cal)le.s with no
fuses, and rely on the burning out of a fault when it occurs.

.Such networks are divided only for the purpo.se of localising

faults, and the insulation in such cases is generally so low
that incipient leaks cannot be detected in time to prevent
breakdowns.
The committee concludes that in view of the small number

of serious accidents which have occurred, compared with the
large extent to which vulcanised bitumen cables laid .solid

in bitumen have been used, it is unable to recommend the
Board of Trade to discontinue to approve of this system.
In view of conflicting opinions of witnesses, the committee

cannot recommend that iron or stoneware troughing .should

be. ii.sed to the exclusion of wood, but it recouunends that
wood troughing should be used only where it can be ascer-

tained that the soil is suitable; that where .separate mains
are laid in troughing each cable should bo laid in a separate
trough, and that between the troughs there should be a space
of not less than "2 inches tightly packed with earth or sand.

Tht^, committee recommends (1) that separate mains for

continuous current supply should not be laid on the .solid

system below impervious pavements or close to the walls of
houses; (2) that ea.sy bends should be laid at corners, and
the bitume.n or pitch-compound should be poured after the
straight lengths have cooled

; {)) that where sharp corners
of troughing are suspected to exist the mains should be
opened, up and the corners eased; (1) services should be taken
into houses (preferably by the use of armoured cables) in such
a manner that .gas cannot enter.

In an appendix Dr. Wheeler, of the Home Office. Experi-
mental Station, Eskmeals, rejvirts in regard to bitumen ex-
plosions, that no evidence could be obtained of any liability

to spontaneous combustion on the part of the finely divide<l

carbon that arises from dtcomijosition at high temperatures
of the hydrocarbon gases evolved from bitumen and pitch.

Tlie limits of inflammabilit.v of the ga.ses evolved on heat-
ing bitumen and pitch depend upon their composition, which
varies with the temperature at w'hich they are evolved. The
gases evolved at l.OW^ 0. without cracking, have the follow-ing

limits of inflammability :
—

Lower limit. Upper limit.

Gas from bitumen .5.4 ... 20.5 per cent.

Gas from pitch and whinstone
dust composition ... 10.7 ... 47..5

Thus, any mixture of air and the particular sample of

bitumen gas tested that contains between 6.4 and 20.5 per
cent, of bitumen gas is capable of self-propagation of flame

;

whilst in the case of the gas evolved at 1,000° G. from the
pitch and whinstone du.st composition, the limits lie wider
apart—any mixture of air and the gas containing between
10.7 and 47.5 per cent, of gas is capable of self-propagation
of flame.
When the gases are "cracked" by passing them over a

highly heated surface, the percentage of hydrogen in them
increases at the expense of the hydrocarbons. This tends to

widen the limits of inflammability.
On the whole it would appear that pitch would be, if

anything, a more dangerous material that bitumen from the
point of view of possibility of explosion from the gases de-
rived from it.

The pitch and whinstone dust composition c<in also be re-
garded as more dangerous than bitumen, not only on account
of its wider limits of inflammability but on account of the
hich percentage of poisonous carbon monoxide that it con-
tains.

Tf "cracking" of the gases is presumed to take place, the
difference in composition between bitumen gas and pitch gas
largely disappears, so that the limits of inflammabilifv of the
two kinds of gas become similar, but the gas from the pitch
and whinstone dust still contains a high percentage of carbon
monoxide.

THE MUNICIPAL ELECTRICAL
CONVENTION

(.('onrluded from pofe 37.)

Report of the Council.

The report of the Council showed that the membersbip of tbe
Association stood at 'SIS), made up as foliowa :

—
165

175

6
4

29

Committees (.Members)
Chief Electrical Engineers (Members)
Honorary Members
Chief Assistants (.Associate Members) ...

Assistant.s (Associates)

Patent Restoration.—An order has been made for the

restoration of patent No. 4,030 of 1908, for " Improvements in

telegraph poles," granted to Frederick H. Tidnam.

There was a net decrease of seven on last year's total, chiefly
among the associates.

In connection with the standardization of metal filament
electric lamps, the representatives of the Association on the
Lamp Standards Committee of the Engineciing Standards
Committee urged th.- adoptiim of watt marking only; they
found themselves in diicct antagonism with representatives of
the War Office, the .\dmiralty, the. Po.st Office, and Public
Works, all of whom wen- tied down to vote, under the direc-
tion of their respective tlepartmcnts, though they were per-
sonally in sympathy with the view of the I.M.E.A. .\ letter
was sub.sequeiitly sent to the Tungsten J./aiiip Association,
informing them that the Standards Committee, by the majority
of the Votes from (iovirnment officials on that Committee, hail

decided to adopt the standard of marking both the candle-power
and watta on lamps. The I.M.E.A. strongly objected to the
same, and urged the Tungsten .'Association to adhere to the
resolution already adopted by them in regard to watt marking
only. The Tungsten Lamp Association in reply expressed their
hearty approval of the marking of all lamjis with watt rating
only. The only exceptions made by members of the Assficia-

tion were where Government departments made specific

requests for candle-power markings.
Thus matters had practically come to a deadlock so far as

the I.M.E..^. and the Engineering Standards Committee were
concerned, and it was not likely that a specification would be
issued by the Standards Committee which would be acceptable
to the members of the Association, unless the contemplated
re-arrangement of the Standards Committee should result in
considerable change in its constitution.

The Electric Vehicle Committee had recommended to the
British Engineering Standards Committee that the 1.50-ampere
concentric charging plug and receptacle, standardized by the
Electric Vehicle .\ssociation of .\merica, should be standardized
for use in the United Kingdom for the charging of electric

vehicle batteries, with the addition of means for earthing the
chassis of the vehicle through the plug and receptacle and a
third conductor in the flexible cable, with protection for the

flexible cable similar to that known as "Cab-Tyre Sheathing."
The Committee was considering the standardization also of a
method of gripping this cable to the plug.

.A.t the instigation of the committee, the B.E..'\.M..\. had
decided to recommend to the Engineering Standards Commit-
tee that lead traction battery plates should be standardized,
viz., 8|in X 5|in., with lug centres 4fin.

The committee hoped that important accessories connected
with the electric battery vehicle might be made International
Standards, and the International Electrotechnical Commis-
sion had agreed to undertake this w-ork in co-operation with
the committee.
Hecommendations as to suitable charges to be made by

electric supply undertakings for the .supply of electric energy
for charging the baftei'ies of electric vehicles had been sent
to every electric supply undertaking in the United Kingdom,
and in very many eases the supply authorities had intimated
their willingness to come into line with these reconimenda-
tions.

The committee approached the various insurance com-
panies and had made arrangements whereby the Car and
General Insurance Company, of 1, Queen Victoria Street, in-

timated that they would give a 15 per cent, preference off

their ordinary petrol insurance tariffs in favour of the electric

battery vehicle, and probably later on increase the prefer-

ence to 20 per cent. The committee believed that it w-ould

be only a matter of time before other offices came into line

in this matter.
As the result of an application made by the committee, the

Local Government Board stated that they were "prepared to

entertain applications fi-om local authorities for sanction to

borrow money for the purchase of vehicles which they were
authorised to provide in connection with the exercise of

their statutory powers."
The Council had spared no efforts to press forward the

Electric Lighting Bill, and desired to acknowledge the assist-

ance rendered by Mr. Hugo Hirst and the late Mr. A. Bruce
Anderson, chairman of the B.E..\.M..\. A circular letter was
sent to all members of the association with regard to securing

promises to ballot from the various members of Parliament,
but no place was secured which could be of practical use.

The bill in its present form had the support of the British

Electrical and .Allied Manufacturers, and it was believed of

all other interested parties except the Electrical Contractors'

Association, which had declined to accept the proposed amend-
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inents, and had also signified its refusal to have the mattej
submitted to arbitration.

The Council had had under consideration the standardiza-
tion of conditions of contract. The I.M.E.A. representatives
on tho I.E.JK. Model General Conditions Coininittee suggested
that the I.E.E. should leave in abeyance their final proof
pending agreement by other interested bodii s. This sugges-
tion was, however, not adopted, and the I.E.E. had issued
their conditions without reference to either the I.M.JJ.A. or
to the B.E.A.M.A. as being in agreement therewith.
The Institution of Electrical Engineers having disbanded

the Industrial Committee, the Council had c<^insidered the
desirability of the formation of an intluential body representa-
tive of all sections and departments of the electrical industry,
competent to deal with all matters of grave importance to the
electrical industry. It was agreed that the proposal bo approved
in principle, and that preliminary arrangements be entered
upon.

Tlie hon. treasurer reported that there was a surplus for
the. year of £65 and a total surplus of assets over liabilities
of ^786, of w'hich sum £&M was invested in L.C.C. stock.
The association had borne the preliminary expenses in con-
nection with the Electric Vehicle Committee, amounting to
about £1'2, but some scheme will have to be devised whereby
the committee would become self supporting. The balance
sheet showed that the association was in a sound financial
position.

The question of the salaries paid to central station engineers
and their assistants had been carefully considered, but the
Council was unable to take action.

A sub-committee, consisting of Messrs. Cramb, WOkinson,
Fedden, and Seabrook, had been appointed to deal with the
standardisation of electrical accessories, including cooking ap-
pliances. The Engineering Standards Committee had invited
the appointment of two I.M.E.A. representatives on their
Electrical Plant Accessories Sub-Committee, and Mr. Cramb
and Mr. Seabrook had been so appointed.

The Council of the National Association of Local Govern-
ment Officers held a meetitig at Bristol on March 14th last,

when the question of superannuation was discussed; it was
more particularly in this connection that tho association be-
came affiliated to the N.A.L.G.O. It was reported that over
200 members of Parliament had been approached, and prac-
tically all supported the principle of superannuation. A letter
was to be sent to the Chancellor of the Exchequer asking him
to receive a deputation from the association, and the question
would be raised as to the possibility of the chancellor obtain-
ing a, grant from the Government towards the cost of the
scheme. The- establishment of a Provident Section to com-
mence with a deposit scheme for sickness benefit, and a
scheme for death benefits, was also discussed, and the recom-
mendation carried.

A draft form of "Conditions of Supply" had been drawn
up by tho I.M.E.A., to serve as a model only, being amended
where necessary to suit local conditions.

Annoal Gener.4l Meeting.

At this meeting some preliminary discussion took place on
the new form of ballot sheet. It was resolved that the mem-
ber of Council longest in office should retire earliest.
Objection was taken to the method of voting adopted, which

follows I.E.E. procedure,, but a subsequent resolution to
amend this in future elections was lost.

The Hon. Secretary (Mr. H. Faraday Proctor) made a
statement from which it appeared that the position as regarded
the model general conditions of tender w'as a stationary one.
Some discussion took place as to the position of the I.M.E.A.

Bill, which, we gathered, remains stationary. The Hon.
Secretary commented oh the lack of interest taken in the
matter by members of Parliament, and appealed to the a.sso-

ciation to help matters forward through this channel. He
pointed out that they had the hearty support of everybody but
the electrical contractors, and that if a number of corporations
were to join in promoting a bill for similar powers it might
facilitate the I.M.E.A. Bill passing at a later stage.
Subsequently the report and balance sheet were adopted,

' and tho council and officers for the ensuing year elected as
1. follows :

—

[ President : *H. Richard.son, Dundee. Sen. Vice-President

:

. *.\. 0. Cramb, Croydon. Jun. Vice-President : : "P. M. Long,
' Norwich.

[
Past Pi-esidents: J. Christie, Brighton; (!. Wilkinson,

Harrogate; R. A. Chattock, Birmingham.
Hon. Solicitor ; *Ald. Pearson, Bristol.
Hon. Secretary: •!!. Faraday rroetor, Bristol.
lion. Treasurer: 'J. E. Edgcomhe, Kingston-on-Thames.
Members of Council—Engineers : A. H. Seabrook, Maryle-

I 'lie; S. J. Watson, Bury; P. .\vton. Ipswich; T. Roles, Brad-
ionl; S. E. Fedden, Sheffield; W. Wyld, Hampstead; *\Y. A.
Vignoles, Grimsby; *,T. W. Beauchamp, West Ham; *A. 0.

> Blackman, Sunderland.
Committee Representatives: Coun. Gibson, Wolverhampton;

Aid. Sinclair, Swansea; Aid. Smith. Barrow; Coun. Ellaway,
Birmingham ; 'Coun. Crowthcr ; Sheffield ; *Coun. W. B. Smith,
Glasgow.

It was agreed to leave the arrangements as to place of meet-

(Elected.)
^

ing next year in the hands of the Council, tho members being
assured in the meantinie of a hearty welcome at Dundee. A
resolution was passed expressing the sympathy of the mem-
bers with Mrs. Bruce Anders^jn and with the council and
members of the B.E..\.M.A. on the loss which they have
recently sustained. Votes of thanks were also passed to those
who had so generously entertained the visitors during the
week.
Mr. A. H. Seabrook (Marylebone), with tho idea of obtaining

the views of tho association on the subject, wihiied to move
a res(jlution expressive of the regret of the member.? at the
dissolution of the Industrial Committee of the I.E.E. He
subsequently withdrew the matter after hearing the views of
the Hon. Solicitor (Aid. Pearson), thjt the committee repre-
sentatives were not a)inp<'tent to vote on such a question.
Mr. W. A. Viqnoi.es ((Jrimsby) moved a resolution that a

special committee of the I.M.E..^., not nec€s.s.-irily consistinii
of members of council, and with power to co-opt suitable out-
side representatives, be formed to deal with any matters for
furthering the supply and use of electricity from "public supply
niains. Other committees had failed because of the clashing of
interests; ho thought their interests were united.

.Md. Smith (Barrow) thought it would be necessary to narrow
down the subjects to bo dealt with to one or two to obtain
success, but Mr. F. Avton (Ipswich) pointed out that sub-
ccmmittees could deal with any special branch of business, as
in the case of the Electric Vehicle Committee.

.\fter Mr. J. E. Edccome had suggested the advisability of
working on specialised lines, the, resolution was carried.

.\ hearty vote of thanks was passed to tho President (Mr.
R. A. Chattock) and the proceedings terminated.

ENGINEERING STANDARDS COMMITTEE.

In consultation with the Institution of Electrical Engineers,
the Electrical Section of the Engineering Standards Com-
mittee has lately been reorganised. The representation of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers on the Main Committee
of the Engineering Standards Committee has been increased
to three, viz., Colonel R. E. Crompton, C.B., Sir John Snell,
and Mr. Charles P. Sparks. By arrangement also with the
Institution of Electrical Engineers the new Sectional Elec-
trical Committee becomes the British Mational Committee of
the International Electrotechnical Commission (I. E.G.).
A meeting of the Sectional Electrical Committee thus recon-

stituted, was held on June l'2th last, when Mr., now Sir John
Snell, the Chairman, was inducted by Sir John Wolfe Barry,
K.C.B., the Chairman of the Engineering Standards Com-
mittee. A meeting of the same committee sitting as the British
National Committee followed, with Mr. .-Vlexander Siemens
in the Chair.
The following is the list of the members of the reconsti-

tuted Sectional Committee as well as tho list of the Sub-Com-
mittees and Panels :

—

Sectional Electrical Committee, which is aho the British
Nwtional Committee of the International Electrotechnical

Commission.

Sir John Snell (Chairman), representing the Crown
Agents for the Colonies.

.\lexander Siemens, Charles P. Sparks. Vic«-Cbairmen.

0. H. Wordingliam, representing the .\diniralty.

Capt. G. L. Hall, R.E., representing the War Office.

Maurice G. Simpson, representing tho India Office.

G. Scott Ram, representing the Home Office.

W. Slingo, representing the General Post Office.

H. A. McFerran, representing the Oflice of Works.
-Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, C.B., representing tho National

Physical I^aboratory.

W. Duildell. F. Gill. R. Hammond, J. S. Hightield. Roger
T. Smith, nominated by tho Institution of Electrical

F.ngineers.

.\. C. Cranib. .\. H. Seabrook. nominated by tho Incorpo-
rated Municipal Electrical .\sa.K'iatiou.

C. Koettgeu, P. .\. Lange, A. P. Wiwd, nominated by the
British Electrical and -Mlicd Manufacturers' Associa-

tion.

W. R. Rawlings, nominated by the Electrical Contractors'

Asswiatiou (Ine-orporated).

E. T. Ruthveu-Murray, nominated by the Incorporated
Association of Electrical Power Companies.

(To be nominated), Ixuuion County Council.

S. Sellon, Tramways & Light Railways .Association.

Colonel R. E. Crompton. C.B., Sir John Gavov. C.B.,
Walter Judd, Dr. Gisbert Kami, Prof. T. Mather,
G. H. Merz. H. W. Miller, P. F. Rowell (Hon. Sec,
British National Committee), Dr. .\. Russell, Capt.
H. R. Siinkev, R.E. (Ret.), Dr. S. P. Thompson,
and A. P. Trotter

Mr. .\lexander Siemens takes tho Chair when questions
affecting the l.E.C. are discussed.
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9.

SuK Viiniiiittfo on StundardiHation Hulca for Elec-

tii.al Muuhincry. (1).— Ur. K. T. CJlazcbrook, C.B.

SiiL.-Coiiiiiiitteo on Physical Standards.—Dr.- R. 1.

(;lazol.r(K)k, CD. „ „, ^,
Sul)-Coiiiiuitto« on Electric Lamps.—Dr. B. T. Olaze-

l)r(K.k, C.B.
Sub-C<)imuitU» on I'li-ctpic Power Cables.—Charles P.

Sparks. ^ t^
Sub-Comuiittce ou IClectrical Accessonos. (2).—C. H.

Wordint'hain.
, ™ , , r,-

Sub-CoiiiMiittfc on Telegraphs and lelcphones.—Sir

John Gavey, C.B.
Sub-t'oinMiitt«l ou Electric Traction. (To be consti-

tuted later).

Sub-CoiiiuiitteP on Prime Movers for Electrical Plant.

-Ciipt. II. R. Sankey, H.l';. (Rot.).

Sub-Coiuiiiittee on Electrical Nomenclature.—A. P.

Trotter.

10. Sub-Committee on Electrical Symbols.—Dr. A. Russell.

(1) Panel on Rating of Electrical Machinery presided over

by Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, C.B.
"(2) Panels presided over bv Mr. C. H. Wordingham

:

(1) Meters; (i) Plugs; (3) Swi'tches; (4) Fuses; (5) Heating

and C<xiking Apparatus; (6) Carbon Brushes, Control Gear

and Electric Vehicle Accessories.

Taking over the international work has necessitated the

appointment of three Sub-Conniiittecs on Prime Movers, on
Nomenclature, and on Symbols, to which primarily inter-

national questions dealing with their respective subjects may
h-i referred.

The British Committee, as on former occasions, has nomi-

nated its Delegates to attend the forthcoming meetings of

the Special Committees of the I.E.C., as follows :—Nomencla^
tare. Dr. S. P. Thompson; Prime Movers, Mr. Gerald Stoney;

Rating, Dr. Gisbert Kapp; Symbols, Dr. A. Russell.

Mr. A. R. Everest (B.E.A.M.A.) has again been appointed

as Counsel to the. British Delegate on Rating.

The work at present in hand consists to a laxge extent in

work of revision, though a considerable amount of new work
is being undertaken upon which reports will be issued in due
course. A preliminary draft of the British Standardisation

Rules for Electrical Machinery is being drawn up by the

Panel under Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, C.B., as an independent

Chairman. In this work much valuable assistance has been

rendered by the representatives of the B.E.A.M.A., and the

I.M.E..\. The Panel is also co-operating with the Revision

Committee of the American Standardisation Rules. The in-

ternational aspect of the question, being closely bound up with

the national, is being considered at the same time and with

no little advantage.
The Specification for Electricity Meters is under revision and

will be very considerably enlarged in its scope. The Panel,

which is under the Chairmanship of Mr. C. H. Wordingham.
has already held over sixteen meetings. Due to the cordial

co-operation of all concerned, very considerable progress has

been made and it is hoped that the revised Specification may
be available at an early date.

.\ S|>ecification for Two-and Three-Plate Ceiling Roses will

be publishe<l almost immediately, as also a Report on the

British Standard Method of Specifying the Resistance of

Steel Conductor Rails. Progress is also being made in regard

to the Standardisation of Two-pin Plug and Socket devices, a

Specification for which should be ready in the Autumn.
Through the assistance of the B.E.A.M.A. it is also hoped that

considerable progress may be made in regard to the standardi-

sation of a number of other accessories all of which are being

dealt with by one or other of the five PaneJs presided over

by Mr. Wordingham. In this connection it should be men-
tioned that the Committee is co-operating with the Electric

Veliicle Committee of the I.M.E.A.
The Report on Cables is to be revised and extended, the

work being undertaken by the Sub-Committee on Cables under
the Chairmanship of Mr. Charles P. Sparks, who is taking

the place of the late Mr. Robert Kaye Gray.

With the assistance and co-ope.ration of the Electric Lamp
Assiwiatious as well as of large users of lamps. Dr. Glaze-

brook's Sub-Committee on Electric Lamps will be in a position

to continue its work upon a revised Specification to include

both Carbon and Metal Filament Lamps.
Tlie question of Tungsten Filament Electric Lamps for

Automobiles is also being considered at the request of the

Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders by a Sub-Com-
mittee under the Chairmanship of Colonel H. C. L. Holden,

C.B., R.A.
ITie reorganisation of the Electrical Section, uniting as it

does all the important branches of the electrical industry,

under the able Chairmanship of Sir John Snell, is sure to lead

to results beneficial to the electrical industn- not only as far

as this country is concerned, but also in its broader inter-

national aspect.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES.

AND PLANT.

FITTINGS

G.E.C. Exploirton-Proof ClrcuIt-BreakerH.

Thk Gknkual Ei.KC ruic Co., Lti> , of 67, <jue«n Victoria Street,

London. E.C., have rewntly placed on the market a email breaker

having a capacity of 30 ampere* at 300 voltn, or l.'. am|)ereB at

600 volts. It i» of the double-pole typo with overload trip, and

the cane is exploaionproof. The llanueB are wide and well

machined—in no case are they cut away to take the holdini; down
bolts for the lid—and, in addition, a llaine-proof gland is provided

for the switch spindle to pai-B through the case into the interior.

Internally the device has been designed with ample clearance, and

with ample insolation. The G.E.C. standard patent interlock is

embodied, so that the breaker cannot be closed until the lid is

first closed, nor can the lid be opened until the breaker is in the

"off " position. This interlock has been specially designed for

colliery work, for which interlocking gear of a delicate nature is

entirely unsuitable. The overload trip is easily adjustable over a

wide range. The breaker has been designed to take the G.E.C.

standard mining glands, which complete the flame-proof charac-

teristics of the case.

Cbromolytc Batteries.

Messrs. J. J. Eastick .>c Sons, of Clapton Common, N.E., are

introdacing a patent primary cell in which a number of novel

features are embodied. Fig. 1 shows the battery, refills, and a

portable lamp. The battery consists of a fiied electrode, a

Fig. 1.

—

Chbomolyte Battery, Refills, &c.

renewable zinc electrode, and a special electrolyte, contained in a

hermetically sealed cell ; the elements are put out of action by
reversing the battery in the strap handle when not required ,for

use. The electrolyte is made by dissolving "Chromolyte," put up
in collapsible tubes, in water. The liquid cannot be spilt, and the

process of recharging is easy and simple. It is stated that the

cells do not polarise, and that they are lighter than storage cells

and cheaper in working than dry cells. Other advantages claimed

for them are high voltage, long life per charge, freedom from
loss by leakage, and immunity from damage by short-circuiting.

They are recommended by the makers for motor-car ignition and
lighting, driving small fans, &c., and for all other purposes to

which portable batteries are adapted. "__ ^ ':x:^.

Variable Precision Condensers.

f The Sterling Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd., of

Telephone House, 210, Tottenham Court Road, W., have brought
out a moving-vane variable air condenser for wireless telegraphy,

manufactured according to a process invented by Dr. Seibt, in

which the difficulties met with in building up an air condenser
with parallel plates are overcome. The plates are in the " Pre-

Stochtakinii" \oticp.—The Walsall Electrical Co.,

Ltd., announce that their works will hi closed from July 25th

nntil Aueust 4th for the purpose of stocktaking. '
" '

"

will be in attendance to deal with urgent matters.

A small staff

Fig. 2.

—

Sections of Variable Condenser,

cision " type milled out of solid blocks ot aluminium by specia

machines (fig. 2) ; one section is stationary, while the other is

attached to an insulated steel shaft projecting through the top of

the protecting case, which is made of metal and can be filled with

oil if it is desired to increase the capacity of the condenser. The
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cover is faced with ebonite, on which the scale ia eaagr&ved. A
counterbalance (seen in 6g. 3) attached to the rotary section

enables the instrument to be used with its axis in a horizontal

position if desired. Each condenser is tested up to 440 volts DC.

Fio. 'A.
—Variable Condenser removed from Case.

Various patterns are made, inoludinsr a specially small one for

portable wireless installations, being i^\ in. overall in diameter

and 3| in. high, with a maximum capacity of 2,000 cm. Coupled

condensers are also made.

Automatic Dimmer Switcli.

The Atlas Electrical Co , Ltd., of 58, High Street, Charing
Cross Road, W.C, have drawn our attention to their patent Atlas

automatic dimmer switch with remote control, which is illustrated

herewith.

This is intended for use in cinematograph theatres and other

places where it is frequently necessary to light or extinguish the

lamps gradually, from several points in the building. By using

Fitt. 4.

—

Atlas Automatic Dimmer Switch.

remote control effected with pushes connected in parallel, the cost

of wiring is reduced to a trifling amount, and the dimmer can be

placed in the most suitable position. The dimmer here shown is

actuated by two solenoids ; when any push is pressed once, the

switch is set in motion, and makes its own circuit, so that it is

not necessary to keep the push pressed. After the operation is

completed, if a push is pressed again, the action of the switch is

reversed ; but while the switch is actually in motion it is not

affected by the pushes.

New 10-Ampere "Pivot Intermediate" Swltcli.

Messrs. A. 1'. LuNnnKRtt & Sons, of 477-4S9, Liverpool lload,

N., have recently introduced a new pattern " Pivot Intermediate
''

switch of 10 amperes capacity, which we illustrate in fig. B.

The main improvements consist in the substitution of knife-

blade and doublespring-clip contacts for the original face contacts,

in the clim nation of the porcelain rocker, and in the use of a

vitreous porcelain base and of mica insulation on the moving part.

The switch may be fitted with either brass or porcelain cover
;

the current-carrying parte are well sunk in the base, and provision

is made for the attachment of an earthing wire.

Although primarily intended for nae on two-way intermediate
circuits controlling large numbers of lamps, the Bwitch (or. rather.
its movement), has many other—and, in Bome respects, more
important— usee.

i«ft^^

Fig. 5.—New IO-aupebe Switch.

Thus, by slight modifications in construction, the switch may.'be
converted into any one of the following types :

—

Single-way 20-ampere capacity ; in 10-ampere capacity, as single-

way with quadruple-break, double-pole, two-way with definite

gap in passing over, pilot, reversing, series-parallel, all or part,

and one or two special parts.
;

~ '

Some of the above switches are extensively used for the control
of heating apparatus and small motors, and others for certain
lighting controls. The reversing switch adaptation will be found
much more convenient than some of the ancient forms still used in

laboratory testing, and other special apparatus.

Modern Steel Worlis Plant.

One of the oldest works in South Wales engaged in the steel and
tin-plate trade, recently brought its plant up-to-date, and elec-

trified a considerable portion of the works.
Probably the most interesting of the motor applications in this

works is the electrical driving of the pusher furnaces, which are
illustrated in fig. ti. The motors driving these pushers are of the
" Witton " reversible intermittent rated type, and have a capucity
of 50 H.p. ; they are geared to the pushers by spur wheels and
rack. One pusher serves for operating two rows of ingots, which
it moves alternately. The cold ingots are placed in front of the
pusher, which is advanced as soon as the furnace door is opened,
and the ingots are forced by successive operations through the
farnaoe. A large roll turning lathe is driven by a direct-coupled

Fi(!. fi.— ."lO-H.r. THRF.E-rHAsi: 'Wittun" Motor Driving
A Furnace Pisukr.

50-H.p, motor through worm gearing. It gives a turning speed on

the lathe of 15 to 2 r.p.m. by means of a speed controller in the

rotor circuit.

Following modern practice, the charging boxes for the steel

furnaces are loaded by means of " Witton "-Kramer magnets. As

the power generated is alternating current, the magnets, which are

12 in. in diameter, are supplied through motor-generators which

convert the three-pha?o to continuous current. Within six

months of the installation of the first magnet, it was realised

that very great eoouomies were being effected, and a repeat

order was plaoe<l for a similar equipment. The electrical equip-

ment for this installation was supplied by the Gkkkral Elec-

tric Co., Ltd., of Witton, Birmingham.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR,
Nur vi;r I'l'iii.isiiii)

1914.

Compiled opmsly (ur IhU Journal by MesDHS. W. V. Thompson & Co.,
ElrclrUal I'Mi-nl AgtMi. 2Hi. IliKli llullM.rn, UnJon, W.C, and at

Liverpool and Bradford, to whom all inquiries should be addressed.

14,932. '* Receivinf; Inslruments (or use in submarine sound signalling.

"

J. GlRDNtR. June 23rd.

l<i,'J4G. " Electric cables and cable systems and joints for us« therein."
r.. U. WiTERS and CAUENDEu'a CAiii.e ANu CoNHTRiJCTioN Co., Ltd. June 23rd.

14,955. " Electric light prepayment apparatus." H. Sius, J. Booth, and
\V. MilUR. June 23rd.

14,9t)A. " Electro-magnetic control break-contact burglar alarm." C. S."

HiVNiis ,-ind C. A. I'Auisil. June 23rd.

14,90G. " Electric railways and tramways and raiiless electric vehicles."
E. Cross. June 23rd

14,0H4. " Method of energy supply and control for wagons or trains of
cK-clric railways or similar contrivances by means of variation in the pressure
of supply." KioiiT Hon. C. E. H. HomiouSE, \V. SiiNco. H. C. Gintos.
and C. H. Doucuis. June 23rd.

14,999. " Electric ignition apparatus." K. Kocalski. June 23rd. (Com-
plete).

15,024. " Receiving device for sub,^queaus sound signals." Sicnai. G.u.b.H.
June 2Jrd. (Convention date, July 24ih, 1913, Germany). (Complete).

15,031. " Spark gaps lor radio-telegraphy." E. Girardeau and J. Berthenod.
June 23rd. (Addition to 14,884/14. Convention date, February 25th, 1914,
lielgium). (Complete).

15,052. " Electric headlights and the like." L. Renault. June 23rd. (Con-
vention date, July 1st, 1913, France). (Complete).

15,074. " Thermo electrification of railways, tramways, rail-lcss carriages,
locomotives, trains, and the like self-contained clectricaily-connected linkcd-up
vehicles." VV. P. DUKTNAI,!.. June 23rd.

15,076. " Method of regulating the supply of cooling-water for mercury-
vapour rectitiers without natural cooling." Alluemeine Elektricitats Ges.
June 23rd. (Convention date, June 21st 1913, Germany). (Complete).

15,082. " Mechanical selector for electro-magnetic waves applicable to wire-
less telegraphic receiving-apparatus." R. B. Goidscumidt. June 23rd. (Ad-
dition to 14,595/14. Convention date, May 2nd, 1914, Belgium). (Complete).

15,125. " Telephone switches." T. Green. June 24th.

15,155. " Controlling-arrangements for direct-current electric motors."
Sou. Anon, dite ii.T .\.R. Svsteme de Traction Auto-Reculatbur. June 24th.
(Convention date, July 21st, 1913, France). (Complete).

15,160. " Electric dischargers more particularly for use in wireless telegraphy
an! telephony." T W. Stratfokd-.\ndrews and Gailetti's Wireless Tele-
GKAPii and 'lELtpiioNE Co., LTD. June 24th. •

15,182. " Wireless receiving-apparatus." L. C WiLLCOx, B. Hippisley, and
E. K. Clarke. June 24ih.

15,188. *' Electric lighting-apparatus for vehicles." F. L. Bassett. and
J. A. COI.E. June 24th. ^

15,190. " Method of repairing and regenerating incandescent electric lamps."
E. le Naour. June 24th.

15,194. " Electric meters." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. June
24th. (General Electric Co., United States).

15.202. " Pocket magnetic compasses." W. H. Harvev. June 25th.

15.203. " Means of operating contact-makers." J. Davis & Son (Derby),
Ltd., and W. H. Davis. June 25th.

1.1,224. " Electricallv-operated winch, specially applicable as an ash hoist."
G. K. D. Campbell. June 25th. (Addition to 20,853/13). (Complete).

15.233. " Apparatus for massaging, heating, electrifying, and similarly
treating human or animal bodies." E. Koppl. June 25th. (Complete).

15,260. " Induction motors." British Westinghouse Electric & Manu-
F.»CTi;king Co.. Ltd. June 2oth. (Soc. Anon. Westinghouse, France).

15,267. " Manufacture of metal absorption." Elektro-Osmose Art. Ges.
June 25th. (Convention date, April 29th, 1914, Germany). (Complete).

15,273. " Types for typewritijrs and typographical setting machines used
in the direct reproduction of images transmitted bv means of ordinary tele-

graphic apparatus." U. Ellero. June 25ih. (Convention date, June' 25th,
1913, Italy). (Complete).

15,302. " Electric cooking and -heating apparatus." W*. P. Perrv. June
26th.

15,324. " Apparatus for electrically igniting miners' safety lamps." V. E.
Jovce, and Spagnoletti, Ltd. June 26th. (Complete).

15,327. " Electric switch buttons." R. Liebisch. June 26th.

15,329. " Metal filament glow lamps." Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., and
W. H. Le Marechal. June 26th.

15,336. " Method of controlling the vacuum of X-ray tubes." R. S. Wright.
and E. E. Burnside. June 26th.

15.338. " Telephone systems." Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd. June 26th. (.\utomatic Electric Co., United States). (Complete).

15.339. " Electric switching device." M. Bock. June 26th. (Complete.)

15.352. "Oiling devices for magnetos for the ignition of motors." Soc.
p'Electricite NiLMELloR. June 26th. (Convention date, June 27th, 1913,

Holgium). (Complete).

15.353. " Magnetos." J. F. J. Bexhenod. June 26th. (Convention date,

June 27th, 1913, Belgium). (Complete).

15,356. " Protective apparatus for electrical machines and circuits." J. S.

Hichfield. and W. Duddell. June 26th.

15.363. " Method of enclosing portable electric batteries and a device there-

for." B. PoRDES. June 26th.

15,380. " Sparking-plugs." SoC. Carpentier, BaL. ET Cie. June 26lh.

(Convention date, January 7th, 1914, Germany). (Complete).

15,388. " Detectors for electro-magnetic waves or the like." B. Starie.

June 26th.

15.399. " Vacuum-tube lighting apparatus." F. Meyer. June 26th. (Con-
vention date, June 28th, 1913, Germany). (Complete).

15.400. " Automatically locking and unlocking carriage doors of passenger
trains, electrically controlled." V. L. CoLCLOucil. June 27th.

15.404. " High-tension sparking plug for internal combustion engines, with
special reference to the engines of motor-vehicles and motor-cvcles." F. Wood,
and A. H. Wilde. June 27th.

15.405. " Railway safe-running devices." A. R. Angus. June 27th.

15,431. " Overhead electric Kcomotion for the purpose of conveying passen-
gers and goods." H. Klincke. June' 27th.

15.455. " Electric furnaces." F. J. Maciialske. June 27th. (Convention
dale, June 27th, 1913, United States). (Complete).

15.456. " Electrodes." F. J. Machalske. June 27th. (Convention date,
June 27th, 1913, United States). (Complete).

15,464. " Electric starting-device for interna] combustion engines." L.
Renault. June 27th. (Convention date, July 12th, 1913, France). (Complete).

1.^.471. "Circuit arrangements for telephone s\stems." Siemens Bros.
and Co., Ltd. June 27lh. (Siemens & Halske Ak't. Ges, Germany).- (Com-
pl.-te).

I5,4h.v " .\.-gativ,- .If, I.,iiip curhijn for high kpecific loads." I'laniawirkx
.\ki. titii. run KuiiLtstAliuikATiuK. June 27th. (Convention djte, Maich Sth,
1914, litrmany). (Complete).

15,4h7. " Magneto*." J. I' J. Dctiickoo June 27lh. (Addition to
15,353/14. (Convention dale, July Blh, 1913, Belgium). (Complete).

15,489. " Electric lamps and Ihdr holders." K. Jonu. June ii7th. (Com-
plete).

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
pies of any i.f Ih.- Sj,. , il,. .ilions in Ih.- I,;!.,-.,. Ing li,l m,,v I

ol .MESSiin. W. I>, |n,,«P8<,N & Cu.. -inj. High llolborn, U
Liverpool and Bradford ; price, pott free, 9d. (in stamps).

1.9X9.
18,368. Multiplex TeLtcRAPiiio PiirNT|SG ArrAiuTus ro« Autohahc ano

Manual I'kansmission am> or High Outpit. also capablb or being used with
Submarine Cablijj. A. Cohmna. August 9th. (June 7th, 1913;.

i^B&a.
9,930. Electric Water Heaters and the like. R. Weaving, and Fcrranti,

Ltd. April 28th. (Cognate Applications, 11,890/13 and 23,527/13).

10,803. Electric Railway Signalling SittrtHS. J. B. Mouyen. May 7th.
(May 8th, 1912). '

12,889. Illuminated Advertising Devices. W. W. Lower.
12,936. Electric Motor Starters. J. Roothaan, and Ferranti, Ltd. June

4th.

13,006. Magneto-electric Ignition Apparatus. Unterbcrg i Helmle. June
4th. (March 15th, 1913).

13,173. Safety Device for the Starting of Motor Cars. E. Charageat.
June 0th. (Patent of Addition not granted).

13.242. Train Control Apparatus. VV. B. Murray. June 7th.

13.243. Electrical Trjin Control System. W. B. Murray. June 7th.

13,250. Electric Furnace with Rotary Flame for the Treatment or Gases
AND Vapours. 1. Moscicki. June 7th.

13,310. Methods of Controlling Distant Apparatus by Electro-uacketic
W'AVia. J. H. Hammond, Junr. June 9th. (June 7th, 1912).

13,323. Artificial Lighting Apparatus for Portrait Photography. R. A
Higgs. June 9th.

13.3.58. Electric Supply Devices for Series Lighting and other purposes.

J. P. Naylor & Naylorgraph, Ltd. June 9th.

13,465. Separation op Liquid Suspensions. British Thomson-Houston Co.
(General Electric Co.). June 10th.

13,4S0. .Apparatus for Testing the Specific Gravity of Acid in Cells
WITH Sealed Covered. D. P. Battery Co. and T. C. Elliott. June Uth.

13.636. Receivers for use in Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. & C. S. Franklin. June 12th.

13.637. Means 'for Increasing the Frequency of Alternating CtJRRENTS.
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. & C. S. Franklin. June 28th.

13,748. Selectors for Automatic or Semi-automatic Telephone Systems.
Siemens & H.alske Akt.. Ges. June 13th. (June 22nd, 1912J.

13,764. Electrical Resistances. W. M. Mordey. June 13th.

14,9.94. .Automatic Electric Switches Governing Dual-rate ENEitCY Meters.
H. H. Perry. June 30lh.

16,815. Cash. Stamp. Parcel, or the like Tray, in Combination with an
Illuminated Sign for Advertising purposes. R. A. Pantlin. July 22nd.

16,963. Electrical Starting-apparatus for Internal Combustion Vehicles.
W. A. Trier. July 24th.

18,438. Relays. K. Zei & J. Nardin. August 13th. (August 13th, 1912).

19,121. - Telegraphic Receivers and Relays therefor, and for Anal<m:ous
purposes. Eastern Telegraph Co. & A. Eraser. August 22nd.

19,250. Lamp and the like Reflectors or Globes. B. J. Grigsby, G
C.nmpbell, & R. A. Ives. August 25th.

20,320. iNDtCATiNC Means Connected with Railway Carriage and like

Doors, and means Combinable therewith for Automatically Actuating the
\'acuum Brakes of Railway Trains. W. K. Kaye. September 9th,

21,309. Electric Rotary Tiunsformers. Soc. Schneider et Cie. September
20th. (October 31st. 1912).

22,235. Construction of Electric Fans. S. G. Leach. October 2nd.

22,841. Secondary Galvanic Batteries. A. Iconomus. October 9th.

25,018. Electric Railway Signalling and means therefor. Siemens Bros,

and Co. & J. Boot. November 3rd.

25,393. Process for Obtaining Adhesive Coatings of Copper upon Iron
and Steel. S. O. Cowper-Coles. November 6th.

25,716. Electrical Resistance-measuring Apparatus. M. E. Leeds. Novem-
ber loth. (November 18th, 1912).

26,278. Automatic Telegraph Transmitters. Eastern Telegraph Co., K. L.

Wood, and A. Fraser. November 15th.

26,997. Testing Instruments for Electric Conductors. C. L. Faries.

November 24th.

27,753. Telephone Systems. E. A., Graham. December 2nd.

27,859. Electro-magnetically-controlled Perforating Apparatus. B. Solda-

tencow. December 3rd. (Addition to and Divided Application on 5,352/13,

March 3rd).

X9X4.
253. DvNAMO-ELECTHic MACHINES. R. H. Lane. January 5th.

310. Telephone Systems. E. A. Graham. January 5th.

1,421. Method of and means for the Produchon of Light from High-
tension Magneto Machines used for Ignition purposes. A. E. Twiddy, and

J Stally. January 19th.

2,493. Electric Lock and Alarm Apparatus. O. Nitsch. January 30th.

3,756. Ignition Devices for Internal Combustion Engines. W. Peck.

February 13th.

4,663. Electric Circuit-interrupters. British Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co. (Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.). February
23rd.

6,892. Automatic Coin-Freed Devices for Automatic Telephone Installa-

tions. Siemens & Halske Akt. Ges. March 18th. (July 24th, 1913).

8,831. Telephonic Svste.ms. E. A. Graham, and.E. A. Sanftleben. April

7th (Addition to 767/14).

8,906. Telephonic Systems. E. A. Graham, W. J. Rickets, and E. A.

Sanftleben. April 8th. (Addition to 6.356/14).

8,916. Electrical Regulating Devices. Robert Bosch (Firm of), and G.
Honold. April 8th. (.Addition to 27,961/12).

10,041. Electric Switches. P. S. Turner. April 23rd. (Divided Applica-

tion on 14,112/13, June 18th).

12.633. Methods of Controlling Dist.4nt App.aratus by Hertzian Waves.

J. H. Hammond, Junr. May 22nd. (Divided Application on 13,310. June 9th).
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It is a little difficult to nnderetand in these days of educa-

tion and enlightenment how snch foolish proposals as the

recent decision of the Scottish miners to work only four days

per week can be really seriously considered. Or is it that educa-

tion is not carried far enough, and that the true explanation

lies in the fact that " a little learning is a dangerous thing ?
"

We are inclined to this belief, as it is the miner's idea that

when prices fall it is solely due to the supply exceeding the

demand ; this is true to some extent, but there are other

factors which enter into the complexity of declining trade

and affect the question. The demand may still exist, but

at reduced prices, and so long as buyers can get coal at

prices which they can afford to give, they will continue to

order, and the pits may be kept in full swing. But it is to

be noted that lower prices apply not only to the coal trade

but to every industry, and the lowering of prices is due to

the desire to keep the volume of trade the «ame. Hence

one often hears the expression " Yes, we are busy, but prices

are not so good," and if wages are to remain the same, it

follows that profits must be reduced. This is what really

does happen, often in fact, until instead of profit there

is actually a loss ; then it becomes necessary, if the works

are to be kept going, for the employer to ask the workman
to bear his share by accepting lower wages, and this is what
the Scottish coal masters are at present demanding, in order

to keep the pits open.

The Scotch miner, however, thinks he can alter all this

by simply reducing the output, and he decides to work only
four days per week instead of six, so that by limiting the
supply the owners will get better prices and his rate of

wages will remain the same. But the strange part of the
matter is that he entirely ignores the reduced total

earnings for the whole week. Thus, if his present rate is

7s. per day, and he works four days, his earnings are 28s.,

but if he accepts the reduction and gets, s;»y. only 6s. per

day, his earnings for six days' work will be 3Gs. The public,

we belie\"e, nave always been more or less sympathetically
inclined towards the miner, but we doubt whether they will

have the same consideration for men who wilfully refuse to

work, and who would rather do with a less amount of wages
than do their usual work at a reduced rate, but for a
greater total. AVhat about all the harrowing tales of the

high rate of living and the hardship and poverty of the
miners ? There never was any real poverty, aud, as a
matter of fact, there never is, in any mining village. Im-
providence there may be, but there is no jxiverty due to

lack of work, except when the men absolutely refuse to

work. Evidently the miners have no real complaint to put
before the public of the smuUness of the living wage.

This, however, is not all, beojuise even if the pits only

worked four days per week, this fact would not maintain
prices. Buyers would simply go to other districts, and
the result would be the diversion of the trade, {.xussibly

to such an extent that it would be difficult for the

owners to maintain sufficient trade, e\en at the lower prices,

to keep the pits going three days a week ; and once tnide is

gone, it is very difficult to get it back.

The owners naturally prop(.«e to resist the attempt of

the men to reduce the number of working days, even to the
extent of closing down all their pits and locking out the

men. As a matter of fact, this is not s*i much a j.x)licy of

spite as of economy.- The "on-cost" and establishment

charges of a colliery can only be covered by a certain ont-

[SI]
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put, which is more or le§8 congtant, for if prices are high the

i-ht4rj;e8 are hipher, aiid if prices are low the charges are

lower. The men, therefore, by their action would reduce

the output to such an extent that even if prices remained
high tlu-re would probably still be a loss instead of a profit

;

but the masters know only too well that the men's proposal

would not result in maintaining prices, and they would not

only lose by working the pits four days a week, but they

would eventually lose all their trade as well. It would,

therefore, be cheaper to close down the mines rather than
keep them open on a greatly restricted output. One would
think that the labour leaders—who, we suppose, are not

entirely devoid of intelligence—would know this and would,

therefore, couuBel the men otherwise. Or is it that they

are afraid to tell their followers the truth 'i

At a colliery in Cumberland the men, numbering about

300, have been asked to increase the output and submit
to a reduction of 10 per cent., or the pit will have to

be closed. The Council of the Cumberland Miners' Asso-

ciation has advised the men not to submit to any
reduction, so we may assume that the pit will be closed

and 300 or more men thrown out of employment in a
district were there already exists much distress owing to the

recent closing of another colliery.

Som« time ago we pointed out that the true effect of the

minimum wage would not be felt until trade began to

decline and prices began to fall, compelling the masters to

ask for reductions in wages. The National Federation of

Miners have fixed the minimum wage at 7s. Gd., but the

Scottish coal masters have asked for and been awarded a

reduction which has brought the wages below this amount, viz..

"s. 3d., and they are now asking for a further reduction,

l^ndonbtedly this will be followed by demands by the

owners for reductions in other districts, which we suppose

will be resisted by the men, and, on the whole, if the fire-

brands are allowed to have all their own way the new
triple alliance of miners, railway men, and transport workers

may have an opportunity of showing its strength ; but it

cannot possibly alter the fact that any article, even if it be

coal, will only sell for what it will fetch, and that the

workman can only obtain a portion of this price and not

the whole of it.

BRITISH TRADE IN CANADA.

The annual report on the trade of Canada prepared by Mr.

C. Hamilton Wickes, H.M. Trade Commissioner in that

Dominion, and just published by the Board of Trade, con-

tains some interesting notes on the position of British

trade in Canada and some valuable bints as to how it may

be improved. By a painstaking analysis of the statistics

Mr. Wickes is able to show that the value of the market

to British trade is not nearly so great as is generally sup-

posed. The total imports in the year reviewed, viz., the

12 months ended March, 1913, according to the statistics,

amounted to £135,960,000, but of this amount he has

ascertained that £47,040.000 consisted of goods which must
for natural reasons be supplied by countries other than the

United Kingdom (chiefly the United States), while a further

amount of £12,920,000 represents goods such as raw pro-

ducts, which, though they may be supplied by British

meichants, are of no interest to British manufacturers. The
remainder, £76,000,000, or only 55-8 per cent, of the

total, consists of goods in the supply of which British

manufacturers may hope to compet«.

Of this amount we actually supply only £25,000,000.
Taking all things into consideration, this is by no
means an unimportant share, but Mr. Wickes finds that ais

85"3 per cent, of these imports from the United Kingdom
are granted a preference, and as the fact that we get
even this amount of trade may fairly be said to be due to
the existence of the preferential tariff, the " position

revealed is disquieting." He is of opinion, moreover, that
our obtaining even this amount of trade is due rather to

the etTort« of Canadian buyera in finding out British

sellers in order to oljtain the advantage of the pre-

ference, than to the etTorts of British sellers in working the

market. All of which is not at all inspiring. Neverthe-

less, Mr. Wickes admits that serious attempts are now being

made by British traders to acquire information as to the

conditions existing on the market, and to study how best to

market their goods ; a further note of hope is struck when
he points out that the outlook for an increasing share in

Canada's trade being obtained by British manufacturers

appears to be proniLsing, having in mind that in addition to

the re-awakening of British interest just referred to, that of

Canadian firms desiring to l>e put into touch with British

sources of supply is no less remarkable.

/8ome of the chief reasons why American firms have

succeeded in Canada in competition with British were

given in last year's report, to which we called attention

when it was issued. Mr. Wickes now gives a list of some

of the most important points which have been suggested to

him on the spot as being necessary to be observed by British

firms. Some of these are old suggestions, which are never-

theless of great importance, such as the need for carefully

choosing agents (about which many even of our leading

firms are singularly careless), the preparation of catalogues

in Canadian currency, the proper supply of samples, the

need for considering the point of view of the agent as

expressed in his correspondence, and a better knowledge of

terms of credit. Two other suggestions may be specially

emphasised, however, viz., that more attention should be

paid to the price at which eoods are retailed, and that

manufacturers should take the trouble to understand the

geographical features of the country. As to the former, it is

only too rarely realised that a prime factor in trade is the

price at which the goods are finally sold to the consumer :

the manufacturer often takes little or no care to keep a

check on this price in order to maintain his trade. As to

the latter, it tnay be pointed out again that Canadians are

very jealous of the importance of their country, and a lack

of knowledge of the existing conditions which is often dis-

played by firms with which they deal, often has the effect

of seriously wounding their susceptibilities.

Dealing with the question of the amount of labour forced

upon the agent by quotations in sterling and by constantly

changing discounts, Mr. Wickes points out that want of

care and considtration in these and other comparatively

minor details concerned with the marketing of goods,

seriously impedes the development of British trade in

Canada. It loses the British manufacturers order after

order from the Canadian trade. He adds, " from inti-

mate touch with those acting as agents, we have learned

that the same reasons seriously affect their attitude towards

British agencies. The more important class of agents, who
can pick and choose ngencies, will only accept those which

give an adequate profit with the smallest amount of

clerical labour, consequently their first attitude towards

British agencies offered to them is one of doubt."

In addition to genHr«l advice to traders, the report contains

specific information regarding the trade in particular classes

of goods with very exhaustive statistics showing the extent

of British and American trade in each line. We shall

give next week some extracts from the report, but we would

suggest that t'lose of our readers who are interested in trade

in Canada should obtain a copy for themselves. For a

variety of reasons, some of which are perhaps unavoidable,

our electrical business in Canada is none too prosperous.

From time to time we have referred to some of tfiese causes

at length, and we need not enlarge on them now. That

the trade could be substantially increased there can be no

doubt, and the rep <rt now before us will assist to that end

if the suggestions therein made are carefully followed up.

On another page we print a description
^
ll^^^^x^

"^ of the Fullasar internal combustion
Gas Engine. . ... , ... ,

engine which was on demonstration at

Newcastle last week at the joint meeting of the Institution

of Naval Architects and other engineers. It appears that

in its cycle of gas operations there is nothing new. It is a

two-stroke engine of a quite usual type. Its novelty is

purely on its inechanical side. Engineers have for nearly
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two centuries been accustomed to regard the connecting

rod, with its very considerably oblique action, with

equanimity. In fact, the connecting rod—a strut of two
rounded ends—vibrating violently across its longitudinal

centre line has been, so to say, taken unquestioningly to our

hearts. Why, then, should we seek now to question the

oblique side rods of the Fullagar engine ? They are less

oblique than even very long connecting rods, they are by
way of being very square ended indeed, and they are always in

tension, and have an inertia bending movement of very trivial

intensity. We see no reason whatever why a piston in one

cylinder should not be thus connected to a piston in another

cylinder for the purpose and with the object explained.

And that object is one for which even much of less merit

than those oblique rods might be permitted in construction.

For it is no less than the return of the engine shaft to its

proper condition of a piece stressed in one direction only.

In no part of an engine do reversed stresses play a less

desirable part than in the crankshaft. They render

imperative a much greater diameter, and they thereby

largely increase the friction load of the engine. It is well

to abolish this friction in company with much excessive

weight and cost and space, if it can be done by the simple

•connections described. Of course, if to one piston in four

liappens a misfortune, even though it be a very small one,

the whole four pistons of an element of the engine are put
out of work. But does not this practically apply to any
engine It Obviously this new engine has been run so long

that there are no qualms as to showing it, quiet as it has

been kept during its probationary period. We feel that it

has come to stay, and, since its mechanical construction can

be applied to the two-stroke Diesel cycle, there is a wide

field for it. It enables four very simple cylinders to be

combined in one two-cylinder element, and thus by keeping

to moderate cylinder diameters an enormous weight is saved

in any engine of a given power.

Lead.

Vexations
Inqniries.

In the event of the Revenue Bill of

this year receiving the Royal Assent, all

owners and occupiers of land and

buildings will be required to furnish information with a

view to dividing the rateable value of land so as to dis-

tinguish between the values attributable and not attributable

to houses, buildings or other improvements. This is

required in order that the full site values obtained under

the Finance (1909-10) Act, 1910, may be adjusted for

each separate assessment for local rating purposes.

Although trading and manufacturing firms per se do not

greatly concern themselves with legislation, the Land Union
points out in a memorandum just issued that this proposal

will seriously affect them, as the information, demanded
under penalty, will be most difficult and costly, if not

impossible to furnish, and will include much confidential

detail as to profits and working expenses, apparently to be

utilised as a basis of rate assessments open to inspection by
other ratepayers and by the public.

Amongst other details asked for are particulars of all

outgoings and by whom borne, any adverse or beneficial

rights, easements or covenants, and any improvements in

buildings, plant, and machinery not incurred more than

50 years before the date of record. In the case of tram-

ways, details of car-miles run, receipts from each separate

service, working expenses, running powers, and working
agreements are required, whilst electricity undertakings

must furnish particulars of receipts and working expenses.

We neither support nor object to the Bill on politicjil

grounds, but solely as a matter of business we advise our

readers to consider carefully the proposals of the Govern-
ment in order that they may approach their Member of

Parliament or take such steps as they may think advisable

in organising concerted opposition. Whatever is done must
be done without delay.

For ourselves, we think that those who are engaged in

the electrical industry are in these days compelled to spend

far too much time in compiling returns and furnishing

estimates and valuations, in some cwses, we are afraid,

solely to satisfy a policy which is to a large extent one of

theory only.

The position of the lead market, while

rather variable, continues on the whole

to be fairly satisfactory. There have since la£t

writing been occasional spells of comparative ease, but these

have only again given place to renewed firmness and
activity due to the covering of oversold commitmenta.

Towards the end of .lune, owing to the more abundant offers

of near metal, and to the fact that immediate demands had
subsided, there was an easier tendency, there being, t«o, more
lead coming forward, but while the decline was continued

into the present month when June prompts sold down to

£19 5s., there was again a tightening up of the reins

when deliveries had to be cleared up for the end of June,

and as much as £19 l;js. was paid by the bears, who never

seem to learn the lesson. On the whole it may be said that

lead is beginning to come forward with more freedom than

for some time, but in spite of this everything coming along

is wanted. What the trade earnestly desires is greater

uniformity in the arrivals. At present, and for a long time

past, metal has been reaching here with considerable

irregularity, and the result has been widely fluctuating prices.

These tend to create an uncomfortable feeling, and to

produce an impression among producers that there is some

unnatural interference going on with the regular despatch

of lead from producing centres.

A notable feature in the market for some weeks past has

been the selling of non-convention metal. Very fair

quantities of American lead have thus been sold, both to

the London market and to the provinces, while, what is

still more strange, German lead from Hamburg works has

been imported into London and utilised for deliveries against

open market contracts. As long as the London price is in

the neighbourhood of £19 10s., it is to be expected that

United States lead will be sold to Europe. This is a price

which, under existing conditions, pays the Americans very

well, and there is a fair quantity of lead to come forward

still against old contracts. The market, however, to all

appearance, wants all the metal arriving, and the sales

of American and German material have merely served to

relax very slightly the more acute tendencies of the market.

There is a good deal expected from the reported

resumption of operations at the ilexican lead smelters, but

really very little definite is known. That the big smelter

owners in Mexico -the American Smelting and Refininj;

Co.—have made a fresh start at their Chihuahua plant is

believed to be the case, but nothing positive is known except

that instructions have been given by the owners for the

resumption, and that the labour force has been despatched

there. The railway service is still very bad, however, owing

to the rolling stock being required for military purpwses,

and it may take time for operations to be resumed fully.

When the railway system is at work smoothly, however, and
communications are facilitated, other smelters will be put

to work, and as nearly as may be, full production resumed.

The Villa interests are understood! to be very favourably

disposed to tbe resumption of industrial operations through-

out Mexico, and the American Smelting and Refining Co.

admit that under the Villa nyime they received greater

transport facilities that ever before. There is no doubt

that Villa is influenced by the taxes payable by the owners

of active plants, which he is anxious to receive for p;iyment

of troops, Ac. and he is likely in iMnsequence to l)e actively

friendly towards corporations recommencing operations.

Under the most favourable conditions, however, it must take

some months before the American and European lead iiiarket£

derive any tancible benefits from the commencement of

mining and smelting operations at the recently idle Mexican

properties.

A MATTKU of international importanoe
The German

^^^ ^j^^ ^^.^„j^ ^j,^^, ^,,^^^ ^^ ^^^, ji^eU-
Cable-Makers'

, , . , , ,. , , , ,

Sindlcate. '"^^^ •"" improbability of the renewal of

the Gorman Cablo-Makei-s' Syndicate,

whose existing five years' agreement will nominally expire

with the end of this year. Having regsird to this fact.
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iiej,'(itiatioim liuve heeii in piugre«8 for soiiif! time pasL with
i\\ti object of Hfciiiiiig a prolongation of the coinliinution,

but it ha.s HO far been impossible to reach an utitlcrslanilinf^,

partly in conseciuence of the increaHwl allolineuts or share in

tiie trade claimed by certain of the constituent works, which
have conseijneDtly given notice of withdrawal from the
syndiciite. As a gen«ral rule, notices are usually given in

connection with syndicates as a formal matter, in order that
a fresh division of the trade concerm-d may be etfected under
conditions whereby some firms hoix; toimjirove their position
by jjaiaing an increased share in the growing demand. In
the case of tlie cable syndicate, the (juestion of notices is

considered to imply more than a formal procedure, as other
factors have to be taken into account which render the
renewal somewhat difficult. The lirst is that the cable
factory Wahlen, of Cologne, which belongs to tlie I'.rown-

Boveri group, will be brought into operation shortly, and
will ro(|uire a share in the trade ; and secondly, the syndicate
is feeling the severe competition of a Belgian company

—

the Constructions Electriques de Charleroi—and of British,
Italian and other cable makers, the result being that prices
in international markets have largely declined. Neverthe-
less, the hope is entertained in German cable-making circles
that it will yet be possible to reconstitute the syndicate so as
to avoid a return of the difficult times which occurred in
lliOH-;>, when, owing to the advent of fresh competition, the
syndicate was dissolved.

ELECTRIC MAINS EXPLOSIONS.

gj . . . The report of Mr. G. Scott Ram on

Accidents.
electrical accidents is always interesting,

not only on account of the personal appli-

cation which it possesses for so many of us, but also because of

the interest which attaches to the details of the accidents them-
selves ; we are therefore reproducing it almost in exfenso

elsewhere. We are glad to note that in spite of the constant
increase in the use of electricity, the number of mishaps in
electrical stations was no greater last year than it was five
years ago, and there were only three fatalities, apart from
non-electrical accidents. As usual, the switchboard was the
scene of the great majority of accidents, a fact which fully
justifies the attention given by the Home Oflice Inspector to
this part of the plant ; and, again as usual, many of the
accidents might, and should, have been prevented by proper
care and foresight, which are not always exercised even by
experienced engineers. A singular case was that in which a
coil of wire curling round a doorway made contact with live
metal in another room ; and it is surprising that engineers
should attempt to handle live oil switches, as they did in
three instances.

Unfortunately, there ^vas a serious increase in accidents
in factories, with no fewer than 1 7 fatalities, and the In-
spector points out that many of these were due to the lack
of skilled supervision, while others were caused by apparatus
of faulty design or manufacture, and by disregard of the
Home Office Regulations. The electric furnace appears this
year in the list for the first time, we believe, a man being
severely injured with a pressure of only 60 volts alternating.
The accident to a labourer who managed to reach over a
screen 6i ft. high in order to brush high-pressure apparatus,
with which he had no concern, while it shows excess of
zeal, also indicates that the most careful precautions are
unavailing to keep some people out of trouble. Falls from
cranes and other elevated apparatus due to shocks occur
with regrettable frequency, and very often with fatal results.
A disturbing feature of the latter portion of the report is

the evidence of careless design on the part of the engineers
responsible for the lay-out of plant. Narrow passages^loncr-
side of live metal, oil switches connected to bus-bars without
isolating switches, and dangerous fuseboards. are mentioned

;

we note that one three-phase installation at 440 volts, "put
up by a foreign firm of contractors, was dangerous in almost
every conceivable way." We are glad to learn, however,
that in many stations and works attention to safety has been
the first consideration, and many supply engineers are taking
pains to see that their consumers' apparatus is in accordance
with the requirements. Of the 20 fatalities due to elec-
tricity reported last year, no fewer than 12 occurred through
shock from low-pressure systems (not exceeding 250 volts).

Wk mentioned last week that the Committee's report
on electric mains explosions was uccompanied by two
appendices, and these call for aome comment. The first

comprises a rejwrt addressed to the Secretary of the
Explosions in Mints Committee, containing the renults of an
experimental investigation carried out by Mr. J{. V.
Wheeler at the Home Office experimental station at

Eskmeals, on bitumen gas explosions, and of gr«at value

and interest. It is wholly directed to the subject on which
the Committee was instructed to rejjort, and it gives definite

information on points concerning which everyone having
had practical exiierience of these explosions was hazy.

The Second Appendix contains the reports of the elec-

trical adviser to the Board of Trade on six explosions

investigated by him and made at the time of his examina-
tion into the respective occurrences.

Samples of the following materials were submitted to

Mr. Wheeler for examination :—(1) " Cullender" bitumen ;

(2) " New " bitumen ; (3) Callender-Webber casing ; (4)
Glasgow pitch

; (5) Fitch and whinstone dust composition.

Three specific questions were put :

—

1. Whether spontaneous ignition of finely-divided carbon
or of hydro-carbon gases generated in the circumstances

described is possible.—The reply to this is, briefly, that

carbon will not ignite " spontaneously," but that hot gas
will.

2. In what proportions gases generated in such circum-

stances are explosive.—This was found to depend on the

temperature at which they are evolved. At 1,000' C.

bitumen gas will form an explosive mixture with air

if it be present in any proportion between 5'4 and 20'5

per cent., while with gas from the pitch and whinstone

mixture the limits are much wider apart, viz., 10*7 and
47"5 per cent. If the temperature is high enough to

"crack" the gases, the limits of inflammability tend to

widen, but the behaviour of the gases derived from the two
materials becomes more nearly the same.

3. Whether pitch toughened with pitch oil, e.g., as used

by the Glasgow Corporation, is lees dangerous than refined

Trinidad bitumen.—In reply, it is stated that there is not

much to choose betwsen the materials so far as the volumes
of inflammable gases evolved at 1,000° C. are concerned,

but the pitch is likely to be more dangerous than the

bitumen on account of the wider limits of inflammability

and the greater content of hydrogen. The pitch and
whinstone composition is more dangerous than the bitumen
on account of the high percentage of poisonous carbon

monoxide it contains, as weO as the wider limits of

inflammability. If the temperature of evolution be raised

so that the gases are cracked the differences largely disappear,

though the gas from the pitch and whinstone etiU contains

a high percentage of carbon monoxide.

Interesting particulars are given of the composition of

the gases evolved at progressively increasing temperatures,

and of the volume produced. Attention is drawn to the

fact that the results obtained are at variance with those

published by Messrs. Thornton & Smythe in 1913. The
Appendix concludes with a description of the apparatus

and methods employed in the investigation.

These experiments go to show that the material originally

used with the solid system—viz., Trinidad bitumen— is

substantially safer than the materials which have in some
cases been substituted for it with a view to cheapness, and
there can be little doubt that its physical properties and its

chemical inertness render it far superior to them as a
protective covering for cables. There could be no more
glaring instance of spoiling the ship for a ha'porth of

bitumen than the saving of money on the filling of the

trough, when the value of the cables to be protected and
the cost of opening the ground, laying them, and reinstating

the surface of the road or path are considered.

Whether the gases are likely to be cracked in the event

of a fault is a matter of considerable importance on which
at present there is no information. Most probably the

answer is that sometimes they are and sometimes they are

not. If the conductor fuses and interrupts the circuit

without causing a short, probably there will be no cracking ;
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but if a bad short develop, the arc will play between the

conductors, causing molten copper to be formed, carbonisitiK

the coverings of the cables and the troughins?, if of wood,

and warming up the ground for a radius of several ftet

round the fault. The gases will then be in contact with

red-hot metal and carbon, and there is every likelihood of

cracking taking place. That gas escaping from such a

furnace as is thus set up underground will ignite merely on
coming into contact with air is a most interesting fact, and
one the knowledge of which is very valuable. We now
know that we need not seek for the hypothetical, but often

impossible, match to explain ignition, nor need we construct

in imagination channels for the flame from the arc to Hash

back through to cause the explosion.

The large percentage of carbon monoxide found when
pitch is distilled is important, as it shows that when gas

from a faulty main does find its way into a building the

danger to the occupants is far greater than that arising

merely from risk of explosion ; an explosive mixture may
not be ignited, but no one can breathe carbon monoxide
with impunity.

Appendix II describes the circumstances of various

explosions investigated by the electrical adviser to the

Board of Trade. The first two were similar to one another
and occurred in I'.tOS, one in Hamilton Place, Piccadilly,

and the other in Pall Mall. In the first it is not clear what
the conditions were as to fuses, but it would appear that the

sub-district in which the fault took place was cut off from
the rest of the network by fuses blowing, but not from the

station. In Pall Jlall there were no fuses. In both cases

the mains were laid in bitumen casing, but although the
fault in Hamilton Place occurred at a point in which it was
assumed that water was lodging, the whole blame is laid on
the bitumen, the possibility of hydrogen derived from
electrolysis of the water not being mentioned. This report

ends with some exceedingly inconclusive remarks as to the

practicability of fuses on networks.

Mains laid solid furnish the material for the next report,

which relates to an explosion in a feeder pillar in Battersea
Park Road in I'JO'.). The chief thing to note in this is

that the ignition is ascribed to the assumed blowing of a

fuse in the pillar ; we now know from Mr. Wheeler's experi-

ments that the gas may well have been self-ignited.

The fourth report is of an explosion in the .Strand in

1911, which was in connection with cables in bitumen
casing laid unusually near the surface over a cellar and near
a disused coal shoot. On raising the lid of a box the gas
immediately took fire, and shortly afterwards the explosion

occurred in the basement of the adjoining building. The
most noteworthy thing is that the mains were "districted,"

yet the cables were burnt right up to a box in which fuses

were placed, but the fuses did not go. Surely this shows
the absurdity of pinning one's faith on fuses for protection
from explosions on underground networks.
The record explosion that has yet been experienced with

bitumen mains forms the subject of the next report, which
relates to thu explosion on vulcanised bitumen cables laid

in bitumen casing, which took place in 1911 at the All)ert

Hotel, Nottingham. It so happens that we saw these
wrecked premises rather over a week after the occurrence,
and the scene of devastation that they presented was a
si.rikins object-lesson as to what bitumen gas can do under
certain conditions.

In most cases of fire or explosion, it is exceedingly difficult

to be positive as to the exact circumstances of the fault,

owing to the destruction that takes place. It is uncertain
whether the fault was in this case on the main itself or at
the point at which the service cables were jointed to it.

Ktperience would most certainly point to the service, or the
service joints, and a careful examination oi" the burnt-out
mains and consideration of all the circunistances indicated
that the mischief started on the main very near, if not at, the
joint ; it was almost certainly not on the service cables. The
opinion expressed in the report is that it was not due to

softening of the bitumen by coal gas (probably not) nor to

wounding by " pick, spike or crowbar " (almost certainly

not, as there was not the slightest evidence of such damage,
which is usually very easily seen), nor to a crack in the
dielectric. The explanation put forward seems to us rathei-

far-fetched and exceedingly unlikely. It is suggested that

one of the mains was ruptured and an arc took pla<;e tM;twfen
the broken ends, so heating the bitumen. This supjosed
rupture may, it is stated, have tjcen due to settlement,
though it is admitted as unlikely, or to the expansion
of the cables during the previous sumnier (the explosion
was in November !) or to a sudden fall of temperature
during the night. It seems most improbable that
the difference in temperature between night and day
should have been felt in the conduits, composed as
they are of heat-insulating material, laid nndergronnd
beneath the pavements and kept warm by the normal
current in the cables; added to all this, the fault had
developed into a short by half an hour after midnight, so
that the change of temperature must have been communi-
cated to the cables in a very short period of time. Even
assuming that all these objections can be explained away, it

is incredible that the conductors, one quarter of a square
inch in section, and composed of soft copper, would have
parted under any stress that could have been put upon them
by any of the supposed causes mentioned, bearing in mind
that any subsidence that could have taken place must have
been very slight. It seems to us far more probable that a
leak had developed on the main, probably at the joint
attaching the service cables, and that a burn-out took place
in the usual way. Too much importance seems to us to be
ascribed to there being nothing noticeable at the station

until the short came on. A fault usually becomes bad
suddenly, although its incipient stage may have been
lengthy, and once it passes an appreciable amount of current
it very rapidly goes from bad to worse.

We are told that "the shift engineers ran up additional
engines to maintain the voltage," and a little later we have
the interesting official pronouncement that " the shift

engineers acted rightly in trying to keep up the supply and
to keep it steady ;

" this will be balm to those who advocate
the " column of smoke " type of testing indicator.

The recommendations include the ventDation of the
casings at 60-yard intervals, the provision of expansion
loops, the use of pipes suitably plugged for services, and the

interconnection of districts by fuses, this last in the face of

the fact that four lines higher up it is stated that in London
three days earlier they had failed to prevent an explosion :

The plugging of the pipes is a very necessary precaution
which it is well to have pointed out.

The last report relates to the explosion at Ilebburn in

lit 13, which was probably the determining cau^e of the
appointment of the Committee. Two lives were unfor-

tunately lost. The cables were insulated with vulcanised

bitumen and laid solid in bitumen in wooden troughs. The
main was close to the buildings and was under a cement
pavement. The mischief was traced to a cable which was
pulled tight against a mitred corner of the troughing.

This must have been due to bad workmanship or subsidence ;

in view of the main having been down for 1 1 years, and
the fact that subsidences are not uncommon in the district,

the latter is the more probable. There must have been
something abnormal about these mains or the district in

which they were laid, as faults occurred at the rate of two
or three per week. The most recently laid cables had been
placed in separate earthenware troughs, with an iuch space .

between adjacent troughs filled with earth. This practice

is probably the oHgin of one of the recommendations of

the Committee which we mentioned last week.

Boy S((Mifs ;is Kii&>iii«>t'riii<: IpiinMiliccs. —The
British Westinphouse Electric and Maniifncturini; C- hs ^

forwarded a checiue for jtlt'O to the Manchester effort in aid of

the Boy .Soout Endowment Fund. Mr. Philip .\. Lnnire(,m:>nai!in(r

director), in a coverinjj note, states :

" For some time past we have

been watchinfr with the keenest interest the ijiHid effect of the

Boy Scout traininfif on the general charscter of the boys l>elon(rirc

to the movement in comparison with others not so attached, and
we issued instructions some time apo that preference should l)e

given to Boy Scouts in selecting candidates for engineering trade

apprenticeships. We are firmly convim-etl that Scout training

increases the all-round capacity for learning a trade, and must
result in producing a better class of skilled workmen."
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THE FULLAGAR GAS ENGINE.

The siii^;le acting principle in heat engines, optional

this huiulred years so far as regards the steam
engine, has been, to a great extent, a matter of

compulsion in the gas engine. In all single-acting

engines the crank shaft lias been made the clearing

house of energy. It has been called on to absorb

all the energy of the explosions and to distribute

such energy to the fly-wheel, and back again from
the fly-wheel into the engine parts; to perform not

only the external work but also the internal work
of the engine.

The single-acting prin-

ciple and the four-stroke

cycle have made of the gas
engine the heavy machine
it is, and, as said above, it

has appeared inevitable

that such things should be.

In the Clerk, the K5rting,

tl e Nuremberg, the

Oechelhauser, and other

engines, we have seen

what has been done to get

more power out of less

weight of engine, but so

far with very little success,

and in engines of 2,000

H.p. the weights of the

crank - shaft and other

details are very imposing.

We were present on July

8th at the demonstration
at Newcastle of a totally

new tvpe of internal com-
bustion engine, designed

to reduce the gas engine

to proportions more
nearly in accord with

what fits the notions of

steam engineers. This
engine was designed by
Mr. H. F. Fullagar, and
built some two years ago
by Messrs. W. H. Allen,

Son & Co., of Bedford,

and it is at work in the

power station in Gates-

head of the Durham Elec-

tric Supply Co., where for

three days last week it

was to be seen motored
round at 250 and at 300
K.P.M., and also running
on a load of over 500 h.p.

It was showing 575 v. and

700 amps, on the board. Put as briefly as possible,

the engine is so designed that only the net work
or B.H.P. gets into and goes through the crank-shaft.

All the internal work of the engine, the inertia

stresses of acceleration and of deceleration and the

compression of the charge are performed between
the four pistons, which constitute the " element,"

and the engine is very simple in construction.

In fig. 2 the engine is diagrammatically illustrated.

It possesses two closely-set side by side vertical

cylinders and eight pistons. Taking one element of

two cylinders, there are in one cylinder two pistons

A, B, and in the other also two pistons C, D.
The two lower pistons B and D are each bolted

to crossheads, and drive two connecting rods and
cranks set at 180°, tnus balancing each other

very closely. To complete the balance as well as

to obtain the other desiderata of the engine, the

piston B is coupled to piston C by means of a pair

of inclined side rods, which are firmly bolted to the

crosshead below B and to the top of piston C; and
piston D is similarly connected to the piston A.

Gas mixture is adiniltcd to the cylinder by the un-

covering of a ring of ports through the cylinder wall

by one piston, and the exhaust escapes at the other

end of the cylinder by similar ports uncovered by the

other piston. The charge is compressed between the

two pistons and, the two cranks being opposite or
180" apart, compression is at its full pressure in one
cylinder when the entry and exhaust ports are fully

open in the other cylinder. Assuming that the

charge is fixed between A and B, these two pistons

are driven a[)art, the force of the explosion being
charge is fired between A and B, these two pistons

either directly or tlirough the side rods. The re-

mainder of the energy of e.xplosion goes into the

Fig. 1.

—

The Fullagab 600-h.p. Gas Esgine.

crankpin, and the bringing to rest at the end of the

stroke of all four pistons is swallowed up either in

compressing the charge between C and D or in

driving the crank-shaft. But energy put into the

crank-shaft does not come back again into the pis-

tons. In the discussion which took place on the

papers read at the meeting of the Nortn-East Coast
Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders, at New-
castle, on Wednesday last week, doubts were ex-

pressed as to these side rods. But their inclination is

much less than the obliquity of the connecting rods,

and they are always in tension. The lateral pressure

is defined by tan . W, where is the obliquity

angle of the rods and W is the force on the pistons.

And this side pressure is taken upon well lubricated

slides which bear on the two sides of a vertical

double-faced plate or side-bar, whch stands between
but above the top of the two cylinders, the lower
slides being similarly placed relatively to the lower

ends of the cylinders. As with the side rods of a loco-

motive, these rods set up in themselves a bending

moment by thair own momentum, but the equiva-
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lent length of the rods which tends to be bent by

such momentum is not the rod length L, but a length

which is sin . L, and is little more than the

diameter of one cylinder. Moreover the rods, un-

like locomotive side rods, are fixed rigidly at each

end.

In order that the two pairs of rods may clear each

other, the crossheads to which they are bolted are

asymmetrical to the extent of fully the diameter of

a rod, but to make up for this the rod on the short

arm of the crosshead is larger than that on the

longer side, so that the stress and the balance are

correct. Scavenging air, at Gateshead, is supplied

by a motor-driven fan, but may be supplied by pumps
driven off the engine like a marine air pump. Gas
is supplied from a compressor, and is intended to be

admitted late enough to avoid risk of escaping at

the exhaust ports by turbulent mixing. Except for

the disturbing effect of connecting rod obliquity, the

balance of an engine element is perfect. The slight

disturbance, due to obliquity, occurs twice in a revo-

lution, but in a four-cylinder engine with cranks at

90° even these small disturbances are neutralized as

regards vertical balance, thougli they may give a

very slight moment along the longitudinal centre

hne of the two elements. But certainly this is so

small as to be of no moment, as could plainly be
seen in the running engine.

The pistons are oil cooled, oil being led through
a telescopic sliding pipe into the hollow trunk piston,

and being let out again into the crosshead slides on
the sliding face of which is a -1- channel, which re-

ceives the oil, spreads it on the slide face, and -de-

livers it to a hole in the slide, which is always
in conmiunication with a hole in the vertical channel

of the cross. By this hole the oil finds its way back
to the cooler, whence it is redrawn. As was demon-
strated, a very few minutes served to disconnect one
upper piston and lift it out upon the gallery floor.

The lower piston being also unbolted from its cross-

head, was then lifted out by a magnetic block. With
a hand-worked crane, the whole of the eight pistons

can be taken out in an hour.
The pistons are 12 inches diameter and the stroke

is ift. 6in., and the piston speed is 750 feet per
minute. The mean effective pressure is 7olb. per sq.

in., and the stresses in the steel parts do not go be-

yond 4 tons per sq. in. and three-fourths of a ton in

cast iron. The cylinders are free to expand, being
single plain tubes, and they bear no engine or mecha-
nism stresses. Some will have it that the engine is a
mere variant of the Junker or Oechelhauser idea, but
to this we cannot subscribe. That idea, with its cum-
brous long side rods and with the crank-shaft made
the receptacle of all stresses, has nothing in com-
mon with the Fullagar principle. Many attempts
have been made to obtain perfect balance in engines,
and some of these were given in Mr. Fullagar's paper
at the Paris meeting of the Institution of ^lechanical
Engineers. These attempts include a variety of op-
positely moving pistons, with pairs of similarly mov-
ing pistons at equal distances from a neutral centre.
Then there is the case of the two cylinders inclined
90° from each other and working on one crank.
There is the Oechelhauser principle and others, but
in all the crank-shaft is made the clearing house of
stresses. In the Fullagar engine the C.G. of a
coupled pair of pistons moves up and down on the
line PQ, and the two sets of coupled pistons balance
in this common line. The connecting rod obliquity
produces only a slight disturbance as in fig. 3. the
C.G. of the whole mass rising and falling through
a very small distance vertically, which happens twice
in a revolution as stated.

In ihe engine at Newcastle the weight with fly-

wheel is under 21A tons, the four pairs of pistons
weigh altogether about 2 tons, and tlie mechanical
ethcieucy is over 90 per cent. Professor Hopkin-
son finds the two efficiencies i.n.r. and n.n.r.
to be y.6and barely 30 per cent, respectively. Thus

the B.H.P. efficiency is but little less than that of the
Diesel, but the i.h.p. efficiency is several per cent,

less, and shows therefore how much more mechani-
cally efficient is the Fullagar engine. And the figures
show also that the making direct of the stresses and
avoiding the use of the crank-shaft as a general
reservoir of torque has sufficed to bring the Fullagar
engine very nearly up to J-'iesel efficiency. The
four-cylinder engine is remarkably compact, and
yet it can be dismantled promptly, and it occupies a
very moderate space.

Professor Hopkinson made an attempt to put the
theory of the two-cycle engine generally upon some
sort of mathematical basis, but it can hardly be re-

garded as a subject for mathematical investigation.

We may agree that two-cycle engines do lose fuel

by way of the exhaust ports, but we can scarcely

agree that it should be so. It is merely a matter of
time and supply pressure. With oil and with coal

gas of high calorific value, it should easily be pos-

fe_

Fig. :. Fig. 3.

Fullagar Gas Engine : .\rbanoement of Coupled Pistons.

sible to inject the fuel after the exhaust port has

closed. With producer gas there might be greater

difficulty. It is, of course, certain that no stratifica-

tion takes place. Stratification was perhaps suitable

for " my learned brother " to make play with in the

Courts, but its existence is entirely negatived by
the rapidity of combustion which could only be pos-

sible in the presence of turbulency. Gas very quickly

finds its way to an exhaust opening, and it is best to

admit it if possible after the valve closes. We can
hardly think there can be much fuel loss in the

Fullagar engine if its efficiency is so nearly 30 per
cent. This figure hardly squares with a loss of 21

per cent of fuel. But apparently the efficiency figure

already given is only based on the allowance of

21 per cent, loss and not upon total gas con-
sumption.
On the basis of the behaviour of water being like

the behaviour of gas in an engine at 13 times the

speed of the water, Professor Ilodgkinson has tried

to analyse tlie behaviour of a gas engine by employ-
ing fresh and salt water and comparing the relative

losses at the exhaust on the basis of salinity, but
the water model does not appear to have given any
reliable results. Somehow we are inclined to doubt
some of the rather far-fetched methods of probing
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the behaviour of engines, and attempting to tie them
up witli rigid formulae. Nothing could surpass the

excellent way in which the engine ran, and inciden-

tally it may be remarked that the inclined side rods

form an excellent and accurate indicator driving

gear, a lever end armed with a little pulley being

diivon by contact with the rod. The inclined rod

gives perfectly true movement to a pulley sliding in

a straight path and very nearly the truth with a lever,

the end of which moves in a curve.

The engine is well made and well arranged for

overhaul and inspection, and it is purely a mechanical
novelty and embodies no new combustion principle.

But the novel arrangement of mechanism has most
important effects on size, weight and space, as well

as in the direction stress as already noted.

It may be added tliat the upper crossheads and
guides may be made to act as air pumps in light

high-speed types, thus economizing still further in

weight and space, also tliat by sligiii variation in

the timing of the ignition, tlie engine may be made
to run equally well in a reversed direction.

On a test lasting 30 hours the following figures

were obtained :
—

Curresponding

Mean Pressur.'

Average B.H.P 510 ... 50.5

Pan power 50 .. 4.9

Gaa pump 14 ... 1.4

Engine friction and gas pump ... 67 . . 6.6

Total I.H.P. 641 . . 6.3.4

Gas consumption 18. i cubic feet per b.h.p. hour
measured at engine-room temperature. Calorific

power 470 B.TH.u. per cubic foot.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letter! receiivd by m aftttr 5 P.M. ON Tuesday cannot appear until

the following wetk. Correspondeiitt should forward t/teir communi-
oati»na at the earliest possible nwment. Ko letter can be published
unlets we have the writer's name and address in our possession.

Mica and Micanite.

May we claim the hospitality of your cohimus to call

attention to the growing carelessness in drawing the

diistinction between mica and micanite insulation ?

The distinction is important ; micanite is an inferior and
cheaper insulator, and, although ranking next to mica in

value for this purpose, it is yet a very long way behind
;

the cement in it is liable to decompose under the action

of ozone and to carbonise under the action of heat, whilst

the breakdown strain of micanite under test is only about
oue-tenth to one-twelfth that of the mica from which it

is made.

It is evident, therefore, that if micanite insulation is

carelessly called " mica insulation," and is used in place of

mica when mica insulation has been specified by the designer,

a great source of weakness is introduced into the insulation

of the machine—dynamo, motor or whatever it may be

—

that was never intended or calculated for by the designer,

and this may lead to very serious trouble, besides saddling

mica with faults that do not belong to it. The present

careless methods are open to many grave and serious

objections ; for instance, let us suppose that " A " invites

tenders for the construction of important electric motors,
" mica is specified for the insulation of the commutators,"
" B," '• C," and " D " quote. " B " and " C " quote for,

and int«nd to use, mica for the commutators, " D " quotes
intending to use micanite, sheltering himself under the
careless use of the term " mica insulation," and is, of

course, able to underquote •' B " and " C "— all other

things being equal—and so obtain the order. This is

unfair to " A," who does not receive what he requires, and
may even be a very serious matter if the motors are required

for, say, a submarine, and a burn-out occurs during some
important manoeuvre, and it is also unfair to " B " and " C,"
who have correctly quoted for what was required.

It cannot be too strongly emphasised that mica should

be kept hh free from cenient« or organic material as potuible,

as these are only a weakness and operate uguinst it« splendid

iuBuliiting pro|)ertie8. There seems to be an erroneous iiu-

pressioD, too, amonght buyers that mica cuiinot be obtained

for commutators, Ac, in lengths of mon- than G in. or so.

This, i)f course, is utterly wrong ; inic-a can ix; obtained in

lengths of 2(> in., or more, quite readily. 1 f anyone interested

cares to call at our warehouses in the Minories, I..ondoii, K.,

we can very quickly convince tbem that large mica is freely

obtainable ; we can show them tons of it.

Again, great confusion is caused by referring to micanite

tubes as " mica tubes." A mica tulje is a tube made of

rolled mica all in one length, that is, a 12-iD.

mica tube is made from pieces of mica 12 in.

long rolled up without any cement of any kind.

A micanite tube is made up of innumerable little

pieces all cemented together, and is, of course, a totally

different thing, open to all the objections mentioned above
in drawing the distinction between mica and micanite.

further confusion is caused by miscalling a micanite-and-

paper tube a " micanite tube." The proper specifications

for the various tubes are as follows :

—

A " Paper tube."—A tube made of various impregnated
papers generally specifieil by some fancy name according to

the maker.

A " Micanite and pajier tube."—A tube made np of

alternate layers of micanite and paper.

A " Micanite tube."—A tube made of micanite only.

A " Baked micanite tube."—A tube made of micanite

only and then baked.

A " Mica tube."—A tube made of rolled mica only with-

out cement.

Surely this is the only common-sense designation ! It

would certainly obviate the confusion that reigns at present,

and as any other method such as calling a micanite-and-

paper tube a " micanite tube," or a micanite tube a
" mica tube," is incorrect and liable to lead to the substitu-

tion of an inferior quahty of tube to that required, we would
suggest the adoption of the above correct designations by
everyone concerned.

"We do not know whether this is within the scope of the

Electrical Standards Committee, if so, perhaps you would

be good enough to draw their attention to the matter ; if

not, perhaps the I.E.E. would take up the question of the

proper standards for the various insulating materials used by

the electrical industry, as some such standard is very greatly

needed.

We supply both mica and micanite in large quantities, as

is well known, so it is immaterial to us which material an

engineer wishes to use, but we feel that it is to the interests

not only of the buyers and ujers, but also of the responsible

members of our own trade that specifications should be drawn
up more carefully, the material required more accurately

stated, and a more careful supervision exercised to see that

the specified material is supplied, not some lower quality.

Wig?ins;& Sons.

t.ondon, E.G., July Sl/i, 1914.

Difllculties in Canada.

I read with interest your leading article and notes from

your correspondent on difficulties in Canada, in connection

with which I shall be glad if you can spare me some of

your valuable space in which to make a few remarks. May
I point out, as one solution of the case that you give, viz.,

the meter contract, that in Canada very large corporations

are, in a lot of cases, governed by practically the same

directorate. To anybody who knows the electrical business

in this country, this hint should be sufficient.

Now, dealing with your remarks and those of your

correspondent, with reference to the British manufactarer,

my experience shows me that the fault is entirely with the

British manufacturer himself. I will give you an instance.

I had an introduction to a large firm of manufacturers of

electrical specialities for which there should be a good

market in Canada if properly pushed. 1 wrote these

people asking for their terms, and this is what they offered

me : I have to guarantee to take a certain quantity of their

goods to the value of a gxidly sura within the first year,
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.also I hiivc to buy about £200 worth of goods as samples.

For tliifi they are going to allow me 20 per cent, discount

and I have t<^i pay cash against shipping documents in

London.

In return for this, all I have to do is to put a new article

on the market, send a man over a furtiicr distance than

from London to Montreal, viz., Montreal to Vancouver, to

do my utmost to advertise their goods, and probably take

some orders on which 1 have to give at least HO days'

credit. You will see from this how British manufacturers

show their complete ignorance of trade conditions out here.

In this instance especially, the "cash against shipping docu-

ments in London" is amusing, as I am <iDly representing

Etiglish houses out here, the names of which api)car at the

head of my paper, so it would not have been vei'y difficult

for this house to have found out whether 1 was a sub-

stantial man or otherwise.

If the Hritish manufacturer only knew the opportunities

he is losing in this country, I feel sure that some progres-

sive firms would get li\e agents out here, and although

they would prol)ably have to sink a year's expenses before

seeing any results, the ultimate end would not only mean
satisfaction to them, liut the establishment of a permanent
business in the Colony. In conclusion, 1 would say that if

the British manufacturer took a lesson from the American
manufacturer, who first decides on his agent, and having

done so trusts him and supports him in every conceivable

way, I do not think there would be the necessity for the

continual cry both from over there and over here of :
" Why

are there not more British electrical goods on the Canadian
market ?

"

I trust you will excuse this trespassing on your valuable

space, but as an Englishman in Canada I feel that we are

not being done justice by our home manufacturers, in a

country which without doubt has greater possibilities for

the electrical industry in general than any other country in

the world.

Michael S. Parncll-Smith.
Montreal, Ju/i/ 2nd, 1014.

Switchgear Contracts : Expenses of Tendering.

By direction of my Council, i have the pleasure to

enclose a copy of a letter which I addressed to the Secretary

of the Incorporated Municipal Electrical Association on
May 25th, together with a copy of his reply, dated the

13th ult.

D. N. Dlinlop, Secrefnri/,

Urit'ish Klectrical and Allied Manufacturerx' Association,

London, W.C., Juli/ Vdth, 1014.

[copy.]

H. Faraday Proctor, Esq.,

Hon. Secretary, I.M.E.A.,

The Exchanfre, Bristol.

Dear Sir,—I am directed to inform you that the Association ia

proposing to send to the Press a letter having reference to the
diflBoulty and expense which contractors are asked to incur in

tendering for switohgear, with particular regard to the form of

tender recently issued by Dundalk I'.DC, which involved the
apparently unnecessary splitting up of the price into SO separate

items.

In this connection 1 am to recall to you the letter (copy
enclosed) from the Association, dated October L'.5th, 1912, which
appeared in the Electrical Review for \ovember 1st, I'.Mi',

dealing with another branch of the same subject : and I am, before

writing to the Press, to ask you to be kind enough to stato whether
an appeal by the Association to municipal switchgear purchasers
asking that more care be given to avoiding unnecessary expense
and trouble in this connection would have the sympathy and sup-

port of the l.M.E.A.
Very truly yours,

(Signed) D. N. Dunlop,
Sfi'reta rij.

(Copy of letter above referred to.)

October 2Atli, 1912.

To the Editors of the Electrical Review.

SwtTCHOEAR Drawing Ofi-ice Expenses.

Dear Sirs,—I am directed by my Council to invito, through the
mediam of your valued pap«r, the attention of municipal and oon-
tultlng engineers and other principals interested in the purobss*
of svitohboarde, switchgear, and apparatns, to the burden at

present imposed npon manufacturers by demands for drawing,
the cost of preparing which is, in many instances, largely dispro-
portionate to the value of the orders for which they are prepared.

It appears to be customary—the custom originating, no doabt,
in competition, and now sanctioned by use—in every inJitanoe. at the
inquiry stage of a switchgear order, for purchasers to ack each
tenderer for special drawings, irrespective of the siw or vsjae of
the apparatns inquired for ; and it is, thus, not unusual for a
maker, when acting as sub-contractor, to be requested by a do^en
different firms to supply, for tendering purposes, of each section of
the order, a dozen sets of drawings in duplicate, together with
blue prints and diagrams of connections and dimensions, the order
itself being of the value of, perhaps, not more than £10. In the
case of intermediate sub-contractors making the demand on behalf
of some main contractor, the work is doubled, and may even be
quadrupled.

It is submitted by members that while, in the case of large
special switchboards, detailed lay-out drawings may reasonably be
required, in the majority of cases an immense wastage of time and
labour takes place in the manufacturers' drawing ofliceB, most of
the drawings demanded being unnecessary for the immediate
purpose ; and that simple illustrations of the apparatns offered

would, in the first instance, be amply sufficient to enable purchasers
or their engineers to decide as to the tenderer, or tenderers, to

whom they will, in the first instance, give the preference, who
could then be required to submit the necessary drawings.
The grievance is. moreover, as it appears, not confined to the

tender stage. In the contract stage also the drawings required are,

members submit, frequently excessive in number and variety, and
unnecessarily detailed. In the case of motor panels, for example,
of which a large number are sometimes ordered at one time, it is

not unusual for three or more dimensional prints of each panel to

be asked for.

My Council conceive that, in many instances, excessive demands
for drawings may arise from thoughtlessness or lack of knowledge
on the part of purchasers' assistants, who habitually, and, perhaps,
excusably, make them as a matter of routine, with every inquiry
or order passing through their hands, specifications nsnally em-
bodying " covering " provisions as to the drawings which shall be

supplied if required.

From whatever cause arising, however, my Council feel assured
that a remedy will be found for the grievance, and that, so far as

it lies within the power of purchasers to apply it, the remedy will

be applied. The interests of both parties are obviously served in

the end by keeping down charges for unproductive labour ; and
the total amount of drawing-ofBoe charges incurred yearly by
manufacturers as a body is, under the present system, very large

indeed, having regard to the fact that only one or two out of the
20 or more tendering firms can possibly get any order.

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) D. N. Dunlop,
Secrela ry.

Incorporated Municipal Electrical Association.

[copy.] Jumlith, 1914.

D. N. Dunlop, Esq.

Secretary, B.E.A.M.A.,
36, Kingsway, W.C.

Expenses ok Tenoerinu Switci!i;kar Contracts.

Dear Mr. Dunlop,—With reference to your letter of May 2."<th

There has not been an opportunity to bring this matter before the

l.M.E.A. Council, and I fear that an opportunity will not arise for

some little time owing to the holding of the Convention next
week.

I feel sure that the Council would sympathise with the expros-

sions contained in your letter to the Press dated October 2,"th,

1912. Indeed, if I remember rightly, this matter has already been

dealt with by the Council and publicity given to their views,

although I cannot at the moment remember the exact reference in

the Press. I think that probably you will be able to turn up the

reference as well as we can, as the matter was, I think, brought
forward at your instigation, referring to the expense of tendering,

more particularly in connection with switchgear.

Yours faithfully,

H. Farapav Proctor,
Hon. S,-c. I.M.F.A.

The Policy of the A.E.S.E.

Some time ago I was instructed by the Executive Com-
mittee of the .V.E.S.E. to write the electrical Pi^ss

emphasising the peacefulness of the methods of the .V.E.S.K..

and the great abhorrence of a strike, and the fact that the

.\.H.S.E. would plough a lonely furrow and not take action

with or combine with any other association or Trade

Union.

Now I have to record the following episode : there have

been several somewhat similar :

—

Kecently I statwl in these columns reading the Coventry

Corporation electricity department that, although this

department had the lowest working cx)st per unit in the

country, they paid the lowest average salaries to their charge

engineers oompared with stations of aboab similar capacity.
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Siil)sei)ii(>iilly, tUc A.E.S.K. liud occasion to write tlm

Coventry I'llc'cUiL-ity Coinniittee, asking that an iiitrease of

salary be t;ninteil to the charge engineers and switchboard

att<Midants. A copy was also sent to the chief engineer

asking him to support the application.

Tlie salaries at Coventry, at the time of sending this

letter, were as follows:—(1) One charge engineer, £3 jjer

week, with about 14 years' service; (i') One charge

engineer, £2 10s. per week, with about eight years' service
;

(3) One charge engineer, £i lOs. jier week, with about

eight year.s' service ; (4) One chirge engineer, £1 ITis. jier

week, with about five years' service ; switchboard

attendants, £1 5s. (No fixed scale of incroa^e.)

Xo. 4 was designated on the books of the dcj>artnieDt as

a switchboard attendant, but has actually taken turn with

No. 3 with exactly similar duties for the la^t three years ;

Nos. 2 and 1 take turn with each other, and duties are

similar. The stumbling block to the chief engineer seems

to have been No. 4 at 35s. per week.

Within two days of the receipt of this application, and
htfoYi the Electricity Committee had Considered it, an
order was issued in the station that the charge engineer,

referred to above as No. 4, should be ranked and take duties

with the switchboard attendants, whose money was
increased to I'Ts. Gd. per week, and who were to act as

charge engineers on certain specified occasions, which
rendered the situation absurd, owing to the fact that at

times the charge engineer No. 4 would be acting as switch-

board attendant under the charge of a youth under 21 years

of age, with only a few months' experience in the station.

Evident)}' this was done to try and get rid of the charge

engineer No. 4, and keep down the salaries, whilst making
the rates paid to the charge engineers appear higher.

The charge engineer concerned protested to the chief

engineer, who made the usual reply under such circum-

stances that " he was manager of the undertaking and
would do as he liked."

(»a the advice of the A.E.S.E. the charge engineer

appealed to the Electricity Committee, protesting against

the order and asking for an interview. The same day as

the chairman of the Committee received the letter the

charge engineer was dismissed at a moment's notice. I may
here remark that the station superintendent refused to dis-

miss the man, and the chief engineer, perforce, had to do
it himself by letter, enclosing a week's money in lieu of

notice.

In the meantime theA.E.SE. liad written the Committee
ri' the above order issued at the works, and alsT wrote and
protested against the dismissal. It was pointed out to the

Committee that the order issued at the works was contrary

to the Home Office electri ;ity regulations ; consequently the

order has been withdrawn, but the Committee refuses to

reinstate the engineer who was discharged.

Now I come to the victimisation part of the case. The
charge engineer has been dismissed at a moment's notice

for protesting to the Committee (after an abortive inter-

view with the chief engineer) against an order which was
contrary to the Home Office electricity regulations, and
which has since been withdrawn.

The chief engineer has verbally given the reason for

dismissal as " over-riding the manager of the undertaking."

He also stated that if the charge engineer was dissatisfied

he should quietly give notice and leave. I wonder if the

chief engineer would have done this if the Electricity

Committee had issued an order with which he was dis-

satisfied ? From what I know of him the answer would be
decidedly in the negative.

The chief engineer's reply in writing, in answer to the

inquiry as to the reason of the dismissal, is :
" You surely

have the necessary intelligence and common sense to under-

stand the reason of your discharge."

An inquiry for a testimonial resulted as follows :
" I am

in receipt of your letter of the 8th, and note that it was on
advice yoa received you acted, which necessitated your dis-

missal, and by which I am prevented from granting you a

testimonial."

These replies speak for themselves, and need no comment.
The inference from this episode is obvious. The A.E.S E.

must seriously consider the adoption of a policy to protect its

members and station engineers generally from such victimi-

sation. At liral it was thou^'lit that very hiniiiar cases were

isjilated cases, but they have Ijeen so numerous that the

word isolated d<X'8 not now apply.

As sone of the supply uuthoriticg take up a fighting

attitude, the A.E.S.E. must consider a strong policy to

counteract this. The Association, U) l>e elTective in a case

like the foregoing, will have to reverse its previous deciBi(jn8

as enumerated in the first paragraph of this letter and be

prepared to co-operate with other organisations represented

in electrical stations, and adopt a more aggressive policy.

A number of members with whom I have consulted,

including the acting sub-committee of the executive, have

reluctantly come to the al)ove conclusion, and the matter is

to be put to the whole of the niemliers at an early date.

This decision has been forced on us, and if there is any-

one who can see any other way of preventing this kind of

victimisation by chief engineers and their committer!?, tlie

Association will be glad of the advice.

The large number of gentlemen who so kindly wrote me
in February last advising the Association to proceed on
peaceful lines and keep clear of other organisations perhaps

will write to the chief engineer and committee at Coventry,

advising them to proceed peacefully, as they have taken the

most drastic action possible.

It seems to me unfair that the citizens of Coventry may
have to be inconvenienced before the injustice meted oat to

one man <'an be righted.

I appeal to all s'.ation and mains engineers, members and
non-members of the A.E.S.E. to support us in this particular

case (one never knows who may be the next to be victimised),

and stand by a colleague who has been victimised in a

straggle after that fetish, the lowest working cost.

Station engineers must choose now, once for all, between

a fighting organisation that can protect its members from

victimisation, or a passive one that cannot.

Read Mr. Ashmore Baker's article entitled " The Organi-

sation of the Electrical Industry " in last week's Electricat.,

Review, and think out how such an ideal organisation as

he suggests could get the modern Corporation Electricity

Committee to agree to and adopt any findings agreed to by

say, the I.M.E A. and the A.E.S.E. without sometimes

using the element of force. (The I.M.E.A. has refused to

deal in any way with the rates of pay and hours worked in

electrical stations.)

All station and mains engineers must in future stand

shoulder to shoulder and honourably support their colleagues

in all cases of victimisation and unjust conditions ; other-

wise they will be pushed out of their places by the better

organised labourer, as has already happened in a number of

stations.

W. J. Ebben,
JIun. Gen. Sec. of t lie A.E.S.E.

London, N.E., ////// lit/i, 11)14.

The Qualifications of a Consulting Electrical Engineer.

In your issue of May 15th, and your article on "The
Liabilities of Consulting Engineers and Architects," jjage

810, you state :
—

" So far, then, the facts of the case appear to be that an
important electrical installation is to be carried out on a

system which is not in accordance with the rules of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers .... and the

work is to be supervised by a consulting engineer who is not

a member of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.
" It is distasteful to have to refer to this point, but we

feel bound to do so in the interests of a large body of

qualified consulting electrical engineers, &c."

I infer from this that you consider that only members
of the I.E.E. are qualified members of the electrical pro-

fession, and should be glad if you would inform me, through

the medium of your paper, if I am correct.

IToqaalifled.

Borneo, Jme 15th, 1914.

[Our correspondent's inference is not correct. If he

will again read our remarks carefully, he will see that we
referred only to consulting electrical engineers. No doubt

there are many electrical engineers of first-class ability who
do not be'ong to the Institution of Electrical Engineers ;
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that is their own affair, and we do not criticise their decision.

Bnt when a man offers his services to the public as a con-

sultant, whetlier he be a physician, an architect, or an

electrical engineer, he ouglit to avail himself of such means

as are open to him to prove that his qualifications are

recognised by the members of his own profession.

—

Edr.

Elec. Rkv.]

ELECTRICAL ACCIDENTS IN 1913.

The report of the electrical inspector, Mr. G. Soott Ram, on elec-

trical accidents in 1918 was issued last week. The following are

extraots from his statement :—According to the latest tables show-
ing the position of electric motive power at the end of the year,

the increase during- the year was again a record one. No less than
181,000 H.p,, representing an increase of 20 per cent, was added
during the year, the total amount for the undertakings included in

the returns being now well over a million horse-power (1,OH 1, 500).

As many as 22 undertakings do not give any returns, and with one
exception the large electrical power companies are not included.

The supply to mines is mostly from the latter. Factories having
their own generating plant are also not included, so that it is safe

to conclude that the horse-power of motors on factory premises is

well over a million.

TABLE I.

—

Accidents at Electrical Generating Stations
AND Sub-Stations in 1913.

(The small figures relate to fatal accidents, and are included In

the principal figures.)

Public supply
Btations and

Deaoription. electric Other
railways and stations,
tramways.

Non-Electrical :

—
At engines, pumps and generators ... ... SO' 9

At boilers and steam plant 84 4

At coal-handling plant ... 16- 5

Falls Ill' 10
Struck by falling bodies 43 3

MiecallaneouB 109 16

Total 392' 47

Electrical :

—
At switchboards when engaged in ordinary

routine work ... 12 7

Cleaning, repairing, &c., at " live " switchboards
or other " live" conductors ... ... ... 31' 15'

Cleaning, repairing, or other handling of switch-

boards supposed to have been made " dead." 6 —
Adjasting brushes and cleaning commutators,
and flashing at commutators ... ... ... 5 2

Miscellaneous, ... ... ... ... 11' 5

Total 65= 29'

The mechanical accidents show an increase of 68, or 18 per cent..

over the previous year's totals. The accidents are such as are

liable to occur in engineering works generally. The increase is

mostly under the heading of falls, although there is a considerable

addition (25) to the accidents connected with bailers and steam
plant.

The electrical accidents are remarkably few in view of the large

number of electrical stations now in operation. Although the

number of accidents is greater than in the previous year, it in no
larger than it was five years ago. Under the first heading, eight

of the accidents were due to mistakes on the part of the switchmen,
the others being due to faulty apparatus. The next class—clean-

ing, repairing, &c., at live switchboards—is, as usual, the largest,

accounting for no less than 4() of the total, and includes a number
of accidents which are clearly of a preventable nature. Six of

them occurred to men working on or near high-tension apparatus
without taking proper precautions, and it is remarkable that none
of them had fatal results. In one case, in a sub-station, two men
were about to connect up a transformer in a chamber in which all

the conductors had been made dead. They took in a length of

bare copper wire, and were connecting one end of this to the trane-

former ; the other end being free curled round the doorway and
made contact with a bare conductor at 10,000 volts in the adjoin-

ing room. Another accident was due to the man assuming that

a conductor at extra-highprossure being heavily taped up with
insulating tape was safe to handle, bat the insulation broke down.
In another case, three experienced engineers were discussing some
proposed alterations in an extra-high-tension chamber, one of them
standing so close to the apparatus that he inadvertently touched
it with his elbow. In another case a man was cleaning switch-

gear in a sub-station and touched the terminals of the incoming
main, which, through inadequate supervision, had been left live.

Of the accidents at medium-pressure switchboards two had fatal

results. In one case a iiew transformer had to be connected op in

a large sub-station in place of one which had failed, and the
engineer was making a test at the oil switch on the secondary

(440 volts) to ascertain if the transformer was correctly conneotfd.

This oil Bwitoh was in a narrow chamber into which the man had
to orawl below other oil ewitohet, and waa not intended for use
ai a Bwitohboard pas^age-wnr. In this oonfloed rpaoe he mad* a

fhort-circuit and was killed. There wa« no necesaity to make the

test in the chamber at all. It could have been aafely made in the
transformer room, and should have been made there in accordance
with the instructions given by the engineer in charge of the work.
In the other fatal case the man was working on a live switchboard
contrary to standing instructions, and was connecting up a new
cable. He was standing on an earthed transformer caee, and
touched a live conductor, 420 volts alternating. In thii! caM the
man was rendered insensible and was brought ronnd by artificial

respiration. He was then at his own request allowed to get up
and walk, when he again collapsed and succumbed to heart failare.

Of the non-fatal accidents 13 were due to the use of ordinary

engine-room spanners, pliers, k-i., on live switchboards, and need

not have occurred haid proper insulated tools been provided

;

short circuits resulted, inflicting severe bums. In a further case

a short circuit was made on the switchboard by the wire guard of

a hand-lamp. Hand-lamps having guards of non-metallic material

are available, and should be kept for use behind switchboards and
in battery rooms and other places where portable lights are re-

i|Uired close to live conductors. Two accidents occurred in

removing oil switch tanks from live switches. Short circuits

occurred, and in one case the burning oil was shot out. injuring

two persons. Three accidents occurred to persons engaged in

cleaning live switchboards.

The six accidents due to working on switchboards supposed to

have been made dead were all on high tension, none, however,

having fatal results, although the injuries were in some cases very

severe. With one exception, they occurred to skilled men and were

due to forgetfulness or carelessness. In one case the charge

engineer of the station had had one cell of a large switchboard

made dead for examination and inadvertently opened the door of

the adjoining cell, which was live, and took hold of the conductors

((i,600 volts). He was rendered unconscious and was badly burned.

He was brought round by the Scbafer method of artificial respira-

tion. In a second case of a man opening the wrong door, he had

not taken the trouble to turn on the light in a dark passage-way

and the mistake was probably due to this. In the case of the

unskilled man, a bricklayer had been fixing some insulators in a

dead cell. Later on he opened the cell to ascertain if the cement

had set firmly, the conductors in the meantime having been made
live. In another case the man opened a feeder cell without having

ascertained whether it was live from another station. In another

case a generator oil switch failed to act properly when the remote-

control switch was operated, and two engineers went to examine

it and made a short circuit, forgetting that the generator was still

running and excited ; one of them was severely burned.

Of the seven accidents at commutators, five were due to flash-

overs causing burns or " flash blindness."

Amongst the miscellaneous accidents, the fatal case occurred to

a man scaling a boiler. He received a shock (230 volts alter-

nating) from the flexible conductors of a hand-lamp, the insulation

being practically worn out and in a dilapidated condition. In

another case a boiler cleaner was rendered unconscious by contact

with the conductors of an improperly constructed connector used

within the boiler for connecting a hand lamp.

TABLE II.

—

Electrical Accidents in Factories, other
THAN Electrical Stations, 1913.

The small figures relate to fatal accidents and are included in the

principal figures.

Arcing of switches

Arcing of fuses

Shock or burns when replacing fuse wires

Portable apparatus, connectors and flexible wires ...

Unprotected conductors, switches, terminals, fuses, to. ...

Working on or near live conductors—skilled persons

Working on or near live conductors—unskilled persons ...

Miscellaneous accidents in electrical manufacturing and

repair work—mostly in testing operations

Adjusting brushes and cleaning oommntators and flashing

at commutators
Miscellaneous

Total

Ob
17
35''

66'

42-n
435

66'

10

4in

The number of accidents reported in regard to factory premises

other than electrical stations, as shown in the above table, presents

a considerable increase over the total for the previous year—(18,

as against 283, w^ith 17 fatalities, as against 15. Although for

several year.s the number has bjen practically stationary, it is

hardly surprising that an increase should have to be reoorded,

consequent upon the enormous extension in the use of electrical

energy. Eramination of the circumst*noes of the accidents indi-

cates generally that a large number are due to inadequate skilled

supervision both as regards the initial selection and installation of

the plant, and as to its subsequent working and maintenanc?. In

many works of considerable size operated !»nd lighttxl by electri-

city, there is no one employed who is teohnioally qualified to look

after the plant. Even if the plant is good and well-installed in the

first instance, it is often run without technicAl supervision until

trouble arises and accidents occur. Thus, under the first heading

in the table, the accidents from arcing of switches have arifen

from 23 in 1912 to 5() in the year under review, Ne.irly all these

accidents are due to neglect of proper maint«'n»noe of the plant,

either of the switches themselves or of the apparatus which they

control, by reason of the lack of skilled attention. Trouble

naturally comes sooner where the apparatus la of a flimsy and cheap

character In th« first initanoe. Uany ot these aooidentt ooonr at
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motor atartincT puntlH, through the failure, due to poor con»truo-

tion, of tlie Htartiiii; rhaoHtat. This beuoineH burned at the uon-

taota, which, not lioini; attended to, K^t into euoh a condition that

the antomatiu release fails to operate on ehuttini; ilown. The
workniiQ, not notiuinK thia, awitcheH on ai;ain at th» nitin switch

with all the utartinv; reiiatanoe cut out, producing a tlare-up at the

ewitoh and (fettini; his hand, and perhaps his tact-, burned.

Switchee having oovers with slots for the handles to work throueh
offar no protection under these circumstances, the flash comini;

through the slot.

The accidents from aroini; of fuses were due to the absence of

proper protection, some of the fuses, oansistingr merely of bare

wirea, being placed close to switch handles, an arrangement which
invites accident.

The aooidenti in renewing fuses are almost entirely due to the

usa of unsuitable and dangerous types of fuse mountings or holders

unprotected by switches.

The aooidents incidental to the use of portable apparatus include

three fatalitiec, all bsing due to the use of hand-lamps of obsolete

type having the lampholder in connection with the other metal

work and the metal work not being earthed. Each ocuurrcd with

alternating current of low pressure. A similar fatality occurred

on premises not under the Act (theatre) and was investigated, but

is not included in the table. In another case a man had a remark-

able escape from death in the use of such a lamp. He was stand-

ing on a damp brick floor holding the lamp when he received a

shock and. as ii naual in such cases, was unable to drop the lamp
or otherwise release himself. He was able, however, to call to

another man working near to switch off the current. This was
done at an ordinary tnmbler switch in one conductor of the circuit.

The secand man then went to the assistance of the first, who
had fallen over, and took hold of him to lift him up, but
himself received a severe shock. Two other men then came
up and received shocks from the first man on trying to assist him.

They then went to find the man in charge of the electrical plant

who was in some other part of the works. This man having
eventually arrived at the scene of the accident, pulled the wires

ont of the connector and broke the circuit. The victim of the

accident was unconscious for a long time, and his hands were
severely barned where he had held the lamp. The current was
alternating and nominally of 110 volts pressure, but actually 44o

volts, the " reduction '' in pressure being obtained from an " auto
"

transformer, so that whilst the difference of pressure between the

two lamp wires was only 110 volts, the pressure to earth was
actually 410 volts. The switch being in one wire only, did not of

course cut off the pressure. The case is interesting as showing the
utter disregard of requirements of the Uegulatione and of

elementary provision for safety, and unfortunately affords an
example of a good deal of work which has been put up during the
last few years. Another shock accident oosurred from a portable

lamp, but without serious consequences. la thit* caje the portable

lamp consisted only of a lamp in a metal lampholder attached to

the flaxible conductors. This improvised form of portable lamp is

vary commonly used where a properly constructed hand lamp is

not at hand and by persons who ought to realise the danger.
Several fatalities due to the uoe of this temporary expedient have
occurred in the past. In the case of two of the hand lamp accidents,

proceedings were taken for breaches of the Regulations, and heavy
fines were imposed. Other accidents occurred in the nee of flat

irons and drills. The a::cidents occurring actually with the
portable apparatus, although few in number, are generally shook
aooidents and consequently liable to be dangerous to life. The
majority of the accidents in the use of portable apparatus occur,

however, in the handling of the connectors (27) and the flexible

conductors (21)), and the injuries are nsniUy burns from short
circuits. In the case of the connectors, they would be avoided by
the use of conneotor-plugs of the hand-shield type described in my
earlier reports or other safety types, or connectors protected by a
switch so arranged that the plug can only be put in or out whilst
the switch is in the "off" position. The accidents from short
circuits in the flexible conductors are due to the U9e of worn-out
and dilapidated wire, or to the fact that the protecting covering in
the first instance has not been adequate either as to thickness or
material. Considerable trouble is often experienced with the flexible

conductors for electric irons, short circuits occurring at the point
where they are led away from the iron, due to constant b3nding of
the wire and insnlation and to the heat from the iron.

Under the next heading—unprotected conduotorj—there were
five fatalities. The first oocurred in a shed in a motor-car works.
The lighting was by 200 volts alternating current. In order to
provide for the use of a portable lamp, two wires about 4 ft. in
length had been connected to the circuit at a ceiling rose of a
pendant fitting. Instead of using a "properly constructed con-
nector" the ends of the flixible wires for the portable lamp were
twisted on to tha ends of the wires from the ceiling rose by a man
standing in a car whe lever the lamp was required. At the time
of the accident there was no portable lamp connected, and the
wires from the ceiling rose were hangiag down, the live ends
being unprotected. Three men were pushing a car into the shed
when the metal frame of the wind screen came into contact with
the live wire. Two of the men received shock?, one being killed.

The second fatality occurred in an engineering works. A con-
nector socket for u«e with a portable lamp, 200 volts alternating,
was fixed to a dril'ing machine. The protecting cover of the
connector hid b'.en broken, leaving the live contacts exposed. The
machinist climbad up to do soma oiling, and put his hand on the
live contacts and was killed. The third fatality was due to the
non-earthing of the guide wires and winch of the raising and
lowering gear of an arc lamp (220 volts alternating). A leakage
ociurred in the lamp, rendering the framework live and also the

guide wires. A man took hold of the latter ami wa« killed. The
fourth fatality was due to the want of protection of the trolley

wirex of a travelling crane close to the driving cabin, the driver

putting his hand on the wires whilst leaning over the side of the

cabin (44i* volts alternating) The fifth fatality was due to the

inade<|uate protection and maintenance of wires on a coke oven
comprenHor exposed to the weather and subjected t<j severe vibra-

tion. The outer protection of the wires had entirely disappeared,

and the insulating covering of the wire was cut through where it

entered a metal lamp standard attached to a wooden rail. On a

wet day a man leaning on the rail close to the metal tube received

a shock which killed him (100 volts alternating). Another man
in attempting to pull him away also received a Bho<-k. Of the

non-fatal accidents, 10 occurred at electric cranes from the

absence of proper protection of the conductors in or about the

driving cages. In five instances the crane drivers fell to the

ground from considerable heights when getting in or out of

the cage, due to touching the live conductors. The remaining
accidents under this heading do not admit of classification. One
is interesting on account of the low voltage. A man was severely

injured by shock and burns by contact with a terminal block of an
electric furnace working at liO volts alternating. Apparently he
was unable to release himself.

( 7i' hfl conclutU'd.')

ELECTRIC SIGNALLING ON FRENCH
RAILWAYS.

At the recent meeting of the Institution ok Mechanical
Enoineebs in Paris, a number of papers by French engineers
were read, describing the methods of signalling to railway trains

in motion which are employed in France.
Mr. a. Sartiau.x, engineer-in-chief of the traffic and working

department of the Chemin de fer du Nord, explained the system
now being used experimentally on that railway.

A fixed ramp is set in the centre of the track, parallel to the
rails at a distance from the signal, varying, as the case may be,

from the foot of the signal itself to 200 m. Fig. 1 is a diagram
of the electric circuit.

The ramp consists of an oak beam 2 m. long, resting on two
wrought-iron supports, and carries a cover-plate of brass connected
to the wire from the battery.

If the speed of the train exceeds 50 km. (.il miles) per hoar,

two such ramps are used, to increase the duration of contact.

A shield is provided to protect the nose of the ramp from being
caught by any piece projecting from the engines or the carriages.

The surface of the brass plate should be 10 cm. above the level of

the rails.

Full lines show connection from Bignal to blow whistle.

Dot and dash lines show connection from engine to warning bell.

Fig. 1.—Diagbam of Electric Cibcuit.

An electro-automatic whistle warns drivers that they are reach-

ing a distant signal set at " danger." This apparatus is installed

on all locomotives, with a strong spring continually tending to

pull the lever down, and let steam or compressed air into the

whistle. The lever is held up by a Hughes electro-magnet ; if a

current be sent through the coils in a certain direction, the

magnet immediately ceases to attract its armature, the lever

comes down and the whistle keeps going until the driver resets

the lever.

One of the wires of the electro-magnet working the whistle

connects with the body of the engine and goes to earth through

the wheels and the rails ; the other wire goes under the engine

through an insulated cable, and connects on to a brush consisting

of a series of small brooms of hard but elastic copper wire, soldered

on to a metallic plate, and making contact with the ramp.

The signal vane is provided with a switch which is worked by a

finger keyed on the signal post. This switch serves to control the

position of the signal vane as well as to release the whistle. It is

adjusted so as to work the bell registering at the station the posi-

tion of the signal, and to release the whistle the moment the disk

has turned 70° round from its normal position of " line clear."

The brass plate having been connected with the positive pole of

the battery placed near the disk, the negative pole joins on to the

switch, which sends the current to earth when the disk is turned

to danger, and disconnects it the whole time the line is clear.

The battery registering at the station the position of the signal

vane has eight cells, the one connected to the fixed ramp has 12

cells. Both batteries are protected in a little cement shed built at

the foot of the signal post.

The indicator for trains passing distant signals is intended to

give audible and optical warning to the station officials and the

pointsman that a train is approaching. It consists of two fixed

ramps aa', fig. 1, the first of which works the electro-automatic

whistle as aforesaid, and the second the warning bell every time a
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train or an engine proes over it, irrespeotive of the position of the
oignal vane.

The warning apparatus installed in the sicrnal box consists of a
loud warning- ball provided with a little vane which becomes
visible when the Hughes electro-magnet, which is inside the appa-
ra'.us, has been released by the brush going over the second fixed
ramp. The appearing van« closes the circuit of a local battery, in
which is a loud trembling bell.

Mb, F. Laxcrenon, locomotive and rolling-stock superintendent,
described the electrical warninfr and recording apparatus in use
upon a number of locomotives on the Chemins de fer de I'Est.

In this case also a ramp of similar design is placed in the centre
of the track, at a distance fr.im the signal-post, varying from the
foot of the post itself up to -100 m. to suit the requirements.
Two fixed^ ramps are u^ed, fig. 2. The first is placed at the

origin of a " field of vision " determined for the signal ; the second
at the foot of the signal itself. In this way. the position of the
disk will be known, not only when the driver passed the signal, but
aUo when he passed over the first raoip on entering the "field of
vision."

Fig. 2.—Diagram of the Electric Circoit (Eastern
Railway).

The switch at the signal disk, which oonneota the two sets of
batteries with the ramp, is in a oast-iron box. When the disk is
at danger, the positive pole of one of the batteries is connected
with the ramp. When the disk is at safe, the negative pole of the
other battery connects with the ramp.
The warning apparatus is similir to the apparatus described for

the Nord, but a horn is used instead of a bell-whistle. In order to
provide for this an additional device called a Servo-motor is intro-
duced, and in certain cases a second Servo-motor which brings the
armature of the magnet back into position, so that the driver has
nothing to do with the re-clutching and cannot stop the warning
too suddenly.
A record is made on the tape of the speed-indicator itself

(Flamand system). A third stylo-nib is fixed between the two
others recording the time and the speed, and dots down the
positions of the signals passed. The apparatus consists of two
Hughes electromagnets with their poles reversed, so that one is
demagnetised by a positive current and the other by a negative
current. The two magnets are in series and j jin on at one end to
the wire from the brush . The other end is connected to the engine
and thence goes to earth. Under these conditions, supposing the
disk is at " danger," one of the magnets will be demagnetised (the
other keeping its armature), and the stylo will make a mark on one
side of the normal line. If the disk be at "safe," the other
magnet will be demagnetised, and a mark will be recorded on the
other aide of the normal line.

After experimental trials, the two batteries installed at the disk
have been replaced by a single battery, each pole of which is con-
nected alternately to the " ramp " and the earth.
The ramps described have been replaced by a ramp in the shape

of a gridiron, and composed of bars or angle-bars parallel to the
track. The object of this modification is to eliminate failure due
to hoar frost.

Instead of a collector consisting of copper wires, a very rigid
brush is used, made of steel blades with a section 1 mm. by 3 mm.
These blades are made up in bimdles of four. Their passage
between the bars of the ramp scrapes off the hoar-frost, and a
good electric contact is ensured under all conditions.

In future the release of the armature at the registering apparatus
(signal being at " danger ") will be used to work the warning
apparatus, and the Servo-motor and corresponding electric circuit
win be dispensed with.
The release of the armature at the registering apparatus sets a

b3ll ringing when the engine passes a signal at " safe." The driver
thus knows if his apparatus is in working order.
The apparatus used on the Chemins de fer du Midi was described

by Mr. A. Hekdnbr, locomotive and rolling-stock superintendent.
The warning and registering apparatus, which is now being experi.
mented with on 20 engines and :!0 automatic signals, differs from
the preceding, in that the battery is placed on the engine instead
of on the track. Moreover, the original apparatus does not
possess an appliance by which the driver's vigilance may be
controlled.

The apparatus mounted on the engine consists of a metallic
brush collector fixed on an insulated support undor the roar plat-
form of the engine

; a special steam-whistle controlled by a Servo-
motor

;
an electro-automatic contrivance fixed on the screen of the

cab, and working, on a shaft, two special stylo jiens of the
Hauashaelter speed-indicator, as well as the valve admitting steam
to the Servo-motor of the warning whistle ; an insulated conductor
connecting the brush to the electro-autcmatio apparatus, which is
itself earthed through the body of the engine and the rails ; and

an appliance controlled by a hand-lever within reach of the driver
and working one of the special p^ns of the apeed-lndicator
The appliances mounted on the track comprise for each disk an

electric battery
;
a fixed ramp near the dirk, inenUt*d from e»rth

and connected by an insulated wire to one of the poles of the
battery

;
and a switch disposed so as to establish the connection

between the second pole of the battery and the rails when the disk
IB turned to danger. '

The moment the driver of a train sights a disk turned to
danger, he must immediately work the handle of the control

apparatus, which then causes the special pen to trace a particularmark on the paper of the speed indicator.
When the engine arrives at the stop-signal, the collector robs on

the ramp, and the circuit becomes closed, on one side through the
switch of the disk, and on the other through the brneh in contact
with the ramp. The current then passes through the electro-
automatic apparatus and releases it, so that its shaft works simul-
taneously the two special pens of the Ilausshaelter indicator and
the steam valve of the Servo-motor. The two pens trace on the
same vertical on the paper of the speed indicator two particular
marks, which must follow the single mark made by the controUing
device

; the valve, admitting steam to the Servo-motor, sets the
warning whistle going.
The driver stops this by pressing on the lever of the shaft,

thereby closing the valve and bringing back the armature of the
magnet, and thus closes the steam valve.
Mb. A. Claveille. general manager of the State Bailways,

states that four safety devices are being subjected to comparative
tests on the Chemins de fer de I'Etat. The Cousin system has been
installed on r.5 locomotives

; it involves the use of a mechanical
device actuated by a ramp, which is raised or lowered in accordance
with the position of the signal disk. The device is used to operate
a horn, and to close an electric circuit which actuates the recording
apparatus, as on the Eastern Railway.
Mb. L. Marechal, locomotive and rolling-stock superintendent

of the Chemin de fer de Paris a Lyon et a la Mediterracee, said
that he could not for the present make any definite statement
regarding warning and signal-recording apparatus on the line, as
these had but recently been fixed. Experiments were being car-
ried out on HO express locomotives and on 415 km. of double track
with 316 disks fully equipped.
The warning and registering system was based on the combined

use of electricity and compressed air, using switches and ramps
similar to those adopted on other railways where the system was
entirely electrical. In the Paris, Lyons and Mediterranean system,
electricity comes into play, only to release the armature of the
electromagnet of the relay and close a circuit on the engine itself,
without doing any mechanical work. Through this local circuit
of the electro-pneumatic relay (which ia fed electrically from the
battery on the engine and pneumatically from the receiver"* being
closed, compressed air becomes the agent which definitely provides
the mechanical power required for unclutching and rcclutching.
Mr. E. SoLACKorr, locomotive and rolling stock superintendent

of the Chemins de Fer de Paris a Orleans, stated that for more than
.'.0 years the Ork'ans Railway had adopted a signalling system
consisting of signals placed at a distance in advance of the danger
point, the unclutching of which, when set at "danger," was
revealed by the explosion of two cartridges placed automatically
on the track when the signal was at " danger." These signals,
which are placed at a great distance from the point they protect,
are the order for " stop dead " when set at " danger."

If, on account of atmospheric conditions or a moment's inatten-
tion, a driver does not notice the stop-signal, he will be warned of
its presence at the moment he passes the post by the explosion of
the two cartridges.

This system has the advantage not only of warning the driver
himself of the presence of a stop-signal but also the otiieials on the
train

: it therefore constitutes a safety device which is just as
efficient as, if not better than, a locomotive- cab signal. There is

no accident on record on the Orleans Railway due to a driver
having passed a stop-signal.

LEGAL.

OVKRIIKAD WiRK.S IN AbERBEKN : POSTM ASTKR-0 ENKRAL ANP
Tow.N' Council.

SiiKBirb" Youso has issued his award in the matter of the diffsr-

once between the Postmaster- General and the Aberdeen Town
Council with regard to the erection of overhead telegraph wires
at llardgato, deciding against the Council and finding that the
rostmaster-Hencral is at liberty to erect the overground line.

For their unwillingness to agree to the proposed line the Council
had put forward various reasons, and the position that they had
taken up was in substance this, that an overground line would
involve danger to the public, impede trafii,!, prejudice the amenity
of the road, and depreciate the value of the projierty in the
vicinity. The Sheriff held that there was no good reason to appre-
hend danger or obstruction. On the question of amenity and the
objection which was founded on possible injury to it, his Lordship
states that much has been said of the disfigurement cansed to
roadways by the presence of poles and wires ; and one was readily
disposed to be in sympathy with municipal authorities who were
naturally and properly je.ilou^ for the appearance and pleasantness
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of the roade under their oharge. fiat ualew the loan of amenity

WftB truly uf a narloaB kind, It oould not b3 regarded at a considera-

tton adixiuate to outweif^h the importance of a generul noheme,

Oontiiiuinif, the ShirilF e%u\ : As explained by the i-iiKiu'-ern who
attnndod aa witDeasea, a trunk line wai uaoHtructed mniiily over-

head, and it waa esaential for the eflicient working of the Hyutcm

that this nhould be the ojnatructiou aa far aH pj-aible. There

were aerious objeotioua to abort aectiona nf uader^'round linaa in

combination with the open, uiul the effect of linkin;; up the under-

ground with tha overhead wirca was that the ctHoiency of the

trunk Horviue waa impaired and reduced throuRh what waa known
aa electric induction and reliction, liaaidea, it waa explained as

a fact which waa of importance in lontf-diatanco tfluphony, that

the nearer the wire was to the earth the more inetli;icnt waa the

wire, while on the overhead line the elVeot of the earth on the

current wa? not ao preat. Thia evidence, aaid the Sheriff, aa to

the eatablishment of trunk linea went a lonp way to ahow that in

relation to auoh aervioea it was extremely deairable to reatrict

where poaaible the use of underijround linea.

Mabconi and Mabconi's Wireless Teleobaph Co., Ltd., r.

HELSiiY W1BELE88 Telegbai'h Co., Ltd.

(.Continued from page B2.)

Db. Ebskine-Mobbay of>ntinned hia evidence upon the day
after the deraonatration at the defendanta referred to The witneaa

paid that after the demonstration he photographed the spark in

the primary current of the apparatua seen there, takius it liy means
of a rfvolviner mirror running at aa high a speed aa could con-

venienUy be got. He immediately took a resonance curve from
the samn circuit ; the decrement amounted to 0"3i, which indicated

seven whole oscillations up to the point at which the amplitude
had become one-tenth of the initial amplitude.

Mb Jaki'E (examining) : What waa the circuit you were actually

testing/—The circuit waa the primary of the apparatua at the

defendanta' at Lennox House, which ia intended to represent

approximately the ship's installation. The extra spark gaps

were in.

Photooraphs of Sparks, showing Train of Oscillations.

How many osjillationa does the negative taken from the sparks
show .'—O.ie of theae sparki shows about 18 half oscillations, about
nine whole oscillations. That was a few more than the number
given by the logarithmic decrement method.
Hive you any inference to draw as to the sensitiveness of the

spark /—That the spark photograph method usually takes in waves
which are less than 10 per cent, of the initial amplitude in thia
case.

What waa the in^^tallation like when you tried the first mirror
experiment ?—The installation was arranged in its ordinary
working arrangement, with a choking coil connected, and the
discharge gaps open. The spark was observed under those con-
ditions. I then disconnected the aerial, and observed that the
spark became longer, that there was less damping owing to the
fact that no energy was being taken from the spark circuit. The
next experiment was to attach the aerial again, and to put the aerial
out of tune with the primary, in order to show a similar, though
not quite ao great, lengthening of the primary wave train. I then
returned to the first condition, the working condition, and
showed again the short wave train of the spark under working
conditions.

That is to say you made three experiments, in each case starting
with the working conditions, first showing that uncoupling
the aerial lenjthened the spark, and next that throwing out of
tune lengthened the spark, and, thirdly, that removing the gaps
and the choking coil lengthened the spark .'—Yes. In the last
experiment we showed very much longer wave trains.

Did the learned aaaessor point out anything about the load on
the antenna when the ship was in the working condition, in the
two positions of the last experiment ?—He pointed out in the case
in which the apparatus was working comparably with that of the
ships, the antenna current was 09 ampere, and that in the case
where the gaps were shorted, and the choking coil disoonueoted,
the antenna current was 08, and, therefore, the energy in those
two oases was in the ratio of 9 squared to 8 fquared ; in the case
of the ship arrangement 81 and in thecaseof the gapa being shorted
and the choking coil disconnected 64 ; so that there was more
energy, though not quite the same ratio as we obtained by
actual observation on board the ship/".

Then wa^ the further experiment carried out of ehort-circuiting
the quenching gaps, leaving in the choking coil ?—Yes, there was
no appreciable effect that one could measure.
Would you expect any other effect ? —No, because the other gapa

were not in.

You would never suggest that a choking coll woald have any
effect when the gapa were cut out /—No.
Mu. Walter then croaa-examined, taking the witneaa over the'

details of the inHtallatioun on the t-hipa. Witneaa stated that

the aurial waa nut a vertical antenna, aa s|i«cified in the

7,777 patent, but mainly hori/. jutal ; the vrrtical antenna had
a very large decrement, and a good selective wave could not

be obtained with a ahock-excited antenna which bad too

large a decrement. The antenna waa connected to earth through
an auto-tranaformer, and means were provided for tnning the

primary and aecondary circuita ; theae were tuned to<;ether bo that
energy in one might build up the energy in the other.

What apparatua can you point to before the date of Marconi'i
7.777 that did anything of the kmd '<—The Teala apparatus.

Will you enumerate them all /—In Dacretet's experiment, if the
Oudin resonator were used as an Oadin resonator, there would be
tuning up.

The coupling of your primary and secondary are loose /

—

Comparatively.
Should I be wrong in suggesting that the percentage of the

coupling is material in conaid firing the speed of the transfer of

energy from one circuit to another /—You would not be wrong in

suggesting it, but you would be wrong in suggesting that the mere
increase of coupling would accelerate the transference of energy

;

bacaase if yon have a short wave train there are a series of

maximum beat couplings, which are separated by stretches of

c:)upling which are not so good if the primary has a short wave
train.

During the time that the oscillations are going on in the
primary, whether the spiik gaps are there or not, the building op
of the oscilla'ions of the secondary ia taking place /—Yes, as

long aa you kill your primary spark before that energy begins to

return.

Your are, in fact, transferring the energy to the secondary and
building up the energy in the secondary by oscillations in the
primary /— During those two or three swings.

According to your view you out off the oscillationa in the
primary. Have you got enough energy into the secondary by that
time for the work you want to do ? — Certainly.

Now. you adopt means at that moment to cut off the energy
and to build up the secondary by the oscillations in the primary f

—Yea.

But for the fact that you adopt means to cut it off, it would go
on building up /—It might come baik again.

Mb. Justice Eve : If the secondary waa radiating, would it

then come baek 1—It depends on the rate of radiation.

Mr. Tebbell : If you did not quench it you might get Marconi.
Mr. Wai.teb : What beneficial object can yon suggest is attained

by this ?—Tbe beneficial object of obtaining the natural wave of

the antenna, and of excludmg your waste of energy from your

p Tdistent circuit, the waste of energy in the spark ; the antenna
has now become the persistent circuit, and there is no spark in the
antenna. In the other method there is a persistent circuit, the
primary, in which there is a spark that lasts a considerable time
and wastes considerable energy.
There is no spark in a Marconi aerial /^Certainly not.

Y'ou have a spark in your primary circuit, no spark in your
secondary /—My primary circuit does not waste the energy to the
same amount that the other spark wastes it, the persistent

spark.

Having got over enough oscillations, do you mean that yon
have improved Marconi by cutting off the oscillations of Marconi
when you have got it over, or what is it /—Most certainly I do.

It is well known that shook excitation systems are 50 per

cent, more efficient than any system that has a permanent
primary.
Do I understand you to mean that ia a single primary oscillating

circuit it is possible to have only two or three oscillations ?

—

It is possible to have half a one ; that is to attain Lodge's
ideal.

Where has the energy gone in your curve ?—Into the secondary,

as it was intended to do in that particular case.

That is, the whole of the energy has gone /—No, there is

probably a little left.

Y'ou told us before that substantially all the energy has gone
over / —All the energy that you can get over under these circum-
stances, obviously.

That is what I put to you, all the energy you could get over has
gone over, but no more than would have gone over in the ordinary
Marconi with the same coupling. You have identically the sacae

amount over then as you would get in Marconi with the same
coupling and the same swings. D j you suggest that you are going
to get more energy over than you would in the ordinary Marconi
coupling in the same number of swings ?—I do not see what that
has to do with it.

The Assessor : You say you would get a higher spark frequency
with your quenched spark than without?—In general, one does.

In Lepel'a system you get up to 10,000 sparks per second.

Mu. Walter : You agree with Mr. Pletts that if you had a

double wave transmitted you can have an aerial which will take

the whole of the energy of the two waves /—I am afraid it is not
a very eifioient aerial.

If you had two you can use one instrument and have two
stations, one of which will be in tune with one wave and one of

which will be in tune with the other /—Each of these waves will

have less energy than if yon radiated on a single wave.
Assume you have a good radiating aerial, ia it not the fact that

if you want to transfer the energy rapidly you tightly couple ?

—

Not essentially.

When yon want to get it transferred very rapidly, is it the fact
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that the more tightly you couple the more rapidly yon get it over .'

—No, certainly not. The fact is, you would find the right
coupling. If you increase the coupling, at times you might make
the traaaferenoe of energy lees rapid.

Will you give an example in which you siy yon hasten it by
loose coupling .'^If I take these ship installations and couple them
up too tightly, the energy will be certainly transferred to the
aerial, but it will come back again.
Mr. Walter : Do you suggest that the experiment you showed

my Lord yesterday was a fair representation of the conditions on
board the ship /—It was a fair representation in the sense that an
artificial antenna was used instead of the real one.
Was it a fair representation from the point of view of the sparks

we saw /—They were not so highly resolved as the ones I saw on
the ship

;
we were not running the mirror at so high a speed.

Did the photographs you showed us show beats /—No. We, I
believe, showed you beats in the case where the gaps were shorted,
and the discharge coil was off.

There were beats, that is to say, at the time it was working as an
ordinary Marconi /—It was an imitation of an ordinary Marconi.
You do not suggest thit would not be working exactly in

accordance with the 7,777 /—That is a different thing from the
M»rconi conditions.

As it was working then, there was nothing that could
distinguish them from the ordinary Marconi /—It was practically
indistinguishable.

The ASSRS.SOU
: I think you said that the effect of opening the

spark gaps was to give you higher spark frequency /—I believe so.
It should b3 so.

Von would hear that if you were listening at the receiving
end /—You would hear a slightly different tone in your telephone.

It detects group frequency /—Yes, it is the group frequency
which determines the telephone tone.
Mb. Walter : I have understood it to be said that the

defendants' is Lodge. Do yon siy that is the case /—I cannot see
how I can answer yes or no to that. You have to define Lodge
first.

No, I have not. Do you say the defendants' is Lodge ?—I eay
that the defendants' apparatus is constructed according to Lodge,
Fig. 4, with that central gap left out, and as it happens in the
present arrangement with one of the condensers left out, and with
a different shape of antenna from what is in Lodge.
Do you know the theory upon which Lodge works /—The only

satisfactory way in which I can know the theory upon which
Lodge works is to make the apparatus as nearly as possible to
Lodge's specification and then to find out how it works.
Have you done so/—This apparatus on the Cambria and the

Seotia is made as nearly as I can see to Lodge's specification.
Then in order to be quite clear you do say that the defendants'

18 Lodge / -With the qualifications I gave.
Is there any hint or suggestion in Lodge of two circuits, one of

which inductively acts on the other /—Most certainly.
Had anybody before Marconi, and before the 7,77", suggested

the use of two circuits with a common inductance between the
primary and the secondary, an inductance in the aerial, the two
being capable of being tuned together for wireless telegraphy /—
I think Braun's patent, one of them, is dated before.
No fnrhher evidence was called for the defendants, and at this

stage the hearing was adjourned until Monday, July 13th.
On resuming Counsel for the respective parties summed up the

case, the hearing of which was concluded on Tuesday. Mr Jaffe
summed up the case for the defendants, and Mb Walter K C
replied on behalf of the plaintiffs. '

'

At the conclusion of the arguments, his Lordship reserved
judgment.

Postmastek-Genebal r. Dablingtok Cobpoeation.

In the Railway and Canal Commission Court on July 8th, Mr. Justice
Banks, the Hon. A. E. Gathorne Hardy, and Sir James Woodhouse
heard t\e appeal of the Postmaster-General against the refusal of
the Corporation of Darlington to allow him to erect a distributing
telegraph and telephone pole in a thoroughfare at Darlington.

Mit. Fbank UnssELL, who appeared for the Postmaster-General,
Said the case was of some importance because it affected a matter

Pj*'i'° P°'''=y- It appeared that a pole holding a number of wires
stood for a long time in a yard owned by Aid. Benson, of Darling-
ton, for which the Postmaster-General paid a rent of lOs. annually
Mr. Benson raised the rent to £3, which was considered to be
preposterous, so the Postmaster-General, exercising his right under
the Telegraph Acts, asked the sanction of the Corporation to erect
the pale on the edge of the pavement of Northumberland Street The
Council objected on the ground that the pole would be an obstruction
to the public, a danger, and an extra expense on the rates, because it

^

would entail extra lighting of the road by night. The Postmaster-
Wsneral received an offer—which was probably prompted by the
torporation-from a Mr. Blaokett, that the pole should be placed
in his yard at a rental of £1 a year, with three months' notice
to terminate the agreement, but the Postmaster-General objected
to the length of notice, as it gave him no security of tenure. The
rostmaster-General, continued counsel, always endeavoured to
place telegraph and telephone poles on the highways, because ofthe easy access that was afforded for repairs, and in addition he
Objected to so many private rentals. At the present moment hewas paying *1 18,000 a year for private rentals. Counsel said he
could prove that the contention that the post would be a dangerand an obstrnotion oonld not prevail, for the post would be placed

against a wall, leaving the pavement free, and there would be no
stays or supports.

Evidence was given by Mk. J. K. Ellioti, superintendent engi-
neer for the Northern district, who said the Po»tmafct«r General
objected to so many private wayleaves because of the great expense
and the difficulty of gaining access for quick repairs. Replying to
counsel for the Cjrporation, he agreed that the Corporation had
been very reasonable and had allowed H9 poles to be erecttd in
the streets.

Counsel: And you think they are unreaaonable over the ISoth
pole /-Yes.
Mr. W.\i. .SLiNcio, engineer-in-chief to the Post Office, said that

the Post Office had 1,60.5,000 poles, for which they paid rentals, and
some payments, he considered, were exorbitant. They objected to
piy the rent demanded by Mr. Benson, because they thought they
should save the rates.

Counsel : And to save the rates yon fight this small matter out
in the High Courts /—We do.

After Mr, H. G. Stevenson, town clerk of Darlington, had given
evidence, stating that the Council did not wish to be unreasonable,
the Court dismissed the Postmaster- General's appeal. Sib Jame^
Woodhouse observing that he thought the Post Office had, in
this case, adopted an attitude such as should not be taken up bv
a Government Department.

Vandam r. Abmobduct MANnrACTiEiNG Co.. Lr\i.

In the City of London Court, on Tuesday, before his Honour Judge
Atherley-Jones, K.C., an action was brought by Mr. Albert
Vandam, commission agent, Caxton House, S,W., who made a claim
against the Armorduct Manufacturing Co., Ltd., for £5 los. 8d
commission due at the rate of 2i per cent, on certain electric cable
supplied by them to Mr. Kerr, South Africa. Mr, Hurd appeared
for the plaintiff and Mr, G, E. Tong for the defendants.
Mb, Hubd stated that the plaintiff was an agent for electrical

accessories, and in the course of his business he visited fQjeign
countries throughout the world and came across various orders
which firms wanted to place in this country. In September,
1911, plaintiff knew a Mr. Kerr, of Johannesburg. South Africa,'
who wanted to place large orders for electrical cables. Plaintiff
went to the defendants and asked them if they would undertake
the business with Mr. Kerr. An agreement was made between
the parties by which the defendants agreed that if plaintiff intro-
duced Kerr to them they would pay him a commission of 2 J per
cent, on all business resulting from the introduction. It was
mentioned that the commission would be payable so long as busi-
ness continued to be done between plaintiff and defendants. A
further letter was written in November, by which the defendants
rendered a monthly statement of the account showing that
it was a continuing account. Defendants had been continuing
to supply electrical goods to Mr. Kerr, and had sent proper state-
ments to the plaintiff of the goods so supplied, and had been pay-
ing him his agreed commission at 2S per cent. Last year a diffi-
culty arose. Defendants thought that instead of paying 24 per
cent, they would pay half of it. Plaintiff refused to acc'ept that,
and defendants paid the plaintiff at the full rate. Now defendants
had sent in an account showing that Kerr had given orders for
£231 worth of goods, and they had paid into Court £2 17s. lOd..
being U per cent, commission instead of 2J per cent. Plaintiff
could not understand why. Defendants now said that a year ago
they told the plaintiff they would reduce the commission. That
was a one-sided contract. Defendants suggested that the orders
came to them through shipping agents, which had nothing to do
with the plaintiff. Defendants oonld not get rid of their obliga-
tion under the first contract.
Mb. Tong said that a subsequent contract was made with Jlr

Kerr.

Judge Atherlev-Josks could not see how that affected the
plaintiff.

Mr. Tong said that Kerr started dealing direct with the
defendants, and plaintiff had 2} per cent, commission. Kerr then
sent his orders through Kales. Caird & Co., and plaintiff's commis-
sion was not due. There was nothing to identify Kerr's orders
that came through Hales, Caird ,*c Co.
Mb. IIUKD said that as the defendants had paid half the oom-

missiou into Court, defendants were out of court. That was an
admission j>r,i tanto with the contract sued on. The only question
was whether it was Ij per cent, or J J per cent. Plaintiff said he
never agreed to vary the rate of commission.
Defendants' secretary said that where Kerr's business came to

them through Hales, Caird \ Co., no commission became due to the
plaintiff.

Ji'DOK Atuerley-Jones found for the plaintiff, with costs, and
said that an agreement to pay 2 J per cent, had never been vari«l
with the consent of the plaintiff.

V l.iiilitiniiu' Skofcli.—Whilst a servnnt girl w.is
cleaning a window of a house in Toronto, a flash of liuhtning
parsed, leaving the imprint of her hand on the glass. We are
informed that the fingers and wrist were quite plainly to be seen
on the glass, and heavy rabbiog failed to remove the imprints.
Other details are lacking.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Calalosriies anil Lists. — Thk fiKSKUAi- RLKnitic

Co., Ltd., i!7, Qaeen Victoria Street, Ljndon, K C— IlluHtrated

priced leaflat deacribine various speed or revolution oountera.

Also G.EC. Bulletin No. 1, a revised list of important plant.

This is a 62-page publication, the contents of which consiot almost

entirely of photoRrapliio reproductions of tarbo-alternatorn, con-

tinuODS current generators, rotary converters, motor-prenerators,

switchboards, &o., supplied for power and sub-stations in this

country and abroad, and for collieries, breweries, steelworks, .v^j.

The pages of motor installations show colliery haulage gear, ship-

building equipments, ko. Some pages at the end of the book are

filled with tabulated particulars of such plant and the destination

of same.
The STnRTK\ANT Enoinekrino Co., Ltd., 147, Qaeen

Victoria Street, London, E.G.— Leaflet No. 1*. l,:v.il shows some of

the company's specialities for pioture theatres, including their air

washer, air turbine vacuum cleaner, and propeller fans.

Ms. II. Moss, 111), Horton Grange Koad, Bradford.—We have

received a batch of publicity literature which is being used by

Mr. Moss as ammunition in connection with a determined adver-

tising campaign which he has in progress and will have for the

next few months, boosting electric suction cleaners, electric fans.

flat irons, domestic heating and cooking apparatus, and telephone

message counters.

Messrs, Steinbach & Hohn. ni;9. Mansion House Chambers,

Bucklersbnry, London, EC—48page catalogue of electrical acces-

sories (lampholders, hand lamps, adapters, wall plugs, ceiling roses,

tumbler and other switches) made by Messrs. F. \V. Busch Aktien-

Gesellschatt, of LiUenseheid, for whom they are agents.

The British Thomson-Hoiston Co., Ltd., Kugby.—List No.

4,202 describes B T H. automatic circuit-breakers with magnetic

blow-out, and gives prices and dimension drawings of same.

Twelve-page list (No. 2,270) describing continuous-current crane

motors with detailed tables of ratings. List No. 4,610 (24 pages)

particularises and prices porcelain parts stocked by the company

and used in connection with B.T.H. standard apparatus.

Alloemeine Elektricitats - Gesellschaft, Berlin. —
Brochures relating tD the electric driving of waterworks and

drainage installations, high-pressure cables (up to 60,000 volts),

automatic domestic water-pumps, cast-iron installation-material

for railway workshops, and moaauring instruments (recording).

Messes. Wakelins, Ltd., .^ and 7, Tottenham Street, Tottenham

Court Road, London, W.—Thirty-two-page illustrated price list of

plant and apparatus for country house lighting installations

—

small combined electric lighting sets, electric light fittings.

electric sets for cinematograph work, " Hydrobenoid ' pumping

plant with automatic electric motor, ten. A separate 10-page list

shows examples of the firms art metal work for gates, railways,

illuminated signs, i;a.

The KokfundCo., 431, Bank Chambers, High Holborn, London,

W.C.—New illustrated circular detailing the merits and purposes

of " Korfund " as a vibration and noise preventer.

Messes. R. H. Patterson ,!c Co., Ltd., Forth Street Works,

Newcastle-on-Tyne.—July stock list of new and second-hand

machinery.
The Electrical Esuiseering and Equipment Co., Ltd.,

109-111, New Oxford Street, London, W.C—Sixteen-page illustrated

list (No. PM 12) giving tabulated details and prices of high-tension

oil switches, oil switch fuses, isolating switches, H.T. fuses,

lightning arresters, relays, switch pillars, &o.

British Prometheus Co., Ltd., Salop Street Works, Highgate,

Birmingham.—Non-technical leaflet, entitled " Ironing by Elec-

tricity,
' giving information for the domestic user regarding the

various points of superiority possessed by the electric iron. Con-

tractors and others can have supplies of copies overprinted with

their own names.
The Electrical Co., Ltd., London.—The E.C. JuurnaJ for

June : also leaflets relating to small motors and dynamos for

driving wireless telegraph models, and to new type liquid

starters.

Messrs. Feld Bros. & Co., Ltd., 25, Budge Row, London, E.C.

—Twenty-page booklet (No. 2.50) respecting their various insulating

materials—mica, micanite. Carta material, asbestos press materials,

insulating cloth, insulating varnishes, enamelled wire and ready-

wound coils.

Messrs. Mather \ Platt, Ltd , Manchester —Finely-produced

catalogue of 24 pages, illustrating in excellent style, and describing

the construction of, the firm's high-lift turbine pumps and other

pumps for various classes of service. A companion pamphlet gives a

full list of collieries which are using the M. and P. high-lift

turbine pump?.
Messes. Pope's Electric Lamp Co, Ltd.. Hythe Road,

Willesden.—New 16-page catalogue of Pope carbon-filament lamps,

of British manufacture. Full sized drawings'of the lamps appear,

together with particulars of candle-powers, voltages, dimensions

and prices of various shapes and types—standard, traction, ships'

side-light, tubular, fancy battery, crinkled flame, radiator, resist-

ance and coloured glass.

Messrs. Alfred Hekbert, Ltd., Coventry.—The July issue

of the " Monthly Review of Modern Machine Ship Practice " con-

tains admirably illustrated articles on high - power milling

machines, steel bare, truing grinding wheels, continuous milling,

selling guarantees, and other subjects, as well as a monthly stock

list of machines,

I'lllEllb SKNlU.Arl.Ml AND Emil.VEKBl.N'i Co., LTD., 20,

Biehopsgate, l.mdon, EC—Appropriate to these July days Ib »

remark on a folder from this company to the effect that there'*

a commercial value in keeping cool. Inside are given illustration*

and prices of the firm's " Multiblade " type electric fans.

British Alisiimlm Co., Ltd., 109, gaeen Victoria Street,

London, E.C. For the convenience of alomininm users the com-

pany have issued for hanging on the wall a sheet of tabulated

matter relating to aluminium tub?, hheet, wire, bar and strip,

strand, round rod, alloys, .Vc.

Edison A: Swan Initkd Electric LiohtCo, Ltd., Ponder's

End.— Advance opy of eighth edition of Section l.X Catalogue

(Part 2) of 40 pages, giving illustrated matter and prices relatioK

to Ediswan telephones and accessories, domestic telephones, tele-

phone arms, battery ringing and magneto wall "phones, " Primax
"

and magneto interphones, lamp signalling, mining telephones,

electric blasting machines, ,V:.

MKSSU.S. Whittakeu 4c Co., 2, White Hart Street, B.C.—CaU-

logue of scientific and technical books for 1914.

Dissolutions iinil Liquidations.—BitrriwH Pdwkk Co..

Ltd.—At a meeting on June iMth, a resolution was passed to wind

up the company voluntarily.

EMF., Ltd.—A meeting will be held at .')7, Moorgate Street,

EC, on August 17th to hear an account of the winding np from

the liquidator, Mr. G. Little.

Cheap Power SippLY and Enoineerino f'o, Ltd.—A meet-

ing will be held at the offices of Messrs. Grover, Smith A: Moaa,

77, Fountain Street, Manchester, on August 20th, to hear on acoonnt

of the winding np from the liquidator, Mr. W. T. Green.

Consolidated Diesel EN(iiNE Manukactubebs, Ltd.—An
order was made last week at the London Bankruptcy BuUdingrB,

appointing Sir William Peat, chartered accountant, special manager

to conduct the business pending the statutory first meeting of the

creditors and shareholders.

Fell A: James, consulting engineers and chartered patent agents,

1, Queen Victoria Street, E C—Messrs. J. C. Fell A: B. W, James hare

dissolved partnership. Mr. Jimes attends to debts and continueB

the business under the same style.

The "Dac" Accumulator Syndicate, Ltd.—A meeting of

creditors is called for July 24th, at the offices of Messrs. Chantrey,

Chantrey ,V Co., 61-i'.2, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C, by the liqui-

dator, Mr. H. C. Bound.
Isaac Storey & Sons, Ltd.—With reference to the paragraph

in our last issue respecting this company, we are asked to state,

in order to avoid giving a wrong impression, that Isaac Storey

and Sons, Ltd., went into voluntary liquidation for the purposes

of amalgamating with United Brassfoundera and Engineers, Ltd.,

Empress Foundry, Cornbrook, Manchester, in liilO.

'rradc .innouiUTnicnts.—Mr. D. Neill-Keith has

been appointed switchboard representative for Messrs. Ferranti,

Ltd., for the Lancashire district and Ireland.

The Schniewindt Electric Co., 40 and 41, Staniforth Street,

Birmingham, have appointed Mr. Wm. Riley. 3, Haydon Street,

Minories, London, E.C, as their sole London and district agent for

their electrical resistance materials, !ic. A stock of nets, wire, 4:c.,

will be held at his address.

The Valor Co., Ltd., have rearranged their offices at 120,

Victoria Street, S.W., adapting them for the display of chemical

fire extinguishers, oil cabinets, oil filters, E.P.S. electric lighting

sets for motor vehicles. Ace. Readers are invited to call.

Mr. a. E. Goodman, electric goods dealer, 60 Herbert Road,

Plumstead, S.E., announces that he is giving up business.

Mr. J. G. Bom ford, late of EUis Ac Ward, Ltd., Birmingham,

has commenced business as an electrical engineer and contractor, at

Shakespeare Chambers, Stratford-on-Avon.

.\nnual (Mitiuii's.—On Saturday, July 4th, a large

number of the emplojea of Messrs. Laurence, Scott A: Co.,

Ltd., of Norwich, held their annual outing, the party dividing np

into three sections. The main body (about 170) joined forces with

the Norwich Corporation outing, making London their objective,

where, thanks to an early start, a long day was available. About

50 travelled to Brighton by the Norwich Workers' outing, and a

further contingent of about 70 made a circuitous road journey to

Great Yarmouth. All those taking part in the outing greatly

appreciated the action of the directors in generously contributing

towards the day's expenses. The arrangements were in the hands

of a joint committee, comprising Messrs. Bacon, Francis,

Hammond, Jefferies, Johns, Rix and Webster, with Mr. H. Minister

a" hon. secretary and treasurer.

The 12th annual trip of the Potteries district of the British

Electrical Friendly Society recently took place, the parties

consisting of just over 200, divided between the two days. A visit

was paid to Liverpool.
i- i t

The 14th annual outing in connection with the recreation cluD

of the St. Helens Cable and Rubber Co. took place

recently, 450 employes and friends spending an enjoyable day at

Blackpool. , . „ , 1.
'

On Saturday, July 4th, the Linolite Co, s office and works

staffs went for their annual outing, travelling from Victoria

Station to Heme Bay. In favourable weather the party, after

indulging in boating and swimming, partook of luncheon

at the Tea Gardens on the Lees. In the afternoon, tennis, bathing

and rambles were enjoyed by various members of the party. T^
was served on the lawn of the above gardens. Mr. A. S. E.

Ackermann, the company's engineer and manager, and Mr. R. L.

Matthews, the assistant manager, were both present, together witH

Mrs. Ackermann and family.
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The Bbimsdown Lamp Works held their annual outiner on
Saturday last, when the Btaff and emploji'a and a number of

friends travelled to Great Yarmouth. At the luncheon, which
was Berved at the Arcade Restaurant, Mr. Scharrer proposed the

health of the managing director, Mr. Reins, who suitably responded,

thanking the workers for their co operation and support. He said

that the company had made steady i)roifrfiss during the past

year, and trusted that they would continue their course along the

road of progress.

The employes of the Kingolite Co , Ltd., and W. B. Coupier
had their first annual exfiursion on Wednesday, July 8th. The
party, numbering between .50 and M}, went by train from Waterloo
to Windsor, where they embarked on the S.L. C"«h/''.m for Marlow.
Luncheon and tea were served on board, and the musical pro-

gramme was provided by the emplojei. Rjsponding to the toast,
" Success to the Company," Mr. Owen, the managing director,

said he felt sure that they were doing business on the right lines,

and with the continued co-operation of the staff, they were bound
to make their presence felt in the trade. On the following morn-
ing, the forewoman, Mrs. Palmer—who was unable to be present

at the excursion—was presented with a gold bracelet watch,
suitably inscribed, and Mr. Owen, in making the presentation, said

that he hoped Mrs. Palmer would preside over the works for many
years to come.

Book \otices,—We have received from the Port of

London Authority an extremely interesting and instructive

brochure of abiut 100 pages, dealing with the past and present
history of the Thames and its docks. The letterpress is by Mr.
Douglas Oiven, and the illustrations, which are numerous and
artistic, and in a number of cases in colours, are by Mr. Charles .T.

De Lacy. The book briefly traces the rise of the Port of London
from its earliest days, and relates the circumstances which eventu-
ally lei up to the creation of the Port of London Authority. The
first eoclosed dock area was the Howland Dock at Rotherhithe,
which flourished as early as 170:i. Its site now forms part of the
Surrey Commercial Docks. It was, however, nearly a century
liter that the value of enclosed docks for the handling and protec-

tion of cargo came to be fully appreciated, and the West India
Dock, the precursor of many others, was opened for trade with the
active support of the great William Pitt In addition to dealing
with the many-sided activities of the Port Authority, the book
deals fully with their great scheme of improvements now in course
of execution, and in particular indicates by pen and picture the
general character and importance of the fine new deep-water dock
which is now being constructed bstween the Royal Albert Dock
and the river. Several of the illustrations effectively suggest the
great part which the enterprise is likely to play in the future
commercial history of London.

" The Physical Society of London : Report on Radiation and the
Quantum Theory." By J. H. Jeans. London : The Electrician

Printing and Publishing Co., Ltd. Price to non-fellows,

6a. 8d. net.

Rcii/jjed-Staff R/n/nies. By A. Sedgwick Barnard. Birmingham :

Cornish Bros., Ltd. Price 6d. net.—This little collection of poems
is from the pen of a well known central-station engineer (who, by
the way, has just abandoned municipal work for a commercial
career) ; the verses are mainly cast in a melancholy vein, but they
are charged with the true poetic fire, and are well worth perusal.

Some of them hang in the memory in mournful cadence—one in

particular, obviously inspired by the 7 iYfl«ic disaster, pays a noble
tribute to the heroic engineers who did their duty to the last with-
out thought for their own safety. We hope the versatile author
will continue to produce '' Ragged-Staff Rhymes," for which he
possesses a marked aptitude.

ltok!sliur»' Railless Trolley. — Witli niereuce to the

article on the Boksbnrg. Transvaal, railless trolley system, which
appeared in our issue of April 24th, 1914, we are informed that
the contract for the supply, delivery and erection of the whole of
the converting machinery and switchgear in the converter station
was carried out for the Boksburg municipality by Messiis. S.

Sykes & Co., Ltd., of .lohannesburg. Messr?. Sykes are the sole

representatives of Messrs. Bruce Peebles & Co , Ltd., and also of

Messrs. A. ReyroUe & Co., Ltd., with which companies they placed
the orders for the two Peebles-La Cour motor-converters and the
H T. and L.T. switchgear respectively. The erection was carried
out by Messrs. Sykes under the supervision of their chief elec-

trical engineer, who, incidentally, happens to have been connected
in the past for a considerable period with Messrs. Bruce Peebles
and Co., Ltd.

Itiihlter Wiii.s ami Cables.

—

Thk Livkbpool Elkc-
TRic Carle Co., Ltd, of Bootlo, announce reductions in the
prices of their rubber-insulated wires and cables, consequent upon
the continued low price of materials. Altered discounts are
announced for prices given in their .lannary, 1!)H, list of Associa-
tion and non-Asaociation qualities.

Itaiikniptcv I'rocn'diuiis.— C'ii.\.><. IIknuy Kmthi.m;.
172, Beverley Road, and 42, Chariot Street, Kingstonupon Hull,
electrical engineer, &c.—Th''s debtor applied to his Honour Judge
FossettLock at the Guildhall, Hull, last week, for his discharge
from bankruptcy. The debtor failed in Ootober, ISitS. The
Oflioial Receiver stated that the debtor estimated hii liabilities

expected to rank for dividend at £2,28;?, of whinh £4i;"> was due to
four moneylenders. The assets reiilised i;82I, the dJiference being

accounted for mainly by the debtor havincr ooDsiderably over-
estimated the amoant likely to be realised from his Btock-in-trsde
and book debts. The balance available for costs and distribution
among.^t the unsecured creditors was £71:^, instead of £136, esti-
mated by the debtor, and a dividend of _',. 'jd. in the £ was paid.
Debtor's premises were styled the City Electric Light Works.
He commenced in May, 1896, with no capital, obtaining a loan of
£200 from a moneylender. So trading or profit and loss accoaoti!
were kept, and no balance-sheet was got out until .July. |H9s
Debtor was then shown to be on the wrong side, and he executed a
deed of assignment, an act of bankruptcy on which the receiving
order was made. Mr. Ila-ry Wray, the debtor's solicitor, said the
debtor was a man of a very sanguine temperament, and he bad
allowed his ambitions to over-ride his discretion. He embarked
very largely in trade taking contracts and buying large etocks,
especially of electrical appliances, which at that time were becom-
ing very much in request. Replying to his Honour, Mr. Wray
said that the debtor was now in Sheffield. There was no oppooition
to the application, and he submitted the debtor had been already
sufficiently punished. Debtor was granted his discharge, snbjeot to
a two years' suspension.

Frank Heubebt Watts, electrical engineer, 40, Mincing Lane,
B.C.—Under a receiving order made on June 25th, against this
debtor upon the petition of Veritys, Ltd., creditors for £209, the
statutory first meeting of creditors was held on July 9th, at Carey
Street, W.C. Mr. Egerton S. Grey, Official Receiver, who presided,
said that, according to the debtor's statement, he was an electrical
engineer. Until the year 1901 he was engaged a« a marine engi-
neer, but in that year began as an electrical engineer in partner-
ship ; in 1904 there was a dissolution, and the debtor afterwards
traded alone until April last. He was then compelled to execute a
deed of assignment. He attributed his failure to loss on contracts,
to insufficient capital, and to the loss of £2uO in connection with
a company. The debtor had lodged a statement of affairs showing
liabilities £72.5, and assets consisting of cash, £72, in the hands of
the trustee under the deed, and book debts £92. There was no
offer of composition before the meeting, and the Official Receiver
said that the Cjurt had already adjadged the debtor a bankrupt.
No resolution was passed, and the estate remained in the hands of
the I )3icial Receiver as trustee for administration.

G. Burgess, electrical engineer, 27, Museum Chamber?, W.i .

—

Receiving order made July 7th, on creditor's petition. First
meeting, July 2:?rd

; public examination, August 2."th ; both at
(Urey Street, W.C.

Klccfric .Mains K.\ plosions.—Referring to the recent
inquiry into the causes of explosions on electric mains, and our
comments on the report, with which they are in general agreement,
the DrssEK BiTV.MEN Co. write to us stating that they drew the
atteution of the Committee to the danger arising from the fumes
and gases given off by the burning of the vulcanised bitumen insu-
lation of the cables, which they consider much more serions than
that due to gases from the ordinary refined bitumen used for filling

the troughing. We pointed out th&t although the report made it

clear that all serious explosions in houses had occurred in con-
nection with vulcanised bitumen cables, it was tacitly assumed that
the whole of the danger arose from the bitumen filling. As manu-
facturers of both vulcanised bitumen and ordinary refined Trinidad
bitumen, the company think they could have given the Committee
usefnl information if they had been invited to give evidence.

They point out that bitumen " leaves the Court with an enhanced
reputation," the continuance of its use being approved of by the
Committee, and its superiority to pitch, whii-h becomfs soft in

summer and brittle enough to crack in winter, whereas bitumen
never softens and never cracks, is demonstrated also as regards the
danger of explosion by the evidence of Dr. Wheeler, which we
reproduced in our last issue. We understand that in none of the
cases of explosion dealt with by the Committee was the bitumen
manufactured by the Dussek Co.

Holidays.—Another new holiday handbook, entitle*!
" Evenings by the Sea," has be« n issued by the Great Eastern
Railw.w, depicting by means of water-colour sketches, some of
the attractions of the 20 seaside resorts served by the company.
Copies can be obtained from the Superintendent of the Line.

Liverpool Street Station.

The works of the Record Electrical Co., Ltd., will be
closed from Friday, July 3 1st, until Monday, August lOth, for the
annual holidays. Letters of extreme urgency will receive

attention.

The works of the Miuland Electric Mascfactcrisu C».,

Ltd., Birmingham, will be closed from Friday, July Hist, until

Monday, August 10th, for the annual holidays.

The works of Messrs. W. A. Stevens. Lti>., Victoria Works.
St. Peter Street, Maidstone, will be closed for the summer holidays
from August 1st to Monday, August 10th.

Messrs. Elliott Bros,, Lewisham, announce that their works
will be closed from .Fuly 30th to August .->th. inolusivf, for the
holidays.

I'(H' Sale.

—

Mkssrs. P. Urnm.Ksro.N v\: To. have Ixh?h

instructed to sell by auction, on July 23n1, at D.illing Road,
Hammersmith. W,, a large quantity of electrical ap(vuratus. in-

cluding motors, switchboards, .^o. 'The Directors of the Empire
Theatre. London. WC, invite offers for an electrolier, 178 lamps.
Particulars are given in our advertiiement pages to-day.
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LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

\,s||l(»ll-llllll«'r-l,>IU',—KXTKNHION 01 Sll'l'I.Y.—Tllf

Htanilioi; SuV>-Co>nmittee of the T.C. ie to oonnider the qneetion of

Hupplyiiitr eleutrioity to the Hurut Connoil.

liistrulia.

—

TIk' fiimncial statement of the Sydney
(.N.S.W.) City CoDncil'H eleetriual uudertakini; for the year I'.il.t,

ahonrsa revenue of £286,74:<, and u total tjroBH proflt of £It>3,l IC.

After meetiner interest and uinkinf; fund charubn £98,712, depre-

ciation, ti.0,, £4.1, 41S, the surpluH balance remainini; was £r.3,2yi(,

or includiner certain balances brought forward, a total of £.'>a,243.

Durini; the year 14.'.i6l,0.'tl onits were sold for lightinf;, and
17,022,809 units for power.

The Lane Cove Municipal Council, North Shore, Sydney, whose
lifrhting contract wi^h the North Shore Gas Co. expiren at the end
of 11115, hat decided to enter into a contract with the Sydney City

(Council for the supply of electricity for a period of 10 years, oom-
mencini; January let, 1916. The Council has also given the

Sydney City Council permission to erect at once the necessary

appliances for electric lighting purpofee in connection with the

supply to the other municipalities, and this will enable the City

Council to carry its mains when necessary from Willoughby across

Lane Cove into Mosman and North Sydney.

ltariuboriiii<>ii.—Priti.ic liKiHTiNn.— Elci'tricity for

lighting the village is now being supplied by the Manvers Main
Colliery Co.. and an extension is to be made to Harlington.

Kcdford.

—

New Loans.—The T.C. is applyiof; to the

L.G.B. for sanction to a loan of £8,300 for E.L. mains for three

year^. The result of the last year's working of the electricity

undertaking was a surplus of £511 ; the units sold numbered
2,649,080.

Ititstoii,

—

Prov.Ordeu.—The R.D.C. has been informed
by Mr. Robert A. Smith that he intends applying to the B. of T.

for a prov. order for electric supply within the area of the Council.

Itnidfoi'd.

—

Year's AVorking.—The report of the
year's working of the electricity department shows a profit of
£14, '.(Oil. The income was £144.000, as against £130,000 last year,

the increase being equally divided between lighting, power, traction

and bulk supplies. The cost of generation was £39,000, equal to

335d. per unit, which compares with '34.'.d. in the previous year ;

the cost of coal increased by £3,000. The gross prclit was £75,0Cu,
£14,900 being left after payment of £22,000 interest on loans and
contributing £38,000 to sinking fund. From this profit £7,000 has
been spent on capital works outside the borrowing powers, and
£5,000 has been devoted to relief of rates, leaving £2,900 to carry
to reserve and renewals account, which amounts to £22,400. A total

of 28.000,000 units were sold during the year, as compared with
24,500,000 in the previous year. The consumers increased from
3,600 to 4,100.

The city architect is to prepare a scheme and estimate for the
lighting of the Technical College hall on modern lines ; both the
electricity and gas departments of the Corporation have been
requested to supply estimates.

Itiickie.

—

Proposed E.L.—Mr. Hogarth, of Edinburgh,
has conferred with the Lighting Committee of the T.C. with
reference to a scheme for the electric lighting of the town.

Cliester.

—

Year's Workixc—The Corporation elec-

trical department during 1913-14 sold 2,531,709 units, including
378,158 for the tramways and 640,076 for bulk supplies i the
total compares with 2,372,393 units in the previous year. The
total revenue amounted to £24,251 and the balance to net revenue
to £12,950; after meeting interest and sinking fund charges,
£1,094 was contributed in aid of the lamp rate, £500 to " city
improvements," and £3,347 to reserve. The reserve fund in hand
amounts to £13,733 ; some £3,339 was transferred during the
year for capital expenditure, bringing up the total amount of
capital expenditure defrayed from revenue to £18,020. Durirg
the year the hydro-electric scheme has contributed a considerable
proportion of the output, and it may be noted that the works and
management costs were 839d, per unit as against 889d. in the
previous year, the coal item dropping from 'SSld. to 2Sld. per
unit.

Coleraiue,—E.L. Proposals.— The Urban Couucil
has received reports on the relative merits of gas and electricity

from Mr. Langlands, Glasgow, and Mr. May, Londonderry. The
matter has been deferred.

Coiitiiit'iital \ote.*i.

—

Greece.—A scheme is reported
to be under consideration for the establishment of a central electric
lighting station in the town of Mitylene.
Holland.—In connection with the approaching completion of

the overland central station near Groningen, which is to supply
the three northern provinces of Holland—Groningen, Drenthe and
Friesland—with current for lighting and power purposes, arrange-
ments are in hand for the holding of an electrical exhibition in
the town of Groningen during the mouth of September next.
Turkey.—A scheme is under consideration for the establishment

of a central electric station in the town of Cavalla
; a prciect has

also been- drawn upl to utiliee^certainfavailable water-power at
Vodena in the generation of electrical energy for lighting and
power purposes in the district. b ;a

Gebmany.—The Berlin suburb of Lichterfelde has made a 30-
year contract with the Berlin electricity works to pnrciase energy

in bulk for distribution. The Cdmpany apparently supplieH all the
electrical plant, mainc, kc, which may be purchawrd by the
Council at an a(;ie«d time. The Council lixea the prices to be

charged.

(oxImm- <(iiiiiiI> Diirliaiii).—Stuket liiMirixi;.—
The Kelloe Colliery Co. has offered to light the dintrict for £2 per

post of two 25-c.i'. lamps, the Council to provide polea, labour, lio.,

and connect to the company h plant. In addition the Colliery Co.
reserves the right to supply current to private cuutoment.

(raxford.—The West Kent Elictric Co., Ltd., has
applied to the B. of T. for oonsent to overhead lines for the

supply of current at a pressure of 10,000 volts to Messrs. Vickern
workp.

rri('«'iclli.— SinEET LiiiHTi.N'..— The Coum.il at a
special meeting, last week, decided in favour of electricity for light-

ing the streets, at an estimated cost of £5,500. It was stated that
a gas lighting scheme would cost £9,0oo.

Iloiiilas (lsl«' of Man).—A L.G.B. inquiry was held
last week into the application of the T.C. for loans of £1,700 for

the electric lighting of the sea front at Douglas, and £600,
balance of the cost of the E.L. installation at Villa Marina.

Iliiltliii.—L.G.B. iNyriRv.—Mr. P. 0. Cowan held an
inquiry on June 7th into the application of the T.C. for eanction

to loans of £77,800 for electrical extensions, and £5,000 for the
conversion of public lighting from gas to electricity. A large

portion of the former loan is for ewitchgear and mains, while
£30,000 is set apart for short extensions, services, jcc. It was
agreed that only half the street lighting loan shoald be taken up
now ; it is intended to adopt the Barrow suspension lighting

system in certain streets, with an overhead feeder along the street.
;

Kalliiit'.

—

Show Room. — The Electricity Committee
has decided that Ealing contractors shall have facilities to use the
new show room at the Town Hall ; any contractor may purchase
fittings at cost price plus 5 per cent., and commission will be paid
to any Ealing contractor who introduces a customer for hiring

fans, heating and cooking apparatus, or outside arc lamps, at the

rate of 10 per cent, on net value up to £1 and 5 percent, for

higher values.

I'lasinu'wold.—E.L. Scheme.—The U.D.C. has approved
an amended agreement with Mr. Ohas. H. Best, of Bradford, for

an electric lighting scheme for Easingwold.

(lilasniov.—The first section of the new Dalmarnock
generating station is to contain one 15,000-KW. and two 10,000-KW.
turbine units, with boiler houses, in three floors, placed at right

angles to the turbine room. It is stated that the plant will not be
ordered for six months.

(lii'ave.seiid.

—

Year's Working.—The accounts of the

electricity undertaking for the year ended March 31st last show a
profit, after payment of instalments of loans and interest, of
£l,15,s.

(ilreat Ilarwood (liaiicasliire).

—

Proposed E.L.

—

The DC. is endeavouring to arrange for the Electricity Committee,
the engineer, Mr. Watson, and the Rishton U.D.C, to interview

the Blackburn E.L. Committee to discuss terms for the supply of

electricity to the town.

(sriiiisliy.

—

New Battery. — The electrical engineer

has reported to the Electricity Committee in connection with the

extensions next year, the necessity to install a new battery with
booster, etc., the cost of same with the building being estimated at

£5,000. It has been agreed to reduce the price for street lighting

from £3 123. lOd. to £3 per lamp.

(;Hi,sl»oroii!i'li (Vorks.).—E.L. Scheme.—The U.D.C.
has engaged Messrs. May \- Hawes to prepare a scheme for the

supply of electricity in the district.

Heckiiioiidwike.

—

Year's Working. — The annual

report of the electricity undertaking is not as satisfactory as that

of a year ago. The balance to profit and loss account is £1,563,

£310 less than last year's figure, and nearly the whole sum is

required to meet sinking fund and interest charges. Two large

consumers have been lost owing to them putting in their own gene-

rating plants. There was a decrease of 107,514 units sold for

power and of 28,065 units for lighting. Public lighting and
traction demands showed a slight increase.

Iliiddcrsfifld.— E.L. Proposals.— The Slaithwaite

U.D C. has asked the terms for a supply of electricity in bulk ; a

sub-committee has been appointed to report on the matter.

India.—According to an Indian paper, owing to the

delay in completing the Tata hydro-electric plant, the Lonawali
dam only being unfinished, certain of the Bombay mills have taken

a supply from the tramway system. It is expected that the Tata

supply will be available before the end of the year.

Leili'li.

—

Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has sanctionerl

the borrowing of £10,000, repayable within 15 years, for additional

plant at the electricity works.

The Electricity Committee has fixed '7d, per unit net as the price

of electricity supplied to the Anchor Cable Co., Ltd., for power
purposes, from April 1st, the minimum supply to be 260,000 units

per annum,
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Leek.—The U.D.O. Electricity Committee, on the report

of the engineer, has decided to have the cas engines at the

electricity worka overhauled by the makeiB and put in an efficient

Btate.

Liiidlcy.

—

Street LioiiTiNr;.—Owing to the failure of

neKotiationa with the Longwood Clas Co., the Iludders-fleld Cor-

poration has decided to light by electricity those roads which had
hitherto been lit by the Gas Co. ; the current will be transmitted

by overhead cable. The change is said to be welcomed locally

because the gas lamps were often blown oat.

IJaiitairl'ccliiin.—E.L. Scheme.—The U.D.C. has

decided to obtain by the middle of September next tenders for the

necessary plant for generating and distributing electricity, usiujf

oil or steam plant ; or for the supply of plant to take power from
the North Wales Traction and Power Co.

London.—MARVLEunxK.

—

Year's Workinc;.— From
time to time during the past year we have dealt with the progress

of this undertaking. The annual accounts for 19i:!-U, which
summarise the results, show that 17,038,5I('> units were sold, the

total revenue amounting to £21S,."i'.i2, and the gross balance to

£120,217; after meeting interest and loan charge^, a net surplus

of £4,.')24 remained. The total generating plant capacity increased

from 12,000 to I'J.OOO KW., and the maximum load was 10,497 KW.
;

the number of consumers reached 9,75.5. The total connections to

the mains increased by 2,75y KW. to 2.s,.'!15 KW . which figure

includes—lighting, 15.492 KW. ; motors, 3,694 KW. ; heating,

cooking and 'other uses," Sfi'>6 KW. ; and public lamps, 473 kw.
The heating, cooking and sundry apparatus is classified as follows :

—Ridiators, 2,903 of 3,940 KW. ; cooking apparatus, 7H9 of

3,001 KW. ; irons, 706 of 238 KW. : medical. .594 of 481 KW. ; and
sundry, 1,04 1 of 989 KW. The motors numbered 1 ,322 of 4,8.'i2 h.p.

It will be seen that the heating and cooking connections are

increasing at a great rate, some 4,700 KW. having been added in

two years. Particulars of the new turbine and three-phase plant

installed during the year have appeared in our pages. We gather

that the turbine units were bought as 3,000 KW. sets to run on

13^ lb. of steam per unit, but that in reality, these machines are

running with loads of 4,700 to 4,800 KW. on steam consumptions as

low as 11 8 lb. per unit generated.

Hamtstead.—Year's Working.—The accounts for the year

ended March 3l8t last, of the electricity undertaking, show a

total income of £72,103, and a gross surplus of £3ii,819, or 8 per

cent, on the capital outlay. The net surplus was £0,258, of which
£1,406 was applied to reduction of capital, £1,574 to reserve,

£2,162 to rate relief, and a balance amounting to £3,.'<72 was
carried forward. The units sold amounted to 5,872,308, as com-
pared with 5,320,761 in the previous year. TlJe generating plant

capacity was 5,881 Kw., and the maximum load 3,673 KW.
B.C. Bt LK Supi'i.Y Scheme.—The Metropolitan B.C.'s Standing

Joint Committee is appointing a special Committee to consider

the question of taking immediate steps to provide a joint supply

of electricity for the London area. The local authorities are

apparently tired of waiting for the L.C.C. bulk supply scheme to

materialise.

Westminster.—The Works Committee recommends that the

offer of the Charing Cross Co. to replace existing arc lamps in a

part of the area by Johnson & Phillips flame arcs be accepted, the

Council to contribute a quarter of the cost.

Louiililtorouiili.

—

Year's Working.—The returns for

1913-14 of the electricity undertaking shows that 779,600 units

were sold, or rather less than in the previous year, the decrease

being due to a falling otf in the power demand. The H H,P. of

motors connected, however, rose from 664 to 881. The total

revenue was £6,017, as against £5,563 ; the gross surplus was also

higher, amounting to £2,769, and after meeting financial charges,

&o., a balance of £392 was transferred to renewals.

Mi'lksliiuu.

—

Street Lighting.—The U.D.C. has con-

sented to the Electric Light Supply Co. giving a demonstration of

street lighting by electricity free of charge, with an intimation

that electricity would only be adopted on condition that the cost

would be no more than for gas.

ne\i)()nMi<>ii. — Year's WorkiN(;. — The annual
accounts of the electricity undertaking show a gross revenue of

£5,766, and expenditure of £3,141, leaving £2.624 gross profit.

On the whole year the net balance was £1,043, of which £600 was
handed to relief of rates, and £443 placed to reserve. The total

number of units generated was 635,782, of which 665,264 units

were sold.

MoiniKMitli.—Loan Periods.—The T.C. has decided to

apply to the L.G B. for a longer period than 10 years for the repay-

ment of the £1,600 loan required for the renewal and extension of

the Corporation's electricity mains.

^orniaiitdii (VoiKn).—The U.D.C. has instracted Mr.
E. M. Lacey to report on the proposed eleotrioity scheme.

.Norwood (iliTon.— rRiiposKii E.L.—The H.D.C. is to

obtain particulars of the cost of the electric lighting of Norwood
Green and Coley in connection with a scheme proposed by the
Yorks Power Co.

l»ljHilitou St, nanrii'c— Street Lighting.—The
P.C. has received tenders for public lighting from both the Electric

Lighting Co. and the Gas Co., and has decided in favour of electric

lighting, at a cost of £1 17s. 6d. per 75 o.P. lamp per annum, the
tender beings submitted by Metsrs. Heath & Co., of Plymouth,

.*<ci<'in«'r,ston,—At a pic of the old colliery at

Bcremerston, near Berwick-on-Tweed, which is to be re-opened,
electric plant for pumping is being installed.

Skclton and Hrottoii.— E.L. Schemk.—The tender of
Graham Bros., Middlesbrough, at £6,171, has been acoeptad for
the installation of electricity for public and private lightin^f in

the district; the street lighting is to be converted from Kao to
electric lighting.

Soiitlianipfoii.

—

New Pi-axt.—The Elei-tricity Com-
mittee has adopted a report recommending the conetrrction of con-
crete coal bunkers at the electricity works at an estimated cost of
£370, and for the supply of the conveyors at £1,330. Sanction
has been received to the borrowing of £4,3*3 for a turbo-alternator
and condenser, and £3,178 for a boiler and converter. The L.G. B.
has deducted £1,263 of the Council's application in retpect of the
outstanding debt on a 250-KW. set.

South Wales.

—

Turbine Expi.o.sion.— Considerable
damage, estimated at £4.000, was done by the bursting of a turbo-

generator at the Powell Duffryn Go's Penalltau Colliery, on
Wednesday last week. Fortunately no personal injuriesweresnetiuned,

and a duplicate plant enabled work to be resumed in a short time.

Sfalvbriduv.

—

Y'kar's Worki.vg.—The annual retnrn.s

of the Joint Board's electrical undertaking show a profit on the

year's working of £s,257, as compared with £911 in the previona

year. The total units generated amounted to 24,598,200, an
increase of, roughly, 4,iiOO,000 on the previous year. Of this

quantity no less than 18i million units were supplied for power
purposes, traction and lighting taking 1,833,166 and 827,318

units respectively. The total revenue amounted to £62,413 ;

working expenses amounted to £27,175, and expenditure on motors
and meters, to £8,909, leaving a balance to net revenneof £26.328.

After meeting interest and sinking fund charges, xc, the surplus

remaining was £8,257, which was utilised in the purchase of a

3,000-KW. turbine set. It will be noted that the profit has been

earned on the sale of cheap units ; the average revenue obtained

was only 609d. per unit for all purpofes, and the works, distri-

bution and management cost only amounted to '308d. per unit,

coal figuring at Isd. per unit.

St. llelloiis.

—

Prov. Order.—The South "Wales Elec-

trical Power Co. has informed the Council that it intends spplyinf;

for a prov. order for E.L. in this district.

Taunton.

—

Year's Working.—The statement of the

electricity undertaking shows a gross profit of £5,183, and after

meeting interest, sinking fund, kc, transferring to renewals £304,

to capital £140, a balance of £173 was carried forward.

TtM»nmoutli.—The U.D.C. has decided to enter into

an agreement with Messrs, Pnrves, for a refuse destructor in con-

nection with the new electric light scheme for the town.

Wadeliridiit'.

—

Street Lighting.— .\t the monthly

meeting of the U.D.C. tenders were received from the Gas Co. and

the Electric Light Co. for the town lighting, and it was resolved

to accept the Electric Light Co.'s tender for electric lighting for

seven years, at £1 89. per lamp per annum for 88 lamps.

WalsalL

—

New Generating Station. — The Elec-

tricity Committee has entered into an agreement with the Birming-

ham Canal Navigations in regard to canal water for the proposed

new generating station ; the Committee has also arranged for a

new wharf at the station at an estimated cost of £500.

A railway siding is under consideration and a plan and estimate

for a double line at a totil cost of £1,020 has been submitted.

The sanction of the B. of T. has been received to the erection of

the new works on the site proposed by the T.O.

Wt'lls.

—

Prov. Order.—Messrs. Christy Bros.. Ltd..

of Chelmsford, have informed the T.C. of their intention to apply

for a prov. order to supply electricity in the district.

West llani.—There was a surplus on the working of the

electricity undertaking for the year ended March 31st last of £731.

The total working expenses amounted to £91,026, as against £71.611

last year, an increase of £19, 114, The total income was £ 133. ,505,

as compared with ill 10,151, an increase of £23,350; the gross

profit was £42,479, against £3,'<,542 in the previous year. The
total units generated were 40,969.428, of which 34.404,791 were

sold. The total maximum supply demanded during the ye»r

amounted to 12,225 KW.
The Electric Lighting Committee recommends the purchase of an

electric vehicle from the Edison Co., at a cost of at)ont £700.

Uiniblt'don.

—

Year's Working.— Durins: the past

year the output of the Council's electrical undertaking reached

3,786,000 units. The maximum load was 2,197 KW. and the con-

nected load nearly 9,000- KW. The total revenue was i 37,4 17,

and aYter meeting working and financial charges, the net surplus

was £3,471. This was transferred to a suspense aocounl. which

now amounts to £10,262. The reserve fund also has £1 1. -96 to

its credit, and the undertaking appears to be generally tlourifhing.

Wohrrhaniplon.—Year's Working.—The result of

the working of the electricity undertaking for the year 1913-11

was a net profit of £8 (177—the highest yet made. This was
allocated, £6,5:>2 to reserve, and £2.12.") to the rates ,• the refetve

fund stands at £19.161. The units sold were over 13 millions, an

increase of 720,000. The motors connected represent S.764 H.P.

The destructor works supplied 1,472.630 units, for which £1,227

was paid. The Committee points out that it will be neceeeary to

draw on the reserve fund shortly for capital purposes.
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TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Kiadrorii. — Raillees Traction. — Certuin nl the

authoriBed raillcHS trolley vehicle routes are now approacbinK com-

pletion, ami the Tramways Committee has decided to recommend

that application be made in each case for early inKpection by the

B. of T. ; that each route be opened as soon as the formal sanction

has been received and that the fares on each route be Id. for the

through journey, and id. between the centre of the route and either

terminuf.

riiilc.—The CoiuiuisBion appointed to report on the pro-

posed milway from Santiaero to Xalparaiso lin Casa Blanca, has

advieed the construction of an electric railway of the same g'^uge

as the State line now oonnectinpr the capital with Valparaiso. The
Commission further proposes the construction of branch lines to

Melipilla and Talapante, thus linking the line with the Central

and Southern State systems. It is suggested that the former pro-

posals for the electrification of the present steam railway system

should be abandoned for the time, and the *;2,3uO,000 intended for

this undertaking oould then be utilised in the construction of the

proposed new line.

(tiiitiiiciital \(»tes.

—

Geumanv.—The loncession for

the Sch(ineiahe to Kalkberg electric tramway, Berlin, has been

sanctioned, the period up to 1940 being covered. The line must

be completed within two years under a penalty of £2.'.0.

Holland.—A strike has occurred on the Hague tramways, and

strike breakers have been imported from Berlin, a partial service

being maintained.

(r()V(l(tii.—A.NMAL. Rkport.—In his annual repoit,

Mr. T. if. Goodyer, general manager of the Corporation tramways

department, states that the total receipts for the year endtd

March Slst last were £87,02(3, and the working expenses £fi'.i,744.

The net balance was £1,S62, from which £l,i:)2 was taken to

cover the alterations at the chief depot, and £230 was carried to

the renewals fund, as compared with £7,58G for 1'.I12-13. Compared

with the previous year the traffic receipts decreased by £.">,617,

the car-mileage increased by 150,371, and the passengers carried

decreased by l,276,2fi6. Working expenses went up by £3,525.

The decreased net balance—from £10,586 to £1,361—was very

largely attributed to motor-'bus competition, coupled with

unfavourable weather, and by reason of the extra mileage run to

meet competition. The total receipts per car-mile decreased by

92d. The passengers carried totalled l:i,227,87S.

Uartford.—Messrs. Balfour, Beatty & Co., Ltd., have

applied to the B. of T. for an extension of time until August 18th,

1916, for the completion of the tramways authorised by the

Dartford and District Order of 1911.

Denton (Lanes,).—A meeting of the various local

authorities interested was recently held to consider the steps to be

taken for acquiring the undertaking of the Oldham. Ashtou, and

Hyde Tramways Co., which traverses the district. Two miles of

route are situated in Ashton, and a special meeting of the Ashton

T.C. is to consider the future of this section.

East Hani.—The West Ham Union has decided not to

object to the assessment of the tramways being reduced ; the pro-

posed reduction on rateable value is £1.950, to £-1,700. This

figure, however, the Finance Committee considers should be still

further reduced.

Horbury.
—

'Bus Schemes. — The Yorkshire (Heavy

Woollen Diotrict) Electric Tramways Co. contemplates the estab-

lishment of a service of motor-buses between Dewsbury and

Wakefield, through Horbury, and has applied for sanction. The
Xatlonal Electric Construction Co., which already runs motor-

'bures in other parts of this neighbourhood, attempted to establish

such a service between O.-sett and Wakefield, but it did not meet

with success.

Hudderstielil.—The financial statement of the tramways

for the three months ended June 80th last shows a net surplus

of £7,197, or 2'59d. per car-mile, compared with £4,309, and l'70d.

last year. The tramway manager is to report on the following

suggested tramway extensions :—From Outlane to Stainland ;

from Aebbrow Road to Bailiff Bridge ; and from Huddersfield to

Brighouse ri,i Rastrick.

.He\lt.ir<»iil>h.—The Mexborough and Swinton Tram-
ways Co. has purchased a site at Mexboro' Toll Bar. for a oar-shed

to accommodate the railless trolley cars for the new service.

Radelifle.—The D.C. has declined to revise the price

charged for electricity in connection with the Bury tram service.

Stalylnidiie.—Year's Working.—The returns of the

Joint Board's tramway undertaking, show a deficit on the year's

working of £5 870, which, however, was less than in 1912-13. when
the loss was £9.124. Nearly 10 million passengers were carried

.

the revenue amounting to 8'4d. per car-mile, as against 7'8d. in the

previous year.

South .ifriea.—The East London (Cape Province)

Municipality proposes to borrow a sum of over £12,000, of which

amount £7,814 is to be utilised for the extension of the tramway

system, covering duplication of the existing track and rearrange-

ment of the overhead equipment, and £775 for electric supply

extensions.

'.Sontliaiii|tton. — .\tler cunsiderint; u report \>y the

tramway manager, the Committee recommends the purchase of

throe buHes, at a cost of about £2,600. Repair work to 21 tram-

way cars in the near future will cost about £3,600, to be spread

over three years. The borough electrical engineer is to otitain

two motor vehicle chuHiis and to fit one up for battery traction.

Sfreltoi'd. — .Vfter lengthy nef^otiatious, the TrafTord

I'ark Estates. Ltd , has now liquidated the outstanding distiict

rate.H in respect of the tramways and light railways situated in the
Stretford portion of Tratford Park, on the bajjis laid down in the

Tottenham ca^e, which included payment in full in respect of non-
statutory railways. ^.

West Hani.

—

Year's Wohking.—The working of the

tramways last year resulted in a deficit of £14,421 ; it is proposed

to meet this by levying a 2d. rate and by contributions from
reserve.

MesI llai'tlepool.

—

An order has been made by the

Light Railway Commissinners, modified and confirmed by the

B. of T., authorising the Corporation to borrow money for the
light railway authorised by the West Hartlepool Light Railways
Order, 1897, and by the West Hartlepool Light Railways Deviativn
Order, 1901, and for other purposes.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Antoniatie TeleplioiieN,— Replying to a ijuestion in

Parliament as to the rea'ilt of the experimental employment of

the automatic telephone system at Epsom, the Postmaster-General
stated that it had proved fairly successful." This is a remark-
able statement, especially as Mr. Hobhouse went on to say that it

was clear that the automatic system was applicable to large area.",

and arrangements had been made (as stated in this column some
months ago) to install automatic exchanges in nine provincial
towns, including Leeds. We are under the impression that the
exchange at Epsom, so faintly praised by the P. Sf.G.. has in fact

been found entirely satisfactory in all respects, and this is con-
firmed by the decision to go ahead with the other automatic
exchanges—for who. in his senses, would install costly apparatus
that was only fairly sucoefsful," for public service in large towns
like Leeds and Portsmouth .'

Fire .Vlarins.—Au the result of a visit to America by
two officials, the Fire Brigade Committee of the L.C.C. is con-
sidering the installation of a new system of fire alarms in London.
subject to the completion of certain experimental work.

<;reeee.—A wireless telegraph station has recently been
completed at Syra, in the Cyclades group of islands, by the Greek
Government, and is now open to the public, principally for

messages to Samos.

International rojnnii.<i.sioii for Radio-teleffiaidiic
Kesearch.—The Commission held a sitting on AprU 6th, 1914, at

Brussels, under the presidency of Mr. Duddell (London), at which
the Commission was dcfiaitely constituted ; the results already

obtained were discussed, and arrangements were made with regard
to future experiments. National Committees have been constituted

in Belgium, France and Great Britain. In Germany, many stations

have agreed to receive the signals, and a more complete organisa-

tion will be formed very soon. National Committees are also in

course of formation in Austria, Russia, Italy, S s'itzerland, &c. At
the last meeting the Statutes of the International Commission were
drafted in a definite form and adopted.

It was decided to co-operate as far as possible with the Committee
for Radiotelegraphic Investigation of the British Association for

the Advancement of Science.

A demonstration of the methods of emission and measurement
in use at the high-power station at Laeken-Brussels took place

before the Commission, and reports were read by Messrs. R.

Goldsohmidt and R. BraiUard, on the changes that had been

made and on future alterations. Mr. Lutze read a report on the

measurements he had taken at the transmitting station as well as

those made at the control station, and several of the delegates

reported the results of the reception of the signals which were
sent according to the programme agreed upon at the preliminary

meeting in October, 1913.

The reports led to a general discussion on the strength of the

signals received at the various receiving stations, and the Com-
mission expressed the wish that the experimenters should send in

with the results of their experiments the characteristics of their

antenr.-e, and that whenever possible they should employ photo-

graphic registration.

A paper was read by Mr. Duddell with regard to the methods and
instruments to be employed at the different stations. One of the

propositions was to employ a closed circuit to receive the signals

at the control station, similar to that used by Mr. Braun (Strass-

burg). Communications were also read by other members.

A general programme of future work was proposed by Mr. R.

Goldsohmidt, and was adopted after discussion with slight modifi-

cation.

Dr. Eocles read a report on the steps that had already been taken

in connection with the B.A. Committee, in view of the solar eclipse

of August 21st. It was decided to nominate a special committee
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to conBider the matter, oonsistinpf of Meeers. Benndorf, EccleB,

Ferri(' and Wien.
The statutes in their amended form were ratified, and the

financial statement of the Commission was discutsed and approved.
The officers of the Commission, provisionally elected at the first

meeting-, were confirmed as follows:—Mr. Daddell, President
;

Mr. Wien, Vice-President ; Mr. Goldschmidt, General Secretary ;

Mr. E. Braillard, ABsistant Secretary.

Italy.—A wireless station has been set up at Tarento,
chiffly ior the use of the Itilian fleet. The range of the station

is 2,000 km., so that the whole of the northern coast of Africa, the
western coast of Europe as far as the Canary Islands, the northern
and southern coasts of England, and eastward as far as Rusi-ian

Poland are embraced.

Mancllt'stcr,—Good proj^ress is being made with the

improvement of telephone facilities in the Manchester district.

During the six months ending April 30th, 39 miles of underground
ducts and L'li miles of cable have been laid for local service, and
the number of telephones in use has increased from :jl,;i04 to

36,087.

Xorway.—The report for 1913 of the Spitzbergen
Wireless Telegraph Station has been published, and shows that

the number of inland telegrams forwarded to Norway amounted
to 489 ; to other countries were sent 353 messages, in addition to

267 messages for which no fees were paid. The number of paid
telegrams received was 261 frcm Norway and 130 from abroad,
besides 309 unpaid messages. The total number, with 37 service

messages and 3()5 meteorological reports, was 2,208 in all. The
Spitzbergen station is the most northern in the world, and
although the number of messages is not very imposing, it is,

nevertheless, a very important station, especially on account of its

meteorological reports, which are exceedingly valuable to science

from that high latitude.

IVIeplKUie INde.s.—The P.M.G. has issued an appeal
to British timber growers to meet the heavy demand of the Post
Offioe for poles in connection with the development of the tele-

phone system. He recently had to place contracts for over
100,000 poles, in addition to the normal supply, for which 65,000
piles a year are required. He desires to use British timber, but
hitherto hardly any suitable poles have been obtainable from
home sources. Scotch pine and larch are the most suitable trees,

and are easily grjwn here. Full particulars of the Department's
requirements can be obtained from the Controller of the Post
Offioe Stores Department, 17-19, Bedford Street, Strand, W.C.

The Iiii|H'rial Mireh'ss Chain.—The Indian station

will be situated at Kirkee, near Poena, 120 miles inland from
Bombay. The Daihj Tel,vjraph reports that two Marconi
engineers have arrived on the spot, and that the work of con-
struction will take two years.

Tlie T('l«'j»li(»ii(> Service.—Referring to the Postmaster-
General's statement in Parliament last week that inquiries had
been made of 135,000 telephone subscribers in London, and
128,000 replied, 87 per cent, of whom reported that the service

was perfectly satisfactory, Mr. C. S. Goldman, chairman of the
Parliamentary Telephone Committee, has written to the Press
pointing out that the inquiries were purely verbal, and were
limited to the question :

" Is your line working all right".' He
himself had answered the question in the affirmative, not knowing
that it represented a formal inquiry as to the efficiency of the
service as a whole. On the other hand, his Committee had cir-

culated forms containing 24 questions to 2,500 of the largest tele-

phone users in London, and of the l.OOo replies already received,

not ten expressed satisfaction with the service. The whole profit

on the telephone system, he says, is now less than the royalty paid
by the National Telephone Co. to the State before declaring their
dividend of 6 per cent.

The Finance and General Purposes Committee of the Bradford
Cjrporation last week decided to summon a conference of Corpora-
tion representatives on Telephone Advisory Committees in Leeds,
Halifax, Sheffield, Ifuddersfield and Bradford, to consider a scheme
under which those municipalities should take over complete con-
trol of the telephone services in their areas.

The Tele|)h(>te. — A recent communication to the
French Academy of Sciences by Mr. Georges Rignoux describes
apparatus which he has developed for transmitting pictures with
two wires only. The device employs selenium cells, and the
inventor has so far succeeded in reproducing letters of the
alphabet.

Wireless on Hoard Ship.—On Tuesday a Committee
of the House of Commons commenced the consideration of the
Merchant Shipping (Convention) Bill, which gives effect to the
recommendations of the International Conference for the Safety
of Life at Sea.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.
ilrtershot.—August -Ith. U.D.C. One natural-draught

chimney-type cooling tower. See "Official Notices " ,TuIy 10th.

.islUon-under-lAne.— Corporation. July 2!>th. Are
lamp globes, lamp carbons, D c. motors and n.c. motor etartcrji.

See "Official Notices" .July 10th.

Aastralis.—Sydney.—August .3lBt. .Sydney IlarUur
Trust. Four electrically-operated semi-portable travelling cr&nea.
Forms of tender from Mr. H. F. Norrie, Secretary to the Truat,
Sydney.
Pekth.—August 19th. Electric lamps and fittinifB, for P.M.G.

See " Official Notices " to-day.

August 19th. Telephone switchboards, galvanised iron and
steel stranded wire, for Postmaster-General. See ' Official
Notices" to-day.

September 2nd. Telephone instruments and partf, glassware,
battery material, chemicals for batteries, wire—cotton, silk or wool
covered—telegraph and telephone insnlatore, for PoetmaBter-
General. See " Official .Notices " to-day.

.Melbodkne.—October 7th. Victorian Railway Commiesionerg.
Four motor-driven air compressors and electrical equipment
(motors, &;c.) for the new workshops at Ballarat and Bendigo.
Specification may be seen at the Board of Trade Commercial
Intelligence Department in London.
July 29th. (Contract No. 49) Wheels and axlea

; (50) maximum
traction trucks ; (51) single-type trucks ; (5.5) motor equipments
and magnetic brakes for maximum traction trucks

: (56) motor
fquipments and magnetic brakes for single-type trucks. For the
I'rahran and JIalvern Tramways Trust. Specifications (£2 2b.)

from the Secretary, 59, William Street.

RiCH.MOND.—Nov. 30th. Refuse destructor and auxiliary plant.

Specification, i:c., from Mr. C. C. Blazay, Town Clerk, Richmond,
Victoria.

Brisb.kne.—September 2Qd. Switchboards, parts and accessories,

for the P.M.G. See " Official Notices " to-day.
Adelaide, — September 2nd. Telephone material, bells, i:..

condensers, diaphragms, generators, for the Postmaster-General.
Sie " Official Notices " to-day.

Itlaekhnrn.—August Ist. Twelve months" supply of
steam coal for the Electricity Depittment. Mr. P. P. Wheelwright,
Engineer and Manager.

Bolton.—.July 19th. Corporation. Converting plant,

substation e.h.t. and h.t. switchgear. See "Official Notices
"

June 12th.

Ifi'adford,—The Corporation Tci'hnical Education .'^iib-

Committee is inviting tenders for motors to drive the workshop
and mechanics' and tetting laboratories ; also for a surface con-
denser suitable for the heat engine laboratory, and for apparatus
required for heat treatment of steel.

Chiehester.—July Isth. Refrigerating and electrical

plant and wiring, for Chichester and District Co-operative Bacon
Factory. Messrs. Horace Boot vV Partners, 7. Victoria street, S.W.,

consulting engineers.

Dartford (Rent).—July 20th. Telephones, extension
bells, &c,, at Joyce Green Hospital, for Metropolitan Asylums
Board. See "Official Notices " July 10th.

newsliuiy.—July 18th. Steam coal for the electricity

works, Bradford Road. Mr. R. H. Campion, Borough Electric&I

Engineer.

Eastltonnie. — August 18th. Corporation. Main
machine and feeder switchboard for the electricity woiks. See
" Official Notices" to-day.

Kdinhuriih.—.Fuly 20th. Corporation Electricity Supply
Department. Extension of steam and exhaust pipe work at
MjDjnald Road station. Town Clerk, City Chamberp.

(ireenocK.— July 28rd. .School Board. Electrical

installation at the (ireenock Academy. Specification from Mr.
A. F. Neven, Clerk, Municipal Buildinsn Wallace Square.
July 27th. 20,000 tonsiif ste'im coaHwasheil (tingles and pcarle)

for the Corporation electricity works. Mr. J. H. Parker, Eagiaeer.

(irinislt^.—.Inly 2.ird. Corporation. 7'.)0 amp,M-o-hour
battery, leversible booiter and switchgear. See "Official Notices

'

to-day.

Kin»'ston-npon-llul!. — August 22ud. CoriKmition.
E'eotrioal fittings for the Guildhall Council Chamber, ic. See
" Official Notices " to-day.

liOndon.—E.C.C. July 30tb. lO.Om^ or ,-).000 driving
and pony wheel tramoar tires, 300 axle forgings for tramcar*.
Chief Officer, Tramways Department, 63, Finsbury Pavemfnt. E.C

Maneliester. — July 21st. Corporation. T*vo steam
boilers, for the Tramw.iys Department. Specifications from Jlr. J.
MoElroy, General M.inager, 6."i, Piccadilly.
July 24th. Corp iration eub-statiou. ti,(>00-volt switchgear (.one

year's requirements) ; fuse boxes (two years' requirements). See
" Official Notices " July 10th.

\e\v Zealand. — Xkw ri.Y.Morrn. — August 28th.
6,600 volt sub-station switchboard, additions to 2,:H>0-Tolt sub-
station switchboard, for the New Plymouth B.C. Specifications
may be seen at the Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board
of Trade, London. E.C.
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Nullonl. — I'Mdiiie arc lumps and lowerint; Rear, for

eleotrioity workB. Sue ' Oflloial Notices " today,

Soiilliiiiii|itoii.—August Oth. Installation of lighting

plant, oublei'. >v:i}., at the Karm Iniititate, 8|>arbholt. See '^ Offloial

Notices" to-d&r.

S(ocktoii-oil-T<'('s.—July 21th. CorponiLion. Coal for

UBC with moulianiual utokerx, fur the Electricity Dt^partmeiit. Porma
uf tender from Mr. J. J. Siiiitb, Uorout;h Electrit:al Engineer.

Tavistock.—Public lighting for om-, three or five jiurs,

for tlie U.D 0. Mr. E. Warran, Clerk.

'roi'(|iiii>.

—

.luly -.'Oth. Corporation. .0,000 tons of coal

for UKe with mechiinical utokers, for the Electric Lighting Com-
mittee. Specification from Mr. F. S. Ilex, Town Clerk.

I'lirtoii.—July 28id. U.D.C. Overhead lines and
underground cables. See "Offloial Notices'' July loth.

Malsiili.—AuijHSt J 1th. Corporation. Coal conveyor
and measuring apparatus, jib coaling crane, ash-handling plaa^
travelling crane. See "OHioial Notices" to-day.

Marriii!>'t<)ii. — July 21st. Ivxtra-high-tension switch-
board feeder psnel and low-tension switchboard feeder panel, for
Borough Eleotrioity Dept. See " Official Notices" .luly 10th.

West nam.—July 20th. Lighting installation at
Rosetta Road School, for Education Cjmmittee. See "Official
Notices " June 26th.

Uortliiiiii'.— July 2iith. Corporation. Twelvemonths'
supply of Welsh and other steam coal for the electricity works, &c.
Particulars from Mr. J. K. AUerton, Town Clerk.

^(»rK.— July 20bh. Twelve months' supply of coal to

the electricity generating station, Foso Islands Road. Mr. ,1. W.
Hame, Engineer and Manager

CLOSED.
Asbtoii-iiudei'-L.viic.—The tenders of the New Moss

Colliery Co., Ltd., and Mr. H. Johnson, for six months' supplies of
coal for the Electricity Committee have been accepted.

itliertoii.— The U.D.C. has accepted the following
tenders :

—

Callender's Cable & Construction Co., Ltd.—2,300 yards of oable, with
conduits.

General Electric Co., Ltd.—Switobgear.
G. Hanchett Bartatt & Co., Ltd.—Transformers.

Australia,—The following contracts have been placed :

—

P.M.G.'s Department, Victoria :
—

Portable engine and djnamo, £330.-Russell & Co.
16 cable jointer's trucks, £B», 20 linemen's trucks, f 340.—Coffey Bros.

P.M.G.'s Department, South Australia :—
f.OOO insulators, porcelain, pattern "A,"6^d. each.—Warburton, Franki

(Melbourne), Ltd.
4,350 prr tectors for use at subscribers" telephone statfons, 3s, 4d. each.

—

Brilish General Electric Co., Ltd.

P.M.G.'s Department, Tasmania :

—

18,000 insulators, porcelain, pattern " A," 63d. eaoh.—Warburton, Franki
(Melbourne), Ltd.

8,000 insulators, porcelain, pattern "A," brown, 7id. each.—Warburton,
Franki (Melbourne), Lt3.

Royal Naval College, J^rvis Bay :
—

Material and plant for ih^ installation of electrically-driven pumping set,

£476 las. ed.—Haes & Eggers, Ltd.
Electric wiring of buildings, £1,488.—Handley 4 Lewis.

Victorian Railway Department:

—

Sulphate of copper (best quality) for battery maintenance, at £24 8s. per
ton.—3. Cohen, Sjns & Co. Ppty., Ltd.

One 15-ton electric crane for Ballarat, £2,005.— Bahoock & Wilcos, Ltd.

Sydney Municipal Council :

—

Bare copper cable. £'2,100.—Standard Cable Manufacturing Co.
Insulated cable, £2r2.—B.I. & H. Cables.
Underground feeders (ll,OCO-volt cablel, £10,119.—Western Electric Co.

—Australian JUinimj Standard.

Bradfoi'd.—The Corpoi-ation Electricity Committee has
accepted the tender of Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd., for two 250-k.v.a.
transformers, at £lSl each, and four 150-K.v.A. transformers, at
£102 each.

Bi'istoli—The Bristol Tramways and Carriage Co., Ltd.,

has accepted the tender of Messrs. Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works,
Ltd., for carbon-filament lamps.

(•ra\*'s)'llil,—Ihi! tender of the \Ventem j-^lectrie Co.
has been accepted, at £l,iJtl, for the supply and laying of li.T.

oables.

lltM'sliaiii. — The C.D.C. bufl accepted the tender of

MessrH. Itrailbury, Son \ Co ,
for 700 tona of coal for the electricity

works, with the option of small Qlynuorrwg. at £1 Oj 'id. per ton,

and small Newbury, at His.

I.oiiiloii.—L C.C.—The Fire Brigade Committee recora-

meods "That owing to the failure of the- 'Cedes' Electric Traction
Co., I/d., to complete and deliver, under the terms of the contract,
by June Itth, the petrol-electric chassis for an etuape van. the
contract with the company be determined, and that the offer of
Ley land Motors, Ltd., for the supply of a motor escape van, eimllar
to II now on order, for £U41, be accepted.'

The Highways Committee reports having accepted the tender
of Messrs. Steel Peech .V: Tozar, Ltd., for the supply of 2."jO steel

axle forgings, and .00 steel aile forgings, at \>it. and 'M'tt. 3d. each
forging respectively, also the tender of Mesern. S. Bowley i: Sons,
fur the supply of finishing insulating varnish for the Council's
tramwayp.

Metboi'OLITan AsvLt?MS BnAKD.— For the purchase of aban-
doned electrical plant at the Brook and Park Hospitals the
following tenders were received :

—

(accepted) i675J. Levy & Sons
.\. Learoyd
.J. T. Learoyd 4 Sons
J. Myams
A. Brown & Sons

(The Engineei inCbiet's estimate was £l,(X)0.)

421

Ealing.—The T.C. has placed contracts for supplies for the year

with the following :

—

Pipes, bends. .£c.— Sankey & Co. and Wiggins dc Co , alternate months.
Cylinder oil, crank-chamber oil, and bearing oil. Stern Boonehorae Oil Co.
Paraffin lil.—Bruce Wallace 4 Co.
Coal.— E. Foster ,V Co.

Hacknky.—The Electricity Committee reports that, in conse-

quence uf the strike in the building trade, the erection of the

electricity sub-stations has been considerably delayed, and in order

to expedite the work and enable the sub-stations to be finished in

time for the next winter's load, the contractors desire to sab-let a
portion of the work. The Committee recommends the Council to

agree to the request.

Southwabk.—The tender of the General Electric Co., Ltd., is

recommended for acceptance to supply U Angold magazine flame

lamps during the ensning 12 months.

JSkfltoii and Bn»ttou C^orks.). — The U.D.C. has

accepted the tender of Messrs. Graham Bros., of Middlesbrough,

for the complete works included in the specification of Messrs.

May k. Hawes, the Consulting Electrical Engineers to the Conncil,

for overhead lines, underground cables, transformers, switchgear,

and public lighting fittings, amounting to £G,170.

Soutlianii»t»u,—The tenders accepted by the Electricity

Committee for supplies of coal are as follows :

—

Bradbury, Son A Co., Ltd.—3,500 tons Tamworth beans, 15«. lOd. per ton.

Soutnam'pton Ste»msbip Coal and Patent Fuel Co.—60O tons Denaby
washed peas, 166. per t"n.

Cory Bros. & Co., Ltd.— 3,500 tons Scotch washed pearls, 15s. 7^d. per ton.

Eea Trunsport Co , Ltd.- 1,000 tons Scotch tingle nuts, 14!. ICd. per ton.

Albert Usher & Co.—7,0f0 tons Tamworth beans, MeElsham beans, and
Newdigate jeas (sellet's option!, ISs. 6d. per ton.

The following tenders have been received by the Town Council

for 200 tons of tramway rails :

—

Lorain Steel Co., £1 per ton.

Walter Scott, Ltd., £7 per ten.

North-Eastern Steel Co., i6 18s. per ton (accepted).

Frank Mott, £6 14s. »d. per ton (three months' delivery).

Dick, Kerr & Co , £6 128. per ton (German rail).

Bartow Hematite Steel Co.. £6 10s. per ton (informal).

Swansea.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of the

Main Colliery Co. for a year's supply of coal to the electricity

station.

M iuclie.ster.—The T.C. has accepted the tenders of

Mr. R. G. Gifford and Messrs. Bradbury, Son \- Co., for the supply

of coal to the Electricity Works, the former about 1,260 tons of

Writhlington coal, and the latter about 750 tons of Camerton coal.

The pricea were appreciably lower than the previous contracts.

AVohei'haniptoii,— The Corporation Electricity Com-
mittee has accepted the following tenders :

—

Q. .t J. Weir, Ltd.—Turbine-driven pump, £235.

•J. Spencer, Ltd.—Steam and feed-water piping, £234.

Doruuan ^ Smith.—Alterations to geuerating-statien switchboard. £68.

The offer of Messrs. Mossay i: Co., Ltd., ia recommended for

acceptance for the supply of a Lloyd electric 2i-ton chassis on
hire for three months, at £i2.

Worksop.— The U.D.C. has accepted the tender of

Messrs. Glover i: Co. for oable, at *82.
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rORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Tramways and Light Railways Congress.—Friday, Jal; 17tb. At
Newcaetle-on-Tyne. Hooond and conoludinK day ol proceedings. For
papers to be read see pa^e 1C'.>5 ol our issue of June SGIfa.

Junior Institution of Engineers.— Saturday, July 18tli. At 2.80 p.m. At
Puiflcet. Visit Tunrul. Portland Cement Works.

Moiday, July aotli. At 7.46 p m. At 20, Corporation Street, Man-
chester, Meeting o( North-Western Seotlon. Paper on *' Qassiog," by
Mr. E. Eaves.

Nottingham Society of Engineers.—Saturday, July Igtb. Ladies' day:
Visit Sherwood Forest.

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
(LONDON DIVISION.)

Commanding Ontcer—Lieut.-Cor.. H. M. L,EAt',

The following orders have been issued :

—

Headquarters will be oi^t'ned daily for tlie transaotion of regimeutal
business from 10 a.m. till i p.m., except Saturdays, on which days the
opening will be from 10 a.m. till 12 noon. Headquarters will be closed
for all purposes on August ;lrd and 4th, 1911,

(Signed) F. B, Holt-White, Capt. R.E., Adjutant,
For Officer commanding L.E.B,

NOTES.

Elect lioiil toiitractor.s CoHibiniiio,—At a meetiog of

the Blackburn Chamber of Trade, on Monday last, a letter was read
in which it was stated that the electrical contractors of the town
proposed forming- a protective association, and an inquiry was made
as to whether the Chamber were prepared to accept them as a
separate section. A resolution was carried accepting the new
association and expressing the hope that it would be very
SGCceesful.

The (iloods ('Iearing:-iloii.se System.—Mr. A. W.
Gattie has received a letter from Mr. H. C. Long, of Boston, who
has been sent as a Commissioner on Transportation to this country,
in search of means to solve the terminal problem in Boston, where
the question has become acute. Mr. Long is satisfied that Mr.
Gattie's system can be used, although with less advantage than in
London, and regards the adoption of some such central sorting
station as inevitable, because it is an absolute economic necessity.

Tvneside Scientists lloiioiircil.—Sir Charles \.
Parsons, K.C.B., F.R.S., the inventor of the steam turbine, was
honoured at Newcastle-ou-Tyne on the 10th inst., when the
honorary freedom of the city was conferred on him in recognition
of his distinguished services in the cause of science, particularl,y

in the invention and development of steam turbine engines.
There was a distinguished comoany at the ceremony, over which
the Lord Mayor (Mr. Johnston Wallace) presided. The scroll was
contained in a silver-gilt ca.tket.

In makmg the presentation, the Lord Mayor said that in Sir

C'harles Parsons they had an example of hereditary genius,

encouraged and developed by wisely-planned vocational teaching.

In 1884 he patented the steam turbine. The first one was about
10 H.p,, and ran at the astounding rate of 18,000 k.I'.m. At that

time there was a need for a high-speed engine for driving electrical

machinery. The invention of the turbine necessitated also the
invention of a high-speed dynamo to be driven by it. In those

early days— 30 years ago— little was known of the theory of the
dynamo ; in fact, it was not until two years afterwards that the
late Prof. .John Hopkinson put the theory on a firm footing,

and the invention at that date of a high-speed dynamo running
at 18,000 K P.M. was a great achievement. It was safe to say
that without Sir Charles Parsons's invention they would not have
had the great development of electrical power, and at the present

time there was not a single reciprocating steam engine of large

size being put into any power station in the world. The Lord
Mayor also referred to marine turbines, and to the marvelloaa
manner in which they had superseded reciprocating engines.

Sir Charles Parsons, in reply, expressed hie appreciation of the
honour conferred upon him. He said that when he commenced to

work on the steam turbine with a hope of making it a practical

success it seemed to him that, in spite of the fact that many had
failed in their endeavours, yet it was right in principle, and
that after a thorough experimental investigation it should be pos-

sible to realise success. In short, he thought it was worth trying
;

encouraging results followed, one improvement led to another,

and it gradually became an etlioient motor. When it had beaten

the compound engine at driving a dynamo, his old friend. Dr. .1. B.

Simpson, said why not try it at driving a ship, and he replied that

he thought that the time was ripe for an attempt. That was the

beginning of the marine turbine and of a strenuous time. Sir

Charles closed with an appreciative reference to many valued
friends who had helped him in his efforts.

It had been the intention of the Xewcastle-on-Tyne Council to

confer a like honour on Sir Joseph W. .Swan, the inventor
of the incandescent electric lamp, but although the resolution of
the Conncil had created him an honorary freeman, he was not
spared to receive the tangible indication of the honour ; the

scroll containing the resolution of the 0>nDcil wae presented on
the loth inst. to Mr. Kenneth Swan, together with a tervUx of
silver plate.

The Lord Mayor, in handing the re«oIution to Mr. Bwao,
epecially referred to Sir Joeeph'i work in electricity and
photography,

Mr. Kenneth Swan, acknowledging the gifte, aaid it wa« there
in N'ewcastle that bis father dreamed hiB dreams of science, and
foretold the end of the age of darkness and the cominir of the era
of light. His dreams had become realities, and his prophecies had
been fuiaUed.

Institution and Lecture Notes.

—

.Xmkp.ka.v Is.sti-
TrxE OF Electrical Engineebs.—At the annual invention of
the Institute at Detroit last month, the President, Mr, 0. 0,
Maillonx, said that engineers had not paid enough att«ntion to
their relations with the outside world. As a professional elate they
were entitled to a higher place than had been accorded them by
the public. Tasks of social re-arrangement were ahead of the
body politic, and they provided a field of work where the technical
training of the engineer should be almost indispensable. The
lawyer, the politician, the agitator and the Utopian dreamer pieeted
forward, while the engineers held back. The members of the
Institute should show that engineers were well qualified to diecnae
and deal with public questions: they must take a sccial plane
parallel to those occupif d by the older professional classes.

Mr, T). M, Mahood stated that the great new veBBcle, like the
]'aterlu>id, /i:i/jrri!for, Ar/iiitaiiia, Ocfanir and otherc. had electric
heating for the first and second cabins,

Mr. H. C, Ford said that the gyro-compass was now being
installed on all the battleshipsand submarines of the United States
Na»y where the magnetic compass could not possibly be need. On
submarinec where the gyrccompaes was exceedingly important a
three-phase, '.Mi-volt generator of special design was rfqnired to
drive the heavy balance wheel at a speed of about S '500 b.pm
So exact was the gyro compass that the maximum error must not
exceed O'.'j'' in s/.imuth when swung for six days under conditions
of rolling, pitching and yawing of an artificial ship. The
stabilising gyro would require one-tenth the space and weight of
the equivalent beet designed water pendnlnm.
In the Industrial Motor Session, Mr, R R. Tschentschfr spoke of

the extensive use of electricity in the iron and steel indnctry.
Statistics from 170 plants showed an aggregate of 400,000 Kw,
in generator ratirg and 1,400,000 H.P, in motors now in operation
in these steel mill plants. The electrical plants of steel mills were
usually very large, and averaged outputs of 10,000,000 KW.-honrs
yearly.— Klertncal II orld.

Institute of Marine Engineers,—On July 4th the membfrs
of the Institute visited the foundries of the Manganese Bronie
and Brass Co,, Ltd,, Millwall, where bronze propellers for the
largest ships in the world are cast, to say nothing of the many
other branches of the company's business.

Educational \i>tcs,

—

Uxivkrsitv L'oi.i.kge. Lo.vdox.
—In the faculty of engineering the following awards have been
made :—Chadwiok Medal and Prize, J. A. Parker ; Andrews Scholar-
ship (second year), J, Jlould ; Goldsmid Scholarship (second year),

H. P, Gardham
; (third year), P, L, Capper : Archibald P, Head

Medal and Prize, Z. S. Quai, Diplomas in Electrical Engineer-
ing :—A, Arias, G. G. Lawson and D. (i. Trouton,

NORTH.^.MPTON POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE. — The Aitohison
Memorial Scholarship, established by the friends and colleagues
of the late Mr. James Aitchison, in consideration of the valuable
services rendered by him to the optical industry, is tenable in the
full-time day courses in technical optics at the Institnte, and is of

the total value of £30, The first will be awarded in September,
1914. Inquiries should be addressed to the Hon, Secretary. Mr.
Henry F. Purser, 3.5. Charles Street, Hatton Garden, London, EC.
Imperial College ok Science.- The Governors have appointed

Dr. A. K. Whitehead, F.R.S., to the new chair of Applied Mathe-
matics,

A|i|iointnienis Vacant. — Assistant lecturer in the
department of Electrical Engineering at Birmingham Mnnicipal
Technical School (filoO); lecturer in electrical engineerinfr

(£180), for East London College : test room assistant and meter
mechanic for Newport Electricity and Tramways Department ;

assistant mains superintendent (£l.'i0), for Derby B.C. Partionlan
are given in our advertisement pages.

Fatalities.—On ^loiiday last Sjuuuol Dorsott. l'.>^. Wol-
verhampton, was killed at the works of Messrs, Jordan Jt Sons,
Bilston, where he was employed as an electrician. He was remov-
ing a belt from a pulley conneotod with a dynamo to another
pulley, when one hand became locked. His mate, John Butler,

released him, and both received severe electric shocks, Butler
recovered,

A Birmingham paper states that at Immingham Dock on
Jlouday a labourer. John Joyce, was engaged painting a ship's

bottom in the dry dock, when hi< came in contact with a live wire
and was instantly kilKl, The in.iuest was held on Tnesilar. In
picking up a ticxibleoable .Toyca broke it, aixMrding to the evidence.
The jury found that he died from electric shock. i)ut declared that
there was not snthcient evidence to show how it was caused.

Int|niries. — A corrospondont nsks for the name and
address of the maker of the " Hubble adjustable gallery for shades" :

another wants the addressee of suppliers of tramway tokens in

oellaloid oi alnmininm.
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I'arliaiiifiitary.

—

Rovai, Arsknt.—The followint,' Acts

have received the Ruyal Asaent :

—

Blaolric LlgbtlDg Ordera Connrmallon (No. II Act, IDU,

„ ,, ,, .. (No. 31 „
„ „ Order Connrmition (No. N KlngatowDl An, r.ili.

Tramwayn Onler OonHrmatlon Aol, 1914.

Wealern Vallc yu (Moamuulhihire) Rallloiw Eleotrlo Traction (BMeaalooi
Ordir CciDtlrnmtlon AoI.l'JU.

Ola>K >w Hiibway Ra Iway Order Conttrmation Act, 1911.

Colinion Tramways Kxlenslon Order Conllrmauon Act, 1911,

Hlunn Oat. and Klectricity Act, 19M.
London Klootric Railway Act, 1914,
Central LnnJon Rallnny Act, 1914.

THliih Hkadino.— la the House of Conimong on July ttth the

North Metropolitan Kleotric Power Supply Hill wasi read a third

time.

Tiilmlar Unlit Suiiicrs.—While the fiiraihar law of

inverse e<|uare8 holda for the intensity of illumination surrounding
a point lii;ht sonrcp. it must be remembered that different con-

ditions exist when the light sonrce has considerable area or length.

Graphical Representation of Light ¥lvx fuom Point
AND Line Sources of Light.

The light flux from a tubular or straight-filament lamp to the

surface illuminated thereby may be considered as forming a solid

wedge, therefore the intensity is inversfly proportional to the dis-

tance from the line source of light. The accampajying drawings
illustrate diagrammatioally how the intensity varies with point

and line sources of light.— Electrical World.

Wokiii!!' IVcliniral Institute.—On Wednesday even-

ing, the Rt. Hon. Lord Moulton, PH., F R.S., opened the County
Secondary School for Boys and Technical Institute at Wtking.

The proceedings were presided over by Mr. Patrick White, chair-

man of the Education Committee, who made most appropriate and
otherwise excellent introductory remarks in which, among other

topic, he reviewed Lord Moulton's career. A full statement by
Mr. T. Ivor Moore, the chairman of the Higher Education Com-
mittee, on the objects of the Institute, followed. Lord Moulton
then addressed the gathering, delivering a first-rate dissertation

on education generally and technical education in particular, in

which he compared the advantages available to the youth of the

present day with the lack of them which characterised his own
(Lord Moulton's) early days. After votes of thanks and the

national anthem an inspection of the building took place. The
Woking Musical Society, under the conductorship of Mr. Patrick

White and Mr. W, D. Bjseley, Mus. Bic, rendered a full programme
of music in fine style. The Electrical Review desires to thank
the following gentlemen and electrical firms who, in response to

its invitation, so generously contributed some of the electrical

machinery and apparatus which form part of the equipment of the

Institute :

—

A well-known firm of electrical instrument makers (anony-
mously).

Mr. H. Btvis (Messrs. Pirelli, Ltd., London).
Mr. Justus Eck (Union Electric Co.).

Mtssrs. Evershed & Vignolep. Ltd., London.
Mr. M. H. Gray (the India-Rubber and Gatta-Percha Co., Silver-

town).
Mr. Hugo Hirst (chairman of the General Electric Co., Ltd.,

London).
Mr. Robert W. Paul, London.
Messrs. Scholey & Co , London.
Mr. Hugo Stephens (the Premier Accumulator Co., Njr-

thampton).

.MililioilKil i'oiifereilce.—An International Municipal
Conference is to be held at the Anglo-American Exposition,

Shepherd's Bush, next week (July 20th to 25th).

Til*" Tfaiiiwavs Coiiaress,—Yesterday morning the

Congress of the Tramways and Light Railways Association was
opened at Newcastle. The proceedings will be concluded to-day,

and will be reported in our next issue.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The. Editors innte electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

Elkctrioal Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station Officials.—The Torquay Council has
resolved to increase the salary of Mr. Salt, the borough electrical

engineer and manager, from £350 to £100 now, and to £4.50 from
midsammer, 1915, on condition that he gives an undertaking to

remain with the Corporation until the works, now contemplated,

are completed.

The proposal to advance the salary of Mb. Tkaoue, the city

electrical engineer, as mentioned in our last imiQe, waa the Bubject
of a lung discussion at the Itatb Council meeting, and it waa
eventually carried by 2.'. votes to 22. Oue of the arguments
against the increate was that the Uiesel engine was obtained
largely on Mr. Teague's recommendation.
At Bjlton Town Council on July 8th, Councillor Knowlea

moved an amendment to a resolution of the Electricity Com-
mittee that the salary of .Mil. H. E. An.sktt (emeratiog statiun

engineer), on appointment as resident engineer at Back-o-'ch Bank
generating atation, be £200 per annum instead of £250. as resolved

by the Committee. This was secondefl by Councillor Kearus, hut
lost on a vote being taken.

Mr. K. K. Smith, cauvasxing engineer in the installation and
motor department of the Sheffield electricity workp, has resigned

his appointnunt, and in order to fill the vacamy, the general
manager (Mr. S. E. Fedden) has suggested a rearrangement
(which has been accepted by the Committee) whereby Mu. A. W.
Bn^H. at present canvasser in the publicity department, will be

appointed as canvassing engineer at his present salary of £110
per annum ; and Mr. A. E. FLErcHi:R will be appuinted to the
position vacated by Mr. Bush at a salary of £100 per annum.

In revising salaries the Rotherbam T.C. has arrived at the
foliowing decisions:—Mu.E.Ciio.-is.tr&mways manager and electrical

engineer present salary of £.'>00 to rite to a maximum of £600 by
£50 on January 1st. llil."., and £50 on January 1st. 1917 ; Mb. J.

Williams assistant electrical engineer. £2u0 maximum reachetJ.

with house and light.

Oa Saturday last the Mayor of Walsall, on behalf of a number
of members of the Corporation, presented Mr. A. Sr,D(iWioK
Baknahd with a heavy silver salver, as a token of their respect

and esteem, on the occasion of his resignation of the post of

borough electrical engineer. Mr. Barnard also received a large

oak clock with Westminster chimes from the heads of the muni-
cipal departments, which was presented on their behalf by the

town clerk, as well as a suit case and a silver rose bowl from the
electricity department, together with other items. He is leaving

municipal servica in order to take up an appointment with the
Chloride Electrical .storage Co., Ltd.. and commenced his duties

with the latter on July Ut ; his address remains at 5, Victoria

Terrace, Walsall, as before.

The Limerick Cjrporation has granted an increase of £50 per

annum to Mr Baduaji Thornhill. the borough electrical

engineer.

Mu. A. C. TiCEHi bst. assistant engineer at Bexhill Corpora-
tion electric light works, has resigned. The filling of the vacancy
has been referred to Electric Light Committee and Aid. Paton.

The Heywood Corporation has increased the wages of Messrs.
W. A. H. Pakkeb, Hebiseut iPotts and W. A. Ireland, mains
superintendent, steam superintendent, and shift engineer in the
electricity department.

With reference to the announcement in pur last issue to the
efftct that Mr. E. Atkinson had been appointed to the position of

shift engineer in the Manchester Corporation electricity depart-

ment, we are informed that Mr. Atkinson withdrew his applica-

tion, and Mr. John A. Vice, along with Mu. J. H. Xiven, was
appointed, the commencing salary being £175 per annum, and not
£171 as stated by us.

The Eiling T.C. has raised the following salaries of the staff at

the electricity works :—P. F. Anley, installation inspector, 50a.

—

28. 6d. per week. C. B. Heaviside, shift engineer, 50s.—2s. 6J. per

week. S. F. Riddel, shift engineer, 47a. 6d— 2s. 6d. per week.

F. W. Davey, assistant meter test room, 32s. 6d.—28. (id. per week.

A. J. Jaynes, assistant meter test room, 328. 6d.—2s. tid. per week.

T. Southgate, assistant meter teat room, 27s.—28. per week. F.

Warwick, meter reader, &c., 278.-3?. per week.

'I'raiinvay Officials.

—

Mr. R. 0. Pickmere has resigned

his appointment as general engineering assistant to the West Ham
tramways undertaking. The tramways manager (Mr. J. S. D.

Moffett) reports that it is not necessary at present to fill the

vacancy, but that the case would be met by inoreasicg the wages
of the foreman (Mr. A. Beckwiih) for the additional dutits

which would devolve upon hiw.

The Southport Town Council is to be recommended to increase

the saUry of the tramways manager from £200 to £260 pc.r

annum.
The Ashton Tramways Committee proposes to increase the salary

of Mb. Ernest Holt, tramways manager, from £200 to £250 per

annum. An increase is also proposed for Mb. F. H. Crosslet,
storekeeper atd geneial clerk in the tramways department.

<>enei'al.

—

Mr. E. Docherty, machine shop foreman at

the Arc Work?, Chelmsford (Crompton 4; Co., Ltd.), who has
resigned his position, has been presented by the emplojes in his

department with a silver flower vase.

Mb. W. Stanley Lonsdale, who has for the past two years

been London representative for Meesrs. Siemens Bros. Dynamo
Works, Ltd., Caxton House, has accepted the appointment of

electrical engineer to Messrs. Huntley & Palmers, at Reading. Mr.
Lonsdale, who has been with Mcssr?. Siemens for the last 10 years,

four of which were spent in the Far East, takes up his new pcsition

early in September.
At St. Paul's Church, Blackpool, on July Htb, Miss Nellie

Fielding was married to Mr. Percy J. Frampton. a member of

the electrical engineering firm of Bottomley & Frampton. of

Blackpool.

Mr. A. R. Upward has resigned his position as chairman and
technical adviser to the Magneta Time Co., Ltd.. and has entirely

severed his connection with the undertaking.
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Mk. R. a. Pank. of MesarB. A. Pank A: Sjna, eleotricianB. of

CttBtle Hall Works, and Bedford Street, Xorwich. and his wife,

have celebrated their golden weddins;. and have been presented by

the employe's of the firm with an inscribed gilt fruit and flower

stand.

Ubitiiarv.—Mu. S. W. Newixgton.—We rctrret to learn

of the deatn, which occurred on Monday, of Mr. Simuel \V.

Newington, the boroogh electrical engineer of Oidham, who had
occupied that position since the establishment of the electricity

works, over 20 years ago. The decease'!, who was !."> years of age,

had been ill since last February. H ; was the son of the late

Dr. R. S. Newington, of Goudhurst, Kent.

Wills.—According to the Finnnrinl Times, the late Mr.
A. B. Anderson, (Chairman of the B.E.A.M.A.), who was lost in

the wreck of the Empn^ss of Ireland, left £6,260 gross, £6,0.')9 net.

CITY NOTES.

Vittoria Falls aiul Transvaal Power Co., Ltd.

The annual general meeting was held on Wednesday, July 8th,

at Salisbury House, E.C.,' under the chairmanship of the
Marquess op Winchester.
The Chairman, in proposing the adoption of the report (Ei.ec.

Kev., p. 1084), dealing first with the balance sheet, said it

would be seen that the creditors amounted to £399,447, show-
ing an increase of some £70,000 over the amount owing at

the end of 1912. Of this amount f90,6.3(> was in respect of the
sums owing to contractors which was retained as a
guarantee that the work contracted for should be carried out
in the terms of the agreement. The item of £1.51,31-5 repre-

sented monies in their hands as managers of the Rand Mines
Power Supply Co., Ltd. As they knew, the Victoria Palls Co.
managed entirely the undertaking of the Rand Mines Power
Supply Co. On the other side of the account it would be seen
that the Rand Mines Co. owed them £146,6GC in respect of

profit.? earned during 1913, since received. The item of leases

and concessions and purchase of undertakings again showed a
decrease over last year's figure, being £1,.561,302 as compared
with £1,606,251, the diffejence being accounted for by the

usual charge for depreciation, by certain small items which
had been written off, by sales of sundry obsolete plant and by
the transfer to its proper account of certain plant and machinery
which thi\\ thought should not be included under this heading.

The item " expenditure on and in connection with power
stations, buildings, equipment and land," had been increased

(luring the year by £213,209, and was mostly in connection
with the extension they had made to the Siramcrpan station;

it included buildings, new genexating plant and new boiler

house and boiler house plant, consumers' sub-station equip-

ments and the necessary overhead transmission lines. The
machinery and plant unerected stood at £55,155 as compared
with £48,587 at the end of the previous year. This sum repre-

sejited expenditure on apparatus such as tran.sformcrs, switch-

gear and overhead line material which had been ordered to

meet the notified demands but which had not at the time of

the balance sheet been passed out to the erection department.
General stores and spare parts figured at £76,984 as compared
with £44,055 last year. It was very necessary in a business

such as theirs to keep a large stock of general stores and_ spare

parts in reserve so that the same were always on hand in the

case of emergency. Turning to the profit and loss account,

the year's operations resulted in an increa.sed profit over the

lireceding year. In 1912 they carried to the appropriation

account £116, .380; in respect of the year 1913 fhey had been
able to take £467.823 to the credit of that account, an increase

of £21,443. Tlie interest on debentures accounted for £203,920

of this sum and the directors have applied £135.491 towards

depreciation, etc., carrjing forward £128,411 to Ihc credit of

the profit and loss account, increasing that account to £225.198.

Out of this amount they had paid a dividend at the rate of 6

percent, per annum for the six months <'nde<l 30th .Tune, 1912,

on the profennce shares on the 6th .January, 1914, and a

further dividend at the same rate for the six months ended
.'Ust December, 1912, was paid on the 17th .Tune, 1914. Those
two p.nyments accounted for £120.000, so that they had to tlie

<Tedit of the profit and loss account as a reserve at the begin-

ning of the year the .sum of £105.198 as against £96.787 la.st

year. Tlie increase in profits of this year could be compare<l

fairlv with that whidi they had the pleasure of laying before

the shareholders last year, when the increase in profits wa.t

.£123,286. Tliis year "the increase was represented by only

,£21,443, a not inconsiderable sum. except hy comparison with

the previous year. This sum would have been larcely increased

lind normal trading conditions existed on tlie Witwatersiand

during the vear under review. In the first instance, thcv had

had a year of abnormal drought; but the first and chief factor

in thercduction of increase was the lesult that in 1912 they

brought into connnission 34,500 kw. of new plant, whilst in

1913 only 24,000 KW. of new plant came into operation.

There wiis a further cause, and one which was quite beyond

their control—the labour trouble which occurred in the pre-

vious month of .Tulv. In May of the year under review, or

for the first five months of that year, their revenue was hidilv

progressive, culminating in May with the high-water mark of

power demands by the mines. The actual outburst m the

beginning of July was preceded by considerable unrest, which

made a perceptible dilTertnct; to the June retuma. Since July,
when the exodus of native labourers occurred, the demands of
the mines fell rapidly. With each moDth, as the number of
native labourers increased, the demand for electrical energy
and compressed air would continue to increase also. Ab they
were aware, tliere occurred a recrudescence of these disturb-
ances in February last, but, owing to the prompt action of

General Botha's Government, the consequences were greatly
minimised and, in fact, be.yond the month of February shon--
ing a natural decrease for the few days of the stnke, the
remainder of the month proved to be exceptionally profitable
to them. Proceeding to deal with criticisms which had appeared
in the Press regarding what were said to be the optimistic
statements which he made at the last meeting as to the com-
pany's future, the Chairman said he thought the severest
critic must admit that had it not been for the two cause.s,

namely, the drought and the labour troubles, they would have
been in a position to pay off five months of arrears of dividend,
which would ab.sorb £.5<J,000, and which would have made the
preference dividend then only seven months in arrear. If

they were spared the troubles which had upset them in the
past year, and if up to 1916 the business of the company
should continue as it appeared, then, so far as the repayment
of back dividends was concerned, he thought they could go
away with confidence that these would be earned and paid.
and that they would continue to receive the full dividend of
6 per cent. Many of them would say. " Why not 10 per cent.?"
When he made his forecast last year he was not in possession fif

the mind and intentions of the Union Government, .\lthough h*"

believed that at the present time it was not a law of the land.
still there was little, doubt that the Finance Bill of 1914 would
place upon the company a very heavy burden. The burden
was not one which would deprive them of their prosperity, but.

so far as they could see, it was probable that it would br
represented by a sum in the neighbourhood of £30,000 a year.

Under the provisions of the Bill as submitted for second
reading, companies earning profits in South .\trica were liable

to income tax on their net profits after payment of debentun.'
interest. In addition the companies would have to pay over
to the South African Government the income tax on the deben-
ture interest with permission, however, to recover the amount
so paid, from the delicnture holders. Having referred at length

to the question of the probable life of the mines on the Rand.
the Chairman said he could only assume that statements made
by the leaders of the industry, supported by figures given by
the Government mining engineer, must be taken as evidence

that for a long time to come the supply of payable ore on tho

Rand would provide suitable employment for the plant which
they had provide<l. Personall.v, from calculations which he
had had got out. he was not anxious regarding the future.

Unless renewed prosperity occurred in the mining industry.

he thought they were safe in saying that they had sufficient

plant installed, or coming into active operation, by the end
of this year, to meet all notified demands for some consider-

able tiiiie to come, as well as provide for the amount of spare

plant which it was neces.sary under their contracts that they

should provide, and which was an insurance against failure.

Mr. .'\. Brakhan seconded the motion, which was adopted

without discussion.

.Manoiii's Wireless Teleiiraph (o..*l.iti.

The directors' report for the year 1913 states that the gross

profit amounted to £245,58-1, and the net profit to £122,32;<.

Attention was drawn in tho last report to the fact that sub-

stantial profit had been realised for tho year 1912 under ex-

ceptional circumstances, and that the directors therefore

deenuxl it prudent to avail themselves of the opptutunity to

establish a reserve account, and had appropriated £100.<.XIO

from these profits for that purpose. An effective cviuipari.-ion

of the results of the two years cannot therefore be made.

The directors regret that tho business of the past year should

not have shown more iiume<liat<3 profits. The company has

ncvertlieless carried out a considerable amount of wort, which

should contributei large annual reveaiues in future years. The
financial cinulitions which have prevailed throughout the

world for some time past have been resp^nisible for many
foreign governments deferring to place orders which the (X^ni-

pany ex(X'cted to receive. In other oases the company has bivn

unable to complet-e i-ontracts within the year owing to delay

on that ixntiou of tho work which had to be carried out by

the governments. Tho direct<irs recommend the payment of a

final dividend for the year 1913, of 10 per cent, on Kith claa,<ses

of shares. Summariseil, the proposed appropriation of the

available balance is as follows ;—preference shaivs : dividend

of 17 per cent, for vear ended 31st I>ceinber. 1913. of whioh

7 per cent, was paid on 1st October, 1913. £42.5(.X): ordinary

shares, dividend of 20 i>er cent, for year eiidevl 31st Decem-

ber. 1913. of which 10 per cent, was paid on 31st January.

1914. £150.000; balance carried forward to next ac<Munt,

£76,550; total, £269,050.

In the balance shtvt " Shares in As.s.x-iated Companies and

Patents" are taken into account as usual at their ivst price,

viz. £1,298,744, an increase over last year of £442.t>24, the par

value of the shares being £2.421 .2'Jlt, showing an increase

over last year of £826.6;f7. The amount shown in the balance

sheet, and the par value of the shares, show substantial in-

creases over the figures of last jear, the company having

acquired additional interests which are calculated at coot.
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After careful consirtoratioij the directors have rcBolvwl to dia-

coDtinue pulilitslmij^ particulars uf the eharea held by the
company, it Im'ihk in thejr opinion prtjudical to the iiiteriKtB

of the toiiijiauy that such infonnation nhould be made public.

Taking tlu' prices quoted on 'Mth June la.st lor sucli sliaies as

are ijuotrd on the London Stock JO.xcliange, auil placing a
inodenite valuation on those unquoted (taking into eunsidera-

tion the different elements which they now posseus for such
valuation), the total value so arrived at represents a suiii in

excess of the i;l,2l)8,741 appearing in the balance sheet. 'J'his

latter hgure also includes the cost to the company of the
whole of its patents and patent rights. The cost of pat*.'ut

renewals have been entirely written oil' from profit and loss

account, and no other figure appears in the balance sheet rep-

resenting either establishiuent. costs or goodwill.

In October, 19l;i, the capital of the company was increased
to jt'l,5U0,tK)U by the creation of 500,000 new ordinary shares
of £1 each, ranking for dividends declared in respect of the
period eoiumencing the Ist January, 1914, and in all other
respects puri ijasmi with the existing 750,0(X) ordinary shares
of i'l each. '200,000 shares were forthwith offered to the share-

holders pro riita at ±'3 &s. per share and the whole of the issue

was gub.scribed and duly allotted. Of the remaining 2;30,0UO

shares, '^ii.UyS were issued for cash in December, l'J13, in

connection with the arangements made with respect to the
shares acquired by the Conipagnie Universelle de T(51<5graphie

et 1 dlephoiiie sans Fils.

The share premium account has increased during the year
by 011,'J;5,S, and now stands at £7(17,005. Of this amount
£397,058 fell due in the early part of this year and has been
received.

The Goldschmidt high-frequency alternator (continuous
wave machine), in which the company is interested through
its share-holding in the Cie Universelle. dc Telegraphic et de
Telephonic sans f il, has been erected at a station in Germany
and at another near New York. This latter station has been
only recently c(4iipleted and experimental work is being con-
ducted between the two stations. It is yet too early to speak
definitely as to the results. A demonstration has been given
of the transmission of 3,000 words from America to Germany,
when conditions were favourable, but tests from Germany to

America on a similar scale have not yet been made. Given
that they prove sufficiently promising, work will be proceeded
with immediately with a view to making neces.sary changes
and additions to equip both stations on a commercial basis.

Some months, however, must be allowed for this work to be
completed.
The contract entered into with H.M. Government for the

erection of six high-power stations w'as ratified by Parliament
on 8th August last, when the directors contemplated proceed-
ing immediately with the erection of all the stations simul-
taneously. Additional staff" had been engaged and trained
in anticipation at considerable expense, but nearly a year has
passed, and the board realises that the, slow progress which
the company has been permitted to make seriously prejudices
the company's interests. Much work has been done by the
company and a substantial sum of money has been expended,
for which no return has been received during the past year.
The directors are giving this matter their serious consideration.
The company has continued to do a substantial and rejjiune-

rative business in Italy, and enjoys the confidence and sup-
jxjrt of the Italian Government. The erection of the high-
ix)wer station for the Norwegian Government is well advanced
and should be completed by the autumn. A commercial tele-

graph service between Northern Europe and the Uniteid States
of America is to be inaugurated, in which thisxompany will
be interested to the extent of 10 per cent, of the gross receipts.
In December last the Trans-Oceanic Wireless Telegraph Co.,
Ltd., was incorporated, with a capital of £200,000, for the pur-
pose of conducting a wireless telegraph service between this
country and the United States. That company has acquired
the new stations which have been erected in Wales for this
purpose. These, stations will be opened in the near future
when for the first time a direct wireless service between Lon-
don and New York will be established. By this service mes-
sages will be automatically transmitted and received at the
rate of one hundred words per minute, a speed considerably in
excess of the fastest cable. This new service will be con-
ducted by the Trans-Oceanic and American Marconi Com-
panies without the intervention of landlines controlled by any
other company. The issued capital of the Trans-Oceanic Co.
is held by this company. Telegraph offices will be opened
in the City at No. 1, Penchurch Street, which will be in direct
communication by private line with the stations in Wales.
Licences have been obtained from the British and Spanish
Governmen1>s for a direct wireless service between the two
countries. For this purpose the company's station at Poldhu
has been enlarged, and a service to Spain and the Canary
Islands wiU be inaugurated within a few weeks.

_
The report gives the following information respecting sub-

sidiaiy and associated companies :
—

The American Co.mpany.—Exceptional weather causing considerable difficulty
and delay in transport o( plant has caused the high-power -stations to be
longer m course of erection than was contemplated. Those, however, of San
Francisco. Hawaii and Belmar (New York), are now practically complete, and
wi'l be opened for service in the near future. Difficulty was experienced in
serurmg the services of a man with the knowledge and abilitv needed for
the direction of the American company, and the business of liist year \i»s
therefore less profitable it is believed than it otherwise would have been.
\\i are glad to be able to report that Mr. E. J. Nally. Ex-Vice-President ot
the Postal Union Telegraph Co. of America, has become the Vice-President
and Manager of the American company. Your directors have had the advantage
of receiving two visits from him, and nr» very hopeful that his business

ntlllly and enperlcnce in mM tnutlerfl concerning the cable ftnd tele^rSpfl

buvinens, luijelhcr with his ener^jetic melhodi and urijaniaing power*, will

soun inulte ihcntsvlvea niarki;dly Icit In Ihu dcvctupnient of ihc American
buaineiib. 1 he |Mli-nt uclionb in the American courts, to which the Chairman
rc'circd lattt year, havt: now b>-<.-n dccidtrd in the company'! favour and
aub.lantial reaull> i>huuM be dvrivol Iherclrum.

'lllB CANAnUN CoMfANY li.i« in,id<- prugreaa during the year and atepe which
are in conluiiiplallun ahuuld markedly improve its pohitiun in the near future.

'I'liE AiinKsTiNK Company i% pro<.e<-ding with the (onsiruction of the high-

power tttation (or cutiiinunicatiun with Kurope, which, &o soon as the new
Irankallanilc Mrvicc h opi-ni'd, will ht puiahed on with all speed.

'I'llK lltLolAN CouPANY ha^ cunlinued to earn batibfactory profits and it

ni:-Uing bub^t.tiiti.il prugr(-).<,, I*'ur the year ending the 3iat December, l9i'A,

a dividend at the r,ite uf 7| per cent, has been declared, 1'his company now
owns and operates nearly 200 bhip telegraph stations.

'i lit FutiNtii CuHPANl has declared a dividend (or the year 1913 at the rate

o( 10 per ci-nt. on the Ordinary shares, and 31.25 (rancs per share upon the

i'funders' bhares. This company now owns and operate* nearly iW ship

telegraph slaliuns.

Tint iMAia'tiNi INTBKNATIONAL Mamink CouueNiCATiON Co., LTD. has shown
an increase during the year lUU ol nearly 60 per cent, in its receipts. A
final dividend ul i per cent, has ju«t been declared, making a total o( 10 per

cent, (or the year. This company now owns and operates some 873 ship

telegraph stations as compared with SKO at the end ol 1912. Our interest in

the German Mercantile Niarine continues to show excellent progress, and the

company receives satisfactory and improving returns therelrom.

The KtssiAN Company is making steady and satisfactory progress. It has

declared a dividend (or the year 1913 at the rate o( 6 per cent. I'he contracts

in hand show an increase over those of the preceding year, and the prospects

of future business arc highly encouraging.
Tub Spanish Company in which the Spanish and General Wireless Trust,

Ltd., have large interests, has not made the progress expected. The receipts

from their stations, although increasing, are not satisfactory. The_ terms o(

their concessions have been impaired by recent legislation, which it is con-

sidered entitles the company to substantial compensation. Our managing
director has recently paid a visit to Madrid, where he conferred with the

Prime Minister and other members of the Government, and informs us that

lie is encouraged in the belief that the proposals which he has caused to be

submitted to the Government will be accepted. In that event the company's
position will be distinctly improved, and a reasonable return upon its capital

may be expected to follow

The Hetclasder Automatic Telephone Co., Ltd., in which this company
holds a controlling interest, was incorporated on the 29th August, 1913, to

acquire from this company the rights and patents in connection with the

automatic telephone system invented by Mr. G. A. Belulander, of .Stockholm.

The business is being rapidly developed and the directors arc confident that

it will show substantial and remunerative results.

During the past year this company and its affiliated agents

have entered into contracts and executed work for the Govern-

ments of the following countries : Great Britain, Dominion of

Canada, Indian Empire, Union of South Africa, Bolivia, Brazil,

Bulgaria, Chili, Greece, Italy, Norway, Portugal, Rumania,
Russia, Servia, Spain, Turkey, and United States of America.
Improvements have been made in some of the types of field

statioa aparatus, notably the lightest foi-m of military ap-

paratus, known as the Knapsack station, which has been

entirely re-designed. The sales for 1914 are more than double

those of the previous year, and during the early part of 1914

important orders have been received from foreign Goveiii-

ments.
Numerous additional patents, which are believed to be of

great value, were taken out during the year.

Rapid progress has been made in the development of wireless

telephone apparatus, and the, company has recently introduced

a practical and commercial set for moderate distances. Fui'ther

important developments are proceeding and it is contemplated
that apparatus will .shortly be available for the transmission

of speech over considerable distances. The development of

this new means of communication should add considerably to

the earning powers of the company.
Marked progress has been made during the past year in the development

of the W'ireless Compass or Direction-finder, and Fog and Submarine Signalling

apparatus. These instruments should add materially to the safety of life at

sea, and it is hoped they will be universally adopted by the mercantile marine.

An apparatus for use in lifeboats has also been recently introduced on the

market, and is much appreciated by shipping companies.

An International Convention for Safety of Life at Sea was signed in London
on the 20th January, 1914, and a Bill to give eflect thereto is now before

Parliament. Under this Bill wireless telegraphy is rendered compulsory upon
ships carrying 50 or more persons including crew. As similar provisions are

to be enforced in all the principal countries of the world, increased business

should result for all the subsidiary companies which are operating wireless

telegraphy on board ships.

The directors have entered into a provisional agreement with
the North British and Mercantile Insurance Co. for the estab-

lishment of a Staff Superannuation Fund.
The action brought by Mr. O. Locker Lampson, M.P., and

Mr. P. E. Wright, referred to in the last annual report, is

still pending. The Chairman will make a statement at the
meeting. M. Maurice Travailleur retired from the Board in

May, 1914, owing to ill-health. The directors retiring at thia

meeting, although they would not in the ordinary course retire

by rotation, are Coramendatore G. Marconi and Mr. Godfrey
C. Isaacs, who, being eligible, offer themselves for re-election.

The meeting is to be held on Tuesday next, July 21st.

E(liiiniuIsou'8 Electricity Corporation, Ltd.

The annual meeting was held on July 9th at Salisbui-y House,
E.G., under the presidency of Mr. P. D. Tuckett.
In proposing the adoption of the report (Elec Rev., p. 66),

the Chairman said that during the past year the progress of

the company had been well maintained, both in the growth
of the business and in the profits earned. The connections

had increased by the equivalent of 169,699 .33-watt lamps, the
largest annual increase they had ever secured, and practically

double that of five or six years ago. Whether they would be
able to maintain that rapid rate of increase he very much
doubted with trade tending to become less active and with
the smaller capital expenditure they were now making, but
he saw no reason to suppose that the business would not con-
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tinue to show a Lnallhy and satisfactory growth from year

to year and, indeed, go far this year their connections were
somewhat in excess of those for the corresponding pericxl, the

lighting connections in particular heing suhstantially up. An
equally satisfactory increase of over 6i million units was shown
in the output, the lighting units having increased 5 per cent,

and the power units 33 per cent. The profits of the various

undertakings had increased by dEllj'lGO, which, though not

quite so large an increase as in the previous year, when they

were up f l'i,414, was largely in excess of the increases for

1910 and 1911, and was by no means unsatisfactory when they

took into consideration the phenomenally fine summer last

year as compared with one of the vilest summers on record

the previous year. Indeed, .so marked was the contrast that

for the summer quarter of 1913 they actually earned less profit

than in the previous summer quarter. Moreover, coal cost

them over ^3,500 more owing to higher prices. In this respect,

however, he was glad to say that they were at last likely to

find some relief since most of their coal contracts were now
being renewed at somewhat reduced prices, the benefit of

which they would feel this year and next. Of this increased

profit of ill,4G0, j£2,501 had been received in the form of

extra dividends and interest, but owing to the redemption of

the prior lion debcxiture stock in 1912 they had lost the interest

which (appeared in last year's accounts on the temporary
investments and cash loans. Consequently, the net increase

in the item of dividends and interest was only dEl,640, but, as
he had previously explained, they could not expect to receive

more than a comparatively small proportion of the additional
profits earned by the subsidiary companies until the Urban
Co.; with far the largest capital of any of them, was in a
position to resume payment of dividends on its ordinary
shares, of which they held more than half. Tlie yield on their
investments was, however, steadily progres.sive, being at the
rate of 3.21 per cent, last year as compared with 8.06 per cent
for 1912, 2.71 per cent, for 1911, 2.38 per cent, for 1910, and 2.19
per cent, for 1909. This clearly indicated the steady improve-
ment which was taking place in the position of the company,
although the yield was admittedly still far from adequate,
thanks largely to the fact that .something like dE400,000 of
their investments was stdl bringing in no return at all. The
figure of ±'4.5,297 representing dividends and interest com-
pared with the figure of only i'24,087 six years ago, and during
the same period the annual reserve provisions made by the
subsidiaiy companies had been increased by over £26,000. It

would be seen therefore that not only was "the position of this
company being steadily improved, but the position of the
subsidiary companies was at the same time being correspond-
ingly strengthened. There was an increase of £911 in the
gross trading profit and an increase of £4,226 in the net profit
of £23,125. niey proposed to place £9,000 to reserve, £12,000
to the payment of the dividend for the year on the cumulative
preference shares, carrying forward the balance of £2,12.5.
For reasons which he had often explained, their trading profits
could not safely be regarded as bemg to anything but a small
extent available for distribution. They were perfectly legiti-
mate profits, and ultimately they would reap the benefit of
them, but until that time an-ived they were not going to
repeat the mistake, which contributed to bring about the dis-
astrous position in which the company found itself .some seven
years ago, by treating them as immediately distributable.
Turning to the balance sheet, the Cromer undertaking now
appeared along with the Frome undertaking under the heading

-of undertakings owned by the Corporation. Although the
Cronier undertaking shared with Frome the unenviable dis-
tinction of being amongst their least profitable undertakings,
there was no question as to the advantage of their owning it
in preference to the previous arrangement. The item of work
in progress, which stowl at £10,098 as compared with £6,420 a
year ago, indicated that they had made a favourable start for
the current year in their trading bu.sincss. The, shrinkage of
nearly £13,O0O in their cash resources was not so (satisfactory,
but it was entirely attributable to the unprecedented financial
conditions which had rendered it inexpedient to replenish their
resources. Consequently, until times improved, which he
thought would certainly bo the ease if only the Ulster question
was once disposed of, they were restricting capital expendi-
ture within as narrow limits as they reasonably could. On
the liabilities side the reserve had i)een increased by about
£16,000, a most satisfact<iry feature of the accounts! With
regard to the gross profits of the subsidiary companies, most
of them showed some improvement, and in tlie few instances
where this was not the case, the apparent want of improve-
ment was accounted for by .some specially heavy repair or
other equally definite explanation. It might interest them to
know that in the all-mi;iortant feature of return on capital
the aggregate yield shown was steadily jirogn-ssivo being at
the rate of 5.2 per cent, as compared" with 4.9 per' cent^for
1912 and 4.7 per cent, for 1910. The Uancashire Power Co.
oontmued to make steady progress, its profits having increa.sed
during the. year from about £15,000 to nearlv £23,000, whilst
the directors reported that the outlook for the present year
was dii?tinctly encouraging. In conclusion, he had only to
say that with the one exception of the difiiculty experienced
in raising fresh capital w-ithout undue sacrifice under the
adverse conditions which had recentiv prevailed, and which
had equally affected other similarly situated industrial con-
cerns, and ficim every other standpoint except that of imme-
diate dividends, the position of the companv was increasiivdv
satisfactory and its prospects were steadily 'improving.

Mr. A. A. Campiiri.l Swinton seconded the motion, which
was carried unanimously.
In proposing the re-election of the Chairman an a director,

Mr. SwiNTON said that the improvement which had taken
jjlace in the position of the company was due in a very large
degree to the work of Mr. Tuckctt.
The motion was carried, and the CiiAinMAN, • '' •

' • 'hn
meeting for his re-election, remarked that he i

•

loyal support of his colleagues and Mr. Highficl
Engineer) in carrying out his duties. It was i.- . i-.-.,.. iv'r

any one man to get the company out of the diiiicnities into
which it got some years ago, but as he had said on previous
occasions, ho believed it only needed continued patience for
the shareholders to ultimately receive, an adequate return on
their holdings.

(roiiiI>tuii k Co.. Ltd.

Mr. C. F. Tcfnell presided at the annual meeting held on
Monday at Salisbui-y House, E.C. In moving the adoption
of the report (Elec. Rev. p. 67) he congratulated share-
holders upon the very decided improvement in the business,
an improvement which they predicted as the inevitable result
of putting their house in order. The new capital had been
a great help, but as they only received the last instalment
three months befine the close of the accounts, they had not
yet reaped the full benefit. Nyt only had the capital been
reorganised, but they had also made considerable changes in
the organisation of the business, and with satisfactory results.

This had involved a large amount of work which had been
done without dislocation of business. The question of deben-
tures had given the directors certain anxiety since the last

meeting. Acting on the advice of eminent counsel, they pro-
posed to keep the debentures of the old company in force, but
certain debcntiu-e holders in February considered that the
company was wrong in that respect, and applied to the
Court, resulting in a decision in the debenture holders' favour.
The difficulty was overcome by a scheme of arrangement con-
tinuing the debentures in force, but the directors thought it

expedient to increase the interest from 5 to 55 per cent. The
necessary majority w'as obtained at the meeting of the deben-
ture holders called to approve the scheme, and in due course
the sanction of the Court was obtained and the scheme made
binding. The profit made during the year, after deducting
various charges, including interest on debentures, etc., was
£13,551. Shareholders might suggest that that would war-
rant a more liberal distribution than they projwscd, but the
directors felt strongly that a conservative policy must be
adopted from the commencement and every effort made to
strengthen their iJosition. The present b.-ilance sheet could
not be comparc<l w ith that of the old company as a good many
changes had taken place. The whole l-'j6.0i)ti preference shares
had been issued, and the 7s. 6d. liability thereon at the time
of issue had been paid up. The first mortgage debentures
remained, as in the case of the old company, at i'UKi.OtiO. On
the other side of the account the first item was the balance
of the purchase price of the business, .ifter deducting as-sets

separately valued. They had had to leave in this first item
the shares in the Auxiliaiy Electrical Co., which might one
day be worth something appreciable, but their present value
could not be ascertained. The face value of the shares was
some £42,0tl0, and this sum represented amounts paid under
a guarantee of the earnings of the Electric Supply Corporation,
and the Auxiliary Electrical Co., which was entirely owned
by this company, was entitled to be repaid the amount so
advanced out of the surplus profits of the Electric Supply
Corporation. The Corporation was at present paying a small
dividend, but was yet some distance from earning sulficient
to entitle tlie Auxiliary Co. to any return. The directors
had not separately valued a claim arising out of a cou-
traet with the P.W.D., Madras, which had been the subject
of litigation. The decision of the Court of first instance in
IMadras was largely against the company, but the decision of the
Madras Appeal Court was entirely iu the auiipany's favour.
It would take some time to ascertain the amount due to
the company, which included damages and interest, and there
was always the i>ossibility of an apinal to the Privy Council.
The stock-in-trade and work in progress had been carefully
valued. With regard to sundry debtoi-s, pn>vision had Invii
made for the iHissibilily of bad debl.-s. The investments iu
other coiiipanics were of small amount, and were vahnxl on a
conservative basis. The prcliminaiy expen.sos represented the
cost of the registration of the eompiiuy, underwriting and other
exiH'iises, and tluir idea was to write these off in three years.
There was a note on the balance sheet with regard to liability
in resixx-t of cost of liquidation. This was not an imixirlan't
matter, but as the liquidation accounts wei-c not finally ckvaed
tliey were obliged tt) refer to it. The note on the other sivle

of the balance sheet in regard to liability of shares referml
to the Auxiliary Electrical shares, but there was no ixwsibility
of any further monies being calhxl on tho.-s*^ shares. Turning
now to the profit and loss account, they had sivnt consider-
able sums in maintenan.-e, ivpairs and renewal of plant, tools
and pivmises, all of which had been charged against revenue.
They h.ad charged depreciation at the usual rates, ami pit>-
vulixl for the ix>ssibility of bad debts. As to the future, he
coiM not forecast the course of trade, but the prtvspects for
the current year were gixxl. Further, not onlv was this
business on a much sounder fixiting than formerly but, in his
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opinion. Ibis remark would also app'y to 'he eloctrical trade

us a whole, and he thought tliey wero not likely io see a
retiira of the insensate price-cutting whieh nrevniled ra former
years. Ono of the directors, Mr. Ilule, had recently returned

from a visit to Australia, and he spokn well of the proHpects

of the business in the company's inanufaetureK in that Colony,
aii<l of the energy and ability of the coinpanj^'s Australian

manager, Mr. R. J. Erskino. The Chairman hnally referred

1o the cxccjldnt work done, both during (lie reconstruction

and Buhsoquontly, by Mr. lOdwin Heeves, the managing
<lircctor, and ho was to be congratulated upon the condition

in which tlie new company found itsdf. Ho also bore
witness to the iniprove<l work at Chelmsford, where their new
works manager, Mr. Britten, had done and was still doing
yeoman service. Tha whole staff at London and Chelmsford,
and the branches, had been most loyal to the board, and were
deserving of the thanks of the shareholders.

The report was adopted.

l*r<»s|M'ctiis.

—

Sou /hern BmzH Elirlrir Co., Ltd.—The
list was to close on Wednesday in an isaae of £.".70,000 li per cent,

raortgase debentures at 98 per cent, in this company, which was
formed in March last year to acquire the control of and to develop
certain electric supply and other pablic utilities in Brazil. It is

aciiuirin^ over '.19 per cent, of the issued share capital of a com-
pany which has the power, ligrhtiner and traction exclusive con-

cession until 194B for the City of Campinas and the villases of

Vallinhos Souzas and Laranjal ; alss 70 per cent, of the capital of

a company which has a 30 years' exclnsive concession for electric

supply in the town of Ampiro ; a 14 years' (remaining) concession

for the lightinpr in the City of I'iricicaba (an extension of .SO years,

includinp a tramway, i^ bein? applied for): over 99 per cent, of

the capital of the Paranaerui company which has a 30 years'

electric light and water c3nc38sion for Paranagua ; and a one-half
interest in the firm of Byington A: Co., of Sao Paulo, Santos and
Rio Grande do Sul, who carry on business as electrical engineers

and contractors. The poi)ulation3 and the estimated profits of the
four undertakings and the firm, for the year ended December,
UI13, are given as follows:—f'lmpinas, 4.",000, profit £4 j,16.'j

;

Amparo, 12,000, profit £;il'ilO; Piracioaba, 18,000 profit £12,026
;

Paranagua, 10,000, profit £3,484 ; Byington & Co., profit (,".0 psr

cent.) £9,448. The valuation of the properties as going concerns
is put down at £1,056, .".00, the profit for 1913 at £73,733, and the
estimated capital outlay for the next thre? years at £190 ,">0o. It

is estimated that the various properties will recoive remarkable
benefit by consolidation, and the income for the three years, 1914,

1915 and 1916, is estimated at £96.860, £114.700 and £142,800
respsctively.

\»>w(astl»'-npon-'rvii(' Electric Siijipl.v ('(».. Ltd.

—

The directors have declared an interim dividend oi 1\ per cent, on
the ordinary shares.

Direct Initcd States Calilc Co.. Ltd. — laterim
dividend, 2s. per share, being at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum,
for the quarter ended June 30th, 1914.

Aiiiilo-.iiiicricaii Telcuraitli Co.. Ltd. — Interim
dividends for the quarter ended June 30th, 1914, of IBs, per cent,

on the ordinary stock, and £ 1 lOs. per cent, on the preferred stock.

Rritisli Coluiiibia Electric Uaihvay Co.. Ltd.

—

Dividend at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum on the preferred

ordinary stock for the June half-year, together with an additional

1 per cent, per annum for the same period.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Taesdav Evening,

The immediate factor in Stock Exchange markets, at the beginning
of this week, was the renewed recrudescence of the Ulster crisis.

This dominated everything else, and the strenuous efforts of the
newspapers in the direction of calming popular passions and
sternly refusing to print a single line of inflammatory flummery,
were the subject of general comment. In spite of this remarkable
restraint on the part of the ink-slingers, some people went
evidently frightened at the outlook, and Consols fell with a sharp
drop, to recover later on. Minor sensations include the issue of
the Marconi report, a slump in Brazil Tractions, and a notable rally
in confidence as regards Mexican Railway matters.
Marconi shares experienced a formidable fall on the issue of the

report. The dividend is made up to 20 psr cent., as before, but the
figures show so heavy a reduction, in net profits, as to cause grave
disappointment. At one time, the parent shares were offered at
393. 9J., but the usual reaction occurred. On the week the loss
shown overleaf is lOs., and it has to be remembered that the
present price of 2i'3 compares with 3J touched only three weeks
ago. With the slump in the Ordinary shares there has also come, of
course, severe shrinkage in the Preference, while Americans and
Cauadians gave way to lOi. 9d. and 53. Od. respectively.

It must be admitted that the company's figures mike a very
poor display against those of a year ago, and are worse than most
people expeoted*^hem to b?. The 1912 profits were admittedly
swollen by special circumstances, but normal expansion of the
business should have made up partially for the extra money
brought in by sales of shares in last year's accounts. Next week's

meeting promiees to be u lively ulfair, for bath the Commeudatore
himself and Mr, Godfrey Isaacs have voluntarily off«re<l to retire

from the board, seeking reelection, as to the result of wbloh there

is not much doubt.

The critic may be excuiied for venturing the opinion that the
board would have been better advised ha<l they declared less divi-

dend and retained the money for the building up of the reserve

funds Such a course would, at least, have bad the effect of

lessening the chance of rumour-mongers toying with gneswi at

passible new issues—a chance which, to the Stock Exchange mind,
will be present for some time to couie.

Lively discussion, too, is raging round the proposals of the
British Electric Traction Company. The mnin part of the
opposition springs from holders of the 7 per cent, non-cumulative
Preferred stockholders, some of whom consider themselves bidly-

used in the suggested reorganisation. The directors, we under-

stand, are anxious to deal with all the classes of proprietors as

strictly equitably as possible, but their task was obviously difticalt,

and any scheme must have aroused resentment where sacrifice was
inevitable. The terms, of course, are not settled yet, and it may
be taken for granted that alternatives will receive fair, and
impartial, consideration. Market quotations for the three janior

stocks are 1 to 2 higher on the week.
Underground Railway issues have given way, and so have steam

stocks, the declines in the latter being associated with Ulster

apprehensions. More intimate causes affected Districts and the
shares of the Underground Electric Railways Company, becaaee

the House of Lords Committee has passed the Bill of Che Middlesex
Council for putting a tax of .Iths of a penny per car-mile on the

motor-buses, using certain highways, by way of contribution to

the new Bith Road. That other bodies will follow suit is more
than likely, and this will cut into the profits of the group's most
prosperous unit, the London General Omnibus Company. That
something of this kind was bound to happen, it has been fre-

quently urged here, and especially a year or two back when 'Bos
' A " shares were being " tipped " with such vigour at 138. Their
present price is about 8i. 'The company's £ 1 shares are 58. down.
No doubt the next step will be a revision of fares in the upward
direction.

Excited rises in Mexican Railway stocks followed an order from
the Mexican Government that the company should repair a gap in

the line made previously, under the same authority, to check inter-

communication by train between the rebele. This was read as an
inference that the Mexican Government considered the insurrection

to ba ending, but Utility iisaej failed to share the strength of the

Railway Market. Mexico Trams and Mexican Lights are both
easier. B )th of these command large Continental foUowings, and
the Brazilian slump has bo upset Paris and Brussels that lines of

other stock came on offer from those centres. Brazilian Tractions

felt the chief force of the Belgian selling. The price is down
h\. Rio Tramway bonds, too, are lower.

Montreal Light and Power Common has gained 6 points in spite

of severe spasms of flatness in Canadian Railway descriptions.

Canadian Generals rose 2, bat lost the gain afterwards.

The Indian shares are good. Rises of 78. 6d. in Calcutta Trams,
2s. 6d. in Calcutta Electric Supply and in Rangoon Preference

have come about as a consequence of continual investment in the

shares by Anglo-Indian banks on behalf of their Indian customers.

Bombay Second Debenture is a point lower, though the Firsts

gained 1. Lisbon Tramways Preference rose to 1 J, but Barcelona
Tractions have been very flat, dropping to 18. In view of recent

lavish advertising, the slump in these shares may appear per-

plexing. The recent issue of bonds is called normally 78. It was
offered, of course, at 82J.
Home Electricity Supply securities are very quiet. Kensingtons

slipped back, and Metropolitans rose \. Otherwise there is not
a quotable change worth mentioning. Nobody expects this market
to become illuminated in the summer time, and in many cases

there is not so much as a solitary transaction per diem. When
public interest revives, there are several fresh names to be added
to our price-list ; as market conditions are at present, the catalogue

might be reduced by one-half and still contain twice as many
issues as the investor is paying heed to just now.
Telegraphs are steadily mounting in price. On top of gains

last week have come others in the Anglo-American, Eastern and
Trust Companies' groups. Eastern Ordinary and Preference have
recovered dividend deductions : China shares did better still.

Indo-Earopeans are 203. up. Western Union bonds advanced 2.

The whole market is somewhat short of stock, while the investor

is keen on having what there is. West India and Panama
Ordinary are an exception, shedding another t'n, so that on the
basis of the last dividend, the present return is 9 per cent, on the
money.
The strength of cable shares has spread .to these of the manu-

facturing companies. Telegraph Constructions regained their 12a.

dividend. British Insulated Ordinary put on 123. 6d. ; the
Preference, with Iadia-Rubb3r Preference, rose 2s. 6d. Other
shares are very firm. Rubber issues improved a little on the

hardening of the produce.
Six per cent, debentures have been offered this week, at 98, by

the Southern Brazil Electric Company, a bonus of 10 per cent, in

shares accompanying the bonds, which look a speculative security.

The Manila Electric Railroad publishes a leport showing good
progress, and earnings of about 12 per cent, on the Common shares,

whioh receive 7 per cent. Less satisfactory is the report of the

Alabama Traction, Light and Power Company, wherein the opinion

is expressed that by the end of this year the concern will be
making enough net revenue to cover fixed charges and operating

expenses. The 6 per cent, bonds stand at 67. Manila capital

stock is quoted at 102, and the 6 per cent, bonds at par.
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

ELECTBIC BAILWAYS AND TBANWAYS.—HOME.

B*th Trams, Pret. Ord
Do. 6%Pret
Do. 4i%Deb

Brll. Eleo. Trao., 6 % Pref.

Do. Do. Deferred
Do, Do. 6%0um.Pr't.
Do. 7 % Non-Cam. Pr't.

Do. B % Perp. Deb, .

.

Do. 4J%anclDeb.
Oentral London Railway, Ord. .

.

Do. 6td. Assented
Do, Prel
Do. Otd. ABBented
Dc, Def
Do. Otd. ABsenled
Do. 4 % Deb

City 4 8. London, B% Pref., 1891

Do. Do. 1896 ..

Do, Do. 1901 ..

Do. Do. 1903 ..

Do. 4% Deb
BaetingB Trams, 6 % Prel.
Do. 4J%Deb

iBle o< Tbanet Trama, 6 % Pre{.
Do. 4% Deb

Lanoasbire United, 6 % Deb, .

.

London and Suburban, Ord.
Do. Do. 6 % Cum. Prel.
Do, Do. 4i% Ist Deb. .

.

Stock
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THE EXAMINATIONS OF THE I.E.E.

TnE first examination for candidates for the AsRociate

Membership of the Institution of Electrical Engineers was

held in May last, and the June issue of the Journal of the

Institution contained a list of the successful candidates,

together with the names of the examiners and the subjects

for whicli they were severally responsible.

We do not propose to consider in detail the papers which

were set at this examination, or to discuss the results ;

there are, however, certain broad aspects of the scheme of

examinations which we think may be considered with

advantage at the present time.

We feel that the action of the Council in instituting

these examinations as a test of the general education and

of the scientific and technical training of candidates for

entry to the rank of Associate Membership is a wise one,

and that it is in consonance with the object for which the

Institution was founded in 1871, namely:—"To promote

the general advancement of electrical and telegraphic science

and its applications." There can be little doubt that the

ultimate result of the action of the Council in this matter

will be to raise the professional status of the Institution,

and enable it to influence beneficially the courses provided

by the schools and colleges in the country for the training

of electrical engineers.

With a view to ascertaining whether the influence of the

examination in its present form is altogether in the direction

of advancement, we shall proceed to consider the scheme in

some detail in the following connections :

—

{ii~) The relation of the examination to existing curricula

in electrical engineering in day and evening schools.

(Jo) The qualifications for exemption from the examina-

tion.

(f) The suitability of the examination as a t«8t of

training and attainment.

As a preliminary, it may be well to state briefly the

subjects of the examination.

The examination is in two parts : the first part consists of

an English essay, or translation into English of passages in

one of the following languages, to be selected by the candi-

date :—French, German, Italian or Spanish. In addition

to this, a composite paper in Science must be taken, in

which the section on Applied Mechanics is obligatory, while

the sections on Physics and Chemistry are alternative.

The second part of the examination consists of two papers
on one of the following subjects, to be selected by the

candidate :— («) Electricity Supply (generation, transmis-

sion and distribution) ; {V) Electric Lighting and Power ;

(c) Electric Traction : id) Telegraphy ; (e) Telephony ;

(/) Application of Electricity in Mines : (//) Electro-

chemistry and Electro-Metallurgy : (A) Manufacture of

Electric Machinery (including works management); {/)

Design of Electric Jlachinery and Apparatus.

The papers in Part II include optional questions in

administrative and economic matters. No detailed

syllabus of the subjects of examination is published.

(rt) T'no RpJation of tho Examinalion to Existing Ciir-

riculii ill Dai/ ami Errniiitj Sriinolx.

The examinations will not affect the courses for engineer-

ing degrees in any University in the United Kingdom or

in the British Dominions, or for the certificates and
diplomas in electrical engineering issued by six schools and
colleges in London, three colleges in the North of England,
two colleges in Scotland and one Colonial college. The
certificates of these colleges are accepted by the I.E.E. as

exempting candidates from the whole of the examination.

The number of approved colleges might be extended
with advantage, since the geographical distribution of the

colleges approved at the present time leaves considerable

sections of England {e.g., the Midlands and the South of

England) without adequate provision.

So far as day courses are concerned, candidates for the
examination will be drawn from students who have not
been snccessfnl in obtaining degrees or diplomas which
exempt from the examination, or who have taken taken day
courses at schools or colleges which are not recognised by
the I.E.E. as exempting from the examination.

A typical day course in electrical engineering would
extend over three years, and would consiBt in the first year
of instruction in mathematioe, mechanics, physics,

chemistry, and engineering drawing. The second and
third year courses would comprise instruction in mathe-
matics, engineering drawing and designing, strength of
materials, heat engines, hydraulics, electrotechnics, elec-

tricity supply, electric traction, and electrical design.

Part I of the I.E.E. examination would be covered by the
work done by a student for the entrance examination to the
college, and in the first year of his college course.

Part 1 1 of the examination is concerned entirely with the

technical applications of electricity ; only one branch of the

subject may be selected by a candidate, and since two papers
are set in each branch, it is evident that a considerable

degree of specialised knowledge is called for.

It is eminently desirable that schools and colleges should
not attempt to specialise to the extent called for by Part II

of the examination. Their function should be to give a
broad training in the principles of mechanical and electrical

engineering. Students who are not attending courses

recognised for exemption will desire to sit for the I.E.E.

examination at the end of their school course. If the

schools yield to this desire on the part of the students, it

will necessitate a large amount of informational training

being given at the expense of educational training, and it

will result also in the elimination of most of the teaching in

mechanical engineering subjects in the second and third

year courses, and in a premature and unreal specialisation in

electrical subjects.

It may be urged that these students should pursue the

curriculum at present laid down for them in their day
courses, and that on the completion of their day training

they should continue their studies in evening classes with

a view to specialising before sitting for the I.E.E.

examination.

In the circumstances, this probably would be the best

course to pursue, but it would lead undoubtedly to "cram-
ming " in the evening classes, and it is open to the further

objections that the work done for Part I of the examination

would be separated from the date of the examination by an
interval of four or five years, while the work for Part II of

the examination would have to be carried on under the

adverse conditions which are inseparable from evening

instruction.

Candidates for the examination will also be forthcoming

from the ranks of those whose technical education has been

obtained wholly or in large part in evening classes, and it

will be well to see to what extent the I.E.E. examinations

may influence the curricula of such students.

In this connection we shall have to reckon with a strong

educational movement which aims (in all except the final

years of the courses) at breadth of training rather than

specialisation and at instruction in principles rather than in

details of current practice. This movement, which had its

inception in the North of England about 10 years ago, has

now spread over the whole country. Its characteristic

feature is that a technical subject, such as electrical

engineering, is not taught as a single subject, but that con-

current instruction is given in branches of science and tech-

nology which are akin to it. For this reason it is known
commonly as the " grouped-conrse system." As a rule,

the instruction extends over :?-•_'?, hours on each of three

evenings a week for four years, with a further year which is

devoted to specialisation. A typical group-course of train-

ing in electrical engineering would be somewhat as

follows :

—

First Year.—^lathematics, mechanics and physics,

engineering drawing.

Second Year.—^lathematics, technical electricity, engi-

neering drawing.

Third Year.—Mathematics, elementary c.c. and a.c.

work.

Fourth Year.—Mathematics, intermediate c c. and A.c.

work.

Fifth Year.—.\dvanced courses in specialised branches of

mechanical and electrical engineering.

The time which an evening student can give to study is

extremely limited, and the conditions under wnich he obtain!
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instruction are unfavoniable. The solution of the dilVicult

problem of evening iiiHtruction lies in the Buperscdcnce of

evening duKses by part-time day courses. Under present

conditions, however, the speciaiisution called for in Part II

of the examination will tend to foster study in single

subjects, and to discourage the broader training which the
grouped -course system involves.

The grouptid-courso system has only recently been
established in the South of Hngland, and its scheme of

internal examinations with external assessors has not yet
been developed fully. It is sufrKested that the Council
should watch carefully the development of this system with
a view to recognising the grouped-course certificates of

approved institutions as exempting from the examination.
This at:tion on the part of the Council would tend to

conserve in evening courses in electrical engineering, that
breadth of curriculum and attention to principles which is

so essential to a sound engineering training.

(h) The ijaalmcdtioixiifor E.rcmpUonfrom IheKjamirwIioii.
— In addition to the degrees in engineering of any British

University, and to the diplomas and certificates of certain
approved Institutions, the following ([ualifications are
accepted as exempting from the whole of the examination :

—Whitworth Scholarships, Commissions in the Royal
Engineers, Royal Artillery and Royal Navy (Engineering
branch), and the Final Grade Certificate of the Depart-
ment of Technology of the City and Guilds of London
Institute.

The presentation of a thesis, paper, or other approved
contribution, on acceptance by the examiners, will exempt
from the examination, but the candidate is liable to be
examined upon his thesis, either orally or in writing, at the
discretion of the examiners.

A science degree from any University in the United
Kingdom or the British Dominions will exempt from Part I

of the examination.

The Council will consider on its merits, with reference to

exemption from the examination, any other engineering
degree, diploma, or certificate of equivalent standing to
those enumerated above, which may have been obtained by
a candidate from any University or College in the United
Kingdom or abroad.

It is not to be expected, or even to be desired, that pre-
cise identity of standard should obtain in these various
qualifications for exemption, but it will be seen that the
chiff characteristic of nearly all of them is the fact that
the candidate must have been trained specifically as an
engineer. The exception to the above is the final certificate

in Electrical Engineering, issued by the Department of
Technology of the City and Guilds of London Institute.
For this certificate there is no examination in General
Education, in Mechanics, Physics, Chemistry, or in Mechani-
cal Engineering subjects, but the certificate is obtained as the
result of passing three examinations in electrical subjects only.
The presentation of a thesis or paper is an admirable

alternative to the examination, and the Council is to be
congratulated upon the stimulus that this provision is

likely to give to research. There is no direct qualification
in general education or scientific training involved other
than is necessitated by the writing of the thesis, but if

additional evidence of these qualifications should be neces-
sary, it may be obtained by means of the oral or written
examination to which the candidate may be required to
submit himself at the discretion of the examiners.

((') The Suitability of the Eicimination as a Test of
Training and Attainment.—AVe have seen in connection
with the qualifications for exemption from the examination
that adequate training in engineering is necessary ; we have
seen also that the majority of students sitting for the
examination will be composed of those whose training in

day courses has been incomplete or unsuccessful, or whose
technical training has been obtained under adverse condi-
tions in evening classes.

In order, therefore, that the character of the examination
should be comparable with that of the qualifications for
exemption, it is necessary that the examination should
furnish a reliable test of the engineering training of the
candidates. It is at this point that the I.E.E. examination,
in common with all other examinations which are purely
external in character, breaks down.

Of all students, the engineering student lends himself

least to a true appraisement of bis training by me^ns of

external examinations, for it is quite impossible to test

satisfactorily by this means the laboratory work and
practical work \x\\o\\ which his training is based.

From the extremely short list of successes in the recent

examination, it would appear that the Council is fully

alive to the defects and limitations of a purely external

examination.

It seems probable that the Council intends to make as

little use as possible of the examinations, and to rely mainly

upon its carefully scIccUmI get of exemptions as a means of

entrance to the professional ranks of the Institution. In

this we feel that the Coun<:il is acting wisely and in

agreement with the best educational opinion of the day.

It is, however, desirable that some steps should be taken

in connection with the examination to place emphasis upon
the clement of training. This could be effected by re'juiring

from candidates, as a condition precedent to sitting for the

examination, that they should produce a certificate showing

that they had attended and worked satisfactorily either in a

day course in electrical engineering or in grouped courses

of approved character in the evening. Candidates who are

not able to produce a certificate of this nature should be

obliged to submit themselves to an oral examination in

addition to the written test.

THE LATEST TYPE OF RENNERFELT
FURNACE.

Thi; original type of Rennerfelt furnace, developed

in 1912, has already made itself prominent in

the steel industries, particularly in Sweden, Norway
and Russia. This furnace consisted essentially of

a chamber lined with fire brick and an inner cover-

ing of basic or acid bricks in which three Acheson
graphite electrodes, one vertical and two horizontal,

converged to a point some six or twelve inches above
the top surface of the material to be treated. The
arc was sprayed downwards on to the surface by
electromagnetic repulsion, and hence a very uniform
operation was secured, materially assisted by heat

reflected from the roof above the electrodes. The
smooth running properties and efficient performance,

together with high power factor and low cost per

ton of material treated, place the furnace in a very

favourable position.

Within recent times, however, the range of opera-

tion of the furnace has been extended. The furnaces

with three electrodes only ranging from lOO kilo-

grammes up to, say, three tons capacity were par-

ticularly adapted for small crucible work, together

with steel foundry, copper, alloy and chemical pro-

cesses requiring high temperatures, but the restric-

tion in size can be removed by adopting a multiple

arc furnace based on the same principle, and we are

indebted to the Aktiebolaget Elektriska Ugnar, of

.Stockholm, Sweden, for particulars of the latest

advance in this direction, providing a really large

electric furnace capable of receiving the entire

charge of steel from the Bessemer converter or open-
hearth furnace up to 50 or 75 tons in size. The
refining furnace of 75 tons requires about 7.300
kilowatts, and to properly change this large amount
of energy into heat in an effective manner is an
engineering operation involving many important
problems.

Obviously, it is imperative to sub-divide the energy
of such a furnace into a number of smaller units by
employing several sets of electrodes. Thus the size

of each electrode can be kept within such dimensions
as are practicable to manufacture, and furthermore,
the generation of heat will not be concentrated in a
few points where the temperature would be so exces-

sive that no brickwork, either acid or basic, would
be capable of enduring it, but is much more uni-
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formly spread over the working area of the furnace.

The Rennerfelt multiple arc furnace is illustrated in

Figs. I and 2. It will be seen that the furnace is

built as an elongated crucible preferably of cylin-

drical cross section, made up of a number of similar

sections bolted to one another, and each fitted with

one set of electrodes arranged according to the dia-

gram Fig. 3. The small heat-generatmg sets of

electrodes are thus distributed over the entire sur-

face of the bath, which therefore is uniformly heated

all over. The heat radiated from the arcs has only

a short distance to pass to the steel, whereas the

distance from the arcs to the roof and walls is con-

siderably greater. In this way the furnace can be
worked at a very much higher average temperature
than can be carried in such a large furnace with only

a few electrodes.

The wear and tear on the brickwork is corres-

pondingly reduced and the output of the furnace is

largely increased, and in this way there is a saving
efifected both in upkeep and renewals. More rapid

and certain chemical reactions are also obtained

trodes, cooling boxes, switches and circuit-pro-

tecting apparatus are thus simplified and cheapened.
Irregularities in the consumption of energy become
less troublesome and disturbing, and occur in arcs
of comparatively small size, and hence the power
curve of a furnace thus heated approaches a straight
line with only a few relatively unimportant devia-
tions.

The 15-ton multiple arc furnace uses about 1,800
kilowatts, and has eight arcs of 225 kilowatts each.
The current in each electrode is 2,500 amperes. The
problem of automatic control of the electrodes has
been solved in a very simple manner. Only the
horizontal electrodes need control, and as these are
of small size only a small force is required to adjust
them so that each receives its normal current. Once
the multiple arc furnace has been started and
adjusted to normal conditions, the regulating
machinery for the horizontal electrodes works in the
same way as the corresponding device in the familiar

arc lamp, provided that the furnace is used for re-

fining liquid material only.

-(^-li-^-KvxV

FiQS. 1 AND 2.—End and Side Elevations of the Rennerfelt Furnace.

through the better distribution of heat and the

higher mean temperature existing in the active zones.

The cylindrical elongated form of the furnace gives

the advantage of a strong casing which is not sub-

ject to distortion by the heat. The furnace is con-
structed in rings utilising bricks of only a few simple
patterns, and these can be set with a minimum of

labour and without the necessity of injurious and
expensive cutting.

The furnace can be lengthened by simply adding
cylindrical sections to the shell; the cost of in-

Fio. 3.—Diagram op Connections.

creasing the capacity of an existing furnace is there-

fore small. The control of the furnace is very
simple, as the current is distributed between several

sets of electrodes connected in parallel, but other-

wise independent of each other. One may consider

t^he entire plant as made up of several small furnaces

each kept under separate and easy control. The elec-

Any kind of electric current, alternating or direct,

can be used, and the frequency of alternating current
is of little importance. The construction of the
brickwork is simple, strong and durable, with a
minimum loss of heat from radiation. The roof of

the furnace is not weakened by more than one small

electrode in each section. On account of its form,
the roof may be made of brick, permitting working
with a ver>' high average temperature. Those por-

tions of the brickwork most exposed to destruction
can be quickly repaired without dismantling the

furnace. The fettling of the melting chamber may
be thoroughly and rapidly sintered without intro-

ducing coke or other fuel under the electrodes;

hence the maintenance is simple, giving a long life

to the lining. The thermal efhciency is high, be-

cause of the peculiar method of generating the heat,

the interior being sealed to prevent the outside air

from entering. The heat emitted by the arcs spreads
uniformly over the whole surface of the charge, the

shape and position of the arcs relative to the slag

increasing the chemical activity between steel and
slag. The electrodes are placed rather high above
the surface of the slag, and are thus well protected

from the strongly oxidising slag during the period

of dephosphorisation. Owing to the position of the

electrodes above the charge, the furnaces can be
tilted without shutting off the power or withdrawing
the electrodes. The regulation of the power is

simple, only two of the three electrodes belonging

to a three-phase funiace having to be attended to.

The operation of the furnace is quiet and smooth,

even if the bath is boiling violently. The consump-
tion of the electrodes is small. 1 he phase displace-

ment is also small, cos ^ varying between 0.9 and

unitv, and non-ferrous allovs can be melted without
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being evaporated by too high a temperature, as the

arcs are not in contact with the cliarge. On all these

counts, therefore, the furnace is of an interesting

and useful description.

IMPORT TRADE STATISTICS OF
SWITZERLAND.

The following figures of the imports of oUctrical and similar

gwxls into Switzerland in the year l'J12 are taken from the

recently issued otlicial trade statistics; the ligures for 1911 are

added for purposes of compiirison, and nott-S of increasefl or

decreases are given. Attention should be called particularly

to the predoiuinant position of German trade as contrasted

with thei practically insignificant British share in most linea :

—

Electric cable not insulated.-

From Germany
,, Prance
,, Other countries ...

Total

Electric cable insulated with
rubber or paper.—

From Germany
„ Great Britain ...

,, Other countries ...

1911.

- Francs.
28,000

19,000

47,000

90,000
5,000

1-1,000

1912.

Francs.
87,000

3,000

1,000

41,000

145,000
5,000

19,000

Inc. or dec.

Francs.
+ 9,000
- 16,000

+ 1,000

6,000

Total ... 109,000

Cable ditto covered with lead.—

169,000 4- 60,0(X

From Austria

,, Germany
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protective coverings by the following minimum diatanc€« :—Up
to 1,000V., 2in.; 3,000 v.. Sin.; 6,000 v., 4 in.; 12,000 v.. 6 in.;

24,000 v., 7 in.; 36,000 v., 9i in. The voltage refers to that

between lines in the circuit concerned. Outside buildings,

H.T. lines must dear walls by at least 1 cm. (.4 in.) per 1,000 v.

with a minimum of 4 m. Insulated conductors fur pressures

exceeding 1,000 v. must bo spaced at the distances stipulated

for barei wires if they are laid on bells, rollers, etc., without
protection of their insulation against weathering; below 1,000

v., 2 CM. spacing ia sufficient.

Overhead high-tension lines must be bare except for suit-

able painting where corrosion is to be prevented. In buildings,

bare n.T. wires are admissible only at contact lines (outside

electric power houses and battery rooms) and must be fitted

with isolating switches. Iron or reinforced concrete masts
and anchor wires must be earthed and earthed line-guard

rings or nets must bo provided under specified conditions.

New rules applying to accumulator batteries prescribe that

cells be insulated from their stands and the latter from earth

by non-hygroscopic supports. It must be impossible to touch
live parts at more than 250 v. p.d. during attendance on the
cells. Insulated footplates must be provided round high-ten-

sion batteries, and it is recommended that batteriea working
at 1,000 V. or higher pressure above earth be divided by sec-

tion switches into 500 v. groups. Celluloid may not be used
for battery cases or outside the electrolyte in cells for higher
pressures than 16 v.

The minimum distance between walls and bare live parts

on switchboards, etc., is fixed at 3i ft. in low-voltage and 5 ft.

in high-tension installations. If such parts are at a normally
accessible height on both sides of a gangway, they should bo
at least 6i ft. apart horizontally. High-tension parts m gang-
ways should be specially protected if within 8i ft. from the
ground. Special rules apply to the making and safeguarding
of connections on boards to which there is no back access.

Pressures exceeding 250 v. are not permissible in hand appa-
ratus of 0.5 KW. or smaller capacity. Handles should be of
insulating material where possible, and if controlling higher
pressure than 1,000 volts, a permanently earthed link should
be provided between handle and apparatus. Leakage currents
over insulators must be earthed.

High-tension oil switches in circuits liable to 5,000 amps, or
heavier short-circuit currents must be placed behind a wall
protecting attendants from possible flume and burning oil.

Current<arrying parts in starters and rheostats must be pro-

tected by fireproof material, mounted on fireproof supports
and located away from inflammable material ; this rule does
not apply absolutely to electric power houses and sub-stations,

etc. Plugs must be, designed so that they cannot be inserted
in circuits carrying higher current and voltage than those for

which the plugs are designed; in high-tension circuits, it must
be impossible to make or break plug or other temporary con-
nections while either part is live.

Conductors must be of adequate mechanical .strength and
insulated copper wires and cords are rated as follows (ab-

stract) : Corcesponding
Section. Current. nominal rating [or fuses,
tiq. mm. Amps. Amps.

0.5 7.6 6
1.0 11 6
10 43 36
50 160 126

500 760 600
1,000 1,250 1,000

Bare copper wires up to 50 sq. mm. are subject to the same
rating ; larger wires and all overhead wires are subject merely
to the stipulation of reasonable temperature rise. The smallest
permissible copper conductor sections are :—Wires to and in
lighting fittings, 0.5 sq. mm.

;
pendant cords, 0.76 sq. mm.

;

insulated wires laid in pipes or on insulators not more than 3ift.

apart or for portable, use, 1.0 sq. mm.; insulated or bare wires
in buildings or open for which points of suspension are more
than 3i ft. apart, 4 sq. mm.; overhead lines, 10 sq. mm. Fuses
of soft, plastic metals and alloys must be provided with con-
tact lugs of copper or other suitable metal. Multiple fuses
and repaired plug fuses are not sanctioned.
In high-tension circuits, accessible glow lamps and fittings

are permissible only for direct current and for pressures up to

1,000 volts. High-tension leads may not be used to suspend
arc lamps and in such cases the lamp must be insulat<\i from
the insulating wire or chain and the latter from its support
(if of metal) or both rope and carrier may be earthed; if the
circuit pressure exceeds 1,000 v., both safeguards must be pro-
vided. Further, such arc lamps must be inacce.'isible during
working and their circuits must include isolating switches.
The clear diameter of tubes or cavities through which two
leads are to pass in lamp fittings must be at least i in. in low-
voltage and i in. in hign-voltage apparatus. Pipes laid under
plaster must have at least 0.45 in. internal diameter (0.65 in.

in H.T. circuits) if intended to accommodate more than one
wire. Pendant fittings and hand lamps are inadmissible in
high-tension circuits.

Others of the new rules apply to special provisions and
©xemptions to be made and precautions to be observed in
•pecial situations and installations, among which are electric
power houses, accumulator rooms, damp situations, chemical
works, places where explosion risks are present, shop windows,
warehouses, testing laboratories, theatres and other public
buildings.

The rules for the operation of heavy current inatallations are
eimilarly arranged and demand little more than tboM provi-
sions and precautions which ordinary experience and practice
show to be desirable and which, in the absence of definite
regulations, are so apt to be neglected from time to time.
Finally, there is presented a most convenient and useful col-

lection of signs and symbols to be used in denoting various
circuits, instruments and apparatus. Nothing leas than com-
plete reproduction of this scheme would be of service, but the
latter certainly deserves to be better known. A fundamental
convention greatly simplifying complex wiring diagrams is

the use of single lines to represent two or three-wire circuits,

the actual number of conductors being indicated by double or
treble dots on the apparatus diagrams and double or treble

cross lines on the single conductor-lines, regulating switch
handles and so forth. The German original is well worth the
careful study of all interested.

ELECTRICAL WORK AT THE NATIONAL
PHYSICAL LABORATORY DURING 1913.

A LARGE number of absolute measurements of resistance were
made during 1913 with the Lorenz apparatus in the Physics
Department of the National Physical Laboratory. The follow-
ing table summarises the results obtained from resistances
nominally of 0.001, 0.0O2 and 0.01 ohms :—

1, 2, 3, i

1, 2

3, 4

Resistance.
Absolute
measare

[
cm./sec.

I

DiilereDce.
Parts in lOO.OCO
(Abs.-Int. - 10°).

O'OOl ohm,
0-01 „
0-002 „

O'OOl „
0*001 „

1000916
! 1000398 X 10«

10009010
!
1000388 x IDs

Standard varied sti^htly

100090,
; 1000398 X IO9

IOOO9I9
I

1000398 X IO9

62-8

61e
63 I

61-1

62'(

Mean = o2-«

A resistance of one International ohm is therefore 1.00052
ohms (109 cm. /sec); the probable error in the value 1.0li052

is about four parts in 100,(X)0. The length of the mercury
column at 0°C. which has a resistance of one ohm is 106.245
± 0.004 cm., the cross section being the same as that of a
mercury column 106.3 long having a resistance of one Inter-
national ohm. The whole Lorenz apparatus is in a very satis-
factory condition.

In some of the absolute measurements of current made
during the year the current was maintained constant
and its value calculated from the weights used to
maintain equilibrium , in the current-weigher. In other
measurements the current was allowed to vary, its

mean value, being calculated from the change in period
of the balance. Current circulated in the coils so as
to produce large increase or decrease in the restoring force but
no change in the equilibrium position. This way of using a
current weigher adds to the value of the instalment since
direct determination of the cloctro-chemical equivalent of a
substance may bo made without maintaining a constant current.
Eight henuetically-soaled 1 ohm manganin coils were dis-

patched in July, 1913, to the Laboratoire Central d'Electricite.
the Physikalisch-Ttchnische Reichsanstalt, the Bureau of

Weights and Measures (St. Petersburg) and the Bureau of
Standards (Washington) for comparison with the resistance
standards of these institutions. P.-T.R. values were 19 and 16
parts in 1,000.0(X) less than the N.P.L. values; the Bureau of
Standards values were 7 parts in 1,000,000 greater: and the
St. Petersburg values were 3 and 7 parts in 1,000,000 greater
than the N.P.L. values. French mercury stand.irds are not
yet complete, but the standartls maintained at the L.C.d'E.
are known to agree with N.P.L. standards within 1 part in

100,000. Resistance measurements may therefore be regarded
as being on the same basis the world over.

In 1911 Dr. Schuster suggested a new type of magnetometer
by which any horizontal component of the earth's field could
be compared with the field prmluced at a certain point by
current flowing through coils of known dimensions. Pre-
liminary experiments indicate that values of H can be
measured with a probable error not exceeding 1 part in 100.000

of the C.G.S. unit, the time necessary for a measurement being
about four minutes. \ precision instrument will be built iu

the Laboratory workshop*.
Present magnetic disturbances due to electric tramcars can

be coped with, but any additional disturbance may greatly

increase the difficulty of making preoise electrical and magnetic
measurements. Two recording instruments have been erecte«l

in a non-magnetic hut to measure changes in the horizontal

component of the earth's field and in the declination. Records
ahow that the present sudden variations in H are of the order

of e 7 ; very sudden chances in dedination (exceeding 9
' of

arc^ have not been observed.
The equilibrium of the Weston normal cell has been studied

to obtain a satisfactory explanation of the hTBteresis phenomena
first mentioned in the 1911 B.A. Report. Investigation of the

hydrolysis of mercury sulphate has confirmed the work of
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Gouy and ghowa thut bydruly«ia can bo prevenUxl by adding

1 part of sulphuric acid to 10,000 of water. A new method hua

been used to deteruiiue the solubility of racrcuroua sulphate

solution in water and in cadmium sulphate solutions. Mer-
curoua Hulplmte solution is coutaine<l in one limb of a cell, the

K.M.p. of which is me.a8uied as titration proceeds. When mer-

cury ions practically vanish from the solution there is a sudden

ihaiiiie in the E.M.i'. of the cell. By plotting k M.l'. against

volume of titrating liquid, the amount required for oomplet*
jnecipitation of mercury is obtained.

Experiments on diolextric losses in condensers have now been

extended to fiequencit-s (at least 1,(K)0,000 cyelca) covering the

range which has so much practical importance in wireless tele-

graphy. With well-dried castor oil as dielectric, the power
factor is 0.(X)05 at 800 cycles but 0.038 at 1,(XKJ,000 cycles per

second, and this increase in the power losses at high fre-

quencies makes castor oil unsuitable for condensers to be used

in wireless telegraphy, particularly as the oil has a high tem-

perature coefficient (about - 0.3 per cent, per 1°C.). Well-

dried (X'truleum behaves well as regards temperature coefficient

and higli-l'iequeucy dielectric loss. Mica condensers are, al.so

very ge«jd, but their temperature coefficient, though small, is

much greater at '25°G. than at 10°C.

Three mutual inductometers have been constructed, the range

of inductance measurement now running from 10-9 henry up

to over 1,000 henries. Moving coil vibration galvanometers

have been constructed with unifilar torsional control and coils

of low effective resistance. Combination of the latter with

high sensitivity gives increased accuracy in rneasuring small

inductances such as occur in small coils and single loops used

in radiotelegraphy. The constants of more than 350 wave-

meter coils weje evaluated at a number of different frequencies;

in a few coses, instruments were tested up to 6,0(XJ metres

wave length.

Much work was done in decrement and high-fre.quency resist-

ance measurements. The determination of radiotelegraph ic

efficie^ncy depends largely on decrement nieasurements. The
high-frequency effective resistances of cods with solid and
stranded wire were determined by direct power measurements,

the results corroborated Lindemann's discovery that, at cer-

tain frequencies, solid are better than stranded conductors.

Further experiments are in progress.

Conmiercial frequency meters have been calibrated from 300

up to 800 cycles per second by aid of a Duddell singing arc

and standard tuning forks.

Photometric investigations indicate that new values for the

laboratory electric sub-standard lamps (in terms of the pen-

tane lamp) will agree very closely with the determination made
ten years ago. The reliability of the later sub-standards (1.5

watts per mean horizontal candle) has been fairly well

demonstrated. An accuracy of 0.25 per cent, can be ascribed

to the international intercomparison of high-efficiency light

standards, the final value ratios being :—Reichsanstalt/ (N.P.L.

X 0.9) = 1.00 ; Bureau of Standards/ N.P.L. = 0.99 ; Labora-

toire Central/N.P.L. = 0.99 .

At the request of the Local Government Board, an investiga-

tion has been undertaken to see if anything can be done to

mitigate the nuisance of dazzle produced by motor car head-

lights. It being impracticable to reduce the general intensity

of the beam, experiments have been made with acetylene and
electric headlamps adapted to produce beams in which the

upper right hand portion (as seen from behind the lamp) is

blotted out. This leaves the driver with light to the full

hei,ght on hia left hand side and below the horizontal for the
full width of the road. Provided such lamps are mounted cor-

rectly, they are satisfactory to the driver and of marked advan-
tage to on-coming traffic. Unless fitted with louvres, para-

bolic lamps are not so easy to deal with as those constructed
on the lens-mirror principle.

An aecount of work undertaken for the Departmental Com-
mittee on Industrial Lighting will be embodied in the Com-
mittee's Report. The bureau of the International Illumina-

tion Commission is at the Laboratory, Mr. Paterson being Hon.
Secretary. An investigation which promises to lead to inter-

esting and useful results is one on the constants of diffusing

surfaces and media and methods of measuring them. Know-
ing these constants, it is possible to determine the coefficient

of reflection of materials by direct measurement of surface

brightness using illumination photometers.
An apparatus has been built and used successfully to spin

large sources of light and facilitate the measurement of their

curves of mean candle-power distribution. Arc lamps must
be rotated slowly, but 3,000 c.p. nitrogen lamps may be rotated

as rapidly as desired.

The testing of a.c. wattmeters and watt-hour meters has
been an important and growing part of the work of the
Electrotechnics Department. Many of '.he instruments being
for use in official tests, the disposal of bonus and penalty sums
depended on the results of such calibrations. The apparatus
described by Paterson. Rayner and Kinnes (I.E.E., M.iy, 1913)

has been used practically to its full capacity and improvements
in detail have been made to expedite testing.

A special switch designed for u^e in 2*1 ,000-volt circuits has
been completed to permit watt and watt-hour meters to be.-

teste.d with current and potential transformers comnlete (as

used in practice). New oOO-ampere and other 2.(X)0-ampere

water-tube resistances are being built to permit threerphase
met«r testing at higher currents than heretofore

Heating tests on field coils have shown that impregnating
coils of cotton-covered wire after winding, generally produces

appreciable reduction of the internal temperature gradient.
'Ine. use of a protective covering of tape or other material may
be exixxted to lucreace the internBl temperature by 15''0.

The capacity of the largo battery uaed for heavj-curreiit u.c.

tcsliug has fallen to about 70 per cent, of the original capacity,
due to deterioration of the negative platcB. The jjositive platea
are expected to lust for some years longer.

Tlio insulation resuitance of the ebonite tops of the large
rcsiatauce bridge and standard coils (used for couiinercial tejit«)

has deteriorated badly. The coils have therefore been re-

mounted in oil-filled hermetically-Bealed brass cases; Djnnec-
tion is made to mercury cups aa well as U> terminals. The
present plug contacts in the bridge are to be replaced by dial

switchoa mounted on ebonite and protected by a metal cover.

The resistance of steel conductor rails is u.sually specified in

terms of copper, comparison being made Boinetimcs between
rails of equal length and weight, sometimes between rails of

equal length and section. Steel rails are invariably bought by
their weight per yard and it is hoped, in co-operation with the
Engineering Standards Committee, to arrive at a specification

permitting ready comparisons of conductivity of rails of

dilTerent weight, resistance being measured and quoted in

ohms or microhms. Tables of conversion and correction factors

have been prepared connecting values obtained by the old and
new methods. Resistance measurements and chemical analyses

show that (in the samples tested) the resistance of steel rails

varies in the same direction as, and the tempc-rature.crxjfficient in

the opposite direction to, the total amount of impurities present.

The work in hand for the Wiring Rules Committee of the

I.E.E. has made good progress during the year. A report has
been presented concerning the heating of flex used with heat-

ing apparatus. Experiments relating to high temperature
deterioration of standard cables show that slight difference in

quality of the insulating material may lead to widely different

results, bonce the search will have to be extended to include

all qualities of rubber, paper and oil u.%d for insulating cables.

AiTangements have been made for investigations on the heat-

ing of buried cables to be carried out in eleven different towns,

selected to include different sizes of cable and to cover practi-

cally all the systems of laying mains at present in use. Winter
tests are to be made under normal load and summer tests with

a special testing load. The scheme of tests to be made at these

towns and the laying and testing of experimental mains at

the Laboratory have been approved by the I.E.E. , and it is

hoped that experimental work will soon be commenced.
Last year's work on the emission of electricity from metals

has been continued with a view to ascertaining to what extent
the phenomena observetl on a somewhat large scale with
carbon can be reproduced with other substances. The metals
employed were mostly in the form of strips 5 mm. wide X
50 mm. between clamps, the hot emitting area being about 4

sq cm. Currents used to heat the strips varied from 50 to

250 amps, and the voltage from 0.5 to 5 volts. Iridium, plati-

num, iron, tantalum, nickel, copper and brass were tested, the

strip being generally surrounded by nitrogen at reduced pres-

sure. From the preUuiiuary experiments conducted it appears

that emis-sion of positive electricity occurs at temperatures
from 1,000° to 1,4(X)°C. A sudden marked increase occurs at

the liquefying points of metals melting within this range,

probably due to sudden release of occluded gas. The positive

enassion is apparently augmented by presence of oxygen. At
higher temperature, negative electricity predominates and
increases rapidly with the temperature. The negative current

attained with iridium at the melting point was ().08 amp.

;

with tantalum at 1,670°C., 220 micro-amps.; and with iron at

the melting point, 90 micro-amps. Probably these negative

currents are a consequence of some reaction between the metal

and surrounding gas. These results, in which currents were
obtained without the usual applied potential, have a_ bearing

on the question of electron emission from metals at high tem-
perature. During experiments on the electrical emissivity of

alkaline earths and other materials, when raised suddenly to

the high temperature (2,000-2,500°C.) possible in a carbon
resistance furnace, very large ionisation currents were obtained.

At the request of the Geodetic Survey of India, an apparatus

has been designed to measure air temperatures within 0.1°C.

at intervals of 15 ft, up to 150 ft. above ground (thus making
possible approximate correction for air refraction in geodetic

survey work). Ten appropriately spaced platinum resistance

thermometers are connected by manganin wires in series with

each other and with a standard manganin resistance. Poten-

tial leads are taken from the ends of each thermometer to a
selector key and portable potentiometer. The potential drop
over the constant resistance and the drop over each ther-

mometer make possible easy determination of the temperature
ot the latter. Arrangements are made for screening the

. thermometer-s from solar and terrestrial radiation by double
screens of aluminium painted balloon fabric which permit free

air circulation to the wires.

It is expected that the revised specification for bayonet lamp
holders will soon be issued. A series of " Not-go " cylindrical

gauges (not included in the provisional draft specification) is

considered necessary for the screwed part of the holder.

Measurements on 13 sparking plugs and four sets of taps

show diametral dimensions about 0.2 mm. smaller than those

given in E.S.C. Report No. 45. Measurements on the hexa-

gons, barrel, etc., of the plugs have been tabulated.

The Laboratory Report includes a list of papers published

by members of the staff and a summary of work proposed for

the current year.
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THE "POINT FIVE" ASSOCIATION.

At the meeting of thia association at Birmingham, on June
18th, the chairman, Mr. Allen, of Wolverhampton, briefly re-

viewed the work accomplished by the members.
He asked were they aiding the manufacturers to decide upon

what particular type of any piece of domestic apparatus was
most suitable to the general body of users, and in what manner
could they further the standardisation of apparatus, which
must ultimately benefit them and the industry gerieralJy by
cheapening the apparatus under consideration. It had been
suggested that a central bureau might be e.stablished to test

and report upon cooking, heating and other domestic appara-
tus. In his opinion the strongest bureau which could possibly

be established was already in existence, and had for its working
committee the members of the Point Five Association, because
they wore themselves handling such a large proportion of such
apparatus. A central testing laboratory was far from satis-

factory, and its staff was bound to get prejudiced opinions
sooner or later. One of the most important things tending to

set back progress in the general use of cooking and heating
apparatus waa the lack of the necessary power to

hire out apparatus. Those undertakings which jxissessed

powers had been able with a suitable tariff to increase their

business enormously, with considerable advantage both to the
consumer and to the electrical contractor. In Wolverhampton
they had full powers. The tariff came into operation last

autumn, and during the first six months the number of

private house installations connected was three times as many
as the number during the same period of the year previously,

and they had supplied on hire just 500 kw. of heating and
cooking apparatus. Prom other members he found that since
the "point five" tariffs have been in vogue, connections for

about 10,000 KW. had been made, and that about 7,fiOO KW.
of cooking and heating apparatus had been connected up in
private houses. The greater part of the cooking and heating
apparatus comprising the 7,000 kw. was hired by the con-
sumers, and were it not for the hiring facilities, the thousands
of householders would never have been connected at all, much
to the loss of the manufacturers, the supply undertakings,
and to the wiring contractors who carried out more than three
quarters of the necessary wiring work. There was a tariff

question which would probably have to bo considered by
several members before long, and that was—How should elec-

tric car battery supply be charged to those domestic consumers
now enjoying the " point five " tariff? He saw no reason why
such a demand could not be treated separately on the differ-

ential system of charging with the units used charged at a
halfpenny per unit. The fixed amount per annum would not
be so easDy determined as that due to a lighting supply.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES.
AND PLANT.

FITTINGS

New Type Current Transformers.

MesBTB. Vedovelli, Priestley & Co., Paris, whose aerenta are

Messrs. Laino, Wharton, Ltd., 7, Great Newport Street, W C,
have recently brought out a type of current transformer, which
is claimed to overcome all the troubleH usually met with in thia

apparatus, and to combine with these properties high accuracy and

Fia. 1.

—

Coil Type Cubbent Transformkb,

low first cost. Thia type of transformer is shown in figp. 1 and 2,

illuatrating the coil type and straight-through bar type, suitable

for slipping over bua-bara or cablea where large currents are

involved.

A feature of thia transformer ia that a special insulating

material, with hipfh insulation properties, is moulded under prea-

anre round the windinga and core of the transformer, thua forming
both an electrical and mechanical clothing.

It ia due to the high qualities of this material that such succesa

baa been obtained, these qaalities being enumerated as follows :

—

1 cm. thickneae will withstand a preasure of (iO,000 volts ;

it ia extremely hard, and mechanically very atronpr, and begina to

slightly aoften internally at a temperature of 120* C. at the end of

one hoor.

It ia non-hygroscopic, and the transformer can be immersed in
water without damage to same.

It ia impossible for the tranaformer windinga to become dis-
placed due to electro-magnetic forces caused by short-circuit, as
the windinga are embedded in the material moulded round them,
and due to the thorough eicluaion of air, no czonisation and
decay of the windings takea place.

Fig. 2.

—

Bab Type Cubbest Tkassfobmeb.

The accuracy of the transformers ia extremely high.
The tranaformers are made in four aizea, having capacities at

50 cycles of 20, 50 and 250 volt-amperes respectively.

Up to the present they have been constructed up to 5,000 volts

preEsure, and are now in the course of manufacture for a working
pressure of 110,000 volts between phases and a test preeanre of

250,000 volts.

In no single instance has a breakdown been experienced,

although some transformers have now been in service for a period

extending over four years.

Ironclad Snitches and Adapters.

Messes. 6. F. Newnham & Co., of 7a, Shirley Road, Acock's
Green, Birmingham, have just placed on the market a type of

ironclad switch for conduit work, the design of which, we under-
stand, is baaed on certain suggestions contained in our own columns.
The switch (ahown in fig. 3) is constructed with a separate

English china base to each pole, and a fire-proof division between
them.
The case ia of cast iron, stove enammelled black, fitted with an

Fio. 3.—iKONCLAn Switch with Adapters.

earthing screw and provided with bosses, which can be tapped for

conduit, either four holes at top or two each at top and bottom.
The switch cover ia lined with insulating non- hygroscopic com-

pound. Malleable iron black enamelled adapters are supplied to

suit the switches, tapped and screwed for j in. conduit. - 'm
The nipples are arranged to slip into clear holes drilled in the

switch case and arc held by screws, thus providing perfect con-

tinuity. The switches can be ad.ipted for wooden bushes if

desired, and are rated at up to 12 amperes and I'-OO volts.

The " .Marvel" Cooker.

The Fireless Cookek Co.. of Horton Street. Lyng, West Brom-
wich, send us particulars of their Marvel cooking outfit, which
we illustrate in fig. 4. This includes an oven measuring 15 in.
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X '.'i in. X lOi in., an 8) in. hot plati; und a eteamer with uopper
bottom to Bt over it.

- The oven is of sheet 'Bt«el, well lai?ifed, and provided with a
movable rack and lined at the aidee and back with ulaininium.

The heating eleiuente are bolted to cant-iron detachable platen at

Fig. 4.

—

"Mabvel'' Cooking Octfit.

top and bottom. The hot plate has two heat legulationg and a
email hot cupboard can be supplied to fit under it. A switch-

bottrd of polished teak with china switches, Zsd fuses, and pilot

lights is provided, with cable connections run in flexible metallic

tubing to the heaters.

Provision for earthing either by plugs, as shown in our view, or

otherwise, is made. The outfit is claimed to be exceedingly econo-

mical in use, and is supplied in various sizes to suit usual

requirements.

Ozone Generators.

Severali'new types of ozone generators have recently been
designed by Mr. C. W. Dennt, of 3y, Oakley Crescent, Chelsea,

S.W., and include apparatus for the purification of air and the
sterilisation of water. Fig. 5 shows a portable fan ozoniser for

the purification of air, and fig. 7 a small domestic type water
steriliser, in section.

A novel feature in the design of this class of apparatus is the
concentric tubular electrodes, which are shown mounted on a
triangular spider in fig. 5. The inner tube has a specially prepared
surface to facilitate the high-tension brush discharge ; the air to

be ozonised passes through an annular space between the two
metal electrodes or tubes, which are in turn firmly mounted in

conjunction vrith a micanite insulating tube.

We understand that exhanstivt; t«atii on thiB olass of ozoniser

have been carried out by the Faraday Houiie taboratoriea, which
give very promiiiiag resoltn, the concentration of owoe from one
of the ozonising cylinders being as high ai 71 part« per million

;

moreover, no nitrons oxides are produced.

Electric ('andle8tk-k.

We illuitrate in fig. C a new and handy electric candlestiok

which is fitted with its own battery placed in the base. Aooeaa to

the battery is provided by removing a metal footplate whiah is

turned for opening by a key. The lamp is lighted by raijiing the

Fig. 6.—Self-contained Electbic Candlestick.

handle and tightening the screw shown in the illustration. There
is a hole in the handle so that the lamp may be fitted on a wall-

hook. This candlestick fitting is a useful and inexpensive little

novelty, and can be obtained from Messbs. Lighting Supplieb,
Ltd., of 36, Commercial Road, London, E.

B.T.H. Alominium Lightning Arresters.

We have received from the British Thomson-Houston Co.,

Ltd., of Rugby, particulars of their latest alnminium lightning
arresters, one of which Is shown in cross-section in fig. 8. The

Fig. 5.—Small Portable Ozoniser. Fig. 7.—Section of Denny Water Stebiliseb.

The water sterilising apparatus in fig. 7 Is fitted with similar

electrodes to those in fig. 5, but in this case they are all mounted
concentrically. The highly ozonised air is drawn into the water
pipe on the injector principle and thoroughly mixed with the water
in the mixing ball or chamber below. The water is then ready for

consumption.

arrester consists of a series of concentric inverted cones placed one
above another, with the electrolyte between them, the whole being
immersed in a tank of oil. The tank is of steel, with welded seams,
and has a metal cover. An insulating cylinder snrronnds the
upper part of the stack of cones, and improves the circulation of
the oil, while preventing failure of insulation between the cones
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and the case. For a three-phase system four stacks are provided,
connected tosrether at the base ; three are connected at the top to
the lines through horn gap arresters, while the fourth is connected
to earth, so that there are always two stacks in series between
lines, and two between any line and earth. As the cells have to be
" charged " for a few seconds daily, to renew the film of hydroxide

Porce/.un

Fig. 8.—B.T.H. Aluminium Lightkinu Abebsteb.

on which their action depends, the horn gaps are modified to enable
this to be done from the line with ease. Fig. 9 shows a standard
horn gap for a 6,600-volt arrester, fitted with a charging resistance
to limit the current, and a short-circuiting contact which can be
actuated with safety. For higher voltages a rather more elaborate
device is employed, having an auxiliary horn. Provision is also
made for interchanging the earth stack with one of the line
stacks during the charging operation, so that the films of all the

Fig. 9.—Hoen Gap, with Charging Ueskstance, &c.

.cells can be formed up to the same value. No alteration is made
in the settiFg of the horns during the charging operation, the
present designs bfing an improvement on their forerunners in this
respect. A special electrolyte is supplied for arresters that are
used in climates where freezing has to be provided against.
Other devices used in conjunction with the arresters are

oharging-cnrrent indioators, which show the condition of the cells,
and choke coils. These and other features of the B.T.H. arresters
are described in List No. 4,50ri, recently issued.

Two New Yaciinm Cleaners.
Messes Duncan Watson & Co., of 02, Bemers Street, W.,

have recently introduced two new vacuum cleaners to the English
market, known as the " Apex " and " Cleveland ' respectively and
illustrated in figs. 10 and 11. The striking feature "of these
machines, which are excellently finished in every detail, is their
low price—roughly two-thirds the cost of similar machines in nse
here.

The Cleveland weighs about 9 lb. and is fitted with a small
vertical motor, of universal type, suited for either A.o. or n c, and
fitted with bearings having oil reservoirs, containing felt pads for
holding the oil. A special Hart turn switch is contained in the
handle.

A small rotary brush is fitted in the suction orifice to pick up
fluff and cotton, and to use the various aocespories, a special hose
attachment can be plugged in either above or below the fan casing,
providing either air blast or suction.
The Apex machine weighs about 1 lb. extra and costs rather

more
;

it is fitted with a horizontal motor for either a.c. or d.c.

and a divided splayed suction orifice, to which a small rotary bnuh
attachment can be fixed.

Both machines run on small wheels, the Apex, however, haa an
adjustment to the back wheel which regulates the neamees of the
suction nozzle to the floor. ^_^
In both maohine^i the dust bag is provided with an inner tnbe

to prevent the dost from falling back into the machine.

Figs. 10 and 11.—The Apex and Cleveland Vaccum
Cleanebs.

Amongst the accessories, the length of snotion hose has strong
rubber connecting pieces at either end, and included are a solid
steel handle, renovator, wall brush, ka. Either machine is rated
at 100 watts and supplied with 18 ft. of flex.

The machines have been tested by Messrs. Duncan Watson
against the numerous other standard types which they stock and
certainly appear to lack nothing either in finish or performance by
comparison with more expensive models.

" UniTcrgal " Electric Grill.

The accompanying illustration, fig. 12, shows the B. k'^JL.
" Universal " electric grill, introduced by the Bbompton and
Kensington Accessobies Co., Ltd., of 25 1, Earl's Court Raad.
S.W. It is adapted to a'remarkably wide range of uses ; it has a
heating snrfase of 7| in. x 4i in., and it will boil, make toist

Fio. 12

—

Univebsal Elbctbtc Gbill.

grill bacon, chops, or a small steak, cook small portions of cereal,
creamed chicken, beef, or potatoes, at the table. The heating
element is close to the frame, thus securing the spread of heat over
the entire surface. One pan has a depth of 2 in. and can be nsed
above or below the heating element at the same time that some
other dish is being prepared in one of the other pans. The base
pans and frame are nickel-plated and highly polished, and the price
is moderate.

Ac<'id«'ilt.—Oil Saturdftv, while testing a new cleotrical

apparatus at the (roole Docks in a shed, a Manchester workman
named 0. Mosley was severely burned about the face and arms
He got into contact with a " live ' wire, and was taken to hospital
in a precarious condition.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1914.

(NOT VET PUULlSimD).

Compiled expresily (or this Journal by Mkusrs. W. P. Thompson & Co.,
Klcclrical Patent Agenta, 285, High Hulborn, London, W.C, and at

Liverpool and Bradford, to whom all inquiriei ahould be addreaacd.

1S,S06. " Recordini: marineri' compauea." R. KtNNIoy. June t9lh.

15,539. ** Method of enirgy supply ond control (or wa(<ons or trains o(
ek-ctrtc railways or similar contrivitnces by means u( variable resistances."
RioiiT Hon. C. E. H. Hobhousi, \V. Sunco. H. C. Gunton. \V. H. Powux.
and J. R. KlNCBToN. June 29th.

15,546. " Selecting.devices (or telephone or other circuits." SllulNa Biioa.

IND Co., Lid. June a9th. (Partly communicated by Siemens & Halske Akt.
Ucs., Germany). (Addition to 818/13). (Complete).

15.549. " rrlntint;-l<.'lcgraph apparatus." A. E. AlixindIK. June 29th.

(Union Switch & Signal Co., United States). (Complete).

15.550. " Printing-telegraph apparatus." A. E. AMxiNDIR. June 29th.

(Union Switch & Signal Co., United Slates). (Compute).

15,553. " Automatic (ire-alarms." H. MiRSOlN. June 29th. (Complete).

15,553. " Car switch-operating mechanisms." G. A. Ekkinoion. June 29th.

(Crmplete).

16,560. '* Systems or apparatus for the production and utilisation o( electric

cuirents." !'. JulN. June a9ch.

15,576. " Magnetos." J.
!•".

J. Bethenod. June a9th. (Addition to

15,353/14. Convention date, October 4th, 1913, Belgium). (Complete).

15,580. "Connections for electric condensers." Allcsueini Elektricitits

Gas., and H. Auno. June 29th. (Convention date, June 28lh, 1913, Germany).
(Ccmplelc).

15,685. " Dynamo-electric machinery," Hon. Sir C. A. PiKSONS. June
29lh. (Complete).

15,598- " Antiseptic protectors for telephones." T. Limb. June 29th. (Com-
piile).

15,602. " Electrolysis of metals." - A. E. BAIltB. June 30th.

15,615. " Electric meters." Briiisu Insuutbd & Helsbv Cables. Ltd., and
L. B. Wilson. June 30th.

15,617. ** Wire filaments for electric incandescent lamps and other electric

resistances." VV. H. Sabine. June 30th.

15.643. " Apparatus for the control or operation of railway and like points

or switches." Siemens Bros. & Co., Lid. June 30th. (Siemens & Halske
Akt Ges., Germany). (Complete).

15.644. " Electric meters." H. ARON ELEKTKICITATSZAHLERrABKIK G.m.b.H.
June 30th. (Convention date, December 22nd, 1913, Germany). (Complete).

15,676. " Electric ignition in internal-combustion engines." B. DoRy, and
E. Bajtay. June 30th. (Complete),

15,681. " Apparatus for receiving or relaying electric signals." G. W.
PiBRCB. June 30th (Convention date, August 5th, 1913, United States).

(Complete).

15,690. " Electric couplings." J. BlNG. June 30th.

15,719. " Electric snuffer wilh protection against lightning and stray

currents." A. G. DaviES. July 1st.

15,727. " Intercommunication telephones." H. G. White, and I. H.
Parsons. July l;t.

15,758. " High-tension electric ignition for internal-combustion engines."

A. R. Bellamy. July 1st.

15,767. " Means for elucidating electrical systems or circuits." A. A.

Ckoeis. and F. J. R. Mackenzie. July 1st.

15,788. " Electrical vacuum discharge devices and methods of utilizing the

same." Briiish Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. July 1st. (General Electric

Co., United States).

15,804. " Arc lamps." A. Traffokd, and C. E. Haseler. July 2nd.

15,843. " Electro-magnetic means for operating a movable member in a

mechanism by a passing body." H. A. Cox, G. E. Lloyd, and H. E.

Osborne. July 2nd.

15,857. " Wireless telegraphy." P. C. Bird. July 2nd.

15,868. " Electric meters." British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd. July
2nd. (General Electric C«., United States).

15.870. " Pulsating-devioes." A. G Bloxam. July 2nd. (W. R. Neiman,
and H. Sorenson, Unilerl States). (Complete).

15.871. " Interrupting-devices for high-tension electric currents." Siemens
Bros. & Co.. Ltd. July 2nd. (Siemens & Halske Akt. Ges., Germany).
(Complete).

16,881. " Detector for electro-magnetic waves." Deutsche Telephonwerkb
G.M.B.H. July 2nd. (Convention date, January 24th, 1914, Germany). (Com-
plete).

15,939. " Starting devices for electric motors." W. G. Wilson, and P. U
Harlow. July 3rd.

15,946. " Junctions for overhead trolley wires." Cedes Electric Traction,
Ltd., and K. D. Bowen. July 3rd.

15,958. " Windings of dvnamo-electric machines." Siemens Bros. DynAUO
Works, Ltd., and E. O. Kieffer. July 3rd. (Complete).

15,967. " Electric lighting equipment of motor-car and like vehicles." G. A
Jelly. July 3rd.

15,981. " Alarm Marconi-bell for ships in fog at sea and (or railway train,

air-craft, and the like." R. B. GuPTE. July 4th.

15,988. " Railway safe-running devices." A. R. Angus. July 4th.

16,007. " Incandescent electric lamps." W. W. D. Knicht, and H. E.
Clerk. July 4th.

16,927. " Insulation of dynamo-electric machinery." Micanite & Insulators
Co., Ltd., and J. Allan. July 4th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

Copies of any of the Specifications in the following list may be obtained
of Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., 285, High Holborn, W.C, and at
Liverpool and Bradford; price, post free, 9d. (in stamps).

1.8X3.
9.090. Railway Safe-running Devices. A. R. Angus. April 17th (Aoril

17th, 1912).
Of y e

9,109. Apparatus for Minimising the Destruotivb Action op Electric Arcs
Especially Applicable to Electric Cut-outs and Fuses. V. Hope. April 18th.

11.214. Dynamo-electric Machines. V. A. Fynn. May 13th. (May 13th,

11,539. Electric Transformers. R. Arno. May 17th.

13,418. Reverse Power Electric Relays. E. G. Waters. June 10th.

13,644 Reflectors. E. Weiner. June 12th. (December 28th, 1912).

13,715. ELiCTmc CioCK (iNOBrBNDiNT OR Maaru). J. 0. Scott. June 13ih.
(Convention date not granted).

13.755. PaoDUCTioN or IIigii-tenbioii Diaciuiiccs. W. H. Wilson. June
Uth. (Cognate Application, 20,937/13).

13,983. DYNAMO-tLECTaiC UBNEaATOUl BOB loNITINC IM iNnkMAL-OOUBtmOM
Engines. A. Schubert. June 17lh.

14.043. Operating Geau for Elictiiic CoNTROiXEaa. Sandycroft, Ltd., and
T. M. Dutton. June 17lh.

14,531. Naval I'irb Control. A. H. Pollen, and H. lahcrwood. June 23rd.

14,614. Number-dial for Automatic and Sbmi-automatic Tilbpiionb S>nBua.
Siemens Bros. & Co., and E. A. Petithory. June 24th.

16,074 Electric CouruNca or Connectors for Lichtihc FiXTURia. British
Thomsun-Houston Co. (General Electric Co.). June 30tb.

15,607. Adjustable TBLEFitoNB Armb. M. J. I). Carter. July 7th.

17,761. Water-tight Electric Swiich-controluo \S'AiL-soCKBTa. R. G.
Tyler, E. H. Freeman, and F. G. Shrewsbury. August 9nd.

18,178. Electric Motors. H. A. Whiteside. August 9tta. (August lOth,

1912).

19,706. Alarm and Indicator Arrancbubnts for Laundry WAaHiNO-uiCHiNBa
AND the like. W. a. Lees. September 1st.

19.756. Device for Facilitating the Mounting of Stereo. Electro, and
OTIIBR Printing Plates. E. W. J. Uarneii. September Ist.

22,850. Circuit Arrangements for Automatic Iblepiionb SveiBMS. Siemens
and Halske Akt. Ges. October 9th. (October 11th, 1912, Addition to 18,498/12).

13,478. Electrical Signalling Apparatus. G. Dearie. October Uth.

26,713. Metil Filament Electric Lamps. B. Gnann. November SOtb.

(September 1st, 1913).

29,447. Apparatus Suitable for Use in Wireless Tblbgraphv and Tbupuohy.
J. Schiessler. December 20th. (October 10th, 1913).

29,799. Means for Warning an Engine-driver of his Approach to a Signal
WHICH IS AT DANGE^t. J. Forrester. December 27th.

29,839. Insulators for usa on Electrical Circuits. T. V. Frankum.
December 27th.

19X4.
196. Apparatus for thb Control from a Distance or A Number of Gunb

from a Single Transmitter. R. Girardelli. January Srd. (January 16lh,

1913).

743. Electro-plating Devices. L. Schulte. January 10th.

1,983. Remote Controlled Electric Switches. G. W. Hart. January 26th.

2,025. Holder for the Filament or Electric Incandescent LAura. S.

Bloch. January 26th.

3.171. Method or Periodically MoDirviNO HiGH-rRBguBNCT EliotsiO

Currents. E. Von Lepel. February 6th. (February 11th, 1913).

5,024. Portable Electric Lamps tor Illuminating Heating Chambers buck
AS Bakers' Ovens and the like to Facilitate Inspection iHERior. C. R.

Ellinger. February 26th.

6,093. Electric Baths. H. Aub. March lOih.

7,165. Fittings for Electric Lamps. J. Lutley. March 21st.

8,185. Construction and Method op Arranging Induction Coils for

Loading Duplexed Double Overhead Telephone Lines Worked oh the

PuplN System. H B. M. Pleijel, and A. H. Olsson. March 31st. (May 9th,

1913).

9,960. Electric Arc Lamps. Siemens Schuckertwerke Ges. April 22nd

(April 22nd, 1913).

10,683. Interrupter for thb Electric Ignition or Internal-combustion

Engines. Robert Bosch (Firm o(). April 30th. (August 1st, 1913).

British Trade with Morocco,—A Commercial Agency
has been established in London named the Bbitish Commebcial
Agency fob Mobocco, Ltd. (139, Cannon Street, E C), with the

object of promoting the Bale of British manufactures in the rapidly

increasing markets of Morocco. It is shown by official returns that

British trade with Moroco has been declining for some time past,

while that of other foreign nations, notably france and Germany,
has been increasing by rapid strides. It has been thought that

this keen competition cannot be met better than by establishing

on the spot an efficient organisation which will devote itself to

pushing forward, in every possible channel, the sale of British

manufactures.

Cotton Post Baji'S.—We have received from Messrs.
COOPEE & RoBEBTS. 3, Paul's Bakehouse Court, Godltman
Street, E.G., a set of the standard sizes of Aman's patent sample

cotton post bags with linen address labels attached. These are

manufactured by Messrs. Rockliff Bros., Ltd., of Liverpool, for

whom Messrs. Cooper & Roberts are sole London agents, and we
believe that they will commend themselves to electrical and engi-

neering firms who have small samples of an unbreakable nature to

send through the post. Goods enclosed in the bags are less likely

to get damaged by the Post Office stamping as the address label is

clear of the bag ; the labels are most securely fastened to the bags

by Aman's patent process.

Electroiiiatt'iietic Piano.— The Times correspondent

in Paris reports that at a conversazione given by the French
Society of Civil Engineers to visiting British engineers, a demon-
stration was given of a new invention of two Frenchmen, M.
Maitre and M. Martin, a piano in which the notes are produced by

the wires being set in vibration by an electromagnet instead of

being struck by hammers. The mechanism is operated in the

usual way by a keyboard, but instead of dying gradually away as

they do with ordinary pianos, the notes maintain their volume as

long as the key is pressed. The effect produced is similar to that

of an organ, and makes of the piano an entirely new and different

instrument.

Wire Lani]) Patents,—According to the Neue Freie

Presse, the Austrian Patent Office has declared the two patents

of the Deutsche Gasgluhlicht A.G. (the Auer-Osram Co.) for

spring holders and molybdenum holders, Nos. 34,107 and 44,438,

to be invalid. This is the result of the procaedings which the

Gasgluhlicht-Gesellschaft originally initiated against the Vienna

firms of Job Kremenezky, makers of the Metallum lamp, and the

Westinghouse Metallfaden Glohlampenfabrik, which produces

the Vertex lamp.
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SoMK five years ago, when ilessrs. Andrews and Porter read

their paper on large gas engines before the I.K.E., the

growing use of the internal-combustion engine was " the

question of the day " ; but the answer was apparently

in the negative, for little has been done in this country

in the direction of adopting large gas engines in c-entral-

station practice since that date. There is, however, one

striking exception—namely, the Accrington Corporation—
which, on the advice of its engineer, ifr. Harold Gray, put

down producer gas plant with by-product recovery, ami two

1,000-Jf.i'. gas-engines ami generators, in addition to its

existing steam plant; and Mr. Gray's rrpjrt for the psst

year—in his opinion the most important period in the

existence of the undertaking—is now before us. The plant

was fully (lesi Tilled in our issues of .Vugust l.">th and .'I'lid

last year.

It may be remembered that the authors of the pafer

mentioned above regarded 2,000 n.i>. as the limit beluw

which by-product recovery could not be carried on profit-

ably— and not even at that figure unless the load

factor was exceptionally good : they suggested that

where the gas plant was added to an existing

steam plant, the former should be run continuously, and the

latter should be employed for the peak loads, thus taking

advantage to the utmost of the fuel economy of the ga.'i

engine, and the elasticity of the steam plant. Mr. Gray

has ran his plant somewhat on these lines ; the producers

have never been shut down, and both engines have been

running daily and one all night—a fat^t which reflects great

credit upon the engine builders, and not less upon Mr. Gray

and his stall', for who expects a large gas engine to ran con-

tinuously throughout the year ? The result has been a s<ile

of over four million units generated by the gas plant, and

I4 millions by steam ; using ordinary coal, for the most

part, in the producers, the cost of fuel has worked out at

0220d. per unit for gas, and 0'48;;d. for steam, the

average price per ton of coal being in both cases 13s. lOd.

The wages are high, because the gas plant is small, but it is

being doubled in size, without requiring a larger staff.

They work out at 0'12Gd. for gas, O'-'OOd. for steam.

Mr. Gray regards tar with little favour: it is trouble-

some to deal with, and brings in little profit, but it has to

be got rid of ; the sulphate of ammonia, on the other hand,

pays for more than half the cost of the fuel, and although

the recovery plant was in operation for only :>s weeks, having

been started at the end of June, 1'.'13, it returned a profit

of 0'077d. per " gas unit." This can evidently be materially

increased. The cost of oil, stores and repairs on the gas

plant was dOtiUd. per unit, compared with tV07'.id. for

steam ; and the net result for works cost was (V8;>8d. i>er

gas unit, and 0'7(i2d. per steam unit, or for both plants

combined 0'4(ii!d. per unit.

In considering these figures, it must be Ixjrne in mind that

the gas plant was comjMu-atively small, and was only in full

operation for nine months ; that the steam and gas stations

were practically independent, so that the wages were higher

than they would otherwise have been : and that the st«am

plant was not run for economy but for couveuience.

Making allowance for these facts, we think Mr. Gn»y is to

^1]
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Iju (-•ont^riitii luted on the liirj^c lucusiiru of hiucl-hh lIi.iL lie hits

attaineil in tlie psiHt year, and LLere is every reaHoii to
aiitieipate that when he has the extended plant in full
operation, with the experience tliat he Las gained, lie will be
able to show results still better than those recorded above.

rnfortunutely, the report dots not include any statement
of accounts, so that we are unable to HS.'ertain the financial
charges and the total cost of production ; but seeing that
the gas plant was run on a high load factor, we should
expect to find that the result was not unsatisfactory.
The progress of the installation will be watched with

keen interest by central-station engineers : the movement
towards the more economical utilisation of coal is growing
in strength and vitality, and in spite of the instinctive
repugnance felt by the electrical engineer towards making
his plant a chemical works, the jtressure of events coinpeh
him to take into consideration every opening for economy,
wliilc the benetit to tlie community resulting from the
iiianufuctiire of a fertiliser and the elimination of smoke
needs no demonstration.

J,
. At the Tramway Congress, held at

iMaintenanee.
^'•^"''^'»stle last week, the chairman, Mr.
Stephen Sellon, took the opportunity of

defining the attitude of the Tramways and Light Railways
Association towards the question of maintenance of roads.

Naturally, the Association feels that the burdens imposed
upon electric tramways, which are forced to maintain the
pavement which they cannot possibly use, are harsh and
unreasonable, whereas their competitors, the motor-omni-
buses, contribute nothing towards the upkeep of the roads,
but, nevertheless, do an immense amount of damage to
them. Moreover, the latter are not required to carry
workmen at a loss. The Association, therefore, has
approached the Local Government Board, with a view to
securing an opportunity of stating the case for the
tramways before the Departmental Committee which is

inquiring into the subject.

The matter has also been raised in the House of Lords,
in connection with the Bill of the Middlesex County Council
for the construction of a new highway in the West End.
Clause 2i authorised the Council to impose a charge of gd.
per 'bus-mile on 'buses using the new road, and this was
objected to on the ground that if motor-omnibuses, then
other heavy vehicles ought to be taxed ; but this is not
necessarily a sound proposition. All members of the com-
munity are entitled to a reasonable user of the public roads,
but in the case of public carriers of passengers or goods,
the roads become actually part of their working plant,
at present a free gift to them from the community. A
shopkeeper's use of the road is merely incidental to his trade ;

customers may come to his shop and carry their purchases
away, or he may send the goods to their houses, using the
roads only for the transport of his own wares. The same
thing applies to a manufacturer, the essential feature being
that in either case the business would not be hindered, but
rather aided, if the customers lived on his premises and
roads were superfluous. But in that event the carrier's
business would be gone—the road is his means of livelihood.
That the 'buses quickly destroy ordinary roads is

notorious — none know this better than cyclists, to
their sorrow

; deliveiy vans may traverse a certain road
only once or twice a day, but the 'buses are hammering
away at it all the time. We are glad to record, therefore,
that the House of Lords approved the clause, which had
been incorporated in other private Bills and had also passed
the House of Commons, so that we may now regard the
principle as ha\-ing become a settled policy of Parliament.
It still remains, however, to secure universal application of
the principle by making an alteration in the general law,
and to relieve the tramways of the onerous burdens under
which they groan, and these tasks will, we hope, be energeti-
cally handled by the 1 )epartmental Committee. That action
is urgently necessary is clearly shovvn by the unfortunate
predicament of the various metropolitan tramway systems,
due to the unfair competition to which they are subjected.

I»i HJNi. the past two years informal

y'V®,
*'"\"';*' conxersatioDB, which have been followed

of tlectrldty , . , ,. ..
, ,

Miipply III
^^' '"''''"'' iiL'gotiationH more recently, have

Iteiilii, proceeded between representatives of the

iierlin Electricity Works Co. and of the

Muiiicijiul Council with respect to the future fjosition of the

supply inisiness in that city as alTected by the right of the

latter to expropriate the former's undertaking on (Jctolx;r

1st, 1!I15. Notice of intention U) exercise the right has
already been given, and of the two alternatives—purchase

at the book value or at a valuation—the former has been

selected provisionally. The service of notice to this effect

is largely a formal proceeding, as the future of the supply

undertaking is uncertain in consequence of the divided
opinions which prevail in municipal circles, one sectii'U

being in favour of entire expropriation, whilst another groiqj

expresses confidence in the establishment of a joint privat4-

and municipal enterprise as from Octfjber Ist, 1915. As will

be remembered, the Electricity Works Co. has a monofwly
of supply in Berlin and various suburbs, and in as.sociation

with it stands the A. E.G., which, we believe, originally

created the undertaking, and has a preferential right of

delivery of all the machinery and plant required by it.

The A. E.G., in fact, may be considered to be a constituent

part of the enterprise, and it is, therefore, conipreheusible

that the company should also be associated with the supply

company in the negotiations which are in progress, and which
have now resulted in the preparation of a scheme for the

reorganisation of the supply undertaking as a joint econo-

mical enterprise. The scheme j)rovides in the first place

for the handing over by the supply comjiany of £1,000,000
in preference shares, free of charge, to the Municipal Council,

and the concession agreement is to be prolonged from lit 15 to

the end of 193'J. At present the concession applies to a

sphere of interest amounting to 18'G miles around Berlin.

It is, however, suggested by the scheme that an additional

superficial area of 9,800 sq. miles should be permitted to be

added by the formation of a connection with the Berlin

Suburban Electricity Works and the ilark Electricity

Works, both of which are already associated directly or

indirectly with tlie Berlin Electricity A\'oiks Co. and the

A.E.G. The project also provides for a reduction in the

supply charges and for the reversion to the city, free of

charge, at the expiration of the agreement of all the plant

existing at the beginning of the agreement, the plant

representing £5,000,000 exclusive of sites and buildings.

It would, however, be possible for the city to take over the

undertaking during the currency of the agreement at certain

periods and according to values to be determined by the

remuuerativeness of the undertaking. The city is to

receive a fixed annual payment as well as a share in the

profits ; the preferential right of delivery enjoyed by the

A.E.G. is to be curtailed to one half, and the A.E.G. is

also to renounce its preferential right of subscription to nsw
issues of shares by the Berlin Electricity Works Co. It

remains to be seen whether the proposal for a joint enter-

prise will be accepted by the Municipal Council or whether

the undertaking will be taken over entirely next year. In

either case the future of the supply company is declared to

be assured, as early precautions were adopted in the direction

of securing a financial interest in other supply works,, whilst

at the same time profitable investment in other undertakings

is held in prospect for the capital which would be rendered

available if the supply company should be expropriated in

1915.

The K libber

Market.

The price of rubber has not altered

much on balance, though there are a few

fluctuations met with. There is, however,

rather a disposition in some directions to take a slightly

more cheerful view of the position, based upon the strong

belief that we are getting near to the time when there must

be an improvement in the United States. The whole tenor

of American advices for months past has been one of gloom

and depression, and it is impossible that i nhber can have

escaped from the temporary .blight which teems to have
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attacked trans-Atlantic trade. With some faint indications

that things are on the turn for the better in Amerii's, a

little new hope has been born in European circles, and there

is a bare chance of things improving as regards the rubber

market. The price of the commodity is certainly very

moderate, and many people think that at to-day's rates the

deficiencies in the situation, vphatever tbey may be, have
been about discounted. It would almost appear that all the

bad points had already had their full play, and that any altera-

tion must now be for the better. Even admitting this,

however, there can be no suggestion of anything very

dramatic in price developments favouring holders of rubber,

or rubber shares, for the days of the memorable boom have
gone, never to return. At the same time the prospect from
a strictly producing and commercial standpoint is not at all

discouraging, for while outputs of the plantations are being

increased there is a steady and very material improvement
proceeding in respect to the costs of yield, and this, in conjunc-

tion with the exercise of economical methods of estate manage-
ment and development generally, is going to be of the

utmost benefit to plantation companies in the long run. Of
late there has been nothing more heard of the proposals

for bringing about a combined selling organisation

and probably it is just as well, for attempts to regulate trade

currents are by no means an unmixed boon, and it is, on the

whole, preferable to allow the rubber trade to find its own
level in the matter of prices, free from adventitious aids,

the more so as the aids proposed in this case might con-

ceivably have worked damage ultimately to the cause they

"were intended to serve. A fair number of the growers

whose assent had been given provisionally to the proposals

put forward were really not much in sympathy with them,
though they had joined, and if a practicable scheme had
been evolved, would have stood by it.

At the auctions this week about !»70 tons were submitted,

the sales opening with a pretty steady demand, prices being

much about the same as they were at the termination of the

previous series, and up to 23. 3|d. was paid for smoked
sheets, though this was exceptional, most of the parcels

going at about 28. 3^d. a lb. The tendency became rather

irregular as the sales proceeded.

The exports of plantation rubber from the Straits Settle-

ments for June totalled 1,480 tons, compared with 1,309
tons in May, and 812 tons in June of last year, details being

appended :

—

January
February
March
April
May
June

A County Court Judge recently took

~ , , occasion to deplore the fact that while
Man's Lawyer. ^

elaborate arrangements have been made

to give legal aid to the poor in High Court cases, nothing

has been done to facilitate their access to the County Court.

•Speaking for ourselves, we do not often find that the poor

man with a good case has very much difiiculty in obtaining

all the legal assistance he requires.

Many years ago the late I^ord Russell of Killowen ex-

pressed the opinion that it would be a misfortune if there

were no lawyers who were willing to take up cases on the

" no cure, no pay, principle." To judge from the enormous

number of claims which are made annually under the Work-

men's Compensation and other similar Acts, it is obvious

that certain members of the legal profession have not been

slow to take this judicial hint. In the electrical industry

claims for compensation are frequently made by persons of

very limited means, and we have never yet beard of an instance

where there was a denial of justice because no lawyer could

be found to take up a Iwiiu Jide case. If a man has a bad
claim, it is as well that the time of the Courts should not

be taken up in considering it. There is a well-known legal

.maxim

—

Interest reipubliat ut sit finis lilixtm.

1912.
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student but bhall train his intellectual power as well.

Mr. Lyon evidently possesses this gilt, but he also

possesses the means of collecting varied and up-to-

date data of actual machinery and the patience and
industry necessary to make use of such valuable
opportunities in framing an excellent collection of

problems. The problems are arranged in a definite

sequence in each chapter, corresponding as far as

possible with the natural line of development of the

principles underlying each particular type of machine
in a college course.

The first cliapter contains 98 problems dealing
with the transformer. Taken in order, the subjects

of the exercises include iron losses, flux densities,

no-load current, copper losses, regulation and effi-

ciency under load, auto-transformers, and the opera-
tion of transfomiers in parallel.

Chapter II contains 99 problems on synchronous
generators which bear on the following matters :

—
Fomi-factor of generated E.M.F., virtual voltage
generated, armature reactions, leakage reactance,

synchronous reactance, regulation to be calculated

from various data and employing various methods
of solution, efficiency, operation in parallel, opera-
tion under test.

There follow separate chapters on synchronous
motors (50 problems), induction motors (80 prob-
lems), rotary converters (61 problems), polyphase
circuits (75 problems), and non-sinusoidal waves (44
problems). It is unnecessary to detail the character
of the ground covered in each of these chapters,
since what has been said of the first two will indicate

sufficiently the range to be expected.
We can cordially recommend the book to teachers

of advanced classes in electrical engineering, who
are often in need of good representative problems
for exercise work and even for examination papers.
Students will also find such a collection useful for
practice and most fruitful in suggesting thought and
further inquiry in many directions.

We are inclined to regret the absence of answers to
the questions, as these would have been useful both
to the teacher and the student. We learn from the
Preface that answers will be published later, and
will be available " to all but undergraduate
students." What a memory of the forbidden but
dog-eared " crib " of by-gone days does this recall!

The Inventors' Adviser and Manufacturers' Hand-
book to Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks. By
Reginald Haddan. London : Harrison & Sons.
Price 5s. net.

The fact that Mr. Haddan's well-known volume has
reached a ninth edition shows that his efforts to pro-
vide a suitable book for the use of patentees have
been well appreciated.

In his preface he draws attention to the fact that
the British Patent Law was altered in 1905. Before
that year any person taking out a patent in the
English Patent Office had no guarantee that his

invention was worth anything; but he now has the
satisfaction of knowing that it is not covered by
anything which is to be found in the records of the
English Patent Office for the last 50 years, or, at
any rate, he is warned if it is discovered in the Office

that his invention has been anticipated.

As Mr. Haddan points out, other causes of invalid-

ity besides anticipation are omitted from investiga-
tion, while the invention may also have been
described in a foreign patent office, or in one or
other of the technical journals published in many
parts of the world. It follows from this that the
recent change in British patent law has by no means
rendered a book like Mr. Haddan's useless to the
inventor. Indeed, it might almost be said that the
value of the work has become enhanced, because it

is more difficult than ever for the patentee to know
exactly how he stands.

We have examined the work" before us, as far as
possible from the point of view of the layman, and

it must be admitted that Mr. Haddan has handled
a technical subject in a manner which can be well
imderstood by tlie patentee who has never been in-

side a court of law. What we like in particular about
his style of writing is that instead of crowding his

te.xt with the effects of a number of cases, he selects

typical decisions and gives extracts from time to
time in the language actually used by the judges.
For readers who have no opportunity of consulting
the reports of the I'atent Office, this method of treat-

ment is distinctly advantageous.
Not by any means the least useful part of the book

is that which gives in short and concise paragraphs
a description of the patent laws in various parts of
the world. From Algeria to Japan, from Uganda
to the State of Luxembourg, every country and
kingdom appears to be dealt with in the latter half

of this volume. Some of the descriptions of the
patent laws of these countries are no doubt rather
exiguous; but when there is no patent law in a
particular country the fact is recorded. For in-

stance, it may come as a shock to some to hear that

there is no patent law in Servia.

Altogether we may commend Mr. Haddan's work
to the lay patentee. Not only will it be of assistance

to him, but we think it very likely that it will prove
useful to those who practise as patent agents.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by m after 6 P.M. ON TUESDAY cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondents should forward their communi-
caturm at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published

unless we have the writer's name and address in our possession.

Proposed Central Testing Institation.

Much has been written of late about the position of

British manufacturers endeavouring to sell their goods in

the Canadian market, consequent on the attitude of the

Fire Offices, which require compliance with the code of the

Chicago Board of Underwriters. This matter actively

engaged my attention a year or two ago, when the position

became acute, and in May, 1913, I addressed a letter to the

secretary of the Institution of Electrical Engineers putting

forward my views. As this letter relates to a purely

industrial matter, and the Industrial Committee has been

dissolved, it is improbable that the Institution will be able

to deal with it. With the permission of the President, I

now send you a copy of my letter, in case you should think

its contents of sufficient importance to the electrical

industry to warrant publication in your columns.

C. H. Wordingham.
Kedhill, Surrey,

July IGfh, 1914.

[copy.]
3rd May, 1913.

P. F. EowELL, Esq.,

The Institution of Electrical Engineers,
Victoria Embankment, W.C.

Dear Mr. Rowell,—In my paper read before the Institution

in 1899 the proposal for a central testing institution was, so far

as I know, first made. Although I believe the time was then

ripe, for the establishment of such an institution, the electrical

industrj' was not prepared to support the proposal, and even
received it with a certain amount of hostihty, so that the

matter dropped.
The value and importance of a universally recognised test-

ing authority has now been »ery poignantly brought home
to the electrical manufacturers of this country by the powerful

position occupied by the testing bureau of the American fire

offices in the United States and in Canada, and the proposal

to found a testing institution in this country has in con-

sequence of the position which has arisen attracted a con-

siderable amount of attention, but ideas as to what is required

are extremely divergent, and the whole affair is in a very

nebulous condition.

When I made my original proposal its scope was very

modest, and the chief object was to set a high standard of

design and manufacture for fittings to be used on installations

supplied by public undertakers in this country and to afford

a ready means whereby central station engineers of municipal

and company concerns, as well as consulting engineers, could

ascertain that the prescribed standard of excellence had been

attained. At the time I proposed only to test types of appara-
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tus and to leave the user to take His own measures for ensuring

that the individual articles supplied to him conformed to the

type. The American Bureau goes very much further than this

and professes to inspect, and attach labels to, every in-

dividual article that is used.

The first question to consider is whether the National Elec-

trical Proving House should be a branch of the American or

clo-scly affiliated to it or whether it should be an entirely

separate and independent concern. I am unhesitatingly of

opinion that it should be the latter. The British electrical

industry should set its own standards and should take its

own measures for securing compliance with those standards.

The aim should be to put such a hall-mark on goods manu-
factured in Great Britain that it will be recognised as a

standard of excellence, over the entire world and be recog-

nised as securing such standard for any articles to which

it is applied.
' The next important question to decide is whether the

National Electrical Proving House should draw up rules and
regulations as well as make tests for compliance with standards

set up. I am strongly of opinion that it should not. As re-

gards articles in common use on consumers' installations

I am of opinion that the Institution of Electrical Engineers

should draw up rules in general terms as has been done in

the wiring rules issued by that Institution. These rules (as

is at present the case) should deal with the matter in general

terms and should expressly avoid the indication of any par-

ticular methods whereby those general requirements are to

be carried out. At this point the Engineering Standards Com-
mittee should step in and should draw up detailed specifica-

tions for the individual articles or methods to comply with

the general rules issued by the Institution. The Engineering
Standards Committee has no machinery for testing and there-

fore at this stage the work should be handed over to the

British Testing Institution or, as I have proposed to call it,

the " National Electrical Proving Hou.se," which body would
carry out tests and make examination to ensure that the

specifications were complied with both as regards design,

dimensions and performance.
Lastly, in the event of investigations being necessary to

determine laws affecting the design of apparatus, or to ascer-

tain the properties of materials, or generally to obtain scientific

or engineering data, the National Physical Laboratory should
undertake the work and carry out the necessary experiments.
There would thus be a complete chain, with existing insti-

tutions carrying out each its proper work, and the National
Electrical Proving House filling a gap which unquestionably
now e;xists and which none of the other institutions can
properly fill. There would thus be no overlapping or duplica-
tion and each body would be strengthened.
The third point to consider is whether the National Elec-

trical Proving House should test for type only or whether it

should attempt to carry out an inspection of every individual
article supplied. Such a detailed inspection if it is not to be
far worse than Useless (as it would be if it engendered a false

sense of security) must be carried out on the lines of Govern-
ment overseeing. This would mean an enormous staff of

well paid overseers, and, in addition to the costliness of the
staff, there would be the interference with manufacturers
and the inconvenience entailed on them which would un-
questionably represent a very substantial augmentation of the
cost of production. In my opinion, although the detailed
inspection during manufacture of plant and apparatus by
independent overseers unquestionably gives the best guarantee
for efficient construction, it would constitute an intolerable
burden on the electrical industry if enforced for all manu-
factured goods. Although the .'\nierican Bureau professes to
inspect, it does not do so in anything like the effectual manner
above indicated. It relies largely upon good faith of manu-
facturers, upon their unwillingness to risk being struck off the
list of approved manufacturers and on spasmodic and un-
expected actual inspection.

As regards the general scope of the Proving House, although
fire offices would unquestionably bo largely interested, I do
not think that it should by any means be confined to looking
after apparatus from the fire hazard point of view only. It

would, I am convinced, be invaluable to public supply engi-
neers and to consultants.
Broadly, my idea of the field of operations of the Proving

House is as follows :
—

It should be prepared to test all electrical apparatus for
compliance with certain standards. Primarily these standards
should bo those embodied in standard specifications of the
Engineering Standard.<i Committee, but T would not limit the
tests to these standards, though (he certificate or hall-mark or
whatever form the stamp of approval might take would
necessarily vary with the standard to which the articles had
been tested. I should see no objection to the Proving House
testing for compliance with the rules of any recognised
authority. For example, the Electrical Alanufacturers'
Association might draw up rules of their own for articles not
covered by institution rules or Engineering Standards Com-
mittee's specifications, so also might public supply engineers.
Again, I should see no objection to the Proving Hou.se t<>sting
for compliance of British made goo<l8 with the rules of the
American Bureau; this would go far to diminish the grievance
under which British manufacturers now labour, i.e., the goods
could be tested in this country instead of having to he sent
to Chicago. T am doubtful whether the Proving House should
test to a specification supplied by an individual manufacturer

for his own wares and consider that this point might be oae-

fully discussed.

Ill addition to the main work of testing for tj'pe, which
practically means the testing of newly prepared designs, I

should see no objection to the Proving House undertaking
the inspection of individual articles on request of purcbaserB
or manufacturers and on the payment of suitable fees. This
detailed overseeing would be work additional to its main
functions and would not form an integral part of them.

I now pass on to the constitution of the governing body of

the Proving House. On this will, I apprehend, depend almost
entirely its utility to the industry. It is absf)lut<.ly necessary

that it should be thoroughly representative of every interest

involved, that it should bo entirely independent, and un-
questionably above suspicion of bias or main fides. The
following interests should I think be represented in about the

proportion indicat.rd :—Board of Trade, 1; Admiralty, 1:

War Office, 1 ; Post Office, 1 ; Office of Works, 1 ; Home Office.

1; Engineering Standards Committee, 2; National Physical

Laboratory, 1; Institution of Electrical Engineers, 2; Incorpo-

rated Municipal Electrical Association, 2; Engint crs of Public

Supply Companies, 2; British Electrical and Allied Manu-
facturers' Association. '2; Cable M-akers' .-Vssficiation, 1; Fire

Offices, 2; Tramways Association, 1; Professional Staff of

Technical and Engineering Colleges, 2; Representatives of

large purchasers of apparatus such as railway companies.
docks, etc., 2; Consulting Engineers. 2.

From the foregoing should be selected a small executive

committee composed roughly as follows :—Representing
Government Departments, 1 ; Municipal .Authorities, 1 : Public
Supply Companies, 1 ; Fire Offices, 1 : Manufacturers, 1 ; Con-
sultants, 1; Institution of Electrical Engineers, 1.

The .actual work of the Proving House should be under the

direction of an electrical engineer of the highest standing and
technical and scientific attainments, who should be paid a

thoroughly adequate salary and devote his whole time to the

work of tlie Proving House. Under him should be an adequate
well paid staff.

All certificates should be granted on the recommendation of

the technical paid director, but should not be issued unless

and until approved by the executive committee, whose recom-
mendations should be subject to the approval of the main
governing body, though, for practical purposes, this latter

body would probably delegate its powers largely to the
executive committee.
The question of funds is a vitally important one and un-

doubtedly presents very considerable difficulties. In the early

stages the Proving House could not hope to be self-supporting

and Would have to be subsidised by all the interests concerned.
but later on. when it had attained the importance contem-
plated, the money received in fees would probably go far
towards rendering it self-supporting.

The foregoing observations merely indicate the roughest
and broadest possible outline of what I conceive would be the
most useful and suitable form for the proposal to take. I

have left untouched many questions that would have to be
settled.

The question would probably arise as to whether the
Proving House would examine foreign goods imported into

this country.
The answer would probably be that such goods should be

certified subject to a clear indication of their country of

origin.

Yours very truly,

{Signed) C. H. WoRDncGH.\M.

The Trainingr of the Instrnmfiit Maker.

My letter published on June 2(Uh 1ms elicited interesting

i-eplies from Mr. N. Ingleby and "Scientific Instrument"
in your issues of the 3rd and 10th inst. The former

questions whether the more thorouoh trainins; I advocate

would yield the greater benefit to the employer or to the

employed— a matter hard to determine, and dependent on
individual character and effort.

" Scientific Instrument " gives two reasons for the dearth

of well-trained men in this branch, to which I might add
emigration aliroad or to other trades ; his remark, however,

as to the employment of incompetent bullies as foremen lacks

confirmation in my own experience.

Yonr con-espondent is undoubtedly correct in stating

that a skilled instrument-maker is not paid high wages in

comparison with those of unskilled workers : this is due
not to huge profits made by the employers, but psirtly to

the fact that there is no recognised standard of skill or

training for the worker (the title "Scientific Instrument

Maker " being adopted by many men of verv piv)r attain-

ments) and partly liecanse. in nianv shops, piece-work rates

arc limited by tradition to one shillinsr per hour. e\"en wher^

a smart skilled workman could earn 2,"> per cent, more with

out nndne effort and without revision of the piece-work

rates. Many of our best firms have fonnd that profits have

been reduced to vanishing point by the enormous expense of
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develofiment work, such expense being often increiiaed by

the luck of interest or knowledge on tin- part of the

workmHn, wlio prefers to " let the foreman do the

thinking'."

My tirni opinion is that, with wider knowledge and more
systematic training, a workman in this branch shonld

cbtain a status in the connnunity that would be the envy of

other .skilled workers, and that his work would become
thoroughly enjoyable to him.

Since writing my previous letter, I have hud several com-
munications from trade teachers and educational authorities,

and from a number of firms who have kindly placed their

experience of trade teaching at my disiKisal. 1 look

forward to the time when an erticient trade school for

instrument makers may be established, and in the mean-
time am proposing to attempt, during the coming autumn,
a simple but definite scheme for the education of my appren-

tices during working hours, in trade drawing and arithmetic,

the principles of workshop operations and the higher

branches of workshop practice.

Thanking you for the publicity which you have given to

the matter, which I hope may result in a systematic attempt

to improve the efficiency and standing of the workers in

this important branch of industry

—

Robt. W. Paul.
London, N., July Iblli, I'.IU.

Difficulties in Canada.

The notes which appear in yonr issue of .lune ISlth n-

the desirability of British firms trading in the Dominion
establishing a central organisation seem very opportune.

In addition to the points mentioned by your correspondent,

there is another feature which might very well receive

attention, and that is the question of general conditions.

On nearly all municipal tenders in this country it is necessary

for deposits to be made as a guarantee of good faith, these

deposits varying from 5 per rent, to 25 per cent, of the total

tender price. Where deposits are made by marked cheque,

it is customary for the municipality to reserve the right to

cash the cheque, usually without paying any interest on the

money so held. Frequently this will mean that a munici-

pality will be holding in this manner deposit cheques equal

to the total value of the proposition for a considerable

period.

The reason for this deposit system arises from the large

number of comparatively unknown firms trading in the

Dominion, many of whom are financially quite incapable of

carrying through large or important contracts, but at the

same time the scheme imposes an unnecessary burden on

the really reliable firms whose very names should be sufficient

guarantee of their good faith in submitting a tender. The
B.E.A.M.A. and the I.E.E. have already done very good

work in England in the way of establishing general con-

ditions, and the writer believes that if the British manu-
facturers were organised in the manner you suggest, the

chances of similarly improving trading conditions in the

Dominion would be materially increased. At the present

moment the Canadian manufacturers are inclined to adopt

the attitude of b«ing too important to discuss details such as

this with individual foreign firms, but this attitude would

not be justified if they were negotiating with a central body

representing the foreign firms who are interested in trade in

the Dominion.

The writer sincerely trusts that the B.E.A.M.A. will take

an opportunity to consider the points which you hare raised,

and that we may shortly hear something of the results of

such deliberations.

W. A. Coates.

Toronto, Jw^y lOfh, 1914.

The Policy of the A.E.S.E.

Mr. Ebben's letter in your issue of the 10th gives

interesting point to one of the suggestions put forward in

my article in the previous issue, namely, the need for

economic unions organised according to function.

Such unions are necessary for the following reasons :

—

There are two methods of settling disputes, force and

«quity.

Civilisation is as yet so little advanced, that the lall«r

mode JH seldom applied, except in caaes of dispute between
individuals.

We forbid duelling, or fisticuffs, in the street, and we set

the Law between disputants who obviously cannot come U>

blows, even if thc-y would (a fight between, say, the respec-

tive shareholders of two rival railway companies would be

of hilarious interest, but scarcely practicable^.

We are slowly moving towards equity as between cor-

porate bodies and even nations, but as matters are, " the

good old rule, the simple plan," still obtains for the most
part ill human relations with, jjerhape, some change in form.

(Thus, the method of starvation is usually preferred to

actual bloodshed as a means of coercion.)

Until the equity plan can be extended to cover industrial

disputes, Mr. Ebben and his colleagues must Ijc prepared to

fight for the objects for which they are banded together.

Here I crave permission to offer a word of warning and
suggestion.

There are thousands of well-trained' and capable young
men as yet wholly unorganised who, with a little s]«cial

coaching, would be capable of replacing the members of the

A.E.S.E. Mr. Ebben and his Council must \je sure of the

active support of the large majority of these men before

aggressive operations can be undertaken with any likelihood

of success.

Either the A.E.S.E. must widen its membership clauses or

promote the formation of a sister union whose membership
will embrace all possible unorganised competitors.

( >f course there is also the employers' point of view.

London, S.W.
C. Ashmore Baker.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES.

AND PLANT.

FITTINGS

Ulgh-Freqnency Current Generator.

Br. Lee de Forest has recently developed apparatas for generstiog

in an incandescent lamp continuous high-frequency oscillations

from a direct-current source, to be used as a transmitter for wire-

less telephony and telegraphy, as well as for numerous laboratory

applications.

= The small-sized 3i-Tolt Amplifier bulb, when properly excited,

can generate alternating' currents at frequencies from 60 to

1,000,000 per second, representing as much as a few hundredths

of a watt, while with larger bulbs for 110 or 250-volt current two
or three watts high-frequency power can be generated with only

two or three hundred volts from small dry cells. We are informed

Fig. 1.

—

De Forest Hiqh-fbequenct Generatob.

that with this form of transmitter and an ordinary solid-back or

Berliner microphone, it is possible to telephone wirelessly for one

to three miles, using an Andion as the receiving detector.

The new sytem is said to be remarkably constant and reliable

in operation, and so simple, being perfectly free from adjustments,

that where the operator is content to stay on one established wave-

length and not to seek to switch around on various tunes, the

merest tyro can operate the set.
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Where storapre battery supply ia available, the oflciUatine Audion
transmitter, beine perfectly (joiet, can serve equally well as the

reoeivinar Audion, bith functions, transmittinjj and receiving',

beinp; then performed by the same bnlb ; a telepone receiver is kept

connected in the wine-filament circuit as in the ordinary recaivint;

Audion. In this case the same tuniner circuits serve for trans-

mitter and receiver. Then if both stations are nsin^ the same
wave-lenffth, the necessity for throwinp over from talkinR to

listening is avoided, and it is possible to talk both ways as over

a line. '

Complete de Forest radiotelephone sets utilising the oacillatinK

Andion are already manufactured for sale, and the larger units

will be placel on the market before long.

The "Marvel" Cooker.

Our illustration last week of the Firei.ess Cookkb Co.'s oven
showed the lowered door in the shape of a pan ; this was an error

due to an optical illusion, as the door is well lagged inside and is

covered with an aluminium plate, which fits close against the flit

laoe of the oven, when closed, thus making a heat-tight joint.

New Sealing-wax Heater. |

A sealing-wax heater of a new pattern has been introduced by
MessBS. Simplex Conduits, Ltd., of Garrison Line, Birmingham,
for use in post oflioes, banks, &o. The wax oontaiaer is of cast-iron.

Fig. 2.—Sealing wax Hkateb, Wall Pattern.

and is supported from the wall by a rigid bracket arranged so tha*:

the container cames well over the table. There are two outlets

for the wax, eich operated independently by a lever handle. A
heat insulating pad is interposed between the container and the

bracket,
,

A Patent Automatic Furnace.

Messrs. Clyde Evaporators, Ltd., of 90, Mitchell S':reet,

Glasgow, are introducintr a new patent automatic furnace (Meikle's

system) applicable to all classes of biilers. Reference to fig. 3

shows the furnace fitted to a watertnbe boiler
; it will be seen that

fuel from the hopper is carried into the furnace by two horizontal

screws, one on either side, and falls over sharply inclined firebars

to a central ash trough in which an ash screw, with clinker

breakers attached, revolves, for removing the ashes as made.

Forced draught is conveyed in ducts to the underside of the fire-

bars, and an auxiliary air supply is carried by means of passages in

the ash trough to the back bridge and certain outlets over the

coal feed screws.

firing, 7.56 lb. ; water per hour, h»nd fi -ing, 4,9.S7 lb. ; aotomatic

firing. 4,911 lb. Evaporation from and at 212°, hand firing.

7 213 lb. ; automatic firing. 107.5 lb, per lb. of fnel. The fu'l used

with the automatic furnace contained 1.5 per cent, ash, aa againit

1 18 per cent, ash in the other cases.

New Half-Watt Lamps.

Particulars have come to hand from the British Thomsov-
Houston Co., Ltd., of 77, Upper Thames Street, EC; the

General Electric Co , Lid., of >'<'. Queen Victoria Street. E.C. :

Messrs. Siemens Bros. Dvnamo Works. Ltd, Tyswn Street,

Dj.lston ; the EnisON and Swan United Electric Light Co.

Ltd.. of Ponder's Ead, Middlesex ; the Klectrical Co., Ltd.,

of 122, Charing Cross Road. W.I., and Me-SSHs Drake .v Gorham.
Ltd., 1, Felix Street. S.E., of reduced pricf s aid new types of half-

watt lamps. The smallest lamp, for ."lO-Oo volts, takes 1 CM) watts,

and is rated at 200 c P. Other newsizjsare 200 watt". 400 c.P.

for .50-115 and 100-130 volts; 300 watts, 600 c.P., for 100-130 volte ;

Fic!. 5.—"BoBO" Half-Watt
Lantern of the 6.E. Co.

9SRAM
Half-Watt Protection Lamp

100 volts 1,000 watts.

^
3.

—

Scbbw-Fred Automatic Furnace.

Fig. (>.—Wotan Half Watt Lamp,
100 Volts. 200 Watts, 400 c.p.

Water is also supplied to the ash trough to moisten the ash and
prevent dust being carried into the flues.

The coal screws are buried in the cold entering fnel, and it is

claimed that coal feeding is self-adjusting, the fuel being auto-

matically delivered to any point to compensate for rapid combus-
tion. Some comparative combustion tests with a Babcock boiler,

using hand and automatic firing, at a West of Scotland steel works
are given, from which it would appear that during eight hours

the results were :—Hand firing, 1,106 lb. fuel per hour ; automatic

and 500 watts, 1.000 c.r , for 200.2t'.0 volts. These additions apply

to the Mazla, Osram, Wotan, Eliswau and Xitta lamps, as illns-

trated in figs, >'< and ;'. The price reiluctims came into force on

,Tuly 20th. We understand that exi>erience with the half-watt

lamps shows that their average life is well over l.OiW hours.

The new types are called " projectior " lamp,-", and are specially

designed for use with parabolic or spherical rttijctors and con-

denser lenses, as used in kinematographs, ij. The filament,

therefore, is concentrated and arranged practioally all in one
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plant-, UK cliowu in tlif ticcampuiiyiui; illuxtratione. S'^n. I, 7 ami ».

The«« are made for 100-13(i ¥olt«, :tOU-l,6UO watts, and iloU-iJ.OOO

c.r.. iu two patternu, for vertiual and borizjotal uue reopectirely.

•

l^.

HALK
. WATT
MA.2DA
BT-H,PATfNT

Fk;. 8.

—

Mazda
Halk-Watt

Projector Lamp.

>A^' o -rA f-J

PARLIAMENTARY.

i:i<'(-trili<-:itiuii of flit- Itiiifiitoii Liiii-.

A Sei.kct Committee of the Houic of (' jmrnonn, under the cbair-

manHhip of Hr. Rupert Gwynne, laiit week considered a Bill pro-

moted by the London, Brii;htoo and South Coaiit Railway Co.,

under which powers were sought further to extend their electrical

supply.

Mu. Frkkman, K.C, in opening the case, reminded the Com-
mittee that the promoters had for some time been electrifyinfir their

suburban lines, and they now desired to complete the scheme as

far as CouUdon on the main line and to Cheam on the Portsmouth
section. So far they bad been takinfr their supply from the
London Electric Supply Corporation, and naturally, with the ex-

tension of the scheme, they would require a (jreat deal more power.
Before they decided on the extension, it was important that they
should be sure of their supply, and they proposed to enter into

contracts for that purpose. The Croydon Corporation, who
possessed an electric lighting order, were opposing the Bill on the

ground that it was not right that the company should be allowed
to take power from anybody but themselves within their area,

lie asked the Committee to siy that there were no grounds on
which such opposition could be successful.

Mb. W. Fobbks, general manager of the company, said that at

present they were paying the Croydon Corporation between #,700

and £800 a year for electricity for certain of their goods yards
and sidings.

Replying to the Hox. J. D. Fit/oeuald, who appeared for the
Croydon Corporation, the \Vitne.s.s said that if the company were
to make any progress with their electrification scheme, it was
essential that they should take their power from one company in

order that they might get it at the cheapest possible rate.

After farther evidence, the Cammittee passed the preamble of

the Bill, subject to the insertion of a clause that the company
should use and not sell, and that they should use the current
brought from outside the borough area solely for the purpose
of the railway undertaking proper—traction, and station and
goods yards lighting.

Fig. 7.—WoTAN Half-Watt Projection
Lamp.

!" Fig. 9.

—

Mazda
Half-Watt Lamp,

200 c.p.

Fig. 5 shows the 'Boro' half- watt lantern, which has been
devised by the General Electric Co . Ltd., to replace arc lamps
for out-door lighting, fitted with an automatic cut-out and sub-
stitutional resistance for series running.

The "Panma" Fuseboard.

A new departure is marked by the introduction of the
'' Panma ' fuseboard, by Messrs. Siemens Brothers Dynamo
Works, Ltd., of 38, Upper Thames Street, E.C., inasmuch as a
slate base is dispensed with, and the fuses, of the well-known
" Zjd " type, are attached directly to the bus- bars, as shown in fig. 10.

The bus-bars are supported on bridge pieces of sp3cial insulat-
ing material, with a teak dividing fillet between the poles, and

Fig. 10.

—

"Panma" Fuseboard.

the terminals are arranged so as to facilitate the wiring. The
fuses are enclosed in a teak case fitted with a hinged glazjd lid.

and are made up in boards of 2 to 12 ways, at prices which com
pare favourably with those of ordinary boards.

To introduce these fuseboards a special bonus system is offered,

to contractors only ; the system is novel and ingenious, consisting
in the immediate supply of free art quotation covers for estimates,
inside which is a type-written letter from the contractor to the
customer offering Zad fuses as an alternative to clip fuses. The
bonus is granted on the number of Zsd fuse fittings ordered daring
the six months commencing on August 1st, in the form of an
open order for any goods sold by the company, at trade prices, and
the conditions are simple and quite the reverse of onerous.
Particulars can be had froai the company, and should interest
wiring contractors.

Aorth-Eastern Railway Bill.

This Bill, which has already passed the House of Lords, came
before a Committee of the House of Commons, presided over by
Mr. R. Gwynne, on July 1.5tti and 16th. Mr. Talbot, K.C, explained
that originally there were 16 petitioners against the Bill, but all

the opposition had been withdrawn except that of the Duke of
Northumberland, who objected to the widening of the line from
Killingworth and Forest Hall and Longbenton. The company had
introduced a service of electrical traction in Xewcastle and the
neighbourhood, and the object of the widening was to give an
electrical service from Beeston up to KQlingworth. Mr. Benton
explained the position of the petitioner in regard to his wayleaves,
and said that his (irace was under a complete misapprehension as
to the effect of the BQl, as it could not harm him iu any way.

The Chairman asked what objection there could be to giving a
clause to secure to the Duke of Xorthumberland the same terms as

he had secured in a previous Bill.

Mb. Talbot explained that the only reason was that the
promoters did not want a useless enactment in the Bill.

Evidence having been given in support of the Bill. Mb. Ram,
K.C, who appeared for the Duke of Northumberland, called Mb.
C. G. May, solicitor, who stated that the Duke gave his land for

the purpose of the raUway, and the only return he got for it was
in wayleaves.

The Committee found the preamble of the Bill proved, and the
Chairman said they thought the chance of the Duke of Northum-
berland being injuriously affected was so remote that they did not
think a protective clause was necessary. At the same time they
did not wish their decision to be in any way prejudicial to the
Dake in any further application made for the extension of that
particular line.

Walsall Corporation Tramways.—Tnis Bill, which seeks
powers with regard to an extension of the tramways, trolley
vehicles, and motor-omnibuses in the borough, came before a
Select Committee of the House of Lords last week, the Duke of
Be3ford in the chair. When the Bill was before the Commons it

was opposed by the County Councils of Walsall and Cannock on
the question of road contribution. Mr. Fitzgerald, K.C. for the
Corporation, announced that the parties had now come to terms
on the point, and the Bill was ordered for report and third
reading.

Third Readings.—In the House of Commons on July 14th, the
Hightown Gas and Electricity Bill, and on July 16th the Shrop-
shire, Worcestershire and Staffordshire Electric Power Bill and the
Yorkshire Electric Power Bill, were read a third time.

In the House of Lords on July 20ih the London United Tram-
ways BiU was read a third time.

In the House of Commons on July 15th, the Lords' amendments
to Deal and Walmer Gas and Electricity Bill were agreed to.
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Sbn(;henydd Disasteb.

Police Court proceedings taken by the Home Oflice ajrainst the

manaerer and owners of Senghenydd Colliery, where 43'.i lives were
loHt in the disastrouH explosion last October, concluded at

Caerphilly on Saturday, when the magistrates delivered iudgment.
There were 17 charg^es against Mr. Edward Shaw, the manager,
but these were reduced.

The niafristrates imposed a fine of £2 for not appointing in

writinpj a competent person to examine the safety lamps on the

surface
; a similar amount for not appointinjr in writin? a com-

petent person to unlock the safety lamps ; and for not entering in

the book the readingrs of the barometer, £5 ; for not providing a

contrivance for the immediate reversal of the air, £10 ;
for not

causing to be male a report as to the conditions of the roads in

regard to coal dust, £5. They also imposad live guineas costs on
each of the convictions.

All the other summonses were dismissed, including also four

summonses against the company. These dealt with alleged non-

appointment in writing of an electrician and not systematically

clearing road, roof, and sides of coal dust.

The evidence in this case, the magistrates said, was most con-

flicting, but they thought that the management had done every-

thing practicable to prevent accumulation of coal dust. They also

felt justified in dismissing the cases regarding the alleged use of

eafety lamps not of an approved type ; also as to measurement of

air on main current, as such regulations had only come into

operation in the month prior to the explosion.

—

Standard.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Workmen's Compensation.

In the West London County Court, on Friday last, application was
made to his Honour Sir W. Lucius Selfe, for an award under the

Workmen's Compensation Act, in favour of Mary Ann Sparks, 17

years of age, living at 41, Testerton Street, North Kensington, who
had been employed by the Robertson Electric Lamp Co. The girl,

it appeared, entered the respondents' factory at Brook Green in

January, and was put to lamp cleaning. In April she was turned

to cutting glass for the filaments, and while engaged in this she

cut the index finger of her right hand, and this becoming bent,

she was unable to work. It was proved in evidence that she earned

more at " light " work than at the work she had been set to do.

Witnesses deposed that out fingers were quite common in this

section of the works, and were seldom accounted serious. In May,
Sparks was, with others, discharged through slackness of work,

and she now claimed compensation. Asked why she was troubling

about her finger, she replied that a relative told her she ought to

get some recompense for the injury. His Honour awarded the

girl £3 8b. compensation, with £3 3b. costs.

OsBAM Lamp Works, Ltd., c Pope's Electric Lamp Co., Ltd.

Application was made to Mr. Justice Joyce, in the Chancery
Division, that a procedure summons in this action might be heard

in open Court.

Counsel said the application was made with the oansent of both

parties.

His Lordship acceded to the application, but said it must not

be taken that the summons would be heard by him this side of the

Long Vacation,

Tramway Accident Claim.

A SETTLEMFJNT has been effected in the Court of Session action by
a Dumbarton woman, who sued the Dumbarton Burgh and County
Tramways Co., Ltd., for £l,i)0O damages for injuries. Fault was
denied by the defenders, who have now paid the pursuer £2.')0 in

full settlement of her claim.

('OpiMT,—The position at mid-month, to judsfi l^J the
statistics tabulated by Messrs. H. R. Merton & Co., has not changed
much in quantities of copper in visible and other supplies, though
the price has made an appreciable advance. On the fortnight
ending July 15th, 1914, English supplies had increased 1,2:!,S tons.

Total European supplies, however, owing principally to with-
drawals from Rotterdam, and smaller quantities alloat, shows a
decrease of 515 tons. Supplies during the fortnight have been low
from North America, up to the average from Spaiu, slightly under
from Australia and Chile. Total deliveries, at 18,fi78 tons, do not
look very busy.

American visible supplies, as published by the American Pro-
ducers' Association, had increased nonsiderably during June,
-9,718 tons being added during the month. The world's visible

supplies for the end of June thus totalled SO,t)42 tons, the highest
figure since March, 1913, and double that of last October.

The diiiiiiu'l 'runnel,—On June 2l)th an address
was given by Lord Sydenham of Combe before a meeting of
members of Parliament, convened by the House of Commons
Channel Tunnel Committee, on the military aspect of the question.
His views, and those of other speakers, were entirely opposed to
the suggestion that the Tunnel would in any way weaken the
•defences of this country.

Consular Notes. — MAXf'IIURrA.— The American
Consul at Dairen reports that the Santh Manchuria Bailway main-
tains electric lighting plants at Dairen, Mukden, Changchun,
Antung and Liaoyang, and holds a controlling interest in the
lighting plant at Xewchang, which is operated in connection with
the waterworks establishment at that port. All of the-e ingtito-
tions seem to be giving fair business returns. Supplementary
equipment, increasing the capacity by 1..000 KW., has recently been
added to the Dairen plant. The capacity of the lighting eiftablish-
ments at Antung and Changchun has also been increased, and an
additional generator will be installed at Liaoyang. The onstrnc-
tion of an electric tramway, and the enlargement of the railway
lighting plant at Mukden, have also been discussed. Recent statia-
tics of lighting plants at main points along the railway give the
number of households in which current has been installed as
follows :—Dairen, «,600 ; Mukden, 1,200 ; Changchun, 1,200 ; and
Antung, 1,250. Meters are installed only where five or more lamps
are in use, and the figures show that :i2.0ii0 lamps are supplied by
meter in Dairen

; 2,300 at Mukden ; 3.400 at Changchun ; and
2,600 at Antung. Lamps supplied by monthly contract namber
16,000 at Dairen ; 4,500 at Mukden ; 3,800 at Changchun ; and
3,600 at Antung.

RUSSIA.—The Russian Ministry of Communications has formu-
lated a proposal for legislation with reference to the utilisation of
water-powers, of which the following are the chief provisions :

—

(1) The right to utilise water-power is reserved to the State, which
may either develop the power itself for the general well-being, or
may grant concessions for its use in the interests of the develop-
ment of certain industries

; (2) this right cannot be passed to
private undertakings in perpetuity as private property, but the con-
cession must be of a terminable character, which will admit of
the revision as may seem necessary, both of the terms under which
the concession is let and of the purposes for which it is used ; (3)
should the utilisation of water-power acquire a State or public
importance, the right is to be reserved to set aside all kinds of
utilisation of this power of a private character in favour of public
use

; (4) the development of water-power must remain under
Government supervision with the right to waive the concession
in case of misuse or of developments of a monopolistic nature, to

that the further utilisation of the water-power may pass to the
Government for the remainder of the period of the concession,

always provided that due compensation is made to the concee-
sionaires concerned.

GREEOE.—The British Consul for the Pirirns reports that the
commercial importance of the port of the Piixus has greatly

increased and will continue to do so. Although the war, which
cost Greece £15,179,000, has greatly affected the commercial
pro3perity of the country in general, the trade and industry of the
Piraus has not suffered to any great extent. There is a great
activity in all quarters to develop trade, and the acquisition by
Greece of new territory will prove a powerful attraction for

foreign and locU capital to be used in the development of the
agricultural and industrial resources of the country. Extension
of existing railways and the construction of new lines will neces-

sarily be undertaken, as well as irrigation works, the construction

of roads, tramways and electric installations in many towns. The
enlargement of the port of the Piraus, for which plans have
already been made and submitted to the Government, will no
doubt be carried out, as will also a large number of other impor-

tant works which are under Government consideration. The agri-

cultural districts in Macedonia, Epirus and the Islands offer open-

ings for a good trade in machinery, flour mills, oil mills, and gas

motors for working small plants, as well as in electric tramways
and motor-omnibuses for carrying mails and passengers in dis-

tricts where there are no railways, ,^e. The business that can be

done in Greece is very important and of great value, and United
Kingdom engineers and firms should do their utmost to secure at

least part of these orders. Goods should be brought direct to the

buyer's notice by advertisements, and by efticient representative?,

who could explain the working of the machines and help buyers

to obtain what is suited to their needs. Credit may be given

against security to htimi-ti,!,' agriculturists or proprietors of indus-

trial establi.'<hments. United Kingdom machinery, implements,

and all kinds of goods and articles have always received a marked
preference in Greece, but the better methods adopted by foreijru

competitors, who have a thorough knowledge of trade conditions

in GreecP. tend to diminish the opportunities of United Kingdom
firms. The outlook is good. Trade is already getting brisk, and
when the political situation is definitely cleareil up there can be

little doubt that there will bo better times for trade all round.

The Greek market is worth much more attention than it gets from
United Kingdom manufacturers, and it would be well worth their

while to study the requirements and to cater for them more fully

than they do at present. A boom is also expecte>l in the building

trade in the near future, and there will, consequently, be a good
demand for building materials and general hardware.
The commission usually paid to agents in the Pit.ius districts

for the sale of machinery, is from 5 to 10 per cent. The commis-
sion is due only on goods aotaally paid for, and applies to all orders,

whether placed through the agent or direct. A local agent incurs

no responsibility unless he acts contniry to instructions. The
credit usually given by foreign firms through agents is from four

to six months, and a discount of 25 per cent, is usually allowed for

cash payments. Prompt and punctual delivery of orders is

essential : local merchants have the habit of waiting until the
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last moment before irivint; ordera, and, Bhould there be any delay in

delivery, aoceptance in often ref ased. (.'ommiHsion buBineHs is in

the handH of perHOnu who are eaeri;etio, but who in Home canen do
not present the neueuaary (guarantees of aolvenoy. For thiu reaiton

the Conaul is of opinion that the foUowinf; meaHures nhould be
taken :— (1) AtrentB should only be entruuted with the collection
of sums of money in special inatancos

; (2) when orders are dis-

patched the firm should ask that the order be si^^ned by the
merchant who orders the (roids, as otherwise it is easy for disputes
to arise as to i|uality, &c. : (:<) bills of la<lini; should be sent
through a bank to ensure delivery only on payment for the eroods,

or in eiohaace for a draft. While, as a general rule, these pre-
oautiona should be taken, there are several commission agents in
whom full confidence can be placed. (Commercial travellers are
not required to go through any formalities in order to be able
legally to exercise their calling in Greece, nor are they required to

take out a licence provided they come" and go merely as bearers
and receivers of orders. Agents of British firms, resident and
trading in Ureece, are, however, required to take oat trade licences.
SWEDEN.—In a recent report the American Consul at Gothen-

burg comments on the development of hydro-electric power in

Sweden, and gives certain details of works either under construc-
tion at the time of writing, or recently completed.
The city of Boras (Alfsborg County) has under construction a

power station of .'i.OOO H.p. Lindeaberg, a town in Orebro County,
is building at lUngaby a power plant of 800 h.p. The city of
FilipstftQ ia constructing a lighting plant of 100 h.p. within the
city itself.

A number of distribution plants are also being built. Director
J. Nilsson is erecting a power station of S.OOO h.p. near Odensfors.
It is to co-operate with the Lindkoping power and lighting station.

The Eikilatuna Iron Manufactures Co. ia building a power plant of

2.400 h.p. at Tunafors, and the Huakvarna Arms Manufacturing
Co , of Huakvarna, is building one of 3,650 H.p. The plant at

Dejefora is being enlarged, so that it will have a capacity of about
5,090 H.P., instead of its present capacity of 3,000 H.p. Besides the
power plants mentioned, there are several smaller ones under
construction in the country.
At many places extensions of electric plants have been made for

the use of the wood-pulp, paper and iron industries. The large
power plant at BuUerfors, belonging to Stora Kopparbergs Aktie-
bolag, was finished in 1910. In li»13the last machinery fixtures

were installed, giving the station a capacity of 30,000 H.p., of
which the largest portion is used for iron smelting at Domnarfvet.
The Uddeholms Aktiebolag has also finished its power plant of

23,000 HP. at Forshult, on the River Klaralven. It is to be used
for the same purpose as that at Bullerfors. The Uddeholm Co.
has also commenced the construction work on a power plant in
the Uva River, likewise intended for the electric production of pig-
iron. Kockums Jamverks Aktiebolag is extending its hydroelec-
tric power plant in the Ronneby River, so that the stations at
Kallinga and Ronneby will have increased capacity. The Jaders
Iron Works are building a power plant of 600 h.p. on the Arboga
River, partly for factory use and partly for distribution, and a
large enterprise in this line is being planned by the Arboga
machine shops (Arboga Mekaniska Verkstader).
The power plants for the mining industry were increased con-

siderably during 1913. The Guldsmedahytte Aktiebolag is building
two power stations at BLankafors and Rockesholm, on the River
SvartaUven, each of 2,100 H p.. and Riddarhytte Aktiebolag is

building one at Gislarbo (Wastman'and County) with a capacity
of 1,500 H.p. In the neighbourhood of Lndvika two power stations
of 650 and 220 h.p. are under construction for Aktiebolaget Lnd-
vika Brnksagare. Nora Bergslags Grufvor are building dams at
Rastalfskvam to secure 550 h.p. from the waterfall there. Finally,
it may be mentioned that the Norberg mines received power from
the Kolbick River, and Virsbo Aktiebolag from Norsbo. These
stations are of 900 h.p., as is also that of Ramnas Aktiebolag at
Seglingsberg.
The paper and pulp mills have been compelled to make new

arrangem-nts by reason of increased demand for power. The
Klippan Paper Mills are rebuilding their power plants, so that the
station at Klippan will have a capacity of 875 h.p., and that at
Fermsallen 500 HP. In the same manner the power plant at
Havrestrom is enlarged by 2,000 h.p. In Norrland a new power
station is under construction for this industry. The Gidea and
Husum Companies built a station of 2,500 h.p. in Gide River, at
Gidea, which is to furnish power to the Hornefors Pulp Mill.

Catalogues and Lists.—Messrs. A. Ejianuel & Sons,
Ltd., PhcBaix Works, Speakingstile Walk, Birmingham.—Card
showing their patent adjustable pendant which " stops where you
push it."

Messbs. Taylor, Taylob & Hobson, Ltd., Stoughton Street
Works, Leicester.—24-page catalogue of engraving machines
describing three different types of machine for engraving letters,
figures, and designs upon metals and other materials. The machines
shown are (1) for general work

; (2) for large plate work
; (3) for

automobile or cycle tire moulds, gun mountings, &c.
Messes. John White, St. John, N.B., Canada.—Illustrated

folder describing and pricing the " Magnet " electric suction
cle iner.

ME8SHS. Edison Accumulators, Ltd., 2 and 3, Duke Street,
Piccadilly, S.W.—Two small pamphlets : One, dealing with the
prevention of overcharge of storage batteries, fully describes the
Sangamo circuit-breaker

; the other describes the Sangamo ampere-
hour meters for electric vehicles—these are largely used in
America for electric vehicles, also for train lighting and other
service. The Edison Co. are sole agents in the British Isles for the
Sangamo Electric Co.

The Edison k Bwan 1'nited Electbic Lioht Co., Ltd.,
Ponders End.—Leaflet No. L 3,048 gives prices of Royal Kdiswan
drawn-wire traction lamps. We have also received an advance
copy of a 32-page catalogue (third edition) of " Ediswau " electric
heating and cooking apparatus. The contents include descriptive
particulars, illustrations, and prices of boiling pots and glue potc,
saucepans, stewpans, and urns, " Eadisk " cookers and hot-plate«,
"Ilot-point" irons, Hosgood patent stoneware utensilB, "Hotwynd"
blowers, kettles, grills, ovens, porringers, Pygmy heaters, and so on.

MKHSB8. Wehton A: Co., 47, Minories, London, E.G.— Leaflet
relating to grinding past«, its use, advantages and price.

I.T.C, Ltd., 147/M9, Great Portland Street, London, W.—
Priced folder concerning automatic desk and other telephones.

The Bbitihh Aluminiu.m Co., Ltd., 109, Queen Victoria
Street, London, E.C.— Illustrated lists relating to aluminium
castings and tread plate ; also a 32-page pocket pamphlet
illustrating a number of applications of aluminium in the motor-
oar, electrical, gas and other industries.

Messrs. Feld Bros. A: Co., Ltd., 25, Budge Row, London, E.C.
Priced leallets as follows;—No. 253, "Gnom" connectors and
insulated screw eyes; 254, "Goliath" holders; 255, alamininm
illumination strip holder ; 26C, push-bar holder ; and 257, micanite
in sheets.

The General Electric Co., Ltd., 67, Queen Victoria Street,

London, E.C.—To aid contractors in securing orders for " Freezor"
fans, the company have designed a neat folder with space
for overprinting contractors' names and addresses. The folder
points out the value of the fans in preventing stuffiness in
offices, keeping restaurants cool and pleasant, shops wholesome, and
private houses fresh. New Bulletin, No. 9, of 56 pages, contains
full information regarding " Witton " rotary converters, with
pictures of plant supplied to public and other supply systems.
The different sections contain the following :—Standard specifica-

tion for rotary converters, general principles of ditto, control of
ditto, methods of starting and self-synchronising rotaries, and
rotary converter sub-stations.

The Naylor Battery Co., Ltd., Lammermoor Road, Balham,
London, S.W.—16-page catalogue giving illustrations and particu-

lars, also prices, dimensions, weights, &c , of Naylor accumulators
for car lighting, ignition and starting, electric vehicle and lannch
service, In the traction section the " A," " B " and " C " types are

detailed.

Messes. Matthews & Yates, Ltd., Cyclone Works, Swinton,
near Manchester.—8-page illustrated booklet concerning " Cyclone"
electric fans, electric blowers and exhausters, " Cyclone

'"

motors, &c.

Messes. Steinbach & Hohn, Mansion House Chambers,
London, E.C.—Price leaflet of porcelain fittings and weatherproof
enamelled fittings for half-watt lamp lighting.

Trade AniiOHiicemeuts.

—

JIessrs. Morris a Lister
(London), Ltd., have now taken over the sole representation for

London and the South of England for Messrs. Mickelwright, Ltd.,

of Alperton, and all inquiries, &c., should now be sent to them at

3 and 4, Palace Chambers, Bridge Street, Westminster, S.W.

Mr. a. J. HODSSON, late joint general manager and previously
works manager with Messrs. Crompton & Co., Ltd., has joined the
business which has been carried on by Mr. W. Hotton for some
years. They will in future trade as electrical, gas and mechanical
engineers and contractors under the style of Hotton cSc Hodgson,
Ltd., 71, Southwark Street, S.E.

Mr. J. G. BoMFOBD, of Shakespeare Chambers, Stratford-on-

Avon, concerning whose business a notice appeared here last week,
invites manufacturers and factors to forward catalogues.

The Reliance Electrical Wiee Co. have removed to larger
premises at Spitalfields Works, 38 and 40, Curtain Road, London,
E.G., where they have had a new electrically-driven factory
specially constructed and equipped. Telephone No. unaltered

(9212 London Wall).

The Crypto Electrical Co. have now removed their office from
Bermondsey Street to their new works, Acton Lane, Willesden
(five minutes' walk from Harlesden Station, L.N.W. Rly.). Tele-
phone Nos. 233, 2240, and 2241 Willesden.

Mh. Charles H. Jeffcoat (" Lamlok " specialities) has removed
to 18, R»nelagh Gardens, Chiswick,

Messrs. Ledward A; Beckett, Ltd., have removed their offices

to Broadway Chambers, Westminster, S.W.

Bauki'iiptey Proeeedinjis.—W. R. Wedge, elec-

trical engineer. The Arcade, Northampton.—The adjourned
examination of this debtor was fixed to take place at the County
Hall, Northampton, on July 14th, but when the debtor's name was
called, he did not appear. The Official Receiver (Mr. A. Ewen)
stated that he had received another letter from the debtor, from,
which he gathered that he would like another opportunity of
appearing. He was suffering from disablement, and had been
advised by a doctor to undergo an operation. The case was, there-

fore, again adjourned.

Liquidations.

—

The " Dac " Accumulator Syndicate,.
Ltd.—This company is winding up voluntarily for the purpose of
reconstruction, with Mr. H. C. Bound, of 61 and 62, Lincoln's Inn
Fields, W.C , as liquidator. A new company is to be registered

under the same name.

The Rapid Light Contbollino Syndicate, Ltd.—This,

company is winding up voluntarily with Mr. R. H. Pritchard a&
liquidator. A meeting of creditors is called for July 27th, at 7.

Victoria Street, S.W
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lllcctrical i;vliil»iti(ni at Wolvciliaiiiptoii.—An
Electrical Exhibition, promoted by the Corporation Electricity
Department and held in the WcBt Park on the occasion of the
Annual Floral Ftte, has just been concluded at Wolverhampton.

In a marquee, covering an area of 13,300 Bq. ft., a substantial
timber model house was built by the departmentH utaff, with
seven roomH, which were tastefully furnished and equipped with
samples of electric heaters, cookers and other domestic apparatus.
There were some exhibits by local Brms, the principal of which

was the well-equipped stall of Messrs. Rued, electrical contractors,
and the Electricity Department undertook to exhibit apparatus for
outside firms, amongst which were :

—
Meters, awitchpear and fuse boxes, from the Reason Manufac-

turinfT Co.

Vacuum cleaners, motors and cookers, from Messrs. Gillespie
and Beales.

Electric drills, from the Westminster Tool Co.
Electric tube cleaners, from Mr. F. Oilman, Birminerham.
Ventilatinjr fans and fittings, from Messrs. Veritys, Ltd.
Heaters and cookers, from the Credenda Co.
Kettles, irons, k2., from the Electrical Co.
Table utensils, from the Brompton and Kensington Aooes-

BorieB Co.

Water-heating apparatus, from the British Electric Heaters Co.,
Glasfrow.

Eleotrio vehicles, from Messrs. Mossay & Co.
Electric cookers, from Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd.
Motors, from the Electric Construction Co.
These firms each had a representative present throughout the

Exhibition.

A large assortment of modern electric cooking stoves was on
view and in use, including the Tricity, Carron, Ferranti, Eclipse
and Credenda types. The food required for the feeding of the
staff, representatives and exhibitors, numbering about 40 persons,
was cooked at the Exhibition, and a separate tent was used for
cookinfi demonstrations.
No charge was made for admission to the Exhibition, and the

total attendance numbered over 50.000 persons.
The Exhibition proved an admirable opportunity for the

borough electrical engineer, Mr. S. T. Allen, to get directly into
touch with a large number of would-be consumer.s.

" r. ami II." (Oint'iifioii.—Birmiugham, which was
this year the scene of the I.M.E.A. Convention,, had a second
Electrical Convention last week, when Messrs. Chajibbelain and
HoOKHAM held what was also t/i/'ir second Convention. While the
numbers were necessarily smaller, there were otherwise all the
usual features of a convention, including the informal " gathering
of the clans " in the hotel smoke-room the night before, papers
and discussions, and feasting. The members of the selling staff-
Messrs. Bland, Frost, Selley, Sleath, Rouse and Sharp—strengthened
by colleagues from overseas—Messrs. Hogarth, from Germany

;

Lines, from Canada
; Munroe, from South America ; Carter, who

has just returned from a long trip through the East ; and Bennett,
who is just going out there—met all the heads of indoor depart-
ments, and each side told the other what it thought of them. Mr.
John Chamberlain umpired, assisted by Mr. Hookham. Mr. Hatfield,
80 well known for his work on electrolytic meters, was present, and
delivered an interesting lecture, illustrated by very large drawings,
on the llolden hydrogen meter, which he has been developing for
Messrs. Chamberlain & Hookham for the last two years or more.
We understand that there seems a likelihood of an important
development with this meter. Mr. Griesbaih also attended the
meeting, and demonstrated the new prepayment meter which he
ha3 recently invented, and which is about to be placed on the
market by the firm. At the luncheon, to which Mr. Chamberlain
invited the party at the Imperial Hotel, Mr. Chamberlain referred
to the many other members of the staff who were carrying on the
firm's work in various parts of the world, and who were unable to
be present that day. Advantage was taken of the opportunity to
present a canteen of cutlery to Mr. Lines, who has just entered the
"Holy House of Bondage." In the evening Mr. and Mrs. Lines
were entertained to dinner at the Queen's Hotel by the other
members of the party.

Book Xoficcs.— r/f/Vw-.srt/' Direclori/ of Uaihvin/ Ojfiriah,
19U. London

: Directory Publishing Co.. Ltd. 10s.—This annual
publication has now reached its 20th year. For all who want
information, from time to time, regarding the railway systems of
the world, and their prr.i,»i)irl, it is of great value. As usual, it
has been compiled from official sources by Mr. S. R. lUundstone,
editor of the Itailw,,,/ /Cii/imrr. Its personal index of railway
officials occupies nearly 200 pages, and more than double that space
13 devoted to the details of systems placed alphabetically in
different geographical sections.

" Electric Traction." By L. Calisch. London : The Locomotive
Publishing Co., Ltd. Price 28. not.

Kh'cd'ic Si»ii Lamps.—H.M. Consul-General at New
\ork (Sir C. W, Bennett, CLE,) reports that a firm of electric sign

'"'lu^T
'"'*" '° ^^"^ -Tersey desires to get into ooiiimunieation

with United Kingdom makers of miniature metal-filament lamps, of
which it is desired to purchase about 100,000. The lamps are to
consume about i ampere at 41 volts and to have a useful life of
1,000 IxouTB.—Jlo^n-d of Traile .foiiniul.

Stfilit'.—A number of workmen eniiilo}'ed bv the
British Xnsui.atkd AND Hklsiiy Caiu.ks, Ltd., downed tools on
July 15th, and on the following day part of the works was closed
by the firm until further notice.

Holidays.—1 he works of the Cable AccEi-soBiEs
Co., Ltd., Tividale, Tipton, will be closed from Saturday, Angn«t
Iflt, until Monday morning August 10th, for the annual hoUriaye

Mk.^sus. a. p. LiNbiiEKo k So.s.s, of Liverpool Road, N
,

announce the closing of their works from July 31gt to Angngt
10th, for the annual holidays.
The works of the London Electbk; Firm will be closed on

Saturday, August Ist. and reopened on Monday, August 10th, for
the annual holiday. A small staff will attend to urgent bu«n««.

Messes. J. H. Tixkeh A: Co., of Birmingham, annoonf;* that
their works will be oloaed the whole of August liink Holiday week.
The offices and warehouses will be reopened on Wednesday, and
will deal as far aa possible with orders for stock lines. I'rgent
matters should be notified at once.
The works of Messhs. H. T. Boothrovd, Ltd.. Bootle, Liver-

pool, will be closed for the annual holiday on Friday, July 3lBt,
and will re-opan on Monday, August 10th. Only urgent corres-
pondence will be dealt with.

Me.ssbs. Co.v-Walkeks, Ltd., Darlington, announce that their
works will be closed from Saturday, August let, until Monday,
August 10th, l;il4, for the annual holiday. Only matters of
urgency will be dealt with during that period.
The works of the Livkrpool Electric Cable Co., Ltd., will be

closed from Saturday, August let, until Monday morning. Aug. 10th.
Messrs, A, Sfac.e A: Co., of Hammersmith, announce the closing

of their works and offices from August 1st to 10th for the annual
holidays.

The Western Electric Co.'s works at North Woolwich will
be closed for the holidays from August 1st to August 10th, and
only the most urgent matters will be dealt with.
The works of Messes. "\IriRHEAD M Co.. Ltd., Elmers End, wUl

be closed from July :i0th (evening) until August lOih.

.Inuiial (Mitiiins. — The annual excursion of the
employes of the Hull Corporation Electricity Department took
place last week, when the party visited Bridlington and Flam-
borough. From Bridlington the visitors went to Flamborough by
motor char- ii banc, and after lunch at the Dog and Duck Hotel, the
party investigated the wild beauties of the North Landing. Sports
followed. Dinner was served in the evening, and a hearty vote of
thanks was accorded the chairman of the Electricity Committee
(Alderman Hanger), the vice-chairman (Councillor Pybus), and
the secretary (Mr. W, Dyson), who had arranged the outing.
Later the party returned ta Bridlington, where free admission to
the Prince's Parade was granted, and thence homewards to Hull,
The employes of Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd., HoUinwood, recently

went to Scarborough for their outing.
In exceptionally fine weather the annual picnic of the Syn-

chronome Co., Ltd., took place on Saturday last. The party, 30
in number, embarked at Windaor on the launch />«(/1>'.... and visited
Quarry Woods, Marlow, Bispham Abbey and Temple Lock. Mr.
Hope-Jones, in one of the speeches, spoke of the loyalty of the staff.

The annual outing of the St. Helens Cable and Rubber Co.'s
staff took place on July 17th, ab Llandudno, the party numbering
over 60, The dinner was presided over by Mr, J. H. C. Brooking,
the general manager, who, in proposing the toa^t of " Prosperity to
the Company, " expressed his gratitude to the staff for working so
ably during the past few years as to make a success of what was
before then a very struggling concern.
The employ. 3 of Messes. D. H. Bo.nnella & Son, Ltd,, held

their annual outing on Saturday, July ISth, proceeding by rail

and boat to Margate. The weather was all that could l)e desired,
and a most enjoyable day was spent. Tea was served at the Albion
Hotel, The managing director. Mr, A. J, Bonnella, who presided.
expressed his pleasure at being present, and regretted the absence
of both Mr. D. H. Bonnella and Mr. D. C. Bonnella, and referred
to the continued progress made by the firm, which necessitated
enlarged premises. He thanked all the emplojos for their co-
operation which had contributed to this desirable state of affaire.

The number of employis was considerably over 100. and that
number would, he felt sure, with their continued co-operation,
soon be increased. Mr. Farthing. Mr. Frost, and M<. Burnett
heads of machine, assembling and wood-working departmente.
accompanied the party.

The employ. 3 of theGiERNSKY Electric Light and Powke
Co.. Ltd.. went for their annual outing last Saturday week, a
party of 45 going by way of St. Simpson's and Bordeaux Harbour
to Fort Doyle, to inspect the Platte Fougrre lighthouse station.
Mr. Ferguson, the engineer, conducted the p-irty round. A
lobster tea was served at the Rockmount Hotel. S|K)rts were in-

dulged in on the sands, and a smoking concert followed in the
evening, Mr. C. T. Westlake presiding.

The London Electric Railways Athletic Club held its second
annual outing at Stamford Bridge on Saturday last.

(lilasuow.— For the lightinj; of the (ilasgow Royal
Hospital for Sick Children, which was opened by the King last
week, nearly 2,000 " Rjyal Ediswan " drawn-wire metal-filament
lamps are in use.

."»H»k('r Contracts.—We have received the following list

of authorities for whom the Underkked Stoker Co, has lately
executed orders for stokers and other 8pp.*ratU9 —Edinburgh, St.

Helens, Halifax, Ealing, Torquay, Tnnbridge Wells, Sunderland.
Maidstone, Dumfries, and Harrow-in-Furnoss Municipal Kleotrioity
Departments ; Pernambuco Tramways : National Electric Supply
Co,, Preston

; North-Eastern Railway, Hull,

I'ho \evt Motoi' SliOM.—The next Olyinpia motor
show is to t*ke place from November tith to 14th, and it is said

that practically all the space has been disposed of.
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LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

Accriimtoii.

—

Ykar's AVorkixo.—lieporting. on the

work of the eleotrioity department, Mr. Harold Oray, the boroni^h
eleulrical eni;iaeer, Htateu that the i^aH plaut hae been kept an fully

loaded ax poaaible, turnini; out 4,iiy<.l,22l unitn Hold, while theiiteam
planthaH been need for the peak loads, producinif 1,7 jO.Huy units. The
fuel cout for the i;aa plaut was 2'.'ild. per unit, and for eteam
(I 483d. per unit sold. Wajres were respectively 120d.and 200j.

The sale of sulphate of ammonia and tar resulted in a net income of

£1,327, or 0'077d. per unit, though the sulphate plant was running
for only 38 weeks, oil, stores and repairs cost O'Oil'Jd. and 0'07yd.

per unit for gas and steam plant respectively, the works costs being
0'33iSd. for gas and 07i)2d. per unit for steam, or 04i)iid. per unit
for both plants. The distribution system has been extended, and
201 new consumers have been connected—the largest number
recorded in any one year ; the increase was partly due to the popu-
larity of the rateable value pyatcm of charging, which has been
adopted by more than 10 per cent, of the consumers, who number
l,I3il. A chemical laboratory, rendered necessary by the use of

Mond gas plant, has been very useful in testing fuel, bitumen, oils,

&o. The adoption of the Norwich system has led to a great
increase in the sales of heating and cooking appliances.

.iliirr.slior.

—

Nkw Plant.—Thu liiu;liting Committee
has recommended the U.D.C. to obtain tenders for a cooling tower
at the electricity works, at an estimated cost of £400.

Brlfast. — WoRKUoisK LiunTiNu. — Messrs. .lohn

Woodaide X Co., in a report on the scheme of the Selas Lighting
Co. for lighting and heating the workhouse with electricity, state

that the capital cost would be £22,30S. The maintenance charges
under the scheme would be £4.552 per annum, exclusive of loan
charges, against i;(),S89 per annum at present. The Guardians
have referred the matter to the Works Committee.

Itliickbiii'ii.— <;.\s S( irKMi: Held Up.—Sir Corbet
Woodall. Governor of the Hxe Light and Coke Co., recently reported
to the Blackburn Gas Committee on the reconstruction and
reorganisation of the gas works, and recommended the expemiiture
of over £25,000. The Special Committee, however, has hung up
the scheme for the present, as it is considering an eiiually large
expenditure in connection with the electricity undertaking, and
both matters are to be referred to the full Council. A special

report in connection with the projected electricity extension was
prepared a few months ago.

Itlvtli.—Overhead Wires.—The U.D.C. has consented
to the Northern Counties E.S. Co. erecting overhead wires in the
district for the transmission of energy at 3,000 volts.

Kiirt«in-(»ii-Tn'iit.—LoAX Sanctiox.—Without holding
an inquiry, the L.(;.B. has sanctioned the borrowing by the T.C. of

£7,000 for electricity purposes.

The Constructional Eagineering Co., which is establishing works
in \\etmore Road, has applied to the Council for a large supply of
electricity for power purposes.

Kury St. Ediuiiiids.

—

Free Wiring.—As a result of
the decision of the T.C. to install electric light in houses on the
free wiring system, over 50 applications have beem received, and
12 houses are to be wired at once.

Canada.—The Cataract Power Co., Niagara Falls, has
signed a IS-year contract with the oity of Hamilton for lighting
the oity streets at an increased cost of SSS.OOO over the present
price. The iJOO arc lamps are being replaced by 7,000 nitrogen
lamps. Sir Adam Beck, chairman of the Ontario Hydroelectric
Commission, congratulated Hamilton on being the first city on the
Continent of America to adopt this system of lighting.
The Winnipeg Electric Railway Co. has completed arrangements

for the erection of a power station at Big Bonnet Falls, 70 miles
north of Winnipeg. The plant will have a final capacity of
150,000 H.P., and will cost nearly SS,O00,000. Only 60,000 h.p.
will, however, be developed at first.

('Iiil>l»eiiliaiii.—Street Lighting.—The T.C. has
decided to have a report prepared as to the relative coat of
lighting by electricity the street lamps now lighted by gas
supplied through meters.

Clones.

—

Public Lighting.—The town ia to be
electrically lighted for three years by the Clones Electric
Lighting Co. The scheme embraces 41 lamps of 500 to 4,000 c,P,.

the total candle-power being 47,900.

Cudrtiiift'ton.—Proposed E.L.—The Council recently
appointed a Committee to confer with the South Metropolitan
E.L. Co. on the question of a supply of electricity in the district.

IMibliu.—Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has sanctioned
the borrowing by the Corporation electric supply department of
£77,800 for public lighting purposes. The proposed loan of
£5,000 for the conversion of gas lighting to electricity has, with
the consent of the Public Lighting Committee, been reduced to
£2,500, and the matter is to be further considered in a year.

Duvliani County.—E.L. Scheme.—A joint meeting of
the Coxhoe, Cassop and Kelloe P.C.'s has decided to light various
parishes with electricity. East Hetton, Kelloe, South View, St,
Helen's Terrace, Quarrington Hill and Cassop are to be supplied by
the owners of the East Hetton Colliery, and Bowburn, Tursdale,
and other districts are to be supplied by Messrs. Bill Bros., Ltd.

EaHinjiton.-1I0.SPITAL Heating.-The R.D.C. has
appointed a Committee ti connlder the adviMbility of heating the
hospital buildings with electricity.

Kasl «;iiiistrad.— Puni'(j.-<Ei) K.L.—The U.U.C, after

considering a report by Mr. J, U. Morgan, has decided to apply to

the B, of T fur a prov. order for E.L. The capital outlay fur the
proposed scheme, which includes a refiue deetrnotor, is eatimated
at £10,000,

lldinlMirjAii.— liOAX Saxltion.—The T.C. has receiveil

the consent of the Ssoretary for Scotland to the borrowing of

£220,000 for the extension of the electricity undertaking.

(lastonliun.

—

Prov. Order.—The T.C. has received

a letter from Messrs, Christy Hroe, k (o,, of Chelmsford, notifying
their intention of applying for an E.L. order for the town.

(hm»I«'.— Dock Egiip.MEXT.—The OuoleTimex gives par-
ticulars of recent improvements carried oat by the Lancashire and
Vorkahirc Railway L'o. The'company has erected several new sheds
and warehouses on the dock sides, all of which are (quipped with
the latest and most approved types of machinery operated by elec-

tric power. On the east side of the railway dock electrical over-

head travelling cranes, fitted with nnderhung revolving jibe, of
1 i tons' lifting cipioity, have been installed. These can lift direct

from the ships' holds and deposit in the shed, or in wagons standing
on the lines of railway at the far side of the shed. In addition

there is one H-ton ordinary electric overhead travelling crane with-

out swing jib. Modern free-bollard electrical capstans are fixed

alongside the lines to fa;ilitate the movements of wagons. On
the west side of the same dock, near Bridge Street, a two-storey
warehouse was recently erected. The outside of the shed on the
dookside is swept by two 3-ton electrical travelling jib cranes,

whilst inside the shed there is one IJ-ton electrical overhead
travelling crane. Four 1-ton electrical jiggers are fitted on the
upper lloor. Electrical capstans transfer wagons to and from the
railway sidings. About 2 miles from Goole a spacious shed has
been erected, and is fitted with a IJ-ton electric overhead travel-

ling crane and electric capstans. On the west side of the railway
dock the Railway Co. is building a modern workshop, stores and
offices, for the marine engine depirtment. The motive power in

this place, together with that for the operation of the new electric

plant and lighting, is being obtained from the Yorkshire Electric

Power Co. to the extent of 500 u.p.

(lircat Vaiinouth.

—

Police Lamps.—The T.C. has

decided to provide the police with 30 electric lamps, at a cost of

£10 2i. 6d., with £28 lOs. for a generator for recharging the

batteries.

(liuernscy.

—

Illumixations.—At the fi-tes in con-

nection with the recent unveiling of the Victor Hugo statue, which
was presented by the French (Jovernment, a very complete scheme
of illuminations was arranged. Unfortunately heavy rain and
wind somewhat spoiled the show so far as gas and candle lanterns

were concerned, and we learn from the Gin'rHsey Adrertiser that

"only electric illuminations were at all a success," while another

writer in the same paper comes to the conclusion that gas illumina-

tion ia obsolete. The Guernsey EL. and P. Co. apparently made
an excellent display, including a searchlight.

Ilayle.

—

Proposed Street Lightixo.—The Cornwall
E.P.S, Co. has informed the U.D.C. that it could install 63 street

lamps in the district for £960. provided that wayleaves for over-

head wires were granted, and that the company was permitted to

fix wires for private supply on the. same poles. The lamps would
be of 50 c,P. each, and the charge for maintenance would be 30b. -

per lamp for 1,600 hours of lighting per annum. It is estimated

that the Council will save £100 par annum if the scheme ia,

adopted.

Ilolnitii'tli.—E.L. Scheme.—The L.G.B. has intimated

its willingness to give a favourable decision on the electricity

scheme, provided the B. of T. will approve of the site of the

generating station, and the proposed method of supply.

Japan.—Notwithstanding the frequent pledges of the

Government gradually to abandon State enterprises, it ia reported

that the idea of nationalising all the water-power undertakings in

Japan is gaining ground in official circles. The reason advanced

for the new departure is that the nationalisation of the under-

takings will remove all inconveniences to the Government in the

execution of the waterway administration programme. The
Waterway Department at present ia not empowered to deal with

the use of the rivers as a sourca of power, the result baing that

much of the work of the department is rendered futile. At
present the law does not provide for the imposition of any burden

on the power companies, who, while freely making use of the

rivers, do not share the cost of their upkeep.

Keiililcy.

—

Prov. Order.—The Corporation has

notified the R,D,C. of its intention to apply for a prov. order to

supply electricity in the rural district, or some part thereof.

Rirkfaldy.

—

Year's Working.—Although the output

of the Corporation electricity department for the past year was
greater than ever before, the net revenue showed a decrease of £174

compared with the previous year. The reduction ia attributed to

the high price of coal.
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Liflierlaiid.—Prov. Orijer.—The U;I).('. havintr been

informed that the Bootle T C intends applying for a prov. order

for electric lierhtinir in its district, has decided to take steps to

obtain its own order. Permission has been (rranted for the Rootle

T.C. to supply current to the premises of Messrs. Geo. Stnrla and
Son, Ltd., Linacre Road.

LoikIoii,— I;.C.C.—The L.C.C. has been recommended
by its Finance Committee to sanction the borrowinf; of £3,r)00 by
the Battersea B.C., for coal conveying plant at the electricity

works, and of £5,3111 by the Islinerton B.C., for cooling towers at

the electricity works, including £3,760 for plant and £1,560 for

the site.

On October 2Sth, 1913, the L.C.C. sanctioned the borrowingr by
the Hackney B.C. of £50,748 for electricity purposes. A revised

estimate, based on tenders received, and making a total of £00,000,

has now been sanctioned by the L.C.C. The revised loan includes

£2,716 for sites. £10,632 for buildings, £32,0."i2 for mains, and
£14,000 for plant.

Stepney.—The Electricity Committee has recommended the

B.C. to take up a loan of £35,000, for which L.C.C. sanction has
been obtained, for new plant at the Limehouse generating station.

The B. of T. has approved of the agreement for the bulk supply
of electricity between the Stepney and Shoreditch B C.'s.

St. Panchas,—ANNnAL Accodnts.—The gross income of the
Borough Council's electricity department for the year ended
March Slst last was £93,483, an increase of £2,944 over the pre-

vious year. The net profit was £12,568, an increase of £1,883.

The reserve fund now amounts to £44,033.
Shoreditch.—The Lighting Committee has recommended the

B.C. to lay a main from Coronet Street to Scrutton Street, in con-

nection with the supply of electricity to the preraises of Messrs.

Waterlbw A; Sons, at an estimated cost, including switchgear, of

£1,350.

Llaiidiuliio.

—

Year's Workinpt.—The receipts of the

U.D.C.'s electricity undertaking for the year ended March Slst

last increased by £105, and the expenditure by £4r,7, over the pre-

vious year. The gross profit was £3,905, against £4,268, and the

net profit was £402, a decrease of £319. The output increased by
34,810 units.

Lossieiiioutli,

—

Sitply Inait; crated.—The electricity

supply, which has been installed at a cost of £5,500, was switched
on last week. The plant consists of two 50-B h.p. auction gas
engines, built by Messrs. Ruston, Proctor & Co., coupled to 25-KW.
dynamos, supplied by Messrs. Johnson .'c Phillips, Ltd. The whole
of the mains work was carried out by the Silvertown Co.

MaiislicM.

—

Year's 'Workinq.—The profit on the past

year's working of the Corporation electricity department amounted
to £1,581, against £1,128 in the previous year, and it is proposed
to allocate £800 to the relief of the rates.

The question of extending the electricity works has been referred

to a sub-committee for consideration.

Midsoiiici' \ortoii.

—

Prov. Order.—The Midsomer
Norton and Radstock E.S. Co. has informed the U.D.C. that it

intends applying to the B. of T. for a prov. order for EL. within
the Councils area,

\elsou (near Cardiff),—Proposed E.L.—The South
Wales E.P.D. Co. is in correspondence with the Caerphilly U.D.C.
respecting the public lighting of Nelson by electricity.

New Zealand.—The ratepayers of Wairoa have sanc-
tioned a loan of £4,U00 for' the extension of the E.L. system.

—

B.ofT.Jourmd.

Xoi'th Biorley,

—

Workhouse Lighting,—The pro-
posed lighting by electricity of the Union premises at Clayton
having been approved by the L.G.B., the B. of G. has instructed
Mr. T. Roles, of Bradford, to prepare a scheme.

Oldham.

—

Annial Report.—The report of the
Corporation electricity department for the year ended March 25th
last states that the gross revenue amounted to £49,008, and the
gross expenditure to £26,533. After allowing for loan charges and
expenditure on meters, the net profit was £1,995, The units sold
numbered 7,058,801, an increase of 595,385 over the previous year.
This total includes private lighting, 1,884,226, an increase of
192 360

; power, 1,854,590, an increase of 546,499 : street lighting,
28,371, an increase of 126 ; and traction, 3,291,008, a dccrcaeo of
143,005. The total receipts from the sale of energy amounted to
£48710, an increase of £2,838, including private lighting,
£20,742, an increase of £1,887

;
power, £7,172, an increase of

£1,850 ; street lighting, £233 ; and traction, £20,504, a decrease
of £906. The amount in reserve now totals £7,435. The capital
expenditure during the year was £16 838. Works costs amounted
to 423d. per unit, a decrease of 0'03(;d. compared with the pre-
vious year, and the total revenue costs were 0'898d, per unit, a de-
crease of 0043d. per unit. The maximum demand during the year,
exclusive of traction, was 2,424 KW., against 2,1 3i> KW., and for
traction 1,430 KW., against 1,480 KW. During the year the h,t.
mains were extended by 7,842 yd,, and the L,T. mains by 0,078 yd.
The charges for energy have remained unaltered.

Porta tVri'v.

—

Proposed E.L.—At a public meeting,
held on July 10th, a Committee was appointed to consider an E L,
scheme for the town. Estimates were submitted by Messrs. W.
Coates & Son and Messrs. Thomas Somerset & Co., who generate
electricity in the town.

Porfsiiioiitli.—I'liopoSKb LoA.v.—The E.L. Commitu-.^
is about to apply to the L,G,B. for a loan of £24,000, for mains
and other work during the next three years.
Pbice Redlctios.—The charge for energy for power ha« been

reduced by the T.C. to Id. per unit for the first 20,0C0 unit*, and
ii. per unit beyond.

Itadstotk.

—

Prov. Order,— Messrs. .Seymour Williams
and Co., of Bristol, have notified the U.D.C. of their intention to
apply for a prov. order for E.L. within its area.

Riitliiii.—The estimate of Messrs. Edwards & Armstrontr
for wiring and fitting the Town Hall and fire station for EL. bae
been submitted, for a report, to Mr. Smith, electrical engineer,
Nottingham, who is also to prepare a specification for street
lighting.

Slierltonie.—E.Ii. Scheme.—An E.L. scheme is about
to be carried out at Sherborne.

Surbitou.—E.L. Transfer.—^The District Council has
agreed to transfer its electricity undertaking to Messrs. Callender's
Cable Co. for 42 years, subject to the approval of the B. of T. and
L.G.B. to the terms propoeed, under which the Council will be
recouped for all its expenditure on the concern up to the transfer,
and Meesrs. Callender's will afterwards be responsible for capitil
requirements.

TlielwalL—Prov. Order,—The P.C. has decided to

support the application of the Warrington T.C. for a prov. order
for E.L., to include Thelwall in its area, on condition that the
T.C. will guarantee to supply current when requested to do so.

Torriiiii'ton.

—

Public LuiUTixo.—The T.C. has decided
that electricity be adopted, provided that the E.S. Co, can show
that public lighting by electricity will be cheaper than by gas.

TroMbridii't'. — Hcspital Lightixg. — It has been
decided to have the EL. installed in the wards at the Cottage
Hospital.

Wallasey.— Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has sanc-
tioned the borrowing by the T.C. of £64.500, for a new electrical

generating station at Poulton.

Walsall.

—

Sewage Pimping.—The Electricity Com-
mittee is taking steps to extend the D.c. main from Lichfield

Street to the R.D.C.'s sewage pumping station at Rnehall.

Wliitstable.

—

Street Lighting.— la view of the

approaching supply of electricity, the U.D.C. has given the Gas
Co, notice to terminate the agreement for street lighting. There
are 214 lamps, half of which are to be replaced by electric lamps.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Aberdeen.

—

Tramway Sl-rplls.— It has transpired that

the Secretary for Scotland insists on inserting a proviso, relating

to the tramway surplus, in the prov, order promoted by the T,C.,

to the effect that the T.C. be restricted to placing £1,000 to the
Common Good in any one year. A Committee of the Council has
decided that it cannot recognise the right of the Secretary for

Scotland to interfere with the decisions of the Parliamentary
Committee which dealt with the order.

Dundee.

—

Year's Working.—The annual report of the

Corporation tramway dep.irtment states that the passengers
carried during the past year numbered 19,042,344, comjiared with
17.734,162 in the previous year, and the gross receipts amounted to

£69,505, as against £65,044, The gross profit, after ereditinj; the
accident insurance fund with £1,0C0, was £2i>,066.

llalit'av.

—

Proposed E.'^ctensions,—The Tramway Com-
mittee has received deputations in re«peot of suggested tramway
extensions, as follows :—From the Sauthowram D.C, which urged
that the Southowrnm route should be extended to the Pack Uorse
Inn : from the Hipperholme D.C, which asked for developments
in its district ; from the Mytholmroyd D,C.. which asked for an
extension of two miles to Cragg Vale ; and from the Ilalifax

Advertising Club, which urged the advisability of continuing the
tramways to EUand and Stainland.

India.—Ai'cordinsj to IniUaii h'ngineeriun, Messrs. (xlad-

stone. Wylie A: Co. have been licensed to supply electric traction

for the Benares scheme, to be completed within three years.

Kirktaldv,

—

Year's Working.—The revenue of the

Corporation tramway department for the past year shows an
increase of £1,743 over the previous year.

Laiieasliire.— An intcrcstinj; lis;ht electric railway

scheme is in couree of development in South-Esst Larcafhire.

along the Yorkshire border. As a result of the great popularity

of the electric tramway rides up into the hills, e»i>ecially the

branches from the Rochdale, Stalybridge and Hyde tramways, and
the recent Oldham tramway extension to Grains Bar, it is now pro-
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poiteil tu link up the variuus hill tormiul by a Uifht railway,

followini; tt|iproximately the tidge of the Penuine chain of

iiiouDtaiuB.

The line will extend from near the (i jdloy terniinuH of the (ild-

ham, AHhton and Hyde tramwaya, and alon^r VVerneth Low and
Muttrani to Deep Catting near the lofty Mottram terminuH of the

KtnlybriilK'e tramways, and thence by the Bruuhen Wuterworkii and
Mosnlny, where a trestle bridge will carry the line over the lUver

Tame, and cui Grotton to Qraine I!ar, near the new upland exten-

Bion of the Uldham tramwayH. From thie point the line will be

continued i/ii Crompton Moor and the Wickon Hall Moor to Black-

stone Edge, and thence to near Littleborough, not very far from
the Kuchdale tramway terminus, and viii Summit to Itauup, to

which town the Rochdale tramways were recently extended. From
Bacup the line will continue to Ilaslingdon and Acoriugton, bat
the line between Ilyde and liicup, with the intermediate places,

will be dealt with first.

The net lenpth of the latter—following the curved route—Is

;t4 miles, but with necessary deviations, largely on account of

gradient, the total length is about G2 miles. The line is not

primarily intended for quick travelling, but will be a bracing

scenic railway—much like the Manx railways—passing through
scenery of surpassing interest and beauty.

To minimise the capital cost it is hoped to obtain supplies of

current from the six existing tramway authorities whose hill

terminals will be touched. As the maximum demand will always
be at a time when the generating station loads are at present light,

and as the projected line will ajt as a feeder for their tramways,
it is expected that favourable terms will be arranged.

Mr. Lawton, of New Moston, Failsworth, is interested in this

very promising project, which will be welcomed by hundreds of

thousands of natives who love these hills but find numerous pretty

parts ditlicult of access at present.

London.—L.C.U.—The Highways Committee reports

that it is now considering an exhaustive report on the whole
question of the tramway system, particularly from the point of

view of linking-up and general consolidation. As the Committee
has not had an opportunity of fully weighing the views of M. A.
Mariage, who was consulted on the subject, it recommends that
its report, which will contain proposals for obtaining Parliamentary
powers to carry out schemes for linking-up the dead-ends on the

system, be submitted after the summer recess. According to the
Daily Kxpri'sx, the proposals will cost £1,2.50,000.

The B. of T. has consented to the running of trailer cars on the
new line from Rushey Green to Beckenham Lane.

Mi(l(llt\se\.—The Middlesex C.C. (Western Road and
Improvements and Finance) Bill, which contains a clause autho-
rising the Council to charge id. per mile in respect of each motor-
omnibus usinu the new road, was read a third time and passed by
the House of Lords on Monday.

Itawtt'listall.—The T.C. has been infornjed by the

Burnley T.C. that it intends applying to Parliament next session

for powers to lay a tramway from its terminus in Manchester
Road to the terminus of the Rawtenstall tramways at Love-
clough. The matter has been referred to the Parliamentary
Committee.

Koolidale.

—

Accident Claims.—Eighteen dairas have
been made against the T.C. in respect of the tramway accident at

the bottom of John Street on February 14th. The whole of the
claims have been settled for £1,307, which, with the costs in-

curred, brings up the total cost to the T.C. to £1,462, of which
£ 1 ,000 has been received from the Insurance Co.

Goods Thaffic.—The Tramways Committee has decided not to

oo-operate with Bury in the experiment of carrying goods by
tramcar daring the night.

Woi'slev.—The D.C. has decided to ask Sir George
Pollard, M.P. for the Division, to use his influence again with the
B. of T. to procure an independent inquiry into the condition of
the oars of the South Lanes. Tramways Co. running through the
district, and to ask for a report upon the overcrowding of the
cars,

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Cable Ratei^.—The rate for telegrams to Iquitos and
certain other places in Pern is now 4b. 9d. per word by all routes.

Canada.—An automatic exchange for 10,000 subscribers

is being installed at Medicine Hat (Alberta).

Cliina.—In consequence of erroneous statements having
been published regarding the contract between the Marconi Co. and
the Chinese Government, of which some particulars were given
in our issue of June 26th, the company informs us that it has
every confidence that in due course the agreement will be signed
and all mutual obligations will be fulfilled.

Portsnioutli.—A deficiency of £1,890 in the accounts
of the Corporation telephone department has been disclosed, for

which the late Mr. Triggs, chief cashier, is alleged to have been
responsible. The method adopted was to misappropriate cheques
received near the end of the financial year, and show the rentals as

outstanding, A duplicate receipt-bock was also in use.

rin' Iniitci'iul 4 liain. -Ueplying to a iiuistion bjr

Major .\rchur Shee lug&rding a statement of the direoton of

Marconi's Wireless Tnlegruph Co. that nearly a year had passed

sini^a the ratifi<mtion of the contract, and that the nlow proirreis

that the company had be«n permitted to make Beriously prejudiced

their interests, Mr. Hobhouse said it was a faut that delays had
occurred in proceeding with the construction of the imperial

wireless stations through difficulties which could not be foreseen,

but some further delay had been caused by proposals submitted by
the company for an improvement in the working arrangement;.

The chief ditficulties had, however, been removed, and were on the

point of solution.

In the House of Commons on Monday, in reply to questions, Mr.
Hobhousv said that the (iovernment could not claim compensation
from the Marconi Co. in respect of the non-renewal of the " 7,777

"

patent. He had no reason to suppose that the campany had
delayed its work on the Imperial stations in conseriuence of the

erection of its private station at Carnarvon,
It was stated that the delay in actjuiring a site in India for the

Imperial station was due to the decision to establish dirti;t com-
munication between India and Egypt instead of East Africa, which
rendered the site selected at Bangalore unsuitable. Another site

had been provisionally selected, and was at present under
examination by experts.

I Ik- IVh'iiiiipli Service.—The Committee to consider

the organisation of the telegraph service, and to report what
steps can be taken to improve the efficiency and economy of its

working, consists of the following members:—Sir Archibald

Williamson, M.P. (chairman). Sir Henry Norman, M.P., Sir Charles

Stewart-Wilson, Sir William Plender, and Mr. A. M. Ogilvie,

Third Secretary to the Post Office. Mr. W. E. Weatonand Mr. W. R.

Birohall, of the Secretary's Office, General Post Office, will act as

secretaries to the Committee.

Tlic IVIeplioiK' .Sfi\i(<".— The Postmaster-General
recently stated that the disagreeable clicks heard in telephone

receivers, concerning which complaints had been made, were dne
to the stronger currents employed in the more modern exchanges.

Inquiries had been addressed to Chambers of Commerce as to the

desirability or otherwise of discontinuing the practice of inter-

rupting local conversations when trunk calls are made.

Wireh'.ss on Board Ship.—On Tuesday the Merchant
Shipping (Convention) Bill was further considered by a Committee
of the House of Commons. Mr. John Burns placed before the

Committee the draft agreement between the Board of Trade and
the Marconi Co , by which the charges made by the latter to ship-

owners for installations will be regulated ; in case of disagreement

between the parties, the matter will be decided by a referee. No
shipowner will be obliged to use Marconi apparatus.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.
Aldersliot.—August 4th. U.D.C. One natural-draught

chimney-type cooling tower. See "Official Notices " July 10th.

Asliton-iinder-Lyne.— Corporation. July 29th. Arc
lamp globes, lamp carbons, D c. motors and D.C. motor starters.

See "Official Notices" July 10th.

Anstralia.

—

Sydney.—August 31st. Sydney Harbour
Trust. Four electrically-operated semi-portable travelling cranes.

Forms of tender from Mr, H. F. Norrie, Secretary to the Trust,

Sydney.
September 14th. Municipal Council. 22,500 yd. of 33,000-volt,

three-core, paper-insulated, lead-covered cable. Deposit £200,

Specification, 10s. 6d., from the City Electrical Engineer ; a copy

may be seen at the B. of T. Commercial Intelligence Dept , London.

Peeth.— September 2nd. Telephone instruments and partf,

glassware, battery material, chemicals for batteries, wire—cotton,

silk or wool covered—telegraph and telephone insulators, for

Postmaster-General. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Melbourne.—Eight ."lO-ton, one 30-ton, three 10-ton electric

overhead travelling cranes. Contract No. 2.">,7.56, for the Victorian

State Railways. Specifications from Messrs. John Coates J: Co.,

Ltd., 115, Victoria Street, S.W.
Richmond.—Nov. 30th. Refuse destructor and auxiliary plant.

Specification, &c., from Mr. C. C. Blazsy, Town Clerk, Richmond,

Victoria.

Brisbane.—September 2nd. Measuring instruments, protectors

and parts, telephone and telegraph instruments, for the Postmaster-

General. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Adelaide.— September 2nd. Telephone material, bells, ko.,

condensers, diaphragms, generators, for the Postmaster-General.

Sm " Official Notices" to-day.

Austria.—September 1st. The Austrian State Railway

authorities in Vienna are inviting tenders for the supply and

installation of a CO-ton electrically-operated tr&veUing crane.

Innsbruck.—August 6th. Circular saw, with electric motor
;

smith's hammer, with electric motor ; air compressor, with 40-H.P.

electric motor ; electric hand-boring machine, and other mtichinery.

Particulars from Abteiluug IV der k.k. Staatsbahndirektion,

Innsbruck.
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Corporation. CoolingBirk<'iili«»ii<l.— August lOth.

tower. See "Official Notices " to-day.

RlacKbiii'ii.—August Ist. Twelve months' supply of

eteam coal for the Electricity Department. Mr. P. P. Wheelwright,

Eagineer and Manager.

Ciiiiada.

—

luly 27th. 2S knots single-conductor suli-

niarine telegraph cable (107 lb. copper and 15ii lb. prutta-percha

per knot), delivered at Halifax, N.S., and H knots ditto, delivered

at Vancouver, B C. Also 270,000 lb. galvanised iron telegraph

wire, delivered at Montreal, and 342,000 lb, delivered at Vancouver.

Specifications from (ianeral Superintendent of the Government
Telegriph Service, Department of Public Work-i, Ottawa. A copy
of the specification may be seen at the B. of T. Commercial Intel-

ligence Dept. in London.

Cliiiia.—TiENT.'^iN.—August 4th. Boilers, turbine?,

electrical power plant and coining machines, for the Government
Mint. Specifications, ka. (two at 53. each), from Sir Douglas Fox
and Partners, 56, Moorgate Street, E.G.

Crovdoii.—July 2Mth. Installation of electric fire-alarms,

for the B. of G. Mr. Henry Berney, architect, 33 35, High Street

(returnable deposit of £2 2e.).

Dover.—July 31st. Small coal (other than Welsh), for

eight months, for the Corporation electricity works. Borough
Electrical Engineer.

Ea.stbOHriH', — August 18th. Corporation. Main
machine and feeder switchboard for the electricity works. See
" Official Notices" to-day.

Epsom,— .July 28th. 500 tons of Nixon's navigation

large washed nuta, for the U.D.C. Electricity Dipt. Particulars

from Mr. A. C. Gilling, engineer, Church Street.

liin»'.stoil-iilioil-llHll. — August 22Qd. Corporation.

Electrical fittings for the Guildhall Council Chamber, &c. See
"Official Notices " to-day.

liOililon.— L.C.C. The Highways Committee recom-
mends that tenders be invited from selected firms for the supply of
fittings rt quired in connection with the maintenance of overhead
line equipment.

(Hdliain.— August 10th. Corporation. D.C. motor-
generator and extension to e h.t. switchboard. See "Official

Notices " to-day.

Rociidalc.—The Corporation General Purposes Committee
has decided to recommend the renewal of electric wiring in some
of the Town Hall Departments, at an estimated cost of about £150.

August 5th. Paper-insolated cables for 12 month.s. Particulars

(62 2 J. returnable) from Mr. C. C. Atchison, Engineer and Manager,
Dane Street.

Sal ford.—Flame arc lamps and lowering gear, for the
electricity works. See ' Official Notices " July 17th.

.July 28th. Suspended iron gangways, Central Car DepoS
General Manager, 32, Blackfriars Street, SaUord.

Soiitliaiiiptoii.—August 6th. Installation of lighting
plant, csblep, iV:;., at the Farm Institute, Sparsholt. See " Official

Notices" July 17th.

The T.C. has decided to invite tenders for automatic coal oon-
yeyers at the electricity works (estimated cost £1,330).

Spain.—August 20th. Tenders are being invited by
the municipal authorities of Ilerrera de Pisuerga (province of
Palencia) for the concession for the electric lighting of the town
during a period of 10 years.

September 9th. The Spanish Ministry of Public Work?, in
Madrid, are inviting tenders for the concession for the construction
and working of an electric tramway between Ferrol and Santa
Maria de Neda.

Tenders have just been invited by the municipal authorities of
Cibra (province of Cordoba) for the concession for the pulilic
electric lighting of the town during a period of five years. The
municipal authorities of Moncofar (province of Castellon) have
also lately called for tenders for the concession for the electric
lighting of that town.

Sfalvltridiio.—E.II.T., three-core, lead-covered, paper-
iusnlated cable, for the Stalybridge, kc, Tramways and Eleotrioity
Board. See " Offi ;ial Notices ' to-day.

>\alsall.—.\ugust llth. Corporation. Coal conveyer
and measuring apparatus, jib coaling crane, ash-handling plant,
travelling crane. See "Official Xotices" July 17th.

>Visliecli,— July 2;)th. Wiring of the workhouse far
elestric light installation, for the Board of Guardians. Particulars
from Mr. R. W. Fairoloth, Cleik.

CLOSED.
AlM'rdarr.—The U.D.C. has accepted the tender of

Messrs. Heenao ,^: Fronde for a refose destructor, at £3,416.

Bniiiis (on tracts.—Messrs. E. Bennis & Co, litd..

have recently received contracts for their stokers from three
municipal eleotriiity supply authorities as follows :

—
Wimbledon Corporation.—Two chain i;r»t«B, each 9 ft. 8 in. long ' Ht,

wide (repeat orde ».

Burtonon Trent Corporation.—Two machine utokepi and •elf-cleanins
ccrapresjedair furnaces for an 9 ft. 6 in. diameter Lincasbire boiler
(repeat orderi.

Allrincham Corpoalion.- Two chain-grate itokers, each 5 ft. wile •

12 ft 6 in. long (per S.iriing.goiler Co.).

Bolton.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of Messrs.
Witter \- Sons, Ltd., for the installation of automatic eprinklera
and fire alarms.

Burton -on -Tivnt.-^The T.C. has accepted the tender
of Messrs. Manlove, AUiott k Co. for refuse destructor plant, at
£2,340.

Buxton.—The U.D.C. has accepted the tender of
Messrs. Day A: Ferguson for Presley i Denby nutty slack combined,
for the electricity works.

Cauterbtiry.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of Mr.
E. J. Phil pott for electrical illaminations dnring the Crioket Week,
at £27.

Fleetwood.—The Wentworth Silkstone Collieries, Ltd.,
and Messrs. Adam Bromley & Sons have each secured a contract for
the supply of l,(iOO tons of coal to the electricity works.

(o\ernnient Contracts.—The following tenders have
been accepted during the past month by the Government Depart-
ments named :

—

AD3I1BU.TV, CoNTB.VCT DEPiBTMEST.

Tangsten filament lamps.—Cryselco, Ltd., Dick, Kerr 4 Co., Ltd., Pope's
Elecsrio Lamp Co.

War Oevu-b.

Distributing boards.—General Electric Co., Ltd., Spagnoletti, Ltd.
Parts of electric cells.—Siemens Bros, ft Co , Ltd.
Installation of el metric Ught, Cavalry Barracks, Rodford.—Lowdon Bros.

and Co.
India Office, Btorls Dep-vrtmeiit.

Insnlator cups.—Bullers, Ltd.

Crown Agektr for the Colonies.

Battery material and cable.—Siomens Bros, ft Co., Ltd.
Telegraph materia^.-Bullers, Ltd.. Siemens Bros. 4 Co., Ltd.
Telerraph p-)les.—Siemens Bros, ft Co., Ltd., J. Spencer, Ltd.
Telephone equipment.—.\utomatic Telephone Mtg. Co., Ltd., L-R., G.-P.

and Telegraph Works Co.. Ltd., Siemens Bros, .v O)., Ltd.
Telephons materials.—Britiih L.M. Ericsson Mtg. Co . Ltd,
Terminal boxes.—Siemens Bros, ft Co., Ltd.

U.M. Opfii E or Works.

Erection of Liscard new telephone exchange—J. Henshaw ,t Sons.

Post Office.

Protective apparatus.—British L.M. Ericsson Mfg. Co., Ltd., Western
Electric Co., Ltd.

Telephonic appanttus.—Antomttir Telephone Mfg. Co., Ltd.. British t.M.
Ericsson Mfg. Co., Ltd., General Eloolric Co., Ltd., Peel-Conner
Telephone Works. Ltd., Ph.eoix Tekphone ft Electric Works. Ltd.,

Siemens Bros, ft Co., Ltd , Western Ei»otpic Co., Ltd.
Telephonic cable.— Henley's Tc-legniph Works Co., Ltd., Johnson and

Phillips, Ctd., Western Electric Co., Ltd.
Laying lines of multiple.way duot», Uamitstead, N.W., Swiss Cattage-

9t. John's Wood.-tirouniis ft Newton.
Ditto, Liverpool -St. Helens tseoti m '2).— H. K. Buck'ey.
Ditto, Manohester-Oldhiim isectiin 91.—H. E. Buckley.
Laying lines of pipes and '* U" shap.d earthenware troughins, Kanbam

" iNewcastle-ou-Tynel.- (1. H. Mauclilen.
l.uylng tines of setf-)il=gning ductsand Mannesmann tubes, Xi>rth Walsham

' —Haoton.—R J. May.
Laying lines of single tube ducts, Newington Causeway—Walworth Road,

S.E.— Grounds A Newton.
Lilts, Birmingham H.P.C, now parcel« olHce.— H. Waycood * Cri.. Ltd.
Electric lifts to replace hydraulic lilts, Birmingham H.P.O. \V. Wadi-

worth .H Sons, Ltd.
Manufaoturi^'g, supplving, drawing.in and jointing lead.oovcred cable,

l.eeds-Rradlord.—Wesfin E'eccric Co., Ltd.
Ditto, Leeds-Castlelord.- W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.
Ditti, Huddorstield.—Western Klect-ic Co., Ltd.
Dit.o, Manchester- Oldham.—B.I. ft Halsby Cables, Ltd.
Telephone exchange diuipment alterations, Paddington.—Western Eltv:-

wioCo.. Ltd.
Electric tnilleys.— r.dis»m .Xcoumulators, Ltd.

ilaslinu'den. — Jlr. A. Jf. Cramp has retvivetl the

following installation contracts :
—

For Messrs. J. H. Birlwistle ft Co., Ltd., Orane Road Mill, Haslingden, the
electric lighting of their mill : also the electric lightinK of their Park
Mill, Helmshore.

For Messrs. C. Whittaker ft Co. iliKW), Ltd., engineers, of Aeoringion,
electric driving of the whole of tboir Union Foundry, Haslingden.

For Councillor T. Baxter, Mayor of Haslincden, electric lighting, heating
and bells at his residence, Helmshore House.

For Mr. Gen. W. Hardman, eleottic lighting, healuig and l>ells (or his
residence, " Danesmoor, " Hasliiigden.

Huddorstield. — The following tenders have been
accspted ;

—
One " Pendulum " truck —Peckham Truck and Engineering Co.
Rail griuder.— GauipmenI and Engineering Co.
Cable.-W, T. Glover ft Co.
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liOlHhm. — L.C.C.— The HigUwuyH Coiniiiittee rejxjrts

baviui; received the undermentioned tenders for either H.DOO

driviut;-wht«l and 2,000 pony-wheel tires for trBmoars, or alterna-

tively (1,000 drivinKwheel and 4,000 pony-wheel tiren

ToUl (or ;),(K)0 Total (or 6,000

driviDK-^^heei drivinK-wdtiel

tires and 3,000 tireii and 4,IIU0

ponywlicel ponywlieel
Urns. tirua,

A. Brown ,v Co. laKODi (or Hieiil* Anonyme
dCb Ad. ri.'» d'ArKliur, Ue'Riom) . . £i,im i8,8l7

John Bat! 4 Co. 'London, Ltd. (aciept«di 4,558 9,117

Phcnil A li ((iHriimuyl 4.730 «,4*8

I'ried. Krupp A.li 6.160 10,800

Boohiinier VL<reiii (ilr Bergbau und Oues-
Bl»lil(alirik«li'iil, Bichuin (liermauj) .. 5,210 —

H. Beii.iri.Ti (.1 , Ltd., UoHoD .. .. 6.300 lO.tiOO

J. Baker ,v Co. (liotlmrham). Lid 5,6S0 11,100

Workiriiiioii lion and steel Co., Ltd." .. 6,667 11,883

Brown Uavlev'b Steel Works, Ltd 6,800 11,600

J. Browi. ft Co., Ltd 6,850 11,460

Hteel, l>e.!h * Tozer, Ltd 6,675 —
Midvale Steel Co. of Philadolpbia and
London, Ltd 7,900 15,800

Viokera. Ltd ".MSO 18,300

The lowest tender ia that of Messrs. A. Brown & Co., the British

agents for the Socii-U- Anonyme des Acii'ries d'Angleur, who
Btate, however, that they cannot asrree to the clause respecting

rates of wages, as their works are situated in Beltrium, where no

universal rates of wages or hours of labour obtain. They state

that the works pay the highest wages for the b?8t labour in the

district concerned. The next lowest tender is that submitted by
Mes.srs. John Batt A: Co. (London), Ltd. The firm proposes to sub-

let the manufacture of the tires to the following firms :—Vereinigte
Stahlwerke van der Zypen und Wisaener Eisenhiitten A.G., Cologne,

Germany, aud/or other approved German works, including Fried.

Krupp A.G., Bochumer Verein, and rhrenix A.G.

The lowest tender for Britishmanufaatured tires ia that of

Messrs. U. Bessemer & Co., Ltd., and amounts to £10,r>00, being an

increase of .^1,4S3, or IB per cent., over the prices tendered by

Messrs, ,Iohn Batt 4^ Co. (London), Ltd.

For the supply of four portable electrically-driven drilling and
grinding machines the following tenders have been received :

—

Geo. BobsoD & Co (acoeptedi £288
Do. (alternative) 280

Do. Do. 820

Bambridk'e Flexible Shaft Co , Ltd -.593
Unitad States Metallic Packing Co., Ltd -640
Selson Engineering Co., Ltd 65*5

JamesGilil. iV Co., Ltd. - 286

For the supply of 160 sets of plough collector gear, required in

connection with the equipment of Class A and D oars with trolleys

and collector gear :

—
Per set.

British Westinghouse E. & M. Co., Ltd. lacceptedi £1 17 6

Brush Electrical Eng. Co., Ltd. .. 7 19

Spagooletti, Ltd ' 10 6
EstlerBros 11

Biemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd 12 3 (i

For the provision of a vertical drainage pump for draining water

out of the tramway cable manholes :

—

Drysdale & Co., Ltd (accepted) £173
Recs Roturbo Manufg. Co., Ltd 212

British Electric Plant Co., Ltd Incomplete tender.

Batteksea.—The BC, Electricity Committee recommends that

the contract with the Foster Eagiueering Co., Ltd., for metal-

filament lamps for street lighting be extended for one year, and

that it include also the supply of half-watt lamps for outside

lighting under the hire scheme ; also that the tender of Messrs. R.

Dempster & Sons, Ltd., be accepted for coal telpherage plant to

specification, for £3, OHO.

Hackney.—The B.C. Electricity Committee reports having

considered the tenders for open white arc lamp carbons. The three

lowest were ;

—

General Electric Co.. Ltd.—40,000 pairs at 70i. per 1,000, and 40,OM pairs

at 60s. per 1,003, ±'260.

Henrion Carbons, Ltd.—40,003 pairs at 68s. lid. per 1,000, and 40,000 pairs

at 573.8d. per l.COO, £253.
H. Tuchman.—40,003 pairs at 68s. par 1,003, and 40,000 pairs at 678. 6d. per

1,000, £251.

There being very little difference between the English and
foreign prices, the Committee recommends that the tender of the

General Electric Co., Ltd., for English-made carbons be accepted

for:—
18 mm. by 124 in. owed carbons

|. ^g j ooo pairs.
13 mm. by lift in. solid ,, j • * >

i^

18 mm. by inj in. cored „ 1 ^ j g^ ^
13 mm. by 9.^ in. solid „ I

" ' ^
Subject to test on samples proving satisfactory.

For the supply of yellow flime arc lamp carbons the five lowest

tenders were as follows ;

—

General Electric Co., Ltd.—100,000 pairs at 62s. 6d., £312.

Electrical Co , Ltd —100,000 pairs at 61s. 6d., £807.
Bloan Electric»I Co., Ltd —100,000 pairs at 60s. 6d., £302.

Ship Carb .ns, Ltd.—100,000 pairs at 61s., £285.

W. Geipel & Co., Ltd.—103,000 pairs at 61s., £255.

The price of the English carbons being so much the higher, the

Committee recommends that the tender of Messrs. \V. Geipel and
Co., Ltd., be accepted for ;

—

8 mm. by 12 in. cored carbons ' . -, ,
n(y, ;

7 mm, by 12 in (
*' °'^- P" *'""" P""^'

Subject to the test on Simples proving satisfactory.

Tenders were also invited for spe'^ial higher- grade carbons, but

the prices being out of all proportion to the difference which their

nse would make to the lighting, the Committee does not submit
any recommendation in regard to these.

Bhoukditcii. The following tenders have been received by the

B.C. for a battery in connection with the new converters

D.P. Blllery Co. (recommended) i'181 Electrical Power Biorage Co. . . tVX)
Tudor Btltery Oo lUC

I
..-179

'Not in accordance with ipaciHcaUoa.

I'oi'LAit. The following tenders were received by the h.<'. for a
steam turbine-driven boiler feed pump :

WurlhinKtoD Puinp Co £JaO
G. a J. Weir (recommendcdi 186
Iti'i. UulurboCo., ltd 8(6
WillanaA H:!binBon 880
Bellir.a& Morcorn :

(II BelliBB'Wortbington 880
(3) HelllBli Matber « PlatI DHT
(31 BelliBMltecii Kol'irbo Cu 816

Messrs. (I. ,\ .1. Weir also submitted an offer to install an air

eliminator and heater, at C 130, and their tender is recommended.

The following tenders have also been recommended for piping

and valves ;

—
Babcock & Wiloox, Ltd.—Piping, £83.

J, llopkiuson & Co.—High-pressure feed oon-retarn valves, £43,
J. WilH^n, Ltd.—Low-prcssare suction v&lvea, £10,
Dewrance .* Co. -Stop valves, £16.

.Miirffiiff.—The T.C. has received the following,' tenders

for fairyland electrical illumination plant at the (,>aeen's bandstand :

KIngstone & Co.—£115 and £150, latter accepted.
Franco, British Blectrical Co.—£143 and £163,
Imperial Lighting Co.—£135.

\«'W /I'alanil.—The Wellington City Council has

accepted the tender of Messrs. T. Ballinger \ Co., at £3.'w, for an
electric lift at Reynold a Building, Victoria Street. -.V.^. S/iijijiirifi

awl Commen-i:

ltailiss!:;)t<'.—The contract for the electric light installa-

tion at Cnriet Church has been secnred by the Ramegate and
District Electric Supply Co , Ltd,

Itawtnistall.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of

Messrs. E. Green \ Co. for an economiser (4>>0 pipes).

Suutliaiii|it<iii.—The T.C. has accepted the following

tenders for a refuse destructor at Portswood :- -

T. Warrington.-Cells and boilers, £1,221.

Dyer A Sons.—Foundations, buildioga, lighting, 4c., £1,827.
Britannia Construction Co.—Chimney, £ii89,

Stoke-on-Treut.— Messrs. Chamberlain & Hookham,
Ltd., have received the Corporation contract for meters.

\Valtlia»i!stow.—The V.D.C. is recommended to accept

the tender of the Whessoe Foundry Co., Ltd., at £<i5, for a c.i. tank
for the blow-down sump at the electricity works.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers.—Saturday, July 25th. At
1 p m. At Hebburn-onTyne. Visit to Messrs. Reyrolle & Co.'e, Bauxite
Refining Co.'s, and Tbarsis Copper Co.'s works.

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
(LONDON DIVISION.)

Commanding Officer—Lieot. -Col. H. M. Leaf.

The following orders have been issued :

—

Headquarters will ba opened daily for the transaction of regimental
business from 10 a.m. till 4 p m., except Saturdays, on which days the
opening will be from 10 a.m. till 13 noon. Headquarters will be closed

for all purposes on August 3rd and 4th, 1914.

(Signed) F. R. Holt-White, Capt. R.E., Adjutant,

For Officer oommandlng L.E.B,

The London Electrical Eu»ineers.—According to a

Plymonth newspaper, an advance party of the London Electrical

Engineers, some companies of which were to commence their

training on Saturday, arrived at Staddon on l.")th inst.

Miiniciiial Ownershiii (onuiiission.—According to

the Morninq Post a large commission is at present in this country

from the United States, inquiring into municipal work in Great

Britain, particularly so far as it concerns sanitation, water supplies,

transport, lighting, and other matters under municipal control.

Its members have been taking part in the Congrreaa at Shepherd's

Bnsh this week.
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NOTES.

Elcctiicit.v ill the London I'irc IJiiiiiidc—Elec-

tricity plays an important part in the lateet addition to the motor

equipment uf the London Fire Brigade, an opportunity of inspect-

inp which waH afiforded us at the headquarters of the brigade in

Southwark Bridge Road, S.E., one day last week. The vehicle

itself, which its known as an emergency tender, reecmble» an

ordinary motor-van. except that there are at the front two rows of

seats instead of one, there beinpr accommodation for six persons in

addition to the driver. The van liody is divided into a number of

compartments, in the largest one of which, at the rear, is mounted

a dynamo arranged to be driven, by suitable gearing, off the four-

cylinder petrol engine which propels the car. The generator,

which has a capacity of lnO amperes at 100 volts, is employed to

furnish the current fortwo portable searchlights, each of H,00(ic.p.,

and two clusters of three lOO-c v. electric lamps. The lighting

sets are intended for use in searching among the ruins of burned-

out buildings, and for this purpose the searchlights, which are

mounted on tripods, and the lamp clusters, are provided

with reels of cable 100 yd. long, so that the lights may

be used at that distance away from the vehicle, which acts

as the central station. The reels are carried in cupboards

mounted on the running boards of the car. Another feature

of the vehicle is the provision of an electrically-operated fan

capable of discharging 400 cb. ft. of air per minute, this being

intended for use in driving out smoke from basements and sewers,

and so facilitating the work of the firemen. At the rear of the

firemen's seat is a large switchboard containing the switches for

controlling the searchlights, cluster lights, 4:c. The vehicle is

also equipped with lockers, in which are stored four sets of

breathing apparatus, such as is used in colliery accident rescue

work, and by means of which it is possible for men to live for an

hour in an irrespirable atmosiihere. The men who have been

appointed to duty in connection with the new van—which is

stated to be the first of its kind to be adopted for fire brigade pur-

poses in the world—have been specially trained at a mining rescue

station in Yorkshire. The chassis of the v.^n was built by Messrs.

Dennis Bros , I/d., of Guildford, while the electrical part of the work

was carried out by, Messrs. Crompton >V Co., Ltd., of Chelmsford.

'F"-K;i,vs Exploded.—It is reported that Siguor

Ulivi, the inventor of the " F-ray " sensation, has secretly left

Italy on the eve of official tests of his system, taking with him the

daughter of Admiral Fornaui, one of his chief patrons. W e have

on a previous occasion pointed out the absurdity of the claims

which he put forward ; a solution to the method by which he was

able to explode bombs immersed in water is now forthcoming. A
quantity of sodium was found in his deserted workshop, and it is

stated that he bored a tiny hole in the outer jacket of the bomb,

and packed it on the inside with cotton wool, in contact with sodium.

In the course of 10 or 20 minutes after the bomli was submerged

the water percolating through the cotton wool reached the sidium,

which consequently ignited and exploded the charge. In cor-

roboration of this theory, it is pointed out that he never used any

bombs that he had not made himself, and he never succeeded in

exploding a bomb unless it was immereed in water. In his long-

distance experiments he would never assist in putting the bombs

into the water before proceeding in a motor-car to the spot where

his apparatus was fixed. His accusers say that he had not time

to do it. He dared not take the risk of being far from his

"generating station" at the time of the immersion of the bombs,

lest they should go off prematurely and give away the whole

trick. He always insisted on night performances, and on the

flashlight signals being sent to him at the very moment the bombs

were placed in the water, and again when the bomb-layers had

regained their ship or the shore.

Iv.C.C. Ilorticiiltiin'.—Kecently a Horticnltnral Soi-icty

has been formed in connection with the Electrical Construction

Works at Bushbury. The first exhibition in oonnejtion therewith

took place in the meas room on Saturday, when there was an

attendance of 2O0 employes and friends. Mr. P. E. Beachcroft

(chairman of the company 1, in opening the show, congratulated

the competitors on their excellent exhibit^. There were in all 30

exhibitors, divided into two cla^-sos : "A," persons cultivating

their own gardens without expert assistance, and not growing for

sale ; and " B," an open class. The show was in every respect a success.

Iii*|iiiry.—A correspondent writes :

—
'• Do you know

any good ready reckoners suitable for calculating consumers'

accounts ' The ordinary ready reckoner books go up to values

which are never used for making out coiiHuniers' accounts, and

furthermore, they are unduly compressed as regards useful figures.

I think thatn ready reckoner would be very useful if made out on

strong linenised varnished cards. These could be kept handy, and

it would be much easier to use them than to turn over the leaves

of a book.

"

UaHcr.v ><'lii(l<'S in lioston. I. S. A.— Since the

Edison Electric Illuminating Co., of Boston, began its vehicle

campaign three years ago there has been an increase of -'50 per

cent, in the number of electrical commercial vehicles in Boston,

while the number of electric passenger cars has increased over

no per cent. The number of cars and garages in Boston on

January let was 4r,:i, there being 208 commercial cars. 255 pas-

senger cars and 18.". garages, as compared with 50, 117 and 57

respectively on January 1st, 1!U1. The company itself operates

the largest fleet of cars, although the express compuniea have

nearly 60 trucks and the coal companies more than 20. The

biewerle* also opewte more than 20 trnoke,

—

Engineer,

Aiiinicaii WcNtiiisrlioiis*' Strike.—A big strike has

lately been in progress at the various WestinghouBe work*

at Pittsburg, r.S.A. Copies of local newspapers have been

received, depicting street scenes and describing the dispnte. The
Pittsburg LemliT says that the prime cau-e of the Btrike e«emB

to be that the Wcfitinghouse interests refueed to rea*on with the

workers. " The employers either would not, or could not, see that

conditions are different from 25 years sgo, and it is impossible to

deal with men and women as was done then. The times have

changed, are still changing, and men and women with them. It

is the changing views of men and women that make the changed

times. The wages of workers are as important as dividtnds."

In the Xew "i'ork Ehclncul Worlil for June 2iith, the principles

of both sides are stated. The declaration of the Allegheny

Congenial Industrial Union sets forth the principles of the men
thus :

—

"We affirm the irreconcilable difference of interests between

the employer who buys labour power in the labour market for the

purpose of making a profit, on the one hand, and the wage-earner

who sells his ability to produce wealth to some employer in order

to secure the necessities of life, on the other. We know from bitter

experience that the buyer and seller in the labour market can

never see things from a common viewpoint, as the employer always

buys as cheaply as possible, and we, as wage-earners, wish to sell

our labour power for the highest possible wages.
" We are, therefore, determined to band together in an indnstrial

union which recognises no distinction as to craft, sex, religious

creed, political affiliations, age or nationality, for the purpose of

compelling our common employers to give us every concession we

can force from them by indu.strial solidarity.

" To such an object we pledge our united effort and call upon all

workers in every industry of the I'ittsburg district to join with

us immediately in the organisation of a great democratic union

which will include every man, woman and child that works for

wages."
. i J

The principles to which the Westinghouse companies stand com-

mitted are expressed as follows :

—
"

1. Westinghouse shops shall be open shops. We stand for the

principle of an open shop in which Union and non-Union men may

work without molestation or being forced to join any organi-

sation.
"

2. Westinghouse emplojos may or may not be members of any

organisation. We do not require of our emplojes that they shall

refrain from joining labour organisations any more than we

attempt to restrain them from joining any other bodies, but we

maintain for all our employ. < the right to refrain from joimngr

any organisation without prejudice to their positions, or their

security, or their comfort in our employ.
"

3. The pay of skilful and 'productive Westinghouse emplojes

shall not be regulated by the pay of the inefficient and less pro-

ductive. We pay wages and maintain shop conditions whi<:h com-

pare favourably with other manufacturers in our industries. By

this means, and by the added indncement of steady employment,

we endeavour to attract the best workmen. In order to compete

with other firms, both at home and abroad, we must introduce

all of the agencies by which the best efficiency is obtained. We
reserve the right to determine the compensation of our employs

on the basis of the service they perform for us as well as by the

day rate, which measures only the time spent in our works.

"

4. Every Westinghouse employe has the right of conference

with the management. We receive any one employe, or any

number of employes, from any department, or any properly-chosen

committee whose selection shall be truly representative from any

department, or of the whole body of our employes.

'5. Every Westinghouse shop shall be safe, sanitary and com-

fortable, and all suggestions of employes for improvement in shop

conditions are welcomed by the management. We seek to main-

tain the best standard of sanitary and working conditions in onr

factories, as we believe that to provide as good surroundings as

the character of our operations permits is the best guarantee we

have of obtaining and holding the best class of employes
" As opposed to the principles advocated by the Allegheny

i^ingenial Industrial Union :

" We assert that the interests of the employe and the eniployei

are identical, and that there can be no success for either party

unless each recognises the necessities of the other.

"We deny that employers and employes can never see things

from a comuion viewpoint, and assert that the success of any busi-

ness undertaking is dependent upon each endeavouring to view

their common interests from the same viewpoint.
" We assert that in seeking for concessions neither party shonld

attempt to obtain them either by force or compulsion."

Intormatioii which has reached us since the above was put into

typo shows that the strike was exvHcted to come to an end on

Monday, July i:Uh, a meeting of 4,000 strikers having resolved t»

return to work in a body on that day. The president of the

Westinghouse Electric Co. said that no union would be recognised,

nor would the men expect it to be. The strike lM>san on June 5th.

It was organised by the .Mlogheny Congenial Industrial 1 nion,

which was formed in February among the emploj. s of the various

plants of the Westinghouse group for the purixiso of enforcing

improved working conditions and, in some inetanees, advances

in pay.

Science and llie state.—The Executive Coniniitt«e of

the British Science Guild has appointed a Special Committee to

report upon various matters arising in connection with science and

the State and the encouragement of discovery, referreil to in the

address delivered by Sir Ronald Uoss at the annual meeting of th«

Guild on May sand last,— Tiw^*,
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I list it III ion aiitl Lcctiir*' NoIcn.— Iimou Instjii-

Tids oi- KsiiiNKKUS A party of merabern of the .lanior Insti-

tution of EoKincerH paid a visit last Satuniay afternoon to the

Tunnel (foment Works, Puilleet. In the pjwer-houBe the l.'.'OO KW.
turboaltcniittor iu of the A,E(i. inipuUetype, having t\ steam uon-

BDmption of I'cs II). per KW -hour on full load, with a cooliDK

water supply of five gallons per lb. of steam. The motors have

been assembled in special motor rooms, so that they are in a large

measure protected from the dust inseparublti from cement manu-
faoturc. It has by this means been found practicable to use open-

type motors. A certain amount of dust is, of cjufe, inevitable,

and the motors have therefore been provided with special

insulation and dust-proof bearings, with heavy cast inspection

oovers.

Institution ov Munioip.m, and County Enoinekks.—At
a meeting held at the Town Hall, Hackney, on Saturday last, a

paper was read by Mr. L. L. Robinson, the birough electrical

engineer, on the refuse destructor works and the electricity under-

taking of the borough.

8.A. Institution of Encinkebs.—The prizi of the Central

Mining and Investment Corporation has been awarded to Mr.

C. M. Roliertson, for his paper, "Central Power Station Working,
with special reference to De Beers Central Power Station."

South Akkic.\n I.n.stitvtk ok Elkctkical Esi:ineebs.—At
the monthly meeting on June isth, Mr. E. A. Wallers (President

of the Transvaal Chamber of Mines) presented the gold medals of

the Institute to Mr. S. E. T. Ewing tor the paper, read in 1912,

entitled "Some Practical Aspects of Electric Hoisting," and to

Mr. W. ElsJon Dew for his paper, read last year, entitled "Water
Power Plants." Mr. Wallers said that he was keenly interested in

the " Sifety First" movement, and they were to be congratulated,

and the men umler them, on the few accidents that were due to

electrical machinery, notwithstanding the enormous amount of

electrical machinery there was in use, and the miles of cables there

were on the Rind.

—

Snuth African Min'niq Jtitiriial.

Midland Ixstitition of Mining, Civil and Mechanical
Engineebs.—At the annual meeting at Sheffield on Tuesday, Mr.

E. K. Sjott read a paper on "Switohgear for Mines."

Fatalities,—Oa July 15th an inquest was held into the

death of Simuel .lohn Djrsett (2S), an electrician, of Wolver-

hampton, who was killed on the previous Monriay, at the Beehive
Works of Messrs. J. S. Jordan i: Sans, enamellers, Bileton.

John Batler, labourer, said he was assisting Djrsett to change a

belt from one pulley to another in order to start the motor. For
this purpose Darsett was standing on two rolls about 4 ft. high.

Witness suddenly heard him cry out, and saw that his hand had
been caught between the belt and the motor. Witness seiz;d his

arm to pall him away, but received an electric shock and fell to

the ground. Another workman ran to Dorsett's assistance, and,

after working the belt (which was then stationary) in an opposite

direction, Dorsett also fell to the ground, death taking place

shortly afterwards.

In reply to the Factory Inspector, witness said he knew nothing
of motors.

Walter Parkins, electrical engineer, of Wolverhampton, spoke to

being summoned to the Bjehive Works on Monday and to finding

the motor alive owing to the insulation having given way. There
would be no means of detecting this except by testing. The motor
was operated by two switches, and could be made secure by an
efficient earthing system. There was a cable near the motor, but
it was not connected. The voltage was 200.—In reply to questions,

witness said he pat his hand on the motor and received a shock,

which, under normal circumstances, he said, was not sufficient to

kill a man. If the safety cable had been connected the shock
would have been negligible. The operation of transferring the
belt would have been perfectly safe if the current had been
switched off.

Mr. Sidney Jordan, one of the proprietors of the works, said no
complaint had ever been made to him about the motor ; and it

was Dorsett's duty to see that the safety cable was properly
attached.

The jury stated they were of opinion that death was due to

injuries to the head sustained by a fall after receiving an electric

shock. They thought, however, that no blame could be attached to

anyone.

Appoiiitiiieut Vacant.—Assistant electrical engineer
for the Gun Carriage Factory, Jubbulpore, India (280 rupees per
month). Particulars are given in our advertisement pajep.

Edncatiniial \»tice.

—

University of Loxdox, Kixg'.s

College.— Particulars are given in our advertisement pages
to-day of the engineering courses that have been arranged, also a
series of advanced electrical and other courses by experts.

Tlie (oal Strike.—The report of Jlr. G. Stuart
Robertson, Chief Registrar of Friendly Societies for 1912, shows a
decrease of nearly three-quarters of a million sterling— 11 per cent,

of the funds at the beginning of the year or over lOi. per member

—

in Trade I'oion funds, due almost entirely to the coal strike, which
cost the miners' union considerably over a million pounds,
and reacted upon the many other trades which are more or less

dependent on the coal industry.

Ririuiun'ham Electrical dloltiiisi' Society. — The
summer meeting of this Society was held at Sandweil Park on
Tuesday afternoon, July I'lst. There was up for competition a
Challenge Cap, presented by Dr. Railing. H. F. Foster was the
winner, with a net score of 79.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editor! ihvU» electrical «ngiiueri, whether ronnected with tin

technical or ths commnrvial tide of the prufnuion and industry,

alto electric tramway and railway uficialt, to keep readert of the

ElbCTBIOAL Bkvikw ijuited at to their moeementi.

Tentral Station Ollicials.—Mu. A. •'. Ti< KHiUhr,
aseiitant engineer at the Bexhillon-Sea Corporation electricity

works, who is resigning, is commencing busiaess as an electrical

engineer at the Crossing Works, Dorset Koad, Bezbitl.

IraniwayOnicials.—The llij^hways (Committee of the

L.C.C. recommends that the following temporary asaistants, en-

gaged in professional and technical work in the Council's tram-
way department, be appointed on the permanent staff from April

let, 1914 :—First Cla<-8— Messrs. G. B. Dunn, R. Birron, J. S.

Ashley, and I'. W. Brock, at £270 per annum ; Second f'laM

—

Mepsrs. J. J. Harding, F. II. Wigner, JS2S7 10s. per annum ; O. G.
Ringroee, A. W. Lfath, R. S. Good, K. E. Gregory, £212 IDs. per
annum ; Third Class— Messrs. N. H. Thomas, £200 per annum .

C. W. Fourniss, A. F. BentaM, G.Clark, £190 per annum ; II. F.

Stanford, W. J. Thomas, R. E. S Macintyre, T. McCro'san, £1nO
;

A. Wyatt, £170; Fourth Class, Section («)—L. S. Price, £150
;

R.A.Nichols, £H0. The Committee also recommends that Mr.
J. R. Wignall, temporarily employed in the tramways department,
be appointed, as from July 1 St, 1914. permanent w«y inspector in

the tramway department, at £3H0 per annum, rising by annual
increments of 1 10 to £3.".0.

The Southport Council has approved of the recommended
increase (from £200 to £2;J0) in the ealary of Mu. Kenduew, the
tramways manager, in recognition of the improved returns on
the system during the year, the gross profit being £1,621 better

than in the previous year.

<»eiieral.—We regret to learn that JIr. Hehukrt IJkrry
(Messrs. Berry, Skinner \ Co.) has been laid up with a serious

illness resulting from an accident to the knee. We are pleased to

know that he is now making progress, though it will be some
time before he is able to resume bueinees at his office. W'e under-

stand that the poison having spread in the limb, three or four

operations were necessary, and these naturally reduced Mr. Berry
to a very weak state. List week he appeired to be progressing
well, but it was found that a still further operation must be

performed. After that operation, Mr. Berry's condition was very

critical, but his physicians anticipate that after its immediate
effects have passed away, a decided turn for the better may be

looked forward to.

The British Austr<thisian states that Mb. J. G. Bal.sillie, the
Australian Commonwealth wireless engineer, will sever his con-

nection with the service in September next. Mr. Bilsillie proposes

to devote his attention to scientific experiments, ard pirticnlarly

to his scheme for producing rain. Me. E. B. Jones, acting

secretary to the Victorian Railways, and Mr. J. B. Molombt, have
left London for Germany on a tour of inspection of the electric

railways of that country. Mb. E. E. Hirst, managing director

of the British General Electric Co., Ltd. (Australasia), will leave

Marseilles on July 31st for Australia.

The daily Press states that Me. Abthue Hokst, who tince 1899

has been signalling engineer of the NorthEistern Railway, has
retired, and is succeeded by Mb. E. F. Flef.t. of Newcastle-on-Tyne.

On July 17th, at James Street Congregational Church, Black-

burn, Mr. Toil Speak, electrical engineer, of Penny Street, was
married to Miss Hannah Clegg.

Mb. B. Raikks, Electrical Inopector to ths Government of

Burma, is leaving shortly for H)me, on nine months' leave.

During his absence, Mr. Harry W. Nimmo, of Rangoon Electric

Tramway and Supply Co., Ltd., will officiate.

Mr. E S. Smith, who has been employed by the I'nited Electric

Car C)., Preston, for 15 yeirs, and who held the post of super-

tendent of the finishing department, is leaving for Brazil to take

up the position of assistant engineer to Mi^ssrs. J. G. White & Cj.,

Pernambuco. The officials and employes at the car works at

Preston have presented him with a gold watch and a dressing-case.

The marriage took place at Barford COxon.), on July 14th, of

Mb. Gdy H. Ridge, who is engaged on the electrical staff of the

Western Union Telegraph Co., at Bay Roberts, Newfoundland, and
Miss E. Pether, of Burford.

The marriage has taken place at High Street Church, Hadders-
field, of Me. Norman Wilson, electrical engineer, Swansea, and
Miss A. N. Hobson, of Huddersfield.

Col. D. R. Street, secretary of the Ottawa Electric Co., was
re-elected president, at the annual meeting last week, in Montreal,

of the Canadian Electrical Association. The secretary-treasurer

elected is Mr. Allan Sullivan, Toronto.

Obituary.—Many members of the Oldham Corporation,

and of the Corporation departments, attended the funeral of the late

Me. S. W. Neviin'gton, borough electrical engineer of Oidham, on
July 16th. Tribute to the ability of the deceased was paid at a

meeting of the Electricity Committee on the previous day.

Mb. J. Broadhi'RST, an electrical engineer of Colwjn Biy, who
was about to open a shop in the town, died on July 16th, after a
short illness.

>^ill._The late Sir J. Wilson Swan, F.R S., -n-hose

death occurred in May, left £58,344 net personalty. He left his

electrical and laboratory equipment, &c., to be presented to any
person or institution or corporation that his executors might
select to receive them. His bequests included one of £100 to the

Royal Society (says the TimfA for " defraying the cost of scientific

publication."
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THE NEW CABLE SHIP
JERAMEC."

"EDOUARD

We I'lcently had LIjc pleasure of iuppeclinK in the Thames
the new cable ship F.douaril Jcrunifir, which has been built

for the Compagnie Frani.aise des Cables Ti''!('ijraphiques (the

principal French Trans-Atlantic Cable Co.), by the Socictc

Fig. 1.

—

The Cable Ship "Edodasd Jeramec.

Anonyms des Forges et Chantiers de la Mt'diterranee at

Havre. This is the first cable ship built in a French ship-

yard, and will be employed in the repair of the company's
cables, including deep-sea cables, in the Xorth Atlantic ;

she will be stationed at Halifax, replacing her predecessor

the Contrc-Amiral Caiibrt, which has been in service for

17 years.

The vessel is destined to operate in a cold climate, and
therefore every effort

has been made in her

design to ensure the

greatest possible com-
fort to the j)eri<oHiiel,

in order to cDinpensate

as far as possible for

their long absence from

home. For this reason

the quarters of the

officers and crew have

been planned and fitted

out on a lavish scale,

and include a saloon,

separate cabins, mess-

rooms, a bosp'tal and

dispensary, lavatories,

bath rooms, cold stores,

kitchens, bakery, laun-

dry, drying rooms, &c.

Special provision has

also been made for

heating with steam,

electric lighting, and

the ventilation of the

living quarters, as well

as of the navigating

bridge, which is com-
pletely enclosed.

The ship has been

built under the super-

vision of the Bureau
Veritas, and is provided with cellular water - ballast

throughout her length, a double shell amidships, and a very

complete system of transverse water-tight compartments.

Her principal dimensions are as follows :—Ticngth, Sl' m.

between perpendiculars ; beam, l.ii) m. ; depth to keel at

spar-deck, 79 m. ; draught when laden, 'j'i'> m. ; dis-

placement laden, 3,800 tons. The steel shell is strengthened
beyond the requirements of the Bureau N'^-ritas to provide
for navigation amongst ice.

Tiiere are three cable tanks, 8-5 m. in diameter, and
capable of carrying in all 800 tons of cable. The coal

bunkers have a capacity of 850 tons, and generally pro-

vision is made for a cruise of 40 days
at a distance of 1,000 km. from the base

without calling anywhere in the interval.

The cable-handling gear was supplied

by Messrs. Johnson & Phillips, Ltd., of

London, under contract to the ship-

builders, and is illustrated below.

There are two cable machines, one
forward for p;cking-up and dealing with
comparatively short lengths of cable over

the bows, the other aft for paying out
long lengths of cable from the stern.

The forward equipment comprises two
separate machines, with independent
engines, so arranged that either or

both of the engines may be used with
either machine, so that for light work One
engine only need be used, but for the

heavy lifts both engines may be used
driving one drum.

The cable drums on this machine are

1,74(1 mm. in diameter x 4S3 mm. wide
between flanges, and each machine is

arranged for two speeds, the picking-up

machine for i'5 tons at one knot, and 1 o

tons at 2}, knots, the paying-out machine
for 10 tons at 21 knots, and Oj tons at

4 knots. The engines are of the vertical

two-cylinder high-pressure type, each capable of develop-

ing 110 B.ii.i'. with steam at a pressure of 100 lb.

per sq. in.

The port side machine—for paying-out— embodies a new
feature in the brake, comprising two rotary oil pumps
geared directly to the cable drums and circulating oil through

a system of pipes having a controlling valve. The resistance

is regulated by the amount of opening of this control valve.

FlO. 2.—I'OUWAUD Caule-Handlin« Geab

the power being taken up by heating the oil. which passes

through a cooler provided with circulating water from one

of the ship's water services. The pumps are very simple,

and as all the parts are working in the oil, they are
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perfectly lubricateil, with tlie losiilt that the oil may be

subjected to pressures up to To kt;. per S([. em.

The f;oar stands on the main dei 1<, tlie ial)le iliums pro-

jeotiu!;^ through hatches in tlie sjiar deck. .\il the eontrol-

liui,' gear is arranged on the spar deck, within the readi

of one man, except the control for the fleeting knives, wliidi,

when nccessjiry, lias to be actuated from the main deck.

I''ig. 2 shows this machine as erected

in Afessrs. Johnson an<l Phillips's works,

and one of the rotary oil-pum[) lirakes

may be seen between the frames and just

below the to]> decking.

The aft machine is a single macliine,

adapted mainly fur j)aying-ouf cables, but

provided with a small vertical engine of

4.'i if.u.i*. for the purpose of hauling back

when necessary. Th's machine stands on

the sjiar deck, with all the controlling gear

arranged at the after end of the machine.

It is fitted with the pitent rotary oil-

jninip brakes, as mentioned in connection

with the forward machine.

Fig. ;'. shows the machine as erected

in Jlessrs. .lohiison and Phillips's works ;

the two rotary oil-pnmp brakes may be

seen at the i-entre of the picture between

the two frames, and the douljle-helical

wheel which drives tbom is seen inside

the main cible-drura.

At the bow of the vessel three

sheaves are fitted for passing the

cable and the grapnel ropes, &c. One
sheave only is fitted at the stern, for paying the cable

away aft.

Dynamometers are fitted both forward and aft to register

the strain on the grappling ropes and cable when
picking-up, and on the cable while paying-out. These
dynamometers consist of sheaxes carried on a slide which is

free to travel up and down a vertical cylinder, the inside

of which is provided with a plunger working in oil, forming

a dash-pot, so as to steady the movement and prevent

jumping.

For transferring the cable from one tank to another, an
electric hauling gear has been provided. This consists of

a " V " sheave with frames and suitable gearing and an
electric motor of G b.h.p. supplied from the ship's lighting

110 volts ; two ele3tric fans rated at 6imi m.' per hour, to

ventilate tlie workrooms, living quarters and oHicer.i' cabins ;

a projiictor, and a Morse signal lantern. The bridge is pro-

vided with an ekctric log, and Graham loud-speaking tele-

phones with onnections to all parts of the vessel. Most of

the electrical testing apparatus will be taken over from the

Coiilff Atniral Ciiiihcl.

Fig. 1.

—

Messrs. Elliott Buothers' Works Sub-Station. CSee p. 141.)

circuit. The gear is erected on a cast-iron bedplate provided

with runners for portability about the deck.

For deep-sea sounding work an electric sounding machine
is provided, having a motor of 3 b.h.p. and suitable for

sounding in depths up to 5,000 fathoms.

Theau.xiliary machines include a donkey-boiler and steam

telemotor ; two steam windlasses ; a Seagers refrigerator ;

a Buhring filter ; submarine signalling apparatus ; two
Sautter-] larlc electric generating sets of 20 and 7 k\v. at

Fio. 3.

—

Payinc-Oct Machine of c.s. "Edouabd Jebamec."

The boat equipment includes a launch 10 m. long, pro-

pelled with a heavy-oil engine of 4o h.p., launched with

Welin davits, which are also provided for the boats used for

work on the cables.

The twin-screw propelling machinery comprises two

triple expansion engines, with condensers and independent

pumpa, and two return-tube boilers with Howden forced

draught. The speed guaranteed was ll'To knots;

that actually attained was li''5C knots, with 2,loO h.p.

During a test run of 24 hours at II '30 knots, the

coal consumption was 74' 15 kg. per mile, against x'J kg.

specified.

In view of the nature of the work for which this ship is

designed, it wasvery important that the engines should be

able to run without stojiping at a very

low E.peed, and that they should be capable

of quick reversal : under test, a speed

of 1 1 R.p.ii. was maintaired, correspond-

ing to about 1 knot, and at normal speed

reversal was effected in 5 se:onds.

The wireless telegraph installation,

provided by the Cie. Gcnerale de

Radiotclcgraphie, is of a type recently

installed on some French warehips,

but not on auy other steamship, and

is at present the most powerful in

the French mercantile marine. Its

range by day, at sea, is 900 to

1,000 km., and at night 3,500 to

4,000 km. The power employed is

5 K\v. alternating, and the sjstem uses

musical emission with shock excita-

tion, combining with ease of regu-

lation great facility for tuning, as

the wave is simple and very little

damped. For normal running current

is supplied at 500 cycles by a con-

verter fed from the ship's direct-

current circuit. The latter, however,

can be dispensed with : the convertmg set is then driven

directly by a petrol engine, the D.C. motor serving as exciter.

Including the stafi'. there are about sO persons on board.

The chief "engineer is M. Lorlot, and tlie captain M.

Demartelenr. Our thanks are due to the shipbuilders, and the

makers of the cable machinery, for assistance in the

preparation of this article, as well as to M. P. Neyreneiif,

engineer to the Compagnie Francaise, for his courtesy in

conducting our representative over the vessel.
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POWER AND LIGHT AT MESSRS. ELLIOTT
BROTHERS' WORKS.

TiiHorfiir the courtesy of ^leesrs. Elliott l>rotliers we were

recently enabled to inspect some rlevelopments in connection

with the power supply to and liKhtini; of their well-

known works at Lewisham. In connection with the

former matter a modern rotary converter .'iib-station has

now been built, in which are installed two Westinghouse
i;3.')-KW. rotary converters, with transformers, and both ii.'i'.

and Ij.t. switchgear. The supply is derived from the two-

phase 3,000-volt circuits of the South Metropolitan Electric

Light and Power Co., and our view (fig. 1, p. 1 10) shows the

company's oil-switches mounted on the wall to the left,

with a H.T. chamber containing instrument fn.scs and trans-

formers, while close beside it is the works ii.t. chamber
containing the eansuraers' instrument transformers and

fuses.

15elow is the h.t. starting-switch for the rotaries, which
is connected, through isolating links mounted on the end
wall, to four AVestinghouse oil-cooled transformers below, a

pair of transformers—one in each phase—supplying each

converter.

The rotaries are started up from the A.c. side by voltage

tappings on the transformers and change-over switches ; the

i,.T. board, shown in fig. 2, includes two a.c. starting

panels and two v.c generator panels, while the remaining

panels carry switch-fuses for 18 feeders, and battery

switchgear in connection with a 100-cell Chloride battery

used in instrument testing and for overtime working. The
direct-current supply for the works motors is at 2(i0 volts.

As would be expected, the board is liberally equipped with

instruments, the rotary panels being provided with a total

consumption recording wattmeter for measuring the alter-

nating-current input in both phases, and a ii.t. recording

voltmeter ; direct-current polarity indicators are also fitted,

and a power-factor indicator. A direct-current integrating

wattmeter enables the generated energy to be checked

against that received from the alternating mains ; a direct-

current voltmeter and ammeter of the recording pattern are

also provided.

Although the group drive is employed in the works to a

considerable extent, it is worth noting that ilessrs. Elliott

Bros, have found it profitable, under the conditions obtaining

to
]

II. r. are in use. The normal load-factor of the works
is .some oO per cent.

The opportunity has also been taken to reorganise the
lighting throughout the works, the general scheme

—

which
was suggested by Mr. Haydn Harrison and carried cat by

Fio. 3.

—

Inteuiou of On'k oi' tuk WouKsiiors, suowiNi; WiuiNu.

in theirbusiness, to employ individual driving iu cjuncction

with the numerous small lathes, drills, \o.. rei|uin'd foi'

instrument work, and about a hundred motors of from ,',.

Fig. 2.—Low-Pressure SwiTCunoABo is Srii-STATio.";.

Messrs. Elliott Bros.—consisting of low-voltage, low candle-

power units for the individual lighting of benches, machine

tools, &c., and of four and six-light clusters for general

illumination.

The wiring, which

is all exposed and

run overhead, is

arranged on a three-

wire system with 100

volts across the outers

and an earthed neutral

;

braided cable is used,

attached to porcelain

insulators, and the

lighting units— 10-

watt tungsten lamps

in Benj'imin focusing

sloel shades—are sus-

pended from detach-

able G.E.C. ceiling

ro-es, enabling the

whole jiendant to be

(juickly removed ti a

new position, or re-

placed by a spare
fitting if any failure

occurs. The pendants

are arranged in

groups of from tivo

to eight on one
switch and fuse, a

ncatVedovelli-Priestley

wall-fitting being
used for this pur-

pose.

About 1.000 lamias have been installed, and these are

supplied from the South Metropolitan C'o."s IOi>-volt single-

phase system, through a 10-kw. Berry transformer,
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secondary taiipings being provided to give TjO, 5l'.|, anil :"/.'i

volts to allow for pressure regulation.

Fig. 3 gives a good idea of the e\po.sed wiring, pendant

lights, &c., in one of the shops with a Hat ceiling. In the

machine shop, with an oiien roof, the wiring is carried on

insulatiHs in the roof principals, with Iminches to

1
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NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

International General Artillcial Coal and Fuel Co., Ltd.
(130.8811.—This company was regiBtored on .(uly 8!h, with a capital of ilOO COO
in jCaO shareB, to carry on the busijiess indicated by the title and that o(
manufactarera, and preparers of, and dealers in manure and manurial pro-
ducts, manutaoturers of chemical and electrochemical pr.i ducts, Ac, and to
adopt an agreement with J. Pfoiller, G. Weiss, and VV. Zeitler. The sub-
soribers (with one share each) are :— R. H. Dulow, 117-lw, Leadcnhall Street
B.C., secretary ; L. de Harandy, r,. Broad Street Place, E.G., secretary t'
Wool, 44, Blenheim flrove, Peckham, B.B , accountant; 8. A. Romain ()

Broad Street Place, E.G., seorutary; I. H.nton, 12, Brunt-wick Place City
Road, B,G., clerk; C. E. Best, 117, Leadecliall Street, E.G., director- H
Martelli, 117, Leadenhall Street, E.G., clerk. Minimum oatli subscription'
RO shares. The number of directors Is not to ho less than three or more than
five; the llrst are J. PfeifTer, W. Zjitler, and Q. Weiss. Remuneration iH)
each per annum (chairman £10U). The profits of the company, when it shall
from time to time be determined to distribute, are to be applicable —-'', per
cent, for sinking fund, 10 per cent, (or hmrd of directors, -S per <-ent. at the
disposal of such board, and HO per cent, to the shareholders. Reeistertd
office, 117, Leadonhall Street, E.G.

nfK.Bioriu

Horrabridge and District Electric Supply Co., ltd.
(18li,8fi3).-Thi8 company was registered on July 7ih, with a capital of
.£2,000 in 103. shares, to carry on the business indicated by the title The
subscribers (with 40 shares each) are :—W. G. Broad, Walkham Villa, Horra-
bridge, architect ; A. H. Hanns, Post OfHce, Horrabridge, post master- Q
Harrds.Roslyn, Horrabridge, purveyor

; H. H. Netherton, Station Road Horra-
bridge, baker ; J. B- Sargent, Ph. pnii House, Horrabridge; C. Tregili'us The
Highlands, Horrabridge, corn merchant

; J. Tucker, Glenflnlas, Horrabridge
retired draper. Minimum ca'h subscription, i200; the first directors arA
W. G. Broad, A. H. Hanns, G- Harris, H. H. Netherton, J. B. Sargent C
Tregllius and J. Tucker; qualifloation, 40 shares. Registered office ' 13
Station Road, Horrabridge, Devon. ' '

Electrical Sales Promotion, Ltd, (136,876).—This company
was registered on July 8th. with a capital of £1,000 in .£1 shares, to prenare
and design advertising and other trade literatuie, to enter into arrangements
with manufanturers of, and dealers in, electrical goods and appliances • to
carry on the business of advertising contractors and agents, Ac. The sub
Boribere (with one "B" share each) are:—R. M. F. Robertson, 32 Tudor
Street, E.G., director of Dobson, MoUe A Go., Ltd. j W, T. Gibb, 32 Tudor
Street, B.C., stationer. Private company. The directors are to number t ot
less than two or more than five. So long as Dobson, Molle A Co., Ltd hold
500 shares, they may appoint one half of the directors, one of whom shall be
chairman. The first directors are R. M. F. Robertson (chairman), and J C
Price. Registered office. Craven House, King3way, W.C. * '

Patentees .Vttorneys, Ltd. (isi; 84.5~).—This company was
registered on July Cilh, with a capital of il.OOO in £1 shares, lo carry on in the
United Kingdom and elsewhere the business ot stjents for English Colonial
and foreign patents, agents de brevets, attorneys for patentees, internatiinal
patent experts and advisers, cSc. The subscribers are —G Oilman l

Arlington Park Mansions, Chiswick, W,, miller, 10 shares; E.J Lacombe
Lane, 8, Arlington Park Mansions, Ghiswiok, W., patent exjiert 80 shares-
Mrs. G. Laoombe-Lane, 8, Arlington Park Mansions, Chiswick, w' 10 shares'
Private company. The number of directors is not to be less than two or more
than four; the first are 6. Oilman and E. J. Lacombs-Lane Solicitors
Brandon & Nicholson, 8 and 4, Suffolk Btrett, Pall Mall East, S.w'.

Bachelet Levitated Railway Syndicate, Ltd. (136 897) —
This company was registered on July 9th, with a capital of f50 000 in .£1
shares, to carry on the business indicated by the tille, and to adopt nn aerce
ment with Emile Bachelet. The signaiories (with one share eschi -ire -—w"
BImpill, 7, Bennetl; Street, St. James's, 8.W., gentleman: R. G. w'iebtman'
Sherwood Park Road, Sutton, Surrey, gent'eman. Private company The
first directors (to number not less than three or more than seven) are lo be
appointed by the s'snalnries : qualification, £35. Registered ofBoe Traf«l»n.r
House, 11, Waterloo Place, S.W. °' '"^'"i^'^

S. Smitli & Sons (Motor Accessories), Ltd. (I3i oi3)

—

Registered July 15th, by Cliff jrd. Turner i Hopton, R\ Pioslvirv Pavement
E.C- Capital, £100,000 in £1 shares. Objects : To take over the business of
manufacturers of pp^edometers. carburettors, dynamos and other aoceosories
of all kinds carried on by S. Smith & Bone, Ltd., at 17'.M.S5, Qioat Portland
Street, W., and to nilipt throe agreements il) referred to as the "sale agree
ment " with llie s»id company, and (3 and 3) referred to as the'n

nts " (a) witli A, G. Smith and (61 with R, A. Smith- The
nanage

agreements (a) witli A, u. Hmith and (61 with R, A. Smith- The subscribers
(with one share each) are

: -H. W. Hill. 74, Grantham Real Claoham sw
clerk; W, A. Sumsiou, 52. RDnaMs Road, Highbury, N., clerk- E Newton'
8a, Maryville Terrace, Sydney Road, Muswell Hill, N.. clerk- B King ll'
Oxford Terrace, Albert Road. South Norwood, S.E , clerk; G. Clements' 14
St. Margaret's Avenue, Harringay. N., clerk; W. G. D.-mning 78 Holi-iiii
Roa-1, Brixton, S-W ,

olerk
; H. R- Parkes, 12, Btaltord Road, Wau'hamstow

N.K., olerk. MIn
(lo number not less thai

Road. Hampstaad, chai
C. W, Nicholls, as. Craven Ga'deii", Wimbled.

h subscription, seven shares. The liri,t diroc'tori
three or more than nine) are B. Smith, r.-i Hedingtjn

(governing director of S. Smith ,4 Son, Ltd,)

;

a'deii", Wimbledon imanage'. Provincial Sales
Dspartmcnt, 8. Smith ,>;• Son, Ltd.); R, A, Smith, 61?, Redington Roail Hamn
stead (manager. Carburettor Department, B. Smith * Son, Ltd I

- G W
Arnold, 9, Caversham Avenue, Pa'mer's Green (exp-irt manager 8 Smith' and
Bon, Ltd.); and A. G. Smith, Hook Farm, Aldingbourne, Sussex' managing
director (manager, Motor Accessories Branch, 8. Smith & Bon Ltd)- niiali
flcation, £350; remuneration, £60 each per annum (chairman £100)' Pur
chase consideration £60,000 payable by the allotment of 60,000 fully paid
share). The vi-ndor company will also receive in rospect of the profits of the
business, from March Slstdowu to completion, the estima'eil and airreed
amount of f),mm. Sojretary and r.-gistercd otHee, P. A. Co-,terell 17Q Qte„
Portland Street, W. '

"•"'<'»«

British Cliamber of Commerce in tlie Argentine Republic
(Incorporated) -iThe word " Limited " is omitted from the titto by licence of
the Board of Trade).—Rsglstered July 14th, by Corboul.l, Rigby ,<: Oo 1
Henrietta Street, Cavendish Square, W., as an assooiatinn liin t^d 'bv
guara-iteo, with not more than 1,000 membnr.s. each liable for i'l in the event
of winding up. Objcots: To carry on the business iulioatod by t>ie title
(politics expressly excluded). The Chamber is to consist of British incor-
porate-l companies, merchants, traders, reprosentalives and/or agents trading
in or with the .-Vrgentino Republic. The first members of the Council are the
following (all of Huenos Ayres) :-Hnp3 Gibson, produce broker : H. H Long
finance; T^ LJ^oyd, banker

; T. 8, Boadle, steamship ngent ; J.W.Barclay!
i> „,,

puager:Importer; D. Q. Anderson, representative; O. H Pearson, railwn
A. G- Thornton, merchant ; H. Tudor, mer.'hant : J. K Cassels
F. H.Chevallier-Boutcll, Lloyds' agent: O. Lloyd navies, company manager'
*'

i''"'5;."'"°?*w •„'*• *• S»™"""' ""'"'^•"i P- A, Urasslok, accountant
andaidltir; J, Walker, merchant: R Paton, manager of insurance com
pany

:
W, A. Aga', m-rohant ; E. M. Simpson, contractor ; W. E. O, Maxell

company manager
; and H. C. Thominon, merchant. Registered ofilco l'

Henrietta Street, Cavendish Square, W. '
'

Granville, Riirffess & Co., Ltd. (I37.0n4).—This company
was registered on .Inly 17th. with capital £600 in £1 shares, to carry on the
business of electricians, mechanical engineers and manufacturers, workers of
and dealers in electricity, motive power and Ii5ht, Ac. The subscribers (with
one share eaoh) are—H, Hart, U, Swale Btreet, B., solioitot's clerk- K
Roberts, 37, Walbrook, E,C., typist. Private company. The number of
directors is not to be less than three or more than lire ; the subscribers are to
appoint the first

;
qualification, one share dolicitors B. A. Wool! ,* Co 37

Walbrook, B.C.
"

British Electrical Accessories, Ltd. (136.958).—ThU com-
pany was registered on July 13ih, with a capital ot 11 (XW is tl abvea to
'"''„'), °,l"

the business of an electrical suppllf-, factor carried od by C. Poliu.
at 80, King's Parade, Bradford. The subwribers (with one share aacbiate •—
O. Pullan, 80, King's Arcide, Bradford, engineer ; J. 8. Rhodes, SuUon Boad.
Keighley. electrical enginee r ; W. D. Wilson, ta. Swan Arcade, Uradford elec-
trical engineer; W. H. Wilkinson, 1H2, Hams fctreel, Bradford, electrical
engineer. Private company. The number of directcrs is not lo be leu than
two or more than five; the first are C. PulUo. J. H. Rhodes W D WUaoil
Q, V. Laycock and W. E. Hhuiileworih

: qualification, 40 tharea. Berijieied
ofilce, 17 and 19, Fawcett Road, Bradford.

««>»ui«i«i

Market Securities Co., Ltd. (137.009).—Thin company waa
registered on July 15th, with a capital o( £30,000 in ftOjharet, to carry on
the business of bankers, capltaliste, financiers and concessionaires, dealers in
stocks and shares, iVc. The enbscribers are -E Qarcke, 1, Ktng.way W C.M I.B.B., 50 .'.hares; C. G. Tegetmeier, Normanhurst. Brighton '

Boad!
Purley, director, 50 shares ; C. H. Dade, 1, Kingsway, W.C, manager, one
share: W. J. Allen, 1, Kingsway, W.C, secretary to the Electrical and
Industrial Investment Co., Ltd., one share: H. KiDgsbnry, 1, Kingsway,
W.C, chartered secretary, one share ; O. F. James, 1, Kingsway, W C
secretary, ooe share: J. P. Savage, 1, Kingtway, W.C, clerk, one share'.
Minimum cash subscription 6 per cent, of the shares offered lo the public.
The number ot directors is not to be less than two or more than five - the
first are E. Garoke and C. Q. Tegetmeier

; qualification, £250; remuneration
as fixed by the company. Registered office, l, Kingcway, W.C.

Economic Electric, Ltd. (136.987), This company was regis-
tered on July 14th, with a capital of £10,000 In £1 shares, lo lake over the
business of merchants, manufacturers and warehousemen of electric and
other goods carried on by B. G. Frost and D. Poupart, at Twickenham, as the
Economic Electric Co- The subscribers are :— B. G, Frost, '"il. London Road,
Twickenham, electrician, 100 shares ; D. Poupart, 04, London Road, Twicken-
ham, electrician, 100 shares; A. Holt, 3, Duke Street, A-lelphi, W.C, gentle-
man. 200 shares. Private company. The number of directors is not to be
less than three or more than five; the first are A. Bolt, and ohers to be
appointed by the shareholders

; qualification, 100 shares. Registered olSce,
61, London Road, Twickenham.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OP ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Kin^olite Co., Ltd.—Particolars of £800 deb, created Jnne
Q4th, 1914, filed pursuant to Sec, 93 i3| ol the Companies' (Consolidation) Act,
1908, the amount of the present issue being £100- Property charged : The
company's undertaking and property, present acd fature, including uncalled
oapital. No trustees.

James Keith & Blackman Co., Ltd.—Issue on Joly r.th,

1914, of .£100 deb., part of series of which particulars have already been' tiled.

Everett, Edgciimbe i Co., Ltd. (84,764)-Capitel. £25,000
in £1 shares (5,000 6 per cent. cum. pref., 19,997 ord. and three " A"). Relnm
dated July 1st. 1914. 3,300 pref., 18.643 ord. and three A " shares taken
op, £1 per share called up on 2,600 pref., 8 .595 ord. and one "A." £11 .0S6
paid. £10 860 considered as paid on 800 pret,, 10,048 crd. and two "A."
Mortgages and charges : £1.600.

Electrical Co., Ltd. (36,81'.)).— Capital, £100,000 in £,-) aharee.
Return dated April 'iOth, 1914, All shares taken up. £313i. 6d- per share
called up on 17,000, and £-3 per share on 3,000. £,50,i;i5 paid. £9 000 (£3 per
share) considered as paid on ;1,000. Mortgages and charges: Nil,

General ElectrlcTramwayCo., Ltd. (43 42S).—Capit«l.£RO,000
in £ 1 shares : return dated March -23rd, 1914 ; 18.500 shares taken up ; £18..500 paid.
Mortgages and charges : £11.000.

Eastern and South African Telegraph Co., Ltd. (i3,-'?06).—
Capital, £600,000 in i'lO shares ; return dated May 'J7tb, 1914 : all shares taken
up and paid for in full. Mortgages and charges : Nil.

I.T.C , Ltd. (99,612),-Capital, £10,000 in £1 shar«e. Retnrn
dated February lOtb, 1914. All shares taken up. £10,000 paid. Moitgaget
and charges : £1,000.

Electromotors, Ltd. (60,826).—Capital, £:i0,000 in £1 shares.
Return dated May 'J8:h. 1914. 4-J,370 shares Uken up. i4-J .170 paid.
Mortgages and charges : Nil.

Shipston Electrical Co., Ltd.- Particulars of £300 second
debentures created July 9lh, 1911, filed pursuant to Sec. 9;) (31 of iho Com-
panies' (Oonsolldationl Act. 1908, the whole amount being now issued. Pro-
perty charged ; The company's undertaking and property, present and future,
incluiing uncalled and unpaid capital. No trusiin.

Itasdad Tramways and Electric Liftliting- Sjrndlcate, Ltd.
(ril.'ilHi.- 4 mcmoianduin of satisfaction lo the extent of £8 100 (bring amount
issued) on May7th, of trust deed dated April 3nd, 1914, securing I'lS.iWO, bas
bjen filed. (The charge haa now been cancelled)

I'articiilar.s of Work aiul Waffcs.—Wo have re<>oived
from the Home Sooretary the draft ot an Order which he proposes
to make under Sei'>. 116 of the Factory and Workship Act, 1901.
The effect is to require particnlara of work and rate of wajre to be
pivcn to all persons paid by the piece who are employevl in factories
and workshops in which the manufacture of articles of metal (.not
beincr maohinerj) is carried on. or who are employed ia that class
of work as outworkers. The Order is drawn so as to apply to the
same classes of work (other than the manufacture of maohinerTl,
as are covered by the detinition of " metal works ' in paratrraph
(13) of the sixth fchedale to the Act. with the iaclnsion, however,
ot workshops as well as of factories, but it will not apply to any of
the other works (.-../., blast furnaces, copper mills, irx>n mills, or
foundries) defined in the other paragraphs of that scheilnle : not
wlll^ it apply to any work to which the Order of September 2ord.
1907. relatins to the mixinir, castinsr, or manufacture of brass or
articles ot brass aud the electrodepositin? of brass, applies. Any
communication relating to the draft Order should be addressed
before Aogust 13th next to the Under Secretary of State. Home
Office London, S.W.
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CITY NQTES.

ItiK'iKts Vmvs, i*ort and (it.v 'l'i'aiii\(ii>s. Ltd.

Mu. Geoikii: Kitcuin, preuidiot; at the annual iiie«tii'(r, held at

Salinbury Iloutie, E.C., lawt week, uaid there wau an increane in reueipta

of £8,:<93 for the year, and the net profit wau £r>,764, compared with
alosaof Jil,l48 in the previouH year. Ah the profit only repre-

itented one-fifth of the debenture Block and bond interest, there

was a debit balance for the year of £27,&:U, makini; tbe total debit
£7<J,T5('>. Only conBtraction work that was abHolutely necexsary

was beinir proceeded with. The chairman later referred to the
difficulties which were mainly responsible for the high percentage
of their working expenses. These diUioulties could not be ^ot rid

of. They could not hope to materially alter the rough character
of their traffic, and the high price paid for enerpy was a consider-

able handicap ; they were under contract with the German Power
I 'a. for a considerable term of years. It appeared that they would
have to be satisfied with workintf expenses of a ratio of somewhere
about 7.') por cent. Last year the figure was 8719. The improved
management was beginning to make itself felt in the direction of

reduction of expenses, but the fixed charges were abnormally
heavy. They had had to borrow money to meet their obligations,

but that could not continue, and they had a scheme in prepara-
tion which they would submit shortly for reducing the fixed

charges anil getting rid of large items on the credit side which did
not represent tangible assets. The report was adopted.

Itritisli (oiitint-ntal Electricity (o.. I.td.

The directors' report on the position of the undertaking at the end
of the year lyi:f-H shows that after writing off .£224 depreciation
at the usual rates in respect of furniture, tools, meters, i:c., and
£200 depreciation of plant, the balance standing to the credit of
revenue account, after deducting the interim dividend paid on the
BJ per cent, cumulative preference shares for the half-year ended
October 3lBt, 1913, and including the amount brought forward, is

£1,249, out of which has been paid an interim dividend at the rate

of 3 per cent, per annum on the ordinary shares for the half-year
ended October 31st, 1913, leaving £1,099, which is to be appro-
priated as follows :—Final dividend at the rate of EJ per cent, per
annum on the 5J per cent, cumulative preference shares for the
half-year ended April 30th, 1914, C275 ; final dividend at the rate

of i per cent, per annum, free of income-tax, on the ordinary
shafes for the half-year ended April 30th, 1914 (making 3 J per
cent, for the year), £200 ; addition to reserve fund, £3(i0

; leaving
to be carried forward £324. L' 1,534 has been expended on capital

account during the year, largely due to an extension of the com-
pany's network to serve the Madonna della Guardia district, which
network has been completed since the close of the financial year,
and shows every prospect of jostifying the expenditure incurred
thereon.

llie Paris TraiuMaj s Co.

The report for 1913 of the Compagnie dea Tramways des
Paris states that a considexable portion of the works connected
with the transformation of the tramways, was executed in 1911
and 191'2 without, however, yielding tangible results. On the
other hand the completion of cextain sections in 1913 opened
up access to the centre of the city and now permitted of the
realisation on many lines of the advantages resulting, from
the reorganisation of the services. As far as conce/ns the elec-
trification of the lines formerly worked by sjteam and battery
cars, the report points out "that the works comprised the
installation of the overhead trolley on the whole of the sub-
urban network and on a zone in Paris limited in general by
the outer boulevards, whOst the conduit system was stipulated
for elsewhere. The installation of the trolley had proceeded
rapidly, and out of 112 miles of line for this method, 102 miles
were already in operation. The mileage on the conduit sys-
tem was to be 21.70. of which 12.40 miles had been com-
pleted. It had therefore been possible to discontinue the use
of accumulator cars on all lines with the exception of three,
and to bring the new service of cars to the two most im-
portant termini in the centre of Paris. The three lines still

worked by battery cars were the two proceeding from the
Pont de I'Europe and that from Puteaux to the Madeline,
the lattei of which was on the point of being brought into
operation on the conduit system. 200 new motor cars had
been placed in service.

The general course of working was satisfactory. The re-
organisation had yielded good results, and the number
of passengers carried increased by 8,940,000 over the
preceding year. Not only so, but the cost of work-
ing per car kilometre had been reduced by 11 per
cent, thus bringing the economy realised since the reorganisa-
tion was commenced up to 24 per cent. The number of car
kilometres run advanced from 14,9.51,000 in 1912 to 16.211,000
last year, and the total receipts from .i'450,000 to £494,000
in the two years respectively, and the increase became of a
more pronounced character in the early months of 1914, during
which the working expenses per car kilometre were further
reduced notwithstanding a large augmentation in the kilo-

metres run. The net profits amounted to £88.000, and after
placing 5 per cent, to the legal reserve fund, the balance has
permitted of the payment of a dividend of 4 per cent, on the
ordinary share capital of de2,200,000.

^laitoiii .s Wirt'lt-.H^ IVlfj^rapli to., Ltd.

CoMMK.NDATORK G. M.AiicoNi presided oD Tuesday, at tbe Hotel
Cecil, over tbe uiiuuul uieetiDg. There wag a large attendance
of sbureholdejg.
The Chaikman, in muving the adoption of the. report (Eleo.

Rkv., p. 105), said be was afraid the reixtrt and ngurcB bad
been somewhat disapiHiintinii, but judging from some of tbe

. criticisius which he Lad heard and nud, he did u'>t think
that the full uu';iuing of what was said id the report or the
figures which it coiilained had been altogcthir appreciated.

Aft<r the few remarks winch lie pniposed to make upon tbfciii

perhaps they would regard them with a little les* iie.shimisiu.

Hut he would like to preface what he was going to say about
the.se matters by drawiug their attention to the following

facts :— (1) Although they had existed as a company for quite

a number of years the wirekiss industry was a very young
one; even now it was only in its infancy. (2) Their businees
could not be compared with any other; they did not trade in

bales of wool or sacks of tlour in which there, was an almost
unlimited market, their market was a somewhat limited one
and their revenue was derived from three, sources :— (1) Sales
made mainly to governments and contracts entered into with
them. ('2) Dividends from their holdings in subsidiary com-
panies, and (3) Keceipts from telegraph services which they
conducted or in which they were interested, \yith regard to

tbe first, so long as they did a good proportion of all the
business which governments otl'ered, they could not com-
plain. They could not do much in the way of creating

business when the financial conditions of the world were
unfavourable and every government was aiming at reducing
its expenditure by avoiding any outlay which was not im-
mediately essential. In the second case, they could give all

the, assistance in their power to their subsidiary companies,
but they could not make them, and did not try to induce
them, to pay bigger dividends than their directors thought
prudent. These companies were all subject to much the same
conditions which influenced their company, and they too were
in the course of development and expansion. They took time
to build up. As they improved so did their revenues. Thirdly,

in regard to the telegraph service; they did a great deal of

work, and last year they did a great deal of work from which
the profits were to be derived in the future. They had more
than once said- that the principal revenue to be derived from
wireless lay in the creation and woiking of telegraph services.

And they had told them that the policy of the company was
to build telegraph stations as far as possible for their own
account under concessions or licences, and in cases where
these could not be obtained, they would build them for others,

they remaining interested in one form or another in the

receipts. Whichever of these courses was adopted the stations

had to be built and the telegraph services created, and both
took time. Neither produced profits during the course of

construction or creation but they would, they trusted, insure

to them sure and regular revenues in the future. To this

they attached the greatest importance; but they recognised

that their profits might vary considerably according to de-

mand as regarded that section oT their business which related

to contracts and sales; but when they should have reached

the stage of developed telegraph services at which they aimed,
they hoped to be quite independent of the contract and sales

section as regarded profits, without neglecting that part of

their business. In the meantime it must be recognised that

a considerable proportion of their work did not give them any
immediate profit, unless they elected to sell outright or in

substantial part. But that was not their policy. They pre-

ferred to build up a sound future even though they had an
occasional year with a profit and loss account less favourable

than they would all like to see it. As an example of what
he meant, they had been engaged during the past year in the

construction of their 'Welsh Trans-Atlantic stations. They
constituted the most important work ever carried out by the
company. They looked to them, in conjunction with those

constructed simultaneously in America, to produce large and
regular revenues both to the company and to the American
company, in which of course they participated through their

large shareholding in that company. Those stations were
very nearly ready to start a direct telegraph service to New
York. The Trans-Oceanic Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., would
conduct that business; they held all the shares in that com-
pany; they could have sold them very easily they thought if

they had wanted to and so reimbursed the money they had
expended and made a substantial profit besides. This would
have materially improved their profit and less account for

last year, but it would have been bad business indeed if, as

they hoped, the company would earn yearUj and for many
years to come as much as or more in each year than the

single profit they could have derived by an outright sale. For
such reasons as these their actual profits for the year were
less than they otherwise might have been, but their assets

were materially improved by the addition of these .securities,

and at their par value, which they hoped and believed they

were, worth, they showed a substantial profit, but that profit

not having been realised it was not carried to profit and loss

account. If they realised, or whenever they might decide to

realise, whatever sum might be produced above cost became
available for distribution and would be included in the profit

and loss account of the year, but not before; meantime it

remained an asset and was treated in their accounts accord-

ingly. In the balance eheet, tbe amount representing the
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cost of shares in associated companies and patents, which was
a very important asset, increased during last year to

£l,W8,lii, which was i'M'_',0'J4 more than appeared in the
accounts of the precediiif,' year; the par value, however,
represented by that jmi<a,-i; was i'y'2C,637, and they hoped
and believed that the adililmiial interests acquired were worth
at least par. If they wen; they would represent a profit of

J£y84,012 whea realised, but at present there had been no
attempt to turn theui into cash. They were subjected to some
criticism and some of their shareholders would seem to be
dissatisfied because they did not again set out particulars of

shares in associated companies, lie could assure them that
the directors themselves regretted having to come to that
decision; and in doing so it was not that they had any wish
to keep inl'iirmation from the shareholders, but solely because
they were all convinced it was not in their interests that the
information should be made public. Much the same remarks
applied in the profit and loss account under the item "By
balance of contracts, sales and trading account." They did
not give more information respecting that item because they
were satisfied it would be against the, shareholders' interests

to do so, and for no other reason. With superior knowledge
of the company's affairs that was their opinion and that was
their advice. The directors had no personal interests to serve
and no desire to keep anything from them and if, uotwith-
etanding their advice, a majority of the shareholders wished
all the details under both or either of these heads published
it should be done in the future. But the board recommended
reflection before they took .such a decision. He could, how-
ever, inform them that the list published last year was
practically unchanged. ITiey had not sold any of their shares
and he would like it known that they never dealt in the
market in any shares in any of their subsidiary companies.
They had never bought any such shares and except on some
few occasions when they had received advantageous offers

for blocks of shares which they had considered it wise to

accept, they had no transactions of any kind. He made that
statement because he frequently heard it stated that the com-
pany was buying or selling as the case might be in the market,
which accounted for the rise or fall in shares. Whenever
they heard such statements as these they could deny them
with his authority—for he repeated that the company never
dealt in any of its shares in any way whatsoever other than
that which he had described. Having decided they ought not
to publish the particulars of their holdings it seemed to them
important that the shareholders should have some idea as
to whether their shares, representing so important
an item in the balance sheet, were worth their cost,

at which they were taken into account. They therefore pro-
ceeded to make, a careful valuation of them, taking the price

at the 30th June last for all the shar-es quoted on the Stock
Exchange, and on that day, the prices were perhaps lower
than they had ever been before, and forming their best
judgmexit upon those unquoted, and they bad told them that
that valuation exceeded the amount at which it stood in the
accounts and according to their valuation, the amount in

excess was considerable. If their shares were worth the figure

at which the shareholdings and patents together stood in the
balance sheet, then- patents were not represented by any sum
whatsoever. Turning to other figures in the balance sheet of

the year, he thought thoy must agree the comparison was a
favourable one. Sundry debtors showed an increase of

£115,(100. Stoc'k at cost was nearly doubled, namely i'151,141

as compared with i;81,'20G, whicli was an indication of in-

creased business in hand. When all these things were taken
into consideration, although the actual realised profit for the
year was disappointing, they would agree that the results

of the year as a wliole were, good, and the company's position
showed a marked improvement. Reverting for a moment to

the profits for the year and the recommendation of a final

dividend of 10 i5Cr cent., he would explain why the direetor.s

recommended this distribution. At the e.nd of I'jrj a sum of

fl4G,726 was carried forward, after placing j;iOO,000 to

special reserve account. The object of carrying forward so

largg an amount instead of <listiibuting it was admittc^dly for

the purpose of averaging dividends. In those circumstances
the directors were of opinion that unless they e'oulil say that
it was essential at this moment for the purpo.se of the com-
pany's business that they should refrain from distributing the
profits earned, the shareholders would have just cause of
complaint if the directm-s did not use a part of the monies
earnexl in the previous year for the purpose of averaging for

which it was carried forward. In September, l!)i:i, .-i I'iieuliir

was issued informing the,m of an arrangement which had
been made for the acquisition by the company of the majority
of the shares of the Uompagnie I'nivor.sellc do Telegraphic et

de Telephonio sans Fil of France, which company not only
commanded a valuable iiiiluence in certain foreign countries,

but al.so owned the world-wide rights, other than those of

Gonnany, of Trofcssor CJoldschiuidt's inventions, including
his high-frequency alternator, and in order to fulfil the com-
pany's progranime they is.sued 'JoO,(XX) new shares at the
price of £3 us. Od., whicli was below the market value at the
time, and at this price they were able to get (he wliole is.nie,

guaranteed. Thoy di<l contemplate tliat tlie profit and lo.^s

nccouiit for the year would have slvnvn a bigger realised piolil,

and they certainly did not expect to .see their shares depivciale
on the market as "they had done lately, but for these lluctuations
they were no more responsible to-day than they were some
time back when movements were in the other direction.

Speaking in a general way their business had suffered and
their whole programme had become somewhat dislocattd and
retarded by the non-ratification of the contract they entered
into with the Government in .March, 1912. A long drawn out
Parliamentary Committee followed and a bearing and world-
wide publication wore given to any witness who had something
to say against the company and in favour of other systems and
foreign interests; and notwithstanding their applications to be
heard and the promises given to them that thty should b©
given an opixjrtunity to reply fully upon all matters before
the committee closed, their managing director was n<-ver heard
at all upon anything which related to thi; merits of the con-
tract. And when a contract was eventually ratified, the con-
struction of the Imperial stations had not progressod at the
rate they had hoped and expected. They had everj' reason to

believe that they should have been allowed to get to work on
all the six stations simultaneously and bad made all their

preparations accordingly. They also expected to erect them
with all speed possible, and contemplated that the whole
might have been completed within IS months of the ratification

of the agreement which was what was contemplated in the
contract. Besides being occasioned a great deal of additional
expense, they were allccted in other ways, not the least im-
portant of which was the non-receipt of their royalties and
the ellect the delay had upon their royalty period. These were
matters which were receiving the most serious consideration
of the board. He observed that the Postmaster-General had
stated that some delay had been caused by reason of them
suggesting an improvement. He could not admit that there
was any reason whatsoever for delay on this account. Ap-
proval could and should have been given, in his opinion,
within forty-eight hours. If the erection of the stations was
delayed a few more years, there might be more improvejnient*
suggested, but they must not bo told on that account that
they were responsible for delaj'. Ha could not say more on.

this subject at the moment. He had referred already to the
new Trans-.\tlantic stations. They hoped to have these opened
very soon now ; the stations would have been completed ere
this but for some imperfections in manufacture of material,

which were being remedied. When this new means of direct

communication with New York was establishtxl, they thought
the true value of wireless telegraphy would be recognised^
and so also the profits to be derived from it. Another im-^
portant telegraph service about to be start-ed was that between-
this country and Spain and the Canary Islands, which would
of course also embrace a service to and from Spain and the

Canary Islands and the United States of .Xmerica and Canada.
This service should make a material difference to the Spanish
company in which they were largely interested. By reason

of legal and other proceedings their managing director was
prevented from visiting America and Canada as was his in-

tention ever since the beginning of last year and the progress
of their companies in both countries had been hindered in

consequence. It was responsible for the delay in the appoint-

ment of a manager in New York and for matters equally

important as regards Canada. It was hoped that his visit

might not have to be much longer deferred. They continued
to maintain good relations w'ith a number of foreign countries

for whom they were engaged in carrying out important con-

tracts and their works were kept well occupied. Early this

year their 7777 patent expired in this cx)uutry, but they owned
nevertheless a number of very important patents, and to

these they added very considerably during the last year.

Some of these new patents might and they thought would
prove to be of very great value indeed. Shareholders probably

knew, but he wished to emphasize the fact, that at the

present time whatever new patents the company became
possessed of if they were his inventions or those of members
of the staff, they "did not cost the company anything at all

beyond the expense of their rest^aich department and the

cost of the fees for the patents themselves. One, of the

branches of their work which had made givat progress during

recent times was that of wireless telephony. He was enabled,

with the valuable assistance afforded him by the Italian

Government, to carry out some very important experiments

and tests, which had assisted materially in their being now
able to produce a practical standard sot for wireless telephony

over moderate distances. Ibis was a first tangible step and
should lead to further developments. He was now occupied in

making the necessary arrangements to carry out tests between
this country and .America, from which he hoped to get some
practical results before the end of the year. This was a new
branch of their work which should be pivduetive of a new
and additional source of revenue, not only to the parent com-
pany but to all the subsidiaries, which, at present, had the

advantagci of all their inventions and work. He must now
deal with a matter which affcctrti them and the whole boaixl

—

a matter too, which retlect<\l more particularly upon the

liouour of their managing director. Unhappily, he was not
at liberty without risking the charge that no was showing a
want of resix^ct to the Court, to speak with that fivcdom
which he desired, and it was for that re;iS(.'n that he could

only tell them in language which must neocs.sarily be some-
what guardiM about the action which Mr. Uvker-Latnpsiin,

a Member of rarliament. and a Mr. P. E. Wright, had in-

stituted against the board of this company and other jxTsons.

So far ns the board other than the managing director were
concerned the claim was of c<imparatively small importance.

It depended upon what might fairly be regarded as techni-

cahties which could have but comparatively small interest for
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thoBi. But with ifj^aiii to tlicir niannginf; dire<tor u very
different ctiurgo was made. It \vn« ullcf^cd aguiiixt hiiu tliut

he had been u party to frauds ujk)!! thi- cuinpaMy "ith the
(ibjeet and result of nutting large sunis into his own jHjiket.

Defences had been delivered and these, he need hardly tell

them, contained a catt gorical denial of all the charges. He
might add a word as to the interest iu the company of the
two gentlemen who were bringing this action and preferring
these charges. Mr. Lainpson ut the commencement of the
priK'eedings was the registered holder of two shares, one
prelerencei and one ordinary. A few wi«ks afterwards he
tempted fortune by acquiring a further 20 shares, and was
thus to-day the holder of iW shares. Mr. Wright was the
regist<'red holder of one share only. He was not, as a matter
of fact, legistered in respect of this cherished possession until
after the writ was issued. But seriously, the fact remained
that these two gentlemen had a combined interest of '23

shares in the capital of this great company which as they
knew was a million and a half sterling. Possibly they were
merely stalking horses for gentlemen with larger interests but
less courage—gentlemen who for reasons at which they might
guess, preferring discretion to valour, remained in obscurity.
He was told that Mr. Locker Lampson and Mr. Wright had
been and were industriously busying themselves in au en-
deavour to obtain the support of other shareholders. To what
extent, if at all, their etlorts had been successful, was a point
upon which he desired complete enlightenment, and his
metho<l of obtaining it was by retiring from the board and
offering himself for re-election. The managing director would
do the same. It was not his turn to retire, and as for the
managing director he had waived his privileges for he was
never under an obligation to retire. He ought to mention that
the Plaintiffs, through their Counsel, had openly declared in
the Courts that expense in this action was not a matter of
any consequence. TTie board entirely disse.nted from this
view. But what more seriously concerned the board and the
shareholders was the inevitable dislocation and interruption
of the steady work of the company which must result when
its oOicers were compelled to employ so considerable a part
of their time and energies in resisting legal proceedings. The
damage to their interests by the continuance of the proceed-
ings by no means ' rested' there, for the seeds of suspicion
which had been sown bore fruit not only in this country but
throughout the civilised globe. An opportunity was thus
afforded to those who were antagonistic to the company of
damaging its reputation and prestige with its chief customers—the various governments of the world. It would be within
the recollection of many of them that when the managing
director came to the company its affairs were far from satis-
factory and its chances of reaching a dividend-paying stage
seemed remote. It was, he hoped, hardly necessary for him
to remind them of the great results which the managing
director had achieved for them—it was his loyal devotion
which they must thank for the commercial prosperity of the
company and its great industrial position in the wireless world.
Mainly upon his shoulders had fallen the great and compli-
cated problems which ahuost daily presented themselves in a
new- industry. Scarcely a year ago they acknowledged his
services in a worthy and generous spirit and he could not
think their feelings towards him had altered. They
should not permit themselves to be influenced by state-
ments in the Press or by those whose interests were
not the shareholders' interests. They might rest assured
that all charges would be investigated by the Ctiurts
at the earliest moment possible—the fullest enquiry
was courted and in the meantime he recommended them in
their own interest to, remain staunch to those who had guided
the fortunes of the company through manifold difficulties.
At this time domestic dissension was dangerous—undisguised
enmity was displayed in more than one quarter and a united
froijt was essential if the company was to enjoy that prosperity
for which so stern a struggle has been fought. He was also
reminded that it was due to their managing director that
wireless telegraphy had become an important British industry,
a matter which might be vital to the whole nation: It would
otherwise have been entirely in foreign hands. He brought
this position about by the aid of foreign capital at a time
when no money could be found for the purpose in this country.
It was he who was responsible for the great Imperial scherae
of placing all the Dominions across the seas into wireless com-
munication with each other, and it was due to him that a
British <;ompany was able to carry out this work and that this
country would possess the biggest and most powerful wu-eless
stations in the world. Their great value might one day be put
to a great practical and critical test ; then pejhaps there would
be a true apfreciation of the greatness of the work. Not only
had their managing director turned their own work to account
but he obtained the control for this British industiy, of an
important foreign invention and by so doing, he had given it

in the face of contrary opinion, the opportunity of practical
development, which it otherwise had veiy little prospect of
receiving. And, finallr, allow him to say a few words about
himself—an invidious mough task since it compelled him t<j

refer to his own ser tes to the company. He could not
refrain from telling theiv; how bitterly he had felt the associa-
tion of his name with those political quarrels with which they
were all familiar and to all of which he was fortunately a
stranger. Many times had be been tempted to return" to
Italy where the pleasures of his native land awaited him and
where he could continue his scientific pursuits under ideal

conditioDB and with the cntbuaiastic co-operutiou of the

authorities, whether fccieiitific, civil or military, and with the

full and unstinted appreciation of his countrymen, inde-

pendent of any party |K.ilitic8 or political opinions. He had
always had large luti'rents in Italy derived from aourceh wholly
unconnected at any time with this company, and if he were
only to consider his iKJrsonal interests he ehould return
permanently to his country tomorrow and be could assure

them that it would be to his advantage in every way to do no.

He would return immediately were it not for a sense of duty
and loyalty to his colleagues on the board and the whole-

hearted and sympathetic supixirt which he had hitherto re-

ceived from them all, and which he expected they would
extend Ui him and to the managing director that day.

Mr. GoDFKEY Isaacs (managing director), in eeconding the
motion, said he did not wish to refer U>o much to the time
and work and enejgy which he had given to the company's
affairs since he joined it. The Chairman bad told them
something of the position in which he found the company
when he came to it, and he had done his utmost indcp<-'ndently

of his own interests in furthering the interests of the com-
pany. When he joined the board the shares of the company
were practically unsaleable at the price of 10/- or 14/-, and
no dividend had been paid upon them. With the development
of the company's business the shares rose materially in value
and not unnaturally the holders of the shares took advantage
of the high price and sold them. Consequently he was in the
somewhat unfortunate position of being before a large body
of shareholders who had bought their shares at a high price.

With regard to the action pending against the company the
Chairman had referred to him in terms loyal and appreciative,

for which he was deeply sensitive. He had decided that in
view of the extraordinary false rumours which were con-
stantly circulating and the poisoned atmosphere with which
he had been recently surrfiunded, it would be impossible
for him to continue unless he had the complete confidence of

the shareholders. For that reason he waived all his privileges

as managing director, and he left it to them to say whether
it was their wish or not that he should continue to direct

their affairs.

Mr. R. CoHRV expressed the opinion that it would be a good
thing if something could be done to restore the credit of the
company.
Mr. S. Cole said that in consequence of the lack of candour

on the part of the board he proposed as an amendment that

the report and accounts be adjourned and a proper detailed

balance sheet and profit and loss account be submitted to the
shareholders. He asked how much of the profit for 19r2 was
applicable to dealing in shares and company promoting and
how much was made in 1913. The speaker who was very
imperfectly heard, asked for information of the company's
holding in the French company, and further called attention
to the fees paid to the directors who acted as directors of the
subsidiary companies. He asked what profits the directors

had made on the dealings of the company and its subsidiary
companies since 1910. His criticism, he said, was directed

not against the company but against its management.
Mr. G. Isaacs suggested that each speaker ehould give the

amount of his holding. He found that Mr. Cole registered

5 bearer shares on Saturday.
Mr. J. Webb, who said he held 500 shares, remarked that

he had come to criticise, but after the candid statements of

the chairman and the managing director, he thought they
would be vejy foolish people if they found fault with the
directors. He believed they had a wonderful property and if

they stuck to their chairman and directors they would carry
them through. He heartily believed that Mr. Mai'coni was
a genuine man.

Sir. H. Bright asked the managing director to deal with their

criticism and not with their notions. He had not a word t<3

say against the chairman, but they had to look at facts, and
one fact was that there was a cloud of litigation at the present
moment which one of their directors appeared to attract to

his person like a magnet. The speaker iiroceeded to criticise

what he termed " the obscurity of the balance sheet," and
said he had never seen an autOtor's certificate in which the
auditors had taken greater trouble to protect themselves
from future litigation. Why had they not seen the certificates

of the shares owned by the company'.' Mr. Bright next
touched on the American Marconi Co., and asked if a subscrip-
tion of 5/- per share on 119,(!KX) shares was not due from the
English Co. to the .American Co., and when was the sum
going to be paid'? The speaker proceeded to deal with the
inflation of the shares of the English Co. in 1912, and said it

was a common denominator in most of Mr. Isaacs's com-
panies that they should have a sudden inflation of shares
followed almost immediately by a sudden decline.

Mr. IsA-ics : That matter was dealt with at the Central
Criminal Court and has been settled with once and for all.

Mr. Bright returned to the same subject but the Chairman
said he could not allow it. The shareholders must keep to the
Marconi Co.
Mr. Bkight said what they wanted was steady evolution

and sober progress. Shareholders felt a great deal of favour-
itism had been shown in the company from time to time.
If they got shares pushed up to inflated prices that was nice
for the stock jobber and those in the know—

—

The Chairman again called the speaker to order and asked
him to confine himself to the business of the company.

Mr. Bright again made reference to favouritism shown, by
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whicli people who wore " in tlie know " caine aliu to Jual in

ahares. In conc-lusiou, lie asked that the fibarcholdeis should

bo takeu fully into tlie conlidcncc, of the board, and that thii

managing director should uiako every Btatfuient as candid as

he could.

Mr. AuNOLD Statham said he had listened to the last speaker
with the utmost indignation. What facts or evidence had
been given and what right had ho to assume that the share-

holders suspected their own board? Ho claimed that the

shareholders cherished no duubt of the integrity of JVIr. Isaacs,

and that the charges at the meeting were part of a conspiracy

to bolster up actions which were pending. He was a strong

Conservative and had fought an election, but he was abso-

lutely ashamed of his paity making political capital out of

personalities. He appealed to the Chairman not to be unduly
eensitive as none doubted his capacity and integrity.

Mr. Veudv pointed out that if they believed in thfi chair-

man they must believe in the managing director who was
brought in by the chairman.
Mr. Tarkikoton, an Irish shareholder, addressed the meet-

ing in a most excited manner and said the shareholders cast

no reflection on Mr. Marconi, but the best man in the world
fell amongst thieves. He represented the body of men who
had lost. Would Mr. Isaacs tell them what he had made?
(Cries of " Sit down.") He was an Irishman and w'ould not
sit down. (Laughter.) He had no hesitation in .'saying that

Mr. Isaacs was a scoundrel. (Uproar and cries of " Sit down.")
He was not going to sit down for the bullying of a lot of

Saxons.
The Chairman said he could not allow that spirit to be in-

troduced. He was part of an Irishman himself.

Mr. Tarrington proceeded to deal with the issue of

the Marconi shares due, he said, to a misleading circular of

the managing director; and then made a, violent attach on the
Lord Chief Justice.

Tho Chairman : If you proceed in that way, I shall exercise

the powers of the chairman and have you removed.
Several other shareholders having .spoken,

The Chairman said that most of the remarks and criticisms

were concerned with the managing director personally. The
managing director had much more knowledge of the bu.siness

side of the company than he had, and he would ask him to

reply. At the same time he could not but repeat what he had
already said as to his appreciation of the honesty and straight-

forwardness of Mr. Isaacs. What he, had heard there had not
changed his opinion as to Mr. Isaacs' integrity.

Mr. GoDi'Riiv Is.\Acs said he did not understand that any
specific charge had been made. The only thing was that Mr.
Tarrington had called him a scoundrel. He could not disprove
that, but he must leave it to the meeting to judge. He had
also asked how much money the managing director had made
by buying and selling shares. When he joined the company,
having confidence in it, he did not hesitate, to buy as many
shares at the time as he could afford, and he bought them with
the intention of holding them so long as he was associated with
the company. He saw them go uj. to i;9 15s.—a fact which he
deplored—but he did not sell one of those shares, and he. would
have held the whole of the shares that day had it not been
made clear to him by what w'as taking place that he was lay-

ing himself open to a series of sinister suggestions by being
lai'gely interested in the company. Therefore, when in the
autumn of 191'2 tho market fell, he determined not to have, a
large holding in the company, and he sold some of his shares
at a price of about £4, and he had never bought or sold a share
in that company or any other from that day to this. Therefore
whatever profit he had made he had made perfectly legiti-

mately, and merely because the business developed as the
result of work put into it. As regarded company promotions,
they had made no money out of company promotions what-
ever. All those things were merely the class of rumour put
about to damage the company by certain individuals w'ho de-
eired to damage it, and they were passed from one to another
and vei-y goon assumed an importance, although there was not
an atom of foundation behind them. It w'as true that in the bal-

ance sheet of the .American Company it was stated that (hey
had iill'J,(X10 shares. Although that was perfectly correct it

was not quite a representation of the facts, because they had
a large amount to their credit with the company and tho two
accounts had not been squared. If they had have been squared
that item of ll'J.WK) shares would not have appeared to their

debit. Whatever circular he issued from the Marconi Com-
pany was issued with the full concurrence of tho whole board,
and the circular to which reference had been made cxpres,>Ji'd

exactly what they believed to be true, an<l they hold tho
opinion that day that there was nothing in tho circular in any
sense misleading. Mr. Isaacs then referred to tho negotiations
with regard to the Chinese contracts, and said that unfortu-
nately by some means or other which they had not boon able
to fathom, a gotxl deal of information got into the Press, and
when he was asked he was obliged to inform tho Press that the
contracts had been sent forward to Pokiu and might bo signoil

at any moment. Since then, unfortunately, his and other
statements had been copied into Pokin newspaiiers, with tho
result that the company had issued a full statoinont to tho
Press which no doubt they had all seen. In conclusion, Mr.
Isaacs said there was no pcrstm whom he, had done business
with in the last 35 years w'ho would echo one of tho sinister
suggestions an innuendoes against him that they had heard
that day.

Mr. Pears (of the firm of auditors) said the form of the

certificate was the same as in previous ycare. The certificate,

in hia opinion, gave the iuforuiation that ghareholdejB should
know. Thty could not see the certificates of shares which
were in foreign countries, but they were fully satisfied that
thr shares were held for the company.
The motion for the adoption of the report was carried onani-

rnously.

Mr. Arnold Stathasi propoB<id the re-election of the Chair-
man as a director, and this was carried with acclamation.
Mr. CoRNWEi.i, (Cork) proposed the re-election of Mr. Isaacs

to the. board, and this was carried with one dissentient.
An extraordinary meeting was afterwards ixAd, at which a

resolution was pa.ssed altering the Articles of Association so as
to give the Board power to establish and support a fund for
the benefit of employees of the company.

liKlcruTOiiiKl Klertiic Ituilwavs <o. of Loiidoa. Ltd.

O.N Tuesday a petition by this company was heard by Mr. Jaetice
Joyce, in the Chancery Division. Mr. Yonnger, K.C., for the
company, said the object of the petitioners was very definite.

Their object in abandoning powers was that they misrht become a
trust company carrying on no constractive policy and no business
operations, but merely holding large blocks of stock and payiner
diviiends without reference to the actnal value of the stock. It

miffht pocsibly be shown that by converting themselves into a
trust company they would be able in the future to distribute as
dividends moneys that would not otherwise be distributable. Bat
the creditors and debenture-holders were mainly interested in that,
and there was no opposition. Apart from this ciuestion, howerer,
the figures in the case were very large, and the directors did not
want to have any serious responsibility where they felt there was
any doubt. The position would, however, be regularised if the
resolutions in question were confirmed.

His Lordship : I dont see what harm I can do.

The resolutions were accordingly confirmed.

I»r(»S|»eotilst'S.

—

S. Smith <t- Sons (Motor Accessories), Ltd.
—The list is to close to-day (Friday), in an Issue at par of 50,000
ordinary shares of £ 1 each in this company, which was formed for
the purpose of acquiring as a going concern as from March last,

that part of the business of S. Smith & Son, Ltd., concerned with
speedometers, carburettors, dynamos, self-starters and other motor
accessories. The chief object in the formation of the company is

to provide additional working capital to meet the demands of the
business, and to provide funds for the production on a large scale
of Smith's self-starters, which will shortly be placed on the
market. A statement of past profits is given in the prospectus,
and the directora eatimate those of the future as being sufficient to
pay not less than 10 per cent, dividend from the inception of the
company.

I»aris \ortli-.Soiitli Railway.—The Nord-Snd Under-
ground Electric Railway, which had an average length of 8'76

miles in operation in 1913, reports gross receipts amounting to

£400,000, as compared with £348,000 in 1912. After defrayinir
general expenses, interest on loans and other charges, the net
profits are returned at t! 78,000, as compared with £80.u00 in the
preceding year. It is proposed to pay a dividend of 5?. per £10
share on the capital of £3,000,000, being the same rate as in 1912.

Livciiiool Ovoilu'ud Kaihuiv Co. — The directors
have declared interim dividends at the rate of 5 per cent, per
annum on the preference shares, and 2j per cent, per annum on
the ordinary shares (for the half-year), against L'i per cent, per
annum for the corresponding period last year.

London and SniMirban Traction Co.. Ltd.—The
directors have declared an interim dividend on the ordinary shares
at the rate of 1 per cent, per annum for the six months to Jane
;iOth, and also the dividend on the 5 per cent, cumulative preference
shares for the same period.

Stock KvclianuT Voticcs.—The Stock E.\ohantre Com-
mittee has been asked to allow the following to be quoted in the
Otlicial List :

—
CompaiiiB do Eleotricidad do la Provinoia dc Buenos Ayres, Ltd.— £900.000

5 per cent, flrst mortgngs gold bonds o( £-20 each, Nos. 1 to tS.OOO (renewed
application).
County ol London Elootrio Supply Co., Ltd.—Panhor issue of 0,000 ordinary

shares of i'tO each, fully paid, and 10,000 6 per cent, oamulatire pr«fer«ooe
shares of £10 each, fully paid.

Central London Kaihva.v Co.—Interim dividend at
the rate of 3 per cent, per annum on the undivided ordinary stock
for the past half-year, and on the preferred ordiniuy stock 4 pei
cent, per annum.

Cit,\ and South London Kailnay Co.—Interim divi-

dend for the past half-year at full rate of 6 per cent, per annum on
the preferred stocks of 18iM, ISlUV lyOI, and l;i03.

kainiuistiquia PoMor (o.—A dividend at the rate of

6 per cent, per annum on the common shares for the quarter ending
July 81st is announoed,

llournfinontli and Poole FIcctricit.v Snpplj- Co..
Ltd.— Interim dividend on the ordinary shares at the rate of 5 per
oant. per annum for the half-year to June 30th la'it.

St. Janu's' and Pall Mall Electric Lisrht Co.. Ltd.
—Interim dividend for the half year ended June 30th, 1914, at
the rato of 10 per cent, per annum on the ordinary shares.
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llif ltiili<ili lllrrd'ir liaclioii ( o,. I.(<l,

The new cupitul will bo as under if cJTect bo given to the
proposals contained in Mr. £. UAHCKb's recent circular to the

utockboklers ;
—

There are to bo two cIuubcs of stock only, viz. :

—

(d) 6 per cent, cumulutive preference stock entitled to

priority in a distribution of capital; but not to any further
share in profits in capital.

(bj Ordinary .stock entitlwl to all surplus profits and capital.

Tlio G per cent, cuuuilative preference stock will bo made
up as follows :

—
A.s now existing as per table ^iven below ... £'iO:\,!)^2 10

Add amount of the prcsint 7 ix'r cent, non-
cumulative preference slock to be converted
into 6 per cent, cumulative preferoiice stock 269,001 13 4

Total ... £672,654 3 4

The new ordinary stock will be composed as under:—
Amount of .existing 7 per cent, non-cumula-

tive preference stock to be converted into
ordiiiiuy stock ^'538,123 6 8

Aiiioiiiit (')f existing preferred ordinary non-
cuiimlative stock to bo converted into
ordinary stock 535,048 15

.\iuount of existing deferred ordinary stock
to be converted into ordinary stock ... 199,951 10

.Amount of existing income certificates ... 93,230

Total £1,366,353 11 8

The authorised capital will consist of :

—

i'1,000,000 6 per cept. preference stock.

.t'2,0lX"),00O ordinary stock.

Summarised, the new capital will therefore be:—
6 per cent, cumulative preference stock ... £672,654 3 4

Ordinary stock 1,366,353 11 8

Total ...£2,039,007 15

A'li/e. The amount of existing stock and in-

come certificates

The new capital will be

Ijeaving amount which will be lost or sur-

rendered by stockholders and income cer-

tificate holders as shown in the, following
table

£3,213,751 1

2,039,007 15

£1,174,743 6

were now in course of being iiisued. Sundry creditors at
Ixjndou included the IUmu of £3,600 for urreurs of cuinulativu
preference dividends, all of which had since be<-ii paid oil.

Keserve account appeared for the first tiiiie in the balance sheet
and consisted of £«.J5 realised by the sale of property, and
£1,145 apiiiopiiated from revenue account. As they were
aware, the satinfactory results of last year's working had made
it poasible to clear olf all arrears of dividend and tiny carried
forward £414. Passing on to the revenue account, their prin-
cii;al smirco of income, the sale of current, had ynldcd an
increase of £1,712. The installations and other work carried
out by their contract department also showed an exceptional
increase, which they did not anticipate being continued that
year. Many of the items of expenditure showed considerable
decrea.ses, as was forecasted at ttieir last annual meeting. The
principal increases were in salaries and wages, due to an
increased staff in their contract department; in ligal expenses,
due to the issue of new debentures replacing the original
j.ssue; and debenture interest, due to the increased issue. The
Jxindon office expcnsies at £207 and directors' fees at £44 both
showed material decreases. The net profit for the year, after
payment of all charges and dibenlure inter, st, amounted to
£4,98-1 against .£2,64:1. Having cleared otV their liability to

the preference shareholders they started the year 1914 with a
clean sheet before thcin. A year ago they how'd that if they
bad a very favourable year, that result might be attained.
They had had such a year, and he was sure the shareholders
would consider the accounts now presented to be veiT satis-

fact<iry. As mentioned in tlie report of the directors, the pro-

tracted negotiations with the Government had been concluded
satisfactorily. The letters which had pas.se<l and which em-
bodied the alterations, were in course of drafting into a new
agreement by the colonial authorities. The coiiipany had made
an exchange with the Government of the various small falls

on sundry rivers granted by their original conce.ssion for the
important falls situate on Tliirka River, commencing some 10

miles below the Fort Hall Road, which w-ere capable of being
developed to the extent of a minimum of about 6,C(I0 h.p.

The company's concession was extended to 50 years, with the
proviso that it continued thereafter by periods of five years
until bought out by the Government or municipality at a
market valuation of the plant and other a.s.sets of the under-
taking. The Secretary of State for the Colonies had agreed to

the alteration of the Customs Ordinance of the Protectorate so
as to admit free of duty all necessary plant for the generation
and distribution of electric current, which would be a material
benefit to the company. Unfortunately, on account of the
very protracted nature of those negotiations, it had been im-
possible for the company to cope with the increased demand
for current in a way that it would have liked to meet the

Class.

Present Capital.

Description. Amount.

1. 6 per cent, cumulative
preference stock ... 403,592 10

' 2. 7 per cent, jion-cumu-
lative preference
stock 07,185

3. 6 per cent, preferred
ordinary non-cumu-
lative stock ... 1,070,097 10

4. Deferred
stock

ordinary
666,505

Total ... £2,947,380

Add non-interest bearing in-
come certificates re-
deemable out of profits
only £266,871 1

Total capital and income
certificates £3,213,751 1

Changes proposed in scheme.

p.c.

33i of this class to be converted into class 1

66§ of this class to be converted into new
crdinaiy stock

100

= 269,061 13 4

= 538,123 6 8

To be i-e,duced by 50 per cent
Remaining .50 per cent, to be converted

new ordinary stock
into

807,185

£
58&,048 15

: 535,048 15

To be reduced by 70 per cent.

Remaining 30 per cent, to be converted into

new ordinary stock

To be reduced by 65 per cent.

Remaining 35 per cent, to be converted into

new ordinary stock

1,070,097 10
£

= 466,553 10

= 199,951 10

666,505

£
= 173,141 1

= 266,371 1

. 266,371 1

of which will be lost or surrendered

Amount which will be
lost or surrendered by
stockholders and income
certificate holders under

the scheme.

£535,048 15

£466,553 10

£173,141 1

£1,174,743 6

Nairobi Electric Power and Lighting Co., Ltd.

The annual meeting was held at the offices, 50, Mark Lane,
E.G., on July 8th.

GENER.4L Sir Stanley Edwardes, K.C.B., presided, and in
moving the adoption of the report (Elec. Rev., p. 957, Vol. 74)
said they had increased the expenditure on works bv £1,345.
Stocks on hand and in transit showed an increase of £757. Sun-
dry debtors appeared as £3,992, a considerable increase of £1,763
over the figures of the previous year. The amount of out-
standing debts at Nairobi was unusually large, due to special
temporary circumstances. The issued share capital remained
the same, while the issued debentures had increased from
£16,700 to £19,000. The remainder of the ordinary sharea

needs of the, case. Immediately the details were agreed upon
by the company and the local Government, and approved by
the Secretary of State for the Colonies, steps were taken to
deal with the situation, and a steam engine suitable for driving
the spare generator at the present power station had been
ordered, and was expected to be shipped at the end of this
month. It was anticipated that this would deal with the
increase of load until the new water power plant for the fails

on the Thirka River was installed. It was proposed to utilise

these new falls without delay by embarking on a scheme which
would give a minimum of 2,000 h.p. in the driest season; and
it was hoped, with the financial arrangernents that the direc-
tors had in view, to commence by laying down a new plant of
a capacity of 750 KW., and then to remove the present plant
of 360 KW. to the new station. The incicases due to the rapid
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strkles in the demand for current would probably necessitate
an increase of the share capital, and the dircctorB anticipated
that tbeir proposals on this mattox would be submitted to the
shareholders at an early date. The contingent liability men-
tioned in the previous year's balance sheet, being the, cuiuuLi-
tive prefereuce dividends at 6 per cent. i)er annum, had been
paid off by the declaration of interim dividends, as .soon as the
accounts for liU.i showed the same to be justified, and the
directors anticipated commencing to declare rej^ular half-

yearly interim dividends on both classes of shares as soon as
possible after the results for the respective half-years came to

hand. The original ordinary shareholders had now waited
seven years without any dividend, but developing their busi-
ness, and the directors were very pleased that the time had
come when they would begin to get the just reward of their
l)atience and enterprise.

Mr. A. W. MAyo-RoB.soN, C.V.O., seconded the resolution,
which was carried.

4'OHiify of Dorset Electric Sh|i|>1,\ Co.. Ltd.

Dr. J. A. HosKER presided on June 15th at the first ordinary
general meeting, held at Moorgate Court, E.U, lie said that
no substantial revenue was included in the report to Decem-
ber, 1913, because the Dorchester undertaking had then only
been running two months and Blandford three weeks, while
Swanage supply was not commenced. The progress down to

<late showed the number of consumers in their four towns
as follows:—Lyme Regis, 120; Dorchester, 57; Swanage, 5U;

Blandford, 29. The aggregate of the whole of the towns was
the, equivalent of 6,411 thirty watt lamps; thus very satis-

factory progress was being made. At Blandford the Council
had asked them to submit a scheme for lighting the Corn E.\-

change. The initial cost of wiring had an intimate bearing
upon their progress, and they hoped soon to complete arrange-
ments for free wiring on a quarterly rental basis. It would
mean considerable outlay, and it might be policy to do it

independently through an electrical contractor. New plant
had been installed at the three stations under the super^^sion
of Dr. Purves, the consulting engineer. The Lyme Regis
undertaking had now been working for four years, and its first

year under the County of Dorset Company had been its best,

giving the County Company 10 per cent, upon its investment.
Swanage ought to exceed what Lyme Regis could do. A
scheme for Wimborne and Broadstone \'\as under considera-

tion, and Sherborne and other towns would follow later. The
company would need at least another ^15,000 capital for

these schemes, and would raise it by an issue of ordinary
and preference shares. The contractors (Messrs. Callender's
Co. and Messrs. Crompton and Co.), and the engineers and
staff, were thanked for the manner in which they had car-

ried out their work.

( hili Telephone Co.. Ltd.

The annual meeting was held on July loth at 42, Old Broad
Street, E.C., Mr. George Keith presiding.

In proposing the adoption of the report (Elec Rev., p. 64)

the Ch.airman, after alluding with regret to the death of Mr.
P. W. Jones, one of the original directors, and the retirement
from the board through ill-health of the Hon. Herbert T.

Allsopp, said he was pleased to report that the business of the
company had made good progress during the year, although
the increase did not come out so large as it did for the pre-

ceding year. T\\e. general state of trade in Chili was adversely

affected in the northern districts by the price of nitrate, and in

the central and southern districts by failure of the crops and
an outbreak of disease among the cattle. There was also a
serious shortage of money, and trade generally was very
restricted. Notwithstanding tho.se adverse circumstances there
was an increase of about 11 per cent, in the revenue of the
company. The working exjseuses had also, unfortunately, in-

creased in a larger proportion, and they amounted to 51 per
cent, of the revenue, or 2 per cent, more than la.st year. That
increase, in working expenses was principally due to hisher
salaries and wages due to the rise in the cost of living in Chili.

The average rate of exchange for the year was about 9Sd., or

id. less than in the previous year; so that the increase in net
revenue had been more than required to compensate for the
low value of the currency. The income of the business in

Chili when converted into sterling showed a small decrease of
£169, the toUi\ amounting to £02.497. The total expenditure
had increased by £516. The result of the year's business was
a credit balance of .£57,244, of which .£15,6,^;! was ex)ieiulid in

Chili on replacement and renewals to )>lant and had been
charged direct to revenue. An interim dividend of 3 per cent,
was paid last January, and, after jdacing .£15,106 to the
reserve, the directors recommended a. final dividend of 5 per
cent., carrying forward £.'i.95ti, as compaitd with .fS.Wl
brought forward. The eapitnl expenditure account had in-

creased by .£16,724 oxpendixl in Chili during the year in in-

creasing and extending the property. Everything considered,
he thought they niigl'.l be satisfied with the result of the year's
business. Chili continued to suffer from the fluetuations of
the value of its paper curriMicv. In January last the exchange
fell below 9<I.. and now stood at 9.M. A proposal was before
Congress for fixing the value of the Chilian paper dollar at
lOd., and if that became law and could be successfully carried
out it would bo of immense .idvantage to the commercial and

ejconomic interests of the country. The biLsiness of the com-
pany continued to progress favourably; the property and plant
was kept up to a high standard, and every attention was being
given to provide the authoritiea and the public with an effi-

cient and satisfactory .service.

Mr. E. B. Br;TLKR-Hi..snER.so\ seconded the motion.
Replying to a shareholder, the Ch.mrm.in said the reason of

their revenue not having increased last year was solely on
account of the fall in the value of the dollar. As he had said,
at one time it fell below 9d., and it came out on the average
Jd. less than in the previous year. What it really meant was
that their customers had got the benefit of the progress made
last year owing to the fall in exchange.
The report was adopted.

Coiitiiieiital.—Bki/jiim.—The balance-sheet of the
Socie u Beige poor I'Eclairaee Pablic par I'Electricit'^ (eygf^me
Tudor), of Brussels, for the last financial year, shows a pro6t of
£1,S81.

GEHiiANY.—The Brown. Boveri Co., of Baden, is declarinir a
dividend ot 9 per cent, for the last financial year, as compared with
only 8 per cent, for the preceding 12 months.
France.—Among the new electrical companies recently formed

in France are the .SociitO de I'Eleotricitc- de Wambaix. formed to
establish a small central electric lighting station at Wambaix
(Nord), and theSocicte le Nord Triphas'-, organised at Valenciennes,
with a capital of £13,000.
The balance-sheet of the Socitjte dea Accnmalatenrs Tudor, of

Paris, for the last financial year shows a net profit of £20,"oo

Kraziliaii Traction. Lluiit and Power To.. Ltd.

—

The directors have declared a dividend of 1 i per cent, on the issued
ordinary capital stock. A circular was issued to the shareholders
last week stating that there wa.s not the least foundation for the
various rumours, or any ground for uneasiness, with reference to
the company's affairs. " The operation of the company's bnsiness
is very satisfactory. The earnings are steadily increasing, and the
outlook and prospects in all departments are good.' Lengthy
statements have been circulated bjth by the Brazilian company
and by Messrs. Guinle ^; Co. concerning the competition that the
latter will offer next year through their Companbia Brazileira de
Energia Electrica, in Rio de Janeiro.

W. \- T. .Vverv. Ltd.—The directors announce for the
half-year ended March a dividend at the rate of 15 per cent, per
annum, making, with the interim dividend, 1.") per cent, per annum,
placing £11,500 to reserve, and carrying forward £9,997.

Coniiianies Struck Ott' the Reuister.—The following
companies have been struck off the Register, and are accordingly
dissolved :

—
Aluminium Syndicftte.
Bombay Hydro-Electric SjDdicate.
Pearson t'ire Alarm.
Titan Vacuum Cleaner Sjndicate.

Calcutta Electric Su|)|»l\ ( orporation. Ltd,—
The number of units delivered to consumers, during the four weeks
ended April -'4th 1914, amounted to l,2G0,ti97, compared with
1,204,906 units in the corresponding four weeks of 191S. The
figures for five weeks ended May 29th, are 1,645,309 this year,
compared with 1,478,251 in 1913.

Metropolitan District Itaihvay Co.—For past half-

year an interim dividend at rate of 3 per cent, per annum on the
second preference stock is announced.

Betulander Telephone ( o.—The Fhwnn'nl Timts,
after referring to the Betulander automatic telephone system, says

:

" In all probability a public iesne of shares will be made in th»
near future."

iluniininni (orporation. Ltd.—The resolutions passed
at a previous meeting were confirmed at an extraordinary meeting
held on Kith inst.

London Electric Railway Co.—Interim dividend for

the half year ended June 30th at rate of 1 per cent, per annum on
ordinary shares.

.Montreal Linht. Heat and l»o\ver Co.—A dividend
of 2j per cent, for the quarter ending July Slat is announced.

STOCKS AND SHARKS.

Tuesday GTenloc.

Politics persist iu oppressing prices. There seems to be no dis-

entangling of the one from the other, but this week the influence
has fo far been beneticsut, and hopea took Consols with them as
they ran high, that peace might spring from the Buckingham
Palace Conference. There are bettor prices in the markets con-
nected with Mexican matters SL^rosnis have bren wildly
fluctuating. Stock Exchange humouriats invented a little joke to

the effect that Tnesdaj's Conference wa-s adjiurntd at noon in

order to allow a c-rtaiu prominent Minister to attend the Marconi
in;eting held on that day, and the jest enlivened depression caused
by rumours of war between Austria and Servia. It is the Mexican
issues that make the best showing in our lists. The resignation of
General Huerta, although suspiciously sudden, fanned the smoulder-
ing impression that the civil war, rebellion, or whatever the oon-
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tuuiou may bn ciill»l, approaohcn its conclunion. Ab it hm been

painted out frwiurntly lieforf, the amount of phynicul damaKe
Inflicted upon private proi)erty appearn to be Burpriniugly Hniall,

and the market in Mexican I'lility inBueu liiBplayB ri»cii rauKing

trom one to eix points. The prinoipal Ka>i> Mexican I.i|;ht and

Power bonds seuurod. Pricea were re-aiijuHtcd to the chi'erfuller

ooniiitionn with oimparativoly little atock changiDif hands. We
don't want to be doleful, but disappointing news would certainly

put down quotations aeaio.

Shawinigan Water capital stock recovered Ij, and Montreal

Light and Power reacted :t after its riae of twice as much. The
Canadian companies continue steady payment of their usual divi-

dends, thus counteracting to some extent the nervousness that still

surrounds many ('Anadian investments. It is universally acknow-

ledged that the Ujminion depends more than ever, this year, upon
a bumper harvest in order to provide the ready money Canada
badly needs even yet. Happily, indications point to the crop being

a bountiful one, so far as may be gleaned from information

supplied by the people most interested.

Battles royal are being fought out over lirazilian Tra'jtion

shares. Financial difficulties in Berlin. Brussels and Paris com-
bined to force down the price to 71 J the other day. Within a

short time it had rallied to 77, and stands, as we write, at 75.

The company d emphatic denials of vague market reports, and the

assertion that all was going well, formed the motive-power for

the recovery. On the other hand, it is considered practically cer-

that the company will encounter competition in Rio de Janeiro, as

soon as its present profitable concession expires. The return at the

present rate of dividend is about 8 per cent., and the inter-Bourse

character of the shares renders them one of the livdiest spots in

the Stock KKchange.
It is humdrum work to write about English Electricity Supply

shares after mentioning the volatile Brazilian Tractions. The
market is very firm, however, and there are half a-do/.en issute jV to J

better. Two or three Dabentiires are rather harder. The curious

will observe with interest that the Gas Light and Cjke Company
has declared a final dividend for the past year of iK4 173. 4d. per

oent., carrying forward £5S5,40O. The dividend is unchanged,
and the carry forward about £80,0001688 than at the corresponding

period in 191.i.

Dag days are hardly conducive to financial work—or to any
other except journalism—but some kind of announcement is

quite on the cards before long in connection with the delayed plans

for London's Electricity Super-Company.
The electric railways came first into the dividend field in respect

of the June half-year. The Metropolitan District announces
3 per cent, on its Second Preference stock, which is an improvement
of i per cent., and better than the market authorities expected.

This stock is all held privately at present, and save for a rise of

J in District Ordinary, the declaration has not alfected prices.

London Electric Railways is paying I per cent, on the Ordinary
shares, repeating last year's performance, and L'nderground
Electric £10 shares have hardened a shade City and South
London Preferences are to receive their full 5 per cent., but
nothing is declared on the Ordinary stock, which got 1 per cent.

12 months ago. The Central London's '.i per cent, is the same as

before.

Railway affairs are more un?ettUd even than usua'. because the

Conciliation Board agreements expire in October, and it is plain

enough that the men mean to make a bold bid for substantial rises

as the price of their consent to renewal of the arrangements.
Indeed, threats are already in the air of National Strike. So
quotations move down a little, or up a little less, more in sympathy
with the conditions affecting Consols than from any public

interest, this being well-nigh at a standstill in view of labour
eventualities.

London and Suburban Tractions gained further small fractions

upon the dividend announced of 1 per cent, on the Ordinal,v.
London United Tramways Debenture stock has receded a point,

the opinion being frequently heard that tramways nowadays
stand little chance against the all-triumphant motor-omnibuses.
In the Stock Exchange it is stated that the British Electric

Traction Company is carrying the war into the enemy's camp and
establishing remunerative motor-bus routes of its own. Mean-
time, discussion proceeds with heat around the company's pre-

liminary proposals for capital reorganisation, and the crux of the
argument concerns the sugs^estions advanced in respect of the
7 per cent, non-cumulative Preference stock—a very Tyrone in the
present situation.

Marconis advanced to 2\ on bear repurchases, the Ordinary
and Preference recovering about a half of the previous week's
fall. After the meeting, however, the Ordinary droppsd back to 2.

Market men contend that only by financial miracle cin the 20 per
oent. dividend be maintained, and that the current price ia still too
high, in the light of the report. It deserves to be not o d that the
Preference shares carry a cumulative 7 per cent. Preference
dividend, and that they divide profits with the Ordinary after the
latter have received 10 per cent. An exchange from Ordinary
into Preference is therefore considered by some to b3 a sound
proposition, as to which, however, it may be remarked i;hat both
classes move together, as a rule, so that if the Ordinary come down,
the Preference will probably bear them company. The meeting
proved less acrimonious than was expected ; it lasted nearly two
hours, and the retiring directors were duly re-elected. Canadians
at 5s. 9d. and Americans at Us. keep fairly steady.

Cable issues remain amongst the firmest in the Stock Eichange.
Eastern Extensions are J higher : so are Globe Preference. British
Insulated added 53. to their big rise of the previous week. Anglo-
Amerioan Preferred is up J, while New York Telephone bonds
improved similarly, West India and Panama Ordinary hardened to

:!7h. lid., and the market, as a whole, exhibits pronouuci^ strength.

Manufacturing shares are steady as a whole, though Electric Con-
structions drooped to

i',>.
, and Willans Prefer«n';« i« down by a

point Edison ii Hwan " A ' shareti chaiii^ed hands at U. 3d la«t

Monday. The Kubber xhare market is (jaienccnt, and this week's

auction sales at Mincing Lune failed to quicken interest in pi-iues.

MARKET QUOTATIOHB.

It should be remembered, in m«klnfr QM of the flgnree appearing
in the following list, that in some canes the prices are only geneisl,

and they may vary according to qnantitiea and other ciroumutanoM.

Wednesday, July 22nd.

CHEMICALS. Ao.

a Acid, Uydrooblorlo .. .. per owl,

a „ Nitric

a „ Oxalic per lb.

a „ Bulphurlo per cwt.

a Ammoniac Bel „
a Ammonia, Mnriate (large oryBtal) per kon

a Bleaching powder h
a BiBulpblde o( Carbon ,. .. »

a Borax h
a Copper Bulpbate k

a Lead, Nitrate h

a „ V/blte Sagar
a „ Peroxide „
e Methylated Bpirit per gal,

a PotaBBium, Bichromate, in casks per lb.

a Potash, Caustic (88/90 %) .. per ton

a „ Chlorate per lb,

a „ Peroblorate .. .. h

a Pota3Bium, Cyanide (98/100 %) . . „
(for mining purpoeee only)

a Bhellao per cwt,

a Bnlphate of Magnesia .. .. per ton

a Sulphur, Bublimed Flowera .. h
„ Recovered .. .. h

a „ Lump „

a Soda, Caustic (white 70/73 %) • • »

a „ Chlorate per lb,

a „ Crystals per ton

a Sodium Bichromate, casks .. per lb.

METALS, io.

b Alamlnlnm Ingots, in ton lots .

.

per too

b „ Wire, in ton lots 1

(1 to 14 8.W.G.) J
>•

b H Sheet, in ton lots .

.

„
p Babbitt's metal ingots .. .. „
c Brass (rolled metal 2* to la* basis) per lb,

c I,
Tube (brazed) , , .

.

„
c „ „ (solid drawn) .. „
c „ Wire, basis h
c Copper Tubes (brazed) . . .

.

„
c „ „ (solid drawn) .

,

„

g H Bars (best selected) .

.

per ton

g H Sheet H

( „ Rod
d „ (Electrolytic) Bars .

.

„
d „ . Sheets .. „
d „ >. Bods .. „
a „ n B.C. Wire per lb,

/Ebonite Rod „
/ „ Sheet „
II German Silver Wire ,, ,, „
A Gutta-percha, fine „
A India-rubber, Para fine .. ,. „
/ Iron Pig (Cleveland warrants) ,. per ton
/ „ Wire, galv. No. 8, P.O. qual, „
r Lead, English Pig

,

m Manganin Wire No, 28 .. ., per lb.

g Mercury per bol,

e Mica (in original oases) small .

.

per lb,

c n n H mediom h
c I. H M large ., „
o Nickel, sheet, wire, &o
p Phosphor Bronce, plain castings ^
p H M rolled bars & rods „
p H M rolled strip & sheet „
o Flatlniun per oi,

d SUIoium Bronze Wire ,. .. per lb,

r Steel, Magnet, In bars .. .. per ton
«• Tin, Block (BngUsh)
a „ Wire, Nos. I to 16 .. .. per lb,

p White Anti-frlotion Metals .

.

per ton
k Zinc, Bh't (Vlellle Montagoe bnd.) „

Latest
Piioa.

Pottnlcbi'i
loo. or Deo,

5/-

6/6
«a/.

£29
£6 6
£18

£17 10
£20 10
£28 10

£27 10

£82
2/6

Bid.
£22 10

Bid.

8i|d,

tid.

eo/-

£4 10
£8 10
£6 10
£« 6

£10
B|d.
£2 i

£86

£107 6 8

£113
£60 to £321

7Jd.
9|d.

7Sd.

9k
Sfd,
£77
£77
£T7

£63 10
£82

£69 10
8,^d.
4/6

*l-
1/6

6/10
2/111

61/4

£14
£19 12 (;

6/6

£6 15

4i, ta2jG
a;- to Gf-

6.'6 to 10; \ up
8/6 to 4/6 nom

1/1 to 1/3)
1/0; to 1/9

l/2i to 1/6|
166/-

lOJd.
£66

£145 10 to £146 10
2/3

£14 to £194
£26 2 6

£1 dec.
£1 dec.
il dpc.
10/- dec,
10/- dec.
10/. dec.
^d. dec.

IJd. ino.

^d. inc.

2/6 deo,

QaottUons BoppUed by—
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS AND TRAMWAYS.—HOME.

Bath Trams, Pref, Ord
Do. 6%Pr6t
Do. 4J%Deb

Brit. Eleo. Trao., 6 % Pret, ..

Do, Do. Deferred
Do, Do. 6 % Com. Pr'f,

Do, 7 % Non-Cum. Pr'f.

Do, 6 % Perp. Deb. .

.

Do. 4i % 2nd Deb.
Central London Railway, Ord, ..

Do. Gtd. Assented
Do, Pret
Do. Gtd. Assented ..

Do. De(
Do. Qtd. Assented
Do. 4 % Deb

Cttty & B. London, 6% Pret., 1891
Do. Do. 1896 ,.

Do, Do. 1901 ..

Do. Do. 1903 ..

Do. 4 % Deb
HaBtings Trams, 6% Pret,
Do. «%Deb

Isle ot Thanet Trams, B % Pref.
Do. 4% Deb

Lancashire United, 6 % Deb, .

.

London and Suburban, Ord.
Do. Do. 6 % Com. Pref.
Do, Do. 4i%lstDeb, ..

Stock
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.—rCon/wu*/.;

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY AND POWEB—COLONIAL AND FOREIGN.

DiTldendi
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EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF ELECTRICAL GOODS DURING JUNE, 1914.

The last month's returns of electrical busineas, both outwards and

inwards, make but a poor showinff in comparison with the May
figures.

As reprards the exports, which reached a total of £4(i2,231, as

compared with £618,3.54 in the preceding month, the telegraphic

flection alone showed a drop o£ £100,000, and with the considerable

shrinkage in machinery and cable export values, almost accounts

for the decreased total. Some increase took place in the goods
and fittings sections, but otherwise the export return shows a

fall ing off in every direction.

The imports total of £201,770 compared with £290,878 in M»y,
and in this case also the falling off in boelnetis appears to have
been general.

The re-exports total of £2.j,02.', showed a deoreaae of some
£(>,000 on the preceding month's total.

With the June figures, the half-year's totals become available,

and these show an export total for the first six months of 19H
of £3,058,1100, as against £3,819,000, the corresponding figure for

11)13, showing a considerable decrease. On the other band, the

imports total for the last half-year was £1,047,000, an increase on
the corresponding total last year, which was £1,440,000.

Be^stered Exports of British and Irisli Electrical 6oodg from the United Kingdom.

Destination of exports and country consigning
imports.

S-g a

Russia, Sweden, Norway and Denmark
Germany '

Netherlands, Java and Dutch Indies

Belgium
France
Portugal
Spain, Canary Isles and Spanish N. Africa...

Switzerland, Italy and Austria-Hungary ...

Greece, Roumania, Turkey and Bulgaria ...

Channel Isles, Gibraltar, Maltaand Cyprus...

U.S.A., Philippines anl Cuba
Canada and Newfoundland
British West Indies and British Guiana ...

Mexico and Central America ... ...

Peru and Uruguay
Chile

Brazil ...

Argentina
Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador and Bolivia...

Egypt, Tunis and Morocco
British West Africa ...

Rhodesia, O.R.C. and Transvaal

Cape of Good Hope
Natal
Zanzibar, Brit. E. Africa, Mauritius & Aden
Azores, Madeira and Portuguese Africa
French African Colonies and Madagascar...

China and Siam
Japan and Korea
India
Ceylon
Straits Settlements, Fed. Malay States and
Sarawak ... i

Hong Kong ...

West Australia ...

South Australia

Victoria

New South Wales
Queensland
Tasmania
New Zealand and Fiji Islands

£
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ELECTRICAL ACCIDENTS IN 1913.

(
( 'omluded from piife 92.

)

Of the accidents to Bkilled perxonH, describxd an 'eleotricianB,
"

when working on live conductors, IS were due to short circuits in

the use of ordinary uninsulated spanners or pliers on live switch-

loards. Three accidents —one fatal—occurred to men when
trimming arc lamps. In the fatal case several lamps were con-

nected across one phase of ii 440volt three-phase system throu({h

an auto-transformer protected by a double-pole switch, lu each
lamp circuit was a single-pole switch. One of the lamps was
burning badly and required adjustment. As the double-pole switch
oould not ba used without putting out all the lamps, the elec-

trician switched off the one lamp only at its single-pole switch,

which, of course, did not cut off the pressure. It was stilted that

he was in the habit of standing on a piece of board when handling
the arc lamps, but on this occasion he omitted to do so and was
killed. One of the other oases was similar ; the man was rendered

unconscious, but recovered. The second fatility was not satis-

factorily explained. The man was attending to a motor (500
volts DC ), and had previously switched off at a double-pole switch.

Someone, whether unthinkingly or by way of a joke, appears to

have turned the switch on and off again, with a fatal result. The
third fatality happened to an electrician when engaged in cleaning
insulators of crane trolley wires. He was on a ladder when he
received a shock and fell to the ground, fracturing his skull.

Most of the accidents in this class need not have occurred, the
persons concerned being acquainted with the dangers, and having
often only themselves to blame for not taking proper precautiens.

The corresponding accidents to unskilled persons differ in this

respect. The victims, having little or no knowledge of the

dangers, are put to work or are permitted to work under dangerous
conditions without proper preciutions or supervision by com-
petent persons in authority over them. In most c^ses there
could have been no necessity for the work to be undertaken whilst
the conductors were "live." Thirteen of the accidents, inoludinp
the two fatal ca'jes, were due to such parsoni being allowed to

work close to dangerous live conductors, e (/., crane trolley wires,

outdoor transmission wires, normally out of reach, but the work
(f.ij., painting, whitewashing, building) requiring them to get

cloie to the conductors. In one of the fatal oases, a pjwer com-
pany's tran3mis3ion lines (10,000 volts) passed over the factory
grounds to a sub-station. A new building was being erected
immediately under the wires, and the building work was pro-
ceeded with until the wall and scaffold platform were within
4 or 5 ft. of the conductors. A joiner was then instructed to put
up a fence on the platform to prevent the bricklayers from getting
near the wires. In putting up the fence he touched one of the
wires with his head and was killed. In the second case, power
wires (440 volts) crossed some pipes about 14 ft. from the ground
and 3 ft. abave them. A joint on a pipe just below the wires
required repairing, and a plumber who was employed to do the
work came into contact with the wires and was killed. In another
case a labourer was employed to clean the motors, &o., on Saturday
afternoons when the works were shut down. The cleaning was
effected by means of an ordinary flue brush with metal wire
handle. He also had to sweep the floor of the operating side nf
the sub-station. There was a screen of expanded metal, 6 ft. 6 in.

high, protecting all the live apparatus. Having finished his
work, he turned his attention to the extra-high-tension gear
within the screen, and appears to have stood on a box and reached
with his brush over the screen to dust the high-tension fuses of
the potential transformer. Although he caused a short circuit
and received a severe shock and burns to his fingers, he was not
seriously injured.

The number of accidents in electrical manufacturing works has
more than doubled. This is no doubt generally an indication of
increased activity in manufacturing, leading to pressure of work
in the testing departments of the works concerned. The average
age of 63 out of the 66 persons injured is only just over 20 years.
This is due to the fact which I have pointed out before, that the
testing operations are conducted very largely by apprentices or
pupils. This arrangement suits the employers, the pupils having
generally had a technical college training, and it is of great
service to the pupils in giving them practical experience. Many
of the accidents would probably be avoided if there were better
supervision of the work by an experienced person. The fatal
accident occurred in the testing department of a cable works, and
was primarily due to a mistake in switching. A cable had been
subjected to a high-pressure test, and the high-tension leads from
the test cabin had not been disconnected from the cable at the
conclusion of the test. A man went to the cable to do this later
on when another cable was about to be tested. Unfortunately
the pressure was again applied to the first cable by mistake, and
the man handling it was killed. The victim of the accident was
also at fault in not having observed the rule of the works as to
earthing the test leads before handling them.
Amongst the miscellaneous accidents, one was due to an old

form of practical joke, a live wire being attached to a door handle.
A similar joke a year or two ago had fatal consequences. In the
present case the victim received a serious shock, but recovered.
In the two fatal cases death was due to fall. In the first a
travelling crane stopped suddenly, and the driver, an unskilled
man, in order to ascertain the cause, climbed out of the cage and
opened the cover of the main switch. He received a shock and
fell to the ground. The stoppage of the crane was subsequently
proved to have been due to a fuse falling out of its clip contacts.
In the second case an electrically-driven winch was being used to

boiiit a girder in some bnilding operationi'. The winch motor waa
controlled by a liquid contruller. The controller failed at a critical

moment, becoming short-circuited, and in spite of the full appli-

cation of the brake the motor continued to creep, with the retialt

that a man was thriwn to the ground from a height of '>0 ft.

Tne main switch by which the motor might have been Htop|i«d on
such an emergency wat so placed that the driver could not reach
it unless he first released the brake.

In my visitii during the year I found, apart from works where
accidents had actually occurred, numerous examples of dangerouo
conditions, not only in old work, but also in new installations.

This observation applies not only to factory premisw where no
electrician is employed, but even to public electricity supply and
traction undertakings. Although the placard of the Regntations
is nearly always duly posted in the works, it is the exception to
find that it has been studied by any responsible person with a
view to its application to the particular works in question. Many
occupiers wait until an accident happens or until irregulari-

ties are pointed out by an inspector before taking any st«p»
to remedy defects. Although the total number of accidents
(509) is very small, averaging no more than one in perhaps 100
works, the conditions conducive to accident are present in a very
much larger proportion, and in many works visited it appears to
have been purely a matter of good fortune that accidents have not
occurred.

Without attempting to make a list of the numerous irregularities

dealt with, a few of the more important may be mentioned. Thus,
in the case of high-tension switchboards, it is required by the
Regulations that all conductors within reach in any switchboard
passage-way shall be protected. In a number of cases passage-ways
were found in which bare conductors were exposed all along the'
side and without any protection. Some, however, were closed by
a door at the end, having a notice affixed to the effect that only
authorised persons were allowed to eater. In these cases it has been
overlooked that it is for the protection of these very authorised
persons that this Regulation was framed, and that if anyone at all

is allowed to enter while the conductors are live, there mnst be
protection. Dae of the accidents to an authorised person,

referred to above, occurred in such a passage-way. Another most
important provision in regard to high-tension switchboards is also

sometimes over-looked. When work has to be done on such a
switchboard, it is required that the switchboard shall be either

made dead as a whole, or if a section only is made dead, that section

shall be effectively screened from all adjacent live conductors.

The first method can only be adopted in the case of switchboards
controlling a supply which admits of being shut down. In stations

where the supply has to be maintained continuously the second

alternative has to be adopted, yet in such stations switchboards
were founi without any means provided for screening the live

conductors, and so designed that even temporary screening was
impracticable. Thus, oil switches, which require periodical atten-

tion, were placed close to bare bus-bars and other conductors in

such a way that although they could be disconnected by isolating

switches, the live conductors could not be screened. In one case,

in a public supply station belonging to a local authority, the oil

switches were connected directly to the bus-bars, and could not be

made dead without shutting downthe whole station, and, of course,

interrupting the electricity supply to the town. Even in switch-

boards otherwise siitisfactory there is often one piece of apparatus

—the bus-bar potential transformer—which has been overlooked in

this respect. Although it may be placed in a cell together with

its fuses, which are either mounted upon it or on the cell walls, it

is connected through the fuses directly to the busbars. The
conductors in the cell up to and including the fuse contacts cannot

be made dead without shutting down the station. These trans-

formers should be protected by isolating switches placed in a
separate compartment of the switchboard. .

Medium-pressure switchboards are not subject to such stringent

provisions as regards protection of live conductors. Safeguards

are, however, required. Thus, " insulating screens " or " other

suitable means " must be '' provided and used when necessary

adequately to prevent danger." The provision of insulated

spanners is frequently neglected, and, as mentioned above, a

number of the accidents occurring at switchboards—13 in public

supply stations and 18 in other factories—were due to such

neglect. On medium-pressure switchboards the switches are

usually placed on the front of the panels, the bus-bars and connec-

tions being at the back. With alternating currents, however, oil

switches are becoming more widely used, and they are generally

placed at the back of the panels, the working handles being on

the front. Oil switches require periodical attention involving the

removal of the oil tanks. Being at the back of the board with

bare conductors all about, special care is needed when they require

attention. In the case of switchboards which can be shut down
every night or at week-ends, any such work can generally be carried

out in safety when the whole board is dead. I have, however,

found such switchboards on services which do not permit of

shutting down, even on Sundays, in one case on a 6.J0-volt three-

phase system, the outside limit of medium pressure. All the con-

nections were of bare copper, and the switches were directly

connected to the bus-bars without isolating switches. Such an

arrangement is obviously very dangerous when a switch requires

overhauling. Two accidents recorded above occurred in attempt-

ing to remove the oil tanks from live switches. Such switchboards

should be arranged in two or more sections, any one of which may
be made dead when necessary, or the individual panels should be

separated by screens and isolating switches should be provided for

disconnecting each oil switch, as is usual with high-tension

switchboards.
Several cases were found where new switchboards were erected,

having less than the required space at the back, a mistake for
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which there ia obviously no excuse. A number of 440-volt three-

phase switchboards were found havinpr iron platinp for the working

platform and no '' insulating stands."

A large number of distribution fueeboards for power circuits

were found having fuses which could not be handled without risk

of touching live metal, and many for lighting circuits having the

additional defect that the hand is liable to be burned by the

blowing of the fuse. A common type of such fuse, having a

porcelain carrier with the fuse wire in a groove on the front, ia

still widely used. Such fuses do not comply with the Regulations,

but are unfortunately widely supplied by contractors. Distri-

bution fuseboards, even of large size for power circuits, are often

placed in inaccessible positions, aa on a wall 20 ft. from the

ground.
One extensive power and lighting installation, 440 volts, three-

phase, put up by a foreign firm of contractorB, was dangerous in

almost every conceivable way. There was bare switchgear over

iron floors and some out of doors bare conductors within reach.

There was no means of cutting off the pressure from the power
circuits except by shutting everything down at the main switch in

the sub-station some distance away, and for the litrhting circuits

the main switch did not cut off the pressure. The lighting was
taken from a fourth neutral wire, and one or other of the phase

wires. The main switch did not break on the neutral conductor,

and this was not earthed, so that it was liable to be live at 250

volts above earth, even with the main switch off.

Many old-type and dangerous hand-lamps were found not only

on works, but in public supply stations, and numerous instances

of the use of lampholders temporarily rigged up as portable lamps.

One of the latter was on alternating current 255 volts to earth,

and in a pump house with iron floor.

In drawing attention to these matters, I wish also to record that

I have seen many electrical stations and works where attention to

safety has been a first consideration and excellent conditions existed.

Many electrical engineers to local authorities supplying electrical

energy are taking pains to see that their consumers' apparatus is

in accordance with the requirements, and notwithstanding the bad

examples which I have referred to, more attention is being paid

generally to the requirements as to safety. Prosecutions were

.taken in several districts for breaches of the Regulations, and in

some cases heavy penalties were imposed.

Competition and consequent cutting of prices is often respon-

sible for work not being in accordance with the requirements.

Thus, the occupier of a factory may order a switchboard from a

contractor and may even specify that it is to be in accordance

with the requirements of the Regulations, but gives no informa-

tion as to the conditions under which it is to be used. The con-

tractor asks no questions and supplies an open type switchboard.

Such a switchboard is required to have certain space in front and
behind and to be in a place set apart for the purpose. The board

is, however, destined to be put up in a part of the works quite

nnsuited for the purpose, where there is insufficient space and
where it cannot be fenced off. The purchaser is naturally annoyed

when he finds out that it does not comply with the requirements,

and the contractor disclaims responsibility as he was not informed

as to where it was intended to be placed. Several similar cases

were found in regard to high-tension switchboards in public supply

stations. In one the engineer had ordered a switchboard, merely

specifying that it must provide for the control of so many gene-

rators and so many feeders and be in accordance with the

requirements of the Regulations, which, however, he had not

taken the trouble to study for himself. He obtained from the

contractors a switchboard having no protection whatever for the

live conductors in the back passage-way, but merely a gate at the

«nd of the passage. The contractor maintains that the switch-

board is in aecardauce with the Eegalations, and so it would be if it

were not necessary for anyone to enter the passage-way while the

conductors were live. Such a condition is, however, impossible in

a station which cannot be shut down, and the engineer finds

himself with a switchboard which does not comply with the

requirements.
With a view to clearing up some points on which there

appeared to be some uncertainty as to the requirements, at the

request of the British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers'

Association, I met in conference a sub-committee of their switch-

board section. These conferences have proved very useful, and
agreement was arrived at on all the points raised.

BRITISH TRADE IN CANADA.

The following are extracts from n. report on the, trade of

Canada by Mr. C'. Hamilton ^Yit•kL'8, H.M. Trade Coiumis-
sioner in the Dominion, wtiich has just been published by the
Board of Trade. The report itself may be obtained at a wst
of 7d. from Messrs. Wyman and Son.s, Ltd., Fe.ttor Lane,
London, E.G. The extracts being taken from different parts

of the report are necessarily liisjoiuted, but they have been
chosen to give the essence of the report in so far as it is

most likely to interest reailers of the Ei.ECTRlc.Mi Revikw.

Trade St.vtistics.

imports of " trade merchandise " in the fiscal year liH'2-13 :
—

Dutiable :
—

Affected bv the Preferential Tariff f;>2,060.(XX1

General Tariff J.SlXKXXI

Free -lO.'-W.lKX)

Starting with the figure of £*L3.5,960,000 of "trade merchan-
dise " imported, a searchiug analysis was made in order to
ascertain :

—
1. ^\'hat proportion of the " trade merchandise " imports

into the Dominion could be claesiticd as consisting of goods
for the supply of which Briti.sh manufacturers are in a poei-
tion to compete—hereinafter described as "competitive mer-
chandise."

2. What proportion of the balance consists of merchandise
not of British origin or manufacture, which coald, neverthe-
less, be supplied by the. British merchant—hereinafter de-
scribed as "entrepot trade."

3. What is the proportion of the. merchandise or produce
imported, which by reason of its character, or the conditions
governing its sale, cannot be supplied either by the British
manufacturer or the British merchant to the Canadian
market—hereinafter described as "non-competitive mer-
chandise."

4. What proportion of the increase, JE31,G"20,000, over the
previous year,_ was made up of goods the United PQngdom
could supply.
Imports of " trade merchandise " in the fiscal year 1913-13:

Percentage of
Value. . Total.

Competitive
Entrepot
Non-Competitive

±76,000,000 55.8
l-2,9-30,000 9.&

47,040,000 34.7

Total ±ia5,9G0,00O

Eveiy detail concerned with the imports of "competitive"
merchandise should be of intertst. Only by the share of this
trade which is secured should the efforts of ihc British manu-
facturers be judged, and only by these figures should the value
of the Dominion market to the manufacturers of the United
Kingdom be estimated.
The following figurea show the value of the imports from

the United States and other countries after making the de-
ductions from gross imports previously referred to ;

—

Imports from

—

United States
United Kingdom
Other Countries

Trade
Merchandise.

±88,770,000
27,560,000

19,630,000

Total ... £135,960,000

Competitive.
Mercnandise.

£43,400.000
25,000,000

7,600,000

£76,000.000

Total ±M;«,960,(X)0

Marketing of Goods.

In this Dominion it is well known that the activities of the
British merchant cxjxirt house, from the RcKdiies to the
.\tlantic, are practically non-oxistent. .\s a result the value
and volume of trade in goods of British origin with Canada
has sufiered. The loss has not all been borne by Great Britain
—the Canadian trader has suffered too, although perhaps he has
not realised it, by reason of the absence of facilities affordetl

by the activities of the merchant organisation. This in other
countries has been found helpful to the smaller traders, and
still more so to manufacturers, who are br\.>ught into touch
with world sources ol supply of raw and partly manufactured
material. In no counti-y except perhaps its neighbour in the
south is the handling and storing of goods on arrival and their

subsequeflt distribution carried on at such an extravagant cost.

There are not many British firms of whose manufactures
the Canadian market takes sufficient volume at the present
time to support an ollicc and staff of their own.
Many ditlicultics to direct marketing present themselves in

the Dominion without the intervention of a representative or
agent ; of course, there are Canadian firms who visit England
to make purchasts. but there are. few who have offices of their

own in the United Kingdom.
In order to develop business an agent in some form or other

is, in practiiv, neces.-iary. While there are British manufac-
turers operating on this market throutih their own office, and
others through apents who are unexcelled in the thoroughneae
of their marketing arrangements, the great<y number are
less fortunately situated. It will be understood that in the
ordinary course of the duties attaching to this office a very
large number of merchants, iiiHKirters, and agents engaged
iu liandling a variety of classes of merchandise iiave boon seen
and interviewed in ixinncctiou with the enquiries received

from the Uuite<l Kingdom, as well as other firms who have
sought our services in order to be put into touch with British

firms and sources of supply. In this way a great deal of ex-

perience has been gained of the views that these firms have
formed relative to British methods which, in their opinion,
hamper or hinder the pe^sition of British trade w-ith the
Dominion.
Some of the moi-o important noints which have been

brought to my notice are set out Innow :
—

1. The necessity for a closer study oi the technicalities of

the exiiort trade, e.g.. freights, insurance, exchange, packing
and casing of goods.

2. The requirements necestsarv to obtain the advantages of
the preferential section of the 'fariff. Knowledge of the lead-

ing features of the Intormcdiatc l\irilT in favour of Franco.
Belgium, Italy, and the Xctherlands. Intimate acquaintance
with the Customs Laws and Regulations as compiled from the
Customs .\ct. Orders in Council, and Memoranda issued by
the Customs D<>partment.
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3. A better knowledge of tho terms and credits customarily
given on this market to Cunudian buyoxs.

4. Tho importance of tixing such a " Selling cost price,"

whether " Ex waiehoubo," or " f.o.b., U.K. Port," as will ade-
quately cover tho agent's commission and other incidejital

expenses. In many lustiinces also more attention should be
paid to tho price at which the articles aro retailed.

5. 'I'ho necessity for the selection of suitable agents or
representatives. In particular, tho terms on which they ought
to bf employed, taking into consideration tha prevailing
custom.

0. The preparation of catalogues in Canadian currency, and
fixing one ruling rate of discount in place of many varying
rates.

7. The adequate supply of samples, with due care that
such samples are suitable for tiio (Junadian market, and that
tho samples asked for by tho agent are forwarded.

8. Better knowledge of the geographical features of the
Dominion, the distance between the various towns, and the
time occupied, and the expense incurred by the agent travel-

ling between the different distributing centres.

9. The necessity for the British principal to read the letters

of his agent carefully, answering the questions addressed to

him, and paying greater atttntion to the advice tendered.
When this is in tho nature of criticism, to try and remove the
cause, rather than to assume that the agent is at fault and
impertinent in making complaints. British principals are
blamed for omitting to reply to criticisms, as well as to

enquiries made for information about their goods.
Many, if not all of the above points have, from time to

time been brought under the notice of British traders. There
is, however, another feature in connection with tho selection

of agents which should be noted, and in the analysis made of

the imports lindej: trades, I have, where the class of goods
permitted, tried to dili'erentiate between articles of mer-
chandise :

—
(ii) distributed through wholesalers or jobbers, thence in-

directly to the retailer, and
(b) goods which rarely pass through these channels, con-

sisting of raw material (mainly unmanufactured), e.g., ores,

cotton, wool, &c., and manufactured articles, e.g., machinery
and equipment, and appliances, the bulk being consumed or
utilised by railway corporations, municipal bodies, manufac-
turers, mining concerns, contractors, &c.
The manufacturer and trader either already doing business

or desirous of opening up trade with this market, whichever
of the, above categories, (a) or (b) his products come under,
should recognise that essentially different methods are re-

quired in order economically and at the same time success-
fully to secure and hold the market in different classes of
goods. For example, few, if any, firms of agents are satis-

factorily placed for dealing with goods which form part of
both the categories mentioned above. It has been failure

to recognise this difference., unfortunately, which has on
numerous occasions brought about disaster to the interests of
British manufacturers represented overseas and the loss of
valuable contracts, resulting in such firms not infrequently
refusing to consider direct oversea speculation. They return
home and place this export business in the hands of agents
residing in the United Kingdom. This method while probably
satisfactory as safeguarding them against financial risks, does
not conduce as a rule to the development of British trade in
the overseas markets.

Trade in Metal Manufactures and Machinery.

The gross imports of all classes of metal manufactures,
macliines, machinery, equipment, and hardware, amounted to

£39,700,000, an increase of f11,700,000 over the previous year.
This considerable increase was anticipated in the Report
published last year. The proportions of the United Kingdom,
United States, and other countries' shares of the total im-
jKirts are shown below.

G'ro«« Import!.

Total imports of Metal Manufacturea and Machinery :
—

Country of Value. Percentage of

Origin. £ Total.

United Kingdom 4,450,000 11.2

Umted StuUs 3-1,^^,000 86.4
Other Countries 910,000 '2.3

Total . £39,680,000

It is small consolation to find that "Other Countries" (than
the United States), in their attempt to secure a share of this

very important trade, are, in a still more parloua condition
than the United Kingdom.
Tho natural advantages enjoyed by the United States are

due to :
—

1. Easy and rapid access to the market.
'2. The fact that freight rates have not been increased from

the chief centres of supply to tho points of delivery in

Canada for several years, while sea freights have been con-
siderably increased.

3. The cost of providing packages being infinitely less to

the American manufacturer in comparison with either the
British or European manufacturer.

4. The United States currency being the same aa the
Canadian.

5. TVavellers and representatives from the United States
crossing the border and finding the same conditions existing,
with a demand for goods closely approximating to their own.

6. The, great number of American engineers occupying im-
portant posts in Canada as heads of the big railway comr
panics, managers of plants and factories, and as consulting
engineers.
These and similar advantages give the United States an

extraordinary advantage over their European competitors,
and the result is reflected in the figures.

Moreover, by the exercise of thought and skill they have
strengthened their position artificially by :

—
1. The adoption of standards in various lines differing so

essentially from those accepted in Europe that the manu-
factures made to the European standards are rendered still

more difficult to introduce. This has further been assisted by
the required inspection of equipment and appliances and
material in any way connected with " fire hazard " before they
could be utilised. (The recent appointment of a firm in Lon-
don who can inspect goods before shipment has been, and
will be, of great assistance in this connection).

"2. Arrangements by which some important British and also
powerful continental manufacturers are precluded from quot-
ing or competing with the American in the Canadian market.
When both the, above series of advantages have been taken

into account, afi'ecting as they do so materially the securing
of orders, the relatively poor position occupied by the United
Kingdom may to some extent be accounted for. There are
many instances, however, of goods suitable to the needs of
this country and procurable from the United Kingdom at a
competitive cost, which never reach this market owing to the
indifferent or inadequate methods employed for their market-
ing.

In the sale of manufactures of metals and machinery there
are, as has been stated with general apphcation elsewhere in
the report, two widely different classes of buyers or con-
sumers. Perhaps in no trade is this so clearly marked as in
the one with which we are now dealing. In the marketing of
machines, equipment for factories, &c., neither the wholesale
distributing merchant, nor the jobber, nor the retailer is con-
cerned. The buyers to a considerable extent are :

—
1. Manufacturers in various lines.

2. Contractors for building and other class of construction.
3. The buying departments of the very important trans-

portation companies.
4. Municipal and other public bodies.

Imports op Equipment in the Year Ended March 31st, 1913.
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Imports of cquipiiiont (including electrical) for workshops,
factories, &c., e.y., boilers, cranes, steam and oil engines and
electrical transmisaiou apparatus, are by far the most im-
portant in value of those under the heading of machinery and
equipment, amounting as they do to over £7,0(M,(Mi. The
British shai-c was about iSOO.OOO or 11.1 per cent. Tho diffi-

culty in dealing with this sub-heading is tho enormous value
entered under one item, i;i,(XK),<XX), which includes besides
parts of electrical equipment, any or all machinery, not other-
wise spcciUcd, composed wholly or in part of iron or steel,

or iron or steel integral parts of all machinery, lliis as-
eembly under one heading of articles varying considerably
in their character presents great difficulty to adequate treat-
ment.
The imports of insulated wire or cable were some £246',000

from all countries. The United Kingdom secured only about
iB87,000, although enjoying a 10 per cent, lower duty than the
chief competitor.
Quite a considerable proportion of the articles which go to

make up this heading are supplied for municipal and other
large undertakings. While it is true that there are local manu-
facturers who are important and have a considerable share
of this business, some of these are affiliated with larger
American manufacturers in the same lines. It is difficult
sometimes when firms are competing for a municipal order,
to distinguish how far they are quoting on behalf of their own
manufacture and how far they are, quoting for articles not of
Canadian but of American manufacture. Articles of Canadian
manufacture are given a preference by many purchasers.
There was a recent incident of a great outcry being made by
a Canadian manufacturer because his tender was passed, and
on investigation it was discovered that he was not tendering
Canadian manufactured goods but American.

THE TRAMWAY CONGRESS.

The proceedings of the sixth annual congress of the
Tramways and Light Railways Association were
opened in Newcastle-on-Tyne on Thursday, July i6,

and continued on the following day. An interesting
programme had been prepared for the occasion, the
papers submitted touching upon some important
points in tramway administration, and the social

items had been arranged so as to give the members
visiting the congress some idea of the environments
of the city, while a trip down the Tyne had been
planned so that a glimpse of some of the great works
and shipbuilding yards for which the district is

famous might be obtained. A garden party was de-
signed to be held at Leazes Park, Newcastle, on
Thursday, where the visitors would have been the
guests of the Lord Mayor and Corporation, but a
terrible rainstorm—the fall for the 24 hours exceeded
i^ inches—put an end to this, and instead the mem-
bers were entertained by their hosts at the Newcastle
Picture House—the newest and one of the finest

kinematograph halls in the city. This was followed
by a banquet given by the Lord Mayor and Corpora-
tion. The trip down the river on the second day was
also marred by rain, but fortunately the deluge was
not so excessive as that of the preceding day. At
Tynemouth tea was provided by the chairman and
directors of the Tyneside Tramways and Tramroads
Co. On each day arrangements were made for the
ladies of the party to visit beauty spots in the neigh-
bourhood, and special tramcars were placed at their

disposal. As a wind-up to the proceedings a supper
and dance were given by the chairman and directors
of the Northern General Transport Co., and the
Gateshead, Tynemouth, and Jarrow Tramway Com-
panies.

The congress was held in the Connaught Hall,
and in the absence of the Chairman, the Hon. Arthur
Stanley, and the Vice-Chainnan, Mr. Hany Eng-
land, who was unable to be present on the first day,
one of the vice-presidents, Mr. Stephen Sellon,
presided.

Tup, Lord Mayor of Newoasti.f, (Councillor Johnstonr
Wallace) welcomed the conference, to the city in tho name of
the Corporation and citizens. They all regretted, he said, that
the President of the A.ssociation, I/Ord Chilston. could not bo
with them, owing to the death of his daughter, and in his
bereavement they sympathised witli him most deeply. Tlie
welcome he (the Lord Mayor) had to give to tho conference

wa.s .-i very cordial one. Ihey in Newcastle had not looked
very kindly upon municipalisation, and the only municipal
venture in the city was its tramway service. Even the tram-
ways had had a very narrow escape, because there was a
large section in the City Council in favour of leaeing them
btarted under the, able chairmanship of Alderman CaiJ
the tramway service was continued under .Alderman Sir
Joseph Baxter Ellis, and it was now being carried on
under the chairmanship of Alderman P.odgers- they
embarked one and a quarter millions sterling in it, and they
had paid off the sinking fund, i:428,(XKj. l"hey had a reserve
fund of about il(JO,000, so that they bad not done
badly, especially when they took into consideration the dis-
tances they carried the passengers for a penny, and the fact
that at some points in the city halfpenny fares were in vogue
The Chairman suitably thanked the Lord Mayor for his kind

words of welcome, and he also expressed the thanks of the
A.ssociation to those gentlemen and firms who had assisted in
drawing up the programme for their entertainment and instruc-
tion. He said they all regretted the absence of their President
Viscount Chilston, and suggested that a telegram of condolence'
should be sent to him, which was done
The Chairman, proceeding, said they had also to deplore the

death of the Duke of Argyle, their late president, and
expressed their appreciation of the very great assistance he
had rendered to the Association in its earlv days. Mr. Sellon
remarked upon the valuable services of Alderman Rodgers the
Ghairrnan of the Newcastle Tramwavs Committee, in' co-
operating and assisting to make the .-irrangements for their
visit, and complimenting the city upon the success of its tram-
wiiy undertaking, he said that much of the success which
attended it was attributable to Alderman Rodgers, to his
Vice-Chairman, Councillor Richard Mavne, and to the General
Manager, Mr. Ernest Hatton. They were also indebted to the
northern companies who had been good enough to offer them
entertainment, and to the Tj-neside Tramwav Co Remark-
ing that Mr. Andrew Nance, who was held' in the highest
esteem by them all, was just now celebrating his jubilee of 50
years, he suggested that a telegram of congratulation should
be sent to him, and this was agreed to.
Touching upon the question of the maintenance of roads the

Chairman said that the whole question of contributions to-
wards the cost of repairing roads was about to receive con-
.sideration at the hands of a special Departmental Committee
The Association considered that the present burdens for road
maintenance imposed upon tramwav undertakings were verv
harsh .and unreasonable. But the whole matter was mixed up
with the question of the contributions of motor 'buses, and
also the great question of the amount of expenditure rendered
necessary for the maintenance of roads consequent upon the
extraordinary traffic that was now upon them. It was, there-
fore, the desire nf the Council that the views of the Association
should be heard upon this matter, and the C<iuncil had sent a
letter to Mr. Herbert Samuel expressing the hope that repre-
sentatives from the Association might be afforded an oppor-
tunity of stating the case of tramwavs before the Depart-
mental Committee.

Newcastle Corporation TramTvays.

By Councillor Richard Matnb.

In a paper on this subject Councillor Richard Maine, Vice-
Chairman of tho Tramways Committee, briefly discussed some
features of the system, which comprises &i miles of single
track, with a car-mileage of nearly o.lW.OOO per annum. He
hejd that while the best value should be given to users, and
the best wages and conditions of service to the employees, the
best profits, whether in the form of cash or in that "of street
iniprovements and the opening-up of otherwise inaccessible
districts, should bo returned to the ratepayers, whom he
regarded as shareholders. Newcastle is very fully covered with
tramways, and the. facilities thus provid<d are appreciated,
for the iKipulation is carried '204 times in the course of a year.'
Not all his colleagues supports! his view that the profits "were
the property of the ratepayers. The reserve and renewals
fund had been built up to and was kept at f 100,(XX1, the .surplus
available after providing for its replenishment being alloGited
to the City Fund. Great masses of workmen were carried at
low rates—over four miles for a penny—by KX) special cars.
the average takings o.ivering the average "cost, but not the
financial charges on account of the plant requind to meet the
peak load caused by this traffic. It would have been more just
to charge the workmen a little more and to extend cheap fares
to classes of small wage-earners which at present had to pay
full fares. Parcels too large to be carried on the knees of a
passenger were depositetl on the platform and charged for at
the rate of Id. each, which brought in a sum of fl.SOO to
A''2.00() iHM- annum without any additional outlay. By granting
halfpenny fares for tho last half-mile of the principal routes
the takings had been quadrupled, but the adoption of a half-
penny fare in the centre of the city had resulted in a loss.

Mr. R. Hammond (Ixindon) opened the discussion. Mr.
Mayne had said that no profits could be deemed divisible until
they had brought their re-^erve fund up to i'UV.lXX): that was
extremely sound. He t<xik it that the Tramways Committee
was making ample provision also for the sinking fund and for

renewals. No business was a sound undertaking, whether it
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wua run by a municipality or by u public coiupuuy, which

sold a portiou of it« pruducts ut u Iu8h, us in the cube uf Chu

workuifu's fures. Why should one cluss cull fur luoie privi-

leges thuu uuuthor'.' 'Ihey uiiyht aluiobt cull it chuiity. He
did hope, that steps would be taken towards nivini^ all the

workers soiiiu little beiiLtit from the undortakiiin in Newcastle.

.Mr. SuEl'HlittlJ (EdiiiburK'h) said tliat tUustJuw e<juld adopt

halfpenny fares ami make tuem pay, because it had its popula-

tion living m u congested area, whereas in the English towns
facilities were given for the working classes to go outside and
live. They in Edinburgh had not udoi)ted thciu, and did not

intend to adopt theui. His company did not intend to carry

the workmen at u loss. He was struck with Mr. Maync's
remarks with regard to parcel carrying, and he suggested that

tramway managers should institute a system of parcel carrying

and delivering ny messengers. In Edinburgh it brought in a

gross revenue of £0,OUU per annum, half of which was clear

profit.

iMr. G. W. HoLKORD (Salford) foresaw a tune coining for

the leveUiug-up of fares, and also saw that they must all intro-

duce charges for the carrying of pareel.s!.

Mr. C. W. M.VLLINS (Liverpool) said the halfpenny fare was
altogether a bad proposition, and would bo a parasite upon the

remainder of a system.
Mr. H. R. Hooo (Sunderland) pointed out the difficulties of

running district tramways at a reasonable profit, and said that

many companies, whilst paying the interest of their deben-

ture holders, found it a very haid matter to get anything for

the benefit of their ordinary shareholders. If they raised their

fares they would incen.se the people in the district, whose
objections might lead them to use the cars less than they diJ

formerly, and yet the existing fares did not give an adequate
return. There was no doubt that the tramways served the

Ijeople in the outlying districts better than did the railways.

Alderman Freh Smith (Liverpool) said he believed that

municipal tramways should make a profit under proper
conditions, and should pay their shareholders, who were
the ratepayers, a reasonable dividend for the risks they
ran; but he could not agree with Mr. Shepherd that

municipal tramways should carry parcels. Nor should they
have anything to do with workmen's fares or any of the other
finicking arrangements that were intended either as class

benefits or to catch votes. Let them try to give the people a
good service, and let the people pay reasonable fares. In
Liverpool they were not prepared to go in for halfpenny fares,

free fares for the blind, school children's halfpenny fares, and
the various other methods of vote-catching, because evejyone
was entitled to concessions if one was entitled to them. In
•order to be just they could not afford to be generous to any
one particular class.

Mr. S.^tTNDERS (Maid.stone) gave it as his experience that the
introduction of halfpenny fares had resulted in a loss of

revenue.; the only concession tramway undertakings could
afford was to grant weekly tickets to the workmen.
Alderman J. H. Eodsers, replying to a question put by Mr.

Hammond, said that loans for cars were extended over fifteen

years, for machinery over tw-enty years, and for track work
over thirty years, and each loan was so arranged that it was
paid back in equal yearly instalments over the period covered.
Newcastle had put £1,175,000 into her tramways, and of that
sum £488,000 had been paid off the capital in the twelve years
that they had been running. The reason why they insisted
upon the reserve fund figure of sElOO.OOO was that they regarded
£25,000 as one year's renewals, and they therefore always
kept four years' renewals in hand. Although halfpenny fares
operated successfully in Glasgow, they could never be a
financial success in Newcastle.

Councillor Rich.\rd M.-wne replied to the discussion briefly,

and thanked the congress for the manner in which they had
received his paper. He agreed that halfpenny fares would be
parasites upon the remainder of the system, but pointed out
that the halfpenny fares in vogue in Newcastle were terminal
fares.

Tramways in Brazil.

Mr. H. M. S.iYERS described his experiences in tramway con-
struction in Santos and Sao Vicente, in the State of Sao
Paulo, Brazil. The supply of skilled labour was unsatisfac-
tory, and the unskilled labourers were mostly Portuguese.
Italians and Spaniards, requiring close surveillance. The
author preferred the Portuguese, but Itahans were particularly
good at electrical work. "Lightning" strikes were not in-
frequent, and there was a strong tendency to violence among
th-? men. Few subordinates were fit to undertake responsi-
bility, so that an excessive amount of detail work was imposed
upon the staff. Much trouble also resulted from the lack of
experience and fixity of purpose on the part of the engineering
authorities of the city, and from the fact that many of the
roads w^ere only marked out and not made up. It was neces-
sary also to keep the existing routes operated by mules in
service until in each case an electric service was ready to
replace it. Great difficulties were experienced due to' the
unreliable nature of the subsoil, consisting of fine sand, which
caused subsidences, especially where drainage operations were
in progress near the track; concrete stringers gave way, and
had to be replaced with wooden sleepers in many places.
Expansion of the rails by heat also gave trouble through
"pumping." which was remedied by grouting with pitch or

" Plascom," a method worth trying in new coogtruction. For
Kbipiiient it wus found udvantugooug to use the lloor and roof

<jf each cur UH the Ixjttom and lid of a packing case, containing
all the seats, posts, etc., so that each package was couiplet<-

in itsi'lf, and there were no separate boxes of small part* U)

go a.itiay. Perishable parts should be packed watertight, and
axle journals, etc., ghuuld be painted or well greased to prevent
corrosion in transit. The cars Bhould be unpacked under
cover directly they arrive, aa lying packed up in the open in

the. tropics causes rapid deterioration. A profitable g(X)dB

traffic was organised on the tramways with motor-<,'quipped

open and box wagons and trailer wagons. Care must be taken,
when working an undertaking of this kind at a great distance
from the source of supply, to order all stores, spare parte, etc.,

long before they will be wanted, as strikes and other unfor.

seen events may cause serious delays in delivery.

DiscuesioN.

Mr. SiiErHEKD gave some experiences he had when attempt-
ing to negotiate a concession before the Turkish war brcdte

out. One way and another they were called upon to pav as
presents, in order to obtain the concession they were asking
for, no less a sum than i;350,(X)0. His experience was that
it was better to keep money in this country rather than to
try to make new openings in foreign countries.

Mr. C. G. 'fEGELMKlEB (Loudon) said that if Mr. Shepherd's
last remarks applied also to British dominions abroad, he
could not agree with it. The Auckland Tramways were now
running over -Ji! tr.ick miles, and taking £280,000 a year in
fares, which represented nearly £3 per head per annum of
the whole population. They found concrete stringers en-
tirely inapplicable, and these had to be replaced by wooden
sleepers, which were now standing most effectively.

Mr. Humphries (South Staffordshire) said his experience of

concrete stringers was that they were an abomination. Trans-
verse sleepers, running for many miles over colliery sinkings,
were found to be the proper class of foundation.
Mr. S.WERS, replying to the discussion, said the tramways

in the American cities paid very well. He could not tell

Mr. Shepherd how much it cost to get the concession, and
he himself did not know where some of the price money
went to.

Standard Tramway Rails.

In a very brief paper, Mr. Fred. Bland introduced the sub-
ject of standardisation of rail sections, a question which has
been prominent during the past twelve months, and is now
under the consideration of the Engineering Standards Com-
mittee. Existing British Standard sections were compared
with French and German sections, showing Uttle difference

CnTTI^^

Fig. 1.—CoMP.^RisoN of British, French ant) German Stand-

.4RD R.«LS, No. 4 SECTION; AND AMERICAN PROPOSED

STAND.4RD, Fig. 11.

except in the depth of the groove, which is J-in. deeper on
the Continent than in British practice, and the author
thought would always remain a difficulty in the way of the
European Standard Section. The principal section rolled in
England last year was the No. 4; it was now suggested that
the new sections should comprise Nos. 2, 3, and 4, retaining
the old dimensions except • for the bottom flange, which

e.s.s.w«c s^cwN

FRENCH U.T.r fr. ShEWN-

CERMAN N«4 SHEWN

Fig. 2.—British, French and German Stand.\rd Rails,

Section No. 4, combined.

would be reduced to a uniform width of 6i inches. It had
also been proposed that a new British Standard Section, No.
6. weighing 112 lb. per yard, should be adopted. The radius
of the running trend sbould be made twelve inches, as all

tram rails took that radius approximately, after several years'

wear. .American sections were useless for European condi-
tions. It was to the interest of tramway engineers to use
two rails only, either 6§ in. or 7 in., and to use Standard
rails in all renewals, so as to enable manufacturers to stand-
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iinlisc, :ir)(l to stock rails and points and crossings. The
ijiicstion of .standardising points and crossings had l)een_ very

carefully gone into, and a report containing valuable infor-

mation was before the Engineering Standards Committee.

Discussion.

Tlu; C'haiuman said this subject was of vital importance to

the tramway industry, and he would lilio a good discussion

ii|ioii it, in order that the Standardisation Committee might
have the beneljt of suggestions.

.VIr. Shui'HEKD drew attention to the difficulty his com-
pany was having with the Edinburgh municipality. Their
rails were laid with old Dick Kerr joints. His company said

those rails had seven or eight years' life in them yet, and
contended that they were entitled to get that life out of

them. What was the opinion of the congress on this pfjint?

Mr. RoBSON (South Shields) commented upon the absence
from the, pafjer of ajiy reference to the centre-groove rail,

which had been used at Hull and Doncaster with extraordi-

nary success. At the joints it gave complete absence of

hammering.
Mr. J. W. DutiDALE (Oldham) said the rail spoken of by

Mr. Robson was not a standard rail, and the idea of the

paper, he took it, was to lead the congress to a consideration

of standard rails.

Mr. Mallins, referring to the point put forward by Mr.
Shepherd, said certainly the company should have the seven
or eight years' life out nf ihe rjils.

Mr. Pickering said that standardisation would help the
manufacturer, because he could standardise patterns, reduce
the cost of output, and probably cheapen the rails.

.Mr. Bland, replying, .said that during the past seven years
1M,<M0 tons of British .standard rails had been rolled as com-
pared with (30,0(X) tons of the ordinary sections, and that
showed the great importance of the standard sections.

THE BANQUET.

Uu the Thursday evening the Lord Mayor and Corporation
of Newcastle entertained the members and others to a banquet
at Messrs. Tilley's Rooms, New Market Street. The Lord
Mayor (Mr. Johnstone Wallace) presided, and was supported
by the Lady Mayoress, Alderman J. 11. Kodgers, chairman of

the Corporation 'Tramways Committee; Councillor R. Mayne,
vice-chairman ; Sir Joseph and Lady Ellis, the Recorder of

Newcastle (Judge Atherley Jones), Mr. C. C!. Tegetmeier, Mr.
C. Shirett'-Hilton, Mr. P. Coutts, Mr. E. H. Edwards, Mr-
J. W. Dugdale, Mr. J. Cameron, and Mr. Fred Bland, mem-
bers of the Council of the Association; Mr. A. De l\irekheim,
secretary; Alderman H. Linsley, president of the Municipal
Tramways Association, and other gentlemen.
The loyal toasts having been duly honoured,
.\lderman J. H. RoDcuus proposed "The Tramways and

Light Railways .Association." He said that was the sixth
annual conference that had been held by the association, and
they had covered the principal towns in the United Kingdom.
During the last five years the association had more than
doubled its membership, which was open to anyone who was
in any way connected with tramways. The association took
an active part in defending the rights of all, as they were
very frequently shot at by all kinds of public bodies". But
they fought unitedly against those bodies much better than
they could individually.
Mr. Stephen Sellon responded, pointing out that although

that was their sixth conference, it w-as in the early days of
the nineties that they applied for and obtained incorporation.
Municipal and company alike, the association knew no poli-
tics. Under the eflicient management of Mr. De Turckheim.
on whom too much praise could not be bestowed, they were
now, perhaps, one <if the imist efficient associations in the
industry, and they did very im|iortant work. Alderman llod-
gers. Councillor Mayne, and Mr. llatton were at the head of
one of the linest nnuiiciiial umlertakiugs in the country, and
the financial results that had been presented to the associa-
tioii that day showed that the undertaking was carried on on
proper business lines.

Councillor RicH.uu) Mavnk proposed "Kindred Associations,"
coupling with the toast the name of Alderman H. Lin.sley.
chairman of the Salford CorjKiration Tramways, and president
of the Municipal Tramways .\ssociation.
Alderman Lin.sley, responding, thanked the assoeiat'ion for

having invited him to their conference, and said he hoped to
return their hospitality when the confereiu'c of the Municipal
Tramways Association a.ssembled at Salhu-d. On more tlian
one occasion the Municipal Tramwavs Association and the
Ti'amways and Light Raihvays AssiK'iiition had nckxl jointl\ .

and he felt that by joint action their inlluence was alwavs
very much greater than it would be if they acted separal<'l'\

.

The health of the chairman was also honoured, and biiclK
responded to.

During dinner a high-cla.ss musical programme was p; di-

vided by Mr. H, G. Amors's orchestra, and in the iiilerludcs
between the siK>cehes the company was entertained willi some
delightful viK-al numbi'is given bv a concert partv eonsistni':
of Madame Dorothy Korster, Miss l-llsie Tavlor. Mr. .Mamie.-
Pearce, and Mr. William Hendry, with .Mr. Fred .leavans
acting as accompanist. Mr. Tom Hoffman gave humorous
selections.

(To be cvnclutlcd.)

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON
ELECTRICAL GOODS.

Amendments.

BRITISH GUIANA.—ITie regulations under the Preferential
Tariff here limit the preferential treatment of British goods
to such goods a.s are shipjx'd direct from the United Kingdom
to the Colony. The. lioard of Trade are now informed that
goods tran.s-.shipped at Barbados for British Guiana on a
through hill of lading from the United Ivingdom are, at the
present tinje, treatid as direct shipment.? for the purpose of
the above.-iricntioned regulations, and that in such cases the
certilicate of origin prescribed for "direct" shipments wiil be
required to bo furnished to the Customs authorities for the
entry of gixids at prejerential rates of duty. Under the head
of " Port of Ultimate Destination " in the certificate it is de-
sirable to state in such cases " Demerara via Barbados." New
preferential regulations are now awaiting the sanction of the
British Guiana legislature, and when the.se become effective
gcKjds trans-shipped at Barbados on a through bill of Jading
from the United Kingdom will not be entitled to entry into
the Colony under the British Preferential Tariff.

HOLL.AND.—The Dutch Customs .\uthorities have issued
the following decisions as to the treatment to be afforded to
certain goods impoiied into Holland :

—
.Advertisements or show card framed even with-

out glass op.c.ad val.
Fusible plugs for boilers free.
.Automatic apparatus for keeping driving belts

at the right tension free.

UNITED STATES.-The American Customs Authoriti.--,
have decided that celluloid in sheets which have been ad-
vanced beyond the condition of unpolished sheets by siibjettiou
to hydraulic pressure are to be dutiable at the rate of -10 p.c.
ad cal.

SOUTH AFRICA.—The Government have decided that for
the purpose of estimating the amount of duty prescribed bv
the tariff whenever levied on goods ad valorem, and for the
purpose of the declaration and oaths which ma\' at any time
be required by law or regulation in relation to the question of
such duty, the value for duty purpo.ses of thos<' goods .«hall be
taken to be the "true current value" for home consumption
in the principal markets of the country from which and at the
time when the goods were imported, including carriage to the
IHut of shipment and the cost of packinL' and packages, pro-
vided that in no case .shall the value for duty be less than the
cost of the goods to the inqiorter at the port of shipment.

CAN.ADA.—The Canadian Customs .Authorities have deeide<l
that dentalswitchboards shall be dutiable as electric apparatus,
the rate of duty being 13 p.c. under the British preferential
tarilf and 27i p.c. under tlu: " general " tariff on foreign goods.

AUSTRALIA.—ITie Australian Customs Authorities have de-
eid(-d that a combination switch and ceiling rose for i>endauts
shall be admitted free of duty.

Kh'ctric Motor Acliiclcs.—A Xi:\v Usk fou hie Kixk-
.MATOtiUAi'ii.—The latest use of the kinemato^raph is in connec-
tion with the eiioouragement of the use of electric motor vehicles,

a film with that object bavin? lately been produced by the Ediaon
Storajfe Battery Co., of New York. The film depicts the experienoea
of a Now York businesa man, iu the purchase of an electric motor
lorry, and while there is a distinct vein of wholesome humour
throughout the "play, " it is highly eduoational. The merchant is

first shown wrestling with the problem of horse unrtliability and
mortality. He is confronted with a letter from the Electrical

Vehicle Association, of America, and decides to inquire into the
question of electric haulage. Calling up the Association on the
'phone, he secures additional data and tigure«, and is called upon
by the local central station representative. A consulting engineer
is thea called in to assist in solving the technicil problems. Next
he is given demonstrations of ditforent vehicles, and being
finally oonvinoed, he signs a contract for 10. The final piotare
shows him enjoying the savings etTected in delivery by electric

vehicles as against his old horse-drawn vehicles, by purchasing .and

using a pleasure-type electric carriage.

Sciciitilic Kt'scarcli.—At the annual tueetinj; of the

Society of Chemical Industry in Nottingham last week, the presi-

dential address of Sir William Crookes was read. He said the
world was still greatly in neoil of able researchers, and discoveries

of vast importance were awaiting their Newtons. But was not the
attitude of the public towards investigators lacking in under-
standing and imagination, and did not the authorities treat scien-

tific exploration in a niggardly spirit .' Scientific research was
being starved. The allotment of public moneys to the furtherance
of scientific work, the tangible recognition of the services of

scientific men, the provision of opportuiiitie* for all kinds of
investigations of scieutiflo problems without reference to their im-
mediate commercial va'uc—these were the benefits they looked for

at the hands of the Government and of the nation.— y'i>HC,«.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1914.
(.sol YLi ruui.isui.i))

Ci.iiiuil.d c\|ircisly lur this juurnal by M^.iit. W. I'. 1 h.^uI'suk & (.'

tlec(rkal I'aKiU Agenis, 286, llii;!! Ilolborn, Lontlun, W.C., and
Livor|KX>l and Bradford, lu whuin aUiniiuirics khould be addressed.

16,045. " Electric •ntilchi!>." J. H. Tuckek. July 6ih.

16,063. " Process (or the manufacluio ol electrodes." Sl'lluTT & Gin. July
(iih (Addition to 17,76!)/13. Convention date, July 31st, 1913, Germany.)
^^-'omplete.)

16,0IW. " Electric clock systems." A. R. UfwSKP. July 6th.

1(J,08U. " Control systems and devices (or eli-ctric current. Soc. Ano.n. nta
liiDLnMeuHNTS L. UUKli.IT. July 6th. (Convention date, July 7th, 1913, licl-

iiiuin.) (Complete.)

10,087. " Controlling electric motors." Stotiurt & I'ITT, Ltd., and E. S.

I-KASKLIN. July 0th.

16,0!13. " Electric motors, or dynamos, more especially intended (or use for

^lartln^- or igniting the internal-combustion engines o( motor road vehicles or
lor other purposes where light weight and compactness are required." W. H.
ScoTT. July ath.

16,0t>i. " Electric light dimming fur use with electrical prepayment meters."
G. O. A. Blackuoris. July 6lh.

16.093. " .Synchronous booster rotary converters." P. M. Lincoln. July 6lh.

(Convention dale, July 19th, 1913, United States.) (Complete.)

16,101. " Cells for electric storage batteries and the like." O. OlDllAu.
July 6th

16,lt>2. " Apparatus for cleaning out the cells of ctectric storage batteries

md the like." O. Oldium. J.ly 6th.

10,120 " Apparatus for the electric welding or soldering of thin objects by
means of indirect heating." Al.LcEsil!iN£ ElliKTiilciTATS Gts. July 6th. (Convcn-
tiun date, August 12th, 1913. Germany.) (Complete.)

16,149. " Electric lamps." F. SxilIH and T. J. Loach. July "th.

16.170. " Process for banding projectiles." S. .0. CowPBit-CoLES. July 7lh.

16.171. " Process for the removal of phosphorus from iron and steel and
the like." S. O. CowPKK-CoLliS. July 7th.

10,173. " Recovery of copper from weak copper sulphate solutions." S. O.
CuwpER-CoLts. July 7th.

16.173. " Process for the treatment of ores containing iron and copper."
S. O. CowPBS-CoLCS. July 7th.

16.174. •' Process for the manufacture of metallic strips and ribbons by
electrolytic means." ii. O. Cowpkk-Coles. July 7th.

16.175. " Eleclro-cUposilion ol alloys." S. O. CowPtR-CoUS. July 7lh.

16.176. " Process for coaling metal plates and the like." S. O. CowpER-
ColES. July 7lh.

16.177. "Construction of pipes." S. "O. CowPER-CoLES. July 7lh.

16.178. " Process for the recovery of copper, gold, silver and iron from
sulphiJo ores." S. O. Cowper-Coies. July 7th.

10,203. " Central-contact electric incandescent lamp floats or foot-lights."
M. Chauek. July 7th. .(Convention date, July 15th, 1913, France.) (CompUlc.)

16,214. " Electrical lighting and power install.-itions and plants." R. H.
Gould. July "til.

16,234. " Automatic selector switches." C. A. W. Hiltman. July 7th. (Con-
vention dale, July nth, 1913, Germany.) (Complete.)

16,251. "Recording mariners' compasses" R. Krnnedv. July 8lh. —
16,263. " Electric furnaces." J. L. Dixon. July 8lh.

16,387. " Devices for supporting overhead trolley wires for electric rail-
ways, tramways, and the like." H. W. H. Richards. July 8th.

V. Newion. July 8th. (A. R. United

nlrolling race-starting barrit BcRT

groupedwhich the subscribers' lii

" Siemens & Halske Art. Ges. July 8th.
dale, Scptemlie.- 25th, 1913, Cerniany.

I date.

16,308. " Spark-plugs." P. /

Slates.) (Complete.)

16,315. " Electrical device for

July 8th.

16,310. "Telephone inslallalii

at cording to the frequency of the
(.Addition to 28,751/12. Conve
(Complete.)

16.318. " Circuit interrupters." J. N. Maiionev. July 8th. (Coi
August lllh, 1913. United States.) (Complete.)

10.319. "Conlrol systems for electric motors." A. J. Hall and L. G.
RlLEV. July 8th. (Convention date, July 9th, 1913, United States.) (Complete.)

16,327. " Electric circuit-conirolling devices." British Thomson-Houston
Co., Ltd. July 8th. (General Electric Co., United States.)

16,338. " Systems for the control of moving bodies at a distance by radiant
energy." J. H. Hammond, Jun. July 8lh. (Convention date, July 14th, 1913.
United States.) (Complete.)

10,340. " Systeni of connections for telephone installations in which the work
of the operators is supervised from special observation places." E. C. R.
.Marks. July 8lh. (Siemens & Halske Akt. Ges.. Germany.) (Complete.)

16.342. " Telegraphy." E. C. R. Marks. July 8tR. (International Quad-
ruplcx Co., United Stales.) (Complete.)

16.343. " Telegraphy." E. C. R. Marks. July 8th. (International Quad-
ruples Co., United Stales.) (Complete.)

angenicnls for

coupling

ireless telegraphy

)-plating." S. R

R. C. Galletti.

Bailey and A. H.

10,363. " Electric I.t

July 9lh.

10,380. " Receiving
July 9lh.

16.407. " Plug cont:

FoLwoRiHV. July 9th

16,411. " .Automatic telephone systems." Betulandbr .-\utomatic Telephone
Co., Ltd., G. H. Brvant, and F. M. Ward. July 9th.

16,418. " Relays and indicators." Sterling Telephone & Electric Co., Ltd.
July 9lh. (Telcphon Fabrik Akt. Ges. vorm. J. Berliner, Germany.) (Com-
plete.)

16,424. " Apparatus for calling attendants." Sterling Telephone & Electric
Co.. Ltd., and F. G. Bell. July 9th. (Parllv communicated bv Telephon
Fabrik Akt. Ges. vorm. J. Berliner, Germany.) (Complete.)

16,433. " Electrical healing apparatus." M. A. V. London. July 9th.

16,471. " Electric relays." Eastern Telegraph Co., Ltd., and B. Davies.
July 10th.

16,485. " Conversion of alternating movements into rotary motion, the inven-
tion being applicable, for example, to winding drums." A. A. Quick. July lOlh.

16,490. " Means for obl.iining high 'starting-torques at low speeds from
' ''-'-^ -----

J-nge of speeds."

electric telegraphy. J.

electric motors and for retaining them over
Lkii-.h and H. J. OsB >rne. July lOth

16.507. " Automatic trans.nillers f

Trotter. July lOih.

16,509. " Secondary batteries." O. Oldham. July lOlh.

16.566. " Spark-plug tester and accumulator-tcrminal tester for use in all
kinds of motors." \V. Foster, A. Glasbv, and C. T. Little. July llth.

16,573. " Electrical relays." A. H. Railing and C. C. Garrard. July llth.

16,578. " Electrolytic relays." \V. Judd, A. Eraser, and Eastern Telegraph
Co.. Ltd. July llth.

16,583. " .Method of and apparalus for electrically Iran
pictures in textile machines."" Oesteri
Reg.al Patente G.m.b.H. July llth. (C.
(Complete.)

ng pall

lli.aW, "Cooling ..iraug.ri 1, fur dvnamu-elc. Iri. iMa..hHieiy" •yiLul-

a

Ukoh. lltNAuu Wwikii, Ltd., and E. U. Kitrmu. July lllh.

10.595. " Electric alarms." J. llANNttlw. July llth. (Cvmpletr |

lO.OPJ. "Electric hair bruthn." V. StNCE. July lllh. (Complete.)

16,619. " Selectors (or automatic telephone tjrstcilis." Ci. A. ilKTLLAhDt(i
and N. U. I'tLuoKEN. July llth. (Complete.)

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
Copies of any of the S|>(.ciriciitiuils in tba fallowing ll-t in»> l,e obuined

of Mehsbs. W. p. Thompson A Co., a«, IIIrIi Uoltoro, W.C., and at
Liverpool and Bradford

; price, post free, 9d. (ill ntaiups;.

14,140. AplMIIATin loK emitting ElEC-tKIO WaVU W. p. lhoiiip<„n (1 olll-

pagnie Univcrselle de 1 elegraphic et de Telephonic Sans Kil ) June I8th.

14,258. UEVICE8 OK Appakatvii rou Regulating. Contkolling, or Liuitikc
THE Speed op iNTEKNAL-coMBuurtoK Emginch. H. I). Chatfield. June 19ih.

14,481. Process ior the MANuPAcrtRE op Condensation-phoducts kuh
Phenols and Eormaluiiivue, and op New Matekials pokmed iuekewitii. H
Slockhausen and R. Gruhl. June 23rd.

14,518. Method and Apparatus pok the Electrical Soldering op Mctai.*.
Allgcmeine Eleklricilats Ges. June 23rd. (June 21«t, 1912.)

14,524. Teuphone Systems. \V. Aitken. June 23rd. (Patent of addition not
granted. Cognate application 16,859/13, 18.349/13, 19,521/13, and 19,988/13.)

14,532. Device por Conikollinc the Speed op, or Stopping Iuinh and iii>.

LIKE BV MEANS OUT OP CONTROL OP ENGINE CkEW. A. Findlay and J. D. I'.

Findlay. June 24th.

14,699. Electric Heating Apparatus. A. F. Berry. June 25th.

14,760. Electhij Lamps por Artipiciallv Producing Daylight Eppeot«. F. K.
Boardman, R. V. Boardman and F. Bqardman. June 20th.

14,771. EI.ECTRIC Signals por Railways. A. R. Mutton. June 26th.

16,066. Process op Producing Filaments or Wire op Tungsten and
Tungsten Alloy. E. A. Kruger. July llth.

16,078. Sparking-plugs. F. A. L. Johnson. July 12ih.

10,167. Control op Direct and Alternating Current Electric MuTuhs.
H. H. Jowers. July 14th.

16,214. Electric Heating Apparatus por Water and other FLuit>s. H. De
Kok. July 14th. (November 30th, 1912.)

18.008. Lamp for Vehicles. T. L. Grifnihs. August 8ih.

19,104. Fusible Electric Cut-outs. O. L. Peard. August 22nd

19,182. Phase Transpormation of Electric Currents. British Electric Trans-
foimer Co., and R. Crosbie-Hill. August 23rd.

20,126. CoiN-PREED Telep. jst Apparatus. G. A. Long. September 5th.

20,800. Ignition Devices for Internal-combustion Engines. Pohl es Fiai
(firm of). September 15th. (February 26th, 1913.)

22,798. Electric Switches. A. V. I. Bickcrstafl. October 9th.

34.850. Elix-tric Furnaces. I. Rennerfelt. October 31st. (December 5th,

1912.)

26,570. Telegraphic Transmitters. G. \'isea. .N'ovember 19th.

27,744. Process por Fusing Refractory Materials. Dr. E. Podszus.
December 2nd. (December 2nd, 1912.)

28,802.' Switching Apparatus for Telephone Sistems. Western Electric Co.
(Woodward, acting for Western Electric Co.) December 13lh.

18X4.
38. Electrodes for .Alkaline .Accumulators. Svcnska Ackumulator .Aktie-

bolaget Jungner. January 1st. (January 16lh, 1913.)

2,790. Wire-rope Electric Insulator Couplings. C. C. Sunderland. Feb-
ruary 3rd. (May 6lh, 1913.)

2,849. Electrical Insulators. K. \'on Kando. F'ebruary Srd.

3,391. Single or Multi-phase Electric Furnace for Treating Molten
Metals. P. Lescure. February 7tli. (February 7lh, 1913.)

3,478. Apparatus for Mf-isuring Decrements (»f Electro-macnrtio Waves.
l--. A. Roister. February lOlh. (September 22nd, 1913.)

3,835. Electric Furnaces. Soc. Electro-Metallurgique de St. Beron. Feb-

ruary 13lh. (February 20th, 1913.)

8,146. Instrument for Measuring Rontgen Kavs. R. Grisson. March 31st.

(April 25th, 1913.)

8,595. Electric Welding Machines. Allgemeine Elektricitats Ges. April

4th. (.April 4lh, 1013.)

9,265. Diaphragm for Electro-chemical or Electroosmotic Purposes.

Ges. Fur. Elektro-Osmose. April 14th. (April 14th, 1913.)

10.380. Cam Ring for the Interrupto.^ op Electric Ignition Devices. Robert

Bosch (firm of). April 27th. (March 5th, 1914.)

10,980. Electrolytic Manufacture of Alkali Metals and .Alkali Metal
Compounds. E. A. Ashcrofl. May 4lh.

Siemens-Schuckertwerke and
date, July 12th, 1913, Austria.)

llic lloi'sc-Power »f a Kaiu Storm.—After a severe

rain storm, a correspondent of Power was interestecJ enouffh to

make a calculation of the energy liberated. The rainfall

amounted to 4'17 in, in 10 hours, over a surface of approximately
10 square miles, and the estimated average height of the

rain cloud was 5,000 ft. This represented approximately
(i, 000,000,000 lb. of water which had fallen daring 10 hours from
an elevation of 5,000 ft., or 15,000,000 H.P.-hours. Suppose man
cjuld avail himself of this energy and store it so that it could be

used at pleasure ; for instance, for lighting city streets with 4,000

arc lamps. Allow ."jOO watts per lamp, making 2,000 KW. load

during the lighting period, equal to 2.ii80 h.p., or, including losses,

say, 3,000 HP. Allowing 12 hours in 21 as the lighting period, the

daily load would amount to 36,000 H.P.-hours. The length of

time this energy would last would be 425 days, or one year and two
months of light from one storm. This gives some idea of the

enormous energy at work in nature.

.liiierican Electric Vfliiclc tdiiM'iitioii.—Oa the

occasion of the fifth annual convention of the Electric Vehicle

Association, to be held in Philadelphia on (Jctober I'Jth, 20th and
21st, there will be an exhibit of electric vehicle?, batteries and
accessories, which will form a special section of the Philadelphia

Electrical Show, to be held October 19th-24th, It is expected that

the electric vehicle exhibit will be the most comprehensive,

interesting and instructive that the public has ever seen.

—

American Electrical Review,
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The long-expected recommendatioDS of the Special Ckim-

mittee on London Electricity Supply have at last taken

tangible shape in the report which was sabmitted to the

L.C.C. on Tuesday last.

We publish elsewhere in this issue a lengthy abstract of

the contents of the document ; the Council, however, was

not aslied to approve it at present, but was recommended to

malve such arrangements as would enable the Special Com-

mittee to bring up definite proposals, after the recess, for

the promotion of the necessary legislation in connection

with the matter, and to authorise the giving of public

notice of the Council's intention to consider these proposals

on November 10th next.

The general principle involved in the Special Committee's

proposals is the combination of municipal and private enter-

prise in such a manner as to secure efficient management,

combined with municipal control—the scheme being, in

fact, based upon the report of Messrs. Merz and McLellan,

of which a long abstract appeared in our issues of April

24th and May 1st.

Thus it is proposed to set up a new electricity

"authority," composed mainly of representatives of the

L.C.C, but also of representatives of the adjacent County

Councils and County Boroughs concerned.

The authority will ba empoweredjto erect supply stations,

to acquire existing municipal and private undertakings, and

generally to amalgamate them into one ' undertaking. The

authority is to provide all the capital required for

purchasing existing concerns and two-thirds of that required

for new works, while the remainder will be provided by a

company, which will be entrusted with the management of

the undertaking for 50 years, but the authority will be

empowered to resume possession at the end of the period, on

repayment of the capital provided by the company.

The area of supply inclutles the whole of the Greater

London area, together with portions of the counties of

Essex, Hertford, Kent, Middlesex and Surrey, and covers

nearly 1,000 sq. miles ; GO per cent, of the energy sold in this

area is produced within the County of London.

The capital requirements in the first instance, it is stated,

will amount to about .t'7.000,000, and a subsequent exjien-

diture of from ,£2,00o.000 to .£3,000.000 per annum during

the next .'0 years is expected.

While the Committee favours no paiticular compjiny for

carrying out the work, there is a suggestion that a cvmbina-

tiou of the existing companies would be welcomed, and the

scheme provides for dividends up to.S percent, on this

company's capital expenditure, and jfonthe appropriation of

;,") per cent, of any surplus profits for the reduction of the

price of electricity to the consumer.

A valuable feature of the scheme is the prop3s;\l to set

up a technical Coininittee on a permanent basis to suixr-

vise the technical operations of the company, the authority,

h.i\vever. retaining its control of all ; financial proposals.

ei] <^
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This Committee, according to the Times, would coiisiBt of

the chairman of the authority, the enKineer of the authority,

the linaiiciiil adviser of the authority, and au outside

member appointed by the Board of Trade.

It will be seen that the scheme is novel as far as this

country is concerned, and that it represents a serious elTort

to bring together the various contiictin;,' interests which

have up to the present been unable to find sufficient ground

for co-operation.

Private interests have in the past attempted to solve

this problem and failed ; at the present time the Borough

Councils are engaged in the preliminaries of a bulk scheme

on their own account, and there are rumours of both

British and foreign banking groups coming forward with

big schemes, if the present one fails.

It is obvious, therefore, that the present is no time for

obstructive tactics, and that the L.C.C. will be well advised

to seek some such solution of the knotty problem of elec-

tricity supply in its area, on the lines of mutual co-operation

between municipal and private capital, as that outlined by

the Special Committee.

We understand that the report was reached at the meeting

of the Council on Tuesday, but its consideration was deferred

until after the recess.

The paper read by Mr. Brodie, City

Town Engineer of Liverpool, at the recent

Tramway Congress, raises several interest-

ing questions, and contains some novel and stimulating ideas

relating to the transportation problem. One of the most

prominent features of the paper was the oonfidence reposed

by the author in the electric surface tramway as the most

suitable and efficient means of speedy transport for

passengers, a confidence which, as our readers are aware, we

share with him. Relieved of the wholly unjustifiable

burdens under which it groans, as we hope it s3on will be,

and permitted to utilise the speed of which it is fully

capable, the tramway will have no difficulty in proving its

superiority to the motor-omnibus. Mr. Brodie, there-

fore, takes it for granted that electric tramways

must form an essential factor in any new scheme for the

improvement of existing town areas and the development of

adjoining districts, and he makes due provision for them in

his plans.

The principal feature of novelty is the allocation of the

centre of the broad highway to the tramways, with low

hedges separating the tracks from the roadway, so that high

speed can be attained without risk to other traffic. The
prospect, from the tramway engineer's point of view,

resembles a dream rather than reality—but it appears that

in at least one in.^tance in Liverpool, Mr. Brodie has success-

fully carried out his proposal.

The author rightly comments on the nuisance set up by

the noise of tramcars, which can be greatly diminished by

suitable means. \Ve doubt whether the adoption of rubber

tires can be regarded as feasible, even with the aid of double

trolley wires - on the trolley omnibuses they are looked

upon as a necessary evil ; but much can be done to improve

the gearing, as is proved by the experience of the motor-

'buses, and the development of the ideal tramcar is still

far from completion.

The appointment of Mr. Marconi as

M^^^Marc'enl
**" lionorary Knight Grand Cross of the

Victorian Order by the King, on Friday last,

will be cordially approved by the electrical fraternity, upon

whose members honours are so rarely conferred. However

stormy may have been the career of the companies with which

his name is associated, and whatever the ill-usage to which

that name has been subjected at the hands of politiciuoB, ont-

fact is universally admitted— that Mr. Marconi himself ha&

come through the ordeal with honour untarniiihed. That

the present development of wireless telegraphy has been due

mainly to his efforts, and that to him hundreds oi human

beings in peril at sea have owed their lives, are also matters

of common knowledge. We therefore cordially offer our

congratulations to Mr. Marconi on the royal recognition of

his distinguished services to the nation and to the world,

adding the hope that in due course, when the Imperial

chain is completed and the Empire linked together by

ethereal waves, a further distinction will be conferred

upon him.

Copper.
Thk position of the copper market han

certainly not sustained any improvement

during the past few weeks ; indeed, the tendency of prices

has been for the greater part weak, and considerable ground

has been lost at times, though it must be admitted that the

main depressing factors were centred outside of the actual

position of the metel. Early this week, in view of the

serious condition of Continental politics and of affairs in

Ireland, the market was panicky. Under all the disappinting

circumstances of the times, copper has really stood up very

well, and it is not difficult to understand the moderate amount

of optimism which has been expressed by leading spirits in

the United States, when interrogated upon the intrinsic

business position and prospects. The large absor]jtion of

refined copper by Europe this year has been the subject of

general comment, and it is interesting therefore to note

the expression of opinion of the head of the American

Smelting and Refining Co., that the large export movement

from America to Europe is due to the fact that the supply

of metal other than American, which has been going into

Europe for years past, has been gradually dwindling. The

quantities coming to hand from Australia have been reduced

owing to strikes and other economic conditions, and those

from Japan have been lessened, because China and Japan

are consuming more and more of the local output. It has

been imperative, therefore, for Europe to look more and

more to the United States, and the result has been seen in

the increased importance of the shipments across the

Atlantic of American refined copper. The bad political

outlook, both in the United Kingdom and in Europe

generally, has been the main depressing consideration, and

until the position settles down, and the issue of war or peace

becomes clear, it is useless hazarding conjectures as to what

is likely to occur. War is always in the long run

a bad feature, for it is a destroyer of commerce

and of wealth, and cannot fail to work immense

injury to trade everywhere in the present as in all past in-

stances. War can only therefore accentuate the depression,

whereas hopes of peace being maintained would be a " bull
"

factor. Turning from the main considerations calculated

to sway markets at the present juncture, even though they

are not directly connected with the p:>sition, it is seen that

there has recently been a deterioration in the actual copper

situation in so far an it is reflected in the United States

statistics, which, for the month of .June, showed an increase

in tho stonks of refined metal in first hands of close upon

10,000 tons, at 47.371 tons. The total is certainly very

moderate, measured by the capacity of dt-maud, b ing well

below one m mth's supply, but it nevertheless indicates an

increase of nearly 20,000 tons from the low-water mark of

the year, at the end of March, and the " bears " seem to

see in the increase which has taken place the beginning of

an expansive movement, which will add a material tonnage

to the total to be financed, and this at a time when Europe

is trembling on the brink of general war. The symptoms

are certainly disquieting, and, in the main, unfavmrable to

the maintenance even of present prices. Much, iiearly

everything, however, hangs upon the turn taken by inter-

national politics.
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TRAMWAY RAIL JOINTS.

By HENRY M. BAYERS.

The j)iobleni of jointing tramway rails in a sati.sfac-

.tory permanent manner lias exercised the ingenuity

•of tramway men and inventors for a long time,

and whilst there has been a heavy crop of devices

and methods, the progress made has been slow, and

oi)inions are much divided. This result follows from
the fact tliat it takes a few years to prove a jointing

method, and that it is very difficult to compare ex-
periences made under varying conditions of traffic,

soil, climate, and attention to maintenance.
The objects to be fulfilled are essentially to pro-

vide a continuously smooth wheel path, and a con-
tinuity of vertical strength or rigidity, across the
joints. These requirements apply generally to rail

joints on railways also, but there are some important
differences in the conditions, due to tlie fact that

tramway rails are surrounded by, and embedded in,

the paving of the sh-eet, and are generally supported
by a continuous substructure of concrete.

The first point of difference is tne more important.
Whilst on a railway the joints can be inspected and
adjusted without entailing further expense, on a

tramway inspection and adjustment of joints in-

volves the removal and replacement of tne surround-
ing paving, which is not only expensive in itself, but
is detrimental to the paving as a whole, and causes
inconvenience to the general street traffic. Further,
any movement in the joint, either as between the
two rails, or as between the joint as a whole and
the substructure, loosens and damages the surround-
ing paving, especially in the presence of water.

flence the bolted fish-plated joint, which gives
sufficiently good service on railways, has never
given complete satisfaction on tramways, because
the loosening which seems to be inevitable cannot
be remedied by the walking platelayer with his span-
ner every few days; and in practice joints are left

until they become audibly or visibly slack before
they are attended to. Slack joints mean battered or
dished rails, so that with fish-plated joints a time
comes when no tightening of bolts can provide a
smooth wheel path, the rail table near the joint is

depressed, and either new rails or some repair
method is essential.

The desideratum is a joint which will deteriorate
no more rapidly than the bulk of the rail, so that
the life of the joint shall equal the life of the rail.

I-'ailing that, the next best thing is a joint which
shall last as long as one laying of the paving—
which may'vary from seven to twenty years, accord-
ing to the material and the tratlic conditions— so
that the relaying of paving will provide sufiicient op-
portunity for joint re-adjustment and repairs.
The fish-plate joint itself has been improved by

thickening and lengthening the plates, increasing
the number of bolts from four to six, using spring
washers and various types of locking nuts, as well
as by modifying the " fishing angles " and bv mak-
ing the plates embrace the lower flanges of the rail

;

but these improvements have not more than kept
pace with the increasing stresses due to the increased
axle loads and speeds of the cars, and however well
made and fitted, a plated joint makes its presence
heard and felt after a few months of traffic at the
most, and even before any perceptible slackening of
the bolts occurs.
A little consideration of a rail joint as part of a

beam carrying a rolling load on its upper fiaiige will
show tluit there must be some relative vertical move-
ment of the rail ends as the load passes from one to
the other, accompanied by a stretching of the fish-
plate bolts under the loaded end. This is one cause
of the first jar and sound heard from a new joint.
Ii will also appear that the rail ends are not t'irmlv

butted by the jointing, and are not held in contact
against the effect of temperature changes, or of the
tensile and compressive stresses imposed on them
by the wheel loads. This longitudinal freedom is

another cause of the earlier movements in a new
joint, and as both provoke jumping of the wheels,
hammering and progressive loosening of the joint
result.

It is theoretically possible, by machining and tit-

ting the fish-plate and rail ends, and power riveting
(instead of bolting; to make a joint as good and per-
manent as is made in a bridge girder, but the prac-
tical conditions of track building do not favour such
a solution, which also seems to demand some modi-
fication of rail sections.

Mr. Brodie, of Liverpool, described a fish-plated

joint to the Newcastle Congress of ine T. & L.R.
Association, in which the butt ends of the rails are
drawn into close contact and longitudinal compres-
sion is maintained by the use of eccentric bolts, and
stated that such joints had been tried with good
results in Liverpool. If further experience confirms
this, the plated joint may yet survive in some such
form.
The provision of an anchor-plate is intended to

maintain vertical rigidity, and to prevent longitudinal
movement of the rails. If well riveted to the rail

flanges, and the plated joint well fitted, it may (and
sometimes does) make the joint more rigid than the
rest of the rail, which will show itself by hammer-
ing and the formation of a depression near the run-
ning-on rail end. This is due to the change in

vertical direction of a wheel running on to and leav-

ing a more rigid portion of its track, and is exactly
analogous to the depressions formed in trolley wires
just beyond rigidly suspended ears.

On the other hand a deep anchor plate penetrates
the concrete substructure, with the result that the
rail has a weakened support under the joints, and
wiU eventually fracture the concrete below. Inquirj-
shows that a good many tracks originally built witn
anchored joints are being reconstructed without
them, and that in other cases anchors are being
placed away from the joints, so that it seems that
anchoring is being abandoned as accessory to joints
at least. This, however, is another subject.

Until some form of track is evolved which can be
unrolled in long lengths like a carpet, it seems that
welding should give the ideal joint, mechanically
and electrically continuous, provided that the weld-
ing process does not prejudically affect the rail steel,

and that uniformly good welds can be relied upon.
The Falk cast welding process, in its original

form, did not claim to weld the rails, or even that
the metal cast on amalgamated with the rail steel.

It consisted in casting on to the rail base and web,
a sort of chair of cast iron, which was not brought
up to the rail head. It was customary to copper
bond across these joints as they could not be relied
on to preserve metallic contact. In more recent
works, as developed by Mr. Winslow and applied
at Coventry and Norwich, great care is taken to
clean the rail surfaces before running the metal, and
it is stated that permanent metallic contact is se-
cured, in fact that the cast metal amalgamates with
the rail steel. It seems that such a result can onlv
have been attained by using a mixture approximat-
ing in composition and melting point to the steel,
and by running it at a much hig-lier temperature than
that of cast iron. It would be very useful to have
a published account of the method, and of the results
obtained at Norwich. It is, however, a burning on.
rather than a welding process, and apparenth- no
attemin is made to bring about a weld of the liead.
The joint is therefore a place where the upper flange
of the beam is cut through, and it seems that under
a rolling load such a cut is certain to have some
effect upon the path of the wheel, as well as being
a point of weakness. The method involves the use
of a cupola and blowing plant (which lias been re-
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duccd to a comparatively moderate size and cgst),

in the street.

Tiie electric welding process, as developed for

tramway track by the Lorain company, gets very

close to the continuous rail, since the rail ends
propntly fitted are pressed together whilst at weld-

ing heat. The butt weld is reinforced by fish-plates

welded to the rail web at their centres and ends.

So far as can be ascertained this joint has given

e.xcellent results. The [ilaut required is large and
e.\pensive, and requires a i)ower supply approach-

ing 200 K\v. for its operation. The total cost per

joint is therefore somewhat heavy, and has preven-

icd such a wide adoption of the process as its in-

trinsic merits seem to justify.

The Thermit process, as first adapted to rail joint-

ing, was essentially a development of the Falk cast

welding, the melting of the metal being accom-
plished by the Goldschmidt alummo process of

simultaneous reduction and melting of iron oxide.

In respect of plant, this method has a considerable

advantage over the Falk, a small crucible taking

the place of a cupola and blower. In respect of re-

sult, the temperature of the fused metal is so high
that it melts the web and base of the rail, and unites

bodily with the steel. The composition of the metal
is also under control, so that the cast-on band is in

effect a steel castings. It has always been claimed

that Thermit joints need no copper bonds.
In the more recent practice of this method, the

rail heads are butt welded in addition to the cast

welding of the web and flange, thus getting rid of

the weakness of a cut-througli head.
The rails are clamped in their proper alignment,

the heads faced off parallel and brought into close

contact by the clamp screws. The metal of the cast

is sutticient in quantity to reach nearly to the rail

head, and the slag (fused alumina) surrounds and
covers the rail head to a considerable thickness,

raising the steel in a short time to weldmg heat;

then the clamps are screwed up, butting the heads
together with a pressure which produces a veiy
decided upsetting at the joint. This upsetting is

filed off flush with the body of the rail, and the hling
should reveal no line at the joints. It has been found
that certain rail steels do not weld readily, and for

such steels a soft steel " shim" is inserted between
the faced rail-heads, which seems to have the effect

of " letting down " the rail steel sufficiently to en-

sure a good weld.
This method of welding is very attractive in prin-

ciple, and the handiness of the apparatus is a great
reconnniendation. So £ar as can be ascertained.
Thermit welds made on a large number of British

tramways during the last six years have given ex-
cellent results in eveiy way. It will be obvious,
however, that any system involving- the integral
welding of fairly high carbon steel rails, needs care-
ful and systematic operators, and that this must ap-
ply alike to the Falk, Lorain, and Thermit joints.

Another obser\'ation applying to these systems is

mat they all involve a " heat treatment " of the rail

steel which may considerably modify its structure
and mechanical qualities, equivalent to insertion
into the head of a softer or harder metal, bound to
show up in subsequent wear. This is a matter upon
which the results of independent tests, as well as
the results of actual experience testified to by in-

dependent users, are much to be desired.
There are also in use joints in which the ordinary

fish-plates are welded to the rail by what is in effect

a " Benardos " arc welding process. In the Tudor
" Quasi Arc " process special iron electrodes are
used, which furnish part of the weld material. In
addition a strip of new metal is welded to the rail

table across the joint. This method has been used
in a good deal of repair work, rectifying " dished "

rails by filling up the dishes with new metal, and
grinding it off flush. This process is very highly
spoken of by some tramway managers who have

tried it for jepair work. If it has been u^ed for new*

construction, the writer has failed to see the notices.

Mr. Humphries, at the Newcastle Congress of tiie

T. & R. L. Association, described another welded
lish-plate method which he has developed and used
on the Birmingham and Midland Tramway Commit-
tee's lines. It is an arc welding process, using a car-

bon negative electrode, the rail being the positive

pole of the arc. The fish-plates are welded solid to

the rails, after being tightened up.

Both the Tudor and the Humphries joints are

therefore fish-plated joints of the usual form, with
the fish-plates welded to the rails. This gets rid of

the weakness of the fish-plated joint in permitting

longitudinal movement of the rail under temperature
and load stresses, and interposes a much greater re-

sistance to relative vertical movements of the rail

ends than the bolted fish-plate. These methods are
exceedingly promising, and they do not leave the

integrity of the whole joint dependent upon a weld,

a fact which will recommend them to many people.

Some precautions must be taken to avoid burning
the rail steel, and to ensure that the new metal run
into the welds is of suitable character, especially

when such new metal is run on the rail table across
the joint.

In arc welding not more than lOO volts are
needed across the arc and the steadying resistances.

It is therefore highly advantageous to the supply and
distributing plant to interpose a motor-generator
between the trolley wire and the arc, as is done by
Mr. Humphries, so reducing the current taken from
the trolley wire by 80 per cent., as well as giving
tl\e operator the choice of polarity, which is of con-
siderable importance in carbon arc welding.
The repair and reconstruction of tramway tracks

which have been in use for from 10 to 15 years is

now in progress in many towns, and engineers in

charge should be able to exchange sufficient infor-

mation bearing on the comparative merits and total-

cost—primary and maintenance—of the various
jointing methods used on the older tracks, and those
of more recent introduction, to permit of the for-

mation of definite and authoritative opinions as to
the most economical forms to adopt; and, it is to

be hoped, to lead to a large saving in the future
maintenance of permanent way and its paving.

ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENT OF
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE BY LORENZ'S.

METHOD.

(.Abstract of a paper hy F. E. SMITH, of the. National Physical
Labobatoby. From the I'hUosophical Transactions of the

Royal Society, I'JU.)

In the method devised by Lorenz in 1873 fo'' the

absolute measurement of electrical resistance a

metal disc was rotated uniformly in a magnetic field

produced by a circuit in a coaxial coil. Wire brushes
made contact with the disc at the edge and centre,,

the circuit was completed through a galvanometer
and a resistance r, and the induced voltage mcn
was balanced against the P.D. rc, where M was the

coefficient of mutual inductance of the coil and the
circle formed by the disc edge, n the revolutions per
second, and c the current traversing resistance and
coil. Thus when balanced r = nm; and m being cal-

culated from the dimensions of the coil and disc, R
was determined.
Lord Rayleigh (Phil. Mag., Nov. 1882) dis-

cussed Lorenz's method in considerable detail and
came to the conclusion that, in spite of certain diffi-

culties, it was the best that had been devised. The
first of these was the necessary smallness of the

resistance which could be measured directly, and he
showed how it could be met by the use of shuntedi
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resistances, which have been utilised in part of

the present work. He also pointed out the trouble-

some disturbances arising from thermo-electric

effects at the sliding contacts, and from terres-

trial magnetism. Both of these can, however, be

eliminated, as is here fully shown, by taking a suffi-

cient number of readings, with reversals of the

current, provided precautions are taken to prevent

sudden fluctuations in the magnitude of these

effects.

The only serious difficulty remaining is the

unavoidable error in determining the mean radius

of the coil, which is involved in the calculation of

the coefficient of mutual inductance; and Lord
Rayleigh showed that, by using two coils separated

to a considerable distance, it was possible so to pro-

portion the radii and the distance apart of the coils

as to reduce this error to negligible dimensions.

Similar considerations apply to the discs. The ap-

paratus was accordingly constructed with two discs,

about S3 cm. in diameter, each with its pair of

exciting coils, mounted on a 5-cm. copper-aluminium
shaft whose magnetic permeability was indistinguish-

able from unity. Two shafts, one of phosphor
bronze, of permeability x.006, the other of less pure

copper aluminium, of permeability 1.002, had pre-

viously been made and rejected. The whole arrange-

ment with the driving motor is shown in Fig. i.

M, motor ; w, Sy-wheel ; d, d, discs ; o, c, c, o, colls on cylinders.

Fig. 1.

—

Qenekal Abbanobment op Apparatus.

The distance between the centres of the motor and
of the nearest coil was amost exactly 4 m., at which
distance the effect of the stray field on the mutual
inductance was experimentally imperceptible, and a

calculation by Searle of the effect of an equivalent
iron sphere sl>owed it to be no more than i in

10,000,000.

It was found impossible to avoid thermo-electric
troubles with brushes making contact at the shaft

and disc-edge, and the apparatus was therefore modi-
tied by making the discs mere carriers for ten
insulated wires having their ends attached to ten

segments fixed on the periphery of each disc, and
passing through a central hollow in the shaft and
along radial slots in the discs. The whole arrange-
ment for a resistance measurement is shewn dia-

grammatically in Fig. 2, in which the current in the

Fm. 2.—M.voNETic Field and Dia()bam of CoNNECTiost!.

coils I and 2 is in the opposite direction to that in

the coils 3 and 4, so that the resulting magnetic
fields are opposed in direction, and the value of the

fields at points in the neighbourhood of the edge
of a disc is zero, or nearly so. Brushes of phosphor
bronze wire, of the same alloy as that of the seg-

ments, make contact with the latter, and the P.D.
between the brush contacts at the ends of a single

wire, or that between five wires, is balanced against

the P.D. between two points on a standard resis-

tance, the current through which is the same as that

flowing throiigli the four coils. It should be noted

that the P.D. produced between the ends of the

rotating conductors, since these pass through the

magnetising coils, depends, not on the shape of the

conductors, but only on the positions of their ends.

For example, the P.U. between A and B would be
the same for either of the conductors A C D B or
A E F B. The segments are insulated from the

disc and from each other.

The high peripheral speed (about a mile a minute)
of the discs as compared with that of the original

I^orenz apparatus, largely increases the brush dif-

ficulties arising from thermo-electric effects and in-

constancy in the resistance of the galvanometer cir-

The brush of one to eight turns (generally three) of

cuit, the latter being by far the more troublesome
fine stretched wire is shewn in Fig. 3, the wire being
wound in screw cut grooves on small brass cylin-

Fio. :i.—One ok the BBCSHEfi.

ders which could turn about, or be clamped to, the

axles A A'. The ends of the wire were soldered to

the cylinders, and the brush was put in tension by
turning the milled heads H H. The spiral springs S S'

were made of stout phosphor-bronze wire and were
soldered to brass rods R R', of square section, slid-

ing in square cut grooves in the frame F. Such a

brush offers little resistance to a stream of air, and
with the aid of copious petrol lubrication, its vibra-

tion could be reduced to a practically negligible

amount by suitably adjusting the tension. Moreover,
as shown diagrammatically in the lower part of Fig.

3, a stretched wire A B is capable of a long contact

arc E F with the disc D, and the maximum pressure,

and therefore the maximum rise of temperature.

with corresponding maximum thermo-electric effect,

will occur close to the mid-point C. falling to zero

at E and F. The brushes could be placed either all

ten in series, giving an unbroken P.D. due
to five rotating conductors; or in two sets

of five in parallel, giving the same P.D. as

from a single rotating' conductor. Under the

latter conditions the rapid variations in thermo-
electric voltage could often be kept within 0.1

microvolt, less than a fiftieth of the variation

in the case of any other form of brush experimented
with.

In order to maintain the balance of the bridge

over a considerable time for a series of readings,

the following method of speed regulation was adop-

ted : —A condenser placed in one arm of the bridge

was charged and discharged four times per revolu-

tion by means of a commutator on the motor shaft,

the other anns consisting of platinum-silver resis-

tance coils. To ensure constancy in the anns of the

bridge, the condenser and coils were kept in a con-

stant temperature room, a small variable resistance

in series with one of the arms being adjusted to

secure a balance when the speed was that best suited

to the measurement to be made. The speed of revo-

lution was then maintained constant by an assistant

applying a variable pressure to the flywheel in such

manner as to keep the spot of light from the gal-

vanometer in a constant position. This was essen-

tial in view of the fact that balance resulted onJy

from a particular frequency of charge and discharge,

and it was found possible, for twenty minutes' runs,

to keep the maximum deflection of the spot within

2 mm. The speed was calculated from the record

of a chronograph-drum capable of operating for So

minutes, controlled through a mercury contact on

the pendulum of the standard clock and a relay oper-

ated continuously by the current.

The cylinders on which the coils are supported

are of "First Statuarv " Carrara marble. Sixleen
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cylinders were prepared in the rough, and twelve

rejected for small Haws and veins discovered after

turning up from specially selected blocks. The four

selected cylinders were then accurately turned, and

double helical grooves cut in them to receive the

coils, a process occupying about four weeks. The
coils were wound under a uniform tension equiva-

lent to a weight of about 4 kilogrammes. The mean
diameters, and the pitch, respectively, of the coils

were determined by a series of elaborate measure-

ments made by specially designed measuring

machines, constructed by Sir W. G. Armstrong,

VVhitworth and Co., who also built the heavier por-

tions of the apparatus itself, the lighter parts being

made in the National Physical Laboratory, where it

is permanently installed as a memorial to the late

Professor J. Viriamu Jones. The Drapers' Com-
pany of London, which had promised him the funds

for the construction of such an instrument, placed

£700 at the disposal of the National Physical Labo-

ratory for the memorial, and Sir VV. G. Armstrong,

Whitworth and Co. were kind enough to render

material assistance by executing their portion of the

work at considerably less than its actual cost.

Before assembUng the parts of the machine, a

concrete block, built up of Keene's cement and

Thames ballast, was prepared as a foundation. This

block is non-magnetic, is 8 metres long, 80 cm.

wide, and 120 cm. deep. Slide rails of gun-metal

were bolted in position on this block, and to secure

greater stability the rails were sunk 5 cm. into the

concrete. The rails are in three pairs : one pair sup-

ports the motor; a second pair the fly-wheel; and

the third pair, nearly 4 metres in length, supports

the portions with the rotating discs. A period of

twelve months was allowed for the concrete block

to assume approximately constant dimensions, and

at the end of that time the upper surfaces of the

rails were scraped to obtain flat surfaces and to

ensure these surfaces lying in the same horizontal

plane.

After the alignment and running adjustment had
been completed no portion of the machine gave

was obtained in terms of elliptic integrals by means
of J. Viriamu Jones's formula (Koy. See. Proc,

vol. 63, p. 198, 1898;, the values of the integrals

being calculated by interpolation from l^egcndre's

tables; and in order to check possible inaccu-

racies in the tables, a number of the integrals

were calculated by quadric transformation. The
formula used for the corresponding coefTicient

for coils and contact circles was one due to Rosa
and Grover, which, for a long coil, is very exact and

easy to use to the precision required. Corrections

for conicality in the coils and for variations in pitch,

which are fully discussed in the paper, were applied.

They were very small in amount.
The coils were adjusted to parallelism to the shaft

by the aid of micrometer readings which were found
to agree within o.oi mm., and coaxiality was ob-

tained, originally by a mechanical method subject

to an error not exceeding 0.02 mm., afterwards dis-

carded for an electrical method fully described in

the paper, which reduced the error to o.oi mm., and
an error o.i mm. would introduce an error into the

Fig. 6.

—

End View op Lobknz Appabatus.

the slightest trouble. The parts are so well balanced

that the tremor of the concrete base is scarcely per-

ceptible. The pair of reading microscopes used to

determine the distance apart of two coils, are in

consequence found to give readings which are re-

liable to within a thousandth of a millimetre, even
at 1,040 revolutions per minute.
The coefficient of mutual inductanc* of the coils

n. resistance to be meiLsured ; b, battery ; a, galvanometer.

Fig. i.—DiAGBAM OF Connections.

resistance measurements of about one part only in

100,000,000, which would of course be quite negli-
gible. The coils on all of the cylinders were ad-
justed to the same mean distance from the contact
circles by successive balancing, with reversals of the
current to eliminate effects due to difference of flux

through the discs, arising from the current. The
error was within o.i mm., which
gave the accuracy required.

The arrangement of the appara-
tus for a measurement is shown
in Fig. 4, the resistances measured
being of the nominal values o.ooi
ohm, 0.002 ohm, and o.oi ohm.
Fig. 5 shows the apparatus as
seen from one end, and fig. 6 is a
side view, showing the whole of

the apparatus with the exception
of the motor.
The possible magnetic field due

to the current in the leads was
found to be negligible, as also

were possible electrostatic effects.

The possibility of error in the cal-

culation of mutual inductance
owing to the finite section of the

wire has been investigated by
Searle, who has shown the correc-

tion to be negligible. The author
points out, in conclusion, that:—

" The determination of a resis-

tance in absolute measure is sub-

ject to a number of small errors,

the greatest of which is associated

with the determination of the mean
radius of the coils. This error is

probably not greater than one part in 100,000, and if

the remaining errors were all of one sign it is un-

likely that their sum would exceed another one part

in 100,000. We believe, therefore, that the absolute

measurements of resistance which we have made
are correct within 2 parts in 100,000."

The mean of the results tabulated leads to the

conclusion that:

—

^
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A resistance of one international ohm is equal to

1.00052 ± 0.00004 ohm (io9 cm./sec), tlie possible

error ± 0.00004 being approximately the sum of

those involved in the realisation of the ohm and the

international ohm. From this it follows that:—
The ohm lo' cm. /sec. is represented by the re-

sistance at o°C. of a column of mercury 14.446 ±
0.0006 gm. in mass, of a constant cross-sectional

area (the same as for tlie international ohm) and
having a length of 106.245 ± 0.004 cm. Some of the

principal previous determinations are:

1882, Rayleigh ... 106.26 cm.
1882, Glazebrook ... 106.25

1883, Rayleigh ... 106.24 ,,

1885, Wiedemann ... 106.265 ,,

1889, Dorn ... 106.243 .•

1892 Himstedt ... 106.259 ..

We may therefore accept Mr. F. E. Smith's claim

that the instrument here described "may be used for

absolute measurements of resistance with a pre-

1«8. to 253. a week in England, out there receives £220-
£2.50 per annum, plua a travelling allowance of Su. per day.

Electriciaus, who arc usually Btationed ouly at large
towns, where the cost of living is very high, do not draw any
allowances, on account of nob travelling, so have only their

bare salary to live on and to provide an outfit which at least

runs into £25, and are compelled to subscribe to various

Government funds, which rob them of about £2n per annum.
They are usually in debt for the first si.x or seven months in

the colony, and longer if they make friends and wish to

join in the social life of the place. I dare not venture to

touch on the health point, which, i think, is only too well

known, or poijit out how it unfits one in many cases for

work at home.

A TIctim.

Mica and Mieanite.

1 have read with much interest the remarks of Messrs.

Wiggins & Sons, in their letter published in the "Corres-
pondence" columns in your issue dated Jnly 17th, 1914,

Fio. 6.—LoBENZ Apparatus at the National Physical Labobatobt.

cision satisfying all present demands whether purely
scientihc or technical." Moreover, as he points out,

"it can be used at any time; the dimensions of all

its parts can be checked when desired, the probable
error associated with a single measurement is small,

and the observations do not unduly tax tne experi-
menters."

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by vt after 6 P.M. ON Toesday cannot appear until

the following week, Correspondentt should forward their comnmni-
eatiom at the earliest possible moment. A'o letter can be published
unless we hare the writer's name and address in our possession.

Appointments iu West Africa: A ITarningr.

1 have read with interest letters inserted at different

times, warning those who apply for positions in the Far East
and India, but I should like to put on their guard elec-

tricians who think of applying for positions in West Africa.

No one who has had an electrical training in the workshoj),

or lighting station, should go out there (under the various

designations of electricians, mechanicians, Ac.) under a

salary of £:iOO-£850 j^er annum, with Jirsl-chiss pasMije
out and home. The latter should be insisted upon, other-

wise they will be made to travel second-class in the Colonies,

which only those who have been out there can understand.

It is enough to say that any self-respecting European would
be turned sick at the sight.

I must also point out by way of comparison (as his salary

is none too high foi- existence) that a platelayer who gets his

and it is with pleasure that I take the opportunity of

expressing agreement with them in their complaint about

the loose way in which mica and mieanite are specified and

supplied. The trouble and annoyance caused by the

apparent lack of accurate distinction between mica and

mieanite cannot be overrated, and, as a designer of appa-

ratus in which very large quantities of both pure mica and
heat-resisting mieanite are used, I should be very glad to

see the matter taken up by the Electrical Standards Com-
mittee or the Institution of Electrical Engineers, as, owing

to the importance of mica and micauits in the electrical

industry, it is surely a matter which comes within the scope

of these bodies.

Instances are within my knowledge where mieanite has

been supplied by manufacturers when mic»\ has been

ordered. True, the mieanite ap^x-ared to have been made
up of virgin amber mica, yet the ccaient used in its con-

struction made it quite unsatisfactory for the purpose for

which it was required. The provision of the wrong article

in these cases was not, I feel suiv, in any way due to a wish

on the part of the suppliers to provide a cheaper article, but

merely to a misunilerstanding of the custmier's e.^act

requirements owing to the preseut indiscriminate use of the

terms " mica " and " mieanite."

H. W. 11. Warren.
Bristol, Juli/ 25M, I'JU.

Tubular Light Sources.

In your issue of July I7th there is a paragraph, quote.!

from the Ehctrifal M'inld, which refers ti the intensity of

illumination due to tubular sources of light.
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The BlatemcDb is tuiule thai the intenitity from such a

source varies inversely as tiie distance. That this is in-

correct is shown by the accompany inj? diuRrara (fig. 1).

PQ is the tubular source, a o c d is the illuminated area.

At twice the distauce from the tubular source, the light

passing through a b c d will cover the large area a, b, (\ d,,

Fid. 1,

which is more than twice as large as A B c D. The intensity

of illumination over a, b, c, d, will be less than half that

over A B c D.

The law connecting intensity of illumination with dis-

tance from source for a line source is extremely complex.

It approximates more nearly to the inverse square law than
to variation inversely as the distance. This is shown by
the following example.

Consider a point source of light of 9 c.p. At 1 ft. the

intensity is 'j ft.-candles, at 2 ft. the intensity is 2-25 ft.-

candles. Now imagine this point source replaced by nine

1-C.P. lamps placed 1^ in. apart, so as to cover a total dis-

tance of 1 ft. (^fig. 2). With this arrangement the intensity

over a small area placed 1 ft. away is 8-01 ft.-candles, if

the area is placed 2 ft. away the intensity is 2-17 ft.-candles.

The intensity is in each case less with the line source than
with the point source, and the law with the line source

approximates to the inverse square. It is clear that the

greater the distance the closer the approximation.

H. B. Howard.
Clare College, Cambridge.

,Juli/20/fi, 19U.

[If a n/ioii tube is considered, obviously the conditions will

approximate to those obtaining in the case of a point source
;

but if the tube is long, as in the case of the Moore light or

the Neon lamp, the statement quoted from our contemporary
is practically correct. Our correspondent in fig. 1 fails to

take into account the light which, emanating from p g,

reaches a, b, c, d, without passing through the area a b c d ;

this is the greater as the length of the tube is greater.

The subject is admittedly complex, and rather than
attempt to demonstrate the truth of the not« in question,

we have recourse to the unimpeachable authority of

Mr. A. P. Trotter :
—" It may be shown mathematically

that when a source of light is an indefinitely long line, the
illumination produced by it on a surface facing it is

inversely as the distance of the surface from the line."

("Illumination," p. 121).—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

Proposed Central Testing Institution.

The letter re above in your Correspondence columns is

full of matter, important not only to the electrical industry,

the public and commerce generally ; but it has also a

national and international bearing of some importance on
exports and imports, as well as other points.

As the Industrial Committee of the I.E.E. is dissolved,

I think the insertion of Mr. Wordingham's letter at this

period is most fitting, and it is up to those whose interests

are involved that the matter should be vigorously tackled
in some such way as suggested.

From the aspect of national enterprise, such an institution

is much to be desired. I am not surprised that the

electrical industry did not support the idea when put forward,

by Mr. Wordingham in his paper to the I.E.E. in 1899.

"John Bull" ever was slow to take up anything in the

nature of an innovation : it is only when u matter begins td

have any adverse effects that " .John ItuU " l>ecoin(-s active.

It is obvious that soinething ought to be done in the matter,

and 1 heartily agree with Jlr. Wordingham that such an

institution should be British and set its own stiindards.

The value of such an institution would grow more and
more, and if those who have not given the subject thought
will now do so, I am sure they will I* struck with the

amount of material pointing to the need of it.

I trust that the matter will bo treated with that zeal and
continuity of effort it deserves, and that we shall have incur
midst the finest institution uf the kind at no distant date.

Oldham, JkIi/ illli, lit 14.

G. St. John Day.

The Training of the Instrument Muker.

The matters raised in Mr. R. W. Paul's letter in youi-

current issue are of much importance to electrical engin-

eering. It is often forgotten that engineering is based on
measurement.

I do not think that manufactories in the London dis-

trict suffer to the same extent as do works in the province>

irom the dearth of well-trained instrument makers and of

apprentices. This is largely due to a natural preference on

the part of the best trained men to remain in and about the

centres of the trade.

A somewhat lengthy acquaintance with successive influxes

of apprentices into electrical engineering (not confined to

one or two factories only) has made it clear to me that there

is an unwillingness to adopt the lighter sides of the business,

such as instrument making. The glamour of large machines
and power plant is too much for them.

Thus it is that some manufacturers in the provinces

have found it well specially to organise their methods of

manufacture, and to some extent to rearrange their designs

—

doing more and more of the work as machine work, and
replacing, for instance, certain hitherto orthodox types of

construction and finish.

This has enabled them to employ, for much commercial

instrument-making at any rate, the labour procurable in

the district. Obviously for much work, and especially

development work, the skilled, well-trained man is essential,

and any plan for attracting more apprentices and inducing

them to become interested and efficient is welcome.

Mr. Paul's interest in this matter is a favourable sign.

Speaking from a fairly long experience, there are many
points in the design of new and special instrument work which

cannot always be satisfactorily dealt with in the drawing
office, and are developed on the bench. Here comes in the

skilled interested man, and there " isn't enough of him."

Good and tactful foremanship is more essential in instru-

ment making than in any other branch of electrical

engineering, especially if apprentices are to be well trained

and encouraged—bullying methods on the foreman's part

are disastrous and should be checked early.

C. H. Wright.
Chelmsford, JvJy 2 7 tt, 1914.

Technical Errors In the Lay Press.

I read your leader in the issue of May 29th wicff gieat

interest, and as showing the justification of what you say, 1

enclose a cutting from the Dcnhj Telegraph of July 4th last,

confirming every word of your article.

It seems astounding that such a well-known and other-

wise careful paper should print such a lot of "rubbish"
without apparently taking the slightest trouble to verify

technical details, which could have been done so easily.

The "Hugo" referred to is the "Hughes," which in

French is pronounced with a hard " g." Submarine cables,

including the Atlantic cables, have been duplexed for very

many years.

What the writer really intended to refer to was the

establishment of Duplex-Baudot working on the Algiers

cirfcuiis. The Baudot was duplexed in England in 1910,
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but it is only this year that the French Administration has

adopted Duplex-Baudot.
A. V. Booth.

G.P.O., I:ondon, H.C.

[The cutting deals with a " Striking French Discovery,"
" Duplex Working on Submarine Cables " (headlines), and

enthusiastically describes the application of duplex working'

to the Marseilles- Algiers cable on the Baudot system. The
writer says " at last it was annount^ed that the secret had

been found for transmitting over the same cable and simul-

taneously a separate dispatch from each end."

—

Kds. Rt.ec.

Rev.]

OPTICAL SIGNALS FOR AEROPLANES
AND SHIPS.

[bV OUK BEHLIN f'ORRESHONDENT.]

Searchlights have been used successfully by aeronauts and
airmen for finding their way by night or in dense fogs. A
Berlin architect, Edgar Honig, has recently patented a new type

of optical signal likely to prove even more useful in this con-

nection, and which, moreover, lends itself to other applications.

This signal comprises a system of two or more circles (or

similar figures) arranged behind, inside or below one another,

vertically or horizontally, so that their centres will coin-

cide. Their peripheries are, by night (or in case of fog),

outlined with electric lamps.

ELECTRICAL TREATMENT OF MILK.

TowABDS the end of 1911 samples of milk, through which con-
tinnous current had l>een passed between tinned copper electrodes,

were examined by the City Bactcriolojrist of Liverpool. It waa
found that profound changes had been produced in the com-
position of the milk, but that the only sterilising effect was that
due to heating by the heavy current used in some of the teste.

Further inveBtigation showed that sterilisation could be produced
by unidirectional or slowly alternating current when minat«
quantities of salt were added to the milk. The electrochemical
sterilisation thus produced, though effective in itself, caused such
profound changes that milk so treated was spoiled from the con-
sumer's point of view, hence this method had to be abandoned.
The effect of static charges of electricity across a moving film of
milk formed the basis of the next series of experiments, but no
appreciable sterilisation could thus be produced. The effect of a
rapidly alternating current was then examined, and thence was
evolved the system which has now proved successful. Even in

the early stages of work with this method, it was shown that
the bacterial content of milk could be reduced to a minimnm
without appreciable effect on the chemical constitution of the
latter.

The sterilising apparatus or lethal tube, designed by Mr. F. C.
Lewis (Assistant Lecturer in Bacteriological Methods, Liverpool
Tniversity), and described by Dr. J. M. Beattie City Bacteriolo-
gist, in a report to the Health Committee, consisted originally of
a long tube with three bulbs accommodating copper or other elec-

trodes. The central electrode and the two outer electrodes in

parallel were connected to the terminals of a h.t. transformer. The
whole apparatus was insulated by glass supports, and milk was
passed through the tube from a given height at a known speed. In
the latest apparatus, electrode entrances are made separately, as in

fig. 1. Copper electrodes are used, and the dimensions of the
apparatus permit free passage of milk (without eddies or pools),

Too high. High and to the left. High and to the right. Close to ground. On (he ground.

This simple system affords a reliable means of indicating to

aircraft, or vessels, their position with regard to a given point

(vertically or horizontally), by their observing the variable

perspective of the circles as seen at different angles. When
viewed from the front they appear as circles, from the side

as vertical, and from the top as horizontal, ellipses. Their

intersections afford additional information as to their posi-

tion with regard to the observer.

The arrangement so far chosen consists of two vertical

glow-lamp circles of different diameters installed behind one
another, on the ground, so that an airman will sec two
concentric circles at the moment when his aeroplane is on

or close to the landing ground. By a proper arrangement
of the luminous cLrcles (at right angles to the landing

ground and at right angles to the landing direction) it is thus

possible to give the airman accurate signals as to the

direction to be chosen, and as to his distance from the ground.

The airman, in landing, should so control his aeroplane

that the two luminous ellipses lying above one another are

seen to intersect, in order afterwards to plane down towards

them, until the ellipses are slowly changed into circles and,

instead of cutting one another, approach the position of

concentric circles. At the moment when the small circle is

seen inside the larger one, he knows his aeroplane to he only

a few metres distant from the ground and may commence
landing operations in the direction of the optical signal. By
obser\ing the visual angle of the latter, its distance from the

observer is readily gauged.

The applications of this optical signal are many : On
flying grounds, aerodromes, provisional intermediate landing

grounds, &c., it should be installed permanently. During
army manoeuvres and in warfare, it will be readily carried

by the troops, along with the touts, &c., in order, at night-
fall, to be used for airmen who arc expected to arrive. It

will render similar services to the Navy, in connection with
waterplanes, and, finally, it may prove of great use in navi-

gatiou, for signalling the entrance to a harbour, the nioiv.

so as there is absolutely no risk of confusion with other lights.

while ensuring thorough sterilisation of all milk passinglthrough
the lethal tube. The separate electrode chambers aze connected by
suitable lengths of glass tubing with rubber joints (fig. 2, p. 1 70).

The flow of milk can be regulated by the operator, and the outlet

connections prevent infection after treatment.
From 140 separate daily tests it appears that bacillus coU and

others of this jrroup (nearly always found in milk, and particularly

Fio. 1.—Details of Tvbe axd Elkctbodbs.

abundant where mannrial contamination is present), are completely

destroyed, and with them the bacillus of typhoid fever, if ever

present. The pus, or abscess-producing bacteria (etaphylococci, ic),

are also destroyed, and inoculation experiments show that milk,

infected naturally or artificially with the bacillus of tulxtculosis,

is completely sterilised by high-tension electrical tre,"»tment.

Baoterla which caused septic poisoning in inoculated animals were.

also destroyed, or so reduced in number as to rejider them harmlesar

Only in rare instances was the milk rendered absolutely sterile,

but it was free from dangerous or disease-producing bacteria and
from ordinary milk souring bacteria, while there was over 99 p«
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o«Qt. reduction in the namber of all other furmH of buoterial life.

A tumbler of milk merely covered to prevent duet contamination

would be quite eweet and drinkabje three daye after it had been

treated, and samples kept abHolutely frte from air contamination

have been found <|iiite palatable after iteven or eii;ht days.

K-p >rtH of chemical examination by Mr. W. H. Robert*, city

analyst of Liverpool, Hhow that the chemical composition of milk is

unaltered by the treatment described, and that, due to the destruc-

tion of aoid-formint; bacteria, there is retarded increase of acidity

and increased keepinf; power in treated milk. The lactalbnmin,

which is coajfulated in ordinary sterilisuJ milk, is not caaKnIated

in electrically-treated milk, and, in addition, ei zymes are not

destroyed. Bacteria remaining in the electrically-treated milk

have been isolated, and experiments are beini; conducted to Bnd a

means whereby even these can be destroyed economically. They
are, however, comparatively few in number, and, as far as can be

ascertained, not ooncerned in the production of disease, hence their

presence does not affect the value of the present process for the

treatment of milk for infant feeding.

Such satisfactory results were obtained with the experimental

equipment (treating C>i pallons per hour in a sinfrle lethal tube)

that a larger plant Was inftalled at the Corporation milk dep6t,

E»rle Road, in r,U:i The whole of the milk sent ont from this

FiQ. 2.

—

Lewis Appabatus for Stebilisino Milk.

depotlaud OQe-third]of(|the Netherfield Riad supplyiialnow.treated

electrically, the transference from heat to electrical sterilisation

being made without a day's interruption in the supply.

On the upper floor at Earle Road there is a tank capable of

holding the full day's supply of milk and connected to a smaller
ball-valve tank. The latter constant-level tank is connected to the

lethal tube in the ground-floor room (fig. 2). the flow being main-
tained by gravity. After leaving the lethal tube (at the left of
fig. 2) the milk Hows into receiving tanks, whence it passes to

bottling apparatus in the basement. During its passage through
the lethal tube the milk is subjected to 2'0-2 3 amperes at

3,900-4,200 volts, and is exposed to a maximum temperature of
60-64° C, but for such a few seconds that heating effects can
be neglected. The outlet thermometer is clearly visible to the
left of fig. 2.

The electrical equipment comprises a D c.-.\.c. motor-generator
set in the basement, a high-tension transformer, together with a
current transformer, a pressure transformer and the usual switch-
gear and regulating devices. The transformers are kept in an
asbestos-lined, fireproof cupboard below the lethal tube (fig. 2).

the lethal tube cupboard is glass-fronted, and the switchboard is

placed so aa to give the operator control over the whole installa-

Fio. 3.

—

Plan of Receiving Tanks.

tion. The construction of the electrode chamber and its bracket
is shown in fig. 1, in which A represents the electrode chamber,
B the curved supporting claw (fee also fig. 2). c a vulcanite pro-
tecting cap, D a helical spring connection, and E the high-tension
cable. The vulcanite cap C fits over the chamber a, and a contact
disk carried by the spring D bears on the nail head of the tube
electrode (see fig. -1, left).

Before and after passing through the lethal tube, the mUk passes
through earthed aluminium tubes viHible to right and left of the
first and last electrodes in fig. 2. High-tension shock from the
supply and receiving tanks is thus impossible. Switches are so
placed that the ,>;ystem cannot be live while the cupboard-doors are

open ; benoe, with ordinary care, there in no danger to the

operator.

Boon after the Earle Uoad apparatui waa started, difBcaltlea

were met with in " llaithing " and chftrring of the milk. By lob-

stituting capper for the aluminium electrodea fimt used in tbelakiK*

scale plant, the ditlluulty was overcome. Since, however, flaahin^

(giving a burnt taste to the milk) might occur at the end of a
shift, and Hpoil the whole supply, two small sopplementary tanks

have been installed. Two small covered tankii, f f ' (fig. 3) are

fitted with gauge glaMses, c c', and their inlets ii b' connected by an
open channel a, and their outlete o D' by a covered channel dli-

charging to the main receiving tank. When tank F hae been filled,

the delivery tube from the lethal tube is transferred to tank r', a
small quantity of milk being meanwhile collected in the testing

trough A. Thii) milk is tested, and if it is found that all the
electrodes are working satiHfactorily, and flashing not occurring,

tank F can be emptied into the main tank, and so on.

The quantity of diluted milk handled daily at Earle Road ii

from 100 to 125 gallons, and this amount has to be distributed in

about 3,00ii bottles. To eliminate recontamination of Bterilised

milk, the shape of bottle has been altered to facilitate cleaning,

and ordinary corks are now used instead of complicated spring and
rubber stoppers, which were undoubtedly a source of contamina-
tion. Further to reduce opportunities for contamination, a muoh
simpler filling apparatus hae been brought into nee.

The conclusions to be drawn from the work carried out at

Liverpool are ;—That the electrical treatment practised is a com-
mercially practicable method of reducing the total number of

basteria in milk by U9'J3 per cent., and of destroying all disease-pro-

ducing bacteria originally present. No appreciable number of milk-

souring bacteria escape destruction, and milk will keep perfectly

sweet for three or four days after treatment (longer if protected

from after-contamination). The chemical composition and taste

of the milk are unaffected, so that, from this point of view, the

description "raw milk " is accurately applicable. Milk treated by
the Lewis process is claimed to be perfectly satisfactory as a food

for infante, and as nearly sterile as appears to be necessary or

advantageocB.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES. FITTINGS
AND PLANT.

Mazda Lamps.

The British Thomson-Hocstox Co , Ltd., of Mazda House
77, Upper Thames Street, EC., have issued a new price list

covering the complete range of Mazda drawn-wire automobile,

battery and flashlight lamps. This list includes in the automobile

a
Fig. 1.

IG. 2. Fig. 3.

Fig. 1.—Mazda Lamp fob Miners' Lantern.

Fig. 2.

—

Plan of "Meridian" Lamp Filament.
Fig. 3.

—

Mazda " Meridian " Lamp.

section, headlight, sidelight, tail-light and steering pillar light

lamps, and domelight, festoon and tubular lamps for interior light*

ing. A noteworthy feature is the inclusion of a full list of
specially capped headlight, sidelight, and tail-light lamps for

American oars.

The list also contains particulars of a number of miscellaneous
types for battery service, sneh as motor-'bns lamps, common bat-

tery lamps, illumination lamps and flashlight lamps. The list prices

of the last-mentioned lamps have just been considerably reduced.

Fig. 1 shows a miners' lamp with a special taper shell peg cap.

Another type, which should have many useful applications, is the
Mazia "Meridian ' lamp, illustrated in fig. 3. This has the
filament, of drawn tungsten wire, wound in a very close spiral,

and mounted in the horizontal plane so aa to throw the light

downwards. A cloee-fitting opal reflector can be supplied which
helps to concentrate the light in the downward direction. Fig. 2
shows the star-shaped filament in plan.
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Exploslon-Proof Circuit-Breakers Tvlth Instruments.

In a new rancre of exploeion-proof olronit-breakers recently in-

trodnced by the Genebal Eleotbio Co., of 07, Queen Victoria
Street, E.G., provision is made for attachine an explosion-proof
pedestal type instrument which is provided with lonpr well-
maohined flanges to (five the metal-to-metal joints similar to those
between the circuit-breaker lid and box. The covers of these

Fig. 4.—G.E.C. Explosion-Pboof Cibcuit-Bbkakek (Open)
WITH Explosion-Pboof Ammetee Attachment.

attachments are strongly bolted on, in order to resist the effects

of any internal explosion, and the strong plate-glass window has
wire netting embedded in it, which, in addition to strengthening
the glass, holds the pieces together in the event of breakage. The
inclusion of snob an attachment in explosion - proof circuit-

breakers permits the connections between the ammeter and the
circuit-breaker to be neatly arranged.

New Transformer.

We have received from the Ges. fob Elektbische Industbie,
of Vienna, particulars of some new type transformers with cooling

ribs, which are manufactured by them. The construction adopted
is claimed to give very effective cooling, and consists of the
assembly with the coils of aluminium plates, ^rV in. thick, coated
with black heat- absorbing paint.

The transformer core, built up of wrought-lron sheets, also has
the cooling rib oontmction at the corners.

Fig. 5 shows a 6 5-k.v.a. 110/500-volt tranformer, which, we
gather, with an average temperature rise of 4 7'5°, developed
6'82 K.v.A. with the ribs, and 3'3B k.v.a. without them, the ratio of

shaft, which draws air through a screened inlet over the armatnre
and beu:k through longitudinal ducts in the core, ensuriDg aniform
removal of heat and the elimination of hot spots. In this way
the radial ducts, which are used in the ordinary type of armature,
are eliminated, making it pofsible to build a much tighter core
and completely to protect the armatnre oofls on the under side.

The armature coils are insulated with mica, this material being
used wherever possible throughout the motor. The field winding!
consist of copper strip insulated with asbestos and imprecnated,
any movement or chafing being effectually prevented by spring
flanges which hold the coils in position. All the external leads

To Deod Smooth 5urPacc

' Mica Iniuloted

Brush Gear

Radial AdjuHmcul

Dust Cap

Heovy Gun Metal Linings

lArmoured Cables

Armodure Linings Sud Mctoi

Lined . with Babbitt

Separate Well for

filling Beainrtgs-

Moileoble Iron'oeor Cose.

Strongly^ (?ibb«l . Three

Point Suspension

Fig. C—b.t.h. 250-h,p. Railway Motor.

from the motors are encased in flexible metallic tubing, which
effectively protects the insulation from injury. The axle bearings

are fitted with heavy gun-metal linings, and the armature bearings

are of gun-metal lined with Babbitt. That part of the axis

between the bearings is enclosed by a dust-gnard. a dust-cap being

also fitted to the armature shaft bearing at the commutator end,

80 that all access of dust to the bearings is prevented. The gear

case is of malleable iron, strongly ribbed to enable it to withstand
heavy shocks, and arranged for three-point snepension, the gears

and pinions being of high-carbon oil-tempered forged steel.

All parts of the motors are subjected to stringent tests at vsrions

stages during their manufacture, and each completed motor is

jofely Lu9S

Fia. 5.—TbansfobiMeb with Coolinc Ribs.

copper and iron losses remaining constant during the two teste.

The use of radiating ribs is claimed to result in uniform heating
in all parts of the transformer, and to avoid oases where coils are
bnmt out, although the temperature at the level of the oil appears
to bo quite satisfactory.

B.T.H. Boilway Motors.

By the courtesy of the British Thomson-Houston Co,, Ltd.,
of Rngby, we are enabled to give the following particulars of the
direct interpole ventilated railway motors which they are at
present building at their Rngby works for the Central Argentine
Railway. These motors are for use on sn SPO-volt D 0. pyttem, and
are rated at 250 H.r. each ; they are arranged for tapped field

contp], enabling speeds np to 65 miles per hour to be obtained.
Efficient Ventilation is provided by a fan attached to the armature

thoroughly tested to ascertain that its performance'agrees with the
requirements of the original design, readings being taken of

efiiciency, temperature rise on load, \:c. The insulation Is

subjected to high potential test* calculated to show up the slightest

defects.

" Altior " Trocess of Die CastJnp.

A novel form of antomatio die-casting machine is jnst beirg
perfected by National Alloys, Ltp., Ilfoid, Lc noon, E.. with
tho object of die-rastiug light aluminiom alloys, of Fpeoifio

gravity 2'85. It is also adapted for die-casting other non-ferrons
alloys, such as Babbitt's metal, zinc alloys, j:c.

A furnace with the necessary crnoible to contain the molten
metAl forms the baee of the machine. Bolted to this is » neck
piece with a domed cover, near the centre of which is formed a

/
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pooket. havin); screwed into it a circular block of upeoially hard

metal, bored out to form a taper nozzle, and slotted to take the

gprueouttinif bar. In thlB pocket and around the toper nozzle in a

small furnnce which keepu the metal perfectly molten right up to

the time of entering: the die. Held in place by meane of a irland

and Btuffln^; box on the nnder side of the noiAe is a tube of

refractory material which paxaee down throu(;h the molten metal to

within about half-an-inoh from the bottom of the crucible. Through

a (jland In the domed cover a Bpindle runs down into the crucible,

carryinff two perforated diaks, which are plunged up and down in

the molten metal by means of a hand lever, thus keeping the

metal well agitated. A hole and cover for same is also placed in

the domed cover to allow of the crucible being filled withont

removing the cover. JI inged to the domed cover is a plate to which is

fixed the bottom half of the die to be cast from, and having in the

centre a hole to register exactly with the nozzle before mentioned

in the circular block of hard metal, and also with the filling hole

SECTIONAL ELEVATION

Fig. 8.—Sectional View, Die-casting Machine.

in the bottom half of the die. The hinged plate referred to is

tilted back into any desired position by means of a suitable bevel

andjworm gear. Screwed into the hinged plate are three bright

mild steel pillars carrying a bridge piece, through the centre of

which works a double-threaded quick-running screw, operated by

a heavy hand-wheel or cross-bar at the top, and carrying at the

other end a plate registering on the three bright pillars referred to.

This plate carries the top half of the die. The domed cover.

HALF PL
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for use at Bjxiey Heath. It has the advantage of beinpr able to
travel upon ordinary roads as well as the railn, and is fitted with a
ronnectine rod for couplinfr to a tramcar. The construction in well
braced, and brakes are fitted to the road wheels as well as to the

,HE*THMANs"BEXLey PaTTERn"
1 Telescopic Ladder Tower
to wheel on ordinary roads
ortram-rails a\0 attach to

tramcabs fob traction

Fig. 11.—^E\v Tyi'e Toweu Laduee.

tram wheels, with jilumbirg screws to raise the ladder upright
when being used upon a hill. The sliding Eection adjusts
at vaiiouB heights and has a protecting guard rail, as also a tool

tray.

Self-Contained Electric Fountain.

Messrs. Laing, Whauton, Ltd., of 7. Great Newport Street,

W.C., are introducirg a new self-contained electric fountain—the
Whardown— which is fitted with a universal motor, so that it is

available for use on either A.c. or D o, circuits of 100 to 260 volts,

by connecting to lampholder or wall socket. The motor is former
wound, with a two years' guarantee, and has a rating of 22 watts.

from complete disengagement by a stop-ecrew threaded into the
cover. This cover is held in a cloted position by meant of a
spring bronze latch which engagri in a hlot en the cover. The
total weight of the box complete, with bracket »rm attachment,
is b; lb.

New Type Current Transformers.

In our issue of July 1 7tb page 1 17, we referred to a new type
of current transformer which has been introduced by Heeen.
Vedovelli, Priestley ,V; Co., Ltd., of I'dris—whose agents in thia
country are MtssiiS. Laing, Whakton, Ltd.— ar.d pointed out
that these had been constructed for preesnres up to 6,CC0 volte

:

we understand, however, that this is underttating the caee, as snch
transformers have been built for preetures of .OO.OOO volte, and will
shortly be available for more than double that pressure.

LEGAL.

Electeic Company and Local Authorities in Jamaica.

The Lords of the .Judicial Committee of the Privy Coancil havegiven
a considered judgment in an appeal by the West India Electric Co..
Ltd., again^'t an order of the Supreme (Jourt of .lamaica, in favonr
of the respondents, the Mayor and Council of Kinghton.
Lord Sumneb, delivering the judgment of the B.ard, said that

on June 28th, 1912, the Corporation of Kingston, .lamaica.
issued a plaint in the Kingston Court Jor astesf^mtnt of ccm-
pensatiou to be paid for taking a small portion of O.xford Pen, a
piece of lard belonging to the appellants. Therenpcn the appel-
lants began the present action, in which they claimed an injanction
to restrain the respondents from acquiring the site in question, and
from proceeding further with the plaint. The hearing of the
summons for an interim injunction was. by consent, treated as the
trial of the cause, and the action was dismissed. An appeal was
unsuccessfully taken, and the case came before their Lordships on
appeal from the Supreme Court of Jamaica.
The substantial question en appeal was whether the appellants

had any compulacry powers of taking the site in quefcticn if they
had chosen to exercise them. They were of opinion that the
appellants had failed to cstablich this. It followed that their

Lordships were of opinion that the order appealed from was right,

and they would accordingly advise His Majesty that this appeal
should be dismissed, with costs.

Fig. 12.— Self-contained Fountain.

A special feature is the fitting of the upper plass basin, jet ring
and Biter to the fountain. The jet-ring piping connection in a
push fit only, so that it can be readily removed and the basin tflken

oft' for cleaning, and the filter pulled out. The ribbed-glass basin
is l;! in. in diameter, and the casing is of Shellield electro-plate.

>>>v Weatherproof Fnsc-Box.

Messrs. Turners .^ Manvillf. Lti>, of n, Lloyd's Avmue,
E.G.. have introduced a new " Xoark " weatherproof fuse-box for
overhead wire protection. This device is dt signed to meet the
demand for a simll, co;u pact and inexpensive two-pole weather-
proof bix for mounting on cross-arms, and to serve as a fuse
between the overhcnd mp.ins and house service wires, although its

application is not limited to this spooifio purpose. The interior
fittings consist of a standard ' Noark " two-pole porcelain fuse
block for fuses up to 60 amperes. The enclosing case is of
novel construction, forming a thoroughly practical and satisfac-
tory gasketless weatherproof box. The box, which measures (> ,",-, in.

X Ij',, in. X 2iV, in., is cast with a deep rectangular groove extend-
ing round three sides, but open at tlie bottom. In the groove a
heavy sliding sheet-met:\l cover is a?serabl 'd, which is prevented

E.SGAGINO A FOBEMAN.

In the Maryltbote County Court, on Thursday last week, before
his Honour Sir W. Lucius Selfe. Albert Edward Short, an elect.-ical

engineer, sued Messrs. Watsen, ;\Iarsh & Co., Ltd., of Brccdtsbury,
for £2 lOj., being a week's salary.

Mb. Ar.mitage, solicitor for the plaintiff, said that, in answer to

an advertisement in the Electrical liEVifW, the plaintiff got
into communication with the defendants, and had an inteiview
with them en May 2:<id last. They stipulated that he should not
make ary advance on the salary cittrcd, £2 10s., and, on condition

that he was content to remain on .it that sum. they would engage
him as foreman. lie agreed that he should remain at that weekly
wage till September, when he woiil I have proved bis worth. He
was to start on June Sth, but on May 27th he received a Utter
from the defendants telling him that they did not require his

services.

Mr. Marsh, one of the defendants, said they bad selected six

out of the large number of replies they had received in answer to

their advertisement—plaiutifl's was one of the six. They were
satisfied with his testimonials, and told him to call again on the

27ih. Subsequently they decided, as plaintiff would not work with
satisfaction, not to engage him, and they wrote to him to that

effect. In answer to this intimation they received a letter from
the plaintiff, in which he acknowledged that nothing definite bad
bsen settled.

In view of this admission, his Hcnoir gave judgment for the
defendants, without costs.

Aex;inENT Clmm.

At the Halifax County Court last week, before his Hcnonr Judge
McCarthy, Thomas liraithwaite claimed £'.> fiom the Halifax Cor-
poration for damages due to alleged negligence.

It appe\"»red from the evidence that en March ."th the claimant
boarded a tramcar, and the vehicle set off at a high speeei. and
then suddenly stopped, owirg to the application of the electric

brake. He was thrown to the far end of the c*r and sustained

injuries to the 'Knee and shin, and also had his wrist injured.

The Cor^Kiration maintained that there was no negligence, as

the car was proceeding at a proper speed, and the milk cart came
out of a side road on the wrong side. The driver had applied the
electric brake in order to save a collision.

His Honour gave judgment for the defendants with costs, stat-

ing that there did not appear to have Ix^en any negligence on the
part of the driver, and the real action lay against the driver of

the milk cart.
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ROUEUTB BB08. i\ HoWABTH.

At the Lei|;h County Court laat week, before his Ilunour Jud^e
Stsnger, K.O., llobcrtB Bros., elfctrioiann, of Silk Street, Leigh,
claimed £i it. Hi. from Klliii Uowarth fur electric flttitiKx.

The case for the plaintiffa was that in June of lUll, the defen-
dant entered into an agreement with a Mr. Makineon to purchase
a house which was to be built in Iteech Walk. When the building
was being erected the defendant saw one of Roberts's workmen
fitting up electric bells and lights. I la told the workman he
desired special plugs put in, at he might desire to have radiators

attached. The workman promised to mentioo the matter to his

employers, and the latter instructed the workman to proceed with
the work. Subsequently, after the work was completed, the
defendant decided not to buy the house, and denied that he ever
gave the order for the electrical work.
Judgment was given for the plaintiffs, with costs.

BouRNK r. SnfTn Stakkobdshire Tramway.s Co.

At Birmingham Assizes, on Friday, before Mr. Justice Scrutton,
William Bourne, nut and bolt worker, of Smethwick, was awarded
£17ii damages against the South Staffordshire Tramways Co., for

injuries received through the negligence of the defendants' servant?.

Plaintiff was a passenger in a tramcarfrom Birmingham to Smeth-
wick. The driver applied the emergency brake to prevent a
collision with another car in front ; the car j-^rked violently, the
floorboards heaved up, and a large iron bar was forced into the
car. Plaintiff sustained a fracture of the right ankle, and had not
been able to work since December 13th, the date of the accident.

The defence was that a defect had arisen in the suspension-bar.

which had not been nsed for years, and which showed no signs of

being defective.

Hastings Dolter StiBPACE-CoNTACT Tbamwats.
'

At Hastings, on July 23rd, the Hastings Tramway Co. were
defendants in a summons charging them with unlawfully using
the Dolter surface-contact system from January 1st to March 19th.

AcMrding to the Dail;/ Telei/ra/i/i report Dr. Ginsburg, who
appeared for the Board of Trade, said that the tramways com-
pany had notice to discontinue, but did not do so, and the Board
received complaints. Further representation from the Board
brought a reply that the studs were no longer alive. For the
defence it was urged that another system had been utilised as
quickly as possible.

The Bench imposed a fine of £5 and costs.

Underghodnd Electbic Railways r. F. W. Dukkley, Ltd.

In the Chancery Division, Mr. Justice Astbury decided this action
which was brought by the Underground Electric Railways Co. of

London, Ltd., against F. W. Dunkley, Ltd. (in liquidation) and
the first and second mortgage debenture-holders of F. W. DunkUy,
Ltd., claiming a declaration that the railway company was entitled

to a first charge on the benefits conferred on Frank Wm. Dunkley,
by an agreement of November 26th, 1910, in priority to the
interest therein of the debenture-holders of F. W. Dunkley, Ltd.
The case had reference to the buildings over the Tube Station in

Leicester Square. Mr. Dunkley erected above the first floor a
block of buildings, and the railway company granted him a lease

of 99 years, at £500 a year. The plaintiff company, also by instal-

ments, advanced to the lessee £7,300 at 6 per cent., the moneys to

be a first charge on the interest of the lessee.

His LOEDSHIP held that, in order to poetjrrne the plaintiff ctm-
pany's claim to the debenture-holders, the fla'ntiff company must
have had notice that Dunkley had parted with his interest in the
property, which he had agreed should be charged to thi- plaintiff

company, and the defendants, on whom was the onus, bad not
proved that such notice was given or received prior to the plaintiff

company making the last advance. The plaintiff company was,
therefore, entitled to the priority it claimed, and hie Lordship
made an order accordingly, and gave leave to the defendants to
apply for an order for the sale of the property.

Mabconi's Wireless Teleobaph Co., Ltd., v. Helsby
Wireless Telegbaph Co., Ltd.

Judgment was given by Mr. Justice Eve in the Chancery Division
on July 21th in the action for alleged infringement brought by
Mr. G. Marconi and Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., against
the Helsby Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., which was recently before
his Lordship and an assessor (Prof. Bertram Hopkinson).

His LoEDSHiF said this action was commenced on October 18tb,
1912. At that date, and down to their expiry on April 2.5th last,

the plaintiffs were the owners of Letters Patent No. 7,777, of 1900,
for an invention of " Improvements in apparatus for wireless
telegraphy." They allege that the defendants infrirged the said
letters patent in 1911 by the construction and installation of an
apparatus on board fonr steamships belonging to the London
and North-Western Railway Co. The defendants deny that
they have infringed

; and they allege that the letters patent are
invalid by reason of certain prior publications ; and on these two
issues the case has been tried. The area of conflict has been con-
siderably curtailed, and the points in conflict greatly reduced by
the fact that in 19U the letters patent upon which the plaintiffs
are suing were construed

; and many of the objections raised by
the defendants in their pleadings here were dealt with by Lord
Parker (then Mr. Justice Parker) in an action brought by the
plaintiffs against other defendants. The apparatus used by the

defendants in that action vim held to be an infringement of the
plaintiffs' patent ; and it is admitted that the apparatus com-
plained of in this action is for electrical purpoeeti identical with
the apparatus so held to he an infringement, except for the intro-
duction into the primary circuit of two addiliopal spark gaps and
a through charging coil— but as the presence of the coil is conse-
quent on the introduction of the two spark gaps, there is nothing
substantial in that (see (questions and Answers, \og. 2,4.57 to 2,4<;i).

The short jwiut, therefore, on the issue of infringement which I

have to decide, is whether, by the introduction of the two spark
gaps, the defendants have produced an apparatus which does not
come within the scope of the plaintiffs' patent. The object of the
two additional spark gaps is the reduction of the length of the
primary wave train ; and that they do bring about some
reduction is, in my opinioo, established by the evidence.
Indeed, that such is the case is not disputed by the
plaintiffs ; it is mainly a question of degree. The defen-
dants put forward and rely on the exhibit "J.S., 9 " an
demonstrating diagrammatically the reduced length of the
primary wave train consequent on the Introduction of the spark
gaps : and they insist that optical experiments go to confirm the
accuracy of the photographic material which form the basis of
that diagram. In estimating the credibility to be attached to

"J.S., 9 "— that is to tay, in considering how nearly it approaches
to an exact representation of facts, one has to give weight notonly
to the obvious jiiysical difficulties of accurately reproducing by
photography phenomena, the duration of the existence of which is

measured by millionths of a second, and the agencies employed in

the reproduction ; that is to say, such things as the Bensitivencss
of the photographic plate, and the actinic value of the metal con-
stituting the spark gaps, but also the following facts admitted or
proved in the course of the trial :—(I) That the defendants'
installation works satisfactorily over the requisite distances; (2)
that it is not wasteful of energy : (3) that the coupling of the
two circuits is a loose one, in the neighbourhood of 2 per cent., and
certainly not exceeding 5 per cent.

; (4) that with loose conpling
the transfer of energy must be in small doses, something like 3 per
cent, per oscillation ; and (.5) that substantially the whole of the
energy in the primary has been, in fact, transferred to the
secondary in the defendants' apparatus when the primary has
ceased to oscillate. The conclusion to which a consideration of
these matters has led me. is that " J.S.. 9 " cannot he accepted as

quantitatively reliable. The alternative of accepting it as accurate
leaves one face to face with more than one problem, to which I

cannot find a satisfactory answer in the defendants' evidence.

For example:— (1) How can a large proportion of the energy
be tranferred from primary to secondary in 3^ oscQlations

with a coupling of less than 5 per cent. / (2) if only that
percentage of the energy which corresponds to this conpling is

transferred, how can the defendants' apparatus ba either elficient

or non-wasteful .' And (3) If the whole of the energy is not trans-

ferred, what becomes of it/ Bat, as I have already stated, I am
satisfied that the presence of the epark-gaps does substantially

reduce the length of the primary wave train: and that after the
primary has ceased oscillating the Eccondary continues to oscillate

for a number of periods, and to radiate the pure wave of the
aerial. The defendants claim that the result of this is to improve
the working of the installation, in that the catting off or shutting
down of the primary eliminates what has been called the double-

hnmped curve produced when surplus energy is returned from the
secondary to the primary, as it can be when the primary is per-

sistently oscillating while the secondary is radiating. I think
this may be the case ; but I do not think it affects the real question
which I have to answer. I think that cjaestion may be thus
stated. Is it an essential feature of Marconi's invention that the

primary should oscillate so that as energy is radiated by the

aerial the primary will persistently replenish the secondary with
at least an equivalent amount of energy, and thereby maintain the
radiating secondary .' I do not think it is. In both the plaintiffs'

aod the defendants' installations, the primary oscillations die down
before the secondary oscillations are finished : and in this sense

the question resolves itself into one of degree, dependent largely

on the character of the radiation employed. With a good
radiator radiating in a single swing a very large percentage

of the energy transferred, the oscillations of the secondary

must die down very quickly after those of the primary have
died down ; and in such an installation the primary may well be

said not only to build up oscillations in the secondary, but there-

after to maintain them, and to be in the true sense the reservoir

on which the secondary is persistently drawing for energy to

replace that which is being contemporaneously radiated. But
with radiators of, what I may perhaps call, more conservative

capacities, the necessity for persistent mainteuance is proportion-

ately reduced ; and although when such radiators are employed,

the function of the primary is perhaps rather to build up than to

maintain the secondary oscillations, it neverthelefs does, in fact,

both build them up and maintain them. The defendants rely

greatly on those passages in Lord Parker's judgment, wherein they

claim that he expressly treats the maintenance of the secondary

oscillations by the persistent primary oscillations as of the essence

of the invention ; but these passages must be read in relation to

the particular infringement with which the Court was then deal-

ing ; and in my opinion they are not equivalent to a construction

of the patent which would have precluded the patentee from
claiming protection for installations embodying radiators in which
the oscillations could be built up and maintained without the

necessity of keeping the primary persistently oscillating. I think,

notwithstanding the great ability which has been displayed in

endeavouring to lead me to a different concluficn, that the

defendants have in substance appropriated the invention described
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in the plaintifTs' lettera patent ; and that in the oonBtruction of

their apparatus they have only introduced fuch modifica-

tions as are within Marconi's ppecification, and covered

by his claim. I hold, therefore, that their apparatus

was an infringement of the plaintiftV patent. This conclusion

disposes of the defendants' sufrgestion that their apparatus is

fignre 4 of Lodge's specification of 1897 , but with regard to that

figure, and the working of the apparatus there depicted, I am
advised by the Assessor—whose valuable assistance throughout I

take this opportunity of acknowledging—that Mr. Swinburne's

evidence—illustrated in ".I.S. If, "—is to be preferred to that of

Dr. Erskine Murray. It is possible that Lodge made an invention

when he suggested, in connection with figure 4, that he would
charge the aerial, and would then cut it off from the charging

agent as rapidly as possible, leaving it free to swing independently ;

and the defendants may have taken this invention : but even so,

that does not mean that they have not also taken Marconi's inven-

tion, which relates to the nature of the charging agent : and can

quite well be combined with Lodge's invention. I do not think

it is necessary to dwell at length on that part of the case which is

concerned with the alleged prior publications. In my opinion, no
evidence has been adduced in this case which qualifies in any way
the conclusions at which Lord Parker arrived upon the question of

Tesla's alleged anticipations. Nor, as a matter of construction, do
I think that the passage on page 15 of the documents referred to

in the Particulars of Objections, where the use by Ducretet of the

Oudin resonator is dealt with, refers to anything else than a user

for the purpose of tuning transmitter and receiver : and, as Dr.

Erskine Murray admits, the passage en page 51 covers

the same ground only. His evidence on this alleged

anticipation is well summed up on page 2-i'i of the
Notes, where on Question 2,947 he is asked: "Aye or no
do you suggest this taught the world the Marconi invention '' ,''

And he replies :
" I say it might teach the world— bnt there is

always the teacher and the taught." That is not the sort of

evidence on which I should be justified in holding that these

passages relied on by the defendants disclose an anticipation ; and
I decline so to do. In my opinion the plaintiffs are right. They
are entitled to a declaration that the defendants' apparatus was,

at the date of the writ, and thereafter down to April 2.Tth last

continued, an infringement of the Letters Patent No. 7,777 of the

year 1900 ; to an inquiry as to the damages sustained by them in

consequence of such infringement ; and to the costs of the action

down to and including this judgment, to be taxed as between
solicitor and client. The pubsequent costs will be reserved, and
there will be liberty to apply.

The British Thomson-Hocston Co., Ltd., i: Union Electbio
Lighting Co.

This patent action came before Mr. Justice Sargant, in the

Chancery Pivision, on Monday, July 27th, on a motion for

judgment in default of defence.

By the statement of claim the plaintiffs asked for the ordinary
relief in a patent action, and the minutes of the order now asked
for were in common form, including a direction that the defen-

dants should within 14 days make a statement on oath as to what
lampa they had in their possession manufactured in accordance
with the patent.

His LoBDSBiP made the order in accordance with the minutes as

drawn.

The Ki.sg ;• Landlord : Distbaint on Electricai,
Contractor.

In the Bow County Court, on Monday, before his Honour Judge
Smyly, K.C., an interesting interpleader action was heard, in

which the Postmaster-General had obtained judgment against Mr.
Arnold, an electrical contractor, of the Midland Railway Arches,
Woodgrange Riad, Forest Gate. When a distress was levied, the
landlords, the Tottenham and Forest Gate Railway Co., stepped in

and claimed priority as landlords. The debt was for unpaid
telephone calls.

Mr. Allsopp appeared for the landlords, and Mr. Davis for the
Postmaster-General, who said the whole case turned on the legal

question as to who had priority, the King or the landlord. A sum
of money was owing to the Postmaster-General for telephone calls,

and he also believed it to be true that some £8 I6s. was owing for

rent.

Mr. Bassett (agent for the landlord') said they levied on
.lune 20th.

Mr. Davis : And we were there on the ISth.
Mr. Bassett : We were not aware of that.
JuncE Smyly : Wassoflioient seized .'

The HuiH Bailii 1'
: There was not sufficient to pay either : 1

seized all the goods and the sale realised £5 7s. 6d., which has
been lodged in Court.

Mr. Davis said his case rested on the decision in Rex r. Wells
and Allnutt, determining a jireferenoe in favour of the King. It

said that where the interests of the Crown and the subject were in

conflict, the King should have the preference.
JiDGE Smyly: I should not have the least doubt as to that,

except 'for tho late Statute, which gives the landlord priority.
It is a question whether the Crown is mentioned in that, and if it

is not, whether the Crown is bound by it,

Mr. Davi'; I have gone thoroii(.'hly through the Act, and ciUi

find nothing as to the Crown. I may i-ay^ there has never been an
attempt to limit the prerogative of th'; King.
Judge Smvly : Except in the Engli.sh Act of Bankruptcy,

Sec. 150, where there is an express ex6eption.

Mb. Davib : And then if there is any question as to the Post-

master-General being the Crown, I have a copy of the Charter
here, printed by the King's printers ; also, I say it is a matter of

common knowledge.
Mr. Allsopp said he was surprised to he»r the nature of the

defence to his claim. He always thought the Kmg's priority

applied to taxes and dues and so on, and not to telephone cal\K.

Jl'D(>e Smvi.y said the authorities showed that the precedence
of the King and Crown had been one unbroken line. His verdict

would be for the King or Crown, as represented by the Postmaster-
General.

Seizibe of Lelios Lamps.

In the Shoreditch County Court on TuCEday, before his Honoor.
Judge Cluer, Geo. Argent, jon., of 133. City Road. E.C., was the
claimant in a remarkable interpleader action. Messrs. Nardello
and Agarzar, Ltd., of 13, Panton Street, W., agents and importers

of electrical fittings and lamps, obtained judgment against Max
Wineberg, of 133, City Road, EC, agent for electrical fittings, and
isEued execution. Lelios inverted lamps, to the value of £31
16s. Id., and a £.') typewriter, were seized, but Mr. Argent now
claimed them, alleging that he had purchased them from Volt. Ltd .

of Holland, as part of a partnership business with Mr. Wineberg.
Mr. Louis Green, barrister, appeared for the claimant, and Mr.
I'lements was counsel for the defence.

Mb. Louis Gbef.n said the question of £50 damages for dislcca-

tion of business, would arise as the case went on. The facts of the
claim were that a partnership was entered into by Argent with
Wineberg on February 2ad, 1914, in consequence of an advertise-

ment in the Daily Ti'legmph. At that time the debt was due to

the execution creditor, but unknown to the claimant. They
traded at 133, City Road. E.C , as M. Watson ^v Co., ironmorgers
and agents for electrical goods. Formerly Wineberg had traded at

the same address. Under the agreement he brought in £40 in

cash to the business and £25 worth of electrical goods. The
lamps seized had been purchased from Volt, Ltd., of Holland,

direct, and paid for in cash to the carriers. These were in April,

£28 8s. lOd. and £28 lis. 2d., and in May £27 2s. tSj.,

and £14 lis. lOd. He valued the 500 lamps seized at

£31 163. Id., actual cash paid. All the lamps seized were actually

in the invoices produced. The claimant gave evidence, and said

that the execution creditors were the sole London agents of

Messrs. Volt, Ltd. The partnership had been going along very

satisfactorily, and they had been dealing in these Lelios lamps
when suddenly Slessrs. Nardello J: Agarzir said they could

have no more until Wineberg's debt was settled np. He pointed

out that he had nothing to do with a previous debt of

Wineberg's, and also said they were getting lamps from Volt, Ltd.

Claimant was fold that would be stopped, as they were the sole

agents, then judgment was obtained against Wineberg and execu-

tion issued. The first he heard of the debt was when he got a

letter from Volt's stopping the supplies, and he saw Nardello.

In cross-examination, he agreed judgment was obtained on May
19th, execution levied on June 15th, a claim made by him on
July 4th, and the partnership agreement was stamped on the

7th. It was quite true that Wineberg had been carrying on busi-

ness at 133, City Road before the partnership. His bank book and
cheques had always l>een open to inspection. He had never said

that Wineberg was simply a traveller in his employ.

Mr. WATEunorsE, bank manager, gave evidence aa to the open-

ing of the partnership banking acjount, with the London, City and
Midland bank.

For the defence Mb. Ghimsdall, the High Bailiff, gave evideoce,

and said Argent saw him and claimed the goods as his ovm per-

sonal property, never mentioning any partnership. Had he known
of it, he would not have gone on, but as he did not prove his claim

he went on.

Judge Cluer said it was clearly an honest partnership, or they

would not have paid the £10 penalty stamp The only question

was, what had become of the goods .' His Honour was told they were

sold after notice of the partnership had been given, whereupon he
said the execution creditor was liable in damages. All the books

and cheques and eo on could have been inspected, and the sale

ought never to have taken place. It was said they would now have

to pay 33 per cent, more for the lamps, and Messrs. Nardello had
offereid to let them have the original lamps back, as they bought

them in at the sale, but how could they on one hand 8»y they

were the sole selling agents, and then cft'er some to the claimant

to sell
'

Mr. Agabzar gave evidence and said the lamps had been pur-

chased off Volt's on the understanding they were not to be imported

in^o England.
Judge Cluer: What ridiculous rubbish, when Volt s consigned

them to Watson's. He was entitled to dsungo, owing to the

serious interference with his business. He assessed the damagesat
£20, besides the value of the goods seized. £36 16s. Id., and
ordered the execution creditor to pay the High Bailiff's costs.

Strike.—The labonr dispute at the Helsbv Cible AVorka

was settled last week, and the works were reopened on July 23rd,
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PARLIAMENTARY.

OxIonI and IMstiiit ri-aiiiu:i\s Itill.

Ok this Bill coming ap for third readini; in the House of

Commons, Mr. E. Harvey moved that the Bill be rejected. It

was a Bill to ratify an ai;reement between the Oxford Electric

TramwayB Co. and the O.tford Corporation, and he objected to it

on the ground that it conferred an entirely novel monopoly on the

Tramways Company, viz , that of runninff an omnibus service for

37 years, while they were relieved of a very seriooB obligation to

reconstruct the tramways under conditions which had been made
difficult by changes since the Act of a few years ago.

Viscoi NT Vaj.enti.k considered that the Bill was favourable to

the City of Oxford, and gave no advantages to the Tramways Co.

Mu. J. H. Whitelky said the Bill came before him as chairman
of the Unoppjsed Bill Committee, after the petition had been
withdrawn and the City Corporation and the company had come to

terms. After the proposals had baen carefully examined the Com-
mittee unanimously passed the Bill.

The amendment was rejected and the Bill carried a third time.

pretatlon which they were advised mutt be placed on the Statute
referred to. and the whole question w&s receiving the careful
uttentiun of the (iovernment.

Bristol Curporatlun'I'runiwayg Itill.—On July 2:<rd the Court
of Referees of the House of Commons considered the objections of
the Bristol Corporation to the Bristol Ratepayers' Association, the
West Gloucestershire Water Co., and several private petitioners
being heard against its Tramways Bill. Mr. I'ltzierald, for the
Corporation, contended that 3H,0U0 electors had voted at the poll
taken, and a maj:>rity of bfstween :< iiQO and 4.0iii} was in favoar of
the Cjrporation purchaiing the tramways. The Cotirt disallowed
the loruf to the Ratepayers' Association and the Water Co., but
agreed that .lohn Hare and others and Charles Bell and others
should be heard bsfore the Committee for considering the Bill.

(ilusi^otv Corporiition Bill. — On Wednesday, Thursday
and Iriday last week a Select Committee of the House of
Commons, presided over by Sir JIdwin Cornwall, had under con-
sideration the Bill of the Glasgow Corporation under which powers
were sought for a new tramway street and a bridge tn carry the
street over the river Kelvin. After hearing considerable evidence
both for and against the proposal, the Committee pipsed the
preamble of the Bill without alteration.

YoiK Coriioratioii Itill.

On July 22nd and 2Srd a Select Committee of the House of Com-
mons, under the chairmanship of Lord Hiversham, considered the

Bill promoted by the York Corporation, which, amongst other

things, asked for powers to provide tramway extensions and to

run trolley vehicles and motor-omnibuses. The estimates contained

in the Bill were £9,800 lor the provision of trolley vehicles :

£8,70U for the electrical equipment of trolley vehicles; £12,000
for the provision and equipment of motor-omnibuses ; and £21,700

for purchase of land for purposes of a light railway and the erec-

tion of buildings, \c.

Mr. Macassey, K.C.. and Mr. Beveridge appeared for the pro-

moters, and Mr. Talbot, K.C., Mr. Clode, K.C., and the Hon. E.

Charteris represented the North-Eastern Railway Co. to oppose the
Bill.

Mb. Macassev explained that the Corporation proposed to run
trolley cars on four routes commencing opposite the North-Eistern
Railway Station, and the North-Eastern Co. objected to two of these

routes on the ground that it was proposed that the vehicles might
stop, stand or turn round in front of the station in the company's
road, which was maintained by the Corporation at the cost of the

company.
Alderman Mayer (Chairman of the Corporation Tramways

Committee"). Mr. Burrow.'^ (Manager of the York Tramways), and
Mb. Spencer (Manager of the Bradford Corporation Tramways)
gave evidence in support of the Bill.

After hearing further evidence, the Committee passed the pre-

amble of the Bill, bat gave the North-Eistern Railway Co. power
to appeal to the Board of Trade a3 to the matter of the turning
paint at the station for trolley oars and motor vehicles.

BUSINESS NOTES.

^>w(•a^itl«* ('oi')K)ratioii Bill.

A Select Committee of the House of Lords, presided over by Lord
Haversham, on Monday concloded the hearing of a Bill promoted
by the Newcastle Corporation with the object of securing powers
to construct and work additional tramways in the urban districts

of Longbenton and Weetslade. The Corporation also sought powers
under the Bill to run services of motor-omnibuses.
Mr. Honoratbs Lloyd, K.C., who opened the case for the

promoters, explained that it was proposed to give additional tram-
way facilities, particularly during the period of race-meetings at

Gosforth Park. The only opposition was that of the North-Eistem
Railway Co., who objected on the ground of competition.

Evidence for the Bill was given by Mr. W. J. Steel, the city

engineer, and Mr. Ernest Hatton, manager of the tramways, the
latter remarking that the proposed new tramways would serve a
population of 2.5,000 people.

Mr. J. B. Hamilton, general manager of the Leeds City Tram-
ways, also gave evidence in support of the Bill. He thought there
was room both for the railway and the tramways.

Considerable evidence was given on behalf of the North-Eastern
Railway Co. in opposition to the Bill, but in the end the Committee
found ihe preamble of the Bill to have been proved.

Light Railways and the Development Bill.—In the House
of Commons, Mr. Rawntree asked the President of the Board of

Trade whether he was aware that the Attorney-General had
advised that it was almost impossible that a light railway con-

stru'-ted and run by a group of private individuals could be con-
structed and run otherwise than as a commercial, that is a profit-

making, CDncern, with the result that no association of persons or
company formed to construct and work a light railway would in

practice be found to satisfy the condition of not trading for

profit within the meaning of Sec. 1 (1) of The Development and
Roads Improvement Funds Act, 190y ; and, if so, whether, seeing

such opinion rendered the Act entirely inoperative as regarded the
construction of light railways by voluntary effort with State aid,

he would say what course under these circumstances the Govern-
ment proposed to adopt.—Mr. Montagu replied that the Development
Commission had experienced difficulties owing to the legal intcr-

<oii.siilar Notes.— <'1IIN.\.— In ;i recent report on tbe

trade of his district, the Austrian Consul at Tientsin gives some
interesting advice to his countrymen as to the methods to be

adopted in endeavouring to obtain trade in that market. Af :er

pointing out that competition in the class of goods in which the

Chinese buyer is interested is very keen, he states that in order to

do any extensive business in the country in the face of active com-
petition from all parts of the world, it is necessary to bring tc

bear on the market great energy, care, sacrifice and efficiency. The
popular opinion that Chinese business does not entail much exercise

of care on the part of the manufacturer or merchant, but that

orders can be executed with considerable latitude as to complying
with conditions laid down, is far from the truth. If a manufac-
turer is not prepared to give of his best for the satisfaction of

his customer, he had much better leave the market severely alone,

otherwise he will only meet with disaster. One can only repeat

that in executing business with China all requirements as to

quality, packing, delivery, &o., should be carefulJy followed ont.

for the manufacturer overseas is not in a position to decide which
of the details of the order are of the greatest importance to the

taste and desire of the Chinese buyer. It often happens that a

departure from the instructions of the buyer, even if such de-

parture appears to the supplier to be advantageous from all points

of view, only leads to considerable difficulty in the way of the buyer

getting rid of the goods he has ordered, and to friction between
buyer and seller. In not a few cases acceptance of delivery is

declined, and when the ultimate result is an action between the

supplier and customer, the former is apt to experience difficulty in

avoiding a loss which a close adherence to the instructions

given would have prevented. In attempting to do "ousiness ic

Northern China, it should be borne in mind that, whether for

import or export, direct connection with the native firms should

be avoided in view of the existing unsatisfactory organisation of

i\ative trade. Business must be confined to the foreign firme

established on the market, who interest themselves in the impor-

tation and exportation of all kinds of goods. The chief among
these are of British or German nationality, and, in lesser numbers,
American, Belgian, Swiss and Russian. Almost all of these houses

operate exclusively through their branches in London, Hamburg,
&c. They naturally give a preference to the products of their

own country when other things are equal, and are in some cases

bound to these countries by agency agreements. It is not always
easy, therefore, for a new firm to enter the market, offers of busi-

ness being met with the reply that the firm concerned is other-

wise fixed up for business in the goods concerned. The ijaestion

then arises how business can be done. The Consul points out that

only the best and most strongly-financed firms can hope to succeed

in the market in the face of the keen competition of the existing

merchants, and suggests that home firms who are strongly desirous

of competing should come to an arrangement with one of the

large European firms of China merchants for the purpose of

establishing under its auspices a branch house in China of the

manufacturer concerned. In some cases a number of firms could

combine to work out such a ssheme, and could, with less cost and

more satisfactorily, establish an office in China which would secure

enough business to warrant such a departure.

Elsewhere in his report the Consul states that electric lighting

plants are to be found in the following towns in his Consular

district:—Province of Chihli, Tientsin and Peking ; Province of

Shantung, Tsinanfu, Tsingtao ; Manchuria, Harbin, Antung, Kirin,

Newchwang and Dairen.

GREEOE.—The Austrian Consul at Salonica reports that under

Turkish rule a large number of petrol and benzine motors were in use.

Since Greece has taken possession of the town, however, petrol

and benzine have been subjected to a tax, so that their use will

probably decline. It seems probable, therefore, that many small

factories and indnstries will adopt electric power as an

alternative.
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XORWAY.—The American Consul at Bergen reports that the

Marconi company's trane- Atlantic radiotelegraph station being

erected outside the city of Stavanger will be an added facility for

business relations between the I'nited Statesand Norway. The pre-

sent cable rate from Stavanprerto the zone of N'ew York is Is. BJd. ;

the wireless rate will be Is. per word. The construction of the

radio station bciame assured when in .June, l!n.3, the Norwegian
Storthing (Parliament) approved the Marconi contract and appro-

priated £117,000 tow.irds its erection. The station is e.vpected to

be ready for operation by January 1st, r.U.5. There is said to be

no less than .500,0ii') hydroelectric H v. available for development

in the S'.avanger (Consular di.-ftriot, besides the many smaller

falls already utilised. Movements are now on foit for developing

muoh of this power, the realisation of which will mean a new
industrial era for this district.

IClsewhere in his report the Consul states that the installation of

a new semiautomatic telephone system, with underground cable,

by the Bergens Telefonselskab, is nearing completion, and, when
finished, will give to Bergen the most modern and up-to-date

system of any city in Scandinavia. The system is American,

installed by an American company, which secured the con-

tract after tendering according to plans and specifications

furnished by this C.msulate. The annual report shows that the

receipts from subscribers aggregate £12,750, number of subscribers

4,121. Length of line, 11,905 miles, of which 9,fi73 miles are

cable. The length of ducts for underground cables is 3'.i 5 miles.

The new exchange will cost £22,500, and will have a capacity

for 15,000 subscribers. The original capital stock of £33,500 has

been increased to £(i7,000.

The project of constructing a railway from the heart of the city

of Bergen to the summit of Mount Floien ( 1.000 ft. high) has been

discussed for years, but the great cost of construction and its

uncertainty as a business venture have, sa far, made it impossible of

realisation. Sincethe building of the Bergen- Christiania mountain
railway and the establishment of the Norske-Amerikalinif, the

pissenger and tourist traffic has increased to such an extent that

the plan has become feasible, and, with a view to ensuring

its construction, the City Ccuncil of Bergen, on December
29Lh, 1913, appropriated £5,(i00 to aid in the construction

of an electric railway to the summit. A tunnel will be made
tbrnigh IMount Floien, at its base, to connect the new railway
terninal with the harbour ; the estimated length of the tunnel is

l«i; mile?.

The Consul in Christiania has recently endeavoured to ascertain

the cost of water-power plants per n p. in Norway. No statistical

da'a are available, but an interview with the Department of Water-
falls elicited the following information :—The construction cost of
Witer-power plants varies from £5 12s. to £11 2s. per Hi', for

large water plants, and from £5 128. to £28 per HP. for small
plants. The rate at which the power is sold to customers varies

from 35s. 4d. for large enterprises up to £2 Ifis. for small ones per
H p. per year, 21 hours per day service. A small book, publithed in
Norwegian, by Asohekong & Co., 45, Karl Johansgate. Christiania,

giving information on the subject, and entitled " Veilygnirg i

Udbygniog af Vandfeld, 1913," can be procured at a cost of 21Q
kroner (about 2p. 4d.), which includes postage.

ARGENTINA.—The Amerii'an Consul at Rosario reports that
elfctric motors are used in Ro?ario to a considerable extent, those
for industrial purposes being chiefly in small plants and work-
shops. The Sjciedad de Electricidad (light and power plant)
states that there are 1,200 electric motors in use at Rosario rang-
ing up to 45 H p. The greatest demand is for small motors of
5 to 7 n.P.

Conditions with respect to voltage, current, prices, Jtc, are as
follows :—Main part of the city, continuous current, 140 volts for
motors over 5 h i'. and 220 volts for smaller motors ; outer districtp.

three-phase alternating current, 200 volts for motors over 5 H. p.

and 110 volts for smaller motors. U»tes for motors are as follows:— !l 7 cents per KW.-hr. for first 3o Kw.hrs. consumed per month for
each horse-power installed ; 5.8 cents per KW.-hr. for remainder up to
l,Ono, and 4,3 cents per KW.-hr. for consumption in excess of
1,001) KW.-hr. per month. The company grants special rates to large
oon-umers, and endeavour.* through advertising to increase the
use of electric motors. It neither owns nor rents motors except
tho e used in its own plant.

While electric motors are used to a considerable extent.it will
nit be easy to introduce a new line here, as the field is already well
worked. Four of the leading manufacturers of electrical appli-
ances, including motors, two American and two Uerman, are
represented here or in Buenos Ayrea, and have a good hold on tho
market.

r, is hardly likely, in view of the strong competition,
that new motors can be introduced here through mere corres-
pondence. Goods which are finding a demand here havo been
plioid on the market through personal efforts of travelling sales-
men and agents. Where two articles are in competition, that
which is backed by personal effort interested in its success has
every a Iv.antage over the article which has to depend on catalogue
advertising. In case reports from other Consulates in South
America lead to the conclusion that it would not be worth while
to sond out a personal representative to work the field, it might
be found advisable tomakesalesthroughsomeNew York commission
hous3.

Experience in this territory shows that the distribution of
catalogues produces very meagre results, and that goods are seldom
ordered from catalogues except where the catalogue has been
solicited.

|{;iiiKniitt('.v I'roccodinns.—Truiuk .Moore, eloctricjU
engi leer, Ileadingley, Leed^-.—Receiving' order, July 24th, on

creditors' petition. First meeting, Aa|;ogt 7th, at Official

Receiver's oflice, 21, Bond Street, Leeds
;

pablic examination,
September 8tb. at County Court House. Albion Place, Leeds.

(ilia Ion IK'S and Lists.—^rKssu.s. ('uomito.v & Co.,
LiD

,
Arc Works, Chelmsford.— Publication .N'o. P29 C.ii', psf^ee) in

their uniform size and style, giving illnetrationa and very fully-
detailed particulars of the Crompton-Blondel open type flame arc
lamps. An advance copy of leaflet So. 53>'. describing eeveral
patterns of enclosed arc lamps, has also been received.

Mkssk.s. Simpi.e.x Conduits, Ltd. Garrison Lane, Birming-
ham.—20-page booklet, entitled " A Few Words to Electrical
Contractors on .Signs." A number of outdoor and indoor shop
electric signs are very neatly illustrated, also some indicator and
special] signs and illuminated letters. Prices are given, as well as

some interesting notes designed to persuade the contractor to pueh
the sign business in his own town.

MEs.-iiis. SiE.MENs BRO.S. A: Co., LTD, Woolwich, London, S.E.

—New catalogue of UK pages (No. 535) containing excellent illus-

trations and clear price indications, with some brief descriptive

particulars, of a considerable range of telephone apparatus. The
largest individual section (between 4o and 50 page?) is devoted to

telephones and accessories—intercommunication battery telephones,

magneto wall and table telephones, central-battery telephones,

portable telephones, high-tension telephones, watertight and gas-
tight magneto telephones, cables and wires, cells. A:c. In the
second section various telephone switchboards are included—battery
or magneto, magneto, central-battery. A:c. Automatic systemp,
numerous protective devices, condensers, and fire-alarm systems
follow, and a telegraphic code completes the catalogue.

Ml!. (iEOROE Ei.t.isoN-, Victoria Works, Warstone Lane. Birming-
ham.— Sheets 131,1 to 131/14, illustrating and describing totally

enclosed ironclad auto-transformer starting panels for equirrel-

cige induction motors. Tabulated particulars are given at great
length in regard to the switch ratings under various conditions,

prices and code words for telegrams, of the various types, together
with accessories anf extras, also approximate weights and
dimensions.
The General Electric Co., Ltd., 67, (,'ueen Victoria Street.

EC.—Handsome brochure with many illusi rationp. showing their

fan works at Witton, which are wholly devoted to the manufacture
of " Free?. )r" fans.

The Steri.ixg Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd., Tele-

phone House, Tottenham Court Road. W.—Two-page leaflet.

No. 229, giving particulars and prices of enamelled-wire telephone
cables for interphone systems.
The Akmorduct M.^nufactubing Co., Ltd. Farringdon

Avenue, EC.—Leaflet and sample of Armordnct " H.B. ' cable,

which is claimed to occupy a leading position outside Association
cable.

Messrs. Kbupka & J.\cop.v, Ltp.. 39, Victoria Street, S.W.—
Leaflet H.C. Al dealing with heating and cooking apparatus,
including electric coffee, tea and water cans, hot-plates, travelling

outfits for universal voltage, sterilising apparatus, cookers, cigar
lighters, &c.

>V('ldiii!>- IMaiit.

—

The Siuirs ArxoiiE.NOis Works
Co., of 85 and 87, High Street, Stratford, E., have secured an
order from the Schmidt's Superheating Co., Ltd., for a complete
oxy-acetylene welding plant for their new works at Trafford Park,
Manchester. The geuer-ating plant is of the same capacity as that
recently supplied by the company to the British Westinghonse
Electric and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., of Manchester, and these

will be the two largest automatic acetylene generators in this

country.

Holidays.—The Osbam Lami- Works. Ltd.. Ham-
mersmith, announce the closing of their works from tomorrow,
Saturday, ;Vugust 1st, until Jlonday morning, August lOlh. for the
annual holidays. Matters of urgency only will be dealt with.

The works of Messrs. Belling & Co. will be closed from
August 3rd to 8th inclusive. Correspondence will receive

attention.

The Electrical Appakatis Co, Ltd., notify the closing of
their works from August 3rd to 9th inclusive. Matters of urjfency

will be attended to.

The works of the Rrmn Lamp Co. Ltd., will be close*! from
today. July 3 1st, until August 10th. I'rgent matters will receive

attention.

Record Electrical Co . Ltd.—The Broadheath Works will be
closed from 5.30 p.m., on Friday, .Tuly 3 let, until 7 30 a.m. on
Monday, August 10th, 1914. Letters of extreme urgency will
receive attention.

KiusoN ,V: Swan United Electric Light Co. Ltd.—The
EJiswan Works, Ponder'a End, and oflJces will close on
S.iturday, August Ut. and will re-open on Monday, August 10th.

An ade<iuate staff will deal with urgent business during the
holidays.

JIissRs. Browett, Lindlky ,'i: Co., Ltd.—The works will

be closoil from Saturday, August Ist to Saturday. August 8th,

both days inclusive. A small staff will be in attondanoo to deal
with urgent correspondence.

Mkssrs. CuoMi-iON ,'v: Co.. Ltd.—The works will be closed from
Friday night, July 3 Ist, until Monday, .\ugu9t lOth. The general
offices will be closed for the Bank Holiday, .-Vugust 3rd. only.

Mi.ssKs. WiLLANs \ RomxsoN'. Ltd.—The works will be
closed from ij'riday, July 31st, to Monday, August 10th The
general otlioes will be closed for the Bank Holiday. Augiist 3rd,

only. The staff in attendance in the oflices will deal with current
contract correspondence and the supply of replace parts, \^.
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I'or Sale.—The Kastbourno Klectriiity De|(urliiient have

for dtspoBal an eni;ine, alternator, >Vo. PartioularH are given in

our advertlBement psK'u to-day.

Animal Out iii)f.—The employes of Mes.srh. E. P. Allam
AM) Co. held their annnal ontlng on Saturday la»t. The party

went by train to Gravesend, and thence by brakes to Gads' Hill.

Delightful weather was experienced, and. after the luncheon, at

which Mr. E. P. Allam presided, a cricket match was played and
rambles made in the charming Dickens country. The arrange-

ments were ably carried out by the xtewarde, Messrs. ^'aklen and
Dalgarno.

lt(M)k >»tic«'s.
—" Proceedings of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers." Vol. XXXIII, No. 1. July. New York :

The Society. Price *1.
" Annual Report of the Rand Water Board, for the Year Ended

Maroh Hist, 191 1." Johannesburg: Chief Engineer's Oltioe, Rand
Water Board.

Li(|iii(lati()iis and Dissolutions. — Thk Electro-
MOTOU Mduii'mknt Co., Ltt).—A meeting will be held at 21, Old

Broad Street, E.G., on August 2('.th, to hear an account of the

winding up from the liquidator, Mr. 0. Steiner.

No Celi,, Lrn.—A meeting will be held at the offices of Messrs.

Moore, Partridge & Co , 2, Gresham Buildings, E.G., on August
Slst, to hear an acoount of the winding up from the liquidator,

Mr. A. H. Partridge.

MiDLAxn loNiTioN Co.—A meeting will be held at 35, Newhall
Street, Birminghaai, on Anguet 26th, to hear an account of the

winding up from the liquidator, Mr. C. H. McPherson.
Adams & Fo-x, electrical engineers, 178, High Street, Notting

Hill Gate, and 2:i, Ladbroke Terrace Mews, W.—Messrs. W. J.

Adams and \N'. H. Fox have dissolved partnership. Mr. W. H. Fox
will attend to debts.

Trade innounccnients.

—

The British Thdmsox-
HousTON Co. have had two additional lines installed in their

private telephone exchange at Mazda House, 77, Upper Thames
Street, London, E.G. The telephone number has also been changed,
and, instead of Bank 5,jCI/2/3 as heretofore, all futnre calls must
be made to one or other of the following numbers : Central 10434,

10435, 10436, 10437, 1043S.

Mr. F. Bickfoud, late with Messrs. H. R. Williams & Go., has
commenced business as an electrical engineer and contractor at

Bontport Street, Barnstaple.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

Atlierton.

—

Proposed Loan.—The Clerk to the D.C.
and the electrical engineer have been instrncted to furnish partion-

lars to the L G.B in regard to an application for permission to

borrow £2,100 for EL. purposes.

The Howe Bridge Spinning Go. has decided to take a supply of
electricity from the D.C. for driving its No. 2 mill.

Australia,—The Sydney Council has been recommended
to borrow £500,000 for the extension of the electricity undertaking
in the western and northern suburbs, and to meet the overdraft.

—

Australian Mining Standard.

The Brunswick (Vic.) Council has decided to borrow £10,000 to

extend its E.L, system. A further £10,000 will be required to com-
plete the scheme.

Barnes (Surre.v).

—

Maixs Extensiox..—The U.D.C.
has sanctioned the extension of the EL. mains to the Priory
Lodge Estate, and in Sheen Common Drive.

Blackburn.—Referring to our note last week, Mr. P. P.
Wheelwright, engineer and manager of the electricity department,
writes to point out that the statement that a scheme in connection
with the department has been held up, owing to the consideration
of reorganisation of the gas works, and that both matters are
being referred to the full Council, is quite incorrect as far as his

department is concerned, and the only question that has been
referred to the General Purposes Committee is the report of Sir
Corbet Woodall, on the reorganisation and reconstruction of the
gas worke. The special report mentioned in our paragraph was
one that Mr. Wheelwright made in connection with a new
generating station, which was accepted by the Council some
months ago, and will in the near future be put in hand,

Bolton.— Annual Accounts.— The accounts of the
Corporation electricity department for the year ended March 81st,
1!I14, have just been issued, and show that the revenue from the
sale of energy amounted to £69,737, against £65,514 in the pre-
vious year, and the total income, less discounts, i:o., was £78,333,
against £74,296. Interest, depreciation and other expenses
amounted to £28,224. There was a surplus of £2,365, of which
£2,000 was allocated to the relief of the rates. The capital expen-
diture during the year amounted to £52,619. The units sold
numbered 13,727,819, against 12,605,940. This total Includes
power, 7,445,580 ; tramways, 4,396,543 ; and private lighting,

1,885,696. Works costs per unit were '537d., against '538d., and
the inclusive cost par unit was l'l'i4d., against l'202d. The average
prioa obtained for energy was l'13d. per nnit, against I'lod. It is

anticipated that when the new power station is running the
generating costs will be ooneiderably reduced. The renewal!
fund now stands at £33,531.

Bradford.—The illuctricily Committ<;e has authorised

the Chairman, DoputyCbairman and the Electrical Engineer to

purchase about 50 tons of copper for cable makiog,

Britrlitou. — MiNiciPAL Wiri.nc;.—The E.O.I',, has
forwarded to the B. of G. a copy of a letter received from the

Electrical Contractors' Association (Inc ), relative to the installation

of E.L. by the Guardians at the Poor Law Inittitution The House
(,'ommittee recommended that the L.G.B. should be given details of

the work done, and pointed ont that, when the work had been done
by the staff, the materials had been purchased locally, and that at

the special terms upon which the T.C. supplied electricity enabled the

Guardians to light the bnildings more economically than by ga«,

the Committee was of opinion that by employing its own Htatf it

had not exceeded its powers.

Itristol.

—

Anni'AL Report.—In his report on the

working of the Corporation electricity department for the year
ended March 25th, I'.iU, Mr. Faraday Proctor, the general manager,
states that the gross receipts amounted to £10.'j :i40, and the groM
expenditure to £48,105. After paying capital charges there was a

net proSt of £8,516, and a diepoeable surplus of £10,927. After

meeting sundry expenses and transferring £6,000 to the reserve

fund, £2,314 has been carried forward. The units sold totalled

15,488,638, against 13,067,231 in the previous year. During the

year the oharge for street lighting was reduced by £2,000, and 608

incandescent street lamps, out of 1,158 to be installed, were
equipped free of charge. The load factor was 21'1''' per

cent., against 20'71 per cent, in the previous year. The works
costs per unit amounted to 0'518d., against 0'512d., and the total

costs per unit were I 45d., against r6d. The average revenue
per unit from the sale of current amounted to r534d., against

l'683d.

Proposed Loan.—The Electricity Committee has recommended
the T.C. to apply to the L.G.B. for sanction to a loan of £42,000,

for expenditure on mains, sub-stations, and services daring the

next three years.

Buekie.—E.L. Scheme.—A large scheme of E.L. and
power, derived from the river Spey, for the adjacent district, was
referred to at a meeting of the T.C. The Lighting Committee had
recommended that a report on the EL of Buckie be got from an
engineer, but it was agreed to delay the matter for a year or two,
in order to see if the larger scheme was taken up.

Burton.—A Ga.s Loan.—At a recent L.G.B. inquiry

as to an application to borrow £25,000 for the gas undertakings,

the inspector pointed out the growing competition of electricity,

and said he did not see his way to recommend the granting of

more than £7,000 for immediate requirements.

Bury.

—

Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has sanctioned the
borrowing of £40,720 for extensions at the Chamber Hall power
station.

The Electricity Committee has given permission to the Lancashire

E.P. Co. to supply electricity to the Robinson Kay Home.

Carlisle.

—

Annual Report.—The accounts of the

Corporation electricity department for the year ended March 3l8t,

1914, show that the total revenue was £21,229, against £19,067
in the previous year, and the generating and distribution cost wa»
£14,068, against £10,330. There was a net deficit on the year of

£209, against a profit of £1,510 in the previous year. The units

sold numbered 3,140,457, against 2,531,545. The works costs per

unit amounted to 0'5d.. as against 0'42d., and the total costs per

unit were l'64d., as against r66d. The average revenue per nnit

was l'62d., against 1.8d. The load factor was 18'45 percent.,

against 18 87 per cent. During the year £6,181 was expended on
plant, £4,953l on mains, services, &c., and £2,212 on buildings.

Coal increased in cost by £1,426. In his report, Mr. F. W. Purse,

the electrical engineer, states that during the past year there was
an unprecedented combination of circumstances which can hardly

occnr again, and although there was a slight deficiency, the out-

put and revenue were the largest on record. A three-phase H.T.

system was introduced during the year.

Clioldiani.—Proposed E.L.—The Chertsey R.D.C. has

received a letter from the Woking E.L. Co. stating that the com-
pany had been petitioned by residents at Chobham and Mimbridgre

for a supply of electricity, and that as the district lay within the

area of the Ascot Gas and Electricity Co., whose mains were a long

distance from Chobham, it intended applying to the B. of T. lor

consent to supply. The Council was asked to agree to this course,

but decided to submit the matter to the Chobham P.C.

Continental \otes.

—

Sweden.—As previously reported

in this journal, a Danish company has entered into an agreement
with a Swedish company for the purchase of electrical energy,

which will be transmitted by submarine cables across the Sound
from Sweden to Denmark. The first step towards the realisation

of this scheme has now been made, the work of laying the firat

cable having been commenced. The energy will be supplied from
the Lagan power station in the neighbourhood of Helsingborg,

which already has 25,000 H.p. at disposal, and will be doubled in

size. At Helsingborg, where the current leaves its native country,

the pressure will be reduced to 25,000 volts, and after having

passed through the cable to Elsinore, a distance of 5,400 metres,

the voltage will be increased to 50,000. From this point the
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energy will be diBtributed in the uBual way to vaTioua places in

Zealand, as far as the town of Roskilde, to the sauth of Copen-
hapren. To the power cable itself will be attached another cable,

which will serve as a protection for it aijainat ships' anchors. In
the first instance on'y one cable will be laid, as the whole scheme
may be considered to be in the experimental stapre. But if this

first experiment succeeds, it is the intention to lay two additional
cables. The scheme will be completed towards the autumn.
Norway.—The municipal authorities of Xorvik, in the north,

have ac(iuired a water-courfo, from which an additional supply of
enerpry to the town will be derived. There are two lakes to be
daramexl, which will serve as reeervoirs.

It is repc'rt=d from Mandal, in the south of Norway, that pre-

parations are beiner made to erect a large factory at Lyngdal for

the manufacture of nitrates. At the same time a large power
station will be built on the River Kvina. The power available

amounts to 100,000 ii.p. at least, which will be transmitted to the
factory. Lyngdal is situated close to the sea, and there is an
excellent port, which will facilitate the shipping of the goods.
The enterprise is controlled by a large company at Christiania.

Russia.—The Municipality of Piotigorsk has bren authorised to

raise a loan of £105,00o for, among other things, an electric

power station.

Germanv.—Twenty-seven Kreiseof Silesia, with the co-operation
of the Provincial Council, have formed an " Upper Silesia Com-
mnnal Power-Station " company, to build a power-station and
distributing network for the supply of electricity in the district.

The capital is 73S,000 marks.

C'uddiiiS'ton (Surrey).

—

Proposed E.L.—The South
Metropolitan E.L. Co. has informed the P.O. that it is prepared to go
into the matter of a supply of electricity for the parish, and if the
Council consents, will apply to the B. of T. for its permission. A
Committee has been appointed to disouss the matter with the
general manager of the company.

Dalkeith.

—

Street Lighting.—As its agreement with
the Electric Supply Corporation shortly expires, the T.C. is experi-
menting with the latest types of illuminants, with a view of
improving the street lighting in Dalkeith and Eskbank.

Doiiciifster.

—

Year's Working.—The income from the
Corporation electricity undertaking for the year ended March 31st
last was £14,314, and the expenditure £13,32'.i, leaving a surplus
of £1,01.5, against £1,114 in the previous year.

Fariiworth.—L.G.B. IxyriRv.—Mr. H. R. Hooper
held an inquiry on July 17th into the application of the U.D.C.
for sanction to loans of £1,900 for plant, and £1,500 for prospec-
tive expenditure, in connection with the electricity works.

dlriiiisby.

—

New Plant.—The Lighting ('ommittee has
approved of the expenditure of £4,975 on the extension of the
electricity undertaking, as follows :—Buildings, £1,700 ; battery,
£2,40i) ; booster and switchgear, £800 ; cables, £75.

Halit'a.x.

—

Axnuai, Accounts.—The accoimts of the
Corporation electricity department for the year ended March 3l8t
last state that 9,670,00s units were sold, against 7,48S,2.i5 in the
previous year. The total income was £55,654, against £48,025,
and the working expenditure was £28,706, against £25,107. After
paying interest, sinking fund and other charges, there was a
sarplus of £4,109, against £2,408, of which £3,893, against
£3,545, was placed to the relief of the rates.

Ilawkliui'st.—E.L. Scheme Re.jected.—A poll on the
E.L. scheme submitted by a London firm has resulted in 102 votes
in favour and 119 against. Only 221 voters polled out of 700.

Iceland.—It is reported that Mr. Pull J. Torfason, one
of the most prominent business men on the island, has succeeded
in obtaining a concession for the utilisation and harnessing of
some waterfalls. The electrical energy derived from these will
be employed for the manufacture of salt, of which large quantities
are consumed every year in Iceland, and for which there is a great
demand. The present price is about 378. per ton. but it is pro-
posed to extract the salt from sea-water by means of a special
process which can be worked at a moderate cost, leaving a good
margin of profit on the basis of the selling price quoted above.
The scheme will require a considerable amount of capital, which
the promoter is trying to get in Iceland and Denmark, although
he has several offers from Germany, where the new enttrprise has
aroused much interest.

Ilfnu'oiiilie.

—

Dust Destructor.—The U.D.C. has
decided to erect a dust destructor, to cost between £1,000 and
£2,000, at Bowdon Farm.

Ilkle.v.—Loan Sanction.—The I;.(li>. has informed
the U.D.C. that it is willing to sanction the loan of £18,000 for
EL. purposes direotlv the B. of T. approve.') of the site for the
generating station. The B. of T. has now consented to a site.

India.—According to Indian Eiii/incm'ii;/, the .\mritsar
municipality has applied to the local Government for a loan of
Re. 4,50,000, for the purposes of the city eleotrifloation.

Kiioule.—According to the Daili/ Uriqiliir. a wooden
poet, erected to carry electric lighting wires in this Devon village,
has taken root, and is making a vigorous growth of greenery I

Leeds.—Xku- Pi>a.vt.—The Tramways and Electricity
Committee has decided to recommend the Council to approve a
tender for a 13,000-kw. turbo-alternator and condensing plant, at
£34,160, subject to the L.G.B. granting sanction to the borrowing
of that amoant.

Mandvs.sul,

—

Propcsed E.L.— Efforts are being made
to provide a supply of electricity for the town, and it is anderitood
that the project meets with much favour.

London.— L.C.C.—The Finance Committee ha.? recom-
mended the L.C.C. to sanction the following loans for electricity
purposes :—Battersea B.C , £3,275, for plant; St. Pancras B.C..
£22,.i30, for boilers ; Stepney B.C., £3.00o, for services. The
Stepney BC. has applied for £35,000, being part of a loan of
£70,000, for plant, sanctioned in December, 1'.>I2, and the Com-
mittee recommends that this also be granted.
Hammersmith.—Ybar's Working.—A gross profit of £28 629

was made on the B.C.'s electricity undertaking for 1913-14, and
the net profit was £6,3.x6

; of this sum C3,380ha8 been allocated to
the relief of the rates, and the Finance Committee recommends
that £3,000 should be carried to the reserve fund.

liOnn'Iiton.

—

Prov. Order.—The County of London
E S. Co. has notified the U.D C. of its intention to apply for a prov.
order for electric supply in the Cooncil's area.

Oriiiskirk.—Prov. Order.—The Ormskirk E.S. Co.
has notified the W. Lancashire R.D.C. of its intention to apply for an
order to supply electricity within the Council's area.

Aewcastle ((o. l>o\vn).—E.L. Inaugurated.—Last
week the new E.L. installation was bwitched on by Counten
Annesley.

Keddifeli.—E.xTENsioN Scheme.—The U.D.C. hag
appointed Messrs. Handcock A: Dykes as consulting engineers, and
Mr. Mayne, the works manager, as resident engineer, to the scheme
for the re-organieation of the electricity undertaking.

South .U'riea.—According to the Financial News the
Portuguese Government is contracting with an English firm to
supply electric power to Lourenoo Marques, for three years.

Sontliani|iton.— Experts' Report.— In a report
which they have prepared on the Corporation electricity under-
taking. Sir John Snell and Mr. Ernest Edmonds state that the
plant and mains were generally of good type and were maintained
in good condition, and that the undertaking was perfectly
solvent, there being an excess of assets over liabilities of £14,000.
The report states that, if desired, the charges to the Tramways
Committee could be reduced. There was nc necessity to reduce the
rates for private lighting from 3Jd. to 3d. per unit, especially as
further economies in the current consumption of metallic-filament
lamps were quite probable. The heating and cooking rate of }d. per
unit, if taken alone, could not be justified, but when its effect on
other departments was considered, the general increase in the profits

justified the policy, and even if, instead of the limited number in
1912-13, every consumer took a supply for heating and cooking at
'd. per unit, the profit of the undertaking would increase. Not-
withstanding the satisfactory results of the charges now in force,

the report recommends the adoption of a rateable valne, or rw.
charge, for domestic supply.

Sontlieiid-on-Sea.

—

Pier Lighting.—Owing to the
saving made by utilising electricity in place of ga?, the T.C. has
decided to continue to substitute electricity for gas on the pier

premises in oases where it is considered that the change will be in

the interests of the pier undertaking.

'I'annton.

—

Annual Accounts.—The accomits of the
Corporation electricity undertaking for the past year, show a gross
profit of £5,814, of which £1,465 has been devoted to interest,

£3,032 to redemption of loans, £304 to renewals account, £139
to the purchase of meters, and £173 has been carried to net revenue
account.

Tnnliridue M ells.—Extension ok Area.—The T.C.
is to apply to the B. of T. for permission to supply electricity at
Langton and Pembury, outside the Council's area of supply.

Ualtlianisfow.— Loan Sanction.—The U.D.C. has
received sanction to borrow the following snms for electricity

purposes :—£7,217, including boiler house plant £6,726, and trans-

formers and switchgear £521 ; £1,531 for h,t. oab!e ; £1,159 for

mains : and £1,163 for services.

Monil>«ell.—E.L. Scheme.—The Yorkshire E.P. Co.

is putting into operation its powers for supplying electricity at

Wombwell, and is connecting the town to its mains.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

llterdeen.

—

>'ear's Workmng.— The report of the
Uorporation tramways department for the year ended Slarch 31st,

1914, shows tha', the total revenue was £85,266, against £80,166,
and the working expenditure was .<;i7,03i;, against £43,806.
Capital charges, renewals and depreciation, amounted to £24,169,
agrainst £24,435 ; and the net profit was £11,063, against £13,525.
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The luiortry con»um|itioii worked out at 1 IttI units per car-mile, a

liccreiii'i' of fV'i'J unit. The reserve funil now Btands a* £'2'J, .')08,

the riTHWulM fund at £140,480, and the Binkini; fund at £ Hi,802.

The T.C. has decided to extend the P.A Y.K. pystem, and 16 cars

are to be altered, and six new earn ooni'tructt'd, on this principle.

Thirty-four of these oars will shortly be in operation.

< oiitiiinifiil \«»t«'s.— Hrssi.\.— Diirinf; the recent

i>trikei<, the tramway services in St. Peto'sbur>r, Moscow and
Tillis, were affected, and according to the daily Press, l.">0 tramcars

were smashed in St. Petersburu by the strikers.

(!i:i!M.\NV. — Electric Watkuino Cautk. — The aophalted

streets of the City of Berlin itself are cleaned and watered by Bu

electrically-propelled waterinir carts, each with rotary n)iieri;ecs.

The other roads are watered l)y 2<)5 horse-drawn cartn, but triah

are beine made with electric fore-oarriafres, with a .view to the

conversion of these vehicles.

(rovtliMi,— Ki.E( inic Veiuci.e.—The B.C. liaa obtained

an electric motor-car from Edison Aooumnlators, Ltd., at £516, for

the use of the lifjhting department.

Ilrwsbiii'.v.—TiABOiR Disru'i'K—The dispute between

the Yorkshire (Woollen District) Electric Tramways Co. and its

omploji'i ha% been settled, the men having accepted the ofiFer of

the company, which embodies an inoreaaed rate of wajfes.

IMiiicastci'.

—

Ye.ui's AViiuKiNfi.—There was a surplus

of Cli-'i.") on the workiuK of the Corporation tramways for the

year ended March 31st last, against £l,29ii in the previous year.

The income was £23,221 and the expenditure £21,!i;iS.

Kdiiibiiruii.—Electkic Vehicles.—The cnijineer has
been instructed to report on the advisability of providinfj one or

two electrically-driven vehicles for the use of the E L. department.

I.cilli.

—

Year's Wohkinc—The revenue of tiie

Corporation tramways department for the past year amounted to

£37,:m;7, an increase of £2,002 on the previous year, and the
expenditure to £3(),001, and there was a credit balance of £l,9(l(j.

LoikIoii.—The Highways Committee has recommended
the L.C.G. to approve the expenditure of £.S8,000 in respect of two
8,000 KW. steam turbj-generators for the Greenwich generating
station. The present load on the station is 32,500 K\v., and energy
to the extent of 4,000 kw. is purchased.

In order to expedite the construction of the Lee Green-Ellham
tramways, the Committee recommends that, as the Bill authoris-

ing the construction of the extension may be passed during the
summer recess of the Council, the expenditure of £57,025 on the
scheme be sanctioned, and that the chairman and vice-chairman
of the Committee be authorised to open any tenders that may be
received for the work.
The Committee also recommends that the tramway track in

Burdett Road and Grove Road, E., be reconstructed, at a cost of

£63,000.
In consequence of the increasing car services, the Committee

recommends that the sub- stations and sub-station plant be re-

arranged, at a cost not exceeding £2H,s.",o.

In connection with the construction of tramways in High
Street and Eist Hill, Wandsworth, and from London Road to Park
Road, Forest Hill, the Cjmtaittee recommends that the expen-
diture of £18,500, for cables, k:s., be sanctioned.

The Committee recommends that the Council approve the
agreement arrived at on June 24th by the Traffic Conciliation

Board with regard to the conditions of labour of the tram way men,
and also the supplementary estimate of £15,000, involved by the
same.
The Committee also states that the question of issuing season

tickets on the tramways has been considered several times, but
it has come to the conclusion that the experiment should not be
tried.

The Works Committee of the Westminster City Council reports

that it considers the scheme of the L.C.C. Highways Committee,
for the linking-up of the tramways from N'ictoria to Westminster
Bridge, to be extremely undesirable, apart from the fact that the
streets on the suggested route would not be wide enough to allow
of the construction of tramways. The Committte considers that
no good purpose would be served by the suggested conference, or
by the City Council deferring the expression of its opposition to

the scheme.
Two tramcars collided at the sooth side of Blaokfriars Bridge on

Saturday afternoon last, resulting in considerable damage to the
cars and injury to two men.
The City and South London Riilwsy Co. proposes to improve the

access to Clapham Common Station, and to provide a moving
stairway to the platforms.

Owing to the employment of boy conductors on the L.C.C.
tramways there is a possibility that the men may strike. The
men's Union has taken the matter up. The Executive Council of
the Union waited upon the L.C.C. on Tuesday. It is understood
the deputation urged the Council to withdraw the boys, and stated

that unless this was done the men would probably cease work.

\ewcastle-on-T.nie.—The threatened strike of the
employes of the Corporation tramways system has been settled,

and although the offers of the Tramways Committee did not meet
th5 men's demands, they have been accepted. Increases in pay,
estimated to cost £2.i'55, have been granted,

Sdiifli \/ricii. — 'I'Ih- |{oksl)urg railless lra«lion

Hystem apparently is not turning out to be a linancial succeiH.

Councillor Malniun at u recent meeting declared that the town
was going to lose £5,0o0 a year over it. The tottl cost wm
about £10,532 per annum, whilet the revenue would not reach
£6,1)00.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

(Iiiiia.—The Chinese Government has decided to estab-

lish talephonic communication between Shanghai and Nanking.
A new wireless station, constructeJ for the Chinese Government

by Messrs. Sienians, at Woosung, has just been completed ; it forma
one of a chain of six Telcfuoken stations.

Ilciiiilirk.—Tlie telephone cable between the three

largest of the I'aroe Islands has for some years been nearly useless,

and the authorities have submitted a petition to the Danish
(lavernment for the establishment of a wireless service between
the islands instead. It is possible that this will lead to the estab-

lishment of a wireless service between the Faroe Islands and
Iceland also.

liOiidoii Aiiil)iil:iii(-<> .S«'i\i(f.— In the report of a

Special Committee to the L.C.C. on Tuesday, it was st.itcd that

instead of providing call posts, the Committfe wished to find

3,500 telephone subscribers who would allow their telephones to

be used by policemen in uniform for calling the ambulance.-* a

metal tablet being fixed on the front of the premises to indicate

the fact. Those who are willing to assist in thi.s way are requested

to send their names and addresses to the Clerk of the Council.

Lonu-IHsfaiice Wiirli.s.s Tclfiiiapliy.—During tlic

voyage of Prince Henry of Prussia to South America last spring,

news was sent twice daily from the wirelfss station at Nauen to

the steamship Oiji '/'nifjliim; the tuned-spark system and the

Arco high-frequency machine being used alternately, in each

instance with an expenditure of 100 kw. in the aerial. The
opportunity was taken to investigate the best wave length to

employ. In view of the decreased absorption by night and the

less loss experienced by long waves, longer wave lengths were

ejif'loyed by day than by n'ght (when advantage was taken of the

high efficiency with which shorter wavj lengths could be radiated

from Nauen). By night 4,.J00-m. waves were sent from the tnned

quenched-spark apparatu", and at ."i p.m. (in March) 4500-m.
tuaed-spatk waves, and 9,400-m. waves from the Arco high-

frequency machine, were used alternately. The same receiving

apparatus was used for both damped and undamped radiations.

Probably the longer wave would be more suitable for use at noon
on a summer's day, but. under the circumstances actually existing

during these tests, the shorter wave proved the better, and quite

capable of transmitting messages ovei ."i, 000 km. (3.100 miles) by

day. The Cii/> rnifuUjar being then S.S.W. of the Canary Isles,

waves received travelled in this direction across Germany. France

and Spain. This distance of transmission exceeds those attained

during the Sah-m trials (when, moreover, mere measuring signals,

and not news, were transmitted). Transmission by day from land

to ship had not previously been accomplished over so great a die-

tance. On resuming the service during the return voyage of the

Cap Xiafabiar, the large Nauen tower having been meanwhile
completed, 4,."i00-m. wave signals were heard at 9,000 km. (5,600

miles) by night (across Germany, Switz^rlanJ, F.ance, the Spanish

coast on the Mediterranean, and the N.W. of Africa), while at

7,000 km. (1,400 miles), the land route being even longer than

before, the whole text could be picked up save for occasional inter-

ruptions by coastal and ship stations. These night distances also

constituted a record for land to ship communication.

Sterilisation (tf \Vater.— It is reported that a new
method of sterilising water has been devised by Prof. J. de KowaUki,

who has found a way of producing very intense ultra-violet rays

more economically than with quartz mercury-vapour lamps. The
rays are derived from high-frequency sparks between electrodes of

inva-.

The Postal Service ,—The Postmaster-General has

appointed Sir George S. Gibb, Sir A. F. King, Mr. G. H. Stuart,

Mr. R. F. Wilkins, and Mr. H. R. Yjung to be a committee to

examine, from the point of view of the Department and its

employes, the issues with regard to the wages and conditions of

employment of Post Office servants, raised by the report of the

Holt Committee. Sir George Gibb will be chairman.

Sweden.—The question of laying a telephone cable

between Sweden and Germany has been under discussion for a

considerable time, and the plan has now been approved by the

authorities on both sides. The total expenditure in connection

with the project is estimated at £36 000, of which sum each State,

accordirt; to the agreement, will pay half.

^'^ireless on Hoard Sliip.—The Merchant Shipping

(Convention) Bill was again considered in a Committee of the

House of Commons, on Thursday last week. Strong objections

were raised to the draft agreement between the Board of Trade

and the Marconi Co., in view of the recent expiration of the 7,777

patent, and it was contended that the agreement, so far from

benefiting shipowners, would tend towards the creation of a
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monopoly. It was Btated that seven independent oompaniea in

this country were Bupplyiner apparatus anitable for uee on board
ship. In the end Mr. John Burns agreed to drop the negotiations
with the Marconi Co , and acc'ptcd a sugtrestion that the installa-

tii.n of wireless telrgraphy on board ship should not be compuliiory
until six months after the Board of Trade had published rules

unler the Act. The Bill was reported to the House.
In reply to ques ions in the House of Commons reerardintr the

drift agreement between the Board of Trade and the Marconi Co.,

M '. Burns stated that the sii'powners, being apprehensive about
m >nopoly terms, reijutsted the Board of Trade to open up com-
ni mication with the Marconi Cj. in the interests of the ship-

owners, but the latter were now sati-sfied that they did not require
an/ protection that the agreement was supposed to give thtm.

Wireless Teleuiiipliv iiiul the S(»liir l>li|ise.—The
C mmittee for Kadiotelegraphic Investigation of the British

.\^30ciation informs us that on the occasion of the total solar

eclipse on August 'ilst next, fi'^e high-power wireless telegraph
H'ations in Europe will each make a series of special emissions to

provide facilities for the observation of strays, and for the
measurement of the strength of signals. The Committee has sent

us copies of the programme and of each Form, A, B and C, which
it is issuing for use during the eclipse. Experimenters in wire-
less telegraphy possessing such apparatus of precision as will

cnahle them to make accurate measurements should communicate
with Mr. VV. Duddell, F 11 S,, 5fi, Victorii Street, London, S.W., and
p ospactive observers willing to make aural estimates of signal

strength or to make observations on strays (either by the graphic
record method, or by the method of registering the number heard
during every 30 second?) should send an intimation to that effect,

with a notification of which portion of the ohiervations they
could undertake, to the honorary sc:!retary, B.A. Kidiotelegraphic
i' immittee, 8S, Gower Street, London, W.C. They should also give
the names of those of the five sending stations with which they
could work.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Aldei'sliot.—August Itb. U.D.C. One natural-draught
chimney-type cooling tower. See "Official Notices" July 10th.

\ii.stralia.—Sydney.—August 31st. Sjdney Harbour
Trust. Four electrically-operated semi-portable travelling cranes.

Forms of tender from Mr. H. F. Norrie, Secretary to the Trust,

Sydney.
September 14th. Municipal Council. 22,500 jd. of S:i,000vol'-,

three core, paper-insulated, lead-fovered cable. D 'pcsit £200.
Specification, 10s. (id,, from the City Electrical Engineer ; a copy
may be seen at the B. of T. Commercial Intelligence Dtp'., London.
Richmond.—Nov. 30th. Refuse destructor and auxiliary plant.

Specification, to., from Mr. C. C. Bl£z;y, Town Clerk, Richmond,
Victoria.

Bkisbane.—September 2ad. Measuring instruments, protectors

and parts, telephone and telegraph instruments, for the Postmaster-
General. See ''Official Xoticei" to-day.

Adblaidh.— Sept. 'Mh and 23rd. Telephone materia), micro-
jihones, protectors, ,>c:;., bells and cells, for the Postmaster-GeneraV
See "Ofliiual Notices" to-day.

Adelaide Tramways Trust.—September let. One booster sit,

with cables and f pares — Aii^lralian Viiihi;/ SfandayJ.
MiiLi'.orRNK.— August l.'^tb. Electricity recording meters and

cnrbon hru-shes, for the .Al.'lbourne City Council. See " Olliciiil

Notices" to-day.

Victorian Riilways Department.— October 7th. Motors and
Bwitchgpa-, and motor-driven air compressors for the Ballarat and
Bendigo workshops.

Vnstria. — August l.'iih. Machine tools for Prague
railway woikshops, incluiing lOton electric lifting screws, two
electric hand-boring machines, one electric quick-boring tuble
m lohiiR", one electric motor, ,V:c. Particular!', emlosing postage
from the K.k. Staatsbahndirekticn, Prague.

Iteltii.sf,— August 24th. Corporation. One electric

motor tower-wagon. See "OflSoial Notices" today.

Itii'keiilieiul. — August 10th. Corporation,

tower. See "OHicial Notices" July 21th.

Coolinjj

ItlaeklHil'ii.—August 1st. Twelve months' supply of

.team coal for tho Electricity Dv'paitment. Mr, P. P Wheelwright,
I'.ngineer and Manager.

itrailionl.— Corporation. Electric installation at tho
Technical College Hall. Particulars from the Technical Educa-
tion Sub-Committee.

IJiilffaria. —August i;>th. Electrical installation in the
harbour of Burgas ; estimated cost 248 OOO fr. Guarantee, o per
cent. Particulars of the Finance Commission, Sofia.

l'udorj;round

D.C. motor-
See 'Offici*!

( liiiia.—TiKXT.<i.v.—Augcst lih. Boilers, tarbinef.
electrical power plant and coining machines, for the Government
Mint. Specifications, X'l. ("two at .os. each), from Sir Doaglae Fox
and Partners, .OU, Moorgate Street, E C.

<io\(l(»ii.— The B.C. ha? decided to obUin tenders for
a motor tower-wagon, f jr the Tramways Department.

Kastboiii'iie. — August l>sth. Corporation. Main
machine and feeder switchboard for the electricity woilu. See
" Official Notices" July 21th.

Electric light ios'allation at the parish charoh. Sir A>ton Webb,
architect, London.

ilalit'ax,—July 31st. 12 months' supply of coal for the
Electricity Committee. Mr. W. .M. Kogerson, Borough Electrics!
Engineer, Foundry Street.

Kiii!t'st()il-ii|Miii-lliill, — August 22od. Corporation.
Electrical fittings for the Guildhall Council Chamber, tc. See
" Official Notices " July 24th.

Loiiiloii.— L.C.C. The Fire Brigades Committee
recommends that tenders be invited for the supply of two petrol
electric chassis and mounting Magirus ladders thereon.
The Highways I ommittee recommends that tenders be invited

for laying of cable ducts, fixing of leeder pillars, reconstruction of
various motor generators, and supply of trolley wire, in connection
with the Council's trarawavs.
August 12th. Office of Works. Supply of electric clocks on a

rental basis in the London districts, for the Commissioners of Hii
Majesty's Works. Particulars from the Controller of Suppliep,
II. M. Office of Work«, IS, yaeen Anne's Gate, S.W.

Matlock.— .Vugust sih. I'. D.C. For the supply of
\'J61 yards of patent steel wire tramway cable. Specifi.;ations, kc,
from C. P. Foster, Esq.. Tramway Manager. Town Hall.

\ewi»ort (.M»ii.).— August 17lh. Corporation. Con-
Ttrting plant, A;j. See "Official Notices" tc-day.

Nuneaton.—August lllb. Corporation,
cables. Ste "Official Notices" to-day.

Oldliaiii.— August lijth. Corporation,
generator and extension to E H T. switchboard.
Notices ' July 21th.

Augu't 24th. Corporation. Three eeonomiBprs and three
induced draught fans and motors. See " Official Notices ' to-day.

Koclidale.— .\ugust .jth. Paper-insulated cables for

12 months. Particulars ( (.2 2^. returnable) from Mr. C. C. Atchisor,
Eagineer and Manager, Dane Strtet.

S(Hitliaiii|>toii,—August Gth. Installation of lighting

plant, cables. \ ;., at the Farm Institnte, Sparsholt. See " Official

Notices ' July 17th.

Siiiidei'laiKl.—August isib. Corporation. Two 1,500-

KW. machines. See "Official Notices" today.

Sainton and l*eii<llel>iin.—August I'.Hh. U.D.C.
Cibles. fittingis &o. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Tonbridu'e.— August tth. U.D.C. Steam coal for the

year, for the I'rbin Council's electricity works. Mr. M. P. Plnnkett.

E'eotricity Work-.

Malsall.—.\ugust l Ith. Corporation. Coal conveyer

and measuring apparatus, itb roaling crane, ash-bandlic^; plant.

travelling crane. .See "Official Notices" July K^h.

Mest llarfleiHM>l.— .Vugust 17tli. Corporation. Machine
tools for tramwajs den'it workshop.". See 'Official Notices

'

to-diy.

CLOSED.
Viistralia.—The following tenders have l>een accepted :

P M (i.'s Doinnlmcnt. Viitcii»; —
21),003 pattern A porcela'n insu'ators, tiOO.- Warliurton, Ciuiki iMcI-

boiirneK Ltd.
883 csl-lo bo!tO!>, fWI: 841 ditto, f 1,837; 198 ditto, £1,089.—Western

Eicon ioCo. (Alls r«li.l, I.ta

10) tril.>8 rublicrinsulttlcii, tiuiu'l ooipcr wire, i'iSJ.- H.I. mi Uchhy
Cnbles, Ltd.

P.M.O.'s Department. Now South Wei s;—
3,6011 ^-nlvnniscd stiv rod«. tSU.—S cinens Bros. Dinaiuo Works, Ltd.
n.OOU gnU«ni od mnucl l>r»ckels, i';liO.— Bairatt .t Co,

South .\ustr«lui Tuiiler Hcurd :—

(0 tons g.i. telcgr«rli wire, £)1 7s per ton.- GcJ. Wills t Co., I.'d.

S.vdney Municipal Council :---

Tt-sting tmnsformara, I'l.GCil; £3,0:0-volt 6wit<bscs^ I(">.*13 — Aiisiatinn
cUMtfi-al Cectho Co.

39,(KXI volt tiaiutonuers, f5,6".3.-Si nicni Bros.

Home .\tTairs DcpaTtinent, Ooelong:—
tireen type eoonomiscr, (or WoclUu Mills gencratii^i: >;atton, jei.cr.*.—

Frue'*, Ramsey Ppty., Ltd.
— _l>j«^r(i/(<iii Minify i<taii^ard,

Karron.— The T,C. has approved of the Klectricity

i.'.>mmittco purchasing a ba'auocr from the P! .r-iix Dynamo Co.,

at .*;'.•;) ; switch gear from the Brit ^"i Thomsoii-llouston Co.. at

jE 1,400; and a mechanical stoker from the Taderfeed Stoker Co.,

at £192.
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Itexliill-oii-Sca.—The T.O. has uccfpted the tender of

HenHrH. Kieiiiona ItroB. \: ('a. for a booater. at £26(> . and tliat of

Messrs. Myem, Rose it Co., for 1,000 tons of Shipley or Tiljahelf

peas for the elootrioity works.

Ilradt'oril.—The tender of Messrs. Wheeler Condenser
and Engitieeriner Co. has been accepted by the Technical Education
Siib'l'omniittee for a surface condenser, at £7'.>, an<l that of Messrs.

Kalliss \ Morcom, Ltd., for a hi(^h-speed engine to speciBcatioo,

for i'3()7 138. net.

The Electricity Committee has accepted the followinir tenders :

Cox-Wa)ke*8, Ltd.—One voltage reKuUtor.
S. Parsons St Co.—Btcel buitdinft for boudiiR Induced draught plant.
Btortevant Eogineehng Co., Ltd.- One wet air tllter for 6,000-k\v. turbo-

alternatnr.
Ferguson, Pailin £ Co.—Three en'itcbt;e»r cubiolcs (cr transformer

chambers.

The Corporation Tramways Committee has accepted the tender of

the British Insulated \ Helsby (tables, Ltd., for 25 miles of 0000
ftrooved copper trolley wire, at 8td. per lb., and of Messrs. F. C,

Booth .\ Co. for ,^00 conductors' ticket bjxes, at 3a. 'J3. each.

(ape 'l'«Hii.—The tender of Messrs. Koch & Dixie has
been accepted for the wiring for lights and motors for Meesre.

Hermann & Canard's new tobacco factory, also for the supply and
erection of a main switchboard and distribution board for the same
factory.

(oveiifry,—The Tramways Committee has recommended
the acceptance of the tender of the Daimler Motor Co., Ltd.,

amounting to £1,626, for two motor-omnibuses.

('i'(>yU(»ii.—The Education Committee has accepted the
lender of Mr. E. C. Price, of Croydon, for an electric light installa-

tion at Princess Road Schools, at £78.
The Lighting Committee has accepted the tender of Messrs.

Wm. Cory ct Sons, Ltd., for " Muirfield peas" at 16s. 3d. per ton,

and " Hill House washed peas " at 15s. lid. per ton.

Iliibliii.—The Electricity Committee recommends the
acceptance of the tender of the General Electric Co., for the supply
of Aron type meters in such numbers and sizes as required
during the next two years.

Kei»iil«\v. — The T.O. has accepted tenders for

the supply of a 750- KW. rotary converter and transformer for the
sum of £l,."i95

, and for two water-tube boilers for the sum of
£5,07<i, subject to the necessary borrowing powers being granted
by the Local Government Board.

Kirkcaldy.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of the
Pendreich Electrical Firm, Edinburgh, for 15,000 pairs of carbons
(open type).

Loiuloil.—L.C.C.—The Fire Brigade Committee reports
having received the following tenders for the Bupply of electrically-

driven chassis for the conversion of three horse-drawn turntable
ladders to motor traction :

—

One Two Three
chassis, chass's. chassis.

Heinrich Soheele i'726 il,400 f2,025
Henry Simonis & Co 780 1,450 2,160

Do. do, (alternative tender) 825 IfiM 2,445
Do. do. do. .. 880 1,750 3,610

Mossay & Co , Ltd 807 1,634 2,196
"Cedes "Electric Traction. Ltd 840 1,640 2,400
British N.A.G. Motor Co., Ltd 1,020 1,998 2,967

The Committee recommends the acceptance of the tender of
Messrs. Mossay i: Co., Ltd., for the supply of one electrically-driven
chaesis to carry a turntable ladder, for £807, on the condition that
the company shall, if so required, within three months of the
acceptance of the chassis, supply one additional chassis for £727,
or two additional for £1,389, and that they be allowed to sub-let to
the Hansa Lloyd Works A.G. the construction of the ohaesis (with-
out battery).

The Fire Brigade Committee recommends that during the summer
recess of ];U4 the chairman and the vice-chairman cf the Fire
Brigade Committee be severally authorised to open any tenders
received for the supply of two electrical chassis and the mounting
of Magiius ladders thereon, and to accept the lowest satisfactory
tender.

The Highways Committee has received the following tenders for
the supply of rotary converters, static transformers, and overhead
crane required in connection with the rearrangement of tramway
sub-stations and sub-station plant :

—

ROTABV CONVEBTEBS.
Dick, Kerr & Co., ltd (recommended) f 13,065
Bruce Peeliles & Co , Ltd 13,C9a
British Westinghouse E. ana M. Co , Ltd 14,196
The General Electric Co., Ltd 14,261
The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd 14,377
Siemens Brothers Dynamo Works, Ltd 16,274

St.\tii: Transfob.mkrs.

The British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd.
(recommended) £",695

The Bri'ish Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd 6,916
The British Westinghouse E. and M. Co., Ltd 6,166

Do. do. (alterna'ive tender) 6,011
Johnson & Phillips, Ltd, 6,420
Bruce Peebles & Co,, Ltd 7^006
Siemens Brothers Dynamo Works, Ltd 8,430

OSE 20-TON OvEEBKiD TbaVELLISO CRANE.
Carrick & Bitcliie, Ltd (recommenced) £266
John Smith (Eeighley), Ltd, ; 296
Alexander Jack & Co , ,, 310

The IliithwajH I umiiiittve revoiumends that the chairman and
the vice-chairman of the Highways Coinmitttte be authorised
during the nimmcr recess of 1UI4 to open any tandem that may be
received for the laying of cable ducta, fixing of feeder pillars,

reconstruotiOD of motor generators, and supply of trolley wire
required in connection with the Councils tramways, and to accept
the most favourable tender.

The Highways Committee alio recommends that the nrcrmtkTj
repairs to the storage battery at the electrical meter testing station
at Hungerford Uouie be carried oat, and that the tender of the
Eiectrin Power Storage Ci>., L'.d., of £165 12"., be accepted, eubjeut
to an allowance of £11 12s. pt-r ton in respect of old lead.

M.^BVLEiiONE.—The tender of the British Thomson-H' uxton Co ,

Ltd., has been accepted by the Borough Council for the supply and
fixing of a voltage regulator for the new turbo-generator,
for £150.
Paddinoton.—The (iuardians are recommended to aucept the

tender of the General EUctric Cj , Ltd., to thoroughly overhaul
and repair the intercommunication telephones at the Gaardians'
offices and maintain the same for 12 monthp, at £l'0 7s. ill. The
following quotations have been received for the installation of
internal telephones at the infirmary, and also for the improvement
of the fire-alarm indicator system :

—
Can- .V Parr iil8 6 C Mickleburgh .. . i,107
General Electric Co., Ltd. 99 10 Hmith ,v Son 114

White iV Co., Ltd., £165 2s. 6d.

The tender of the General Electric Co. is recommended, at
£78 lOd., for installing telephones and maintaining the same fot a
period of 12 months. The Committee is of opinion that there ia

no necefsity for alterations to the fire alarm?.

Woolwich.—The tender of the Brush Electrical Engineerini;
Co., Ltd., has been accepted by the Borough Council for the supply
of two three-phase 100-k.v.a. transformers, for £155.
Hammersmith.—The B.C. Electricity Committee recommends

that the tender of the Main Colliery Co., Ltd., be accepted for the
supply of BO much Graigola and Victoria coal, at I63. Hid. per ton,

as may be required during the year ending July, 1915.

In connection with the conversion of 70 street lamps to electric

lighting, the following tenders have been received for the supply
of lanterns and fittings required :

—

Complete Fitticgs
lanterns. only.

Electric Street Lighting Apparatus Co £112 each £0 16 6 each
„ „ alternative £19 0,, —

Lucy & Co., Ltd £1 13 6 „ £0 12 9 each
ResBonMfg. Co.,Ltd. .. £119 ,, £0 10 6 „
W.Edgar £2 17 „ £1 12 6 „
General Electric Co., Ltd £2 17 ,, £0 9 0,,
Verilys, Ltd f 1 16 9 ,, £0 12 3 ,,

The Committee recommends that the tender of Messrs. Lucy & Co.,

Ltd., be accepted for the supply of lanterns, and that, subject to

certain modifications in regard to materials used, the tender of the
G.E. Co., Ltd., be accepted for the supply of fittings.

For the supply of cable, \o., required in lighting the public

footpath from Bloemfontein Road to Ducane Eoad, the following
tenders have been received ;

—

British Insulated and Helsby Cables, Ltd. . (recommended) £56
Wemens Bros. 4 Co., Ltd £t6
Johnson & Phillips, Ltd £69

For the supply of 21 fu^e handles with fuses, ica., and 21 fuse

handles, complete with extra lighting blades for low-tension
distribution boards in sob-stations, the following tenders have been
re:eived :

—
Universal Elec. Mfg. Co., Ltd. (recommended! Us. fd. each and 13s, 6d, each.
Spagnoletti, Ltd, 17s. 6d. ,, 16s. 3d. ,,

Turners & Manvi le. Ltd 18s. 9d. ,, 22s. 6d, „

For the installation of two internal inspection pipes for the
pump suction of the coal reception tanks, the under-mentioned
tenders have been received :

—
Westwood & Wrights, Ltd (recommended) £56
John Bellamy, Ltd 64
Alton .4 Co,, Ltd 66

Lindlej .—Messrs. J. H. Taylor & Co. have secured the

contract for electrical work at the new Adnlt Schools.

Peltoii (Co. Diii'hani).—The Parish Council has
accepted the tender of Messrs. S. Stobart k. Co., of Newcastle-on-
Tyne, for the supply of electric light poles and fittings for Grange
Villa Road,

Salford,—Messrs. Chamberlain & Hookham have received

a contract for meters from the Corporation,

Soutliaiui»toii,—The T.C. has accepted \h^ following

tenders:—
B, I, & H, Cable?, Ltd,, lor one mile of trolley wire at P^d, per lb.

Lankester & Co.. for installation of electric light and beating at 101, High
Street, £11 18s, 6d.

Walton A Clough, Ltd., for the erection of coal conveyors at the Electricity
Works.

Stoke-on-Trent.—The T.C. has accepted the following

tenders for coal for the electricity works for the ensuing year :

—

Sneyd Colliery Co.—Cockshead Black, for Burslem work?.
Sheltcn Iron, Steel and Coal Co. — Great Row slack, for Haoley works,
Florence Coal and Iron Co,—Washed slack, for Stoke works.
Moorfleld Colliery Co.—Coal for Longton works.

Tenders for fuel for the central power-house have been deferred.

The Bastian Meter Co., Ltd., have again received an order from
the Council for the supply of their 3 and 5-ampere meters to its

varione branohes,
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Tramway Contracts.—Messrs. Clough, Smith & Co.,

Ltd., have recently secured the following: overhead equipment con-

tracts :—Northampton Corporation Tramways, Far Cotton exten-

sion ; Merthyr Tramways, Cefn extension ; overhead construction

of Hove experimental route, for the Cedes Electric Traction, Ltd.

TiiiibridfiT Wells.—The Town Council has provisionally

accepted the tender of Messrs. S. E. Haward it Co., Ltd., at

£12 53. 3d., for wiringf the cemetery lodge.

West Bntiiiwicli.—The T.C. is recommended to accept

the tender of Messrs. Baboock \ Wilcox, for a boiler, brickwork,

and extension to galleries at the electricity works ; also the tender

of the Rees Roturljo Co., Ltd., for a feed pump.

West lliiiii, — The following is a list of the tenders

submitted for installing electric light at Rosetta Road School,

Custom House, for the Education Committea of the county borough
(Mr. William Jacques, A.R.LB.A., architect) ;

—
Hriatow Brothers .. ..£1,014 Malcolm & A' len i"82
Flower & Co 898 John Biggs 681

West Ham Electric . . . . 839 Dickinson & Co 665

McMillan & Co 818 Weston & Sons, I4cl 611

Smeeton & Page 811 Vaughan & Co 639

Cathcart&Co 83 > Steel & Co 635

StegmannACo 798 Defries * Goldman .. .. 630

Prootter&Co 795 Lund Broi hers & Co 611

Arthur Newman, L'.d 760 J. T. Halsey, Stratford, E.

NiohollsftSon 707 (accepted) 6J8

Wliitstable.—The U.D.C. has accepted the tender of

the Palsometer Engineering Co. for electric motors and other plant

for the pumping station, at £1,210 lOj.

1 ai'iiioiitli.—The T.C. has accepted the following tenders

for coal for the Electricity Works :
—

My«rs, Rose & Co.— 5,.50O tons Shipley or butterfly slack.

Cory & Sons.—1,500 tons Cliftoi or Woolerton hard steam.
Wm. Cory & Sons.—1,600 tons Nikon's smokeless Welsh steam.

THE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
(LONDON DIVISION.)

Commanding Officer-Lieut.-Col. H. M. Leap.

The following orders have been Isaned :

—

Headquarters will be opened daily for the transaction of regimental
business from 10 a.m. till 4 p.m., except Saturdays, on which days the
opening will be from 10 a.m. till 12 noon. Headquarters will be closed
for all purposes on August 3rd and 4th, 1914.

(Signed) F. B, Holt-White, Capt. R.E,, Adjntant,

For Officer commanding L.E.B,

NOTES.

liOndoii Electricians' Strike.—The situation arising

out of the dispute in the electrical trades of London was dis-

ouBsed at a meeting of representatives of the Electrical Trades
Union and Electrical Contractors' Association on Thursday last

week. The proceedings were private, but it was afterwards stated

that no settlement was arrived at.

Fatalitits.

—

South Africa.—A South African news-
paper reports that on June 32nd, at an hotel at King William's
Town, a native servant girl, while cleaning the third storey windo w,

dropped her cloth, and in the attempt to regain it slipped from
the verandah roof on which she was standing, and grasped a live

220-volt wire which runs close to the edge of the roof. For a
time she was in a precarious position, with one foot on the roof
and the other dangling in space. The current was switched oflf,

and the girl fell to the ground, sustaining io juries from which
she died shortly afterwards,

SuNDEBLANO.—An inquiry was held by Coroner Burniole, at
Sunderland, on Jnly 22nd, into the death of Peter Cornforth. who
was killed electrically on July 20th, while working at the North-
Eastern Marine Eneineering (^o.'s works at the South Hjck,
Sunderland. John Kirkpatrick e;iid Cornforth was "striking"
for him in the blacksmith's shop. Witness wanted to use a big
hammer, which was worked by electricity, and he afked an
apprentice blacksmith to start it. The apprentice was on his way
to the switch when Cornforth rushed up to put the switch handle
over. Witness waited for the hammer to start, and as it diJ not
he looked to see the cause and saw Cornforth against the switch-
board. Witness tried to pull Cornforth off, but the current
"flung him off." There were live terminals on the switchboard,
and there was no cover over them. In reply to Mr. W. B. Lauder,
Inspector of Factories, witnes.'i said he did not know that the proper
hammer boy had had shocks at the switch in question. He knew
of one workman who had a shock, and witness had had a shock
himself through his hand slipping on to a wire.

\\ illiam liirbcck, an apprentice blacksmith, said he was asked
to start the hammer, but before he could get to the switch the
deceased reached it. Witness saw Cornforth's right hand slip off

the handle and held there. Witness had had two shocks during
the year and a half he had worked there. Mr. Joseph James said

he was engineer in charge of the electrical plant, and had held
that position for eight years. He was not present when the
aooident ooonired, but tried to resusoitate Cornforth. The voltage

was aboat 210. In reply to the Coroner, witneea said he knew the
live wires were unprotected, and knew that ander the regulktiona
they should have been protected. The switchboard was as

supplied by the makers more than eight years ago. In answer to

the Factory Inspector, witness said he did not know exactly when
the electrical regulations came in, but he knew of them. There
was a copy of the regulations posted up, and he was told to read
them over and to mention to his superiors the alteratione neces-
sary to meet the regulations. Asked if he made mention of the
switch in question, witness said he did not remember ; he did not
think so. Rule 3, which refers to the protection of switchep, kc..

was put in, and witness was asked if the switch complied with
that rule. Witness answered in the negative. Asked whether, if

the rules had been complied with, there would have been thij

fatality, witness again replied in the negative.

The Coroner said there was no doubt as to the cause of death,

and the grave part of the matter was, apart from the unfortunate
man's death, the negligence in not carrying out the rtgulation
which provided that there should not be left uncovered or

unprotected any dangerous part. In this case the live terminal!
were left unprotected. There was no dispute upon that point, and
the engineer had admitted that if the regulations had been
complied with, the accident would not have occurred.

A verdict was returned that " Death was doe to an electric

shook accidentally received."

Cardiff.—George Gale, a Corporation electrician, waa killed at

Cardiff, on Thursday last week, while attending to fuses at a eub-

etatioo. He was leaning over an iron casement to reach the fueea,

when he accidentally touched the terminal carrying a pressure of

2,500 volts, and was killed instantaneously. He had been used to

this class of work for 12 years.

While repairing wires in a transformer tank, George Bich, an
electrical engineer employed by the Cardiff Corporation, was killed

on Wednesday, having apparently touched a live wire. Only last

week another man lost his life by a similar accident in the same
tank,

—

Sta ndarrl.

Go\AN.—David Callander Morton (31), of Govan, was killed

while working at Bull's metal and melloid works, Yoker, on
Thursday last week. While engaged in painting the roof he fell,

and, in his descent, caught hold of two electric power wires
supplying energy to an overhead crane, and subsequently fell to

the ground, fracturing his skull. A doctor gave it as his opinion
that death took place before the man reached the ground.

Birmingham,—Mr. A. H. Hebbert (Deputy Coroner) held an
inquest, on July 22nd, concerning the death of Albert William
Cooper Harris (53), an electrician, who was killed on the 1 •th at

the works of the Eyf let Co., Nechells, where he was employed. Mr.
Ram, Electrical Inspector of Factories, and Sir, A. C. Lowe,
Inspector of Factories, were present, and Mr. Baker (Shakespeare
and Co.) appeared on behalf of the employers.

W. E. C. Jennings, assistant electric mains engineer to the Cor-
poration, said that electrical apparatus was installed at the Eyelet
Works in November, 1912, and the voltage was 5,000. Deceased
had been warned of the danger. After the accident witneea went
to the works and found the main switch closed. The two trans-

former switches had been taken off, and the current was going to

one side of the control panel. Before deceased touched that panel

he should have switched off the current on the panel belonging to

the Corporation. The Corporation strongly advised electricians

before making any alterations to communicate with them and have
the current switched off altogether. Witness had been told that

deceased waa unscrewing the bottom switch when the accident

occurred. He should not have done that unless the current was
off. Replying to a question, witness said he did not recommend
india-rubber gloves for plant with high voltage.

Horace Bassett, the manager of the works, said deceased had
charge of the electric plant, and witness considered he was an
efficient workman. Deceased said he wanted to brush the trans-

formers and refill them with oil, and witness gave him the panel

key.
Albert Hammond said he accompanied deceased to the trans-

former room. After the transformers had been brushed and
refilled with oil, deceased opened the panel door and unscrewed
two screws from underneath the panel. He then touched the top

of the panel, and immediately there was a dash and deceased was
hurled backwards, knocking witness over. Before deceased opened
the panel witness asked whether everything was safe^ and an
affirmative reply was received.

Dr, Winfield said that death was due to heart failure caused by

an electric shock. Ho did not think that artificial respiration

would have had any effect upon the deceased,

Mr, Ham said men who had come into contact with a voltage of

5,000 and upwards had been restored by the application of

artificial respiration. lie knew of one man who had recovered

from a shook of 10,000 volts, Mr. Ram quot<}d medical opinion to

the effect that it was (xtssible to restore a victim if artificial

respiration was resorted to at ouoe.

The jury returned a verdict of " Accidental deatli." and added
that they were of opinion that in future the Corporation should

he communioated with twfore the panel was opened.

—

Birmin^h.im
7)7,-7;/ /',..«(.

l.iCc »l Mercury Kcctilicr Hulhs.— Moroury rectitier

bulbs used on oonstant-ourre^nt arc lighting circuits are guaranteed
for an average life of 500 hours, but this guarantee is t>eiug

generally exceeded, and in some instances an average life as high
as from eight to fifteen times the guarantee has been obtained.

The report of the People's Gas and Electric Co., of Savanna,
Illinois, recently issued, showed an average bulb life for the last

three years of 8,808 hours.—/I'KrnaZ of i'ltctricitx/, Pcwtr and Gat,
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Tli«» l>iirs(His -^.'^Oltll-kw. Tiirlto-lHcriiator. — The
l-:ifflr,iiil \\ orld HUtea that the 2.'i,OuO-k\v. ParBonB tDrbo-alter-

nator net. the iiistuUfttion of whiob has just been completed by the
('ommunwealth EJison Co., Ghiuago, waH received in the I'nited

States late last summer Bhortly before the new taiitf law went into

effect. To i;ain the Having in Custoin^ duties possible under the
new tnriir, the turbine wa» therefore held in bnnd for abonta month
until the date when the Act went into force. Upon unpatkinc;
the set at the end of this period it was found, however, that the
insulation of the machine had absorbed considerable salt moisture
durini; its sea voya);e auros't the Atlantic, so that the armature
ond'turns had to be reinsulated before the turbo-generator could
be made ready for Uie.

Firi' Itiif t(» a randlc,—At St. .fames's rarisU
Church, Acorington, on .luly :.'L'nd, an electric light installation

was being put in, and two electricians were engaged running
wire in the ceiling by the light of a candle. It is thought that
during their temporary absence the candle foil over and ignited the
woodwork, a.^ an outbreak of tire occurred. Members of the choir
were assembled for practice, and gave the alarm, and fortunately
the fire was quickly suppressed. The incident is noteworthy as a
warning

; the use of candles should never be permitted under such
oircumstancep.

I iidcr tln' Itoiillil Table \naiil.—.Tust as cerlain

odours are said to possesi remarkable powersto recall to our
memories scenes of by-gone days, so certain familiar wcris appear
to influence a writer in one of our contemporaries with even more
realistic effects, as we have noticed on more than one occasion.

Last week, for instance, after naming with remarkable and sug-
gestive ft aenry a variety of alcoholic liquors, he referred to "the
annual meeting of the Electro- Harmonic Society on the 27th inst.

'

The meeting took place on the 22nd.

Illiiiiiiiiatcil l»r»(»l' lablt".— For aliening the nuu-jjins

of proofs of book pages which are to be printed on both sidts of

the sheet, a Philadelphia priating house now saves much time by
the use of a novel gUss-topped proof table, beneath which are

mounted several tungsten lamps. When the proof sheet, printed
on both sides, is laid on this illuminated table the transmitted
light shows at a glance where the page formej fail to register, and
the tima required to align proofs is "< minutes instead of 20.

—

JUectrical Wvrhl.

niiili('i|)a1 Tradiiia'.—One *of the subjects on which
the American Municipal Esecutives and civic leaders at present in

London are anxious to obtain information is monicipil trading,
which is not carried on to any great extent in the United States.

This suV.ject was set down for discussion at a sitting of the Inter-
national Municipal Cingress at the Anglo-American Exposition,
Shepherd's Bush, last week.
The Mayor of Lambeth, who openel the discussion, said his

borough did not go in for municipal trading. He believed that on
the whole the feeling was against municipal trading, because it

interfered with private enterprise.

Dr. Hiddon (Professor of Political Science, Western Reserve
University, Ohio) said there was a strong movement in America in
the direction of monicipalisation. The reason the idea had not
gained ground in that country was because of the strong sentiment
of individualism, and because the country was still largely rural in
thought. Besides, under their present powers the cities were
unable to finance municipal undertakings. Another drawback was
that politics entered into the administrative side of their cities.

He anticipated that within the next 10 years municipal trading
would have a tremendous spurt in America.
The Mayor of Scarborough thought that it was extremely

doubtful whether, from the po nts of view of price and quality, the
municipality could improve upon the gas and electricity supplied
by private compinies.

Mr. Croot, of the West Ham Council, said their electric light
undertaking yielded a net profit of £760 after meeting capital
charges and interest. There was a loss on the tramway of £U,O0O,
due to unfair competition by the omnibuses.
The Lord Mayor of York, speaking for himself, argued that better

value was obtained at less money from a private company than from
the municipality. The municipalisation of public utilities was
fraught with danger at election times. He was strongly of opinion
that the province of a city was to rule and govern and not to trade.
It was a significant fact that, generally speaking, the rates were
higher in those cities where the profits from municipal under-
takings were large.

So much interest was shown by the American delegates in the
subject that it was suggested it should be revived at a later
meeting.

—

.Uoniinij I\'st.

Mot<»r-"iJiises and Roads.—The .loint I'ommittee
promised by Mr. Samuel to inquire into questions affecting the
liability of motor-'buses, Sec, to contribute to the upkeep of roads,
is practically complete. Lord Balfour of Burleigh is chairman,
and other members include Lord Derby, Lord Barnarcl. Lord
Gorell, Lord Ashton of Hyde, Sir J. Barran and Captain Weigall.
Although the reference is restricted to motor-buses, there is a
iesire to extend it to other heavy motors.

hi(liiiry.—A correspondent asks for particulars of a

successful adaptation of electricity for tolling church bells of con-
siderable 8;z3—leaving them free to be hand-rung in the peal when
desired.

Ediiratioiial \ot«'s,—Cixv and Gi'ilus w London
Institute.—The report of the Council for 19i:i has been published,
and Hhows that the number of students attending the City and
Guilds (Engineering) (.'ollege in electrical engineering in l'Jl2-li!

was 75, compared with 7^ in Che preceding year; in l!i0j-5 the
number wax li>0— the maximum recorded. In the livil and
mechanical engineering course there were 28.'> studentH, as com-
pared with il.'i in I'.M)|.o ; I'll students took special coursei-, and
there were 124 students in applied electricity from the Uoyal
College of Science-. At the Technical College, Kiusbury, there were
71 day students taking the electrical engineering course, compared
with Ui? in lU04-.'> The Drpartment of Technology held examina-
tions in 74 fuVijects, for which 2I.87S candidates entered in the
United Kingdom. The total expenditure of the Institute for all

purposes was .t29.."i39.

On the report of the delegacy of the f'ity and Guilds (Engineer-
ing) College, the Council of the City and Guilds of London Icsti-

tute has awarded the diploma of Associate of the Institute to the
following matriculated third year studenta who have completed a
full course of instruction in electrical engineering as prescritied

by the Council :-R. Burleigh, S. N..ville. A. T. Hitch, E. V. Wolff,
S. L. Smith, A. H. Pullan, R. Gray, K. G. Marconi, T. C. C. de
Monra. B. M. Gillett. J. G. D. de Grandpre, S. E. T. Pryce, .1. H. D.
SheppMd, P. M. Hailey, A. W. Adams, A. Morales. B. S. S. Rockey.

South-Westkbn Polytkchnic, Manresa Road, Chelsea.— The
Polytechnic will re-open on September 2Kth for day classec. and on
September 2lBt for evening classes. Courses are provided in elec-

trical engineering, and ttudents are prepared for the B.S-. degree
in Engineering of the University of London, as well as for
the examinations for admission to the various Engineering
Societies and the examinations of the rity and Guilds of
London Institute. The evening courses include, betides the '

Engineering I'jurses, also classes in Electrical Wiring and other
trade subjects. In the Electrical Wiring Department an advanced
cource has been arranged for the preparation of candidates
for the Final Wiremen's Examination of the City and Guilds
of London Institute. Arrangements have teen made for placing
students who have passed satisfactorily through the three years'

Day ('jurse in positions with large engineering firms, and hitherto
such firms have offered more vacancies than the Institute has been
able to fill with its students. The prospectus may be obtained at
the Institute, or by post for 4d.

U.NivERSiTY .OK Leed.s (E.N.';is'HEKistt Depautment).—The
next session begins on Ootobtr 5th. Particulars of the depart-
ments and names of lecturers in civil, mechanical and electr'cal

ergineering, coal gas, fuel and metallurgy, and mining are given
in our advertisement pages to-day.

U.MVEBSITY College. Nottingham.—The next session opens
on September 2Sth. Particulars of the Electrical Engineering
Courses, &c.. appear in our advertisements to-day.

Nobthampton Institute.—The arrangements of the courses
for next session are announced in our advertisement pages today.

City and Guilds Technical College, Finsbuey-. — The
Executive Committee of the City and Guilds of London Institute

has appointed Mr. Alfred J. Margetson, B.Sc. (Lond.). M.Sc . at

present Assistant Professor at the City and Guilds (Engineering)
College, Kensington, to the Professorship of Civil and Mechanical
Engineering at the Technical College, Finsbury, vacated by Prof.

E. G. Coker on his appointment to the Chair at University

College.

UsivEKsiTY OF London, King's College.— Special facilities

are given at this College for research work in Civil, Mechanical
and Electrical Engineering. Special courses of Advanced Lectures

have been arranged on " Advanced Railway Engineering,"

"Factory Administration and Accounts, ' "The Commercial Aspect

of Electrical Eogineering," "Central Station Practice and its

Relation to Legislative Enactments. " &c. The courses of instruc-

tion in Civil, Mechanical and Electrical Eiigineeiing prepare

students for the Diploma of King's College and the B.Sc. Engi-

neering degree of the University of London. The entrance
examination begins on Monday, September 21st, 1914. Full

information may be obtained from the secretary.

\ •>.).(((MM\W. Tiu'lio-Altei'iiatoi'.—The Kommunale
Elektrizitiitswerk Mark AG., in Hagen, have installed a Brown-
Boveri turbo-alternator, working with steam at 350" C. and 13 5

atmospheres, and delivering, at 1,000 b.p.m., a maximum output of

2."!, 000 KW. (cos '.'' = 8) three-phase, .">Ocycle cuirent at 11,000

volts. Guaranteed steam consumptions are :— .)'2 kg. per KW.-hour

at normal full load, •" 43 kg. at three quarters, and 5'85 kg. at half

full load. With boilers of 83 per cent, efficiency these consump-
tions correspond to B12 kg. of coal per KW.-honr, or 0435 kg. per

u PH.-hour, and an overall thermal efficiency of 22 per cent.

The surface condenser has 5,200 tubes, its external dimensions

being 7 6 m. X 3'5 m. diameter, and its total cooling surface

2,.i00 sq. m. Approximately 5,200 cb, metres of cooling water at

12° C. is circulated per hour, this duty and the removal of air and
cDndensate being performed by two turbo-driven pumps, either of

which is capable in emergency of maintaining full-load ontput

with little deterioration of vacuum. The turbo pumps exhaust to

the mid-stage of the main turbine, or directly to the condenser,

according to load. The condenser, having two - part water
chambers, can be cleaned out without interrupting the supply. The
floor space occupied by the turbo-generator is lil x 4'2 metres ;

the height of the set is 3'5 m. overall. The condenser and auxili-

aries pit is 10 8 X 5'5 m. X 7'5 metres deep. Including-the con-

densing equipment, the total weight of the set is 385 tons, i.e.,

about 42 o lb. per KW.
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Apiioiiilmciils \ac;iiit.— As.sistant tele^rrapli engineer
for po.stal and telegraph department of the Eist African and
I'^anda Protectorate?, Ji;:i50 per annum ; assistant electrical

engineer (£300 H ) for I'ablic Worki Department, Nigeria;
improver, to act an switchboard attendant (15e. per week), for
Kendal Corporation

;
oanvaseiaj; engineer (.1:2 2e. per week), for

Walsall Corporation. Particulars are given in our adverti'ement
pages.

>liiiii('i]):i1 Tniiinviiys ( Oiit'ciTiice.—The preliminary
announcement with regard to this conference, which is to be held at
Salford on September 2.Srd—25th next, shows that the following
papers will be read and discussed :

—
"Some Notes on Transit Facilities for Passenger Transportation

in barge Cities." Hy Mr. J. M. MoElroy, Manchester.
"Trailer and Cjupled Cars." By Mr. A. L. C. Fell. London.
"The Utilisation of Tramways for Goods Traffic." By Mr. W.

CloHgh, Bury, and Mr. G. W. Ilolford, Salford.

The Midland Hotel, Manchester, will be the headquarters, and a
preliminary reception will be held there on the evening of Sep-
tember 22nd. Both the Salford and Manchester Tramways Com-
mittees are entertaining the visitors, and an excursion to
Cliatsworth is proposed for September 25th.

Iiistitiitloii iiiid I;ectiirc Xofcs.

—

Victouiax I.\sti-

TUTE OF ENfiiNEKiis.—At a meeting on June lOih it was resolved

that the Institute should take steps towards obtaining incorpora-
tion under the title "Australian Institution of Engineers," and
should seek closer union with the Institutes in other States of the
Commonwealth.
NOETII OF E.S'JLA.ND INSTITUTE (ll- MiNlXG AND MeCHANK AT,

Engineers.—We have received the programme for the excursion
to the Home Office Experimental Station at Eskmeals, on Siturday,
August 29th. A number of experiments on the ignition of coal-

dust and fire-damp will be carried out.

Institution ov Electbical Engineers (Newcastle Locai,
Section).—Mr. H. W. Clothier, who has been Hon. Secretary to

the Section for many years, is retiring from that office, his suc-

cessor bsing Mr. J. R. Andrews, C, Sanderson Road, Newoastle-on-
Tyne.
Association ok Electeical Station Engineers.—During

the last few weeks very few meetings of the Association have been
held owing to the holiday season, but meetings will start again at

the end of August. The annual conference of the Association has
been arranged for the first week in October ; at this Conference
the future action of the Association will be decided upon, taking
into consideration recent events.

No meeting has yet taken place between the A.E.S.E. and the
Associated Municipal Electrical Engineers (Greater London) as

suggested by the A.E.S.B. in a circular letter of Februiry 9f.h

last, owing to the impossibility of the A.M.E.E. finding a date con-
venient to their members, but the A.E.S.E. has been given to

understand that every endeavour is being made to fix a convenient
date for the meeting as early as possible.

With regard to th recent discharge of a member of the A.E.S,E,
from the Corporati m electricity generating station at Coventry, a
meeting was arranged on Monday last between the secretary of the
Association and the chief engineer and chairman of the Electricity

Committee ; unfortunately, the chief engineer was taken ill, and
was unable to attend. The chairman stated that the act of
appealing to the Committee by the man who was discharged, over
the head of the chief engineer, was rank insubordination, and that
the Committee must support the engineer. At a meeting of the
Coventry Town Council, on Tuesday last, the matter was brought
up, but the Council decided to let it drop. There is a possibility of
further negotiations when the chief engineer has recovered from
his illness.

(i.K.C. S|K»rt,s.—On Saturday, July 18Lh, the Wittou
Athletic Club held their annual sports at Witton. These sports
are open to the whole of the G.E C. organisation, and large con-
tingents of competitors and visitors travelled from the G.lvC,
branches and works in all parts of the country in order to compote.
Over ."iO came from Cardiff, and Oiram Lamp Works contributed a
strong team of picked athletes. Amongst the valuable prizes were the
Hallgarth cup for the 100 yards race, the l>yng cup for the best

relay team, the Directors' cup for the department showing the
best athletic prowess, and a magnificent trophy, the Hirst cup, for

the finest G.E.C. athlete. For the purpose of the last two cups
the Witton Works were divided into 10 sections, each other branch
and works constituting & section. Points were allotted to the fir-st,

second and third in each event, as well as to heat winners for the
purpose of deciding the winners. The competition for the cups
was very keen, although two sections— O.'ram Lamp Works, and
Siction ."> of Witton Works (switchgear department, arc lamp
department, e.xport department, and publication department)—soon
gained a clear lead of all the others, and Section o ultimately
gained the victory by IG points to 39, mainly as a result of

organisation, the men running entirely for their section by giving
up the prospects of more valuable prizes in one race in order to

make sure of points in other races. Not only did Section 5 win
the Directors' cup, but one of their numbar carried olY the Hirst
oup. The Byng cup was gained by Osram Limp Works, and the
tug-of-war by the Witton engineering department. At the con-
clusion of the sports, Mrs. Railing presented the prizes.

M»'stiii!iii(Mis«' Strike llildcd.—The slrikintj ouii'Iovoa

of the Westinghouse Compuiies at East Pittsburgh, P«,, voted on
July 9th to go back to work. The works are now running full

time.— Electriiuil Jterinr ami IT'. Ehclrieinn,

i:iccHol.\tic IHsiiiiccriiiii Fluid.— la Lis repjrt, for
the year 1913, Dr. F. W. Alexander, medical officer of health to the
Borough of Poplar, states that (',•; 710 gallons of the eleEtroIytio
fluid were produced, at a CDst of £71 for electricity (I)d. per
unit) and £50 (or £i;2—there is a discrepancy.—Eij- ) for
material. Since the installation of the plant in 190C, when the
outjiat was 17,000 gallons, the total production has amounted to
312,99!igaUon8, at a cost of £''.13 rnndc-r jl per gallon). The fiaid i8

supplied to the Public Health Department, the Sick Asylumi'. the
lijard of Guardians, the Works Dipartment, foar L.C.C. Bchoola,
and to th? swimming baths.

Similar plants have been supplied to the War O.ffice and the
Admiralty, to Finland, Buenoa Ayres and Rangoon . Gateshead
Corporation has ordered one, and a large installation is being
carried out for Portsmouth Corporation, to use ordinary sea water.
A new double cell has recently been constructed, of slate, in ench
a form that electric leakage from one cell to another is prevented ;

this cell is cheap, and can be made in a few days. Current is taken
directly from the Council's mains.

Fire Prevention.—The British Fire Prevention Com-
mittee concluded its summer session last week with a series of
tests relating to wired glazing. Having regard to the number of
applications for interesting tests with fire-resisting materials and
systems of construction, the Committee has decided this year to
have a vacation session, and there will thus be tests during Angost
and September. The Russian Government proposes to make a
substantial grant of £."i,OiiO or more to the Russian Fire .Society

for the erection of a testing station in St. Petersburg on the London
model.

Fdison \: Swan \ew Show room.s.—Yesterday morning
the new Ci'y headquarters of the Edison 4; Swan Co., at 123-12,'i,

(.iijeen Victoria Street, EC, were thrown open to inspection by the
Press. The premises include a spacious ground-floor showroom
occupying an area of some i3 ft. x 53 ft., with a gallery on either
side, a trade entrance, with counter, \c., in Upper Thames Street,
and upper Uoors for stores. The showroom is one of the finest we
have seen, and it is almost needless to add that a very complete
display is being made of electric fittings of all kinds, cooking and
heating apparatus, switchgear, lamps, bells, i:c., and the varions
apparatus with which the Edison ^V; Swan Co.'s name is associited.

We hope to give further partionlars at a later date.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN,
?'/(>' Editors innte electrical engineers, tvhether coinectfJ tcith tK«

technical or (lie commercial side of th4' profession and indu*try,

also electric tramway and railway o/ficials, to kfep readers of the

Electbical Review potted as to their morementt.

(entral Station Oflicial.s.—The Lancaster T.C. has

increased the salary of Mr. E. C. Milsks, electrical engineer, by
£25, to V2hO.
Mr. a. M. Kissack has resigned his position as charge engineer

at the central powerhouse of the Stoke-on-Trent Corporation, and
Mr. a. T. Gilbride has been appointed in his place, at a com-
mencing salary of £ 12ii per annum. Mu. H. V. C. Cotton, charfe
engineer at the Barslem Works, has t)ecn appointed charge engineer

at the Longton Works, at a commencing salary of £2 per week.
Mb. J. BiCKKNTON, switchboard attendant, has been app^nted
charge engineer at the Burslem Works at a salary of £1 12s. Od.

per week.
Mr. C. Barton has been appointed chief shift engineer at the

Bexhill Corporation electricity works, and a second shift engineer

is to be engaged.
Pres.sure of business has led to the resignation of his commission

in the Territorials by Mr. H. Uu-uardson, the city electrical engi-

neer of Dundee. Mr. Richardson has b»en associated with the

Nolunteers and Territorials for 1 1 years.

The salary of Mu. W. Scott, acting charge engineer at the

Woolwich Electricity Works, is to be increased from £2». 6s. to

£2 lO.". per week as from Ootober 1st next.

Mb. E. G. Bmssu'.R. miins superintendent, having re^ignetl. the

Darby T.C. has appjintcd Mb G. D Akhk.n, assistant mains
superintendent, as his successor, at a salary of £200 per annum.

(eneral.—Withreforence totlie illness of Mr. UinuAi.hT.

mentioned in this column three weeks t go, that gentleman, who
we are plea'eJI to learn is now convAlesoent, desires to thank the*
large number of friends who have been so kind as to m!»kc inquiries.

The wedding of Mb. R. P. Yatks, of Messrs. Gillespie .V: Beale^

with Miss n. Lidbetter, took place at Halifax on ,Uily 2:ird. As a

memento of the occasion a presentation was male at the offices of

the firm, consisting of a handsome canteen of cutlery and taMe
silver, on behalf of the stall" of Messrs. Gillespie .'^ Ujales and the

British Electric Eiuipment Co,. Ltd.

&t the works of Messrs. 0. A. Vandervell A Go a presentation

was made on July 23rd tj Mr. S. F. H. Parsons, chief dtaughte-

man in the Commercial Drawing Office, on the occasion of his

marriage. The present consists of a fine case of cutlery from the

management and staff of the company. The presentation w»9
made by Mr. A, 0. Goodwin, general manager, on bshalf of the

subscribers.
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Dit. W, 0. Riionm has rc:ii|riie<l from the pouitlon of ohief
leotur><r in the eleotriual engiaeerinfr department at the Salford
Technical Inetitnte, and the Salford Education Cjmniittee has
appointed Mu. EinVAUU H. Dixon, B. Si., of Houthampton, to fill

the vacancy.
AIr. (>. Mt'BRAV, of the British Thomson-IIouHton Cy, hag been

appointed eleotrioal entrineer to the Aftrbaa Oovernment.— Indian
Tfj:lile Jouriutl,

The Kinp: received Mb. Marconi at Buckinf;ham Palace on
Friday last week, and conferred on him the Honorary Qrand C'ross

of the Victorian Order
The marriage took place, on July 24th, of Mu. IIknby Skki.leiin

Jack:<on, late of Burnley, and now of Johannesbari;, Transvaal, to

Miss Barbara Muir, late of Kilmarnock, and now of FroBburg,
South Africa. For some years after the war, Mr. .lackson was
electrical ent;ineer at Robinaon Gold Mine, and he ie now with the
Witwatersrand Djep G.M. C3. in a similar capacity.

Mi{. R. W. Da\ lES, of Frodsham, who is leavinfr the British

Insulated and Helsby Cables, Ltd , to take up new duties at
Warrington, has received a present from hia colleao;ue9.

Col. John E. BBOAnitENT, C.B., R.E., has been appointed to

enoceed the late Mr. Henry Cjllins, ai a director of the Readiner
Electric .-iapply Co.

Mr. G. Br.\ncii has jjined the staCE of Messrs. H. R. Williams
and Co., of Birnstaple, aa electrical engineer.

Mu. G. H Urummond, late electrical eoKineer to the Bik&nir
Government, haa been appointed State eleotrioal and mechanical
engineer to the Jodhpur Durbar.— Iml'mn Tej-tili' Juiii'iial.

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Robinson celebrated their golden wedding
on Monday lait, the entertainment taking the form of a trip up
the Thames in the steam launci Fi'i-mofu, starting from Hampton
Wick. A golden covered cake was out on board.

On the 22 ud inst., at Lingsight, Manchester, Mr. H. L. Ainsworth,
head traveller of Messrs. J. & H. Grevener, was married to Miss
Eva Beckett, of Manchester ; he wa? presented by the firm with
a handsome barometer, and by the staff with a ealai b}wl and
gold-mounted cigarette-holder.

Aldf.r.man David Shanks, a well-known manufacturer of

electric light fittings in Birmingham and the founder of Divid
Shanks & Co., Ltd., Aston, has been added to the local bench of

magistrates.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

F. Parks, Ltd. (1S7,096).—This company was registered on
July QUt, with a capital of £10,000 in JEl shares, to carry on the business
of wholesale and retail manufioturers, importers and exporters of, and
dealers In, lamps and lampshades for electrio and other lamps and com-
ponent parts thereof, electric and other flttiogs, lamp stands, &o., and to
adopt an agraemsnt with F. G. Parks. The subscribers (with one share each)
are :—F. Q. Parks, 31, Berners Street, W., lamp shade manufacturer ; Mrs.
A. 8. Parki, 45, Botheby Road, Highbury Park, N. Private company. The
number of directors is not to be less than two or more than five ; F. G.
Parks is the first director; q laliflcation, £10} ; remiinera '.ion (except, manag-
ing director) as fixed by the company ; solicitors, Cooper, Bake, Roche and
Fettes, fi 7, Portman Street. Portmaa Square, W.

Morris, Warden & Co., Ltd.—This company was registered
in Edioburgb on July 16th, with capital £6,000 in £1 shares. To acquire and
cirry on the business of Morris, Warden & Co., engineers, man afacturers of and
dealers in electmal and engineering appliances. The subacribers (wilb one
share each) are:—Willoughby O. Warden, 63, Gordon Street, Elnijford, metal
merchant; Andrew B. Morris, 68, Gordon Ssreet, Elmstord, metal merchant

;

Brnest George Tidd, 61, Gordon Street, Elmsford, e igineer ; Ksnoeth W.
Warden, 6S, Gordon Street, Elmsford, engineer. The first direotors (to
number not less than two or more than six) are W. C. Warden, A. B. Morris,
E. G. Tidd and K. W. Warden; qualification, flOO.

Aluminium Foil Co., Ltd. (137.133).—This company was
registered on July 23rd, with a capital of £5,00D in £1 shares (1,200 "A" and
3,800 ordinary), to carry on the business of rollers and workers of aluminium
and other metals, electricians, electrical engineers, &o. The subscribers
(with one share each) are : —N. Q. Paterson, 30, Mayhill Road, Charlton, S.B.,
accountant; J. H. Andrews, 8, Lyndhurst Road, Higham'a Park, cashier.
Private company. The first directors are K. M. Clark, B. C. Gates, and
H. J. Jack (managing director). Reni'ineration (except managing director)
a; fixed by the company. Registered office, 6-2, Coleman Street, B.C.

Self-Protector, Ltd. C137,l.^.">)—Thi^ company was registered
on July 23rd, with a capital of £5,000 in S.OOO first preference and 1,600
second preference shares of £leach, and 4.000 ordinary shares of 2j. 6d. each,
to acquire from A. Jiinokheere, of 9 and 10, King Street, Cheipside, E.C., the
benefit of certain existing inventions relating to electromagnetic apparatus
and cable connections for burglar alarms and like systems, &o. The sub-
scribers (with one second preference share each) are :~W. Durrant, 9 10, King
Street, E.G., secretary r H. W. Bird, 41, Endymion Road, Finsbury Park, N.,
engineer. Private company. The number of directors is not to be less
than two or more than seven ; the first are R. W. Wright, A. E. Brown and A.
Joickheere. Remuneration (excepting managing director, if any), £150 each
per annum. Registered otfioe, 9-10, King Street, E.C.

Electro-Magneto Motors. Ltd. (137,168).—This company was
registered on July 24th, with a capital ol £10.000 in Is. shares, ti carry on
the business indicated by the title. The subscribers (with one share each)
are:-F. B. Spencer, 10, Vevsaillei Road, Anevley, 8.E., clerk; J.Connor,
Crosby Buildings, Crosby Square, E.G., clerk. P.ivate ompaoy. The number
of directors is not to be less than two or more tb^n five ; the subscribers are
to appoint the first, who shall be permanent; re jiuneration as fixe! by the
company. Registered oflfice, Crosby Buildings. Crosby Square, E.C.

Health Hamidifler Co. (Blackburn), Ltd. (137,173).—
This company was registered on July 2lth. with a cipitilof £1,0W in £1
share}, to take over the business of engine rs aid patented process manu-
facturers carried on at Blackburn, as " Thomas Forrest Smith," to acquire
from T. F. Smith, W. Scales and F. Scales, aii their respactive interests in
Patent No. 13,624 of 1912, granted to the said T. F. Smith, and to carry on the
business of suppl'er^ of light, heat and motive power, eleotrioal, mechanical
and general engineers, &o. The subscribers (with one share each) are :

—

Thos. Forrest Smith, Langho, Blackburn, engineer: Wm. Soaies, Eastlee,
Ramsgreave. Blackburn, funeral undertaker; Fred. Scales. 22, Audley Lane,
Biaokburn, funeral undertaker. Private company. The first directors are
Thos. Forrest Smith, Wm. Scales and Fred. S sales ; qualification, £10.
Registered office. Central Works, Eagle Court, Darwen Street, Biaokburn,

OrnCIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Electro-Flex Steel (o, Ltd.—I»«ne on July loth 1914, of
X'a.OOO dibsnturet, pin ul a series of which partloulara have already been
filed.

Premier Electric and Hardware Co., Ltd.—Second mort-
gage debenture dated July lltb, I9I4, lo eeoure £6^7 lOi., charged uo lb«
company's undertaking and property, present and future, inoluding uncalled
capital subnet to i> -st deb .-mure. Holder: B. U. Hawkins, 4, Charterhouae
Square, B.C.

Underground Electric Railways Co. of London, Ltd.—
Charge ol 4J.00O additional shares of £lu each in the London Deneral
Omnibus Co., Ltd., dated June a9tb, 1911, sapplemenlal lo iDdenture dated
April Isl, 1912, to secure £1,100,000 percent, flret cumulative income deben-
ture stock. Holders: Union of London & Smith's Bank, 2, Princes Street,
E C. Also indjnture of even date (supplemental to charges dated .Ijly (lOih,
I90H. and April Ul, 1912, securing t6,503,000 income bonds), charged on above,
mentioned propsrty, at oollaleral security and subject to above-m<intloned
charge. Hollers: London County and Westminster Bank, Ltd, 41, Lolb-
bury, E.C.

Tilner Minuriicturin^ and Testing Co., Ltd.— Particulars
of £1,000 debs., created April 8.b, I9'4, filed pursuant to Sec. 93(3) of the
Companies (Consolidation) Act, 1903, the amount of the present issue being
£500. Property charged : The company's undertaking and property, pre-
sent and futnre, including uncalled capital. No trustees.

St. Austell and district Electric Lighting and Power
Co.. Ltd.—Agreement d hted Juno 30 h, 1914, extending time for payment of

first and second debs., each for £2,000, and Increasing rate of interest upon
the former, charged on the company's undertaking and property, present
and future, including uncalled capital. Holders: First Debenture-holders.

Pardon & Carpenter, Ltd.- Debenture dated July 17tb,
1914, to secure £250, charged on the company's undertaking and property,
present and future. Holder : B. H. Mills, 179, Maida Vale, W.

Birkdale District Electric Supply Co., Ltd. ao,25&).—
Capital, £50,00u in £.''> shares : return dated April 2»:b, 1914. 9,200 shares taken
up, £5 per share called up on 6.000, and £2 per sbare on 3.2IX) shares, £36,400
paid. Mortgages and charges : £3,000.

Anchor Cable Co., Ltd. (69,073) —Capital, £250,000 in tlo
shares; return dated May 2Bth, 1914 ; 6,503 share} taken up, £10 per share
called up on C.IOO, £61.000 paid, £4,000 considered as paid on 400 shares.
Mortgages and charges : £50,0:u.

Trafford Power and Light Supply Co., Ltd. (72,601).—
Gipltal, £J0,920 in £1 sha-e< (21,120 pref. and 57,801) ord.) Return .dated
July 14th, 1914; all shares taken up ; £80,920 paid, Mortgages and charges :

£60,500.

Urban Electric Supply Co., Ltd. (.57,986).—Capital,
£610,003 in 8),000ord.sha-e5of £! each, 60,000 pref. shares of £5 each, and
150.001 shares of £1 each. Return dated April 15th, 1914: 80,000 ord. and
50,000pref. shares taken \i\) \ £3 per sbare called up on the ord and £5 per
share on the p *ef. ; £490,000 paid. Mortgages and charges : £411, ?5l.

CITY NOTES.

City of Carlisle Kleetric Traiinvays Co.. ltd.

The directors' report for 1913 shows that after providing for

debenture and loan interest and writing; off the sum of £529 from
the suspense account, there is a balance at the credit of profit and
loss aRcount amounting' to £:>3, which will be carried forward to

next year's accounts. Included in the workioir expenses for the

year is the cost of a reversible booster installed in the Carlisle

Cjrporation's power station. The directors recommend that an
issue of £20,000 6 per cent, second debentures be made by the com-
pany, the proceeds of which can be utilised to pay for the out-

standing portion of the cost of the reconstruction of the system.

The ordinary general meetinsr was held on Wednesday, at the

offices, 66, Qaeen Street, E.G., Mr. Wm. Shearer presiding. The
proceedings were private, but we were informed that the report and
the resolution authorising the issue of £20,000 6 per cent, second
debentures were carried unanimously.

Electrolytic Co. (Spain and Portnftal).—The annual
meeting was held on Tuesday at the offices, 18, Eldon Street,

Finsbury. We are unable to give a report of the proceedings as a

representative of the Electbical Review, who attended for that
purpose, was informed that the meeting was private.

Connty of Loudon Electric Sui»i»ly Co.. Ltd.—The
directors have declared an interim dividend on the ordinary shares

for the half-year to June 30th last at the rate of 5 per cent, per
annum, less income-tax.

Vicker.s, Ltd.—Interim dividends for the half-year to

June 30th last will be paid as follows :—2.1 per cent, (less tax) on
preferred 5 per cent, stock, and 5 per cent, preference shares ; 1 s.

per share (free of tax) on ordinary shares, including the 1,110,000

recently issued, on which a 1 haa been paid. Dividends will be
posted on August 2i>;h.

Xorthanipfou Electric Lifflit and Power Co.. ltd.
—The directors have declared interim dividends at the rate of 5 per

cent, per annum on both the ordinary and preference shares.

Chelsea Electricity Supply to.. Ltd.—An ioterim

dividend at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, leas income-tax, has
b3en declared oa the ordinary shares for the past half-year.

Blaehpool and Fleetwood Tramroad Co.—The
directors have declared an interim dividend at the rate of 4 per

cent, per annum.

Aiatioual Ga.s Eno'ine Co.. Ltd.—An interim dividend

at the rate of 7^ per cent, per annum has been declared.
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Oerman Electrical Companies.

'J^E accounts of the Elcktra A.G., of Dresden, show gross profits

of je2'2,900 for 1913 as compared with i;2'2,7(XJ in the preceding

year. After setting aside M,'100 for depreciation and rcjservc

funds as against iJ.'JX) in 1912, the balance permits of the

payment of a dividend of 6 per cent., being the eame rate

as in the previous year.

The Kabciiverk Wilhelmineschof, of Berlin, records an in-

creased turnover in 1913, so that all branches of the company's
works were fully occupied. Including the balance brought
forward tho accounts exhibit net proftts of i;i;i,(itXJ as compared
with i;il,9UU in 1912, and a dividend of 15 per cent, has been
declared on share capital of £50,000, being the same rate as
in the preceding year.

Tho Klektro Trcuhand A.G., which is a financial bank,
jointly owned by the A.E.G. and the Siuiucns-Schuckert Works,
ri-jwrts interest receipts amounting lo i'16,900 for 1913 as com-
pared with i;i5,600 in 1912, and i41,250 as dividend on shares
held in the Hamburg Elevat^ed railway, being the same
amount as in 1912. After defraying the interest charges on
loans the accounts indicate net profits of i;25,100 as against
£23,100 on a paid-up share capital of £375,000.

The Hochfrequem Mn^chinen A.G., which owns the Gold-
schraidt patents for high-frequency generators in Genuany and
which i.s interested in the C'ompagnie Universelle de T^le-

graphie et de T^'l^phonie sans Fil of Paris, now proixises to

distribute the profits which had been placed to a suspense
account and which arose froRi the patent transfer transactions
concluded with the French company about two years ago.

The amount in question is £46,900, which is to be divided by
the payment of 24 per cent, on the £80,(XI0 of A shares and
.57.6 per cent, on the B shares of £25,000.
The report of Hrtrfniartn d Braun A.G., of Frankfort-on-Main,

states that the turnover in 1913 experienced a considerable,
increase as compared with the preceding year. As gross profits

the accounts indicate the sum of £100,(XK) as against £93,500
in 1912, and the general expenses and taxes were £50,000 as
contrasted with £46,000. After setting aside £11,000 for de-
preciation as against £9,700 in 1912 and making other appro-
priations, the net profits and balance forward are returned at
£27,800 as compared with £29,000. The directors reo<:)mmend
a dividend of 10 per cent, on ordinary share capital of £85,000,
being the same rate as in each of the three preceding years.
The Korting £ Maihicacn Bngen Lanipeiifdhrik, of Leutzticli.

reports net profits of £20,000 for 1913 as contrasted with
£30,000 in the previous year, and the payraeiit of 10 per cent,
as against 20 per cent. The report attributes the less satis-

factory results to the general umavourable situation. At the
recent meeting it was statt'd that good ho(3es were entertained
in regard to the arc lamp business, which was expected to
revive in the autumn. The position of the arc lamp in relation
to the glow lamp had in part already been cleared up as, for
instance, municipal authorities, the railways and large estab-
lishments had unreservedly decided in favour of the former,
whilst numerous cases existed where the arc lamp had sup-
planted the glow lamp.
TheC. Lorenz A.G. {Tclephoti und Telegrapheinverke), of

Berlin, reports that the year 1913 was exceptionally favourable
as the plant was fully employed and the turnover reached record
figures, but sale prices in general were very low both in the
business with government authorities and with private cus-
tomers. After devoting £16,000 to depreciation as against
£12,000 in 1912, the accounts show net profits of £29,000 as
compared with .£19,7(X), and a dividend of 20 per cent, has been
declared on .share capital of £70,00<.) as in the previous year,
and a bonus of 5 per c«nt. has also been paid out of the profits
arising from the company's as.socialion with the High Frequency
Machine Co. Although the stock of orders bmught over from
1913 was greater than a year previously, a slackening in new
orders has takt^n place in the current year.
Tho directors of the FcUen £ Guillcn.xime CarUwerk A.G.. of

Midhcim, reporting on the past year, stale that the volume and
value of the turnover in 1913 exceeded the record figures for
1912. Sati.sfactory results were also yielded liy the company's
investments. A decline in the proceeds from the Norddeutsi-he
Seekabelwerke owing to inadei|uate orders was more than
counterbalnnced by greater proceed.s in the case of the Land
und .Seekabelwerke, Escher Wyss & Co.. and the Treuhand
Bank fur die Eloktrische Industrie. The collection of the
debts and the settlement of other matters in connection witli
the winding-up of tlie former Frankfort work.s continued their
nadirally slow course. The proposed construction of steel
works in I;uxe,mburg for an annual prochiction of •200.(X)0 tons
in oriler to supply the requirements in .semi-finished steel was
di fuiitily resolved upon in December, 1913, after the company
had sii-ured further government iron <ire coni'ession.s and the
undertiking had consequently been placed upon a wider basis,
,\fter further reference to the iron and steel department and
the wire trade, the report mentions that the copper works, tho
cabli> laetory and the factory for insulaf^'d W'ires were satis-
factorily employul at goo<l pVic-es. Ilie manufacture of high-
pressure cables for <iver .50.000 volts was successfully advanced,
and special attention was devoted (o the developnient of tele-
phono cables, whilst the pr.ulucti<in of special artirl.-s was
undertiiken in the rubber factory for technical g.xids and in
the metal works. Tlie systematic transformation of the works,
plant and equipment was continU(xl by the expenditure of oon-
suUrablo money, and the improvem'enis introduce enabled
the increased output to be effected with approximatelv the

same officials and worknacD, who numbered C,851 aa compared
with 6,846 in 1912. The accounts exhibit the following figaree

lor the two years :—
1913. • 1913.

Share capital £i.-y).OM £2,7M,OI»
Loan capital ...., I,193.3(j0 1,21B,W)0

Gross profits C43.0OU (47,000
Depreciation 66,000 83.000
Net profits and balance lorward ,.. 321,000 278,0«O
Dividend, per cent 8 B

The Continenlale Geselhchaft fur E^ckirische L'ntemeh-
ittungen, of Nuremburg, reports that the unfavourable t-conoa»ic

conditions prevailing in 1913 had but little effect upon the
company's interests in lighting and tramway undertakings.

The gross profits are returned at £157,000, as against £146,000
in 1912, and the net profits at £108,tXW as compared with
£99,000. It is intended to distribute 6 per cent, on the prefer-

ence capital of £1,.5.56,000, as compared with 5} per cent., the

ordinary shares of £44,000 again receiving no dividend. In
addition to undertakings administered by the company and
representing a total of £1,1-52,000, the securities in portfolio

cciiiiprise £880,000, apart from syndicate investments for

£l(i9,iKJ0.

The lilekirizilals A. G. vorm, Lahmeycr d Co., of Frankfort-
on-Main, which is now essentially an investment company,
reports that the undertakings in which the company is inter-

ested experienced a favourable development in 1913, thus per-

mitting of an improvement in the dividend. The gro.=3 profits

amount to £184.000, as compared with £1.56,000 in 1912. After
defraying general expenses and interest on the loans of
£1, .500,000, the accounts show net profits and balance forward
of £100,00(J as against £84,000 in the previous year. It is

proposed to pay a dividend of 7 per cent, on paid-up capital

of £1,312,000, as contrasted with 6 per cent, in 1912 and 5 per
cent, in 1911. The company holds shares of £600,000 in the
Felten & Guilleaume Co,, and ejtchanged shares of £1,050 .OOiJ

with the Zurich Bank for Electrical Enterprises three years
ago. .\part from investments the company owns .supply works
which are valued at £84,0(K), the former being put at

£2,.387,000.

Ijiulfi'aToiind Electric Raihvays Co.—The Under-
ground Electric Railways Co. of London, Ltd., has now, with the
sanction of the Court, become a share and eecnrities holdiDfr com-
pany. The revenue receipts of the company in respect of the first

six months of the current year remaininer after payinp or provid-
ing for all revenue outgoings in respect of the same period woald,
in the opinion of the board, justify the distribution of approxi-
mately £60,000 by way of interim dividend on the eharcs, accord-
ing to their respective rights. The board, however, have decided
to defer the question of the payment of a dividend until the next
annual meeting of the company, when it can be dealt with on the
audited accounts for the complete year. It is annoanced that
interest on the 6 per cent, first cnmnlative income debenture stock
will be paid on September 1st next, less income-tax, at the rate of

6 per csnt. par annum, and coupon No. 13 off li per cent, income
bonds of this company will be paid, free of in(X)me-tax, at the
rate of (i per cent, per annnm on the same date.

—

Fimtncia! Timt*.

nctro|)olit:iii itaihva.'t ( o.—The figures for the past

half-year, including the receipts and expenditure of the Great
Northern and City line, show an increase in erose receipts of
H: 4 2, 4 5^>, and an increase in expenses, inclndiner debenture interest

and other fixed charges, of ,i:4 1,700. This will admit of the pay-
ment of 1 J per cent, per annnm on the ordinary stock, the same as

last year, after making similar provision for depreciation, \o., and
leaving a corresponding balance to that carried forward in Jane,
191,^. The .'surplus Lands Committee announces that the balance
for the half-year ended JunelHith, lyl4, including the sum bronirht
forward from I'.U 3 available forpaymentof an interim dividend on
the Surplua Lands stock, amounts approximately to if 39,i>00, The
i iterim dividend at the rate of 2| per cent.tper annum absorlts aboot
.^36,000, leaving to be carried forward £3,000.— /'iiwdeii:/ Times.

CimtiiU'iital.— Swit/.eulanp.— Tho balance-sheet of

the Sooiete Electro-Metallurijique, Procclei Paul Oirod, for the
last fiaancial year, shows a net profit of only £4.708, as compared
with £17,04ii in \')\2. Including the amount brought forward,
there is an available ba'ance"of £20.;'2ii, which, in view of the
nnsatisfactory position, the directors recommend shall be oarried

forward to the current year,

Norway.—Under the name of the Tysse ElektrometAlluritifke
Aktieselskap, a new company has bten formed at Kristiania for

the purpose of taking over some works at Hurdanger. which will

be altered to suit the munufaoture of ferro-alloys and similar pro-
ducts. The capital of the new company is £t4,4iKl fully paid, and
operations will be commenced in the near future. The buildingg
to be taken over ate presumably those which previously l>elonged
to the Ilardanger r,leotric«l Iron Works.

Hatlu'i" \ l*latt. Ltd.—An interim tliviiknil on ordinary
shares of ."' per cent., free of tax, for the half-year to June 30th,
being at the rate of 10 per cent, per annum, has been declared.

Paisley District Tiaiii\va>s Co.. Ltd.— An interim
dividend at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum has b?en declared on
the 5 per cent, cumulative preterense shwes for the h d f-year to

June ifOth last.

City of ltiiciio.s .lires Traiinvajs (HMU), Ltd.

—

For the quarter to June 30th last, the usual dividend of IJ per
cent, has been declared, payable Auirnst 17th.

Bank Uafe.—The Hank Rate was yesterday raised from
3 to 4 per cent.
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riialliaiii ami Itistrict l.iiilit ltailua>s < o,

Till ilirectorij' report for the haUyeur cmied June MOtli, I'JU,

nhows as follTO'H It^voiiue, £2;i,64S ; expeuBCH, £ l:i,7/)(;, Ivavini;
£'.>,7'.i:)

; leda rent of RuuhcBter Corporation linen, i;i.H72 ; interent

on debentures, d'XM ; interest account, iTiOM = i::i:iU, leavini;

£0,47!)
;
pluH £.SI'.i broupht forward, niukiu^' the lulance i;7,2ax.

JtL'.lHO i» to bo applied to dividend at the rate of r> per cent, per
annum lor the half-year on the preferenue share capital, £1,6'JU

to dividend at the rate of :i per cent, per annum for the half-year
on the ordinary share capital, and £2 7(18 into be carried to revenue
new aooount. The tr:itlic reoeiptH show an increase of iiSOl, and
the expenses an increase of £('>S.'< as oomparei with the receipts

and expensci for the corrcspondinK half-year of I'Ji:). A further
£2,000 debentures of the company were purchased and redeemed
on .'!oth ult. Three additional ears have been ordered and will be

put into servi je shortly. The directors will, as usual, provide for

depreciation when the final accounts are made up at the end of the
year.

Flalf-yoar Mileu
ended. opon.

Deo. ;ilst, una .. »-«8
June SOtli, 1913 .. 14".W

Hoc. 8Ut, 1913 .. U08
Juno 30th, lau .. U'98

Piissengors TrafBo Average Car- No. of
carried. receipte. fare. mileage, cars.

4,860,873 iia.VM 1 nj, 5I>7,202 -17

4,609,151 £J2,713 1 17J. 510 192 47
ri,2io,83a f 16 619 1 17J. r.tn,ii3i 47
4,880,135 «23,ai4 1 14d. 673 21.1 47

l.aiiarksliii'c Traiinvavs (o,

The direct jrs report for the half ye-ir ended Jane 30th, IIM I, that

there was a revenue of £.50, 511."), and the expenses were £H2 (iriO,

leaviner £17,945, less contributions payable to local anthoritias

£1,43.'!, interest on debentures jEflll, interest acsount *;S.".7,

interest ac;ount— Lanark County Cjuncil Tramways £799
.i; 1,000, plus £1991 brought forward, leaving a baUnce of

£15,93.-1. Out of this the dividend at the rate of i. per cent, per

annum for the half-year on the issued share capital absorbs

£10,290, and £5, (115 is carried to revenue new account. The
revenue for the half-year shows an increase of £7,14.5 and the

expenses an increase of £7,99." as compared with the revenue and
expenses for the correfponding- half-year of 1913. The increase

in expenses was partly due to operating the lines leased from the

Lanark County Council and partly to inorca^ed wagei to the staff

and heavier maintenance charges for the p3rmauent way. The
Lanark County Council Tramways were completed on February
10th last and are now in fall operation. The directjrs will, as

usual, provide for depreciation in the accounts to December 31st

next.

Half-year Miles Passengers Trafflo Avarage Cir- No ol

ended. open. carried. receipts. fare, mileage, cars.

June 30th, 1912 ,. 33 31 7.062,726 i-36.570 1-243. 893,927 64

Dec. 31st, 1912 ,. 23-32 8,202,018 f4l.867 l-21d. 955,104 64

•June 30lh, 1913., 21 C2 8,i>79 876 £42 8R4 1204. 97J,631 66
•Dec, 3lBt, 1913,. 81-29 9.471,8J2 £17,760 laid. 1,074 440 78
•June 30 ,h, 1914,, 136 47 9,920.810 £4!1,9J3 1 21d. 1,169.837 78

Inc'udas motor-omnibus service. I luolud^s mjtor-omaibus service
8 04 miles.

MonteiTV Kailway. Liuiit anil I'ower Co.—Oving
to the continuance of the disturbed political conditions in Mexico,

arrangements with the Governm'int of the State of Naevo Lfon
for a settlement of the claim of the Monterey Waterworks and
Sewer C J. under the Government's guarantee of 10 per cent, on the

capital expenditure have not yet been completed. Notwithstand-
ing this, it would have been possible to provide the interest on the

debenture stock but for the low rate of exchange prevailing, and
on this account the directors regret that they are comiielled to

postpone the payment of the interest on the 5 per cent, first mort-

gage debenture stock, due on August 2nd next, until such time as

it is possible to transfer the money on reasonable terms. If

settled Government be restored the rate of exchange may be

expected to become normal again with the return of normal trade

conditions, enabling the company in due course to resume regular

payment of the interest on its debenture stock.

Bristol Tiaiiiwa.vs and (aniaue Co.. I>t<l.—The
directors have declared an interim dividend at the rate of 4 per

cent, per annum for the half-year ended June 30ih. The dividend

warrants will be posted to-day.

'i oi'ksliire Electric I'owcr C(».—The directors have
declared an interim ilividend for the six months payable on August
1st next at the rate of ii per cent, per annum on the preference

shares, and at the rate of 2 per cent, per annum on the ordinary

shares.

Japan.—The ^'okohama . Electric Car Co.'s report for

the last financial half-year shows that £1,730 is being placed to

reserve, £1.5,000 distributed to the shareholders in the form of a

dividend at the rate of 8 per cent, per annum, and .tSOO accorded

to the directors, leaving a small balance to be carried forward.

Kalaooilie Electric Traniwavs. Ltd.—Tlie accounts

show, after providing for interest and sinking fund on the " A "

debenture stock, a balance of £6,620 at debit of profit and loss

account for 1913.

Westminster Electric Siipidv Corporation, Ltd.

—

For the half-year to June 30th, an interim dividend at the rate of

10 per cint. per annum, h.is been declared, payable September 1st.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tueaday E«enln(.

Till: .Stock F-xuhunge this week has swept nearer to the vert;e uf

poiitire pinic than it hao done during the present century. In

fact, momber.s in many markets declare that they have tj retrace

their memories for nearly a quarter of a century to mBt;h condi-

tions BO disastrous as those whi'jh have been prevAiliny just lately.

Two crises— one in Austrii and the other in Ulster—combined to

precipitate a slump in Consols which Hung down the price by half

points at a tints. Berlin and Paris j )incd in with sellio;.' orders of

their favourite securities. Merits have counted for not'iing ; the

only anxiety was to sell, and not iofre<iuently this was impossible.

Imagination is so prone to exaggerate on occasions so disturbiid

aid agitated as the present, that those in the thiok of the scrum

can scarcely trust themselves to obtain a calm view of what is

actually occurring under their eyes. It would not be dillicult to

write a heated, even an interesting, account of the wild excitement

witnessed in th? Stook EIoha^ge during the past few days, but

though demoralisation upsit the markets, it would bs hardly fair

to say that actual panic coniitiona have ruled. The Stock

Exchange itsjlf stoppil them to some extent by tlia simple pro-

cess of declining to deal at all, so that the mild-eyed proprietor of

insurance eharej, for example—t|^n which, as a rule, there a'p

few iinre stable stocks—discovered to his aitoniahment that he

was unable to sell at any price during the height of the excit;-

ment, althoujh, hil he wantei to buy, ha woaH have found

a'ln >3t as mujh dilli !nlty in obtiinin» really cheap stock. The
violenc; of the depression wis aicsntaated by thj uaexpajtedness

of the rapidity with which the war clouds gathered between
Austria and Servia, International bonds fell like rubber shares do
in a synthetic scare ; and such inter-bourse iteues as Brazilian

Tractions moved by points within the spaoe of a few minutes.

These Brazilian Tractions, by the way, have proved one of the

storm centres of the week. The making-up price on Monday of

65, compared with 7SJ at the previous settlement, afallof 13J
within 19 days ; while another perpendicular drop took them
since then to 59. Carried over with readiness, as a rule,

Brazilian Tractions on Monday encountered refusals that were
certainly not looked for on the part of those who generally lend

money on the shares. This conduced to necessary forced

selling for cash, and for a time the bottom seemed to fall out of

the market. The actual declaration of war led to violent

relapses in other markets, and fortunate indeed were those

sejurities that escaped beiig affected by the action of Austria.

Home Railway stocks have had one or two disappointing

dividends to contend against, but had the announcements been

twice as favourable as anybody expected, it is doubtful whether
pric;s would have been any the better for them. The market has

been caujht in the syirl of the slump, and Undergrounds have

gone down with the rest. Metropolitans, Districts and Under-

ground E'ectrics show heavy falls, the dividend statements in each

case hardly being a factor in the situation.

The London County Council Electric Supply Committee have
published their report this week, in which the official effort is

made to grapple with the problem that has hitherto seemed
insoluble. Tlie recommendations of the Committee are of

great interest to many others besides the proprietors of electric

lighting shares, while to the latter tli-'y will be a reminder of the

hints thrown out here of recent weeks as to the likelihood of the

next scheme being patterned pretty closely upon that produced by

M'. H. B. Rsnwiik not long ago. The companies are invited to

come into co-operation with each other, and we take it that this

will be the rock around which most of the difficulties will cluster.

The market effect of the scheme would probably have been favour-

able had other conditions warranted it ; but, of cours', with every-

thing else fl vt, the proposals failed to attract buyers for the time

being.

Ol the whole, however, the share market is good, with several

smill rises to its credit. Cities are 10s. Ijwer, there being still a

small '' bull" account in the shares : bat the three issues of the

St. James' Company, for instance, are all higher. C'helseas

hardened on the declaration of the regular interim dividend
;

Charing Cross Preferences are rather lower, while Westminster

Preference improved.

Mexican issues arc extremely weak. The qaite satisfactory news
from Mexico concerning the pacification ot the country has gone

by the board in the pressure to realise any stocks and shares that

were saleable at all. Mexico Trams show a drop of nine points
;

the bonds are two to three points down. la Mexican Light and

Power descriptims the falls range from two to five. Latin-

Canadianfl, as a whole, have snffer.id with the rest of the markets.

Manila Electric bonds are one higher, thanks to a very satisfactory

report.

In the Telegraph group, the dire neoe.ssity for obtaining cash

has led to sales of purely investment shares. The declines are

small, on the whole. American Telephone and Telegraph stock

went back upon the declaration of war, Marconis again developed

tUtness, the Ordinary falling 5.=. to 1:,', and the Preference to 1 J-.

The manufacturing group has held its ground with firmness, and

General Electric Preference at 101 are J higher on .the week.

Babcock & Wilcox receded, and India-Rubber shares gave way. The
Ribber market itself has been weak on a further drooping of the

raw material.
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS AND TBAMWAYS.—HOME.

Bktta TnmB. Piei, Ord
Do. 6%Pre(
Do. 4J%Deb

BrII. Eleo. Trao., 6 % Pie(. .

.

Do. Do. Deferred
Do, Do. 6 % 0am. Pr't.

Do. 7 % Non-Cum. Pr'J.

Do. 6 % Perp. Deb. .

.

Do. 4J%2ndDeb.
Oentral London Railway, Ord. .

.

Do. Gtd. AsBtnted
Do. Prel
Do. Otd. AMented ,.

Do. Def
Do. Qtd. ABMnMd .,

Do. 4%Deb
Olt; t B. London, 6% Prel., 1891
Do. Do. 1896 ..

Do. Do. 1901 ..

Do, Do. 1908 ..

Do. 4% Deb
Hastlnga Trams, (i % Pref,
Do. « % Deb

iBle o( Tbanet Trams, 6 % Pre{.
Do. 4% Deb

Lanoubire United, 6% Deb, ..

London and Sabnrban, Ord.
Do. Do. 6 % Com. Pref.
Do. Do, 4i%lstDeb, ..

Olosinfc
Qnotatlons
July 2eih.

,h ,?'

ll,i- 185
10 — U
86 — 89
64 — 67
91 — 93
76 — 78
67 — 63
89 — 84
68 — 78
84 — 8«
40 — 46
80 — 82
96 — U7
96 - 97
91 - 94
9 — 9a
89-99
86-88

9 — 3J
71 — 76

84i- 86*

B
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.—(Continu*d.)

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY AND POWER-COLONIAL AND FOREIGN.

Oloaini
Qaot«tlon0
July 28th.

ClMlnc
QnoUtloni
Juljr 'J8lb.
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ELECTRIC SIGNALLING AND THE
SENGHENYDD DISASTER.

In our leading article of a few weeks aj^o dealing with

Mr. Redmayne's report on the Sengbenydd explosion, we
promised further details ref^arding the tests carried out on

the electric signalling apparatus in what was apparently an

endeavour to prove that the explosion was brought about

hy this means. In our opinion—and we are glad to note

this was the opinion of all the practical mining engineers

who gave evidence on the point—it was practically im-

possible for this to be the cause, for the reason that the

spark emitted from an ordinary signal bell is not of sufficient

intensity to ignite mine gas or " fire-damp." The question is

a most important one from a mining standpoint, as Mr.
Redmayne's remarks seemed to threaten a new regulation

regarding the use of electricity in mines, and this would,

we think, do more harm than good. It is at best a foolish

policy to pursue any attempt to make accidents an irapofsi-

bility in any industry by hampering it with legislative rules

and regulations, as the industry may become so costly to

operate that it is in danger of being regulated out of

existence altogether.

Mr. Redmayno says :—This inquiry has shown quite clearly

that the exemption from the requirements of the electricity

regulationB, which applies at present to electric siffnallinsr

apparatus that happens to have been in use before June 1st, 1911,

and that was in conformity with the code of electricity regu-

lations then in force, goes too far. The regulation in the code of

1906 (which code was superseded by the present code in 1912) to

which reference is made reads as below :

—

In any place or part of the mine where general Rule No. 8 of

the Coal Mines Regulation Acf, 1887, applies, bare wires shall

not be used for signalling circuits except in haulage roads, and
the pressure shall not exceed 15 volts in any one circuit. This
clearly permitted bare signal wires on haulage roads anywhere
below ground even in places where inflammable gas might have
occurred in quantity such as would have rend* red the use of a
naked light dangerous (General Rule 8, Coal Mines Regulation Act,

1887), provided the pressure did not exceed 15 volts, and Regulation

137, paragraph (,/>) of the present code allows the continued use of

suoh wires (unlefs the Inepector of the district raises objection)

until .Tune Ist, 1920. It is clear from the evidence given at the

inquiry that a pressure of 1 5 volts on bare signal wires may be
dangerous in the prepence of an explosive mixture of firedamp and
air, and / think, therefore, t/uit a modification of Rei/ulatiou 137

is desirable .sn as tn exclude from its operation sueh signal wires

and signallimj apparatus as are in use in rirtne (f the Jlefliilation

of the code of 1905 quoted ahore.

No apparatus other than signal wires was permitted by the code

of 1905 to produce external sparks in places where gas might occur
in quantity sufficient to be indicative of danger, and my recom-
mendation is that it be made clear that signalling apparatus should

be treated in the future as all other apparatus is treated, and that

all open visible sparks should be avoided where gas may occur.

This will require a slight modification of Regulation 137. I am
encouraged to make this recommendation as signalling apparatus
which is guaranteed by the makers not to produce an open or

visible spark is readily obtainable.

The italics are ours. AVe do not cavil at any attempt to

make a mine safe, and we have no doubt that it is an easy

matter to make signalling apparatus that will not produce an

open spark no lotig as it is kci.il in order. But there is rather

too much "fool-proof" apparatusbeing introduced into mines,

and the tendency is to employ fools, instead of relying more

upon a workman doing his work and using the apjiarutus to

hand with intelligence and care. Further, the manager is

neither a competent electrician nor a skilled engineer, he ran-

not he ei'eri/lhinff, though he does his best to be what he is

supposed to be under the present Coal Klines Regulation

Act. and instead of placing a thoroughly competent and

skilled engineer in charge of the plant, the manager is

inclined to accept the manufacturer's word ; so long as he

complies with Mr. Redmayne's regulations he (the manager)

cannot very well be held responsible if anything does

happen, and so wc go on—muddling along with red-tape

rules and regulations, instead of giving common sense and

intellisience and thoroughness a fair chance.

Another point in regard to this investigation is the fact

that no one seemed to think the cause of the explosion

would be the electric signal wires, until tlris was first put

forward by Dr. Atkinson, II. M. Divisional Inspector for

South Wales, and supported by his two colleagues, Mr. Dyer

Lewis and Mr. Greenland Davies. Mr. Redmayne himself

i-arae to the same opinion as I)r. Atkinson, .but wc read :

" As to the point of origin, the opinions expressed placed it

at two fairly widely separated points."

Seven practical and responsible mining engineers, includ-
ing the manager, Mr. Shaw, and one of the CommissioDerH,
Mr. Evan Williams, thought the ignition took place at the
lamp f^abin, and it seems .strange that only H.M. InEpectors
should hold opposite views.

There was, however, so much doubt in the minds of
everyone as to whether the signalling apparatus could caiue
an explosion, that a series of tests were carried out at the new
Tredegar Rescue Station on June Ist and 29th, I'Jia, with
an explosive mi.xture of pit gas (methane) from the Gymmer
Pit, and out of 28 tests, each test consisting of several ex-
periments, the mi.xture only ignited five times, in tests

No. !) and No. 11 with a pressure of 13i volts, in No. IS
with a pressure of 18 volts. No. 14 with a pressure of

2 2
J,

volts, and in No. 12 of the second series with a pressure

of 11-9 volts. There were two tests with town gas, which
ignited insUtnllij with a pressure of 13"5 volts— whereas
with mine gas, and the same pressures, it took from 20 to

30 seconds, and in test No. 12 it took 4 minutes and 37
seconds of continuous intermittent contact to produce an
ignition. Evidently the (|uestion of time producing some
cumulative effect, probably by the sparks heating the gas in

proximity to them, should be taken into consideration, and we
must rememlier that these tests were made in a closed chamber,
and not subject to an air current, as the bells would be in

the mine itself. Further, in test No. 12 it was not the
" Senghenydd " bell that was being used, but a bell belonging

to the rescue station, which gave " more sparking than with
Senghenydd bells." The voltage used in the signalling

apparatus in the Senghenydd pit was said to be only nine

volts, and it was found absolutely impossible to get an
ignition with this pressure.

The tests, however, were not suflRcient to satisfy the

Inspectors, and Dr. Wheeler was instructed to carry out
some experiments, which are, we think, so interesting, that we
give his report in full, as follows :

—

On March 2l8t there were received at the experimental station

two signalling belle of the pattern used at Senghenydd Colliery,

and a supply of dry cells of the make and size used at that colliery

at the time of the explosion. I was instructed to carry ont test* to

determine the limiting conditions under which the electrical

ignition of methane and air mixture could be effected when nsing

a battery of dry cells connected through a bell, so as to form a
signalling circuit.

A number of tests have been made, the results of which are given
in detail later, using.one of the " Senghenydd " bells, and, for com-
parison, a bell kindly lent me by Prof. Thornton, of Armstrong
College, Newcastle-on-Tyne, from whose work our knowledge of
the conditions necessary to obtain ignitions of gaseous mixtures by
momentary electric arcs is mainly derived.

The experiments described in this report show, as Prof. Thorn-
ton's work with high voltages has also shown :

—

1. That methane-air mixtures vary in their ease of ignition

according to the percentage of methane present, being much more
difficult to ignite as the "limit mixtures" (lower limit 6'ii and
higher limit US per cent;, methane) are approached.

3. That the inductance of the circuit is of prime importance
in determining whether the flash produced on breaking the circuit

can ignite an explosive mixture ; and
8. That the amperage of the current is of more importance

than the voltage.

Before describing the experiments that have been made regard-

ing the general question of the electrical ignition of methane-air
mixture, it will be as well to state the reenlts obtained with the
Senghenydd bell and cells under conditions comparable with those

that would obtain in practice.

The bell was of the usual trembler pattern for continuous work-
ing with an iron cover (.not gas-tight), which was removed durinir

the tests. Tho bell had a resistance of 10 ohms.
The experiments were carried out in such a manner that either

the bell or the signal wires, by the short circuiting of which the
bell could be caused to ring, could be enclosed in a chamber con-
taining an explosive mixture of methane and air. It vrae found
that ignition at the bell, due to the maintained spark at the spring
contact, could be obtained with a battery of five cells, the current
when the circuit was closed being O'TO amp., and the voltage across

the terminals of the t)ell t>eing 7 o volt*.

Of more importance to det«rmine was the number of cells

required to cause ignition by the flash produced by short-olrcnit-

ing the signal wires to give a signal. With only the reeietanoc

due to the bell (10 ohms) in the circuit a b."»ttery of three cells

was sufficient to give a break-tlash capable of igniting the most
senBitive methane-air mixtures (containing from S to 9'." per cent

of methane).
To allow for the resistance afforded by the long lengths of

signalling wire used in practice, non-inductive resistance ooile

were ineerliHl, as shown in the scries 'of experiments below, in
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which a mixture of methane and air oontalning 8'2 p«r cent, of

methane was employed.

KematftDoe
In

clroull.

Bell only (10 ohmej
Bell -f 10 ohme ...

Bell -t- 20 ohms ...

Bell + 30 ohms ...

Bell + 60 ohms ...

No. ol oelU
required for
Igollion by
break Raah.

Current
on olosed
olroult.

Amifere*.

045
010
036
040
0-35

Voltage
00 open
rlroull,

15
7'6

10'5

16 5

2a -5

A reeiatanue of about 13 ohme ia given by 1 mile of galvaniaed-
iron aignalliaiir wire of No. 8 eauge.
The aeries of experiments juat described were made, aa already

stated, with an 8'2 per cent, methane-air mixtnre. which ia one of
the mixturea moat readily ignited. Mixtures containing emaller
percentages of methane are leas easily ignited, as the following
experiments ahow —

"Senohknydd" Bkll in Cihcuit.

Percentage
o(

methane
in air.
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circuit with the line and bell in Berien, and this may, and does
differ, very largely between one inetallation and another, even
thoujfh the voltages of the respootive batteries on open circuit may
be the same. In one case, it may be very near the voltage on open
circuit, and in another it may be as low as one-fourth of it

The self-induction also, which causes by far the most dangerous
spark when the contact between the wires is broken, depends upon
the construction of the bell that is used. So that nine volts under
one set of conditions of batteries, line and bell, may be more
dangerous than 12 volts under another set of conditions, and it can-
not be too strongly emphasised that all the characteristics of the
signalling installations must be taken into consideration, and the
prevailing impression that the voltage of the battery is the only
thing that matters, corrected.

In face of the knowledge gained in our investigations on this
subject, it appears to me most desirable that the Government
should at once carry out an exhaustive series of experiments with
a view to determining what may and may not be permitted to be
used in mines liable to outbursts of gas.

The system of electric signalling with bare wires possesses, in
its simplicity, ease and quickness of manipulation, and its

reliability, so many practical advantages over all others that its

prohibition would, I am convinced, lead to a big increase of
accidents upon haulage roads, and the objection to visible sparks
incapable of igniting gas is sentimental only.

Dr. Thornton, of Newcastle, showed us a very simple arrange-
ment of by-paaa consisting of a short length of thin wire connected
across the terminals of the bell, which rendered a signalling
installation quite incapable of igniting with a 12-volt battery a
mixture of town gas and air, which, without the by-pass, was
ignited by a 4-volt battery with the same bell and wires. (Town
gas, owing to its high hydrogen content, can be exploded by a
spark that will not fire pit gas.)

Dr. Thornton, who has made more investigations on this subject
than any other man in this country, is firmly of opinion that this
simple device will remove all risk from the ordinary signalling
installations in mines, and I think this should be brought to the
notice of all colliery managers by the Home OiHce.

Dr. Thornton and Mr. Sparks also agreed that the use of
alternating current, within the limit of voltage laid down by the
Regulation, viz

,
25 volts, in place of direct current, would confer

complete immunity from danger upon bare-wire signalling. With
this there is no sparking at the bell, and the sparking on the line
is very weak.
Turning to the consideration of the apparatus in use at

Senghenydd, in trying to arrive at a conclusion as to whether
there was a possibility of the ignition of gas from this cause one
can only be guided by the experiments made with the actual bells

in use at the colliery, and not by anything done with other bells

in other places, or with any gas other than natural pit gas.

It will be observed from the results of these experiments at the
New Tredegar Rescue Station, given in an appendix to this report,

that with a Senghenydd bell no ignition of gas was obtained in

an explosive mixture of pit gas and air until a battery of nine cells,

giving 13J volts on open circuit, was used. With six cells giving
nine volts, every one present at the station must have been
convinced that every possible expedient for producing sparks was
tried by Mr. Nelson without result, and that with this combination
of bell, line and battery, no spark could be produced that would
cause an ignition.

It will be observed also that in these experiments new cells were
used, and that consequently the voltage on closed circuit was
within a decimal point of the open voltage, so that it may be taken
that under these conditions an actual b..m,p. of 8'9 volts was not
Buflicient to fire the explosive mixture.

It is true that the pit gas used was from another colliery, but
Dr. Thornton's evidence was quite definite and conclusive that gas
taken from Senghenydd, or any other pit in South Wales, would
have behaved in exactly the same way.
Some doubt has been cast upon what was the actual voltage of

the batteries in use at Senghenydd, and from Mr. Sparke's evidence
it is clear that after a period of rest the pressure on open circuit

of some of the batteries composed of eight or nine cells each may
have been over 10 or 11 volts respectively, owing to the recovery
of the partly exhausted cells during the week-end, or to a less

degree in a night. This pressure would fall very rapidly as soon as

the bells began to be rung, to what extent is not exactly known,
as we have not the information as to the behaviour of old cells

that we have for new cells, but we have it from the electrical

experts that it would fall much more rapidly in old than in new
cells.

I see no reason, therefore, to discredit the statements of the
colliery electricians, and when measured by them during working
hours, the voltage never exceeded nine on open circuit, although
I think the method of measuring the voltage might have been
improved upon by using a voltmeter from which the total voltage

of the battery, as well as that of the individual cells, could be resii

without calculation. It was, however, clearly shown that the

voltage on closed circuit, in the case of old cells, was less than
halt that on open circuit, so that the comparison to be made
befrween the experiments at New Trt-dngar, and the actual working
condition at Senghenydd, is as between working pressures of
8'9 volts on the one hand, and something actually below 6 volts

on the other, and not between static pressures on open circuit of

y volts and a possible ir45 volts for a short time after a period of

rest. To my mind the evidence is quite conclusive that the
characteristics of the installation were such that no spark capable

of igniting gas could have been produced.
There is another point which leema to me to bear upon this

question as far as the gignallinar in the Mafeking hatS heading

ie concerned. From my own ohsercation underground, eu u^tll ot
from thK en<U!nc«, I am mtUfifA that tlus poeUions of t/uijourvy,
at tli^ top and bottom of ihA inrllw were itich. tHat no tignalling
could liav. been going on when the explunon occurred.
Any spatkmg that may have taken place oould, therefore, be

produced only by the accidental oontect of the two bare BignAUing

When two wires are pressed together in any way the surfaoea
that touch have an area many times larger than the points of
contact of a knife edge across them would have, and it is a well
established fact that the current necessary to ignite gaa increMesm direct proportion to the area of the surfaces in contact The
further comparison must, therefore, be made as between the small
area of contact of the knife edges at the Rescue .Station experi-
ments, and the larger area of the surfaces in contact of the two
wires in the mine, and this strengthens my conviction that the
possibility of an electrical cause of the origin of this explosion can
be entirely dismissed.

The italics are ours, and in view of all that has gone
before, we think that this statement ought to be accepts! as
conclusive that whatever did cause the explosion, it was not
electric signalling.

A PROPOSED TESTING INSTITUTION FOR
THE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY.*

(Communicated.)

Years ago the Shipping Industry estabhshed
Lloyds Register, which has proved a priceless boon
to all concerned. In the following article, the pro-
posal is made that a similar institution should be
established for the electrical industry-.

The effective application of the multitude of rules
and regulations pertaining to the electrical world,
is so rare that their very existence is a farce over
large areas. Year by year, cheaper and poorer
materials are more and more used, and it seems al-
most impossible to improve things without more
lacilities for testing than e.xist in the majority of
stations. Association R.C. wires are almost sup-
planted in many districts by ttic cheaper non-Asso-
ciation wires supplied by reputable firms, and even
they too often are displaced by the still cheaper
foreign cables, whose only merit not seldom is their
low prime cost. Experience shows that the life of
many of the cheap dielectrics is short. The material
becomes either brittle, or soft and " treaciv " after
a time, when the wires become a source of danger
to their users. The need for weeding out of bad
quality flexible wires is possibly even greater. Much
of the flex now sold is imsuitable for carrying the
heavy shades which have recently come into vogue,
particularly where these hang from the roof of a
high public building. The modern I.E.E. rules al-

low high current densities on the assumption that
the conductivity of the copper is fully up to stand-
ard. If this should not be so, or if the wires should
be overloaded, there may be serious heating, and
this is particularly likely to happen where radiators
have been added to an installation only wired for
lamps. These conditions are aggravated where the
wires are run near to flues or hot water pipes, as
often occurs.

The station staff is supposed to look after instal-

lations in the supply area, but in actual practice
little can be done eftectively to get at the bad con-
tractor, and unfortunately the worst contractor too
often sets the price at which work must be done in

the district. Should the engineer of the Supply
-Authority interfere in any specially bad case, the
contractor generally states that the material is of

the highest class, and when driven into a corner he

•The MS. of this article was received in .\pril last, but was
held back pending tho result of Mr. Daua Pieive's visit to

this countiy. In view of Mr. C. H. Woixiiughani's lett<?r pub-
lished in onv lost issue, the present sefems a titling time to

publish it,—Ens. Elec. Rev.
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points out that similar work has been passed by the

station vslieii done by another Hrni, and then asks

lecJiiigly wliy he should be singled out for victimiza-

tion. Where the supply is in municipal hands, there

remains the private appeal to the committee, or

worse than all, the contractor himself becomes a

member of the Council, when, of course, he gets on

to the lileclncity Committee, where he may place

Ins expert knowledge at the service of the town.

Readers may call to mind cases of this kind where

the contractor makes a point of attacking the engi-

neer at all times and lor all and no reasons. In

many cases the contractors are allowed to do as

tney like, without let or hindrance, provided only

that they bring a constant stream of new consumers

on to the mains.
The present system of partial inspection, or none

at all, is totally bad. It is unfair to the honest con-

tractor, who is cut out by unscrupulous competitors.

It is unfair to the consumer, who does not get what

he pays for, and it is bad for the electrical industry,

which suffers from the stigma of putting up with

shoddy work and materials. The only permanently

satisfactory method of dealing with the situation

is to provide a recognised authority, which would

issue specifications for all ordinary materials and

apparatus used for electrical work, such an auth-

ority being equipped with an efficient laboratory to

enable it to test materials sent to it, and to grant

certificates to those which were satisfactory. The
benefits, to all concerned, of such an institution

would be enormous, immediate and lasting. First

of all, it would inaugurate sensible standards in the

present chaos of accessories. One need only men-
tion plugs, which have become a byword on account

of their unnecessary and silly variations. It would

be difficult to estimate the loss which we have suf-

fered from the lack of uniformity in this direction.

In many houses people cannot carry even a port-

able lamp from room to room owing to the plugs

being different, and they are thereby prevented from
using apparatus which they desire to have.

The Testing Institution would enable reductions

to be made in the unnecessarj' and redundant styles

of rubber-covered wires now catalogued. One well-

known firm lists the following varieties of I.R. wire :

300 meg. non-Association: taped and compounded;
ditto braided. 600 meg. non-Association : taped and
compounded; ditto braided. 300 meg. Association:

taped and compounded; braided and compounded;
taped, braided and compounded. 600 meg. Associa-

tion : taped and compounded; braided without tape;

taped, braided and compounded. 2,500 meg. Asso-
ciation : taped and compounded; braided without
tape; taped, braided and compounded. 5,000 meg.
taped, braided and compounded. In all there are

no fewer than 14 varieties for each size of cable, a

number far in excess of requirements. Why, for

instance, should there be 600-meg. non-Association,
and 300-meg. Association types ? When one turns

to flexible wires, one finds the same bewildering
diversity!, many types having been introduced to
meet the demand for cheapness, and some of them
makers will admit to be unsatisfactory. In some
cases one hears that the cheaper wires are as good as,

if not better than, the expensive kinds, but if this

is so, why should we continue to spend money on
the expensive kinds ? There is an opportunity here
for the Laboratory to do good work, as it is con-
ceivable that it might discover that there was no
benefit in using large proportions of pure Para in

the insulation of house wires.

The laboratory could do a most useful work by
examining and reporting on new materials and ap-
paratus which come on the market from time to
time. Under present conditions an engineer tries

something new once in a while, but if he happens
to have some failures he is apt to fall back on the
old and tried materials, to the exclusion of new
ideas, an attitude which is detrimental to the in-

dustry. '] akc, for instance, the recent proposal to

use cab-tire cables for house wiring. If successful,

this style of wiring will prove of the utmost benefit

in many cases, being easily run and free from lia-

bility to go to earth. But who is to do the pioneer

work ?

A few years ago, paper lead-covered wire waa
used on a large scale for house work, and it has

been found necessary to pull most of it out. How
is one to know that cab-tire will eventually prove
better .'' 'Ihen we have a continual flow of new
kinds of switches, lamp-holders, and other appara-

tus, some of which prove good and some very bad.

Some of these continue to sell in one district after

another long after the original users have found
them unreliable, and others progress with a slow-

ness quite unworthy of their merits. So far there

is no machinery in existence by which the experi-

ence of one user can be published for the benefit

of others, and there seems no other means of filling

the need save by the establishment of a Testing In-

stitution. In one case, which the writer had to do
with, it was found that a new type of insulated wire

had so short a life that it should never have been
placed on the market. In the course of a few months
it became hard, developing cracks all along its

length, while its insulating properties practically dis-

appeared. The wire in question was by no means
cheap, and it was introduced as the most peyfect

form of insulated wire to be obtained. In spite of

its failure, through a clever selling organization, the

makers managed to sell large quantities of it

throughout the kingdom, and no doubt many users

are now regretting their misfortune in having
touched it. Incidents of this kind are by no means
uncommon, and the industry should take steps to

abolish their possibility.

The benefits of the proposed institution would
apply to everyone concerned. The manufacturer
would no longer have to produce stuff which he knew
to be unreliable, merely to meet the competition of

less scrupulous traders, for when putting forward
his wares he would know that he was competing
only with firms who were bound by the same con-

ditions as himself. The wiring contractor would be

protected from the competition of unscrupulous
firms who rely on getting low quality materials ac-

cepted. The benefits to the consumer of electricity

and to the supply authorities are self-evident, and
there is no need to enumerate them. The institution

would be of particular value in enabling new designs

of apparatus to come quickly on to the market, for

such would find ready acceptance by users when
they had obtained the laboratorj- certificate, while

we should be saved much expense by the rejection

of new apparatus which proved unable to pass the

stipulated tests. In many cases it would also be

found that some of the cheaper designs were quite

as good as the more expensive ones, and in this

direction alone large savings would ensue to the

electrical industry. The laboratory would further

receive and tabulate complaints of all sorts from
the users of electrical apparatus throughout the

whole country, so that it would be able to pass

on to manufacturers the accumulated experience of

the whole country.
The method by which such a laboratory would be

organized and worked would require more discus-

sion than can be set out in an article like the present

one, but the following suggestions may serve to

open up the subject. The Testing Institution would
primarily be controlled by a committee represent-

ing the various branches interested in the electrical

industry. With the aid of the laboratory it would
draw up specifications for the materials most com-
monly used, such as I.R. cables, switches, lamp-
holders, etc., the list being extended as experience

was gained. Two or three classes might be stand-

ardized to meet various requirements. Manufac-
turers who agreed to supply to the conditions of
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the specifications would become approved by the

laboratory, after their samples had passed the tests.

Where it was found that the actual materials sup-

plied by any maker repeatedly failed to come up to

the specifications, his name would be removed from
the approved list. Makers would further agree to

mark all their goods with their name or other ap-

proved mark, for which purpose the recent decision

of cable makers to mark I.R. cables with their names
will prove of great benefit. Should samples of the

materials, on any installation, fail to pass the tests

of the laboratory, then the consulting engineer
would be reasonably able to demand mat the instal-

lation be re-done. (At the same time, however, such
contingencies would be extremely rare if the labora-

tory came into being, as few men would run the risk

of putting in unsatisfactory materials.) It might
also be found possible to set up local committees in

various parts of the kingdom to deal with disputes
between station or other engineers and contractors.

At present contractors often complain that it is un-
fair that they should have to accept the verdict of the
consultant, who may sometimes not be a particu-

larly competent engineer, while the consultant who
accepts something not up to the specification may
be liable to very unpleasant consequences should the
installation subsequently prove defective. One may
remind readers of a case in the law-courts which
may be fresh in their memories.
There should be no difficulty in meeting the ex-

penses of the institution. A levy on the supply auth-
orities would provide a good part of the money,
while manufacturers, wiring contractors and insur-

, ance companies would also contribute. Fees for
individual tests would cover the remainder of the
expenses.

It may be argued that while the proposed Testing
Institution is desirable, it would be unworkable. To

'

this one may point out that something of the sort is

done in America, as witness the following taken
from the Electrical Review of May 3rd, 1912:—

' The India-Kubber World ' quotes the revised set of elec-
trical regulations isued in 1911 by the Electrical Department
of New York City, which provide that the insulation shall
be nibber or other homogeneous compound which has been
approved, and specify a definite thickness for each size of
wire. As a protection against too soft an insulation, the rules
stipulate cejtain tests, among which is the following :—The
braiding is carefully removed from a portion of the sample,
and the copper wire is connected to one terminal of an elec-
tric circuit of which the testing tool forms the other terminal.
The portion of the sample, from which the braiding has been
removed, is placed on a flat surface, and the tool edge, which
is placed across the sample, is pressed down on the insula tiug
cover with a pressure of & pounds, which is maintained for
about a quarter of an hour. The electric current, which nmst
be at least 100 volts alternating, is then turned on, and the
tool edge must not sink far enough through the insulation to
touch the copper wire and complete the ejectric circuitr—

a

pretty hard test for a small wire, but one to which the best
manufacturers have agreed.

We may, of course, be content merely to drift
along and muddle through somehow, but such a
method is unworthy of our traditions, and further-
more this policy is likely to result in incidents which
will deal a blow at the very heart of the industry
such as may be feared from no competitor.

REVIEWS.

C. Cald-
Price 4/j

Electrical Engineering Problems. By F.
WELL. London: Hill Publishing Co.
net.

This is another book of problems in Electrical
Engineering, also without solutions or explanatory
matter. As will be seen from the summary of its

contents given below, it covers a very wide field, but
the problems are all of a comparativelv elementarv
character, and the earlier ones are evidently intended

for the student who is only just beginning the study
of the subject.

It will probably be useful to indicate very briefly

the subject matter of the problems, in the first place,
and then to make a few observations on the manner
in which the author's plan is carried out.

Part I deals with direct-current circuits and ap-
paratus, and includes chapters, or groups, of prob-
lems on the following subjects:—Uhm's Law,
Wires and Wire Tables, Power and Work, Measure-
ment of Current and E.M.F., Magnetism and
Magnetic Circuits, Magnet Windings, Generation of
E.M.F., Armature Windings, Armature Circuit
Calculations, Armature Reactions, Magnetization
Curves, Characteristics, Heating and Rating of
Dynamos, Dynamo Losses and Efficiency, Motors.

In Part II, alternating-current circuits and appar-
atus are dealt with. The problems include questions
on the alternating circuit, with inductance, resist-

ance and capacity, measurement of power in single
and polyphase circuits, transformers, alternator re-

actions and regulation, synchronous motors, con-
verters and polyphase induction motors.
As already stated, the problems are intended for

junior students, and the efforts made by the author
to make their solution simple have in a good many
cases led to a rather artificial type of question and
to the omission of considerations which would affect
the correctness of the deductions in practice. Fur-
ther, the manner of stating the problems is often
bald and incomplete, and sometimes the wording is

so abrupt as to make it not easy to grasp the real
meaning of the question. We should, for instance,
have little respect for the thoughtfulness of a
student who would solve the following problem
without further question:

—"Given a round bar 3
inches in diameter, bent into a magnet, and having
the length of magnetic circuit 15.75 inches. Find
the number of turns necessary to give a pull of

2,433 pounds with a current of 5.27 amperes." The
time necessary for the solution of this problem is

given as ten minutes, and this may be taken as re-

presenting what we conceive to be a serious short-
coming of the whole book. The tendency through-
out is to present the problems in the fonn of a simple
numerical statement, ready for solution in a very
short time and with the expenditure of little reason-
ing power on the part of the student. In other
words, the problems are rather a series of exercises
in numerical calculation than a set of problems for
training powers of thought and reasoning.
The first problem in the book is as follows:—

" Given three no-volt tungsten lamps with resis-

tances of 50, 120 and 200 ohms in series, with 330
volts applied across the outside, what will be the
difference of potential around each lamp?" The
time required for the solution of this e.xercise is

given as 3 minutes. If the problem were put to a
practical test in the laboratory, we think its solution
would occur almost simultaneously with the closing
of the switch, and the " potential around the lamps "

might rise to an unexpectedly high value.
In conclusion, while we do not think that this col-

lection of problems is suitable for use as a class-book
by students in this country, we have little doubt that
teachers who have dilViculty in finding numerical ex-
amples in sufiicient number will be glad to turn to it

for suggestions, and that they may find here many
useful and suggestive problems which they caii

adapt to their own use.

Practical Illumination. By Justus Eck, M..\.,
M.I.E.E. London: S. Rentell & Co., Ltd.
Price i/- net.

During the past few years a number of books have
been published on the subjects of Light and Illu-

mination, but so wide are they that hitherto no
writer has been able to deal fully with them within
the pages of a single volume. It may be sa

.•ithui

id at
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once, in order to avoid misapprehension, that Mr.

Eck has not attempted to do so. As is perhaps to

be expected from one who is a high authority on

the subject, the arc lamp receives a good deal of

attention, although incandescent lamps of tlie metal-

filament type are not by any means neglected.

The object which Mr. Eck appears to have had m
view was that of providing a reference pocket book

for engineers, electric liglit contractors and all in-

terested in efficient illumination by electricity, and a

close perusal of the 85 pages of which the book con-

sists justifies the expression of opinion that he has

succeeded in his aim. All the information given

therein is of value; much of it is of exceptional

interest, whilst some of the carefully worked out

examples given will considerably lighten the task

of preparing specifications and estimates for electric

light installations.

An attempt is made in the pocket book to guide

both customers and installation engineers, to help

both of them to reason out each confronting prob-

lem and to enable them to arrive much closer to

the correct solution than is often the case at present.

The author states this apparently lest some readers

might think the book had been written to take

the place of others that had been published on the

subject, whereas Mr. Eck had evidently in mind the

encouraging of a more extended study of illumin-

ation.

The work consists of twelve sub-divisions, viz. :

—
Sunlight, artificial light, direct incandescent lighting,

direct arc Hghting, indirect lighting, light require-

ments, planning installations, cost of installation and

maintenance, fallacies and arguments, size of light

units, prismatic glassw^are for arc lamps, and globes

and illumination. Each sub-division is necessarily

short, but nothing of a superfluous character is in-

cluded, and the information is practically offered in

tabloid form. Under the heading of " Direct " in-

candescent lighting Mr. Eck points out very truly

that, although the metal-filament lamp has become
almost universally used, a large proportion of shades

are still designed suitable for use only with the

smaller carbon-filament lamp, and when these are

used with the larger lamps the appearance is

grotesque and the illumination effect unpleasant.

That this is true will be readily admitted, and as a

large proportion of the objections which one some-

times hears expressed with regard to electric hght

have to do with the intrinsic brilliancy of the fila-

ment, it would appear that were more attention paid

to the subject of providing suitable shades it would

be to the benefit of the industry generally.

The book is amply illustrated, but there are many
reproductions which might have been left out with

advantage. The illustrations of the four shades on

page 17 are quite crude, and represent old and not

up-to-date patterns. Following this unnecessary page
is a half page taken up by the well-known " Focus-

ing," "Intensive" and "Extensive" types of

Holophane shades, and it would not be too much
to say that the book would not have suffered in the

slightest had all the blocks of shades been left out.

The same remark applies to the illustrations of arc

lamps, finished decoratively, on page 31. On the

other hand, several of the photographs of premises

lighted in different ways by arc or incandescent

lamps are of distinct value as showing the effect that

can be obtained when the lighting is planned out on
scientific lines, 'the illustration of Messrs. T. H.
Wallis's premises in particular is striking, as also is

that on page 69 of a school-hall lighted indirectly by
drawn-wire lamps. Another illustration of interest

and value is that on page 81, showing the use of

inverted arc lamps in shop lighting, where it was
necessary to fit the lamps with large over-reflectors

to prevent the direct rays being transmitted upwards
to another part of the premises.
A number of valuable tables are included, one of

tne mo^t generally useful being th^t cb'mpited by Mr.

W. E. Barrows, and originally publibhcd in " The

Uluminaimg Engmeer," giving the mtnnsic bril-

hancy of various illuminants. From this it can be

seen tliat the intrinsic brilliancy of the crater of the

open arc is. more than 200 times that of a tungsten

filament operating at 1.25 watts per candle. The

tables for direct and indirect arc hghting on pages

47 and 48 are also useful.

A table around which a certain amount of contro-

versy will rage is that given on page 68, showing

the cost of 2,000 candle-power for 1,000 hours by

metal-filament and Union arc lamps. The debatable

points are with regard to the cost of trimming, and

cleaning, and there are few of those who have had

lengthy experience with metal-filament lamps who
will agree that if it costs £6 5s. per 1,000 hours to

clean 80 metal-filament lamps, it will cost los. to

clean two metal-filament lamps of larger size used

for a similar time. But, many will ask, is it neces-

sary to clean metal-filament lamps at all in the com-

paratively short space of 1,000 hours? It is true

that the slight accumulation of dust and dirt on the

globes will render the lamps slightly less efficient,

but it is a question whether it will make so great a

difference that it would pay to spend over six pounds

on having them cleaned. The figures given may be

compared with the sums of 4s. 6d. and of 5s. which

are given as representing the cost of cleaning and

trimming four Kohinoor and one Excello arc respec-

tively. An enclosed Kohinoor lamp requires trimming

36 times in 1,000 hours, at an expenditure, says Mr.

Eck, of about 4 minutes a time. A 16-hour flame

lamp requires 63 trims per 1,000 hours, and occupies

about 5 minutes each time for the most thorough

cleaning. In estimating the cost as above then it

would appear that Mr. Eck has failed to take into

account the time that the arc-lamp trimmers would

occupy in walking from the shop to the lamp were

a contractor's man employed. If on the other hand

the lamps were cleaned by a man on the premises

it is strange that it should cost 5s. for him to make

63 visits of 5 minutes' duration to an arc lamp, and

yet cost £6 5s. for him to make 80 visits of certainly

shorter duration (assuming that he only cleaned one

lamp per visit, which is hardly likely) to an installa-

tion of 80 metal-filament lamps. There may be some
factors which have not been taken into account

either by Mr. Eck or ourselves. However, all cost

comparisons are highly controversial, and apart from

this one question we are disposed to agree with most

of Mr. Eck's remarks on the subjects of light and

illumination. The book is well written and always

interesting, and should prove of value to all con-

nected with the science of illuminating engineering.

THE TRAMWAY CONGRESS.

{Concludedfrom page 159.)

The second day's proceedings were again opened

by Mr. Stephen Sellon, who read a letter from the

Hon. Arthur Stanley, M.P., regretting that he

could not be present at the conference. Mr. Sellon

also read a telegram that had been received from

Mr. iNance, Belfast, thanking the Association for

their congratulatory message of the previous day.

Later in the morning, Mr. Harry England, vice-

chairman of the Association, arrived, and took the

chair.

Bail Joints.

Mr. R. Humphries, tramways engineer to the Birmingham

and Midland Tramways Joint Committee, dealt with the con-

Btruction and maintenance of rail joints. Of the many fish-

plate joints that had been introduced, he referred only to the

Dick, Kerr joint, in which the fi^.j)late was scarfefl into the

head of the Ail, aijd thd BriHKh Shuaard joint with a simple
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six-hole plate. Fish-plates, he said, allowed creeping with

change of temperature, and dished joints we.rc inevitable.

The Continuous liail Joint Co. recommended what was prac-

tically a combined tish and sole-plate; sole-plates and anchors,

however, only postponed the evil day. Joints to be perfect

must be strong enough to withstand temperature effects. Tlie

author had no hesitation in advocating the arc-welded joint

with fish-plates, which he had been using for some time. A
motor-generator was fitted into an old tramcar, taking current
from the trolley wire, and supplying 250 amperes at KX) volts

for the welding work. The positive pole of the generator was
coupled to the wheels, and the negative to the arc carbon,
with a resistance in circuit, leaving 70 volts at the arc. High-
carbon stecj sticks were irged to feed the arc when filling in

dished joints, which occupied a few minutes and consumed a
couple of units. The surplus steel was then ground off and the
joint filed level, the dish being thus filled with steel as hard
as the rail. The fields of the generator were excited from the
trolley wire,, giving a steady voltage across the arc. Welding
fish-plates solid to the rail took about half an hour per joint,

and consumed about 10 units. The fish-plates were first re-

moved and the rail was thoroughly cleaned ; the plates were
then bolted up tight and welded. The cost of filling a dished
joint was Is., and of welding a pair of fish-plates 5s. Fish-
plates were welded on special work as well as to rails, and
dishes in points and crossings were also easily handled. When
the, time came for renewals the rails were cut with the oxy-
hydrogen blow-pipe. The welded ' fi.sh-plate joint was at least

as strong as the rail, and the conductance of the joint was
higher, bonds being unnecessary. A smaller welding set on a
four-wheeled cart was also used, and had the advantage that
it did not interfere with the traflic. .\nother welding set was
in use in the central repair shops, with which all kinds of work
were tackled. The author also described the Thermit welded
joint, which, he said, was at least as strong as the rail, with
conductance about 9 per cent, lower than that of the rail; the
Palk east-welded joint, which required a portable cupola; the
"D.A." system of jointing by welding a sole-plate to the
base of the rail with oxy-acetylene gas, the Tudor Company's
electrically welded joint; and the Lorain Steel Company's elec-
tric butt-welded joint, in which the flat .steel bars were welded
to the web of the rail with an alternating current of 6 volts,
25,000 amperes.

Discussion.

Mr. Sellon, who was then presiding, suggested that some of
the manufacturers should express their opinions upon Mr.
Humphries' paper, and possibly upon their own special ap-
pliances for curing the trouble that arose from rail joints.
Mr. 11. Stiitz, of the Thermit Company, said he was sorry

the author advocated the use of welded joints with fish plates.
In adopting such a joint for re-construction, or re-laying work
they had, of course, to count the additional expense of the
fish plates and the bolts. Such a joint, therefore, in his opinion,
did not quite fulfil the requirement laid down by the author,
that the joints should not be expensive, though it must be
admitted that the cheapness, or otherwise, of a joint was
only to be judged by the results obtained. The most ideal
joint was no jomt, but a system of continuous welding.
Mr. J. A. Brodie (Liverpool) gave his experiences of a

mechanical joint that had been largejy used in Liverpool for
the last four or five years—a fish-plate joint with eccentric
bolts. The idea was to prevent any movement at all of the,

joint, and thereby do away with any trouble which might
arise, due to expansion or contraction.
Mr. W. P. Endean said that in the last three or four years he

had had a good deal to do with joints that had been hammered
antl dished. He much preferred the joint which Mr. Humphries
had remarked, was approved by Mr. Fitzmauricc. In his
opinion it was a method by which companies without much
money could get longer life out of their rails before scrapping.
He had opened several of the joints since they were put in,
and in every case he had found that the new concrete had
amalgamated perfectly with the old substance, and that no
movement had taken place. The. joint was generally better
than it was before. ,
Mr. H. M. Savers observed that with regard to new joints,

ever since he had had anything to do with tramway peiaiianent-
way work he had looked upon the welded joint as ideal. For
dished joints he had tried many meth.uls, and he had found
that the best was to crank up the lish-plate sufliciently to raise
the ends of the rails and then to grind. It involved some-
thing more than merely cranking up the fish-plaU' ; (he latter
had to be fitted to the rail. It was a somewhat expensive
method of doing it, but it made the joint as gootl as new.
Mr. J. W. DuGDALE (Oldham) described some work they had

done by the Tudor process. It wa* now three years since
the work was done, and it was giving every satisfaction.
With the exception of one joint, none of them had
moved, and the exception was due to bad workmanship
at the time. In places where they had narrow work-
ings the fish-plate joint was the most satisfactory fypt\
With regard to thumping joints, when the thump or bump
first showed itself, a tramway man should at ouee go to that
joint and right away tighten up the nuts and bolts, as was
done on the railways. His men did that immediately there
was bumping, and it was satisfactory.

.\ Wakefield gentleman said that there they had concrete
stringers, and now they had put -concrete right across the

road. Since that had been done joints tbat/liad given do
trouble before were causing difScultics, by beginning to
hollow.
Mr. liOBlNSON said the subjeet introduced for di=eu-ricn by

Mr. Humphries was the bugbear of the tra: jcrs
and engineers. What was wanted was somei. .n-
derneath the joint. If a track was laid on .• r.al

it seemed to him that nothing could ever possibly op- n it up.
Several other gentlemen contributed to the discussion.
The Chairman (Mr. Sellon) thought that in th'-- '!!-cu-?ion

there had been a good deal more about re-c > 'lan

about construction. No doubt the matter < : n
was a very ditlicult matter. He. had obtain* . nt
results by bringing up the rails and grinding xti- :.- '.

<.. and
the welded fish-plate joint was no doubt a very excellent
thing ; but he thought they should endeavour to find some
system of construction that would not require all these very
excellent eft'octs to remedy defects as they appeared. ITiey
wanted some system of laying down the rails whereby thev
could be assured that a joint would last the hfe of the raif.

No matter what joint might be used, special attention should
be given to guard against the rigidity that was so general in
tramway construction. The County Council of London had
an inverted rail rivetted on the bottom flange of the existing
rail and then laid in a huge bunch of concrete. When one
wante<l to make a rivet head one used a good anvil, and here
was provided just the proper anvil for dishing ttie joints.

He believed in trying to get a road of the most elastic kind.
When that was done, and proper fish-plates were provided,
and if they bad got them well fitted when they were
laid down, he did net believe that the troubles would occur
to the extent that they did at present. He therefore recom-
mended managers to consider whther, as a real engineering
proposition, it was not better to follow the example of the
railways. They there got a joint which lasted as long as the
rail, because there was no rigid bed.
Mr. Humphries, replying to the discussion, said the special

car that was used was an " Old rooster," such as could
probably be found on the system of any company. It had
been scrapped for passenger work, and it not only answered
the purpose he had described but also served as a towing car,

and was used in every way possible. He thought the trouble

at Wakefield with the concrete was due to the disturbance
of the existing track. The mere presence of a creosote<l sleeper
underneath a joint had dished the latter on the .\uckland
Company's undertaking. His figures were only coraparative
for welding work. He agreed that if they could tighten their
fish-plates that would as a rule do away with dished joints.

but he thought there would be trouble if they pulled up their
track say once a month to ocamine the fish-plates.

Town Planning: in Relation to Trannrajs.

This subject was dealt with by Mr. J, A. Broiue, city engi-
neer to the Liverpool Corporation. The author safd that
speedy local passenger trauspon was likely to play a very
important pai't in the development of town areas in the
future. The satisf,ictory arrangement of main hues of com-
munication had until recent years been seriously hampered
by the, lack of statutory powers, the obstructive attitude of
neighbouring authorities, and the want of foresight of those
who held the purse strings, and the new roads had been
far too narrow; in laying out new areas the distance apart
of the tramways would have to be considered, as well as
the stopping places, and ample width must be provided for,

80 feet being the minimum tor any iunvaUint main thorough-
fare leading towaixls the centre of the town. The width of

the, most important roads should be l-X) feet if ivssible, atxl

Buch roads had been constructed in Livert>ool, with the tram-
ways in the middle. The roadway '^^""S provided with a
clinker concrete foundation overlaid with pitch macadam,
and the tramways were laid on wooden cross sleepers, on a
clinker fouiulalion covered with grass. The total cost of

the I'JO-ft. road and tramways was no greater than that of

an SO-ft. road and tramways paved in the usual way; the
cost of new tramway construction in Liverixx>l was A'li.OOO

l>er mile of single track, exclusive of overhead equipment, but
on the new road, the tramway cost was only Jt'3,0lK) per mile
of single track. Ijow heiiges separated the tramway from the
roadway, so that high speeds were permissible. Even in the
centre of the town, to widen the road to 80 feet would not
cost much more than to construct subways or tubes, while
many indirect advantages were gained by the former policy.

The essential factor of success in the eomix-tition of the tram-
ways w'ith other means of transport was, in the author's
opinion, higher si>oed, which must be taken into considera-

tion in all uew plans. The time was not far distant when
the present maximum speid on public roads of A) miles per
hour wdukl become the average speed, but combined with
s|.itHxi there must be safety, comfort and economy. Noises and
vibration must be minimised, and i>erhaps rubber tyres might
Iv applied to tramcars; the wear on the tyre^ would be less

than in the case of road vehicles, and would be comi>ensated
by rciluced wear of rails, ndueed maintenance costs, and
elimination of the rail corrugation tri'>uble. The noise of the
gearing ought also to be stopixxl. and much tMuld be done
t*i reduce the weight per passenger of tramcars. Track main-
tenance ciwld be reduced by using the best materials in Liver-
pool; Welsh stone pavement on a concrete foundation had
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liiHtf«l fur 30 or 40 years witli pruclically no t<«t for rcpuirs.

Nuiui'idu.s towu i>lauuing scIiluiph were, uiKler coUBiderution

or prtpuration, and every opportunity to introduce iiuproved

systeiuri and arruugenients unuuld l>e utilised.

Discussion.

.'Vi.DKRMAN Fred Smith (Liverpool), acrced with Mr. Brodie
that the trauicar must have Bpeod, and tliey could not get that

unless they had wide roads. There was a better feeling in

regard to the widening of roads than there was a few years
ago. He did not believe that people would travel in tunnels

if they tould have proper faeilities on a properly widened
street.

Mr. F. CouTTS (Paisley), uigcd tho desirability of having
four tracks for the convexiiencc of fast and slow traffic.

Ivefirrinjj to the illustration.s of the sections which Mr. Brodie
had pioduced he drew attention to the grass-covered tracks,

and said he had a private track and his great difficulty was
to prevent grass growing. In his opinion earth mixed with
tho metal was most disastrous.

Mr. H. R. lloGG (Sunderland) said that to-day they wanted
main thoroughfares which were not necessary when the towns
were laid out. The, cost of macadamising a wide road soon
became a very serious matter indeed. A yO-ft. road was about
as much as any large town could manage. That gave them
room for tramways down the middle, and for plenty of

traffic down both sides and footpaths as well. If they had
several of these UO-ft. roads, even in such a place as London,
he believed they would take as much traffic as one I'iO-ft.

wide. The upkeep of a wide road made, all the difference.

He did not believe the final cost of widening a road was
more than would have been expended had they maintained
a wide road before it was needeil.

Mr. S. Sellon said he would like to ask Mr. Brodie why
he iiad not contemplated putting tramways down the side of

the road. One of the greatest arguments for the motor 'bus

was that it deposited its passengers at the side of the road,

whilst the tramcars, because of the lines upon which they ran,
were restricted as to position. In large towns such as
Vienna, Buda-Pest, etc., their tramways were run at the
sides and not in the centre, with success. It seemed to him
under these circumstances they could get more ideal con-
ditions than if the tramways were in the centre of the road,

and they economised the, road space enormously by giving

other traffic much more of the roadway; at the same time
they deposited their passengers on the footpath without re-

quiring the people to walk across the road unnecessarily. He
could not see why grass should not be allowed to grow on the
track. His difficulty had been to keep the grass properly
mown and looking re.spectable.

Mr. Fred Bland complained of the type of house that was
being put up along tramroads that were being developed.
Mr. W. J. Steel, tho City Engineer for Newcastle, said Mr.

Brodie had laid down a sound plan. He was attempting to

avoid the mistakes that were made a hundred years ago.

Every town of large size had felt the necessity of widening
the, roads. The cost of doing this in old cities was almost
prohibitive; to widen a thirty-feet road to sixty feet in New-
castle would cost, perhaps, from £500,000 to £800,000 per mile.

Three-quarters at least of the cost was due to compensation
that had to be paid for pulling down property and in meeting
other interests. He considered any suggestion to construct
tubes to be unsound. Ho should imagine that 99 out of every
100 persons would preferably travel over-head. Underground
ways for trains or tramways were only permissible or desir-

able when absolutely no other way out of the, difficulty was
left. The system advocated by Mr. Brodie was, to his mind,
the only system they could look to for dealing with the in-

creasing traffic. If the tramways were run alongside the
footpaths, they would defeat the very object which Mr. Brodie
had in view, and that was high speed. By keeping the tram-
ways in the centre of the road they could give the cross

traffic a better chance to observe the coming traffic. If the
tramways were alongside the kerb, a higher speed would in-

crease the present danger. Then again, if the trams were
put along one side Of the street or road, passengers on
the left side of the road who might wish to get across to the
right side to board a car would have to walk right across the
road instead of only half way across, as would be the case if

the cars were in the centre of the roadway. If they could
have the roads laid out in the way that had been suggested
there was no doubt that they would be infinitely safer,

cheaper to maintain, and much more convenient. There was
a great scheme in London, and very largely in Liverpool, to

make ring roads. He argued, however, that these ring roads
would not be used by through traffic but only by local traffic.

Mr. Allen (Croydon) said he thought they would have to

wait until the millenium before such an ideal class of i-oads

could be carried into effect. The making of main roads like

that must be an Imperial matter, because the cost would be so
tremendous. No main road through a town should be less than
80 ft. wide, because traffic was bound to increase and faster

speed was bound to come. The great difficulty authorities

had always had when they wished to widen the road was the
feeling on the part of shopkeepers that a wide street would
interfere with their trade. He believed that to be a fallacy.

The Chairman (Mr. England) said he could not see why
they should not maintain the same speed with the cars run-
ning alongside or near to the footpaths as could be maintained

in the centre of the roadway, always provided that the tram-
ways ha<l tlrair own right of way. The chief ixjint that in-

t^TeHted them in couaectiou with the paper was the iiucutiou

of speed. The higher the average speed th< y could maintain,
the lower the. expenses must be, apart from depreciation of

stock, and lie thought that if it were ixjssible for them as

tramway companies to contribute a reasonable amount to road
widening schejues when under consideration, it would be t<j

their ultimate benttit.

Mr. liHoum, replying to the discussion, eaid there was a
great deal of roatl widening going on in Livcrp<X)l. Ninety
feet did not meet what he thought would be required by the
conditions of traffic in the. future. Within the last 50 years

there had been four millions sterling spent in widening and
improving! roads in Liverpool, and that ligure, he thought,
was nothing in comparison with the road improvemtnt.s that

would have to be ellected. He favoured the centre of the

roadway for cars for two reasons. The first was that they
could not prevent cross traffic coming on to the routes, and
the second that B(jme consideration mu-st be shown to the,

occupants of the, frontage houses along the routes, especially

if the cai's were to be run at twenty miles an hour. It was
his opinion that people would take the fastest road, and that

fast trathc woukl prefer the ring ro.ids to the narrow streets

in the middle of the town, where they would have to slow

down. Heavy tiat'lic, for which the ring roads were not de-

signed, could not be kept off the ring roads at Livej-pool, and
that showed that they at least understood their value.

CoBBEcriON.—In our last issue, page 158, Mr. Saunders was
incorrectly reported as being at Maidstone; we learn that he
left that town some four years ago, also that halfpenny fares,

other than workmen's fares have never been instituted at

Maidstone.

LONDON'S ELECTRICITy SUPPLY.

L.C.C. Eepout.

A lengthy report dealing with the establishment of an under-

taking for the control, generation, and distribution of elec-

tricity in Greater London, was presented U) the L.C.O. by the

Special Committee on Loudon Llectricity Supply, on Tuesday.
After outlimng the present situation the Committee say they

feel strongly that proper lines of future development should

be laid down now, and that they aim primarUy at imtiatmg a
new policy rather than making any immediate change in the

status que.
Technically, the proposed scheme is based on the conclusions

contained in Messrs. Merz and McLellan's report (see Elec.
Rev. May 1st, page 759), and aims to gradually centralise pro-

duction, unify distribution, and ultimately absorb all the ex-

isting undertakings in the area. The Committee think that

the area should include the County of London and such of the

districts adjacent thereto as together form, from the geo-

graphical and engineering points of view, the most appropriale

held of supply, and that this should be dealt with as a whole,

in order to secure the proper development of electricity supply
so far as regards the commercial and general economical de-

velopment of the metropolitan area.

The report says the question of the authority to be set up
to deal with the electricity supply over an area of this char-

acter is a matter of considerable difficulty. Owing to the

extension of the area of supply beyond the County of London,
the London County Council could scarcely claim to be the

sole authority. For one thing, it is proposed not only to in-

clude portions of the areas of five other counties and three

county boroughs (including East Ham, which will shortly be-

come a county borough) with the area of the county, but also

to associate the councils of such areas in responsibility, financial

and otherwise, for the scheme.
The Committee think that it will probably be convenient to

establish an authority which should contain representatives

of the London County Council and the five other county coun-
cils and the three county boroughs concerned, and are now
taking steps with a view to consulting the councils concerned
with regard to this matter.
On the whole, they are of opinion that the efficient and pro-

fitable working of the undertaking in the interests of all con-

cerned will be most effectively secured by the adoption of an
arrangement under which the capital required should be pro-

vided in definite proportions by the authority and the company,
the company to have possession of the whole of the undertaking
(including any undertakings acquired) for a definite period,

subject to full powers of control and supervision by the
authority. Under this- arrangement they propose that the,

authority should advance, by way of loan, two-thirds of the

capital required for fresh works. The remaining one-third of

such capital would be found by the company. As regards the

capital involved in the transfer of existing undertakings they

suggest that the whole of the money required for this purpose
should be provided by the authority. It is proposed that the

whole undertaking should vest in the company during the

period of the contract. The authority would be empowered
to resume possession of the undertaking at the end of the tenn
of the contract, on payment to the company of a sum equal to
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the capital provided by it for the purposes thereof. The author-
ity would also be eujijowered to resume possession of the under-
tukiug, aud to do all nceessury thiugs iii connection therewith,
m the event of the company failing to fulhl its statutory and
contract obligations. This arrangement provides for complete
ultiiiiatt; uwmrship by the authority, while, it avoids many of
the disadvantages which would attach to immediate possession,
whether partial or complete.

It is proposed that the new undertaking shall be established
ami Worked by a company to be constituted by statute, sub-
ject to ellective powers of control being exercised by the
authority.

It is essential for the success of the scheme that the area of
supply shall be available at the outset. The Committee think
that perhaps the best method of securing this would be that
the operating company should at the outset have obtained con-
trol over a number of the existing undertakings. Failing -a
sufficient number of c;cisting companies coming forward it

may be necessary to consi<ler proposals by other bodies.
Lhe Committee consider that, from the point of view both

of the authority and the company, it would be of great advan-
tage to have an intermediate body consisting of a small num-
ber of ejigincering and linaneial experts who would be
permanently appointed and paid for their services. Such a
technical committee as this would, under the direction of the
authority, act generally for it in executive matters, particularly
as regards considering and advising upon technical questions
arising, if such a committee were established, they suggest
that it might be entrusted with the following duties :

—
in) Generally to con.sider and report to the authority on all

matters connected with the establishment and working of the
new undertaking on which the decision of the authority is re-
quired, and in particular— (i.) To approve designs, plans and

' systems of generation, distribution or supply, either for the
purposes of the new or existing undertakings, (ii.) To approve
from the technical point of view all arrangements for the pur-
chase of existing electricity undertakings, (iii.) To approve
contracts by the, company for the purchase of materials, erec-
tion of buildings, purchase of sites and other purposes, (iv.)
To approve contracts for the purchase or sale of energy in
bulk, (v.) To approve aiTangements made by the company for

'

repairs aud maintenance.
{b) To exercise, on behalf of the authority, such powers

vested in the authority under the scheme as may be deemed
desirable.

The powers to be conferred upon the new authority, and
to be exercised w-hoUy or partially by the operating company,
under delegated powers (subject of course to proper contro'l)
would include, inter alia, («) the acquisition of certain
scheduled sites for generating stations, and (6) the erection
and equipment of generating stations, the abstraction of water
from the river, the breaking up of streets, the laving of mains,
the construction of tunnels under the river and certain streets'
and generally all necessary thiugs in connection with the
establishment and operation of the undertaking.
The powers of supply of the undertaking would include the

following:— (n) the supply of electricity to authorised distri-
butors; (fa) the supply of electricity to consumers under the
powers of any undertaking taken over; (c) the supplv of elec-
tricity for railways and certain jxjwer purposes within the
area, regard being had in respect of the latter to the existing
powers of authorised distributors; (d) the supplv of eiectricitv
for any purposes— (i.) in the district of an authorised distri-
butor w-ith the consent of such distributor, (ii.) in any district
where, no authorised distributor exists. There would be an
obligation on the new undertaking to supply, subject to con-
ditions.

The scheme will give the necessary power to the
authority to enter into a contract with a coiiipany for the, con-
struction of all necessary works, whether of generation or dis-
tribution, and for the operation of the new and of existing
undertakings acquired, for, say, M years.

It IS suggested that the authority'should exercise the under-
mentioned important powers of control :—

(1) Approval of all proposals by the company involving
capital expenditure.

(-') Approval of the nature of the capital raised bv the com-
pany and of the terms on which such capital is rais«l.

(3) Approval, during the last ten years of the contract, of all
agreements and contracts entered into by the company.

(4 A scale of maximum ciiaigcs by the company for energy
supplied w<iukl be prescribed in the bill. Such maximuiii
pnc'cs to be revised by the Board of Trade from time to time
iij'"H the application of either the authoritv or the companv
1 lu- rebate (if any) to consumers to be fixed vearlv.

(j) Powers- to take action for the protection of "the interests
ol retail and hulk consumers.

(G) iTie general powers relating to the eiectricitv supply
wmuIiI be transferred to the authority, with certain necessary

I'tion.^.

' 1 An auditor to be appointed by the authoritv to audit each
:

Ii
.

with an auditor appointed by the companv, tbe accounts
ol the company.
The Committee suggest that powers should be sought to

provule for the transfer to the new authority of existing powers
mpulsory purchase, and also jiower to acquire by agre<^-

'. or take on lease the undertakings of anv companv or
I'anies or any Icx^al authority or authorities in the area,

'
iiicrge such undertakings in the main undertaking, and to

' Mise all existing powers in connection therewith.

It would be proposed to include in the. bill at:-. !. • -.-ar>
powers to provide for the compensation of t .'hi
lose their office through the tian.sfer of such >.

The scheme should provide for the undern;» i ge-
menls governing generally the relations U} be set up i^tvveen
the new undertaking and existing undertakers with a view to
securing as far as possible that degree of continuous CJj-opera-
tion and intenvorking which is so important from the point
of view of any schcine of ultimate umtication :—

(1) Power to the authority to advance money to existing
undertakings to enable them to take bulk supply, lav down
standard networks, etc., subject to adequate guarantees.

(2) Approval of the authority to be obtained to the erection
of any new generating stations, the extension of existing
stations, or distribution networks, subject to appeal to the
Board of Trade.

(3) Local authorities who are authorised distributors in the
area of supply to be required to take from the new under-
taking any additional power required bv them if it can be
shown to the satisfaction of the Board of Trade that it would
be more profitable for them to do so than to extend their own
plant. Extensions of generating stations or distributing net-
works allowed by the Board of Trade shall, as far as the Board
considers practicable, be carried out in conformity with the
standard system of supply.

(4) The attitude of the authority or the Board of Trade as
the case may be, in regard to proposed extensions bv local
authorities to be taken into account in connection wuh the
consideration by the respective loan sanctioning authorities of
applications for loans for the extensions, and opportunitv to be
given to the authority to state its views before a loan is
granted.

(5) Approval by the authority of all agreements between the
company and authorised undertakers, and, subject to appeal to
the Board of Trade, of agreements between one authorised
undertaker and another, atfecting the sale, lease or working
of undertakings or generating stations, or portions thereof, or
the giving or taking of a supply of electricity.
The scheme should provide for the undermentioned arrange-

ments in resjject of finance, in addition to those already re-
ferred to :

—
(1) The authority to be empowered to raise monev for all

or any of the purposes of the undertaking by the issue of elec-
tricity stock, or other means, upon the securitv of the new-
undertaking, and of the rates of the various districts repre-
sente<l or otherwise.

(-2) Bodies represented on the authority to be empowered to
accept financial resixmsibility foi the London Electricity stock
or other security or stock created for providing funds for the
new undertaking, apart from those for which the company is
responsible,, and for defraying the expen.«es of the authority so
far as the same are not otherwise pixivided for.

(3) The company to be empowered to raise capital, and to
raise temporal? loans in connection with the working of the
undertaking. The companv would not have any power to
charge the assets of the undertaking.

(4) The authority to be empowered to pay in electricity stock
for -stations, undertakings and plant : and the company to be
empowered to pay in shares for like purix)ses.

(5) A sinking lund to be established, to be vested in the
authority, upon the basis of the capital expenditure in con-
neetion with the undertaking being written oil in the under-
mentioned periods—land and engineering works, IJO years;
cables, 40 years; ixjwer stations and sub-stations, with all
plant therein, 25 years; service lines, V2 years; interest paid
out of capital, 30 years; and purchase of existing undertakings,
30 years.

(0) .V reserve fund to be established and the approval of the
authority to be required to the arrangements with regard to
the utilisation thereof.

(7) Power to deal as follows with the net revenue from the
undertaking— (i.) ITie payment of interest at an assumed rate
of 4 pe.r cent, per annum on the proportion of capital found
by the authority, (ii.) The provision of a sinking fund, to bo
owned by the authority, at the rate of about 'J v>er cent, per
annum on the whole of the capital of the undertaking, (iii.

I

The payment of interest on the capital found by the companv,
assumwl at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum." (iv.) The for-
mation of a reserve fund calculated at one-half [vr cent, per
annum on the whole of the capital of the undertaking, (v.)
The surplus profits over and abi^ive the deductions for interest.
sinking fund, and provision for re.-vrvo, already referred to.
would be divided equally between the authoritv" and the oiira-
pany, until the company nx-eives a share sulfieient to pay a
further 4 per cent, inten^st upon its capital expenditure, niak-
ing in all a return of 8 pin- cent, interest to the aiiupanv. Anv
further profits would, as ivgards 75 (km- cent., be utiiis«xl iii

giving a ix^bato on the prices char^txl to consumers, aud the
reniaining '25 per cent, would be divided equallv between the
authority and the company.

(8) The authority to be" enipenvered to utilise the profits i\^
ccived from the undertaking in excess of the capital charges,
on the money raised for the puriKisos of the uiulert,-ikini: and
the establishment expenses of the authority not otherwise pixv
vided for, for the ivlief of rates in the areas ivprcsented en the
authority, or for such other pnrp<>ses connected with the under-
taking as may be deemed desirable.

In eonelusion. the Cominitte<- point out that the scheme out-
lined differs from previous proixisals in three important
resjHvts :

—
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(I I it ri'pi'cst'iit.s a coiubinntiou of iiiiiiiicipul and private
inU'ipiiSf ilcsiaiud to i-usuru full control by, uiul an ajoguate
sliaro of protits to, the public, with the llcxibility and coru-

URTcial enterprise of company uianugeiiient. The best features
nf both systems of working will thus, it is hojKd, be secured.
Mtiieovej, under the arrangements cnnteinplattxl it is hoped
that the scrvieea will be secured in the working of the new
iiiulertakiug of those who have wide experience of the elec-

1 Ileal iiuhi.stry and of the peculiar conditions obtaining in the
area dealt with.

(li.) It involves the co-operation of the authorities in outer
London with the Ijondoii County Council, and in view of the
im|)ortanco of the outside area to a thoroughly satisfactory
scht'iue of supply the Coiuuiittcc regard this as a very im-
portant point.

(iii.) No compulsory purchase of existing undertakings will

be. entailed, and interference with existing undertakings will
1)0 reduced to a luiniiuum.
The keynote of the whole proposal is that it is an offer to

the existing undertakings of a means of increa.sing the effi-

eieticy of tliejr present undertakings, or, if they prefer it, an
oiler of a means of handing over their complete unchertakings,
upon terms to be agitcd, to a central authority. Under the
sc-lieiue put forward no immediate or drastic " scrapping " of
exi.sting capital is contemplated, but a great increase in con-
sumption and a reduction in the selling price will be effected
at an early date,. The date and extent of this reduction will
dejiend upon the rate at which the existing undertakings
realise the advantages offered to them and come into line with
the central authority.

'Ilio Coiumittee are advised that, having regard to the nature
of the subject, it will be necessary to proceed under the pro-
visions of the Borough Funds Act, 1872, as applied to the
Couiity Councils (Bills in Parliament) Act. 1903. Ten clear
days' notice will, therefore, have to be given by public adver-
tiseiuent that the question of promoting legislation on the
subject will be considered by the Council at a meeting to be
held on a specific date, which they suggest should be 10th
November, 1914.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1914.
(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

Compiled expressly for ihis journal bv Messrs. \V. P. Thompson & Co
Electrical Patent .Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C, and at
Liverpool and Bradford, to whom all inquiries should be a<ldrcssed.

lG,6o3. " Electric glow lamps and methods of manuf.acturing and operating
the same for illumination, heating, and other purposes." C. O. Basths
July 13th. (Divided application on 28,933/13. December loth.)

16.659. "Transmission of electric waves in the interior of the earth."
Erkorschlng des Ekdinxern G.m.b.H. July 13th. (Convention date, Julv 11th.
1913, Germany.) (Complete.) •

J
.

.

10.660. " Process for directly exciting a Marconi antenna." Erforschinc
nes Erdisnern G.m.b.H. July 13th. (Convention date, Julv 11th, 1913, Ger-
many.) (Complete.)

16.661. " Means for pulling off electrical overhead conductors or contact-
wires." .S1EME.VS-SC1IUCKERTWERKE G.M.B.H. Julv 13th. (.Addition to 30,045/13.
Convention date, July 12th, 1913, Germany.) (Complete.)

16,696. " Railway block tele.iJraph signalling apparatus." O. \V. Br.«in and
C. A. HODCSON. July 13th. (Complete.)

16.712. " Telephone systems, more particularly for police and fire-alarms."
G. L. Hughes and R. E. Cooper. July 13th. (Complete.)

16,776. " Apparatus for producing galvanic or electrolytic deposits." P. I.
OziL. July 14ih. (Convention date, July 15th, 1913. France.) (Complete.)

16,797. " .Additional use for the tapping key of anv telegraphic transmitting
apparatus." .A. E. Niblett and D. C. Sharp. July i5th.

16,809. " Means of insulating and gripping insulated wires in electric-
lamp-holders and fittings." B. Deakin. July 15th.

16,819. "Automatic electric safety catches or locks." A. A. Smethlkst and
G. W. SiZER. July 15th.

16,828. "Electric sign or display system and apparatus therefor."' E M
W'lLDEV. July 15th. '

16,833. " Control gear for electric burglar alarms." LiCHTENFElD Burglar
.AI.AKM Co., Ltd., and S. LiCHTENFELD. July 15th.

16,839. " Telephone apparatus." E. A. Graham. July 15th. (Complete.)
16,850. " Manufacture of incandescent electric lamps." H. G. Finch, other-

wise known as Lord Guernsev, and J. F. Povnter. July loth. (Complete.)

16,860. " Protective arrangements for electric installations". Siemens-
SCHUCKERTWERKE G.M.B.H. July 15th. (Convention date, July 15th, 1913, Ger-
many.) (Complete.)

16,869. " Electric meters." British Thomson-Hol'STon Co., Ltd. Julv 15th
(General Electric Co., United States.)

16,897. " Means for locking the detachable connections of electric lamps and
their holders." H. J. G. Jones. July 16th.

16,901. " Electric furnaces for producing steel and iron." C. BK.ACKELSBERG
July 16th. (Complete.)

16.905. " Devices for correcting the difference of phase in telegraphic
receiving apparatus." A. C. Baronio and K. L. Wood. July 16th.

16,915. " Apparatus for converting or transforming electric currents." K. T.
Wang. July 16lh.

16.935, " Combined dynamo and accumulator electric systems.-' SOC. Anon.
DES Etabiissements L. Blekiot. July 16th. (Convention date, September 24th,
1913, Belgium.) (Complete.)

16.936. " Control systems for electric installations. Soc. Anon, des Etab-
I.ISSEMESTS L. Bleriot. Julv 16th. (Convention date, September 24th, 1913,
Belgium.) (Complete.)

16,941. " Electrical apparatus." H. J. 0. PeSSERS. July 15th.

16,945. " Electrometers." B. Szilard. Julv 16th. (Divided application on
20.008 13, September 4th. Convention date, October 15th, 1912.) (Complete.)

16.962. " Galvanic devices applicable to boots and shoes and like footwear."
H J. Biggin. July 17th.

16.9ra. " Insulating the joints of electric railway rails." J. A. SuTCllFFE.

16.979. " Cooling-arrangements for dvnamo-electric machinery. SlEMENS-
Bkos. Dynamo Works, Ltd., and E. O. Kieffner. July 17th.

16.983. " .Automatic magnetic fastening for the doors of railway carriages."
G. R. Pearson. July 17th.

16.984. " Circuit treakers." G. Ellison. July 17th.

16,986. " Dynamo-electric machinery." Hon. Sir C. A. Parsons. July 17ih.

Ifl.aW) " Wireleji lelei-raphy hs.teini." A PlDEH , I- . FoBUTII, and D.
ViHUsvi. July 17th. (Complete.)

17,0(M. " Mathine switching telephone syttenu." WesTtiiM Eucnic Co.,
Ltd. July 17lh. (F. 1. Woodward, Belgium.) (Complete.)

17,007. " Apparalui lor aulomalically exchanging incandeacenl bodiri."
SvKMHKA AKTiuiuLACtT GMACcuuuUTOlt. July 17lh. (Convention diu, Julv
19lh, 1913, Germany.) (Complete.)

17,02lf. " Filament support* (or- electric incandescent lamps." JiLli a
PiNTWH Akt. Gra. July 17lh. (Convention dau, February 11th, 1914, Get
many.) (Complete.)

17,023. " incandescent electric lamp filaments and method of mounting ih'-

same." Julii'8 I'lNnai Akt. Ged. July 17th. (Convention date, February
16lh, 1914, Germany.) (Complete.)

17,025. " l-Ilectric pocket lamp and the like." G. F. HiTzrutscMR and ,Skw
Uhitisii Ever Kiuoy Co., Ltd. July 17th. (Complete.)

17,U33. " Lighting devices (or illuminating purposes." A. W. DtunuL and
A \V. Heuttell, Ltd. July 17ih.

17.036. " Electric gas-lamps." A. Leoereii. July 17th. (C^onvention date,

July lUth, 1913, Austria.) (Complete.)

17.037. " System (or ihc operation of electric winding-motors and the like."

S. H. KCKMASN. July 17ih.

17.038. " Systems and methods of electric motor control." L. G. Riuv.
July 17th. (Convention date, October 3rd, 1913, United Sutes.) (Complete.)

17,052. "Means (or supporting electric lamps." M. J. O. Carteh, .G.
Maurice, and M. J. Kaiiing. July 18th

17,065. " Apparatus (or use in the electro-deposition of metals." S. O.
Cowpeb-Coles. July 18ih.

17,082. " Electric starters (or use on motor-cars and the like." A. H
MiDGLEV and C. A. Vanpekvell. July 16th.

17,089, " Process and apparatus (or the electrolysis of halogen alkalies."
Siemens & Hai.ske Akt. Ges. July 18th. (Addition to 18,102/13. Convention
date, July 26th, 1913, Germany.) (Complete.)

17,105. " Telephone systems." AirtOMAiic Telephone Manufacturinc Co.,
Ltd. July 18th. (Automatic Electric Co., United States.) (Complete.)

17.110. " Ball or roller bearings with electric insulation." C. E. Wikel-
GKEEN. July 18lh. (Convention date, July 22nd, 1913, Sweden.) (Complete.)

17.111. " Electro air-percussion apparatus." 0. KoBlNSON, H. RoBINSON, and
H. Kikschen. July 18th. (Complete 1

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
Copies of anv of the Specifications in the following list may be obtained

of Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co.. 285, High Holborn, W.C, and at

Liverpool and Bradford ; price, post free, 9d. (in stamps).

E8X3.
12,428. .Ai'TOMATic Electric Contact .Apparatus. V. Von Vangel. May 28th.

12,578. Electrical Regulating Svstems for Variable-speed Dynamos. W. J.

Mellersh-Jackson. (United States Light and Heating Co.) May 29th.

14.741. Regulators for use in Charging .Accumulator Cells for Motor-
car Lighting and Starting and for Similar Purposes. W. H. Scott. June 26th.

14,807. Manufacture of Metallic Filaments for Incandescent Electric

Lamps. J. A. Scoular, and Dick, Kerr Si. Co. June 26th. (Addition f
11.455/12.)

14,892. Vacuum Tubes. British Thomson-Houston Co. (General Eleclr.t

Co. June 27th. (Cognate application 25,849/13.)

14.947. Railway Signalling. W. R. Sykes Interlocking Signal Co., J. C
Sykes and R. VV. Tarrant. June 28th.

15.064. Device for Detecting Combustible or Explosivb Gases, especially

Fire-damp .Accumulatoren Fabrik Akt. Ges. and F. Riisse. June 30th.

15,175. SouNt>-TKANSMITTINC DEVICES FOR TALKING MOTION PiCTURl APPARATUS.

W. G. Hammack. July Isl.

15.251. Electric Kelav Systems and .Apparatus therefor. A. W. Harris.

July 2nd.

15,516. Means for isinc Auxiliakv Petrol Electric Supply for Electric

R.AIL Cars. Trackless Trolley Vehicles, and the like. W. A. Stevens. July

5th.

15,673. Wireless Telegraph Transmitter. J. G. Balsillie. July 7ili

(September 23rd. 1912.)

15,721. Stand Lamp Refbectors. P. M. Hotchkin. July 8th.

15.748. Telephone Systems. W. D. 6erriman (Russell). July 8th.

15.780. .Apparatus for the Transmission of Audible Signals. R. Klingcr.

Julv 8th.

16.027. Alkaline Electric Accumulators. E. Foss, F. Harris, and B. W
Parker. July 11th.

16,157. Means for Indicating when Lamps, such as the Tail Lamps of

Motor-cars and like vehicles, become extinguished. W. H. Taylor. July 14ih.

17.174. Electric Fuses or Cot-outs. C. W. Cox. July 26th.

18,069. Lamps for Vehicles. T.. L. Griffiths. August 8th

18.355. Electrodes suitable for Electric Arc Lamps. British Thomson-
Houston Co. (General Electric Co.) August 12th.

22,138. Railway Signals. J. E. Bouselield. (Dutton.) October 1st.

22,390. Systems and Methods of Control for Electric Motors. N". W
Storer. October 4th. (October 5th, 1912.)

24.226- Safety Device for use in connection with Electric Motors. W.
Rogers and J. S. Davies. October 25th.

25,497. Lamps fitted with Reflectors. Robert Bosch (firm oO. November
7th. (December 31st, 1912.)

26.356. Fiue-PREVEnting and ExtingotSHING Systems. T. P. Shaw. Nov-

ember 17th.
'

19X4.
226. Electric Furn.aCES. I. Rennerfelt. January 5th. (January 4th, 1913.)

314. Lamps for Projection. R. 1. Atherton and D. B. Jones. January Sih.

540. Electric Incandescent Lamps. Westinghouse Metallfaden Gluhlampen-

fabrik Ges. January 8th. (January 13th, 1913.)

3.197. Method op and means for Equalising the Potentials of Grounding
Points. A. B. Clark. February 6th. (October 29th, 1913.)

4.436. .Apparatus for Underground Electrical Signalling in Collieries.

E. Edwards. February 20th.

4.979. Windings of Dynamo-electric Machines. F. Ljungstrom. February

26th. (April 8th, 1913.)

5,246. Telephone Systems. T. Shaw. February 28lh. (February 28th, 1913.)

5,506. Casing for Portable Electric Battery Lamps. B. Pordes. March 4th.

6,0.i0. Incandescent Electric Lamps. R. W. Birkett and J. H. Weiss.

March 10th.

7,465. Electric Ignition Systems for Internal-combustion Engines. C. F.

Kettering and W. A. Chrvst. March 31st. (November 20th, 1912. Divided

application on 7,545/13. M.-irch 31st.)

9.051. Lamps for Motor Vehicles. B. R. Banks and Brown Bros., Ltd.

April 9lh.
.

10.493. Induction Regulators. Siemens-Schuckertwerke Ges. .
April 28ih.

(.April 29th. 1913.)

10.945. Brush-holders for Multipolar Electric Motors. Robert Bosch

(firm of). May 4th. (March 5ih, 1914.)
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Tiffo peace of more than half a t^entury has been broken,

and we find ourselves at war with a hitherto friendly

nation to which we are bound not only by the ties of

kinship, but also by the lx)nds of an immense volntue of

reciprocal trade, and by the pursuit of common aims and

aspirations. The Continent of Europe has been shaken

to its foundations, and war, unprecedented in e.Ttent,

and, we fear, in horror, rages between five great

nations. It is useless to repine ; every possible effort was

exerted by our statesmen to prevent the disaster which has

overtaken the European peoples, but in vain, and for

weeks, or it may be months, the gigantic straggle

between the mightiest armies that the world has ever seen

will continue, drenching the soil with blood. The strain

is too terrific to be endured for long, though he

would be a bold prophet who would undertake to forecast

its duration ; neither is it possible to predict the conse-

quences of so vast an upheaval—but that they will be

fundamental and world-wide cannot be doubted. The

effects of the struggle will be felt for generations, and the

whole course of civilisation— if a state of things which per-

mits of wholesale carnage can be called such—will be

changed.

In the midst of these unparalleled conditions there is but

one honourable course of action open to every Briton, and

that is to obey the call of duty—whether it lead him to the

field of battle or to the less glorious but no less worthy

occupation of the humble greaser. The nation is deiiendent

upon trade and industry, not only for its prosperity, but

also for its very livelihood, and those of us who are

not needed for the defence of the nation's interests

must put forth e\ery effort to maintain the greatest possible

volume of trade and thus secure continued employment for

the bread-winners of our country. Fortunately there is no

lack of food-stuffs within our borders, and no reason to

anticipate the interruption of our supplies of food and of the

raw materials of industry. The markets of the Continent

are closed to us ; the rest of the world is open, and the

demand for goods hitherto obtained from the Continent

will be diverted largely to our shores. Hence there should

be no lack of work to do, and it is the plain duty of non-

combatants to "carry on" with redoubled energy ;uid appli-

cation. Thus, while we shall not avoid we shall minimise

the evils of the worKl-war and the sutTeriugs of our industrial

population. We have no wish to make capital out of the

misfortunes of our neighbours ; we seek only to lighten the

burden of trouble and sorrow that is about to be laid upon

our own people.

The (iovernment have declai-ed their intention of

adopting every possible nienns to ensure the continuance of

tratle and industry, and though for a time abnormal con-

ditions will obtain, due to the calling-out of the Reserves,

the embodiment of the Territorial Force, and the use of the

railways for military purposes, we believe the diskxiation of

internal alYairs will be but temporary. In this resfXH?t we
are vastly more favourably situatoil than the Continental

nations, whose workmen have been called out practically

p» inaxsr ; but whether that is a matter for congratulation

is somewhat questionable—had we jx)ssessed an army of a

million men, the war might have been preventevl. Our
thanks are due to the members of the Territorial Force, who
have voluntarily prepared themselves for the defence of our

shores.

AV\' cannot close this article without a reference also to

our fellow-craftsmen—the Electrical Engineers—who have

[201] c
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devoted their leisure to military training, und are now
called upon to bear their share, working 8ear<-hlight8 for

coast defence, laying field telegraphs and telephones, and
helj)ing in numerous other ways, as they did so well in the

South African war. All iionour to tiieni for their patriotic

self-denial. Nor should we fail to express our thankfulness
that by the aid of wireless ti^legrapliy, for which we are so

largely indebted to Mr. Marconi, it is now possiiile for our
Admiiuity to niuintain continuous coniiuunication with the

fleets no matter where they may be engaged. But for the

regrettable incidents which occurred two years ago, the
imperial wireless chain might have been far advanced
towards completion ; the emergency so contemptuously
scouted by politicians has already arisen. Fortunately it is

not likely, so far as i^an be seen at present, that our cable

communications will be interrupted, or that we shaU feel

the want of the wireless service to India, South Africa and
Australia—but we may do so before the curtain is rung
down upon this most lamentable scene in the world's

history.

Lead.
Ali, through the financial panic which

entailed the closing of the London Metal

Exchange and most other trading institutions throughout

Europe and in parts of North America, lead held firmly on

its course with hardly a flicker. Since our last writing on the

metal, there has been some abatement on the whole of the

extreme tension of supplies, and prices have fallen below

the parity of America, hence no further business worth

onsidering has been done in Europe in United States lead.

Nevertheless, however, there is still American metal ready

to be sold if circumstances allow, and if prices recover

somewhat. America is not a willing seller of lead at any-

thing below £1'J 5s. London terms, and this price has to

be obtained for pretty early shipment if sales are to be

made.

The trade buying was on quite a fair scale until all busi-

ness was stopped by the war panic abroad, and by the

financial crisis. It is possible that the war conditions on

the Continent may mean that quantities of lead which have

been going direct to Germany and Russia will in future be

diverted to British ports, in which event an entirely

changed set of conditions will be set up from those ruling

recently, but the drift in such a contingency would be to

ease down the position from the point of view of consn.mers,

whose eft'orts to keep themselves fully covered, when they

have left over the replenishment of their needs till the last

moment, have on many recent occasions had the result of

driving up prices sharply. There can hardly be any violent

export demand for immediate shipment of lead, now that

war conditions are in full force on the Continent, so that

the home trade will find the field pretty much to themselves

so far as can be gathered at the moment. There has been

a certain amount of American lead coming in against old

contracts, and a little more is due to arrive, but otherwise

there is no feature calling for special attention.

The resumption of smelters in Mexico is a most important

factor bearing upon the United States situation, for even

without Mexican raw material available, the United States

has been actually selling domestic lead to the export

markets : hence the resumption of shipments of Mexican
silver lead to United States refineries must increase the

amount of soft lead which these will have available for

disposal either at home or abroad. Meantime, for the

present all market conditions are subservient to war
intiuences, and the future is past all human knowledge.

Owing to war conditions, the metal markets have now
been closed for several days, and a very limited business is

being done. As we go to press we learn that the (Government

has practically secured the option on all the lead now avail-

able in this country, and leading dealers intimate that they

are not prepared at the moment to make sales to private

consumers. In view of all the circumstances, it will be

understood that the market is now exceedingly firm, and
probably round about £20 a ton is a nominal quotation for

prompt deliveries. We may add that considerable pur-

chases of antimonial lead have been made by the authorities

within the last few days.

„ .
A I. KTTEii appears in our " Correspond-

and the War.
^"''''' "o'"">"» '^"-""y suggesting that

Britigh electrical engiiieei-s should form a

conniiittee to colle(;t the names of thoBC v,\u> are willing Ui

serve their country in the present crisig. A still better sug-

gestion has since corae to hand, from a mendjer of the

Institution of Electrical Engineers who desires to remain

anonymous, in the form of a letter addressed to the Secretary

of the I.E.E., as follows :—

Uiiviug regard to the extent and importance of Military and
Naval serviciB involving electrical and mechanical enuinecrinfr,
and to the preeent utate of public aCfairn, I eueeeKt that the l.E.K.
should open a regiHter of memberB able and willini; to take
temporary Government service ; and put that rei;iHter at the dis-

posal of the Government. I enclone a HopKested draft of the
statement of particulars which should be on the register.

Temporary Goveriimcut service ; mechanical and electrical

engineers. Offer, with personal and professional particulars ;

—

I,
, am able and willing to

entertain proposals for temporary service under H.M.'b Government,
in services involving engineering duties.

Signed

Name in full
;
postal address ; age ; notice required ; single or

married
; No. of dependent children ; health

;
physical defects

;

occupation
; employer ; professional status

;
practical experience

;

military, naval, or marine experience and status
; experience in

control of men ; languages ; service offered for ; specially qualified
for.

A\'e cordially commend this proposal to the notice of our
readers, many of whom, we feel certain, will be anxious to

place their skill and experience at the disposal of the

Government in this hour of supreme trial of the nation's

strength. It will not be forgotten, of course, that the

London Electrical Engineers Territorial Force provides the

necessary organisation so far as London is concerned.

Those who are wont to follow the

A Curious reports of workmen's compensation cases
or '"lan s

^^.^ .^ggygt^mgd to anomalous and extra-

Case, ordinary decisions. In one County Court

the Judge will appear to strain every

nerve to find in favour of the working man ; in another

attention is sometimes paid to the pleas pat forward on

behalf of the employer. Further, inasmuch as the opinion

of a County Court Judge is final on a question of fact, a

search through the records of the Courts discloses numerous

decisions which appear to be diametrically opposed ! Of all

the orders which are made adversely to the interests of

employers, perhaps the most irritating are those which go

by the name of " suspensory awards." The liability to pay

is kept open by means of a nominal or practically

nominal payment, which can be increased at any

time on application to the Court should it be shown

that the injured man has become less capable of working.

To have a large number of suspensory awards in his pigeon-

hole is a very nice little asset to the solicitor who does a

workmen's compensation practice. Every now and then he

can set a few little applications on foot, and run up

some nice little bills of costs. An extraordinary

attempt to obtain a suspensory award has recently been

brought to our knowledge. A wireman who was tempo-

rarily employed by the London Electric Kailway

knocked the skin off his knuckles. He took no notice

of the injury, except that he reported it. Three days later

he was discharged, and he subsequently suffered from blood

poisoning, for which he claimed compensation. The

employers consented to pay the full amount, namely, half

wages, which came to 20s. a week. Notwithstanding that

they were doing all that they were compelled to do by law,

a claim for compensation was made against them in the

County Court. The Judge actually made an award, but we

are glad to find that the Court of Appeal overruled him.

As the Master of the Rolls pointed out, no question had

ever arisen under the Act, nor could it arise, so long as the

employers continued to do all that was required of them.
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The City of London faced the. war situa-

tion calmly and collectedly. There wa.s no

The City trace of panic when a dozen firms were

and hammered in the Stock Exchange last week.

the Crisis, There was no violent excitement in the

money market when the Bank of England

raised its minimum rat* of discount from

4 per c<!nt. to 8 per cent, last Friday, following this with an

increase to 10 per cent, on Saturday. Rhapso<lies of the half-

penny-a-line order can be left safely to quarters which rarely

betray their tnist; it is sufficient for the plain man of affairs

to state, and to read, that the attitude of the City throughout

tho present crisis has been one of calmness and self-pcssession.

Stock Exchange markets had been severely mauled for weeks

prior to the outbreak of hostilities. The Ulster crisis in itself

had been a standing menace for months past, and the volume

of speculation had shrunk sensibly from what it is in normal

times. The Austro-Servian quarrel provoked unea.siness, but

little worse; and it was not until .Austria practically declared

war upon Servia last Saturday week that Stock Exchange

and money markets grew perturbed.

Not even then was it supposed that the difficulties would

lead to actual fighting. The Bank of England put up its

discount rate from 3 per cent, to 4 per cent, upon the increas-

ing rumbles of the war spirit in Germany and Russia. Before

the Stock Exchange settlement took place, business in securi-

ties had marched to an abrupt standstill. In Consols it was

still possible to deal; in a few Home Railway securities there

remained a mockery of a market; in Brazilian Tractions some

people dealt at margins of 5 points between the buying and

selling quotations.

Seven failures occurred on pay-day. The Paris Bourse post-

poned its monthly settlement for another month. Some
London firms who had heavy engagements to meet on behalf

of German and French clients made no secret of the certainty

that they would have to hammer themselves. The Stock Ex-

change Committee, however, saved the immediate situation

by closing the House last Friday, and closing it until further

notice. With the Bank Holiday extended until Friday in

this week, a week's breathing space has been given ; and the

London Stock Exchange followed the French example by post-

poning until the end of the month the settlement which in

the ordinary way would have taken place next week. Mean-

while, the Bank of England on Saturday, while the Stock

Exchange was closed, raised its rate to 10 per cent., a rise

of seven points within as many days; and the Bank Act has

been suspended, which permits the issue of notes to a greater

extent than is allowed in the ordinary way.

Tho Bank Rate, of course, is the charge made by the Bank
fir discounting bills of the highest grade. In other words,

if a firm of unimpeachable .standing had given another firm,

of the same character, a bill for certain goods, the latt.er

house could take, it to the Bank of England and get the money
straight away instead of waiting until tho time when the

bill became payable, the Bank of England charging discount

at the Bank Rate of the day. The clToct of this is to retain

money in tho country, although to show how this comes

about might prove a, tedious process for the reader. How
extraordinary are the ideas prevalent with regard to what

the Bank Rate really is, most people know. A dear old lady

oxplainetl to us the other day that the effect of a 10 per cent.

Bank Rate meant the de<luction of half-a-sovereign from every

five-pound-note when the note came to be cashed at the bank.

The effect of monetary stringency such as is reflected in a

high Bank Rate is far-reaching and important. The delicate

intricacies of credit, built uv> laboriously through so many
years, become mere cuU-ite-sac when the imperative call is

for gold. The commercial undertaking keeps a substantial

cash balance at the bankers, but a much bigger reserve in

securities available in the ordinary way for purposes of tempo-

rary loans; and if the structure of security be shaken, the

base of gold upon which it is reared cannot be choppcil up

in sufficiently small pieces to go round.

ITie, great money mart, after all, is the Stock Exchanp<-;

and the confidence of credit rests largely upon the fact that

the proprietor ot securitieo knows that he can sell these, and
ge4 the money within a fortnight, through the ordinan.-

medium of Throginorton Street. Close these avenues, and
the community in general is up against a proposition unique
in the memory of the present generation. To deal through

other directions is a different matter from buying and selling

beneath the protection of Stock Exchange rules and regula-

tions. The sooner the Stock Exchange is open again, there-

fore, if only for cash tran.sactions, the better might it be for

everyone.

We venture to take the view—and this not merely as a

personal one, but as reflecting into one focus the opinions

literally of many dozens of City men experienced in the money
and the stock markets—that although there may be a run

on the banks, and although people will feel secure only when
they have hned their safes with sovereigns, the situation will

gradually clear itself, and currency conditions drop into the

normal, perhaps within the course of a day or two. The

worst, practically, is known; and it is not the worst, but

suspense, which kills.

The calm and steady way in which London—speaking

principally for the City and its financial organisations—has

withstood the shock of the crisis is rational ground for assuming

that no new alarm is likely further to unsettle it. The people

who are laying in supplies of flour, of sugar, of condensed

milk and so on, are in a large minority. Prices will rise.

have already done so, in fact; but they are not likely to

advance exorbitantly. Out of the evil, good will come.

Canada and the*United States, for example, may find their

financial salvation by reason of the present grave condition

of affairs. Afterwards there will arise such activity in trade,

in metals, in stocks and shares, as few can remember. These,

however, are for the future. The immediate outlook is too

serious to be illumined by more than hope, but that hope is

fortified and cheered by the steadfast way in which the

financial institutions of the City of London, and the people

whom they affect, have met a situation that might have pre-

cipitatt'd a panic which nobody cnuld have called surprising.

Electrical Trades In ion Confrrcncc— <»n ilonday a

special Conference of the Electrical Trades Union, which was
expected to last the whole of the week, was opened at the Holyoake
House, Manchester, for the purpose of revisinfr rules. Mr. .1, W.
Ball, of Stockport, presided, and SO delegates, representing 96
branches, were present. The chairman said that since the last

Conference, three years ago, the membership had increased by
6,2.')S, and was now .'<,3('>t. Appealing: for solidity in the trade,

Mr. Ball said they did not desire to have control of the electrical

industry, but the sequence ot events forced matter? npon them,

and they would have to control it, or someone else would. Before

they could stop the inthix of unskilled labour into the trade they

would have to control that labour itaelf, and the only way to do it

was to open the gates for them to enter and organise themselves

after the ideas of the Union . otherwise they would either orjranise

outside or continue to be picked up by other societies. That oonld

b3 done without injustice to anyone or jeopardisir^ their own
iiterests. and they would protect their apprentice members at the

same time. The I'nion embraced shipping, engineering, baildinfr.

tramways, mines and maintenance work. Their aim outrht to be

to get absolute control of the industry and of every man engafred

in it, so that no worker could be exploited to the detriment of

others. Having completed their orijanisation, they must eeek

continuity of membership, and so settle for all time any disraption

between branches.

\n Flccfrical Knuinccr's Fee— .\t the Liverpool City

Council on July 29th, on the prooeedingrs of the Tramways and
Electric Tower and Lighting Committee, Mr. Gates raised a ques-

tion on the standing orders with regard to a payment by the

Sal ford Corporation of 150 guineas to the electrical eneineer for

services rendered. He was against allowins their engineer to com-
pete with private entejprise. and moved that the matter be referred

back. Pr. I'tting pointed out that it was a practice of muni-
cipalities to indulge in matters ot that kind and allow their prin-

cipal expert officers to advise for corporations. The standing

orders expressly provided for an officer taking work of that kind,

and the question of fees had never been one for the Council to

deal with. Aid. Fred. Smith said the action of the Committee
would be quite regular and proper. The amendment was defeated

by a large majority.
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OVERHEAD WIRES AND THE LAW.

[KKOM a LEQAli fONTUIHLTOK.]
»

A.NKJNG the legal queries addressed to the Editors of

the Revikw, problems relating to the use of overhead

wires are freiiueiitly to be found. The use of wires

so placed is an obvious and inexpensive method

of transmitting power from place to place. What,

then, are the legal restrictions affecting this means

of transmission ?

The ••common law" upon the subject may be

stated to be that anyone who stretches a wire across

the land of anolher'without leave or licence is guilty

of a teclmicartrespass. Again, if wires are stretchc.

along or across a street or highway, the person who

puts them in that position does so at his peril,

masnuich as the public who are using the street are

entitled to be protected against falling wires. But

there may be circumstances in which a man owning

land on either side of a highway has the right to

stretch wires across it. In such a case he owns the

surface of the ••hard high road," and so long as

the right of the public to pass and repass along it

is not interfered with, he cannot (at common law)

be prevented even by the highway authority from

stretching his wires, whether they be for the pur-

poses of telephone, telegraph or the transmission ot

By"' a process of evolution the Legislature has

'raduallv placed restrictions upon the use of overhead

wires. Prior to the Electric Lighting Acts the mat-

ter never assumed any importance, except in relation

to telephone and telegraph wires with which we are

not greatly concerned. The first Electric Lighting

Act (i88j), however, imposed restrictions upon the

use of aerial cables. Bv S. 14 of that Act: " Not-

withstanding anything in this Act or m any Act in-

corporated therewith, the undertakers shall not be

authorised to place any electric line above ground,

along, over, or across anv street, without the express

consent of the local authority, and the local authority

may require the undertakers to forthwith remove

any electric line placed by them contrary to the pro-

vis'ions of this section, or may themselves remove

the same, and recover the expenses of such removal

from the undertakers in a summary manner; and

where any electric line has been placed above ground

by the undertakers in any position a court of sum-

marv jurisdiction, upon complaint made, if they are of

opinion that such electric line is or is likely to be-

come dangerous to the public safety, may, notwith-

standing any such consent as aforesaid, make an

order directing and authorising the removal of such

electric line by such person and upon such terms as

thev mav think tit."

This section, however, was apparently found not

to impose restrictions on the use of overhead wires.

Accordinglv it was further provided by S. 10 (6) of

the Schedule to the Electric Lighting (Clauses) Act,

1899, that •'The undertakers shall not, without the

express consent of the Board of Trade, and, where

the local authority are not themselves the under-

takers of the local' authority also, place any electric

line above ground except within premises in the sole

occupation'or control of the undertakers, and except

so much of any service line as is necessarily so placed

for the purpose of supply."

Li County of London Orders, and under the

London Electric Supply Act, 1908, S. 15 (2). the con-

sent of the County Council and of the Board of Trade
is required, while in some of the Power Acts it is

provided that in the case of rural authorities their

consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, the

Board of Trade being authorised to decide any dif-

ference (see e.g.. The Somerset and District Elec-

tric Power Act, 1903. S. 48).

Even where the necessary consents are obtained,

the works are subject to the regulations prescribed

by the Board of Trade in reference to aerial lme=.

lurther, the undertakers cannot carry such line-

over land not dedicated to the public use without th<

consent of the owner of such land. In doing so the

would be guilty of a trespass. Thus in the case < ;

y-frv J' Xittioiiul Telephone Company, Limited, tin

plaintiff brought an action for damages for trespa^

by stretching wires over his house, and also for an

injunction for the removal of the wires. The de-

fendant company, in resisting an application for

interim injunction, urged that some of the wire

had been over the house in question for thirteen

years and that the plaintiff had only been in occupa-

tion of it for a short time: and that there was no

danger to the plaintiff's house in allowing the wirc>

to remain until the trial. Day, J., granted an interim

injunction directing the defendants within two

months to remove their wires. On appeal this

decision was afi^irmed by the Court of Appeal. (See

Times, December i8th, 1897J.

Nor does the consent or approval above mentioned

e.xcuse the undertakers from the consequences of

neglect or falling wires. Eor instance, in IVatsun

z\ Sunderland Corporation (cited in Shiress WilTs

Law Relating to Electric Lighting, p. 100), in an

action for damages for an injury suffered by the

plaintiff through the fall of a •' live " overhead wire,

the plaintiff proved the fall of the wire and the injury.

The defendants submitted that there was no evidence

of negligence, the system having been inspected b\

the Board of Trade,' and weekly by the defendant'.-

employees. The County Court Judge left the case

to the jury, who found negligence. On appeal, the

Divisional Court, held that the judge was right in

allowing the case to go to the jury.

The law, however, cannot be regarded as fully

stated unless one deals with the rights of persons

supplying electricity otherwise than in accordance

with the provisions of a special act. In this respect

the person who supplies electricity privately was

formerly in a better position that a supply authority.

It was 'held in finchley Electric Lighting Co. v.

Finchley Urban District Council (1903), I. Ch. 437,

that where a company was supplying electricity

privately they could no't be prevented by a highway

authority from suspending wires over a highway,

having 'previously entered into an agreement with

the frontagers on either side of the road in order

to be allowed to fix the posts necessary for the sus-

pension of the wires. The right there asserted is

not, however, very likely to be of much more than

academic interest in the future, having regard to

the fact that the supply of electricity otherwise than

bv a supply authority 'is now virtually taken away.

Thus by S.23 of the Electric Lighting Act, 1909.
• Where in any area a local authority, company or

person is authorised to supply electricity under Act

of Parliament or under hcence or Provisional Order •

granted under the Electric Lighting Acts, it shall

not, after the passing of this Act. be lawful for any

other local authority, company or person to com-

mence to supply or distribute electricity within the

same area unl'ess such supply or distribution is ,

authorised bv Act of Parliament, or by licence or I

Provisional Order granted in terms of the Electric
i

Lighting Acts : Provided that this section shall not

prevent" anv company or person from affording a

supply of electrical energy to any other company

or person where the business of the company or

person affording the supply is not primarily that of

the supply of electrical energy to consumers.
•• Provi'ded also that this section shall not prevent

anv company, who, at the passing of this Act, are

empowered bv their memorandum of association to

generate electrical energy from affording a supply

to a railway company for purposes incidental to that

company's 'undertaking other than the conveyance

of public traffic."

The suspension of overhead wires in any position

—even on private land, is subject to certain other
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statutory regulations which arc of considerable
importance.

,
xhey must by virtue of the Jilectric Lighting Act,

1888, .S.4 (J.j, only be so placed in accordance with
the regulations of the Board of Trade. Again, in
London, their use is subject to the provisions of the
London Overhead Wires Act, 1891. With regard
to Urban Districts the Public Health Acts Amend-
ment Act, 1890, contains powers to urban authorities
to make by-laws for the prevention of danger or
obstruction to the public from posts, wires, tubes,
or any other apparatus stretched or placed above^
over, along, or across any street, whether before
or after the adoption of the Act for the purpose
of any telegraph, telephone, lighting, railway signal-
lin.g or other purpose.
These by-laws are not to take effect unless con-

firmed by the Board of Trade. It is necessary to
observe that the Act of 1890 is an adoptive Act and
is of no force until adopted. Moreover, the Act
does not extend to any works of any undertaker
within the meaning of the Electric Lighting Acts,
1882, to 1888, to which the provisions of those Acts
apply.

It will be seen from what has been said above that
to suspend wires in any position is a matter which
is attended with some danger of legal consequences
of an unpleasant character.
Wholly apart from the prospect of being

interfered with by the authorities there is
always the danger of proceedings for damage
caused by falling wires. Our knowledge of
the liability of those whose wires fall about and
injure people must, of necessity, be largely derived
froin a study of the law relating to tramway com-
panies, and it may be convenient to review some of
the cases in which the liability of these bodies has
been considered.

In the first place, it may be stated that by the
Tramways Act, 1870, Sec. 55, which applies to every
tramway company, it is provided that the promoters
or lessees of a tramway (as the case may be) shall
be answerable for all accidents, damages, or injuries
happenmg through their act or default or through
the act or default of any person in their employment
by reason or in consequence of any of their works
or carnages, and shall save hannless all road and
other authorities, companies or bodies collectively
and mdividually, and their ofScers and servants from
all damages and costs in respect of such accidents,
damages and injuries.

The above provision prevents a tramway company,
when sued by a person who has been injured by'a
falhng trolley wire, from raising the defence that
they are protected from actions for negligence
owmg to the fact that they work under statutory
powers. This was made clear in a number of acci-
dent cases. For instance, in Sadler ?-. South Staf-
fordshire, &€., Steam Traimvavs Co.. 1S89 (^3

,
Q.B D. 17), it appeared that an accident was caused
by the company's car which ran ofif the line at a
point where that line joined that of another system.
over which the company had running powers. It
ran off the line owing to a defect in'the points at
the junction, but it was not clear whose duty it was
to repair the points. It was held that in any event
the owners of the car were liable, because their
statutory powers did not extend to authorise their
running along the highway on a track which was in
a defective condition. Again, in an Irish ca.se, a
tramway company were held liable for injuries caused
by the worn and slippery condition of their track.
Where trolley wires are insulated, and there are

no guard wires above them, a broken tele-
phone wire sometimes makes contact with the trolley
wire The result is that serious injury is caused
by electric shock. In these circumstances it appears
upon the authority of a County Court Tudge that
responsibility does not rest with the trannvav com-
pany. In Bedu-orth & Son 7: The National Tcle-

[>kuiic Lu., ail action wa-, brought against tlie com-
pany for the price of a horse killed by an electric
shock. It appeared that a broken telephone wire
which fell on the horse, had short circuited a trolley
wire belonging to the .^outh Staflfordshire 1 ramway
Company who were joined as defendants. The
judge held that the telephone company were liable,
as they had been guilty of a trespass in allowing
their wire to touch that of the tramway company,
and he made them' responsible in damages.
Owing to a number of accidents which look place

at Liverpool from the entanglement of broken tele-
phone wires with trolley wires, the late National
lelephone Co. brought forward a clause excluding
tliem from liability in such cases unless it was proved
that the escape of electricity was due to the fault
of the telephone company. A clause of this kind
ai^peared in the Tyneside'Bill of 1901 and a number
of others. (See Elec. Rev., August 23rd, 1901,
P- 330;-

In America it was held that where one defendant's
wire carrying a dangerous current crossed that of the
other defendant's carrying a haiTnless current, and
there were no guards between them, then
both defendants might be found guilty of negligence,
where an accident occured owing to a contact ol the
wires {Rozce v. AM', and N. J. Telergaph Co. (1901),
N.J. 48. At. I. Rep. 523J : but it was otherwise where
the contact was caused by the fault of the owners
of the dangerous wire, owing to the slipping of the
trolley pole of one of their cars, or where it was
due to the fault of the owners of the harmless wire
in suffering it to get out of repair {li'estern Union
Telegraph Co. v. Thorn, 1894, 64 Fed. Rep. 287J.
The question whether the person who sustains

injury can be .guilty of contributory negligence
which will relieve the tramway company does not
appear to have been decided in' the Engl'ish Courts.
It is submitted that if a passenger on the roof of a
doul)le-decker were to deliberately grasp a naked
trolley wire, or otherwise expose himself to danger
in contravention of the notices and bye-laws of the
company Jie could be found guilty of such contribu-
tory negligence, then the tramway company could be
relieved. At any rate, the decisions of the American
Courts could be cited in support of such an argu-
ment. In Frecnwn -r. Brooklyn Heights Railroad
Co.. 1900 (66 N.Y.S.T., 052), a company was held
not to be liable when its guard wire had become
charged and injured a boy who was walking on the
girder of a brid.ge where he had no business to be.
although it was the custom of boys so to walk. There
is no contributory negligence, however, if the in-
jured person is under duty to be where he is at
the time of the accident, or where a wire is danger-
ously near a public passage, although the injun- is

caused by an unusual act on the part of the passer
by.

It may be .said, and with reason, that many of the
cases above referred to do not particulariv concern
electric lighting authorities, inasmuch as the cables
which they would suspend are higher up. sub-
jected to no wear and tear, and are heavilv in-
sulated. The underlying principle, however, that
the person suspending cables is liable for negligence
apiilies with equal force to cables of this character.

Canada.—The ^^fontroal City Board of Control and the
Montreal Lisrht, Heat and Power Co. have reached a deadlock on
the (lueation of street ligrhtincr. The company has quoted
£,^2 lOs. per lamp per annum for the centre of the oitv. where
underirround cables are to be used, while Mr. Parent, the Roanl's
lighting- superintendent, estimates that, by a mnnicioal scheme, the
price could be reduced to £22 lOs. per annum. Mr. Parent has
now submitted a report to the Board, in which he estimates the
capital expenditure of such a scheme at *S4.,'iOO, and the total
annual expenditure at £10.820. Officials of the Board and the
company are to meet shortly, and the matter will then be decided.
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a differential relay for heavy
work-

By HARRY E. DEY.

Some time ago the writer had occasion to ubo a differential

relay tliat involved unusual requirements inasmuch as it had
to be very sensitive, operating upon a small fraction of 1 per
cent, of change in current, and was used for closing and open-
ing a i>ilot motor circuit (O.OSio h.p.) every few seconds, the
motor running in two directions.

A prominent electrical instrunient manufacturer had pre-
viously report«l that he could provide nothing, either special

or from stock, to fulfil the conditions, as the design of his

instruments necessitated that the spring should be a con-
«luctor, while the current requirements involved were too
great for this service. Upon further investigation the writer
came to the conclusion that it was necessary for him to design
some device to be made in the shop. Before entering upon a
description of the device built it may be well to give a general
idea of the purpose for which it was intended.

A 40-n.P. motor of siieeial design and construction was in-

stalled on a United States cruiser for steering purposes. This
motor was controlled for speed, direction and stoppage by
means of a field rheostat only. Mounted on a standard on the
bridge of the ship was a bronze case which contained a small
high-resistanco rheostat (a in Fig. 1), which was operated by

Fig. 1.

—

Control Ciecdits for Electric Steering.

means of a hand wheel b, the shaft of which was passed
through the case. A line wire was connected to the contact-
ing linger, which was normally at the centre of the eommu-
tating arc, thus giving equal resistance to each side. Down
in the steering room a duplicate of this rheostat c was con-
nected with the finger of the steering-motor field rheostat in

a manner to cause them to move together. The differential

relay was also installed in the steering room. Two wires con-
nected the extremes of the arc of one rheostat to corresponding
points of the other rheostat, the coils d of the differential

relay being inserted in the circuits between the two rheostats
in such a manner that the two w-indings opposed one another.

If the helmsman desired to turn the rudder, say, 5 deg. to

starboard, he would turn the hand wheel until the index to

which it was geared pointed to 5 deg. starboard. This would
upset the equilibrium of the relay circuit, causing its pendu-
lum to swing over to starboard and close the pilot-motor
circuit. The latter would immediately operate, moving the
arm of th« field rheostat to a position that would cause the
steering motor to run in the proper direction to carry the
rudder to starboard. The pilot motor, besides changing the
field rheostat, di-ove the contacting finger of the relay rheostat
to a position which would neutralize the change of resistances
in the rheostat on the bridge. This again balanced the two
circuits, allowing the relay pendulum to swing to the centre
and thus break the pUot-motor circuit. If the pilot motor
overran by momentum, the relay would become unbalanced
and thus swing over to the other side and reverse the motor.
The overrun would be so short, however, that the motor would
not have enough momentum on the return to pass over, con-
spquently no brake was required. The net result was, there-

fore, a slight overrun, a rebound and a dead stop.

^^Tlen the steering motor operates, in addition to moving
the rudder, it drives, through a chain of gearing, the field

rheostat body in the base of the m.ichine. This rheostat body
is driven in the same direction that the contact finger was
moved, so that by the time the rudder has reached the end

' From the Mectrical Worlti.

• if itrt 5-det}. travel the relative pcsitionB of the finger and the
liudy are unchanged from what they were before the hclius-
nian acted. An overrun of the stceriuj,' motor from tnomcutuni
acts in a bimilar manner to that with the pilot motor, un-
balancing the field rheostat and causing the motor to reixiund
with an easy elastic movement and to stop at the point re-
ouired. It was interesting to watch this motor with itg slow
elastic wovejiients for small changes and quick rotation for
the greater rudder movements.
The relay, as illustrated herewith, is made from a brass

spool 4 in. long and with heads 4 in. in diameter; the hole
is 1.75 in. in diameter. After providing the proper insulation
the sixiol was wound with two parallel insulated wires separated
by a coarse thread. The four tenuiuals were brought out to
binding posts, which were later connected to the circuit in such
a manner that the currents oppose one another. Tbia causes
a high difference of potential between the adjacent wires near
their terminals, consequently extreme care is required in the
winding. Each layer should be especially well insulated from
the layer beneath. This parallel winding provides an abso-
lutely accurate balance that can never be secured by winding
the two circuits in separate coils. A brass shell slipped over
the spool completes the metal housing. A hard-rubber plate
is attached to one of the heads, for holding the binding posts,
and the whole is fastened to a base plate bv lugs as seen in
Fig. 2.

1
-

fe

Another brass spool was made to provide a snug fit in the
first spool when forced in with its axis at right angles to the
former. It is held from endwise movement by means of rods
suspended from the binding-post plate which is mounted on
top of the main spofil. This spool is wound with a single
insulated wire of a resistance sufficient to take care of the full

line voltage, for it is connecte<l directly across the circuit.

A wide deep groove is cut across each head of this spool, ex-

o, S S S „
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litre position and which would .at the same time be practi-

cally fnctionless. Another desirable feature, in the spring was
U) have it decrease its pulling power as it left the neutral

point so that by the time the contacts were reached there would
be very little puLl remaining, and thus the electrical contacts

would be proportionately improved. These requirements are

directly opposed to the principle of action of any mechanical
.spring, but the happy thought finally struck the writer of

using a permanent steel magnet for a spring. The magnet
included both the important elements of being frictionless

and having the pull decrease with the distance moved, besides

being easy to adjust by filing olT the small wire used as an
armature. The device as finally built consisted of a specially

designed magnet, cut out of sheet tool-steel and hardened,
of the form shown at A in Pig. 2. It will be noted that the
pole pieces are sharply pointed, like the teeth of a saw, and
are separnted by about 0.2.5 in. The magnet is fastened to

the insulating block in a position that will permit the pendulum
to swing between the pole pieces without touching them. The
pendulum at this point is drilled to receive a small iron wire,

which pa-ssi s through and is pointed at both ends. It is made
.short enough to afford a liberal clearance when passing between
the poles. In operation the poles draw the iron wire, and
hence the pendulum, to the exact centre and hold it there

with all the force desired. This magnetic spring completely
solved the problem, and it appears that there may be other
cases where it might be used to advantage..

Before the sea trials the writer feared that the pendulum
might vibrate, owing to the rolling and pitching of the ship
and the vibration of the machinery, and thus keep up a con-
tinuous "seesawing" of the steering, for the magnetic spring
had to be made quite weak in order to preserve the sensitive-

ness of the relay. But, as usually happens, the expected
difficulty did not come to pass, and in the worst of seas the
pendulum never wavered.
Another problem that came up in this steering device was

that of reversing the pilot motor without the complication
of a pole-changing switch on the relay. This was accomplished
by providing the field with two sets of windings. Two termi-
nals, one from each winding and of opposite signs, were
joined together to one of the commutator brashes (see Pig. 1).

Of the other two terminals, one was connected to one of the
relay contact points and the other to the remaining contact.

Tlie other commutator brush was connected to the line. The
resultant operation was that when the relay closed one circuit

it sent the current through one set of field coils and thence
through the armature in series. When the circuit was clo.sed

through the other contact the current passed through the
other field coil in the reverse direction, which reversed the
field, and thence through the armature in the same direction

as formerly. This gives a reversing motor with only a single

contact required for each direction. There are many cases
where a control of this kind can be made to fit in t-o advantage.
The motor used was of standard manufacture and of the

fan-motor type, but its builders refused to take any responsi-
bility if they provided it with two fields. The writer lost

patience with their ultra-conservatism, had the old field coils

removed and replaced them with new ones of enameled wire.
The saving in space due to using this enamel conductor in

place of the former cotton-covered wire permitted almost as

many ampereturns for each coil as there were in the oriirinal

windings. The motor never gave the slightest trouble. With-
out any external resistance it was thrown on, back and forth,

every few seconds, for periods sometimes extending over
several davs.

THE PRESENT STATE OF ELECTRICAL
INDUSTRIES IN JAPAN.*

By Professor Shunkichi Kimura, Ph.D.

insulting and Commercial Engineer for Electrical Industries
and Applications, Tokio, Japan.

lUuiE industry in Japan is progressing, but much more slowly
tLian m ICurope or America, and in the case of electrical in-

dustries Japan is from ten to tifteed years behind other
countries in the West.
In the domain of electrical industries, water-power plants

throughout the country are numerims and widely distributcil.

Accoriling to the most reliable report, those waler-powor plants
alone which can be most easily and economically turned to

-electric power amount in the aggregate to about ten million
horse-power; of this only three hundred thousand have already
been utilised for the public, whilo one-half of it is in actual
operation, and that mostly for lighting and power in cities

and towns. Ordinary types of motors, generators and trans-
lirmers arc now made here of enxlitablc quality, but iron and
-;ti'el of special descriptions arc imported every year to a great
amount. Patent rights and manufacturing processes may be
.uquired from abroad, but without the help of trained foreign

*.\bstract, from the Journal of the Society of .\rts.

engineers, at least during the trial stage, it vrill be difficult to

turn out articles of high-class quality.

.Apparently there is a great boom in electrical industries in

Japan, yet if wc deduct the iminnUA article.s only a little will

remain as the genuine product of home industry. One hears

from contractors that all kinds of machines, Ixjth mechanical
and electrical, are still imported through their hands, without
any change, for places where reliable machines are in demand.
These contractors are generally large firms, having long ex-

perience and trained hands. The so-called importers, whose
business is conducted by foreigners with low-grade native

employes, and without respect-ible Japanese aseociatc.?, Ecem
to have felt the effects of the change.
Of the present .system of industry, as regards either sale or

management on a scale fit for cheap production and a wide
market, Japanese men of business have as yet had only short

experience. Those industries which are now flourishing do
not belong to the class of pioneer industries, and the ehanm-ls

of business have been prepared by the so-called importers. It

will be clear that the co-operation of foreigners trained in

international business is desirable, while for the manuf.icture

of articles, complicated as regards process, delicate in fixing,

or precise in mea.surement, the co-operation of trained foreign

hands will he imperative. But on the side of management deal-

ing with customers, understanding public taste, and the proper

ways of speaking and writing, or in selecting the right person

to communicate with—in short, in all that cannot be reached

by reasoning and calculations alone—the co-operation of Japa-

nese managers will be desirable. Further, the protective policy

of the government and its general encouragement of home
indu.stries wOl be met by joint capitalisation. The days of

monopolising interests are now gone for ever, arid the day has

come for mutual interest with joint responsibility, the rights

of both parties being justly considered and clearly defined.

To me it seems that foreign firms and inventors are too neg-

lectful of securing their patent rights in Japan. All the de-

tails of their inventions, so far as they are expounded in the

technical papers in their own lands, are of course open to

public scratiny here and the so-called inventors here may resort

to these papers and utilise them for their own benefit. In

granting patent rights in this country. otUcials do not search

through foreign patent records; it is advisable, therefore, that

the real inventors or the lawful iwssessors of patent rights

should pay more attention to this matter. The best thing to

bo done would be to secure their patent rights here, and to

look at once for their exploitation, either in the form of co-

operative working, or of selling the rights, or else on the basis

of royalties. The market here is, of course, too small for large

industries; and the most profitable inventions will be those

dealing with the commonest kinds of articles, widely used in

industry or by the public, or else such as will replace others

which have already created a good market in this countrj-.

In the exploitation of inventions and manufacturing pro-

cesses there is one thing which might with benefit be resorted

to. This is the publication in industrial or trade journals, in

the Japanese language, of the general nature of the invention,

of the manufacturing facUities, of the properties of the articles

made, of places in which they may bo most profitably employeii,

and so forth, accompanied with cuts or illustrations, and. when
necessary, with the result of scientific testings, and with any-

thing which will instruct people and induce them to make fur-

ther inquiry. A few lines of advertisement in daily papei-s

otVoring for sale the patent rights are of course useless, since

their nature can only be understood by a few specialists, but

not by the men who might take real interest in the trans-

action.

The following brief survey of the present state of electrical

industries in Japan may be of some interest. The data have

been collected within the last six months in the factories

throughout the country and under my own personal observa-

tion.

Motors, generators, and transformers are made here in large

quantities, to meet a very great demand which increases every

year. As to the size, generators have been made up to

ti,0(Xl-K.w. giving very good results under test. There are tw-o

laigo factories with long experience, one in some amnection

with the General Electric Company of the Uniteil States of

America, the other as a part of a dockyard. Besides there is a

large factory adjoining and in iwssessiou of^ a ooppor-mine.

which jnomises to have a splendid future. Smaller factories

which turn out snuiller articles are many in number, and

eompeto keenly with each other. All special iron and stwl

parts are imported, and these factories have always to keep

them in stixk, thereby causing unnecessary loss and inwm-

venience. Special types of machines, and those directly

coupled with water and steam turbines, have been supplied

by the importers and contractors; but even these are now
being made in Japan Ui a small extent.

Carbon filament lamps are made here in » satisfactory way.

though .son\o difticulty is experienced in making them for 22«1

volts, and the filaments of superior qualities are all iinporteil.

Tungsten lamps of ordinary size are also made here in many
places, both drawn and squirted wires being imixutetl. I^rge

factories in Kaw.isaki and Os;\ka are turning out tens of thous-

ands of lamps every day, yet hardly enough to meet the public

demand.
Porcelain insulators of good quality are made here to »

large amount, leaving no i-oom for imixirtation, as suitable

raw materials are plentiful iit Kiushiu and other places.

Among solid insulating materials other than porcelain, elxinite
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i« tin' I'lily s.ii't which cun he iiuulc in a K"""*! 'luahty. No
siil>.sli!iit(H fur chonitt- nor any insiilatoiN to nieot Hpetial

I inuiiistancfn uic vot forthcouiinti, althoutjh HUt-h loriuB us

liiinp-Hockcts or hall-insuhitors for tn.lliy lines are made to a

-r.at cxtijit. .Mica is largely found in ( 'on-a iiiul .Manchuria,

Ihi.u-li the iiuahty is not hi«h-j,'ra(I.v There Kx » prospect of

IiiiiImik' the iiiiinral of Kood quality in deeper places in the

mines. It is sliU good enou)<h h'r making some sort of

niicanite; hut there was no fact<iry for it till Very recently.

SiiiK^rinr kinds of mica are iiuiiurted through Ixjudon (irrus

from India, and in most of the electric w<irkshop8 they are used

even where .smaller pieces of inferior ((uality arc go'id enough

fur the purptise. Very recently a patent right for hakelite has

heen aciiuired, and the manufacture will begin after one year.

Inilia-ruhher insulating UiywA aro made in many places,

usually on n small scale and in a very primitive way. Insu-

lating" compounds and varnishes are made only to a small

extent; an<! n<ine with special features are yet t'Hiched upon.

Transformer oils are made at oil refineries, but it is not known
whether thev meet the strict rcquirernepts of electrical engi-

neers. .Ml other oils for making varnishes and compounds
are imported, and they secure good prices.

.'Vmnieters, voltmeters and kilowatt-hour meters are largely

imported, .\mmeters and voltmeters for \.c. aiid d.c. are

also made here on a fair business scale and supplied for use

with small motors, but they serve for indicating rather than

for measuring, and the consumers of electric jinwcr in general

are inditfere.iit'. I have seen such meters in process of calibra-

tion by iin ordinai-y workman with no proiwr education for

such work, who was giving an allowance of -20 per cent,

either way, and calibrating with the fluctuating city supply

as the electric source. There are some factories where they

make switchboard instruments, accurate to within 3 or 4 per

cent., supplied with the generators made by thejiiselves, ' but

these cost much more tTian imported ones made by well-

known spe<'ialist firms in .America and Europe. There is no
manufacturer of insti-uments of precision fit for scientific use.

l<'or hot-wire instruments there is difficulty in obtaining proper

wiri's. In some factories resistance-boxes are made, but with

materials having high temperature co-efiicients. The employ-

ment of physicists in factories began only a few years ago.

and there are still places where men with no propel education

hold the plaei' of chief engineer. There is no place such as

the National Phy.sical Laboratory, or the Bureau of Standards.

I have not seen at any commercial industrial workshop a

really good potentiometer from well-known makers, and pre-

served in perfect condition, nor have I .seen a battery of

secondary cells for the electric source in calibration or testing

of D.c. instruments, or in driving a motor-generator for a.c.

instruments. Such special instniments as the oscillograph

are still considered a luxurious equipment in places where
they are much needed ; but ohmrneters and such like are used

to a great extent. Those meters, which serve in selling and
buying electricity, must now pass the examination of the

Teishinsho (I!)epartment of Communication). Among these

meters, tariff meters are imported to a large amount, but

competition being keen, and under the public idea that elec-

tric apparatus has no fixed price, they are sold at half the

catalogue price, and in addition one quarter of the sejling

price is paid for the fee of examination. The number of these

meters examined at the Teishin.sho last year reached thirty-

eight thousand, and the figure increases every year at a rapid

rate.

None of the alloys used as the materials for electric resist-

ances, except a small amount of German silver, are made here.

Consequently all heating elements must be imported.

Rubber works are in a prosperous condition, but not suf-

ficiently so to stop the importation entirely. The rubber
works for the purpose of insulation have now become a part

of wire and cable factories. Good rubber is, of course, im-
]Kirted from South .America through London and New York
firms, inferior quality rubber comes from the Straits Settle-

ments, while the e;sperimental cultivation of the tree in

Formosa i.s likely to end in disappointment.
Copper wii-es of all, descriptions, from ]X)W€r cables down

to silk-covered wires and rubber cords, are made here almost

to the entire exclusion of imported articles, and all these

factories are apparently in a prosf^rous condition, though
competition is very keen in thi.s as in other industries.

Enamelled wires are made in some of the factories, but the

demand is still small and not yet established.

Dry cells are made in many places on a small scale, but the

demand is increasing every year. Most of the factories do not

possess the prope.r apparatus for testing their products, the

general public accepting them untested, while in supplying

governmental customers rigorous specifications are' observed.

Dry cells fit for .storing, made of the type in which some
liquid is poured in at the time they are used, are in demand
by the .\rmy, the Navy, and in tlie telegraph and t-elephone

departments. Secondary cejls of lead tj'pe are now made in

two or three places, but the greater part of the demand,
which is increasing every year, is supplied by importers.

Those who are going to install them naturally pay attention

to the life of the cells, and therefore look for the products of

well-established foreign factories, native factories being still

too young to insure, good records for their products. Govern-
mental customers use the native products, because they are

instructed to do so and they have no personal interest in the

question.

Electric carbons for dry cells and for arc lamps, and also

tlione carbons which do not require special processes, are faado

in many places, though on a sjnall scale. Thick carbon rodiv

for wurchlightH iind curbon granules for tcknhone work are

not yet made here in pro[M;r C|uality ; carbon bru«lie», though

miidl', are much inferior to imported ones.

Public tell plioncH and telegraphs are government monopolies,

and the apparatus, being fixed in form, are old m typi-, except

in a few instances where new inventions are empl<iyi-d by way
of trials. Most of these public telephone und teU>{raph

apparatus have Ixcn suppliid by two finns, one purely Japanese

and the other in close- connection with the West, and the

apparatus were subjected to severe trials according to the

pulley of the government.
Fittings for lighting uwvl in .Tapanesc houses are developing

to meet the tastes of the people; but thoM- for buildings <)f

fureign style, for offices and dwelling-housi'S,^ which are in-

creasing very rapidly, are imported articles. No electric irous

arl^ made here,, nor any electric heatei's or cooking utensils,

while electric fans are only manufactured to a very limited

extent. Suppliers of electricity are now competing fiercely

with one another, but for curreYit for lighting purr»o.ses only.

When this contest comes to an end, and that will be very

soon, the manufacture of all kinds of apparatus f-' .1. >... ,t,,-

purixises will rise quickly to a state of prosperilv

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters mceired by va after 6 P.M. ON TUESDAY cantiut appear until

the fvllowing week. Ciirrespcmdentt should fiyrward their eommuni-

catiims at the earliest ptmible vioment. Ko letter can be jrubluhei

unless we hare the writer's name and address in our possession.

Electrical Apparatus for Shearing Wool.

I have recently received an inquiry from a woolstapler

for electrical apparatus for shearing wool from skins, and

from what I can gather this is carried out by means of a

wire kept at white heat by electricity. The idea, as above,

hardly saems practicable, but perhaps some modified form

may be in use at present. "Would you be kind enough to

insert this letter in your columns in order that I may get

in touch with agents or manufacturers who specialise in

electrical shearing apparatus ?

My client informs me that he has been told by friends in

the trade that apparatus working on the above lines is in

successful use in Germany at the present time.

J. G. Bomford.

Stratford-on-Avon, Juli/ 2Atk, 1914.

Cab Tire Sheathed (able.

We are interested to note your article on the proposed

Testing Institution in the current week's issue, and agree

with the author that a method which will prevent inferior

material from being foisted upon the electrical industry will

be of considerable value to that industry, especially in

regard lo its future.

Reference is made to the suitability of this Institution for

testing electrical machinery and material which have not

been long in practical operation, and the author of the

article mentions cab tire shaathed cables for house wiring

in this connection. He further states that, if suitable, this

style of wiring will prove of the utmost benefit, but refers

to other classes of cable which have not been successful, ahd

queries how one is to know that cab tire sheathed cables

will eventually prove to be any better than these.

We trust we may be allowed, as inventors and patentees

of the cab tire sheathed type of cable, to give reasons for

our opinion that this type will do what we claim for it.

In the first place, we have been makers of cab tires for

the past 1-2 years, and at the present moment are about the

largest manufacturers of these in the United Kingdom,

turning out 5 or li tons per week of cab tires alone, for use

all over the world.

It was in consequence of this intimate knowledge of the

almost indestructible nature of cab tire compound that we

decided to use it for sheathing electric cables ; but before

putting it on the market seriously, we carried out severe

practical and laboratory tests upon it, with acids, oils,

alkalis, ozone, &c., and we also examined cab tires in

service that had been made by us as long ago as possible, to

confirm our opinion as to absence of deterioration-

Enclosed, for instance, is a piece of cab tire which was-
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supplied in May, 1900, to a coachbuilder's shop in the New-
castle district, where it was put on " show wlieeJs " in the

window, and which you will see is in perfect condition after

this exposure of over eight years.

We also started testing the cable under working con-

ditions at the earliest date possible, and can now show
* C.T.S. cables which have been in use in the most exposed

positions for over three years, without the slightest indication

of deterioration.

Under these circumstances, and in regard to the fact

that we have largely advertised and sold this C.T.S. cable

for use in the worst positions (where other cables have

quickly failed) during the past three years, and that we
have had practically no complaints during that period, we
think that the confidence of our customeis and ourselves

in C.T.S. should now be shared in by the electrical profession

generally.

May we add that while it is pleasant to note the gradual

adoption of C.T.S. for wiring, by the more enterprising, it

is interesting to observe how some electrical engineers shake

their heads warily and continue to use the old-fashioned

wiring systems which give trouble in so many cases, and
which are frequently replaced by C.T.S.

St. Helens Cable and Rubber Co., Ltd.

J. H. C. Brooking, Manager.

Warrington,

Awjmt Ut, 1014.

NEW THREE-PHASE REPULSION MOTOR.

THBEE-phase, Heriee-wonnd commatator motors with starticp and
Bpe*d reffulation by brush displacement have foniid ezteneiTe
practical application durioe: recent years ; they do not involve the
complicated reenlating devices, stepped cr rotary transformers,
stater tappings and the like, which are rtqnired by shunt motors.
Nevertheless the transformer required between the etator and rotor
of a series motor is an undesirable complication, particularly since
it must be designed for the same power as the motor itself. A
single-phase repulsion motor requires no transformer, and it ia

possible in some cases to replace with advantage a single three-

phase motor by two single-phase Scott-connected repuUion motors.
A. Heyland* has recently patented a design lor a three-phste

repulsion motor which is built, not as a simple rotating tield

machine, but with a chord winding (tis in the Scheibius motor)
and three pairs of short-circuited brushes, the angle between the

brushes in each pair being rather lees than the angle between the
neighbouring stator phases. Such a motor is slightly smaller

than a single-phase repulsion machine of equal power and much
smaller than the equivalent pair of single-phase machines
arranged for operation on three-phase current ; it is larger than
the pure rotating field series motor, but this is compensated by
elftnination of the transformer required by the latter. The new
machine has identically the same characteristics as a series motor
and combines therewith the well-known advantages of the single-

phase repulsion motor.
Fig. 1 represents a two-pole machine, s being the stator winding

with terminals 1, 2, 3, and u the rotor winding and commutator
with three pairs of short-circuited brushes capable of simultaneous

displacement. For simplicity, ring windings are assumed. The
brushes are shown in their neutral position. The stator field is

tri-axial, and linked between phases, as indicated by the triangularly

arranged arrows in the rotor. In the free spaces between adjacent

Colonial Appointments.

Apropos of the letter in this week's Review on the

subject of Colonial appointments, I should like to endorse

your correspondent's warning, especially as regards the

East, and that Cinderella of our profession, " Telegraph
engineering."

Married men should never venture to the great cities of

the East on salaries of less than £500 per annum. I

could give you particulars of a married engineer, who, out

of a salary of ,£450, had to pay £200 per annum for a

suitable house.

M.I.E.E.
Arnside, Westmorland,

Avgust -Jill/, 1914.

Electrical Treatment of Milk.

"^'our article in this week's Electrical Revihw on the

above subject of my patents is somewhat misleading and
incorrect in various details.

I may say that after working on the problem for some
months and taking out the customary patent protection,

Mr. F. C. Lewis, then assistant in the Bacteriological

Laboratory at the Liverpool University, was called in by me,

and assisted me in the solving of the problem, but the

patents therein are mine and will be strictly enforced.

A. Shelmerdine.
Liverpool, Augitd 1st, 1914.

Electrical Engrineers and the War.

Feeling sure that many experienced electrical engineers

would willingly olfer their services to the Government if

re<|uired for duty in the event of war coinmenciiig against

Hritain, I should be pleased to hear from gentlemen willing to

co-operate in forming a committee with the intention of

creating an organisation for this purpose at the earliest

possible moment.
W. Ellerd-Styles.

9 1 , Forest Drive West, Leytoustone.

[A further reference to this matter will be found in our

leading columns to-day.— Kus. Hleo. Rev.J

IvU'ttric Litttit and Itoinnu rutliolicisiii.—A long
and strict decree has just been issued by the Sacred Congregation
of Rites, Rome, in wHioh electric lights are absolutely forbidden
on or over any altar containing the blessed sacrament or the relics

of a saint.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

pairs 'of brushee, fields represented by the dotted arrows are prc-

duced by ithe currents induced in the short-circuit paths. The
resultant effect is a single-axis field between the brushes of each

pair Cas represented by the pairs of parallel arrows), and this cor-

responds to the conditions in 4 single-phase repulsion motor. In

the neutral position shown, the current between brushes is only

suflicient to produce the dotted compensating field. At fnll

speed the compensating field vanishes, and the machine is superior

to a single-phase repulsion motor in that part only of the

rotating field is produced by the rotor rotation, the remainder

being produced directly by the three-phase stator winding ; in

consequence, phase displacement is less than in a single-phase

repulsion motor, and can be corrected entirely by introducing a

small compensating E..M.K. in the brush short-circuit. Exact com-

pensation can be provided at all speeds, and the machine can be

given shunt characteristics under working conditions. The
important point is, however, that the machine operates as a pure

repulsion motor at starting, and approaches more and more

closely the characteristics of a rotating field motor as its speed

increases.

As shown in fig. 2, the machine may be arranged on the Dtri

principle with one fixed and one movable brush in each pair. The
same advantages are secured as in the Deri one-phase machine ;

the P.O. between brushes increases with their separation. If each

moving brush be brought right up to the fixed brush in the mit
pair, the machine attains the characteristics of a rotating field

motor.
The 'new motor is but little larger than the ordinary three-

phase machine of equal output. The chord winding produces lets

favourable loading of the slot bar.^, and the iron dimensions

should be rather more liberal. The 10 per cent, additional ontlsy

thus incurred is oflfset by elimination of the transformer. For a

certain rid-u.r, hoisting installation, the cost of a three-phate

series motor with transformer was £122 (£;iS + £^2^^ : of two

Scott-connected one-phase repulsion motors, £llt); and of a

lloylaud three-phase repulsion motor, J610S. Hitherto it has been

considered necessary to carry current into the rotor to effect com-

pensation, but in the Ueylaud motor the brushes are simply short-

circuitod. When the distance between the short-circuit brushes

is extended beyond the angle of the stator phases, automatic

internal phase compensation is set up by a resultant magnetising

component due to overlapping of the stator phases by rotor current

induced from the phases lying opposite. The automatic internal

compensation effected is characteristic of this fvarticulfir machine,

and cannot be secured in a single-phase repulsion motor.

Fig. 3 shows diagrammatioally a two-pole Heyland motor with

crossed brush connections. In multivx^lar machines direct cross-

overs are not necessary if the brush pairs be correctly spaced on

• See also JRT'.Z, pp. 85-86 : 1914.
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part only of tlu' ciruumlorenoc (>../., every Hecond oue omittiU)

;

equaliniiit; coniieotionH between the comniutator-barit are theu
rei|uirtHl in wave windin|;H. Generally the Htationary brunhex are
mounted iuHide, and the movable brueheH on the bearini; Hide of

the commutator. Fit;. 4 ehowH the power factor under various
loadB of an smi kvv. motor -. — in) With Himple wiuirrelcage rotor ;

1//) with bru«he« at 1l'0° (the brusheH of neighbourini; eets ooincid-

inp in position)
;

(<•) with bruhhcH at 160°, &» in fitf. I ; ('/) with
bruehes at ItiO' and etationary bruithee set forward 40" from the
neutral position. Curve/' shows asliRht improvement in powerfaotor
due to suppression of harmonic fields ; curve r shows unity power
factor at considerably lower loads, t'jmpeneation being by a current
component which is proportional to the main current, the power
factor curves fitr. 4 are quite smooth. In reversible motors, the
commutator frictional drafr advances the stationary brushes
automatically.

Phase compensation is best near synchronous speed. Corres-

pondin^f to various brash settings, the machine runs at certain

speeds which do not rise much above synchronism as the load is

Figs. 3 and 4.

reduced. The compensating- action resembles the behaviour of a

synchronous motor except in respect of the internal self-excitation

and variable speed characteristic?. The new machine poB.'esaea the

simplicity of a single-phase repulsion motor without its disadvan-

tages in the shape of auxiliary compensation, &c. In size and
efficiency the Heyland three-phase repulsion motor is practically

identical with the corresponding series motor, the stator winding
and number of poles being altered to allow for the fact that the

series motor runs 50 per cent, over synchronism whereas the

repulsion machine runs more or less synchronously. Below
synchronism the new machine has series characteristics, but near

synchronism it assumes shunt characteristics, and is, therefore, an
ideal hoisting motor. The automatic internal compensation
permits the machine to be designed with relatively weak field even

for heavy overload and hence keeps the kva. demand low when
starting under heavy load. The motor is the simplest yet available

for power factor improvement.

for three-i)hiu<e work. With this singlir cylimler (xmstruction,

however, when as much as 100 K\v, had to b« dealt with, consider-

able dilliculty was exi>erienced in removing the heat from the
internal partti and in sulliciently innulatiog the various anodeii

from one another.

Finally, the shape which ba-l already worked Bacceosfully in the

case of the gluss rectifiers has l>een adopted lx)th by the I!. E.G. and
the A.K li. The anodes, in fact, are placed in separate side

chambers projecting more or less radially at intfrvals out of a

central cylinder containing the common cathode. In this way the

anodes are removed from the path of the so-called "cathode
flame," consiatiug of electrically neutral particles of mercury

Fig. 1.—100-KW. JIebcuey Eectifieb.

•which have been driven upwards by the heat. In previous con-

structions trouble often resulted from some of these particles

reaching the anode surface, and when this occurs, even if only

momentarily, there is the risk of one of the anodes being converted
into a temporary mercury cathode, and so stopping the valve

action of the apparatus and leading to a short circuit between
anodes.

In fig. 1 is given a dimensioned drawing of an A.E.G. rectifier

of this latest type (191S) for an output of 100 Kw. from three-

phase to direct current, the direct current output being 350 volts

300 amperes. It consists of a cylindrical iron vessel about 1 m.
high and '415 m. diameter. The cylinder is entirely closed at the

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MERCURY
RECTIFIER FOR LARGE OUTPUTS.

The idea of employing an iron enclosing case in place of a glass
one for the mercury rectifier is an old one and was, in fact, sug-
gested by Cooper-Hewitt, the discoverer of the rectifier, in a Swiss
patent of l!i03. The clearing up of the many minor difficulties in
connection with the small power glass rectifiers, however, seems
to have kept this suggestion in the background for some years.
The first forward step in this direction was made by the General
Electric Co., of America, and their experimental work was embodied
in various patents in 1909 and 1910. The Allgemeine Elektrizitats
Gesellschaft also took out a patent on the same lines in 1910.
From that time onwards work has been going on steadily in this
direction. In 1912 the first model of the G.E.C. iron-cased
rectifier was tested in Germany. It consisted of two tall iron
cylinders, each containing a subdivided mercury cathode and two
anodes, and each cylinder -was surrounded by a cooling chamber
with water circulation. Two such cylinders in parallel were need
to convert 80 kw. of single-phase alternating-current power into
direct current. The sealing of the chambers was accomplished
by alternate concentric rings of rubber and lead or asbestos and
lead and was satisfactory, although the exhausting pump had to
be kept continuously at work whilst the rectifier was in operation.
For three-phase work three cylinders were used.
A little later the A.E.G. introduced a construction in which a

single cylinder contained all the anodes and the cathode required

* Dr. K. Norden, in the E.T.Z,

Fig. 2.

—

Oscillograph Records of Rectifier Working.

bottom, whilst the top cover is formed by an open tank "8 m. deep

and '3 m. in diameter, the bottom of which closes the condensing
chamber of the rectifier, whUst the tank itself is filled with about
55 litres of water, which, by its slow evaporation, gives all the

necessary cooling effect, and only requires refilling about once in

24 hours of continuous work.
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At the lower part of the cylinder three iron pipes are welded on
radially, with an upward bend. At the top of theue pipeB the
three iron anodes are fixed in inanlatinif and air-tiffht fluppc)rt«,

(joneistinff of porc^elain, aBbestoa and luioa, Healed with lead rinjfs
a^ainHt the atmospheric pressure. The mereury cithode lies at the
l)uttjmofthe central cylinder. The startinR or iffnition anode is

fired to a slanting rotatahle axis, which can be operated either by
hand or automatically. The arc can be examined through a small
window covered with mica.

The followinsr results of a test carried out by Prof. E Orlich on
one of these rectifiers show the capabilities of the apparatus The
rectifier was supplied from a three-phase transformer at 50 ~.
Three dynamometer wattmeters were connected on the a c. side to
measure the input power. These three meters showed practically
equal powers, indicating- effective symmetry of the load. The
reotiQer was loaded by connecting a llnvolt n c. supply circuit
through a practically non-inductive resistance batween the cathode
and the neutral point of the three-phase transformer. .\j choking
ooil was introduced to smooth out the direot-current fluctuations.
As measurements of only the true direct-current component of
the output were required, moving- coil d'Arsonval instruments were
used on the D c. side, so that, if anything, the efficiency obtained is

a little on the low side. The readings were quite steady, and all
the apparatus was checked after the test by potentiometer. As will
be seen, the rectifier was run continuously for four hours at 100 Kw.,
and throughout this teat, with the exception of the first reading,
when the rectifier had not yet warmed up, the ellijiency remained
constant at about 90 per cent. The starting electrode was dis-
connected soon after the start of the test, and was not reciuired
again. The pump was kept running during the first three hours,
and was then cut ofl^, and the vacuum remained good not only for
the remaining hour, but during various other tetts carried out
daring the evening. It wa", however, found impossible to work
continuously without running the pumps. The efl3ciency was
still very good at such low loads as 10 kw , or even 23 K\v. When
the direct-carrent output was still further reduced, the rectifier
still operated satisfactorily down to a minimum of about .i amperes,
when it went out, and could not be re-started at this low value.
Even when cold, the operation was satisfactory from 7 amperes
upwards without the continuous use of the starting electrode.

• Btai-liingai-o out out at 3.46.
I Pumps out ofl at (i.DO, and t9st oontiaued at 100 kw. till 7 p.m.

The oscillograph records in fig. 2 indicate that the change of
the rectifier arc from one anode to another takes place reliably and
regularly

;
they are in all respects comparable with the results

from the older rectifiers. The temperature reached, although
higher than allowed in ordinary electrical machinery, is moderate
and permissible considering the materials employed in this case

Besides this 8r.0-volt :t00-ampere size, the A. E.G. has now in
preparation similar rectifiers with longer anode tubes for higher
voltages, and others with wider anode tubes for heavier currents.
The (Jeneral Electric Co., of America, ha?, on the same lines,
produced si/.es which give outputs of as much as 1,000 kw., viz,
600 or 7(10 amps, at 1,200 volts continuously (and even 2,100 volts)'
whilst intermittently as much as 2,700 volts is obtainable.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES.
AND PLANT.

FITTINGS

Electiical Colliery riiiiit.

The first consideration in the arrangemeut of a scheme for
sinking a shaft is the electrical installation, for, in modern colliery
practice, electrical power is used right from the commencement,
enabling considerable economies to be effected.
At the Coventry Colliery of the Warwickshire Coal Co., where

sinkiDg operations are at present proceeding, one of the first stops
was the installation of a largeelectric power house with suflioient
plant to afford an adequate supply of electric power for sinking
while ample space has been left for future extensions. Steam
winding engines have been installed, and their exhaust is utilised
in mixed-pressure turbine generators.

In the exhaust mains a Rateau-Morrison steam accumulator is
inserted to afford a uniform supply of tteam to the exhaust turbines
with sumcient capacity to bridge over a stoppage of half-a-minute.
In addition, there is a connection direct from the boilers to the
mixed-pressure turbines by means of which the turbines can draw
live steam at times when the winding engines are not at work or
do not afford an adequate supply of exhaust steam. The oon-
densing water is cooled by the spray method, in a oooling pond

constructed of concrete throughout, l.'>2 ft. long, 113 ft. wide, and
4 ft. deep. There are 22 1 no-z.-^'ec The pond ban a capacity of
31.5,000 gallons per hour, effecting a redaction in temperature
from 95° V. to -SO" F. The pond also acts as a reservoir.

It is anticipated that with coal winning in foil awing the
engines will afford an average supply of oO.OuO lb. of steam per
hour at a pressure of 2 lb. per m. in. to the tarbines, or BDfficient to
generate 1,250 kw. continuously.
The present generating plant consists of two 880-k.v.a.

" Witton " turbo-alternators driven by the mixed-pressure tarbines
at a speed of 3,000 b.p.m. Three-phase power is generated at a

Fid. 1.—Colliery Power House, showing; two sSOk.-,..*..

" WiTTOs " Tibbo-Generator.s.

pressure of 2,750 volts, 50 cycles. The exciters for the turbines are
direct coupled, as shown in the view of the engine room. fig. 1

.

A third and similar set will probably be installed. The air pumps
and other auxiliaries are steam driven, with the exception of two
centrifugal pumps giving a supply of 210 gallons of water per
minute against a total head of 39 ft,, and driven by 75- H p.

"Witton" motors. Thes) are used for supplying water to cool
the oil which lubricates the bearings of the turbines, and for
emptying the cooling pond.

For lighting purposes there has been installed a 55-K\v. "Witton"
generator driven by a high-speed steam engine, which gives a
three-wire n.c. supply at 230 volts across the outers, a static

balancer giving the necessary neutral connection. This set is only
used when the winding engines are not at work. When exhaust
steim is available lighting current is taken from the main
alternating-current supply, the conversion from alternating to
direct-current being effected by a 55-KW. " WittDn " motor-generator
running at 5S0 H.i'.u,

The generators have been designed with high internal leakage
reactance in order to enable them to withstand heavy short-circuits
without damage to the windings. Close regulation is obtained by
means of a ISrown, Boveri voltage regulator. The colliery works
with an insulated neutral.

The electrical generating plant was supplied by the Ge.seb.\l
Electric Co., Ltd , of i'.7, Queen \ictoria Street, EC, and Mr.
W. C. Mountain, of Newcastle-on-Tyne. is the consulting engineer
for the scheme. We are indebted to Mr. A. M Kasscll and Mr.
J. W. Liddell, the agent and manager of the colliery, tor permission
to publish this description, and to Mr. W. C. Mountain for parti-

culars of the plant.

Electrolytic Rectiller.

Messrs. Isenth.vl 1: Co., of Danzil Works. Xeasden, N.W.. have
introduced an improved grid type electrolytic rectifier, in which
the heavy glass containers have been replaced by a single steel

tank container only, although both half waves of the .\.c. are
utilised.

KwVv^WVv\.•»A^/v^l

rc:

Fig. 2.

—

Regtifibb Coknections.
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The oriUcal voltaK*) o' the celln hiiB b«er ruined, und higher b c.

vo1ta|;en than formerly cin b« Hecared, Tlie luakuKe current has

been reduced, and no npioial coolintf arran««iueMtH are neueBsary.

U^ctifler, switchboard and tranaformerH now form u nelfon-
tained ml. and various control paneU can be provided ao'irdin);

to the piirpnae for which the apparatue ia u^ed.

Pit;. '^ illnatratee the - ponitive elements of a 5 ampere type

rectifier.

These are rigidly assembled, but can bo easily replaced ; the
portion of the element which panaes throui;h the level of the

The self-starter is of the multiple clapper type, cunsisting' of a
plain slate switchbriard which carries the clapper nwitchea and the
relays oontrolliiii; thu motor and auto-transformer circuits, and it

can be controlled cither liy pu'h buttons tl jat switch, tappet
switch or pres-tarc rei;nlator. This type of self starter we are

informed is standardised from I.") to 176 li II, c.

Temporary »'lrin(f.

Fii;. .''i shows the wall plu^s introduced by HBr<HBH. UeiBOLLF.
AND Co., of Hebbnrn, used for atai/e purposes. The object has
been to provide a kockI mechanical job of the wirinf; op t-o the

FiQ. 3.—PosnivK Ele.mknts, I.MPBOvao REcrrKiEB.

electrolyte U carefully protected from corrosive e8fict8. The
positive elements when sent out are practically ready for work,

having undergone formation.

The standard types are for use on single-phase A. c. or on one

phase of a multiphase supply ; the design can, however, be modi-

fied to utilise all phases equally, if necessary. The apparatus is

suitable for charging ignition and other aocuraulators, for running

D.c. motora, working mercury vapour, and projection lamps, &c.

Seir-Actiag Starter for Poljpliase Pump Motors.

Particulars of a new controlling apparatus, illustrated in fij. 4,

have been sent to us by the Iqk.vxic Electric Co., of 117, Queen
Victoria Street, LondDn. We understiml that many of these self-

FiG. B.

—

Revbolle Wall Plugs on the Stage.

plugs, the rest may be more or less of a temporary nature accord-

ing to the work that it has to do, and the length of service that
it is in commisaion.

""^^^f^P^-,

Fio. i.—Self-acting Starter. Frcs. 6 AND 7.

—

Reykolle Adapters.

acting starters have already been installed and are working in

various parts of the country driving centrifugal pumps and
apparatus with similar load characteristics.

The plugs are made fo that the pins are shrouded by the cover

and it is impossible to make accidental contact with the pins when
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alive ; in caeea such as that illustrated, when pln^s have to be
manipulated in a hurry, this feature is very nroeasary. Also the
mechanical protection afforded by the shroud avoids risk of iojur-

infr the pins in rough service.

FijfB. (i and 7 illustrate adapters provided for nie with the plug
board in order to obtain mor" than one connection from a socket,

or to insert dimmers or any other apparatus for various etaffe

effects.

OUR LEGAL QUERY COLUMN.

LEGAL

Powers oi' Jamaica Electric Co., Ltd.

On .laly 29th judgment was given at the Privy Council in two
appeals, in the firat of which the We3t India Electric (')., Ltd.,

was the respondent, and in the second appellant. The appeals
were tried toprether as they both involved the construction of the
Electric (' ).'3 licence to work tramways in the neighbaurhood of
KingstOD, Jamaica.
Lord Sumner, who delivered the judgment of the Cjurt, said

the action was brought to recover Cil. paid under protest. Shortly,

the appellant's grievance was tha"; he ought to he carried for a
maximum fare of 2 3. between any two piints in any one of the
three districts defined by the respondents licence, whether or not
such journey involved a change of cirs. The Supreme Court of
Jamaica held that the charges made by the Electric C). were
within the powers conferred on them by the licence, and dismissed
his action.

His Lordship said that they were of opinion that the decision

appealed from must be affirmed, with costs.

In the second appeal, in which the company were appellants and
the Attorney-General of Jamaica respondent, the company were
again snccessful.

Lord Sumner said that this action was brought by the com-
pany against the Attorney-General as representing the executive
of the Colony, in order to settle various r|uestioas long at issue

between the company and the Government. The Board was of
opinion that the appeal of the Electric Co. should be allowed, with
costs, and the judgment of the Supreme Ciurt and that of the
Chief Justice of Jamaica, which it affirmed, set aside.

Oriental Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd.

The case of Baillie r The Oriental Telephone and Electric Co.,

Ltd., came before Mr. Justice Astbury, on a motion by the plaintiff,

to restrain the c impany and its directors from acting on resolu-

tions on the ground alleged, that they were invalid, becmse of
insufficient notice.

Mr. Russell, K.C, for plaintiff, said that th'S evidence on both
sides was in conflict, and it having been stated that the directors

did not intend to act on the rewlutione, he suggested that the
mition should stand over till the second motion day next sittings.

Sir 0. Macassev, for the defendants, agreed.
His LoBD.snip directed the motion to stand over accordingly,

and gave leave to each party, on 10 days' notice before it came on,

to give notice to cross-examine witneses.

A Lii'T Case.

At the West Riding Assizes last week. Henry Ridfearn, a
labourer, was awarded £2')Q damages against Mes.srs. Smith, Major
and Stevens, Ltd., Birmingham. Plaintiff was injured by a falling

balance weight while assisting in the erection of lift gates which
Messrs. Smith, Major & Stevens were installing at Messrs. Reckitts'

works, lledtearn only claimed £41, £24 of which represented

wages.

A Kite and a Colliery.

Two young kite flyers were recently summoned at Tredegar for

wilfully damaging electric power lines at the Markham Colliery.

The lads were Hying a kite with a wire attached, and the latter

apparently came into contact with and short-circuited the trans-

mission line to the Markham (
' jUiery, which wa.>< immediately shut

down. Two hundred men were in the mine, and the ventilating

plant was stopped.

A Tramway Ticket.

At Bolton, last week, John Richardson was summoned under a
local by-law for failing to produce his ticket when requested
to do so by an inspector. It wai stated that the defendant boarded
a tramcar on July 9th and received a ticket, for which he paid a
penny.
The defence was that the defendant never received a ticket,

owing, he suggested, to the fact that the conductor had not at
the moment change for a shilling. There was no dispute, said

defendant, ab)ut the fact that he had paid the penny.
The case was dismissed, the Mayor stating that the Bench

believed the defendant had paid his fare.

"Pacific" writes:—"According to the Electric Lightiofr Acts
the undertakers have the right of admission ' at all reaeonable
times to any premises to which electricity is supplied by the under-
takers ' in order to inspect the electrical apparatus or disconnect
supply, &c. (Sec. 24, Electric Lighting Act, 18-.'.)

" In some cases the tenants wilfully refuse admission, or will not
answer the door.

" What is the correct procedure on the part of the undertaken
who have been kept out for. say, six months, while the refusal to
admit for the inspection of meters or disconnection continnee .'

Can the undertakers make a forced entry after serving a proper
notic; on the tenant, and then finding that the obstruction on the
part of the tenant still continues ; or should the undertakers
apply for a magistrate's warrant '

"

*,
" Sec. 24 of the Act of 1882 provides that any officer appointed

by Che undertakers may at all reasonable times enter any pre-
mises to which electricity is, or has been, supplied by the under-
takers, in order to inspect the electric lines, meters, accumulators,
fittings, works and apparatus for the supply of electricity belong-
ing to the undertakers, and for the purpose of ascertaining the
quantity of electricity consumed or supplied, or where a supply of
electricity is no longer required, or when the undertakers are
authorised to take away and cut off the supply of electricity from
any premises, for the purpose of removing any electric lines, accu-
mulators, fittings, works or apparatus belonging to the under-
takers, repairing all damage caused by such entry, inspection or
removal. This section corresponds to Sec. 21 of the I ; asworks
Clauses Act, 1871, but strange to say the latter provides for a
penalty for hindering the officer. There is apparently one law for

gaa and another for electricity in this respect. The question is :
—

How can the undertakers enforce their rights .' It would seem
that the provisional order really amounts to a contract between
the consumer and those who supply electric light, and the remedy
would be to bring an action to compel the consumer to allow an
inspector to enter. No lawyer would advise forcible entry : but it

su^h entry were effected and an action, or prosecution, were com-
menced for the trespass, the defence of leave and licence by statu-

tory authority would probably hold good.

" Wulfruna ' writes :

—'Are electric supply undertakings liable

for damages caused by fire : («) Due to faults of service cables on
consumers' premises :

(A) due to faults in wiring installations

which are the property of the undertaking, assuming there is no
evidence of negligence on the part of the undertakers

.'"

* ,
* Sec. 7 7 of the schedule to the Eleotric Lighting (C lauses) Act,

1899, provides that :

" The undertakers shall be answerable for all

accidents, damages, and injuries happening through the Act or

default of the undertakers, or of any person in their employment,
by reason of, or in consequence of, any of the undertaker's works,
and shall save harmless all authorities, bodies, and persons by
whom any street is repairable, and all other authorities, companies,

and bodies collectively and individually, and their ctlijers and
servants, from all damages and costs in respect of those accident*,

damages and injuries." By Clause 81 " N'jthing in the Special

Order shall exonerate the undertakers from any indictment, action,

or other proceedings for nuisance in the event of any nuisance

being caused or permitted by them.' It has been decided that in

the case of mains in the street being defective and fire resulting,

the undertakers are liable. In Midwood v. Manchester Corixiration

(1905) 2 K.B. .")!I7, the facts were that a main fused and the

bitumen in which the main was laid, in conseriuence, became
volatilised into an inflammable gas, which accumulated for some
time, and then exploded, causing a fire, by which the plaintiffs'

goods were damaged. It was held by the Court of Appeal that

apart from negligence the Corporation were liable to the plaintiffs

as for a nuisance by reason of a section similar to Sec. 77 .<K/>ri.

It is apprehended that if the service cables on a consumer's

premises were defective, and the lines had been laid by. and were
under the control of, the undertakers, they would W resivnsible

for any consequences that might ensue.

Mail. IVioirrapli and Tcloplionc in l!iiro|ic and ilit>

States.—Comparison between the use made of letter jx^st, tele-

graph and telephone services in Europe and the I'nitotl Statee

shows predominance of the letter post in Europe and of the tele-

phone in the States (chiefly due to the great use made of local

telephone service in America). As shown by the following

statistics, referring to 1911 and the latest avaUable. relatively few

messages are transmitted by telejfraph either in Europe or the

States. (Population of Europe approximately 400 millions, of

r.S A. approximately 100 millions).

Messages by

El ROPK— Letter. Telegram. Telephone,

TotaUmillione) 16,500 ;K0 6,000

Per cent, of total 7-2'2 V6 26-2

Per 1,000 inhabiteuts ... 37'8 0'8 13 6

Carrickiiiacross I,i!>litiu!i'.—The Urban Council lias

arranged a three years' contract for the electric lighting of the

I'suED States—
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PARLIAMENTARY. BUSINESS NOTES.

Maiii-licstcr (ui|iorutioii Hill.

The Bill of the Mancheater Corporation, which had already been

before a lloaee of Lords Committee, came up for conBideration

before a Select Committee of the House of Commonx. Inder the

Bill the Corporation were Beekiner various powers, some of which, as

reported in the Electrical Ukview at the time, were rejected

by the House of Lords' Committee. The Bill as now modified,

amonpst other thines, authorises the Corporation to erect a gene-

ratine station at Davyhulme, at a cost of £l,2u0,0ii0. Addi-

tional powers were also sought for the provision of motor-

omnibuses, and an extension of the time for the construction of

certain pieces of tramway already authorised was asked for.

Mb. McElroy, the manager of the Corporation tramways, was
examined at considerable length in re^'ard to that part of the Bill

referring to motor-'bnses. He said that they desired to carry

parcels on the bu-es exactly in the same way as the.v did now on the

tramways. He thought it would be very unfair to put a charge

upon the Corporation for running over the bridges of the Great

Central Uailway—railway companies had the full use of the roads

belonging to the Corporation without any special charge.

On the 2Sth ult., after hearing further evidence, the Committee

passed the preamble of the Bill. On the question of road contri-

butions, the Committee decided that inside the city no contributioT

should h= inid other than that privided by a clause under which

the Corporation already undertake to contribute to the c«t of the

repair of the bridges, if, by their excessive use of them, such

work is rendered necessary. With regard to roads outside the city,

if the road authorities are paid any sum for the right to run

motor-'buses, the railway companies are to be treated in the same

way as regards their roads and bridges.

Itristol Traiiiwiiv.s Itill.

After three days' hearing' of the Tramways Bill promoted by the

Bristol Corporation before a Select Committee of the House of

Commons, presided over by Sir Edwin Cornwall, the parties came

to an agreement, and the Bill was reported for third reading.

There was a large array of counsel, as bssides those representing

the Corporation and the Tramways Co., a number of property

owners and ratepayers were represented.

The Hon. J. D. Fitzgerald, K.C, who led for the Corporation,

explained that the object of the Bill was to enable the Corporation

to purchase the tramway undertaking of the Tramways Co. and

work the same. The Bill had passed a Committee of the House

of Lords, and was now being opposed by certain ratepayers and

property owners. He contended that the poll of the citizsne,

which was taken, showed that the proposals of the Corporation

had the support of the bulk of the ratepapers.

Mr Freeman, K.C, argued the case generally for the opponents,

and contended that the Corporation were plunging into an under-

taking which they could not get out of, on entirely insufficient

data. Obviously, the whole foundation of the question whether

the bargain was good or bad depended on the price to be paid.

They knew that the price was £300,ii00 for the part of the under-

taking inside the city, and £70.000 for the part outside, but a point

which had not been taken into consideration was what the Cor-

poration might have to pay for lines not yet constructed if the

company exercised its rights and constructed such lines.

In the end the parties came to an agreement to insert a clause

providing that, if the Corporation exercised their option of pur-

chase in May next, they must acquire the whole undertaking of

the company.

Royal Assent.—The following Acts have received the Royal

Assent :

—

Electric Lighting Orders Confirmation Acts, Noa. 2, 4, li, 7 and 9.

North Metropolitan Electric Power Supply Act.

Norwich Electric Tramways Act.

Hightown Uas and Electricity Act.

Deal and Walmer Gas and Electricity Act.

Shropshire, Worcestershire and Staffordshire Electric Power
Act.

London United Tramways Act.

Yorkshire Electric Power Act.

London, Brighton and South Caast Railway Act.

Motor-'bnses and Road Tax.—The House of Lords Committee

which has been considering the Sheffield Corporation Bill in regard

to running motor-'bns services over four local routes, generally

upheld the decision of the Commons Committee in regard to road

maintenance contributions, but held that any Government road

grant should be used to diminish jjro rata the expense borne by

the County CouncUa and the Corporation, and that in no case should

the benefit of the grant accrue solely to the Corporation.

Ekctrio Vehicle Coiuinittee.—The Electric Vehicle

Association of America, which is holding its annual convention in

Philadelphia on October 19th, 20th and 2l3t, has issued a welcome

to any British engineers interested in the electric vehicle, who
propose being In the United States at the time. The Electric

Vehicle Committee is being represented by its chairman, Mr, R, A,

Ohattock, of Birmingham,

roiisiilar Voles. -RUSSIAN F.Ul R.\ST.—The
American Consul at Vladivostok report! that the Vladivostok

Trading Port having been unsncceseful in coming to an agreement
with the municipality on the question of furnishing electric

power, it has been drcided by the Department of Commerce and
Industry that an independent station shall be built to supply

the necessary power for the Trading Port.

CHINA.— According to the American Consul at Hankow, a

large liarman firm has been attempting to secure a franchise from
the several foreign concessions in Hankow for a short railway.

The matter came before the ratepayers of the British concession

at Hankow on March 12tb, when it was decided to refer it to a

committee appointed hy the Municipal Council, no fiual scheme to

be adopted without sanction of the ratepayers at a special meeting.

It was also stipulated that the line should not be allowed to pass

along the Bund. The Consul observes that this is an example of

the kind of opportunities which would present themselves to

American firms if they were established in the district. Withont
more or less permanent representation bnsineas of this kind cftnnot

be handled.

TURKEV.—A monthly report of the French Chamber of Com-
merce at Constantinople points out that, although electric table

lamps have not as yet been impotted into Turkey in any quantity,

a rapidly increasing demand for these goods may confidently be

anticipated in the future. At the present moment the maj jrity of

the imports come from '.irmany, and the remainder from France.

ITALY.— A recent issue of the " Handelsmuseum,' the ofiBcial

organ of the Austrian Commercial Intelligence Office, states that

the use of water piwer for agricultural and industrial purposes in

Italy is rapidly increasing, for the more intensive cultivation of

the soil in the case of agriculture, and, in the case of industries, to

relieve the manufacturers of the expense entailed by importing

foreign coal. The Government recently presented to Parliament

a Bill to provide for the construction of dams and artificial lakes

in Calabria and Sardinia ; in the former case chiefly for the

development and distribution of motive power, and in the latter

chiefly for irrigation purpose?. It is estimated that in Calabria

17(1,000 H.!'. will be made available, whilst in Sardinia 20,000

hectares of land can be watered, and power developed to the

extent of 11,000 H. p., which in part can be utilised for pumping

the water into the irrigation channels.

MEXICO.—The British Consul at Colima reports that the new
Hydro-Electric Co. (German-Mexican^ has completed the trans-

mission line from its proposed power station to the distributing

station in the city of Colima. The first power station, situated

about 20 miles from Colima, on the Tuxpan River, is expected to

generate some 6,000 h.f. According to its concession, the com-

pany can erect two other power stations higher up the river, as

may be needed. On neither the first dam nor the power station

has work been commenced. It is proposed to finance the under-

taking in London, and the Consul advises intending investors

carefully to study the situation.

SWEDEN.—The American Consul at Gothenburg, in a recent

report, states that though electric supplies are extensively manu-

factured in Sweden, imports from foreign countries are considerable,

especially from Germany. Lamps, sockets, insulators, wiring

material and fixtures are all imported. Sockets are always of the

American Edison screw standard. The demand may be said to be

for rather cheap articles, which the dealers seem to handle almost

to the entire exclusion of the more expensive grades. This

is doubtless due to the fact that individual dwellings

are few, and, comparatively speaking, the number of house-

holders small. The population is housed almost entirely in

apartments, and in the construction of them every expense possible

is spared. There are usually from six to ten apartments in each

house. The buildings are almost always of brick, though stone

basements are frequently seen. In moat of the buildings now

being erected the wires are concealed within the walls and ceilings.

For protection, metal-covered conduits (Bergmanns)are in general

use. Both lead and steel are used. In the older buildings the

wiring is run along the surface. It is customary for the owners

of the apartment houses to put in the wiring, but the light fix-

tures are owned by the persons leasing the property. On April 1st,

1913, it was estimated that there were li'.SJo consumers of elec-

tricity in Gothenburg, mostly for lighting, and it is estimated

that 190,000 lamps of various sizes are in use. Electricity is also

used to a certain extent for cooking and heating, and, of course,

fm general industrial purposes. Similar conditions prevail in

Malmo, a city of 90,000 inhabitants, and second in importance to

Gothenburg in the district. It is possible, however, that the con-

sumption of electricity is relatively somewhat leas in Malmo.

There are, in addition, a number of smaller towns in which elec-

tricity for lighting and industrial purposes is in general use,

among them Helsingborg and Jonkoping. Prices quoted to

Gothenburg dealers are subject to a discount of 20 to 30 per cent.

German manufacturers usually extend to the Swedish importers

three months' credit, or even longer at times, if desired. For cash

within 30 days a discount of 2 per cent, is allowed. Similar

terms are given by Swedish manufacturers. There are no large

dealers in electrical supplies in the district. The business is in the

hands of contractors, who do installation work, and carry more or

less limited stocks to meet their own needs and the general trade,
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Theue contractors import direct from foreiun manufacturers or buy
from the Swedish concerns. The municipal laws of Gothenburtr

require that a contractor must have a special licence before he may
undertake to install electric wiriag, the object beinp to ensure care

and safety in installation.

In attemptinsT to develop a market in Sweden, it ehouM be

borne in mind that the importers and dealers here are familiar

with the metric system only. They are not disposed to concern

themselves with catalogues that quote measurements in inches

and feet, and wei|i,'htB in ounces and pounds. This is a matter of

the utmost importance. It prices could be jriven in the currency

of Sweden, that also would be an adv^mtage, but it is not nearly

so important as the question of measurement.

Importers in Sweden erenerally understand Enprlish, but in the

electrical-supply business it is probable that German is read by

more persons than English, If a catalogue is prepared for the

Germau-speaking people?, such a catalogue will prove very

useful in Sweden, especially if the metric py.stem is used and prices

are quoted in (ierman curfency. It should be made very clear,

however, that the catalogue is not that of a German house. This

suggestion is made in view of the fact that it would hardly be

advisable to prepare catalogues for Sweden alone

The electric light plants in Gothenburg and Malmo and most of

the other cities are the property of the municipalities. Supplies

for them are obtained when possible from Swedish manufacturers,

otherwise they are imported direct.

In 1910 there were two Swedish manufactories of electric lamps,

and their combined output was valued at £(;2,000. The same year

four factories were engaged in making insulating material, and

the output was valued at £i:iO,000. On the other hand, incan-

descent lamps to the value of £."iO,000 were imported in 1911,

besides wiring material, insulated and uninsulated, £860,000 : and

bergmann'd conduits, £9,000. These latter appear to have been

almost all of iron, with a few of brass or paper. Decidedly the

most important item in the import of wiring was electric cables,

sheathed with lead or armoured with iron, valued at over

£200,000.
Germany supplied nine-tenths of the lamps, with a few from

the Netherlands and other countries, and a similar proportion of

the import of wiring materials of all sorts, conduits, and electric

meters, with negligible imports from G.eat Britain and the

Ndtherlands.

The export of electrical material from Sweden in 1911 was:
Lamps, £11,000; wires and cables, £-13,000. Russia was the

largest purchaser.

Tnulf AiiiKmiiccJiicnts.—Thk Euiso.v t\; Swan-
United Electric Light Co , Ltd., notify us th»t, owing to

important Government business, they have been compelled to

abandon the holidays fixed for the present week, and they re-opened
on Monday last, August :ird.

The business of the Rhondda Electrical Installation Co.,

of 25 and 12."., High Sireet, Treorchy, has been taken over by Mr.
David Lewis Short.

Messes. Andrew Bbown & Co., 118, Cannon Street, EC, have
been appointed sole agents for the United Kingdom for La Sjcic r

Anonyme L'Industrie, of Louvain (Belgiumi, manufacturers of
rolling stock for railways, tramways and mines, contractors'

wagons, ore wagons, &c.

Catalojrues and lii.sfs.

—

Edward DnsBKHd, 2.s,

Victoria Street, S.W.—Thirty-six-page catalogue, E14, giving full

particulars, prices, &J., of Gunther twist drills, countersink".
reamers, sleeves, extension sockets, ki. The first few pagts
contain instructive data regarding drilling, grinding and
lubrication.

The British Aluminium Co, Ltd., 109, Queen Victoria
Street, E C.— Leaflet describing an interesting application of over-
head aluminium feeders, effecting a saving of 3(! per cent, in cost
of conductors.

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ma/.Ia House, 77, Upper
Thames Street, EC—Price list, No. 10,160, of B.T.H. Edison
cirbon lamps, containing in aJdition to the usual data as to
prices and candle-power, and information as to oomparative tests

on these and other lamps.

Union Electric Co., Ltd,, Park Street, Southwark, S,E --First
number of the "Union yiarterlv," a house jnirnal, containing
16 pages of illustrated master. No. 1 contains an article on belt
driving, depcriptions of the '' Uiamax " Exoello arc lamp, and the
Union Co.'s dynamo and motor works, and other matters of
interest.

lijRANio Electric Co., Ltd,. 117, Queen Victoria Street, EC-
Pamphlet No. 613, entitled "The Compulsion of Utility," des-
cribing the Igranic push-button control system.

<>«Tiiiaiiy.—The cartel of (ierman manufacturers of
high-pressure cable, which expires on December Jlst this year, is,

says the Kluktrotechiiisi'hf Xafliri,-/it,'ii, not likely to bs continued
beyond that date. Foreign competition and the need for expan-
sion of certain firms, are obitacles to its contiuuaaoe.

Iloitk I\(»ti(T.s.—" Programme of the Department of
Technology, City and Guilds of London Institute, 1914-1.-.."—
London : .Tohn Murray. Price 9d. net,

" Hegulations for Technical Schools, Schools of Art, and Other
Forms of Provision of Further Education in England and Wales."—
London : Wyman i: Sons, Ltd. Price 2d.

liii|iii(lati(His and IMsM»liitioiis. — Acccmilator
Indcstkies, Ltd,—This company is winding up Tolontnily,
with Mr. A. W. Sully, of 19-21, <,iueen Victoria Street, E.G.. aa
liquidator. A meeting of creditors ia called for to-day (Augnrt 7th),

at Winchester House (hall 4:i), Old Broad Street, E.f.
Dbv Gas Electric Fire E.\tis',uisuek Co,, Ltd.—Thii

company is winding up voluntarily, with Mr. H. Keeling, of
109, Colmore Row, Birmingham, as liquidator.
The partnership between Messrs. F. .1. Allen k E C. Beman

(trading as the Electrical Supplies Co.) has been dissolved by
mutual agreement. All debts will be received and paid by Mr.
E. C. Bsman, who will continue to carry on the busineeB under the
same style as heretofore.

Foreign and Colonial Lighting, Ltd.—A meeting will be
hell at H, 4 and ,'<, Broad Street House. New Broad Street. EC. on
September 4th, to hear an account of the winding-up from the
liquidator, Mr. W. K;acher.

Haiiluiiptcy PnKccdiiiiis.— F. Hkhrkks (F. Burns),
electrical engineer, Barnsley.—A first and final dividend ef 7b. .'id.

in the £ is payable on August 7th at the Official Receiver's office, 21.

King Street, Wakefield.
T. MooRB, electrical engineer, Headingley, Leeds.— Adjudication

order, July 27th.

T. M, Woodcock, electrical engineer, Sheffield.—A first and
final dividend of 7il. in the £ is payable on August ,".th, at the
Official Receiver's ollices, Figtree Lane, Sheffield.

W. H. Dams (General Incandescent Fittings Co.), Saltley,

Birmingham —Trustee (A. S. CuUey, Official Receiver), released
May 28th.

J. W, Garsden (J. W. Garsden i: Co.), electrical engrineere,

Blackburn.—Trustee (Mr. J. Smith, 27, AiuBworth Street, Black-
burn) released Jnly 22nd.

Turbine ('»iifiact.s. — Orders recently received by
Messrs. Boving & Co., Ltd., include the following :

—
Pl-aoioaba Hydro.Electrio Co., Brazil.—One turbine of 1,100 a.r., (or 23 m.

le.d.
Kawasugiwa Hydro Electric Co., Japan.— One turbiua ol 730 b.h.p., lor

81 m, head.
Domi lion Portland Cement Co., New Zealand.-Twi main turbines, each

of 1 f 00 H p., (or 130 ft. bend i two exciter turbines of 45 b.h.p.
Anglo-Japanese Power (.0.—Two spiral Francis turbines, each o( 2 900 h r,

for 2SI5 ft. head.
F. Street & Co., Oiiorto,—Two turbines, each of 7:1 B.r , lor 13 2 m. head.

Pump orders have also been placed with them at Middlesbrough,
Bolivia, Cairo, Wellington (N.Z.), and Nigeria for outputs up to

90o o.P.M,, and heads np to 620 ft., and they have on order

18 Mendheim kilns for biking casettes, for the British Alnminiam
Co., Kinlo^hleven.

Kxliiliitioii at MaiMlicster.—Wc have received the

prospectus of the " Second Northern International Engineering
Exhibition." which is to be held under the auspices of the
Northern Eigiueering Industries Exhibitors' Committee at

Manchester from Ootober L",ith to November 20th, I'.'IS. The
directors are Messrs. C. H. Luke and F. W. Bridges, of 196, DeanB-
gate, Manchester, from whom particulars can be obtained,

llolidaAs.

—

Thk Crypto Ei.KCTRicAL Co.—The works
are closed from August Srd until August 10th.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

iylt'slmrj.—liOAN Sanction.— -Suhjeot t<> P.. of T.
approval of the site for the generating station, the L G.B. has in-

formed the XJ.D.C. that it is prepared to sanction a loan of

£21.Si3 for E.L. purposes. The approval of the site has now been
forwa'dfd to the L.G.B.

As the time for carrying out the scheme expires on Angust 7 th,

the Council has secured a year's extension of time from the L G.B.

lt*'\liill-iin-S(>a.— I.OAX Sanction'.—The L.(i.r>. lias

sanctioned the borrowing by the T.O. of £2,150 for mains for the

Little Common district, and booster machinery.

Itoiinit'iiioiith.—IJiNCAi.ou l.icnTiNi;.— Electricity is

being supplied to boach bungalows from the cables along the front
by the Bournemouth and Poole Electricity Supply Co. There Me
at present 1 L'fi of these structures.

Iti'ciitt'ord.—WiiKKiiorsK. LiuiiTist;.—The li. of C. hus
decided to have electric lighting installed, by way of cxi>eriment,
in two blocks at the Workhouse Infirmary. The service will be
provided, free of charge, by the Heston and Isleworth V.D.C.

Itriit'litoii.

—

Loan Sanction.—The T.C. has received
L.i;.B. sanction to loans for electricity purposes, as foUowe :

—

£i">,000 for mains ; £S,000 for motors for hire : £2,.'>00 for heating
and cooking apparatus: and £l.'>0 for alterations and additions to

the North Koad offices.

(aiitnixin.— Ki.kcthio '\'kiiicle Chakgisi..—The
T.C. has fixed a tariff of Id. per unit for charging eltctric vehicles,

except during the winter, from sunset to 9 p.m.. when the charge
is to be 3d. per unit, with a minimum charge of 2s. in each caee.
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ranlill'.— Anntal Riii'Miir.— In his report of the

wurkini; of the Corporation electricity undertakiiiit for the year

emleil Maroh aint laat, the borough treaiiurerHtat«« that the inuome

was £RH,7(H, an increase of ^j.^SI on the previous year, and the

ItrOKB profit was £22,7iiH, an increase of 1 1 I BO. At the presenta-

tion of the report to the Council, Mr. Arthur Ellii", the boroujfh

electrical oneineer, Btatrd that the Hur|>luH in hand was £10 502,

and the number of units sold, 6,H8:t,7'J7, was an iacreaaeof G3i;.910.

At his inHtigation a resolution was parsed providing that the profit

on the undertakinf; should be carried to the revenue account. The
department purchased from the Koath tramway power stn'ion

7,5<s,277 units and (jenerated 6t;i,177 units at its Eldon Uoad
station.

Cassoji.—SiKKKT LHJirriNfi.—The I'.C. has accepted

the offer of Messrs. Bell Bros., of Bowburn Colliery, to licht

Bowbum VillaRe and Ileneh Hall with electricity, at 458. per 5o c.P.

lamp, and 10*. per 32-c.i'. lamp, per annum.

(Vfii Hawr.—PiidrDSKii E.L.—A Kiithin company has

informed the P.C. that it intends applying for a prov. order for

K.L. at Cefn Mawr, Aorefair, and Rhosymedre, and the Council,

before oonBentinfr to the application, has decided to seek further

information.

CIccKlii'atoii.— I'Koi'OSKi) liOAN.—The I'.D.C. bus

decided to apply to the L.O.B. for sanction to borrow £8,0S5 for

plant extensions, &:o., at the electricity works, includinpr one

400-KW, mixed-pressure turbine and direct-driven, o.c. jrenerator,

with surface condensing plant, iiS.tJOO ; water filter and pipe work,

£850 ; switchgear and connections, £500 ; extension boiler, with

setting and superheater, £1,400 ; buildings and alterations, £1,000 ;

and sundries, £735.

Coiiiiali's «Jiia>.—Pr<iP()ski> E.L.—In connection

with the proposed E.L. scheme, the U.D.C. has decided to include

the village of Xorthop in the area of supply.

(oiitlneiiTal >otes,

—

Aistria.—The T.l'. of Vienna

has purchased the undertaking of the AUgemeine Oesterreichische

Elektricila'B-Gesellschaft, for 11,400,000 kronen, and the company
has gone into voluntary liquidation.

Finland.—According to the Timcx, the Finnish Senate is dis-

cussing the scheme for obtaining electrical power from the

Imatra Wateitall, one of the largest unused water powers in

Europe. The scheme provides for a yield of :iOO,iiOO H.r., and the

station is expected to generate l,r.00 milliards of KW.-hours per

annum, or sufficient to supply the lighting, tramway and electric

railway requirements of St. Petersburg and W'iborg, and also the

St. Petersburg manufacturing district.

A scheme for harneasing the Volkhov Rapids, between Lakes

Ladaga and lUmen, is being diBcussed afresh.

Rns.siA.—A company has acquired a huge stretch of peat land

near Moscow with a view to generating electricity from the peat.

A generating station, said to be one of the largest in Europe, is

to be erected. The current is to supply the villages and factories

in the immediate neighbourhood, and is also to be transmitted to

Moscow.— Elflitrotrclini-'cht' Xachrichten.

Harwell.

—

Axxual Kepokt.—The net profit of the

electricity department during the past year was £972, against £912

in 191H. The balance was £2,261, out of which £l,00ii was trans-

ferred in aid of the rates, and *;70 applied towards improvements

to the switchboards at the works ;
thus leaving a disposable

balance of £1,191, cut of which it is proposed to transfer a sum
of £600 in aid of rates during the current year. In the case of

the tramways, the year's working resulted in a net profit of £448,

which reduced the deficit on this department to £1,077.

East Ham.

—

Annual Accounts.—The accounts of the

electricity undertaking for the year ending March 31st last show a

total income of £32,626, an increase of £2,402. The expenditure

£20,228, was an increase of £3,13ti ; the gross profit was £12,398, a

decrease of £734 as compared with the previous 12 months. Afcer

meeting all charges, there remained a surplus at the close of the

year of £955. In making any comparison between this figure

and the surplus at the close of the previous year, the Electricity

Committee states that it must be barne in mind that in the latter

case the surplus of £1,582 was smaller to the extent of £454 by a

transfer from tramways fund in respect of the adjustment of loan

debit.

Kfcles.—New Chak(;es and Loans.—The T.C. is

prepared to re-charge electric vehicle batteries at the rate of Id.

per unit, other than at peak load hours. The E.S. Committee has

decided to reduce the charge for the supply of energy for cooking,

heating and domestic purposes, other than lighting, from a sliding

scale of 3d. to ji. per unit, to a flit rate of Id. per unit, as from

April 1st last. Application is to be made to theL.U.B. for sanction

to the borrowing of £4,000 for E.L. mains during the next four

years ; and £450 for a coal conveyor and elevator.

E(liu1»Ui'!i'll.

—

Annual Eepoet.—Treasurer Macleod, in

his financial statement to the Council, mentioned that the balance

on the electric light aocount at the close of the year and available

for appropriation was £3,831. The total revenue was £145,022, and

the total expenditure was £141,187. The working expenditure

wai A 79,9&T, latercat and sinking fund contributlong amounted

to £61 330. D«8pita price redaotion:, th« rere&ue ttmcQQted

prMticjilly to tba tetaJ «ttiniat«ii on tba otiffinal w^ii* of obarges,

(.illiiiirliaiii (Kent).— I'lu.iu.sKi. Loan.—The T.C. has

applied to the L.(J II. fur sanction to a loan of £fi,00O for

mains and services, to be increased to £7,S00 in order to incUd.

Bub-BtationB.

liloHCcshT.

—

Annual HKroitj.— In hJH report on the

past year's workin;; of the Corporation electricity department, the

electrical engineer. Mr. F. H. Corsin. Btates that the revenue

amounted to £ I.j,I25, an increase of £C5U over the previous year,

and the working expenw^A to £7,50'J, an increase of over £200.

I'lpital charges totalled £7,021, leaving a Burplaa of £f<'J'., com-
pared with last year's deficit of £lor. The output was over

1,900,000 units, including private lighting. 600,000, an inoreaae of

33.000 : power, 590,000, an increase of 167.000 : tramway* supply,

467,000 ; and street lighting, 207,000.

<ii'iiii.Nliy.— I'Roi'd.sKii Loan.—The Li^'litiuK Com-
mittee has recommended the T.C. to apply for canction to a loan of

£24, .'.OO for the extension of the plant at the electricity worke, in

addition to the £5,000 referred to in our last issue. It was
mentioned that, in view of the probable industrial development of

the town, a H.T. system of supply would be necessary.

Ilfn-fonl.— Loan Sanction.—Tlie T.C. hsis received

from the L G.B. sanction to a loan of £2,530 for electricity

purposes, including £1,500 for maiuB.

Ilcstoii-islcwortli.

—

Loan Sanction.— Sanction hu,

been received by the U.D.C. to the borrowing of £3,569 for E.L.

cables, and £1,200 for prospective expenditure on mains. An
electric oar is to be purchased from the Opel Motor Co., at a cost

of £1S5.

Ja|i:in.—In the town of Gifa, as the outcome of a

public protest against the high rates charged for electric lighting, a

number of citizens recently attempted to set fire to one of the

buildings of the Electricity Co. The police intervened, and over 30

persons were arrested.

i.laii(l\>sul.

—

Proposed E.L.—As a result of a can-

vass, by which 1,151 shares have been taken up, the promoters of

the E.L. undertaking have decided to engage an expert to prepare a

scheme.

Loiiiloii.

—

Islington.—The B.C. has had under con-

Bideration schemes prepared by the electrical engineer for the

extension of mains, and the provision of snb-statione, additional

boilers, coal storage, itc , in connection with the undertaking. Mr.

Albion T. Snell has been appointed at a fee of loO guineas, to

report on the scheme.
The Lambeth B.C. has been in correspondence with the South

London Electric Supply Corporation with regard to the increase

of iprice of electricity in the area, and the directors have agreed

to meet the Council's representatives to discuss the matter.

Woolwich.—New Mains.—The B.C has decided to expend
1 1 . 1 07 on an EL. main from Bowling Green Row to Fiances Street

,

and an additional main to the Royal Military Repository.

.Maitlenlieail.

—

Year's Workin(;.—The E.L. Com-
mittee reports that a profit of £370 was made on the past year's

working of the T.C.'s electricity undertaking. £560 was paid

out of revenue for works, which might have been charged to

capital, and £l,80ii was absorbed by loan charges.

lliddlesex.—A letter was read at the County Council

meeting on the subject of the electricity supply in bulk. The
L.C.C. asked that the Council would appoint representatives to

a conference, to include reprtsentatives of Surrey, Essex and Hert?.

The chairman (.Mr. W. Regester) said the proposal they made
was to deal with the matter in the same way as they did the trams.

Alderman Bart said about £90,000 was spent by them on energy

for the trams. They therefore would have to consider the question

of the trams and the supply of current. The Conncil ought to

make direct nomination to the conference. A member thought the

whole matter ought to be considered by a Committee first, and
then, after they had report a, to consider who should go to the

conference, if anyone. Mr. Dobson asked if the Conncil could get

out of their contract with the company. The Conncil appointed

the chairman, vice-chairman, Alderman Vintsham and Mr. Marlow
Reed to attend the conference and report.

\eMiiort.

—

Proposed Loan.—The Electiicity and
Tramways Committee has recommended the T.C. to obtain a loan of

£16,000 for new mains.

\(tr\vicli.

—

Annual Report.—According to the report

of the Electricity Committee for the year ended March 3l8t last,

the output was 7.784,695 units, an increase of 1,312.309 units over

the preceding year. The total includes 4, 2S.i, 242 units for power,

an increase of 799 Oo.l ; 2,737,075 for private lighting, an increase of

262.773 and 762,378 for public lighting, an increase of 250,481.

During the year £8,004 was expended on the undertaking, includ-

ing £4.063 for the completion of the public lighting. The surplus

of £4,473 has been placed to the depreciation fund, from which
£9,800 was written off on account of obsolete machinery, and
which now stands at £9,663 The consumers number 6.221, of

whom 3,878 ai'e supplied on the free wiring system. During the

year a contract for a 3,0oO-KW. 6,i)00-volt turbo-alternator was
placed with Messrs. Parsons.

Pl.MUOUtii.—Scuooi. Lighting.—The Education Cona-

mitt«e bn9 decided to hare electric lifibtls? installed at C»tt«dows
Road and Oxford Str«et SoheeU.
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IN'iivfford.—Proi'dsed E.L.— Itis proposed to form a
company for the purpose of Bupplyinu electricity to the parish, but
before definite action is taken, the ratepayers have decided to
ascertain whether the Ilawarden R D.C. intends taking any steps
for lighting the parish.

Koclicstcr.—Stuekt l-iGOTiNr;.—The T.C. hasaccepted
a scheme submitted by the Kent E P. Co. for lighting the High
Street. The details are :—70 lamp^

; capital expenditure, £.570
;

annual cost, £.518
;
annual cost if certain lamps are turned out at

midnight, £49.5. A competing scheme was submitted by the
Gas Co.. with .13 lamps

; capital expenditure, £500 ; annual cost,
£522

;
annual cost if certain lamps are turned out at midnight,

£473.
^

l{<i.vs (llt'n'ford.sliire).— SriiKKT r.ifiiiTi.si;.—The
U.D.C. has invited the EL, Co. to compete with the CasCo. for the
lighting of 172 public lamps for three years from September 29th
next.

South Africa.—The Mossel Bay (Cape Province) Muni-
cipility proposes to borrow £11,593 for an electric lighting echeme.
—liMird of Trade Journal.

St. .VuufS'()ii-Se:i, — Promenade Lighting. — The
t'.D.C. hag decided to procepd immediately with a scheme of elec-
trical illuminations for the Promenade, extending over half a mile.

Street.

—

Prov. Order.—Messrs. Christy P)ros. & Co.,
of Chelmsford, have informed the U.D.C. that they intend applying
for a prov. order for E.L. in its area.

Sutton.—Bulk .Supply.—The B. of T. has intimated
its intention to authorise the County of London E S. Co. to supply
electricity in bulk to the South Metropolitan Tramways and
Lighting Co.

Mallase.v.— Prujienade Lightinc;.— The borough
engineer has been instructed to report upon the question of lighting
the promenade.

Malsall.

—

New Gexeratixg .Station.—A report on
this matter has been presented to a special meeting of the T.C.
The scheme has received Government sinotion, and on the advice
of the L.G.B. it is intended to complete by next summer the second
part of the scheme which it was originally intended to defer till

1916. Considerable mains extensions were recommended.

Uarriun'tou.

—

Year's Working.—On the past year's
working of the Corporation electricity undertaking, a net profit of
£2,935 was made. The income from lighting supply and power
supply increased by £714 and £3,283 respectively. The average
price per unit for lighting was 3l7d., and for power 0'9ii8d.

Watford.—Mehor Loan Eekused.—In sanctioning a
loan by the U.D.C. for electricity purposes, the L.G.B. has refused
to allow a sum for meters, suggesting that the cost should be met
out of revenue. The electrical engineer and the chairman are to
interview the L.G.B. otlicials with a view to the meter loan being
sanctioned. Current for heating and cooking at hotels, &c., is to
be supplied, subject to circumstances, at Id. per unit.

\>('(luesl>ury.

—

Year's Working.—The loss on the
working of the Corporation electricity undertaking- last year was
£652, as compared with .^yc the year before. The report stated
that considerable repairs were carried out during the year owing to
breakdowns of gas engines, pumps and baosters. The units sold
increased by 152,944. In order to meet next winter's load, it is

proposed to obtain a 300-KW. converter, transformer and switch-
gear, at a cost of £1.086.

Mliiteliaven.—The Ceneral Purposes Committee has
decided to light with electricity the new roids on the colliery
company's housing estate, on the understanding that electricity is

adopted for the domestic lighting of the houees,

Wiudcruien'.

—

Garden Lightlvg.—The U.D.C. has
decided to have the 'Victoria Gardens illuminated by electricity.

MiTxIiaui.—Year's Working.—The income of the
T.C.'s electricity undertaking for the past year was £9.203, the
gross profit was £3,ii51 and the net profit was £455. The
output was 840,264 units.

York.-Overhead Wires.—The T.C. has applied to
the B. of T. for consent to erect overhead mains from the river Ouse
to the Fulford pumping station, for the transmission of electricity
at 3,000 volts.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES,

Vriiientiiia.—The plans presented by the Buenos Ayrea
Western Railway Co. relative to the erection of an electric power
Btatiou have been approved by the Government. This station is to
supply the energy required for the eleotrifloation of the oompan.v's
suburban service between Plaia Once and Moreno, and the tunnel
route to the Port of Buenos Ayres.

—

Revwui </ t/w River Plate,

Baildou (Vorks.).--LoAS Sanction.—The B. of T.
kaa Mn«tiOB«4 the U.O.C't appUo»t(on for pow«ri to b9(T«w

£21,500 for constructing a tramway from the terminus at Baildon
Bridge to Lane End, Biildon. The Bradford Corporation will
construct the tramway on behalf of the Cooncil, and will lea«» the
running powers. Electricity wiU be supplied by the Shipley U.D.C.

BirkenlH-ad.-Annvai. Rki-ort.—The annual report
of the tramways manager states that the total receipts for the past
year were £68,007, an increase of £6,534 over the previons year ;

working expenses were £41,391 ; capital charges amounted to
£21,50.i

;
and there was a balance of £.-,.712. which has b»en

placed to the renewals fund, which now aiiiounts to 1 22.055. The
net profit shows an increase of £1,111, and workinjt expencea
increased by over £5,000. The number cf passengerB carried
increased by 1,515.597.

Carditr.—Annlai, PtEPORX.—The report of the boruugh
treasurer on the working of the Corporation tramways department
for the year ended March 31st last states that the traffic reoeipte
were £112.010, an increase over the previous year of £12.770. The
expenditure amounted to £99,663, an increase of £10,270. Loan
charges amounted to £46,95."., and the surplus was £IS,594, a
decrease of £1,732. Of the surplus, £6.'.U0 was placed to the
depreciation fund, and £4,800 to the relief of the rate*. The
depreciation fund now stands at £70,118. The passengers carried
during the year numbered 31 122,962, an increase of 2,757,685. and
the car-mileage was 2.960,230, against 2,614,901.

roMtiiifUtal \ot«'s.—Austria.—The .-^tate Railway
Administration has been experimenting with the lighting of rail-
way carriages, with a view to the general introduction of electric
lighting. Some 350 electric lighting equipments have been in-
stalled, and as a result of the experiments a printed instruction
has been issued for the guidance of prospective tenderers for this
class of material. It is to be obtained on application to the
Nordbahndirektion, Vienna.

East Haul.

—

Annual Report.—The total tramway
income for the year ended Mirch 3 1st last was £55,74 7, a
decrease of £2 222, The gross profit for the year was
£0,741, against £12,101 for 1912-13, a decrease of £5. 42u. After
charging interest on, and repayment of loans, and also the sum of
£573 in respect of outstanding debt, there remains a deficiency of
£6,238, which with the accumulated deficiency at the cDmmence-
ment of the year makes a total deficiency of £7,455. The Council
is not, apparently, entitled to call upon the ratepayers to pro-
vide any deficiency except to the extent to which the deficiency
exceeds the amount standing to the credit of the reserve or
depreciation and renewals account, i.e., £4,002.

i:dinl>Hr!fli.—New Tramway.—The T.C. is to take
steps to obtain power to construct a tramway to Colinton, via

Craiglookhart.

(iJloiU'ester.

—

Annual Report.—The general manager,
Mr. F. H. Corson, reporting on the working of the Corparation
tramways undertaking during the past year, states that the
passengers carried nimbered 4,415,555, and the car mileage
totalled 638,646. The total revenue was £IS.01S, an increase of
£070 over the previous year, and the working expenses were
£13,881, an increase of £100. Capital expenditure amounted to

£5,246, and £4,370 was tranferred to the tramways account from
the rates, to meet loan charges.

I.oudou.—L. ('.('.—The Southwark B.C. Works Com-
mittee has no objection to the proposal to connect the Blackfriars
Road tramway with the tramway terminus at Waterloo St-ition.

via New Cut and Great Charlotte Street. The Westminster City
Council has agreed to interview the Highways Committee of the
L.C.C. in regard to the proposal to connect up the tramways at

Victoria and Westminster Bridge i i i Victoria Street, Parliament
S;]uare, \c., although no support can be relied on from it

On Monday evening an L,C.C. tramcar coUded with a stationary
car in King William Street, Greenwich. Nineteen passengers were
slightly injured, and bath cars were considerably damaged.

MaucliCNtcr.

—

Tkakhc Report.— The i|uestion of

trallic congestion in Manchester, which recently formed the subject

of an exhaustive report by Mr. J. M. MeEiroy. the tramway
manager, is now dealt with in an equally full report by Mr. J. U
Thewlip. chairman of the Watch Committee, and Mr. Robert
Peacock, chief constable, who have visited London. Paris, Berlin.

Dresden. Munich. Hamburg, Vienna. New York, Chicago. Phila-
delphia, Boston, Toronto and Montreal. In regard to the tram-
ways, the report states that the effect of the withdrawal from the
central area of two-thirds of the cars using the tracks therein,

would at once considerably relieve the norma) street tratfic. The
time has arrived when the Watch Committee must seriously con-
sider the (xtent of the tram service in the central area, the
obstruction caused to general trafllc, and also the public con-
venience.

Oldliaui.—A Report.—The Tramways Commitli'e of

the Oldham I'jrporation on .luly :!Oth considereii and revised the
draft report on the chairman's iucjuiry into the a<lministratiou of

the tramways department, and it is understood that the Committee
finds that the charges againet the administration are for the tuoit

part groundless, and no blame is attached to the manager.

Sallord.

—

New Loanp.—The T,* . proposes to borrow
Aii$,078 for new tramoars, of wbioh £7,640 Is for IS oar
bodtee without oorend tope, bat with TMtlbal* ends, and
<S9,5»0 (or \i oar W>diM wlU* "o»er«4 (ops and TMtiknU •nd*. T»«
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Eleutriuity and TramwayB Committee has bUo recommeDded the
Coanoil to barrow £I,H'.)B for an ac.-d.c. Bwituhboard, and
£'.>[i for a three-phase extra hieh-preiisDre Bwituhboard.

StMitli Sliii'Ids,—Ei.Kci'Ric 'M18KS.—A wivice of

electric omnibuee><, to work in uoDJiinotion with the tramways,
waH inau^raratod last week by the T.c. The vohiulea, uoostruuted

hf Messrs. Edison Aoonmalaturs, Ltd
, were dencribed recently in

our pairrs, and are to maintain a l.'i minutes' service over a route

of \\ miles. At the opening ceremony, Mr Uobson, the tramways
manatfer, Htated that the power'uost would be very little more than
Id. per mile, while a similar vehicle driven by petrol would cost

\\. per milo. They would aluo obtain quieter and smoother
running, and would open a new source of revenue for the eleutricity

and tramways departmentc.

Mir»'lc» ill Miirlarr.— It is ix]K)rle<l that the <ieriuan
wireless station at Swakopmund has increased its power and is

sendiuK out siKnals intended to "jam " those iaaued from Britiih
stations.

\\iiTh's> Trl«><>rii|)li lt«-!t'iiluti<*ii\.—The <iuveriiiiii'nt

has assumeil control of all wirelenn tel('i,'rttph stations in the Firitish

Isles, and the Board of Admiralty has prohibited the use of wire-
less telef;ra|ihy by merchant vessels in the territorial waters of
the I nitcd Kini;dom and the Channel Isles. The wireless apparatus
is to be dismantled on any ship entering a port or harbour.
Similar precautions have been taken by theGovcrnmentH of British
Dominions and Colonies.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES. CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

\.rariitiiia.—The(iovernmentof the Province of l5uenos

Ayres has received an offer for the renting of the provincial tole-

(fraphs by a company to be formed, with a capital of $5,000,000.
The profits would be divided between the Government and the
shareho'.ders.

—

ftfi-ieir ot' t/w It'nrr Plttfr.

\tlaiitic 4'!il»los (lit.—The cutting of the cabhs of the
Commercial and German Atlantic Cable Companies at the Azores is

announced at the offices of the Commercial Cable C '. The cuttingr

of the cables between the Azores and the Continent in no way
affects the main body of the commercial cable?, and communication
between the United States and Enfrland is still intact. The Com-
mercial Cable offioiaLs state that the cutting was done by British

OPEN.

Aiitoiiiobile Wirclrss TelcitTapli Slafi(»iis.—AVhat
is claimed to be a notable advance in the construction of
portable wireless sets for army field service has recently been
made by the Signal Curpa of the United States Army. For the
next field operations of the Army, there is now available a motor
wagon (quipped with wireless telegraph apparatus which can be
set up for use in 12 minutes, and can send mi .s'afes within a radius
of no less than 800 miles under favourable conditions. The vehicle
was built specially for the Signal Corps, by the White Co., of Cleve-
land. In tests that have already been made, the set is i-tated to
have received messages from points 2,.')00 miles distant. The
great range of the equipment and the speed with whiuh it can be
brought into action, are said to be due to the employment of a
powerful electric generator driven through a train of gears by the
30-H P. petrol engine of the vehicle. The anteniM' are of the
umbrella type, mounted at the top of an 85-ft. mast, which is

built in nine sections. The first, or top section, is raistd by hand,
but the others are lifted by a block and tackle suspended from
struts mounted on a platform on the roof of the vehicle, which
can be quickly detached when not in use. When disassembled the
nine sections of the mast are carried in long compartments built
along both sides of the motor-wagon. The counterpoise or
artificial earth consists of heavy insulated wires radiating from a
common 3entre, to which is attached the earth wire of the wireless
set. Preliminary tests with a wireless receiving equipment
installed by the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. have also recently
been made between the American Building Wireless Station in
Baltimore, and a mntor-wagon used by the Electrical Commission
for pumping water from manholes throughout the city. Wirelfss
signals were received by the equipment as far as seven miles in
the suburb?, also while the car was running, or standing at the
manholes in the city limits. The equipment consists of a standard
Marconi receiving apparatus, similar in detail to the equipment
used on board merchant vessels. The receiving antenna consists
of about 25 insulated wires hung in the roof of the car. The frame
of the vehicle acts as the earth connection, although it is

insulated from the ground by the rubber tires. The Fire Brigade
Authorities of Baltimore are interesting themselves in the tests, as
it will probably be possible to equip fire engines and other
apparatus with the receiving instruments, so that when sent out,
they could be instantly recalled, saving time and trouble and
increasing fire ^protection to the city by reason of the engines
always being in touch with headquarterp.

R\|ieiiiiieiital Miirlrs's .Marions.—The Postmaster-
General has issued instructions for the closing of all experimental
wireless telegraph stations in this country, and will be glad to
receive from any quarter information of any wireless station which
may be observed to be kept up in contravention of his orders.
The formation of a volunteer corps of the 2,000 holders of

licences for experiments in wireless telegraphy has been suggested
by Mr. W. L3 Qaeux to the Postmaster-General.

Foreittii TeleuTaiiis.—Ordinary telegrams for places
abroad and radio-telegrams, however addressed, are now only
accepted if written in plain English or French, and at sender's
risk. They will be subject to censorship.

Telejiraiilis and IVleplioiics on flic (oiiriiient.—
Telephonic communication was stopped between the various Conti-
nental nations involved in the war towards the end of last week,
to prevent the leakage of news. Communication by telephone
between London and Paris ceased on Monday, and delays in tele-
grams to the Continent and to the Far East were announced on
Saturday.

Vi'itriitiiia.— KAirii.—The City Council has authoriaed
the Mayor to call for tenders for the construction of electricity

works.

Anistialia.

—

Sydney.—August 3l3t. Sydney Uarbonr
Trust. Four electrically-operated semi-portable travelling cranes.
Forms of tender from Mr. II. F. Norrie, Secretary to the Trust,
Sydney.

September llth. Municipal Council. 22,.500 yd. of 3:<,000-volt,

three core, paper-insulated, lead-covered cable. Deposit £200.
Specification, lOs. (id., from the City Electrical Engineer : a copy
may be seen at the B. of T. Commercial Intelligence Dept., London,
Richmond.—Nov. :iOth. Refuse destructor and auxiliary plant.

Specification, tV:c., from Mr. C. C. Blazey, Town Clerk, Richmond,
Victoria.

Bbisb.ane.—September 2nd. Measuring instruments protectors
and parts, telephone and telegraph instruments, for the Postmaster-
General. See ''Official Notices" July Slst.

Adelaide.— Sept. ilth and 23rd. Telephone material, micro-
phones, protectors, kc, switchboards, bells and cells, for the Post-
master-General. See '' Official Notices'' .Tuly Mat and to-day.

Adelaide Tramways Trust.—September Ist. One booster set,

with cables and spares.

—

Anxtiuliait _)/niini/ .Slamlard.

MELiiOiRNE.—August ISth. Electricity recording meters and
carbon brushes, for the Melbourne City Council. See " Official

Notices" July 31st.

September 23rd. 102 electric motors, starters, switchboards and
wiring for installing electrical drive at Messrs. Sands & McDongall,
printers. Mr. M. C. Coates, consulting engineer.— T-tuhrs.

Victorian Railways Department.— October 7th. Motors and
switchgear, and motor-driven air compressors for the Ballarat and
Bendigo workshops.

Belfast. — August 24th. Corporation. One electric

motor tower-wagon. See "Official Notices" July 31st.

ItirluMilicad. — August 10th. Corporation. Cooling
tower. See " Official Notices " July 24th.

Biilit'ai'ia.—The Bulgarian Administration of Finances,
in Sofia, is inviting tenders until the 13th inst for the installation

and equipment of a central station for lighting and power
purposes at the port of Bjurgas.

Earsdon (VoitliiinilK'i'land).—August 15th. U.D.C.
For the supply of poles, cables, lamps, i*; :., in connection with the
extension of public lighting. Particulars from Mr. J. R. MacMillen,
Surveyor, Council Offices, Shiremoor.

Eastlioui'iie. — August 18th. Corporation. Main
machine and feeder switchboard for the electricity works See
" Official Notices" July 24th.

Edinliiii'n'li. — August 17th. Corporation. Extensions
to the electric lighting installation at the City Musdum. Specifica-

tim from the Engineer's office. Dewar Pl,ioe.

France,—The French State Railway Authorities (Bureaux
du Service Electrique, 3'"e. Division) in Paris (,'2. Rue de Rome)
are inviting tenders until the 2.Tth inst. for the installation of the
principal and secondary mains required in connection with the
electric lighting and power installation at the car-sheds at Auteuil
and La Garenne, near Paris.

Kin<>'ston-u])on-HnlI. — August 22nd. Corporation.

Electrical fittings for the Guildhall Council Chamber, to. See
" Official Notices " July 24th.

Lisnakea.—August 15th. Wiring the workhouse and
auxiliary buildings with necessary fittings. &c., for the B. of 6.
Specifications from Mr. J. OR. Hoey, Clerk.

Loudon.—August li'th. OfMce of Works. Supply of

electric clocks on a rental basis in the London districts, for the
Commissioners of His Majesty's Works. Particulars from the
Controller of Supplies, H.M. Office of Works, 18, Queen Anne's
Gate, S.W.

L.C.C.— September 8th. Cables, h.t. and L.T., and laying stone-

ware ducts (tramways). See " Official Notices " to-day.
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tliitlock.—August stli. r.D.C. 1,!)67 yards of patent

Rteol wire tramway cable. Specifioatione, ko., from 0. P. Foster,

Esq., Tramway Manager, Town Hall.

Xcwpoi't (.M(MI.).— August 17th. Corporation. Oon-
Tcrtinfr plant, kc. See "Official Notices " July .'ilst.

\iiiieafon.—August 11 tli. Corporation. Underground
oa'jles. See "Official .Notices" July 3l8t.

Oldliaiii. —-August Kith, (jorporation. I).C. motor-

eenerator and extension to E H T. switchboard. See "OfiBcial

N tioe* " .July 21th.

Auguit 24th. Corporation. Three eoonomisera and three

induced-draught fans and motors. See " Official Notices " .luly Met.
August 24th. Corporation. Storage battery, reversible booster

and Bwitchgear. Sae Official Notices" to-day.

I'iiliiia.s (Majorca).—Tenders are invited by the Coni-
ptijia General de Tranvias Electrioos Interurbmos de Palma de
Mallorca, for the rolling stock and permanent way material re-

quired for the whole of their line.

Riitfbv.— .\ugust l-'th. iOlectric light installation at the

II irborough Jlagna Hospital, for the Joint Hospital Board. Mr.
M. E. T. Wratislaw, Clerk, 16, Church Street.

Sl)aiii,—Tenders have been invited by the municipal
authorities of Bustaviejo (province of Madrid) for the concession

for the electric lighting of the town.
The Spanish Ministry of Public Works (Ministerio de Fomento)

iu Madrid, is inviting tenders until September 9th for the concession
for the construction and working of an electric tramway between
Forrol and Santa Maria de Neda.

Nt<tckt»ii (X.S.W.).—August l."ith. Corporation. Klectric

lighting for a period of 10 year.^. The Mani''.lpality of Stockton.

About SO lights. Specifications from[Mr. J. W. Oldham, Town Clerk.

Siindcrlaiul.—August iJsth. Corporation. Two 1,500-

KW. motor-generators or rotaries. See " Official Notices " July Slat.

Sainton and IN'iidlcbiiry.—August 10th. U.D.C.
C ibles. fittings, ko. See "Official Notices" July 31st.

Walsall.—August 11th. Corporation. Coal conveyer
and measuring apparatus, jib coaling crane, ash-handling plaat,

travelling crane. See "Official Notices" July 17th.

August r2th. Ciirporation. 7,oOO tons of rough alack coal for

the electricity works. Particulars from Mr. H. A. Howie, Engineer
and Manager, Wolverhampton S'reet.

Waltliainstow.—August I'.ith. r.D.C. Supply and
delivery of tramway rails, castings, fishplates, &j. Forms of tender
from Mr. E. Morley, Surveyor to the Council.

West llartlt'pool.—August 17th. Corporation. Jlachitie

tools for tramways depot workshops. See "Official Notices

"

July 31st.

CLOSED.

Avlcshiiry.—The U.D.C. has received the following

tenders for accumulators :

—

Battnries of

E. T. IVIackrill & Sons

About P60 amps ,

in^tallod with
oe Is to enable
additional pla'cs
to ba Ad led to

About About increase the
500 800 capacity lo

amps. amps. 800 amps.
4'938 £1,416 £1,143

laccepted)
Premier Accumulator Co., Ltd. .

.

969 1,4S4 1,130
Pritoh.tts & Gold, Ltd 996 1,478 I.l.-il

Chloride E;eo(iic»l Storage Co. .. 998 1,436 l.lfj

DP. BatteryCo 1,010 1,111 1,150
Electrical Powpi-S-oragc Co , Ltd. 1,016 J.I'J? ll,17'l

Hart Ai-oumulator Co., I,td. l,aSl l,<sn l.lfJ.i

Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd. 1,013 U.'.IS l,af.0

The Council has also accepted the tender of Messr-'. .lohnson ami
Phillips, Ltd., for a switchboard, at £108 l.")S, including iiM for

additional voltmeters. Tenders for cables arc deferred pending
definite agreements with firms requiring large supplies of current
for power.
The tender of Messrs. Broom 4; Waie, Ltd., has been accepted for

pumping machinery, with a 4-KW. electric dynamo, \c., at £t,292,

|{«'\l«'y.—The U.D.C. has provisionally accepted the

tender of the British Insulated \ Helsby Cables, Ltd., for 3,.5i)0 yards
of feeder cable for the Foot's Cray district, at £ 1 ,200.

Itil'koulicad.—The T.C. has accepttxl the following

tendeie for coal for the generating station :

—
Hultnn Collletv Co . Ltd.— 10,000 tons.

Mr. O. Waes.—l.COO tons.
W. B. Dobill & Co., Ltd.— 1,900 toni.

ltolf(Mi.—The Electricity Coinmittee has accepted the
teider of Meesre. J. B. Scholes .v. Sons for 1.'>.000 ton« of coal, and
provisionally accepted the following tenders :

—

British Westinfho.i-,. Co., Lid. -Two l,aOO.KV(. und Iwo 600-kw. roUly
c^invi rU:rfl, fr>r Hpa Roatl woikt, and BradsbawRat^ ..ab-tt«tioD.

British TliiiinBOnHoukUjnC'i. -Ext ahilih tension Ihrc^-phli* swlleb«e»r.
.Johnson * Phillips.— High tension s!nKle'Pha.,« iwiichK^ar, (or Back o'-th'-

Bank eencratiDg station and BradthaitEate sub-itatlon.

< aiifcrldirv.—The T.(J. has accepted the follovring

tenders for coal for the electricity works :
—

Wui. Cory ,v Sun.— 1.400 U>as of Itocboster house >:reesii(i, 17>. Ud.
p3r ton,

J. Uveson CokI & Coke Co., Ltd.~iOO t^ns of 'i\je Mertbrr Weltb
steam coal, XI 7b. per ten.

ColiH'.—^fessrs. Hartley & I.eek have received conlractti

for the installation work at tfie New Ilipoodrome (2h8 points), and
for lightingiand bells at the C jmmercial Hotel.

Cntvdoii.—The T.C. has accepted the offer of Kdison

Accumulators. Ltd., at £."il6, for the supply of an Arrol- Johnston
chassis for a motor vehicle for the Electricity Department. The
tender of Wm. Cory .>> Sons, Ltd.. has also been accepted for 1 ',000

tons of either Muirfield peas at 16/.J per ton, or Hill Honae washed
p3as at l.'i/l 1 per ton, at the Electricity Committee's option.

Derby,—The T.C. has accepted the tender of the IJees

Roturbo Co., at £lf'3, for a boiler feed pump . and that of Messrs.

Mossay 4; Co., at £2;i7, for an electric vehicle. The E.L. Committee
recommends that the tender of Messrs. Alton A; Co., at £.i87 lOs,

for pipework, be accepted.

Kcch's,—The Electricity Committee has accepted the

tender of the Earl of Ellesmcre for 12 months' supply of stack, at

10b. '.Id. per ton.

Ivrltli,—The U.D.C. has accepted the following tenders

for coal for the electricity works :

—

Hcallo Bros., Ltd.—South Hetton coal fir a year, 11a. f.l. per ton.

H. W. Clarke Jt Co.—Best wharf soreeniogi tor a vear, lis. 5J. per toi.

l/aiicastcr.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of the

Lune Valley Engineering Co., for a dynamo, bitte.y, .s:;., for the

motor fire engine, at £32.

liPeds.—The Corporation has accepted the tender of

Messrs. Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works. L'.d., for a 13,000-K\v.

turbo-alternator with condensing plant, for the Whitehall Road
generating station, at a cost of £34,ltiO, subject to borrowing

powers being obtained. Considerable discussion took place on the

proposal, Mr. Foster objecting to part of the contract ( for the

turbine) being let to a Swiss instead of a British firm, but it was
finally carried by a large majority.

Le.vtoii,—The U.D.C. has accepted the tender of Mr.

A. C. Brown, for £32, for a fire-alarm indicator, switchboard and

accessories.

I.oiidoii,

—

Wasi>swoi!TH.—The B.C. has proviaionally

accepted the tender of Messrs. J. A. Henderson & Co., at £ 103, for

installing electric light at the Balham Baths.

Luton.— The Electricity Ct>nimittee has accepted the

tender of Messrs. Mechan .V; Sons, Ltd., for £74(5, for a coal elevator

and conveyer.

Salford.—The T.C. has accepted the following tenders

for the supply of materials and stores during the period endiog

March Slst next :

—

stern Bonneborn Oil Co . Ltd. Russ'ao white oi'. £30.

U. Painter « Co. - Rubber insertion, ditto rings, and brass joint-rings,

£21 6s. Ud.
H. Ci. Mabbs.-Motor stuta-s, £376 189.

Le Carbono —Motor carbon biushes, £96.

Terranti. L'd., General Electric Co., Ltd, AlicmatjngcurrBni meter!,

£iea 148.

Chamberlain .t Ilookham. Ltd.—Continuous-current meters, f<lO lis.

W. T. Henlev's Telegraph Works Co.. Ltd -Rubber strip. £W 10s.

O. Hatterslej & Sons, Ltd.— Pla>n while tape, £16.

Pii-elli. Ltd.—Rubber gloves ard rubber cats (or cable«, £11.

Klectrical Engiaeeriug and E>iuipment Co.. Ltd , and W. T. Glf\er \ Co.,

Ltd.—Twin and muliiplecoro c<ble, £S1 ; 0"ncrnlrlo cable (or woiking
pressure up to ft>0 volts, £148 : ditto, up to 3,300 volts, £30 : eltm-bigh-
tension ihreeci-e cable, £1,616.

W. T. Clover * Co., Ltd. Rubber.covered cable (or wnrkiiie pr<>->urc not

pxcoediuK 660 volts, £1S : ditto, not excecdinR 150 volta. £T0; twin
llexibli) cable, £'.0: rubber covo'ed cable tor working pressure not
exceedini: 3,300 volts, and ditto lor working pti\ssaie nv.i > icpeling
e.l'iOO volts, at sebcJulc piices.

Brush l-'.locirical Kug. Co.. Ltd.— I'J car bodies without covered iojm bat
with vestibule ends. £7,641 : U oar lioJias with covered lops and
vestibule ends, £9,661.

The J. C. Brill Co.-4i trucks, £3.S6-J.

Pritisb Westinghouse Kt6C. and M.g. Co., Ltd.-U oar electrlol equip-
ment sets. £^.048.

Dick. Kerr.V Co., Ltd.—10 car electrical equipment sets, £a.'»l; 41 con-
trol Ics, £1,474.

Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works. Ltd.—Two car electrical em-ipmcnl sets,

£141 : (our contiollers, £137.
P. M. Procktor.t Co., Ltd.—Suppl.v and erection t( three suspended iron

gang" nvs at the central car deixM, £J07.
Hntisb W.s ingbiuse Klec. and Mlg Co , LId.-Kx enfiino( high-tension

switcbgcar i\iid supplv o( control panels in connection with 6,01W-Kw.

turbo allnniator, £.107.

J. IVach. - Three 170 k». ni.^'or-alteruators, with swi ohgear. £J70.

Bertram Thomas. -Throe-phase ci^nlinucus-ourrcni swi*bbo»nl (including
£3ti0 lor instruments!. £I.IS^.

British Westinghouse Elec. and M(g. Co., Ltd.-Threephsse extra-high-

pressure switobbsard, £914.
R. H. Carlisle * Co., LtJ.—16-H.r. D.<rnic.i motor-sar. £ai8 lis.
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Tha foUnwine teadera have been aourpted (or ooal for the

Eleiitrioity Department ;

—
I'lldoii iind Kiimlev ^oal ^1., I'M-. l.xOO t»nk of No. 3 bent washiil sUck

Vi«. per toil : A. KnowlXH .t Hons, Lfl., H.OOO toDB of hull witalied bl>c'k>

I'J.. pel toil : E»rl i.t i':ll<!biiinri>, H.OOO liiiia of UrldKewstiT coiil, 1'^.

IttiT tun, and 4,60} toilti of bent waHlied Black, I'Jii. 3U. i>ci loo,

SnaiiM'ii.—The B.C. has accepted the following lenders :

brititih WxKiinKlioiinu Co.—Mnio ki niTatiiiK ulation awilvhgoar, £I,:I77.

Fergujon, Pallia A Co. - Hub*tali"n »witi.h(far. £617.

Malliis«'y.—The tender of the Brush Hllectrical Enf,'i-

neerinfT ^'^- han been accepted by the Corporation for the aupply of

six double-deck card with top covers, complete with trucks and
electrical equipment.

Walsall.— In connection with the new generating stition

the lUectricity Committee ha» a^.oepted the foUowintr tenders ;

—

W. Kenilrick A Son, Waliull.- I<ui<diiii;ii, £i),'iU.

RrlllBii « M.irconi, KiniiinKliam. 'I'lirlM. i-s. iilternalorH, .Vc, Xil.US.
Uabcuck .V Wil>'!>x. Boiler house i>lant, i'J0,121.

Wortliinir.—The T.C. has reieived the follcuving tenders

for the supply of cables and accessories ;

—
W. T. lilover.V Co., Lid i430
Inion CaWoCo., Ltd ill

SiomeDS Hrui, & Co., Lid 419
W. T. Hcniov's TplPRraph Works Co., Ll.l. . 416

Callender's Cable & Construction Co., Ltd. (ucccpledi 4i)3

The tender of the Main Colliery Co., Ltd., for 300 tons of

Dynevor Duffryn (.60 per cent, large) eoal, at 21b. Hd. per ton, has

been accepted.

I'oi'k.—The T.C. has accepted the following tenders :

—
Rotary converter and translormerfl, £3,794.— General Klectrie Co.
BwilchBear, £175.—D.T.H. Co.
Erection of sub-station, £571.— H. E. Turner A Son.

phase, tliice-phuse, or si.v-phase, three-phase Iteing hj far

the aidjt nsual t>|ii- of winding.

That is t<i sjiy, the rotor may be either singlc-pbaoe or

polyphase, but that if phase-displacement is to Ix; ilfected,

the priiiiiry must lie wound polyphase, in order that a

rotary field may be produced.

Threejjhuse stators can be provided with i-ix termiuala

to enable the windings to Ije connected either in star or in

delta ; it is then pojsilili: to obtain the full k.v.a. output of

the regulator at either <if two voltages. It is also pos.sil)le to

provide Uippings on tln' scwjndary windings so that reduced

voltages may be available. The machine may, therirfore, if

suitably constructed, be made when necessary to jierforai four

distinct functions, viz. :

—

(«) Phase displacement between primary and secondary.

{b) Phase conversion if, say, the primary be wound
three-iihase and the secoiiilany two-phase or single-phase.

(() N'oltagc transformation, if the secondary b(^ wound
for a different pressure to that of the sujiply.

((/) \'oltage regulation, by means of star-delta connections

and tappings.

An induction regulator for laboratory purpo.se8 is, however,

usually provided with three-phafe windings of equal volt-

age on both primary and secondary, and with only three

terminals for the rotor and three for the stator ; itb sole

function is thus that of jihase displacement. There is no
" copper " connection between the primary and secondary

sides.

In order to appreciate the principle and characteristics of

the induction regulator when used as a displacer, it is

INDUCTION REGULATORS AS PHASE
DISPLACERS.

For the testing and calibration of a.c. watt-hour meters,

and also for other laboratory purposes, it is frequently

necessary to obtain an electromotive force which, whilst"

synchronous with that of the generator or supply, can be

caused to have any desired phase relation to the latter. It

should be of the same order of magnitude as the supply

voltage, and its value should be unaffected by alterations in

its phase.

By means of choking coils and static condensers, it is

possible to cause the e.m F. impressed upon any apparatus to

lead or lag respectively in relation to the supply, but the

method has the following serious limitations where any con-

siderable range of phase variation is necessary :
—

(a) A large number of expensive choking coils, condensers

and res'stances are necessary.

(/;) The connections often become complicated,

(f) The \oltage impressed upon the apparatus is much
below that of the supply.

(d) Every adjustment of the phase alters the impressed

voltage, and in order to obtain any given combination of

phase and voltage a highly complicated calculation is neces-

sary, involving serious loss of time.

(«) Fine adjustment is difficult.

To overcome these difficulties, a small polyphase induc-

tion regulator may be used consisting of a standard slip-

ring induction motor without brush-lifting and short-

circuiting gear. The "rotor" never pei forms a cwmplete

revolution, but its position in relation to the stator must
be accurately adjustable by means of a hand-lever. It is

then possible to oljtain any desired phase relation, and with

an infinite number of gradations. The adjustment is

simple in the extreme, and involves no alteration of

any of the electrical connections, or any calculation what-

ever ; the impressed voltage is independent of the phase,

and is only slightly affected by variations of the load,

whilst the secondary can be wound for any desired voltage.

The efficiency is very high, as the regulator is practically

nothing but a three-phase transformer with means .for

moving one of the windings. As a rule the " rotor " con-

stitutes the primary ^\inding, and it can be wound either

two-phase or three-phase, although the former is seldom

required. (As pointed out below, a gingle»pbage induction

regulator has different gharacteriatica to a polyphase one.)

The secondary can, however, ba woupd 8ingl«»phase, twp-

necessary to distinguish clearly between such phase-shifters

and

—

1. The three-phase induction regulator when applied as a

booster.

2. The single-phase induction regulator.

In the appended figs, la and lb a single-phase induction

regulator is depicted diagrammatically, whilst fig. 1a repre-

sents the vector diagram with open secondary. When, as

in fig. la, the axes of the primary and secondary are co-

incident, the maximum voltage will be induced in the

secondary, the system resembling that of an ordinary static

transformer, o i' represents primary impressed E.si.i'., o C,

the magnetising current, lags approximately '.lo^ behind this,

and the magnetic flux is also in phase with oc. As Ihe

secondary e.m.f. lags ;to' behind the flux it will be repre-

sented by OS, which is 180^ behind p, and by transposi-

tion of the connections can be brought into phase with o p.

The primary and secondary voltages may, therefore, as in

an ordinary transformer, be regarded as coincident in

phase. The flux being alternating in magnitude

and fixed in pjsition {i.e., not a constant rotat-

ing field), any angular displacement of the rotor

as in fig. lb, will not affect this phase relation, but the

whole of the flux produced by the primary will then no

longer pass through the secondary, and the magnitude of

the voltage o s inducecf in the latter will be reduced in

proportion to this reduotion of effective secondary flax. If

the rotor be moved round until its axis is horizontal, no flux

will pass through the secondary, and no e.m.f. will be

induced.

The functions of the single-phase induction regulator are

therefore limited to that of producing a voltage variable at

will from zero to a maximum, but always in phase, with

that impreased upon the primary.

Fig. 2a represents a three»phase induction regulator with

the axes of the thre« primary phasa-windings coincident
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with those of the secondary. If any one phase be regarded

separately, fig. lA will still represent its vector diagram,

and fig. 2a can be drawn for the complete three-phase

system.

There is, however, the essential difference between the

single-phase and three-phase machines that whereas the

field of the former is alternating in magnitude and fi.xed in

position, that of the latter is approximately constant in

magnitude, but rotates in space. It follows that, into

whatever position the rotor may be turned, the secondary

will never escape being cut by the full magnetic flux as this

revolves. Conse(iuently the k.m.k. induced in the secondary

will be independent of the rotor position, and will in effect

be constant.

On the other hand, angular displacement of the rotor will

alter the phase of the secondary e.m.f. Assume, for

instance, that the rotor is movetl through an angle of 120
as in fig. 21). Secondary .\\,will now be opposite primary z//,

and its e.m.k. will, therefore, be 180" behind that impressed

upon -Lp, instead of 180° behind that impressed upon \ p ;

that is to say, that it is 1 20 ' later in phase than before the rotor

was moved. Similarly, each of the other secondary phases

is retarded 120 by the movement, and the vector diagram,

fig. 2n, now represents the altered relations.

It is clear also that for any other or intermediate position

the phase of the secondary k.m.k. is determined by the

position of the rotor in relation to the stator, its magnitude

remaining constant.

Misconception is sometimes caused by the fact that three-

jihase induction regulators are in common use as voltage

regulators on feedois, rotary converters, &c.. and that

single-phast^ induction regulators are used for this purpose

on electric locomotives. It should be pointed out, however,

that the voltage in the secondary of a three-phase induction

regulator when used for pressure regulation, does not vary.

The secondary is wound only for the difference between the

minimum wd maximum vultaget required and i» connected

in series with the circuit which is to be controlled, whereas

there is no copper connection between the primary and
secondary of a phase displaccr.

With the Ee(»ndary connected in series with the line, the

vector diagram of one-phase is as shown in fig. :•!, where
II I represents impressed voltage, i R represents secondary

voltage or boost, and o U represents resnltant voltage

impressed on feeder or converter. The lx)osi remains

constant, but by altering its phase in relation to the primary

E. .M. F. the resultant voltage can be varied between o u,

and Rj.

The two applications of the induction regulator are

therefore in no wise inconsistent.

THE PREMIUM WAGES SYSTEM.

The premium or bonus mode of remuneratinn indnetrial labour

has met with much favour, and its adoption is often urged as one

of the panaceas for mitieatinfr the antagoniBm that exists tetween

capital and labour. The principle of the premium method as

generally practised is that standard times and rates, which are

imposed by the rate fixing department of the particular industry,

are set for various descriptions of work or output, and that if the

work be completed satisfactorily in less than the standard period,

the workman receives a premium or bonup, which is computed in

different ways according to the conditions adopted, he. in any case,

always receiving his fixed hourly rate of wages. Let us notice

some of the conditions, and suppose that the standard time fixed

for a certain line is 100 hours, that the work is completed in 90

hours, and passed by the inspector, that the hourly rate is 9d.

and that the premium payable is one-third of any saving —
'.10 hours at yd.

loo hours' standard time
90 hours' actual time

810d. time work.

10 hours' saving, one-third of which
is 3 S hours at yd 30d. premium.

840d. total

which is etiuivalent to (Vo'^ y'33d. per hour.

On similar data, except that half of the saving be payable, we

have

—

90 hours at 9d 8 lOd. time work.

10 hours' saving, half of which is

5at9d 4 5d premium.

8'55d. total

which is ciiuivalent to (",,V) y'50d. per hour.

In the third instance we shall assume that the amount of the

premium to which the workman is entitled bears the same ratio

to the fixed rate as the actual time occupied bears to the standard

period

—

90 hours at 9d.

10 hours' saving, which is 10 per

cent, standard time, and 10 per

cent, of SlOd. is

SlOd. time work.

8ld. premium.

89 Id. total

which is ci\uivalent to tV-ji'), 9'90d. per hour.

Here the value of the increased exertion or intensity of labour

of the workman is in the first and second instances assessed at

', or i of the saving of time, which is calculated at the time rate,

whilst in the third illustration he receives a premium on the basis

indicated of j'nth of the value of the time work.

In what is usually termed the fixed premium system, the

premium rate is fixed, and thu workman is paid for the actual

nnmber of hours saved computed at that rate. If this rate l<e 7d.

in the foregoing circumstances, ho would receive :

—

90 hours at 9d.

10 hours at 7d.

SlOd. time work.

70d. prtmium.

SSOd. total

which is equivalent t&y'77d. per hour.

The opposition to the premium scheme in many instances is due,

among other causep, to the ditferonce of opinion that manifests

iteelf in relation to the apportionment of the eaving as between

employer and emploje. the workman often detlaring that what he

saves he should be paid for in full, th« bonus, otherwise, b«ing

more of the nature of a sop.

Thf objeoC of tha premium eyitem ii, of ooarse, to obtain

inor««B«d prodaotioa at 1««« manufaotorinf oott, and oatffrally

with » 1m« latlo e( «a-oMt to predaotlon.
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NOTES.

< (»|»|H'r.—CopjHT liuviiij; been (iochmxl coiiUaliaiid liy

the BritiHh Oavernment, itH export \» forbidden
; carifoeB of the

metal destined for home ]>ortu have been trannferred from the
obips to bari;e8 by the (ijvernment, and priucB have ifcme up
rapidly, dealers on Wednesday askinff £70 a too, whereaa the prioe

waB under £t!U a week a^o. \'ery little copper in available, and
there in a proapcot of Bbortuge due to the exuduB of foreit^n labour
from the United States.

I II ilt'i'w liters' l,iilM-l Service—Tlie Ubcl service of

the raderwriters' Labo^atorie^ of Chioajfo was reoently explained
by Mr. A. R. Small, Buperintendent of the label Bervice of the
laboratories. The labels are famished to manufauturers of various
classes of goods, electrical and otherwise, aB the result of factory
ingpeotion. The Bervice now covers over 70 devices and materials,

of which 2.1 are electrical. The label Bervice started with rubber-
covered wire, rigid conduit being the next fitting to bo provided
with labels. The label means the actual examination of the device
at the factory of the maker, and implies from 115 to y.i per cent,
of compliance with standard spocificatiqns.

In the case of rigid conduit, an inspector from the Inderwriters'
Ijiboratories visits the factory four times a week in busy times.
He may stay from half an hour to six hours. All inspectors are
governed by very explicit iastruotions as to their duties. In the
line of rubber-covered wire, 35 factories in the I'nited States
and Canada Bubsorible to the label service of the Underwriters'
LabDratorie^. All of these produce new code wire. The rubber-
covered wire factories are inspected about five times in two weeks.
Manufacturers are required tb make testa themselves, and the
inspector has authority to re- test any new code wire in the factory.
Many tests are made by inspectors, and in ways that the manu-
facturer cannot anticipate. If the manufacturer is found to be
weak on any point, he is required to improve his material in
that respect.

The message of the label to dealers and contractors is that com-
petitors are complying at least with the minimum requirements.
The manufacturers will note that all inspection work is done at the
factory, which is desirable in a number of ways. In other respects
the label conveys to the manufacturers a message of diitinct busi-
ness advantage.

List year the number of Underwritere' Laboratories labels
increased 33 per cent, over the year before. The service has justi-
fied itself. The eleotric\l fraternity has been more active than the
other industries in supporting the work of the I'nder writers'
Laboratories, and in turn the laboratories seek to co-operate with
the electrical industry.

The expanse of conducting the Underwriters' Laboratories is

borne by the insurance companies, so far as the building and equip-
ment are concerned. The pay roll iR met out of the receipts from
the clients of the laboratories. No charge is made to manu-
facturers for the overhead expense of the laboratories. Labels are
furnished at a flit rate, there being no discount for quantity.
Rjbites are made at the end of the year if it is found that service
to any particular line has been rendered at .a less expense than had
been anticipated. The idea is to charge for the labels what the
inspection service actually costs to each line of an industry, as
rubber-covered wire, conduit, snap switches, &c., the different lines
being figured eepuately. la any event, it is not planned that the
label service shall coat more than I per cent, of the mauufacturing
cost.—Electrical World.

Ilyrti-oeleetric IMaiit Operated witliout an Atten-
dant.—The Greenfield ( vias^) Electric Light and Power Co. has
a 3,000-KW. steam plant situated on the bank of a small stream.
Water from this stream is used for boiler-feed and condensing
purpose?, a pond being formed by a dam. Daring the year 1913
it became appirent that the dam (an ancient log structure) would
have to be renewed. It was therefore decided to build a concrete
gravity type of dam primarily for securing the water supply of
the steam plant.

Investigation seemed to ahow that a small amount of power
could be generated in connection with the dam, provided the
operating expense could be kept at a low value. After due delibera-
tion a 24-in. double-runner horizmtal watftrwheel was installed
and belted to a 100-h.p. three-phase, 2 300-volt squirrel-cage
induction motor, the motor being driven above synchronous spaed
BO as to operate as an induction generator.
The waterwheel is controlled by a governor which holds the no-

lo id speed about 15 per cent, above normal, so that while normally
the wheel runs at full gate opening, if the load drops oflf for
any reason, the set will not run away.
The motor is connected through an automatic switch and meter

t) the 2,300-vjlt distribution line of the company right at the
plant. Ordinarily there is sufBcient load on this line to absorb the
output of the induotinn generator. At times of light load the out-
put of the generator is ftd back into the main station bus.

If the switch on this feeder at the main station should open for
any reason, the induction generator loses its excitation but keeps
right on running. When the switch is closed the generator
becomes energised and immediately picks up its portion of the load.
The process of starting up is simplicity itself ; the wheil being
started and the machine brought up to approximately synchronous
speed, the switch is closed and the operation is complete. Pro-
vision is made for operating one runner of the wheel separately
in times of low water.
The normal a'.tsndance of this plant ia limited to a visit three

times a day, at shift changes in the main plant. The operator

BtopB at the plant on hia way to work, re&dii the metern, feels the
bearings and obnerveH the general condition of the ma<.'hinery,

racks, ic. The plant was placed in operation on .lanuary iBt, and
it fulfilling all expectation^ aa to reliability and low operating co8t«.

The dam ban a height of IH ft., including Huh boards, and a
Hpillwuy of ItiO ft. The wheel cbamljer is built integral with it

at one end and the generator Ih housed in a brick building adjacent
to the wheel chamber, the wheel shaft running through a Btuffing-

bjx into the generator room.
The dam and building were built under the iliroction of Mr.

H. A. Moody, hydraalio engineer on the ataff of the company —
Mfclricd World.

<'eiitrifii<>'al KtleetN in Keltiiiir.— Ilefeniii^' in I'oaer
to the tradition that belts, to operate properly, muBt be given
initial tension, Mr. \\

. F. SchaphorstadmitH that hard, stiff, uncared-
for belts need initial tension, but belts should not be stiff ; in the
pliable state belts grip the pulleys to such an extent that extremely
slack running is often possible. The chief advantages of slaok
belts are increaEe of arc of belt contact, and decrease in bearings
friction.

F.g. 1 shows a proportion commonly observed in practice,
namely, a 4 -ft. driving pulley, a I -ft driven pulley and 2U to 25 ft.

between centres. The lower half of the belt is the pulling half.

Where the non-pulling side is permitted to run Black, about, as

shown in fig. 1, the weight of the belt alone, hanging in the form
of a catenary, will compensate for the centrifugal force up to a
considerable speed in most cases. The weight of the belt alone ia

enough to pull it down below the tangent line T T, in which case a
curve concave upward is formed between the j)ullejs, inertia causing
the sharpest curvature to form close to the small pulley, thus
increasing the arc of contact considerably more than when the
belt is not in motion, and creating a counter centrifugal force that
can be accurately computed as soon as we know the curvature at

the sharpest turn. If this "slack curvature " is equal to the
curvature of the small pulley we are justified in assuming that the
ill effeota of centrifugal tension are eliminated.

S]iarkiii!>' Distances in Klectrieal Installations.

—

A mass of reliable data ia now available concerning sparking dis-

tance between electrodes of simple goemetrical form (needlepoints,

disks, spheres, kc). under various conditions, but little informa-
tion has hitherto been available concerning sparking distances

between metallic conductors and walls in workshops and on switch-
boards, &c. This problem, which is obviously of great practical

importance, was recently investigated by Gino Rebora (See also

Atti deir Associazione Elettrot. Italiana No. 31,913), and the first

result deduced was the fact that a grain of dust or a fine hair or

fibre would often suffice to start discharge from a high-tension
conductor. A point or angularity in a conductor may cause a dis-

charge to occur which would otherwise require 30 per cent, higher
pressure than that actually operative ; it is therefore very desirable

that all metal subject to high-tension current should be as free as

possible from points and angularities of any kind. The black

lines frequently seen on switchboards and walls behind high-
tension conductors reveal the presence of sustained feeble discharges
which bombard the surface near the conductor with particles

of dust.

From observations made in 30 installationa, working at preBsnrea

between 3,000 and 110,000 volts, Rebora derivea a curve ahowing
the minimum safe distance between conductor and earthed walls

or metal covers, i;c. As shown by the following data, his limita

are rather less stringent than those recommended (but not always
observed) by the G E.G. :

—

P.D. 20 40 CO 80 100 KiloToUs.

Minimum distance r Rebora 100 200 330 450 590 mm.
between con--i
ductor and earth [g. E.G. 150 300 'ir)0 620 770 mm.
As regards the effective height of porcelain insulators of pylon

form, used as intermediate insulators on distribution boards, ka.,

this height increases almost linearly at the rate of 5 or 5i mm.
per KV. for pressures up to 80 KV., and then increases more rapidly,

to a total of ."i80 mm. for 100 KV. and 9.10 mm. for 130 KV. In
deriving these data, Magrini, A.E.G., and Richard Ginori insulators

were tested.

In the course of inveatigationa conducted in the Ecole Poly-
technique de Milan with a view to determining the lawa of dis-

charge between conductor and masonry, \c., copper wires, 2, 4, 5,

6 and 8 mm. in diameter, a bar 3x10 mm., and a brass tube
23/32 mm. in external and internal diameter were used. As second
electrodes were emplTyed in turn walla of cement, stone, hollow
brick, eternite. and metal frameworks. The maximum testing

pressure available was 100 KV. at 42 cycles per second. When the
conductor under test was pointed straight at the wall, breakdown
occurred at 20 per cent.—25 per cent, lower p.d. (^for separations

of 100 to 2.")0 mm.) than would be required to produce discharge

between needle points the same distance apart. This is a result of

great practical importance, since live metal parts are frequently so

arranged in high tension installations as to produce such reductions

in the factor of safety.
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In the case of conductors rnnninc parallel to walla or bent round

in a eemioircle at the end abuttinj; the wall, breakdown follows

much the same law &% that between needle points
;
this applies

also to diacharee between conductora and metal frameworks.

Usiner brass tubes about 1 in. in diameter, a hieher r.D. was
required than with wires to produce breakdown across a given sap.

Data collected from a number of diverse installations concerninff

the minimum safe heisfht of intermediate insulators and the

minimum safe distance between conductors and walls are

unexpectedly consistent, and lead to the conclusion that the mini-

mum distance between conductor and earth should correspond to a

breakdown pressure I'S or 2 normal line pressure. In a balanced

and insulated three-phase system, this rule leads to a factor of

safety (= minimum breakdown voltage / actual r.i). between con-

ductors and earth) of :!'0 or 3 •'., In cmclueion, emphasis may
again be laid on the desirability of avoiding sharp points and edges

which, if present, facilitate brush discharge and subsequent "heavy
current" or "power" breakdown accompanied by extensive

damage.

Aiiiericiiii Station I*r(M»f Aiiaiiist Fire—The electric

service of the famous old city of Salem is furnished by the Salem
Eleotric Lighting Co. That the people of Salem are not without

central station service to-day is due to a wise engineering foresight

which not long ago resulted in carrying out a scheme of plant

reconstruction along fireproof lines which splendidly met the test

when it came. The fire started in a distant part of the city.

Fanned by a strong wind, the blazs carried everything before it,

laying more than 1,000 buildings in ruins before its course was
finally stayed. Some six hours after the conflagration started, the

flame3 swept down upon the lighting company's station, surrounded

it, beat against its brick walls and wire-glass windows wish a fury

which only those on the spot can appreciate, and then passed on,

leaving every other structure in the vicinity a heap of smoking
ashes and drhrl.i. Some damage wis done to the coal conveyer, but

the five emplojHS who remained in the station during its ordeal of

fire kept steam on the boilers and ran an exciter at normal voltage.

There was nothing for the main generating units to do, as the

outgoing lines in the vicinity of the plant were gone ; but during

the night following the confligration street lighting service was
resumed through a considerable portion of the city, and com-
mercial lighting and power began to be supplied. Within 48

hours of the start of the fire the company was supplying electricity

to nearly everyone in town who was in a position to receive service

through temporary mains. The manager of the company and a

number of other employes lost their homes, but with dauntless

courage every man attacked the problem of restoring the service at

the earliest possible moment.

—

Amrrh-an Eli-ctrical lirvieic.

Ilalf-Wiitt iianips tVtr Liiiiitlioiises.—The use of

half-watt lamps in lighthouses has proved very satisfactory, as

the light emitted by these lamps is very penetrating, and, since

the filament is concentrated in a small space, focusing is parti-

cularly easy, and therefore the obtaining of a good beam is readily

accomplished. A 3,000c.P. Osram half-watt lamp has been
installed in a lighthouse on the end of the Port Talbot Dock and
Railway Co.'s pier. A 1,000- watt 1.000-o.P. Osram drawn-wire
lamp was first installed, and the pilots were able to pick up the

light when off the Mumbles Head, a distance of between 4} and
5 miles ; this lamp was superseded by the l,50ii-watt :!,U00-C.r.

Osram half watt lamp, and the pilots are now able to pick up the

light whe^ much farther down the Channel, the estimated distance

being 7 miles.

An Osram half- watt lamp has also been installed on the pier

head at Dunoon, without any protection whatever from the

weather, and has had to withstand the very severe vibration of the

pier head, but no trouble has been experienced.

ratalitirs.^HoLsovER.—At the adjourned ini|uest on
the body of Josiah Hunter, who was found dead in front of an
electric coal-cutter at Oxcrott ('oUiery, Bolsover, on July 7th, Mr.
Elliot Smith, representing the Midland Coalowners' Indemnity
Association, took exception to a rider baing put into the months of

the jury by Mr. Nelson, II. M. Impector. Evidence was given
ahowing that the trailing cable insulation was faulty and that it

was tested at least once a week. Mr. Nelson considered that a

daily test was a necessary precaution, and the Coroner, in recom-
mending a verdict of accidental death, said the jury could add a

rider, which Mr. Nelson had suggested should be " that more
effective arrangements should be made to test the continuity of

the earth condnctor." Mr. Elliot Smith contended that any recom-
mendation should come spontaneously from the jury, adding that

the suggestion of the Inspector would receive the greatest considera-

tion, and that it was unnecessary to add it as a rider. For the

company it was intimated that all such trailing cables had been
replaced, and that so soon as apparatus was available, the
suggestions made would be carried out.

Ealing.—On I'riday last, an emery wheel in the Ealing Common
Works of the District Railway burst ; two employes were seriously

injured, one of whom subsequently died.

Lead l*«»isoiiiu<i'.—The electrolytic treatment of lead

poisoning was discussed at the Public Health Congress at Edinburgh
University on Saturday last. Dr. William II. F. Oxioy, London,
said that he had experimented with the electrolytic treatment, and
had not been able to confirm the results of Sir Thomas Oliver or that

any lead was extracted from the body by means of the treatment.

Sir Thomas Oliver said that their experience in Newcastle was
extremely favourable to the treatment, As to the extraction of

lead from the body, he thought there was no doubt.— (Vit'mjt-ii/

Traik Journal.

llfiiatiinMl EU'ctiicitj.—An interesting meihcd of

preventing the improper use of electric current has been dcTiteJ

by an Italian engineer. The practice of mBking'especially low
rates for energy to be used in electric power, beating and cookimr
devices is becoming more and more general, but with the ordinary
constant-pressure supply, it is difficult to prevent the n«e of
lighting devices on circuits intended only for power and bestiDg
purposes.

This engineer advocates the use of special circuits on which the
current is subject to extreme fluctuation of voltage at rapidly-
recurring intervale, which would make it practically impocgible to

use lamp.a, because of the flicker in the light. As the current i«

not entirely interrupted and the normal voltage is almost
immediately restored the proper operation of power or heating
apparatus is not interfered with, and the rightful nee of the
circuits for their respective purposes is assured. At the same time,
it should be noted that this system would be fatal to the nse of
luminous radiators.

Wcrciin -Vapour IJulit for Iusp(>(-tins: Traiislureut
ProdiU'ts.— lube sugar and ivory piano keys are inapected under
artificial illumination produced by mercury-vapour lamps with
greater speed and accuracy than can be attained in ordinary day-
light. Raw sugar is a brown substance, while the refined prodnct
is pure white, its whiteness being due to the same cause aa the
whiteness of snow, since both are made up of small transparent
crystals. Any impurity in sugar manifests itself by changicL' the
white to a shade of yellow. To detect impurities, plates of the
crystallised sugar 1 in. thick are examined by a man locking
through them towards a mercury-vapour lamp. When thus viewed,
yellow impurities stand out c'early in the bluish-green light. The
colour of ivory varies from the outside to the centre of the tusk to

such an extent that manufacturers sort the pieces into 10 different

shades. Formerly this sorting could be done only in bright day-
light, but with the light of the mercury-vapour lamp grading cm
be done without limitation at any hour out of the entire 24.

—

Electrical Worhl.

.ill American Visit.—Mr. K. Stuart I'ilcher, general
manager of the Aberdeen Tramways, who has retnmed frtm a
visit to the United States and Canada, says in the last 14 yeare
there has been not merely a great change there, but a complete trans-

formation of both the operating conditions and the type of cars

which are used to cope with the heavy traffic conditions. The
" Pay-As- You-Enter ' system worked very smoothly even when the
traffic was greatest. Tramway managers will be amused to hear
that in one city the leading newspaper devoted one column of the
daily paper to "Tramway Breakdowns "—then followed in tabulated
form the breakdowns in detail of the previous day. showing the
place, time, and length of delay. For the size of the city, which was at

present discussing municipalisation, the breakdowns were certainly

numerous. The speed on the American systems was much greater

than on this side, in spite of the fact that they had very few fixed

stopping stations ; the permanent way and general road-bed were
very bad, so bad that such a condition would not be tolerated by
the authorities on this side. The trailer-cars in use in the city of

Montreal were exceptionally fine, and seemed to be about the last

word in safe operation. The New York surface systems were die-

appointing, being rather behind the times, and there was a lack of
co-operation between the different companies operating—one com-
pany would not receive the transfers of another company—and the
poor stranger got little assistance from the companies, who had
no maps or guides such as one would expect on any large system.
His impression after seeing seven representative ."ystems. was that
the street railways were not run with as much regard to public

convenience and safety as were the tramways on this side ; and,
further, the emploji* did not seem to consider it any part of their

duty to be attentive to the passengers,

(auccr Ircaft'd Itv llcat.—At the riinioal Concress
of Surgeons of North America, held in London last week. Dr. J. F,

Percy read a paper on the treatment of cancer by heat. The
apparatus used was a most efficient electric heating iron, which
could be perfectly regulated when applied to the involveii ti.ssue.

With this apparatus and his water cooled spjculum, a maximum
penetration and dissemination of heat was obtained. The degree
of heat which was necessary did not burn up the cancerous mass,
but merely made it eo hot that the hand of the surgeon, encased
in a medium-weight rubber glove, could not hold it. When this

degree of heat was reached and maintaineil for from 10 to 20
minutes, the cancer cells were absolutely killed, while the normal
tissue cells were not injured. The bisic idea of this treatment was
not cauterisation, but the production and dissemination of heat in

the gros.s primary mass of cancer,— Thr Times.

Vriiiy and \avy Serxicc Vacancies.— The War
Offi,;e has issued notices inviting the services of artitioers, copper-
smiths, electricians, pattern-makers, and other classes of skilled

workmen, as well as of motor-cyclists.

The Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve wants recruits, especially

men with a knowledge of Morse signalling and wireless telegraphy,
fitters, electricians and metal workers.

Itadiilin.—According to the Chemiatl Trtidf Journal.
the new works of the British Radium Corporation. Ltd., at Elmers
End, near Beokenham, are now in oi>eration. and the extraction of

radium and uranium by the company's special process, on a much
larger scale than at the former works at Limehouse, is now
proceedlog,
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A|>|i(>iiiliih'iifs \;M'ailf.—I'liimliei-joiiiUjr for Siii^^ii-

pare Munioipality (£21); asHistaiit teltvrapb enirineerH for the

(Jjlci Coast I £40"); Uhiiratory Bteward for phynios and electrical

enuiueerintr tiiiir.), for Iluiiderafleld Teohnioal College I'drticulai*

are Riven in our advertiBfiiient paijei.

lldllCiltioiial \(tt«'S.— IJOYAI, Techmcai, ('n|,LK(;i:,

Glasikiw.—Sjssion iyi4-16 betrinH on September 23rd. Partiou-

larB are Riven in our advertiBement paRes.

City and Grii.ns oi' London Institi ie.—The proRramme for

1III4-6 has been isaued.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.

TIk- Eiitort inritf ehotricil enjin^ers, whttkir conntctgd with th«

ttfcknieal or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway oficials, to keep readers of the

EliBOTBlOAl. Review posted as to their vwvements.

Oiitral Station Officials.—Mr. Gkokkhky Pohtkr,

who has becQ agsDciated for some years with Elmundaona^

Electricity (jrporation, has now been appointed to the post of

asaiataat chief euRineer to the British Columbia Electric Riilway

Co On Tuesday, July 28 '.h, a number of resident engineera con-

nected with the Elmundtfona' supply Btationa attended a farewell

luncheon at which Mr. Porter was the Ruest. The rendezvous was

very appropriately the Brompton and K-nsinRton Restaurant,

where the cookinR is all carried out electrically. After the

luncheon a number of epeeohea were made conRratulatinR Mr.

Pjrter upon his appointment, and wiahinp him Rood luck in hia

new position. Aa a memento of the occasion and aa a connectinR

link with the Edmundaons' stations, Mr. Brandreth, of HiRh

Wycombe who was chairman, presented Mr. Pjrter with a Rold

albert on behalf of the enRineera. Many, who throuRh holidaya or

business were unable to b3 preaent, aent letters of coDRratulation

and Rood wishea.
, , ^ . ^u

The Wimbledon Corporation is recimmended to increase the

salary of Mit. W. J. OsWAi.n, an enRineer-in-charRP at the

electricity works, from £1B6 to £182 per annum.

The Torquay T.C. has increased the salary of MR. Salt, the

electrical eoRineer, from £350 to £iOO per annum at Midsummer

this year and to £450 at Midsummer, 191."., on condition that he

undertakes to remain with the T.C. until the works now contem-

plated are completed.
,^ , . tvt.. t a

The York T.C. has decided to increase the salary of MR. L. A.

Thain charge euRineer at the electricity works, from £100 to

£110 per annum from October lat next, with a further increase to

£120 on October let, 191.'i.

Mr Alec Sinclair, son of the chairman, has been appointed

charRe engineer by th3 Swansea Electric Lighting and Tramways

Committee. . , m. l\.

Mb Edgar F. Kent, of Sunderland, has been appointed to the

position of superintendent of the meter and electrical testing

department of the Salford electricity works, at a salary of £150,

rising to £200 per annum.
. ,i t ^ r.

Mr G C MiLNEs, electrical engineer for the Lancaster Cor-

poration has been called out with the 5th King's Own Royal

Lancaster Regiment, of which he is a lientenant. He left Lancaster

with the battalion on Wednesday.

'rraiu\\a> Officials.—The Brighton T.C. ha?, on the

recommendat\ou of the Tramways Committee, increased the

salary of the engineer and manager. Mb. W. Marsh, from *;400 to

£500 per annum.

(Jeiieral.—Alderman Robinson, for 10 years chairman

of the Bradford Electricity Committee, has been asked to accept

the Lord Mayoralty of the city for the next corporation year.

The marriage took place at St. Peter's and St. Paul'a Church,

Waugford. on Saturday last, of Mr. Thomas Arthur Poni),

A.M I.E.E , of Hatoham Park, and Miss A. C. Clatten, of Churjh

House, Wangford.
• t j m„ n -cr

The Barnsley Education Committee has appointed MR. C a..

Matthews as instructor in electrical wireman'a work, and Mb.

J. E. Jackson as instructor in electrical engineering at the

Technical School. ,^ t a
At the Whitehall C ub on Tuesday, July 28th. some 40 friends

and well-wishers of Mr. Mark H. Robinson met, under the

chairmanship of Sir Frederick D raaldson, to present him and Mra.

Robinson with a memento of the anniversary of their golden

wedding, which they had reached on the previous day. In all

Bome hundred friends had subscribed towards the memento, which

was presented in conjunction with an album containing their

signatures. The movement was organi€ed by a Committee con-

sisting of Captain Sankey. Mr. J. C. Peache, Mr. G F. Clayton East.

Mr. P. A. Low and Mr. E. J. Fox, the last of whom acted aa

honorary secretary.

Obituary.—We regret to record the death of i[R. .1.

Eaton Shore, shops superintendent at Messrs Siemens Bros.

Dynamo Works, Stafford, who passed away on July 23rd. Aocord-

iuR to the Staffonhhire Adeertmer, Mr. Eaton-Shore had been with

Messrs. Siemens since 1908. and previously served with Messrs,

Willana & Robinaon for 22 years.

The death ia announced of ex-PROVOST Browni.ee, of Dundee.

It was largely through his efforts that the Corporation electrical

undertaking was started and the tramway system electrified and

municipalised.

LoiiKlin'U Klfctrlc Power iind LiKlitini; Co., Ltil. M.I78).

—Tlii> company wu reijiaioriid In Dublin on July 'itili, willi a caiiltal of

£'J,6(I0 Id f I iili»reB, to c«rry on Itio bualneia indioieil by the lllld. flie >ab-

noriberi) urn -F. A. Hwecny, L.ou|{brM, Co. Oklway, mtrchanl, M >bKr«ii

;

A. D. Comyn. l.ouijbre., Co. OKlwky, (olicllor. 60 hirea : Win. J. UutTy,

Loughie*, Co. Oalw«y, M.P.. M iih«re» \ Ed. O. De». Louuhn », Co. Qalway,

bolel protrietor, M) nharen ; C. K. Kinnidy, Louribrea, Co. Ualway, vlcluull^r,

UOBbarea: J. HtauQton, l.ougbrea, Co. Oalway, draper, MJ sbares ; J. Ocrauhly.

Loughrea, Co. Oalway, medical doctor, SO «barc8-. O. 8. Uraham. Loughrea,

Co Galway. BoUcUor, .00 hbare»; U. Crowley, Lougbroa, Co. Oalway. medical

doctor. 10 BharBB. Private company. Tbe dlrectori are A. 1). Comyn, J.

Oeraghty, P. Kennedy, t'. A. Bwoony, D. Crowley, C. B. Orabam, J. Utauotoo,

E. O'Dea and W. J. DuITy ; |U»""o»"on, -lU tlnrei. RegiBtjred office,

Lougbrea, Co. Oalway.

laternational Bleachers' On'or"*'"" ' l'*'*)) I't*'- (137, 234).

—Kegwtored July 'i>^'-^ I'y P. O O. Bbaw, i, Clement's inn, Btrand, W C.

Capital, i.l'.!0.000 in ! I ehareB. ObJ'jcta : To lake ovnr tbe undertaking and

all or any of the aBsata and llabihtleB ol the International Ule»cb(,r»' Cor-

Dorallon, Ltd. (incorpora'.ei in 191'Ji, and to oarry on the same and lualneaa of

mechanical and electrical engineers, manufaoturera of and dealera in all

aDDaratns an! tbioga required for or capable ol being nied in connection with

electric ccctrolytio or chemical bleacbioR or like appliances and apparalun,

*n and to enter into an agreement wlib the aaid old company. Purchase

conaideration, i98.li78 l.-« ,
payable aa to fi»88 I5s. in ca-h and 1W,6« In

Bharaa The Bignatories (with one Bbare each) are -1'. ii '. Hhaw, 4,

Clemeif8 Ion, W.C. solicitor ; W. T. Pollard, i. Ciemenfa Inn. W.C, clerk ;

H Hackett 44 Bedford Row, W.C. chartered ac^oantan-,; H. Andrews, 109.

Bo'uthamptinBtreet.Camberwell, BE., clerk ; A. O. Erablcw. 21 Lyinlngton

Road West Hainpstead. clerk ; K. 0. Mill.r, Beeburg Park Avenu.^ Hulton,

clB?k' M Uaborn, 18, Freshtord Street, EarUtlsId, 8.W., clerk. Minimum

cash s'ubi'oriplion. seven ehares. The PI s-. directors (to iiuml.er not I..Ba than

two or more than aevenl are A. Fraser, (Jul )y, near Ilitchm ; A. T. Masieiinan,

4 1 Qillingham Btraet, Ecoleaton Square, S W.; J. L Kerpi.n. Hyde Park

lintel KoiKhtabridge, S.W. : E. Chapman, 4, Bedford CiMiiiberb, Covent

Uiirdi'a V, C • O Sumner, 4, Bedford Chambers, Covent (iardcn, W.C;
and Col' w' M. Uodder, Holdene, near Cobli»m. The directors, with the

ovoontiiin ol Col. W. M. Hodder, are directors of the vendor company, and

?he? are all shareholders therein; A. Fraaer, holding l.-.O ordinary and 800

fmTnders' • A T Maaterman, WO ordinary and 700 foundera' ; J. b. Uerpen,

ini nrlina'rv and210 foundera'; E. (napman, l.i'.OS founders'; 0. Sumner, IQO

(nnndera' Col. W. M. Hodder, 100 ordinary and !i97 lounders'; .|ualiHcation,

lOOshires- remuneration not less than £50 each per annum ano '.ii per cent,

eacholtbe'surplusprofltsset aside for distribution as dividend in e.oh year.

Registered office, 4, Bedlord Chambars. Covent Garden, W.C.

"Dac" Accumulator Syndicate, ltd. ( 137,206).— This

,.„mn»nv was regiitered on July Mtb. with ciptiil ol iil.DOJ in f I Bhures. to

St ^n agreement with Ihe Dae " Accumulat.;,- Syndicate. Ltd.. and H. C.

Rmnd the liquidator there..', lor tbe aciniiition ol certain patents and other

nponertv to carry on the bu,iii.-33 ol i-l.'cirical engineers and cjBtractors,

mT,mUc'i,urer8 0l cells ;n.J batteries, suppliers of electricity, .Vc. The sub-

IJhir.lwfth one share ^a.^h) are : -J S. Parker, 128, Holboro, B.C.,

merch^t S W Simpson, 12, Janson Road, Btratlord, E, cl.-rk; B
McKinna sa GuiHord Stro.t W.C.ckrk; J. C. East.ugh. 39, Holmwood

Koad BeVenKinKs. clerk; W. T. Letts. CI, Oirtwr gbi G .niena. Ruasell

Bnoa« WC, clerk; A. F. Newberry. Staflord Ho,,,, Brolbou.ne. stock-

1 rnk r! HE Hughes 91), Gi.Bxell koad, E.C.. merchant. Miinraom caah

l',,h«n,intion seven shares. The number ol directors is not to be less than

woTr mire'than "even , the first are J. 8. Parker. A. F. Newbery. and HE.
HTehes" remuneration for Brst year, £50 per annam (subsequent years, f ICO

»"hDeVai™utn chairman fr. extra), and a i)3rcentftge of tbe profits.

Registered office, Cbeshunt Wharf, Choshunt, Hert3,

Chemico-Eleclric Co., Ltd. (l.S7,349).- Registered July 29th,

nStr To c«ryon the bnainess ol miners, quarrymen, manulactuiers of

u „;.,.ic on.l nroducts erciocers, chemists, manufacturers of nitric acid,

cS??mraffln vaTluortoa.ing oils, petrol and byproducts ol coa' store-

kelpers' shippers, charterers ol ships and other vessels. To deal with

shafcs and other secuiit^cj ol any company formed for the p'jrpjse of oanying

on or deve°oplog the business ol ohemictls ani manuUoture of cbidiica

OToduots ol all kinds and the development and supply ol power in the lorm of
pioauoiso tt.,»

ntbersise. The signatories iwiih one ]>-elerence share

laeh) are'sir Wi?namHM»rling.'Bt., Stanley Park Stroud, Glos^ ; F.

wfoDrbotbam, Stroud, Glos., solicitor; W. E. J. Hallet^ Creen Hook,

Sley Go "gentleman; O. D. Lucas, 39. Victoria Street, 8.W. engineer

;

Helsiey, uios
, B „ gtiot, Park Lane, \\ ., engineer ; J. A. Millirgton.

qVnmf^MOTtigu Btrelt, E.C, civil engineer ; H. 11. Hogg, iM, Hornton

St're^mSt*n! W merchant. Private company. The first directors (to

number not°ess°,han two or more tliin ten), are to be appointed by the

denat^)ti?s; qualification. £100; remuneration as fijci by the company.

RigisteVel office, 13, St, Helen's Place, E.G.

Harry T.lttersall, Ltd. (137,27<J).-This company was regia-

.=rirt nn Tiilv 30th with a c&pital of £3,000 in £10 shares (100 preference), to

tike over tie business of a plumber and glazier, carried on by H Tattersall at

Bnotland B idge, Rochdale, and to carry on the same and the business of

fncandesoent dealers, electric bell and telephone fitters gas ventilating and

Eoneral engineers, &c. The subscribers (with one share each) are .-Hy.

Tatte?sUl 27a, Spotland Bridge, Rochdale, plumber and glazier; G. W.

Mclndoe 313, Edenfield Road, Pa3ei.30ndi Rochdale, company seore ary

Private Company. Table" A '• miinly applies. Eeg.stered office, Spotland

Bridge, Rochdale.

Electromobile (Leeds), Ltd. (I37,251)--Thi3 company was

registered on July 29;h, ,v;th a capital of £1,000 in £ I shares, to carry on

hlTusin.ss of electv.cal an* .general engineer, manufac.urars of, and

[or and electric roaohinery, &

subscribers (with 60 sb;

Leeds and elsewhere. The
NV.'Popplewoll. Avondale, Blanks

Lt^'s' g'r" e" J. A. Popplewell Graveley, Thorpe, Halton. near Leeds,

KrocerF. B. Popoleweli: Avondale, Stanks, Leeds, cleetncal eogineer.

VHvat- comnanv The number o! directors is not t ) be less than two or more

than flve^htfl^rst are W.Popplewell, J. A. Popplewell and F. E Popplewelli

nuViflcat onT£.00 ;
remuneration ol chairman, £5 P^r "hi"™ ^ of other d reo-

iors £1 pLi annum. Registered office, 30, Bith Road, Holbeok, Leeds.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OP ELECTRICAL

COMPANIES.

Ackroyd & Best, Ltd.-Iaaae on June 29th, 1914 of £7 050

A " debentu-e 1. part ol a scries ol which particulars have already been filed.

TVaTlorsraDh. Ltd.—Debenture dated July 17th, 1914, tffl

J. M. Hunt, Fairlawn, Park Road, Boutbborongb, Kent.
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l)iidl(7, Stourbridge and District Medrlc Traction Co.,
Ltd. 114.71)31.—Capital, JE200,OOU in jfj shares (20,000 ord. and 20.000 prel.)

:

rotarn dated May U.'Sth, 1»14 ; all Bbaccs taken up ; je200,000 paid. Mortgagen
and oharcOB: ilUO.OOO.

British Tliomson-Iloiiston Co., Ltd. (17,982).— Capital',
jEBQO.OOO io 40,000 ord. and 40,UIJ0 pref. shaves ot JEIO each ; return dated June
4th, lill4; all sharcD taken up ; ilO pi-r share called up on :i2,r:il .,r.l. and
40,000 pret. i

£72.5.310 paid ; i.-7l.i;!lO considered as paid on 7,l«'j ord. MortgandB
and charges: £226 215. -Original capital, £210.000 in £10 shares. Increased
to £400,000 in IHSH, and to present amount in I'JIH.

Helsby Wireless Teloprrapli Co., Ltd.—Assieninent dated
July 9th, 1914, to secure £825, charged on certain moneys receivable from
L.N.W.U for wireleis equipment on th'oe Bbipi. Holders: Automatic Tele-
phone Manufaoturing Co., Ltd., Milton Road, KIge Line, Liverpool.

Spensors, Ltd.—Issue on July 17th, 1914, of £5oi) debs., part
of a series of which particulars have already been Hied.

CITY NOTES.

Kal»ooili(' KJcctiic Trainwa.v.s. Lf<l.

The ivport of the directors, for the year to 31st Dcvcmbcr,
1(113, shows gross receipts amounting to ^34,643 against

.i'37j917 for the previous year, while the net profits earnc<l

were f9,549 against £10,099. Tlie directors regret that the

do.pressed condition of affairs at Kalgoorlie, which has pre-

vailed for the past few years, continues to have a serious effect

on the traffic receipts. A new and adverse feature has been

the keen competition from motor cars owned by private indi-

viduals, which can be brought out and operated at only the

busiest periods of the day and on special occasions. Although
the gross earnings have fallen over ±'3,000, the net receipts are

only some £.500 less than last year. This has been biimght
about by a rigid reduction in unp^'otitable car mileage and in

expenses wherever possible. Reference was made in the last

r(|X)it to the action by the company's employes then before

the arbitration courts for improved wages and conditions. The
additional wages obtained by the men as a result of this

action amounte<l to sonic .t'OlXl per annum ; this extra expendi-
ture has been almost balanced by reductions in staff, and the

directors are glad to say that the relations between the com-
pany and its men are in every way satisfactory.

The e. gineer reports that during the year the cars travelled

.J68,-500 car miles, as against (319,170 car miles in the year
lOl'i, and carried '2,'266,3til pas.-;engers, as against 2,489.833 in

the year 1912. The earnings per car mile in 1913 were 14.57d.,

as against 14.65d. in 1912, with an exijense of 9.91d. per car
mile, as against 10.'27d. in 1912. Tlie expenses per cent, of

earnings in 1913 were 67,99. as against 70.08 in 1912. The
iiumbtr of units consumwl in 1913 was 610,370, as against
097.015 in 1912.

The " .\ " debenture sto<-k has been further reduced by a
sum of £0,598 in respect of the year under review, and during
the current year an additional sum of £6,980 has also been
bought for redemption. This has r<'diu'cd the stock outstanding
til the date of this report to .£49. ,81)0, thus materially improving
tlie position of the "B" debenture stix;k, although it has not
been possible to resume the paviuent of the interest on the
"B" stock.

The tenth ordinary general meeting of the shareholders of

this company was held on Thursday last week at the ofiices

(if the Ijondon Chamber of Commerce, Cannon Street, Wr.
.\i.M-.x li. P. Stonkh.\m, the Chairman, presiding.

In proposing the adojition of the above report, the Chairm.w
s.'iid that unfortunately the accounts were not as .satisfactory

.MS they could have wi.slied. With regard to the tramways,
llu'y liad run about 3,000 less car miles and had carried some
200.<KK1 less passengers. The rea.son for the re<liiction in llie

ear mileage was that they had cut off some of the unprofitable
mileage which they had been running in the past, and Ihat
had helped them to keei> down expenditure. It was satisfac-

tory to note that although the gross rtveipis had fallen off bv
£3,()0fl, the net receipts were, only alxnit ,£.500 below those of
the previous year. Tlieir hearty thanks were due to Mr.
Stanley (their manager in .•\ustralia) for the extraordinary
efforts he had made to reduce the expenditure. By reason of
arbitration awards they were comiielled to pay their nun
about £('<00 a year increased wages, but, notwithstanding that,
the net receipts, as he had before jioinfed out. were only down
£500. Tlie great trouble thev had had to doa\ with was the
very unfair competition which tlii^ local councils had thought
proper to allow to be brought against them by the owners of
private motor cars. Tlir eompanv had to pay 3 per cent, of
their gross takings to the eoiineils: tiiey had to keep their
track in order, and they found that the couneils allowed their

.
roads to get into .such a bad state that piaetically the whole
of the traffic used the tramway track. In spite of all that, the
Boulder and Kalgoorlie Councils had allowed these privately
owned motor cars to compete against them. He was sorry to
say that although they had appealed to the councils on the
Rubjeet. they had not been able to get any redress. To an
extent it was satisfactory that they were able to earn sufficient

profit to pay interest on the debenture stock and to keep up

the sinking fund. They had reduced the debentures to lees

than £.50,0<Xl, and if they kept on at the present rate in about
seven years' time they would have paid off the whole of the
" A " debentures.
Mr. O. WRTHEfiliD seconded the motion.
Replying to shareholders, the CiiAfRMAN said that the

amount t<j be .set aside annually for interest and sinking fund
was a fixed sum of £9,000. Of <:ourse, as years went on the
amount payable for interest v\ouId decrease, and by bo much
would they be able to increase the amount paid off the sink-
ing fund. With regard to the company itself running a motor
'bus service, he was convinced it would never pay. As to

whethcx there was any prospect of the Government buying
the company, he could only say that there had been plenty of
.suggestions to that end, but at the present time there was no
imibability of anything being done. They found that the
.Australian Government wanted to buy soinf thing when it was

. vei-j- prosperous and when they could get it cheap, but when
it was not prosperous, they were not anxious to buy.
The repfirt was adopted.

\»i'h.sliir«- EIrctric Power Co.

The directors report that during the past six months there has
been an increase in the revenue from the sale of eJectricitj'.

TTie net profits (after payment of mortgage interest) for the
three corresponding half-vearlv periods are :—To 3<lth June,
1914, £10.414; to 3(l(h Juiie. 1913, £6.972; to 30th June, 1912,

£3,ai9. Including the sum of £4.1.H,s brought from 1913 there
is a balance of £14,602, from which has to be set aside £2,2.50

to provide for the bonus on the repavment of the second
mortgagc.9 (£45,000), leaving £12.:i52 "to deal with. The
directors consider that the balance available justifies a distri-

bution to the ordinary shareholders, and they have decided to

declare an interim dividend for the half-year ending 30th
June, 1914, at the rate of 2 per cent, per annum, which with
the preference divitlend at the rate <if 6 per cent, per annum
will absorb £6,944. and leave £5,408 to carry forward. The
" Yorkshire Electric Power .Act. 1914," which was approved
by the .shareholders on February 17th, 1914. now awaits the
Royal .Assent. Tliis .Act renders unnecessary the holding of

the usual meeting in Si>ptember, and authorises the directors

to declare an interim dividend, which they have now done.

The company has now completed arrangements for the supply
of electricity in the eastern portion of its area, and since the
9th July has been giving a supply in Goole for railway, dock
and general purposes in addition to a supply to the Gixile

undertaking of the Distributiein Co. The second turbine
(3,000 KW.) in the waste heat station at Barugh has been put
on load and is a valuable .addition to the company's generating
plant. Mains are being laid for suppiv to power users, and to

the Distribution Co., in .Ardsley, Womhwejl and Worsborough.
and an agreement has been entered into with that company
for supply in Birstall. Greetland and Rothwell. where the
comp.any's mains are already laid. .Applications h.ive been
made by holders of .second mortgages for £^5,405 of the issue

of preference shares in exchange for their holdings and the

bonus payable thereon, and in addition £19.2(>5 of these shares

have been applied for. making a total of £-54.670 taken up since

the beginning (^f the vear. The total issue.<s of preference
capital authorised amount to £2<"K">,000 of which £1S1.575 has
now been taken up. and the directors anticipate that the

remaining £15.425 will soon be absorbed.

.**w iss Bi'«M n-ltoviM'i I'o.—The reportfor 1913-14 of tho

A.G. Brown-Boveri Co., ot Biden. states that, despite the slaekeniog

in the freneral situation of trade durinpr the past year, the electrical

industry remained well employed on the whole, although indica-

tions of a weakening were manifested by the prevalence of iiuieter

conditions, bat these did not lead to a sotwoity of work. I'nder

these ciroumstance.", it was possible for the general extension of

bujiness to proceed, and the turnover in all departments ejtperi-

enced an increase, which amounted to 20 per cent, on a value of

£1.240,000 for the Swiss works alone. The works at Munehensteiii,

which were acquired from another company, were conducted as

the company's branch for the first time in the past year. Particu-

lars are contained iu the report of the working result* of the

concern in which the company is financially intereste*'. Ihose
include the lirown-Boveri l"i.. of Maunheim, the Isaria Meter
Works, of Munich, the Insulation Co.. of Mannheim Neckarau. and
the Austrian Brown-Boveri Work.s, whilst the Rhenish Wire and
C^ble Works has been formed, and has aequired the new factory o(

J. Wahlen, of Cologne, for the manufacture of insulated wire*. »
new cable factory l)eing there on the point of beinf broueht into

operation. The gross profits earned in ISIS-H amounte>i to

i;476.000, as compared with £37'.i,0OO in l'.>13-13. and £3S,<.00^1

and £2;'S.000 of these totals were realised from mannfiwturing in

the two years respectively, the balance beinir profits on investments.

After meeting general expenses and writing off £Ii'1.0H> for

depreciation, as compartHl with fiSO.OOO in the previous year, the

accounts indicate net profits of £168.000. as compared with i-lOi'.OOO

in l!'19-I,S. It is proposed to piy a dividend of ;' per cent, on
share capital of 1 1.120,000 out of total share cipifal of £ 1.5S0.00O.

this comparing with S per cent, on the former capital in the
previous year.
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oiiriiiciilal,— Norway.—The .Noiske AkticDt-Lskab for

Elektrokemiiik Iiiilustry, which in a kiutl of Liankini; ami pruoaut-
in|{ comp»ay for the development of the eleutnohemioal iaduntry
in Norway, hae iavitcil thr public to Hubacribu a aerieH of 6 jwr
cent bondH for a total amount of nearly £;)UU,iiUU. The larger
portion of the bonda had already been eubucribed by various banks
before the prospectus was published. The company increased its

capital twice durintf the last half of 1H13, and the capital now is

£100,0110 fully paid. The dividend for lUKH was 8 per cent.
Including the new iasue the tot.il amount of the funds at disposal
will be nearly £700,oOo. As security for the new issue the com-
pany has (;iven a morti;af;e on the properties of the Arendals Fosse-
kompani and the A/.S Bjidvefas, which have been valued at
£t;:to,ooo.

Cliariiiu ('IOS.S. West V.iul and < ity Elertricit*
Supply Co., Ltd.—The directors have declared an interim
dividend on the ordinary share.'* of the West End undertakingB for
the half-year ended .June 30th, 1914, at the rate of 5 per cent, per
annum. Warrants will bo posted on Au'ust 1 5th. An interim
dividend of .'> percent on the ordinary shares of the West Eld
undertakings for the pajt half-year has been declared.

.\iiti()ii:il ISoili-r iiiiil (rininal liisiiiaiicf < o.. Ltd.
—The directors propose to pay a dividend at the rate of I Is. per
share, free of tax, for the half-year to June .iOlh last ; bonus of 3d.

per share
; to add to current risk and reserve fund, £8,000 ; forward,

£0,9G4. It is also proposed t) alter the date of the termination
of the financial year from June 30th to December 31 at, and to
chanffe the date of the annual meeting from August to February.

I nit«'d Alkali <'o.—Tlie directiors state that, in the
interests of the company, it is inadvisable to declare the usual
interim preference share dividend at the present time. The result
of the company's operations during the six months to June 30th
last has been by no means unsatisfactory, the preference dividend
for the half-year having been practically earned.

lu'o.sill" toil and kiii!>htslii'id<i'e lllectric Li!>litiii^

Co., Ltd.—The directors have declared an interim dividend on the
ordinary shares for the half-year ending June 30th last at the rate
of 8 per cent, per annum.

Oldham. Asliton and Ilyd»' Electric TraiH\va.\. Ltd.
—The directors have declared an interim dividend at the rate of
5 per cent, per annum, less income-tax, on the ordinary shares for
the half-year to June 30th.

IJnisli lllectrical EnoinceiinuCo.. Ltd.. and reduced.
—A petition for the confirmation of the reduction of capital
from £489,512 to £253,780 has been presented, and will be
heard on t)jtober 16th.

Citv of London Electric Li<>htiii<f Co.. Ltd.—The
directors have declared a dividend of Us. per share, leas tax, for the
year ended December Slst last, this being the same rate as a
year ago.

Bank Rate. —Since our last issue appeared the Ilauk
Rate has been raised to 8 and 10 per cent. ; yesterday, however, it

was reduced to 6 per cent.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

The Stock Exchange was closed last Friday morning - for the first
time in its history—for fear of the consequences that would ariee
out of the European war. For several days previously, the House
had ceased to be a market ia the true sense of the word. What
buying and selling went on was by the process of negotiation
only

;
and on Tuesday in this week Stock Excharge business had

come to a complete full stop.
It has been a matter of some debate whether, in the circum-

stances, the Electekal Review thould publish its u.ual price
lists of stocks and shares. The quotations themEelves are nominal.
It is impossible to deal, either at the figures given or even upon the
basis of them. So many brokers, members of the Stock Exchange,
have orders in hand to buy for their clients, however, that it was
decided to print the lists as usual. Those readers who are fortunate
enough to be amongst the bargain-hunters will no doubt scan
prices with more than ordinary attention, becausa there is nothing
to prevent brokers from accepting orders which they may be able
to execute with their fellow-members, at values probably mire
tempting to the buyer than to the seller.

For instance, it may be qaite possible to pick up a bond, quoted
in our lists in the neighbourhood of 90, at ten points or so below
this nominal valuation. We do not say that this is the case, but
the probability of it is at least inherent. For there are many
anxious sellers about

; while, on the other hand, during the past
few days we have met quite a number of brokers whose clients
want to buy exceptionally cheap stock if it is to be secured, and,
moreover, to pay for their purchases on the spot, in notes or bank
drafts.

To attempt indications of the direction in which bargains should
be sought is, for the time being, outside the scope of these notes

;

but those who follow the prices carefully from week to week will
be able to fix same figure at which they regard certain securities as

thorough bargains, and if they arc prepared to take the r'ltkt

inuidrntal to Slock Kxcbange nruurities in time of war, they need
have no heaitation in endeavouring to carry out their wiaheii

through the me<liuiii of the Stuck Kichange.
Some fciiiall proportion of the prices in the liata overleaf were

altered before the Efouae was cloned and before busineaa came
to a concluaion, ao far as an actual market wai concerned. Certain
aectiona round the House, however, declined to vary the previous
nominal quotations of the preceding week, contending that, an
there were no real prices, to mark down figurea in the Stock
Exchange Oflioial List wax auperfluuua, and that lowered prioea

would be r(|ually aa misleading as those then standing.
To what extent commercial undertakings will be affected by the

hostilities, it is, of course, impDssible to eay. In every direction
the ordinary spending of the public will be materially curtailed,

and this can hardly fail of its effect upon imlaatrial profits. Bat
such an intlaence must be ruled largely by the period of time over
which the war extends ; and as all the electric supply companies,
for example, are doing well, their interim dividend statements
showing this, it is conceivable that the net result may not r<iach

any magnitude of loss. As to this, however, everything is mere
guess-work. One cf the halfpenny evening papers, by the way, in

its excitement of last week, announced the failure of three
members of the Stack Excha'oge who had not been hammered

;

while, on the same day, it pail the Metropolitan District Railway
the barren compliment of quoting its Ordinary s^ock p.r dividend

'

Such firms as Babi;ook Jc Wilcox, Armstrongs, Vickers and other
such engaged in kindred bueinessea are likely to gain substantially,

while some of the engineering and stamping ompaniea had
peremptory orders last week-end to hasten all Admiralty work.
In one case that came under our notice, a certain email company
was instructed to rush forward at all speed some work required in
connection with the Xavy, and with the instructions came a noti-
fication that there would be no inspection before delivery.

The cable companies in times of past wars have derived mixed
benefits. A boom in the number of messages may be counteracted
by damage done to lines, to stations, and so on. At the present
time the absence of all Stock Exchange business is a serious
consideration to the Anglo-American concerns, but there is war
tralli; to help in filling the gap. How the Marconi Company is

lik:ly to fare is a matter for conjecture ; after the war when peaTe
breaks out, the orders will probably ponr in if the system should
have been demonstrated as invaluable in times of strife aa in those
of peace. But there is also possible competition to be considered.

In the matter of gilt-edged securities, examples of which are so
numerous in our price lifts, the lowering of credit caused by the
sadden national demand for cash, and by the abnormal Bank R ite,

tends naturally to reduce prices, because if people can get sound
Government stocks to yield 5 per cent., they are not going to buy
industrial debentures which return 4 to 45 percent. This, how-
ever, is another problem set for prophecy, and its reply must
depend upon the answer to the patriotic prayer that it may not be
long before the British Navy and our allies give such an account
of themselves as will leave their enemies nursing very sore heads
for half a century or two.

ELECTRIC TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY
TRAFFIC RETURNS.
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.

ELECTRIC BAILWAYS AND TBAMWAYS.—HOME.

Bath Trams, Pret. Ord
Do. 6 % Pret
Do. 4i % Deb

Brit. Elec. Trao., 6 % Pref.
Do, Do. Deferred
Do. Do. 6 % Cum. Pr'f.

Do. 7 % NonCum. Pr'f.

Do. 6 % Perp. Deb. ..

Do. 4J % and Deb.
Central London Railway, Ord, ..

Do. Otd. Assented
Do. Pref
Do. Otd, Assented
Dc. Det
Do, Otd, Assented
Do, 4 % Deb

Olty & S, London, 6% Pre(„ 1891
Do. Do, 18% ..

Do. Do, 1901 ..

Do. Do, 1908 ..

Do. 4% Deb
Hastings Trams, 6 % Pref.
Do. 4*% Deb

Isle of Tbanet Trams, 6 % Pref.
Do. 4% Deb

IJanoaBhire United, 6 % Deb. .

.

liondon and Suburban, Ord.
Do. Do, 6 % Cum, Pref.
Do, Do, 4i % 1st Deb, .

.

Stock
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SHARE LIST OF ELECTRICAL COMPANIES.—(Conimutd.j

EXECTBICITY SUPPLY AND POWER—COLONUL AND FOBEIGN.

Dividend. Q--,"^*.
"" Aug. iih.

CIoiIdc
Qaoutloni
Aug. «ili.

BiM
+ or

Adelaide, 6 % Pre!
Otioutta, Ord
Do. 6 % Pret

ealgar; Poner, iBt Mort. Bde. ..

anadian Uen, El. Com
Do. 7% Pret

Cordoba L(., Power and T., Ord.
Do. 6 % Deb

RIeo. Lt. and P. ol Cocbabamba, I

6 % Bonds f

Elec. Supply Vlotorla, 6 % Ist
\

Mort. Deb. I

Eleo. Dev. Ontario, 6 % l»t I

Mort. Bonds J

Ealgoorlie Eleo. P. and L., Ord.
Do. 6 % Prot

Eaministiqula Power, 5 % G. Bb,
AladraK, Ord.
Melbourne, 6 % Ist Mort. Deb. ..

Meiioan K.l. Lt., 6% Ist M. Bds.
Mesioan Lt. & Power, Common
Do. 7 % Cum. Prel
Do. 6 % 1st Mort. Gold Bds.
Do, 6 % and Mort, Bonds .

.

«600

lo;-

«
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METAL MARKET. REVIEWS.

Flnctnatlons In July.
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cMupliabiscd. The tests given are interesting, Liii

there is much room for improvement in the examples
given, many of the features illustrated scarcely
agreeing with the author's previous comments. The
facts and figures regarding indirect illumination also
require careful revision. The table, summarizing
American and Continental varieties of standard
specifications for street lighting, should be of ser-
vice, as should also the examples worked out in the.

I)ages following. It is to be regietted that a few
paragraphs further on the author,, in comparing
costs, bases his figures upon candle-power, and not
upon illumination. The hygienic aspect of electric
lighting is dealt with in the following paragraph,
and is representative of the author's thoroughness
in his work.

l''ollowing- the text are a number of appendices,
and also a very complete list giving the principal
papers and communications which have appeared
since 1906. This list, together with the foot-notes,
increases the usefulness of the book to a very large
extent.

Apt^Ucatiuns of Electr'icitv. By A. Ogilvie. Lon-
don: T. C. & E. C. Jack. PVice 6d. net.

This is one of the few inexpensive books in which
is presented a sufficientlv accurate and detailed ex-
planation of the chief everyday applications of elec-
tricity, m simple language and without extravagance
of phrase or metaphor. Under Battery Current Ap-
plications, the author deals with electric bells and
clocks, telegraphs and telephones, etc., and under
Dynamo and Current Applications, he describes
electric lamps, electric heating and power applica-
tions and electro-chemistry. No more than elemen-
tary facts are outlined, but bv aid of the numerous
diagrammatic illustrations, no reader should have
any difficulty in understanding the riiodus operandi
of the apparatus and applications described.

Questions and Solutions in Magnetism and Elec-
tricity. By W. j. White. London : S. Rentell &
Co. Price is. 6d. net.

The author presents model answers (illustrated
when necessary) to questions set by the Board of
Education and City and Guilds of London Institutem Stage I of Magnetism and Electricity during
the years 1907-1913. Where the answer to a certain
question is identical with or a mere variation of that
given for some earher question, the author avoids
repetition and waste of space (besides in many in-
stances affording valuable insight into the correla-
tion of various problems) by giving cross references.
Any student giving these answers would be assured
of a First-Class Certificate, and this excellent little
treatise is to be recommended heartily to all students
as showing how examination questions should be
answered, sufficiently but tersely; as providing a
convenient means of revising knowledge previously
obtained; and as forming a catechistic text book of
no mean order. A concise index increases materially
the value of the work.

ul these applications can only be obtained by prac-

tice, and some of them are rarely required by the
average engineer. Nevertheless study of the treatise

is to be commended to mathematical and engineer-
ing students, and the volume should certainly be
taken for reference on any field work in the course
of which unusual calculations may arise. Where
special calculations have frequently to be made and
high accuracy is essential, it is generally advisable
to use a specially designed slide rule or, in some
cases, to rely on tables. The authors show, how-
ever, that the scope and accuracy of the ordinary
slide rule are mucli greater than generally realised.

They explain clearly by words, illustrations and ex-
amples its use in simple multiplication and division;

in evaluating square and cube roots and trigono-
metrical functions; the use of logologarithmic and
central scales; and the solution of equations and
plotting cui-\'es from equations. The effect on results

of errors in working is discussed in Chap. IX, and
a valuable collection of miscellaneous notes and
mnemonics is presented in Chap. X. Anyone who
has worked conscientiously through this book will

be well aware of the exact capabilities and limita-

tions of the ordinaiy slide rule, and will have no dif-

ficulty in understanding the theory and use of more
elaborate instruments.

Handbook of Wireless Telegraphy. By J. Erskine-
MuRRAY, D.Sc. Fifth edition. London: Crosby
Lockwood and Son. Price los. 6d.

Further additions and revisions have been made
in this book of copious information on the mysteries
of wireless telegraphy, which still preserves its

bright and airy but irresponsible style of compila-
tion. Considerable additions have been made under
the headings of uniform alternating- current and
shock excitation systems, and new matter has been
added in various parts in the endeavour to bring the
work in line with modern advances. It would, how-
ever, be an advantage if, at the same time, some of
the older chapters were excised. In spite of this

disadvantage the book contains much useful and
interesting information, and the illustrations

throughout are specially good and well printed.
The Reviewer must, however, again join issue with
the Author on his imperfect and misleading treat-

ment of the electrical properties of the atmosphere
as given in Chapter XVI. He appears to regard
conductivity as a normal condition of rarefied air
instead of abnormal. An exhausted bulb is not, at
any pressure, normally a conductor of electric cur-
rents. It must be ionised by some means before
conductivity sets in. The Author does not appear
to hold this view, or at any rate it would not be
gathered from the statements he makes.

Chapter XVI also contains a useful resume of Dr.
Austin's long distance measurements and results in
the United States. In an earlier chapter the Gold-
schmidt alternator receives an increased share of
attention and certain particulars of working results
are given.

Slide Rule Notes. By H. C. Dunlop and C. S. Jack-
son. London: Longmans, Green & Co. Price
2s. 6d. net.

Based on an earlier and less complete pamphlet,
this work represents a complete exposition of the
uses to which may be placed an ordinary 25-cm. slide
rule of the Mannheim type. It is safe to say that
the ordinary engineer—who generally uses his rule
for multiplication and division, and occasionally
ventures to determine simple trigonometrical func-
tions by its aid—will be amazed, not to say over-
awed by the diversity of operations to which the
" guessing stick " may be applied. Full appreciation

ESTABLISHMENT CHARGES.

Br T. B. L. NEWSTEAD, A.M.I.E.E.

.Whilst the careful determination of the establish-

ment charges incidental to a modern engineering
manufacturing business, and the correct allocation of
the same, is a matter of the greatest importance, it

is, nevertheless, one that in the majority of cases does
not receive nearly such close attention as it should;
in many firms the question is practcially over-

looked, and no effort is made to compare periodically

the overall costs of the goods manufactured with the

prices obtained, in order to see whether actual profits
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are being made or the work carried on at a loss. By
some it is apparently considered sufficient to take a

rouyli monthly balance from the value of the stock

withdrawals and materials used, the total cost of

supervision, labour, and all other expenses, and to set

these against the value of the goods invoiced or

turned into the finished-material stores, with a view
to gauging the relative profits made; but, though
this may give some idea of the position of affairs in

small concerns, it cannot be deemed at all a satis-

factory method of arriving at actual results or of

showing what are the total costs of the various
articles made.

If more careful attention were given to this subject

from month to month, it would be much easier accu-
rately to gauge the progress of the business without
waiting for the annual stocktaking and balancing of

accounts, and thus many business failures might be
guarded against.

To make allowance for the cost of establishment
charges in estimating the costs of manufacture, it is

usual to calculate these as a percentage of the labour
charg'es relating to the work in question, which per-

centage will vary considerably with the nature and
size of the business and the extent of the organisa-
tion required to sell the goods manafactured, and it

may amount to anything from 50 per cent, to 200 per
cent, or more upon the actual cost of the productive
labour involved. In some cases—though more
rarely—a small percentage of 5 per cent, to 10 per
cent, is also added to the cost of materials to cover
interest, handling, and other expenses incidental

thereto.

Although these allowances are made for estima-
ting, and also in some cases for costing, purposes, it

is very rarely indeed that any steps are taken to make
a monthly comparison between the amount of the
actual establishment or standing charges and the cor-

responding cost of the productive labour, with a view-

to finding out whether the calculated percentage
allowed for is con-ect or not, and consequently
whether the work is being carried on with a satis-

factory margin of profit.

It should be a very simple matter, however, at the
end of each month to calculate and total up all the
standing charges for the month, comprising such
items as rents, rates and taxes, lighting, heating,
water and power supply; works supervision charges;
designing and testing, in so far as it is not possible to
have these charges actually booked up to the work in

progress (which should be done as far as practic-

able); and any other incidental expenses involved.
In addition to these there will be the head and branch
office expenses, staff salaries, and the selling and
advertising charges generally; and, on the other
side, there will be the total productive w^ages
bill for the month, so that a ratio can be
arrived at each month between these two
totals from which a more accurate covering
figure for costing purposes can be arrived at. This
should not vary very considerably from month to
month, though naturally it will tend to go down
during times of prosperity and as the volume of busi-

ness increases, and to rise when trade is bad. It is

in the latter case particularly that a more accurate
knowledge of what is taking place is desired, as
otherwise disaster may result owing to orders being
accepted at too unremunerative prices.

The writer would therefore suggest that it would
lie found a good plan to open an establishment
charges account in the books, which would be
debited with all charges coming within this category I

and that each manufacturing shop order, upon which
work has been done during the month, should be
debited at the end of the month with an amount for
establishment charges, calculated at the proper per-
centage upon the total cost of the labour charged to

that order during the month in question: this per-
centage would be arrived nt in the manner alreadv
explained, and the nearest round figure would be

taken above the actual ratio ot the total establish-

ment charges to the total cost of productive labour
for the month. The establishment charges account
would at the same time be credited with the various
amounts debited to the shop orders, with the result

that the account would always show a small balance
upon the right side, which would be carried to the
profit and loss account at the end of the financial

year.

In this way each shop order would automatically
bear its due share of standing charges, and it could
be seen at any moment whether the work was being
done at a profit. In cases where it might be neces-
sary to make up the total cost of a completed shop
order before the end of the month—for invoicing or
other purposes—it would be permissible to calculate

the establishment charge upon the basis of the pre-

vious month's percentage, and any discrepancy that

might occur by doing so would no doubt be covered
by the small credit balance allowed for in the estab-

lishment charges account.
In the case of such standing charges as rent, rates

and taxes, and other items, which are usually only
chargeable at intervals of three or six months, it

would be quite a simple matter to split these up into

equivalent monthly amounts and charge them to the
account accordingly; and in businesses where the
works and head offices are separate, either structur-

ally or in organisation only, it may be convenient to

separate the standing charges into two accounts,
viz., works establishment and head office establish-

ment—the latter including the whole selling organ-
isation—with a view to being able to arrive at the
works cost of the goods manufactured apart from the
total company's cost.

ELECTRO-DEPOSITING NICKEL:
ITS APPLICABILITY TO THE PRINTING

TRADE.

By G. basil BARHAM, A.M.I.E.E.

In commercial electro-deposition, experience has
shown that the amount of chemical deposition is

directly proportional to time and strength of current.

riiis is made use of in what is known as quick electro-

plating, in which a heavy current is used for a short

time, a method largely employed in the making of

electrotypes for illustration work. It is claimed
that slow deposition gives the most satisfactory re-

sults. There are of course other conditions to be

taken into account, such as the back e.m.k. of the

plating bath and the total resistance of the electro-

lytic circuit. The distance apart, in commercial
work, of the electrodes is not of mudi importance,

and the current density and consequent rate of

deposit is usually determined by financial consider-

ations. With an expensive metal it is generally ad-

visable to increase the difference of pressure applied,

which results in a certain increased loss of energy.

but a higher current density and quicker rate of

deposit. This secures an increased works efficiency,

as there is only a short time between the introduction

and the withdrawal of the crude metal from the bath.

Interest on capital, and time, are of far more value

ill a works than might be imagined by a man used to

working under perfect laboratory conditions, and
there is much done in practice which theoretically

might be held to have certain drawbacks.
Recently the electro-deposition of nickel has re-

ceived much more attention than was formerly the

case. Printers have realised that it pays to nickel-

plate electro- and stereotypes, and the result is that

there is an increasing demand for small electro-

depositing plants which is not nt present adequately
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met. luillur, a camp.iigii directed tens aids exploit-

ing the priiitiny lield would certainly have lucrative

results. 'J"he big printer knows all about the new
process which doubles and trebles the " runs "he can

get from his blocks; in many cases he has his own
phiiing plant, but in most instances he purchases

nickel-laced stereos and electros from one or two of

the makers who specialise in such goods. The
smaller printer, once the advantages of nickel-facing

are brought home to him, may well invest in a vat

at a cost of a few pounds and carry out the work
himself. Electrical contracting firms would probably

tmd it profitable to lay down a plant and do work
for printers in their vicinity, and in their case it would
pav to undertake plating work of every description.

The advantages from the printers' point of view

of nickel-plated blocks are that the metal is non-

oxidisable, it is practically as hard as hardened steel,

it takes ink well, and gives off, as it is termed, much
better than copper. In many of the red and other

inks used by tlie printer mercury occurs, and whilst

this substance attacks copper it has no effect on
nickel. Another advantage is that it sharpens up
work. Even,' printer who has a knowledge of photo-

gravure work and has examined closely prints of a

plate before and after facing, will quite understand
the difference nickel-plating can make to a good
half-tone block or electro.

In connection with nickel-facing, it may be pointed

out tliat in a commercially pure state, nickel is slightly

stronger and harder than iron; cast nickel has a

tensile strength of about 20 tons to the square inch,

and when rolled this strength is increased to about
3J tons per square inch. If iii per cent, of nickel

is added to steel the tensile strength of the alloy

is roughly 90 tons per square inch, whilst that of the

steel before treatment would be in the neighbour-
hood of 30 tons. This peculiarity is evidently at the

bottom of the fact that nickel-faced printing surfaces

stand the wear and hammer of a press so much better

than stereos or electros of a comparatively soft metal
like copper. The coating need not be heavy; in fact,

at the present time the practice is to put a very light

deposit of nickel on the printing face, although there

is no doubt that for lasting work the coat might be
made heavier with advantage. After all, the life of

a block depends on the hardness, toughness and
•durability of the metal from which it is made, the
hardness and surface of the paper used, the impres-
sion, the packing, the speed at which the press is

worked, the condition of the machine and the com-
position of the ink, that is, as to whether it has an
earthy base or not. So that, when these are taken
into consideration, it would seem that there would
be a certain advantage in giving the surface a fairly

thick coating.

Everyone is familiar with the plant required; the
nickelling vat, the low-voltage dynamo, the shunt
regulator, resistance board and electrodes, connec-
tions and hooks. A cleaning vat in which lyco can
be heated, a' scouring bench and swilling trough, a
hot-water tub and some brushes make up the equip-
ment. An electro-coppering bath is also one of the
necessities when dealing with stereos as well as
electros. The size of the plant depends on the size

of the stereos to be dealt with, and whether they are
for a rotary or flat bed machine. Those for the
latter pattern naturally require a larger bath than
do those used on machines generally found on the
premises of printers who do not carry out news-
paper and similar large work.
The nickel-facing process only takes about twenty

minutes, so there is little force in the argument that
the process might delay work or keep presses stand-
ing. The stereo is first cleaned by washing in the
lyco bath, after which it is scrubbed and swilled with
clean water. It then goes to the coppering bath,
and if it is left in for five minutes a sufficiently thick
coating of copper to take the nickel will be deposited.
A practised hand will save seconds if not minutes

at this by liliing liie stereo to sec how the coating is

progressing, and not leaving the stereo in the vat

a moment after the surface is covered. As soon as

it can be removed it is swilled with clean cold water
and hung in the nickelling vat. When time presses,

fifteen minutes with a fairly heavy current will give

a surface sufficiently hard to add greatly to the life

of the stereo, but a longer immersion gives Ijetter

results. If the stereos are to ha\e a ver>' h^ng run

on the machine or the paper to be used is likely to

cause heavy wear, extra time should be given, and
a bath of half an hour's duration or even more will

not be found too long-. After the plate is lifted from
the nickelling vat it only requires swilling, first in

hot and then cold water, before it is locked up in

the chase. It will be seen that the work is not com-
plicated, and as other plates can be cast if required

whilst the plating is going on, the addition of a plant

to a printing office need not interfere with the

ordinary routine of the work. If nickel-faced

steroes are used time is often saved, as the plates will

last throughout the run and there is no need to stop

the press. This also results in an increased output
of the machine, inasmuch as it is not necessary to

stop it for renewals. Also less make-ready is re-

quired. An economy, which in the course of a year
will amount to a large sum, is effected in stereo

metal ; with unfaced stereos it may be necessary to

re-cast after 15,000 impressions, and remelting the

metal impoverishes it and new metal and " revivers"
have to be added. With nickel stereos a run of as
many as 250,000 impressions may be given before it

is necessary to melt up the plates and re-cast.

In practice it is found that less ink is required, a
saving of about 25 per cent, being effected in this

direction and a much denser colour is obtained, and
with these and other advantages to be used as sell-

ing points it would seem that a market which should
be by no means difficult to enter lies open to the
electrical industry.

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
AMENDMENTS.

Bt JOS. J. H. STA>'SFIELD.

It is nearly two years since the National Insurance
Act, 19H, came into operation, and as the result of

experience gained during that period it has been
considered advisable to bring before the present
Parliamentary session a Bill to amend that part of

the Act dealing with Unemployment Insurance.
The main purpose of this measure is to remove

administrative difficulties experienced by the Board
of Trade, by employers and by workmen, to diminish
the working cost and to amend some of the pro-
visions of the original Act which have been found
to cause delay. The Bill does not involve any con-
siderable changes of policy, and is practically an
agreed Bill representing the main views and agree-
ments arrived at in conference between the Board
of Trade and representatives of employers and work-
men.
The Bill, which is now passing through the House

of Commons, contains several provisions which only
affect Board of Trade administration, but as some
of the clauses directly concern most employers con-
nected with the electrical industry it may be of advan-
tage to explain these briefly.

The most important provision to employers is

Clause 5, which is intended to simplify the conditions

for' refunds payable to employers under Section 94
of the principal Act. That section provides that the

Board of Trade shall, on the application of any em-
ployer made within one month after the termination

of a prescribed period of twelve months, refund to
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.such employer out of the uneniployiiient fund a sum
equal to one-third of the contributions (exclusive of

any contributions refunded to him under other pro-

\isionsJ paid by him on his own behalf during that

period in respect of any workman who has been con-

LJnuously in his service throughout the twelve

months, and in respect of whom not less than forty-

live contributions have been paid during that period.

The rigidity of the requirements of this section in

respect of continuous employment, etc., has led to

considerable inconvenience, some injustice to em-
ployers, and general irritation and unpleasantness,

dil'hculties which the new clause appears to over-

come, as it simply provides that "" the Board of

Trade shall, on the application of any employer made
in the prescribed manner within two months after

the termination of an insurance year, refund to such

employer out of the unemployment fund the sum of

lliree shillings in respect of each workman, in respect

of whom he has paid not less than forty-five con-

tributions during the insurance year."

The contribution payable by employers on their

own behalf in respect of workmen in insured trades,

aged i8 and over, is 2id. per week, and for youths
from i6 to i8 id. per week. As the refund is one-

third of the contributions paid it now entails an
elaborate statement in order to arrive at the actual

contributions made in respect of each workman, and
if a workman has been unemployed for a single week
during the year no repayment can be claimed.

The amounts at present claimable vary from
3s. 7Jd. to 3s. lAd. in respect of workmen of iS and
over, and is. s^d. to is. 3d. in respect of youths,

whereas the new clause fixes a definite amount of

3s. in all cases, only requiring such particulars as

will prove that 45 contributions have been made each
year.

The new clatxse also provides for an alteration in

the ending date of the year, so that the present year-

end of July 14th can be altered, and furthermore any
contributions which may have been refunded under
Section 96 of the principal Act, or from which an
employer may be exempted under the provisions of

Clause 6 of the Bill in respect of workmen working
short time, shall be included in calculating the neces-

sary 45 contributions, subject, however, to the 3s. per
workman being proportionately reduced in respect

of such refunded contribtitions or exemptions.
Under Clause 6 above referred to an alteration has

been made in respect of Section 96 of the principal

Act, the substituted clause providing that the Board
of Trade may, where it appears to them that there

is exceptional unemployment in any trade or branch
of a trade, on application being made by any em-
ployer in that trade or branch, e.xempt both em-
I)loyer and workman from making any contributions,

an amendment which will avoid a possible injustice

to workmen who, in consequence of their having left

the employment of the employer, cannot be repaid
any refunded contributions.

I'nder Section 107 of the principal Act a workman
is defined as a person other than an indentured
apprentice of the ag'e of 16 and over who has entered
into a contract of service with an employer. 'l"he

words ' contract of service '' have resulted in ex-
empting certain employes of a local or other jniblic

authority, and under Clause 10 of the Bill such em-
ployes will now be insurable.

Clause 10 also requires the insuring of a workman
in an insured trade whilst he is following any other
occuiJation from which he derives any remuneration
or |)rorit greater than that which he would derive
from the receipt of employment benefit, unless such
other occupation has ordinarily been followed bv tne
workman in addition to his employment in an insured
trade and outside the ordinary working liours of such
trade, and the rate of remuneration received there-
from exceeds fifteen shillings per week.
An amendment is made in respect of meetin.iis of

Courts of Referees bv which cases referred to them

may, with the consent of the claimant, be proceeded
with in the absence of one or more members of the
Court other than the Chairman. The cases referred
to Courts of Referees have been much fewer than
was expected, and any cases arising out of arrange-
ments made with associations of workmen in insured
trades who make payments to members whilst un-
employed may, under Clause H of the Bill, be re-

ferred to them as well as to the Umpire.
The principal Act provides that a contribution

shall be made in each year out of moneys provided
by Parliament equal to one-third of the total con-
tributions received from employers and workmen
during that year. Considerable time and expendi-
ture must have been required to arrive at the amount
payable, and the Bill provides that so long as the
payment of contributions is made by means of
stamps affixed or impressed upon books or cards, the
sums received by the Postmaster-tjeneral during the
year on account of such stamps after deducting any
sums which may nave been refunded shall be deemed
to be the contributions of the year.

It is stated that the Bill will not increase the total

charge on the Treasury, and at the same time will

give relief to employers and workmen, the simplifi-

cation of procedure enabling savings to be effected

which can be devoted to the relief of administrative
burdens and the removal of grievances. On the
new basis of calculation referred to above it is antici-

pated that the State will pay into the funds £30,000
less per annum than at present.

The results of the principal Act are of much
interest. On May 22nd last there was a balance in

the hands of the National Debt Commissioners.
the Postmaster-Ceneral and sub-accountants of

£3,023,000, and as £30.000 per week is being paid
over, a considerable sum should be in hand to tide

over the next period of bad trade. On the 15th

May 2,286,000 workmen were insured, and durin.g

16 months i.481.000 claims had been made and
£700,000 paid out in benefits.

It is claimed that the Act has not only stimulated
organisation amongst working men but has also in-

duced numbers of employers to increase the stabilnv

of tneir employment and regularise their work. No
one can reasonably object to a reduction in the curse
of casual employment with its demoralising results.

Employers and workmen may look forward to the
early inclusion of other trades as insured trades, and
it is hoped that such savings may be effected as will

enable benefits to be increased or contributions re-

duced. If the latter happens there will be much
cause for thankfulness, but there will be diverse
opinions on the proposal that the Act should be
placed on a non-contributory basis. The powers
that be do not consider that this is practicable at

the present moment, but it is not denied that some-
thing of the sort may be ultimately adopted.

WATER-POWER IN FINLAND.

SoMK further iufonuatiou is forthcoming wluoh supplements
that which wiis given in this jourual on May 'Jiml in regard to

tlio proiHisixl utilisation ^if wat<T jKiwer in Finland, with
spciial rofoivni'o to the luiatra falls, in the Vuoxon river. Two
separate scheiiios have been engaging att<MUion for S(inie time
past. .\s was mentioned in the 1U:vif\v at the time, tho three
I'leetrie lighting companies in St. Petersburg, headed by the
St. ret-ersinirg Ekvtrie Lighting C<i. of K'v'^i, and supported In-

Russian and tu^rman banks, co-operattxf in the formation in

November, 10V3, of the Imatrii, S<ici<.'tt? pour I'Exploitation et

la Pistribution d'Energie Electrique of Prussols, tlie share
capital being i'l.'JOCOtKp. Tlie second pwieet was bmught for-

ward as a oomiH'titive pro^xisal by Mr. Rattner. State Coun-
cillor, and resulted in the constitution of the St. Petersburg
I'.lcctrie Transmission of Power fixim ^Yaterfalls Co., with a

share capital of ±'6(XIOOO.

The river Vuoxen. which flows from the great Saisna lake.

forms a number of successive falls and rapids at short dis-
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tanccs apart. The most important is the Great irnutra fail,

which is owiic.d hy the Finnitih State, whilst the other falls are

in the possession <if private individuals and are divided among
numerous proprietors, so that exceptional dilliculties stand in

the way o( uiul'orm utdisation. Alter protruetcd preliminary
labours the St. I'tjtersburg Co. of ISSC succeeded in assuring
itself of all the requisite sites and rights for the use of the
Valliukoski or Little Imatra fall, which is capable of yielding
(JO.IKX) horse power, and the before mentioned Belgian com-
pany, with the assistance of Belgian and Swiss institutions,

was established to finance the scheme and also to finance a
new station for the outskirts of St. Petersburg. This station

is already in operation and is intended, later, to provide for

the disposal of a portion of the power to be transmitted from
the Little Imatra. As the. St. Petersburg Co.'s rights are of

a iirivate nature they do not depend upon the grant of a State
concession. It has, however, been necessary to apply to the
Finnish Senate for sanction to close the "king's vein"—

a

water gato which is kept open for a portion of the year for

the pui})o.ses of the fishing and timber floating trades—in order
to iibtaiii increased water power, and also for authority to ex-

propriate sites for the erection of transmission lines to Viborg
and St. Pcters>burg.

The St. Petersburg Electric Transmission of Power Co.,

which was constituted in the meantime with the co-operation

of Belgian (Mottard Freres) and French (Hector Legru) capi-

talists and of various banks in the Russian capital, entered
into competition by seeking to acquire possession of other

portions of the water powers of the Vuoxen river. Full rights

were obtained for the Siitola falls of about 25,000 horse power,
and partial rights were secured for the Kouhiala falls, which
are estimated at 40,000 horse power. It is, however, stated

that owing to the technical conditions the former could only
be utilised by incurring a disproportionately high expenditure
and that the falls could therefore not be worked economically.

On the other hand, in consequence of the great diversity of

ownership and the complication of the water rights, the pos-

session of the Roubiala falls has not been sufficiently assured,

and for this reason it is considered that many years would
probably elapse before it would be possible to think of exploit-

ing these falls.

It w'as under these circumstances that the Electric Trans-
mission of Power Co. conceived the idea—which is said to have
formerly been proposed by English promoters—of constructing

an artificial canal for the diversion at another place in the lake

of the .whole\, or nearly the whole, of the water now
flowing into the Vuoxen river; the water would be
diverted from the natural falls in the river and would
be returned to the river after serving the purpose of

the projected generating station. In this way, all the falls

and the total power of the separate natural falls, would be
combined in one place to the extent of 300.000 horse power, but
the water would be withdrawn from the present river and the
individual falls in private ownership and the existing indus-
trial establishments would be rendered of no value. The com-
pany, therefore, asked the Finnish State to sanction the con-
struction of the canal, and, at the same tinie. to grant the
right of expropriating all the water powers, rights and indus-
trial establishments which would be ruined by the execution
of the scheme.
The Finnish Senate thereupon appointed a commission, con-

sisting of the leading technical and legal officials, to examine
the canal scheme, leaving the other question out of considera-
tion for the time being. According to the report which has
recently been published, the Commission recommends the
Senate, to reject the scheme, both for technical and economic
reasons. Tlie report points out in the first place that the
project would enable about the same amount of power to be
utilised as in the case of the individual natural water powers
being worked, but no more. On the other hand, the cost per
horse power would be at least 60 per cent, greater, the safety
of working would be materially lower, the concentration of the
total power in one place and in one ownership would provide
an undesirable monopoly without necessary occasion, and the
water power owned by the State, and to be reserved for ulti-
mate railway conversion, would be diverted without the scheme
offering a single advantage in return. The Commission also
considers the project to be an economic mistake, as an adequate
market for the power to be won would neither be found in
Finland nor in St. Petersburg. As compared with the steam
power produced in St. Petersburg with coal cheaplv conveved
by sea. the report .submits that only that portion of the power
from the suggested hydro-electric works could be profitably
employed in St. Petersburg for which a continuous demand
exists; that is to say. from 20 to 2.5 per cent, at the most
of the total power required there. The remainder could be
produced more cheaply by steam power, and the Commission
suggests, therefore, that only the individual water powers in
the Vuoxen river should be graduallv utilised and increased
accordma to the growth in the demands, whilst the company's
scheme is recommended for complete rejection.
The Finnish Senate is on the point of taking the report into

consideration, and there is said to be scarcely anv doubt that
the Assembly will endorse the opinion of the Commission. In
this events the application made by the St. Petersburg Electric
Lighting Co. of ISSfi. which had been provisionally postponed
will again be free for discussion, and it is thought that the
t>enate will give its sanction to the expropriation of sites for
the transmission lines. On the other hand, the rejection of

the Power 'IVanHinission Co.'s scheme would cause the latter
to revert to the position held a year ago, which is represented
by the ijosseasion, as previously mentioned, of the Siitola falls

and the partial ownership of the Ti^juhiaia falls. Apart, how-
ever, from this side of the question, it is btated that the Trans-
mission Co. does not own any concession for the distributioD
of electrical energy, and has, therefote, no market for the
power projxi.scd to be utilised.

COMPRESSED AIR.

The use of compressed air is so common that more than
ordinary notice may be taken of the new catalogue, already

referred to, which has just been issued by Messrs. Alley &
MacLellan, Ltd., of Glasgow, and which contains much useful

information. There are points of merit and demerit in all

machines, and he must bo a good all-round expert who is alive

to such points when buying.

The firm named rate their compressors by their actual de-
livery volume of free air and not by any calculated cylinder
volmne, and this is as it should be, for it compels makers' at-

tention to the important point of minimum clearance. In
the catalogue before us single-stago working is advised
up to 40 ixjunds pressure, for there is not any net saving all

round to be obtained by a two-stage machine. But at lOOlb.

the saving by the two-stage principle may be 15 per cent, if

the machine is well designed, is fed with cool air, and has suit-

able cylinder and intermediate cooling. The air fed to a com-
pressor should not be drawn out of an engine room but from
a cold cellar, if possible through a wooden pipe, or better still

from a deep well where the temperature will be about 52°F.
And such cold air should be heated as little as possible on
its way to the compressor cylinder. Compression to 1001b.

will add about 450 degrees of temperature to the air, and this
is not far short of being able to double its volume. Such a
temperature is bad for the oil, which may be cracked by it,

causing cylinder grit and friction.

One may save i'50 per year on a 500ft. per minute com-
pressor by adopting double-stage work for 1001b. delivery pres-
sure.

It requires 1.31 h.p. to compress 10 cubic feet per minute to
1001b. isothermally, but 1.81 h.p. to do the work adiabatically,
or 38 per cent. more. The heat which represents this ultimate
loss is all dissipated when the air has made contact with 10
square feet of pipe surface for each indicated h.p. on the com-
pressing cylinder. Undoubtedly there is much truth in the
statements as to the general bad design of air compressors-
and the loss of volumetric efficiency they sutler. In water
pumping there are all kinds of ridiculous statements made as
to the advantage of the air-lift pump, but the one advantage
which has a real foundation in fact is that, from a given bored
tube well (especially of small diameter), the air lift will draw-
out more water than any other system, unless, perhaps, the
Mather Reynolds pump would be equal or superior. But the
air lift often demands an excessively deep borehole to get
its necessary immersion depth, and the deeper the well the
greater the inefficiency of the air lift. It is impossible, to make
independent water supply pay for itself under extreme cir-

cumstances as to lite, supply, immersion, etc. And when it

would pay with an efficient compressor, it may not pay w-ith
a poor and inefficient machine. "This fact emphasises the need
for high efficiency in such water pumping machines, for the
air pump is so wasteful to drive that its use is only justified
either for small lifts or in deep lifts where a maximum yield
must be obtained. Air lifts have more than one reason for
being uneconomical : the compression of air is never an effi-

cient process; air is soluble in water and thus much of the com-
pressed air is lost at once, especially in deep lifts, for air solu-
bility increases with pressure. And there must be slip in the
rising main which will cause loss.

Then again, oxygenized watej is corrosive, and the air lift

pump is not that simple thing that it may appear. But a good
and efficient compressor should always be employed.
Engineers about to employ air compressors, who wish to use

them at high elevation, should be fully alive to the fact that
the loss of capacitj- is 3 per cent, for each 1,000 feet of eleva^
tion. Thus at 10,000 feet the output will be 30 per cent, less,

but the power required only 16 per cent. less. .'\t 10.000 feet
elevation the normal barometer is only 20i inches. In mine
work w-ith electrical transmission the engineer must decide
whether to place his compressor at the surface, where it can
draw in cold air, or down a deep mine where the air is dense
and hot.

Strictly, at high elevations a third taker-in cylinder working
on a small pressure rise only should be used to" feed the ordin-
ary two-stage, compressor.
From this book much help may be obtained, for there are

very good practical hints and some useful tables. Obviously
compressed air is not for use as a power transmitter, but it is

excellent for sonie portable tool driving and has not yet been
beaten for working rock drills in the mine, where it serves
the double purpose of a working and of a cooling and ventil-
ating agent.
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FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON
ELECTRICAL GOODS.

Amendments.

Nl'iW ZEALAND.—'Ilie New Zealand Custunis Authorities
Jiivo issued tijc lollowint; decisions as to the dutitjs to be
l<'VU'.d ou ecttain electrical ami similar goods ou importation
into the Dominion; the duties in each ease are those levial)le
iiri.lri-

( If. prefercniial tariQ- on British goods:—Time switch
'" 'lyiil'l" t;irill (Jcctric meters; electric motor cars (other

I laii ti;iiM,:iisj- liv.i
: battene,s imported with, and being part

,
tliuUHh deUclicd troui such car are to be treated as part of

the eliassis; steel shoes for joining rails by welding—fre.e.

GRENADA.—The Government have decided that uiachinervmcu.lmg engines for industries of any kind and all necessary
parts and appliances for the erection and repair of such
machinery are to bo admitted free of duty.

ITALY.—The Italian Customs Authorities have decided that
in the ease ot complex apparatus for lubricating machinery
consisting of a hlter for purifying the oil, a refrigerator andpump, the pump is to be dutiable at the rate of 10 lire per

n . inri'"'^o«'i®
falter and refrigei-ator at the rate of 18 lire

pei- m kg ('25 liTc = £1; kg. = 2.204 lb,).

UNITED STATES.-The United States Customs Authoritieshave issued certain new regulations regarding the method ofin\oieing goods lor importation into that country, by which it
is aid down that merchandise purcha.sed or agreed to be pur-
LU.i,se(i loi e.xport to he United States must not be included inthe same invoice with merchandise obtained otherwise than by

nn,' .hf^
"'
"f"^S"'*""'

1'^' P-l-'-cliase. An invoice shall include only

^mu "ff*
"^ "^•'•^If ud'S'^ i^-om the same consignor to the

n fff'"'!'- ,

M'^ichandLse shipped to different consigneesmust not be meluded m the same invoice, but merehandi^
pu.ehas..d ox- agret.l to be purchased in the United SuSand shipped to a branch house or agent of the, shipper for d^-

be mdud."d i,f"'"'^ *? '''" "' "^""^ ultimate'consi'gneis maybe included i.n a single invoice, IVIerohandise purchased or

trv m.f "'^'? ff'"^' '=™«"la'^ districts in the same eoun-tiy and assemb ed for .shipment for one consignee in the samevessel may be included in one consular invoice at the poh^t

a taSd'Jtr " T^ ''"'' the certified invoice should haveattached thereto the original biUs or invoices if there beany, or extracts therefrom, showing the prki 'paid oi to bepaid for e.ach purcha.so or consignment,

1

ffae shipper's declaration upon invoices of merchandise

e rr<lin'°, l'"'-l"="'S'f i '' P",''-l'"«e Oi- an agreement of pui^

ml^ ^h,rV'"n^'
'""" * '" ^[PP*^^'^ declaration on mer-

or I snm r '

^:
^'''^f--^

tl^^'" '7 purchase or agreement

en mv'^ I I- {u" ^""'T ,^'' ''oelaration have therefore
'-" ^" 1"^^^ 'IjeJ ior tho use of the shipper :

I, I he declaration to be endorsed upon invoices of mer-

er ^^.e^el^ttJ^Slii:^^^'^ ^"^ ^"'«-"- °' - P"-!^-
'i. The dcelaratiou to be, made on the shipment of mer-

purct^^
''"""''^ '^'"' ^^ ^"^'^'^^'^^ "' "g~nt IWL

.

Merchandise must be invoiced upon the purchase form ofnvoice Nvhen the price or amount to be pad o?'re i lehere or is faxed and determined at the time of or nrio tIK, shipment of the merchandise, whethe or i ot t e me
to'.'n''::,^: u, '^T''^ if^^^'^'^'^y

^' "^^ purchaser or is hi M
Un ec 's it^d "f ''

'T
°' ^ "^^' f""« '^'•anch house i, the

I'M,
,^

paid 01 agreexl to be paid for the merchandise whetherrn,s uting the price for the merchandise deliveivd i,i
<

iited States or otherwise. The shipper, may, howevei iudiei. e upon his invoice, by margiiud notat on7 in .u'd 1o inns or otherwi.se, what he considers to b tlu, marke^.ilue ot .such inerehandise in the principal markets f the

M tlu. merehandis.- has been pureha-sed or agreed to be inir-

n I,' o.rnrtC'' ., n
.""'

^'"''r''
''^"'^^^•, ''"" "voieer^niu.sr ,0

"•
'

I. at 111 the currency paid ,u- agreed to be paid ther.'for

po. ted, altlumgh a depreeia.ed currency may bo in eh-culatKm

ehIndli"''Mf
'""'' '';"'^''" ' r'"''''-l description of the mer-li.mdi,se„ usmg m each item (he name, if any by w i -li I v;:nieu,r variety is known to ,he trade in' ll' o.;';^

' ;' "'li"i or oxp,u-tation. The description ,«ho„ld sh w its

vill";':!
"""'^"'''" i'^'y'*' »"d such other el a

'

e s< . ^

Krli:i.:^;l,'i'rS^aftt,£''^'^-^-^

;

mvnuv must be a statement for statistical |:™"'',;l;l.^in. the merehaudiso in the terms of the Jetallod list or

enumeration prescribed by the Secretary of the Treaeury and
the becretary of Commerce. This srxjcilication must show tho
tota.l quantity and value of each kind of article included ia
tho mvoice.
Vague and misleading specifications should be avoiilcd, and

It iDsistcid uixin, should be the occaeiou for a sr>ccial inquiryand report by the consul. Such spcciticationa may regJt iu
exix-nsive complicatiou,s to tho imix^rter and delay in pasainc
the goods through the customs. Invoices must expreea tho
iiuanlities ot the me.ichandi.se in weights and measures of the
country ot exportation, and may be made out in English or in
the language ot that country.

if tho merchandise is shipped in pursuance of a purchase
or agreement to purchase, the, invoice must be signed by tho
seller or purchaser, or by his duly authorised agent. U it iashipped on consignment for sale or otherwise than in pur-
suance ot a purchase or agreement for its purchase, the invoice
inu.st be signed by the manufacturer or owner, or by his duiv
authorised agent, '

The signature may be affixed to the invoice at the shipper's
place ot business, at tho consular office, or elsewhere
At or before the. shipment of the merchandise the invoicemust be producea (m person or through the mails or by mes-

senger) to the consu ar officer of the Uaitcd States for theconsular district in which the merchandise was manufactured
purchased or agreed to be purchased, or assembled for shin^

"nT\^H 1

*^ case may be, for export to the United Statei;and shall have endorse, thereon when so produced, if shippedm pursuance of a purchase or agreement for purchase, a de-claration signed by the purchaser, seller, or the duly authorisedagent oi either of them, m a prescribed form. If the mer-ehandise is consigned a difl'erent form is required to be signed.
If the goods have been puicha.scd or agreed to be purchasedhe invoice must set forth the sale price and separatelysS
all charges and whether or not included in the sale pricPIhe charges to be specified shall include •—

"

.
1. Insurance; commissions; brokerage; inland freight- nack-

siSilaiTargis '^'°° ''°'"'^' '"'°''"«' ''"'''"''• P^^king- and

2. The anwunt of all duties remitted, drawback or bounties
received or to be received upon the exportation of theS
of ;n!f^''i

" '' ^practicable for the .shippers to speciff^nyof such charges because uu.iscertained at the time of ship-ment, to be paid by the consignee, or for other reasons, suchcharges may bo omitted and the cause of the omission stat«!In the case of goods shipped otherwise than on purchase or

ST'^'l '^.P'^'^^'ia^. the invoice must set forth the a^ualmarket value m tho usTial whole.s:ile quantities in the princ namarkets of the country of exp..rtation at the time of "^."^rHtion in their condition packed ready for shipmentrannhaU
include 01- separately specify the cost of inland freigh if anyand packing eharges, including boxing, tilloting, cartons Pac^ling, and similar charges.

eurions, pacK-

Mccf Ileal L\|Mut,s from (iriiiianv.—The electrical
manufacturmpr industry of Germany occupies the first positionfrom the Btandpoint of the few industries in that cou^tryTh chhave scarcely been detrimentally affected by the ffen^Jyunfavonrable reaction in trade during the past 12 monthe^te
fact IS Illustrated by the value of the experts in the first half ofthe present year as compared with the equivalent periods in the

tThfequVtoThi.li^e':^-"^^'
-' - ^^"°"-^' --^ '^^'^ ---^

I'll /lit' of electrical fx/iort.1.

First half of 1910 *S,077,0OO
" >• 19'1 4,S!i9,000

" " 13I2 5,n>),000
" •'

l"-*'*
t!,2,SS,tiO0

" " 191' r,3Il,lXK)

monthB of thi8 year show an increase of IS per e^t,. whibt theadvance as contrasted with the first half of Iai2 is H rer c^tThe principal position of the augmentation applies to materialfor liffhting and power mstallatione, the value of which roJ fi^im

nf Vvvi J?h
'^'"?^ "»=''''mer was Kuesia, which importe.1 materialof twice the weipht as compared with the period of VMX I^^ecase of dynamos of over 10 cwt. in weiRht, the eiiH,rt<. ».iv,^o^from a value of £719.000 in 19l;t to £867,000 this T«»r TtSv

fr'oT/9 - mtr/'^r':-.
'^'"^ "P'-^'^^f metal.filamJ^t'irmVroifrom 19,1,10,000 to 20,000,000 lamps, but the cheaper prices pre-vailmBT caused the value to decline from £9S0,0i^ to f-ifiUWOn the her hand, the nnmU^r of carbon-filament lam.* r«^l^i

Wh' ThTol", ''f
"•'''•

f'"'^'"--''
R>.-iaim,.rt<^'ab:rr;no

fourth. The only large reiiuction took plact> iu cables, whichdecreased from £9l;!,000 in the first half of 1913 to £Sll WO inthe corrcspondinur period of tho current year.
•^^ *

^
*' .w" m

!!,!,« f„
'''°° """^ South-Westcrn Railway Comimnies have
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1914.
(NOT VET rUBLISHED).

C'uiDpiled tixprcsfcly tor IliU Juurnul by Miaaus. \V. 1'. 'i iiuurbuN & I'u..

Electrical I'atenI Accnlt, J86, High Holborn, London, W.C, anil at

Liverpool anJ liradtord, to whom all ini|uiiics thould be addreiucU.

PUBLISHED SPECITICATIONS.
Copii'i ol any of tlii: Sptxiricatiunt in ihe lullo»ini{ li>t nwy be oblalnni

of MtsNiiH W r. n,u>tr»ju & Co.. 405, IIIkIi llolU..n. W. C, and ai
I
''•

' ' Mfjdford; price, po«t free, IM. (in BtJiiip^J.

17.130. " Electric ».id-iron." E. A. Wucii. July SOlli.

17. 131. " Miithudb for ptuducinij tlcvioa cun!,i>lint: ol tubslanccs liuble to

changes in their olunic reaiiitancc under the action ol Ii>;ht-tien!,itive prepara-
tions and the like." S. KliliN. July 20lh. (N. S. YapuUky, Russia).

17,133. " IVoce&s for clectrolytically depo:,iting metal upon metal by means
ol high current density, specially applic.tble lur coaling; printing-rollers,

hydraulic rams, and other like purposes." T. K. iURUS. July £Olh.

17,160. " Electric telegraphy." J. EKSklNli-.MuKKlr, and CUKK, FoKDH,
i.tlt.OK, Hi Ekhkinh-Muukii. July 20th.

17,175. " Process and a|>paratus for electrically separating suspended bodies

from electrically insulating fluids, especially gaseous fluids." E. MoLLtn.
July 20lh. (Addition to 17,M0/13. Convention dale, July 22nd, 1!I13, Germany).
(Complete).

17,17S. " Keguluting-devices for dynamo-electric machines." W. S. Jul.
July 20lh.

17,184. " Electrically illuniinatej signs and the like." C. RoBehts. July
20lh.

17,246. " Transmission of electrical impulses over circuits of high electro-

static capacity." G. Musao. July 21st. (Complete).

17,236. " Manufacture of cartridge cases." S, O. CoivPlR-CoLls. July
21st.

17.257. " Mandrels for use in the electrolytic production of metal tubes

and the like." S. O. CowPBR-CoLts. July 21st.

17.258. " Means for removing metallic cylinders from mandrels on which
they are electro-deposited." S. O. CowtER-CoU3. July 2Ut.

17,2o9. " Process for the manufacture of hollow iron articles." S. O.
CowPER-Couus. July 21st.

17,267. " Controlling devices for the ignition of internal combustion
engines." K. H. Rov(;s and RoliS-Rovec, L*D. July Slst. (Complete).

17,317. " Electrical measuring instruments." British Thomson-Houston
Co.. Ltd. July 21st. (General Electric Co., United States).

17.328. " Means foe controlling the heating effect of electric heating
apparatus." A. K. Behrv. July 21st.

17.329. " Electrical heating apparatus." A. F. Berkv. July 21st.

17.331. " Method of and apparatus for, generating high-frequency electric

currents." A Hevund. July ^Ist. (Convention date, .'Vugust 18th, 1913,

Germany). (Complete).

17.332. " Filament for incandescent electric lamps." W. G. Hughes.
July 21st. (Complete).

17,345. " F.lectric heaters." H. Wilson & Co., Ltd., and W. R. FiiR-

BAIRN. July 22nd.

17,356. ' Junction board for electric cables." W. G. Hbvs. July 22nd.
(General -Acoustic Co., United Slates). (Complete).

17,379. " .Automatic protective devices or cut-outs for electric circuits."

SlE.\lEss SCHUCKERIWERKE G.M.B.H. July 22nd. (Convention date, J»ly 23rd,

1913, United States). (Complete).

17.391. " Electrical heating apparatus." G. H. ColUNS and H. F. Collins.
July 22nd.

17.392. " Thermo-electric couple to be used for the improvement and culti-

vation of flowers, plants, shrubs, and the like." F. H. NoRRis. July 22nd.

17.399. " Telautographic apparatus." A. G. Bloxam. July 22nd. (Tele-

pantograph G.m.b.H., Germany). (Complete).

17,414 " Ignition of internal combustion engines." E. SCHULZ. July 22nd.
(Complete).

17.415. " Automatic or semi-automatic telephone exchange systems." G. A.
Betulsndek and N. G. Palmgren. July 22nd. (Complete).

17.416. '* Apparatus for rccei\ing electric signals." MarCom'S Wireless
Telegraph Co., Ltd., and H. J. Round. July 22nd.

17.424. " Protecting device for the accessories of electric apparatus.,"

W. E. Evans. July 22nd. (Allgemeine Elektricitats Ges., Germany). (Com-
plete).

17.425. ** Furnace electrode." W. E. EvANS. July 22nd. (Elektrocfaemische
Werke G.m.b.H., Germany). (Complete).

17.426. ** Method of and apparatus for producing flows in the molten
masses of electrical furnaces." W. E. EvANS. July ^nd. (Etektrochemische
Werke G.m.b.H., Germany). (Complete).

17,437. " Junctions or connections for electrical conduits and other pipe
connections." H. H. Longbottom and T. Farrar. trading as Steel Tubes
and Conduits Co. July 23rd.

17.446. " Telephone systems." M. S. Conner and R. E. Robinson. Julv
23rd.

17,452. "Electric relays." Eastern Telegraph Co.. Ltd., and B. Davies.
July 23rd.

17.455. '* Means for cooling electro-magnetic friction clutches, and more
particularly reversing clutches." Vulcan .Maschinenfabrik-.^kt. Ges. July
23rd. (Convention date, August 16th, 1913, Austria). (Complete).

17,465. " Control systems for electric motors." N. \V. StorER. Julv 23rd.
(Convention date, July 29th, 1913, United States). (Complete).

17,487. '* Receiving system for radio telegraphy or telephony." G. O.
Squier. July 23rd. (Complete).

17,511. " Electrically-operated fastening for railway-carriage doors and the
like." J. E. Crosslev. .July 34th. (Complete).

17,515. *' Means for connecting electrical conduits to their fittings." A.
Myers and L. MyERS. July 24th.

17,528. "Tubular insulators for high-tension electricity." E. Haefelv.
July 24th. (Complete).

17,590. *' Telephone systems." .Automatic Telephone Manuf-ACTuring Co.,
Ltd. and A. B. Sperrv, July 24th. (Divided Application on 1,970/14. January
24th).

17,593. *' Electrical indicating or signalling apparatus." C. Campbell.
July 24th.

17.596. *' Switches for cinematograph arc lamps." William Butcher and
Sons, Ltd., R. E. Gill. & A. A. Lippold. July 24th. (Complete).

17.597. " Packing envelopes and cases for electric batteries and cells."

G. F. Hitzelberger and New British Ever Readv Co.. Ltd. July 24ih.

(Complete).

17,600. " Electro-magnetic levitating apparatus." E. Bachelet. July 34th.

17.602. ** Controlling devices especially applicable for use with electrically

operated printing and stamping machines." M. RoCRSTRoH. Julv 34th.

(Addition to 4,678/10). (Complete).

17.603. " Apparatus for electrocuting animals." E. G. Fairiiolme and A. D.
Clarke. July 24ih. (Complete).

17,611. *' Apparatus for closing or breaking an electrical current by rise

of temperature." N. Bendixen. July 25th.

17,620. " Railway safe-running devices." A. R. ANGUS. July 25th.

17,628. " Electrical dusl suction apparatus." BuNTE and Remmler. Julv
25th. (Convention dale, August 29th, 1913, Switzerland). (Complete).

17.646. " Improvements in electric gas lamps." A. Ledeuek. Julv 25lh.

(Addition 10 17,036/14, Convention date, July 25th, 1913, Austria). (Complete).

7,M6. ELU.tKii; SwiTCHUs fuk the Ignition SrtntuB of iNTUNAL-couBuni'v
Encinid. C. K. Kettering & W. A. Chryst. March 31»l. (November S!Oll>

1913.

13,064. Electric Railway Signal Kiuir To be UrtuArcD iv Altiknati-
OH I'ULSAIINC CURKENTH. A. H. Johnwn & W. J. Thorrowgood. June 6il.

15,199. Electric SviiTEuii or Miir Fropulsion. British 'ihoni9on-H',u»>
Co. (General Electric Co.). July 1st.

15,297. Manufacture or 'Iungsten Bodieu, particulajilv pok '

Incandescent LAurs. I'. Simpson. July 2iid. (Cognate Application, -

15,334. Means for Suspending Electric and utiibr .Motors for iiii

or ABSORBING Vibration. F. S. Boerries. July 3rd.

15,469. Advertising Deviciji and the ukb. H. K. Harris. July iih
(Patent of Addition not granted).

15,661. Telegrapiiv. R. l-opez & Creed, Bille & Co. July Sth.

15,636. .Magnetos. H. Ford. July 7th.

15,675. Apparatis for Checking ant Suiiabi-e Predrbruined Nuiueb ii

Calls at a Telephone Call Box or other place. J. Pinter. July 7ih. (Jul.

13th, 1913).

15,783. Sound-transmitting Apparatus. W. H. Ocrriman. (Automaii
Enunciator Co.). July Sth.

15,828. Telepiionv. S. G. Brown. July Jth.

16,015. DvNAMO-ELECTRic .MACHINES. H. Lucas & H. E. Moore. July Uth

16,133. Electric Distant Control SvsxBxa. A. Petersen & Kemp an'
Lauritzcn (I'irm of). July 12th.

16,268. Means Fu-t Duplex Electric Signalling tiikovcii Land Lines A' <

Cables. ."V. Orling & Orling's Telegraph Instruments Syndicate, Ltd. Jul.

Uth.
16,435. Duplex Telegrapiiv and the lire. H. G. Barwcll & Eastern Tele-

graph Co. July 17th.

16,791. Lamp t-fASGER ior High-tension Series Ligiitinc. G. Barker
(Thompson Electric Co.). July 22nd.

17,529. Apparahs for Electricallv Igniting .Miners' Safeik Lamps. V. E.

Joyce and Spagnoletti, Ltd. July 30th. (Cognate Application, 20,709/13).

17,712. Blow-outs for Electric Circuits. Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works.
Lid., and R. A. R. Bolton. August 1st.

19,524. Electrical .Starters for Internal Combustion Engines. E. V.

Hartford. August 28th.

19,985. Gas and Electric Lamps PARTictnjtRLv for use on Vehiclbs. F. R.

Swinburne. September 4th.

20,135. Electrical Winches with Continuously Working Motor. O,

Garde & Koefped, Hauberg, Marsirand & Hclweg Aktiesekskabot Titan.

September Sth.

22,765. Electrically Illuminated Fountains. H. P. Allison. October 8tli.

23,498. Temperature Indicating or Recording Systems and Appliancls,

A. Barry. October 17lh.

24,108. Apparatus por Automatically Exhibiting Letters, Signs and othi

Representations for Advertising a.nd like purposes. J. Coudurier. Octob i

24th.

26,075. Grapnels for Sub.marine Cables. H. L. Davis. November 13ih.

26,340. Hydraulic or Electro-hydraulic Presses. Maschinenfabrik

Oerlikon. November 17th. (December ISlh, 1912).

27,225. Electric Telegraphs. E. Raymond-Barker. November 26th.

27,599. Method and .Apparatus for the Regulation of Gas Pressure is

Rontgen Tubes. Vacuum Tubes, and the like. F. A. Lindemann. (December
2nd, 1912). December 1st.

27,852. Method of Maintaining a Dy-xamo .at a Constant Electromotive

Force. J. F. J. Bethenod. December 3rd. (December 27lh, 1912).

28,376. Telephone Reiavs and the like. W. Ailken. December 9th.

28,966. CoLLECToiPs used tn Connection with Dynamo-electric Machines

W P. Thompson (Aktiebolaget Ljungstroms .Angturbin). December 16th.

29.834. Current Indicating Devices. F. Smith & Ferranti, Ltd. Decembi.-

27ih.

1314.
Schuke389. Protective .Arrangements for Electric Cikcuiis.

werke Ges. January 6th. (May 10th, 1913).

1,248. Resistance Apparatus for Electric Motor Starters, Rheostats
AND THE like. W. Geipel & C, J. Margerison. January 16th.

1,548. Telegraphic Printing Receivers. J. B. .\igron. January 20tli

(January Slst, 1913)

1,968. Telephonic Receivers. Western Electric Co'. (Woodward, acting for

Western Electric Co.). January 24lh.

2,202. Machines for Winding V.jke or other Material of like form.

C. B. Snell. January 27th. (February 3rd, 1913).

2,409. Electric .Alternating Current Commutator .Machines. Sieniens-

Schuckertwerke Ges. January 29th. (January 30th, 1913).

3,150. High-tension Electric Insulators. .A. Watklns. February 6th.

3.594. Current Collectors for Electric Traction Systems. Allgemeine

Elektricitats Ges. February 11th. (February 12th, 1913).

3.86S. Bell Signal Indicators. G. J. Black & W. Foggo. February 14ih.

4,230. Method op Lighting Intense Current .Arcs by Means of Currents

of Less Intensity and High Frequency. A. Korn. February 18th.

6,072. Electric Ignition Systems for iNitRNAi-coMBusTioN Engines. C. F.

Kettering & W. .A. Chrvst. March 10th. (Divided .Application on 7,545/13.

.March 3lst. Patent of .Addition not granted).

6,097. Telephone Systems. E. A. Graham & W. J. Rickets. March 10th

6.104. Arc Light Carbons. H. Ayrton. March 10th (.Addition to l,775/13i

6.729. Ignition Timers for Gas Engines. J. T. Pedersen. March 17th.

6 731. Cooling Lower Electrodes for Electrical Smelting Furnacis

Fried Krupp Akt. Ges. March 17th. (December Uth, 1913).

7 938 Electric Installations, particllarly applicable to Electric Light-

in-;. R. Despcssailles. March 28th. (March 29th, 1913).

9,175. .Apparatus for Controlling the Lighting Power of an Electric

Lighting Plant. Soc. Anon dcs .Automobiles et Cycles Peugeot. April lltiv

(April lOih, 1913).

10,004. Safety-devices fob Electrical Circuits; P. Tc

Woodrow. April 22nd.

10,616. Galvanic Cells. E. .Achenbach. April 29th.

II 516. Electric Control Apparatus for Signalling Systems. A. D. Card-

well. .May Sth. (Divided Application on 17,439/13. July 29th).

11 644 iMETtlMC Vir.n R Electric Lamps. Korting & Mathiesen .Akl-Ces.

.May 12lh. (May 21st, 1913).

li,»37. Electric Heating-apparatus. A. F. Berry. May 14th. (Divided

Apjlication on 16,040/13. July Uth).

H. K
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The dislocation of the trade of a country which is

taking part in a war of any magnitude is a foregone
conclusion. Even if such a war is far removed from home,
the withdrawal of both men and money from their normal
employment is bound to have a far-reaching effect on the
general industry and commerce of the country concerned.
The present European war in which Britain is partici-

pating bids fair to rival all previous conflagrations of the
kind

; not only has it closed the principal European
markets, but its pro.ximity to our shores threatens for the
time bemg, at any rate, to interfere somewhat with our
overseas trade to distant lands. Needless to add, no sane
Britisher believes for one moment that British shipping to
neutral or friendly ports will be subject to more than a
very brief spell of dislocation from naval causes, but
obviously some uncertainty must exist during the early days.

In any case, our insular position has much to recommend
it from the point of view of commerce in a crisis such as the
present one.

For our readers great interest naturally attaches to the
probable course of events in the electrical trade, and
while it is rather early to venture any forecast in a matter of
this sort, we have ascertained the views of many leading
electrical firms, of which we publish a summary on p. 242.

Moreover, so far as our export and import trade in
electrical goods, &c., is concerned, the monthly tables which
we publish may be studied with advantage.

These show that during the present year exports of
British electrical goods have been somewhat in excess of
half a million pounds a month, towards which amount
European countries only contributed approximately £88,000
worth of purchases : this figure, of course, includes countries
which are not directly engaged in war, and in any case it is

not greatly in excess of our electrical trade with India alone.

The balance of our exports represents trade with countries
far removed from the war ; indeed, our best customers, as
has frequently been pointed out, are found in India. ,Iapan,

Australia, Canada, and the South American Republic's. The
distribution of these customers is clearly shown in the map
which we print on p. 243.

Our re-export trade of foreign and Colonial electrical goods
has averaged in recent times some ,s:2l),000 a month ;

probably the greater part of sui-li material originated on the
Continent, and about fG,000 worth returneii to European
destinations each month.
When we turn to the imports into this country of

electrical material, an entirely different state of affairs is

found, as Germany's prepondeniting contribution to the
total, which represents goods used in this country, will in

future be missing, and this also applies to Austro-Hungarian
business, which, however, only reaches small proportions.

In recent months we have imported, on the average, some
.£27r),00O worth of foreign electrical material, and of this

German imports into this country acoounteil for .fl5('.,000

a month on the average, and Austro-Hungarian for only
£1,800 worth. France and Belgium contribute botwt>eu

£2f),000 and £.'U>,000 worth of ekx-trical im^wrts per
month, and those will, doubtless, fall off greatly ; the war. in

fact, will alTect all our serious competitors in the home
market except the United SUtes, which importetl nearly

.i"i;0,000 worth of electrical gotxls into this country in .Tune,

AVhile the .Inly imports, whicli we hope to publish in the amrse
of a week or two, as usual, may not be appreciably affected,

those for August, owing U^ the unantainties of sea transport,

are unlikely to reach more than diminutive proportions.

It is vitally imporUint to ourselves that this country
should emei^e successfully from the present war, and it is

[2:57] c
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diflicult to overostiiimte lliu \uluiiljle iissistnuie towurdu

this end. whicli those engaged in thi^ iiidustrieB and com-
merce of llio country can render to the cause by keeping

business going wherever possible. The ISritish electrical

industry would seem to be most favourably situated in

this respect, fur as we have shown, Ii^ss than 20 per cent,

of its overseas trade is Concerned with Europe, and obviously

a much smaller proportion with (iermany, Austria-Hungary
and Russia, the countries which may be regarded as abso-

lutely sealed by the war.

On the other hand, (iermany's important overseas elec-

trical trade has been ruined for the time being, and it would
seem that a great opportunity is presented to our manufac-
turers to neutralise loss of European trade by extended
operations at the expense of our former competitors. This
applies particularly to Great Britain itself, which, as we have
said, has absorbed over .£150,000 worth of German elec-

trical goods a month in recent times, the absence of which
must oiTer scope for the expansion of the internal electrical

trade of the home manufacturer, with effects which
should be not merely temporary, but permanent in

character. We published in our issue of February 13th last

(page 287) the official figures for (Jerman electrical exports

during 11)13, perusal of which, as indicating the directions

in which business may lie, should be of interest.

We are at war, and it should be recognised that our
industries, such as can be kept going, represent the indis-

pensable reserve force on which both combatants and non-
combatants depend—in fact, the mainstay of our national

existence.

It is incumbent on us to use this weapon of industrial

warfare in a time of stress, no less skilfully than those of

our brothers in arms will be used when occasion arises.

Government
Works.

We have been asked by the First

Commissioner of PI.M. Works to give

publicity to the following announce-

ment :—It appears from various inquiries addressed to the

Commissioners of Works that there exists some apprehension
lest unemployment should be increased in the building and
other trades by suspension during the present crisis of

building and engineering operations provided for in the
estimates of the Office of Works recently approved by
Parliament. It is, therefore, desirable to state publicly at

once that it is the intention of the Commissioners of Works
to proceed with all services in their charge, to employ as

many men as possible to carry out such services, and to

develop and expedite their building programme in any way
practicable.

As the Minister mainly responsible for Government build-

ing the First Commissioner of Works wishes to take this

opportunity of expressing his sincere hope that private

individuals, companies, firms and contractors will spare no
effort to follow the policy of the Government in this matter,
so far as circumstances admit.

An immediate benefit derived from the

Ended.
declaration of war has been the settlement

or postponement of all the great industrial

disputes which were in progress in this country. On
Saturday last the Times published a lengthy list of them,
the most important, from our point of view, being those

which took place in the building trades and the London
electrical wiremen's strike. Credit is due to the Trade
Unions concerned, which patriotically lost no time in

advising their members to return 'to work ; the employers
were no less anxious to hasten the restoration of harmonious
relations and the resumption of work, with a view to

strengthening the national position.

We desire to call attention to the

and the*War.
arrangements which have been made,

with commendable rapidity, by the Council

"*'.the Institution of Electrical Engineers to place the ser-

i.\djiu.of members at the disposal of the War OflBce and the

Admiralty. I'articulurs are given in our " .Nol<s " columns.

That the technical knowledge, experience, and ability of this

great body of engineers should be of the highest value U>

the authorities at this time goes without Riiying, and we

have no doubt that many of the members will gladly

volunteer to help.

But the appeal is not directed to them alone ; all electrical

men are invited to apply, and we have pleasure in bringing

to the notice of our readers generally the facilities provided

by the Institution for this purpwse. At the same time, we
suggest that duplication and waste of effort should I'-

avoided, and while the promptitude with which Mr. Ellerd-

.Styles took action in the same direction is worthy of all

praise, we think he would do well to unite his forces with

those of the Institution.

Rubber.
Whatever hopes may have been enter-

tained that the rubber market was on

the eve of better times have been very rudely dispelled by

the outbreak of the general European war, and it is at the

moment impossible to foresee how things are going to turn

out. Production in the East is of course proceeding a.s^

usual, and presumably shipments will be coming along

without much interruption when once the Mediterranean is^

cleared of German warships, which period can hardly be

delayed for long. The mastery of the seas assured again,

trade movements will be resumed as before, but with

the important exception that the state of war everywhere

will enforce war conditions, the effects of which upon rubber

will probably entail reduced consumption. The world's

trade must necessarily be checked by what is going on, and

the wholesale destruction of life and property can only in

the long run inflict great injury upon national prosperity.

The greatest sufferer will be Germany, of course, for on the

Continent this is the greatest of the industrial nations, and

it will under the most favourable conditions take years for

the restoration of ante-war conditions as regards this Power.

There can hardly be any doubt, that there is an ample
supply of rubber available for all purposes, and with the

money market as it has been, the cessation of dealings

publicly was the inevitable result. To this extent rubber

has merely shared the misfortunes with which other leading

commodities have been assailed. Under the circumstances

the demand has not been worth considering, either on
European or American accounts, and it will require time

before the position can undergo any material improvement.

Not only has the stringency of money had an iufluence in

shaking confidence, but the jump in rates of Eastern

exchange has acted equally in a depressing way upon the

price of the commodity while all shipping movements are

out of gear. The auctions which should have been held in

London this week have of course been postponed indefinitely,

and the attitude of both buyers and sellers is one of

aloofness.

That rubber is playing a by no means unimportant part in

the war, is shown by the repeated reports of the movement
of bodies of troops by means of motor cycles and motor cars,

and by the fact, too, that France has forbidden the exporta-

tion and re-exportation of tires, while similar action has been

taken by the German authorities.

For the first six months of the year the quantities which

were offered for sale by auction at Singapore amounted to-

1,512 tons, the total sales being 1,267 tons, compared with

1,508 tons last year. The total area under cultivation in

the Malay Peninsula is given officially as 708,545 acres,

compared with 621,621 acres in the previous year, of which

the totals for the Federated Malay States were 433,324
acres and 309,197 acres respectively. The Malayan output

of rubber last year was 28,169 tons, against 18,956 tons in

1912.

The visible supply of rubber at the end of July was 3,375

tons, compared with 4,739 tons a year ago, and 5,105 tons

in 1912. The receipts at Para last month were 1.340 tons»

making 23,990 tons for the seven months, as against 25,010

tons last year and 25,290 tons in 1912.
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RECENT EXTENSIONS AT NEWPORT, MON.

.\dditions to the <!jencrating pliirit at the Kast power
station and to the converting plant at the Lhmarth Street

station, at Newport, have recently been carried out, of

which the following particulars may be of interest. At the

j)resent time there is a single-phase supply at 2,000 volts,

87'5 periods, and the three-phase supply is at 6,000 volts

50 periods ; the former is part of the original scheme put

down in 1895, and consists for the most part of ir.T. feeders

with transformers on consumers' premises, which it is hoped
at an early date to rearrange with a view to coupling it to

the three-phase supply.

By careful rearrangement of the plant, room was made to

install a 3,000-k\v. turbo-alternator together with all its

auxiliaries, the order

being placed with

A. E.G., which guar-

anteed early delivery.

The new turbo-

alternator generates

three - phase current

at G.OOO volts, 50
periods, running at

3,000 R.P.M. The
development of these

high-speed sets for

medium outputs has

been carried out with-

out sacrificing relia-

bility of operation in

any way ; the rotating

parts of the turbo-

generators were sub-

jected to a 50 pel-

cent, excess speed test

for half an hour with

perfectly satisfactory

results.

The turbine is of

the Curtis horizontal

type, with automatic

governing at all loads Fio. i

and electric speed con-

trol from the switch galleries ; it has only three bearings.

The automatic nozzle regulation haa the effect of securing the

highest economy over a very wide range of load ; the opening

excellent regulation of the set is one of its most intereBting

features, and even on rapidly varying traction loads
practically no variation in voltage occurs.

The alternator is of the maker's usual type, and is coupled
direct to the turbine by a rigid coupling^ the exciter is at
the outer end, coupled direct to the main shaft, and has no
outboard bearing. Ventilation is provided by means of

powerful fans fixed at either end of the rotor, the hot air

being discharged down through the centre into the outgoing
air ducts. The maximum load obtained under test was
4,113 K\v. for one hour, and even at this load the tem-
perature rise was much below the guaranteed figure.

The steam consumption ascertained at the ofikial tests on
site came out slightly below the guaranteed figures ; the

flatness of ,the steam consumption curve between
'I
load and

25 per cent, overload is shown in fig. 6. The figures given

are those obtained

after all corrections

have been made for

steam pressure, 8nf)er-

heat and cooling water

temperature, the
guarantee being based

on cooling water tem-

perature and not on
vacuum. .\b the
superheat tempera-

ture was only 100 F.,

and the steam pres-

sure at the stop valve

1C,2 lb. per sq. in.,

the consumptions ate

very sitiefactory.

Before the new
plant could be in-

stalled an existing

300 KW. set had to

be removed to another

position ill the power
house, for which
foundations had first

to lie provided, and
then its existing
foundations removed
to make room for

the foundations of the new plant ; the latter consist of two
main blocks resting on a concrete raft 6 ft. deep. These
main blocks are laced together by a large number of 24-in.

and 20-in. girders of heavy section, these again l>eing laced

together by cross girders riveted and bolted in position.

-New 3,000-kw. Tukbo-altkrnatob, with 1,500-kw. Set in Backgbou.sd.

Fio. 2.—E.H.T. Switch-house, Motor-dkivkn
Rheostat, &c., Newpokt.

of the nozzles is effected by means of oil pressure supplied

through a relay valve under the control of the main
governor, which is driven direct off the main shaft. The

Fig. 3.—Turbisedbiven Ciecilatiso, Air anu
Force Pumps.

Therd is no actual physical junction with the existing

foundations of the 1,500-kw. turbo-alternator foundations

nor with the foundations of the adjacent 500-k\v. cross
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compound reciprocating set. The approximate total weigbl

of concrete in the new foundations is HOD tons and the tctal

weight of the girders used, li' tons. The whole of ihe

foundation work was carried out bv the Corporation staff.

A 72-in. exhaust valve connects the main turbine exhaust

and the condenser below. Heyond the condenser body at

the alternator end is placed the air chamber, from which is

drawn the cooling air for the alternator. .\ small turbine,

on a pre-determined fall of pressure taking piac* the exhaust

steam of the auxiliary turbine is cut ofl from the main tur-

bine and passed into the condenser, saving the condensate.

A well gives a full view of the condensing plant from the

CDgine-rooni galleries, and the arrangement is such that one

man can easily look after the entire plant.

A small auxiliary steam turbine-driven oil pump ia

provided for circulating the oil when first putting the tur-

bine on load until the main turbine pump takes up the

load. The water supplying the oil coolers is drawn from

\
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generator, and the machines are coupled together with a
Zodel-Voith couplinp; of ample design. On test the tempera-
ture rises were below guanintees, with absolutely sparkless
running. The peripheral speed of the commutator is high,
the revolutions being 750 per minute.

It has been so arranged that the machine can, if necessary,
run as a motor driving the three-phase to single-phase
motor-generator, so that it is possible to obtain a single-phase
supply from the do. or alternatively to provide a three-
phase E.H.T. supply to the main bus-bars.

The rapidity with which the extensions were carried
out reflects considerable credit on the Newjwrt staff ; the
official order for the new plant had hardly been given before
the existing 1,500-k\v. alternator burnt out, thus depriving
the department of a three-phase supply. The re-winding
occupied several months owing to unforeseen delays, but
notwithstanding this the plant was completed and officially

Via. 7.—Plan of Works, Showing the Relative Space Occupied by the Plant.

placed in operation on December 17th, being a total of 161)
working days. The official tests were carried out in the
latter part of May, and the plant was taken over by the
Corporation from the date of the tests.

We understand from Mr. Nichols Moore, the borough
electrical engineer, to whom we are indebted for the fore-
going particulars, that the capital cost per kw. installed,
including foundations and switchgear, is £1 17.s. Cd. per
icw., and, including condensing plant, new building works,
Ac, the total figure is £2 l^>s. (Jd.

THE ZIG" LIGHTNING AND SURGE
ARRESTER.

The speed of an oscillatory wave along a circuit may be
stated as /yy'l where c and r, are the capacity and indnct-

C L

ance of the conductor resfjectively.

If the natural impedance has a constant value at every
point of the line, the wave is propagated without defor-
mation or appreciable alteration. When the wave arrives
at a point after wliich a fall of impedance occurs, a partial
reflection with cliange of sign and fall of potential takes
place : the cui'rent phenomena are, however, the reverse of
those for potential.

If, on the other hand, the wave arrives at a point where
a rise of impedance occurs, a partial reflection without
change of sign and a rise of potential takes place, the
current phenomena being again the reverse of potential

phenomena.
The rise or fall of potential is greater, the greater the

variation of the natural impedance
of the line. If the natural im-
pedance of the circuit passes from
a very small value to a very high
one in consecutive sections, there
occurs at the junction a total

reflection of the wave.

The potential, however, does
not change sign at the reflection,

but the current changes sign and
thus a nodal point is formed.

The contrary takes place in the
case of passing from a very high
natural impedance to a very low
one. As, with aerial lines, the
product of c and i, has a nearly

constant value, and the surges

have a frequency of the order
of 10' to 10^, corresponding to a
wave length of between -'.i and
3 km., it is sutficient to give to
the protective apparatus a capacity

and inductance etiuivalent to Vb
km. of the line.

If an apparatus is inserted in

series in the lint-, whose capacity

and self-induction isetjual to that

of the part of the line between two
successive nodes, all the values of

the potential wave are distributed in the apparatus, and any
surges will be discharged to earth if suitable arresters are
installed. The Zig arrester shown diagrammatically in fig. 1

consists essentially of a capacity A B.'one part of" which is

connected to earth, while the other is in series with the
line and a self-induction n v.

A II lias a very small natural impedance, and n c a very
large one : a surge passing along the transmission line is

partially reflected at a, and totally at it, and at this point
the pressure rises aboNe that of the line in conseijueuce of
the variation of impedance.

If a discharge path is provided at it the protection of the
system is assured ; the energy of the surge wave will dis-

A NKw type of arrester, patented by Messrs. Pizzuti and
Ferrari and manufactured by Messrs. Vedovelli, Priestley
and Co., Paris, is being placed on the English market by
Messrs. Laing, Wharton. Ltd. l^r the Zig arrester it is

claimed that the principles involved in its design are such
that surges will be discharged with certainty through the
arrester to earth.

It is well known that in electrical installations, dangerous
excess voltages may arise either from induction, due to
atmospheric conditions, or from sudden load variations or
due to resonance effects.

Arresters arranged to protect an installation are useless
if situated in the neighbourhood of the nodal point of the
pressure wave. To remedy this, IMessrs. Pizzuti & Ferrari
have introduced the Zig arrester, which has been designed
from consideration of the laws by which oscillating dis-
turbances are propagated in circuits.

pnir vymsrfKsxs:

Fio. 2.

charge not only through the lightning arrester at B. but
also through the dielectric of the cjijvicity a u.

A It and It c are so proportioned that the time taken by
the reflected wave to pass from it to o ise<]ual to or sjreateV

than that required by the wave to pass from it to a, so that
before the reflected jwrt of the wave arrives at o. it is dis-

charged by the arrester at it, the excess voltage having
already attained its maximum at it.

In order to facilitate the discharge several arresters are
placed in parallel, and those are connected to earth through
a resistance in the usual way.

To protect an installation on both sides the arrangement

c
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shown in fig. ;.' is adopted, lx;ing a further development of

fig. 1.

This method is reported to be very effective, not only for

very high-freqnency disturbances, bat alao for those of lower

value such as might arise from the rapid breaking of a

circuit ; it can be applied to protect underground cables

from surges.

The Zig arrester has been successfully employed in many
important Italian installations, and is constructed in four

types—for li',000, 30,00o, 5(t,000 and '.lo.OoO volts.

Fig. 3.

—

Installation of ',io,000-volt Zig Arresters at Sescara.

It may be mentioned that amongst the installations in

use, the Societa Meridionale di Elettricita has applied them
to its 30,0(t0-volt transmissions, aad is fitting them to its

flO,000-volt lines.

THE ELECTRICAL TRADES AND THE WAR.

" Business as Usual "
1

That the outbreak of war between seven European nations

must necessarily exercise an immense effect upon British

trade and industry is an obvious truism ; our relations with
our neighbours are so intimate and intricate, that even a

strictly localised conflict must influence our commerce to an
appreciable extent—how much more, then, a conflagration

which has enveloped the Continent from end to end, and
has already caused minor eruptions to flame forth in Africa,

the J\lediterranean and the Far East I The circumstances
are utterly unprecedented in the world's history, and no man
can foresee the outcome of the gigantic struggle, though we
all in this country confidently look forward to the liberation

of Europe from the burden of armaments which has
been imposed upon it for nearly half a century by the over-

weening ambition and brutal arrogance of one nation, or

rather of the military leaders of that nation, upon whose
shoulders the consensus of opinion throughout the world
lays the burden of responsibility for the frightful

catastrophe which for the time has overwhelmed the

Continent.

The closing of the Stock Exchange in itself was convincing
evidence that a crisis of unexampled gravity had developed,

for never before had so drastic a step been found necessary ;

to this was added the raising of the Bank Rate to 10 per
cent., and the closing of the banks throughout the United
Kingdom for three extra days, together with the issue of a
moratoiium permitting the postponement of payment of

debts above £5 for a period of one month, and the issue of

Government notes for £ 1 to take the place of gold in the

national currency. All these factors combined to arouse
anxiety in the minds of manufacturing and trading concerns
of every description, as to the probable course of events in

the immediate future, and the powible neccstiity of adopting

special methods of transacting buBinew under the changed

circumstances. From information and inijuiries which we
received, we judged it advisable to ascertain as (|uickly as

possible the views of leading men in the electrical indus-

tries with regard to the situation, and though our

inquiries in the short time available naturally have not

been exhaustive, we find the replies so closely in harmony
with one another that we feel justified in concluding that

the opinions held by the leaders are practically unanimous,

and that they may safely be ]iut forward

in a summarised form for the informa-

tion of our readers generally.

First we may refer to the profound

relief and satisfaction everywhere felt

with regard to the admirable manner in

which the Government and the banking

interests have grappled with and mastered

a situation of unique difficulty and danger.

The reopening of the banks on Friday

last was awaited with anxiety and even

trepidation ; no one knew what to expect,

and the crisis in men's minds was at

this moment acute. Happily, however,

what might have been Black Friday

indeed passed off with a calmness and
lack of incident which can only be

described as astonishing. Instead of

heavy withdrawals from the banks, gold

was actually paid in in considerable

amounts, and even the new £1 notes

were hardly to be seen ; in point of fact,

in some cases it was difficult to obtain

them instead of gold. We must pay a

tribute of admiration to the banks for

their peculiarly sagacious action with

regard to the cashing of cheques for

wages, so many of which were presented

in the normal course at the week-end ; these were cashed

in gold, silver and £5 notes, the new £1 notes being

withheld because their strange aspect—and certainly they

have not the superficial but convincing qualities of appear-

ance and crisp substance that characterise the £.> note

—

might excite the suspicion of the working men, and lead to

trouble. As one gentleman remarked to us, they looked

more like I U's than bank notes, and the unso-

phisticated workman might well look askance at

these substitutes for golden sovereigns at first sight. But
now that all fear of a financial panic is removed, there

should be little, if any, difficulty in introducing them for

general use. That their appearance can be improved is

admitted, and the ambiguous statement which each bears

that it is "legal tender for any amount '' will no doubt be

rectified. The great fact remains that British finance rose

to the occasion, and the national credit has passed through

this most trying ordeal with triumphant success. That
financial resources constitute perhaps the most powerful

weapon in warfare is axiomatic, and we hope that the

magnificent success that we have already scored in this field

Will be followed by no less striking victories on land

and sea.

The next question regarding which we made inquiries

was the probable effect of the moratorium upon the course

of business. And this is bound up with a question of

perhaps still greater importance—the circulation of money.

Obviously, if a large purchaser delays payment for

goods supplied, the manufacturer's working capital is

reduced to that extent ; the latter cannot order raw

material or pay wages with freedom, lest he should run

short of capital, and he is unable to accept contracts which

would keep his men employed even when ihey are offered.

The purchasing power of the workmen is thus curtailed,

and the inevitable tendency is towards the cessation of

trade and industry, the starvation of the poorer classes and

national bankruptcy, involving the ruin of the selfish pur-

chaser himself. It is of the very utmost importance, there-

fore, that goods shall be paid for promptly at the accus-

tomed dates, and that the relief permitted by the

moratorium shall be availed of only when absolutely neces-

sary. In this connection, we venture to appeal to all muni-
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cipalities and other ^TCiiL imiclmsing wrporations scru-

pulously to avoid delay in payment for work done, and even

to anticipate the usual date wlien jwssible, in order to

assist in tlic free and unfettered circulation of money and the

maintenance of full eiiiplnynH'nt throufjhout our industries.

By so doing they will be performing a patriotic service of

the greatest value to the State, and, incidentally, will be

serving their own interests to the best advantage, for it is

intinitely better to keep men employed on useful and pro-

ductive occupations than to feed them when they have been

thrown out of employment for want of work. The import-

ance of this question is so great that we may even regaid it

as the key to our position, which, if adequately safeguarded,

will render our defences impregnable, our credit unassail-

able, and our prosperity now and after the war a (•ertuinty.

Our attention has been pointedly drawn to this matter

by the fact that ii few firms—hardly any electrical firms—in

headlong haste, have issued circulars broadcast to their clients,

stating that in futu e they must have "cash with order." We
cannot refrain from characterising this as an unpatriotic action

deserving of the strongest condemnation, and calculated,

if widely imitated, to bring about that very disaster

which we all desire, and are determined, to avoid. We are

glad to say that we know of very few instances in which this

payment of dividends at the customary dates is another
matter to which attention may be directed. In a few caaea

industrial companies have refrained from distribating their

profits, a measure of precaation which may prove disastrous

to some of their shareholders.

Next let us refer to the important qaestion of transportation

facilities by land and sea. The railways of the United
Kingdom are now amalgamated into one great national

system under the control of the Government, and the

rolling stock of the railway companies has been
used in accordance with the requirements of

the moment for the purposes of mobilisation, withoot

regard to ownership, so that no doubt it has become
considerably mi.xed. This, however, is of small eonw^-

quence : the trucks at any rate are still within our lx>rders,

and though some delays may occur during the next few

weeks, the railway companies, whose organisation is intact

and highly efficient, can lie trusted to restore normal con-

ditions at the earl iest possible moment after the completion

of the mobilisation. As regards transport by sea, there is

no doubt some temporary uncertainty, and this will obtain

until the British Admiralty is in a position to declare all

seas safe for our ships. Already, however, the rates for war
insurance are at a more moderate figure, and apart from the
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course was followed, and we trust that the firms in question.

on reflection, will perceive the dangers with which it is

associated, and will lose no time in cancelling the circulars,

which, we may add, were addressed indiscriminately to firms

of the highest standing, as \\ ell as to those which may not be so

substantial as to justify extended credit under the existing

conditions.

it will be agreed that it is highly desirable that no

departure shall be made from the usual practice with regard

to credit accounts, unless circumstances aris« which render it

absolutely unavoidable. And there is no e\ idence at present

that such circumstances will arise. They can only arise

through the locking-up of funds to which we have referred,

and, if money is kept in circulation, this will be avoided.

We are pleased to be able to record the fact that on
Friday last the Council of the British Electrical and Allied

Manufacturers' Association communicaied with its members
pointing out that prices should not be unduly inflated, and
that care should be taken to avoid creating alarm ; on the

contrary, the Council expressed the earnest hope that the

members would refrain from any changes in prices or busi-

ness terms which might give rise to uneasiness. These
views we cordially endorse, and we may add that.iwithout

a single exception, the replies that we have rec€ived from
electrical manufacturing firms in London and the

provinces indicate that no changes are contemplated. The

North Sea traffic, which is at present restricted, there is

little to fear on this score. In piassing, we may remark

that war insuraiu'e on sea-borne goods is somewhat jx?culiar,

in that it is properly ch'irgcablo to the purchaser, even

when goods are shipped c.i.f. It is the purchaser's business,

therefore, to attend to this matter under the existing am-
ditions. The risk, presumably, is measured by the rate of

premium charged, which indicates that for the present it is

advisable to avoid shipinng large and valuable (xmsignments

abroad i but we confidently anticipate relief from this

restriction within the next few weeks. The question of the

importation of raw material is, pt^hap, at the moment of

greater significance than that of exportation of manufactured

goods, for there are certain materials such as copper, lead,

rubber, .Vc, of which an adequate supply cannot beobtaineil

from our internal resources. Without raw materials it is

obviously imjxissible to produce the goo<ls. and for this

i-eason the restoration of normal shipping conditions will bi>

anxiously awaited. We are glad to be able to state, how-

ever, that some, at any rate, of our manufacturers have laid

in large 8to<^'ks which will enable them to continue in full

swing for many months. One of the unexpected disclosures

etVectod by the outbreak of war is the extent to which reliance

has been placed by British manufacturers upon supplies of

raw material from Germany, as evidenced by the number

who have had to close their works for want of it. We trust
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thiit the outconae will be the transference of the bulk of this

trade to British producers of " raw material " such as iron

and steel, Ac.

With tlie exception of the firms last mentioned, which

will doubtless take steps to supply their needs from home

sources, the intention is invariably expressed of carryinf,' on

tlie works at full Bwini;, and keepiiij; in employment as

many men as possible. Should it become inevitable that

output must be reduced, the unanimous resolve is to work

short time rather than to dismiss a single workman—

a

patriotic policy which cannot be too heartily approved.

The proportion of Kcservists and Territorials called up to

the colours ranges from 5 to 10 per cent, of the employes,

so that there should be no ditliculty in producing the usual

output, with a small amount of overtime if necessary.

Vacancies in the stall' will not be filled ; the duties of those

who arc away on service will be discharged by their col-

leagues, and the families of the former will receive generous

treatment, being paid in some cases the full salaries. Work-

men called up will similarly be paid, at rates varying from

10s. a week to half their usual wages, and if their places

are filled by others, they will be reinstated on their return.

Kurther, many firms express the intention of " looking

after
'" the families of the absent men, not merely paying

them. We are haj^py and protid to be able to make these

statements, and to express our admiration of the patriotism

which we meet with on all hands.

With regard to the disposal of the output of the

works, the intention of all whose products are suitable

for Uovernment use is to place them unreservedly at the

disposal of the military and naval authorities, and to exert

every effort to cope with the demand for such supplies.

Immediately after the outbreak of hostilities, the Council

of the B.E.A.M.A., on behalf of the membsts, wrote to the

Admiralty and War ( )ffice offering to use every endeavour

towards expediting Government contracts. The Council

had no doubt that their action would meet with the hearty

support and approval of every member of the Association.

We could say more upon this subject, but it is not advisable,

in the national interests, to particularise at this stage. After

the needs of the Government have been satisfied, old

customers will be given the preference over new ones. There

is in this connection evidence of the existence of a grievance,

not a bitter feeling but a very real one, against British

manufacturers and contractors who in the past have gone

abroad for goods and material which they could have

obtained at home. It is said that there is no sentiment in

business ; sometimes there is not, but as a general statement

the saying is not true.

Solicitude is everywhere expressed for the position of

small firms, which may not be possessed of adequate means

for prompt settlement of their accounts, especially those

which deal with the general public and may sometimes be

obliged to give long credit. The large manufacturing

firms are prepared to treat them with the greatest considera-

tion, and to avoid applying pressure to them, even where in

normal times this would be regarded as justified.

It is gratifying to record that it is reported in many

quarters that orders and payments are coming in just as

usual, with the exception, of oourse, of those that are

interfered with by the abnormal conditions affecting trans-

port by sea. Some of our informants have expressed a

wish to remain anonymous, evidently having no desire to

advertise their patriotism, or to make capital out of the

war, and we have thought it well, therefore, thi-oughout

this article to refrain from mentioning any firm by name ;

but we may quote from a few of the letters that we have

received as samples of the whole :

—

With reference to your letter of the 7th inst., we are carrying

on our business just as usual, and shall continue to do so to the

best of our ability. We have the assurance of our suppliers that

unless conditions alter for the worse very materially, they will be

able to keep us goin^. The chief fear we have is that purchasers

of our manufactured articles may refuse to take delivery, thus

causinpr ^reat inconvenience and congrestion in the works. So far

as the men are concerned, we are keeping everybody s place open,

and making provision for the dependants of those who are called

up or volunteer. We would prefer that our name does not appear.

One result of the war strikes us very forcibly. We have this

week been inundated with orders for small meters and also for

large meters from entirely ncTv customers, and we can make out

quite an elaborate list of patriotic electrical engineers who support

home industries. It has also opened our eyes to the number of

mauufacturers from whom we arc obtaining our raw material

who, owing to communications with the Continent having b(;en

broken off, cannot now supply material. If the man in the atrcet

only had all this information we feel sure that he would aapport

tariff reform in Bome form or other.

We beg to acknowledge receipt of yoors of the 7th innt. with

regard to the conditions now obtaining in the electrical trade*

We quite agree that it is important to limit the disturbance an

much as possible, and we shall do all we can to keep our work-

people employed. Up to the present we have not felt any very

special dislocation, and we believe that if the trade generally con-

tinue to carry out their business as nearly as possible under normal

conditions, things will not be quite a» bad as they appekred likely

to be. We anticipate accepting orders as usual, and on the usual

terms of payment.

In reply to your inquiry as to the probable effect of the war on

our trade, we beg to say that we are continuing business as usual

—accepting orders at our usual prices and at usual terms of pay-

ment—and that it is our intention to do so until clrcumstancea

arise that may oblige us to make any change. The volume of

orders on hand is normal and the works are running full time.

There has been no reduction in the customary flow of orders or

inquiries. We do not depend upon the Continent for the supply of

any of the material or parts of our manufactures (alternating

current motors and accessories), and are not, therefore, we believe,

likely to be held up for want of material. We anticipate

that though in some trades slackness is bound to ensue,

there will be unusual activity in others to supply the

requirements of the Army and Navy ; and foreign imports being

restricted we consider it probable that our works will be kept

fully employed. Should it, however, become necessary, we should

work short time rather than dismiss workmen. With regard to

Reservists in our employ, the dependants of those who are called

up will be looked after—as they have been in the past—and the

Reservists themselves will be taken on again on their return.

As for the future, we deal with this in our leading

columns ; but we may here express the view that, taking

it for granted that the war will result in the overthrow of

the German naval and military power, as wc all hope and

believe, the cut-throat competition from which our manu-

facturers have suffered in the past will be removed, the

exploitation of the British I »ominions and Colonies (of which

the Rand is so conspicuous an example) will cease, and a large

volume of foreign trade will be diverted from the Continent

to our workshops. Thanks to the mad policy which has

been followed by the German Government, the sympathy of

the whole world has been alienated, and Germany stands

almost without a friend but Austria. As we urged

in our leader last week, the prime essential at the moment

is to obey the call of duty, which comes to every one of us ;

then we need not fear the result. Our manufacturers have

patriotically obeyed the call, and, as one correspondent says,

" business will go on as usual." That is, in a nutshell, the

watchword of victory.

WIRELESS TELEPHONY IN RAILWAY
OPERATION.

By H. A. TINSOX.

.Severe snow and wind storms prevailed m the

eastern portion of the United States during Feb-

ruary last. The telegraph and telephone systems af

all the railroads running to New York were prac-

tically demoralized. This state of affairs lasted m
some sections of the country for more than a week,

and it was on that occasion that the ofticials of the

Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Railroad had

the opportunity of demonstrating the practical utility

of the Marconi system of wireless telegraphy in the

operation of their trains. The installation was

described in our issue of March 20th, 1914.

Since that time Mr. L. B. Foley, Superintendent

of Telegraphs for the Delaware, Lackawanna and

Western Railroad, has been investigating the further

possibilities of utilizing wireless telegraphy and tele-

phony for keeping in communication with moving

trains. .

Recent investigations in this field have resulted in
^

a successful demonstration^ of wireless telephony be-

tween the Company's station at Scranton, Pa., and

moving trains. With Marconi telegraph transmit-

ters, communication has been maintained from a

passenger train up to a distance of 60 miles, and up

to 207 miles from a track side station to a tram.

The system now being investigated and tried out
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by the Lackawanna Railroad is that devised by Dr.
Lee de Forest. The installation at Scranton was put
in by the Radio Telephone and Telegraph Company
of New York, and it has been possible to maintain
clear voice transmission with a fast-moving train at

any point between Stroudsburg, Pa., and Bingham-
ton, N.Y., a distance of 120 miles.

The installation at Scranton consists of a genera-
ting set of about I K\v. capacity, the frequency being
.-ippro.ximately 3,000 cycles per second. The antenna
IS 300 feet in length, and at an elevation of 150 feet

.ibove the ground. .'\ quenched spark is used with
the transmitter.

Dr. Lee de Forest first used an oscillator with two
metal electrodes having a water jet playing between
them. He obtained a quenched spark effect which
proved very efficient as a generator of high-fre-
quency current. The negative electrode of this form

DE I'OEEST R.ULWAY WIRELESS TELEPHONE OUTFIT.

of oscillator consists of a small copper disc about si.x

inches in diameter, which is made to rotate. The
positive electrode is made up of a copper tube or
quill rotating about an axis placed at right angles to

the axis of the negative electrode disc. The arc

length is about .02 inch, the water jet playing directly

upon the parts of contact.

In shunt around the electrodes is connected an
oscillating circuit, including a condenser and induct-
ance. The inductance is loosely coupled to the induct-
ance of the antenna and the oscillator is used with
or without a magnetic field. The de Forest trans-
luitter, it is said, requires no adjustments when once
tuned and set for a definite wave length. No atten-
tion is required on the part of the user, other than

throwing a switch from transmitting to receiving,
or vice versa.

The antennae on the trains extend over four cars.
The generator on the train is directly connected to a
small steam turbine in the baggage car, supplied
from the steam heating pipes beneath the car.
A detector styled the " audion " is used with this

system. Train noises render it imperative to use
an arnplifier and a detector on the train. A two-step
amplifier, giving from 50 to 60 amplifications, is used.
The officials of the D.L. and W.R.R. system, it

is understood, intend to make wireless telephone
installations a part of their permanent equipment
on the two trains used for their " Lackawanna
Limited " sei-vice.

Messages will be handled at a fixed rate, the same
as with the telegraph, but they will i)e telephoned by
a regular member of the train crew.

Apart^ from the experiments described above, the
Radio Telephone Company states that it is now tele-
phoning from Scranton to Binghamton over the
D.L. and W.R.R. using about i kw. from a 3,000-
cycle alternating generator, with special quenched
spark. This transmitter is found much more effi-

cient and effective than any arc system, and requires
no attention on the part of the speaker except to
throw the switch from transmitting to listening. The
company expects to have the svstem installed on cer-
tain trains of the D.L. and W.R.R. verv soon, and
hopes with apparatus of 5 ku'. to telephone 500 miles
over land under favourable conditions, with the
audion at the receiving end, but without amplifica-
tion.

THE RUNNING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
OF ELECTRICAL MOTOR FIRE ENGINES.

SoMK interesting details of the motor equipment of

the Berlin Fire Brigade, and its running and main-
tenance costs, are given in the report recently issued

by the Cliief of the Brigade for the year ending
March 31st last. The equipment at present consists

of twelve sets or "trains "' of electric machines, each
set comprising a chemical fire engine, an electric-

ally-propelled steam or petrol-operated motor pump-
ing engine, a stores wagon, and an escape ladder.
plus one vehicle used for practice purposes, there
being, thus, altogether forty-nine electric machines.
The number of petrol vehicles owned by the Brigade
is twenty-five, these comprising eighteen cars for the
Chief and principal officers, three pumping engines,
one stores wagon, and three miscellaneous machines.
Berlin has, thus, a total of seventy-four motor
vehicles in its Fire Brigade, hut recpiires another

The Beblin Fiue Brigade.

Record of the liunning and Maintenance Costs of E'^ht Electrical Trains (.each Train comprisinir a Chemical Fire Eafcine, a rnmpiusr
Eofrine, a Stores Waggon, and an Escape Lidder) from the date of beinjr put in servioe to March 31st, IKH,
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seventy-one to completely " motorise " it.s c(|uip-

ment.
It was as a result of exhaustive trials carried out

in 1907, and in the early part of 1908, that the Berlin

authorities decided to adopt electrically-propelled

machines for city fires, and petrol vehicles for the

transport officers, for suburban fires, and the trans-

port of stores, and the report states that the decision

then arrived at has proved itself to have been a wise

one, owing to the rapidity with which the electrical

vehicles can respond to a fn-c call. All the electric

machines in service—the first one of which dates

from September, 190S—were built by the Daimler

Motoren Gesellschaft, of Marienfelde, Berlin, and

are of what are known in this country as the Cedes

tvpe, the electric motors beini^ enclosed in the hubs

of tiie front or rear road wheels, which are thus

driven direct without the intervention of any gearing.

The motors—two per vehicle- are rated at -J h.p.

each, and are able to propel the machines at a maxi-

mum speed of 22i miles per hour. The necessary

current is supplied by ?i battery of 84 accumulators

of the capacity of 146 ampere-hours at a 5-hour dis-

charge rate; one charge of the battery is capable of

propelling the machine a distance of about 31 miles

at a speed of 18J m.p.h.

In place of the electrically-propelled steam-oper-

bERI.l.S FUili Dl:lo.\l)l. LLIAIUU \ I.HULL IK,U>

ated pumping engine units of the trains that ha\e
until recently been employed, similar machines, but

with pumps worked by petrol engines, are now be-

ing introduced into the service. The principal ad-

vantage of the new type of machine is a considerable

reduction in the total weight to be transported, which
has resulted not only in an extension of the radius
capacity of the battery charge of this particular unit

but also of the complete train.

As regards the running and maintenance costs of

the vehicles, a careful record has been kept, and the
Chief has prepared a table—reproduced herewith—
of the figures relating to eight of the " trains"—

•

each comprising, as already mentioned, four vehicles

which have been in service for not less than a year,
the average length of service being 3 1-12 years.

Fire Brigade work is, of course, entirely of a
special character, and the figures of costs shown,
it will be readily understood, cannot be taken as the
basis of any comparison or criterion of those of
electrically-propelled vehicles for delivery purposes,
where the quantity of goods to be dealt with, and
the approximate daily mileage to be covered are
known. The exact number of calls that the electric

fire trains may be called upon to respond to in any
one year is, of course, unascertainable, and only the
average over a number of years can be taken as a

yuiile. Last year, lor example, the Berlin Brigade

had to deal with a total of 14,854 fires, but whether
the number be 14,854 or only 1,485, the vehicles have

constantly to be in such a condition, both electrically

and mechanically, that they are ready to answer a

call at a few seconds notice. Hence, while the cost

of maintenance of the electric lire trains may, in

themselves, appear high, it can only be compared
with that of the system it has displaced, and from
the accompanying table it will be seen that the total

annual costs work out at £277 15s. per train, or.

approximately, £6g 8s. per vehicle, these figures

comparing with £1.095 '3^- per train, and £273 i8s.

per vehicle, per year, in the case of horse-drawn
machines. This means that four electric "trains"
can be run at the same cost as a single horse-drawn
train. Furthermore, it is expected that the cost of

maintenance of the electrical vehicles will in future

be lower, as arrangements have been completed
whereby all repairs will be carried out in the work-
shops attached to the headquarters of the Fire

Brigade, where, also, all spare parts will be made.
It is, furthermore, hoped to effect an economy in the

tire bill. It will be noticed that, so far, one of the

most costly items has been that of non-skid bands.

As a result of the experience that has been gained,

it has, however, been discovered that better results,

as regards freedom from skidding,

are obtained with only two of the

tires fitted with such bands—one
at the front and one at the rear,

arranged diagonally—than where
tliree or four non-skids are used.

.A number of vehicles have also

Ijeen provided with twin tires at

the rear, and, in conjunction with

these, one non-skid—on the front

—has been found sufficient.

The cost of current is also con-

sidered high, and efforts are being
made to secure a reduction in the

rate charged, which, at present, is

i.8d. per kilowatt-hour. As for

the batteries, it may be stated that

these are maintained under con-
tract at an annual charge of S.2t^

15s. per battery, and that one
spare set of accumulators is kept

on hand for each train of four

vehicles. As no signs of sulphat-

ing have occurred, and experiment
is to be made in the way of en-

tirely discharging and recharging
the cells only once every two months instead of once
a month as at present. An interesting feature of the
table is the column . which shows that the average
time per vehicle per year devoted to repairs, or, in

other words, the time that the vehicles were not
available for response to a fire call, was 15 hours.
As regards the petrol vehicles belonging to the

Berlin Brigade, the Chief reports that these have not
been sufficiently long in service to give comparative
figures. He remarks, however, that the cost of re-

pairs has so far proved somewhat high, and that,

correspondingly, the time the vehicles are not avail-

able for service is also high. Careful records are
being kept of the petrol vehicles, and these will be
published in due course.

In an early issue we hope to give some particulars

of the electrically-propelled vehicles employed by the
London Fire Brigade, and also some figures as to

their running and maintenance costs, which will form
an interesting complement to those given above for

the Berlin Brigade.

Cierman Wireless Station Destroyed.—A British

ornisei has destroyed the German wireless station at Dar-es-Salam,

in German East Africa.
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THE EDISON & SWAN CO.S NEW
^

CITY SHOWROOM.

The accompanying view shows the interior of the Edison
and Swan United Electric Light Co.'s new showroom in
Queen Victoria Street. As mentioned in our note on page
1 85, the new premises extend through into Upper Thames
htreet, where the trade entrance is situated, and include
sbore8,_ offices, and every facility for carrying on the firm's
extensive business in electrical apparatus of all kinds The
new premises are centrally situated ; the showroom, which
measures some 83 ft. x .58 ft. by about 30 ft. in height is
on an imposmg scale

; side galleries give additional space
while the alcoves underneath them provide facilities for the
display for smaller wall fittings, &c.
The arrangement of ceiling battens and supports allows

of some hundreds of pendant fittings being on view, and a
special feature is the provision for showing every fitting alight

Ihe decorations are in excellent taste, and the Ediswan
emporium—It contains examples of practically everything
turned out by the firm, which is saying a good deal-wiJl

time being, 1 shall be glad if, through yonr columns, you can
induce firms requiring any of these to commuoicat* with me.

This will have a double advantage
: first, providing work

for persons who are wanting it, and, secondly, enabling this
Institution to husband its resources, a step which is more
necessary than ever at the present time.

r may add that I regret to hear from one of those we
have assisted in the shape of helping the man and his
wife to set up lodgings, that owing to the war a German
lodger who was sent to them by an electrical firm has had
to go, and they are thus again placed in pecuniary diffi-
culties. Their house is close to one of the South Loudon
tube stations.

18, Park Mansions, Vau.xhall Park, * ' * sJl^Mry.
London, S.W., August 6//i, 1014.

Engaging' a Foreman.
Referring to your report in the issue of July Slst last of

a case by our client, Mr. A. E. Short, against Measre.
Watson Marsh & Co., Ltd., of Brondesbury, we should like

SnOWBOOM AT THK EdISON ,'i; SWAN CO.'S NeW CiTT DePOT

be welcomed as a fitting addition to London's electrical
rendezvous.

Readers should note that the ne\\ Victoria Street premises
are now the firm's Gity headquarters, and that the well-known
Queen Street and College Hill premises have been closed.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by wi afUr 5 P.M. ON Tuesday cannot appear wUil

t/MmUmng week. CorresjwudenU should fortmrd their ivmmvni.
oatwm at th^ earliest pomble nwment. Ao letter can he published
unless we hai<e the writer's name and address in mir possesfim

The Electrical Trades Benevolent Institution.

At the present moment there must be a considerable
number of firms whose staffs have been somewhat deiileted
by the calls on the Territorials and also the departure of
foreigners to their countries.

Ab this Institution is now assisting four or five gentlemen
who would be capable of occupying such positions for the

toipoint out that Mr. Marsh admitted in the witness-box he
was so satisfied with our client's testimonials that he did not
want k) lose his services, and Mr. Marsh agreed to engage
him with the prospect of an advance of salary in the
following September. .V. lo

.

*"^ - ——^- ^", -i i.
The letter written by our client^to the defendants only

stated that nothing definite as to the increase of salary had
been settled, and <iid not refer to the actual engagement at
r2 lOs. per week.

We trust that you uill insert this letter in order that our
client may make his position clear to your readers.
We might add that although the ."fudge deoideii against

our client, he refused to give any costs to' the defendants.

r J >- , Armltagre & Co.
London, N., Auffust 7M. li)14.

Electrical Engineers and the War.
The suggestions made for the enrolment or registration

of electrical engineers who are not members of any existing
force are such as, no doubt, all will be in sympathy with, but
I venture to suggest that it would be a mistake to multiply
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such boilios. anil that—at all events in the London distiiil—
a reservo to the Electrical Enfjineers Territorial force, under

the control of that orffanisation, would l)e more useful.

I'urther, the majority of those who would enrol themselves

would, no doubt,* be anxious not to be committed to be

members of a body which would have no active duties,

but would puly be waitin^r to be called on, while their

undertaking would prevent them from doing other work.

For e.vample, those who, like the writer, own and drive

cars, would probably be of service in that way, though, as

electrical engineers, they would be more useful in electrical

work if they could get anything to do. We all want to do

something, however unimportant the work may be, but

special knowledge should obviously be made use of if

M.I.E.E.

Referring to my letter under the above heading which you

kindly inserted in last week's issue. I should like to thank

those gentlemen who have promptly offered their services,

many of whom promise to assist in their respective districts,

replies having reached me from all parts of the country.

All grades of electrical engineers are coming forward

anxious to serTC their country in the hour of need, and I

hope others will follow, as it is numbers that tell, and
skilled men in our profession play an important part in

wartime. As soon as a sufficient number of signatures are

forthcoming a Committee will be formed and prompt action

taken.

In conclusion, I would state that it appears to me to be

ontside the scope of our Institution to take action, as the

membership is very cosmopolitan.

W. Ellerd-Styles.

Leytonstone, N.E., Amjiixt 9tli, 1914.

[The Institution has already taken steps in the matter.

Pariiculars will be found in our " Notes " columns.

—

Eds.
E),EC. T?EV.]

End of the London ^Viremen's Strike.

I have pleasure in notifying you that the strike of elec-

trical wiremen in London, initiated by the Electrical Trades
Union on April 1st, is now at an end, the members of the

Union having been instructed to return to work.

The working rules issued by the London Electrical

Masters' Association in March, 191-t, have been adopted
for a further sis months, and a Joint Committee of masters

and men will be appointed to adjudicate on any questions

of hardship that may be brought forward.

I may add that these proposals were put forward by the
masters in the early part of April, but were then refused liy

the Union.
Leonard G. Tate, Son. Secretary,

Lvndvn Electrical Masters' Association.

London, E.C., Auyusl lOlh, lOU.

Mysterious Behaviour of a Oenerating: Set.

I am employed at a fairly large colliery in South York-
shire. We have a turbo-alternator, Willans turbo and
Siemens generator (mixed pressure), running at 3,000
R.p.ji., three-phase, 650 volts, 880 k.v.a., 750 Kw. One
day last week, when everything was running well, with
about J-load on, it lost its excitation. (The exciter is

direct-coupled, shunt-wound with interpoles, giving
110 volts. 105 amperes.) We stopped the turbo, examined
round and could find nothing, so started up again, leaving
everything as before, and she built up straight away
with a reversed polarity, no connection being changed in

any way. This week-end, however, we have tried

changing the exciter connections. First of all we just
changed the shunt, with no results. We put it back, and
then changed the main brush connection, with the following
results :—The exciter ammeter and a.c. voltmeter oscil-

lated from half exciting current and half voltage back to
zero : when the ammeter was going up the voltmeter would
be going down. We then changed back again as before,

and just changed the ammeter connections on the shunt.
The ammeter then read in the right direction, but with a
reading of maximum excitation current with no load.

^ . , , .
'T. Wood,

Parfield, Avmt lOfh, 1914.

The rrolectlon of Kn^lneerinx Morkn.

I shall be greatly obliged if you will make it known
through thu medium of your valuable journal that members
of the Volunteer Civil Forc-e are prepared to otfer their

services in any part of the country for the protection of

engineering works and electrical power Btatiouo. &c. In

fiew of certain possibilities, some satisfactory means of pro-

tection of private property should be found at once, and this

we are prepared to do by sending trained men who have

had experience in a similar direction.

Full particulars will be forwarded on application to

Ruskin Rouse, Rochester Row, AVestminster, S.W.

London, S.W., Ai(f/U8f ll//(, l'.il4.

W. R. Eustace.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES. FITTINGS
AND PLANT.

Seaehlights.

The London Electric Fibm, of George Street, Croydon, have
made a number of wheel-houae type searchlights for a large

Scotch ehipbnilder, for use on passenger steamere, as shown in

fig. 1. They are constructed of brass thronghout, and are conse-

(juently very handsome luachinep. The sizs is 20 in., and they are

fitted with high-grade silvered parabolic mirrors and diverging
lenses, the voltage being 100. They have als) introdnced an
entirely new type of searchlight for the ase of fire brigades In

Fig. 1.

—

Wheel-house Searchlight.

illuminating shadow-cast exteriors and dark interiors of buildings.

These are made extremely light, to enable them to be carried about
easily, and very strong to stand the rough work inevitable

with such service. The tripod collapses by means of sliding

members, and also folds np. thus giving the maximum of advantage
for transport purposes.

The machine gives a very widely-dispersed beam of light in all

directions, and is also on the swivelling and tilting plan, giving a
wide range of action. The candle-power is 3,000 at 100 volts,

and current is supplied from a dynamo carried on the fire tender.

A '"Witton" Traction Switchboard.

During the recent Convention of the l.M.E.A. in Birmingham,
a visit was paid to the Witton Works of the General Blectbic
Co., Ltd., where a large continuous-current switchboard which
had just been constructed for the Cardiff Corporatiori was on view.

This board consists of 25 panels and is over 45 ft. in length ; it

bae been designed for pontrollingf a supply fgr bPtil ligliting and
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traction purpoaes. The panels themBelvee are constructed of fine

white marble, and as will be seen from fig. 2, the board presents a
very attractive appearance. An innovation for heavynurrcnt
Bwitchboards has been embodied in the arranpements for the back

i*^ * * !? 8??*¥ •"'MM '

1 (ft Sj 6 J * 4 up!""' 'I '

FlO. 'i.— '' VVlTTON LlGHTINU AND TBACTIciN SWITOHlUiAKH
FOB Cardiff Corporation.

of the b3ard. Instead of being carried from the usual brackets,

the bus-bars are supported by the stems from the switches. These
stems, therefore, serve both for a mechanical support and for the
current carryings connection.

LEGAL

Action Against the Tyneside Tramways Co.

At the North Shields County Court on the Gth inst., before
Judge Greenwell, Eleanor Appleby, of Walhend-on-Tyne, sued the
Tyneside Tramways and Tramroads Co., to recover damages for
personal injuries.

The allegation was that a car re-started while the plaintiff was
dismounting from the car on February 2nd, and the plaintiff was
thrown on to the curb, being rendered unconscious, and, as a
result, was 14 weeks off work, and had not yet recovered.
Dr. Wilson, describing plaintiff's injuries, said it must have

been a pretty hard blow that caused them.
The defence was that the plaintiff attempted to leave the car

before it had stopped, and so received the injuries.

Judge Greenwell gave judgment for the Tramways Co.

A Compen.sation Case.

In a case heard at the Nottingham County Court the British
L. M. Ericsson Co., Ltd., of Beeston, asked for the suspension of all

compensation payable to Catherine Booth, tester of electrical
apparatus, until the respondent had submitted to a simple opera-
tion to the middle finger of the right hand.
Judge Allen decided that compensation should cease until the

operation was undergone, but the company then offered £75, with-
out costs, in settlement of all liability, and the offer was accepted.

PHYSICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

At the meeting held on June 2(ilh, at the Cavendish Laboratory,
Cambridge, a paper entitled " Production of Very Soft Rontgen
Radiation by the Impact of Positive and Slow Cathode Rays, " was
read by the President, Sin J. J. Thomson, O.M., F.R.S.
Rontgen and his pupils had always held that light waves were

identical in nature with electrical waves produced by mechanical
means, but there was a gap, on which very little work had been
done, between the longest infra-red radiation and the shortest
electrical wave that could be mechanically produced. lie believed
the investigation of this gap to be essential to the proper study of
the constitution of the atom. The work already done on .\" -rays had
demonstrated the existence of two separate rings of electrons in the
atom, one within the other. These rings were responsible for the
K and I, types of radiation respectively. The i. radiation was so
much softer than the K that if a third ring of electrons existed, the
radiation from which was proportionately softer than that of
the L type, this radiation would fall well within the gap already
mentioned.

In the first experiment described a spcoiol form of discharge
tube was employed, The positive rays passed through a tubular
perforation in the otvthode and impinged obliquely on ft metal

target. A photographic plate of the Schumann type was eitnated
at the further end of a branch tube in such a position that no solid
obstacle interposed between the target and the plate. When the
discharge passed between the electrodes, the photoeraphic piste
was (.ff.ct.ed. The application of an intense transverse electrostatic
field between two metal plates situated between the cathode and
the target oonipletely stopped the effect, showing that this wa« not
due to stray radiation reflected from the target, since, while
charged particlefl would be swept to one side, radiation would not
be affected by the field. Hence the passage of pieitive particles
from the cathode to the target was essential. On the other hand,
a strong transverse electrostatic field in the branch tube had no
effect, showing that a radiation was passing betweeen the target
and the plate, which was not, therefore, merely affected by positive
particles rebounding down the side tube after impact on the
target.

The properties of this radiation were intermediate between ordi-
nary .X-rays ami Schnmann waves. They were susceptible to
r. Hection by metal surfaces, and their penetrating power was very
small. They were completely stopped by the finest collodion film
obtainable.

It was shown that the quality of the radiation did not depend on
tlie energy of the moving particles which gave rise to it, but on the
velocity. Hence equally soft raye should be produced by cathode
particles if these were travelling as slowly as the positive rays. A
discharge tube was constructed in which the cathode rays, leaving
the cathode with the ordinary velocity, could be subjected to a
retarding electrostatic field of variable strength before impinging
on the target. In this way the velocity of impact could be varied
over a large range, and radiations were obtained varying in qnality
from ordinary hard .X-rays to the so-called Schumann waves. It
was hoped by the study of these radiations to be able to determine
not only the number of rings of electrons within the atom, but the
number of electrons in each ring.

Sir Oliver Lodge expretsed the opinion that the work just
described was of far-reaching importance, and he felt confident that
the results warranted the anticipation that further work would
confirm the explanation foreshadowed by the President.
At the meeting held on June 26th. 1914, at the Imperial College

ot Science, a paper entitled "On Atmospheric Refraction and its

Bearing on the Transmission of Electromagnetic Waves round the
Earth's Surface, ' was read by Prof. J. A. Fleming.

In this paper the author considers the conditions under which
true atmospheric! refraction would be sufficient to carry a ray of
light or electromagnetic radiation sent out horizontally from any
point on the earth's surface ronnd the earth parallel to its surface.
It is now generally agreed that pure diffraction is insutficient to
account for all the phenomena of long-dittanoe wireless telegraphy,
but that we have to postulate some action of the atmosphere which
tends to curve the radiation ronnd the earth. The theory of ionic
refraction has been put forward, which is based on the theoretical
conclusion that in ionised air the velocity of long electric waves
is increased. We know as a matter of fact that the atmosphere
decreases in density as we rise upwards, and this alone produces a
decrease of refractive index and an increase in velocity.
The fir&t part of the paper is concerned with the deduction of

formula' expressing this variation of density with height, taking
into account as far as possible the known temperature variatiou
with increase of height. It is shown that at a heightof Inn km. the
terrestrial atmosphere must consist substantially of hydrogen and
helium. An expression is then obtained for the radius of curvatiue
at any point of a ray of light sent out horizontally from the
earth's surface, and it is shown that if the terrestrial atmosphere
consisted wholly of krypton a ray sent out hori.intally would be
refracted round the earth, and in such an atmosphere wireless tele-

graphy to the .\ntipodes would be possible.

The question of atmospheric composition is then considered in

the light of what is known about the auroral spectrum. The sug-
gestion is made that perhaps the non-valent gases neon and
krypton are manufactured at great atmospheric heights by
electric discharges occurring in the rarified hydrogen atmo-
sphere ; also that by their ease of ionisation they contribute to

produce the ionised layer demanded by the theories of Heaviside
and Eccles to account for the actual achievements of long-diat&nce
wireless telegraphy.

Finally, it is suggested that our earth is perhaps unique in

being the only planet on whi.h such long-distance radiotelegraphy
is possible.

Bin. Di DDELL considered it was very difficult to follow what
was going on in long-distance transmiiision. One dilRculty was
that it seemed probable that the heavier gases wore absent from
the upper atmosphere, yet we had to assume their presence either

to get the refraction effect or the Eccles effect.

Ok. C. Chrkk said that a fundamental point was whether the
auroral spectrum did or did not connote a gas different from all

hitherto i.solated at the earth's surface. Wegener thought it did,

and believed the unknown gas thus indicated to be a very light

one, which at great heights was even more important than
hydrogen. The fact that Prof. Stormor's recent photographic
determination of auroral heights had in some cases suppliol heights
well over 300 km. was evidence that an atmosphere of son>e kind
extended to a very great height. The fact eniphasisevl by Dr.
Fleming that wireless results by day and night .iilfered markoily
oertainly seemed to support strongly his contention that the upppr
atmosphere playeil a most important part in the phenomenon. A
similar conolu.sion had been drawn in the case of the ordinary
diurnal variation of the elements of terrestrial magnetism, where
normally changes were much larger by day than by night, and
much larger in summer than winter.

Phof, G. W. 0. Ho'ffK pointed out that although the upper
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atmosphere undoubtedly had a profound effect on the tranitiuiiiiiion

of elect romatrnetio waves over lonp distanceH, they were still

unoertaiu to what extent lontr-distance radiotelegraphy would be

possible without any assistance from the upper atmosphere. As
suooei-Bive mathematicians attacked the problem, errors were die-

covered in the previous work, and up to the presunt the effect of

the correction seemed to have been in every case to increase the

amoant of energy dilTraoted around the Klobe.

I'BOi'. Mauciiant mentioned that recently it was shown that

the difference between the carrjinpr power of sifiroals by night and

by day was very mnoh grreater in summer than in winter.

A paper on "Atmospheric Electricity Observations made at Kew
Observatory," by Mb. Gukdon Doiison. was read, and a paper on
" Thermal and Electrical Conductivities of some of the Barer

Metals and Alloys," was read by Mb. T. Babbatt.
A paper entitled "Some InveBtiijations on the Arc as a Gene-

rator of Hi(rh-Fre«ioency O.scillations, ' by Mu. F. Mebceb, was

read. This paper contaius the results of a series of experiments on

the copper-carbon arc when UBsd as a trenerator of high-frequency

oscillations.

ELECTRIC COOKING IN MARINE SERVICE.

The recent tiial trip of the U.S.S. Texas is of special interest

because for the first time a large number of men (715) at

sea were entirely dependent upon electric cooking for their

daily meals. The results of the trial test on the cooking ap-

paratus were discussed by Mr. J. Maugcr, at a meeting of

the American Institutb of Electrical, Engineers.

Data secured during the trial trip demonstrated that the

ship'.s equipment of fifteen ranges and two bake ovens was
more than sufficient to care for a crew of 970 men, including

sevent.v officers. The success of the trial is more apparent in

view of the fact that none of the cooks had had any previous

experience in using electrical apparatus and that they became
acquainted so readily with its operation and had no dilficulty

in performing their prescribed duties.

Of the five ranges installed in the officers' galley four were

in use daily. Six to eight of the ten ranges in the crew's

galley as well as the two bake ovens were employed simul-

taneously. Food for 163 men was prepared in the officers'

galley and that for 553 men in the crew's galley. The bake
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INDIVIDUAL DRIVING OF SMALL AND
MEDIUM SIZE MACHINE TOOLS.

BUSINESS NOTES.

By ADOLF H, STELLING, Uipl.InK., A.M.I. E.E.

No question is ever raised nowadays as to the commercial

value of the electric drive for large or heavy machine tooLs,

but the driving of smaller tools requiring les^ than 5 H.i'.

per unit, such as centre lathes and semi-automatic lathes up

to >i in. swing, milling machines up to No. 2 American

size, light radial drills, shapers, &c., by means of individual

motors, is still regarded askance by machine tool users.

Machine tool makers ami electrical engineers have combined

during the past two years to put forward improved drives,

but there is still much room for improvement.

Consider the fundamental differences in the working of

heavy and light tools. On heavy tools the period of setting up

may take from two to six hours ; no one would consider letting

the motor run idle during this period. When cutting com-

mences, the tool and its driving motor are usually working

at from 75 per cent, to loO per cent, full rated load for long

periods. The electric motor is, therefore, being used very

economically, and is a commercial and technical success.

With the small machine tool the conditions are altered. The
setting-up time on shapers, millers and centre lathes is long

when compared with the actual cutting time. Both being

actually short, it becomes inadvisable to stop the motor every

time a change is made, especially if direct-current motors

are used. Moreover, in the majority of shops the medium
size tool is seldom working at its maximum metal-removing

capacity. In the case of semi-automatic machines, probably

only one of six or eight operations taxes the metal removing

capacity of the tool to its rated maximum. With radial

drills the discrepancy between the periods of maximum
metal removing and light load is still greater. The driving

of such tools may therefore be regarded as a constant low

load with overload periods of short duration.

Machine tool makers in selling this class of tool make a

special feature of the high metal removing capacity and
specify motors with a continuous output based upon this

capacity. Electrical engineers are almost as much to blame

for complying with this specification and thereby increasing

the cost of " individual drive."

Practical experience goes to prove that motors of

smaller rated outputs but high overload capacities are

more suitable from all points of view. The efficiency at

light loads (running back, finishing cuts, &c.) is much
improved by using a motor of lower nominal rating ; the

motor, being smaller, can more easily be accommodated on

the machine tool, and, above all, the first cost is reduced.

With the application of induction motoi:s, the question of

the power factor is another argument in support of this con-

tention.

The "all gear" drive of medium size tools is making
headway in no uncertain fiishion, with the result that con-

stant speed aud^therefore cheap motors can be used. This,

together with the increased distribution of three-phase

current, opens a favourable field for the cheap constant

speed squirrel-cage type of induction motor, but the problem

must be carefully handled on the lines indicated above.

One great advantage of the small induction motor is that

with such machines as are enumerated above, the clutch can

be interlocked with the triple-pole switch, so that current is

only used when cutting.

In conclusion, this article puts forward a plea for

further investigation and for co-operation between manu-
facturers of machine tools and electrical machinery. With
the advent of cheaper power, a simple, cheap and effective

electrical individual drive should piwc a commercial suc-

cess, and mimufacturers have every encouragement to strive

towards improvements.

A Colliery Iiistanatioii.—We regret that in our

note last week on the installation at the Warwickshire Coal Co.'e

Ooventry Colliery, the fact that Messrs. Willans & Robinson, Ltd.,

were the principal contractors for the plant— i.e., the tnrbo-

Ifenerators and condensers—was not stated.

Trade Aiiiiouuoeiiients.

—

Mk.s.sr.-. 'riLLEHPiE a.vd

Beales, of Amberley Honee, Norfolk .Street, Strand, have recently

been appointed sole sellintr at^ents to the Corporations of Great

Britain by Messrs. Charles Mackintosh k Co., of Manchester, for

their solid motor traction tires.

Premises situated at the j auction of Charles Street and Swain
Street, Bradford, will shortly be opened by the Albion Electbio
Stokes, wholesale factors of electrical accessories, who have an

establishment at 9. New Station Street, I/ceds.

Mk. C. W. Weissteb, of Whiteley Street, Bingley, sole f ale ooncea-

sionaire for the flame carbons of the Compania Fabril de Carbonee

Electricos of Barcelona, Spain, announces that despite the demands

on his English stock of flame carbons, he is able to execute all

orders, as his main supply from the Barcelona works is still kept

open.

The Bkiti.'<h Telephone Supply Co, (late of 17, Bloomsbury

Street, Birmingham) announce tha- their new address 'since

.July 2.5th) is 4. Slaney Street, Birmingham ; telephone number,

Central 6:t92.

Messks. .1, HOPKINSON .t Co., Ltd., of Huddersfield. announce

that they have removed their London office from Queen Victoria

Street to more central premises at Imperial House, Kingsway,

The Jandus Arc Lamp and Electric Co., Ltd., of Hartham
Road, Hollo way, N., inform us that they are prepared to deliver to

their customers, for use in Jaudus lamps only, sufficient arc lamp
carbons for six months' use. The company manufacture the

special carbons for their regenerative lamps, and hold a very large

stock of raw materials which they anticipate will supply all

requirements,

('afalott'ues and Li.sts.

—

The Electrk al Apparatus
Co., Ltd , Vauxhall Works, South Lambeth Road, S.W.—Leaflet
No. H 16, illustrating and giving particulars, dimensions, prices,

ice, of the firm's standard direct-current motor starters. New
features incorporated are renewable contacts on smaller sizes, and

glass inspection windows for completely enclosed types ; variona

extras are also listed, prices are revised, and the firm inform us

that, due to their stocks and use of English materiab, they are but

little affected by the war. Also E.A.C. Notes No. 10. dealing with

meters, starters, controllers, A:c.

Messes, Mavob & Coulson, Ltd., 47, King Street, Glasgow.—

Monthly "Pick-Quick" ooal - cutter card, containing August

calendar and data regarding the working of a email d.c. electric

coal-cutter.

Messbs, Ralph H. Haylock A: Son, 63, Qneen Victoria Street,

B.C.—Leaflet describing, with illustrations and prices, " Hotpoint

'

heating and cooking apparatus, viz., the El GloStovo, the El Grille,

the Hotpoint iron, and the El Boilo (an immersion heater"),

Bbitish Thomson-Houston Co,, Ltd., Mazda House, I'pper

Thames Street, E,C.—July-August issue of the Mazda Houae

News," containing much interesting information on the eubjeot of

illumination, Mazda lamp developments, ic.

Messrs. Doulton & Co., Ltd,, Lambeth, S,E —New insulator

catalogue. No. 93, 1914, 20 pages, illustrating and describing a

large selection of standard stoneware and cream glazed vitreous

porcelain cable insulators made at Lambeth. New types are

included and prices are given. The firm point out that they are

fully prepared to supply the increased demand anticipated from

the absence of foreign supplies.

Private Arianaenieiit.s.

—

Accumilator Industries,

Ltd ,
Oriental Institute, Woking.—A meeting of the creilitors of

the above was held on Friday last at Winchester House, Old Broad

Street, E.C, The chair was occupied by Mr. W. McLaren, the

chairman of the company, who was also the largest creditor. An
approximate statement of affairs was presented, which had been

prepared by Mr, A, W, Sully, of 19-21, Queeu Victoria Street, E.C.,

who had been appointed to act as the liquidator of the company.

The statement disclosed ranking liabilities of £46,229, of which

£3S,,SS3 was due to Mr. McLaren for cash advanoeil at variona

dates. The London and South-Western Bank was sohednled for

i:94."i, while the amount due to trade creditors was £>',,40I. At

book values the assets were set down at £,><,6i'2, but at a realisa-

tion they were expooled to produce £3,627, From the latter fignre

had to be deducted £187 for preferential claims, leaving net a8»et«

*3,4IO, or n deficiency as regarded the creditors of £42,7S'.'. The
assets were as follows :—Buildings, additions and lease £1,400,

estimated to realise £400; machinery, plant and tools, including

Powson plant £4,513, expected to produce £1,600 ; stock-in-trade,

.i:2,2U 9s, 4d., valued at £1,.''>00 ; sundry debtors, £341, esti-

mated to realise £ To, and furniture £S0, and calls in arrears

£22, expected to produce £2, Mr. Sully said it had

been difficult to prepare the statement of affairs owing to the

close oonueotion between the company and the Leitner Electrical

Go. lu taking the stock it had been necessary to differentiate

between the raw material and the finished goods. Raw material

had been supplied by the Leitner Electrical Co., and work done

upon it. An offer had been received from the Rotax Co. to par-

chase the a-isets for £ 1,000, and to take over the stock of pig iron

and red lead at market prices That offer was ma*le conditional on

war not breaking out, and, therefore, nnder the oircumstancee, the

liquidator thought it might be assumed that the offer did not now
hold good. It was further stated that the comjiany was formed

about 12 years ago. with a nominal capital of £40,000. The issued
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capital wiiH £H7,:I1H, but the whole of that amount was not 8ub-

Huribcd fur iu uaHh, Vp till 1911 the principal buHinena of the

ooiiipany was putting on the market a Hynteni for liifhtint,' auto-

mobilcH. The company worked under a licence tfranted by Mr H.

Ijeitner, under which they had the ri^ht to manufacture accordini;

to that gentleman a patents. Mr. L jitner was now a creditor, and
a prood deal of his claim was in reBpi><!t of unpaid royalties. In

1911 the company waa in financial diflicultics, and Mr. Leitner

cancelled the licence ho had i/iven. Shortly afterwards Mr, Leitner

formed the Leitner Electrieal Co., and an aL'refmcnt was entered

into between that concern and the Accumulator Industries, by
which the latter, under reasonable conditions, was relieved

of its liabilities. The company manufactured ^oods for the

Leitner Electrical Co. Last September the L-iitner Electrical Co.

entered into an agreement with one of the larfrest firms in the

trade. Under the agreement the Leitner Electrical Co. and the

Accumulator Industries were to bo taken over by the larije concern.

If the aprrcemcnt had prone through, all the creditors would have
been paid in full. The matter, however, had not gone through,

and as the Leitner Electrical Co. was without fund", the present

position had arisen. In answer to questions, the lic|uidator stated

that the deficiency shown in the statement of affairs was caused by
losses which had occurred over a number of years. A special

manager of the Leitner Electrical Co. had been appointed, pending
the hearing of a petition which had been presented against that

concern. It might be true that some orders on behalf of the com-
pany were given by the Leitner Electrical Co., against whom there

might be some claim. The Leitner Electrical Co. had been the

selling agents for the Accumulator Industries, A resolution was
passed by the creditors agreeing to an application being made to

the Court for the appointment of Mr. G. E. Corfield, of Messrs.

Corfield vV; Cripwell, Balfour House, Finsbury Pavement, E,C,, as

joint liquidator with Mr. Sully. A committee of the principal

creditors was also elected.

RoiiUKT Cbi'st, electrical engineer, Brook Street, Bradford.

—

The creditors interested herein wore called together recently at the

offices of Messrs. Heap i: Heap, solicitors, of JWarket Street

Chambers, Bradford, The statement of affairs presented showed
ranking liabilities of £429, of which ii'.iyj was due to unsecured
creditors and £30 to cash creditors. There were also preferential

claims of £15. The assets consisted of cash at bank £16 ;
book

debts .<1S7 estimated to realise £150 ; and stock-in-trade expected'
to produce <7': It was reported that the debtor started trading

about six years ago with a capital of £100. The turnover of the
business had averaged from £800 to £900 per annum. The
defi;iency was attributed to bad debts, and a loss of £70 on a

contract. After discussing the position it was decided that pro-

vided the debtor was able to obtain financial assistance from friends

the business should be continued with a view to the payment
of the debts in full, A committee of the representatives of the

three principal creditors was also elected.

VnnunI Oiitiii"'.—The Willesden works of the B.T.H.
Co. held their first annual outing at Windsor, on Saturday, July
25th. Private omnibuses were hired for the occasion, and the
journey was very much enjoyed. On arrival at Windsor the whole
party were photographed ; subsequently sports were held and
prizes awarded to the successful competitors. Boating on the river,

inspection of the castle, Arc, were followed by a tea served in a
large marquee, close to the river, and later, by a concert in which
the following contributed to the programme : Misses D. Thomas
D. Riley and I. Jones ; Messrs. A. de Curtis, B. Townsend, W.,
Pepper, H. Cameron and F. Bennett.

Lu|niilations and I)i,s.s(>Iutioiis. — Consolidated
Diesel Engine Manupacthrebs, Ltd,—A compulsory winding-
up order was made on July 7th, and Mr. W. B. Peat was appointed
special manager to act for the Official Receiver.
The Demon Vacuum Cleaner Co., Ltd.—This company is

winding up voluntarily with Mr. A. H. Evans as liquidator.

The British Economical Lamp Co., Ltd.—This company is

winding up voluntarily for the purpose of reconstruction with
Mr. H. E. Leigh, of Windsor House, Kingsway, W,C., as liciuidator.

Book \otices.

—

Proceedings of the Incorporated Muni-
cipal Electrical Association, 19H," London : Wyman ,.t Sons, Ltd,
Price 5s.

" Prospect iix of I'niversity Courses in the Municipal School of
Technology, Manchester, Session 1914-1")." Manchester: The
School of Technology.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

Aldersliot.—New Plant.—The U.D.C. has decided
to provide a cooling tower at the electricity works, at a cost of
about £400, to be met from the reserve fund.

BacH]),

—

Mill Driving and Lighting.—The Elec-
tricity and Tramways Committee has decided to supply electricity

for lighting and power to India Mill, providing that the pro-
prietors. Messrs. Hoyle & Sons, Ltd., contribute towards the cost of
the service, and is considering an application from Messrs. Hoyle
Bros., Ltd., for a supply of energy for lighting at Olive Mill. The
mains are to be extended in Siding Street B,n^ the Lee Mill
district.

Barrow.

—

.Nku Mai.s.s, at.—Tin; T.C hus uutlioriwd

the electrical engineer to obtain new maiuH and switohgear, eati-

mat«d to cost £1,400. in order to give a temporary supply of
electricity to Messrs. Vickerb' works.

lUackliiiiii.— .New Generating Station.—The T.C.
has authorised a Special Committee to deal with the qaeation of

purchasing land a'. Wbitebirk, for the porpaiie of erecting a new
electricity station thereon.

Canada,—Acconliiij,' to the Journal of f.'Icilrici/y,

Mesi-rs, .Sanderson jc Porter, of New York, have submitted a pro-

posal to the city of Edmonton, Alberta, to furnish power from a
plant to be erected at Moose River, B.C., iu the Yfllowhead Paaa
of the Rocky Mountains, 2,'>0 miles west, at prices ranging from
one cent per K\v,-hour for the first 50,000,000, to a half-cent per

KW,-hour when 120,000,000 is reached. The plant, to be inttallcd

on a branch of the Fraeer River, will cos'; $H,500,000, Its miaimnni
capacity is placed at 300,000,000 K\v.-hour» The present cost of

producing electric power in Edmonton in Ijcentaper KW.-hour,
which is to be reduced to 1 J cents.

riicsliiiiit. — Puiii'iiSKD E.L. — The Gas Co. ha»
informed the I'.D.C, that it has decided not to apply for powers
forE. L. inthe district, owing to the N. Metropolitan E.P.S. Co.

having decided to exercise its power of supplying current. The
latter compiny has given the Cjnncil particulars of the scheme,
and the quesUon of pablic lighting is to be considered at an early

meeting of the Council.

Cliohliaiii.— I'ROPosED E.Jj.— The Woking Electric

Supply Co, has intimated to the P.C. that it is applying to the

L.G.B. for powers to supply Chobham with electricity, and the
Ascot District Gas and Electricity Co. has written stating that it

intends to supply the village with electricity in accordance with
powers it already holds. The Council welcomed the advent of elec-

tricity from any source, and decided to support the Woking Co.'b

application should the Ascot Co. not exercise its powers in a
reasonable time.

Coiitiiiciital .\otfS.

—

France.—The B^nte IndustrieUe

gives some interesting details of the growth of electrical enterprise in

France. Seven years ago, it says, the number of communes served

by electrical distribution networks was under 3,000 ; this has more
than doubled since then, reaching, as it now does, a total of 7,000.

In the northern half of France the steam stations have extended
their networks and increased their generating stations so that

their total capacity now exceeds ,".00,000 H,r. The hydroelectric

works in the Alps, Pyrenees and the Central plateau cover with
their networks the southern half of France, and place at the dis-

position of the industries and population they serve more than
700,000 H.P. The capacity of the generating stations thus exceeds

at the present time 1,000,000 h.p. The installations in course of

execution or projected stand for another million. The capital

invested in power houses and networks reaches at the moment the

figure of H milliards, without reckoning the hundreds of millions

invested in manufacturing concerns which supply the machinery
and material for electrical nndertakiugs.

l»ov«'r.

—

Proposed Loan and Bulk Supply.—The
T.C. has decided to apply to the L.G.B. for an additional loan of

£500 for E L. services.

The following terms for the supply of electricity to the

S.E. i: C.R. Co.'s marine station have been agreed to :—Lighting,

from 30,000 to 50,000 units per annum, :ijd. per unit ; from 50.000

to 100,000, 2id. ; from 100,000 to 150,000, IJd. ; beyond. Id.

Power, up to 20,000 units per annum, 2Jd. per unit ; beyond, 2d,

This is subject to an agreement for at least five years.

EastliOHMie.

—

Proposed New Plant.—The E.L. Com-
mittee has recommended the T.C. to obtain a new 500-KW. tnrbo-

alternator, at a cost of £4 OoO.

Charging Battery Vehicles,—The Committee also recom-
mended that an existing dynamo be converted into a charging set

for the purpose of re-charging electric battery vehicles, at a rate

of lid. per unit. The engineer reported that 64 municipalities

and three company-owned electricity works are now supplying

electric vehicles for charging purposes, at Id. per unit, or less.

Flaxtoii,

—

Overhead AVires.—The li.K.C. has con-

smted to the York T.C. transmitting electricity through the raral

district.

(«las!tow.

—

Annual Accounts.—The accounts of the

Corporation electricity department for the past year show that the

revenue amounted to £378,315, an increase of £32,565 on the pre-

vious year, and the expenditure to £200,847, an increase of

£30,000, of which £19,000 is accounted for by the increased cost

of coal. After allocating £65,040 to interest, £59,388 to the sink-

ing fund and £52,171 to depreciation, there was a surplus of £819.

The average price received per unit sold was l'157d., a decrease of

13d. Owing to the state of the coal market, the Electricity Com-
mittee recommends that the rates, which are as low, if not the

lowest, of any in the kingdom, be not reduced.

<iireat Harwood.

—

Proposed E.L.—The Accrington

TC, has appointed a sub-committee to consider an inquiry from the

Great Harwood U,D.C. for the T.C, 's terms for supplying electricity

to the town.

Great Onsebiini.—Overhead Wires.—The Pi,D.C.

has given the York T.C. permission to erect overhead wires in parts

of its district for tjie supply ol electricity,
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Halifax.—The T.C. has agreed to a proposal of the

Tramways and Electricity Committee to supply electricity to

Messrs. S. Thornton & Co., of Arden Works, at tid. per unit, pro-

viding the oonsumption is not lees than 750 units per H.p.

demanded per guarter, and the annual revenue is not less than
*330

ila.slin!>'<lni.

—

Bulk Sittly Coxfeuenck.—Therf
has been a joint interview between representatives of Haslinpdcn
and Accrinjfton T.C.'s with reprard to the supply of electricity by
the latter authority. The diecusBion mainly related to items for

debit and credit in the cost of production at the electricity works,

and eventually the question was deferred. The naslingden
Council asked for a reduction in the price of current in order to

permit it to quote special terms for large consumers in the

district, but the Aoorington Council decided that it could not
accede to the request.

IlaNtiiig'S.

—

Mains E.ktexsions.—The T.C. has decided

to lay electricity mains to the Brieco Estate, at an estimated cost

of £1,185 ; 11 public lamps on the route are to be converted from
eas to electric lifrhting, and it is estimated that the annual saving
will amount to £16. The Council has also sanctioned the exten-

sion of the mains in the west of the town, at a cost of £804, and
19 public gas lamps are to be converted to E.L., at an annual

saving of £28.

Ilolinfirfli.— Prov. Order.—The B. of T. has

extended the period for carrying out the E L. order of 1912 by the

U.D.C. until August 7th, 1915.

India.—The present electrical plant which supplies

power to Darjeeling being taxed to its full capacity, a new scheme
has been formed for the supply of current to the two cantonments
at Jalapahar and Lebong, as well as the outskirts of the town.
The plant, which is estimated to coat Rs. 1,76,000, is to be erected

at Phulbazaar, and work will begin on the return of the permanent
engineer to the Municipality, Mr. G. P. Robertson, next month.

—

Indiiin and Ensti'm Engineer.

Kiiift'st<ni-oii-Thanies.

—

Annual Report.—The report

of Mr. .7. E. Edgcome, borough electrical engineer, on the past

year's working of the Corporation electricity department, shows
that the total receipts were £15,416, against £14,645 in the

previous year, and the working expenses were £8,785, against

£S,572. After paying interest, £3,058, and capital repayments,

£4,295, there was a deficit of £721, against £83S last year. The
total output was 1,242,042 units, against 1,151,988. From April

Ist to September 5th, 1913, the works were run entirely by steam

and from then to the end of the financial year (March 31st, 1914),

the Diesel engine plant was mainly used, the steam plant being

uaed as a stand-by and on peak loads. The respective fuel

costs per unit, including cartage, were : Coal, r355d., and oil,

0'450d. The engineer states that it is evident from these figures

that, in order to obtain the full benefit of the oil fuel plant, it ia

necessary to shut down the whole of the steam plant, and tenders

for the extension of the oil fuel plant are being obtained.

The total cost per unit sold was r097d., against r867d., and,

including capital charges, S'llSd., against 3'306d., while the total

revenue per unit was 2'978d., against 3'045d.

INn'trusli,—E.L. Schejie.—At the last meeting of the

U.DC. a report by Messrs. John Woodside ,v Co., of Belfast, on the

proposed electricity works for Portrush, was presented. The
expenditure is placed at £6,488, and the annual revenue at £1,129.

Putting the capital charges on a loan of £tl,500 at 8 per cent., the

net profit would be £109 per annum. The matter was deferred.

Illiyl.— K.l'. lN.\L(iiRATEn.—On Friday last week, Mr.

T. D. Jones, chairman of the Electricity Committee, started the

new electric lighting plant, which has been installed at a cost of

nearly £4,000. The new plant is run by a Diesel oil engine, and is

in substitution of the old steam sets.

ItotlKTliaiii.

—

Loan Sanction.—The T.C. has received

sanction to borrow £8,446 for electricity generating plant and

circulating water-pipes, £7,768 for mains, and £3,218 for a

converting plant and crane.

Sal lord.— Street Lihhiino, itc. — The Hlectrieity

Committee proposes to replace the existing Brockie-Pell arc lamps

in Chapel Street, the Crescent and Broad Street by modern ty|ic

lamps with lowering t;ear. The Committee ia to arrange with

Messrs. ('. S. AUott i:Son, of Manchester, to advise on the founda-

tions required for the new 5,000-KW. turbo-alternator at the

Frederick Riad generating station.

Si'iliy,

—

Proposed E.L.—Negotiations are in progress

between the Selby U.DC. and the Yorkshire Electric Power Co.

with reference to the supply of electricity in Selby. The company
i^ applying for a prov. order, and the Council is to consider the

matter later.

Soutln)Oi't,

—

Proposed DESTmcTOR.
—

^The Electricity

Committee has approved a scheme for the installation of a second

refuse deatrnotor at Crowlands, at an estimated cost of £6,000.

It is proposed to (fener»t« eleotrloity for supply to the electricity

undertakinfr,

SliiMTliaiii (Siisscv).

—

Street Lighting.—The U.D.C.
has appointed a committee to consider the present system of public

lighting in the district.

.Sf(K'kjK»rt.

—

Maiskkt Lighting and Bilk Sipplt.—
The provision of electric lighting for stalls outtiide the mmrket is

to be dealt with by the borough electrical engineer.

The Electricity Committee has instructed the engineer to prepare

a report as to the terms upon which a bulk Ropply of electricity

could be given to the Cbeadle and Gatley U.D.C., and, u an
alternative, as to the price the Committee would charge for sup-

plying ^electricity direct to conaumera in the area mentioned.

Siidltiirv (Suffolk).—WoRKHor.^K Lighting.—The
B. of G. is proceeding with a scheme for the lighting of the

workhouse by electricity ; it is considered that this would save

£50 a year.

'I'avistock.

—

Public Lighting.—The U.r».<'. has

accepted the tender of the EL. Co. for tlie installation of public

electric lighting to the extent of 20,800 c.P. at £461 per annum.
The offer of the gas company was for 17,000 c.P. at £450 per

annum.

^ork,—(JvERHE.M) Wires.—The T.C. has applied to

the B. of T. for permissiin to use overhead wires for the trans-

miseion of electricity at Middlethorpe, at 3.0' lO volts.

AVottoii Without.—The Gloucester R.D.C. has given

the Gloucester T.C. consent to supply electricity in this part of the

district.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

AraTiitina.—The concession granted in 1007 to Messrs.

Francke & Co. for the construction of an electric railway between

La Plata and Avellaneda haa been annulled, and the guarantee

deposit of $50,000 has been forfeited.— A'cii'. w of the Hirer Plate.

Kelfast.

—

Proposed Loan.—The T.C. has decided to

apply to the B. of T. for sanction to a loan of £2,i'>00 in connection

with the doubling of the tramway track at Glcngormley.

Coiitineutal Xotes.

—

Italy.—The Provincial Council

of Genoa haa favourably entertained the application for a conces-

sion for an electric tramway from Genoa to Casalino, with branches

to Scrisia and Voghera. A feature of the undertaking is that it

will involve the conatruction of two tunnels under the Delle

Grazie and Creto Hills respectively.

A line is contemjilated from Padua to Vicenra, making junction

with the Montagnana and Vicenza tramway network, and opening

up the chief centres of the provinces of Padua and Vicenza.

Uoiicast*'!'.

—

New Tramcars.—The tramways manager

has been inatructed to obtain estimates for tramcars for the Brods-

worth and Warmawoith route.

Fret' Kidcs.—In Manchester, .Salford, Liverpool, Belfast,

London and other centres, military men in uniform have been given

the free use of tramwajs and "buses. In many cases Reservists and

others are to be reinatate-i on the tramways after the war, and

their wives and families are receiving monetary allowances during

their absence with the army.

ilasiit)^.—A special Sub-Committee of the T.C.'s

Committee on Tramways has been appointed to consider and report

on the desirability and practicability of the tramways department

providing cottage dwellings to be rented by workmen in the ser-

vice of the department.

The traffic and permanent way staffs of the T.C. department

have been depleted by about SOO men through meml>ers having

been called up for service with the Reserves and Territorial?, but

no reduction has so far been made in the number of oars on the

routes.

Kotlicrliaiii.— T'ho T.C. has l>et>n rooommendeti to con-

struct a trannv«.y from Westgate to EflSngham Square. The

borough engineer is to arrange for the carrying out of the work,

to cover the cost of which it ia proposeii to borrow £3,760. The

Tramways Committee has asked permission to instruct the tram-

ways manager to prepare a reiwrt on the estimated co?t of running

motor-'busea in certain districts.

1 iiift'd States.

—

Railway Electrikh ation. — The
contract for the electrical fquipmont of the Brigham City Preston

extension of the Ogden Rapid Transit Co."s interurbin system has

been awarded to the American Westinghouse Co. This extension

is 96 miles long, and connects with the B.*mlvrger electric line,

which also oonnet'ts with the Orem line. The Orom line, hO miles

long, is now being electrified, and a 20mile extension is to be

commenced next year. When this is completed, the State of Utah

will be traversed from north to south by JOO miles of electric

railways.

—

Journal of Eleetrieitu,
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TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

(rrinaiiv,—The latest statistics re^ardinj; the develop-

ment of wireless telegraphy ia the German Kmpire are up to the

beprinnin^r of I'.HS. At the beginninfr of that year there were 2:t

coast stations and S7IJ ship stations. Of the coast stations, \2

were open to general tratfio, 10 with limitations, and 1 foi ofHoial

use. C)f the ship stations, 237 were for public, I'M for official, and
5 for private traffic. The number of wireless telegrams sent from

the shore to the ships in iyi2 wa« only 6,;U2 ; in the contrary

direction, H,Sy3. Between ships 7,242 teleerams were exchansred.

This makes a total traffic in telcirrams of 27,4i7. Eeceipts for the

year totalled 250,000 marks. In these figures the German Pro-

teotorates are included.

Solar Eclip.se Observations.—The British Associa-

tion Oommittee for Radio-telegraphic Investigation states that,

owing to the outbreak of war, and the dismantling of private

wireless telegraph installations, it will be impossible to carry

out the programme of observations during the eclipse on August
2 let.

Tt'lrplioiit' ('('iisorslii|).— It is reported that a modified

form of censorship has bean established over the telephone system

of Great Britain. No one is allowed to speak except in English,

and those attempting to use any other language are at once out off.

The TelPirapli Service.—The telegraph authorities

notify that the deferred rate and weekend letter services to all

countries riti France, TenerLffe, Noronha and the Western cables,

are suspended.

It is reported that German telegrams to New York are being

transmitted rid Copenhagen.
No telegrams of any kind are accepted for places in Germany

and Austria-Hungary. Ordinary telegrams for other places abroad,

and radio-telegrams, however addressed, can only be accepted at

senders' risk and if written in plain English or French. In the

case of telegrams for Switzerland and Turkey, French only is

allowed. All teingrams are subject to censorship, and must bear

the sender's name at the end as part of the paid text, otherwiee

they are liable to be stbpped until the name is notified by paid

telegram. Registered abbreviated addresses wUl not be accepted

either as the addresses of telegrams or as names of senders.

Ordinary telegrams in code and cipher or without text are pro-

hibited. In order to facilitate the sorting and despatch of mails

for places abroad to which dispatches are not made daily, the public

are requested to post one or two days before the normal day of

dispatch.

United States.—The German-owned wireless plant at

Tnckerton has been offered to Mr. Bryan for the transmission to

Germany of messages to the American Ambassador in Berlin,

Wireless Station Captured.—By onr capture of Togo-
land, one of the largest wireless telegraph stations in the world has
been acquired. The Telefnnken Co. established communications
between Berlin and Togoland, a distance of over 3,000 miles, mostly
overland.

Wireless Stations,—The Bureau International de
I'Union Tel^graphique has sent a portion of the proofs of the
fourth edition of the nomenolatore of wireless stations to the
printers, and the publication, it is expected, will be ready by the

end of the year.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED

OPEN.
Australia.

—

Sydney.—August 31st. Sydney Harbour
Trust. Four electrically-operated semi-portable travelling cranes.

Forms of tender from Mr, H. F. Norrie, Secretary to the Trust,

Sydney.
September 14th. Municipal Council. 22,500 yd. of 33,000-volt,

three-core, paper-insulated, lead-covered cable. Deposit £200,
Specification, 10s. 6d., from the City Electrical Eagineer ; a copy
may be seen at the B. of T. Commercial Intelligence Dept., London.
Brisbane.—September 2ud. Measuring instruments, protectors

and parts, telephone and telegraph instruments, for the Postmaster-
General. See " OtEoial Notices" July Slst.

Adelaide.— Sept. 9th and 23rd. Telephone material, micro-
phones, protectors, &o., switchboards, bells and cells, for the Post-

master-General. See " Official Notices" July Slst and August 7th.

Adelaide Tramways Trust.—September let. One booster set,

with cables and spares.

—

Australian Miyiing Standard.
Melbouhne.—August 18th. Electricity recording meters and

carbon brushes, for the Melbourne City Council. See " Official

Notices" July Slst.

August 26th. Insulated copper wire, for the Melbourne City

Council. See "Official Notices" to-day.

September 23rd. 102 electric motors, starters, switchboards and
wiring for installing electrical drive at Messrs. Sands & McDougall,
printers. Mr. M. C. Coates, consulting engineer.

—

Tenders.

Victorian Railways Department.— October 7th. Motors and
switchgear, and motor-driven air compressors for the Ballarat and
Bendigo workshops.
Perth.—September 9th. Coin attachments for Postmaster-

General. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Kelfast. — August ilth, Ooiporation. One electrir

motor tower-wagon. See "Offloi&l Notioee " July 3Ut.

(oxlioe anil kelloe.—August ITth, Puriish Council.

Poles. lampH, cables, &o., for electrical installation. KpeMflcations

from Mr. J. W. Anderson, Engineer, East HettonOuUiery, Coxhoe,

Karsdon (>ortliiiinlterland),—August l.Otb. U.1).C'.

For the supply of poles, cable^ lampH, .Vo., in connection with the

extension of public lighting. I'drticulars Trom Mr. J. R. MacMillen.
Surveyor, Council Offices, Shiremoor.

Easthoiirne. — August 18th. Corporation. Main
machine and feeder switchboard for the electricity works See
" Official Notices" July 24th.

Ellin l>iir»'li, — August 17th. Corporation. Hxtensiouh

to the electric lighting installation at the City Museum, Specifica-

tion from the Engineer's office, Dewar Place.

August ITth. Corporation. Electric light installation at the

public wash-house, Greenside. Specifications from Mr. F, A.

Xewington. Kagineer, Dawar Place.

August 17th. Guardians. Electric light inntallation at the

laundry, Craiglockhart Poorhouse. Specification from Mr. R. M.
Cameron, .03, Great King Street, Edinburgh.

hin^'ston-u|)on-lIull. — A-agust 22nd. Corporation.

Electrical fittings for the Guildhall Council Chamber, kc. See
"Official Notices" July 24th.

At a meeting of the T.C. on August 6th, the Property
Committee, reporting on the invitation for tenders for the

supply of electrical fittings for the Guildhall, stated that the
architect had submitted a condition that the whole of the work
must be carried out on the premises of the contracting firm, and
be available for inspection and supervision of the architect or his

representative at any time during progress, and that it must be

clearly understood that the successful firm would not be allowed

to sublet any portion of the work. The (Committee recommended
the acceptance of these stipulations. Col. Eiston took strong

objection, and moved reference back to the Committee. Mr.
Larard, supporting, said that in his opinion the London architect

engaged on the work at the Guildhall was endeavouring to bind
them down too much. The Chairman of the Committee (Aid.

Hall) said that so far as he was concerned he bad never found a

more harmonious man to work with than the architect, and he
had never seen any indication that he wanted to be master. The
reference back was agreed to.

Lisnakea.—August 15th. Wiring the workhouse and
auxiliary buildings with necessary fittings, &c., for the B. of 6.
Specifications from Mr. J. O'R. Hoey, Clerk.

London.— L.C.C.— September ><th. Cables, h.t. and
L.T., and laying stoneware ducts (tramways). See " Official Notices

"

August 7th.

September 8 th. Reconstruction of motor-generators in the

tramway southern sub-stations. See " Official Notices" to-day.

Maufliester.— August 25th. Tramways Committee.
Tenders for cast-iron pipes for heating purposes. Particulars from
Mr. J. M. McElroy, General Manager, 55, Piccadilly.

Middlesbroufth.—September 12th. Corporation. Three
electric motor-driven sewage pumps, priming pumps, metering

arrangement, pipework, overhead travelling crane. See " Official

Notices" to-day.

Newport (non.).— August 17th. Corporation. Con-
verting plant, ka. See "Official Notices " July 31st.

\ew Zealand.

—

New Plymouth.—August 28th. e.t^OO-

volt sub-station switchboard, contract No. 10 : additions to 2,300-

volt sub-station switchboard, contract No. 1 1, for the New Plymouth
B.C. Specifications from the Board of Trade Offices, London.

—

Xeir /enlanil Shijiping and Cummerrp.

Oldham. — August 16th. Corporation. D.C. motor-

generator and extension to B.H.T. switchboard. See "Official

Notices" July 24th.

August 24 th. Corporation. Three economisers and three

induced-draught fans and motors. See " Official Notices " July 31st.

August 24th. Corporation. Storage battery, reversible booster

and switchgear. See ' Official Notices " August 7th.

Paris.—August 2 1st. Tenders are invited for the supply

of a 20-metre sliding platform for the Vangirard depot. Particulars

from the Bureaux du Service Electrique (1" division), 43, Rue de

Rome, Paris.

Ratlimiues (Co. Dublin).— -August 17th. U.D.C.
400 tons of steam coal, for the electricity works. Particulars from
the electricity works.

Spain.—The municipal authorities of Villanueva del

Rey (Province of Cordova) are inviting tenders until the 27th inst.

for the concession for the electric lighting of the town during a

period of 10 years.
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South Africa,—August 8 Ist. 22 electric motors for the
Salt Biver workshops, for the administration of the South African
Railway. Copies of specification from the Secretary to the Tender
Board, S.A.R., Headquarters Office, Johannesburff.
East London, C.P.—Tenders will shortly be invited by the

Municipality for material for duplicating the existing tramway
track at East London, C.P. and rearranging the overhead equipment,
&3. Estimated cost, £7,811. Particulars from the Town Clerk,
Municipal Buildings, East London, C.P.
GER.MISTON, Transvaal.—Material and equipment for a two-

mile extension of the tramway system. Particulars from the
Town Clerk, Germiston.—.BriY. and S.A. Export Gaxette.

SiiuderlaiKl.—August 18th. Corporation. Two 1,500-
KW. motor-generators or rotaries. See " OfBcial Notices" .Tuly Slst.

Swinfon and Peiidh'bui^ .—August 19th. U.D.C.
Cables, fittings, &o. See "Official Notices " July Slst.

Walthaiiistow.—August lltth. U.D.C. Supply and
delivery of tramway rails, castings, fishplates, ice. Forms of tender
from Mr. E. Morley, Surveyor to the Council.

West Hartlepool.—August 17tli. Corporation. Machine
tools for tramways depot workshops. See "Official Notices"
July Slst.

Woodford Green.—August 18th. U.D.C. Installation
and maintenance of the Koight system of fire-alarms. Particu-
lars from Mr. W. Farrington, Surveyor, Council offices.

CLOSED.
Bridlino'ton.— The T.C. has accepted the tender of

Mr. W. B. Wilson for 2,000 tons of Bullcroft Main washed small
coal, for the electricity works, at 133. per ton. .Sixty-six tenders
were received.

Cren e. —The Health Committee has accepted the tender
of Messrs. Carrington A: Button for six magneto instruments and
switchboard at the hospital, for £26.

Favershani.— The T.C. has accepted the tender of
Messrs. Honeyball & Son for coke for the electricity works, at
1(8. 6d. per ton.

<;ias!>'ow.—The Tramways Works and Stores Committee
has accepted the following tenders for special work :—The Lorain
Steel Co. and Hadfield's Steel Foundry Co.
The Watching and Lighting Committee has accepted the ofifer of

Messrs. Wataon & Whyte for 1,000 electric hand-lamps for the
police force, at 138. Hd. each.

(Jrini.sby.—The Public Lighting Committee has accepted
the following tenders :

—

Tudor Accamulator Co., Ltd., £3.116 for r Tudor battery, a Phcenixbloater stidBartramThomas switobgear
; Swaby & Walsham, £l,6J8

(or building battery room, &c,, at the electricity works.

London.—St. Paxcras.—The British Niclausse Boiler
C)., Ltd, has been awarded the contract for four boilers, com-
plete with Niclausse stokers, superheaters, and economisers, fitted
with forced and induced draught, chimneys, and other accessories
Each unit is to be capable of evaporating 40,000 lb. of steam per
hour at 120" F. at a steam pressure of 220 lb. per eq. in super
heated 260° F. » i r

Mancliester.—The Electricity Committee has accepted
the following tenders for the supply of stores for 12 months :—

Asbestos goods.—Witty & Wyatt, Ltd.
Brass and copper work.—Till & Whitehead.
Canvas and Hes-ian.—L. Andrew A Oo,
Lead-covered cables.—Union Cable Co., Ltd.
Service cables. -W. T. Glover & Co., Ltd.
Cement.—Ship Canal Cement Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Cotton waste and rags.—W. 0. Jones, Ltd.
Dynamo brushes.—R. Johnson, Claphani 4 Morris.
Earthenware bridges, pipes, bends, insulator blocks.- Doulton 4 Co Ltd

,. stretchers, pipes, bends, siphons and grids.—Isherwood Bros,Electrical accessories.—Falk, Stadelmann * Co., Ltd.. B T H rn \tA
and G.E. Co., Ltd.

".""•••. °-i.n. i,o,, l,w,.

Fire-bricks and flie clay.—Glooboig Union Fire Clay Co., Ltd.
India-rubber goods.-L. Andrew A Co., U. MacLoUan * Oo.
Insulatirs.-Bullers, Ltd., Doulton * Co., Ltd., Sloan Electrical Oo LtdIron castlng-^.-Hendsf -rd Foundry Co , Ltd., J. 4 S. Eyres, Ltd., J. Stubbs,

Ltd., HolwolUronCo., Ltd., J. Turton.
.».oi.uuu»,

Iron pipes (cast).—Stanton Ironworks Co., Ltd.
Iron and steoI.-Hall & Pickles, Ltd.
Leather belting.—P. Haworth & Co., Ltd.
BaUta belting.—G. Maokintosh & Co., Ltd.
Manhole tlaps.—Crosileld * Seddon,
Paints J. E. Williams « Co.
Rubber tupe.—L Andrew * Co., W. T. Glover A Co . I.-R . G -P and

Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., W. T. Henley'B Telegraph Works Co.',' LtdSteam and gas fittings.—John Russell * Co., Ltd., Jas. Kussell « Co Ltd
Insnlatingcloth.-Meirowsky 4Co.

"<-"., uiu.

;
Wood cabli-troughing.—A. Bruce ,t Oo.
Cast-iron cabletrougbing.-Coalbrookdale Co., Ltd,
Diatomite asbestos non-conducting composition,-Dlatomito Oo..>Lld
Crucibles.—Morgan Crucible Co., Ltd.
Blackley tape.—Connolly Bros., Ltd.
Alkali.—Brunner, Mond & Co., Ltd.
Creosote and common tar.—Hardman & Holden, Ltd.
Anti-sulphurlo enamels.-Qrifflths Bros. A Co.
Evertito jointing.—R. L. Ross 4 Co., Ltd,
Soldering paste.—W. T. Burnley & Co.

Tubing and Uttings.-Brotherton Tubes and Condniu, Ltd.. Hlmplei
conduits, L,td.

Tubing.—Eureka Conduits and Fittings Co.
Dry cells.—A. H. Hunt.

'^'"^Sm'.ths' Ua""*""''
""^ ^""'^ "''"—I^ndon Electric Wire Co. and

Enamelled wire.—Connolly Bros.. Ltd.
Nickel chrome wire and strip.-H. Wigein 4 Co., Ltd.
I inncd steel and armature wires.—W. N. Bronton * Bon.Recorder paper.-Elcho Recording Press.
Varni.h,— P.nchio, Johnson & Co.
Commercial hydro and sulphuric acids.—H. M ManH> * c„
Boiler tubes (land type).-Babco-k « WilcoifL^

^°'

n„., ;' (manne type).—British Mannesmann Tube Co., Ltd.

Co .US'.
"" tape.-Cailendef. Cable and Constractlon

Oauge gla«so8.—9. k C. Bisbrp h Co.
Metal polish.—.Matchless Metal PolUh Co., Ltd
Engine paste.—O. McLaren 4 Son.

The Committee has also accepted the tenders of Messrs. A. Bruceand Co. and the Coalbrookdale Co., Ltd., for wooden trough.ng ^diron troughing respectively up to June 30th, l:.16 : and also thetenders of the B^I. .t Helsby Cables, Ltd., and the Ele^ri,^'

r^u"''!"''^
*°'^ Equipment Co., Ltd., for supplies of cables

c^
^J'Vramways Committee has accepted the tender of MesBTB.

C. H. Normanton 4; Son, Ltd., for the erection of offices in BarlowMoor Road, and that of Messrs. Heaton ic Sin, for two steel boilers
for heating purposes at the Hyde Road car works,

w n rr?^"''*"°"
Committee has accepted the tender of Messrs

.So'h 1

**'''"*° •^ Co., for electrical instaUation at the Mill Street

The tender of the Keighley Electrical Engineering Co Ltd for^^^^.»' Abergele Sanatorium, has been accepted by the Sanitary

-TlidcMeton.—The Electricity Committee has accepted
the tender of Messrs. E. Green & Son, for economisers.

\ew Zealand.—Post and Telegraph stores

:

Richardson. McCabe .i- Co., 7,000 dry cells, £316; Phillips 4 Pike SODOjrdon cells. £347; B. L. Donne, 3,000 wall telenhones *7 K«- i

£1,173. ditto, swan.neck bolts. £265; Lawrence & Han.on SOOMyards jumper wire, £96; Richardson, McCabe 4 Co., 8 tons annealedcopper wire, £a43.-A>u. ZtaUnA SUipping a,,d Commt^ct
annealed

Salford.—The Town Hall Committee has accepted the
quotation of Messrs. Halliwell & Co., Manchfs'er, to providean eleotrioal installation at the Town Hall, and also wirin°- for two
hoist motors, for £29.

"

Sheffield.—The Corporation Tramways Committee has
accepted the following tenders for coal to 'jane 30th 1915

—

Mr. (x Turner, lis. fid per ton; Messrs. Rose & Co., lis 8d per
ton

; Messrs. J. Ward, Ltd.. lis. 9d. per ton ; and Messrs. M CBnrnby & Sons, Us. ll{d. per ton.

Torquay.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of Messrs.
Matthews *; Yates, Ltd,, for an induced draught fan, kc , for the
electricity extension works, at £2,->2, and that of Messrs. Ponlton
Iimmis & Co., for boiler setting, at £220.

'

Whitetield.—The I'.D.C. has accepted the tender of
the Lancashire Electric Power Co. for the electrio li>htiiig of the
offices and Council chamber, for the sum of £31.

Wolverliauipton.— The Corporation Electricity Com-
mittee has accepted the tender of Messrs. G. Robsan ,v Co., for four
sets of coal-measuring apparatus for the new boiler plant^ at £190.

rORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Salford Technical and EnglneariDi! Association.—Baturdav. August Hod.
\ isit Chronicle Piloting Works, Withy Grove. Manohoslcr.

Assoolatlon of Mining Electrical Engineers.—Saturday, August tani
Visit WallBond and Hebburn Coal Co.'s Pit.

NOTES.

National Serviee lor Eleetrital Kuffineers.—The
Council of the Institution of Electrical Engineers has issued a
circular to the members pointing out that there are two important
directions in which they may be of great service to the nation at
the present time :

—

First
:
To place their services as elootrio&l engineers at the dis-

posal of the War Otiioe and the .-Vdmiralty.

Saoondly : To be in readinos.^ to fill vacancies in public eerrioee,
electric power stations, tramways, railways, io., caused by the
calling up of the Reserves and Territorial Forcos,
With the view of being ready to assist the authorities and the

public services, the Council has decided to prepare classified lists
of suitable men, and for this pur^-vose has asked members who are
in a position to assist in any of the directions indicated, to fill in
and return a form giving full particul.-vrs of the occupations for
which they are fitted. It is assumed that the rates of pay would
be the current rates for the services rendered.
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The Council desireB not only to receive offerB of Bervioen from

members of the loBtitution, but aluo that all memberH should aBsint

it to obtain the names of as many qualifted men uh |)o»Bible (.whether

or not membern of the Inntitution) willing to otfcr their HerviceH

in the direotiouB indicated. For this purincc additional Beta of

piparH are enclosed with the cireularB. Full information can be

obtained from the Secretary, Mr. P. F. Itowell, at the Institution,

Victoria Embankment, W.C. We refer to the matter in our leadint;

columrR.
The Council has offered to place at thedi«poBal of the War Office,

tor immediate occupation and free of ohartre, the available portions

of the Institution building, of a total area of 10,000 eq. ft.

IJlllCiltiOlial >0(('.S. — XoliTII.\MI TUN POIATECHNIC

1N8TITUTK.--The next session opens SeptomV^er 28th. I'articulars

of the courses in engineering and technical optics appear in our

advertisement pages to-day.

Univkusitt ok EDiNjiUBGH (Enoinkkrino Depautment).—
The next session begine on October 13th. Particulars appear

in our advertisement pages to-day.

L'NivEiisiTV College : Faculty or Enoinekbino.—We have

received the handbook of the Faculty for the forthcoming session,

which gives particulars of the arrant; oments and courses of instruc-

tion, as well as of the scholarships, \;., that are available at the

College, Prof. J. A. Fleming is the Dean, and Prof. E. G. Coker,

Vioe-Dian, of the Faculty of Engineering.

VoIuut('»'r rorcc to Protect Klectiiciil .t|>|iariiti(.s,

—A correspondent writes as follows :

—
" There is without doubt at

the present time an urgent call for men who have a prictical

experience of electricity, and I suggest you should form a corps of

volunteers who are prepared to devote their whole or spare time

to providing a practical electrical contingent williog to accept ser-

vice for the defence of all and every electrical apparatus. The
force to be used for protection work in the home counties only.

" Tt would of course be advisable to arrange that such a corps

had the recognition of the Government. May I exprees the hope
that this suggestion will meet with approval, and I shall have the

pleasure of being one of the first members. It would, of course, be

necessary to have an understanding that all members required

officially in other directions would be released immediately."

The importance of protecting electricity works, sub-stations, &c.,

from malicious interference is obvious. It seems to us, however,

that the multiplication of organisations should be avoided, and we
suggest that the proposal be considered either by the I.E.E. in

conjunction with the scheme which is published above, or by the

Volunteer Civil Force of which particulars are also given to-day.

Flviiiji' C(»i'l»S .4|il»eill for Mfii,—The Royal Flying

Corpj, Military Wing, urgently calls for the special enlistment of

tradesmen for one year, or for the duration of the war. Men of

the following trades are urgently required :— Blacksmiths, cable-

joiners, carpenters and joiners, clerks, coppersmiths, draughtsmen
(mechanical), drillers, dynamo attendants, electrjc-bell fitters,

electricians, engine-testers, fitters, instrument repairers, joiners,

metal joiners, motor fitters, painters, pattern-makers, photo-
graphers, plumbers, riggers, sail makers, switchboard attendants,

tinsmiths, tool grinders, turners, wheelwrights, whitesmiths,

wireless op >rators, wiremen, wood-turners. Men who have served

as apprentices or improvers in a general mechanical engineering

workshop, and in addition have served at full rate in a petrol motor
engineering works, including experience in the engine-test shop, or

have served as aeroplane mechanics. They should have a good
knowledge of general motor engineering, and a thorough know-
ledge of the principles of magneto and coil ignition, and be able to

make intelligible sketches of machinery details and rough calcu-

lations connected therewith. Pay varies according to trade, from
43. to 7s. 6ri. per day, all found. Applicants for enlistment should

apply in person to the Craig's Court entrance of the Central

London Recruiting Depot, or to the officer commanding the
Military Wiiig, Royal Flying Corps, Farnborough, Hants., and
must be prepared to furnish certificates of character, of previous

trade experien<fe and of present trade qualifications.

Electrifiil Cdiiipaiiifs ami tlie War.—From all sides

we have received information to the effect that electrical com-
panies are resolved on keeping their men fully employed during
the war, and that the normal conditions of business will be pre-

served as far as possible. Large numbers of their employes have
been called out, as Reservists or Territorials, and with one accord
the employers declare their intention to provide for the families

of the married men and the dependants of the unmarried on a
generous scale. Many firms have requested us not to refer to

them by name in this connection, and in justice to them we feel

that it would b3 inviiious to name others ; but if the restriction

is removed, we shall be pleased to publish particulars of

the arrangements that have been made, which in every
case do honour to the sentiments by which the employers are

actuated. In some instances they have gone so far as to pay full

wages to the married men on active service, in addition, of course,

to the pay that they receive from the Government ; more usually
half wages are paid, and in no case has the rate been less than lOs.

a week. Moreover, in every instance that has come to our know-
ledge, the men who are called out on naval or military service will
be reinstated on the termination of their active service. The
manner in which our electrical firms have dealt with the situation
reflects the greatest credit upon the industry.

("aide 'Iraiisport \ ehiilcs.—MeHsrw. Adolph .Suurer, of

Arbon, Ktvitzurland, have recently isapplied to the pootal aatho-

rities in Munich a 3-ton petrol motor lorry with two Bpeci&l

trailerH for transporting large cable drums, an well as t«leKraph

poles or piping, without difficulty. The two trailers can be

coupled together, thus forming a self-contained unit, which can be

drawn by hurses when the cable drum is empty or when the motor

vehiolo is employed elsewhere. The chaBsiB of the latter is driven

by a 36-11. 1', motor, and i« also provided with an electric motor for

driving a cable winch to assist in loading operations. Above the

rear axle ia mounted a swivelling attachment for the three-

wheeled cable drum trailer, or a Bwivelling bolater to carry tele-

graph p^les, iic, when the two wheeled pole trailer in in use. In

the former case, half of the platform is available for carrying tooU

or other articlci. Thecable drum trailer runs on two main wheelr,

and has a email front wheel mounted on a screwed vertical spindle,

which arrtngement allows the trailer to be easily attached to or

detached from the tractor vehicle ; when coupled to the latter the

trailer only travels on itB two rear wheels. The trailer ii

provided with a simple worm-operated lifting gear, which enables

the drum to bo placed in position without the aid of a crane or

other lifting appliance. It is also fitted with a brake which can

be applied by a hand lever from the driver's Beat. Cable drama
varying in diameter between 3{ and 8', ft., up to a width of 4 ft.,

and of a maximum weight of .o tons, can be carried. The pole of

the two wheeled trailer is coupled to the rear end of the tractor

vehicle frame in the usual manner, and its bolster is alio provided

with a special coupling for attaching the cable drum trailer.

Si'a 'l'i'ailS|ioi't.—On .Monday night the Admiralty stated

that permission to ship coal from this country to Norway and

Italy could be obtained on application to the Custom i officer of the

port of shipment. This announcement indicated, said the Timft,

that no undue risk was likely to attach to British ships crossing to

Norway, or making the passage to the Mediterranean. The
removal of two German warships in the Mediterranean from active

service clears the route to the Eist, and the German cruieere in

the Atlantic are being hunted down by British warships.

(ilfriiiaii Patents.—In reply to a question in the

House of Commons, Mr. Runciman stated that the Board of Trade

had taken power to deal with cases in which the manufacture of

materials required by British industries was covered by German
patents ; the Board could make rules to meet such cases, and the

matter was under consideration.

All Klectrical Farm.—Our special correspondent in

Norway writes that in the agricultural department of the Exhibition

at Christiania there is, among other exhibits, an entire farm with

buildings, in which electricity seems to have taken the plaoe of

servants altogether, and made them almost superfluous.

The energy for this model farm is supposed to come from a small

waterfall in tbe neighbourhood that has been harnessed. The
visitor is first of all struck by the splendid appearance of the fielda,

which turns out to be due to the employment of artificial manure
electrically manufactured. In the evening the house, the yard,

stables and outhouses are radiant with electric light. In the

kitchen there is an electrical oven, with four hot plates, a roasting

oven, and a baking oven. When the food is cocked, it is placed in

an electrical heating apparatus. There are also electrical apparatcs

for cooking eggs and heating water. In the pantry there is a small

motor of i H.P., to which can be coupled nine different machines,

such as a sausage mill, coffee mill, knife polisher, machine for

cutting bread, ice machine, and a press to obtain juice from berries.

The whole house is heated by means of electricity. In his bed-

room the farmer has an electrical apparatus for heating water for

a shave, and the housewife a neat electrical hair-curling apparatus.

In the wash-house is installed a 8-h.p. motor, driving a washing

machine and an electrical centrifugal drier as well as an electrical

mangle and an electrical iron. The workshop is equipped with

an electrically-driven lathe, saw, grind-stone, glue heater and

soldering iron. In the stables for cows and horses there is a motor

of J UP., to which apparatus for rubbing-down horses and shear-

ing sheep can be coupled. There is also a milking apparatus, the
" Omega," which is driven by a 1-h.p. motor. In the same build-

ing is a portable 10-h.p. motor, which supplies power for working

the threshing machine and other agricultural machines.

An electrical incubator is shown in another part of the Exhibi-

tion. The whole exhibit shows excellently how the conditions of

a farmer's life can be improved and how pleasantly and easily

nearly all the work can now be carried out electrically.

Iiistitiitioii .Vote.s.—North-East Coast InstitutI'X
01' Engineeks and Shipbuilders.—The North-East Coast lusti-

tution of Engineers and Shipbuilders (Incorporated) was registered

on August 7 th as a company limited by guarantee, with an un-

limited number of members, each liable for £1 in the event of

winding up. It will take over the assets and liabilities and con-

tinue the work of the unincorporated institution established in

1884 and known as the North-East Coast Institution of Engineers

and Shipbuilders.

American Association fob the Advancement of

Science.—The Association will hold its next Convocation-week
.^

meeting in Philadelphia, Pa., from Dacember 28th, 11114, to

January 2nd, 191 ">. The annual meetings are usually attended by

2,000 or mora of scientific men and women, and it is expected that

the coming meeting will surpass previous meetings in the import-

ance of its scientific programme. Particulars can be obtained

from Mr. L. 0. Howard, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.,

U.S.A.
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Ajtiioiiitiiicnts ViU-aut.—Cable jointer, for Dundalk
U.D.U. electricity department (91d.) ; shift enffineer (£2), for

Stretford U.D.C. ; switchboard attendant (30s.), for Newcastle and
District Electric Light Co. ; instructor in electric wiremen'a work
(12e. fid. per evening), for East Ham Technical CoUeBre Eveninfr

-Classes. Particulars arc given in oar advertisement paaes.

British Assofiations \iistraliiiii ioiir.— Information

has been received in London from the ofEcers of the British

Association in Australia to the effect that the oversea party has

arrived there safely, and that the meeting is proceeding in accord-

ance with the original programme.

—

Tlw Times.

Tilt' t'oiii'sc ot" 'I'radi',— In connection with the questions

discuesed elsewhere in this issue regarding the diversion of trade

from the Continent to this country, the following remarks by Mr.

Bonar Law, reported in the Timexut August 7th. are interesting ;
—

" If we keep the command ot the sea, what is going to happen ?

Five-sixths of our production is employed in the home trade.

What goes abroad is very important, and, of course, if the popula-

tion which supplies this one-sixth were thrown ont of work, that
would react on the whole. But, after all, the total amount of our
exports to all the European countries which are now at war is only

a small part of our total exports. There is here no (juestion of

fiscal policy. We are far beyond that. It is a question of fact.

Oar total exports to all the countries which are now at war do not,

in my belief—I have not looked into the figures—exceed our
exports to India and Australia, taken alone. Now, consider this :

we shall have freedom of trade, if the command of the sea is

maintained, with the Colonies and with the whole of the American
Continent, while, unfortunately f'lr them, both our allies and our
enemies will not be competing with us in the?e markets. Look at

it 89 a problem. I think we have a right to believe, not that trade

will be good, but that it will be much more nearly normal than is

generally supposed."

FatalitJ.—C'AiiVARVOx.—A verdict of " Death as a

result of shock " was returned at an inquest held by Mr. P.

Williams, at Carnarvon, on Stella Jones (IV), whose family
resides at and has charge of the telephone exchange.
Daring the thunderstorm one night last May Mies Jones went to

answer what she supposed was a telephone call, when she received

an electric shock which numbed her right side. A fortnight ago
she was removed to the cottage hospital, and she died there last

Saturday. The medical certificate was to the effect that the
primary cause of death was shock which latterly developed into

cardiac dilatation. Inspector Ellison, who gave evidence on
behalf of the Post Office, said that under the circumstances pre-

vailing at the exchange where they had special floors and where
the wires were protected, it was impossible for an oparator to

receive a shook.

rarliaiiK'Ufary.

—

Thiiid Readinc—In the House of

Commons, on August 5th, the Glasgow Corporation (Tramways,
lice.) Bill was read a third time.

National Uclict' riiiitl.—AVe have been invited by
Mr. C Arthur Pearson to draw attention to the Prince of Wales's

Nationil Relief Fund ; we feel sure that many of our readers, who
are unable to render service in other ways, will be glad to assist

in mitigating the sufferings of those to whom the war will bring
only grief and distress. Contributions should be addressed to

H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, Baukinghim Palaas, Linden, with a
statement of the amount, and the name and address of the sender.

The envelope need not be stamped.

liltTtric Lijiiit SHitchiiiu' l]\aiiiiiiatioii.—The fol-

lowing is a complete list of successful overseas competitors in the

last examination in electric light switching conducted by Messrs.

A. P. Lundberg i; Sons, of Liverpool Road, N. :

—
Aihuineed Urade.—A. W. Honychuroh, Christchurch, Barb-^does,

West Indies.

11. S. Tiley, Potohefstroom, South Africa.

lu'ermi'dUite <lradi\—H. R. Constantino, M Ss. Tech., Student
I E.E., Zug, Switzerland.

H. Drilhon, Pan, France.

J'lrliMiii'iri/ (rnid<\—U. Cristall, London, Ontario, Canada.
A. K D.18S, Dalhi, India.

The next examination will be held in November, and partioularo

may be had on application to Messrs. Lundberg.

I'lic Supplv of Ignition Haniictos.—A meeting of

British motor manufacturers was held in Coventry on Wednesday
last for the purpose of making arrangements for the supply of

magnetos for motorcars and motor-cycles. As ia well known,
large numbers of those have been purchased in the past from
Germany, but, of course, this channel of supply is now stopped.

A representative committee was appointed to communicate with
English electrical firms with the view of obtaining supplies of

majnetos in the future, and all firms desirons of ontfring into these

important branches ot the motor trade are reiiuested to apply to

the convener of this mootiDg. Mr. II irry Smith. The Hover Co.,

Ltd., Coventry. Some important British firms have already
expressed their intention of going into this trade.

\* reck,—From the Sliip/iiiifl World we note that the
steamship Biiivainvi; belonging to the India-Rabber, Gutta-Percha,
and Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., was wrecked near Tamatave on
August -Ith. We are glad to add that on inquiry, we learn that

the staff and crew were rescued.

" Wircle.ss " Men for ihr \n\\.—Wireless telegraph

operators who wish to enrol in the Uoyal Naval Beeerve for

service in the Fleet should apply immediately dlre::t to the

Commodores at the Rcyal Naval Barracks at Chatham, Fortsmoatb
or Devonport, who will famish particnlars of the oonditiona of

service.

Traiiiiiitr for .\atioiial Si-ivici'.—The Empire League
of Freedom, at its North London Rifle Club. 211, High Street,

Camden Town, gives instruction to men over enlisting age and
for women :

—

1. In aid to civil authority.

2. Shooting and drill to qualify as second reserve for defence,

armed patrols, ii.c.

:<. First aid and ambulance work.

The instruction is free, the only charge being 3d. per lo shota

for cartridges and target, but all who can afford are asked to join

the club, Gs. per annum, or larger subscriptions by those who can
afford them. Most of the trained men of enlisting age have
volunteered for active service. The League is conducted entirely

by unpaid organisers, and Mr. G. W. de Tnnzelmann ((.hairman),

Mr, H. F. Wyatt (Joint Founder of the Imperial Maritime Leagae),

and Lieut.-Col. J. C. B. Craster (Hon. Secretary), appeal for support

for this work.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.

lite Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profeirion and indvttry,

also electric tramway arid railway officials, to keep readers of the

Eleotbioal Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station Ollicials.—Mu. <)i;dkn and Mr.
Chamberlain have been appointed as joint electrical engineers

for the borough of Oldham, in place of the late Mr. Ncwington.

Mr. Ogden is to take charge of the inside work, and Jlr.

Chamberlain of the outside work, but in the absence of either the

other will have entire control.

The Sheffield T.C. proposes to appoint Me Charles W. Erskise
as Biib-statijn assistant at a salary of £117 per annum. The
Establishment Committee proposes that the salary ot Mr. A. S.

Frost, assistant station superintendent in the eleotric supply

department, be increased from £200 to £22."> per annum as from

January Ist, lit 1.5, with further annual increments of £25 to CiOO

per annum.

The Worksop U.D.C. on Monday appointed Mb. T. Allsop as

meter inspector and repairer ; and Mr. E. Lin'AY as switchboard

attendant at the electricity works.

The Newcastle-nnder-Lyme Corporation has increased the salary

of the borough electrical engineer, Me. A. J. C. De Reszi. by £2.5

per annum, the question of a further increase to be deferred until

the end ot the present finincial year.

The Wolverhamption T.C. has been recommended to grant the

following increases of salary :

—

Mr. (i. STinns, chief engineer,

from £2uOto£225; Mr. T. Smtth, distribution engineer, £215

to £270; Mr, E. FoRDEB, engine room superintendent, £l.iO to

£l(i5; Mr. C. Billhouse, boiler house superintendent, £150 to

£165.

<i!<'n«'ral. — The marriage took place at Crossstone

Church, Todmorden, on July "25th, of Mr. Wm. Dickwobth,
A.M.I. E.E, of Cork, and Miss Elsie Redman, of Todmorden.

On the oooasion ot his marriage at Westcliff. >^juthend-on-Sea,

on August nth, Mu. Stanley J. H. Paxman was presented by the

staff of the Eastern Telegraph Co. with a case of silver and

cutlery.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Egryptian Delta Light RaihvaTS, Ltd.—Particulars of

f(iir>,8t<adcl'ontm'os tT benrer created by rc^Muiioiu d««od from M«Mh •2."'tb,

ISin. toJuLy loth, lilH, and socurod by trusi doods o( various d>ic>, niad

pursuant to Soc, M (Bi ot the Conipaiv<a' iC'iisolidniion) Ael, UK'S, ilie »mounl

o( the presMit issue lioinR £,14,0 «, Proporty cliarged : Tlie comiwny's under-

tahiiiK and pn-perlv. pres-nt and tuiuro. inoluiiing all shan-s. dcbsolur«f,

sccurttios and raihvavs, subi 'CI »< to pr. party purchased (rotn Im Comp«Knie

des ' li minsde («r Koonimhirtes de PiOsl, Kgvpiiao, toa pri >rchar«e sccurint

i'i;i:l,;)0O 35 per cont, dsbemuros. Trustees : -M, Sharp, U. J. Lumley, Earl of

Koniiidsha'j, M P„ and the Hon. Vicary Qibl>s,

Colllllgrwood k Co., Ltd.—Debenture dated July 27th. 1914.

to 8oeurji'i,">0, charged on »he o-inipany's undertaking and pr>'ppriy, preseot

and tuiure, including uncalled capital. Holder: W. O. CoUingwoad. 6S, Mn«
Street, E,C,

TiuMMuan Tramways, H^ht and Power Co., Ltd. —Trust
deed dated July !*th isupplemenul to trust deed diited May aOth. 1914, securing

jk'400 (WO debenture si Jckl, Trnsu-t : CiiT Sale Deposit and Afency Co,, L.«d.,

13, Thiocnorton Avenue, E.C , and M, W. Mattiufon, K.c. 1. uarJen court,

Tcini'l.", E.C, No property is actually charged by this deed, but tbe deed

contained a covenant by the company to do and execute at the rtquest of tbe

trustees all such acts, deeds and ihincj necessary to institute any asset* tn

the Argentine Republic which niav be aciuired with the proceeds o( tbe

debenture stock secured by original deed a valid floating security ac«oraiog

to the laws of the Argentiiio Republic,
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Aron Elrctrlcity Moter, Ltd. (SSjisO)—Capital, £Hfi(iuOu
In £1 Bhtreii |J,1S,(XII) ordinary and llSUfJOprelerenoe), Return dated July Ulb,
1911. I'iSUUO ordinary anil I'JI.miii prelorenoe Bbarei taken up. <1 per kliare

called up on ttie prelerenca, Jt'l'it 91H lOe. paid, Including i'5'J lUj. on IM
nrelerenoe ahares lorlclted, £I16,UU0 ooniildered ai paid on lbs ordinary.
Mortgagee and cbaiKes Cim,600.

Ponnrth Electric Hnpply Co., Ltd. (52,91 '2).—Capital,
£60,000 In £10 Bbaree (9,(00 prcf. and a.tOOord.), Return dated May 11th.
1914; 3,500 ord, sbiree taken up; £10 per abare called up; £'i5,0«0 paid.
Mortgages and cbargea ; i; 15,9117,

Peterborough Electric Traction Co., Ltd. (74, .'.<;>).— Capital,
£fiO,OI)U In H.OOO pre!, and D.OOO ord. shares ol Xi each. Return daled May Ctb,
1911: 1,100 prcl. and 4,000 ord. iiharot taken up ; £j per libare called up i

£13,000 paid. Mortgages and oh arges £21,000.

CITY NOTES.

Tviicsidc rriiiii\va\s and TriiniioMtls Co.

The direotord' report for the half-year endine June Hir.h, 1914,

shows a Burplua of receipts over expenses of £r>,H24, which, with
the balance brought forward from last half-year of £:i38, makes
a total to the credit of profit and loss account of £G,2I2, and after

deducting interest on debentures, loans, ^ic, amonnting to £1,011,
there remains an available balance of £r>,200.

The directors propose to pay dividends on the preference shares
at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum (less income-tax), £1)01 ; on
the ordinary shares at the rate of 3 per cent, per annum (less

income-tax), £2,008 ; to place to reserve for renewals, depreoiatior

,

and other contingencies, £1,200, increasing the fund to £17,525.
£330 is set aside for the reduction of registration and formation
expenses, kc, and £1,060 carried forward to next half-year.

The traffic receipts show an Increase of £!tS6, as compared with
the corresponding period of last year.

Stock Exchange Xotiees.—Applications to the Com-
mittee for official quotations in the following securities have
been made ;

—

Auckland (City oO.—£334.600 4i per cent, electric power additional loan
onds of £100, Nos. I to 3,345, in lieu of scrip.
Obriatobnrcb (City otj.—£100,000 4i per cent, electricity distribution loan

bonds of £100, Nos. 301 to 1,300, in lieu of scrip.

The .Soiitli Aiiiericau (able Co. is re-organising
under the title ' Compagnie des Cables Sud-Amerioains," and will
have its head office in Paris at 25, Rue de Clichy.

Bi'Oiiipton and Keiisiii<>'toii Electricity ,Su))])ly Co.,
Ltd.—The directors announce an interim dividend for the half-year
to June 30th on the ordinary shares at the rate of 9 per cent, per
annum (free of income-tax).

Lanaiksliire Traiinvajs Co., Ltd.—The twenty-sixth
ordinary general meeting was held on Friday last at 83, Cannon
Street, E.C, Mr. A R Monks presiding. The chairman formally
prooosed the adoption of the report (Electbical Review, page
188). which was seconded by Mr. H. C. Levis, and agreed to.

Hydro-Electric Power and Metallnrsical Co.. Ltd.—
A meeting of the holders of the first mortgage debsntures is to be
held at Winchester House, Old Broad Street, EC, on August 19th
to consider a resolution by which the debenture-holders agree to
accept in discharge of their claims against the company in respect
of principal moneys and of all interest from March 31st, 1914,
Tasmanian Government 4] per cent, bonds or stock at the rate of
£95 for every £100 of debentures held. The balance of the
moneys now in the hands of the trustees remaining after payment
of expenses is to be applied towards payment of the interest due
on April 1st, such payment to bs made eo soon as the trust has
been finally wound up. The time for payment by the company of
any balance of the interest due on April Ist is to be extended until
three calendar months after the trust has been finally wound up.

France. —The report of the Compagnie Contincntale
Edison, of Paris, for last year shows a net profit of £184,0li(i, as
compared with only £146,348 in 1912. Of this sum £9,0)6 is bfling
placed to reserve, £21,600 acoorded to the director-^. £!I6,000 dis-
tributed to the shareholders, and £50.400 to the holders of the
founders' shares, leaving £7,050 to be carried forward.

Marconi's Wireless Teleoraph Co., Ltd.—An extra-
ordinary general meeting wa% held on Wednesday, at Marconi House,
Strand, Commendatore G. Marconi in the chair, when a resolution
relating to pension funds, &o., which was passed at the extra-
ordinary general meeting held on July 21st, was confirmed as a
special resolution.

Waste Heat and Gas Electrical Geueratiuo: Sta-
tions, Ltd.—The directors have declared an interim dividend of
2i per cent., less income-tax, on the issued share capital in respect
of the half-year ending July Slst, 1914. payable on August 31st.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tueaday ETenlDi,

TiiK Stock Lxubangc remains cloned. Throughout the world,
bourses and stock exchanges are shut, with the exception of the
Paris official bourse, where transactions are being carried on in a
few securities, liusiness in London and throughout the provincM
has come to what is for all practical purposes a foil stop What-
ever may happen, it is obvious that, when the Stock Kzchange
re-opens, business will be so materially reduced from that prevail-

ing in the pre-war days as to necessitate continaance of living for
a time on capital. A few bargains have been done thin week in

Consols, and the (lovemmcnt has been a buyer in the neighbour-
hood of 70. Outside these transactions, there have been a few
scattered bargains, possibly not more than a score in all ; and the
newspaper statements of the amount of business which has been
negotiated by telephone can be disregarded. Bo far as electric

lighting issues are concerned, it may be stated that one of the
principal lirms in this department has not booked a bargain since
the Stock Exchanire closed on July 3l8t—which date, incidentally,

seems to be very much more than a fortnight ago.
In the circumstances, it is mere waste of space tu reproduce

our ordinary lists of stocks and shares, with their prices. There
are, of course, no reliable quotations available ; and although it

may be claimed that this or that paper offers facilities for public
dealing, there is no market in the Stock Exchange sense of the
word, which is a place where purchaser and seller can both be sure
of meeting with men who will sell or buy at slightly different prices.

Anxious attention is bent upon the possibility of the Stock
Exchange re-opening at an early date. All kinds of suggestions
are being put forward, with a view to facilitating this consumma-
tion so desirable in the interests of many thousands of others
besides those directly connected with the House itself. The broker
silting in his office day after day, contemplating outgoings what
time he is not making a penny piece against them, knows well
enough that his enforced inaction reacts upon the legal profession
and a surprisingly large number of industries. At the same time,
the remedy would be worse than the disease if premature opening
of markets were to lead to the precipitation of financial panic on a
sjale commensurate with that of the present war ; and the Com-
mittee of the House have every reason to walk most warily during
the present crisis, in the interestsof thecommunity—in fact, of every-
body throughout the world who is affected by the prices of securities.

As to these last, painstaking search shows that there are not
many open sellers about. For the Debenture stocks of the electric

lighting companies, for example, there are ready buyers in most
cases. Either jobbers are short of stock, or they have brokers who
have already professed their willingness to buy at reasonable
quotations, and this means that dealings can be arranged on the
basis of the prices published here last week. The buyer naturally
would expect to get some advantage, and should be able to count
upon obtaining stock a point or two below the nominal quotations.
Bat np to the present, at any rate, there has been no forcing of a
stock

; whUe, on the other hand, desire is general to maintain
levels, 80 far as may be, on the same plane as existed before the
Stock Exchange closed.

In the case of shares, to take City of London Ordinary as an
example, the last price was 16 middle. We would venture to guess
that it anybody wanted to buy Cities just now, he would proliably

be able to get them in the neighbourhood of 15i for cash : and,

were he to come across a harassed holder, he might possibly get
them cheaper. The same thing applies to the other markets,
although in such speculative shares as Marconis, for instance,

conditions, it seems hardly necessary to say, are different.

Everything is being done in order to facilitate the clearing up
of whatever Stock Exjhange bargains are open. Baytrj and sellers

alike are recognising that they can ease the whole situation by
speeding their transactions, and the former, by Royal Proclamation,
have to pay interest at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum if they
elect to postpone payment, for purchases, until the expiry of the
moratorium.

Considerable discussion is taking place quietly in various board-
rooms ai to whether directors shall pay or withhold dividends.

Certain of the big railway companies set what seems to us an
undesirable example in refusing to distribute the dividends which
have been earned, and which, in the ordinary way, would have
fallen due this month. Directors of such undertakings as have
declared their half-yearly di-itributionshave no difficulty in finding

sound reasons for retaining the money, and so strengthening the
financial position of their companies. On the other side of the
shield, however, it is logical to urge that, where profits have be<n
made, and are standing to the credit of a company in the bank's
books, the money should be released, in order to alleviate the
financial position as far as possible. It is not necessary
to laboar the fact that thousands of proprietors depend for a
substantial part of their income on these dividends ; and at a time
when everybody is being exhorted to do what he can for the
common good, we submit that undue hardship is inflicted by the
withholding of such division of profits.

The mannfacturing, lighting and other companies are bearing
their burden with the rest in the matter of the war. All have
lost a certain number of men, and as regards the electric supply
undertakers, some have had machinery commandeered for the
service of various Government departments. There is high
authority for stating, however, that the metropolitan lighting
compinies can carry out all their operations in a normal manner,
and that no fears are entertained for the regular supply of current

to consumers—assurances that wiU be of comfort to shareholders
and customers alike.
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REVIEWS.

A Text-book of Physics : Electricity and Magnetism.

Parts I and 11. Static Electricity and Magnetism-.

By PROK. J. H. PoYNTiNG and Sir J. J. Thomson.

London: Charles Griffin & Co., Ltd. I'rice io/6

net.

This is a book suitable for fairly advanced students

of physics—at any rate for those who have clearly

passed their novitiate. The subject is developed

along- mathematical and research hnes, theories

being substantiated by facts, although neither

the theories nor the facts have been carried to

excessive limits. The authors had originally de-

cided to treat of Magnetism and Electricity in a

volume by itself, but it was found necessaiy to divide

it into two. The present volume contains an account

•of the chief phenomena of electric and magnetic
systems when tliey are respectively charged and
magnetised. The effects of changes in the systems
are only considered statically after the changes are

effected, and the systems have become steady again.

The phenomena accompanying the progress of

chaifge are treated in another volume now in the

press.

Faraday's conception—developed mathematically
Ijy Maxwell—that there is an alteration in the

material medium between electrified bodies is just as

correct now as in the days when it was formulated.

The authors very sensibly call this alteration " elec-

tric strain," and use it in preference to "electric

displacement " or " electric polarisation." It is ex-

traordinary what difficulty practical men find in

thoroughly comprehending the terms " stress " and
" strain." The definitions are quite simple and
straightforward, and apply equally well to the me-
<:hanical and electrical branches of engineering.
" Stress " is load or force of whatever kind it may
be—tensile, compressive, shear, electric, magnetic,
•etc., per unit area over which the force acts;
" strain " is the consequence of stress and is the

•dimensional alteration produced divided by the
original dimension.

Tart I of the book deals with static electricity.

After an account of the conmion phenomena there is

.a chapter on the Inverse Square Law, and the
student would do well to study it diligently, for this

method of calculation also holds for magnetic and
gravitative systems. Gauss's theorem, by which the
intensities at a point in an electric field can in certain
cases be obtained very simply, and which also shows
that lines and tubes of force indicate the magnitude
as well as the direction of the intensity at every
point in their length, is clearly and easily proved.
Then in the light of this theorem such propositions
as a spherical shell uniformly charged, intensity at
any point in the axis of a uniformly charged disc,

intensity due to a very long uniformly charged
cylinder near the middle, and so on. are gone into
and solved. Other chapters deal with the electric
field considered with regard to the induction or elec-
tric strain produced in it; the force on a small charged
body in the field, and the pull outwards per unit area
on a charged conducting surface; electrical level or
potential; the energy in electrified systems; potential
and capacity in certain systems and some methods
of measuring them; the dielectric, specific inductive
cai)acity and residual effects; relation of specific in-
ductive capacity to refractive index; alterations
observed in the dielectric when clectricallv strained;
pyroelectricity and piezoelectricity.
Some of the line diagrams are a little rough. For

instance, the curves on page 57 look as thoiigh thev
had lieen drawn with a very shaky pen. Again, the
arrows, which are used to indicate directions, might
1)c made to look more like real arrows. In all cases the
barbs open out in a way that would make an engi-
neering draughtsman ill. Small points, perhaps.

when compared with the valuable text, but never-
theless worth putting right.

Part II—on Magnetism—first gives a general ac-

count of magnetic actions, and then considers the
molecular hypothesis of the constitution of magnets,
the latter being pretty exhaustively treated, and illus-

trated with many diagrams. It is pointed out that
the molecular hypothesis only carries down the mag-
netisation from the visible mass of the bar as a whole
to its molecular constituents and does not account
for their magnetisation. Attempts to explain this last

were in the early days made by Ampere with his

circulatoi-y electric theory, and later by Langevin and
others with the "electron" hypothesis; but the
matter is not yet satisfactorily cleared up. Then
come Paramagnetics and Diamagnetics. magnetic
fields, induced magnetism, stresses in the medium,
and the measurement of permeability. 'I'he last

chapter—on Magnetism and Light—is one of the
most important in the book. It sunmiarises what
has been discovered about the interaction of the two
from the time when Faraday first detected the
rotation of a ray of plane-polarised li.ght in the mag-
netic field.

The book contains 340 pages, and is beautifully
printed and bound in the well-known manner of all

Messrs. Griffin's publications.

W. T. C.

The Meehnnical Engineer's Pocket Book, 1914. By
D. KiNNE.\R Clark and H. H. P. Powles. Lon-
don: Crosby Lockwood & Son. Price 4/6 net.

In this, the eighth edition of our proven friend of
the drawing office, a few necessary corrections and
additions have been made, some tables ha.ve been
extended, and new tables have been added to the
appendix for convenience in converting atmospheres
to lb. per sq. in., and vice versa, also lor converting
kg. per cu. m. to lb. per cu. ft. The tabic of
equivalent Centigrade and Fahrenheit temperatures
has been extended and Dr. Max Jakob's valuable
curves relating to the average specific heat of super-
heated steam (for pressures from 2 to 20 atmospheres
and temperatures up to 550'" C. I are reproduced. The
notes on Diesel engines and steam turbines remain
as in the 1913 edition, and though not complete seem
to present as much information as the mechanical
engineer is likely to require. The general arrange-
ment of the book remains as before; the short list of
errata immediately following the preface should be
noted. The niatiiematical and general tables and
the mechanical engineering sections are above criti-

cism. Not so. however, the fifty pages devote<l
to I'llectrical Engineering, which appear to have sur-
vived unchanged since the days wlien Xernst lamps
were in their infancy and before arc and metal-fila-

ment lamps (even of the lA-w. p.c. varietv) were
available to light the path of darkness. In its pri-

mary function as a pocket book for mechanical
engineers, this work can be recommended con-
fidently, but even the needs of mechanical engineers
demand that the electrical pages of the book he
brought up to date. Personally we believe that,
apart from the ciuestion of obsolescence, a selection
of electrical information much more useful to the
mechanical engineer nnght be included in future
editions.

l-ilnary Liiilitiiiu .—The annual report of the Jltuichester

Public Libraries Committee states that duriufr the year electric

ligrht has been installed at Moston Library, and alterations have

been made in the electric lighting at LonpsiBrht and N'ewton Heath.

The last two arc part of the rearranpement of the elev-tric Ivghtine

which, tojrether with the adoption of efficient lamp», since it was
begun a few years ago, has reduced the cost of electrical eneitry

by SO per cent., a saving- to the Committee of about £1,000

per annum.
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THE PRESENT CONDITION OF AMERICAN
ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY.

[liY A NKW VOllK COttUKSl'ONDKNT.J

Some lime ago an enterprising- lirni of New York

utility operators, anxious to prove the stability of

the light and power business, even through times of

business depression, prepared and published a set of

ciiarts making a graphical comparison of the market
position of various classes of securities—railroad

bonds, public utility issues, and industrials. The
facts which were therein developed brought out in

a very striking way the extreme desirability of invest-

ment in the better grade of utility issues, and showed
that, not only was there nuich less fluctuation with

this class of security, but the risk of receivership was
almost absent. Since that time these figures have
been very widely quoted, and very effective use has

been made of the conclusions which were indubit-

ably to be drawn from the curves. Since that time,

also, the investment market has witnessed a strong
advance on the part of electric utility securities, until

to-day such issues hold almost the foremost place

among the lists of high-grade and really desirable

investments.
The general industrial situation during the last

twelve months has been such as to put to a searching
test the claims of the operating firm in question
and of all those who have been singing the praises

of light and power securities as a stable investment;
and it can be quite truthfully stated that the opera-
ting companies in the field, and the. securities behind
them on Wall Street, have more than justified the
assertions which had been made. No one who has
studied the figures of the earnings and output of the
operating companies during recent months w411 as-

sert that they are quite up to the high rate of in-

crease which was found to obtain in some of the
record-breaking years of the last decade; but at least

the utilities have been showing large increases over
last year, dividend rates have been maintained, and
the market prices of the securities at the back of the
properties have held up to previous figures in a very
remarkable manner. Students of market prices and
dividend rates have lately come to regard as com-
monplace the announcement in the financial Press
that another railroad has been compelled to pass or
reduce its dividend, and the situation in the field of
industrials has not been a great deal better. Com-
parisons of the average price this year of twenty
or thirty typical railroad bonds with the correspond-
ing price of last year has invariably shown a woeful
falling-off in realizable value, and if we were to judge
the business condition of the country by the present
condition of the finances of the main steam roads (as
indeed it might be perfectly correct to do, although
that is neither here nor there) we. should certainly be
led to the conclusion that the countiy was going
through the worst period of stagnation which it had
experienced for years. And yet when we turn to a
study of operating statistics of the light and power
utilities we find the indications of an entirely different
state of affairs, and might indeed be excused for
imagining that the land was enjoynig a real boom.
The writer has had access to the monthly figures

of earnings and output of the operating companies
which are now being collected by the Electrical
World; and, carrying the calculation right down to
the most recent months, it has been shown that in
1914 the American light and power utilities are in-
creasing their gross over last year at a rate which
is better than ten per cent. A mean for the whole
country might be eleven or twelve per cent. ; while
It would seem that the energy output of the central
stations was some twelve to fifteen per cent, higher
this year than last. In drawing conclusions from
any of these figures the English reader should re-

member that tiiere are hi .\inerica greater possil)ili

ties for electrical expansion than any to be found
in England, and also that these rates of increase,

gratifying as they are, are perceptibly less than those
established as normal by the 1907-1912 (jovernment
census. In the period 1902-1912 the light and power
utilities in this country increased their gross earnings

at an average annual rate of over twenty per cent.,

while even during the latter half of the ten-year

period the rate was something over fourteen per

cent. Nevertheless, this demonstrated expansion
for the present year is very wonderful when we take

into consideration the fact that the gross of the rail-

roads is not only showing no increases, but in a very

large number of cases is actually falling off.

It is therefore safe to draw the conclusion that,

so far as the demand upon the electricity supply com-
panies is concerned, the present year is seeing a heal-

thy increase over 1913; but it must be pointed out
that this is rather an index to the purchasing power
of the communities than to the general health of the

electrical industry. The supply companies are re-

gistering gains in earnmgs and income; but they are

placing no heavy orders for equipment. The large

increase in demand which is being placed upon the

stations is being met by last year's apparatus and
the previous year's apparatus. Whereas during the
good times of a year or two years ago the plant

factor (or the ratio of connected load to generatin^j

capacity; was fairly low for most . sections of the

country, the present year sees it rising and next year
will see it still higher. At the present time (speak-

ing broadly) the properties in the field are in excel-

lent shape physically for meeting substantial increases

in connected load and energy demand for some time
to come; but the policy of the operating end of the

industry has always been in the past to make ample
provision for the future, and to see to it that the

stations always have a good deal in hand in catering

for the local demands. It can easily be seen that just

now the manufacturers are by no means having a
boom time, and they are eagerly and somewhat anxi-

ously looking forward to tne general uplift of the

clouds of depression. The political situation this

summer is not encouraging for the operating com-
panies, and the good intentions of the Administra-
tion have not yet been so patently evidenced that

any of the operators who can help it feel like making
any lieaNy outlay for new plant. Most of them have
sufficient physical equipment in hand to carry them
safely along for a considerable time; and until things
have taken a decided turn for the better the electric

utilities will probably not be disposed to enter the
market to any noticeable extent. The manufacturers
meanwhile are working considerably below capacity,

and the general condition of the electrical factories

to-day is not such as to invite the Englishman to

come over and try his luck. Workmen are, in many
localities, serving on reduced time or being laid off

altogether; while in some centres the office force,

including commercial men, designers and draughts-
men, is being reduced. This condition is bound to
continue for some months (at least) to come, al-

though it may- be confidently predicted that, when
general business picks up and the supply companies
feel that they can safely go ahead with all the financ-

ing that their properties require, the allied electrical

industries will shov/ the booming results to as marked
an extent as any other set of interests in the whole
country, and probably to a greater degree than most.
Of the various rates of growth which are this year

being recorded in the different sections of the United
States, the most considerable are coming from those
along the south Atlantic seaboard, and indeed the
demonstrated figures for the increase in energy out-
put of the central stations there are such as actually
to disprove any contention that the country is suf-
fering from panic or anything resembling panic.
After every allowance has been made for the most
aggressive new-business campaigns, no one can
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aryue that the people of the southern states have
l.ieen impoverislied or are hoarding their money when
it can be shown that the liglit and power companies
are increasing their gross earnings at the rate of

fifteen or sixteen per cent, as compared with last

year, or that the industries of the south are dwind-
ling and stagnating when it can be proved that the
energy demand upon the stations is still growing
at a rate of over twenty per cent, per annum. It

was in the south that the most spectacular records
were set up in the ten-year period 1902-1912, and all

the indications at present are that the southern states

are still to enjoy a period of industrial, and therefore
electrical, health and prosperity. On the Paciiic

coast conditions are not so good, and all the avail-

able returns from that section of the country indicate

that the coast states are still in the thrall of the de-
pression from which they have been suffering for a
long time. Some of the companies are returning
rates of increase as high as ten per cent., but five

and six are nearer the average, and that rate is not
so high as it used to be and as it ought to be. The
most satisfactory thing about the condition of the in-

dusti-y on the coast, however, is that the present is

the worst time that can possibly be experienced, and
that the early future is bound to see a great improve-
ment. The last two years have been an anxious time
for the directors of several large Western companies,
and more than once they have come to the verge of

embarrassment in carrying through their construc-
tion programme. The financing has now been
successfully and skilfully carried out, and the
properties are in magnificent shape for meet-
ing vast increases in energy demand. The
next few years will be comparativelv plain

sailing. The grilling work has been done, and
provision has been made for the future commen-
surate with the infinite possibilities for expansion
which reside in the Pacific states. As more and more
of these possibilities are realized (and some of them
cannot be long deferred) the supply companies will

face the pleasant situation of having to assimilate
hea\'y increases in gross without having to lavish

big money on physical equipment. One would
imagine that in California, to-day there is sufiicient

installed generating capacity to take ample care of
all the increase of population and industry in the next
ten years.

ALL-STEEL DYNAMOS AND MOTORS.

It is a curious fact that although European manu-
facturers employed steel to a considerable extent in

place of cast iron, in the construction of direct-cur-

rent electrical machinery, for some years before

steel was used in the States, it has been left to

American manufacturers to carry this tendency to its

logical limit and build what may be called—except

as regards their insulated copper windings—•" all-

steel " dynamos and motors. In Europe cast steel

was adopted in d.c. machines because it was mag-
netically a better material than cast iron but in

America it has been recognised that steel is the
better material magnetically and mechanically for
every part of D.c. and .\.c. machines in which cast

iron has hitherto been employed. Where wages are
high and large numbers of standard machines are to

be produced, the advantages of steel are particularly

great.

The following figures (extracted from curves pre-

sented by G. Pontecorvo in Elch. Zcitsclirift)

compare the magnetic properties of cast iron, cast

and rolled steel, and show the advantages of the

latter materials in this respect :
—

Amp. turui
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tially L>y a cast-on riiij^. Such rotors are practically

indestructible, and all-steel motors of every type
should prove very useful wherever stren{,'th and
lightness are of special importance.

NEW ELECTRO-MAGNETIC HAMMER.

In contrast with the rapid progress made ia electric driving of
other machine tools, no thoroughly Batisfactory means have
hitherto been evolved for electric operation of percu-ssion tools.

Chipping and riveting hammers are indispensable in struc-
tural work of any kind, and it Ls not unusual to (ind air com-
press<irs inst;illed t<i .supply them where ele.ctricity is used for
lighting and all other power applications. A satisfactory
electromagnetic hammer would save the capital cost of such
a special air equipment and eliminate the losses due to in-
efficient tools, poor load factor and leakage, etc. The direct
application of electromagnetic attraction to a core acting as
a hammer is not feasible since breaking the field circuit after
each blow involves very slow working or violent sparking,
which quickly destroys the contacts. Depoclp, prwluced an
oscillating field in a solenoid by combining direct and low-
frequency alternating current fields, but the hammer and
special dynamo required were complicate<l and slow working.
Many crank-driven hammers have been produced, and in
most of these a spring is used to store energy till it is required
for the hammer below. The spnng is not durable and the
equipmont is heavy, a 120-watt crank-driven hammer to de-
liver 1.500 blows per minute weighing 30-3-3 lb., as compared
with nib., the weight of an equivalent air hammer. The use
of a flexible shaft saves weight on the tool itself but intro-
duces inefficiency, and leaves the operator to resist the torque
transmitted.
A haminer recently placed on the American market uses a

crank driven electromagnet, the armature of which consti-
tutes the hammer; the magnetic field is used to store energy
supplied by the niotor. Obviously, for the sake of simplicity,
cheapness and light weight the magnet should serve at once
as source of energy and energy reservoir. Attempts to prevent
sparking at the contacts of a simple "on" and "off" sole-
noid, by the use of condensers, resistances and magnetic blow-
outs have been unsuccessful. The back e.m.f. of the magnet
winding acts in series with the line pressure at the moment
of breakmg circuit and, in the case of a 120-watt hammer de-
livermg 17 blows per second and storing, say, 20 pe.r cent, of
the useful energy in its magnetic field, 1.4 watt-sees, has to
bo dissipated during say 0.008 sec, i.e.. the breaking spark
represents 180 watts and is repeated 27 times per second.
Actually it is hardly possible to break contact quickly enough
to work at this frequency.
Instead of attempting to dissipate (without damage) the

energy stored in the field by opening the field circuit, L. Schu-
ler seeks a solution analogous to the use of the interpole, in-
stead of resistance commutation, in dynamos and motors. This
solution requires the use of alternating current. In 1889
Marvin devised a simple hammer oscillating between two
coils alternately excited by alternating current. It was
possible, but difficult, to interchange the field connections at
the moment of zero current. A special 20-cvcle alternator
was required, and the return of the hammer being as rapid
as its outward motion, equal energy was consumed on working
and return strokes.

The Schuler hammer* (Pig. 1) employs alternating current
and a synchronous contact maker which opens and closes the
field circuit, in synchronism with the current used, once per
period and always at the moment of zero pressure. In a
purely inductive permanently clo.sed circuit the alternating
current e would produce a pulsating but unidirectional current
1. Actually the theoretical current curve i .(Pig. 2) is distorted
to the form of i' by presence of resistance and gradually comes
into quadrature with e. The first current wave has, however,
almost double amplitude and double period, and therefore
quadruple working power. Probably for the first time that
switchmg-in phenomenon, which gives so much trouble in
transformer and induction motor practice, now finds useful
application.

By suitable design the current and field i in the neighbour-
hood of point 20 (Pig. 2) can be made so small that no ap-
preciable sparking occur.?. The current curve cutting the axis
at small slope and while the pressure is low, very accurate
setting of the contact breaker is unnecessary. The small nega-
tive current is actually advantageous in destroying remanant
magnetism and preventing sticking of the magnet. Energy
stored in the field iron is recovered before the circuit is broken.
By extending the return of the armatu re over two periods, the
energy requu-ed (which varies with 1/ V time) is made so small
that it can be supplied by a spring. Tlie latter reduces the
useful blow by only a few per cent. On 50-cycle supply .the
hammer strikes 50 blows in three seconds, and by using a
3-way synchronous distributing switch, three hammers can
be made between them to utilise each and every cycle of the

•Described in the Elek. Zeitschrift.

supply current, lulewi the gencraUir has six, or a multiple of
six poles, or unlcHH u synchronoiiB diHtributor ia um-<l, the con-
tact milker- nnist bo Hiiitably geare«l to the generator shaft,

Tho form of core illustrated in Pig. 1 reduces the air path
practically to tho main ga^), energy in which can alone be
utilised efticieiitly. Watlless current and the correspondinR
copper loss are a, mininmm, and the position of the main gap
between tho field coiU makes the leakage field as small as
possible. Actually it is at least CO per cent, of the effective

field, and must be allowed for in design; the reduced leakage
as the armature descends increases the pull on the latU-r

though the total Ihix is ain ady dci-re.ising. The pivoted striker

^armature is carried between steel points which offer little

bearing friction and permit accurate adjustment og the arma-
ture. The elevation of the tool bar above the central station-
ary limb of the >oke need be vejy small, hence little energy is

incapable of utilisation in the "clearance" depth of the gap.
A detailed example of the electromagnetic design of a hammer
of this type is to be found "E.T.Z.," pp. 589-593, 1914. In
order that weight and heating may not be excessive, it is

necessary to build electric tools of high efficiency even where
the cost of energy is of quite secondary importance. The
efficiency of an electric hammer delivering 17 blows per
second (mean force during 0.4-inch hammer stroke = 104 lb.)

is about 60 per cent, whereas that of an equivalent air ham-
mer, including compressor and pipe losses, does not exceed
10 per cent. The total weight of the electric hammer is

13i lb. (4 lb. active iron, 4i lb. copper) and that of the air
hammer about 11 lb.

AUTO-REGULATOR SYSTEM FOR DIRECT
CURRENT TRACTION.

The Metropolitan Railway Co., of Paris, has sncceasively used
various multiple unit control systems on its trains, and has recently
tested an auto-reprulator system which eliminates loss in starting
resistances and which provides for regenerative braking-. The
new system is derived from the well-known Ward Leonard
system which, as applied to electric traction, places in series with
the train motors a reversible booster capable of adding to or sub-
tracting from the line voltage. In the present case, the regulator
set comprises a constant-current machine and a emaJl exciter both
driven by one constant-speed compound motor. The regulator
machine has two field windings excited respectively in shunt
across its own terminals and by a constant current from the supply
network. Starting is effected by increasing gradually the pressure
applied to the main motors ; during running, the current through
the latter is held practically constant by the regulator machine :

and during retardation, the regulator secure^ return to the net-

work of a considerable part of the kinetic energy of the train.

Begulator Characteristics.—In fig. 1, potential difference at the
regulator brushes is represented by ordinates T y' and ampere-
turns excitation is represented by abscisEie x x'. The character-
istic due to the shunt-winding on the regulator is represented

by a line o E, and by varying the resistance of the shunt field

circuits the slope of this line can be made to coiiicide with that

of the open circuit characteristic B, which is practically &
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straight line while the magnetic circuit is unsaturated. The
shnnt field winding is so connected as to produce in the regulator

armature an E m.f. equal and opposite to the IM). applied to the

brushes. Whatever the latter, so lon^j as the limit of saturation

is not reached, the machine neither receives nor discharges current

(in respect of the shunt field and the applied I'.D.). The separately

excited field coil produces an effect depending on the direction of

current flow through it ; if its ampere-turns aid those of the shunt
winding, the armature delivers current to the supply network.
If V represents the regulator terminal p.p. ; Ei, Hi, the k.m.k.'s

generated by the shunt and independent field windings respec-

tively ; I, the current and n, the armature resistance, then

—

El — V + Hi — 1 , B = 0, but since Ei always = v, this equa-

tion reduces to Hi = I, h. In fig. 1, a n represents the E..M.F.

(equal and opposite to v) due to the shunt ampere-turns o A ; the

Fig. 1.

ampere-tnniB a a' of the independent field winding aid those of

the shunt winding, the total armature e.m.f. is represented

by Ai D, and the increase c d due to the independent field winding
= Hi and is constant. In other words, the point c, as v varies,

lies on a straight line H H, parallel to o E ; since Hi (= c D = I. B,

the line H H represents the variations in current delivered. If the in-

dependent winding opposes the shunt winding, the machine operates

as a motor, the locus of the points c being again parallel to o E,

but situated above the latter (as H h' fig. 1): Within the limits

indicated the regulator operates automatically as a constant
current generator or motor, according to the magnitude and
direction of the independent excitation, and irrespective of the p.d.

applied to its brushes. The machine to which the regulator is

coupled operates as a dynamo or motor, according as the regulator
motors or generates.

Action Diirhi;/ .starfimj.—In the simplified diagram of connec-
tions fig. 2, referring to a motor-car with two motors, x represents

the supply line, G the earth, Mi Mo the traction motor armatures,
nil ni'2 the series fields of the latter, Fi f., the regulator and machine
direct coupled to the latter, e h the shunt and independent field

MmXf

Fig. 2.

winding of Fi, and Di Dj the shnnt and series field windings of Fj.

The regulator armature is connected between and in series with
the traction motors.
On starting, the switch 1 is closed after placing the change-over

Bwitoh, 2 80 that H opposes e and causes Fi to run as a motor. The

group 1; Fj is then started by aid of the variable re>;ii!tanu.- u.

Current now llows through K in series with Mi Mj. but the revereing

switch '.i, connecting the field coiU mj nij is not clo«d till Ki F^ has
attained full speed and the regulator e.m.i'. in practically equal, and
opposite to the line voltage, bo that no heavy current meh ocean
at the moment of completing the main motor circuit. The actual

value of the current flowing through the regulator, and, therefore,

through the traction motor, is determined by the excitation of H.

During this period, the machine F; runs ae a generator and retanu
to the line a current slightly less than that absorbed by Fi

(owing to losses in Fi F.,). As the motors Mi M. speed up. the
p.i). tietween ci d is reduced, but since the E u.t. produced by E
decreases simultaneously, automatically and by the same amonnt,
the currant flowing through Mi Ki M; remains constant. At a

certain moment during acceleration, the applied p.d. between 'i and
'/ is zero ; at this moment, the motors Mi Mj are eseentially in

simple series between .\ and <;, and it would tie poesible to place

F| Fj out of circuit vrithont affecting the main motors. If Fi f,

be left in service, the main motors continue to accelerate, and
there is established a p.d. between r. d in the opposite direction.

The current in e is then reversed, Fi operates aa a generator and
Fj as a motor. The winding E continues to balance the e.m K.

applied to >, il, and the winding H maintains constant current flow

in the circuit Mi F, Mj. Ultimately E adds to the supply pressure

an E.M F. equal to the latter ; themotorsMi .v j are each snbj ?ct«d to

the full line voltage, and could be connected in simple parallel

between x D, the set Fi Fo being shut down. On the Metropolitan

Railway, since the stations are close together, the regulator is

permanently connected to the network, and during coasting and
stops the switch H is opened.

Regeneration.—By reversing the switch 2 in the independent

field circuit of the regulator machine, the regulator e.m.f. due to

H is opposed to the line pressure. The switch 3 being set so that

Ml M., operate as dynamos, the resultant e.m.f. in the circuit

Ml Fi Ma exceeds and opposes the supply pressure, hence the train

is retarded by the conversion of its kinetic energy into electrical

energy which is delivered to the supply network.

Two distinct periods are to be recognised during regeneration,

viz., a short period during which regeneration is established, the

speed of the traction motor being practically constant ; and the

remaining period of regeneration, during which the current has its

normal value. At the moment when regeneration is established

by closing the switch 3, the p.d. applied to the regulator brushes

varies almost instantaneously over a wide range ; even during the

subsequent period of regeneration the rise in E m.f. of the series

generators following any accidental increase in current, leads to

further current increase, and hence to unstable operation, unless

special provision be made to prevent it. The trouble being due to

the low self-induction of the motors, the simplest remedy is to

provide suitable damping in the traction motor field circuit. This

is done by shunting the latter with the armature of an auxiliary

exciter machine direct coupled to the group Fi f.., and hence running

at constant speed. One field winding on the exciter is connected

across the supply mains and produces constant e.m.f. ; the other

field winding is connected across the regulator terminals, and,

therefore, produces e.m.f.. varying in direction and magnitude

with the P D. applied to the regulator, < c, with the main motor

speed. This arrangement does not disturb the series character-

istics of the traction motors, the torque of which increase.* as the

speed decreases, and, being a maximum at standstill, produces

smooth and complete brakicg. Different rates of retardation are

obtainable by varying the independent excitation of the regulator

machine. At hitrh speeds the regulator runs as a motor, but at

low speeds, it operates as a generator : the current returned to the

mains decreases progressively as braking proceeds.

The three auxiliary machines required by the auto-retrulator

system weigh about 4,070 lb. ; contactor switchgear is, of course,

employed, but eight fewer contactors are re<iuired than in the

Sprague-Thomson multiple-unit system, and the ueual heavy

starting resistances are completely eliminated, so that the net

increase in weight is only about 3.0.'>0 lb. in the new system. This

represents only 3 per cent, increase in the total weight of a

150-ton (.^ motors + 2 trailers') train.

It is claimed that the auto-regulator system effects about

30 per cent, saving in energy in tube service, and it is esti-

mated that its adoption on all the Metropolitan U'arist trains

would reduce the annual energy consumption by about 20

million Kw.-hours. The present expenditure of this eneijjy

represents lo-ss of money and useless heating of the tunnel?.

At present there accumulates in the latter about ."lOO tons per

annum of metallic dust—chiefly the products of abrasion during

braking. This dust adheres to the oily suK^^tanoes and surfaces of

the rails, ballast and insulator.*, and is difficult to remove.

Uegouerative braking would obviate the nuisance by eliminatin(r

its cause.

The Elt'cfric VoUitle in Kiaiuc.— Followini: the

example set by this country, a movement has been commenced

with the view of bringing about a revival of interest in electric

motor vehicles in France. M. Dubournais. of the Societo G»»j

tambide, suggests th.it the French Automobile Club should take

the matter up, and endeavour to induce central station authorities

to make provision for the charging of automobile batteries, not only

promptly but also at a reasonable charge.
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR. 1914.

(NUT Vlil 1'UHl.lSHIiL)).

Compiled expressly for ihij journal by Mbhsbb. W. 1'. TlloMfSoK & Co
,

Electric Patent A(!enls, 285. High Holborn. London, VV.C. and «t

IJvcrpool and Bradford, to whom all inquiriei should be addressed.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
Copies of iiny of the Spct.iriCitlions in the folluwinij list may be obuincd

of MuaKa. W I'. iHOuttON & Co , 'iSi, Mitih Holborn, W.C. and at

Liverpool and Bradford ; price, post free, IM. (in stamps).

ir,C81. " Terminal or .iltacluiicnt fittinRs of electric conductors." H.

Epmonds (tr-iding as G. Edmonds). July 27th.

17,6(i6. " Compound lor making water-tight the joints of coven of boies tor

unilfrground electric mains and distributors and similar joints of boies fixed

in exposed positions." VV. H. VVlLKtR. July a7th.

17,705. " Sparking plugs." R. CollN. July 37lh.

17,707. " M.->gnclic blow-out device for safety fuses." A. Mono. (Mas-

chinenfabrik Oerlikon, Switzerland.) July 27lh. (Complete.)

17.732. " Electric thermostatic fire-alarm contacts." H. DlxoN. July 27th.

{Complete.)

17.733. " Electric metallic incandescent lamp." K. KBNDl. July 27th.

(Complete.)

17.745. " Process o( rolling metal." S O. CowpBR-CoiM. July 27th.

17.746. " Process for the electro-deposition of lead." S. O. CowPEB-CoLES.

July 27th.

17.747. " Process for coating or plating metal sheets with other metals by

electro-deposition." S. O. CowPER-tiolES. July 27lh.

17,765. "Writing or copying telegraphy." Teiepantooraph G.m.b.H. July

27lh. (Convention date July 28th, 1913, (icrmany.) (Complete.)

17,781. " Air conditioning apparatus." A. F. Beurv. July 27th.

17,702. " Electrical heating apparatus suitable for cooking, water heating

anil like purposes." A. F. Berrv. July 27th.

17,763. " Electrolytic production of alkali metals." J. Y. Johnson (Bad^che

Anilin & Soda Fabr'ik, Germany). July 27th.

17,768. " Measuring of continuous electric current." E. Besio. July 27th.

(Convention date, August 20th, 1913, Germany.) (Complete.)

17,797. " Socket terminals lor elecliic conductors." \V. A. HlU. (Apparate

Bauanstalt Fischer G.m.b.H.. Germany.) July 28th.

17,811. " System for the generation of electric currents." C. F. Beniiez.

July 28th. (Complete.)

17,836. " Means for detecting or recording electric currents. T. Illing-

woKTii and W. C. Mann. July 28th.

17.850. " Means for electrically determining transmitted power." W. E.

McCoy and S. U. Sprong. July 28th. (Complete.)

17.851. " Transformer motors." D. Suchostawer. July 28th.

17.863. " Contact apparatus particularly for telephone systems." F. Brink-

MANN. July 28th (Convention date, August 9th, 1913, Germany.) (Complete.)

17,873. " Construction of high-frequency alternators." SoC. MariuS Latour
ET CiE. July 28th. (Divided application on 26,934/13.) Convention date,

November 27th, 1913, Belgium.) (Ciomplete.)

17.894. " Electric motor control." British Thomson Houston Co., Ltd.,

and H. C. Hastings. July 28th.

17,909. " Electric furnaces." J. L. DixoN. July 29th.

17,920. " Telegraph circuits." A. Orung and Oriino's Teiecraph Instru-

ments Syndicate, Ltd. July 29th.

17,924. " Insulated lamp-holder tor electric lamps." L. S. Hearlin. July

29th.

17,945. " Electric heaters." R. Weaving, F. Smith, and Ferranii, Ltd.

July 29lh. (Complete.)

17,949. " Starting switches or controllers for dynamo-electric machinery."

Siemens Schuckertwerke G.m B.H. July 29th. (Convention date, July 29th,

1913, Germany.) (Complete

)

17.986. " Electric time switches." J. E. H. Beraud. July 29th. (Addition

to 945/14.) (Complete.)

17,988. " Multiple-contact electric switches." H. J. NoRBAltE and J. L.

Lavvson. (July 29th.) (Divided application on 23,127/13. October 13th.)

18,009. " Sender for Hertzian waves with polyphase generators." V.
BouciiARDON. July 30th. (Convention date, August 1st, 1913, Germany.)
(Complete.)

18,011. " Electrical equipment of motor cars." H. Garner and W. J.

Parker. July 30th.

18,023. " Process for enriching or activating liquids or gases with radium
emanation." E. SCHWARZ. July 30th. (Convention date, July 30th, 1913,

Austria.) (Complete.)

18,033. "Telephone systems." J. G. Blessing. July 30th. (Convention
date, July 31st, 1913, United States.) (Complete.)

18,043. " Electrically-driven machine tools having several tools." H.
KiEN-ZLE. July 30th. (Convention date, August 1st, 1913, Germany.) (Com-
plete.)

18,043. " X-ray apparatus." H. W. Cox & Co., Ltd., and H. E. Donni-
TiioRNE. July 30th.

18,060. "Closing devices for conduits." SoC. DlTE M. GoUDARD ET Men-
nesson July 30th. (Convention date, November 31st, 1913, Belgium.) (Com-
plete.)

18,064. "Telephone and like apparatus." F. W. Lanchester. July SOth.

18,076. " Selecting devices for automatic or semi-automatic telephone sys-

tems." G. A. Betuiander. July SOth. (Convention date, August 1st, 1913,

Sweden.) (Complete.)

18,092. " Electric accumulators or secondary batteries." F. A. Coles.

July 31st.

18,106. " Electric current graduating devices or resistances." W. Sumner.
July 31st. (Complete.)

18,123. " Signalling arrangements for use with projectors or search-

lights." Siemens Schuckertwerke G.m.b.H. July 31st. (Convention date,

July 31st, 1913, Germany.) (Complete.)

18,143. " Electrical conduit systems." M. J. Railing and T. Taylor. July
31st.

18.154. " Selecting-devices for automatic or semi-automatic telephone sys-

tems." Gotthilf Ansgarius Betulander. July 31st. (Addition to 18,076/14.)

(Complete.)

18.155. " Mattresses for insulating'purposes." J. A. DiCK. July 31st.

18,184. " Switch-gear for controlling the motor which operates the feed-

screw of electrically-operated reciprocating tools." Lancashire Dynamo &
Motor Co., Ltd., and W. Hakgreaves.' August 1st.

18,203. " Step-by-step mechanism suitable for starting electric motors."
Sir W. G. Armstrong Whitworth & Co., Ltd., and W. H. Waddingham.
August 1st.

18,203. " Wireless telegraph direction-finders." Marconi's WIRELESS Tele-
graph Co., Ltd., and E. Ichino. August 1st.

18.238. " Manufacture of fittings and accessories for electric and other

lamps and illuminating devices." W. J. Owen. August 1st.

18.239. " Telephone installations." Siemens & Halske Akt. GeS. August
1st. (Convention date, August 4th, 1913. Germany.) (Complete.)

18 242. " Transmission of electrical impulse circuits of high electrostatic

capacity." G. Musso. August 1st. (Addition to 17,246/14.) (Complete.)

18.243. " Apparatus for transmission of electric impulses." G. Musso.
August 1st. (Addition to 17,245/13.) (Complete.)

18.244. " Storage battery plates." M. Krokavetz. August 1st.

13,820. Electrical CoNNtcnoN OivicEa roK Railway and uki Viiiicus.

L. Boirault. June Uth. (July 29th, 1912.)

15,875. Arrangement for Starting Groups or Electrical Maciiinc«, con*
sibting or A SvNCiiR3NOL'S Macmnb and an Asynchronous Maciiinb connkctbo
in cascade with it. (March 21st, 1913.) July 9th. Ateliers dtf Constructions
Electriques de Charleroi, Soc. Anon.

15,928. Synciironisatioh or Clocks. I. H. Parsons and A. E. J. Ball. July
10th.

16.187. Arrangements roR Controllino the Quantity or Hut surpLiio to
Heating Radiators. M. Arndt. July Uth. (July 15th, 1912.)

16,198. Electrically-operated Rotary Constant-speed Device. R. P. How-
grave-Graham. July 14th.

16,257. Electric Miners' Lamp with Firb-ump Indicator. J. C. RIgauz.
July 15th.

16,398. Receivers roR Submarine Sound-signals. Signal Gcs. July 16th.

(July 29th, 1912.)

16,380. Adjusting and Supporting Means for the Stretched Threads or
Electric Measuring and Indicating Apparatus. C. Lorenz Akt. Ges. July I6ih.

(June 20th, 1913.)

16,392. Electric Dinner or Service Liris. F. Hodgson. July 16th.

16,538. Automatic and Semi automatic Telephone Systems. Siemens &
Halske Akt. Ges. July 18th. (.September 10th, 1912.)

16,549. Devices for Recording Sounds. E. Costantini. July 18th, (Decem-
ber 18th, 1912.)

17,453. Electric Cooking and Heating Apparatus. C. Clarke. July SOth.

17,589. Control of Alternating Current Motors. Siemens Schuckert-
werke Ges. July 31st. (August 2nd, 1912.)

18,673. Arrangements por Exciting Rontgen-ray Tubes. Siemens Bros. &
Co. (Siemens & Halske Akt. Gcs.) August 16th.

22,222. Manufacture of Electrodes for Electric Arc Lamps. P. Lewis.

October 2nd. (July 2nd, 19130
23,277. Magneto Motor. E. W. Fuller. October 15th.

23,698. Dynamo-electric Machines for usb on Motor Vehicles. H. K.
Kouyoumjian. October 20th. (July 19th, 1913.)

23,867. Rocker Arms and Brush Holders for usb on Euctrical Motors
AND Generators. J. Leech. October 21st.

24,899. Construction of Electric Snap-action Switch. E. M. Wildey.
November 1st. (Divided application on 1,471/13. July 18th.)

25,668. Apparatus for the Preparation of Electric Baths. J. Duiven
November 10th. (Novcmbci 13lh. 1912.)

25,774. Method and Apparatus for Electric Code Impulse Signalling
SysteKIs. Western- Electric Co. (Woodward, acting for Western Electric Co.)

November 11th.

27,354. Regulation of Dynamo-electric Generators. F. L. Hollister.

November 27lh. (Divided application on 28,748/12. December 13th.)

27,365. Manufacture of Anodes of Massive Manganese Peroxide. Siemens
& Halske Akt. Ges. and Huth. November 27th. (Addition to 605/09.)

27,679. Telephonic Instruments. E. A. Graham. December 1st.

28,051. Apparatus for Exhibiting Symbols, Pictures and the like. F.

Moreno. December 6th.

28,126. Means for Indicating Chance of Temperature. I. Hall. December
6th

28.950. Magnetic Balances. R. W. Paul. December 16ih.

1914.
373. Electric Apparatus for Heating Liquids. J. Von Hentzel. January

6th.

1,641. Automatic Switches for use in Telephone Exchange Systems.

Western Electric Co. (Woodward, acting for Western Electric Co.).

2,023. Transportable Military Telephone. E. Schuler & G. Schuler.

January 26th.

2,075. Common Battery Telephone Systems. Western Electric Co. (Wood-

ward, acting for Western Electric Co.). January 26th.

2,693. Automatic Switches for Telephone Systems. Western Electric Co.

(Woodward, acting for Western Electric Co.). February 2nd.

3,232. Frequency Transformers. W. P. Thompson (Goldschmidt). Feb-

ruary 7th.

3,649. Electric Switches. Igranic Electric Co. (Cutler Hammer Mfg. Co.).

February 12lll.

5,096. Number Plates and Rear Lights for Motor Vehicles. W. H.

Bishop. December 27th.

5,281. Wireless Oscillator. H. P. Dwyer. March 2nd.

6,079. Devices for Recording Sounds. E. Constantini. July 18th. (Decem-

ber' 18th, 1912. Divided application on 16,549/13. July 18th.)

6,418. Electric Condensers. AUgemeine Elektricitats Ges. March 13lh.

(March 14th, 1913.)

8,975. Electric Signalling Devices for use with Winding Engines of

Collieries. J. A. Adlington. April 9th.

9,232. Electrolytic Apparatus. W. Thum. April 14th.

9 492. Electric Switches. W. M. Rolph. April 16th.

Foreig'U Trade iu July.—The following are the elec-

trical and machinery figures given in the official returns for July

trade ;

—

Imposts.
Electrical goods and

apparatus, excluding

machinery and un-

insulated wire
Machinery

of
July

£.

139,346 +
632,932 -

Inc.

or

dec.

£
16,658

1,012

Seven
months,

1914.

£
943,991

4,777,276

Inc.

&
-t- 75,174

-1-385,594

Exports.
Electrical goods and

apparatus, excluding

machinery and un-

insulated wire ... 354,405 -154,678 2,058,634 -1,133,260

Machinery 3,304,888 -f 173,202 22,774,443 4-1,218,214
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I

As the days pass by, and we as a nation beoome more

silently resigned to the altered state of life that war has

brought, the industrial world is showing that it fally

recognise? that it can best serve its country's interest* at

this time of crisis by keeping the wheels of industry going

at full speed. Our commercial and industrial leaders are

bringing their expert knowledge and experience to bear upon

the situation, and by sane and sober measures are doing much

to assist the <iovernment and the banking authorities in

their efforts to restore confidence, removing the effects of

dislocation, and bringing the trade of the kingdom as

nearly as possible back to the normal.

The inestimable service given by our Navy in these early

days of the conflict, making secure for our own and others'

shipping the great ocean trade routes to many parts of the

world, will long live in the memory. We owe it to our

Navy that credit and confidence are being speedily re-

established, that the peoples' anxiety regarding food supplies

has been removed, that the way is open for our industrial

production to continue, and, as far as capital, labour and

material will allow, to proceed at an accelerated pace

handling business which under other conditions would have

been executed from across the North Sea.

Timely action has been taken by the British Electrical

and Allied Manufacturers' Association with a view to pre-

venting the holding up of contracts. In our " Correspond-

ence " columns to-day we print a copy of a letter which

that Association has addressed to the principal railway com-

panies, municipal corporations, and other large purchasers

of electrical plant and apparatus in Great Britain, showing

how serious may be the effect for the electrical industrial

workers if advantage be taken of clauses in their contracts

to suspend and delay work on account of the war. We hope

that this and other appeals to the same effect will not fall

upon deaf ears. Such purchasers as these ought to be better

able than some others to abide by their contracts, and

they should, and we believe will, see how responsible is

the position in which they are placed, and how imiwra-

tively it is their duty to do their utmost to keep the

hands of our workers fully otx^upied. We sincerely trust

that those who have already felt it desirable to hold np

electrical contracts will speedily tind it possible to release

them so that work on them may proceed.

The (loverument appeal to the Colonies, not only to take

delivery of all orders placet!, but to incresise oniors as far as

possible for future reiiuircments, with a view to helping onr

industrial population, has been well receiveil and loyally

responded to. Surely public authorities at home will not

be less ready to assist ! We would ourselves apv»eal to our

readei-s in the far-off Colonies and foreign parts to expedite

the placing of engineering and electrical coutracU with

Hnglish manufacturers.

While theiv are very clear evidences of a rapid recovery

from the dislocation of industry, it seems to be necessary to

again strongly urge everybody engageti in the ekvtrical in-

I6S]
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ilnsti-}' to act with Ihe full spirit of patriotism and with sanity,

and liy their doin{,'9 show their conlidonce in tlie present

position. ( 'onlidence begets contidence. We trust that there

will be nobody takin;; unfair advaiita^'e of the moratorium

—

everybody who can pay should do so without delay.

A meeting of editors of trade journals representing many
branches of British industry was held in the City the other

day, at which great faith in the present commercial position

was expressed, but patience, confidence and reasonable sacri-

fice were deemed essential if we were to take full advantage

of the present very bright prospects. In the recommenda-

tions arrived at by this meeting the public were urged to

pay prompt cash foi' their present refjuirements : retailers

were appealed to not to take unfair advantage of the

moratorium : manufacturers were asked to keep up their

production : and banks were desired to afford all possible

support to both wholesaler and retailer.

Much attention is being given to the effect of the war
upon the course of international trade, and authorities

in England and America are fully alive to the great

possibilities of the situation, both immediate and future. In
our last issue we gave information which should be of great

service to those who seek to supply the wants of purchasers

whose goods are now shut up in Germany. This week we
give a table showing the electrical exports of Germany to

different parts of the globe during the past half-year.

This will convey a useful idea as to the character, volume
and destination of (ierman electrical exports in normal times.

The total imports of all kinds from Germany into the
British Empire for the year 111 12 amounted to £'J5,i)00,000,

of which £71,200,000 came to the United Kingdom, while

India and Australia took seven millions apiece, and the

remainder went to other Colonies and dependencies. As a
writer in one of daily papers remarks : "These are very

striking figures, and the longer the war lasts, and the longer

(iermany is incapacitated, the greater will be the oppor-

tunity of the British trader in the Colonial export market."
(German trade so won is likely to be retained for

a very considerable time. We hope, therefore, that

British electrical firms will leave no stone unturned to

secure a large share of the electrical exports that are

included in this huge total. And as we have already pointed
out, they will have seriously to consider how they can
provide themselves with the various electrical lines for which
they have hitherto depended upon Germany. These are

considerations which will occupy our minds for some time
to come, but in a number of cases we must not delay
action. The sooner we are prepared the better.

We conclude our present observations on the situation by
approvingly quoting a sentence from a leader in one of the
financial dailies :

—
" If everyone works hard to restore

normal conditions, and fashions his conduct accordingly, the
normal conditions will soon return."

The outburst of the European AVar

Position.
^^^ P"'' ^ ^^^y different complexion upon
the Metal Markets, and not the least

upon copper. The closing of the London Metal Exchange
has necessarily involved the complete stoppage of business

of an official character, and all official quotations have,
therefore, been abandoned, but there has been a little

private trading in standard copper, mostly for the purpose
of squaring up the books of brokers and dealers whose
accounts have been thrown into a state of chaos by the
declarations of war voiding the contracts of King's enemies,
and also in many cases rendering it impossible to get into
touch with clients in France, Belgium and Kussia. Never
has the position been more difficult than it has been this
month, and it will take some considerable time for things to
regain anything like a normal appearance. There have not
been any statistics issued since the middle of July, and as far
as Europe is concerned, there cannot be any fresh issue until
peace is declared. Hence on this side of the Atlantic the
statistical position must remain an entire puzzle for an

indefinite period. To add to tiie complexities of the

situation, too, the American Copper Producers' .Association

have decided not to make any further issue of returns until

further notice, in view of the conditions now existing in the

markets of the world. This ifleotually pn-cludes any
informati(jn as to the statistical position in .N'orth America
leaking out. The entire market, as will thus Ix' seen, is in

a complete fog. All that is positively known is that
there is a wholesale shutdown in production in progress
in the L'nited States, and it is estimated by com-
petent authorities, that to-day output there is fully

.50 per cent, below that of a month ago, while an even
greater falling off is possible. Some of the leading

plants, such as the (ireat l'"alU smelter of the Anaconda
concern, has been closed down entirely, \\hile a restriction of

production to the extent of M) per cent, is common. There
are mines which are preparing to scale down to an even
greater extent, and there cannot be the least doubt of the
rigorous resolve of producers to accommodate output as

closely as may be to the altered conditions brought about by
the war. Under the circumstances it cannot be expected
that there can be much business about in refined copper.

A certain amount of buying has been done, but it has been
confined almost wholly to the ammunition makers, whose
energies are being taxed severely by (iovernment orders, and
who in consequence have been forced to enter the market
and to pay what prices were asked. There is only a limited

amount of copper available, and this is to a large extent
ear-marked for national purposes. There has been no desire

to exact large profits on this, and what business in electro-

lytic copper has been done for prompt and immediate
delivery, has been put through at round £{'<H to £72 a ton.

Supplies are not coming forward from the United States

with any freedom. One or two of the big German liners

took in good qantities of copper, but after sailing were
recalled to New York by wireless owing to the risk of

capture, and there they remain waiting for the war to

finish. Meanwhile there can hardly be said to be an open
market price for the metal, and business is restricted to the
satisfaction of pressing needs.

At the outbreak of hostilities there was

and War""
^°™^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ miners might show

the cloven hoof, and become awkward,
and certainly had they blindly followed the leaders' advice

there might have been trouble, as coal for our Navy is a

vital necessity, and the country was rightly indignant at

the refusal of the leaders to allow the men to forgo the usual

holiday in order to produce coal which was urgently needed

owing to the mobilisation of the fleet. We say the leaders,

because we are certain the rank and file of the miners are

as patriotic as any workmen in the country. This is shown
not only by the large numbers of miners who are now
serving with the Regular or Territorial Forces, but by the

fact that all the colliery ambulance brigades have, en masse,

volunteered for service at home or abroad—and we are

convinced that had it not been for the advice of

leaders with exalted views of their own importance, there

never would have been any question of the South Wales pits

remaining idle. They have, however, apparently seen the

mistake of such a policy, and we are glad to hear that the

miners in all collieries supplying coal to the Admiralty have

agreed to work on Sundays if necessary, and to work one

hour per day extra.

One can admire the ideals of the leaders, but one must
object to the methods they adopt towards their attain-

ment. They savour too much of the methods of the

Kaiser, and we would ask them to look into their inmost

hearts, and ask themselves, do they lead, or attempt to lead,

for purely altruistic principles, or is it because of the old

Adam that is in most of us, the lust for power ? What-
ever may be the collective opinion of the miners on the

views of the leaders, we may rely at any rate upon the

fighting spirit of the individual to see that his King and
country shall not suffer, so far as he can prevent it, and in

the great trial that is before us all we may be sure the

miner will be in the very front ranks bravely doing

his duty.
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GATUN HYDROELECTRIC DEVELOPMENT
FOR THE PANAMA CANAL.

TiiK permanent supply of electric enerjiy for the Panama
Canal is "generated in the (iatun hydroelectric station,

which is located at the (iatiin .spillway dam. The tremen-

dous water storage in the artificial Oatun lake, fed by the

Chagres River, not only carries vessels the greater part of

the way across the isthmus on a level about .s.5 ft. above the

oceans, and provides water for raising and lowering them
gently through the Gatnn, Pedro Miguel and Miraflorcs

locks, but it also has afforded an excellent opportunity to

generate electric current for lighting the Canal, for operat-

ing the gigantic gates and other locking machinery, and for

towing ships through the locks.

Electric current will likewise be used for coal-handling

plants at both ends of the Canal, for machine shops, water-

works, dry docks, and possibly in the future for hauling

Fig. 1.— Gatun Spillway Dam, showing Fourteen Cbest Gates, Ogoe
Dam and Baffle Piers ; Htdeo-electbic Station on left.

trains on the Panama railroad. To ensure continuity of

service in case of accident, a steam-electric station at Mira-

flores, erected a few years ago to supply power for construc-

tion work, will be ready to take up the load when necessary.

The complete equipment for the power and distribution

system on the canal comprises the 7,500 k.v.a., 2,200-volt

hydro-electric power plant at Gatun ; the 4,500 k.v.a.,

2,200-volt Curtis turbo-generator electric power plant at

Mirafiores for emergency ; a double 44.000-volt transmission

line across the Isthmus, connecting

Christobal and Balboa with the two
power plants ; four 44,000/2,200-volt

sub-stations, stepping down at Christobal

and Balboa, and up or down at Gatun
and Mirafiores, depending on which of

the two plants is supplying power ; 3C.

2,200/240-volt transmission stations for

power, traction and light at Gatun,

Pedro Miguel and Mirafiores locks ; three

2,200/220/IlO-volt transformer stations

for the control boards at the locks ; and
stations at Christobal and Balboa for the

coal-handling plants, machine shops and
dry docks.

The Gatun hydro-electric station has

a capacity of (>,000 kw., and provision

has been made to increase this to an

ultimate capacity of 12,000 KW., should

this amount of power be required later

for the operation of the Panama railroad,

the three outlet pipes in the dam having

been installed along with the original

pipe-lines.

The gross head available from Lake Gatun tt> mean tide

level of the Pacific Ocean varies from a maximum of 9 1 ft.

in the extreme flood times to a minimum of 7;) ft., to which
level the lake may possibly drop toward the close of the dry
season. The plant is consequently designed to develop the

full water output when operating under an efTective head of

75 ft. Por three or four months of every year there is

absolutely no rainfall on the Isthmus ; and during this

period it is desirable to conserve the water to as great an
extent as possible. Maximum efficiency was therefore

* See also Electrical Review, Vol. 74, p. 288.

demanded for the apparatus of both the water-wheel and
generator manufacturers.

Water is taken from Lake <^>alun through passages 1 '1 ft.

wide, fitted with wronght-iron racks i'!t ft. 7 in. high, to

prevent trash from entering the pipe-lines. The water is

admitted into the pipe-lines through three head gates, 10 ft.

i; in. in diameter, of massive cast-iron ajnstrnction, the

seats where water-tightness is required being made of bronze.

Each gate is equipped with two steel stems for raising and
lowering. These stems are fitted with bronze nntsS working

in roller thrust bearings, and the nuts are fitted with steel

bevel gears arranL'ed to be operated by a 1.1-h.p. motor.

The gates are equipped with automatic control devices, con-

sisting of a limit switch geared to one of the gate stems,

and a float switch actuated by the water in the pipe. The
action of the control is as follows, the gate being closed and
the pipeline empty : —The gate motor switch is closed at the

power house, starting the motor which begins openinir the

gate. When the gate has opened a sufficient distance to fill

the pipeline in about five minute?, the

limit switch opens the circuit and stops

the motor.

The gate remains in this position until

the pipeline is filled, and the water rises

in the :i(;-in. diameter air vent jnst

below the gate, when it actuates a float

switch, and again closes the motor circuit.

thereby causing the gate to be opened

fully, when the limit switch again

operates to prevent over-travel. The
gate is closed by reversing the main

switch at the power house, which causes

the motor to operate, the limit switch

again stopping the motor when the

gate has reached the closed posi-

tion. In case the electric power

gates can be hand-operated by twoshould fail, the

men.
Each of these gates is bolted to a pipeline 10 ft. 6 in. in

diameter, with an average length of 420 ft. The pipe-

lines are made of ij-in. steel plates, and are covered with a

layer of reinforced concrete to prevent rust. Each of the

pipelines is arranged for attachbg a Pitot tube testing

apparatus while its unit is in service.

The principal buildings connected with the actual opera-

Fi(!. 2.

—

Interior oi' Gatin Hydroelkctric Station.

tion of the canal are the hydroelectric station at Gatnn

spillway ; the gate control house at the spillway ; the four

sub-stations of the transmission system, and the three lock

control houses. Al! these structures are designed along

simple lines in harmony with the unbroken concrete surfaces

of the adjacent engineering works.

The hydroelectric station measures 61 ft. by IS" ft., and

has an extreme height of 74 ft. : it consists of a single room

open to the nxif. The turbine pit. with an area of over

2.100 sii. ft., is located tl ft. below the level of the main

floor, and is lined with white enamelled brick.
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( 'oncrt'te sLairways al eilliiu' end of llif buililing jjive iiuct.ss

to tlie lUPRZiiiiiiu! and second fjalleries, which are devoted to

the switchboards, oil-switcli comparttiients, reactance coils

and other electrical e(|uipnient. Two such galleries extend

the entire lensrth of the station on the iiorlh-east aide.

The three l',(K)0-k\v. main gencratiiij; nnits in the hydro-

electric station are each driven by a spi'iiid .''lO-in. vertical

single-runner Francis turbine, raaiiufacLured by the I'elton

Water-Wheel Co. Each turlnne has a maximum capacity

of 3, COO U.r. when operating under an effective head of

Fig. 3.

—

"Oooe' Curve at Gatin Hydbo-electric Station,
IMMEDIATELY BELOW HEAUGATES.

75 ft., and at a normal speed of 2r>0 r.p.m. The turbines

are located at such a height that the centre of the runners

is -20 ft. above tail water.

The water is discharged through steel-lined concrete

draught tubes, which are 71 in. in diameter at the dis-

charge from the runners, and increase to an elliptical section

^^^m.:-y---

Fig. 4.

—

Vertical Section of Power House at Gatun.

of 9 ft. X 17 ft. at the outlets, which are horizontal, there

being a 00' bend in the tubes. The linings are made of

I -in. steel plates.

The turbines are of the spiral case type, and are fitted

with heavy cast-iron distance rings which carry the genera-
ors. The weight of the revolving parts of each generator

and turbine i.s carried on u roljtrr thrust lj«rttring mounted
on to]> of the generator. The turbine is so designed that

the runner e.xerts an ujiward thrust of 20,000 lb. when

Fig. 5.

—

Section through Waterwheel, Generator a.nd

Exciter.

working at full capacity, thereby relieving the thrust bear-

ing of that amount of load. Forced lubrication is provided.

The runners of the turbines are made of a special bronze

and weigh approximately 7,000 lb. each. The surfaces of

Fig. 6.—3,600-H.p. Francis Turbine foe Gatun Hydro-
electric Station.

the runner vanes are all hand finished, to reduce hydrauUc

The speed of the turbines is controlled by Pelton oil-

pressure governors, driven by bevel gearing from the main
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shaft. The governors are fitted with small electric mc)tor9

for varying the sjjeed of the main units for synchronising

purposes, and a device is provided on each governor for

varying the permanent drop in speed from no load to full

load. The pressure oil for actuating the governors is

supplied by two Pelton rotary pumping units, driven liy

10-H.i'. motors, each pamp being capable of supplying the

governors on all three units.

The three main generating units are of the vertical

revolving-field type, each being provided with a direct-

connected exciter. The generators were made by the

General Electric Co., U.S.A., and are three-phase, 2.")-cyele,

with a guaranteed continuous capacity of 2,000 KW. at

0'8 power factor, 2,200 volts, 250 R.r.:\i., and with an over-

load rating of 2,.500 KW. at O'S power factor for two hours.

The exciters are of 50-kw. capacity at 125 volts, each
capable of furnishing exciting current for two generators

under maximum guarantee<i load. Each unit, generator and
exciter, weighs approximately 05 tons.

The generators are carried on the cast-iron distance rings

furnished by the Pelton Water-Wheel Co., the stationary

armatures being bolted to these rings. The thrust and
upper guide bearing support consists of a very rigid iron

casting, bolted to the top of the stationary armature.

The thrust bearings, manufactured by the Standard
Roller Bearing Co., of Philadelphia, carry the weight of the

complete revolving element.

There are two guide bearings, one immediately below the

thrust bearing and the other above the water-wheel. The
arrangement of the complete unit is shown clearly in the

cross-sectional view.

The generators, under official tests, showed an efficiency

of OS'l per cent, at 2,000 KW. ; 94'3 per cent, at

Fig. 7.—Current-limiting Reactance with Coxcbkte Core,
25 cycles, 42 k.v.a., ii4 volts, 656 amperes.

1,500 KW. : and 0-25 per cent, at 1,000 KW., all at 08
power factor. The guaranteed temperature rises of 40' C.

above room temperature of 25° C. under continuous
operation at full load, and 55^^ C. rise after two hours' run
at 25 per cent, overload, were met with an ample margin.

All of the apparatus was subjected to the most rigid and
minute inspection during manufacture by representatives of

the Isthmian Canal Commission. The insulation of all

windings was made moisture-proof on account of the extreme
climatic conditions on the Isthmus. The revolving tiold

was given a running test at twice normal siwed in the

testing pit at the factory provided for this special purpose.

Current limiting reactances were provided to give .") per

cent, reactive drop at 2,5tK» k.v.a.. 2,200 volts, three-phase,

25 cycles. While the generator windings are sufficiently

rigid to stand the strain of a short circuit under full load,

these reactances will reduce the shock on the windings, and
will also serve to render the operation of synchronising the

machines easier an<I safe.

In addition to the direct-connected exciters, two motor-
driven exciters were supplied, each consisting of a 100-kw..

125-volt, 500-)(.i'.M. generator, direct-connected to a
150-H.i>., 2,200-voIt, 25-cycle sqnirrel-cage type indactioa
motor.

()a account of the great distance, the carrent is trans-

mitted at a voltage of 4 1,000 from the power stations to both
ends of the canal. The step-up transformers are, however,
not located in the power plants, but in sub-stations in their

vicinities ; therefore, the power plants generate and distribute

only 2,200-volt current. The system of connection ihroughont
employs the double bns-bar, double-switch scheme, with
provision for disconnecting any oil switch for cleaning or
repaire without interrupting the circuit.

The main switchboard is of the benchboard typ*, with

vertical rear board for relays, watt-hour meters, graphic instru-

ments and the control battery equipment. The switchboard

and all control apparatus were built by the General PZleciric

Co. On the top of the switchlx>ard is a second ttory, for

the electrically-controlled generator and excit*r rheostats.

The first panel from the left in the benchtoard controls the

exciters, the next three the generators, and the remaining

four the 24 feeder circuits. The system of connection is.

represented by dummy bus-bars of polished copper on top of

-Aruanoemest of Switchiko Apparatus in Gatux
Hydro-electric Station.

the bench. The inteiior view of the benchboard shows the

arrangement of operating bus-bars and fuses, potential

buses, instrument resistances, and the channel iron risers

with distributing tubes, which carry the instrument and
control leads to their ptiints of connection on the board. .

,

A generator voltage regulator, transferable to either of

the two sets of bus-bars, is installed on a separate pcilestal

which also carries the synchronism indicators and clock.

The electrically-operated exciter switches and field switches

are mounted on a separate board.

The bus-bar and switch compartments are Icc.ited on two
galleries. On the upper gallery are the control board near

the end of the station that may be extended, the gener.uor

reactances, a compiirtment for generator current and potential

transformers, anil the generator oil switches. From the

oil switches, connections are made through the floor to the

bus-bai-s on the gallery l>elow. on which gallery are also the

feeder oil switches, and the compartment for the instrument

transformers and cable bells. (>n the main floor just below

this gallery is the cable vault with racks for the feeder

cables.

All the coiujmrtments are built of concrete with flame-

proof doors. The bus-b.ire and connections are made of solid

copper rods of sufficient size to give a rigid construction

even where the current is very small. AfU^r iustjUlation,

the bus-bars and connections and all joint* were hejivily

insulated with varnished cambric to make them perfectly

safe.

C
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Thi) coiupk'Lo liydraulii' e(|ui[iiiieiit fur lias iiisiallalion

was designed iiud built by tlie F'elton Watei-Wheel(!o., and

all the eleclricul apparatus by the (leiicrul l''ilectric (Jo.,

U.S.A. The details of deaifni und iiiauufucttire of all this

apparatus were subject to the approval of the Isthmian

Canal Cominission's engineers. The shipping weight of the

material furnished by the Pelton Watur-Wheel Co., includ-

ing the auxiliary electrical apparatus j)urchased by them

from the General Electric Co., was approximately 1,000

tons.

We are indebted for the foregoing particulars and illus-

trations to tlio courtesy of the (leiieral Electric Co., U.S.A.,

on whose behalf they were forwarded to us by the British

Thomson- Houston Co., Titd., of Rugby.

ELECTRICITY SUPPLIES FOR
KINEMATOGRAPHS.

By W. B. S.

As showing the magnitude of the kinematograph business,

it is estimated that there are over 6,000 picture houses in

Creat Britain, three times that number iu America, and
between 50,000 and 60,000 cinema shows in the world.

Even remote corners of Central Africa, India and China

have their picture houses. In Manchester there are 94,

Glasgow has 40, Liverpool 22, and even in a small town
like Selby, with 0,000 inhabitants, there are four cinema
houses. It is calculated also that in Britain, with its 6,000
picture theatres, employing more than 100,000 persons, over

^ million people visit these shows every week.

It is proposed in this article to deal briefly with a few of

the methods in general practice of obtaining a supply of

electricity for kinematograph lanterns, and to indicate some of

the arrangements adopted in theatres where the system and
pressure of supply from the public mains are not suitable for

running a single arc efficiently.

As the cost of electricity bears no small proportion to the

total running charges of a picture house, it is interesting,

from a financial point of view, to see how far the electricity

bill can be reduced by the installation of efficient electrical

plant. Neglecting the current required for the general

illumination of the interior and exterior of the house, and the

energy required for illuminated signs to attract the attention of

the public, all of which will depend on local conditions and
the enterprise of the promoters, it will be apparent that the

greatest savmg to be looked for ^viU be in connection with the

method of supply to the lantern.

For the proper striking and maintenance of an arc, it is

necessary to have an available drop in pressure of about 50
volts across the carbons. The strength of current required

depends on the projection (i.e., the distance from lantern to

screen), on the lens, the density of the films, and very often

on the skill of the operator. In one case 30 amperes may
be sufficient, while 60, 80, 100, or 150 amperes may be
necessary to give a clear picture in other cases. Coloured

films, being slightly denser, require a considerably greater

current than ordinary films.

In country places where no public supply of electricity is

available, gas-engine or oil-engine generating sets are

installed in preference to the older form of limelight. These
sets may serve the purpose of lighting the building in

addition to furnishing energy for the arc.

Gas-engine sets, either direct-coupled or belt-driven, have
been installed in many theatres, and the results obtained

quite justify their installation. The consumption of gas per

unit generated by the dynamo is 30 cb. ft., so that if gas is

sold at 2b. Od. per 1,000 cb. ft., the cost per unit generated is

in the neighbourhood of one penny, neglecting lubricating

oil and attendance.

With oil-engine sets the cost of running is greater, an
average price per unit generated with such a set being about
2d. with petrol at Is. Id. per gallon. Small direct-coupled

oil engine sets using petrol or paraffin may be had to suit

ihe purpose Ln country villages. The travelling cinema show

18 calen-d for by scviriil hriiis who have jxirtalili- oil i-ngine

sets costing about £16o comi)let/e witli engine, dynamo,
resistance, regulator, swiuhboard, oil-lank, circulating water

tank, itc, mounted on a four-wheeled truck suitable for

hand or horse haulage. The dynamo of this set is capable

of delivering a <urrent of 50 amperes at GO volts, but larger

sets may Ijc obUiined if desired.

Where a local authority gives a general supply of elec-

tricity it will be more economical and more convenient to

take energy from the supply mains. The supply presanre,

however, is usually nmch greater than the voltage necesaary

for the arc, so that some means of reducing the pressure

must be resorted to. Where the general supply is on the

direct-current system there are two methods of obtaining

the required voltage.

1. By the use of resistances, and
2. By using a motor-generator set or rotary converter.

Fig. 1 shows the connections of a series refiistance with

three steps giving 20, 40 or 60 amjieres. Allowing 50 volts

Fig. 1.

—

Series Resistance.

for the arc, the 60-ampere resistance coil should have an

ohmic resistance of

—

R = e/c = 200/60 = 3-4 ohms

for a 250-volt supply, and be capable of carrying this

current for six hours without becoming red hot. The
40-ampere coil should safely carry this current, but as it

will be used in series with the GO-ampere coil, its resistance

need only be—
R = EC = 200/40 = 5 - 3-4 = 1-6 ohm.

For the 20-ampere step, a coil having a resistance of

—

R = 200/20 = 10 - (3-4 -t- 1-6) = 5 ohms

has to be added, and may be made up of much smaller

gauge resistance wire than the other coils.

Fig. 2 is a diagram of connections for a parallel resist-

ance frame with selecting switches to give from 10 to

60 amperes, in stages of 10 amperes. The ohmic resistances

of the coils with this arrangement will be 7 ohms,

10 ohms and 20 ohms respectively for 30, 20 and 10-ampere

steps.

The waste of electrical energy in resistances is, however, a

heavy item, for, assuming a lantern to take 60 amperes at

Fig. 2.

—

Paballel Resistance.

50 volts, from a supply pressure of 250 volts, the energy

used per hour by lantern = 60 x 50/1,000 = 3 units.

The energy wasted per hour in resistance = 60 x

200/1,000 = 12 units, so that out of the total energy of

15 units per hour paid for, 80 per cent, is lost in the resist-

ance. The efficiency of conversion is therefore only 20 per

cent., and with higher supply pressures the efficiency

becomes proportionately smaller.

Almost every picture house supplied from public mains

has one or more motor-generators installed to more

efficiently convert the energy from the supply pressure to a

pressure suited to the arc in the lantern. The motor,

wound for any voltage, direct or alternating current, is

coupled to a generator giving the rec|uired pressure. The
saving eflfected by a motor-generator in the before-mentioned

example would be as follows :

—
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Assuming the motor to take 19 amperes at I'.OO volts,

while the generator delivers 60 amperes at 50 volts, the

—

p„. . Output OOxiiO 100
Efficiency *= -^ = x = fiH per cent.,

Input l!)x-'.50 1
'

so that out of a total of 4i} units paid for per hour, only

I4 units are lost in conversion. At 3d. per unit the cost

pr hour of using resistances in the example cited would be
3s. 9d., compared with Is. I'd. per hour with the motor-
generator system. Further reduction in running costs will,

of course, be effected where the supply authority allows a
reduced rate of charge for motor-generator supplies.

Fig. 3 gives the connections for a motor-generator system
with shunt motor, and compound-wound generator, h is

the line resistance to steady the current, and 11 is the shunt

being only two outer V>earing8. Klectrically the armatore
windings are in series, the fields of the motor and generator
being connected in parallel across the snpply voltage. The
motor field is a separatcly-excit«d shunt winding, but the
generator field, althou^'h also independently excited, ia

i rp-^N>-0-^VVW-

R, regulator
; 8, series winding ; L, line resistance.

Fig. 3.—Motok-Genebatoe Connections.

regulator to vary the generator voltage to give variations
in current to suit the particular film being passed through
the_ lantern. Some manufacturers of this type of plant
design the generator with a reverse compound winding to
give a drooping characteristic curve, as shown in curve A,
fig. 4. The object of the reverse winding is to cause a fall

in the pressure across the arc as the carbons are short
circuited, tTius obviating the use of the line resistance. It
is not advisable, therefore, to install a generator with a
winding such as this if the dynamo supplies a lighting load
in addition to the lantern. In such cases the compound
winding is designed to give an almost constant pressure at
all loads, as illustrated in curve b. Should the lighting
load be small in comparison with the current required for
the arc, the series coils oh the generator may be dispensed
with altogether, and the machine arranged to run as a
shunt dynamo, giving a characteristic curve, as shown in
curve 0, fig. 4.

To obtain a higher efficiency with motor-generator sets,

most of the manufacturers of this type of plant have adopted

Fig, 4.

—

Characteristic Curves.

a system of interconnecting the motor and generator wind-
ings, and these makers ciaini that the sets become more
automatic in operation by the use of the interconnected
windings. In the " Macfarlane " auto-converter—a diagram
of connections of which is shown in tig. 5—the set is made
up either as two separate machines i«oupled together, and
mounted on one bed-plate, or as two armatures on a common
shaft revolving within a single long field system, there

Fio. J.

—

Mackablake Auto-Cosvebteb.

opposed by a series winding carrying the dynamo current
(not the arc current). The arrangement outlined allows of
approximately constant current being obtained for the arc
for any value of resistance in the arc circuit (fig. f.), and
this is carried out by properly proportioning the values of
the shunt and the opposing series windings of the dynamo
field. The current flowing through both armatures supplies
the current for the arc, and if the carbons in the lantern
were to be short-circuited, only a current necessary to supply
the no-load losses of the set will be flowing from the supply
mains. At full load both armature windings are furnishing
a considerable portion of the load current to the arc, but on

SECOMDARV AMPERES

Fig. t!.—CruvE oy JIacfarlane Converter.

\ery light loads the two machines are acting as motors in

series. Hence, it is seen that the current in the dynamo
varies from u small \alue at light loads to a large value on
almost short-circuit conditions, and, therefore, "the oppos-
ing winding on the dynamo field is connected so that
it carries the dynamo current. If it is desired to have
a short circuit current not greater than, say, 80 ampen^s,
then the windings of thedyniuno must be such that on short
circuit the opposing .-series winding will wijie out entirely

the elTect of the fxn-maneut shunt winding, the proportion
between the two dill'erential windings Knng also so arranged
that when the normal full load current is taken by the ari>.

suflicicnt field is induced in the generator to give
the normal voltage i-eiiuired for the arc. The efficiency

of this converter varies from 70 to 80 jut cent, on full

load.

( '/'(' bi) coiicltukJ.)

Patent \|)|)Ii(:ition. — MKS.<Kt;. Sparkixc, Pli i;

Patents, Ltd., of Birmini;ham, are applyiiur for leave to amend
Patent No. 5,210 of l;i09, prautwl to Bernard Hopps for " Improre-
ments in and relatiuir to iirnition devices for internal combustion
engines." See onr advertisement pugee to-day.
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C0RRE8F0NDENCS.
Letters r«ceiv«d by ui aftfr 6 p.m. on Tukhday cannot appear until

th« following week. Corretpttndttntt should forward thrir communi-
catUnu at th.« earliftt postible ntomt^nt. Ao letter can bn pvhlished
unleti w« kai-e tht writxr'i nam« and addreti m our poueirUm.

Central Testing Ins^titiitlon.

I biive reed with interest the recent comnaunications

from Mr. Wortlinghaui ;iiul from Mr. Dana Pierce, electrical

engineer of the Underwriters' J laboratories of Chicago, in

connection witli the position of British electrical appliances

in the Canadian market, and a testing institution for

electrical appliances.

I would like to draw attention to one or two essentials in

connection with such a proposed testing institution.

It will hardly suffice to establish an institution along the

lines indicated by Mr. AVordioghani, if such a testing

institution is not in a position to enforce its decrees, and
compel all electrical accessories manufacturers and the

trade in general to install only tested and approved appli-

ances in a proper manner.
The Underwriters (fii-e insurance companies) of the

United States and Canada have established and maintained

their own laboratories in Chicago, and all these companies
co-operate in enforcing the rules and regulations of their

electrical committee, who are in turn guided by the tests of

electrical devices by their laboratories. We have here

definite conditions rciiuisite for the proper testing and con-

trol of electrical devices which do not appear to exist in

(Ireat Britain.

Manufacturers of electrical goods will not in all cases

submit their materials for tests, nor will the trade be

restrained from selling or installing any appliances which
may not have been tested or ajiproved by this central test-

ing bureau, unless there is some definite power, either

liovernmental, municipal or private interest, to positively

enforce their decrees. Some combination, such as the Fire

Underwriters, having direct commercial gain and loss in-

volved in, and dependent upon, the correct use of thoroughly

safe electrical appliances, tested and approved by their own
or some authorised bureau, would appear to be necessary.

Safe electrical appliances and their proper installation

have a direct bearing on the fire risks of any building, and
the U.S.A. insurance companies realising this, have estab-

lished a definite set of conditions which require that only

those electrical appliances which have been tested and
approved by their own laboratories shall be installed, and
that the installation shall be completed in accordance with
their electrical committee's rules— all before any permission
is given for the installation to be connected up and any
insurance authorised.

If the insurance under irriters of Great Britain could co-

operate in the same manner as the underwriters of the United
States and Canada have done, and establish their own test-

ing bureau, they couM justify the expense involved by the
increased safety in fire risks secured. It would seem that
the underwriters are in the position where it would be to

their interests not only to initiate, but to undertake the full

establishment of, such a testing bureau andjthe classification

and approval of all desirable electrical appliances along the
lines of the Underwriters' Laboratories in Chicago, whose
rules extend over Canada, and have conflicted with many
English electrical appliances.

Atlantic.
Aiiiiust \bll), 191 1.

Electrical Engineers and the War.
lieferring to your editorial remarks on the above subject,

I should like to remark that ujiwards of 40 replies had
reached me from all parts of the country with offers of help
before the I.E.E. had taken action.

However, within two hours of my receiving the par-
ticulars of the I.E.E. scheme I called on Mr. P. F. Rowell,
and handed to him about a score of replies which had reached
me. To those who were members of the Institution replies

had been sent, but in a letter to me Mr. Rowell remarked :

—

" In regard to thos8 who are not meinbers, I do not feel

justified in inviting them to fill in these forms, and if,

therefore, you sliould send them any of the forms now gent

to you, 1 should Ije obliged if you would request each one to

give the name of a responsible person to whom reference may
be made if necessary." I have acted as requested.

It is apparent to all that overlapping is detrimental to

organisutiou work, hence I enclose au I.E.E. f<jrm in my
replies to any query reaching me, feeling sure that any effort

of mine will not be taken as an attempt to gain notoriety.

( am satisfied to know that I first proposed the above

organisation.

\\. Ellerd-Stjles.

Leytonstone, N.E., Awjusl \Mh, ^>^\\.

The following is a copy of a letter addressed to me from

the War Office, and may be of interest :

—

War Office, London, S.W.
Auijust U;ili, 1914.

Sir,—With reference to your letter dated the 'Jth inst. asking if

the services of trained men drawn from all branches of the
electrical engineerinfr will be accepted, I am commanded by the

Army Council to express their sincere thanks for the generous
and patriotic offer.

The Army Council are, however, of opinion that all the enereif s

of the country should at present be directed to the raieinf; of the new
army of 100,000 men, and they regret that until this haj been
accomplished they are unable to avail themselves of the services

loyally offered.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

B. P. CUBITT.

There is no reason why we should not organise and

prepare.

W. Ellerd-Styles.

Leytonstone, Am/iisi 18M, 1014.

Mysterious Bebarionr of a Generating Set.

Referring to Mr. Wood's experience with his 750-kw.

turbo-generator— the behaviour of the machine is not quite

so extraordinary as the behaviour of the attendant.

It was obvions that the connections had not changed
themselves over, and therefore it was quite wrong to inter-

fere with these.

I should think that the trouble was due to the instability

of the exciter at low voltages, as would be the case if the

set were designed to work in conjunction with both exciter

and alternator rheostats.

If the main field rheostat was short-circuited, the

alternator regulation being obtained by changing the voltage

across the exciter, if., by means of the exciter rheostat, the

straight part of the exciter characteristic would be reached,

when the exciter voltage would fall to practically zero.

This would mean that the alternator field (also the exciter

field which can be neglected) would suffer a sudden reduc-

tion in field current, and the induced voltage would dis-

charge itself through the exciter, the elTect being to reverse

the po'arity of the latter.

To bring the polarity back to normal, run the set np
with reverse polarity with the main field rheostat short-

circuited, then put in exciter resistance until the exciter

voltage falls to the critical point, when the field discharge

would right the polarity.

To avoid any occurrence of this trouble, the exciter

should be made stable by putting liners behind the poles,

or a simpler method would be to short-circuit the last

steps of the exciter rheostat, so as to make it impossible to

reach the critical point. This would mean that a further

reduction in main field current would have to be effected

by means of the main field rheostat.

W. H. D.

Manchester, August 17th, 1914.

" Too 01(1 at Forty."

The age limit of 40, and the few exceptional cases in

which it is graciously extended to 45, as we see by the

advertisements, is becoming a matter of much concern among
all branches of the engineering trade. In times of peace it

is only now and again possible for anyone to obtain a posi-

tion when he has passed the age of i'>. And now, during
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the war, the Goveroment seems only t(i employ men under
the above age. Yet we are told there is a gr.^at need for

skilled workmea I I give two instances this week where
the age limit was passed, but the wage limit maintained.

One of these was offered to me at .ibs. per week of seven

shifts of 10 hours each, all extra time as required to be

thrown in. There was no limit to the number of hours, but
you might be required to work above and beyond the

stipulated condition. The second was at .'ids. per week,
and I was to take charge of station, seven shifts, and to

undertake to work all hours necessary to maintain a regular

supply. The engineer said that he preferred a man of 2:>,

because he could grind a valve bettor than older and more
e.vperienced men. I leave this to the judgment of your
readers. The latter position is now advertised, and the
wages offered are 35s., with an age limit of 32. Let me
give another experience in time of peace, when conditions were
normal. I was selected for a position at £150 a year,

although no age limit was fixed. I was asked what
number of shares I would take if appointed.

Now, Sir, we over the age limit, in good health, are
anxious to assist our country, but, until better condi-
tions prevail, we are helpless. We not only see our gallant

soldiers, including our own sons, in the fighting line,

but th? best of our trade goes to other countries. I suppose
one reason for young unmarried men being preferred is

because they can exist upon a wage of 253. to 353. per week.
If this state of affairs is permitted and encouraged, where
are the reinforcements of willing men to come from ?

Those who benefit, I think, are chiefly private employers.
It is, I think, a rare thing to find either a director or
m mager in Municipal and Government work under the age
of 45. Inexperienced men in authority are mostly
re<pDnsible for this system of sweating, and the sooner
expsrieace gained by age and work is recognised, the better

the country will be able to continue its industries without
stoppage, under all circumstances over which we have no
control. Such a recognition would be a great blessing to

men over 45, not only to engineers, but to those of all

clashes. Many of us are strong, fully able to do all the work
r&]uired, and with a richer and riper experience than we had
f.irmerly. I trust those over the age limit will think better
of their behaviour towards us and give us the opportunity
to prove our worth at the wage which is necessary for

mirried men. We hear much of patriotism. Why should
strong, able-bodied, skillel men in a time of emergency,
be refused an opportunity of employment P They are at
least as patriotic as the rest of their countrymen.

A. E. Short.
London, N., Aiigml \-tli, I'Jll.

Manufacture of Carbons.

I should be very much obliged if you or any of your
readers could refer me to any publication or printed matter
relating to the manufacture of arc lamp carbons or
electrodes.

Carbonc.
AiiiiHxl 17 //i, 11114.

The War and Trade.

There are many evidences of a tendency on the part of
purchasers (by no means the smallest) to take advantage of
lansos in their contracts to suspend and delay work on

iu'count of the war ; and the members of this Association,
who employ tens of thousands of working men, are already
s) aflected in respect of contracts representing over aniillioli

pounds sterling.

Should such suspension and delay become at all the
cimrron practice, the result, for working men, would be
disastrous.

One of the primary duties of every IJritisher at tlie

present moment is to maintain employment as far as ever
possible

; and my Council desire to appeal for the prompt
and sympathetic consideration of this question by all present
or prospecti\e purchasers of electrical go<ids, and goods used
in connection with electrical work.

Our own Government, by common con.sent, has set an
excellent example, financially and otherwise, and has given
every assurance towards allaying traders' fears.

The Colonial Governments have done tlie same ; notably
the Australian Government, who have publicly exhorted
their own importers to keep up and eit«nd trade with
Britain, recognising at once the extremely important iBsne
involved, both now and in the future.

On behalf of the Council of this Association, I commend
this matter to your earnest consideration.

F. R. Davenport,
Chairman of Cmmc'd, The British Electrical and AUttH

Manufacturers' Attociation.

London, W.C., Awjtist \Aih, 19U.

THE WAR AND THE ELECTRICAL
INDUSTRY.

OUE correspondent in the Yorkahire West Riding eends ng the
following as the result of special inquiries :

—

It would be difficult to find any other trade in the Yorkahire
textile district in which the war has occasioned less disturbance
than in the electrical industry, if it is reg:arded in total. The
sources of raw material are, of course, restricted. In some small
measure skilled labour has been called to the fighting: front, bnt
the withdrawal has been mainly of unskilled labour, which could
be replaced without any great difficulty. Credit has to be extended
somewhat, but is not materially shaken. Work in progress is

delayed, and for the home market many orders are snepended
indefinitely, but the way that orders are coming in is surprising, and
indicates in a remarkable fashion the confidence which the British
people have in the future of this country, notwithstanding the
perils of the time, and the feeling everywhere outside of the
enemy's territory that Great Britain is standing on an immovable
basis.

The largest of the electrical manufacturing place* in this
district are now working night and day in full shifts. There is
no prospect of any diminution of that activity, and though even
the first call of the country for Reserves—those on the Naval
Reserve—took many labourers from the test beds and other
departments, the deficiency was soon made up. Inquiries are
coming in practically as freely as before, and new orders are fully
three-fourths of what might have been expected at this time of
the year if peace conditions had prevailed. Of course, there
will be certain limitations, particularly in the nearest
market, that of the textile West Riding itself. Further
electrification of textile mills is not within reasonable probability
at present, for the staple industry of this district has been badly
hit by the war. It sends goods to Oermany in normal times in
heavy quantities, particularly of yam. and Germany owe* it a
great deal of money, as to the chances of ever getting which, per-
haps, the less said the better. For want of the money due by
foreign countries, mill developments must be arrested in s very
large measure indeed. The only textile mills which are busv are
those working on khaki. Of the others it is a gruesome fact that
all who can do so are turning their attention to the production of
black goods. Then, again, Corporations realise that their possi-
bilities of rate laying: must be contracted, and are now restricting
their electrical orders to the narrowest possible limits, so that
developments in this direction may be much restricted. Pir.nntra,
there are the possibilities arising from the activity of those indus-
tries engaged upon goods required in the war. the number of
which, presumably, will make an ever-widening circle until peAce
is declared. And also it would be like shipping coals to Newcastle
to remind observers of the fact that German competition in
respect of anything in this country is ended for the present.
A projio.-t of this point, however, the extent to which orders placed
in Germany before the outbreak of the war have failed in execu-
tion, and are never likely to be executed now, is a material con-
sideration. There is, for example, the ingtanoe of the turbo-
alternator ordered by the Bradford Corporation from a German
firm a few months ago at a cost of about £10.000, and not
delivered. War, or no war, the Bra»lford Corporation must have
that machinery—the ordering of which from Germany, it will be
remembered, roused such indignant protest from manufacturers
in this country—and in all human probability Germany will never
supply it. In regard to a host of orders, German competition
has ceased not only prospectively but lotrospcctively ; and though
the cheap Belgian stiael and German copjier will no longer be avail-
able to the English electrical mannfactnrers, and the cost of such
raw materials will probably go up 20 per cent, or more, the consumer
will have no option but to pay.

Whilst on a balance of gain and loss the t<it,il effect of the war
on the home market is expected to be somewhat restrictive, and
the distributors in that market are rstther anxious as to the effects

of increased prices and long credit and doubtful solvency in the
cases of some of their local customers the brightest hopes are
entertained of the over-sea trade so long as the British Fleet can
continue to render the magnificent service that it had been doing
for the nation up to the time of the writing of these notes. The
extent to which German competition had cut out Uritish business
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in foreipn and colonial raarketa had not been quite fully realised here

before the outbreak of war led people to exainiue the poaition rather

more oloBely, and now it ie taken for t,'rant«d that, tirst, by effect

of the actual Buspenaion of production in Germany, and the

practical, if not complete, paralyuiH of iihippint; from Germany,

and later, on account of the worldwide sentiment of resentment

atfainst the Gorman nation and the universal injury inflicted by

its plunge into war, the competition from the Fatherland will be

ineffective for a lonit time to come. It is pointed out that there

is absolutely nothing in the electrical industry for which the

world is dependent upon Germany or which cannot be supplied by

British makers ;
and, therefore, so far as the open sea

routes are concerned there should be no diminution of demand,

but merely a concentration of reiiuirements upDn the

bjoks of British and American makers, with a large part

of this increment comiuK the way of this country. Especially is

the benefit in this direction expected to be derived from Canada

and Australia, which hitherto have been largely supplied by

Germany. Dne of the largest merchant bayers of Canada said to a

traveller from this dictrict, leas than a month ago :
" There is

absolutely no chance of your doing business here. We are fixed

up with a large German house who give first-class supplies and

excellent deliveries, and we are fully contracted up with them for

several years." And now that is all a thing of the past. In

dynamos almost the whole of the trade below 1 H.v. has liaen done

by the Germans, and that has been a tremendous handicap to the

smaller English firms which will now hi removed.

The Yorkshire electrical machinery makers are, indeed, alreidy

inundated with applications for places on the staffs by people who
have been representinjf the V> erman houses in this country, and

recognise that their occupation has gone.

The only thing needed, in the judgment of the electrical people

whom our correspondent has seen with reference to the matter, is

the maintenance of confidence anJ credit, and in this part of

the country, at any rate, there are no fears. A little fright on the

part of one or two of the local banks in the first days after war

broke out, has been quite overcome. It was due chiefly to the fact

that the textile trade is so largely run on the basis of bills. Now
that the Government have arranged to biok the Bank of England

in dealing with bills, confidence is fully re-established hereabouts.

Sufficient assurances have been given by customers as to pay-

ment ; and orders for electrical machinery and appliances are being

taken freely without it being considered necessary to improve any

abnormal conditions at all.

A few words only in conclusion need be said in regard to labour

and employment. There does not appear at present to be the

remotest fear of short time ; but if diminution of labaur should

become necessary the general intention throughout the textile

district of the West Riding is to keep all men going and so dis-

tribute the wage loss evenly over the staffs. Very little skilled

labour has been withdrawn from the electrical industry for active

service, either on our side or the enemy's. The great exodus of

Germans from Bradford and Leeds related almost wholly to the

textile houses. It is not too much to say, therefore, that so far

as the industry in this district is concerned, there has been abso-

lutely no loss of human efficiency that could not at once be made
good.
Our correspondent finds nothing but optimism among the repre-

sentatives of the industry in this district in conjunction with a

pronounced wonder and thankfulness that, on the face of things,

affairs look so well under such a trying test, and praise is being

lavished upon the Government in respect of the measures which
it has taken for securing public safety and averting public panic.

output of 7,iOu KW.,»nd net prufitaof £lao,UiXi a y^ar. Acixjrding

to Prof. KoUert, of Chemnitz, with a hot-junctiui temperature of

:ti;9* C, falling to 56- at the cold junction, the k ii r. of a single

a, b, electrodes; e, k, >i

c, d, auxiliary plates ;

insulation ; h, i, I, clamping pin, i<c.

;

r, heating tube ; 3, 3, element piles.

FiQS. 1 A; 2.

—

Marschall Thebmo-Electeic Gesebatob.

cell wasO'077 volt, and with a current of 282 amperes the p.d. was
0H2 volt, the internal resistince, therefore, being 0'00127 ohm

and the useful output per cell 1102 watts.

Electric Urive in the Baliery.

In the bakery business, where it is impossilile to secure too good a

production of the manufactured article, the regular and uniform
driving of the machinery, especially in the preparation of dough,

is of the utmost importance. Fig. 3 shows two Vickera motors,

each of 15 H.P., operating a large dough mixer and a machine
specially designed for the cutting up of dough Into biscuit form,

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES. FITTINGS
AND PLANT.

A Thermo-Electric Generator.

An apparatus has been devised by J Mabschall, of Dresden,

with fi view to overcoming the difficulties hitherto experienced

in the thermo-electric generation of electricity and to making the

system practicable on a fairly large scale. The Marschall
" thermo-column "' consists of an aggregate of flat cells shaped as

shown in fig. 1 ; the inner ends of the elements, which are heated,

are metallically cemented together by electrolysis, while the outer

ends of unlike elements of adjacent cells make contact with one

another and carry metal cooling vanes. The cells are bolted

together in groups, which are nested round a central heating

tube as in fig. 2, and the whole is enclosed in a casing through
which air is circulated to cool the exposed ends, whilst highly-

heated gases pass through the heating tube. Solid fuel may be

used, burnt in an external furnace, or oil or producer gas. The
cells are connected up in series or parallel-series according to the

voltage required.

The positive electrode is composed of a special alloy and the

negative of an alloy of copper and nickel, stamped in the form of

a plate. Mica or asbestos separates the two electrodes of each cell.

In an experimental apparatus 800 cells were employed, in groups

of five. The external dimensions were 2 m. X 065 m. X r35 m.
high. It is stated that the consumption of fuel was 2 5 kg. of

lignite per KW.-hour, costing '7d., and the apparatus is said to have
cost £32 IOb. per KW. of output to manufacture. Starting from
these fignree, the promoters buUd up estimatw showing a yearly

-\ICKERS MOTOBS IN A BaKERY.

and delivering same to the ovens ready for baking. A smaller

Vickers motor of 7J H.P. is also to be found in another part of the

premises.

Each control gear set is of the Vickers well-known double-

automatic panel type, with 100-ampere double-pole ironclad switch

and fuse, and an ironclad three-way d.p. distribution box, for use

in connection with the motors. All the apparatus is suitable for

use on a 460-volt circuit.
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The motors and Bwitchgrear are installed on the premiiies of the

Far-Famed Cake Co . Ltd., Bromley-by-Bow, and the whole o( the

installation and wiring work was carried out by Messrs. J. B.

Mark A: Co., of 53, Victoria Street, S.W.

Wotan Traction Lamps.

MES.SUS. Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd., Tyasen Street.

DaUton, have been enga^red in the production of lamps for traction

purposes for the past five or six year?, and their tantalum traction

lamps have been used on all the principal tramways and electric

railways. They have now introduced a new Wotan helical traction

lamp with a spiralised filament rarried on a spider in the usual

Siemens manner, but instead of beinif wound up and down, as has

been the case previously, the spider is arranged eo that equal

The reeds are carefully calibrated for every ioBtrnment aent out,

and "speed, reed length" curves supplied with each vibrometer.
In taking readings it is necessary to tune antil a mazimam

amplitude of reed vibration is obtained, and the instrument i«

constructed so that it can be turned about both it« vertical and
horizontal axes until this is foand, the angles in each case being
indicated on scales provided.

With turbines which are only out of static or knife-edge balance,
the vibration will he in a plane at ricrht angle? to the shaft, and
the maximum will usually be found when the top of the instra-
ment is leaning outwards from the shaft at an angle of 10 lo 15'

to the vertical.

With some macbioes out of dynamic balance the maximum
resultant vibration is not in a plane at right angles to the shaft

Fig. (.—Wotan Traction Lamp.

lengths of filament are carried vertically and horizontally. By this

means neighbouring lengths of filament do not run parallel to each

other, as with the existing method, which is liable to cause twisting

or short-circuit of the filaments owing to vibration, but are set at

right angles, and no bend is greater than a right angle. In prac-

tice, therefore, it is impossible to obtain a short circuit even under

the moat violent jars or vibration, and the lamp is equally strong

when used in any potition. The new arrangement accounts for a

considerably increased spherical candle-power, as the light given is

practically uniform in all directions other than the cap-end. The
distance between the top and bottom supports of the spider is in

no case greater than
J

in., in order to provide the lamp with a

mechanical supporting strength hitherto unobtained, and it is

practically impossible to break the filament or stem without

breaking the glass of the bulb.

Most exhaustive tests have been carried out on these lamps
under severe artificial conditions of vibration and on rolling-

Btook in use, and with every satisfaction.

Tlic FiiUarton Vibrometer.

The above instrument has been introduced by Messrs. Kelvin,
Bottom i.KY & Bairp, Ltd., of 16, Cambridge Street, Glasgow, to

enable the engineer to measure the comparative intensity of vibra-

tion of running machinery from time to time. As with a large

machine vibrating, everything about it is also in a state of vibra

tion, an instrument is required which can be securely attached to

the machine itself, and which will vibrate with it and operate

independently of any fixed point.

The Fullarton Vibrometer is light (weighing 1 1 lb.), rigidly

built, and so constructed that it can ba easily attaoheil to turbines,

generators and such plant.

Fig. 5 shows a complete instrument ready for use. 1 1 consists

of a frame c, with a spanner-shaped arm A suitable for clamping

to the machine.
The frame carries a vibrating reed R, of Hat metal, of known

uniform thickness, clamped at the bottom ii, while the carrier

body on which the frame moves is provided with a spring-jaw K,

embracing the reed and forming the base about which it vibrates.

By manipulating the screw p, the free end of the reed is altered in

length and " tuned." A millimetre scale on the side of c gives the

free vibrating length of the reed, while the amplitude of vibration

is measured on a moving scale <J at the top of the sliding frame.

Dififerent thicknesses of reeds may bo used tor different speeds, and

it is evident that the instrument may be used as a frequency

indicator, or as a check on speed indicators attached to the machine.

Fig. ."i.—The Fdllarton Vibrometer.

and the instrument must be turned in a horizontal plane to adjust

for this.

The vibrometer is claimed to provide a ready means of investi-

gating vibration prjb'.eins in high-speed rotary plant ; folded away
neatly in a case, the weight complete is :i lb.

WAR ITEMS.

Owing to the unsettlsd conditions due to the war, the GrxKBAL
Electric Co., Ltd., inform ua that they find it necessary to

withdraw all outstanding quotations and speaial term?, and may
be prevented from adhering to guarantees with respect to deliveries.

All their factories are being kept open, and large stocks are avail-

able.

TheWai.sall Electrical Co., Ltd., have had to withdraw

all outstanding quotations owing to the rise in price of ra»

material.

Messr.s. a. p. Lisdukri; ^V: Sons write pointing out that they

are not dependent on Continental snpplios ; they have no factoring

interests, and are essenlially an K.iglish intinnfscturing firm of

over :i2 years' standing. Tnoir senior partner is a naturali!«t1

Engli.-hman of .^A-cdi^'h birth, who has re^ideil in this c^Mintry for

over "lO years : the junior partners are London born, the sympa-

thies of the firm are entirely British, and their capital is all

invested in this country.

Mu. John Tknorkich, of the Pondreich Electrical Firm, Edin-

burgh, begs to announce that his addre<s is as follows ;—S25.">11

,Iohn I'ondreich, Army Service C .rps, on the Staff of Supply OtRoer,

Divisional Troops. ;!rd Division, British Expeditionary Force, in

France or Bflgium,
Messrs. II. Habt.ibn & Co,, state that theirs is a British firm,

of which the sole partner is an Englishman born ; the name alone

is of foreign (Norwegian') origin.

A fund for the relief of dependants of tramway and electric

supply men who arc called on service has been established by about

to tramway and eleotrioal companies in the British Klev-trical

Federation. U provides for the companies subscribing an amount

ctjuil to the total contributions made by the employcts who remain

at work. The contributions of the companies will not l)e le.ss than

;<d. per week in respect of every man in their employment.
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Owin^ to the war the Dartford coal contract for the r.l».C.

electricity worka hoH been declared off. The Council has authoriHed

the Electricity and Tramwaya Committee to purcbaae auppliea as

may be ueceBuary.

Messks. II. WlG<ilN \ Co., Ltd., of Birmintfhain and HheCBeld,

announce that owin); to the increased price of raw materials they

have been compelled to advance the price of German ailver by

Id. per lb. all round, with the exception of out out and stamped
blanks.

Thk VoBKSHiBK Elkctric PowKii Co. have made i;eneroas

arrangements for helping the wivrs and children of Reservists

employed by them and who have been called up for service.

Mkssbs. Bkown JcCo., of Waterloo Sawmills, Glasgow, announce
that owing to the (var, which is causing the cessation of shipping

from ports, timber and other raw materials are not forthcoming,

and as stoi:ke in the district are exceptionally low and prices

high, they are obliged to intimate an advance on present

prices. Advances may continue from time to time owing to

circumstances.

The HoFi'MANN M.\ni i'ACTUbing Co., liTK., of Chelmsford,
Essex—an entirely British concern—is workmg at full pressure.

Although the staff has been considerably depleted by the " Call to

Arms," matters have been swiftly ailjusted, no that there will

be no delay in execution of bearings orders in hand, many of

which are for contractors to the Admiralty and War Office.

The iNDiA-RuiiBER, GuTTA Pekcha and Teleqbai'H Wobks
Co., Ltd, of Silvertown, have decided to pay half wages to the

wives or dependants of all employia called up, throughout the

period of their service with the forces, and, in addition, to find

employment for them on their return.

The directors of Mksshs. Ibbotson Bros. & Co., Ltd., steel manu-
facturers, of Sheffield, are asking their shareholders to sanction the

expenditure of £10,000 for providing for the needs of wives and
families of employC-s serving in the war.

National Relief (Prince of Walks') Fund.—At a meet-
ing of the City of London Committee at the Mansion House,
on August 11th, the following resolution was unanimously
passed :

—"That this Committee, called by the Right Hon. the

Lord Mayor to consider the question of distress arising from the
state of war, urgently and respectfully appeals to all employers of

labour in the City of London to do their utmost to avoid distress

by providing whole or part employment for their employes."

As might have been expected, merchants and manufacturers in

the Ignited States have not been slow to recognise that they have
the chance of a lifetime to secure large business in markets which
they could not ancceasfuUy enter previously. The New York
correspondent of the Times, in alluding to the matter, says that the
vast supplies required by the belligerent nations can be more readily

obtained in America than elsewhere, as they will be free both to

produce and ship goods. This, it is considered, should afford

American business houses generally an exceptional opportunity for

increasing their trade, especially in South American countries,

by capturing a large part of that heretofore enjoyed by Germany.
To this end official information is being promptly prepared for the
guidance of American manufacturers, exporters and others,

showing the extent of the commercial and financial dependence of
South America upon Europe. It is urged, however, by those in
authority that any such steps should be taken on the basis

of assisting South America, that is with a view to securing
immediate benefit rather than capturing permanent trade con-
nections.

The Times says :

—
" Over 100 mills in the Welsh tinplate trade,

which has Swansea as its centre, are being re-started, and this will
give direct employment to over 5,000 men, and indirectly to many
more. With competition from Germany eliminated, a boom in the
Welsh tinplate trade is expected. Prices have already risen."

Sir Alsebnon Fibth is reported as follows in an interview
recorded in the Daily Teleqrajjh :

—"Very shortly there will be
nothing to prevent our export trade, except to the Continent of
Europe, going full speed ahead, and, if I have any suggestion to
make as to the direction our activities should take, it would be
that we should seek out where the Germans have been doing busi-
ness up to the present, and take it from them. On this point, the
statistics of exports from the German Empire, as published in our
Blue Books, are worth careful study, and I intend shortly to issue

a statement on this subject through the Association of Chambers
of Commerce." Sir Algernon said that the future was full of
hope. The Government, aided by the best men of both parties,

had done marvellously weU in dealing with a situation of unpre-
cedented difficulty and magnitude, and it was for our traders now
to go ahead with confidence and courage.
With reference to the important movement now on foot to

render this country and some other largo markets lesa dependent
npon German manufactures, the Standard says that London
business men are planning a well organised campaign to this end.
We hope that British electrical manufacturers will take full note
of what is being done in this general trade connection, and en-
deavour to follow it out in connection with our own particular indus-
try. The scheme has been initiated by th'J National Patriotic Asso-
ciation, which exists primarily to prevent distress and assist recruit-

ing, and which soon discovered that many British wholesale firms
were at a standstill, as they could not obtain the (Jerman-made
goods in which they dealt. The Association thereupon set itself

to put these firms into touch with English manufacturers,
and this plan has already met with great success. Inr-

portant daily conferences have been taking place at 32, St.

Paul's Churchyard, E.G., between importers and manufacturers.
The former put on the table samples of the goods they have been
getting from across the North Sea. and state the price they have

been paying. The British mannfacturers then iliciusa with them
whether we in England cannot step in and take liermauy'n place.

Where thin is assured the threatened unemployment is, of course, at

an end. What may prove finally of much more importance, ia the
hope that during the war we may grow U!>ed tu making goods on
the German system, and thus obtain a grip on the world's commerce
which Germany will never in the future be able to force us ti

release. In the opinion of many well qualified to speak, the
present war will largely solve the problem of unemployment in

this country. This is. of course, only if buaineM men here grasp
the opportunity that now presents itself.

Sir George Pragnell, the chairman of the Aasociation, is reported
thus :

—
" Now is the opportunity for our manufacturers to get

together to study German samples, prices, and methods in order
that our own factories shall in future make the goods which we
have hitherto obtained from Germany. Our own manufacturers
should carry the war into the enemy's commercial camp, and so

secure a large proportion of German trade all over the world.
German manufacturers have closed their works, and it will be a
long time before their factories are open again and their travellers

in a position to take orders. We have now the finest possible

opportunity to secure that buainess, and so find employment for

every British man and woman. What the Germans can do we can
do if we rise to the occasion. \\'e must put down new machinery,
and utilise new methods in order tc secure the German
trade."

The London Chamber of Commerce, through a special Committee
of experts, has been considering a number of problems relating to

contracts in war time, and it has issued a circular to its members
respecting some of these. They relate to liability for war riaks

under c.i.f. contracts, the limitations in regtird to dealing with the
subjects of alien enemiea, paymenta due by British firms to alien

enemies, the legality or otherwise of making oontracta with alien

enemies, the legality or otherwise of completing during war con-
tracts entered into with alien enemiea during time of peace, &a.

A correspondent, writing to the Xear East under the title " Elec-

trical Goods in Turkey," says ;

—
" Turkey has for long been a large

purchaser of German wares, particularly those required for illu-

minating purposes. Included among them are all varieties

of electric lamps and fittings, gas apparatus, and incandescent
mantles of all descriptions, for which there has been an increasing

demand in the Ottoman Empire for 10 or more years. A report
recently issued by the French Chamber of Commerce at Constanti-
nople points out that, with the exception of the competition of
France, Germany has enjoyed practically a monopoly in the supply
of electric and gas requisites for lighting purposes. Indent
agents in Turkey and the Near East are cosmopolitan in their

business ideas and business methods. They are just as anxious to

fill orders for British as for German manufacturers if terms are
anything like equal. We have authority for stating that some of

our home manufacturers at least are reveraing this, and that
within three months Turkish buyers particularly will have price

liats and catalogues printed—in their own language—which will

convince them that England is still the workshop of the world,

with resources even superior to those of the country with which
she is now at war.

"

It is stated that a Territorial while guarding the Metropolitan
line near Royal Oak Station was knocked down by a train. He
was seriously burned by contact with the live electric rail, and
died soon afterwards.

The Time.t reporta that the Institution of Mechanical Engineers
has offered the use of the vacant top floor (of the extension build-

ing) free of charge during the continuance of the war for the
administrative purposes of the Prince's Fund. The offer has bees
accepted, but the Institution has been asked (and it has agreed)

to allow the rooms to be used by the Office of Works for the pur-

pose of accelerating the designs and specifications for many public
works which it is intended to put in hand as quickly as possible,

in order to give employment.

The Commercial Intelligence Department of the Board of Trade,

73, Basinghall Street, E C, places itself freely at the disposal of

British manufacturers in their efforts to capture German and
Austrian foreign trade. The Department invites importers of

articles from these countries to afford particulars of their precise

nature and quality, in order that steps may be undertaken to

ascertain whether similar goods can be produced in this country,

and if so, where ; or if not, from what neutral sources they can be

obtained.

We welcome the promptitude of the Board of Trade in proceeding

with a campaign to assist and supplement the efforts of British

manufacturers and traders to take advantage of the present oppor-

tunity to establish themselves in foreign and Colonial markets in

branchea of trade which have hitherto been largely in the hands
of their German, Austrian or Hungarian rival?. On Wednesday
morning we received a number of documents and pamphlets,

forming part of a series of similar monographs on special groups
of trade?, which the Board's Commercial Intelligence Branch is

issuing in pursuance of this scheme, to British Chambers of Com-
merce, Trade Associations, and also direct to a large number of

British manufacturers and merchants. The trades dealt with in

the memoranda already issued are :—Cutlery, iron and steel wire,

hollow-ware (enamelled or tinned), woollen and worsted piece

goods, and cotton hosiery (stockings and socks).

The next instalment was to be issued in the course of Wednes-
day, covering electrical machinery and appliances, and ;^itpn

prints. Memoranda on a number of other trades, intflmfling,

among others, furniture, pottery, paper, clothing, chemicals and
dyea, certain classes of machinery, boots and shoes, gloves, and
certain classes of iron and steel, will be issued in rapid snooession.
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Everybody reoORniees how important the matter is from the point
of view of preservinfr continuity of employment for our induBtrial
population, to say nothingf of the possible ultimate gain to British
overseas trade. We understand that the issue of the circulars and
memoranda is only the first step. The Director of the Commercial
Intelligence Branch will be ready to receive and answer personal and
written inquiries for further information with repfard to particular
trades and markets. The Board of Trade is also obtaining information
through H.M. Trade Commissioners and Consular officore as to the
commercial and financial situation in the Dominions and foreign
markets, and particulars on this subject will be circulated in the
course of a few days for the guidance of British exporters.
We hope that the eiectrical trades will take advantage to the
full of this timely co-operation on the part of the Board of
Trade.

It has been decided to postpone the Shipping, Engineering and
Machinery Exhibition (Olympia), which was to have been held
in September and October, to a period between July 13th and
September Hth, 1915, which will be fixed in consultation with the
Hall authorities in the beginning of 1915. The Executive Com-
mittee placed before the exhibitors two alternatives, one for the
postponement aa above, and another for cancellation of Exhibition
on certain conditions. A laree majority of the exhibitors agreed
to the postponement of the Exhibition to next year.

Messbs. Marples & Le.vch inform us that there appears to be
an impression that the Adnil Electric Co., Ltd., are soltly dependent
for their supplies upon German manufacturers, and they request

us to reassure the trad3 on this pjint. Their Century motors are
manufactured by the Century Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo., U.S.A.

;

of their wide range of electric fans a large proportion emanates
from America, and their patent Beedle blade exhaust fans (a.o.

and D.c.) are, and always hive been, of Eaglish manufacture
throughout. The firm have arranged to hold a good stock of

British-made motors and dynamos.

The Belgian Minister in London has opened a fund to relieve the
distressed families of the Belgian soldiers now in the field, who are

gallantly defending their country against an unprovoked attack,

and to afford help to the sick and wounded. In making this appeal
to the British Public, the Belgian Minister feels sure he can count
upon their sympathy in Belgium's hour of need. Contributions
may be sent to the Belgian Legation, 15, West Halkin Street, S.W.,

or to Louis Godohanx, President of the Belgian Chamber of Com-
merce in London, 155, Fenchurch Street, E.C., marked " Belgian
Relief Fund." All contributions will be acknowledged through the
Public Ledijer,

Germany ha? been exporting over £27,000,000 of goods per

annum to Brazil, Argentina and Chile. A writer in the Globe

suggests that manufacturers whose travellers have been diverted

from the Continental countries engaged in the war, might con-

aider the desirability of utilisirg their services wherever possible

on ground hitherto worked by the travellers of the big German
houses.

We suppose the Press has seldom been so unanimous as it is in

its view of the opportunity for increased trade that the war will

bring to the L'nited Kingdom. The Westminxter Gazftte re-

marks :—" Splendid opportunities are being offered to the enter-

prising manufacturer in certain departments of trade, and if

capital can be obtained the end of the war should see new
industries firmly established in the country Theendoftha
war should see the English electrical industry in a far more secure

position than it has occupied hitherto."

The Montreal financial correspondent of the Timfs says :

—

" Many Canadian manufacturers are favourably affected by the

decline in imports from European countries, and will ha in a

position to handle the requirements of the Canadian market with-
out meeting the usual competition, for the coming season, at least."

The Xew York correspondent of the same paper names a number
of important factories—making scales, photographio supplies,

shoes, &c.—which have been shut down in consequence of the war.

Cessation of exports is described as the cause in certain cases.

We regret to read that the works of Mkissrs. Howabu and
BuLLOUGH, Ltd., at Accrington, have been closed owing to labour
troubles. Although the firm's Russian markets were stopped, they

were prepared to go on manufacturing for stock to the extent of a

million sterling until the war was over. Nearly 1,000 employ<^8

returned to work on Monday, but 500 members of the A.S E.

refused to do so until their terms were agreed to. On Monday
night there were riotoin attacks upon non-Unioniste, and the
works have had to be entirely closed, 5,000 workers being thus
rendered idle. We cannot believe that the A.S.E. will be prepared

to carry responsibility for what can be little short of a catastropho

at such a time.

Considerable alarm has been felt by the cable companies in the

United States, according to the Xew York Press, owing to the
reported presence near the coast, of Qerman warships supposed to be

watching for an opjiortunity of cutting the Atlantic cables, but fo

far the fear has been proved groundless, and confidence has been
again restored. Apparently so far the only cable-cutting has taken
place at the Azores, where the German cables land.

As we go to press, we learn that the Institution of lUectrical

Engineers has received about 1,000 replies from electrical men
willing to place themselves at their country's disposal. These
replies are being rapidly classified and indexed, and the War Office

and Government departinents have been advised of what the
Institution is doing. A circular is being sent out to all electricity

supply departments and companies, and lists have been prepared
of engineers who are willing to fill vacancies in the public
services.

VICKERS EXHIBIT AT THE ANGLO-
AMERICAN EXHIBITION.

A USUAL feature of the Shepherd's Hush Exhibitions,

which should this year attract more than usual attention, is

the comprehenaive display of war and other material made
by Messrs. Vickers, litd.

Xumerous models of war vessels, im.-luling a submarine,

and examples of modern artillery are on view, and in additioD,

interesting specimens of metal work, including steel and
various alloys—notably duralumin—occupy a prominent
place.

The latest practice in high-speed drilling and accurate

reaming, with vanadium twist drills and adjustable reamers

made by the firm, is shown.

All the machine tools are openited by Vickers motoric.

with the firm's control pillars, and an electric power and
lighting supply is obtained from a Vickers train lighting and
ventilating plant.

This lighting equipment has been described in our

columns : as an additional feature Messrs. Vickers have

developed a type of electric car heater which can be used

with it, and two such heaters, of 1 ,oOu and oOO watts

respectively, are shown suitable for a 24-volt circuit.

An additional feature of this exhibit is the periodic

cinematograph displays, showing launches of battleships,

machine shop operations at the Shetlield and Harrow Works,

gunnery demonstrations, Ac.

LEGAL.

Workmen's Compknsai hpn Clmm.

At Northampton County Court last week, his Honour, Judge
Radcliffe, KC, heard an application in which Mabel Evelyn
Eydmann. widow, made an application under the Workmen's Com-
pensation Act, the respondents beio;: the Premier Accumulator Co.,

Ltd. Applijant also claimed on behalf of Harold Eric Eydmann,
an infant, as next friend.

Applicant's husband, Harold Eric Roy Eydmann was employed by
the respondent aa an ignition hand. It was alleged that on April

7th, lyu, he was engaged at Northampton generating station,

packing up lead-lined boxes ; one of them slipped and a projecting

piece of lead caught his thumb, from which injury he died on May
31st. The defence was that the accident did not arise out of and
in the course of his employment by respondents, also that ne
notice of the accident was given as required by the Act.

Dr. Pettit, who saw deceased on May 4th said he told him he

had cut his left thumb some time before. There was a healeil

wound, and aa he was suffering from septic poisoning witness sent

him home to bed. He died from blood poisoning.

Applicant said when her husband went home to dinner on April

7 th, he had a bandage on his left thumb He did not go to work
after May 4 th as the doctor sent hitu to bed. Applicant said she

called at the works and saw Mr. Slatter, who said he would write

to the insurance company. An appointment was maje for her to

see Mr. Stevens, but he was in London. She subseiuently put the

matter into the hands of a solicitor.

Charles Arthir James Waters, general hand employed by

the company, gave evidence as to deceased catting his thumb.
His HoNiiDR did not hold with the contention that the

respondents were prejudiced through not having notice of the

accident. He gave judgment for the plaintiff, and agreed com-
pensation of £243 lis. Stay of execution waa allowed upon pay-

ment of £:w into Court for the widow's peuding expenses.

LiCESf'ixi; Motor Vkhiclks.

A decision affecting all traders who utilise motor vehicles in the

course of their businesses was recently delivered by the Bradford
stipendiary magistrate. The case concerned the Bradford Fore
Ice Cre-vm r,'., Ltd. The question arose whether a motor-car used
by the defendants for trade purposes came within the exemptions
to duties of excise for carriages as stat«d in Section 4 of the

Customs and Inland Revenue Act, ISSS. It was not suggested that

the car had been used for any other than the above purjvses, or

that the e had not bfen some adaptation of the car from its original

condition as a pleasure car for such use, but it was cont«nde<l that
the adaptation had not l>een enough, and that therefore the ex-

emption did not apply.

As, in the present case, the motor-oar was not constructed eoleljr

for the conveyance of goods or adapted for the conveyance of
goods, the magistrate held that it was not exempt from duty,
and the defendants were fined loj. and "s. costs.
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THE PERFECT SYSTEM.

nv "OOMMEIirUL.'

A .SHORT time ago an article apjwared in a well-known

daily, with reference to the methods and system employed in

the manufacture of one of the best makes of English motor-

car. All the salient points in the whole business were

noted ; the accuracy of manufacturing detail ; the series

of exhaustive tests for finished chassis ; the comprehensive

trials through which all new departures in construction are

passed before they are finally embodied in standard speci-

cations ; all these were duly explained and admired by the

writer. Indeed, he seemed to be sure in his own mind that

these methods were as exceptional as they were admirable.

Now, while we do not believe that any one firm has a

monopoly of the best modern methods, whether in the motor-

car or any other trade, it may be profitable to run over a

few points which go to constitute what is termed " system,"

in order to see where we are lacking, or not in line with

others.

Naturally, all will admit that different businesses need

different systems ; that goes without saying. Yet just as

book-keeping is essential for all business people, whether

they sell pills or motors, so the main ideas are applicable, in

considering a factory system, to all trades. In the same
trade, however, one often finds quite different systems.

Some are of the simple, conservative, easy-going sort, while

others are much too complex. The faults of the latter are

generally that, in the first place, woi-k is often duplicated

unnecessarily, involving a larger staff, and that the very

intricacy and completeness of the system tends to hinder

rather than help. The whole question may be divided into

three sections : Materials and stocks ; orders, and methods

of dealing with same ; and workers and their management.
Materiiih and Stocks.—In the matter of what Free

Traders call raw materials, most people to-day work on

short stocks, with a fixed maximum and minimum according

to works' normal requirements for the various articles.

Supplies emanating from an outside source are more likely,

as a rule, to be delayed, than those made on the premises,

e.g., castings, which may either be supplied by another firm,

or made in one's own foundry. More latitude, both in the

time allowance and the maximum for stock should, there-

fore, be allowed in the former case. This is very important

to-day, when orders are often placed largely, if not wholly,

on delivery, prices being in many cases so much the same.

On the other hand, when trade is booming, and work is

booked up, perhaps, for months ahead, some discrimination

is necessary in requisitioning materials for immediate

delivery, the assembling of which may not take place for a

comparatively long period. Valuable room in shops and
stores is occupied, confusion is rendered more likely, not to

mention the fact that payment must be made so much
earlier than otherwise would be the case. We must
remember that the oftener material is bought, turned

into finished goods, and sold, with the use of the same
capital, the greater the aggregate earnings at the year's

end.

Orders, mid Metlwds of Dealing witli the Same.—Many
people seem to think that, to secure quick delivery of an
order, it is only necessary to mark it " Urgent," " At once,"

or " Wanted immediately." In a well-conducted factory

such terras fail to convey any meaning. The reason for

this is that there are so many orders with definite dates of

delivery—some of them very short—and others with a

penalty time-limit, that as a natural consequence the

remainder must perforce come afterwards in something like

rotation. Therefore, no notice can be taken of any of the

above or similar hackneyed phrases. All jobs required

to a certain time should be followed up throughout

the entire manufacture, regularly and systematically.

It is almost useless to do this spasmodically, for

no real time saving can be effected without continuous

effort in this direction. Foremen should be consulted in

turn, so that all possible arrangements can be made in

anticipation of the arrival of the work in their respective

shops. Missing material must be urged forward in order

to obviate any loss of time, and the various processes all

arranged to come to the end Itefore the stated time expires.

In some works a "chaser" is imployed specially for this

purpose;. This leaves foremen free to attend to the work
which they have, and saves them from having to run about
for work which they require. As each department is ready

for it, the job comes along. A works chaser mu-t pocse^s

a practical grasp of his business, and be able to gauge to

a nicety the times reijuired for various clas.ses of work. He
must not be merely a messenger. Some one person, if not

more, must look after those orders which are required

prom))tly, and it is more economical and satisfactory, where
the nature of the business permits, to engage one man solely

for this work, than to have several high-salaried men spend-

ing part of their time I'hasing such orders. In the absence

of a special man it sometimes becomes a case of everybody's

business being nobody's business, and the customer is let

down, in addition to the duty of following up specially

urgent orders, it should be incumbent upon the works
chaser to have prepared for him by the order office lists of

the oldest orders unfinished. This might be done, say,

every month, or twice monthly, and in this way such orders

can be looked up and pushed through.

Workers, and their Management. — The methods of

supervision employed over the staffs and manual workers

by the responsible heads of works form a i>art of their

whole system just as much as the methods used in connec-

tion with those matters already discussed. The manner
of such supervision goes far to make or mar the success of

any firm. For instance, it does not count in favour of any
business system to allow a constant succession of changes in

the staff". Men are trained in the special details of the

work, and become accustomed to the routine, only to leave

in a comparatively short time, just when they are beginning

to pay fqr themselves. The reason of this will be seen

later. This habit of constant replacement of men is a

drawback to more than one firm in the electrical industry

to-day. The people at fault are the heads of the firms.

In some industries—perhaps even in the electrical business

—there are cases where many of the employis of a firm

have been in the same service up to even .^0 years. Now,
if long service be a virtue, as much in the firm as the

workman—if it is a recommendation of the good methods

and respectability of a firm, then there are some firms in

Britain to-day whose reputation in the matter of solicitude

for their workers will not bear the most cursory inspection.

Just as the most elaborate system cannot carry with it a

guarantee of a large dividend, so the firm which hedges its

men about with the most restrictions, and drives them to

the last minute, does not always ultimately secure the best

men or the best service. Their system may be the last

word in completeness, their equipment of shop, office and
laboratory unequalled, their self-confidence in the merits

of their products all sufficient—yet if they treat workers as

machines or niggers, if they discharge one after another in

a vain search after the perfect and infallible being, and
expect to get him for next to nothing, they will never be

much better oft' than their less ambitious neighbours, in

spite of all their pains.

No conscientious workman needs a foreman to stand

over him. He wants to be left alone with his work. When
he cannot feel safe for five minutes, when his progress is

interrupted by officious jacks -in-office, who question and
cross-question, then the quality and quantity of his work
suffer, and, especially in clerical work, mistakes are made
which tend to give him a bad character. From his short

experience the writer ventures the opinion that less mis-

takes are made when the pressure exerted upon workers is

confined within reasonable bounds, than in places where the

discipline is of a strict, " keep moving " variety.

To bully-rag a body of workers, either manual or clerical,

as though they were a squad of raw conscript recruits, will

not answer in an ordinary business house, yet there are

people who would seem to model their business on a military

footing, and expect identical results. Terrorism is a poor

tool wherewith to run a factory. ]\Iore give and take is

sometimes needed 'twixt master and man. One models a

system having regard to the peculiar characteristics of the

trade. So one may, perhaps, profitably choose the way and

means of governing workers, with a little thought as to their

welfare, security of tenure, and ultimate efficiency.
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RECORDS OF PROGRESS AND COMPLETION
OF MANUFACTURING ORDERS.

In every well-ordered manufactnrine and construction undertakiot;

one of the salient, and at the same time intereHting, features of the

executive administrative organiBation centres in the efficiency of

the Bf ction or department whose duty it ie to see, upon the receipt

of the notification of the acceptance of a succeBsful tender, that

the neceBBary machinery is put in motion for its fulfilment, which
means, in general terms, the prompt issue of instructions to the

departments or shops concerned, the noting of their requirements

and progress from time to time, and generally the taking of such
steps as are necessary for the efficient satisfaction of the contract

entrusted to the undertaking. It will be at once recognised that

the responsible head of the executive department, in order to give

due effect thereto, will have installed certain arrangements or

devices of which the succeeding memoranda is merely suggestive.

For example, we may have a form or forms arranged on the

following lines, supported by copies of specifications and instruc-

tions issued to enable the works manager to pursue each work or

contract from its inception to its completion :

—

Subject in brief particulars of order

Date received

Date for delivery or completion

Penalty

Number or designation of order

INSTBDCTIONS TO WOBKS.

Shops instructed.

A
B
C
D
E

Cost Clerk.

Storekeeper.

Date instructed. Date for completion.

Tes'.iag :

Particulars of Orders placed with Outside Firms for
Construction or Manufactdbe of Parts,

With regaid to materials and stores, we may employ a form or

aeries of sheets somewhat similar to the following, which is

prepared for all materials and stores required for production. It is

then passed to the storekeeper, who indicates thereon by distinctive

signs whether he has the necessary material or stores in stock. As
tJ the items not in stock, when the sheet is returned to the
drawing office steps are taken to order the material required and
the storekeeper advised. He is also instructed to reserve those

portions and descriptions of stores which are in s'ock for the jobs

or contracts in relation to which the drawing office in(iuiry has
been made.

Stores and Material Form.

No. of sheets

Working number
For

a
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and ineolvency to want of eaffloient o&pital, lotta on oontravte, &nd
a lobs of £2U0 invested in "National Enterpriseii, Ltd." 'X'lie

examiaatiun was oonoluded. Tbe (ollowini; are the principal

unoooured oreditora :

—

BritlHb Pronii'lbsus Co. XI8 Haywood A Co., W. O £U
Cryiiio UJectriokl Co., Ltd. .. (6 MIcklewrlglit « Co., Ltd. .. 61
Otyni'lo.), I.id ii Haokln, P. .. • 903
Urako A Dorham, Ltd Si OoKroTO, Woods A MUobell .

.

18
Fnik, Htailrluaan A Co., Ltd... 81 Vetilye, Ltd 300
Kold Bros. .It Co., Lid 13

C. n. KiTCHi.NG, plamber and oleotrioal engineer, KiDgeton-
upon-Hull.— Ddbtor'e application for dinoharRe was granted, sub-
ject to Baspeneion for two years (July 20th, 1916).

('atalou'iics and Li.sts.— Mkssus. LACv-lIrMiKiiT and
Co., Ltd., !•!, Victoria Street, S.W.—Two-pajre leaflet illustratinK

and desoribini; the Boreas garage air-pump and e>iaipment for tire

pumpingand blowing dust.

TiiK BiuTisH Thumson-Houston Co., Ltd., Rugby.—Leaflet No.
7,632 giving particulars, prioei", S:o., of the B.T.H. electric quick
boiling kettle. Also 8-page leaflet, No. 5,250, illustrating and de-

Boribing, with prices, &o., the B.T.U. hand-operated starting cDra-

pensators for polyphase squirrel-cage induction motors.
Messrs. A. Reyrolle i: Co., Ltd., Hebburn-on-Tyne.— Cjpies

of pamphlets No. 207, dealing with dividing boxes with meah
connections; No. ll»t, on rotary isolating switches; No. 1, on
quick-break switches ; No. 162, on fuse wire for the firm's self-

aligning fuse handles
; No. 187, on plug boxes ; No. 93, on oil-

cooled totally-enclosed motor starter ; and No. l;i2, deacribing a
" deflnite time-limit" device. These are for inclusion in the firm's

catalogue, and contain illustrationp, prices, and full particulars.
The Dudhbidoe Ironworks, Ltd., Stroud, Gloucestershire.

—

Illustrated pamphlet, No. 105, describing the Dudbridge petrol
and alcohol engines, of 3 to 60 B.H P. Dimensions, prices, code-
words, ko., are given.
Messbs.Alfred Herbert, Ltd, Coventry.

—
" Monthly Review

of Modern Machine Shop Practice," 1,808, Vol. 2, containing much
interesting information on the use of automatic turning machines.

'iyin|M(rary Assi.stanec.
—

"Without prejudice to the
interests of those members of their staffs who are serving their
country in the ranks, many firms will doubtless feel the necessity
of engaging temporary assistance during their absence. In such
cases they may find the International Correspondence Schools,
Ltd., Kingsway, of service. We may mention also the Electrical
Trades Banevolent Society in this connection.

Meter Apiiroved.—The B. of T. has approved of the
" Met." single-phase A.c. two-wire watt-hour meter. Type T.O.,
deposited by C. H. VV. Gerhardi, of 48, Cranley Gardens, Palmer's
Green, N., on October 20th, 1913.

Hook \otioe.—"Motion Picture Operation." By
H. C. Horstmann and V. H. Tousley. London : S. Rentell ..t Co.
Price 8s. 6d. net.

Liquidations and Dissolutions. — Thk Demo.v
Vacuum Cleaner Co., Ltd.—A meeting of creditors is called for
August 25th, at 14, Dale Street, Liverpool, by the liquidator, Mr.
A. H, Evans.
The Electrical Supplies Co. (F. J. Allen and E. C Beman),

electrical manufacturers, agents, and wholesale factors, 53,
Victoria Street, S W.—Messrs. F. J. Allen and E. C. Beman have
dissolved partnership. Mr. E. C. Beman will attend to debts and
carry on the business.

The National Electric Time Co., Ltd —This company is

winding-up voluntarily, with Mr. A. C. Vincent, of 9 and 10,

Paucras Lane, E.C., as liquidator ; a meeting of creditors is called
for August 27th.

Trade .4nnouncenients. — Messrs. John Lysaght,
Ltd., of Normandy Park Steel Works, Scunthorpe, Lines.,

announce that as from the 11th inst. the general management of
the works was taken over by Mr. P. Williams in place of Mr, F. W.
Cooper.

The London Electric Firm, of Croydon, detire it to be known
that they are "carrying on " as usual all their manufactures in
lamp-lowering gear, winches, pulleys, wire rope, poles, brackets,
&o., all of which are of British manufacture, and large stocks are
kept. Searchlights also are entirely made at their works.

Messrs. Fraseb i^ Chalmers, Ltd., of Erith, Kent, have
appointed Mr. H. A. Sturgess, The Oik, Motherwell, to repressnt
them in Scotland.

The British Electrical Plant Co., Ltd , of Alloa, N.B.,
have appointed as their agent in London and South of England
Mr. Alan Williams, M I.E.E., of 9, Queen Victoria Street, E.G.,

who also represents Messrs. Eckstein, Heap & Co., Ltd , for switch-
gear, and the Anderston Foundry Co., Ltd., for steam engines, air

compressors, &c.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES

VrrowtliMaite.

—

Proposkd B.I-.—The Whitehaven
Colliery Co. has accepted the offer of the General Purposes Com-
mittee of the Whitehaven T.C. to light 74 houses proposed to be
built at Arrowtbwaite. On condition that the Committee also

lights the streets by electricity, energy is to be supplied in bulk at

4d. per unit, or at 5d. per unit, including meter rent, if supplied to

the houses.

Vsliloii-oii-Merse>. — K.I,. Chaiujek. — The r.I).C.

having urged upon the Altrincham Electric Hupply, L'.d., the
necessity fur a reduction in the prije of current, as a flat-rate of

6d. pir unit is considered too high, the latter states that the
suggested reconstruction of the company is with a view to provid-

ing fur the extension of the works, and the question of reducing
the price of current will then be considered.

.iustialia.—Tlie Sydney City electrical underlakiiif,'

gives a supply to 23 suburban municipalities outside the city

itself, which owns ths undertaking. Daring 1913 some 'i2

million units were sold, and the revenue was £285,742. For this

year the estimated sales are 12 million units, and the revenue
£370,u00. The plant capacity of the generating stations is

23,700 KW.
The Sydney Council has adopted the proposal of the E.L. Com-

mittee to purchase a coal-bearing property on which to erect an
electric generating plant, and tenders are to be invited.

—

Aui'raliau
MiHimj Slaiuhird.

The City of Newcastle (N.S.W.) has decided to install additional

electrical plant, at its power house, at a cost of £6,000.— Tfnd»rx.

Itradfoi'd, — Street LiriuTixo. — The gas lamps on
the LaiflterJyke to Bankfoot tramway route have been dismantled,

and electric lighting, each standard containing five lamps, is being

substituted.

Canada.—The B.C. Electric Railway Co. has recently

doubled its generating plant capacity, and has now available a

total of 105.000 u P.

A duplicate tunnel has been constructed from Lake Bnntzan to

the Burrard inlet plant, to which has been added three Doble
wheels, each of 14,000 h.p. The auxiliary steam plant has also

been increased from 12,000 to 20,000 H.p.

Continental \otes. — Hingary.—The Danube Steam-

ship Co.. of BudaPesth, has just completed the establishment of a

large central electricity station at Ueltz^g, near Funfkirchen.

The municipal authorities of the last-named town have entered

into a contract to take their requirements in the way of electricity

supply daring the next 25 years from the new station, which will

also supply current for lighting and power purposes to a number
of the small towns and villages in the district.

Spain.—La Sociedal Hidroelectrii-a Espanola has just secured a

concession to put down a plant on the River Cabrie at Enguidanos
(Province of Cuenca) for the generation of electrical energy for

lighting and power purposes.

Dublin.

—

New Loan.—The T.C. has entered into an

arrangement with the Bank of Ireland to borrow £80,.500. sanc-

tioned by the L.G.B. for the development of the electricity works,

at 4i per cant.

Dundalk.—L.G.B. Inquiry.—An inquiry was held

last week by an L.G.B. inspector into the application of the

R.D.O. for urban powers for lighting certain roads by electricity.

The U.D.C. is to supply energy at £2 lOf. per lamp per annum.

Burltani.

—

Overhead Wires.—The R.I».C. has con-

sented to overhead wires baing used for EL. purposes at Pitting-

ton, Littletown, C'asaop and Quarrington.

The Carnforth P.O. has decided to accept the tender of the

County of Durham E P.S. Co. to light the main street of Coxhoe
with 50-c.P. electric lamps from dusk till 11 p m., at 248. per lamp
per annum. The agreement is for five years.

Glasii'ow,

—

Electric Police Lamps,—The T.C. has

replaced practically the whole of the ball'seyes formerly supplied

to the police force with portable electric lamps, and an additional

1,000 has been ordered for the use of the police in the r.acently

amalgamated areas.

Gravesend.

—

Free Wiring.—The T.C. has deferred

the proposed free wiring scheme in view of the fact that the

Association of Municipal Corporations proposes shortly to promote

a Bill dealing with the matter.

Great Harwood.— E.L. Order E.xtended. — The
Council's E L. order expires at the end of this month, and the B. of T.

has decided to defer the question of revoking the order for 12

months.

Harroji'ate.

—

Supply to Knaresborough.—With
reference to the application of the T.C. for permission to supply

electricity in the rural district of Knaresborough, the T.C, in

reply to a letter from the B. of T., has informed the Board that,

in its opinion, the demand for electricity in the Knaresborough

area is not sufficient to justify the T.C. applying for a prov. order

for the same.

Newport.—Proposed Loan.—On the recommendation

of the Electricity Committee, the T.C. has decided to borrow

£16,000 for electricity purposes.

\ew Zealand.

—

Lake Coleridge Hydro-Electric
Plant.—The following are the latest particulars regarding the

first of the New Zealand Government bulk supply systems included

in its policy of development of the water power resources of the

Dominion. Construction is practically completed, and the plant

will bs in operation before the end of the year (1914). The tunnel,

power-house, transformers and transmission lines, are built for an

ultimate capacity of 6 x 1,500 K\v. Of the generating

units 3 X 1,500 KW. are included in the first installation. The

head is 485 ft., and the tnnnel area ."i4 sq. ft. From the tunnel
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outlet, proviBion is mar'e /or four 52-in. pipes to the power-house,

each pipe supplyinpr 2 x 1,500 K\v. turbines. The generators are

SOcyole, three-phase units operating at 6,600 volts. The trans-

misiionline pressure is 66,000 volts, the transmisuon line beinp in

duplicate, each consistinpf of three 7/135 aluminium wires carried

on 42ft. ironbark poles spaced at six chain intervals. The distance

of transmission from Lake Coleridge to the Christcliurch sub-

station is 68 miles. At this point it is transformed down to 1 1,000

volts, at which pressure it is distributed by overhead and under-
ground primary distributors. Contracts have been entered into

with the Christchurch City Council to distribute and retail the

power within the city and suburbs. The power will be sold in

bulk to the Corporation at £8 1.33. 4d. per KW. per annum for

the first .300 KW., and £5 per KW. per annum for all over 300 K\v.,

and is to be retailed by the city on the maximum demand system

at 6d. and Id. for light, and IJd. and id. for power, and for

pumping at id. per unit. A bulk supply is also to be supplied

direct to the Tramway Board, the railway workshops, several

mills and factories, and other local bodies, for retail distribution.

We are indebted to Mr. Evan Parry, the chief electrical engineer,

for the above data.

Osjsetf.

—

Overhead Wires Refused.—The Yorkshire

Electric Power Co., which has a contract to supply the Low
Laithes Cjlliery with electricity, has been refused permission to

use overhead wires by the local authority.

Pcterboi'oiin'h.—Sewage Pimping.—The R.]).C. has

applied to the T.C. for permission to take a supply of eleotrrcity

from the Peterborough Traction Co., for sewage pumping.

Khyiiiiiey.

—

Street Lighting.—It was reported to the

U.D.C. on August 12th that the manager of the Rhymney Iron Co.

(Mr. Rutherford), was going into the matter of the cost of public

lighting in the district by electricity, and would submit an early

report.

Sprinu'liciid.

—

Proposed E.L.—The D.C. has decided

to ask the Oldham TC. to apply for a prov. order to supply elec-

tricity in Springhead and Lees.

Taunton,

—

New Charges.—The T.C. has adopted the

following new scale of charges forelectrioity ;—Forlighting—Up to

2.i units per quarter, 6d. per unit ; between 25 and 500, 4id. :

between 500 and 1,000, 4d. ; exceeding 1,000, 3d. For cooking and
heating :—Up to 50 units per quarter, 2d. per unit ; over 50, Id.

For power : — Up to 2,000 units per ({uarter, 2d. per unit ; between
2,000 and 4,000, l|d. ; over 4,000, lid.

Wakefield.— H.vtension of Supply.—The Electricity

Committee has decided to extend the supply of electricity to pre-

mises in Aberford Uoad and Bar Lane, and to apply to the B. of T.

for powers to supply electricity in that part of Stanley.

Willesden.

—

Loan Sanction—The U.D.C. has
received sanction from the L.G.B. to birrow the following sums in

connection with its electricity undertaking;—Mains, -t 15,000;

services, £."i,000 ; transformers, £1,000; meters and indicators,

£3,500 ; and public lighting, £330, making a total of £24,83ii.

\ork. — OvERHKAD WiRES.— The Great Oaseburn
R D.C. has given permission for the erection, by the York T.C, of

overhead wires for the supply of electricity in Acomb and
Poppleton.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

\ustralia.—The Victorian Kuilway Comiiiissioners were
recently informed that the contractors for the Newport power
station buildings and boiler eciuipment expected to ship 600 tons

of boiler house plant. About 6."iii tons of steelwork has been
received. Four of the six 10,000 kw. turbine sets were recently

reprirted as nearly completed by the makers. The erection of the
overhead equipment and transmission cables is being taken in band,
and the sub-station buildings are under oonstruction.

Itradtonl.—Kl.KCTUlr irAUl.A(;E of (iUNS.—lu con-

nection with the mobilisation of troops, Bradford Corporation
tramoars were re(iaiBiti'>ned to haul the guns of the 2nd West
Riding R.F.A. On Thursday morning, last week, the tramoars
hauled tlie guns from Lister Park to the Uriglingtou terminus

—

a distance of about six mile?. The experiment was entirely satis-

factory, and the work was carried out expeditiously.

Coutinenfal \otes,—Netherlands.—A Bill has been
passed authorising the participation by the State, to the extent of

about £S,;i0(i, in the capital of a company which is being formed
to work an electric railway from Sittard to Dj Licht. The con-

struction is estimated to cost about £83;i00, and the share capital

will be subscribed, in addition to the Scatc, by several communes
and by the company working the Limburg coal mines.

—

Jlmin! <•/'

Ti-Mlf .hiiniuL

lleMsbury-Wakclit'ld.—The Yorkshire (W.D ) Electric

Tramways Co. intends commencing a motor-'bus eervico from
Ddwsbury to Wakefield.

Walsall.—New Tramcars.—The T.C. has anthorised
the expenditure by the Tramways Committee of £6.400 for new
tramoars, in connection with the Bill for the extension of the
tramways now before Parliament.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Ar!>'*'ntlna.—Senor Americo iJemari-i has bt-en auihorifled
by Government decree to extend the t«lephone line in Viedm«, of
which he is concessionaire, to the city and diftrict of Carmen d«
Patagone-).— /?/'i;,>»; „fthp Hirer I'latp.

< ut Telenrapli Wires.-The t/.les^raph wires between
Dover and Folkestone were cut on Tuesday night, the daota^e
being discovered by Boy Scouts. Two emploj.-a of the Brighton
Railway Co. were remanded on Wednesday for cutting telegraph
wires on the line at Battersea ; the motive was stated to be revenge.

larniers and Wireless Tele<rra|iliy,—Consideration is

being given by the Australian Postal Department to the suggestion
that the disadvantages of life in isolated farming districte should
be relieved by the installation of small wireless sets, by which
communication could be obtained with a central station at the
nearest town. Ttie erectim of telegraph and telephone lines has
been found to be impossible owing to the great expense : even by
taking advantages of fences and trees for suspending the wiree,
the cost is £10 or £12 a mile.

Free Telephone (ails.—The Post Office has issued a
notice to the effect that, apart from calls originated over fJovem-
ment circuits, the only calls for which exemption from payment
can be claimed are those made by Government servants on nrgent
Government buBiness.

-\eH' l>uteli ('al>les.—The Dutch Ea-t Indian Adminis-
tration has laid the following cables :—Kema (near Merado) to
Jorontalo (Celebes) ; Kema to Temate : Sjerabaja to Balikpipan
(Borneo)

; Singkel to Tapatoean (Sumatra) ; Tapatoean to Sinabing
(Simenloe).

SoHtli Anieriea. — According to the Joimwl Tde-
yraphiquf, the Argentine Congress has voted an additional
1,000,000 francs for wireless stations on the loast and between the
Argentine and the United States and Europe. Bolivia has also
agreed to a contract with the Marconi Co. for the erection of wire-
less stations at important places in the republic.

The Post Oftiee Teleuraiih and Telephone Service.
—During the first week of the war crisis, the resources of the Pott
OflBce engineering staff were taxed to the utmost. Innumerable
extra telephone services were demanded by the various authorities
concerned, and were put in with a promptitude whi:h retlects the
greatest credit upon the department, in spite of the withdrawal ol a
large number of Reservists. The pressure upon bath the telephone
and the telegraph services has naturally been very heavy, but by
working overtime and cheerfully taking extra duties, the staff

have coped successfully with the rush of work. The telephone
operators have given a good account of themselves, the eflBoiency

of the STvice given having baen highly appreciated. Last week it

was rumoured that, although the Government had declared its

intention to maintain business at full volume, the telephone con-
tracts of the Post OlBoe had been cancelled or withdrawn : we are
glad to say that the department has wisely decided to proceed on
the usual lines, and that telephone manufacturers need have no
apprehensions on this score.

Wireless Station W reeked.—A liovernment wireless

station near Port Arthur (Ontario t has been wrecked. The two
men who committed the outrage escaped after some shots had been
exchanged.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.
Altera man.—September Oth. Electrical gootls, for the

Powell Djffryn Steam Coal Co., Ltd. ; Stores Manager.

\nstralia.

—

Sydxev.—August 31st. Sydney Harl>our

Trust. Four electrically-operated semi-portable travelling cranes.

Forms of tender from Jlr. H. F. Xorrie, Secretary to the Trust,

Sydney.
September Uth. Municipal Council. 22,500 yd. of .3;),000-volt,

three core, paper-insulated, lead-covered cable. Deposit £200.
Specification, 10s. 6d.. from the City Electrical Engineer : a copy

may be seen at the B. of T. Commercial Intelligence Dept,, London.
September HOth. Telephone instruments and parts for Post-

master-General, See "Official Notices" to-d.sy.

AnKLAiDK.— Sept. !'th and 23rd. Telephone material, micro-

phones, protectors, \o., switchboards, bells and cells, for the Post-

master-General. Sae "Official Notices" .Tuly 3Ist and August rth.

MKLiioriJNK.—August 2(ith. Insulated copper wir<j, for the

Melbourne City Council. See "Ollioial Notices" August Utb.
Saptember 2nd. lil tons bare hard drawn copper cable, for the

City Council. See " Official Notices' today.
September 23rd. 102 electric motors, starters, switchb.wrds and

wiring for installing electrical drive at Messrs. Sands \ McDongall,
printers. Mr. M. C. Coato.s consulting engineer.— / .;• >.

Victorian Uiilways Department.— October 7th. Motors and
switchgear, and motor-driven air compressors for the Ballarat and
Bendigo workshops.

rKUTii.—September 9tb. Coin attachments for Postmaster-
General. See "Official Notices" August \ ith.
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ltd fast. — Aufiiist :.'lth. Corponition. <Jne electric-

motor tower-wagon. See " Official Xotioee " July 31gt.

IMiiidt'e.—Aiifjust Hist. Corporation. Rotary con-

verters, Bwitchgear. See " Offloial Notiuee" to-day.

llni'ro!>-at(>.—The T.C. is to obtain a motor-generator,

Htartinir Bwitchee, oable, ka., for the Harrogate Karsaal ; estimated
cost £ri7.

kiii!>:st<>ii-ii|ioii-1liill, — August 22Dd. Corporation.

Electrical fittintrx for the Guildhall (Council Chamber, &c. See
" Official Noticea " July 2 Uh.

LoikIoii.— li.C.C.— September 8th. Cables, h.t. and
L.T,, and layiDi; etoueware duote (tramways). See " Official Notices

"

August 7th.

September Sth. Keconstruction of motor-generators in the

tramway southern sub-stations. See " Official Notices" Aug. Itth.

^laiiclM'stci'. — August 25th. Tramways Committee.
Tenders for cast-iron pipes for heating purposes. Partionlars from
Mr. J. M. McElroy, General Manager, 55, Piccadilly.

Uliildlcsbi'oiiu-li.—September 12th. Corporation. Three
electric motor-driven sewage pumps, priming pumps, metering
arrangement, pipework, overhead travelling crane. See "Official

Notices" August Hth.

»w' /ealaiiil.—September 30th. Traction battery for

the Dunedin City Council. Specifications from the Baroagh
Electrical Engineer.

—

.\',Z. Skipping and Commerce.

Oldliaiii.—August 24th. Corporation. Three econo-
misers and three induced-draught fans and motors. See " Official

Notices" July ilst.

August 24th. Corporation. Storage battery, reversible booster
and switchgear. See " Official Notices" August 7th.

Oldiiiacliar (.iberdoeu). — August 24th. Electrical

installation at St. Machar's Cathedral, for the Heritors of Old-
machar. Specifications from Messrs. Kelly & Nicol, architects,

367, Union Street, Aberdeen.

Rochdale. —Council. Static transformers for 1 2 months.
Mr. C. C. Atchison, Electricity Works, Dane Street.

South Africa.—August 31st. 22 electric motors for the
Salt River workshops, for the Administration of the South African
Railway. Copies of specification from the Secretary to the Tender
Board, S.A.R., Headquarters Office, Johannesburg.

—

Srit. and S.A.
Kxport Ga-.rtte.

Spain.—August Hist. The municipal authorities of
El Cerro (Province of Huelva) are inviting tenders for the con-
cession for the electric lighting of the town for a period of 20
years.

Swansea.—August 21th. Corporation. Overhead
travelling crane (about 8 tons lifting capacity), for Uplands sub-
station, for the T.C. ; Corporation Electricity Works, Strand.

Wi«"an.—August 24th. Corporation. Tramway rails.

Mr. A. T. Gooseman, Boroagh Engineer, King Street West.

CLOSED.
,\l)erdeeH.—Mr. R. Stuart Pilcher, the general manager

of the Corporation Tramways, reported that he had been in com-
munication with the contractors for the new cars recently delivered
as to the price at which they would be prepared to supply and equip
six additional oars, and had received the following quotations :

—
Car bodies.—Brush Electrical Engineering Co., £2,742.
Motors.— Ditto, £1,080.
Electrical equipment.—British Westinghous* Electric & Mfg. Co., £162.

It was recommended that these offers be accepted for six additional
cars of the " Pay-as-you-enter " type.

Australia.—The following tenders have been accepted :

PostmaBter-General's Department, South Australia:—
Five sections trunk-line switchbjard, with equipment, £1,332.—Western

Electric Co. (Aub.i, Ltd.

External Affairs Department :

—

Electiio power plant, £184.—Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd.

Railway Department, Sydney ;

—

Specification 434. One 1,iioO-kw. sub-station unit.—Australian G.E. Co.
Two 1,000-KW. ditto.—British Westinghouse Co.

Harbour Trust, Sydney :

—

Electric t avelling cranes, for Woolloomooloo Bay.—Warburton, Franki,
Ltd.

Victoria Railways Department :—
One 35-H.r., d o. motor, for State coal mine, £134.—Cowlishaw Bros.

Public Works Department :

—

Electric Uenting installation at the Registrar General's building, £8iS8.—
Acme Electric Co.

75-H.p. motor, £140 ; 50h.p. motor, £80.— Australian G.E. Co.
—Auilralian Mining Standard,

Swan Hill (Vic.) Water Trust :—
Bleotrio pumps and equipment, £489.—I.-R., G.-P. and Telegraph Works

Co., Ltd. —Tinden,

Itradl'ord.— .Mr. (Charles iJell has received from the

Klncation Cummittee the contract for an electric installation for

the large hall of the Bradford Technical College, including half-

watt lampu and special fittings.

Itaslnjcstokc.—The T. (J. on August l:ith a(;cepted the

tender of Mewrs. Leader \: Co., for wiring the generating statioo,

at £78 : and that of Messrg. MiUon k Bon, for wiring the Town
Hall, at £77.

Ilarrouatc.—Tiie T.C. has ordered a fuel economieer
from Hcsers. Goodbrand k Co.

Southport. —The T.C. has accepted the tender of Messre.
Heenan &. Froude for a refuse destructor, at £4,91)9.

Sunderland.—The T.C. has aicepted the following

tenders :

—

Cables.— British Insulated A Helsby Cablets Co., and India-Rubber, Gutta-
percha and Telegraph Works Co.

K.H.T. switch and meter cabinet.—British Thonison-Houaton Co.

PORTHCOMINO EVENTS.

Salford Technical and Engineering Association.— Saturday, August a9nd.
Visit " (Jbronicie " Pnating Worka, Wiiby iiro?e, Manobettier.

SLSCTROLYTIC REFINING.

Bt Q. BASIL BABHAM, A.M.I.E.E.

Over 50 per cent, of the world's production of

copper is refined by electricity, the total weight of

electrolytic copper handled annually approximating
to half a million tons. It was recognised some time
ago that the electro-metallurgist would find it most
profitable to give his attention to the electrolytic

refining of metals, and in no other branch of the
science has such great progress been made, whether
viewed from a theoretical or a commercial stand-

point.

In connection with copper, not only is the actual

refining profitable in itself, but the rough metal con-
tains from I to i^ per cent, of other metals as gold.

silver, nickel, lead, antimony, bismuth, and the like.

The recovery of these is a source of income which
is not to be despised, as will be realised when it is

mentioned that the value of the gold and silver alone
recovered during the electrical refining of copper
in one country is known to exceed £3,500,000 per
annum.
When copper is being refined electrolytically a

current of suitable strength is passed from an anode
of the metal to be dealt with, through a bath of

acidulated sulphate of copper, to a convenient
cathode, on which the pure metal is deposited. Any
gold, silver or other metal present does not pass
over, but falls with other impurities to the bottom
of the vat from which they are periodically removed.
When the refining of bullion is l>eing carried out an
action the reverse of that described is carried out;
the precious metal is deposited on the cathodes and
the copper and other base metals fall to the bottom.
In the Siemens and Halske process the solvent for

removing the gold in an impure state from the
already crushed ore is potassium cyanide, suitably
diluted. This is known as the leaching solution
from which the gold is ultimately recovered, bj

means of electrolysis. The anodes are of iron, and
in order that the Prussian blue which will be formed
shall be retained, they are covered with stout linen

bags. The cathodes are of sheet lead, from which
the gold is finally recovered in the cupola. Gold
obtained in this way may be refined aj:;aiii electri-

cally by using the ingots as anodes. The solution

should contain 25 grammes of chloride of gold and
40 cubic centimeters of hydrochloric acid per litre.
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the acid being in the purest possible form. The
cathodes are thin sheets of pure gold. When the
curreii. is caused to flow, gold and platinum pass into

the solution in the form of chlorides, and gold is

deposited on the cathode plates. Any silver present
is formed into silver chloride and forms a slime on
the bottom of the vat. It is necessar>' for the solu-

tion to be kept at a temperature of from 6o to 65
degrees whilst the vat is at work.

'J"he practice is for the .gold anodes to he about
one-si.vth of an inch in thickness, and they may con-
tain as much as 15 per cent, of silver. Whilst the
refining is going on the current density is gradually
decreased, and within 24 hours it will be found that
some 80 per cent, of the gold has been deposited on
the cathodes, 10 per cent, will still be on the anodes,
and the remainder, with the silver and other im-
purities, will be in the sludge. A point worthy of
notice is that in this process only an inch and a quar-
ter separate the anode from the cathode in the vat
which is almost invariably of porcelain.

The gold is deposited in a crystalline form, and
has to be thorou.ghly washed before being melted
down into ingots. As in the case of silver where
the same crystalisation takes place, many methods
have been tried to prevent it, as it necessitates fre-

quent removals of the deposit, especially in the case
of the latter metal. Also, a greater distance has to

be allowed between the anode and cathode than
would otherwise be the case. It has been proposed
to use gelatine in the electrolyte to prevent the crys-

tals forming, and improved methods of circulating

the solution have been devised. By these means
some improvements have been effected in the case
of silver, and under such conditions it is said that a

smooth, homogeneous deposit of the metal can be
obtained.

After the gold cathodes are removed the solution
is treated chemically in order to remove the plati-

num, palladium, and other metals present, together
with the balance of the gold. This method of elec-

trolytic refining is in use in the United States mint,
where the plant consists of seven cells, measuring
I3in. by loAin. by Xin. A current of too amperes
at 4.5 to 5 volts is passed through the baths, and the
plant has a capacity of 5.000 oz. of fine gold per
week.

Electrolytic refining of silver is carried out by pro-
cesses depending" on the use of ingots of at least

95 per cent, pure silver. The bath is of nitrate of
silver with nitric acid. In order to prevent the loss

of slimes, the anodes are enclosed in linen bags.
The cathodes are of pure silver arranged as in gold
refining, in the form of thin strips. When the cur-
rent passes, silver is deposited on these in the form of

crystals, and the gold and other impurities are col-

lected in the slimes bags. If copper is present in

the silver the process becomes more complicated
from a chemical point of view, as this metal passes
over with the silver after a time. It does not, how-
ever, become immediately deposited on the cathodes
but is first changed into copper nitrate, contamin-
ating the solution until a certain point of saturation
is reached when a deposit of copper commences to
form on the cathodes.
The Moebius vat is usually employed for the work

where quantities have to be dealt witli, although
there are at least two other processes which are
commercially successful. The Moebius vat in its

original form was similar to that is use in copper
refining, but in the later patterns the cathode takes
the shape of a silver band which passes horizontally
through the solution. .\ scraper is fixed at one
end of the vat in such a manner that the band rubs
against it as it travels with the result that the silver

deposit is removed as soon as it forms, the crystals

being delivered into a closed collecting vessel by
automatic means. Porous trays are fixed above the
travelling- cathode and in these the anodes are
placed. Consequently these can be conveniently

handled, removed, or replaced during the refining
without causing any interruption to the process.
From particulars given it appears that the plant at
this reiiiiery consists of 48 vats, measurin.g each 14ft.

by i6ft. by 7ft. deep. It has a capacity of 24.000 oz.

of silver per day, the generating plant supplying 220
amperes at 90 volts. A still larger plant is laid

down at the works of the American Smelting and
Refining Company, where there are 144 vats re-

quiring a generating- plant with an output of 62
kilowatts.

The Moebius system will recover gold when exist-

ing in such small quantities as two-tenths of a part
per 1,000 parts of silver, and the working costs are
as low as o.o62d. per oz. dealt with.

In another system for refining silver by electro-

lytic methods the anodes are in the shape of thin

square slabs. These are covered with linen and are
placed horizontally, fixed in a wooden frame, which
hangs so that it is just covered by the electrolyte.

Slabs of Acheson graphite cut to a uniform thick-

ness of half an inch are laid on the floor of the vat.

and upon these the silver crystals are deposited, fre-

quent removals of the deposited metal being neces-
sary. The K.M.F. is 3.8 volts and a current density of

25 amperes per square foot of cathode area, which
amounts to 8 square feet in all, is employed. The
current consumption works out at 31.5 watt-hours
per oz. of silver deposited.

Another metal which is largely being refined by
electrolytic methods is aluminium, the method con-
sisting of the electrolysis of alumina in a bath of

fused fluorides, the electrodes used being of pure
carbon. Difficulties were at first encountered owing
to the tendency of the electrolyte to decompose
under the action of the current, whilst a further

trouble was to render the mineral deposits of

alumina sufficiently pure for treatment, but these

difficulties have now been successfully overcome.
There are many other metals, as lead and iron,

which can be dealt with electrolytically. but sufficient

has been said to show that the electro-chemist is

able to choose, in the case of impure anodes, which
metal shall be deposited on the cathodes and which
shall pass over as slimes or sludge:

NOTES.

KdiU'ntioiiul Notices.

—

Crystal Palack .'^CHo<u of
Practical Ekciinkekino.—The new course will coiiimenoe on
Wednesday, September 9th. A notice on the matter appeiira

amonp our advertiBements to-d"*)-.

r.NIVERSITV COLI.KtiK, UNIVERSITY OK LOSDOX — Facnltj of
Eogineerinp. The 1914-15 Sesfion begins on Monday, O-tober ."ilh.

Particulars are given in our advertisement pages to-day.

.V]i|iuiutnieiits \:u'aut.—Leading hand in armature
shop, for Bolton Corporation tramways : junior assistant meineer.
for Newcastle-npon-Tyne Electric Supply Co. (15?;"); ohargH
engineer, for Erith I'.D.O (409. to 508.1 ; fitber-driver.,at Severalla

Asylum, Colchester t^.-is.-) ; cable-jointer and overhe«d linesman,
for Aberdare U I>.C. : charge engineer, for Paisley ijrfwraUon :

junior assistant electrical engineer (.£80), for Oldham Corporation ;

junior assistants (25s.'). for Cleveland and Durham Electric Power,
Ltd. See our advertisement pages today.

\-Kay Apiiaraliis for War,—Hn liehalf of Lady
Chavasse, Dr. Hall E<lward8, the well known Hirminghsni \r»y
SDeoialist, ordered an -\ ray apparatus for the Bromsgrove Hospital.

This instrument her ladyship has now placed at the disposal of
Dr. Hall Edwards for use in the war. Two other sets of apparatus
are also at the disposal of the doctor.

—

BirmiHofuiri Dailv /"ojtr.

1 "Sewaffe" (ia.s Kiiuiiic,— .V sras en£;ine at the

Parramatta, N.S.W., sewage pumping station is o^v^rating satis-

factorily on sewer gas generated in the septic tank?. Mr. Walshaw,
the engineer, who is responsible for the idea, expresses himself as

satisfied that there is a sufficient supply of gas to justify the
installation of electrio generators.

—

O'lnmitnuyii'th KHj/iie^'r.

Itritish is.socintioii.—It appears from a paragraph in

the Timf.i, that the British Association New Zealand meeting has
been cancelled, and that meml>er8 will return home after visiting

Brisbane and Melbourne.
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Illntrical <'oiii|i*'titioii uitli(<;*'riii:iii.v and Aiistria-

IliiDf^ury in Noutrul Mitrkets.— Sinoe oar " War Itemti " pa^es
went to preea we have received from the Board of Trade Com-
luorcial Intellitrt^'K^^ Dijpartment a document of Bome 48 pafreii

givini; from otK^ial Houroeg a vast quantity of iit&tiatical and
i;eneral information reapectin? the ezportx of electrical applianoes
and apparatus from these countries in recent years. ItdiHcuHHex

"thii principal markota in which our enemies have been electrically

active, and ciuotei extracts from reports by British Trade Commie-
sioners in the leadini; Colonies, ami a host ot Consuls bearing; on
their prosrrefis. Much of tlie material appearinp in this publication

has, of coarse, already been published inthepaResof the Ei.i;<'Titlc.\i,

Kkvikw, but we commend the present valuable collection of

information to the prompt attention of all British firms who are

interested in the movement for securingr to this country (lermany's

elejtrical export trade.

inquiries.—" Eiectricus " asks for the names of manu-
facturers of electrical apparatus tor applyiap: to mechanical
milkino: machines for dairy purposes, and any other information
on the matter.

Helium in France.—According to communications
made to the French Acadc'mie des Sciences by MM. Moaren and
Lepage, quite a number of French natural springs contain con-
siderable quantities of helium. In many springs in the Cite d'Or
helium is present to an extent of 10 per cent., the other gases

being nitrogen and argon, crypton, xenon and neon. The Carnot
spring in Santenaz yields 17'845 litres of helium yearly.

Electric Vehicles and tiie War,—Writing on the
sudden requisition of horses and motor vane for military parposee,

and the fears of a shorttige of petrol, our contemporary, Motor
Triirti<iii, mentions that there has been something like a boom in

Edison battery vehicles. The experience gained by Messrs. J.

Lyons A; Co. with the 2-tou electric van recently purchased has
been so satisfactory, that they placed an order with Edison
Accumulators, Ltd., for all the vehicles of whatever kind they
could spare, and seven ranging in capacity from .'i tons to 1 ton,

were ordered for immediate delivery. Another urgent order was
received from the Great Western and Metropolitan Dairies, Ltd.,

who recently acquired a 2-ton Edieon electric, for two further
similar vehicles. Other orders were also received, and we gather
that in one day every Edison "electric'' that could be made
ready for immediate service was disposed of, includiug some which
were brought back from a demonstration tour. We may add that
this sudden accession ot popularity of the electric vehicle in a time
of stress is due largely to its inherent advantages. An increase in

the price of electrical energy is unlikely, while the price of motor
spirit is at least uncertain : the electric requires, on the whole, less

skilled attention than either petrol or steam-driven vehicles, and
repairs are a much simpler matter. Jloreover, looked at solely

from a commercial paint of view, the so-called mileage limitation
of the electric -which covers sufficient miles for the majority of
town liasineBsea— is an all-important advantage, as such vehicles
are unlikely to be requisitioned for other than local use by the
military authorities. Certain trades must be maintained in any
emergency, and it is probable that the use of the electric vehicle in

such cases, while preventing wholesale dislocation of business,
would induce the military authorities to provide their own trans-
port equipment on a more generous scale than hitherto.

Wayleave iteutals.—The electrical engineer of a
Colonial electricity supply undertaking sends us a copy of an
account rendered by a looal manicipality to his Council, which he
regards as the most atrocious thing he has ever seen in the way
of rental for overhead mains. AH the runs are short. Rent
charges on electric cables, year 1914 :

—
Bennett & Son
Imperial Pictures

Marquett's, Ltd. ...

Howard
Mullens & Co
N.S W.A. Water Co
McNaughton iK: Son
Healey ...

Main line

Electric Lanij) development. — Tn the Eleclrical
World of July nth Mr. E. H. Waldo, after referring to the fact
that Sawyer and others were working with nitrogen and other
gases in lamp bulbs about 1880, pointed out that work had been
done much earlier along the same line. Onfi ot the first investi-

gators to produce an incandescent lamp was W. R. Grove, the in-

leitorof the "Grove" cell. Faraday had proposed "inclosing
wire in a tube for the purpose ot being able to ignite a longer
portion of it." In 1810 and 1841 Grove was using for lighting
his laboratory an incandescent lamp which embodied some of the
principles of our latest lamps. He used a metallic filament.

" Not knowing how to reduce tungsten powder to a wire, he
used platinum as the best metal available for a filament, and
arranged the wire in the form of a helix, the spirals of which
were brought as close together as possible, ' as each aids by its

heat that ot its neighbour, or rather diminishes the cooling eSect
of the gaseous atmosphere. The wire should not be too fine, as it

wo lid not then become fully ignited. The helix form offers the

£0
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OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editor! vnvite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial aide of the profesfion and indvstry,

also electric tramway and railway officiah, to keeji readert of the

EliECTBlOAL Bevibw posted as to their viovementt.

Central fStatioii Officials.—Mr. E. V. Weauk,
manager of the Chichester Electric Supply Co., was married on
Saturday last to Mies Kate Farr.

Mr. Chahi.es Fubness, Blackpool a electrical engineer, left on
August 12th, for Eysden, Holland, near the Belgian border, to

bring home his U-year old daughter, who, with another girl, was
at a convent school. Mrs. Furness was delighted, on August 13th,

to report a telegram from her husband announcing that he had
arrived at Folkestone, along with their daughter and other
children, safely from Holland.
The Swansea Council on Friday decided to advertiee for a

borough electrical engineer, at a salary of £.500 per annum. Mr.
C. A. L. PruBsmann has held the position for the past 10 years, bnt
is now relinfiuishing the post.

TraiiMvay Officials.—In view of the war, proposals

made at Ashton to increase the salary of Mb. Ernest Holt,
tramways manager, by £50 per annum, and the salary of Mk.
Appelbeb, electrical engineer, by £50 now, and a further £50
next year, have been withdrawn.

General.—The marriage was solemnised at Christ
Church, Blackburn, last week, of Mb. Albebt Isherwood, elec-

trical engineer, and Miss Elsie G. Senior.

At Chri.st Church, Henley, on August lUh, the marriage took
place of Mr. Frank Swindler, of the electrical staff of Messrs.
Whipp & Bourne, of Castleton, Rochdale, and Miss Jane Soothill.

Mr. J. G. Bal.sillib, Commonwealth engineer for radio-
telegraphy, has notified the Postmaster-General that he does not
intend to offer himself for reappointment after hia three years'

engagement, which expires in September next, as his private
practice will require the whole of his attention.— ryHi?«()HH'c«;r/(

Engineer.

Mb. S, G. Smith, late of the staff of Messrs. Cole, Marchant and
Morley, of Bradford, has been appointed assistant foundry super-

intendent to the British Westinghouse Co , Ltd., of Trafford Park,
Manchester.

Golfers in the electrical world and members of the Electro-

Harmonic Society will be interested In the current issue of The
Secretary, which contains a full-page photograph of Mr. W. E.

Lane, the first holder of the Morrison McLeod challenge cup
presented to the Chartered Secretaries' Golfing Societies.

Obituary.—The death took place last week, at the
Doncaater Military Depot, of Mb. Edgar Abmitage (48), of

Staincliffe. The deceased had been employed by the Yorkshire
(Heavy Woollen District) Electric Tramways Co., Ltd , ever since

that company commenced operations. He went with the Dewabury
Detachment of the 4th King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry to

Doncaster, in response to the mobilisation orders, but on parade
on the day following hia arrival at Doncaster, Mr. Armitage did

not feel well. He was taken to hospital, and died later in the day.

The death U recorded, at the age of 51 years, of Mr. Charles
Cobpinglev, proprietor and editor of publicationa connected with
fie motor trade", and organiser, many years ago, of motor-car and
other exhibitions at the Agricultural Hall.

Indian A'ni/ineerimj states that the death has occurred of Mb.
D. S. Clayton, manager of the Electric Telephone Co. in Madras,
who arrived there two years ago from Calcutta.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Universal Electric Canoe Co., Ltd. (137,3871—This com-
p»ny was registerad on Ansust 8th, with a caijital of £1,000 in i190 ordinary
shares of £1 each and SOOdefjrred eharea of Is. ouch, tooatryon the business
of electric canoe, laiincli and boat builders, manufacturers of iiropellcd

oanoea, boats, ships and vessels, Ac. The subscrtbfsre (with one share each)
are .— B. Duukels. Woodhuvst, Maidonliead, Berks., Rontlt man ; *. Wilder,
C9, Market Street, Miidanhoid, Herlis,, bolt builder; J. M. Wilder, Glen
Roy, Ray Mead Road, Maidenhead, Berks , boat builder ; H. J. Wilder, Glen
Roy, Ray Meal Roid, Maidenheiirl, Berks., boat builder. Private ojmpany.
The number of directors is not to bo less than two or more than Ave ; tlie

ttrat are E Dunkets and A. Wilder (both permanent) ;
Qualification, i'3. Rc-

Kistored office, 1, Park Street, Maidenhead.

E. M. Evans & Son, Ltd. (137,3!)()).—This company was
registered on August lath with a capital of £i!.000 in £1 shares (I.OOO per
cent, cumulative preference), to take over the business of an electrical

engineer and oDiitractor carried on Iiy J. H. Evans at I and 5, Lever Stret^t,

IManohester, as E. M. Evans >t Co. The subscribers (with one share each)
are —J. H. Evnna. Chetwynd. Woodford, Cheshire, oleotrienl eni,inecr and
.intractor; U. Tinker, 19, Morni'igton Street, t horlton-on-Mcdlock, Man-
chester, cashier. Private company. J. H. Evans is permanent governing
director, subject to holding r760 of the shares iillotted to him nndor purchase
of agreement. Registered office. 1. Laver Street, Piccadilly, W.

J. Diivis & Co, (Southampton), Ltd. (137 379) -This com-
pany was rogistered on August llth. with a capital of £2.000 In i'l shares, to
oar'yon the business of electrical and general engineers and contractors,
suppliers of electricity, manufacturers of and dealers in railway, tramway,
magnetic, galvanic and other apparatus, &c., and to adopt an agreement with
T. Davis. The subscribers (with one share eaoh) are :—F. W. Orifflth, 19,

F.lgio Avenue, W., olerk ; T. Davis, 71, Bedford Place, Southampton, electrical
and mechanical engineer. Private company. Th'^ number of dircct.irs is nol
to be less than ttvo or more than six ; T. Davis is permanent governing
director, Bubj act to holding GCG shares. Registered oflloe, 71, Bedford Place,
Southampton,

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Newcastle and District Elettric Li(;btiai? f*., Ltd.—
Particulars of £30,003 debentures, created .July 3Ut. 1911. arii secured by trust

deed of even date tiled pursuant to 8eo. IfS (3, of tbo CiimpanieB' iCoosolida-
tion) Act, li)09, ihe whole amount being now luued. Property cbarfod

'

Certain spec tic plant and machinery, benefll of cerlim obligations uoder-
taklag and property (other than specitloally charged premiaee and uocaUed
capital), and all money reiQlting from compulsory sale under ProTUioual
Order or Ac of Parliament. Trastees: B, O, Browne, Ion., and T. W.
Thompson.

Corona Lamp Works, Ltd.—Issoe on Jaly 2Dth. i'Jli, of
£5,805. part of a seriei of which pirticolan have already been filed.

Yeiiner Time Switches, Ltd,—A memorandum of satisfaction

t-i the extent of £.')00 on July 18ih, 1914, of debsnlures dated .July lOih, 1911,

securing £5,000 has been tiled (am 'ant oatstanding £3.530).

CITY NOTES.

Tjneside Tramways aud Traiiiroads to.

At the annual general meeting of the above company, the

Chaibman, in moving the adoption of the report (see Elec. Rev.,

page 258), stated that the receipts were £1.5,553. or fUS'l more than

in the corresponding period of last year. At the meeting for the

corresponding half-year he had to report an increase of £1,049, so

that the present increase was not quite so good. The £986 was

made up of £406 on ordinary traflBc, £42 workmen's trafBc. and

£537 for other traffic. The actual ret^ipts were 10'48d. per car-

mile, against 9 94d. in the corresponding half-year, and 9 26d. for

the half-year before. The costs amounted to G'58d. per car-mile, as

against G'27d. per car-mile, an increase of 'Sd. per car-mile. This

latter increased expenditare was almost entirely accounted for by

the gradually increasing amount which they spent for repairs and

maintenance, an expenditure they were charging to revenue. They
were also providing a reserve fund, and proposed to add to it

£1,130. The reserve now stood at £17.520, against £14. ."3S at the

corresponding period of la?t year. The directors had decided that

as it was an entirely cash business they were engaged in, and as

they had a large number of small shareholders, they did not think

it right to change the date of the payment of the dividend. It

was their duty to endeavour to carry on the business of the

country as nearly as possible on ordinary line'. In conclusion, the

chairman said the expenses incurred in safeguarding the company

in regard to the Newcastle-on-Tyne Parliamentary Bill had been

provided for and taken off the profits of the last half-year.

Mb. G. E. Henderson, vice-ohairman, seconded, and the report

was adopted.

The dividends having been formally approved, the meeting

tsrminated.

Soufli Metropolitaii Eleitric Lijilit and Power
Co., Ltd.—The transfer books are closed from August 18th to

31st for the preparation of warrants for interim dividends payable

as usual on 31st inst. in respect of the 7 per cent, cumulative first

preference and 6 per cent, cumulative second preference shares.

Maiiaos Traiiiwavs and Liiiht Co., Ltd.—The directors

report that for the year ended April 30th the receipts from the

tramways were £87,028, as against £106148 for the previous year,

and from the lighting department £44 395, as against £44.148.

The results are not considered unsatisfaottiry in view of the

depression prevailing in Brazil generally, and particularly in the

Amnzon. The State is heavily in arrears in payment for the street

lighting. The Federal aud the Municipal Governments' currtnt

accounts are also seriously in arrear, but other collections have

been well maintained. Undex the circumstances the directors

cannot see their way to recommend the payment of a dividend. To

the balance of £14.42i'. remaining after payment of debenture

interest and sinking fund should Iw adde^l the amount of £3,435

brought forward, making a total of £17,861. This the directors

recoinmi^nd should be dealt with thus —Transfer to continggnciea

reserve, £> 000 ; transfer to renewals reserve, £i;,OtH> : leaving to

be carried forward £3,861.

l\ncsidf Klcitrical nf\eio|»i»i'nt l«».. Ltd.—The
directors have declared an interim dividend of .'' per cent, lets

Income-tax, payable on August 3 let.

Iladlit'lds. Ltd.—An intorim dividend of Is. per shaiv,

tax f rct>. on ths ordinary shares, has been declared for the half-

year endtd ,Iune 30th.

ll>dro-Klfitrif Power A Motallurjriial Co.. Ltd.—
At the meeting of first mortgage debenture- holders held on Wed-

nesday, the resolution referred to on pafre 258 of our last issue

was adopted.
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STOCKS AND SHARES. MARKET QUOTATIONS.

Tueadsy ETeoing,

With the Stock Ezchani^e cloBedand ConijolB at 7U, to «ay nothint;

of a moratorium which possibly may be extended beyond its due

date of September 4th, it may bo supposed that affairs in the

nei|;hbourhood of Thro^morton Street are none too llourishini;.

Members find their oooupation goae. A threat number are at

York House, working voluntarily for the Prince of Wales's

National Fund. Othern have gone to the front, and some still

stroll up and down the street, to the admiration of all who are not

themselves iu khaki, A few are eni^^aged in buying horses for the

(lovernment, and a much larger body adopt the sensible course of

rusticating in the country on as little as they can per diem. The

ijuestion of reopening the markets remains fraught with danger^

not to the Stock Exchange alone, but to the community at large ;

and the House authorities have to take into consideration many
minor chains of circumstance of which the outsider can have little

conception.

The main dithoulty concerns itself with the stocks open on

Continental account with London honses. The French and

German interests cannot be expected to pay, and, therefore, any

resumption of open markets would set free a very torrent of

selling from those in whose bands the stock now rests. It is

quite problematical to what extent bankers are prepared to con-

tinue existing loans, much less to negotiate fresh money. (iood

news from the theatre of war, if it held out reasonable hope of

peace ensuing, would afford the most powerful stimulus that could

be desired by those who want the Stock Exchange to re-open, if

only from the point of view of knowing what their securities are

worth. Until this cornea, it is difficiilt to see how markets can be

started, except under conditions which, as already hinted, might

precipitate panic.

Business, on a very limited scale indeed, is being carried on ; and

we know of one firm of brokers, for instance, whosa expenses

average £20(i a week, who have taken the lordly sum of £3 15s.

in commission since the Stock Exchange closed on July 31st—the

said expenses being reduced by £2 or £3 a week through money
saved on postages and stationery. The collapse followed six

months of hard times for investors and stock markets, so that,

when business was suspended, many leading quotations had already

undergone severe shrinkage before the beginning of the war.

It is our annual practice at this season to set out short compara-
tive tables of the tiactuations which representative electrical

stocks and shares have experienced since New Year's I'ay ; and,

although the House is closed, there is an exceptional interest

attaching to the process now, inasmuch as quite a large percentage
of the prices in electrical stocks and shares actually show rises,

compared with seven months ago, as the following examples
illustrate ;

—

Stock or share. Deo. Slat, July 30tb, Rise or
1913. 19U. fall.

Metropolitan 16 31* — UJ
Metropolitin District 8J 19' — 13
Central Liondon Deterred . . . . 62* 4'2J

— 20

British Insulated 8 10^ + H
British Westinghouse Pref l^ IH + im
Callender's 11 13 +1
Henley's 13 15 +2
Baboock 4 Wilcoi Q}| flj — A
City of LondoD Ordinary .... 17 16 +1
County 13 13
Kensington 75 7J — j
Bt. James' SJ 93 + i
Westmlostei: 8* 8S + i

Brazil Traction 88* 68 — 36i
Mexican Light and Power .. 4i' 45^ + 8J
Bhawinigan 136 126 — 10
Mexico Trams 66* 62* — 4

British Electric Traction 7p?r ce-it... 63* 65i + 2
Anglo-American Telegraph Pief. .. infj 108 + 2i
Eastern Extension 12+ 12^ + J
Eastern Telegraph 126* ISoJ + 5
West India and Panama Sjs l| — li
Marconi 3fi, I^r — ll
Globe Telegraph lui llj + |

It seems extraordinary that, out of the two dozen securities

which we took purely at random, eave in the way of drawing
examples from five principal sections, more than half should have
rises to their credit. Bat of course it is only fair to add that the
current quotations are largely nominal. Buyers could no doubt
get on in nearly every case at the above figures, or possibly a little

less ; though what sellers would be able to get for the same shares
it would be difficult to say.

As with other matters in which people were a little demoralised
upon the first shock of the war, the question of deferring dividend
payments has been settled by most companies agreeing to diatri-

bute their profits in the usual way. Delay has occurred in certain
oases, and in a comparative few the money is to be withheld for
the time being. But the contention advanced here last week, that
great hardship would be inflicted upon numbers of relatively small
investors were dividends not to be paid, is now so generally
recognised that the public can reckon npon getting its regular
dividends this autumn, in spite of the war.

Owing to the war, the prices given below are, of course, only

nominal.

Wednesday. August 19tb.

CHEMICALS. *0.
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EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF ELECTRICAL GOODS DURING JULY. 1914.

Tn contrast with the returns for the preceding month, the July
figures for electrical exports and imports reached values well in
-excess of the average figures for the first half of the year.

The exports of British material were valued at £:,r,i;2'.tl, which
compares with £462,2,S1 in the previous month : the increase was,
however, mainly due to a large telegraphic export to British West
Africa, which increased the June telegraphic total of £72,8.").", to
i;l75,2S7 in July. Machinery exports also increased by roughly
£12,000, but in other directions the returns show some falling off,

notably in exports of goods and telephonic material, and, to a less

degree, cable exports.

The imports, valued at CJ9I,241, nearly reached the highest

recorded total this year, and compare with £261,770, the ralue for
June

;
amongst the sections showing increaoee were the machinery,

cable, telegraphic and telephonic imports. The re-exporta only
reached a total of £19,478, the lowest figure recorded thia ye»r.
Our best customer daring the month was British West Africa,
owing to the circumstance mentioned, and otherwise trade with
India, Japan, Argentina. Canada and Australia attained respectable
proportions.

In the light of recent events, it is not surprising that German
imports into this country jumped up by gome £30.000 to £1B8.250
in .<nly, before the declaration of War; Belgian imports also

doubled, while the American figures show a decrease.

Regfistered Exports of British and Irisli Electrical Goods from tlie United Kingdom.

rDestiuation of exports and country consigning
imports.

fS

.2'g2

1 S °'
.2 a
w a

S = 9 o .

at- I f'i -

Russia, Sweden, Norway and Denmark
<3ermany
Netherlands, Java and Dutch Indies
Belgium
Prance
Portugal
Spain, Canary Isles and Spanish N. Africa...

Switzerland, Italy and Austria-Hungary ...

Greece, Roumania, Turkey and Bulgaria ...

Channel Isles,Gibraltar,Maltaand Cyprus...

U.S.A., Philippines and Cuba
Canada and Newfoundland ...

British West Indies and British Guiana ...

Mexico and Central America ...

Peru and Uruguay
Chile
Brazil ... ... ...

Argentina
•Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador and Bolivia...

Egypt, Tunis and Morocco
British West Africa ...

Rhodesia, O.R.C. and Transvaal
Cape of Good Hope ...

Natal
Zanzibar, Brit. E. Africa, Mauritius & Aden
Azores, Madeira and Portuguese Africa
Prench African Colonies and Madagascar...

China and Siam
Japin and Korea ...

India ... ... ...

Ceylon
Straits Settlements, Fed. Malay States and

Sarawak ...

Hong Kong ... ... ... '

West Australia ...

•South Australia

Victoria ... ... ... ... ...

New South Wales
•Queensland ...

Tasmania
New Zealand and Fiji Islands

Total, £

£
843

3,6.S1

670
791
292
800
898

l,28fi

6113

44

202
403
173
22

363
134
630

7,293

116
75

3,139

2,651
822
555
91

1,426

480
4,885
)07

1,637

610

276
295

1,138

1,588
395

744

38,510

£
720

1,091

945
144

69
426
140
99

1,429

341

8,239

258
426
26

2,418

2,857
375
479

U71

650
17,335

152

1,168

390

4,156

399
7,199

3,986

100

171!

60,169

37
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ELECTRICALLY-PROPELLED TOWER
WAGONS.

It seems fairly obvious that if an electric light or

power company has faith in its own commodity, it

should utilise it to the fullest possible advantage,

and hence the use of electric motive power for driv-

ing the cars or other vehicles employed in the service

of such companies seems to be a natural result.

For some reason or other, however, this pro-

cedure appears to have made a greater headway in

the United States than it has in this country, and

hence the electrically propelled vehicle belonging to

the electricity supply authority is yet somewhat of a

noveltv. We illustrate below the tower wagon
utilised by the Philadelphia Electric Co., in con-

nection with arc lamp trimming, in order to show
that such utilisation of electric energy is not merely

a possibility, but is becoming a matter of standard

practice. The figure shows the tower wagon at its

fullest extension.

For the safe operation of power vehicles of this

description, it is essential that all necessary apparatus

shall he in a position which is easy of access. Also

the mechanism has to be strong, simple, and easily

operated. These problems have been met verj'-

.Amebican IiECTEic Tower-Wagon fob Arc Lamp Trimming.

satisfactorily by the Commercial Truck Co. of

America, whose works are at Philadelphia, this com-
pany having adopted, in preference to other types,

a steering wheel mounted on an inclined column
with a control wheel immediately below, as shown
in the illustration. In order that the car may be
equally well controlled by a man on the upper plat-

form, the extension of the steering rod is carried

upward and backward to the top position, a

duplicate steering and control wheel being mounted
in that position. The controller is of the continuous
torque type mounted on the chassis and forming the
base of the steering column. Its position places it

in the most desirable place for inspection, leaving
the space under the seat available for loading and

other purposes. The controller gives three speeds

forward and two reverse, without breaking circuit

between points, making the acceleration smooth and
without sudden jerks or strains on the gearing and
tires. The steering gear is mounted on the frame
immediately below the controller, the steering shaft

passing through the latter.

The drive or reduction gear from the motor to the

rear wheels is the llindley type worm and gear.

By the use of this type of gear, it is possible to-

transmit the power from the motor to the rear

wheels by a single reduction, thus avoiding com-
plication and the large number of parts necessary

where double reduction is employed. The rear

wheels are mounted on taper roller bearings entirely

independent of the driving mechanism, and are
driven by floating shafts engaging the outer end of

the wheel hub, the inner ends of which slip by means
of squared ends into the hubs of bevel differential

gears. The whole mechanism is immersed in oil,

giving a minimum of wear, and noiseless operation.

The rear construction, consisting of the motor,
gear casing, axle housing and gear wheels, with the
gearing and driving shafts, constitutes a complete
power equipment which is readily removable for in-

spection and repairs. All parts of the driving unit

are set in a fixed and unalterable relation to each
other. Ample braking capacity is provided in the
internal expanding brakes. The brake is controlled'

by a foot-lever, and is reinforced by an electric emer-
gency brake, and either of these is ample to hold the
vehicle under any condition. The battery used is of
an improved lead type or Edison type giving
85 volts, the capacity being adjusted to suit the
service requirements. In the 500-pound wagon
it is of 16 amperes' capacity, while in the 1,000-pound
wagon it is rated at 22 amperes. The rated speed
is 15 miles per hour, and the mileage is 40 to 60,
depending on the battery equipment. It is to be
hoped that with the extending use of electric light

and power in this countrj^ we shall shortly see more
of these vehicles in ordinary use upon our roads, and
it will be a good thing if the electricity supply
authorities of Great Britain give a decided lead in

this direction.

REVIEWS.

Practical uses of the Wave Meter in Jl'ircless Tele-

graphy. By J. O. Mauborgne. London: Hill

Publishing Co. Price 4/2 net.

This useful and interesting little work has for

author a first lieutenant in the U.S. Army who was
formerly an instructor at one of the U.S. Army
Signal Schools. Being originally issued for instruc-

tion purposes it has been amended and revised with
assistance from several well-known U.S. experts in

radio-telegraphy. Good and useful information will

therefore be looked for in the book, and in this the

reader will not be disappointed. There is, however,
a tendency to stretch the applications of wave meter
methods beyond their legitimate scope in some in-

stances, while in a few others there is a lack of ex-

planatory matter. One instance of the former occurs
on page 44, where it is proposed to measure the re-

sistance of the spark gap in a transmitter on the

assumption that the decrement of the circuit is the

sum of the decrements due to the calculable high
frequency resistance of the inductance spiral and the

spark gap resistance. Such an assumption not only

omits the condenser losses but also fails to take ac-

count of the losses occurring in various parts of the

oscillating electromagnetic field about and around
the transmitter, whereby i^ R losses are produced by
induced currents in neighbouring conductors and
dielectric losses in any imperfect insulators in which
an alternating electric stress may be created. Lack
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of explanatory matter in regard to the adjustment
of a sending- station to make it comply with U.S.

laws is evidenced on pages 46 and 47. In the first

place it is not clear why the hot-wire ammeter in

the antenna circuit should indicate the " radiation
"

from the antenna. In the second place it is not

made clear why the wave length which gives the

largest reading on this instrument may be assumed
to give the most powerful radiation, especially in

view of the fact that an excessive inductance in the

antenna will enhance the antenna resonance and will

also reduce the radiation.

In view of legislation in the United States on the

subject of transmitter decrements, wave meter deter-

minations of this quantity assume an importance
which they would not othei-wise possess; the matter

is therefore dealt with in some detail in the work
under review. In this connection an expression of

opinion on such legislation may not be out of place.

As in this country, there appears to be in the United
States also, too great a tendency to legislate first and
put the assumptions made to proof afterwards. The
object of the legislation is to minimise interference,

and for some ill-defined reason an altogether undue
proportion of interference troubles have been
ascribed to large transmitter decrements. The as-

sumption is made that a transmitter will affect a

distant receiver in the same manner as it affects a

wave meter in close proximity. This can be readily

proved to be quite unsound. Moreover, the methods
of measuring decrements are not by any means above
suspicion in regard to the degree of accviracy at pre-

sent attainable. For instance, among several other
criticisms which might be made of such methods as

are described in this book, not only do the inconsist-

encies of most spark transmitters coupled with slow-

ness of response in the quantitative wave meter ap-

pliances used, render an unwholesome amount of
" averaging " necessary, but quite different results

are obtained from the two main slopes of a resonance
curve. For the latter reason the author recommends
striking a further averag'e between these two results.

The truth of the matter is that the methods of

measurement are not yet sufficiently developed to

justify their use in reference to legislation.

Descriptions of several forms of wave meter and
kindred appliances are given, but a number of those
ill common use in this country are not included. The
work covers 67 pages and index with 42 illustrations.

J. E. T.

Elementary Magnetism and Electricity. By Cyril
M. Jansky, B.S., B.A. London: Hill rublishing
Co., Ltd. Price 6/3 net.

This is a further volume of the Industrial Educa-
tion series prepared in the Extension Division of the

University of Wisconsin. It has- been prepared for

use in corres[)ondence instruction, and is intended

for individual or home study, consequently we shoukl

expect to find it free from the grosser slips and in-

accuracies to which text-books of all kinds are sub-

ject, since such mistakes are certainly more excus-

able, or at any rate are more easily rectified, when
a book is to be used by a class-student under the

guidance of a teacher than when it is inteiukxl to be

used without a teacher.

However, the " Recapitulation " of Chapter i

contains the following: " Like poles attract and un-

like poles repel." and on page Ui we have the state-

ment: " The coulomb is the unit quantity of elec-

tricity and is the quantity of electricity given by one
ampere in one hour." To pass from these glaring

"errors we are at once struck by a multitude of incon-

sistencies, of which the following- are typical : Page
20, par. 2—" Magnetism is the name of an a.'fsunied

suh.'itance producing attraction or repulsion between
pieces of iron by action at a distance "

: page jo, par.

3
—' Magnets arc bodies possessing the property of

magnetism." Magnetism is therefore both a sub-

stance and a propert)—subtle but unconvincing.
Magnetic Induction is defined as a " process," while
Electro-Magnetic Induction is a " principle." In
paragraph 9, on page 20, we read that the " strength
of a magnetic field is usually represented graphically
by the number of lines per square centimeter in a
plane at right angles to the field "

; in paragraph 7,
on the same page, a magnetic field is defined as the
" region or space which is permeated by a magnetic
influence "—we are left to imagine the state of mind
of an unaided student who attempts to construct a
plane at right angles to a region of space. Of
course the author's meaning may be clear to the re-

viewer, but to the student who is receiving his first

lessons on magnetic fields such obscurity of defini-

tion must necessarily cause loss of time and temper.
The book contains an unusually good collection

of worked examples, but even here exception must
be taken to the example on power on page 197.
" Niagara Falls are about 160 feet high. It is esti-

mated that 700,000 tons of water pass over them
every minute. If all the energy of this water could
be utilised what horse-power could be developed?"
Answer: 6,787,878 h.p. We have ourselves worked
this problem (with 2,000 lb. to i ton) and obtain

the result 6,787,878.78 h.p.! Perhaps it did not

strike the atithor that if his approximate height of

Niagara was only one inch in error his calculated

H.p. would be just over 3.000 out.

The inclusion of pretty pictures of Wireless Sta-

tions and Westinghouse Electric Locomotives does

not atone for the numerous errors and still more
numerous inconsistencies contained in this book.

The illustrations and arrangement are good, but a
careful revision of the whole book is necessary be-

fore it can be recommended to students.

P.H.S.K.

Lc Tlieorie du Rayonnemeut ct les Quanta. Paris:

Gauthier Villars. Price 15 fr.

In the autumn of 191 1 a conference was held at

Brussels, under the auspices of M. Solvay. to con-

sider and discuss certain controversial problems on

physics and radiation, in the light of modern re-

search. The gist of what took place is contained in

a volume of 456 pages, bound in paper covers, and

printed in French. The representative character of

the assemblv may be gathered from the names of

some of the participants—Lorentz, Nemst, Planck,

Kubens, Sommerfeld, Wein, Warburg, Jeans,

Rutherford. Brillouin, Curie, I^ingevin, Perrin,

Poincarc. Einstein, Hasenohrl. Omies. and Knud-

sen. To the physicist the contents of the volume

will be found to be of much interest.

PRESSURE-REDUCING MOTOR-GENERATOR

FOR HIGH-PRESSURE DIRECT CURRENT.

In till" iiressuio-reduiini: moUir-generator devised by P. Amsler

in \\n-> for use in train lijjhtinj: <^n high-pressure systems, a

di'itinet direet-couiilixi motor ami generator were used, the

eiuuits being as in tig. 1. Tlie higli-pressure machine was

sepuatelv exoiteJ from the secondary low-voltage circuit.

'-;liiint charaiterislie.-i being stvnied in the high-pre.-^ure motor

wl'ile obviating i-onnection of its field windings U^ the high-

pre-^ure circuit. Tbree l.'JOO/llo-v. converters of this type

wore installed bv Messi-s. Brown Bineri for tram lighting on

the Hia,<ea-.\e.iaarossa line (Tessin). and similar sets have bet>n

in use for two years on the 1.5lK>/l.StX>-v. Weydelstem railway

(Bavaria). .\ iiumber of sets, also used exclusnely for liglit-

in" are in use on the l^ivannes-Noiimont nulway (bwit7.er-

land) The operation of the fii-st sets to be installed was so

siitisfaotorv tluvt Messrs. Bnnvn I5overi have adopt<>d .\msler

motor generators as standard on all their D.c. railway systtMns

(using l.-2tX1 volts or higher pres-sure). and use the low-

IMcssure sectindarv current not <^nly fi^r lighting, hut also for

lieating and for fan and air pump motoi-s. etc. High-pressure
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circuits and ni>paiatiis nio thus liinitinl in nuinbor and extcDt,
and reliability of working is enhunced.
In order to save space and weight, .^iiisler inotor-ficnorators

an! now built within a coniiiKJn cylindrical yoke-honsing
< arrying a ball-bearing at each end and arranged specially to
irisiir.> cllicieiit cfwling. A 'i-KW. set constructed on the new
>ystrTM weighs 30 per cent, less than a 1.'2o-kw. get of the
originai type ; its housing being only 370 mm. in diameter and
770 nun. in length, such a machine can be accommodated
ea.«ily beneath even small rolling stock.
The new type of nuichine (described and illustrated in Elek.

y.riliichri/t), is built for continuous outputs of 2. 5, 10, 18, 23
or 'lO KW., primary pressure ],;>00 to 'J.StH) volts, secondary
pressure 30 to 330 volts, according to .si/e of machine. The

* Improving Per-formance

^00^

4-pole 40-KW. machine weighs 3,410 lb. and is designed for
1,000 r.p.m., but can be run considerably faster with corres-
ponding increase in output. All motor coaches on the Chur-
Arosa and Nyon-Morez railways (•.i,U00-'2,-200 volts, line pres-
sure) are equipped with the.se pressure transformers.
The ratio of pressure conversion is independent of variations

in line pressure, and the latter are proportionately reproduced
in the secondary pressure. An automatic Brown Boveri speed
regulator may be used to hold the secondaiy pressure quite
constant, the connection of the group being then as in t:g. 2.

All new locomotives on the Berner Oberland railway are being
equipped on this system. The units actually installed com-
prise H.T. motor, fan and l.t. dynamo. Between 1,300 and
1.700 volts hne prei^sure, the speed of the set and hence the
faa delivery and dynamo voltage are held constant by the
automatic regulator. The latter controls the dynamo excita-
tion, and the differential compound winding of the motor is
omitted .since its function is performed by the voltage regu-
lator; otherwise operation is as in fig. 1.

' M\ shunt windings
are excited from the low-pressure side; the intei-pole and
main series windings (carrying primary current) are connected
to the earthed side of the armature. The armature winding
alone requires high-tension insulation and is protected by
mica preparation tested to 9.000 v. a.c.
Any desired fraction of the motor output may be utilised

mechanically, but a fan is not required to limit the maximum
speed of the motor, since the lattar has shunt characteristics.
In this respect the Amsler system is distinguished from cer-

tain American systems which either (1) use a h.t. series motor
with a relatively jKJwerful fan dissipating sufficient energy to
maintain practically constant dynamo pressure at all outputs;
or (2) excite the h.t. motor by a small secondary battery.
There is seldom useful application for the large fan required
by the former alternative, and the disadvantages of an
auxiliary storage battery are well know^n.
The Amsler sets give no excessive sparking either at the

moment of connection to the h.t. line or during normal work-
ing (a 40-KW. 2,200-v. set was tested up to 3,500 v. with 20
per cent, current overload, giving satisfactory commutation
throughout). Acceleration is very rapid, the starting current
rising momentaiily to 6 or 7 times normal; it is immaterial
whether the dynamo be loaded or light during starting. To

obviate current surges, it permanent series rcHintunce b. (fig. 1)

may be utted with siuall Hets; this resistance is short-circuit<.>(i

autoniaticully by u dynamu-pressurc relay Ui save losses in
larger sets.

Similar motor-generator sets niay be used advantageously t'">

supply traction motors vvithout series resistance. Further
information ri'lating to their application in this connection will
s|„„tlv l„. |,,,.l„ inr..

MAMMOTH BOILER RESULTS AKD
PROJECTS AT DETROIT.

TuERK are now nine 2,365 H.P. Stirling boilers installed in thc-

Delray station of the Detroit Edison Co., and experience in

their operation shows that they are as reliable as turbo-

generators. There are three .sources from which trouble may
bo expected—the boiler proper, the furnace brickwork, and the

stoker. If properly supervised, the boiler need introduce no
shut-down hazard. From October, 1912, to November, 1913,

there were but two tubes replaced in seven boilers whose aver-

age age was two years. The front tubes are worked exceed-

ingly hard, and it is proiKised to use distilled water for make-
up, since even 1-lG m. scale may cause trouble. The heat

required to distill water would be recovered by using the main
turbine condensate for cooling the stills, hence the ajst of

distillation would be negUgible. Furnace brickwork is hmited
to four furnace walls using underfeed stokers. The fallibility

of the stokers is not great; ordinary repairs include replace-

ment of burnt tuyeres and dump plates, etc. One-side tiring

(and half boiler ouptput) is practicable tem{X)rarily in case of

serious burn-out. In the Delray station, the boilers have been
ready for service 95 per cent, of the time considered, 98 per

cent, of the five full-load days of each week, and 100 per cent,

of the peak-load periods (4 to 6 p.m.). .At no time has it been
compulsory to put a boiler out of commission. The boUers are

down for ten or fourteen days at nine or ten months' intervals

for cleaning and general overhaul.

The Detroit Edison Co. is now building a power
plant to contain six 20,000 kw. turbines served by twelve
boilers, i.e., 10,000 KW. per boiler with no spares. Though
experience shows the chances of forced boiler shut-down to

be remote, the contingency has been considered. At normal
full load, the two boilers supplying a given turbine unit will

operate at approximately 191 per cent, of builders' rating (on

10 sq. ft. heating surface per boiler h.p.). If one of six boilers

working at this rating should fail, the other five would operate

at 235 per cent, rating and maintain full output. The settings

and auxiliaries ai'e being designed to permit continuous opera-

tion at 255 per cent, rating (i.e., three boilers taking the full

load of four).

The overall boiler and furnace efficiency of a Taylor stoker-

fired unit at Delray varies from 81 per cent, at 90 per cent,

rating (equivalent evaporation 3.1 lb. from and at 212° per sq.

ft. heating surface per hour) to 77.5 per cent, at 215 per cent,

rating (equivalent evaporation 7.45 lb.), hence as many boilers

as possible are run at 90 per cent, rating during light-load

periods and peak-load is carried by increasing the boOer rating.

This flexibihty is particularly valuable in tiding over sudden
thunderstormpeak-loads. The average day load at Delray will

be 63,000 KW. this summer, and the boilers then operating at

100-125 per cent, rating wOl fake 30 per cent, increase in load

with little effort.

The policy adopted has been to reduce the stoking staff to

a minimum, increasing the responsibihty of each man and
employing only first-class firemen. A gauge board and control

point are provided for each boiler. A water tender (man) on a

gallery at the top drum level looks after the boiler feed, but
otherwise the fireman is entirely responsible. Each man
operates two stokers and a bead fireman is in charge of six

or eight units. Eight-hour shifts are worked, and ordinary
and head firemen are paid Is. 8d. to Is. lOJd. per hour res-

pectively. The cost of firing averages only O.OO-SSd. per Kw.-hr,

Boiler dampers are shifted at the control point; the throttles

of the blower turbines are extended through the floor and
iS-point controllers are provided for the stoker motors. The
latter are d.c. interpole machines with 4 : 1 speed regulation

;

the power required by the stoker's is vei-j- variable and it is

difficult to make an engine govern satisfactorily with so wide
a controlled speed range. On the gauge boards are pressure
gauges connected to the superheater inlet and outlet; gauges
showing the draught under the fire, at the damper and at the
top of the combustion chamber; and COi meters. The fire-

man is guided primarily by steam requirements as shown by a
pilot steam gauge and a steam flow meter. Furnace conditions

are judged by the CO 2 recorder, the air pressure required for a
given boiler load and the colour of the gases as they tumble
over the first baffle. Air pressure and stoker speed are hand
controlled and the company's prejudice (says Mr. J. W. Parker
before the .American Society of Mechanical Engineers) is

against automatic control. Circulation in these boilers is so

rapid that the water level in the top middle drum often stands
two feet or move above that in the outside drums; this makes
automatic regulation of feed unsatisfactory on variable load.
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Best results are believed to be secured by encouraging intelli-

gent interest on the part of the firemen. At Delray, an aver-
age of 13.5 to 14 per cent. CO 2 and to 0.2 per cent. CO
i.^ found in the flue gases. Periodic dumping from the stokers
often di.sburbs good conditions, and a revolving grate con-
tinuous dumping device is being tried with good results.

.Allowing for overhauling at intervals of eight months, it is

estimated that the avenigc cost of maintenance (including
stokers, settings and boilers) is 0.0fl]7d. per Kw.-hr.—the plant
cajiacity being r2fl,(X)0 kw. .-mil tln^ annual load factor -36 per
cent. In the last two units instnlletl at Delray, the setting
walls are built slightly concave on the fire side. It is hoped
that this vertical arch construction will prevent bulging in of
the brickwork.
As at present built, the Delrny boilers are limited to about

275 per cent, rating, since unburnt gases then commence to

g?t into the superheater pass (though the combustion chamber
is 28ft. in height), and though secondary combustion occurs,
the overall efficiency decreases. Another limitation is the
drop in pressure through the superheater, the automatic check
valves and boiler stop valve. At 210 per cent, rating, the
drop in the superheater and cheek valves is 21 lb., and at 2.55

per cent, rating it is con.siderably greater.

GERMAN EXPORTS FOR THE HALF-YEAR.

The following table shows the exports of electrical goods from
Germany during the half-year just closed; figures for the
first half-year of 1913 are added for purposes of comparison,
and notes of any increases or decreases are given :

—

1913.

Kilogs.

Dynamos, electric motors, transformers,
dc, weighing up to 25 hg.—

To Great Britain 31,000

,, Austria 57,000

„ Russia 99,0n0

1914.

Kilogs.

39,000
63,000

87,000

,, Other countries

Total

Inc. or dec.

Kilogs.

8.000

6,000

12,000
187,000 191,000 + 4,000

374,000 380,000 + 6,000

Diilo, iveighing from 25 hg. to 100 kg-
To Belgium _§8,000

France
Great Britain ...

Holland
Austria
Russia
Spain
Other countries

Total

100,000
147,000

112,000
266,000

217,000

97,000

460,000

114,000

128,000

109,000

95,000
218,000
3.53,000

88,000

447,000

1,487,000 1,552,000

Ditto, weighing from 100 hg. to 500 kg-

To Belgium

,, France

,, Great Britain ...

„ Italy

„ Holland

,, Austria

,, Russia
,, Spain

,, Brazil

,, Argentina

,, Other countries

Total

310,000
156,000

357,000

194,000

251,000

279,000
391,000
274,000
286,000
189.000

996,000

280,000

148,000
440,000

158,000

260,000

236,000

651,000
173,000

177,000
203,000

1,073,000

26,0(X)

28,000

38,000

17,000

48,000

136,000

9,000

13,000

65,000

30,000

8,000

83,(X)0

36,000

9,000— 43,000
-1- 260.000— 101,000— 109,000
-1- 14,000

-f- 77,000

-I-

+

3,683,000 3,799,000 + 116,000

Ditto, weighing over 500 /.(;.—

To Belgium
,, Prance
,, Great Britain ...

„ Italy

,, Spain
„ British South Africa

,, Japan
,, Argentina

,, Brazil

,, Norv?ny
,, Russia

„ Holland ...
,

...

„ Other countries

Total

.4 re lamps.—
To Great Britain ...

„ Russia
„ Argentina

,, Austria

„ Other countries

Total

1,133,000

542,000

640,000
803.000

1,270,000

625,000
1.204.000

831,000

610.000
412,000
8;^2,000

530 000
2,737,000

652,000

397,000

1,348,000

2,108,000

667,000
514.(X10

1,042.0(X1

580,000

377.000

476,000

1,381.000

619.(XX1

3,103,0(X1

— 481.000— ur>xm
+ 708,(X10

+1,240,0(X1— 196,000— 111.000— 162,0tXl— 251,0(X1— 233,000

-f- (!4,000

+ 549.0(X1

+ S9.000

+ 3G6,00C

12,229,000 13,259,000 -H,030,000

33,000
68,000

46,000
27,000

122,000

20,000

38,000
22,000
9,000'

64,000

296,000 153,000

13,000

30,000
24.000
18.(XX)

58,000

143,000

Afcitmiihilors.—
To Denmark
„ Holland . .

,, .Sweden ...

,, Japan
,, .\rgentina

„ Chile

,, Other countries

Total
Cable.—

To Belgium
„ Holland
,, Norway
,, Sweden
,, British South .Africa

,, Japan
,, Argentina
„ Chile

„ Other countries

Total

Mctal-filamcnt lamps.—
To Great Britain ...

,, Austria

,, Russia
„ Italy

,, Spain
,, .Argentina

,, Brazil

,, Prance
,, Japan
,, Other countries

Total

Telephone appliances.—
To Great Britain ...

,, Prance
,, Russia
„ Italy

,, Other countries

Total

Electric light, power, d'C,

To Belgium
,, Great Britain ...

,, -Austria

,, Russia

,, Spain
,, British South .-Vfrica

,, Japan
,, Argentina
„ Brazil

„ Chile

„ Italy

„ Switzerland

,, Other countries

Total
Electric meters.—
To Great Britain ...

,, Italy
_

,, Austria

,, Russia

,, Spain
,, Argentina

,, Other countries

Total

Batteries.—
To Great Britain ...

„ Holland
,. Kussia

,, Swtxlen

,, Switzerland
,. Other countries

1913.

Kilogs.

I71."-|

••;nl .(J(J<J

.503,000

201,000
.537.000

871,000
1,030,000

1914.

Kilogs
Inc. or dec

Eiloge.

r.n/O) -r a53.0fji:i

:vi'j,ti)lt — 72.00<'

2.54 ,00f) — 249,0fJii

28.000 — 173.00^1

852,000 -t- 315,firxi

4.36.000 + C-.Wi
813,000 — 2l7.'(/)

3,194,000 3,216,000

l,520,0rw

2,650,000

1,871 ,00fJ

74-1,000

1,008,000

2,024,000

4.134,000

.386.000

6,894,000

4 2.% 00^1

4,asi,of/j

l,217,fp<>i

1,101,000

.368,000

290,000

3,936,000
601.000

4,486,000

+ 22,0ar

-f2.71C On'*)

-fl>>S4,VX.
— - rZi.Cidi

-r a5T,00fi— 6-10 .OTif)

—1.7:i4.<'//i— 19.S iVir'l

-I- 215.rA'.

—2.40S,«iCi

21,2.31,000 20,569,000 — 6e2,000

69,000

84,000
98,000
69.000
48.000

54,000
43.000

59,000
21.000

381,000

54,000
91,000

1.59,000

95.0011

34,fXKt

32.000
28,000

46.000

7o.(xm

337,000

905,000 946.000 -1- 41,0CO

427,000 442.000 -f 15,000

appliances.—
... 627,000

... 481,000

... 912,000

... 1,118.000

... .584.000

... 179,0(X>

... 204,000

... 697,000

... 382.000

... 242,000

... 6()1,000

... 408.000

... 2.503.000

1.059,000
99f).(X10

1,176.000
2.207.(XX)

315.00<l

181.(XX1

2:».(XX1

SH3.(XK1

2.3;i.(XX1

7OO.1XXI

791 .(XXI

4W.000
4.893.000

+ 432,000

-f- 515,000

-I- 264.000

+1.089.000— 269.000

+ 2.000
4- 26.000

-f 146.000
— 149.000

+ 458.00(1

-f iai.(xx'

— 4.000

-f2.390,00O

8,998,00014,028,000 -f5,030.000

143.000

168,000
191,0tX)

212,000
119,(XX>

130,000

516.000

117,000

231.000
230,0(X)

309,(XX1

llT.Ortl

77,(XX"l

726.(XX1

— 26.000

+ 63.000

+ 39,000

+ 67.000
— 2,000— 53.000

+ 210,000

1,509,000 1,807,000 + 298,000

162,000
51.000
,50,000

40,000

4(\000
26;?,000

220,000
75.O1XI

34,000
72.(XX1

71.(XX)

349.000

+ 5S.00G

+ 24.00C.

— 16.(XX'.

+ S2.(XV.

-+- 25.(XIC

+ 8(V00C

Total

Finished armatures and commutators.—
To Belgium

612.aX) 821.000 + 209.000

Great Britain ...

Italy

Austria
Russia
Japan
.•\rgcntina

Other countries

Total

i04.ax)
2(X).(XX1

201.wo
2.'^1,(XX1

2;>2.(XX1

2(>2.(XX'>

1(X1.(XX1

8;X"l.0OO

14S.0lX1

2.54 .(XXI

13S,(XX1

175.(XX1

54,^.(X10

131.0(X1

1J2.O0O

908,000

-f 44.000

+ 54.0(V.— 63.000
— KV.OOO
+ 313.00C— 71,000

+ 22.ax.

+ 18,000

.210000 2.421,aX) -!- 211,000
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Inxulatlnff iubea of paper.-

To Beljiiura

,, Kussia
,, Swodcn
,, Switzerland
,. Italy

,, Othor countrips

1U13.

KilogB.

ir,r),(Wi

i!h2.rKK)

41!),0(HI

ICH.OKI

TW.CKX)

1 ;> n

.

KilOKB.

it;;i,00()

1I().(K)(I

1(W,0()0

a't,(K)0

8.i,000

(i'Jft.OOO

Total ... 1,848,000 1,296,000

Electric signaUing apparatus.—
Total ... 499,000 592,000

'iVirelcsx telegraphy apparatus.—
Total ... 125,000 200,000

F.lrctric medical and dental appliances.—
Totul ... 257,000 421.000

Heating and cooking apparatus.—
Total ... 140,(KIO 191.000

Kilng = 2.201 11).

Inc. or dec.

K ilofre.

— 2,0(ifl

— T3.(m
— 32,000
— 35C,0(X)

— 84,000— 5,000

— 552,000

+ 93,000

+ 81,000

+ 164,000

+ 45,000

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR. 1914.
(NOT VET PUBI.l.SIlEDl.

<:tn,pilcd expressly (or (his Journal by Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Cofclcctr.ca^ P.,tont .^Rcnts. 285. High Holborn, London W.C.^ and alL.vcrpool and Bradford, to whom all inquiries should b^ addrcked

18,258. "Rotary fidd magnets." W. P. Tiiompsok. August Tih KkticboLlgct Ljungstroms .-Vngturbin, Sweden). (Complete)
'

!of-« ;;

Motor starting rheostat." G.M.Johns. August Tth. (Complete).

At^gd't -th.
™ "'" ^ ^"-o""" A. H. R*,i,Nc & A. J. D. KRiJ.

M^'..i^^,:^ AuTusf""fh.^'"'^'"'
"""""^ "" "^-^ «"'"g-" A.

in^Sec.ion^'',?['th''ThVuL''oMh"^'''f •''•f'""
of fire-damp and other gases

C. \\Tk,nson August ?th
""" ""'P °' "'"">•" '*V- GAt;mE%nd

G.Tju„UN>'"AugL°t 7th
^"'"-"'"g-—

'
d.vnamceleetrie maehines."

r,h'i?elep:i.o^;:;«h?£er^•|."&.,"'G^^:;lyt:-,S„;p,^,/ ''-"»• August

18,303. "Electric hoisting-apparatus." A. H. Collev. August 7th

Isf.V " «,'^'',""^ ,''"";'' '"""P'" ^- Wesiwood. August 7.h.
'

Ltd^ ^-^ F Ipln'pp' a' '^""^-l
"x"""" Siemens Bros. Dvnuio Works

18 368 "RI 1"^"! ;" (Addition to 5,514/U). (Complete)
'

7„^''^fGener!r,^Stri:'^-^:, U^iUf'staT:sr'™""°^-"°^ ^°- "-'" ^"«-

isisn "P '' °" '''"'• '^"^"'' !='• "" Germany). (CompleL)

p/SoN. i'ulus't tT"" "• ^- ^°°''' •*• WE.LESLEV,^ and' H. F.

BKof DvN',Mo°°WrRKs""So"lf
'-„dynamo-eIec,ric machinery." Siemens

ISQQ- ..D "I""^- "" * E. O. klEFEER. August 7th.

^' 'r-i?7- --' -"mf^err^r^^cSi^i^t^: --^^

a|£7t. Jt&ar^:^ ^r^a!- united l;atS^-;s:;;;,pi:;^-

:;^:L,^r::^:r;i^^-^T^.-^^
lo,44u. Mechanica aoparatus for ri.f.^r^.'..rt tu^ . .

automatic electrical circuit hr,Lc "n 5? .^r, ""^ tnppmg-mechanism of

IS J4» .? ^r, .

^- '^^ J- D.*NDR,DC.E. August 8th.
1!<,44J. Electro-magnet c un ockins and iinsrr»n,i„n ,„ . /

lamps." O. OLDHAM. August 8th
^ unscrewing apparatus tor miners'

Sth^'^^rJ,'
P''.''P='>'7"="' electricity meters." Landis & GvR, Ltd Aueust

^R J? ^ ^
"""'' '^"S""' ""'• "13, Switzerland). (Co^prete.

^
Sc!l^'ct^ERTWB^Rl'E"S.M°L'r 11'ult '^''Ton^^^^Germany). (Complete).

(Convention date, August 21st, 1913,

18,466. " Control of searchlights, guns, or the like frr>m , h;.,, - j

laJ'pt'?.- E.''R"tR'i!.^^^ A^gu^tl,;,^"
'''^"'™'^ '"^ ^'"'"^ '--'^-«"'

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
Copies of any of the Sp

of Messrs. W. p. Ti
Liverpool and Bradford

'v ^ the following list mav be obtained
S: Co., 28,',, High Holtorn, W.C, and at
post free, 3d. (in stamps).

April 17th. (April

X9X3.
9,103. Rahwav Safe-running Devices. .\ R

17lh, 1912.)

13,976. Electric Signalling Systems, suitable tor Partv Line TelephoneAND LIKE SYSTEMS. Automatic Telephone Manufacturinff Co anHH H H^^^,;
son (partly Automatic Electric Co!). June 17th.

^ ""'""

19fh:'"(Jun?24Th!"l91?)
''"' ^"""^""'^ ^""^'•'^ Signals. Signal Ges. June

14.498. Method of and Means for Detecting Dangerous Atmospheres inMines and for Oper.ating an Alarm therein. G. Schauli Tune 23rd (Tanu
ary 23rd. 1914.)

' "

16,696. Telephone Machine Switching Systems. Western Electric Co (F T
Woodward acting for Western Electric Co.) July 21st.

16,725 l)».ViCE H,l< StARIIKO AKU i

July 21st. (July 2»lli, 1912.)

17,263. ELtCTIllCALLV-il.LlIUIN>TCII l.tTTHka, SiCHS, AKU THE IIKI DEVICM.
II llir>t and U. H, Jenkinton. July 28th.

17,337. SiGNALMNi;, Rkculatini; and Coktrolling Street TiiArric, and the
METHOD Of ITS APPLICATION POK HLtll TNATric. T. \V. S. I'irih and J. N. C.
Kennedy. July 2Hlh.

I7,li88. KlECTRIC CoOKINC-APrARATUS. M.
August 1st.

18,413. RKC11I.ATION or Variablk-spked Dv>
Midgley and C A, Vandervell. August 13lh.

19.305. Method or ELECtaiCAixy Opehatino
August 25lh.

19,209. Illumination cr Chart Tabled. E
19.803. Heating Water a» Eiectuicitv. I

September 2nd. ^^^^
20,654. Galvanometers or the like. Cambridge Scientific Instrument Co.,

and W. H. Apthurpe. .September 12lh.

22,503. Switches por Electric Self-starting DEvicpii and Lioiitini;

CiLCuiis roR Motor Nehicles. T. W. Tniiersall & J. W. Tatiersall. October
6ili.

SlBMARlsK SkKENH. Signal Get.

J. Railing and G. Maurice.

lAMO-ELECTHIC MacIiINES. A. H.

Railway Sicnalb. R. Mcakin.

P. Fletcher. August 25lh.

i. Trenlerry and A. Kingman.

Devices or Radiators. R. A. S.

Newton.

23,715. Elements pok Electric H
Paget. October 20lh.

24.327. Apparatus pok Magnetizing Permanent Magnets.
October 27th.

24,565. Electric Heating Element. S. E. Foster. October 29th.

24,928. Switching .Vi'paratus for Telephone Exchange Systems. Western
Electric Co. November 1st. (F. 1. Woodward, acting tor Western Electric

Co.)

25,129. Electrically-operated System op and Apparatus roR Automatic
Signalling on Railxvays. E. W. Dottle. November 4lh.

25,659. Telephone Repeaters. Western Electric Co. November 10th.

(F. T. Woodward, acting for Western Electric Co.).

26,734. Method or and Apparatus for Controlling Guns or other
Mechanisms prom a Distance. E. Schneider. November 20th.

27,050. Electrical Processes for Rivetiinc and Apparatus therefor.
Siemens ft Halskt Akt.-Ges. November 24th. (November 22nd, 1912).

27,163. Retrievers for Trolley Collectors on Electric Traction Si'STEms.

F. A. Wasson. November 25th. (May 12th, 1913).

27.424. " In and Out " Indicators and the like. A. G. V, Elder. Novem-
ber 28th.

27,669. Metallic Bodies .Adapted for Sealing into Glass and the like.

B. E. Eldred. December 1st.

27.771. Electric Glow Lamps. E. A, Kruger & K. Sannig. December 2nd.

28,633. Switching Devices for Electric Installations. Siemens Bros.

Djnamo Works, December 11th. (Siemens Schuckertwerke Ges.).

29,096. Automatic Signal-register to ,Ai:tomatically Indicate Colliery
and other Signals to Colliery Enc.inemen and others and also to Auto-
matically Release Sh.nals when complied with. W. Littlewood. December
I7lh.

X914.
196. Electr irpLiNG De\ ICES for Railway and other Vehicles.

January 3rd. (Divided Application on 21,480/13. September 23rd).

Mounting Bracket for Electric-switches and the like, A. Heckt.
14th. (February 14th, 1913).

Metallic Conduits for Electric Conductors. C. F. Burton, Slater

n, & C. F. Burton. February 23rd.

Electric Filament Lamps. E. Vass, L. Mitch, & F. Burger. March

ch 24th.

L. Boira

3,900.

Februari

4,583.

H. Burt

6.037.

10th.

7,482. Electric Ignition Lighting and Starting Systems for
INTERN.AL-COMBUSTION ENGINES ON MoTOR VEHICLES. R. Varley. M
(Divided Application on 8,679/13. April 12th).

7.686. Connecting Devices for the Leads from Portable Secondary
Batteries. Robert Bosch (Firm of). (June 7th, 1913). March 26th.

9,970. Retrievers for Trolley Collectors on Electric Traction Systems.

F. A. Wasson. April 22nd. (May 12lh, 1913. Divided Application on

27,163/13. November 25th).

12.483. Circuit .Arrangements for Automatic or Semi-automatic Telephone
Installations. Siemens S: Halske Akt.-Ges. Mav 20th. (May 20th, 1913.

Addition to 16,538/13).

13.883. Railway Safe-running Devices.

ruary 13th, 1913. Divided Application on

13.884. Railway Safe-running Devices.

ruary 13th, 1913. Divided Application on

13,916. Railway Safe-running Devices.

ruary 13th. 1913. Divided Application on

14.189. Railway S.ife-running Devices.
ruary 13lh. 1013. Divided Application on

A. R. Angus.
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THE INFLUENCE OF ENGINEERING
ON RACE REMOVAL.

[L'9

An interesting passage in "The Dawn of History," by

Prof. J. L. Myres, refers to some of the earlier migrations

prompted by economic necessity, of the tribes which popu-

lated the Arabian desert. The effect of these nomadic

tribes upon surrounding and comparatively civilised nations

was profound, and led to the foundation of new sets of

social conditions.

Students of modern problems concerning the races of the

world will detect in more than one quarter a very similar

movement at the present day, masked by certain modified

modern influences, and at present only in its beginning.

The ultimate result will probably be very much the same,

involving changes in the geographical distribution of race?,

which, up to the present, have been associated with certain

fi.xed zones, and the putting into a state of flux many of

ethnological distinctions which have hitherto defined

humanity.

Even at the present day we are abandoning such old-

fashioned distinctions as " savage," " barbarian," and

similar terms describing cultures with which we are only

imperfectly acquainted, and are beginning to classify the

races of the earth according to their stage in civilisation,

defining them as either "backward" or "forward"

nations in development. It must not be forgotten in dis-

cussing this point that some of the races which we were

accustomed to regard as backward have developed a forward

impetus to an extent which would be amazing if we did not

remember that the seeds of modern civilisjition have dropped

into practically virgin soil, as illustrated in the case of

Japan. Conversely, if we are to believe a tithe of the

accounts which are now coming to hand during the progress

of the present war, a nation which is presumably civilised is

capable of acts which are crude in their savagery.

It may at first seem that all this is entirely foreign to

engineering, but in reality the engineer, next to the linguist,

is probably the most potent factor in this world change.

He is also a man who will be most directly affectod in its

later stages. One or two illustratitms may Ih' given. The

mission of the European nations during recent times has

been to spread what is known as civilisjition, which is a

mode of life and the collection of tenets, and, incidentally,

the sale of goods, which our particular branch of the human

race has developed during a rather strenuous period of

development. In spreading civilisation, the European

branch has inlluenced other forms of civilisation, some of

which antedate our own, in some cases causing trcuble,

while in other cases the change has been wrought without

friction. One of the main aiuses of the Indian Mutiny

was, we believe, friction lietween two cults which did not

understand each other. .\ later development, however, may

be noted. The railway, when intrwlui>ed into India, assisted

the devout Indian in his journeys to his sacred place*, thus

swelling the profits of the railways and fostering his

own religion. The effect on the nations of India
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of the introduction of tin- railwuy, un entirely

engineering jiroduct, has, however, Ijeen to convert

II prdcticttlly fixed population with village life largely deve-

loped, into one which is rapidly becoming accustomed to the

idea of travelling, with the result that Indians are now to

be found in various parts of the world in great numbers.

It is only necessary to refer to recent troubles in South

Africa, and the deadlock whicli still more recently occurred

in a Canadian port, to emphasi.se the new ditlieulties which

the countries under our own dominion are realising as a

lesult of this new mobile force of humanity being thrown

upon the world's markets.

Humanity can be classed in one respect into two main

divisions, those who are opposed to, and those who are

actively engaged in, forwarding what we know as civilisa-

tion. Both are affected by the now conditions. Compare,

for example, the great Boer treks with pressnt day advan-

tages. To
(
I note from the earlier pages of Fitzpatrick's

" Transvaal From Within," the Boers, " rich and poor, old

and young, went off as in the days and in the fashion of

Moses or Abraham. They went without leave or help of

the Government ; secretly or openly they went, and they

asked nothing but to be left alone." ....
" Two parties, men, women and children, numbering '.is

in all, pioneered the great trek. Of these, 2G survived

fever and fighting, loss of provisions, wagons, and cattle,

and a long weary tramp from Zoutpansberg to Delagoa

Bay, and were rescued and taken thence to Natal, and two

children were carried off by the natives. The survivors

were three women with their 12 children—seven orphan

children and four youths. Not a single grown man escaped."

To-day Delagoa Bay, Salisbury, Bulawayo, and Cape Town
are name-places on a railway map. With the opening up of

the interior in this way, the line of frontiersmen has
undoubtedly been pushed forward, and with it our civilisa-

tion ; but, on the other hand, the same railway wh'ch takes
the whites northward can bring the Kathrs south. The
problem of Kaffir control has always been one of the
outstanding difficulties of South Africa.

Turning to other parts of the world, America and
Australia cannot but take note of the growth of the
Japanese, and that this growth is characterised by the
utmost virility is shown by the position which the
Japanese hare taken in Korea, and the effective support
they are giving us in the present crisis. Kussia knows very
well indeed what contact with another civilisation means,
and in the interior of China we have the first stirrings from
their age-long slumber of millions upon millions of human
beings, hardened by long privations and schooled by keen-
edged necessity. What will happen when the railways,

acting as mobilisers to humanity, pour the contents of China
across Europe and the world 'i

It must not be forgotten that with the railway come other
branches of engineering activity and the products of these

branches. Electrical engineering has transformed the
standard of comfort expected by civilised nations. It would
be impossible to enumerate the forces of engineering,

but their sum total is to introduce to the formerly fixed and
backward nations, new ideals of luxury, and therefore new
cravings which cannot bs satisfied by the primitive life which
they have hitherto led. The result is that driven on by their

new aspirations and appetites, with an easy means before
them of transferring themselves to all parts of the globe, a
vast movement of race is already beginning, and is likely to

attain proportions that at present we do not at all realise.

In this respect then, electricity, steam, and petrol are likely

to play a part in changing the character of the earth's

human distribution, which was certainly never realised by
the engineering pioneers, and is only dimly beginning to be
grasped by the average man to-day. Far-seeing statesmen
have already, we believe, caught sight of the future, but it

is one thing to see and another to legislate. From the book
to which we referred at the commencement it can be
gathered that the ravages committed by the early nomadic
tribes would have been far more severe than they

actually were if the Arabs had at that f>eriod in their

civilisation obtained the mastery of the horse

Substitute to-day for the horse the locomotive, the motor-
car, the torpedo, the flying machine, the telegraph, tele-

phone, dynamo, and motor, in the hands of men who only

yesterday handled the spear and the primitive plough, and
we obtain some vision of the mobilising influence of engi-

neering on the races of the world. When we see nations which
we thought were under the peaceful restraints of inter-

commerce flying at each other's throats on a few days' notice,

in a dispute with territorial issues, in a war so largely

assisted by engineering pnxlucts, one is compelled to wonder
what will be the ultimate effect of modern race migration
upon the world.

Lead.
Thk declaration of lead as contraband

of war, and the reserving of important

quantities of metal which were available for Government

purposes, had a very stimulating effect upon the prices

ruling, and private business was reported at as much as

£24 a ton for immediate delivery, but this proved to Ije

the apex, at all events for the time being, and the extent

of the advance undoubtedly bred some distrust, for the

general opinion was that the ris3 had been quite overdone.

This, in fact, proved to be the case. Meantime the Metal

Exchange is closed to trading, and quotations are all

nominal. The early apprehensions were all in favour of

an entire suspension for a time of imports of lead from

abroad, but as time has gone on it has been seen that these

fears lacked solid basis. British vessels can come and go

practically without hindrance within the limits of all the

seas, except those between here and Northern Europe,

though it is true that there have been some isolated cases

of the destruction of vessels on the Atlantic trade routes.

The escapades of these errant German cruisers will surely,

however, be circumscribed by degrees. Their object is clearly

enough not to fight, but to prey on commerce and show a

clean pair of heels when a British cruisar puts in an appear-

ance, as witness the recent brush between the Bristol and

the Karlsruhe. Hence no important difficulty is expected

to be met with now in obtaining lead from the countries of

production. There is another factor at work, however,

which may exert a definite effect upon the course of values

before the war is over, and that is the complete suspension

of operations in the Australian Broken Hill field. The
extraordinary difficulties involved in financing commercial

operations is held to be responsible for this, but another

possible explanation, though one mixed up with the first, is

that the mines there, although British to the core, are

controlled by German interests in so far as the treatment

of their ores and concentrates are concerned. This intro-

duces a new element into the position and one quite apart

from all questions of finance. The fact that such an
arrangement should have been in force between German
and British interests has been the subject of frequent com-

ment, and it is impossible for it to be continued after the

war is over. Not only have the Australian producers

indicated, suspended production, but there has been a

pretty general shut-down amongst the Spanish mines and
smelters, partly because of the difficulty experienced in

financing operations, and partly because of the withdrawal

of French engineers from certain of the works to join the

colours. There is thus an apparent considerable falling off

in the quantity of lead available for the satisfaction of the

world's needs. Australia last year is estimated to have

turned out 116,000 tons against 107,000 tons in 1912,

while Spain in 1913 is credited with 202,000 tons, com-

pared with 186,000 tons in the previous year. Too much
attention, however, should not be paid to this aspect of the

question, for while output in the directions indicated has

been shut down, the United States mines and smelters are

well engaged, and there appears to be progressive improve-
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ment in Mexico. Lately a^ain there hive been plentiful

offers of lead from New York, but financial conditions Lave

been too unfavourable for any busines.s to be efTected.

AVitb a more normal rate of excliangc, there is no (|uestion

but that there might easily be a resumption of selling of

American lead to the European markets, but this stage has

not yet been reached. There are indications, too, that the

Mexican production is being forced, and this is a matter of

the utmost importance. For the present the extreme

stringency of prices has given place to a much easier tendency,

following the satisfaction of the more urgent needs. War
consumption must be materially less than that in times of

peace.

War

At a moment when British firms are
Coded making exceptional efforts to do business

Me^ages
^j^j^ ^^^ Colonies, it Ls, to put it mildly.

Trade. '^ '^'''''^ ''^''^ ^^^^^ '''^^^ should be placed

so greatly at a disadvantage by the ban

that the censor has had to put on coded messages. The

necessity for extreme caution few will question at a time

such as this, but our industrial and commercial firms which

have for years made a regular practice of conducting con-

siderable business with far-off Colonies in coded form find

themselves faced with very big expense and loss of secrecy

through sending messages in plain English, or possible

delay if they adopt the deferred message rate. We are

not surprised, now that the daily Press is devoting almost

a? much space to the Trade War as to the War itself, to see

letters in the I'imes from several firms who feel the hard-

ship very keenly. An East India merchant urges

the reduction of cable charges for plain word telegrams,

permission to use registered telegraphic addresses,

and permission amongst British subjects to use codes to and

from the East, as measures that would be of great assistance

in " restarting the whole of commerce," so that " these

money-making machines " can be utilised as quickly as

possible. A firm of Anglo-Argentine exporters strongly

appeals to the authorities to try and find some other way of

preserving a strict censorship without prohibiting com-

mercial code messages. It lays stress upon the importance

which business firms attach to secrecy, and mentions the

possibility of an ordinary clerk in a cable company's office

in a far-off market disclosing the contents of a plain

message to his personal acquaintances or to the competitors

of the sender. The proposition is advanced that British

firms of good standing and unblemished reputation should

be allowed to continue coding their cablegrams, if necessary

under a guarantee given by, say, two other similar firms or

bankers. He suggests that " a signed literal translation of

each message might accompany it for the censor's

information on this side-, and replies received in code

might be decoded by the addressees in the censor's otlice

before delivery. The code would, of course, be produced

whenever required, but the multiplicity of i>rivate codes

would make it impracticable to file a copy of each in the

censor's office." We have no doubt that these suggestions

have already come under the notice of those respousible for

the duty of censorship. While under existing circumstances

we can hardly be too careful, it seems to us that, with

suitable safeguards, facilities might be granted to the

hundreds of firms of unciuestionable reputation in the

business world who are known to the cable companies to

make a regular use of certain codes in time of peace. Hut
if for national reasons the ban cannot be remo\ ed, is it

unreasonable to suggest that it would be an act of loyal

co-operation with commercial firms in keeping industry in

operation if the great cable companies were to accept a

much reduced fee per word from those who arc well known to

them as having temporarily to abandon their usual methods,

and who are obliged to cable messages in detail ? JIuch of

their traflic has only been built up because codification has

been possible, and consideration to their regular customers

at this juncture might not come amiss.

Rei'obth that are coming to hand from

and'Trade. ^^^ ^''*'" engineering centres of the king-

ilom give little occasion for gloom. It

was inevitable that so great a shock should overwhelm
most things for a time, but after recovery from the first

effects those responsible for the industry have calmly and
confidently endeavoured to accommodate themselves to the

altered state of affairs, making necessary adjustments here

and there. From some of the mannfacturinL' difitricto

comes the news that electrical works are alreadv receiving

business from both home and abroad which would not have

come to them a month ago. The feeling seems to be fairly

general that as soon as matters become more settled, and

insurance and freight rates are lowered, our electrical finnB

will have a very busy time. In the ilanchester district, as,

indeed, almost everywhere, a certain lack of confidence

still makes itself felt,, and the atmosphere is not improved

by the fact that the mills are on short time or closed.

Some firms in the neighbourhood of Manchester are, of

course, busy with Government work—the making of shells

among other things. The ManrhesUr Guardian, in dis-

cussing the positioa, says that in spite of the rush of engin-

eering artisans to the Labour Exchange, the engineering

position is wonderfully good, and has fair prospect of re-

maining so, or even improving. At the moment employ-

ment is very unequal, and any approach to uniformity

cannot yet be expected. Some works which, caught in the

early panic, took drastic measures to reduce working hours

and staff', have found that their action has not been justi-

fied by the subsequent course of events, and they are now

returning to more normal conditions of working. " In

some cases the reductions were in part due to the action of

some banks in restricting withdrawals. This restraint is

now easier, and if the braking action of the moratorium

can be removed, will largely appear. There has been a

marked revival in general confidence, and consequent inquiries

in connection with new business. This hojwful tone is a

most welcome indication of business prospects during, perhaps,

the next six months." The writer goes on to state that

electrical engineers and steelmakers are foremost among
thos'>, who are feeling the advantage of the withdrawal of

German competition.

From various directions we are receiving inquiries asking

where it is possible to obtain in England or in neutral

countries particular lines of electrical manufactures previously

obtained from Germany. We print several such inquiries

in our " Notes " pages to-day. We shall do our best, both

privately and by publicity, to assist to bring together the

willing British manufacturer and the staking customer

—

that is one of the grtat objects of our life, as a paper, and

always has been so, but we believe that the existence of this

inquiring spirit will prove to the trade, if any proof were

necessary, that at this stage it is more important than ever

that the manufacturing ability and resources of the British

electrical industry should be given the fullest possible

publicity, special emphasis being laid upon any jwrticular

capacity for handlmg new and s|K>cinl lines. Trade

and other journals have their own trials at this time. Mr.

Thomas Kussell, the president of the ScK-iety of Advertise-

ment (.\nisultants, said the other day that the {v»ralysis of

industry and the slump in advertising were due to panic,

lie expressed the view that the only way to get confidence

back was by advertising, and that everybody who crnised

advertising was creating unemployment. Mr. Gordon

Selfridge, who is cDuspicuous among general business men for

maintaining his advertising, says that ho is not just now

doing business for profit, but " to hold the nation together."

Electrical firms by keeping going as fully as jx^blo an\ as

we have already stated, assisting the nation, but they are

also in the position lo help themselves in some directions by

availing themselves of newly-opened opportunities such as

we have mentioned above. This should l>e a powerful

inducement to them to keep themselves in the full glare o

the footlights.
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SOME NOTES ON THE ELECTRIC
VEHICLE EQUIPMENT OF THE LONDON

FIRE BRIGADE.

Poi.unviNd tho information we weir alilc to publish in tliu

Review of Au^'ust 14th with rej^ard to the fleet of

electric motor vehicles used by the Fire BriKade of Berlin,

and the ninninjr and maiiitenancj cost of the same, we are

this week able to ^ive some ujj-to-date details with regard

to the motor equipment, and more particularly of the

electromobile portion of the same, of the London Fire

Brifiade, the area under the protection of which, aceordinj?

to the piper read hut year i)y Divisional Officer A. I).

Dyer, A.M.I.C.E., before the International Association of

Fire Engineers, in

New York, extends

to no less than 1 1

7

8f]. miles.

As was pointed out

in our Berlin article,

the German authori-

ties devoted consider-

able attention to the

question of the best

form of motor fire

engine, and have

finally decided in

favour of electrically-

propelled vehicles,

fitted with petrol

-

actuated pumps, some
petrol - electric ma-
chines being also

used. In London,

machines in which

the same petrol motor

is utilised both for vehicle propulsion and pump-operating

purposes have been chosen, and although the early trials

were not very successful, the progress made by petrol

fire engine builders has been such that a high standard of

efiiciency has now been reached, the modern machines being

fitted with large engines, developing 65 h.p. at 1,100

revolutions, and centrifugal pumps having an output of 500
gallons per minute,

at a working pressure

of over 120 lb. per

sq. in.

With regard to the

petrol motor escape

vans, the first supplied

only gave moderate

satisfaction, as manu-
facturers generally,

had had no experience

in the running of

vehicles weighing,

with load, about 5

tons, at speeds ex-

ceeding 20 miles per

hour. Indeed, prior

to 1910 it was con-

sidered necessary to

have one spare petrol

escape van for every

one on duty, in order

to maintain an effi-

cient service, whereas

now, only one spare

in five escape vans or pumps is deemed necessary.

Later some trials were made with electrically-propelled

escape vans, these proving so satisfactory that eventually it

was decided to adopt them, in a measure, as a standard for

life-saving appliances in localities where the gradients are

moderate. In the more hilly districts of London the

stations are equipped with petrol-motor escape vans, fitted

with engines of about 50 h.p., some petrol-electric vehicles,

that is, machines with petrol engines as the prime

mover, with electrical in place of mechanical transmission

Electric Escape Van ; London Fire Brigade.

SiMONis Electric Turntable Ladder; London Fire Brigade.

of the power to the road wheels, being, also, now on

order.

The first electriially-propelled fire appliance was pot into

service in lA)n(lon in February, lit 11, or aboat ;ii years ago.

At the present time the London Fire Brigade ha.s u total

of 15 such vehicles, 1 1 being officially designated m escape

vans and four as motor turntable ladders. Including

the headquarters of the lirigade in Southwark Bridge

Road, three stations are provided with two electric vehicles

each, the remainder being allotted singly to different

stations.

One of the vehicles is known as the Simonia, but the

majority are of the Cedes type. The latter are equipped

with series-wound motors mounted in the hubs of the front

road wheels, which are thus driven direct without the interven-

tion of any gearing, the Cedes Co. claiming an efficiency of

from 78 to 85 per

cent, for their motors,

which are rated at

15 electrical H.p. The
power is provided by

a battery of 84 Tudor
cells of a capacity of

200 ampere-hours at

a 6-hours' discharge

rate, giving a normal

running output of

about ;iO h.p. The
cells are carried in

trays, either under

a bonnet in the front

of the driver or just

to the rear of the for-

ward wheels below

the driver's seat. The
machines can run

about 30 miles on
one charge if neces-

sary, but owing to the nature of the service they stand folly

charged ready to give out the maximum output on receipt of

a call. There are electric brakes on the front wheel motors,

which are valuable in emergencies, whilst two hand and foot

controlled mechanical brakes on the rear wheels are sufficient

under ordinary circumstances. The controller is of the

series-parallel type, with seven notches for three forward

speeds, two reverse

motions and two
brake positions. All

the contact fingers

of the controller are

interchangeable and

can be removed with-

out the use of any

tool. The danger of

burning out of the

device is thus avoided,

for should a finger

burn out, it can be

replaced by another

in two or three
seconds.

The weight of an

electric escape van

ready for running,

but without ladders,

hose, and small gear,

and men, does not

exceed 34 tons, the

total weight of the

van complete being

about 5;^ tons. The test requirements of the electric escape

vans are that they shall be able to maintain a speed of

25 M.P.H. on the level with a full load of ladder, equipment

and firemen, or 29 ji.p.h. with men and e(iuipment, but

without ladder. They must be able to climb a gradient

of 1 in 20 at 14^ to 10 m.p.h., while the battery must be

capable of enabling a distance of 30 miles to be run on one

charge at 20 ii.p.H. In practice, these speeds can easily be

exceeded, from 28 to 29 m.p.h. being reached on the level,

with plain tires, and from 26 to 27 ji.p.h., when non-skids
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are fitted. The escape vans carry a ladder capaljle of being

extended to at least 50 ft., and are also furnished with

supplementary ladders, hose and tools for getting to work

from hydrants, and a cylinder holding about :!() gallons of

water, fitted with 180 ft. of rubber garden-hose for ex-

tinguishing small fires. This type of appliance, the

crew of which is on duty night and day, is ready for an

instantaneous turn-out, and only attends tires on the ground

immediately protected by the station, the distance it may
travel to fires rarely exceeding one mile.

The electric motor turn-table ladders are kept at the

stations in localities where there are many high or ware-

house buildings. These appliances, whilst intended,

generally speaking, for attending local calls, are considered

available in case of serious fires in high buildings within

a radius of about five miles. Owing to their weight,

which, complete in fire-attending order, ranges from yjj to

G tons, it is not considered necessary to specify that the

electric motor turn-table ladders, which can be safely used

as water towers to a height of GO ft., shall travel at more

than 20 miles per hour, but with plain tires they can attain

27 M.P.H., or, with non-skids, 25 m.p.h. Several of these

machines are fitted with 5-h.p. electric motors for raising

the ladders, some to a height of nearly 1(»0 ft., an operation

which is accomplished in the rapid time of 10 seconds. The

Fully-extended Turntable Ladder, London Fire Brigade.

motor, which takes its current from the vehicle battery,

serves as a brake when lowering the ladder. One of the

accompanying illustrations shows an electric motor turn-

table ladder in its travelling position, while another depicts

the same machine with the ladder extended.

From the introduction of heavy motor fire-fighting

machines capable of high speed, the problem of providing

some satisfactory mean.s of preventing skidding has, as has

been the case in Berlin, been the cause of considerable study

and experiment. Some mitigation of the difliculty was

secured by utilising chains festooned diagonally across the

tires, but considerable damage was caused to the rubber,

which, when worn, allowed the chains to come in contact with

the steel rims. This caused the non-skid chains to break,

and allowed the loose ends to tear the luud-guards. Other

devices were tried to chct'k the tendency to skidding, such

as studded leather coxers and transverse bands of steel-

studded balata belting fitted into slots cut into the rubber

of the tire. The latter were found to be most effective

when the tires and bands were new, but gave endless trouble

when partly worn. One appliance has run for a year with-

out non-skids, but with soft rubber tires of fiat tread and

extra wide section, single on front wheels and twin on rear

wheels. Although no skidding has taken place, there is

still some doubt if motor fire brigade machines can be

safely run under all conditions in London without some

non-skid attachment. Mechanical front wheel brakes were

tried on the appliances supplied by different manufacturers

in 1910, in order, it was hoped, to obviate the effects of

skidding, but whilst satisfactory results were obtained on

tests they were found unsuitable in practice, and have now

been removed, rear wheel or differential brakes having l>een

fitted in lieu.

The difBculties with regard to skidding formerly experi-

enced have, however, now been fairly overwrne ; first, by

careful training and the (xmtinued experience of drivers

;

secondly, by allowing greater cross-section in tires, .0-in.

solid rubber being now used ; and thirdly, by using extra

heavy leather steel-studded covers fitted on two wheels only

—on the off-side front wheel and the near-side rear wheel

—

this corresponding exactly with the practice now followed,

after similar experiments, in Berlin.

The batteries are looked after by the Brigade staff alone,

and, so far, have proved very satisfactory. Indeed, the

battery maintenance costs have up to the present time l)een

restricted to the renewal of the positive plates of the accumu-

lators of one vehicle only. It may, therefore, be said that

costs under this heading are only just commencing, but they

are not expected to be heavy, as the officials report that bj

properly looking after them, they anticipate no trouble. Xo
spare batteries are kept on hand, but, of the fleet of 11

escape \ans, two are always held in reserve to take the place

of any temporarily out of service at any of the stations. No
spare electric motor turn-table ladder is at present available.

Current for battery charging is taken from the public

supply mains in the district in which the stations are situated,

the rate paid ranging from Id. to 2d. per unit. Like most

users of electric vehicles, the Brigade has experienced

difficulty in getting current at a suitable voltage. Only

about 30 amperes is required for the batteries, and the

maximum voltage is 240, but very few electric supply

authorities in London furnish current under 400 volts, and,

therefore, either a good deal of current has to be wasted in

charging, or a motor-generator set must be put in, the

latter meaning a considerable expense.

Whenever an electric vehicle goes out, its battery is

immediately put on charge on its return, each of the stations

being equipped nith charging boards and leads to

enable the charging operation to be carried out without

trouble, and with" the vehicle in position for imme-

diate service. Hitherto it has been the practice to

discharge the batteries down to 1-0 volts, and re-charge

them once a month. This operation is done by actually

running the vehicles on the road in the neighlxjurhood of

the stations, and as no indications of sulphating have been

detected, it has been decided to increase the intervals of

discharge and charge to six weeks ; this will mean a slight

docreiise in the annual cost of current, which at present

amounts to approximately £8 per vehicle.

(7'o Iw couflwfi'iL)

ELECTRICITY SUPPLIES FOR
KINEMATOGRAPHS.

By W. B. S.

(CmicltuM from ptige 271.)

Tin; Electrical Comixiny's anto-conneoteii moU>r-generator

also has it« motor field aiul dynamo field i-onnet-tcil ucr^^ss the

supply pressure, but a shunt "regulating resisUinc« tx> vary the

arc voltage is conneote<l in series with the generator field as

in fig. 7. As in the " Macfarlaue " machine, co line

resistance is necessiiry. thus minimising the losses on the set.

Fis. S shows the ctninect ions for the same firm's rotary ctm-

verter. which consists of one armatiuv with two windings,

and two commutators, but only one field system, the latter

being connect^xl acrc>ss the supply pressure. Xo regulation

of tile arc voltage is possible with this machine, so that a

C
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variable line resistance luuflt be connected in series with

the arc.

Messrs. Cronipton & Co. have had on the market for many
years a converter suitable for searchlight work, and this

Fig. 7,— Mutor-Generator (Auto-connected); Electrical
Co., Ltd.

machine, known as the "C.M.B. converter," has been

adapted for kinematograph purposes where the ratio of con-

version is small. The connections are indicated in fig 9. A
single armature and specially large commutator are used,

and these revolve within a single field system having two sets

of field coils, and two pairs of brush gear. These series

windings oppose the shunt windings so that a drooping

characteristic curve results as in fig. G, p. 271 . This machine

is Eelf-rcgulating within limits, the small shunt regulator being

lELD WINDING

Fig. 8.

—

Rotary Converter : One armature, two windings,
single field.

connected to one of the special windings to enable the current

to be reduced to any value to suit the film in the lantern.

A line resistance is not required.

It is well known that an arc run from an alternating

current supply gives rise to excessive flickering and conse-

quent " dancing " of the pictures, and, where possible, the

phase, CDUpled in such a way that bnlh halves of the supply

wave are utilised. The four cells in the diagram, c , c^, c,

and (.,, are made up of lead-containing vessf-ls, each con-

taining a rod of itiuminium alloy and an electrolyte of

ammonium phosphate solution. I'nder certain conditii-ns

of potential difference, the cells exhibit a greater resistance

to the ])as8age of current in one direction tlian in the other.

A low resistance is offered lietweeii the lead (the anode) and
the aluminium (the cathode), so that an appreciable current

passes in this direction only, through each cell. The cells

are therefore connected in such a manner that the two left-

hand cells are in series, and they are connected in parallel

(but with poles opposed) to the two right-hand cells, which
are also connected in series. The alternating current is

fed in at the centre points E and i' of each of the pairs of

cells, and the direct current is drawn from the junctions

C and 1) of the parallel arrangement. Consider a current

leaving the transformer by the terminal a at some instant

;

since the cell will only allow current to pass from lead to

aluminium, the current will pass through c,, then through

the direct-current load and back to terminal n by way of

C^. An instant later the current has reversed, and leaves

» C SUPPL

{jlXauuiMJiW

Fio. 9.

—

Crompton C.M.B. Converter.

alternating current should be converted to direct current.

Motor-generators constructed of A.C. motors coupled to d.c.

generators are often installed, while, in other cases, rectifiers

ai-e used. The electrolytic rectifier is an adaptation of the
" Nodon valve " shown in fig. 10.

The method consists in employing four rectifiers per

D (

FiG. 10.

—

Electrolytic Rectifier: Gratz's Method.

the terminal n of the transformer, traverses c,, then the

direct-current circuit in the same direction as before, and
returns to terminal A through Cj.

The mercury arc rectifier depends for its action on the

property of ionised mercury vapour of conducting electricity

in one direction only. The rectifier is usually in the form

of a glass container, into which are sealed two iron or

graphite anodes and one mercury cathode, and one starting

electrode. The container is filled with mercury vapour.

To ionise the vapour the mercury in the cathode and start-

ing electrode are brought together and separated by tilting

LINE RESISTANCE

Fig. 11.

—

Mercury Arc Rectifies.

the container, thus drawing an arc. When this has been

done, current will only flow from one of the anodes to the

cathode and not in the reverse direction. In order to main-

tain the action, a lag is produced in each half-wave by the

use of a reactance coil, and hence the current never reaches
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Its zero value. J ig. 1 1 shows the connections for a mercury
arc rectifier for a single-phase supply. They may also be
provided with three anodes for three-phase supplies ; 15 to
25 volts drop takes place in the bulb, and the energy lost
thereby is transformed into heat and a light is emitted.

. i'^.u
'^8°™eDimes made use of for display purposes

outside the cinema building. The efficiency of the mercury
rectifier vanes from 50 to 1)0 percent., and the difficulties
attendant on its use are leakage from one anode to
anotlier, and the maintenance of vacuum in large sizes of
DulDs A line resistance is inserted in the direct current
circuit to regulate the supply to the cinema arc. Bulbs are
manufactured suitable for a current of 30 or 40 amperes,
and for larger currents several rectifiers are connected in
parallel. The operation of the rectifiers is noiseless, and
the hfe of the bulbs averages 2,000 hours, so that spares
require to be kept in readiness for emergency.
As a motor-generator or a rectifier requires attention

from time to time, its reliability cannot be entirely depended
on. lb IS therefore wise that a stand-by plant should in all
cases be installed in case of breakdown. This may take
tlie form of a second motor-generator or rectifier a
resistance frame, a secon.lary battery or a gas engine
generating set.

05

CORRESPONDENCE.

'^wJ/T'™'' *^ r "^^ ^ ^•*'- °'' Tuesday cannot appear until

unleu we have the writer's nanm and addreu in our youeimn.

Electric Cooking Apparatus.
I trust you will forgive me taking up a little of your

time and space in your journal. The matter is in relation
to tHe radiant controversy over a conundrum, i.e. the
Venner cooker.

fV,L'-''°"l'^
J" "'"^f^

'°"'^ ^° ^"^^ °"i' readers back o\er
the disputed ground. It would be much too painful and
enervating. ^\^hat I should like answered regarding the
Venner apparatus has neither to do with radiation, gastro-
nom.cal science, nor even the oil vent. The question is,and It has been overlooked, the renewal of the elements in
the case of breakdown (we will not call it a burn out)

According to the description of the cooker the only access
to the oil chamber containing a film of oil and unit is
through the 01 vent, the other parts of the apparatus being
sealed Is it proposed to revert back to the ancient
Egyptians, and inject a fluid into the oil chamber which
would dissolve the element, .the whole being withdrawn
through the vent in the same way that the Egyptians dis-
solved the matter ui dead bodies before embalming ?

Of course, some people may suggest it is quite an easy
matter to cut away the bottom of the vessel, replace the
element and solder a metal disk in position, but with oil at
a temperature of 4t;o F., with a possibility of running up
to coo F I think I should feel more secure in puJchfsin^^
a new cooker in place of renewing the elements.

Therefore I shall feel happily delighted if one of your
readers can enlighten me on the above matter.

Melbourne, ./«/// 1 4//,, i<)i4,
^*''''-

[We fiiil to understand the fourth paragraph of the above
letter. Would our correspondent renew a burner on a gas
stove with the gas on ?—Ens. E.R.]

^

Wiremaii or Electrical Fitter?

.

The City and Guilds Institute have done much tomprove the examinations in electric wireman's work as

Snr''?r PnPf'' P'"^-^-.''"^ there is ample scoj^e'forbunging the syllabus more into line with the requirements
of his branch of the profession. In view of this fact, Iwould suggest that domestic and intercommunication tele-

ttkP f 1
'1 '^ ^

'"r,"'"'^'^'-
'*^ '"•'^^^ «^ntractors have to

^t^l ff'^.Plione installations at diiTercnt times, and thevexpect their wiremen to be able to install such^.aratus,

n™. 1 ,

""'• ""^ 'f l^°«'"''« ^ remedy same The
practical classes would help the men considerably, and the

da^ room could be utilised to explain necessary details, a.

S &c
^"°*^'P construction, fault localising, test-

There is one other point I should like to raise, and that
s the question of title. The word " wireman " as appSdoes not, in my opinion, do justice to the skilled artisanwho IS entrusted with the numerous details encountered inpresent day electrical installation work. The definition istoo narrow. Especially where the individual has succeeded
in passing the C. and G. exams, and obtaining the "Fall
Technological Certificate in Electric Wireman's Work "

«n]fK^Pf^
fcbat "electrical fitter" is more appropriate.

be entitled Electrical Distribution, Fitting and Wiring "
An analysis of the final paper of last session would justify
this description. It would be interesting to have other
readers opinions on the above.

Leytonstone, N.E.
El-Les.

WAR AND THE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY.

[Amebican Views.]
In the oonrae of an Editorial on the outbreak of war and^Ame_nca'B Hour of Opportunity," the New Xo^EU^tn7a"y,^U

exprtB^°'°aMn«°/n'"""'"' '? ^'J"
^O''^''' financial district haveexpressed almost nnammonsly the opinion that the outlook for

4rr""E° rtf^"iV""'''^^ "^^ °«^" '-''«^- The eff: t'of Sr ^^ect"cT ludi'^HerrArica'^ v^t^'^rTu '"

th«T;Tf^ ^ ^ "^"l^J-
Certainly there wiU be no decrease in

n th?demfJ^'f • ^^r^ ""? *^ ^""^ ^"e"* t^mporar^ d^^in the demands for motor service here and there, but not muchitany, is looked for On the contrary, a growth in energy (wnsumD-tion in the next few months is confidently exnect^ /ft^^^!^^
tions readiast themselves, as they surel/wfirTmSrLXThey"
are, these thmg-s are of smaU moment compared wi^ the tremen-dous possibiities that the imm^nliate future h^lds for Ameri<lparticularly for every branch of the electrical manufactu^in

*
S:dustry m this country. Such an opportunitv as now presetItself has never arisen before, and is not likely "to doTa^^aTn?orpnerations. Now of all times is the occasion for the UnitSi Stat^

and of the rest of the earth that is not at war. For the la..tquarter of a century Germany has been labouring mightily, and

m t tImH'
'"^^t^bUsh markets for her goods, esp^ially th^ufrh

^ffl^ fh
America. Moreover, since our new tariff went into

tS United sYr,"'^*?.''^'" P^^'^'^'f » oommeroial invasion o?

ill »;hI!^ /^ M'- ^) '*.'' ^-e"^-"^"? at war with its neighbours on

? i,fi^ «f f

t.^^!"'*"'"!? conditions have ended. To-day theUmted States is m the most favourable position in the world-
rich, self-snpportiner and at peace. The Panama Canal will beopened for commerce this month. We have a new banking lawthat 18 especially designed to foster our export trade. The tern-porary reduction in the prices of electrical securities furnishes nocause for alarm. The real values are unimpaired, There is noground for worry On the contrary, there is every reason forhope and none at all for fear.
In a second article, on the effect of the contiiot on electricalmannfacturmg, our contemporary says —

nf 'l?i'lH''?f''V"'^f'L"''"'i^
'' """^ progressing on the other side

of the Atlantic has tied up the export trade of the electrical manu-
facturers of this country. The General Electric Co. exportsmonthly eleotrical apparatus and e<iuipment with an approximatevaue of £200,000 At the present time this company hasgo^s
valued between £60.000 and £SO,000 somewhere on the seas TheWestinghouse Elertric

.^^ Manufacturing Co. does only a nominal
export business lor the most part its patent right^ in Europehave been purchased by local companies. Its South American
trade, however, is large and has suffered. At present there
are m New \ork City, 1.^0 oars loaded with freight from the
Westinghouse Co. and more follow each day. This freight, oon-
signed to South America, cannot be deliverer! until some means
or passage by water has been provided

"^^''^\l^^'^-"^°^^^^<^°i the Westinghouse Co. it was stat.vi
that of the company s subsidiaries in England, Franc*, Italy and
Austria, only the British company pavs any dividends to theAmerican company. These dividends amount to about ,£ 1 7 OiH>
a year This then, m case of an entire shut-down of its European
branches IS the most the Westinghouse Co. would lose from that

"""iTL « * " '"^"''''•"•'M pay no dividends to this country
and the Russian company is now practically liquidateii, Mr. Tripp
the chairman of the company, is now in London, but the New York
office has had no advices from him. The Goueral Electric Co ha*
no subsidiaries on the Continent of Europe, and its only interest
abroad lies in its control of the British Thomson-Hoiistou Co
Ihis last company, however, has not been paying dividends, and at
times has needed help from the home company The General
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Electric Co. selU its American product- to foro.^'.i
^^"'"f^^^"'

creates a market. Therefore. it« only 1oh« m Lurope would be n

the purchase price of the British ,Thoin»on.Uou«ton Co., and m
the absence, for the present, of a Euroiiean market.

" Far more serious than the interest in foreign companiOB how-

ever, is the export trade. With commerce blocked owmK to the

fact that Europe owns the merchant marine it is, at least for the

present, impossible to send merchandise out of
'^'^""""'J- .„„;__

"There is one bright spot in the midst of all this threatening

disaJttr Those countrie's in whose •'""trol the merchant marine

now lies are at war-England, Germany, trance ""^Russ.a^ In

this age commerce cannot be completely stopped. T'""^ '' """'^

Beem that the United States must find some means whereby exports

"'^MorvTriuth America has largely been supplied with elec-

trical equipment by Germany and Austria. There are none left

nowto upply the South American demand but our own manu-

nurers.'"hae our companies will probably not mcreasethmr

gross income from sales, owing to t>^« '°»'='=7'''''''y °/uT r'J;

nevertheless during hostilities they «'!' ^"PP'^.
*„f"^^ Au'^jo

percentage of equipment and apparatus Time alone <:»" '^1^,'°

what extent they will be able to retain that trade
0"«f. «'«^°'«;^;r.

The American mmriral lt,-n.w writes as follows^-- l he

foreign commerce of European nations participating in t^e war is

Ukely to be entirely paralysed, and, indeed, -«"/,
'°^„7^^?'"ts

ceased . . The electrical export trade of the United btates

will necessarily be affected, and, probably in two ways. Exporto

to Europe will largely be suspended, but thi. should be more than

rnade urby the opportunities for disposing of American goods in

Ther part^ of the'world. Oar principal --P«5'f"'" ^f=';'^h'
supplies have been Germany and Eagland, and their trade wi^h

other parte of the world must be seriously crippled b? the pre^^

conditions. There should be an oppor unity, then, for American

manufacturers to make advances in South America, in the Orient

and in other territory which has previously been ^"PPl^/d b?

English and German manufacturers. The principal electrical

exports of the United States consist of generators motors, trans-

formers, telephones, wire and cables. Bat little of this material

has gone to Europe or to English and German Colonies, especially

the ^latter. Interruptions to this business ^'"""l^- ;°?f^^"«°^'/j

not be so serious as might at first seem likely. Even if England

or Germany, through decisive naval victories, should be able to

maintain its commerce upon the high seas, tho ;j^oertainty of

delivery would be very influential in directing orders to this

country • 0°e of the most serious effects of the war upon

Se electrical industry in this country is likely to be /elt in the

lack of capital for new enterprises. The investment of European

capital in this country will undoubtedly cease, and, indeed, has

already done so."

BRITISH-MADE MAGNETOS FOR BRITISH

MOTOR-CARS.

An Appkal to Bkitish Motor-Car and Magneto

Manufacturers.

In view of the outbreak of the long-dreaded European^War, the

petrol motor-car industry of Great Britain finds itse f in an

^tremely awkward position. For some years practically ^
every

motor-car manufacturer has been using for ignition purposes a

magneto, principally of foreign manufacture—and chiefly German

at that-with the result that to-day all deliveries from the manu-

facturers are cut off, the supplies being restricted to the relatively

small quantities held in stock by the representatives or agents of

the makers in this country.
i,i„.„„ ..

Our manufacturers of cars " have only got themselves to blame,

for even the motor Press has previously drawn attention to the

dangerous position. Thus, in December of last year under the

heading, "A Magneto Monopoly," the Autocar published an article

which to-day has an added interest and significance. The article

in question was instituted by the numerous complaints that had

been received with regard to the high prices charged for magntto

spare parts, and for repairs, and, while dealing with this phase of

the matter, our contemporary took the opportunity of drawing

attention to the position British motor manufacturers land

traders and also motorists, might be in should labour disputes or

strikes occur in the principal centre of the magneto industry

As was then pointed out, " at the present time one town, Stutt-

gart, has what to all intents and purposes is a monopoly of the

magneto 'manufacture for British cars; that this is so wdl be

recognised when we say that in Stuttgart the Bosch, Eisemann and

the Mea magnetos are made. True, these are not the only magnetos

to be found on British cars, but they are so overwhelmingly in the

majority, that if the statement were made that all British oars had

German magnetos, and all German magnetos came frcm Stuttgait,

it would be BO nearly the truth that it would not be worth dis-

puting This is a really dangerous position, because of the possi-

bility of labour disputes and strikes, as such things may well occur

when a trade is so centralised as this one appears.to be. ',

Needless to say, the position, now that war ihas broken out, hi.B

become a much more serious one than would be engendered by

strikes, and is one that will undoubtedly give rise to much study.

While every credit is due to the German magneto manufacturers

for the way in which they established thtir repuUtion. and bual-

neBses, there appears to us no valid reawn why we should continue

to be dependent on foreigners for our ignition apparatus
.
""leed,

we conhider it to b« far from orediUble to the BritiBh motor

industry as a whole that this should be the case. ^ . , ,

It would Uke tco long to inquire into the why and wherefore or

the fact that no British firm haB hitherto tackled the magneto

boBinesB in a really big way. Perhaps it is that none have

been Butliciently enterprising, and perhaps it u that lintisn

motor manufacturers have not given any encouiagement to home

firms but have been too prone to follow the lead in using

certain makes of magnetos. Whatever has been the caube,

the time has now arrived when a change mubt be made
;

when motor manufacturers must no longer be dependent on any

foreign country for so vital a part of motorcar mechanism as the

magneto The war is demonstrating what has for Boiiie years been

realised, the great and indispemable part which motor vehicles

now play in military operations-in the rapid conveyance ot

troops, in the hauling of big guns, in transport work generally, in

the commissariat department and in ambulancs work, and, in view

of such condition of things, it has become of national importance

that every necessary part of a motorcar s anatomy.shall be.oapable

of production in our own country.

While everyone will admit that reliabUity and accuracy of

manufacture must be associated with the producU of those who

have specialised on magneto manufacture for many years, and who

also, having had the advantage of a large and steaddy mcreaBmg

annual production, have been enabled to train up an army of

specialised workmen, and, at the same time, to reduce costs of pro-

duction to a commercial footing, yet we cannot conceive that in

these days of advanced electrical engineering knowledge, there

should be any Eerious and insurmountable dithculty in developing

some of the existing British magneto manufacturing businesses

to such an extent that they will be able to cope with the demand

for magnetos from every point of view-reliability, accuracy and

^"Tis, therefore, sincerely to be trusted that in making their plans

for the 1915 season, British manufacturers of automobaes—cars,

both pleasure and industrial, and motor cycles-will fuUy inquire

into the possibilities of fitting British-made magnetos only, and

that manufacturers of the latter, on their part, will do their

utmost to demonstrate that either individually, or collectively,

they are in a position to supply magnetos of the requu-ed standard

of reliability at the right price, in the desired quantities, and at

the right times. In this connection it is satisfactory to learn that

a meeting of motor manufacturers has already been held in

Coventry in connection with the supply of magnetos for motor-

cars and cycles. A representative Committee was appointed to

communicate with English electrical firms, with the view of

obtaining supplies of magnetos in the future, and all firms desirous

of enterLg into these important branches of the motor trade are

requested to apply to the convener of the meeting, Mr. Harry

Smith, of the Rover Co., Ltd., Coventry. n i r
Already it is announced that the Btitish Thomson-Houston Co.

has commenced the manufacture of magnetos at its works m Ford

Street, Coventry, and that Messrs. Thomson-Bennett, Ltd., ol

Arden Works, Birmingham, who have been makmg magnetos on a

small scale for several years, are now in a position to turn out 300

machines per week, which number will quickly be doubled if they

receive the support from British car manufacturers which they

claim they have a right to expect.
v, j .„j

There is, of course, a possibility that must be remembered, and

one to which we have previously drawn attention, and that is, of

a return to accumulator ignition, which would render the magneto

unnecessary. With the very wide adoption of a lighting dynamo

as a standard portion of the anatomy of a chassis, and m con-

tunction with this, the installation of a battery of accumulators

there is no technical reason why the latter "ja^ot be used for

ignition as weU as for lighting purposes, the place of the magneto

being taken by a coil and distributor, for with the ^trodaction of

the lighting dynamo the old trouble experienced with ignition

accumulatofs-that of keeping thern fully «barged-has entire^

disappeared. Although the change from magneto to accumulator

rgni?k,n has already been made in one or two American cars there

f however, no marked tendency in that direction, certainly in

this country so that this should not deter n^^.^^^to manufacturers

from taking all the necessary steps to cope with the trade that is

now within their reach.—C. J. W.

Resistance of Steel Coudiutoi Rails: Bntish

Standard SpeciflcatJon.-The attention °°w being given to the

electrification of raUways makes this report
^^°-

f> °"/"^X^,
Standard Method of Specifying the Resistance of ?teel Conduclar

Lilsof special interestatthepresentlime.Thequest.onwasYough^

officially to the notice of the Engineering Standards Cc^mmittee in

March 1913 In the introductory remarks an explanation is given

ff"he 'r asons for selecting the particular method which has b«n

adopted of defining the standard dimensions in terms of length Mi^

weight per yard, rather than in terms of length and secMonai

Trea Useful tables of reduction, factors for converting the

resTstance of a rail of known weight, measured at a g^jen tem^r^

tnre to its value in terms of I
the, standard, are given, and rn.wi

appendi^ wUl be found reduction formula, so that pre-ous vahies

for the resistance of rails in terms, of oopper may be readUy

reduced to values in terms of the recommended standard.
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WAR ITEMS.

Who s Who in the Wae " is a little handbook selling at Is. (one-
half of the proceeds goine to the Prince of Wales's National Relief
Fund), which should be of very cunsiderable service to those who
wish intelligently to follow the course of events. Briefly, the com-
piler seta lorth the population, financial position, military and
naval strength, religion, foreign trade and certain other important
oharaoteristioB, of the different countries involved. A collection of
political notes forminfr a diary of events show how the war began
the diplomatic pourparlers that took place between the great
powers prior to the outbreak being amply recorded. Military
notes compare matters in the year 1870 with the position to-day •

military definitions and information concerning the forces
engaged, &c., occupy a number of pages, and there are also naval
notes, a couple of maps (one of Europe, and the other of the
Franco-German frontier), and a good deal of general information.
The booklet is edited by Mr. Geo. L. Polsue and published at
Gough House, Fleet Street, E.G.

Mr. Hope-Jones informs us that there are practically no German
systems of electric clocks in use in this country, so in that branch
of business the electrical profession have nothing to make war
upon, but can obtain all supplies at home as heretofore. It would
have been a very different state of affairs if the war had been
declared some years ago. The "War" against German electric
clocks began in 189.5. England was an easy winner, and it is now
generally admitted that in the electrotechnics of electric time
service, British science and practice are far ahead of those on the
Contment.
We have received the following message from an important elec-

trical company at Ithaca, N.Y., dated August Sth :--" Americans
-with but few exceptions, and these are racial -especially in this
locality, and that means universally, for we are much alike in
such matters, are with the British Government, applauding the
dignified manner in which it endured the offences offered against
It, and hoping for and predicting complete success for the arms of
the Triple Entente to which it is a party. May we add our own
good wishes for British success in this uncalled-for conflict ofarms—and that right speedily."
The Ediswan Co. inform us that if they could coin a phrase out

of the mottoes they have recently seen, it would be " Don't Worry—Work and keep on at it during the alterations to the map of
Europe. The staff of employes in the Royal Ediswan lamp manu-
facturing section is being added to daily and full time worked
owing to increased orders for all makes of Royal Ediswan
lamps. The effect of advertising to the trade through the trade
papers, the fact that Royal Ediswan drawn-wire and carbon lamps
are made id Great Britain by British labour with British capital
has had a very successful and patriotic effect. The company
believe that the IW- British effort, including British capital, is
likely to te 1 satisfactorily upon their business in the near future in
a very marked degree. The company have every confidence in the
present general situation and in their ability to meet all demandsnow and in future, and no effort will be spared to maintain their
usual service to the trade. The Ediswan engineering section is
able to speak with equal confidence, not only because of the
increased activity caused by Admiralty work,' but also by the
oofltinuatiou so far of everyday orders, and, in fact, increased
orders for many special lines. The firm are paying the wives of
the married men serving in the Army half-pay, and will allow
the men to take over their old positions upon return
Owing to the crisis and the resultant sudden and serious

advances which are being made generally in raw materials,
the Edison & Swan Company notify the trade that theimmediate withdraw;al of all existing list prices is liable at any
T« •K^ "' position as regards stock, of both raw materials

and finished goods is such that they are at the moment, and
possibly may be for some time to come, able to fulfil all general
requirements. In the interests of their regular customers they havehad to refuse many offers of extraordinarily large quantities of
accessories, which are now in demand owing to the closing down
of the German and other Continental markets, and will continue
to do so. Though no drastic alterations will be made in prices atthe moment, such procedure may become an absolute necessity
at any time. They hold large stocks of finished lamps and
adequate stocks of raw materials to cope without the slightest
Hitch with the large increase in the demand for all-British lampsOwing to the war the Annual Conference of the MunicipalTramways Association (Inc.), intended to take place at Salford; isnot to be held this year. Mr. Ilolford, the manager of the Cor-poration tramways, is approaching the management of the variousHotels in order to see what can bo done respecting rooms alreadybooked. Due notice will be given of the annual general meetingThe Southend on-Sea T.C. has received from the British
Niolausse Boiler Co., Ltd., a request for the release of part of the

«!^w°"f Tu"7['^"- ^'^'•' P''y*^'« ""^ February 11th, l-Jir,), inrespect of the boilers, .to., supplied to the electricity vvorks, owing
to the oompiny being unable to obtain remittances from France

wJ'f .
'! '^«^"°'J0"

of discount at the current bank rate, it hasbeen decided to pay the oompany £2,-iO

Eli"trW,T'*-
*°

'*u
"'""'" "'^ ^''""'^" °f '»>« Institution ofElectrical Engineers have received offers of service from some 1,100

which was"!, t^n"- ^t'
'"'.'"^''"'^ *^ " ""Py °' "^ "i^"^"'" !«"«"

Which was posted on August 2l8t to the engineers of all theelectricity supply undertakings in the United Kingdom :-

" National Service.

olrL^ft'
Sir.-I am desired to inform you that as the result of aCircular sent by the Council to the members of the Institution, the

Council have now the names of a large number of electrical

nourr'totn
°^" 'heir services rsutjL to variou! S-^fnotice) to fill vacancies m connection with the publirMrvlces.

electric power stations, tramways, railways, A:c These names h.^
a^:°aftf'd

"' ","7 "'
'-'^-r'" °°<^" -rion:"eXg\':^d

^e" il b'/rSd'""'
'"" -•^"^"-^ should any of the men -

" I am, dear Sir, yours faithfully,

Aii;iu.it liH/t, 1914." ^ >irnar^.

Repobt.s kbom Leadi.no Neutkal MAEKET8.-In connectionwith the Board of Trade scheme for assisting British manXt^reraand traders to take advantage of the opportunity afforded by thewar for securing trade formerly in the hands of German andAustrian or Hungarian rivals, cables were dispatched on AugustUth to H.5I. Trade Commissioners in Canada, South Africa,

in^Xl^ '"?''
^nu-

^'?'^'"^' """^ '° «"''«'' Consular officers^South America, China, Japan and Egypt, asking them to report onthe financial and commercial conditions in their districts, and as tothe likelihood of regular payments being forthcoming for goodssopphed. The following is a summary of the replies which h^ebeen received to date :

—

^oiith Africa -UM. Trade Commissioner reports (August 17th)the existence of depression due to drought which was accentuatedby the war. The action of H.M. Government regarding insurance
against war risks is highly appreciated. Tne" banks are fully pr^pared to finance reputable merchants as hitherto, and merchanteare ready to carry on trade. Indents supplied previously by

Fr™ce"^
"^"^ ''^ executed by the United Kingdom and

M/««r/«.—H M. Trade CjmmisHoner reports (August 16th) thataccording to the information which he has been able to obtain the
present financial position of importers is generally sstisfactoryihe approximate value of import trade from Germany is £3,000 OOo'Ihe following 18 a list of certain goods in which, in his opinion,'
British firms might extend their trade as the result of existing

Brass artioles.
Brass tubiag.
Boiler tubes.
Optical iDstrumenta.
CarbODS.
Copper tubing.

Electric apparatas.
Enamelled ware.
Glass ware.
Lamps.
Rubber.
Zinc bars.

-4«.s?ra;ia.---H.M. Trade Commissioner in Australia reports
(August 1/th) that the financial position in that market is strong.
Ihe federal Government is prepared to support the banks if neces-
sary and the execution of Federal, public and State works wiU be
continued. The commercial position appears to be sound, as the
banks are adequately supporting merchants. He considers that
there is a good opportunity for manufacturers to secure valuable
trade, firms should cable to their agents that they are able to fill
orders if they are in a position to give this assurance.

Y"'^''"'""'^-~^-^^-'^''^6 Commissioner reports (August 19th )
that the present conditions of trade are disturbed, but he antici-
pates that this 18 only temporary, and considers prospects to be
good, and regular payments likely to be maintained. An increasing

k"^^ u
'^"""'i sooia may be expected, but prompt overtuns

should be made so as to anticipate competition from America.

1 . u7"Vu
^'*^' Consul-General at Kio de Janeiro reports (August

K^th) that an opportunity certeinly offers for British firms to
secure trade now in German hands. Traders should make arrange-
ments for payment in gold, and not in paper currency, since the
Uovernment propose to make a large local issue of 'paper and
in all probability exchange wUI decline sharply. British firms
desiring to transact business should send competent representatives
poseessing the necessary technical knowledge to study local con-
dition.-!. II.M. Consul adds that in Rio de Janeiro firms are in a
good financial position, and it should not be difficult to secure
regular payment, but the utmost caution should be exercised in
the choice of customers.

Argentina.—The British Cjnsul-General at Buenos Ayres reports
(August Uth) that the preponderating share of the trade is alreadv
in the hands of British firms. Banks refuse to give credit, and
there IS no money to be had. Regularity of payment*, cannot be
relied upon. There is a danger of depreciation in the value of
currency.

r/i/*).—The British ConsulGeneral at Shanghai reports
(August 16th) that Shanghai merchants are fully alive to the
situation. The difficulty in getting shipmenU away is reacting
on the import trade, but Chinese merchants are wuifident that
business will shortly be resumed on a small scale. Silk spinning
mills, cotton mills and industrial undertakings generally are
working. «• - /

The Thermal Syndicate, Ltd.. ask us to inform the trade,
in view ot the dislocation of business, owing to the war, and
the lack of supplies of glass and porcelain from Germany
and Austria, that they are in a position to supply their vitreosil
m*teruU promptly, as it is entirely made in their works at
Neptune B»nk. W.iUsend-on-Tyue.

Messrs. L^ip.ild Farmer vt Sons, ot Gresham Street. EC. inform
us that ftotive steps are being taken by English manufacturers to
equip themselves to secure increas.d trade owing to the present
position of affairs. Firms in all branches of tra<ie are seeking
factories to open up industries in which they have been barred
from manufacture through the low prices of foreign oomj^etition.
Messrs. Farmer have received applications for factories fcr the
manufacture of goods in the eleotric«l and general engineering
trades, soft goods, hardware, chemical and allied industries, from
well-known firms and syndicates proposing to establish works for
both the export and home trades, " The passing of the Patent and
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De«iK.iB Act, 1'J..7. resulted ia a flRore .pproaohmR ^'--^O?^

LnaK expended in land, buildinffs, plant and machinery .Vc bat

we can «.(ely say the foregoinif results will be ecl.p»ed on the

Z'Znof hostilities by an enormouB trade ";'0"-«"'"'« '"
^°J

Knplish manufacturers both in old and new markets and a further

incrcuse of prosperity to the old country.

'

From the inception of the drawn-wire process all the wire uaed

in Ma" a lamps has boon manufactured in Kupby. The wisdom

of the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., n this course is more

than ever evident in the present cr.s.s-they are, "' t^^J'J"
always been, absolutely independent of any other

<f''°"''y f?' ^^l
supply of tungsten wire. This fact places them in a certain and

eafe position and also assures the advantage to the trade and

pnblio of a continuity of supply. The introduction of half-watt

famps was first announced in Great Britain at M"^^"* Honse. on

Aueust 26th last year, and ever since that time the Bntish

Thomson.Houston Co. have been busily enframed on the manufac

ture of such lamps, and British-made half- watt lamps are being

produced in commercial quantities at Uugby
u„„„ ,„, ,a -ears

Messrs J H Tucker A: Co., of Birmingham, have for 20 years

been manufacturing nothing but " All British Gpods, ' so that the^

are, bo far, unaffected by the war, and they are Carrying On a^

ueual They have one of the largest works in this country devoted

to goods such as they manufacture, and though their name is bo

well known as makers of "Tumbler Switches" they also manu-

Tacture a most comprehensive range of light and power accessories

-lampholders, ceiling roses, wall plugs, -°-i,.""^;l"
«''t't"er

turned out by their works in very large quantities. They further

make a complete range of switchgear-switch and fuseboards

"onclad fuses and switches, distributing boards, house Beryice

fuses and similar goods. Their manufacturing policy has been to

m^e themselves "self-contained," and with the e^=fPt^o° "^

certain raw material, they are practically independent of outside

ThTTldoTLumulator Co., Ltd., of Dukinfield Hall, have

decided to keep situations open for any of t^^eir employes who are

called up for service, and, during their absence, to grant half-pay

*°The'llford Urban Council has decided to makeup the wages of

the men who have joined the colours to the amount received while

at work From the electricity and lighting department six men

(five of them married), and from the tramway department ten men

^'T^oTh"; vlluabTrfturn issued by the Board of Trade Commer-

olal Intelligence Department in connection with the present

campaign in the neutral markets, relates to internal combustion

and explosion motors, gas turbines, &c. Values are given o

exports of these classes from Germany and Austria-Hnnga^ to all

destinations. From Germany in 1912 they aggregated £2 826,000,

and from Austria £37,000 in 1913. A table shows at a glance the

different countries to which these were sent, f^ "1^0™,^*?^°°

foUows respecting the openings that exist in Canada, South Africa,

India. Hong Kong, Egypt, Russia, Roumania, Greece, Turkey,

Sibe^a U.S^., Japan, and other countries for such manufactures.

Inquiries have been received in the Commercial Intelligence

Branch of the Board of Trade from a large number of ^""8 '°

aU parts of the United Kingdom for the names of manufacturers

or purchasers of various classes of goods which have been pre-

viously obtained from or sold to Germany and Austria-Hungary

Among the articles respecting which inquuries have been received

from would-be purchasers are the following:—
Numbering, dating and perforating machines :

heat-resisting

glasses and globes; glass wool ;
compressed asbestos fibre jointing ;

alumininm powder. i,.„„,„

Inquiries have been received from manufacturers for purchasers

of the following articles :—
, i • i _ „„„=

Electrical fittings, &c. ;
electrical hair-dyes; electrical massage

vibrators; glazed pressspahn.
. , .. ,

Persons interested in any of the above-mentioned articles are

invited to write to the director of the Commercial Intelligence

Branch board of Trade, 73, Basinghall Street, London, E C, with a

view to being placed in communication with tl?e inquirers

The Dailij E^pre.s.^ reports an interview with Mr. Hugo Hirst,

chairman and managing director of the General Electric Co

Ltd Mr Hirst urged that British manufacturers of every kmd,

after they fulfilled their duty in supporting the British Army and

Navy, should strain every nerve to take Germany s place in the

British home markets. " Provided we are willing to work as hard

as the, Germans did, and to sink capital and secure financial and

public support, I think there is little do^bt that we caj replace

a large proportion of Carman imports here at home. This should

be onr first concentrated care. Oar success at home should aflord

us an excellent springboard from which to leap into Germany s

other markets, and the war has already shown that the world s

sympathy is with Great Britain, and not with Germany. Russia

alone,' added Mr. Hirst, ' should offer us a splendid new foreign

field for enterprise for a long time after the war.'

The directors of the Newcastle Electric Supply Co., Ltd., and the

County of Durham Electrical Power Distribution Co., Ltd., in

response to applications for subscriptions to the various local and

other funds which have been opened in connection with the war

have decided to make a first subscription of £300, which will be

handed over as Boon as they are advised as to how Euoh funds wiU

be administered in the service of the areas in which the companies

°'^An*evening newspaper states that Sir Adam Beck chairman of

the Ontario Hydro- Electric Commission, has presented his stable ot

hunters, which remained in England after the Horse Show, to the

War Office. The animals are 11 in number, and are worth tuuy

£600 each.

The Schniewindt Electric Co., of B'™'°'f'>»'"' .^" *^" *^!°.

over by the Oessall Electric Co., and we are a«ked to etate that

?hereare no German interests whatever in the new oo'nP'">y; The

to execute all orders 'or reswtan«. net^ ^o.^ prompt y-
J.0

IB

I. I

i

:°.v:nr^ PHc^ h:;; ;ei ^.^l^e. nor will the, be unle« ri«

'''';um^^n\i%Z]'i^U,aU BpecialUt, of 3, Brown Street.

Ma ket S reet, Manch'ester,'lcarns from liis Paris «e-t that by a

decree t'iven on the 16th inst. the French Government w th com-

men^abirthoughtfulness for inventors, will allow »PpWcat.o- for

natents to be made without payment of the usual application lee

of 100 fr Such payment is only to be made after the war and on

adate to be subLquently fixed. ?« <»^"",^PP''f;LA° ?Jb^".^
applicants and presumably to all others except subjects of thoM

"Thel'oardrTTidehrm^ae rules under the Patent., Design,

and Trade Marks (Temporary Rules) Act
^ ^''^'^r^fo^LnS:

procedure for the avoidance or suspension of any patent or hcenoe

granted to, or trade mark, the proprietor of which is a.«°h)ect of

fny State at war with his Majesty. Where an »PP'fat'on is mad

to the Board for this purpose it must be satisfied that the appU,

cant intends to manufacture the article concerned or carry on th«

patented process, and also that it is in the public interest that

thL should be dine. The rules provide also for the avoidance or

suspension of any application for a patent or trade mark by the

^"Sies° of Ihre'^le: may be obtained from the |n?-?^ntenden'

of the Sale Branch, Patent Office, 25, Southampton Bnildmgs, W.C.

i co-respondent writing to the Ti,n.. on the patents question,

""•'NN^at about those of us who hold patents in (Germany ?
If

we appropriate German patents here in Britain, we must expect

^mtla? tr^eatment later w?th our patents in
^'"'^^'^I'^^^'^f;^^

of which is not only costly, but very difficult to obtain^ \\ouW

it not be better for the Government to
'f.!,

°!^' ^^'f,^/,™^"

patents in this country ,« hloc and ^wtribute them out to re. pon

Bible British manufacturers in this countrj- holding (-erman

^^^ht Edison ^ 3wan Co., Ltd., are -PPl^-^.^o H.M.KO. .7,«.

a quantity of Admiralty pattern quartzalite radiators. The ord»

has been placed through their Glasgow bjanoh as the ship is being

built by Messrs. John Brown i: Co.'s yard, at Clydebank

Messrs F Wiggins & Sons, of 102, 103 and 101, Minories (City),

London ask us te draw the attention of the electrical trade to the

'°
-r^e hlvl tne largest stock of mica in the world here in our "

°^'''2Tutprshav:"n:radvanoed owing to the war except for

a fevv sizes for which there has been a heavy demand.

" r Shipments of mica to this country are practically aH^topp^

at present mainly for financial reason?. This will PJohaWy oo""

way with our firm.
. , . „ t^ i

• "
"

5. Oar business motto is A Square Deal.

The Government has issued the following explanation of its

proclamation against trading with the enemy :—
^

1 For the purpose of deciding wha transaotions with foreign

traders are permitted, the important thing is to consider where the

foreign tra'^er resides and "^carries on business, and not tha

nationality of the foreign trader.
RriH^h firms

2. Consequently, there is, as a rule no object on to British firms

tradine with German or Austrian firms established m neutral or

BruLh territory. What ie prohibited is trade with any firms

established in hostile territory.
. ^ ^., . .. ,„ . „, . branch

3 If a firm with headquarters in hostile territory has a brancn

in neutral 0^ British territory, trade with the branch is (apart

from prohibitions in special cases) permissib e, as .lo'if
.^

\h« 'rad^

iihJ riiie with the branch, and no transaction with the head office

" Tcommercial contracts entered into ^^o-^J^X^^eT^S
r;:fa^fpfyl^enr:'rA-^^^^^^

ibs^Hwoo^^^=-"-=^
question of law, which may depend on

'r^^'^^^'^^^^.^J^^^
'^''

certainty in British commercial transactions but it must oe un^er

interest. r ^-,..,i, i/,;7l Hava • "The manu-

k°rtur:?ly,ZSry wastunl to suler, hut the blades of war

have sliced Germany's trade strings.
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ReuterB correspondent in Paris says :-" A number of French
firms are anxious to know whether British inannfacturersof tools,

™n?,.T •'^"m
'
*°^^''°°«'are can supply the ^oods which can

replace simUar articles exported from Germany to France Theinquiry seems to have special interest for Sheffield, Birmingham,

Lif T> r
The British Chamber of Commerce is prepared to

assist British manufacturers in getting into touch with French

.f,3i^* I'"'^' °/ '^ prominent City man who has made a specialstudy of our trade relations throuprhout the world," have been

f^o^T *",•"'""'«"' '" ^^^ ^™''' Association. He said that theidea of seeking information through British Consuls and trade

nw"r'"°%' -^^
^"^^r,

'"'''°'''"' ''""« ''^t"««° the Colonies andneutral countries and Germany and Austria and of exhibiting

n^fT,.,^ inspection of manufacturers and traders in theUnited Ivinprdom was an eminently practicable one. He expressedthe opinion, however, that any accession of trade could only comevery gradually. When the war broke out British manufacturers
generally were very full up with orders, and any extension of busi-
ness would probably necessitate the installation of special

y^.r^'l
^"'.""^ Pwdnotion of certain goods. "Of course" headded, there is a limited value to what the Consuls and trade

representatives may report. The people who really know theposition of things are the firms who have been unsuccessful incompeting with the Germans and Austrians. They know whythey have been unsuccessful, and what is actually required and
^^,/™-^''''[;'^'^ ^'^^^^ '° P°''l'^h ^^'^ information to the entireworld. Much of the trade which Germany has hitherto been doing

she 18 welcome to retain, because it has been done with countries
"

. »""^ " '^^"'^'"P' or on the verge of bankruptcy "

A Manchester corespondent, writing on "Lancashire and theWar in the Financial T,,,,,:',, states that vigorous efforts are beingmade by British manufacturers in the North, particularly in the
electrical and chemical industries, and many sections of the cotton
trade. The British Westmghouse Electrical and Manufacturing
Co. has, since the outbreak of the war, received important ordersfrom Norway and elsewhere which, it is affirmed, would otherwise
have gone to Germany. Similar reports come from other important
electrical general engineering and textile machinery concerns inthe Greater Manchester district, some of which are now preparing
to open out new departments. Most engineering works wouldalready be very busy but for financial questions-mainly the
existence of the moratorium, and the absence of normal facilities
for bill discounting."

m^lffh^'r'."^
One" writes.—"It is time that everyone reoog-

nised the facts as to the German menace of the last quarter of acentury more particularly, or say, rather the last 30 years It hasbeen not merely a military and naval menace, but an industrialand an immoral menace. I have had special means for knowing
something of the internal arrangements of the means bv whichGermany has fostered her trade in this country, and it is for these
reasons that I have become so bitter an opponent of municipal
trading and of municipal picnics upon the Continent in generaland to Germany in particular. My observations convinced me thatthe electrical orders which went to Germany, went there as a
result of improper methods. When I have read of the impossi-
bility of obtaining what was wanted at home, and that it wascompulsory to go to Germany, I have felt convinced of the real
reasons With Germany already pressing on the French defence
is It not time that the 500,000 men wanted by Kitchener should beforthcoming ? Instead, they are busy with cricket or ' lolling witha dolly on the sand." ^

« ^'' ?;
*^' ^' ^^'"^' °f Clapham Junction, writes to ua as follows—The Uapatriotic English Manufacturer. The English manufac-

turers for vears past have complained about the unfair competition
Bet up by German manufacturers, and now their chance has come to
collar the trade hitherto hold by the Germans, they are instead oftrying to encourage it, simply handicapping it. Instead of stand-
ing by their customers in the time of need, they are pressing forpayment of accounts and refusing to supply oustooiers on booksexcept for cash

;
the result is that a lot of firms who could havestood the racket have had to close down, thus throwing a lare-enumber of hands out of employment."

As the Swiss Government has mobilised, the Bureau Inter
national de I'Union TolOgraphique and Convention Radiotelc-graphique Internationale notify their inability to cope with thework to be performed as so many of their employe are servingwith the anny^ It has been consequently necessary to cease the
publication of the .A,,,o-««7 7;./,yr,v'/nV'"', and the preparation ofthe nomenclature of radiotelegraph stations, as well as the pre
paration of the map showing such stations and shipping routesDelay in dca ing with communications from Administrations willalso necessarily result.

A further statement issued by the Board of Trade deals in fulldetail with German and Austro-Hungarian exports of industrial»nd agricultural implements and tools, and also the exports ofnmilar manufactures from the United Kingdom. Notes are givenrrom which an idea may be obtained regarding the prospects foraoiiig additional Britisli business in various specified marketsrhis return, like the others of the series, will doubtless b« calledtor by many of our manufacturers.

LEGAL

An Electbical Contkact.
Thk X^oJ^aland Time, contains an account of a ca»e adindictednpon by his Honour the Chief Justice rSir Robert^t^nin thfSupreme Court, Wellington, in which Messrs. TarnbuU L Jon«Ltd proceeded against the Taihape Borough Council. sikW^
hn?,nT^'°?.°^

."""
'i°"'"*

'^''' *>•« -defendant C°^.ra^on^.:bound by the orders of its engineer, to alter works under a cont^entered into between the defendant and the plaintiffThe contract was for the construction of a hydro-electric li^ht-

eKe'-'°' '° ""' ^''''"" *=°°'^'«°°' there'w^thefollowi'n^

T?„l" l^l ""^^ftw" Shall hereinafter be made by order of theBorough Council by varying the plans or specifications, or otherwise, such alterations shall not vitiate the contract in aniwi^ butany alteration in the works ordered by the en^neerYn^tLg
shal be executed by the contractor, and the valueXreof?X ^eradd ions to or deductions from the works inoladed in the clntnTct'shall be ascertained by the engineer, without reference to any

d^ 1.^ J?^''"?,;
'"•^ "•" '""°°°' "'"«°f «>"»» ^ added to ordeducted from, the amount of the contract, as the case mav be

nPPr l^-=,-f<^\K
°°*'*''' ^^ '''^° ^"^'^'^ "'o- t*"* plaintiff..' engi.neer visited the proposed site of the works, and found that altera-

Z^L^°m\^^?.^° ^' ""^^ '° *^« """^^ °f constructing the

Conn^ir»
-"^ the suggested alterations were approved by the

fnT,v fi.^'"'^^' '!^° ^'"'^ ordering Messrs. TurnbuU .t .Tonea

discTar^e Tho°r' "f t
"'""^' °^ *°''"'^« ^'""^ '^""^''^ '° s'^^'e

snP.ifi.H V w ""S^l^'
however, objected to the alteration of thespecified turbine. Before the plaintiffs received notice of the

Entwn^ *n
"^ ^^^

°'^Ji'^
^^' '^f'^' ''''"Charge turbine from

Kofi "^T
^'^^^^ between the parties that if the plaintiffs

would" wl''"^ ^""^^u!"'
canceHing the order, the defendantswould leave it to an arbitrator to state what sum the defendantsshould pay, provided that the Court determined whether the engi-

dr/chargeTuTbLe"
"'""' *'' '°""' '^""''^^^ *"""»« *» " ^-^1«

According to the report before us, his Honoub remarked that

fhf.l? "Au* ""^'^u"
''!\'°'' ^^^ engineer had by an order increasedthe cost of the works. On the contrary, the cost would have been

lessened by some £500 if the engineer's alterations had been carrfedout The class of cases, therefore, in which the engineer or arohi-
tect had purported to increase the price or cost of works did notapply. After considering the legal aspects of this and relevant
cases bis Honour said he was of opinion that the plaintiff was
entitled to the direction asked for, and that the engineer hadpower to change the one turbine for the other
Judgment was given accordingly. Costs would be on the scaleto be fixed by the quantum of damage awarded, and might bereserved until this was settled, or until the further order of the

Charge against an Electrician.

vnn'^nrr'^ - ^^t
Birmingham Daily Post, Georfre Kertland, ayoung electrician, belonging to Shepherd's Bush, was charged- atWimbledon on 19th inst. with being concerned with two other menin breaking into the Foster Engineering Co.'s works at Wimbledonon the previous Sunday night and stealing carbons and othermaterial valued at about < 2,000. It was stated that he arrangedwith a London firm of carriers to remove the goods in motor-^rsfrom the works shortly after midnight on Sunday. Five hourswere taken by him and two other men in packing them Thevweighed about IH tons, and were removed to a place at Hayes

Middlesex, where the police found most of them. The rest were
stopped m transit on the Great Western Railway
A detective-sorgeant said that when he arrested the accusedKertland stated

: I have a complete answer to the charge These
carbons are the property of an alien enemy, and the Governmentwant carbons, and we have the authority of the Treasury "

He was remanded in custody.
*

I .\ irmy Win-Iess (Mitht.—A fwtable wireless outfit
which can be set up in 12 minutes and has a radins of oi^rationup to t«00 miles, has recently been adopted by the U.S. Army Signal
Corps. It includes a motor-wagon, with a SO-ii.i-. engine which

.»n,riif'°
*

'"'"^"i'
f;;nerator, current being stepped" up to22,000 volts pressure for the wireless equipment. The antonnt.

are of the umbrella type, attaohed to an 85-ft. mast, which is builtup in nine sections by block and tackle, and is transMrted iji com-partmenta of the truck. The counterpoise or artificial ground
consista of heavy insuatod wires radiating from » common centre
to which 18 attached the ground wire of the »et.—£U,: n\:r!,i.

em

A Historic Aiuencau Vehicle—A three-wheeled
3leotric car

; of the vintage of 1893 " has recently been presented

»ill v!.
^'"«"°*? E'f°'"° Vehicle Association of New York and

9 UttkC^r f' "r'i"' "' ^''^^'' '' °°^^ unknown, and there
9 uuie but Its antiquity to recommend the quaint little vehicle

Faraday House KIccfrical Eiiffiiiccriiiir Collcffc —
In view of the large withdrawal of engineering students from
Continental colleges and work, on account of the war theGovemorjof Faraday House are wiUing to offer siieoial arrknge-
ments to those who wish to join the College. They are prepared
to take mto consideration, as far as possible, the time already
spent abroad, and to shorten proportionately the four yews' conrte
ordinarily required for the diploma. Students woiJd completo
their practical training in large engineering works and m.wer
stations in the I nited Kingdom.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES. FITTINGS

AND PLANT.

Crodenda Electric Flros.

The CRF.nEsnA CoNDniTsCo., Ltd., of Chester Street, Aston,

hnve brouirht out ft rantje of electric firen, for which MfiflBra.

Baxter .V: Cannier, Ltd., are the London airento. The fires are fitted

with a new b»r unit which is being patented, consistinR of a metal

frame carrying eight dove tail sections of steatite ;
the latter have

fo

i,„parted to the controller should be slow when on the oontacU

an.l relatively quick when passintf from contact to contact.

The " .lumper " control gear, which inhere described is made by

the Leeds EsoisEKBiNfi ask Hydiiadlic O. ,
Ltd., Hodley, near

*Fig 6 shovps a Bection of the gear proper, which consists of a

hydraulic cylinder a actuated by a pilot valve n and accui.julator

striking gear c, c (shown on fig. r.), a cataract d, a eent.oel valve

E for actuating the unloading valve f (shown on fig. &), the speed

of the unloading valve being governed by the needle valve <;, a

Fif.a. 1 AND 2.—Credenda Heating Element.

a number of projections on which is wound the nickel-chrome

heating wire in zig-zig. Holes in the metal channel allow air to

circulate throufrh the hot-wire grid, oooling the metal frame and

preventing overheatinsr of the wire, which works m free air. As

the sections of steatite are of small dimensions, breakages are

minimised. Each bar unit has a plug contact at each end. so that

bars for different voltages can easily be inserted, and the whole

Fig. 4.—Costbolleb with "Jumpeb" Geab.

rack and pinion and gearing or pitch chain being employed for

connecting the gear to the electric controller H.

When the gear is in full "on" position, and not until then, it

actuates the sentinel valve, which closes and keeps closed the by-

pass valve which loads the pump ; in like manner, when the accu-

mulator has reached its highest position and tipped over

the pilot valve, the main gear moves it to the ' off position ;
in

-Electric Fire, 2,000-S,000 watts -General Arbanoement of "Jumper- Control, also Valve Details.

frame which carries the bars can readily be removed with the

switches and wiring from the outer case, after taking off the

bottom and unscrewing the switch rings. The bars are inter-

changeable, and as they are coupled in parallel, the removal of one

does not affect the others. Owing to the width of the elements,

less bars are required to make up a given area of heating surface,

and longer lengths of heavier gauge wire can be used without

spiral winding, which has a tendency to local heating.

Figs 1 and 2 show one of the bar units, and fig. 3 one of the

many patterns of fire in which the bars are used.

Heating and cooking apparatus are also made by the company.

Tlic "Jumper" Control Gear.

The starting and stopping of hydraulic pumps automatically is

usually done by the accumulator actuating a trip switch or pilot

valve by tappet gear, and in the case of air compressors, by the

variation in pressure in the receiver.

From a mechanical point of view, this should be done gradually,

and from an electrical piint of view, with as little sparking and

exces? of current as pna^ible.

Ai ele-stric nntirs, particularly of the A.c. typ?, start up and

stop mmh too quickly for ideal pumping conditions, the pumps

Bhouli prsferably ba unloaded prior to these operations, in which

giaa there fa less oorrsnt to deal with ; fnrtheriaore, the motion

doing this, it first unloads the pump by opening the by-pass

^Vhe " Jumper • gear can be made to actuate any type of electric

controller, bat the controller generally~-preferred is the tram^^ay

type, because the contacts are usually large, easily get-at-able and

cheaply renewed.
a. l -t.

In order to reduce the wear and tear of the contacts, it is

desirable to impart a " jumping action " to the controller drum-

hence the name. This is effected by inserting a rod M inside the

cataract D on which there are a series of alternately raised and

recessed parts corresponding with the number
«/

^ontacts

in the controller. The raised parts fit the hole in the cataract

^'Vhenthe piston comes to a raised part, it passes slowly over it,

and when it comes to the recess it jumps forward, and so on.

The time taken to pass over each raised part may be varied m
either direction by the needle valves, K, K, while the cataract

cylinder is kept solid by suction valves L. L.

The cataract cylinder is submerged m the fluid, which is entirely

enclosed in order that it may keep clean and require renewmg

'°Dan°n^ such periods the pump can be automatically loaded and

unloaded by opening and closing valves which connect the accu-

mulator pilot valve with the bypass valve and disconnect the

gear, in which oase the pump is «tartad up unloaded, by hand, by
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withdtawinpr the catch pin in the controller handle, which enpa^es
with the stop of the crear wheel. It will be noted that the by-pasB
valve F is made acorn shaped so that it shall open and close

fitting with lUn. diameter band, and "P.«rlitc' di«h. Other
mannfactureB in the citaloerne include Holophane bowl reflector
fittmifB and prlassware, ohnroh fittings, " Glasmi - lominons electric

Fig. 6.—Hydraulic Geae for Working Electric Controlleb.

gradually
; a non-retnrn valve must be placed between the by-pass

valve and accumulator.

Electric Fittings.

Messrs. J. & W. B. Smith, of 1.-.-23, Farrinpdon Road, London,
E.G., who have had a lenpthy experience in the manufacture of
fittings and accessories for lightinpr purposes, are engaged upon a
large development of their electrical business. They have just
issued for the coming season an excellent catalogue of 140 pages,
in which these are set out in detail

; and at their showrooms, as
we have seen for ourselves during the last few days, they have on
exhibition a representative collection of practically all the lines
included in this publication, as well as a number of novelties to
which we hope to make reference in due course. The manufactures

/^:'|^ ^

l(^^

Fig. 8.—Geobgias Se.mi-Direct FiTiisn.

radiators, " Holbom " electric fires, electric heating and cooking
apparatus, and a variety of tumbler and other switches, bells,
Glasmi " conduits and fittings, illuminated signs, electric fans,

weatherproof outside lanterns, and so forth.

Totally-Enclosed Circuit-Breakers.
In industrial work it is desirable that circuit-breakers and other

electrical gear shall, wherever possible, be totally enclosed. The
Geneb.vl Electric Co., Ltd., of Witton, Birmingham, have
recently introduced a new design which is shown in the accom-
panying illustrations. The circuit-breaker is fixed in a strong

Fig. ".—Chain-Suspension Semi-Direct Fitting.

are practically British-made throughout
; it is only in the case ofone or two exceptions, such as certain special lines of glasswarewhich have hitherto been peculiar to the Continent, that this isnot the case. Large stocks are held in readiness for immediate

delivery—a point of even more than usual iniportanoe in view ofthe present crisis, which is making increased demands on firms
dealing in lighting supplies. Contractors and trade purchasers are
invited to make full u.e of the showrooms for their own and their
clients edification and instruction. We noted on the occasion ofour visit the very clear marking of fittings with catalogue prices.The catalogue starts off with a variety of lamp-shades in plainand fancy glafs, beads, silk and cardboard. Some attractive
examples of china portable table standards, statuettes, brackets
pendants, hall and other lanterns, coiling lights adjustable
pendants, candle fittings, and a full collection of electrolier^^foUow Semi-direct lighting fittings form a Ppecial feature, qnitea number of different and pleasing designs being shown fitted with
Pearhte, peari ou,x and " Radiao " dishes. We select a couple
^ these examples for illustration, fig 7 showing a chain-suspension
pohshed-brass fitting, with pearl onyx dishes of 12 and 14 inchesOtameter

;
and fig. 8 representing a Georgian antique braiw-finirind

Fio. it. — Standard "Salford • Fio. 10.— Interior of " Salf^ird •

Circuit-Breaker in Cast-ikon i irccit.Bbe.\ker.
Case.

cast-iron case intended for mounting on a wall or sngleircn
framework. The lid is hinged and is interlocked with the switch
by mestis of the G.E.C. patent interlock. The important feature
abc>ut this circnit-brfsker is the fact that the breaker can te owned
and closed with the same handle— a great improvement ever the
usual method of operating, as no special lever tor trirrine ia
neceuary, '

' *
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THE PRINCES RELIEF FUND.

Many electricnl firms and undertakings have udoptedajx.licy

of RenerouR treatment of the members of their staff who

have gone to the front and their dependanU left at home,

giving them also an assurance of an open door and a proud

welcome when they return from the battU.field. Much

distress wiHbe avoided by everybody doing his part-every-

body sweeping his own doorstep. For some firms, added to

the already present though we trust ([uite temporary dis-

location of business, this is no light burden to carry, but we

are sure it will be carried, and that cheerfully, wherever

possible. It is our duty to work hard and make big sacrifices

in order that T-ord Kitchener may have all the men that he

asks for. To many who long tx. join the colours, assurances

of such a kind might settle the matter.
.

We are equally confident that manufacturers, professional

men, and others engaged in electrical pursuits will wn-

tribute liberally to the Prince of Wales's Relief Fund. 1 he

response has been magnificent thus far, showing that where

national spirit is properly aroused, the well-springs of charity

may still be relied upon. The needs will be such as we

have never known before, and the resources available to

meet those needs must be worthy of the nation and Empire

in whose defence they are incurred. The interests of the

Fund have, doubtless, already come under the notice of most

of our readers, but we may be allowed to add our own

earnest appeal to all to support this noble and beneficent

effort on the part of the Prince, and subscribe as heavily as

their other claims will permit them to do. A coupon for

their convenience is given in our advertisement pages.

TELEGRAPHS AND TELEPHONES
IN CHINA.

Below we print extracts from an extremely interestmg and

exhaustive report on proposed telegraph and telephone con-

struction • work in China, by Mr. George E. Anderson, the

American Consul at Hong Kong. A good deal of the exten-

sive work proposed has been held up owing to the political

condition of the country, but the writer of the report is of the

opinion that in due course when the position becomes more

settled these extensions will be carried out in their entirety.

It is interesting to note that the official programme was

drawn up with the intention that the materials for the

work should be manufactured as much as possible m China,

but it is extremely doubtful whether this intention will be

realised to anything like its full extent. We are afraid

that our firms, not only electrical, have been rather

slow to realise the immense opportunities which will

arise for construction work in Ciuna when political affairs

are settled, and it is therefore gratifying that the Board ot

Trade should have so speedily carried out its intention ot

sending a special Commissioner to China to study the con-

ditions and prospects of British trade in that important

market. The Commissioner, Mr. T. M. Ainscough, is now

prosecuting his enquiries in China, and we shall look with

confidence for some valuable information and suggestions

when he returns.

There is some uncertainty as to the immediate future of

telephonic and telegraphic development m China,, especially

concerning telephones in and between cities, which is a matter

S finance Reporting on this subject recently the American

Consul at Hong Kong points out that the country s telegraph

system is owned by the Chinese Government and has been

operated with considerable success for several years both in

domestic and foreign services. Immediately after the revolution

an expansion policy was determined upon by the Government

telegraph administration compnsmg a supplementary tele-

phone service to be owned and operated by the Government

and telephone extensions in various Chinese cities ihe

?°legraph administration borrowed ^£500.000 from the Eastern

Extlnslon and Great Northern Telegraph Co. (the o^bk com-

pany with which it is most mtunately connected in loreign

business) to extend its telegraph lines and to establish certain

telephone lines. Interest and payments were to be met out

ot current earnings of the administration on its foreign

business.

The t<-)eKraph extension was in ketpiuK \' ith the Bttady

Rro^vth ..f tho BVHtem. Tho first lines in China ^^/^ between

Shanghai and '.entnin and b.tween Shangl,.. and ^^'W8unB,

the atttr being a private enterprise. In 1H>M, the Pekmg-

'lient« line "^8 taken over by th. Goyernn..nt ;
a hno was

run up the Yangtze Valley from Shanghai and hrough cora-

nmnication was established Ixtwcen Cant.m and the North^

Since that time the Bysten, has been steadily extended to the.

Russian frontier at Hunchun, Ilelaiiipo ai.d Kiakhta; to the

Japanese frontier at Wiju; to the Hunna frontier at Bbamo;

t-, the Tongking frontier at Mankai and Laokai. a"d as far a»

the Tibetan frontier at Batang. There are now SG.a'W tnileg

of land lines and 1,000 miles of submarine cable. In l.tl.J

there were in use about 1,300 Morse instru.uents and sorne-

tbing less than 50 Whcatstono instrnments; there were 5(,1

telegraph stations, an operating staff of l.fKX) natives and 6

foreigners and a total of 7..522 employ^!.

The principal lines are : The Shanghai-Tientsin, 1,025 m W,
construet.d in 1882; the Shanghai-Canton hne 1,890 miles,

T882; the Hankow-Luohow line, 1,017 miles. 1886; the Sianfu-

Peking line, 901 miles, 1890; the P-^l^'ne-^'^y]^'^ ''"^^^
miles, 1807: the Shanghai-Hankow line 87.'3 miles, 1884. the

Hankow-Peking line. 974 miles, 1910; and the K.ukian^

Canton line, 988 miles, 1884. The capital expended upon these

yarious lines is about £500,000. .
The charge for service is

about 2d. per word for messages in a foreign language m the

8.ime Province; about 41d. per word for me.=sagcs to all other

places in China, and about 15d. for Press messages throughout

China For Chinese messages, which are usually transmitted

bv sending numhers corresponding to words in a sort of tele-

graphic dictionary or code book the clharges f re
two-thirds

those for foreign messages, the Chinese Pre.ss rate^ being about

Jd per word. These charges are for all words, including

address and signature. The rates, therefore are high.

While the construction programme provide<l for in the loan

agreement has been interfcrc-d with considerably by disorders

and disorganization attending the revolution, most of the

extensions planned in the elaborate programme outlined by the

Government are being made. The extensions made in the

past two years include the Hunkiang and JujIKchow lines

in Hunan Province; the Cho^vrhia-kou , and the Hanchow

lines in Honan Province; the .^nlnii Province lines in Anhpi;

and in Kwangtung. the Kaochow-Pi<hing lines Extension

of the northern and southern telegraph circuits m bhensi

and Shansi Provinces has been in progress, and some ex-

?ensions have been made in Kwangtiine and Kw.angsi

Provinces and in lines between Fukien and Kinnrrsi Provinces^

Recently the Eastern Extension Co. completed a new tele-

graph fine from Kowloon, a pnrt of Hong Kong, to the Chinese

frontier along the Kowloon-Canton railway, and the Chinese

are now completing the line to Canton. ^T'e'^/"™!^^**^^^

this will be the third through line between Hong Kong and

The^official programme in connection with the loan agree-

ment provides that in 1914 telegraph lines will be extended from

Hsingi in Kweichow to Kwangnan m Yunnan, and from

Ohengtu. the capital of Szechwan Proyince, to points m
Kansu Province. In 1915 extensions will be made to the

lines between Puerh and Hsunnmg m
.^"0"!'°^'°'l,t?„ ;^

lines between Chingyuan in Kwangsi ,?"\K."'"'^f?t
'°

Kweirhow. A survey will be made for a line between Urga.

and Kobdo. Mongolia, and lines m both inner a.^d outer

Tibet will be extended. In 1910 telegraph lines m mner and

onto Mongolia will be extende<l. Plans ttiU be made for

constructing telegraph lines from T"«"t;.™-p^" '1^^^^'^j^'^
from Kansa to Chinghni and inner Tibet, and from III to

Kuche Tlie telegraph lines in the northern Provinces will

be re^onsLcted and general improven.ent of ^h he e^,',trie

lighting plants and telephones m the Empire wdl be under-

*'just how much of this programme will actually be realised

is difficult to foresee. Much, of that planned ^o^, t^e Pas*

three years has been accomplished more on paper than other-

wise knd there has been complaint that much of th^e dis-

organisation and confusion attendant, upon the change in

Governments has been especia ly noticeable m the office of

the Board of Communications, in which much of the adminis-

tration of such extension and other work centres. Much has

been done, however, and since the work, bemg done and pro-

posed is largely under foreign supervision and control it is

likely that in "general, plans for the general improvement of

the service wiU be successfuUy carried out in course of t,me_

A great deal of the official programme has had regard lor

the manufacture of telegraph and telephone, as ^ll^s electnc

light and power, materials in China. Representatives of the

Government hav^ been sent abroad to study for«gn estabhsh-

nients manufacturing such materials and m the ofhcial pro-

gramme it has been planned that new depots for the

maTuTactiLe of such goods shall be established during the

SuTent year, w^hile in 191.5 the 7°'^ Y ]? nW However
include all materials used m wireless telegraphy. However,

there are indications that financial considerations will in-

terfere materially with this programme for the present
.

The use of the telephone in China is much more Imiited

than the telegraph, though the Chinese take to the telephone

wkh IxtraorrtinaV i-adiness. Modern inter-urban commmi.^

cation bv telephone is almost unknown, m China, the onlv

exeentions being the line between Pekin and Tientsin and

severa small Sues used in connection with the. dispatch of
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railway trains. Local telephone exchange eystemB are found

onirfn Peking, Tientsin, Shanghai and Canton. They are

Sovernme^t owned and are operated !'«^^- Pf* ,f „\^ ,,t ^
graph Bystem. Tlie number of subscribers is not a\auaDie,

but the exchanges are Bmall.
„ .>,« rVimese Govern-

A= n r^arf of iti nnl cv of oxtension the oninese u'lyeru

forward telegraph messages from the ^"^« "^\^i5fX, o"n!

and KiangRU Prnvinees, m extending, the local «>rvRe ir mu

Shincharand in Cnpel, Yunnan, Shensi, Hunan and Shnntung

programme, however, is at present ""/«;;t^'" fJXT,,f ,^^n!

^Sr,IJ there is no doubt that the general work will

S^'lindertaken as soon as financial and other considerations

mmmmmdemanded. Ameiuan i\\tfn,
.v- „ -„j *i,;„ v,og operated

iliiiiSi

TT.^ r!l-,Tis of the Chinese Covernment also include estnh-

hsWngfcompre ensive system of wirelnss telegronh stnt.ons^

SaHons of various degrees ."f ^^^
J^^^'-- "';7,f/ '^^7

estnWished at various points in the north alon-: the coast,

nnd iP the south particnlnvlv at Peking. Tientsin. Hankow,

Rh.nAiai C" . and PToihow. In .Canton the mam station

has been made the centre of a series of 12 sub-stations in

Kwangtunff Province, and «. school for the "i^^""-*'"" .^^

™tives has been established at Cannon. n IT;;^;;:" ^1^ "^
various stations have been established under the Bon.d of ^V.r^

Plans for much more comprehensive and P^^'^'-f "1„, "^ "* "".^

'long the const, including Peking. Hankow. Sl^^'^cha

RwXw and Oanton. have been made and n "on tract for

their erection has been initiated, but. pending the inising of

he necessarv funds the enterprise is temnornrily held in

nbevnnce. The proposed system, however will have a radius

^f l.-r.nO miles and will include stations at Kalian, near the

Riberian border, and on the Pratas Island shoals, about m
miles south of Hon. Kong, where a '^"^'^"^ ^.^ '"'^r'^yZt
for meteorological purposes and the protection of shipping.

BRITISH-MADE CARBONS IN WAR-TIME.

The following comnuinication has reached us too late for

indasioa amout' our " Correspondence." 'Vhc matter is one

of supreme importance at the present raoiueiit. 1 he

General Electric Co., Ltd., is to be cougratulatod upon the

fact that every need of the (Joveniment for carbons for

war and other purposes can be met within these islands.

We need have no fours iu that direction. Our readers will

remember the speeches of the lat« Mr. G. Byug in the early

days of the Witton carbon works, in which he laid stress

upon the national aspect of the company's carbon-making

operations. Mr. H. Hirst likewise has shown an er^uaUy

commendable foresight in regard to the same matter. Now

that the catastrophe of Continental war is in progress, aad

we are in the main dependent nrx)n what we can do for

ourselves, the value of the General Electric Co.'b efforts,

conducted at a great loss to themselves, is obvious to

everybody. The demands of the Government are impera-

tive, and of course the nation has first call upon ns s^l.

Horses, motor-cars and other necessities are commandeered,

and we resign ourselves to the inconvenience consequent

thereupon. The limited output of carbons will proUbly

likewise entail upon many of us in the electn^l world an

inconvenience which will be very leal, but we shall, so long

as the war lasts, have to resign ourselves to that also. In ttiis,

as in other matters, we shall find it necessary to accommo-

date ourselves to the situation. In some directions it may

be compulsory to use other means for efTectmg our electrical

illumination. Having watched the position for some y^rs,

more or less closely, we would urge upon the trade the wisdom

of meeting the difficulty with those infinit* resources of which

it is possessed. After the Government requirements have

been met, the available balance of British-made carbons wrll

be dealt with as fairly aud e.iuitably as possible, and though,

as we say, there may be inconvenience and hardship,

the difficulties will, we are sure, be fully appreciated and

understood.
Abo Lamp Cabboss.

As it is impoBfible for as to explain the position in the arclMip

carbon industry individually to all inquirers and users, we should

be glad of the hospitality of your columns for t^is purpose

Our carbon works is the only factory in Great Britam. and the

enormous preponderance, approximately
-^^'f^''^±^°[^^^^

used in this country have been imported from abroad from

factories in Germany, Austria and France, which for some time to

come cannot send supplies. A very ^^•^^} ,^^l''^\°^ ^^
cartons imported came from small Swiss and Spanish works who

can do little if anything to relieve the situation. A factory exvsta

in the United StateB, but will be caUed upon to make ^vforj^e

aree American demand hitherto supplied by Germany. In addi-

t"n!it mtiBt be remembered that the British Dominions have been

large buyers of German-made carbons.

Under the now prevailing circumstances we have rot been

surprised during the past three weeks to receive enormous demands

for™ons for both immediate and forward delivery In ese

than a week we could have sold our output a year ahead. A few

of these inquiries came from our old customers. The n.8)onty

? cm the Urge users, such as raUway companies and mun.cipj^bes

wZ have consistently refused us their support in the pa.t on

Tccount of the cheaper prices of German and Austrian csrbons

Our endeavours t^ educate users to the necessity of supporting

the only English works with only a small portion o their require-

ments have been constant for 12 years, but without practical

"when our works were started 12 years ago the P"Cf, "'l'"? /°;

carbons were about double those recently ptevalen in this country

The starting of our works was met by a persistent policy of pno^

cutting on the part of our competitors, which at once made the

?ao ory unremunerative. In spite of this we have kept our

works running, because we recognised the possible dis^^^' >f ""!

Tountry had not at least one source of ^ome supply. Th,s poioy

has involved our company in a loss amounting to over t .0,m

which has naturally not encouraged us t^ increase t^e factory to^

size capable of supplying a reasonable share of the English

^'w^are. therefore, now faced with a demand some 1^> ""^ "
great as we can satisfy. After serious consideration, we have

decided to act upon the following principles —
, „ , ^.

1 Iu the first place, we shall, of course, supply all naval and

"""
W^ ha"-r™ised prices, not merely to a "munerative lev^

but suthoiently to prevent buying by those who are not in absolute

need la this connection we realise that it is possible for many of

the largest users to replace temporarily their »ro limips by other

forms of liK'hting such as metal-filament l«mp«, and those who

are in this ixwikion should be encouraged to do so.

'.We shall dispose of our present stock of c«rl>ons of ^ kmds

according to the above principles, but as far as manufacture js

conce n"fd, we shall adhere"^ to the programme described bslov..

4 We propose to limit our manufacture to as f'^^ tyv>es and sues

as possible in order to obtain the maximum output from our

"^wi^wJutfpoint out in this connection that by reducing the

number of sizes we make, our output can be very materially

rncre^ed as the machinery can be utilised to the b.-st advantage

landing what si/ss we shall make we have been principally

guided by the consideration of what t)V>e« of arc amps can best

^ r^la,id by other forms of iUuminant., and. so far a. ,
ossO,^

we are therefore oonflniog our manufac ure P"";-^?*"^ ^^.^'^
types of arc lamps, which, in our opinion, cannot easily be

^
wTt^oDoee therefore, in the first place to make carbons for

MiSanKmela^S as" there are many thousands of such lamps
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in uee of two or three well-known makes uBintr the tiame si/.u of

carbons, Sabjnot, of oonrse, to pouil)le (ioveniment requirements,

onr output of these Matrazine carbonu iihould be sufficieat to meet
all demandx. Those carbons are 9 mm., x mm. and 7 mm. in

diameter in 15-in. and li'-in. lentrths. Similar carbons with the

addition of 10 mm. diameter—if provided with metal cores—can
be used in these lenicths in praotioally all converi;iD(; carbon ilame

lamps.
Secondly, we shall manufacture a certain quantitly of 11 mm.

and 13 mm. enclosed lamp carbons in 12-in. and lO-in. lenGrth^ as

enclosed lamps are used for certain purposes for which other
sources of lighting are not suitable.

Thirdly, we propose to make a certain quantity of carbons for

projection work for cinematocrraph and similar parposee, where
the quantities lire comparatively small, and where also any other
source of licht is inadmissible. The stoppapre of these supplies

would paralyse the whole trade, and cause very ^reat distress.

As we realise that the amount of open-type carbons, which w«
could by any means produce, would be a mere drop in the ooean,

we shall discontinue for the time being the manufacture of these
entirely.

We are confident that in taking this course we are acting in the
best interest of carbon users and the public generally, and hope
our policy will meet with general support. Individuals will realise

that where it is absolutely impossible to satisfy all, we are taking
a course which enables us to satisfy the greatest number in oar
power.—Yours faithfully,

The General Electric Co., Ltd.
K. Alwood, Secretary.

London, E.G., Augiixt 26^/(, 1914.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Rook Notices,—" British Standard Method of Specify

ing Resistance of Steel Conductor Rails." London : Crosby Lock
wood & Son. Price 10s. 6d. net.

" ProcPt'ilini/s of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.'

Vol. XXXIli, No. 8. August. New York : The Institute.

Price Si.

"Calendar of the Royal Technical College, Glasgow, 1914-1!U5.'

Glasgow ; The College.

.Vniiiial Oiitina'.—The first annual outing of the

Alpha Mandf.\ctubixg Co., of Balham, was held on Saturday,
22nd inst., when the men, numbering 28, went to Brighton for the
day. Dinner was served at The Pavilion Creameries, Mr. G. F.

Beare presiding. Mr. Fletcher, secretary for the outing, on behalf

of the men, thanked the firm for keeping the whole of the staff

on during the present crisis.

Baiikrui>tcy Proceediii«i'S. — Granville Burgess,
electrical engineer, 27, Museum Chambers, Bury Street, W.C.—

A

sitting of the London Bankruptcy Court was held on Tuesday
before Mr. Registrar Hope, for the public examination of this debtor,

who failed in July, with liabilities £463 and assets valued at

£88. Replying to Mr. E. Leadham Hough, Senior Official Receiver,

the debtor stated that, having previously been employed in the

trade, he, in February, 1913, commenced business as above, and
carried on the same until the receiving order was made against

him on July 7th at the instance of creditors. Witness attributed

his insolvency to loss in carrying on business owing mainly to the
recent long-continued building strike. This was his first failure.

The examination was concluded.

F. T. Johnson (F. JohnsonX electrical engineer, Cambridge.
Trustee (Mr. H. N. Cox, 5, Petty Cury, Cambridge) released

June 19th.

Catalogues and Lists.

—

Edison & Swan United
Electric Light Co., Ltd , Ponder's End.—Two wall showcards,

one denoting that Ediswan drawn-wire lamps "stand alone," and
the other emphasising that Ediswan fans are " All-British." The
company announce that owing to the large increase in trade in

radiator lamps last season they anticipate an even larger increase

during the coming months, and have decreased their prices accord-

ingly. All voltages will drop in price to one standard.

Mr. C. H. Blume, White Building, Sheffield.—Price leaflet

relating to "Mcgomao" and "Insulac" insulating varnishes.

These varnishes are manufactured at Mitcham, Surrey, where
large stocks are held.

Messrs. Simple.x Conduits, Ltd., Garrison Lane, Birming-
ham.—Illustrated leaflet giving brief particulars and prices of

watertight switches with turn movement, a new pattern of which,
in brass, has been introduced for marine installations, &c. ; brass

and lead bushes required by engineers who object to tube-end

bushes made of wood or moulded insulation material ; and chain-

pull switch boxes for use in conjunction with Simplex watertight
fittings.

Messrs. Belling & Co., Edmonton, London, N.E.—Illustrated

list giving reduced prices, which came into force last Monday, of

Belling's electric boiling rings, grillers, combined griller-ovens

and electric fires, all of which, of courpe, are British made.
Messes. Cutting Bkos., Ltd., Park Works, Stamford.—Card

giving tabnlated prioei and speoifloation of enolosed ventilated

electric moton, ranglnfr from i to 80 h.p.

Trade AiiiioiiiieementM.—The Dey Time ItegiBters,

Ltd., of Queen Victoria Street, EC, have amalgamated with the
Internatinnal Time Recording Co., Ltd., of City Road, E.C., and both
firms will give up their present premise*. The combined bnninetiM*

will be known as the Intkb.nationai, Tiiwk Rkcokdi'.'. Co., Ltd.,

and will occupy the entire five-storey building, 30/(2, Farringdon
Road, E.C. Their range of all kinds of time recorders for time-

keeping and jib-costing is very complete.

Mr. J. Martin Blaiu, 53, New Broad Street. EC. has been
appointed the London representative of an English firm of ebonite

and vulcanite manufacturers, and invitee inquiries for rod, sheet

and tube, also battery boxes, telephone fittings and turned and
moulded goods. Mr. Blair also represents the Record Kngineering
Co., Ltd., Manchester, for petrol, paraffin and gas engines, and
Messrs. Broom k Wade, L^d., High Wycombe, for air compresaoni
and hoists.

Liquidation.

—

The Etrkka Clock Co., liTi>.—This
company is winding up voluntarily, with Mr. A. E. Tilley, of

8, Staple Inn, London, W.C, as liquidator.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

.iberdovey.

—

Proposed E.L.—The U.D.r. has been
recommended to invite competitive schemes for the best means of
lighting the town by electricity, generated by water or other
power.

.4tIiei'ton.—L.G.B. Inqviky.—An inquiry was held here
last Friday into an application by the DC. for permission to

borrow £2,100 for the purposes of the electricity undertaking.

Australia.—The Newcastle (N.S.W.) Council during
1913 decided to largely extend its undertaking, but apparently
some delay is taking place. A new station site was under dia-

cnssion, providing for a first unit of 2,000 KW. ; the Council has,

however, decided to hold this in abeyance, but intends providing
a 500- KW. set to meet the winter demand of 1915, and tenders
are now about to be called for this plant complete with surface
condenser, boilers and other essentials to render it a complete
unit. The question of a general extension into the district is, for

the time being, also held in abeyance. The principal difiiculty,

according to Press reports, appears to be that the Council's borrow-
ing capacity is not in proportion to the development of the city,

and the Government is to be approached upon the general question
of increased powers. The business of electricity supply is steadily

developing, and many people appear to be changing over from gas
to electric light, while modern buildings are all being equipped
for electric lighting, heating and power. The power load in this

district should, in the future, be very great, as the new steelworks
will be in operation early in 1915, and this, it is expected, will

encourage the manufacture by the smaller men of many special

lines.

Bacup.

—

Street Lighting.—The T.C. has approached
Rawtenstall with a proposal to light Newchnrch Road and Market
Street by electricity in a similar manner to the Rawtenstall
streets.

Bolton.

—

Proposed Loan.—The Finance Committee
has decided to make application to the L.G.B. for sanction to

borrow £17,000 for electric cables.

Canada.—A Consular report, quoted by the American
Electrical Engineering, refers to the Ontario Hydro-electric Power
Commission. In addition to the expenditure already made of
$5,915,725, the Commission is authorieed, says the report, to spend
S5,000,000 during the current year in extending the supply of elec-

tricity at cost to municipalities for power and lighting. In addition
to the 45 municipalities served last year, more than 100 others
have asked for estimates for installing plants for the distribution

of electric power which will be obtained from the Niagara Falls and
other places. By the end of last year i 5 municipalities had installed

distributing plants at a total cost of ?8,469,197 (of which Toronto
expended $3,919,810) ; the total revenue derived therefrom was
$2,605,006, and the net surplus ?:-l90,012. The municipalities
retain part of the revenue as working capital. A compilation of
the private electrical corporations in Ontario has been made by the
Canadian Electrical Association, which is a branch of the National
Electrical Association of the United States. It has been found
that the number of plants is 157, and the total capitalisation
approximately 8108,500,000. which includes the hydro-electric
power plants at Niagara Falls. Estimates of cost were made for
only a few plants having a capitalisation of something more than
Sl,OuO,000. Besides the works of the 157 companies, there are
some hydro-electric and other electric power and lighting plants
owned by municipalities.

Chile.—Plans and specifications submitted by Don
Francisco Soto for the erection of an electric generating station to

snpply the tows of Cartagena with electric light have been
approred.

—

Bo'ard of Tfadt J<ntrnal,
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Chobliain.

—

Proposed E.L.—The P.O. has informed

the Chertsey R H C. that a supply of electricity for the parish is

desirable if obtainable at a reasonable price, and failing the Ascot
Oas and Electricity Co. giving a supply at an early date, permission

be pfiven for the Wokinpr Electric Supply Co. to extend its mains to

Chobham. At a meeting of the R.D.C. on August 18th it was
stated that the Ascot Co. had intimated that it intended exercising

its piwers, and that it would not permit the Woking Co. to give

the Bipply. It was decided to forward the views of the P.C. to

tne Ascot Co.

roiitiiicBfal Xot<'S.

—

Norway.—The owners of the

electrical power plant at the Solberg Waterfalls to the north of

Kristiania, have recently placed an order with the A. E.G. for six

6,250-Kw. transformers, oil insulated and cooled by means of com-
pressed air. They will be employed in connection with the trans-

mission of 20,000 K\v. to a sub-station at Kristiania ; the primary
voltage will be about 60,000.

The Skienfjord Municipal Power Co. is obtaining similar trans-

formers, with a total capacity of 42,000 KW., and the Norwegian
Hydro Co., transformers with a capacity of 10,000 Kw,, to be
installed at Rjukan II.

Russia.—The Commission appointed in 1909 to inquire into the
water-power resources of Russia has occupied itself with the

classification of the watercourses available for railway working.
Up to the present only rivers have engaged attention, the Dniester

being calculated to yield 15,000 K\v. ; the Niemen, 30,000 kw.
;

and the big waterfalls on the Szuna 120,000 kw. at most, and
12,000 KW. at least, flow. The cost of construction of the Birsoh-

tany power station on the Niemen, of a capacity of 1.5,000 kw., is

estimated at 4,000,000 roubles. The cost of the three power
stations at falls on the Szuna, of 20,000 kw. capacity each, is put
at 3,000,000 roubles. The output may, however, be raised by the
building of a storage dam.
Austria.—Among municipal undertakings in Austria, those

for the generation of electricity are most numerous and conse-

quently most important. According to statistics gathered by the
Elektro-Technische Verein, of Vienna, there were in January, 1913,

throughout Austria 886 electrical concerns working or under oon-

struotion. Of these, 345, or 39 per cent., were owned by municipal
or communal authorities. Similar statistics compiled for Switzer-

land, give a proportion of 29i1, or 38'5 per cent., of municipal
undertakings in an aggregate of concerns supplying current to

third parties of 766. These figures relate to the year 1911.

Dononiiartee.

—

Prov. Order Extended.—The B. of T.
has deferred the revocation of the U.D.C.'s E.L. order of 1911 for a
further period.

Dublin.

—

Street Lighting and the War.—The
Electricity Supply Committee has decided to curtail the lighting
hours. From Monday last, and until farther notice, each alternate

arc lamp in the streets will be extinguished at 11.30 p.m. This
measure, it is stated, is rendered necessary as the result of the
limited stock of carbons.

Ileelpyfielrt.

—

Public Lighting.—The ratepayers have
adopted a scheme of public lighting by electricity for the district,

including the village of Castleside.

Ilelsby.

—

Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has sanctioned
a loan of £405 for the installation of electric power at the water-
works.

Greenock.

—

Year's Working.—There was a surplus
of £3,463 on the past year's working of the Corporation eleotrioity

department, against an estimated surplus of £1,273.

India.—Prom our contemporary, Indian Indusfries^ and
P.iuvr, we gather that preparations for demonstrating the rival

advantages of high-pressure gas and electric lighting in the
Bombay streets have reached an advanced stage ; both illuminants
have their partisans in the city. The Simplex Mill, containing
3(1,000 spindles and 800 looms, which has been converted to electric

driving in connection with the Tata hydro-elootrio supply, was
started with a temporary supply from the Electric Supply and
Tramway Co.

According to the Emilishman, nearly the whole of the machinery
on the Kolar Goldfields is now worked by steam, owing to the
shortage of electric power from the Cauvery power plant.

Ii'lain.

—

J'roposki) E.L.—The IT.1").C. has decided to

engage an expert to report upon the suitability of the district for

electric supply, and to advise the Council as to the promotion of
a prov. order for E L. The Lancashire E.P. Co. has already
intimated its intention to apply for an order.

liin<>'!st()n-on -Thames.—L.tt.li. iNynnY.—An inquiry

was held on August 20th into the application of the T.C. for a
loan of £8,500 for two extra-high-pressure cables, and the erection

of a transformer sub station. There was no opposition.

Livei'itool.— I'p.oi'osiu) I^oan for Mains.—The E.Ti.

Sub-Committee has recommended the T.C. to apply to the L.G.H. for

sanction to a loan of £40,000 for new mains.

Mevioo.—The Ekrtrical World states that owing to the
more settled conditions at the mines, the Mexican Northern Power
Co.'s 50,000-H r. hydroelectric plant at Sinta R isalia will now be
pushed to completion. Work on the plant wai suspended last

October, when tho hydro-electric plant liad been installed and the
transmissions nearly completed ; in the interval the floods have
flUed the reservoir, forming a lake 30 mills long and several mil«s
broad.

Middleton.—L.G.B. LvgriRV.—Mr. II. R. Hooper hat
held a L.<; B. inquiry into the applicstioo of the T.C. for sviotton
to borrow £7,610 for extensions at the electricity works.

Itawtenstall.

—

Plant Exten.^ion.s. — The electrical
enginoer (Mr. Stewart) having submitted detaiU of the oo«t (about
£9,000) of the proposed extension of the boiler house at the elec-
tricity works and of the new plant re<iuired, the Finance Com-
mittee has arranged for the provision of £3,.v00, and that the
remainder be taken ont of the renewals and reserve fund.

Soutii Shields.

—

Annlal Report.—Mr. Harry Ellie,

the borough ele-Jtrical engineer, records a surplus of £3.522, com-
pared with £3,163 in the previous year, and this amount has been
transferred to the reserve fund. la making comparison with the
previous year, it should be remembered that £1,0'1 has been spent
out of revenue on connecting new consumer*' meters, showroom
equipment. i:o. The revenue amounted to £33,77.5, as against
£30,341, an increase of £3,433, equivalent to 11 '3 per cent. The
total costs amounted to £16,821, against £14,895, an increate of
i;i,926 as compared with the preceding year. The principal item
in the expenditure account was for fnel, which cost £91'6 more,
due to increased output and price of coal. The best indication of
the business done is the fact that domestic heating and power
units increased from 40,.581 to 68,443, or 68 per cent., and
private lighting increased from r>74,2'*.5 to 1,063,591. or 9 per
cent. The total power connections increased from 4,030 h.p.

to 4,461 HP., an increase of 10 per cent. The snpply for traction

also showed an increase from £5,924 to £6.952. The gross profit

was equivalent to 9'7 per cent. The total number of units sold

was 4,569,798. The engineer states that the high c p. half-watt
lamp had enabled them to obtain many consumers for outside shop
lighting who were previously apparently satisfied to be without
that class of lighting altogether. Although he welcomed the
high P. half-watt lamp, he should not welcome to the same
extent a similar low c.P. lamp, as such a lamp was not needed to

enable them to compete for inside lighting, and it would have a
serious effect on their revenue. It was more than probable that
such a lamp would come, and it was partly on that account that he
advised them to do all they could in the way of increasing their

business in the direction of power supply and the supply for

heating, cooking, and other domestic purposes. To do this they
should have powers to hire and sell electrical apparatus, and to

carry out wiring work. He recommended them to develop the

commercial side of the undertaking as far as lay in their power.

I'nited States.—A permit has been issued for the

erection of a power house for the Philadelphia Electrical Co.. at

Philadelphia, to cost §1,000,000. The building will be equipped

with two turbo-generators, one of 30.000 kw. and the other of

35,000 kw. The plant, when completed, will furnish electricity to

operate the Pennsylvania Railroad lines from Broad Street Station

to Paoli.

llruffnay.—The directors of the Government electricity

works have issued their report for the years 1911-12 and 1912-13.

The report only deals with the works at Monte '\"ideo. For the

year ended June 30th, 1912, there was a gross profit of $725,451

gold, and after providing for service on bonds and payment of the

amount due to the municipality, there was a net balance of

$545,499. For the year ended June 30th, 1913, the gross profit

amounted to $934,794 ; service on bonds to S83.339 ; the muni-

cipality received $250,000, and SS5,145 was placed to reserve,

leaving a net profit of $516,309. At the end of June. 1913. the

total number of lamps in service was :—Incandescent, 331.342 :

arc, 2,273 ; various, 3,955 : and there were 2,758 motors, with a

total of 12,508 H.P. The total revenue was $1,409,423. and the

total output was 23,200,228 KW. -hours, as compared with 16,281,410

in 1911-12. The gross revenue for 1911-12 was ?l, 101.367. and

for 1912-13 $1,409,423. Two new Babcock A: Wilcox boiler?, eqnnl

to the eight already existing, have been installed. They are of the

marine type, with 400 sq. m. heating surface and a normal pro-

duction of 900 kg. of steam per hour. The economisers were

supplied by Messrs. E. Green i; Sons. The boiler house is now
able to supply steam for a total load of 9.00ii to 10.00v> KW.. but as

the load will soon pass this amount the boiler bouse is being

enlarged. During the year two turbo-generators of 4.000 kw.
have been acquired from the A.E.G. These nesv machine-s increase

the capacity of the station from 6.800 to Ifi.'-OO kw., which will

be sufficient to meet all demands up to the winter of 191.'. when a

new group» of 8,000 to 10.000 Kw. will be installed. The total

length of underground mains in June, I^IS, was 461,105 metres.

Overhead feeders had a length of 84,2;u metres and overhead dis-

tribution lines amounted to 600.200 metres. Daring the year

ended June, 1912, the consumption of coal per KW.-hour pnxluced
was ri637 kg., and for the month of June, 1913, 0'97 kg.— /tVr;'*ir

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Aberdeen.—P.A.Y.E. Cars.—At a meeting of the Cvir-

poration the Tramways Committee's recommendation to purchase
six new P A.Y.E. oars, at a cost of £4.2>*t, was sent back for

further oonsideration. Bailie Fiddes said that, as far as ooaveoi-
enoe was oonoerned, he was oonvinoed that the P.A.T.E. system
was an absolnto failura. Another memlMi said h« oonld not s«*
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why an.rbody paid more than *d. in the P.A.Y.E. oars, and that it

mnot only bean oxoeaa of , oonboientiouaneBB, beoause nobody was
obliged to do it.

Aii>tralin.—Accordint; to the Australian papers, the

eleotriliuntion of the first Melbourne Hubarban railway line, from
Broad Meadows to Haiulrini;ham, will not be <x>mplet<>d until about
November. r,li5, which is about six months later than was antici-

pated. This delay is ubiefly attribnted to the fact that the tenders
for the Hwitohfifear, whiuh is of a very complicated desitin, were
not satisfactory, and fresh tenders were invited. The depart-
ment has been prooeedinir with the track circuitint; of the line on
the direct-current system, and it is essential that alternating-
current track circuiting be substituted before any stock is used.

The site of the power station has also had to be altered.

Itl:i('k)i()()l.

—

War Efi'ects.—The monthly report of

the manager (Mr. 0. Furncss) just issued shows that the tramway
receipts were *:I4,247, against £16,983 in the corresponding period
last year—a decrease of £^',736. The passengers carried were
2,000,011, against 2,2<i9,;i!U, and the takings per car-mile decreased
from 2e. 6}d. to 23 3id. The returns for the year are, however, still

ahead of last year to the extent of jEl,25r). In the electricity

department the returns were very satisfactory, the output being
very much in advance of last year, while there were 170 new con-
sumers, compared with \2ti up to the corresponding date last vear.

('(uitiiieiital Xittt's.

—

Belgii'm.—According to the
daily papers, the Germans in occupation of Brussels each night
seized the takings of the tramways undertaking, and the company
retaliated by carrying passengers free of charge.
Germ.\nt.—The Saxon State Railways have made some Buccess-

ful experiments with a new system of electric traction, suitable

for lines with small and infrequent traffic, where a steam loco-
motive is too costly and an accumulator battery motor is not
applicable. The system consists of a combination of a Diesel
engine with a dynamo. A six-cylinder Diesel motor was used,
working with the cheapest oil, coupled to the dynamo, as a direct
drive by the T>iesel motor was not found feasible, owing to the
high speed of the motor. The dynamo allows a speed of 70 km.
per hour with a trailer attached and a passenger load of 80, besides
supplying the electric lighting and working the vacuum brakes.
A driver and two conductors is all the staff found requisite.

Rawiiiai'isli,

—

Proposkd New Tramways,—TheU.D.C.
has appointed a deputation to meet the Mexborough and Swinton
Tramways Co. with a view to ascertaining whether the company
would be willing to provide a double tramway track in High
Street, while the proposed improvement was being carried out.

Rochdale.

—

Loan Saxctiox.—The Town Clerk has
received a notification from the B. of T. that an application for a
loan of £17,000 for the erection of a new tramcar shed and work-
shop at Mellor Street has been sanctioned.

Stirling.— Proposed Tramway Purchase. — The
secretary of the Tramways Co. has informed the Town Council
that the company is prepared to dispose of its undertaking for
£15,000. The T.C. proposes to take over the tramways and
electrify them.

I'liited States.—Owing to labour troubles, the electri-

fication of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway has been
indefinitely postponed.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

t'auarta.— The Government telephone and telegraph
system in and around Kamloops (B.C.) is, it is understood, to be
reconstructed and extended, at an estimated cost of about $110,000.

Cauadian Marconi Stations, — The (iovernment is

erecting a new wireless station at Cape Race which will practically
double the present radius of that station and render Cape Race the
first point of land communication for all vessels sailing from or to
North Atlantic ports. The new equipment will have a radius of
at least 500 miles, instead of the present normal one of about 250.
Even with the comparatively limited radius of the present station,
news of the majority of the Atlantic mishaps is now picked up by
the Government operators at Cape Race. The new towers will be
ready for operation during the present month.

—

Financier.

Chinese Telephones,—The use of the telephone has
not developed to any extent in China ; long-distance lines, apart
from the Pekin-Tientsin line and some railway lines, are non-
existent. Local networks exist in Pekin, Tientsin, Shanghai and
Canton, which are controlled by the State and associated with the
telegraphs. The Chinese Government is understood to favour a
great extension of telephone facilities, especially where there is no
telegraph, and a number of installations are to be carried out
during the next two years.

—

Deutsche Veliehr Zeitung.

Japan,—A wireless telephonic transmission and receiving
station is to be established by the JapaneBe_6ovenunent at the
entrance to Ise Bay, Shiba Province.

\ew York-Panama (able,—To provide for the large

increoBe in busineiui which it ia <>xpected will follow the opening
of the Panama ('anal, a $l.r>00.000 cable i« to be laid from New
York to Colon, by way of (iuantanarao, before the end of the year.
Later it may be extended to Brazil. The cable, which is being
conBtrnoted in England for the Central and South American Tele-
graph Co., will be much larger than the present cable. The c.s.

Ciiloniii will leave England in November with the cable, for New
York.— /I w. i:ie,-l riral Itfii^ir.

Spain.—The Civil Governor of Barcelona announccB that
several wireless installations have been diamantled. and only a few
of the ships in the port are able to receive meeaagea by radio-

telegraphy.

—

Sta nila rd,

Sweden.—The B. of T. announces that an order has
been issued by the Government of Sweden prohibiting the nee of
wireless telegraphy on the vessels of belligerent Powers within the
radius of Swedish harbour areas.

I lilted States.—The Ohio Public Utilities Commission
has approved of the consolidation of 15 of the leading telephone
companies in Ohio, and the Ohio State Telephone <'j. has been
incorporated in accordance therewith. The capital liabilities of
the 15 companies are S35,56H.O00, which will be reduced by
?5, 31)6,(100 by the consolidation, and $2,850 000 is to be spent on
improvements. The new company will control over 250,000 miles
of line and tit exchangee.

—

Elertrical Wurld.
It is reported that the U.S. Government has notified the German

owner of the Tuckerton wireless station that the licence granted
for three weeks' experimental work has expired and that operation
must cease. The Tuckerton station has a tower 820 ft. high, and
could communicate direct with Berlin.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Aberanian,—September 9th. Electrical goods, for the

Powell Daffryn Steam Coal Co., Ltd. Stores Manager.

Australia.— Sy'dney.— .September 1 4th. Municipal
Council. 22,500 yards of 33,000-volt, three-core, paper-insulated,

lead-covered cable. Deposit £200. Specification, 10s. 6d., from
the City Electrical Engineer ; a copy may be seen at the B. of T.

Commercial Intelligence Dept., London.
September 30th. Telephone instruments and parts for Post-

master-General. See "Official Notices" August 2l8t.

October 7th. Telegraph instruments, measuring instruments,

incandescent electric lamps, switchboard parts, for the Postmaster-
General. See " Official Notices" to-day.

Adelaide.— Sept. 9th and 23rd. Telephone material, micro-

phones, protectors, &c., switchboards, bells and cells, for the Post-

master-General. See " OSicial Notices" July Slst and August 7th.

September 2nd. CJ tons bare hard-drawn copper cable, for the
City Council. See "Official Notices" August 2l8t.

September 23rd. 102 electric motors, starters, switchboards and
wiring for installing electrical drive at Messrs. Sands i: McDougall,
printers. Mr. M. C. Coates, consulting engineer.

—

Tenders.

MELBOnENB.—Victorian Railways Department. October 7th.

Motors and switchgear, and motor-driven air compressors for the
Ballarat and Bendigo workshops.

October 11th. Victorian Railways Commissioners. (1) Low-
tension switchgear and instruments, (2) 12,540 yards of

low-tension cable, (3) fuse distribution boxes and fuses, and (4)

best quality Yorkshire iron forged billets. Specifications, &c., may
be seen by United Kingdom manufacturers at the Commercial
Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade, 73. Basinghall Street,

London, EC.

—

B. of T. Journal.

Peeth.—September 9th. Coin attachments, for Postmaster-

General. See "Official Notices" August 14th

Batley.—Electricity Committee. 500 tons of pea nuts

or beans and 1,500 tons of best slack coal, for the electricity works.

Mr. J. H. Craik, Town Clerk, Town Hall, Batley.

Kirininu'hani.—September 7th. Coal (173,000 tons)

for the Corporation Electric Supply Dept. Mr. R. A. Chattock,
City Electrical Engineer and Manager, 14, Dale End.

Clayton (Bradford),—September 7th. Electric lighting

installation, for the Guardians of North Bierley Union. Specifica-

tions from Messrs. J. Harper Bakes & Sons, Calverley Chambers,

Dundee.— August
verters. switchgear. See

31st. Corporation. Rotary con-
• Official Notices" August 2l8t.

Iludderstield.—September 9th. West Eiding Asylums
Board. Electric lighting, telephones, bells, &c., at the new chronic

blocks, Storthes Hall Asylum, Kixkbnrton, near Huddersfield.

Particulars from Mi. W. E. H. Burton, Engineer to the Board, West
Riding Asylum, Wakefield,
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Loudon.— L.C.C.— September 8th. Cables, ii.t. and

L.T., and laying stoneware dncte (tramwaya). See " Official Notices
"

August 7th.

September 8 th. Reconstruction of motor-generators in the

tramway southern sub-stations. See " Official Notices" Aug. Hth

September 22nd. Induceddraujht fans, motors, spare parts and

dampers, also alteration of flues and moving of dampers at the

generating station, Greenwich. See " Official Notices " to-day.

St. Panceas.—September 2l8t. Electric lift for heavy vehicUa,

for the B.C. See " Official Notices " to-day.

JWauchesfrr.—September 15th. Supply and erection of

steel storage shelving in the Stores Dept., Hyde Road car depot,

Manchester. Mr. J. M. McElroy, General Manager, Corporation

Tramways, 55, Piccadilly, Manchester.

MiddlesUlOimii.—September l-'th. Corporation. Three

electric motor-driven sewage pumps, priming pumps, metering

arrangement, pipework, overhead travelling crane. See " Official

Notices" August Hth.

Xew Zealand.—September 30th. Traction battery for

the Dunedin City Council. Specifications from the Borough

Electrical Engineer.

—

N.Z. Shipping and Commerce.

Spain.—October 19th. Concession for the construction

and working of an electric tramway in the town of San Sebastian.

An option on this concesision is held by the " Compania del Tranvia

de San Sebastian." Tenders to the " Direccion General de Obras

Pnblicaa, Ministerio de Fomento," Madrid, accompanied by a

deposit of 4,006 pesetas (about £148), which is to be paid into the

"Caja General de Depoaitos."—.B. of T. Journal.

Torpoint.— September 3rd. Electric light brackets and

fittings for public lighting, for the U.D.C. Messrs. Rolands and

Beaumont, engineers, Torpoint.

M'amng'ton.—September 11th. Education Committee.

Wiring, A:o., at the Evelyn Street Council School. Mr. J. Moore

Murray, Secretary and Director, Education Office, Sankey Street,

Warrington.

September 15th. 12 months' supply of earthenware conduits,

for Tramways Committee. See "Official Notices " to-day.

Whitby. — September 30th. U.D.C. Construction of

cliff tramway or lift. Particulars from the Clerk to the Council.

Wolveiiiainpfon.— September 8th. Construction of

tramway permanent-way, Bilston Road, for the T.C. Mr. George

Green, Borough Engineer (returnable deposit of £1 Is.).

CLOSED.

Australia.—The N.S.W. Public Works Department has

accepted the tender of Messrs. Noyes Bros. (Sydney), Ltd., at

£1,290 lOi., for le»d-covered cables and accessories at the new
abbatoirs.^>lj(.v. Mining Standard,

Loudon.—L.C.C.—The Council has again placed with

Messrs. Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd., its contract for the

supply of 125,000 tantalum traction lamps. Tantalum lamps have

been used for the past two years on practically the whole of the

L.C.C. tramcars.

Office of Works.—Messrs. Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd.,

have received a contract for a 12 months' supply of Wotan drawn-

wire tungsten lamps for H.M. Office of Works.

.UoiTcanilu',—The E.L. Committee has accepted the

tender of Messrs. Terry, Greaves & Co. for the supply of ooal to the

electricity works.

Scarboi'OUttii.—The Board of (Juardians has accepted

the tender of the Brightside Engineering Co., at £4,841, and that

of Messrs. Jaram, amounting to £1,123, for the heating and

lighting alterations to be carried out at the workhouse.

.SoHth('ud-on-IS*'a.—The T.C. has accepted the tender

of the Oliver Aro Lamp, Ltd., for ten 10-amp. 400C.P. arc lamps

to replace those on the Leas.

NOTES.

Miners' lleinaud for Electric Lamp)).—The miners

employed at the Glapwell Pit belongin? to the Sheepbridge Coal

and Iron Co., Ltd., are demanding that electric safety lampn shall

be introduced. At the meeting of the Council of the Derbyshire

Miners' Association, at Chesterfield, on Saturday, it was stated that

another type of lamp had been tried, but it was not satisfactory.

The Council gave the men permission to ballot on the question of

handing in their notices unless the matter u aatisfaitorily

settled.

.ippoiutments Vacaut.—Electrical engineer, age 25-30

(Rs. 600 per mensem), for South Indian Railway ; switchboard

attendant (:i0s.) for Portsmouth Corporation ; commercial assistant

for Bermondeey electricity department (£140 -I- commission);

electrical engineer, under 45 (£5u0) for Swansea Corporation.

Particulars are given in our advertisement pages.

Educational Xotes.— <iuLD.SMiTH's College, Univer-

sity OF London.—The new session of the engineering department

commences September 2lBt. Particulars are given in our adver-

tisement pages to-day.

South-We.stebn Polytechnic Institute, Chelsea.—Elec-
trical engineering courses commence September 28th. Particnlars

are given in our advertisement pages to-day.

Cables in >Var Time.— -Vs the result of inquiries made
on Wednesday as to what submarine telegraph cables were inter-

rupted on that day, we received the following reports :

—

Commercial Cable Co. ...

Cuba Submarine Tele. Co.

Direct Spanish Tele. Co.

Direct U.S. Cable Co. ...

Direct W. ludia Cable Co.

Eastern Extension, Aust.

China Tele. Co.

Eastern Tele. Co.

G.N. Tele. Co
Indo-European Tele. Co.

P.Q.

S. American Cable Co.

Western Union ...

All intact.

No information.

No information given.

Interrupted July 31st ; this was
notified in the papers ; inter-

rupted at present.

All workingexcepttheBundaberg
(Au?) cable, but this is pro-

bably only a temporary inter-

ruption.

All intact.

EdisMan (.ilass AVorks.— It has' recently been p.iinted

out in the Press that only two electric lamp manufacturers in

Great Britain have their own glass houses and blow their own
bulbs, and at the present time when Continental supplies are

closed down it is particularly interesting to record that the Edison

and Swan Co. are the fortunate owners of one of these works, and

that all the glass used for Royal Ediswan lamps is made and

blown there.

The illustration shows a part of the interior of one of this

company's glass houses where experienced glass blowers arc seen

View in the Edison Ji Swan Co.s Glass Wokk*.

rORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Association of Minint! Electrical Engineers (North of England Branch).
—Saturday, Heplombor 5th, Visit (o Kolllnii Colliery «Qil G»t(Jon Party
at Wardley Hall.

Saitord Teehnicai and Engineering Association.—Saturday, Septombor
6th, At 7 p m. At Royal Teobnicxl iDstliuts, Psel Park, nper on
" Centrifugal Pumpg (or BaWafC, Sewage and OrtTal," by A. W. Taylor,

at work. One of the operatives can be seen at the furnace

gathering ' metal," and two other operatives are seen blowing and

linishing the bulbs off in the mould. This class of work is skilled

and reiiuites a great deal of esporienoe and ojvrefnl handling.

The glass hou<.>s are kept continuously running : the operative

work in three eight-hour shifts, thus making up night and

day. ,

Considerable extensions to the existing Eiliswan glass houses

are being made to meet the anticipate*! increased business

which is even now being negotiated on every hand for all-British

lamps.
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Iiistitiitioii and Lecture Xotes.—At the Congress of

the South African Aasouiatioa for the Advancement of Science,

held at Kimberley, Mr. \\. Eladon-Dew ^ave a ecrien u( etatUtice

relating to the uue of electricity on the VVitwatersrand. In intro-

duoini; the Bubjeot, Mr. ElHdon-Uew predicted that with the eleo-

triUcation of the railways there would follow the supply of cheap
power for the use of the farmer, fur ]iluut;hini;, irrl);ation, &c.

He also meutioned that the load factor on the Witwaterarand
mines was (generally between 7U and SO per cent., and that about

2i million tone of compressed air was supplied to them.

luillliries,—A correspondent asks:—"Can you advise

ns where we can obtain permanent magnetti in qasntlties from a
neutral and friendly country .'

"

Another correspondent writes :

—
" Would you kindly let us know

where we could best ^et made an electrolyte apparatus for experi-

ments in bleaching with H.^O.^. Fischers' German patent, 8.'>82/13 .'

We are patriotic, and wish to try this. German makers are now
out of it."

A correspondent asks for the names of makers of enamelled wire.

Another writer wants the name of some Uritish firms that manu-
facture jointed or hinged brass lubricatint; rin|;s. Ue says that

he is looking out for actual British manufacturers and not factors,

who generally represent Continental firms.

Uliat Constitutes a Itritish Firm ?—The following

letter from a memberuf a well-known firm of consulting; engineers

leaches us just as we are going to press :

—
" A good many people

have been talking, and I have personally been approached by
repreeentatives of firms asking us to stop giving orders to Siemens
—because apparently the share register shows that some 90 per

cent, of the capital is held in Germany '. I may be unjust, but it

seems to me to be a mean and dirty suggestion. Xo firm has done
BO much during the past 5o years for electrical trade in Eagland
and her Colonies as the Siemens have.

"Sir William Siemens was a pioneer in this country ; he was
everywhere highly honoured, and his support of teohnical educa-

tion was considerable. Think of the Siemens Laboratory at King's

College also. Alexander Siemens is a universal favourite, and he
has been a trusted member of the Institution for many years. Few
oonld have done more than he has for us all, and especially for

the engineering trades.

"If Siemens were barred, some thousands of workmen and their

families, and many good engineers, would be thrown out of work.
All because a few busybodies are afraid that the capital of Wilhelm
and Carl von Siemens, and others of the family, might earn a

dividend this year '.

"If you like you can publish this verbatim, but in any case I

wish you could see your way to curb the malicious tongues.

"

Bradford Electrical Eiliibitioii.—Owing to the war
this Exhibition, which was to have been opened on October 6th,

has been postponed. A new date will be announced shortly.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editors inviie electrical engineers, whetfmr connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

EliECTBlOAl. Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station Officials.—The Todmorden Council

has unanimously agreed to increase, by £25 per annum, the salary

of the borough electrical engineer, Mb. Joseph Boyce.
Mb. A. H. Blaoden was to leave England on Saturday last for

the Shanghai municipal electricity department.

General.—Mr. R. H. Sperling, on the occasion of his

retiring from the post of general manager of the British Columbia
Electric Railway Co., Ltd., was presented by the ofiioe staff and
employes with a solid gold cigar box and a large framed group
containing individual photographs of nearly every employe on the
North Shore. Mrs. Sperling was the recipient of a five-stone

diamond ring enclosed in a gold casket. The presentations were
made on Saturday, August 1st, at the Vancouver offices of the com-
pany, in the presence of about 400 members of the staff and their

families. Every section of the company's field was represented,

from Victoria to Chilliwaok. Mr. F. S. Barnard made the presenta-

tion, and Mr. Sperling, in responding, asked for the same hearty
support to be given to his successor, Mr. George Kidd, who had
been successful in his previous fields of activity in company work
both in London and Bridsh Columbia. A farewell banquet was given
to Mr. Sperling at the Hotel Vancouver. It was attended by 50 of

the leading spirits in the company, and in the course of his reply
to the toast of the evening, Mr. Sperling said that it was with
deep regret that he was leaving British Columbia, but he felt that
in Lonaon he might be able, underdtandiag the condicions now
prevailing throughout the company's field, to so advise, that the
best interests of the company might be served by the action of the
London board. From time to time he hoped to return and person-
ally inspect the operations of the company.
Mb. a. W. Haebis, late chief superintendent of telegraphs at

Bristol, on leaving to become postmaster at Dover, has been pre-

sented by the combined stalfs and the telephone department with
a silver tea service and silver cigar case.

At Saoriston (Co. Durham), on Aagnst 19th, the marriage took
place of Hu. John Pkahhok, chief electrician to the Sacrinton
Collieries, and Mies J. D. Qreen, daughter of Hr. Thon. Green, late

onder-manager of the collieries.

At Sr. Barnabas' Church, Lintborpe, Middleabroueb, on August
19th, the marriage took place of Mrt. Bautiiulomkw .Snowiiali,.

B.Sc, A.M.I.E.E., of Newcaatle-on-Tyne, and Miss Daisy Williams,
only child of the late Mr. Thos. Williams, of Cotes Hall, Eccleshall
(Staffs.).

The daily Press states that on the retirement of Mk. E. Cuahh,
C.B., second secretary of the Post Office, the Poslmaster-General
has aopointed Coi.. A. M. OcilLviE, C.B., now third secretary of
the Post Office and Director of Army Signals (Home Uufence). and
Mb. II. S. Carcy, C.B., now senior assistant secretary, to be joint
second secretaries of the Post Office.

Mb. T. H. DENNiit, A.U.I. E.E., is now at home on long leave
from Singapore.
On Saturday, 22nd inst , Mu. T. C. IIodcj.sd.v, chief electrician

with the Frodingham Iron and Steel Co., who has resigned his

position after six years' service, was entertained to a smoking
concert at the Queen's Hotel, Frodingham, and made the recipient

ftf a hide suit case and a purse of gold subscribed for by officials

of the firm and the electrical staff. Mb. C. R. Whitha.m, assistant

electrician, was also presented with a gold watch as a token of

esteem from the electrical staff, Mr. Whitham has resigned after
24 years' service with the firm. The musical programme was
arranged by Mr. 0. Hornsby.
Mb. Leslie C. Speed, electrical engineer, of Sonthport, is

serving with the Army Service Corps.

Mb. Stepiies Coblett has offered his services as hon. electrical

engineer, and also for clerical assistance, to the Wigan Division of
the British Red Cross Society.

Mb. Chas. Stakkobd Schultz, a director of Messrs. Dick,
Kerr i: Co., Ltd., who is a British subject born at Ir^ersol, Ontario,
announces that on August 19th, 1911, he renounced the surname
of Schultz, and then adopted the name of Charles Stafford Stafford.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRIC
COMPANIES.

Nairobi Electric Power and Lighting: Co., Ltd. (87,728).—
Capital, ;e3J,00a in £1 bhares a'2,000 pref.l. Retarn dated July tl'2ad, UU ;

12,000 pref. and 17,ldJ ordiaary shares taken up ; £i per share called ap on
25,180 shares; i.'23,t80 paid ; leaving £2,01.0 in arrears; £4,000 considered as
paid on 4,000 shares. Mortgages and charges : £19,000,

Paignton Electric Liglit and Power Co., Ltd. (98,437).—
Capital, £15.000 in £1.. Return dated May 18ih. 1911 ; 11,705 shares taken up ;

£11,705 paid. Mortgages aad charges : £7,500 mortgage debentures and
£3,000 temporary loan; list o! allouueots made up to May 24tb, 1914,
shows a further 5J shares allotted for cash.

Wellingborougli Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Issue on' July
17tb, 1914, of £500 debs., pare of a series of which particulars have already
l>een filed.

Ciiesliam Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.—Particulars
of £25,000 debs., created July 31st, 1914, filed pursuant to Sec. 93 (3) of the
Companies' (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the whjle amount being now issued.

Property charged ; The company's undertaking and property, present and
future, including uncalled capital. No trustees.

North-Eastern Electric Smelting Co., Ltd.—First mortgage
deb. dated August 17oh, 1911, to secure £500, charged on the company's
undertaking and property, present and future, including uncalled capital.

Holders : T, Estali, U. J. M. Cunni jk and F. Elev, 15, Biihopsgate, E.G.

A. W. Penrose & Co., Ltd.—Mortgage and Land Registry
charge on 9, Little Saflron Hill, bondon, both dated August 10th, 1914, to

secure £2,500. Holders : Bradford Third Equitable Benefit Building tiocitty.

CITY NOTES.

\atioiial Electric Construction Co., Ltd.

The directors report that the gross profit for the year ended
31st December, 1913, was i;10,387, and after deducting there-

from expenses of administration, debentme interest, &c., there

was a balance of £174, plus ±'4,47ii carried forw aid at 31st

December, 191-2, and £2,400 directors' fees for the years 19U
and 191-2, which have been waived, making a total of £7,046.

Deducting from this £1,550 for the debenture redemption

fund, £350 loss on free wired installations sold, and £313,

depreciation on rolling stock, Dewsbui-y and Ossett Tram-

ways, and on furniture, fittings, plant and tools, there was

a balance of £4,827, which the directors recommended should

be cai-ried forward pending the disijosal of points raised in

the auditors' report. All the undertakings in operation m
which the company is financially interested have made satis-

factory progress during the year and the progress was main-

tained.

Rhondda TKAMWiTS Co., Ltd.—A dividend of 8 per cent, was paid on the

Preference Share Capital, being 6 per cent, in resp-it of arrears for the y^Sr

1913 and 2 per cent, on account of the year 1913. The receipts for 1913

amounted xo £io,2il as compared with i'50,859 for 1912 (the year of the

^
ToROUAV Tramways Co., Ltd.—A dividend of 6 per cent, was paid on the

Ordinary Shares, compared with 3 per cent, for 1912. The receipts amounted

M £S3,«W against ;^28,764 for 1918.
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DliwSBUiiv IND OSSBTI Tkjmwavs.—The profit, alter providing for sinking
fund and inlerviit payments to the loc^l authorilie:*, and reserves, amounted
to jCl,2;ii, compared with /j'JJ? for 1012. '1 he receipts amounted to £113:^17
atjanist ^9,552 for 1UI2.

MliXUouuucH *ND KiWMAilsil CoNSTRLCTlON SvNO.. Ltu.—A dividend of H
per cent, was paid compared with 2 per cent, (or the year iyi2. The
tramway receipts amounted to £18,348 compared with £16,llKi for l'J12, and
the lighting receipts show an increase of £1,166 over those for 11112.

MussEl-iiUKCH »NO DiSliiiCT EtEclKio LiGiiT 4NB TuAtliON Co., Llo.—Although
no dividend was declared on the Preference Share Capital, an improvement
in results was obtained. The tramway receipts amounted to £16,356 compared
with £16,412 for 1912. There was an increase in the lighting receipts from
private consumers of over £TOU, and a decrease of about £400 for current
supplied to tramway, due to economies in consumption and car mileage
Town Lighting Inbtallations.—At Bo'ness there was an increase in the

gross profit of £597, and at Carnarvon of £202.
Wisbech.—The works are compl.tted and current was supplied on the 31st

July, 1914. The number of consumers already connected is highly satisfactory.

Mr. James Taylor and Mr. G. H. Nisbett accepted the in-

vitation of the directors to join the board.
The directors have for some time past had under confjdera-

tion the need for a revaluation of the company's assets,

particularly in connection with the losses incurred with the
Folkestone concession. The result of a careful valuation of

the whole of the assets of the company is such as to lead the
directors to recommend that the il shares of the company
be reduced to lUs., thus reducing the issued share capital
from il7U,00U to £a5,U00.

The annual meeting was held on August 20th, at 3, Lawrence
Poutney Hill, B.C., Mr. L. B. Schlesinger presiding.
The Chaibm.^n, in proposing the adoption of the above re-

port, said they would remember that last year he informed
them that considerable progress had been made with negotia-
tions for an important contract for the construction of an
electric railway on the Continent, and that the concession had
been granted to a joint board representing some 30 authori-
ties. The Royal Commission appointed by the Government
had been designing the sites for the stations, and the presi-

dent of the comiiuttee had come to London to discuss matters,
and he stated that directly the joint board was in a position

financially to settle the contract, Mr. Cownie, their managing
director, would be notified. Last month Mr. Cownie received
an invitation to meet the committee at Copenhagen. He was
sorry to say that that appointment could not be kept. He could
only hope that when the war was over negotiations would be
resumed. The other contract he referred to at the last meet-
ing was one which if brought to a successful issue would have
resulted in a contract to the company of probably over
£300,000. The contract was for an electric light and tramway
undertaking in Bagdad. There were certain necessary street

widenings to be made by the municipality, but owing to

possible financial difficulties the directors of the syndicate
decided that the widenings should be undertaken by the com-
pany. Negotiations with the Turkish company with that
object in view were entered into, and were entirely successful,

and amendments to the concession in favour of the company
were obtained as a quid pro quo. Mr. Cownie was successful
in raising the additional capital, and he and Mr. Stanley, the
chief engineer of the company, went to Constantinople last

April to, conclude the negotiations. They formed a Turkish
company with a capital of .£'250,000, 10 per cent, of which was
put up by the syndicate as required by the Turkish law. The
concession was now the property of the Turkish company, all

the shares of which, with the exception of those allotted to
the concessionaire, were the property of the syndicate, .'it

the present moment the representatives of a well-known firm
of valuers were in Bagdad preparing the estimates for the
widenings, but the shareholders would appreciate that there
was no question of finance for the time being. He was in-

formed that there was ample time to deal with the business

—

he believed about a couple of years—although if an extension
were necessary, probably in the circumstances there would be
no difficulty in obtaining it, as the syndicate had carried out
its obligations to the Government by providing the necessary
deposit on the capital of the IMrkish company. PnK'eeding
to deal with the various undertakings in which the company
was interested, the chairman said that the progress was in the
right direction. In the case of the Rhondda' Tramways Co.
the profit earned in 1913 was £'27,68;5 compared with .i'18,(j80

in 1912,
_
the year of the coal strike and the strike of the

company's employees. The payment by the company of a,

dividend of 8 per cent, on its preference shares

—

6 per cent.
in rospec't of 1912 and 2 per cent, on account of 191;}—enabltxl
the liquidators of the Rliondda Tramways Co. Construction
Syndicate to make a further distribution of 3 per cent., equal
to 10 per cent, on the remaining cash invcstfvd in the syndi-
cate. The receipts ftir 1913 amounted to £05,240, as com-
pared with £50,859 for 1912, and to the 17th of August
this year there was an increase in irceipts of £080. The war,
so_ far, had not had any serious effect on that undertaking.
Within the next few weeks it was expected that the raill(\ss

traction extension would be openo<l. which would connect
important mining centres with the Rhondda, and there w.'is

no tloubt it would materially increase the rc>ceipt.s. .As to the
Torquay Tramways Co. his forecast as to the probable re-
sults for 1913 were correct, as a dividend of 5 per cent, was
paid on -the ordinary .share capital compared witn 3 per cent,
for 1912, and a substantial amount was placed to reserve
and renewals account. The improvenunit in receipts had
continued up to the date the war broke out, since when, un-
fortunately, the increiuse h.id been turned into a small de-
crease. The receipts for 1913 mounted to £33,564 against
^28,764, The Dewsbury and Ossett Tramways Co, had again

reported an iuiprt^vement in the re^uitu of tixal uadertakuig.
The receipts amounted to £iU,2U7 agduu>t i."J,552, and ailer
providing lor sinking fund and inttrciit puyuitnta to lcx;al

authonlieu and rebeivus thtirc was a proUt of £1,^1 com-
pared with £'J17 lor iU12. Ihere was au mcteoau m tratbc
receipts to date of £100, but that amount bad been turned
into a decrease by the end of the year as, of courst, trade in
the district was now adversely allected. In the case of the
Oxford Iramways Company a coucesbions iu which they bad a
considerable financial luleiest, the surlarje contact oysteui faded,
unfortunately, before being lustaUed, and as the corporation
would not allow over-heau wues the hofbe tramway system
had to be kept running. Lai>t Uecember a local man started
runmng motor 'buses without licences, and he had bO much
support from the residents that the corporation could take no
action. Eventually they granted the man Li lii^ences and 12
to the tramway company. The company was able to put the
'buses on the street, and shortly afterwards, with the approval
of the corporation, they purchased the interest in the twelve
private 'buses. After long and difficult negotiations with the
corporation the tramways company secured an agreement,
subject to Parliamentary sanction, lor the exclusive right of

licences for motor omnibuses in O.xiord for a period of a7
years. He was glad to say that the Parliamentary sanction
fiad been obtained, although it met with considerable oppo-
sition, 'ihe Mexborough and Kawmaibh Construction Syndi-
cate showed a considerable improvement for the year 1913,

a dividend of 2i per cent, being paid as compared with 2 per
cent, for 1912. ihe tramway rtxeipts amounted to i;ld,v>47,

against £10,705 for the jjrevious year, and there was an in-

crease in the revenue of the lighting undertaking of £1,155,
and that progress had been maintained, 'ihe accounts for

the half-year to June oOth last ahowed an increase in profits

of approximately £00U over the corresponduig six months of
last year. Ihe construction of the railless traction system
to which he referred last year was now being taken in band,
and it was hoped to have the system in operation by the end
of the year, in the Musselburgh and District Electric Jjight

and Traction Co. the tramway receipts amounted to £16,3.50,

as compared with £15,111, an increase of about £945, and the
progress had been well maintained since; the increase in the
tralhc receipts to the 17th of this month over the correspond-
ing period last year being £607. Under the new management
considerable economies had been ellected, and the develop-
ment of the electric light undertaking well taken in hand,
with satisfactory results. As to their town lighting installa-

tions an improvement in receipts was shown both at Bo'ness
and Carnarvon. At Wisbech the works were completed and
current was supphed for the first time on July 31st. txime 7U
consumers had already been obtained and the outlook was
extremely healthy. In regard to profit and loss account, the
profit on contracts was £2,146, against £7,069, a large de-
crease, but he was glad to say that there w-as a considerable
increase again in contract work this year. Interest on invest-
ments amounted to £5,531, compared with £3,452. I'hat was
a satisfactory result, and with normal times, he thought, thev
could look to a steady improvement in that item. The profit

for the year was £174, and adding £4.472, the balance brought
forward to December 31st, 1912, ;ind £2,400 directors' fees for
1911 and 1912 which hud been waived, there was a total of
£7,046, and deducting from that sundry depreciations and
£1,550 for redemption of debentures, tliere was a balance of
£4,827, which the directors recommended should be carried
forward.
Mr. J. CARR-S.iUNDiiRs, J.P., seconded the resolution and the

report was adopted without discussion.

Subsequently au extraordinary general meeting was held,
when the Chairman projxised a resolution reducing the c^pit^il

of the company from £250.(.XX) to £125,lXX), to be divided into
2.50,000 shares of 10/- each, such reduction to be effected by
cancelling capital which had been lost or unrepre^iented by
available assets to the extent of 10, - per share ujvm each of
the 170,0lX) shares which had been issued, and by reducing
tlie nominal amount of all the shares in the ctnupauy's capital
from £1 to 10/- per share. He explained that the position had
been fully discussed at a sp(H.'ial Ixiaixl meeting, .V careful
valuation of the asisets hail been made, with the result that
they had come to tlie conclusimi that £85,0(X1 w.as ample to be
written off. By re<liioing the capital it would be p^issible for
the board to distribute future profits. Judging from the large
number of proxies receivtxl the shareholders seemed to be in

accortl with the directors in their policy, for only one share-
holder, holding 240 shares, had written t-xpressingdisapproval.
Mr. Carr SAUNnKRS secondt^i the resolution, which was

unanimously agreed to.

Confiiicntal.—Spain.—La Sociedad General tie Tranvias
Electrieaa de Palma is the name of a new company which has
lately been formetl in Madrid, with a capital of t'u'i',400.

Xt'wciistlc and llistrict Klrotrir LiirlifiU!r(o.. Ltd.

—

The directors announce an interim dividend at the rate of 3 per
cent, per annam (3s. per shared, lees inoome-tai, for the past
half-yonr.

Mant'll) and Disfrict Khvtiif I.iirlitinir and Trac-
tion Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend on the preference shares for the
balf-yeai to June 30th at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum.
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STOCKS AND SHARES.

Taeiid*y BTenlnc

The outlook for the Stock BxohanKe was natoralty not improved

by the fall (') of Kamnr and the steady way in which the enemy

pashes forward in Beltf'Qm. While thin, of ooorBo, dooH not all'ect

the inevitable end, it tends to delay the final overthrow of the

Oermans, and to this extent acta as a check upon the revolotions

of the wheels both of finance and commerce. According to Royal

Proclamation, the moratorium was to come to an end next week,

but the general opinion in the City leant to the idea that it would
be extended—as to which there will no doubt be some official

notification within a few days.

Electric supply companies—at any rate, in the Metropolis—have

been amongst the first to recover from the shock of the war out-

break ; and they are in the van of the movement set in motion

with the intention of turning the national misfortune to the

national good. The County of London Electric Supply Company
is already in the field with various schemes to enable manu-
facturers and traders to take advantage of the present position.

Hesides pointing out the power supply available, the company,
in conjunction with others, offers facilities for charging electric

vans for the use of tradesmen in delivering goods within limited

areas. The many firms who have had horses and vans comman-
deered for the use of their country are likely to appreciate such an
offer as this, which certainly helps to keep business as usual, and
is instrumental in fending oil' the unemployment, which becomes
already a pressing problem.

Stocks and sharea are changing hands to a small extent, and we
have been able to collect a few quotations. Readers must get tired

of bearing that prices are more or less nominal, and this shall be

the last time the formula is repeated here. With which preface

we may set out the following table, giving the prices which ruled

at July 30th, the last day on which the Stock Exchange was
opened for business :

—

Stock or share. Jaly SOtb. Preeent ptloe.

ElectrU Supplji.

Oity of London 16 15^
County of boDdon 12 II5
London 4 per cent. Debenture 92^ 90
Boutb London Fret SS 6^
Calcutta filectric Pret 5^ il

Telefraplis,

Eastern Ordinary 130 130
Eastern Exienston l'2'i 123
Western Telegraph 13g ISj
Globe Ordinary lU 11

Globe Pref 12? 12i
Anglo-American Preferred 108 107

Miscellaneous.

Anglo-Argentine Trams Debenture . . .

.

96 94i
Brazil Traction 68 52
Para Klectrio Railways Debenture .

.

894 84

Holders of electrical stocks and shares who may wish to realise

will find themselves able to do so in a few cases in which the

dealers have been short of stock for sime time. For instance.

Globe Telegraph Preference can be sold easily at very much the

same price as prevailed before the crisis ; and for quite a number
of Electric Supply Debentures there is a demind at a paint or so

below the last-quoted figures.

It may well be imagined how diverse are people's opinions of

what prices ought to be at the present time. One illustration may
suffice ; and although we should greatly like to mention the name
of the shares, the journalistic motto of " When in doubt, leave
out," stays the desire. A certain share was quoted at 5J on
July 30th, and a proprietor of 200 shares happened to want a bid.

Some of the regular buyers were approached, of whom all but one
declined to make an offer. This one, however, bid 4i. Five
minutes after came along another buyer of 30 shares at -1 J ; and,
by odd coincidence, at the end of the day 100 shares were wanted
by a provincial centre at Hi. This instance we cite as an
example of the difference of opinion there m&y be as to the war-
time value of securities.

The re-opening of the Stock Exchange is a matter which con-
tinues to occupy many minds that ordinarily are affected only
indirectly by the doings of Throgmorton Street. One of the
main difficulties is connected with the matter of loans from banks
to Stock Exchange customers. A jobber in the ordinary course of
his business will buy, let us say, three or four thousand pounds'
worth of stock standing at 105. If it cannot be sold at once, the
stock is taken up by the jobber, who, as a rule, puts it into the
name of his bank and adds the item to his loan account, secure in
the knowledge that he will ba able to sell it in a week or two at
the latest, and that in the meantime the banker is glad to lend him
money on it at a fair rate.

Prices descend, however ; the £4,000 stock standing in the loan
books of the bank at 105, may be worth 100, 90, or even lees. If the
banker presented the stock to the borrower and asked him to pay
off the loan, the borrower in all probability would be unable to do
so, for the item we have quoted is one, say, of 20 others, of larger
or smaller amount. To repay the loan would obviously be impos-
sible at a time when nothing can ba sold, except in driblets

; and
the loan perforce must go on. Were the Stock Exchange to be
opened, the banker might press for repayment, and the jobber,
unable to liquidate his position, be hammered, leaving the stock
in the hands of the bank at a price still further depreciated on
account of the failure. Multiply this transaction by the thousand,
and the amount in similar fashion, and some idea may be
gathered of the difficulties which confront re-opening of the
Stock Exchange.

The Consolidated Uas, Electric Light and I'ouer Company of

Baltimore invites holders of the Preferred shared to exchange
these for Common, on the basis of share fur share. The company
has just raised its dividend on the Common from 6 per cent, to

7 per cent., the I'referrel dividend being 6 percent. The Preferred

shares, as constituted at present, are redeemable at the option of

the directors, at 12U, and the price for the Common shares at the

end of July was 105—this however, before the dividend was raised

—so there seems to be little object yet in making the exchange ;

for our part, we would advise proprietors of the Preferred to

retain these and to see what happens later on. The last quotation
for the Preferred was 111-117, the company's 4 4 per cent, bonds,

by the way, being quoted at 95,

Amongst provincial companies, the Newcastle and district

Electric Lighting Company has declared an interim dividend of

3s. per share on the Ordinary, and the Oldham, Ashton and
Hyde Electric Tramways Company announces postponement of

the interim dividend on the Ordinary shares, which would have
been paid in the ordinary way last week. Amongst the very few
shares which have risen since the war started are Birmingham
Small Arms, which from 42s. have improved to aboat 46s. Other
armament issues are steady.

To what extent the moratorium in the Argentine Republic and
the financial crisis in Brazil will affect payment of interest and
dividends on stocks and shares in British companies working in

South America, has not yet been defined. The trouble lies in

transmitting money from the various countries to this side.

Exchange rates are quoted, but in such nominal fashion that

transactions are of the day-to-day—or, rather, hour-to-hour

—

variety. The Brazilian Traction Company has announced its

intention of paying a regular quarterly dividend at the rate of 6

per cent, on the common shares, the declaration having a decidedly

steadying effect upon the price.

Affairs in Mexico seem to be settling down somewhat, and for

some of the railway stocks and shares better prices are quoted
than prevailed a week ago. The improvement has not yet spread

to the issues of the utility companies, but holders of these can await

the future with more composure than many others. A man oame
in the other day, and said that he had fled from Mexico a year ago
because of the gravity of the outlook there, but that now he was
thinking of going ba.-k, bacause conditions appeared to be more
settled in that country than in this.

The rubber market is weak as regards prices, but strong in con-

fidence. Many of the plantations have already partially closed

down, while the demand for the produce has been stimulated by
the transport of guns, wagons and all kinds of vehicles used in

motor-work on active service, both abroad and at home. The price

of the stnff has crept up from 2s. 2d. to nearly half-a-crown

per lb., and within the past few days there have been a fair number
of dealings in the leading shares, although at prices well under
those which ruled three weeks ago.

Lobito Bciiiiuella and (atiimbolla Electric Li^ht
and Power Co., Ltd.—This company has decided to divide its

capital into 100,000 ordinary and 100,000 six per cent, preference

and participating shares, and to create 12,000 five per cent, first

mortgage debenture bonds of £10 each. The last-named will be

used first to provide further working capital, and then to paying

amounts due to pre-prior and prior lien debenture stockholders,

to whom fully-paid preference shares will be allotted in part-

payment.

Parsons' Foieijin Patents, Ltd. — The dividends

sanctioned for the year ended June 30th, 1914, are at the rate of

19i per cent, on the ordinary, 9s. yd. per share on the deferred

shares. Of these dividends, 10 per cent, is payable forthwith on

the ordinary and 5s. per share on the deferred, the balance b^ing

payable when the directors consider advisable, bearing in mind the

preeent necessity for conserving cash resources owing to the

general position in Europe.

Aberdeen Snbuiban Tramways Co.—The directors

report a profit for the half-year of £1,650, bringing the balance at

credit of profit and loss account to £4,104. They propose to add

£2,000 to renewal and depreciation account, making it £14,000,

and to pay a dividend of 2J per cent, for the year, absorbing £781.

The sum of £l,i!93 would be carried forward.

Potteries Electric Traction Co., Ltd.—A financial

paper states that the directors, in view of the existing state of war
and the consequent necessity of conserving the resources of the

company, have decided to postpone the interim dividend on the

6 per cent, cumulative preference Ishares, which would in other

circumstances have been paid on August loth.

Stewarts & Lloyds, Ltd.—The directors have declared

interim dividends for the half-year ended June 30th last at the

rate of 6 per cent, per annum on the preference shares, 10 per cent,

per annum on the preferred ordinary shares, and a dividend of 6d,

per share on the deferred shares, payable August Slst.

Stock Exclianffe Xotice.—An application for an official

quotation has been made in the following :—Montana Power Co.

—

* 10,000,000 5 per cent, first and refunding mortgage sinking fund

gold bonds.

Mackay Coinpauies.—The regular quarterly dividend

of li per cent, on the common shares is to be paid on October Ist,
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THE CARNARVON WIRELESS TELEGRAPH
STATION.

WEare indebted to the Wirelesx 1(V;W for the followinpr descrip-
tion of the new station for trans-Atlantic wireless teleerraphy
recently erected by the Marconi Co. for communication with the
United States.

(5 The stations are situated in North Wales and in New .Jersey,
U.S.A., and private landlines will connect these terminals with
London and New York.
The transmitting: section of the British station is pituated a few

miles east of Carnarvon, on the Cefn-du Mountain, the station
building being about G80 ft. above sea level. The receiving section
is at Towyn, about r>2 miles by road from Cefn-du.
The transmitting and receiving sections are separate to enable

duplex wireless telegraphy to be effected. It is not usual to have
so large a distance separating the two sections, but it was neces-
sary to do so in this case owing to certain geographical features.
In duplex working the receiving section must l>e placed in a certain
definite direction with respact to the transmitting section, and

50 KW. Motor-Genbbatoe Set, Cabnarvok Wireless Station.

here the correct angle could not be obtained with a suitable site
at a nearer distance, owing to the configuration of the country.
There are four wires connecting the two stations, carried on the

6ame poles as the Post Offica telegraph lines.

The transmitting station consists of one large building measur-
ing approximately 100 ft. by 8H ft., which is divided into three
sections, known as the main machinery hall, the annexe, and the
extension.

In the main machinery hall are located the transmitting nets,

switchboard, transformer room, stores, offices, andemergency operat-
ing room. Auxiliary plant,

consisting easentially of
eleatrically-driven blowers,
D.c. generators, ventilating
fans, and some small motor
generator sets used in con-
nection with the signalling
circuit is placed in the
annexe, which alsj pro-
vides an office for the shift

eagineers and accommo-
dation for the fitting shop.
The extension is devoted

entirely to experimental
apoaratuB. -~;;

•

On the two upper fljors

of the north end of the
building are arranged most
of the actual wireless ap-
piratus, consisting of con-
densers, bus- bars, jigger,

and inductances.

The main transmitting
Bets are in duplicate, each
set comprising a 300-k.v.a.
eingle-phase alternator,

generating at 1,750 volts
and 150 frequency, directly
coupled to, and driven by,
a 500-li.H.p. three-phase,
self-starting motor, suitable
for -440 volts and 60 fre-

quency : this in its turn
13 directly coupled to a shunt-wound exciter giving 300 amperes
at 40 volts.

The alternator is directly coupled to the discharger, which is of
the rotating disk type, the coupling being an insulated one.
Lubrication throughout the enttro set is forced. The disk dis-
charger is enclosed in a sound-proof room.
An insulated foundation is provided for the disk, and should it

be required at any time to run this asynchronously, an independent

50-H.i'. lln-volt shunt motor, having a quickly removable iBEuUted
coupling, is provided for the purpose.
The main switchboard consists of 10 panels, each 2 ft. wide and

8 ft. high, upon which are mounted the neoeasary instrnmentc and
circuit-breakers and switches for the control of the variooa parte
of the plant. The mains and main motor panels are provided with
time-limit relays

; the cables from the switchboard to the varioQB
machines are aU lead-covered, and are suspended on racks on the
sides of the trenches.

In the transformer room are transformers each having a capacity
of 75 K V.A., as well as low-frequency inductances. There is an
electrically-operated safety switch in the transformer primary
circuit which is controlled by a master switch. Each transformer
is provided with isolating switches in both jirimary and secondary
circuits, carried by an iron framework immediately over the
transformers. The low- frequency inductances are arranged to
facilitate adjustment of the amount of inductance required.

In the etnergency operating room is all the apparatus necessary
for transmission and reception from the transmitting station
instead of from the distant operating station, la addition there
is a master switch, under the control of the operator, which
automatically operates (1) the safety switch in the transformer
room

; (2) the receiving aerial isolating switch : (.S) the receiving
crystal protecting switch: i t) an illuminated sign "R»dy to
Transmit,' situated in the shift engineer's office, and (5) a discon-
necting switch in the main earth lead, to unearth the aerial when
required for receiving, thus completely avoiding any possibility of
damage to the receivers when the aerial is required for trans-
mitting.

The auxiliary plant is situated in the annexe. Here are motor-
generator sets in duplicate, eaoh consisting of a three-phase induc-
tion motor directly coupled to a 50-Kw., 110-volt, shunt-wound,
D.c. generator, in connection with which is used an automitic
pressure regulator. The blowers are also in duplicate, each set
consisting of a positive rotary blower of the out-board bearing
type, driven through spur gearing by a motor suitable for 440
volts, three-phase, and 50 frequency. Air is conducted to a reser-
voir, and thence distributed where required. The disk discharger
chambers are ventilated by means of exhaust fans, ea-ih driven by
a three-phase induction motor. Duplicate signalling circuit
motor-generators are provided, each consisting of a three-phase
indujtion motor running at l,4iiO R r..M.. directly coupled on either
side to a n.c. shunt-wound protected type generator, l.'qnid
starters for use in connection with the auxiliary disk motors -are
supplied in duplicate, to guard against any possible temporary
interference of the service.

From the shift engineer's office, which is partitioned off from
the annexe, an unintetrupted view is obtained of the machinery
hall, maia switchboard, and the auxiliary plant.
The repair shop is capable of dealing with almost any class of

repiir work likely to be required, and is equipped with modem
pawer-driven tools.

The latest type condensers are installed, the banks being
arranged symmetrically on two floors. The pots are used three
in series.

The bus-bars are of copper-sheet, stiffened by Duralumin angle
plates ; they are supported on standards and separated by means
of porcelain insulators. The main bus-bar is extend»i1 bevond

SllJNALLINC) MoI'OU-GkNEKATi'RS, WITH STARTERS FOR DISK MOTORS ON TUK RlOHT.

the condenser banks, and divide.s immediately over the disk
chambers, the ceiling of which is provided with .<peoialIy-in8ulat«d
glands, through which pass the main conneotors conducting the
current from the c mdenser bus-bars to the side disk?. Each
branch of tha main bus-bar is connecter! up to one transmitter by
uie.ans of quickly removable ohange-ovcr links.

The jigger, of the usual independent primary and secondary type,
consists of a suitable number of turns of special H.F. cable, vro'und
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on inaulattxl frames, which are supported bo that their axes lie

aloutr the azia of the wiadiDgM, I'rovinion in made for one of

thece frameB to be easily movable in a line along its axis, for

the purpobo of varying the oouplini; between the primary and

secondary.

The aerial tnnini; inductances are three in number, and are pro-

vided with the necessary tappinptH for tunine purposes. The aerial

is of the directional type, and extends from the buildinj; in an

easterly direction up the mountain side. It is approximately

:i.600 ft. lonir, and averatres 500 ft. in width. Ten tubular masts

support the aerial, and these are arranged in four rows of three,

two. two and thret<, each row beiug 900 ft. apart. The aerial

diverges from the leading-in insulator to a line of rod insulators

supported by the triatics between the tops of the Erst row of three

masts, thence to the triatic supported by the olher rows in sno-

eession, the plane of the wires foUowinfr roughly the contour of

the mountain at a height of just under 400 ft. Even tension is

kept in every wire by means of a balance weight, thus minimising

the possibility of breakage of wire due to wind pressure.

The earth system is briefly as follows :—A ring of metal plates

is buried in a circle, with the building as centre. This is con-

nected by means of radial wires with another ring of larger radius.

From the outer ring wires are run to the end of the aerial, whilst

from the first circles of plates wires are brought overhead to the

common earth wire. On two opposite sides of the building are

earth terminals, passing through the wall to which the common
wire is connected.

There are 10 tubular

steel masts, each 400 ft.

in height, the lower half

being 3 ft. 6 in. in dia-

meter, and the upper
half, 2 ft. 6 in. The
lower half is built of quar-

ter sections, or quadrante,

each 15 ft. in length, and
the upper half is built of

semi-circular sections, each

10 ft. in length. All

the sections have outside

flanges, by means of which
they are bolted together.

Each mast is provided with
a gallery at the top. which
can be reached by a ladder

running up inside, access

to the ladder being by
means of a manhole. The
triatics are attached to a

halyard passing through
a block at the top of the

mast, and another at the

bottom, and are made fast

to bollards. A winch with
warping drums is placed

between each two masts.

The foundation plate for

each mast stands on a

block of concrete measur-

ing approximately 12 ft. X
12 ft. X 6 ft., and weigh-

ing approximately 48 tons.

Four sets of seven stays

of 3-in. steel wire rope with
solid core are used for each
mast. A stay is insulated

about every 100 ft. of its

length. The stay anchors
consist of concrete blocks

measuring about 12 ft. x
12 ft. X 12 ft, and weigh
approximale'.y 97 ton?. The
intermediate pairs of masts
are provided with back

The signalling switchea at the tranemittiui; station are controlled

from Towyn, where the pnncbeJ tape from the Creed iostrament

ia put through a Wheat»tone traoHmitter, which, by means of

relays at the Carnarvon station, actuatee the siifualling switchea,

making and breaking 300 KW.
The Marconi Ci«. have opened large new premises at 1, Fenchurch

Street, London, E C, which serve as a main telegraph ollioe.

The new premiseii are oonnicted by direct landlinfs with the

company's oltioes at Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.

To ensure an uninterrupted public service and to provide against

the risk of fire, the landlines connected to both the Wtlsh and Irish

stations can be worked either from the office in the Strand, or from

the main office in Fcsnchurch Street.

A telegram, immediately it is handed in, is dispatched by a

special tuba leading from the public office to the instrument room,

where it is transferred to punchers. Then it is passed to the man

in charge of the Creed transmitter on the next table, which anto-

matically reproduces punched tape at the high-power wirelena

at Towyn. There another operator transfers the tape to the wire-

less transmitter by means of which the dots and dashes are fiaebed

into space and received at the station in New Jersey. Here expert

telegraphists transcribe and hand the messages to the landline

system connecting with all the important cities and towns in the

I'nited States and Canada. The same operation is repeated when

a message is transmitted from the United States to England—the

only difference being that in London the signils, by means of the

Creed printer, are recorded in letters on tape, which is automatically

Teanspobjiebs, Inductances and
Switches.

stays in order to lessen the strain on the mast-head caused by the

greater length of triatic which they support.

Power is supplied to the station by means of an overhead trans-

mission line which provides a three-phase supply at 10.000 volts.

The power station, belonging to the North Wales Power and

Traction Co., is situated at Cwm Dyli, about ll>i miles distant. The
prime movers are high-pressure water turbioes, the water

being obtained from a lake on Snowdon. There is a transformer

station adjacent to the wireless station, where the voltage is

reduced from 10,000 to 440 volts, at which pressure it appears on

the main switchboard.
At the Towyn station the receiving aerial is supported by five

masts, each 300 ft. high : these masts are erected on a range of

hUls at the back of the town, the last mast being about 1,400 ft.

above the sea level. A balancing aerial is also provided carried on
80 ft. poles, the purpose of the balancing aerial being to balance

out the effect of signals transmitted from the stations at Cefn-du,

80 that the signals received across the Atlantic are not in any
way affected by the signals from the transmitting station at

Carnarvon.
The station is equipped with all the latest types of receiving

apparatus, and the operating building has been designed to accom-
modate suflicient operators to deal with a traffic of 100 words per

minute duplex. The operators for both stations are all located in

the various operating rooms at the Towyn station, as are al.so the

operators for working the landlinos.

OLATING STAETING AND CONTEOL PiLLAB FOB MAIN
Motob-Altebnatoe Sets.

gummed, and handled by the scrutineer, who separates the tape and'

affixes it to the company's forms for delivery to the addressees.

Messages exchanged between this country and the Dominion of

Canada will continue to pass through the Clifden-Glace Bay

Wireless Telegraph Service.

All classes of telegrams are dealt with—ordinary plain language

deferred night letters, week-end letters. Press, shore to ship and

ship to shore messages. Cipher is as easily dealt with as plain

language, and the rates have been reduced to a level, effecting a

saving of about 33 J per cent., as compared with the charges for

transmission by other means.

Electric Vehicle As.sociatioii, T.S.A.—The tentative

programme of the fifth annual Convention of the Electric

Vehicle Association of America, to be held at PhUadelphia, October

19th—2l3t next, has been arranged. In addition to the presidential

address, 28 reports are to be presented, including a dozen sectional

reports, also eight papers dealing mainly with the electric truck

for general industrial purposes, postal and fire services, &c.

Additional papers are to be announced, and further particulars may

be obtained from the Executive Secretary, Electric Vehicle Asso-

c-'ation of Ameri^, 29, West 39th S';reet, New York Cify.
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Irrigation Dams and Hydro-Electric Power.

By E. KiLiiunN' Scott, M.I.E E., A.M.Inst.C.E. (Lond.).

Read in Section (1 {,En<iinee,ring).

One of the most attractive developments of modern
engineering is the building of large irrigation dams and the
utilisation of the water not only for irrigation, but also for

developing hydro-electric power. It is a world-wide develop-

ment, as may be seen by the locations of dams where, such
a combination is already at work, or where it is likely to be
carried into effect in the near future.

Power generated l)y the water may be used for a domestic

supply of electricity to neighbouring towns, or may be used for

the manufacture, of 9.\\c\\ pro<lucts as fertilisers.

The power may also be used for extending the irrigation

area— (a) By pumping water to high lands which cannot be
reached by ordinary gravity canals; (b) by draining low-lying

Fig. 1.

—

Sketch Plan showing Power Houses of the
Cordoba Light, Power and Traction Co.

land, the water being raised into gravity canals; (c) by pump-
ing water from wells.

One of the earliest examples is in Argentina, where the
Cordoba Ijight, Powei^ k Traction Co. has for the last 15

years used water from an irrigation dam which was built over
20 years ago. It is a groat tribute to South American enter-

prise and Government that so long ago, a dam impounding
two and a half times moi-e water than the then largest one in

Europe should have been built for such a purpose as irriga-

tion, and also that in the comparatively early days of hydro-
electric development, the water should have been harnessed
for power.
As vciy little, information has been pubhsbed regarding

this instiill.ition, the following particulars may be of interest.

The )iii^;;]tion dams utilised by the company are situated

about 1,06U feet above the sea, and the main San Eoque dam
impounds '.^53 million cubic metres of water. The drainage
area is 520 square miles.

The first power house was erected 15 years ago at Bamba,
a short distance below the dam (see Fig. 1.) At this point
the river has a loop 3i kilometres long with a very narrow
neck. A tunnel 80 metres long was cut through hard granite

to connect the two ends of the loop, thus securing an avail-

able head of about 31 metres.
The hydraulic capacity of this installation is based on a

minimum flow of 15 cubic metres per second. The tunnel
has a cross section of 8i sq. metres, and the maximum velocity

is 1.75 metres per second, .^t the lower end of the tunnel
there is a forebay, and the flume pipes from this point down
to the power house are '2i metres in diameter and about 55
metres long, making an angle of 31 degrees.

The power house contains seven MeCormick turbines coupled
to three-phase generatius having a total capacity of 4,000

K\v., at 700 volts, GO cycles. Step-up transformers raise the
pressure to 11,000 volts.

Two years ago a second power house, was erected at Calera
(sec Fig. 1). ]:?elow the tail race of the Bamba plant part
of the (Tow of the river is diverted to a canal and siphon pipe
line 4 J kilometres long to the power house reservoir. This
gives a static head of 43 metres, wilh a working head of about
41 metres.
The power house is cquipixnl with four Eseher Wyss tur-

bines capable of developing 1,870 B.H.r., each coupled to a

1,1(K)-KW. three-phase alternator wound for 11,000 volts, 60
cycles.

Both these power houses are connected to a sub-station at

Rebaje in the City of Cordoba by means of 11,000-volt over-
head transmission lines 15 miles long. From the sub-station
<'urrent is distribute*! for light and power in the City of
t\irdoba in addition to .-iupplying energy for the tramways in

the district. .\a a stnnil-liy there is a steam station in Cordoba
having a cap.acity of 2,'2(X) H.r.

As the water has to be subservient to the requirement.s of

irrigation, about 34 per cent, of the entire rainfall over the

oatchtncnt area goes to the river, and only about 17 per cent.
is available for power. There is, however, a further proposal
to build a third hydro-<dectric power house.

It should be specially noted that the above power hoiues
do not have to contend with a variable head of water as in
certain other irrigation schemes referred to below.

Calijoniian Irrigaiion by Pumping.—In CaUfomia a anique
combination of hydro-electric jiower and irrigation has been
in operation for the last 14 years. Electric energy generated in
numerous power houses usin^ high head fails in the Sierra
Neviida mountains is transmitted to farming centres where
the climate is too dry to make fruit growing practicable with-
out irrigation.

All the hydro-electric power houses in California are linked
together l)y an immense high-tension busbar network, and in

some cases the current for irrigation pumping may be trans-
mitted 50 or more miles.

ITie water is pumped from water-bearing strata which
average about .50 feet below the surface. The wells are about
a mile apart, and they are each equipped with a 3-phase motor
driving a centrifugal pump by means of a vertical shaft.

A :30-n.P. motor will irrigate one square mile of land, the
average lift of the water being about 25 feet and the delivery
about 3i to 5 cub. ft. per sec. One man attends to from
8 to 10 wells, which he visits twice a day. By this means
barren territory has been made into valuable farm land,
yielding rich crops of forage, oranges, lemons, grapes, etc.

Two-thirds of the whole water supply of S<)Uthern California
is obtained from wells, all of which is pumped by electric

power. The water plane is kept about -50 feet below the sur-

face, which results in good drainage and improves the surface
soil, for it has been found that it is the rising of ground water
and consequent evaporation that increases the deleterious salts

and damages land.

.Although this metho<l of irrigation is only in use in the
States, there must be many places in the world where there
are similar geological and climatic conditions. In the Sydney
Daily Trlcgraph of December 16th, 1906. I drew attention to

this method, pointing out that it might be suitable to certain

parts of Australia.

United Statd! Reclamation Service.—Of the high dams built

by the United States Reclamation Service the Roosevelt dam,
in Idaho, already has a hydro-electric plant. Other large dams
built for irrigation are the Elephant Butte or Eagle dam in

Arizona, and the .Arrow-rock dam in Idaho, and in both these

provision for hydro-electric development has been i^ade and
plants will be erected as soon as local power demand warrants
the expenditure.
The Roosevelt dam measures 1.080 ft. long by 284 ft. high,

and about 90 per cent, of its full capacity is held above the

110-ft. level. Although the total head when full is 226 ft..

the turbines are designed for a regular operating head of

160 ft. The power house is 125 ft. by 38 ft., and contains six

vertical turbines each driving a 1.200-KW. three-phase alter-

nator, 2.300 volts, 25 cycles.

.\ separat-e transfonuer house steps up the pressure to 45.000

volts, at which voltage some of the energy is transmitted to

the town of Phornex, 65 miles away. It is contemplate*!, how-
ever, that in the future practically all the power will be used

for irrigation.

On the Pima Indian Reservation. 10,000 acres of land are

suiiplied by water pumped from wells by ten electrically-driven

pumps similar to those use<l in (California. Eventually there

will be about 1(X) such pumping equipments.
Messrs. 0. H. Ensign and J. M. Gaylord, of the U.S.

Reclamation Service, give the following very interesting figures

regarding this plant :
—

The first cost of ten wells and pumping equipments is

.f20,(X)0, or .i'2 an acre for the 10,lX>1 acres of irrigated land.

The duty of each 50-H.r. pumping unit is 5 sec. ft. for a 55-ft.

lift, and at 70 i)er cent. elVioiency. and working 2lX) days and
21 hours a day, the annual consumption of eltvtric energy is

2,208,000 Kw.-iiours. The annual cost of this electrical energy
is £6,800. or un«ler £7 per acre per annum for the 10.01X1 acres.

In other woids. 24.(XiO acre feet of water is lifte*! an average

of 50 ft. at a lxisI of £6.8(X1, or under lis. per acre foot.

.Another interesting irrigation pi\>iect of the Reclamation
Service is that of ^Iinidoka. in Idaho. It comprises 130.000

aeres, of which about 80.0(10 acres are irrigated by gravity

canals and the reniainder by water pumped friMii the gravity

canal. The power plant is situated at the irrigation dam at

h:\kc Woleott. and the static head is 46 feet. The (wwer house
contains live 1,4(X1-KW. turbine generators, tXl cycles, aiid two
120-KW. exciter units. The three-ph.ise current is niise*! to

;ll,(XX) viilts iinil transmitted to three pumping stations of 2,5tX)

KW., 3,(XX) KW., and l.;XX1 kw. respectively.

N<\ 1 station has four pumps, each driven by a ftXVn.r.

motor, and one driven by a 3S0-h,p. mottir. Tlie pumps are of

the centrifugal tyi>e and are driven by vertical sliafts, the
mot<irs being on an upper floor.

.I.ssHciii Ann ProfuxtoL—This is one of the most interesting

irrigation dams in the world, not only for the engineering
skill displayed in (he building, but on account of its re-

markable economic effects on Egypt.
It has been an expensive dam to build, because of its great

length. 6,.")62 feet, the large number of sluict>s, and the fact

that it has been built in two stages.

Nevertheless the tremendous e\|vnditure involved has been
found to be more than justilied in the irrigation results alone.
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The financiul results are, however, capable of still further

improvement by harnessing the water which passes through
the sliiices at certain times of the year.

If all the water of the .\ssuan dam could be utihsed the

poweis and heads of water at various times of the year would
be about as follows:—

Horse-power. Head.

May 2(X),(X)() .. 26 metres.

June 85U,(-KN_) ... 24

September ... y'J.UtX) ... 3

December ... 190,000 ... 5 ,,

The actual possible utilisation of the power defends to a

great extent, however, on the fact that the basin on the

up-stream side of the dam has to be kept free from silt, and
this necessitates opening certain eluice-gates at particular

times of the year, so as always to have a high-velocity current

cleaning some portion of the basin.

One of the proposals before the Egyptian Government is

to harness the water passing through ten of the sluices at the

western end of the dam It is estimated that this amount of

water will develop about 100,000 h.p. with a head of 2-4

metres, and this higher power would be available for about

eight months of the year. With the lowest head of 3 metres

the power comes down to about 10,000 h.p. It may be men-
tioned that one estimate of the power from the ten sluices

gives it at 80,000 h.p.

Each of the ten turbo-generators will give about 10,000 h.p.,

and it is suggested that the machine should generate at

11,000 volts and 25 periods per second. The pressure at which
it is possible to generate directly depends to some extent on
the moisture in the air, because nitric acid tends to form on
the high-tension windings. There is usually a good deal of

moisture in the air near irrigation dams, and this is particu-

larly the case at .\ssuan.

There are two problems in connection with the Assuan
scheme. The first is to find some industry w-hich can not

only be easily worked in such a hot climate and in so remote
a situation, but which can economically utilise electric power
for. say, only eight months in the year.

The second problem is how best to generate a constant

voltage and constant periodicity from a water power the

available head of which varies in the ratio of about 8 to 1.

The scheme of Messrs. Harper Bros, proposes to develop

10.000 H.P. for pumping purposes continuously, and to develop

up to 100,000 H.p. for making nitrates during the eight high

head months of the year.

If the turbines are fixed at the ends of the present sluices

then the walls of the sluices will have to withstand pressures

that do not occur at present, so they will have to be lined

with steel. This shows how very important it is to take into

consideration the question of hydro-electric power development
when building irrigation dams.

Esche.r. ^Yyss & Co. have suggested that instead of building

the turbines into the present sluices a separate power house
Ije provided below the dam. A special advantage of this would
be that each alternator could be driven by several turbines on
one horizontal shaft, and therefore the speed could ite much
higher.
Working with Variable Heads.—The problem of driving

electric generators from water powers of widely varying heads
clearly becomes more important every day. because of the

increasing use that is being made of irrigation dams and of

wafer powers on rivers, etc., which have widely varying heads
owing to floods.

For heads varying to 2 or 3 to 1, or, say,_ 150 feet down
to .50 feet, the difficulty can be met by a suitable design of

turbine, although, of course, the turbine cannot work so effi-

ciently as when it is under a constant head
For constant voltage and periodicity the turbine has to mn

at a fixed speed to suit the lowest head, and above that the

extra head is lest. Of course, less water is required at the

higher heads, but the power possibilities of the dam are

reduced considerably.
It is specially important to note that when the supply of

electricity is required for domestic purposes the voltage and
periodicity must be constant, whereas if the electricity is

vised for certain electrochemical purposes there is a good deal

of latitude. For example, the direct method of fixing the

nitrogen of the air can be carried on at various voltages and
periodicities by slight adjustment of the furnace.

A method which has been considered for Assuan is_ to have
two electrical generators and one turbine, as shown in fig. 2.

The large alternators are to be mounted on the top of vertical

shafts, umbrella fa.shion, and the small alternator is to be hori-

zontal and driven by bevel gearing from the turbine shafts.

When the large alternators are connected to the circuit the

small alternntor is thrown out of use by moving the pinions out

of gear. When the small alternator is in circuit the large

alternators run round as well, and merely act as flywheels. Of
course, when the small alternator is in use the turbine speed

is reduced.
It is of interest to know that Mr. Blathyhas develoned

an electrical method which is going to be applied to a hydro-

electric power on the Danube, where the ratio of head of

water is even greater than at Assuan.
Just as with three-phase machines, variable speeds c.in be

obtained by altering numbers of poles, so periodicity might be

kept constant at variable speeds. For example, it is possible

to cause the rotating polarity of a Btator or armature to vary

relatively to the rotating' p<jlarity of the moving portion of

the machine.
Australian Conditions.—'llii; geological conCguration of cer-

tain mountainous parts of the world is especially favourable

tr> conservation of water. The ideal condition obtains when

_:\

»RCE ALTERNATOR

Fig. 2.—Sketch showing proposed method of Dbiving
ALTEENATOBS at ASSOAS Dili.

a large valley opens out through a narrow gorge on an e.xtCDsive

flat plain. This happens to be a condition fairly frequently

met with in some parts of the United States, and especially

iu Australia.

Mountainous regions where the hills are either peaky or
well-rounded are not nearly so favourable to water storage as

the peculiar geological formation of the Australian mountains.
This may be readily understood by noting the comparatively
short lengths of the Cataract and Burrenjuck and other danas

of Australia as compared with the volumes of water which
they respectively impound.
The water of the Burrenjuck dam is gravitated to the

farms without large balance dams, as at Cordoba, but as

Burrenjuck dam is over 160 feet high, it should be capable

of developing a fair amount of power. Something ought
to be done to harness the water if for no other reason than

that the sale of the power would assist in meeting the interest

and other standing charges.

In the British Australian of September 28th, 1911, I wrote

an article dealing with the subject, in which I said :
—

"The very high concrete dams which are now being built

in Australia, as, for example, that of Burrenjuck, will not

only conserve great quantities of water for irrigation pur-

poses, but the same water can also be made to develop power.

The power will not be so large as some non-experts think, but

it should certainly amount to quite a respectable figure, and
be well worth harnessing."
There is no better way of investing public money in Aus-

tralia than in the conservation of water. Consideration of

water storage ought really to precede that of pioneer railways,

as otherwise a railway may be built and a township grow up
in a valley which ought to ba submerged. This happened, for

example, at Trawool.
Trawool Dam Scher>ie.—About eight years ago I collaborated

with Messrs. J. M. & H. E. Coane, of Melbourne, in working
out the details and financial particulars of a combined irriga-

tion and electric power scheme known by the name of

Trawool. That name w-as taken from the proposed site of the

dam on the Goulbourn River, about 70 miles from Melbourne.

The dam was to be 1,800 ft. long and 180 ft. high, and it

was estimated that it would impound about 70,000 million

cubic feet of water, or about 2,000 million cubic metres. The
artificial lake so made would have covered 25,000 acres to an
average depth of 60 ft.

Its storage capacity as compared with dams in other parts

of the world may be gathered from the following :

—

Storage in millions

cub. metres.

130
202
2.53

1.234

1.730

2,300

3,100

;ameofDam.

Mohnetal
Edertal
San Rogue
Pathfinder
Roosevelt
Assuan
Eagle

Country,

Germany
Germany
Argentine
Wvoming, U.S.A.
Id.iho, U.S.A. ...

Egypt
Rio Grande, U.S.A.

The site is favourable for building a dam because the founda-

tion is sound silurian rock, while for the construction there are

large quantities of solid granite lying close at hand, and at a

higher level.

A large part of the ground to be submerged by the dam
consists of the Goulbourn river and its branches and of

swampy land which is of no use for agriculture. A certain

amount of good land would also have to be submerged, but

the loss would be much more than balanced by the enormous

increase in productiveness conferred on the immense area of

semi-arid but fertile plains to be irrigated by the water.
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The lower Goulbourn Eiver is subject to disastrous floods,

and these would bo abolished by building such a dam. Instead
of dealing destruction and wholesale, inconvenience, the mil-
lions of cubic feet of water which now pass down the river at

flood time would be stored for the growing of wheat, lucerne,

fruit, etc.

At the same time the water could be made to develop at

least 10,000 h.p. continuously, and 20,000 h.p. for six months
in the year, without any loss of water for irrigation purposes.
It happens that lower down the river there already exists the
Warranga dam, which would act as a balance, reservoir, and
during six months all the water needed to generate electric

power could be stored in the Warranga basin, to be drawn
from there during succeeding mouths. Mr. Elwood Mead
has stated that 750,000 acres could be irrigated by water from
Trawool and the annual value of the water would be about
£375,000.

It will be noted that this scheme differs from that of the
Cordoba Light and Power Co. in that the balance reservoir

at Warranga could be used for the purpose of storing water
passed down from the Trawool dam, so as to keep the power
house at IVawool running all the year. The head of water at
Trawool would thus vary, but the problem so far as the
turbine generators are concerned is, of course, much less diffi-

cult than at Assuan.

(To be concluded.)

Temperature Cycles in Heat Eng'ines.

By Paop. E. G. Cokbe and W. A. Scoble.

(Section G. Abstract.')

Experimental investigations of the cychcal variations of heat-
engines and heat-pumps have received much attention, and
numerous methods and instruments have been devised to give
records of their cyclical changes, such as those of pressure and
volume of the working fluid, changes of angular velocity of

the crank-shaft, and the like. Temperature changes in the
working fluid may usually be inferred very accurately from the
l)ressures recorded on an indicator diagram, since there is

usually a definite relation between pressure and temperature
of a vapour, as, for example, in heat-engines using steam
direct from a boiler without the intervention of a superheater.
In other heat-engines, such as those using superheated fluids,

and also those of the internal combustion type, the tempera-
ture is more difficult to determine, and it becomes important
to measure it directly. Platinum resistance thermometers and
thermo-electric couples have been frequently employed for
measuring cyclical changes of temperature in heat-engines,
and a complete record from point to point of a cycle may be
obtained if the engine is working with absolute uniformity.
As it is usually impossible to prevent some amount of varia-
tiim in the working of the engine while the measurements are
in progress, the resulting curve is a composite one, since each
measurement corresponds to a different cycle.

The possibility of obtaining an instantaneous automatic
record with an Einthoven type of galvanometer, was con-
sidered in our early experiments on the cyclical variations of
temperature of the working fluid of a gas-engine, and in the
walls of the cylinder, but the difficulties then appeared to be
so great that a potentiometer balance method was used
instead. Recently, by the kindness of the Cambridge Scien-
tific Instrument Company, we have been able to make experi-
ments with their latt^st form of short-period Einthoven galvano-
meter and this has enabled us to obtain instantaneous records
<ii the temperaturc-c'ycles of the working fluid of steam and
g;is-engines, and also the variations of temperature in the
Willis. Some of these photographic records are shown, and
their detailed characteristics are considered in the paper. They
ciinrirm the general accuracy of our former measurements on
cyclical variations of temperature in a ga-s-engine cylinder,
and also show some new features due to variations from stroke
to stroke caused by misfires and the like.

Irrigation Worlts in Italy.

By Pboi-. LniQl LniQOi, D.Sc, M.Inst.C.E.

(^Section O. Ahxtnicf.)

.\i'TER shol^'ing that irrigation is the piinoipal fai'tor of the

advanced state of agriculture, and the principal source of

revenue for the Italian nation, the author describes the differ-

ent ways of getting water for irrigation, and how it is dis-

tributed over the cultivated fields. When only small quantities
are required, the water is generally raised from the subsoil,

either by very primitive means, or by small but very nuulern
centrifugal pumps driven by oil or cltTtric motors, as iu many
parts of the valley of the Po, whore hydro-eleetric plants are
very common. Tlie cost of the water raised electrically

—

especially during the daytime, when the electric current is

distributetl at lower rates than at night—varies from 4Jd. to

lid. per 1,000 gallons, and it is considered verj' cheap, for if

raised by animals, or worse still by men, its cost would be
ros))cetively eight to seventeen times higher.

I'Vr irrigation on a large scale resource is had to the rain-
fall, storing it up in reservoirs, or large artificial lakes of many
million cubic m6tres capacity. The water from these artificial

lakes is generally used first for motive power—in some hydro-
electric installations, which in Northern Italy are very plentiful
—and this helps much in lowering the price of the' irrigating
water.
The State considers it as its duty to help all these nnder-

takings. Irrigation puis under cultivation large tracts of land
of very little value, and almost sterile, and part of the pc.pu-

lation can thus find useful emploj'ment in the cultivation of
this land, otherwise nearly useless. Without irrigation Italy
would not be able to feed two-thirds of its present population.

The Capacity of Radio>Tele^raph!c Aerials.

By PaoF. G. W. 0. Howe, D.Sc.

(Section G. Abstract.)

The capacity considered in this Paper is the actual static

capacity, and not the equivalent capacity of the antenna con-
sidered as part of an oscdlatory circuit. The accurate calcu-

lation of the capacity of a multiple-wire horizontal aerial with
its leading-down wiies would be a difficult mathematical
problem, quite unwarranted by the practical requirements of

radio-telegraphy

.

When raised to a potential above or below that of the earth,

the chaige is distributed over the antenna in a way which is

not easy to calculate, but which must be such that all parts
of the antenna are at the same potential. If the antenna were
made up of a great number of short pieces, placed end to

end, but insulated from each other, it would be possible to

distribute the charge uniformly, but the potential would then
vai-y from point to jioint in a way which is easily calculated.

If now we assume that all the separate pieces of wire are
connected, electricity will flow from points of high to points
of low potential until the jwtential is everywhere the same.
The assumption made in developing the various formulae is

that this final uniform potential is equal to the average value
of the potential when the charge was uniformly distributed.

This is only approximately correct, but the accuracy is more
than sufficient for all practical purposes. This method has
been applied to antennas of all the types usually employed,
and formulfe have been established for each type. A large

number of numerical examples have been worked out, and the
results are given in tables and curves, so that the capacity of

any antenna can be read off directly fi-om its dimensions. The
corrections due to the leading-do^n wires and to the prox-
imity of the earth are fully considered, and examples given
showing the application of the formula to antennae of any type.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON
ELECTRICAL GOODS.

Amendments.
TUNIS.—The Board of Trade recently issued particulars regard-

ing a new revision of the Tariff of Tunis. The new rates were to

come into force on July 1st : those applicable to electrical and
similar goods are given below in so far as they have been altered :

—

Francs }>fr lOOij;,

Celluloid and other similar plastic materials not
specially mentioned

—

In cases, tubes and batons ... 75 (net)

In sheets, polished, coloured, or washed in any
manner ... ... ... ... ... ... 150 „

Carbons for electricity and for other industrial uses

weighing less than :> kg. per piece 12 „
Weighing 'i kg. and more per piece ... 3

Stoneware pipes

—

Not enamelled nor varnished ... ... '60

Enamelled or varnished ... ... "65

Articles for electricity of porcelain, faience, white or

ooljured stoneware without parts of metal or other

materials

—

Insulators, bell-shaped ... ... 5

Other-
Weighing 100 grammes or more ... ... ...

~

Weiirhin!<r hss than 100 grammes and more than 10
grammes ... ... ... ... ... ... 10

Weighinsr 10 erammes and less 20
Articles for eleotrioity of glass, without metal fitting:?.

insulators, bell-shnpod ... ... ... • 5

Others, weiifhing 100 grammes or more "

,. „ from 100 grammes to 10 grammes 10

„ „ 10 grammes and less • 20

Articles for lighting purposes

—

Reflectors, shades, Klobee or various, of several

colours decorated with gold or otherwise cut or

eujrraved .,, ... ... ... li"> (nef)

Other 9 „

Inoindeecent elootrio lamps

—

With carbon filaments with mountings SO (net)

With metallic „ ,
150 ,.

Without mountings 2.>0 ,,

Pipes and tubes of paper covered with bitnmeji 1

Transmission bands, mutXed or of leather for

machinery ... ... ... 60 (net
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Sheets ul india-rubber not vuluanitied 20 (uetj

TbroadH of vulcauieed india-rubt>er

—

:i mm. or lees in thioknees Free

Other 20 (net)

Sheets, plates, or slabs of vnloanised india-rnbber

mixed or not with other materials 16 (net)

Transmission t>elt8 60 „

Manufactures of india-rubber not specially men-
tioned ... 70 „

Asbestos

—

Paper or cardboard
In sheets (.out outer not) of reotanf^ular form ... 6

Shaped, cut out in forms other than rectangular,

with or without thread, cloth or metallic pieces 26 „

Threads, cords and plaits with or without other

materials 20 „

Tissnes ... 30 ,,

Other manufaotures, with or without other

materials ... ••• 60 „

Mica in sheets or plates, mica wares, micanite and mica
conglomerates, paper and oloth treated with mica
ware combined with other materials ... ... 35 (net)

N.B.—Unless otherwise stated, duty is calculated on the gross

weight of goods with packing.
25 francs = £ 1 ; kUog. = 3-204 lb.

CANADA.—The Canadian Government have recently made
arrangements whereby the duty leviable in the Dominion on
catalogues sent through the post may now be prepaid by the sender

by affixing Canadian stamps to the wrappers. Formerly the duty
has been demanded of the addressee, and this practice has often

led to the non-delivery of catalogues. The stamps required can be

obtained in denominations of one, two and five cents each, on
application to the Commissioner of Cuatome, Ottawa, Canada, or to

the Secretary, High Commissioner for Canada, 17, Victoria Street,

London, S.W., on and after August Ist, 1914.

The duty stamps are to be affixed on each package for the amount
of duty payable on the same.
The stamps should be affixed towards the upper left-hand

corner of the parcel to be exported by mail, as the upper right-hand
corner is usually reserved for postage stamps.

Packets bearing Customs duty stamps on arrival at the frontier

port of Canada will be transferred to the Customs, to be checked
for proper payment of duty and to have the Customs duty stamps
thereon cancelled by marking same with the Customs dating

stamp, or other cancellation stamp.
The articles specified in Tariff heading No. 178 comprise price

lists, catalogues and other advertising matter, as follows, viz. :

—

"Advertising pamphlets, advertising show cards, illustrated

advertising periodicals
;
price books, catalogues and price lists ;

advertising almanacs and calendars
;
patent medicine or other

advertising circulars, fly-sheets or pamphlets, advertising chromes,
ohromo-types, oleographs or like work produced by any process

other than hand-painting or drawing, and having any advertise-

ment or advertising matter printed, lithographed or stamped
thereon, or attached thereto, including advertising bills, folders

and posters, or other similar artistic work, lithographed, printed or

stamped on paper or cardboard for business or advertisement pur-

poses, not otherwise provided for " :

—

Under the British Preferential Tariff ... 10 cents per lb.

„ General Tariff 15

The scale of duties payable in this manner for which stamps may
be affixed has been fixed as follows :

—

Under the British Pbepebbntial Tabiff.

Up to and including 1 J ounces
Over li ounces and not exceeding 3i ounces

„ 3} ,.

.. 4| „ „

H
lU
I2i

Hi
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THE WAR AND BRITISH ELEC-

TRICAL INDUSTRY.

During the last few weeks we have received a number

of communications, intended for publication, respecting

electrical and allied firms carrying on operations in this

country. .Some of them have been unaccompanied by

the writers' names, and these we accordingly put aside.

Others have asked questions relating to particular com-

panies, and while it may be that there is some justification

for the implication they seek thus to make, we prefer in

such a connection to have statements of fact rather than

suggestions. Several of the communications appear in onr

" Correspondence " pages to-day.

Clearly the international upheaval that is in progress at

this moment is going to have many other consoiuencea

besides alterations on the maps. The affairs of firms

appearing to be British manufacturers are being very search-

ingly examined in these days of war, and the facts brought

to light will be remembered in days to come. Questions

are being asked in Parliament, in the Press, and amongst

the public as to the extent to which certain firms may be

regarded as Britifh. One of our correspondents advances a

suggestion which we commend to the attention of the British

Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' Association. Doubt-

less that organisation, either officially or through its

members, knows better than anybody else the extent to

which firms connected with the trade are under British

ownership and control, and how far they are under the

influence of alien enemies or alien capital. From an answer

given by Mr. Runciman in the House of Commons on

Monday last, respecting the well-known firms of Siemens

and the large (^.erman holding of the capital therein

(referred to in our " War Items " to-day), it will be seen

that the general position of limited companies in

this country which are controlled by alien enemies

is at present receiving attention at the hands of the

Government. Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., have

issued a statement to the effect that they have made a

special reference to the (loverument, and have received a

most satisfactory reply as to carrying on their business

as usual. Wo may know more as to the result of the

(iovernnient investigation before we go to pross. but it seems

to us that the present is pre-eminently a suit<iblo moment

for the n.E..\.M.A. to place its special knowledge at the

disposal of the Oovernment and the public, for it is not

possible to ascertain the extent to which any particular

business connected with the electrical industry is British

without something in the nature of special knowledge.

\Ve venture to suggest to some of our corre^jxindonts that

there is a danger in jumping to the conchisiou that everything

and cverylxHly with a German name is of German sympathies,

and has interests and i-ouncctions amongst our present

enemies. It is also a question for consideration how far

[321]
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works ^,'iviii^' ciiiployment to thoiisjinds of liritisli worktiii'ii

should be considered (iertnan because the shares are lield

b)' aliens resident here or in the countries with which we

are at war. Ijet it not be forgotten that (Jerman Industrial

Hanks (which, however, have no counterpart here), owin^

to their constitution and ability, have long assisted industrial

enterprises more readily than British liunks. One of the

great objects of the Patents Act of 1907, too, was to compel

foreigners to engage in manufacturing operations here.

We have no doubt that the Government which has inspired

snch confidence everywhere by its conduct of affairs since

war broke out, may be trusted to adopt a reasonable and

appropriate course of action respecting snch concerns for

the period of the war, and to see that profit on Govern-

ment contracts does not find its way to Germany.

AVe are aware that while many electrical firms are work-

ing at full pressure, or are short-handed, others are tem-

porarily inconvenienced, and there are not wanting those

who think that it would assist recruiting to close down

operations to some extent instead of our trying to keep all

workmen employed. Some engineering firms have actually

dismissed all their single men, giving them an undertaking

to keep places open for all who serve under the colours.

Unfortunately there is already much unemployment, and we

shall do well not to add to it unless for supreme national

reasons it is necessary to do so.

The Government has already ruled in its stipulations

respecting trading with the enemy that the important thing

to consider is where the foreign trader resides, and carries

on business, and not the nationality of the foreign trader.

" Conse(iuently, there is, as a rule, no objection to British

firms trading with German or Austrian firms established in

neutral or British territory. What is prohibited is trade with

any firms established in hostile territory." Further :
" If a

firm with headquarters in hostile territory has a branch in

neutral or British territory, trade with the branch is (apart

from prohibitions in special cases) permissible, as long as

the trade is bond fide with the branch, and no transaction

with the head office is involved." It remains to be seen

whether and how far the Government, as the result of its

present investigation, will see fit to amend the terms of its

proclamation.

It is very satisfactory to note the progress that is being

made with the Prince of Wales's Fund. We will not, how-

ever, in expressing our satisfaction, attempt to conceal our

regret that cases are not unknown of electrical and allied

firms who, after giving generously to this fund, have

reduced wages and salaries. The dismissing of men and the

reduction of wages are measures to be strongly deprecated,

save in cases of absolute necessity : and these of which we
hear certainly cannot be described as such. It is reported

in several papers that British electrical mmufacturers have

already secured about a million pounds' worth of contracts

which have been cancelled with alien firms. It is unlikely

that such work has been undertaken at unprofitable prices

—

why, then, make the workers suffer ?

German
Exports.

On page 330 we publish an analytica

statement of the exports of electrical

goods from Germany, which we have had

specially prepared, and which should be of considerable

interest to British manufacturers at this time. We print

also a map, similar to that published in our issue of

August lull, Hliowiii^; broiidly llie principal markeUi to

which the Gi'rman manufactures are ajnsigned.

In com|)aring this with the map previously published,

the reader should bear in mind that the figures for German

exports relate to lite vhole «///ie //«/r lit 12, whilst in the

case of the HritiBh exports the averiuje monthly figures for

the current year are given. It will be seen that there is

abundant scope for British enterprise, especially in Russia

and Italy, both friendly European countries ; in Sooth

America ; in .Japan ; and in the British Empire itself.

While the United States is also in a position to manu-
facture for export, its competition is at present hampered by
the lack of transport facilities, for the American mercantile

marine is of inconsiderable dimensions and is largely

occupied in coastal trade ; moreover, a large proportion of

the German exjwrts has been carried in British ships, meet
of which are at the disposal of our trade. Good prices can

be obtained in the al)sence of German competition, and if

the opportunity is seized our industries should reap a rich

harvest.

Rubber.
As was only to be expected, business in

the rubber market has been conducted

upon a very narrow basis during the last few weeks, and,

indeed, for the earlier part of the month things were in a

state of suspense. The prime consideration was, of course,

the extent to which supplies would be interfered with from

the East. At the end of July the stocks of plantation

rubber in London totalled about 3,200 tons, and it was not

lost sight of that this was only a very moderate quantity for

the trade to take hold of, should it happen that there was a

protracted withholding of supplies from the East.

That this consideration acted as a stiffening factor goes

without saying. The periodical auctions, which were

suspended for a time, were resumed last week, after an

inter\al of nearly a month, and the market was watched

therefore with an unusual amount of interest. The total

quantity on offer was small, only about 380 tons, of which

some 300 tons were of Malay production and the remainder

from Ceylon, and the main feature which aroused comment

was the exceedingly small supply available of the fine crepe

sorts. It appeared that during the period when the auctions

were suspended, there had been a capital demand for this

description, and the quantities which could be dealt with were

mostly disposed of on private terms. Otherwise the assort-

ment of rubber on offer was rather poor, and competition

none too brisk.

There was a pretty encouraging inquiry recently for

the United States, and at times spot parcels displayed a

considerable amount of firmness, but as soon as the buying on

this account fell away the market at once took on an easier

appearance. It may seem strange, under trade conditions,

that the American demand should have attained any pro-

portions until it is remembered that the United States tocA

fright over the war, importers and consumers being afraid

that their supplies from the East and from Brazil would be

cut off by the paralysis of the world's carrying trade by sea,

owing to the war, and also by the impossiole position of the

foreign exchanges. This was responsible for a jump of a

sensational character in the American price, and Ceylon

rubber for the first time on record went in America to over

fine Para—the advance being 100 per cent., with few sellers

even at that remarkable appreciation. The rise was followed,

however, by a big fall. There is a decided shortage in the

available stocks of rubber in the United States, and respon-

sible organs across the Atlantic have been preaching prices

even higher.

If the seas can be cleared of piratical German cruisers

masquerading as peaceful liners, the position should at once

assume a different complexion, and as it is, the situation

has cleared considerably. The United States, of course, has

to import every ton of rubber which it uses, and is particu-

larly fond of the Brazilian product, the output of which is
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falling off, being last year 42,000 tons, and estimated this

year at 3!),000 tons. Nevertheless it must be recognised

that the prices recently ruling in America are quite artificial,

and that a resumption of values more in accord with the

actual position is assured with improved shipping and

financial facilities.

A cable received by the Malay States Information Agency

from the Colonial Secretary, Singapore, states that the

exports of plantation rubber during .July amounted to

1,5S4 tons, compared with 1,480 tons in June last and

1,120 tons in July last year. The total exports for the

seven months amount to 10,090 tons, against 5,!)33 tons in

the corresponding period last year.

the important trade which Oermany has been able to work

up and which she will now certainly los", that trade in

electrical goods is by no means the least important part of

Cieriiiiny's total : and in view of the prosperity existing in

Australia, and the extensive electrical work under way. some

in (ierman hands, our firms should find a pirticnlarly

valuable field in that Dominion.

British Trade in

Australia.

A REi'ORT on the trade of Australia for

the year 1913, by Mr. G. T. Milne, H.M-

Trade Commissioner in Melbourne, has

just been issued by the Board of Trade. Both imports and

exports in 1913 show a slight decline as compared with the

figures for 1912, but the Trade Commissioner holds that

conditions are prosperous, and that the outlook is geneially

favourable to further expansion of trade. The report, which

gives a review of the trade in particular classes of goods, and

discusses generally the main features of the trade position,

should be of interest to firms trading, or desiring to trade,

with Australia. On another page we print certain extracts

from the report of more particular interest to our readers.

It will be sufficient to refer here to one or two broad

questions raised. In the first place, Mr. Milne apparently

considers that the next few years will witness a growth of

American trade with the Commonwealth. The revision of

the American tariff whereby wool and meat are placed on

the free list, the increase in shipping facilities between the

Pacific seaboard of the United States and some of the ports

of the Commonwealth, and the advantages that will be con-

ferred on the manufacturers in the Eastern portion of the

United States by the opening of the Panama Canal, are all-

importsnt factors favourable to the development of the trade

of the Commonwealth with that country. In view of this

fact, the Trade Commissioner advises increased activity on

the part of British manufacturers, and suggests a visit of a

number of manufacturers representative of British industries

similar to that recently paid to Australia by representatives

of the National Association of Manufacturers of the United

States. The total im]>orts into Australia in 1913 amounted

to £77,218,000, but a considerable deduction must be

made from this total in order to arrive at the total of com-

petitive trade {ie., trade from which the United Kingdom

is not able to compete). The details of this deiuction for

1913 are not available, but in 1912 it amounted to

£17,000,000. The proportion of the imports of competitive

merchandise supplied by the United Kingdom was 62 08

per cent, in 1912; the respective proportions supplied by

United States and Germany were 11'7(; and 11-42 percent.

;

and it is noticeable that while the British percentage,

though higher than in 1911, has decreased from (iS'lll per

cent, in 1909, the American percentage shows a steady

increase. Dealing with the question of preference, Mr.

Milne points out that " there exist not only a fiscal

preference but also what may be termed commercial and

sentimental preferences in favour of the Mother Country,"

but adds that although in some cases buyers may be pre-

pared to pay a higher price for the British-made article,

it is not advisable for our firms to count tmi much on this

factor. As regards the fiscal preference, he touches lightly

on the vexed question of the neutralisation of tlio advantage

of preference to British goods by the lower freight rates

from foreign countries, observing that this circumstance,

combined with certain others, may be taken to explain the

fact that in metals and machinery, notwitlistandiug the

preference, our foreign competitors have niateriiiliy increased

their relative and actual positions. Though the report is

short, it gives a useful summary of the present pisition in

Australia, with some hints as to the methods by which

British trade with the Commonwealth may bo improved.

It is of particular interest at this juncture, having iu mind

Some consideable time has elapsed
West Indies

^j^^^^ ^^^ famous Ottawa Conference took
andiCables. , , i- * ^ j j

place, when (juestions of trade and com-

merce, as well as of communicifons between Canada,

Great Britain and the West Indies were fully discussed and

various resolutions passed. It is, therefore, somewhat of a

relief to know that a definite step has been taken and

progress registered. The agreement between His Majesty's

Government, the Government of the Dominion of Canada,

and the West India and Panama Telegraph Co. has just

been published a3 a White Paper, the House of Lords having

approved the agreement on August 12 oh.

A substantial reduction of rates has been secured, and the

differential treatmmt of the route afforded by cables laid

between .lamaica and Halifax, Nova S.»tia, has been

abolished, but we regret that apparently nothing has been

done to secure an all-British connection to the British

Islands beyond Jamaica. Generally, the Governments are

to be congratulated on having concluded a very advan-

tageous contract, as, having in view the restricted traffic

ground, the important reductions of rates secured for both

local aud general business cannot lead, in our opinion, to an

increased revenue suilieient to meet the consequent loss.

The giving of additional subsidies is. therefore, quite justi-

fiable, but whether they be sufficient remains to be seen,

particularly as after the fonrth year they become merely

traffic guarantees.

It would appear that for the purposes of the guarantee

the subsidy received from the Danish Islands is to be

included in the gross revenue.

Perhaps the most important aspect of the agreement is

dealt with iu Clause 7, where provision is made that the

chairman and the majority of the other directors shall be

British subjects, and the We^t India and Panama Telegraph

Co. shall not at any time be or bjcome directly or mdirectly

controlled by foreigners or a foreign corporation. It is a

very wise p-ovision. aud we think the drafting of this

clause might well have been even more drastic. It might

have provided, in view of even British directors

being possibly sub-tantially or mainly interened in foreign-

owned or cont-^olled coucenis. that anybody was barred from

serving in the capacity of director or other otli-ial who by

way of salary, directorship, cgency or in any other •"»"«"•

was interested in underUikings of a similar nature controlled

by foreign corporations or persons. Nolxily will deny that

iii view of the present jxilitical situation, this is a very

serious (|uestion, and personalities should not be allowctl Ui

wei-'h iu the matter, for a de{icndeut or servant of a

foreigner must either do as he is told or leave, and no man

would be human if his inclination did not stray in the

direction either of his major interests or of his living, tte

particularly deplore that foreign directors should be per-

mitted on the board of a company looked upon as •' British,

for they would acquire imporUmt knowledge of Government

requirements with full liberty of communicating t'^Mn to

other Governments. Little purpose would be served by

askino- them to resign in the event of war. for by then the

damage would have been done. In our opinion, the alT.airs

of such undertakings a^ the West India and Panama

Tele<'rnph Co., or aiiv other company or uudert-sking u[x>n

whidi the safety and well-being of our Colonies and the

Empire depend, should be managed and c^wtroUed by

British subjects, luicoutroll-d by :»nd not interested in a

forei'Mi or foreiin-ontrolled business or pt^rson. and a

ivpresentUive of the particular Government IVpirtment

interested should be specially appointed to the board to see

that the Empire's interesti were absolutely safeguarded.
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SOME NOTES ON THE ELECTRIC
VEHICLE EQUIPMENT OF THE LONDON

FIRE BRIGADE.

(Concluded from juuje l".)7).

The conditions of tire brigade work in London being

entiiely difTerenl to those existing in Berlin, it would be

impossible to make any useful comparison with the rimning

and maintenance costs of the vehicles in the <ierman

capital, as shown in our issue of August 14th, even if

corresfwnding figures were available for the met opolis.

From the figures prepared last year

by Mr. Dyer, we learn that the average

annual cost of an electric escape van.

under the heading of repairs to chassis

and body, and tire renewals—the

figures for each not being separately

available—is £25. It may paren-

thetically be stated that so far the tire

bill, owing to the relatively small

mileage that has been covered, has

been practically nil. Allowing £8 per

annnm for energy, and 3s. for oil and
grease, the running and maintenance

costs for an average mileage of (Jolt

miles are £oo 3s. per year. Taking
the average first cost of the vehicle at

£950, and spreading the depreciation

over 10 years, plus interest on the

onllay at 3i per cent., there is an
additional charge of £115 per annum,
bringing the total costs per vehicle

up to £148 3s. per year. This is

Mr. Dyer's estimate of a year ago.

At a meeting of the Institution

of Electrical Engineers in March
last, Lieut. Sladen, the Chief of the Brigade, put the

annual cost of repairs, including battery renewals, at £40,
which would increase Mr. Dyer's figure to £1G3 3s.

Averaging, however, over the Brigade's whole flett, the

Chief considered that, taking into account the first cost,

depreciation and maintenance, an electric escape-van and a

tbig figure including lieddiug, ftxidcr and liarness, and the

contractor taking all lisks. On this basis, and taking the

average cost of a horse escape-van at £05, Mr. Dyer works

out the annual cost as follows :—Depreciation spread over

:i5 years, and interest at 3i per cent., f3 158. 8d. ; repairs,

£9 ; two horses at £70, £140 ; total, £152 15s. Hd. Thus,

from the financial point of view, leaving out of account the

increased speed and etliciency, there is a saving in favour of

the electrical vehicle.

In the course of our article on the ISerlin Brigade, we
pointed out the futility of endeavouring to work out the

running and maintenance costs of fire brigade vehicles,

whether horse-drawn, steam, petrol, or electric, on a so-

Ki.^:.^:^^mBMBBB^/ "wb^^SjbBkBm^^^B n^
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vehicles can be driven by much less skilled men than are

required for petrol or steam machines, and that from the

point of view of rapidity of turn-out they are absolutely un-

equalled by any other form of traction. The vehicle starts

off at a good speed, and, owing to its high rate of acceltra-

tion, quickly attains its top speed, while the others require

time to get fully going. It is no uuconimon thing for an

electric escape van to turn out in seven or eight seconds,

whereas, with other types of motor vehicles, the best time is

15 seconds. As the runs usually only average half a mile

this is a matter of considerable importance. Another im-

portant point in favour of the electric vehicle is the elec-

tric braking as an addition to the ordinary mechanical

brakes. We are als3 informed that the vehicles are very

rarely held up for re[)air8, and that the cost of the same,

apart from the batteries, is much lower than for petrol

vehicles, there being no clutch or gear bo.x, while the torque

is even, so that there is but little wear on the working

pjrts.

The following table shows the present actual number of

motor vehicles—electric, petrol-electric, and petrol—owned
by the London Fire Brigade, and the number still required

to complete the conversion of the equipment.
StiU required to

Present equip- complete con-
ment of version of Brigade
London frorQ horse to

Fire Brigade. motor traction,

Electric escape vans 11 '-^2

„ motor turn-table ladders 4 23

Escape vans, petrol or petrol-

electric 22 31

Petrol or petrol-electric

motor fire pumps 31 63

Motor lorries ... 3 8

Motor tenders —
Motor canteen vans ... ... — 1

Motor smoke- fij;hting vans... 1
—

Motor cars 15 —

Total 93 158

At the present time, out of the 85 stations of the London
e, 19 are entirely equipped with motor vehicles, and

11 partially so. New
motor vehicles are,

however, continually

being ordered by the

London County
Council, and as the

Brigade becomes more
and more motorised,

it is evident that

London will not only

be provided with a

more efficient fire-

fighting equipment,

but that this will be

controlled from fewer

centres than ' has
hitherto been found
necessary. Thus, at a

recent meeting of the

London County Council
the h'ire Brigade Com-
mittee reported that

the 12 motor fire en-

gines and 12 escape

vans, which are to be

acquired during the

current financial year,

would shortly be de-
livered, and that arrangements could now be made for

closing three substations—at Chelsea, Kushey tireen and
Sydenham. Tenders were also recently invited for the
conversion of three horse-drawn turn-table ladders to elec-

tric traction.

From the foregoing it will be evident that the London
Fire Brigade, so ably controlled by Lieutenant Sladen and
his officers, has not merely kept abreast of the times, but is

well in advance of the same, its ecjuipnient of motor firo-

fighting vehicles being without a rival in any part of the
world.

CINDER REMOVAL AT NEW YORK
POWER STATIONS.

A SBBIE8 of interestiog articles appeared recently in onr oontem-
porar, Powi-r, describing the difGcnlties met with by the New York
Edison Ca. in connection with the diBcharge of cinders from the
chimneys of its Waterside stations, and the means adopted to core
the trouble.

The problem of catching the cinders in the line gaees had con-
fronted the authorities for many years, and the various schemes
tried with a view to aolvinij: it indudeJ the precipitation of the
cinders by reducing the velocity of the gasts, which proved
futile; the use of settling chambers, btlfies, screens and water
sprays ; and, finally, high gas velocity, with sharp changes of
direction of How, and impingement on films of water, Jcc, which
has proved effective.

The load conditions of the Waterside plants are very severe ; in

April, 1907, a 51,000-KW. rise occurred during one hour, and
recently the stations took on nearly 52,o00 Kw. in 20 minutes,
resulting in the forcing of fire?, increased draughts and great
production of small cinders. Close oVwervation of the wind con-
ditions showed that 75 per cent, of the cinders emitted from the
chimneys was blown into the East Kiver, and therefore lefs than
one-quarter of the total fell in the inhabited area from which
complaints arose.

With the intercepting arrangement in use now, about !»5 per
cent, of the solid matter is removed. At the Waterside No. 2
station boiler house, 18 fi50-n.i". boilers are installed on each of
two floors

;
blocks of six boilers— three on either side—are coupled

to sections of flues 50 ft. long, there being eight such horizontal
flues on each floor. The boilers are equipped with Taylor stokers

and operate with forced draught.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the apparatus in position, and fig. 3 shows

diagrammatically a section of flue fitted with the cinder catcher,
which has been patented jointly by Messrs. Murray and Grady, of

the New York Edison Co. ; in this A a are the smoke connections
from the boilers to the flae B, which has a combined baffle and
trough c extending the entire length. Fitting closely to this

baffle is a large movable damper D, extending the length
of the flue, and ordinarily allowing a gap of from H to ti in.

at E for the gases to pass through. The damper is counter-
balanced by weights f, and when it is raised, the link o controls

the movement of the lower edge, so that suflijient area for the
passage of gases is maintained above the water in the bottom and
between the damper and flue side.

An Sin. water pipe, H, estfnds along each trough, perforated
with 1 in. holes spaced -t in. apart along the bottom : the water in

the bottom of the flue is circulated through these pipes, filling the
troughs and overflowing in a sheet down the battles D, back again
into the flue bottom. About 75 gallons of water per minute per boiler

Fit;. 1.—Dami'KK and Flush Piri-s. Fi(i. 2.—WKKiurs ANi> Watki; Main.

is circulated, and about 8 gallons per minute per boiler is added to

make up for loss by evaporation, sprays, 4:0.

The gases coming through A are deflected downward? by c,

impingiug on the sheet of water on n, and then pass through the

wedge-shaped duct at the flue side at high velocity on to the water

in the Hue bottom ; from 10 to 15 percent, of thecinder is taken out

by the water on the damper, and from SO to S5 per cent, is removed
by the water in the flue. It is estimateil that thecinder is pro-

jeoted towards the water turtace at about ,"<0 ft. per sec.

The boiler capacity is not seriously interfered with by the

cinder catcher ; the position of the balllc is maintained so that the

velocity of the gases leaving the tjatlie is the highest jiossible with
the chimney draught obtainable, and, under normal conditions,

with boilers operating at 110 and 150 per cent, rating, the bartie
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opening would be :t to 6 in ,
iaoreaBtag to 14 ia. at 225 per cent

ratioir.

The (jases at the Waterside Btationa ontaia about 'Oi'i per cent

Bulphur dioxide gM, and BulphurouB and sulphuric ucidB are

formed by contact with the water ; the latter in the Hue tank

containB about °025 per cent, of those acidu and a Bmall amount of

hydrochloric acid.

These acids have given muoh trouble ; a sheet-iron battle wa«

eaten away in two weeks, and with enamelled sheets theenamd
cracked otf owing to the heat. ABbestos board became Boft, and a

wire-glass bailie failed as Boon as installed. Up to the present

No. 8 gauge copper battles, Hanged and faBtened with J-in. copper

bolts, the ends reinforced with 21-iD. copper bar, have given the

In fig. 2 a large horizontal steel bar may be i-een on the left-

hand Hi(!e. This is carried by the charging machine and slides

horizontally into sockets in the charging box. liy slewing round
the arm together with the box the charging machine traveises the

length of the building, until it arrives opposite the particular

furnace to be charged. The arm is then adjusted in height, and
the box thrust into the furnace, upon which the bar is revolved
through Il-ii and the contents emptied into the furnace. On the
completion of this operation the bar is withdrawn, together with
the emptying box, slewed round and the procesB repeated.

There are in all eeven motions, and although the duty imposed
upon the machine is heav}—the loaded charging box weighing as

Fig. 3.—Skction of Boileb and Cinder Catcheb. Fig. 2.

—

ELECTEICAL FLKNACE-CllAU(il.NG MACUlNt;.

best results, no deterioration being shown on the side over which

water runs, and very little on the other side after several weeks'

service.

The flues of S-in. steel plate are paintfd inside and out with

linseed oil and red lead, and have a lead lining J in. thick in the

bottom forming the water tank. These cinder catchers reduce the

solid content of the gases to '02 gr. per cb. ft , which compar-s

favourably with the scrublwrs and washers used for cleaning blast

furnace gas.

The apparatus was made by the Metropolitan Engineering Co

,

Brooklyn, K.Y., and has been applied at other stations.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES. FITTINGS

AND PLANT.

An Electricallydriven riirnace-chargiiig Machine.

A very interesting machine from the electrical as well as from the

mechanical standpoint is the fuinace-charging machine in a steel

works, which lifts the charging boxes whii;h have been previously

filled with pig-iron or scrap and empties them ioto the furnace.

Fig I.— Charging Fursacls with Lifting Magnets.

A modern method of loading the charging boxes is by means of
' Witton-Kramer " lifting magnets in the manner shown in fig. 1.

much as three tons—the motions are fairly slow, and motors of

no great size are needed. The following gives the sizes of the

motors and the speeds of the operation :—Hoisting, 20 HP., at

40 ft. per min. ; cross traverse, 40 ii.P., at 220 ft. per min.
;

long travel, 60 H.l'., at SnO ft. per min. ; elewicg, 10 H.P., at 6 revs,

per min. : bar turning, 10 Hi'., at 6 revs p^r min. ; auxiliary hoist,

10 H.p , at 20 ft. per min. ; auxiliary traverse, 10 H.P., at 150 ft.

per min.
The charging machine illusbrated wa' construc'ed by Messrs.

VVeltmann, Si?aver & Head, of 47, (Jaeen Victoria Street, London,
E.C ; the motors were supplied by the (lioeral Elestric Cj., Ltd.,

of Witton, Birmingham, whilst the lifting miguei was manu-
factured by the Witton-Kramer Elec;tric Tool and Hoist Co., for

whom the Genebal Electbic Co., Ltd , are sole selling agents.

Sliding Contact Resistances,

The accompanying illustrations show one of the sliding contact

resistances introduced by Messrs. Mickelwright, Lth , of Well
Works, Alperton, M ddlesex. These resistances consist of a
vitreous-enamelled steel tube, which is wound with high tempera-

ture enamelled resistance wire. Contact is made on the wire with

Fig. 3.—Micklewbight Sliding Contact Rksistance,
WITH AJsD without COVER.

a laminated copper brueh, guided on two rods, the latter ensuring

that the brush shall not be overstraine.i. The regulation which
mjy be obtained is verv gradual and accurate. Tte apparatus is
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well ventilated, and light in weieht, and all live parta are encloeed.

The insulation in fireproof throutrhout, and the device is neat and

oompaot in appearance. Six sizes are made, varyinpr in capacity

from aj amperes at 7i ohms, to J ampere at 2.000 ohms. They

are in use for the regulation of Hpeed of small motors on kinema-

tograph projectors, diniminfr lamp», testin?, charginK small cells,

cautery, and similar purposes where fine regulation of small current

is required.

Neutral PolDt Eartliin«r Resli^tance.

Messus. Fkbouson, Pailin & Co., of Edward Street, Hieler

Openshaw, Manchester, have recently completed for the Bradford

Corporation electricity department a neutral point earthing

resintanoe, which we illustrate in fijf. 4.

This resistance was built for the 6,G00-volt three-phase system,

and allows 500 amperes to pass to earth for three minutes without

injury, the resistance beinsr 8 ohms, so that the power dissipated

is approximately 2,000 K\v. for three minutes.

dimmini; attachment, known as " Dim-a-Iite," (or use in cun-

junction with the f^low lamp. It con^iats of s imall rheostat

which is inserted into the lampholder, while the lamp ia fixed in a

bayonet bolder under the device . by palling a i>mall cord attached

to it resistance steps are inserted and the llcrht may be oaed

either "foil," "dim," "low," "nipht liirht." or may be put out.

The " Dim-a-lite" device is manufactured regularly for 110 and

Fio. 4.—Neotbal Point Eautuino Resistakce fou Bbadfohd
Elbctricity Dbpabtment.

The gridi are of oast-iron and ar« supported on three mica

insulated steel rods; the c«ntre rod prevents buckling, a defect

which many s"<i^- "upported in two places only, are subjeot to.

Each bank of grids is carried on lengths of tee-iron, which ara

supported on porcelain insulators.

The insulation between grids oonaiats of mica washers. The

grids are slotted so that if it ia required to replace any one of

them it is only necessary to elacken the bolt and put in the spare

grid.

The complete resistance is divided into halves which are placed

in parallel, and isolating switches are provided at the top in com-

pletely enolosed chambers, for selecting the alternator to be

earthed.
" Ejc-Rest " Wall Bratket.

One of the latest applications of the B.T.H. "Eye-Rest ' system

of indirect lighting tukos the form of ornamental wall-braokots

carrying fliimbeaux, eaoh of which is fitted with a small X-ray re-

flector and a 40-watt Mazda drawn-wire lamp
;
the light is thrown

UDOn to the ceiling in the same wayaswith the ordinary bowl fitting.

The lamps and rt'tlectors are invisible from the ground These

brackets oan be had in several period de^ignf>, with one, tw ., or

three arms. Particulars can be had from the Bbitidh Tuoxison-

Houston Co., Ltd., Maz.la lUuse, 77, Upper Thame* Street,

London, B.C.
" DIui.a.llte."

The Wirt Co., of Germantown, Philadelphia, C S.A,, whose

agents in this country are the Benvamin Eluctbic, Ltp., Ia,

Rosebery Avenae. London, have placed ou the market a neat little

FiQ. 5.—The "Dim-a-lite" in Use.

220-volt supply, either A.c. or D.c, and either of these types

Buccesefully operates with a range of pressures over and nnder

those mentioned. The device is claimed to save from 20 to

70 per cent, in energy consumption, is easily attached and has

been approved by the American Fire Underwriters. It oan be

fitted to a bracket lamp and operated by turning the shade if

desired.

E.A.C. Ironclad Switchgear.

For the last 12 months the Electkical Appabatcs Co., Ltd.

of Vauxhall Works, South Lambeth Road, S.W., has been develop-

ing a new type of ironclad switchgear to comply with the new
Mining Regulations, but at the same time to be of such a form

that it can be used for central-station work where a more robust

type of gear is required than the slate or marble panel type

usually installed. Sample pillars are already working in some of

the largest collieries in the country, and have proved satisfactory

in service, bo that the apparatus is already well past the shop

¥

Fig. 6.— E.A.O. Ibosclad Switch Pillab, Tvpk C.

experimental stage. As shown in fig. 6, the vehole of the eleoteioal

gear is contained in a oast-iron casing, no sheet steel boing ustd (or

this purpose ; the only exception i» that two small mspecUou

windows are fitted with thick wired gla,s8 . behind one of these

the meters aro mounted, and the other gives a view of the overload

trip scales. The whole of the joints in the casing consist of brovl

machined faces M in. wide which bed toirother without «uy

packing ; the gear may therefore be termed Hameptoof as well as

oil immersed. The complete pillar is supported on a heavy cast-

iron base, a portion of which forms a lovol stand immeiiiatcly

below the oil tank, so that the latter can bo lowered oirectly on to

this while inspection of the contacts. \c ,
is being luade.

Immediately above this iwJestal is b.dleil the bus-bar and isolat-

ing switch chamber. This al.so carries rails on which the switch

runs when being isolated. The bus-bars are of drawn copper rod,

insulated throughout with mica. Conneotions from theae bus-ljara

are made to three switch jaws above, with which the U^lat-

ing plugs of the switch engage when the Utttr is
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iu poaitian. Above tbeae throe jawa ia a further aet

of jawd to whiuh are uoiiauoted feeder cablet) ooatrolled by the

awituh. Theiie iaulatiu^ jawd are agaiD ineulated thruui;h-

out by inic*. The bulbar and iHolatiD^ ubamber ia covered by a

removable uast-iron front haviui; aix holea, throui;h which the

awitoh iaolatiner plu(;H pa'x, and a binned cover for theau ia pro-

vided, on which are caat the words: "Danger. Cloae door when
awitoh ia away,

'

When in poaition the awituh ia aupported on the raila mentioned
above, and atanda immediately in front of the iaolatin^ chamber.
It ia provided with rollera which make runninff ea*y ; a '..OOO-volt

awitoh can easily bi withdrawn from the iHolating plu);a by one
man. While open air apacpa iotide have bten avoided, ample rocm
is provided for making adjuHtmenta and repairs, .V:c.

The insulation of the awitch is mica throughoat, even to the

isolating plug counectora, which pass throup;h the switch casinf;

in a mica sleeve and are clamped to the caae by a special packini;

gland. Thia ia a gteat improvement over the usual method of

oementin); the connectors into porcelain insulators.

The switch contacts can be either of the laminated brush type

with butt arcing tips bedding on to stationary copper blocks, or
" V "-shaped solid copper contacts bedding on to laminated station-

ary contacts with arcing tip?, as preferred. Either the " main " or
" arcing " contacts can be removed without disturbing the others.

The oil tank is wood lined, and wood separators are fitted between
the phases. The overload trips are mounted directly on the main
conductors, thus obviating the use of current transformers. Each
trip is entirely independent of the others and of the no-voltage

trip, but all operate on the same tripping bar. The overload

trips are, of course, adjustable, and time lags can be fitted if

desired. The arrangement of the trip gear is such that all trip

coils can be fitted on to the lead side of the switch ; thus the no-

FiG. 7.— Ironcl.vd Switch with Covebs Removed.

voltage trip circuit is not broken on the isolating plugs. The
tripping bar passes through the switch casing to a separate self-

contained trip mechanism chamber on the right-hand side of the
awitch. This chamber contains no live parts, and ia not inter-

locked with the other covers (eee below) ; thus the tripping gear
can be cleaned and adjusted without isolating or even opening the
switch. The trip gear is loose handle, and a trip control lever is

provided with " off " automatic ' and " non-automatic " positiona.

It can be left in the two former, but has a spring return to the
automatic position from the non-automatic. If this trip lever is

in the "off" position the switch cannot be closed, as it will trip

before the switch contacts engage. The switch can be opened either

by the trip control lever or by the main operating handle. The
instruments are mounted inside the switch case, the voltmeter
being provided with a reducing transformer and fuses on voltages
above 650. The ammeter, like the overload trips, however, is

mounted directly oa the main conductors. Double interlocks are
provided, that is to say, no portion of the awitch casing (with the
exception of the covers of the trip mechanism chamber mentioned
above) can be removed if the isolating plugs are engaged, and the
switch cannot be pushed back into the isolating chamber if any
cover is off. These interlocks have purposely been placed in the
most inaccessible positions so that they cannot be " fooled." The
switch, of course, can only be withdrawn or placed in the isolating
chamber if it is in the "off " position. The oil tank is provided
with lowering screws. Arrangements are made so that the cables

can be brought in or taken out in any direction.

The sizes at present placed on the market range up to oiiO

amperes on low pressure and up to 6,000 volts on high pressure.

A large stock of parts is being kept in order to effect prompt
deliveries. The gear, although primarily for mining work, ia

suitable for the control of the high- pressure side of rotary con-
verters, iic, in sub-stations.

Staiupi'd Slcei I'lillf) •.

Mt.'^.iu.-'. U. A. Walmkr Ic Co., of 38, Victoria Mreet Weat-
minster, send un particulars of their Britiab " Keystone ' all-at«el

atampetl pulleys, of new det>ign, which are guaranteed to run
dead true on the shaft . the arma are fixed into the hub and rim
in auch a way that when the pulley is tightened up on the abaft

the contour is not affected in any way. All the parts are carefully

annealed. The bushes being of stamped ateel are lighter than
aolid bunhes. and are interchangeable, and the driving torque ia

distributed equally over all the arma. The pulleya are made in a
great variety of sizes, from C in. in diameter x 8 in. wide, up to

30 in. X 9 in. wide, or 24 in. x 1-' in. wide, the larger eizee being
provided with doable arms. No key-way it required.

WAR ITEMS.

Cabbon Mam kactube.— In view of the interesting position

that the war has forced us into in connection with British-made
carbons, it may not be out of place to remind onr readers that at

different periods during the last 30 or 40 years attempts have been

made to carry on the manufacture of carbon rods for electric

lighting purposes in this country. Though thete efforts have had
to be abandoned for various reasons, the matter possesses par-

ticular interest at the present time ; it will be remembered that

the owners of the Witton carbon works have incurred in connec-

tion with them during the past 12 years a loss of £70.000 or

£80,000. Among the attempts referred to was that of the India-

Rubber, Gutta-Percha and Telegraph Works Co., which dates back

to 1878. and covered both carbon plates for battery purposes and
carbons for lighting. The plant installed for the manufacture of

these at that date is still in existence, and though devoted to the

production of plates it could, no doubt, easily be brought into

operation again if the market price of the product justified it.

Some five or six years after the company began its carbon-

making operations severe price-cutting was carried on by American
firms, who, later, were themselves driven out of the field

by the Austrian and German makers. Through all these years

—

very trying ones from the British point of view—the Silvertown

company continued its operations with a diminishing output of

carbons for lighting service. The remaining section of this class

of the business disappeared in 1893, when British selling develop-

ments brought British as well as Continental price-cutting com-
petition, and since then the factory has been devoted entirely to

plates for batteries.

Names of Makebs ob Si ppliebs Wanted.—The Board of Trade
have received a very large number of inquiries for names of sellers

or buyers of articles of which the sources of supply or markets have
been interfered with by the war. Special arrangements have been

made in the Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board

(73, Basinghall Street, E.G.) for dealing with the inquiries, and
lists are being prepared and circulated of articles which inquirers

desire (.n) to purchase and (A) to sell. The first lists are now ready

and may be obtained on application to the Branch. Firms
interested in any of the goods mentioned, either as buyers or

sellers, should communicate with the director. An enlarged sample

room will also be established very shortly for the purpose of

exhibiting samples of German and Austrian or Hungarian goods

or materials which have competed with British products at heme
or abroad, especially those which are necessary for the continu-

ance of British manufacture, but which it is now impossible

to obtain from their previous sources. Firms who may wish to

exhibit goods are invited to make application to the Branch. It

ehould be expressly understood, however, that the exhibition is

intended exclusively for samples of goods which have formerly

been obtained in Germany and Austri? -Hungary alone, and which
firms may now desire to purchase in the United Kingdom. Notice

will be given of the opening of the exhibition. A catalogue

library will also be opened, and firms who may not desire to

exhibit samples are invited to furnish catalogues of goods formerly

received by them from Germany and Austria-Hungary ;
these

catalogues to be classified by trades in order to be readily accessible

to inquirers.

In the list of articles which inquirers desire to purchase the fol-

lowing appear :

—

Aluminium—Disks : powder : rods and sheets.

Asbestos—Fibre jointing.

Brassware—General.

China and earthenware—For electric fittings.

Electrical apparatus—Celluloid cases ; enamelled copper wire
;

maenets ; magnetos
;
papier mache covers ; vulcanite mouldings.

Fibre—Board.
Glass and Glassware, General—Blown glass i for electrical

fittings ; for optical instruments ; heat-resisting.

Lamps—Carbons for ; electric incandescent
;
globes for : glass

bulbs and tubes for.

Lighters—Automatic.
Machinery for making electric lamps.
Paper—For Morse telegraphy.

Rubber—Thin gntta-percha.
Sheet Metal^—Aluminium ; brass ; iron plates ; zinc.

Vulcanite—Mouldings; rods and. sheets.

Wire—Enamelled copper.
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Jai'AN.—The Board of Trade ha8 received the foUowinir infof

mation from H.M. Commercial Attache in Japan:—"Chiefly

owing to rapid buyin^r the consequent rise in pricfH of accumu-
lated stocks, and the special conditions resultiner tberefrcm, pay-

ments have improved. The financial position is said to be fairly

satisfactory, but it is difllcult to say precisely whether regular

payments will be possible in the event of the market becoming
congested. II M. Commercial Attachr is of opinion that the

German Empire's large share of the trade is almost entirely due to

excessive credit facilities, and although (presumably under ordinary

circumstances) he would not consider such a course de8iraV)le, it

may be necessary for liritish interests to extend credit facilities.

Export trade is seriously disorganised owing to the stoppage of

Continental purchases of silk and the big fall in pricts

in the Tnited Htatoy. Transactions in habutae, braids,

and in general export trade, are being very much interfered with
on account of serious difficulties as to shipment and exchange, but

the present position is slowly improving on account of assistance

promised by the Japanese specie banks. Prospects for the rice

crop are encouraging. The following are German or Austro-

Hungarian goods with which British manufacturing interests

should be able to compete :—Drugs (especially) ;
galvanised iron

wire, worsted yarns and electrical machinery. The iron and steel

supply is calculated to suffice for six months ; wire gauge Xo. H

has advanced to £9 ISa. c.i.f., and other gauges in the same pro-

portion. Mild steel bars, round, basis sizas, have advanced by,

roughly, 40 per cent., and sheets in the same proportion. Theabove
prices are for stocks, and there is no forward business being carried

on. There has been a very large rise in the price of drugs,

especially santoninum, acid carbolicum, cocaine hydrochlor, morphia,
German proprietary medicines. British manufacturing interests

are strongly recommended to take advantage of the opportunity

which must offer for the supply of enemies' goods, but it is abso-

lutely essential that experts should pay a visit to Japan. The
present stock of yarns is believed to be small, on account of the

depression in the mousseline trade early in the year. There has

been a 20 per cent, rise in prices of paper owing to the shortage

in the supply of pulp and other necessaries for its manufacture.
Domestic pulp is only suitable for newspapers. There has been no
change of importance in the textile import trade. No better

opportunity is likely to occur for the supply of dyes and malt if

supplies are forthcoming. There has been a big rise in price of

industrial chemicals and glass sheets. The greatest energy is

being displayed by American firms, and Japanese firms will also

take advantage of the opportunity."
Lancashike Notes —Mr. Webber, who is connected with a

large North of England firm interested in the sale of electric lamps
and other lighting goods, was one of the chief speakers at a

meeting of businees men and publicity men which was held at the
Grand Hotel, Manchester, on August 28th, for the purpose of dis-

cussing the business conditions and trading pcssibilities arising

out of the war. The meeting had been convened by the Column
Club, which embraces in its membership business men of all kinds
and advertising men.

Mr. Webber said that his firm had been largely interested in the
importation of German and Austrian goods into this country.

Immediately after war broke out foreign supplies were cut off,

and they were faced with the possibility of having to close down
their business entirely. They were wanting supplies of a certain

article, and he wrote to the firms in this country who were manu-
facturers in that line of business. There were six firms only, and
five replied " full up." The sixth firm replied to the effect that

they would be pleased to supply any sort or make of the article

required. The ()uotation he afterwards received was 10 guineas
per gross. The German price was 1 Is. per gross. (" Oh '. ") Manu-
facturers in this country, said Mr. Webber, were far too conser-

vative. An instance of this was to be found in an experience which
he had just had. Ho wrote to a large Birmingham firm

from whom he wanted glass to replace the Austrian glass which,
up to the present, had been reputed to be the best in the world
for use in connection with lighting. The Hirpiingham firm said

they would quote, and they did so. He offered them a big order,

and received from them a reply that they were " full up," and
that to fulfil the order would necessitate the manufacture of a

special mould and special machinery, and they did not see tit to

entertain the proposal. His reply to that was that he would be

pleased to pay for the mould and the cost of producing the neces-

sary machinery. The firm said they could not entertain it. I'or-

Bonally, he thought it was a great shame. Germans had come ovci

to this oountn-y with nothing but a satchel, had stayed a short

time, paying no taxes, and hiwl gone back with orders amounting
to hundreds of thousands of pounds, which had kept their work-
Bhops busily employed and found work for hundreds of people.

In his opinion the best service the Column Club oould render to

the people of this country would be to invite capitalists and
manufacturers to be more broad-minded and to lay themselves out

to supply the needs of this country and of the Colonies by opening
up factories and making goods which had formerly been made only
in (iermany and Austria. Banking institutions might be prevailed
upon to assist such projects. He was convinced that if that policy

were adopted they would have a walkover, because they had a

good start.

The Chairman (Mr, W. H. Veno) presented a long list represent-

ing a summary of the value of electrical imi>orts from Ciermany
during l!)12 retained in this country. lie moved the followiug
resolution :

—"That this meeting considers there is now no real

basis for any panic in business. Homo demand in a largo degree
still continues : all Colonial and many foreign markets are open to

us. Britain's ultimate success can best be gained by a return to

normal conditions of trade, and to help to secure this end manu-

facturer? of branded gocda are nrged to continue their advtrtiiiBg

both at home and abroad, especially having regard to the many
opportunities there are at present of securing trade whith has
hitherto gone to Germany and Austria.

'

Mr. S. C. Peacock, who seconded the resolution, said that the
worst had happened, business men now knew how they ttocd, aLd
he calculated that within a month the business which woald be
done would be 90 per cent, of the normal.
The resolution was adopted, and it was decided that a committee

should take steps to give practical effect to the resolation, and to

secure the cooperation of the Press.

The Stalybridge Joint Tramways and Electricity Board hu
decided to pay half wages i minimum lOf.) to men in the strvice of

the board who join the colours, and to keep their sitnations open
for them.
The St. Helens Cable Co. have lost the services of 22 cmplojei

who have been called up, and the company are looking after their

dependants and keeping their situations open. The works are

running full time, and it is not anticipated that any difficnlty will

be experienced in keeping them going.

At the next meeting of the liolton Town Council one of the

members is to move a resolution that the salaries of all Corporation
servants receiving over £100 per annum be reduced according to a

scale commencing with a redaction of 5 per cent, on the first

£100, and rising to 2.5 per cent, on amounts over £.oC0.

The staff of Dirwen electricity and destructor departments have
decided upon a weekly voluntary levy to be given to the relief

fund, the scale to be :—Those receiving wages of 20?. and under
30s., Od. per week ; 'Ms. and under 408,, !)d. ; 409. and under .lOs.

.

Is. ; .50s. and under 60s., Is. 3d. Councillor Thornley (Electricity

chairman) will contribute 5s, per week ; and Mr. Garnett, manager,
4s. 6d. per week.
Our Manchester correspondent writes :

—"The British Westing-
houee works at Tratford Park, Manchester, are running full time,

and the staff have decided to make a donation to the relief fund,

made up of a certain proportion of their salaries, which will

amount to about £80o. Electricity and tramway emplnjO^ in the

service of the Manchester, Salford, Blackburn, Oldham, Darwen,
Wigan, Rochdale, Hyde, and Stockport Corporations have deeided

to support the national relief fund, either by way of voluntary

levies of proportions of their salaries and wages, or by weekly
collections. By permission of the B.I. and Helsby Cable Co., the

Recreation Hall at Helsby is being converted into a hospital for

the Red Cross Society. Messrs. E. 0. Walker i: Co., of 26, Cannon
Street, Manchester, who installed the electric lighting for the rifle

range of the HoUins Mill Co., Ltd., have generously offered to fit

up, free of cost, one or two others on similar lines, if someone tlse

will find the room."
Australia.—H.M. Trade Commissioner in Australia, under

instructions from the Board of Trade, has recently collected certain

samples of foreign hardware, hollow-ware, and tools which com-
pete with similar goods of British origin in the Australian market.

These samples, which include a large number of German goods,

have just been received from Australia, and in connection with the

campaign which the Board of Trade has recently started with a

view to assisting British firms to secure trade formerly in German
and AustroHungarian hands, arrangements have been made for

their immediate exhibition in this country. The samples, which
number about 430, divide themselves into the followiug main
headings ;—Aluminium ware, enamelled ware, general hard-

ware (.bolts, staples, hinges, butts, bells, choppers, hooks, padlocks,

stoves, lamps, spoons, ,V:o.) and tools. The aluminium ware,

enamelled ware and general hardware have been dispatched to

Birmingham for exhibition at the offices of the Birmingham
Chamber of Commerce, and the tools to Shtttield for exhibition at

the offices of the Shefiield Chamber of Commerce. All the samples

will then be exhibited in London and in any other industrial

centres where it may seem desirable to send them.

A report relating to these samples, giving full information as

to country of origin, prices. Sec, is being circulate*! to firms in the

country who may be interested, and copies may also be obtained

on application "at the offices of the Commercial Intelligence

Branch, 73, Basioghall Street, London, K.C.

The employri of the Edison i: Swan United Electric Light Co..

Ltd., have joined almost in a body the ride club formed by the

company, in which the directors have interested themselves in

more ways than one.

Bia.ciAX luoN ANO Steel Works.—The I'nictu'a' AVi/inA-

states that during the L'ege bombardment the Ongn's-Marihaye

Steel Works at Lu'ge are reported to have been dcmoli.»hed, and the

Cockerill works at Seraing partially so. The Cocketill works

employ 10,000 workmen, and large number of turrets have Iwen

turned out for Belgian forts, the si>ocial steel of which is about

9 in. thick, of tremendous strength, and owes it great defensive

powers largely to the curving, produced by hydraulic pressure.

Recently, the firm prcductd turrets for the Antwerp foits, while

Fort Seraing, recently attacked by the Germans, was (vquipptd from

these works. One of the lathes for dealing with these turrets has

a span of :!."• ft. The firm built the first locomotive, manufactured

the first steel rails produced on the Continent, and for mary ytars

was the leading establishment in Europe in output and number of

workmen employed. The chief. Dr. Adophe lireiner. was in May
last elected prc.iideut of the Iron and Stwl Institute, and would

have presided at the Paris meeting in September. In l.-^tT Dr.

(ireiner instilled at Seraing the first gas engine driven by cleaned

blast furnace gas. and this engine is still in use. The Germane
have seiuxl the works and are trying to carry them on. but cannot

get workmen. The Ougiot-Marihaje works cover 261 sorts, and

comprise 60 ooke ovens, eight blast fnrnioes, and a steel-produoing

plant covering 91 acres, and turning out nearly three quarters of a
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million tons of ateel annually for railwajB, bridifen and all Borte of

8truuture9, and the firm employ at least 12,000 workmen.

CiANOK OK N'AMii.-Me«rB. A. W. * A. O. Oppenheimer,

dlreotora of MesJrt. Hiok-Dieiiel Oil Engine., Ltd., both of whom

are Britiahborn BubjeotB, have adopted the surname of fowler in

place of Oppimheimer.
. „ .

As • All liuiTisH ' DlUEUTOUV.-The British Entrineers Ahso-

uiation has issued the second edition of its Official Directory. The

obieotsof the Association are already very fuUyknowntoourreaders.

The combined capital of the firms on its membership roll amounts to

about JC100,000,000,andit is stated that the members between them

cover the whole range of entrineerinn plant and accessories. Ihis

Directory gives a list of firms who are members, and it also contains

a full classification of these members according to manufactures.

From the paucity of entries under some of these classes one

IS persuaded that there are a good many British electrical

manufaoturere who have not yet seen the wisdom, or else the

necessity, for joining this organisation. Obviously t^ey must have

their own reasons, for we have given the work of the AsBOOiation

Oo., Ltd., announce that in consequence of the great a/lvaace in

the pric^ of all raw materials and the unjjettled state of he

markets generally, they are compelled »<> withdraw al net prioes

and previous quotations, and to reduce t^" d"^""'"'„,^«/^« '**'

prices of all goods in their telephone catalogues, I heir future

stocks of telephones and signalling apparatus, including "'«"''«"•

known mining material. wiU be of British manufacture through

outTthe manufacture is well in hand, and they do not anticipate

any undue delay in the execution of orders.
. ^

The Sterling Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd., also inform us that

they are compelled to withdraw all previous net prices and quota-

tions. The discounts off the list prices of all goods in theu

catalogues will be reduced. The advance of 10 per cent, hitherto

in force on the " S " Section of their catalogue (be Is indicator.,

°c.) is now withdrawn. With the facilities of their large works

at Dagenham, they anticipate being able to maintain supplies of

the majority of the articles listed by them.

The Emfbkbs Cluu sends us particulars ef a scheme which It

has mangnrated for ooUeoting all kinds of articles required in con-

Principal Electrical Maekets of Germany,

To ECBOPE—
United Kingdom., • JE880,700

Norway MS.^M
Sweden 464,000

Denmark 822,600

Holland 691,600

Belgian. 161.300

France «3.600

Ipain 623,000

Portugal 62,100

Italy , . .

.

898,200

ii;;r*°^ :: :: i.S^
tS^r :. ;: »
V.o^ras.m<i 1||.80U

Montenegro WO
Turkey 44,800

RuBSia 1,877,600

prnland H0.800

Gibraltar, Malta and
Cyprus 900

19,108,303

To America—
United States
Canada
Mexico
Panama
Salvador
Nicaragua
Honduras
Guatemala
Costa Rica
Argentine
Brazil
Chile
Uruguay
Bolivia
Peru
Colombia
Ecuador
Venezuela
Paraguay
Cuba
Br. W. Indies and Nev
foundland

Other

Showing the Total Valie of

Germany in 1912.

To Africa—
;eil6,400 British South Africa

66,000 Egypt •••,,••
105.000 German B.W. Africa

1,600 German E. Africn .

.

800 Portuguese E. Africa

250 Morocco
Spanish Africa
British W. Africa .

.

Cameroons

.

Tunis
Togo
Brit. E. Africa

Other Africa

Exports of Electrical Goods from

750
5,600
2.7C0

847,000
361,000
260,000
1111,000

la.ooo

16,000
7.0OO
2.600
2,600
1.700

27,000

8,300

£ ,934,400

To Australasia—
Anatralia
New Zealand,.
German Ne« Guinea
Other

. £101,800
8,600
7,800

To Asia—
Japan
China ...
British India
Dutch E. Indies
Slam
Phillipines .

,

Eiao Uhau ,

.

Ceylon
Cotea
mraits Settlements
Hong Kong
Other Asia

To Europa
„ Africa

,, Asia

,, America .

,

,,
Australasia

£573.300
96,000
38,600

93 700
10,700
6.100
4,300

2,700
2,400
1,900

eoo

iB9,10S,800
, 262,500

. . 831,900
1,!I3J,400

. . 118,800

£12,266,400

sufficient publicity in our pagea to keep it well before them. The

offices of the Association are at 32, Victoria Street, b.V\ .

British Thomson-Hooston Co., Ltd.—The company estimated

that some 200 of their men from the shops and staff would enlist

bat so prompt have been the answers to the ca ,
that instead ot

200 the number from the staff and works is well beyond 400 to

date This is over 10 per cent, of the adult male employes, there

being a large proportion of women employes in the lamp

^^j'mNT Boi Compound.—The Dassek Bitumen Co. have been asked

if they anticipate any difficulty in obtaining supplies of the raw

material used in connection with the manufacture of their Irmi-

dite
" ioint box compound, and as a large number of engineers are

at the present time employing " Trinidite," the company wish to

state that they hold stocks sufficient to ensure deliveries tor

18 months or more. Shipments of further raw material are coming

to hand from the Colonies, so that there will be no interruption

whatever in the manufacture or supply ot their materials. inni-

dite
" compound is used by the Admiralty on board battleships and

in other important situations.
-i r-i^„f ,i„

Telephones and Telephone Accessories.—The Adnil Electric

ne^tion with Red Cross aid in time of war, j-l^^i^^^f
"^^^^^^^

^fnT "otu^S'lrCom^mittr^^^: Empress Club. 15.

Berkeley Street, W.
t„i;„q Sax & Co Ltd., write as

Not a German FiRM.-Messrs. Julius Bax k oo., u^

follows :—
„„„n,c- it has been suggested that we

" On several occasions recently * ^**
°;„_.rtunity of correct-

are a German firm, and we should like
^^ oPP^^^^^if^t the firm

ing this entirely erroneous impressKm, and Btatmg t^^^^
^^^^^^^

is capitalised and worked by B"ti8her8 in fi
.^ .^

Mr. Julius Sax, M,I E E„ who died ^-^
S^^'j^^/^^i^^^'^date he started

1828, and came to London in 1«=1-
fh«r thin-s invented the Aire

the present business, and amongst other thm.s ^ ^^^^ ^,^
alarm system which is still b"ng used "^^^« ^ „^g, talf

Brigade stations. Since the establishment of the nr
^^

a century ago, a number of
«P«=\»1^J«^J'^'XTals and labour are

its manufactures, and in ^^^ l^'l^^'^^^^^c^ti^nt^l rav.r)^^^^

entirely British. As we do not rely
°^^^«Xp^iition to fulfil

ttosro^r/ whi:hrv^e%7eru^ry\r
Placed^with ag^nt. for

German goods."
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1 The Safetee Controllino Appliancks Co., Ltd., inform ue
that they are workin^r their usnal hours, and will continue to do
BO. They have larffe stookfl of all sizes of their standard types of
combined ' switch fuses, and are prepared to quote for any other
type of switchffear for all purposes. They have a complete ranpre

of combined switch fuses made to Admiralty specifications, which
can be dispatched in a day or so. Their other specialities are
complete starting: panels and all types of switchboards. i- >

The Iron and Stkel In.stitute —The Secretary 'informs us

that the Comity des Forpes de France has been obliered to

cancel all arrangrements for an antnmn meotingr of the Institute in

France this year. Under the circumstances, the Council has
decided that it would be advisable to postpone for the present the
organisation of any alternative arrangements for an autumn
meeting for the reading and discussion of papers. A number of

papers have been submitted with a view to their presentation at

the meeting,whioh was to have been held at Paris, and the Council
proposes to print in the usual way 'advance copies of those papers
approved for publication and to invite discussion thereon by
correspondence. It is expected that the copies will be ready for

ieeue about the second week in September. Members who desire

to send in written communications in discussion of any of the
papers can be supplied with copies of those in which they are

interested on application to the Secretary. The papers and corres-

pondence thereon will be published in the next number of the
Journal.

.'The Council express their most sincere sympathy with their

President, Mr. Adolphe Greiner, and his family in the great

anxieties under which they are at present suffering, in common
with his countrymen, at whose hands the Institute experienced

Buoh kindly hospitality in the autumn of last year.

The following is the list of papers that have been submitted :
—

B. D. Campbell, "Note on the theory of htrdeniDg and on the constitution
of steel."

G. S. Cooper, " By-product coking industry.and its relation to the manufac-
ture of iron and steel.

L. Dufty, " Determination of oobalt in high speed steels."

L. Gulllet, '* El?ctrolytio iron, its manufacture, properties and usee."

Q. Hailstone, " TrAUaverse testing of cast-iron."

W. L. Johnson, " Utilisation of heat oontained in slags."

N. G. Eapp, •' Mechanical charging of blast-furnaces."

P. Nicou, "Iron ore deposits of Lorraine and the West of Prance."
H. de Nolly and M. Veyret, " The transformations of steels."

J. A. Piokard and F. M. Potter, " Oxygen content of open-hearth steel."

A. M. Portevin, " Deoarburisation of the steels in salt hardening baths."
A. M. Portevin and V. Bernard, " Influence of coalescence on raechanioal

properties of steels and alloys."

A. Sablin, " Use of liquid ferro-manganese in the steel processes."

A. Spannagel, " New process for heating blast-furnaoe stoves."

A CoMPLEAT Englishman.—Mr. Justus Eck writes as follows :

—

" In the interest of my colleagues and those who serve with me
on Boards, Councils and Committees, it has been suggested that 1

1

should make it clear that, although my grandfather was a Rossiau,

my father was naturalised an Englishman in 18.50. while I was not

only born in London, but also educated at King's College School,

University CjUege, and the Cambridge University. My whole
business career has been in Great Britain, with the exception of

short periods with British Colonies and Italy. Quite a number of

my relations are serving with his Majesty's colours, both with and
without oommissione.

'
I should not have troubled you with the above had not organieed

trade competitors endeavoured to harm the interests of the

organisations with which I am connected, and I wish, therefore,

to state that every employ^ of the Union Electric Co., Ltd., during

the 14 years of its existence has bpen, and is, a British-born

Bubjeot (with the exception of a Dutch stenographer, whoee
appointment was due to her competency in English orthography
and stenography, and three young men, two of whom stayed under
six months ; the third, who stayed longer, left ten years ago), and
the same applies to the majority of the board of directors.

" Deeply as we aU feel the sufferings imposed on our land and
its brave defenders, by this insane outbreak of German militancy,

I am sure no Englishman desires to take any unfair advantage due
to the trade disturbance, and I for one would be very sorry to

impose any hardships on any honest Austrian or German resident

here, who had hitherto lived amongst us a friend and conscien-
tiously carried out his duties.

" I see very many names of German origin amongst the officers

and past Presidents of the Institution of Electrical Engineers
;

were they placed there for other than their good work for British
electrical engineering ,'

" Finally, many Britishers may, like myself, have to thank busi-

ness acquaintances in Oormany or Austria for their present care of
loved ones,'; should we show ourselves less noble '

"

Chlobidk Co. Assist RRonuiTiNa.—The Chloride Electrical
Storage Co., Ltd., of Peudlebury, Manchester, have posted the fol-

lowing notice np in their works :
—

"The directors of the Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd., con-
sider that the best and most immediate service they can render to

the country in the present time of national stress and emergency,
is to facilitate as far as is in their power response from employi^j of
the company to Lord Kitchener's appeal for recruits for the
second army. They have accordingly resolved

—

" 1. To grant to the dependants of married men enlisting an allow-
ance of 10s. a week to the wife from the date of acceptance and
to continue until the war is ended, together with a farther allow-
ance afioordingr to oircnmstances for children.

"2. In case of unmarried men with dependants to grant an
allowance which will be settled according to circumstances.

" 8. In addition, in all oases whether married or single, to give
to every employe who enlists and is accepted, the sum of £,i, to be
paid In auoh way and at euoli times as the works maasjfef may
think fit, undeV the clTO\imttanoe« of each partionlar case.

" I. The directors will treat in the'same spirit all applications for
rr-'imployment on return."
Steekt LionTlNO.—Municipal authorities are acting patriotic-

ally during the existing crisis not only by refusing to curtail work
in progress, but also by undertaking work which is nece<«ary bat
which is not immediately urgent. The Electric Street Lighting
Apparatus Co., whose business is largely among these authoritier
have received a number of snch orders for street lighting fittings,

the most important being from West Ham and Batter^ea, and this
despite the fact that the increased pric* of raw mat«rialj hu
added somewhat to the cost. In addition, the orders received in
connection with Admiralty and War Office work have enabled the
company to employ a greater amount of labour beyond that neces-
sary to replace the large percentage who were mobilised and who
were called away to assist in the Admiralty repair shops.

As UsrAL."— Messrs. C. Jennings i Co., timber importers, of
Bristol, state that they are giving the usual credit terms on both
old and new accounts. They are endeavouring to keep the whole
of the works going, and are trying to catch the spirit of the time*
and start the manufacture of new lines of woodwork that were
previously foreign.

Cables foe Edinbdboh.—The Corporation some time ago
placed a contract for cables for extensions with the agent of a
German firm. As that contract cannot now be fulfilled, the E.L.
Committee has turned to a home firm, the British Inealated
and Helsby Cables, Ltd., and placed the order with them.
German Brass Trade. — One of the series of special

memoranda issued by the Commercial Intelligence Department of
the Board of Trade, for the assistance of British firms, gives fall
statistical and other information respecting the German and
Austro-Hungarian export trade in brass and brass wares, ic.
Another similar publication details the German and Austrian

exports of msichinery belting, of leather, wool, cotton, or other
materials, with observations on the position in the neutral markets.

L.C.C. Tramway Employes.—At a representative meeting of
all grades among the 12,000 employes of the London County
Council Tramways Department, presided over by Mr. A. L. C. Fell,
the manager, a scheme to contribute to the Prince of Wales's
National Relief Fund was decided upon. It was agreed that the
men should be invited to state on specified forms what weekly sum
they would be willing to contribute. Subscribing is purely volun-
tary and the amount optional.— 7'^<> Times.

English Electrical Employes in Berlin.—A communica-
tion dated August 18th has been received by Thf Dailn Mail
stating that the AUgemeine Elektricitats Gesellschaft was treating
well its British employes, who include 19 men and 11 women.
City and Guilds Technological E.xaminations.—The City

and Guilds of London Institute has issued a notice stating that
students of technological classes and others preparing for any of
the examinations of the Institute's Department of Technology will

not, so far as possible, be prejudiced in competition for certificates

and prizes, if they have been prevented from fulfilling the Insti-

tute's regulations as to attendance at classes or otherwise, by
reason of their having joined the military foroes of the Crown, or
having accepted temporary civil employment in connection with
the defence of the country.
Government Orders.—The works of the Aster Engineering Co.

(1913"), Ltd., at Wembley, are working at high pressure, having a
number of orders in hand for H.M. Government. Time and a-half

is being worked in nearly all department?, and some 50 extra hands
have been taken on during the past fortnight.

The British Electric Calibrated Fuse Co. inform ns that they
are exceedingly busy with Government orders, and also that
their commercial orders show no signs of falling off np to the
present. They have adopted the policy of taking on as many new
hands as possible, so as to give the maximnm amount of employ-
ment. They are in a position to execute ordejs promptly for any
type of fuse (except where porcelain is employed"), and in a great
number of cases, where at present porcelain fuses are in use, they
can supply other forms of fuses for the same terminals, as they
have already done. A number of strip and glass barrel fuses, slate

fuse bases, &o., were previously made in Germany ; these can be
supplied, made from British materials in their entirely British
works. Prices are the same as usual, except where they them-
selves have to pay more for raw materials ; bnt, by their policy of
carrying large stocks, this is not often the case. The employ os are

making a weekly sub«oription to the Prince of Wales's Relief Fund,
and the firm are doubling the total amount received.

Commandeered Chassis.—The Manchester Corporation motor-
bus services from Palatine Road to Cheadle and Xorthenden,
which had to be discontinued because the military authorities

commandeered the chassis, have now been resumed, the Tramways
Committee having got some chassis on loan from the London
General Omuibns Co.

The Prince's Relief Fitnp —The boxes on Manchest«r tram-
oars, into which passengers drop their tickets upon leaving, have
been converted into collecting boxes for the National Relief Fund.
British Firms Now.—The I'liiinnal yms states that the

Port of London Authority placed contracts just before the war
with three German firms to the extent of £2.^0.000 for two pair.*

of lock gates, a caisson swing bridge, a bascule bridge, and five

locomotives for the new Albert Dock, the India, and the Millwall

Docks. Tenders have now been invited from English firms for all

this work.
Alien Control of Companies.— In the Houee of Commons,

on Monday (according to the Jf'inunci.i! ,V<!/',<\ Mr. Joynecn-Hicks
arkcd the President of the Heard of Trade whether he was aware
that Messrs. Siemens Brothers, under the title of the Sitmens
Dynamo Works. Ltd., were anncuncing pHiblicly that they had
received a contract to enpply the British Gcveinment with electric
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lumps for the enfluing lu' monthn ; nnil whether he wbk BwRr« that

thouirh fhi» buBinecH wan reuistered in Enfrland aa a limited com-

jKiny with jtr.oO.doO capital in 120,000 Bbarei", thei-e Hharen were

liir^ely the property of alien enemies, 70,46r) being helil by Arnold

VV. vol) SiemenB, Karl von Siemens, and fiporpre von Siemens, alj

( f BtHb, l!<,7N:t by Alexander von Siemens, and I'.l/.'IO by G. von

rhauvin. who was registered here as an alien enemy ; and other

blocks of shares were held by persons with German names, thus

•nsurirtr that practically the whole of the profits on such Govern-

msnt contracts, and other orders for cables, ^'5., which had been

iriven by his Majesty's Government to this firm would, in the

ordinary couri-p, accrae to the advantage of these alien enemies
;

Mil whether he would take step^i to ensure that a receiver be

Immediately appointed, so that while the plant and factories were

awu) for the production of articles re>iuired in this country, so that

British workmen should not be thrown out of work, there should

hi no profits sent during the currency of the war to the King's

enemies
Mr. Ranciman : I think the best answer I can give to the hon.

member is to assure him that the general (luestion of the position

of limited companies in this country which are controlled by alien

enemies is at the present time receiving the most careful con-

sideration of his Majesty's Government. I cannot say more at

p-e<ent.

SwEDEv.—The Swedish Government has issued a proclamation

forbidding the exportation of " accumulators, mounted or partly

mounted, elements or batteries," during the period of the war.

Mariii.e Scarcity.—In view of the scarcity of marble, Messrs.

John Williams Jc Co., Dinorwic Slate Wharf, Potherhithe Street,

S E., announce that they have a large stock of slate for switch-

board purposes.

FOK THE Front.—The services of Trooper Frank A. Blood,

6th Dragoon Guards, Reserve Regiment, have been accepted

by the authorities On his return from the South African

War in 1903, he rejoined the B.T.H. Co. at Rugby, afterwards

joining Messrs. Ferranti. Ltd.. as their assistant superintendent of

switchgear erection in London and the South of England. At the

time of rejoining his regiment he was the Liverpool and

district representative for Messrs. Crowther i: Ojbom, and the

Sceando Lamp Co., Ltd., of Blackfriars Street. Manchester. The
regiment has been warned to be in readiness to leave for the front

at any moment.
Rkcbuiting —Messrs. Eckstein, Heap & Co., Ltd., manufacturing

electrical engineers, of Manchester, have expreesed the hope that

all their employes who are fit to assist the country will take

advantage of an offer they make to pay grants of money weekly to

wives or parents of their employL^ who enlist. The grants are to

continue from the day an employe is accepted for service to the

conclusion of the war.

Down to Wednesday morning 75 employed of all grades from the

generation and distribation departments staff of the County of

London Electric Supply Co., Ltd., have left for raval and military

service.

Clocks not "Made in Germany."—Messrs. Gent & Co., Ltd.,

of Leicester, write to point out that "Pulsynetic" impulse clocks

are a " home-made" production, being manufactured at their own
well-appointed works.

It may be also mentioned that " Invar, " or non-expanding,

nickel steel for pendulums was almost escludvely a German pro-

dnctijn until Gjnt & Co., Ltd., some years ago introduced British-

made " Sinevar " non-expanding nickel steel. "Sinevar" steel

has a coefficient of expansion of only 0000010 per cent, per degree

C, and all Pulsynetic time transmitters are fitted with pendulums

of this u«ful alloy.

6.EC. Men with the Colodbs.— At the beginning of the

week close on 10 per cent, of the total number of employes of the

(mineral Electric Co., Ltd., had joined the colours. The actual

numbers for the various ofSoes and works are a'' follows ;—Head
office (67, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.G.), 75

;
provincial

branches, 70; Union Street Works. 8 ;
SUford Electrical Instru-

ment Work?, S ; Peel-Conner Telephone Works, 24 ; Witton Works
(including the engineering works, carbon works, conduit works,

and the Ileene works), 165. Mr. H. Clifford Palmer (manager,

publication department) is a lieutenant in the London Scottish, and
Mr. W. E. Curtis (manager, bought ledger department), is also an
officer, his regiment being the Army Service Corps (.Territorials).

A British Firm.—Messrs. H. Hartjen & Co., of 35 and 37, Noble

Street, London, E C, write that the sole partner in the firm is a

born Englishman, and with the exception of a non-German foreign

correspondent, the staff are all British. The name alone is of

foreign extraction (Norwegian).
Egypt and South America.—The Board of Trade has received

the following information from H.M. Consul at Alexandria :

—
" It the cotton crop is successfully financed, the conditions and

^respects of trade will be favourable. The United Kingdom should

secure a large proportion of the German Empire's very valuable

trade with Egypt, in all manufactures of good quality, such as

machinery— especially artesian-well apparatus— canvas hose,

machine tools, gauges, wrought-iron pipes and tubes, files, bolts,

Xi!., and in textiles imitating popular patterns. Successful com-

piti'ion is improbable in inferior, ' cheap and na-fty' goods such

as crockery, pewter, ironmongery, hosiery and haberdashery. Our
sei-ious difficulty is that long credit (six or twelve months) is

indispensable, as fellaheen pay only by instalments."

Hi! Consul-General in Rio de Janeiro reports :—
' Ae3ording to telegrams from New York, United States of

America firms are preparing to send a veritable army of commercial
travellers to South America, especially to Brazil, Argentina and
Chile, with a view to the capture of German trade in those

markefce
'

(Ji.A.^.ssvAUE- -Messrs. Holopbane, Ltd., referring to the stoppage

to the importation of Contim-ntal-made glassware, inform us that

Holopbane is the only form of priKuiatic glaes which is made in

this country. Their works at Gateshead are well c<(oipped for

dealing with any iltmands which may be made upon them, and it

id not anticipated that any difficulty will arieein regard to suppliee

of raw matirial. For these reasonB, the prices of Hjluphane
glaosware will remain as before, although the shortage of ordinary

rf llwtorB haH led to a very substantial inorease in prices.

LnuTED CoMi'ANiKS AND ALIEN Shabeuoldekh.—The Board

of Trade has issued a notice warning all joint stock companiea and
their officers that :

—
1. No dividends or interest declared or becoming due after the

outbreak of war should be paid during the war to or in accordance

with instructions from any person resident in enemy territory.

Such dividends or interest should be paid into a separate acconnt

at a bank to be disposed of after the conclnsion of the war.

2. No transfer of any shares or debentures from any person

resident in enemy territory should be registered during the war.

Sii'i'LV Meters.—The Bastian Meter Co., Ltd., wish it to be

known that they hold large stocks of raw materials and will have
no trouble in expeditiously meeting all orders. The Bastian meter
is manufactured throughout in England with British labour and
British capital.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by ut after 5 P.M. ON TUESDAY cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondent! should forward th^ir communi-
cations at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published

unless we have the writer's name and address in our posMettion.

Pdnania, Berlin and Fraternity.

It is not usually the policy of your journal to interfere in

matters of politics, more especially when such matters

assume an international aspect, but at the present time, when
all conventions of peaceable life are being ruthlessly upset,

I should like to refer to an aspect of the present struggle

which concerns in a very direct manner the electrical

engineering industry not only of this nation, but also of

one to which we arc bound by ties of blood and memory.

In the past we have received from the American technical

journals such evidence of their genuine interest in our

commercial and technical well-being that we feel sure

that at the present time, when the resources of the British

nation, both military and commercial, are being subjected

to a test such as has never before been experienced, we shall

tind a hearing not only among Britishers who have influence

ill the world's markets, but also in the United States of

America, where our cousins have stood for the most

advanced principles of commercial and technical progress.

The United States and ourselves are in a commercial sense

neighbours. No cause or state of war exists between us.

(bmmerce to us and to them is equally a vital thing, and

the world's markets are wide. Pressure of competition from

Germany, a competition which has been rendered possible

very largely liy the use of low-priced labour, has been

temporarily removed, opening a valuable prospect to those

who can take up the trade. As for ourselves, we are still

in business, but it must not be denied that while our attention

and our resources are largely occupied in safeguarding our

national interests and even existence, we cannot devote quite

the same attention to business expansion as we could other-

wise do. Supposing that a man were busily employed in

kicking an intruder out of his front garden, it would not be

a neighbourly act of the man next door to steal his poultry

from the backyard, and while we may feel that the

electrical engineering fraternity of America would not

consciously do anything so mean, they might be asked not

only as a matter of courtesy, but as a measure of common
interest, to refrain from doing anything which would under-

cut or curtail the present volume of British export business.

I say this not because I think that citizens of the United

States would desire to weaken us at the moment of our

greatest need, but because there is always the temptation

of an open market and weakened competition. Under

normal circumstances competition is a fair test of merit :

under abnormal circumstances it is not merely courtesy, but

preservation of safety to blunt the keen edge of competition

when this is directed against friends. I appeal on the

ground, first, of that spirit of fairness which l^as oijly

recetitiy demonstrated its {fo'Wer in a m^hificVlft wky in the
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United States over the force of money grubbing;. Foi'soine

time the Paiiiima Canal presented the posjibihty of acute

misunderstanding between us. Tiie raa;^nificent deter-

mination of President Wilson saved the world from witness-

ing the imposition of what in many quarters would liave

been considered an undue balance in the administration of

the canal charges. "We can therefore with conSdence appeal

to a nation whicli has already manifested in a commercial

matter its sense of international fairness.

This appeal may also be made on the ground of common
safety. Oreat Britain is not at present waging war either

ill a military or commercial sense due to a lust for territory.

Tt is taking part in a struggle in which free commercial

peoples are ranged against nations whose undoubted genius

for conmierce and technical progress is overshadowed and

strangled by an all-absorbing militarism, whose power is

vested in the hands of a very few persons not directly con-

cerned in the progress of the nations as a whole. As Mr.
II. G. Wells has pointed out in the tremendous appeal which

h? has made to America, " fjet us not attempt to deny the

greatness of Germany and of Germany's contributions to

science and art and literature and all that is good in human
life. But evil influences may overshadow the finest peoples,

and it is our case that since the victories of 1871 Germany
has been obsessed by the worship of material power and

glory, and scornful of righteousness ; that she has been

threatening and overbearing to all the world. There has

been a propaganda of cynicism and national roughness, a

declared contempt for treaties and pledges, so that all

Europe has. been uneasy and in fear." The result of the

present struggle will be felt almost as acutely by the United

States as by Great Britain, because it is a struggle of

enlightenment against the autocracy which although

obsolescent, has yet sufficient remaining force to shake the

fabric of present day existence. On the ground of fraternity

of interest, therefore, we claim from American engineers not

merely the policy of " hands off " as regards British markets

for electrical engineering goods, but all the assistance which

they can in fairness to themselves give to our struggle

against the policy of militarism which, fostered by G^erraan

philosophy and cast into a mould of blood and iron by the

descendants of Bismarck and \'on Moltke, has found its

focus in the councils of Berlin. Obviously if the sole or

main use of the electric arc were its employment in the

military searchlight or if high-tension electricity were

chiefly used in energising wire entanglements for the

slaughter of human beings, the output of the world would
be enormously restricted as compared with its possible

expansion under conditions of assured peace free from the

menace of militarism, and it is precisely this position that 1

am attempting to determine.

As one practical example of the way in which our

American cousins ciin help us, there is the question of

Canada. From Great Britain and also from America there

has flowed in recent years a steady stream of progressive

men and women, who have peopled the north lands and
rendered them to a large extent productive and fertile.

New industries arc springing up, and a tremendous oppor-

tunity has been given to business expansion. Now that the

call of need has come, Canada has sent back a return tide of

thousands of her best born to help in the military defences

of the liritish nation. To a corresponding degree Canada
is weakened (commercially. .Vmcrica has up to now
shown the utmost brotherhood to the new nation across

the border. No vessels of war ply on the Great Lakes.

Commerce has been keen, but above board. We rely upon
the American nation to stand by Canada in this hour when
Canada is standing by us. One of the American technical

journals says :
" Kngland became great largely through itB

isolation in a former Ivuropean war. There is no reason

why America should not emerge from the present world
disaster with the advantage entirely on her side." While
we may wish America every possible technical and com-
mercial success, is it too much to ask her to follow the

memory of her fairness with regard to Panama by anei|Ually

striking demonstration of her determination not to reap

"advantage" at the expense of that nation which is

fighting a battle of progress which is so essential to

America '^

Tnnorens.

Wircman or Electrical filler.'

I think your ajrrespondent " El-Les " of last week has
called attention to a matter that stands urgently in need of

revision.

As things stand at present, anyone can style himself a
wireman or electrician as the case may \n, in fact, a case

cimc to my notice last week of a man who was a 'bus con-
ductor 18 months ago, but is an "electrician " now at loid.
per hour. There seems to be no compensation at all for the

man who sacrifices his spare tiaae to attend the varions

Polytechnics, to attain the technical knowledge that is ho

e'soDtial.

How many, I wonder, of the so-called wiremen could p^ss

last year's City and Guilds Final Wireman's paper ?

Hoperol.

Britisk (0 Firms: A Saggestion.

At the present time it appears to me of vital importiince

that consulting engineers, architects and electrical con-

tractors should have some ready and easy means of acquiring

information as regards manufacturing and factoring firms

in this country. I am sure you will readily agree that these

gentlemen should wherever it is possible deal exclusively

with firms whose financial interests are entirely British,

who employ Briti.<h labour, and, in the case of manu-
facturers, who use British material.

I feel sure that you would be doing the greatest possible

service to the electrical trade if you compiled such a list and
notified it boldly in the Ekview for several weeks that

readers desirous of such information could apply for same.

I would suggest that firms should be classified under various

headings ; something of this description :
—

British throughout.

German or Austrian throughout.

Financial interests partly held by Germans or Austrians,

stating if possible proportions.

Financial interests ehtirely owned by naturalised Germans
or Austrians.

Financial interests partly owned by naturalised Germans
or Austrians.

To each report could be added particulars as to whether
any foreign labour is employed.

There are many lirms at the present time registered

under an English title whose interests are almost exclusively

(terman.

Trusting that the above will receive your serious

consideration

—

Sydney S. Galsworthy.
London, August iWi, 1914.

What Constitutes a British Firm ?

1 notice on page HI 2 of the current issue there is a letter

from a member of a wtll-known firm of consulting engineers

with regard to the constitution of the Stafford firm of

Siemens. It is c|iiite possible that the present generation

of engineers are not entirely convei-sant with the work done
by the various mera'oere of the Siemens family in this

country, but at the same time one must hear in mind that

these gifts have been made with one object in view, and
that is the advancement of Siemens business in this country.

Whilst one would not style it as " corrupt pract ice." there is

no doubt that these gifts have had the etTect of large

orders being plat'cd with the StafToi-d firm, the

general idea being that the orders themselves were

to be executed and manufactured at Stafford, but. as a
matter of fact, the greater proportion comes from the Con-
tinent, and if we are to be patriotic at all. such firms should

be entirely barred, because by placing orders with them we
are supporting an alien enemy. I would suggest that the

Government place this firm in the hands of a public trustee,

and all dividends which may accrue should be utiliseti in

repaying this country for the fearful expense it is being put
to by the German nation.

Our present war is not against individuals, but against

the whole combine of the German Strifes, and we cannot

deal with individual cases on their merits.

The Walsall Electrical Co., Ltd.,
.1. t>F.I,KUECOrK, n"..rt< M,JMt>ifr.

Wnlsall. Auounf ,<?]«/. li'U.
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In your last issue uppwind some remarks from a firm of

consnltinfr enfjineere with reference to fJermiin-hackeil com-

panies in England, aiul the fact that thev had l)een asked

appirently by some rival firm to transfer their orders to the

entirely ISritish concerns. It is hard to believe that any

rival representative would wish to see the English employes

out of jobs, but the idea of losing orders, knowing that

•M) per cent, (to take the consulting engineer's figures) of

the profit on such orders goes to our enemies, is rather

sickening. A suggestion appeared in the daily Press which

Feems to meet the case, namely, that the foreign holding in

such firms should be attached, and placed in the hands of

the Public Trustee. .\ny profit earned during the war

period or before the final settlement would then not go to

help our enemies to foot the bill they are running up.

Falrplay.

Auffust Msl, 1014.

I notice a paragraph in your paper, " What Constitutes a

British Firm "
? and you quote some consulting engineer

(who also is probably a German, because he is ashamed to

sign his name) supporting Siemens. The very fact that

00 per cent, of the capital of this company is held in

Germany is sufficient to an Englishman, one would think,

to condemn them, but when you think that in the past this

German firm, with 00 per cent, of its capital in Germany,

has been able to quote to the Secret and Confidential speci-

fications of our War Office and Admiralty, one hardly

wonders that representatives should ask that this firm

should be barred.

A very large number of their employes were German, and,

no doubt, held positions in this country that, if they could

have remained, would have been most U3efal to the German

army at a later date.

Sir {sk) Alexander Siemens has got one thing to his

credit, and that is that he has never been ashamed of his

name, and has kept it Siemens. The time surely has come

wheu loyal consulting engineers should support at least con-

cerns which are financed with Eoelish money, and not

00 p3r cent. German money. Obviously the work that Sir

(sic) Alexander Siemens has done, has been done for the

advertisement of Siemens Dynamo Works and Siemens Bros.

There was no reason why a German should give a laboratory

to King's College, or do any other similar work, unless he

had fish to fry for his country.

I suggest that in the interests of Englishmen you publish

the name of the consulting engineer who sent you the article,

and if this is done I shall have pleasure in your also pub-

lishing my name. Otherwise I ask you to publish this

without my name, and enclose my card.

X.
August ?8tt, 1914.

It would b? of great assistance to a large number of

buyers who desire to purchase only English material if

you would give some guidance in the purchase of metallic-

filament lamps.

Owing to the complicated ramifications of the foreign

raanufaoturers with their inter-working agreements, &c., it

is indeed difficult to know which is really all English,

including the glass ware, and which is only partly so.

You need not, I think, specify those firms who are only

partially English, as th's may appear somewhat vindictive ;

it woald, I think, meet the case equally as well if you merely

set out the names of the few firms known to you as manu-

facturing and selling njetallic-filament lamps made in

England, and whise share capital is English, and where

all the materi^il is actnally manufactured in England.

If you could do this I am sure it would be a great boon

to tho33 who have the purchasing of material and the

influencing of customers' requirements, and who desire, as

far as possible, to keep the trade in our own country.

H. F. Friederichs.

West Hartlepool, fiisjj/smJgr Is/, 1914.

[Other letters, received to3 late for inclusion here, will

be found in our " Notes" colunins.

—

Eds. Elbo. Rhv.]

BUSINESS NOTES.

Trad*" Aiinoiinoempiits.—Mb. H. H. Williams, late

of Mea<r«. II R VVilliamx & Co.. eleotrlolani. of BarnaUple, hM
opened ba^inenitat Falmouth.

Messhr. a. -E. HottSBiiT & Co , eleotrioal encrlneen, of 130, Hljth

StreHt, Oillin(fh»ni (Keat), havfl removed their baslnea) to the

Inviota Work->. Iliifh Street, Old Brompton.

Mb. E Akthcb Pi.sto, of Ram°i;atfl, Ddvct and Hythe, i»

ooeninu new nhowrooms at 110, Xorthdown Road, Cliftonrille,

Marijate. He will be glad to recsive catalognes, lieta, &o., at that

addresH.

Mersus, Simpi.e.t Condcitb, Ltd . have removed their Liver-

pool branch from 1. Dawaon Street, to more exteneive premisee at

!ifi, Whiteohapel, Liverpx)!, where ereatly increased ttocka are now
held. The new premisea contain, in addition to Urge and con-

venient counter trade accommodation, a well-appointed private

showroom to which all contractors and architects are invited to

bring their clients.

Messrs W. T. Henley's Teleohaph Wobks Co., Ltd.,

announce that owing to the rapid increase of business at their

branch for the Midland district at 167, Edmund Street. Birming-

ham, they have found it necensary to take additional and adjoining

premises at IG."!, Edmund Street. They will now hold much
bigger stocks for the convenience of their customers. Their

address is now IfiS and 167, Edmund Street, Birmingham.

Panama E.ibibition.—The British Committee has dis-

solved owing to the war. The Exhibition will open on February

20th next and olose in DBoember.

BankrHi>tcy Proceediiias.—The Bristol Ixter-

SATIONAL Exhibition, Ltd , Exhibition OfBoes, Ashton Avenue,

Ashton Gate, Bistol.—In this matter the winding-up order was

made on the pstitlon of creditors, and, according to the statement

of affairs prepared, the liabilities amount to £28,866, while, after

deducting the claims of the preferential creditors, the assets were

Insufficient to meet the claims of the debenture-holders. As

regards the oontributories, there is a deficiency of £33,750 odd. It

appears that the company was registered in May, 1912, as a private

company, with a nominal capital of £2 000,^ divided into 2,000

shares of £1 each. The objects of the company were to carry on

an exhibition of machinery, arts, industries, 4:o., in or near the

City of Bristol. The capital was increased to £5,000 under an

agreement dated May 5th, 1913. by the addition of £3,000, which

was divided into 3,000 shares of £1 each. Charles Howes, of

Knowle, Bristol, commission agent, was the promoter of the com-

pany, and a meeting was called on November 24th, 1911, at his

instance, when it was decided that a limited company should be

formed to carry on an exhibition of arts and industries in the

year 1914, the exhibition to include a pageant of Bristol. It waa

considered, about February, 1912, that the exhibition and the

pasteant could not be run conjointly, and it was decidfd that a

company should be formed to carry on the exhibition of arts and

industries, and enter into a contract with a limited company

which was to be formed. Memorandum and articles of association

were framed for the last-named company, but they were never

registered. The Bristol International Exhibition, Ltd.. instituted

a guarantee fund in Bristol and the West of England to obtain the

necessary working capital, and a further guarantee fund, with the

obj'ct of raising £120,000 in all. The Bristol guarantee fund

amounted to £259 odd, while guarantees for £80,000 were obtained

under the other guarantee fund between June, 1913, and January,

1914, In consideration of the company giving them a charge on

the guarantee funds and the revenue policy, Lloyd's Underwriters

issued fix policies, amounting to £70.000, to five creditors of the

company, for moneys advanced and work done on behalf of the

company. A policy was also effected by the company with Lloyd's

Uaderwriters under which the latter undertook to pay the differ-

ence between £9.t 000 and any leas sum which might be received

from all sources in respect of moneys due to the company. The

policy is subject to certain warranties, which, however, had not

been fully complied with. Fourteen creditors had obtained judg-

ment against the company at the date of the winding-up order,

and the company hid for some months experienced some difficulty

in meeting its debts as they fell due. The failure of the com-

pany is due to inability to obtain the support of prominent Bristol

citizens, insufficient capital, heavy commifsions and premiums in

respect of the guarantee fund and Lloyd's policies, extra cost of

construction, chiefly labour, through endeavouring to complete the

buUdings for the opening of the Exhibition on May 28th, 1914,

and the inclement weather experienced after the opening, which

seriously affected the takings.
tit .. rn t u

The following are among the creditors :—Avery, W. « T., Ltd.,

£120; Colston Electrical Works, Ltd., Bristol, £218; Electrical

Engineering and Equipment Co., London, £B30.

Archibald Atkinsok, cycle and electrical engineer 30, Great

George Street, Leeds.—Receiving ordpr August 27th. Debtor's

own petition. First meeting Ssptember 9th, at Oaajial Eeoeiveea

office, 24, Bond Street, Leed?. Public examination, September

29th,'County C Jtirt House, Albion Place, Leeds.

XCmtinuei on pa^f SS9.)
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THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON CO.'S WORKS.

This srivat manufacturing organisation has its head offices

and works at Rugby, but is also represented directly or

indirectly in all parts of the world. The apparatus

produced by the company cover a very wide range of

electrical manufaiture, and include tramway and railway

equipments, Curtis frteam turbines, a.c. and d.c. generators

Ivugby works occupy a site Eome 30 i acres in extent, of

which about 24 aires are covered by roads and buildings ;

these works have a total floor space of 800,000 s^. ft., the

floor area of the company's three factories at IJogby,

AVillesden and Coventry aggregating well over a million

S(|. ft. The majority of the buildings at Rujby are of sttel

.^^ftf"

^^ *^-l.:;m..

Birds-eye View ok the Buitish Thomson-Houston Co.'s Wobks, Rugby.

and motors, rotary converters, transformers, the Mazla
drawn- wire and the Mazia half-watt incandescent lamps,

electrical measuring instruments, high and low-tension

switchgear, and electrical heating and cooking devices.

and brick construction, bu'; the two latest buildings are of

reinforced concrete ; the arranfrement provides for mini-

mising as far as possible internal handling.

The works are connected with the London and Xorth-

TimiiNK Siior IX thk Ij.l.ll. i v^. > \\.'[>k^.

The erection of the Rugby works was I'ommencod in

1900, and when the factory was opened in the fjllowing

year it provided work for some 500 operatives, the tot-id

floor space covered being •_'00,<»00 sq. ft. The present

Western and the Jlidhnd Railways, and the handling of

material in the works yard is taken care of by a locomotive

and two travelling cranes running on standard-gauge tracks

which connect all the principal buildings, while all light

E
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shuiilirif,' is provided for ipy fluctiic ciiiihiiiim jiliKtMl iil (i>ii-

vcnit'iit point?. As the floor level of the larjje ferro-concrete

building; is some 17 ft. below that of the remainder of the

works, a -lO-ton eUctric lift is provided to traiiHfer loaded

trucks to and from this buildinj^. Material inside the

buildings is handled by over ;iu electric traveling crane?, the

largest of which has a capacity of 40

tons and a span of GH ft., and a large

number of fixed cranes, in addition to

which a coniprcheDsive narrow-gauge

railway system connects all parts of the

works.

The firc-extinguishing equipment of

the works has been carefully thought

out so as to elimir.ute, as far as possible,

all chance of a lire gaining headway,

and the company has organised an

eflicient volunteer fire brigade among
the members of its staflf.

The heating for the majority of the

buildings is planned on the hot air

blower system, air being drawn in from

outside, passed over steam-heated

coils, and distributed throughout the

buildings.

The tool e((uipment is thoroughly

up-to-date, consisting chiefly of English

makes, with some American and Con-

tinental machines, all of which, with

the exception of a few pneumatic and

hydraulic machines, are electrically

driven. A large number are operated

by individual d.c. motors, while small

machines are group driven. Wherever
possible the machine work is done

by the aid of jigs, to ensure inter-

changeability of parts ; the variety of work carried out

requires a large number of special tools and jigs, and the

company's tool room provides these important apparatus.

The power for operating the various electrical appliances is

obtained from the works power house, which contains

machines of an aggregate capacity of 4,760 k\v., the full-

lead output of the station being 3,110 KW. This station is

till,- liiuslied htuti' and m tin- sarious slugi-s i,f urrititifacture

are features to which great care and attention are given ;

thorough exam'natioM after each operation reduces to a

minimum the possibility of defective or inaccurate work
reaching the assembly department. A very elaborate

and complete equipment, which is kept thoroughly up-to-

Top Floob of Foukdey : IIouldisu Machines fok Resistance Grids on tuk bight.

interesting as showing the tremendous development which

has taken place in the design of electrical machinery during

the past 10 years, the machines installed ranging from

low-speed reciprocating engine-driven sets to the latest

high-speed turbine-driven generators of the company's own
manufacture.

The thorough testing and inspection of all apparatus in

Rauial Dkill with iNoiviDiAL MoroK-DnivE, IN Main Machine Suoi'.

date, is provided for the testing of all finished apparatus,

this work being carried out as nearly as possible under

actual service conditions, and complete records are preserved,

together with details of the original manufacturing

instructions, thus enabling the company to duplicatie

or supply spare parts for any piece of apparatus shipped

from the works since their inception.

In view of the necessity for rapid

extension of its manufacturing facilities

the company has acquired premises at

Willesden and Coventry, to which

the switchgear and electrical instru-

ment factories respectively have been

removed. In addition to electrical

instruments, the Coventry works also

take care of the manufacture of elec-

trical heating and cooking devices, Ac.

Although many distinguishing

features are embodied in the design

of B.T.II. apparatus, it is only possible

to describe here a few of the most

important of the company's manufac-

tures, of which the following are typical.

The company specialises in turbines

of the impulse type, as exemplified by

the Curtis turbine, which has been

manufactured at Rugby since I'JOi.

Such turbines are made for capacities

of about 40 HP. and upwards, and are

of two main types, high-pressure and

mixed-pressure, the latter being de-

signed to utilise the exhaust steam from

reciprocating engines.

B.T.H. motors, both a.c. and d.c,

are designed as standard machines, of

which a certain number are always

kept in stock, thus enabling demands

for these machines to be readily met ; they are designed for

all ordinary voltages and in the s'zes most in demand. The

company's wide experience in this field, however, enables

it to design and construct machines suitable for any

special set of conditions with the minimum of delay.

The B.T.H. rotary converters are built for capacities up

to 8,000 KW. fo" any standard vdtage up to 1,500 volts d.c.
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on 2:j cycles, and T.'iO volts o.c. on .00 cycles, and are suit-

able for reactance, booster, or induction-regulator control.

The company lias also patented a two-part split-pole method

of controlling the voltage latio on its 25-cycle machines,

whicli is free from the defects inherent in the three-part

pole system, and has met with great success wherever

installed.

A larg(' number of different types of controllers are

manufactured for traction, haulage, machine tools, printing

presses, &c., each type being carefully

designed to enable the machine with

which it is used to be handled with

absolute safety. The company ako
manufactures many automatic starting

and regulating equipments for use with

motors operating under the most arduous

conditions.

One of the best known products of

the B.T.IT. ("o. is the JIazda drawn- wire
tungsten lamp, which was introduced by

the comjiany in I'.tl 1, and is now supple-

mented by the half-watt lamp, in sizes

above liOO c.p.

The company's employes number
nearly 6,000, of whom 4,013 are em-
ployed in the Rugby works and offices.

The Coventry factory occupies a site of

some 42,000 sq. ft., and consists of fciu'

buildings, one of which is devoted

entirely to the various offices, which
provide employment for a staff of ap-

proximately 170 ; the three manufac-
turing buildings, which are arranged for

the accommodation of l,.50O employes, i

are single bay structures of steel and
brick. The machine tool equipment,
which is thoroughly up to date, has been carefully arranged
for group driving by electric motors. As most of the work
handled is of a light nature, an elaborate transport equip-
ment is unnecessary. A thorough examination of all parts
of apparatus is made by the icspection department at

\arious stages of manufacture, and the finished apparatus
are subjected to rigorous tests in a testing depart-

important of these are briefly descrilxid in the followlDg

notes :—One of the best-known prodncis of this factory is

the Thomson watt-hour meter, soitable for voltages np to

G50 volts, and currents up to 3,000 amptres on three-wire,

or 10,0n0 amperes on two-wire circuits.

An ampere-hour meter of the mercury type is also manu-
factured in large quantities ; this is distinct from other

forms of mercury meter in that no compounding device of

any kind is used.

>^

Compound-WOUND, Intebpole Rotabt Cosvebter, 1,.70u

300 RP.M., 600 VOLTS, fob L. i; S.W. Ry.

B.T.H. single-phase a.c. meters are of the induction

type, and are characterised by high tor([ue, small losses, and
very good accuracy characteristics.

Meters for two and three-phase circuits, in which two

single-phase elements are emjilojed, are also manufactured ;

the two disks are mounted on the same spindle, one of

them being damped by means of permanent magnets in the

B.T.U. CuuTis Tukho-Altebnatok, .'"),000 kw., \.M0 u p m., 2,'JOO volts, JO cycles, for the Cousrv
Electhic Supply Co., Ltd.

ment provided with a thonnighly mot'ern and complete
equipment.

The apparatus manufactured at this factory is all of a
light nature, and includes electric supply meters, measuring
instruments, reverse current and oveiload relays, high and
low-voltage cut-out^ Tirrill voltage regulator.s electric

heating and cooking devices, contactor gear for traction

work, arc lamps, speedometers, ^tc. .V few of the mcst

usual manner. Those meters are connected in ;u\vinlauce

with the well-known two-wattmetor methixl of meiisuring

|Hnvcr on pvlyphaso circuits. They ar2 made for both

switchboarii and house service. Single-phase meters fitted

with a prepayment mechanism are also manufactured in

large quantities for house service.

The Tirrill regulator, which provides a satisfactory and
reliable method for automatically and instantaneously regu-
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latinjf volUit,'L', is also inamifa.lurL-tl in thtso works, auil is

capable of limiting voltage variation witliiii one ha'f of

1 i«,'r cent. ab3ve or below normal nniler all conditionn of

load or power factor, provided tlie excitei' voltage range for

which the regulators are designed is not exceeded.

A large variety of electric heating and cooking appliaiiofs

is manufactured, including radiators, water heaters, kettles,

tiat-irons, grills, glue-pots, stoves, .to. The distinguishing

feature of these devices is the heating element, which is

composed of Calorite, a metal possessing a very high resist-

ance and a melting point in the neiirhbourhood of o.OoO !'.,

while it will withstand oxidation to a very high temperature,

being, in fact, for all practical purposes therinally indes-

tructible.

BALDERTON ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

TiiK subject of village lighting is one of increasing im-

portance, and one to which greater attention is being given

every day. Throughout this country there are many small

communities which possess no light, or a very inadequate

supply, provided either by gas or oil. In these small towns

and villages there is a growing demand for better and

cheaper lighting, and engineers are doing their best to

grapple with the solution of this problem. That the field is

large ia unquestionable, and we may point to what has been

done in the North of Yorkshire towards developing small

water-power plants for this purpose. Where energy is

available in bulk at a cheap price the question is greatly

simplified, and the installation of electricity becomes a

Baldebton Street-Lighting.

paying proposition, which appeals to the ordinary

councillor.

The village of Balderton is one of the latest to go in

for an electric street-lighting scheme, and there are several

points about the installation that give it more than usual

interest.

The district is situated in Nottinghamshire, near Newark,
and adjacent to the growing works of Messrs. James
Simpson & Co., many of whose workmen live in the

village.

By arrangement with this company, electricity is supplied

by it to the Council for all lighting at Id. per unit. The
system of distribution adopted was overhead wires erected

on wood poles. In order to cheapen the cost of the instal-

lation, bare stranded aluminium wire was used through-

out, and by this means a considerable saving, not only

in first cost of material, but also in the labour of erection,

-was effected. It may be pointed out that for this class of

work aluminium is growing in favour, and it is now being

largely used, after severe trials, by the War Office : but, as

far as we know, this is the first installation put up under a

Local Government loan, in which the use of wooden poles

and bare aluniiiiiuia wire was sanct'oned. The period ol"

repayment of the loan was lixed at 1,') years.

The district which is lighted includ-;8 alxiut a mile of the

(ireat North Road, and finishes at the .Newark boundary.

The lamps erected number :;i 100-watt and I'.i OO-watt

street-ligliting Md/.la lamps, the voltage being '220. The
100- watt lamps are used to illuminate the Great North
Road, and the GO-walt lamps for the \illage and side

streets.

The main cables carrying the current from the works are

7/ I IH stranded aluminium, and about 3,000 yd. of this

SiDESTKEET LIGHTING.

were erected. In the main streets 7/'103 strand is used,

and in the side streets 3/IG S.w.o. strand. In all, about

12,00u yd. of cable have been erected.

The poles vary in size from 30 ft. long and 13 in. in

diameter to 32 ft. long and 8i in. in diameter, and are

spaced about 100 ft. apart, every alternate pole being a

lamp pole.

The lamps are carried on simple brackets clamped round

the poles, combined with a fuse-box containing double-pole

fuses to protect each lamp. The wiring to the brackets is

aluminium rubber-insulated wire cleated to the poles, the

chief object being to use nothing but aluminium wire, so

Lighting the Great North Road.

as to simplify jointing. The joints are of the usual torsion

type, with special twist joints for the tappings. At suit-

able points the circuits are controlled by sectional switch

boxes clamped on the poles.

Choking coils and lightning arresters are fixed near

Messrs. Simpsons' works. AThere the mains cross the road.
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and the trunk telephone lines, armoured bitumen cable laid

direct in the ground is used ; all other crossings are overhead.

The cost of energy for the whole installation is about fid.

per hour, and it is calculated that by economy in lightinf;

hours the cost can be kept down to about £4.5 per annum,

where the same illumination by gas would cost roughly £80.

The installation has now been working for some months, and

has given every satisfaction.

The consulting engineer was Mr. F. C. Geis, of New
Ralderton, and the installation was erected by Messrs.

liOxley & Co., Ltd., of Leeds.

BUSINESS NOTES.

(.Continued from jtagr Sdi.)

Liqiiidations.

—

The Ecreka Clock Co., Ltd.—Par-

tionlars of claima must be sent ia by September 23rd, to the

liquidator, Mr. A. E. Tilley, 8, Staple Ian, EC.
The Mordey-Fricker Electricity Meter Co., Ltd. — At

extraordinary (reneral meetings of the company, held on August
12th and 27ih, it was resolved and confirmed : ''That the assets

and business of the company be sold to the British lasulated and
Helsby Cables Co., Ltd, for £8 500, and that the company be

wound up voluntarily, with Mr. F. Miller, of 82, Victoria Street,

S.W., as liquidator."

Book Xotices.

—

Commerdal Tear-BooJc of the Birming-
ham Chamber of Commerce.—This is the fifth edition of a useful

Te&r-Book relating to the industrial resources and manufactures
of the City of Birmingham. It is circulated extensively in the

Colonial and foreign markets, and its issue at the present time fits

in well with the campaign to secure trade that has hitherto gone
to Germany.

"Science Abstracts," Sections A and B. Vol. XVII, Part 8.

August25th. London: E. & F. N. Spon, Ltd. Price Is. 6d. net each.

Private Arrann'ements.—Accr.>a:LATOR Industkies,
Ltd., Oriental Institute, Woking.— In accordance with the resolu-

tions passed at the recent meeting of creditors of the above, an
application has been made to the Court, and Mr G. E Corfield, of

Messrs, Corfield & Cripwell, aooonntants, of Bilfour House, Fins-

bury Pavement, E C, has been appointed to act as joint liquidator

in the voluntary liquidation of the company. According to the
approximate statement of affairs which has been prepared, the
liabilities amount to £46,229, while the issued capital is

£37,318. At book values the assets are valued at £8,592, but at

a forced realisation they are only expected to produce £3,627.

From the latter figure has to be deducted £187 for preferential

claims, leaving net assets of £3,-140, or a deficiency as regards the
creditors of £42,789. The following are creditors :

—
AmerioM Hard Rubber Co. .. £40 Matthews Brae £18
Baird & Tttlook .. 16 Morgan. R. L lOU
Browater&Of) 68 MaLaren.W 38,883
Buck 4 Hiokman . 30 Morris, H. M, 4 Co., Ltd. 81
British Oxygen Co Ba National Qas Engine Co. .

.

19
Campbell, Hooper 4 Todd .

.

785 Pllohars, Ltd 86
Crow, W. R. 4 Son 85 Pirelli, l..td li
Denoy, Mott & Dlokson lU Rfotsch, Ltd. ..89
Francis Barnet Mfg. Co. 154 Redfern 4 Oo. .. 1,011
Garland, A. W S7 Skeel. Pooks 4 Jefferies .. 83
Holzapfel 4 Hilghs .

.

50 Bmlth 4 Sons 47
Ingrim, J. B., 4 Son 16 SuHy, J. & A. W., 4 Co. . 173
Kiognford, Dr. M Twvford. R. J 1,371
"Bankers" 945 Tudor Acnumulator Co , Ltd..

.

100
L«e9, W., ACo 20 Vaonnm Oil (Jo. .. 15
London Electric Wire Co. 41 Wilcox 4 Co 15

Maodonald, J 24

The National Electric Time Co.. Ltd., 15, Great Sutton
Street, London, E.C.— Pursuant to the provisions of the Compauioa'
(Consolidation) Act, a meeting of the creditors interested herein

was held a few days ago, when a statement of affairs was presented
showing liabilities of £632. The assets were estimated to realise

£162, less £89 for preferential claims, leaving net assets of £72,
or a deficiency as regardtd the unsecured creditors of £559. It

was reported that the company was registered on November 21st.

1912, with a nominal capital of £5,000 in £1 shares. The company
took over an exiMting business, for which it paid £1,250. Of the
purchase price £250 was paid in cash, and the balance by the issue

of fully p»id shares. S.ime 750 shares had been issued for cash.

An approximate trading account was presented which showed that

up to Djoember 31st last the company had traded at a loss of £600.
It was stated that negotiations were in progress for the sale of the
business as a going concern, and the opinion was expressed that

the negotiations should ht oarriel through. After a short dis-

cussion it was decided to confirm the voluntary I'qnidation of the
company with the liqiidator appointed by the shareholders.

rataloffiies and Lists.

—

IVIkssrs. Vknnkk'.-^ Signs,
Ltd., 6, Old Queen Street, London, S.W.—New catalogue of 32

page9, containing illustrations of a numt>er of examples of electric

sign work carried out on their Venner patent system. It should
be interesting and useful to all concerned with electric sign instal-

lation and progress.

Messrs, P. A. Lundbebo & Sons, Pioneer Electrical Works,
Islington, N.'—N«?w list, Ko. 637, of bell-'p'UBhvs p'ueh-keyg an'd

kindred accessories, giving prices and particulars of a variety of
improved devi -^s of the preBS-buttoD type and plug connections.
The Premier Acocmclator Co., Ltd.. Northampton.

—

12 page illustrated price list of their portable batteries for lighting
and ignition purposes for motor-cars ; various sizes and set« for
starting batteries, lamp-*, fi.i., are shown. The firm are supplying
a lar?e number of these bi'.terie".

Mkssrs. Ed. Bessis ck Co.. Ltd., Little Halton, Hjltin.—

A

handsome brochure on "R-cent Developments in Machine
Stoking," showing how smokeless combustion of coal can be
attained by the use of an eflBoient chain grate together with
economy of fuel and the ability to use cheap grades of coal. The
essential feature of the Bennis chain grate—the Hmnis- Miller-

Bennett halved links, which prevent the admissioiof excess of
air— is described, as well as other improvements in cetail, and some
remarkable instances of increased output and lower fnel cost are
quoted. Many illustrations are given, and details of tests. Copies
can be had on application to the company.
Electrical Apparatus Co., Ltd , Vauxhall Works, South

Lambath Road, S.W.—Leaflet H 4*< describing new high-pressure
oil-immersed ironclad switohgear for collieries, snb-stations, kn.

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd , Rngby.—Price li«t

No. 7,201 A, dealing with B.T.H. small power motors for AC. and
d.c, in sizes from ^ to ^ H.P., and for voltages of 110 and 220.

KGHTiNG and POWER NOTES.

Argentina.—The Municipality of Lincoln has applied

to the Government of the Province of Buenos Ayres for leave

to sell its electricity and water-works. These works cost $400,000,

which ia still owed. The Mayor forwarded at the same time two
forms of contract with Mr. Mauro Herlitzka for the working of

the stations for 20 years.

A local company has been formed in Viedma (Rio Negroni, with a

capital of §120,000, for the erection of an electricity works.

—

Review of the liieer Plate.

Australia.—The Premier has set aside £100 for pre-

liminary inquiries into the schemes for the generation of elec-

tricity for the proposed irrigation works in connection with the

Varragamba, Nepean and Hawkesbury rivers.

Barford.—Proposed E.L.—The Warwick R.D.C. has
passed the plans of a local company for an electric lighting scheme
for Barford. Mr. Smith Ryland is to be chairman of the company,
and overhead mains are to be used.

Bolton.—The annual report of Messrs. Tootal, Broad-
hurst, Lee & Co , cloth manufacturers, states that the change from
steam to electric power at their mills in Bolton has been com-
pleted, and the results, both from a working and an economical
point of view, are satisfactory.

Bradford.—The B. of G. has appointed a sub-committee
to c insider the advisability of converting the exterior lamps from
gas to electricity.

fleckheaton.

—

Board of Trade Report.—A B. of T.
report has just been issued upon an inquiry held by one of its

surveyors with reference to the bursting of a feed delivery pipe at

the electricity works in April last, whereby a stoker wa^ seriously

scalded. The report states that the casting appears to have l>een

defective, and that if a suitable hydraulic test had been applied the
latent defect would have been discovered.

As the Yorkshire E.P.S. Co. has offered a supplementary supply
of electricity in bulk, the T.C. has deferred the scheme recently

adopted for the extension of its electricity worki, at a cost of

£S,500, with the exception of additional switchgear and feeders.

floucs.—E.L. LvAL'orRATF.D.—The inau^rnration of

the electric lighting of Clones took place last week at the power
house of the Clones Electric Light and Power Co CentrjkUy-

suspended clusters of lamps are used in the main streets, and the

side streets are lighted by single lamps suspended from brackets
clamped to the poles carrying the wires.

Ih'ul and Walnior.— E.L. Siiif.me.—A Joint Com-
mittee of the Deal T.C. and the Walmer I'.DC, after instructing

Mr. E. M. Laeey to report upon the E.L question for the two
towns, asked Mr. Laeey if, owing to the war, he would agree to the
instruotions being withdrawn. Mr. Ltoey replied suggesting that

the instructions be postponed until the Committee iMusidered the
condiiions sufficiently normal. The Joint Committee referred

the matter to the respeotive Ooanoils. and the DM T.C. has
decided to instruct Mr. Laoey to proceed with his investigation,

leaving the Walmer T.D.C. to co-operate if it so desiree.

Farnboroucrli (hentK—Mains Extension-. — The
W«st K nt E.L. and S. Co. has informed the Bromley B of G. that

it will shortly bo extending it« mains to Farnborough. .and would
be prepare! to supply electricity to the Bjarvi's workhouse and
infirmary.

Iloluilirtli.—Proposed \e\v Generatixit Station.—
The D.C. has decided to apply to the B. of T. for sanction to con-

struct a generating station at Newtown, in connection with the

Holmfirth E.L. Order, 1912.
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liMlia. — Cauttta Er.KOTRiniTY Ciiarcks. — The
Calciittii Tradea A«HOoiation haB approached the Bengal Public
Worku Di'partinent with a view to a ruduution in the chareres
for electricity. The preuent charges are H annaB (= H pence)
per unit for lightinir, and 4 annaB per unit for fans, with a
diBCOunt of 25 per cent, for prompt payment, comparri with
4i annaH per unit for lighting, and Ij anna«, leBg a monthly die-

count of 1 percent, on every 2Bii unifn uned, with a maximum of
H6 per cent., and alBO a rate of 4 annas per unit for residential

premisep, for power, in Bombay. In (Calcutta it is neoeBsary, in

order to obtain the lower rate for fana, to have the premises wired
separately for lighting and power, and to install two meters. The
meter rent of Ra. 1 2 per annum is also objected to. The Associa-
tion suggests a maximum charge of 4 annas per unit, with a dis-

count of 25 per cent, for prompt payment, for all purpoBes, and
oonsiders that where more than one meter is installed, a charge of
K annaB per meter per mensem would be sufficient. The company
has since reduced the charge for lighting by j anna per unit, but
the Asaociation considers this altogether inade<|uate.

The application of the Madras Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.,

for permission to introduce the alternating-current system into the
oity in addition to the existing three-wire direct-current Bystem
has received the sanction of the Madras Government, which has
also accorded sanction to a change of frequency from 25 cyolcB, as

at present authorised, to 50 cycles per second,

kiiii'stoii-oii-Tliaincs. — L.Ci.B. Ixyi'iRY. — A note
appeared under this heading in our last issue referring to proposed
extensions of cables and the erection of a transformer sub-station ;

we regret to learn from Mr. J. E. Edgcome, borough electrical

engineer, that the particulars were wholly incorrect. No special

extensions of mains are in prospect in connection with his under-
taking.

The note, we find, should have referred to Wimbledon, and is

reprinted under that heading to-day.

LlaiKliidiio.—SriiEKT liroiniNG. — The U.D.C. has
deferred further consideration of a report on the snggeated electric

lighting of Mostyn Broadway.

Maidstone.—SAiiE of Plant.—The T.C. has sold one
of the original 150-KW. sets at the electricity works to the military
authorities for £750, exclusive of all charges for removal, and the
set has gone to Egypt.
Supply to Team ways.—The price of energy for the tramway p,

from April 1st last, has been fixed at IJd. per unit, subject to

revision in case of any alteration in the price of coal.

Fortriisli.—E.L. Scheme.—The U.D.C. has adopted the
report of Messrs. John Woodside & Co., of Belfast, with reference
to the proposed electricity supply works. The engineers have
been directed to proceed with it immediately, and it has been
decided to apply for a loan of £8,000.

Saddlcwortli.—E.L. and Tramways Extensions.—
As the result of a conference between the Saddleworth D.C. and
the Stalybridge, &o.. Electricity Board to consider an extension of
the tramways from Mossley to Greenfield, and the supply of elec-

tricity for lighting purposes to Saddleworth, It is proposed to seek
powers to extend the tramways and to supply electricity.

SIiipleT.

—

Street Lighting and the War.—Owing
to the scarcity of carbons, the U.D.C. has instructed the electrical

engineer to replace the arc lamps in the streets with metal-filament
lamps,

Todmordeii.

—

Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has sanc-

tioned the T.C.'s apolicatiou to borrow £1,000 and £200, for the
purposes of the electricity undertaking.

AVliitstaltle.

—

Overhead Wires.—The EL. Co. has
applied to the B. of T. for permission to use overhead wires
throughout the urban district for the supplying of electricity at

230 volts.

Widiies.—L.G.B. Inquiry.—An inquiry was held on
August 25th into the application of the T.C. for a loan of i:(i,300,

for a refuse destructor. There was no opposition.

>Viiu1)l('do]i.—L.G.B. lN(,)riRY.—An inquiry was held
on August 20th into the application of the Council for a loan of
£8,500 for two extra-high-preseure cables and the erection of a
transformer sub-station. There was no opposition.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Araentina.—The Government of the Province of San
Juan has approved the plans presented by the constructing syndi-
cate for a tramway system connecting the city of San Juan with
the surrounding suburbs.

—

Beripw of the Eirer Plate.

Slieffield.

—

Annual Accounts.—The total revenue of
the Corporation Tramways undertaking for the year ended March
31st last was £392,397, against £364.903 in the previous year.

Working expenses amounted to £282,761, against £207,690, and,
after paying interest and sinking fund, £78,723, and income-tax,
£3,306, there was a balance of £77,608, of which £30.123 was
placed to the renewals fund and £30,582 to the relief of the rat'ep.

The car-mile» run totalled 8,883,676, against 8,071,188. and the

paHsengers carried numbered 104,851,408, afrainst 9«'>.3:')0,242. The
department generated 18.601,705 anita, a«rainst li;,.'<00,208, and
ahto purchased 207,6.';5 from the Electricity Supply department.
The total cost per unit was '679 1., against '67:i).. and the enerfry

use<l per car-mile averaged I '933 units, a^rainst 1873. The aver»i;e

total revenue per car-mile was 10'527d., against 10 7i)iij., while the
total working expenHes per car-mile were 6'79d. (including power,
r39d.), against 6 6,'.4d. (power, r32.'.i.). The coBt of fuel

increased from £17,216 to £21.738. The Corporation's motor-
omnibuses showed an income of £9,128, and a working expenditure
of £5.974. After paying interest, sinking fund, and income-tax,
and allowing £1,360 for depreciation, there was a balance of

£1,271, which was transferred to a special reserve fund.

I .S.A.—The New Orleans Dock Board has closed a
contract for energy supply to six electric trucks for haulaee
service on the water front, af cer a carefal test of Uieir merits. The
docks are to be equipped with an eleotrio conveyer system.

—

Elect I ical World.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Ai'ii'ciitiiia.—The Ministerio de Marina has jjiven in-

structions for the erection of two additional wireless stations at

Iguaza and Posadas respectively. Both stations will be of power
suflicient to communicate with Paz (Entre Rios) and Darcena
Norte, and in conjunction with the existing stations at Puerto
Militar, Cabo A'irgenes and the Island of Ano Nuevo, provide a com-
plete' wireless system throughout the Republic.

Canada.—The capitalisation of telefrraph companies
operating in Canada for the year ended June 30th, 1913, as reported

by the companies, was $202,468,011, of which $160,342,873 was in

stocks, and $42,125,168 in funded debt, these figures being practi-

cally the same as in the previous year. The total revenue waa
S6,09."),212, an increase of §879,041, and the expenses were
$4,034,480. The ratio of operating expenses to gross revenue was
6684, as compared with 6583 for the year 1911-12. The wire
mileage for the year was 152,918, against 167,939 miles in the
previous year. The number of land messages transmitted was
11,176,753, against 9,252.540 in the previous year, and cablegrams
sent were 877, ")34, against 768,559. . The number of employes was
6,006, against 4,828, and salaries and wages cost §2,962,159, against
$2,703,032.— fij«rtr/(flH Jiailiray ami Marine World.

Panama.—The Government telegraph and telephone

services of the Republic are to be improved, an appropriation of

Si 43,350 having been made for that purpose.

United States.—Both Germany and Great Britain have
accepted proposals that the wireless stations at Tuckerton (New
Jersey) and Sayville (Long Island) should be permitted to send

code messages to belligerent countries, subject to the censorship of

the American naval authorities.

A^ireless and the War.—According to the Financial
'J'imes, the sinking of the A'ln'.sw Wilhehn dcr (fro.i,ie by the
Higlijller was attributable almost entirely to the fact that the
British Navy had free and unfettered use of wireless telegraphy,

while the German stations at Togoland and Dar-es-Salaam had
been destroyed. The part played by wireless telegraphy in the
present European struggle has been most important from the out-

set, and our superiority in this respect is likely to make itself felt

with still greater effect before the war is over, particularly in con-

nection with the strategic movement of the troops.

AVest Indies.—An agreement dated August 10th has
been concluded by the Imperial and Canadian Governments and
the Crown Agents of the West Indian Colonies and the West India
and Panama Telegraph Co., Ltd., whereby, in return for a subsidy

of £16,000 per annum tor ten years, payable in equal shares by
the Imperial and Canadian Governments, and the continuance for

the same period of subsidies amounting to £10,300 per annum
already paid by the West Indian Colonies, the company undertake
largely to reduce the cable rates at present in force. There will

be a flat rate for messages between any of the Colonies and the

United Kingdom of 28. 6d. per word, and Is. 6d. per word in the
case of Canada, in plaice of rates varying from 3s. to 5?. 6d. and
23. 2\i. to 48. 9id. Corresponding reductions are made for inter-

Colonial messages.

If in any year after the first four the company's revenue exceeds

£74,000, a sum equal to one-half of such excess (up to a revenue

of £106,000) is to be deducted from the Imperial and Canadian
8ub9idy payable in respect of the next year ; while if it exceeds

£106,000, a sum equal to one-half of such excess (up to a revenue

of £126,600) is to be deducted y;™ rata from the Colonial subsidies.

Furthermore, if in any year after the first four the revenue
exceeds £126,600, reductions in the current rates of charge are to

be made.
Provision is made for the effectual working cf the company's

existing system ; for a reduction of 50 per cent, in the charges for

Government and Press telegrams and for priority for Government
telegrams ; for the acceptance of deferred telegrams at a reduced

rate ; for the maintenance of the British character of the com-
pany ; for the supply to the Colonies free of charge of dally news
bulletins—especially as to matters chiefly affecting Britieh and
Colonial interests ; and for penalties in the case of interru'ptibns.

—

Daily Telerjrfip^.
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CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Alicniniiiii.—September 9th. Electritml goods, for the

Powell Duffryn Steam Coal Co., Ltd. Stores Manager.

Australia.— Sydney.— September 30th. Telephone

instruments and parts, for the Postmaster-General. See " Official

Notices" August 21 at.

October 7th. Telegraph instruments, measuring instruments,

incandescent electric lamps, switchboard parts, for the Postmaster-

Smoral. See "OfBcial Notices" August 2.Sth.

Mblhodbnb.—Victorian Railways Department. October 7th.

Motors and switchgear, and motor-driven air compressors for the

Ballarat and Bendigo workshops.
September 22nd. P.M.G.'s Department. Ten tons twisted-pair

wire.

03tober 12th. Three-phase motors for workshop machinery, for

Melbourne Suburban Railways. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Brisisaxe.—D'ccmber 1.5th. C.B. multiple switchboard, auto-

matic or semi-automatic.

—

Aiix. Mining Standiird,

Kai.coorlie.—Five-ton electric wagon, for Municipal Council.

Specifications, &c , may be seen at the Commercial Intelligence

Branch of the Board of Trade.

Itiriiiiii!!,iiaiii.—September 7th. Coal (173,000 tons)

for the Corporation Electric Supply Dept. Mr. R. A. Chattook,

City Electrical Engineer and Manager, 14, Dale End.

Itiiriilcv. — September 21st. Guardians. Electrical

goods and the performance of electrical work during the next

half-year.

Clayton (Itradford).—September 7th. Electriclighting

installation, for the Guardians of North Blerley Union. Specifica-

tions from Messrs. J. Harper Bakes & Sons, Calverley Chambers,

Leeds.

Kcch'S.—September 21st. Coal elevator and conveyor

at the electricity works, Cawdor Street, Patricroft. Specifications,

Sea. (£1 Is), from the Borough Electrical Engineer.

II udderstield.—September 9th. West Riding Asylums
Board. Electric lighting, telephones, bells, &c., at the new chronic

blocks, Storthes Hall Asylum, Kirkburton, near Huddersfield.

Particulars from Mr. W. E. H. Burton, Engineer to the Board, West
Riding Asylum, Wakefield.

LiiiKM'ick.—September 18th. Corporation. One three-

cylinder Diesel oil-engine coupled to a ICOkw. d.c. generator
;

one motor-driven air compressor. See " Official Notices " to-day.

liOiidoii.— li.C.C.— September 8th. Cables, ii.t. and

l,.T , and laying stoneware ducts (tramways). See " Oflicial Notices
"

August 7th.

September 8bh. Reconstruction of motor-generators in the

tramway southern sub-stations. See " Oflicial Notices" Aug. 14th.

September 22ud. Induced-draught fans, motors, spare parts and
dampers, also alteration of flues and moving of dampers at the

generating station, Greenwich. See "Oflicial Notices" August 28th.

St. Pancbas —September Slst. Electric lift for heavy vehicles,

for the B.C. See " Official Notices" August 2.Sth.

JIaiiclicster.—September ISth. Supply and erection of

steel storage shelving in the Stores Dept., Hyde Road oar depot,

Manchester. Mr. .1. M. McElroy, General Manager, Corporation

Tramways, ."i.'), Piccadilly, Manchester.

September l.'ith. Uniform clothing and caps. Specifications

from Mr. ,T. M. McElroy, as above.

niddlt'.sbi'Oiitl'li.—September 12th. Corporation. Three
electric motor-driven sewage pumps, priming pumps, metering
arrangement, pipework, overhead travelling crane. See "Official

Notices" August 1 1th.

\('w Zealand.

—

Wellinoton.— September 8th. (1)
3,000 wall telephones, (2) 50, or more, telegraph typewriters,

CX) tons of copper binding wire, (4) 5 tons of galvanisod-iron

binding wire. Specifications, &i\, may be seen by United Kingdom
manufacturers at the Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board
of Trade, 7S, Basinghall Street, London, E.C.

—

B. of T. Joui-mtl.

Spain.

—

Jahai/. (Cacerks).—December Sth. Concession

for the urban and suburban lighting of the town (,h'^\ lamps).

The present contract with the Sociedad Electro Industrial Anton
Martinez Herraiz expires on December Tith. Prospective tenderers

are iaformed that within H or S kilometres' distance private water-
falls exist, which may be acquired for the provision of current for

public and private lighting and industrial purposes.

Salfoi'd.—Steel rails, points, crossings and tic-bars, for

the Tramways Department. General Manager, 82, Blackfriars

Street.

South Africa.

—

.Toiianxesbitro.—October '.>th. Ten
single-truck double decked electric tramoar^, for Munioipal Council.

Sfiffliftealfona, Sff,', may be seen at Commeroinl TntelligfUbe Bfs'noh
of TOlS-d c^F Trad»,

Wairinirtoii.—September 11th. Education Committee
Wiring, S.C., at the Evelyn Street Council School. Mr. J. Moore
Murray, Secretary and Director, Education Office, Sankey Street,

Warrington.
Sept(]j]ber 16th. 12 montb%' supply of earthenware condoita

for Tramways Committee. See "Official Notices ' Angnet 2*th.

Wlilthy.— September 30th. U.D.C. Construction of

cliff tramway or lift. Particulars from the Clerk to the Council.

Molvcrlinnipton,— September 8th. Construction of

tramway permanent- way, Bilston Road, for the T C. Mr. George
Green, Borough Engineer (returnable deposit of £1 Is.).

September 15th.—B of G. Electrical fittings. \ .•,, for the Board
of Guardians. Forms of tender from Mr. F. Harrison, Clerk to

the Guardians.

CLOSED.

Hi ad lord.—The Electricity Committee on Tuesday
cancellfd the contract for the 5,000-kw. turbo-generator of the
Bergmann Elektricitii's-Werke AG., Berlin, and transferred the

order to the British Westinghonse Electric \ Manufacturing Co.,

from whom, the committee state, they have obtained very satis-

factory terms. The amount of the original tender was £9,370
The Bergmann generator was almost completed in Berlin.

London.—The Edison & Swan United Electric Light
Co., Ltd., have received a contract for 12 months' supply of

Standard-type "Royal Ediswan" drawn wire, and also carbon and
special-type lamps, for H.M. Office of Works.

ManclicsttT.—Messrs. Chamberlain & Hookham, Ltd.

have received the contract for the supply of meters to Manchester.

Salfoi'd.—The following tenders are recommended to the

Town Council for acceptance :

—

Babcock & Wilcox.—Steel steam-pipas for B,0O0-kw. torbo-altcmator, £88.

J. Wolstenholme & Soa.—Cast-iron pipes for 5,000-kw. torba^slternator
i!160.

British Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co.—Switchgear eqaipment lo

two IoOkw. rot.ary converters, £275.
G. ,S J. Weir, Ltd.—One steam turbine-driven boiler feed pump, £235.

Stalybi'ldn'*",— The .Joint Tramways and Electricity

Bjard has accepted the tender of Messrs. S. Robinson ,v Sons, Hyde,
for new offices and stores at the generating station.

AVarriniiton.—The Electricity and Tramways Committee
is recommending the Council to accept the following tenders :

—

St. Helens Cable and Rubber Co.. Ltd.-Cable, £1,658.

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.—Extra-high-tension feeler pane
£113.

Drake & Gorbam, Ltd —Lowtension feeder panel, £12.
Scottish Tube Co., Ltd.—Steel tramway poles, £8^.

W. ,t J. RiohardsoQ, -5,000 tons of coal.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers (North of England Branch'.
—Saturdtv. Ueptcuiber 5tb. Visit to Fellitit; Colhery aud Garaen fariy
at Wardluy Hall.

London Association of Foremen Engineers.-Saturday, September .iih.

At 7 p.m. At Cannon ctreet Hotel, t'apor on '* Railless Electric Trao-
ti.in," bj Mr. W. K. Ireland.

Salford Technical and Engineering Association.—Saturday, September
5th. At 7 p m. At Royal Tecnuical lustuute. Peel Park. Paper on
" C mtrifugal Pumps for Salvage, Sewage and Gravel," by Mr. A. W.Taylor.

Institution of Mining Engineers.—We incsday. Sei'tember siih. At lO.a)

a.m. At the central Souovil of Science and Technology, Stoke-on-Treni,
Annual t.eneral Meetlui;. (Dinner, visits to works, Jtc, are cuicelled t

NOTES.

\ Siemens Itcsiiination. Mr. ('. Koetticen has tendered

his resignation, which has l>oen accepted, as a director and as

managing director of Siemens Bros. Pynamo Works, Ltd., and has

no further connection with the companv.

Klocfiical Ih'struction of IVst>.— .\ re^-ent article

in the i:',vlri,-ii! World describing a device adoptcti by the

employi's of a Fort Wayne, Ind.. electric light station for disiKising

of rats by making them auto-electroeutionists. recalls a patent

issued a few years ago for destroying smaller po?ts. In the Fort

Wayne invention the rodents are lureil upon a metallic base by a

pie;e of cheese suspended above it on .an iron prong, the two being

connected with opposite poles of a llOvolt circuit : the result to a

hungry and enterprising rat is obviously disastnjiis. In the

patent referred to the " bugs " were snppo^eil to be lured (,bait not

stated) uv>on a grill or network of wires of alternate polarity,

which put the said bugs out of commission in short order. These

inventions are being recorameaded to all American up-to-date

oealral station nu!ns(Rere as worthy of ocnlldemifln in ini>reauii|r

their off-peak load
'
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Patenfs (if Kiiriiiy Sultjccfs.— Mr. Runciman, m
raoviDi; thu second reailini; of the Patentti, IieHi^rnB and Trade
MarlcB (Temporary RuleB^ Act (I'JH) Amendment liill, explained
that the Kill would not oonfiaoate the property of alien patent
ownerH. The object was to euipsnd and not to destroy. If, at the
end of the war, Germany and Austria at;reed to keep alive patents
hold by British eubjeote in those ouiintriei', we. on our part, would
be prepared to keep alive patents in this country of German and
Austrian subjects. Power, however, was taken to issue licences to

British subjeote to exercise alien patents not only for the period
of the war, bat for the full period of the patent. The Bill passed
through Committee, and was read a third time.—The Timet.

Late forrcsiioiulcncp.—Since our " Correspondence
"

[lageB went to press, we have received a number of other communi-
cations, which, owini; to the Immediate interest of the matter
with which they deal, we insert notwithstandinfir our usnal rule :

—
Electric Cooking Apparatt.'*.

Mr. Ptah is evidently a reincarnation of one of those Efryp-
tians whose internal arranerements be so graphically describes.

It would be immensely interesting to learn why they injected a
fluid into the oil chamber which, I presume, in those old days, was
the progenitor of the modern stomach.

I feel conBdent, however, that the Egyptian must have been
greatly relieved when he lost his oil chamber and dissolved

element, nnless he happened to have been casually sucked out
through the vent with them, and unless he had gone before in

this manner it must have been a great relief to him to be dead.

Doesn't Mr. Ptah's Egyptian oil experience confirm the preserva-
tive effects of oil .' We coat metals with oil to prevent oxidisation,

because oil contains no free oxygen. Rapid convection prevents
excessive temperature. Over three years' trial no element has
failed, and there isn't the slightest reason why the elements
shouldn't last as long as the mummies.

R. F. S. Vekneb.

The Crisis and Peovisiokal Order Notices.

Would it not be advisable under the present crisis to request the
Board of Trade to waive the necessary notices, other than the
formal notices already given for Provisional Orders, for the supply
of electricity in the different areas .'

This would not only make work for English manufaoturers, but
would make work in other directions, as well as putting more
money in circnlation ; even if the capital had to be raised at a
larger rate of interest, it would still be more economical, as the
poor rate in the districts would not suffer so greatly.

I should be very pleased to give my services to any such move-
ment, but would suggest that it should be done through the
Institution of Electrical Engineers.

R. W. Rowland-Hill.
Pinner, Septemher 2ml, 1914.

What Constitutes a British Firm '

May I be allowed to express in the strongest possible manner
my complete disagreement with what is said by a member of a
well-known firm of consulting engineers, under the above heading,
in your issue for the 28th ult. ? Your correspondent is

anonymous, but I, at any rate, have sufficient belief in my opinions
to write over my own name.

Your correspondent—and I fancy I know who he is, and believe
him to be actuated by the best intentions—has no sense of pro-
portion. He would put personal feelings and gratitude for past
eoientiflc services before patriotism, and this at a moment when
this country, and, indeed, our whole European civilisation, is in

the direst danger. This is certainly not a time to dipouss the
merits of the Siemens family, which all who know will readily
admit

; but to talk of " malicious tongues " when we declaim
against our barbarous enemy is surely monstrous.
What are the fac^s .' I append a list of the shareholders in

Siemens Brothers k Co., Ltd., which I have obtained from Somerset
House. As will be seen, 60 per cent, of the shares are actually held
by Germans in Berlin, while of the remainder much the greater
portion are in the hands of two Germans who are only English by
naturalisation, in one case acquired, as I am informed, only a week
or two ago.

The position of a foreigner made English by naturalisation must
always be a dubious one, and I have sufficient respect for Mr.
Alexander Siemens to believe that he must retain considerable
sympathy for the land of his birth.

The board of directors of Siemens Brothers & Co., Ltd., is also

preponderatingly German. The chairman is of that nationality, as

also two other of the directors, while the board contains only one
born Englishman.
In the case of the Siemens Brothers Dynamo Works, Ltd., the

position is probably similar, though, owing to the fact that 19,99S
of the 20,000 £10 shares which have been issued appear to be in
the hands of trustees, it is impossible to say how the shareholding
is split up.

Under these conditions, I say unhesitatingly that any English-
man who gives new work to either of these two companies is

acting in an unpatriotic way. Nay, mere, as it seems to me under
the Royal Proclamation of August 5th, he is acting illegally, as

this Proclamation contains a clause to the following effect :
—

" Nor to enter into any new commercial, financial, or other con-
tract or obligation with, or for the benefit of, any person resident,

carrying on business, or being in the said (German) empire."
This description covers the whole of those, members of the

Siemens faipily who live in Beilin and own 60 per cent, of the
oo"mpany'e sbare capital. .,

Quite apart, however, from the commercial and legal point* of
view, there remain* the outstanding fact that the bulk of the
shares in tbei>e Siemens companies are owned by our German
enemies, oitizens of a country which haH apparently relapsed into

the most atrocious barb&riem, whoee army la a horde of marauding
murdcrerr whose most eminent profeators teach doctrines of un-
diluted non-morality, whose Chancellor tears up as a matter of no
concern a solemn treaty entered into by hie country, which he
sneers at as a mere scrap of paper, laying down the appalling
doctrine that neces'-ity knows no law, and whose Emperor has
publicly inculcated wholesale massacre in the giving of no quarter
to prisoners of war.

It Ik impossible for any Englishman to defend doing buaineas
with companies which are controlled by, and whose shares are
principally owned by, citizens of a nation of criminal savage*—^very

devils who are only restrained by the silver sea and by our own naval
preponderance from wreaking on us here in England the unparal-
leled atrocities they have been perpetrating on the unfortunate and
entirely innocent people of Belgium.

A. A. CaMPBKI.L SWINION.
London, S.W., Sf/ilfmher 2nd, 1914.

Siemens Brothebb k Co., Ltd.

Capital. £600,000 in £n shares. Share*.

Antill, B. n., London
Von Chauvin, G , Bromley...

Dieselhorst, Wilhelm, Charlton
Eaaton, J. J., Sutton ...

Grimston, G. S , Blackheath
Hager, Carl, Charlton ...

Hird. Frances, Charlton
Huddleston, .1. S., Blackheath
Jacob, Frank, Blackheath...
Lauokert, Edward, Charlton
Lawrence, Sir W. Roper, Eaton Square ...

Loeffler, H., Kensington
Siemens, Alexander, Westminster...

Von Siemens, A. W, & G. W., Berlin

Carl F.'a: A. W. ,','

A. W.
G. W.
CarlF.

Exors of Von Siemens, Carl H., Berlin ...

Straube, Albert, Hampstead
Wheeler, W., Westminster

120,000

As will be seen, 60 par cent, of the shares are actually held in

Berlin, while of the remainder the greater portion are in the
hands of two Germans, who are only Eoglish by naturalisation,

A. A. C. 8.

.\nieriCii and the Mar.— In an editorial in the
American Electncal Rfrieu\ dated August 15th, entitled " Some
Principles of Foreign Trade," our contemporary says :

—

" Daring the past two weeks, while the war cloud thickens
abroad, economists on both sides of the water have had a good
deal to say with regard to the possibilities of the manufacturer
in the United States participating to a greater degree in the com-
merce and trade of those countries heretofore almost entirely
dependent upon either England, Germany, Italy, France or Russia
for their larger supplies of fabricated material. It seems reason-
able to presume that if the foreign workshops are shut down for
any considerable period, and with practically all of the sea-going
nations abroad in a belligerent attitude, the exports of those
countries must shrink very materially. With no selfish spirit then,

it would seem to be the opportunity and the right of the manu-
facturers in the United States to see to it that if such
a market be available, information of a most accurate
nature respecting requirements and methods of doing busi-
ness be secured as expeditiously as possible. In this contin-
gency the records of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce are available to our manufacturers, and the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States of America is also in a position to
help materially. While spasmodic efforts have been made by some
manufacturers to develop business with the Latin-American
countries, China, Japan and Asia, comparatively little is known
in the aggregate either with regard to the requirements of the
people there or their methods of doing business. It is a fact that
in these places the American manufacturer has done a good deal
to discourage dealing with this country because of an inequitable
and vacillating policy with respect to his handling of orders and
his desire to secure this business. When conditions in the United
States have been depressed there has been a mild stampede to the
other countries and orders have been booked enthusiastically.

When, however, conditions have improved so that the factories are
busy, it has not been the exception in the past to find the business
Bo ardently solicited one year, scorned the next, and the contractor
or builder or promoter in those countries has consequently some-
times been left in the lurch when refitting, rehabilitation or
extension became necessary.

" Where United States manufacturers have made a study of con-
ditions in Asia and in countries similarly situated, with regard to
onr possible trade extension, they have met with considerable
success. A knowledge of the way to do business in those
couotiies, however, is not easily secured and not at all in a single
seasoir, The Government departments are organised for team
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work and co-operation with the Ohambera of Commerce of the
progreBBive cities of the United States, It its a well-known
contention among the otfiuers of the Bareau that the mann-
faoturera of the United States do not utilise their organisa-
tion to anything like the extent that they shonld. Here
then, is a possibility for trade expansion that should have attracted
the intelligent attention of manufacturers, even in a time of keen
competition with the manufacturers abroad. Now, when because
of the unfortunate unsettlement of industry abroad the oppor-
tunity of the manufacturer in this country eeems forced to his

attention, will it not be well to begin at once to realise upon the
latent possibilities .'

"Out of strife and struggle has always come the period of
greatest development in this country. During the awful days of
the Civil War, when the ports of the Sooth were closed to the
industries of the Northland, an entire readjustment of facilities and
business became necessary. The commerce of the country was
changed about, and in a miraculously short time native genius
blossomed, and invention had its greatest opportunity. Chicago's
supremacy as a grain centre of the world, her leadership in the
packing industry, are the direct results of the courageous efforts of

brave commercial captains to live up to the opportunities forced
upon them through the closing of the ports of the South, and the
city of Saginaw and other populous places now along the river

oame into being because of the increased industrial opportunities
due to the development of the new business centres. Dispatches
from Paris contain the report that the French Government has
placed an order with Armour ..>c Co. for 2,000,000 lb. of canned beef
for army rations. Without considering now just how these supplies
are to be shipped and delivered, in view of a close adherence to the
neutrality laws, if such requirements as this are magnified many
times, can anyone conjecture the expansion that should come to

thia country in its hour of peace, while the other nations of the
world are at war with each other .'

"

Iu((uiries. — A correspondent asks for names and
addresses of firms able to make machines for spirally covering
asbestos cores with resistance wires.

Another inquirer asks to be put in touch with the manufacturers
of papier-mache or similar bobbins for electrical coils, supplies of
which have previously been obtained from Germany.
A further inquiry is for any British-made substitute for

" Stabilit."

British makers of small primary cells for pocket lamps are
asked for.

liistitutiou aud Lectuie \otf.s.

—

The Societv lou
Electrical Development.—The report of this American Society,

recently issued, states that specimen wiring specifications have
been distributed to architects, to show them how such specifica-

tions should be drawn up. Machine-tool builders are being urged
to show their tools in the catalogues motor-driven, and to build
the tools with motors as integral parts where such practice is

desirable. The extension of facilities for charging electric

vehicles, the improvement of electric heating and cooking appli-

ances, the employment of small electrical refrigerating machines
and electrical ventilation, and the development of the use of
domestic electrical apparatns, are other directions in which the
Society is working. A prize story competition has been organised,
with a Committee of Award of high qualifications, the prizes

offered ranging from £2 to £60, and a large amount of work is

being done in connection with a publicity campaign, special

booklets, &.C. The education of window trimmers in the matter of
effective lighting of show windows and shop interiors occupies a
prominent place in the activities of the Society. A booklet
recently published, is entitled " Vacation Comforts," and shows in

how many and various ways the use of electricity conduces to the
oomfort and happiness of holiday-makers and others.

The Illominatino Enoikeerino SociETr (U.SA ) hoUs its

convention at The Hollenden, Cleveland, from September 21st to

26th.

The Electrical Vehicle Association of America.—The
annual convention of the Association is to be held in Philadelphia
from October 19th to 2l8t. Among the papers to be read are one
by Mr. J. H. McGraw on " The Progress of the Electrical Vehicle,"

one by Mr. \V. P. Kennedy on " Electrical Vehicles in Parcels Post
Service," one by Mr. F. C. Hendersohott on " Educating the Public
to the Field and Use of the Electrical Vehicle," and one by Mr.
Walker, the chief of the Philadelphia Fire Brigade, on " Electric
Fire Apparatus."

Institute or Metals.— In consequence of the war it has been
found impossible to hold the proposed Portsmouth meeting of the
Institute of Metals on September 10th and Uth next. This meet-
ing is, therefore, indefinitely postponed. In its place, however, a
statutory meeting of the Institute will be held at Caxton House,
Westminster, S.W., at 4.SO p.m. on Thursday, September 10th,

when, beside the t'ansaction of official buHineas (which will include
the nomination of officers for l'.H5, and the election of members'),
there will be formally presented the nine papers that would have
been read and discussed at the Portsmouth meeting,

Barcelona EAliibition.—It has been definitely decided
to hold thia Exhibition in 1917. The Spanish Oortes has voted
10,000,000 pesetas, and the Ayuntamiento of Barcelona a similar
eum in aid of the undertaking, which, however, it is expected,
will require a sum of 70,000,000 pesetas for its realisation. The
organising committee are now considering the means of raising the
balance.

Laiiiit Carbons Dis|)ute.—A motion in an action of the
Beck Engineering Co., Ltd.. and Billington r. the Foster Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd., and Sloan Electrical Co., w«« before Mr. Justice
Shearman in the Vacation Court on Wednesday. It related to a
quantity of lamp carbona which were the eabject of an agreement
between the parties and Mr. C. Conradty, the manufacturer. A
reference to these carbons appeared in our " Legal " section last

week.

Mr. Collingwood appeared for the plaintiffs and Mr. Colefaz,
K.C., and Mr. Julian Fuller for the respondents.
At the outset Mr. Colefax explained that the plaintiffs had

obtained an injunction /.( /^arff relating to 10,000 of the carbons,
part, it was said, of 180,000 or 200,000 in this country, and he
should ask that that injunction should be dissolved, though
he was willing to make the plaintiffs an offer in respect of the
carbona they required.

Mr. Collingwood, however, eaid that he could not accept the
offer. His present motion was that a Receiver should be appointed
of the carbona in dispute, but he should ask for an adjournment
to file evidence in reply. The motion was before the Court the
previous week, when it stood over for the defendants to file

evidence, and the evidence for the defence was not handed to the
plaintiffs until after 4 o'clock the previous evening. He had
had no opportunity of seeing it.

Hia Lordship asked what was the plaintiffs' title to the carbona.
After a full hearing, his Lordship said that he could not see that
the plaintiffs had made out that tbeee carbona were their property
earmarked to them, and he would dissolve the injunction as to the
10,000 and the rest of the motion, and all qucdtiona as to costs
would stand over for a week to anawer the affidavits. The defen-
dants had expressed their willingnesa to execute any orders they
might receive at current prices, and any diapate as to price could
be determined later.

Appoiutments Vacaut,—Junior switchboard attendant
(£70) for Swansea Corporation; meter auperintendent for Hull
Corporation (£150) ; overhead lineman for Colombo (age, 30)
for Colombo Electric Tramways and Lighting Co., Ltd. ; shift

engineer for a.c. and D.c. (30a.), for Ayr Corporation ; temporary
sub-station attendanta are wanted for Sunderland to take the
place of men serving with the forcea. Particulars are given in our
advertisement pages.

German Firm in Court.—In the City of London Court,
on Wednesday, Hagen Accumulator Works, 15, Holbom Viaduct,
sued F. L. Mitchell & Co., Ltd.. electrical engineera, 18?, Rye Lane.
Peckham, for £3 Uia. 4d., for accumulators and batteries supplied.

The defendants' representative said they admitted having the
goods from Germany, but their trade had been diminished by
75 per cent., and, even if they were liable, they said they ought
not to pay, because the plaintiffs were a Oerman firm. Judge Rentonl,
K.C., wanted to know how he was to find out if the plaintiffs

were a German firm. The defendants' representative said the
plaintiffs advertised to that effect in the trade journals. The
plaintiffs' representative said they were a German concern right

enough, and he was only proceeding with the case to save the
Court's issuing fees. Judge Rentoul said the case would be
adjourned until the end of the moratorinm, whenever that
might be.

Ceiliuj;; Roses,—The British Standard specification,

No. 67, for two and three-plate ceiling roses, baa been isened by the
Engineering Standards Committee. The preface to the report

explains that the atandardisation of two and three-pin plugs and
other accessories is being proceeded with, but it waa felt that the

convenience of tho.-e concerned would best be met by issuing

separate specifications so as to bring the standardisation into force

aa aoon as possible, rather than by waitiue until the whole of the
work waa accomplished and then publishing simultaneously a
complete set of speoificationa. The Committee has had the cordial

co-operation of the British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers'

Association, so that these atandards are likely to be generally

adopted by the industry, with considerable benefit to both makers
and uaera. The report contains particulars of the material to be

nsed, the dimensions of all the essential parts, the sius and shape
of the holes for the wires and all other necessary details. The
Committee has specified that each terminal plate in the stardard
ceiling rose shall be of a different shape, the reason for dis-

tinguishiug the different terminal plates by form rather than by
colour being given in a note to tie specification. Drawings show-
ing the gauges necessary for both the two and the three plate

ceiling roaes, and a diagram illustrating the relative positions of

the terminal plates in a three-plate ceilin? ro!>e. are included.

The price of this report is 5s. 2d
,
post free. It is publl^hed for the

Committee by Messrs. Croeby Lockwood Jc Son.

Educational \otcs.—We have reccival the prospeotns

of the Sjuth-Westeru Polytecbnio Institute, Manresa Road, S.W ,

for the session 19U-16.

University Colleok, London.—A course of 14 lectures on
" The Theory and Practice of Radiotelegraphy " will be delivered

by Prof. J. A. Fleming, F R.S., on Weduestiays, at 5 p.m.. beginning

October 28th, 1914. The course will be in two parts, six lectures

before Christmas and six between Christmas and Easter. It is

open to both memt)er8 and non-members of the University.

Application for tiokets of admission should be made to the

Secretary.
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Klccliical <:ill:il Tou-ltoat.— In order to do iiwa}'

with " legK'ntf
"—"len puAhiiit; with their feet ajfainot the roof and

•idea—of the Ilareoaatle Tunnel on the North Stafforil»hire Canal
between the Potteriee and Uuncorn, the North Stalfb. Itailwa; Co.
has installed an electric towing boat to tow the canal burgeH. Ad
the water is too shallow for a propeller, and the roof too low for
a trolley wire, four steel ropes have been laid throUffh the tunnel,
and these pass through the bottom of the boat and round two elec-

trically-driven tfroovod wheels. The pawer is provided from a
special barge, holding 1 JO cells, and cupible of dlscharginp sutli-

ciont current to meet the demands of several journeys. The cells
are charged by a special plant at one end of the tunnel—which is

2,!)00 yards long—and while one accumulator barge is in use
another is being charged. By this means 17 boats, each carry-
kig 20 tons, can be towed through in about 40 minutes, whereas
the journey used to take each boat from two to four hours. The
boats have been constructed by -Messrs. Bullivant A; Co., Ltd., of
Hillwall, and the scheme has been carried out under the direction
of Mr. A. F. Kock (chief electrical engineer to the N.S. Railway), Mr.
F. A. L. Barnwell and other officials.

Fatalities.— I.ndian Shock F.\ta],ity.— An inquiry
was recently held into the death of a Brahmin from contact with
a broken telephone wire which fell across the Bombay Electric
Supply Co.'s overh-iad lines. The latter consisted of five wires
arranged one over the other, the top and bottom ones being earthed
guard wires. The telephone wire was suspended between a
bungalow and a tree, crossing above the power lines, and snapped
at both ends of the span

; one end apparently dangling over a
small branch, which prevented its falling on the guard wire,
touched the live power lines, while the other end fell into the road
and killed the man. The tree branch from which the wire was
suspended was 9 in. thick, and the jury came to the conclusion that
the wire broke owing to the tree swaying in a high wind.
Salkobd.—Last week an inquest was held on James Wm.

Hacking (16) who had been employed as an apprentice by Messrs.
Eckstein, Heap & Co., electrical engineers, of Caroline Street, Lower
Broughton. From the evidence it appeared that on July 10th the
deceased got on a stool to fit brushes on to the switches, and the
stool gave way. Hacking caught hold of a switch, which gave
way, and he fell to the ground with the switch on top of him.
He told a fellow workman that he had not hurt himself beyond
bursting his thumb, but he was seen to be limping. He went on
working, but two days later became ill, and a doctor who was sent
for said he was suffering from blood poisoning. He died on
August 20th at the Salford Royal Hospital. The medical evidence
was that death was due to a state of septic poisoning brought about
by an injury to the leg. " Accidental death " was the verdict.

Electric Heater for Oil >Vells.—In the oilfields of
the Whittier district, California, experiments are being made with
an electric heater with a view to increasing the output of flowing
oil welLs. The heater consists of a long brass cylinder containing
numerous coils, which is lowered to the bottom of the oil well, and
the resulting increase of flow is considered as due to the expansion
of gas causing a greater upward pressure. The heater, which is

loaded with 9 kw., will, if successful, be a source of considerable
income to electric companies in the locality.

—

-Electrical ]f'ofld.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The EditoTi invite electrical cTigineers, whether connected with the
technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,
alio electric tramway and railway offlcials, to keep readers of the
Elbctbical Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station Officials.—Mr. S. Seal, of Hull, has
been appointed meter and electrieal testing superintendent to the
Salford Corporation, at a commencing salary of £150, rising to
£200 per annum, Mb. E. F. Kent, of Sunderland (see Elec. Rev,,
August 7th), having withdrawn his application for this post.
The Cleckheaton Electricity Committee has decided to advance

the wages of Mr. H. Athbrton, of the engineer's staff, to £2 5s.
per week and to pay him £5 in respect of overtime.

Tramway Officials.—At St. Paul's Church, Leyton, on
August 22nd, the marriage took place of Mr. John Fatle, traffic
superintendent of the Leyton tramways, and Miss Echel Jessie
Trace, daughter of Mr. J. Trace, of Leyton. The presents included
gifts from the tramway stsff.

General.—Mr. H. Clifford Palmer (manap;er, publi-
cation department, General Electric Co., Ltd.), has recovered from
the effects of a serious operation, and, as a lieutenant in the
London Scottish Regiment, ia now actively engaged in military
duties.

Mr. T. a. Eraser has resigned his position as manager of the
cable and metals departments of the Electrical Co., Ltd., and will
terminate his engagement at the end of November, after being
associated with the firm for 13 years.
Mr. Herbert Wolstenholme, formerly of Pendlebury, who is

in the London office of the Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd.,
was married to Miss Amy Scott, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Soott, of Tynemouth, on August 26th. The wedding took place at
Christ Church, North Shields.

Mb. W. Vincent Euwauij.m has be«n appoijited engineer and
general manager of the Hastings and Dintriut Electric Tramway
Co., Ltd., as from the 1st inst. lie halt for some moutbn past been
in charge of the system as deputy manager during the illntM of
Mr. Tbos. B. Holliday. Mr. Edwards was one of the firbt to join
the electric traction branch of Messrs. Dick, Kerr ,\. ('o and saw a
good deal of service with them in variouH English and (Jontinental
towns. Subsequently he was in their London office for several
years bttore moving down to the Hastings Co.
Mu. Ernest E. Siiabi" has joined the board of the Jackson

Electric Stive Co.. Ltd., and will act with Mr. Williams in the
direction of the business. Though the ccmpany has hitherto
devoted ittelf to large cooking eijuipinents, it is now ready to go
ahead with kettles, toasters, flat-irons, yc, Mr. Sharp s connection
with the C. A: H. meter and N'enner time-switch business will not
be interfered with in any way.
The /Vmc.i states that the Postmaster-General has appointed Mb.

E. Raven to be an Assistant Secretary to the Post Ollice, in place
of Mk. II. S. Carey, C li., promoted.
Mr. D. N. Scott will shortly be severing his connection with

the Reason Manufacturing Co., Ltd., of Brighton, as secretary and
accountant, which position he has held for the past seven years,

Oliituary.—Mu. Hebheut R. Hud.^on.—On Sunday,
Augui-t 30tb, at his residence, Penn Fields, Wolverhampton, the
death took place of Mr. Herbert R. Hudson, A.M.I.E.E , A.C.G.I.,

chief designer to the Electric Construction Co., Ltd. Mr. Hudson
joined the E.C.C. staff in 1907. and a little more than 12 months
ago was offered, and accepted, the position of chief designer.
Although an exceptionally young man for so refpousible a post,

his performance of its important duties has more than justified

the confidence placed in him. A man of much personal charm,
unassuming, a wise counsellor and an ever-ready helper, he was a
great favourite throughout the works. Of fine physique, an
athlete, excellent company and a wonderful singer, he was heart
and soul in the recreative and festive sides of the E.C.C. affairs,

and did much to foster that spirit of comradeship which is so

valuable an asset in any large business concern. For some years
he was a member of the Executive Committee of the Wolver-
hampton Engineering Society. The increasing pressure of his

duties at the works led him to tender his resignation from that
Committee, whereupon the Society paid him the compliment of
electing him a vice-president. By his imtimely end the electrical

engineering profession has lest a man of fine achievement and
finer promise ; the Electric Construction Co. a loyal and highly-
valuable servant ; the E.C.C. staff and workmen a comrade and
friend.

Lord Mebthye.—We regret to record the death, which occurred
on August 27th, of Lord Merthyr, who, as Sir W. T. Lewis, in the
course of a lengthy and successful career, was at different times
president of the South W'ales Institute of Engineers, the Mining
Association of Great Britain, and the Iron and Steel Institute.

He was born in lS37,the son of an engineer, and he rose from com-
paratively humble circumstances to a position of great power in

the industrial world, among his other attainments beirg that of an
authority on industrial arbitration.

Mr. Frederick S.mith.—We very much regret to learn of the
death, which occurred at Swinford Old Manor. Ashford (Kent),

on August 27th, of Mr. Frederick Smith, managing director of

Messrs. Frederick Smith i: Co., Ltd.. wire manufacturers, of

Caledonia Works, Halifax, and of Manchester, also director of the
London Electric Wire Co., Ltd. He was in his 66th year.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Harvac, Ltd, (137,523).—This company was registered August
27tb, with a'capital of £1,000 in £10 shares, to carry on the bnsiness of mana-
facturcrs of household appliances, vacuum or pneumatic or other dusting and
cleaning machines and motors to drive the £;irae, Ac. The subscribers (with
one share each) are :— C. J. Harvey, Haverbrae. Bewdley Hill, Kidderminster,
manufacturer; J. H. Heynes, The BuTsles, Torton, near Eidderminster,
secretary, Private comjjany. The first directors are C. J. Harvey and J. H.
Heynes ; solicitor, H. Q, Ivens, High Street, Eidderminciter,

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Allen Wei.t & Co., Ltd.—Deb., dated August iOth, 1914, to
secure £8.000 charged on the company's undertaking and property, present
and future, including uncalled capital. Holders : London County and West-
minster Bank, Ltd., Lothbuiy, E.G.

Eli'ctrolite, Ltd.—Particulars of £1.500 debs., created August
6th, 1914, filed pursuant to Sec. 93 |3) of the Companies' (Consolidation) Act,
1903, the whole amount being now issued. Property chargeil: The company's
property, present and future, including uncalled capital. No trustees.

Compagnie Des Cables Sud Americains (1,408).—Particulars
filed August 25th. Registered in France. British adiross ;—22, Royal
Exchange, EC, where E. L. Byng is authorised to accept service. No
memorandum or articles of association filed vet.

John Davis & Son (Derbv), Ltd. (6r..606). — Capital,
£3.i,000 in £1 shares (20,000 ord. and 15,000 prel). Return dated JulySth, 19U.
15,000 ord. and 11,000 pief. shares taken up. £1 per share called up. £2S,000
paid. Mortgages and charges: Nit.

Central Wireless Co., Ltd.—Charge on company's undertak-
ing and property, including uncalled capital, dated July 3Ist, 1911, to r

£150. Holder ; Mrs. G, Scudamote, Mayford, Surrey.
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ChcHliam Electric Ll{|rht and Power Co., Ltd.— A. memo-
rsndtim of aatisfikotion in full on August IHsh, 1U14, ol debs, dated January
STlb, I'JOS, and September 25th, 1U12, securing jeiO.OOO, bad boon liled.

Spanish Telephone Co., Ltd.—Capital. jtSl.OOO in ' r,,tm
ord. shares of £\0 each and 1,260 pret. shares o( £20 each. Return dated
AuKUSt 14th, r.lM; 6,(100 ord. anil B71 pro(. shares taken up; £20 per share
called up on 071 pro(. and £10 pnr share on 4,000 ord. ; i-M.Jao paid ; £10.000
considered as paid on l,f)00 ord. shares. Mortgages and charges ; Nil.

Dartmoor Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—A memoraTidum of
satislaction in full on August 13th, 1014, la) of debs, dated March 113th, l!lll,

securing £500; (6) of " B " deb. dated August 22nd, 1!)13, securing £800; and
(e) of dobs, also dated August 22nd, UH3, securing £700, has been tiled.

Piirticuliits of £4,000 debs, created August l:lth, 11)14, Hied pursuant to Bcc.

98 (.'!) or the Companies' (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the whole amount being
now issued. Property charged : Tiie company's undertaking and propiTtv,

present and future, including uncalled capital. No trustees,

JameH Keith & Blackman Co., Ltd.—leBue on Au^^uHt IBth,
19W, of £700, part of a series of which particulars have already been filed,

Indian Electric Supply and Traction Co., Ltd. (84.2:^3).—
Capital, £647,086 in £1 shares; return dated April aoth, 1914, 7H,021 shares
taken up, £3,021 paid, £96,000 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges :

£(;5,0CO.

D.P. Battery Co., Ltd. (+4,084).—Capital, £10,000 in 4,996
"A," 4,990 "B" and eight other shares of £1 each, return dated -July 8th,
1914; all sbaru3 taken up, £10,000 paid. Mortgages and charges : £12,000,

Harrow Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd. (44.52iO.—
Capital, £.';0,000 in £5 shares (6,61)7 ord. and 3,833 pref.). Return dated March
12th, 1914; all shares taken up; £60,000 paid. Mortgages and charges:
£26,326.

Evershed & Vignoles, Ltd. (43,206 C).—Capital, £30,000 in
£10 shares. Return dated July 9th, 1914 ; 3,000 shares taken up ; £30,000 paid.
Mortgages and charges ; £16,000.

they required in the way of loxuriee they woold ceaee to ^thei
in more rubber. The idea of railway developments in the country,

which, if proceeded with, would have made the labour problem
more dilficult had now been abandoned, and he hoped that the

rubber Kathcrera would remain in the Amazon, and that they
would be encourapred to tap more rubber. Their chief troubles

arose from the fact that the revenues of the State had fallen bo

considerably that they, in their turn, could not pay the company
what they owed them. He need hardly say that the directors

regarded the position very seriously. It they could collect

the £3."),000 from the State they would be in an excel-

lent position. They were doinj; their very best to come
to some arrangement whereby the ultimate payment conid

be secured to them, but he could give them no information about
it, and it was no use his holding out any hope except to say that

they were working hard to try and secure the payment of

the debt.

Replying to other shareholders, the Chairman said that their

contract with the State Government was such that they could not

cut off the public lighting without cancelling the concession. It

was an abominable arrangement, but there it was. There was also

this point to be remembered—that any high-handed action of that

sort might result in very great damage to their property. There-

fore, after giving the matter the most careful consideration, the

board had determined that they would serve the town a8 well as

they could, and rely on the final pressure of public opinion bein^

brought upon the Brazilian Government to ultimately secure their

legitimate claim.

The report was then adopted.

CITY NOTES.

Miiiiaos Trannvays and Li<>hf Co., Ltd.

The annual meeting was held on August 26th, at the oflBoes, t),

Cloak Lane, E.G., Mr. G. M. Booth presiding.

The Chaiuman, in moving the adoption of the report, said they
were holding the meeting under extraordinary and overshadowing
circumstances. The world of finance and commerce was com-
pletely disorganised, and the future of all companies somewhat
obscure. With them the obscurity was deepened by the problem
of Brazilian exchange. As regarded the State debt for public
lighting, their efforts to collect this had not met with any success,

and, beyond a small payment in December last of lees than £1,000,
no payment had l)een made, and the amount of this debt to them
at April liOth, 1914, was £.SH,89S, and he feared present conditions
would further postpone a settlement. The accounts for the year
under review thowed tramway receipts amounting to £87,029,
against £106,148 for the previous year, a decrease of £19,119.
The lighting receipts amounted to £44,395, as against £44,148 for

the previous year, an increase of £l!47, the total gross income
decreasing from £151,711 to £132,877. The total operating
expenses decreased from £101,942 to £96,848 (the ratio of operat-

ing expenses to gross receipts had increased from 67'2 per cent, to
72'9 per cent), and the net surplus had decreased from .C28,107 to

£14,426, or over 48 per cent. It was satisfactory to note that tho
lighting department was holding its own, and that it had not
been necessary to write off anything from either of the company's
reserves. The directors recominended the transfer of £8,000 to the
contingencies and accident reserve account, making a total to the
credit of the account of £23,725, and to the renewals reserve
£6,000, making a total to the credit of the account of £27,000

;

the balance of £3,862 to be carried forward to next year's account.
In the three months expired since the close of the year under
review, the net earnings had decreased from £11,920 in 1913 to
£5,764.

Mb. G. Watson seconded the resolution.

Mb. IlENt-'LEY asked whether the ordinary reserve was invested
in the business or separately. He also asked how the moneys
which were owing by the State Government were treated in the
accounts.

The Cii.viu.MAN said that with regard^to the reserve fund, it was
invested in the busincsi'. The amount'owing by the Government
appeared under the head of book debts and payments in advance
in Manaos, £43,431. That included £33,000 due to them from the
State. In addition, there was about £1,700 odd, which the muni-
oipulity owed them, and there was somethinK- owing by tho Fcdorivl
War Department, on which sum small payments wore being made
on account. With regard to the future prospects of the Maiinos
rubber trade, on which the success of tho company was almost
entirely dependent, that was a very ditlicult question to answer, and
it was one which the directors had been asking thomeelvea for the
past two years. It was very complicated, because they had the
general problem of the success of producing rubber in tho Kast
cheaply, and the second problem which chemists differed upon was as
to whether tho quality of the fine, hard I'ara rubber wa.i essentially
superior to the Eastern rubber. At present there was a difference of
about 9d. in the two prices. At anywhere near 3s. it was his own
opinion that the Amazon would recover its own balance. He was
also inclined to hope that the difiiculties in the Amazon would
lead to the production of more rubber and not less. That, again,
was a speculation on his part, and the difficulty was that they
were dealing with a very uncivilised part of Brazil, the population
of which was entirely different to the population which gathered
Eastern rubber. After the people had succeeded in getting what

Iti'itisli L. M. Ericsson Mauutactnrinn' Co.. Ltd.

—

The 6 per cent, preference dividend for the half-year ending June
30th, 1914, will be paid on the 16th inst , and the transfer books

are closed until 16th inst., both days inclusive.

Marconi's Wireless Telesiraitii (o., Ltd.—The
directors announce, with regret, that owing to the present impos-
sibility of obtaining repayment of money lent by the company on
short loan against securities prior to the moratorium, they are

compelled to postpone paying the dividend warrants, which other-

wise would have been issued on Monday last.

Kiienos Ajres Port and City Tramways, Ltd.

—

The directors have decided, in view of the present financial position

of the company, that the coupon of the extension first mortgage
debenture cannot be paid.

.Metropolitan Electric Sii|>i»ly Co,. Ltd.—The directors

state that, owing to the unprecedented financial position, they

have decided to defer the payment of any dividend on the ordinary

shares for the present.

Crossley Uiotliers. Ltd.—According to the Fiumi'-in/

Timi'!!, the airectors report that the working results for the half-

year ended .June are satisfactory, but, owing to the abnormal
monetary conditions, payment of the usual dividend on !the pre-

ference shares, due on September 1st, is to be postponed. Warrants
will be posted as soon as the directors are satisfied that the financial

situation has sufficiently improved. No interim dividend will be

declared on the ordinary shares.

South Metropolitan Electric Liirlit and Power ( o..

Ltd.—Warrants for interim dividends, due on August 31st, on the

7 per cent, cumulative first preference shares and 6 per cent,

cumulative second preference shares, for the half-year ended June
30th, 1914, have been posted as usual.

Continental.— Spain.—The amalgamation is anuounceil

of the Sociedad Electrica de Chamberi with the Oo-operativa

Eleotra.

STOCKS AND SHAKES.

Tuesday ETCDlas.

Extension of the gem ral moratorium was practically inevitable,

and the announcement from the Chancellor of the Exchequer

that it would be continued until October 4th met public antici-

pation. That it would be on a more limited scale than its pre-

decessor had been expected, but its full rigour remains in force

for at least some time to conio. Accordingly, such good people

as arc evading payment of their just debts, on the ground that

to discharge thcni while a national moratorium was in progress

would bo au act supremely unpatriotic, will bo able, if they wish,

to deprive their creditors of the money for another month.
Moratorium or not, the opening of the Stock Exchange would

be impossildc at the present time, although there are many who
think an unofficial market might be established, to be held in

some City hall, or in the settling rooms of the Stock Eich.inge

itself. It has been pointed out hero that the grave danger lies

in tho possibility of selling being forced were an official market

to be re-created, and that the Committee of the House, in deciding

to keep the doors closed, are adopting the least of various evils,

which all, in their way, recoil upon the community just .is much
as they do upon Stock Exchange members.

Dealings for cash are going on in a quiet sort of way. and it is

interesting to notice that many of the principal issuee amongst

electric supply and power companies are saleable at present
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kltbouKb at prices oonaiderably depreoiatod from those of a month
^o. Thin, fur inHtanoe, ie a (selection of Bome of the nharea and
bondn which can be unld to-day ; of oouree, the demand is limited
in each case, and it may be that at the end of the week the buyera
will have got what they wanted. TbU being distinctly improb-
able, however, we net out the lint ax follows :

—
Bid, Price

KUrlrir I.lthling- Julj 80lh. bid. Fall.

Bouriiornouth and Poole 4) |ier oenl. Deb. US DO 8
Gbanog Orous 4i per cent. L)eb lUO} M <t
Weslininiitur Uteotrio 4^ peroeot. Pref Q 41 ^
Melbuuruelfileo.Ooo8.ueb 104 !>!>} 4^

Tramwayt—
AogloArReQIiae 4 per oent.Deb UO 6i 6

„ ,, 4) perceol. Deb. ... B7 V9 C
Bombay Buoood Debt H9 94 6
BrUbftue Inveatnieul Deb 100 94 8
BrU. Oolumbia Uieo. Hly. 4i per cent. Deb. Vi CO 6
Calcutta Tramways 44 per cent. Dtb »8 9'i 6
Mexico Truiuti First bonds . . 63 75o.d. 7
Para Uleo. Kailwav 6 per oeut. Deb. .. SU 61 4
Bao Paulo Tr*ru9 6 psr cant Dob W 93 tl

Uld. Elec. Trarni of Monte Video 6 per cent. Deb. UG 90 e

Mhetllimtou,

-

Cons Oas. Bleo. Light and Power ot Balti-
more 5 per cent. Dt^b. .. 99 97 y

Oeneial Ulecirio (New Yorli) 5per cent. Deb... 108 108 S
Mexican Light and Pi w. r 6 per cent. Bonds .. 79 78 6
Mexican Eiooirio Lighi Bi^nde 81 as g
Mexican Northern Power Bonds 82 18 4
Underground £ileo. Income 88 60 8

.. 11 Is. sharea Ss. 6d. &s. 6d.

It muat not be supposed from the figures quoted in the secona
column that thete represent the utmost values to be obtained.
By dint of negotiation—to give it a polite name—a seller could
probably obtain more. It is to be understood that all the bids are
for cash, and the money would be available upon delivery of the
securities.

On the other side of the sheet, there are sellers of a hundred
times as many stocks and sharea as those set out above. The Stock
Exchange policy throughout the crisis has been to maintain
quotations so far as possible, in order to prevent any avoidable
disturbance in the public mind. That is to say, in principle, the
bargain-hunter has been discouraged, because it is felt that he
might be able to buy stock from a desperate holder at a knock-out
level, which, being quoted in the papers, would have an unsettling
effect upon proprietors of the same and similar securities.
At the same time, if an investor wants to pick up cheap stock,

he need have no hesitation in making a bid for it— which, again,
must be for money

; and his broker would no duubt do the best
possible in order to fulfil the order. In days such as these, clients
need have no scruple in asking their brokers to take up stock
through the agency of their bankers, although, as a matter of fact,
with the moratorium over everything, and with all bargains being
done for cash, any risks in dealing with members of the Stock
Exchange at the present time are reduced to a minimum.
Not a few of the companies which declared dividends, and then

postponed payment of them, have by this time di^tributed the
money. But many more are announcing their decision to pass the
usual distributions at this time of the year and to carry forward
the amounts, having regard to the existing state of affairs abroad.
Both inconvenience and suffering are hereby entailed

; and in the
case of the Alabama Traction Company, for example, protests
have become vocal at the Company's withholding payment of the
interest on the bonds, due on September 1st. Reassuring state-
ments to the effect that this or the other company is able to meet
its obligations, but considers it prudent to suspend temporarily the
discharge of them, savour of affront rather than assurance to
the people who look for regular distributions in order to pay their
way.

Boards of directors, of course, are in the best position to judge
whether snoh course of action is essential ; buo even where it

would be straining a point to make the payments, such effort
would seem to be justified in most circumstances. Needless to tay,
we have always been the last to suggest that companies ought to
strain their resources by payment of dividends, and in the past we
have ventured to criticise distribution of money which not only
austerity, but common prudence, demanded should have been
husbanded. But with the times so out oi jjint as they are now,
the more elasticity there can be imported into financial relations,
the better for the common weal.
The cry for the capturing of German trade has already led to

developments in electrical, as in other, industries. Negotiations are
on foot for the acquisition of a property in Eaisland, tbrough the
formation of a c .mpany, to annex the tangotea and the tungsten
acid business. Efforts are being made in the tity to ibtain suffi-
cient money to erect a plant for the treatment of wolfram, with
a view to winning the tungetcn. Anotber deveU.pment, of course,
is that of some of the electric 8Ujp:y compauiew iu the matter of
providing electrically-pro^eiltd vans fur the delivery of goods
within a comparatively (.hurt radiUf, a>- to which particulars were
given here last week, and wbich, we underotan'', has aruUoed a
good deal of interest. Rjbb r companiei-, too, are looking out for
fresh military uses to whi;h they can put their produoo. so that
in variuus directions efforts are afoot to wreot good out of the
prevailing evil.

The Buenos Ayres Port and City Tramways announces that it
cannot pay the coupon on the Extension First Mortgage Debentures
which became due on September Ist. This is only what had been
looked for, but the suspension comes at an unlucky time, because
the reorganisation scheme which was to have been put forward,
but which has not yet been forthcoming, would, no doubt, include
the raising of fresh capital, and, with things as they are now, the
hope of getting more money for ventures of this kind must.

indee<l, be dim. The Marconi Company is anotber of tboso which
withholds payment of its dividend.

The report of the Puehla Tramway, Light and Power Oompany
shows a debit balance of £18,HA0, which La due simply to the
heavy loss in exchange. The Company's various properties have
not suffered materially, except for some slight damage done from
time to time by bandit«.

Brazil Traction shares have been weaker at 50 sellers, but, at the
time of writing, there is a small buyer at that price. With regard
to the dividend on the Ordinary shares of this Company, this ia

usually paid at the rate of 4g. Oid. per dollar to shareholders who
have not had the shares registered into their own names, but who
allow them to stand in the namee of big firms, ia order to save the
registration and stamp charges. Owing to the international sitaa-

tion, the rate of exchange is now quite nominal, and some of the
registered holders have intimated to the proprietors that they are
willing to give a dollar cheque nn Toronto at 91 i per share in

settlement of the amount claimed, or to withhold payment until

such time as the exchange rate may again become normal.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

Owing to the war, the prices given below are, of course, only

nominal,

Wednesday, September 2nd.

CHEMICALS. *o.

a Aoid, Uydroobloiio .. .. pet owl,

m „ Nltrio

a „ Oxalio per lb,

a M Bulphnrls per owl,

a Ammoniac Bal ,.

a Ammonia, Muriate (large crystal) per ton

a Bleaching powder ^

a Bisulphide ol Carbon .. .. m
a Borax m
a Copper Balpbate ^

a Lead, Nitrate „
a „ White Sugar

„ Peroxide „

e Methylated Spirit per gal.

a Potassium, Bichromate, In casks per lb.

a Potash, Caustic (88/90 %) .

.

per ton

a „ Chlorate per lb.

a „ Perchlorate ,, .. h
a Potaasium, Cyanide (98/100 %) . . „

(for mining purposes only)

a Shellac per owl,

a Sulphate of Magnesia . . .

.

per ton

a Salpbnr, Sublimed Flowers . . „

H Recovered .. .. m
a „ Lump „

a Bcda, Caustic (white 70/78 %) .

.

a „ Chlorate per lb,

a „ Crystals per ton

a Sodium Bichromate, oaska .. per lb.

METALS. <fcc.

b Alomlulam Ingots, in ton lots .

.

per Ion
b H Wire, in ton lots

)

(1 to 14 S.W.G.) J
"

b „ Sheet, in ton lots . . „

p Babbitt's metal ingots .. .. „
c Brass (rolled metal 8* to 18* basis) per lb.

c H Tube (brazed) .. ,. „

c H ,. (solid drawn) • . ^

c „ Wire, basis ^

c Copper Tubes (brazed) .. .. „Oh „ (Bolid drawn) . , »

g M Bars (best seleoled) .. per ton

g „ Sheet a
( „ Bod „

d „ (Electrolytic) Bars . . „

d H H Sheets .. h
d H X Bods .. H
d n n B't^- ^''B per Ibi

/Ebonite Rod „

f „ Sheet „

o German diWer Wire .. ., „

A Uutta-percha, fine „
A India-robber, Para One .. ,, „
/ Iron Pig (Cleveland warrants) .

.

per ton

/ ., Wire, galv. No. 8, P.O. qual, „

r Lead, English Pig „
m Manganln Wire No, 38 . . .

.

per lb.

g Mercury per bol.

e Mioa (in original cases) small ,. per Ibi

c H I. N medium ^
e „ ,. ,. large .. „
o Nickel, sheet, wire, &c ,i

p Phosphor Bronze, plain castings h
a M N rolled bars & rods m
p „ H rolled strip A sheet h
o Platinum per o>,

d Siliclum Bronze Wire .. .. per lb.

r Steel, Magnet, In bars .. .. per ton

f Tin, Block (Saglish) .. .. „
o „ Wire, Nob. 1 to 16 .. .. per lb,

p White Antl-frlotion Metals .. per ton
tZino,8h't(VleilleUoniagnebnd,) .

£86

£107 6 8

xiia
«60 to £881

SJd.
lud,

8|d.

lOd,
lOd.

i-78

jE78

£19
£65
£»a
£71
eii.
s/e

8/-

li7

6/10
2/10
62/11
£16
Nom.
6/6

£7
41. to 3/6
8/- to 6

/6 to 10 6 & up.
Nom.

1/1 to 1/3*
i/o| to i/a

W3i to l/6i
186/-

inja.
£141
N.-m.
2/3

£44 CO £194
Nom.

a. £eo.

id. dec.

£7 dec.
£7 dec.
£7 dec.
3d dec.
l/-dec.
1/- dec.

Quotations srpplied by

—

a G. Boor & Co.
b The Bruieh Alamlnium Co., Ltd,
c Thns. Bolton & Sons, Ltd.

d Frederick rimith & (3o.

• P. Wiggins (4 Sons.
/ India-Rubber, Ouita-Percba aud

Telegraph WorliiCo., Ltd,
0. James & bUakspaare.
b Edward TUl A Co.

/ BfiUlng & Lowe,
k Morris Ashby, Ltd.
/ Richard Johnson & Nephew. Ltd.
m W. T. Glover i Co., Ltd
a P. Ormi&con & Sons.
o Johnson, Matib«7& Co., Ltd,

D
r W, ff, Dennis & Co,
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REVIEWS.

The Principles of Automatic 'I'clephony. By Walter
Atkins (Engineer, Post Office Telephones). Lon-
don : Electrician Printing and I'ublishing Co.,

Ltd. Price 2s. net.

The continuous and rapid growth of telegraph and
telephone engineering has rendered it quite impos-
sible for anyone to keep up to date with the details

of the developments in all its branches. At best, an
outline knowledge only can be acquired of the work
which is being done in departments other than those
in which one may be particularly engaged. In the

telegraph service, however, at least in this country,
a man may at any time be called upon to take up any
branch o'f the work at short notice, and it is very
desirable, therefore, that he should have some idea

of what is being done throughout the whole field.

The little book under review meets this need as

far as automatic telephony is concerned. A sketch
is given of the Strowger and Lorimer systems, suffi-

cient to give a good fundamental knowledge of their

operation and to provide a foundation for more de-
tailed study if the reader should subsequently find

such necessary. The book is well provided with dia-

grams and photographs, there is an entire absence
of padding, and we can recommend it to all whose
duties are likely to bring them into touch w'ith auto-
matic telephone installations.

X-Rays. By G. W. C. K.\ye, D.Sc. London: Long-
mans, Green and Co., Ltd. Price 5s.net.

The study of X-rays, since their discovery by
Rontgen in 1895, has been continuous and persis-
tent, and although their nature cannot be said to
be established beyond all doubt, yet enough is now
known of them to make us fairly certain that they
consist of ether waves of extremely short amplitude
and great frequency, with a velocity equal to that of
light. The book under review is valuable in that it

gives us an account of all the most novel and origi-
nal discoveries with regard to these rays; it des-
cribes present-day methods and apparatus, a com-
plete acount of which can only be found scattered
throughout many journals; it is concerned to some
extent with the development of theory as well as of
experiment; and it brings tne whole subject right
down to the end of the year 1913.
The author- who is head of the radium depart-

ment of tlie National Physical Laboratory—con-
siders first the phenomena of a discharge tube and
deals with the production of cathode rays—rays
which can cause fluorescence, affect photographic
l)lates, be disturbed by electric and magnetic fields,
and so on. The existence of the cathode rays has
been known for a long time, although their nature
was entirely unsuspected until recently. Modern re-
search has shown that they consist of particles, each
about i-i8ooth the mass of a hydrogen atom and
each possessing a negative charge of electricit\ .

They issue in great quantities from the cathode of
the discharge tube, and striking the glass of the
tube, cause the production of X-rays—rays of quite
a different order, inasnuich as thev can penetrate
solid matter to a considerable distance.
From the scientific standpoinl genorallv, an onici-

ent X-ray bulb is of the first importance, and the
author devotes a chapter to the consideration of this.
It \yas soon found that the X-ravs produced bv al-
iowmg the cathode rays to strike the glass of tlio
tube were unsatisfactory in that they scattered too
much and therefore gave insufficient' definition : ac-
cordingly, in a modern bulb the ravs are produced
by mtroducing an " anticathode," and allowing the
cathode rays to impinge" on this at an angle of about
43°- Tlie anticathode is usually made of i>latiiunn
because of its high melting jioint and high atomic

w'eight, for experiment has siiowii tiiat liie meiai^

of high atomic weight are the best " radiators."

High melting point is necessary because of the in-

tense heating effect of the cathode ray bombardment.
Other metals that have been used for the anti-

cathode are osmium, iridium, tungsten, and tanta-

lum. Ihe cheaper bulbs have nickel anticathodes

faced with very thin platinum sheet. A photomicro-
graph is given of one of the last showing the fusing

effects of the discharge. Various devices have been
introduced for cooling the anticathode, including

circulating currents of air and water, magnetic, and
other means.

In order to produce a discharge current three

methods may be employed: (i; influence machines,

{2) induction coils, and (3) step-up transformers. The
first is now obsolete, at any rate in this country; the

second is generally used for ordinary work; and the

third is in use where special circumstances prevail,

such as where instantaneous photography is required

or where for some reason a comparatively large cur-

rent is necessary in the tube. The author describes

the varying types of these machines, and with regard

to induction coils, goes pretty fully into the question

of design. Photographs of the wave-forms of the

primary and secondary currents are given, and in

this connection it may be of interest to note that a

primary current showing superimposed high-fre-

quency oscillations is the best for X-ray work.
An iiiteresting chapter is on the " blackening of

an X-ray bulb," that annoying phenomenon \vhich

accompanies continuous work. There are two main
causes for this : —(i) The disintegration or " sputter-

ing " of the anticathode while acting as cathode dur-

ing the inverse current, and also the cathode during

the direct phase; and (2) the volatilisation of the anti-

cathode due to Its high temperature under reduced
pressure.

The chapter on the measurement of the rays is

important and comprehensive. The British Radium
standard, consisting of 21.10 milligranunes of pure

radium chloride, has been certified in terms of the

International standard, and is now deposited at the

National Physical Laboratory. The standard serves

as a means of standardising radioactive preparations

as well as the energy output of X-ray bulbs. The
intensity of the X-rays at a particular point is defined

as the energy falling on one sq. cm. of a receiving

surface passing through the point and placed at right

angles to the rays, and there are several methods
in practical use for determining this: —(i) By mea-
suring the current passing through the tube; (2) by
measitring the heat produced when the X-rays are

completely absorbed by a metal; (3) by measuring
the ionisation efifects of the rays; (4) by a compari-
son of photographic and fluorescent effects. Of
these, perhaps, the most satisfactory and e.xact is

the ionisation method.
The author devotes some space to the practical

application of the rays, and this portion of the work
is illustrated by interesting photographs. Micro-
r;uliographs are now quite connnonly taken, one of

the [lictures in this connection showing the legs of

a tiny lizard with every bone completely defined.

.Another remarkable photograph is a radiograph of

tiic intestines of man, the alimentary system being
rendered temporarily o[>aque through the admim"s-
tration of bismuth salts or enuilsions with tlie food.
-Stereoscopic radiography is now possible, and tUe

method is useful in ascertaining the depth of a
foreign substance in the body. Instantaneous photo-
graphs can quite readily be taken, and snapshots
through any part of the body and of almost any of

the moving organs are common : a bullet leaving

the nutzzle of a revolver has been radiographed.
Chapter XII, on the iiuerference and reflection of

the rays, is a wonderfid record of the wit and in-

genuity of man when confronted with problems of

unusual difficulty. We have space only to notice one
of the examples recorded. In 1912, Prof. Laue, of
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Municli, believing that X-iays were short hyht rays

with wave-lengths of an atomic order of magnitude,

conceived the notion that the regular grouping of

Ihe atoms in a crystal, which modern crybUillography

allirms, should be capable of producing interference

effects with the X-rays, in a way analagous to that

in which diffraction gratings deal with light waves.

Friedrich and Knipping at once put Laue's theory

to the test. They arranged that a parallel beam of

X-rays should, after traversing a crystal, he received

on a photographic plate, so that any directions show-

ing " interference ma.xima " would be registered as

spots. The first crystal that was tried gave the re-

sult anticipated from the theory.

One of the last chapters is on the nature of the

rays. When they were first discovered the most

diverse suggestions were made as to what they were.

Uontgen liimself believed them to be longitudinal

ether-vibrations of short period and great wave-

length. Other theories represented them to be short

transverse ether-waves akin to ultra-violet light, in-

ternal vibrations of the electrons within the atom,

a manifestation of the breaking up of molecules into

atoms, ether vortices, irregular pulses in the ether,

and flights of material particles strongly resembling

the pa'rent cathode rays. Only with the last few

vears has the controversy been stilled by the dis-

covery that .the rays can be reflected and diffracted

by crystals, and there is now practically no doubt

that they are identical with ultra-violet light of ex-

tremely ' short wave-lengths—wave-lengths of the

order of the diameter of the atom.

Dr. Kaye's book is a good one. and is sure to be

much used. It brings together in connected form
all that is most interesting and important with regard

to its subject : and while it contains a great quantity

of matter for the serious student, it nevertheless

lightens the touch here and there, as witness Mr.
Robb's three verses to the Revolution of a Corpuscle,

given by way of introduction. The first verse, to be

sung to the air " The Interfering Parrot," from the

Geisha, is as follows:—
A Corpuscle once did oscillate so quickly to and fro.

He always raised disturbances wherever he did go;

He struggled hard for freedom against a powerful foe—
An atom—who would not let him go.

The. aether trembled at hi.-; agitations

In a manner so familiar that I only need to say,

la accordance with Clerk Maxwell's six equations

It tickled people's optics far away.
You can feel the way it's done
You may trace them as they run

ily by dy less dp by di is equal K. dx/dt,

while the curl of (.\, v, z) is the minus didt of the vector

(a, h, c).

W.J.C.

ContinitoHS and Alteniatimg Current Machinery. By

J. H. MoRECKOFT. London : Chapman and Hall,

Ltd. Price 7s. 6d. net.

" Many of the students in engineering schools do
not have the time for an exhaustive study of the sub-

ject of Electrical Machinery\ but every engineering
graduate should have some knowledge of the dif-

ferent kinds of generators and motors in every-day
use." The author, who is Assistant Professor of

Electrical Engineering at the Coltmibia University,

makes the above statement in his preface, and most
engineers will be inclined to agree with him, in spite

of the fact that a little knowledge is sometimes a

dangerous thing.

The first five chapters in the book deal with the
elementary principles of continuous currents and
their application to continuous-current generators
and motors. The treatment is quite on ordinary
lines, the only essential difference between this book
and many English elementary text-books being that
the author uses circular mils for wire areas and the
w^hole of his practical illustrations are for American
machines.

Alternating currcntb and their application are next

dealt with in a similar fashion. A good and concise

account is given of the mercury arc and other recti-

fying devices. The operation and care of electrical

machinery is briefly dealt with in the final chapter.

Like so many .Xmerican books, the work is nrarred

by the large number of catalogue illustrations in-

cluded. There are nearly ninety altogether, and
some are so poor that it is diflicult to see what
educative value they can possibly have.

The reviewer cajinot recommend the book to

luiglish students, since it is paralleled by as good, or

better, works at a cheaper price.

H. G. S.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE,

AUSTRALIA, 1914.-II.

Irrigation Dams and Hydro*EIectric Poirer.

By E. KiLBUBN Scott, M.I.E.E., A.M Inst.C.K.

Bead in Seetiun G {Eniihieering'),

( Concluded from page 319.)

L'ses for Power.—The question may be asked, what is the
best use to make of electric power which is developed by
water for ii-rigation '.' Seeing that irrigation dams are usually

situated at considerable distances from cities and other centres
where electric current is wanted for lighting, tramways, and
motive power, the. matter requires careful consideration.

.\lthough electiic transmission of power is efficient, a long-
distance transmission line is ejipensive to construct and main-
tain, and even in countries where there is no trouble with
ice and snow, there are the risks of stoppage due to wind and
dust storms, bush fires, etc.

The supply of electric lighting, tramways and motive power
may, for the purpose of the present argument, be called a
"domestic" supply, and it is important to remember that
when once such a supply is undertaken, it must be kept up at

all seasons and in all years. On the other hand, the primary
object of an irrigation dam is always to have a supply of

water available for the farmers, and more especially so during
dry seasons.

When estimating the supply available from a given source
for domestic purposes, only the minimum flow can be
leckoned upon, if risk of shortage is to be obviated. Therefore
for a domestic supply of electricity aU surplus between the
minimum and the maximum flow is wasted so far as power is

concerned, and expensive spill-weirs and channels have to be
provided.

Clearly it is wise to make use of the electric power as near
to where it is generated as possible, also for operations which
use the same power right through the 24 hours, but which can
b'' temporarily suspended if need be. The supply of light

and power to a city 50 or so miles away sounds well, but it

is not necessarily commercially advisable, because of the diffi-

culty of ensuring continuous supply, because of the low load
factor, and, finally, because the supply must be at a standard
pressure and i^eriodicity. which, as we, have seen, are difficult

to get where the head of water varies.

The first use which suggests itself is the utilisation of

the power for pumping purposes. By this means the irriga-

tion area can be extended beyond that which can be reached
by gravitation channels. In some cases in the United States,

electric energy is used to pump water out of the same river

which develops the power. Hydroelectric pumping is being
largely utilised in connection with Chilean imgation work.
When the Assuan dam comes to be harnessed a part of the

power is to be transmitted about 30 miles and u.sed for pump-
ing. It may be mentioned that .\ssuan presents considerable
difficulties because, in the first place, it is not easy to select

an industry to be pursued which could utilise power that
varies between 100,000 h.p. and 10,000 h.p. ; also during the

greater part of the year the climate at Assuan is extremely
hot, and it is therefore difficult to develop large manufacturing
industries in such a climate.

When the Tra^\ool dam scheme was being considered a
suitable use for the power appeared to be to transmit it to the
cities of Ballarat, Bendigo and Melbourne for a domestic
supply. The great advances in the last few years of electro-

chemistry and metallurgy have, however, changed the situa-

tion considerably.
During this brief period of eight years, many new industries

which utilise large quantities of cheap electrical energy have
safely passed the experimental stage, and a single' factory

making fertilisers could now easily utilise the entire output of

the water power, and with an absolute certainty of selling

the product without disturbing prices.
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The tendency is iinw to estiiblish electrocheiiiical and
metallurgical factories close to the power and so dispense with
transmission lines; alsr) to work the water power and
the factory together, arranging the output of the one to meet
the demand of the other .so that the utmost u.se can bo made
of the water available. When that is done surplus water need
not be wasted, and under certain conditions the whole mean
annual rainfall may be reckoned upon after allowing for

evaporation.
The following are some of the new electrical industries which

•require large quantities of electrical power at low cost :
—

1. Manufacture of nitric acid from atmospheric nitrogen in

electric furnaces by the direct method.
2. Making nitrogenous and phosphate nitrogenous fertilisers

by the direct process.

3. Manufacture of calcium carbide for acetylene lighting.

4. Manufacture of calcium cyanamide fertiliser from
calcium carbide.

5. Electric reduction of iron and steel.

•6. Making alkaU from salt by electrolysis.

7. Making aluminium from bauxite.

8. Making carborundum for use as an abrasive.

9. Making graphite in the electric furnace.

10. Melting concentrates.

11. Treating refractory zinc ores, etc.

Some of these industries have to be carried on continuously,

as, for example, the manufacture of calcium carbide and
calcium cyanamide, the reduction of iron and steel, and the
making of aluminium, etc. The cost of stoppage and restart-

ing is excessive in all smelting and allied operations. On the
other hand some of the industries, such as fixation of atmos-
pheric nitrogen by the direct process, can be worked inter-

mittently. The manufacture of graphite can also be carried on
intermittently.

Fixation of Nitrogen.—Where the water can only be used
for a portion of the year, the problem is to fix upon some
particular industry which can utilise power intermittently,

and will permit of changes in the amount of labour employed,
without undue additional expense. Also, the product must
be such that it has a very widespread rnarket, so that when
it is turned out in considerable quantities it does not upset
prices. At the same time it should be capable of being con-
veniently stored at times when the output may temporarily
exceed the demand.
The manufacture of fertilisers from atmospheric nitrogen by

the direct furnace process meets all these conditions, and is

therefore ideal. Not only can the process be carried out
intermittently, but the demand is practically unlimited, for

to be continuou.sly productive all soil requires plant foods.

Virgin soils have .such foods accumulated in them and for
the first few years they give good crops, but sooner or later
there comes a time when fertilisers must be added. If wheat
and other similar crops are grown year after year from the
same ground the natural plant foods accumulated therein
become exhausted. Of these nitrogen takes first rank.
The be.<?t policy is to utilise the power of irrigation water for

the manufacture of such coramo<lities as will be of direct use
to the farmers. Fertilisers are undoubtedly the right com-
modities to make, and it is very fortunate that the manufac-
ture of some of these fertilisers can be carried on intermittently,

.^t the Portsmouth meeting of the British .\s.sociation I read
a paper in which were described the various methods and the
furnaces in use for fixing atmospheric nitrogen. It will
therefore be sufficient to state here that the most direct
and simple method to make fertiliser is to blow air through
an electric arc flame so as to form nitric oxide gas. In the
presence of oxygen this changes to nitrogen peroxide, which,
when brought into contact with water, produces nitric acid.

If lime is acted on by this dilute nitric acid a nitrogenous
fertiliser called calcium nitrate, containing 125 per cent, of
nitrogen, is produce<l. Large quantities of this fertiliser are
made in Norway, .-ind it is finding its way to the fruit lands
of California and to other parts of the Pacific in competition
with .sodium nitrate and sidphate of ammonia.

piioxjihntfi Nifroiicitflua Frrtilif^cr.— .\ valuable fertiliser can
be made by grinding up phosphate rock and mixing it with
water to the consistency of cream. When the gas from the
furnace is passed tlirough this it changes the phosphate into
the citric soluble state, so making it valuable as phosphate
fertiliser. At the same time the lime is acted upon and takes
up nitrogen, so that the fertiliser contains two out of the three
principal plant foods.

For some time I have, been interested in a scheme to utilise

waste ba.sic slags from steel furnaces, which at present cannot
be used by agriculturists. The phosphate of basic Pessonicr
slag is in the soluble condition and i.i very largely used as a
phosplior.us fertiliser, hut the slag from some open-hearth
steel furnaces is laraelv insoluble, and .so the pbospliorus is

not in a form in which it is immediattdy available for agri-

culture,.

This waste basic slag is being produced in Middlesbrough
alone at the rate of 150,000 tons a year. With the aid of the
electric furnace it may be possible in the future to turn it to
good account.

It may bo mentioned that the direct method of making
fertilisers has reached enormous proportions in Norway. One
factory utilises LIO.OOO h.p,, whieli is generated bv a water
power at Rjukan, whilst another factory to utilise l^O.tXIO h.p.

is also being equipiuxl. .\bout eight millions sterling is in-

vested iii the busine.s.s lu .Noruay alone, luir, inoni.-y having
been principally found by Scandinavian and French investora.
Calcium Cyanamide.—During the last year a good deal has

been heard of the indirect method of fixing atmospheric
nitrogen.
This method commences with the maDufacturing of calcium

carbide for which limestone and coke or anthracite are treated
in the electric furnace. After the carbide has cooled down it
is 'ground to a fine powder in closed chambers in an atmos-
phere of nitrogen so as to prevent formation of acetylene gas.
The powdered carbide is then changed into calcium cyana-

mide by being electrically heated, whilst pure nitrogen is
forced through it. For this purpose the powdered carbide is
run into a large number of barrcj-like retorts, crinkled paper
being put in with it so as to provide passages for nitrogen gas.
The retorts are comparatively small and each has a rod of
carbon down the centre for the electric current to pass through
to start the reaction.

It is of the utmost importance that the nitrogen be abso-
lutely pure, and it is usually made by the liquid air process.
A meter on each retort registers the amount of nitrogen which
passes in, and when all that is po.ssible has been absorbed
the retorts are given time to cool down. The contents are
tipped out and ground up ready for market.

It will be noted that this indirect method requires a great
deal of plant and makes use of electric power for several
operations. If, as in the case of Assuan, manufacture can only
be carried on for eight months of the year it means that a
great deal of very expensive plant is going to stand idle for a
third of the year.
The writer is, therefore, of opinion that the direct method

is the best to adopt for such water powers as are being con-
sidered in this paper, because it is so very simple and the
raw materials are only air and wafer. .\lso, the process can
be carried on to suit the exigencies of the power supply, and
the voltage periodicity may he varied. The plant required is

a minimum and it needs very little attention.
Thus far all the furnaces which have been used in Norway

and elsewhere have worked with single-phase alternating
current, and as the power is usually generated as three-phase
the furnaces have to be used in sets of three.
Threc-Pha.se Furnace.—I have been at work on this problem

for the last few years and have made an efficient three-phase
furnace. I claim that for a given power the first cost is much
less than it would be for three separate single-phase furnaces;
also, the space occupied is less and attendance and maintenance
costs are lowered. By combining the three arc llames together
a balanced load is given on all the phases, also continuity of
working is assured because current is always flowing in one
or other of the phases and the arcs thus maintain each other.
The combined flame takes the fonn of an inverted cone, and

thus a large portion of the air passing through the furnace is

enabled to come into intimate contact with the flame.
Further, a combined flame is naturally hotter than if the same
energy were expended in three separate furnaces because the
hitter have greater radiation losses, etc. High temperature is

all-iiuportaut. Professor Nernst has shown that the yield of
nitric oxide depends partly on the temperature, and it goes up
very rapidly indeed at the highest temperatures.
By projecting a stream of high-voltage high-frequency sparks

into the space between the electrodes where they are" nearest
together the air dielectric is broken down without any adjust-
ment of the main electrodes, and it is thus possible to control
a powerful furnace by means of quite a small switch. .Also.

the quantity of air is in no way restricted by the position of
the eliH'trodes.

A boiler forms an integral part of the furnace, and this not
only (-tlectively cools the gases, but at the same time heat
that would otherwise be wasted is utihscd for raising steam.
None of the furnaces in use abroad has a boiler applied
dinctly. The steam raised in the boiler may be used to
generate electric energy, which if passed back into the furnace
enables the combination to work regenerativoly.
Where there is plenty of water power, as in Norway, then>

may not be much advantage in regenerative working, but
where the pow-er is limited, as it would naturally be at an
irrigation dam, then there is something to be said for it. The
a<lvantage. however, is most apparent where the electricity is

obtained from power plants using stojini turbines.
7'/i<i Migration Toward.<i Power.—The evolution of power

from primitive water wheels to steam engines, then to steam
' turbines, and again back to water, has had a considerable
effect on the geographical distribution of manufacturing. The
factories of the olden times were placed on the banks of the
rivers btvause the prime movers were water wheels, and the
power wa.s directly transmitted from the water wheel through
shafting to the machine. Later came the utilisation of the
potential energy in coal by means of steam engines, and fac-

tories began to centre on the coal-fields of the world. This
pha.so is still going on, but along with it there is .•» distinct

trend of new industries towards districts and countries where
hydro-electric power is available.

In new countries manufacturing centres are apt to be
livated somewhat haphazard, .-jnd by such accidents as the
location of the first facttiry of a given industry: but as
economic law and consuming necessities begin to operate there
is always a movement towards productive soil .ind a con-
suming population.
Those who have their interests bound up in agriculture in

.Vustralia should see to it that all jxiwer which is generated
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by iiuans (if ii lifjatiun diiiiiB is kept for jirivirci in tliiir lu i^jli-

bovirlifMid for tho manufacture of coiniiKMlitiea which they
thoinsclv<'.s sixcially require. As Australia becoincs more and
more a. wlieat-firowing country, more nitro^'enous fertiliser

will be required, and it should be obtained from the air by
electric power.
The question of making ammonium nitrate (from the dilute

acid) for niakinf; safety explosives and also concentrating the
nitric acid to make high explosives is also of interest. In-

dependently of the importance of each country making its own
explosive materials for defence and mining purposes, there is

going to be a large outlet for explo.sives to break up soil instead

of ploughing it; also for making holes for planting fruit trees,

etc. The latter method is very much superior to digging the

holes, as the soil is loosened all round and it is much cheaper
and quicktr.

The Limitintr Conditiuns for the Safe I' 86 of Electricity

in Coal Mining.

By Prof. W. Jf. TiionsTos, DSc, D.Eno.

{.Section G. Abstract.)

The paper is a summarj- of recent researches on the limits of

electrical ignition of inflammable mine-gases and coaJ-du.st.

The lower limit of inflammability is 5.6 per cent, of methane
in air by volume; a temperature of 200° C. lowers this to 5.1

per cent. The most inflammable mixtures are at 8 per cent,

for continuous-current break-sparks, 10.2 per cent, for alter-

nating-current breaks. Excess of nitrogen appears markedly
to increase the necessary igniting current. With non-inductive
circuits 1 ampere at 100 continuous volts is a typical value

;

the corresixinding values with alternating current are 7 am-
peres at 40 periods a second, IG at 20. 2<J at 80, and
29 at 100. By varying the inductance the energy of an
igniting break-spark is found to be constant at about
0.1 joule. Electric signalling bells have inductance up to

0.5 henry and ignite gases at the trembler spark or signalling

point. All electric lamps and fuses, however small, must be
enclosed. Oscillations on a cable sheath caused by short cir-

cuits on the conductor will not ignite gas, but maintained
leakage arcs from armouring are only slightly more active

than break-sparks. Static discharges from 6-inch high-speed
belting could not be made to ignite gas, nor the blue brush
discharge from high-pressure conductors. Movements of

clouds of dust have been shown to give electrification and to

cause sparks, but the energy must be much greater than can
be obtained experimentally in order that this should become
dangerous. Wireless telegraph operations on the surface do
not induce sparking potentials underground. Capacity sparks
in general from cables left insulated after being charged are
very active, 0.002 to 0.005 joule causing ignition. The influ-

ence of gas in forwarding coal-dust explosions begins to be
felt when \ per cent, of gas is present. \t 2 per cent, full ig-

nitions are obtained at every trial. Coal-dust alone can be
ignited by both continuous-current and alternating-current
break-flashes, the former requiring 3.5 to 6 amperes at 480
volts in non-inductive circuits, the latter 14 amperes at 40
periods and on a power factor of 0.8. Continuous-current
faults on the negative cable develop rapidly in the presence
of moisture and the cable is disintegrated. .Alternating-current
faults are self-healing, and a mechanical fault does not in-
crease electrically on an alternating-current cable.
Armouring is necessary under modern power conditions:

lighting and signalling circuits must be equally well protected
to prevent open sparking. The limits of safety are electrically
low, but the risks of ignition are even now no greater than
those attending the u.5e of flame safety lamps, and they can
be entirely prevented.

BRITISH TRADE IN AUSTRALIA.

The following are extracts from a report on the trade of
Australia by H.M. Trade Commissioner which has been pub-
lished by the Board of Trade ; the report itself may be obtained
from Messrs. Wyman & Sons, Ltd., Fetter Lane, E.C., the
price being 2^d.
The following table shows the total imports into the Common-

wealth for the six years ending 31st December, 191-3, with the
shares of the United Kingdom, Germany and the United
States :

—

Total Percentage of Total
Imports. Imports from

Year. Thousand i. U.K. Germanv. U.S.A.
1908 49,799 50.75 9.00 13.22
1909 51,172 50.54 8.87 11.60
1910 60,014 50.68 8.69 12.76
1911 66,968 48.88 9.52 13.45
1912 78,158 50.06 9.15 13.77
•1913 77.248 50.27 9.09 14.12

* Subject to revision.

That preference is of material benefit to British trade there
can be no doubt whatever, and importers are emphatic in
stating that this is so. The extent to which it is of benefit,

hi wi\tr, 1.1 a matter which it is somewhat diliuult to deter-

mine.
With regard to ractals and machinery, notwithstanding the

preference, our foreign competitors have mat«-rially increased

their relative and actual pfisitions. In the metals, etc., group,

lower jjrices, due to highly organised methods of production

and distribution, more rapid tilling of orders, aH well as lower

rates of land and sea freight, sometimes enable foreign manu-
facturers to neutralize the benefits derivable by the Mother
Country from preference. Of the total value of the trade in

1912 in the metals section, about .55 per cent, was affected

by preference. While the British proportion marked a decline

of over 2 per cent, between 19fJ8 and 1912, that ijf foreign

countries snowed a corresponding advance. Notwithstanding
the presumptive adverse effect of preference on foreign trade,

the increase in value of the latter in the metal group amounted
to over 97 per cent, in the five years, as against an increase of

about 76 per cent, in the trade of the United Kingdom under
preferential conditions.

In the sectioj of metals, etc., not affected by preference little

change is apparent in the relative positions of the United
Kingdom and foreign countries in 1908 and 1912. The increase

in value of the trade from the United Kingdom in the five

years amounted to about 52 per cent., and that from foreign
countries to about 54 per cent.

Machinery.—Competition in machinery is chiefly with the
l;nited States, which has nearly one-third of the trade. In
electrical machinery (dynamos and starting and regulating

apparatus) the effects of both American and German competi-
tion are felt—chiefly the former. The Briti.sh percentage shows
a decline in the three years reviewed, but it is most marked
in the trade in dynamos over 200 h.p. (17i per cent.-12| per
cent.) and in starting and regulating machinery (20 per cent.).

The imports under these two sub-divisions combined are far

less in value, however, than the imports of dynamos of lower
horse power (25 per cent.-20 per cent.), in which the United
Kingdom has about half of the trade. The imports of loco-

motives (25 per cent. -20 per cent.) fluctuate considerably, but
amounted to over £468,000 in 1912, tbe average share of the
United Kingdom for the three years 1910-12 being over 77 per
cent. The United States is practically our only competitor.
American firms have sometimes secured orders by guaranteeing
quick delivery. Local engineering shops turn out consider-

able numbers of locomotives, one finely equipped establish-

ment in Queensland having a capacity of one engine per week.
It is always fully occupied with orders from different parts of
the Commonwealth; but establishments such as that referred
to are often not in a position to guarantee rapid delivery,

while their prices are higher than those for imported loco-

motives, notwithstanding the handicap of Customs duty on
the latter. In mining machinery the British position is weakest
in that for coalcutting (5 per cent.—free), in which the United
States has about 90 per cent., but the trade is unimportant..
having averaged only about £15.000 during the three years
reviewed. In rotary percussive drills (5 per cent.—free) the
United Kingdom has about one-fifth of the trade only, not-
withstanding the preference, the remainder being with the
L^nited States. The total trade is comparatively small, how-
ever, averaging under £.33,000 per annum. In other mining
machinery, viz., that for earth and rock cutting, dredging,
etc. (25 per cent.-20 per cent.) the position of the United
Kingdom is stronger, having averaged over 60 per cent, in
the three years under review, out of an annual average total

of about £51,000. Both Germany and the United States partici-

pate in this trade.

In machine tools (free) there i.s considerable competition
from the United States and to a less extent from Germany,
the average .=hare of the United Kingdom being about 51 per
cent, of an annual average of about £120.000.
In machinery not particularly specified, on which a duty of

25 per cent, under the general tariff and 20 per cent, under
United Kingdom preferential tariff is charged, the average
annual value of the imports was about £830.000, and of this

the United Kingdom had nearly two-thirds, the most serious
competition being that from the United States, which improved
its percentage by over 2 per cent, in three years, while the
United Kingdom's share remained .stationary. In the much
less imjvirtant trade in machinery not particularly described,
on which a general tariff duty of 15 per cent, is charged, with
no preference, the British position improved hv Oj per cent.,

while imports from the L^nited States showed only a sUght
advance, and imports from Germany declined.

ilefal manufnctures.—This forms one of the most important
groups of imports, and naturally embraces a very wide range
of items. From the point of view of foreign competition the
item in which the nosition of British trade is most unsatisfac-

tory, not onlv in this group but throughout the whole range
of imports, is iron and steel wire (free), being chiefly that
used for fencing. In the three years reviewed in the table to

w'hich reference has been made, the total v.ilue of this trade
increased from about £700.000 in 1910 to about £724.000 in

1912. The following figures show the value of the shares of
the three principal countries interested :

—

Imports from
U.K. Germanv. U.S.A.

Thousand f. Thousand £. Thousand £.

1910 115 381 ISO

1911 Ill 320 266
1912 113 298 304
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Canada and Belgium buth participate to a email extent in

this trade, but their shares have declined since I'JIO. Apart
from the unsatisfactory position of the United Kingdom, the

most remarkable feature of the foregoing ligures is the great

decline in German trade and the corresponding increase in

that of the United States. The German position is stated to

have improved in 1913, but detailed figures on this point are

not yet available, 'llie demand for galvanised wire appears to

be greater than for black wire. The success of the German
manufacturer in this important staple has been explained as

being due to :
—

1. Syndicated methods of production and distribution, under
which the German wire Verband pays an export bounty;

2. Lower freight rates;

3. Cheaper manufacturing processes;

4. ITie readiness to meet the demand for lower quality of

wire in some instances.

As regards American wire, lower freights are also a factor,

while there seems to be little doubt that this wire is sold in

the Australian market at a lower rate than in the home
market. All these factors combined make for lower prices,

with which our manufacturers apparently are unable to

compete.
Tools of trade (free).—The value of the tools -imported

increased from about i'533,000 in 1910 to £695,000 in 1912, on
an average the British share being just about half. The most
serious competition met with is with the United States, the
imports from that country having increase*! in the period

mentioned from £215,000 to £305,000. The competition from
Germany in this line is not serious, her average trade having
been under £35,000 per year. There is slight competition from
Canada, Sweden and Prance. The success of American manu-
facturers of tools is explained by importers as being due to

various factors. The American tool makers are stated to be
readier to take up a novelty than the British ; they put up
their tools for the shelf in a more attractive way, and also in

such a manner as gives a minimum of trouble to the man
behind the counter. They not only advertise them more exten-
sively themselves, but provide the retailer with abundant
advertising matter, show cards, etc., for use in the shop.

Moreover, they spare no pains to demonstrate the utility of

their goods by entrusting the business of making a market to

men thoroughly conversant with the article offered. Importers
claim that the British manufacturer is in .some of these respects
behind the times, and while admitting that he maintains his

position in some lines of the tool trade, it is urged that his

share of the trade would be larger if more attention were paid
to detailed study of the Australian market. Tool-making firms
in the United Kingdom are probably familiar with criticism

of this kind, and in some instances they have adapted them-
selves to meet the conditions of the Australian market, but,

if the importer may be believed, there is still room for closer

study of local conditions on the part of our home manufac-
turers. In thi.s as in other branches of trade the importance
of studying both the manufacturing and distributing methods
of our competitors is apparent. The problem for the manu-
facturer is not so much the sale of goods he already makes as
what is the exact article required in a given market.

Electrical and gas appliances, not elsewhere included (17

J

per cent.-lO per rent.).—Notwithstanding the substantial tariff

preference to goods from the United Kingdom its share in this

trade has onlv averaged a little under 52 per cent, of the total,

which increase<l from about £153,000 in 1910 to over £245.000
in 1912. The trade of the United States in goods of this class

shows a more rapid increase than that of Germany, although
the latter is still slightly ahead of the former. This appears
to be an instance where factors are operative which tend to

minimise the effect of preference.
In telephone switchboards and appliances (free) the British

share has decline<l from nearly 44 per cent, to about 35i per
cent, in three vears, in relation to an increase in the trade
from £105,000 to £164.000. The greater part of the imports
are from Sweden, hut it is noteworthy that in the three years
under review the United States increased her sales of goods
of this class from £3.000 to £30,000.

7v(j(7.';, fishrJales. etc. (15 per cent.-10 per cent.).—This trade
has increased from about £820.000 in 1910 to £1,300.000 in

1912, the share of the United Kingdom being about 4Si per
cent in the former year and close on 65 per cent, in the latter.

A consideration of the detaiUxl figures .suggests that factors of
greater moment than tariff preference have been operative in

determining the position. Up to the present steel rails have
not been mannf.'icfured to any great extent in the Couimon-
wealtb, but when the steel works at Newcastle. New South
Wales, now under construction by the Broken ITill Co.. are in

operation, the local output should be considerably augmented,
and may eventually meet the demand for the whole of
Australia. It is anticipated that the rolling mills at Newcastle
will be turning out rails in the cour.se of next year.

Trade Inquiries.

The Trade Commissioner will be glad to furnish infonnation
regarding the nature and extent of foreign competition in res-

pix:t of any of the items. It will assist him in replying to

inquiries if these are made in the form of a series of specific

questions, instead of in a general way.
Catcdo(iues.—.\lthough there is on file in the Ti-ade Com-

missioner's office a large number of catalogues of British manu-
facturers of various kinds, it is felt that the collection is bv no

means as representative as it might be. British firms who
have not already done so are invited by the Trade CommiB-
sioner to forward issues of their catalogue.?. These sbould
show the full export discounts, and should state whether
packing is included in the price or discount, whether quota-
tions are f.o.b. at a British port, and whether the firm is pre-

pared to quote c.i.f. at an Australian rxjrt. They would also

do well to furnish the names and addresses of their agents,
if any, in the Commonwealth in order that these may be in-

corporated in the existing lists of agencies before mentioned,
if such be necessary.

It is hoped that the principals or travelling representatives
of British firms visiting Melbourne or Sydney will make use
of the Trade Commissioner's Office to a greater extent than
hitherto. The Commissioner trusts that business men
will regard his offices as a bureau where information likely to

be useful to them is available in convenient form.

ELECTRIC FURNACES AND ELECTRIC
STEEL PRODUCTION.'

In the first electric furnace of practical value (Stassano, 1>'98~) heat
was conveyed to the charge simply by radiation from an eleHric
arc. Furnaces of this type are now uanally confined to meltinfr

weights up to 2 tons of metal for casting. Almost eimaltaneonaly
with the Startsano furnace the HetonU fnrnace was invented, and
this type is now the most extensively employed. It is equally
applicable to melting cold scrap and to refining molten metal, and
a number of Heroult furnaces accommodating 25 tons' charge are

in regular service. The Girod fnrnace (lyOi'O is applicable to the

same class of work as the Heroult furnace, but has so far not been
built for more than l.i tons' charge. The Keller furnace is similar

to the Girod type, but has found limited application, and that

chiefly in France. The Nathusius fnrnace, invented in 190S and
since built in sizes up to 10 or 20 tone, is applicable to the same
duties as the Girod furnace and is specially suitable for melting
ferro-mauganese. The Nathusius furnace is characterised by
current flow between the electrodes in the floor of the furnace .

the total heating can be distributed at will between the upper and
lower electrodes. Many as are the patents which have been

granted, no other really distinctive types of arc furnace have

yet been evolved.

Late in the nineties the Kjellin and Frick induction furnaces

were introduced. These types differ only in the form and arrange-

ment of the primary coils. The Kjellin furnace can be used instead

of crucible furnaces, but is not, says Dr. Guggenheim in K.T.H.,

very suitable for refining processes, and is subject to metallurgical

and electrical defects. The latest Frick furnaces are free from
these defects, and satisfactorily applicable to refining processes.

Two Frick furnaces of 20 tons' capacity are used in America to

make high-grade steel from molten charge ; more extensive use of

this type is to be anticipated. The R>>chling-Rodenhauser induction

furnace was the first to find extensive application ; it is now nsed

chiefly to refine molten metal and to melt ferro-manganeEe. The
largest furnace of this type yet built has 12 tons' capacity.

The statistics presented in Table I (.wherein doubtful ti ^ares are

marked .') show that arc furnaces find most favour, the greater

number used, as compared with induction furnaces, increasing year

by year. The 1913-14 data relating to Heroult, Girod, Nathusius.

Kjellin, Roohling-Rodenhauser and Frick furnaces are derived

from firms licensed to build these types. The number of

Stassano, Keller, Chaplet and other arc furnaces has increased but

slowly or has decreased, and. among the induction furnaces, only

the Roahling-Uodenhauser and Frick types have made important

advance since li>OS.

TABLE 1.—Elkctkic Stkkl Fvrnacks, 190S—1913-14.

In Use. Under construction.

Type. 1908. I'.ilO. 1913-14. 190S. 1910. 19l;<-14.

Arc

:

—
Heroult
Girod
Nathusius
Stassano
Keller

I'haplet

Miscellaneous

Total

liuhiction :
—

Kjellin

Riohling-R idenhauser

Frick
Miscellaneous ...

Total

Total—Arc and induction 43 73 134.' 30 41 39

During the first years of its practical development, the electric

steel industry made rapid headway. The first practical elec-

tric melting fnrnace wa.-" set to work in 1903-4, yet in 190S there

were 43 arc and ;W induction ; in 1910, S2 arc and ;U induction ;

and in 1913, l;5S arc and 3S induction fornacee in service. Though

* Abstract from the Kl'-itrcti><-h>ii.tchf /eitschrift.
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the number of induction furnaoeB now in UHe compareH unfuvour
ably with the number of arc furnaoea, compariHon on a tonnacre
proilnctiou bt»8iH in more favourable to the former type. Both arc
and induction fiirnaoes have their own spheroH of utility. The
hopen eDi;endered by the rapid development of electric furnaces
ten years ai;o have not sinoe been realised, the data presented in

Table II beini; by no means so favourable as would be expected
for new apparatus and processes of proven merit.

TABLK II.— Electric Steel Pboduction, 1908-13.

ToiiN per annum. lOOM. 1909. 191U. 1911. 1912. 1918.

88,881

Oermany and
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It has rfi|uiied nothing less than the most terrible war

that Europe has ever witnessed to lead gome of our con-

temporaries, lay and technical, to worry their heads about the

extent and character of Germany's foreign trade con-

nections and the need for strong British action in order to

deal properly with the menace. Suddenly it has dawned

upon the various writers that there is a chance to capture

(jermany's export trade, and when writers who know every-

thing in general and nothing in particular adopt such

a view, they are apt to become obsessed with the idea that

this capturing is no sooner said than done, or that, at any

rate, it is comparatively easy to wrest from our Tentonic

enemies the many millions of pounds' worth of business that

they have by their own methods, and with most careful

nursing, secured from different markets.

lb will be a matter for everlasting regret if we are going

to be satisfied with airy utterances from men who are over-

whelmed by the sight of figures in millions, and whose only

(lualification to write on things in general lies in their lack

of specialised knowledge. We venture also to suggest that

it will be to our discredit if we thoughtlessly imagine that

we are going to succeed in capturing German trade by

giving vent to feelings of anger and malice. The elec-

trical and engineering manufacturer or trader will be able

to deal more effectively with the position by freeing himself

both from the excessive optimism of the uninitiated and

from the erratic policies of men in haste and anger.

Every man of the " Bull-Pog Breed " has felt his blood

boil as he has heard of the barbaric practices which have

been adopted by the so-called " cultured " nation

in its war upon higher civilisation. It has been

staggering all humanity by its onward down-

hill course of militarism. Our outraged feelings

refuse to be silenced, and tliey justify a demand for

vengeance upon the perpetrators ; so far, all of us are to bo

excused if we express in anger our determination to stop at

nothing in order to biing about the ntter confusion of onr

adversaries. But we do well to inquire whether in our dis-

cussions on capturing trade we are quite maintaining that

reputation for cixilness and stolidity that onr representative,

Mr. 'P. Atkins, is displnving on the field of battle. When

we get actually down to the dotjiils of the trade war. and

proceed with the execution of the very well thought-<->ut

plan of campaign that is essential, we shall probably talk

less and do more. No doubt, talk of the ouler that wo have

so far witnessed has formed one of the preliminarit>s to the

adoption of a proper plan of campaign. Perhaps now it will

be as well if we set about the very deep thinking and

planning and organisation that have to follow befort.^ any

plan of campaign am be procetxled with, with reasonable

hope of cither immediate or ultimate successful execution.

First of all we may safely accept it that the present re-

vulsion of feeling against manufactures made in Germany

[3.-,8]
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will (lontinue in the Itiiiisb I'liijpire uud in many otlier

coiiDtrios loMf; after the sound of cannon huBi'tased tobeiieard.

Sentiment will, in this case, very larj^ely affect the course

of business. This will be a moat valuable power inevitably

working in oar favour as manufactnrerB for the home

market, and as exporters, too. The question of price, instead

of being a prime factor, will become a consideration of

secondary importance, and will continue so for some time.

Hut there may be lints into which the i|uestion of price

cannot enter. l''or some things (lernian that we have

depended upon in the past we shall, where possible, substi-

tute other things British. intimately, however, it may

happen that necessity will influence the direction of orders

for specialities, and price will have again to be reckoned with.

Further, scientific achievement is superior to military

conquest, for, as has been pointed out again and again,

science is international, though scientists individually have

to take arms nationally against each other. It is both sad

and ludicrous to observe the cordial fraternisation of

scientists internationally the while they are as nationalists

doing their utmost to invent means whereby they may the

more effectually annihilate each other. The pen indeed /.<

mightier than the sword I We take it that British elec-

tricid engineers and scientists are prepared now, 8S ever, to

give credit to the men and firms of (lermany who have pro-

duced inventions and made discoveries which have advanced

the science and applications of electricity.

In addition to the very helpful influence that British

trade must most assuredly receive from the new Home

sentiment, and the improved business relations that as far

as we can see are bound to follow between ourselves and

other countries as the result of comradeship in arms, we are

justified in accepting the statement that Germany by her

own deliberate attack has, as stated in one of the daily

papers, " smashed her own trade to atoms." It may be

true that those engaged in the peaceful occupations of

commerce and industry were not responsible for the madness

of German militarism ; but there has long been a suspicion

of very close relationship between some leading German

industries and the powers in authority, and our own pages

have repeatedly borne witness to the fact that in her com-

mercial competitive method-", whether here or in foreign

parts, there has been an unscrupulousness and a

hitting below the belt which have not much more

to commend them than have overhead attacks on defence-

less non-combatants or under-water mine- laying for the dis-

persal of those whom you are not plucky enough to come

and fight fairly in the open. The subsidising of Press

world-wide agencies and newspapers to sway public opinion

in favour of German national policy is only a reminder of

some of the deeply-laid Press schemes with which, as re-

vealed ill our pages at the time, it was sought by German

firms to create opinion favourable to German manufactures

and trading schemes.

We published not a great while ago a copy of a letter

sent privately by one of the huge German electrical organi-

sations to an electric central-station engineer in China, which

showed the inducements that they were willing to offer in

order to secure a fosting. British engineering and electrical

firms will have a very real sympathy with the intentions of

our gallant Japanese allies to allow themselves no rest until

they have completely extirpated German commercial

indueiice from <'hina. Clearly wherever German com-

Miercialism has been displaying itself in the markets

abroad, it has been marked with the same ovcrbeariog

" Will-to-power," over-weening ambition to remove, by hook

or by crook, all others from its path. Bat its present

attempt to get all Europe under it« heel with its

toe ultimately reaching across the broad .\tlantic to the

States and Canada, will be its own undoing in the Far East

as well for many a day.

Vet in our deprecation of all that is so unworthy in

German methods we shall be foolish indeed if we pretend

that there have not been some very good and commendable

reasons why success has practically everywhere attended our

enemies' efforts at commercial expansion. We shall do

well if we calmly, and as dispassionately as may be in the

present atmosphere, analyse the reasons for that success,

and take advantage of the advice and criticism that have

being so freely offered by our own representatives. We
forbear at this moment reiterating all those old and almost

musty criticisms— British firms know them only too well.

Yet, while in a trading sense, at any rate, our rivals lie

horn (If voinhat, we ought to rise to the occasion. What

steps are we taking to do so ? Many firms have, no doubt,

been turning over in their own minds whether they can

manufacture this or that new line, for which hitherto we have

placed too great a dependence on foreign sources. We hope

that they will not too easily dismiss such lines as impossible.

Of course, much must depend upon the time the war is to

last, but whether it end soon or late, the fact remains that

disorganised German and Austrian electrical factories, when

they try to get to work again, gathering together such parts as

remain of their broken staffs, will find themselves in a very

different position from that which obtained when the war

broke out. We need not labour this point ; German

industry cannot pull itself together and get into its stride

again for many a year to come, and as to German credit and

finance, who can predict the position in this connection, and

what the effect upon industry may be ? We cannot help

feeling that fear of an early resumption of German cut-

throat electrical competition should not deter from enter-

prising action any manufacturers who are considering whether

they will embark upon new ventures, extend existing

elepartments and open new ones, laying out capital expendi-

ture, and undertaking the manufacture of articles which

will be needed by the United Kingdom and the Colonies, by

France, by Belgium, by Russia, and by the other great

purchasing nations now at war.

A financial daily prints the fears of a Mr. Faintheart,

who hesitates to lay out new capital in capturing German

trade. He fears to install the necessary machinery, because

to compete with Germany he would have to make cheap

and inferior goods, would have Germany strongly up against

him after the war, because she can manufacture so cheaply,

&c., rendering his capital outlay useless. Well, to him who

hesitates in this connection the opportunity is lost. We
sincerely hope that this attitude will not be assumed by

electrical firms, for we are profoundly convinced that in

many cases when the position is properly understood the

venture will be found worth making.

T^et it be remembered that this storming of the citadel of

German trade by the guns of German militarism has come

at a very important juncture in the electrification of the

world. Russia has done little more than scrape the surface
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of hor soil, has but touohed a thousandth part of her elec-

trical possibilities. Where will she be likely to go after this

for electrical requirements I" Who eaid Oennany ? As

has been said of late, perhaps we have so far known less of

Kussia than of our other Allies, but the last few weeks have

led us to wonder whether when that great nation begins to

raove enterprisingly alon^^ electrification roads, the vast

Empire will not make a most magnificent market. We
merely use Russia here as one instance, among many which

could be advanced, to support our suggestion of the timelinses

of this German industrial i/rliarle, and how it may be made

to redound to the mutual advantage of Britain and her Allies

when the linal issues on the field and on the sea are decided.

In all these recent doings Germany has sown for her own

commercial craft mines which she will find it ditlicult with

all her mann'uvring diplomacy to catch by trawling.

The moral of the situation, so far as we can deal with it

just now, seems to us to be as follows :—There has been

enough of general talking, and the time has arrived for

British electrical firms and engineers both individually and

in co-operation, to resolve to do something, in their own

particular sections, to " capture " German electrical trade.

We have done our best to put the facts of the position

forward in several recent issues, aud we have for years past

stated the directions where our procedure has shown short-

comings and wherein our rivals have gained advantages.

A willingness to take trouble, to adapt ourselves to the

buyers' requirements instead of trying to compel him to

change his ways for our benefit, to make cheaper as well as

better quality lines in some goods, to organise our foreign

service in the most efficient manner possible (a point on

which German trade has notably won much success) and a

determination to keep ourselves constantly in evidence

—

these are some of the essentials called for. At the base of all

our new operations there lies of necessity the financial need.

New capital will be required for industry. Will the banks

help us more than they have done ? We hear that they are

considering the matter, taking different industries in turn.

If that be so, we will hope that when the electrical trade

position is studied the possibilities will be weighed in detail

and that the question of assistance will not be dismissed

after a merely general glance at the matter.

We publish elsewhere in this issue a

.«. ".^* j"*. collection of interesting letters on the
Dividends .'

, ,.
subject of German shareholding in British

electrical businesses. We commend the views expiessed to

the serious thought of all our readers, confident that when

the matter has been considered in all its bearings, a con-

clusion will be arrived at favourable to the uninteriuptcd

employment of British workmen and workwomen, adequate

safeguards as to profits being adopted by the Government.

In the past it has been a grievance that London financiers

and investors found the money for German manufacturei-s to

fulfil the Victoria Falls contract. We took the risks

—

(rcrmauy did the work. Now some of our correspondents

are protesting against German capital coming into this

country to keep manufactories in .operation, paying many

thousands of piounds in wages every year, {wrhaps

ten or twenty times the amount earned in dividends

or interest for those who hold the paper. Sometimes
part of the capital involved in these works is even lent

by British bankers, and is not German at all.

From the point of view of industrial activity, taking that

alone at the moment, we cannot help feeling that some of

the evening newspapers, led by certain politicians, have laid

themselves open to a charge of excess of zeal, which is cal-

culated to do harm to legitimate British industries. The
Government has seen to it that profits shall not go out of

the country during the war at any rate. Let us be careful

lest, in attacking German capitalists and investors, we do

not do untold harm U) hnndreils of thooBandB of

Englishmen and their dependants. The national or public

opinion in this connection is, we think, reflected in the

letter from the Chief Constable of StafTord, which we

reprint «lsewhere to-day.

It was inevitable that u[x)n the out
The New Trade-

y,j-^.^\^ of a European war attention would

'""'VuTes!'"^'"*
have to be paid to the Patents and Trade-

Marks Acts in so far as they affect the

belligerent parties. Many Germans own patents and have

ngistered trade-marks in England, and the question at

once arose whether they should continue to enjoy the same

rights as in the piping times of peace.

The first of the Patents, Designs and Trade Marks

(Temporary) Rules, I'JU, provides that the Board may on

the application of any person, and subject to such terms and

conditions, if any, as they may think fit, order the avoidance

or suspension, in whole or in part, of any patent or licence

granted to a subject of any State at war with His ilsjcsty,

and the Board, before granting lauy such application, may
require to be satisfied on the following heads :—('?) That

the patentee or licensee is the subject of a State at war with

His Majesty ; (b) That the person applying intends to

manufacture, or cause to lie manufactured, the patented

article, or to carry on, or cause to be carried on, the patented

process ;
(r) That it is in the general interests of the

country, or of a section of the community, or of a trade,

that such article should be manufactured, or such process

carried on as aforesaid.

With the principle which underlies both these sets of

rules, we have no reason to (juarrel. We may be fairly sure

that our German enemies have not been slow to take full

advantage of all the patents owned by Englishmen in the

happy Fatherland. The new patent rule is fairly easy to

understand. It practically throws a German patent open

to the British public. The effect of the new Trade-mark

Rule is not so easy to comprehend. Does it not. in effect,

legalise the use of a false trade-mark ? Suppose, for

instance, a subject of the Kaifcr had registered a brand of

metallic-filament lamps under the trade-mark " Teufel

Lichte." Is it to be open to any subject of the King to make
similar lamps and attach ihis trade-mark to them ? If so,

it may be that the public will be defrauded. Baying

Teufel Lichte in the market, the ordinary purchaser who
wants a German article, notwithstanding the war. might lie

misled. It seems as if we shall have to wait for some

decision of the Gourts before being able to say with certainty

what the new rules really portend.

Copper.
Thk appearance of the copper staiistii.-?

for the end of August was quite un-

expected, and the figures as issued are manifestly incom-

plete, owing to the impossibility of ascertaining the position

of stocks on the Continent. Mtantime, however, the

returns were appreciated, though they show hardly any

change during the month. The stticks in Havre,

Rotterdam, Hamburir, and Bremen, are recordeii as nominally

unaltered on the month, and the total visible supply in

Europe on this basis amounts to 34,S0(! tons, compared with

S:!,i;U' tons at the end of .luly, aud ;i4,04."> tons a year ago.

The stocks of standard copper wore 1(!,081 tons, compared

with K'l.OO;! tons on July ;nst. There was a very notable

diminution in the supplies coining forward, which for the

entire mouth only amounted to •JU,(;-2;"> tons, while there was

an equally noUible diminution in the deliveries, which stood

at •2,">,4"2'.> tons. With trading on the Metal Exchange

still iu a state of suspension, there is practically a dead-

lock ill the standard copper market, but a certain amount

of business is being put through from day to day on private

terms. The dealings are. however, very rtstricted. and

business is exceedingly difficult, and. indeed, becomts more

so. On the other hand, there is more doing iu actual

copper, refined and »o forth, for which deoifin.ls are
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nQHuifestio^ themselves—not to any great extent certainly,

but in H nieii»ure which seema to suggest that a gradual

restorutioQ of confidence is occurring amongst the consuming
trades. That conBuraplion has been checked bv the war
goes without saying. It is impossible for tens of

thousands of men to be called to the colours without the

available working forces in the industrial establishments

sufifering, and a restriction of consumption in this direction

is, therefore, inevitable. On the other liand, there are one
or two briinclios where special activity is to be observed,

these being the brass aiul ammunition works. The former
have taken laige quantities of copper and spelter for the
production of brass for cartridge strip, and the latter are

working night and day in the endeavours to provide ample
reserves for the destruction of the hordes of barbarians who
arc murdering non-combatant men and women and children

and their own and our wounded, and who call this " war."
It is in the destructive ends of the metal trades that the
greatest animation is shown to-day, the arts of peace being
temporarily relegated into the background. For the
former there is no doubt that the present very greatly

curtailed output of the world's mines and smelters is

amply sufficient. Following upon the war, the United
States mines and smelters have reduced their output by fully
.")0 per cent., and the process is being carried even further
by a number of works, many of which have now closed

down entirely. This restriction of the supply of copper is

bound to have the effect later on of stimulating prices, but
for the time being there is all the metal about which is

wanted, and the tendency of prices within the last week or
two has been towards a lower level. If a seller comes along
and wants money for his copper, the sale resulting is made
at what looks like being a very cheap figure. On the other
hand, when a buyer wants a certain brand, or a certain

description of copper which is scarce, he has, when he finds

a seller, to pay up smartly for it. Under such conditions it

is difficult to say exactly what the market price is, but
probably from £58 . to £60 for electrolytic covers most
brands and specifications.

THE MORATORIUM-AND AFTER.

[mOM A I.KfJAI, CONXnntLTOK.]

Everybody is wanting to help in these

at Leisured ^^^^' ^°^ ^^°^^ '^^'^ ^^^® °° better way
of occupying their time are writing

" letters to the editor." Such an opening of the floodgates

has there been—everybody''s doing it I May good emerge
as a result of some of the suggestions, criticisms, and so

forth. We sympathise deeply with the editors of daily

papers at this time, and in turn we invite our readers to

extend their kindly sympathy to us in our own tribulations.

No doubt there is much to be said in favour of an occasional

outburst as a relief for our over-heated t«mperament8.

Blood-letting was a good old remedy—would that we could

apply it just now to some of our friends. It is a mistake

to write an angry or unreasonable letter over-night, and
hasten out to catch the midnight collection with it. It
would be so much better to leave the posting
until the morning. The writing of the letter has
relieved somewhat, sleep has done the rest, and with
the dawn has come repentance. How many are the missives
that have been destroyed after further and calmer considera-
tion : We never like rejecting correspondence when it

bears on matters of interest to the electrical fraternity, but
occasionally it devolves upon us to exercise the maturer
thought that we are sure the writer would have exercised
himself if he had st'll the opportunity. Sometimes he does
us3 the opportunity, and after letters are in type we are
asked to suppress them. It would be so much more con-
venient for us if the writer would send us a covering letter

asking. "e us to £o.

'

-f
ssociatious, to^jve occasionally been known to act with

undue expedition, ana^smuch as associations are made up
01 individual members^nd many individuals at the
present time are affected by tL^^r-like atmosphere so that
urgency gets the batter of the re^.'^i'^" faculties, it is not
perhaps a matter of surprise that snntliiig* are done over-
night that might be better done iftf^'ntil the morning.

The lawyer returning from bis holidays finds himself con-

fronted with a new and cxtiaordinary situation. Contracts

innumerable, the sanctity of which has been instilled into

bim from his legal cradle, are being broken with impunity

—nay, more, they are being broken by virtue of a Koyal

Proclamation under statutory authority. He reads that

debts incurred prior to a certain time may not Ije enforced

until after a certain time. Incidentally, he realises that his

business, in so far us it consists of the gentle art of debt

collecting, must be susixjndcd for a considerable period.

This state of affairs is puzzling even to the lawyer ; and
if the legal fraternity find it difficult to comprehend, how
much more must the layman fail to grasp its full meaning r

Reading the moratorium proclamation, together with the

various amendments which have been made in it quite

shortly, it amounts to this that all payments which tecame
due before September 3rd, I'.iH, or which will become due

on any day before October 4lh in respect of any contract

made before August 4 th, shall be deemed to be due and
payable on a day one calendar month after the day on
which payment originally became due, or on October 4th,

whichever is the later date, instead of on the day on which

payment originally became due.

For the sake of simplicity, we have omitted references to

bills of exchange and cheques.

Payments so postponed shall, if not otherwise carrying

interest, and if specific demand is made for payment, and
payment is refused, carry interest until payment ae from

August 1th, r.il4, if they become due and payable before

that day, and as from the date^on which they become due
and payable if they become due and payable on or after that

day at the Bank of England rate.

Certain payments are excepted from the operation of the

moratorium, viz. (1) any payment in respect of wages or

salary ; (2) any payment in respect of a liability which,

when incurred, did not exceed £5 in amount
; (3) rates and

taxes; (4) any payment in respect of maritime freight ; (.5)

any payment from a person or firm resident outside the

British Islands, unless such person or firm has a branch

business establishment in the British Islands
; (6) any

payment in respect of any dividend payable in respect

of trustee stocks
; (7) any liability of a bank of issue in

respect of bank notes issued by that bank ; (8) any pay-

ment by, or on behalf of, the Government
; (9 j any payment

under the National Insurance Act ; (10) any payment under

the Workmen's Compensation Act; (11) any payment in

respect of the withdrawal of a deposit by a depositor in a

trustee savings bank.

Let us see what the effect of this delay in payments is

in the commercial world so far as electrical people are con-

cerned. In the first place, it clearly applies to rent. Rent
due under a lease for any sum over £20 a year cannot be

recovered until the moratorium expires. For instance,

suppose .£10 is due for rent at the Midsummer quarter day

under a lease granted before August 4th cannot be claimed

until October 30th. Distress, however, might be levied before

that time. It is conceived, however, that when the lease was

for £20 a year or under, payable by four quarterly instal-

ments, such instalments are not affected by the moratorium.

This view is put forward with some hesitation, because

when a man takes a lease for years at £20, he incurs a

liability in futuro for more than £5. •

With regard to goods sold and delivered prior to

August 4th, the price cannot be recovered until October 4th,

if it is more than £5. Where, however, a customer has

had a trading account with a firm which allows him credit,

and his bill amounts to, say, £49 Gs. 3d., made up of

different items in respect of goods ordered and delivered on

various dates prior to August 4th, it is conceived that while

the items over £5 could be sued for and recovered

notwithstanding the moratorium, those under that amount
could not be recovered. Each purchase must be regarded

as a different transaction.

It will be observed that gas and electric lighting charges

are not excepted. They cannot be said to come under the
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head of rates and taxes. As such charges in so far as they

relate to {^as and electricity supplied before August 4th do

not become due until October ith, it is conceived that an

authority could not cut off the supply, and by that means
enforce payment, until after that date.

It is satisfactory to notice that payments by the Oovern-
ment are exempt.

Assuming that the moratorium be not extended beyond
October 4th, writs will presumably appear like leaves in

Vallombrosa after that date. Whether a further extension

will be necessary no one can say. Other questions, of

interest more to the lawyer than the layman, may arise

hereafter. Thus, it may have to be decided what effect the

moratorium has upon the Statute of Limitations.

THE DECLINE OF THE SELF-

SYNCHRONISING MOTOR.

Bt ERNEST P. HOLLIS, A.M I.B.E., A.Am.I.E.E
,

M.Assn.Mining E.E.

The synchronous motor possesses such valuable power-factor

characteristics, that for a number of years endeavours have

been made to overcome the disadvantages attendant upon
the starting process in order to popularise the motor and
to permit it to enter the much larger field which is now
very much in the hands of the induction motor. Mainly
on account of its simple starting characteristics the induc-

tion motor has been able to put up a stiff fight, and in con-

sequence the self-synchronising motor has not made material

headway. Its sponsors have mainly sought to push it as a

substitute for the large low-speed induction motor, taking

advantage of the very poor power factor that such induction

motors possess.

With the design of the self- synchronising motor and its

auxiliary squirrel-cage winding all electrical engineers are

conversant, although, perhaps, the endeavours which have

been made to design the self-starting synchronous motor

with a high starting torque are not so widely appreciated,

for it was recognised that the poor starting torque conse-

quent upon the low starting voltage which had to be applied

to the self-synchronising motor weighed heavily against it.

For this purpose such expedients as magnetic end-rings to

the squirrel-cage winding have been resorted to with a fair

degree of success, and in the matter of stai'ting torque the

self-synchronising motor in some designs stands on an

equality with the induction motor. The disadvantage of

the inevitable employment of continuous current for excita-

tion has, of course, never been overcome.

With the advent of the phase-advancer, however, the

situation has vastly changed, and it is apparent that this

device has entirely eliminated all necessity for the use of

the self-synchronising motor, since the induction motor
plus phase-advancer can do all that is wanted in regard

to the improvement of power factor without in any way
aacrilicing the simple starting characteristics of the induc-

tion motor. At the same time, many of the little troubles

which arise from time to time with the self-starting

synchronous motor, such as breakdowns due to high pn in-

sures induced in the field windings at starting, and so forth,

arc eliminated.

With the exception of supply undertakings, and in large

sub-stations, the orthodox synchronous motor has found

very little scope for its services, and it cannot be said,

reviewing the situation as a whole, that the self-synchron-

ising motor has greatly improved its prospects. The starling

of a self-synchronising motor, to say nothing of an ordinary

synchronous motor, cannot in any way compare for sim-

plicity with the starting of an induction motor. The
phase-advancer does, of course, introduce a few more com-
plications to the connections of the induction motor, but
recent designs of phase-advancer switchgear include such
perfect mistake-proof characteristics, that it is ([uite outside

the ability of the operator to do any damage, or to insert

any of the switches out of their proper sequence. Numbers

of installations of induction motors with phase-advancers are
now in operation, the starting of the motor being entrusted
to non-technical persons, to whom it would be impossible to
leave the starting of either an ordinary synchronous or a
self-synchronising motor.

The change in the situation wrought by the more general
application of the phase-advancer is worthy of consideration,
and it would certainly seem that the promising future of
the phase-advancer has S2t the seal upon the fate of the
self-synchronising motor.

REVIEWS.

Practical Iron Founding. By Joseph G. Horner,
A.M.I.Mech.E. London: Whittaker and Co.
Price 5/- net.

Entirely in keeping with its title is this new and
enlarged edition of Mr. Horner's work, a book which
should be in the hands of all concerned with foundry
practice. As compared with the last edition the pre-
sent, with its 409 pages and 283 illustrations, has
almost doubled in bulk, a fact explained by the very
rapid progress in iron founding that has taken place
in recent years. Particularly noticeable has been the
increasing use of electricity in the foundry, a matter
that is suitably dealt with by the author, who rightly
holds that " electricity is the agent which, in foun-
dries as in other shops, is the most flexible and the
most mobile form of power." It enables the cranes
to be worked to the best effect now that these are
built with separate motors for each motion and for
heavy and light loads, rated suitably for the different
speeds and loads. Electricity, too, drives the
blowers and other machinery used in the foundry,
though we have not yet applied it to the moulding
machine, many types of which invaluable modern de-
vice are fully described by Mr. Horner in his chap-
ters on " The Elements of Machine Moulding " and
"Examples of Moulding Machines." Gear-wheel
moulding machines receive a chapter all to them-
selves, for, as the author rightly says, though these
machines are now largely used there are still many
shops in which they are unknown. They ought, of
course, to be universal.

Unless it be that Mr. Horner has, in his endeavour
to be strictly " practical," cut down rather severely
his account of the raw material of the iron founder
and omitted references that might be useful, we can-
not suggest how this very useful handbook might
further be anqilified. for he describes ven*- clearly,
and with adequate photographic and diagrammatic
illustrations, the caster's art from alpha toomega.

Researches on Irritability of Plants. By J.\gadis
CuuNDKR BosE. Loudou : Longmans, Green and
Co. Price 7s. 6d. net.

The publication in 190J of the author's first work,
" Response in the Living and Non-living." excited

veiy wide scientific interest, appealing as it did alike

to the physicist and tiie physiologist. He there
proved with great experimental skill and ingenuity
that electrical excitation in plants, and also in in-

organic substances, notably slightly wanned mag-
netic oxide of iron reduced to powder, and in a less

degree, other metallic [lowders, gave rise to response
curves, obtained by taking the galvanometer deflec-

tions as ordinates, and the times of exposure, or re-

covery, as abscissa?, closely resembling those ob-
tained from animal nerves and nuiscles subjected tc

mechanical strain. The molecular str.'.in excited in

the powders by radiation replaced the mechanical
strain in the animal fibres, and further researches in
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tlie author's works on Plant Response, and on Com-
piiratii'c Electro-Pltysiolo^y, showed that in llie case

of Ijolli plant and animal tissues, the substitution of

electrical methods of excitiny strain for mechanical

ones provided the physiologist with far more delicate

methods of investigation, without changing the

character of the phenomena. The similarity exten-

ded even to the modification brought about by the

administration of stimulants and poisons. Plants

and metallic powders, as well as animal tissues,

could be excited or depressed, as shown oy the vari-

ations in electric response, by the administration of

drugs, and in each case a limiting critical condition

could be produced corresponding to the death of the

animal tissue. But the metal could be restored to

its state of sensitiveness by purely molecular pro-

cesses—c.^., by heating to a sutTicient temperature

and again reducing to powder—but the living proto-

plasm, once killed, could be restored to sensitiveness

only by absorption into living substance, by giving

it as food to a living animal or plant.

In the researches described in this, the author's

latest work, the methods of excitation are of the

same character as employed before. In order to

measure the amounts of excitation with the utmost

attainable accuracy, the mechanical shocks and

changes of temperature, as well as the direct electri-

cal excitation, are all effected and measured by elec-

trical methods, and the ingenuity shown in the de-

sign of the recording instruments, and the delicacy

and accuracy of their indications, are in themselves

such as to make them worth the close attention of

eveiy maker of delicate electrical recorders. The
observed responses, however, although electrically

recorded, are, for the most part, primarily mechani-

cal, for the volume is devoted to the investigation of

the movements, in response to excitation, of the

leaves and leaflets of various types of what are

known as sensitive plants—plants possessing very

delicate mechanisms, which respond, by mechanical

movements, to the various types of excitation.

A large part of the volume is occupied with the

mass of experimental evidence tending to establish

the conclusions that excitations are transmitted

along the fibrovascular system of stalks and petioles

(leaf stalksj, not, as has liitherto been supposed, as

mere hydromechanical impulses, but as true proto-

plasmic excitations, the fibrovascular system of the

plant coresponding to the nerve system of the ani-

mal, from which it differs, not in kind, but only in

degree. Our limits of space prevent the discussion

of this evidence, for the correspondence is shown by
similarity in the most minute details of an exceed-

ingly complex system of closely inter-related phe-

nomena. There appears, indeed, to be hardly any
phenomenon of irritability observed in the animal
which is not also found in the plant, and all the mani-
festations of irritability in the plant have been shown
to be identical with those in the animal. This, as the

author points out, should lead to many difficult

points in animal physiology finding their solution in

the experimental study of the corresponding prob-
lems tmder the simpler conditions of vegetable life.

One fact may be mentioned which would in itself

make the hydromechanical hypotliesis highly im-
probable—mechanical motions have been shown to

be excited in the leaflets of a sensitive plant by a
current as low as 0.5 microampere, considerably less

than can be detected by the most sensitive human
tongue, and less than a tenth of what can be per-

ceived through the tongue of the average person.

A very interesting phenomenon is what the author
calls the death-spasm of a plant. If the temperature
of a Mimosa leaf be raised gradually, there is a
steady increase in the erection of the leaf until the
temperature reaches a point in the neighbourhood
of 60° C.. when a spasmodic fall occurs, and after
this no further response can be obtained to excita-
tion. The tissue is dead. G. W. de T.

Electric Car Maintenance. By Walter Jackson.

London: Hill Publishing Co., Ltd. Price 12/6

net.

This book is a selection of articles and paragraphs
from the columns of the Electric RaihK'ay Journal,

of New York, with some additions of braking and
wiring diagrams, designed to serve as a kind of
" Enquire Within upon Everything " for the repair

and maintenance staffs of electric railway rolling

stock. " Railway " must be understood in its

American sense of street or interurban tramway,
with a small admixture of third-rail lines. The
articles have been sorted into thirteen chapters, and
instruction prints and tables, mostly wiring dia-

grams, put into the last and fourteenth chapter.

For the greater part the articles are descriptions

of methods, tools, and processes adopted in the re-

pair shops and sheds of various railways in the

United States, generously communicated to the

Journal by their devisers for the benefit of their

fellows in like circumstances. It is difficult to review a

book of this character and origin, because, naturally

enough, the devices described and recommended are

of varying merit, and there is no internal evidence,

in most cases, as to the success achieved by their

adoption. The task of editing such a collection can-

not have been light, and perhaps the success of the

editor could only fairly be gauged by inspecting the

rejected material.

In quite a number of cases there are several differ-

ent ways described for doing the same thing—for

example, the refining of bearings. A man com-
ing new to the particular job and seeking guidance
from the chapter in question would rise from its per-

usal without much help towards a choice. Curiously

enough, a method much in use in this countr}', and
one which has proved alike economical, speedy and
efficient under widely varying circumstances, has not

found its way into this chapter, viz., to dispense with

bearing shells, casting the bearing on a mandril in a

chill, solid. The resulting casting needs no machin-
ing, and the whole process of melting out and
tinning shells is saved.

Whilst the collection of workshop dodges and
methods is of somewhat mixed merit, they all bear

on their face the suggestion that they are in use, and
that they get over some difficulty. In a great many
cases the difficulties surmounted are those due to in-

adequately equipped workshops; special tools and
appliances for certain jobs not being forthcoming,
ingenuity has utilised the things on hand, sometimes
visiting the scrap heap to good purpose. The
engineer who has to keep things going in foreign

and other out of the way places will sympathise and
may pick up many wrinkles from this book. A Bri-

tish criticism on it is that to a very large extent the

dodges described are to do certain things to a parti-

cular (American) motor, controller, or other piece of

apparatus, and are not directly applicable to British-

made material. Nevertheless, they are frequently

suggestive, and there is no lack of dimensioned
figures illustrating the descriptions.

There is a good deal, in one way or another, about

slotting commutators, a practice now very general

in the States, but not so common here, though not

unknown, and piecing together various bits of infor-

mation, one gets a general notion of the raison

d'Jtre of the practice. Perhaps a good half of it is

expressed in the experience of Mr. F. J. Foote, of

the Ohio Electric Railway:—"Very little trouble

will be experienced with flat ( ? flatted) commutators
if a brush can be found that is just hard enough to

keep the mica even with the copper. . . . This con-

dition, however, will be very difficult to secure and
maintain in all cases. ... In regard to the kind of

brushes used, we have never found any brush quite

equal to the French brushes, although American
brushes nearly as good are now on the market."
The articles on brush and brush-holder setting,
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adjustment, and maintenance are amoni^ tlie best in

the collection, and are worthy of attention in every

car shed, in spite of their special adaptation to

American plant.

The collection of wiring diagrams in chapter XIV
is very comprehensive, clear, and useful to the per-

sons for whom it is intended and who are handling
American equipment. It is the kind of thing every
manufacturer of electrical car equipment should pre-

pare and issue to his customers; some do it, some do
not. Both will find something suggestive in those
now mentioned. Mr. C. W. Squier's " circuit dia-

grams," showing the circuit through all apparatus
for each controller notch, for a considerable number
of equipments, can be warmly commended for imita-

tion.

The book is quite a valuable one for men in charge
of tramway rolling stock. If they have American
equipments they will be able to apply the various
dodges directly; if not, their own ingenuity will be
much aided by these examples. Electnc car mainte-
nance touches so many trades that except in the
largest systems it is impracticable to have all the
best tools and appliances for every job. Such an
equipment would in fact be that of a car and electrical

equipment manufacturer. So that, especially in out
of the way places, lots of things have to be done
without the proper tools. Brains and ingenuity and
" what we've got " have to take their place, and the
examples from men " who have been there," will

often be valuable in suggestion.
The table of contents gives the titles of each sepa-

rate paragraph in each chapter, making it easy to
find a particular note, and there is in addition a sub-
ject index. The book is well printed and bound, as
one expects from the Hill Company, and the figures
in general are self-explanatory and well produced.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letter! received by us after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondent! slumld forward their com muni-
catv^ns at the earliest possible -movtent. ]Vo letter can be /niblished

wiless we have the writer''! name and address in our possession.

Half-Watt Lamp Patents.

We shall be very much obliged if you can give us some
information regarding the position of patents covering half-

watt lamps.

From revelations recently made, not only are the patents of

squirted filament lamps owned in (lermany, but the greater

part of the capital of one of the most important firms manu-
facturing these lamps is held in Oermany, and we are

wondering whether this state of affairs exists in coimection

with half-watt lamps. We should be very much obliged

for any information you can give us on the subject.

The Electrical Engineering & E(|iiipnient Co., Ltd.

London, W.C., Sqilembcr -ItJi, 1914.

[We believe the principal patents covering the " lialf-

watt" lamp in this country are owned by the British

Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., whose lamp-works are the sub-

ject of an article elsewhere in this isnic.— Lns. Elec. Rkv.]

America and Export Trade.

The letter signed " Innocens " in your current issue

appears to me to be a most inappropriate and almost childisli

outpouring. As your correspondent seems unaware of the

fact, let me inform him tliat at lea«t !l,"i per cent, of the

Americans in business are business men—not sloppy senti-

mentalists, and although they will not till the needs of the

abandoned German overseas trade this year, they will

immediately set about adjusting the 11)15 outjnit, and will

be up and at it. ]\Ioreover, they will easily secure about
85 per cent, of the acceptable business, leaving the long

credit jobs in the East, Near East and possibly Russia. To
anyone who has travelled a good deal on account of sales

and business generally, it will be apparent that delivery of

British goods is always unreliable and erratic, while

literature and publicity is generally unsuitable, and oft«n

conveys nothing to countries like South and Central

America. This, to ray mind, is indescribably regretuble, as

British goods are nearly always superior to foreign or

American, with the exception, perhaps, of machine shop tools.

The present, however, is not a time to be sentimental, but to

face hard facts, one of these being that if British manu-

facturers are going to capture even I') per cent, of Germany's

late overseas trade, they will have to get busy on the job

right now. Don't go and call meetings at home of people

who know nothing about the business, but start on the

present connection, however small, on the enemy's abandoned

pit<;h abroad, and remember that while one of the two

business nations of the world is temporarily out of the

field, you are going to be right np against the only

remaining one.

If you publish this letter, may I ask that no firm that has

the enlarging of its export business seriously in mind should

get offended at it ? At the same time, however, I would

impress it upon your readers that to ask, or even half-

suggest, that America should wait until British firnia should

start even with them in respect to export trade, is a plea

of a mental weakling, and although they would hardly take

it that way, is an insulting conception of American business

ability and intelligence.

Arthur Mallord Turner.

Wimbledon, S.W., September 7///, I'.iU.

Deterioration of Red Cable.

Referring to this subject mentioned in your issue of ilay

22nd, just to hand, I, for some 16 years, was with the

Electric Sign Co., of London, and found out (using both

red and black cable in the wiring of the signs) that the red

cable was by far the best cable to use, both for cleaning

ends and drawing into conduit, but the life was much

shorter, as in some of the work taken down after five years

the black cable was as good as when put in, but the red was

bad, the braiding being lorse and the rubber cracked and

hard : for this reason I refused to use any red cable in any

of the signs for six years before leaving England. I have

had some hundred miles of small cable through my hands,

and have found the same results out here, whether exposed

or enclosed in conduit ; it is something that cable manufac-

turers should look to.
W. Glbbs.

Barcaldine, Queensland, JulylMh, I'.Ul.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION

FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE,

AUSTRALIA, 1914.-III.

Rndlotelegraphio Investigations.

Abstract of Interim lieport of the Committee: Sm Oliver

Lodge (Chairman), Dr. W. H. Eccles (Sccretarj/).

Section A.

The past year was occupied mainly by the dosiguing, printing,

.nud disti'ibutiou of books of forms for recording observations,

by the onrolmeut of observers, and by the preliminary work

in coniiei'tiou with the observations to be made during the

solar oclipso.

For the collection of onliuary daily statistics, the Committee
obtaiueil the oonliid support of many Governmont Depart-

incuts of the British Empire and of other countries.

The followint; oonipauios are taking a prominent part in the

colUvtion of statistics : The Murcoiii lutornational Marine
L'oniinuiiication Co., Ltd., have already twenty-three ships at

work; the MnixHUii Co. of Canada have thirteou stations at

work on the East Coast of Can.ida, iu Newfoundland and on
the Great Lakes; the Aiuericau Marconi Co. have put fifteen

laud stations (between .\lavska and the Gulf of Mexico) to work.
and several ships; the Federal Wireless Telegraph Co. of
.\iiicvica have started observations at their San Francisco
station; the Gesellschaft fiir drahflose Telegraphic will put a
oiiisiJorable number of stations to work as sivn as forms have
been translated. .\t the Slough st-;itiou the .Xngl'vFrench
Wireless Co. starte<.l observations which will be cx^ntinued by
the Cialletti Co.; while the English Marconi Cc. are doing the
like at Chelmsfoixi. The StX'iete Russe de TeJecraphea et
'l(?li'phones sans Fil have agreed that the forms, when trans-
latcil. shall be usixl at a number of the statious uuder the
coutrol of the company iu Russia.
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There, are also a nurabisr of professors in the British Isles

and in the Colonieg iielping, aim ubout sixty-one amateurs.

Ah a iiKMiiher of the British Secliou of the Internatioual Com-
mission the Secretary was nnule a delegate, to the reeent con-

ference in Brussels, and there suggestwl that it might bo to

the advantage of both organisations, esiiecially when requesting

assistance from Govorninent Departments or companies, or

even private experimenters, that a public announcement

should be made shovving tiiat the aims of the two bodies were

difltrent, and that there was room for both. The lntern;itional

Coumiission therefore passed a resolution to that elt'ect, and

at a meeting of the British Asa(K'iation Committee on May 8th,

r.llt, a resolution was adoi)ted stating that the Kadiotelegiaphic

Investigation Committee of the British Association was in full

accord with the definitions, as expressed in the resolution, of

the dilTeiencea between the aims and methods of research pro-

muted by the two organisations.

GaseouB Explosions.

Abstract of Seventh Report of the Committee : Dr. Duoald

CixEK (Chairman), Professor Dalbv {Secretary).

Section 0.

The report is devoted partly to the special consideration of

temperature measurements and subjects arising therefrom and

partly to the illustration of the use which can be made of

the data obtained by the committee.

One of the problems requiring solution was the direct

measurement of the temperature of the working agent in the

gas-engine cyhnder while the engine was running under

ordinary working conditions. The difficulty of making this

measurement rises from the fact that during the explosion of

the charge in the engine cylinder the temperature is some-

times higher than that of the melting-point of platinurn or of

the couples which can be put in the cylinder to make the

measurement. „ „ , , T^ ii_ t

A method devised by Trofessors Callendar and Dalby tor

the first time enabled direct observation of the suction tem-

perature to be made while the engine was working not only

under normal conditions but under special conditions, duruig

which the richest possible mixture was used and the tempexa-

ture reached at explosion was considerably higher than that

occurring in practice. The thermometer itself consisted of a

piece of platinum wire about 0.7 inch long and 1/1.000th of

an inch in diameter, arranged with compensating leads. It

is placed in a thermometer-valve which is inserted through the

spindle of the admission valve.
, . , j j ii.

During the explosion period the valve is closed, and the

thermometer screened from the action of the gas. When the

platinum thermometer is exposed in the cylinder and con-

nected to the Wheatstone bridge and galvanometer on which

the indications are received, the circuit is made by a contact-

maker on the crank-shaft when the crank passes through an

assigned crank-angle, and is broken by the contact-maker when

the crank passes through a second assigned crank-angle a httle

greater than the first, so that the electrical measuring device

is in operation during 5°, 10°, or 15° as the case may be.

The contact-maker (fig. 1) consists of a brass bush B, keyed

to a lay shaft of the engine, and carrying two fibre washers

clear of the platinum rivet r io the other epring when both

springs are riding on the circular surfaces of their respective

cams. Contact w made when the rotation of the lay shaft in

the direction of the arrow brings the radial step w, of the

cam W'l under the spring Si, thereby allowing it to fall down
the steji, thus bringing ;j and r together. Contact is broken
when the radial step u\ of the cam W, reaches the spring K-i,

thereby allowing the second spring to fall down the step w;.

The epjch and duration of contact are readily adjusted by
adjusting the angular [xxsitions of the cams relatively to the

bush and also with regard to one another. The distances be-

tween the springs and the platinum contacts and the stejis w
are exaggerated in the diagram in order to make the principle

of the apparatus clear. The percussion form of contact with
platinum points is found to give definite and certain results.

The contacts keep clean, and no trouble of any kind is experi-

enced with them, 'ilie brushes are carried by an insulated

arm A bolted to a divided disc O riding loosely on the lay

shaft of the engine, and capable of being clamped in any
position by a screw. The index I shows the crank-angle corres-

ponding to the contact.

The temperature is measured, therefore, during a particular

ciank-angle determined by the setting of the contact-maker.
This can be set, while the engine is running, to determine the
make and break at any assigned crank-angle in the revolution.

It was usually set so that the interval between the make and
break was 5° or 10°. In this manner the mean temperature
over a small crank-angle can be measured at any point in the
cycle, except only during the period of the explosions when
the thermometer is withdrawn from the cylinder.

Having found the temperature at one point in the cycle, the
temperature at any other point can be calculated by using the
charge itself as the thermometric agent. 'ITie characteristic

equation of the charge is PV/T = a constant. If, therefore,

from the indicator diagram taken at the time the temperature
was measured, the corresponding pressure and volume are
measured, then the temperature at any other point of the
cycle can be calculated by the aid of this constant and the
pressure and volume scaled from the indicator diagram, allow-

ance being made for chemical contraction of the charge after

explosion. It is necessary to have accurate indicator diagrams
from w'hich to measure the pressure and volume for this pur-
pose, and this has led to the development of an optical indi-

cator.

The second method of measuring the temperature of the
charge in the cylinder is by means of a couple. This method
has been developed by Dr. Coker and Mr. Scoble at the Tech-
nical College, Pinsbury. It was found that alloys of platinum
with rhodium and iridium respectively were able to withstand
the temperature of explosion near the walls of the cylinder
for some hours or even days when made into thermo-couples
6/10,000 to 8/10,000 of an inch thick, provided the engine was
not overloaded. The actual temperature measurement is made
by observing the change in the electromotive force produced
in this couple by a change in temperature. The small changes
in the electromotive force produced by a couple of this kind
can be measured with great accuracy.
Dalby and Callendar's experiments have shown that when

using rich mixtures the maximum temperature in the cylinder
is probably about 2000° C, and these results have been con-
firmed by Coker and Scoble. For the mixtures used in ordinary
working conditions the experiments of Dalby, Callendar, Coker,
and Scoble show that the temperature is about 1800° 0. It is

hoped to continue the experiments on temperature measure-
ments when engines of more modern construction have been
installed in the new engine laboratory of the City and Guilds
(Engineering) College.

w The concentration of research on the accurate measurement
of temperature is a necessary step towards a more certain
knowledge of the specific heat of gases at high temperatures,
a subject of vital importance.

Fig. 1.—Callendar and Dalby Contact-Maker.

or cams Wi and Wa, which can be clamped in any relative

angular position against the flange of the bush by the nut N.

A radial step, as «-i. is made in each washer, and the surface

gradually rises from the bottom of the step to the normal

circular surface of the washer. The reflexed ends of the stiff

springs Si and P-2 rest on the fibre cams. A projection Z

carrying a platinum-pointed screw p is riveted to one of the

springs, and the screw p is adjusted so that its point is ]ust

Imperial College of Science and Technology.

The Goldsmiths' Company's extension of the City and Guilds

(Engineering) College was dealt with in a paper read by Pro-

fessor W. E. Dalby, F.R.S. After outUning the history of the

Imperial College of Science and Technology, the author stated

that at the end of 1909 he was instructed to prepare a scheme
for the internal arrangements of the proposed engineering

extension. Subsequently, he prepared a scheme for a large

hydraulic laboratory, and then for a laboratory for structural

engineering, motive power engineering and strength of

materials, as well as for a laboratory fpr railway engineering.

These plans were approved by the governing body in 1910.

Sir Aston Webb. R.A., was the architect for the w^hole of the

extension, and building was commenced in the spring of 1911.

The cost of the complete engineering extension, namely,

i£87,000, will be defrayed by the sum which the Goldsmiths'

Company has generously allocated for the purpose. In addi-

tion to this Mr. Hawksley has promised the sum of £'4,000

towards the equipment and endowment of the hydrauUc

laboratorv. An additional sum of ^30,000 is required in order

that the laboratories may be suitably equipped with apparatus

and machinery.
The object of the present paper is to describe the general

arrangement of the laboratories and the principles on which

they have been designed.
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The equipment of the ujotive power laboratory will include a

pliint of inteinal-coiiibustiou engines arranged specially for

expuriiucntul purposes, a steaiu turbine plant, and several

indi'pcudent stoani eugiiU'S, as well as various testing machines.

The laboratory has been designed especially with regard to

(Icxibility and to adaptability to the changing conditions of

engineering practice. The lloor of the laboratory may be re-

garded as a test bed about 17,0-J8 sq. ft. in area.

Tlie railway laboratory is 1U6 ft. long and liO ft. wide, and
the total floor area is about 3,200 sq. ft. It is provided with a
wind flume, constructed as a closed circuit with a motor-
driven turbine fan, so that it is iwssible to produce a current

of air of CO miles an hour. It is proposed to equip this labora-

tory with apparatus and models specially suitable for the
piactical work of the post-graduate course of instruction in

railway engineering.
The main object kept carefully in view in the design of the

hydraulic laboratory was to give ever}' facility for the study of

piobleins connected with the supply and distribution of water,

as well as problems in connection with hydraulic machinery,
turbine-s, and reciprocating pumps. The total length of the
laboratory is ICO ft., the width is about 48 ft., and the total

area is about 8,000 sq. ft.

About seven years ago the author designed an electrically-

driven and controlled turbine and pump plant for laboratory
purposes, with the object of bringing together various con-
siderations regarding the transformation of energy and of

enabling measurements in connection with the performance
of the plant to be obtained with accuracy. The pump and
turbine were designe<l by Rscher, Wyss & Co., of Zurich.
The electrieal equipment was supplied by the Lancashire
Dynamo and Motor Co. With this plant it is possible to make
all the measurements required to give an accurate knowledge
of the performance of the pump and the turbine over the
widest possible range of action.

It is not proposed to encourage any considerable increase in

th'3 number of undergraduates, but to devote the resources of
the college chiefly to the development of courses of instruction
of an advanced nature, and to the provision of every facility for

research.

Tile lirst of such advanced courses at the City and Guilds
(Engineering) College is the course in railway engineering
which was initiated by the author in 1908. The instruction
includes lectures on electric traction and railway electrification.

The principal feature of the course is that the lecturers are, in

general, engineers of eminence engaged in practice. Students
are not admitted unless they have suitable qualifications, such
as the Diploma, of tlie City and Guilds (Engineering) College,
the degree of B.Sc. in Engineering of the University of Lon-
don, or a Whitworth Scholarship. Pending the completion of
the engineering extension the course is limited to ten students.
Subsequently the author also initiated a post-gr.aduate course

in structural engineeiing to give .advanced instruction in con-
structional work generally. This course is now under the
direction of Professor Dixon.
There is also a post-graduate course on electrical machinery

and transformers, under the supervision of Professor Mather,
P.R.S.. which deals with electro-magnetic machinery, rotary
converters, the design, manufacture and testing of trans-
formers and the organisation of electrical manufactories. Tliere
is also a series of advanced lectures on wireless telegraphy.

Tliore has been no difficulty in obtaining the number of
.students that, owing to the restricted accommodation, it has
hitherto been possible to admit to these courses: and it may
b" mentioned that, on leaving college, many of the men have
obtained important positions for which they have been
specially qualified by their post-graduate work.

Great developments are now taking place : the scope of the
advanced courses is being largely extended; new departments
are being created and additional professors and their staffs

apnolntixl; and the Tmperi.al College of S<'ience and TrM'hnology
will shortly be able to offer every facility for post-araduate
stiidy and re,searcli to students from all the colleges and univer-
sities of Great and Greater Britain.

WAR ITEMS.

What Oonstitutrs .v Bbitisii Firm.'— The Chief Constable
of Staffordnhire int<'rvened last week in the discussion reapeotine'
MesTs. Siemens Bros, in the interests of the inhabitants of
Stafford. The following is a copy of hia letter to tho Montimi
Po.sl :—

"Sir,—The letter from Mr. Joynaon-Ilioka which you published
on Wednesday may havp a most misohievona effect here an! else-

where. I do not love the Gfirmans a bit better than does Mr.
Joynson-TIioks. But, if I had to burn down a German's house, I

should at least take tho precaution of maktag sure that it was not
full of Enirlish womon and children.

" At the present time, soniethinjr between \'< and 20 per cent, of
the population of this, the county town of Staffordshire, are directly
or indire !tly dependent ou wases earned at Messrs. Siemens's
works here. Out of the total number of their employes there are
now less than 20 Ceniiin.s, of whom most have been for many
years in the employment of the firm in this country, while some of
them are absolutely essential to the continuance of work in the

shopo where they are employed. A imall namber out of tboM
who were employed here are now 6(fhting »)f-»inrt this coontrr.
I am ((lad to feel that tbeee will not Cime bu:k. Tue workB at tbe
present time are entirely under English maoaifement, and. there-

fore, the question of employment of Germans now scarcely enters
into the matter at all. I know nothing as to where the profits go
to ; all I know is that good English money is being paid over by
thonsands every week for the support of residents here, and if Mr.
JoyuBon-Hicks's suggestion were adopted, and orders refused to

Messrs. Siemens on the ground that they are alien enemies, there
would come untold misery and distress to a very Urge number in

this town.
"If the President of the Board of Trade likes to accept Mr.

Joynson-IIicks's peremptory mandate to take over the manage-
ment of Messrs. Sieniens's works, it will cause no joy here ; rather,

I am afraid, the contrary, as a Receiver would hardly be able to

pay out the very liberal allowance which Messsrs. Siemens already

some time ago undertook to give to those who went away to the

war, and the total amount of which is already equal to the pay-

ment of £5,000 per annum. Jlr. Joynson-Hicks has been quite

misinformed in eo far as his statement as to such payments may
be taken to apply to the works here.

" By all means, if there is any reasonable and lawful ground for

annexing Messrs. Siemens's cash and employing it as a contribu-

tion towards the expenses of the war into which we have been so

unjustly forced, let as have the money. But that is a matter
which comes a long time after the welfare of our own people ;

while Mr. Joynson-Hicks's perfervid patriotism, unless checked,
may bring desolation to this town,—Yours, kc,

" G. A. Assos,
" Chief Constable of Staffordshire.

"Stafford, SeptemVer ith."

Mr. F. B. Sinclair, manager of the Electric Street Lighting
Apparatus Co., 11. Victoria Strce^. Westminster, S.W., writes as

follows :

— ' As an individual I hasten to put on record my protest

against the disgusting exhibition of outrageous i: unbalanced pre-

judice as is displayed in Mr. Campbell Swinton's letter & squally
against yourself in descending to the uttermost depths of the
yellow press in consenting to publish it. One can scarce permit
oneself to contemplate the frightful atrocities which would attend
the triumphal progress of an army toward Berlin if commanded
by one so possessed.

" Is it conceivable that he can now meet his fellow-member of

the Institute, Sir (..</c) Alexander Siemens, without deliberately

spitting in his face, for that, in effect, is what he is (,mi) done
throngh the connivance of yourself."

[We are glad that, as Mr. Sinclair points out in his first words,
he is an individual ; if he were a multitude we should seek safety

in flight, for, judging by his ruthless slaughter of the King's
English, he seems to be capable of blood-curdling atrocities to

which the " disgusting exhibition " of Mr. Campbell Swinton
would be but as the muted murmurings of a maiden's prayer.

—

Eds. Elec. Kev.]
Among other letters received on this subject, is one from Mr.

E. J. Williams, resident engineer and manager of the North of

Scotland Electric Light and Power Co . Ltd., in which he says ;

" If it true that ;»0 per cent, of the capital (in Siemens's) is

German, that should be enough for any Britisher. All that

Siemens have done during the past 50 years for the electrical

trade in this country has been done for dividends—what else .'

We are all hoping that the hands now employed by such firms will

soon be wanted by British concerns."
" Electrical Contractor " writes :

—
" As it is quite certain that

there will be a number of electrical contractors throughout the

country who wUl pledge themselves never to pnrohsise anything of

German or Austrian manufacture again, it would be as well in the

interests of genuine English firms, if a list of these firms could be
prepared. It is, of course, p.«ticularly well known that there are

numerous firms masquerading under English names, whose capital

is supplied from foreign sources, and some ef them make a point

of carrying on works both Urge and small for the purpose of

masking their chief trade which is that of Continental manu-
facture. Through long association we have got to think of firms

as thoroughly English, but when the matter is looked into closely

in a time like this, we find that their capital is supplied from
abroad, and the profits are returned to foreigners. Therefore, all

such companies as those cannot by any stretch of imagination be

called British. One particular case, for ejtampl?. is that of Messrs.

Siemens Bros., but there are numerous ethers, and it should be, in

the interests of the conntry at large, that no contractors should
purchase any articles at all of either German or Austrian make.
I, for my part, will certainly pledge myself that so long as I

remain in the trade nothing thst is manufactured by eiUier of

these two countries shall knowingly come into my pl.ice.

"Tohill" writes :—"Mr. A A. Campbell Swinton's letter regarding
the Siemens companies in Great Britain is highly instrnctive. but

if he will make a few further inquiries some additional interesting

facts might be brought to light.
" In the first piaffe, I believe it is not disputed that whilst the

shares of Siomrns Bros. I>j^namo Works, Ltd., are nominally owned
by Siemens Bws. ic Co., Ltd., they are really the property of

Siemens-Schuokertwerke. In the second place, when Siemens and
Halske acquired tho business of Siemens BrO''. .^ Co., Ltd., some
years aero, probably the effect of this deal on Government depart-

ments was considered, as the Woolwich company has always had
a good customer in the Government. What more natural, there-

fore, than to add a British director to the board and to take other

steps with the object stateil. For instance, I should not be at all

surprised if the three directors in England were (as r^-ards a

D
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IttTgtt pirt uf tlieir Bhare-holdiQt;<<) luuruly uuiiiiuuutt, uiul ttlnj, if

the annual dividead declared ninse the ftb^arption (4 per uont.

re|;ulurly) were i;aaraateed by Siemeua & HaUke in order to

make it appmrto the (ijverniinat that Siemeus Bros. A. Cj., Ltd.,

were etanding, bo to apeak, on their own le^^e.

" The tiaaacial arrangemente of the liritiahanj Qerman RiemenH
oompinie.t seem complicated, but I believe it id a fa^t that virtu-

ally, aad with the ezoeptiou of a few emaU blookd of eharea held

by ivivrliah employe), Siemens A: HaUkearv theowaera and masters
of the whole eituation,"

Wc have also received the followiD^r letters on this matter :
—

In his letter published in your issue of the 4 th inst., Mr. A. A.
Campball-Swintou ussd lan|;uat;e none too ptronf; in describin);

Uarnian methods of diplomacy and warfare. No lani;uaere, indeed,

could adequately express our abhorrence of, and indignation at,

such immoral and barbarous proooediuRa.
But I have been a little dubious as to the ultimate result of this

boyoottiuf; campai(;a which is beinpr so enerfjetically prosecuted

by the Press. This is a stone which may easily rebound in more
than one direction. If we are to bjycott every firm in which
Clerman capital is employed, it seams to me that we may easily do
more harm to ourselves than to the Germans. We may, for

example, prevent a few of the enemy getting dividends on their

capital by throwing' ^ few thousand Uritish workmen out of

employment. I should think that means could be devised by
which we could make use of any (ijrniaa capital invested in this

country without benefiting the German capitalist, as his di?idends,

if not his capital, might be confiscated by the British Government.
If an enemy's ship lying in a British port can be confiscated in

war time, why cannot enemy's capital be confiscated in British

works, in which case the Government would become part-owner
of those works which are now partly under Oarman control .'

Another difBcalty which presents itself to me is that a British
works may be associated in some way with German interests with-
out this being known to the public.

For instance, it is oirrently reported, with what amount of
truth I do not know, that the A.E.G., of Berlin, are transferring
Bome of their British orders to the B.T.H. Co., who are connected
with the G.E. Co., of New York, who in turn are allied with the
A.E G. In giving orders to the B.T.H., or any other company, we
may, therefore, be dealing indirectly with the enemy—who
knows '.'

Where are we to draw the line ?

F. Bboadbent.
London, E.G., September 7th, 1914.

1 have read with much interest the Utter from my friend. Mr.
A. A. Campbell Swinton, which appears in your current issue, and
am much struck with the fact which he has elicited that ii9 per
cent, of the ahires of Messrs. Siemens Bros. ,.t Co., Ltd., are held in

Berlin. I note that, being at war with Germany, Mr. Campbell
Swinton urges that no pitriotic Eaglishman should give an order
to this firm.

I think I may claim that my feelings of horror and loathing at

the conduct of the Garmans in having provoked this war, and
having conducted it in so barbaric a manner, are as strong as those
of Mr. Cimpbell Swinton, but after perusing his letter, I am
wondering whether the advice which is given by him is sound.

Capitalists who invest money in a foreign country are, of course,
subject to the risk of that capital, or the profits arising therefrom,
being confiscated in the case of a war, bit what Great Britain has
to consider is what should b3 its policy in view of the future /

W'e are not at the present time ocoupied in winding-up the assets
of the British Empire, and we Britishers are all confident that
when this ghastly war is completed, the affairs of our Nation will
go on as usual. It bahoves us then to reflect that the material
prosperity of this country has in the past been greatly enhanced
by the advantages which it has presented to foreigners for the
conduot within our borders of industrial coacerns.

In this case, the founders of the firm of Siemens Bros, threw in
their lot in England. They did so, doubtless, in the view that
their talents and business ability would be bjst rewarded here,
and accordingly this great concern has developed, entirely as it

appears from Mr. Campbell Swiaton's figures, by the aid of capital
drawn from Garmany.
In the past we have deemed it a matter of great national con-

gratulation that the conditions of labour in this country and our
general legislation should attract foreigners to invest their capital
in the establishment of works giving employment to a large
number of our countrymen.
Suppose Mr. Campbell Swinton's suggestion is carried out and

no further orders are given to Siemsns Bros., what will result
.'

At a time when it is of the highest importance that unemploy-
ment should be avoided, the works at Stafford and Woolwich will
be closed and a dislocation in the labour market caused. Possibly
it may be said that the men thrown out of employment at Stafford
and Woolwich will be able to obtain employment in the works of
"all British" firms, to whom the orders are diverted ; but such a
transference of labour must take time ; especially as it is probable
that other electrical factories would not be in a position for a con-
siderable period to make the necessary arrangements to execute
the transferred orders.

The homes of the men at the present time are in Stafford and in
Woolwich, and the natural clinging to home will cause a very
slow removal of the workmen from one centre to the other, and in
these times it is certainly desirable that the status quo should be
preserved as much as possible.

Again, it is highly probable that during the 50 years' operations
of the particular firm in question, certain requirements of the
Government have been standardised by them, and such standard

articles cuuld nut l>u made by other works for many uiuutha until

they bad designed and erected apejial tools, tiuch a delay 5t this

juncture would be moat undesirable in the national interest.

It would appear, however, that the object to be secured by the
drastic action recommended by Mr. Campbell Swinton ia to prevent
profits going out of the country to aliens. Surely this can be
better attained by directing that auch profits shall be paid to the
Public Trustee, or by the Government commandeering the works,
and, possibly, handing baok to the ahardholderii, alien and other-
wise, at the end of the war, the £liOii,UOO capital, or auch amount
of the same that may be intact.

Looking at the matter from the broadest point of view, I would
nrge that no action should be taken which, in future years, woald
interfere with the free (low of foreign capital to thii country.
Haaty action taken under the present terribly trying circumatancee
would have a very seripus effect upon the England of the future.

I see one good result that may arise from th" publication by
Mr. Campbell Swinton of his Btriking figures. It may raise the
iguestion whether it would not be advisable to promote legisla-

tion nnder which no foreigners should be permitted to hold,

indiritctly or directly, more than 49 per cent, of capital in any
English industrial company carrying on an indnatry of vital

necessity to the State.

Robert Hammo.nd.
London, S.W., Splemher 1th, 1914.

The energy with which the Press campaign ia being prosecnted
to capture German trade must invoke the admiration of the whole
of the commercial community, and will, without doubt, have the
desired effect of rousing all trades to immediate action. There
are, however, certain phasjs in the proposals of the daily Preaa
which, I venture to suggest, are unsound and not in the beat

interests of this country.

The commercial com munity are urged to make war on German
trade

;
quite proper, and, in the present circumstances, most necea-

Bary, but I am afraid that the Press confuse the issue as to what
is, and what is not, German trade.

As I understand matters, the objectionable part of German trade

is represented by imports. A certain section of the Press include

in German trade industries established under the English Hag
and whose capital is partly or wholly in German hands. It has
even bean suggested that such firms should not be allowed to con-

tinue business during the period of the war, and notices have been
sent out by a certain organisation in the electrical trade warning
people not to do business with them.

Great Britain has always been a great manufacturing country,

and her prosperity is largely due to the fact that she has been
opposed to race prejudice and kept her doors open to foreign brains

and foreign capital. It must therefore be to the country's

advantage to continue this policy, and any tendency towards
exclusion would be a retrograde step.

A few years ago, when a large amount of capital left England
for foreign countries, there was a great outcry. We now find the

Press advocating the driving out of this country of money which
has helped to develop England's trade.

For what purpose was the Patents Act of 1907 designed ? Surely

to give better protection to British industries, and to attract foreign

capital permanently into Great Britain.' That this Act gave a
great impetus to British industry cannot be denied.

How often have we heard about competition from Germany,
complaints Ijy the thousand against manufactured goods being

dumpad into Eigland below cost '.' Yet, when German capital does

find its way over here to be permanently invested in manufacturing
industries, thus placing the British manufacturers on a level

footing to compete, we find sane men advocating that the British

industries with German capital should not only be boycotted, but
should not be allowed to continue trading during the period of

the war.
There are tens of thousands of workpeople employed in England,

in companies in which German capital is invested. If the

suggestions of the Press are carried into effect, it must inevitably

result in a large amount of unemployment and consequent great

suffering.

A glance at the register of British railway companies will reveal

large holdings by the Germans. Is any embargo to be placed upon
them.' Does the Press intend to urge the Government to atop

them from trading .'

I instance the case of my company. It was established by me
some 15 years ago as a branch of a German concern. Partly on
account of the Patents Act of 1907, and in order to place the busi-

ness on a sounder footing, an English company was formed in 1909

for the purpose of establishing a works in this country and to

further develop the industry. Payment for the German company's
assets was made in shares only, so that no money went back to

Germany. Freehold land and buildings were secured, and nothing
but English and American machinery was installed, and at the

time war broke out some 400 English people were employed. We
have never at any time employed more than three or four

foreigners, all of whom have been in subordinate positions.

I can, with all modesty, claim that my company has been
largely instrumental in popalarising the telephone industry, and
has proved itself a worthy addition to Great Britain's industries,

and though it is true that a large number of the shares are held

in Germany, this, in itself, should not militate against the

welfare of England or interfere with the progress of my company's
business.

It is hardly necessary for me to point out that, being an English-

man, as are all those who work nnder me, my sentiments are

entirely British, and I refuse to believe that our Government,
which is essentially a business Government, would lend itself to
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anything so insane as to intsrfere with the development of

established British Indufltrials, even though they have been built

up with the assistance of German capital. On the other hand, the

publicity which has been (riven to the subject of war on German
trade, and the strenuoua cft'irts which are beinjr made to boycott

firms similarly constituted to my company, are calculated to do such

dama{;e that the Government should make its policy publicly

known without delay.

The Sterling Telephone & Electric Co., Ltd.,

Gdv Burnev, Manuring Director.

London, W., Sejitmnher Stii, V.iXi.

The letter from Mr. Campbell Swinton in your last issue will

be read by his friends with much regret, and I hope that you may
be able to find room for at least one protest.

It wonld appear that it is not your correspondent of August
28th, but Mr. Swinton himself who has no sense of proportion, a
deficiency which prompts him to combine great issues with small,

to suggest the punishment of the innocent for the crimes of the

guilty, and, unhappily, leads him to refer to individuals in a
manner which, if not actually cruel is, at least, lacking in the

generosity which we should confidently expect him to exercise if

he allowed his reason to operate instead of being overborne by his

feelings.

This may not be the time, as he says, to discuss the merits of

the Siemens family, but it is certainly not the time to hint or

suggest without a particle of evidence a lack of loyalty on the

pirt of men whose public work and business dealing during a

residence amongst us of almost a lifetime have shown them to be
high-minded citizjns and honourable men, whose judgment on
excesses would be as severe as ours, and whose sorrow must, per-

force, be greater.

As suggested by yonr first correspondent, there i^ no doubt that

the effect of following Mr. Campbell Swinton's patriotic sugges-

tion would involve a considerable sacrifice by some of oar com-
patriots. You cannot interfere with a long-established indus-

trial community without an infinitely greater loss to that
community thin would be ioflioted upon the German shareholders.

Of course we can and must make sacrifices in a just cause. The
ethicsof the matter are perhaps more involved than the economics,

and I will not touch upon them now. But the case presented by Mr.
Swinton is frankly prejudice. Prejudice is blind, and generally

hits a friend with the shaft intended for a foe. Prejudice is also

deaf, and so argument becomes useless.

It, however, may bs asked, does not the proclamation provide for

the retention of the Barliners' dividends, if any .' And have not the

authorities the necessary powers to prevent any other advantage
accruing to the enemy which the continuance of work might
give .'

If, as your first corre.^pondent rather suggested, this question
his been raised as a part of a commercial campaign then, is it too

much to hops that the chivalry which actuates our fighting forces

shall not hi absent from the commercial arena .' If, amid all the
excitement of a naval engagement, the gallant men of our glorious

Navy can think more of rescuing the enemy's wounded than of

their own safety, is it unreasonable to expect that we who sit at

home at ease should carry out a commercial campaign with some
regard to courtesy /

But I return to the personal question. I do not know any of

the German shareholders, bat I do know the " two Germans who
are only English by naturalisation." The one I have met in

public work, as Mr. Campbell Swinton has also. If there is any
man of whom it might be said that he would prefer not to hurt
a fly, it would be Alexander Siemens. The other I have met
on businesa affairs. In my experience no "scrap of paper" was
ever necessary to bind the word of G. von Chauvin, and nev>8r was
there less of a Chauvinist than he.

It is be<'au9e I know these men, that I resent so strongly Mr.
Campbell Swinton mixing up the atrocities of a nation with the
names of individuals, and pointing out as a patriotic duty, what, I

fear, might turn out to bs rank injustice. The proceeding seems
to me to ba entirely un-Eoglish. Hence my protest.

,
Serjeants' Inn, Temple, E.C.

Srjileiiihn- St/i, 1914.

J. E. KiNOSHDRY.

In your issue of September Ith, I notice a letter by one " X,"
attacking Messrs. Siemens.
Though we all, I hope, agree that an arrangement should be

made to prevent the dividends resulting from Britiah-placd orders
going to an alien enemy, yet, on reading through the " -X ' letter,

one cannot fail to notice a narrow-minded prejokiice prevailing,
which is to be greatly regretted and which is not in accordance
with ' fair play.

"

" X's " opening statement is that 90 per cent, of Siemens's capital

is in Germany. In looking through their list of shares, I find that

70,782 shares out of 120,000 are German held, or 69 per cent., not
90 per cent.

The number of Gjrman employes has never, 1 am told on excel-
lent authority, exceeded 10 per cent., and is usually about 2 per
cent., and this is mure than many so-called British firms can say.

It is disgusting, moreover, to think that any Englishman will

stoop to an unfair and despicable interpretation of gifts made by
the Siemens family, and that 20 or more years ago.

Again, in " X's " interpretition of this he is wrong. Sir {sii-)

Alexander Siemens did not present King's College Laboratory, it

was Sir William ; further, if the gift was made in such a spirit

one cannot believe that the Governors would accept it if it would
be detrimental to English prosperity or people.

Many of yonr correspondents and evening newspaperB are ao

keen on finding and damaging the Germans in this ooontry (at no
risk to themselvcc), that they wonld willingly ruin handreds of

Englishmen to do so. 90 to 98 per cent, of .Siement's employes are

Eoglishmen, and many, if not all. of these wonld be fiaancially

ruined if this firm were boycotted for the sake of the German-
owned shares.

Certainly confiscate the profits accruing to Germans and apply
them either to the country's needs or Siemens's English empIoy*r<,

but never boycott the firm and rnin onr own people.

Many people and firms who have given large eumB of money to

relief funds, ka., and had their names very prominent in the Preee,

have, at the same time, cut down the salaries of their ill-paid

staffs or dismissed them to meet this expenditure ; snch action*

are to be strongly deprecated (and I know of five large manufac-
turing firms who have done this), and yet they ciU themselves

patriots. Some have made use of this ruse to give competitive

prices to obtain orders. These are the people to be boycotted.

I am sure that all true Englishmen can still see fair play,

though, like myself, they can sign themselves

A CoMl'ETITOB OF glEMESg.
Sfptemher 1th, 1914.

"Common Sense ' writes ;

—
"Whilst heartily agreeing with the

war on German trade, is it not carrying things rather far to

extend this war to German investments in England .' As a nation,

we have immense sums of money invested abroad, and, therefore,

on principle, we cannot quarrel with llarman investments here,

especially when they are employed in manufacturing, and, there-

fore, have the effiot of curtailing the importation of manufactured
artic'es from Garmany. The success of an industry (especially a

comparatively new industry) depends upon the capital which it is

able to attract. The British public have never given any real

support to the electrical trade, and, backward as we are, onr posi-

ti >n would hive been a thousand times worse had it not been for

the financial support and enterprise of the foreigner.
" Take the large electrical manufacturing concerns in this

country, and you would find a very small proportion who have not

in some staje of their history had to largely depend upon foreign

support, either in the shape of capital or credit.
" Doubtless there are many manufacturing concerns in England

to-day who are supported partly by German capital, which they

would only be too pleased to replace with British money if the

British capitalist would come forward and divert into his own
pockets this pipa-line of gold in the form of dividends which,

according to the daily Press, has been flowing to Germany.
"Th? Patents Act of I'.iO? was a direct discouragement to the

importation of patented articles manufactured in Germany, and a

direct encouragement to the employment of Geriman capital in

Great Britain, with the result that many articles which were pre-

viously imported are now being manufactured in British factories

by British labour. Patting all party feeling on one side, the effect

of this his been distinctly good, and if we are now going to turn

round and drive foreign capital out, we are simply catting off our

nose to spite our face."

"Britisher" writes:
—"I am in substantial agreement with

the views put forward in Mr. Sydney S. Galsworthy's letter printed

in your issue of September Ith. I note that you suggest that

the K.E.A.M.A. should take up the task of classifieation. The
B.E.A.M.A. certainly should be able to get first-hand information,

but 1 should say it is very doubtful that they would do anything,

as any publication such as Mr. Galsworthy suggests would bring

out into the limelight facts which some of the most prominent

members of the B.E.A.M.A. would rather the public did not know.

"The average man in the street wonld be astounded to learn

how much German capital and control—either by alien or

nituralised German;—there is in our principal electrical manu-
facturing companies. Where German is not the predominant

intluence. one can say it is only substituted by -American influence

and capital.

"And this brings me to Mr. Campbell Swinton's remarks.

While we agree with many of Mr. Swinton s remarks, and the

spirit which prompts them, many of us who know Siemens and

their staff can hardly go so far as he does. One cannot forget the

many excellent Englishmen on their staff, and the very excellent

example they set to the large electrical firms—some of whom are

benefiting by the attack on Siemens—by the generous way they

have treateil their statT and workpeople who have gone to the front,

or been called up in Territorial forces.
" In my early days of electrical engineering, Siemens were

looked upon as one of the aristocrats of the indnstry, and certainly

English influence, if not money, was predominant. There is little

doubt, however, that in late years a strong German influence has

been manifest, and large portions of the orders they have obtained

have been manufactured in Berlin.
" But if Mr. Campbell Swinton is consistent, why should Siemens

bs his one special victim ,' Why does he not examine the list of

shareholders of the British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd.. and the

General Electric Co.. Ltd. Anyone in the electrical manufacturing

circles in this country can tell him there are very large German
interests in these oimpanies, and the major pirt of their control

is in the hands of Germans—in the B.T H. case American intereete

are also largi-ly involved—though a great number of these are

naturalise*!. Still they have German interests.
" In aldition to the firms so far mentiontnl. there is, of course,

a very large company which was origin'Uly entirely financed

by American capital, and must be still influenced to some extent

hv American capital and brains—I refer, of course, to the British

Wostinghouse Ci. Still, America is our friend and not a hostile

nation, and that counts for a lot.
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" My plnu in that erery enuouraj^ement ithouid be (riven to the
inedium-Hi/Dcl all-British eleotrioal manufauturin); firmu who have
bravely kept their end up atrainat the fierce uampetition initiated

by the lar^e mauufaoturin); &tma mentioned, bulutured up by the
immenat] amount of Oerinin and American capital introduoed into

theHe lar^e tirmH.
" Now iH time of reward for such flrma as Dick, K<trr St. Co., the

Lanoashire Dynamo and Motor Co., Mather ^V Piatt, K.C.O.,

Bruoe Peebles & Co., J. H. Ilolmea, Uruoh Co., IVrranti, and
other smaller tirms whom one cannot detail off-hand. Thexe are

the firms to encauraj;e. They are British, and it must be also

obrious to the ulear-sisfhted buyer that it is greatly to his advant-
age that such firms should be encoara;,'ed and not crushed out by
the very large concerns."

"A {'OMi'LKAT EsuLlsHMAN."—'' Eaeli^hman " writes :—" Ad-
vertinit ti the letter fron Justus E ;k, Eiq., in your 'Corres-

pondence ' column of last week's Review, it seems to me that his

main object is to dissociate himself from most things German and
to prove he is a true-born Enerlifhman. On the face of it he has
creditably succeeded, but I think he has overlooked the fact, or,

perhaps, not had time to state that he is, or was until the present

war broke out, also maua<;ini; director of the English branch of

Messrs. Voigt A: Haeffner, Frankfort (now known as the Switch-
gear Construction, Ltd.). As he has gratuitously given us full

details of the Union Electric Co,, perhaps it is not too much to

hope he will aUo furnish ua with similar details of his connection
with this ' Birmingham ' firm. It is only at times like the present

that we really know how many patriotic Englishmen we have
amongst us, when all with financial interests at stake are ready
and willing to publish a guaranteed correct list of their antecedents
from the year 1."

In your issue of September 4 th, Mr. Justus Eck makes a
pathetic appeal to us on behalf of the Union Electric Co.,

Ltd. After making some interesting autobiographical state-

ments, he teUs us that " every employe of the Union
Electric Co., Ltd., during the 14 years of its existence, has
been, and is, a British-born subject, and the same applies to the
majority of the board of directors." So the majority of directors

of the company have been, during the past 14 years, British-born

subjects ; and are so now. Reference to the return filed at Somerset
House shows the following changes in the board :

—
Directors up to 1912 :—Henri Garbe, of Aaohen, Germany

;

Max Koerting, of Leipzig, Germany ; Max MuUer, of Aaohen,
Germany.
In 1912, upon the death of Mr. Max MuUer, Mr. G. A. Knapton,

of Clapham, joined the board, and in July, 1!I14, Mr. E. Marshall,
of Chiswick, and Mr. H. E. Moul, of Harne Hill, were added to the
board

;
presumably to strengthen it in view of the impending

crisis, but it should be noted that they hold no shares in the
company.
Now let us see in whose interest this British company is carried

on. Here is the latest return of shareholders :

—

Shareholdeks at Jolt, 1914.

0. Baerwinkel, of Munich 1 share

H. Garbe, of Aachen 1 „

Max Koerting, of Leipzig 1 „

Exors. of Max MuUer, of Aachen 1 „

Victoria Garbe, of Aachen ... ... ... 1 ,,

Frances Eck, of Chiswick 1 „

L. Reincke, of London 166 ,,

Sarah Boiling, of Copenhagen 167 „

Justus Eck, of Chiswick ... ... ... 502 „

Koerting & Mathieson, of Leipzig 7,804 „

Deutsche Electrische Werke, of Aaohen ... 15,605 „

24,250 shares

With these figures before as are we to believe that the company
is run in the interest of the British shareholders, who hold 669
shares against 23,414 held in Germany ? And those three
apparently British-born directors who don't hold any shares

:

'What has Mr. Eck to tell us about them '

There is more than one way of explaining how essentially

British we are. Mr. Eck has chosen one ; a German baker in

Islington chose another when, a few days after the declaration of

war, he wrote across the front of his premises

—

"This is an Engeliache Shopp.

'

Doubtless your readers will prefer the method of the Islington
baker. It has the merit of simplicity, and hides nothing.

Chiswick, Seiitember St/i, 1914. Sydney Eveeshed.

Mr. Evefshed, in one of your contemporaries to-day,* accuses me
of telling a lie by concealing facts in a letter similar to one from
me, which was published in your last week's issue.

Mr. Evershed admits that the majority of the existing board are

British. I never stated that they had always been so, the standard
directories, manuals, and Board of Trade Register having given the
particulars yearly.

Mr. Evershed gives false dates and then assumes that certain

acts were done " in view of the impending crisis."

He gives the number of shares held correctly, but does not state

that all the British-held onea are fully paid and the German-held
are not ; this makes a difference of £10,000.
The British directors were elected by the British shareholders

to protect their interests, and are gentlemen well-known and
respected in the electrical industry. Justus Eck.
London, S.E., September 9t/i, 1914.

* Mr. Evershed's letter referred to was also received by ub, and
appears above.

Bunisu ColL-WiNiil.so BcsiMKHn.—We have received the
following letter :

—
'' It has come to oar knowledge that a certain

competitor of ours in the winding basiness— a German—being
u-)W unable hinisolf to make deliveries of German-made coiln to

his customers, has been spreading a report here, thit as the
Varloy Magnet Co., Ltd., is dependent upon Germany for the
supply of raw material, this company is also unable to deliver its

manufactured goods.
"This statement is absolutely false, for we use British raw

materials in our manufactures, and as we believe the report to be
widely spread, we trust you may be able to publish this
refutation.

" It is unfortunate for our German rival that whilst his baninesa
should be stopped, our own is now being carried on uninterruptedly,
and ij largely enhanced by a balk of work which before the war
came direct to this country from Germany. The Varley Magntt
Co., Hd., in their new factory eijuipped with the most moc'era
winding plant, are in a position to carry out any orders entrusted
to them, and particularly will they energetically handle work
which hai previously been manufactured outside this country.
We are determined that this extra business which we are now
experiencing, and which we hope to further experience, shall lead
to a permanent increase in the employment of British Ubour,
capital and materials, and we hope that manufacturers of other
electrical specialities may be able to report similarly.

" As the coil-winding business in the past has largely been
associated with German connections, may we, in conclusion, say
that this company, without exception, is English—in ca(.ital,

directors, managers, clerks and workpeople.

" The Vabley Magnet Co., Ltd.,

"Chables Oliver, Directcr."

Bkitish Bulbs for Electric Lamps.—It is often stated,

quite erroneously, that all glass lamp bulbs are imported from the
Continent. There is no fear, however, of any stoppage in the
lamp-making trade for want of bulbs. The Lemington Gla°8
Works, Newoastle-on-Tyne, which were acquired by the General
Electric Co., Ltd., 10 years ago, in order to make certain of an
independent British supply of bulbs, have been gradually extended
from two to six glass houses, employing 250 workpeople, and the
G.E. Co. is willing to meet the needs of all lamp-makers who find

difficulty in obtaining bulbs.

London Transport Companies.—Of the 30,000 men employed
by the London Electric Railways and the omnibus and tramway
companies associated with them, 4,000 have gone to serve theit
country, and others are still going. The companies have agreed
to keep their places open, and have made an arrangement with the
remaining employes to look after the families of the absentees.
All the employes are contributing to a fund every week, and the
companies are adding to it the same amount as the men.
Tramwaymen Enllstino.—About 80 employes of the Birming-

ham Tramway Department enlisted in the S8th Battalion Royal
Warwickshire Regiment last week, bringing the battalion up to
full war strength. About 200 tramwaymen also offered them-
selves, but could not be enrolled.

Boaed of Trade and Inquiries.—The Board points out to

British manufacturers and merchants, who wish to obtain informa-
tion in regard to trade matters in the Colonies or foreign countries,

that it is desirable that applications should first be made to the
Commercial Intelligence Branch, 73, Basinghall Street, London, E.G.,

before communications are addressed to the Board of Trade
Correspondents or to H.M. Consular Oflicers abroad. By the
adoption of this course, much delay will be avoided by the inquirer

in cases in which the Commercial Intelligence Branch is already in

possession of the required information. Communications addressed
to the Board of Trade Correspondents or to H.M. Consular
Officers should be sent direct and not through the Commercial
Intelligence Branch. Catalogues, price lists, &c., should also be

forwarded direct.

Institute op Comjieece.—In order to deal effectively with
German and Austrian trade and other matters affecting British

trade, an Institute of Commerce is being formed, with temporary
offices at Exhibition Building, Aldwych Site, Strand, W.C. The
objects of the Institute are to place authoritative trade opinion in

closer contact with the Government, and to enable all trade

sections to assist one another in obtaining valuable foreign con-

tracts and to take such combined action (financially or otherwise)

as may be considered necessary for the purpose.

One -of the departments will deal with the electrical industry,

while another will consist of a representative committee of

bankers to handle the question of commercial credits in con-

junction with the Council of the Institute. Manufacturing firms

interested in the proposal should communicate with Mr. J, Taylor
Peddie, at the above address.

Relief Funds.—At a meeting of the employes of Messrs.

Alfred Graham & Co., St. Andrew's Works, Crofton Park, S.E., it

was decided to institute a local war fund, and periodically to con-

tribute therefrom to the Nitional Relief and other funds.

The staff and employes have unanimously agreed to contribute

2J per cent, of all salaries and wages paid, and the firm are

including a substantial subscription. A number of employes
have joined the colours, the firm granting allowances to

dependants.

A Splendid Record,—No fewer than 900 members of the staff

and various works of the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., have
joined the Colours, or more than 50 per cent, of the eligible male
adult employes. It is the company's intention to pay half wages
to those of its employes who have enlisted, and to reinstate 'them
in their former positions on the cessation of hostilities; In those

positions where fresh help has to be employed to keep the works
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eompr, no male candidates will be considered who are not over 3',
years of ajre or who cannot give proof that they are medically
unfit to enlist. Reserve and Territorial Officers on the staff of thecompany have rejoined their respective units in the Navy
Lancashire ]• usiliers, and the King's Horse, and it is noteworthy
that one of the officers, not beine able to obtain his former com-
mission, has volunteered as a gunner in a Howitzer Battery

Lord Kitchener has sent a letter, through Major-General
Kawhnson, to the managing director, expressing his appreciation
of the company's attitude.

j'f ^
uu

lettet--^^^""^
^^ PHBSENT-We have received the following

We received this morning a statement from Messrs. H. Traun

n?,tT'
^"-"don Agency, asking for payment. We enclose youcopy of our reply to them in case you should consider it of interest

to your readers.

Faithfully yours,
Nalder Bros. & Thompson, Ltd.,

Fras. H. Nalder, Jfanayinr/ Dirpctnr.
[copy.]

Messrs. H. Trann & Sons, London Agency,
25, Goswell Road, London, E.G.

Sfjjtrml'PrSth, 1914.
Dear Sirs,—We beg to acknowledge receipt of your statement

for goods supplied asking for payment. As you are alien enemieswe have no intention of paying you until after the war, excepting
that you can satisfy our Courts that you should be paid now.

Faithfully yours,
Nalder Bros. & Thompson, Ltd

British Drills—The Light Electric Motor Co., Ltd., of Seven
Kings, Essex, ask us to state that the portable electric drilling
machines supplied by them are of British manufacture throughout
being made at their works at Seven Kings.

'

Payment for Public Contracts.—The Times states that re-
presentations have been made to the Government Committee on
the prevention and relief of distress that business would be facili-
tated if payments in respect of works under contract conld bemade at shorter intervals than has been customary. The Com-
mittee state that the War Office are willing to make interim
payments fortnightly instead of monthly

; the Admiralty have
arranged for weekly payments

; and the Office of Works for fort-
nightly or weekly payments when desired. The Post Office and the
Office of Works have decided to expedite the payment of all accounts
Shift Workmen :-0£ the many extraordinary ideas which

this war has conjured up in the brains of, at other times, presum-
ably sensible people, the following extract from a letter addressed
by Mr. J. M. Henderson, M.P., to the n,,,,., of September 2nd, is
hard to beat. In speaking of German firms and companies
conducting business in this country, he remarks :—" It is said
that to put a stop to their trading would cause unemployment
in this country. That, however, is not so. The goods they make
can be, and are, made by other firms, and the workmen would
merely shift to those who got the order for the goods."
Does Mr. Henderson express this pious opinion as an M P

as a member of the B E.A.M.A. CouncU, or as a director' of
an electrical engineering company, and, in any case, does he
really believe it? Is it not a fact that some of the firms
have reduced salaries and wages to their existing lemplojc'i
and are quite unable to offer vacancies for either new staff or new
workpeople I We commend the letter of the Chief Constable of
Stafford to Mr. Henderson's serious consideration.
EDixituROH.—The first of the public departments to contribute

to the War Fund was the Corporation electricity department who
voluntarily agreed to contribute weekly till the close of the war
amounts varying from I to 2 per cent, of their wages.
Blackpool.—Some 70 of the season staff have sent a petition

to Blackpool tramways manager (Mr. C. Furness) asking to be
allowed to pay to the War Fund the same sum weekly as those
whose living is assured. The season men are to be employed as
long as ever it is possible.

All-British ExinniTioN.-What will happen by March 1916 ,'

We may rest assured that the Germans will not then bo in London
for the International Trade Exhibitions, Ltd., of Broiid Street
House, New Broad Street, E C, announce that in connection with
the war on German and Austrian trade they are organising for
March-April of that year a " London Fair and Market," to be held
at the Royal Agricultural Hall, London. The exhibition will be
exclusively for manufacturers and wholesale houses, and every
entering exhibiror will be required to sign a declaration, under a
penalty, that no goods exhibited are of German or Austrian
manufacture. The whole of the proceeds of the gate, and from the
sale of tickets to trade houses, will be given to one of the exit ting
Public Funds for the benefit of the dependants of the soldiers and
sailors who fall in the war.
Competition with German and Austrian Trade.-The

Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade, at 73
Basinghall Street, E.C., are desirous of hearing from firms 'who are
prepared to send to them samples or catalogues of German and
Austrian or Hungarian goods which have competed with British
products at home or abroad. The Rmrd of Trade propose to hold
an exhibition of KampL-s of this nature, and would welcome the
co-operation of Britiih manufacturer! and tr«d«rj.
Another of the Board of Trads'a B«ri«i of publication! givtt v.ry

full information respecting our ensmies' export! of maehine tools
and some not«s on the position in the diff.r.nt markets of the
world for the use of firms interested in this branch of engineering
industry, let another deals similnrly with printing and litho-
grraphio maohines. Pumps and pumping machinery are covered in
• third pamphlet

; and others received just at we go to press deal

with tubes, pipes and fittings of iron and steel, and anchors,grapnels and chains.
~^uu.o,

ntW^^.^^^r" *^°^ P»"'P''l«t the foUowing comparative fi^nre.of British and German exports of such manufacture are girm :—

Coontry to which
exported.

United Kingdom
Canada
Australia
Norway...
Sweden
Denmark ... .

Netherlands ...

France
Switzerland
Spain
Portugal
Italy

Bulgaria
Greece
Roumania
Russia
Turkey
Dutch East Indies
Japan ...

Brazil

Uruguay
Argentina
Chile

United States

Exported (rom Exi>ort«d from
Uerm«njr, United Kingdom,

1913. 1913.

£2.30,8.50

52,650

21,700
57,600
83,9.50

49,200
154,1.50

554,0.50

207,800
74,850

15,9.50

408,350

1«,850

4,450

63,800
595,550

27,600
23,100
51,950

153,850

19,050

114,300

23,250

59,250

£24,800
115,800

6,600

10,400

3,800
17,900

142,100

3,200
20.600

6,500

68.500

1,200
HOO

85,000

3,300

3,400

118,100
57,700

2,700

30,600

17,100

4,400

£3,072,100 £744,500

"As Usual."—Mr. Harry Moss, of Bradford, reports that in
spite of the war he is doing good business. During the laat few
days he has received orders for a turbo-alternator for mill
lighting

;
several orders for considerable extensions to various

installations at miUs, hotels, factories, ka., and above the average
in supplies. His hands are working full time, and are contri-
buting to the Lord Mayor's Local War Fund.
Manchester Tramwaymen.—Mr. McElroy, general manager,

reported, at a recent meeting of the Manchester Tramway Com-
mittee, that 369 employi's in that department who were Reserviete
or Territorials had been called up for service.
Never by Choice.—Mr. E. Stanley Fardon, electrical engineer.

lu, Mosley Street, Manchester, has issued a notice to the effect that
the tenth anniversary of the establishment of his business occurs
next month, and that he is prepared to make rewards of £500 to
anyone who can prove that he has ever used cables or wires other
than British made in installation work, or sold lamps other than
British made, unless specially requested to do so.
The Minerva Battalion.—No fewer than 40 of Mcsare.

Pinchin Johnson's employes have left their work to serve the
country. Some are Reservists who have rejoined the coloars,
some have volunteered for foreign service with the Regular Army,
whilst others have entered the Territorial ranks for home defence.
The firm are keeping every position open for the men when they
return, and whilst away all those who are married receive
half-pay.

E.P.S". AND the War.—The Electrical Power Storage Co., Ltd.,
has posted up the following enlistment notice :

—
" The company

has decided to pay the following allowances to the dependants of
men who have left its service to enlist for the present war, or
who have been called up as Reservists :— (1) To wives with
children under 14 years of age—half puy. (2) To wives without
children—lOs. per week. (3) To the dependanta of unmarried men—an allowance to be settled according to the circumstances of each
case. The above allowances will be paid whilst the men are on
active service, and all particulars of such dependant* are to be
given to the works superintendent.

—

Manager. "

Lancashire Dynamo Works.—A large number of men
employed by the Lancashire Dynamo and Motor Co., Ltd., of
Tralt'ord Park, have joined the colours, and the firm has decided to
pay 58, per week to the wives of the married men, and Is. 3d. per
week for each child, with a maximum of lOs. jier week per family.
Dependants of unmarried employes will also receive a weekly
grant. The situations of all men who volunteer for service will
bo kept open for them. The staff and workpeople have agreed to a
deduction of 2i per cent, from their salaries or wages for the
National Relief Fund.
No " Place in the SrN " Company for German Goons.—The

Sun Electrical Co., Ltd., writes as follows :— " lu view of the fact
that a large numbers of the firms engaged in our particular businws
arc either German, or dealing almost exclusively in German goods,
we would like to draw your attention to the fact that this company
has, since its formation, K^en entirely run by English capital,
with an English board of directors, under English m,insgement,
and with a British staff. Right from the oommenoeuient, no
foreigner has ever held any position whatsoever in the com}>any.
Furthermore^ the whole of our specialties, without exception, have
been exclusively British throughont, and so have the greater pro-
portion of our factored goodi, " The writers enclose with their
letter a Hit of all article! included in their various sectional cata-
logues, thowing that the proportion of foreign goodt ha« always
been small, ai it has also been the policy of the company
to deal with Briti»h firms wherever possible. The firm
add :

" We would like to add that, in the future, this policy will
be materially extended to exclnde everything of German mann-
faoture."
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MRBHrH. Booth Bros., Ltd., eleotriual eai;ineerH, of Itodley, Leedn,

have decided to make a weekly allowanoe of Rh. for the wiveu and
28. for eauh child dependent upon men in the firm's employ who
have enlixted.

The emploji'f at the Dewabury Corporation electricity worku
have been aHHUred that if any of them volunteer for Bprvice in the

Army, they will have their places kept open, and provision will

be made for their dependants.

Ten per cent, of the employed of the Yorkshire Kleotrio Power
Co. have offered their services to the country. As a result of this

patriotic response by the men, the company is short-handed for the

time beinif. A special stalf war fund has been opsned to which
each remainini; member of the staff is makintr a weekly contribu-

tion, the proceeds beinu devoted to assisting the dependants of the

emploji'^ who are on aative service. If there is any surplus it

will be devoted to other funds.

Contribution! to the Manchester fund announced on Saturday
included the foUowinpr from the electrical trades :—Messrs. Chas.

Macintosh k Co., Ltd., .^i•l'.t 138. '.»d. ; ditto (empIojrO, £49 ISf. 9d.

;

employes of Electromotors, LUl. (first weekly contribution),

£4 148. (id. ; emploviH of Mr. Bertram Thomas, £:! l:^3. Id.
;

employoa of Messrs. Drake & (lorham, £3 lis. 1 Id.

The employi'a of the Tador Accumulator Co., Ltd., Dukinfield

Hall, are contributing 2 J per cent, of their gross earninefs to the

distress fund

The employes of the Doncaster Corporation Electricity Works,
including: the staff of the tramways departments, have held a

meeting: and resolved to (rive 4(1. in the £ of their salaries and
wages to the Mayor of Donoaster's War Relief Fund.

L.\ORENCE, Scott at the Front.—About 100 of the employes
of Messrs. Laurence, Scott & Co., Ltd., manufacturing electrical

engineers, of Norwich, have joined the Army, and the firm have
agreed to reinstate them at the end of the wir. Allowances will

be made to all dependants, and in the case of married men from
Gs. (id. to Us. Gd. per week will be paid, according to the number
of children.

Sixty-four of the employee of the Hackney Borough Council
volunteered to give up four hours each day for the special duty of

guarding the Council's electricity station. They have been
enrolled as special constables and are now engaged in guarding the
Council's property.

It is stated that the full staff of the electricity department of

the Marylebone Borough Council, numbering 200, have been sworn
in as special constables.

Carels Fberbs. — The Financial Times has investigated

a rumour that has lately been current, to the effect

that the engineering works in Belgium of Carels

Frfres were either wholly or partially destroyed during
the recent fighting. It finds, however, that, according to advices

mailed from Ghent on 3Ist ult. all was well. The works had been
closed down to manufacturing operations, and the upper portion
was being used as a Red Cross establishment. Ghent, where the
Carels establishment is sitnated, is a good way removed from the
fighting area, and, moreover, the Germans have undertaken not to

molest the town.

British Westinghou.se Staff War Relief Fund.—The
amount subscribed by the staff to the above fund has amounted up
to date to £937, and it is anticipated that further amounts to be

received will raise the total to over £1,000. Out of the amount
already subscribed the Committee have decided to make the fol-

lowing donations :— National Relief Fund, £3fiO ; Stretford Civic

Guild of Help, £100 ; British Red Cross Society, £200; Belgian
Relief Fund, £200 ; total, £850 ;

the distribution of the balance

to be considered at a later date. The contribution made by the

staff is entirely separate and distinct from the amounts which the
compiny have already given or which they are contributing week
by week to the Relief Committee. The total number of staff con-

cerned is about 1,200. In addition to these contributions, it is

the desire of the employes of the company generally to form a
further fund by weekly contributions on a graduated scale, and a
meeting is to be held on Monday next to consider a suitable basis.

The total number of men who have gone to to the front from the
company's works and offices up to date is 700.

Engineers' Club Battalion.—We learn from Mr. Hill, the
hon. secretary of the Engineers' Club at Manchester, that at an
extraordinary general meeting of the club members held on
Tuesday, it was decided to form a '' Pals " battalion for Kitchener's
Army, such battalion to be recruited from those engaged in the
works and offijes of engineering concerns. A Special Committee
was appointed, consisting of Messrs. Daniel Adamson, H. T.
Wilkinson, J. H. Stubb?, E. Simon, S. L. Pearce, G. Hughes. W. T.
Anderson, E. T. Morland Johnson, E. L. Hill, and Colonel
Hollingworth. Every member of the club is asked to induce his
friends, staff, and employ65 to join, and to send their names as
quickly as possible to me at the club. The particulars that
should be given are:—Name in full, age, address, married or
single, if married, number of children under 16 years of age,
ocoupation, name of employer, previous training, if any, in the
Forces of the Crown.

Hans Renold, Ltd.—Mr. Hans Renold, who was detained at
his birthplace in Switzerland in the early days of the war, recently
addressed meeting.^ of his workpeople and urged the younger men
to vilnuii'-er, but pointed out that others coild also serve their
country by keeping business goln; and orintribu"lng to 'he support
of the dependiutd of those who were fighting. The firm has
adopted a scheme under which married men receiving 50a, a week

or less will be paid full wages for a month, and half-pay till the
end of the war ; if a man is killed the same allowance will be
continued to his dependants until the end of the war or until they
obtain a pensiin. Places will be kept open for the men. Those
in rejeipt of more than ."lOi. a week will receive individual con-
sideration. A very large proportion of the employes have joined
the colours ; and the firm is working full time.

LiiSSRNiNfj U.SEMrLov.MKNT.—We notioe your remarks in last

week''i Elkotuiual Ri;\ ikw. and wish to state that we are quite
in sympathy with your remarks rp the dismissal of men and the
reduction of wages by firms who have largely contributed to the
" Prinoe of Wales's " Fund.
Oar firm, under the management of M. K. Cooper, A.M.I E.E.,

instead of dismissing, have, since the war was declared, employed
20 extra men, and an still open to engage good wiremen. No
wagej have been reduced, and our people are contributing weekly
to the "Prince of Wales's" Fund; last week our contribution
amounted to £4 4s.

It might also be worth mentioning that on the day war was
proclaimed we cancelled orders to the extent of £3,000 with
German firms, and these orders have now all been placed with
liritish firms. We are, therefore, in the happy position of feeling
that, by employing as many men as we can, we are doing some-
thing to lessen unemployment amongst our own people.

T. C. Smith & Co.

M. K. COOPEB,

Manager for Klectrical Department.

Aberdeen, Srptemhpr 1th, 1914.

LEGAL.

Factory Act Prosecution.

At the Sunderland Borough Police Court on Friday, the North-
Eastern Marine Engineering Co., Ltd., South Dock, Sunderland,
were charged with an infringement of the Factory and Workshops
Act, by having on their premises a switch not so constructed as to

prevent danger.
Mr. W. B. Lauder, H.M. Inspector of Factories, in preferring

the charge, said the defendant company had neglected to observe
Regulation 3a of the Electrical Regulations instituted by the Home
Secretary under Sec. 7I» of the Factory and Workshops Act, 1901

—

a regulation which provided that every switch should be so pro-

tected as to prevent danger. In this case the switch concerned
was quite open and without a covering of any description. On
July 21st a young man named Peter Cornforth was killed in con-
sequence. According to the evidence given at the inquest. Corn-
forth went to switch on the current in order to work a pneumatic
hammer. His hand slipped and came in contact with the live

terminals, and he received a fatal shock of 240 volts. Three
other people had received shocks from the same switch. The
maximum penalty for the offence with which the company were
charged was a fine of £100.
Mb. D. B. Jackson, from the ofiice of Messrs. Cooper & Goodger,

Newcastle, solicitors, pleaded guilty on behalf of the defendants,
but submitted at the same time that it was not a very serious case,

although, unfortunately, there had been a serious termination.

The switch had been in use nine or ten years, and no one had been
injured prior to the fatality. If shocks had been sustained by
other people the occurrences had not been reported. It never
occurred to the firm that there was any danger, and the Factory
Inspectors had never drawn attention to the danger. After the
accident a new switch with proper covering was immediately
installed.

The magistrates imposed a fine of £50 and costs.

OUR LEGAL QUERY COLUMN.

"Inquibeb" writes:
—"As you are aware, we are subscribers to

your paper, and thought, therefore, you might be able to enlighten

us upon the two following points :
—

"(O Tenancy Agreement.—Is a tenancy agreement between an
English landlord and an alien tenant of a nation with whom
England is now at war void, or can the landlord enforce the con-

ditions and payment for the full term just the same as if there

were no war ?

" (2) Employment Agreement.— Is an agreement between a
naturalised British employer resident in an enemy's country and a

British employ^ resident in England valid, or is it cancelled by the

war ? It 80, must notice of cancellation be given to the employe /

"

*j* As to (1), it is clear that the agreement still holds good.

The rule that an Englishman may not contract with an alien

enemy only holds good with reference to a con ract with a person

resident in the hostile helUgerent country. As to (2), the fact that

the employer is admittedly a British subject appears to make the

agreement perfectly valid. A difficulty would appear to arise

when an attempt is made to enforce the ag^reement,
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BUSINESS NOTES.

roiisular Xotos.—GUILE.—The American Consul
at ValparaiBo reports that dutiner last year work proprcesed on the
extension to the hydro-electric plant in connection with the Broden
Copper Co., near Rancangua, and plans have been under considera-
tion to develop the water power of the Aconcagua River, above
Valparaiso, for the use of the cities in the valley as well as for
V'alparaiso, whore the current is now generated by steam, with coal
selling at 2.5s. to 33s. per ton. The current is sold in Valparaiso
for lighting purposes at 7d. per Kw.-hour. The country is full of
fine water-power sites that await capital to turn the waste power
into electric current for distribution to the cities and towns, where
are located small plants now run by steam power with coal costing
.•^Ts. t)d. ts nOs. per ton. It is generally understood that this would
be a paying investment from the start, and would Ic much more
profitable when the demands for electric power became greater.

During 1913 the chain of seven wireless stations along the
coast of Chile, viz., Arica, Autofogasta, Coquimbo, Valparaiso,
Talcahuano, Puerto Montt and Punta Arenas, were completed,
save the station at Puerto Montt, which is under way, and good
progress was made on the station on Juan Fernandez Islands, to the
west of Valparaiso. The Chilian Government has taken steps to

put this service at the disposition of the commercial world, and
the Director-General of Telegraphs of the country has been
authorised to prepare a tariff list, and such other regulations as

seem best, to connect up for commercial purposes with the other
stations of the world.

JIOXTENEGRO.—The Austrian Consul, in a recent report, states

that since in 10 the electrical works at Cetinje have been operated
by a Trieste firm with a capital of 400,niiO kronen (krone = lOd ).

The plant works with two Diesel motors, and the installation of a
third was projected at the time of writing. Only night work is

carried on, and the power produced (2,000 volts") is used exclusively

for lighting. The works projected in Montenegro for subsequent
execution include electric light plants for the towns of Podgorica
and Niksic, and refrigerating plant for Antivari, where a small
electric plant for lighting the docks is already operated by the
Compagnia di Antivari.

COREi.—In a recent report dealing with the graphite deposits

of Corea, the (lerman Consul at Seoul observes that the number
of concessions has decreased from 13.5 on January Ist, 1912, to 117

on January Ist, 1914, the area having decreased from 28,.554, 717
tsubo(taubo = 3-3 sq.m.) to 22,.54.-i,886 tsubo. In 1913 241,973piculB
of graphite were exported, nearly the whole going to Japan.
One of the chief exporters is a Japanese firm in Fnsan,
who has concessions in Toksuri, where he has recently built

a narrow gauge railway about 121 miles long to the
Hoangkan station on the Seonl-Fusan line, which enables him to

ship the graphite cheaply. At the beginning of 1913 the first

direct shipment to Europe (500 tons) was made in a French steamer
from Fusan, and now when the above-mentioned railway is fully

working, regular shipments are proposed.

CafalojiiU'S ami Li.sts.

—

Sterling Telephone and
Electric Co., Ltd., l'IO-212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.
—Publication No. 23C (8 pages), containing illustrated descriptions

and prices of various loud electric bells and sirens.

Messrs. Siemens Bros, .t Co., Ltd., Woolwich, S.E.—New
edition of pamphlet C5 13, describing their mine signal indicator

for use with electric or mechanically-operated bells or rappers.

Mi:ssRs. Krhtka & Jacohy, Ltd., :'>9, Victoria Street, London,
S.W,—Three illustrated price leaflets relating to indirect fittings,

electric candlesticks, and vase standards.

Messrs. E, Brook, Ltd., Colne Road, Huddersfield.—Sep-

tember stock list of single, two and three-phase electric motors.

The British Tho.mson-Houston Co., Ltd., Rugby.—Price
list No. 5,51 1, describes, and gives prices of, their float switches for

A.c. or c.c. circuits.

The Edison & Swan United Electric Lioht Co., Ltd., of

Ponder's End, have issued some coloured advertising postcards,

showing how the Ediswan drawn-wire lamp is a ' saving light."

The same design is also used for their new price cards.

The "Standard" Tradinc Co., 25. Victoria Street, London,
S.W.—Leaflet giving particulars and prices of miniature arc lamp
ornaments for the watch chain.

Messrs. Simplex Conduits, Ltd., Garrison Lane, Birming-
ham.—Illustrated leaflet, giving prices of insulated lampholders
and new Home OlUce patterns of hand lamps.

The British Tho.aisonHouston Co., Ltd., of Ma.-.da House,

77, Upper Thames Street, E.G., have issued a striking poster

relating to the Mazda drawn-wire lamps, of which the principal

feature is the Union Jack. Tho admirable design and artistic

choice of colours render this one of the most effective and pleasing

pesters that we have seen.

Tradf .iiiiKMiiici'iiu'iifs. — The Geneuai- Vekki.e
Co , Ltd., have removed to Imperial House, Kingsway, London,
W.C.
The British Prometheus Co., Ltd., of Birmingham, announce

that until further notice the 10 per cent, advance on list prices,

which has been in operation for some time, is now dropped, and
priooe in all lists are now subjeot to the usaal trade disconnt.

Market Quotations.—The British Alvminiim Co.,

Ltd,, «tat« thftt th« ifttw ot ftlqminlnm inirot and wtr* nra HBB p«r
ton and Alls pn ten t6ip»otlvt>ly.

Private ArraiiireiiH-iits.—The ILvmblk Eivek, Luke
AND Co., Ltd., The Hamble River, Soathsmpton, electric bomt
bnildere, .t-;.—Pursuant to the provisions of the Companiea' (Con-
solidation) Act, a largely attended meeting of the creditors of the
above was held on September 2nd at the Cannon Street Hotel, E.C.
A statement of affairs was presented as at August I .'.th last, uid
this disclosed ranking liabilities of £lG,81>i. The assets were
estimated to realise £25,429, and the e.state thus showed an
apparent Burpius of assets over liabilities of *;8,fjll. Mr. Kemp,
the liquidator, stated that it was clear that there was a substantial
estate, and in normal times the company would be able to pay 20».
in the £. Under the present circumstances, however, the creditotB
might have to put up with something less, bnt, neverthelen, the
dividend should be very substantial. The following are
creditors :

—

General Electric Co.
D.P, Battery Co
Henley's Tel.-g. Works Ck).

Oovenlry Chain Co.
Vandervell, ('. A., & Co.
Unbreakable Pulley Co..

.

Elliott Bros

Silent Elec. Clock Co. ..

Prltchetts i Gold. Ltd. .

Siemens Brc-. 4 Go.
Worthington Pump Co...
Na'd^r BroB. & Tbompgoa
National Oas Engine Co.
Pboipbor Bronze Co. .

.

!Vew fell.—Messr,s. .John C. Fullei! i Sox, Ltd., of
Woodland Works, Wick Lane, Old Ford Road, Bow, London, E , have
devised a new type of " Inert Cell," with special features, which has
been purchased by the Admiralty and the War Office in very large
quantities. Dry cells are always liable to deteriorate in stock, and
in consequence when they are called upon for work after long
storage, they may be found in a partially exhausted state. The
inert cell becomes a dry cell by the addition of water only when
it is required for use, and it, therefore, always starts work as a
new battery. The cell which the company are now putting on
the market, can be filled in a moment, without fear of spilling the
water over the sides of the cell, owing to its great absorbent
qualities. Another feature is that when the cell becomes
exhausted, additional moisture can be absorbed, and the remaining
quantity of oxygen in the manganese can be extracted. After the
cell has been filled, it becomes in reality a " dry cell," and can be
turned upside down, or left on its side without any fear of fluid
exuding,

British .^laaiietos f(H' Rritish Motor-Cars.— In con-
nection with our recent article under the above heading, we learn
that Messrs. C. A. Vandervell i: Co., of Acton Vale, well known
as makers of motor-car dynamo lighting sets, and who have been,
on a more or less large scale, making magnetos for some years, are
now concentrating their attention on this branch. According to
the Mnfor, the number of different types of magnetos (< ••

. of
different measurements, and for engines of varying numbers of
cylinders) at present used in connection with motor- cars and
cycles totals vrp to just over 60. It will readily be realised that
for any onn firm to set out to fill these requirements at short
notice is practically an impossibility, and in view of this fact,

Messrs. A'andervell are at present devoting their energies to the
production of nine types of magnetos for motor-cycles, viz., three
types for single-cylinder engines, three for opposed two-cylinder
engines, and three for V-type twin cylinder engines. These types
have been exhaustively tested under varying conditions and are
now being constructed in large quantities. At the same time, the
firm are proceeding with arrangements for the manufacture of
reliable magnetos for four and six-cylinder engines for motor-
cars.

liiqiiiilations.

—

The JioRPKY-FRicKER Ei.kitricitv
Meter Co., Ltd.—A meeting of creditors is called for September
12th at 82, Victoria Street, S.W., by the liquidator, Mr. F. Miller,

to whom particulars of claims should be sent by October 9th.

H. W. Samiudce & Son, Ltd.—A meeting of creditors will

be held at 39, Waterloo Street, Birmingham, on October 8th. to

hear an account of the winding up from the liquidator, Mr. A. H.
Gibson.
Rankine Patent Feed Water Filter Co., Ltd.—A meet-

ing will be held at the offices of Messrs. T. Theodore Rogers
Bowler & Co., 30, North John Street, Liverpool, on Septembex 32nd,
to hear an account of the winding up from the liquidator,

Mr, T. B, Maooabe.
The Canadian Electric Traction Co.. Ltd.—A meeting

will be held at 119, Finsbury Pavement, EC, on September 30th,

to hear an account of the winding up from the liquidator, Mr.
E. 11. R. Trenow.

ltaiiKni|)t('.\ I'roceediiitts.— Hekiskrt.TamksIIopkrkv,
electrical engineer, late of 18S, Biilham High Riad, S.W.

—

Receiving order September Ist on debtor's own petition. First

meeting. September 15th, at 132, York Road, S.E -. public examina-
tion, October Sth, at Court Houte, Wandsworth. S.W.

J. 11. Nl.\o\ (.1. O. Nixon A; Co.>, electrical and mechanical engi-

neer, r.."<. Mill Street, Crewe.—Trustee l,F. T. Halcomb, Official

Receiver, King Street, Newcastle, Staffs."!, released May 21st.

Tor Sale.—Tlic Corporation of rx)niloiulorry otToi-s for

s<\lo a quantity of Conradty carbons for open-type arc lamps,

particulars of which are given in onr advertisement pagee to-day.

Book Xotice.—" Brown's Jfnriae Electrician for Sea-

(JojQg Engipeers." By A. B. A: A. H. Turkman, Olaiarow : Jamw
Brown * StJt), Pflc* Bi. B»t,
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LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

Altnih'i'ii.

—

Annt^al Accoi'nt.s.—The accounts of the

Corporuti.m olectriuity department for the year ended .July 31»t

show a nut rt-vvniie of .i! 4,ll(J0 after allotting £ lfi,2'i2 tu the Binkinii:

fund. £ni>,MU'J waH realixed from the nale of eneri;y, as atfainst

i£r.2,87r) for the previous year, and the hire of motors brouKht in

i:L',88'.l, as ai;ainet £°2.IC1. On the expenditure side the i;ennrution

of eloetrioity cost £17,711, airainst £17,'.lll ; ll.GlKi.UUI units of

elootrii'.ity were Ronerated, au increase of .S8'.l,fir)8 units.

The Corporation Electricity Committee's e.s'.iinate for the current

year is £,')i>,918. It is recommended that the charge for enerpy to

the tramways should be 85d. for the first 2.UUU,000 units, and
O'SOd. after 2,00u,O00.

Alti'iiicliaiii.

—

Street LionTiNo.—It has been decided

to light Railway .Street, Stamford New Road, Kingsway, (ieorge

Street, The Downs and Ashley Road by electricity. The work is

to be put in hand immediately, the L.G.B. having sanctioned a
loan of £700.

Atlicrtoii.

—

Loans fou Mains, &c.—The U.D.C. has

decided to apply to the L.G B. for sanction to borrow :t3,OlO for

electric lighting purposes, viz., £2,300 for mains, and £740 for

transformers and switohgear.

The following scale of charges for electrical energy for power
purposes for quantities of 12,."jOO units and over, per quarter, has
been approved of :— 12,500 onits, 625d. per unit ; 7.5,000, ''iM.

;

125,000, 'BOd. ; 250,000, •46d. : 376,000, •4d. ; 437,000, •37d.
;

600,000, S6A. : 562,000, "SBd. ; 62.5,000, •34d.

Aiistraliii.—JiTNEE. (N.S.W.).—The Municipal Council
is considering the question of installing electric lighting.

The Broome (W.A.) Municipality has decided to borrow £8,000
for the purpose of installing electric plant.— 'JViidfrx.

Wauun.\.muool (Victoria).—The Electricity Committee has
recommended the Municipal Council to put in generators at the
pumping station and utilite the boilers for generating electricity

as well as pumping the town water supply. It is stated that a
plant for supplying 95,000 units per annum could be installed for

£1,200, and the energy sold at 4d. per unit. The total coat of the
installation with mainn would be £3,600

—

Tenders.

Bnxn.VE'.BBG C(,irEKNSLAND).—The rights and powers conferred
by the Queensland Government on D. S. Finnemore for the supply
of electricity at Bandabsrg have been transferred to the Electric

Light and Power Co. of the same town.— Tenders.

Tasmania.—The provisional agreement between the Hydro-
Eleotric Power and Metallurgical Co. and the Government,
for the purchase by the latter of the company's Great Lake hydro-
electric scheme, has been ratified by the shareholders of the com-
pany and by the Legislative Assembly. The purchase price is

£190,246. When the Bill came before the State Legislative
Council, certain amendments were made, including the elimination
of the obligation on the company to construct carbide and metal-
lurgical works at North-West Bay, and the obligation on the
Government to supply the company with current for the works,
thus making it an agreement to purchase the hydroelectric scheme
without hampering contracts.

—

An.-stralian Mixinc/ Standard.
The St. Leonard's Council has decided to borrow £5,000 for

an E.L. scheme for St. Leonard's, Invermay and Mowbray, for
which Mr. A. H. Masters has been instructed to prepare plans.—Tenders.

Baciil).—The Electricity Committee considers that it is

inadvisable to renew the agreement for the management of the
undertaking by Rawtenstall Corporation, which expires on
September 30th.

Bishop Storf ford.

—

Plant Installation.— Generating
plant is being installed here by the Bishop Stortford, Harlow and
Epping Gas and Electricity Co.

Bolton.

—

New Power Station.—The Chairman of
the Electricity Committee (Aid. Longworth) started the new
5,500-H.p. turbine at the new power station, Bick-o'-th'-Bank, on
Septembsr 3rd. Tlie official opening will take place later.

Bradford.—Main.s Extension.—Mains are to be
extended in various parts of the city at a cost of £807. The
Electricity Committee has authorised the laying of mains in five
roads for railless trolley routes at a cost of £101.

Continental \<»t(>s,

—

Italy.—A limited company has
just been formed at Brescia, Italy, under the style of the Societ.a
Anonima Vestonese Elettroteonica, for the utilisation of local water
power for the production of electrical and mechanical apparatus.
Its capital is 60,000 lire in 600 shares of 100 lire each.

Crewe.

—

Street Lighting.—Owing to the shortage of
carbons, the T.C. has discontinued the use of arc l»mp».

Farn'Hortli. — Loan Sanction. — The L.(i.B. has
saiotioiied the D.O.'s aoplioation to borrow £1,900 for additional
plant at ths eleotricity works, and £1,500 for mains and servicep.

Grappenhall.—Prov. Order.—Provided that the pro-
posed cHargas for electricity are reasonable, the P.C. has decided to
support the application of the Warrington Corporation for an
extended area of electric supply.

(iiLscley.—The Gniseley ]).€. has refuBcd the applica-

tion of the Yorkshire Electric Power Co. for the approvlkl of the
Council to the supply of eleotrioity by the company for li|;htio|;

the district.

Ilarlerli.—The installation of electric lighting was
formally inaugurated laxt week. The promoter of the echeme is

Dr. Thomas, Menai Bridge, and the contractors are .MtHsrs. JohnBon
and PhillipH, Ltd., London.

hlrkhiirtun.—Pitov. Ouuer.—The Council baadecided
to support the Yorkghire E.L. Power Co.'b application for ligfhtinf;

powers in the district.

Liverpool.

—

I'iioposed Loan.—For the provision of

electric nitkins the Corporation proposes to borrow £40,000,

lilanidloes.— li.G.R. I.nqliry.—An inquiry was held
last week into the application of the T.O. for power to parcbase
the local E.L. undertaking for the sum of £400.

London.

—

Hackney.—The Emergency Committee of

the B.C. reports that adequate arrangements have been made to

avoid any shortage of the supply of coal to the electricity works,
and also that the arrangements as to the supply of arc lamp carbons
will cover the Council's requirements for a long time.

The Finance Committee recommends that £15,750, the amount
of the loan sanctioned by the L.C.C. for the extension of
the generating plant, be borrowed from the London City and
Midland Bank, Ltd., at 4 per cent, per annum.

Maidstone.— L.G.B. Inquiry.—An inquiry was held

on September 2nd into the application of the T.C. for a loan of

£6,316 for new boiler and office acoommodation at the electricity

works, and mains and eervices.

Mahern.—Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has sanctioned

the borrowing of £1,600 for extending the U.D C.'s electrical

plant.

Maneliester.

—

Loan Sanction.—L.G.B. sanction has
been received for the borrowing of £10,C00 (repayable within 10
years), £28,000 (repayable within 15 years), and £29,400 (repayable

within 15 years), for electricity purposes.

Mexico.—With the settlement of Mexico's internal

troubles in sight and the resumption of operations in a number of

mines in its vicinity, the 50,000-H p. Santa Rosalia hydroelectric

plant of the Mexican Northern Power Co. is now to be pushed to

completion. Work on the water-power plant has been suspended
since October of last year. Floods during the last 12 months
have, however, filled the reservoir until now a body of water 30
miles long by several miles wide has been formed. When the

plant was abandoned last fall the hydroelectric machinery had
already been installed and the transmission line was nearly com-
pleted.

—

Electrical World.

Midliurst (Sussex).

—

Proposed E.L.—The applica-

tion of the promoters of the Midhurst E.L. Order, 1914, for

powers to erect overhead wires for the supply of electricity has
been deferred by the R.D C. for further particulars.

i\elson.—E.L. Scheme.—The South Wales E.P. Co.

are proceeding with the E.L. scheme at Nelson. A sub-station is

being erected near Abernant, and poles for the overhead instal-

lation are being placed in the streets.

A'eweastle Enilvn.

—

Public Lighting.—The U.D.C.
has decided to renew the public lighting agreement with the E.L.

Supply Co.

Rochdale.

—

Street Lighting.—The Tramways Com-
mittee has decided to agree to the proposal to light Rochdale Road
by means of electric incandescent lamps suspended from the tram-
way span wires and bracket arms, provided that the Bacup Corpora-
tion accepts all liability for increased repairs or alterations to the
overhead equipment necessitated by this work.
In connection with the Castleton sub-station, the electricity

works manager recommended that a permanent sub-station be
erected on land to be rented for a term of years from the Rochdale
Canal Co. The Gas and Electricity Committee decided that further
inquiries be made as to the leasing of the land.

Rocliestei'.

—

Street Lighting.—The City Council's

Works Committee has approved an agreement with the Kent
Electric Power Co. for the lighting of the High Street and North
Street.

BoT.ston.—Proposed E.L.—The U.D.C. has referred

to the General Purposes Committee an application from the York-
shire Electric Power Co. for the Council's support to a Bill

giving the oompiny power to supply electricity for lighting.

St. Aiuie's-on-Sea.

—

Annual Report.—The state-

ment of accounts in connection with the Council electricity under-
taking for the year ending March 3l8t shows a gross profit of

£4,449, and a net surplus of £1,18.S
; of this amount £448 has

been transferred to the relief of the rates. The gross profit is

equal to 829 per cent, on the capital employed at the commence-
ment of the year. 1,051,815 units were sold during the year, an
increase of 112,472. The difference in the gross revenue, £1,449,
against £5,598 the previous year, is due to the reduction in price

for lighting and traction.
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Siilford,

—

Loan Applicatiox.—Application is to be
made for eaaction to borrow £1,.S(>1 in respect of half the cost of
erecting and equipping the bulk supply meter house at Pendlebury.

Slii'ffield.

—

Mains Extensioxs and Amai,(;amation
.';ciii.:\fE.— £(1,831 is to be spent on mains exteneioDs. A Joint
Subcommittee of the Tramways and Electric Supply Com-
mittees recommends the amalgamation of the Kelham Island
power station, now under the control of the Tramways depart-
ment, with the electric supply undertaking-, subject to the
charge for all energy supplied to the tramway feeders, and for

other energy, except booster units, to the extent of loO, 000 units
per annum, being at a flat rate of 'Sd. per unit. This price is

snbjoct to a revision at the end of three years. It is not thought
advisable to continue to develop the Kelham Island power station

as a separate and isolated unit. Should the Council approve this

recommendation, the Sub-Committee proposes to appoint Mr. H. E.

Yerbury, at present tramways electrical engineer, to the position
of deputy general manager and engineer of the electric supply
undertaking.

Soutlieiid-on-Sea.—L.G.B. Inquiry.—An inquiry was
held last week into the application by the T.C. for sanction to

borrow £60,000 for the purpose of the electricity undertaking,
half that sum being for sub-stations at Laigh and Tnorpe Bay, and
the rest for additional cables, feeders, kc.

Stamford.

—

Plant Extension.—The Urban Elec-
tricity Supply Co. were to have enlarged their plant, but the
200-Kw. dyaamo, which was ready for delivery, has been com-
mandeered by the War OtBce. A new engine had been installed,

only needing the dynamo to complete the equipment. A new
machine is being built.

Sinideiiaiid.—L.G.B. Inquirv.—An in(|uiry was held

on the 4th inst. into the application of the T.C. for a loan of

£50,000 for mains, and £13,600 for sub-station machinery and
switchgear.

Toritoint.

—

Public Lighting.—A dispute having arisen

between the Electric Supply Co. and the U.D.C. relative to the
public lighting, a Committee has been appointed to select an
arbitrator to deal with the points raised.

Toniuay.

—

Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has sanc-

tioned the borrowing by the T.C. of £5,000 for the extension of

the electricity mains, and has intimated that an inquiry will be
held into the application for a loan of £16,000 for an extension of

the works. The B sard does not object to a portion of the work,
viz., two water-tube boUers, fuel economiser, and accessories,

estimated to cost £4,100, being proceeded with at once.

Wali ('field.

—

Annual Rkpoet.—The annual report of

the working of the electricity department for 1913 shows a gross

profit of £0.848, representing 9 57 per cent, on the capital

expenditure. The net profit is £1,712, an increase of £383 on the
previous year, whilst the output of energy shows an increase of
17'7."> per cent.

Electric light is to be adopted for the public lamps in the
Dewsbury Road neighbourhood.

>^ aimer.—E.L. Schkme.—The U.D.C. on September
3rd decided to co-operate with the Deal T.C. in obtaining from Mr.
E. W. Lacey a report on the E.L. question.

"WarrJimtoii.

—

Proposed Loan.—The T.C. is seeking
sanction to borrow £2,000 for cables.

Mrevliam.—Garpkn YillA(ie Supply.—The T.C. has
been informed by the B. of T. that it cannot entertain its applica-

tion for permission to install electric lighting mains to supply
the Wrexham (I irden Village, and the Council has resolved to

arrange for Wrexham Tenants, Ltd., to pay for the cables, and to

repay the amount, with 5 per cent, interest, as soon as a prov. order
extending the area of supply is obtained, or in any case before
December Slat, I'JIS.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

AeeriiiJl'ton.—ADVEimsixd Oonthact.—The Electri-

city Committee has decided that it cui-not at present accede to a
request from Messr."). J. W. Courtenay, Ltd., that their tramcar
advertising contract should be suspended until trade is normal
again.

AccinENT.—At a meeting of the Electricity Committoe last

week, Accrington Tramway Workers' Association asked for com-
pensation for conductor Barnfield, who met with an accident
on M^y 20th. The borough treasurer was authorised to pay Barn-
field half wages, and the Association were advised that the accident
would not have occurred had the printed rules and instructions

been adhered to, and that no compensation would be paid in future
under similar oircumstanoes.

Coiitiiieiital Votes.

—

Italy.—The completion, which
has just been effected, of the conversion to electric traction of the
trunk line from L;cco to Monzi, is only an inefalment of the
larger scheme for the conversion of the line from Leoco to
Milan, which itself is a logical and necessary complement of the
Valtellina electric line already working. Itealitation of this
scheme in its entirety is expected to Hynchronine with the inaognra-
tion of the new railway station at Milan, now under conrtraction.
The Lecco to Monza stction is 40 km. in length, seven of which,
from Lecco to Calolzio, are laid with two sets of rails. The system
adopted is three-phase at 15'8 periods. The aerial lines are double,
of 200 sq. mm. section. The pressure of supply to locomotives is

3,500 volts. The current is supplied from three power stations

owned by private electric supply companies. Some of the
machinery and plant is supplied by Italian firms, some by Brown,
Boveri fc Co., hut the mayn portion has been procured from German
firms, through local representatives.

The Italian Council of State, acting on the favourable report of

the Superior Council of Public Works, has definitely decided to

construct the Central Umbrian Railway from T«mi-Todi-Pemgia-
Umbertide as an electric line. On account of this decision the
handing over for working of this line must be postponed for

exactly one year. The inauguration, consequently, will take place
in September, I!)l.>. Efforts are now being made by thecommnnee
interested to obtain the extension of the railway northwards to

Forli.

The Societa Elettrica Bresciana, whose headquarters are at

Brescia, has received Government authorisation to construct and
work two new lines of tramway in the city of Mantova, as

branches of the existing network. ,

Doiicaster.—The ElectriciDj and Tramways Committee
has instructed the tramway manager to prepare specifications for

the supply of four new tramoars.

Farinvortli.—At the D.C. meeting last week, ilr.

Edwardes, manager of the South Lancashire Tramways Co., dis-

cussed with the Tramways Committee questions relating to the

condition and overcrowding of tramcars. Mr. Edwardes said 2ii

cars were having new tops put on, and of these 12 were already

completed. He assured the Committee he would do everything in

his power to keep the cars as clean as possible, having regard to

the nature of the traffic.

Leeds.—The Tramways and Electricity Comniittee of

the Corporation has decided to expend £22,CiiO on the purchase of

land between Aire Street and the river Aire, for the purpose of a

new electricity generating station, and off Fountain Street, Morley,

for the erection of a car-shed and sub-station.

LlaiidatI'.—The District Council on September 2Dd
decided, subject to certain provisions, to give permission for the

Cardiff T.C. to extend the tramways beyond the boundary.

London.—L.C.C.

—

Electric Tractor.—The London
Fire Brigade is at present making some trials of the Lloyd electric

tractor, for which Messrs. Moesay i: Co., Ltd., Horseferry Road,

Westminster, are the British concessionnaires.

\eweastle-oH-Tyne.—Annual Retort.— The total

revenue of the Corporation tramway undertaking for the year

ended March 31st last was £2r,l,200^an increase of £2J.'.';'h on the

previous year. The working expenses amounted to£l47,5.'2, an

increase of £18,533, leaving a gross profit of £113,648, as against

£10;>,184. After paying interest on loans, £31,256, ei>ecial rents.

£1,567, and income-tax, £3.617, there was a balance of £81.2i>l. an

increase of £3,231 on lart year. From that »•» 1,450 had been

placed to the sinking fund, £12,000 to the relief of rate.", and.

after meeting other expenditure, there was a balance of £25,134

net profit, which has been carried to the reserve and renewal

account.

Salford.—The T.(\ proposes to borrow .£I.-iOO to cover

the cost of laying a double line of tramwsy in Camp Street,

Broughton. Owing to circumstances caused by the war. the

Tramways Committee has agreed to forgo the payment to the

Corporation by the Bell Punch and Printing Co. of £3 UV. per

million tickets supplied to the Corporation in nspeot of the use

of the advertising spaces on the tickets, until further notice.

Torrinjifon-Ilahvill.—The B. of T. has granttxl iui

order for the construction of a light railway from Torrington to

Ualwill.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

.\ Secret Mirele.ss Station.—Aoeonling to a AA»t7y

C7iri>(iic/c correspondent at Milan. .Mr. Marconi, whilst in Rome
last week, discovered, by meaus of an improved dirtvtion finder

which he has devised, that a high-power wireless station had been

secretly installed in the headqusirters of a foreign religions order

in Rome. The apparatus was capable of communicating with long-

distance stations in other countries. The Italian Government
raided the premiaee and destroyed the installation.
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Aiistrali:i.—As the result of conferences between the

PoBtmnAterOeneral and the AuBtralian repreeentative of the

Marconi Wireless Telepfraph Co., the lonp nejrotiatioriH between the

oom|miiy and the Commonwealth Government with respect to

patent rights have come to a suoceBuful termination, and the

liulsillie system, which has become the property of the (Govern-

ment, is to be recognised as a Iftfitimate rival to the older systemp.

The effect of the agreement arrived at is that the Marconi Co. dis-

oontinaes its action against the Commonwealth and withdraws its

opposition to the lUUillie system. The Commonwealth under-
takes to pay £5,(1(10 to the Marconi Co. in consideration of licences

being granted to the ( 'ommonwealth to use the Marconi patents in

Australia, and for the purpose of communicating with New
Zealand. The Postmaster-General regards the resnlts of the
negotiations as very satisfactory. The action might have cost

£20,00(1 in legal expenses. There i« to be no payment in cash to

the Amalgamated Wireless, Ltd. (the Australian company operat-

ing the Telefunken and Marconi patents), but this company has
undertaken not to attack the validity of the Balsillie system. In
addition the payment of a royalty of £1,000 for Marconi installa-

tions on the ships of the Australian Navy now ceases.

—

Auxtnilian

J/iniiiij Sfiiiulard.

I>('iiiii:irk.—A central office has Vieen opened at Copen-
hagen for neutral telegrams, and for the private exchange of tele-

grams of countries between which direct telegraphic communica-
tion is interrupted, subject to the censorship of the Danish Govern-
ment. Personal and private messages will be transmitted, but no
telegram in code or of a political nature, and no PresB messages
will be accepted.

I»iicilic Caldc Ciit.—The cable has been cut at

Fanning Island by the German cruiser yUmherg, which the
cruiser Australia is reported to be chasing. The enemy was flying

French colours, and thus was able to land a force unopposed
and cut the cable.

I'liited States.—The Navy Department has taken over
the wireless station of Tuckerton. which will be operated on eqaal
terms by representatives of belligerents and neutrals under strict

censorship.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED

OPEN.

Australia.— Sydney.— September 30th, Telephone
instruments and parte, for the Postmaster-General. See " Official

Notices" August 2l8t.

October 7th. Telegraph instruments, measuring instruments,
incandescent electric lamps, switchboard parts, for the Postmaster-
General. See " Official Notices" August 28th.

October 12th. Vacuum cleaning plant and motor-driven air

compressor, for the Sydney Municipal Council.

Tenders are to be invited by the Sydney Municipal Council
Electricity Committee for the installation of a battery-charging
plant at the Council's motor garage, also for two potential-

transformers with four ratios to 100 volts, two standard
current-transformers for use on circuits up to 12,000 volts, 50
cycles, ratio, 2,500 to 5 amps. ; two low-reading dynamometer
type voltmeters, double range, r5 to 7'5 and 3 to 15 volts ; one
Campbell mutual-inductance standard bridge and detector ; 1,600
steel cross-arms ; potentiometer for calibration and testing pur-
poses : two oOO-KW., 33,0(10/5,000- volt, three-phase transformers,
required for supplying the North Shore municipalities.

—

Tenders.

Melboueke.—Victorian Railways Department. October 7th.

Motors and switchgear, and motor-driven air compressors for the
Ballarat and Bendigo workshops.

October 12th. Three-phase motors for workshop machinery, for
Melbourne Suburban Railways. See " Official Notices" September
4th.

Tenders are to be invited for the construction and equipment
of the Burwood to Melbourne electric tramway. Messrs. McCarty,
Underwood, Consulting Engineers.

—

Tenders,

Kalgooelie.—Five-ton electric wagon, for Municipal Council.
Specifications, &o., may be .seen at the Commercial Intelligence
Branch of the Board of Trade.

Adelaide. — October 28th. Telephones and flexiphones. tele-

phone instruments and parts, for the Postmaster-General. See
" Official Notices" today.

Pebth.— Novembar ISth. P.M G.'s Dept, 219 accumulators
with assorted apparatus, for telegraph office, Norseman.

—

Tenders.

Brisbane.— December 15th. Switchboard, common battery,

automatic or semi-automatic, for the Postmaster-General. See
" Official Notices " to-day.

Baoii]).—A sub-committee of the T.C. has been or(3ered to

obtain tenders for service cable for immediate requirementB and
stock.

Burnley.— September 2l8t. Guardians. Electrical

goods and the performanoe of eleotrioal work durinir the next
half-year.

Ecfh'S.—September 21«t. Coal elevator and conveyor
at the electricity works, Cawdor Street, Patricroft. Specifications,

ko. (£1 Is.), from the Borough Electrical Engineer.

I.eitll.—Septemlter 14tii. Corporation. Sujijily of H,00(J

tons wajthed singles during a pciiud of 12 months, or 3,500 tons
waxhed singles during a period of three months for the electricity

department. Specifications from the Hurgh Electrical Engineer,
Gt. Junction Street.

I.iiiicrick.—September l«th. Corporation. One three-

cylinder Diesel oil-engine coupled to a \U> Kw. d.c. generator ;

one motor-driven air compressor. See "Official Notices"
September tth.

l.i\«Tp(M)l.—.September 15th. Electric supplies for six

months, for the West Derby H.G. Mr. H. P. Cleaver, Clerk,
Brougham Terrace.

London.— L.C.C.—September 2Hth. Installation, 215
wiring points, 2K5 lighting points, at Gifford Street Elementary
School, Caledonian Road, N. See "Official Notices" to-day.

September 22nd. Induced-draught fans, motors, spare parts and
dampers, also alteration of flues and moving of dampers at the
generating station, Greenwich. See "Official Notices" August 28th.

St. Pancbas.—September 2l8t. Electric lift for heavy vebiclee,

for the B.C. See " Official Notices " August 28th.

Ni<l(lle.sl)i'oii!>']i.—September li'th. Corporartion. Three
electric motor-driven sewage pumps, priming pumps, meterings
arrangement, pipework, overhead travelling crane. See " Official

Notices" August Hth.

SoHtli Africa.

—

Joiianxkshur(;.— October !ith. Ten
single- truck double-decked electric tramcars, for Municipal Council.
Specifications, ice, may be seen at Commercial Intelligence Branch
of Board of Trade.

Spain.— October 0th. The Spanish Ministry of Public
Works in Madrid is inviting tenders for the concession for the
construction and working of an electric tramway in the town of
San Sebastian (Province of Guipozooa).

September IKch. The municijial authorities of Posadas (Province
of Cordoba) are inviting tenders for the concession for the electric

lighting of the town during a period of three years.

Malsall.— September 29th. Corporation. Extra h.t.

switchgear, static transformers, l.t. switchgear. See " Official

Notices " to-day.

Warrinaton.—September 11th. Education Committee.
Wiring, &c., at the Evelyn Street Council School. Mr. J. Moore
Murray, Secretary and Director, Education Office, Sankey Street,

Warrington.
SepU iiiber 15th. Twelve months' supply of earthenware conduits

for Tramways Committee. See "Official Notices " August 28th.

Wliitlty.— September 30th. U.D.C. Construction of

cliS tramway or lift. Particulars from the Clerk to the Council.

CLOSED.

Australia.—The followinc; tenders have been accepted :

Postmaster-General's Departmert, Melbourne :

—

100 miles twisted-pair wire, £14 2s. per mile ; 15 tons outside di8tTibQfein(;

ditto, £150 ns. 4d. per ton.—W. T. Henlej's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.
Miscellaneous telephone material.—Noyes Bros. Pty., Ltd.

3 miles tinned-copper wire, £42 lOs. ; 2 tons h d- copper wire, £100 per
ton.—Callender's Cable and Construction Co., Ltd.

10 tons tinned-copper wire, £127 I7s. per toa ; 1 Ion copper-clad wire,
.£69 8s. 6d- ; also sleeves, tapes, &c.~F. Vanderkelen & Co.

90 tons bronze wire, £89 2s. 6d. per ton.—Gibbs, Bright.

Automatic switchboard apparatus for Geelong P.O., £3,000.—Antomatic
Telephones (Aust ), Ltd.

South Australia :

—

15 r.B. switchboards, £63 lEs, each ; 5 ditto, £43 7s. 2d. each ; 6 non-moltiple
magneto switchboards, 100 lines, £41 Ifs.each; 10 ditto, 25 lines, £15
each: 20 ditto, cordless, 10 lines, £8 10s. each. -.J. Bartram & Son
Pty., Ltd.

11,000 insulator spindles, 9id. each.—A. Simpson & Son.

Sydney Municipal Council :

—

Time switches, £208.—British General Electric Co., Ltd.

Watt-hour meters, £210.—Aus. General Klectric Co.

Werribee Shire Council :

—

Sui^tion pas engine, £1,029.-E. Homsby & Son, Ltd.
Dynamo, booster, pnmp and motor, switchboard, storage battery, cells, and

power-house wiring, £1,924.—Sutherland & Ashman.
Conductors, insulators, meters, ic, £(J09.— Grant Sl Vincent.

—Aus. Mining Standard.

Western Australian Tender Board :
—

Insnlated wire cable, Railway Depattment : No. 1, f276 per mile ; No. 3,

iieOper mile.- J. B. W. Oardam.

Keniiwey MnnioipaUty, N.a.W. :—
town electHc ligiitlDg.—Kyiioch * Co,
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Sydney Mnnicipal Council.—The following tenders were received

by the Electric Lighting Committee :

—

Meters.— Laiulis 4 Oyr, Ltil, £l.mi, alternstive i'3,n7; B.I. and Heliliy
Cables, Ltd., i'2,7l>li ; \V. G. WaUson & Co., f),7e0, alternative £6,819,
£0,41;), i- 1,684 : B. itisli Cieneral Electric Co., fS.OlS : Aust. Metal Co.,
Ltd., £(',827; I.awienc-e & Hanson, Ltd., i:r,,r>H ; Au9t. General Electric
Co., £6,787; Edison & Swhu Co., Ltd , £6,869; Noyea Bros., £5,966;
Hayea & Eggers, Ltd., schedule; India-Rul.her Co, Ltd., schedule;
Standard Waygnod HerculeH, Ltd., schedule.

Feeder cables (d.c.).- Siemens Bros., £10,621; B.I. and Helsby Cables,
Ltd., £10,6S8; W. T. Henley's. Ltd, £11,070; No«s Bos., £11,112;
Union Cable Co., Ltd., £11,7.'.!: Wostotn Electric Co., £11,816; Aust.
Metal Co., £ll,7s)2 ; N. OiithridBe, Ltd., £12,257 ; Lawrence & Hanson,
Ltd., £14,407.

Box oompjund.— \V. T. Henley's, Ltd., £55; W. G. Watson, Ltd., £7«,
alternative £87 ; Siemens H os., £90, alternative £88 ; Western Electric
Co., £96 ; B.I. and Helsby Cables, Ltd., £168.

Maximum-demand indicators.—B.I. and Helsby Cables, £187; Anfit. G.E.
Co., £316; British G.E. Co., schedule; W. G. Watson & Co., I.,td ,

£361 ; Noyes Bros., £582.
Insulators (h.t.).—Lawrence A Hanson, portion, £22 ; Aust. Metal Co.,

Ltd., £330, alternative £;W8, £108; Waiburton, Franki, Ltd., £11W ;

Aust. General Electric Co., £608 ; Noyes Bros., sohedule.
Insulators (straight stem).— IndiaRubber and Gutta-Percha Co., £154 ;

T. Zwicker & Co., £J5 ; W. G. Watson, Ltd., £160; Siemens B ob.,

£160; Lawrence ,i Hanson, Ltd., £161; Aust. Melal Co., Ltd., £181;
Noyes Bros., £200 ; Aust. Q.E. Co., £243.

Insulators (33,000 volt). -Aust. Metal Co, Ltd., £1,360; Warburton,
Franki, Ltd., £1,604 ; A'lst. G.E. Co., £i,025; R. Bryce i Co ,

Ltd-,

£2,078; W. G. Watson, Ltd.. £2,140; Noyes Bros., schedule.
Carbons.—Aust. Metal Co , £2,869 ; Union Electric Co., £5,724 ; Siemens

Bros
, yellow flame, £0,204, white flame, £7.780; Edison 4 Swan, Ltd.,

£6.697; W. G. Watson, Ltd., schedule; Cromtton & Co., Ltd.,

schedule ; Aust. Otis Engineering Co., schedule.
Induced draught fan'.—H. P. Gregory & Co. tfans only), £2,218 ; Noyes

Bros., £.1,625; Perrier * Dickenson, £5,700; N. Guthridge, Ltd.,

£6,661, alternative, £5,604, £6,931, £5,281; Palkiner Electric Co., £9,147.

The Electricity Committefi has made the following recom-

mendations :

—

That the tender ot Messrs. Babcock & Wilcox, at £3,796, be accepted for a
coal conveyer at the power house, and that of the Aust. General
Electric Co. for 83,0J0-volt tratsformers and switchgear, at £4,237.

That the following equipment for the Parramatta Road station be obtained
from the Aust. General Electric Co., at £1,474, viz., one 6,000v.

transformer panel, £147 10s.; one 10,00).v. ditto, £247; two 33,0OO-v.

feeder paQels, £1571 : two lightning arresters, £108 IOp.

For the switchgear required for the refrigerating plant at the abattoirs,

the Public Works Department having decided to take energy from the
City Council, one .33,0a0-v. feeder panel, £335 10s. ; throe SS.OOO.v.

transformer panels, £806 ; two :M,O0O.v. aluminium lightning arresters,

£408 iOs. ; three 6,000-v. transformer panels, £316 10s. ; four ditto, £462 ;

sixty 6,0(l0-v. busbar insulators, £16; seven marble panels, £176.—
Aust. General Elect- io Co.

Four 2,000k.v.4. 8h,000/5,0D0-v. three-phase transformers for the abattoirs

sub-station, at £.5,200.—Messrs. Siemens Bros.
That a Lea reooroing instrument for No. 12 turbine be obtained from

Messrs. W. Adams & Co., at £150.

Melbourne City Council :

—

C.I. service and cut-out boxes: group No. 1, £219 lis. 8d. ; ditto, group
No. 2, £!18J 16s. ; group No. 3, £16 6s. 4d.—Cleveland Eng. Co.

Condenser, fuses and transformer blocks, £320.—John Mcllwraith A Co.
Pty., Ltd.

Sydney Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage :

—

Recording ampere-meters.—Aust. General Electric Co., £200.
Electric air-diill and pulsator.-Ingersoll Rand Co., £267. — rcnt/'T.*.

Postmaster-General's Department, Sydney :

—

91,CO0 insulators, porcelain, £910.—IndiaRubber, Gutta-Percha and Tele-
graph Works, Ltd.

1,80U yards waterproof cloth, £810 ; 70 yards ditto tubing, £10 10s.—Dunlop
Rubber Co. of Australasia.

100 miles copper wire. No. 18, £787 10s.—Noyes Bros. (Sydney), Ltd.
a miles copper wire. No. 22, £6 19s. 6d. : 3(io miles twisted-pair wire, for

outside aistribuling, two No. 1.8, £4,222 10s. ; lOO miles ditto, ditto, two
No. 16, £30 10s.—W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.

2,000 Hellesen diy cells.-Messrs.'W. G. Watson & Co., £208 6s 8d.

Equipment and material for the extension of the Toowoomba telephone
exchange.—Western Electric Co. (Australia), Ltd., £203.

Postmaster-General's Department, Melbourne :

—

63,600 copper binders, £89 168. lid. ; 112.000 ditto, £287 : 41,000 ditto, £180.
—India-Rutbe.-, Gutta-Percha and Telegraph Works, Ltd.

20 tons copper ii d. wire, lOOlli. mile, £1,666; 6 tons ditto, 1601b. mile,

£191 lirs. ; 260 tons ditto, 300 lb. mile, £19,676; 270 tons ditto, 3001b.

mile, £21,141; 60 miles tinned-copper wire, £175: lOO miles ditto,

£282 10s. ; 60 miles two-twisted conductor wire, £343 1.53.—British

Insulated and HL-lsby Cable", Ltd.
72,000 porcelain insulators, £1,7I'>2 10s.—Dalgety & Co.

Postmaster-General's Department, Adelaide :

—

25 switchboards, 10 lines, t453 1.53. ; 2) ditto, Ii lines, £276 138. 4d.—
J. Bartraiiis & Son I'ty., Ltd.

Victorian Railways Department:—
Galvanised telegraph wire. No. 8, £9 8s. 63. per ton.—Briscoe 4 Co., Ltd.

N.S.W. Public Works Department :—
Switchboard for Hawkesbiiry Agricultural College, £394.—Aust. General

Electric Co.
Transformers at ditto, £110 ir.s. - Noyes Bros. (Sydney), Ltd.
Ditto, £118.—Aust. General Electric Co.
1:1 electric motors at ditto, £968 12s.— Union Electric Co. of Aust., Ltd.

Rodney Victoria Shire Council has accepted the following
tenders for plant in oonnertion with the electric lighting scheme
for Jlooroopna ;

48-H.v suction gas plant.—U. Hornsby & Pons, £004.
Generators, boosters and motor.—Aust. Met*l Co., £373.
Storage battery, £S89, fuse boxes, £15, streit lights, £18.--9ilvcrlown I'o.

Meter8.--Anst. Metal Co.
10 insulators,— Neyes Bros.. £14.
H.n copper cable.— H.I. ,« H Isbv Cables, £176.
Insulated oahl-'.—Henley's Tcleg'rapli Works, Ltd., £30.
Poles —W. .1. Heath, .6167.

— TfnJrrs.

LAUN0E8T0N (TASMANIA).—The City Connoil has accepted the
offer 01 Rle-ers. 11. Jones & Oo., Hobart, for the following tramway
tails and aooesnorie-" :

—

940 torn No. 1 B.S.B. 90-lb. rails, £7 12s. 6d. pot ton ; 80 tons No. I 0.3.
961b. rails, £S 2s. 6d. per ton ; 360 pairs Hib-plaUi, ia. Tld. par pair i

1,883 flsh.boltB, £1 86, JJd. per 100.

Kaeiip.—The Electricity and Tramways Committee lias

accepted the tender of Meaers. OhM. Mscintoab Jc Co., Ltd., for

distributinpc mains.

Kiivtoii,—The U.D.C. has accepted the tender of Messrs.

Day ii Fer(;uaon, of Buxton, for coal for the electricity worlu.

Ilurtford.—Tlie U.D.C. has accepted the foUowing
tenders for coal for the electricity works :

—

.1. Waddell & Sons.—2C0 tons of Mansfield rough slack. 16e. 6d. p>r too.
J, Hudson \ Co., Ltd.—2,000 tons 8oulh Hetlon rough small, ISa. 2d. per

ton, and 2s. per ton to cover insurance agamnt war risks al long as ii

necessary, and lOO tons Shipley slack, 16s. Cd. per ton.

The Coancil has also arranfred with M^asr^. E. .T. and W.
Goldsmith, to keep at Xew Wharf .'lOO tons of rubbly culm ooal.

Messrs. Browett, Lindley *: Co., Ltd., have been rtiinected to

replace the uniflow eneine with a triple-expansion engine of their

best and most economical design.

Derby.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of ifc-ssrs.

W. A. Boissier A: Co. for wiring the Market Hall shops for electric

light, at £.58 Us. 6d., and that of the Rees Roturbo Co. for a boiler

feed pump.

Dewslmry.—The Electricity and Tramways Committee
has accepted the tender of Messrs. Crawshaw a; Warburton for

nine months' supply of coal.

Ecfh'S,—The Electricity ."supply Committee has accepted

the tender of the Earl of EUeamere for an annual supply of slack

at IOs. iid. per ton.

Ilolywfll.—The li.CI. has accepted the tender of ^fessrs.

Sibcon Bros, for the erection of an electric power house.

Loiidoii.—WA.VDswoRTn.—The ( iuardians have accepted

the tender of Messrs. Siemens Bros. A; Co., at £74, for providing

an additional Internal telephone exchange at the St. .Tamee'e

Infirmary.

.Maiiclicstei'.—The Tramways Committee has placed an
order with the Daimler Co., Ltd., Coventry, for six motor-'bus

chassis to replace those which had been impressed by the military

authorities. The tender of Messrs. Davie, Lowe i Sons, Ltd..

Manchester, for cast-iron pipes for heating purposes, has also been

accepted by the Tramways Committee.
The Electricity Committee has ordered a contract for Sections C

and D, and portion of Section E, for a 5,000- KW. turbo-alternator

at Stuart Street, with Messrs. Mlrrlees, Watson J: Co., Ltd.,

Glasgow, to be prepared and sealed.

The tenders of Mr. R. Carlyle, Old Trafford, and Messrs.

J. Gerrard >v Sons, Swinton, for rebuilding warehouse and repairs

to roof at the Dickinson Street station, have been accepted by the

Electricity Committee.
The Electricity Committee has also accepted the tender of Messrs.

W. T. Glover A: Co., Ltd., for a supply of cable, and the following

tenders for supplies :
—

Oils —M. Wells .S Co., Manchester ; C. C. Wakefield * Co., London ;

Hy. Wells 4 Co., Sal ford ; Spurrier, Glazebrook & Co., Ltd., Man-
chester; and Price's Oil Co., Ltd., Manchester.

Carbon brushes.— Le Carbone, and Morgan Crucible Co.
Insulated wires.— Liverpool Electric Cable Co., Ltd.
Flexible conductors.— Cbas. Macintosh ,^ Co.
BindiuK and lose wires.— l.-R., Gutta-Percha, 4c., Co., Ltd.
Incandescent lamps (metal lUament).—Briti-<h Thomson-Houston Co., Lid.

,. „ icarbon filament and radiator).— Siemens Broe.
Dynamo Works, Ltd.

Fuse boxes.—B.I. and Heisby Cables, Ltd.
Motors —Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd.; Electric Conalmrtion Co ,

Ltd. ; Eleclroiiiotors, Ltd. ; British Wesiinshouse Elecuic and M(g.
Co., Ltd. ; and E. Brook, Ltd.

Motor starters.— Verity,*, Ltd, ; Ferranti, Ltd. ; and G. EUllson.

Meters,-I'crranti, Ltd., and Chamberlain * Hookbam.
Current and potential transformers,— Ferranti, Ltd.

Kotlin'liain.—The Corporation has a^veptod the tender

of the Bastiau Meter Co., Ltd., for the supply of Bastian meters

from 2\ to ."• amperes.
Messrs. Chamberlain A: Ilookham, Ltd., have also received a

Corparation contract for meters.

IStrctfonl.—The tomler of Mr. Kobort Carlylo has been

accepted by the T.D.C, at £:t25, for extending the battery room at

the electricity works.

NOTES.

Itradloi'd ri<'ctrioal E-xliibitioii,— .Vs already ftated

in our pasros. this exhibition ha.» l^e.^n p^^stponed. Mr. Thos. Riles

has written advising us that a meeting of the Bradforil Corporation

Kjhilntion Snb C uumittee held on September Sth, the following

resolntiim of the Eseciitive Snb-Oommittw was approved:
—"In

oonscqnenec of the unsettled condition of the country, due to the

present European War, the Executive Snb-Ciimmittee d'em it

inexpedient to proceed meantime with the organisation of the

Bradford Electrical Exhibition, and recommend that the enter-

prise be postpoue'i for the present, but that the Sab-Committee be

kuthorised to continue the organisation of the Exhibition at tb«

sarlisst faronrabls moment"
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Tli«' ItoMril of Tnidi' and lilcriiian Caiiital.— la
rcBporiHB to iuqiiiries made juHt before Kuii'lf to preitH, Mr.
Riiiioiiuau, PreBident of the Board of Trade, hae oourteounly
iiifdriiied U!) that he hopes very »hortly to make an annoiiiicement
on the »nl)jeot of tradinc with British firm§ operating in Knt^land
whoHe capital is owned, either in part or entirely, by (Itirman
uubjectB.

In view of the foregoincr Btatement the fi UowioK letter re-

ceived from u correHpondent leads us to the belief that while the
(iovernment finds it necessary to act with deliberation, the Aseo-
uiation mentioned has Been fit to take, at any rate preliminary
measures, with precipitancy :

—

The Statk op Wab.

Herewith I send yon copy of a circular letter received from the
British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' Association, to<;ether

with a copy of the " Resolutions of Council " referred to therein.

Thie appears to me to be a most ill-conceived and bhortsighted move.

London. " Foke-Sight."

J^^^S''- Statk OF War.
The resolutions, of which a copy is handed to yon herewith, were

passed at a Council meeting: here last afternoon, and I am to

request you to inform me on or before 9th inst. whether you assent

to them.
(Siprned) D. N. Dunlop,

Secretary, British Electrical and Allied

jViinv/actiircrs' Axgaciation.

London, Septemher iith, 1914.

1. Resolved, that having regard to the state of war, it is the
opinion of this Council that tradinpr with

(1) Any company incorporated in Great Britain the oontrollinp
interest in the share capital of which is held by Germans or
Austrians

;

C2) Any German or Austrian firm or branch or aprency of
German or Austrian firm trading here, whether in the same or in

another name.
Id against the best interests of the British electrical and allied

industries.

2. Resolved that the secretary be, and he is hereby instructed, to

invite members of the Association who fall under definition (1) or

(2) in the first resolution to resign their membership.
3. Resolved that members of the Association be instructed that

in the opinion of this Council it is against national interests for

them to buy from or sell to firms falling under definitions (.1) or

(2) in the first resolution.

Sieiiieiis'.s Em])l<»,vos at the Front.—In view of the
attacks that have been made upon the Siemens companies, it is

of interest to note that altogether 723 of their staff and employes
have joined the colours as reservists, territorialo, or volunteers.

The Stafford works and offices alone have contributed over 400.
The place of every man is being kept open for him. Full wages
are to be paid to married men and half wages to single men serving
with the colours.

SatVtv-Fiist Knles for tlic Electrician.—At the
recent convention of the South Western Electrical and Gas Asso-
ciation at Galveston, Texas, F. N. Lawton, manager, Wichita
Falls Electric Co., stated that this company had prepared the fol-

lowing rules for men engaged in electrical work :

—

SWITCHBOAKD INSTROCTIONS.

Stifetij First.—Remember yonr family and protect your fellow
workmen.
When operating the switchboard always stand on the rubber

mat.
When throwing the switches, nse but one hand.
When necessary, use rubber gloves, hanging upon the board.
Keep the board well lighted. Have oil lanterns always ready.
In case of fire open your exciter switches first, then use sand.
Report the slightest signs of trouble on the board.
Keep instruments and wiring all clean.

Use danger card when circuit is off for repairs or trouble.
Report all trouble on station log.

Watch temperature of oil in constant current regulator.
When working on back of board use wooden stool and rubber

gloves.

Lineman iNSTBtrcTiosg.

S'lfe.ty First.—Remember yonr family and protect your fellow
workmen.
Learn the position of all circuits and wires upon the poles.

Use your rubber gloves in handling all wires. They may be
alive.

Take the safest position on the pole.

Keep yourself free from grounds. Watch out for telephone
cables and messenger wires.

In coming down a pole, watch out for street signs fastened to
the pole.

In using tools on a pole, keep the gronndmen away from the
pole.

In making wire oonnections, nae but one hand at a time. Don't
get in circuit.

Constantly inspect lines for trouble. Keep all primaries clear.

Put away all tools at the end of the shift.

Keep your spurs, body-belt and all tools in good condition.

—

Mec. Rei'iew a nd W, M^ctn,

Itosch yi-A'xnvtii Co.—The Boech Ma^riieto Co., l^td.,

and Mr. John A. BteveuB, of Tottenham Court Road, one of the
oflicialH, have been fined £8 4b. (including cost^) for refusing to

allo,v Mr. J. Soott, Bolioitor, of Arthur Htreet, W.C., to innpect the
register of Bhareholdera on Angutt 2:<rd, anl for refusing Mr.
V. C. Barer an inspection of the register on August 2Gth. When
the complainants were able to see the register they found that of

the .10,000 shares of the company only two were held by English-
men and the remainder by G'jrmani'.

The I.E.E. and tlie War.—We understand that in

response to the notice issued to the memberB c( the Imititutlon of
Electrical Engineern a month ago, 1,4.10 offers of service were
received, and after classification the names were placed at the
disposal of the War Office, the Admiralty, and other (iovernment
departmpntB, and of the electricity supply undertakings of the
United Kingdom ; some vacancies in the last named have already
been filled from the names sent to the Institution.

There was, however, evidence of a desire on the part of many
to give more than " spare time " services to their country, and we
have received from the Institution the following information :

—

" A large number of the members of the engineering profession
having expresced the wish to be allowed to serve their country
together in one regiment or battalion, the Institutions of Civil,

Electrical and Mechanical Engineers have under consideration the
formation and training of a battalion enlisted from among their

members, with a view to its forming part of Lord Kitchener's
Army."
We commend this admirable proposal to the notice of onr

readers ; many will, no doubt, have already enlisted, but we believe

they will have little dillioulty in exchanging into the new battalion,

and we feel sure that there will be no lack of recruits for service

as members of that body.

Apiiolutnients Vacant.—The Hackney B.C. electricity

department recommends that as the new plant and sub-stations

will shortly be running, an additional generating engineer be
appointed at £120 + per annum.

Trade Itetnrns in War Time.

—

The AtorsTFirjCRES :

FoHEiGN Trade.—The following are the electrical machinery
figures given in the official returns for Angust :

—

Imports. Month Inc. Eight Inc.

Electrical goods and of or months, or

apparatus, excluding August, dec. 1914. dee.

machinery and nn- £ £ £ £
insulated wire ... 37,451 - 82,657 981,442 - 7,483

Machinery 308,299 -222,353 .1,085,575 -(-163,241

EXPOBT.S.

Electrical goods and
apparatus, excluding
machinery and un-
insulated wire ...145,683- 139,.508 2,204,317-1,272,768

Machinery 1,708,073 -1,177,701 24,482,516 -^ 40,513

Stealing Electricity.—On Augast 28th, at Brighton
Police C jurt, Rose Roper, of 14, Grand Parade, was fined 40b. and
coats for fraudulently stealing and consuming certain electricity

on July 27th. It was stated that the meter was a Is. in the slot

one, and it had been bridged in such a way that a certain amount
of the electricity passed through, bat the bulk passed over and was
noi registered at all.

Fatalities.—Joseph Yorke, 50, a married man, was
preparing to clean the roof of a cupola at the Coalbrookdale
Works on Saturday, and when he was in the act of throwing a
rope to his fellow workmen below, his hand, unfortunately, came
in contact with a live electric wire. The result was that his

wrist was severed, and he was instantly killed.

An electrician named Reginald Harris, aged 2.1, employed in

Chatham Dockyard, fell from a trestle on which he was standing,

and, when picked up, was found to be dead. At first it was
thought his death was caused by an electric shock, but the evidence

at the inquest on Saturday showed that it was due to the extreme
heat from several furnaces in operation in the smithy. A verdict

in accordance with the evidence was returned.

John P*rker Treeby, a young electrical engineer employed by
Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, was killed last week whilst

cycling to his work, through colliding with a motor-car. At the

inquest a verdict of "Accidental death" was returned.

Educational Aotes.—We have received from Univer-
sity college (University of London) the Handbook of the Faculty

of Engineering and special programmes of courses arranged for

engineers in practice for the forthcoming session. Copies can be

obtained from the Secretary. The 1914-15 Session begins on
October 5th.

Borough Polytechnic Institute.—The Institute reopens on
September 21st for students of Electrotechnics. Particulars are

given in our advertisement pages to-day.

City and Guilds Technical College, Leonard Street, E.G.

—The Entrance Eximination for students who have not matri-

culated will be held on September 22nd.

West Ham Municipal Technical Institute. — Electrical

Engineering Department. The 1914-15 Session opens on September
2lBt.

luqnii'ies,—A correspondent wants information regard-

ing a " Wireless Light "—a bulb on a eheet of plate glass, which
lights up intermittently and has no visible communication with
the mains.

British makers of Water-jet Lightning Arresters are asked for.
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Iti'itisli llalf-Uaff Liiiii|is.—We recently enjoyed the

privilege of inspeotinpf the works where the British Thomson-
Houston Co., Ltd., make their half-watt lamps, at Hu(;by. We
call it a privilege advisedly, for not only ia it, we believe, altogether

excaptional for any person other than the staff to be accorded
admission to that jeilously-gaarded department, bat also we
derived keen pleasure and satisfaction from what we saw. The
depirtment is run on lines which were to us entirely novel, and
which we believe to be unique as regards the treatment of the

employes, most of whom, as is usual in lamp works, were girls

(as a matter of fact, the Army has drawn heavily upon all the

company's works, more than "lO percent, of the men of fighting

age and fitness having joined the colours). Without entering into
• details at this time, we may say that the greatest pains are takrn
to employ only giris of superior class and ability, and no less car

is taken to retain their services when trained ; individual attiMi

tion is bestowed upon each employi', and handsome rewardj
are offered for increased output, enabling good workers to

command comparatively high wages—not only for a time, but
permanently. A premium is eet also upon good work, with the

result that the percentage of throw-outs at every stage of the
manufacture ia insignificant—a feature of importance in lamp
making. Special precautions are also taken to safeguard the

health of the workers ; the enormous number of blow-pipe gas
flames employed in the joining and sealing of the glass parts, and
for other operations, tends to vitiate the air, and to prevent this

large air trunks have been provided, with ventilating fans to draw
off the products of combustion. A convenient " rest room " has
also been set apart and fitted with all appliances necessary for the
restoration of tired or ailing humanity.
As for the manufacture of the Mazda half-watt lamp, it is one

of the most interesting series of processes that we have ever seen.

Aa in so many other industries, attention to detail is of the first

importance, and an apparently trifling feature may prove to be

essential to success. The filaments are made of tungsten wire
produced from the ore at the Rugby works, where also all the

wire required is drawn.
Although the production of tungsten wire in the first instance

necessitated so long and costly a research, it is now drawn with
the greatest facility and in enormous continuous lengths, so per-

fectly uniform in section that if it were necessary, the lamps
could b3 made of correct wattage and candle-power without sub-

mitting them to any electrical test. The wire ia so strong and
yet ductile, that it can be spiralled cold round a wire of its own
diameter to make the 'coiled filaments "which characterise the

half-watt lamp, without fear of cracking or breakage. The fila-

ments are mounted on spiders of special design to withstand the

iFlLAMENT ShAFINQ AND MODNTINQ.

high temperature of the filament, and a mica shield prevents
convection currents in the gas from overheating the neck ; but the

very long necks considered necessary by foreign makers have been
found uselof s, aad have been abandoned by the B.T.H. Co. Numerous
apecial machines, of highly ingenious design, have been evolved by
the company's staff as a result of patient and enduring ttTjrt, which
very greatly simplify the manufacture and improve the products,

and no detail of manipulation is considered too insignificant to

receive minute attention, with the result that the output has been
immensely increased without corresponding additions fo cither

plant or personnel—thouuh, of course, both these are being
extended to cope with the rapidly growing demand. Life tests are
constantly in progress, and the only trouble in this respect that
appears to perplex the makers is the fact that the lamps last too
long—renewals are too rarely needed. The exhaustion of the
half-watt lamp has to be carried to an extremely high degree
before admitting the inert gas, and for this reason the installation

of pumping plant is exceptionally elaborate. The gas in the lamps
when hot ia at a pressure slightly bolow atmospheric, so that if a
balb is acoideutally broken there is no risk of glass being thrown
outwards by explosion. Owing to the fact that no deposit occurs
on the bulb except at the neck, the candle-power of the lamps
hardly ever diminishes appreciably—certainly not to the SO per

cent, standard, which is usually regarded aii marking the limit of
useful life.

The manufacture of the ordinary Mazda tungsten wire lamps
and of carbon- filament lamps, as carried on at Rugby, is only lea
interesting than that of the half-watt lamp . readere may be sur-
prised to learn that the carbon lamp still has so many applications,
that more lampa of this type are now being made than at any
previous period in the company's history. Bat we are mainly oon-

Sealing-In Mazda Half-Watt Lamfs.

cerned here with the half-watt Mazda lamp, which, as we can
personally vouch, is made throughout at the Bugby Works, with
British labour and materials.

Certain new developmenta in connection with both the half-watt
lamp and the ordinary Mazda drawn- wire lamps, though extremely
interesting, we must leave until the time is ripe to deal with
them. Our illustrations show the processes of shaping and
mounting the filaments, and sealing them iuto the bulbs.

Commutator with Moulded Insulation.— In a test

recently carried on by the United States L'ght and Heating Co.,

Niagara Falls, N.Y,, with an automobile starting mot^r having ita

commutator built up with "bakelite" moulded insulation, a speed
of 9,060 R,P,M. was attained before the commutator failed. As the
maximum speed at which such a commutator is operated in

actual service is usually about 3.500 k.p.m , the factor of safety
indicated in the above test was approximately i>'7. The type of
commutator tested is shown in the accompanying illustration.

This commutator has a total weight of 8 ii< lb. and an outride

Commutator with Moulded Issulation.

diameter over the tangs of 13';t7.'> in. When tested the tangs were
removed so that the commutator then weighed 7 06 lb. and had an
outside diameter of 10 37.'iin. This is the diameter at the com-
mutat.ir face. In order that the commntAtor. while being teeted,

should approach service conditions as to temperature, it was heated
to l.'6,"i* F., this temperature being somewhat higher than that
which would occur in actual service. Calculations show that the
disrupting force—that is, the force tending to pnll the oommu-
tator apart—was 15,230 lb. per eq. in.

—

Elfctri,;il 11 VrW.

I.iuiitnln!!' in Australia.—The Siiinio!/ Tinus, of

Western Australia, gives an account of a violent thunderstorm at

the Ironsides North Mine at Boulder. The mine has, or hitd, an
iron smoke stack 4,'> ft. high made of i -in. plating, and 4 ft, in

diameter, which attracteil the lightning, " It was struck near the
base, and the electric fluid appcAre^l to traverse the whole length,

shearing off fully 30 ft. This seemc.l to be literally hnrlfti into

the air, crashing on to the top of the winding engius room, to

which it did considerable damage—naturally." Tor some minutes
after the lower portion of the stack was red-hot, the rain falling

on it being at once turneil to steam, Unt for the rain there is no
doubt a serious conflagration woiild have resulted, as some of the

wooden beams of the engine room were ignited, hut were easily

extinguished. The electric cables were broken, but this did not
affect the running of the mill, as they wore CKinev-ted with a
motor in an adjoining building. The damage is estimated at

£150.
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Late ( orrrs|iou(l«'iic«'.—The following letter has been

received einoe our " CorreHpondenoe " pages were closed :

—

Cakiionh,

Referring to the letter appearing in your issue o( August 28th,

under the signature of Hr. Alwood, ma; I be permitted to ask

that gentleman two questions /

1. Does he seriously suggest that the loss of £7o,0UU is entirely

due to the apathy of Eoglieh engineers .'

'2. llai the Witton Carbon undertaking any past or present con-

nection, agreement, understanding, or agreement, direct or indirect,

with any foreign tirm or individual .'

I am sure if Mr. Alwood will answer these two questions, many
of your readers will be relieved.

In'ouibku.

London, S->]>ffmher ^th, 1914.

[We should have thought that our readers' greitest relief

would be to know that when foreign sources of supply are cutoff,

the mo3t pressing needs can be met from within.

—

Ed>4. Elec.
Rkv.

;

Electric I'ire Briiijule Veliicle Costs in tlie riiiteii

States.—Following on the particulars we have recently given with
regard to the running and maintenance costs of electric motor
vehicles in fire brigade service in Berlin and London, we have been
able to procure some recent figures in relation to the electrically-

propelled steam fire engine owned by the Fire Brigade of New
York.

It may be remembered that we gave some particulars of this

machine, which was put in service in April, 1912, in our issue of

December 21! th last. It may, however, be repeated that the vehicle

is one of the Brigade's old horse-drawn steam fire engines which,
after having been in service for 10 years, was converted to electric

traction by the Couple Gear Freight Wheel Co., of New York,
who removed the old front portion of the machine and replaced

it with steering gear and a front axle, the road wheels of which
are provided with hub electric motors, the necessary current

being supplied by an 80-ceU storage battery divided into two
sections.

For its first year of service, during which there was not a single

instance of damage to, or breakdown of, the electrical equipment
of the machine, although street accidents necessitated some repairs

to the mechanical portion, the vehicle was able to effect an
economy of roundly £56 over the annual costs when horses were
employed, the costs for the 12 months, including energy, battery

maintenance and depreciation, being juat under JCSO. Based on
the performance and cost of keeping three horsea, the annual
charges, including also an allowance for depreciation, for horse

haulage, worked out at approximately £136.
The figures now available are for a period of two years, and

indicate that the vehicle, with its modern form of propulsion, is

still able to show an economy In running and maintenance costs,

the total bill for the two years amounting to i;274 ; this included

£97 for battery renewals, which were made after the vehicle had
been in use for IS months, £52 for mechanical repairs, tires, &o.,

and £125 for cost of energy, depreciation and decoration, the

machine having taken part in two street parades. The cost of

horse traction, as based on the record of the two American Fire

Brigades which ordinarily respond to about the same number of

calls per annum as the New York electric machine, is given as

£293, so that, notwithstanding the outlay for battery renewals,

there is still an economy in favour of electric traction. As a rule,

better service costs more money : in this case, however, the New
York Fire Department not only has a more efiBcient appliance, but

one which is saving money. Not only so. but no account is taken

in the quoted figures of the saving in space at the fire station

that is effected by the disappearance of the old horse stalls,

which is now used for the garaging of one of the officer's

motor-cars.

The Disimted Carbons Case.—Sitting as Vacation

Judge, Mr. Justice Sankey had before him on Wednesday, Sep-

tember 9th, the action of the Beck Eogineering Co, Ltd., and
Another r. Foster Engineering Co. and Another, the plaintiffs asking

for the appointment of a receiver and manager of a large number
of carbons for flame arc lamp3 said to be now in the hands of the

police.

Sir Frederick Lowe, K.C., now appeared for the plaintiffs, and
the defendants were represented by Mr. Colefax, K.C., and Mr.
Clayton.

Sir Frederick Lowe, in opening the motion, dealt at length with
the agreements entered into between the parties whom, It would
appear, were in one way or another interested in a patent known
as the Beck limp. Mr. Billington, the second plaintiff, had the

English rights vested in him, while the foreign patents were in

the hands of Mr. Conradty, who resided in Bavaria, and was not a

party to the proceedings. In order that these patent lamps could

be used, said counsel, certain carbons were required, and those

carbons were made by Mr. Conradty, in Germany, and supplied

through the Sloan Electrical Co., the second defendants, who
acted as his agents. A licence having been granted to the Beck
Co. to make the lamps under the patent, the Sloan Co. agreed to

keep such stock of these carbons as was necessary, not only for

fitting the lamps, but for replenishing them. An agreement
for carrying into effect that arrangement was entered into

with the Foster Co., but a Receiver of that company having

been appointed by the debenture-holders, the agreement
with them had come to an end, and the Back Co. had
to look for its carbons to the Sloan Co. as agent of Conradty. The

carbons in i|ueution being iu the possassiou of the i jster Co. at

Wimbledon, the Beck Co. went there and took possession, and in

conHe<(uenoe the Foster Co., who so far as couum;! could see, had
no real interest in the matter at all, preferred a farcical charge of

stealing, and the magistrate had committed for trial Mr. Billington,

and others, on this extraordinary charge.

His Lordship asked where were the carbons now '

Sir Frederick said that in p}int of fact they were in the hands of

the police. The plaintiffs applied to the Foster Co. to hand over
the carbons, but they said they could not do it without the

sanction of the Sloan Co. ; the .Sloan Co. refused unless they could

get the consent of Mr. Conradty, and that assent, of courtse, they
could not obtain as they would be dealing with an alien enemy.
He submitted that this was merely an attempt by these defendants
to get a rise of 30 per cent, iu the price for the benefit of this

German gentleman.
Mr. Colefax repeated his offer to supply the carbons (or

cash at the market price of unpatented carbons, and to keep
the money iu a joint account to be dealt with as the Court
might direct at the trial. He submitted that these carbons were
admittedly the propfrty of the Sloan Co.. and the Court shonld

not, therefore, appoint a Receiver : such appointment would caoae
great inconvenience.

Sir Frederick said he was prepared to pay the price that existed

on August 3rd.

Mr. Colefax said that would not do, as all carbons had risen in

price by 50 per cent.

Sir Frederick : Yes, because they are made in Germany. The
proper p?rson to decide the price was a Receiver under the direc-

tion of the Court, and the appointment of a Receiver was the only
satisfactory way of dealing with the matter.

His Lordship said that, if wrong, he had the satisfaction of

knowing that he could soon te put right by the Court of Appeal,

and his opinion was that at the present time the plaintiff was
entitled to have a Receiver. He accordingly appointed a chartered

acconntant to be Receiver and Manager of the carbjns until trial

or farther order.

.Standardisation of Electrical InstallatioHson .llotor-

Cars.—At the recent meeting of the American Society of Auto-
mobile Engineers, the first half of the report presented by the
Electrical Equipment Committee was adopted. This covered a
recommendation for a standard test of moulded insulation. It was
stated that there was no intention of infringing on present practice

with respect to certain magneto parts, but that the recommenda-
tions had regard solely to certain fittings in other parts of motor-

cars, as, for instance, switch-blocks and the like, carrying heavier

currents, that, if improperly constituted, would be liable to distortion

under excessive currents. It was pointed out that the sole object

of the Committee was to lay down a trend that would forestall

further and restrictive action on the part of insurance under-

writers, besides rendering the operation of the electrically-lighted

and started car more satisfactory and safe. The second half of

the report, carrying a recommendation in favour of the single-

wire system for car electric lighting installations, was lost by a

narrow margin, the matter being referred back for further con-

sideration. It is admitted that there are distinct advantages in the

two-wire system, but it is claimed that there are £(iaally distinct

advantages in the single-wire or earthed return system. The Com-
mittee had decided to recommend the single-wire system, believing

that the number of motor-car manufacturers using it was bound to

increase, and on the score that to hasten such a development would
be beneficial rather than harmful. As already mentioned, how-
ever, the recommendation was not adopted.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Tlie Editors invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to heep readers of the

Elbctbioal Review posted as to their movements.

Central Station OflBcials.—The Stretford Electricity

Committee has appointed Me. A. H. Smith, of Pendleton, as shift

engineer.

Mb. E. Jobdas, of Sheffield, has been appointed assistant engi-

neer at the Northampton electricity works, in place of Mb. G. G.

Smith, resigned.

Mb. H. R. Baenwell having resigned from the position of

works superintendent at Barrow Corporation electricity works,

Mb. D. B. Bee.\elet, assistant, has been appointed to succeed him,

at a commencing salary of £170. It is not proposed to appoint an

assistant, but to re-arrange the duties of the staff and appoint an

additional junior.

Tramway t»fficials.—Mr. R. Yixcent Edwards has

been appointed to succeed the late Mr. Holliday as engineer and

general minager of the Hastings and St. Leonards tramways.

Mr. Edwards has been deputy manager for several months ; he is

a native of Derbyshire, and was articled in 1891 with J. Davis and

Sons (a Midland firm of engineers). He had experience in electric

lighting and tramway work in Madrid, Corunna and Barcelona.

Then for about seven years he was with Messrs. Dick, Kerr i: Co.,
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Ltd., on contract work in various places, and sabsequently had
charpre of the rolling stock department at their head office in

London.

(iciUTiil.—The Ihiliifli Ai'.'</ralii.s/fr)i ntates that Mr.
A, R. Hanson, son of Mr. M. Hanson, of the firm of Messrs.

Lawrence & Hanson, electrical engineers and contractors, of

Sydney, has been detained aa a prisoner of war in a military prison

at Paderborn, in Germany, but communications received from him
show that he is well, and is not sufFeriag any ill-treatment.

At Christ Church, Staincliffe (Yorks.), on Auifust 29th, the

marriage took place of Mr. RiCHAnn Dawson FAiKCLoni;H,
A.M.I.E.E., of Bolton, son of the late Dr. Fairolough, of Mirfield,

and Misa Elaie Rowland Sandford, only dauerhter of the Rev. F. P.

Sandford, of Staincliffe.

Mr. Harrv Joni:s asks us to state that havinjj now no business

connections with Messrs. Frederick Thomas & Co., his temporary
address is '.I2, Great Portland Street, W. Telephone No. ()020,

Gerrard.

Mb. D. Coyi.e, formerly of Japan, has recently returned to

London, and has now permanently settled down at 21, The Drive,

Ilford.

Renter reports that Sir James Sivewright has been arrested at

Nuremburg-, and is being kept as a prisoner of war.

Mr. F. J. Bell has left the service of the B.T.H. Co., Rugby,
having been appointed to a pisition on the electrical staff of

Messrs. Cammell, Liird & Co., Ltd.. Sheffield. His departure was
marked by a presentation from other members of the staff.

OI»itiiai',v.

—

Mr. T. B. Hiu.liuav.—Very great respect

was shown at the funeral of the late Mr. T. B. HoUiday (manager
of the Hastings Tramways) on Friday last, at the Hastings
Bjrough Cemetery. Mr. Holliday, who had been in failing health

for about a year, was 60 years of age. He was born in Yorkshire,

and in early life went to Australia, where he remained for

IC years, and was associated with the cable tramways in Melbourne.
Returning to England, he was one of the first to be engaged in

tramway construction work in various parts of the country as

chief engineer to the late Sir J. Clifton Robinson. Previous
to going to Hastings, the late Mr. Holliday was manager of the
Brighton Tramways. He had two sons ; one is engineer and
manager of the Rhondda Valley Tramways, and the other is a
member of the Canadian Contingent which volunteered for active

service. A large number of tramway employes attended the
funeral, also many prominent residents of Hastings, and Mr. G.
Kitchin (chairman of the Hastings Tramways Co.). One of the
many floral tributes—that from the tramway emplojoj—was in

the form of a tramcar with the trolley pole broken.

Mb, H. E. Packham.—The death occurred on August 31st, after

a long illness, of Mr. Herbert Edwin Packham, of the firm of
Packham & Sons, electrical engineers, of 114, Western Road,
Brighton.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED,

Itoonzaiers, Ltd. (i:!7,558).—This company was registered on
Beptember iad, with a capital o( flO.OOO In Ss. shares, to take over from
W. G. Boonziier, of 11, Bramflel J Road, New Wandsworth, the beneflt of and
turn to acoo^lnt certain existing inventions relatiPK' to improvements in
pump valve structures, to manufacture and do%l in pumps, valves, and
accessories, Kalvanometere, ammeter.s, 'voltmeters, carbons, out-outs,
switches, motors. b.itterie8, turbines, pipes, wires, himps, mantels ond
appliances used in connection with enginoerlnp, and to adopt an agreement
with the s»id vendor, S. Hartley and N. W. Bios. Thn subscribers (with one
share each) are:—W. Q. Boonzaier, 11, Brimtlald Road, New Wandsworth,
8.W., enngineer: B. Hartley, B.Sc, A.M I C.E., Oranlord, ;15, Arron Road,
CaKord, H.K., engineer ; N. W. Bins, 2, Artillery Mansions, Nightingale Road,
Woolwich Common, 8.E., traveller. Private company. The number of
directors is not to bo loss than three or more than live; the (I'st are W. Q.
Bo jnzaier, 8. Hartley anil N. W. Bins; ciualitloation, 1,000 share! : remunera-
tion as lined by the company. Registered office, TulV's Wharf, Glass Yard,
High Street, Woolwich, B.E.

Simplex Solf-Starters. Ltd.—This company was registered
on Saptemher 3rd, with a capital of flO.OOO in £1 shares, to carry on
the business ot manufacturers of, and dealers in, electric or other appa-
ratus designed for starting motor. cars, motor-boats, aeroplanes or other
raechanieally-propelled vehicles, electrioians, *c., and to adopt agreements
with B. Lawrence, L, .Johnston and J. R. Roberts. The subscribers (with on©
share each) arc :— H. A. Back, 2H, Pall Mall, S.W., solicitor ; H. Clough, !«;,

Lime Street, B.C., engineer's agent. Private company. The number ot
directors is not to be less than throe or more than seven ; the Brst arc R. R.
Revis, M.I.O.B., A Spurrier, L. Johnston and 11. Clough. Solicitors : Surtoes,
Philpotts & Co., 6, St. Helen's Place, K.C.

Higllilcld &Co., Ltd. (lS7,5i;S). -This company was registered
on September and, with a optal of £1,600 in £1 shares, to carry on the
business of manufacturers of electric appliances of all kinds, marble and slate
electric switchboards, mantglpieces, He. The subscribers iwlth one sbaro
each) are :-B. J. Blades, 51, Harrington Road, I.evtonstone, Kssoi, stationer

;

Q. R. WadleIgh, (IHa, Silver Orescent, Gunnorsbury, W., clerk. Private com-
pany. The number ot directors is not to be more than two. 0. HighlU'ld is

permanent chairman and managing director, with i'l.Si^ per annum as
remuneration; qualitloation, .flOO. Solicitor, G. A. Baker, Prudential
Buildings, Corporation Street. Birmingham.

I'liu'nix Electric lleatiiifr Co. (1!M4), Ltd. (i;i7,.-.St;).—This
company was registered on September Uh, with a capital of f3,000 in il
shares, to take over the busiuess of a manufacturer of, and dealer in, elec-
trical apparatus carried on by S. D. C.>x at 1(1 17, Moi-woll Street, Tottenham
Court Road, W.C, as the " Phicnix lOleetric Heating Co." The subscribers
(with 7.'")1 shares each) are :— 8. D. Cox, " Bindon," West Bjlleet, Surrey,
manufacturing electrical engineer; H. L. Kleraons, i, T&ixr.* Road, N.W.,
commercial traveller. Private company. The number of directors is not to
be less than twoor more than five; thetlrst are 8. D. Cox and B. L. KlomcDS
(both permanent); qualification, AlOO. Registered office, Ifi 17, Morwell
Btreet, W.C.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Aldeburifh Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Two chiruee on cer-
tain land In Aldebnrgh, SuSilk, dated Auguil 7ib and Auguil letb, 1919, lo
secure all moneys due or to become due from the ompany ro Barclaj ft Co.,
Ltd.. not exceeding i'2,500, (Registered July llth, lUlt, pareiunt to order of
Court.)

Nu-Ltneg ManDracturlng C«., Ltd.—Debenture dated Au^oBt
2lth, 1914, to secure £100, charged on ibe company's undertaking and pro-
perty, prcirot and future, including uncalled capital. Holder: G. Ineson, 83,
Evington Road, Leicester.

Wliitstalilc Electric Co., Ltd.—Part'calars of flu.Orx' debs.,
crea-ed August 15th. I'.IU, Hied pursuant to Sec. 9:< (3) of the Companies' (Coo-
solid ition) Act, 1908. the whole amoaot be:Dg now Issued. Property cbarffed.
The company's und3rtiking and proparty, present anl future, incloding
uncalled capital. No trustees.

J. Davis & Co. (Southampton), Ltd.—Particulars of
£1,000 debs., created August 37th, 1914. tiled pursuant to Bee. 93 (3| at the
Companies* (Consolidation) Act, 1918, the whole amount being now iuaed.
Property charged on the company's undertaking and property, present and
future, including uncalled capital. No trustees.

Uong-Kon^ Tramway Co., Ltd.—A memorandum of eatis-
laction to the extent of £2,200 of trust deed dated July Isl, 1903, securing
£195,000. has been flied.

,

United Electric Car Co., Ltd. (formerly Electric Railway
and Tramway Carriage Works, Ltd.).—A memorandum of satisfaction in fall

on Janaary IsC, 19K, of mortgage dated November 28:h, 1901, securing £50,000,
has been Sled.

CITY NOTES.

I'liited Electric Car Co., Ltd., Preston.

The directors' report on the company's trading for the year ending
June 30th, 1914, states that the works have been efficiently main-
tained as regards buildings and machinery, the cost of which
has been charged against revenue. After paying debenture
interest amounting to £642, and charging £6,184 for depre-

ciation (including £4,.50O added to reserve), the profit for the
year is £16,096, to which is added £1,551' brought from last year,

making a total of £17,654 : deduct preference dividend for the six

months ending December Slst, 1913, £3,iiOu, leaving an available

balance of £14,654. The preference dividend, less income-tax for

the half-year ending June 30th, 1914, absorbs £3,000, a dividend of

5 per cent, less income-tax on the ordinary shares for the year
ending June 30th, 1914, £7.500 ; there is placed to general reserve

£2,000, and £2,154 is to be carried forward. The balance of the
debenture stock was redeemed on January 1st, 1914. Mr. George
Richardson and Mr. John Kerr have retired from the board daring
the year, and Mr. John Greenwood has been elected a director.

Soutli Loiidou Electric Su|i|i1y Cor|ioratioii. Ltd.
—The directors having declared the dividend on the 6 per cent,

cumulative preference shares for the half-year to October Ist next,

payment of the same will be duly mile on that day.

Duiiiltiirtoii Iturgli and < Diiiirj Traiiiwavs Co.. Ltd.
—A dividend of 1 i per cent, on the ordinary shares for the year is

recommended, carrying forward £4,265.

Davis \ 'riinniiiis. Ltd.—Tlie diiectoi-s annoiiaco au
interim dividend at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum, less income-
tax, on the ordinary shares for the half-year, payable Sep-

tember 1 5 th.

Itritisli Elei'trie Transfornier Co.. Ltd.—The
directors have paid an interim dividend at the rate of 6 per

cent, per annum, lees income-tax. on the ordinary shares for the

half-year.

Electric Supply Co.. of Victoria. Ltd.—A dividend

at the r.ite of (i per cent, per annum on the preference shares for

the period to March :ilst, 1913, is recommended, allocating £l,00<i

for depreciation of stores, £2,175 written off discount and com-
mission on debenture stock account, and carrying £3.626 forward.

Clyde \alle.> Electrical Power (o.—The directors

report for the half-year ended June 30th last a profit ot £.;0.665,

plus £9,477 brought forward. After payment of the dividends

on preference shares to April 30th, 1914, amounting to £8,724.

and after adjusting interest and transferring £rj,,">00 tj con-

tingency fund for depreciation. A;o., there remains a balance of

net profit of £ r.',297. £ 1.925 is to be transferred to special reserve

funci, and .*: 17,372 carried forward.

rairhairii. Laxtson, Conilte Itarltoiir. Ltd.— The
directors annouuco (says the t'lii'i iwitii 7'im<-.«") that in view of the

present uusettlo.l conditions created by the war. they have decided

not to declare an interim dividend on the ordinary shares.

Alabama Traction. Liirlit and Power Co.—Tlie

Finitnciiil Xi'ws states that owing to the war, A:c.. the directors

have decided to defer the payment of interest on the first mortgage
bonds due September Ist.

Oxford Electric to., I/td,—An interim dividend at the

rate of 5 per cent. v)er annum, less income-tax, on the ordinary

shares for the half-year is announced, payable September l.ith.

Manila Electric Itailroad and Liilitinn' Corpora-
tion.—The directors have doelarod a quarterly dividend cf Ij per

cent, for the quarter ended September 30;h on the ojmmoa stock.
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IMicltIa Tiiiniwa.v, l.iitiit anil rower Co.—The
direrturu' rcpirt Btatea (nuyH the Fiminrifr) 'hit the net [irofitit in

Mexico for the year 1913 amounted tu $7;ili,llu3 (Mexican), uh uum-
pared with $7dH,6:<i; for 11112. Ueukonioi; the eBrnin«» ut the
parity of exchant^e, there iti a b^tlanue, after meeting all expenneH,

bond interest and tirHt murti;a;;e bond uinkini; fund, of £1,1US, but
owing to the heavy Ions in eiruhaD|;e, whiuh amonnted to i;r.i,456,

the net result is a debit balance of £18,:t.'>0, which amount has
bsen carried to the balance-sheet. The directors are pleased to

report that, except for some slii;ht damu);e done from time to

time by bandits, the company's various properties have suffered no
material damat,'e, and, in view of the di.iturb8d condition of
Mexico, the result of the year's workinc is a matter for con(fratula-

tion. Until conditions improve, and du'-ini; such time as the rate

of exohanf^e remains at the present low ti(;ure. the earnings of the
company must oantiuue to bj adversely affected.

Vlu'i'ilcfii SiilMirliaii Traiiiwavs. Ltd.—At the half-

yearly ordinary meetint; of the shiircholders Mr. James Mearns,
chairman of directors, stated that the company continued to make
satisfactory progress, and they were now finding some advantage
in the reduction in the price of the electric power which they got
from the Town Council. The renewal and the depreciation fund
now amounted to the substantial sum of JEU,000, being nearly
one-half of the paid-up capital of the company. The chairman
moved that a dividend at the rate of 2i per cent, per annum be
declared, and this was agreed to.

.\airobi Eloctric Vower ami Lijilitiiiff to., Ltd.—
The directors report a satisfactory result of the working for the
half-year ending June 30th, 1914, showing an improvement upon
the previous year's re^iult quite up to their anticipations. They
annoiuicB au interim dividend at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum
on bjth the preference and the ordinary shares in respect of that
period.

MoiiteiTV Kaihvay & Power Co,—The report for 1!)13
shows total net revenue of ?J44,251, a decirease of $74,177. After
meeting fixed charges, interest on debenture stock, and providing
for the h per cent, dividend on the preferred, a balance of Sl27,2.')l

was shown, which increased the surplus carried forward to
860I,0'.I8. From this, $1.50,000 was placed to reserve for contin-
gencies, increasing that fund to $450,000. This left a balance to
profit and loss account of $451,098.

—

Fiimnciat Setcs.

Calcutta Electric Siipidy Corporation, Ltd.—The
number of units delivered to consumers during the five weeks
ended July 31st, 1914, amounted to 1,713,183, compared with
1,443,028 units in the corresponding five weeks of 1913.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

Wright of opinion gathers cumulative force in pressing the Stock
Exchange Committee to reopen the House with the least possible
delay. This pressure is applied from various directions. It is

pointed out that inconvenience, hardship and suffering are
inflicted upon many people what time the markets remain closed

;

and suspension of all Stock Exchange rules—should that bs
necessary—is advocated aa ja-itifiable in the unique circumstances
at present ruling. We tabulated last month the principal causes
militating against sujh an opening of the Stock Exchange as
would inevitably bring panic, and make m<itteri much worse than
they are at present

; and the Stock Exchange Committee continue
to maintain the attitude that, until definitely good news comes
from the seat of war, it is impossible, from the point of view of
public financial safety, to consider the question of putting the
machinery into motion once more.

Holders of all high-grade securities—such, for instance, as those
comprised in the preordinary issues of electricity supply and tele-
graph companies—have a keen interest in the discussions that is
raging round the price of Consols, i Since the Stock Exchange
closed, the dealers in the Consol market have purposely retained
the price of the Funds at a high level, at which they were pre-
pared to sell, rather than reduce it in response to ordinary market
conditions where supply exceeds demand.
The view is that, if Consols are allowed to fall away, a blow is

struck at national credit and at the values of all first-class securi-
ties, which might have a serious effect upon the public mind. A
ring was accjrdingly formed of jobbers who declined to sell below
certain figures. Other people, however, were not bound by this,
and they have been dealing on a basis substantially lower. It is
maintained that this latter praotice offers an opportunity for
hostile finance to strike at British credit, and a strong effort has
been made to bring into line all the prices of stocks in that class
where Consols stand as leader. What will be the upehot of the
petition it is difficult to say. To tamper with a free market is at
all times a dangerous policy, but a good many theories have to go
by the board in these days of a war unique in the history of the
world.

Various inquiries reach stockbrokers daily as to what bargains
are to be picked up. The action of the Cjnsol market, outlined
abo7e, has been so generally followed that there has been no
scaling down of values anywhere. Sailers find it difficult to get
anything like the quotations current at the end of July, but, on

the other band, buyem diioover that notbiag U beiDK offered at a
knock-out price. And the reason for this is obvioaa—nellerg
certainly do not wixh to spoil tb«ir own marketn by (urciiiK prices
down at a time when everything is nomiaul, but they are quite
open to bids, and it is for the buyers tu name what prioea they are
prepared to Kive.

The buyer, however, Bads himself in the [Kisition of hardly
knowing what to offer for shares whiuh he might be tempted
to secure at a low figure. To assist him at this point, we have
prepared a short set of tables showing the yields per cent, obtain-
able from leading electrical securities at varying prices. For
example : City of London Ordinary shares, when the Stock
Exchange closed at the end of July, gave a return of B) per cent,
on the basis of the last 10 per cent, dividend. The shares then
stood at lt>. Assuming the distribution to be maintained, at
Ifi. the shares would pay 65 per cent. ; at 14, 7J per cent.

;

and at 13, nearly li per cent. Such calcalationa serve to give an
idea of levels at which prices may be regarded as attractive, and
the annexed tables follow the same line of demonstration as that
cited in the case of City of London Ordinary :

—
Ordinary share.

BromptoD .

.

Charing Cross Ordinary

County Ordinary..

Dividend. Price.

10 July soil), at 9]

Yield.

irs 6 9
6 n 1

6
6 18

7 10

S 14

Eensington

WcstmiOBter

'::^

other calculations can be worked out from these tables, and no
difficulty will be found in arriving at yields from prices between
those given above. Examples from the Telegraph and Manu-
facturing sections muet be reserved for another week.
Rumours are current in the City as to a possible rapprochtiuent

b;twfenone of the big London companies and a smaller one,

operating in a contiguous area. Possibly, of course, the negotia-

tions may have started bafore the war did, and recent transactions

may have been simply to wind up the preliminaries. It looks,

however, as though interesting developments might be expected
before long.

Not much business has been transacted amongst electrical issues.

A fair number of the stocks which were wanted, and which we
catalogued here two or three weeks ago, have come to market, bat
there are still buyers for certain others. We hear of British

Westinghouse Preference changing hands this week on the basis

of 34s., and ot the Prior Lien bands being done at 102 ; while a
number of electricity supply Debenture stocks can also be placed

on quite good terms. The Rubber share market is quiet ; and of

the armament issues the only traceable activity has been in Vickers,

which stand now at SOs.-Sls., ex a shilling dividend.

ELECTRIC TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY
TRAFFIC RETURNS.

Looality,
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LARGE ELECTRICAL SMELTING
FURNACES.

[llY Onn COBBESPONDENT IN NOUWAY.]

At a recent meetine of the Polytechnioal AuBOciation at
ChriHtiania, Mr. A. IlelfenBtcin, who iu a well-known expert
on large electrical furnaceB, and who ha« now one furnace
of 10,000-12,000 11. p. of hia own type at wbrk in Sweden for the
production of electric pig-iron, read a paper on the above tulject,

of which the following is an abstract.

In compariBOn with other furnaceB the electrical furnace has
four special features which are characteristic of all the smelting
proccBsea that can be carried out with it, and also of the con-
struotion of the furnace itself .

—

I. The total absence of all kinds of fuel from the furnace.
This baa the great advantage to the smelting process that it allows
a much better concentration of the materials under treatment
to be achieved, and further, that all the impSjrities which other-
wise are conveyed to the bath through the fuel, and, consequently,
are absorbed by the metal and appear in the finished product, are
avoided. The electrical furnace has, in other wordp, the advantage,
in comparison with other furnaceB, that the same quantity of raw

puHsibility of employing proccs-iea that rojuire very high temi)«ra-
tur«B with i;he aid of apparatus of a comparatively itimple and plain
oonBtraotioD.

4. Ab the fourth advantage of electrical heating a« compared with
ordinary heating may be mentioned the ease of regulation of the heat.

By regulating the current and voltage and the current den«ity
in the electrodes, the temperature can be varied ax may be desired,

and this is of fundamental importance for the carrying out of
thermal processes, especially in oaseB where the object is to produce
special productH of high quality. It is beyond all doubt that it in

possible by means of electrical heating to obtain higher limitB for
the reaction temperature than in cases where ordinary fuel is

employed. The charge can be heated to a temperature of 200'*-H00*

above the temperature which Ib absolutely necessary for the
reaction, by means of which it becomes possible to obtain certain
effects which are not without importance to the refining of the
products on the whole. Such beneficial (llecte are excluded if

ordinary fuel is employed, because the whole charge is heated to

and kept at the lower reaction temperature.
After having mentioned the advantages of electrical heating, it

is only just to poiot out certain drawbacks as well, which first of
all are due to the eleotrodee which conduct the energy to and from
the furnace. (Electrical heating by induction is not dealt with in
the present casf, because it is of minor importance, at all events
at the present moment, it being only employed on a small scale by
certain manufacturers.)

Fig. 1.—Tbanspoemers and Electrodes of Helpenstein FnENACES : Electbodes Withdrawn.

material can be dealt with in much smaller smelting chambers
than those required in ordinary blast furnaces, and that a product
of considerably greater purity can be obtained, bacause there are
no other impurities to be dealt with than those which the raw
material itself contains.
i«- 2. The second peculiarity in connection with electrical heating
is the higher temperature that is attained. This is the essential
quality which has made possible the manufacture of certain
produsts which previously could not be produced at all, or, if it

were possible, only with the greatest difficulty by means of the old
methods of heating. Reactions, for which a high temperature is

required, have been rendered practicable by the aid of electrical
heating, and there are now employed in the industry several
processes for which a temperature of more than 3,000° C. is

necessary.

3. The third peculiarity of electrical heating is the heating from
the interior outwards. The heating of the raw material by means
of ordinary fuel is usually effected from the exterior and inwards,
and the two heating processes are thus based on two different
principles, quite opposite to each other. In the case of electrical
heating, the core or the centre of the charge is first heated to a
high temperature, and the hot zone is then gradually extended in
an outward direction towards the wall of the furnace, which thus
very seldom is exposed to such a high temperature as that ruling
a the centre. It is just this peculiarity which explains the

It is well known that as far as small electrical furnaces are con-
cerned, the energy can be conducted to the furnace through elec-

trodes, which enter the furnace-chamber itself in a horizontal,

vertical, or oblique direction from above. Electrodes can also be
placed at the floor of the chamber.
Years of experience have proved, however, that the vertical

position of the electrodes is the only one suitable for large
furnaces from a technical and practical point of view, and, further,
that an electrode at the bottom should be avoided. A uniform and
exact regulation of the current is much more necessary in large
than in small furnaces, and the electrodes must always have the
necessary voltage and ampere load, as it otherwise would be quite
impossible to take advantage of and utilise the full amount of
power at disposal. And it stands to reason that a loss of 10-1.5 per
cent, of the energy is of greater importance in cases where large
quantities of energy are dealt with than in the case of only small
amounts. The practice of employing fixed electrodes for large
powers is anything but profitable, and it is therefore advisable to

use movable electrodes placed in a central position above the bath.
Bottom electrodes have also their drawbacks, because a conductor
placed in this position would weaken the construction of the
furnace itself, causing difficulties and making continuous work
impossible. In furnaces to which the energy is conveyed through
the bottom, it is also necessary that the floor should be a good
conductor, and it might thus be made from carbon electrodes ; but
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snoh a floor would be very nnpraotioal for certain productH, as, for
instance, iron, because the whole Hoor would erradually be corroded.
In larere furnacea, i ,:, for larpc quantities of enerpry, there is thus
no other way of conductiiij; the enerjfy to and from the furnace
than by means of vertical electrodes, which are suspended, and are
easy to regulate. This arranpement has also the great advantaee
that the size of the electrode bundles can be increased at any time
as it may be required, so that it may become possible to raise the
eflijiency of the furnace. The employment of an electrode at the
bottom forms a strikine contrast to the above-mentioned system,
because the difficulties increase in proportion to the load, and this
would completely frustrate the development of really large
plants.

To conduct even 20,000 amperes through the floor of a furnace in-
volves great technical difficulties, and, as far as is known, no one has
ever attempted to go beyond that figure. In addition to this, it has
also to be considered that by the employment of bottom electrodes the
floor of the furnace is heated, producing an injurious effect on this
very important part of the furnace. By employing vertical elec-
trodes all these drawbacks are avoided, and the possibilities of
operating with large quantities of power are almost unlimited.
There are now furnaces that have been in operation for the last
seven years, and working with 40,000 amperes par bundle of elec-
trodes without any difficulties, and it is only a question of time for
a higher load to be employed. Lirge electrical furnaces will thus
generally have the appearance of a square or circular short shaft,

commutators. There are also cerUin difficnltiea oonnected with the
transmission of continuous current, for which reason only single-
phase or three-phase current is employed in the electro-
metallurgical industry on a large scale. Bat here comes in.
especially in large electrical furnaces, the effect of pha.e dis-
placement increasing the capital eipjnditure, because th«
generators have to be constructed with larger dimensions in order
to be able to supply a certain amount of power. A power factor
of 8 may pass, and it is possible to limit it to this figure in large
three-pbase furnaces with a capacity of up to 12 000 HP when
certain precautions are taken with regard to the frequency and
to the supply of the secondary current. It is even possible that
the same result may be achieved with larger amounts of energy
without any corresponding increase of the phase displacemenC
but this depends first of aU dh the construction of the plant.When the furnaces are closed, it will become possible to place the
transformers so near them that the secondary conductors become
very short. And here we arrive at the main problem in connection
with large electrical furnaaes, viz., the closing of the furnace*
and,m consequence thereof, the utilisation of the gas. Free com-
bustion of the gas above the open furnace represents a great draw-
back, which grows in proportion to the increase of the load. The
intense heat has, first of all, an injurious effect on the conductors
and on the electrode holders. The conductance of the conductors
IS considerably reduced, and their durability as well, for which
reason either the dimensions must be enlarged or cooling arrange-

FiO. 2. -Row OF Hklfenstkin Furnaces, Top View
; Electrodes in Position.

fnrn!^^« hi.
*
""'f'"'*^

conducting the energy to and from thefurnace hang freely, and here it is now necessary to mentionsomething about the form and construction of such f^irnao"hoi furnaces in which ordinary fuel is employed the' most

re°aTn°thtTh°' ''>V"".'^««
•>"« "een the circu'lart'rm for thereason that this construction was the most suitable on^ for an

llZl'T"^"''"'^ °,^ ^\' ^"PP"''^- I"^ ">« commencement thesame pattern was also adopted for electrical furnaces, but as thefarnaces increased in size, it soon became necessary to adopt a fornlwhich was in accordance with that of the electrodes. For largequantities of power only electrodes in bundles can be employ^and as these, for various reason,, have to be manufactured with arectangular oross-Beotion, it also became necessarv to give h^ haft

wh V !l TT "
'^'^'r

^"'" °^ "^•'l form. Thisis the chief reasonwhy all the large and op.n electrical furnaces are now constructed

there are two or more, hanging in a vertical position and parallelwith each other. The number of the eleotrodc bumUe Edchiel y on the current employed, and two, or several, rubebundles are thus used for continuous or singl^ -phase

f^Zf"^ rr"^''
''^"'' *'^"'^' °' ««^«"" bundles madeTpfrom three, electrodes are used for three-phase current It is how

ZTmtlT'r' °' ''? '^"^'^""" *" """P'^^y continuous c ir 'nt forthe mannfacturo on a large scale, because the plant would hecomltoo expensive and in addition to this, the working erpenses^u dalso be too high on account of the wear of the%rusheelnd the

ments must be provided. Secondly, the workmen are exposed
to the heat and smoke from the large opm furnaces to such a
degree that their working capacity is reduced, for which reason
the number of men must be increawii. There are thus sufficient
reasons for employing closed furnacea and providing for theremoval of the furnace gases. These have, moreover, a high
thermal value, which should not be overlooked, e^speciallv in cases
where the object is to produce metals, and iron in particular
because the electric furnaces have to compete with the ordinary
type, in the working of which the utilisation of the gas plai* an
important part.

f f j -
The lecturer has worked upon the problem of closing large

furnaces smce UHUi, when he 9uccee,led in getting into owration
furnaces with a capacity of up to \:.(m h.p. for the pro<luction of
carbide and ferroalloys. The solution of the problem depends on
the three following factors :

—

1. A durable cover or roof.
3. The utilisation of the gas.
S. The charging to bo made continnons.
The first question was solved by building water-ooole»l i»rti-

tions between the electrodes, which served both as supixirts for the
arch and as charging funnels. In these funnels the electrotles hang
freely, and are movable and surrounded! by the charging material.
I nderneath the roof the p,irtitions form chambers, in which it is
easy to collect the furnace gases. Theso chamb.Ts are o.innected
with a common gas-pipe for the removal of the gases, which mo
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alongside of the furnace. The upace around the electrode in cloBod

by the charife itself, and the work is conducted in euch a way
that the furnace in always kept under a Blight presBure of gau, iy.,

gmall paB tlamea arc formed around the electrodes above the roof,

which prove that no air is beini; admitted to the furnace. Years

Fig. 3.—Suspension of Cabbon Elkotkuuks, and FLtxiuLt; Co.NNiiciiu.N

FOB ELECTBICITY AND CODLING WATEB.

of experience have shown that this principle answers the purpose

for carbide and ferroalloy furnaces With a capacity from 0,000 to

12,000 u.P.
, , , .

It is obvious that the capital cost of buildings and plant is con-

siderably less for large than for smaller plant

in proportion to their capacity. Large fur-

naces require much less space than an

equivalent number of small furnaces, and

if a comparison be made between carbide

furnaces of 1,0001, 500 h.p. and large closed

furnaces, the capital expenditure for the

former, including buildings and electrical

plant and outfit, will amount to about £1 9s.

per HP., while the cost of the latter will

scarcely exceed £2 10s. or £2 16e. per H P.

As regards labour, a 10,000-h.p. furnace will

require no more than seven men per shift,

while 10 single-phase furnaces of 1,000 h.p.

will require double the number.
The consumption of working materials in

large furnaces will scarcely be more than

one-half or one-third of the corresponding

consumption for small furnaces, and in addition

the conductors are protected against heat and

smoke, for which reason they are more durable,

while the loss of energy in the secondary con-

ductors is also far less.

As regard the efficiency, this is not much
higher in large furnaces than in smaller ones

of 1,000 H.P., for instance, if the loss of energy,

arising from the employment of bottom elec-

trodes, be not taken into account. The utilisa-

tion of the current in small furnaces has been

brought to such a stage that it would be difficult

to improve upon it. As regards the consump-
tion of electrodes, this is higher in large than
in small furnaces, on account of the higher

voltage employed, but this is compensated for

by the electrodes being protected against the

air by the charge.

It is also an advantage with large furnaces

that the working on the whole is facilitated,

and that it is easier to supervise the whole
plant. By means of certain arrangements in

connection with the transformers, it has also

become possible to operate with large variations

of the supply of power. Furnaces that are

constructed with a rating of 10,000 h.p. can
thus be kept rnnning for months with only

4,000 H.P., without any harm being done
either to the furnace itself, or to the working,
on the whole, from a technical point of view,
and this is one of the most important ad-

vances recorded in the technics of large fur-

naces, that a furnace constructed for a certain

medium load can be worked with a much
higher load, as well as with a mnch lower
load, without injury. The furnaces are now constructed in such
a way that they can be kept rnnning for years without any repairs
worth mentioning being required.

As regards the removal o( the furnace gas by means of Buction,

this can only be done profitably in large furuac««, because the

supply of gas in small furnaceB is bo small and irregular that it

would be very difficult to remove gaB of a nutliciently good

quality constantly and regularly.

On the basiB of the experience gained from

the construction and working of large fur-

naces for the manufacture of carbide and

ferro-alloys, the lecturer and his engineers

turned their attention to the problem of

producing electrically pig-iron directly from

iron ore, which has resulted in the oonBtmo-

tion of the large electrical furnace at the

Domnarfvet Iron Works in Sweden.

The fundamental principle of this furnace

is the same as that of the other carbide and

ferro - alloy furnaces, and, therefore, there

has not been employed any shaft for the

material, as it was of great importance to

make the construction of this furnace, which

is the first one of its kind, and may thus b«

regarded as an experimental furnace, in which

the gas is removed close to the place in

which it is produced, as plain and simple M
possible. The question about the shaft If,

however, left open, to be decided at a future

date.

The furnace was started in May, 1913, and

worked well from the commencement. It

was constructed for a load of 10,000 to

12,000 H.P., and the dimensions of the con-

ductore are in accordance therewith. How-
ever, it was soon found that it was quite

impossible to employ the above-mentioned

power, because the generators at the Dom-
narfvet power station were working at a

frequency of 02 cycles per second, resulting

in so low a power factor that it was not

practicable to run up to 10,000 H.P. The
furnace was then worked with 6,000 to

8,00) H P— i p., 120 volts between the phases and 26,000 amperes

per bundle of electrodes—and with this load it became possible

to limit the phaa 5 displacement to cos y> = 08. The maximum
output of the furnace was 65 tons of pig-iron per day of 21 hours,

Fig. i.—Helfenstein Fubnaces, from Loweb Floob,

and the average production per month varied between 1,200 and

1,600 tone. The consumption of energy, fuel and electrodes, pr
ton of pig-iron, was, on the average, as follows, the ore containing
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60 per cent, iron ;—Energy 2,000 KW.-hours ; charcoal, 330-400

kg. ; electrodes, 7 kg.

The calorific value of the furnace Rases amounted to 2,800-3,000

calories per cb. m.
A comparison with the Electro-metal furnace is somewhat

unfavourable to thia furnace in regard to the consumption of

energy and fuel, while both furnaces are about equal in respect of

the consumption of electrodes, as thia can certainly be reduced to

an average of !> kg. per ton of pig-iron. On the other hand, the

present furnace has the following advantages —
1. The capital expenditare is c3n<iiderably lower, viz, about

£.2 16s. per H.i>. for the whole plant, while the Electro- metal plant
involves an expenditure of £1 iis. for a corresponding p'ant.

2. A richer gas is produced in this furnace, having a heating
value of 2 800 3,0uit ualoricH, as compared with only 2,30U calories

from the Electro-metal furnace.

3. The whole plant is easier to work and can be better controlled

and supervised. This large farnace can bs started much more
easily and quickly than the large shaft furnaces of the Electro-

metal type, and it has thus been possible, even after a stoppage of

t ^j or three days, to start the furnace and have the full load on
in the course of 10 to 15 minutes, after which the tappings can be

made in the normal course after a few hours.

It is of special importance that additional materials can be added
to the charge directly at the melting place, because the effect will

then be an immediate one. In furnaces with high shafts it may
sometimes take hours b?fore the additions are able to reach the
smelting zone. The working of the low smelting furnaces is also

considerably safer than that of the shaft furnaces, as there is no
danger of explosions takinir place.

4. Pulverised ore can be employed without any risk of

obstructing the smelting process, and it need scarcely be pointed
out that this is one of the greatest and most important advantages
of the whole system. At Domnarfvet charges were employed
with up to 70 per cent, of " slig " (not briquetted) without the
working being obstructed in any way. As an experiment, 80 per
cent, of duat from the throat of the furnace was added to the
charge without any injurious effect on the smelting process being
observed. This circumstance that the farnace can ba worked with
such large quantities of slig is of the utmost importance under the
conditions obtaining in Norway.

5. Blinimum of labour. The number of men required for a
10,000 H. P. furnace is as follows : —Three chargers, one regulator,

aid three men for the tapp'n?, or seven men per shift in all. Out
of the total number of 21 msn, three men for the charging may
possibly ba dispensed with, if a chargingcrane bj employed.

6. In the utilisation of coke for the reduction, we have arrived

at the real crux of the question of electrical pig-iron. The con-
ditions for the employment of coke as a substitute for charcoal are
the following :

—

(a) A lower pressure in the smelting furnace and a higher
current density in the electrodes.

(,b) The removal of the furnace gas after it has passed the com-
piratively thin layer of materials which covers the smelting
place. In other words, large shafts for the pre-reduction ought to
be avoided.

In large furnaces it is possible to employ a higher voltage than
in small furnaces, no matter what the process i^, and this
applies also to working with coke for the reduction, but the pres-
sure cannot be kept as high as when charcoal is employed. With
charcoal it is easy to work with 70 volts per phase, while this

figure with coke must be reduced to BO-."i."i volts per phase. The
reason for this is the high conductivity of the coke. It should,
however, be observed that the development in thi-< direction is not
a closed chapter, and it is thus quite possible and probable that a
higher voltage can be employed later on with coke as fuel. For
working with coke a greater current density in the electrodes is

required on account of the lower voltage and the greater weight
of the ore per unit of volume. With charcoal as reducing agent,
the density of the current in the electrodes need not exceed 2 to
:i amperes per cm.-, while ^"ith coke it should be at least i, rr

(
k -

ferably 5-ti amperes per coi-'. Owing to thepe circumstances, and
iu consciiuenoeof the unsuitable frequency of the generators at the
piwer station, it became necessary to reduce the load on the
1) imnarfvet furnace to 6,000-5,500 Hi' when coke was used for
the reduction, but with thie load the smelting proceeded without
a:iy dilliculties.

The second condition for the employment of coke is a speedy
removal of the gas from the furnace, and the gas should consr
quently not have to pass througli thick layers of materials, as this
might lead to explosions.

Bridges and empty spaces are easily formed in a furnace by a
materiel like coke, and this is one of the main reasons why large
shafts, filled with charging materials through which the gates
must pass, are not to be recommended in connection with coke as
reducing agent in large furnivces. 1 f coke is to be used the only
shafts permissible are the low ones, so that the gases will have to

piss through only a thin layer of materials. This represents in
one sense a disadvantage^ viz., that the reducing power of the g-w
is not properly utilised. The gas obtained will be rich in CO,
while the consumption of energy and coke, on the other hand, will
increase.

With coke the consumption of energy in the large electric
furnace has thus been 2,40o KW.-hours per ton of pig-iron (60 per
cent. Fe), while that of coke amounted to :! 10-320 kg., and
the consumption of electrodes to the same as with charcoal, vi/.,

7 kg. per ton of pig-iron.

In order to review the whole situation it is, however, necessary
to look into the question of the gas problem. When it is thus, by
the employment of coke, not poEsible to utilise the furnace gas

fully in the large farnace itself, there mnst be found a way for
utilising it outside the farnace. It is well Inown that tbeae gaeei,
which are so rich in CO, can be employed for a pre-re<Jaction of
the iron ore in the so-called rotating furnaces, and it eboald thna
be the ihost natural solution of the problem to connect tb<! Urge
furnaces with rotating furnaces, in which & preparatory redaction
of the ore n effected before it reaches the large furnace. This
refers to ironworks which are only engaged in the manufacture of
electrical pig-iron, and in which there is no other use for the ga«es.
These can be utilised in the manner described above, and

it is obvious that the consumption of energy and of electrodef per ton
of pig-iron can thus be reduced considerably. In such works where
the electrical pig-iron is going to be employed for the manafactnre
of steel, the gaees can, of course, be used for the heating of the
Martin furnaces. This is now being done at lijmnarfvet. where
the gaspipes from the large electrical furnaces are connected with
the steel works. In this way it makes no difference at all in

regard to the cost of the finished product of steel, whether a
smaller quantity of coke is need in the electric furnace, from which
an inferior gas is produced, or there is consumed a larger quantity
of coke, which is able to produce a rich and valuable gas for the
farther treatment of the pig-iron. liut the gas problem has also
a third side worth looking at, which may be considered to lie of
just as much importance, although for the time being it will have
to stand in the background.
As far as it is known there is no apparatus at the present time

which is capable of producing such pure carbon-monoxide as the
electrical furnace, and it is produced from the large plants in
such quantities, and with such regularity that there ought to be
great scope for the utilisation of this excellent material for the
synthetic manufacture of organic substances. Thie gao is really
far too good to be used as fuel, and if judged by its purity and by
the readiness with which it enters into chemical combination, its

real function ought to be to serve the chemical industry. Carbon
monoxide represents the connecting link between the electrical

pig-iron industry and the chemical industry on a large scale. If

pure carbon monoxide be conducted over caustic soda, there will

be formed sodium formate which can be easily transformed
into oxalic acid, and this is one way of utilising carbon-monoxide.
Another possibility for its utilisUion is to produce oxymethylene,
CH2O, from which it should not ba impossible to prodace
synthetic sugar. These are chemical problemo, which can, of
course, be multiplied, but the fact that pure carbon-monoxide can
now be obtained from the electric furnace in connection with the
production of electrical pig- iron seems to open a v^ry wide field

of future possibilities to this industry.

It should also be mentioned that coke produced from peat would
represent an excellent material, which would, no doubt, be of vital

importance in countries like Norway.
In conclusion, it should be stated that the iiuestion of

charging will most probably be solved by arranging shafts for the
materials around the electrodes. Such an arrangement would
allow of an easy and continual charging, and these shafts will not,

it coke be used, be employed for the pre-reduction of the ore, as it

is the intention to remove the gas through an opening as far down
in the furnace as possible.

COSTING.

By "SURPLUS."

An efficient atul simple system of costing will no iloiibt be

acknowledged to be an important factor to-day in elec;rical

supply, and, as competition grows keener, tbose in chargt> of

electrical nndertakiugs will reijiiiiv costs statements mnre
and more analytical, in orJer that every increased item of

expenditure, however slight, may be obvious, and steps may be

taken to prevent further iucrea-e?, if possible : and, fivther,

that the cITtct of economics instituted may bo plainly seen, as

this displMved in L' s. d. is undoubtedly an incontivo to all

concerned to work with a view of furthering that desirable

and necessary result
—

" efficiency consistent with economy."
The remark has been made that the days of ihe i^.x>uomist

of the coal-lieap are over, but eiv.iomy will ttill have to be

exercised. Xo doubt in the past the roveiiue-esrning side

of electrical supply undertakings was more or less shelveel in

favour of the op«>rating de(^(rtmeuts, but this state of affairs

exists no longer iu up-to-date undertakings. 'Wiih publicity

campaigns, smart advertising, showrcwius and canvassing,

the ivvenne-earning side is leceiving more than ordinary

attention : but whilst admitting that every attention should

be given for the purpose of increasing the uuinWr of cwi-

fuiners, we must not lose sight of the fact that the expen-

diture also merits attention, as, whatever the increiiso of

reveiuie may l>e, expenditure is relative to profits, and the

cost jier tinit sold governs the result ; therefoto an efficient

systeiu of costing is necessary so that the progress of an
unilertaking cau be observed at any time, and not only

after the expiration of the financial year.
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For this purpose muiiy uJvoniLe u curd sjBtem, and in tlie

uaso of (I inaiuifttcturinf? undertaking, where cirdu follow

till' nianufiicturi' of an iirtiulc or a piece of luachiniTy

tlnontjh varidUB departments to the a.si«-nilj|inf( room, it is,

no (loulit, the u])-to-(iate sjfcteni ; biio with refjard to tin:

eUclrioal supply indn-try, this is not necesBary, and UtLir
resides may be obtained by a simple system of works order

numbers in conjunction with the use of a loose-leaf ledger.

C'jrd-trays, to say the least, are cumbersome, and where
they eaii be dispensed with for account-keepinK it is

desirable to do so. The ioose-leuf leil^jer answers the same
purpose and, moreover, is easily handled, the sheets cannot
possibly be mislaid, except wilfully, inasmuch as they
are never taken away from their particular location, except
when the matter is dead, or the data therein relate to a

past period and the accounts for such period are closed, when
they are placed in one or other of the makes of mechanical
binders for future reference.

The system hereafter described can be made to suit any
conditions of sujjply. It may be thought that the system
is too analytical, liut it takes very little longer to allocate

to lOi) accounts than to 50 ; further exception may be
taken to tlie amount of space used ; however, paper is cheap
and inellicient records expensive, and further, the system is

described minutely in order to show how the accounts can
be dissected to a degree if the particular conditions render
it necessary or desirable.

Works Onirr Xuinbcrx.—These are arranged as far as

possible iu the same manner as the Board of Trade returns,

so as to facilitate the filling-ia on the statutory forms of the
necessary information.

A number should be given to each principal account and
subsidiary accounts should be numbered as shown :

—
Working Costs.

1. deneratitig.

Coals ri
Oilf, waste, ka I 2

Wages r3

Maintenance and Repairs to Station Plant.
2. Jt'.ilerx.

Boiler Xo. 1 21

'3. /'J/lijtnrs,

22
23
2-4

5. I'uiitpx and I'lpe.

6. BuildnHis.

l-:h-cti-,cal TiislfViHeiits.

DlSTRIBUTIKG CHARGES.
8. Wof/PS 8-1

9. Ji'fHt, Itatpx attd Tares.

10. jVanaijemrnt Chargex,

11. Line Expenxex.

12. Tnxtiriuicfs.

13. PuhVic LdiiijM.

' Subsidiary accounts added as required, and numbertd '1, '2, '3

and so on.
'

There is no hard-and-fast rule rcgarditig the order of the

accounts, and this is only an example ; the accounts can be

ai ranged in any manner to suit either Hoard of Trade
ie(juiienient8 or local conditions.

''

A printed c ^py of the works order numbers should be

handed to all interested, and the vur'ons Hu|ierinlendenlH

will mark the jiay-shects, fctores orders, &c., with the number
relative to the account to be charged.

Wfiffcs AiruutilK.— It is not proposed to deal here with

any methods of time-keeping, but purely with account-

keeping.

The following is a summary sheet for a week, and
for the purpose of simplicity it is proposed to deal with

one main account only—viz., maintenance of engines. The
wages of drivers, itc, will, of course, be charged to

Generating W.O. 1-3.

Fitter John Smith has been doing repairs to turbines

Xos. 1, 2 and 3 ; the time-sheet is therefore as follows :

—

Wiiiir
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At the end of the month it will be necessary to prepare a

summary of the total amounts chargeable to the different

costs accounts, and the following will bo found to be a

convenient and neat method. Instead of writing the

f uminary across the annlysis rulings, which are not in keeping

with the summarised data, a foolscap summary sheet,

gummed at the left-hand edge, is inserted opposite the

particulars for the last week of the month :
—

These creatures vary in size from the large onea mentioned]

to little ones no larger than a pin's point. One exasperated

visitor, after an evening of torment, fummed up the poBi*ion

feelingly when he declared that this town fjossessed "the
fauna of delirium tremens." Fortunately we rapidly

become accustomed to them, and in ordinary circnmstaaces

the majority of them do not canse us much inconvenience.

Ladies who at home would shudder at the Bight of a

Sheet.

Fur AfoiUli Ending

Ueneratinff

Maintenance and repairs :

lioilers

Engines

(And 80 on')

21
24
25

3-1

:r4

3-5

1 10

2

3 10

:! 3

2

3 7

Stores Received and Issued Book.

Received.

Date Quantity Description
Invoice
book
page
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fact. Ill i-lic (inlLnary incandescent lamp tbe red rays do

not emistituie a very large percentage of the total lifflit,

and for this reason it is most uneconomical to use a re<l

serecii.

'riie only electric Idmi) known to tlie nrit<M' which is rich

in red ravs is the "Neon" lamp (described in a lecture

delivered by the inventor, M. (Jenrges Claude, at a joint

nifotinf; in Paris of the Institution of Electrical i^iif^ineers

with the Societc Internationale des Ekctriciens in May, l'.)13,

and laihlished in the ./viiiiiiil of the former Inbtitution in

Oitobei', 11)13), and he has suj,'gested to the niatiufaeturers

the desirability of experimenting with it in this connection.

In the form in which it is at present made this lamp is not

adapted for house lighting, but if the manufacturers realise

that there is a market for it, it may be possible suitably to

modify it. That there is a market for an eflicient red

lamp is evident from the number of houses in which the

inefficient combination of metallic-filament lamp and red

shade is in use.

It may be that the red ray is not the only one to which
the insects are insensitive, and that a fuller investigation may
reveal some other form of lighting which is equally

efficacious.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR. 1914.
(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

iipilcd expressly for this journal bv Mfssks. W. P. Thompson & Co..
El.'clrical Patent Agents. 2S5, High Hi.lborn, Londi.n. W.C, and at
Liverpool and Bradford, to whom all inquiiies should be addressed.

1R.091. " Elcctrx cooking app:.ratus." W. 1'. Pi.rkv. August 24lh.

19,005. " Eleclricall)M)peratcd tranvvay points." L. T. Hl!*lEV and B. D.
MhAt.KY. August. ^-Ith.

19,013. "Systems of tolcdynamic eontiol." ]. H. Hammond. Jt>N. August
Uith. (Convention date, .September 8th, 1913, United States.) Complete.

19,017. *' Electric starters lor motor-car engines and the like.'* H. LKtTN-ntt.

.\u(iust 24[h.

19,0W. " Telegraphy." W. M. BriUCE, JuN., and United Tei.ecraph & Cabi,e
Co August 25th. (Complete.)

19,034. "Receiver for wireless systems." A. J. RoBtKTS. August 25ih.
iC.nvention date. August 25th, 1913, Australia.) Complete.

19,057. " Speed-controlling devices for electric motors." Bi^tTisil Thomson-
Houston Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co., United States). August 25th.

19,078. " Electric cooking apparatus." W. P. Perrv. August 2()th. (Com-
plete.)

19.110. " Electrical control of railway traffic and the like." H. H. DvEii.
.\itgusi 27lh.

19.121. " Electrical continuity of electrical conduits and other tubes." R, VV.
I'ti.KV. .August 27th.

19.122. " Electric switch-boards." C. H. WoRSNO?. August 27th.

19.150. "Anode supports for use in the electrordeposition of metals." S. O.
Ct-wpEK-CoLEs. August 27th.

19.151. " Flux fcr .soldering zinc surfaces." S. O. CowpEk-Coles. August
27th.

19.152. " Process for obtaining adhesive deposits of lead upon iron and
steel surfaces." S. O. CowPER-CoLES. August 27th.

19.184. " Electric mains and the like." \V. B. WoonHoi SE. August 28th

19.191. " Lamp holder." Si. HtlEN's C.4BLC & Rubber Co., Ltd., and J. C.
White. .August 28th.

19.192. " Wf.ll junction boxes tor electric cables." J. C. White and St.
Helen's Cable & Rubber Co., "Ltd. August 28th. (Addition to 22.198/13.)
Con.plele.

19.197. " Boxes or containers for rieelric batteries, rhiifly designed for use
on automobile vehicles and in like positions." F. H. Bj.L'|;mel &• Bli'EMEL
Bros., Lid. August 28th.

19.198. " Electro-magnetic brake svstem for f.-ed-reels .m.l the like." II. V.
James. August 28th.

10,232. " Iron alloy of low hysteresis .and method of pro<lucing the same."
S. O. CowPER-CoLES. August 29lh.

19.237. " Mechanism for printing-tflrgr.aph svstems." E. C. R. Marks.
(.Morkrum Co., United States.) August SOih. (Complete.l

19.238. " Electro-magnetic track brake." DlEDKlCH Stohjohann. August
•29lh. (Complete.)

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
in th.j (ullowing list may be obt;

Co., 285. High Holborn, W.C, an
rpoot and Bradford; price, post free, 9d. (in stamps).

191.3.

15,633. Engine Starting Systems for AuioMOBiLES. A. F. White (Dayton
Engineering Laboratories Co.). July 7th.

16.040. Suppiv OF Electricitv for Heating, Lighting, and other purposps.

A. F. Berry. July 11th. (Cognate application 26,494/13.)

18,008. Train Eeectric Control Systems. B. St.arie. August "th.

18.019. Automatic Signalling and Alarm Systems for Railways and the
LIKE. O. M. de Munnick. August 7th.

18.170. Cables for the Transmission of Electric Energy-. J. G. Cunliffe

and R. G. Cunliffe. August 9th.

18,502. Transformers for High-frequency Currents. J. Marconi and W. s.

Entwistle. .August 14th.

18.765. Oscillatory Electro-dynamic Apparatus for Submarine. Signalling

AND OTHER PURPOSES. R. A. Fessenden. August 18lh. (January 29th. 1913.)

19,906. METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES OR
Designs such as Photographs, Cliches and ths like. W. P. Thompson (Soc.

Anon. di.'.v Telegraphes Edouard Belin). September 4th.

21.03« TtucBiriiic ktctiviNG ArruiTu*. J. Cell. S«piemb«r ITth.

31,640. UttcTuic Joint and ArPAUAtus Tiiiuiroii. C. J. U&aver aci<l i: A

Clarenionl. .Srptembir 2Slh.

22,410. LlGiiTiKG Systems. O. II Mohr. October 4lh. (October 6lh. 191! )

22 421. KuiiNous (.'oKiitNSATioN Paouucn. DriiUh Thomson-Houiton Cn
(General Elerlrir Co.) October 4lh. (Addiiion to S4,ZS4/12 )

22,782. Httui or GoNi.8 R. Nicholai. October 0th.

24.074. AtioMATit Safety SiiuNtiNoutvictB roK Eiictkic Akc Lamps A II

Killing and A. E. Angold October 24 h.

24..'ifl9. POIIOUS COKTAIHEIIS OR DurilKAGMS roil VolHtC I ELLS J G l.ucai.

(iciobrr 2Uth.

24,694. ELtciHic SwiTiiiu OR Circuit BHEAKiitt. F. B. Holt and H. Smith
O.lcbi.i 29th.

25.846 Apparatus for convp.iitisc. Alteknatikc ikto Dinrcr Cukmjit II

Wad.' (D. A. Ileyman). November lllh.

26,252 Apparatus for PtBro«ATiKC Strips in Onr-ixn-rusii Codes or iii«

LIKE. C. F. Casella ti Co.. and R. M. Abraham. November ISth.

27,182. EitciRic Su'iTCiics, Fudts anu the like. Britiih 1 homion.lloui' ,

Co., and E. B. Wodmore. November 25ih.

28.075. ELEtTBic-ru3E Holders. II. W, Young. December 5th.

66 Electrical Appau.yti s for imparting jntekmiiie.ni .Motion at I'.i

determined Intervals. A. C. Banfieid. January 1st.

597. Equipment for Producing Welded Seams bv ucans of the Elktric
Arc and added Welding Material. F. W. Heuser. January Bih. (July 29tli,

1913.)

2.628. Spark-Plucs. P. T. Campbell. January 31sl. (January Slst, 1913.)

3.149. Electrical Regulators, F. W. Merrill. February 6th.

3.699. Electro-Magnetic Relays. Western Electric Co. (Woodward, acting

for Western Electric Co.) February 12th.

3,919. Starting and Lighting Devices for Motor VEHictts. Wiliocq

Kegnault et Cie. (November oth, 1913.) February 14th.

4,019. Telephone System. P. Lavery & W. E. Bandlow. February 23rd.

(February 24th. 1913.)

4.822. Method of Fixing and Preserving Metal Fence-posts. Telegraph

Posts and the likf, driven into the ground, ard devices therefor. C. A.

Denis. February ?4th.

5.247. Systems for the Transmission of Electrical Enerov. T. Shaw.
February 28th. (February 28th, .1913.^

5,640. Telephone Instruments. Compagnie Francaisc Pour L'Exploitai'ion

des Precedes Thomson-Houston. March 5th. (April 4lh, 1913.)

6.352. Vapour Electric Devices. E. W'cintraub. March 12th. (March

13ih. 1913.) ^

7.'201. ELFriRiCAL Connection for Electric Relays. C. Stillc. March 21«i.

8,807. Supports for Electric Lamps. C. A. Schacler. April 7th. OanuJ')'

2nd. 1914.)

10,082. SAFETv-DEvtcES FOR Ei.cCTRic CIRCUITS. Siomens-Schuckertwcrko

Ges. April 23rd. (May 3rd. 1913.)
'

'
,

10,794. Duplex Telegraphy. F. Ryan & The Eastern Telegraph Co. May Ist.

14,119. Electric Accumulators. A. Dinin. June lllh.

14,686. Construction op Electric Pocket-i-amf. Dkv Batteries and Outf,r

Smell or Case containini; the aforlmentioned Dry Batteries. J. S. Hamilton.

June 18ih. (Divided application on 3.643/14. February 12th.)

\atal Contrat'ts ami Public Tenrteiiii*-.—Amended
reprulation? relating to tenders and contracts for the provincial

administration of Natal came into force on Ang-ust let. Under
these rules, subject to certain reservations, all public works
exceeding: £2,50 in value, all new supplies and services exceeding

£100, and all recurrent supplies and services exceeding £50 in

value in any financial year are to be put up to public tender. The
text of the regulations may b3 seen by United Kingdom
manufacturers and contractors at the Commercial Intelligence

Branch of the Board of Trade, in London.

Elfctric .Vunealiiii!,' Fuinaoe for Brass and (•eriiian

Silver Ware.—A recent issue of our American contemporary,
Mi'taUurgicul and Chemical EiKjineering, describes an electric

interheating furnace for annealing brass and German silver flat-

ware blanks which has recently been installed by a well-known
maker of plated goods at Niagara Falls. The furnace measures
15 ft. X S ft. X ' ft. 6 in. high, and has doors at both ends.

A mechanical pusher operated by compressed air is located at the

charging end, the material being packed in steel pans "20 in. sq ,

which are pushed throuijh one after the other, seven pans being in

the fnrnace at once. The pans are suppirted on cast-iron grids

while in the furnace, and when discharged are automatically

dumped into a water-sealed discharge hood, the metal falling into

a tank of water or pickling solution, while the pan is caught, held

suspended, and may be removed from under the water-sealed hood.

The compressed-air operation of the fnrnace is largely auto-

matic ; the front and rear doors open simultaneously to admit the

new charge and release the original charge ; a"! the automatic pan
dumping mechanism operates, the pusher recedes from the charg-

ing side of the furnace and bjth doors close.

The dumped material falh into a perforated copper basket for

removal ; it is not exposed to the atmosphere at any time after

entering the furnace until cold, and this eliminates possibility of

oxidisation.

The electrical equipment consists of a special 200-k.^'.a. trans-

former, with 12 voltage taps, connected to a special controller, and
arranged ti give very fine voltage regulation. A Weston watt-
meter and a Foxboro pyrometer are provided, the latter connected
up with a 48-in. couple placed directly over the pan about to be

pushed out of the furnace.

The use of this furnace has demonstrated clearly the superiority

of continuous electric furnaces for the class of work handled, as

the exact temperature requirements can be met, and the risk of

oxidisation is nil.

The plant was installed by the Electric Furnace Co., of America.
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PATRIOTIS^r OR PREJUDICE?

Im view of the anxiety that legitimately possesses the mindB
of 80 many traders lest they should lie gailty of trading with

alien enemies, we publish elsewhere the terms of the King'-

Pioclamation, issued last week in supersession of previou-

announcements on the same subject. We also print extracts

from the new Bill imposing penalties upon those who fail t<.

obey the Proclamation, and the remarks made by the Attcmey-
(reneral when the Bill was before the Honse of Common?.
The provisions should be very carefully studied, and w.-

have no doubt that they will be. It has, of course, bceri

impossible to cover in detail all the points likely \a'

arise, and recognising this difficalty, the fiovemment has
appointed a Trading with the Enemy Committee : qaeries
respecting doubtful points should be addressed to thr
secretary of that committee at the Treasury. With the
assistance that it may be possible to obtain from thai
authoritative source, and with the Somerset House files

relating to companies and their shareholders and share-
holdings available for inspection, traders should be able to

ascertain what is the correct course for them to pursue iu

particular cases as thej arise.

It is incumbent upon everybody, both for his own pro-
tection and in the best interests of British trade expansion,
to refrain from doing anything which shall in any way
benefit the nations with which we are at war, and we havi

every sympathy with those who are asking tjucstions due t<>

a genuine state of perplexity. With the best intentions in th.

world, no doubt, hundreds of people are asking whether so-

and-so is an alien enemy under the new Trading Rnles.

But there are others who, we fear, are influenced more by
a desire for an answer in the affirmative than by an anxiety

lest they should transgress the law. We have ourselves

received innumerable inquiries, most of which we hav>

answered to the best of our ability, in the hope of assistins.'

those appearing to us to be in a difficulty and genuinely in

search of information. But we are not an evening news-
paper, and we have no desire to flounder in the mire.

There are too many who are showing themselves

adepts at mud-throwing, whether with or with-

out just cause, and seeing that public sources

of information are available, we have no wish

to make the Electrical Revikw the vehicle for the con-

veyance of (juestions and reflections which are not made in

a proper spirit and are best dealt with in other ways.

By telephone message (anonymously), by post (anonymously^,

we have been favoured with multifarious items of informa-

tion often in the form of inquiries. Some of the

information that we are asked to furnish, we do not possess,

nor have we facilities for obtaining it. Wo may have our

own opinions concerning particular individuals or ci-'uipanie^,

but no reasonable lirm will expect us, oven from our coign

of vantage, to utter publicly all our thoughts rcgardini:

such. Those who appear to regard us as a detective

agency liecause we are editors, might be advised to

remember that we may have "heard things" about

others as well as about those concerning whom they ask

questions or make suggestions. We supc>ose there is

nobody who is called upon to " hear things," whether they

l^e about individuals or aknit associations, so much as the

editors of such a publication as this. The suggest ions thai

have been made to us at different times would, for their

sheer absurdity, Ix" amusing enough in a London Electrical

Charivari, but we are generally regarded as a serious

technical and trade journal, and we prefer to spend our

days in the matter-of-fact production of serviceable

information rather than in making apologies for corres-

jwndents' indiscretions committed as the result of incom-

plete knowledge or information, or in whiling away houi-s s!

[8*«5]
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the Law t'oiiits. 'I'liu laiu r we have done Liiiie and time

afjaiii wIr'm it bus liecn in the interests of the eiectiicul

industiT, l)iit we iire not inclined to repeat tlie process

nnless it is for some {{ood purpose, at any rate some hetter

purpose tinm the mere circuhition of gossip calculated to

damage somebody's reputation or other interests.

Fre(|uentiy a good deal depends upon the inquirer or tiie

critic, lie may bo a former einployi', or even a trade rival,

adopting the shield of anonymity behind which to hide in

safety the while he makes insidious insinuations and reflec-

tions. (Jenerillly speaking, we have no great objection to

anonymity, as we have seen that much valuable informa-
tion obtains currenoy in that way that would never see

the light without it ; what we do object to is its abuse.

When it is carried the length that it has been of late,

we are obliged to write in this way. We give one experi-

ence. A telephone caller who declined to give his name
informed us that a certain gentleman was a German—" his

name used to be so-and-so." We knew that our informant
was mistaken, and that the gentleman named was unr|ues-

tionably an Englishman, and we corrected his information.
AVe believe that he left the instrument a wiser, and,
perhaps, a sadder man, having found that not every
member of the Institution of Electrical Engineers knows
all that is to be known about elt-ctrical men in London. We
cite this experience, because we believe it to be typical of

many statements based on incomplete information that are
gaining currency just now. A second example of this

sort of thing reached us early in the present week. A
correspondent, evidently anxious to know the truth, informed
us that his opinion regarding a certain company would have
to be materially altered if something that he had read in a

certain newspaper was correct. By the same post we
received a detailed statement concerning the company
mentioned, which showed that there was not the slightest

foundation for the statement. The explanation apptars on
another page to-day, and we were able to set our corres-

pondent's mind at rest promptly by post. Editors who have,
as the result of long experience, been impressed with the
desirability of making sure of facts before publication, do
not see their way to allow themselves the very frfe licence

that is used by some campaigning newspaper writers, and
even by some of their own correspondents.

We publish in our " War Items " a further batch of

letters relating to the proposed attack upon German capital

in British electrical industry, but we think that in view of

the fact that the Government has made it clear that it

desires such concerns to be regarded as British businesses,

it would be more profitable to devote attention to the
actual measures that should be adopted for preventing
future British electrical orders being placed in Germany or
Austria, and for securing for British factories a greatly
increased share of Germany's export trade. We venture to
make a couple of suggestions. Following upon the views
expressed in our leading article of la?t week, we propose
that there be an effort made by some representative British

electrical engineering or trading organisation to get into
touch with leading representative electrical authorities of a
like kind in France, Belgum and Russia with the object
of sounding them as to the chances of our increasing our
business connections with their countries. Though the war
still rages, such steps should be taken at once. There will be
a new co-operative spirit between all of the Allies, and we do
not think that our attentions will be regarded with suspicion,

for in the prevailing temper all of us together will be out
to do as far as we can without Germany and German manu-
factures. We throw out the suggestion for what it may be
worth. Our other proposition is that there be a combined
effort on the part of British electrical manufacturers, large

and small, past buyers of German electrical goods, including,
of couise, specialised lines, and, if necessary, financial

authorities too, with the object of definitely proceeding to

prepare ourselves for dealing with the classes of machinery,
apparatus, and supplies for which we have too long placed
too great a dependence upon German and Austrian works.

In our opinion, to direct our thought and action along
such lines as these, and to deal in a thorough manner with
the new trading posibilities that will open out for us as

soon as hostilities are at an end, is likely to be more profit-

able for British industry than some other inethods which

are finding favour here and there at the jireaent. ImI
us try to be ready, so that the opportunity does not slip

through our lingers while we take isolated action and
prepare belated schemes.

The British Commercial Attacbi- at Frankfort CSir F.
Oppenheimer), just before the war broke out, reported to

the Board of Trade upon the combined nursing effort

which was in progress among (ierman manufacturers,
merchants and shippers who had formed themselveB into
societies for dealing with trade in foreign markets. Every-
where there was a strong movement in support of the effort

;

the Government was assisting, and the various Bocictics

had formed themselves into a union for the interchange
of experiences. Military error has, however, deferred
German commercial expansion ; while some time-tables
have gone wrong, the trade time-piece has not only stopped,
but the hands have been put back. But there neei be
nothing to hinder success attending an immediate effort for

British combined electrical nursing along the lines suggested
above.

Lead.
There has not been a great deal of

alteration in the position of the lead market

during the past couple of weeks or so. The main feature

has been the steady buying of metal on account of the

needs of the British and allied Government', these absorbing

a good many thousand tons, while the requirements of the

ordinary rollers, &c., are on a limited scale, and it is

possibly significant that the past week has seen a slackening

in specifications from the general consuming trades.

There has been a good deal of lead coming in available

for disposal. This is shown by the fact that the agents for

the Convention declared all their September lead on the

first day of the month, when the premium on near deliveries

practically disappeared, which bears silent testimony to the

material relaxation of pressure which has been set up.

Production at all the main sources of supply has been much
reduced. In Australia, for instance, there is a practical sus-

pension of operations in the Broken Hill field, and a very

similar state of things exists in Spain. The position of lead

is, indeed, a very curious one. The output of the Broken Hill

mines, which is won by British labour and capital, is handled
by German houses practically exclusively, and it is felt that

the time has now come when we as a nation can no longer

allow our national resources to be exploited by the Germans.
Hence it may be taken for granted that the end of the war
will see a radical alteration in many industrial connections

so far as the metal trade is concerned. It is most probable,

for instance, that there will be increased smelting facilities

provided for the Australian production, and that ihe world's

lead trade can continue to be indefinitely controlled by the

German Convention, which for years has had it in the hollow

of its hand, is unthinkable. Hence the indications are

pointing very clearly to an entire alteration in the position.

For the present there is an ample supply of metal avail-

able, and the imports into the country for the first eight

months of the year show an increase over 1913, amounting,

as they do, to 147,145 tons, compared with 130,704 tons

in 1013, the August arrivals being 19,287 tons, against

17,189 tons last year. There may be a reduction in the

arrivals coming forward later in the year, owing to the

interference with output already commented upon, but it

must not be forgotten that, meantime, all the lead available

from Spain and Australia is coming to the United King-
dom, and that a good deal of this is lead which has been

diverted here, and which, had not war broken out, would
have gone to Germany. There is an all-suflScient supply on
the market now, and as trade generally is poor, there need

be no apprehension as to there being any scarcity. The
easiness of the market, indeed, should be regarded as being

assured. There have been some good orders placed for

Russia ; considerable quantities have been shipped to

Archangel, and more is to follow. America has adopted an

entirely passive policy, and nothing has been heard of oflfers

from across the Atlantic for some weeks now. At round
present prices there is not the least chance of America being

a seller. According to returns just to hand, the stocks of

bonded lead in the U.S. on June 30th were 6,461 tons,

against 6,956 tons on May Slst, and 7,707 tons a year ago.
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.\i,i, the United States is appai-fiitiy

''"."'t,!?,''^*'"''' bitten witli the magic of elliciency— no

bad thing in its way, but one which in

America calls to its aid a sort of universal cant of writers

who bow down before the .Juggernaut of Taylorism as though

it were some deity or devildom to be feared.

In the Transarliotisoi the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers we have been told how one Walter A. Polakov

reorganised a power plant along successful lines to such

good purpose as to lead him to write a paper thereon. Mr.

I'alakov does at least start on a good, basis. He has as

datura so much steam to produce, and if he can keep this

steam (lowing with less coal than before, each tireman

will be doing less physical w-ork in stoking. But, to reduce

this physical work of foot-pounds, he has to do much other

work by way of observing gauges and apparatus, listening

for the tinkling of a bell, and acting on its behests, so tha',

after all, may he not be more fatigued ? Mr. Polakov

rightly says that the opposition of labour organisations in

some instances where greater efficiency is demanded of

working men, without a lequate safeguards to their vitality

and ability to work, is a just and well-grounded fight

against the short-sightedness of some self-termed efliciency-

experts. This dictum of Jlr. Polakov is what thinking

men have to say against Taylorism as a workshop religion.

In this country the reverse has happened, at least, in the

skilled trades.

In America things have gone to the opposite extreme

especially wliere, unlike the case of the boiler house, there

is no datum line. ISetter efficiency in a power house

means, prima facie, less manual work, unless it be followed

by staff reduction. It is doubtless very difficult to reduce

the coal, fired by six men, by one-fiftli, and not feel that at

least one man may go. The very reduction by one-tenth

of the work may have so eased the men that they increased

the tenth to a fifth ; and to cut out one man might rub

out the saving. It would certainly upset the men, f r

men have always been upset by the almost inevitable

decisions of piecework procedure. The author's studies

are too long and involved to admit of their being repro-

duced. Sutlice it to say that they were based on a series of

tests made to di'termine the conditions of best elliciency,

and as a result, a 70 per cent, heat ethciency was fixed upon

as a task that could be demanded, the desired result being

obtained by such an attention to the maintenance of fire

conditions, rcgnlaiity of firing, and so on, that a niinimuin

of air was used in the furnaces. The task dots not

certainly appear very high, and, as a fact, it was exceeded

in the attainment as a permanency of 7;M per cent, for

boilers whicli, when specially tested, gave as much as "l!

]ier cent, on 89'() per cent, load and 77(i(; on u load of

1
1."!'.") per cent, of the rating. The permanent level of 7;V1

per cent, represented a saving of 2.') per cent, of the fuel

bill without any capital expenditure beyond that necessary

for a few extra instruments.

The firemen's pay amounted to 10 to 1.") per cent, of the

coal bill, so that in saving iTi per cent, of the ccal bill, there

was evidently a good sum available for a bonus to the men.

If a power station can be fired for a tenth cr a seventli of

the coal bill, it would be interesting to have some genuine

information as to the comparison lietween a hand-lired

station on one hand, and the same nuichinc- fired, including

capital charges on the machines. So large a station on

this side of the .-Vtlantic would {irobably be machine-fired.

Incidentally, the studies indicated that a nrin working

iL'-hour shifts was \'[> per cent, loss etlicient than the man
workins; eight-hour shifts. If the t'.") percent, is thedilTerence

in the fuel efiicioncy, it would hardly appear to warrant the

eight-hour shift, which would cost .") to 7)t per cent, of tlic

coal cost if the wages per shift remained the same. Riit,

anyhow, 12 hours is too long for n Miift, It is only fair to

say tliat the author puts forward hig views with every con-

sideration for humanity in his words, in epite of our

prsjadioQ.

SUSPENSION OF CREDITORS REMEDIES.

[from ()\ W X.VJ.Kh ro.STKIIiLTOI!.]

Ckkditors who imagine that upon the abolition of the

Moratorium, their difificulties will be at an end, are do(;med
to disappf)intment. In our issue of September lllh we
drew attention to the fact that writs will be numeronsas soon
as the time mentioned in the proclamation which postpones

fjayment of debts comes to an end : but an Act which was
passed on August .31st may do much to render the issue of a

writ of little avail in order to secure the [ayment of a snm
due. Nay, more, the measure in question may even have
effect to prevent security being enforced.

The Act is termed the Courts (Emergency Powers) Act,

I1J14. It provides that after August aisc no one may
proceed to execution on, or otherwise to the enforcement of.

any judgment or order of any Court (whether entered or

made before or after the passing of the Act) for the pay-

ment or recovery of a sum of money to which the Act
applies, except by hare of the Covrt.

The Act applits, practically speaking, to all debts due
under contracts made prior to August -Itb, in 14, The only

exception is rent due undtr a lease where the rent does not

exceed £.50 pfr annum. Such rent cannot be recovered

except in accordance with the provisions of this Act whether

the lease is entered into before tr since August 4th, r.'I4.

The powers of the Court are thus defined. If a creditor

applies for leave to enforce a judgment, and the Court is of

opinion that time should l>e given to the person liable to

make the payment on the ground that he is unable to

make the payment immediately by reason of circums:ances

attributable directly or indirectly to the present war, the

Court may, in its absolute discretion, after considering all

the circumstances of the case, and the position of all the

parties, by order, stay execution or defer the operation of all

such remedies as aforesaid (as to which see infra) for such

time and subject to such conditions as the Court thinks fir.

The following are a few examples of the kind of payments.

the discharge of which may be 8usp3nded by the Court under

the powers above mentioned :

{a) The price of goods or machinery sold and delivered

under an agreement or contract made prior to August 4th ;

(l>) Rent due under a lease made prior to August 4lh :

(') Instalments due on the hire of machinery.

The operation of the Act is not, however, confined to

judgments. The other remedies which are sometimes open

to creditors are also suspendtd. Thus, unless leave be

obtained, no person may levy any distress, take, resume, or

enter into possession of any property, exercise any right of

re-entry, foreclose, realise any security, forfeit any depc sit

or enforce the lapse of an insurance policy for the purpose

of enforcing tie payment or recovery of a sum of money or

in default of the payment of any sum of money.

By virtue of the powns thus conferred upon the Court

the prudent creditor may be deprived of the advantages

which he thought his care and foresight had sccuiexl to him.

He may not :

—

((0 Distrain for rent due :

(/)) Recover possession of prem's' s for non-jwyment of

rent

;

(() Sell a security which he has taken to secure the

repayment of an advance ;

((/) Forfeit any depmsit. c.'/., the dopsit paid on enterirg

into a contract for the sale of land, or thedejiosit pjud by a

consumer of electricity :

if the Court is of opinion that the default of the ('ebtor is

due to the war. There is some doubt in the writer's mind

whether a surety could be called upon to make gtxid the

default of his principal, exempt by leave of the Court.

Kinaliy, the new Act takes away from the cirtlitor iiis

most ptent wcftjion for comix^Uiug payment of money justly

due. In the pipirg times of ^loacc, your judgment debtor

can often Iw made bankrupt if he di^s not comply with the

order of the Court. The more suggestion of " Ivink-

rupt<7 "—which generally invohi'S commercial disgrace— is>

anathema to the onlinary man. Now. howsvcr. a debtor

thniBtcned with bankruptcy pncKieedings can p loni the war,

and if ho plwda It suciwufuUy he may w owmpo a twnivlng

ofder.
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Till' iiileB iiiider which tlie new Act is to be .idininiHtered

have not yet been drafted. Until we have an ojiportunity

of .seeing them, it will be impossible to say upon what

principles the Court will be allowed to act in granting

relief. We can only hope that in exercising their new

functions, the Courts will have due regard to the rights of

creditors, unil that by insisting upon strict proof that

misfortune is due to the war, the designs of a debtor who

can. but will not, pay may be frustrated.

CORRESPOMDENCE.
Lsttcri rucfiivd by ut after 6 P.M. ON TUESDAT cannot appear ttntil

the f<dl<iwi)ig Wf^ek, CorrespondewtM thould forward thsir eovimuni-

eatiiDU at the earliett possible moment, Ao letter can be published

unless we have the u>rUer's nams and address in owr possession.

Strange Behaviour of a Motor.

The motor is a 220-volt n r. four-pole machine, and is

connected on to the mains in the ordinary way with starter

and main switch, &c. This motor had I)eeii running for a

short time when a slight repair became necessary. This

repair, I may state, was not electrical.

No connections had been altered, but on running up

again we found that it ran up in the rerrrse direction and

with no fiehl. We tested the starter, switches, <tc., and

connections, and they were all O.K., but we found a brush

pillar had gone to "earth." On insulating it and running

up, the motor ran in the right direction and with a field.

It is a shunt motor, and connected just the same as any

other shunt motor. There is a " dead earth '' on our system,

but I do not know on which side the "earth " was on the

motor.

The only possible explanation I can find as regards the

reverse running is that in a motor the brushes lag behind

the neutral point, and so supposing there is no field it would

tend to run in the opposite direction, whereas if the

brushes were leading in any case the motor, with or without

field, would run in the proper direction. But we cannot

account for the loss of the field, which was easily apparent

by exce9sive speed and sparking greatly.

We should be greatly obliged if any of your cor-

respondents could put us on the right track.

A. F. Craiiford.

CroydoQ, &ptember llfh, 1914.

Arc Lamp Globes.

I enclose you drawings of the different arc lamp globes

used in this borough, and I shall esteem it a favour if you
will insert same in your paper, so that other corporations

and municipalities of the British Isles who use similar

globes can get into communication with myself, with a view
to arriving at the approximate quantity used per annum.

This information would greatly assist British firms in a

position to manufacture, who will no doubt get into touch

with us on seeing this article.

Sydney W. Baynes,
Chiff Mectrical Engineer.

St, Pancras Electricity Department,
London, X.W., September Uth, 19U.

Arbitrary Action of a I'libllc Aiilliorlty.

In view of the present wave of patriotism, the following

incident, which occurred a month or two ago, is interesting.

A certain public body invited tenders for some plant, and

issued General Conditions which were grossly unfair

—

engineer sole arbitrate-, and similar clauses. The makers

in a body refused to agree to the conditions, and the pur-

chasers then said they would obtain the material abroad.

Will Mr. Purse, or some other champion of the right of

purchasers to dictate their own terms, arise in his might and

show that the action referred to was correct ?

Incidentally, it may be mentioned that it is (and was then)

almost, or quite, impossible to obtain the apparatus in

<|uestion abroad, and the purchasers said that if they could

not buy it from some other country, they would adopt a

different method of working. Evidently, therefore, they

were not only willing to spend money abroad—and pay

more, as English plant would certainly have been cheaper

—

l)ut were also ready to waste public money by utilising a

less efficient scheme rather than agree to Conditions of

Contract which the I.E.E. consider fair.

Advocate or Patriotism In Time of Peace.

Carboas.

On page 374 of this week's issue under the heading
" Late Correspondence," " Inquirer " addresses two ques-

tions to me, which I am authorised by my board to answer,

either if you think it to be of use to the industry, or if

" Inquirer " will make his name public in your columns.

instead of hiding himself behind a »o»i de plume.

General Electric Co., Ltd.,
K. Al.woon, Secretary.

London, Senlemher 11th, 1014.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES. FITTINGS
AND PLANT.

Electric Hand Lamp.

Messrs. Ward & Goldstone. of Sampson Works, Salford, have
recently brouefht out a new electric hand lamp arranged on a novel
eystem, for which they have obtained provisional protection.

They inform us that whereas a dry battery will only light a bnlb
consuming a certain current for a fixed number of hours, if the
current be reduced to ore-half, there is an enormous increase in the
output ; they, therefore, use two refills in parallel for a lamp
which in the ordinary way would be supplied with one. The
result, we understand, is that whilst one refill would keep the
lamp burning for only four or five hours, the two (connected in

parallel in the particular way that they have devised) will keep it

Fig. 1.

—

The "Multiiii. " Electhic Hand Lamp.

going for no less than 3 1 hours. The refills are of the ordinary

standard pocket lamp size, which can be obtained anyo^here.

Burning the lamp one hour daily on this method, 40 hours' light

has been obtained. The hand lamp is light and compact, and
entirely British made. The act of switchiBg-on puts the refills in

parallel, and in connection with the lamp, but when the light is

turned off, the cells are also disconnected from one another, so that

no discharge can take place between them.

The results claimed by the makers are certainly startling, the

effective life of the oellB being more than trebled.
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The B.T.H. Magneto.

In view of the fact that the manufacture of iffnition maenetcB,
as we recently pointed out, has hitherto been practically a German
monopoly, we learn with great pleasure that a new magneto of

British manufacture will shortly be placed on the market in

quantities, by the Buittsh ThomsdnHoiston Co , Ltd , of

Rogby. The B.T.H. magneto is manufactured at the Coventry
works of the company, and is the result of over a year's systematic
experimenting, b^th in laboratories and in actual practice on the

road and elKewhere. We are informed that it has di'mmstrated
its ability to withstand the severest service conditions. la designing
and building this magneto, the company has brjught its wide
electrical experience to bear up^n the sabjtict, aid has followed,

with the greatest care, the accepted line of magneto manufacture
and practice, S5 that the B.T.tl. magneto is interchangeable with
the standard mike of migneto, and will give equally satis-

fact )ry, if not superior, results.

No branch of engineering mannfaoture requires more accurate
work than the production of magnetos, and in view of the fact

that the company is one of the largest British manufacturers of

electrical apparatus and has been engaged for many years in con-

structing electrical machines in which the highest grade of work-
manship is essential, it is in an exoeptionally favourable position

to mannfaoture and supply reliable magnetos. The machining of
the magneto is on a very high level of accuracy, the fits of the
majority of parts being absolute, and where limits are allowed they

Fig. 2 is a side view of the B.T.H. msfrneto for mull four-

cylinder cars. The contact maker is shown io fig. 3, and it eacily

accessible and detachable. The contact points have been given
special attention to ensure long life. Fig, 'i also gives a pood view
of the rotating and stationary portions of the dietribator. P.g. 4

shows an exploded view of the B.T H. mottircjcle mairneto, from
which the construction of the parts can easily b; Been, The high-
tension slip-ring is on the left side of the armature, and the con-
denser on the right. The end cover on the extreme right of the
illustration shows the arrangement of the high tension terminal,
which is absolutely waterproof, as it contains a metal sock-t, bat
no hole through into the interior, and the spark gap. •> '

B.T.H. magnetos are at present available in three sizes : a email
siz; suitable for single-cylinder mo'or-cycles, and two larger iriz>

intended for use on four- cylinder cars. O.her tizss are in coarse
of develDpment.

New Lamp Lock.

Messes. C. G. M. Besnett and C. H. Jekfcoat, of 18, Rinelagh
Girdens, Hammersmi'^h, W., trading as " LimWk Specialities,"

have recently obtained provisional protection for a complete new
l3cking Umpholder. They take advantage of the grojve in the
side of the porcelain ; a pocket is provided on the dome of the
lampholder, over one of the grooves, into which is inserted a steel

screwed pin; the pin passes down the groove, and when sere ived

horn), bears on the edge of the brass ferrule of the Ump, rendering

Fio. 2.—B.T.H. M; u-cvLi.NTiER Cab.

are reduced to less than a thoueandth of an inch. This high level

of accuracy is obtained by the nee of special jigs and limit gauges,

over 3.1O0 of which are required.

Like most modern magnetos, the B.T.H. has a base and end

plates of aluminium, and is totally enclosed and weatherproof

There is a fine gauz3 protection cover over a small opening in the

top of the magneto, which enables air to reach the armature so as

to diasipate any vapours which may ba f jrmed. The magnets are

made longer than is usual, this resulting in a more permiuent
magnet, and a hotter spark at low speeds ; they are manufactured
from a special grade of tungsten steel posseising great retentivity.

The armature is neat and compact, the condenser being con-

tained in a br»ss cap at one end of the ore ; its dielectric consists

Fig. 4.—EXPL0D2I) View op B.T.H. Motoe-ctclb Magneto

it impassible to remove the latter from the bayonet socket. The
lamp is released by unscrewing the pin with a spacial k^y. and the

pin ij so designed thit it cannot be moved without the key, nor

can it even be seen without difficulty. The inventors are in

negotiation with leading firms of lampholder makers with a view

to the manufacture of the h3ldera in quantity. Persons interested

in the matter should communicate with Mr. J^Scoat, at the above

address.

>'ew Hand'Lamp$.

Two new patterns of hand-lamps complying with the Home
Office R'guliticns hava recently been introducad by Messr?.
Simplex Conduits, Ltd, of 116, Charing Cross Riad, W.C.
Tnese are so ccnstructeJ thit neither the wire guard nor the

Fi«. ;i.—B.T,n, Magneto with Covebs of Distributor
AND CONTACT-MAKEB REMOVED,

solely of pure mica sheets, Tao arnnturc shaft is mounted on
ball bearings, and the greatest care has been exercised to ensure

good lubrication, while at the sani ! time totsiUy excluding oil from
the windings. The coils, after they are wound, are impregnated
with a filling material which cannot aubiequently soften. The
coils are also covered with a heavy j loket of suitable insulating

material, which by subsequent treatnnnt is converted into a
homogeneous waterproof unit. As an additional 8.<kfeguard for

the armature insulation, a safety spark gap is provi led, which, in

the event of the voltage rising to an abnormal value, aote as a
safety valve to prevent breakdown of the insulation.

Fiu. 5.—New Si.mplkx Hasd-Lamp,

brass clamping ring can beoome charged, and as the lampholder
aud lani;i cap are surround ,'d with a sheath of insalating material,

there is no need to earth the hnnd-l.imp. The fliiiblc cord is

securely gripiH'd at the top and bjttom of the wooden handle, to

which a leather loop is att.sohed. We illustrate one of the new
types ; the other is provided with a more substantial iron guard.

ElcctrlcttUy-Driven Hoists for Wharf Ise.

Wo illustrate in fig. (">, p. Si'O. an electric friction hoist installed at

the (:> I'-ssa Wharf, Rotherhithe. and driven by an S-u.r. 480-voU,

SOO-B P.M. Vickers motor. The motor, which is protected by poarde

C
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from meohanioftl injary, is of the totalljr-enoloeed type, shunt

wound, with continuous ratinf; for a direct-current supply. The

starting Rear, which ooul i not be included in the viow,

oonfiats of a Viokers standard panel, with double-pole Bwitch and

fuses, and double automatic totally enclosed starter.

This hoist is installed at the riverside, and is used for unloadiiii;

paper from the ships' holds. There is a similarly equipped hoiit

rectilinear movement of the plunder is ensured by a split guide

pin, which also makes rubbing contact with a close-fitting tubular

terminal, while a second pin and terminal carry platinum contacts ;

two shorter pins serve as guides to two steel spriu'.'s, and the

terminals are effectively shielded from one another. The device

cin be wired without separating the body from the barrel, which

is provided with a flange for fixing to the support, one type of

/^

Fia.'J.—PrSH AND Pl.L G-CONNECTION COMIilNED.

Fio. 6.

—

Feiction Hoist with Vickers Motor Drive. Fig. 10.

—

Carpet Pldo-connection.

at the opposite end of ths warehou e, which is used for lowering

the bales into lorries for distribution by road.

The hoist, operated by the vertical rope, is of the friction type,

and capable of carryinpr a load of 1 ton. The rope controls the

hoist by lifting the lever and balance weight to which it is

attached. O.'dinarily the large wheel which is attached to the

winding drum rests against a brake block, but when the rope is

pjUed the lever acts on an eccentric in which the beirings are

m^nnted and so lifts the wheel more or less free from the brake
block and allows the weight to descend.

A further movement of the rope brings the wheel against the

friction pinion on the opposite side which is geared to the motor,

which runs continuously in one direction, and this effects the

hoisting.

Quite a number of these friction hoists, operated and controlled

by Vickers motors and switchgear, are in diily use for wharf and
similar work.
The Chatteris Engineering Works Co., of Old Broad Street,

E,C., are the makers of the hoisting apparatus, and were also the

contractors for the installation and wiring work in connection with
the Odessa Whirf equipment.

Hollow Bars.

Messes. Dunfoed & Elliott (Sheffield), Ltd., of Atter-

difie Wharf, Sheffield, have introduced square, round and other
section steel bars with a central small round hole from end to end,

in Biz38 from i in. to 3 in. in diameter. These bars have a number
of useful applications in engineering work, as for shafting with
internal forced lubricaMon, stay bolts, &o.

Bsll-pnshes and Connections.

Oae of the simplest and commonest electrical appliances is the
ordinary bell-puih

; considering ita primitive construction, it is

rema-kable how well this little thing does its work. Bat the
desij^n is obviously open to criticism on various grounds, and the

Fig. 7.—Section of
"Pixy" Push Movement.

Fig. 8,—"Pixt"
Switchbase Push.

" Pixy " patent push movement made by Messes. A. P. Lundberg
and Sons, of 477-489. Liverpool Road, N., is designed on sound
scieatific lines as a high-class snbstisute for its elementary proto-
type. From the section, fig. 7, it will be seen that a smooth and

which is shown in fig. 8. The brass cover is screwed on like that

of a tumbler switch, and a great variety of patterns and finishes is

available. Flush patterns with wood, brass or porcelain fronts are

also made. Fig. i< shows a " Pixy " push combined with a plug-

connection for an extension push or a house telephone, and fig. 10 a

carpet plug-connection, which is sewn into the carpet, the leads

being run under the cirpet to a second plug-connection on the
skirting- board ; this device enables a bell, telephone, i:3., to be
connected up at any point on the floor, without cutting into the

latter, while allowing the carpet to be removed when desired.

Many other pushes, keys, &;., are made by Messrs. Lundberg.

The >'.P. Pump Backet.

We have received particulars of the new one-ring design of the
patent bucket of the N.P. Pimp Bucket Co., of 11, Qaeen
Victoria Street, E.G., which can be used where their standard two-
ring design is inapplicable. The ring is of a special composition,

aad is not split ; by means of ports which admit water under
pressure behind the ring, the fit is maintained and leakage reduced
to the minimum.

Miniature Electric Letter Signs.

An extremely clever device has been shown to us by Me. F. B.
Converse, of 117, Oxford Street, W., manager of the company
bearing the above title. It consists of tubular glass letters, as

shown in fig. 11, each of which constitutes in itself an electric lamp,

Fig. 11.

—

Miniature Lamp Lettee,

being provided with a series of tiny carbon filaments connected

in series. The back of the letter is covered with a white com-
position, so that in daylight the sign consists of white letters, and
when switched on each letter shines out brilliantly. Although the

numbsr of filaments varies according to the shape of the letter,

each letter takes exactly 11 watts; the letters are mounted on
porcelain base blocks provided at one end with spring contacts and
at the other with sockets to receive the contacts of the next lamp,

so that when the blocks are slid into a trough-shaped frame, as in
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fiff. 12, the whole of the oonneotions are automatically made, the
lamps burninpr in parallel on a circuit of 110 volts. ThuB any
combination of letters to form words can be quickly and easily
made. If two groups of letters or words, each comprifintf about
the same number of letters are used, they can be connected in series
on 220 volts

;
otherwise a resistance, such as a glow lamp, can be

inserted in series with them for the hijrher voltapres. The frame can
be modified in various ways, to stand on a table, to be fastened to

the wall, or to form a hanginf^ frame. The device is intended for

indoor use, and is Btriking:ly effective. Letters, numbers and
various special characters are made with a maximum height of

3i in.

NeM' Interphones.

The Stbblino Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd., of 210-212,

Tottenham Court Road, W., have recently effected some noteworthy
improvements in their " Era " automatic interphones. The chief

of these is the production of standard strips of levers, rigidly

mounted on iron plates, as illustrated in figs. 13 and 14 herewith.

New Eb.\ Autojiatic Intkkphone.

The strips are standardised in five, eight and ten levers each, and
are of handsome appearance and excellent workmanship ; the
parts are simple and robust, and the design leaves little to be
desired from a mechanical as well as an electrical point of view.
Selecting and ringing are accomplished in one operation by pulling

FiQ, 14.—Stakdaud Steip or Leykks, Fkont amd VLkav. Views.

a lever over as far as it will travel, to ring, and releasing it, when
it remains locked in position for speaking. At the conclusion of
the conversation the replacement of the hand-combination on the
cradle automatically restores the lever to its normal position.
Besides the wall pattern illustrated, a table pattern is made.

TRADING WITH THE ENEMY.

We print below the "Trading with the Enemy" Proclama-
tion No. 2, which was issued on September 9th, and which
13 m substitution for the previous announcements on the
same subject :

—

1. The expression "enemy country" in this Proclamation
means the territories of the German Empire and of the Dual
Monarchy of Austria-Hungary, together with aU the oolonies
ana dependencies thereof.

2. The expression "enemy" in this Proclamation means
any person or body of persons of whatever nationality resident
or carrying on business in the enemy country, but does not
include persons of enemy nationality who are neither resident
nor carrying on business in the enemy country. In the case
of incorporated bodies, enemy character attaches only to those
incorporated in an enemy country.

3. The expression "outbreak of war" in this Pr<x;lamation
uieans 11 p.m. on the 4th August. 1014, in relation to the
German Empire, its colonies and dependencies, and midnight
on the I'ith August, 1914, in relation to Austria-Hungar%-, its
colonies and dependencies.

4. From and after the date of this Proclamation the follow-
ing prohibitions shall have effect (save so far as licences may
be issued as hereinafter provided), and We do hereby accord-
ingly wain all persons resident, carrying on business or being
in Our Dominions

—

(1) Not to pay any sum of money to or for the benefit of
an enemy.

(2) Not to compromise or give security for the payment of
any debt or other sum of money with or for the benefit of
an enemy.

(3) Not to act on behalf of an enemy in drawing, accepting,
paying, presenting for acceptance or payment, negotiating or
otherwise dealing with any negotiable instrument.

(4) Not to accept, pay, or otherwise deal with any negoti-
able instrument which is held by or on behalf of an enemy,
provided that this prohibition shaO not be deemed to be in-
fringed by any person who has no reasonable ground for
believing that the instrument is held by or on behalf of an
enemy.

(5) Not to enter into any new transaction, or complete any
transaction already entered into with an enemy in any
stocks, shares, or other securities.

(6) Not to make or enter into any new marine, life, fire or
other policy or contract of insurance with or for the benefit
of an enemy; nor to accept, or give effect to, any insurance
of, any risk arising under any policy or contract of insurance
(including re-insurance) made or entered into with or for the
ben^efit of an enemy before the outbreak of war.

(7) Not directly or indirectly to supply to or for the use or
benefit of, or obtain from, an enemy countiy or an enemy, any
goods, wares or merch.andise, nor directly orindirectly to supply
to or for the use or benefit of. or obtain from any person any
goods, wares or ineichandise, for or by way of transmission to or
from an enemy country or an enemy, nor directly or indirectly
to trade in or carry any ^'oods, wares or merchandise destine^
for or cominr; from an enemy country or an enemy.

(8) Not to permit any British ship to leave for, enter or
communicate with, any port or place in an enemy cfountry.

(9) Not to enter into any commercial, financial or other
contract or obligation with or for the benefit of an enemv.

(10) Not to enter into any transactions with an enemy if

and when they are prohibited by an Order of Council m'ade
and iiublished on the iivommendation of a Secretary of State,
even though they would otherwise be permitted by law or
by this or any other Proclamation.
And We do hereby further warn all persons that whoever

in contravention of the law shall commit, aid, or abet any of
the aforesaid acts, is guilty of a crime and will be liable to
punishment and penalties accordingly.

5. Provided always that where an enemy has a branch
locally situated in Britisli. allied, or neutral territory, not
being neutral territory in Europe, transactions by or with
such branch shall not be treated as transactions by or with
an enemy.

6. Nothing in this Prodamatitin shall be deemed to pn->hibit
jiayments by or on account of enemies to pers<ins re,«iident,

carrying on business ov being in Our Dominions, if such pay-
ments arise out of transactions entered into before the out-
break of war or otherwise permitted.

7. Nothing in tliis Proclamation shall be taken to prohibit
anything wliieli sliall be expro.s-slv permitted by Our licence,

(u- by the licence given on Our belialf by a Socretarj- of State,

or the Board of Trade, whether such licences be especially

grante<l to individuals or be announced as applying to classes
<if persons.

The Trading with the Enemy Bill was introduced and
passed its second reading in the House of Commons last week,
and questions on the matter were put by several members.
This Bill, among other things, provides for heavy penaltiee

by way of impristmmeut, or fine, or both, or forfeiting of

goods or money in question, for any person trading with the

enemy during the war. A person shall be deemed to have
traded with the enemy if he has entere»l into any transaction

or done any act which may have been pnihibited by or under
auv PrvKlaiuation issued bv His Majesty dealiag with trading

D
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with the enemy for (ho time being in force, or which at
coiuiuon law or by statute couatitutes un offence of trading
with the enemy. The following extracts will be <•! interest :

—
Provided that when it appearH to a Secretary of State or the

Board of 'I\ade that the cawe is one of great emerBeney, and
that in the iutorests of the State immediate action i8 uecee-
Bary, a Secretary of State or the Board of 'J'rade may, by
written order, give to a periion appointed by him or them
the like authority as may be given by a warrout of a justice
under this sub-section :

—
(•2) Where it appears to the Board of Trade

—

(a) In the case of a firm, that (Jiie of the partners in the
firm was immediately before or at any time since the com-
mencement of the present war a subject of, or resident or
carrying on business in, a State for the time being at war
with tf is Majesty ; or

(b) In the case of a company, that more than one-third of
the issued share capital or of the directorate of the company
immediately before or at any time sinci' the commencement of
the present war was held by or consisted of persons who were
subjects of or resident or carrying <m business in, a State for
the time being at war with His ilajesty ; or

(c) In the case of a finii or company, that the firm or com-
pany were acting as agents for any person, firm, or c-ompany
trading or carrying on business in a State for the time being
at war with Ilis Majesty; the Board of Trade may, if they
think it expedient for the purpose of satisfying themselves that
the firm or company are not trading with the enemy, by
written order, give to a person appointetl by them, without
any warrant from a justice, authority to inspect all books and
documents belonging to or under the control of the firm or
company, and to require any person able to give information
with respect to the business or trade of that firm or company,
to give that information.
For the purposes of this sub-section, any person authorised

in that behalf by the Board of Trade may inspect the register
of members of a company at any time, and any shares in a
company for which share warrants to bearer have been issued
shall not be reckoned as part of the issued share capital of
the company.

(3) If any person having the custody of any book or docu-
ment which a person is authorised to inspect under this sec-
tion refuses or wilfully neglects to produce it for inspection,
or if any person who is able to give any information which
may be required to be given under this section refuses or
wilfully neglects when required to give that information, that
person shall, on conviction under the Summary Jurisdiction
Acts, be liable to imprisonment, with or without hard labour,
for a term not exceeding six months, or to a fine not exceed-
ing fifty pounds, or to both such imprisonment and fine.

^Yhere the Board of Trade are satisfied either that an
offence under this Act has been or is about to be committed
in connection with any business or trade, and that it is in the
public interest that the business or trade should continue to
be carried on, or that any business or trade which, in the
public interest, should continue to be carried on, is in danger
of being discontinued owing to difiiculties of management
connected with the war, the Board of Trade may apply
to the High Court for the apixiintment of a receiver
of the trade or business, and the High Court shall
have power to appoint such a receiver for such time and sub-
ject to such conditions as they think fit; and, subject to any
such conditions, when a receiver is so appointed, business or
trade may be carried on with and by that firm or company.

In his speech in the Commons the .attorney-General, accord-
ing the Times report, from which we venture to extract freely
owing to the importance of the matter, said that the proclama-
tion issued against trading with the enemy was designed
primarily as a warning. The question had been raised of the
position of companies i-egistered as English but found to be
in substance enemy concerns. This Bill did not deal with that
case save to the extent that it conferred upon the proper
Department of State the power to investigate the books of
any such company in order to ascertain the facts. It would
be foolish, however, to say that just because some enterprise
had Austrian or German connections it should be ostracised.
The time method was to make certain that such an enterprise
did not transmit goods or profits to the enemy's country.
Again, in regard to the payment of dividends to shareholders
who were foreigners, we were not engaged in any process of
confiscation. It was a matter not only of commercial good
faith, but it was good business to make it plain to private
citizens that their reasonable commercial interests and vested
rights in this country were safe. The question had been raised
whether objection would be taken to payments which EngUsh
merchants or others wished to make in discharge of just debts
to agents here of firms in the enemy's territory. He had some
doubts whether a man could be said to have any such agency
once the war had broken out. but he hoped arrangements
might be made to enable such habilities to be discharged,
taking proper security that money or goods would not be
transmitted to the hostile country. Some plan by which they
might be able to collect such moneys and hold them on
account might be found to be the best method. In the Procla-
mation they were issuing that day they were slightly varying
the permission previously given about dealing with branches.
So long as the branch was, for example, in China or South
America, the advantage accruing to our own trade by allowing

ordinary dealings to continue was infinitely greater than any
advantage which would accrue from stopping such trade. Of
course they could not have any new transactions entered into
with the head otiice in the enemy's country. There was no
objection to the entering into transactions with the branch in

a neutral territory of a house established in Germany as long
as the contract was made with, and the go<jds were delivered
to, the branch and as long as there was no direct contract with
the beail otiice in Geruiany or Austria. But it could not be
permitted if the branch was in neutral territory on the Ojnti-
nent of Europe. To allow trade with a branch in some
neutral country—say Italy—with borders on the frontiers

of the countries with which we were at war would
be to supply a very considerable kxiphole for trading with the
enemy, in suitable cases, with proper security, it would still

be possible t<J grant licences, and the effect would be that no
offence would be committed under the Proclamation by trading
wifh a branch of a German or Austrian house as long as the
branch was out of Europe or in the L'nited Kingdom, where
it could be controlled. Although he did not encourage the
multiplication of inquiries, they should be addressed to the
Secretary of the Trading with the Enemy Committee at the
Treasury. They could not allow any new sale or purchase of
shares as between persons in Germany or Austro-Ilungary
and ourselves which would bo a new contract, but there would
be no objection to writing the new name in the register in the
case of contracts already made.
On September 11th the jMtorney-General (according to the

Times report) said that they wanted on the one hand to take
every security that was proper and fMi.ssible to prevent the
enemy profiting by transactions carried on here. On the other
hand, it was not desirable to take steps which would interfere
with British interests, including among these British com-
merce and em])loyiiient. He thought this Bill went a long
way to give the necessary security. There was a great advan-
tage from some points of view in treating enterprise in this

country, even though it had a considerable enemy element
in its composition, as British. If it entered into transactions
with a foreign country in ho.stile territ<iry it was committing
a crime and subject to the same penalties as pureJy British
firms. Power had been taken to enable the Board of Trade
to examine books and documents, as well as for the appoint-
ment in proper' cases of a receiver or manager, to see that a
business was carried on in the proper way. Referring to a
question about Inisiness profits accruing to enemy shareholders,
he said he would be slow to say it would be right to do anything
in the nature of confiscation of the private property of sub-
jects of an enemy State. Such a policy would be capable of
provoking considerable reprisals.

Commentmg on the attacks of the daily Press upon German-
owned concerns, the Praciical Engineer says that the warlike
policy in trade has taken a turn which should not be con-
tinued -without careful consideration.

" k practice has been widely adopted in the Press of publish-
ing particulars of the business of German firms trading or hav-
ing works in this countiy. There are wide differences between
these firms and there are circumstances which are not fairly

taken into account. In the fii'st place there are German firms
which use British names and wilfully pose as makers or sellers

of British goods. We have no excuse to offer for any kind of

pretence or hypocrisy in business. ... In these cases
the facts should be laid before the Government and the
law enforced. A further class of German-owned businesses
arc those which are properly conducted with no unfriendly
intent and to which no objection would be taken but for the
fact that the nation to which the owners belong has provoked
an unjustifiable war and prosecutes! it in an inhuman manner.
To these firms the law allows a certain tolerat'on. . . .

"There is. however, another and separate class of foreign-
owned business which stands on a different footing, and of
which there are many in the engineering trades and many
German owned. Only a few years ago we revised our patent
law in order to induce foreign owners of patents to make
their special goods in this countiy. They were invited to
come here and estabhsh works. Men and leaders of all

parties agreed that it was a great advantage to us that home
labour should be employed and home rates and taxes paid
instead of liAviug the goods imported fully manufactured.
Tliere was no restriction as to the nationality of the owner-
ship of these works and no suggestion that the profits must
remain here. It seems to us tlwt in these ca.ses some con-
sfderation is due—always provided that during the war the
firms rigidly observe the rules imposed. . . . The straneer
invited into our territory who has not abused our hospitality
cannot be treated like him who tries to break in.

" Above all. we feel that it is not the duty of the Press to

hold up lists of individuals or firms to public hatred and con-
tempt. Editors may be critics, but not judges or executioners.
Per.sonal malice is bad enough, but there is something teiTibly

cruel about this kind of heedless wholesale malice which seeks
to degrade national resentment into a kind of man-hunt. It

is better not to mention .specific cases, but there are some in

which the attack was entirely without justification. The duty
of the Press is to bring public opinion to a fair appreciation of
general principles. ... It is foolish to make a general attack
on foreign goods or foreign traders. Our whole system of

production is based on large exports and imports. Our true
policy is to discriminate correctly as to the classes of goods
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which we should encourage the importation of and the foreign

nations with whom we should encourage businesB dealings.

If we can establi-sh clear principles of action on these lines it

will be much better than spending our efforts in exhibitions

of bad temper."
The Hardware Trade Journal deals with the matter on simi-

lar lines :
—

" We are as determined as anybody to do all in our power
to make this market impregnable to German goods in future.

We shall continue week after week to render a.ssistance to

British manufaeturers. so that by the time the war is over

there may be no more call in these islands for German goods
of any kind whatever. The grounds upon which we object to

the importation of German manufactured goods are that they
find employment for German w'orkpeople, that they produce
profits to German manufacturers, and that the majority of the
benefits associated with their production are enjoyed in Ger-
many instead of in England.
"But these arguments do not apply to the employment of

German capital in this country. Great Britain has more
capital invested abroad than any other nation in the world.

An Englishman .should be the last to object to the investment
of capital abroad. But there are other and much more im-
portant considerations which lead us to think that we should
welcome rather than otherwise the presence in this country
of German capital. This money has been invested here very
largely as the result of Mr. Lloyd George's last Patent Act.

which made it necessary that Briti.sh patents should be worked
within the.se shore.s. The immediate result of that legislation

was to bring over here large quantities of foreign capital to

establish with foreign money large works and industries and
to find employment for large numbers of British workmen.
When an industry is established the capitalist is the very last

man to benefit from it. Rent, rates, taxes and wages, all of

which have to be expended in the locality where the industry
is carried on, amount in every case to a sum many times the
size of any profit made. If, therefore, the Evening News were
to get its way and the concerns mentioned above were to be
shut up as a result of its agitation, German capitalists might
lose such interest as they may be receiving for their money,
but a sum many times as big would be lost to English land-
lords, to English ratepayers, and to English workmen."
Our contemporary. The Engineer, emphasises the fact that

the destination of the profits made in the course of manufac-
ture and trade is of less importance than the distribution of

wages, and quotes a concrete example from practice, where a

locomotive was built at an actual cost of £2,800 for wages
and material, whereas the profit that might have gone abroad
would have been only i;400. " The fact is that if a German or

American firm elects to build a works in Great Britain it

must spend a great deal of money here, and for that reason
such undertakings have always been welcomed." On the
other hand, it is i>ointed out that such a firm may buy its raw
materials in its own countn% thereby robbing the argument of

much of its force, and it may act as agent for its own branches
or head house in its own country, of which many examples
could be given. But these practices can be provided against;
"the matter rests in all important cases in the hands of the
purchaser, and if he is patriotic enough to insist that the pro-
duct he proposes to- buy shall be wholly British, then wholly
British it will be."
We have received the following letters :

—
Trading with the Enemy.

We have received a copy of the King's Pi'oclamation " Relat-
ing to Trading with the Enemy," and have acknowledged
same in the terms of the enclosed copy of letter to the Assistant
Secretary of the Board of Trade (Commercial Department).
We are of opinion that the attitude we have taken up is

a correct one, and we shall be glad to know that we have the
support of all our Briti.sli competitors.

For DoRM.\N & Smith, Ltd.,
Req. a. Smith, Direcfor.

Manchester, Sept. 15lh, 1014.

[Copy.]

The Assistant Secretary, Board of Trade
(Commercial Dept.), Gwydyr House, Whitehall,

London, S.W.
Dear Sir,—We are in receipt of your conununication of the

12th inat., enclosing copy of the King's Proclamation of the
Oth September "Relating to Trading with the Enemy," and
we further note that under Clause a (sub-clause 7) of same.
it would be a contravention of the law to supply goods for the
use or benefit of an enemv.
We have before us at t^ie moment the status of the .\.E.Ci.

Electrical Co., Ltd., and as we are informed that the bulk of
the shiues of this company are, or were quite r.ecently, held
in Germany, we have dechned to continue any bu.siness rela-
tionship with this company, in compliance with the above
Clause 5 (sub-.section 7).

We are, however, threatened with penalties by the A.E.G.
Electrical Co., Ltd., for the non-execution of an oixler for
which we had tendered, and we are asking for the support of
our competitors in the attitude we have taken up.

For DoRMAN & Smith, Lid.,
{Sligned) Reo. A. Smith,

,., ,. , „ Director.
Salford, Sept. ]5(/i, 1914.

There appears to be a considerable confusion of ideas on the
subject of trading with firms in this country whose capital is

largely or exclusively of alien enemy origin. The following
appear to rne to be fundamental principles :

—

1. This country must benefit by the employment of capital

for productive purposes regardless of the place of origiD of
such capital.

2. Conversely this country must lose by the non-employment
of such capital.

3. Although not material to the point at issue, this country
benefits most when the owners of such capital are citizens
living in this country.

4. Every possible means must be taken to prevent any of
the profits on enemy-owned capital, or any of the assets

representing such capital, from leaving the country.

Any refusal to have dealings with concerns whose capital

is largely alien enemy-owned, but who are employing such
capital for the purposes of production in this country, is there-
fore only liable to do harm to the counto'. The position is

obviously entirely different in the case of firms who only
import and thus employ the capital in an almost entirely non-
productive manner.
On the other hand any actions which allow profits or any

other assets of such concerns to go to the enemy are traitorous
actions. It is the duty of the Government to see that no such
actions are possible, and I suggest, as a practical method of
preventing this, that all capital held by persons or firms whose
address or business is in the enemies' countries should be
transferred to trustees appointed by the Government until a
treaty of peace is signed. This would have a double advantage,
especially in the case of those companies whose business is

virtually controlled by the aliens' holdings :
—

1. That it would be definitely assured that none of the assets
or profits of the companies go to the alien enemies during the
war.

2. That when terms of peace are being considered this
country would be in a strong position to assure the proper
treatment of EngUsh capital invested in the enemies' countries.

London, S.W., Sept. 15th.

P. B. 0. Hawes.

WAR ITEMS.

What Constitutes a British Fir.m .'—The following letters
on this subject have come to hand :

—

With reference to the correspondence regarding the position of
such firms as Messrs. Siemens, it really seems to me that we
ought to give a preference to all-British firms. Althoneh if all
orders were at once withheld from Siemens it would cause hard-
ship to their workmen ; it a mere preference were (riven to
others, it would surely mean Siemcns's trade being partially
and gradually absorbed by all-British makers, with little or no
harm to anyone bnt the shareholders, and undonbted advantafre to
those who secured the trade. .1 . S.

In the last paragraph of Mr, .Tastus E Js's letter in reply to Mr.
Evershed's, he states that the " British directors were elected by
the British shareholders to protect their interests."

The British shareholders, according to the records, appear to be
Francis Eok, of Chiswiok. one share, L. Reincke, of London, 16(>

shares, and Justus Eok. of Chiswiok, .=;02 shares.

As Mr. .Tastns Eck is a director of the company, and holds 502
shares, it would be interesting to know why Francis E ?k and L.
Reinoke require the services of two further directors, Mr. Marshall,
of Chiswiok, and Mr. E. Moul, of Heme Hill, to look after their
interests, which represent 167 shares out of a total of 24,8.'>0

shares.

for Lanodon-Davies Motob re,
P. F. Brittais.

London, E.G.. September Uth, 19U.

Now that the fact of German companies operating in Eogland
has been brousrht before the notice of the public, it is time that
pnrohasers of electrical plant took steps to avoid buying their
goods.

Is it not true that the Tudor Accumulator Co.'s shares are
largely held by German shareholders, the large profits thus accro-
ins; both now and in the pa^ having in a large part gone to assist

the enemies of this country .'

Is it not a fact also that this company employs a considerable
number of both Qermjin and Austrian workmen '

Snrely the time has arrived when Corixirations, pnblio bodies,
contractors and the public should insist on buying foods made by
British labour and capital, instead of. as hitherto, placinp onlers
with alien firms, and thus contributing to the fnnds of the enemy,
which has enabled him to amass such large armaments aimed at
the destruction of our homes, and of the British people and
E npire.

Your publioation of my letter in your next issue, I am sore,

would interest not a few
British Isvkstors,
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1 iiotiue iu uome of the electrical papera vuriouo letteru which
inquire into the composition of the Uritinh ThomHoii-HuuHton Co.,

Ltd.

Although the flies of Somerset Iloase tell the whole story, few
take the trouble to make au examination, and, therefore, the fol-

lowing' may bu of interest, and I shall appreciate it if you will

publish the information in full ;—Our capital consists of >IU,OoO

shares of the par value of ClU each, and £186,1! 15 debentures. Our
shares are held as follows :

—

44 Engrlish shareholders .

11 French „
1 Belgian „
9 American ,,

1 German shareholder

CoIoKne
1 German shareholder
England

resident in

resident in

10,468

3,109

83
«4,S76

1133

H(),000

Neither of these last two shareholders, so far as we know, are in

any way connected with electrical manufacturinfr compaaies
either here or in Germany.
We have lOG debenture-holders, all of them resident in Eng'land,

and all Eaerlish, with the exception of one French lady, who holds

;t2,o00 par value, and she resides in Folkestone. We have not a

single German in our employ, or in any way connected with the

company.
Our active board consists of the following: :— J. F. Nauheim, who

repre3ent3 the shares held by Lord Rothschild in our company.
He has resided here mo3t of his life, and has been naturalised

between HO and 40 years ; George Franklin, of Sheffield and London,
who was at one time Lord Mayor o' Sheffield, and who was chair-

man of the National Telephone Co. ; Owen H. Smith, who came
on originally to represent our debenture-holders. He is one of the

partners of "The Proprietors of Hay's Wharf, Ltd. "

; F. Eraser, a

Scotsman, who is also our secretary ; \\. C. Lusk, manager of our
commercial departments ; H. N. Sporborg, our chief engineer ; and
myself, the managing director. We (the latter three) are American
born, and have been here from 10 to 12 years.

The other members of our board are, three Americana residing

in New York, who represent large shareholders, and one of them
for many years resided in London, namely, C. A. Coffin, E. W.
Rxe, jun., E A. Carolan. The two former are chairman and pre-

sident respectively of the General Electric Co., of New York, the

patents of this company and its predecessor^the Thomson-Houston
Co.—forming the original basis of our company.

C. Burrell, an Englishman, who has spent most of his life in

France, now living in Paris ; E. Thurnauer, who is an American
citizen, also living in France. These two are managers of the Com-
pagnie Franviiae pour I'Esploitation des procrdii Thomson-Houston,
and represent on our board the French shareholders. The total

number of our employt-3 is about 5,600, a large number of whom
are, of course, young women in the lamp factory. Oar factories

are at Rugby, Coventry and Willeaden.

So far about 900 of our employes have joined the Colours, which
is over .50 per cent, of those who are eligible, and all who have
joined, both married and single, receive halt wages or salaries

while they are away, and their places will be kept open for them
until their return, to the fullest possible extent. I might also add
that no changes have been made in the salaries of those who
remain in the company's employ.

H. C. Levis, Mauaglny Director,

British Thomson-Houstvn Co., Ltd.

London, E.G., Septemher lith, 1914.

In my letter which appeared in your issue of the 11th inst.,

p. 362, I referred to rumours in circulation to the effect that the
A.E.G., of Berlin, were transferring some of their British orders

to the British Thomson Houston Cj. The only object in mentioning
this was to give the B.T.H. an opportunity of publicly contradict-

ing these rumours, and I have much pleasure in stating that I

have received a letter from them in which it is stated that no orders
have been transferred to them by the A.E.G., nor have they
supplied any apparatus to this company, or to the subsidiary com-
pany in London or elsewhere since the outbreak of the war.

I have also, as a reault of my letter, received the information
that most British firms have been approached by the " A E.G.
Electrical Co." (that is the London house), who desired to place
orders with them, and possibly this is the source of the rnmours
referred to.

Frank Bboadbent.
London, E.G., September 15th, 1914.

May I add myself to the number of those who express agree-
ment with Mr. Campbell Swinton'a view that it ia unpatriotic at
the present time to give new orders to a firm like Siemens, the
majority of whose shares are held by Germans, and which is con-
trolled from Germany i

No doubt there is some truth in Mr. Hammond's contention
that to boycott Siemens might in time lead to their reducing the
number of their employes. Unemployment in the electrical traie,

however, is bound to become prevalent while this war continues,
as there will not be sufficient work to keep everyone busy. Is it

not, however, the moat patriotic thing to so distribute orders that
the purely British concerns should be able to continue full employ-
ment the longest 1

A.M.lNST.C.E.
London, September lith, 1914,

As an old Siemensite, 1 would like to ezpress an opinion on the

recent uriticiam levelled at Mr. Alexander Siemens, and the EacrliBb

branch of the firm with which he is associated.

As a Britisher, I am in at;reement with the suggestion th«t

any profits now being made by the English branch of Siemens nhould,

during the war, be switched off from the enemy s circuit. What
I protest against is the unwarrantable attacks made V>y Mr. Camp-
bell Swinton, Mr. E. J. Williams and " .K

' on Mr. Alexander
Siemens and the English branch of the Bitineos firm in general.

Anyone connected with the electrical industry during the past

25 years will, I think, admit that the firm of Siemens (also

such firms as Crompton, Ferranti, Mather A: Piatt, Eliswan) worked
to a higher ideal than the making of mere dividend''. They did

a great deal of pioneer and experimental work in which the

'luestion of dividends was a secondary consideration compared
with the advancement of the electrical industry. To those

gentlemen who have seen fit to criticise the firm of Siemens in this

channel, I would like to refer them to a book entitled, "Get on or

Get Oat," written by Peter Keary, and published by C. Arthur
Pearson, Ltd. On page 5."> of this book will be found an absolutely

impartial tribute to the work of the late Sir William Siemens.

Keary 's reference to Siemens shows that there was a higher object

in the man and his firm, than the making of dividends, as

suggested by Mr. E. J. Williams. Some years ago the LB. A: S.C.

Railway Co. had one of their passenger locomotives named Sir

William Siemens, and I believe the L. k N.W. Railway Cj. also

have recently named one of the main-line locomotives Alexander

Siemens. I suggest that these little honours are in recognition of

something more than the making of mere dividends.

With regard to Mr. Campbell Swinton's reference (in the Elec-
trical Review of September .')th) to Mr. Alexander Siemens

having at the present time sympathy with the land of his birth,

this, I think, is a most unwarrantable and uncalled-for insinua-

tion. Mr. Campbell Swinton can have but little conception of

Mr. Alexander Siemens's honour and integrity, which I am pleased

to see has been so ably defended by Mr. J. E. Kingsbury and Mr.

Robert Hammond.
George Elliott Kebss.

Liverpool, September lith, 1914.

Mr. Kingsbury, in to-day's issue, puts into 'moderate but

deservedly definite terms sufficient condemnation of rushing into

print without a sense of proportion. Even electrical men can afford

to avoid " the easiest and most worthless sort of patriotism."

In all that I have read about Siemens's shareholders resident

in Germany, no one has accused them of advancing to those

employes of Stafford Works who are now fighting against us, the

pay allowance given to those fighting for us.

There has been no mention of many concerns in Germany whose
shares are owned by British subjects resident here.

Concerning Mr. Robert Hammond's proposed legislation against

all foreigners, I think the first point to be investigated is to what
extent British investments in Germany counter-balance German
investments inEagland, and later other countries can be similarly

dealt with.

It may prove to be true sense and economy, after this investi-

gation, to say no more about Messrs. Siemens. I assume the

agitation is free from the spite of a jealous competitor.

To limit a foreign shareholder's direct or indirect holding in an
English cempany to 49 per cent, of that company's capital would
be initially a simple matter on paper, but basing an opinion on
necessities of existence which have arisen in more than one company
with foreign shareholders in the recent past, such a limit could not

reasonably be maintained.
I refer to companies whose existence has depended on additional

money raised from time to time abroad, where " distance lends

enchantment " to the investment, when the shareholders near at

hand knew too niach to put more good money where it demanded
continuous patience awaiting dividends that failed to materialise.

The miintenance of a legal maximum 49 per cent, limit would
have neceasitated the death of such companies

;
the absence of a

limit allowed tht-m to keep alive. England might have gained

more from more efficient management of such concerns ; but large

amounts of foreign capital spent in England on unremunerative

work and subsequently written off, are losses to the foreigner and
not to England or Eagliahmen.

If there is to be any maximum limit to the foreigner's holding

in Britiah companies it should be zero. If the foreigner builds up
on foreign capital a business in England, he ia entitled to his

dividends, unless his country is at war with England.

My imagination does not picture Germany, after the war has

been ended to our satisfaction, as populated only by retired

capitalists with only foreign investments, nor with Krupp's and all

other works razed beyond hope of resurrection.

Theodore Stevens.
London, E.G., September 11th, 1914.

In view of correspondence which has recently taken place in

your paper, miy we point out that our firm here is in every sense

of the word a British business. We have been established here for

close on 50 yea-s, and this is onr only works, and here are mann-
faetured all the goods which we sell. All our directors, and all

our shareholders are Britii^h citizens, with the exception of one
small shareholder in Chri3':iania, who is our agent in Norway, and
no German or Austrian is in any way intereated in a single penny
piece of our capital.

We may say that close on 100 of onr employes are now serving

with the British forces.

I. Fkankesbueg & Sons, Ltd.
Hubert Standeino, Director,

Salford, September lith, 1914,
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As the bnarer of a nanio of extremely Germanic oriein, although

it belonirfl to my family, who have held Government pasitiona in

Cape Colony for the last l:iO years, I be? to be allowed to pour a

little cold candour on the letters appearinff in your ' C!orres-

pondence " columns.
The telephone trade in this country is a typical instance of lost

Hritish opportunities. Do we not all remember Mr. Isidor

Birnbauin's invasion of this country in conjunction with the

Berliner Telephone Co. ? Did he not set the pace as soon as ho
possibly could in trade conditions over here I Are we proiofr to

imaffine that he chang-ed his name and hia firm's name to some-
thing- essentially British merely out of passionate devotion to the
country of his adoption .' No. lie found that by doing so he
could climb to greater heights, and now with English names for

himself and company, his achievements are all the greater, and
the means, therefore, have justified the end. But what is the end
from the present position .' Soon after war broke out the Tele-

phone Manufacturers' A'Js-jciation met, and what did they find .'

They found one of their principal members had been relying upon
foreign factories for wood cases. Another member, who had a

very large control of the mining telephone business, wai out off

from Continental supplies, and so on, with the result that the

trade has a happy instance of the " patriotism " of the T.M.A. in a

formal announcement that discounts are from henceforth reduced

by 13 per cent. This is the price that this country is now going
to pay for not having provided more energy and capital within its

own boundaries.

It is a notorious fact that there is, I think I am perfectly correct

in saying, not a single firm cataloguing telephones in this country
that can absolutely and truthfully declare that every part of

the instruments displayed in their catalogues, and quoted for by
them, is completely made in this country.

The same thing very much applies to the electric motor
industry. One of the largest outlets for motors in this country of

recent years has been the textile trade, and who can gainsay tho

fact, that one very well-known make of German motors has
collared the cream of the trade at good prices, not cut prices,

because of their splendid guaranteed factors of effi'^ienoy ?

A few words as to Mr. Eok. It may interest Mr. Evershed to

know that Mr. Eok has a connection with a ''Birmingham" firm,

and doubtless if Mr. Evershed will produce his pass-book for Mr.
Eck's inspection, Mr. Eck will be quite willing to produce his

agreements with the Birmingham firm.

What I plead for, ,Sir, is, do let us drop this hypocrisy about
British-made goods, when only within the last two years a British

battleship was fitted with foreign-made telephones, supplied by one
of the British firms of oUest standing.

Instead of now trying to break up enterprising, clever, and
energetic people, who have been building up business in this

country for years, and, at any rate, providing money for a large

number of the labouring class and higher classes, and piying rates

and taxes and income-tax in proportion to the size of their under-

taking?, let us humbly sit down and acknowledge point-blank

what we have been lacking in as Britishers in the past, and make
up our minds now not to cry " sour grapes," li it that such things
shall not happen in the future.

We hear in the lay Press a lot about pipe lines of gold to the
Continent. I think Mr. Barney could, provided with the aid of

a micrometer gauge, give some very interesting particulars as to

the si/.s of his particular pipe line to the Continent sinca he
started his works in this country.

Siemens, I take another very good example of the same condi-

tion of affairs, for in their development and progress in this

country they must have spent money very lavishly, and in their

treatment of the trade their name, surely, compares with any
firm in this country, whether of British or foreign origin, or a

mixture of the two.
May I conclude, Sir, with the hope that your columns will not

again bo disturbed with unnecessary protestations of patriotism on
behalf of people whose clever business objects are thoroughly
understood and admired, nor will you be asked to further display a
series of petty and narrow views about the condition of affaire

which has been plainly evident to all investigators of trading
conditions in the electrical industry for the last seven years.

Vours faithfully,

H. S. HoHNK.

May I briefly reply to some of my critics .'

Oie of Mr. Robert Hammond's main points is that we must be
careful what we do, or we may not in the future be able to attract

foreign capital. So far as our foreign friends are concerned I

quite agree ; but with regard to our enemy, Germany, let us hope
that when peace comes to be made it will be arranged on terms
whereby Germany will be compelled to pay an annual indemnity
for many years, so large that neither she nor any of her oiti/jns

will have any money to iavos\ either hero or elsewhere, for at

least a generation.

Then, with regard to Mr. Ilummond's suggestion, that if new
orders arc not given to Siemens Bros, this will result in unemploy-
ment. Unemployment there is sure to be, for, as long as this war
continues, there is bound to be a considerable restriction in the
amount of work to be placed. Under these circumstances, surely

it is best and most patriotic to give orders, as far as possible, to

the concerns that are purely British, and thus keep their men
fully employed, rather than those employed by aliens.

1 am sorry that Mr. .T. E. Kingsbury is so annoyed, but I can
afford to disregard his strictures, as when ho eays that my letter

will be read by my friends with much regret, I am ,«ure he has
made a great mistake Some, of course for example, Mr. Robert

Hammond—have not agreed with the opinions that I have
expressed, but I have so far not come across anyone, except Mr.
Kingsbury himself, who has objected to my methods. Indeed
many have congratulated me, while a number have even taken the'

trouble to write to me, specially to express their approval, and
among these latter are several men well known in the electrical

world, together with one of the most eminent engineers of the

present day, who writes, " I read your letter in the Ei.kctbical
Rkview, with the greatest pleasure."

A. A. Camphkll Swiston.
London, S.W., Spptember \5th, HlH.

I have read with very much pleasure your leading article
' Looking .Vhead." It is certainly one of the moat carefully

written and considered articles on the subject which have appeared

in any journal, and deserves a much larger nnmber of readers than

it probably will obtain.

I would like to offer, for the consideration of yourselves and
your readers, one or two remarks on the question of what consti-

tutes a British firm, especially with regard to the Siemens com-
panies. It must be a matter of general opinion on the part of

all quietly thinking men, that to oust a firm that has done bo

much good in every way for the electrical industry would be
suicidal. At the same time it must not be forgotten that the

Siemens companies in this country are conducted in quite a
different manner to the Siemens companies in Germany. It should

also not be overlooked that although a large proportion of the

capital is supposed to be held in this country, yet there is not the

slightest doubt that this capital is merely held as nominee for

the German portion of the firm, whether individuals or otherwise.

Therefore it follows as a matter of course that the ultimate

direction or power of the company could be controlled by the

German policy. Now, the German policy is totally different to the

English policy, and anyone who has had dealings, on a large scale,

with the German element, will bear me out when I state that that

policy is like the military policy we have just had exhibited to as

—perfectly ruthless. Moreover, it should be always borne in

mind that the German Siemens i; Halske, together with the beads

of various other powerful corporations, were the top and tail of

the scandalous Press Bureau recently exposed by our G overnment.

This organisation was known to many others outeide the Govern-

ment, and long before the exposure was published. It does not need

much imagination to believe that other things besides Press noticee

were included in the orti:;es of this cabal, performed for the service

of their Government. Consider for a moment the fact that all

these English branches of these German corporations have had. in

the past, perfectly free access to the plans and organisation, ic,

of practically every large undertaking in this country, inclndiDg

dooks, collieries, works engaged in shipbuilding, armaments,

ice. It is quite probable that in most of these British branch

business concerns a "German " department would be found where-

from much information of a very valuable nature might bs

imparted to the parent Government—in any case it would be

available. I do not suggest that Siemens or any other specific firm

ha«, during the past, made a practice of sending plans of these

works, docks, .tc, to their Government, but nevertheless the infor-

mation has been available. In my opinion the only thing to do in

the case of companies like Siemens is to get rid entirely of the

German infiuenoe and control, so that the general conduct of the

business is absolutely in the hands of British interests. Under
those circumstances, I consider it would be the greatest mistake

to do anything detrimental to the welfare of these firms, otherwise

I consider it the greatest danger to allow them to continue to work
in the manner hitherto.

I do not write you on this subject without considei'able know-
ledge and experience.

Si'ptemhei- V^th, I'.lU. CensoB.

With regard to Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton'e letter in your

issue of Soptembsr 4th, and that of Mr. Sinclair in your issue of

Septemb3r 11th, I enclose acutting' from the Timfs of September

12th.

The Timi-s state to day that they have investigated the identity

of the writer, and any further comment on my part would be

Buperfluous.

It only remains for me to add that I personally intend to

boycott German goods, and that 1 have reason to assume that a

similar course will be adopted by my company.

Robert C. Pierce. Mniuigfr ami A'di/nnvr,

Qimbridgf El/'chrir .SK/'/i/y Co.. L>ii.

Cambridge. Sfi/it,-mh.'r \»lh, 1914.

We have reosived a oironlar letter from Mr. W. V. Mayoock. in

the course of which he appears to regard himself as an authority

on how electrical j ournals should be conducted, but we regret that

we have no room for circular letters.

MouK F.M.SK RKroRT.-!.--The Record E'.ootrical Co., LtA., writes

to say that a statement that is in circulation to the effect that the

company is financed by capital of an alien enemy is entirely false.

They add that "they will take immediate action in the C.mrts

against any person who. to their knowUxlge is party to the circula-

tion of such libellous report."

TiiK Enkmy's Tbadk—'S'ourcontemporary of S.'ptemlicr Uth—
there is no need to say which it is. Having in the past cherished

a distinct admiration for those who are now known as the " alien

[
* The cutting relates to the terrible deeds of barbarism practised

by the Germans, instances of which are vouched for by the writer.

—Eds. E R
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enemy," havintr admired their or^aniHations, their thoroui;hneHH,

their culture, their apparent i;oodfeIlowiihip and farther more
havinij said mi, it uame ail a very nonty knock to me to eee thorn aa

tlipv really are " with the veneer olf."

Only durini; the paHt month has the average Itriton known what
wo are up aifuinet in deceit, barbarity and lawleuHneBf, and realised

what we have had prepared ai;ain8t ua in the way of nava), military
and trade attackB. How any man (other than an alien enemy),
knowing the vile taotios employed by our opponents, can a»k for

quarter for the enemy's trade in the way that your contemporary
bejrs electrical men to do is past my comprehension.

Fortunately your own viporous leadinjj article, which 1 read
immediately after the other, came as a most effective antidote.

In view of my known appreciation of our quondam friends (*'i),

I did try to prevent myself letting iro in print, but your contem-
porary has raised my bile. I do not believe any Briton could make
himself stoop to the level of the enemy's methods, but the least

we who remain safely at home can do is to second the work of

those who are fijfhtinjj for ns, by makinff it our solemn business

by fair means, and even to a discretionary extent by foul, to capture
the enemy's trade and smash him industrially.

Give him no rest till he is broken commercially beyond repair,

as he is undoubtedly going to be broken as a European military

power.
A. Hugh Se&bbook, General Manager,

Marylebone Electric Supply.

London, W., September HM, 1914.

Not Paying at Present.—Referring to oar letter addressed

to you last week, in fairness to Messrs. Traun & Sons, we beg to

enclose you copy of their reply to our letter, together with our
answer.

Naldeb Bros. & Tuompson, Ltd.
Fras. H. Naldeb, Managing Director.

London, N.E., September Uth, 1914.

[copy.]

Dear Sirs,—We are in receipt of your favour of the 8th inst.,

and we should like to call your attention to the following, and
trust that this will satisfy you.

The managers of this London agency are both, and have been
for many years, nataraliaed British subjects. They have through
their solicitors made inquiries at the Board of Trade as to their

position re further trading, and have been informed that there is

no objection to their carrying on business.

In order to be able to do this, and to keep and pay their
employes and their British creditors, thfy cannot do without
customers' remittances. They undertake, and are bound, as British
subjects, not to remit any money to Germany, and they trust,

therefore, that you will send your cheque in due course, which
please make payable to F. Winter.

H. Traun & Sons' London Agency.
25, Goswell Road, E.C.

Sepfemlier 9t/i, 1914.

[copy,]

Messrs. Traun & Sons' London Agency.

Dear Sirs,—We beg to acknowledge receipt of your communica-
tion of the 9th inst. re ours of the 8th inst., and we can only
reiterate what we said in our last letter, that if the Courts consider
that you are entitled to be paid, we shall be pleased to do it, but
we would point out that, taking your address in the ' Telephone
Directory " and elsewhere, it appears to us that if we paid this
account we should be breaking the laws recently amended and
passed dealing with the question of assisting alien enemies.

Nalder Bros. & Thompson, Ltd.
September Uth, 1914.

Amebicajj Trade and the War.—The attention which our
cousins in the United States are giving to the present trading
onportunity is shown by the amount of space which the Electrical
World devotes to the subject. Dealing with credits in South
America, it says :

—
" Many people have spoken and written about

the need of granting long-time credits to South American buyers
of electrical apparatus. Manufacturers have been cautioned that
the South American buyer regards payment in three or four
months as equivalent to cash. Carry the argument a little further,
and it appears that a long-time payment, as that is known
ordinarily in this country, would be postponed in South America
to a month far distant on the calendar. This condition arises in
part from a lack of capital, and it is strengthened by the lifetime
practices of our neighbours on the south. Whatever terms are
essential for our manufacturers to make they will make. In the
past they have felt that they were handicapped by a lack of know-
ledge of South American customs, lack of banks and lack of
American shipping facilities. In reality these obstacles seemed
more serious than they were. Knowledge can be acquired, the
National City Bank, of New York, is to start branches, and
American shipping facilities are already in a fair way to be pro-
vided. Foreign banks have always been open in South America,
and shipping facilities under flags of other nations have been
plentiful. Bankers and manufacturers know that the question of
credit is like any other business problem. It is answered by the
same reasonable rules that are applied to all business problems. If
long-time credit is a factor in a sale, it is a factor in the cost. The
expense of financing the aocount ia a part of the expense of pro*
daoing and financing the goods. If the buyer gets long-time
credit, he ia not oc the »ame baeia with the buyer who pk/e gaibi
H lib* credit inrelroi <(ndis( rials ef priaeip*!, that >• Mother

factor to be reckoned with in the calculation of cost. No new
market can be entered eaxily or without advance preparation and
exjiense. Tu these difHcultiee South American couotries a<ld the
problems of different language and oastomaand uf long-eetablisbed
relations with European buainees men. Like the qaeetion of
credit, these problems have a reasonable Bolatlon which it hae now
become the duty of manufacturera to difoover."

A further article is couched in the philanthropic vein —
" Producing centres in this country are ready to meet the

demands thrown upon them at short notice. The war hae created
markets for many classes of prodacts in European lands and in the
countries formerly supplied from Europe. . . . The importance
of electrical exports has been pointed out in the articles published
in the Electrical World, not because 'one man's misfortune ia

another man's advantage,' but by reason of a world-wide
demand unfilled. A situation without precedent has arisen in our
industries. Neutral countries are crippled because they relied upon
European soarces of capital and materials and Euroiiean markets.
Commercial relations cultivated during many years are swept away
in the torrent of war.

" No countries ever before deliberately sacrificed commercial life

on the scale of the terrible exhibit in Europe. Trade between the
countries directly engaged in the war is fatally hurt. Trade
between each of those countries and other nations now at peace is

interrupted, and, except in the event of an early conclusion of
hostilities, it cannot be easily restored. Too much capital and
too many trained workmen will have been sacrificed to enable
European nations to resume quickly their banking and commercial
relationships with the countries which heretofore depended largely
on their assistance. If peoples wholly innocent of part in the war
are to have the burdens lightened for them, it will be because a
strong nation like ours is ready and willing to do its part toward
that end. Only by time and patience can the needs created by the
commercial inactivity of Europe be met. Where this country has
been dependent on Europe for raw materials, other materials or
substitutes, so far as they can be found, will be introduced.
Temporarily crippled, some manufacturers in this country will

learn how to use what is at hand to take the place of that which
they cannot now import. For the nations involved the terrors of
war will not be lessened, but our activities will protect other
peoples against the dire consequences of a strife not of their

making."
A Wabrington Contract.—The wisdom or otherwise of

accepting tenders for electrical goods of German or Austrian origin
was discussed by the Warrington Board of Guardians at a special

meeting last Friday. At an ordinary meeting of the Board held
earlier in the week, the opinion was expressed by Mr. W. C. Brooks
that the time had arrived when they, as a public body, ought, as a
duty, to put a ban on German and Austrian goods. On the other
hand, the Rev. A. M. Mitchell, another member, declared that he
did not think that they ought to punish individuals and firms

because of the attitude of the Imperial autocracy at Berlin.

When the question came up for discussion on Friday, it arose

on consideration being given to contracts for electrical goods and
ironmongery. Mr. Brooks moved a resolution to the effect that
the contracts so far as they related to goods of German or Austrian
origin be not accepted. "The resolution was seconded, bat some
objection was raised by certain members of the Board, who argued
that the tenders were invited before the outbreak of war, and that

wrong would be done to the contractors (who, no doubt, had the
articles in stock), by the imposition of such a restriction as that

proposed. Eventually, however, the resolution was adopted by
five votes to two. Mr. A. J. JoUey (chairman) remarked that the
resolution would apply to all contracts in which there were goods
of German or Austrian origin, and the effect of it would be to find

employment for British labour. After the meeting the clerk to

the Board issued an amended advertisement, inviting tenders for

electrical goods required at the workhouse, and the stipulation

was made in bold type that no goods of German or Austrian
origin would be accepted.

The Board op Trade Helps.—Farther pamphlets forming
part of the useful series issued by tue Board of Trade Commercial
Intelligence Department, bearing upon the special departments of

the export trades of Germany and Austria, are aa follows:—
Screws, nails and bolts, and nuts of iron or steel

; iron or steel

plates and sheets (other than tinned and galvanised)
; railway

material of iron and steel (except rolling stock and wheels, tires

and axles) ; lubricating oils and grease.

The Department has received the following information by
cable from H.M. Consul- General at Shanghai (September 8th) :

—

" Business may be said to be more or less at a standstill. The
situation is governed by the export trade, which is held up ; and
money is tight principally on aocount of this stagnation. The
Germans are accepting export cargo which is being deposited in

godowns, but Chinese sellers are at present without payment. This
fact will undoubtedly react in favour of British interests."

The Board of Trade has received the following information by
cable from H.M. Commercial Attache in Japan :

—

"Business is being very seriously hampered by international

diflBculties which have arisen. It is suggested that United
Kingdom firms transacting business with Japan should consult

exchange bankers with a view to having their .shipments to the

Far Eastern markets financed. The attitude of the Japanese banks
is exceedingly cautious. It is estimated that at present the stocks

of dyes in Japan are sufficient for six months' requirements. Large
Australian contracts for wool and lead are being held up owing to

difflcultico of finanoe. As regards exports, shipments of silk con-

tinue to ahovr n falling off, while copper shipments are. at a etend-

itlUi BxpoitR to Obio» of cotton yarn for the masafaotttre

Van>99tt«a hare fallen eS 60 per etnt."
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Thfl British AmbaBeador at Rome has cabled as follows :

—
" I am

informei that the present moment would be a favourable one for

a oompitcnt Italian commercial traveller or affent to )jo to Milan
and obtain ordera for j^oodfl hitherto supplied by Germany.
Amonprat such goods for which there would be a demand are

oarbina for arc lamp^, magnesium, silica, bricks and special types

of stoe)."

His Majesty's Consul at Milan telegraphs that the Britiah

Chamber of Commerce there has received inquiries from local

firms who are desirous of parchasinjj the following classes of

Britiah good«, viz :—Tanned leathers, leather goodF. hides and
ekins, glass tubes, gla^s gauges, chemicals, machinery, dynamos,
bicycles, iron and steel, motors, carburetters, and motor-cyles.

Belfast Elkctricitv Works —The city electrical engineer

reported on 7th inbt., that ap to that time 23 of his staff had
joiaed the Colours, and that he was having the vacancies

tempoTarily filled.

WesTiNijHoosB Bbake Employes,—We are informed that,

down to Fridiy last, 118 men from the works and offices of the

Westinghouae Brake Co , Ltd., had joined the Colours, repre-

senting upwards of 28 per cetit. of the normal establishment. The
company is paying these men half-rate wages, and places are kept
open for all who return to them on the expiration of such service.

Halii A.\,—Bitween 40 and 50 tramway emplojt's have enrolltd

in one branch or other of the Army.
Hart Aoci.mulatur Relief Fund. -Over 40 employes of the

Hart Accumulator Co., Lti^., have gone to the Front, and in order

to relieve any distrees in the families of these men, the whole of

the remaining employes are contributing two hours' p»y each week,

80 as to bi ab!e to grant to each family sums ranging from 15s.

par week downwards, depending on the circumstances of each case.

Thfse subscriptions are entirely voluntary, and the fund is largely

augmented by personal weekly contributions from the directors,

and also by a weekly grant from the company. All places are

kept open for the men on their return.

No Nam 10,—" H. T, Geir " has omittfd to send us his name and
address. It should be remembered that we oannot publish letters

which are not accompanied by that information.

Liverpool Tbamwaymen.—Alderman F, .Smith at Liverpool on
Friday stated that 480 of the staff of the tramways in that city

had joined the Cjlcurs, and that the Tramways Committee did

not approve of the suggea'ions which had been made that all the

emplojcs under S5 should be compelled to either join the forces or

retire, and that women should be substituted on the tramcars. At
present, he added, it w.aa not necessary to entertain the idea of dis-

placing the men by women conductor-.

Bolton.—The tramway workers of Bjlton have decided to pay
a levy of Id. for each 5s. earned per week to the loial relief fund
durirg the war.

Danish, not German Origin.— United Water Softeners, Ltd.,

of Imperial House, Kingsway, LDndon, W.C, request us to state

that the company, who claim to be the largest manufacturers of

wat< r-softening and purifying plants in the United Kingdom, have
no connection in any shape or form with Germany, German sub-

jects or German products, and no interest or control, either financial

or managerial, is held in this company by Germans. The concern
is managed by three British directors, one Danish, and one Danish
naturalised Briton. Tbe water softening and purification plants, in

which the company exclusively deal, are all manufactured in Great
Britain by British workmen, and the technical and clerical staffs

are entirely British, All rights in the " Permutit " patents are

under the sole and exclusive control of the above British company.

Chloride Recruits,—At the works of the Chloride Electrical

Storage Co,, Clifton, last week, the empIoyo<, together with the

workers at the Pilkington Tile and Pot'ery Co , attended a meeting
called for the purpose of stimulating recruiting. Mr. W. Bannister,

chairman of the Chloride Co., who presided, said it was essential

for all who could to go forth to help in the battle for freedom and
right, and he hoped the company's emploji's would respond to the

call. It was announced that I'.t of the firm's emplijc:! were already

serving with the jlour.-*, and that 14 more had volunteered, whilst

at the olo«e of the meeting several young men signified their willing-

ness to enlist. An allowance of 10.'. per week is being made to the

wife of eaih married employo who enlists, together with further

allowances for children, and dependants of single men employed by
the firm are also being generously trea'ed. To every employe
ajoepted fir service, the firm is making a gra'it of £5 to be paid in

suoh a way and at such time as the manager thinks fit,

Salkord Corporation Contracts.—At a meeting of the

chairmen and deputy-chairmen of the Corporation Committees at

Silford, it was decided to bring the following resoliition before the

next meeting of the Connoil : "That the Council be recommended
to direct that all contracts entered into with the Corporation be

adhered to, with the exception of such contracts, or parts thereof,

as involve trading with alien enemies ; to rescind all resolutions

to the contrary ; and to inform the various Committees
awordingly."

Messrs. Drake i: liorham, electrical engineers, of Manchester,

are paying 12s. (id. per week to the wives of their married emploj os

who have j ined the colours.

Mr. T. llanghton has been co-opted a member of the Dukin-
field Eelief Committee as representing the Tudor Accumulator
Works.
Sydney Cancels German Order and Places it at Ruury.

—Wo learn that Messrs. Willans \ Robinson, Ltd., of Rn?by, have

scoured an order from the Sydney Corporation for a 5,000 KW.
turbo-alternator with condensing plant, the plant oonnistlng of a

otaodurd Willans "diok and drum'' turbine, to be oouplpd to »

r>iok, '»9^' (»)ti>rn»tor, and the »wrWn» exhavatioK •"o p VVIUrd»

surface condensing plant with rotary air pumps. This pUnt lb to

take the place of a German plant ordered a short time »K0. The
municipality has given the firm terms of payment embodyinf^
monthly instalments, as the work proceeds, ap to a total of 80 per
cent, of the value of the contract on shipment. It is very
gratifying to receive this farther evidence of Au'tralia'easaistaaoe
in the struggle. The granting of favourable t«rms j ist now will

be a boon to our industries. Messrs. Preece. Cardew k Snell ue
acting as engineers in this country for the Corporation.

.loiNED the Coloirs.—Seven members of the staff of Measrr.

W. F. Dennis k Co. have gone on active service.

W. Geipel 4: Co This firm write to contradict ramonrs that
they are aliens, and to explain that they are absolately British,

having been established here close on half a century. Tbe firm

has a works in London.

GER.MAN TOHHO PLANT NOT RE-ORDERED —The /^'•ifj' .Vfrc'iri/

states that there is com iderable uneasiness in the engineering trade

over the fact that business relations with German firms have not
been completely broken off.

'' The case of a colliery company,
which ordered three large turbine generators from Berlin some
months ago, is being widelv discussed. One of the machines is

said to be on board ship at Hamburg, the second completed at the
Berlin works, and the third in an advanced stage of constraction,

and it is felt as a hardship by British firms who make similar

plant that the colliery company has not given the replacement
orders to them, but is apparently waiting for the end of the war
to release the German machinery. In the engineering trade, as in

others, it waa hoped that orders of this character wonld have
helped to keep their men employed daring the present difficult

period."

The Brighton Railway Contract.— In the House of

Commons last week, Mr. J. M. Henderson urged that the Trading
with the Enemy Bill should provide for the stopping of the busi-

ness in this country of limited companies, the vast balk of the

shares in which were held by companies in enemy cjuntriee. The
large German electrical company which obtained the contract for

electrification of the Brighton Railway registered as a company in

England, with 30,000 shares, 2;),993 of which were held by the

parent company. If the Dresdner and Deutsche Banks were to be

prevented from doing fresh business this company shonld be

treated similarly.

According to the Daily Telegraph report, Mr. Duke said that the

adopion of Mr. Henderson's proposals wonld inflict a tremendons
blow on industry and employment here. There was one company
which was engaged in the electrical industry which employed over

2,000 workmen If the alien interest in it were destroyed, the sole

result would be to put out of existence an industry in regard to

which the sole concern of this country was that it should be

carried on and provide employment herr. In the case of another

company, the business of which had been acquired by German
capital, 1,400 skilled workmen wonld be thrown out of employ-
ment. He pointed out that the proclamations issued wonld pre-

vent communication between those who conducted such busineeees

in this country and those who, beyond the sea and down to the

beginning of the war, controlled them.
Mr. Joynson-Hicks said there was reason to suppose that some

large electrical engineering firms which were thinly-veiled GermAn
firms were doing work for the Admiralty, and were in touch with
the secrets and insides of the ships.

Sir ,T. Simon remarked that what they wanted was to prevent

the enemy profiting by transactions carried on here. On the other

hand, they did not want to tak.^ any steps which would interfere

with British interests, including commerce and employment. He
would see that the suggestion made by Mr. J. M. Henderson was
carefully considered, but there was an advantage in treating a

company the shares of which might be largely held abroad as a

British company, because if it entered info operations with the

parent foreign company it wonld he committing a crime. That he

thought was the best way of approaching the subject, and power

had been taken to examine the books and documents of any enter-

prise in this country against which suspicion might arise.

Messrs. Siemens and Government Contracts. In tbe

House of Commons on Tuesday, Mr, Tyson Wilson asked tbe

Po8tmaster(;t<neral whether the firm of >Ies.»r9. Siemens, of

Woolwich, was still exeonting work for the Post Office : and, if so,

if he was aware that fi."> per oent. of the S'hares in this company
were held by Germans, that the firm had employed German work-

men in the "pUos of F.oglish workmen, who refused to woik con-

trary to the rules and customs of the trade ; and whether, under

these circumstances, he would cancel any contracts that this firm

may hold.

According to the M.irninfj /',>.«,' report. Captain Norton (.Assistant

PostmasterGenerun replied :
" .Messrs. Siemens Bros , of Wool-

wich, are still exeonting work for the Post Office as well as for

other Government departments. My right hon. friend understands

that, although the company is a British company, a large pro-

portion of the share capital is held by Germans, and that the firm

has employed a small number of German workmen, but he does

not think that these considerations outweigh the inconvonionoe to

the public service and the atlverse eSost on a large st»iT of English

workpeople which would result from the withdraw,al of Post Office

contract work. My right hon. friend is not aware of any sncn

cases as are montione<l in the question, but if the hon. member will

famish particulars of the circumstances in which Messrs. Siemen*

are alleged to have infringed the rules and customs of the trade Ire

will have inquiry made into the matter.

'

DuriofT the two weeks ending on Saturday over «930 wie
ooUtoted on the Manchester tramcars by means of th» diraaM

tioK*^ l»o*c», Th« nionejr in for th» wAr relief fncd.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

I.ninps for Canada.—A Montreal company desiring

to purohaee Buppliee of tuiii;8ten lamps, inviteit ofTera from T'nited

Kinprdnm manufacturers of auoh lampa of 10, 16, 2h. 40, t'.O, 100,

105, 2'>o wattaand 110 and 116 volta. The lampa ahould be made of

oontinuona drawn- wire tungaten with aorew aocket auitable for

the Canadian market. Apply to Board of Trade Commercial
Intelligonoe Department, London.

—

Hoard of Trade Journal.

IVniianeiit .Maniicts.

—

The Estkuline Co., of

Indianapolia, U.S.A., notiRea that it ia prepared to furniah
permanent maernots on ahort notice, havincr a complete department
for manufacturinfT theae for electric lighting gdneratora for

autoiinbilea, tachometer generators, and graphic inatrnmenta.
Mr. Lionkl RoiuNSON, of 3, Staple Inn, Ilolborn, W.C., ia

making arrangements for the manufacture of permanent maffneta
of all kinds in this country, and he invites inquiries.

Catalon'iics and Lists.

—

Mks.-^rs. 'rowxsHEND's Aht
Metal Co., Ltd., Ernest Street, Holloway Head, Birmingham.

—

28-page catalogue illustrating and giving prices of a number of
excellent lines in electric light fittings. These include a variety of
neat bracket fittings (polished brass and other finiehea), single and
double arm, and for lamps or electric candles ; hall lanterns, table
standards, electroliers, with either ordinary shades or large bowls
and reflectors, bedroom pendants, cord and shade pendants. The
catalogue ahould be of additional interest now that most imports of
foreign electric light fittings are stopped.

The STnuTEVANT Enoineering Co., Ltd., 147, Queen
Victoria Street, London, EC.—31-page well-illustrated pamphlet
very fully describing the Sturtevant system of drying. Copies can
be obtained on application.

The New Lighthouse Radtator Co., 4, St. Mary Axe,
Ijondon, B.C.—Illustrated price leaflets relating to their electric

kettles, stoves, radiators, saucepans, and cookers.

Messrs. British Insulated A: Helsby Cables, Ltd.,
Preacot.—Illustrated circular describing the Presoot pillars fitted

with h.t. porcelain-insulated cable units.

The CoNsoLioATED Pneu.matic Tool Co., Ltd, !;, Bridge
Street, Westminster, S.W.—48-page illustrated catalogue of electric
tools—drills of various kinds, portable tool post, twist drill

grinders, coal and ore boring machine, electric hammers, electric

blowers and sand shakers, couplings for connecting cables, &c.
These tools are made at the company's factory at Fraserburgh,
Scotland, an inside view of which appears in the pamphlet.
Messrs. Poolet & Austin, 25, Victoria Street, London, S.W.—

Illustrated leaflet giving prices and particulars of their "Panda"
electric light generating sets (British-made) for uee on board
yachts and in bungalows or small country houses.
The Langdon-Davies Motor Co., 110, Cannon Street, London,

E.C.—lt;-page illustrated pamphlet fully describing their standard
A.c. motors of short-circuited rotor and slip-ring types ; also a
16-page price list of single-phase (40 to 125 periods) and polyphase
(25 and 60 periods) motors.

IVorway.—H.M. Consul at Christiania (Mr. E. F. (iray)
reports that an electrical engineer in that city wishes to secure the
agency for Norway of United Kingdom manufacturers of general
electrical goods. Apply to Commercial Intelligence Branch of the
Board of Trade, London, E.G., for name and address. Further com-
munications to the British Consulate, Christiania.

Grinding' Paste.

—

Messrs. Weston <t Co., of 47,
Minories, E.G., have sent us a sample of their grinding paste, for
grinding in leaky valves, k<i.. a British-made article, for which
exceptional qualities and saving in time and labour are claimed.
The makers are willing to send a sample tin to any firm that ia

interested.

(onunntatois with Moulded Insulation.— Re-
ferring to the note in our issue of the 11th instant,
the United States Light and Heating Co, of 17,
Conduit Street, W., inform us that they control the rights
for manufacturing this class of commutator in European
countries, the construction being covered by several patents. It
any British firms are interested in this commiftator, the company
vrill be glad to supply particulars and to show them samples of
commutators so made. They say that they not only obtain 100
per cent, good commutators with this construction, as against
89 per cent, with the old style of ni'inufacturing, but obtain this
result with practically 40 par cent, reduction of the cost of the old
method, and the commutator is both lighter and in every way
superior to the old type. The full benefits of this construction of
commutator can only be obtained with quantity production.

Baukruptoy Proceedinas.

—

Arcuiialu Atkix.son,
.^0, Great Gaorge street, Leeds, cycle and electrical engineer.—The
first meeting of creditors herein was held last week at the Official
Receiver's office, 24, Bond Street, Leeds, when the statement of
affairs showed ranking liabilities of £57, to meet which there were
assets of £10. The failure was ascribed to lack of business
experience and bod trade. No resolutions were passed.
Trubie Moobe, electrical engineer, 75, Headingley Mount,

Kirkstall Lane, Headingley, L<)eds.—The public examination of
this debtor took plaoa at the County Court House, Albion Place,
L^eds, la%t week, whan Mr. Rigristrar Gillespie ordered the case to
stand adjourned.

DisMtlutioiis and Liquidatiuns.

—

J^.i.ki ikic: . Flahii-

LIGhth, Ltd — A meeting of creditors will l>e held at 20, John
Street, Adelphi, on October lOth, tohearan aooount of the winding
up from the li<|uidator, Mr. R. G. Sidford.

Lumen Fittings Co., Ltd.—A meeting of creditors will be
held at Heasra. Flint A: Thompson's offices, 71, Temple Row, Bir-

mingham, on Oitober 15th, to hear an account of the windlntf op
from the li(iuidator, Mr. G. W. L. Thompson.
MouoEY-FiiicKKR Electrtcitv Metkb Co, Ltd.—Referring

to a previous notice wbi<;h has been publiahed, we are informed
that this company, having sold its patents and buainech to the
Itritish Insulated and Ilelaby Cables, Ltd., has gone into voluntary
liquidation, simply to wind up the business. The advertised

meeting of creditors was called only to oomply with a legal

formality, there being no creditors.

Trade .innouneenient. — The new name of the

Sohniewindt Electric Co. is the Cbes.«all Manikacturisg Co.,

not the Cressall Electric Co., as already announced.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

\sliton-Hiidpr-Ljne.

—

Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B.
has sanctioned the borrowing of £42,000 for estensions tj the
electricity works.

Ia connection with the extension of the Cavendish Street mills

for Messrs. Rayners, Ltd., the blowing-room machinery is to ba
driven by electric motors.

Aylesbury.

—

Cahles.—The U.D.C. has postponed the

acceptance of the tenders for cables and the erection of the

E L. station owing to difficulties in obtaining a loan on favourable
terms.

BarroM.—The borough electrical engineer has been
authoriied to obtain an electrically-driven air compressor for the

purpose of keeping the electrical machinery free from dust.

Bolton.—LoAx Sanction.—The L.G.B. has sanctioned

the borrowing of £1,4(;3 by the Corporation Electricity Committee
in connection with the new Bick-o'-th'-Bink power station.

Bryuibo.—L.G.B. Lm^'iry.—The application for a loan

of £300 for the provision of lamp posts. &c., for public lighting by
electricity will shortly form the subject of an inquiry.

Cliippenliani. — Overhead Lines. — The T.C. has
granted an application by the E.L. Co. to use overhead lines to give

an immediate supply of current to the signal works of Messrs.

Saxby & Fanner, Ltd. The company has also been granted per-

mission to erect an experimental light in the town.

Clecklieaton.—L.G.B. LvguiRv.—An inquiry was held
last week into the application of the Council to borrow £2,200 for

the purposes of the ^otricity works. The loan was required for

the provision of a storage reservoir and a new switchboard.
There was no opposition.

Dewsbury.

—

Annual Report.—The annual acciunts
of the Corporation electricity undertaking for the year ended
March Slat last, show a gross profit of £5,781, out of which
£4,300 was placed to the sinking fund, 4:c., C 500 to the renewals
fund, and a similar amount to the relief of the rates, leaving a
balance of £984, as compared with £536 in the previous year.

Dover,

—

Bulk .'Supply.—Tue Electricity Committee
last week considered the offer of the S.E. Electricity Supply C ). to

supply power in bulk from the power station at Tilmanstone
Cjlliery. The price quoted was ']d. per unit for a million unite,

with reductions for larger quantities to 74d. and 72d. The Com-
mittee decided that it did not at present see its way to incur the
capital expenditure which an alteration of the system would
entail.

Droylsden.

—

Street Lighting.—A Sub-Committee
has been appointed to consider the question of lighting the public

streets on Fairfield Estate by electricity.

Dundee.

—

Bulk Supply.—Tiie Electricity Committee
has refused the application of the Tayside Electricity and Gas Co.

for a bulk supply of electricity for distribution in Wormit. as it

would involve an expenditure of £3,000 for cables. The Com-
mittee decided to offer a supply of current in Dundee, leaving it

to the compiny to convey it across the River Tiy.

Greenocli.

—

Annual Report.—There is a credit

balance of £3,473 in the Corporation electricity department, and
this has been placed to the reserve fund, which now amounts to

£16,000.

Henisworth.

—

Prov. Order.—The R.D.C. has decided

to support the application of the Yorkshire Electric Power Co. for

E L. powers for the district.

(^Continued on pagf 404 )
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THE WORKS OF
CHURTON &

MESSRS.
CO., LTD.

T. HARDING
LEEDS.

Works in Water Lane ; the site is convenieaily eituaied

near the centre of the city, and affords ample facilities for

The virtues of specialisation are well exemplified by the

history of the manufacturin<( business established by ^Ir. T.

Hardinf^ Cliurton at Leeds in I8'.i7. Comraencint^ with

direct-current s^^cnerators and motors, Mr. Churton saw his

opportunity when the master-patent of the induction motor

expired—and seized it. Thus, in 11)02 he began the

manufacture of .\.c. induction motors, and soon devoted

almost his whole attention to this subject ; the Corporation

of Leeds at that time was just about to commence the

supply of two-phase current, and Mr. Churton was already

building the motors Ijefore the new system was inaugurated.

Some of his earliest machines are running in Leeds to-day,

and giving satisfaction. About eight years ago, the

business having prospered, it was transferred to the Atlas

]
."C--

I utri.
[
TESTING

I

[
ocrr.

'I—"^~"![

—
i /^S /

Pt \v 'u- Atl.\s Works

EUECriNi; .\N{) JlACHlNK

PiPE-VENriL-VTED MoTou, WITH Ball Beakikgs.

IN MKjisus. Chvkton's Works.

extensions. Li I '.'12 the conversion of the firm into a

limited company mirked a further stage in the

dcvelopuicnt of the concern. The company has a London
otlice at .'i-J, (lUieen Victoria S:reet, K.C. Mr. Chnrtou for

some time has devoted much attention to Canadian

trade, and has traversed the dominion from end

to end on three occasions during rcanit years : by personal

investigation he was thus enabled to cultivate the

Canadian market, in which his motors have proved very

successful, being able to compete with and beat the .\merican-

made motors as regards both eUi:;ien(>y and power factor.

The .\tlas Works, as altered and adapted by Mr. Churton.

lend themselves admirably t.> the purposes of mot'^r nunu-

facture : as sh iwn in the ace impauying plan, the material

undergoes little unnec^?s;ary handling in its progress

through the ships, the general trend of motion being

from the stores through the erecting and machine bays.

returning through the winding departaieut, and so arriving

at the test bed, whence the machir.es pass into the tioish^

stores or the shipping dej^;irtnient. The erecting bay is

served by a travelling crane csipsible of lifting SO tons, and

a smaller crane serves the winding depirtmeot. A railway

rmis from the erecting bay through the te-ting department.
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Power is obtuined from the Leeds Corporation muin», both

for driving; the shaftinj:; and for the operations of the tegt-

iiif; department. The ci|iiipment of the latter, comprising;

iuotor-j,'eiierator8 and exciter*', and a variety of switeh-

jjear and instruments, enables a supply of or.e, two or

thr<.e-pha?e current to be obtained, at any freiiuemy from

lT) to CO cycles per Ee.'ond, for two-phase or three-phase,

ami up to 1(10 cycles, 8ingle-phase,andanypre8sure upto4,000

volts. In view of the difficulty of •:ettin^ steady readings

of speed with a Prony brake, an ingenicua method is employed,

restmbling ilie nuthod of " double weighing "
; siniultanecus

readings are taken of toniue and current with the Prcny

brake, an easy matter, and then the motor is btlted to a

generator which is used to provide a steady load. The

same current readings as before are then reproduced, and the

corresponding speeds are observed, which can then be

plotted against the brake loads observed in the first series of tests.

A severe test is applied to the mote rs by running them

on a circuit at double their normal pressure, whereby they

are i|uickly heated up to or beyond their normal full-load

temperature ; the motors are then run for a time on full

load, and the temperature is observed at intervals.

Obviously it is easy by this means to ascertain the final

temperature attained on continuous running at full load, in

the minimum of time.

^. A special featire of the motors is the high efficiency and

power factor obtained over a large range of lejad, due to the

use of pirtially-closed slots on both slator and rotor. This

necessitates hand winding, which is carried out with great

care, with a view to ensuring reliability in service. The
d.c.c. wire is impregnated with vainish in a special oven and

DkCM-TyI'E At'TO-TKASSKOBMliK StAKTEK.

Test Bed at Atlas Works.

Xo. 1 WiNDisG Bay.

waxed before use. to facilitate the wind-

ing process, and the end connections of

the coils are afterwa'ds carefully taped

and varnished. This system enables any

individual coil to be repaired without

affectirg the rest, though repairs are

rarely called for, and partly for this

reason the company has not adopted the

practice of impregnating the coils after

winding, which has the effect of making

them a solid mass and rendering rewind-

ing extremely difficult. Inside the slots,

for low voltages, presspahn and empire

cloth tubes are used for insulation ; for

high voltages and for motors destined for

tropical climates micanite tubes are

employed. Convenient terminal boxes

are provided on the machines, and the

maiijs are brought into them in steel

conduit, except in the case of high

pressures, when the insulated leads are

brought out through porcelain bushes,

as shown in one of our illustrations.

Xeat covers for external slip rings are

ustd, which are provided with bayonet

joint fastenings, and can be ejuickly
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removed. The slip rings are either internal nr i-xti-rnal

as ordered, l)oth types beinjr here illustrated ; a neat device

for short-circuitintJ the rini^'s and lift-

ing the brushes by means of a lever

on the end of the machine is also

shown.

Ball bearings are very freely used

and often recommended, but sleeve

bearings with oil-ring lubrication are

also fitted ; no trouble has been

experienced with the ball bearings,

mainly because special care is taken

to apply thera in the proper way. All

parts are made interchangeable, jigs

and limit gauges being used to ensure

accuracy of workmanship.

Amongst rcceit additions to the

apparatus made by Messrs. Harding

Churton's works are pipe-ventilated

motors, and totally-enclosed auto-trans-

former starters for motors with short-

circuited rotors. The former, which

we illustrate, are fitted with ball

bearings, and fan blades on the rotor,

which are equally effective in either

direction of rotation. The terminal

boxes have hinged covers, and are

arranged for screwed-conduit connec-

tions. The starters are of the drum
tjpe, with renewable contact fingers

and tips, and the insulation is of

iiiicanite throughout. The starters are

mistake-proof : the operating handle

cannot be left in the starting position,

nor can it be moved to the running

position except by being (juickly thrown

over from the starting position. The
transformer connections are conveniently accessible, and the

coils are provided with a series of tappings giving from

40 to 75 per cent, of the line voltage for starting. We illustrate

one with the cover removed on p. 400. A similar starter is

work, and is easily operated by one clerk, who alBo works
out the costs, time sheets and wages, aad analyses the data

100 H p. Motor with Short-Circuiting

High- Voltage 150-1 Squirrel-Cage Mo'.or. Ttree-Phase Synchronous Motor. IfO h.p.

Some Chubtox Motobs.

so as to show at a glance the cost of each item. By this

means any excess of expenditure on a particular part or type

of machine is readily detected and remedied, and scope for

improvement in design is made apparent.

Amongst the larger customers of the company are various

<!overnment departments, us well as Sir W. G. Armstrong,

Whitworth & ("o., the (ireat Western Railway, Leeds Cor-

poration and other public bodies. Jlr. Churton's American

tours have also brought large orders from Canada and the

United States, and the company has Pgonts in several of

the over-sea Dominions and in Jlexico.

Caulk (!har or the c.s. ''Transmittek " i.ookino Akt.

made with the drum below the transformer, and immersed

in oil in a tank which is easily removed.

The progress of work through the shops is controlled by

a simple system of cost cards, which involves no supeitluous

A NEW CABLE-REPAIRING STEAMSHIP.

ALTiioriiH not by any means the largest, undoubtedly one of

the most interesting ships sp cially ilesigned and eejuipped

for the laying and repairing of submarine cables is the

single-screw steamer Traiisinil/ir, which has recently boeu

added to the fleet of the Eastern Telegraph Co.. Ltd.

The Transniil/er, built by the (ioole Shipbuilding and

Repairing Co., Ltd., is S'Jl ft. 4 iu. in length overall,

30 ft. in breadth, moulded, 17 ft. 6 in. in deptii. moulded,

and has a gross tonnage ef '.U»3 tens. Tto vessel is classed

in Lloyds' Registry 100 Al with s^xx-ial survey, but many

of the scantlings and parts exceed Lloyds' requirements.

The Tnnisiiiillcr is designed to carry a crow of .^5 ; the

captain's quartei-s are on the bridge dock, antl i\->mfort«bIe

woll-titted accommodation for the ortievrs. oli'ctricians and

engineers is provided em the main ileck. On the lower dex-k

aft of the engine room is the cuginoors' workshop. On the

forecastle bridge and main deck the most miHlern appliances

are provided for the eleiicato and dirticult services of

laying and repairing submarino telegraph e-ablts. This

oiinipment comprises a steam cable machine, two dynamo-

meters, turning-over gear and bow sheaves and a Lucas

sounding machine.

The cable gear, constructed and installed by Messrs.

.Ie>hnson >v riii'llips, Ltd.. is claimed to l>e the most higlily-

tinishod machinery of its class fitted cu any cable steamer.

l',\ery gear wheel, even the large gears em the main drums

which have 70 teeth e>f 3|-in^. pitch, is machine-cut from
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the solid, all tla- lai^or wheels being of cast-steel, while the

pinions are of Immadium bronzo.

Several of the steel wheels were " niullled

The New c.s

with a sugfjestion

of Messrs. .lohnson

and Phillips, so as

to eliminate the
" ring," the result

beioi,' that the gear

works with a mini-

mum of noise and
rattle. The cable

gear is a combined
picking - up and
paying-out machine
having two drums,
but with one engine,

the drums being

independent of one
another, so that

while one is picking

up the other can be

paying out under
control of the brake.

The drums run
loose on the drum-
shaft, which is a

fixture in the
frames, making a

very rigid job.

They are internally

geared, and are connected to the second-
motion shaft by machine-cut bronze
pinions which are carried on a shaft
in special pocket bearings attached to
the main frame, and so constructed
that the pinions can slide into gear
through large holes in the frames,
making a very compact job.

The engine is coupled to the first-

motion shaft by means of machine-cut
bevel gear. The drum pinions and
the speed wheels are slid into gear by
means of wipers actuated by worm
gearing and hand-wheels from the
platform deck above. All the con-
trolling mechanism is arranged on the
top deck, the steam stop valve, revers-
ing lever, main brakes, and holding-
back gear brakes, all being within arm's
reach of the attendant.

The drums are 5 ft. 8i in. in

diameter on tread by 1 ft. 7 In. wide
between the flanges, and they are
geared for two speeds, for nominal lifts

of 1 5 tons at one knot, and 6 tons at three
knots, but the engine is a very powerful

one, having tliiee cjiitiik-rs II!, in. in diauiC-ter l.y l:j in.

stroke, thus enabling the gear to deal with nay lift that it

' in accordance may be called upon to do. Evidence of this "as tilven

while the lift tests were
being made, the load of 15
tons being picked up with
great eise, and the valve

gear is so adjusted that it

is possible to haul up (juite

steadily even a few inches.

Each drum is provided

with a large brake ring,

encircled Vjy a brake band
consisting of steel straps

fitted with elm blocks, and
on the back of each strap a

water service jiipe is attached

having small nozzles at in-

tervals to allow the water to

be delivered e(|ually all round
--' "'

the brake ring, so as to

permit of paying out fairly

long lengths of cable.

Tkansmitter." Some brief outline of the

moilun operandi

jiursued in repair-

ing submarine
cables, for which
the Tri'iismillerhaB

been specially de-

signed, may not be

without interest.

First, the elec-

trician determines,

by means of careful

electrical measure-

ments taken from
the shore, the

position of the

fault in the cable.

The ship then pro-

ceeds to the spot

and places a mark-
buoy as nearly in

that position as can

be estimated, and
whilst waiting to

verify it by astro-

nomical observa-

tions, she takes

a series of sound-

Cable Gear, Looking Foewabd. ^^S^ ^° ^^ ^ ^^ter-

WiEELESs Telegraph Installation.
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mine accurately the depth and nature of the bottom

in the neighbourhood of the buoy, where the grapphng work
will have to be done.

The soundings are taken with a wire sounding machine.

The liUcas machine, for depths up to .5,000 fathoms, is fitted

with a grooved wheel for driving by a rope from a

steam winch or other engine. The wire of the sounding

machine is on a cast-steel drum, and as it is paid out

passes over a measuring wheel, the revolutions of which
record on a dial the number of fathoms out ; when the

sinker strikes the bottom the loss of tension allows a brake
to spring back and stop the reel, and the depth can then

1)6 read off on the dial.

On obtaining the latitude and longitude by observation,

it may be found that the mark buoy is some distance from Chapman & ('o.

IKONCLAD Main Switchhoard. c.s. "Teansmitteb,

the line of cable, in which case a second buoy is

placed exactly on the line, and tlie bearings of both buoys
are used in order to determine the courses made
whilst grappling. The ship now proceeds to the position

for lowering the grapnel, which is usually about a mile

from the line of cable, and she then steams very slowly

across the cible. The speed of grappling should never
exceed one mile per hour, and in deep water it is often advan-
tageous not to go at more than half this speed. The ship is

sometimes allowed to drift with the wind or current when
these are favourable and across the line. After the cable

has been hooked and raised to the surface, it is cut, and the

cuds are taken on board the repairing ship. Electrical tests

are then made to ascertain towards which shore the fault

lies, and how far from the ship it is. As soon as this is

known, a chain is attached to the good end, and it is left

hung up to a buoy, whilst the ship proceeds to pick up the

cable towards the fault, cutting it and testing from time to

time in order to see whether the fault has come on board.

As soon as this pro\es to be the case, new cable, which has

been stored in one of the cable tanks on board the ship, is

spliced on to the end of the cable which is being picked up.

This is then paid out over the bow sheave in the direction

of the buoy. This operation completed, the end of the

cible hung up is taken on board, the two ends arc spliced

together, and the bight is carefully lowered to the bottom.

Several types of grapnels are used, according to the varied

conditions of the bottom, but, perhaps, that most frequently

used is the centipede ]iattern. The grapnel is made in two
sizes—the larger weighing about 2 cwt., and the smaller

1
]

cwt.—and it has the advantage of being of strong
construction and not easily broken on rough ground. Il

hooks the cable securely, and if a jtrong does get broken
through hooking a rock, the damaged prong is easily re-

placed. The grapnels are regularly kept very clean, and
painted grey, as a spe.ck of tar on the grapnel affords the

m >st important evidence that a cable has been broken.

In the lifting of an old cable which is in a very weak
condition, it sometimes becomes necessary to limg it ha'f

way up on a bight buoy, and then to hook the cabl<3 a

second time between this buoy and the broken end, fo that

the cable may be lifted to the surface without putting the

wliole weight of it on one grapnel. It is, however, more
usual to utilise the Lucas cutting and holding grapnel, which
is designed to hook the bight of a cable, to cut and drop
one end, and to grip and raise the other end to the surface.

It is dragged over the bottom, and uhen the cable has I^een

hooked the bight is raised until it becomes tight ; the strain

then breaks the iiolts which keep the arms extended, and
the tension on the wire rope causes the arms to fold down
on to the shank, gripping the cable on one side and cnttiog

off the other.

The refrigerating machine was supplied by Me=srs. J. and

K. Hall, Ltd., of Dartford ; it is one of their steam-driven

combined CO,, type, and forms a very compact and complete

unit. There are two large refrigerating chambers, for the

preservation of meat and vegetables, in the after-hold, with a

complete system of brine piping carried from the ice

machine. The electric light installation is a very compre-

hensive one, and was carried out by Messrs. Clarke,

The engine is of the open marine

type, coupled to a componnd-wonnd
dynamo, with an output of 100

amperes, 100-105 volts, when running

at a speed of about 350 R.P..M. The
contract also included the supply and

erection of the main switchboard, cables,

wiring, &c., for 235 points and 226,

lights, and 15 fans, as well as the

masthead light, three cable lanterns, and
one Morse signalling lantern on the

masthead, the last being of ^\'ightman's

patent type.

The deck machinery includes a power-

ful windlass, manufactured by Messrs.

Emerson, Walker A Thompson, which

is fitted on the forecastle deck. There

is a combined steam and hand steering

gear, manufactured by ilessrs. R. Roger
and Co., Ltd., which is fitted within the

poop, and is controlled by a system of rods and a wheel

from the navigating bridge.

Inclusive of a steam launch, there are eight boats. The
launch is designed for towing cable lighters, &c., and other

hard work at sea.

The wireless telegraph installation was manufactnre<i

and erected by Messrs. Siemens Bros. A- Co., Ltd.,

Woolwich, upon the quenchcd-spark system. The adoption

of this system has made the building of a special cabin and

spark gap chamber unnecessary upon the Transmitlcr, the

quenched-spark installation being practically noiseless.

.\mther advantage claimed is that, the note emitted being

musical in character, the station can be heard even when
natural electrical discharges are as much as 10 times as

intense. The source of energy of the installation is a motor-

generator set consisting of a direct-current motor of about

l.l H. p., driving an alternating-current generator of 1-kw.

output at 220 volts. .500 frequency. The sjieed of this

motor can be adjusted over a range of about 30 per cent.

of the normal speed for the purjx>se of adjusting the pitch

of the note transmitted.

This motor-generator set is installed in a " sivuk room,"

and the necessary leads run from there to the wireless

telegiaph apparatus proper, which is situated in the cable

testing room. The alternating current from the generator

is step^icd up from 220 volts to 8,000 volts by means of an

iron-core transformer. A choking coil is provided in the

low-tension circuit in order to obtain the necessary re3onani"e

between the low-tension and excitation circuit. The excita-

tion circuit consists of an irtni-cased condenser with glass

dieleatric and oil insulation, an indnctmiv of copper strip

and a i|ueuchcd spark gap. The latter consists of a number
of silver faced copjx-r plates separated by mica rings. The
who'e excitation circuit is enclosed in a wooden case, upon

the back of which is provided a hot-wire ammeter. Slots

arc cut in the top of this case through which plugs are fixeil

iu sockets corresponding to the positions required U|x>n the

inductance for the 300 and t«00-m. wave lengths. Con-

uci'tions are made from these plugs to an inductance

of the variomettM- tyjie which serves to obtain the correct

resonance between the excitation circuit and the aerial. The
receiver is of the Siemens Telefunken tyjx' : the detectors,

two of which are mounted upon the receiver, are of the

contact type. The coupling of the primary and secondary

(•nils of this receiver is capable of very large variation : the

wave length of the receiver is from 200 to 2,000 m.
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lu unler t<) prevent i.luiim<;(' to the detectors aad receivin;,'

apparatus diirinfj transmission a special form of switcli is

provided at the back of the receiver, which ensures that

tnmsmission cannot take place until all t' e receiving

circuits arc broken by means of this switch. The ranges

over which this station will work have been guaranteed as

ITiO nautical miles by day and about 250 miles by night, but

from the previous experience of Messrs. Siemens it i.s expected

that thrt actual working range will bo greatly in excess of

these figures.

The testing room, which is of large dimensions, is, of

course, the principal apartment in the vessel, for it not

only contains the delicate instruments by which the

condition of the cable in the ves^e^s tanks is tested from
time to time, but also it is the speaking and sending place of

service messages to the head otlice and the stition on whose
cable the vfssel may be working at the time.

As the Triinsinitter will be re(|uired to work in tropical

clima'es, special consideration was given to the lighting and
ventilation of the various apartments and maohiaery spaces.

Two sidelights and separate ventilator cowls are fitted to

each cabin, whilst the workshop, lower deck and crew spai;e

are all well lighted and fitted with large ventilator cowls,

and all of the ventilators are carried well above the weather

deek. Double canvas awnings are fitted from st( m head to

stern.

The propelling machinery consists of triple-expansion

,
engines supplied by Messrs. Richardsons, Westgarth & Co.,

Ltd., and on the official trials, which took place off the

Humber. a mean speed of 1 r2 knots was obtained. The hull

and machinery of the TranaiiiiUcr were built to the specifica-

tion, and under the direct supervision, of Mr. P. L. Isaac, the

superintending engineer of the Eastern Telegraph Co., Ltd.

After having completed four repairs to cables between

Porthcurnow (Cornwall) and Vigo, the Trnnsmitter left the

Tliames for the West Coast of Africa on May 23rd last.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

iContiitved from jiaijf 398.)

Ilevhiuii.—The 1906 electric light extension order has

bsen revoked.

Keiiiiilev. — L.G.B. Inquiry.—An inquiry was held

receatly iatj ihe application of the Corporation to borrow £16,700
for the electricity undertakinp.

Kelso.

—

Proposed E.L.—Negotiations are in progress

between the T.C. and Ihe local gas company regarding a proposed

tlectrio lighting Boheme for the town.

Little ('r(KSl»y. —Xew Power Station.—The High-
town Gis and Electricity Co. has applied to the B. of T. for consent

to erfct a genertiting station in St. George's Road, Hightown.

London.

—

St. Pancras.—Reserve Fund, Loans, &g.—
The B.C. is recommended to write off, out of the ele.;trieity reserve

fund, the sum ot £1,422 from the electricity cipital account,

being the outstanding balance of the cist of copper strip mains
removed from three streets. Application is to be made for sanc-

tion to borrow £8 969 in respect of expenditure on the electricity

capital account to March Slst next The County Council has

Ra^clioned the borrowing of £22,530 for the provision of four

b liters at the King's Road station. The Finance Committee re-

commends the utilisation of £13,000 from the electricity profits

towards the relief of the rates during the winter half-year.

STErsEY.

—

Bulk Supply.—The B.C., owing to the war, has
been nnable to obtain delivery of turbo-generators, upon the in-

stallation of which the bulk supply of current to Shoreditoh

depended. Under the circumstances, and as a temporary expedient,

the Shoreditch B.C. is recommended to approve the offer of the

Stepn<>y Council for a limited supply up to 600 or 700 KW. at an
increa<!ed price per unit during the four hours ot peak load, the

contra -t price being chargeable during the rest of the 24 hours.

Shobeditoh.—Yeak's Working.—The accounts of the electri-

city undertaking show an increased revenue over the previous year

of £4 836. The expenditure has increased by £3,588. The surplus

for the year, after meeting all charges, &c., i^ £4,715, which, with
the balance brought forward (£54), makes a total of £4,769. The
Lighting Committee proposes to dispose of this balance in the

following manner:—In relief of ra'es, £1,500 ; to reserve fund,

£2,500 : to change of pressure account, £133; to conversion of

gas lamp?, £515; balance carried forward, £120. The current

generated from destrnotor atcam during the period under review

amounted to 781,016 units, for which the dep^tmect has paid

«I,603, in addition to ilOOfer »te»cJ»>y.

IN'iii.stoiii-.—WoiiKiior.sK LioitTixfi.—With reference

to the K.L. Hcheme for the Workhouae, the LC.B. has informed tha

It. of G. that it will send an engineering inspoutor to visit the

institatioo.

roiitclract.— Pitov. Ordkr.—The K.DC has decided
t < tiikK no a':tion regarding the application for E L. powers by the

Yorkshire Electric Power Co.

.Slu'ff «'I(I,—At the last week's meeting of the City

Council it was agreed to appoint Mr. Feddcn manager, and Mr. Yerbury
deputy manager, of the combined electric supply and tramways
power stations. The arrangement reduces the staff by one, and
saves £400 a year in salaries.

Sheiiley.

—

Prov. Order.—The U.D.C. has decided to

support the Yorkshire Electric Power Co.'a application for lighting

powers, provided it does not create a monopoly.

Soiitliani|)ton.—The T.C. has received permission to

supply energy in South Stoneham, outside the area of supply. The
electrical engineer reports that the self-contained electrical

installation at the baths, shows considerable tigns of wear,

and that the wiring installation is defective ; the Baths Com-
mittee has decided to in future take the current for the lighting

of the building direct from the town supply, and has directed the

engineer to carry out the overhauling and renewal work.

Soiitli Wales.

—

Power Co.'.-* I'roohe.s.s.— In connection

with the bulk supply scheme for Merlhyr, which was inaugurated
early this year, it may be of interest to note that the Siuth Wales
Power Co. is al'^o giving bulk supplies to the Mountain Ash U.D.C,
at Y'nysybwl, to the Llandaff and Dinas Powis It DC, at Whit-
church, to the Ridyr Electric Co., at Radyr, to the Mardy Electric

Light Co., at Mardy, and to the Rhymney Valley and General
Electric Supply Co., at Bargoed, and that a special agreement baa

been entered into with the Rhondda Council under which supplies

of electricity will be taken from the Power Co.'s mains in bulk by
the Council for lighting and general purposes, and under which
the Council supplies electricity in bulk from refuse destructors to

the Power Co. In addition to these supplies, the Power Co. itself

holds a prov. order in the Caerphilly Urban District, covering

Abertridwr, Senghenydd, Llanbradach, Taffs Well and Xeleon. The
supply ia already being given in the four first-named places, and
arrangements are in progress for giving a supply at Nelson, which,

it is hoped, will be in operation during the present year. The
Power Co. is also supplying electricity under a prov. order in the

parish of Llantwit Farde, and holds a prov. order for the Urban
District of Abercarn, &!. The company has already installed and
working two 6,0u0-H P. turbo-alternators, and has in process of

erection another set capable ot developing 10,000 H p. Two large

new Babcock A: Wilcox boilers, with special induced draught
arrangements. Green eoonomisers, and superheaters have also

recently been installed, and are at work, and the total equivalent

in l.H.p. available in the power station is about 30,000. The
greater part of the Power Co.'s business at present consists of

supplies to collieries and other industrial enterprises, some of the

principal among which are the following : — Great Western
Colliery Co., Ltd., at Penrhiw and Maritime, Tymawr, Gyfoillon,

and Csvm new sinkings; Albion Steam Coal Co., Pontypridd;
Windsor Steam Coal Co., Abertridwr ; Lewis Merthyr Collieries, at

Trehafod, Lady Lewis and Senghenydd ;
Locket's Merthyr Col-

lierie?, at Mardy ; Newport Abercarn Steam Coal Co., at C^lynon
;

Rhymney Iron Co., Ltd . at P-^ngam and Groeefaen Pits ; D. Davis

and Sins, Ltd., Bodringant ; Duffryn L'antwit Colliery, EUed
Colliery, Pontypool ; Mynydd Maen C )l'iery, Pontypool ; Baldwin's

Albion R)ad Colliery, Pontypool ; Mr. Thomas Taylor's Pit at

Dirr^nddu, and the new binkings at Nantgarw ; Redbrook Tin-

plaV VVorks, Pontnewydd ; Melingriflith Steel Works, Whitchurch
;

and BUdwin's Steel Work^, Panteg.

Slittoil.—The U.D.C. has seat to the B. of T. formal

o> jection to the application of the Cjunty ot London Electric

Supply Co. for an order authorising it to supply current in bulk

to the South Metropolitan Electric Tramway and Lighting

Co., Ltd.

Swansea.—The Education Committee has decided to

have the work at the Training College Hostel laundry done by
electrical power, and has instructed the borough electrical engineer

t) provide the nececsary plant, i:c. Two main feeder ''.ables are to

be laid to the centre of the town at a cost of £600. The Electric

Lighting Committee is prepared to wire the first hundred municipal

houses to be erected at Town Hill at a charge of 7d. per week
each house, exclusive of renewals, each house to include four

lighting points.

Torquay.—L.G.B. Inquiry.—An incjuiry was held on
the 8th inst. into the application of Ihe T C. for a loan ot £16.000

for electricity purposes; a further proposal to expend KhOO for

illuminating Princess Girdens, was deferred for the present.

TyDeniOUtli.—The T.C. has been recommended to instruct

the electrical engineer to wire the new premises of the local rifle club

free of cost, and to make a net charge of id. per unit for current

supplied. The Electricity Committee has empowered a sub-

committee to make all necessary arrangements in connection with

a oommunioation received from the Newcastle Electric Supply
Co;, Ltd., adrioing the Council that it might be neoeBsary for the
Corporation to run th« geB-emting pUnt »C thfl works during tit*

wtfiing winter,
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Walsjill.—New Loans.—The T.C. is applying to the
L.G.B. for sanotion to the borrowini? of £2;i,5!ir) for the electricity

undertakiner. The tariffa for all clasBCB of supply are to be revised,

and new charpfes will come into force in October.

\Volvt'rliaiii|itO]i. — The Corporation Sewerage Com-
mittee has decided to undertake the electriScation of the Hordern
Road ejector station and the outfall works at a cost of £730.

York.

—

Overhead Wirks.—The T.C. has applied to

the B. of T. for permission to use overhead lines for the trans-

mission of current in the areas of the Escrick, Flaxton and Great
Onseburn R.D.C.'s, at a pressure of H.OOO volts.

Cable Contracts.—The Electricity Committee reports that
there has been a difficulty in obtaininer quotations from certain
firms for the supply of cables, and it has authorised the engi-

neer to order the same, paying for them on delivery.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Astlcv.—It is stated that the South Tjancashire Tram-
ways Co. is to be approached with a view to inducing- it to con-

struct tramways through Astley, where extensive new coalfields

are now being opened out. Connections could be formed with the

company's existing lines at Leigh and Boothstown.

Coventry.—The tramways department's 'buses have
been requisitioned by the Government for military purposes, and
are to be sent to Aldershot.

Croydon.—The T.C. has approved an estimate (of

£2,5.50) as the cost of constructing a short double line of tramway
track in Selhurst Road.

Keia'liley.—The Tramways Committee has recommended
the purchase of land in XJtley, as a site for a trolley vehicle shed,

and has decided to purchase two more trolley vehicles from the

Cedes Electric Traction, Ltd., at a cost of £80(5 each.

Marsdeii. — The U.D.C. has decided to ask the

Huddersfield Tramways Committee to meet a deputation relative

to the latter's decision not to go beyond the New Inn with the

tramway.

(Htlliaiil.—During the recent holiday week the tramway
manager ran motor-'buses to Denshaw, and the receipts amounted
to about 28. 2(i. per 'bus-mile. It is now intended to try a motor-

'bns on this route to ascertain whether it will be profitable to run
it in normal times.

Pontefract.—The T.C. has accorded its support to an
application which is to be made to the West Riding Tramway Co.

in connection with reduced tramway fares for workmen between
Normanton, Castleford and Pontefract. The present system is

said to discriminate in favour of the colliers.

South Africa.—Germiston- (Transvaal) Traction
Scheme.—The official opening of the (rermiston railless traction

system took place on August I'Jth without much ceremony. It

was originally intended to have some kind of gala, similar to that

which took plaie when the Boksburg system was inaugurated, but
owing to the war the opening was very quiet, the Mayoress of

(lermiston performing the ceremony in front of the municipal

offices, and a general invitation was extended to the townspeople

to attend a reception at the Hotel Alexander. There are at prefent

six cars available, and four are yet to arrive, but the South
African Railway Administration has been unable to guarantee
delivery of these in consequence of extensive military movomente.
The system adopted is the Cedes-StoU, the special feature being

a tiexible trolley which is kept automatically taut. The ours,

painted grey, are fairly long, and the interior is neatly, though not

luxuriously, furnished. The motormen had had ample oppor-

tunities to familiarise themselves with the routes, &o., and all

passed off quite smoothly. The power is delivered from a sub-

station containing two Peebles motor-converters, the A.o. supply

being received from the mains of the Victoria Falls and Transvaal

Power Co. There is much rivalry between Germiston and Boks-

burg—the latter's railless system not having proved a brilliant

success.

York.

—

Tramway E-vtensions.—The Tramways Com-
mittee haa given instrnctions for tenders to be obtained for the

construction of the light railway on the Hull Road route as soon

as the necessary plans and specifications have been prepared. The
tramway manager has been instructed to report as to the equip-

ment of the trolley vehicle routes authorised by the York Corpora-
tion Act, UU4, and to obtain quotations for the supply of motor-
omuibuseii. He has also been instructed to prepare a opeoifloation

and obtain quotationa (or two eleotrio 'buses, and to report on the

cquipnant o( th* niw tntmwar routai Kuthorind \>r tits lamt
Aat<

(able Tarills.— In reply Uj a question in the House of
Commons, the I'.M.G. stated that the Government were oonsidering
proposals which had been made by certain important cable com-
paoits for the reduction of cable ratea daring the continiuuice of
the present prohibition of code meesages.

('«r«'a.—According to the latest returns, there are now
1 1,072 miles of telegraph wires and 2y,.077 miles of telephone wires
in operation in Corea, an increase for the past 12 months,
taking in b3th branches, of 2,:{.'J2 miles.

.Japan.—A wireless telephone service is shortly Uj be
established between Kamishima, an island in the entrance to Ise
Bay, and the adjacent port of Toba, to report the arrival of

steamers bound for Vokkaichi and other ports in the bay.

Pacltic Cable. — The Pacific Cable Board states that,

as a result of the war, the cable is intermpted. As mentioned in

our last issue, one of the German cruisers in the Pacific appeared
at Fanning Island, under French colours, on the morning of
September 9th, took possession of the cable station there, and cat
off all communication. Every effort is being made to restore the
ordinary service with as little delay as possible. In the
meantime traffic for Australasia is being dealt with by the Eastern
Telegraph Co.

Wireless Station Captured.—The Australian Naval
Reserve forces captured the wireless telegraph station at

Herbertshiihe, on the island of Neu I'ommem, in the Bismarck
Archipelago, on Saturday. The wireless tower and station were
damaged by the enemy, and will be out of action for some time.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Australia.— Sydney.— September 30th. Telephone
instruments and parts, for the Postmaster-General. See " Official

Notices" August 2 let.

October 7th. Telegraph instruments, measuring instruments,

incandescent electric lamps, switchboard parts, for the Postmaster-

General. See " Official Notices" August 2Sth.

October 12th. Vacuum cleaning plant and motor-driven air

compressor, for the Sydney Municipal Council.

MELBonBNE.—Victorian Railways Department. October 7th.

Motors and switchgear, cables and motor-driven air compreaeors

for the Ballarat and Beudigo workshops.
October 12th. Three-phase motors for workshop machinery, for

Melbourne Suburban Railways. See " Official Notices" September
4th.

October 27th. Measuring instrnmenta for the Postmaster-

General.

Adelaide.— October 28th. Telephones and flexiphones. tele-

phone instruments and parts, for the Postmaster-General. See
" Official Notices " to-day.

November 4th. Telephone instruments and part«, for Post-

master-General. See "Official Notices" to-day.

Perth.— November 18th. P.M G.'s Dept. 249 aocumnUtors
with assorted apparatus, for telegraph office, Norseman.— Tenders.

October 14tb. Cable terminals for the Postmaster-tieneral.

Bhisbank. — December l.')th. Switchboard, common battery,

automatic or semi-automatic, for the Postmaster-General. See

"Official .Notices" to-day.

Itlrkenliead.— September iiUh. K.L. plant, gas suotion

plant with dynamo and additional battery, \o., for the Clatter-

bridge Infectious Diseases Hospital, for the Wirral .Toint Hospital

Hoard, Mr. .1. E. S. Ollive, Clerk, 54, Hamilton Street, Birkenhead.

ltoIt(»n.— September 2,Sth. Telephone installation,

Townley's Hospitals, Farnworth, for the B.G. Mr. John Ward,
Architect, 24, Mawdsley Street, Bolton.

itnrnley.— September 2l8t. (luardiaus. Electrical

goods and the performance of eleotrioal work dnring the next
half-year.

Eeeles.—September J 1st. Coal elevator and conveyer

at the electricity works, Cawdor Street, Patricroft. Specifications,

.Vo. (£1 Is "), from the Borough Electrical Engineer.

Ilornsey.—October Oth. Two ivtary or motor con-

verter sets, \e., for the T.C. See " Official Notices ' to-day.

Linieriek.—September I8th. Corporation. One three-

oylindei Diesel oil-engine coupled to a 160- KW. D.c, generator^!

one motOT-dtiven *it »o«npr««»or, Saa " OAoiitt >'etia«t

"

Bspt«inb«r Ath.
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I.tHiiloii. — I, .0.0.—September 2Htli. InstiilliUioii, 2\t>

wirinfr |)oint8, 2S6 lierhtinfif poinU. at Oifford Street Elementary
Sohool, Caledonian Road, N. See " OBioial NotiueB " Sep-
tember 1 Ith.

Septciiiher 22nd. Induceddraucrht fans, inotorp, Hpare parts and
damper», alno alteration of llue8 and raovinir of dampern at the
(reneratini; fitation, Greenwich. See '"

Official Notices " August 28th.
St, Pancuas —September 2lBt. Electric lift for heavy vebiol«B,

for the B.C. See " OHlciil Notices " September 1 1 th.

^illlclM'slor.—October Otli. Supply of a car-wlieel lire

borinjr mill. SpacificationB, Mr. J.iM. McKlroy, General Manager.

South \frica.—.Iuii,\N.\K.snL-iti;.— October '.tth. Ten
sinprle-truck double-decked electric tramcars, for Municipal Council.
Spnoiflcationfi, \.r.., may be seen at Cumniercial Intelli(fflnce Branch
of Board of Trade.

S|»jnil.—Tenders have just been invited by the muni-
cipal authorities of Vdlalonpra (Province of Valencia) tor the con-
cussion for the electric lighting of the town during a period of
10 years.

SiiiKlfi'laiid.—The T.C. has authorised the purchase of
A motor-generator plant for the electric welding of the tramway
track.

Wakcticld.—One year's supply of rough slack (i;!5 tons
per week) for the Yorks. (West R 'ding) Electric Tramways Co.. Ltd.,
BJle Isle.

Walsall.—September 2l»th. Corporation. Extra ji.t.

switchgear, static transformers, L.T. switchgear. See " OflScial
Notices" September I Ith.

M a rriim't(ni.—September 22Dd. The R. of (1. invites
tenders for six months' requirements of electrical goods, stipulating
that no goods of German or Austrian origin will be accepted.
Tender forms, Mr. Arthur Bottomley, Clerk, Bewsey Chambers.
September 29th. H.T. cable for the Electricity Department.

See " Official Notices" to-day.

Wliifltv. — September 30th. U.D.C. Construction of
cliff tramway or lift. Particulars from the Clerk to the Council,

Mliit<'(i('l(i.—September 2Sth. Electric motor;;, centri-
fugal pump?, sewage ej ;otor, sewage disposal works. Specifications,
A:-)

,
one guinea. M'. G. M, Denton. Engineer and Surveyor, CounoU

Offices, Whitefield,

CLOSED,
-tiistralia.

—

Sydxey. The Corporation has placed with
Messrs. Willans A: Robinson, Ltd., a contract for a 6,000-kw. turbo-
alternator set. with Dick. Kerr alternator. This is to take the
place of a cincelled German contract. The matter is referred to in
our "War Items " to-day.

With reference to the placing of a Council's contract for time
switches with the British Ganeral Electric C)., L*d , mentioned
here last week, we understand that Venner time switches were
specified.

Barnslev.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of the
Manvers Main Cjlliery Co. for coal (nuts or email coal) for the
electricity works, at Ss. per ton, a large decrease on last year's
contract.

Rristol. — The Corporation Docks Committee has
accepted the tender of Messrs. Troup, Curtis & Co. for electric
cargo light fittings.

Hiffli Wycoiiibp. — The Governors of the P.oyal
Grammar Sohool have accepted the tender for the Electric Light
Co , at £170, for installing the electric light at the new schools.

Houiislou.—The following tenders have been received
by the Heston and Iilaworth Education Committee for an elec-
trical installa ion at the new Alexandra Schools :

—

S. N. Virgo laccepted) fin-i
K. Langston-Jones & C) 110
D. J. Macdonald .... 12g
G. Weston & Sons, Ltd 155
W. Lnciy 153
J. C. Grant \ Taylor 17;

Ilfonl.—Two tenders have been received by the U.D.C.
for a supply of tram-raiU, and that of Messrs. A. McBjan & Son
(agents for the North-Eastern Steel Co.) has been accepted, at
£8 2s. 6d. per ton for rails, and £9 7?. 61. for fishpUtes. The
other tender was from Messrs. Walter Scott \- Co., at £8 103. for
rails, and £10 5i. for fishp'ates. Since the acopptance of the
tender Mr. Sandberg has, under the special circumstances, reduced
his usual fee on the rails by one half, and it will include the
supervision and passing of the rails at the maker'd works.

Kei^liley.—The Tramways Committee has provision-
ally accepted the tender of the Cedes Electric Traction, Ltd., for
two more trolley vehicles, at £808 10s each.

I.oiidnii.—SiKjUKDircu.—The Electricity (Jommiltee lias

accepted the following tenders :

—

DavldHon d Co., r.ul.—BI:occo fan for induced draught ctpaljle of dealiog
with 120,UOU cli f>. of wute KM'i. cnmplels with all apparatut, £200.

Klei-irii- CoiiMiructioii Co., Ltd.—85-ii.fi.f. conlinuoui-curreol vhunl-waund
motor, i!2ia.

.VaiiiiM'.stcr.—The Corporation has placed with Messrs.
Pdrraati, Ltd., a contraqt for a two yeira' supply of t> c. and A.c.

meters.

Soiitliaiiiptoii,—The tender of Messrs. Siemens Bros,

and Co., lAl., has boen accepted by the T.C. for the supply of 100
iron insula'or brackets for 2s. Id. each, together with the neoesnary
insulators, .to, at j;2 124. 6(J per 100. A tender was also received
from the Gaaeral Eleotiis Co., at 5?. 'M. each bracket, complete.

Siilltlciiaiiil.—The Electricity and Lighting (Committee
has cdtiilitiinally accepted the tender of the General Electric Co.,

Ltd., for two rotary converters.

Swansea. — The tender of the British Thomson-
Houston Co , Ltd , has be™ accepted by the T.C, at £216, for three

feeder pinels. The tender of Messrs. Herbert Morris, Ltd., has
also been accepted, at £76, for a crane at the Uplands sub-station.

Walsall.—The Corporation Tramways Committee has
accepted the tender of the Diimler Co., Ltd., for supplying font
double-deck and two single-deck motor 'bufes in £1,695, the

Corporation purchasing the six sets of tires direct from the
Danlop Company, at £;i21 lis.

The following tenderj have been accepted by the E'ectricity

Committee :
—

Bibcock & Wilcox, Ltd.—Coal weigher, conveyer and hoiler house hunkeia
and Jib crane, £4,355.

Herbert Morris, Ltd.—Travelling crane, £652.
Underfeed Stoker Co.—Feed water heater and oil separator, £60.

West llniii.—The Education Committee has received

the following tenders for arranging the electric lighting at the

Clarkson Street School :^
Lund Bros. & Co . . £76
West Ham EleotricitT Depirtmeat .70
T. G. Steel A- Co. ' .65
Shnmons 4 Co. .'

. fil

Troup, Curtis & Co. ... ..60
.1. T. Hal.sey .

.

68

The tender of Mr. .1. T Ililsey is recommended for acceptance.

The Eiuoation Committee is recommending the Town Council,

owing to the changed conditions due to the war, to make an
allowance to Mr. ,1. T. Ililsey. whose tender was recently accepted at

£.".3S for installing electric light at the Risetta Road Sohool, of

the difference between the prices upon which the tender was baaed,

and the actual cost to the contractor as shown by the invoices fjr

materials supplied.

Mliitliv.—The B. of G. oa Saturday accepted the tender

of Messrs. Manlove, Alliott ,Nc Co.. Ltd., for laundry plant, &z., for

electric power, at £404.

Wolverliaiiiptou,—The T.C. is recommended to accept

the tender of Messrs. Willans A: Robinson, Ltd., for reconstructing

the 2,000-KW. turbo-alternator at the generating station.

The C 'i-poration Electricity Committee has accepted the tender

of the Divenport Engineering Co., of Bradford, at £2,620, for

water-cooling towers at the generating station.

York.—Th? f^lectricity Committee recommends the ac-

ceptanieof the tender of the British Westinghouse Co., at £542 lOi.,

for the supoly of transformers aUo that of Messrs G. R ibson and
Co., of Sheffield, for a nil grinder for £fio.

NOTES.

Liii'lit Railway .4cts.—Tee Board of Trade have issued

an additional Rule with respect to applications to the Light Rail-

way Commissioners under the Light Railway Acts, 1890 and 1912.

Copies of the I! ale can be purchased, either directly or through the

usual agents, from Messrs. Wyman & Sons. Ltd., Fetter Lane, Fleet

Street, London, EC.

Accident.—Whilst inspecting an electric fan at the

Palladium Picture Hall, Oldham, last Wednesday, Jimes Miwdes-
ley, 38 electrical engiuet-r, empl )yed by Messrs. John Hill i: Son°,

Oldham, came into contact with the fan and received severe outs

on the head. He was removed to the Infirmary, where it was
found necesiary to put in about a doz'n stitches.

Apj>oiutmeiits Vacant.—Test room assistant (35s.).

for Lfich C irporation
;
generating engineer (£120), for Hackney

B C. ; engineer C^.'n.). for County Hospital, Lincoln; senior

engineer-in-charge (£104), junior engineer-in-charge (30s.). switch-

board attendant (255.), mains foreman (£2 lOs.) for Newport
Electricity and Tramways Department : jointer (42s) for Rhondda
U.D.C. ; charge engineer (during war) for Wakefield (

'
orporation

(£2). Particulars are given in our advertisement pages.
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riiilto-(.eiM'iiit(»r Tests.—The two a,000-K\v., 3,000-
B.i'.ji. turbo-generators inatalled at the Richmond Street (rene-

ratinp atation of the St. Marylebone electricity supply under-
taking have recently been otBoially tested. These machines were
fully described in our issue of December .5th, 191S ; it will be
remembered that up to the end of last year the St. Marylebone
electricity supply generated for their mains direct current only
by means of direct-current turbD-penerators. The new Oerlikon
turbo-frenerators prenerate three-phase current, which is trans-
formed into direct current by means of rotary converters.

It will be seen from the acoompanyinu table that during the
week ending August 27th of this year the units generated by the
direct-current plant were 1,2(14, whilst last year, durinpr the same
week, th'iy amounted to 2.")3,71H

; also, whilst last year, daring the
same week, no alternating current was generated, the A.c. units
during the same week this year were 2'.i7,200. This shows that
the manager gives preference to the running of the Oerlikon three-
phase turbo-generators, and the reason why is obvious when the
economy of these machines is appreciated. The makers believe
that these figures have not been attained by any other machine in

existence designed for the same conditions.

The Ojrlikon Co. have allowed the electricity undertaking to
increase the superheat beyond the value for which the turbines
were designed (and at which they were tested) by an additional
100° F., and they also agree to a largely-increased overload
capacity in view of the fact that the generators are running
remarkably cool. In a letter addressed to the makers. Mr. A.
Hugh Seabrook, general manager, congratulates them on the
results obtained and on the manner in which the contract has been
carried out ; he had been sceptical aa to their being able to

improve upon the remarkable figure of i;r27 lb. steam consump-
tion guaranteed at full load, and considers the low consumption
actually attained a splendid achievement. The economy obtained,
which is augmented by the increased superheat, and the increased
overload capacity allowed, he says, "makes the cost of these plants
ridiculous as compired with the value of them " to his depart-
ment. Mr. Seabrook adds that the National Physicil Laboratory
has calibrated the instruments and checked the corrections and
readings.

Official Test Figures.

Current :—Three-phase, .")0 periods, 6,660 volts.

Normal Load :—3,000 Kw. with temparature rise on generator
not exceeding 64* F. after six hours.

Overload :—4,200 KW. with a temperature rise of 81° F, after six

honrs.

Speed :—3,000 b.p.m.

Steam :—190 lb. per sq. in. at 485° F.

Vacuum :—95 per cent.

Steam consumption under the above conditions :

—

Tiirlo Xu. 1. Tiirbu Xu. 2. GnaraiUee.

At full load (lb. per K\v.-hour) 12 88 1292 13'27

At i load

At 5 load

13 01

14 00

13-21

14 05
1373
14-70

Weekly Statement Ending with August 27th, 1914, of
Rii'HMO.sD Street Genebatino Station op the

St. Marylebone Electricity Undeetakinq.

1914.

C )al consumed (tons) 38il

1914.

To date
1913. 1913

8,723

1031
15/11-52

48 01

6.961

63-25
-406

47 09

1913. 1912,

419 431 9,565 10,486

Percent, inc. ... -787 -2-79 1342 -8 79 20-21

Aver, price per ton 14/0 24 15/1-86 14/2 04 14/6-12 14/10-37

Percent, inc. ... -7-49 6 95 32-70 -2-38 -6 87

Cost (£) ... 271 317 305 6,939 7,7ii2

Percent, inc. ... -1451 3 93 5025 — 1095 1194
Pence per unit sold -306 -387 -375 298 -36.-|

Percent, inc. ... -20 93 3 20 25'83 -18 36 — lO'lO
Units gcuer. DC. l,26t 253,718 247,357 383,275 6,681,410 5,317,210
Do. gener. A.c... 297,200 — — 7,2(16,450 — —

Total ... 298,464 253,718 247,357 7,589,725 6,681,410 5,317,210
Units sold ... 212,100 196.800 195,300 5,594,000 5,120,275 4,114,S.-)0

Per cent. inc. ... 7 77 '768 19'54 9 25 2442 I0'95

The London branch of the Oerlikon company has recently received
information from the works in Switzerland to the effect that the
men are gradually returning from the front, where they were
engaged in guarding the neutrality of the country, and that the
factories are now working with, approximately, half the men and
staff on half-time. All the contract!, and particularly those for
British clients, are making good progress, considering the circum-
stances, and the transit and export routes are still k^pt open from
Switzerland to this country and others.

lliijliii'ics.—A corrospondeiit asks us to reconiiiieud a

good practical book on overhead lines, giving the calculations of
B.ress on poles and wires, and the siaje of three- wire n.c. and A.c.

mains. The subject is dealt with more or less fully in various
books written to suit .American conditions, but we know of none
that meets the requirements in English units.

Another correspondent a'ika for name's and addresses of British
manufacturers of "chucks for radial drilling machines.'
A further inquiry is for the address of " manufacturers of

brass and iron ornamental castings suitable for fittings and
radiators, " i:c.

For Sale.—Tbo Postmaster-!^ enenil invites tenders for

the purchase of electrical power plant and machinery at the Head
Post OUice, Alanchester, Partioulars are given in oui advt, pages.

Fataliti«'s,—The circumstances of the death of George
Foster (-'S), telephone wireman, Oldham, were inquired into Uat
Friday. Deceased had been a telephone wirem&n for about 'A)

years. Foster put a ladder against a pole, and ascended until he
was about 21 ft. from the ground. The pole cracked at the
bottom, and then swayed over for aboat a yard, and. after stoppini;
momentarily, crashed to the ground. Fostf-r fell clear of the pole.
Mr. Hinchliffe, electrical engineer, of Oldham, said there was no
sign of weakness or decay ab>ut the pole aa far as could be Eeen
outwardly. "Accidental death " was the verdict.

At the Maritime and Peurhiw Collieries, Pontypridd, near
Cardiff, where the machinery is all electrically driven, a fatal
accident occurred on September 10th, to one of the electricians in
charge of two pumps. From the evidence given at the inquest on
Saturday, it appeared that one of the pumps failed to work, and
an electrician of 10 years' experience, named Exlmond Daviea,
together with a mate, set to work to find out the cause of the
stoppage. Davies went to a switch box and examined the foses,

and on finding no defect, he went away to another pump, leaving
the iron lid of the switch box off. Returning he picked np the
lid to replace it, and he immediately shouted out, " Oh, (jod :

turned round once or twice, and fell down. As his mate went
towards him, he jumped up again, and said, " All right, Ted," but
soon afterwards fell down again. Some ambulance men hearing
the mate's call for assistance, ran to the deceased, who was picked
up insensible, and although the men tried for two honrs to restore
respiration, they were unsuccessful. It was discovered that the
cause of the pump not working was that one of the wires at a
terminal had became oxidised all the way through. The voltage
was 290. A verdict of "Accidental Death " was returned.

Eit'ctrif I'liiuitiii"' at Oilfields.—In the course of their

annual report the directors of the Kern River Oilfields of Cali-
fornia. Ltd., state that the gross profit in California from the Kern
River Field (section 33) amounted to £24,692, as against £2 :;.642

for the previous year. This increase wa.s obtained (notwithstand-
ing a natural decrease in production) by the more extensive nae
of electric pumping and by the exercise of rigid economy in the
operation of the property. The following comparative statement
shows the number of oil wells operating and the gross production
of section 33 Kern River Field :

—
May 3lsi, Ma? SUt, Aag. 3Ut,

1913. 1914. 19U.
Number of wells pnmped electri-

cally 181 197 230
Number of wells pumped by
steam ... ... ... .. 59 43 11

240 240 241

Gross production in barrels 984,175 883.268 209,660

The Ri»:hts of Alien Fiieiiiies to Sue.— An
important case bearing upon the rights of alien enemies to sue
British subjects in the Courts during the war, was before Mr.
.1 ustice Sankey. in Chambers, on Tuesday. The matter is fully

reported in Wednesday's Daily Telegraj'li. It appears that Sir

John Macdonnell, Master of the Supreme Court, recently beard an
application in a case in which the plaintiffs were the Fabrik
Elastischer Glu;kkoerper. G.m.b II., and the defendants the
Imperial Lamp Works (Brimsdown), Ltd. It was argued on that

occasion that as the plaintiffs (who claimed for about £;'CK)for

goods supplied) were alien enemies, they could not be heard in onr
Courts ; but, on the other hand, it was contended that an alien

enemy had been allowed to prove a debt under bankruptcy ; and
that if the action was now dismissed, a fresh action could not be
brought. Sir .lohn Macdonnell granted an order to stay, with
liberty to apply. This order was on Tuesday appealed against by
Mr. J. Scarlett, on behalf of the defendants, who urged that the

action should be dismissed, so that the plaintiffs, who were alien

enemies, would be birred from further maintaining and continuing

it. lie objected to the appearance of Mr. A. H. Spokes for the

plaintiffs, on the ground that he represented an alien enemy.
Mr. Justice Sankey, in giving judgment, said it was admitted

that the plaintiffs were alien enemies. There had been a numt>er

of cases where counsel had been heard by the Courts on behalf of
alien enemies. Uis Lordship did not think it was the duty of a
Judge to lay down any decision on public policy. As he under-

stood it, paramount public policy was not to allow an enemy to

get any money during a war, and that public policy seemed to him
to be amply secured by m.nking a stay which would prevent him
from going on with a remedy which might result in his getting

money. Whether it was public policy to say that a debt which
was certainly owing before the beginning of the war should be

entirely barred he begged le.ive to doubt. What had been said by
other J udgo.4 was that the remedy which enabled him to obtain

the p;\yment of that debt from a oitiz m of this country was sus-

pended till iho war was ooncliidfd. Under these circum-'tancea he
thought that the order made by Master Mitcdonnell was perfectly

right. It was, he thought, perfectly open for the defendants to

go on with their counterclaim. The simple order that he made
was this—an order to stay the claim—by which he meant a dis-

tinction botween the claim and the counterclaim—with liberty to

apply, couneels" costs reserved. Leave to appeal was granted.

Ediuatioiial Xotos.—Roval Collkgk ok Scikxck >\)r

Ibklanh, Dublin.— Faculty of Engineering. Particulars of

courses in Mechanical, Electrical Eugioeering are obtainable from

the Uaf istrar. Royal College of Science, Upper Merrion Street,

Dublin, See also our advertisement pages to-day.
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Aii'Nliips oM-r I.oikIoii.— During' the past week the
military aiithoritieb have bwn makinR obHervationH from airtihipii

ovtir I on Ion, and In compliance with police orderH a lartre propor-
tion of t)in Btreet lamp^ and of the Bhop-window liuhtinif has
been i:ut otf, the illumination of railway atationH with i;Ui<n roofii

ban been lowerfd, and prominent electric iiiirDB have not been in

operation. The effect of the reduction of liphtini; on the
Btreete was remarkable. In eome casen arc lamp plibes were
painted ho as to noreen their rajH in certain directions.

An electric pearohlipht at Charirir Cross swept the sky.

It is understocid thot the observations are intended to enable pre-

cautions to be taken against the identification of important build-

inKB, A:o , by hostile airships, which are quite capable of visitini;

the metropolis and dropping bombs upon it. London, bein^ an
"open' city, and therefore by iuterna'.ional law immune from
bombardment, is, of course, just the sort of place that the apoetles

of German " culture " would seek to attack.

400-.Mile Traii.'^iiiissioii Coiiipl^'tnl.—Willi the
closure of the tie-line switch at San IJ-rnardino, Cat., on Aupust
13th, cnerpy was transmitted from Bishop Creek to El Centro, Oal

,

a distance of ^00 miles, completing the lonuest transmission circuit

in t^e world. The new line brinps electric service into the
Imperial and Coachella valleys.

—

Electrical Wuiiil.

\mXv forrcsjitmdeiicc.

—

C.vrhoxs.—Jfy letter of the
!»th inst., appearinfr in your isBue of the 11th i net., asked Mr.
Alwood two questions, which I hope may be snswered in your
next number.
Your Editorial comments on my letter, however, make it essen-

tial for me to amplify my seconi question, and ask whether the
Witton carbon undertaking, or the G E C. have handled any other
carbons than those actually manufactured in England .'

Inquirer.
London.

Nalicioiis Daniaue to Railway Siaiials.—In revenge,
because the LB. J: S.C. Railway Co. would not let him work
overtime, R. Hamper, a foreman, cut electrical signalling wires on
the line at Battersea when soldiers were being conveyed to the
South. He was sentenced to 12 months' hard labour.

WiiTles^; Operators Wanted.—The Admiralty still

wants wireless operators for enrolment in the Royal Naval
Reserve, for service in the Rnyal Xavy during the period of
hostilities. Particulars can be had from the Secretary of the
Admiralty (N.), London, S.W. '

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editor! innte electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the. profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the
Electrical Review posted as to their moremenfs.

Central .Station Offieials.—The Dublia Electricity

Committee last week brought up recommendations for inert ases in

the salaries of Mk. Mark Ruddle, the city electrical engineer, and
Mb. 6. Archer, chief engineer of the distribution department,
such increases not to take effect until after the war. The Lird
Mayor said that it would do no harm to have the report sent back
for six months at least, and this course was agreed to. Perhaps
at that date, when justice is being meted out generally, gallant
little Belgium and the hope-deferred Belfast elfctricity works
staff will alike receive their due share of compensation.
On the occasion of his marriage to Miss Nini E Threlfall, B.A.,

of Southport, Mr. Thos. Cleaton Ball, mains inspector at the
Mersey Railway Power Station, Birkenhead, has b?en presented by
the emploj cs with a case of cutlery, and with a silver cigarette
case by the men of his department.
Messrs T. Nutter and J. Bolton, chief assistant and assistant

respectively at the Barnley electricity works, have withdrawn
their applications for an increase in their respective salaries because
of the present situation.

Mr. H. Hopkinson has been appointed canvasser at the
Walsall electricity works ; Mb. A. E. Smith has been appointed sub-
station mechanical assis'ant.

Traniwav (fficials. — Mr. W. T. D. Grundy,
of Moreoambe, has been appointed general manager of the
Derwent Valley Light Railway.

fteueral.—On .S.itmday last, the 12 th inst., Mr. W. L.
Topple, superintendent of the Electric and O.dnance Accessories
Co., Ltd., Aston, presented, on behalf of the staff, to Mb. C.
Brittlebank, chief of the sales department, a case of table
cutlery, on the occasion of his marriage with Miss Rawlioson, of
Manchester. Mr. Topple referred to the high esteem in which Mr.
Brittlebank was held, and Mr. J. D. Morrison, secretary of the
company, spoke in similar terms. Mr. Brittlebank suitably
responded.

HiR A.\iJUi.\v McIx>.NALi< Ib to contribute fTiOO to meet the coat

of the improvements which have recently been carried ont by the
managers of the Riinbur/h Koyal Infirmary in the medical elec-

trical departmenta of the lantitation.

Mr. 1), FuM.NlHM, who ia leoving to become chief electrical

engineer at the Collieries at Thorncliffe of Newton, Chamt>erd and
Co , Ltd ,

hai been prcxented with a fitted gladstone bag by the
olficiaU at Shirebrook Colliery, where he has been on the electrical

staff.

Mr. Theodore Rohontheil, onfineer, who is a BritiHh Bubject,

residing at Silbrook Heoldon, Whitchurch, Olamorgan, annonncev
in the London (liizftle that on September 14th, l'.M4, he renounced
the surname of Scbontheil, and then adopted the name of
TllKdOOBE STBETTON.
Mr. Philip AiriUsTUs Lani; (heretofore known as Mr. P. A.

Lange). managing director of the Britieh WeBtingbuu"e Electric

and Manufacturing Co., Ltd.. of Trafford Park, who is a nataraWsed
Britinh subject, and formerly an American citi/.?n, has given notice
that on Saturday he renounced the use of the surname Linge, and
adopted the name of Lang.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

United kingdom Mannrai-tiirerK' Representative Aggoeia-
tioo, LtJ. (137.6'>6).—Tbiq ooinptny was regittered on September 9lh, with a
capital o( £10,000 in Xl ebares i6,00O6 p°r cent participating preferred), to
carry on the bueiness of providing manufartnrerH' repreeeotatives aDd
agents in all parts of the world, merchants, traders, forwarding and general
agents, contractors or sub-cootractorB for the purchase or supply of Britfeh
products and c:>mmoditie9. general merchandise and all classes of English
goodH, eithsr in the United Kngdom or etsewhc-nr, and to bring to bear diplo-
matic ani other pressure with rt-Kard to tariff re^triotioni and infringements
under the Merchandise Mark:: KcM. The subscribers (with one share each)
are:—E. H. Barton, 16, St. Helen's Place, EC, F.I.C.A. ; E, J.Howell,
Qorselands, Boutbbourne, Hants, gentleman; J. Molenkamp, 24, King's
Avenue. Clapham Piirk, S.W., gentleman C. T. B. Jayne, 9.5, High Ko«d,
Streatham, a.W., director; G. Proster, 19, Elgin Court, Maida Vale, W.,
gentleman ; J. B. P. Jackman, 2, High Htrett, S.W., gentleman ; C. Burton.
37. Surrey Street, W.O.. advertising contractor. Minimum cash Bobscript'on,
seven shares ; the number of directors is not to be less than two or more
than seven; the first are J. Molenkamp, C. T B. Jayne, G. Proaser and C.
Burton; qnalificatlon of first directors £1, of other directorj £50 sbsres or
stock; remuneration as fised by the company. Registered by Lloyd,
Richardson & Co., 8, Howari Straet, Norfolk Street, W.C.

Anti-German League, Ltd. (1.S7.638').—Thia company was
registered on September llih, witli a capital of £500 in £1 shiires, to take over
the busioesi) carri d on at 97b. K-geet Btreet. London, as the Anti-German
Lea'gue, formd 1 1 assist British trade, to carry on business as warehousemen,
agents, impoitera, exporters, and general merchants, and to enter into an
agreement wi h O. Clarke. The suljscribers (with one share each) are :—C,
Clarke, CranleiKii, Egham, Surrey, merchant; M. B. Pizz,-y, Heath Villa,

Ascot, Berks., accouotint. Private company. The number of directors is

not to be less than two or more than three ; the first are C. Clarke and M. B.
Pizzey ; remuneration as fixed by the compatiy. Secretary, J, Myers, 66,
London Wall, E.C.

A. V. tiifliins & Co., Ltd. (137,fil.i).—This company was
registered on S -ptember Uih, wi'ih a capital of £10,000 in £1 shares, to c*rry on
the business of electricians, suppliers of electricity for light, heat, m itive

lower or otherwise, iSc, and to enter into an agretment with A. V. Gifkins
and D. Goad. The subscribers (with one share each) are :— A. V. Gifkins,
Crescent Lidge, Hertford, engineer ; H. 8. Watson, 9. Parley Park Koad, Purley,
engineer. Private company. The number of directors is not to b^ les^ than
two or more than five ; the first are A V. Gifkins, D. Goad and H. S Watson
(all permanent. Bubject to holding £1.000 shares each). The said A V. Gitains,
while holding office as permanent director, may appoint twj additional per-
manent directors, whose holdingmust be .fl,S-)0 shades each. Remuneration
as fixed by the compiny. Regisiered ofiice, 68, Victoria Btreet, 8.W.

Stonebridge Electrical Co , Ltd. (137,6.52").—This company
was registered oa September llth, with a capital of £1,000 in £1 shares, to
carry on the business of electrical and general engineers, cont actors for,

manufacturers of, and dealers in, plant, machinery, engines and implements
used in connection with the generation, supply, distribution, accumulation and
use of electricity for heat and power, Jto. The subsci-ibers are ; — K. H. Gyr,
Zug, Bwitzerland, manufacturer of electrical apparatus, lOO shares; L. R.
Lester, 1, Htonebridge Park, Willesden, N.W., engineer, 60 shares. Private
compiny. The first directors are K. O. Gyr, L. R. Lester and H. Landis,
Registered office, 1, Stonebridge Park, Willesden, N.W.

Electropatliic Institute, Ltd, (137,6261—This company was
registered on September 9th, with a capital of £3,000 in £1 shares (2,500 par.
ticipating p-e^ereace) to take over the business of electrical treatment and
the manufacture and sale of electrical appliances carried on by E. T. Braatap,
at 13, Old Q lebec Btreet, London, as E. Braarup, The subscribers (with one
preference shara each) are:—C. Philip, 4, Bertram Road, Enfield, clerk;
W. H. Hayles, 3, Manchester Btreet, W.O., compiny secretary. Private com*
paDy. The number of directors ii mt to be less than two or more than
seven; ibi first are not named; remuneration not more than £100 eaob per
annum. Registsred office, 13, Old Quebec Street, Marble Arch. W.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Henley's (South Africa) Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.—
Capital, £'aOO0 in £1 shares. Return dated June 6th, 1914 ; all shares tsk^n
up; £lper share called up; £2,000paid. Mortgages and charges : Nil.

Chilian Electric Tramway and Light Co., Ltd. (57,203).—
Capital, £1,150,000 in 600,000 ord. and li.50,000 pref. shares of £1 each. Eetnra
dated July IBsh, 1914 : all shares takea np; £1 per share called up on the
pref. ; £650.000 paid ; £300.090 considered as paid on the ord. Mortgages anl
charges: £367,000.
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Chenitco Elpctric Co., Ltd.—ParticularB of £50,000 dobs..
O-oatert AuifiiBt 12th, 1!)14, Hlod purBiiiiit to 8(30.9.1 (8) ot the Companies'
(OoiisolHatinn) Act, 1908. the whole amount beiriK now issue i. Property
oharKPfl : the company's iindertaltinK and property, present and future,
including uncalled oapioal, if any. No trustees.

James Keith & Blacktnan Co., Ltd.— A memorandnm of
Batlsfaction in full on AuRint aith, o( second deb?., dated Feb'uary 9(h, 191 (,

securing f 1,900, has been mtlHod, Issue on September 8tb, I9U, of JtOOD,

p»rt ot a series of which particulars have already b^en llled.

Lester B. Betts & Co , I-td.—Debenture dated September
and, 1911, to secure XlOO obarged on thit company's undertakini; and property,
P'esont and future, inoludinR uncalled capital. Holder: A. E. Robinson, 80,
Wbitefriars Orescent, Westclitr-on-Soa.

Siitclifle (of Crumpsall), Lid Particulars of £4.000 deben-
tures creined April 16th, 1911, flled pursuant to Sec. 93 I3| of the Companies'
(Consolidatkn) Act, 1U08. the whole amount being now issued. Property
cbareed : The oompany'g undertaking and property, present and futare,
inoluding uncalled capital. No trnstces.

CITY NOTES.

.4iitoiii:iti(- Teh'plioiK's (.Australia), Ltd.

According to Australian newepipers to hand by the la^t mail,

this compiny was to hold its annual meetin? on August .'ith. The
directors in their report stated that the year ended Jane 30th had
been eatiafaotory. The net profits available for distribution was
£4,167, out of which £417 was abaorbed by manajfirg directors'

remuneration, £3,750 was required for the propoied dividend of

7i per cent., and £1,181 was to be carried forward. The directors

stated that the contracts referred to last year were not quite com-
pleted, although two automatic exohanpres, viz., Brighton and
Newtown (and since June 30ih, a third, viz, Balmain), had been
" cut over" to the entire sitisfaction of the department. While in

Cbicag-o Mr. Nicholson made arrangements which enabled the
company to submit a favourable price to the Federal Government
for a further group of seven exchanges in Sydney, and just before
the year closed this price (£100,318) was accepted. The current
year should, therefore, be a busy one, affirding profitable employ-
ment for the company's capital, the bulk ot which was lying at
call. Under a new agency agreement with Automatic Electric Co.,

Chicago, no cash deposit had been required, better terms had been
arranged, and a much longer period granted upon reasonable con-
ditions.

DHiiibai'toii Rui-&')i and roiiiity Traiinvays, Ltd,

Mb. George B.\lfoub, chairman ot directors, in moving the
adoption ot the report at the annual meeting, said the total receipts

for the ye\r amounted to £23,563, being an inorea'ie of £611 in

tratli ! reiiipta and advertising, notwithstanding a reduction of
£'250 in aivertising receipts. Expenses had increased by £1,250,
theincraasi io trallic expenses being £235, and in general expenses
£380, which was largely accounted for by increase in third party
insurance and r.ite8 and taxes. The most gratifying feature was
the continuing increase in trallh receipts during the last three
yearit. The cjmpiny's cars ran 549,993 miles during the year, and
cirried 3,1131,632 pissengers. Mr. Balfour moved that the following
dividends ba paid :—A dividend on the preference shares at the
rate of 6 per cent, per annum for the half-year to July 31st, 1914,
and a dividend on the ordinary .shares at the rate of 1 J per cent, for
the year. The motion was unanimously carried.

Electric Supply Co. of Victoria, I,td.—The report
for the year ended Mirch 31st, 1914, states, says the Fiiiiiiirinl

'rimes, that the net profit has again improved, notwithstanding the
heavily increased wages payable under various Trade Board determi-
nations, 1^ ). A further trouble has been the prevalence of bad
trade in Bendigo. To meet additional capital expenditure incurred,
tj the amount of £8,898, chiefly in the extension of the lighting
undertakings, necessitated by the increasing business ot the com-
piny in those deptrtmenta, a further issue of preference shares has
buen made. The baUnoe to the credit of profit and loss account,
including £7,569 brought forn'ard from the previous year, and
after deducting debenture interest paid and amount transferred to
debenture stock redemption account, is £23,011, which the directors
propose dealing with as follows :—To pay on account of arrears of
preference dividend, thus extinguishing all arrears to M*roh 31st,

1913, £16,211 ; to place to depreciation of stores £1,000, to write off
" D scon at and oommiesion on debenture stock aotjount" £2,174,
and to carry forward £3,625.

South Metropolitan Electric Liirlit and Poner
Co., Ltd.—The books will be closed from 17th to 30th inst.

(inclusive) f)r preparation of warrants for interest on the 4 J per
cent, first mortgage debenture stock payable on Ist prox: for the
hil '-year to that date.

Ilia/iliaii Traction, la«i'lit and Power Co.. Ltd.—
The directors have declared a dividend of li per cent, for the
three months ending September 30th on the 6 per oent. cumulative
preference shares, payable October 1st.

Direct Spanish Teiearraph Co.. Ltd.— The board has
decided to pay, in addition to the dividend at the rat? of I'l per
cent, per annum on the preference sharM, a dividend at the rate of
4 per cent, p^r annum, free of incom»-'.ax, on the ordinary sharea,
both for the half-year ended Jane 30th, 1914, and payable on
October 1 at next.

Eastern Evtension, .Australasia and China THe-
(;raph Co., Ltd.—The directors have declared an interim dividend
for the quarter ended June 30th last of 2e. <\\. per ehare, free of
income-tax, payable October 15th.

Eastern Teleuiaph Co.. Ltd.—The directors announce
the payment on October 15th of a dividend at the rate of 3J per
cent, per annum, less income-tax, on the preference stock for the
quarter ending September 30th, and the second quarterly interim
dividend of 1 J per cent, oa the ordinary stock, free of income-tax,
in respect of profits for the year ending December 3l8t next.

Bromley (Kent) Electric Lishtand Power Co.. Ltd.
—The directors have de:Urel a dividend at the rate of 4 per ceat.
pjr annum (2s. per share), less inc3m;-tax, on the ordinary shares
for the past half-year (interim).

Halifax and Bermudas Cable (<».. Ltd.—The
directors have declired a dividend of 3 per cent. (Ss. p^r share),
free of income-tax, for the half-year, payable September 16th,
making 6 per cent, for the year.

Direct West India Cable Co.. Ltd.—Dividend .i per
cent. (Is. 61. per share), free of income-tax, for the half-year,
payable September 16th. making 6 per cent, for the year.

Canada.— According to a Renter dispatch, the Civic
Biard of Control has decided to purchase the property of the
M )ntreal Water and Power Co. for $.',500,000.

lobe Telegraph and Trust Co.. Ltd.—The directors
announce a q larterly interim dividend of 2a. per share on the
ordinary shares.

British Insulated and llelsby Cables. Ltd.—An
interim dividend at the rate of 8 per cent, per annum, legs
income-tax, on the ordin^ry shares for the pist half-year, is

announced.

Mather A: IMatt. Ltd.—The Finandal Times states
that the payment of the dividend of Is. per share on the ordinary
shares announced for distribution on September lat. has been
postponed, but the dividend on the preference shares was duly
paid.

British .iluniiniuui Co.. Ltd.—The directors aiinonnee
a six months' interim dividend at the rate of 6 per cent, on
preference shares. Wirrants will be pjsted on September 30th.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Eveolnc-

The much more satisfactory character of the news from the front

produced an instantaneous effect in Sto:k Exchange circles. It was

felt that continuance of such intelligence would ha<ten the

reopening ot the Stock Exchange : and Consols, which had changed

hands at 65j, rose to (iSi, A number of Home R*il\viy stocks,

hitherto practically unsaleable, suddenly found supporters. It was

almost amusing to notice how those who had been pathetic sellers,

when they could not obtain bids, became ojnverteii intj rjady

buyers as soon as the enemy's advance had been changed into

retreat.

While general recognition admits that there is plenty of stubborn

fighting to be done before the end arrives, the reaction, from what
we may call the courageous despondency of the end of August. h»s

produced a marked effect upon quotations, to such an extent that

the daily crowd in Throgmorton Street swelled to several times ita

previous proportions, and practically every broker is able to repirt

inquiries amongst his clients for stocks offered at Iwrgain prices.

Toe imvement has not been confined to Lindon : from the pro-

vincial centres the same earnest of bargaiu-huuting is reported.

It is wonderful—and yet perhaps less wonderful than it appsars

—

what a different sentiment has been diffused by receipt of the more

cheery new.s.

Several of the WeJt Ead electric lighting companies are amon^rst

those to whom the ill wind has blown nnexpijted profit. Instead

of mansions and Ojvernment ofli.»8 being closed during An^tnst

and the first half ot September, with consequent fallinsr-off of

electric lighting requirements, the war has kept people in town to

such an extent that, in the case of at least one company, the load

for the past six weeks has been heavior than ever before in the

history of the concern, and to supply the " juice " has i nposed an

unlooked-for strain upon the company's resources.
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The City oompaniea are in a position not bo enviable as that uf

the WtiHt Knd imdertakinKs, bat, August anil September both beioK

very Hluck monthH in the ordinary way, they have Buffered no per-

ceptible diminution in revenue up to the present.

Stock i« not so readily offered as it was when we last wrote,

but there in still a certain amount which can bo picked up cheaply.

I'urauini; our tables of last week, showinir various prices at which
stocks and shares would tjive certain yields, we now set out a few
examples in the Telegraph and Manufacturing sectionrf, with the

same object. These will enable the prospective purchaser to judge

at what prices he considers securities are cheap :
—

Name. Dividond. PreBCnt Yield.
yrlcu, £ B. d.

AnglO'Amerioan Tulegraph Pref. li lOHj 6 10 b
106 S 14 it

lOIJA 6 17 1

KaBti'in Tehgtapl. Onlinary 7 133' 6 6 8
127 6 10 8
Hi 6 14 »

Globe Ordinary i; llj 6 4 r,

It 5 9 1

lOJ 6 14 8

Western Telegraph 7 l:ii 6 10
VM 6 6 B

in 6 g 10

Baboock 4 Wilooj 10 a| 6 11 li

si i; 1 u
aj 7 2 3

Callenders 16 ISi li 2 li

111 II 7 H
lU Ij 10 5

India Rubber 7* 91 7 18
!l 8 6 8

Si 8 IG IJ

The Stock Exchange Committee have taken a definite step

towards re-opening the House by the issue of a list of prices fixed

in accordance with their order, dated September 14th. This is

regarded on all hands as an indication that the House may get to

work sooner than was expected by those who talked about " after

("hristmas" as the probable date of re-opening. The list consists

of four pages, which are about one-third of the size of the regular

Ui-page sheet. We set out those connected with the electric

markets :

—

Present
Stock. price.

Central London 4 per cent. Debenture 96

,, 4i per cent. Preference 103
London Electric 4 per cent. Debenture 88^
Metropolitan 3A per cent. Debenture 86

„ 3n par cent. ** A "' Debenture 85

„ 8i per cent. Preference SOJ

,, 3.? per cent. "A" Preference 77J

„ 3( per cant. Oonv. Pref 77S

Met. District;4 per cent, Prior Lien Deb. 95^

These prices are unchanged from those of July 30th, but in

several instances the stocks can be bought below the levels given.

Metropolitan " A " Preference, for example, is offered at 76, Loudon
Electric Debenture at 87j, free of stamp duty, and so on.

More interest attaches to the prices at which Miscellaneous
securities are actually on offer, and to those at which they can be
sold. There is a much greater variety in the former than there is

in the latter list, and some examples may be set out :

—

Btock ofTered, Price. Yield, Dividends,

Anglo-Argentine Trams 6 per cent, £ b, d.

Debenture Btock 93^ 5 7 June Ist and Dae.
Anglo-Argentine Trams 5>. per cent.

First Preference .. " .. 4 [J 617 Jan, 1st and July
British Columbia Electric Railway

6 per cent. Preference 90 6 4 Jan, 15th and July
British Electric Traction 4^ per cent.

Second Debenture stocK .. .. 75 May Ist and N07.
City of London Electric 6 per cent.

Preference shares 12^ xd 4 U March and Sept.
London Electric Supply 6 per cent.

Preference shares 4a xd 3 March and Sept,
Metropolitan Trams 6 par cent. De-

benture stuck 86 5 16 April Ist and Oct.
Rio de Janeiro Trams 5 per ceat.

Second Mortgage bonds .

.

831 6 13 April Ist and Oct,
Urban Electric Supply 4^ per cent,

Debeaturestjok .." .. .. 84J 6 6 6 April 1st and Oct,

Amongst the stocks which are wanted for cash we may mention
the following :

—
Stocks Wanted,

Anglo-Argentine Trams i?^ per cent. Debenture,
Calcutti Electric Supply Ordinary,
Calcutta Electric Supply Preference.
Calcutta Tramways Ordinary.
Central Electric Supply 4 par cent, Debsntura.
Charing Cross Electric Preference,
City of Buenos Ayres Trams Ordinary.
Consolidat jd Gas, Electric Light and Power of Baltimore 5 per cent,

Debjntura.
Metropolitan Electric Supply Ordinary.
Melbourne Electric Supply First Debenture,
Mexico Tramways First Mortgage 5 per cent. Bond?.
Mexican Light and Power First Mortgage 5 Der cent, Bonds.
Sio Paulo Traroways 5 par cent. Debanture Stock.
St. James' Electric Light Preference,
South Metropolitan Electric First Prefere ee.
United Electric Trams of Monte Vidjo 6 per cent. Debenture.

The Home Railway market has taken on a mnoh cheerfuUer
aspect ;

in fact, it is more easy to sell many stocks than it is to
buy them at present figures. If the news continues to advance in
the same direction as everybody's hopes, there will ha a rush to
buy everything of the investment character. The demand, it may
be noticed, has not yet extended to speculative issues, Ribber
shares are on the rise, the theory being that rubber-tired motor
vehicles will become universally used for commercial purposes after
the war, owing to the scarcity of horses, and to the fact that the
Army had made such heavy inroads upon the horses used by Trade
prior to the outbreak.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

OwiNij to the war, the prices given below are, of course, only

nominal.

Wednesday. September 16th.

CHEMICALS. *e.
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THE RATING OF BARE COPPER
CONDUCTORS.

By W. a. coaxes.

Apparently but few engineers have concrete ideas with

regard to the carrying capacity of bare copper conductors.

With a view to filling up the gap, the figures employed by

some of the foremost switchboard firms on both sides of the

Atlantic have been studied, and the tables below are there-

fore fully representative of first-class practice.

German and American firms have mostly adopted a

temperature rise of 30^ C. as standard for switchboard con-

nections. British builders are usually more conservative,

TABLE I.—Maximum Pebmissible d.c. Load in Ampebes.
Single Copper Strips.
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COSTING.

By "SURPLUS."

{Uoncluded from paye 383.)

The Costs Book is made up of 52 weekly Bheels, 12

monthly sheets, four i|Uarlei-endiiig sheets, two half-year-

ending sheets, one three-qaarter-cadiri" sheet, and one year-

cndin<; sheet ; the rulin(;4 for the quarter, half-years, <&c.,

are the same.

The pMting should b3 done weekly from the Wages
Ana'ysis Hook and th^ Stores Book to the weekly sheets in

the Costs Book, and, if desired, the uccountx can be further

analysed to wages and material as shovra. It is not necessary

Wei:k Eniuno.,

Current week
Corresponding week

previous •se&t...

Equivalent In kilowatt! oonneoted
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to post weekly into the ledger. For the month the postings

should be taken from the Wages .\nalj8's Book summary,
Stores Book summary, and Invoice Book, and posted to the

ledger, and from the ledger to the monthly nosts sheets, and
in the same manner to the quarterly and other costs

sheets.

The ledger should be of the loose-leaf kind, the index

arranged in numerical order according to the number of

main accounts, and the subsidiary accounts should be opened

A NEW ELECTRIC TRACTOR.

A NK«' design of electric tractor for attachment to, and the

hauling of, ordinary lorries and wagocs from which the

front wheels are removed, has recently been introdaced by
the Kldridge Manufacturing Co., of .041, Tremont Street,

Boston, U.S.A. ; it is designed to haul loads of 3 tons at

speeds ranging from 6 to ft miles per hour, and .'i tons at

.0 to 7 miles per hour.

Quarter Ending.

Equivalent ia kilowatts connected
1

HBtttiTiir
1 —

I

uniM worKs iiotiin uniti

(,'urrent quarter ...

(Jorresp'ding quarter

previous year ...

Record ioiid

Max. load for qr.

Max. load for qr.

irnvrenl I

^""^ Corre«poiiclini! Per

nuartar
""''

'

quarter, unit
' sold

,

previous year sold

RlCBIPXh

Corresponding CuTrenti
quarter

, quarter}

C""?"' Sit CorreiTondiiig
J"'',

quarter „,j quarter ^,j

1. fieneratinii—
Coals, ri

Oils, waste, kz., V2

Wages, r3

Maintenance and repairs :

—

2. Boilers—
Boiler No. 1, 21 ...

„ 2,2-2 ...

„ .% 23 ...

3. Kitgi VPS

4. Generators

5. Piim/is and Pipes

6. BiiiJdiiiiJs

7. Electrical Instruments

8. Distributing

9. Penis, Bates and Ta.res

10. .Vantifiement Charges,,,

1 1

.

Law Erpemet ...

12. Insurances

13. Puhlic Lamps

Pablic lichtinfr •••

Private lighticg...

J-M.D.

8 §
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the (ground and carrj a proportion of the weif,'ht of the

trai'tt>r. When the trailer is attaclied, the friime and tlie

balance wheels are swung up from the ground, in which

position they carry none of the weight of the tractor, trailer

or load, these being carried entirely by the tractor and the

trailer wheels.

The steering and driving wheels are .S(i in. in diameter,

while the balance wheels are only 15 in., and are canied on
elliptic springs mounted on a special steel carriage attached

to the frame. The latter is constructed of two horizontally-

placed channels and two chunnel braces pivoted to two
vertical lugs extending dounwards from the frame. In one

position of the pivoted members the wheels touch the ground,

and in the other they are about (1 in. above it. The tractor

frame, which is of clmnnel section braced with cross-

THE FARADAY SOCIETY.

The Eldbidge ston Electric Tbactob.

members at the front and rear ends, extends behind the

battery box about 5 ft., and the two ends of this frame are

bevelled upwards. Including the driver's cab, the overall

length of the frame is 11 ft. in. What are known as

metal pockets are attached underneath the floor of the

trailer body, having end openings flared both downwards and

horizontally. AVhen the bevelled ends of the tractor frame

strike the lower part of the front incline of the pockets, the

tractive power of the front driving wheels pushes the rear

frame extension up the incline of the pockets and back into

position. An ordinary hook coupling vpith turn-buckle is

used on each side to couple the tractor and trailer firmly

together. It is claimed that the pockets can be readily

applied to almost any type of wagon-body. The trailer

wagons retain the upper half of the original fifth wheel.

During the operation of loading the ordinary front axle

construction is used with the horses hauling the load, the lower

half of the fifth wheel being used in conjunction with the

horses to drag the wagon to and fro.

After loading, the wagon is placed in

some convenient spot, a jack is put

underneath the perch, and the front

axle is removed. The wagon is then

ready to be coupled on to the tractor.

The battery is carried in a special

wooden box mounted on top of the frame

at the rear of the driver's cab. The box
is held in position by means of four

vertical angle-irons, two at the front of

the box and two at the rear, these being

riveted to the frame. Two batteries are

furnished with each tractor, it being

intended that they should be changed
at the middle of each working day.

The cells are readily removable by means of an overhead

chain hoist and rail.

The tractor illustrated has been purchased by the Curtis

and Pope Lumber Co., timber merchants, of Boston, Mass.,

and is at present being used in conjunction with three

wagons ; three more are, however, being got ready, as it has

been found in practice that the tractor can readily serve fix

trailer wagons on short j-urneys to and frcm the railway

yard, the tractor thus being kept steadily at work instead

of standing idle while the wagons are being loaded and
tinloadedi

I'uksidkmiai. Audukss by Sir Robert IIadfield, F.R.S.

Thi: subject <if Sir Robert Hadfield's presidential address to

the Furaduy Society, delivered on June 11th at the Institu-
tion OF Elix'tuicai. Engineers, was " .Advances in the Metal-
lurgy of Iron and Steel."

The retiring president, Dr. R. T. Glazeurook^ who was in

the chair, opened the procoedinys l)y referring to the Kreot
loss the S<x.'icty had sustained in the death of Sir Joseph Swnn.
who had been its first president, and who had continued t'>

tiike the keenest interest in its welfare. A vote of condolence
with Lady Swan and her family was adopte<l.

The address dealt more particularly with the progress that
had been made in our knowledge of the remarkable properties
of the numerous alloys of iron and steel with fither metals, a
study in which Faraday him.self was one <if the pioneers, for

in 1.S-2-J we liM<l him. in conjunction with Stfidart, making
i-vperiments ami publishing papers on the alloys of steel. Sir
Knbert Iladfield [winted out that the investigation of this

subject has a supreme economic as well as a technical value,
!<f tl\e world's resources of iron ore are anything but in-

exhaustible, and any combination therefore which enables one
to use. one pound of iron where formerly two would have
been necessaiy, is directly helping to con.serve the worlil's

natural supplies. It is possible to make a pound of alloy steel

go as far as manv pounds of ordinary .steel.

In an interesting aside Sir Robert explained how it was
that Sheffield became in the eighteenth century the centre of

the special steel trade of the world, n position which she still

hnlrls. This pre-eminence would in all probability have nassed
to France had it not been for the mistaken idea of French
metallurcists, based largely on the researches of Reaumur.
that their own b.nr iron would make as good steel as high-cinss
Swedish iron. The French Government would onlv assist the
infant industry if thev used home-made iron, and over tbi.9

mistaken policv British common-sense and practical grasp
fstimulated perhaps by the economic doctrines of .Adam Smith)
triumphed, with the result whieh eveiwbody know-s.

Coming to the main part of the address, one is struck by
the fact that so little was known about the allovs of iron

even as lite as the eighties of last century, when Sir Robert
Hadfield himself began his now fanioii.s work on manganese
and silicon steels, work forraimr the foundation of the entire

modem knowledsre of nllovs of iron. For example, Kohn'n
" Iron and Steel Manufncturinc." whieh was issued in 1867.
and remained the standard text-book for twentv years, con-
tained not a trace of thnt side of metallurgy which was after-

wards to develop into the now srreat branch of alloy steels.

Again, in the year ISSfi indifferent ferro-manpanese. containing
some 60 per cent, mnncanese, cost fi20 per ton; to-day a ton
of the hitrb-grade 80-84 per cent, alloy can be obtained for

less than £10.
There has been a tendency of recent rears in considering the

woTiderfu! effects of adding to iron such metals as manganese,
nickel, tungsten, and the rest, to minimise, if not to icrnore

nltncether, the aetion of the carbon present. Sir Robert Had-
field belongs to the sehool of metalhircists onee numerous, and
now again growing in numbers, who res^rd the presence of

carbon as one of the neressary eond'tions for obtaininsj alloys

of the renuired properties, and who are satisfied with no
explanation of these qualities which icnores the action of the

carbon. It is well known, but often fovaotten. that the cutting

properties of a modern high-speed tool steel, containing usually

Electric Tractor coupled to a Timber Wagon.

I'j to 20 per cent, tungsten and 2 to 4 per cent, chromium,
will not be attained unless there be sufficient carbon, some
0.70 per cent., present. In an example given, two alloys of

the following compositions were experimented upon by the

lectm-er ;
—

0. Si. S. P. Mn. Cr. \V.

(1) ... 0.74 0.10 0O4 COS 0.28 2.84 18.00

(2) ... 0.33 0.10 0.03 0.03 0.33 2.82 IS.flo

It will be observed that but for the carbon content these

two alloys were practically identical in composition, and the

heat treatment in each case was also the same. Yet the former

was found by all the usual tests to be an immeasujaWy
Buperlof metal ; Indeed, the Icrw-catbon alloy was ogelea* for
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tools. There was practically no hardenite or hardening carbon
present in this steel; the carbon was almost entirely in the
I'orni nf carbide.

It is facts such as these that tend, in the opinion of Sir
Robert Had field, to throw doubt on the accuracy of the allo-
tropic theory of iron which of late years has found so much
favour in the eyes of uiotallographists, and which postulates
the existence of an adajiiantine i form of iron. Sir Robert
himself is so impressed with the importance of the part playccl
by carbon in the various transformations of iron and "its
alloys that he is offering a prize of £-2W (through the Iron and
Steel Institute) for the best paper on the forms of carbon in
iron and steel. His presidential address to the Faraday
Society will have achieved its purpose if it succeeds in attract-
ing attention once again to this most promising field of
research in the great subject of iron and steel manufacture.

BRITISH BULBS FOR ELECTRIC LAMPS.

Thk outbreak of war has brought into prominence the depend-
iMice of many industries and undertakings upon supplies from
the Continent. It has also made conspicuous—though in a

much happier way—those enterprises whose produrt.s have
been wholly manufactured in Great Britain.
The guiding policy of the General Electric Co.. Ltd., has

l>een to undertake the manufacture of every article, and every
part of every article, in this country, and, in fact, it has acted
generally as though it had foreseen and deliberately prepared
for a crisis like the present.
A striking example of its strong position in this respect is

aflorded by the Lemington Glass Work.s. to which we referred
in our last issue. Many makers of electric lamps in Great
Britain have importetl the bulbs from Germany or Austria.
Ten years ago, however, the General Electric Co. took steps
to secure an independent British supply of lamp bulbs, by
acquiring glass works of its own. An opportunity presente<l
itself in connection with glass woi-ks at Lemington, Newcastle-
on-Tj-ne. In taking over these works the General Electric Co.
adopted its characteristic plan of forming a subsidiary com-
pany—the Lemington Glassworks, Ltd.—in which it holds a
controlling interest. .At the time of purchase, the works pos-
sessed two glass houses, but the equipment has been gradually
fiTitended until the number of glass houses has reached six.

This development was not achieved without overcoming many
difficulties. Glass-blowing is a highly skilled trade, and the
company found it necessary to train the labour it required
for the special work of blowing the various bulbs required for
incandescent lamps. Nevertheless, the works grew steadily.
and are now giving continuous employment to about 2.50

workpeople.
The main purpose of the works has been, of course, to supply

htilbs to the Robertson Lamp Works, Ltd. (and, later on. the
Osram Lamp Works, Ijtd.)—two other subsidiary undertakings
of the company; but the G.E.O. does not hesitate to go to the
a.ssistance of other electric lamp makers in this country in
case of need, and on several occasions when there has been a
shortage of importation from the Continent there would have
been a serious faniiiii- in liulbs if a supply had not been

Fig. L—Lemu.'gton Glass Works.

available from the Lemington Glass Works. In the present
;ciftical state of things, with importation absolutely sfopnetl,
tlie G.E.C. has decided to contipue (big broad-minded policy.
So far as the capacity of the works will permit—and subject,
of course, to the denuinds of the Government—the nee<l3 of
b31 electric lamp makers will be met. Moreover, arrangements
are being made to extend the works as rapidly as possible.
Ijj this development the G.EG. regards the glass works in
the li^ht of a notional asset, which will bo utiliaca to the full

in maintaining an industry employing many ihoa«andi of
hands and of vital importance to the Admiralty and the War
Office, as well as to the public generally.

.A specific instance of the value of the works during the war
crisi.s may be mentioned here. So^m after the outbreak of
hostilities an urgent Government order was received by the
Robert8<^)n Lamp Works, Ltd., for a special typo of electric
lamp. The glass for this type had previously been obtained
from the Continent, but the Lemington 'Glass Works were

Fig. 2.

—

Tibe Shop,

able to produce the necessary bulbs so quickly that within
three days of the receipt of the order complete samples of the
lamps were in the hands of the Government department con-
cerned. These samples were approved, and the order to
manufacture in quantities was at once put in hand.
Even under normal conditions, the execution of such an

order would have occupied six weeks, if Continental source*
had been chosen.
We reproduce herewith some photographs of the Lenungtou

Gln<;s \\ orUs which were taken at th»> end of last month. The
works are open to inspection by anyone who is sufficiently
interested to write for permission to visit them.
The cessation of the foreign importation of glass offers an

opportunity for the employment of from four to five timet
the number of people at present •ngaged in thii section of
th» British glas_s industry.

LEGAL.

Elkctbio Light ARBK.\Bf.

At North London Police Court, on Friday, Mr. A. M. Bram&ll,
solicitor, applied for summnntes against Islinirton ratepayers due
on electric liErhtinpr, and referred to the Act of Parliament, passed
in Auprust last, which came into operation forthwith. It w»8
the Courts Emereenoy Powers Act, which provided that no execu-
tion for any debt incurred either before or after the passing of the
Act should be issued without previous application to, and sanction

of, the Court.

Mr. IIkdderwick : I have not yet read the Act, but is any
useful purpose served in issaing process which cannot be aot««i

upon .'

Mr. I?haw.\ll : It will be for yoa to decide, after hearing the

whole circumstances, whether execution should isfua. There may
be cases where the provisions of this Act will tlToid a great relief

to debtors, and riirhtly so, but there may be others where j>eople

can, but will not, pay ; and then it will be for you to permit
execution to isone.

Mr. IlEnnKRWiCK : You may take your summonses : meanwhile
I will look up the Act of Parliament.

Stealing Maokktos.

Bkfork .Tndge Atherley Jones at the Central Criminal Court on
Tnesdny. Krank Elward Pnllen. ^9, Alfre<l .Tohn White. 40, Thoma#
Alfred WdlianiP, .S."i. and Kreilcrick Oeorire Cox. 47. were chargrd
with stealing and receiving a number of magnetos and carburet-
ters, vaUvrl at *I71 17s.. on February Ist la't, the property of the
Associated Equipment Co.. Ltd. Pollen pleaded gnilty, bnt the
other defendants denied the charges.
The jnry acquitted Cox, but found Whit« and Williams ' Guilty."

Pnllen was sentenced to fonr months' imprisonment in the seoond
division, and Williami and White each to six months in the eecond
diriiion, Cos was diwhorg'ed,
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Thk D18PDTBD Cabbons.

BnonK the Common Serjeant (Sir F. B-Jsanquet, KG) at the

Central Criminal Court, on Friday, Georcre Kirtland, L'S. electrician,

Thomas Alfred Thornton. 20, eeoretary, and Arthur Marston

Billineton, ..0, company director, surrendered to their bail to

anBwer a charge of breakine and enterini? the premises of the

Foster Eopineerine Co., at Merton Road, Wimbledon, on AupuBt

15th last. They all plnaded not Builty.

Mr George Elliott, K.C., and Mr. Walter Frampton appeared for

the prosecution, while the defendants were represented by hir

Frederick Low, K.C., and Mr. 11. Dobb.

Mb Elliott said that the premisee of the prosecators were

enteredonAueust IBth, and some 213,000 carbons were removed.

The defendants claimed that they were entitled to the carbons to

use in an arc lamp of which they were the patenteas, and which

had been maJe by a German firm. The premisesof the prosecutors

were broken into under a " claim of right." Counsel said ne had

carefully considered the case, ami was satiBfied that it would be

impossible to a«k the Court and jury to Bnd that the defendants

had any felonious intent. What they did they did honestly m the

belief that they had a claim of right to the possession of the

articles. It was not necessary at the present time to go further

into the matters, which were forming the subject of proceedings

in the Chancery and King's Bench Divisions of the High Court

Counsel added that it would be quite hopeless and impossible, and

also unjust to the defendants, for the prosecution to be proceeded

with After reading the papers in the case, he was surprised that

the local justices committed the defendants for trial. Under the

circumstances, he proposed to offer no evidence against the

defendants. The goods were taken in the middle of the night, and,

therefore, the prosecution thought that, />rima facte, they had

been stolen. The matter was put in the hands of the police, who

at once found that the goods had been removed through the instru-

mentality of the defendants. The prosecution then had to go on

in the ordinary way.

Sir Frederick Low said that the defendants were men of the

highest respectability. It was important that no one should think

that there was the slightest justification for the criminal proceed-

ings. He was apiai-ed that the justices had ever committed the

defendants.

The Common Ser-ieant said it was quite clear that there was

some civil dispute between the parties. As the property was

removed the prosecutors very naturally put the matter in the

hands of the police. It was clear that the matter was really a

civil dispute between the parties, and was not a case for a criminal

court. It might be unfortunate that the magistrates thought fit

to commit the defendants, but they left the Court as if no one had

ever thought fit to prosecute them.

At the direction of the .Tudge, the jury returned a verdict of not

guilty against the defendants, and they were discharged.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR. 1914.

(NOT YET PUnl-lSHRD)

rcnipilcd «pr«.ly for Ihi. journal b, Mcwa. W P. Tllo««nH i, Cn
"

ly.cuuJ V;Ll Ag.nU.'lMS, High Holb-.m. London. W^..nd .<

Liverpool and Bradford, lo whom all inquine. .houM b« ad.lrr.«^.

10 ojtl *' Hfi'irM for aFnaratini! iit.i(ln#lic matrriala from tnaterlali in «-hif

h

,h«^aH>« pr""n. .. impuri.i?. or "foreign m....r." H. H. T..o-r»o. and

A. i;. D»viiM. Auguil Sill.

10 255. •• F.l«-lric duld-healfri." W. P. rniBY. August 31«i.

\9.ii7.
•• Klfclrlc^ronduil filling." T. LoHOUORl and J. E. M«»r.nrli.

August 31»i.

19.2«1. " Apparalui for um in Iranttnitling Irlfgraphic me»«agfs.
'

C'litaillKE. Auguit 3Ul.

in.aon. •• Solenoid swilchn."' T. G. NvBosr.. S'-p"'»iber lit.

1(1,30(1.
" Electrical railway signalling." J. C»»t)Mt«. S«ptemb«r 1-'

1»,313.
" Anode for electric osmotic processes." O. B. Scil«T.iii». Sep.

teniber IM. (Complete.) ...
19.313.

" Magnetic separation of ore." G. B. Schwelis-. Sepieniber Ut.

(Complete.) ,, ,

19,316. " Aerial straitier. or the like and manufacture thereof. 1. Si/.rru

.Sertember 1st.
,. „ ., • iv i

19,319. "Electric connexions and the like." S. F. T.T.K and «. J. 1.

BttRl. September lat.
. . .,

19322. " Translating device." J. W. M«<k..sziI!. September M. (In.ei-

n.ntional Electric Tool Co.. United States.) (Complete )

19.324.
" Process for the electro-deposition o( line." S. O. Co« put l outs

September 1st. ii.ii."
19.325.

" Froces« for the removal ot tin from tinned iron and the like.

S. 6. CowlTR-COLIS. September Isl.

19,339.
" Unspillabl. gas outlet for miners' lamp and other aecumulalw'.

J. H. RoTinvrxi: and J. Robirts (trading as J. II. Rothwell * Co.). Sep-

tember 2nd. .. « c
19,344. " Electrical connections." H. Lucis and \V. H. Enw»Ri». Sep

tember 2nd.
, . .

19 394. " Manufacture of depolarizing material for use in primary galvani.

batteries." T. W. F. CURK. September 3rd.

19.425. " Automatic electro-dynamic brake system for feed-reels and ll-

like." H. V. James. September 4th.

19 433 " Means for producing oscillating currents of high frequency. A. II

CcHfS. September 4th. (Complete.)

19 441 "Electric staff-exchangers.' A Douous and H. H. Hodcsok

September 4th. (Convention dat?, October 28th. 1913. Austral.a.) (Complete ,

19,443. " Electric lighting systems." O. J. DlckFTT. September 4th.

19 446 "Protective devices." BRITISH TliOMSOX-HouBTOM Co., LTD. Sep

tember 4th. (General Electric Co., United States.)

19 480. "Electrical-operated slide-projecting machine for advertising .am

other purposes." I. G. Bltler. September oth.

19.483.
" Electric telegraphy." W. JuDD and Eastern TEirnnAni Co., l.ji-

September 5th. „ „ r- i

19.484.
" Device for supporting and insulating conductors. P. G.k.o an 1

A E WoODHOUSE. September 5th. (Complete.)

19 492. " Internal-combustion engine » ith electrically-<lriven chargmg puinp

Ali/eme,ne ELEKTR.aTAIS Ge8. September 5th. (Convenl.on date, September

6th. 1913, Germany.) (Complete.)
.

19,494. "Internal-combustion engines partictilarly adapted for use 'n mot"'

vehicles
" P M. JiSTiCE. September Sth. (North-East Electric Cfl.. United

States ) (Complete.)

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON
ELECTRICAL GOODS.

The Customs Department of the Commonwealth of Australia

announce the following decisions in respect to import duties under

the United Kingdom preferential tariff :

—

Multipliers, used with electrical measurin g instruments Free

Exciters for electric generators :

Imported separately 20%adval.

Imported with generator, according to capacity

of generator 20or 12i% adval.

Looking bolts 15%adval.

Galvanised Eteel channels 12j% adval.

Mapieto Manufacture in diieat Britain.—The

name of another British firm—that of Messrs. Morris & Lister,

ot Lockhurst Lane, Coventry—has now to be added to the list of

those who are commencing to cater for the demand for ignition

magnetos for British motor-cars. At present only magnetos for

single-cylinder engines are being made, but as soon as the necessary

tools are ready, a four-cylinder model, and possibly one or two

other types will be introduced. The design of the machines is

stated to follow closely the lines of the Bosch.

>'ew Electric Veliicle.—A new electric motor (Jeliverj

van, of British construction, has lately been put on the market by

Opel Cars, Ltd., of Halkin Street, Grosvenor Place, London, W.

The motor is carried towards the rear of the frame, its power being

transmitted by chain to a geared-down countershaft with which

the differential gear is embodied, and thence by side chains to the

rear road wheels. The controller is adapted to give four forward

and two reverse speeds.

Patent Restoration.—An order has been made for the

restoration of patent No. 1,761 of 1909 for "Improvements in

calculating machines," granted to Mr. W. C. Cordingley.

PUBLISHED! SPECIFICATIONS.
Copies of any ot the Specifications in the following list mav t

of Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., 285, High Holborn. W
Liverpool and Bradford; price, post free. 9d. (in stamps).

XSX3.
14 125. PiASTio Material. A. Chanard. June 18th. (July 6lh. 1912.)

15 733. ElECTRICAIXV-OPERATED PlANO PLA^ER9. C. Youldon ft C. A. \ouldon.

July' Sth. (January Sth, 1914.)

16,208. CONTROltERS FOR ELECTRICAL ArPARATl.3. A. Mond. (Mascllinen-

labri'k Oerlikon.) July 14th.
,, . ,- ir ,1

18,448 Incandescent Electrio Lamps. British Thomson-Houston Co. (Oeneral

Electric Co.) August 13th.
•

. „ ,

18,500. Ligtno Resistances. Akt. Ges. Brown, Boven, et Cie. Augut

14,h: (January ll.h 1913. Addition to 18,0(W/13.)

18.609. Lockout Telephones for Party Lines. A. W. Maihys (C. K.

Miller). August 15th.

18,727. SPARK PLfGS. M. G. Kopf. August 18th. (November Sth. 1912.)

18,983. Burglar Alarms. I. Shenker. August 21st.

19 141 Switch-actuating Apparatus of Electricau.v-driven MAtniNES. A.

IVio'r, and Butterworth & Dickinson, Ltd. August 23rd.

19 305 Telephone Exchange Systems. E. R. Corwin. August 26ih.

19443 Starting and Controlling Mechanism for Electric Motors.

British Thomson-Houston Co. and R. D. Given. August ./Ih.

20.122. Manufacture of Drawn Wires from Tungsten and the like Metals.

C. (jladilz. September Sth.
r- r- m •

, P 11

21050 Electrio Locks for Lift Gates and Doors^ C. G. Major. 1. li.

Stevens & Smith. Major & Stevens, Ltd. September l,th.

21,070. Contact Surfaces of Electrical Coupling Devices. G. St. J. Day.

^n':^9" APPARATUS for producing Ozonf. British Thomson-Houston Co.

(General Electric Co.) September 26th.
, t- ,- , v .„•„,,

25,363. ELECTRICAL Conduit Systems. M Railing and T. Taylor. Novcmoer

""25,790. Insulating Covering for Overhead Wires. G. H. Vaughon.

November Hth. ^ , t

06 704 MEANS Fos supporting Resistance-wires and the like. Credenda

rjnduits Co. and V. Summerhayes. November 20th.

1914.
A ni -Means for Regulating the Revers.ai of Electric Motors. «;a«ticu- .^

L.U<LY applicable FOR USE IN CONNECTION WITH ELEVATORS. Otis Elevator Co.

(Otis Elevator Co.) February 18th.
c v )1. «l

8 178 Automatic Starters for Dvnamo-electric Machines. F. Nekton S. 1

Newton Brothers. March 31st.

10.523. MERCURY Vapour Lamps. W. A. A. Stemmann. .^pr.l 28rh. (.April

29th. 1913.) ,, . . „ ,,..

11 612 Wall Plugs or Sockets. I B. Malaby. May 11th.

6:234. automatic Selector-switche^ for Telephon, EXCHANGE Systems.

C. A. W. Hultman. July 7th. (July 11th, 1913.)
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EXPORT TRADE AND LONG CREDIT.

[^1

Manui-acturkus who interest themselves in export trade

know only too well that one of the pirincipal difficulties

with which they have been confronted in certain foreign

markets has been the unconscionably long credit system

employed by the fJerman organisations. British manu-

factures might for a given caee be all right as to suitability

and quality, delivery and even price, but if very generous

terms of fettlement have been offered by Teutonic

suitors, terms which no British or American would

accept, this has frequently clinched the matter and the

business has passed us by. There seems to be a peculiar

readiness among the people of certain countries to

deal with those who will give the longest time in

which to pay, even though there be a substantial rate of

interest charged on the amount of the debt—a sort of

mutually agreed upon, and, from our point of view,

painfully protracted moratorium. Twenty-five years ago,

when British traders had a far freer scope in foreign

markets, credit was not allowed over anything like the

length of time that has now become too usual. In those

days several months was, we believe, almost the limit for the

average exporting manufacturer or merchant. The period

that has elapsed since then has witnessed the development

of the German spirit of world dominance no less in trade

affairs than in national policy, and those who have been in

commercial active service so long have observed the change

that has gradually come over the methods of inter-

national trade. Authorities in the different quarters of the

globe, where the competition for orders has become so

terribly keen, have written home advising the readers of

the Electkical Revikw that it was largely the German

long-credit system which had made the British position

so much more dillicult than it used to be. Of

course Germany's electrical organisations have been

undercutting in price, but credit, credit, and again

credit has seemed to be a leading part of German

pjlicy, and unless the purchaser was absolutely

determined to have British-made goods, an easy way could

be found to his heart when he saw the financial and wm-

mercial advantage of being allowed to pay just when he

pleased. Consular and other Government advisers have

given the same advice as our own cvntrihutors, urging

British manufacturers and traders to strain in every possible

way to meet this phase of competition. Indeed, it is

alvocated again this week in a Government report

mentioned in our "'War Items." In certain cases such

advice has baeu acted n\x>n and the system, evil in itself,

has been extended and encouraged thereby. But the

differences in organisation obtaining in this wnntry and in

Germany have often compelled small British manufacturers

to admit the impossibility of their attemfting to defeat long

credit by means of still longer credit. German hidnstrial

consolidation and amalgamation, and the close relations of

r]

^

c
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tiniince iiiiil iiulu9t.i\y wliiuli l)ei'!ime possible in con8i'i|iiL'i:c(;

thcrec f and bcciiase money was more freely aviiiluble to

assist industrial elTort—these strengthened if they did not

actually create the system.

The time is opportune for again con8iderin<; this matter

very seriously. There is room for gravely doubling whether

extended credit is good for the purchaser, tlioujih with

that aspect we need not concern ourselves at the moment.

What is more interesting is whether it is satisfactory for

the country which has encouraged tbe practice in the hope

of gaining a permanent footing in markets from which it

desired to oust us. Even more important is our own attitude

toward the policy in view of present events in Europe.

An illuminating article on the position considered from the

point of view of the manufacturer appears in the current

issue of the Eih/inen-. The writer refers to occasions on

which (Jerman firms have in some engineering lines been

allowing two, three, four and five years' credit, and he gives

particulars of what we should imagine is the limit— a case

in which le>i years was allowed !. German tenderers

meant, at all costs, to secure an order for two gas engines

for a municipality in Italy. When they offered to accept

instalments spread over 10 years the British firms with-

drew, and the order went to Germany. According to

British standards and beliefs, business on those conditions

was best left alone.

By the war on the Continent, German manufacturers are

for the time being, at all events, eliminated from the world

markets. The writer of the EiKjineer article, after express-

ing the conviction that the death struggle will leave (iermany

absolutely exhausted financially and unable to hamper us

with her trade competition for years to come, fays that

whereas in the past British exporters must have sustained

heavy losses through being compelled to follow their rivals'

methods, and give unwholesome terms of credit, the position

has now been greatly altered by the sudden withdrawal of

their only important rival, and that the rival responsible

for the long-credit system. It is hoped, therefore, that in

their efforts to take advantage of the unprecedented chance

of expansion of exports, they will realise that " the main

reason of the credit cancer that has done so much harm, is

gone," and that " a pernicious system that was forced on

us by our enemy, should be abolished for good now that the

opportunity ofi'ers itself." British firms in pursuit of

foreign business are urged not to try to outbid one

another by again granting extended credit, and the larger

firms in the engineering industry, whose financial ability

would enable them better than smaller concerns to grant

favourable terms, would be doing a great deal to I'clieve

the situation and lead to the removal of the system for

many years if they would fall in with the suggestion, and

cjmpete with other Home firms on industrial rather than on

financial merit. It may be thought that this attitude

ignores the activities of the American exporter, but, so far as

we can recollect, the long-credit system has seldom been

indulged in by American firms. Indeed, we believe that

they have been criticised by their own advisers repeatedly

for their unwillingness to give what we regard as ordinary

export credit. Ready money appeals to the American busi-

ness man, whose foreign trade efforts have never been so

startling that they need be feared just now ; at any rate,

America need not be regarded as a factor to be seriously

reckoned with in any efforts that Britishers may contemplate

making to stamp out the system which allows the purchaser

to pay for his purchases perhaps years after he has worn

them out and put them on the scrap-heap.

Of course, iiiohL of our future action in this connection

will be controlli-d by what emerges in (iermany. If that

empire, which at present seems to give to English eyes

signs of very sure and certain crumbling, all that is hoped

for in freeing the industrial market from Gorman financial

battering rams may be reasonably expected to follow. But

even if we assume a different result from the conflict, tbfe

lesson of the danger of unduly extended outside credit in

all i)art8 of the world will have been learned by our enemies

themselves. In concluding our present reference to the

subject, we quote the Engineer writer's comment on this

point :
—

To Germany thia war will bring home the peril involved by the

very credit Bystem which she advocated and uaed as a weapon
afirainst her rivals ; she must have many millionn of pounds ont-

Btandini; on loni; terms of payment in coantries with which she is

at present cntrafjed in war, or which have been eo crippled in con-

sequence of this condict as to be unable to face thf ir engagements,

and it is difiicult to see how she will contrive—whatever the out-

come of the campaign itself may be— to recover any appreciable

portion of this sum. Lit us hope that this lesson will not tie lost

on British trade.

The German people may not be so great industrially in

the future as they hoped to be. The revulsion of feeling

against them throughout practically the entire world may
compel them to beat their swords into plouahshares

(their dislike for bayonets is well known), and

engage more generally for a time in agricultural pursuits.

But we shall do well to analyse, as the weeks pass by, just

what the Teutonic commercial procedure in the past has

been. Wherever possible we may be sure German officials

will try hard, by fair means, and, perhaps, by foul, to work

their way into positions in which they can influence the

placing of business, and we may anticipate that in Germany
nothing short of frantic measures will be adopted for saving

the life of German export industries. But crippled by

financial weakness, disgraced as nation never was before in

the eyes of civilised and uncivilised alike, will those

measures avail in our day ? We trow not. The fate of

Louvain, the ruin at Rheims—we regard these as presages

of Germany's downfall, industrially as well as nationally.

CO-OPERATION IN TKADE
EXPANSION.

In the absence of any definite information regarding asso-

ciated efforts that may be on foot for beginning or extend-

ing electrical trading operations in the lands of our Allies,

and those other markets where Germany before the war was

doing a large budness, we place ourselves at the service of

British electrical manufacturers. Somebody must take the

initiative in matters of this kind. As a preliminary step,

therefore, we invite firms who have sympathy with, or are

prepared to act co-operatively in, any new effort that may

be made, to cammunicate with us. Though the nations are

still at war and little in the direction of actual punsuit

of new business can be done for the time being,

we can proceed to deliberate seriously, perhaps prepare

a plan of campaign and gather together the necessary forces

ready for definite operations to begin at the psychological

moment.

We can quite imagine that some of our electrical

and allied manufacturers will regard the proposition of

getting into so many new markets all at once as too big for

them to tackle as individual units of the industry.

Undoubtedly it is so—it is useless disguising the fact ; but

in co-operation many things are possible that individuals

cannot do alone. Two kinds of co-operation occur to us.

A dozen or so manufacturers of different classes of machinery

or goods might collectively, by one or two efficient repre-

sentatives sent to each market, study the whole of these
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markets simultaneously— say, first of all, Kussia, BelKiuir,

France, Spain ; or they might send a stronger representation

to study each in turn. They would be sure of a hearty

welcome from the electrical engineering and trading

fraternity in these countries as soon as things began to settle

down, and as the result of incjuiries and fraternisation,

might be able to prepare excellent reports, or arrive at

definite opinions and conclusions which it is not easy to

form as a result of reading general Consular dispatches, or

studying the position from afar.

We have no doubt that some will regard this as an

almost insane suggestion at the present juncture, but

any movements of this character necessarily take con-

siderable time to organise, for there is much to be

done by way of preliminaries. Shortly after da} break

on the morning after the expiration of the ukimatum

to Germany, we saw the British Navy start out upon

its wonderful mission of national protection from which

it has not yet returned, and a few houis thereafter hundreds

of ships, with decks cleared ready for action, awaited the

approach of the invader. What our repres ntatives at

Westminster said was backed up immediately—why ?

Because we were ready ! There were no preliminaries

to delay us then. Among our other national attr.butes

we still possess some ability as a " nation of shop-

keeper?," though the shops are just a trifle larger than they

were when Napoleon first dubbed us so with uncompli-

mentary intent. AVe talk of " capturing " trade, let us not

be less ready in our trade callings than our legislators in

theirs, to follow up our talking with action. We urge our

readers to prepare themselves for carrying the electrical

trade war into the countries we have named, by beginning

to organise their forces straight away. We have already

received inquiries from some firms who are eager to get into

these Continental markets if they can only find others who

will act with them, and we should like to witness the making

of a strong effort along these lines. The land has got to be

surveyed, its people mu5t be known and trade relations

with them cultivatet?, and the extent to which existing

British manufactures are, or are not, suited to the market,

and what measures need to be taken to meet new require-

ments, are matters for the fullest investigation on the spot.

We sha'l be pleased to do whatever we can to bring

together those who desire to consider the taking of joint

action, and if our preliminary measures succeed, to leave the

matter for those directly concerned to develop fully along

their own lines.

It is a matter for satisfaction that as

. P ,
'"^ the weeks pass by and we become gradu-

at Leisure. ,, , , , ,

ally accustomed to the state of war, there

is both the time and the dispositicm to devote to our

domestic industrial concerns that maturer reflection to which

we referred recently. Repentance at leisure, though it may

not remove entirely the consequences of the action which

occasioned it, is undoubtedly satisfactory, whether it be the

outcome of " representations " respecting " the dominant

feeling of members," or whether it be made possible by the

publication of anew proclamation by the King. That pro-

clamation did not materially alter the sentiment or principle

of the earlier announcement referred to in our leading article

of September 4tl» resf)ccting trading with the enemy, but we

are glad that it was issued, if only to allow the British

Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' Association to avoid

both an injustice to individuiil firms and a weakening of its

own collective forces. Indeed, it may he open to question

whether the incident has not to some extent undermined the

prestige of the Association as a representative organisation ;

if it be BO, probably any effect of ihit kind could be lastingly

removed by the adoption of really thorongh echemes for

carrying electrical trade war into the coun'ries of Earope,

and for meeting the demands for nfir reqairemente hitherto

dealt with in <jermany or Austria— schemes conceived in

the interests of the entire British electrical industry, and not

conducted with too mach secrecy.

the E;^jpt!an

Market,

On another page statistics are given of

.^1**i.?'*'*''fi'°
''^^ imports into Egypt of goods which

are of intere.-t to electrical mannfac-

turtrs. An examination of these ia en-

couraging to those at war with (Itrman trade, as it will

disclose the fact that last year its influence in many lines

was waning. In steam engines and boilers Germany makes

but a poor showing. Her imports in 1913 were less than

half her 1912 totals, whereas Great Britain's sales increase*!

by more than 50 per cent. Even in electrical machinery

and petrtil and betzine motors Germany imported little

more than half the value that Great Britain did, whilst under

the class fication " other machinery (except agricultural)
"

she lost considerable ground last year to our manufacturers.

It is to the lamp trade that the efforts of British manufac-

turers require to be directed, as here, in spite of a decline in

the total K/yptian demand, Germany last year managed to

extend her sales. Again, in telegraphic and telephonic

apparatus, Germany turned the tables on us.

Rubber.
It is hardly to be expected that the

rubber market wculd show any great

activity under the circumstances, and in view of this the

course of affairs has been just about what was IcK'ked

for. There has been a certain amount of buying done by

the home trade, but the broad outlines of the market have

been decidedly quiet. The position in the East has not been

pleasant, and it is known that a certain amonnt of rubber

has been compulsorily cleared off, the buyers being kxjated

in America, and the selling coming from Singapore and

Colombo. The satisfac.ion of American demands from this

direction has necessarily led to a suspension i f bu) ing in the

London market, which is at the -same time bereft of a

good dtal of the support met with formerly from

Continental centres which are now practically closed. Under

all the circumstiinces, the price has stoc.d up very well

indeed, and first latex on the spot is quot«^ in London about

2s. a lb., with forward at a fraction less. PuTik descriptions

are still held for very high prices, comparatively spi^aking,

and as much as 2s. Sd. is named for spot, « ith 1 .Ul. a lb.

or so less quoUil for distant delivery. I'here is a good deal

of the lower grades of rubber about, and this in the al>sence

of any vigour about the buying has tended to cause a slacker

feeling.

Private advices which have come io hand, speak of very

hii;h prices being i nrrent in Germany, where up to 4s. a

lb. is spoken of for first lati>x plantation cu'po. Thtre ^snot

the luist doubt that the demand in (5 ermany has already

far outstripped the supply, but this is only one of the con-

seijuences of the delibenne policy of the Kaiser, and there is

every reason to hoyte that the German petition will grow

much woi-sf before it is better. The situation of tbe

ruHlK-r market in Germany must now l>e getting exivexlingly

ditlicult, owing to the enormous drain upon the stcvks of

matcTial, and the impi>s-ibility of replenishing them.

By an order in Council which has been issueil, exports e f

raw rubWr from the United Kingdom are forbidden to all

ports in Enro(x> and on the Mediterranean and Bl; ck Seas,

with the oxcop'ion of those of Frjiuee, Bekiuni. Sj^«iu and

Portugal and Kussia (Baltic parts except<Hl\ and direct

im^Hirts into Germany are inipe^ssible owing t<-> the naval

p >sition. Holland will possibly be amenable to the bland sh-

raents of the Germans, but it is doubtful whether any txon-

siderable quantities will enter German territory through this
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ciiaiiiiel. All iiulicitioa of tLc posicioa in lijilin is to be

foimil in tlie imtructions issu'sd by the Berlin IJoarJ oi

Churity, impressinj,' upon physicians for the poorer classes

the necessity of economising surgiiil bandaj^en. rarchinent

paper is ordered to be used inst-ud of rubber, and the

prdscrip'.ion of rubber bandages is forbidden. The import-

ance of the (l.'rman trade in rubber is to be gauged from

the fact that last year the imports into that country were

about i".i,000 tons, and the re-e.xports about I0,0()0 tons,

which means tha"! the couatry consumed about I'J.OOO tons

a year.

The exports of rubber from the F.M.S. for the eight

months of the year are 11,415 ton', against 7,248 tons in

I II 1 i and :!,•-' 7 1> tons in 1 9 1 2.

SiNGi'LAH views have gained currency

ti ' TO
' "° amongst our American cousins with regard

the War. , "_, • ,, ^
to the European war, especially in respect

of tlie position of the British nation. We have already

quoted some passages from the L'lerlriail World, which

indicate that our contemporary regards us, industrially

speaking, as hois concoym, and philinthropically calls upon

American manufacturers to come to the aid of the neutral

nations which can no longer obtain electrical goods and

apparatus from the Europein sources upon which they have

hitherto relied. In the same issue Dr. Louis Ball, who is

so well acquainted with Europe that he ought to know

better, states that the United States is " the only nation

upon which war his not laid the hand thit strangles." He
remarks that the war " removes from the ranks of labour

every workman of active years who is not absolutely needed

to provide material of war in every country having compul-

sory military service." But it is not true eren in such

countries. The Vorwdrts, apparently the only German pap^r

that publishes unpleasant facts, estimates that at least a

third of the working men in all the large towns

in Germany are unemployed, and the number is increasing.

Germany's export trade has been arrested by our Navy

—

but ours has not ; we are at liberty to supply goods to the

whole of the world that is not at war. "Sj far as active

commercial work goes," says Dr. Bell, " one may as well

reckon every door as closed in all the warring Continental

countries " ; but, happily, we are not Continental, and he

recognises that "such residuum of the British works as

may be able to keep up activity .... will hold up

with fair success" since England controls the seas

and possesses freedom of transportation. Dr. Bell cm-
cludes that the electrical trade of .South America will

turn to the United States as the only large source of

supplies remaining, and urges that the United States should

not provide loans for the promotion of bloodshed, but save

up its capital " for the promotion of the world's \_sic]

industry when peace comes at last." Other articles in

thi Electrical World are devoted to a study of trade con-

ditions in South America, which certainly seems to be the

priz! that the United States has its eye on.

The Engineering Magazine for September similarly harps

upon "America's opportunity in an Old-World Catastrophe,"

aad publishes a " war map of the world," showing how
8 nail a proportion is left open to peaceful commerce. To
arrive at this result, not only the European countries, but

the whole of the British Empire and all Africa are shaded

to show that they are affected by the war—as if Canada,

Australia, South Africa, India and the rest were under

mirtial liw 1 The writer of a special article, Mr. H.
Emerson, says, without any hypocrisy about rescuing the

njuiral world from ru"n for want of European goods, "the
nat.ona! opportunity of a millennium is ours" I But he
also deplores the unpreparedness of his nation, and points to

Sjuth America as the golden oppartunity. In an editorial

note the same viev is taken, that England is paralysed as

well as the Continental States, and "the United S'^ates

must become both g.anary and workshop for all the world."

We grieve to prick this brilliant bubble, but it is our
piinful duty to point out to the United States, and inci-

dentally —more important in effect —to all the consuming
-countries of the world outside Europe, that we are not out of

the running. We arc giving of the best of our young manhood
to the war, it is true', but our maaufdctories are not idle, our
export trade is not strangled, our hands are not tied. We
are ready and willing to fill ordti-s for all kinds of electrical

machinery a'ld apparatus, cables, lamps, batu-ries—we want
good prices for our wares, but we will supply good value.

Our motors are not like the German motors, rat"d at G u.i'.

and fit to work at 15 ; our cables are of quality unexcelled.

AVe are at war not only with the sword, but alsfj with the
order-b )ok, and we look to all friendly and neutnl nations

to buy from us the things that they used to purchase from
our present enemies. We can luike them and we can
transport them, and all this talk about our being paralysed

is utterly misraken. We do not say it is deliljerat-^ly false,

but it is untrue all the same.

NOTES FROM CANADA.

[fuom our special coebespondent.]

After recovering from the first shock of the declar-

ation of war this country is beginning to steady
itself and, as in England, business men and manu-
facturers are being urged to keep their employees
on as far as possible to work for stock, and gener-
ally to make every effort to keep things as normal
as possible.

It is inevitable, of course, that there should not
be some dislocation of business, and quite a number
of factories are closing down altogether, wliile

others are putting their employes on short time.

The Department of Trade and Commerce at

Ottawa is issuing memoranda pointing out that there

are likely to be openings for extended trade with,

the United Kingdom ; these are said to have met with
immediate response, enquiries having come in from
all over the Dominion. The Government is now
considering the question of cancelling German
patents.

Municipalities are holding meetings to consider

ways and means of keeping men employed, and of

finding work for those who are already out. The
Dominion Department of Agriculture is impres-

sing upon all farmers the necessity of sowing as

much seed as possible, in order that Canada may be
in a position to supply much extra grain to Europe
next year, and also that work may be found for many
who might otherwise starve. Probably amongst
the people who are suffering most from the effects

of the war are Canadian agents for goodi, etc., manu-
factured in Germany and Austria-Hungary; not a

few of these deal in electrical materials and appli-

ances, etc.

Of course, many efforts are being made to form
rifle corps and other bodies for the training of men
in military matters; the engineers are not backward
in this respect. One noteworthy move has recently

been made by the staff of the Hydro Electric Power
Commission of Ontario, over So of whose members
have, at the first mention of the subject, signified

their readiness to start training in rifle shooting,

drill and military engineering. The question is to

be taken up with the authorities in Ottawa at once.

The " Canadian Engineer " reports that a repre-

sentation of a syndicate of British steel merchants
is over here trying to ascertain whether Canadian
manufacturers can stop the gap caused in the build-

ing trades by the paralyzing of impor.s from Ger-

many and other Continental countries; and it also

states that the Minister of Trade and Commerce is

trying to arrange for the capture by Canadian
manufacturers of some of Germany's great trade in

South America, Australia, and South Africa. The
general opinion here seems to be that as soon as

peace is declared Canada stands to gain enormously
by the altered trade conditions of the world.
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THE MANUFACTURE OP TANTALUM
AND WOTAN LAMPS.

Wk recently paid a visit to the Dalston wc rks of Messrs.

Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., to see how they make their well-

known " Tantalum " and " Wotan " lamps. The works are

situated in Tyssen Street, not far from Dalston Station, and

are adnirably adapted for their purpose, the rot ms being

lofty and well-lighted, and arranged on a plan providing for

the maximum convenience and nccrssibility. In this build-

ing the manufacture of metallic-filament lamps has been

carried on for the past six years, boj^inning with the tanta-

lum lamp, of which the Siemens companies have maintained

the monopoly, and which is still manufactured in large

([uantities, and adding to it the tungsten lump when the

latter was introduced. Labour is readily obtainable in the

neighbourhood, and the nature of the work, together with

is no surplus of trained lamp makers in the laboar maiket

to draw upon.

Gas for the blow-pipes is obtained from the public main«,

and electricity is provided by the company's own plant. The
rooms are ventilated by means of electric fans, and a com-

plete system of Grinnell sprinklers guards against ihe danger

of fire.

The various processes of mannfactnre of the tantalum

and tungsten lamps are generally similar : each lamp con-

sists essentially of three parts : the foot, the filament, and

the glass bulb. The foot is made up of the flanged sealing-

in tube with Icading-in wires, and the spider to support

the filament. One of the most interesting details in the

modern lamp is the seal, which is effected by a tiny piece

of platinum wire fu?ed to two copper wires. It is a singular

fact that until recently platinum was the only substance

with which a permanently tight seal into glass could b?

effected, and it is still almost universally employed for this

iFrO 1.- MiKri G THE f TIDIES 1 -rr^t;

the good wages ofifered, (nables the cdiijany to>tlract
workers of an exceptionally high class ; the bulk cf the

emplojcs, of course, are women and girls, who acquire re-

markable skill and dexterity in htindling the delicate parts

of the modern metallic- iilament lamp. Their labours are

greatly facilitated by the free use of machines ; it is rot

possible to adapt the operations involved in the thaping and
joining of glass parts to entirely automatic machines,

Fig. 3.—Stemmikg the Bclbs.

purpose, in spite of its high cost, but the amount required

has been ingeniously worked down to the minimum. In

tantalum lamps the spider arms are of copper wire, but

in tungsten lamps one set of arms is made of constantan

alloy, "and the other of very fine molybdenum wire.

The connection between the fdament and the copper

electrodes is made by inserting the ends of the fila-

ment into the tubular- ends of the electrodes, and pinching

Fig. 2.

—

Winding Filaments.

but a remarkably large proportion of the work can be

effected by racchanioal means, enabling the output per

operator to be iniinensely increased. The management,

however, makes a point of retaining always a cortiiin amount
of hand labour in connection with each process, in order to

be safeguarded against all possible eventualities. Necessarily

the company had to train almost all the emplojos, as there

Fig. 4.— Exhacstikg.

the latter with corrugating pliers, making a sound

mechanical joint. The operations of pinching the seal, and

joining the foot to the bulb. lx)th of which require great

care, arc partly etTected with machints. which enable

women to do work which in the early days had to l>e done

by skilled men. Exhaustion is carried to the bif;hest

degree practically attainable, whilst the bulbs are enclosed
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in II liciiliiifi tu|i, to tlri\f oil air and inoisliiii' from the

interior Hurfuce of the gl tss. After BeulinK-ofT, it is usual

to run tha hinips at a pressure considerably above their

normal voltaj^e for a time, to "age" the tilanaents.

Every lamp is tes'^d for voltage and candle-i>i)wcr, at

the current strength appropriate to the si//; of filament.

The caps are fixed on not with plaster, as in the

old days, but with a molten comp)und. Practically

all lanip-makera, we believe, use brass caps made in

Holland; with til's exc-jition, the Siemens lamps are made
entirely of British materials, the firm having a large interest

in a 15rittsh glass-works, and using British tungsten wire.

The completed lamp is finally tested again for vacuum, con-

tinuity and candle power, before ))oing wrapped in paper and

put in store. The company lias a large stock of lamps at

Tyssen Street, and also has stores for a large quantity of

lamps in Shacklewell l.ane, close by. At present the works

are very busy, having Admiralty contracts in hand as well

as the ordinary demand. The tanta'nm lamp retains its

popularity for many purposes, especially where severe

vibration is present ; a special traction lamp, for instance,

is capable of withstanding violent shocks such as in

practice could only be brought about, we should think, by
a collision. We reproduce herewith some photographs of

the works, which give a good idea of their internal

appearance and arrangement.

CORRESPONDENCE
Letters receired by m after 5 P.M. ON TUESDAY cannot appear until

the fullinvitig week. Correspondents should forward their communi-
eatitois at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published
unless we hare the writer's navie and address in our possession.

Capturing German Trade.

As an engineer working about 14 hours a day in the
endeavour to recover for this country the trade lost by us to

Germ my, I feel sure that my recent experiences are worth
noiing. I find, in shirt, that British capitalists and manu-
facturers have in no collective sense " woke up," and that
it ii just as difficult as ever to arouse any active enterprise

or speculative effjrt to meet the crying need in this

country.

I cannot find anyone willing to finance overcrowded
works of existing profitable aluminium or brass die-casting
businesses.

I cannot induce manufacturers to depart from their ordi-

nary routine to supply large orders for : —
Nickel-coated (rolled) mill steel sheet. (The Cjntinental

works paid 40 per cent, dividend.)

Guf-ter section mild steel for pit props (made in Germany
by the 500,000 and now required in this country).

E'ectrical insulating materials, e.ij , ebonite, galalith,

syrolit, A-c.

Steel deep stimpiogs for mining specialities. Glassware
of every description.

The reply received is either indifference, or " We have
never made these thingH before."

Fredk. J. Turquand.
London, W.C, St'jilember 19fh, 1914.

British Firms and the Home Trade.

As a topical and interesting sidelight on the past—and, I
fear, the present—failure of British firms to secure the
Home trade, the following is worth noting :

—

Fifteen days ago you were kind enough to insert in your
" Trade Announcements " a request on my behalf that
firms would send catalogues to a new branch I had opened.
The result was : Two catalogues of electric blowers, one

each of hair brushes, oil engines, heavy switchgear,
accumulators, heaters and fittings, and some pictures from a
lamp firm to whom I had already given an order for that
branch. A useful selection for a seaside contractor ! It
will be noticed that not one list was received from makers
of wlr^s, novelties, bells, telephones, or any lighting
acceiSiries, and none of the large general firms s:nt any-
thing. Doubtless their travellers will call on their weary

journt:ys, ami liien ttomli.T why they are passed over, and

why the orders go abroad.

In the satMu circumstauccs, a few years ago, I had a

similar experience with British firms, but was bombarded
with lists, letters, and visits from the agents of all sorts of

Continental firms.

E. Artliur I'Into, A.M.I.E.E.

Hythe, September VJlfi, 1914.

Temporary Siibstltates.

Seeing the great need for the younger men of the elec-

trical engineering profession and industry U> place them-
selves at the disposal of their country, and the opportuoities

which they would have of doing so, it behoves the older

ones such as myself, who cannot go to the front, to offer

ourselves to take the places so vacated temporarily.

1 have offered my services through the Institution of

Electrical Engineers to serve in any rank where such would
be of value in erecting or running plant, but understand

that so far very few vacancies have reiiilted through enlist-

ment. If this be so, it is not what I should have expected,

and it may be that many have the fear that their prospcts

would be prejudiced in the future ; sucli fear might be

removed if it were widely known that men like myself would
only hold po3ts until those who enlisted were able to return

to them.

Robert Ritchie, M.I.E.E.
Battle, September Ibth, 1914.

Is " Earthing " an Extra ?

Should a contractor make a charge as an " extra " for

earthing, under the foil 3wing conditions ? :

—

A contractor contracts to lay three-core armoured cable

on premises with a three-phase 440-volt supply power load

(at a price per yard run, " the work to be finished in a

workmanlike manner "). Earth plate and copper strip up
to the main switchboard are supplied, together with the

generating plant, under another contract. The armouring
and lead sheathing serve as an earth throughout. The
plant to be connected to the earth-plate at the power
house through the copper strip mentioned above. Taking
the term "extra " as meaning work unforeseen at the time

of tendering, and since earthing must of necessity be carried

out on work of this nature to comply properly with the

phrase " to be finished in a workmanlike manner," it seems

evident that earthing is not unforeseen. Should earthing,

therefore, be an extra ?

Extra.

Arbitrary Action of a Pablic Authority.

Your anonymous contributor of last week has adopted a

high-sounding patriotic title, but is cowardly enough to

sneak behind such a nom-de-plume.

Nevertheless, he raises two points and associates me with
them in a manner calling for reply.

I always have and still contend that, failing mutual agree-

ment, the purchaser has an equal right to specify his own
conditions in the same manner as the sellers are insisting

upon tle'.rs.

I have always been willing to support a standard set of

general conditions when these are fair and equal to both
sides, but I contend that the present conditions insisted

upon by the sellers are grossly unfair to the purchaser.

I emphatically disagree with a statement as to conditions

of contract which the I.E.E. consider fair.

The I.E. E. as a body have had no say in the matter;

the conditions referred to were those which a select Com-
mittee of the I.E.E. passed, but although I made several

attempts I was unable to find out the exact composition

of the Committee, and I hold it was an act of injustice

for this secret Committee to put forward such conditions as

being the representative view of the Institution as a whole.

Like our expeditionary force, I have been fighting for

liberty, but compelled to retreat for the time being on
account of a stronger force, and not the justice of the

battle.

Our First Lord of the Admiralty has, however, shown a

way when he stated that the Government were not an-
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mindful of the necesaity of starting; an armour-plate works

to combat the rin^, and he speedily followed this up by

induciog the Government to invest and obtain a controlling

interest in the oil supplies as a set-oEF against the existing

monopolies.

I trust the manufacturers and sellers will take this to

heart, and not endeavour to force their present advantafi^e to

the hilt.

Incidentally, I should mention that the "certain public

body " is not the one I have the honour to serve.

Fred. W. Pnrse,
city Electrical Engineer.

Carlisle, September 21a7, 1014.

Strange Behaviour of a Motor.

Mr. Crauford's letter under the above heading in your

current issue rather interested me, and presuming the motor

in question is connected across the neutral and one of the

outers of a three-wire distribution system, the seemingly

strange behaviour of the motor may be explained in more

than one way. I understand from Mr. Crauford that one

side of the system wag at " earth " potential temporarily.

If this was so, and an open circuit existed between the main

thereto and the " earthed " brush-holders, then the trouble

may have been caused by a reversal of the armature current

and an open field—probably this is what actually occurred,

in any case it is one explanat'on.

Mr. Crauford does not state that there was an open cir-

cuit between the " earthed " holder and the field connection.

P'
.us»^ 7]

lu fact, he does state that all the connections, &c., were

O.K. I feel rather inclined, however, to doubt this.

Assume, for instance, that the earthed brush-holder as

shown in my sketch was negative and that the positive siile

of the section was also "earthed." It is clear then that the

fus2 on the negative pole must have been blown, or that an

open circuit existed between the brush-holders and the

negative main at the point of connection ; it is probable that

whoever afterwards caified out the isolatiog from " earth
"

of the brush-holders also made good the connection of the

main thereto. The sketch of cDnncctions which I attach is

a rough one, but will probably serve its purpose.

E. J. Walsh.
Kihnarnock Electricity Works,

Seplemhcr lit///, \\)\\.

Fire Alarm Successes.—Particulars of recent outbreaks
of fire which were aucoessfuUy anaouaoed direct to the fire

stations by their apparatus, have been sent m by the Associatkd
FiKE Alarms, Lto. The prompt notification enabled the fires to

be extinguished before serious damage had been done. In view of
the comparatively trilling cost of electric fire alarms, and the
supreme importance of instant warning, it is difficult to understand
why they are not universally installed in shops and warehouses,
Aui other buildings containing valuable property

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES.
AND PLANT.

FITTINGS

New Electric Flre^.

A new type of electric fire has been placed on the market l^
MessBS. iN'uuAM 1 Kbmp, Ltd., of 27, Hatton Garden, EC. which
posseBses several features of interest.

Electrically it is made np of several heater unite each convertinfr

about riOO watts of electrical energy into radiant heat.

The heater is a flU strip of suitable metal spirals held tecnrely

along every portion of their length in specially • formed iniulatora.

The insulator bed in which spiral wire is rou is of such a shape

that it permits the whole of the red-hot spiral to show and iteelf

becomes red hot, but it does not allow of very free circulation of

air round the heater wire. In this way an intense red heat is

produced which is nearly all radiant, very little of the heat coming
away by convectim.
The epecially-thaped insulator bed ii built up of a number of

small pieces of hfat-reiihting miterial suitably mounted in a sheet

Fig. 1.—New Type Electbic Fire.

steel tray which also carries the contact pine. This construction

provides a neat, effective and almost unbreakable replacement heater

unit. Special porcelain is used where the heat is intense.

The live wire spirals are securely held throughout the whole

length without in any way putting mcchanijal strain on the wire ;

at the high temperature rtquired for red heat, experience has shown

that m-chanical strain even of a slight nature cannot be suttiincd

by a wire very long. The heater wire is sufficiently enclosed for

it to hive a uniform temperature throughout ; this relieves the

material of all internal strains due to uneven hea'inc and

materially lengthens the life of the wire. It is also confidently

asserted that its life is enhanced by protection from a free air

oircnlation.

Messrs. Ingram \ Kemp also stock numerous high class electric

lighting fittings in artistic designs, lamp radiators. A:o . which,

together with the firts, are on view at their Hatton Oirden show-

rooms.

Arc Lamp Winch.

The LoNliON Elkctrtc Firm, of George Street, Crojdon. have

introduced a new arc lamp winch, made in two tix's for small and

largo lamps ; it is of robust construction and is being placed on

_-^

Fio. 2.—Akc La.\ip Winch.

ff

the market at a price which will remove the necessity of pur-

chasing cheap foreign ma le winches. The firm carries large stocks

of these winches, together with wire rope, pulleys, \j.
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"Ei'llpse" Cooking A|t|iurutiiN.

We reproiluce herewith an excellent view of an " Ejlifwc

"

oookini; apparatus inataUed at Darby, where it is uued in connection

with the (lininif-room of the board of direotora at the Midland

Railway Station.

The inatallation oonsieta of an '' Eolipae " eleotrio hot-cupboard

and oarvint; table combined, which measureai'iO in. x 33 in. - BUin.

deep, with internal dimeuaionB of 66i in. x 27 in. x 2r>t in, deep.

The hotoupboarcl, oonatruoted of caat-iron, ia fitted with two
ahelvos and two sliding doora, and the top plate, fffound bright, ia

arranged for electric heating. Si.\ awitcheH and termiuala are pro-

vided for connection to the :i."»0-volt three-phase supply, the voltage

between each phase and the neutral being 200. The power con-

aumption of the cupboard (interior) is 3,500 watts (three approxi-

mately equal circuits), and of the top plate, 1,200 watts (three

approximately equal circuits).

The " Eolipae " Bain Marie ia of the baat quality copper, pure

tinned inside, and measures 24 in. x 18 in. -^ 6 in. water depth,

and 9J in. overall depth. It is complete with inside perforated

Fig. 3.
—

" Eclipse "iCooker used by the Midland (Railway Co.

plate for supporting various utensils, and is fitted with a brass
handle on either side of the body. Three switches are mounted
along the side, and suitable terminals are arranged for connection
to a 3.50-volt three-phase circuit, the pressure between each phase
and neutral being the same as in the case of cupboard. The power
consumption of the Bain Marie is approximately 4,500 watts.
Three-pint "Ealipse" kettles are also used; these are of sheet
copper, highly polished outside, and pure tinned inside.

The " Ejlipse " grill and toaster included in the equipment,
complete with drip pan, grid and toast grid, is made of sheet-steel,

with stove black enamel finish. The external measurements of the
grill are 9 in. x 10 in. x lOJ in. deep, the corresponding internal
measurements being 6 in. x 8 in. x 8J in. The weight of the grill

is Si lb. and the power consumption is 1,000 watts.
"Eclipse" electric heating and cooking apparatus will with-

stand as much rough handling as ordinary domestic utensils of a
similar character, the heating elements are guaranteed to last, and
all the apparatus is manufactured by the Electbic axd Ordnance
Accessories Co ,

Ltd., of Aston, Birmingham.

OUR LEGAL QUERY COLUMN.

" Z " writes :

—
" A small electric light company, having its plant

and most of its consumers in the village of X, has extended its

operations on a small scale in the neighbouring village of Y.
Overhead wiring is used, and in every case a consideration is paid
for way leave of the poles, &c. Some of the poles are on the public
highway, and in every case, of course, wayleaves are being paid
for these to the Urban District Council.

" Now, in addition to these wayleaves, the valuer to the Urban
District Council of Y is assessing the company's poles and over-
head wiring for rating purposes, that is to say, such of them as are
within the boundary of Y. He has been informed by the company
that wayleaves are being paid already, and that, therefore, they
are not liable for further rating. The matter has not been
allowed to rest, however, and the valuer is now pressing for
information as to the income derived from the company's con-
sumers in the village of Y. Will you please inform me whether
the company is liable for any rates to the Urban District Council
of Y, and whether, if it is liable, the company is under any obliga-

tion to supply the authorities with information as to the income or
profit derived from consumers in Y '

"

',* The mere fact that wayleaves are paid for the wires which
are placed within the boundary of Y does not appear to affect the

quvnliiin whether that part of the undertaking whiuh ia in Y i»

rateable. It aeema that the rating authoritiea are quite in order in

seeking information ax to the income derived from the company's
conaumera in V. In Ilalabnry'a "Laws of England," Vol. X.\[V,

p. 38, it ia atateil that " Undertakings for the supply of electrical

power or light are valued, and their rateable value ia apportioned

among various pariahea upon similar principlea to thoae which
are applied to gaa undertakings." This ia said to be the practice

at Ouarter Beesions, and it has not been challenged in the Baperior

Courta. The principle applicable to the rating of property of gas

or companies ia ae foUowa:—Where the syatem extenda into several

pariahes, the rateable valueof the whole ayatem ia firat ascertained,

and is then apportioned among the several parishes into which the

syatem extenda. The principle of apportionment ia baaed on the

distinction between the two kinds of property into which (by a
rough division) every system of gasworks or waterworks may be

divided, vi/.. (1) the pipes which deliver gas or water to the con-

sumers, and are thus directly productive of profit ; and (2) the

stations where the gas is manufactured, or water pumped up, and
where gas or water is stored, and the carrying mains which convey

the gas or water from one station to another, or from the stations

to the parishes in which the gas or water ia sold ; the stationa and
carrying mains being in themselves unproductive, but indirectly

productive of the profits earned by ihe other parts of the system.

Applying this principle to electricity, wires and mains would be

regarded as productive, while the generating station would be

unproductive. The rateable value of the whole system bein;;

ascertained, the rateable value of the indirectly productive part is

subtracted therefrom, and the residue is divided among the teveral

parishes into which the directly productive part extends, in pro-

portion to the gross or net receipts earned in those parishes.

WAR ITEMS.

The B.E.A.M.A. and "The State or War."

We have received the following communication :

—

I am directed by my Council to transmit to you the accompany-
ing copy of a circular letter, dated tc-day, which has been sent to

the members of this Aesociation.

This circular is marked "Confidential," but having regard to

the publicity given by the technical Preas to the contents of a
previous circular to members, dated the 5th inst., my Council will

feel obliged by your giving publicity to the present one.

D. N. Ddnlop,
Secretary, The British Electrical and

Allied Manufacturers' Association.

London, W.C , September \8th, 1914.

[copy.]

Confidential. " The State of War."

Dear Sirs,—Since the resolutions proposed by the Council on the

4th last, were circulated to members for consideration, the Govern-
ment has issued a further proclamation dated September 9th
making somewhat clearer the legal position relative to " Trading
with the Enemy," and an Act of Parliament has been passed in

support of it.

The proclamation states that in the case of incorporated bodies,

enemy character attaches only to those incorporated in >n enemy
country.
Without attempting to define the legal effect 'of the proclama-

tion or the Act of Parliament, the Council, in view of the fore-

going, and of representations made to them, desire to state that

the practical difference between companies which largely manu-
facture here, and those which are merely branches (whether incor-

porated in Great Britain or not) of concerns domiciled in an enemy
country, justify the Council in modifying, in favour of the former

companies, the proposed resolutions, and thus give effect to the

dominant feeling of members that this distinction should govern

their patriotic business policy.

D. N. DuNLOP,

Secretarry. British Electrical and Allied

Manufacturers' Association.

London, W.C, September 18th, 1914.

What Constitutes a British Firm ?

We have no desire to intervene precipitately in the correspondence

on this subject, but it seems to us that an opportunity having been

given for the discussion of the matter from practically every

conceivable ataadpoint, it may now with advantage be considered

closed. Correspondents whose letters merely contain reiteration of

views already stated by others, or indulge in personalities or

display a spirit of vindictiveness, will excuse us if in future space

does not permit us to publish their remarks. The following are

the principal letters received this week :

—

I am afraid some of your correspondents have allowed their

natural feelings of indignation at our having this dreadful war
forced upon us to run away with their judgment. The matter
seems to me very simple. As regards the selling agent of a
German manufacturing firm there is nothing to argue about. He
cannot introduce his goods any more, and must therefore cease

business. The case of a manufacturing works established here,

which has been built wholly or in part by German capital, is

different, but 1 cannot really see what good it will do the
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GermanB if we go on usinir their capital if we don't pay
them for it. It Beeme to me they suffer, not we. To put
Englishmen out of work becanec they are working with capital

owned by Germans, and for which the Germans are getting no
return, seems to be a remarkably fantastic proposition. I am glad

the Government have taken the commonsense view and arranged
that, provided that no payments are made to Germany or Austria,

such businesses may go on.

I shoald like to refer to another point, and that is that some of

your correspondents seek to question the bona fiilci of naturalised

Englishmen. I think this is unfair. These people have fulfilled

the requirements of the law, and have taken the oath of allegiance

to the King, and have been granted, under the signature of a

British Minister, all the privileges of a British subject. An
Eagliehman's word is his bond, and we must not assume, unless

we have good evidence, that a naturalised fellow subj'^ct is both
mad and a traitor at the same time. I say mad, because would
any sane person, having once been an Eaglishman, wish to become
a G erman again ,'

C. 0. Garhard.
Sutton Coldaeld, Srpt^mher litli, I'JH.

In my letter, published in your issneof September lltb, I nailed

to the counter a false coin put into circulation by Mr. Sydney
Evershed. In your current issue the Langdon-Davies Motor Co.

utter another ; they state that I am " a director of the company." I

am not and never have been.

In reply to their inquiry, the number of directors last elected

corresponded exactly with the number of vacancies on the board.

I am attacked twice by trade rivals whose written word is false-

hood ; I am glad I am not buying from either.

Inquiry shows there is apparently only one mint for these false

ooins, for Mr. P. F. Brittain, in whose hand the last is found,
claims elsewhere to be the " Representative of Evershed and
Vignolee, Ltd.," and possesses the appropriate telegraphic address
of "Purposeful."

.Justus Eck,
London, S.E., September 2\st, 1914.

Your voluminous correspondence of last week, relative to

associating Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., with " The Enemy,"
has interested me considerably, and I rejoice to think, Sir, the
answer is given in your own journal—always a recognised organ for

fair and unbiased comments on matters of public Interest—

I

read that this firm has sent no less than 723 of their employds to

join the Colours, and is paying all married men full wages, and
single men half wages, during their absence from business, fighting

the enemy. Surely, Sir, the significance of this action proves
unquestionably (if proof Indeed ba needed) that Messrs. Siemens
Bros. Si Co., Ltd., are doing what lies in their power as a loyal and
patriotic firm to support ihU country in its hour of trial and
anxiety. It is also well known to the writer that the company
has done all in its power to stimulate recruiting for the National
cause. I am confident that lovers of fair-play will concur with
me in saying that this company (large employers of Rritieh labour)
have, at least, done their part nobly and well.

If it were necessary for a company, aa a guarantee of good faith,

to prove they have always received the support of Government
departments and municipal Corporations throughout the United
Kingdom and Colonies, I question whether there are many other
firms in this country who could bring forward such tangible and
convincing evidence in suppjrt of such a claim as Messrs. Siemens
Bros. Now, why is this true / Surely, for no other reason than
that for very many years they have created a reputation for high-
class workmanship and efficiency in all their productions, which
result has been achieved by British labour. In dealing with this

somewhat involved problem, let us try and be broad-minded. Our
object will not be achieved by trying to stop foreign investors
ooming to this country, if, as in this particular case, they are pro-
viding the essential factor, vis., oapitaj to create English labour.
If the firm were depending on German labour it would be im-
possible for me to say a word in their favour, but I think I am
correct in stating that practically all th^ir employ<''a are sound
Britishers. I am, therefore, delighted^having no axe to grind—
to say a word in favour of a company whose loyal treatment of
their employt's it would do well for many others to emulate. 1 am
sure, Sir, a company who for years have had the respect of the most
prominent engineers in this country, and whoso name in the
engineering and electrical world is so universally known, are en-
titled at least to the Englishman's version of justice and be con-
sidered "Innocents" until proved " Guilty," for the latter they
oan never be.

H. T. Gear.
Si'ptember nth, 19H.

We, the undersigned, being representatives of organised workers
employed by Messrs. yiemons liroe. Dynamo Works, Ltd., StatTord,
desire to call public attention, through the columns of your
esteemed paper, to a few facts concerning this company, whii-h has
lately been subject to malicious attacks from various sources ; the
same tending to damage the future trade of this old-established
firm, founded about the year 1847 .\,d. by Sir William Siemens, who
was the pioneer of a new industry, which has since reached large
dimensions.
At the outbreak of the present hostilities, many of our fellow

British workers were called up for service, and the dependants of
these men are being supported by the firm in such a manner that
the fear of want has been dispelled ; in many oases this help
amounts to full wages allowance. This action on the part of the
firm has lifted a deal of reeponsibility off the shooldera of the
looal dietresB oommittee

The works have been kept on full time up to the present in epite

of many difficulties, and the management are doing their utmoet
to continue these acceptable conditions, while some British firms,

in the face of the same inconveniences, have placed their men on
short time.

Great encouragement has heen given to the young men to enlist

in the new army, and some hundreds have responded. All men
who are serving King and country are having their situations kept

open for them until the welcome time arrives when peace has onoe

more been established throughout Europe when every man will

have the opportunity of returning to his work. The feelings of

these men could be better imagined than described, if, on their

return, after enduring the privations of warfare, they found the

gate oif their old firm closed, as the outcome of prejudice bom of

British patriotism.

The foregoing points show that Messrs. Siemens, although bear-

ing a German name, have displayed more patriotism towards

England than many firms who claim to be absolutely British. We
also wish to state that in normal times about 2,000 workpeople are

employed at these Stafford works, out of which approximately

4 per cent, are foreigners, comprising Germans who have grown
grey in the service of the firm, others bom in England, and a good

number of other nationalities not alien enemies.

It has also been stated in reference to Siemens that Germany
benefits to the extent of £35,000 annually in profits, without any
corresponding advantage to this country ; seeing that the com-
pany pay quite £100,000 per annum in wages at their Stafford

works alone, is not this a decided counter-availing advantage .'

Of course, Mr. Editor, we fully realise that duriLg the period of

this national crisis, when everything which is German in

character is apt to rouse the wrath of Britishers, people are

inclined to let their indignation gain the mastery over their powers
of reason.

In conclusion, we would urge all Corporations and other public

bodies to consider these facts before letting prejudice interfere

with the welfare of the British workers.

F. Lees, Scientific Instrument Makers' Society.

L. Cooper, Brass Workers' Society.

H. H. Wickens, Iron Founders' Society.

E. Wainwright, Sheet Metal Workers' Society.

A. Spiers, United Patternmakers' Society.

R. Patterson, United Machine Workers' Society.

F. J. Gibson, Core Makers' Society.

A. Southall, Amalgamated Toolmakers' Society.

A. Frenzel, Amalgamated Engineers' Society.

T. Wood, Steam Kogine Makers' Society.

H. Lovatt (.President). United Patternmakers' Society.

F. Partridge Cllon. Sec), Amalgamated Engineers'

Society, 3, Sabine Street, Stafford.

I have no desire to add to the correspondence in your columns
under " War Items, " but I wish to correct a misstatement of fact

made by ' liritish Investors. " in his letter concerning this

company that appeared in your issue of the 18th inst.

It is a fact that this company has never, since its formation

about 20 years ago, employed a single (ierman or Austrian work-
man ; further, neither the managing directors nor any members of

the staff, with the exception of one correspondence clerk, are, or

have been, German or Austrian,

1 also take the opportunity of stating that all accumulators

supplied by the company have always been made at its works at

Dakinfield, near Manchester.
I trust you will be able to insert this correction in the next issue

of your journal.

E. Jacob, Managing Director,

The Tudor Accumulaior Co., Ltd.

London, S.W., S>-pteml>er 21s^ 1914.

1 do not see why Mr. G. E. Keras—not a very English surname
by the way— should characterise as " a most unwarrantable and
uncalled for insinuation " my friend Mr. Campbell Swinton's

statement that he has sufficient respect for Mr. Alexander Siemena

to believe that the latter " must retain considerable sympathy for

the land of his birth."

Surely it is only right that Mr. Siemens should have such a

feeling, for surely every man, however his legal status may have
been altered by naturalisation, and however much he may condemn
the acts of his former country, must continue to have some
affection for the moo from which he has sprung.

It would have been different had the allegation been that Mr.

Siemens approve<l the present barbarous methods of his quondam
compatriots, but neither Mr. Swinton nor anyone else has made
such a suggestion, nor is anyone likely to do so.

In conclusion, may I confess that, like the eminent engineer

that he has quoted, I. too, read Mr. Swinton'e original letter with

great pleasure.

As some of your readers may know, Mr. Swinton is a member of

one of the very oldest historic Scottish familiee, so that it is qnite

appropriate in his case that the Pi'yr'rrriilum ingfxixm Sc\>l,<rti-<i

should blaze out in time of stress.

John E. Gray.
London, September iltt, 1914.

Although I am of opinion that your columns should only l>e

used for matters of public interest, since Mr Hohne in his letter

in your last issue touches upon a purely private matter, I feel it

iuoumbent upon me to set him right upon one or two points.

England is not, as Mr, H'^hne eugireste, the country of my
adoption.

I am a Biitiah-born aabjeot,

D
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My father vIm a Kuwiaa-born subjeol and a natui-ulimJ llritinh

BnVijeot.

Tlaviag no desire to perpetuate a Qerman name, more particu-
larly for the sake of my children, in 190<) I adopted the name
under which I have since been known,
Commentinfr upjn Mr. ll.ihne's remarks ooncerninR the micro-

Boopio profits made l)y my company since the starting of their
works, whilst I am not disposed to accept his invitation to publish
these particulars, I may inform him that my company has each
year paid a dividend which has been quite satisfactory to the share-
holders, who, after all, are the only people concerned, and not Mr.
Uiihne, who has the bad taste to intrude upun a matter which ie

my private concern, and who makes reference to aflairH of my com-
pany of which he is totally i^rnorant.

Gly Bubney.
London, W, Septemler 22nd, 1914.

Enemy Factobies.

It appears to be the opinion of many who write on thie
subject, that factories established in Britain and owned
by the enemy, are bein^r run solely for the benefit of the
enemy, in that the profits go to him. But this is far from repre-
sentiner facts. A factory, if it makes profits at all, makes gross
profits and net profits. Out of the gross profits, or rather should be
said, incomings, are paid the outgoinge and the net profits. The
outgoings comprise rates and taxes, which go to the upkeep of
municipal and Imperial services, and they comprise wages which
maintain labour, and labour pays rates and taxes also out of
wages. The outgoings comprise also charges for carriage, and,
further, the building of the factory constitutes a hostage to
fortune. After all these payments comes the profit, and since the
present enemy has robbed us in various ways, our Government is

entitled to waylay the profits and prevent them from being sent to
the enemy for such period as may be thought fit. There can be
no reason in withholding orders from firms like Siemens or other
German-owned undertakings, if the profits are duly retained until
the day of settlement. Close down these enemy works, and
thousands of men will be thrown out of work at the time
when we are all being urged to capture enemy trade abroad.
We are all of us horrified at the atrocities in Belgium which are
the direct outcome of the poisonings of every German mind since,
if not earlier than 1870, by the false prophets in whom the German
people have put their trust. But there are prominent industrial
leaders among us who seem to have been here long enough to have
forgotten them or to be old enough not to have had the misfortune
of being tau|rht the false doctrine of blood and iron. Why harry
such men at this juncture / They have not earned the Nemesis
which appears to be about to fall upon Kaiserdom. For all my
thinking lifetime of 44 years, this menace has been an over-
shadowing dark cloud, for I remember '64 and 'Cij, and could
reason on these two years when 70 burst on us with its Bazeilles
and other atrocious wickednesses. And with excellent reasons to
beware of Germany and her methods, I would not harry any
amongst us of whom we feel that they are free from blame.

W. H. B.
British-Made Telephones.

The lengthy communication of Mr. H. S. Hohne appearing in
your current issue, seems to me to call for more than casual
remark.

I should like to query the statements (1) that no firm cataloguing
telephones in this country can truthfully declare that every part
of the instruments displayed in their catalogues is made in this
country

; and (2) that within the last two years a British battle-
ship was fitted with foreign-made telephones, supplied by one of
the British firms of oldest standing.
As far as my knowledge goes, there is one British firm, perhaps

not a very large concern compared with gigantic companies Mr.
Hohne has in mind, but essentially British, manufacturing special
types of telephone apparatus standing in a class by themselves as
representing originality in design and efficiency in service, which
are made throughout (except perhaps for the carbon transmitter
material) in England, and all supplies listed or handled by this firm
are of British origin.

To refer to the battleship alleged to be fitted with foreign-made
telephones. To the best of my belief, no battleship built for the
British Navy has been fitted with foreign instruments, and during
the last 20 years, only one vessel constructed in this country for a
foreign government has been provided with other equipment, and I
think I am right in saying that this has since been replaced, at any
rate as regards the principal circuits, by the British and undoubtedly
superior article.

I may add that I have, for the past 15 years, been connected with
the all-British firm to which I refer, and I think you will agree
there is no necessity to mention this firm by name.

„,. ^, , „ ,
Arthur W. Co.\.

Wimbledon Park, S.W., .September ISth, 1914.

Dear Sirs.—I enclose copy of a circular letter, dated August 28th,
from the British L. M. Ericsson Manufacturing Co. In the
interests of fair-play I would ask you to be kind enough to publish
this in your columns.

Messrs. Ericsson infer that aU the telephones which they supply
are British made

;
in fact, their letter is in the form of an appeal

to the public to support British-made goods. The Dotential buyer
would naturally gather that the whole of their goo'ds are British
made, whereas I am in a position to say that out of the 150
telephone instruments in their beautifully-illustrated catalogue,
only a very small proportion are made in England

; the balance
probably come from Sweden.
Commenting upon Messrs. Ericsson's statement that telephone

manufacturers in Great Orilain make a practice of merely
Bsurmbling German-made parts, and selling them aa "made in

England," I can only say that bo far as my company is conoernedi
ever eince the establishment of the works in this country, all

instruments sold by them as British made, are genuinely Britisb-
madc goods. I am further in a position to definitely state that
the value of the parts imported from Germany since 1909 bae not
amounted to £10ii per annum.

In view of the foregoing facts, 1 hardly think Messrs. Ericsson
are entitled to make sweeping statements of irregular trade
praotices which have no foundation.
A great deal has been written in the Press during the past few

weeks with regard to war on German trade, and I agree that a
Tery fine opportunity presents itself to the British manufacturer,
but if by trying to throw dust in people's eyes, and mud at other
telephone manufacturers in i ireat Britain, the Ericsson Co. imagine
they will obtain the sympathy and the trade of the English buyer,
I venture to suggest they will find they are vastly mistaken.
Having regard to the wording of Messrs. Ericsson's circular, I

am curious to know whether they are prepared to point out to the
trade which ure the British-made telephones appearing in their
current catalogue.

The Steeling Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd,
Gut Bubney, Managing Director.

London, W., September 22nd, 1914.

Dear Sir.—It ;ou shonld be In the market tor a telephone or tor telephoBe
material of any kind which you can absolutely guarantee to your cliente as
"British Made," we shall be glad to know o( your reqairemente.
We definitely Btate that the whole of our British-made telcxthones aod

switchb- ards and p*rt8 are manufactured entirely at our factory at BeestOD,
Notts . and are not German-made pans merely essembled by U9 and then told
as " Made in Kngland."— a practice much too common.
Ev ry 'phone made by us is of the same standard of workmanship and

efiiciency as those (-pecially manufactured at our works for the Post Office,
War Office, Admiralty, Crown Agents for the Colonies, leading railway and
and shipping companies, Ac, and are made by the same workmen in the
same shops.
Send us your inquiries, no matter how small, and be asanred that in

manufacture of our British telephones British labour has been entirely tised.
We shall be pleased to send you catalogues of leaflets upon application,

.The British L.M. EuirssoN Mancfacturihg Co., Ltd.
London, W.C., AiiuiuliHiU, 1814.

L.B. & 8.C. Eailway Electeification.

As a resident on the London, Brighton & South Coast Railway,
one cannot help noticing that the operations connected with the
further electrification il the line have been held up. It would
be interesting to know whether this is due to shortage of labour
in consequence of the war, or whether it is to enable the alien

enemy manufacturers, who hold the contract for the plant, to

complete their order when the war is finished. If such is the
case, comment is needless. On the other hand, as an English
undertaking, one would expect this railway company to cancel

these contracts, and arrange for the work to be done in this

country, in the way that other public bodies have done under these

circumstances.

A British Manufactubeb.
London, Septemier Xdth.

[ We think our correspondent is mistaken, as we have seen cable
hands actually at work within the past week on part of the line.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

The Lamp Industry.

The Corona Lamp Works are making distribution of a circular

purporting to give information as to "Who's Who in the Lamp
Industry." They are evidently doing this with the intention of

suggesting that practically every lamp firm, except their own, is

a foreign firm. To further this idea they give the names of

directors of various firms, always being very careful to give only
the foreign-sounding names, and, iu certain instances, going to the
length of altering the spelling to suggest German nationality.

Their spirit of fairness, however, leads them totally to ignore the

names of all directors, &o,, who are obviously British.

Doubtless they hope to infer by this circular that they them-
selves manufacture their lamps in Great Britain.

Their action is strange in view of the fact that in May last a

judgment was obtained against them regarding large quantities of

lamps imported by them from the Continent ! Peculiarly they do
not, in their circular, make any reference to this fact, which I

certainly think could not be ignored in any letter purporting to

be giving advice and information to electric lamp purchasers.

Atlantic.
London, &'ptemher 23/»/, UI14.

Reports from Markets Abroad.—South Africa.—The
following information has been received from the office of His
Majesty's Trade Commissioner in South Africa in a communication
to the Board of Trade, dated August 17th :

—
" The readiness on the part of the banks to meet the difficulties

of existing conditions is equally shared by responsible merchants.

The moral effect resulting from the steps taken by the Imperial

Government to keep the African Ocean route free, and to remove
financial difficulties, has been to restore confidence in South Africa

to a wonderful degree. It would appear that in some respects,

South Africa has had to rely on Germany and Austria for certain

lines of commerce which are difficult to obtain elsewhere.

Nevertheless, the country has awakened to the fact that something

more than financial support to British industry is lost by dealing

with foreign manufacturers, especially when its needs can, to a

considerable extent, be satisfactorily supplied from one part or
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other of the Empire. The opportunity will shortly be piven to

British manufacturers o( capturing an immense portion of the

trade in this market hitherto held by Germany and Austria, but it

is hiffhly necessary that they should not mark the disappearance

of these competitors by relaxing past efforts to reframe their trade

organisation upon the most modern standards."

Algiers.—H.M. Consul- General at Algiers has forwarded
(August 2(;th) a statement showing the value of goods largely

imported into Algeria in 1912 from Germany and Austria-Hungary,
to'the exclusion of British products. One of the principal classes

of goods included in the statement is scientific instruments and
apparatus. The statement does not include goods such as coal and
machinery, which are imported in larger quantities from the

United Kingdom than from the German Empire and Austria-

Hungary. The statement may be inspected by United Kingdom
manufacturers at the Commercial Intelligence Branch of the

Board of Trade in London.

Spain.—H.M. Consul at Seville has furnished (August 28th) a
list of goods, which are usually imported into Spain from
Germany :—Machinery, rails, iron pipes, steel cables, tools, brass-

ware, enamel ware, brass sheets, gas pipes, tin plates, electrical

fittings, lubricating oil, paint and varnish, india-rubber goods,

chinaware, chemicals.

PosTUOAi,.—H.M. Consul at Oporto cables (September 11th)

that amongst the most important classes of German goods
imported into Portugal are chemical products, paints, hardware,
iron, automobiles, locomotives and plant, and electrical machinery,
H,M. Consul at Lisbon states in a telegraphic report dated Sep-

tember 12th that since the beginning of the war he has received

inquiries from Portuguese firms for information as to British firms

supplying electric fans. Amongst the goods which have hitherto

been supplied entirely or partially by Germany are enamelled iron

baths, name plates, railway carriages, locomotives and component
parts, aluminium ware, telephones, shades and globes for gas lamps,

and glassware. For lathes and drilling machines, agricultural

machinery and implemects, and electric lighting plant and fittings,

it is considered that there will be a market in the future, but

owing chiefly to the fact that there are large stocks of these

articles on hand, no purchases are being made at present.

Italy.—His Majesty's Consul at Milan reports that since the

outbreak of the war he has received inquiries from Italian firms

who have hitherto obtained the following classes of goods from
Germany, but are now anxious to buy or import British products,

viz. :

—

Rolled and hammered iron and eteel Pressed steel parts tor auto-
bars, mobiles.

Rolled wire rods ; rolled tool and flle Soft steel sheets for laminated cores,
steel. Eleotrioat maobinery.

Cold rolled iron and steel (or saws. Steatite insulators, (or sparking
ctook springs, corset springs, steel plug?^.

pens, ..V'o. Automobile accessories.
Hot and cold rolled iron and steel Aluminium leaf,

strips. Iron,

Tubes of steel, iron, brass, lead, Ac. Carbons (or elcotrio arc lamps.
Metals, Ball bearings.
Ironmongery, Workmen's tools.

Tinplate, sheet iron, brass, copper, Hardware articles.

r\^o. Enamelled wares.
Zinc, nickel, &c. Surgical appliances.
Electrical material, including tele- Rubber.
phones. Cinematograph materials.

Steel wire.

Brest.—His Majesty's Consul at Brest reports (Sept. 7th) as the

result of inquiries which he has instituted in his district with a

view to obtaining information likely to be of use to British

firms desirous of extending their trade at the expense of their

German rivals, that in most cases the relatively high prices of

British goods militate against their ready sale in Brest and dis-

trict. British goods, though of high quality, are beyond the

spending capacity of purchasers, who prefer, and, indeed, are often

financially compelled, to buy twice and cheap, rather than once
and dear. Surprise is expressed that British manufacturers, while
maintaining their reputation for high quality goods, do not also

make a bid for the custom of those to whom high quality com-
bined with high price does not appeal. Complaint is also made
that catalogues and price lists are usually in English, and deal in

English coinage, weights and measurements, whereas (Jerman
firms quote simplified and inclusive rates in French money, com-
bined with metric figures of weight and size.

His Majesty's Consul further states there is a French firm at

Brest, whose name and address can be obtained on application to

the Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade, which
has a practical monopoly of the sale of all metal goods, and is a

centre of distribution for all Finistere. The manager of this firm

has expressed a desire to receive from England price lists and
catalogues which he can readily understand. Stress is laid on the

importance of ([uoting to Brest merchants strictly inclusive prices,

so that customers may know tho exact cost of goods delivered at

their warehouses ; strict attention to this point on the part of

(iernian firms has in a large measure contributed to their success

in Brest and district. Porcelain and earthenware goods are

obtained largely from Saxony through commission agents holding
stocks in Paris, Lists of names and addresses of G-arman and
Austrian firms and of representatives of German firms in Paris

with whom Brest merchants have done business may be seen at

the Commercial Intelligence Branch,
Uio i>i.; ,Taneiuo.— In a communication dated August 25th, His

Majesty's (Consul- General at Rio de .Janeiro reports that it is obvious
that the present condition of affairs affords British firms an excellent

opportunity of securing much of the business hitherto handled by
German houses in that city. The numerous German import firms

there are absolutely debarred from receiving goods of any kind
from Germany, and they can only rely upon such stocks as they

happen to have on band. They are qaite unable to execute any
orders for German goods.

Amongst the principal articlea of German Import in Bio de
Janeiro have been iron and steel for constrnctional purpose*. loco-

motives and machinery of various kinds, gae enginee, electrical

plant and fittings of every description.

Furthermore, it is to be noted that certain German firms in Rio
de .Janeiro have been doing big and lucrative business in connection
with hydro-electrical installations. Indeed, there is hardly any
branch of trade with which German firms are not largely connected.
His Majesty's Consnl-General emphasises the futility of attempting
to build up a lucrative trade by means of correspondence only.

It is the personal factor that counts in Brazil, and British

firms desiring to capture trade hitherto handled by German firms,

must make up their minds to send out alert and competent travel-

lers possessed of a good knowledge of Portuguese, and of the
requisite technical knowledge to enable them to deal promptly and
authoritatively with their respective lines of business. These
representatives should study the local conditions and requirements,

and they should make it their business to satisfy such conditions

and requirements. As regards the likelihood of British firms being

able to secure regular payments from local firms with whom they
might elect to do business, his Majesty's Consul-General states that

this is a matter calling for the exercise of much judgment in the

selection of the firms to be dealt with. Many firms are in a very

precarious condition at the present time. Much of the suocese

achieved by German firms has l>een due to the long term of credit

allowed to local firms : and British firms deeirons of securing

German trade must be prepared to allow local firms a like measure
of consideration. We refer to this maiter somewhat fnlly in ouj
leading columns to-day.

His Majesty's Consul at St. Paul de Loanda cables (September
18th) that amongst the goods of German manufacture which have
hitherto been imported into Angola, but which might now be

replaced by British products, are the following :—Locomotives :

railway material ; telegraph material.

Board op Trade Assi.stance.—The Board of Trade have
received a very large number of inquiries for names of sellers or

buyers of articles of which the sources of supply or markets have
been interfered with by the war. Special arrangements have been

made in the Commercial Intelligence Branch for dealing with the

inquiries, and lists are being prepared and circulated of articles

which inquirers desire 00 to purchase and (^) to sell. The first

list was published on August 29th i the second list is now ready,

and may be obtained on application to the Branch. Firms
interested in any of the goods mentioned, either as buyers or

sellers, should communicate with the Director of the Branch.

The last issue to hand of the Board of Trade series on different

trades gives particulars of German and Austrc- Hungarian exports

of iron or steel bars, rods, angles, shapes, or sections, and informa-

tion relating to the markets in which they are sold.

Other pamphlets of the series relate to motor-cycles and motor-

oars and parts thereof.

Contracts in War Time.

. In the House of Commons on Uith inst.. Sir J. Simon, in the

course of a reply to a question by Mr. Joynson Hicks respecting

contracts with alien enemies, said (according to the Daili/ Tel*-

graph report) :

—

It was quite true that there was a good deal of doubt and
uncertainty in the minds of many persons in the commercial

world as to how the outbreak of war had affected their rights and

liabilities in contracts entered into before the war began. He did

not mean the case of a man who wished he had not entered into a

contract because prices and freights were rising. Evtrybody agreed

that he must stand by his bargain, nnless he conld persuade the

other party to come to his assistance. He meant the case where

one party to the contract was a subject of onr own, and the other

was an enemy in the sense that he resided and carried on bnsineas

in the enemy's country. Such a man said. " We have made our oon-

traots in times of peace, and the performance is not yet completed :

perhaps the time for performance has not yet come. How do««

the outbreak of war affect the performance of that contract .'

"

The Government had been considering whether or not they oonld

usefully and properly intervene to solve these difficulties. The
real difficulty, which could not be got over by some formula or

abstract statement, arose from the complexity of each individual

case. Ho felt no hesitation in laying down, and he did not think

any lawyer would deny, or any sensible man would question, this

proposition, that if a party enteroil into a contract before the war
began it was a lawful contract to enter into, and if the time to

perform it hail not come when war broke out, then, if performing

the contract during the war was unlawful, no man was liable in the

courts of this country because he did not perform it That pro-

position wa9 plain. The real dillioulty was not in laying down
such a proposition, but in applying it, owing to the large and

infinite complexities of hundreds of thousands of casee. Although

he had seen but a fraction of the difficulties, he had seen enough to

know that it was not possible for him to lay down in advance a

series of elaborate and particular rules that would govern these

cases. Therefore, there was no alternative, except for those who
felt any doubt in these matters to take the beet advice they ooald.

Gkuvan Trapk and German Vanpalism.

Much is appearing in the technical and lay press on the subject

of Great Britain obtaining some of Germany's foreign trade. We
shall not get it all. America will see to that : The world, too, has

been s^'audalised at the wanton destruction by the Germans of

proi>erty having no military value, and a good deal of such pro-

perty is irreplaceable even regardless of cost, f.j.^ cathedrals and

other old buildings', many works of art. booTco, MSS.i &c. tt is but
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of the queutioii for the AllioH to lower tbemealveg to the Htandaril

of Oerman "culture " and to retaliate when they are in Uerinany,
by destroyinif Himilar property, but why not retaliate, and at the
Hame time asHiut the cupturinj; of German trade, either by deotroy-
injf Gorman faotorieH (eupjiijiully KruppV) or by oonfiaoatinK all

the plant in them .' If thin be not done, theBe factoriea will eoon
be at work aKain after the war, and theGermano will " cut " prices

more than ever in order to recover their trade. Even 15 per cent,

less in the price of an article will, a year or two after the war is

over, unfortunately cover a lot of patriotism I Mr. Maurice
Maeterlinck urjrea ub to decide such matters lunr, while the horrors
of the war are with us, and not to wait till it is over when senti-

iiientalists, even in this country, will bejfin to plead for "the
poor Germans " who are now committing, in addition to the above,
diabolical deeds on human beings,

A. S. E. ACKEUMANN.
London, S.W., Sejitemh-r 'lUt, 19H.

P.S.— On account of my name perhaps I had better add that
my family came to Kngland in the 18th century I

TiiK Future or Russia.—In an editorial on "Russia and the
\<a,T," fhe yitiiiiiciiil

'/
'i III t's s&jB —" We may hope that one of the

results of the present war will be a much closer association com-
mercially and socially between ourselves and the Slavonic nations.
Hitherto the economic development of Russia, and Ronmania as
well, has been largely directed from Germany, very much to the
profit of the latter. The exports of Germany to Russia amount to
about je 60,000,000 annually, and the bulk of this consists of goods
which can be easily supplied by English manufacturers provided
the exact requirements of the trade are understood. It is certain
that German merchants will be at a hopeless disadvantage in
Kussia for many years to come, and British and American manu-
facturers will be invited to supply their place. Moreover, should
the war go favourably, it is probable that an immense impetus
will be given to Russian trade in every department. ... A
message from the Petrograd correspondent of the Times points
out, however, to take full advantage of the situation it will be
necessary for our merchants to act promptly and not to wait until
the termination of the war."
All-British.—The Klein Engineering Co. (1908), Ltd., wish it

to be known that they are entirely British in every respect

—

capital, directors, shareholders, staff and workmen, and have no
connection whatever with any foreign country. Everyone con-
nected with the business is British born. The company does not
work any foreign patents, and all its manufactures are made
throughout in England. The directors are also the directors of
Entwistle & Gass, Ltd., Atlas Foundry, Bolton.

Messrs. Scholey & Co., Ltd., write as follows: — "We had
hardly thought it necessary to proclaim the fact that we
were a British organisation in every sense of the word, but in
some circles there ie a misconception or a misrepresentation of our
position. May we, therefore, say that ' Scholey ' is an old
English name, and is one of the oldest family names in Yorkshire

;

moreover, we might add that we have neither on our board nor on
our staff anyone who is, or ever wa?, associated in the remotest
degree with German or Austrian families."

As it might be thought that the firm of Messrs. leen-
thal & Co., of Neaaden, had some connection with Germany,
we are pleased to be able to say that Mr. A. W. Isenthal,
who is the sole partner in the firm, has been resident in this country
for 25 years, and is a naturalised British subject. The business is

carried on without any outside financial assistance, British or
foreign, and the whole of the workmen and works staff are British-
born subjects. The foreign patents which the firm is exploiting at
present are of Swiss origin. The company has kept the works
going so far with full time and the full complement of men, and
hopes to continue to do so.

Contraband op War.—Additional articles to be treated as
contraband of war in accordance with previous proclamations, are
copper, unwrought ; lead, pig, sheet, or pipe ; and rubber.

Canada.—The Montreal correspondent of the Times says, under
date September 14th :

" Conditions in Europe are making it difficult
for the larger industrial companies to secure new business. This
is a£feoting iron and steel companies to the greatest extent."

Argentine Contracts Placed in England.—According to
the Times a contract for a large number of passenger carriages for
the new electrified services round Buenos Ayres of the Central
Argentine Railway Co., originally placed with the Hannoversche
Wagonfabrik, has now been awarded to the Metropolitan Amal-
gamated Railway Carriage and Finance Co., Ltd., of Biimingham.
Willans & Robinson, Ltd.—Within a few weeks of war being

declared, over 20 per cent, of the total male oflloe and works staff,
irrespective of age, joined the Services, a record the firm has every
reason to be proud of. Lord Kitchener has conveyed in a letter
to the firm his special thanks. Places are being kept open, and
half- pay rates paid for those who joined in that period. The com-
pany have always maintained a close connection with the Army,
and contributed largely to the formation and support of a
Howitzer Battery formed some years ago, whose headquarters
adjoin the works. The company have in hand several orders for
war material, and have acquired a special interest in aeroplane
engine work, the company having secured, prior to the war period,
the sole British manufacturing rights for the well-known
" Salmson " engine (Canton- Unn6 system).

Chloride Reoeoits.—With reference to the paragraph given
in our last issue, since this was written a good many more of the
men of the Chloride Electrical Storage Co., Ltd., have enlisted.
20 men from the staff and works were called up on mobilisation,
most of thein being rtsefvists, and several of thiese ate now With

the Army In France. Subsequently 69 have joined Lord
Kitchener's Second Army, making a total of 73 men altogether.
The oompany is in<iking» weekly payment in the vaite of married
men, or thoHC having dependantB on them. A weekly contribution
from the works and Btatf to the Relief Fond in amounting to

between £1 1 and iil'2.

AcTiv 10 Sehvick Allowancek.—The Mexborough and Swiuton
Tramways Committee have decided to pay a weekly sum of To. lid.

to the dependants of workmen in their employ who are on active
service.

The Luton Electricity Committee have decided to pay each of
their employoi who have been called up for military Bervice, his
ortlinary wage lesH the Bum received from the War Office.

Mesirs. A. M. MuUiner, W. Tomlinson, J. Eyre and J. Gegun,
of the iOjolea Electricity Department, having joined the Colonra,
the Corporation has decided to make up the difference between
the army allowance and their salaries.

Reliei- Finds.—The Yorkshire Electric Power Co., of DeWB-
bury, have contributed the sum of i:2o0 to the West Riding
Distress Committee Fund, which is being raised by Sir .John C.
Horafall, Bart., chairman of the West Riding County Council.

Trade with BELriiuM. A correspondent at Ghent (M. Emile
Pauwaert), who says that there is a broad field of action in

Belgium for almost any British induatry to replace German goods,
wanta to hear from British manufacturers.

Laurence, Scott \ Co., Ltd.—About 140 employes of this
firm have joined the forces. Wives and dependants are being
assisted. The directors have promised £ 50 toward a fund that is

being prepared by the staff and employ^i for the relief of
distres?, ice.

Salford Contr.\cts.—The Salford T.C. has adopted the recom-
mendation relating to contracts, to which reference was made in
this colamn last week, to the effect that all contracts entered into
with the Corporation be adhered to, with the exception of such
contracts, or parts thereof as involve trading with alien enemies.
An addition was made to the resolution which will allow any
committee which desires to submit circumstances in support of any
exception to the rule laid down to have its views placed before the
Council.

Employes at the Front.—About no members of the staff

of the Endolithic Manufacturing Co., Ltd., including several

travellers, have enlisted. All places are being kept open. The
company will not raise prices so long as the stock lasts, but if the
war is of long duration, raw material from the Continent being
unobtainable, they muat eventually advance.
The Peel Green Engineering Works, near Ecclea, are buay on an

order from the War Office for searchlif^ht plant. Sixty employes
of the firm have joined the forces, and provision is being made for

• their dependants.
Messrs. W. Canning & Co., of Birmingham, ask that as 48 of their

staff, foremen and workpeople are with H.M. forces, indulgenoe
should be shown if there is a temporary falling off in their usual
services. They have issued a general circular reviewing business

conditions which they report to be steadier than when they issued

their circular of August 13th.

Manchester Tramwaymen.—It was stated on Tuesday that
the Manchester Tramways Committee was paying no less than
£400 per week in wages to the wives of dependants of men who
have joined the Colours. Men are joining Lord Kitchener's army
daily, and already 720 men have left for service in connection
therewith. The business of the tramways parcels department
has fallen off by about 25 per cent, daring the last few weeks.

Oonteollinq Devices.—The Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., of

Bedford, inform ns that they are making every effort to carry on
business as usual, though many of theii employes are with the
Colours. They obtain almost all theix supplies from British

sources, and carry a very large stock of finished articles. While
they have had to withdraw outstanding quotations of special

terms, they hope to be able to accept orders at the prices already

quoted.

British-Made Labels.—The Endolithic Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., of 61 i. Fore Street, E 0., inform us that all their labels are

British-made, and the whole of the capital of the company is

held by British subjects.

Our Opportunity in Belgium.—Messrs. Bogg cS: Co., of 23,

Rue du Br^sil, Antwerp, electrical importers, write to inform our
readers that owing to the cessation of sale of German goods in

Belgium, there will be a great demand for British. The firm will

be pleased to hear from British suppliers of armature stampings,

bruah-holders, carbon brushes, dynamo wires, cables, &c., with a
view to representation.

The Bradford 5,000- kw. Plant Contract.—The British

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., write as

follows:
—"As there seems to be a general impression that this

company accepted the order for this set from the Bradford Corpora-

tion at an extremely low figure, we should like to state that, not

only was our original tender price higher than that at which the

contract was placed for the Bergmann set, but also that the price

at which we have now accepted the order is higher than onr

original tender price, owing to the increase in the cost of raw
material, which has taken place in the meantime."

Siemens and the Prince of Wales's Fund.—The sum of

£46u, contributed by the employes of Messrs. Siemens Brothers

and Co. at their Woolwich works, has been handed over to the

Mayor of Woolwich for forwarding to the Princte of Wales's Fund.
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NEW RADIO-TELEPHONY SYSTEMS.

The radio-telephone systems devised by the Itah'ans

Marzi, father and son—the former for some years

Director of the Rome telephones—and the French
officers Jeance and Colin have lately given very

satisfactory results during trials on the Continent.

Experiments with the Marzi system were made from
the Goldschmidt station at Laeken* (Brussels), mes-
sages emitted being received at Antwerp, Sain,

Trond, Luttich, Bostonge, Namur, Tournai, Ghent,
Coutrai, Bruges and other places. Finally very suc-

cessful trials were made between Brussels and the

Eiffel Tower, an orchestral and vocal concert being
satisfactorily reproduced, despite unfavourable at-

mospheric condition, when using li amps, primary
microphone current and 3 amps, secondary micro-

phone and aerial current in the Brussels station.

Successful radio-telephony requires the use of a gen-
erator of high frequency and very uniform oscilla-

ations and a microphone capable of imposing on
such a current oscillations corresponding to those of

speech waves. A suitable generator is obtainable

without much difficulty, but a microphone consti-

tutes the most serious stumbling block in any system

a sphere 7 the upper half of which is platinised and
lies within a platinised cup, mounted on the bottom
of a cylinder 5. From the latter, fine carbon gran-

ules flow between the surfaces 9, 9 into a receptacle

10 when the magnets i, i cause 2, 3 to oscillate in

sympathy with speech or other sound vibrations. At
other times the surfaces 9, 9 are held together

and no granule flow takes place. When the appar-

atus is in use, the resistance between 9, 9 varies in

proportion to the speech currents. Each granule

is in circuit between 9, 9 too short a time to be heated

appreciably, hence the carbon can be returned to 5

for indefinitely repeated use.

B and C represent alternative arrangements

for the variable carbon-flow gap, and D shows

the circuit connections employed. Speech or other

sounds to be transmitted are directed into an ordin-

ary microphone 16, connected in series with a switch

19, battery 17 and a primary coil 20 of a transformer,

the secondary winding 21 of which is connected to

the electromagnet i of the heavy current microphone

already described and now represented by the pivoted

lever 2. 3 and the variable-gap contacts 23, 24. The
transmitting oscillating circuit is connected across

23, 24, a modification of the Moretti arc being used

as the source of energy. Each arc is established by

of wireless telephony yet devised. With all ordinary

forms of carbon microphones the trouble is that the

granules overheat and become covered with an in-

sulating sheath, unless the working current is so

weak that it does not suffice to control adequately

the aerial current. Numerous attempts have been

made to cool the carbon by metal or other heat con-

ductors, air or water currents and so on, but in the

Marzi microphone a new principle is employed. In-

stead of a stationary carbon contact, a moving con-

tact is established by a stream of carbon granules,

each of which remains in circuit too short a time to

be injuriously heated. The Marzi microphone re-

sembles the liquid microphones of Chichester Bell

and Majorana in respect of continuous substitution

or renewal of contact, but is distinguished from
these types in that contact is restricted to the points

of contact of the trraiuiles with a membrane instead

of being distributed over a comparatively great

length of the latter; the microphone effect is there-

fore greater and sharper than in hydraulic micro-

phones.
Referring to A, fig. i, a horizontal lever 2, 3 plays

between the poles of electromagnets i. i and carries

• This station was di^stioycii by tlio Belgians prior to tho
German occupation of Brussels.

600 volts p.d. between two metal electrodes, one of

which is kept in continuous rotation. A frequency

of 120,000 oscillations per second is obtained and a

single arc suffices for distances up to 200 miles.

With four arcs in series on a 2.400 volt supply, satis-

factory comnuuiication has been established between

the Italian arsenal at Spezia and Messina (520 milesV

The apparatus is very compact and light (height

iS in,, weight 9 lb.).

h'or reception, a very sensitive crystal detector

with regulable condenser in the aerial and telephone

circuits is said to be best. There follow in order of

etficacv do Forest's audion valve. Fleming's valve

(working at 4 volts from a battery of three accumu-

lators with regulating resistance^ and carborundum
and electrolytic dctector.s.

The French officers Teance and Colin also employ

arcs to produce the high-frequency fundamental cur-

rent on which speech variations are imposed. These

investigators have devoted special attention to the

problem of eliminating disturbances due to \'aria-

tlons in the arc current. In the latest modifications

of their system, the arc current is " filtered " free

from all amplitudes and frequencies outside pre-

scribed limits. leaving in tlie aerial a sinusoidal cur-

rent of constant frequency and amplitude.
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At the sending station three arcs. A, fig. 2, are

used in series, each burning between a copper disc

anode and a carbon rod cathode. The arc burns in

an atmosphere of acetylene and hydrogen (produced

simultaneously in a calcium carbide and hydride

generator) which prevents combustion of the carbon

electrode or even adds slightly to its length. The
copper electrode forms the bottom of a paraftin-filled

water-cooled cylinder, and such slight arc adjust-

ments as are required from time to time are made by

hand. By varying the d.c. supply pressure between

500 and 750 volts, the arc current is varied from 3^

to 4i amps. Direct current is fed through choke

coils LL and a variable resistance R to three parallel

circuits, across the centre one of which (the arc cir-

cuit) there is available 250-350 volts. On changing

over from sending to receiving the pressure is re-

duced to 150 volts and a resistance automatically

switched in current. The main oscillating circuit X,
comprising a variable condenser and inductance, is

coupled by an intermediate tuning circuit Y to the

antenna circuit Z. The intermediate circuit Y pre-

vents transmission of foreign frequencies to the

aerid circuit which comprises a couplmg coil K, re-

gulable condenser C and inductance T. Across K
and C are connected a variable inductance and the

microphones in series, all spoken into at once by aid

of a megaphone. This method of connecting the

microphones eliminates sparking and places no limit

on the microphone current. One of the two dupli-

cate microphone sets cools while the other is in use.

Regulable air condensers make possible most accu-

rate tuning, this being very sharp owing to the

purity of the transmitting aerial oscillations. The
wave length can be varied within wide limits. Ex-
periments carried out with 985 metre waves between
Paris and various amateur and portable installations

in the vicinity (distances up to 150 miles) show the

Jeance-Colin apparatus to be simple and satisfactory

in use.

REVIEWS.

Motoring: An Introduction to the Car and the Art

of Driving It. By Algernon E. Berriman. Lon-
don: Methuen & Co., Ltd. Price 10/6 net.

The motor vehicle has now become so much a part

and parcel of daily life that there is a tendency, in

some quarters, to regard motoring as a pastime as

a diminishing quantity. Although this is undoubt-
edly true to an extent, in so far that many of the

themselves, yet there is an unceasing flow of new
to be driven as passengers rather than take the wheel
themselves, yet there is an unceasing flow of new
recruits to the ranks of motorists who find consider-

able pleasure, and even health, in the outdoor life

that the possession of a car afiords. Indeed, the

light car, to which increasing attention is now being
devoted, would appear to have given quite a new
impetus to the movement in this direction.

It is probably due to this fact that there is a steady
demand for books relating to motoring and the
motor car, and, the demand existing, there is, as
usual, no lack in the supply. The latest book on
the subject is that by Mr. Berriman, who, from his

long association with the movement, is in an excel-
lent position to undertake such a work. In the
course of fourteen chapters, the author deals with
all the varied matters associated with the construc-
tion and operation of a motor car, the text having
been written in the interests of the- non-technical
motorist. On the whole, the reading matter is clear,

so that a careful perusal of the chapters devoted to
the mechanism, and a study of the numerous detailed
illustrations, should result in a prospective or novice
motorist gaining a good idea of the why and where-
fore of the various components of a petrol car—for
it is to this type of automobiL that the book is ex-

clusively devoted. In a few cases, the author is,

perhaps, not so lucid as might be desired, as witness

his statement that the frame of the car is attached

by springs to its road wheels.

A comprehensive chapter is devoted to the mag-
neto now universally used for ignition purposes,

while another deals with the dynamo which is now
being increasingly employed for car lighting. A
good deal of space is devoted to sound advice on the

choice and upkeep of a car, although we have one
or two small criticisms to make of this section. First,

the question of tires, which is generally admitted

to be one of the biggest items in motoring costs, is

very scantily dealt with, not more than thirty lines

being allotted to their description and consideration.

Secondly, in figuring out the annual cost of motor-
ing, only the outlay for tires and petrol is taken
into account, these figures being used to make a

comparison with the cost of railway travel. Need-
less to say, there are many other charges, such as the

annual motor tax, insurance, cost of garage, lubri-

cants, repairs, and depreciation allowance, which
have all to be taken into account, and which will

greatly increase the author's estimate of 2jd. per
mile.

The important subject of driving receives adequate
treatment, and if the author's suggestions were
generally adopted, it is safe to state that drivers

would not only reduce the danger to the public but

would at times find motoring a less worry-causing
occupation. The question of petrol and other motor
fuels is also discussed, but we are somewhat afraid

that the text is of too technical a character to either

be followed by or be of interest to the average
motorist, a remark which also applies to some of the
tables, such as those of sines and tangents, loga-
rithms, and hydrocarbon formulas, that are included

in the appendix.
While we do not wish to convey an unfavourable

impression of the book, which undoubtedly contains

a vast amount of useful and reliable information,

somehow or other, we cannot help feeling that it

does not altogether fulfil the requirements of a
popular work on the subject. It may be that we
have not quite fully realised the object the author
had in view, but in our opinion, there is rather too
technical a flavour in some of the chapters, while,

on the other hand, various matters of vital interest

to motorists, from the motoring point of view—and
that, we take it, is the main object, especially in

view of the title of the book—could have been more
liberally dealt with. It is frequently stated that

criticism is usually destructive and seldom construc-

tive, and, to avoid our remarks being put under the
first-named classification, we would suggest the

omission, in a subsequent edition, of some of the
technical matter mentioned and a more liberal treat-

ment of the question of tyres, and the water circula-

tion of the engine, the latter to include an explana-
tion of the two systems in use on present-day cars,

and the functions of tlie radiator, the radiator fan,

and, where used, the circulating pump.

Elementary Graphic Statics. By John T. Wight,
A.M.I.Mech.E. London: Whittaker & Co.
Price 4/- net.

In none of the higher branches of engineering
can mathematics be avoided. But they can be either

simple or complex, according to the way the pro-

blem is tackled. Thus many a calculation which
might be supposed to require the use of the differ-

ential calculus can be solved with an accuracy to

within one per cent, by means of graphical repre-

sentation of the forces at work. Just how problems
in statics can be dealt with on these lines is well

described, with the aid of 135 illustrations, in this

useful little book by Mr. Wight, who is Lecturer

in Machine Design and Prime Movers in Heriot-

Watt College, Edinburgh. All kinds of structural

engineering work are touched upon involving beams,
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girders, roofs, cranes, retaining walls; and many
simple practical problems are worked out in detail

all by means of the excellent science of graphics

which, as the author says, "presents a ready means
of circumventing the many intricate and cumbrous
mathematical equations which can, all too easily,

clothe comparatively simple problems with an air of

mystery and difficulty." Undoubtedly there are

mathematically-minded people who profess to scoff

at graphical methods, but we know that every day
of their lives there are numerous practical engineers

who are satisfactorily carrying out big engineering
works that have been admirably worked out by
graphical means.

The Inventors' and Patentees' Year Book for 1914.

By William H. Taylor. Manchester: The Dex-
ter Press, Ltd. Price 7/6 net.

This is the first issue of what is really a very useful

book. It is stated that future annual editions will

keep the subject matter up-to-date, and enable new
aspects of the subject to be dealt with. The subject

matter is Patents and Trade Marks, and a perusal

of its pages certainly leaves a clear impression on the

mind as to what is a proper subject for a patent,

how to proceed in getting the patent, and perhaps
more important still, how to set about disposing of

the patent. Mr. W. H. Taylor, the author, has had
nearly thirty years' experience in patent office work,
and acts as adviser to a number of important
Northern industrial firms. He has placed his know-
ledge at the disposal of the readers of the book and
given in succinct form the necessary information.

In dealing with the question as to what may form
the subject matter of a patent he quotes extracts

from a number of legal decisions to illustrate his

various points. The subject is such a wide one that

it is not possible to deal seriatim with the various

chapters. The author gives it as his opinion that in

ordinary cases a total fee of £3 3s. should be suffi-

cient to cover all charges for a provisional specifica-

tion, and a further charge of £9 or £10 for the work
and charges necessary on completing the patent. As
is well known, there are no further fees till the end
of the fourth year, when £5 is payable. A year later

£6 is due, and so on to the end of the thirteenth year,

when £14 is charged, the total renewal Government
fees—exclusive of those paid on completing the

patent—being £95.
There is much valuable advice on the way in which

a specification should be drafted, and how it ought
to be construed.

Sections of the book deal with the amendment of

patents, their restoration, the reissue of duplicate

letters patent in the event of the originals being lost,

the procedure followed by the War Oflice and Ad-
miralty for the issue of secret patents, the question

of licences, patent registers, revocation of patent by
Comptroller and infringement of patents. In each
case much useful information is given in such clear

language that the average reader can form a toler-

ably safe opinion as to when it is advisable for him
to obtain expert advice.

The section dealing with " How to Market an In-

vention " contains a good deal of advice as to what to

do, and much more on what not to do, this latter

part being probably the most valuable.

.•\ii interesting account of the development of the

Patent Oflice is given; there are full details as to

the i)laces in the country where Patent Oflice papers
can be examined, and a list of patent publications.

This is followed by particulars as to foreign
patents, how to set to work to get them, what they
cost, and the conditions under which they are issued.

In view of the war and the consequent chaotic
condition of the European political and commercial
relations, this part of the book is naturally more
historical than applicable to present-day conditions.
The book contains 739 pages, and should be con-

sulted by anyone in doubt as to how to proceed in

procuring or dealing with patents. It is the pioneer
year book relating to patents, and we have no doubt
that as successive editions are issued, it will con-
solidate its position as the standard text-book on
patent office work.

MARBLE AS MATERIAL FOR LAMP
GLOBES.

It is well-known that thin sheete of marble are trannparent, and,
if Baitably selected, of rare beauty. For window and other trana-

parenoies, Dr. A. Pfaff has moanted Bheetsof marble 01 to j mm.
in thickneBs and up to '.'O x 50 cm. in area between Bopporting
sheets of glass, but the cost of production by this system is pro-
hibitive. The practical application of marble, as a subetitate

for opal glass in the manufacture of diffusing globes for lamps,
datea from the discovery, by H. W. Enge), of special grinding and
impreernating processes whereby marble sheets from 3 to 20 mm.
(u to Ye, in.) in thickness may be made more translucent than the
thicknesses of opal glass generally employed. After grinding on
both sides, the marble is impregnated with various oiU under high
pressure and at high temperature : glass supporting eheets are no
longer required, and the colour effects are much richer in the
thicker sheets. The new material appears to be applicable to

lighting fittings for all purposes, and particularly for decorative.

adverti»ing and electric sign work. The optical properties of

white Eagel-marble are described in detail by W. Voege in a recent
issue of the Ele^^trnteclinUcIf Zeitschrift, with special reference to

its diffusing properties and its transparency to visible, ultra-violet

and infra-red rays.

Comparisons were made between two ,3'j-mm. marble plates

(brightly polished in front but matt on the back surface) : opal

glass plates 18 mm. thick, matt on both sides and ,S mm. thick,

polished on both sides ; a 3-mm. frosted glass plate, and a 5<mm.
clear sheet ribbed on one side. The marble and opal glasses did

not, but the frosted glass did permit an incandescent filament to be

distinguished through it. Taking the transparency of the marble
as 100, figures for the other sheets were found to be . Thin opal,

81 ; thick opal, oti ; frosted glass, 300. When similarly illuminated

and viewed side by side, the marble had a reddish-violet and the

opal glass a greenish tinge by transmitted light, owing to the com-
paratively small amount of yellow-green and large amount of red

and (particularly) blue transmitted by the marble. A marble
front to a funnel-shaped reflector absorbed only about 20 per cent.

of the light emitted by a lamp therein, whereas an opal glass

cover absorbed about 40 per cent. The high transparency of

frosted glass is obtained at the cost of poor diffusing power, but
photometric tests show that this is not the case where marble is

employed. The polar curve of light distribution from a point is at

least as close an approximation to a circle when marble as when
opal glass is used. The importance of the grinding and im-

pregnating processes to which the marble is subjected, is shown by
Table I, the figures in which refer to the lux transmitted through

TABLE I.
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for visible and ultra-violet li|;ht, and hence afforded no explanation
in thia direotiou for the favourable oharaoteristica of marble. On
meaenrin? the total radiation from a carbon-filament lamp, it was
foand that opal irlags, thoneh leaa transparent than marble to
visible rays, was from 33) to 6) times as transparent as marble to

total radiation. In other words, marble is relatively opa'iae to beat
radiations (which are absent from diffused dayliprht, and if not
injarious, are at leaat anneuessary to vision). Eye fatigue under
artificial illumination is chiefly due to the reception of heat rays.

Vojft has shown that the shorter infra-red rays do penetrate to the
retina : indeed, radiations reaohincr the retina from a carbon-
filament lamp are four-fifths dark and only one-fifth visible.

TABLK II. (Illumination by 32-c. p. Carbon Lamp throaghout).

Bare lamp
Through—

S mm. dry marble
3 mm. impregn'd marble

0'6 mm. red-grey mica ...

3 mm. ground glass ...

2 mm. clear glass

3 mm. ebonite

White paper
Ditto, oiled

3 mm. dense opal glass...

Photo-
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Liquidations and Dissolutions.—Stolz Ei^ectro-

PHONECo.dBl.fJ.LTn., 85, Fleet .Street, B.C.—Under the oompulsory
windinp^-up order made af^aicBt this company last Febraary, upon
a oreditor'B petition, the report of Mr. H. E. Bar(;eBP, Official

Receiver and Liquidator, has been isBued to the creditors and
BharebolderB. The accounts Sled under the liquidation show
liabilities £9,73;", apainst assets valued at £1,387, and a deficiency

of £68,348 as repjards contributories. In the course of a detailed

report on the company's affairs, it is stated that the business of the
company appears to have suffered through neglect and want of

organisation and too liberal terms being granted to agentp.
These conBiderations, and the fact that the company never had
gnlficient working capital, were the main causes of its failure.

ThbRidinos Arc Lamp Co., Ltd.—A meeting of creditors will

be held at the North-Western Hotel, Lime Street, Liverpool, on
October 19th, to hear an account of the winding up from the
liquidator, Mr. F. Uawlinson.
The CoNsoLinATED Diesel Enoine Manukacturers, Lti>.,

Aldwyoh, W.C— First meeting of creditors and contributories,

October 8th, at Bankraptcy Buildings, Carey Street, W.C.

Book Xotices.—" Proceedings of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers. " Vol. XXXIII, No, 9. New York : The
Institute. Price.? I.

" Text-book on Wireless Telegraphy." By R. Stanley. London :

Longmans, Green & Co. Price 7s. 6d. net.

Circular of the Bureau of Standards No. 49, entitled " Safety Rules
to be observed in the operation and maintenance of electrical equip-
ment and lines." Issued August Ist, 1914. Washington, U.S.A. :

Government Printing Office.

Cab Tire Sheathing.—la view of the resistance to

corrosion, moisture and hardware manifested by the rubber com-
pound used for cab-tire sheathed cable by the St. Helens Cable
AND Rubber Co., Ltd., the company are now supplying to

Admiralty contractors other materials, such aa sheet, tubing, &c.,

which were formerly made of ordinary rubber.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

AI)ei'de«!U.

—

Year's Working.—The annual report of

Mr. Bell on the Corporation electricity undertaking shows a total

revenue of £60,363, an increase of £4,254 on the year before. The
total working expenses, £29,036, were a decrease of £111 on the

year before, this being traceable to the economy resulting from
the use of a new 3,000-kw. turbine plant. A total of 9,700,000
units were Kold, or about 500,000 in excess of the previous year,

but 1,689 less tons of coal were used- 41 lb. as compared with
4'74 lb. per unit—and thus despite an increase in price of coal of

Is. 4d. per ton, a saving was made oil working expenses. The con-

sumers now number 3,190 ; the motors connected total over

8,400 H.P., and 961 heating and cooking and similar devices are

now out on hire. The gross profit, placed to reserve amounted to

£4,960, the reserve fund amounting to over £26,000.

Aldersliot.— Mains Extension.— The U.D.C. has

decided to supply current to the new premises of the Aldershot and
District Traction Co., Ltd., Halinoote Road.

Ascot.

—

Plant Extensions.—A 400-h.p. gas engine

is being installed at the Ascot District Gas and Eleotrioity Com-
pany's works in place of a 90-h.p. suction gas engine set.

Australia.

—

Melbourne.—For some years a conflict

has existed between the town clerk and the city electrical engineer,

the former claiming the right to supervise and exercise authority

over matters brought forward by the engineer. The City Council

has been divided in opinion on the question. The engineer

recently suggested that the price of energy for power should be

reduced, and the town clerk opposed the reduction on the ground that

it would result in a loss to the electricity undertaking. The
matter was referred by the Council to Mr. Forbes M'Kay, city elec-

trical engineer of Sydney, and an accountant, who are reported

to have decided in favour of Mr. Harper, the city electrical

engineer.

The Council has allocated a sum of £128,000 to the Electric

Supply Committee, which will be used to replace moneys expended

out of the deprc(;iation account.

The Brunswick, Vic, Municipal Council has decided to borrow
£10,000 for extension of the lighting and power scheme through-

out the municipality. It is contemplated to light the whole of the

streets electrically.

Ayr.

—

Annual Rki'ort.—There is a credit balance of

£1,460 in the T.C. electricity department, and which has been

placed to the reserve fund, which now amounts to £5,134.

Belfast.—The Sub-committee appoint^^l to reyort on the

electricity undertaking stated that it had considered, and recom-

mended, the reports of Sir John Snell and Mr. Pratten, the con-

sulting experts, in respect of the erection of a new station on a site

to be obtained in Hamilton Road from the Harbour Commissioners.
The Committee endorsed the reports for recommendation to the

Corporation.

Banchory.

—

Liohti.vo .S<:hf,.\ie. — The T.C. u to

ascertain what support it is likely to get from reiidents before

proceeding further with the lighting scheme.

Blackpool.

—

Sea Front Illuminations.— Last week
an order was issued by Col. Aspinall Turner, the officer oomnund-
ing the troops in Barrow and district, restricting lights in ezpoeed

places within a 60 miles radius. A deputation from Blsckpool

interviewed the Colonel with reference to the possible effect upon

the autumn illuminations, and was informed that the order did

not affect the Blackpool Bcheme which will be carried out aa

arranged.

Broadstairs.—E.L. .Scheme.—The U.D.C. has decided

to return to the Isle of Thanet E.L. Co., £1,000 deposit under the

terms of the order, cables having been laid in pr«otically all the

roads set out in the schedule.

Bury.—Power Station E.xtensions.—The Electricity

Committee has instructed the borough engineer to complete pUns
for a three-bay extension to the electricity works at Chamber
Hall.

The Committee has also agreed to Bubscribe to the Elec-

trical Vehicle Committee of the I.M.E.A. for the purpose of pro-

paganda work.

Busliey.—The U.D.C. has sealed a supplemental agree-

ment with the Watford U.D.C. for the supply of current to the

district.

('leetliori)cs.—L.G.B. iNyurav.—An inquiry was held

last week into an application of the U.D.C. to borrow £10,000 for

mains extensions.

Clouakilty.—E.L. S<heme.—A company has been

formed in connection with a scheme for lighting the town with

electricity, and the work of installation has been commenced by

the Ampere Electric Lighting Co,

Clones.—E.L. Scheme Completed.—The inauguration

of the electric supply took place recently at the power house of

the Clones Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd. The entire installa-

tion was designed and carried out by Mr. J. Woods, late of Bantry,

Co. Cork, engineer and manager to the company.

Edinburgh.—E.L. Surplus.—The Electricity Com-
mittee has recommended that the whole of the last year's snrploi

profit a sum of over £3,000, be applied to the relief of the rates.

Flint.—E.L. Scheme.—A special meeting of the T.C.

is to ba held to further consider the electric lighting proposals

which have been laid before it.

fiildersouie.—Prov. Order.—The U.D.C. has decided

to support the Yorkshire Electric Power Co.s application for

lighting powers in the district.

Ilarrosi'ate.-E.L. Powers Refusep.—The T.C. has

been informed that the B. of T. has refused the Corporations

application for permission to supply electricity to premises in the

rural district of Knaresborough, outside the authorised area of

supply, on the ground that the Council is developing a general

supply outside the ares. The borough electrical engineer wis

authorised to have certain repairs carried out to the Parsons

turbo-generator, at a cost of £310.

Helsby.—Loan Sanction.-The L.G.B. has sanctioned

a loan of £515 for eleotrio power at the sewage works.

Hornsey.—Loans.—The Council are making applica-

tion for power to borrow £4,000 required for house servioee.

heiiililey.— At a meeting of the T.C. last week when it

was reported" that the sale of gas for the year ended June 30th

last showed a decrease of nearly 6 million cb. ft. as compared

with the previous year, the chairman of the Gas Committee

strongly protested against the practice of eelling electricity for

lighting purposes in mills, .^c, at power rat«. stating that the loss

on the gas undertaking was chiefly attributable to that praotioe.

The chairman of the Eleotrioity Committee considered that the

statements made constitute*! a splendid compliment to the elec-

tricity dep-irtinont, which did not churgo customers more than the

value given, and then give the profit back to those who did not

take electricity, in rate relief.

l,,.,.s._PuoroaEi> E.L.—The U.D.C. has decider! to

approach the Springhead Council in connection with a supply of

electrical energy in the district.

I,ittleb«routt'li.— Pi i.k Surri.v.—A dopuUition hvm
the D.C. waited on the Hxjhdale Gas and Eleotricity Committee,

asking for a revision of the agreement for the supply of electricity

in bulk to Littleborough. The Rochdale Committee, whilst unable

to rciluoe the price, agree*! to a 10, instead of n l.'i years' agree-

ment, and to revise the minimum guarantee as regards quantity.
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Loiiiluii,—AVooLwifu.—Last week a special meeting of

the B.C. a^'reed to the L.C.C. beiner BHked to Hanution a loan of

*10,000 for a 3,000-KW. tarbo-alternator to meet the unexpeoteii

iooreftHB ill demand for electricity by the military and Port
authorltieti, ko.

Lkwisham.—The Libraries Committee of the B.C. ia onn-

diderintr thn qunation of improvinp the lighting at the Brockley
Library, which ia at preaent carried out by gem. Local tirma have
been invited to tender for inatallin? electric lieht, and the Com-
mittee ia in oommnnioation with the Electric Light Co. at) to the
terms upon which it ia willing to supply current.

Midliiirst. — OvKKUKAi. TTihks. — The R.D.C. has
decided to agree to the propoaalaof theMidhurat K.L. Co. for u^ng
overhead wireH for E.L. purpoiea in the district, provided under-
ground cablea are laid in the town of Midhurat itaelf.

nvtlioliiinivd.—The U.D.C. has requested the York-
shire K P. Oo. to aend a repreaentative to explain the acheme for
supplying current for power and lighting at a cheap rate.

.\ II IIcaton.— Several tirms have applied to the T.C. for

the release of retention money on contraota in connection with the
electricity works, and as the auiu? are due for payment in a few
week J, the Council has decided not to entertain the applioatione.

Oban.—Street Ligutikg.—The engineer has been
instructed to proceed with the oonveraion to electricity of a
farther section of street lighting ; the Council intends to convert
all the gas lamps in the burgh.

KaM tenstall.—At a meeting of the T.C, it was stated

that the electric lighting of the Crawsbawbooth district, which
had been delayed by the recent bad weather, would be completed
in a week's time,

Koss (llen-fonlsliin'). — Street Lighting. — The
U.D C. ha? decided to invite the gas and electric light companiea
to tender for the lighting and maintenance of the street lamps for

a period of three years.

iSicrra Leone.

—

Freetown.—An extraordinary meeting
of the City Council was held on IVth ult., to consider the Colonial
Secretary's letter of August llth, informing the Council that Mr.
Biron asks leave, under Clause 26 of the Electric Lighting Con-
cession, to a'isign absolutely all interest in the contract to a new
company. After the discussion the permission sought for was
granted by a majority of votes.

Skipton. — Power Co.'s Bill. — The U.D.C. has
elected a Committee to discuss with the company the proposed E.L.
Bill.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Ayr.

—

Tra.mway Expenditure.—At a meeting of the
T.C. it was stated that the coat of the tramway extension to

Hawkhill had been £18,000. The income for the year was £860,
and expenditure, exclusive of opjrating expanses, amounting to

£1,572, had been incurred.

Australia.—The consulting engineer of the Brunswick-
Coburg (Vic.) Tramways Trust has submitted his report on the
construction of the line, the cost of which will be £134,610.
It is anticipated that tenders for most of the work will be called

for this year. A committee, consisting of members of the MelbDume
City Council, the Trust, and the Brunswick and Coburg Councils,
is considering the report. The Melbourne City Council is recom-
mended by its representatives to join the Trust, and enable the line

to connect Brunswici with the city to be constructed.

Belfast.—The revenue of the tramways for the five months
ended August 31st shows a balance, after allowing for all fixed

charges, of £13,651. The electrical engineer reported on tenders
for the supply of an electric motor tower wagon, and that of the
Eiison Accumulators, Ltd., was recommended to the Council for
acceptance.

EdiubiU'o'U.—A special meetbg of the T.C. Tramway
Committee is to consider the whole question of tramways with
regard to the taking over and working of the existing lines by the
Corporation, additional routes, extensions and methods of traction.

London.—A breakdown occurred on the City and South
London tube line at London Bridge on Monday. Four stations

between Old Street and Elephant and Castle were closed for an
hour.

Norwich.

—

Track EEKEWAL.^The Tramway Co. has
decided to continue the work of renewing the tramway track from
the foot of the Guildhall Hill to St. Giles Gate. The work was
commenced on Monday last from the Guildhall end of the section,

and is helping to relieve the labour situation to some extent.

l'.S..4.

—

Electric Yehicle.—A proposal is at present

under consideration to organise a National Electric Vehicle Day
to be obierved all over the country, by parades of electrically-

propelled vehicles. It is considered that the public would thereby
get an idea of the extent to which electric vehicles are now used
for both pleasure and business purposes, and that the movement
would consequently receive a further impetus.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Australia.
—

'I'he iimonmtic telephone Hvsti-in is proviiij,'

very popular in Auutralia, and orders for nine ezchangea, aggrt-

gating 16,Mii(:^ lines, are now being executed by the Automatic
Telephonea, Australasia, Ltd., in addition to those already

equipped.

Itoltoil.—The Posttnaster-General states that work is

now in progress in oonneotion with the provision of a new tele-

phone cable between Bolton and Manchester, and that it will

probably be completed about the end of the year. It is hoped to

place the Bolton-Mancheater trunk service on the " immediate
connection " system next year.

(able Tariffs.—The use of codes being prohibited at

present, the P.M.6. haa arranged with the Eastern telegraph com-
panies as a temporary measure that the text of fnll-rate extra-

European messages in plain language shall be counted and
charged for as if written in groups of 10 letters to one word. It

ia hoped that this arrangement will be extended to other cable

systems. Complaints are made [that the concession is inadequate,

and further reUef is called for.

I'liited States.—The wireless station at Tuckerton haH
completely broken down as the result of an accident, and as the

broken parts can only be repaired in Germany, and the German-
American trans-Atlantic cable has been cut, the representatives

of Germany in the U.S. 4. have now no means of communication in

cipher with Berlin.

Miieless Amateurs Charged.—At Dublin Police

Court, A. E. Archer was recently charged wifh having established

and used a wireless installation at his father's house, in defiance of

a warning from the Post Office. The apparatus was removed, but
the defendant was discharged, the military authorities being satis-

fied that there was no guilty intention on liis part.

A court - martial was held on Saturday last on W. Sharpe,

of Thome, who was in possession of wireless receiving apparatus,

and stated that he had not seen the order prohibiting its use
;

the defendant was found not guilty and discharged.

Mireless Operators for the \a\,v.—On Friday last

the Admiralty announced that no further wireless telegraph
operators in the Royal Xaval Reserve were required for the
present.

>\ireless Station Captured.—The German wireless

station on the Inland of Nauru (Pleasant Island) has been captured
by an Australian force, and now, it is stated, the enemy have no
wireless stations in the Pacific.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.
Australia. — Melbourne. — October 12th. Three-

phase motors for workshop machinery, for Melbourne Suburban
Railways. See "Official Notices" September 4th.

November 25th. Victorian Railways. 25 battery signal

machines for operating signals. Contract 27,479. Contractors'

Room, Railway Offices, Spencer Street.

Adelaide.— October 28th. Telephones and flexiphones, tele-

nhone instruments and parts, for the Postmaster-Cjeneral. See
"Official Notices" September 18th.

November 4 th. Telephone instruments and parts, for Post-
master-General. See "Official Notices'' today.

Perth.— November 18th. P.M G.'s Dept. 249 accumulators
with assorted apparatus, for telegraph office, Norseman.

—

Tenders.

Brisbane.— December 15th. Switchboard, common battery,

automatic or semi-automatic, for the Postmaster-General. See
"Official Notices" to-day.

.Birkenhead.—September 2Gth. E.L. plant, gas suction

plant with dynamo and additional battery, kc, for the Clatter-

bridge Infectious Diseases Hospital, for the Wirral Joint Hospital
Board. Mr. J. E. S. Ollive, Clerk, 54, HamUton Street, Birkenhead.

Bolton.—September 28t;h. Telephone installation,

Townley's Hospitals, Famworth, for the B. of G. Mr. John Ward,
Architect, 24, Mawdsley Street, Bolton,

Bury (Lanes.).—Three-bay extension at the electricity

works, for the T.C. Borough Engineer.

Colwyu Bay.—October 20th. Turbo-alternators and
jet condensing plant ; water-tube boilers, chain-grate stokers, feed

pumps, kc. ; switchgear for power station and sub-station
; cooling

tower ; travelling crane ;
power station cabling and wiring ; under-

ground cables : rotaries and transformers, for the U.D.(j. See
" Official Notices " to-day.
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Ile.VWOOd.—October 17th. Corporation. Converting
plant, AC, and do. Bwitobi^ear and cables, battery booster, E.n.T.

overhead line, E H.T. switohgear for enb-station. See " Official

Notices " to-day.

ll0l"il.sej\—October !)tli. Two rotary or motor con-
verter sets, kc, for the T.C. See " Official Notices" September 18th.

LittlcboroHgli.— October l2th. U.D.C. (1) Removal
of tranfformer kiofk and (rear and connection of mains to new
sub-station

;
provi"ion of additional cables, road work, &o. (2)

Transformers, equipment and switchgear, for new sub-station. See
"Official Notices" to-day.

liOndon.— L.C.C.—September 28th. Installation, 215
wiring points, 285 liphtingr points, at Gifford Street Elementary
School, Caledonian Road, N. See " Official Notices " Sep-
tember 18th.

October 8th. Installation, .''20 wiring points, 420 liphts, at
Vallanoe Road Schools, Mile End, E. See "Official Notices"
to-day.

Maiicliester.—October 6th. Supply of a car-wheel tire

boring mill. Speoifinations, Mr. J. M. McElroy, General Manajrer.
October 6th.—The Tramways Committee is inviting tenders for

scrap materials, comprising miscellaneous copper, gnn-metal and
brass, A;o.

Rochdale.—October 7th. Steam coal for Dane Street
electric power station. Mr. C. C. Atchison, Engineer and
Manager.

South Africa,

—

Johannesburg.—October 9th. Ten
single-truck double-decked electric tramcars, for Municipal Council.
Specifications, &o., may be seen at Commercial Intelligence Branch
of Board of Trade.

!Sitaiii.—Tenders have just been invited by the municipal
authorities of Almaguer (Provin3e of Toledo) for the concession
for the electric lighting of the town during a period of six years,

October 28th. Municipal authorities of Salamanca invite tenders
for the concession for the electric lighting of the town.

Nwaiisea.—October 5th. Corporation. Lighting installa-

tion at Police Station. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Walsall.—September 29th. Corporation. Extra h.t.
switchgear, static transformers, L.T. switchgear. See " Official

Notices" September 11th.

WaiTins'tou.—September 29th. h.t. cable for the
Electricity Department. See " Official Notices" September 18th.

Wliifby.— September 30th. U.D.C. Construction of
cliff tramway or lift. Particulars from the Clerk to the Council,

Whitetield.—September 28th. Electric motors, centri-

fugal pumps, sewage ejector, sewage disposal works. Specifications,
ka., one guinea, Mr. G. M, Denton, Engineer and Surveyor, Council
Offices, Whitefield.

Wi<fan.— September 29th. The E.L. Committee invites

tenders for cast and steel scrap. Town Clerk.

Ceowk Aoemb roa the Coivosir*.

Train IlKhting Jynatnos —Mather 1 Piatt, Ltd,
F.lwtrical apparalQS.— Electric Coodruetion Co.. lAi.
•' hijx ' cslla,—Chliride Rlectrical 8tof«i{e Co., Ltd.
Tel (frnph m»tcrial.—Bullom, I.l'l

Telegraph poles and line material. -Siemeai Brot. 1 Co., Ltd.
Tramway sparee.—R. Hudson 4 Co.
Bronze wire.—F. Smith i Co,, Ltd.

Ilarroiiatc—The T.C. has accepted the tender of

Messrs. C. A. Parsons ic Co. for alterations, ic, to the turbo-eleotric

generator, at £310,

llijih W ycoiiihc.—The T.C. has received the following
tenders for the refuse destructor, with water softener :

—

Goodrich A Hamblyn lacceptedi ll.Vfl
Mcldruma, Ltd -.. £1,806. 2,W1, and 2,i36
Manlove, Allio't A Co,, L'.d 4,W6
HuKhoa 4 Stirling O.Mt
Heenan 4 Froude 8,»40
New Destructor Co S,69>

Belfast,—An important contract has been placed with
the General Electric Co., Ltd., B3lfa9t,by the York Road oranch of

the York Street Fiai Spinning Co, for an electrical plant for the
individual driving of spinning frames. This is one of the first

installations of its kind in Ireland. The entire equipment will be

manufactured at the G,E,C. Witton works.

London.

—

Wan'D8\vortu.—The Guardians are recom-
mended to accept the tender of the Western Electric Co., Ltd., at

£8,^ 10s., for the provision of an additional internal telephone
exchange at the St, James' Infirmary.
Ham.meksmith —The B.G.'s Electricity Committee has accepted

the offer of the British Electric Transformer Co., Ltd., to supply
one 150-K\v. transformer, for jEll.H,

H,M. Office of Works has just placed a contract with Measre.

J, H, Tucker & Co., for the supply dnring the next three years of

the following tumbler switches : S.P., 5 amp, ; 8.P,, 10 amp. :

D.P., ."> amp, ; D,P., 10 amp, ; S,P., 5 amp,, two-way, all of the

firm's well-known No, 2(i positive action pattern. The switches

are to be mounted on either white or black china bases, with fluted

or plain brass covers lined,

\orwich.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of Messrs. J.

Anderson A; Sons, at £423, for the erection of an electric light enb-

station at Northcote Road.

Swiiitou.—The D.C. has accepted the tender of the

Lancashire Electric Power Co., for providing and fixing the neces-

pary equipment for the electric lighting of Bolton Road, Manchester
Road, Chorley Road and Station Road, for £1.800.

>^altliaiiistow.—The following tenders are recommended
to the U,D,C, for acceptance :

—

Walter Soott. Ltd — 3teel rails iSandberg), fish-plates, 4o.
Edgar Allen & Co,, Ltd,—CastinKS,
Bayliss, Jones .t Baylies,— Fish-bolts, rivets and tie-bara.

Wathngton & Co,, Ltd,—Copper bonds,

Whitby.—The Guardians have accepted the tender of

Messrs. Manlove, AUiott \ Co., Ltd,, for the refitting of the

laundry with an electric power installation for £404.

rORTHCOMINQ EVENT.
CLOSED.

.Ittei'cliffe.—H.M. Government has placed the contract
for the electrical installation at the new Labour Exchange at
Attercliffe with the Sheffield branch of the Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering Co., of Walsall.

Government Contracts.—The following tenders have
been accepted during the past month by the Government depart-
ments named :

—

H.M, OiKicE or Works.
Electric wiring.—Marlborough House. Trollopc .'i Colls, Ltd.

Post OFi'icK.

Protective apparatus.—Western Klectrio Co., Ltd.
Telepbonio apparatus.—Automatic Telephone Manulaoturin? Co,, L'td,

;

British L. M. Ericsson ManulBcturmg Co., Ltd. ; Western Electric
Co., Ltd.

Bilence cabinets.—Matthew, Hunter & Sons,
Submarine cable.—Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd. ; Telegraph Construction

and Maintenance Co., Ltd,
Telopbone cable,- C mnollv Bros,, Ltd ; W. T, Glover A Co,, Ltd, ; W, T,

Henley's Telegraph Works, Ltd, ; .lobnaon >t Phillips, LW ; Siemens
Bros, and Co,, ijtd, ; Telenruph Construction A Alaintenance Co., Ltd.

;

Western Electric Co., Ltd,
Stoneware duets.—Albion Clay Co., Ltd,
Telegraph paper,—Waterlow A Sons, Ltd,
Bronze wire, T, Bolton & Bins, Ltd,; B,I. and Helsbj Cables, Ltd,;

Shropshire Iron Co,, Ltd, ; F, Smith A Co,, Ino, In the London
Electrio Wire Co,, and Smiths, Ltd,

Coppsr wire. P. Smith X Co., inc. in the London E'ootric Wire Co.
Automatic telephone exchange enuipmont, Blackburn.— Automatic

Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd,
Telephone exchange eiiuipment. Admiralty,—Siomens Bros, A Co,, Ltd,
Teleph'TJio exchange etiuipmeut, Wilmalow.— Peel-Oonner Telephone

Works, Ltd,
Telephone exchange e<iuipment (exteusion), Walthamatow,—Western

Electric Co , Ltd,
Laying lines of self-aligning ducts at York,—A, Schotleld.

lNni.4 OmcK, Store Dkp.vrtmknt. ^

Engines.-Lancashire Oynamo and Motor Co., Ltd.
Sounders.—Ant imatio Telephone Manufacturing Co., Lid.
Switchboards,—PeelCouuer Telephone Works,

SaUord Technical and Engineering Association.—Saturday. October Srd

Visit to Textile Department, Koyal Technical Instiime, Salfoxd,

NOTES.

The B.H..\..^.A. and the State of War. — Our
contemporary, ICU-i-tri,;ri if"i;;i«<vr(Mj7, states that the ELECTRICAL
Rkview was requested by the B.E,A,M,A, not to publish the
" State of War " resolutions. This is a gross misstatement. No
such request was made to us. We have oommunioated with the

secretary who authorises us to state that he is in no way responsible

for our contemporary's error, which is probably dae to the editor's

own imagination,

Ediswan Rille Raniie.—The Edison * Swan United

Electric Light Go , Ltd., have opened a rifle range at Tonder's End.

with ranges of 2.'>, ,10 and 75 yards. The club already embracee

a large and active membership. It is intended to cover in the

range during the winter months.

Klcctrical Workers at (Jreenock Torpedo Factory.

—In the House of Common.", on Wednesday, Mr, r..«nes asked the

First Lord of the .\dmiralty whether he was aware that at the

Greenock Torpedo Factory electrical rep.<»ir work was almost

entirely done by naval vieusioners at wages considerably below the

standard rate for electric.il workers, which was lOj,!, an hour ;

and whether, in the event of any vacancies occurring, eleotrioftl

workers would be employed at the proper rate. Dr. Maonamara
promiaed to inquire into the matt«r.
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—

Gkeenock IClrciuicai, Sociktv.
—The otflee bearera for the new seaaon include aa hon. prenident,

Mr. Archri. Koberteon, mansKer of theOreenook and Tort 01a«(fOw
Tramwaye Co.

;
president, Mr. X). McDonuall, of the Corporation

eleotrioity department. The secretary, Mr .lat. Frew, in on active
eervloe, so an interim secretary, Mr. \V. It. Smith, A M I E.K., of
the Eleotrioity Showrooms, (Ireenock, has been appointed.
The arrangements for Ojtober are as follows :

-

Ojtoher Ist. "' Cottonopolis ' and its Electricity Supply." By
F. H. Whysall, M I.E.E.

October .Sth. Visit to Hunter Place Substation, Greenock.
October ir.th. "Alternating Currents." By J. H. Parker,

A.M.I E.E.

October 29th. ' Manufacture of Electric Cables." By K. A. D.
Macalister, A.M.I.E E.

Press Visit to the Osrani liiiinp Morks,— On
Wednesday a number of representatives of the daily and technical
Press accepted the invitation of the General Electric Co., litd., to

inspect the manufacture of Osram lamps at the Brook (!reen Works,
Hammersmith. Every department of the works, which are one of
the largrcBt in the world devoted to the manufacture of tungsten
lamps, was thrown open to the visitors, who were also afforded the
privilege, previously withheld in this country, of witnessing the
manufacturing of the tungsten filaments from tungsten in the
finely powdered form.
The various processes connected with the manufacture of

ordinary tungsten and the new half-watt lamp were explained to

the visitors
; as was explained in a previous issue, the glassware

is obtained from the company's works at Lemington-on-Tyne, and
even lamp oaps so long imported are being made at Hammersmith
—the lamp produced being essentially " all-British." At the
conclusion of the inspection the visitors were entertained to

luncheon, Mr. Ernest Byng presiding, when the speakers included
the Mayor of Hammersmith and Mr. Christopher Wilson, manager
of the Osram and Robertson Works.

Britisli Radium.—The Times states that the British
Radium Corporation has for a considerable time past been manu-
facturing, under the supervision of Sir William Ramsay, F.R.S.,

and Mr. Norman Whitchonsp. and selling the purest radium
bromide obtainable by the medical profession, and has already
manufactured and sold radium products exceeding £40,000 in

value. All this radium was produced from pitchblende mined in
Cornwall, and the corporation has recently completed new works
at Elmers End.

Airsliijts over liOndon.—It is reported that the experi-
ments mentioned in our last issue proved satisfactory, and that it

was impossible to pick out the buildings in the darkened City. By an
Order in Council the Home Secretary has been empowered to order
that lights of any description shall be extinguished or obscured.

Tlie Moratorium.—The Treasury has issued an official

notice to the effect that the moratorium will not be extended
beyond October 4th in relation to bills of exchange (other than
cheques or bills on demand), nor in so far a'l it applies to debts
due to and by retail traders in respect of their business as suoh,
and to rent. As regards other debts to which the moratorium
applies, there will be an extension to November 4th, on which date
the general moratorium is to come to an end as regards all debts.

Inquiries,—British makers of beat-resisting globes, for

use on single-enclosure arc lamps, and makers of " Wigan tape,"
are asked for.

" Nobrac " asks to be put in touch with any firms in this country
manufacturing, or capable of manufacturing, grinding, mixing,
and pressing machinery suitable for the manufacture of arc lamp
carbons.

Electric Searchlig'hts.—In the course of a paper read
before the Victorian Institute of Electrical Engineers, by Mr.
E. H. W. Westwood, the author described the Parsons, Stoney and
Bennett's patent protected mirror, which has been specially
designed in order that the light may not be put out of commission
due to gun shot, or other accident. Wire netting performs the
function of binding together the glass reflector. This mirror,
although shot and fractured, passed the Admiralty test for
aberration, and was quite serviceable even after receiving two or
three shots more. It is claimed that this reflector has advantages
over the metal reflector, and higher efficiency with reference to

reflection, 97-99 per cent, being obtained, while for metal only 70-75
per cent, was obtained under actual tests. This reflector has
also the advantage of suffering no damage due to hardling or
cleaning.

After explaining the use of prisms or lenses for producing a
diverging beam, the author stated that with the object of obviat-
ing the necessity of having additional lenses, experiments had tieen

made with a reflector which had vertical sections parabolas and
horizontal sections hyperbolas, resulting in rays spread horizontally,
the dispersing angle depending upon the shape of the hyperbola.
Sush a form is used for Suez Canal navigation. The Siemens and
Parsons lamps appeared to be most popular through Suez.

Messrs. Parsons had developed this class of reflector specially,

and undertook to throw a beam through a narrow loophole, with
their flat projected beam, the object of which was to show a very
small beam of light to avoid gunfire ritk. In these reflectors, one
axis is considered for parabolic results, and the other for an
ellipse. So accurately are these made that the manufacturers
are prepared to guarantee to project the whole rays of light of a
10-ampere arc, reflected from their standard 365 -in. reflector of
16J-in. focus, through a loophole only 3 in. wide. Amongst
the practical applications of searchlights on land, the author

mentioned their one by fire brigade* and for advertising purpose*,

and stated that a giant searchlight was perched in the lofty fire

tower on the tallest skyscraper in Indianapolis. The searchlight

is of 18,000 c I'., and the lens 38 in. in diameter. When a

burglar alarm is turned in, the huge searchlight is played on the

place which has been robbed, and by a series of rapid signals all

the patrolmen in the vicinity are put upon the trail at once. The

distriot is entirely surrounded, and it is only with the greatest

difficulty that the thief effects an escape. Before the light WM
ibstalled, the deck sergeant at headquarters could not give the

ofBoers news of a robbery until they made their hourly call, which

in some oases might moan a delay of .09 minutes.

The I.I-.i;. and tiie War.—As mentioned in our

issue of September 1 Ith, the three leading engineering institutionB

are co-operating in raising a force for service with the new
armies, and the opportunity afforded by the First Lord of the

Admiralty in forming a Royal Naval Division has come at a timely

moment. We are informed by the President of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, Mr. W. Duddell, that the Admiralty has

invited the three Institutions to assist in obtaining picked men for

the Divisional Engineer Units and Signal Company of the Royal

Naval Division, which will be raised on the lines of the under-

mentioned units of the military forces ;

—

One Divisional Headquarters R E.

Two Field Companies R E.

One Signal Company R.E.

The Division is being raised under the Admiralty with a view to

its employment in the field, and the engineer units for which

recruits are now being a»ked will be employed on duties similar to

those on which Royal Engineer units are employed. Recruiting

has been going on briskly, and a camp has been prepared near Martin

Mill Station, Kent, to receive the recruits, many of whom are

already there ; the authorised strength will total some 500 men,

with 18 officers, in addition to the commanding Royal Engineer

and a medical officer. It is expected that a considerable number

of the officers will be selected from among the recruits.

The terms of enlistment will be for the duration of the war, but

not in any case exceeding three years. Pay is under consideration,

but will not be less than the Army rates, and the conditions of

service will be similar to those of the Army. (Information as to

Army pay and service can be obtained at any recruiting office.)

Applications are invited from members of all classes of the Insti-

tions of Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineers, as well as from

members of other profeEsional societies, between the ages of 19

and 35, either in person at the Special Recruiting Oflice, 2, Savoy

Hill, Victoria Embankment, London, W.C , or by letter to the

secretary of the Institution.

We may add that the whole of the work of recruiting, attesting

and dispatching recruits has been undertaken by the staff of the

I E E, which has also provided the necessary accommodation in

the shape of offices, waiting room, and rooms for the medioal

examination and swearing-in of recruits at its headquarters on the

Embankment, which have lately presented a scene of animation

very unusual at this time of the year. Although the Institutions

have entered the field at a late hour, when, no doubt, many of

their members have already enlisted in other branches of the

Service, there has been a hearty response to the summons to the

Colours. Early application is advisable, as the recruiting office

will not long remain open.

Tlie Patent Position of Half-Watt Lamps and
Tungsten Lamps.—The following letter was received after onr

" Correspondence ' columns were closed ;—
Your issue dated the 11th inst. contained an inquiry from the

Electrical Engineering and Equipment Co., Ltd., as to the patent

position in regard to half-watt lamps. Following this letter

appeared a note from yourselves to the effect that yon believed

that the principal patents covering the half-watt lamp in this

country were owned by the British Thomeon-Houston Co., Ltd.

You were correct in your belief. Not only does this company

own the British master patents for half-watt lamps, but it also

owns the fundamental patents covering the manufacture of drawn-

wire tungsten lamps in this country. As you know, the Mazda

drawn-wire process had a revolutionary effect on metal-filament

lamp manufacture, and was, without question, the greatest advance

since the introduction of inetal-filament lamps. The drawn-wire

process was destined to have a greater effect than anyone

imagined. It made possible a strong and durable lamp filament

capable of withstanding all service conditions—even the severe

conditions of tramcar service and service on battleships. It made

possible the shaping of the filament in any desired form to give

concentration of the light, as witness, for instance, the perfection

of motor-oar lighting brought about by the Mazda antomobUe

lamp with its helical point filament of drawn wire. Bat the

greatest development of all is the half-watt lamp, and you your-

selves, who have seen these lamps made in our lamp works at

Rugby, will testify that without the previous introduction of the

drawn-wire process, half-watt lamps would not ba available

to-day.
F. W. Winco.x,

Manager, Lamp and Wiring S'.ppUfS Department,

The Brituh Tltomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

September 2ird., 1914.

B.E.A.M.A. Council.—At a meeting of the Council of

the British Electrical and Allied Manufacturers' Association, held

at the offices on the 17th inst., Mr. B. H. Antill, director and

manager of Messrs. Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd., was

elected a member of the Council, vice Mr. C. Koettgen, resigned.
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Sjiecial Fire Service.—A Special Fire Service Force
for war time haB been oruaniBed by the Btitieh Fire Prevention
Committee, with a nucleus of 300 fire eurveyors, fire brigade
officers, patrol inspectors and firemen. Parties can be dispatched
for fire Biirvey, pullin)? down and dangerous structure work, at
short call ; a number of lire patrols, comprising skilled patrol men,
can be put on either night work or permanent watches, and several
complete fire service sections, comprising fire-brigade officers and
firemen with equipment complete, can be immediately mobilised
to take up regular duty wherever requisitioned by public depart-
ments or other authorities requiring assistance in the national
interest.

The direction and inspection of units is conducted by a small
Headquarters Committee, of which the Earl of Londesborough is

chairmaif. The British P^ire Prevention Committee's office staff is

conducting the secretarial work, ami part of the Committee's
testing station is at the disposal of the force as a depot.
The fire surveyors and principal fire brigade officers are

rendering gratuitous service, whilst the inspectors, foremen,
firemen, patrolmen and clerks receive a moderate honorarium when
on service.

All applications to render personal service, and all inqniiies,

should be addressed to the Registrar, the British Fire Prevention
Committee, 8, Waterloo Place, London, S.W.

The Electi'o-Hai'inoiiii' Society,—The twenty-ninth
season of the Electro-Harmonic Society opens on Friday, October
9th, with a smoking concert. The following is a list of the events
of the season, all of which will take place in the King's Hill,
Holborn Restaurant '—

Friday, October 9 th.—Smoking concert.

Monday, November lUth.^Ladies' night.

Friday, December 11th.—Smoking concert.

Friday, January 1st, 191.5.—Smoking concert.

Monday, February 8th.—Ladies' night.

Friday, March 19th.—Smoking concert.

For the information of those who are not members of the
Society, we may say that the entrance fee is "jj., and the annual
subscription 10s. 6d. Mr. W. E. Lane, of Finsbury Pavement
House, E.G., is hon. secretary.

Led'iil.—Eoi.ii'.SE Elkctric Sion Co., Ltd., r, Ashton.—
The plaintiffs in this action, represented by Mr. Ashton Cross, moved
before Mr. Justice Sankey, as Vacation Judge, on Wednesday,
September 23rd, for an interim injunction to restrain the defen-
dants from interfering with their possession of a certain office and
preventing them from obtaining access to their books.
The offices, said counsel, were let to the plaintiffs, but on

August 24th the defendants gave orders not to let them in, and
declined to let their representatives have access to the books,

Counsel for the defendants contended that he had a right to turn
them out neck and crop, as no rent bad been paid, and that the
company was not English, but alien, and therefore had no right
to take advantage of the moratorium. Further, he submitted
that no useful purpose would be served by granting the injunction,
as the plaintiffs' tenancy expired in six days.

His Lordship granted the injunction asked for on the plaintifiFs'

undertaking to give up possession on September 29th next.

Educationnl .Votes. — Northampton I'olvtechnk;
Institutb.—We have received the "Announcements" for the
Session 1914-16, which gives particulars of the educational and
social amenities of the Institute. The programme was, of course,
drawn up before the present abnormal state of public affairs arose,
and it is uncertain what effect the change will have upon the work
of the various departments, but, generally speaking, all the classes

announced will be started, and most, if not all, of the work will

be carried out as fully as possible. In the electrical engineering
department thera are to be two series of advanced lectures, by
Mr. W. C. Kennett, B.Sc, A.M.I.E.E., on Transformer Design, and
by Mr, A. C. Heap, M.LE E., on Electrical Instruments and
Switohgear. There are also special classes in Submarine Cable
Work and Radio-Telegraphy, the latter under the direction of Mr.
E, S. Perrin, B.Sc, of the Engineer-in-Chiefs staff of the Post
Office.

Polytechnic School op ELKOTBioiTy.—Special courses in

electricity, electrical engineering and physics commence on
Monday, September 28th, under the direction of Mr. W. Hibbert.

B.\TTi;u8K.\ Poi.YTKCHNin, S.W.—Special course in eleitrioal

costs and quantities, by Jlr. W. Brew, Thursday evenings, at 7.15.

oommencing October 1st. Particulars are given in onr advertise-
ment pages to-day.

.4])])(»iiitllieiits A acant.—rhinil)er jointer (£2;? month),
for Singapore Municipality ; shift engineer (SOa,), for Neath
R.D,0. ; fitter-driver, temporarily (3.is>.), for Severalla Asylum,
Colchester; junior assistunt engineer (.U'S-), for Nesvcastle-upon-
Tyne Electric Supply Co, : eleotriciin (Rs. 200 per mouth"), for Eaat
Indian Railway

;
switchboard attendant (.^28.), for Bermondsey

B.C. ; assistant engineer, for Sale I'.D.C. ; two switchboard
attendants for Cleckhcaton U.D.C, Particulars are given in our
advertisement pages.

Fares and Traffic—Figures presented at the last

conference of the American Electric Railway and allied associa-
tions show that halfpenny and penny reductions in street railway
fares have given disappointing results as regards increaiie of traffic

obtained. Probably where ench small amount) are concerned, a
much larger percentage rednction Is reqnired than in ordinary
trikdlntr before etimnlation propOTtional to prtoe reduction U

obtained. On the other hand, the experience of the Hadaon and
Manhattan Railway (»8 reported in the Engiiu-ering .Xn/i) ehowi
that increase in fares serionsly reduceH the traffic carried and
affects adversely the gross income. The Hudson and Manhattan
Co. operates two pairs of rapid transit electric railway tunnehi
between New York and New Jersey, Ito investment in tann«l
construction is very heavy, and in view of continuous deficit*, the
company decided in December, 1 9 1 1 , to raise the fare on the ap-town
tube from 2id. to 3jd. Though the increaae appeared qalte
justifiable, it turned out to be a false move. Ticket sales sboired
a marked decrease for each month in 1912 (as compared with 1911)
and a continued but less marked decrease in 1913. The far*
increase was reasonable, but it resulted in a net decrease of 17'6
per cent, in ticket sales during 1912, as compared with 22'8 per
cent, increase in 1911, and in 1913 the up-town traliic showed
a further decrease of ,"/8 per cent. Excluding joint line tickets
(available over the Pennsylvania Railroad to Newark), traffic on
the downtown tubes showed 2'9 per cent, decrease in 1912,
but 47'4 per cent, increase in 1913. The temporary slump on this
line is not easily explained, but the trouble on the up-town line waa,
doubtlefs, due to the reluctance of passengers to pay 40 per oent,
increase in fare while there existed reasonable ferry and surface-
line facilities. During the two years since the fare increaee was
effected, the gross income has been raised, by this increase, abont
£194,(100, but, under the old fares, the increase would have been
£260,000 had traffic continued to expand at only half the rate at
which it was growing when the new fare was introduced.
The Public Service Commission holds that the operating expenses

(8'2.5d. per mile) are too high for a system of this sort, but in 1913
they increased further to 8'55d. Corresponding figures for the
subway were 50.5d. in both years. The operating costs per pas-
senger were I'OSd. and ri6d. in 1912 and 1913, as against I'Osi. on
the subway. The passengers per mile of track (3i millions) is high,
but below the New York subway figure (4i millions) ; due to the
short run, the passengers per car-mile were 70 and "'4 in 1912 and
1IU3, as compared with 47 and 51 for the sabway ; but the car-
hours per mile of track (26,500 and 21,000) are little more than
half the subway figures. 'The Commission states that the traffic

density rather than the yield per passenger should have been
increased. On this short route as many as 7 million passengers
per track-mile per annum could be carried without overcrowding.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editort inrite electrical ertgintert, whether connecUd with tkt

technical or the. commercial fide of the profesrion and indtutry,

algo electric tramway aiid railway officialt, to keep readers of the

Elbotbioal Bevibw polled as to their moremtnts.

Central Station Officials. -On the recommendation
of Mr. Whysall, the new engineer of the Greenook eleotriolty

department, Mr. J. H. Pabkeb, who took charge of the nnder-
taking during the vacancy caused by Mr. Robertson's resignation,

has been appointed chief assistant of the department.
Messks. J. T, iRonwELL and W, Buboes-i, engineers-in-charge

of the Hornsey Borough electricity works, and Mr, A. F, BoSD
(junior engineer-in-charge) have joined the Colours.

A recommendation by the Hastings Electricity and Public Light-
ing Committee forthwith to increase the salary of Mr. A, J, Ryan.
chief assistant electrical engineer, to the maximum of £180
(reached by the terms of the appointment in May, 1916\ was, on
September 18th, lost, the voting for and against being equal.

'The Radcliffo U 1) C, has appointed Mb. \V. Jackson, of Bornley,
as shift engineer at the electricity works.
Mb. L. C. F. Bellamy, engineer and manager of the Ilkeston

tramways and electricity department, has joined the new Roykl
Naval Division, with leave of absence from his Coonoil, and went
into camp at Martin Mill on Thursday.

(•eneral.—The vacancy caused through the death of

Mr. R, W. Edge, for many years the greatly esteemed manager of
the Manchester branch of Messrs. Berry, Skinner J: Co., has been
filled by Mr. A. Siielton, from Birmingham. Mr. Shelton has an
intimate knowledge of the fool-proof switchgear manufactured by
the firm, having been employed for the last six years under the
works manager, Mr. \V. ,T. Markham

: previously for seven ye&n
he was with the Electric Construction Co., of Wolverhampton.
Mr, Shelton will be pleased to meet old and new friends at Measia.

Berry, Skinner A: Cj,'s office 65, King Street. Manchester,
Col'NCILLOB Pridmork. chairman of the Tramways Committee,

and who has been chairman of the E.L, Committee, has bjen in-

vited to become Mayor of Coventry on November 9th.

Obituary.

—

Mr. Edward Rii.ky, whose work in con-
nection with the Bessemer steel process made him famoas, and
who passed away recently at the age of 83 years, was a director

of the Windsor Electrical Co, from its inception in 1895.

In the " Roll of Honour ' list issued by the War Offioc on Monday
last the following announcement appeared —

"lulled. Captain Lord Gversskv, Irish Gnards.''

Lord Guernsey was chairman of Messrs, Duram, Ltd,, a company
registered in September, 1912, which commenced the mannfaotnre
of tungsten wire at Hanwell. We visited the works last year, ftnd

briefly commented on its intereeting prodnota In our isstie of

December Stb, 1918.
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NEW COMPANIES REQISTERED.

BrItlHh toduAtrien Support Federation, Ltd. (I37.rt80y—
This ciimptny waa reglvtered on Beptamber Ifith, with KOkpltal of £'2,600 In la,

ihares, to carry on Ibo hualnesa Inilinated hy the title. The aubaorlbora are :
—

B. D. Oarey, I'iO, Olaphain Road, H.W., biirveyor anil valuer, 'J.OOU ataarea;

A. T. M. JoiifiH, Holinstono, Harleadcn, N.VV., coal factor, 9,600 aharea; J. H.
Ollden, M, Mlltim Hiroet, tjoulhenj onSeit, civil engineer, 'i.OOU abarcs; A.

Fraaer, LIncoln'a liio, W.O., gentleman, 1,000 aharea. Pi irate conl[Mny.
The numbur of dirootora la not to be leaa than thrtio or more than aeven ; tbe
Drat are nol named ; <iualiltoatlon (excoiH tlrut din-ct >rs, i'lOO; remuncratioD,
jt'lOO caob pur annum (obairman i'ri:>|. BolloUur, L. M. Parkin, UU.
Obanoery Lane, W.O.

i
eeorelary. K. L). Carey. Reglatercd offloe, Central

Houae, IM and 8t'>, Oxford Street, W.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Brnsh Electrical Engineering: Co., Ltd.—A memorandum
oteutlBlaotion in full on October '2nd, 191'J, of prior lien second deb. stock,

dated Deoeiuber 38th, lilll, aecuviug X76,O00, of which only £70,000 was issued.

(Notified September I6th, 1914.)

North Wales Power and Traction Co., Ltd.—PartioularB
of "B" mortgage debs., to secure 1'21,000 and a premiom of 50 per cent,

thereon, created aa to £7,000 on January 3lst, 19r2, and aa to £14,000 on June
196h, 1913, filed pursuant to Sec. 93 (3) of the Companies' (Consolidation)

Act, 1908, the amount of the present issue boing £14.000. Property charged :

The company's undertaking and property, present and future, including un-
called capital, Bubject to £40,000 and intereeit at 6 per cent, per annum secured
to the Caw Debenture Corporation, Ltd., secured by (ti) charge dated
August 15th, 1905, modified by indentures of April ISth, 1907, and (6) £80,000
firat mortgage deb st^ck lasued by way of collateral security, but ranking in

priority to £100,000 second mortgage debs, and trust deed dated July Slat,

1907. No trustees.

Efandem Co,, Ltd.—Particulars of £1'2,000 debs., created
Beptember 1st, 1914, filed pursuant to Sec. 93 (8) of the Companies' (Con-
solidation) Act, 1908, the whole amount being now issued. Property
charged : The company's undertaking and property, present and future.

Including uncalled capital. No trustees.

Brotlierton Tubes and Condait<i, Ltd.—Particulars of
£13,000 debentures, created September 1914, filed pursuant to Sec. 93 (3) of thg
Oomptniea' (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the whole amount being now Issued.
Property charged : Tbe company's undertaking and property, present and
future, including uncalled capital. No trustees.

Southern Brazil Electric Co., Ltd. -Trust deed dated
August 19th, 1914, to secure £760,00.0 debentures, charged on (1) 19,900 shares
out of a tjtal issued capital of 20,000 shares in Companhia Campaniera de
Tracoao Luz e Forca; (2) i,590 shares out of a total issued share capital of

1.600 shares in Emprez a de Melhoramentos Urbanos de Paranagua: (3) 70
per cent. o( the issued capital of Bauco Industrial Ampareuse

; (4) all further
shares in aubsldiary companies to which the oompAuy shall subsequently
become entitled ; (5) certain coocessions, lands, water rights and other immov-
able property in Brazil; and \(j) the company's undertaking and assets, present
and future. Trustees : Royal Eschaage Assurance. 2 per cent, disoount
was made on the issue of 570,000 debentures and a brokerage 1 per cent, in

cash and 2^ per cent, in fully paid shares was paid by the Parana Power
Syndicate, i_itd., (o brokers and other recognised agents in respect of debentures
allotted on applications healing their stamps.

British Arc Welding Co., Ltd. (108,759).—Return dated July
lOtta, 1914. Capital, £15,000 in £lu shares; 637 shares taken up; £4,370 paid;
£i,000considered as paid. Adoitgagea and charges : Nil.

British Continental Electricity Supply Co., Ltd. (57.088)
—Return dated August 7th, 1914. Capital, £20,00tJ in 1,00] pref. and 1.000 ord
shares of £10 each; all shares taken up; £16,400 paid; £3,600 considered as
paid. Mortgages and charges : Nil.

MOVING PICTURES WITHOUT
PHOTOGRAPHY.

By G. basil BARHAM, A.M.I.E.E.

Much has been said and written with regard to the

extensive use that is made of electric signs by the

American business man, and attention has often

been drawn in the technical press to the fact that

the sign industry has not developed in this country
to anything like the extent it has in the United
States.

Until a few years ago electric signs were com-
paratively rare in our big cities, and those in use
were usually of the day and night type, consisting

of gilded block letters, centred with carbon lamps
from six inches to one foot apart. The lamps were
usually under-run in order to economise current.
The first real fillip to the trade here was when the

Underground Railways began to use signs in their
corridors, and when they commenced to use them

outside stations and (or advertising purposes as well

as for directions, the genera! public began to recog-
nise their utility, and now quite a number of trades-

men have box signs of the continuous or intermit-

tent light pattern. Many other forms of sign have
been introduced such as the kaleidoscopic, and the

sign with the rounded white opal glass letters and
black metal-shaded portion that was advertised so
extensively a few years ago, but none of them
ajipear'to have become popular in Kiiglaiul, although
they possess many good features, and certain of

them have met with some favour on the Continent.

But it is in America that signs are principally used,

and a study of some of the designs offered or an
inspection of the signs fixed in any of their large

towns would do more than half a dozen newspaper
articles to show how backward we are in this form
of advertising. And to be frank, one must admit
that it is not the fault of the conservative English
business man. The trouble is that the electrical

trade seems to have nothing to offer him which is

half-way between the humdrum advertising of the

village sweetshop and the delirious delights of a
Broadway get-rich-quick. The English trader will'

spend money freely for business purposes. He
spends money on advertising schemes that are not
nearly such good propositions as could be put up
involving the use of electric signs. And he is not
prejudiced against that form of advertising. He is

in this position ; he cannot tell the sign designer
what kind of an advertisement he wants, for he does
not know the possibilities of the electric sign. And
the sign-maker is not prepared to go to him with a

highly original scheme because he feels the business

man dislikes spending money on electric signs. At
present there is no doubt he does; few of the designs
offered are worth spending money on. But the
whole thing appears to be more or less of a mis-

understanding, and with a little effort it is probable
that the contractor, station engineer and sign-maker
between them could easily remove what at present

is nothing less than a reproach to the British elec-

trical industry. A man will run his machines by
electric motors, light his workshops with flame arcs,

use metal filament lamps to light his retail stores

and show off the goods he has to sell, and yet he
does not use the finest advertising agent there is in

the world to help him sell his goods, because—there

is no one to tell him of its possibilities.

Perhaps the business man has led the maker to

some extent in the United States. Here, only his

own business is the concern of the trader; there, the

trader is concerned with everyone's affairs. It is

possible the business man saw that something could
be done, and by insisting that his demands should be
cared for, showed the American sign-maker that

there was good business to be done and scared him
into doing it. That this is so, is shown to some ex-

tent by the fact that in the earlier days of electric

signs many American users kept them alight con-
tinuously throughout the twenty-four hours, the
pioneer being, the writer believes, a seller of ready-

made clothing, who fixed up a sign with 125 eight

candlepower lamps in it and then objected to the

e.xpense of a main switch because he never intended
to switch it off. His example was shortly afterwards
followed by a big Brooklyn concern, which fitted up
a giant sign with the name of the firm picked out in

lamps and kept them burning day and night. In a

short time the sign habit began to open up an almost
untouched and highly profitable field for the elec-

trician, and when the metal filament lamp became
more reliable than it was when first introduced,
specialist firms began to vie with each other in offer-

ing original and powerful advertising signs to the
retailer and manufacturer, no less than to the music
hall and picture theatre.

So far as the writer is aware, the nearest approach
to the American moving picture signs in London is

the " Drinking Scot " across the water, visible from
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the Embankment, and the small snake which, adver-

tising a certain brand of cigarette, appears more or

less convincing according to the hour of the night at

which it is seen. These have a certain merit, and
may, let us hope, prove forerunners to a more ex-

tended use of this form of advertising.

The modern American moving picture advertise-

ment is an electric sign in which a large number of

lamps are used, and these are controlled by numer-
ous switches so worked that the lamps represerrt

horses, people, trains, aeroplanes and other objects

in motion. The signs are of mammoth size, and
the majority of them are distinguishable over half

a mile away. That method of advertising is as

popular with the public as with the business man,
and every evening thousands of promenaders walk
up and down, with what the American calls "rubber-

necks," looking for something new and fresh in

the sky-sign world.
One of the most interesting and typical of these

signs was put up some time ago on an hotel in New
York, and some idea of its size may be gained when
it is mentioned that it rises to a height of seventy-

two feet above the roof of the hotel and is ninety

feet wide. Further, the sign was not merely a

skeleton with steel wire netting and waterproof
lamp holders; it was made with a solid background
ninety by sixty feet in area, and to enable the sign

to withstand the wind pressure over sixty tons of

steel were used for foundations, frames, struts and
bracings. In this particular sign are over twenty
thousand electric lamps and the average load is six

hundred horse power. In the wiring, over half a
million feet of conductor were used and there are

no fewer than seventy thousand separate electrical

connections. The controlling board contains some
two thousand seven hundred switches, and the mov-
ing picture effect is obtained by the switches being
worked at a very high speed. It appears that a train

of eight cars was required to haul this sign from
the factory to New York, and electricians and other
workmen were engaged on it, after delivery, for

some three months before it was finally erected and
at work.
The sign represented a Roman chariot race, the

lines being picked out in white and coloured lamps,
and around the arena three chariots were driven at

full speed by galloping horses. The point of the
advertisement, it may be mentioned in passing, was
that the goods advertised were " Leaders of the
World," and consequently the leading chariot is

never overtaken. A striking effect is gained by
making it appear that tiie spectator is moving with
the foremost horses whilst the roadway, the arena
wall and the stadium appear to move away, travel-

ling past the drivers. A somewhat similar optical

illusion has frequently been made use of on English
stages in dramatic plays wherein railway trains or
race-horses have been shown travelling at speed.
The sign was most realistic; the manes and tails of

the horses fluttered about, the clouds of dust rolled

from the wheels and spmted at every step from
beneath the hooves of the horses, and the clothes
of the chariot drivers waved in the wind.
The whole effect is exactly as stated. To all

intents it is that of a motion picture, but gained by
the switching on and off of thousands of lamps.
Above the arena is a space on which a description
of the advertised goods appears in letters, elec-

trically lighted, four feet in height. The waving
tassels hanging from the curtain are over six feet

high, and the first chariot wheel is eight feet in

diameter.
It must be mentioned that the entire sign was not

produced on one flat surface. In the background
were the arena walls, and the two pursuing chariots
were in front of them. Slightly in front" of these
was the first or ever-victorious chariot, as it may be
termed, with the curtain in the foreground.

It has been mentioned that the motion effect is

gained by causing the walls of the stadium apparently

to move past the stage. The bodies of the horses

and the chariots are therefore stationary and appear
to move only because the arena appears to move in

the opposite direction. The legs of the horses are
outlined with electric lamps in eight positions and
the switch which controls the lighting causes the

lamps in these to flash in and out so rapidly that th«

eye cannot detect the change btit, just as when see-

ing a bioscope film, follows the apparent movement.
Lamps were provided in the manes and tails of the

horses, and a waving effect was obtained by means
of careful and studied switching on and off. The
effect of moving dust was obtained in the same way
and detail was studied to such an extent that even
small tassels and ornaments on the harness of the

horses were made to move in a similar manner.

It must not be supposed that the effect was
wooden in any way or that the moving picture show
was an inartistic repetition of a series of stilted leg

movements and mechanical or, rather, electrical

reiteration of waving tassels. The whole display

was staggered and irregular movements to break
the sequence were freely introduced. There was no
rhythmic movement of the legs; on the contrary,
the effect was as though the horses in the two fol-

lowing chariots were every now and then on the
point of overtaking the leader, only to fall back a
moment later, evidently exhausted with the effort.

The apparent movement of the roadway is pro-

duced by concealing controllable lights beneath
sheets of opalescent glass correctly painted. These
lights are in rows, branching out from a common
centre near the leading chariot, and as these are
successively switched on and off, the waves of light

seem to be moving in the reverse direction to that

in which the chariots are travelling. The wall of

the arena was made to appear moving in a similar

way. being illuminated by small bulbs which out-

lined the upper edge and the wreaths suspended
from the top. A very ingenious method was adopted
of lighting this wall face: rows of high candle-

power tungsten lamps were placed behind the
charioteer and their light concentrated by means of

powerful reflectors on to one side of the wall. This
naturally gave a high light there and as that, by
contrast, reduced the light on the rest of the wall,

it made the wall appear to be convex.

Very many examples might be given of the
American moving-picture form of sign. One which
comes to mind represents a very tall and business-
like lady hurrying along a street witli a raised

umbrella and holding her skirts with one hand. The
wind effect is very fine and the impression of storm
and rain is cleverly conveyed. Seaside resorts adver-
tise in like manner, only in their advertisements the
weather is always luridly sumiy. One of these may
be described, as being typical of all; in it is a sunny
beach on which waves, produced in the same way
as the clouds of dust in the chariot race, are break-
ing merrily; another is a morning scene with
rising sun and a gradually awaking town. .A more
elaborate design shows gaily-clad bathers moving
about the beach and entering and leaving the water,
and another worthy oT mention shows a watering
place by moonlight, with pleasure-seekers return-
ing from the promenade and entering the hotels

and cottages, which are glittering with light.

There is no need to place more emphasis on the
vast difference which exists between English and
American electric sign practice. There it is a live

business, growing so rapidly that one wonders to

what stage of development it will ultimately reach.

Hero in England—well, apparently we only know
how to light up boxes with block letters cut in them,
behind which we have painstakingly learned to stick

fragments of coloured and crinkled glass. The
maker would probably say that is what the English
business man wants. In my opinion it is w-hat the
English business-man has to put up with

!
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CITY NOTES.

Aiitomutic Te)e|iliuiies (Australia), Ltd.

AcooBDiNd to a Sydney newspaper, this oompaoy held its

meetings on Aagast 5th. The matter was mentioned In our last

issne.

The Chairman (Ur. J. B. Nioholaon) stated that contracts were

in hand which wonld keep the company busy for at least six

months, and possibly 12. He did not know how the war wonld

a£Fect the business, bat he had not mach fear re^ardinK it. The
company had tenders extending over a number of ezchanfres. In

Victoria and Sjuth Australia the position was that competitors of

the company had been g-iven a couple of small contracts. Geelong

and Brighton exchanges in Victoria were under the company's
system, and the question was whether the department in

Melbourne wonld mix up the systeme or stick to the one which had
proved its worth. There would be a very small saving financially,

and, in addition, the other systems were only in an experimental
stage—they could not be introduced solely into any big city. The
freedom from trouble on the company's system was largely dae to

the efficient staff of engineers, Mr. Nicholson recently mide a
contract in Chicago for a snpply of instruments which had yet

nine years to run.

Canadian Oeueral Electric Co., Ltd.—The directors

have declared a quarterly dividend of 1| per cent, for the three
months ending September 30tb, being at the rate of 7 per cent,

per annum on the common stock, and a half-yearly dividend of

3i per cent, for six months ending September HOth, being at the
rate of 7 per cent, per annum, has also been declared on the
preference stock, payable October 1st.

Spain.— La Industria Electrogalvanica is the title of a
share company formed at Barcelona with a capital of 75,000 pesetas,

with the object of restoring and p ilishing metals by means of

galvanisation and for other objacts.

With the title of Instalaciones Generates de Electricidad, another
company has been formed, also at Barcelona, with a capital of

26,000 pesetas, to carry out electric installations and similar work.

I'nited Electric Car Co.. Ltd.—The annual general
meeting was held at Preston, on September 17th. Mr. Shorrock
voiced a feeling of great satisfaction at the declaration of the
dividend on the ordinary shares in view of the present state of
affairs.

Japan.—During the seven months ending with July last,

a total of £2,358,500 was invested in the electrical and electricity

supply industries in Japan ; of this snm only ^225,000 was in

respect of new concerns, the remainder (£2,133, oOO) being for the
extension of old undertakings.

MadrasElectricTramways(1904). Ltd.—The directors

have declared an interim dividend on the 6 per cent, cumulative
preference shares, payable on 30th Inst.

!Sliawinig:an A\ater and Power Co.—For the quarter
ending September 30th a dividend of li per cent, has been declared.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Toesda; Evening,

TflE prolonged battle has had a somewhat subduing effect upon
Stock Exchange business. Until definite indications are forth-

coming. Stock Exchange members, and the public generally,

determine to wait before embarking upon new engagements.
Naturally, in the suspense, confident and quiet though it has been,

the tendency was for gilt-edged prices to give way a little here
and there. Consols, for example, dwindled to 68i, below which
price Stock Exchange members are not at present allowed to deal

amongst themselves. To this extent the market marched to a
deadlock

; and since Consols are now the recognised leader for all

prices in Stock Exchange securities, the rest of the quotations
inclined to quietude.

Where the public score through the Stock Exchange being closed

is in the fact that, should the news be n^ative, or not so satis-

factory as could be wished. House men can shut up their books and
go home without any of that feeling of compulsion which chains
them to the markets when the House is open. In this way,
any kind of slump is practically impossible, for the markets
merely melt away, and prices cannot go down if there is

nobody offering stock. The public, of course, are prejudiced

by the lack of dealing facilities, but this is much more than
compensated bj the abseniw of depreciation in seonritiee which the

same set of conditions brings abaot. The man who grumble*
because he cannot realise, nay, £100 British Westinghonae

Preference shares, may have a personal grievance against the Stock

Exchange, but the cause which prevents his raising the money at

the same time saves probable depreciation of thousands of other

stocks and shares where interest^ infinitely wider are concerned.

The decii-ion of the (iovernment to recompense Home Railway
companies for the carriage of troops up to the extent of the

traffics for the corresponding period last year, continues to exert a

steadying iniluence over prices. Material recoveries have ooonrred.

There are many bnyers about for small sums of Underground
Electric li per cent. Income bonds, now quoted fr £3 interest. Up
to 8ii »'./ dividend has been bid, this price comparing with 83, vum
dividend, on July 'M>th. The shilling shares are quoted at 68., at

which th»y look a much more reasonable proposition than they did

when the price was two-and-a-half times as much, and when, we
venture to recall, the opinion was expressed here that the valae

was infiated. in spite of the noticeably unanimoas conclusion in

certain financial columns that the shares made a good purchase.

Metropolitan Consolidated at 3 1 J, and Districts at lH, have re-

covered to the same prices at which they stood when the Stock
Exchange closed. No changes have occurred from the fignrea

quoted here last week for the prior-charge stocks.

It is a little surprising that attention should not be paid to the

claims of electric lighting companies' shares at the present time.

It is not that sellers abound, but rather that buyers are absent,

which keeps prices dull. The companies are known to be doing
well, on the whole ; better, in fact, in sime cjses than at this

period of the year in normal times. Public interest, however, i^

not yet awake to the possibilities offered by the electric share

market, though special csnstables have been heard to discuss their

possible merits as the men meet on their beats and watch the

electric beams that play from the various quarters of the sky over

the metropolis.

In the Telegraph market something like a comprehensive list of

quotations has developed, and we append prices of the leading

Telegraph and Telephone issues, with a column showing the

figures at which the stocks an^ shares stood at the end of July.

It is worth mentioning that buyers can probably be accommodated
at prices very near the lower of the two given in the first set of

prices, thoujh this does not apply in every case. Western Tele-

graphs constitute one of the exceptions, there being several buyers

about at 12J.

stock or share. Present prioe. July SOtb. Fall,

Ajiglo-American Tel. 6 per cent. Preferred . . 105 — 7 106 3

„ „ Deterred . , 22 — i Saj i

Chile Telephones 6i- Tj 7i {
Commeroinl Cable 4 per cent. Deb 79 — 81 81 1

Constantmople Telephone Ord 4 — A 4J —
G per cent. ObUg. Bonds . . 98 —100 101 2

Cuba Sab. Tel. Ord 8—9 8* —
„ „ 10 pet cent. Piaterred .. .. 15*— 164 16* *

Direct United States Cable 6— J 6| |
Eastern Extension Tel. Ord 12 — J 12i i

„ „ „ 4 per cent. Deb. .94—6 97 2

„ Tel. Ord Ii7 — 83 130J 2

„ .. 8i per cent. PreJ 76—8 ni i

„ ,, 4 per cent. Deb 96—8 97 —
Globe Tel. and Trust Ord lOJ— 111 Hi }

6 per cent. Fret 12 — J 12j i

Great Nor the in Tels 30—2 82 1

Indo-European Tels. 67—9 68J *

New York Tel. 4J per cent. Int. Bonds . ..96—7 99 8

Oriental Telephone Ord 2— i 2A i

,, ,, 6 per cent. Pret 1— 4 1ft s

„ „ 4 percent. Deb 85—7 87 1

Telephone Co. of Egypt 4^ per cent. Deb. . . 96 — 8 98 —
United River Plate Tel. Ord 65— 6i 6J g

,, „ „ ,, 6 per cent. Pret. 4f— SJ SJ J

,. , 4J per cent. Deb. . . 96 — 97 99 3

West India and Panama Urd i— IJ 1| |
Western Tela 12i- ISJ 188 3

„ „ 4 per cent. Deb 95—7 96* J

Amongst the shares for which there has lately been more
inquiry are Marconie. The Government is partially working the

company's lines, but it is understood that all the Marconi stations

are extremely busy just now. At the same time, there is a heavy

bull account in the market. This notwithstanding, the price has

risen to 303. Americans are 83. 6d., and Canadas 4a. fid. Cable

comptinies, on the whole, are making up for their loss of traffic on
the one hand by the fact that so many messages have to go now in

plain words. A reduction in charges has been notified this week,

but, allowing for this, there should be a useful margin of extra

profit to compensate the decrease in ordinary cabling consequent

upon the war.
The Electric Manufacturing secWon is somewhat dull, and in the

case of the majority of shares the demand has not overtaken the

supply. Prices are not called much lower than they were on July

30th, but those who want to pick up cheap shares would probably

be able to do so by putting forward bids. Edison & Swan
£3 shares have been changing hands between 2s. Cd. and 33. In

other sections, North Metropolitan Preference was dealt in at 108 J.

and London Debenture at 89. A good-sized line of Winnipeg Elec-

tric Railway 4i per cent. Debenture stock was bought the other day

at 93i. Ajiglo-Argentine Tramways 4 per cent. Debenture has

risen to 86. Brazil Tractions keep very steady between 49 and 50.

British Westinghouse Preference are said to be in the neighbour-

hood of 268., but it is difficult to get a reliable price in them.

Babcock & Wilcox hav« been offered in a small way at 2^%,

which looks low compared with 2J two months back. Viokers

are up to 333. 6d., which, allowing for the dividend of Is. recently

deducted, leaves the price unaltered since Jnly 30th. Rubber

shares strengthened in several cases. The raw material is about

2s. Oid. per lb. in London and 4s. per lb. in Amsterdam, the apparent

anomaly being due to the fact that sales of rubber are not allowed

from England to Holland, becsnac of the war with Grermany,
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EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF ELECTRICAL GOODS DURING AUGUST. 1914.

TiiK returns of electrical export and import bueiness for Angust
naturally reflect the ansettled trade conditions bronght about by
the present European war, and while our overseas electrical

business reached less than half of the value recorded for .Inly, the

imports fell to abant a third of the corresponding value for

July.

The export total for the month amounted to £238,621, aa
compared with £561,291 in the previous month, and the faUing off

is fairly geoerally spread over all sections, although, of course,
most marked in such matters as machinery, cables, &c.

As regards the imports, the August total of £87,031 compares

with £291,244 in .laly, while the re-export total wm practically
£10,000, or about half that of the previous month.
A great decline in electrical imports was the inevitable and not

wholly unwelcome sequel to a war with Germany, and it ia not
surprising that her total of £li;S,000 in .July shoold have falltn to
£24, '.153 in August— still a very large share of the imports for the
month. Another result of the war is the sudden increase of
Dutch imports, this neutral (?) country's share of business being
valued at £7,73i; in August as against only £1,120 in July. The
fallingoff in business is apparent in all directionp. and it iB

satisfactory that, as regards our own trade, this has not been more
dislocated by the uncertainties of the past month.

Registered Exports of British and Irisli Electrical Goods from the United Kingdom
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ELECTRIC WINDING PLANT AT BURLEY
COLLIERY.

An interesting colliery electrical plant is to be found at
Apeilale, where the Midland Coal, Coke & Iron Co., Ltd.,

make extensive use of electrical power generated from waste
gases. The jjower house for this purpose contains three
375-Kw. Witton alternators driven by National gas engines,
and generating three-phase power at 550 volts, .'5 cycles.

A view of the three gas-driven sets is given in fig. 1 , whilst

Fig. 1.—PowEn House at Apedale Ieon Works of the Midland Coal, Coke anu Ikox Co.
SHOWING National Gas E.ngines dkivisg G.E.C. Witton Altebnatoks.

the Witton switchboard and a 150-kw. steam-driven Witton
generator is shown in fig. 2.

The three gas engines are of the 'four-crank eight-

•cylinder vertical tandem enclosed typs, provided with forced

lubrication to all bearings, and running at a constant sp.ed
of 300 E.P.M. with a rdted load of GOO b.h.p. The gas for

the engines is obtained from the colliery

coke ovens, and purified in outside

scrubbers, being subsequently stored in

a gas holder of 20,000 cb. ft. capacity.

It may be noted that three further gas
engines are on order with the National
Gas Engine Co., for this plant, suitable

for working on the blast furnace ^as,

one of these to be direct coupled to

another Witton alternator, and the
other two to reciprocating blowers, by
Messrs. Alley & McLellan, for the blast

furnaces.

Amongst motor-driven plant, perhaps
the most interesting is the electrically-

operated winder, which has been con-
structed by the General Electric Co., Ltd.

This winder is situated at the Burley
Pit, the company being about to close

down their Sladderhill Pit as far as coal

winding is concerned, the coal from which
will be brought up by way of the up-cast
shafo of the Burley Pit. The winding
drum is of the double-cone type, rising

from 7 ft. in diameter to 13 ft., and
being 11 fo. 8 in. wide over the flanges

;

it is mounted on a 9-in. diameter shaft icarried in three
bearings 8 in. diameter and 12 in. long. The drum is

grooved to take a rope 1;^- in. iu diameter.
A special feature of this winding plant is the brakes,

which are of the double-post type, lined with wood blocks

and arrange! to bo operatc-d by a foot lever during normal
working. For emergencies a vertical lever fitted with the
usual over-winding attachment operates a trip goar, which
releases a weighted lever controlled by a daslijxjt, and so
applies the emergency brake. The failure of the electric

sup])ly will also bring into operation a solenoid, which will

apply the brake and, in addition, a hand lever is provided
by which the oiKjrator can apply the brake should the neces-
sity arise. Naturally, the trip lever in operating cuts out
the motor by means of an emergency switch. To replace
the emergency brake after an application a small hand-

wheel is provided on
the driver's platform.

The winding drum
is driven by a 145-
li.H.i'. Witton motor
(continuous rating)
specially designed for

heavy overloads. This
motor runs at 140
li.i'.ii., and is geared to

the drum- shaft through
reduction gear, supplied

by the Power Plant Co.,

running in an oil bath

and giving a drum-
speed of 3 9 R. P.M.

The depth of the shaft

operated by the winder

is 458 yards, and a

gross load of 30 cwt

,

oralternatively 12 men,
is raised in 80 seconds.

As will be seen from
the power-time diagram
in tig. 5, the winding
speed varies from 1,030
to 1,450 ft. per minute,

the H.r. at the end of

the accelerating period— 12 '25 seconds after

starting — being 179,
which falls daring the

ruQning period to 8G h.p. The retarding period is equal
to the accelerating period.

Special interest is attached to the construction of the con-
troller, which involves an entirely new principle. One of

the first points of importance is that it is completely mistake-
proof, and that the operator cannot inadvertently accelerate

Fig. 2.

—

View showing the Switchboard and 150-kw. Steajj-Dsiven
Witton Alternator in the same Power Station.

or retard at any other than a predetermined rate. It will

be remembered that one of the principles on which many
winding controllers have been constructed is that of an
electrolyte flowing over a weir, the electrodes being situated in

the electrolyte, the level of which is varied by raising or lower-
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ing the position of the weir. In this way the speed of the

motor is c introUed. This method his a number of dis-

advantages ; for instance, the pump has to circulate an

electrolyte containing chemicals which cause trouble in the

pump, the electrolyte, of course, being hot. In the con-

troller used at the 15urley Colliery the principle of a relay is

introduced. The resistance is cut out of the rotor circuit

by the downward motion of three movable electrodes con-

nected together to form the star point of the circuit, and
these dippers are attached by a chain running over pulleys

to a float in an entirely separate tank. Wiien the float

rises the dippers are lowered and cut out the resistance,

off. There are three notches only for this lever, an " off
"

and a " full-on " pofition for either direction. The regu-
lating lever is situated outside the main control lever, acd
has a number of notches representing different speeds ; it

can be set either for "full" or for any fraction of fall

Fig. 3.

—

Electric Windee at Burley Colliebt.

their movements in this way being delicately controlled.

The float tank is constructed in two portions, an inner and
an outer tank, water being kept constantly in circulation

from the outer to the inner one by means of a small motor-

driven centrifugal pump. This water constantly flows from
the inner tank unless the valve is closed by the control

lever, when the level of the water rises at the predetermined
rate, carrying with it the fljat, which thui lowers the dipper

blades in the control tank and runs the

motor up to the predetermined speed.

The speed to which the motor ac-

celerates is controlled by the position of

a shutter forming one side of the inner

tank, this shutter being itself controlled

by a separate lever, which can, if desired,

bj placed permanently in any position,

or, alternately, can be used during each

wind. If this second lever be put to

the slow position, the motor will ac-

celerate to the slow speed when the main
control lever which is normally used by
the driver is put either in the forward

or the reverse position. On the other

lund, if the regulating lever is pushed
into the " full on " position the motor
ruus up to full speed when the main
lever is put over.

There are, of course, two motor
switches, one for each direction of run-

ning, and these are so interlocked that

they cannot both be put on at the same
time. The rotor connections accommo-
date the fixed terminals in the starter

tank.

The main operating lever is of the

u ual type, and actuates both the revereing switches and
the valve in the control tank.

An additional feature is a special device preventing the

stator switches being left partially in^contact. This device

also prevents the driver inching by rapidly switching on or

It will be seen that the winding gear is folly equipped
with safety devices to cope with every contingency. There
is a depth indicator of the vertical tyi>e driven from the

drum-shaft, and provided with an overwinding attachment
which cuts off current and releases a weighted brake when
the cages pass a predetermined point. That the brakes may

not be too suddenly applied, the brake

lever is fitted with a dash-pot. In addi-

tion to the overwinding device, an over-

speed gear of the high-speed Hartnell

governor type is also provided, and con-

trols the sf)eed of the cage at every

point in the shaft. Should the driver

fail to effect the necessary reduction in

speed when nearing the end of the wind,

the over-speed device, which is set to

operate on a ."i per cent. sf)etd increase,

opens the motor-circuiD and applies the

weighted brake lever. The features of

this system of control may be sum-
marised as follows :

—

1. For winding coal the regulating

liver can be left permanently in the full

position.

2. For winding men the regulating

lever can be used for bringing the cage

up to speed more slowly, and to moderate

the speed down if required.

3. It can be similarly used for inching

or examining the ropes.

4. The pump only deals with fresh

clean water, and not with the electrolyte,

as in some forms of controller.

5. The water with which the pump
deals is cold, the energy dissipated in

starting the motor not being absorbed in it.

G. It is impossible to- make any partial contact on the

stitor switch, thus the driver cannot damage the contacts of

the switch when inching.

Xiturally, points 4 and 5 make for improved running and
low maintenance of the pump.
A raised platform is provided for the engineman, upon

which all the levers are conveniently pla'^ed. A visual and

FUi. 4—GkNKRAI. VIKW of the WlNDKR, SHOWING TUK COMKOLI-Eli.
The Dkivkk's Platform is skkn in the keab, and is the

FORKliROfSD the UaSHI'OT KOK THE BRAKE.

oral signal of the electrically-operated dial type is installed.

The power cost of raising coal from the full depth of the

shaft by this gear is 5d. per ton.

The electrical equipment of the winder was supplied

by the General Electric Co., Ltd., Messrs. M. B
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SCHRAGE PATENT THREE-PHASE
COMMUTATOR MOTOR WITH SHUNT

REGULATION BY BRUSH DISPLACEMENT.

DuitiNO recent years ttationiry three-phaee commutator motorB
have been employed extensively in textile, hoisting- and winding,
machine tool and ventilatine services, A.;. Series motors offer the
advantaere of simple regulation by brash displacement, but shunt
machines are fre(|uently preferable in other respects, owing to the
wide speed variation of series machines with load and voltage
fluctuations. Oj the other hand, commutating motors with shunt
regulation have hitherto involved complex and costly controllers,

comparing unfavourably with the simple brush control possible in

series motors.

The Arnold-La Cour single-phase motor with cress winding is a
commutator motor with shunt regulation. The controller reiiuired

is naturally simpler than that required for three-phase current, but
the machine is regulable only within comparatively narrow limits.

Three-phase shunt commutator motors (as made by the A.EG
,

and the Allm;iina Sveneka E.A.) offer the advantage of wider
speed regulation.

Fig. 1 shows the connections of the Allmiiana Svenska-La Cour
motors as built since l'.t07. p represents the stator primary
winding, B the stator regulating winding, and s the rotor winding

Fig. 1.

—

Allmanka Svens<ka-La Coua Win-ding fob
Vaeiable-Spked Theee-Phase Motor.

(a D c. winding with commutator). Regulation is effected by
varying the voltage applied to the rotor from B, and T represents
a small transEormer which supplies to s the e.m.f. required for

brush rockers oppositely and by fqaal amount* (bo that the kxIb
of symmetry of the effective part of the regaUtiimr wiodinir
remiins coincident with that of the stator phuee). an e.m.k. is

supplied to the secondary winding, which varies with the regu-
lating turns betw^n the a and i brnehe«. The motor speed
then rises above or falls below synchronism. The lifht-
load speed of the machine is given by n = 60 r:j> X ( w^ n Wij'w,
(where < = frequency

; j> — pairs of poles ; -w. w, = effective
secondary and regulating turns respectively). The same formala
is applicable to the La Cour motor (fig. Ij. but whereas the fre-
quency of the brush current is the line frequency in the latter
case, it equals only the frequency of slip in the Schrage motor.
Commutating conditions are, therefore, very different in the two
cases.

C/turact/Tinticx,—A Heyland circle diagram can be drawn corret-
ponding to each brush setting. The conditions are more complex
than in an ordinary induction motor, but, making certain permis-
sible assumptions, it is possible to derive an eij nation for the circle
diagram which agrees well with experimental requite (see
Elehtrotei-hnhche Zeitschrift, pp. 89-!i3, 1914).

TABLE I.

—

Symmetrical Bbush Displacement.

11/37 KW., 200 v., 50 cycles, l,.500/.5OO b.p.m. S:hr»ge motor.
Brosh
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great in Ihe latter au io the former uaue. In the oontruller mutur,
the K.M.K. K, induced, by the rotating field, between luijwent luui-

motator bars varieH directly with the slip, and in niuxlmuin at
standittill and /.ero at ejnchronisin. In the Schragv motor, huw-
ever, F, ia constant at all upeedii. Sparking iH more eeriouH at
high than at low spee^fl in controller motorB, owing to the
influence of the oomniata'iDg e.m v. f, ; the latter in maoh ttmaller

in Sohrage motors, nince the current to be comniutated is only half
aa great, and since the regulating winding lies over the primary
winding in the slotp, which can, therefore, be widened at the top
to reduce the inductance of the regulating winding. On etarting,

Fui. 4.

—

Statob of Scuuaoe Motob.

the potential difference between bars is only half as great in the

Schrage as in the controller motor ; at maximum speed, r, is the

same in each case, but E, is much smaller in the Si^hraze motor,

which is, therefore, at least as good as the controller motor from
the commutating standpoint under all circuma^ancee.

Applieat'wns.—Schrage motors can be applied wherever regulable

DC. shunt motors would be applicable ; the field of the latter is

variable, but the field of a Sohrage motor is constant, hence this

machine yields the same torque at all speeds. One very advan-

tageous application of the new motors is in works where only

three-phase current is available, where constant-speed motors are

chiefly required and where a few regulable machines are needed.

Fig. 5.—RoTOB of Schbage Motor.

As compared with Ward-Leonard equipment, Sohrage motors offer

the advantages of lower prime cost, higher eiBuiency and less space

occupied. If the torque required at the lower speed is small (aa

in fans), the motor may be arranged with symmetrical brush die-

placament. On the other hand, if the motor is to develop a high
starting torque and to have a good overload capacity at low speeds,

an unsymmetrical brush displacement can be arranged, at least in

large motors. Small machines start well with symmetrical brush
displacement. A large number of Schrage motors are said now to

be in use in a variety of services. They are made by the AUmiiTna
Svenska Elektriska Aktiebolaget, whose London oflice is at Norfolk

House, Cannon Street, E C.

TRADE STATISTICS OF EGYPT, 1913.

The following statement, showing the imports of electrical

and similar goods into Egypt during the year 1913, is taken
from the recently-issued trade statistics. The figures for 1912

are added for purposes of comparison, and notes of any in-

creases or decreases are given :

—

1912.

Rails.— iEE.

From Great Britain ... 55,000

„ Germany 60,000

„ Belgium 21,000

„ Other countries ... —

1913.

£E.

106,000
20,000

59,000

Inc. or dec.

71,000

40.000

38,000

Sliinii inyiiien, imUiihtig
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India-rubber and yuiia-percha, iai2.
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tiled end of thin tinfrer in prolonued to form a socket terminal, into

which a 7/lt> s.\v.(i., or equivalent section, bare copper conductor

can bo sweated, the other end of the conductor boini; clamped to

Bonie part of the metal frame-work of the ohasBie, and, in the case

of the chareinir board receptacle, beinu clamped to a common
earth terminal which is ellioiently connected to a water Bervice

])ipe.

A three-3 inductor flexible cable ehould be employed, the third

conductor beinir the earthing wire, the size of which should be

(((uivalent to 7/ifi ».w.(i.

;i Comii-uctiuii of lircrplti'le and Pliii/.—Ihe shell of both re-

ceptacle and plupr should be made from solid-drawn mild-steel

tubiuu, turned and bored to the dimensions specified on the

acoompinyins drawing.
The bracket and cap for the receptacle are to be ma^e in

malleable catt-iron.

The spring plunger for keeping the cap closed over the opening

of the receptacle, when the plug is not in plaoe, is to be of hard-

rolled bra IS rod, with a tempered steel helical spring in the socket

at the b.ick.

The malleable cast-iron bracket ii to be bored out to receive the

receptacle, the shell of which is to be turned smooth on the out-

side. The shell of the plug is also to be turned smooth on the

outside, and finished bright, so that good contact may be made on

it by the earthing contact finger of the receptacle.

The main contact pieces of both receptacle and plug are to be

made of gun-metal, secured by being moulded into the insulating

material, which latter should be capable of satisfactorily with-

standing heat and moisture. The insulating material should also

hive ample mechanical strength.

The gun-metal cable lugs are to be provided with conical pro-

jdctions, which are to be made to fit accurately into the conical

recesses in the backs of the contact pieces without bottoming in them.

These cable lugs are to be fixed in place by steel screws, which

should be of such length that not less than half of the length of

the screw is in the tapped hole of the contact piece when the screw

is fully home.
4. FIt'j-ible Conductor, Cable Grijipinff Deriee, ,S-f.—Plugs for

garages and charging stations should be provided with terminals

and cable grips suitable for three-coro flexible cable, having a

sectional area of 0'15 sq. in. in each of the two main cjnductors,

and not less than 0'0229 sq. in. (equal to 7/lG S.W.G.) in the third

or earthing cDnductor. The approximate overall diameter of this

cable is 175 in. For use in private garages in connection with

cars fitted with- lead plate batteries, it is not usually necessary to

provide for the heavy boosting charges such as may be given to

cars provided with Elison batteries, and, consequently, a smaller

section of three-core flexible cable may be conveniently employed.

It is, therefore, recommended that two alternative sizs of terminals

and cable-grips should be standardised for three-core flexible cable

having sectional areas in the main conductors of :—

(a) 010 sq. in. Approximate overall dia. r5 in.

(ft) 0075 sq. in. „ „ „ 1'31 in.

(rde third or earthing conduotors always having the Sictional area

previously mentioned).

Tae design recommended for the cable-gripping device is

indisated on the drawing. It consists of a sleeve made of either

gun-metal or malleable cast-iron screwed on to the back portion of

the plug. The sleeve is to have a terminal, as shown, to which the

earthing conductor miy be attached. The conical insulating split

sleeve, forming the packing in the gland, must be made accurately to

fit the cable.

It is recommended that the three-core flexible conductor shonld

be provided with special hard rubber protection of the type known
as cab-tire sheathing, which is a material now supplied by most
British firms.

5. Polaritij.—It is recomtnendei that the centre contact of the

plug and receptacle shall always be the negative pole.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON
ELECTRICAL GOODS.

Senilis Stokers.

—

Messses. EdwardBennis X- Co., Ltd.,

of Little Hulton, in their contra-st list for the past few weeks,

report, in addition to a large amount of home business, orders for

their machine-stokers from Switzerland, and for their chain grates

with the new patent link for New Z 'aland and Constantinople.

Messrs. Cammell Liird & Co., Ltd., of Birkenhead, who are par-

ticularly busy, have placed an order for four sprinkling stokers

and self-cleaning compressed-air furnaces for 8 ft. dia. Lancashire

boilers, together with an elevator and shoots to serve the machine-
stokers. The municipal electric light and power stations of

R )therham, Worksop and Burton-on-Trent have placed orders for

machine-stokers and self-cleaning compressed-air furnaces, and
Manchester (Bloom Street and Stuart Street stations) for the

re-linking of chain grates of another make. The list before

us includes an imposing collection of contracts for stokers for

woollen mills, steel works, dye works, oil works, chemical works
and collieries.

Inert Cells.—We are informed that our reference to the

new " Inert Cell " of Messes. John C. Fuller & Son, Ltd., in onr

issue of the 1 1th inst., was slightly incorrect. The cell is not
identical with the types which the company is supplying to the

War Office and the Admiralty, but an improvement on these types.

The company is willing to supply free samples of the new cell to

largeuEsrs

ITNION OF SOUm AFRICA.—The CuBtoma Dipirtment of the

TTnion of Sonth Africa have notified a decision relative to the

importation of wirelesi telegraphy apparatus. The general rate

of duty leviable is declared to be 3 per cent, ad lalurrm, but there

is a rebate of the whole of this duty on goods which are the

manufacture of the United Kingdom or leciprocatingr British

Colonies.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR. 1914.
(.SOT VET PUBLISHED).

Comj)ilf<l cxpri^ssly for Iftis journaf by Me.ssr8. W. P. Thomson & Co.,
Electrical Patent Afienls, 285, High Holtmrn. Lx>ndon, W.C, and al

LiVL-rpool and I3radford, to whom all inquiries should t>e addressed.

19.506. " Electric condensers." W. H. WilSON. September 7lh.

1!),517. " Magnet-chargers." P. Lynch, H. Wochnir, & F. W. Siumminn.
September 7th. (Complete.)

19,538. " Electrophones." E. W. Schneidir & E. H. Stolz. September
8th. (Complete.)

19,556. *' Connections suitable for conduits containing electric conductors."

J. W. Manlbv & W. J. L. Sandv. September 8th.

19,569. " Magnetos as applied to the ignition of internal-combustion

engines." W. E. Dawson. September 9th.

19,587. " Electric-circuit interrupting means." ' DliITlSH ThouSOK Hot'STOK
Co., Ltd. (General Electric Co., United States). September 9lh.

19,505. " Electric switches." F. B. Holt. September 9th.

19.598. " Electric switches." F. B. HolT. September 9th.

19.601 " Electrical switches or circuit breakers." F. B. HoLI & E. O.
MolLER. September 9th. (Divided application on 23,347/13, April Hlh, 1914.)

(Complete.)

19.620. " Fittings for electric incandescent lamps and the like." W. E.

Shi-'TTLEWORTH. September lOch.

19.630. "Apparatus and method for tiansicnl augmentation of voltage of

electric currents." J. E. Taylor. September 10th.

19.637. "Terminals for electrical conductors." A. J. HedccoCK. E. C.

Mann. & VV. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd. September 10th.

19.674. " Dynamo-electric machinery." J. H. Potter & L. Perks. Sep-

tember 11th.

19.679. " Electric hand lamp." T. E. Dickinson. September 11th.

19,700. " Electric switches or circuit-breakers." F. B. Holt 4 H. Smith.

September 11th. (Divided application on No. 24.593/13. October 29th.)

19.704. " Semi-automatic telephone systems." Betulander Automatic Teu-
PHONE Co., Ltd., & T. Skebratt. September 11th.

19.705. " Telephone systems." Betulander Automatic Telbphoni Co., Ltd.,

& F M. Ward. September 11th.

19.706. " Automatic and semi-automatic telephone systems." BsTUlANDBR

Automatic Telephone Co., Ltd., & D. C. Crowe. Septemfcer 11th.

19.739. " Electric incandescent lamps." DeltsCHE GascLuhlicht AkT. GeS.

(Augeres.) September 12th. (Convention date, September 13th. 1913, Ger-

many.) (Complete.)

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
Copies of any of the Specifications in the following list may be obtained

of Messrs. VV. P. Thompson & Co., 285, High Holborn, W.C, and at

Liverpool and Bradford; price, post free, 9d. (in stamps).

19X3.
19,019. Train or like Sionallinc and Control Systems. F. W. Prentice &

B. Starie. August 21st.

19,030. Train or like Signalling and Control Systems. F. W. Prentice &
B Starie. August 21st.

19,249. Party-line Telephone, Telegraph or Signalling Systems. H. Hull.

August 25th. (August 26th, 1912.)

13,388. Electric Switches. J. H. Tucker. August 27;h.

19,669. Electrolytic Recovery or Metals from their Solutions and

APPARATUS therefor. U C. Tainlon & M. F. L. A. Aymard. August 36th.

19,752. Electric impulse producing mechanism. Western Electric Co.

(Woodward, acting for Western Electric Co.) September 1st.

20.618. Automatic Railway Signalling and the like. G. Mumford. Sep-

tember 13th.

23,137. Automatic Telegraph Tiiansmhters. E. Thompson. October 13th.

25.795. Electrically-operated Diaphragm Horns and the like. W. A.

Crosbee, F. S. C. Crosbee, and T. S. Rogers. November 11th.

26,367. Holders for Electrodes of Electric .^rcs. H. Ayrton. November

17th.

29,070. Electrically-heated Utensils. W. F. Perry and Credenda Conduits

Co- December 16th.

29 165. Telephone Transmission Systems wherein Reinforcing Repeaters

ARE employed. A. S. J. Van Kesteren. December 16th. (December 19th, 1912.)

29,425. Globes for Electric Arc Lamps. T. Stave. December 20th.

(December 23rd, 1913.)

1914.
767. Telephonic Systems. E. A. Graham & E. A. Sanftleben. January 10th.

1.062. Process for manufacturing a mass of Higher Oxygen Compounds of

Nickel for use in the Positive Electrodes of Alkaline Acci/mulatoks.

Svenska Ackumulator Aktiebolagct Jungner. January 14th. (January 16th,

1913.)

1,252. Electric Incandescent Lamps. G. M. J. Mackay. January 16th.

(September 8th. 1913.)

2.118. Electric Griller or Toaster. G. Pate & A. R. Wood. January 27th.

*> 6''4 Microphones for use with strong currents. Fratelli Marzi de

G."b" (firm of). January 31st. (April lOlh, 1913.)

2 924 System of Synchronising Electric Clocks. C. E. O'Kennan. Feb-

ru.-i'ry 4th. (February 5th. 1913. Patent of Addition not granted.)

4.010. Production of Electrolyte Matrices. J. H. Mullaly. February 16th.

10.061. Electric Furnaces. A. L. J. Quenau. April 23rd

13 641. Dynamo-electric Machines. N. W. Storer. May 23nd. (May 22nd,

1913.'l
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Science is the common possession of humanity : it knows

no distinctions of nationality or creed, it deals with funda-

mental verities, laws and relationship.', its kingdom is not

of this world only, it stretches to the confines of sjiace and

links us with the Universe.

The triumphs of Science are man's victories over Nature,

her battles are for the advancement of mankind, her spirit

is one of peaceful striving for the commonweal, and her

ultimate aim is the conquest of flatter by ilind.

It is distressing at this time of international conflict to

find that the neutrality of Science is in danger of being

violated, and that a movement is on foot amongst men of

science in Germany to divest themselves of distinctions be-

stowed upon them by British Universities and learned

societies in recognition of the work they have done for

mankind.

We expect from those who have climbed the steep paths

and rugged ascents of the mountains of Tiuth, who have

breathed the pure rare air of the heights, whose eyes have

ranged the peaks of the Unknown, that they will bring

with them some trace of the sublime calm of their sur-

roundings, some gleam of the wide vision they have

enjoyed, some sense of comradeship with those who have

shared their labours and aided their efforts.

Let us see how far these expectations have been realised

by some of our Crerman colleagues : Dr. Lenard, Professor

of Physics at Heidelberg, is credited in the lf,imhur(ier

FremdenblKtl with the following expression of his views :—

" Down, then, with all considerations for England's so-called

culture. The central nest and supreme academy for all

hypocrisy in the world, which is on the Thames, must be

destroyed if the work is to be done thoroughly. No respect

for the tombstones of Shakespeare, Newton and Faraday :

We must realise that there can be no real peace with a

highwayman until he has collapsed or has been destroyed."

This is by no means an isolated instance of the views

held by men of science in Germany ; indeed, it may be

said to be rcprescnUitive of the opinions held by a consider-

able section of the German Int^llcftnals.

Comment is needless ; the English nttitntle is well illus-

trated by the proceedings at the University of itelbonrne

on .\ugiist, 1 Itb, on the occasion of the nvent visit of the

Hritish .\siociation, when on the conferment of honorary

degrees the ovation of the aftermxin was reserved for Prof,

.Tohannes Walther, the distinguished Gerinan geologist. A

perfect storm of applause greeted him as he came forward

to take his degree, and it was renewed when Prof. Slasson

referred to him as a " worthy son of the great nation which

has done so much to add to tho sum of human knowloilge."

In connoctiou with the attitude of the German Intel-

lectuals, it may not be without int<^rest to ask ourselves how

it comes about that such views can bo held by men who may

[449]
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cliiiin justly to be rt.'cogiiised us leatlurs in Science, I'liilo-

sophv, l.iteiuture, or Art.

It is probiiblc timt no Binf,'le e.xplanation can be applied

to ail cases, but tbut many factors cDutribute to what is cer-

tainly a curious psycholojjical phenomenon. War is due to

nn impulse of primitive character, and we must recognise

that abhorrence of everything connected with the foe is a

primitive impulse which even the kaleidoscopic changes in

the combinations of the Powers of Europe during the past

centuries have not dulled.

In some directions we feel this impulse ourselves, and are,

therefore, in a positioa to understiiil it in others so far as

it applies to material things, but when it invades the realm

of the spirit, and is applied to science, literature and art, we

can only regard it as being barbaric.

To this primitive childlike impulse of comprehensive

antagonism some of the animosity displayed by the <!erman

Intellectuals must be attributed ; there are, however, other

factors which contribute to this result, which in the main

are peculiar to (Jerman culture. Of these factors we pro-

pDse to consider briefly the influence of ths following :—(1)

German eduoatioiial methois
; (2) the military system ; (3)

ignorance of the English character
; (4) materialistic

philosophy.

Throughout the curriculum of the German schools the

importance of discipline and obedience to authority is

strongly insisted upon, and these principles, together with

Prusiian military ideals and methods, are inculcated also in

the compulsory military training to which the young man-

hood of the nation is subjected, and are further impressed

upon the civil life of the comnunity by numberless official

rules and regulations.

The adult whose working life has been steadfastly devoted

to some specialised branch of intellectual activity frequently

turns in a time of sudden crisis to the ready-made political

ideas which he received in his youth. With politics, as

with religion, it is the early training that tells, and one

often finds men who appear to reserve for these subjects a

particular corner of their minds which is strictly partitioned

off from the remainder of their mentility, and does not share

in its development.

The Prussian military caste have succeeded in impressin"'

their views upon the whole nation, and the people haVg

accepted them with something of the docility and obedience

with which they receive a word of command. Add to this a

system of Government which is in no real sense a representa-

tive one, an autocratic ruler who believes as implicitly as

did Charles Stewart in the divinity of his kingship, and a

Press which is subservient to the governing classes, and we
can hardly wonder at the ignorance of the aims and
character of the English people which is to-day displayed in

all quarters of the German Empire.

Lecky, in his " Rise and Influence of Rationalism in

Europe," has pointed out that in a period in which all the

virtues of an uncompromising partisan are cordially

recognised, the higher virtue which binds men through a

love of conscientious inquiry to endeavour to pursue an

eclectic course when party and sectarian passions rage

fiercely all round them, is not only entirely unappreciated

but is almost impossible.

A period of this character has existed in Germany for the

past decade, it has ixien nourished on the one hand by the

" heaven-born " crusade of the Kaiser for the TeutQnising

of Europe, and on the other by the bestial gospel of brute

force preached by Treitschke, Nietzsche and iJernhardi.

Wiiatever action our German colleagues may take in

withdrawing from our ranks in the array of science, and

whatever the material results of the war may be, let us not

lose sight of the essentially spiritual character of the work of

the man of science and of the engineer.

Materialism has lit the fires of Itheims and Louvain : let

us recognise with Emerson that Nature is not fixed but

fluid, that spirit alters, moulds, makes it. A corresponding

alteration in things will attend this influx of the spirrt

;

it shall draw beautiful faces, warm hearts, wise discourse and

heroic acts about its way until evil shall be no more seen.

Cables
A MONTH ago we drew attention in

and'cudes
these columns to the burden imposed upon

British industry by the prohibition of cable

telegrams in code. Various propositions were put forward

at the time by firms with a view to securing the advantages

of telegraphing in code whilst safeguarding the interests of

the nation against the abuse of that privilege by our

enemies, and alternatively we urged that a reduced rate should

be charged for messages in plain language. The latter course

has been adopted to a moderate extent by the Eastern cable

companies in negotiation with the Government, as stated in

our last issue, but the concession granted, which took the

form of counting 10 letters as one word, cannot be regarded

as of material value, especially as the use of telegraphic

addresses is stiQ prohibited. It is no wonder, therefore,

that a great and growing agitation has sprung up in favour

of further relaxation of the regulations.

The importance of free communication at cheap rates

between this country and the l)ominions, at least, was never

greater than at present, when efforts are being made to

secure the diversion of one-time German trade to our own

factories, and the same applies with hardly less force to our

communications with neutral nations in all parts of the

world. Let it be granted that the risk of espionage is

too great to admit of the use of codes in European countries,

there still remains an enormous field in which trade can

be cultivated by telegram, provided that the cost is not

prohibitive.

We cannot help feeling that the abolition of codes is an

ineffective precaution, out of all proportion to the enormous

expense imposed by it upon British industry ; the use of

plain language is no bar to the ingenuity of an enemy who
desires to convey valuable information to a confederate

abroad, and indeed it is not improbable that the enemy's

secret service provided for its use beforehand, as a " blind,"

for an open message naturally would excite less suspicion

than one in cipher. We agree that if the employment of

codes involves danger to this country, we must accept the
situation no matter what the cost ; but we doubt whether
the desired object is attained by the authorities, and as a
notorious example we may cite the telegram in "plain lan-

guage" (I) by which a correspondent in South Africa

announced the conclusion of peace terms to a London news-
paper in 1902, under the nose of the censor. It is at

present possible to transmit information by letter or by hand
to neutral countries on the Continent, in the course of a

day or two, whence it can be telegraphed to enemy
countries ; there appears to be little inducement, therefore,

for a spy to telegraph by roundabout routes ria Australia or

India, at heavy cost.
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If, ho.wever, the use of codes is absolutely not permissible

under any conditions, at leas'j tlie rates for pluia lanpiiage

should be reduced to the utmost possible extent, even if the

Government has to subsidise the cable companies, and we
see no valid objfctio.T to the use of telegraphic addresses.

Unfortunately traders are wholly at the mercy of the

companies, whose attitude can hardly be called patriotic.

Provided that their cables arc fully employed, and that

their revenue Ls maintained at the normal value, in justice

they can ask no more. They must not forget that

the British nation pays for the protection of their

cables from foreign attack. T'nder present circumttauces

it is probable that the trallic has greatly fallen off

and the cables are comparatively idle - the patriotic course,

then, is to lower the rates to such an extent that the cables

are again fully occupied and the revenue no less than it was

before the war.

We have received communications from
Co-ojieration several electrical manufacturers who desire

EsDansion ^^ ^^'^^ action co-operatively in some of

the markets mentioned in last week's

leader on this subject. We invite other firms to intimate

their interest in the matter to us privately, so that

they may be brought into touch with others similarly dis-

posed. Nobody will be committed to anything by taking

this step, our idea being purely to encourage likely parties

to confer in a preliminary way. The willingness on the

paitof several firms to consider the matter in conffrence

should induce otheis to take advantage of that frame cf

mind while it exists. In our view% it is not too eaily for

businesslike deliberations to take place, so that suitable

preparations may be made in good time. Indeed, informa-

tion has reached our ears of magnificent engineering contrac ts

that have been lately booked in a market which our firms

have long desired to enter, the contracts referred to Laving

been secured because of a policy cf concerted action

a'Tanged some time ago by a number of firms. This

success alone, coming during war- time, suggests that thtre

need be m delay in taking definite measures. Further-

more, news is coming in from different directions showing

that buyers in other countries are wondering why it is that

when Germany cannot supply them British travellers are

not already on the spot to take their orders. They taunt

us with the remark that if placed in a similarly favourable

position Germany would have flooded their countries with

travellers. Of course they cannot le expected to appreciate

the difficulties in which we are pla cd at home at the

moment, but the critic'sm is worthy of notice and ought to

stimulate our firms to conference even if thty cannot
i nmediately act.

(eniiiiii
RiUTiiSii manuiacturers in various lines

, . have been receiving numerous inquiries

from the agents of German firms, whr,

being cut off from their regular sources of supply, are

naturally anxious to obtain substitutes for tlieir fpecialities

which will enable them to fill the orders that they have in

hand. With regard to these incjuirics, a word of caution

may not be out of place. We all hope to fee the (ierman

imports permanently replaced by British go;>ds as far as

possible when the war is over and things have settled

down again. In the m^aritime there is no reason

why orders should be declined because they come from

such quarters — subject to one proviso. The agents not

unreasonably wish to fill their o:ders with goods

resembling their stiindard lines as closely as possible,

in order to maintain continuity in this rcsjiect and

thus to facilitate the resumption of importation when
circumstances permit, but we suggest that if this desire

is acceded to, a great part of the benefit to British

traile that may be derivi'd from the war will be thrown

away. To our mind it is important that British manu-
facturers should preserve the distinctive appearance of

their products on all occasions, and thonld take care to

incorporate their names and trade ruarks in the substance of

the goods in such a way,'by moulding them on catlings,

inscribing them on dials and charts, &c., that it will be
exceedingly difficult to remove or to cocceal the evidence of

British origin. In this way th^ ultimate purchfcstr will be
made familiar with the a[i[)earance of Briiish goods, while
he appreciates their quality and learns the make rs' names,
80 that his future orders will Ix; acampanitd by the stipnia-

tion that they shall be filled from the tame soorcea.

If manufacturers do not seize the opportunity and insist on
supplying typically British products in such cases, they will

be playing into the hands of their enemits.

The position of the copper market is

•^ * far from being Ijrilliant, and in the last

week or two prices have gradually slipped to a lower level,

with very little new business of a general character about.

The production has been cut down to a phenomenal ext*nt

in all parts of the world, the average rate of reduction being

fully 50 per cent., while a number of properties have ceased

operations entirely, and there is good reason for believing

that those at present at work will be put on thortfr t"me yet,

should it appeir thit there ;'s an excess of nntal being pro-

duced. At the moment it is too soon to be certain as to ihe

position in this regard, but a close watch is being kept on

events in this direction, and prompt action may be expected.

should it turn out that the foundation of the market is still

weakening. The extent to which output has been stopped,

and the fact that so far it has not Lad any effect of a favour-

able character npcn selling prices, is regarded with some

apprehension for fear it betokens a still gr<.ater reduction in

consumption than had been thought possible when the pro-

gramme of restriction was arianged. The future is certainly

obscure, but this much, at least, may ba remarked, that at

present, holders of commodities all over the world are much

more concerned wiih turning their holdings into cash, than

with any other consideration, and this must tell upwn the

cour.'e of prices. The leading Americjin producers are Lot

pressing material upon the market, for ihey apjx-ar to held

to the opiniein that it is only a matter of tia.e before the

lessened quantity of material available will make itself felt ;

but this is a matter of faith, and there is not too much of

this virtue about at this juncture. The main requirements

which La\e come forward during recent days have been from

thd ammunition and war equipment makers, all of whom hold

large State contracts en which they are working night and
day, and tluse account, no deuibt, for a heavy corsumptios

of the metal, but the practical drying up of ordinary trade

reiiuiremeiits is responsible for a very important contraction

in the world's needs.

In all branches where the operatiocs of peace are con-

cerned, this indeed is an outstanding feature. The trade

buying of all descriptions of manufactured i-opper is thus

limited of course, and though a few etiders have beenlxxketd

from Colonial railways, i'i:c., the total business idoing is

small. There are still material ditHculties to lie faced, too,

in connection with the shipment of gooe^s to markets over-

seas. Not only is there risk of i-apture by (iennan ciuiscrs,

but there are many and manifold ditlioulties to be negdiaUd
here in connection with the obtainirg of jH>rmits for the

goods to be cleared for overseas. This is a real trouble,

and one whicli is much exercising the minds of nihkers and
merchants, who find themselves rather awkwardly placed iii

connection witli the execution of business for the Kast anel

elsewhoie. The jxisiiion. however, tends to improve in

this respect. The outkiok for the market is still ir.eletcr-

minate so far as the near future is e\iuc\Tned. though when
financial conditions improve, and the reduced output i^an

make itself felt, there will be a fiesh e-omplexiou put on
affairs no doubt. Meanwhile, as ever, war and its imme-
diate cousctjuences are decided bear point?.
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LARGE INDUCTION MOTORS: SOME
FEATURES OF MECHANICAL DESIGN.

By G. MOORES. B.Sc.Kogineerint'.

I. Omeral Arrangement and Venlilalion.—One of the

first points to be considered in decidinjj upon the general

niechanicul arrangeinent of a larfjc induction motor is that

of ventilation. The dcternaination of the exact output of a

new lar^'e motor for a j^ivcn tcmjicrature rise is a matter of

Buch uncertainty, that it is necessary to use every possible

care in the mechanical de^iign to see that ellicient ventila-

and hen(.e have a litnitin^ influence on the output. It is

advisable, if possible, always to locate a motor bo that it can

easily be sujiplii'ii with plenty of fresh c<x)l air, either by

means of uxternaily-titted fans or by enclosing the air passaf^es

to the motor so that the fanning; action of the rotating

part, possibly with the assistance of internal fans, will cause

<:ool air to be drawn in directly from outside or from some

relatively cool part of the building in which it is situated.

It is also important to allow the hot air from the

machine to escape easily, and to ensure that there is no possi-

bility of its returning by a short path to the air inlet of the

motor.

These considerations all affect the design of the motor
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foundation or around the lower part of the machine, whence

it would rise and re-enter the latter, can more easily escape

upwards away from the motor.

Frequently the iulditional precaution is taken of con-

structing the foundations in such a manner as to ensure a

plentiful supply of fresh air being obtained in them ; for

instance, by tunnelling to the pit from the outside of the

building. When this is done, the motor, even if of the

ordinary open type, is generally sntliciently well ventilated.

A still further improvemrnt may be effected, if necessary,

by building the motor with enclosing end hoods, which fit

over thcjend shields, and have an opening at or below the

surface of the bed-plate, thus ensuring that all the air

which enters the motor cornea from the pit, or, at least,

enters at the baso of the machine, and by fitting enclosing

covers over the bed-plate, or by specially constructing the

latter, it can be further ensured that the heated air from the

machine is separated absolutely from the cool air in the

foundation from which the motor draws its supply for

ventilation.

An e.xample of the latter type of construction is shown

in fig. 4, which illustrates a 700-h.p. induction motor by

Messrs. The British Thomson-Houston Co. In this machine

fans on the ends of the rotor—clearly shown in fig. .0— draw

air through the ducts shown in the baseplate, drive it

through the stator windings and discharge it through the

opening in the top of the frame.

Internal Arramjement.—The arrangements which are

made within the motor itself for obtaining good circulation

of air are very varied, and such uncertainty exists as to the

efficiency of various methods, that at the present time it

may almost be said that the internal arrangement of the

ventilation is a matter of individual taste. Experiment,

however, seems to lead to a few conclusions which may
serve as some guide in design. To take the most usual

arrangement in which the air drawn through the rotor

core cools hoth it and the stator core, and air

drawn through the rotor windings cools both rotor and

stator windings, the following conclusions seem to be indi-

cated by experience. In the first place, it is generally of

very little use to attempt to augment the amount of air

flowing through the rotor core by fixing fans on to the

motor shaft near the air inlet of the machine with the

object of forcing air through the rotor. Fans of both the

screw-propeller and centrifugal types have been tried in this

connection, and whilst the latter were in particular cases of

slight advantage, the former were generally a decided

failure. Cases have been observed, however, where fans

even of the latter type impeded rather than assisted the

ventilation, and the performance of the motor was improved

by removing the so-called fans.

The best results are usually obtained by making the

faiming action of the rotor core as great as possible by

supplying it with ample ventilating ducts and by fixing

suitable air guides.

There are two faults in particular which easily occur in

designing the ventilation of a motor unless care is taken to

guard against them. The first is that of the formation of

local air currents within the machine. An example of this

is shown in fig. (i. Here the air thrown out by the centri-

fugal action of the rotor winding meets with a certain

amount of resistance due to the stator winding and possibly

narrow outlets through the stator frame, and instead of pass-

ing out it is deflected liack again and re-enters below the

rotor winding, thus forming a current of heated air which

continuously plays on the two windings.

The second condition to be guarded against is that of

the existence of pockets of heated air owing to the machine

being so constructed that in certain parts of it the air docs

not get renewed at all. This fault is generally quite easy

to overcome, once it is observed. I'ig. 7 shows an example
of it. It represents the air emerging from a stator frame.

The left-hand side of the figure shows the manner in which
a hot-air pocket may be formed, and the right-hand side

shows how it may be prevented by drilling a few holes in

the frame and allowing some of the air from the windings
to pass through.

It is sometimes found when a machine is built that whilst

sufficient air passes through it as a whole, the air is not

well distributed, with the result that the core, say, may
become overheated whilst the windings are well below the

limit in temperature. Fig. 8 shows a method of constmc-
tion designed to overcome this difticnlty as well as that of

CQ=i|__l=£a

"^-v

local air currents. It will be seen that the " tnnnel

"

through the rotor core is extended almost to the ends of the

winding, and this by reducing the cylindrical open area

beneath the winding prevents an excessive volume of air

being drawn through the winding instead of through the

core. The possibility of the formation of local air currents

is at the same time prevented by the fitting of bafiles as

shown. It will be seen that a current of air similar to that

in fig. 6 cannot be formed with this method of construction.

Although fans fixed on the shaft designed to force air

through the rotor are usually of very little assistance, on the

other hand, fan blades attached to the rotor as shown in

fig. 5, or even quite small blades attached to the rotor

winding, with the object of cooling the stator winding, are

usually of considerable value.

It is intended here to deal only with features of interest

in the mechanical arrangement of machines ; for valuable

information dealing with the subject of ventilation from a

more theoretical point of view the reader is referred to a

paper on " Iknt Paths in Electrical Machinery," by Messrs.

Symons & Walker, contained in Vol. XLVIII of the

Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.

{To be con/iniieiL)

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letteri rtetired by ut after 5 P.M. ON Tuesday cannM appear wifil

th« following tttv*. (\>rrefpon3^nt4 should fortmrd tkrir (\>iiiaH(iit-

cation* at th« farliftt posfibU moment. .Vd Ittter can b* ptiblitKei

unUli w» har« tht writfr't name and addrett in our poufttion.

German Cnlture.

I have been attacked for snefreetinB: that a very soientiflc family'

of Oerman origin, and mostly etill Qerman snbjecto, may not be
alto(rether too friendly to this coontry.

These particular people have not, »o far, (riven any indication of

their sentiments ; but let us hear what is written by the renowned
Or. Lenard, Nobel Piii'man, Fellow of the Berlin Academy of

Sciences, Professor of Physics at Heidelbenj University, and well

known throufrhout the world as the discoverer of the Lenard Rays
the preonrsors of those of Ront^ren.

Here is an extract fiom what he WTit«s in the Ifamburgfr
ynnnJfnhUitt

:

—
" Down, then, with all congidenktion for Enjrland's so-callfd

culture I The central nest and snpiome academy for all hypocrisy

in the world, which is on the Thames, must be deetrvned if the

work is to be done thoronphly.
"No respect for the tombstones of -'Shakespeare, Newton and

Faraday '. The spirit of these great men has \oDe &go passed into

the Bonis of the livinir—and more so in those countriet whi?h
Knp^land is trying to pot down than in England it«elf. Dv^wn with

all this ; We must realise that there can bo no real peace with a

highwayman until he has collapsed or has been destroyed."

Here is another fine chance for thorough-going pro-German
apologists.

A. A. Campbell Swint*!!.

Loudon, S.W., Sfplembfr32nd, 19U.
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(ieriiiiiu Electrk'ul Siicevss: A Su^yrested Iniiiiiry.

I
Altbouf;)' we folt compelled laxt week to HU(,'t;eiit a uloiiiD|;down

of the uorreH|)3iidenoe on " What Conetitutee a llriti»h Kirm '
"

wo are quite prep vred to devote Hpaca to helpful and conntructive

HUgceBtioQH uonuernintr the p;eKeiit eituation and methodH for

dealing with it. The following in an extract from one uuoh letter

received bnforo the writer war aware that the "Correspondence"
was closed.- Eds. Klkc Rkv.J

The general trend of thia oorreapondence makes it appear

obviouB that much of it haK been animated by trade jealuaeioe

rather than by either putriotiam or eound oommercial iastiact.

Supposing the outbreak of war batwcen the same countries had

taken place in the earlier stages of the electrical industry, in

which 80 much valuable pioneering work was done by Germany,

it seems to me the progression of this industry in the United

Kingdom would have been put back a number of years if the

advice of your correspondents today had then been acted upon.

If German competitors have succeeded in capturing a big slice

of the electrical business of the United Kingdom and her Colonies,

it would be much better for us to probe the commercial and

eoonomioal causes, and immediately to set about putting British

electrical industries on the soundest possible basis to enable them
to compete successfully for future trade with all comers, rather

than to try and set up a National bias, which is bound to die out

after the war is over. British electrical manufacturers

undoubtedly now have a fine opportunity, as, between sentiment

at home and ruinous financial conditions in Germany, they will

have a considerable breathing space in which to set their house in

order.

In conclusion, I would appeal for calmer and more reasonable

consideration of this question than has hitherto characterised some
of the correspondence on this subject.

Dublin, Sijjtember iirj, I'JH. T. G. A.

Arbitrary Action of Public Antliorlty.

I think Mr. Purse's letter in reply to mine must be an example
of those written in haste to catch the midnight post, to which you
referred a week or so ago. The words " cowardly " and " sneak

"

are not such as a gentleman should use in a calm moment in

objeoting to a communication to the Press being anonymous.
When I Bay that I am one of the wicked manufacturers in ques-

tion, it will be evident that it would be absurd for me to reveal

my identity. The authority in question will, no doubt, be in the

market again sooner or later, and what chance should I have of

obtaining an order if the inquirer knew I had written the letter

which has aroused Mr. Purse's ire '! The inquirer is almost certain

to have seen the letter and could not fail to recognise the matter.

Mr. Purse omits to say whether he considers the authority

acted correctly or not. I do not wish to be drawn into a discussion

as to whether the I.G E. conditions of contract are fair or unfair,

but it is indisputable that they are much more equitable than
some of the conditions (including those referred to in my letter)

drawn np by purchasers. They do not, for instance, appoint the

contractor sole arbitrator.

Being, as I mentioned above, a manufacturer, it is not within
my province to reply to Mr. Parse's allegations as to the manner
in which the I.E.E. conditions were adopted.

Mr. Purse apparently suggests that if we manufacturers are not
careful, steps will be taken—presumably by the Government—to

put ns into what he considers our places. If we never do anything
worse than insist on I.E.E. conditions, I think we can contemplate
this possibility with equanimity. Meantime, I expect few people

will agree that insistence upon these conditions justifies the placing

of an order abroad.

Advocate of PatrlottBm in Time of Peace.

Captnring German Trade.

Are we not allowing ourselves to run away with this fascinating

thought regardless of prudence ?

No one donbts but that this country has the opportunity of

benefiting for the present by business being diverted to her which
would previously have been placed on the Continent, and that new
markets will to some extent be available of which she has pre-

viously been deprived due to the unfair competition emanating
from Germany. But the numerous suggestions of capturing

German trade by taking up new lines of manufacture would seem
to be largely ill-considered.

I venture to predict that six months after the conclusion of

peace, the business community of this oonntry, lacking all sense of

patriotism where commerce is concerned, except in so far as

patriotism lies in buying in the cheapest market regardless of all

considerations excepting price, will resume buying German goods,

if available. And only in the event of the Teuton ceasing to exist

as a trading nation would there seem to be any justification for

capital being invested in new industries as long as our policy

offers capital no protection against nnfair competition from
outside.

For instance, whatever arguments may fairly be advanced in

favour of encouraging foreign capital being invested in this

country for manufacturing purposes, and to the extent of such

operations treating these concerns as British, no arguments can
surely be advanced for allowing, as we have done, German-controlled
companies, by trading under the British flag to act primarily as

stalking horses for their German factory, and under cover of the

British company accepting Britij<h and Colonial orders wliiuh keep
(employed in Germany often many times the number of men
employed in Great Britain And yet our policy is to accept such
acts as advantageous to the country.
Apart from the larger 'luestion of Free Trade i. Protection,

manufacturers in this country will require to feel that the com-
mercial policy of the country offers some protection before

being able to induce capital once again to How freely into her
industries.

That the terms of peace, when they come to be drafted, may
result automatically in removing some forms of unfair competition
would not be surprising : but until this comes about it is difficult

to see what security can be offered to capital in attempting, under
our present policy, the creation of new industries.

E. J. Fox.
London, S.W., Sfptemhfr 28'A, I'JH.

Is "Eartlilng" an Extra?

This question of " Extras '

is as old as the hills with a certain

class of wiring contractors.

They contract to lay cables and wire buildings with the best

material, and finish in a workmanlike manner. When the work
is finished, in what he pretends to think a proper manner, the

contractor is quite surprised when told he must have continuity

with his conduit, and cable armouring properly earthed, before he
can have the power switched on. After a lot of hot words, heard
and unheard, he earths the job to pass the requirements of the

Home Office and the local authority.

Now we get to Stage 2 of the farce.

The consumers have been protected so far by the Home Office and
the Local Supply Co. Why do not they make examples of the men
who are in the habit of dissecting essential parts of the contract,

and serving them up again in the form of extras ? An authorised

plumber might just as well start to charge an extra on a contract

job for the red lead used on his pipe joints.

My advice to engineers up against this injustice of '' Extra for

Earthing," is to let the contractor sue for his extra and give him-
self the publicity he deserves, which I have no doubt will have
the desired effect on hjs future orders, if he is fortunate enough to

get any.
Inspecting Engineer.

September 2i\th, 1914.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES. FITTINGS
AND PLANT.

Edlswan Heaters.

With the near approach of cold weather, the ^ISON & SwAN
United Electbic Light Co. draw attention to the subject of

electric heating, business in which they feel will be but little, if

at all, affected by the war.
In particular they draw attention to their "Royal" heater,

illustrated in fig. 1, which is eonstruoted at their works at Ponder's

End, Middlesex.

Fig. 1.

—

Ediswan "Rotal" Heater.

The apparatus shown is constructed in brass, fittpd with quartza-

lite heaters and is specially suitable for use in drawing rooms,

boudoirs, convalescent homes, hospitals, &c.

A Converted Bar Mill.

In a recent example of a conversion from steam to electric drive,

the mill was previously driven direct by a horizontal steam engine.

This mill has three high roughing rolls and two high finishing
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Irolls and guide train, and in engaf^ed in rolling iron and stael

billets varying between 100 lb. and 200 lb. in weight down to

flat rounds, &o.

To convert to electric drive the steam engine was removed and
replaced by a 30-ton fly-wheel, coupled to the mill shaft and rope-

driven from a 600- volt direct-current compound- wound " Witton
"

motor of 300 h.p., running at an average speed of about 2!)0 B.P..M.

To enable the lly-wheel to do its share of the work, the motor was
compounded so as to have approximately a 20 per cent, drop
between no load and full load.

The motor is controlled by a switch panel provided with main
switch, circuit-breaker, ammeter, speed regulator and multiple

switch starter ;
with the exception of the circuit- breaker, which

is at the top of the board and out of reach, the switchgear is

fitted with protecting covers, and it is also interlocked so th»t

the circuit-breaker, switches and starter must be operated in the

correct sequence whereby accidents are prevented. In addition to

this switchgear a push-switch is provided near the rolls by which
the motor can be stopped in an emergency.
One of the owners recently said it was found (with the motor)

that an increase of 20 per cent, in output was obtained, pirtly due
to the greater regularity with which the train was driven, and,

further than that, the quality of the work was better, due to the

more regular speed which gave a more regular sizs of bar rolled.

There was also a considerable economy in the matter of labour and
in lubricating materials.

The energy for driving this motor is generated from exhaust
steam, so that the power is obtained very cheaply. The electrical

plant driving this mill was supplied by the Geneual Electric Co.,

Ltd., of Witton, Birmingham,

Simplex Conduit Fittings.

MKasES. Simplex Conduits, Ltd., of 116, Charing Cross Road,

W.Ov, have forwarded us one of their mailing cards referring to

the Simplex outlet cover inspection bends and tees, wtuch provide

REVIEWS.

Figs. 2 and 3.—Special Simplex Conduit Fittings.

an easy means of branching off from the main run of conduit to

a light point and switch, and result in an exceedingly neatjiano-

tion. These are made in i, i and I sizes, and are illustrated in

figs. 2 and 3,

Aster Generating Set.

The accompanying illustration shows a new type ot direct-

coupled generating set just pat on the market by the Aster
Engineering Co. (1913), Ltd, of Wembley, Middlesex. It

consists of a four-cylinder highspeed single-acting petrol engine

of 8 H. p., driving a 4 J-KW. dynamo, with a water-cooled radiator

mounted on the yoke of the latter. A large number of these have

recently been supplied to the Government.

Fio 4.—Astku lJ-K\v. Generating Set

As will be seen, the design is exceptionally neat and workman-

like ; we understand that extremely silent running is a special

feature of the set, which also runs without vibration. Th« speed

is 1,225 R.r.M., and the gross weight of the sot about 1,300 lb.
;

it

is suitable for country house and yacht lightine, kinematograph

theatres, &c.. and can be provided with a paratVui carburettor or

run on town gas it desired. A sensitive governor is fitted, and an

oil oiroolating pump ; the orank-oase is of aluminium

PhotO'Elcctricity. By A. L. Hughes, D.Sc., B.A.
London : Cambridge University Press. Price 6/-

net.

This work gives an account of electrical effects

due to the action of light, so far as these have been
ascertained. It is true that the whole subject is

still very much in the experimental stage; neverthe-

less, a sufilicient quantity of data has now been ob-

tained to render a concordance of the 'csults desir-

able and valuable. Practical men should remember
that future great discoveries are likely to lie along

the borderland of the sciences of physics, chemistry

and electro-technics, and that for this reason they

should keep a very observant eye upon the results

of researches into this region. A great amount of

experimental work is now being carried on all over

the world, and we are indebted to the author of
" Photo-Electricity," amongst others, for simpli-

fying such results as have been obtamed up to the

present and putting them into readable and consecu-

tive form.
Hertz, in 1887, was the first to note that a spark

passed between metallic terminals in air more easily

when light from another spark fell on the negative

terminah This effect led to a number of investiga-

tions by Halhvachs, Elster and Geitel, and others

who found that electrified metallic conductors lost

electrification when illuminated by a suitable source

of light. It was afterwards discovered that the illu-

minated metal could lose negative but not positive

charges. If the metal were initially insulated and

uncharged, then it acquired a small positive charge,

but the potential to which it rose did not exceed a

volt. The effect on these metals was found to be

due to ultra-violet light alone. With the alkali

metals, on the other hand, experiment showed that

the light of wave-lengths within the range of the

visible spectrum as well as ultra-violet light was

effective. The emission of negative electricity from

an illuminated plate is now generally known as the

photo-electric effect, and the theory which at present

holds the field states that when light of suitable

wave-length falls upon the surface of a metal

sudden and violent changes occur to some of the

atomic systems in the line of fire—changes so dis-

turbing that one of the electrons leaves the system

altogether. This electron—which is a negative unit

of electricity and the smallest quantity of matter

known to exist, having a mass but one-eighteen-

hundredth part the mass of the hydrogen atom-
alone can escape, and the positive charge necessarily

associated with the parent atom remains in the sur-

face. In the presence of a gas these electrons be-

come ions. Experimental research also makes it

pretty clear that each substance has a definite wave-

length at which its photo-electric effect starts.

Longer wave-lengths are useless, while all wave-

lengths shorter are elfective.

The author considers the ionisation of gases and

vapours bv ultra-violet light. Up to the present, ex-

periments' have been chiefly concerned with estab-

lishing the fact of this ionisation. Many questions

still remain unanswered, such as the effect of tem-

perature, pressure and mixture of gases. He then

discusses the velocities of emission of photo-elec-

trons and the total photo-electric effect, the latter

including applications to radiometry, the results ol

temperature variation, the effect of an electric dis-

charge on sensitiveness, and fatigue in presence ol

a gas and in vacuo. Much work follows on the

photo-electron effect considered as a function ot the

frcqueitcvand state of polarisation of the light, and

then the're are chapters on the photo-electric pro-

perties of thin metallic films and of non-metallic

elements and inorganic compounds. -V few short

chapters on dves, on fluorescent and phosphorescent

substances, on positive ravs produced by light, and
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un sources of light used in plioto-electric experi-

ments conclude the work.
'Ihe book goes very thoroughly into all modern

experimental research related to its subject, much
of this research being due to the author himself.

The whole question of the action of light on the

electrons of the atom is imi)ortant and may have

valuable and far-reaching results, and we consider

the author is to be heartily congratulated on the

lucid manner in which he has dealt with it.--W.J.C.

ll'ater Turbines. By Ing. Jouann Hallinger.

Munich: Verlagsanstalt Joh. C. Huber.

With characteristic Teutonic thoroughness, Herr
llallinger sets out opposite to the German text of

his treatise excellent translations in both French and

English, ilis object, apparently, is to show that

most hydro-electric power stations are not laid out

to the best effect. Nowadays, certainly, it does

happen that with larger machines proportionately

higher building costs have to be confronted. To
enable the proportion to be adjusted the author

describes new liydro-electric buildings that are 40
per cent, cheaper than those witn the ordinary lay-

out. Not only this, it is claimed that the installation

of the machinery is simplified and its working
capacity increased.

Brietiy, the idea is to do away with right-angled

gearing between the turbine and the dynamo and to

have both units direct-coupled and all in one plane.

Not only one, but two turbines running in tandem,
or even three all on one shaft, can be used, an
arrangement that Herr Hallinger claims " enables

turbine and dynamo constructors to produce the most
practicable and cheapest sets of machines." The
row of turbines is placed at right angles to the flow

of water, thus giving a simpler building than if they
were parallel with the stream. The new arrange-
ment is claimed to be suitable for small or large

power stations with falls of from 10 to lOO feet.

The author's monograph is replete with diagrams,
plans and photographs of actual stations built on
these lines, and calculations showing the savings
effected in construction and operation, and is worthy
of study by electrical engineers interested in water
power schemes.

Electro-Thermal Methods of Iron and Steel Pro-
duction. By John B. C. Kershaw, F.I.C, with
an introduction by Dr. J. A. Fleming, F.R.S.
London: Constable & Co., Ltd. Price 8/6 net.

Electric furnaces for use in the metal industrj'
seem at last to be coming to occupy the position that
common sense dictates they must ultimately reach
now that this type of furnace has proved its import-
ance in conjunction with the open-hearth furnace,
Bessemer converter and blast furnace.

In his very useful volume on this subject, Mr.
Kershaw wisely directs the attention of his readers
towards the practical application of electric heating
in the iron and steel industry rather than to the
theory of the subject which, after all, w^ould interest
only a small class—the designers and constructors
of large furnaces. By keeping to accounts of actual
mstallations—often very difflcuh to learn of, by the
way—and of methods of operation of the various
types of furnaces described, and by gidng summaries
of working costs and tests of raw materials and
finished steel, the author has rendered a useful ser-
vice, particularly to the average steelmaker.
Mr. Kershaw has no axe to grind, so he is able

to describe and discuss the many types of furnaces
and processes quite impartially. By virtue of his
position in this respect he has been quite successfulm securing the active assistance of the makers or in-
ventors of practically all the well-known electric fur-
naces, such as the Heroult (the recent death of the

inventor of which is so much to be regretted by the

electrical and metallurgical world), Girod and Stas-

sano. 'i'hese are the most widely used furnaces,

there being over 50 of the former and 20 of the Girod

type now in successful operation. As might be ex-

j)ecled, the lack of suitable water-power causes this

country to occupy a low position in the lists prepared

by Mr. Kershaw to show where the various types

are being employed. Germany would seem to be in

the forefront, with the United States taking second
jjlace. Both of these countries are large users of

electric steel rails, five thousand tons of which have
been laid on railway tracks out in the Western States

of America, and it is reported that not a single

electric rail has failed. Similarly good reports have
been received by the author regarding German rails

made from electric steel, and he surmises that " the

savings resulting from their longer life and greater
freedom from breakage may more than counter-
balance the extra cost of the electrical treatment."
Such steel must obviously be more costly than ordin-

ary steel, since it is simply Bessemer or open-hearth
steel subjected to special heat treatment in a neutral

atmosphere. Rail steel and construction steel is

usually produced in the Ucroult type of furnace. As
regards cost, Mr. Kershaw, sjjeaking of the latter

type, makes the interesting statement that " at Shef-
field, where the cost of electric power (as generated
from coal by the Corporation Electricity Works) is

.48d. per Kw.-hour, the cost of refining molten metal
will probably run between 4s. 6d. and 8s. 6d. per ton,

and when cold scrap is used as raw material for the
electric furnaces, the costs will rise to between 19s.

and 21S. 6d. per ton." Other types of electric fur-

nace described are also being used in Sheffield, par-
ticularly in the manufacture of the alloy steels re-

quired for tools and projectiles, for which Sheffield

is justly famed, and which it is hoped w^ill at least

be equally as satisfactory, both technically and finan-

cially, as the steel made by the older methods.

StCiDU Pipes: Their Construction and Maintenance.
Manchester: The Vulcan Boiler and General In-

surance Co. Price i/-.

This book contains the digested experience of a
boiler insurance company in tne important detail of
steam pipes. Accidents to steam pipes have been
far too frequent for anyone to entertain longer the
opinion that pipes are a negligible item in steam
engineering. Until quite recently steam pipes were
of cast iron. As pressures rose they remained of
cast iron, but were merely made thicker. For
modern pressures the material is unsuited, and pipes
have for some years been made of wrought iron or
steel, but the valves and junction-pieces w^ere still

of cast iron, but very thick. Especially with the
high temperatures that go with high pressures and
with superheat on the top of these, the stresses in

steam pipes have been increased in a double ratio,

and expansion has now to be specially provided for.

Steam pipes must, says this book, be regarded from
six special points:—A sufficiency of area to carry
the steam without undue loss of pressure-head—

a

matter which entails cost and loss of heat if over-
done. Full discharge of water must be provided for;

expansion and contraction must be allowed for with-
out producing creeping; and, without sacrificing

these, the pipe must be supported and provision
made to prevent vibration and strain from any cause

;

the pipes must be strong enough to carry the
pressure within them, and they must be protected
from heat losses.

The first consideration is a matter of proper
choice of velocity. Loss of heat is a matter of
velocity very largely, but larger diameters than
necessary cause loss of heat; the two losses
must be worked out to give a minimum net loss, and
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some extra pressure loss may be allowed for short

periods for a big demand, rather than incur the con-

stant loss of heat from laryer pipes half employed.
The calculated velocity for steam at 200lb. should,

it IS said, be limited to Coft. per second, and exhaust
pipes may carry steam at even 350ft. per second.
Experiment is called for to determine the losses

due to the friction of excess velocities, rough sur-

faces, changes of direction and excessive condensa-
tion. As to drainage, it is recognised as foolish to

attempt the obsolete practice of draining back to the
boiler, for what can gravity effect in a nearly hori-
zontal pipe as compared witli the drag of the rushing
steam ? An illustration is given to show a case
which would cause water hammer. There are some
good illustrations of water separators and comment
on their faults and virtues, a specially commended
one being inclined and apparently capable of fulfill-

ing all that is claimed for it.

As to material for pipe, cast iron is rightly con-
demned. It is neither elastic nor fully sound and
rarely of even thickness all round. It is permeable
to liquids and is liable to ultimate disintegration,
especially with superheated steam. It is also liable

to increase in bulk when heated to 530° F. and even
to 430°. Nor is copper a safe metal, especially when
brazed; and copper loses half its strength at 700° F.
Steel only remains, and even this is not always safe

for lap-welds are apt to be cold shut. Many pipes
are riveted. Even if this reduces the nominal
strength of a pipe one can at least know that it can
be relied upon up to what percentage of strength
rivets will give.

Between 32° and 212° cast iron expands i-900th.

Between 32° and 366° it expands 1-500. Hence the
rule for expansion in inches E = difference of tem-
perature Fahr. degrees x length in feet -f 13,500.
For steel the divisor is 11,000 to 14,000, and for
copper 9,000. Thus the expansion for steam at

1501b. works out at 2.67 inches per 100 feet, and the
same steam superheated to 500" woidd cause an ex-
pansion of 4 inches.

It is advised to make each section of pipe short
by one-half the calculated expansion.

Illustrations are given of expansion bends and
other details. Some steel alloy is hoped for which
wmI have a very low co-efficient of expansion.
Nickel steel—invar metal— is already known to have
an expansion of nearly o. But sad to say, invar
will not .stand high-temperature steam. It is an
alloy of iron 64, nickel 36, and its expansion is not
quite nil, but one-twentyeighth that of plain steel

and survey tapes may be used if luade of invar with-
out any need for temperature correction.
Chapter VI deals with jointing and materials for the

same, and a warning is sounded against attempting
to remedy a leak by the spanner—a risky proceeding
unless done by a man of experience with a new joint

at a pressure much Ijelow the normal. Once set, it

is criminal to carry out such tightening of a joint

under pressuie.

The next chai)ler treats of suspension and sup-
port by sling rods and brackets, and gives a table for
suspension springs of Ym. to §in. steel such as are
suitable to give a slightly clastic suspension at each
hanger. Such springs should be forruled as a guard
against overload. A section deals with vibration.
Rollers, good in theory, fail in practice very fre-

quently. They ought to be self-clearing of dust in

oiu- opinion, and their axles ought to run on raised
paths without control except at the end of the pos-
sible run. They sliould not run in bearings, wliicli

may rust up.

It is probably better ])iaclico lo have rubbing-
strips secured to the pipe, the strip to run on a fixed
bracket. Such strips have considerable friction yet
are free to move while not allowing vibration.

In Chapter VIII exhaust pipes are treated, and a
caution is given as to the dangers of all pipes under
e.Kternal pressure, or filled with vaculim as it is quite
usual to say.

On valves it is said, and we are glad to note it,

that valve cases or bodies should be of steel. Other-
wise this chapter appears to be a description of the
valves of one maker. The conical ajutage valve,
first described in the columns of the Elec. Rev.,
is here credited to the Messrs. Hopkinson. What
they did was to put in the lower projection to make
an eddy preventer, but the original invention of
conical ajutage valves was not theirs, but was made
by an engineer on the ground that the use of full-

sized valves was too costly, and that steam would
pass rapidly through small-way valves without
serious pressure loss.

The Calculus for Engineering Students. By J.
GRAH.Mki. London: E. & F. N. Spon, Ltd. Fourth
Edition—Price 5/- net.

The processes of differentiation and integration
dealt with under the designation of " The Calculus

"

were devised independently by Newton and Leibnitz
as the simplest and most appropriate means of deal-

ing numerically with problems of velocity and accel-

eration, of particles singly or aggregated into the
masses we call noaterial bodies, that is to say, of

reducing them to forms susceptible of calculation.

Every engineer has to solve such problems in his

professional work, and the engineering student
therefore has to learn to solve them. By restricting

the field of his operations within somewhat narrow
limits he may solve a considerable number of such
problems by what mathematical teachers of a past
generation used to call elementaiy methods, but
which were in reality incomparably more laborious
than the simple and more appropriate methods of

the calculus. But the Cambridge teachers had made
a fetish of the calculus. It was the formal portal

giving entrance to the Higher Mathematical
Analysis. Cambridge students were classified into

men who understood the Differential Calculus and
the men who did not, and before they were allowed
to enter these sacred portals they were compelled to

learn and jiractise the many complex and devious
methods devised by teachers for avoiding the use
of the far simpler methods invented by the two great
master builders of modern dynamics. The sacred
ground was further fenced against the conunon herd
of practical men who studied dynamics, not as a
system of mental gynmastics, but for the purpose
of applying their knowledge to the more prosaic end
of earning their bread by applying their knowledge
of nature to the satisfying of the material wants of

their fellows. For the elementary text-books of

dynamics were written for the elementary work of

the mathematical schools, while the more advanced
treatises were to all intents and purposes mere exer-

cises on the calculus, largely taken up with the solu-

tion of problems devised merely as such exercises.

and bearing no relation whatever to the observed
laws of nature. Long and strenuous efforts on the

part of Professor William Thomson, afterwards
Lord Kelvin, and Professor Tait, admirably
seconded by James Clerk Maxwell and others,

ultimately overthrew this artificial system, took us
back to Newton's methods, and brought the calculus

down from the strictly guarded pedestal on which
ii had been posed as an object of veneration to make
it once more a useful tool for the study of nature,
as intended by its makers.

n(H)ks of the type of which the present volume is

n very excellent example are among the fruits of

this work. It is written for the average type of
engineering student who has no aspirations towards
becoming a mathematician, and who studies the
calculus solely with the view of acquiring such a

working knowledge of it as will enable him to carr\

out such calculations as he may expect to have to
deal with habitually in his professional work, and
to follow intelligently such professional treatise? and
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original jjupcrs as he may laid it to his advantage to

study. And the student who works through this

little volume will very seldom find himself at fault

in either respect. The present edition has been so

much enlarged and so extensively re-written in the

light of the author's ever-growing experience of the

requirements of his engineering pupils as to make it

practically a new work, and yet better than a new
work, for every page, both of text and of examples

to be worked out by the reader bears evidence

to its being no mere compilation, but a true growth,

developing in response to the stimuli furnished by

the needs of the engineering students at the Fins-

bury Technical College.

Two brief introductory chapters recapitulatmg

algebraical, trigonometrical, and geometrical formu-

lae and results of primary import to the students of

the calculus, must be regarded by him merely as

recapitulations, and not as sufiicing for foundations

of his knowledge of the subjects. Nine chapters

are then devoted to the development of the smipler

aspects of differentiation as required by the average

engineer, followed by six on integration. Chapter

XVIII deals with the expansion of periodic func-

tions, so essential to the electrical engineer, in which

Fourier's Theorem is very simply dealt with as a tool

for use, omitting, of course, all demonstration of its

validity and of the limitations of its use, which the

engineering student must take on trust from the

mathematician unless he continues his mathematical

studies to the extent of becoming himself a mathe-

matician. Then follow chapters of practical appli-

cations, wuth a useful one on the use of Hyperbolic

Functions, and five chapters on the simpler types of

differential equations with which the engineer mainly

has to deal, and which can be dealt with by the aid

of a merely elementary mathematical equipment.

Two chapters on applications of the cakulus to

functions of more than one variable, including

problems of maxima and minima, a collection of

well selected miscellaneous examples, and a good
index, conclude a little handbook which may be con-

fidently recommended, both to the average engineer-

ing student who will rest content with the know-
ledge of the subject which can be acquired by con-

scientiously working through it, and to the excep-

tional student, who may use it with advantage as a

stepping-stone to a deeper and wider study.

G. W. de T.

MECHANICAL CHARGING OF BLAST
FURNACES.

By N. KAPP (Birmingham.)

{Ahsiraci oj Paper Contributed to the Ieon AND STeEL
Institdte, September, 1914.

In order to convey large quantities of material in a given time,
the conveyor must run continuously in one direction without
stopping, "the empty vessels returning to be refilled. The only
way to get a continuous stream of charging material from the
bunkers to the hoppers without recharging is to split up the
charge into a number of small units, and to run them in an
unbroken line past the coke-ovens and bunkers, up to the
hoppers, and back again to the charging stations.

The chain conveyor is bound to one plane. If it travels up
to the furnace mouth and down to the charging platform, it

cannot travel sideways as well. But the bunkers or coke-ovens
are probably situated in quite another part of the ground, and
to reach them the conveyor would have to pass round many
corners. This apphes more especially to old existing plants in
which new methods of conveyance are to be instaUSl. In the
case of such works, which will be the most usual case in Eng-
land, the conveying plant must possess the greatest adapta-
bility to the local conditions. The advantages of a bucket
conveyor can, however, be retained by sphtting up the chain
into separate detached links, and supplying each link with
motive power of its own. Such an arrangement is the electric

telpher. Here we have a means of conveying material from
the most distant and inaccessible places in an unbroken Une to
the furnace mouth.

The principle of the plant is the ouoie ai the «ld niiaei'*
tub puahtxi by bund, the men who pushed them bemg replaced
by sriiall elfctric mottirs which act entirely without auperviaiou
from the moment they are sent on their way from the coke-
ovens and ore bunkers to tlio moment they arrive at the hopper
l)iatform and range up round the hopper. All that i'^ left for
the men to do is to knock up a catch and empty the skips into
the hojiner, pull a switch and send the empty cars on their
way back to the bunkers.

I will confine my deficription to the Bleicbert syhtem of
electric telphering lor charging blast-furnacca.
The telpher conHista of a traveller fitted with an electro-

motor, which receives current (usually direct current at 110
volts) by means of a bow collector and a line wire. The skip
is suspended from the traveller by a couple of hangerH, and ig

slung in pivots in such u manner that it is in unstable equili-

brium when full, and therefore upsets as soon as the catch is

knocked up. When empty, however, it is unstable in an
inverted ixjsition, which makes it very easy to right the skip
and throw in the catch. The working of the line being entirely
automatic, it is necessary for the safety of the cars U> intro-
duce a block system, similar to that on a railway, but entirely
self-acting.

For this purpose the telpher line is divided into a number
of sections, each section receiving current over a switch. The
switches are of a drum ty|>e, and are turned by the |)as8ing

of a car in such a manner as to cut off the current frum the
.section it has just left. At the same time the switch gives
current to the section which was deprived of current before.
so that there is always a dead section behind every car, and
no second car can approach closer than the length of one
block section. The number of these sections and block switches
depends upon the output of the line. Greater output means
more telpher cars and more sections, so that the cars can
move closer together. Herein lies a great advantage of this

system, namely, the ease with which a telpher plant can be
extended if a greater output be desired. To double the output
subsequently, all that is necessary is to cut the line into twice
as many sections, put in twice as many block switches, and run
twice as many cars as before. The limit to the extension is

given by the shortest possible distance allowable between two
cars. Experience has shown that this distance is about 12
metres on an open track. .\t the chargina stations or in a
siding. 3 metres are ample : 12 metres are, however, necessary
where there are points and crossings, to give time for these
to work before the next car is ready to enter them. Other-
wise a great deal of unnecessary stopping and starting would
occur ail along the line.

The block switches, which effect the blf)cking and releasing
of the cam (fig. 1), are no different in principle from those to

be found in every hotel bedroom, one at the door and one

.S2_

a^_^iU . ^

Pig. 1.

over the bed. If we switch on at the door, we can switch

out at the bed, and vice versa. This is just what the car does.

It switches off the section it has just left, and switches it on
again when it reaches the next section. By means of this

simple switching system it has been possible to solve the
most complicated problems of interblocking at switches and
crossings, of automatically turning the points, and so forth.

'I'he principle underlying the block system in a siding is as
follows (fig. 2):-

If the line a is cut out by a car turning switch A, it must

FiQ. 2

be given current again when the car reaches switch B, or, if

the points are set accordingly, when it reaches switch C. The
supply of current to a must therefore be controlled from two
places, B and C.

is an ordinary reversing switch. Suppose B and A are

in step : and supposing a current to pass from B to A via C,

using the upper lead, then this current will be cut off on a

car passing switch A, which throws the switch blades on to

the lower lead. In order again to supply current to A, the

switch blades of B may be thrown on to the lower lead by
the car passing B, or the upper and lower leads may be

crossed against each other by the car passing 0. In that case

the current will pass from the upper lead at B through the

reversing switch into the lower lead at A, and into the line.
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The switch gear is totally enclosed, and thus unaffected by
weather conditions. ITio greatest advantage of this system,

however, lies in its safety. Should a switch become defective

by breakage or some euch cause, the contacts can never jam
in such a manner as to give cuircnt to a section that should

be blocked. Thoy can only fail to release a section which has

already been blocked by the iirovious car, and thus cause a

stoppage of cars all along the line, which will immediately be

noticed.

At the bunkers and charging stations the line is divided into

a number of short sections, so that a number of empty skips

can wait for filling just outside the stations. Kach car, as

soon as it is charged, is .sent on its way by giving current to

the section on which it stands by means of a pull switch. As
Boon ns it turns the bl(x;k switch at the end of this short

charging section, all the cars waiting outside the station move
up by one section.

The nxist important part of the plant is the ropeway incline,

and a very neat method of automatically coupling the cars to

the running rope is the automatic gripping device invented by
Adolf 7:ileichert. The principle underlying this invention is

that of letting the weight of the car act directly on the grip
of the rope. Fig. 3 shows the principle, omitting constructive

details.

The gripping jaws are hke the jaws of a nut-cracker. One
arm of the nut-cracker goes to the traveller, and the other
carries the load. The pressure on the rope is therefore directly

Fig. 3.

proportional to the weight of the skip. When the rope is to

be released, the weight is taken up by a couple uf rollers in

connection with the one lever arm, and the jaws open and
release the rope. With this system it is immaterial whether
the rope used is thick or thin, and therefore the gripping

power becomes no smaller when the rope is old and has

decreased in diameter owing to stretching.

At the foot of the incline, where the telpher car is auto-

matically attached to the rope, the suspension rail is bent
slightly downwards, so that the car cannut fail to move for-

wards with the speed of the running rope at the point of

coupling, which prevents a sudden load coming on to the rope,

.^s soon as the latter is gripped, and the car starts on its way
up the incline, there is no further nee<l for electric power, and
the line is interrupted until the top of the elevator is reached,

where the cars are automatically uncoupled, and run on under
current. It once happened that a car was admitted into the

incline by a careless workman before the ropeway had been
started up. Consequently the car was held back by the rope

and left under current until the armature burnt out. In oixler

to safeguard against such an occurrence again, the line is now
interrupted before the point of coupling and the section at the

beginning of the incline supplieil with current over a special

fuse, sf) that the motor cannot burn out.

Recently a further safety device has been added to each
car, in order to prevent the burning out of an armature, which
might occur from such causes as overloading the skip, or in

the case of automatic discharge, allowing the pile to grow to

such a height that the cars get stuck in it, whilst the motor
is under current. .\u ordinary fuse is no good in this case,

as it would have to be large enough to take the full st.arting

current, which is about three times the normal current; but

Fio. i.

three times the normal current continuously would ba sufficient

to burn out the armature. A thermostatic time fuse is there-
fore used, the action of which depends on the heating of the
motor casing. The principle is illustrated in fig. 4.

The current from the negative motor brush passes to earth
over a fuse of some metal, which melts at 6i(r to 80° C. A
good contact is ensured by a spring. If the temperature of
the motor casing exceeds a given value, the fuse melts, and
the plunger contact drops into a well, where it has no con-
nection to earth, and the motor current is internipted.

In the case of charging by telpher the ore is stored in

bunkers. These are cross divided into a number of cells from
which the ore may be drawn into telpher skips running on
several lines underneath the bunker. If several different kinds
of ore aro smelted, as is usually the caee, the different sorts

are stored next to each other, each kind running across the
bunker. Such an arrangement is convenient, as each class of

ore is kept to its special portion of the bunker, and not
scattered over it in various places, and charging the bunker
by rail is thus facilitated.

At the entrance and exit of the bunkers the various telpher
tracks join up by points to one suspension rail, which takes
the charge to the "charge siding " (fig. .5). Each furnace ha?
its particular siding where the charge is built up by admitting
the correct number of skips filled with ore.and flux, a. b. and c,

foi- each furnace, until the charge is complete. This is done
by one man, stationed in a signal and switch box at the

^t=n

Fig. 5.

entrance to the siding. As soon as the charge for one furnace
is complete, the whole train is sent up to the hopper at once.
The cars automatically grip the rope on the incline, at a
distance from each other regulated by the block switches. On
arriving at the furnace mouth where they are needed, they
range up in a siding one behind the other, from which position

they can be brought forward separately by means of a pull

switch, and emptied into the hopper at any de.'ired point.

Prom here the empty skips are sent back to the bunkers on
the " dow-n " track, thus completing the loop. It will be seen
that one charge never interferes with the working of another,
as the motion is continnou.sly a forward one. It is obvious
that an arrangement such as this allows of a very thorough
supervision of the composition of the charge thrown into the
furnace, as building-up the charge is in the hands of one
responsible person, and does not depend in the least on the
rest of the men.

.Another method besides the ropeway for hoisting the telpher
skip to the furnace mouth which has been found to be very
successful where the height of the furnace is not very great is

the spiral elevator. Tlie principle of this is that of a snirally-

bent susnension rail, up which the telpher cars are pushed by
means of a vertical bar. which is made to revolve in the spiral

and press against a roller at the rear end of the cars. The
bar revolves continuously, and the cars are admitted at the
correct moment for the bar to carry them to the top. This is

done bv interblocking in the following manner :

—

The last block section is nliu'ed a little before the spiral, the
line entering the spiral being always under current to ensure
the car moving right forward into a position where it may be
caught by the revolving bar.

In order to prevent a collision between the revolving bar and
the telpher car entering the spiral, two separate blocking
devices are arranged for the car and the mechanism of the
spiral respiH'tively. fonsidering the blix-k syst-em for the
telpher first : the la«t bWk section is cut off from the surnlv
on a car passing switch T. (fig. fi1. and will onlv be signalled

free ai^ain when the car has ras,=ed switch O that is at the
foot of the incline un the spiral, when it will be carried swav
by the mechanism of the spiral, and make room for the next
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over, happen that, owing to some accident, eay a fuse blowing,
the car passes switch T, and thon stops between T and O in
thf path of the revolving bar. In this case it becomes neces-
Bary to stop the spiral automatically to prevent a collisioD.

1'ho IjIolIc system for this is as follows: The motor for driving
thn .'ipiral is provided with a no-pressuro cut-out, and the cur-
rent for holding up the no-prcssure relay is supplied from two
indopendttit sources, first over the two block switches T and S,
anil secondly over a switch L, operated by the spiral arrange-
ment. This switch Tj is always switched in oxce|)t when the
bar passes through the dangerous zone. During this time the
no-pre.ssure rolay must take its current from T over S. If,

luiwevcr, a car happens to be standing between T and S nt
this moment, that is, standing in a dangerous position, the
two block switches T and S will be out of step and no current
can flow. Conseiiuently the no-pressuro relay will drop out
;ind the spiral mechanism stop, as soon as the bar comes into
the dangerous zone.
The spiral for conveying the empty skips downwards needs

a special arrangement for drawing the cars forward at the
right moment, so that they may rest behind the revolving
bar which guides them down. The live wire is interrupted
about H feet before the entrance to the spiral, so that the
spee<l of the car will be greatly diminished in travelling over
this short dead sectinn against the brakes. At the end it is

caught bv a hook, which prevents it running freely down the
spiral, llie ton of the revolving mechanism is provided with
an outrigger of a peculiar curved shape, so constructed as to
catch a projecting lug on the traveller, and draw the car
forward asit revolves. The hook, which hitherto held the car
back, is raised by a saddle-shaped angle iron engncing with a
roller on the hook. As the car is guided int-o the spiral it

slides into position behind the revolving bar, and is now ready
to st:irt on the de.'scent. The curved outrigger is so constinicted
that the pressure on the car is always in the direction of motion
of the latter, so that there is no tendency for the car to jump
the rails. Moreover, the curve is extremely gentle at the first

impact, .so that the traveller is moved forward only a little for
n big movement of the outrigger, and gradually sneeded up
on entering the spiral. Bv this meaps there is no jar on the
mechanism, nor sudden load on the driving motor of the
elevator when a car enters the spiral on the descent.

COAL-CUTTING MACHINERY AND THE
OUTPUT OF COAL.

Thk total output of minerals from the mines in the United
Kingdom for the year 1913 was 301,611,353 tons, of which
287,411,809 were coal ; 2,585,763 fireclay; 7,709,624
ironstone, 3,280,143 oil-shale, and 623,954 sundry minerals.

A further 18,604 tons of coal were obtained from open
quarries, so that the total output of coal was 287,430,473
tons, which is an increase of 27,014,135 tons on the year

1912, and is the highest output ever recorded. The year

1912, however, is probably not a fair comparison, as

the national strike took place that year when practically the

whole of the mines were stopped for nearly six weeks.

Compared, however, with the year 1911, there is an increase

of 15,5:i8,574 tons.

The total number of persons employed in the 3,289 coal

mines was 1,1 2 7,800, being an increase of 38,800 over

those employed during the previous year. Of these, 909,834
were males employed underground, while 211,483 males
and 6,573 females were employed above ground.

Compared with the year 1873 it is interesting to note

that the output of minerals under the Coal Mines Act is

more than doubled, being in 1873, 143,041,246 tons, and
301,011,353 tons in 1913. It is, however, noteworthy

that though mining conditions have undoubtedly im-
proved, both on the surface and below ground, yet the

output per underground worker per year is less by
40 to 50 tons per annum. For instance, the average

number of men employed below ground during the years

1873 and 1882 (both inclusive) was 403,281, for an average

output of 152,221,629 tons, giving an average output per

worker of 37 7 '4 tons, whereas for the year 1913 the average

output per underground worker was only 331-5 tons. For
the 10 years 1893 to 1902 the average was 366'7 tons, while

for the year 1911 the average was 331'1 tons, and for 1912,
the year of the strike, it wasonly 310'8 tons. No doubt one
cause of the reduced output may be due to the mines being

older, and to the better seams being exhausted, but the

introduction of improved mining conditions and the use of

coal-cutting machinery one would have thought would have

counterbalanced the etfect dae to this cause, and one can

only come to the conclusion that it is mainly due to the

Socialistic teaching of the men's leaders and legislative

interference in hours and wages. The output for the

different districts is given in the following table :

—

Vl'ANTITY AND VALUE OF COAL UaISKD.
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Thus, in Scotland, the electric machines are credited

with 112,9G.3 tons and the compressed-air machines with

18,915 tons. In the Xorthern Division G,n;i tons, in

Yorkshire 8,094 tons, both by compressed-air machines
;

whilst in the Soulliern Division the ekctric machines

obtained .OO.lsi tons, and compressed-air machines .33,92.')

tons of ironstone. Hence we have a total of 1,307 electric-

driven machines responsible for 14,;il(),3Ji' tons of minerals

and '[,^f<7 compressed-air machines with an output of

10,289,256 tons. The larj;cr number of compressed-air

machines with the smaller output is due to the great

number of small percussive machines.

With regard to the e.xtended use of electricity in mines,

the following table gives the aggregate electrical horse-

power used for different purposes :

—

opportunity, and would even brini; with them sampler. The
opinions expreeeed should be taken down in shorthand, tran-

scribed, and forwarded to the secretary of the aasociated makerr.
The reports would be analysed and the results, alone witQ the
8ample«, submitted to a (general meetintr of the makers ooncemed
in the venture. The effect of such a scheme would be to obviate
overlapping of effort ; it would facilitate the distribotion of pro-
duction amon? the works, as obviously those present at the meet-
ing; would pick and chooi>e what suited their plants, and it would
have the advantage of eliminatiner patterns likely to prove oniale-
able and profitless, and of checkiuf; the undue multiplication of

patterns. There ought to l>e no wasted energy by dopli-r.*:r.z

designs if the scheme were properly worked. The grov.'

manufacturers' associations during recent years haa mai'
proposals quite practical, and it only requires a little initiaiitt:

in each to start such a scheme a-rolling in every trade the (jermans
have invaded."

Electbical Trade Outlook lu Sooth Ajiebica.— In the

course of a valoable series of articles on " British remt German
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mttnufauturorB of this country and the Unit«<l Ktatee abould
approach thn uonduut of the enterpriiie.

"... MunufaotarerB and oontraotora on this side that they
will not find the Latin-Ainerioan marketo in the same placid
and accesaible condition as those to which they are ordinarily
aoouatomed. .last as the European war and ita disastrous conse-
quences have disturbed and incommoded our own economio state,

80 have the Republics mentioned suffered, and are sufferin^r. It is

inevitable, even for some time to come after the war has been
ended, and the ' reckoning ' has been paid, that business should
remain stai^nant and monetary matters stringent. But that is no
reason for abstaining from ' getting right there,' as our friends the
Americans put it, now. If we await the turn of the tide, and
hesitate to risk anything because the skies are dark and the
situation uncertain, we cannot expect, and we should not deserve,
to succeed when the clouds disperse and the sun of prosperity again
shines out. Now is the time to lay our plans."

liEB.MAN Ei.KCTUOTECHNlCAL WoRKS.—The Ironmonger pub-
lishes the following announcement which was issued by the Associa-
tion of (J arman Electrotcchnical Works just before the turning of the
tide in France and the rout of the Austrian armies ;

—" After our
great successes in the various theatres of war, many municipal
authorities will ask themselves whethi^r the negotiations which
had been broken olT by the declaration of war, for the granting of
concessions for electrical undertakings, or the formation of joint
undertakings between local authorities and the Association, should
not be resumed. It will certainly be to the interest of the com-
munities to discontinue these negotiations. 1 1 Germany is euc-
cessful in the war, quite different factors will have to be taken
into account when eleatrioal conceseions are granted than existed
before the war. The conditions of the money market will be con-
siderably improved, and the boom in trade which may be expected
will also have a material influence on the economic future of the
existing electrical works. Public authorities will therefore be wise
in maintaining for the present an attitude of reserve."

A POWEU COMP.^Ni- AND THE PRINCE OF WALES's FuND.—
Below we print a copy of a letter reoently addressed by the Cleve-
land and Durham Electric Power, Ltd., to the Mayor of Middles-
brough. It will be observed that the company is doubling the
employes' contributions to the Prince of Wales's Fund, instead of
giving a lumpsum contribution. We understand that the scheme
was warmly taken up by the employe's, and that the average volun-
tary contribution per man per week is lOd.

"The Mayor of Middlesbrough,
"Town Hall, Middlesbrough.

" Prince of W'alrs's Fund.
" Dear Alderman Bruce,

" I have pleasure in sending you herewith, as a first donation to
the Prince of Wales's Fund, a cheque for £56. I hope to send you
a like amount each month during the war.

"This sum is made up by voluntary weekly contributions of
the staff and employos of Cleveland and Durham Electric Power,
Ltd., and its allied companies, to which the company is adding a
like sum voted by the directors, who prefer to double the emplejuj'
contributions—in order to encourage them to give as much as
possible—rather than vote a lump sum contribution. Although
the employes are scattered over Durham County and the North
Riding of Yorkshire, and in places so far apart as Consett, Bishop
Auckland, Hartlepool, Thirsk and Malton, it was thought desirable
tifcat their contributions should go to headquarters, viz., Middles-
brough, and be sent in total, to you.
"My directors, in addition to doubling the monthly contri-

butions of the employes, have further decided as follows :

—

" 1. To pay married men on service full wages, less Government
pay-

"2. To pay single men on service half wages, less G overnment pay.
" 3. To give special consideration and aid to dependants on

single men on service.
" 4. To keep all situations open.
"There will therefore ba no call on any public funds by the

employes of the company.
" Up to date about 13 per cent, of the staff and employes are on

active service.
" For Cleveland and Dorham Electbic Poweb, Ltd.,

(Signed) " Arnold B. Gbidley, Manager.
" September 2Ut, 1914."

Mb. Seabbook's Beothee Killed.—We are sure that large
numbers of our readers will desire to express their sympathy with
Mr. A. Hugh cieabrook, of Marylebone, on the death, which
occurred on September TOth, while on duty in France, of his
youngest brother, Lieut. J. H. Seabrook, aged 30, who, at the out-
break of the war volunteered as a dispatch rider. Lieut. John
French Blaks commanding the 5th Signal Troop, R.E , writing of
the circumstances under which Lieut. Seabrook fell, says :

—

Lieut. Seabrook was killed while carrving out his duty. He had done
splendid work for us as a motor cyclist dispitch rider, and was immensely
popular with all. ... We were in touch with the Germans early in the
morning, and moved to turn their Hank. I sent Lieut. Seabrook to the head-
quarters of the 2na Army with a message before this, and when he returned
to the point of dispatch we had gone. He was told by another of my motor
cyclists where we had gone, and which road to take, but he appears to have
missed his way, taken a wrong road, and run straight into the enemy. The
end must have come very quickly and painlessly, as he was shot in the head
—two other bullets also found their mark.

Blackpool Illujiinations.—The autumn season electrical
illuminations of the Blackpool Corporation include a design repre-
senting the flags of the Allies, and at the foot appear the words,
'A Call to Arms. Your King and Country Need Yon.

"

A Plea fob the Single Man.—From what we can gather
there is a disposition in certain quarters to treat the single man
who throws up his position and enlists in the service of his country,

u though he was merely doin(r aa he ihould do, and was entitled
to no consideration Ijeyond a pat on the back. If that were bo,

then what should w« have to say of the millions of young men of
eligible age who are remaining at home with postnand salaries and
wages secure in consequence ! Either we must admire and treat
with fairness and consideration the former, or have what amoanta
to contempt for the latter. We prefer the former of these oounee,
deeming the young man who has broken into his profeaaional
prospects as deserving of consideration wherever an employer is in
a position to give it. .Now if we think of this matter in relation
to electricity supply, we find the argument strengthened. Not
only are municipalities and electric supply authorities generally
well able to carry such a burden as_ half salaries would impose,
but we believe it is a fact that in 'a number of works the staff
remaining at home are doing harder and longer service while
their eon'rerm are away, rendering it possible to avoid filling, even
temporarily, all the places of those who have joined the Coloars,
and so keeping down salaries and wages account. In the caee of
married men it is the fact that there are dependents, whether
wife or children, or both, which regulates the amount of the
allowance, but there are hundreds and thousands of single men
who have dependents upon them. Nobody has any right to probe
into their private affairs—why should they be required to disclose
all about the financial standing of their parents, grandparents, and
other family or other connections when they elect to serve the
country ,' To our way of thinking many a single man is deieiving
of far better treatment than he is receiving, whether he has or haa
not dependents, considering the sacrifice that he is making, and
our view is that half wages to electricity supply men should be
guaranteed, their places, of course, being kept open a^ far as
possible. It would be interesting to know what our electricity
supply works generally are doing in such cases, also what course is

being pursued to get over the difficulties consequent upon the
absence of employ ('?.

Bbitish Alujiinidm Employes.—The British Aluminium Co.,
Ltd., report that up to the present 453 men—equivalent to 20 per
cent, of the company's employes—have joined the forces. At the
Kinlochleven, Larne and Milton Works and at the head office, the
response has been both prompt and enthusiastic, some 40 per cent,
of the total employe's at Kinlochleven alone having volunteered,
the number including practically all those who were eligible. In
addition, about 200 of the men employed at the company's Milton
(North Staffs.) rolling mills are being drilled nightly on the com-
pany's premises by their mates who happen to be old soldiers, and
both here and at Larne—where the Ulster Volunteers are busy
recruiting—more men are joining daily. The places of those who
have been called up are being kept open, temporary provision
being made in the meantime by drawing men from industrite
which are slack during the war, or from those who are otherwise
unfit for service. Financial provision is being made for the staff

in accordance with their responsibilitie?, and the families of all

married employes serving with the Colours, or others dependent
upon them, are being paid 10s. weekly, those residing on the com-
pany's premises doing so rent free for the present. Every effort is

being made to keep tha company's various plants fully occupied.

Trade Openings in Sweden.—The Financier suggests that
British manufacturers and merchants wishing to obtain a market
in Sweden should write to the Secretary, Swedish Chamber of
Commerce in Loudon (Inc.), 5, Lloyd's Avenue, E.G., for names of
importers and advice on oommercial conditions in Sweden, &o. The
Chamber receives daily a large number of inquiries from Swedish
importers who have hitherto purchased from Germany and Austria.

Birmingham Trade.-According to the FinuHcial Timex, Mr.
H. W. Sambridge, President of the Birmingham Chamber of Com-
merce, states that for the moment the local trade is better than
might have been expected after two months of strenuous warfare,
and it is improving. Unemployment is a little in excess of the
average. Financial difficulties are not so pronounced, but what is

urgently needed is complete re-estab'.ishment of the foreigrn

exchanges. As it is, the export trade is being crippled.

The Trade Opportunity in Italy.-The Milan correspondent

of the Tittipx, in referring to the Girman efforts to re-establish

commercial relations with Italy, urgas British exporters to realise

that indignation against German methods gives every facility to

British enterprise at the present moment. " It is absolutely neces-

sary for firms to send representatives to the spot speaking either

Italian or French, and ready with quotations in Italian currency
and weights and measures calculated for delivery. Italy is pre-

pared to da business. An ioBaential person in the industrial lite

of Milan has expressed surprise that so far he has not seen any
English traveller to make the most of a propitious moment
'Why,' he said, if the positions were reversed, we should be
crowded out in our towns by German travellers.'

"

Board of Trade Assistance.—Among other pamphlets of the
spacial series issued by the Board of Trade Commercial Intelligence

Department is one giving particulars of the exports of rail loco-

motives for Germany and Anstro-Hungary, together with selected

notes regarding opportunities for this class of trade in different

parts of the world. Another return similarly covers fire-proof

bricks, retorts, crucibles, &o. ; a third deals with building and
furniture fittings, including locksmiths' wares.

Pbisoners of War in Gbemant.—Very many people in this

country have been placed under a debt of gratitude to Mr. .J. A. F.

Aspinall, general manager of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Rail-

way, and a Liverpool gentleman who was detained in Germany with
him, for furnishing to the Army Council the names of a number
of British prisoners who are intamed in Munsterlager, Hanover,
Mr, Aspinall returned safely to England some days ago.

{Coritimted on page 467.)
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THE OSRAM LAMP WORKS.

As mentioned briefly in our last issue, a Press inspection of

the 0.^ram Lamp Works was held last week by invirat'on of

the General Electric Co., Ltd.

for the manufacture of tha tungf-ten filaments from tbe

])7wdered metallic oxide, and since the usual sources of

supply of the litter material on the Continent are now nn-

ICXTKRIOR OP THE OsRAM LAMP WoKKS, HAMMEBSMITII, W.

The Osram is the most familiar of the many named
tungsten lamps used in this country, and the thro.ving open

of every depart-

ment of these larjje

works to the Press

and incidentally to

the British public,

was a step which

we feel sure will

meet with great

appreciation at the

present time.

Adjoining the
older Robertson

(Carbon) Lamp
Works of the same
company at Brook

(ireen, W., the

O 8 r a ra Works
occupy a large
modern six-storied

building and give

employment to some 1,500 hands ; the latest plant isprovidttl

not only for the ordinary proccsies of lamp making, but also

available, the company has taken the necessary steps and

ffill in future manufacture the oxide from the tungsten ore.

All the glass

bulbs, supports,

ifcc, required in the

making of both
< )sram and Robert-

son lamps are

obtained from the

company's glass
works at Lemicg-

t o n - o n - T y n e

,

which were de-

scribal in our issu3

of September 18th

last ; and since the

ru".break of war

these wo^ks have

given as.s'stanre to

other lamp factories

whoso usual fonrcts

of supply are cut ofT.

The tirii s'ep in the manufacture of the tungsten for

lilameut making is one of chemical redaction resulting in a

F'iot" Makino for Oskam Lamps.
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fine metallic powder which is formed into thin iectanf,'iiliir

burs by compression in a hydraulic press.

These bars, whiili are of a fra<,'ile character, re(|uiring

careful liandling, are subjected to great heat in a hydrogen

The Hjdeogen Plant, Osbam Lamp Works.

flame in a tubular furnace, and are subsequently treated in

an electric furnace, being again heated in an atmosphere of

hydrogen, from which they emerge coasiderably shrunk in

size, but strong though somewhat brittle in character. The
next process is that of swaging down to tlie requisite size

for drawing, and the bars or rods treated in a hydrogen fur-

nace are rapidly inserted intj rotary hammers gradutliy

reducing the bar into a long thin rod of ductile tungst'.n, of

about 5 mm. diameter.

In the following drawing processes these rods are passed

through a succession of diamond dies, both the dies and

wire being heated and lubricated with graphite during the

The general processes of lamp making are fairly well

known to our readers ; firat the glass stem or spider is

formed from tube and rod which are cut into the requisite

lengths by machines, tlie tubes being subsequently auto-

matically flanged at one end, while

the ro(is are shaped to carry the filament

supports.

The next step is the bringing

together of the flange, centre rod and
leading-in wires — the latter lieing

formed of copper with a portion of

platinum wtlied on to make the

hermetic seal with the glass ; the

nickel filament supports are then fi.xed

—the upper ones rigid and the lower

ones flexible.

The uppsr ones are cut and looped

l)y machine and inserted by hand, but,

in the case of the lower ones, an
ingenious machine has been introduced

to replace hand work and insert a set

of supports at one operat'on.

The next operation is the delicate

one of winding the filament on the

supports, which is performed by hand,

the cage being then ready for insertion

in the lamp bulb.

This is done after the bulb has

been attached to the exhausting stem
and the flange stem of the cage is then

welded to the bulb.

The exhausting department at the

Osram Works, of which we give a view,

is a sight well worth seeing ; although

the methods adopted are the usual ones, the scale on which

they are carried out is impressive.

Six or eight bulbs are exhausted at one time, sealed-off

and then pass to the testing department, where samples

from each batch of lamps are put through life tests extend-

ing from GOO to 2,000 hours, photometric tests of candle-

power are made and the lamps suitably marked. Finally,

the lamps are capped : the cap*, made by the company,

are cemented on and the leading-in wires soldered, special

machinery being employed in this connection.

At every stage in its making the lamp is subjected to

rigorous inspection in order to ensure a high standard of

Filament Winding Department, Osram Lamp Works.

operation : a very gradual reduction in size occurs at each

die, until wire as small as '001 mm. diameter is obtained,

being wound on to bobbios for filament making.*

* A goDd description of the manQfactare of tungrsten filament
wire appeared in the Elec. Rev. of April 3rd latt.

manufacture, this being a necessary and obvious precaution,

when the final result depends on the efficient carrying out

of so many successive processes. -« ji^ ^ ^

The company has installed the necessary plant for

manufacturing half-watt lamps, and some of the pro-

cesses were shown to the visitors, but owing to the
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dis'ocafcion of labour caused by the war, it has bsen

found necessary to concentrate for the time on ordinary

tungsten lamp-making.

A feature of the

Osram Works, which

cannot but strike those

ac<|uainted with the

conditions of labour
prevailing in the average

factory, is the e.\(:ep-

lional provision made
for the health and com-

fort of the worker ; no

better object lesson in

this direction is reeded

than a visit to the works

at Brook Green.

The Osram Lamp
Works are the largest

of their kind in this

country, and are now
capable of turning out

upwards of 13 million

lamps a year. la conclu-

sion, our thanks are due

to the General Electric

Co. and to Mr. Chris-

topher Wilson and his colleagues for the facilities which

they kindly placed at our disposa' on the occasion of our

visit.

Berraondsey premifies—which will in fotnre be used only for

repair work— is not yet completed. The new premieea are

EXHAOSTISG AlK I lin.M LamI

practically all built on one floor, with the exception of the

offices, and iaclude machine, winding and erecting shops, a

tool room, test roDms, and stores both for parts and finished

machines.

THE CRYPTO ELECTRICAL CO.'S WORKS.

So.MK eleven years ago Messr^i. J. G. & C. U. Shaw took over

what was then quite a small electrical department of the

Crypto Works Co., Ltd., of Clerkenvvell Road, London, E.C.,

a firm principally engaged in the manufacture of gears for

bicycles. .Vlmost immediately Messrs. Shaw decided to

manufacture electrical apparatus only, and look a small

factory in Bermondsey, employing at the commencement
about a dozen men. This was vacated for larger premises

within two years, owing to the expansion of business, and,

due to the same cause, the adjoining buildings on either side

were subscciuently absorbed.

These additions, however, proved insufficient to meet the

growing business of the company, and it was then decided

to build a new factory, with which end in view freehold land

was bought at Willesden and the requisite buildings put up.

It will be seen that the works at Acton lyane, Willesden,

are practically new, in fact, the removal from the company's

The M.mn M.vciiise Siior, CinrTu Ei.kotuuai. Wouk

Tub Cavrro Go's Works, Willesden.

As many of our readers are aware, the firm have for some

years been successfully identified with the smill motor in-

dustry, and at the "present time 72 different types of

alternating and dircot-cnrront machines

arc being made, sta'ting from ^'^ n.H.r.

and ranging up to -JO li.u.r.. the largest

standard size made by them. All the

work is done to jig and pnxluctions

are standardised as far as possible :

machines are put throUi;h in batches, the

finished parts and material required for

erection being drawn from stores, 1 he

latter have been onjanised on modirrn

lines, with labelled bins and racks wataia-

ing all the nuuierous finished and semi-

finished parts ; each rack or bin contains

a stock card giving exact particulars of it#

contents and furnishing an immediato

check on stcck generally. Adjoining theso

general sUir<s s the main nv.uhino shop

—

a continuation of which forms an erwting

shop and second machine shop, equippeti

with smaller too's.

In addition to numerous lathes, drilling,

planing, and milling machines, the e<iuip-

ment includes a large and three medium

si/.od Uiring mills for machining shells,

.i^ic , a Churchill grinder for commutators

and shafts, turret lathes for small ivjieti-

tion work, keyseateis. itc. For grinding
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small took each section of the works is provideil with a

j^rimlstone, but the large and spi'cial tools are dealt with in the

tool room, which is c(|uippeJ specially for this class of work.

The firm's smaller standard machines are built up wiili

east-iron shells, and steel pole pieces welded in ; in the

larger sizes cast-steel shells are employed. .Standard com-

Stores of Finished Cm HINl.s AND SXAKltUS.

mutators are built by the gross, all insulations of the mica
type being prepired in the works. Ball bearings are now a

very usual requirement and are frequently fitted.

Special departments are devoted to direct and alternating-

currenti winding and testing. In the former an e(|inpment

of cjil winding and taping machines is provided, and it

may be noted that all armature and field coils are

subjected to two distinct impregnat'ons and three separate

bakings with a view to ensuring high insulating qualities.

All commutat^rs are fitted to shafts before the armatures

are wound, with a view to saving damage to the winding in

handling, and stocks of w^und armatures of all sizes are

kept in oider to facilitate the rapid completion of orders.

In all, about 14 different types of brush gear are made
for the various machines, and specid benches are set apart

which hive Ijeen effected ia the methods of winding and
construjiiou of the spider enable the (inn to turn out a
remarkably cool-running midline— in fact, a 10-u.i-. single-

phase motor which we siw on test, showed a full-load

efficiency of «h per cent., power factor -xh, and a tem-
perature rise of only 22 F. after f(jur hours' running.

.\ special store-room is provided for alternating-current

motors, ready for immediate dispatch, this Eupplementing a
larger finished stores in which several hundred direct and
alternating-current machines are kept.

In addition to the simpler tyjxjs of machines which con-
stitute the bulk of the f'rypto Co.'s business, teveral special

types of small motor-generators and converters have been
developed for cinematograph work, charging accumulators,

Ac. ; another machine which has been largely adopted for

testing purposes is a variable frequency alternator— a single

armature niachuie giving a high output for the size of frame
iiiiployed.

In addition, we may mention the fir.n's variable speed

interpole motor giving a speel variation of 3 to 1, the
Crypto petrol-electric sets, polishing motors, anto-trans-

forniers and small switchgear ; the company endeavours to

maintain a high standard in its work, and, indeed, suppl es

machines to both the Admiralty and War Office. We
understand that since the outbreak of the war the Crypto
Co.'s stocks of machines have been heavily drawn on, and
that, in view of the firm's organisation, present and future

prospects are particularly bright.

In ouchision, we are indebted to Messrs. Shaw and to

their works manager, Mr. .1. Smith, for assistance in the

preparation of this short article.

The Light Machine and Assembling Snor, Crypto Works.

for this work, a? also for the fitting and assembling of motor
starters which the firm supplies for its motors.

In the A.c. department a variety of single and polypha-e

motor and starter work is dealt with ; recent improvements

Itrowii Coal iu \ icKtria.— Whilst reading his in-

augural address to the Victorian Institute of Electrical Eng-ineetB

on June 4th, the president, Prof. Henry Payne, dealt with the
qaeitionot the local fuel supply. Pointing out that in Victoria

the supply of black coal appeared to be limited to a few decades
at the present ou'put, he said that whilst further coal Eupplics

might C3me to light, it behoved them not to overlook the immensi
stores of energy lying dormmt in the brown coal deposits around
Melbaurne, bjres having revealed beds of tremendous thickness at
no very great depth and underlying an area of many hundred
squire miles. It would appear that the main reason that had
hitherto prevented the utilisation of brown coal vfai that

they had been hidetoand in

the production of energy
through the medium of

black coil, all their bjilera

being designed therefor.

It was true that brcwa
coal was of smaller calorific

value than black coal, and
that itcontaioed a consider-

able percentage of moisture
which seriously detracted

from its heating efficiency

when burnt in the ordinary
way for steam genera-
tijn, bat the presence of

even such large quantities-

as 30 per cent, or 40 per
cent, of moisture might be
advantageous in generat-
ing producer-gas. by which
medium it was quite possible

to deal effectively with
the brown coal deposits

in the generation of energy.

There did not appear to-

be any fundamfutal reason,

why all the power required,

not only for Melbourne's
needs, but—if need be

—

for the whole of Victoria,

coula not be readily found.
Such could be supplied from
a central station on the site

of one of these huge brown
coal deposits, and the traue-

miesion of this energy to dis-

tributing stations presented

no insuperable engineeringr

difficulty. The problem of

deiling with brown coal had bsen solved in Garmiuy, where the

deposits were being worked in many districts ; the economic mining-

of Victoria's brown coal deposits should not be insuperable. These

sources of energy were very valuible, pointing, as they did, to

a continuance of cheap fuel supply for a considerable period of time.
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WAR ITEMS.

(Concluded from page 4ti2.)

Tbadino with the Enemy.—The British EnprineerB' Associa-

tion haa issued a report on this subject expreasinu disi<atinfaotionat

the policy of the Uovernment and giving particulars of a protei-t

made by it to the 'ijvernment. The printed document gives the

Association's ile&nition of an alien for the purposes of trading,

and recommendations which the (Jouncil makes to its members.
The Association has collected and filed particulars relating to the

constitution of a considerable number of firms in this cauatry

who have interests in Germany and Austria, and it is open to

investigate the constitutions of firms whose names are sabmitted

by members.

An Incjuiry Bureau.—The Employers' Parliamentary Council

is stated by the Timex to have decided to assist members of the

Association under existing circumstances by the establishment of a

temporary inquiry bureau, whereby members buying and selling

goods could be placed in connection to their mutual advantage ;

arrangements in this connection were to be made whereby the

scheme should be worked in co-operation with the one recently

instituted by the Board of Trade.

Arc Lamp Carbons.—The Electrical Engineering and Equip-

ment Co., Ltd., inform us that their works in Switzerland are

working day and night, and they are fully capable of executing

orders for any ((uantity of all kinds of arc lamp carbons as hereto-

fore. The dilticulty in procuring raw material has been overcome,

and they are experiencing very little inconvenience as regards

shipments.

The County Company's Men.—About 25 per cent, of the

total staff of the County of London Electric Supply Co., Ltd.,

representing 75 per cent, of those eligible, have left for war ser-

vice. The company have arranged to keep the whole of the

men's places open for them and to continue pay, and special

arrangements have also been made to assist the wives and
dependents of all members of the staff on service.

AcTixE Service Allowances.—The Anchor Cable Co., Ltd.,

Leigh, are giving £ I to every employe who enlists, and are look-

ing after their dependents during their absence.

The Cleckheaton Electricity Committee has decided to make an
allowance of 53. per week to the wives of men in their employ
who are on active service, and 28. per week for each child under

the age of 14 years, the vacated positions to be kept open for the

men upon their return.

The Nan al Disaster.—Mr. Samuel Hulme, a Naval Reservist

who has been employed at the Bury electricity works, was one of

those saved from H.M.S. Ifoijiie, which was sunk by a German sub-

marine. Mr. Tom Kay, son of Mr. J. Kay. Dundee Lane, Hims-
bottom, near Bury, chief electrician on the irtniui>, was also saved.

Power Station Sleepers.—The Commanding Officer of the

Preston District has expressed his appreciation of the action of the

Corporation Tramways Committee in allowing recruits to use the

cars without charge, and in providing sleeping accommodation at

the power station for a number of recruits.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Trade Ann<muceiiients.

—

Messrs. J. W. Brookk and
Co., Ltd., of Adrian Works, Lowestoft, have purchased the draw-

ings, patterns, machining jigs and templates for the Hesse reversing

gear, recently manufactured by Messrs. Ilease^ Savory. They will

immediately make and stock a series of these gears.

Messrs. SCHAFt'ER & Bidenuero, Ltd., of Broadheith, near

Manchester, are transferring their entire Manchester business to

B>'oadheath, and all communications should be addres.sed to them
there. At the new works they will have greatly increased facili-

ties for the manufacture of their specialities.

Mr. F. Marchant, e'ectiioinn, has commenced busiuess at 6:i,

Hivonsbourne Road, Bromley (Kent).

Messrs. llaslara & Suhontheil, Ltd., of Cardiff, announce that the
title of the firm has boon ohanpred to IIaslam & Stretton, Lid

,

the alteration being necessitated by Mr. Theodore Sohontheil, who
is a British-born subject, having adopted the surname of Stretton.

The business will be carried on entirely as heretofore.

The offices of the Lighting Press Syndicate have been trans-

ferred to 37 and 1^8, Strand. W.C. Mr. A. .T. Greenly U now manag-
ing both editorial and business departments. His advertising

business has also been transferred to the same address,

Messrs. Simplex Condiits, Ltd., announce that the telephone

numbers of their Liverpool br.inoh have been changed to "Royal
4 726 and 1727."

Messrs. David Anderson & Co.. Ltd,, lighting engineers and
contractors, of 18 and 20, Farringdon Road. K,C,, who are about to

open a new electrical department, invite mauufaoturers to send
their latest catalogues.

Messi!S. Laisg, Wharton, Ltd., announce that their offices,

showrooms and workshops, have been removed to Mildmay Park
Works, Mildmay Avenue, London, N., where they are laying down
additional plant and toolu for making their various eleotrioal lines.

Book .\otic<-s.—The Boneoourt system of surface oon>
bnstion is described in a booklet recently iscned by Menn. Bone-
court Surface Combustion, Ltd. After a quantity of general
technical data, and a report of a lecture by Prof. W. A. Bone, a

detailed description of the principles and spplicatioiu of the
system is given, fr. in which it appears that the ISonecoart methods
are already coming into vogue in connection with a number of

industrial processes, such as enamelling, forging and annealini;

furnaces, heating apparatus of various kinds, and the generation
of steam. A battery of three boilers fired with ammonia recovery

producer gas is in course of erection in th's country, and the Bone-
court boiler is also being used for waste-heat recovery in connec-
tion with gas engines and steel furnaces, and for oil-firing, while
the use of coal in these boilers is being experimented with. Tetta

on the boilers are included.

Ecenj Jlritun'x \\ ar Jlook is a booklet issued by the Motherland
League (price (id.) as an alphabetical store of general information
on all points connected with the war ; it is well calculated to serve

this purpose, though, as a first edition and no doubt hastily pre-

pared, it does not at present cover all the points on which one
seeks enlightenment. For examples, the Declaration of London,
and the words howitzer and mitraillfu,?e. are mifsing, and mia-

prints such as Bransbnttel, Landstrum, are met with. It is stated,

too, that Germany uses an electric searchlight which is strapped

round a soldier's waist, and illuminates over 18 miles Some maps
are given, and the second part of the book is devoted to a survey

of the military, naval and material resources of the European
Powers. It is an extremely interesting production, and cheap at

the price.

What Ererij I'rii-ate %ildifr Oiifjkt lo Knoir is the name of

another little war book ; it is the work of Lieut.-Col. Sir Frederick

Ponaonby, and is published by Polsne, Ltd., price 2d. Its purpose
is indicated by its title, and is admirably fulfilled by its contents,

which consist of useful hints for men on ac'ive service.

"Engineerintr Workehop Drawing." By H. J. Spooner. London :

Longmans, Green & Cj. Frice Is. Gd. net.

A " Key to the London Telephone Directory ' has been issued by
Messrs. Stone \ Colquhoun, of 92, Victoria Street, Westminster, price

2s., which classifies subscribers' numbcrj in numerical order. The
number and exchange only of a subscriber are often known, and
in this case the key supplies the means for discovering his name.

Catalog'iics and Lists. — British Westixi;hovse
Electric and Maxci'actuuin(; Co., Ltd., Trafford Park, Man-
chester.—Supply list No, 102/,'). of 14 pages, giving tabulated volt-

ages, candle-powers, prices and other particulars relating to their

British-mide " Auriga " drawn wire lamps, half-watt lamps of

s':andard. projector, sign, train lighting, steamship, and other types.

including candle lamps, head lights, motorcir and motor-'bns

lamps, and hand lamps.

Mr, Harry J. Booker, ,-.1, Tothill Street, Westminster, S.W.—
Circular giving a specification and illustrations of British-made

standard motors and dynamos.
Messhs. Cromi'Ton Jc Co, Ltd, Chelmsford.—Twenty-page

list (02") containing full descriptive information and a great deal

of tabula' data together with clearly shown prices, of continuous-

current motors of the protected type for various voltages and
ranging from r65 h.p. to 50 H.P, Dimensions are also stated.

Messrs James Keith & Blackmax Co,, Ltd, 27. Farringdon
Avenue, London, E.C.—Twenty-eight-page booklet, fully particn-

larising the Keith centrifugal steel plate fans, belt and motor-
driven.

Messrs. Belling & Cn,, Derby Road, Eimonton, London. X,

—

Thirty-two-page illustrated pamphlet containing descriptive in-

formation and prices of many useful and attractive designs of Belling

electric fires for household service. A special pattern cansista of a

combined heater and afternoon tea tray. A number of pages are

also devoted to desisns of fires for industrial purposes, for factory

and ship service. A separate leatbt gives prio;s. -te ,, of boiling-

rings, grillers and combined griller-oven ; and an interesting

8 page publicity booklet contains not?8 and neat sketches illus-

trating the applications of the electric fires in the modern home.

l.ii|iii(lntions and l»issoliiti»ns.

—

Pkkth Electric
Tr,\mways, Ltd,—a meeting of creditors will be held at S0-3I,

St. Swithin's Lane. E.C. on October 2rith, to hear an account of

the winding up from the liquidators. Messrs. C. Wren .t F. A.

Holy fi 'Id.

Ch. Mkllier vt Co., decorators, upholsterer.", electrical engineers,

itc , Slellier II )ns°, All)emarleStreet> W.—Messrs G )dfrey DarlacJcer

and E Iward B.wjamin have dissolved partnership. Mr. Purlacker
will attend to debts and continue the bosinesa under the same style,

and at the same address.

Bennett & Whitehkap, electrical engineers. Hsirtlepool and
West Hartlepool.—Messrs. Robt. II. Bennett ."c Vernon M. White-
head havo dissolved partnership. Mr. Bennett will attend to

debts.

OOXSOLIDATED DlKSKL ENGINE MASJUFACTrBERS, LTD.—The
fir^t meeting of ore.litors is called for Ootob?r 8th, at Bankruptcy
Buildings, Carey Street, W.C. In the course of a lengthy summary
of the company's alT.'jirs, Mr. H, Brougham, the Senior Official

Rcoiiver and Provisional Liquidator, after stating the history of

the undertaking, says ;

—
" The failure of the company is attributed

by Foord i the secretary 1 to insufficiency of working capital, exces-

sive expenditure and the locking up of the company's money
through making advances to the old company. Ellis (a director)

is of opinion that it has been brought about by (.i1 the old com-
pany failing to repay the company 's loans : (ft) increased cost of

oil and conseqaent decrease of sales of en^rines, which, tofrether
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with the B&lkan troublee, did not permit of Oarela Fi6rea makioi;
uffioient profit to pay the dividend expected

;
(i) ezueu in the coat

of baildio); the works; and ('/)tbe inability of the company to

raise money, as had been expected, nn the nhareH in Carflu Fi< rea.

On the application of the Dffioial Receiver, Sir VV. B. IVat was, on
July 7th, I'JII, appointed special manaijer of the Cbjiipany until

the appointment of a liquidator. At the date of the mnkini; of

the winding up order the affairs of Carela h"i. res r<<|Uired imme
diatie attention, inasmuch aa it was reported that their bankers
had given notice to close the account at the end uf July, and that

the enforcement of the notice and failure to find further capital

would probably result in the li'cjuidation of the tirni. The special

manatfer (by his partner) attended at Ghent, ir.i|uircd into the

position there, and had interviews with irfembcrs of the Carels

family with a view to preserving the interests of the company
which had thus beocme threatened. The special manB(;er subse-

quently reported that Carels Fiices at the end of April, I;il4, up
to which date the accounts of the tirm for the precedinjr lOi
months had been made up, diEclosed a very heavy trading losr,

and as their business mainly depended on orders received from the

company, Carels Fr.~ res was in a threatened condition and the com-
pany's shareholding in jeopardy. From the special manager'a
report it would appear that, in addition to the bank claim amount-
ini; to about £45,000, there were liabilities on debenture loans (with-

ont security) by the Carela family of iE 100,000, and other loans

made by the same persons to finance the tirm amounting to aboat
£11.5.000, and that there were no means of raising moneys upon the
firm's assets by mortgage, as the consent of the debenture-holders

would first ba required before security could be given in front of

their debentures. The report further shows that Messrs. Carels

had, it seemed, for some time past been seeking for outside

financial help, and they were, in the result, able to put a propofal

before the special manager providing for sufficient capital to be

brought in to provide an amount for working capital and discharge
the loan liabilities, preferred shares being substituted therefor.

It was further reported that the assistance would come from
certain foreign banks of standing and a Belgian financial firm who
were expectant of developing the business in a new direotior.

The matter being urgent by reason of the bank notice expiring at

the end of July, the matter was made the subject of an application

to the Court, and the report came before the judge on July 2Sth

for consideration on an application by the Official Receiver for

leave to enter into negotiations with the Carels family for the

reconstruction of Carela Fi ; res in accordance with the foregoing

proposals. The judge made the order as asked, and in pursuance

of its authority the special manager pursued the negotiations with
the persons concerned in Belgium, but they have of necessity been
broken off in consequence of the war. It is impossible in the

condition of affairs on the Continent to form any estimate of the

future, but advices have been received that the Messrs. Carels are

striving to preserve their assets so far as the distressing state of

matters in their country will permit. The liabilities to

creditors unsecured include £'.i,961. the balance due to Carels

Fiercs, £1,293 directors' and managing committees' fees,

£3,800 due to the consulting engineers, £430 solicitor's

charges, and £214 accountants' charges. The balance is in

respect of goods supplied, work done and usual trti'.e expenses.

The creditors fully secured hold (a) mortgage ou the company's
land, buildings and fixed plant at Ipswich, estimated to realise

£110.000, against loans and interest amounting to £28,650 ; and
(J) a charge on the oflice furniture in London, estimated to realise

£300, against judgment debt and costs amounting to £208. This

charge is under an order of Court directing the withdrawal of an
execution levied at the company's offices on the June 18th, 1914,

the day after the date of the presentation of the petition. The
other liabilities include, possible claims amounting to £1,317 in

respect of uncompleted contracts for the supply to the company of

materials and the execution of work in connection with the

erection of the works at Ipswich ; £2,954 balance of the cost of the

railway siding at Ipswich, which, previously payable by annual

rent, falls due on the liquidation of the company ; and £4,000, the

estimated amount of claims for damages for breach of agreements

with emploje?. The sum of £100 is also included as a nominal

amount of liability in respect of two uncompleted contracts for the

supply of iron ore to the company and in respect of a possible

claim by the Ipswich Corporation under an option agreement

with the company for the purchase of further land. The
amounts which the land, buildings and fixed plant (charged to

fully-secured creditors) and stock-in-trade, &c., are estimated to

realise are based on the assumption that they will be sold col-

lectively. The investments in shares include the company's share

interest in the old company, not estimated to realise anything ;

and in Carels Ficres, estimated to realise £143,244. which estimate

is based on a valuation made by Messrs. Wheatley Kirk, Price and
Co, of that company's business in March last, together with a

report by Messrs. Josolyu Miles & Co. The book debts include the

sum of £69,120 owing by the Diesel Engine Co., Ltd., which is

estimated to realise only £25,000. The special manager reports

that no practicable steps to dispose of the Ipswich works can, in

view of the war, be taken, bat meanwhile they have been

temporarily let on weekly terms to the military authorities for the

accommodation of troops.
"

The Leskole Co.. Ltd.—This comrany is winding up volun-

tarily, with Mr. A. H. Crowe, of 31, Great James Street, W.C, as

liquidator. A meeting of creditors is called for October 6th.

Deed of Assig'nmeut.

—

George Braulik, electrical

engineer, 8, Lambeth Hill and Maiden Lane, E.C.— Particulars of

claims must be sent by October 10th, to the Trustee, Mr, G. E,

Corfield, Balfour House, Finabury Pavement, B.C.

Palmer's Slii|il)iiil<lini>: Klectrilicatiou.— At the

annual meeting of P.m.meu's SniriiL'lLDi.S(; and Ibos Co.. Ltd., at
Newcastle-onTyne, on Sept«ml)er 2iUh, Mr. G. Mure Ritchie, the
chairman, in moving the adoption of the annual report, itattd

that the directors hi<i realised the imperative necessity of bringini;

the bteel aud iron ilepartmeiitu into line with modern reqnirementa
and conditions. They had formulated a scheme, and had already
Bubmitte<l it to the debenture-holders. The scheme provided for

the installation of gas-cleaning plant, modern gas engines, gas
producera, and other appliances for utili>ing profitably the gas
which now escaped from the blast furnaces. It included a com-
plete electrification scheme which would embody the provision of
gas-driven alternators capalde of supplying the needs of the com-
pany's shipyard, engine works, blaat furnaces and steel works.
When this plant was installed it would use large volumes of gai
which now went entirely to waste. The total cost was estimated
at about £25ii,0U0.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

Aliei'deeii.

—

Street LirinxiNi;.—The Lightinf^ Sub-
Committee has decided at a special meeting that during the war
all arc lamps shall be replaced with incandescent lamps, and that
the number of lamps lit shall be materially reduced,

- Vi'broatli.

—

Rating Appeal.—The Arbroath E.li. and
Power Co. last week appealed against the valuation of the elec-

tricity works. The assessor's valuation was £1.215. the Parish
Council a.sked the Court to fix the amount at £1.470, and the com-
pany asked that it be reduced to £500. The Court finally fixed

the amount at £1,100. Mr. Collins, the company's representative,

stated that the matter would be carried to the High Court.

Aylesbury.

—

Proposed Loax. —The U.D.C., not being
able to obtain a loan on reasonable terms for the E L. scheme, has
resolved to secure an advance of £21,233 for one year from Lloyds'

Bank at .".J per cent, interest, subject to the Council being able to

take up such sums as it may from time to time require.

Bacup.— Street Lighting.—The lighting of the two
main thoroughfares, Newchurch Road and Rochdale Road, has
been converted from gas to electricity, some 200 50 and 100c. P.

lamps being employed. The alteration is so eatiefaotory that
further extensions are contemplated.

Ballycoiiiiell.—The power house of the Ballyconnell

E.L. and Power Co. is now complete. The machinery is being

erected, and it is expected to be able to supply energy early in

October.

Bath.

—

Year's Working.—The annual report of the

year's working of the electricity department shows a deficit of

£1,981, aa compared with £1,445 in the previous year. The total

revenue was £24,039 : total working expenses £13,098, against
£)1,N46 ; and gross profit £10,941, or £661 in excesE of the previous

year.

Belfast.

—

New Power Station.—After considerable

discussion, the City Council has referred back to the Committee
the recommendation of the latter, that the reports of Sir John
Snell atid Mr. Pratten. regarding the building of a new power
station, be adopted.

Sir John Snell's report points out the imperative necessity of

providing further plant to meet the load of 1915-16, and advises

the adoption of the three-phaie H T. system for all future plant

and transmission. He advises the Corporation on no account to

remodel or permanently extend the present station, and suggests

the purchase of a 3.000 Kw. turbine plant, and a second 1,000-KW.

rotary converter, without delay.

The estimated cost of this work, which would be completed by
next autumn, is about £49.000. Further sections of the report go
to show that the maintenance of the plant, the organisation of the

staff, and the business side of the department are in a satisfactory

condition.

Mr. Pratten's report is on very similar lines ; he considers that

there are two and a-half years in which to establish a new works,

and suggests certain additions to the present works in the mean-
time.

Blackbnrn.— Works Extension.— The Electricity

Committee has just secured 60 acres of land at Whitebirk, between
the railway and the canal, for extension purposes.

Messrs. Henry Livesey, Ltd., Greenbank Bobbin Works, were
summoned last week for allowing black smoke to issue from their

works chimney, and a representative of the firm stated that there

would be no repetition, as they were going to electrify their

plant.

Black rock.— Overhead Wires.—The U.D.C. is apply-

ing to the B. of T. for permission to use overhead wires for the

purpose of electricity supply throughout the district, with a few
exceptions.

Bradford.— Workholse Lighting. — The Xorth
Bierley B. of G. has obtained the sanction of the L.G B. to an
expenditure of £1,260 on a scheme for electric lighting at the

workhouse.
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Brenffonl.

—

Imir.maky Lighting.—The Engineering
and Works Committee of the Guardians has considered a specifica-

tion from Mr. P. E. Ryeoroft with reference to the experimental
lighting of part of the infirinary with electricity.

Rrviiiho.— lj. <;.!'.. I.Ni.ii iRv.—An inquiry was held hist

week into the applicaton of the I'.C. for a loan of £300 for elec-

tricity purposes, viz., street lighting. There was no opposition.

CU'Chlicatoii.—The U.D.C. Electricity Committee has
granted the rciiuest of the Spenborough Citizen Volunteers for the
installation of electric light in the Whitcliffe Mount School drill

field, in order that outdoor drilling might be continued in
the evenings.

CloiK'K.— E.L. SciiE.ME.—The U.D.C. has a] (proved of the
agreement with the EX. Co. for public lighting at Sd. per
unit, also for the supply of power for the new sewage lift at 4d.
per unit, with £5 per annum for supervision.

The B. of G. has decided that the installation of the electric
light at the workhouse shall be proceeded with at once.

Coiitiiieiitiil Xotes.

—

Norway.—The municipal autho-
rities of the parish of Time, in the neighbourhood of Stavanger,
have decided to buy the FoUand Waterfall with the view of
harnessing it and of erecting an electrical works. A loan of
£14,000 is going to be taken up for this purpose.

Dolffelly.—AVoRKHOiiSE Plant.—The L.G.B. has sanc-

tioned the scheme for installing certain electric plant at the
workhouse, at a cost of £153.

Eastl«'i!ili and Bishopstoke.—E.L. Scheme.—The
U.D.C. has decided to obtain a report from Dr. J. A. Purves, of
Exeter, at a cost of 10 guineas, on the question of lighting the
district by electricity.

Fleetwood.

—

Street Lighting.—A report as to the

cost of improving the lighting of Lord Street is to be prepared by
the Electricity Sub-Committee.

Greetlaiid.—E.L. SriiE.ME.—It is hoped to begin the

electric lighting of the Upper Greetland township early in

November.

Heywo<»d.— Year'.s Working.— .\ccording to the

borough treasurer's statement, there was a loss of £1,611 on the
working of the electricity undertaking for the year ending March
last ; on the tramways a profit of £85 was realised.

Holiufii'th.—New Power Station.—The B. of T. has
sanctioned the Council's application for powers to construct a

generating station, but the consent of the Board has not yet been
obtained as to the method of supplying current.

India.—The question of electric lighting in the city of

Agra and civil lines has been under consideration by the muni-
cipality, with the result that Messrs. Martin i- Co., of CalcuttB,

agents for Messrs. Orompton & Co., are to carry out the scheme,
work on which was to commence immediately.

Isle of .Mail.

—

New (iENERATiNG Statki.v.—Applica-

tion ha"> been made to the House of Keys for authority to erect an
electrical generating station at Glen Auldyn in connection with
projected chemical works. It is proposed to utiliee the river there

for power purposes.

London.— Stepney.—The Electricity Committee, owing
to shortage of carbons, is.redncing the number of arc lamps in use

and replacing some of them with half-watt lamps.

It is proposed to give a limited bulk supply of liOO or 700 KW.
during peak load hours and 1,500 kw. at other times to Shore-

ditch, arrangements to be made with Poplar to give Stepney a

stand-by supply during the winter. The price to Shoreditch may
be slightly increased owing to the necessity of running the older

Stepney plant.

Kensington.—Street Lighting.- -The B.C.'s experiment with
half-watt lamps proving a success, the engineer has drawn np a

scheme, with specially-designed lanterns necessary to supersede all

the arc and certain other electric lamps used for strent lighting in

the borough. The total cost will be about £3S1.i. Owing to the

inadequate supplies of carbons for street lighting, the Council is

being recommended to approve the engineer's scheme.

Poplak.—Arrangements have been made by the Electricity

Committee to give a stand-by supply of 3,000 kw. to Stepney. In

view of the increased cost of carbons for arc lamps, the electrical

engineer has expedited the change over from arc to incandescent

street lamps on the Isle-of-Doge.

L.C.C.—A conference of representatives of Borough Councils

owning electricity works was to be held to-day to discuss the

question of London's electricity supply in view of the pro-

motion of legislation on the sutject in 1915. The L.C.C. and
representatives of the City Council, and the Lambeth and
Camberwell B.C.s are to discuss the same matter on October 7th.

The City Council announces that the new scheme of lighting in

the City streets is practically complete.

McxboroHft'li.— Plant Extensions.—The extensions

at the electricity works have just been oompleted, the additions

comprising' a boiler house, engine house, pump house, stores and

offices. The new plant installed compriws a 7.vO-H p. Howden
turbine, running at :i,000 r.p.m., and coupled to a .^00-KW. Siemens
generator. In the basement there is a surface condensing plant.
Sufficient room hss been allowed in the new buildings to admit of
additional plant being installed if required in the fotore. The
capital value of the extensions is £11.000. and the tot«l capital
cost of the electricity undertaking now Htands at £35.000.

Moiifiioniery.— E.L. ScEt.ME.—The T.C. has deferred
for 12 months consideration of the proposed electric lighting
scheme.

^lorecaiiilie.

—

Promenade Lighting a.vd the AVar.
—Owing to the increased cost of carbons the Electric Light Com-
mittee has asked the Finance Committee to contribDt« £100 to

meet the increased expenditure, but this has been refused. The
Council has decided, in accordance with the suggestion of the
Admiralty, that only one-half of the promenade arc lamps shall

be lighted in future, and that the remainder ehall be extingaifhed
at 11 p.m.

Oakwortli.

—

Proposed E.L.— The District Council
has decided to grant an interview to the Yorks. Electric Power
Co. to discuss the proposals in regard to the supply of electricity

for power and lighting purposes.

Oldiiaiii.—The Electricity Committee has decided to

receive a deputation from the Lees and Springhead District

Councils, who have aeked the Corporation to consider the supply
of electricity in their districts,

Portisliead.

—

New Power Station.—The Clevedon,
Portishead and District Electric Supply Co., Ltd , has applied to

the B. of T. for sanction to construct a generating station at Long
Ashton in connection with the Portishead electric light echemr,
and to the use of overhead lines for the transmission of cnrrent at

a pressure of 550 volts to the South Liberty Colliery, Bishope-
worth.

South .4friea,—A Government inquiry has been held

into the application of the Victoria Falls Power Co. for certain

amendments of details of power. The application was that there

should be no power at Driehoek, that the Simmer Pan allocation

of 42,000 KW, should remain as before, and that the Brakpan figure

should be increased to 45,000 kw.

Soutliaiiipton,— .\ special meeting of the Council is to

consider the report of Sir John Snell and Mr. E. Edmonds, the

consulting experts, upon the Corporation electricity undertaking.

The cost of the report, including fees, expenses and printing, was
£594.

South port.

—

I'jI.ectrical E.xiiiniTiox.—An P>leotric!il

Exhibition is being held by the Corporation, which has arranged

with the local electrical contractors to undertake installations at

10s. per lamp, either on the deferred payment system i 20 quarterly

payments) or by cash payment, with a special discount of 10 per

cent.

Stoke-on-Trent.

—

Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has

sanctioned an expenditure by the B. of G. of £"220 for an instal-

lation of telephones and electric bells.

An'Nial REroRT.—There was a loss on the past year's working

of the combined electricity works of the borough of £i">,Ih2. The
total revenue was £52,560. The net loss was £,"i,139, to which
£1,023 was added on account of capital expenditure paid out of

revenue. Extraordinary repairs to plant, increase in rate assess-

ment, and the higher cost of fuel have been responsible for the

loss.

Swintou and Pendlebury.— Loan Sanction.—The
L G.B. has sanctioned the borrowing of £1,571 for eleotlio light-

ing of public streets.

Thorne (near Doiicaster).— Prov. Order.—The
R.D.C. has decided to support the Yorkshire Electric Power Co.'s

Bill.

Todiiiorden. — Year's Working. — The borough

treasurer's statement shows a loss of £1,144 on the working of the

electricity undertaking for the last financial year.

Troon.— l'..L. Sohemi:.—The T.C. has been iul'ormed

that the promoters of the electric lighting scheme hoped to be in a

position to supply electricity in the district early in November.

\\alsall.

—

New Loan.—The T.C. has postponed the

application to the L.O.B. for sanction for a loan of £2S,595 for

extensions to the electrical undertaking.

WesI Ham.—The borough clectricsil engineer has been

ftskeil to draw up a scheme for installing electric light at the pro-

posed sanatorium at Langdou Bills.

Mhitworth (l.ancs.).—The L.G.B. has intimateil to

the D.O. that a loan for the electricity sul>-station scheme cannot

be sanctioned until plans, particulars and amended estimates of

the cost have been submitted, and these are now being prepared.
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TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES. TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

AlM'Dh'eii.—Tho T.C., at ita next meeting, is to con-

sider the proposed acquisition by the uity of the Aberdeen Suburban
Tram vay Co.'d undertakinf;.

IHii(k|i()ol.— r.A.V.K. t'AKs.—TbeTiarawaysComniittee
hax decided to introduce the " pay-as-youenter" bj stem for top-

decl( paseentciirp.

<'o\('iltn,—The Corporation is recoms:encltil to obtain

powers in connection with the Bll about to be promoted in Parlia-

ment, to onnBtruct double lines of traniwaye aloni; the prop aid

new etreets from Druadt;ate to Plales Street, and from Barges to

Fleet Street.

(ro,v<loii,—RiicufiTiNfi Car.— We huve received from
Mr, T. B. Goodyer, the Corporation tramways manaprer, a view
showing bow a rail watering car on bis tyetem has bern adapted
with a view to helping forward local recruiting. The car is

covered with recruiting notices, and at night rendered attractive

with some 150 .S2c r. lamps.

(ilolcur.—The U. I>.C, has decided to ask the iliidders-

field Corporation on what terms it would be prepared to take the
tramways to tiolcar.

Halifax.

—

Anxiai, IiEi-out.—The accounts of the Cor-
poration tramways department for the past year show a total

revenue of £10'J,050, and working expenses amounting to £73,272,
leaving a gross profit of £31'.,377. The net profit was £13,642.
The motor-omnibus account shows a deficiency of £172 upon the
year's working, excluding any charges for sinking fund or depre-

ciation. There was, however, a balance of £ 180 on the tire account,

leaving a credit balance of £30S.

Japan.—The growtli of electric railway systems con-
tinues (says a Consular report from Osaka). There are now within
a radius of 5<i miles of Osika close on 250 milea of double track in

operation and 80 miles more under construction or proposed in the

near future. Several inclined cable tramwiys are on the tapis.

The growth of light railways has been slower, the mileage of

single track being under 50 miles. Another 50 miles are under
construction. Numerous plans are projected, but hitherto have
b3en held up by the difficulty of finding capital.

—

Financier.

Lniidoii.

—

Bkthnai. Ghee.\.—The ].,.C.C. is about to

undertake the reconstruction of the tramways in Grove Riad.

Stepney.—The B.C. is recommended to oppose the proposal to

reconstruct the track work of the old horse tramway in Burdett
and Grove Road, as there is reason to apprehend that the L.C.C.

has in view the installation of the overhead system of traction,

and the L C.C. is to be informed that the B.C. is of opinion that
the reconstruction should be such as to make it available for the
adoption of the underground conduit system.

The Metropolitan Electric Tramways Cj. has abandoned the
proposed railless traction ejstem from Tottenham to

Walthamstow.

Xewcastle,—The Tramways Committee has decided to

seek Parliamentary powers to run through traffic between New-
castle and Gateshead across the high-level bridge.

$outliaiU}iton.—The B. of T. has consented to the
proposal of the Council to lay a double line of tramway in lieu of
the existing single line in Bridge Street. The tramrails for a con-
siderable distance towards Bitterne will shortly have to be
lelaid.

SStirliiis,'.—The T.C. has resolved not to proceed further
with the negotiation3 regarding the proposed electrification of the
tramway system and its extension to Bannojkburn.

Tramway Receipts and War.—The official returns of

60 of the principal tramway undertakings of the United Kingdom
for the week ended September 19th show total receipts of £226.838,
or £7,717 less than in the corresponding week of last ytar.

—

Standard.

l.S.A.

—

Electric Yehicee.—The report of the Elec-

trical Bureau of the City of Philadelphia, states that the time
required in repairing troubles on the underground system hai
been very much reduced by the use of an electric truck, the
number of hours in which the underground circuits were out of

service having been out down in 1913 about 40 per cent, as com-
pared with 1912. The cost of operation in 1913 was a little less

than for 1912, even with the greater amount of work. The
forces employed were 20 as compared with 21 in 1912.

Wallasey.

—

Annual Report.—The accouuts of the

Corporation tramways department for the year ended March 31st

show receipts £63,160, compired with £57,458 during the previous
year. The passengers carried numbered 13,105,204, an increase of over
a quarter of a million. Oat of the profits £7,750 has been credited

t« the district fund In aid of the rates.

(able Itepaired.
—

'J'he Direct SpaniHh Telegraph Co. '8

cable between Kalmoath and Bilbao, which had been interrupted,

his been restored.

('aide I'ai'ifl's.—The deferred-rate Byslem, which had
been suspended by the Eastern cable companies, was resumed on
October 1st.

Since our leading pages went to press, the PottmaaterGeneral
has announced that in future, all letters and fi^oresin the addreea,

text, and signature of telegrams for places served by the Eastern
companies, will be counted together, each figure being reckoned aa

two letters, and the total dividci by ten will be taken a<i the

number of chargeable words, any surplus group of leas than ten

letters being charged as one word.

Cable Cut.—Cable communication between Sweden and
tiermany was interrupted on September 30th.

Corea.—There has been a marked development in the

telephone system in Corea during the past few years, all the large

cities and towns being now provided with exchanges. According
to a recently-issued official report there are at present in Core« 46

telephone exchanges, including 21 special exchange offices, the
total number of subscribers being 9,4 il9. The aggregate length
of the telephone wires in use is stated to be 12,260 miles.

Russia.—In a recently issued report on Russia, one of

our Consuls states that some 20 radio-telegraph stations have been
erected by the Chief Department of Posts and Telegraphs at various

places on the Russian sea coasts. They are all equipped with the
newest Marconi and Telefunken appliances, and are of three

types : (1) For roadsteads, of 0'5 KW.
; (2) shore, for communi-

cating with shipping, 1 KW. ; and (3) high-power stations from
1 KW. upwards. The majority of the stations are of the second
type, with waves of 300 and 600 m. and a working radius of

300 km. Most Russian stations can als3 send out 420-m. waves.

Inited .States.—A special licence has been issued per-

mitting the wireless station at Sayville, Long Island, to operate
for regular commercial communication with Germany for a period
until January 1st, 1915 This, says Renter, is the cnly U.S.A.
wireless station capable of direct connection with Germany.

Wireless in Warfare.—It is suggestei that the German
cruiser Enulen, which has been so successful in capturing British

ships in the Bay of Bengal, his been receiving Information
regarding the movements of shipping from the Telefunken stations

in the Dutch East Indies ; these are, of course, on neutral territory,

but are probably worked by German otfioiale.

W reek of the " Biieeaneer."—The crew of the cable

steamer Buccaneer, which was lost while on a voyage from
Mauritius to Tamatave in the Indian Ocean, reached Plymouth
last week. There were 61 on board the cable ship when she ran
ashore and became a total wreck. All were saved, although one
boat capsized, the occupants having a narrow escape.

—

Financial
Times.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.
Australia.

—

Melbourne.—November I'Sth. Victorian

Railways. 2.5 battery signal machines for operating signals.

Contract 27,479. Contractors' Room, Railway Offices, Spencer
Street.

Adelaide.—November 11th. Portable desiccating p'aot. petrol

motor driven, for Postmaster General. See "Official Notices"

to-day.

Perth.—November 18th. 24 9 accumulators and power board,

for Postmaster General. See "Official Notices " to-day.

Brisbane —November 4tb. Paper-insulated lead-covered cable
;

insulators ; ironwork, 4:3. : cast-iron pipes ; iron or steel poles and
fittings

;
galvanised-iron wire ; and covered wire, for Postmaster-

General. See "OSjial Notices " to-day.

December loth. Switchboard, common battery, automatic or

semi-automatic, for the Postmaster-General. See "Official

Notices" September 2oth.

Cohvyu Bay.— October 20th.- Turbo-alternators and
condensing plant ; boilers, stokers, pumps, i:c : switchgear ; cooling

tower ; crane : power station cabling and wiring ; cables ; rotaries

and transformers, for the U.D.C. See " Official Notices" Sept. 25th.

Heywood.—October 17th. Corporation. Converting

plant, A.c. and DC. switchgear and cables, battery booster, e.h.t.

overheid line, B H.T. switchgear for snb-station. See "Official

Notices" September 25th,
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Iloriisey.—October 9th. Two rotary or motor con-

verter flete.iic, for the T.C. See "Official NotlceB" September 18th,

Leicester.—October 17th. Corporation. Steel plate,

girders, Bteel trou(fhin(j-, i:)., for the Tramways and Electricity

Committee. Specifications from the Borough Engineer.

LittleltoroHii'li.—October 12th. U.D.C. (1) Removal
of transformer kiosk and ffear and connection of mains to new
sub-station

;
provision of additional cables, road work, A:o. (2)

Transformers, equipment and awitchgear, for new sub-station. See

"Official Notices" September 2r,th.

Maiifliester.—October Gth. Supply of a car-wlieel tire

boring mill. Specifications, Mr. J. M. McElroy, General Manager.
October 6th.—The Tramways Committee is inviting tenders for

scrap materials, comprising miscellaneous copper, gun-metal and
brass, &o.

Soutli Africa.—JoiiANXESBURr;.—October Oth. Ten
single-truck double- decked electric tramoars, for Municipal Council.

Specifications, tea., may be seen at Commercial Intelligence Branch
of Board of Trade.

(Stockport.— October 4th. B. of G. Tender8 for elec-

tric lamps of British manufacture by a British firm. Forms
from Union Offices, Shaw Heath, Stockport.

Swansea.—October 5th. Corporation. Lighting installa-

tion at Police Station. See " Official Notices " September 25th.

Tail IIton,—Corporation. October I'nd. 1,500 to 2,000
tons of coal for use on chain-grate stoker, for the Electricity

Committee. Particulars from Jlr. A. J. Howard, Barough Elec-

trical Engineer, St. James Street.

Warriiiffton,— October loth. Sub-station ironclad

Bwitchgear for Tramways Committee. See "Official Notices"
to-day.

CLOSED.
.4ustralia.—The following tenders have been accepted :

—

Commonwealth P.M.G.'s Department:

—

PoslmaBter-Qeneral's Department, Sydney :—

FKtj'five miles twisted pair wire, £261 : 4'2 miles ditto, £ISH 129. : 25 miles
three twisted conductor wire, £168 ISs.; 4 miles ditto, £17 IBs.—
British Insulated tt Helsby Cables, Ltd.

Western Australian Tender Board :—

Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, Brisbane :-^

Electric jib Oram, £620.—J. R. Toole & Co.

Preston Municipal Council, Victoria ;

—

Supply of meters.—Australian General Electric Co.

RIackpool.—The contract for the electrical installation

at the Savoy Hydro., now being erected between tJnole Tom's
Cabin and the Gynn, has been secured by Mr. R. Barron of Fleet-
wood.

Itursleiii.—The B.of G. has accepted the tender of Messrs.
J. Barnett & Co. for a year's supply of electrical fittings, at £57.

ClecUheatoil.—The Electricity Committee has accepted
the tender of Messrs. Baldwin i; Co., for a new isolating valve.

Ileston and Islewortli.—The U.D.C. has accepted the
offer of Messrs. Browett, Lindley &. Co., Ltd., to replace the defective
Uniflow engine at present in use at the electricity works by a
triple-expansion engine suitable for driving the dynamo now
coupled to the existing engine, at an additional cost of £200, and
to make arrangements to have foundations laid in a new position
and extensions of pipes, kc, made for connecting the new engine.

Ilfonl.—Messrs. Pritchetts it Gold, the Council's con-
tractors for the supply of plant for the Goodmayes sub station,
have, owing to the war, been unable to deliver the glass containing
cells for the battery. Under the circumstances, the Eleo.rioity
Committee has accepted the firm's offer of wood lead-lined boxes,
at a cost of £ I "S extra on the contract.

The electrical engineer and the chairman and vice-chairman of
the Electricity Committee have under consideration a letter from
the Slnan Electrical Co. stating their inability to supply arc l.imp
carbons of Oonradty's manufacture, and offering to supply from
stock ; also, a communication from the Board of Trade calling
attention to the shortage of carbons, and making certain suggestions
in relation thereto.

The Electricity Committee has accepted the tender of Mr.
Geo. T. Walker, at *490, for the erection of workshops at the
•leotrioity works.

London.—Stki'nly.—The B.C. Electricity Committee
reports that owing to the regular supplies of coal under oontract
having ceased on the outbreak of the war, the following offers had
been accepted on August ath :

—

A. Blaokmore 4 Co., 100 tons Ibstock Nut<, at ll«. <Ji. jxir Iw ; W.Cory and
Bon, Ltd., 8P0 tons of Washed Poait, at 13i. fid. ; Dintiam. Fawcu 4 Co.
200 tons H loich Washc 1 Piia, at 15a. ; K Foster d 8», SM tons Unlock NoM
D/3, at 153. lid.; Hams, Uardiii%n 4 Co., Ltd.. iOU tc-ni HilibooM Watbed
Peaq, at I84. 9d. ; Harrisons (London), Ltd., 200 tons Gudllog Black, at lOi. 8d.

;

300 tons Kilburn Manners Peas, and 150 toos Uutlaod Peas, at lit. 6d. ; K<rr
and Bon, 100 tons Nailstone Nuity Black, at 11a. 6d.

The Committee reports that with a view to supplementing the
Council's stock of coal, the following offers were accepted on
September 8th and 17th ;

—
w. H. Bowati:r, LU., 150 tons Clifton Peas, ISs. "Hi. ; A. Blackmrir. i Co.

100 tons Lanarkshire Pels, 148. 7d., 100 tons Lanark;bire Pen, Hi. 1 i. ; Cory
Bros. 4 Co., 60,70 ions Clifton Peas, 10). ; 200 .3)0 tons Gla!c3te Naity Slack,
12l. 6d. : 300 tons Nailstone Slack, 124. 8d.; Charrinicton, Bells, Dal<-. 200 tons
Bestwood Peas, 15s. .td. ; Dinham, Kawcus 4 Co., 200 :!X) tons Scotch Peaa,
16".

; Shipping and Coal Co., Ltd., 600 tons Cowpen Nun, I63 9d. ; Edge, J.
200 tons, iJrifr (Warwickshire) Peas ISs. 9d. ; 250 tons Coasall Screened Peaa
16!. i;i.; 230 tons Clifton (Notts.) PciB, 15s. 4d.; Foster. E., 4 Co., 200 400 ton
Walaall Washed Baans, Wa. .Si. ; Harris, Hardman 4 Co . 30) tons Uilihouae
Washed Peas, 16 1. 3d. ; Hudson, J. ,4 Co, 2)0 tons Bankoess Waihed Peaat
153.; Harrisons (London), Ltd., 40D tons Kiibarn Maocjrs Peas, 168.; Rndioo,
J., .£ Co. 100 tons lUnkness Peas, Us. 7d. ; 2)0 tons Btnlcoess Washed Peas.
14i. Id.

The following tenders were received for 50 tons of moulded
pitch :

—
Per ion.

T. Crow A Sons (recommendecl) £119 6
•T. Snart4 8on 860
Forbes, Abbott 4 Lennard, Ltd. 2 11 2
Grindley 4 Co.,Ltd 2 12 6
Gillespie 4 Scales 217

The Committee reports having purchased 9,200 pairs of Henrioo
flime arc carbons, at £72.
The Electricity Committee reports that owing to the difficulty

experienced in obtaining supplies of arc lamp carbons, arrange-
ments had been made for fixing on some of the existing lamp
columns half-watt lamps, in connection with which the following
tenders had been received :

—

Per lamp.
Edison & Swan U.E.L. Co. . . (recommended) £10
Drake & Gorham (Mazda lamp3) 10

., ,, (Ojram lamps) 117
British Westingbonse Electric 4 Manufacturing Co. 10
Electrical Co 100
Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works 10
British Thomson-Houston Co 117
General Electric Co 117

The Committee also reports having obtained 70 Wimbledon
fittings, without reflectors, for use with above lamps, at 2l8. 6d
each, from the Foster Engineering Co., and cDnsidering it advisable
to extend the erection of fittings similar to those in use in Cable
Street, the offer of the Universal Electrical Manufacturing Co. to
supply 70 fittings, at :i7s. each, had been accepted ; and also the offer

of 10,000 pairs of yellow tlame carbons, at £15 03. per 1,000 pairs,

from the G.E. Co., Ltd.. had been accepted.

For the protection of the windows at the Limehonse electricity
station with wire guards, the tender of Mr. W. Badger, for £71, i«

recommended for acceptance.

SouTHWABK.—The General Electric Co.. Ltd., has been given an
order for the supply of 46,000 pairs of 7 x !* and 8x9 mm,
carbons to be delivered as and when required during the next 12
months, at £S 78. lOd. and £9 lis. 2d. per 1,000 respectively. The
tender of the same firm is recommended for acceptance for the
supply of 20 Angold magazine flime lamps. Oiving to the war.
the electrical engineer has ordered from the Electrical E^iuipment
and Eagineering Cj. one mile of 3,20 cable, at £U lOi. : one mile
of 7/20, at £26 ; one mile of 7 i2, at £16 5s. ; one mile at 7 IS, at
£32 ; and one mile of 7; 16. at £48 lOi.

Rocliester.—Amongst orders recently received by
Messrs. Venner Time Switches, Ltd., is one for 73 time switohee
for the Kent Electric Power Co., for RDohester.

Soutliaiiiptoii,—The foUowintr tenders have been
accepted by the Electricity Committee :

—
William Rick^rd, Ltd.—Cable, £96.

Union Cubic Co., Ltd.—Small sise n t. cable. i.'123 per mile.

Slockport.—The H.G. has accepted the tender of

Messrs. AfoOlure ^t Whitfield for the eleutrical installation at the
hospital extension, at £74.

Totteiiliaiii.—The Council has accepted the tender of
Messrs. N. E Keen ,t Co., of Westminster, of £10 for the mainten-
ance of electric fittings. The only other tender, £41, was reoeired
from Mr. J. H. Golding, of Stoke Newington.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Salford Technical and Eniiliiccrlng Association.—Saturday, C-iober Srd.
Visit to IVxtilo LVpartmcni, Uoyal Te<-huical Institute, SaKcird.

Electro-Harmonic Society,— Friday, October !Hh. At S p.m. At Bolbom
Kcstaurant. ttnaokiuf concert.
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NOTES.

Institution and Lecture .\otes.

—

Lnstitl'tio.v of
Mauine E.NoiNEEiis.—Oa Moiiduy, September 2l8t, a demonetra-
tioii wa» givoa of tha Atimlcaline ayNtem of metal jointinir, by Mr.
Harden, the inventor of the prooenH. la marine wurli, the prin-
cipal uses to which the nystem ia applied are the llanifinif of pipen,
the seamini; of lead used in refrii;eratin^ chamberu and general
eaaitary work. The process is now in (general use amontr ship-
builders. It was described in our pai^es some years ago.

Jl'.siob I.NSTiTnTioN 01' EsiiisEEKs.—The CjuDcil has elected
the Marquis of Oraham as president for the year I'Jl 1-15, in suc-
C388ion to Sir BDverton Redwood. The Vickers Prize, coDBiBtiag
of a Gold Medal and Premium, has been awarded to Mr. James
Richardson, for his papar on " High- Power Diesel Enirines." Mr.
R'chardsou has also secured the Institution Medal for the same
paper.

The following are the announcements for the month of Ojtober ;

October 'Jth.—8 p.m. I otormal Meeting at 89, Victoria Street, 8.W, Mr.
Wm. P. Durtiiall, on "Tbr Barrier of Ignorance," illuBtraled b;
laitem.

Ojtober lath.—* p.m. At the lostitutlon ot Ele<^trical EoL''neer», VIci jria
Embankment Paper by Mr. Wm. Soott Taggart, M.I.Mech.E., on
" Cotton BpiininK.'*

October IC'.h.— 8 p m. Informal Meeting at !)9, Victoria Street. Mr. V/, T.
Dunn, on " Tha Latest In Home Lighting."
Viflli of ShefflBld Local Section to the Works of Mesirs. Mellowes and

Co , Shelllsld.

October SIril.-S p m. Informal Meeting at 1)9, Victoria Street. Leclurette
by Mr H. N Monro.

October aotli.- 8 pm. Informal Meeting at 33, Viot jria Street. Lecturette
by Mr. U. Ranhia, A.M.l.K.E.

Eicellent progress has been made with the Local Sections in
Birmingham, Manchester and Sheffield. The membership has con-
siderably increased during the year, and the Committee of each
Seotion is arranging a full and interesting programme for the
coming session.

Inquiries.—Manufacturers are asked for of bone or imita-
tion ivory press buttons ; brass or german silver springs and
Bcrewd for wood electric bell pushes, both flat and pear shape

;

"clear Oyster glasses "
; and cheap porcelain cones, IJ in. to J in.

diaaieter, threaded top and bittom.
The Officer Commanding Riyal Engineers, Shoeburyness, would

be glad to know of any electric reading or recording tide gauge
that is on the market.

All kinds of plant for making metallic-filament lamps are
asked for, to start the industry in a neutral country.

Suppliers of " Fontaine bleu " sand for making glass bulbs are
asked for.

Manufaoturera of machines for winding armatures, winding
wire on bobbins, and winding silk, &c , on wire are inquired for.

The Electro-IIaiinonie Soeietv.—The first Smoking
Concert of the season will be held at the Holborn Restaurant
(Kmg's Hall), on Friday next, Ojtober yth, commencing at

8 o'clock. Mr. A. Hugh Seabrook will preside. The preliminary
programme is as follows : —Vocalists : Mr. Anderson Nicol (tenor),

Mr. Thorpe Bates (baritone) ; Mr. Walter Montague (novel instru-

mentalist and humorist) ; Mr. Walter Churcher (humorist) ; Mr.
Ernest Hastings (entertainer at the piano). A professional
orchestra from the Lonion Symphony, Pailharmonic, and the
Kmg'a Private Bind. At the piano, Mr. Bernard Flanders,
A.R A M. The programme will include national anthems,
patriotic songs and nau'ical and patriotic selections.

Tung'sten E.vtraotiou.—At the meeting of the Mawchi
Tin and Wolfram Co on Tuesday, it was stated that in order to
supply the Sheffield steel makers, arrangements were in progress
for the extraction of tungsten from the ore in this country.
Hitherto the tungsten used in the manufacture of special steels

has come from Germany.

Eno'ineer I nits of the Royal Xaval Division.—
The Board of Selection will continue to interview applicants until
the ead of this week. Applicants (who must have had actual
experience of constructional work) are required to attend in person
at 2, Savoy Hill, W.C, between 10 am. and 1 p.m., or between 2 p.m.
and 4 p.m. (Saturday. 10 a m. to 1 p.m. only.)

EneiHj Patents.—The following statement has been
kindly sent to us by a firm of chartered patent agents, who desire
to remain anonymous :—It is officially announced that " all

persons resident, carrying on business or being in our Dominions,"
may pay any fees necessary for obtaining the grant, or for obtain-
ing the renewal of patents, or for obtaining the registration of
designs or trade marks, or the renewal of such registration hi an
enemy count ri/

; and also may pay into the British Patent Office in
London on behalf of an " enemy " any fees payable on application
for, or renewal of, the grant of a British patent, or on application
for the registration of British designs or trade marks, or the
renewal of such registration.

The G3rman, Austrian and Hungarian Patent OflBoes have
issued various temporary rules aid indulgencies to safeguard
certain rights of applicants and patentees which might otherwise
have been jeopardised or lost by reason of delays arising out of the
hostilities.

Switzerland, though not a belligerent, has likewise provided for
special extensions of time for payments and for other matters.
The United States Patent Office, whilst it has no authority to

extend the time of filing applications delayed " because of the
unsettled condition of European affairs," will probably present the
matter to Congress with a view to the obtainment of legislation to
remedy the disabilities arising out of such delays.

Tanadian In(|uiries.—A Winnipeg firm offers to
co-operate with United Kingdom manufooturersof electrical goodi,
hardware, ,V :., wishing to enter the Western Canada market. A
Montreal company, dealing in electrical eupplien. wants to get into
oommunication with llritieh makers of tungnten and carbon
electric lamps, street and other fittings f ir name, and arc lamp
Cirboni. Further particulars (names, \;j ) respecting these
inquiries, can be obtained at the Commercial "Intelligence Branch
of the Board of Trade in London.

rharife of .Stealiii?.—At the Mansion llou.s*; I'oiice

Court on September 29 th, Alexander Farquhar, 39, foreman
spinner, was charged, before Sir John Knill, with Btealin^
quantities of coppsr, brass and zinc the property of his employer,
Mr. Dwid Assersohn, electrical engineer, of :tl, St. Bride's Street.
Prisoner was charged further with feloniomly inciting Frank
Brenner, an apprentice, to steal the property of his employer.
Prisoner, who expressed regret for what he had done, waa com-
mitted for trial.

Fire Patrols for I'aetories.—Tiie liritish Fire Pre-
vention Committee desire it to be known that a certain number of
reserve firemen (over 3.'. years of age), of good character and ex-
perience, are availible from the Committee's .-ipecial Fire Service
Force, to do either part time, or full time watch or patrol service
on factories and works engaged upon Government emergency
orders. Applications should be addressed to the Registrar. British
Fire Prevention Committee, 8. Waterloo Place, London, S.\V.

A|i|toiutnients Vaeant. — .lanior engineer-in-cliarge
(£2), for Dirlington Corporation electricity works. Parti-iclsrs
are given in our advertisement pages.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editort invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial aide of the profession and industry,
also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readtri ofths
Electbical Rrview posted as to their movenenis.

Central Station Officials. — Mr. Banbury, shift

engineer at the Barnes U.D.C. electricity works, having joined the
Army, Mb. Kiefisb has been appointed to succeed him until hig

return.

Mr, a. .T. Dobson, meter superintendent at Croydon, has been
appointed to a similar position at Hull, recently advertised.
In the absence, on active service, of Lieut. G. 0. Milxes, elec-

trical engineer to the Lancaster Corporation, Mb. Peiksok has
been placed in charge of the station. Mr. Milnes is serving with
the 5th King's Own R-'giment.

The following increases of salary are to be granted to the under-
mentioned employe! at the Ilford electricity works:

—

Mb. J. R.
Wilson, first charge engineer, £1('..5 to £170 ; Mb, G E. William-
son, second charge engineer, £IS0 to £140; Mb. A. Glazieb,
third charge engineer, £127 lOs. to £135 ; Messrs. P. E. Smith
and T. 0. Reynolds, meter inspectors, £1 lOs. to £2 per week
each.

The mirriage took place at Vavnor Parish Church, on September
2l8t, of Mb. Edward Rowlands, of the staff of the Merthyr
Electric Traction ani Lighting Co., and Miss Annie Dix, eldest
daughter of Mr. S. Dix, of Merthyr.
Mr. R W. Jolly, of the staff of the Blackpool electricity

department, has joined the R lyal Eogineers.

Tramway Officials.

—

IIr. "W. R. Lorrimar, who has
left the staff of the Hull municipal tramways department to go
into business for himself in the city, has been presented by his

cjlleagues with a silver inkstand.

Cieneral.

—

Alderman William Thompsox, chairman
of the Blackburn Electricity and Tramways Committee, has agreed
to be nominated for the mayoralty of the borough.
The office staff of the British Insulated and Helsby Cables, Ltd.,

Helsby, have presented a case of cutlery to Mb, A. E. Smith npon
the occasion of his marriage.
Mb. H. J. Groves Webb, engineer and departmental manager

of the Electrical Co., Ltd., Charing Cross Road, W.C, has
joined the Royal Naval Division (Engineer Units) and is in the
Naval Camp at Martin Mill, near Walmer.
Mb. Chables Bright, F.R.S.E., delivered a very timely and

interesting address on '' A Xition's Awakening," at the Leigh
Institute on September 18th. A full report is appearing in the
Tonhridge Free Prfss.

From an announcement appearing among our advertisements, it

will bo observed that Mb. Edwabd Albert Uffelmann, of
Epsom, has adopted the eurname of Edwards (Edward Albert
Edwards).

Obituary.

—

Mr. E. Hi )PE-Jo\es.—Weregret to announce
the death of Mr. Robert Hope-Jones, M.I.E.E., which occurred
suddenly at Rochester, New York State, on the I3th ult. Bom
in 1859 at Hooton Grange, Cheshire, he was ihe third eon of
William Hope-Jones, a pioneer of the Volunteer movement and
founder of the Ist Cheshire Rifles, whose annual camp was always
held on the estate. The " Hope " represents the Liverpool banking
family after which Hope Street and Hope Hall were named. Of
musical parents, he was a musician to the finger-tips, and we hear
of his playing the organ for occasional services at Eastham
Parish Church when he was nine years old, But his life was one
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long Btruffele against Ill-health and financial worry, the tempera-

ment of the artifltic inventor and the suooesBful commercial man
bainp as difficult to harmonise as oil and water. His couraife in

Burmountinu these i bitacles is described ag superhuman, and the

mass of inventive work a^hieved under such disadvantaeeous

circumstances was enormoas. After an apprenticeship at Liird

Bros., Birkenhead, 1S76-1SH2, he became chief electrician

to the Laacashifo and Cheshire Telephone Co, Ltd.,

leavinp them in 1889 to develop his invention of the

metjaphone, a method of increasinj; the power of the human voice

through the application of a compressed air relay. Though then

unsucceeeful in its application, the principles he enunciated are

now used in connection with gramophones. For this purpose he

had established a email workshop close to St. John's Church,

Birkenhead, of which he was the voluntary organist and choir-

master. Here began hie epoch-making inventions in organ

building. The improved electro-pneumatic action, the movable

console, the high wind pressures, the percussive attack, the double

touch, the stop-switch and the stop-keys instead of draw-knobs,

startled the organ world, and St. .Tjhn's Church was visited

literally by thousands of organists from all parts of the kingdom.

Thanks to liberal financial support from such men as Mr. Thomas
Threlfall, then chairman of the Riyal Academy of Music, and Mr.

J. Martin White, ex -.M P. for Dundee, an organ-building works was
established in Birkenhead, and many fine examples of his art were

erected such as those in St. George's, Hanover .'^(luare, St. Mijhael's.

Chester Square, and Worcester Cathedral.

Me. J. IlAMER.—The death occurred on September 24tb, after

an operation, of Mr. Joseph Hamer, elfctrical engineer, of Broad

Street, Halifax, and formerly of SDwerby Bridge Deceased, who
was in his .")7th year, had been in business at Halifax since 1884,

and WiB a member of the local Electrical Cjntractors' Association.

CITY NOTES.

Ihindec. nroufflity Ferry and IHstrict

Trannviiys To.

At the meeting of this company, Mr. Geoboe Balfour,
moving the adoption of the report, which recommended a

dividend of L'l per cent, for the year, said the directors regarded

the result of the year's working as entirely satisfactory. The
receipts for the year amounted to £13,98i"), being an increase

of iilSit over the preceding year, but expenses, chiefly in coal

and maintenance charges, had also increased. The gross profit

was practically the same as last year amounting to £6,328.

The rijndee Corporation, under the powers conferred on them
by the Companies' Act of Parliament, had intimated that they

intended to acijuire the portion of the company's tramway from
Craigie Terrace to Belaiz? Road, a route length of, approxi-

mately, 7 furlongs, and an arbiter had been appointed by the

Board of Trade to fix the price to be paid by the Corporation.

The company was preparing its claim and would take all steps

necessary to support it.

I)r.ike & Gnrliniu, Ltd.

The directors' report for the year ended June 30th, 1914, shows
that after payment of all charges, including bonuses due to staff,

and making provision for contingencies, there remains a net profit

of £8 21.', which, with £l,71i; brought forward, makes a total of

£9.931, which it is proposed to appropriate as follows :— Dividend

at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum £5,000, writing down good-

will £3,000, and cirrying forward £1,931. After cireful con-

sideration the directors have decided not to defer piyment of

dividends to the shareholders as they appreciate the necessi'.y for

maintaining the circulation of money. They gratefully acknow-
ledge the kind support given by many clients during this critical

time, which has enabled them to provide employm;nt up to the
present for those who have not been able to enlist, and to make
provision for depandauts of employes who are serving their

country. The retiring director, Mr. Eiwin H. Story, does not seek

re-election.

The dividend paid in 1913 was 5 per cent, per annum, requiring

£(;,250, £4,000 was written off balance of underwriting com-
mission, and £1,71(> carried forward.

La IMata Klcctric Tramways Vu,, Ltd.—The directors

announce, says the Fhumcial 'J'imrs, that the approximate result

for the hiilfyear to June 30th, 1914, shows an available balance of

£7,931, as against £9.70() in 1913, and after allowing fordebenture
stjck and other interest, but without any further contribution for

reserves or renewals fund, there would remain a b.ilanco of £r> 212.

Having regard to the provision to be mads for paving and other

payments on capital account and to the existing stringency of thtf

money market, the directors have decided not to pay an interim

dividend on the preference shares, but to await the final accounts

for the year.

Folkestone Klectrieity Sii|i|)l.v Co,. Ltd. — The
directors have declared an iuterim dividend at the rate of ('< per
cent, per annum (.:w. pjr share") less income-tax, on the ordinary
shares for the half-year to June 30th.

CoiiHtv of Durham Eleetrieal INnver IMstrilMition

Co., Ltd.—The directors announce that they have decided not to

declare an interim dividend on the preference oharea.

Itiienos .lyres.—The Finom-ial Times says that the
general stagnation of busineaa in Buenos Ayre«, together with the
torrential rains, have hit the tramway baeinesa pretty h&rd. Still

the report of the .South Electric Tramways Co. (Companik de
Tramways Electricos del Sud) for the year ended June 30th iMt is

a fairly hopeful one, and the directors are able to recommend the
distribution of a 4 per cent, dividend en the ordinary ebaree.

Thj receipts from tickets have fallen from ?1. 137,1.0! in the pre-
ceding year to $1,1 19, l;iO, which works out at a decrease of 1'62

per cent. Unfortunately at the same time the account* had to

bear the extra expenditure entailed by the opening of the br«nch
to the Plaza Constitution, which took place at the beginning of
April, the very time when the excessive rains were beginning to

make people keep indoors in the towns, ae well as caaae the
disastrous floods in the country. The extra expenditure conse-

quently was not balanced by the extra tak'ngs in the way of fares

which had b^en legitimately hoped for, the outgoings increased

from.^834, i;81 to $839,878, and the working coefficient from 73 37

per cent, to 7.'.04 per cent. The direHors are confident that this

very high rate will be reduced in the immediate future, for they
propose to make a reduction in fares from which they expect the
tram business will derive considerable beaefit. The company's
assets are stated at $>,532,532, the paid-up capital being
$3,80.5,090.

Itritisli Radiani ('or|)oration. Ltd.—ThU corporaticHi,

at an extraordinary general meeting held in Lindon on 23rd lost.,

resolved to increase its capital from £40,003 to £.i0.0<:'0. Sir

Francis Fox, who preaiied, slid that the new works were now
practic lily completed, and would, he hoped, continue to work at

their full capacity in the manufacture of radium salts, nraniam
and other products.

Hurst, \el.son Jc to.. Ltd.—The directors report that
the accounts for the year ended July ISth, subject to audit, will

enable them, after setting aside the amounts required for the
dividend on the preference shares payable in Kovember and May
next, and placing a substantial sum to reserve, to recommend a
dividend of 5 per cent, on the ordinary shares. A year ago 2i per
cent, was paid on the ordinary shares.— Timrx,

South Metro|iolitan Eleitrie Linht and Power Co.,
Ltd.— Warrants tor interest on the 4} per cent, first mortgage
debenture stock for the half-year ended October 1st, have been
posted.

Ralii'oorlie Kleetric Power to.. Ltd.—A dividend on
the preterence shares at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum for the
six months ended September 30th, I'.'U, is announced, payable on
Ojtober 16th,

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Derby Lamp Works, Ltd. (i37,7o9)—Registered September
23rd, byKaiph Raphael 4 Cx. 17. Colem\n Street. EC, with a ctp'til o(
A'85,0,X) in U6.,'»00 profit particip&tinf; cutnulative preference sbftres of £1 e»cb
and 211,000 ordinary shares of 6s. each Objects :—To carry on in the Unitsd
Kingdom, the Colonies, India, or elsewhere, the basines* of manufacturer* 0(
electric lamps, filaments and radiators of all kinds, stoves, meters, tlttinga,

apparatus and appliances connected with electricity, water, oil, gas or other-
wise; electrical, teleftr&ph, telephone, mechanical and consultinf; eDgineen;
wholesale or retal manufact ircra of. and dealers in, chemicals, drags, pre-
p\ration8, oils, paints, colours, varnishes and other compmnds used by
photographers, dyers, chemists, druesists or drysaltery, Ac The signatories
(with one share each) are :—C. H. James. Holme Konse. So'bury. Su'reT,
accountant; \V. Lee, lil-20, Avenue Chambers, Bloomsbury Square. W.C.,
director ; J. Bran^burv, 3, Pancras Lane, E.C., solicitor; A. Beard. I^ Station
Road, Anncrley, 8.E ,'olerk; C. Burton, 37, Surrev Street. W.C., advertising
contract )r; C. H. FrObt, 3, Pancras Lane. EC, clerk; J. Cliff ird. i. The
M«ll, Wembley, Middlesex, clerk. Minimum cash subscription, seven &bare5 ;

th? first diroc'-.ors (to be not less than two or more than ninei aro W. Lee
and H. How ; ijualiti^atiin (except the t to dii-ectors nominated in writing by
the liquidator of Met«li:e. Ltd. I, i'.lIX) ; remuneration. fUM oa;h per annijm
(chairman £50 extra) and a percentage of the profln. Reg stcred ofBce, 9.10,

Pancras Lane, E.G.

Parana Tramways Co., Ltd. 037,776\—Roistered Sfptem-
ber 3l;h, with a capital of i.'To.lX\) in il shares, to ae,|airt\ use, work, dis-

pose of, aiul turn to account, any tramways, railways or running power*, to

Renerate, parcluso and sui'ply electriciiy for light, beat, motive acd traction

power nnd other purpjses, Ac, and \o enter int^ an agreement with J. Q.
Whit,' .t Co., Ltd. The subscribers (with one share eachi ate :-H. W.
Stacey, liO, Trpiitliani Street, Southllol.U, S.W.. accountant W. K. Hurry. 34,

The Avenue. Hi^'hams Park, n-ar Chinglori, registrar ; H H. Clubb, 61. York
Koad, Kast Ham clerk ; K. .1. Birch, i, Castleton Road, Go-idmavej. company
secretary; O. S. Pent >n. 9, Lee I'ark, Blackheatli, S K., cashier: F. R Sim-
niOTuis, 20). Lyndhurrit Koad, Wood Green. N,, cierk; F. W. Payler. 3. 8t.

Stephen's Road, Lowiaham, 8.E , bo)kkeep?r. Minimum cash subscription,

seven shares ; the nuinbiir of directors is not to be less than three or more
than seven ; the first are to h? app.iintod by the subscribers ; do q laliflcation

required for first directors; others. £500 sharjs. .ielx-nturea cr debenture
stock: remuneration as fixtd by the company. Solicitors: Jul at, EdwarSi
and Thomas, 8, Old Jewry, G.O.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Sloan Electrical Co., Ltd. (61.5J8). — Capital, eu.ooo In

£1 shares i.'.,(X» prof ). Reinrn dated July Hlh. 1914, .-i.tWO pret. and «,54
orJ. shares taken up. £1 per share called up on l.S.'H ord.. £12 4 paid. /6.600

considered as paid on remainder. Mortgages and charges : Nil.

Xaylorjrruph, Ltd.—Debenture dated September 16th. 1914,

to secure £JoO, charged on the companva undettaking and property, preaebt

and future, including uncalled capital, i( any. Holder; J. M. Hunt, Fair-

lawn Park Koad, Southborougb, Kent.
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STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuead*; Evening.

Htock EzohuDire buaineaa contlnnea steadily to expand. Day by

day the number of members who come up to ThroKmorton Street

is aui;mented by freeh arrivals who have scarcely put in an appear-

ance hitherto, since the end of July. They are attracted hy hear-

ing that bosinesB is far from beinp: dead. Some firms even boast

that they are making income beat expenditure, but this, perhaps,

must be taken in conjunction with comparatively light office

expenses, MuHt brokers, for instance, are obliged to maintain

relatively heavy charges for otiice accommodiilion and its

incidentals, which is a source of outgoings that does not so greatly

trouble the jobbers, two or three of whom can share a room, a

clerk and a telephone, without putting any undue strain upon
either of the three.

At the same time, business is very different, of course, from
what miy be described as normal. It would be waste of fpace, for

instance, to re-set-up the two pages of prije lists usual to this part

of the Klectbical Rkview. The quotations would be appro-

priate so far as buying prices are concerned, but since in many
stocks it is still a matter of difficulty to find buyer?, the re-

establishment of regular price lists must still be delayed. If,

however, there are readers who would care to see prices regularly,

we will do our best to get an actnal dealing price and to embody
it in the various selections of (inotations which we have been

enabled to give since the war brgan.

The Home Railway market continues to show reviving vitality.

A good many people are urging that investors have become so sick

of losses incurred through the placing of capital in securities

hailing from abroad that they must perforce turn to domestic
channels for employment of their surplus cash. Prices have under-

gone extremely severe shrinkage from the best figures touched
this year ; and while there has been substantial recovery from the

worst, the bullish argument is that plenty of scope remains
for further advances.

The Underground group is in some favour with what may be
termed its usual body of buyers, who, during the past week, have
been picking np such amounts of Metropolitan Consolidated,

District Ordinary and Underground Electric income bonds
as are held to show the presence of the small capitalist. To the
the Stock Exchange, these comparatively slender transactions

are of little value, save for the indication which they afford of the
trend of public opinion. The quotations have improved, notwith-
standing quietude and dullness in the Consol market, vvhere the

price of the Fnnds has eased off to 68}, below which figure

members are not allowed to deal amongst themselves, on behalf of

clients.

Telegraph and Telephone descriptions are very quiet, showing
no important changes from the figures given here last week.
The feature is the strength of Marconis. The parent
shares have risen to 1 1",.

. at which price there are supporters

as these notes are being written. The firmness is based npon the

current impression, already quoted here, that the company is

doing extremely well in connection with Government work ;
and

although the Government itself is working the concern, it is

thought that the shareholders cannot fail to derive substantial

benefit from the business brought by the war. American Marconis,

after being down to 83. 3d., have recovered to 9s. ; while Canadians,
which were none too readily saleable a few weeks ago, are now a
tolerably good market in the neighbourhood of ts. 6d. The
Eastern group is unchanged, and the Anglo-American section has
been attracting the attention of the speculative investor.

Amongst Electricity Supply shares there has been compara-
tively little doing during the past week. Ko pressure to sell,

coupled with not much demand for shares, have combined to

reduce the market to a state of stagnation. The companies, from
all that we can hear, are doing better than might have been
expected, having regard to the state of war, from which it may be
inferred, reasonably enough, that a comparatively slight amount
of attention would brace prices materially. Metropolitans within
the past few days have changed hands at 3 and 3t, South Metro-
politan Preference can be sold at 22s. 6d. There are several buyers
of Debenture stocks. South London Debenture, for example, is

quoted at 98, and Chelsea Debenture at 'JOh. Possibly sellers

could get these figures for the stocks.

British Columbia Electric Deferred stock at 91 is 12 points down
since the Stock Exchange closed, and the 5 per cent. Preference, at

96, is 6J lower. There is a small scrap of the Company's Pre-
ferred Ordinary on offer at 93, or a shade cheapsr, this being some
9 points below the price ruling at the end of July.
Mexican utility shares and bands are scarcely dealt in. The

news from the country is bad, and the fresh revolution dashes to

the ground the hopes which had been reared upon the elevation
of Carranza to the direction of affairs—and, it was hoped, to the
permanent handling of the reins of Government. This seems to

be knocked on the head by the latest intelligence, and most
Becnrltiea connected with Mexico have gone back. There are still

a few hardy buyers of Mexico Tramways bonds, who are prepared
to give 73.

Argentine Tramway 5 per cent. Debenture stock is on offer at

931, free of stamp and fee, which is only 7] points higher than the
price of the company's i per cent. First Debenture stock. Buenos
Ayres Lacroze Extension Debenture changed hands the other day
at 90, and the Consolidated Debenture at Si, these prices being
practically identical with those of two months back. Toronto
Power Consolidated Guaranteed Debenture stock has come on offer

at 90, free ; there is a dividend due on November 1st.

Brazilian Tractions rose to &2, but reverted later to the round CO.

Tlie shares are moving a good deal in sympathy with the general

tone of markets. It would be interesting to know what pro-

portion of the company's Common shares were held in Belgium,

but, judging from experience, in the abrenceof such information, it

would not be safe to draw ra«h concluaions from the known likinf

of ISelgian capitalists for these shares.

British Wentinghouse Preference have risen to li-U, and, M
may well be supposed, all the Armament shares are steady. The
feature is the strength of Birmingham Small Arms, the price of

which has risen to .'ri,*., which is 12s. <;i. higher than the price wu
on July 30th. The Company has junt issued a glowing report, and
there has been substantial buying of the shares in various provincial

centres, from Birmingham to Cardiff. Vickers at 34s. Od., and
Armstrongs at 3S'. '.i|., keep firm. There is a continuance of

inquiry for Rubber shaii'<, thank.", of course, to the demand experi-

enced for the raw material in connection with store« and with
tires for motor vehicles of all kinds, mostly military and com-
mercial.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

Owing to the war, the prices given below are, of course, only
nominal,

Wednesday, September SOtb.

CHEMICALS. *0.
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PROBLEMS OF INDUSTRY.'

Bx "A WOULD-BE BEFOUMER."

Akk the ability and resources of this country compe-

tent to carry its responsibihties ? Though this

question is for decision by the future, we have to

find an answer now, and have no real choice as to

what that is. We must answer in the affirmative,

.and make it our business to see that they are com-
petent. But the question of how best to use our

resources, and a doubt whetlier we are doing al]

that should be done, are continually before us.

The foundation of the national structure is

national character, but everyone knows that this is

a foundation to be built on with method, discipline,

organisation, education, purpose, and many other

materials. Here we are told that Germany is out-

building us, and that we must change our methods,
or be content to resign our position in the world.

We have before us Mr. J. J. Hill's recent speech

at the National Foreign Trade Convention in the

U.S.A., in which he severely criticised British indus-

trial methods, especially in recent legislation, and
predicted grave disaster for us in the near future.

It is hard for us to accept this bewildering lesson.

Can it be that the next generation to that which
built the submarine cable system, the ocean steam-
ship lines, the Lancashire cotton industry, the ship-

yards, fifty other things, is collapsing rapidly and
disastrously through want of business methods ? In

what is it, how is it that we are failing? Or is it

possible that Mr. Hill misunderstands the condi-

tions, and we arc not failing at all ? Can so famous
a prophet, with so loud a voice, so impressive a
manner, so skilled in finance, though it is only
American finance, be wrong?
We have had more than one lesson recently to

teach us that not every prophet of woe is a Cas-
'sandra. A very few years ago we were scared by
•dismal calculations of the amount of combined
nitrogen in the world, only to be increased by the
clover bacillus, and the limited area in which wheat
could be grown. Since that time nitrogen com-
pounds have been formed from the air on a scale

which can be extended without limit; new strains of
wheat have come into use which will ripen in the
short sub-Arctic summer; Canadian and Siberian
wheat fields have been opened up; irrigation and
dry soil culture have brought deserts into cultiva-
tion. Could the irony of false prophecy go further?

I-et us not be too much frightened by the prospect
of disaster from other people's prosperity, but re-

member that it was impossible for us to remain the
workshop of the new world to the extent that we
were of the old world from which we were the first

to rise. Prosperity does not consist in being bigger
than other people, nor even in any given rate of ex-
pansion, but in having control of our circumstances
and responsibilities. Nevertheless, however we may
suspect the spirit in tiie mouths of these prophets,
we do well to consider carefully what they utter.

In the last resort the maintenance of national i)osi-

tion may depend on military strength, but every
year makes clearer that war between highly organ-
ised states i.s a desperate remedy, and that national
competition is in the main one of industrial efficiency
and material resources. This is the position Mr.
Norman Angell has developed. To a mere onlooker
it would seem that the susceptibility of injury of the
German Empire increases much more rapidlv than
her jiower of inflicting it. Consider what deadly
blows we could now, with little injur>' to our-
selves, inflict on her sea-borne commerce, while in
1870 we could not have injured Prussia at all except
at our own greater cost. Germany's ver\- industrial

* Wo. print this artiilo as it was written tvirlv in Julv,
though aome passages aro alroady ol>so]pt.\—Eus. 'EbBc. Rbv.

activity com[jelled her to submit in the Moroccan
conference w'hen the hrench bankers withdrew their

loans. Her attempt to obtain a position of over-

whelming military strength has conspicuously failed,

having resulted only in the consolidation of other

States against her, so that her military position rela-

tively to them is weaker now than it has been at any
time since Jena, and is one of considerable peril.

That peril is not the less because she is a standing

menace to other nations. The military question

does not concern us. It is mentioned here to be put

aside, and to emphasise the point that the real

problem is that of efficient industrial organisation,

and it is of this that the warning is addressed to u*.

The subject has been discussed from many points

of view, which fall under three principal head- ,

—
1. The efficiency of the directors and stafl of in-

dustrial concerns.
2. The organisation of the workers, and their

relations to the directors.

3. Free Trade and Protection.

Under the first head falls the large subject of

scientific and technical education, and to some extent

the working of the Limited Liability Companies
Acts. The second heading covers matters connected
with Trade Unions, employer's Tiability, factory

Acts, industrial insurance, and similar things. Tak-
ing them in the reversed order we will only observe
of the Free Trade question that we suspect its prac-

tical importance to be greatly exaggerated, but it

has occupied so large a space in recent politics that

one can hardly leave it unmentioned. It is difficult

to draw any definite conclusion from the cases of

the U.S.A., Germany, and Great Britain, except that

great commercial activity depends on quite other
matters than taxation at the ports.

The second head, the problem of the relations be-

tween wage-payers and wage-earners, is the subject

of that amazing speech of Mr. Hill's to which we
have already referred. With some verbal altera-

tions it might be put in the mouth of a confederate
slave owner, or of a county member of 1830 de-

fending a 40s. duty on wheat. " Only a purblind
nation can dream of basing its future on anything
less commanding than equality or superiority in the
elements of production; including, of course, the
wages of labour, and the remuneration of capital."

Yes! Low wages and high remuneration. Again:
" Widespread and long-continued industrial distress

in England comes from attempting to hold markets
against competitors, while maintaining a wage scale

that does not permit her to meet their prices, and
does not offer to capital an inducement to go into

new fields of development, or even to remain where
It has hitherto been occupied." KxcelleiU ! Let ifc

re-enact the old Poor l^w. Does Mr. llill really

think that the work of Zeiss and Abbe, of the Ham-
burg-.\merica I,ine. of the Baden .\niline Co., is

based on cheap laboin-? To lay down as axiomatic
long and vcrl)osc premises in which the desired con-

clusion is implicitly assumed is the well-known
method of ])ublic oratory. Of thi.>»Mr. Hill's speech
is an excellent exanqile. but it is not a vei"y helpful

contrilnition to our present problem of the contest

between the employers and the trade unions, which
we are meeting in a more advanced form than Ger-
many has yet developed. The problem taxes our
political capacity, but we do not believe for a mo-
ment that it will go near to ruin us. .A working
solution has been found in Lancashire, and this may
be adopted in other places. The essence of the solu-

tion seems to lie in such an intelligence by the
workers of the conditions of a business, that the\

are able to assent to the terms on which it is con-
ducted, instead of being" compelled to submit to

them. This is clearly more difficult in such a busi-

ness as a railway than in cofton manufacturing or
gas-making, but should be capable of more exten-
sive application than at present.

We *^rn to the question of the efficiency of the
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direction and staff, which is tlie root of the matter,

and is closely connected with that of education.

Ihere >eeni to be two weak places in the existing

system in Lnyland of directing and staffing hnsiness

concerns. The one is that there is no large body of

technically instructed men from whom the directors

and staff c«n be recruited, and the other that there

is not sufficient advancement of able men I rum the

lower grades to higher ones inside the businesses.

The two points are closely connected, but the second
is to a large extent the effect of the Companies Acts,

and our system of banking. The capital of British

concerns is largely obtained on the Stock lixchanges,

and is owned by bodies of persons generally ignorant
uf the business and interested only in the dividends,

and a tendency to appoint directors to the boards
who represent the purely financial interests of the
shareholders is inevitable. The experience and ways
of thought of these men are those of financiers. The
technical men, the managers, engineers, and so forth

are in an inferior position. The directors neither
use quite the same language nor think quite in the
same way as their subordinates. The energy and
enterprise along technical lines which- -judging from
their trade journals—are the life of American busi-

nesses, are stifled; and the worst result of this is

that the directors are not sufficiently in command of,

or in touch with, their businesses to be able to recog-
nise with certainty, and advance with decision,

younger men of energy and ability who may be
found in their service. It was a very true saying
of Lord Melbourne that England is a great reservoir
of capacity. No head of an English business who
has a considerable number of men under him, and
possesses sympathy and insight, should ever be at

a loss to find a man capable at least of any piece
of work or administration for which in the ordinary
occasions of business a man may be wanted. For
supreme occasions the supreme man may or may
not present himself. But a financial director, of ex-
perience and capacity, often the successful head of
some allied business, or representing the interest of
an important shareholder, attending a board meeting
every week or fortnight, careful to refrain from do-
ing anything to affect the position of the manager
especially in his relation with the staff—such a
director knows little of the men and of whose ability
he may be in sore need, and yet at the same time
occupies the position in which alone the decision to
advance the able men can be made. The question
of the advancement of any given man, and the esti-

mate of how he will fill the higher post, is so much
a matter of personal judgment, and there is so good
a chance of mistake, that a subordinate officer, even
a general manager under a board, will rarely take
the responsibility of urging such a step.

One is tempted to think that German businesses
may have an advantage over ours in both these
points. On one side their system of technical edu-
cation should help to bring out the capable men,
and enable them more readily to be recognised, and
promoted to higher posts. On the other hand Ger-
man businesses are financed to a large extent by
bankers, not as here, where the banks merely make
advances on security and have no interest in the
way the money is used, but by bankers whose se-
curity is the prosperity of the concern itself. This
should result in the choice of directors for their ex-
perience and knowledge of the particular business
they are to conduct, and for the purpose of actively
conducting it, and such men will be more easily
found under the better educational system. Of
coiu-se. these remarks are of limited application.
The articles of association and shareholders' regis-
ters of Lancashire mills not unusually consist of a
list of subscribers' names and amounts in a penny
note-book, the directors being men of practical ex-
perience taken from the list. As a direct and busi-
nesslike method, this would be hard to beat. So
anyone can call to mind large and important limited

firms whose direction is of the highest order in in-

telligence and skill. Nor is any change suggested
in banking methods. Ihough it might be well for

industrial concerns that their invertebrate bodies of

shareholders should be replaced by small committees
of bankers, it would be bad for the banks, 'ihat

is not banking business as we practise it. Never-
theless, though committees of financiers responsible
only to general meetings of shareholders seem to

conduct banking, insurance, and some other busi-

nesses satisfactorily, they are not satisfactory in in-

dustrial concerns; and we should like to see some
system tried in which the business initiative lay with
more technically qualified bodies than the present
hoards usually are.

We turn to the educational system. The basis of
our educational system is almost purely literary and
of immense antiquity. The syllabus of the large en-

dowed schools and grammar schools founded frora

the 14th century onwards was exclusively the tra-

ditional classical system of the middle ages whicli-

held the universities. The only effect of the revival

of Greek learning in the i6th century was to estab-

lish letters still more firmly as the one educational
system, and this has never been displaced. The intro-

duction of elementary Greek, geometry, and a little

mediaeval algebra hardly affects its character. Ox-
ford and Cambridge still insist on a certain minimum
of classical learning for all their students, a mini-
mum so low as to be useless to anyone, especi-

ally to those who are to be scholars; so high as to-

involve a serious waste of time and effort by those
who are not. This is not merely foolish tradition:;

the thing has meaning. Letters in the wider sense,

literal humaniores, is the method of human inter-

course. The language and ideas in which men sym-
pathise with, influence, rule, one another; the
speech which the governors of the world have used,
have been those of Aristotle and Cicero, not those
of Euclid or Newton. It is interesting to note the
men who to-day are chosen to be heads of Univer-
sities in the northern towns, where science would
seem to be a predominant interest. Mr. Sadler at

Leeds, Mr. Fisher at Sheffield, Mr. friadow at New-
castle. Humanists of humanists. The very men
whom More and Colet would have chosen for those
posts. The function of English Universities has
always been in the language of their bidding prayers
" to bring up a succession of persons duly qualified

to serve God in Church and State," and that im-
plies a literary curriculum. Here we have the crux
of the matter. The absorbing interest of the world
is no longer the Church, scarcely the State, and few
of us are to do our work in either. The great ma-
jority of us are to earn our living in business in
some form, and in this democratic age the world is

for us and not for our betters. The world's interest

is industrial, and the approoriate training is scien-

tific only in a secondary degree literary.

Now for a scientific training our secondary school
system had at one time no resources at all, and no
teachers were available. But things are changing
fast, and serious attetnpts are being made to give
the training required. All schools teach some sci-

ence, and the equipment of some of the wealthier
schools is excellent. Botany, horticultural and agri-
cultural, is being taught in the County Council
schools in country towns with admirable effect, its

value and interests being of course readily intel-

ligible in such places. The interest of the science
schools in Oxford and Cambridge is now as great
as that of the others, and considerably greater in

other universities. It is certain that the change will

go much farther; that pupils will learn more science,
some much more; that universities will abolish their
classical qualification for science students; that
teachers will improve in skill and in numbers; that
their schools will be thronged. Now, is this suffi-

cient ? Is the change proceeding along the right
lines ? Is it moving fast enough ? Will it go far
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e'noug^h? One is tempted to ask: Is it in the Ger-

man spirit ?

It is clearly not in the German spirit. That a

whole nation should act for a time as if all its mem-
bers had but a single brain and a single purpose is

not unknown in history, but such action has com-
monly been under the stimulus of war. Except per-

haps in Japan, it is difficult to find a parallel to the

intelligent, orderly, consciously directed, persistent

nio\enient of the German nation during the last

seventy years. The whole people seem to have had
the brain to imagine an ambitious ideal, and to un-
derstand what efforts and sacrifices were necessary
to reach it. They have shown submission to dis-

cipline and long perseverance, and these in spite of,

perhaps by the help of, an elevated and romantic
individualism, A very important part, perhaps the
most important part, of the German method has
been the education of the people, and here the re-

sults have been extraordinary. In all branches of

learning Germans have excelled. In accurate and
minute scholarship, in historical research, in phil-

osophy, in literary criticism, the German standard
of achievement is the very highest, but it is in scien-

tific training that they are admittedly pre-eminent.
This is conspicuously the result of method and
thoroughness, not of any peculiar originality. It

is the mass of work done, and the number of workers
trained that is imposing, rather than the actual ad-

vance in knowledge. Our chemists and glass-

workers, to mention only two trades, are over-
powered by the trained specialists whom Germany
now commands; and there is no industrial occupa-
tion in which similar results may not be attained.

Even in shipbuilding Germany promises soon to

challenge our position.

On considering in detail how this has been done,
one is immediately struck with the system of separ-

ate secondary schools for literai"y and for scientific

or technical teaching. This division recognises,

what seems to us to be evident, that scientific studies

give an education which touches human life at a

sufficient number of points, which is in a word suffi-

ciently broad, to be a satisfactory training for the
bulk of an industrial nation. Fifty years ago this

could hardly have been held, certainly not one hun-
dred years ago. Botany, already alluded to, illus-

trates this point. As taught now in country schools
a better subject of education could hardly be im-
agined. The systematic botany of fifty years ago
would have been little better as a mental stimulant
than Latin verses or quadratic equations.

The step now required in this country is the estab-
lishment of a system of secondary schools having
a curriculum definitely based on science, and recog-
nition of it by the Universities as a normal course of
education. Students would be taught to think in

terms of physics, chemistry, and biology. Experi-
ment and observation on the one hand, simplified

mathematical process on the other, would be the
educational methods. Literature, music, history,

would be accessory studies. Study will be less irk-

some to both teachers and pupils as the subjects are
more intelligible, while the average mental training

will be stricter and more exact than is possible now.
With experience and practice the elementary ground
necessary to be traversed by begiimcrs will be
covered more rapidly and easily, wider ranges of
the subjects will be possible, and the pupil's outlook
and understanding- of the interconnection of the
whole will be increased. Education will be widened,
not narrowed. Then from large numbers of young-
men trained from an early age to think in the terms
and ideas which lie at the root of all industrial pro-
cesses, we may look for those who have the special
knowledge, as well as the natural ability, to direct
our industrial concerns.

It is clear that we are moving in this direction
slowly and not very directly, and are somewhat un-
certain as to what we are doing. The County Coun-

cil schools accidentally established in a moment of
official abstraction by the whiskey clause dropped into

the Act of 1902, controlled by Councils elected for
fifty other reasons than educational interest; piloted
by the devil of denominationalism in the deep sea
of increased rates; superintended by directors of
education, versatile and cultivated humanists; stim-
ulated by the wheedling remonstrances and gentle
encouragements of H.M. Inspectors—how shall

these schools, any more than those under the Pub-
lic School tradition, do for us what the Real
Schulen have done for Germany? The schools
themselves are good within the limits of the limited
curricula; the heads are keen, thorough, conscienti-

ous; the teachers young, hardworking, ambitious;
the children come from an intelligent race; the in-

spectors judicious, experienced, helpful. But there
is no efficient, supreme direction; no head to set a
continuous policy, to adjust means to a distant end,
to adhere firmly to its course, to do for us in short
what the German Government has done for its

people. In a word, the single Will is wanting. Can-
not the urgent necessities of industrial progress
supply the driving power required to establisji the
schools we need ?

TRADE STATISTICS OF JAPAN. 1913.

The following statement showing the imports into and the
exports from Japan of electrical and similar goods during the
year 1913 is taken from the recently issued oflScial trade
statistics; the figures for 1012 arc given for purposes of com-
parison, and notes of any increases or decreases are added :

—

Galvanised iron wire.—
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Cla» engines, petroleum
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which (fivcH the heating cirves for the thermo-«lectric force

referred to copper {t c) and referred to platiDutn (t I"). the curve
of the electric reeiatanoe (k) and the curve of expansion (d) of

the iron.

The curve of the thermo-electric force of the iron referred to

copper (I division repreaentinff 5 millivolt) shows a critical

point at 730° C. The cnrve of thermo electric force referred to

platinum enables hijjher tempsratures to be attained, but on a
smaller scale (I division representing 2 millivolts), and it shows a
critical point at 1,020".

The curve of the electric resistance of iron (1 division repre-
sentinK the electric resistance at ) shows batween 750 and 8.50

,

a perfectly continuous chancre of direction which it would be
difficult to assign to a critical point. A discontinuity in the
course of the curve is manifested at ;».)0° and 1,020°, with a change
of direction between these two temperatures.
The curve of expansion (1 division representing 0002 of the

length of the specimen at ) shows in the neighbourhood of 950°

a maximum followed by a contraction.

The industrial applications of electrolytic iron fall into three
principal categories ;—(l) The direct manufacture of tubes; (2)
the direct manufacture of sheets

; (3) the preparation of pare iron

as a raw material intended for fusion. Thero are various other
uses of less importance, such as the preparation of rods of very pure
iron for au':ogenous welding.

All present methods of manufacturing tubes present certain
insurmountable difficulties when it is desired to obtain regular
thicknesses of less than 6 mm. With the electrolytic process it is

possible to obtain the most satisfactory regularity whatever the
thickness, diameter, and length of tube. The tubas will withstand
considerable pressures.

The sheet-iron is of first-class quality, capable of undergoing
very considerable deformations in the cold. Tests on tubes and
plates have been made in the draw bench, and it is surprising with
what facility the metal can be worked. The material is therefore
highly suitable for purposes of stamping, both in the form of

plain annealed plates (black plates) and of tinned plate. Finally,

on account of their purity, these sheets are specially adaptable for

total cost price, based on current prices for material and lab /ur,
of the electrolytic iron, in the condition in which it leaves the
electrolyte bath, would probably not exceed £C to £7 12«. per ton,
according to the locality.

UTILISATION OF HEAT CONTAINED IN
SLAG.

By W. L. JOHNSON (Middlesbrongh).

{Abktract of paiier contributed to the IROX AND STEEL ISSTITCTB,
September, 1914.)

Some four years ago Messrs B-^U Brothers began experiments with
a view to using the stfam produced from slag in a low-prea^are
turbine. Thie slag used was that produce! in the mannfactnre of
ordinary Cleveland iron.

The apparatus (fior. 1) for producing the steam consists of a.

wrought-iron circular vessel n Near one edge of the top plate of
the granulator n in the hole through which the slag is poured ;

on the underside of this top plate and round the hole a circaUir
ring 4 in. deep is fixed, which dips into the water to a depth of
3 in., thus forming a hydraulic seal, and preventing the steam
from escaping ; inside the granulator are four vanes fixed on a
vertical shaft D. which cause the water to rotate. The slag comes
from the furnace along the trough or channel A. When the slag
drops into the water it granulates, and its velocity causes it to sink
a certain depth. It floats for a time, but the rotation of the water
causes it to come to the surfa-ie inside the vessel, otherwise it

would block up the slag entrance ; the granulated slag is then
lifted by the elevator E into a second seal f, and there becomes
waterlogged, sinks through the seal, and is taken by a second
elevator and dropped into trucks. The feed water is introduced

sicrm imiiCH tiAns

.
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Fio. 1.—Slag Steam Genebatou.

use in the construction of electric machinery. The effi siency of

alternating motors and transformers, and also of direct-current

motors, is increased by using this material in their construction.

The use of electrolytic iron constitutes a real progress, bath as

regards hysteresis and permeability. In transformers the saving

in weight of material is 33 to 10 per cent. The capacity of alter-

nating motors can be increased by 50 per cent, running at the same
temperature and occupying the same spare. In direct-current

machines l('i par cent, of iron can be saved.

Without doubt electrolytic iron will b9 able to compete success-

fully with Swedish iron for fusion. The quality is much more
regular, and the crude metal, being very brittle, can easily be

broken into pieces of any required size, however small, and, at the

same time, it can be supplied in suitable thicknesses. The cementa-

tion of such products would be more regular than those ordinarily

used. Tests made at various steelworks have shown that tools and
special steels manufactured from this material give results at least

equal to those obtained with Swedish iron. The cost price is the

only remaining c msideration.

The principul factors which make up the cost price are the

electric energy and the pig-iron. It has already b3en mentioned
that 2 tons of extremely pure iron can be produced por KW.-year.

Using a current of 500 amperes per square metro, instead of 1,000

amperes, the voltage drops to about one-half, and the production

per KW.-year is nearly doubled. Working with a still lower
density, the yield can be even further increased. In countries

where the cost of motive power is high, it would pay to work at

500 amperes or even loss. It would then be possible to produce
:! to 4 tons, and even more, por KW.-year. If the cost of the
unit be taken at 1 centime (Old.), an ordinary figure in the

Alps, and using a current density of 1,000 amperes, the cost

of current would not exceed 43 francs per ton of iron produced.

Since pig-iron ia used as the raw material, it may ba reckoned that
there is about 10 per cent, of waste in the form of slulge. graphite,

*ic. The price of the pig-iron would vary according to the locality,

and in the mountainous country it would run at about t>4s. to t(Ss.

per ton. The price, however, would be higher in those localities

where the electric current was cheapest, and ricf ivrxi't. The
average outlay on pig-iron per ton of electrolytic iron would
therefore be from about 72a. to 80a. To this would still have to

be added the cost of labour, maintenance, cost of electrolyte,

depreciation, and interest on the capital cost of the plant. These
various amounts have not yet been definitely ascertained, but the

Fig. 2.—Heater and Evaporator.

along with the slag at o ; the surplus water which drains from the
truck is alsj pumped back to c by a small pump find to the side

of the apparatus. The steam generated comes oflf at u ; at first it

was intended to use this steam direct in an exhaust steam turbine.
After numerous experiments on blsdes of different metal, it wag
found that duralumin was affected very slightly, and a 50-KW.
turbine with blades of this material was experimented with.
The atsam produced contained about 05 percent, by volume of

incondensable gases, which wore absorbed bi'tween the condenser
and the air pump. The nitrogen was dealt with by the air pump.
Under these conditions the plant ran for two montha ; at the end
of that tima the turbine was opened out, and the openings were
found to be imrtly blocked up with fine sulphur, which had caused
some wear of the blades.

The direct method w.as then abandonee!, and a water heater and
heat exchanger were introduced between the turbine and the
primary generator. The water heater consists of an outer casinfr

and tube plates with tub»>a 1 J in. diameter tised therein, placed
vertically, the total heating surface being 15(5 fq. ft.

The oalandria (.a Kt>atner single-off cHjt climbing film evaporator)
consists of two part«, the oalandria proper and the separator
(fig. 2\ The former is oompoaed of a shell or casing containing
the evavxirating tubes, which are about 23 ft. long and \{,: in. in

diameter, and are fixed in upp^r and lower tube plates. The water
is fe<l into the lower end of the heater ii and i. and then passes

from the upper end by the pipe K into the separator L. The dirty

steam from the generator is paasos inside the tubes of the heater,

the clean water being on the outside, and the uneondcnned
remainder enters the oalandria at M.

The water in the tubes is e«used to boil by the steam with which
they are surroundtnl, and as ebullition take^ place a column ot
vapour rises up the centre of each tube. This vapour travels at a
high velocity, carrying with it a film of water on the inner sur-

face of the tubes. The water does not "climb" by ^capillary
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attruotiuu nor Ijy tbu lli|uiil uiiil thu bUuih furiniiii; alternate linku

ill the BttUie way aa in a Pohle airlift. The operation in pel formed
in a xioiple manner ; the water IxvinB to boil in the tubeH, and in

({rudually drawn up in a complete film by the vapour it8clf. Ah a
reHult of thiu action a certain amount of water in uarried up into

the HOparator i,, which aotH au a Hteam drier ; thin water and the
feed water from the heater, which enters at N, Mow down the pipe
o, cnterinsr the oalandria at the bottom. The clean uteam in

delivered by the pipe i> to the turbine, which i8 oonnecttd with the
condenser iu the umal manner. The xulphur deposited in the tubea

of the heater is brushed out, and that in the oalandria is removed
by oooasionally filling the dirty steam space with a dilute solution

of caustic soda and heatitijf with steam. There seems to be very
little corrosion of the tub<8 of the heater or calandria ; and after

four years of intermittent working the primary (jenerator doeB not
show any slt.'ns of undue corrosion, the shaftsof the elevator having
a very thin black skin on the surface only.
The heatinpT surface of the calandria is '>iH sq. ft. A vacuum

of about 9 in. of mercury is maintained in the separator, so that
the water boils at 9o°-9r C. With steam from the slag at 100* C.

and keepintf a temperature in the calandria of 91°, the mean of
22 experiments gave 173 gallons of water evaporated per hour,
and the average steam per hour condensed in the calandria and
heater was 190'2 gallons. The feed water entered the heater at an
average temperature of 24ii° C, and entered the calandria at an
average temperature of 89 , that is, 91 lb. of clean water was
evaporated for every 100 lb. of steam from the slag.
As the condensation of dirty steam takes place, the percentage

of incondensable ga^ea naturally increases. When the percentage
gets above 75 the calandria begins to lose its efliciency, and it is

advisable not to allow that percentage to be exceeded. In order
to control it a small outlet pipe is arranged on the top of the
calandria, where the incondensable gases are drawn off together
with a small proportion of steam ; with 05 per cent, of gas in
the dirty steam there will be a loss of 6 6 per cent, of steam.

Experiments were also made to determine the amount of avail-
able steam from the ."lag by condensing and measuring it. The
mean of seven experiments gave 1,017 lb. per ton of slag, and
deducting 6 6 per cent, for escape with the incondensable gases
there are left 950 lb., and 90 per cent, of this gives 855 lb. of
clean steam available for the turbine. Since modern exhaust-
steam turbines with a full load and a vacuum of 285 io. can be
guaranteed under the above conditions to use not more than about
27 lb. per H.p.-hour, this gives 3r6 HP. per ton of slag per hour.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR. 1914.
(NOT YET PUBLISHED),

L^erpool and Bradford, to whom all inquiries should be addressed.

19,595. " Eleoric switches." F. B. Holt. September 9th.
19,737. " Sparking-plugs for internal-combustion eneines intl .h» „,,„ (

^^ 'J^ScCi^ ^oXa^^lir-- "- ^-^- .-^^
C.'^^^tv.'Ss;,? 'l:^^r^r'" '- -"-—-.ion engines...

G."S,.L".™i:^.^-b?;i5.r« l^: 'Vtir
^" ^'-'^'^ '"'-"- '---.•.

nZ' If^'""""-''"-"
blocks... F. H.W,«... September 15,h.

gI!:''L El^:r.-SZ.lr::7t %ZZIr'e".^ "T e,ectro.osmo.ically...

lember 19th, 1913, Germany
) (Complete

)

(Convention date, Sep-

.=._E^r'^^.'^.;-^i---~^^
19.882. Electric cable." C. J. Beaver & E. A. Claremo.t. September17th.

T. Crosbee &Sovs^^f Tn" ^•'^'n"^;?''^^'
'"' !n'"nal.combusti

Toin '
McGregor. September 17th.

tembeTisth.
"'"'""' '°'"''''" «"'"Ss." J. R. A. Hemm.nc & A. E. Beck. Sep-

cy|fL;;j^^.^'-"l--J^Xp^^-^;;--- Of motor

19,944. " Electrical svstcm for fnn^fp-rlnrt o-,-^ •• t- i- »,

V:of'- Sepfe'm^ l'9t""fcom";i^^e"r^
°' ''"^'" "' "''" -''''"

' ^ "'

South .4frica.—The Customs Authorities of the Union
of South Africa have recently given a decision to the effect that
Wireless telegraphy apparatus" is to be classified under No. 114b

of the Tariff, the general duty being at the rate of 3 per cent, ad
lalorem, and the whole of this being returnable in the case of
British manufactures.

PUBLISHED SPECinCATIONS.
ulr< ul ..iiy nl Ih..- S;,.. Hi. ..liun., in iI.k fullowiti)/ list may be ot>llin.-tJ

u( MtaauH. W. P. I iioupiHiii & Co., 2«5, lli^h llclborn, WC, and at

Liverpool and Uradford : price, post free, 9d. (m stamps).

181S.
W.tKKI (jAlviKie C'irlis J..C. S. E.iHli.U. August 30ih.

19.078. TriiiNi; Api'traTca pok Miking 4kd Ukukino Klictbic Ciucuits
K I'' Kiihniund. August 30lh.

19,965. ELICTMIC ContACT-UAKKKS ok SwiTCHM, PiltTICL'l.lKLV TlloSf l-'SED IN
CciNNBCTioN WITH Emctkic .Motur Horns. W. A. Crojbet. F. S. C. Crosbee.
anil T. S. Kugrrs. Srpicmber 4lh.

20.011. TiLnriioNE ExciuNci SvsTEus. M. L. Johnion. September 4ih.

21.438. TiiLtcKArii Instkuucnts isto in Block Siqnauihq on R^iiwirs.
R. R. Harper. September 23rd.

21,4M. Tiles fur Carkving and PKortCTi.Nr. Elktric Cables. Gau Piru.
Water Pipes and the like. A. J. Howard. Seplemb<r 23rd.

21.078. Constriction op Electric Switch. Aldous & Campbell, Ltd., ami
C. K. Arch.rr. September 2Sth.

21.735. Switching S^STEy for Handling Trappic in one direction oni^
BETWEEN TWO TRUNK EXCHANGES. IN EACH OP WHICH THE CONNECTION OP Tut
concerned subscriber lines WITH THE JL'NCTION LIKES IS OBTAINED BY UEANB o»
AN ORDER WIRE SERVICE. C. R. H. Arnlzenius. September 28lh. (Seplemb"-r
26lh, 1912.)

23.149. OVNAMO-BLECTKIC MACHINES PKOVIOED WITH CoMUt;TATORS. 11.

Mfnsforth. October 1st.

24.559. Electrolytic Apparatus. J. T. .Vibleit. October 29th.

24,949. MP.AN3 POR Ct;TTiNG-ouT AND Re-insekting the Resistance in Electi^k.
Motor-controllers op the Dru.m Type. F. M. Marvin. November 1st.

25,977. Electricallv-operated Clock .Mechanism. E. C. CIcrc. November
12lh. (November 21st, 1912.)

26.149. Method op Manufacture op Electric Insulation betwein tyvo
Metallic Bodies. S. G. Leach and H. F. Joel, Jun. November 14lh.

26.198. . Pulleys for the Trolleys of Electric Railway's, TRAywAYS. ikd
LIKE purposes. A. Welsh. November 15th.

27,018. Selective Electric Signalling. New Phonopore Telephone Co.. A
A. H. Nicholson. November 24th. (Cognate application, 29,046/13.)

January 16th. (Ja

1914.
1.238. Electric Current Regulators. P. Fii

16ih. 1913.)

1,691. Electric Lamps and their Fittings. H. E. Sheward. January 91st.

(March 4th, 1914.)

1.786. Fluid Rheostats. Igranic Electric Co. (Cutler Hammer Manufac-
turing Co.) January 22nd.

2,924. System op Synchronising Electric Clocks. C. E. O.Reenan.
February 4th. (February 5th, 1913. Patent of addition not granted.)

3,219. Illuminating Devices. E. C. McKinnie. February 6lh. (May 19th,

1913.)

3,963. Apparatus for Generating High-frequency Oscillations for Wire-
less Telegraphy or Telephony. J. A. Fleming. February 16th.

4,010. Production op Electrotype Matrices. J. H. Mullaly. February 16th.

6.350. Arc Lamps. W. E. Gray & W. Best. March 12lh.

10,061. Electric Furnaces. A. L. J. Queneau. April 23rd.

12.012. Starting Transformers. Akt. Ges. Brown, Boveri et Cie. May
15th. (June 2nd, 1913.)

13,784. Electric Insulitoks. P. Raffi. June 6th. (September 22nd. 1913.)

16.619. Selectors for .Automatic Tklepiiose Systems. G. A. Betulander &
N. G. Palmgren. July Uth.

lltra-Violet Rays.—In view of statements sometimes
made by the enemies of the electric light, to the effect that it is

harmful owing to the presence of ultra- violet rays, the following

extracts from a paper by Messrs. W. R. Ham, Ph.D., R. B. Fehr,

M.S., and R. E. Bitner, B.S., in the Journal of the Franklin Insti-

tute, are interesting :

—
" The primary object of this investigation

was to develop a photographic method whereby the absorption of

ultra-violet light by various absorbing media could be determined
quantitatively. It is a well-known fact that ultra-violet light

(light of wave length less than 3'.itV.") may exert harmful
physiological I Sects on the eye and skin, but just how much of

this harm is to be ascribed to general energy radiation, and how
much to specific radiation, is a matter that has by no means been

settled. It is generally agreed that the extreme ultra-violet rays

(those of wave length less than SOC/^a) cause injury when in

sufficient intensity. There are some who claim that the rays

between 360 and SOOii/j. also cause injury. Nutting states in

Bureau of Standards Circular No. 28 that the 305th line of the

mercury arc contributes SO per cent, of the 'fatigue effect ' when
this arc is used as a source of light. Whatever may be the extent

of the extremely harmful region, there seems to be as yet no
clinical evidence to show that the ultra-violet rays which get

through glass (glass in general may be said to completely absorb

all rays of wave length less than SOO/'m from any source) are

injurious, unless in greater intensity than is to be found in any
commercial light source."

After describing the apparatus and methods employed, and
giving the results of the test?, the authors say :

—
' There does not

seem to be any glass which transmits below the 302nd line, and
which does not therefore cut out what are generally conceded to

be the extremely harmful rays."
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[1

" Why so Many Contractors Fail " is the .somewhat

suggestive title of an article in a recent issue of the

Elerhyiad lievitir and Wislern Elutrkiun (American). It

suggests tbat failare among American eltctriial contracto:8

is the rule raiher than the exception, aufl the opening

sentence of the article tends to contirm this itBpression, for

it reads :
" Ivghty-tight per cent, of electrical men who

enter the electrical contracting field fail for five reasons."

This is the view of Mr. P. A. Kosd as e.vpressed in an

address delivered before the Electrical Clearing House of

Louisville. This statement has set ns wondering if any-

thing like so high a percentage of British electrical

contractors fail, and if the causes of failure are the same

here as in America. Eighty-eight per lent. failures means

only twelve per cent, successes, and althongh we have no

data to go upon, we cannot believe that these figures repre-

sent anything like the conditions prevailing in this country.

Although it is not very clear (from the summary of the

address given in the journal referred to) in wha; seDse the

word " fail " is used, we do not think it necessarily implies

bankruptcy, but rather a failure to make an adequate

commercial success of contracting.

It will perhaps not be unprofitable to glance at the causes

of failure enumerated by Mr. Good, and to consider whether

or not the same causes, or any of them, are at work over

here. These are (1) lack of business training : (2) inability

to estimate accurately the costs of jobs they undertake ; (3)

indulging in or suffering from unfair competition ; (4)

catering too much to the general contractors ; (a) not

taking into consideration the matter of overhead. We are

not quite sure that we understand the meaning of the last

word "overhead."' It may mean standing charges, an item

very freijuently omitted by the small oonlractor, or it may

mean contingencies, an item which varies with the character

of the job. Dealing with this point, Mr. Good declared

that " the overhead is usually overlooked by the electrical

contractors who fail, .'^ometimes a gross profit addition

to an estimate is large enough to cover, often it means that

the net will be a loss instead of a profit. The overhead for

each job is liable to differ from every other job, and the

contractor cannot afford to take any chances here. This

furnishes another occasion for study."

Whatever m^y he the precise significance of the e.xprcssior,

it really comes under Ciuse number (-"), viz., the inability

of the average contractor to estimate properly— and this,

again, is a result of the first of the causes enumeratwl. We
can, therefore, reduce Jlr. Good's five reasons for failure to

three, of which, perhaps, the first— the lack of business

training— is the chief.

There are a certain number of old-establishcel electrical

contractors to whom this stricture does not apply, but the

numbers are being augnieuto.! year by year lat^ely from the

ranks of wiremen, who having worked for a time as

journeymen—possibly under a contractor who knows very

little alwut the technie<»l side of the business— think they

could do very much better "on their own." Now. some of

these men know the praeticsti and technical side of the

wiring business from A to /., and are capsdile of taking

charge of the erection of an installation of praoticaliy any

magnitude, but having had praotic-illy no business training,

they tlo not appreciate that there is more in estimating for a

job than in testing up the uet costs of material and

81]
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labour, and ttililiii}^ ii sum, wliich to them apf ears quite a
haaclHoine profit.

The fai;t that any wirenian, with practically no capital,'

ciui set up HH a contractor owiii^' to the readiueBS of elec-

trical supply houses to ;,'ive him credit for any material he
rei|uires, is, to some extent, responsitile for the un3atisfact<jry

condition of the electrical contra ;tint,' side of the industry,

with its large numlier of what raij^ht be called " wiremen con-
tractors." For a tinie ihe.'^e men llourinh whilst they can t^tt

just enoufi^h work to keep themselves and one or two labourers
employed

; and if they can make, say, a few pence an hour more
than the standard late of wirenicn's waj;(s ilicy are satisfitd.

They have no felundiiig charges to think about, and can
therefore alford to take work at prices which are impossible
to a contractor who has an establishment to keep up.

Naturally this kind of competition must have its effect on
prices generally, and whilst, for a time, the competition chii

hardly be regarded as unfair, because some of these men put
in really siund wcrk, the time comes when, owing to a

variety of circnm<tancea, the wireman contractor finds he
must either quote higher prices, reduce the (juality of his

work, or give up contracting and become a journeyman
again. Perlaps. owing to unforesten contingencies— for

which, owing to his lack of busimss training, he neglected
to make provision— he has made a loss ; or, owing to his

success in obtaining orders, he canm t work on the jobs
himself and must therefore pay somebody else the wages
which hitherto have gone into Lis own pocket ; or, in short,

the (juestion of standing charges, an item he has never
understood and has therefore made no allowance for, has
imperceptibly crept up until at last it has made itself felt,

and, without really knowing why, our small contractor finds

he is unable to put in the old quality of work at the old
prices. And it is at this point that character comes in and
plays its part, because there is a strong temptation for the
contractor to attempt to continue his independent existence
by cutt'ng down the (juality of his work, and thereliy not only
injuring himself but competing unfairly with reputable con-
tractors, and casting a stigma on the trade generally.

That there is a lot of inferior work put in is evident
from the ridiculous prices quoted for wiring new speculative
buildings. These prices are sometimes below the actual
cost of materials of good quality, to say nothing of labour.

We heard recently of a row of new houses being "wired"
by a small contractor at a very cheap rate, and the
wiring, which passed a very high insulation test, was found
eventually to con-ist of short ends of cables fixed in the
ceilings and walls at the lamp and switch points. This, of
course, was not discovered until the tenants' switches and
fittings were erected, by which time the contiacting firm had
ceased to ex'st.

Notwithstanding isolated cases of this kind, we are of
opinion that the electrical contracting branch of the pro-
fession is steadily improving, for which thanks are due to
the Electrical Contractors' Association, among other
influences. Then the status of the wireman has also im-
proved, due, in some measure, to the evening trade classes

in wiring and to the establishment by the City and (Uiilds
Institute of a separate examination for wiremen. An
increasing number of men sit annually for this examination,
the number of candidates at the last examination being
about 350, principally in England, but also including a few
in New Zealand, India and South Africa. What is teeded
now is some means whereby a man who has passed the final

wiremen's examination and served, say, three years under a
member of the Electrical Contractors' Association or a firm
of recognised standing, shall be able to show that he is a
cert ficated wireman or electrician. Contractors recruited
from the ranks of such men, after they have acquired a
knowledge of the business side of the trade, should certainly
be able to make a bet'er showing than the 88 per cent, of
failures of which Mr. Good fpeaks.

we have little doubt that important statifjns are adequately

watched from within, it is impossible to be Uk> careful ia

times like these. \ city plunged in darkness is in a

dangerous condition ; and although the " sjxjcials " may not

have hitherto effected any very remarkable captures, the

knowledge that they a-e on duty night and day may have a

deterrent effect upon the wily Teuton who wishes to l>enefit

his country and his Kaiser. " They also serve who only

stand and wait " is a maxim which has something more
than age to ojinraend it, though special constables guarding

electric power stations have had soniethirg more than waiting

to do, judging from the fact that one of tliem, named Telling,

sustained such injuries while vigilantly protecting the

lioughljore Ugh .Junction station of the .South London
Electric Supjly Corporation, that he is now in hospital.

We note with satisfaction that the same men are

generally being kept upon the same Ijeat. Becoming
I'amilar with the persons who live near, or have

business at a particular station, they are better able

to spot a suspicious character. We hear from a

reliable source that one special constable did make a

capture of some importance not long ago. Noting a seedy-

looking foreigner, lie finally inejuired whether he was a

(ierman. The man n plied in the aflirmative, and pro-

duced his card, which showed that he was more than five

miles from home. He was promptly arrested and brought

to a police station, where the magistrate imposed a fine of

£2(1, or in the alternative two months' imprisonment. To
the astonishment of those present, the seedy one imme-
diately produced £20 in gold 1 He went forth on his way
rejoicing ; but he did not go far. He received a tap en the

shoulder at the door of the station, and his footsteps were

guided towards Olympia, where he is now interned until the

conclusion of hostilities. When he asked for his money
back, he was told that it would go towards his keep while

he was a prisoner of war ! The above incidents show that

the Special is not idle or unnecessary ; but we are sure that

those who are responsible for the supply of light and power

are not trusting solely to the amateur watchman. To guard

the station may be advisable, but it is not enough. It

were inadvisable and perhaps unnecessary to say more, for

doubtless station engineers have taken every precaution vshich

human foresight can suggest.

Lead.

„,. „ , ,
The special constable is now a familiar

The Spectal ^. , , ...
Constable. ^"''® nearly every power station in the

metropolis. To some people it may
appear odd that it bhould be necessary to ask the middle-aged
city man to undertake the duty of a watchman ; but while

The greatest inter> st centres upon the

mining and smelting position in Australia,

owing to the commanding importance of the Broken Hill

region in respect of the supply of lead. There had been a

good deal of doubt as to what was actually going on there,

but it now appears, as the result of n hat may be regarded

as official information, that the following mines are now
working half time only—Broken Hill Prop. Co., North
Broken Hill, Broken Hill Souili, and the Central Mine of the

Sulphide Corporation and Amalgamated Zinc (De Bavay).

The smelting and refining plant at Port Pirie of the Broken
Hill Prop. Co. is running full, presumably in pursuance of an

arrangement which was foreshadowed in a circular recently

issue el by the company to their shareholders stating that it

was proposed to smelt lead concentrates for other companies

operating in the field. From this it seems as if there would

be an ample supply of Australian lead coming to Europe

from the Port Pirie smelter. The restriction in mining

operations is caused by the inabilily of German plants to

take their deliveries, and the shutting off of such a first

rank source of supply of raw material is bound to be felt

sharply in (iermany, in which country irtmense quantities

were habitually put through the furnaces.

The mainstay of ihe market position as regarels prices

has lately been the pressing demand for early delivery metal

for Russia. Some very large quantities have been bought

for this account, and fair shipments have been made, but

a part of the business ^\hich was put through safely

has had, later on, to be cancelled owing to the

impossibility of getting the necessary funds from
Russia. It is no use Russia expecting English merchant

houses and others to finance Russian purchases, with the

money market in its present position, and it follows, there-

fore, that if all the business so far entered is to be actually
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accomplished, the requisite credits must be opened in

London. Failing this there will necessarily be other cancel-

lations. The reselling of some parcels which had been

booked has already led to an easier tone in the market,

and prices stand well below the Ijest seen a few weeks ago,

and the feeling is anything but confidcLt as to the future

even at the reduced level quoted to-day. The general trade

buying is very small, and export business is cecessarily

restricted also by the state of war and the contraband

schedule. It is possible to get permits to ship lead to

certain parts abroad, but it involves certain formalities

which do not tend to smooth the way for the trade generally,

and it becomes more and more apparent that the restora-

tion of comfortable conditions is likely to take a good time,

even if the war ends as scon as some of the more optimistic

think it may. The American position is really a source

of considerable weakness, for over the Atlantic there is an

all too clear lack of money, which is impelling the holders

of material of all kinds to exchange it for cash. Hence the

steady pressure of lead frcm trans-Atlantic quarters upon

the English market, and the weakness caused thereby need

cause no comment. American lead is to be got easily

enough from a number of quarters now, and an uneasy

feeling is set up by the plentiful nature of the offerings in

this connection. If the Russian demand should disappear,

it is probable that the only support of the market would

prove to have been withdrawn.

TRADING IN ITALY.

By 0. E. ALLO.

In view of the elasticity with which
ee nc y electricity is applied to all manner of uses

in Warfare. .
> ^^ , , ,(• ,. i.. u

in ordinary workaday life, it might be

thought that modern warfare, which impresses into its

service every conceivable means of worrying the enemy,

would find it an invaluable agent of offence and defence in

the field. It is but seldom, however, that we meet with

any mention of electricity in the reports that reach us from

the seat of war, the reason doubtless being that its services

are only requisitioned when there is a generating station in

working order in the vicinity. Thus, in several engage-

ments where the local conditions allowed of it, wire ai-

tanglements have been i barged with electricity at high

pressure, with disastrous effects upon the unfortunate

soldiers whose fate it was to run foul of them. It is trying

enough to work amongst high-pressure conductors under

normal conditions : the horror of rushing upon them in the

dark, without hope of rescue, may be left to the imagination.

The only other application of heavy-current electricity

appears to be the searchlight projector, but we do not hear

much of this from the Front. It seems that, as in the early

days of electrical science, it is as a means of communication

that electricity is most fully utilised on the field of battle ;

field telephones were long ago developed to a high degree of

excellence and etlicieccy, and have rendered jiriceless service

in recent wars ; now the combatants have at their dispcsal

also the portable wireless telegraph, which, on a battle-front

having an extent of 2.'J0 miles, must be of inestimable value

in maintaining communication between the Commander-in-

•Ohief and his widely scattered colleagues. To what extent

wireless transmission from aerial scouts has been utilised we
do not know, but in view of the progress that had been

made before the war we can hardly doubt that it has been

employed, at least by airfrhips : the aeroplane does not lend

itself so will to this purpose. The overland telegraph lines

would certainly be destroyed by both sides in the course of

their respective retreats, but every ilTort would be made
during the advance to restore them, and many British

telegraph linemen have been assisting in this work.

As regards the naval war, the situation is very different.

The enormous advantages conferred upon our foras in all

parts of the world by our vast network of cables, and st.ll

more by our wireless telegraphs, whii'h enable us to keep

continuously in touch with all our warships, cannot be

overestimated ; in this respect we possess an overwhelming

superiority over our enemies. The use of searchlights also

in fixed positions and on board ship presents no such diffi-

•cnltie-i as are met with in land warfare, and we can claim

that electricity is an indispensable aid to the Navy.

II.wim: had some 12 years' experience as travelling repre-

sentative, six years in Great Britain and six years on the

Continent, principally in Italy, I should like to (rive some
impressions of the scope for electrical trading in that c untry,

of the Italian's < haracter, and as to the preparations to be

made with a view to starting business there.

As is generally known, nearly all of It;aly°8 electrical

power is generated by water power, locally called " white

coal," at very high pressures (from 00,000 to 100,000 volts),

and in some cases aa far as 80 mdes or more from the

main distributing centre. This is the making of " Electrical

Italy," as it allows amongst other advantages low generating

costs to be attained.

Transmission lines running over great distances provide

for the supply of towns and villages en rou/f, as well

as the supply of energy for tbe running of trains,

railless cars, electrically-driven agricultural machitery

and implements, water pumping, and for industrial and

domestic uses, even in the most inaccessible places : on the

tops of mountains, villas are supplied with electrical energy

for lighting, heating and cooking.

Electrical energy being available, it becomes p)cssible to

introduce some of the many dectrical necessities for

industrial and domestic uses.

But the introduction of electrical goods cannot be effected

by sending English catalogues or long descriptive letters, or

even by advertising locally ; this will only bring answers frc'm

the speculative agents who swarm in that country. " Per-

sonal attention " is the only way. The Italian business man's

motto is :
" Chi vuole I'affare va a cercarla, chi non la

vuole scrive"—Who wants the order calls for it, who does'

not want it writes— and he acts up to it. He will invari-

ably call on you to settle some business, or ask yon to call,

but will not settle anything by letter or by deputy, hence

the necessity of having a man of authority there who is

invested with full power to act, and is practically proprietor

of his Italian branch.

To know the Italian's character is also an important

factor in securing orders. The Italian generally is honett.

kind-hearted, with a great sense of honour and duty, and

one not well ac(]uainted with his nature migl t be misled by

his voluble and demonstrative way of conversation. Natur-

ally, he is quick, impulsive and decided, intelligent and

quick to see a point of vantage, but generally he is ditiidtnt,

hence the necessity of putting things before him clearly and

speaking in a straightforward manner, as he wdl not accept

any hints or sarcastic talk, and above all be is an

individualist : he will break away from recognised rules

and do thins;s according to his own views—this has to be

kept in check.

\Vc should not depreciate them, they arc not all " organ

grindeis or ice cream merchants." Italy can boast of

having some of the largest and best organised electrical

undertakings in the world, and her techn cjil men are of the

very highest standard, and Ixith nationally and irdividually.

they are e\er keen on adopting new and improved social

and business conditions.

" Scouting" is the first step to be taken by firms intending

to start in Italy, and as ro ottieial repiirts are mai'o of

the doings of private companies and smaller fiiin*. all infor-

mation has to be gathered on the spot. Cat-nlognes,

pamphlets, and all literature should be made up in Italian

(English catalogues are useless), the metric nicivsunments

given, and prices quoted in lUilian currency for goixis delivered

Milan-Kome-(!enoa railway station. These three are the

best Italian centres for headquarters. All this work can bo

done in London, for the beginning at any rate.

When the time has come to start busiress there, this

should be done in a way commensurate to the home standing

and to the compxnitive way it is done in the country ; first

impressions are lasting, and the Italian being S( mewhat of

an Oriental turn of mind, is greatly impressed by app)eai-

ances. llenw firms should make themselves appear wliat

they intend to be taken for.
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Anotlier point I should like to mention, is our coni-

mercial policy in the various countries wu intend to

" invade." (ieneraliy, Britishers expect business people

aliroad to do things the way we do thera : this is fatal to

success. Why not adoptour (iovemnient's colonising policy

and let people do as they are wont to do but under our super-

vision ? It is a remarkable thing that our colonising and

commercial policies are reversed to those of the (iermans,

hence their failure in the former and their success in the

latter.

With regard to payments and the so much lamented

long credits, payments are never cash on delivery

(except by parcel post, in which case the i^ost Office collects

antl remits the cash). On receiving the goods the customer

sends his "acceptance," which is a legal and properly

stamped promissory note, generally made payable at three

months, and if refusal of payment is made, legal prosecution

can 'be begun without further ado, but refusals of pay-

ment are only made in extreme financial difficulties. Again,

these acceptances are negotiable, so that one can pay

one's debts with them also, and the passing of cash for

differences is only made periodically. A few firms insist

on six months' credit, bat this is not usual ; the credit of

years' duration is quite exceptional and is made under

conditions which would allow for such credit to be given in

this country.

British goods are the best in (|uality, and their prices the

highest, it would no doubt pay our manufacturers to

have two qualities, standard and foreign, the latter

being lighter and not so well finished, and with a difference

of i'5 to 33 per cent, in prices between them ; then there

would be a possibility of competing against local and even

against future German competition.

Another point which helps business in Italy may be

mentioned. Germans will send goods to be placed in

showrooms, exhibitions, windows, &c., to any amount,

and charge these at cost price payment being spread

over a year. This is the best form of advertise-

ment, besides causing practically a monopoly sale for such

goods ; they further make an agreement in return that all

goods are to be ordered from them, so that in time they

get these goods paid for, and new goods still on show, and so

keep a great many " tied " businesses, with good and per-

manent results. The Italian lends himself to this. Gene-

rally speaking, Italian manufactures are not better than

German ones and cost more.

As to general working expenses, wages, rates and taxes,

these are less than in England : labour is good (six full days

a week), but, as stated above, on account of its indi-

vidualism, it has to be kept in check.

Goods arrive in Milan by rail " Petite Vitesse " in 25 to

30 days, at about £4 58. a ton, and by " Grande Vitesse
"

in 12 to 15 days, at about £5 10s. a ton. With a good

knowledge of the market, a few samples from the competitive

manufacturers, a good stock on the spot and fairly good

deliveries, there is no question but that Italy is a gcod field

for the electrical trade, and is improving every day.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters received by us after 5 P.M. ON TUESDAY cannot appear until

the following we^k. Correspondents should forward their communi-
eatiom at the earliest possible moment. IVb letter can be published

wiless we have the wr^er's name and address in our possession.

War and the Neutrality of Science.

The sentiments expressed by the writer of your leadinfr article

are admirable, and it is hoped that they will be taken to heart

by British Bwa-<h-buckling scientists (if there be any).

In one respect, however, I think ynnr leader-writer is in error.

He speaks of "' the beetial gospel of brute force preached by
Treitschke, Nietzsche and Bernhardi." I should be glad if he
would quote Nietzache as an advocate of " brute force."

Nietzsche preached the gospel of the superman, not of the super-

beast. He was a Pole, and had a great contempt for Prussian
" Kultur," whereas he admired French culture. He preached the

heroic in man, and if he were alive and sane at the prefent

moment he wouM surely glorify the acts of the Belgians rather

than those of the Prueeians. It is a great mistake to associate

him with those who have so misled the German Empire.

Seizing the Eneuij'H Trade.

Ih it nut rather rigrettuble that there Hbould be so much talk ia

intluential newnpaiMirH about " Seizing the enemy's trade .' " Doee
it not tend to diitcount somewhat our aitsertion, as a nation, that we
have gone into this war with cle»n bands, and solely because we
felt it our duty to vindicate the rights of a smaller and weaker
nation, and to fulfil our pledges to her .' Does it not also give
colour to Germany's insinuation that it was Iraie ji-alousy and
rivalry (in oth»r words, the desire "to seizi the enemy's trade ")

that prompted Britain to range hern-lf against Germany .' The
ill-concealed spite and unholy glee shown in some of the letters and
articles on this tutj-ct are surely mtst ill-timed and most un-
patriotic. Moreover, their tone leads us to think that the writers
regard our victory as already assured, and assumptions of tbia
kmd expresse.l in an arrogant and truculent manner are surely
premature and in the worst possible taste. It is no time to boast
of to-morrow when, from hour to hour, we know not what a day
may bring forth. /

If we do "capture the enemy's trade," we shall not retain it

unless we give the same patient attention to small and set^mingly
unimportant details acd to the requirements of clients that bks
always contributed so largely to the enemy's success.

It is worthy of note that some of the firms suspected of trading
with the enemy have purchased immunity from attack by widely
advertising the fact that they are genuim ly British and only
employ British labour, and -henceforward they are, like C;i!ar'8

wife, above suspicion. Many smaller firms, however, although
quite as genuine, have been hard hit by the war, and cannot
afford to protect themselves in this way. Is there any reason
why they should be suVjected to this kind of blackmail.' How
many engineering compiinieB and firms can truthfully say that
they have never had any dealings with Germany .'

In uttering this protest I have no axe to grind. I wish to see
my country come out of this war—as it went into it—with clean
hands. True patriotism is something more than the waving of
fla;s and the singing of patriotic songa. It means upholding one'B
country's reputation and ideals.

BritannicDB.

[Our correspondent aims at lofty ideals, but war is war, and
must be waged by every honourable means at our dieposal, amongst
which one of the most powerful and effective weapons is war on
trade. Clearly and logically, '' Britannicus " would have us
refrain from capturing the enemy's merchant vessels, and from all

similar acts not directly aimed at their armi-d forces ; but that
would merely prolong the agony. Let " Britannicus " study
history, from which he will learn that, from time immemorial,
war on trade has been regarded as a legitimate and inevitable

accompaniment of military operations. Clean handt—yes : but
not kid gloves.

—

Eds. Elec. Rev."

Arbitrary Action of Public Anthority.

Your correspondent in his first letter makes a sneering veiled

attack on me, follows this up by insinuating I am not a gentleman
and all the time shrinks behind his anonymity because he ia

frantically afraid that on another occasion he will not have a
chance of obtaining an order from the public authority he is at

the present time covering with abuse. I think my condemnation
was none too harsh for such methods, and I am content to leave

it to yaur readers to j adge as to the gentleman.
Your " Advocate of Patriotism " evidently feels guilty when he

styles himself a " wicked manufacturer." I certainly have never
said or thought so—it is not the manufacturer, but his "general
conditions of contract " insisted upon to the last full stop that I

have always considered wicked.

I omitted to say whether I considered the! authority acted

correctly or not for two obvious reasons ;

—

(1) I had not the circumstances and details of the case upon
which to form any opinion ; and (2) had I had the advantage of

this information it was not for me as an official of one public

anthority to publicly express an opinion on the action of

another public authority, especially at the bidding of an anonymous
writer.

F. W. Purse,

City Elecifrical Engineer.

Carlisle, October 5th, 1911.

[This correspondence is now closed.

—

Eds. Elec. Rev.]

The War and South African Trade.

A great opportunity now presents itself, owing to the present

war with Germany and Austria, for British firms to recover the

electrical trade on the gold mines of Johannesburg and in South
Africa generally. During the last 10 years German firms have

almost completely ousted British goods, as merchants have found

themselves compelled to make arrangements with German import

houses, in order to compete against the unfair competition of bounty-

fed German competitors such as the A.E.G. ( Allgemeine Elektricit rits

Gesellschaft) and Siemens. The largest electrical power station

and distribution system south of the Equator was, with the excep-

tion of the boilers, supplied and erected by the A.E G. for the

Victoria Falls and Transvaal Power Co., Ltd. The incandescent

lamp trade is almost entirely in the hands of German and Austrian

manufacturers, as well as the smallest installation requirements.

Already a boycott by most of the mining groups and munici-

palities is being extended to German firms and goods, but the
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merchant is praoticBlIy hclpIcH», as mont of hie competitive lines

are Uerman or Austrian. British firms must use every endeavour

to meet these new conditions, and place merchants in this country

in a position to supply the large demands at competitive prices.

This can be largely accomplished by eiving them facilities for

carrying larger stocks of up-to-date materials, and standing

loyally by such firms as they appoint their agents, and not making
competitors in their own specialities amongst rival firms.

Agencies to be a success must be '"/» agencies in every sense of

the word. The writer knows of local firms who have spent con-

siderable time and money in introducing specialities, und then
found out afterwards that several opposition firms have secured
the same goods, and are quoting in the market against them.
The crusade of a few years ago, under the cry of " Wake up,

England," does not appear to have had any lasting effect.

Principals should give their agents every facility for arriving at

quotations, furnishing full particulars, drawings, and weights of

their respective goods on the spot, and not have to be continually

referring liy letter or cable for fuller information and prices. The
trade in South Africa is growing by leaps and bounds, and in order

to keep our goods on the market, British firms must give more
attention to the matters mentioned above.

The writer suggests that firms of standing here should be

approached direct or through their London export merchants, and
invitations made for them to represent their manufactures as sole

agents, and in the event of satisfactory arrangements being con-

cluded, the question of consignment stocks or full confidential

information could then be finally settled.

In conclusion, the writer trusts that "British manufacturers in

electrical and kindred trades will take this matter up seriously, and
grasp the opportunities now arising to recover lost ground, and
build up a strong British electrical trade with the Union of South
Africa and with Rhodesia.

Loyalist.
Johannesburg, September lO/A, 19H.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES.

AND PLANT.
FITTINGS

An Electric Steaming: Oven.

We illustrate herewith an electric steaming oven specially con-

structed and designed for use on board ship, by Messes. Crompton
AND Co., Ltd., of Salisbury House, London Wall, E.G.

The internal dimensions of the oven are approximately 24 in. x
18 in. X 24 in., fitted with a water evaporation boiler in the bottom
of the oven.

The oven has five galvanised iron-wire baskets, capable of holding,

roughly, from 5(i to 80 or 90 lb. of potatoes, and the water is kept

Fi«. I.

—

Ckomi'tox Stka.mino Ovkn.

at a constant level by the small tank fixed at the side of the oven
on brackets, which is fitted with a ball cock and is connected to

the main water supply.

The heavy hinged iron door is packed with india-rubber packing.

and made perfectly steam tight by locking bolt*, operated by a
volute screw and wheel handle.
The oven is loaded to approximately 5 Ew., and ii saitable for

steaming either vegetables or puddings. The steamer in moanted
on legs, to bring it to a convenient height, and to faoilit&te the
inspection of the elements ; the feet are webbed, with holes for
bolting down to the deck of the ship.

A special switchboard is supplied, fitted with single-pole damper
type fuses, luminous indicators, and two single-pole diamond
pattern switches, mounted on a marble base, and enclosed in an
ironclad water-tight box with glazed do^r, the water-ti(rht

switchboard being very necessary in the steamy atmosphere of the
ship's galley.

It will be noticed that the switchboard is connected to the
steamer by 4 to 5 ft. of flexible-metallic tubing and wiring.

Xnmber Controller and Indicator.

Messrs. Austin Walters k. Son, of 57, Lower Mosley Street.

Manchester, have sent us particulars of a namber controller and
indicator which they are making.
The controller consists of a barrel with several rows of copper

stud contacts corresponding to the number of lamps required for

the formation of the numbers from 1 to 19. In rotating the drum
by the indicating wheel on the same spindle, and pushing the

locking device into the corresponding slot, the studs are brought
into contact with liat springs wired in circuit with the lamps on
the indicating board and forming the number indicated on the

Fit -Electric Numuer Controller.

wheeL The locking device actuates a qnick-break switch, which
opens the circuit on unlocking the wheel ; this prevents the
possibility of arcing between the contacts when changing from
one number to the other.

The indicating board consists of a number of lamps behind a
perforated zinc plate. The makers find from experience that a
lamp behind each hole is far better than one lamp illuminating
two or three. In the latter case if the lamp gives out, the for-

mation of the number is entirely lost. Three sires are made :

No. 1, from 1 to '.i. No. 2. from 1 to 19, and No. 3, from 1 to 19 with
"deputy " and "extra" in the same frame, this only entailing; two
extra wires.

LEGAL.

PnosECi'TioN Against Shotts Iros Co.

In the Hamilton Sheriff Court an action was raised at the instance

of the Home Office against the Shotts Iron Co., Ltd.. including
Henry l.ove, as agent, and George Hutchison, as manager, of
Ilimmon I'it, at Shotts, belonging to the company. Kespondents
were charged with having committed a breach of the Coal Mines
Act, 1911, in respect that they had failed b 'tween March 1st and
April 24th, 1914, to have two single-core electric cables in the
stone mine haulage road of the Uimmon Pit protectol by a metallic

cover, said cables not being either llexible cables for portable
apparatus or signalling wires.

Proof in the case was avoided by the entering of a minute of

admissions signed and agreed to by both parties. In the minute of

admissions, both partifs agreed that the cables in qne.»tion were in

use in an unarmoured condition before June 1st, 1911. I'p to

that time the cables complied with the re<iuir?meuts then in force

relating to the construction of electrical apparatus in mines. For
some time prior to June, 1911, and up to Jauu.iry. 1914. the cable*

had run along a ventilating road, which was not a haulage road.

In January of this year, however, the cables were altered to rnn

along the stone haulage read. It was also admitted that in

respect of the cables no exemption from the requirements of Part

III of the General Kegulatious under the Coal Mines Act had been

obtained, and that unless they were covered by the exemption
under 137 (,h) of the General Regulations, the cables did not

C
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comply with tlic roiinircmenta of Sec 129. The .(UCHtion really at
iaauc wiih whuthcr theHe two cablsn, having been removed from a
vontilHtintr to a iiiecbauical haalui;« road, »till fell within the
exempting proviiiinna.

Mil. J. 0. Watxon, Sheriff Court Advooate-Depnte, maintained
that the roHult of the rcpondentH' contention that tbeiie uablen in

their existiner uundition, after removal, were exempted, waH to

transform an exception which had been eiven a^ a favour to

the coalowners, in order to Reoure that the .\lulu.i i/iic should not be
unnecessarily altered by the pansin^ of the reirulations, into a ripht
of the coalowners to commit a breach of thoretfulations. To shift

these unarmoured cables from a ventilatini; into a buulatte road,

and to continue to regard them as exero|)ted from the refifulationB

was a complete travesty of the whole purpose and meaninff of the
exception to the reuulatione. The exception only applied to cables
and apparatus in nitii.

Mit. J.C. Bimiop, for the respondents, held that there was nothinjr
in the reprulationB which prevented him from removinfr these cables

from the part of the mine in which they happened to be in 1911 to

any other part of the mine in which he mi^ht have found it suit-

able to use them, lie took exception to the distinction which the
Advocate D<ipute bad drawn between a privileere and a ri^fht. It

was in the soopa of the right whi^h the exempting provisions
gave him that they commenced to ditfar. He held that these
exempting provisions amounted to an absolute repeal for a brief

time of the regulations relating to the construction of apparatus,
and if it could be predicted of these cables that they were in use
in June, 1911, then no requirements of construction could be
quoted against him. Any unrea'onable use of the apparatus
could always be brought up under the sub-sections which gave the
Mines Inspector ttte right to disallow it.

SiiEKli'K SiruNNAN indicated that 88 the point raised was one of
interest in both mining and electrical circles, he would issue a
written judgment upon it.

Shkkikf Shknnan isiued a written opinion on Monday. He
indicated, at the outset, that the que=tion to be decided was not an
easy one. At first he had been dispispd to favour the contention
put forward by th«! respondents, but after full consideration he had
come to be of the opinion that he must convict. His Lordship
thought that the true interpretation of Sec. 137 (c) lay between
the opposing contentions of the prosecution and the respondents in

the present case. His view was, in fact, that Sec. 137 gave
exemption to cables and other anparatns only so long as they con-
tinned to be used for like purposes and under like conditions.
What that exemption meant, he thought, was that the mine-
owners might go on using their electrical plant in so far as it was
effectively installed prior to June 1st, 1911, until the mines
inspector asked them to alter it. He gladly recognised that the
offence was purely a technical ore, arising from what he held to

be a mistaken interpretation of 137 (<•) The fact that he himself
had found the question one of ditficolty made the mistake
eminently pardonable. Possibly, the High Court might find it

was not a mistake at all, but he could only go on his own opinion.
He would impose a nominal penalty of £1 on the company, while
he would dismiss the agent and manager with an admonition.

WAR ITEMS.

Alien Esemy Cases in Court.

On September 30th, in the City of Lindon Court, before Judge
Rentonl, K.C.. Messrs. Platte Scheele & Co., Ltd., 18 and 19, Queen-
hithe, claimed «5 3g against the Imperial Lighting Co., electrical

engineers, Pocck Rmd, for electric lamps supplied.

Mb. Jackson, defendants' snlicifor, said they did not raise the
moratorium, but plaintiffji were agents for Bender & Worth, West-
phalia, Germany, and therefore could not recover, as the money,
when paid, would be sent to Germany.
Mb. Eawlinson, plaintiffs" solicitor, said that the contract was

entered into after the Proclamation. Plaintiffs were an English
company, and the principal shareholder was a British subject.

The name made no difference.

Judge Rentoul asked, as the defendants had had the plaintiffs'

goods ought they to pay for them. Supposing the seller were the
Kaiser—in his Imud moments—ought he not to be paid? Mr.
Jackson said no, because payment was prohibited under the Pro-

clamation. They could not pay an alien enemy, however much
they wanted to do so.

Mb. Jackson : The money will be sent to Germany.
Judge Rentodl : Not a bit of it. Plaintiffs will keep it.

Mk. Rawlinson added that a branch of a German firm could
carry on business here.

Mr. Jackson said the plaintiffs were not a branch. They were
the agents of ths German firm. There were £60,000,000 due by
German firms to Englishmen, and the Germans were equally pro-

hibited from paying the money. It was a great difficulty in the
Xorth of England, where many firms were on the verge of bank-
ruptcy because Germajiy was not pay'ng np.
JUDCE Rentoul said he had been ordering the retention of

money due from the Court to Germans ; bnt, as the order in the
present ca?e was given after the declaration of war, he must give
iudgment for the plaintiffs wi>h the law costs ; but the money,
when paid, would remain in Court to await farther order.

Another Kew British Magneto.—A new magneto
for four-cylinder engines has been introduced by Mesbbs,
Fellowes & Co., 99, Horseferry Road, Westminster.

BoABii o> Tbaob Ahhihtanoi:.

Further additions to the series of pamphlets conceniiag German
and Austro-Hungarian export trade issued by theBjur-l of Trtde
Commercial Intelligence Department, deal with manufactures of

iron or steel wir<?, heavy chemiealH, tin wares (including tinfoil),

and cast-iron goods (stoves, baths. *i3.).

Further information in regard to commercial and financial

c;>nditiunB and openings for British trale in many c^ontries

has been received at the Commercial Intelligence Branch of the

Board of Trade, where the detailed reports may be inspected. A
brief outline is given below of the nature uf the information
received from each of the sources indicated.

( unidu.—The Imperial Trade Correspondent at Toronto reports

I September 9th) that financial conditions generally in Ontario are

good. The chartered banks are in a strong position, and their

managers state that legitimate borrowers will have no reason to

complain of lack of credit facilities. There are figns, however,
that the banks, as ie, perhaps, natural under present disturbed con-

ditions, will not grant loans for any great extension of factory

operations, or for mnch new work of any nature. While the

general financial situation is good there is an unmistakable spirit

of economy on the pirt of the individual, the factory, the whole-
sale house, and public authorities. In the aggregate this means a

reduced purchasing power for the time being at least, but at the
same time it appears to be a good psriod for a close study of this

market by those British houses desiring to do business now and in

the future. British firms should in all cases quote strictly

inclusive prices to Canadian buyers.
Suutli Africa.—His Majesty's Trade Commissioner reports

(.Aagnst 25tb) that there seems to be no doubt that British trade

in South Africa will receive an enormous impetus as a result of the
complications in Europe, although it may be acknowledge<l that
the immediate prospects of trade are not of the l)eBt. There is

considerable anxiety on the part of merchants with regard to

stocks now on the water : but the effect of the moratorium in

operation in the United Kingdom is that merchants fear that

oversea manufacturers in all parts of the world will not be

disposed to trade with the South African market so long as it is

thought that payments for consignments are liable to be

temporarily withheldin transit by the London banks.

The Trade Commissioner emphasises the importance of attention

being paid to the following details of trade orgauifation by BritiBh

manufacturers desirous of taking advantage of the extended
possibilities of the South African market as a field for their

enterprise :

—

1. The need lor local representation.
2. The enornioue advantages that, as a rale, follow the visit of a prinoipal

to South Africa for the purpose of becoming intimately acquainted with local

conditioDS of trade.
3. The necessity for meeting foreign competition by the supply of articles

identical with those beiog exploited by oar foreign competitors.
4. The adoption of an overhead charge in all ca^es where South African

trade custom makes it necessary.
5. The study of packing, in order that handling, both on the part of the

wholesaler and retailer, may be reduced to a minimum of labour with a maxi-
mnm of convenience.

6. Sympathetic and generous treatment towards the local repre&entativei
and a strong endeavour to adjust the exporter's point of view to that of tfae

South African merchant.

Cei/lon.—The Collector of Customs has forwarded a statement

showing the extent of the import and export trade of Ceylon

done with Germany and Ansljia-Hungary respectively, together

with a memorandum giving particulars of German and Austrian

goods which find a ready sale in the colony. The collector of

Customs mentions that there is no doubt that the fucceae of the

German trade in this colony has been doe to the comparative

cheapness of the goods when compared with similar articles of

British make. In the whole of the East cheapness is the main
consideration of the purchaser, provided his taste as regards colonr,

design, &:3., is flattered.

Sierra L'one, Trinidad, Jamaica and British Guiana.—The
governors of these colonies have forwarded detailed statements

containing statistics of the imports of German and Austrian goods

into their respective colonies, and showing the extent of the export

trade from the colonies to Germany and Austria- Hungary. These
statements, as well as certain German invoices forwarded by the

Governor of Jamaica, may also be inspected at the Commercial
Intelligence Branch.

Portvgve.v East Africa. — His Majesty's Consul-Oeneral at

Lonrenco Marquee reports (September 15th) that German blue

prints constitute the most important item of goods imported from
Germany, measurementa being 38, 32 and 28 in., selling at 7d.,

6id., and 5d. per yard, with 6 per cent, added to cover cost of

insurance, freight, &c. German firms are in the habit of granting

90, 120 and even 150 days' credit. It is stated that manufacturers

of railway material in the United States of America are anxious

to obtain a footing in Portngueee East Africa.

France.—H.M. Consul at Lyons, who has made inquiries of the

principal shopkeepers in his district with a view to ascertaining

what classes of German goods sold in Lyons shops might be re-

placed by articles of British manufacture, says that the consensus

of opinion is that the snoeess of German manufacturers in France
is largely due to the fact that their goods appeal to the masses,

while English makers only consider the better class buyers, who
are far less numerous. They should also make an inferior quality

article, for which there is undoubtedly a demand, and should adopt
the German plan of stating prices of goods arrived at Lyons, in-

cluding Customs f^nty and postage.

S«»Wa.—H.M. Consul- General at Moscow reports (September
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17th), that accordiDif to information received from a reliable

Bonrce, the excitement which prevailed in Moscow when war was

first declared has paaeed away, and the inhabitants have settled

down to conduct their buBinesH in a noimal fathion. As regards

manufactures, it is asserted that the mills and factories in Moscow
are workinK quite normally, and as lon(f as they continue to get

the necessary raw material , there is every prospect of their continuinK

to do so. Business concerns which do not depend upon the imports

from abroad are as yet feeling very little of the consfqucnces of

the present conflict. There is no moratoritim in Moscow, and
business men maintain that there is no necessity for it. There is

practically no diEmissal of workpeople. A great deal of the

success of German manufacturers in the Russian market has

accrued not so much from the efficiency of the representatives they

have had on the spot, but has been in a very great measure the

result of their own systematic organisation and the way in which
they have tried to meet the whims and fancies of their customers

;

not only that, but the most goahecd firms have sent cut their

catalogues and circulars printed in the Russian language, giving

Russian prices, weights and measures, and this always gives their

offers a better chance to be considered than those submitted by

firms in England and elsewhere, who supply their circulars and
catalogues in a language unintelligible to the purchaser. The
report received from H.M. Consul deals more particularly with the

methods which have contributed to the succefs of German manu-
facturers of various classes of textile and other machinery and
engineering and electrical appliances, and mentions among other

articles which have been introduced extensively into Russia by the

Germans, small engines and locomobiles, steam boilers and steam
piping-, heating and lighting apparatus, elevators atd lifts, mining
machinery, steam turbines and pumps, steam fittings, &c., steel

goods, tool steel, wire ropes, electric lamps, woven and leather

belting, ice.

Italy.—H.M. Consul at Brindisi reports (September 2lBt) that

while large quantities of German and Austro-Hungarian goods

are used in the Province of Apulia, they are not imported direct.

Shopkeepers in the Province do not carry large stocks, but order

their goods in the north of Italy and in Naples. Large credits are

necessary, and owing to agricultural depression there is some
difBculty in collecting accounts. Generally speaking, the demand
is for cheap rather than lasting articles. The chief German
imports include electrical machinery and ironmongery.

Portugal.—H.M. Legation at Lisbon has forwarded (September
11th) a report drawn up by the Secretary in Charge of Commercial
Affairs, in which it is stated that in Portugal, even more than
elsewhere, the partial resumption of commerce, and its gradual
restoration to a normal current and a new course, may be influ-

enced to the advantage of British interests. AuetroGerman
trade with Portugal can, for practical purposes, be treated as

Gorman, the Austrian contributions being insignificant. German
trade with Portugal has of late been developed, until it has

challenged our previous pre-eminence in every region of Portu-

guese commerce, and has in some cases changed it into a German
predominance. The report adds that high prices in Portugal, due

to protection, caused a demand for cheap mannfactures, and ex-

cessive production in Germany permitted a lowering of prices for

surplus supplies ; all the advantages of German business in Por-

tugal have, however, been cancelled by the war conditions. The
operations of the great German shipping lines are suspended until

peace, and will be restricted probably for several years after. The
Secretary in Charge of Commercial Affairs has furnished a detailed

review of German imports into Portugal in relation to British,

which indicates the lines on which Britifh firms are most likely to

find openings due to the suspension of German supplies, and also

serves to show the extent of the demand. Articles which seem
to offer opportunities to British trade are :—Electrical supplies,

machinery, manufactured leather, porcelain, glass manufactures,

copper, brass and bronze goods.
Australia.—H.M. Trade Commissioner at Melbourne reports

(August 20th) that there need be no anxiety as to payments
of reasonable obligations contracted by known importers in

the Commonwealth being regularly met. The leading business

men regard the present situation with equanimity. The Federal

Government will support the banks if necessary by giving

facilities for an extension of the currency. It is anticipated

that there will be a considerable falling-off in imports,

especially of luxuries, and the rise in prices will inevitably

restrict trade. In the textile trade there is likely to be a

falling-off in orders ; as regards iron and steel and hardware,
it is stated that in oonsequenoe of a 3:^1 per cent, increase in

American freights on heavy metal manufactures, there is an
opportunity for British manufacturers to extend their trade. No
general statement can be made with regard to the placing of new
orders for goods of any kind, but it is certain that the volume of

the import trade will decrease. Apart from the dislocation due to

the war, the outlook for the primary producers—the wool groweri
and wheat farmers—is not too bright, while the general export

trade of the country is being seriously interfered with owing to

war conditions. H.M. Trade Commissioner adds that if Britieh

manufacturers will systematically study the prsition, he is of

opinion that they can secure a large amount of trade formerly
done by Germany. In this connection it is suggested that now
firms wishing to enter the Australian market should instruct their

representatives to call at the Trade Commissioner's Office (Com-
merce House, Melbourne'), which will be glad to assist with
information and advice.

The officer in charge of HjM. Trade Commissioner's Office in

Sydney reports (August 19th) that business is being executed much
the same as usual, though there is a certain amount of anxiety

Mid tention aa to what ii Koin; to happen. A. f«w wboleaal*

houses, especially in soft goods, have cancelled orders given tefcre
war broke out. and the general feeling aeems to be that for Kme
time in the future the purchasing power of the public will be
limited, and merchants are rather chary of carrying large stocks
in consequence. In the future there must be expected a iCTere
check on the activity of the industrial and commercial ccmmunity
in Sydney, and money is bound to be scarce.

The Imperial Trade Correspondent at Adelaide writes (Ao^iut
1.5th) that British shippers of goods to Australia in British veecels,

who have drawn against the documents, need have no fear about
the draft being met, as the goods will represent even better value

to the consignees now than they would under normal conditions.

Imports are likely to continue, but on a restricted scale, as orders

placed in future will be limited to abpolnte necessities. Exports
for the time being have ceased, as the extra war ritk charg^ by
the insurance companies is practically prohibitive. The wool sales

have been postponed.

New Zealand —H.M. Trade Commissioner reports (August 19tb)

that although the war at first caused Eome panic in New ZeaUnd
and a large number of indents were cancelled, conditions have
since improved. The financial position in the Dominion is strong ;

all the large importing firms are considered sound, and settlements

are likely to be regularly maintained. Expenditure on the part

of the public is likely to be considerably curtailed, and it is antici-

pated that retail firms and small dealers will feel the strain to a

greater extent than the larger houses. The New Zealand

Government has undertaken to carry on all public works on hand
and to prevent unemployment as far as possible, and the people

are being urged to make all efforts to rc-establifh trade within

the Dominion and overseas. There is a strong prejudice against

German imports, and British manufacturers making prompt over-

tures should be able to do good business.

The Sydney Ttrbike Conteact.—The Australian papers just

to hand contain the reports of the Sydney City Council's delibera-

tions prior to the decision to purchafe a steam turbo-generator

from a British firm, at a cost of £15,500, ex works, and to pay the

extra war risks thus occasioned. The Si/dney Daibj Tele.jraph of

August 26th eays :

—"It was explained last night by aldermen

that the Council had taken the best possible course in face of the

present war, as the purchase would tend to prevent nremployment
in "England as well as here. ' Our subscription towards patriotism,'

remarked one alderman, 'is the risk involved in getting the

machine from England instead of from America.' It appeared

from the debate at the Council meeting that the original turbo-

generator was to have been supplied from tJermany, but in view

of the outbreak of the war it was obvious that the contract could

not be proceeded with. The city electrical engineer (Mr. Forbes

Mackay) then recommended that the offer of an Australian com-

pany to supply the machine from America be accepted, at a cost

of £16, ."•50. The General Purposes Committee of the Council re-

commended that his advice be followed, though Aid. Englifh sug-

gested that irquirics be made among British firms in regard to the

matter. Subsequently the city engineer found that t herewasan oppor-

tunity of obtaining the plant from England in less time than had

been thought jioesible previously. The matter came before a

special meeting of the Electric Light Committee last night, with

the result that it was recommended that the Council should accept

the offer of Messrs. Willans 4: Robinson, of England, made through

Messrs. Preece 4: Cardew. This the Council did on the motion of

Aid. Milner Stephen, who moved it on behalf of the Electric Light

Committee.
" The mover, in the course of his remarks, intimated that the

decision to purchase more machinery was part of a system of

extension of plant previously decided upon.

'Aid. .Tones expressed pleasure that a previous decision of the

Council to purchase material in England was being adhered to,

though for feme time it appeared to have been lost sight of.

" Aid. Griflin stated that the object of the Council was threefold.

namely, to prevent unemployment locally, to purchase in England,

and to get the machinery as soon as poesiblc.

"It was decided to accept a report of the engineer stating that

the 33,000-volt transformers to be supplied by Messrs. Siemens

Bros, could be equally well made in the firm's English works, and

that therefore he did not propose to cancel the contract."

Thk \V.\r .\Nn Kkknch Wobks.—Many electrical industrial

and commercial business in France are necessarily closed at present

owing to those who run them being in the fighting line or other-

wise on service. Some of our esteemed French contemporaries are

in the same predicament, and have had to suspend publication

during the period of the war, proprietors, editors and staff all being

engaged in some form of service or other in connection with the

war. We learn that the works of Messrs. Yedovelli. Ptitstly, in

Paris, arc closed for this reason. Messrs. Laing. Wharton. Ltd., of

Mildmay Avenue. London, N"., are, however, manufacturing the

firm's standard models and designs of "Vedipri " extra-high

tension apparatus, isolation switches, fuses, ic, and will continue

to do 80 until supplies can be again obtained from Paris.

V.KNCOiivKB Enoinkkr Rkcrvits.—Mr. C. R. G. Conway,

chief electrical engineer of the British Columbia Electric Railway

Co., Ltd., and chairman of the local section of the Canadian

Society of Civil Engineers at Vancouver, B.C. presided at a

meeting of the Society early last month, at which it was decided

to form an engineering corps of the Vancouver Volunteer Reserve

whioh is now recruiting for home defence. Nearly 100 members

volunte-ered at the meeting. It is the intention to invite electrical

engineers and members of other societies into membership and to

apply for recognition by the military authorities as soon as the

oorps is brought up to strength,

D
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Nationalii r and Natubam^ation.

In the Electrical Review of September 26th, Mr. John E.

Gray, in hia letter coinaaentinsr on my oritiuiem of Mr. Campbell
Swinton, oattB some doubt upon my nationality. Mr. Gray is

rif^ht in predumin^ that my surname ia not Eni^linh : as a matter
of fact, it in of S :otti8h orii^in (like that of Mr. Campbell Hwinton).
My fiither ami my f^raadpiirentii on his Hide were all natives of

Kelso (Uerwickahire). My mother came of a Shropshire faiiiily,

and I myself was born in the neighbouring' county of Jlerefurd-

shire. On these facts Mr. Gray will, I think, admit that I have
the riffht to call myself a Britinher.

As reRarda my criticism of Mr. Campbell Swinton's statement
about Mr. Alexander Siemens retaining considerable sympathy for

the land of his birth, I may say that the construction I put upon
Mr. Swinton's statement wai>. that Mr. .Siemens would fail to

remain loyal to Great Britain during the present war crisis. From
the latter part of Mr. Gray's letter I now t»ke it that this con-

struction was not intended by Mr. Campbell Swinton, and if that is

80. then I willingly extend to him (Mr Campbell Swinton) my
apslogiett for bavin); taken a wrong impression of his remarks
ajfainst Mr. Alexander Siemens.

G. E. Eebss.
Liverpool, October i>t)i, 1914.

May I commend to your pro-German apolosrists the paper by
General F. G. Stone in this month's Xinetivntli Ci'utin-y Magazine,

and draw the attention of those who appear to think that mere
legal naturalisation can convert a born German into an English-

man, to the gallant general's conclusion .

" Let no one for an
instant deceive himself with the idea that any man, woman, or

child, with German blood in their veins, has ever had a kindly
thought for England and the English people at any time in the

present century."
Even if we do not go unite as far as this, in my view, all

Germans who are English only by naturalisation, must at present

be considered as suspect. No doubt some of them are, probably, in

faot, spies, and we should take no risks.

John E. Gray.
London, October ird, 1914.

It is not our intention to allow our space to be occupied with a

correspjndence on thia subject, but as we have admitted Mr. Gray's
quotation of the gallant G 'neral's expression of opinion, it is only
fair that we should quote from Wednesday's Timeg the following
letter replying to General Stone's conclusion. The writer pre-

cedes his comments with the quotation appearing in Mr. Gray's
letter :

—

" I am a German by birth—I have lived and worked In England
for close on 50 years, and have been a naturalised British subject

for the last 26 years. Will yoa allow me, as one who loves and
admires and is deeply grateful to the country of hia adoption, to

utter a protest againat the contention that every born German
feels himself <» i/i.<ti an enemy of England .' Tnis to my mind is

a monstrous self-deception, only made possible by an abaolute want
of personal experience. I know that there are many Germans in

Eigland at the present moment who, like myself, have not a
shadow of a doubt about the justice of the English cause in this

terrible war ; who have watched for years with sorrow and dismay
the growing megalomania of Germany, created by the all-powerful
military caste and nurtured by commercial and even intellectual

influences. At the present moment the unfortunate German nation
appears to such as myself to be in a state of uncontrollable mad-
ness—comparable only to the fury of the French at the time of

the great Revolution.

Paul David.
"

Oxford, October 5th.

Mr. Eck and the Union Electbic.

" Though you have closed the correspondence initiated by Mr.
E;k regarding the constitution of the Union Electric Co., Ltd., we
would ask you at least to permit us to correct the impression left

by Mr. Eck s diatribe against Mr. E?ershed and this company. To
describe Mr. E^ershed's slip in a date (if there was one), as 'cir-

culating false coin " is merely abusive, unless the alleged mistake
substantially affected, to Mr. Eck's detriment, a correct impression
of the matter at issue. Your correspondent does not suggest that
it is not the truth that the majority of the directors of the Union
Co. during its 14 years of existence were German, and his letter

was therefore not directed to the point in dispute. In view of its

offensive character, we much regret that you should have per-

mitted it to appear in your columns.

" EVERSHED it VlONOLES, LTD
,

" E. B. ViGKOLES, Managing Director.
" Chiswick, W., October bth."

[ This correspondence really m ust be considered closed.

—

Eds. E.R. ]

To Capture German Trade.—We have received a letter from
Mr. C. H. Luke, of High Holborn, W.C, which has also appeared
in the daily Press, in which he expresses a number of views
concerning steps that must be taken if we are going to
Cipture German and Austrian trade. The reorganisation of the
Board of Trade and the appointment of separate Ministers of
Marine and Railways, of Commerce, and of Labour—points often
urged in times of p^aoe—are some of the measures advocated. He
emphasises the necessity for prompt action and says that if some-
thing is not done now the whole matter is likely to be shelved and
we shall continue to muddle along. We make the following
quotations from his letter :

—

" Every thoughtful Englishman must believe that on the action
taken /((lie will depend the future of the British Empire. Now is

the time to take what is best from the German colle<'tlve orfrani-

Ration in commerce, and graft it on to our individualiam, tha
forging an irreni-tible weapon fur the nation.

"This can only be done, in my opinion, by the co-operation of

three factors .

—

" 1. Live British firms, willing to drop aDti<|uated methodi, and
eize the opportunity with Ijoth hands.

"2. By the adoption, under compulsion or otherwise, of a national
policy on the part of our great j tint stock banks, or if it is im-
possible to make the controllers of our banking iustitulions busineaa
men, by the formation of State-aided bankit of commerce, whose
main duty is not to avoid assisting their clients, but rather to

meet half-way those requiring lioancial facilities for legitimate
business enterprises.

- " 3. A thoroughly business policy on the part of the Government,
which could quickly show itself in two most needed reformg,
(a) the selection as ambassadors and ministers to foreign
countries of men who have some bunines^ ap'.itnde as well as
diplomatic experim^e, and the appointment of commercial
atta"-hra, who shall in all oises be trained business men. tb) The
appointment of trained business men asconsDl-generalsand consuls
in all important centres uf trade, and the abandoning entirely of
the policy of appointing foreigners as consuls and vice-conbnls, in

order to save a few thousand pounds per annum.
"

Radii Ji roB Manchl^teb.—The Manchester Ridium Com-
mittee, which recently raised £31,001) for supplies of radium to
the Man;hester Hospital, haa secured considerable quantities of the
metal which were intended for Germany. On the outbreak of war
Sir William Milligan telegraphed to Pittsburg asking that supplies
of radium, which he knew were on order for Germany, should be
diverted to Manchester. Aa the completion of the order to
Germany was impossible, hia request waa complied with, the
result being that Manchester will secure full supplies six months
earlier than was anticipated.

—

Daily 'J'eUijrupU,

Tke Prince ok Wales's Relief Fund.—We have pleasure in
publishing the following letter :

—
Buckingham Palace, dcloher :,th, 1911.

" On August 6th I appealed to the nation to aa»ist me in foanding
a Xational Fond to prevent and alleviate military and civil dis-

tress arising in consequence of the war. To-day, after the lapse
of exactly two months, I am happy to say that the Fnud has
reached the splendid total of three million pounds. I wish to take
this opportunity of thanking once more the many thousands of
generous subscribers who have helped me to achieve this grand
result.

" I have delegated the responsibility of administering the Fund
to the Executive Committee which I have appointed, on the advice
of the Prime Minister, and I count upon the Committee to see that
assistance in emergency cases is adequate, and given with as little

delay as cireumatani-es permit. I trust that the portion of the
Fund which is to be applied in relief of civil distress may, as far
as possible, flow into productive channels such as assisting schemes
for male and female employment, and. perhaps, into industrial

training ; for it is as repugnant to me, as it must be to the
recipients, that assistance should be distributed only in the form of
doles. What men most want is work, and what the young people
need is training.

"The sum which has already been raised is magnificent, and I

am confident that the generous British public will continue to do
their utmost to alleviate the distress which war inevitably brings
in its train,

" Edward."
Contract Difficulties in Australia.—The Chamber of

Commerce at Sydney has been considering the position of Govern-
ment contractors consequent upon the war. At a meeting held in

August, according to a report in a Sydney newspaper, it wag
pointed out that many contracts had only been let within the last

couple of months, and that contractors had no chance of getting

their stocks. This applied more particularly to houses who dealt

with German firms, and who tendered for the supply of goods
where German-made goods were specified. Large contracts, em-
bracing the supply of English, Dutch, and Italian-made goods,

were also let. but, owing to the dislocation in the shipping world,

it was unlikely that anything near the quantities of goods re-

quired would come to hand. It was also pointed out that some
departments were giving unusually large orders for certain lines,

and it was found impossible to meet such an extraordinary
demand. It was suggested that some proposal should be made by
which a percentage increase on the contract price should be allowed.

On this point some contractors who had met the Tender Board and
discussed the position with them said that the Government was
ready to meet contractors in a raasonable spirit. No consideration

should be shown to contractors who, while holding large stocks,

deliberately advanced their prices, and so sought to enhance their

profits in an illegitimate manner.

Was Effects in Australia.—Extracts from the Sydney Morn-
ing Herald, of August 20th jast to hand, says that at the annual
meeting of the Perth Chamber of Cimmerje the new president

(Mr. Garner) said that this war must necessarily give a great

impetus to Australian manufacture, and it would give an oppor-
tunity to their friends in the old country to recover many
branches of trade lost during the past few years to Germany. He
found, as the result of inquiries in that State, that merchants
dealing in soft goods, drugs, machinery and other commodities had
on their books for goods sold over £2,000,000, and, even if the
present trouble did not last as long as some of them expected,

immense losses must be made by merchants. But, in addition to

this, up to the very limit of their resources they must oarry on
every account in the State worthy of assistance.
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Adstbalian Tbamwatmen on Active Sebvicb.—The chair-

man of the Prahran and Malvern Tramway Trust has arranged

to donate 6 per cent, of his salary to the Patriotic Fand, and the

Trust has agreed to make an allowance to emploj^a joininp the

Expeditionary Force equal to the difference between their pay as

Boldiera and the salaries received from the Trust. The men at

work are contributinp; to the fund.

Gkbman Tka.mway Manager at Nokthampton.—A crowded
meeting of ratepayers was held in the Northampton Town Hall

last week, and passed a repolution of prote-t against the retention

of Mr. J. Gottschalk, as manager of the Northampton municipal

tramways. Mr. Gottschalk was born in Germany, but he has

lived in England for over 30 years, and has held his present position

for 12 years. He applied for naturalisation papers after the out-

break of the war.
The Council has decided to hold a special meeting next week to

consider the question. We understand that the whole of the

tramway workers, with the exception of three or four, have signed

a memorial to the Tramways Committee asking that Mr. Gottschalk

be retained. A special meeting of the Trades Council also pased a

resolution to this effect, and regretting the unwarrantable attack

made upon him. The organisers of the public meeting state that

they will only be satisfied with Mr. Gottsohalk's dismissal or a

plebiscite of the town.

Scottish Steel Works Reopemed.— It is stated that the

works of the Scottish Iron and Steel Co., at Coatbridge, which
were olofed on account of German competition, are to be reopened

consequent upon the receipt of a French Government order for a

million and a half horse shoes.

Maktlebone Electric Supply.—No fewer that 50 employes
of the department have been called up for service or have
enlisted, including eight from the generating station, 12 from the

head office, 19 from the mains department, and 11 from the sales

and publicity department.

Personal.—Lance-Corporal William Clement, of the Greenock
electricity department, has been killed at the front. He was a
commissionaire in the Corporation employment and a Reservist in

the Black Watch. Another emploj^ of the electricity works,

J. MoCann, is at the front with the Royal Soots.

A total of 260 men of the Edinburgh Tramways Co. are serving
their King and country, and the names of two of them appear in

a recent list of " missing." An engineman and fireman, named
Kerry, is believed to have gone down with the Crexsy.

Amongst the survivors from H.MS. Iloi/ne is Mr. Horace
Lambert, of Bradford (formerly an employe of the Phaaix Dynamo
Co., of Thornbury). Another emploj^- at the Phteoix works

—

Lance-Corpl. J. Walker—has been reported as missing. He was
connected with the Northumberland Fuiiliers.

According to a Wood Green paper the following members of the
Tottenham staff of the North Metropolitan Electric Power Supply
Co. are now serving with the Colours :

—
F. T. Hall, Roy.ll Naval B.|UaiIron.

H. C. Hornblower, Chief P.O., R.N. Reserva.
O. Senior, 2n(l Class P.O., R.N. Reserve.
H. Pisk, R.G.A.
R. Bntioknnp, R.G.i.
W. Pp>roer, R.F.A.
W. Hefford. 7t.h Middlesex.
W. MoiB, Kleotrioal Eiiglnoevs.
A. OKlel.y, K.R.R.

It is reported that two of the switchboard attendants formerly
employed by the Tynemouth electricity department—Fred. W.
Clarke and F. W. Osborne were lost in the cruiser (^ressy. Both
were married men.

It is feared that three wireless operators, who were among a
large number of Marconi men to volunteer for duty in the Royal
Naval Reserve were among those lost in the Ahoiittir, CVcv.v;/ and
llogiie. namely, Mr. G. E. Turner illaque) ; Mr. S. W. Rudderham
(('i-e.uy')

; and Mr. C. T. Massey {Ahoiikir)

Petty Officer Herbert Foulkes (34), of 49, Anderson Street,

Salford, who was on board the t'n'ssi/ when she was torpedoed, has
been employed at the Salford electricity station. His name was
not in the list of those saved.

The Stalybridge Joint Tramways and Electricity Board is

granting half pay, with a minimum of 10s. per week, to the 37
eraplojiJs who are serving with the Colours.

West Ham Elkctuicity Dbi'artvknt.—The West Ham
CjUQoil has passed the following resolution with reference to the
pay of men called to the Colours :

—
" That the whole of the Council's emplojoi, married or single,

called up for service, or volunteering for service with the Forces,
ba granted by the Council full civil pay, less their service pay
(calculated at 7.-<. per weik"), and in the case of married men in the
Army, less also the actual amount of the separation allowance for
the wife, as from the date of mobilisation or onlistnu-nt, the
Council's payments to be continued so long as the cmplojoi are
roiiuircd to remaii with the Forces, and are in receipt of Naval or
Military piy

; and that increments of salary under any scale
bsooming due to any officer or om|ilo)i' during his period of
service with the Forces of the Cr.iwn be paid as they accrue.'

Mr. W. Whitney, assistant mains engineer at West Ham, has
joined the li )yal Engineers (Naval Divi-ion).

Opesincs in France.—Monsieur Geo. Uerdt, of 2('>, Rue de
I'Echiquier, I'iiris, who alreaiy holds several agencies for general
London firms, wants to repretient other British firms who are
anxious to cultivate the market there while German competition is

non-existent. He writes to us referring to the opening that is

now available for British and French flrmt to oo-operate in
respect to both import and export trade.

Municipal Euploteb and Redcced Eemcn'ebatiox.—At a

meeting of the Manchester City Council which waa held on
Wednesday (this week), the following resolution was on the agend*
in the name of Mr. Rose Clyne ;

—
'"That in view of the abnormkl

expense to which the city is pot by reason of the war. the diminu-
tion of revenue caused thereby, and the greater financial burden on
the crippled resources of the ratepayers, the Officials i^f^nditione

of Service) Special Committee immediately take into consideration
the question of the remuneration of all Corporation employ'^?

with a view to adopting an erjuitable reduction during the period

of war." We are pleased to learn that the resolution was defeated.

The War and Contbact Pbice.s.— In the case of those firms

which have intimated that they wiU not be able to carry oat the

terms of their contracts owing to the war, the Marylebone Electric

Supply Committee has instructed the general manager to request

them, when sending in their accounts, to submit invoices in exa'.*.

accordance with the contrawit prices, and to submit for the con-

sideration of the Committee separate claims for any extra oo3t>

in carrying out their contracts which they can attribute dire:tly

to the war.

The War Office CoiiiiASUEERs Mauseto-s —We hear that tb

War Office has during the past week been commandeering all the igni

tion magnetos specially designed for ose on eight-cylinder petrol

motors that can be got. This type of magneto is only made in rela-

tively small numbers, there being only one maker of m otor-cara with

eight-cylinder engines, the De Dion Bonton Co. The magnetos
are understood to be required for ose on aeroplanes, a luge
number of which, fitted with eight-cylinder engines, are now
being prepared for war purposes.

Gebman Ibon and Steel Exports.—The financial Timer says

that Mr. Bleckley, a director of the Pearson and Koowles Coal and
Iron Co., speaking at the company's annual meeting last week, said

that the war would result in the reduction of 50 per cent, in

German exports of iron and steel. This wonld not mean capturing

German trade, but resuming our old trades filched by German
interlopers, not by fair competition and superior methods, but by
the aid of export bounties and subsidised steamships which ruined

much of our business.

A Tramway Family at the Feont.—Mr. John Stevenson, of

Nelson, and his three sons are serving the Army. Mr. Stevenson

was a tramcar driver on Nelson tramways when the war broke out,

and two of his sons were conductors on Burnley and Colne tram-

ways.

Engineer Vnits—Royal Naval Division.—The following

have received temporary Commissions as Lieutenants in the Royal
Marines for duty with the Engineer Units of the R^yal Naval

Division :—R. G. Aston, L. H. Rngg, A.M.lnst.C.E.. G. H. Spittle.

A.M.LE.E., A. J. D. Chivers, AI.M.M.. H, Djbell, A.M.I E E.. R.

Grierson, A M.I E.E., A.M.I. Mech.E,, A. Williamson, A.M Inst.C.E

T. C. Aveling, A.M.Inst C.E., R. Stoltenhoff, Graduate I.Mech.E.,

G. W. Revell, A.M.lnst.C.E., G. E. Morgans, A.M.lnst.C.E It wiU
be remembered that these Units consist very largely of members
of the Institutions of Civil, Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

London Electrical En(;ineehs to Rkcbiit. -The L:>ndon

Electrical Eagineers (Territorials), of 46, Rfgency Street, West-

mins'er. have now received permission to recruit. An opportunity,

therefore, occurs for members of the electrical profession to join a

corps where their technical abilities wiU prove a valnable asset to

their country. Application should be made personally or by letter

to the Commanding Officer.

Spain.—Increases in the prices of electrical manafactnred
articles and raw materials to the extent of from 2.ito 30 per eent.

by Barcelona supplying firms have induced the Afociacion de In-

dustriales Eleotricistas, of Catalonia, to call a public meeting to dis-

cuss the situation. Some 200 localities and towns of Catalonia and 14

lighting stations were represented ; also all the Spanish electric

lamp makers, the firm of Pirelli, and others. In the re^-ult, it was
decided to appeal to the Government to fix a modexateJ tariff of

prices, to compile a black list of firms charging exorbitantly, to

form a National Buying Syndicate on a share basis, and to place

orders in those countries abroad only where reasonable quotations

are offered, and more particularly in the United States.

Reliki' Find Contrihvtion.*. - A war relief fund wa?

organised by the employi-s of the IndiaRubber, GuttaPeroha ar. .

Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., of Silvertown, four weeks ago. sino.-

when £ 100 has been voluntarily contributed. The intention is ;>

send similar sum* to the funds every four weeks as long as may K
necessary. About 20 per cent, of the company's male employes of

military age have jjined the Colours.

French Caruons.—Rt>specting the .ihortage of carbons for arc

lamps at present experieuoeil, the Wells Electrical Co., of 7S.

Cheap'ide, EC, ask us to state that thetr works in Paris are now
making and delivering frequently, all types. They are the sole

agents in Great Britain for the Cie. FranSaise de fharbons pour

rEleJtrioito, Paris.

Blackpool Employes' Allowances—A ejiecial Committee,

which has been dealing with the allowimces to lUaokiKiol Corpora-

tion emplo.Ti-*, has decided to allow the wives of all employes

serving with the Colours 12s. 61. per week plus 2s, i5.1, per child,

and single men half wages ks a miniaium. Any oases of special

distress are to be dealt with on their merits.

Inqvibv BiKKAT CORRECTION.— In our issue of last week we
stateii that the K nployers' Parliamentary Council had decided to

assist its members by the establishment of a temporary inquiry

bureau. This was a mistake, as the organisation mentioned by

the Timft was the Employers' Parliamentary Association, which

has no connection with the body known ai the Enployew"
Parliamentary Council.
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REVIEWS.

Advertising and I'rogress. By E. S. Houi, and
John H.^rt, fust l^rcsident of the Thirty Club.
London: The Review of Reviews. Price5s.net.

The authors of this work are men who are fully

able to deal with the subject, having had consider-

able experience in advertising matters. Mr. John
Hart has an intimate knowledge of the conditions

obtaining in practically every market, and has been
said to combine his great ability as an advertising

agent with a wide and varied experience of financial

and commercial matters. He was for some time in the

advertisement department of I'lie Times, and sub-

sequently established an advertising service business
in Paris. He is now the controller of the advertise-

ment department of a popular weekly journal. Mr.
Hole was associated for some years with the late

Mr. W. T. Stead, and from " factotum " became
advertising manager of the " Review of Reviews."
He was largely responsible for the striking develop-
ment of the business side of that journal.

In writing the work it is evident from a close per-
usal of its pages that the authors have been animated
by a desire to secure a better understanding of the
real and underlying principles of advertising and a
more sympathetic note in the future utterances of
those publicists who have apparently been too hasty
in condemning the social significance of the genuine
kernel of advertising. It is evidently intended that the
book shall serve a purpose as a pioneer of a newer
and more sympathetic handling by economists of
advertising as a social force, and in a foreword it is

hoped that more leisured as well as more able
writers will develop the ideas therein into the more
symmetrical form which the subject merits.
The first portion of the volume, which is written

in defence of Advertising, deals with the subject
comprehensively. In the opening chapter the
author makes it clear that to his mind there is a
factor in the science of Political Economy which is

missing, and which he calls " the soul." Produc-
tion, distribution and exchange are supposed to be
the three essential points, but in the opinion of the
author makes it clear that to his mind there is a
mainspring of progress, the social dynamic, the
proud assertion of commercial individuality by
branded standardisation, the generation of the desire
to possess, the facilitation of choice, the dissemina-
tion of knowledge of social resources; in a single
word—Advertising."
The above sentence crystallises all that is wrong

with the book. The language of the first portion of
the work is strained and often absurdly flamboyant;
a fault which seems ingrained in the majority of
advertising men. There is a tendency to the " high-
falutin'"; sentences that could be plainly and
strongly expressed in ordinary every-day Anglo-
Saxon lose much of their force when couched in
Mr. Hole's picturesque, resplendent, glittering
phrases. It is perhaps a minor point—at any rate it

does not alter the fact that the author has got hold
of the right ideas on his subject, but it is a little
wearj-ing continually to come across such sentences
as " that ideal conception of a semi-mechanical and
non-existent society which is a mere figment of the
imagination of the professional economist." A
certain idea is a conception of somethmg non-
existent; it is a mere figment, so is necessarily
a conception and must also of necessity be born of
the imagination. So here we have the usual adver-
tising man's habit of saying the same thing several
times over: "a conception of something non-exist-
ent which is a figment and which is an invention of
the imagination."
Chapter 5, on "The Essential Economics," is,

perhaps, the best in the first portion of the book.
The statements are more clearly expressed and more
tersely reasoned ; the facts are presented in a more

convincing form than in other chapters, although
Chapter 9, dealing with the cost of selling, runs ii

very closely.

The second portion of the book, "Advertising -

A Challenge," is the work of Mr. Hart, and is

written in a much more concise and vigorous style.

What the writer contends is that advertising is, in

principle and in proper practice, the cheapest, the
most honest and the most useful coimection between
supply and demand; that its value immeasurably
exceeds its cost; that it tends directly to reduce the

cost of selling, the cost of production, and the cost
lo the ultimate consumer, while at the same time it

increases and standardises the quality or real value
ot the product. He contends that its cost does not
fall on the consumer but, subject to the principles

set forth in the early part of the book, on the non-
advertiser and upon obsolete selling methods. Ac-
cordmg to Mr. Hart, when, by tiie survival of the
fittest in the open fight of clean publicity the needs
of man are supplied by the few "' proved best " in

every trade, then indeed will the consumer bear the

cost of advertising, but it will be almost the only
sellmg cost and but an infinitesimal fraction of the
huge figures it is now battling to displace. In those
(lays the dominating factor in the purity of advertis-

ing will be exactly the same as that which explains
its defects to-day—the standard of the public educa-
tion and intelligence, for that and advertising have
steadily developed in mathematical ratio to each
other.

The best chapter in this part of the book is un-
doubtedly Chapter 17, " Our Original Argument,"
which is devoted to discussing the question " Who
Pays for Advertising?" The chapter on "The
Creation of Goodwill " is also cleverly written and
well-reasoned. The second portion of the book is

distinctly better than the first, and it is evident that

its writer is a man of practical e.xpei-ience and of

keen business knowledge.
It must be admitted, although one has a certain

reluctance to speak so plainly, that the predominant
thought one has after reading the book is " Why
ever was it written?" It does not seem likely to

serve any useful purpose; it does not add to one's
knowledge in any marked degree; and one has a
feeling that in its pages a number of men of straw-

are erected for the purpose of being knocked down
again. It is possible that here and there are men
who might not agree in the main with the conten--
tions of the writers, but surely they must be few and
far between and not worth the trouble to which the
writers of " Advertising and Progress " have evi-

dently gone in order to convince them.

G. B.\siL Barii.\m.

Modern Workshop Practice. By Ernest Pui.l.

London: Crosby, Lockwood & Son. Price 5s.

net.

Written for the use of students, this book is well

suited to its purpose as regards the general treat-

ment of the subject, but certain additions and modi-
fications might be made with advantage in future

editions. For instance, the illustrations from
photos of various workshops all appear to refer to

one works, and several of them have no direct bear-

ing upon the matter dealt with where they are inter-

leaved. Again, the works in question are engaged
upon the building of large horizontal steam engines
-—a line of business fast becoming obsolete.

Illustrations from several more modem works
would have been preferable, and they should have
directly referred to the matter under consideration
where inserted. We find, for example, an erecting
shop shown in the midst of a chapter on milling, and
a foundry illustrated in connection with forging
tools and processes. In the first case a corner of a
machine shop devoted to milling might have been
shovra, while in the second an illustration of a
smithy is obviously needed.
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Under " Gears and Gear-Cutting " special

machines for this purpose could well have been
dealt with, and the grinding of internal cylindrical

surfaces merits some reference in the chapter on
" Precision Grinding." Although methods of hold-
ing work to he machined are given and illustrated,

no reference is made to jigs—a serious omission
when the extensive use of these devices in modern
machine shops is considered.
Under " Notes on Belt Driving " the author be-

gins by remarking that " The best belts are made
from raw hide and should be of double thickness."
This statement without any qualification gives tlie

erroneous impression that all good belts arc of this

description, which is by no means the case; in fact,

raw hide double belts are distinctly uncommon.
These notes also condemn a greater ratio than 6
to I between pulleys, whereas a ratio of lo to i is

often advantageous, especially with individual motor
drives. Again, the formula given for the horse-
power of belts is based upon one horse-power per
mch width per thousand feet per minute, but the
table following gives powers fifty per cent, higher
than this for narrow belts, also the powers do not
increase in proportion to the width of the belts—an
unusual feature in such tables, therefore one requir-

ing some explanation. The chapter headed " Trans-
mission of Power " can hardly be considered up-to-
date in view of the absence of any reference to chain
driving, ball and roller bearings, and friction

clutches.

The author of this book has attempted to cover
too wide a field in a small compass, and the subject
matter might well have been limited to machine-shop
practice. \\hich could then have been more
thoroughly dealt with. In fact, only a small portion
of the book would have been excluded by this re-

striction. Revised on these lines this work should
form a useful text-book for students, as the matter
is put forward in a clear and concise manner.

Laboratory Manual: Direct and Alternating Cur-
rent. By Clarence E. Clewkli,. London ; Chap-
man & Hall, Ltd. Price 4s. 6d. net.

This book was compiled specially for the use of

students at the Yale University, who, although not
taking an electrical engineering course, attend for

a certain amount of electrical instruction as a sub-

sidiary part of their curriculum. It is designed to

form a laboratory companion to Timbil's " Elements
of Electricity," and contains references to the sec-

tions of this text-book in connection with each ex-

periment, in lieu of any attempt to gi\e the scientific

principles underlying the practical work which it

describes.

It will thus be seen that the puiiiosc ot the author
was a very, definite and limited one. While this

purpose appears to have been well accomplished,
and the result has probably been of value to the

author's own students, we cannot think that the book
is likely to prove of much general utility to readers
in this country'. Teachers who have a similar

problem to face will probably prefer to work out
their own scheme, and we do not see that they would
be likely to find very much in the way of suggestions
to help them in this book before us. We fancy that

relatively few English students have adopted Tim-
bil's " I'llements of Electricity." as their text-book:
those who have not can hardly be expected to make
use of this manual with much profit, seeing that

constant reference is made to the " Elements " for

necessary explanation and illustration.

The manual contains instructions for carrying oiU
.^o experiments: 20 of these are illustrative of con-
tinuous-current machinery and apparatus, while the
last 10 are concerned with .\. C. circuits, machines
and apparatus.
Many of the " experiments " consist of sugges-

tions for the study of some machine or piece of

apparatus. Usually a short section on " Theory "

heads the experiment, followed by a list of apparatus
required, the order of carrying out the experiment,
and finally a series of questions to bring out the
conclusions which should be drawn from the mea-
surements which have been made.
The experiments described and the suggestive

questions which follow them have been well chosen
ami are clearly given; but, after all, it is not easy
to illustrate the wide field of electrical engineering
in thirty experiments. Any success which is at-

tained in the effort to do so must depend so largely

on the knowledge and experience acquired in other

ways that it would be rash to recommend either this

or any other equally restricted collection as being
suitable for general adoption.

Elements of Electricity. By Lieut. -Col. Wiet
Robinson. London: Chapman & Hall, Ltd.

Price 10s. 6d. net.

This text-book on electricity has been prepared
for the use of the cadets of the United States MiH-
tary Academy. It follows the general lines adopted
in such books, but the treatment is of an excep-
tionally high standard. The clearness of diction,

conciseness of statement and general excellency of

the diagrams are calculated to encourage the most
backward student and at the same time provide an
extraordinarily compact and exhaustive text for the

more brilliant student.

The writer has not hesitated to use the calculus,

and in his treatment of Alternating Currents he has
used graphical methods Fo considerable advantage.
The diagrams are, however, the outstanding feature

of the work; every illustration has obviously been
the subject of great care both in conception and
execution, and the general effect of the bold outlines

and lettering is most pleasing.

While the author devotes ample attention to theo-

retical matters, he also has a happy knack of con-
veying a very good general idea of such processes
as electroplating, electrotyping. etc.. in a very few
words, so that although it is essentially a text-book
of Electricity rather than of Electrotechnics. yet

the student who reads this book carefully will have
gained a wide knowledge of applied electricity, and
that with a minimum expenditure of energy.

Specially worthy of mention are the chapters on
Primary and Storage Cells, .\nnneters and Volt-

meters, and Electric Lighting. The shorter chap-
ters on Thermo-Electrics and High Potential are
also neat summaries of work, an extensive account
of which is obviously beyond the scope of such a

book as this. Lieut. -Col. Robinson has kept his

book entirely free from the grosser type of Ameri-
canisms, and we can heartily recommend his book
to students of electricity who want a clearlv written
and up-to-date book at a moderate price.—P.H.S.K.

Kltoiiit*' (iiipplies.—At h time when the supply of

eboQite from the Continent, whenoc it has hitherto been imported
in laree quantities, is wholly int«rrupte.i Rritifh neers may be
reminded that the Silvei.tows Cii. have niinufaotared et»onit*

for 40 years, and their accumulated exiierience, tojrother with the
most up-to-date plant, enables them to meet all the ro-juirements
of consumers. The company are contractors to the British (?<>vem-
raent^ and their ebonite was useil by the National Physical
Laboratory in oonductintr the exhaustive teets on which the
Admiralty specification is based.

The following is a list of a few of the articles made oi ebonite
by the Silvertown Co. :

—

Sheet, rod and tube, in various qualities and si.-t's, and special

tubes for induction ooilsi, as used for X-rays and wireless tele-

graphy, forks, channel sticks and peiforated fheets, vS:c., forl>attery

jars and accumulator boxes, telephone receivej oases, earpieces

(i"t«rohane«rable\ handles and mouthpieces, switch handles and
covers, coil covers, telegraph and tramway insulators, .^c.

The company can quoto for any type of monldinsr to sample or
drawing, and make a speciality of covejin^ metal fittiniirs, such M
spanners, with etxinite. They can, in fact, deal with any require-

ment in etn-vnite on receipt of full particulars.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Consular Xotrs.—COREA.—According to the British

CoDsul-General, a Bum of about £1,200,000 ie invested in electrical

enterprises in Coroa. Twelve new plants commenced work in llll:j.

The firm of Okura \ Co. (ropreHentini; German manufacture) have
constraoted a large plant near Shin-Anju in North Pyen(;-An
province, with a capital of £100,000 to supp^ littht and power,
to the town of Shin-Anju, and to a lar^re minini; dintrict, including

the Oriental Consolidated Mining Co.'a mines at Unsan. The supply
of power was betrun in November, I'JIS. Other concernH started

in iai3 were the Chuntrju (Seishu) Electric Co., to supply light and
power to the town of Chung ju, the capital of North Chung
Chong province, the Mokpo Electric Co. and the Kunsan Electric

Co. The Suwnii (.Suigen) Electric Co. commenced work at the
beginning of .fanuary last. The Suan mine, which the Seoul
Mining Co. (an American corporation) works under lease from the

Korean Syndicate, Ltd. (British), has been adding new machinery
to its existing plant—partly British and partly American. To
provide power tor the mines a generating station is being built at

Pyeng-yang, which was to start operations by the end of 19H.
The Americans were successful in getting the orders for this

machinery. Owing to the gradual extension of gold mining in

Corea, there is an increasing demand for commodities need in the
development of mining properties, such as iron and steel, machinery,
pipes and piping, ka. As regards telegraphs and telephones, 437
miles of new telegraph lines were laid down during 1913, making
the total mileage in Corea 4,142 miles. The telephone mileage at

the end of the year was 2.195 miles of urban lines, and 2,597 miles
extra-urban, a total of 4,792.

POLiND.—The British Consul at Warsaw, in a recently-issued

report on Poland, comments on the preponderating share taken by
Germany in the elet;trioal trade, but adds that British makers can
to a certain extent compete. Steam engines and boilers were
mainly imported from Germany, Austria-Hungary and Switzer-
land. The Consul gives some figures to illustrate the progress
made in the adoption of electricity. In Warsaw there were nearly
1,000 electric lamps in the streets. The total length of electric

cables was 383 uOO metres. Industrial establishments using
electric power for motors numbered 4,800. During last year 4,086
new electrical installations were established, and 975 new electrical

power plants were erected. A group of local engineers had
decided to start a factory in Warsaw for turning out electrical

fittings.

Book Notices.—The October number of the Chamber of
(iininii'rcf Journal contains a great deal of useful informa-
tion for manufacturers and exporters at the present juncture.
Besides its usual features, the present issue gives interesting
particulars as to the possibilities of competing, both at home and
overseas, in various lines of goods hitherto supplied by Germany
and Austria-Hungary. In this section of the Journal there are
lengthy lists of demands from firms requiring to purchase goods in

place of those formerly obtained from foreign sources, as well as
offers of home manufacturers to make such goods in addition to

their usual lines of manufacture.
We have received an advance copy of a lecture delivered by

Mr. H. W. Jordan before the Secretaries' Association on " Private
Companies, their Utility and the Exemptions they enjoy.

"

" Electric Cooking, Heating, Cleaning. &c." By " Housewife.
"

(Edited by E. W. Lancaster, M.I.E.E.). London ; Constable & Co.,

Ltd. Price 38. fid. net.
" National Physical Laboratory. Report for the year 1913-14."

1914. Teddington : W. Parrott.
" National Physical Laboratory. Collected Researches." Vol. XI.

1914. Harrison Sons. Price 203.

"Science Abstracts." Vol. XVI 1. Part 9. Sections A and B.

London : E. \ F. Spon, Ltd. Price Is. 6d. net each.

"Experiments." Bv P. E. Edelman. Minneapolis, U.S.A. : P. E.
Edelmsn. Price Si .0.

Post Office Elrctrifal Engiweri Journal. Vol. VII, Part 3.

October, 1914. London : H. Alabaster, Gatehouse & Co. Price
Is. net.

'' Proceedinijs ot the Physical Society of London." Vol. XXVI,
Part 5. August 15th, 1914. London : Electrician Printing and
Publishing Co. Price 4s. net.

Liquidation.

—

The Spiral REGrLAXiNG Dynamo Co.,
Ltd.—This company is winding up voluntarily, with Mr. H. C.
Bound, of 61 and 62. Lincoln's Inn Fields, as liquidator. A
meeting of creditors is called for October 14th.

Fire.—By a fire at Ochil Hills Sanatorium, KiDross-
shire, the roof of the electric and battery rooms was bnrned, while
the machinery in the laundry was destroyed.

A Baiikrujitey Oflfenee.—Before the Recorder at the
Central Criminal Court, on September 14th, the hearing was con-
cluded of charges, under certain sections of the Bankruptcy Act,
against H. Maisner, a general merchant, lately carrying on business
at 45b, Jewin Street, London, E.G., of'unlawfuUy and fraudulently
removing part of his property within four months of the presenta-
tion of a bankruptcy petition against him and with attempting to
account for part of his deficiency by fictitious losses and expenses.
Mr. R. Tt. Muir, K.C., aopeared as ofiunsel for the prosecution, and
M*. Marshall Hall, K.C , defended. Mr. G. E. Corfleld, Incor-
porated Accountant of Balfour House, Finsbury Pavement, B.C.,

was trustee in the bankruptcy. It wa< stated on b«half of the
prosecution that in 1912 the defendant commenced trading aX

4511, Jewin Street, with a capital of £700, From investigation of

the books by the trustee since the debtor's bankruptcy, it wu
clear that at no time did the business pay, but notwithstanding
this the debtor had lived extravagantly. Up to the end of June,
1913, the largest purchafes in any one month did not exceed £900.
In July. 1913, however, they rose to £2,800, and in August £3 272.

On the other hand, his drawings during the seven months to July,
1913, for self and cash amounted to £472 only, but in August and
September bis drawings amounted to £2,700. The defendant
became bankrupt in October, 1913. The bankrupt gave evidence
denying the charges, but after a lengthy hearing, extending over
three days, he was found guilty and sentenced to four months'
imprisonment in the second division. We understand that the
investigation of the whcle matter was an exceedingly long and
arduous one.

I'uti'Hts ami .llien Enemies.— Appliiations liave been
lodged at the Patent Office for the avoidance or suspension of the
following patents or licences :

—

No. and
year ol

patent.
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Cafaloffiies iiiid Li.sts. — Tue Edison & Swan
United Elrctrio LuiiiT Co, Ltd., of Ponder'e End, have pre-

pared a larpe and effective showoard, in which the I'oion Jack is

made pood use of to tell the public to aid in keepin(r the lia^f

flyinfif by buyinpr Hiyal Ediawan drawn wire lamps. We have
received a copy of No. 1 of a Ifipajfc periodical, entitled "Ediswan
Electric Service," in which the profrreas of the company ia to be

recorded from time to time. Lamps, fans, lightiner fittinge,

reading lamps and electric irons are the subject of neatly illustrated

comment in the present issue.

MF.ssn.s. E. BiiiioK, Ltd., Colne Road, Iludderafield.—October
stock list (No. .I, eijfht paeres) of single, two and three-phase motors
available at the above address.

Mkssks. Ozonaiu, Ltd., 9fi, Victoria Street, London, S.W. -

Twenty-eight page pamphlet (No. 5) entitled "All about O/.Dnair,"

in which much information is given concerning the wide applica-

tions of O/.onair apparatus and proceasep. An imposing list of

clients and copies of numerous testimonials are given. Copiea will

be forwarded to any central station or other engineer interested, on
application.

Messus. Bhowett, LlNDLEY & Co , LTD., Sandon Works,
Patricroft, Manchester,—Catalogue devoted to Browett. Lindley
vertical enoloaed forced lubrication gas engines. General descrip-

tive matter together with a full specification, also tabulated

particulars of siza?, speeds, powers and weights are incluied.

Views of the Sindon Works are given in the opening pages, and
beneath the illustrations of the engines are given indications of

some of electric lighting, gas, and other public authorities and
companies to whom they have been supplied.

The New Destkuctor Co., Lj n., Welsbach House, Gray's
Inn Road, King's Crosa, London, W.C.—Fifty-page new catalogue,

containing fully illustrated matter relating to the Horafall

destructor, its economy in working, and notes of the plants

installed in Greenock, Liverpool, Poplar, Blackpool, Beckenham,
Zurich, Hamburg, Colombo, and many other places where the

public authorities have adopted the Horsfall type ;
portable,

colliery, and hospital destructors, and clinker crushing and
screening plant are also shown. No doubt this catalogue will be

interesting to many borough engineers.

The Andlo-Swedish Electric Welding Co., Ltd., Wood
Wharf, Greenwich, London, S E.—Thirty-six-page illustrated

catalogue, containing a full acciunt of the Kjellberg process of

electric arc welding and tabulated results of tests. The greater

part of the list is devoted to illuatrations of some of the work
carried out under this process, such work including the repair of

gome thouaanda of biilers during the laat 10 years.

Messrs. Austin Walters & Son, 57, Lower Mosley Street,

Manchester.—Illustrated catalogue of electrical advertising signs,

of various types, for bracket suspension and shop windows ; also

sign flashers, controllers, and time switches.

Piiiii|) halves.—We are informed that a set of

Dermatine pnmp valves fitted to a vacuum pump for a sugar
refinery in London, in 1911, has been at work practically day and
night ever since then, and when examined recently was so little

worn that it was put back in the pump for further use.

Time Switches.

—

Messrs. Venner Ti.me Switches,
Ltd., received an order from Winchester recently for 105
time switches. They have also received the B. of T. approval
for their type " RB " time switch.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

Aeerliijt'ton.—New GAS-Ei.ECTRir Plant.—Tlie bonnisli
electrical engineer has reported that the work under the gas making
and by-product plant contract with the Power (iis Corporation,
Ltd., involves the installation of two l,0OOH,r,gas producers, with
cleaning and sulphate recovery plant, in duplication of the existing
plant, and coupling up to the old plant to form a battery of
4,000 11, P. The contractors for engines, exhaust boiler and
aooesaories are the National Gas Engine Co., for two engines of
1,000 H P. eaohjand one boiler. The exhaust boiler ia bning mode
by Messrs. Huston, Proctor & Co., tho cooling tower by Davonport
Engineering Co., and the electrical generating plant by Messrs.
Bruce Peebles .s. Co., consisting of one 750- Kw. alternator and
one 750-KW. dynamo.

Atlierfoii.—Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has sanc-
tioned khe borrowing by the U.D.O. of £1,000 for sub-station
equipment and fi.">,000 for mains, &o., in connection with the elec-
tricity undertaking.

Belfast.—E.XTENSioN Soheme.—,U the hist meetini; of
the Tramwaye and Electricity Committee, it was resolved that the
engineer be instructed to bring up at tho next meeting a complete
Bohoma in conformity with the recommendations of tho two
eiparts (Sir John Saell and Mr. W. .T. I'nitton"). which indicated
the need for imraedia'-* extension, and approved of the proposed
Bite on Hamilton Road.

Bett«s-y-l'oc(l.—The U.D.C. has decided to reduce
the price of electric light from 8d. to 6d. per unit for the next
quarter, and to have the price brought up quarterly for reviiion.

Canada.—The British Columbia ABSociation of Elec-
trical Inspectors has decided not to allow the installation of
nitrogen-filled lamps of over 1,.000 watts except when approvsd
fittings are provided. This praoticallv exclodes these lamps from
British Columbia, as the National Electrical Code does not at
present approve of sockets of any make of a capacity of over
1.5011 watts. Aa this is likely to be the ruling throaghont Canada,
British manufacturers would probably profit by having their
high capacity sockets approved by the Board of Fire I'nder-
writers.

The City of Vancouver. B.C., may change its system of street

lighting where this is done by arc lamps, in the immediate fotore,
although it has not yet been decided whether luminous arcs or the
new nitrogen-filled lamps will be used. The change will be made
by the British 'jlumbia Electric Railway Co. under the sanction
and superintendence of the city electrician, Mr. C. H. Fletcher,

Cafoii.

—

Street Lightini,.—The reaidenLs of Hornby
Road have undertaken to bear the cost of public lightini; by elec-

tricity in their district. An extension of the lighting in the
centre of the pariah and Town End, which was contemplated this

winter, will not be proceeded with this year on account of
the war.

Criceieth.—PH.. Scheme.—The Council has decided
to proceed with the scheme for electric lighting, which was post-

paned in August last on account of the outbreak of hostilies on
the Continent.

Darweii,—The Electricity Committee has approved a
draft agreement with the Darwen Paper Mill Co., Ltd., for the
supply of electricity for power and lighting: at the Spring Vale
Paper Mill.

Dewsbury.

—

Power Co. and T.C.—The Tramways and
Electricity Committee has received a communication from the
Yorkshire Electric Power Co., suggesting that the Committee
ahould consider the future supply of electricity in Dewsbury, with
a view to co-operation with the company. The Committee has
declined to take the matter up.

The B. of G. has decided to engage the services of a non-resident
electrical expert, to advise aa to the EL. system at present in use,

its annual cost, and as to the advisability of obtaining a supply of
electricity from outside sources.

E(linl)iii'i>'li,—The city electrical engineer has reported
to the T.C. on work which might be undertaken with a view to

providing employment during the winter.

E.xeter.—L.G.B. Inquiry.—An inquiry was held last

week into the application of the Corpiration to borrow £4,000 for

the extension of the electric light works.

Falkirk.—The electricity department announces an in-

crease of 4d. per unit for private lighting, but the rate for public
lighting and for large power users remains the same.

Fiiicliley.

—

AVorkmen's Dwellings.—The Electricity

Committee recommends aa an experiment the following fixed

charges for electric lighting and maintenanceof the installation at

the workmen's dwellings :—Houses rented at 5?. !'J. per week. 8d.

per week : houses rented at "s. <id. per week, Od. per week ; houses
rented at 83. 6d. per week, lOd. per week ; houses rented at 10s. 6d.

per week, la. per week. The recim mentation was adopted for six
'

months. The supply of current would be checked by meters attached
to each block of houses.

Ilorsliaiii,—The U.D.C. has decided to grant electricity

free to the local Rifle Club during the progress of the war, and to

the Military Quarters of the Y.M.C .\., and a Horticultural

E<[hibitian in aid of the National War Relief Fund.

ll(Me,—The Council, on the advice of Sir Ale.xander

Kennedy, ha' decided to retain and work the electricity undertaking,
lately taken over from the Hove EL. Co.

lii»'letoii.

—

Year's Working.—Tho Electric Liirhting

Ci. reportei at its annual meeting (for the first time) a profit of

£11 on the year's working. The development of Ingletoo colliery

ahould lo»d to an improvement iu the company's position,

London.

—

1Iarvi.ei!one.—A comparison of the June
i^uarter, 1914, with the previous year, shows that 3,S9!<.314 unite
were sold, or 2;f7.'J7S more than in the same period of 1913.

The revenue amounting to £:1:V5(>1 wa« an increase of £94 (, and
the total expoudituro, £l."i,ti04, was less that HOC inoreaae,

generating expenses being nearly £200 less than in 1913, due to

the ellicienoy of the new turbine plant.

At the present ab.nit 3 lb, coal per unit delivered to the mains
ia burnt, as compared with 3i lb. previously.

As regards the September quarter, it ia, of courfc, anticipated

that the war will have an adverse effect ; gome trade consumera
are reducing their requirements, but, on the other hand, residential

supply ia in excess of that usually t.aken.

Mr. Seabrook, the geueial manager, points ont that althoagh
there is still a large field in the birough for F. L„ the bulk ia

oooupied by gas consumers using hire, hire-purcha»e. &c,. pchemes.
He considers that the electricity department oonld with e<^ual

sucoeea take up this class of business, but for the present efforte

are oonoentrated on the heating and cooking load.
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Bt. Panorab.—Xbw Oaiiles.—In Tiew of the pouibility ot

dlstreos, the Eleotrioity and PuDlio Lifrhtin)^ Committee reoom-
mends the Counoil to aathorine the puttini; in hand of a ecbeme of

(table renewal, at a oast of £4,660 ; if the scheme is approved. It

will entkble the work to be done in variooH sections as emerKenoy
ariseH, and the whole diHtriot south of Kuston Road, west of Bt.

Panoras and Kin^r's Cruss, and also south of Piatt and Delancey
Streets, will then have been remodelled with modern cable, and
the old cable removed.
The Electricity Committee also recommends that the LC.C. be

informed that the B.C. does not agree to the proposal made for

reducini; the outstanding period on its 42-year loan plant ; the
Kinaace Committee, while ajirecinK with this, Buejrests that repre-

sentatives be appointed to interview the L.C.C. in the event of

ditilculties in conneotion with borrowing powers for extensions
now in hand.

LlaildlldilO.—Tlie U.D.C. has reduced thf clmrges fur

current for power to large consumers to itjl. per unit for 10,000
units or over per annum, and to 4d. for a minimum of 7,000 units,

less r> per cent., fur prompt payment of accounts in either case.

liVthaiii.—The clerk to the D.O. has been instructed to

ask the St. Anne's Council when it is proposed to make a start

with the work for providing the bulk supply of electricity to

Lytham.

.Maiilstoiit',

—

Year's Working.— The rejwrt of Mr.
Hoadley. the borough electrical engineer, on the year ended March
last, shows a surplus of £712, which he estimates would have been
over £1,500 had the same average price been paid for coal as in

1912-1:!. The units sold numbered 2,450,510, as compared with
2,031,680 in the previous year, and the power units represented
45 per cent, of the total, the load factor standing at 307 per cent.

The prospects for the present year are considered bright, as the
full benefit will be derived from the improved working of a new
800-KW. set installed in March, and from the larger power con-
sumers oonn'icted up.

ManolK'.stcr.

—

New Tower Statiox.—At the annual
meeting of the Traflford Park Kftate Co., held in Manchester on
October Ist, Mr. Marshall Stevens (chairman) said that when the
last annual meeting took place negotiatione were pending with
the Manchester Corporation respecting the building of an elec-

tricity station in the Bartjn area of Trafford Park. The Corpora-
tion had now received Parliamentary sanction to purchase about
1 :> acres of land, and it was the C jrporation's intention to make the
purchase forthwith.

Port Glasji'ow.—The Greenock supply to the area is

about to be commenced ; one large engineering firm was to be
connected up last week. Many applications have been raoeived for
electric services.

Ranteiistall. — Year's Workino. — The borough
auditor's report shows a profit of £2,480 on the working of the
Council's electricity undertaking ; of this, £846 has been placed to

the renewals fund, £1,248 to capital account, and £386 to the
estates department. On the tramways undertaking there was a
loss of £878.

Salford.

—

New Plant.—Application is to be made for
sanction to borrow £13,500 for an additional 5,000-KW. alternator.
The Electricity Committee has entered into an agreement with
the BradfordiDyers' Asaooiation for a supply of energy for stand-by
purposes at their premises in Meadow Eoad, Broughton.

Sheffield.—A short midnight ceremony marked the
transfer of the Kelham Island tramway power station to the
Eleotrioity Committee of the Corporation, which will now control
some 35,000 Kw. of generating plant, shortly to be increased to
45,000 KW. by new plant at Neepsend.
Under a three yearo' agreement the tramways supply will be

charged at 'Si. per unit : 18J million units were required last year
for traction purposes.

Skeltou and Brottoii.—In connection with the E.L.
scheme the U.D.C. has fixed the following provisional scale of
charges for current, and submitted them to the Cleveland E.P.Co.
for adoption :—Contract supply to give five lights per house, 7d.
per week, and Id. for each additional light; ordinary lighting,
4jd. per unit for the first 100, and 4}d. beyond, with meter rent
and a minimum charge per quarter for current of 5s.

;
power and

heating, 23. per unit for the first 100, and lid. beyond ; slot
meter supply, 5jd. per unit and no meter rent.

Stainlaiid.—Prov. Order.—The Council has decided
to grant an interview to the Yorkshire E.P. Co. to discuss proposals
with regard to the supply of electricity for lighting and power
purpose?.

Torpoint.—The electricity supply, provided by a local

company, was switched on on September 30th ; the resident engi-
neer and manager of the works is Mr. H. Hill.

Tui'tou (Lanes.).—PfiOPOSEC Loan, &c.—On account
of the cost involved in the provision of meters, the two-rate tariff

for domestic power supplies has been abolished as from October
Ist, and there has been substituted a flat rate ot IJd. per unit.

A L.G.B. inquiry was held at Bromley Cross, Turton, on Tuesday
last into the Council's application for sanction to borrow £3,815
for the electricity undertaking.

" War " LitciitiiiK. — Daring the laat week or two
Londoners have bad an opportunity of becoming acouetomed to
dimly lighted streets, the result of lamps being unlit or very
largely ob:<oured with a view to security against aerial attack.

Bimilar precautions are being adopted at numerous ooatt towns,
particularly those open to naval attack.

Statistics show that the landle power of the Aberde^'n street

lamps has been reduced from about 660,000 to 80,0<M, the electrio

street lighting figuring at only tl.dOO c.P. aa against the uoaal
311,000 C.I'. In Dundee similar steps are being taken, while this

also applies to Sunderland and Lowestoft amongst others.

It is signifiuant that attention has been called offloially to the
Admiralty notice bearing on the extinction of pier and promenade
lighting, pointing out that the measures taken have lijen quite
ineffective and that the gen"ral glare in some east coast towns is

still visible as far at 2.'. miles from the coast, and that a consider-

able part of the obj.jct aim^d at In extinguishing navigational
lights has been neutralised by the failure of coast towns to redooe
their general lighting.

Warrington.—Loan Sanction.—The T.C has received

permission to borrow £2,000 for new cables. The Gas Committee
is to obtain tenders for duplicating the electric plant at the retort

houses.

West Itronnvicli.

—

Proposed Loan.—The T.C. is

recommended to seek a loan of £5,517 to cover the cost of certain

extensions to generating plant and cables, necessitated by the
supply of energy to Messrs. Hackett k Sons.

Wimbledon.— Loan Sanctio.x.— The L.G.B. has
sanctioned the borrowing ot £8,600 for e.h.t. cables and condaite.

The electrical engineer is ta report to the Council on the desira-

bility ot the adoption of eleotrically-propelled vehicles.

Wirral.

—

Hospital LirjHTim;.—The !,.(;. 15. ha?
sanctioned the borrowing of £700 by the Wirral Joint Hospital
Board, for the electric lighting installation of the buildings.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.—It is Qfficially considered that the war will

not appreciably retard the carrying out of the Melbourne suburban
railway electrification scheme ; only some £6,000 of material is

of German origin, and it can be obtained elsewhere. In connection
with the Sydney railway station lighting and signalling projects,

a portion of the work has already been ca-ric d out, but owing to

the difficulties in obtaining supplies of apparatus from Europe, the

completion of the scheme is uncertain.

In order to develop the Melbourne tramway system in the
western suburbs, it is proposed to form a tramway irost represent-

ing EsMndon, Footscray, Williamstown, Werribee and Braybrook
municipalities, with the object of constraoting an electrio tram-
way to serve each district on a route between Ejsendon and
Williamstown beach. The scheme is estimated to cost £139,184.

Colne.

—

Track Renewal.—The Tramway Committee,

on September 30th, decided to postpone the relaying of the tram-

way track in Barnley Road owing to the increased prices of

material.

Coventry.—The T.C. has dejided that the Tramways
Committee's recommendation relative to the oonstruotion of

double lines of tramways, mentioned in our last week's issue, be

deferred.

Dover. — The Council has decided to have plans

prepared with a view to relaying the tramway trask in Folkestone

Road.

East Ham.—The T.C. has appointed a deputation to

attend the conference with the Wes: Ham Assessment Committee

with the object of securing a settlement of the outstanding

difficulties in regard to the assessment of the tramways
undertaking.

Edinl)ur»-li.—The Tramway Committee is considering

the question of providing tramways to Qneensferry, in view ot the

traffic to that district ; two alternative routes are to be conaidertd

by a Sub Committee.

HalifiVV.— Proposed Tra.mway Extensions.— The
Tramways Committee has decided on the promotion of a tram-

ways Bill in the next session of Parliament, and the Tramways
Sp3oial Sub-Committee is authorised to negotiate and complete all

necessary agreements with outside authorities likely to be affected

by the powers to be sought under the Bill. The Bill, it is under-

stood, will contain provisions for an extension of the tramways to

Elland and Stainland, and power to run motor-'buses to Bipponden

and Cragg Vale, whilst there may possibly be some mention of an

extension of the tramways from Brighouse to Bastrick.

(Co-ntitiued on 2>age 600.)
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MR. ROBT. W. PAUL'S ELECTRICAL
INSTRUMENT WORKS AT NEW SOUTHGATE.

I.v these dajs of Imiited companies, we seldom meet with

examples of industrial concerns of the patriarchal order, so

to speak- establishments which have lieen built up by the

Exterior of Works.

unaided efforts and indomitable perseverance of individuals

— such as used to form the backbone of British industry,

ifiny of the businesses which were thus founded have

containing on the ^.'roun'i v.v>v dra'.vr ;.' and cibtr oiiiot?,

storerooms for materials and finished appiratup, and a roctn

Air the inspection of the latter before disputch ; the upper
floor is divided into rooms set apart respectively for winding

•raivanometer and resistance coils, and for testing and adjust-

ing manufactured apparatus. In this building also is a
suction producti-gas jilant and engine, which drives the

machine shop shafting as well as two dyramos for chargirg

the storage batteries ; the latter include a battery giving

100 volts for general light and power purposes, and a few

large cells for giving heavy currents at low voltages. With
the aid of motor-generators and alternators, alternating cur-

rent supply for testing purposes is obtained.

The machine shop, in one ttory with a saw-toothed roof,

also ''onns part of the main building, and is equipped with

a variety of machine tools for the heavier manufactaring

operations, including lathes and drills, turret lathes, mill-

ing, grinding and gear - cutting machines, engraving

machine^, Ac. In this shop are benches fitted wiih lathes

which can be swung up and back against the wall when not

required ; by pivoting these on their own counter-shafts,

this operation is nrade possible without removing the belts

or altering their tension.

The remaining buildings are devoted to lifihter work.

such as the construction of delicate parts, assembly,

testing and calibration cf instruments, enamelliDg,

Main .Machine Shoi'.

developed into huge joint-stock undertakings with limited

liability, and have lost that individuality which characterised

them in the days when they were being laboriously erected upon
the foundation of personal

effort and self-denial—they

have become "corporations

with no soul to be saved and
no body to be kicked." The
instrument factory of Jlr.

Robert W. Paul, on the other

hand, is a striking exception

to the general run ; it is

not only his works, but also

his own work, and retains

throughout the impress of his

personality, which gives it

the atmosphere of a living

organism rather than of a

complex machine.

The foundation of the

business was laid by Mr.

Paul in llattou (iarden,

London, in 1891 ; the

works at New Southgate

were built in 1002-;>, and

were designed especially for

the manufacture of clcctrica

ings are of brick, and have

20,000 sq. ft.

lacquering and nickel-plating. In order to ensure the

soundness of the wooden cases of instruments. Mr. Paol

found it necessary to manufacture the-e in die works, and

Part ok Machine Siior, Suowin(.; Bench Lathfs on the Right.

instruments. I'he build-

I total tloor space of about

rhe main building is partly in two stories.

put down a cabinet-making shop equippeil with wood-

working Uxils, together with provision for keeping the

timber in store for long periods.
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A Bpejial feiituroof the inaiiufdcturin^; operuLioim is that of

fre(]U 'lit nnd severe inspection, which alToiJs a guarantee

that all defects shall he eliminated hefore any finished

apparatus leaves the premises. Accnrate calihraiion is a

Ki'/ie i/i/ii 110)1, aad to make sure of this, the

working standards are checked at the

National Physical I,aboratory at regular

intervals.

The firm has consistently specialised in

the manufacture of electrical standard and

portable testing apparatus, its [iroducts

being known in every civilised country.

We understand, for example, that the

output of the largest (ierman meter works

is standardised against Paul instruments.

The demands for new apjiaratus for elec-

trical measurement, consequent on the

developiucnt of new fields of electrical

work or of new and improve 1 methods,

necessitate the maintenance of an experi-

mental or development department which

is constantly occupied in this direction.

At present a considerable amount of

work is being done in the design of new

instruments for the measurement of alter-

nating current, at supply, telephonic and

radio-telegraphic frequencies, and in this

work the firm has been honoured by the

collaboration of many leading British

scientific men. Oa the other hand, a Urge number of

standard types have been developed and are made for stock

in relatively large quantities.

Although certain apparatus cannot be stocked in

great quantity, this does not hold good in the case of

the components of apparatus su;h as the well-known
" Unipivot " movements and similar parts ; these are made

readings. For this purpose Me. Paul has devi.sed a simple

pattern of glazed storage cabinet, consisting mainly of

standard front and bick with dust-tight do<jrs ; these parts

cin be combine 1 with ends and shelves of any desired width

Special Workshop fok Training Apprentices.

to suit requirements, and the system has been found to

possess qualities of elasticity and adaptability which have
proved their value.

To avoid undue multiplicity of parts, and to facili-

tate the utilisation of those in stock, a simple plan has been

adopted. A pair of samples of each standard part is kept

in the drawing offioe, hanging on hooks in a multileaved

Ayuto.n Mather Static Voltmeter, I'JU. CirCLOMETER DiAi, BRIDGE, 1911.

PoaTABLE Unipivot, as used
IN G.P.O., 1914.

Post Office Galvanometer,
1891.

Plug Resistance Box,
1891.

Some Examples of Paul Instruments, as made in 1891 and 19U.

wholly to stock in large batches, and from them it is easy

to bu Id up instruments as required without loss of time.

In 8u;h cases advantage is taken of the opportunity

of ageing the magnets and spring-! after the completion

of the apparatus so as to secure iavariability of the

show-frame so as to be readily accessible when required ;
one

of the pair is provided with a red label, and is never

allowed to leave the office ; the other has a green label, and

can be sent into the stores or works, or, in the case of

items which are purchased ready made, it can be sent away
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to thu raakors to obt.un iiuotntioiis. Ilhisti'ateil indexes of

these parts are kept in the drawinK ollices and stores. The

small parts are stored in boxe^ of standard siz^s, which fit

the spaces provided on the shelves, and each box bears a

letter and Dumber corresponding to the records on the labels,

as well as a nnmher indicating the minimum quantity

Fig. 1.—Q.E.C. Dxnamo and M^in Switchboakd in thb
Abrol-Johnston Works (-iee p. 498).

bilow which the stock must not be reduced. The drawings

also bear references to the index numbers corresponding to

the parts to 1)3 embodied.

The method adopted for shop drawings is worthy of

notice, being at the same t'me cheap, efficient and con-

venient. In a corner of the drawing-office a small dark

room has been constructed, and provided with wa'.er supply,

(S:3., for bromide paper development. A camera is fixed

in the side of this room, together with a right-angle prism

which is mounted over the centre of a horizontal table

outside the dirk room. All dra.vings are made in pencil on

white paper of a standard size : when finished, they are

pinned on the table above mentioned, illuminated with

Cooper Hewitt lamps and photographed direct on sensitive

paper, which is at once developed and fixed whilst slill wet

on a three-ply board measuring 1(! in. x 12 in. for use

in the workshop. The drawing appears in white lines on a

dark background, and the image hiving been rectified by

the prism, the photograph is an exict positive copy of the

original. These mounted negatives have been found most

satisfactory in service, and are easily and compactly filed in

racks when not in use. No tracings are ever made, so that

copying errors are completely el:minated ; and no drawings

are ever inked in, so that alterations can easily be efTected.

Another interesting detail of the works management is

the system of shop orders which has been developed ; this

is so devised as to reduce the amount of clerical work to

th3 minimum, and to relieve the foremen of the burden

imposed upon them by some systems.

The foreman's order is a folder specifying the work

pertaining to his department, and is his authority for

issuing job tickets to the men. These tickets, which have

a distinctive colour for piece-work or day-work, give brief

particulars of the job, with reference to a drawing and

accompanying operation sheet.

The times of starting on and leaving off the j ibare entered

by the foreman on this ticket, and, on completion of the

job, thj lab)ur cost is totalled by a clerk. On issuing a

ticket, the forjmaa allots it a letter, and enters a corres-

ponding letter on his folder ; on completion of the whole

order the time-clerk collects the tickets, places them in the

folder, and summarises them on tlie back of it. The folder

is filed under the order number, and forms a complete and

easily accessible record of the work done.

The cost per piece is entered in a loose-leaf book, and the

relation between jircsent and previous cists of any article is

thus shown at a glance.

A priced material list, prepared before executing the work,

is revised from time to time, and dispenses with the need of

an elaborate sjstem of booking out material to individual jobs.

This sjHLeUi, of which we ha\i.- gjveu only a ijfief and
inadequate sketch, has been adopted by other manufacturers

who have observed its working in Mr. Paul's factory.

The calibrating of iDStruments and the printing of

their scales are naturally operations of considerable import-

ance in these works, and ingenious devices have been

adopted to reduce the time occupied and to improve the

results attained. To this end, the moving-coil instruments,

generally speaking, are treated as microammeterB, and are

inserted in a circuit to which an e.m.f. of precisely

O'l volt ii applied ; to maintain the correct con-

ditions, an amount of resistance is cut out of the total

exactly equal to the resistance of the instrument that is

inserted. A dial rheostat is included in the circuit, so

adjusted that successive points on the dial give currents of

5, 10, 15, &c., millionths of an ampere. The instru-

ment to be calibrated is mounted centrally under a special

device carrying a smill reading microscope, with which the

position of the pointer is accurately observed ; the micro-

scope is mounted on a radial arm, and is brought into such

a position that the image of the pointer coincides with a cros-:-

wire in the field of view, when a stylus at the end of the radial

arm is depressed, making a pinhole in a large paf)er chart. This

operation is repeated for each position of the dial rheostat

throughout the range of the instrument. The chart is then

taken to a second apparatus, in the scale-making room,

where the calibration is transferred from the chart to a blank

scale by similar means, a little printing device taking the

place of the microscope.

The printer is self-inking, and automatically makes the

fifth and tenth division lines of different lengths, the inter-

mediate divisions being made equal in width by a neat

adaptation of the diagonal scale principle. The same

apparatus are applicable to both flat and sector-shaped

scales, and the quality of the scales obtained is

excellent.

The products of the works are so varied that it is im-

possible here to enumerate them ; many of them have been

des ribcd in our pages, and the bulky catalogue which is

approaching wmpletion contains not only detailed descrijv

tions of tiio apparatus, but also a great deal of valuable

information !»s to their uses.

The " I'nipivot " movement, which forms the essential

feature of a variety of ammeters, voltmftors. gaU-anomet^rs,

tliermo-indicators, \o., is probably the be^t known of Mr.

Taul's inventions, but he is const^intly engaged upon
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iiuprovtinents in exisLiiig appaiutii?, i-iuli us lesisiiiiice itoxLv

testing sets, high-freiiuency amraeterB, Ac, und in evolvint:

FH!. 3.

—

ElECTKIl'ALLY liRIVEN AUTOMATIC MACHINE
(Abrol-Johnston Wmbks).

from the experimental form to the commercial instrument

new types of measuring apparatus, such as the Campbell

inductance standards, the Irwin hot-wire oscillograph, the

Hill \- (iriffith caleometer, c<:c. One of his latest feats is

the construction of an ohmmeter and generator in one casp,

which, with the aid of three scales and a sliding adjustment,

has a total range of measurement from O'OnOoS ohm to 100

megohms, litcently the development of pyrometric apparatus

in conjunction with the Unipivot indicator has claimed his

attention, and a variety of patterns has been standardised.

For some years Mr. Paul has maintained a branch in the

United States, where skilled men trained in his own works

are employed in testing instruments on arrival, and making

special calibrations, &c., to suit customers' requirements.

Recent additions to the works include a mess room, a

rifle range, and a model workshop. The latter has been

equipped in order to carry out a scheme of workshop

instruction for apprentices, which has engaged Mr. Paul's

attention for a long time ; in a letter pub'ished in our

Fig. i.

—

Cbasksh- i il-iin-. Machine.

" Correspondence " columns in .June last, he pointed

out that the systems of instruction in vogue at the technical

colleges were totally unsuited to the requirements of instru-

ment makers, who were unable to derive from lectures on

electric lighting, power and traction, &c., information that

bore upon their daily occupations. Failing any other cure

for the complaint, he has characteristically tackled the

question himself, and has secured the collaboration of the

Middlesex Education Authority, which will provide instruc-

tion in drawing, mathematics and physics, and electricity,

including elementary laboratory practice. Practical instruc-

U<in uiil la- given iii Mr. PauTn cxp'-iisc m lii> six.-cial

workshop, which has Ijeeii equipped with un excellent outfit

of machine tools and other apparatus for the purpose, at
considerable outlay.

The whole of the instruction will be given during the
linn's working time, thus imposing no additional burden
on the up[)reiilites, and it will be given free of cost. It is

ho|jcd th'it by this means the prevailing scarcity of skilled

Fig. 5.

—

Motob-Car Engine Testing Bed.

and intelligent instrument makers will be relieved, with

advantage to all paities. The experiment will be watched
with Interest, as the difficulty is common to all firms en-

gaged in the same line of business, and has hampered the

progress of the industry in this country. We trust that it

will bear good fruit, and that the results will be reflected

in the continued and increased prosperity of the undertaking
described above.

THE ARROL-JOHNSTON MOTOR-CAR
WORKS.

Tnt; new works of Messrs. Arrol-.Johnston, Ltd., near Dum-
fries, have been laid out on the most up-to-date lines, on an

estate of no less than 100 acres, and are designed to pro-

duce cars of a high quality at a low price in very large

quantities. The buildings have been arranged round three

sides of a square, with a middle bay, the plan resembling the

letter E, and as the window area is exceptionally generous,

Fig. il.— View in the Automatic Machine Shop.

comprising almost the whole of the side walls, the work-

shops are particularly well provided with light, in most cases

coming from both sides.
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The nature of the manufacture rendered it essential to

take advantage of every possible economy in met/hods of

production ; automatic plant has been installed wherever

practicable, and, of course, tiie works are electrically driven

throughout. The contract for the electrification was placed

with the General Electric (%>., Ltd., and the electric light-

ing installitinn was put in by Messrs. Claud Hamilton, Ltd.

'{'he power house contains generating plant aggregating

625 KW. ; suction gas engines were chosen as the prime

movers, and the two UO-kw. and three 115-kw. Wilton
dynamos, generating direct current at 220 volts, are driven

by low-speed hori/.ontal gas engines through belts. One of

the illustrations on page l'.)7 shows one of the generating

sets and the main switchboard, which comprises five gene-

rator and five feeder panels. For lighting the works when
the larger plant is shut down, a 15-kw. gas-electric set has

been installed in a small engine house adjoining the larger one.

The constructional i>rocesses have been so arranged that

castings and raw material are taken in on the top floor of

the works, and gradually descend as they are machined
Hnd assembled, until the finished product reaches the ground

floor.

In the automatic machine shop the larger machines are

in iividually driven, while the smaller ones are arranged in

groups driven through Coventry chains by 20-h.p. Witton
motors running at 1,100 r.I'.ji. An example of the

individually-driven machines is shown in fig. .3, illustrating

a four-spindle Gridley automatic machine driven by a

10-H V. Witton motor.- The motor-starter and Salford

switch controlling this and other similar machines will be

seen on the right-hand side of the illustration. An idea of

the extent of the automatic machine shop will be gathered

from the fact that there are no fewer than 20 20-h.p. groups

of automatic machines. Fig. 6 shows part of this shop.

A\'here minor processes are carried on, it has been made
a practice to group the necessary tools together and drive

them from a 20-h.p. Witton motor fixed on the ceiling.

In the body department the wood-working tools are also

grouped.

An interesting feature of the plant is a bank of machines

for fixing the huttons on the cushions and upholstering,

splitting the leather, and similar work. These machines are

shown in fig. 2, page I'M.

In the polishing shops a 25-h,p. Witton motor drives a

long bank of polishing machines, the air from each of which
is drawn ott" by means of a hood connected to a fan driven

by a 5-H.i'. motor.

In the paint shops electric motors are used for driving

air compressors and vacuum machines. The paint for the

wheels is atomised and sprayed by compressed air, the

operation being conducted in a hood from which the air is

continuously exhausted, removing the paint fumes from the

atmosphere of the room. At the moment only a 2-h.p.

nntor is installed, but a larger plant driven by a 20-h.p.

motor will shortly be erected for spraying car bodies.

Every part of an Arrol-.Iohnston car is thoroughly

inspected before it is assembled, and an example of the

thoroughness with which this inspection is conducted is

offered by a crankshaft testing machine which is shown in

fig. 1. This maahiui' is driven by a .',-h. p. Witton motor,

and the crankshaft is caused to rotate. If the crankshaft

be out of balance it oscillates in position, and automatically

scribes itself at certain points which indicate where the

metal needs to lie taken off, and at the same time the

operator is given an idea, by means of a pointer showing the

extent of the oscillations, what amount of metal needs to be

removed to secure perfect balancing.

The car-testing dcparluicnt contains u number of testing

beds, as well as engine running-in plants. Before testing,

each engine is given a prolonged run, being driven direct

by a Witton motor. When on the testing bed, the rear

wheels of the car rest on rolUrs coupled by a belt

to a dynamo, which is thus driven by the engine, and
the energy generated by the dynamo i-i absorbed in a

ri;sist''nce situated outside the shop. The switchboard for

measuring and controlling the power generated by the

dynamo is seen behind the car. By this means precise

information is gained as to the performance of the engine,

and assurance is obtained that it is running jierfcctly.

The foregoing desei-iption gives but a feeble idea of the

extent of the works. Xo meDtion has lx«n maxle of the

tool-room with its two 20-h.p. motors, the erecting shop with

its 5-H.P. motor, the foundry with one 15-h.p. and two
5-u.p. motors, the smithy, the copper shop and the namerooB
other sitaations in which electric motors are installed for

various purpo-cs.

The whole of die building is lighted by Osram lamps, there

being :>:>0 lighting points and 150 plugs for pojrerand light.

The works have a special interest for our readers, as being

the home of the .\rrol-Johneton Edison electric care.

Mr. T. C. Pullinger is the managing director of Arrol-

.lohnston, Ltd., and Mr. Robert Bailie the company '»

electrician, under whose charge the electrical installation

was carried out.

NOTES FROM CANADA.

[from our special correspondent.]

The Kaministiquia power plant at Kakabeka Falls, wkich
supplies the "twin cities" Fort William and Port .\rthur, is

to be increased in size from i^.OOO Hi', to 35,000 H.P.; a good
deal of the work has already been carried out, and it is

expected that it will all be completed in a few weeks' lime.
On October 1st the plant of the Peterborough (Ontario)

Light & Power Plant becomes the property of the City, the
sum of $100,0<J<J hawng been paid over for this.

Whatever may be the financial standing of the Saskatchewan
Government telephone system, there is no doubt about its

growth as, in 1908, the long-distance pole line mileage was
only 407, and now it is practically 3,400, some 300 towns and
villages having been connected up. The recent oil boom in
Calgary, Alberta, is said t<i bo largely responsible for the con-
nection of over (5(30 new telephones.
Another Diesel engine electric plant is to be installed in

Western Canada at Duncan, B.C. ; this contract has already
been let.

In Quebec Province the Provincial Government recently
contemplated putting down a power plant on the LacUne
Canal but. apparently owing to the war, this work will not
bt' undertiikon at present.

In Montreal, Quebec, the question of renewing the Montreal
Tramways Co.'s franchise has been under discussion again re-
cently, but although plans for subways and motor 'buses have
been discussed, no decisiou has vet been made.
With the supply of jxiwer at 110,000 volt.s to Windsor,

from Niagara Falls, a distance of over -XO miles, which was
coininonaxl quite recently, the Hydro Electric Power Com-
iidssiou of Ontario is now operating a line which is believed
to be exceeded in length by only one other in the world.
Readers of these notes will romenilier that last year there

wore several serious breakdowns of the high-tension trans-
mission lines of this Coumiissiou during the summer, but it is

satisfactory to record that no mishaps of any moment have
occurred this year, although the transmission system has had
to withstnnd the efl'octs of a number of electrical storms of
groat severity. If a rtxxird such as this can be kept up for a
ninubor of years there will bo loss.talk of auxiliary steam plants
as a nei'ossary "adjunct " of liydr<i-elect*- systems.

It is reiwrted that this (.'onuuission. having looked into
sovoval [ilaus for obtaining more power from the Niagara river.
now |iro|iosos (<i build a large generating plant at Quoonsto-nn
((Ontario), utilising the wa.ste water which will l!ow through the
now Wollaud Canal, instead of locating this plant near the
whirlpool, and using the water of the Niagara ri\er itelf; a
greater fall of water is said to be obtainable at the former i>iint.

The question of constructing what are now known as
"hydro-radial" electric lines i.- still to the fore, and -several

meetings have boon bold within the past few w.vks by the
Miuuicipalitios already .served, and t-i bo ,<orvod, with hydros
electric (Kuvor supplieii by the H.R.P.C, to disouss the matter.
The (list lino proi>osod to bo oonstructoti will be alvMit Ifli

miles long, and will run fwin Tomnto through Port Perry.
Markhaui and Nowmaikot: the c»ist is estimated at $4,300,00i0.

operating revenue at $77(i.O('Kt, and operating expenses at
!?4(!i1.00n, leaving .a pn)tit of $:^17,000. The net revenue for
the liist year is placed at about $-J0,0(>1. Po.sides getting the
advantiigo of the railway facilitios affonhxl by this lino, the
towns through which it will pass will als<i got cheap oUvtrio
jiower. for wheroas 2(K> n.r. supplied to a certain town without
the railway would o'.st $4.) |H>r ii.r.-yoar. with the railway
pa.ssing through it the same town can be supplity] for aKnit
i?J7—a saving of $18, or over i':^ 10s. (\l. per it r -\oar.

Trade conditions here are beginning to settle down a bit

and the Governments, both rv>iiiinion and Provincial, are
using their influence to keep everything as normal as jios-sible.

.\s in the (.)ld Countn,-, the Department of Trade sod Com-
mori-e is urging on Canadian business men the necessity of
trying to capture all ixissible German trade. Kitle corps are
springing up like mushrooms, schools and colleges, law
."iociotios, boards of trade, architects' and eu.gineers' clubs, and
o\on churches are all making efforts to get men into training,
and oloctricjil engineers are not the le.nst enthusiastic, as may
well bo imagined.
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TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

(CoiittHuid /'mm paye llll.)

lliKldei'Sticld.

—

Tramway Extension.—The extension

to MarHileii w»h opened to the public last Saturday, haviiii; been
innpeiaud on behalf of the B. of T. on Thurdday. The fare fmm
]Iutl>lorrttield to Mari-den in to be 5d., as compared with the 7d.

charged by the railway company.

l-crds.—TitAMWAV RicrjEi- Work.—With a view to

relievinj; the labour bituation, the tramways department ig pro-

ceeding with the Guiseley tramway extension, and a start is to be

made with the overhead work for the raillcna traction routes to

Otley and Barley ; the tramway from York K)ad to Hilton, and
the new tramway olli ;eB are to be commenced, and it is intended to

apply for power to borrow £32,000 for the building of the latter.

liOinUm.—The intorchaiije facilities between the Hakerloo
and Metropjlitau Uiilwaya at Baker Street Station will become
frreatly improved on the l.T'h inst.. from which date moviau stair-

ways, loadint; direct from the platforms of the latter line to the

Bakerloo station beneath, will supersede the existincr means of

connection. Passengers transferring from one railway to the
other will be saved something like two minutes in making the

change.

.Manchester.

—

Rkmef Work.—The tramways depart-

ment is to uulertako the relaying of certain tramway track in

order to provide employment for about 100 unemployed. The
electricity department will also find work for 35 on cable laying.

Kotlicrliaiit— Slu'fTield.— The through running ar-

rangement between the tramway systems of these towns ha^ been
discontinued, owing to Sheffield insisting on id. fares being put
into operation in Tinsley on the section within the city, where the

line belongs to Rotherham. The Rotherham Corporatim has
decided against this proposal, and the Tramways Committee is

recommending that in addition to various powers to be sought in

Pdrliament for bus and raillees traction routes, compulsory
through-running powers to Sheffield should be asked for.

Staiiilaiid (Vorks,).—The U.D.C. has decided to asli

the Huddersfield Corp:)ration to continue the tramway system
from Outlane to Stainland. The Council and Halifax are also in

communication in connection with a similar prospective extension
of Halifax lines.

York.—The B. of T. has confirmed the York Corpora-
tion Light Riilwaye (Extensions) Order, 1914, granted by the
Light Railway Commissioners.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

An I iiderffroiind Telejilione.—The Time-^ quotes a

report, attributed to an Austrian lieutenant, who, when about 30 km.
from Lublin, gave orders to his men to lie down and rest.

All at once (he cays) I saw that a corporal, who had lain down to

sleep about 400 paces fr^rame, sptang up, and by all kinds of gestures

tried to communicate something to me, and finally made a sign to

me with his finger to go to him. Xiturally, I understood nothing
of what he meant, and thought at first that the man had lost his

reason through the great fatigue. When I reached him he
whispered to me that while he was on the ground he had heard
calling without being able to see anyone. He had only understood
the word " Hallo !

" Thereupon I lay down on the ground and
heard quite clearly " Hallo ! hallo '.

. . hallo, Lublin !

" and,

in between, Russian curses. I stood slowly up, and saw a few
yards in front of me a heap of beetroots covered with some earth,

such as could be seen regularly at distances of abiut 100 metres.

This heap before me was cloje up against a large shrub, and when
I examined the thing a little closer, I observed a small wooden
door in a hole next to the shrub, which, beyond question, was the
entrance to a subterranean excavated passage. I had the heap
surrounded, and then kicked the door in. Three peasants sat there

in a epace of about 2 metres square, with a field telephone. They
were two under-officers of a field telephone detachment and an
officer of the General Staff, who was charged with the duty of

informing his chief in Lublin of all the movements of our troops.

We had only discovered the telephone office through an asoident,

for the door and the hole in the ground were so well concealed by
the bush, that apparently we should have marched past them
without the slightest suspicion.

Cable TariflFs,—The prohibition of the use of codes

continues to evoke complaints from traders. One firm states that

the extra cost incurred by it during August was over £7.50, and
points out that so heavy a handicap is a positive menace to busi-

ness. Another writer urges that the real test of a cable message
is not the language in which it is framed, but the character of

the sender. It is suggested that the cable companies, receiving

the messages in plain language, should themselves put them into

code, making a small charge for the labour entailed. The Times

of Saturday last adopts the view which we also pat forward on the

previous day, that the danger has been exaggerated, and is not

removed by the mere prohibition of the »tf. of code*. As letters

can bfl Hont t) li.-rlin and arrive there within 21 houri), the delay

of cable messageH for that period woald remove the risk of trana-

mission of us'^ful information by way of the cables.

1'. is generally held that the ten-letter conoe»«ion U altogether

inadequate, and that the use of code*, undt-r tuitabli! conditirtn*,

should bd resumed, at any rat« within the ISritinh i: npire and to

the United States. Nnmerous suggestions art- put forward in the

Timi:t by correspondents with a view to obtaining relief without

endangering the national intcrestp.

Ciitliiitt' TVIeplioiH' Wiro.—Two men chargerl with

cutting military telephone wires at Groombridge have been handed
over tu the military authorities to ba tried by court-martial, the

alleged offence biing a military one, as Kent and Su-sex were pro-

claimed a district uader the Defence of the Realm regulations.

Motor Vehicles for Teleiiraph Ser\ice.—Tlie Con-
struction Branch of the General Post Office has recen'ly put in

service a 20 ill", petrol motor-wagon, specially designed for the
transport of telegraph and telephone poles and other material.

The vehicle is provided with a crane of the sheer- leg type, and an
engine-operated winding drum at the left side of the driver's seat.

With these adjuncts, the vehicle is capable of liftirg a .">r,-ft. pole,

measuriug 4 ft. (> in. in circamference at the base, and 2 ft. '< in.

at the top, into a vertical position, and lowering it into the ground,

in the short space of 1 min. 45 sec. The Post Office authorities

are also at present experimenting with the nse of motor vehicles

in connection with the tebting of the main ttlegraph cables in this

country. A special motor-van has been acquired for this purpote,

and this, after having been fitted with the necessary testing appa-

ratus, is now travelling all over the country in connection with the
cable-testing work.

\e\v >\ireless Keceiver.—It is reported from Rome
that a new receiver has been invented by Prof. Argentieri, which
requires no masts, and consists of a very small apparatus. No
details are available.

Teleii'raphic IJelavs,—Reports have been published

alleging grave mismanagement at the Central Telegraph Office,

resulting in serious delays to urgent Government messages.

The Poulseu Wireless Sjsteni.

—

The Fitumcial Times,

on Ojtober ;ird, published a circular tent by the Board to the
shareholders of the Universal Ridio Syndicate, Ltd.. relating to a
previous communication circulated by Mr. Viggo Gandil, one of

the directors, from which it appears that a dispute has arisen

between them with regard to the option held by the Syndicate

over the Poulsen system. The option was due to expire on
August Slst, unless the company that was to be formed to pur-

chase the patent rights was registered before September 1st ; in

view of the abnormal state of affairs the Board was unable to

proceed with the arrangement, and suggested to Mr. C. Hage
(the holder of the rights) that the option agreement should be

suspended until the conclusion of the war.

The circular states that Messrs. Norton Rose Barrington i; Co.,

Mr. Hage's solicitors, on September Ist notified the Post Office

that owing to the lapse of the option Mr. Hage had become
entitled to possession of the Syndicate's Atlantic stations, and
caused the Admiralty to withhold a substantial sum which it had
promised to pay to the Syndicate on September 4 th.

Wireless in tlie Pacific.—Marconi's Wireless Tele-

graph Co. announce the opening of their high-power wireless

stations at Sin Francisco and Honolulu, affording direct com-
munication between the-e two places. The rate from Great

Britain is 28. 3d. per word, representing a reduction of 9d. per word,

as compared with the existing rate via the cables.

The Marconi Co. also announce that their Atlantic deferred

night and week-end letter services to Canada and the United

States have not at any time been suspended, and the conditions

being again practically normal they are able to give effective and
speedy service to all clients.

Wireless Spy .'—On Thursday last week, at West
London Police Court, Morgan Adolf Watsdorf, I'J, a clerk, living at

129, Coningham Road, Shepherd's Bush, was charged on a warrant

with establishing and working at that address a wireless telegraph

installation without a licence. The accused lived with his grand-

father, who was a registered German alien. In 1912 the

authorities learned of the installation, and ordered it to ba dis-

mantled. On August 5th this year it was discovered that the

apparatus had been re-established and the masts and wires of the

aerial were in position. The aerial was removed on August 15th

by Post Office workmen, bat on August 17th the premises were

again visited, when a complete wireless installation was discovered,

connected with the electric nower main of the Hammersmith
Borough Council. N. P. Hnton, assistant engineer in the

Engineers' Department of the General Post Office, described the

apparatus. Under ideal conditions messages could be transmitted

100 miles by day and 150 miles by night, and could be received

from all the Eoglish, French, and German long-range stations. The

accused was remanded.

Wireless TelepUouy.—Mr. Marconi has recently

carried out a series of important experiments with his new system

of wireless telephony, which were completely sucoesBful. The
system will shortly be adopted in the Italian Xavy.
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CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.
Aiisti'iiliil.

—

Mei,rournfc.—November J.'Jth. Victorian

Railways. Ho battery signal machines for operatiiiK Bigoalp. Con-

tract 27.179. Contractors' Room, Railway Oflfiops, Spencer Street.

December 2nd. Victorian Railways. l,37fi steel disk wheels

complete, including retaining rings for electric cars ; steel disk

wheel centres and steel tires for electric motor-cars ; \.'Mi\ steel

disk wheels for electric motor-cars. Three separate contracte.

Particnlars from Contractors' Room, Railway Offices, Spencer

Street.

Adelaide.—November llth. Portable desiccating p'ant. petrol

motor driven, for PostmasterCieneral. See "Official Noticfs"

October 2nd.

Peeth.—November 18th. 219 accumulators and power board,

for Postmaster- General. See "fifficial Notices " October 2nd.

Bbtsbane —November ith. Paper- insulated lead-covered cable ;

insulators ; ironwork, k^. ; cast-iron pipes ; iron or steel poles and
fittings

;
galvanised-iron wire ; and covered wire, for Postmaster-

General. See "Offitdal Notices ' October 2nd.

November 18th. Instruments and parts. See "Official Notices"

to-day.

December 15th. Switchboard, common battery, automatic or

Bemi-antomatio, for the Postmaster-General. See "Official

Notices" September 2r)th.

SfDNE?.—Municipal Council. Motor generators and switohgear

suitable for electric vehicle battery charging. Specification,

lOs. fid., from City Electrical Engineer,

Belfast.—October 13th. Electric light installation iu

the operating theatre and wards, for the Board of Guardians.

Particnlars from Mr. R. H. Wilson, Clerk, Union Offices.

Birkenlioad, — October loth. Electrical sundries

(Form 12), and metallic and carbon filament lamps and fittings

(Form 14), for the Mersey Railway Co. Mr. J. Shaw, General

Manager, Central Station, Birkenhead.

Blackpool.— Corporation. 24 cast-iron distribntion

pillars, H T. and l.t. cables, earthenware conduit. See " Official

Notices" to-day.

Biniiiiinliaiii.— October 2(ith. Electric light installa-

tion. Western Road House and Dudley Road Infirmary, for the

B. of G. Messrs. Elwards & Stiaw, engineers, 105. Colmore Row,
Birmingham (returnable deposit of £5).

Bi'ift'litoil.—Electrical fittings, &c., for three months,

for the B. of G. Mr. II. Burfield, Clerk,

Cohvvn Bay.— October 20th. Turbo-alternators and
condensing plant : boilers, stokers, pumps, i:c ; switchgear : cooling

tower; orane i power station cabling and wiring; cables: rotaries

and transformers, for the U.D.C. See " Official Notices " Sept. .'Sth.

Ileywoort.—October 17th. Corporation. Converting

plant, A c. and D c. switchgear and cables, battery booster, e.ii.t.

overhead line, E H.T. switchgear for sub-station. See " Official

Notices" September 2."ith.

Leicester.—October 17th. Corporation. Steel plate,

girder<, steel troughing, 5:5., for the Tramways and Electricity

Committee. Specifications from the Borough Engineer.

LittleUorouaii.— October l-.'th. U.n.C. (l) Kemoval
of transformer kiosk and gear and connection of mains to new
Bub-station ;

provision of additional cables, road work, Jtc. (2)
Transformers, equipment and switchgear, for new sub-station. See
"Official Notices" September 2.")th.

London.—October 2Nth. L.C.C. Installations. 160
wiring points, 200 lights, at Victoria School, Hammersmith

; 126
wiring points. 170 lights, at Woolmore Street School, Poplar. See
"Official Notices" to-day.

Manchester.—Two electrically-driven hydro-extractors

are to be purchased by the Baths and Wash-houses Committee.

!\ew Zealanil.— Ueceraber 5th. The Oisborno Borough
Conncil invites tenders for direct-current meters. Particulars

from the Electrical Enffineer'e Office. Gisborne.

—

Arif Ze<i/a»<l

Shipphii/ and Commerce.

l»onty|»ridd.—October .'Oth. T.D.C. l,8iiii yards of
'4 ooncentrio paper-insulnted and lead-covered cable, for Electric

Light and Tramways Department. See " Official Notices " to-day.

I'ortll,—October 17th. E.L. * installation, electricity

Rnd destructor works, Appletree, Porth. for the Rhondda U.D.C.
Robert Hammond \ Son, Engineers, 64, Victoii* Street, West-
minster, S.W. (Returnable deposit of £1 Is.)

Spain.—October 14th. The Spanish Post and Telegraph
authorities in Madrid are inviting tenders for the concession for

the construction and working during a period of 20 Tears of a
telephone exchange in the town of Merida (province of Badsjoz),

October ISth. Tenders are being invited by the municipal
authorities of Herrera de Pisuerga (provinoa of Palencia) for the

eleotrlo lightingr »' ^^* town duringr a period of 10 years.

>\vaiisea.— October Cih. Electric light wiring and
fittings, new police station, for the T.C. Borongh Electrical

Engineer (returnable deposit of £2).

Tniil)ri(lire Wells.—November 7th. Corporation. 12
months supply ii. and L.T. cables. Sse " Official Naticea to-daj.

Warrjnjrton.— October 13th. Sab-station ironclad
switchgear, for Tramways Committee. See 'Official Notioei"
October 2nd.

CLOSED.
.4yleslMiry,—Messrs. .Johnson .t Phillips, Ltd., have

received contracts for the lighting and power switchboard at

Aylesbury, together with the supply, erection and connecting-up
of underground cables, t>oxeB and pillars, meters and fnses ; also

the conversion of existing gas standards and lanterns for electric

light.

Blackpool.—The Education Committee has accepted
the tender of Mr. J. W. Fielding for electric bells for the Waterloo
new infant school.

Bolton.— The Tramways Committee has decided to

purchase 2.'i0 tons of steel rails from Messrs. W. Scott, LM., on the
terms of the existing contract, and to order from Messrs. Halfields,

Ltd., the paints and crossings required during 1915 at the contract
price now being paid.

The Electricity Committee has accepted the following tenders in

connection with the equipment of the new power station at

Back-o'-th'-Bank :

—

T. Ryder & Pons.—Screw-cutting lathe.
Tangves, Ltd.—Screwing machine.
Wm.'Muir A Co., Ltd.-Botary drilling machine.
Chloride Electdcal Storage Co., Ltd.—Maintenance of itorage battery.

Burnley,—The Guardians have accepted the tender of

Messrs. F. Thornton i^c Co. for the supply of electrical requirements
for the entuing half-year.

Bury.—The T.C. has accepted the following tenders :
—

B.I & Helaby Oabtes, Ltd.—Copper trolley wire, line ears, and straight
line hungers.

F. Smith A Co.—Strain wire.
J. Ru^'sell 4 Sin«. Ltd.— Poles.
F. R. Cass. Small bases.
Thermit. Ltd.—Welding of rail joints.

Tramway Supplies, Ltd.—Insulated bolts and Brooklyn strain insulaton.
Estler Bros , Ltd.—Section insulators.

W. Scctt, Ltd.—Steel girder tramway rails.

Baylies. Jones A- Bayliss.- Tie bars.
Leed^ Steel Works.—Cross anchor?,
E. Allen 4 Co.-Clips.

Dewsbury.—The B. of G. has ai'c?pted the tender of

Messrs. E Brook, Ltd., for the repair of the electric cables at the

new infirmary, the cottage homes, and other parts of the

institution.

Dundee.—The offer of Mr. T. C. Keay, Dundee, for

electric power installation at the Sanatorium, amonoting to £ 1,21.^,

is recommended for acceptance.

Eccles.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of Messrs.

E. Bennis ,fc Co., Ltd., at £425, for a ooal conveyor and elevator at

the electricity works.

(•riuisby.—The Public Lighting Committee recommends
the Council to enter into a contract with the Tudor Accumulator
Co., Ltd., for the maintenance of two batteries at the eleotricity

works for a further period of ten years, at an annual charge of

£iO(;.

Hull. — The Tramways Committee of the !".('. has
accepted the tender of the Brightside Foundry and Engineering
Co., Ltd , for heating and ventilating extensions to the Liverpool

Street workshops, at £i<,87:<.

Leyton. — The electrical engineer (Mr. F. Harman
Lawis) reports that, owing to the increased loads, it is

necessary during the winter to replace most of the existing line

switohes with larger ones, at a co:>t of from £90 to £ UXi. and
instructions have been given for the work to Iw carried out. Owing
to the war, the engineer has bwn obliged to enter into a contract

with .Messrs. W T. Henley's Telegraph Works, Ltd., to supply a

mile of twin 3 IS service-line cable at a cost of £>7 14s. 4d. The
price last paid by the Council under a contract for German made
cable was £42 I2s. 9d. per mile. The engineer ha<> also ordered a
supply of 20,000 pairs of carbons from the Oliver Arc Lamp. l.t<l . at

£1 l,"n. per 1,000 pairs. The engineer is going into the question

of the advisability of installing additional plant to be available for

the winter of lS»i."i-16.

Maidenhead.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of the

Crynant Colliery Co. for 500 tons of coal for the electric lijtht

works, at £ I U. 4d. par ton.

Maidstone. — The T.C. has !»ccepted the tender of

Messrs. Martin ,V Newman for boiler-house extensions at the

eleotricity works, at £ 1 ,093.

Manchester.—The Electricity Committee has accepted

the tender of the Liverpool Eleotrio Cable Co., Ltd., for a (npplj
of oabU,
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I.oiidoil.—The Mftio]iolitaii Asylums Hourd bus accei)ted
the tender of the Ceden l';ieotric Traction (Jo , Ltd., at £'.7.',, for the
anpply of a :tO-cwt. cleotrio vehicle ; alno the tender of MeSBrs.
Toy & WinBlow, at £.-.7, for repairiofi: the eleotri.' liitht and ttre

iDstallation at the M^ad station.
Sr. PAN011A8.—The Eleotrioity Committee reports the receipt of

the following: tenders for either an electro-oil or an electric lift

for the U80 of vehicles connected with the works of the refuse
destrnotor, and for the electricity department in case of necessity :

Mcdwuy'BS.fctv LKlOo. £I,BM (for eleclrio lifll

Medway's Safely Lift Co. (rooomraended) 1,169
Howard Martincau .. l.BOO
Wa.TROodOtis, Lid. 2,926 (lor electric lift i

„ Do. do 1,816 Do. do.
W. Wadsworth Son« 1,960
A. A P. Stevens .. .. 2,200
S. H. Heyviood & Co. a!509
Spencer ift Co. 2,687

The chief electrical engineer reports that, after full consideration
of the plans and tenders and the assurance of the Medway Safety
Lift Co. that their design was for plant of a sulliciently eubntantial
nature, and bearing in mind the large quantity of dust about the
works, also the difiFerence in the cost, he advised that their offer
for an electro-oil lift be accepted, with the addition of £200 for a
spare motor-driven oil pump.

In connection with the contract of the Uritish Xiclauase Boiler
Co., the company state the steel supporting work for the boiler
chimneys was not included in their contract, and they informed
the chief electrical engineer that, having regard to the low figure
of their quotation, they were not prepared to go on with the
contract unless its exclusion were agreed to. The Committee, after
full consideration and under the oiroumstances, recommends the
exclusion of this work.

Vorthiiiupton.—The Town Council has accepted the
tender of Mesprs. J. W. Gray i- Son, at £55, for the supply and
fixing of lightning conductors at the Girls' Secondary School.

Salfoi'd,—The following tenders have been accepted by
the Electricity Committee :

—

Johnson A- Phillips, Ltd.—86 3 OOO-o.p. " Metroflara " flame arc lamps;
one year's supply o( flame arc carbons laboat 16,000 pairs), £6 ITs. ed.
per 1,000 pai.s.

Willans & Robinson, Ltl.—5,0t'0-K\v. alternator, f 10 410.
Isaac Storey 4 Co.- Boiler feed ivater heater, 3118.
Lea Recorder Co.—" Lea" recorder, ±'98.
A. Wright & Co.—" Wright Precision" recorder, £60 lOs.

Todiiiordeil.—The T.C'. has accepted the tender of the
Britiiih Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., for the supply to the eleotrijity
works of a voltage regulator for £84.

W ari'liio-tou.—The tender of the B.I. and Helsby Cables,
Ltd., has been accepted by the Town Council for a supply of lead
pipes, at £23 Us. per ton, as has also the tender of the Albion Clay
Co. for supplies of earthenware conduits.

\*e.st BroiiMvicli.—The T.C. has been recommended to
accept the following tenders ;

—
Brush Electrical Engineetiog Co.— 500-K.v.i. static transfolnnr.
Phcenix Dynamo Co.—fOO k.v.a. motor alternator.
Braithwaite ,'i- Kirk —Steel wotk and extensions to boiler house.
Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd.—Pipework.

Woolwicli,—After considering 14 alternative offers, the
Electricity Committee has been succefsful in obtaining plant to be
delivered at a date sufficiently early to meet urgent requirements,
and has accepted the tenders of the British Thomson-Houston Co.
for the supply of the necessary turbo-alternator and exciter, and
Messrs. f'ole, Marchant & Morley for a surface condenser and
turbine-driven pumps, at a total cost of £9,155.

Worksop.—The U.D.C. has accepted the tender of the
General Electric Co., Ltd., for street lanterns, at £1 16s. 6d. each.

lork.—The Corporation Tramways Committee recom-
mends the acceptance of the tender of the Edison Accumulators,
Ltd., for the supply of four omnibuses, at £1,172 each.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Electro-Harmonic Society.—F.iday, October 9th. At 8 p.m. At Hoiborn
Restaurant. Smoking concert.

North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers.—
Saturday, Octi bar lijtb. At 2 p.m At Wood Memorial Hall, isewcastle-
nn-Ttne Papers on " The Utilisation of Exhaust Steam for Collieries,
Ironworks, &c., and the Cost o( Electric Current Generated," by
Mr. W. C. Mountain. " A Portable Electrical Gas-detecting Device for
Use with Miners' Lamp?," by Mr. G. J. Ralph. A tiredimp indicator
or methanometer will ha exhibited and demonstrated by Mr. A.
Williams.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers iGraduates' Association).—Mon-
day. October 12th. At 8 p.m. Pajor en "The Reclamation of Waste
Products in Industrial Undeitakings," by Mr. G. H. Ayres.

Association of Engineers in Charge-Wednesday, October 14th. At
8 p.m. At St. Bride's lastiiate. Fi;sidential Address on "The British
Empire—and our Work in it," by Mr. F. Bailey.

Nottingham Society of Engineers.—Wednesday, October 14lh. At 8 p.m.
At Welceck tiotel, Dailtoa otreet. Annual meeting.

Greenock Electrical Society.—Thursday, October loth. At 7 46 p.m. At
21, West Stewart Street. Paper on "Alternating Current," by Mr. J. H.
Parker.

Instltation of Mechanical Engineers.—Friday, October 16th. At S p.m.
At Storey's Gate, B.W. .General Meeting,

NOTES.

lirt' I'rcvciitioii,—Tlie Britifih Fire Prevention Com-
mittee has isHued a special " Warnini; " sheet for use in emergency
hospitals, which can be had gratis on applloation to the Com-
mittee, H, Waterloo Place, 8.W.

llmploviiiciit liiiproviii!'. — The Hoard of Tradp
announces (says the 'Iimex) that in the trades compnisorily insured
against unemployment— namely, building, works of conetrnction,
engineering, shipbuilding, vehicle making, ko.—the percentage of
unemployment at October 2nd was 51, as compared with .^'4 a
week ago, and IVH a month ago. These figures relate to the whole
of the United Kingdom, and inclade all unemployed workmen in

the insured trades.

Flcctrical Loan lorCliiiia.—The 7V//)«« correspondent
at Peking statA that the Anglo-Franco-Chineee Corporation is

reported to have signed an agreement with the Chinese Govern-
ment for a loan of £10,OuO,000 for the construction of tramways
and water and electric light services in Peking, " the prior rights

of this businees having been cancelled."

.iiiieiicaii Activity.—The September Report of the

Society for Electrical Development to its members leads off with
this interesting quotation :

—
" Europe has stopped producing. It is consuming, destroying.

Yet Europe must live. It must buy from us. It must take of its

age-old hoarded billions and purchase from us. With a fat harvest

at our back, with a swarm of American ships soon to traverse the
sea, with bursting rich South America delivered to us and obliged

to give us its billions of trade, with the Panama Canal opened
almost providentially for the purpose, we are on the brink of
intoxicating prosperity."

The intoxication stage almost appears to have been prematurely
entered opon.
The report, otherwise, itodicates the activity and enterprise of

the Society, which is busily issuing pamphlets, window transfers,

picture stamps, post-cards, ..tc, publishing articles on doing it

electrically (in journals " the names of which we are, for obvious
reasons, not at liberty to mention "), and in other ways pushing
business. It is suggested that, in wrapping up small parcels, the
use of a tough gummed paper tape often shows a saving in cost

and time over string, and, of course, the Society provides such tape,

with the slogan " Do it Electrically " on the face. Window
displays are devised each month in special lines, and lectures are

given before local societies; and a special motion picture film is

being shown in t5 cities.

Steps are already being taken to establish United States banks in

South America to facilitate the capture of trade in that quarter,

and the Society for Electrical Development intends to obtain all

possible information for its members as to the local markets,
sending a special representative for members, if desired. Branch
banks will be established first in Rio Janeiro, Buenos Ayres and
Valparaiso.

Copper.—Messrs. H. R. Mertou & Co.'s statistical

tables contain matter of especial interest at the present time, the
position of copper forming some indication of the activities of the
electrical industries under the present disturbed conditions. The
cmparatively low price, combined with smaller supplies, reflects the
natural initial set-baok consequent on a period of rather uncertain
shipments and financial stringency, but the general aspect of the
figures is most encouraging, showing how a situation of unpre-
cedented difficulty has been met and dealt with. At the end of
August, 1914, stocks in England and Wales stood at 17..sr2 tone,

and French stocks at Havre were estimated at 5,.536 (this

latter figure, however, being that for the end of .July, since when
no returns have been received). Dutch stocks were 2 000 tone,

and German weref8timatedat3,;i73tons(July figures). Total Euro-
pean stocks, including 4,000 tons afloat from Australia, were 34,806,

an increase of 691 tons over the figure for the end of July. Supplies
during tbemonth of August amounted in all to 26,623 tons, against

43,310 tons during July. In April, 1910, the figure was 27.332,

and in February, 1909, it was 24,653, under normal conditions.

The figures showing the sources of supply are of unusual interest.

From North America during August arrived 16,720 tons. The
average from this source, taken over the 12 months preceding
July, 1914, was 34,800 tons per month. From Spain and Portugal
the supply was 1,816 tons, quite normal. From other European
countries, not specifically mentioned, 3,412 tons were obtained, a
quantity which exceeds that recorded for three of the preceding
12 months. Chile shipments were 2,175 tons, rather low ; and
Australian 2,500, against an average of 3,400 tons. Total delivi riee,

at 2."i,429 tons, are, of course, low.

For the end of September, stocks in England and Wales were
18,610 tons, the figure for France being given, as before, from the

July figure. The Rotterdam stock had dropped heavily to 950 tons.

German figures are, of course, estimated.

Supplies increased to 31,454 tons. From North America 19,244

tons were contributed, a fieure not much exceeded in October,

1912 (21,414). Spain and Portugal sent 1,204 tone, and other

European countries 5,661 tons, quite a normal figure. Chile ship-

ments, at 2,845 tons, were very little below the average. Australian

shipments are given at the same figure as for end of August. This
country is, however, rapidly resuming normal output, the-quantity

afloat at the end of September being 5,050 tons. ^...,^.._ o ,.„__
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Htra-VI«lff Kiijs.— In the issue of Saence for .-Jeij-
tember :'5th, MeasrH F. H. Verhoeff and Louie Bell ^ive a pre-liminary account of their proloriffd rcnearchea on the eubject ofthe aUejred dancers to the eye from ultra-violet radiation ThetolIowin« are extracts from the article —
vi.^'^nr^-,!^h:rirrr[h:ni'^^'ri:'^^

^rSrdil'il^^ '" ""''' ""^ ->-' ^ '•>« «^« posBibir^nd^r

" Dunne more than two years past the writers have spent alarge amoun of their time in an investigation from a quantitative

«t«°fr°tV^'''''^"='""J
"'""''"' °" the various media of theeye from the corneal epithelium back to the retina, and have investigated with considerable care the maladies reputed by one

ZJl °'
T'*"", '\^' """ '" '"« specific effects'^^of radiationBroadly we have found that no artificial source of light used for.Uuminaing purposes contains uiough ultra-violet radiation toinvolve the sl.ghtest danfr.r to the eye from its effects under

wVal / ^""'^e.vable conditions of use, and that such pa^hological action as can be obtained experimentally from the ultra-violet IS conened to a strictly limited region of the spectium andobeys perfectly definite quantitative laws in it. action. Incident
ally, we have found most extraordinary resisting power of the eyeas respects radiations outside this particular range

.nH *!,?"' 1^^
the experiments were male upon the eyes of rabbits

^^n^fn'^'- ^ """"^^ °^ '="'"''' experiments were also madeupon our own eyes.
"•"o

theLtnt'"nF°ni'^''°'K''-."''''^"'
°^ producing photophthalmia tothe extent of conjunctivitis accompanied by stippling of the cornea,

ff^^ ^ th
' character derived, for example, trom the quart.

IZ^ J
the magnetite arc About two and a half times this^xpo-

sure, <.e,5 xlo- erg seconds per eq. cm., is required to produce
1 DBS of corneal epithelium.

j^i^uuce

"Abiotic action for living tissues is confined to wave-lengths

whTl/Jnr^th 'f
^'" "' ^'""'\'«°^th abiotic effects are evanescent

Tajidity
wave-lengths they increase with considerable

•For the quartz arc and the magnetite arc the abiotic activityof the rays absorbed by the cornea is 18 times greater than thosewhich are transmitted by it. To affect the media back of the

TePrrrrntiotr"' "' ''"'' '' «-- the liminal exposure

„t.'f^^^*° '^i'v.'' ^fP°«°'^f
»s ff'-eat as 150 times the lirainal for photo-phthalmiathe lens substance is affected to a depth of less than

repair
superficial effect undergoes in the rabbit complete

frnJ^J*"'
P,^°'^°'' oo^Pl^'ely the retina of the normal eye evenfrom the small proportion of feebly abiotic rays which can pene-trate the cornea and vitreous.

^

thl'f^f?"'?-^"'^
°°

'u^H''"'
""Oikeys and the human subject provethat the retina may be flooded for an hour or more with light ofextreme intensity (not less than 50,000 lux), without any sign ofpermanent injury. The resulting scotoma disappears within afew hours. Only when the concentration of light involves enoughheat energy to produce definite thermic lesions is the retina likelvto be injured.

'"^^'j

"To injure the cornea, iris, or lens, by the thermic effects ofradiation, requires a concentration of energy obtainable only underextreme experimental conditions.
"Actual experiments made on the human eye show conclusively

that no concentration of radiation on the retina from any artificialillummant is sufficient to produce injury thereto under any
practical conditions. •'

h.tlt"
^'''Otio energy in the solar spectrum is a meagre remnant

nniT rf^«-^«°«t''« 295 MM and 305 MM, aggregating hardly a

2,r fff m ^''\T*'-
"'.""^ '°"''- ^t high altitudes and in clear

air It IS sufficient to produce slight abiotic effects such as are notedm enow blindness and solar erythema, th. former only occurringwith long exposures under very favourable circumstances, and the

heat alone*^
"* ordinary cases complicated by an erythema dne to

" Erythropsia is not in any way connected with the exposure ofthe eye to ultra-violet radiations, but is merely a special case ofcolour fatigue, temporary and without pathological significance
Commercial lUuminants we find to be entirely free of danger

fnrn?),^* l'^'""^
conditions of their use. The abiotic radiations,

furnished by even the most powerful of them, are too small inamount to produce danger of photophthalmia under ordinary

Zl'u
"OO'^'V""^' «'«" 'vhen accidentally used without their

Riobes. Ihe glass enclosing globes used with all practical com-mercial illuminauts are amply sutlioient to reduce any abiotic
radiations very far below the danger point.

« „^'"'^e''.°rd'"a7 "onditicns no glasses of any kind are requiredas protection against abiotic radiations. Tbe chief usefulness ofprotective glasses lies not so much in their absorption of any
specific radiations as in their reducing the tot*l amount of light toa point where it ceases to be psychologically disagreeable, or to be'inconveniently dazzling. GUsses which cut . ff both ends of theBpectrum and transmit Chi. fly only rays of relatively high lumin-
osity, give the maximum visibility with the minimum reception ofenergy. J. or protection against abiotio action in experimentation

sufficient"
^"""^ ^^^'^"' "'""^^'^ coloured glasses are quite

Appoiiitnieiits Vacant—Test-room assistant (for war
period), for Leith Corporation (35s.) ; sub-station attendant (£2)

r^Jr? / Si *^ k'"Pu"-^''^ •
*''^^« switchboard attendants (tern-

K^?n?^ .^'^'"''"r^''
Corporation (30e.) Particulars are givenm oar »dTerti»«m«at pagM,

Trade Uetiiriis in War Time.—Tut SiKrpjrevB.
F.ouBES.-Fo«E,o.v T..A,.K-The following are the 7l^SSand machinery figures given in the official returns forSept^^^

ImPOKTS. Aforrth T„, \-
Electrical goods and of ^^ „^oZ.

^"'•

apparatus, excluding: &'pte,„ber. dec 19U f!"
machinery and nn- £ £ " £ ' "f

'

insulated wire ... 47,770-94.228 1,029,212 -101711"^h'°«^ 221,698 -300,679 .-,,307,27.S -137338
EIXPOBTS.

Electrical goods and
apparatus, excluding
machinery and un-
insulated wire ... 180,073 -. 107.231 2,384,390-1379 999'«'«=''""y 1.624,050 -1,423,511 26;i06;5«6 -1382 998
Bnsiness Opniiniis Abroad. -.-V company in Van-

T^cturJ'l^'l
'°

T"'",
'^^ '^^""y °' " ''°"«d Kingdom mann-

vacuum fl°Jk»!'"'^'"
'""P"' "''''''"^ floods and novelties and

A Quebec firm wishes to secure the repreaenUtion of UnitedKmgdom manufacturers of galvanised telegraph and telepho^wire and porcelain insulators.
n v ikuu teiepnone

A Palermo firm wishes to get into communication with United

mam^'nTlam^'"'""^ °' ^'*^''^'=^' "*'«^-l- '-'"''i^. -^t
Names and addresses in all the above cases can be obtained at

Lender""''"'
I°'«'l'^«''<>e Branch ox the Board of Tra^e ?n

(yil'^'^'^'^i
^'''''''^ ^^ant«'--H.M. Consal at Amsterdam

1
^

J. J. Broderick) reports thit a firm at Eakhuiz»n Vether-landa, which has hitherto imported electric pocket laips fromGermany, desires to get into touoh with United Kingdom mannfacturers of these goods. The name and address may be obtei^^

Lonln.
°' '"'"''" Commercial Intelligence Departme^rt^

fi.

^"'''"»
.l''^"

^""'' '^ea.-Tlie Naval correspondent oftne Jimps, evidently running short of serious matter, on Wednesdaydiscussed some of the propositions put forward by more or le^ingenioua inventors, for effective defence against submarines. Thifollowing is too good to be abbreviated :—
"The idea of submarines being automaticaUy destroyed by an

electrical blockade is cleverly worked out by one writer, wUh pla^showing how It might be adopted all the way from the VorthFrisian Islands to Borkum. or farther south, on a line opposite theGerman coast. The plan suggested is to placa a eerief of go^conducting poles, supported by buoys, at suitable interv^from one another, slightly below the surface, the poles being
sufficiently long to reach the depth in Which submarine!move. Strong currents of electricity would pass oontinuouslyfrom pole to pole, and would, it ii assumed, be of sufficientpower to destroy any metal-built vessel passing throughthe current, either by firing her petrol or exploding her

Z^^^^' J^^a water being a fair conductor of electricity,
says the writer, the current would pass from one pole to anoth^and by the use of resistance indicators any defect in the apparatMwon d be revealed, and could be quickly repaired. The Currentwould be supplied from the east coast by cable, and to prevent
interference with the system it would be necessary to guard it byan adequate patrol. It is also suggested that if drairable anexperiment could be made on a smaller scale for the electrical
defence of one of our own harbours, and of course the currentwould have to be shut off when British submarines were passing
in or out.

' j'»=»*"K

The dense mass of ignorance of electrical phenomena displayed
by this writer need not prevent us from trying to form > mental
picture of his apparatus, so "cleverly worked out.' The Doaai.
bilities are immense. t~=~

Further on in the same article, we read :
—

" From America the suggestion is made that a special kind oftorpedo or mine should be devised which would travel np anddown in the water, rising and sinking automatically. Suchweapons are to be provided with powerful magnetic attractors, so
that, should a submarine pass over them, they wonld rise, and if
they made contact, would detonate and destroy the hull of the
vessel, lailmg to reach the submarine, thev would fall again
but remain in an active condition. Chemicals generating gaT are
to be u^ed to impart tho up and down motion, and other featnree
of these novel mines, or lively torpeiioes, as the writer calls them
are supplied. '

Apart from these freak ideas, however, it is pointed out that itmay bo possible to gam information as to the movements of lub-
marines by means of telephonio receivers, as used for submarine
signalling.

-•">;

KiulM'/.zlinsr Car Faros.—At Liverpool Police Court,
on October 1st, a Corporation tramcar conductor, .lohn Edward
no.-king pleade<l guilty to three charge^^ of ember^^liug fare^ and
was tined in two of the c»se^ the total amount of the penalty
being £i 139. It was sUted that the prisoner collected used
ticket* thrown down in the oars by passengers, and, when oppor-
tunity arose, issued them a second time, making the new punch,
hole as near to the old one as possible. An offi^-ial of the tramways
department, travelling as a passenger, noticed that his ticket had
two punch-holes, and the prisoner was put under observation.

Inquiries.—Makers of maugauesite sheet packing, and
of fireproof insulated wire (not "merely aibesto* coveted) for
internal oontrolUr wmneotions, are a«k«d for.
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Kdiicatioiial .\»»t«'.s.— IMvEnsiTY Coi.i.KdE, Lonko.n.

—The Ujldsmid Katranoe Soholar«hip, UnaMe ia the Faculty of

Eagineerintr, of the value of iS'JU, haa been awarded to Mr. Jahn

Sinclair FraHer, of Dulwioh ('jllege.

Ill Achaiice «f the limes.—We are of all men most

sympathetic with the Press Bureau in the overwhelmioK and

nnprecedented dittioultie* under which it labours in the perform-

ance of its very important duties, and we are also inclined to be

aympatheticftlly disposed towards the lhi,ly Til.-ilii'j'li in re-pect to

its efforts to publish information earlier than its contemporaries.

It will be gathered, therefore, that it is with no feelings of "'"'ill

if we indulge in a very merry lauuh at the expense of both of

them. On September -J.'nd it was announced in the London (ruzeltr

that the following articles would be treated as conditional con-

traband during the continuance of the war : "C jpper, unwrought

;

lead, pig, sheet, or pipe; glycerine; ferroohrome ;
biematite iron

ore ; msgnetio iron ore ;
rubber ; hides and skins, raw or rough

tannfd (but not including dressed leather)."

A Renter dispatch from Washington, dated " Thursday, appeared

in the /An7i/ '/W'^'v;/-/, of Ojtober 8cd :
—

" Mr Page, the United States Ambassador in London, hw cabled

to the State Department that Great Britain intends to treat as

conditional contraband of war the following commodities, viz.,

copper, unwroujht lead (pig, sheet, or pipe), glycerine, ferro-

ohrome, hamatite iron ore and magnetic iron ore, rubber, hides

and skins, raw or rough, and tanned (not dressed) leather. —
lievter.

The Press Bureau, always willing to be accommodating where

the public interests require prompt publicity of safe matter, would

not stand in our contemporary's light, so the paragraph duly

appeared with the following now stereatypei footnote :—
' The Press Bureau has no obj wtion to the publication of above,

for which, however, it accepts no responsibility.'

We do not know which to ba most amused at—our cDn-

temp-irary's "scoop," the jumbling of the punctuation which

makes the lead unwrought instead of the copper, or the Press

Bureau's consent and its caution in washing its hands of all

responsibility. Sir Stanley Backmaster, whose department seems

to us to have been very inconsiderately treated by some writers

who fail to understand iti dilfijulties, should himself be afforded

Some relief in contemplating the unconscious humour of his staff.

IIalf->Vatt Street Lamps at Cliioano.—According to

the Electrical Ue.tiew and Wextern Electrician, the Chicago

(U S.A.) municipal authorities have for some time past been

experimenting with 300-watt nitrogen- filled tungsten lamps with

a view to replacing the standard flame arc lamps used for street

lighting by them. In the beginning of September 728 of these

lamps were in use, and the results obtained have been so satis-

factory that it is intended to keep on adding such lamps, so that

before long over 15,000 will be in use in Chicago, as well as 2,700

75-watt 100-c.P. lamps of similar type for residence district lighting.

The arc lamps which are to be replaced are 450-watt flame type

arc, numbering some 10,000, which were adopted as a standard

rather more than two years ago. The trial 300-watt tungsten

laTips are of the Westinghouse Mazda type, and cost about S4 each,

with a 1 000 hours' life guarantee.
. .

In place of the arc mechanism, there is a compensator giving

20 amperes to the lamp from the 10-ampere line circuit, and an

extra tap on the compenfator enables it to be used on 6 6ampere

circuits, the lamp current being 20 amperes in this case. The

outer globe is an Alba glass diffusing globe, and some lamps have

an inner special refracting globe made of two cup-shaped prismatic

glass globes sealed together with the prisms en the inner surfaces

to protect them from dust, the outer surfaces being smooth ;
this

refractor is intended to give a greater lateral distribution of light.

It is intended to install some of the new units with clear glass outer

globes, to determine the effect of the refractor under the most

favourable conditions. Ample ventilation of the fixture is given

through openings screened to keep insects out. The lamps can be

lowered for cleaning, and are spaced from 160 to 250 ft. apart.

The flame arcs to be displaced give a maximum of 1,150 c P. in a

direction near 30" below the horizontal on laboratory test. The

city engineers point out, however, that data obtained show the

two lamps to be on a competitive basis, as in actual service the

deposit on the arc inner globe greatly reduces the light trans-

mitted. The transmission efficiency of a new clear inner globe is

92 per ijent., but after several months' service this falls to 47 per

cent, of the light generated.

The electrodes last 100 hours, and the brushing out of the inner

globe, condensation chamber, ice, raises the transmission efficiency

to 64 per cent. : washing the globe brings it up to 75 per cent. ;

removal of the ingrainel deposit by hydrcfluotic acid raises the

figure to 92 per cent, of the original.

In ordinary service in Chicago the transmission efficiency is

about 55 per cent.

The new tungsten lamps give an average maximum of 600 c.P. ;

this figure slightly increases to commence with and then gradually

decreases, so that, on the whole, it gives nearly equal illumina-

tion with the flame arc. 'When in addition electrode and lamp

renewal costs, trimming, cleaning and energy costs for the arcs are

considered the Chicago city engineers arrive at the conclusion that

the cifet of maintenance of the two types will be about equal for

equal illumination if the tung-ten lamps last 1,000 hours ;
even if

their life is less than this, the manufacturers' guarantee is m
favour of the new lamps, and it is also pointed out that the initial

investment is only about half that for the flame arcs.

The 75-watt 100-o.P. lamps are mounted inverted in tctaUy

enclosed diffusing globes on remodelled gas lamp-posti.

Institution aiHl Lectnie Notes. — I.wtitutwm of

Klecikical E^<;l^Kth^ (Wkstkr.s Sm rio.x).-At a Committee

meeting held on September 24th, it wan unanimously decided that

no meetings of this section of the Institution should beheld at

present, w, owing to the war and the resultant unsettled eUte,

the attendance at the treetings wax likely to tie small.

ISHTlii Tios OK Eleotkicai. Enc.ineeB!( The first meeting of

the new se-sion in Lin-lon will be held on O;tob.-r -'Jib, when Sir

John Snell will deliver his presidential aildresa

Grkknock Elkcthical SociBTY.—On Thursday lost week. Mr.

T H Whysall delivered a lecture on "Cottonopolis and its Elec-

tricity Supply," outlining the history of the Manchester electricity

undertaking from IHllS, when the supply was commenced, up to

the present day, when over 100,000,000 units are sold annually.

The undertaking is the largest in the country, employing about

1 100 persons, and operating over an area of 30 square mile*. At

the power stations 200,000 tons of coal are consumed per annum,

while the total capital expenditure is close on 3J million ponnds.

Showing how the older generating sets had to be removed to

make way for more modern machinery, he mentioned that on »

recent visit to a Port-Glasgow shipyard he recognised two of the

original Manchester sets installed to supply electricity in the yard.

These engines would shortly be removed again to give place to the

supply from Greenock.

OUR PERSONAL ; COLUMN.
The Editori invite electrical engineers, whether connected with tk»

technical or the. commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers oftl\e

ELECTRIOiL Brview posted as to their mocements.

Central Station Officials.—We stated last week that

Mr. Pearson had been placed in charge of the Lancaster Corporar

tion electricity works. This should have been MB. J. ».

ISb W E Appleton, of the Birkenhead Corporation electricity

and tramway department, has been appointed as mains assistant

at the Nuneaton Cirporation electricity department.

Mr L Handle was precented with a dressing-case from tne

officials and staff of the Devonport Corporation electricity works

on his resignation. The chief engineer (Mr. F. -ft. Spark) made

the presentation, and Mr. Conville responded.

Mr T B Bbiogs, of the Blackburn electricity department has

been appointed senior engineer-in-charge at Newport (Mon.)

electricity works.

General.—The employes of the Commercial Cable Co.,

at Wat.rville (Co. Cork), have presented an address to COL. A. E.

Cole-Hamilton, who was Chief Censor for the War Department

at Waterville, and has now been appointed to the East Lancashire

Regiment for service at the front.

Mb George Kidd, newly appointed general manager oltne

British Columbia Electric Railway Co., Ltd,, at Uncouyer, B.C., is

a comparatively young man, and he entered its service m January,

iqOS from which date until March, 1911, he held the position of

secretary of the London office. This he relinquished m order to

go to Vancouver to take up the position of comptroller and

assistant to the general manager. This position he held untU

May 1914 when on account of the then general manager s depar-

ture'for England he was appointed acting general manager I pon

Mr Sperling's appointment to a position on the London board of

the company, already mentioned here, Mr. Kidd succeeded him as

general manager. His appointment has met with general favour

among the members of the staff.

Mr T J Grainger, who was manager of the late Sunbeam

Lamp Co., Ltd., has now joined Cryeelco, Ltd of Bedford, as sajles

manager for the Newcastle District, with offices at 21, Moseley

Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne, where he will be pleased to see his old

friends, or hear from them by post. Telephone ;
Central 3474, or

telegram: 'Cryselco, Newcastle-onTyne." „ ^, , . „ a

Mr Walter T. Keetley has left the A.E.G. Electric Co. and

taken' up the post of manager to the North Staffs E lectrical

Supplies Co., Glebe Street, Stoke-on-Trent. He invites supply

houses to forward their complete hate. ^ . , , i„„t„„„i
Mr John Henry Schnaubee, mechanical and electri<»l

engineer of 220, Keighley Road, Bradford, announces in the

London Gazette that on September 9th. 1914, he renounce! the

surname of Schnauber and adopted the name of John Henry Shaw.

Mb G Williamson, of the staff of Messrs. Crompton & Co.,

Ltd at the Arc Works, Chelmsford, is leaving to take up an im-

portknt appointment with the firm at Sydney, An^tral'*-

The conclusion of the address delivered by Mb. Chas^Bright

on " A Nation's Awakening, " appears in the Tonhidge Free Press

^°
Mr!'Ve.° Moul has resigned from the board of the Union

Electric C >., Ltd.

Obituary.—Mr. E. Houe.—We regret to record that

the death occurred suddenly on September 25th, at the age of 48,

of Mr. Elijah Home, a partner in the firm of Home .^ Rowland,

electrical engineers, of Charlton, London, S.E.
t j „_'

Mr C J. Hall.—The death took place at Headmgley, Leeds, on

Friday, of Mr. Chas. J, HiU, M.LE.E.
, « n^

Mr G Woollet.—The death took place on Sunday of Mr. Geo.

Woolley,' director of the Ludlow E.L. Co., Ltd., and a former

member of the Town Council.
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NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Thns. ir. Windibnnk ic Co., Ltd. (is? sifl).—This company
wai rcgintererl on October 2nd, wilh ji oapitnl of il.nOO In £1 «h»'ei, to carry
on the business of electrical anrt Ilium n^llnu enaineers, manufacturers o(
electrical machinery and appllancofl, iUumlnated faelac, signs, fli^hers and
arc lamp?, contractors o( installations for lighting;, power, wiring, bflla,
alarms, telephones, telegraph-! and other purposes, hca'iog and ventilating
engineers, makers of kinematogra])h cameras, projectors and apparatus,
manufacturers of pstr.il, steam and g4s enginps, motor ears and mechanically-
propf lied vehicles, *o. The subscribers (with one share each) are:— J. M.
Dranstleld, 3.5, Lynetle Avenue, Clapham, 8 \V., hardware travelUr: Hy.
Windibtnk. '29, Pemd»von Roid, West Croydon, ele-itrioal engineer. Private
company. Thos H. Windibank is the managing director. Registered offloo,

177, Liondon Road, West Croydon.

North British ElPctrii; WeMin^ (Eastern), Ltd. (9,2 H).—
This company was registered in Edinburgli on September 2.5th, with a
capital of fJ.OOO in £1 shares, to csrry on the busiicss indicate-i bv the
title. The Subscribers (with one share each) nr,<:— D. Small, 45, Hope Street,
Glasgow, consulting engineer : J. Inglis, 21, Stiin'ej Road, Loith, shipbuilder.
Private company. Thi number of directors is not t^ be less than twi or
more than nine: the first are .1. IngUs, D Hmail, H. M. MacNeal, K. A.
Qiialk, and L,. B. Taylor

;
qualiHoation, 100 shares. Solicitor, T. J. Addly, 21,

Dulie Street, Edinburgh.

Clistodis, Ltd. (1.S7. 827").—This ompanv was registered on
October Ist, with a capital of £fi llOfl in £1 shares (li.OOO " A" and 6,000 " B "),

to carry on the bisiness of chimney o^initraotors, builders, contractors,
merchants, dealers in stone, sand lime, bricks, timber, iron, steel and other
blinding and construction materials, brick, tile and terracotta makeri, sewage
contractors, electric and mechanical engineers. Ac. The PulHcnbirs (with
one share tach)are:—H. Hoevelcr, 4S. Christchurch Road, Streathani Hill,
8.W., director; W. Harrison, 1, Raymond Buildings, Oray's Inn, W.C.,
Bolicitor. Private company. The number of directors is not to be less than
two or more than five ; the flrit are H. Hoeveler and W. Harrison ; riualiflca-
tion, f6: remuneration as fixed by the company. Registered ofBce, 119,
Victoria Street, Westminster, 8.VV.

OPFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Highfleld & Co., Ltd.—Deb. date(3 September 4th, 19H. to
secure £iOO, charged on the company's undertaking and property, present
and future, including uncalled capital. Holder: G. Highflold, 37, Rainbow
Hill, Worcester.

United River Date Telephone Co , Ltd. (2.'?,R.54).—Capifal,
£2,OUO,000 111 i.i shares (S.M.OOO ord,, 4ll.O0Opref. and 36,000 unissued). Return
dated May 21bt, 1911. All the pief. and ord. shares taken up ; £5 per share
called up on :)18 CO) shares £1,710,000 piid

i
i'SJ,OUJ considered as paid on 16,000

shares. Mortgages and charges : £300,000.

Smith American Light and Power Co., Ltd. (74.446) —
Capital, £-200 OQO in £1 shares. Return dated July 21st, 1014. 172,401 shares
taken up. £,2J407 paid. £19.993 onsidered as piid. Mortgages and
charges : £160,0011.

W. Sisson & Co., Ltd. (S2,l'95").—Capital, £2.i,0C0 in £1
shares (6.000 pref., 13,0 o-d,, and 7,000 defd.). Return dated September 8th,
1914. 3,975 pref.. 11,8111 ord., and 7,000 deld. shales taken up. £1 per share
called up on 3,97:5 pref. aid 6,351 otd. £10 826 paid. £12,46J considered as
paid on the remainder. Morlgiges and cha'ges: £3,391 Os. 8d. Bank over-
draft at date.

Turner, Atherton & Co., Ltd. (fi6,90l).—Capital, £17R,000
in £1 shares (K7,600 pref). Return dated September 10th, 1914. 61,812 ord.
and 73 Mil pref. shares taken up. £1 per share called up on 7 259 ord. and
19,228 prof, shares. £20,4H7 paid. £109,166 considered as paid on the re-
malnder. Mortgages and charges: Nil,

W. II. Allen, Son & Co., Ltd.— Caoital, £200,000 in £1
shares. Return dated September 19. h, 1914. 152,:500 shares taken up. £1 per
share called up on 2,600 shares. £2,,500 paid. £160,000 considered as paid on
the remainder. Mortgages and charges : £50,000.

Jlrotlierton Tubes and Conduits, Ltd. — Partionlars of
£6.650 deb-ntures, created Septemlnir 24th. 1914, BUd pursuant to Sec. 93
(3) of tin Companies' (Consoii tatioii) Act, 1908, the whole amount being now
Issued. Property charged : The company's undertaking and proiJorty, present
and future, Including uncalled capital. No trustees.

CITY NOTES.

Mexican Coiiipniiies.

VVii are indebted to the Fimnirin! Timrs for the following: particu-
lara of the financial resultn, i:)., of the two principal electric lipht
and power and tramway companies operating in Mexico during the
year ended at Dicember, 1913.

Mru'ico Lujla and Poiivr Co., Ltd. — Net revenua 6,194,650
peaOB, an increase of 541,617 pesos. IncludinBT 81,184,405 bronpht
forward, there is a total credit of ?:i,977,U7. Out of this sum
have been paid the current expenses and fixed charges, amounting
to 12,289,574, and dividends agertgating 7 per cent, per annum on
the preference sharfs, and 4 per cent, on the ordinary share capital,
leaving a credit on profit and loss account of S7L'I,142. of which
SlOSCr.i has been transferred to the reserve account (increasing
same to »705,fil9), and the balance, ?;i 18,52:1, has been cirried for-
ward. The total sum to the credit of the reserve account, as in-
creased to $705,619, has been applied in writing down the value
of certain investments and aijcouiits, and providing for the extra-
ordinary expenditures during the year, including the expenses of
protecting Us properties on account of the disturbed conditions in
Mexico. Since January let, 1914, the board has considered it
advisable, owing to the continued state of political unrest in
Mexico, and the consequent h«avy fall in (xohange, to defer for
the present the payment of further divid»ndi on the share capital.

The policy adopted for the protection of the propertie* during the
disturbances of I9I2 has remained unchanged, ani althoogb con-
siderable extraordinary expenditure hue been incurred in connec-
tion therewith, the company ha? been able to continue operation
and ban not sustained any serioos damage to its properties. The
recent news on the Mexican situation shows a tendency to an im-
provement in the present state of affairs. The fetatiBtics show a
considerable increase in the sale of power over previous years, bat
not so great as it shonld have been if the condition of the R<rpablic
had been normal. The operating expenses show a farther reduc-
tion from 2468 per cent, to 23 21 per cent. The extension of the
system of canals and tunnels to divert several rivers into the
Xexaca watershed was completed before the rainy season of 1913,
and with this vast storage the directors are relieved of any anxiety
regarding the supply of power.

Mi-xici) Tramnaij% f'n.—Xet revenue 3.164,756 pesos, an increase
of 145,806 pesos. Including JI, 462,928 broaght forward, there is

a total credit on profit and loss account for the year of |4,I9./.136.
After meeting current expenses and fir»d chargiw, and 7 per cent,
dividends on the share capital, 51,382 967 has been carried forward.
The ratio of operating expenses to pamings was 46 4,'* per cent., as
compared with 47 percent, in 1912. Of the $2 517.756 to the
credit of reFerve account Decemb-r 31st, 1912, S7I1,I.'2 has been
applied to writing down the value of certain investments and
accounts and providing for the extraordinary expenditure incurred
for the protection of the property on ac:;ouat of the distnr'oed con-
ditions in Mexico, and in writing off the expenses in connection
with the issue of 35.126 additional shares. There now remains to
credit of reserve account $1,836,604. Since Jannary 1st, 1914. the
board has considered it advisable, owing to the continned sta'e of
political unrest in Mexico and the consequent heavy fall in
exchange, to defer for the present the payment of farther dividends
on the share capital. Althongh considerable extraordinary
expenditure has been incurred for protection of the property, the
company has been able to continue operation with no serious
damage to its plants, &e. The Mexican situation shows a tendency
to improve. The property has been maintained in good condition,
and for this purpose 741,611 pesos have been expended during the
year. In October, 1913, the board authorised the creation of
£1.200,000 li p-r cent, three-year secured notes, conferring on the
holders the right of converting the same into ordinary shares at
par. When the financial situition is favourable the board propose
to issue the notes and apply the pro::eed3 towards paying off the
outstanding temporary loans. In order to provide for the right of
conversion given by the notes, the share capital was increased in
November, 1913, by the creation of an additional 100,000 shares of
$100 each. These shares remain in the treasury.

Dick, Kerr k Co., Ltd.

The directors report that the profits earned during the 12 months'
trading to June 30th, 1914, amount to £44.762, plus £10.325
brought forward, making a total of £55,086. Out of this sum the
debenture interest and trustees' fees have been paid, and there has
been reserved the sum required to provide for the premium payable
on the rrdemption of the present debenture stock. These items
absorb £11,261, leaving £43,825 available for appropriation as
under :— Dividend of 6 psr cent, per annum on the preference
share capital (the half-yearly dividends to December 31st. 1913,
and June 30th, 1914. have already been paid) £18,300, carrying
forward £25,525. The directors do not recommend the payment
of dividend on the ordinary shares. The sum carried forward
may be required to meet possible contingencies resulting from the
state of war. A material reduction in value of investments and
assets gen<'rally is also to be anticipated, but the directors propose
to utilise the reserve of £1.50,000 for adjustment of values when
the permanent depreciation can be as'^ssed. The preference
shareholders are being asked to sanction an issue of alditional
debenture stock. The necessity for more working capital has bfen
clearly indicated by the later balance-sheets, but is now intensified

by the indications of increased busineps to be expected from the
diminution of German competition at home and abroad.
The annual meeting is cajled for Thursday, Ootober 15th.

A separate general meeting of preference shareholders will
follow the annual meeting, at which a resolution will be sub-
mitted sanctioning the creation and issue of debentures, debenture
stock, and other securities, so that the total amount shall not
exceed an amount which, together with the amount of the 4* per
cent, first mortgage debenture stock for the time being outstanding
shall make up a total of £650,000. In a circular accomjianying
the notice calling the meeting it is stated that the company's cash
resources have been gradually depleted to the extent of nearly
£70,000 by the redemption of existing debenturts, and, at the same
time, the demand for additional working capital increases with
the expansion of the manufacturing department of the business.

If tlio creation of these additional securities is sanctioned, it is the
intention of the directors only to issue upon favourable opportunity
otl'oring, and to the extent neoessary to meet the permanent
a'lditional requiremente.

Cuba Siibiiiariiie Teleffrapli Co.. Ltd.— Interim
dividend declared for the six months ended June 30th last at the
rate of 5 [)er cent, per annum on the ordinary shares.

Babcofk & Wilooi. Ltd.—Interim diridend of h per
cent, on the ordinary shares.
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Aiiiiilirainutod lilirclcss (Aiistialasia). Ltd.

The Si/dnfii .VoruiiKj lliTiihl publiBhen the BrHt report of thia com-
pany, wbiuh noniiriully oovera the \'i months tiidcil June HUtb.

Ai tho amalgamation of tho AuHtralsHian WireleHS Co., \Xi., with
the Aaetralian branch of Marconi'n WirelenH Telri;raph Co., Ltd.,

was effected on Novtmber liOth, I'.H'J, the actual workinjf of the

present company really f xtenda over a period of I'.i months. The
report states that tradtntr for the first seven mcnths was con-

siderably handicappid by the expense of runninf; two organiea-

tions, but thid has been avoided by the amalgamation of the
businees and staffs of both companies. Since then a chan(;e for the
better has been noticed, and there has been a gradual accumulaticn
of profits. The company now controls under subsidy agree mi nte

for fixed terms 75 passenger and cargo vessels. The New Zealand
Navigation Act is expected to etlVct favourably the trading profits

of the company. The net profit up to June ;iOth was Je8,61(i, out
of which the directors propose a dividend of i per cent., absorbirg
£6 t'i 0, adding £:{,00ii to patents reserve account, and carrying £ IG

forward.

Xoi'tlierii (ilciK'ral 1 raii.siun't Co., Ltd,—The follow-

ing notice has been issued to the shareholders :

—

In the circular Ixttors dated Decemlier 12lib, lUlM sent by this compary to

the Chaiuiiikn of the Qatesbend and Uiatricl Tramways Co , tho Tyntmouih
and Dltttriot Electric Traction Co., Ltd., and tho Jdrrow and Diatrict Eltoinc
Traction Co., Ltd, otYerlng to exchange bhares in ihoee of mpanies (or holdir ga
in thia company, it was stated that :— *' Dividenda on the preference eharea
will be paid in March and 8eptember, and the directors hope to be in a
position to pay an interim dividend each year on the ordinary ebare capital
of the Tran'poit Co." The business of the Transport Co. baa progressed in

a satisfactory manner, and in ordinary circumstanrca the payment cf an
Interim dividend on the ordinary tharea would have baen justilled. In vitw,
however, of the position brought about by tho war, the directors feel that it

will be wise to withhold on thia oooasion the payment of an interim divider^d
CD the ordinary shares. The dividend on the preference shares for the half
year ended Ju' e :>iJth last will be paid on the 3fltli inet. Unless any untoward
event occurs the directora anticipate paying a dividend on the ordinary sbarea
in March next, which will be satialaotory lo the shareholders.

Official Xotices re Coiiipaiiies.— Unless cause is shown
to the contrary the following companies will, at the expiration of

three months, be struck off the Register :
—

Automatic Glasa Blowing Patenta Syndicate.
Automatic Weldleaa Chain Co.
Auxiliary Power Co.
Bish.ip's Stortford and Stansted Electrio LiKbtiDg Co.
British l<^lectric Light Wiring Co.
British Ever-Ready fcilecirical Co.
Burkel Tram Rail Syndicate.
Caurioedale Anti-Friotion Metal Syndicate.
Concentric Condensers.
Cumberland Power Syndicate.
Economic Furnaces.
Penmaoho, Corwen and Bettwa-y-Coed Light Railway Co.
Positive Rotary Pumps,

, Technical Advertising.
Traction and Power Agency.
Wolfram (Tungsten) Syndicate.

Rangoon Elt'ctrio TraniMay and Sn|)]»lj Co., Ltd.
—An extraordinary meeting of the first mortgage debenture-
holders of the above company was held on Wednesday, at the
offices, 3, Great Winchester Street, E.G., Mr. Frank Tobin in the
chair, when a resolution was passed appointing Sir Arthur Norman
Hill a trustee in the place of Sir John Gray Hill, deceased. Subse-
quently a meeting of ."> per cent, mortgage debenture-stockholders
was held, under the presidency of Mr. J. W. Dawson, at which a
similar resolution was agreed to,

Kalgooiiie Electric Power and Li»htin!f Co., Ltd.
—The directors have declared a dividend at the rate of 4 per cent,
per annum on the preference shares for the half-year to Sep-
tember 30th, payable October lUth.

South-We.stcrn Electrification.—The Financial A'ews
states that in connection with their electrification projects, the
directors of the London and South-Westem Railway are offering
£1,000,000 5 per cent, preference 10-year bonds at 99f.

Direct United States Cable Co., Ltd.— .\a interim
dividend of 2s. per share, less income-tax, is announced for the 31st
inst , making with the interim dividend already paid a total dis-

tribution of 4 per cent, for the half-year ended September 30th.

Calcutta Tramways Co., Ltd.—Interim dividend at
the rate of G per cent, per annum (38. per share) on the ordinary
shares for the past half-year.

I'nited River Plate Telephone Co.. Ltd.—Interim
dividend, of 3 per cent., payable November 2nd.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
Ttiesday Evening.

BtJslNESfi ha? again been better in the Stock Exchange during the
past week than has been the case since the Stock Exchange closed.
In all departments the revival of Interest is to be noticed, and in
the street market almost animated dealiLga lake place, duiiig (he
morningtession, in Home Railway and certain other favourite stocks.
Interest seems to evaporate soon after lunch time, and markets go
home to tea

; but day by day the business broadens, and the
obvious tendency of the inventor is to put money now into
domestic stocks rather than into those of the foreign countries
which have proved so disastrous for British capital during the past
few years.

The Electric Supply section is quiet and steady. In a few shares
—Chelseas, for instance, London Preference, South Londona and
Metiopolitkns—a little buainesi is doing : but, otherwise, the

market remainB reKtrioted. To give an idea of how prices etand
at the present time, we have Rfsembled the followirg quotations
of the leading LuLdun thaie is>ues ; and it will be tttn that, iu

the comprehensive catalogue, the falls are ccmjaratively ellgbt.

Sellers, however, have some difliculty in realising, and the scarcity
of buyers ia still noticeable :

—

Price Preteni
Ehaie. July MHh. price. Fall.

Rrompton and Kenilrftton Ord. . Fl 61 i
Do. do. Prel, H fi -

Charing Cross Ord Ci 6 )

Do. Pref 4J 4* J
Chelsea 4} 4S 5
City of Loudon Ord 16 16 1

Do. Pref 18i lig id -

County of London Ord 19 IH t

Do. Pref. 19 ll3 }
Kensington and Knightsbridge . . 7i 7} }
London Electric Ord .. 1,-, ij A

Do. Pref 6A 48 /,
Metrovolitan Ord. ... 8) Hi i

Do. Pref *f, *i A
Bl. Junies'a O.d. ii 9 i

Do. Pref 6J Cg t
Bou'h London 8A 3 \
Webllninstcr Ord feS >*i xd

If

Do. Pref bi 43 .;

Possibly the wnuld-be invtf-tor ij scmewhat deterred from
electric supply shares by the quaint appearance of the Londtn
streets after dark, where the obscuring of the lights is being
carried on in a manner as mysti'yirig and elaborate. We bear,

incidentally, that this programme was first ordered by the War
Office, but later on the Admiralty took up the work, and insisted

that some of it should be done over again, in a different manner.
The drastic regulations issued on Tuesday with reference to street

and domestic lighting have given rise to the tupposition that the
authorities must be looking for aerial night attacks on an extensive
scale.

The Home Railway market shows pronounced improvi ment. As
already indicated, the investor is evidently turning his attention

to domestic securities as likely to offer one of the best fields for

appreciation. The Steam stocks have gone ahead sharply. Metro-
politans have hardened a little to 31 J, and Dictricts to la, the
latter being the same as on July 30th, while Metropolitans are a
point better. Underground Electric Income bonds continue
firm.

Marconis rose last Saturday to 3G§. 3d , and at 35s. are still five

shillings higher than they were a fortnight ago. The rise ia

due to the repurchases by bears and to the understanding that the
company's British business, while at present under Government
management, is doing so well as to warrant advance in the quota-
tion of the shares). Americans at 9s. 6d. and Canadian Marconis
at .58. 3d. are also harder.

The Tel-graph and Telephone market obtains a fair amount of
attention, but prices are not quite so firm as they were a fortnight
back. The following are the chief changes that have occurred
during the past two weeks :

—

Present
Stock or share. price, Fall,

Anglo-American Tdlf graph 6 per cent. Preferred ..101 6
Do. do. Deferred ai| h

Eastern Extension Telegraph Ordinary lla |
Eastern Telegiaph OrdiLary 128* 6

Do. ."Ji per cent. Preltrenoe .. .. 76^ IJ
Do. 4 per ont. Debenture ... 94 3

Globe Telegraph and Trust Ordinary ICJ *
Do. 6 per cent. Preference . . .

.

12 ±
Great Ncrthern Telegraph 99 3
Western Telegraph Ordinary 128 i
Automaiic Telephone G per cent. Preference .. .. 1 j*a

Further shrinkage has occurred in the price of Brazilian

Traction shares, and the present price of 47i is lOJ lower than
when the House closed. The other foreign traction securities are

mainly steady. Same of the bears complain that they cannot buy
back the bonds of Mexican companies of which they are short, and
this despite the far-from-favourable conditions still ruling in

Mexico City. General Carranza has resigned, but has been
re-elected.

The Mexico Tramways Company has just published a report in

which all the figures are decidedly good, with the vital exception

of the exchange, and the special disbursements of a protective

nature incurred by reason of the revolution. In the event, there is

a millionand-aquarter dollars for the directors to play with, but
this is not sufficient to maintain the 7 per cent, dividend without
assistance from the carry- forward. The Mexican Light and
Power Company publishes a story on much the same lines. Here
again, the fall in the exchange has made serious inroads upon the
profits, in addition to which there is a special outlay for protective

works, as in the case of the Tramways Company. The 4 per cent,

dividend on the Common stock is maintained, at the expense of

reduction in the carry forward.
Manufacturing and Miscellaneous issues are quiet, the feature

being an improvement in Edison & Swan chares to 4s. 3d., more
than double the quotation prevailing two months ago. General
Westinghonse Preference are 9f. British Wefctinghouee Prefer-

ence improved to 33s. 9d. Calcutta Trams are steady at 7i. The
Anglo-Argentine group is practically unmoved. D.'alers are still

short of the company's 4J per cent. Debenture, but are sellers of

the 4 per cent, and the 6 per cent, issues. London General
Omnibus shares hardened a trifle. The Rubber share market
keeps up well, prices being maintained, of course, by the con-

sideration that, both during the continuance of the war and after-

wards, mechanical traction will be more and more required.

Armament shares are amongst the firmest in tlie Industrial

department, Armstrongs, Birmingham Small Arms and Vickers all

exhibiting stiength,
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LARGE INDUCTION MOTORS
FEATURES OF MECHANICAL

SOME
DESIGN.

By G. G. MOORES, B.Sc. Edr.

{Continuedfrom page 45.3.")

Stator Frajtes.

Thk design of a large stator frame for a particular

machine is usually based upon previous experience rather

than on calculations as to strength. One reason for

this is that the stresses occurring during construction can

hardly be determined with any degree of accuracy, and these

are, as a rule, much greater than the stresses to which the

frame is subject during actual service.

Then there is also the question of initial strains caused

during the casting of the frame. By careful proportioning

of the parts these strains can be reduced to a minimum,

bub it is hardly possible that they are ever obviated

altogether. Further, the frame has generally to be made

of ample strength in order to be rigid, and the proportions

necessary for sufficient rigidity can only be determined by

experience.

The general problem is to make the frame of ample

strength and rigidity, with due regard to economy of

material. Other points to "ne considered are arrangements

for ventilation, simplicity of construction and raachinLng,

low cost of pattern and adjustability of the same for variations

in width of frame, and the general appearance of the whole

EZ3

Fig. 10.

-82

together at intervals, if it is desired to increase the width of

the frame, this can now easily be done by adding one or

more beams of T or I section between the two channel

beams, as shown in fi^. 1 2.

Webs are sometimes placed at intervals across the section

parallel to the a-xis of the frame in the space n (figs. H
and 12), but these merely imyxjde the ventilation and add to

the weight of the casting without adding materially to the

strength or rigidity, and it is doubtful whether they are at

all necessfiry except in the largest sizes—say, frarii<:!-cf 14 ft.

diameter and upwards.

Although box-type frames are the moat common, they are

excelled as regards suitability for ventilation by the skeleton

frame which consists merely of two end flanges con-

nected together at intervals by cross ribs, the space Ijetween

the ribs being entirely open. A good example of this type

of frame is illustrated by fig. 13, which represents a

(>00-B.H.p., 500-R.P.M. colliery fan motor, by Messrs.

Yickers, Ltd.

FlQ. 11. Fio. 14.

machine. These considerations have led to the evolution of

the " box " type of frame, which appears to be an example

of the survival of the fittest. The section of this type is

based upon the section shown in fig. !i, which may be

modified and developed to suit various conditions.

For instance, the solid cylinder, which forms the

inner circumference, may be replaced by a series

The proportions of a frame of the box type are. as already

stated, largely dependent on experience. For prelimimuy

designs the curve, fig. 14, maybe accepted as approximat-

ing to average modem practice fur cast-iron frames, the

thickness of metal varying from
l

in. at 3 ft. diameter to

1{ in. at 14 ft. diameter. The " tlepth of section " referred

to is indicated by the dimension </. tig. 12.

""
'^^^'^^^^^^^i'wSSt:

Fig. K«.

Fig. 13.—ViCKSRs 600-H.r. Uotor.

•f bam placed parallel to the axis of the frame. These bars,

which may be some such section as fig. 10, serve to carry

the pnnchings, and the space between them allows for venti-

lation when holes are provided in the outer circumference of

the frame. This modification will give a section something
like fig. 11. It will he. seen that the frame now co-.sist*

essentially of two circular beami of channel section tied

Stator Cores.—Of the methods of sccuringithe stator cor«

pnnchings in the frame, there are two which practically

hold the field. One is to hold the punohings in place with

key rings, and the other is to secure them with lolts. A
lypical keyed-in core is shown in fig. 15.1 The key rings

ii are in this c^ise made in segments, and are inserted by

placing them in the keywuv of the endplate between the
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bai'o of the stator frame, and then driviuf,' theiii round into

til- bufH (which are widened at the endH), and seuurint;

them hy caulking or some similar method.
Another method of fixing keys is illustrated by fig. Hi.

In this case one end jilate rests against a liange iu the

frame ; the key ring is made in one piece, and is sprung
into position while the core is under the press. This method,
it will be seen, necessitates the use of a wider frame than

the previous one, and it is probably not so good in other

ways, although ijuite commonly used.

i''ig8. 17 and IK are two examples of cores secured by bolts.

The former indicates the method usually adopted, in this

country, whilst the latter represents some recent American

practice. In the latter example the endplates are cast in

short segments, each pair of segments carrying two or three

of the bolts.

Some of the methods here illustrated of constructing

stator cores require modification when the core has to be
" split," that is, built so that the upper half of the stator

can be easily removed from the lower half. The end plates

shown in figs. 15 and 16, for instance, are obviously not

suitable for making in halves without some modification

which will make them self-supporting when the ffame is

split. The bolted cores are. however, quite suitable for

splitting, the punchings being supported by dovetail keys,

and, in the case of fig. If<, also by friction between the end

plates.

In splitting a core it is usual to make the division

through one of the slots, not through a row of teeth, for the

reason that ventilating plates and tooth supports could

not be made satisfactory at the point where a row of teeth

is divided. It is on this account also that when large

punchings are made in segments, instead of complete circles,

the division between the segments is usually made through

a slot.

Fig. lii shows a good example of a split stator by the

British Thomson-Houston Co. It will be noticed that

the winding is specially distributed so as to avoid the

necessity for removing coils when the frame is divided ; all

that is necessary in this case is to disconnect three joints at

each point where the frame is split. The joints consist of a

plug screwing into a socket in such a manner as to make an

efficient electrical connection whilst being adaptable for easy

V^0

Fio. 19.

—

Split Statob of B.T.H. 150-h,p. Motob.

disconnection. The method of neatly and firmly securing

the end connections on this machine is also worthy of

note.

Eml Brackets.—The purpose of end shields or brackets

on a motor may be the protection of the windings, the

enclosing of the machine for ventilation or other purposes,

or the support of the bearings. The points affecting the

design of these are the scheme of ventilation of the machine
(see fig. 4) and general appearance of the machine as a

whole, the span- (jieiipied by the wiiidiu^rs and connections

and the voltage of the machine, the jxjssibility of easily

removing the end brackets when the motor is in service so

that the windings may be readily inspected, the- accessibility

of the air-gap which rei|uires occasional checking, and the

strength of the end brackets. In cases where end bracket*

support the bearings, the strength depends on the particular

Fig. 20.

—

Beuce Peev.les Motob, with Ar,icsTABiE Bearin"'

design adopted, and practice \aries so much that a general

discussion of the subject is hardly feasible. Protecting

shields of the type shown in the Vickers motor, fig. 13, are,

however, in fairly general use, and Table I, giving the

suitable thickness of cast-iron for end shields of this type,

may be found useful.

TABLE I.

Diameter of end shield.

TbicknesB of metal

5 ft.

rs in-

6 to 12 ft.

i in.

H ft,

iva.

When the bearing housing is cast in one piece with the

end bracket, some difficulty has to be overcome in making

the bearings adjustable so that the rotor may be accurately

centred in the stator. A more convenient method some-

times adopted for large machines is to fix the pOlow block

on to a horizontal seat cast on the end bracket, as shown in

the illustration, fig. 20, of a large motor for direct coupling

by Messrs. Bruce Peebles .!• Co. The bearings in this case

can be readily adjusted with liners in the ordinary way.

{To he continued.)

Electric Ploug'hiilg;.—Some experiments made at

Gazzo Veronese, Italy, with electric plonghs resulted in the fol-

lowing: estimates of comparative costs : With animals, 93"30 to

$5 75 per acre ; steam, $1'30 ; electric power, $3. The ground was
ploughed to a depth of 15 in., and the above coats were obtained

on the basis of 200 days' work a year and energy at 3 cents per

KW.-hour. In the same district for 100 days' work a year, with

electricity at 4 cents per KW.-honr, the costs were : steam, $507,

and electricity, $3 3S per acre. Other plants in the same district

are said to have reduced the cost of electric ploughing to $2'83

per acre,

Eitipiates imade at Reggio Emilia on 741 acres electrically

ploughed showed capital inveoted, including 8 km. of line, at

8,280 ; operating expenses, including depreciation on plant, at

$1,324.

Ploughing with steam was figured at $4,360 ; using gas engines,

at §4,368 ; and using oil engines, at $4,285.

Fuel in this district costs, for coal, §12 per metric ton
;
wood per

quintal, 8'8
;
petrol, per : gallons, $1'80; kerosene, per quintal,

$7.

—

Jovrnal of Eleetricity. Sic
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TRADE STATISTICS OF ITALY.

TiiF, fcjlliju'iiifj statement, showirif! tlio irripnrtR of electrical anJ
similar unods into Italy durinR the year 1912, is extracted from
the recently issued trade statistics. The fiRures for 1911 are

added for purposes of comparison, and notes of any increases

or decreases are given.

Copper, brass or bronze wire 1911.

more tlian i mm. diameter.— Lire.

Prom France 1,45.5,000

,, Germany 1,280,000

,, Great Britain ... 5,000
Tluited States ...

—
„ Other countries ... 173,000

Total

1012.

Lire.

1,114,000

1,17G.0(»

31.000

65,090

72,000

•2,913,000 2,458,000

Inc. or Dec.
Lire.

- 341,000
- 104,000

+ 26,000

+ 65,000
- 101,000

455,000

Copper, brass or bronze wire of

i mm, diameter or less.—
Prom Germany 422,000 511,000

Prance 34,Om 161,000

+ 89,000

+ 127,000

,, Other countries

Total

Boilers.—
Prom Prance

,, Germany
,, Great Britain

,, Switzerland ...

,, Other countries

Total

Steam tngines, stationary,

out boilers.

Prom Belgium
,, Germany

Great Britain

,, Switzerland ...

,, United States
Sweden

,, Other countries

Total

10,000 10,000

466,000 082,000 + 216,000

330,000

487,000

1,803,000

65,000

255,000

41,000

434,000

1,863,000

.55,000

276,000

.. 2,940,000 2,671,000

with-

15,000

504,000
1,0.33,0(XI

22,000-

365,000

275,000

623,000

1,184.000

16.000

357,000

87,000

103,000

289,000

53,000
62,000

10,(X)0

21,000

269,000

- 15,000
4- 119,000

+ 151,000
6.000

8,000

87.000

112,000
+

2,214,000 2,430,000 + 216,000

Steam engines, semi-stationary

{with boilers), hot-air motors,
tompresscd air, gas, petrol,

ttc.—
Prom Prance 14-5 ,01X1

Germany 1,781,000

Great Britain ... 1,608,000

Rwitzeriand 474,000

United States ... 291,000

Other countries ... 516.000

133.000

2.2.50,000

1,924,000

496,000

192,000

287,000

- 12,000

+ 469,000

+ 310,000
22,000

99,000

229,000

+

Total
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liUl.

Lire.

lioilera (including multitubular).—

•

To ArRcntine Republic ... 188,000
"

• 10.000Tunis
Tripoli ...

Brazil

Chili

Other countripB

Total

5,000

82,000

105,000

324,000

i:pil'.

Lire.

is;i.noo

112,000

V2'2.0(IO

160,000

I III-, or Deu.

L're.

5,000

102,000
45,000
2.3.000

43.000

164,000

774,000 680,000 — 88,000

Steam engines, stationary, without
boilers.—

To Arfiontine Republic

,, Spain
,, Tiini.s

., Russia
,, Portugal
., Other countries ...

Total

Steam engines. scnii-.itationary,

ii-ith boilers.—
To .Argentine Republic

,, Tripoli

,, Roumania
.. Egypt
,, Prance
., Russia

,, Other countries ...

Total

N.B.-20 lire = £1

487,000
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motor is very much Iv&a than that uf a, stcaixi-ciigiuc. The
cost of supervision is also very much less. In one case where
electrical plant replaced steam drives, the reduction in the oil

ccnsumc'd was 80 per cent. When, in addition to the above
advantages, the ab.scnce of steam-pipes with their cost of

upkeep, and the cleanliness of the electric drive, are remem-
bered, there are many ca,se3 where these advantages alone out-
weigh, perhaps, a slightly increased capital cost, or a power
consumption cost, which would appear to be more than that
of a steam engine, when taking into consideration only the
stoatn consumption of the engine.
Although an engine may be designed to bo very economical

indeed on full-load, the conditions of a rolling mill are such
that this condition is practically never obtained, and the only

fair method of comparing the electrical with the steam drive,

is to take, in the latter case, the cost of coal per annum, and
not the steam consumption of the engine, and contrast this

with the power cost of the motor.
When it is considered that in the last five or six years more

than 200 mills have been driven electrically in this country,
such drives covering every t.vpe of mill in use, the future

appears to hold out the prospect of the electrical drive dis-

plncing every other.

With regard to the advisability of using continuous current
or three-phase current as the source of power, this question is

often settled by the conditions of supply prevailing in the dis-

trict, but, if it is a question of generating power in the works
themselves, very careful consideration must be given on
account of a number of reasons. The cost of cables is very
frequently the deciding factor as to whether three-phase or
continuous current shall be employed throughout the works.

In the case of the main mill drives, the chief question in

deciding the type of motor is whether a variable speed is

required or not. If a variable speed is required, as in the

case of merchant mills, then a continuous-current motor, which
can have its speed varied by means of shunt regulation of the

field, is the simplest and best proposition for the purpose. If

a constant speed only is required, as in the case of a sheet mill,

the disadvantages of the three-phase motor are not so great,

although, even in such cases, it is very often a question as to

whether the saving in efficiency by putting in the continuous-

current motor does not outweigh the greater cheapness of the

three-phase motor.
Tlie only method of reducing the speed of a plain induction

motor is by inserting resistances in the rotor circuit, and the

loss in these resistances is proportioned to the fall in speed.

To reduce the speed 10 per cent, on full-load, as is necessary
to utilise beneficially the flywheel energy, a loss of 10 per

cent, would occur in the resistances. On some tests which
were taken on a sheet mill it was found that the average loss

due to the slip resistance losses represented between 13 and 13

per cent, of the total energy consurae<l, and when to this loss

is added the transmission lo«s, which may equal another .5

or 10 per cent., the advisability of installing a direct-coupled

continuous-current motor to such a mill must be very care-

fully weighed.
This question of providing a variable speed on the drive has

led to the evolution of a large number of alternative methods
of enabling a thrce-pha.se m<itor to work at a variable speed
without the serious loss in efficiency which occurs in the case
of an ordinary three-phase induction motor. The method
employexl has usually been the addition of nn auxiliary piece

of apparatus which modifies the existing three-phase motor
and cau.ses it to act more on the lines of a continuous-current
shunt-wound motor.,

Modern practice to a great extent has gone in favour of the
direct-coupled drive, even for speeds as low as those required
for a heavy sheet mill, namely 3"2 revolutions per minute. In
a great many cases the extra cost of tiie low-speed drive is

more than counterbalanced by the gain in efficiency due to

the absence of any form of transmission losses between the
motor and the mill. Taking the case of gearing, the losses

taking place in a single reduction represent about S per cent.

of the power which is being triin.smilted. In the case of a
rope drive, the loss occurring in the ropes remains practically

constant whether the ropes are running light or transmitting
power, and the loss can be taken as ") per cent, on the normal
power which the ropes are designed to transmit. In this res-

pect, therefore, the rope drive is not as efficient as a gear drive.

althdugli it certainly provides a very nice flexible medium be-
twp(Mi tlie motor and the mill.

Belt drive has not been very extensively employed in this

country for this class of work, but it luis been usmI on the
Continent for pow'era U)> to 1.800 H.r. norm.'d and 3.000 ii.p.

mnxiinum with, it is believixl, very satisfactory results.

Where the question of converting an existing mill has t*^ be
considered, the method of drive adopted must be dependent,
to a very large ext<Mit, xni the lay-out <if the works. The
length of time for which the mill will have to be shut down in

order to make the change-over is a consideration which, in a
number of cases, lemls itself to the introduction of a rope drive,
as the foundations of the motor and the motor itself can be put
down without interfering with the working of the mill, and
the mounting of the rope pulley for coupling to the mill is

vei"y often a matter of quite a short time. In the ease of a

direct-coupled drive, n nu'tlnxl of avoiding st<ippage is a long
interniiHliate spindle introduced between the pinions and tlte

paotor, this spindle spanning the spnce taken up by the exist-
ing engine. It is sometimes possible to put down tlie motor

on the bide leiuotu- If/iu tne .slcaui-i.-nt'ii'-, aiiu m .-y^iiie ijaw^-s it

is possible, by the intrrjduction of another gear wheel, to put
the motor in position without shutting down the plant.
When applying a motor drive to a mill, an important con-

sideration is the weight of flywheel to be adopted. It i^ not
safe to assume that the flywheel, as fitted to the existing
engine, will be satisfactcjry in the case of a motor drive, since,
when an engine is overloaded, it will slow down until finally
it will stall. A motor, of course, does not act in the Eame
way, but has a pre-determined drop in spee'l from no-load up
to the maximum lo.ad which it can safely stand, and if this
maximum load is exceeded, the circuit breaker or switch pro-
tecting the motor will operate, shutting down the plant. In
the case of the engine, the whole of the stored energy in the
flywheel is available to pull the metal through the rolls in
conjunction with the engine, whilst in the latter ca.?e, assum-
ing a '20 jier cent, fall in speed between no-load and 1<J0 per
cent, overload, only .36 per cent, of the stored energy is avail-

able, after which the motor ceases to drive, leaving only the
flywheel's stored energy. It can generally be stated that the
flywheel will require to be heavier in the case of the motor
drive than in the case of the engine. The heavier the wheel, of
course, the steadier the power demanded from the motor, but
here again the question of cost is the deciding factor, and a
fluctuating load will not prove harmful to a motor provided
that the maximum peaks are not excessive. This is clearly
shown by the success of the motfirs employed for reversing
mill w'ork—where they are coupled direct to the pinions and
take the full power demanded by the mill.

Disctssio.N.

In the course of the discussion, Mr. Frank .Anslow said that
the author bad under-rated the strength of their enemy, the
steam-engine. To be fair, it was necessary to compare the
modern electric plant with an up-to-date steam plant, which
was far superior to the obsolete types. Also, it was not only
possible, but by no means uncommon, to meet with an effi-

cient electric drive. Dr. B. Wiesexouuxd said that a cast-

steel flywheel running at 12,000 ft. per minute, between the
motor and the pinion, had been running on a 600 H.i'. plant for

many years without ill-effects on the gear, and the loss in

gearing could be safely put at about 3 per cent. .\ lOO-ton

flywheel on the mill shaft could often be replaced by a 10-ton

wheel on the motor shaft, saving in friction loss and first

cost, and obtaining a better efficiency from the high-speed
motor. The gear ratio might be as high as 10 : 1. He objected
to worm gear."

Mr. .Arthur Holman emphasised the advantages of accurate
measurement offered by the electric drive, which had enabled
him to find out where excessive strains were put upon the
metal in the course of rolling, especially oold-rolling. and to

correct the processes accordingly. In this respect the elec-

trical drive had an enormous advantage. Other speakers gave
examples of successful conversion of steam-ilriven rolls to the

electric drive. Mr. 11. Brown said that in order to keep the
flywheel within connnercial limit.-;, the D.c. motor should be
compound-wound to drop in spee<l quickly on overloads. With
a polyphase motor resistance had to be inserted in the rotor

circuit, and this was best done with a cxmtaetor regulator,

which could be set tn act in l-oOth second, and could be
arranged to limit the impact to the mot<.ir so that shut-downs
through tripping of the main switch on overload were avoided.

His experience with worm gears was that they were satisfac-

tory when properly designed ; their low inertia was an im-
portant consideration in a reversing mill. Mr. .\. H. Hall
showed how in cold-rolling brass a sudden inore.ise in the
power required could be observed with the electric drive,

indicating the point where annealing becjuiie necessary.

The author replied to the points raised.

Iiiiau'iiiatioii Kiiii Kiot.- Ruveninp; to the ^rnss
miHstftteinent (.it mi'irht be dei-eriljed more BtronpU") made by
Kl'Vlriciil /,'«</iifwi"!/ conoorninif our publication of the
B E.A M.A. resolntion!>. our kilowatt onn temporary iu makinir it$

gru'lKinsr apil' pry in its issue of O-tober \»f, indulges in a t1i-<ptay

of Pliarisaio phylacteries obviously with a vit>w to prxiolaiminir that

it is " not as other men, " and infinnatine tt.At it is more scrupuU' us
in its prooeriure than oiusalvec. It do.-w admit a "misunderstan'-injr

"

of the facts and »&y»" <i/i/hinitt!i/" it was wrorir in thinkipfr
that the Elkctkical Rkvikw "had b?en .('-/iiiv'y informed."
Certainly and very obviously our contemporary wasqnie wronsr.
With swellinp pride " the enirsneerintr j >nrDat of tfte eleotrical

industry " says :
" We ourselvee took the obvion-ly correct course

of a^kinir the Association's pe^mi^3ion." and boin? a»krd to delay
publication "we wiiO/mi'i'v thought " that other p-nH-rs hal been
asked to do the same. But why naturally think anything of the
kind—who is to blame for that ' When our contemporary is

informed that the Elkotuical Rkvikw also it^lf took the
" obviously corrcot course " of oommuniciitinir with the .Association

but was not asked to refrain from publishinir the resolu i)t8
perhaps it will induUe in a little more natural thinking and tak
what jjurnalistioally is the "obvioasly correct" and honoorabl
course.
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FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON
ELECTRICAL GOODS.

DKXMARK — AmoDifHt the classifloation deoiaiooB notifitd by
the Customs Department are the fullowintr :—

Eleotrioal smoolhiui,' irons with two m^tttl contact soraws for
connectini; to a conductor, pay 010 liro per kilop.

Telephone Bwitohtwards with cast-iron bafo, and apparatus fixed
in a wooden framework and includiuu metal parts, ebonite con-
taotc, covered conductine wires, bone key^, >Vc., pay 7i percent
ad ratuivm.

ore = Is. U<i.

UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA -The revised Customs Tariffs
have now been published in the Gjvernment (iazitte. The follow-
inir comprise snoh alterations as are of interest to the electrical
trade.

Three per cent. „,/ mlon-m is the general rebate leviable en —
Railless cars (electric) worked by current from overhead wires
Oa the followiner (joods there is a rebate of the whole of the

duty on manufactures of the United Kinirdom and of reciprooatinp
British Colonies. *

Formerly the creneral duty was ir, per cent, ad valorem, with
a rebate of ;t per cent, ad ailorfm, under the British Preferential
lariff.

Freedom from duty is now granted in the case of catalogues or
price lists of foreign firms, addressed to importers, merchants or
manufaoturers or public libraries and similar institutions.

ARGENTINA UEPUBLIC.-The Government have amplified
their Regulations in respect to the temporary admission, without
payment of import duty, of goods not intended for sale Such
goods must be re-exported within a period of six months, and abond entered into for the amount of the Customs duty otherwise
leviable on them. Th^y include machines and apparatus
deatmed for exparmental purposes

; also scientifi : instruments and
apparatus, accessories of the profession or trade of the traveller

Piieuiiiatic Coal Trausiiorfatioii.—In a papsr read
before the South Wales lastitute of Engineers, Mr Elward
Koenings describes a pneumatic method of transporting small coal
such as peas, nuts, &o., which has met with some success It is
pointed out that the pneumatic principle hai been applied in
practice to the transport of seed, more especially corn, but only
r<?cently to coal.

f j , /

Small coal is not so uniform in size as a certain quality of grain
and it usually contains moisture which makes its suction into
pipes difficult

;
a secondary trouble is the dust created. The diffi-

culties have, however, been sormounted and the author proceeds
to describe actual plants in use. One of these in Austria deals
with 200 tons of coal in 2i hours, and consists of a double-cylinder
air-pump by means of which a vacuum of about 10 in. is
created in a cylindrical receiver, and two cylindrical dust
ca chers. To the lower part of thg receiver three flexible
suction pipes lead, each fitted with an isolatirg valve
so that either pipe may be used, two being for unloading
wagons and one leading to a coal storage 200 yd. away Each
suction pipe is fitted at the inlet with a special nczz'.e, and when
in nse the incoming current of air carries the coal and dust to the
receiver, where the coal falls by its own weight into the lower
conical part

;
it is ej-^cted through an automatic airtight discharge

valve on to an automatic weigher, and subsequently passed to a
receiving bunker. The dust in suspension in the receiver is drawn
into the filters, collected and discharged in the same way as the
coal, the remaining air passing through the pump for discharge to
the atmo<phere. The only attendants required by the plant are the
engineer in charge of the pump and the workman looking after
the suction nozz'e. The only important mechanism is the
pump, and the operation is dustless so far as the workers are
oacerned.

Another (German) plant is described for feeding 1.". boilers. In
this ca?e the coal is taken from barges 160 yards away, lifted 110 ft.
and paseed through the type of receiver mentioned, weighed and
deposited in bunkers by means of a belt conveyer. In this instance
no filter is used, as a dry lubrica'ing air pump is installed, and
dust coUpctors are fitted between the receiver and pump.
The pump is rated at 2.400 ob. ft. per min. ; the capacity of the

plant, 26 tons an hour from the barge, is increased to -I.') tons if
coal is taken from a bunker close to the receiver. The power
required is 65 H p., and the attendance from two to three men ; it
is estimated that the plant will pay for itself in two years.
Another plant dfjals with 8 tons an hour, over 100 yards and a
height of 70 ft., and requires IS H.P.
The writer coneiders this form of transport most useful over a

distance of 100 to 300 yards; the limiting eizi of coal he fixes at
2 in., and of moisture at 6 per cent.
He suggests that there may be scope for such apparatus for

lifting small coal from the pit bottom to the surface.

Assault,—At Salford, on October 1st, Dominic Bradley
(37"), was sent to prison for six weeks for an assault on Raymond
G. Branaton, a foreman employed by the British Insulated Co.,
who had discharged prisoner from his work for drinking and
neglecting his duties.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1914.

(NOT YKl PUBLISHUIJ)

u|,ik.J .v|,i.„l) t./r lhi» joutnal by MlMun. W r. 'Iiivui^,.! i i ., ,

ElMlrical I'altnt Aijcniii, 2M, Hi(jh Holliorn, London, W.C. uti •!

I.ivvrpoul an>l Ilradlurd, lo whom all inijuirio should be iiddrc«>eil.

20.U0C. '•
I

2U.(X)9. " '

llAUSuATii. September 2lut:

2U,0I5. " Lamp or l.mlt

railwjy »ignjllin(j." J. Giudkik. September 8I.(

nd Ihermo-cletiric mraKrini; apparatus"

n bodii

H.

ch as head-lii;h» for motor-cars and
fli-elnc lamp'i lor ut»e therem and method and means of mountini' santi-
therein. H. ScilolEV. (Stephen Grebcl, France.) September ai»t.

20,020. "Combined electric torch and m.ngnelic comuau." J. AlKWlM. futt
September 22nd.

20,033. " Electric illuminated signs with changeable letters and figum "

H. Kipling and E. Svd.sev Mi»;80n (trading as Jamct Dowling & Co.). Sep-
tember 22nd. ,

20,053. " Filaments lor incandescent electric lamps." F. H. S. Suiriiuiu
and 1^. T. MiKKS. September 22nd.

90,077. *• Control systems (or eli-clric motors," nKlTisii TiioM80.N-flou8TOH
Co., Ltd. September 23r(i. (General Electric Co., United States.)

20,0a4. " Conduits for electric conductors."- J. W. Manui and W. J. L.
.Sandv. September 23rd.

20,099. " Manufacture o( armour plate." S. -O. Cowrcu-CoLis. September
24ih.

S. O. CoureR-Cous. Sop-

20.101. " Solder." S. O. Co»«^ER-CotE3. September 24th.

20.102. " Process for the electrolytic coating of sheets and plates with olh-j
metals." S. O. CoWi"KK-CoM;s. ' September 24(h.

20.103. " Manufacture of clcclrolytically-coaled metal plates." S. O.
CowPEK-CoLKS. September 21th.

20.104. " Process for the electro-deposition of iron." S. O. Cowpik-Cokb
September 24th.

20.129. " Electric rheostats." British-Thomson Hovston Co., Ltd. Sep-
tember 24th. (General Electric Co., United Stales.)

20.130. " Rheostats." IcRAsic Electric Co., Ltd. Sepiemba- 94th.

(Cutler Hammer Manufacturing Co., United States.) (Complete.)

30.131. " Rhcost.tts." IcRANic Elecikic Co., Ltd. September S4th

(Culler Hanmier Manufacturing Co., United States.) (Complete.)

20.132. " Dimmer handle friction-grips." A. H. Curtis & Igkanic Eliictki^

Co., Ltd. September 24th. (Complete.)

20.133. " Electrical contacts." ICRANic Electric Co., Ltd. September 84th.

(Cutler Hammer Manufacturing Co., United States.) (Complete.)

20,137. "Circuit arrangements for writing-telegraphs." A. G. Bloxium.
September 24th. (Telepantograph G.m.b.ll., Germany.) (Complete.)

20,146. " Prepayment electricity meters." La.mdis & GvR, Ltd. Septcmb.-r

24th. (Convention date, September 25th, 1913. Swlticrland.) (Complete.)

20,156. "Sparking-plugs for Internal-combustion engines and the like."

1". McClements. September 25th.

20,168. " Electric-magnetic switch." F. G. Beetteu. September 25lh.

(Apple Electric Co., United States.) (Divided application on 10,251/14. April

25th.) -(Complete.)

20,176. " Method of and apparatus lof electric welding and article produced
thereby." O. C. Knife S: R. H. Read. September 25th. (Complete.)

20,236. " Sparking-plugs for internal-combustion engines." B. HoPPS.
September 26th.

20.238. " Electric current relays." J. SCHIESSLER. September 26th. (Addi-

tion to 20,320/11. Convention date, April 16th, 1914, Austria.) (Complete.)

20.239. " Electric regulating rheostats." L. Boothman. September 26th.

(Complete.)

20,248. ^ Electrical resistance ihermometcr." Cambridge Scientific Insiku-

MENT Co., Ltd., & W. H. Apthokpe. September 26ih. (Complete.)

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
Copies of any of the Specifications in the following list may be oblaineJ

of Messrs. W. P. Tho.mpson & Co., 285, High Holborn, W.C, and ai
Liverpool and Bradford

;
price, post free, 9d. (in stamps).

1913.
20.269. Telegraphic Systems employing tub Morse Codes. W. S. Sietjc*.

September 8th.

20.821. Vapour Electric Apparatus. E. E. Darmois & M. A. E. Leblanc,
September loth.

20,853. Electrically-operated Winch specially applicable as an Ash Hoist.
G. F. D. Campbell. September 16th.

22,420. Electric Distribution Systems. British Thomson-Houston Co
(General Electric Co.) October 24th.

26.268. Contacts for Closing Electric Circuits used on Railway and likk
TuACKS. J. E. Colas. November 15th. {November 15ih, 1912.)

29.239. Means for Reducing the Influence op the Line Capacity in
.\ctlating Electric .\pparatus at a distance by means of pulsations obtained
FROM A SOURCE OF CONTINUOUS ELECTRIC CURRENT. E. H. Widegren & K A
Widegren. December ISth. (December 30lh^ 1912.)

3.371. System of and Apparatus for Wireless Electrical Operjvtion at a
Distance of a- Type-printing Machine. F. De Bernochi. February 9th. March
loth, 1913.)

4,G77. Protective Metal Covi
Sl O. a. Mygatt. February 23rd,

for Prismatic Shades. Holc^ane. Ltd.
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(iiiADUALLY the views held by many men respecting the

duration of the war have been undergoing a change. In

the early days there were many to speculate and generally

optimism was allowed to influence their calculations. The

daily course of events has, however, brought us face to face

with actual facts which we could not know before becanse

the experience was entirely new to us all, and this course of

events, with its stern realities, has led to the revision of

estimates in many directions. Those who made merry at

the alteration in the German time-table and expected

appropriately to celebrate the coming of Peace at Christmas-

tide care not now to venture an opinion, preferring to study

the latest chapter in the story of failures and successes of

the forces. Of course this changed demeanour is not in

the least indicative of a lessening conviction as to the

ultimate result of the combined efforts of the Allies to

stamp out the Curse of Prussian militarism and to avenge

the shameless and cowardly crushing of the most gallant

little State of modern history by the overgrown bully who

was spiteful because there came a flat refusal instead of

an abject compliance with his domineering demands. The

determination to win, and the conviction that we shall

achieve this end for which we have set out, are as strong

as, indeed stronger than, ever. But the utterance of over-

optimistic views has given place to interested and serious

study of such matters as strat«gy, the preparation of new

forces, and to a strengthening of known or discovered weak

places. We know now that the end is not yet, and believe

that patience, endurance, sacrifice in blood and money,

sacrifice national and personal, will be required of us if

we are going to carry this struggle right home to such a

conclusion as shall prevent a recurrence a few years later.

It has been impossible for men who have watched the

splendid engineering progress of Belgium during the past

decade or two to refrain from expletives of no superficial

kind—expletives expressive of the deep emotions represent-

ing intermingling of anger and sympathy at the calamitous

havoc wrought by the invader. The works of iWkerill

and Carets Frcres, the steel works achievements and the gas

and oil engine building operations, the name of (ireiner

—

these are but reminders of the Belgian industries which

have for years marked out these progressive Allies of ours,

industries which have now been laid low. There will not

be an engineer in either hemisphere, unless he be a (ierman.

who will not have an emotion of sympathy for Adolphe

(i reiner and those of whom he is a type in this period of

unparalleled cjitastrophe. May time decrvv that a grander,

greater, still more progressive Belgium shall arise from the

present ashes—ashes s»\turated with the blooii of heroic

sous who beat back the tyrant foe while protecting tiie home

threshold, whose daughters were maltreated, aud helpless

babes even bayonetted, as coming generations shall be

taught to know, to make a holiday for the friends of

Uerman Militarism nim Kultur : that there will be a penalty

to pay for the events of i;U4 we have no shadow of donbt.

13] C
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It sounils almost blaspbemous to turn from such crimes to

80 siililime a truth a< this : "There is a Divinity which
shajwH our ends roufjh hew them as we may " Nemesis
shall shape the end in this case, whether it ust; therefor

the forces of the Allies or some other instrument. Already

(iermany is defjraded in the eyes of the world and of the

ages that follow ; already Belgium is given a permanent
place of honour in the history of small nations, and sparkles

as a gem of the first water in the crown of European
heroism—but at what a cost I Poor Belgium I The
annals of the nations are enriched by your example, by the

stout resistance yon have dared to otter to superior forces.

You had so little to gain by refusal ! And compliancs

would have been so easy !

But we have digressed—we did not set out with the

intention to pay our homage—the fall of Antwerp must be

our excuse, if any need for apology exist. Let us return

without further ado to the consideration of the new attitude

that necessarily affects so many of our thoughts as we
resign ourselves to a protracted campaign. Take the one

subject of the effect of the long war idea upon industrial

and trade affairs. When we awoke one day to find that

our fleet had practically shut Germany off from the markets
of the world, the first idea suggested was concerned with the

necessity for taking immediate action to profit from such

an unthought of state of affairs. In the early ideas of a

war of sliort duration, the phrase " Capture Germany's
Trade " was produced, suggesting that if we did not go in

pursuit immediately, without waiting for scheme, or plan or

thought, the British Navy would have come home again, and
German exporting would have resumed its normal course

before we could do anything. "We have written much
ourselves, and, alas ! have read more, much more, on this

subject during these two or three months, and what do we
think now ? "What does the British electrical manu-
facturer think .' Have we, has he, caught this elusive

creature that we call German electrical trade 'i Nay, may
we go further and ask, has he done anything to track the

wily courses of this Elusive Pimpernel ? He has most
assuredly grumbled about its practices long enough

—

does he now hold that it is not worth trying to secure ?

—

or, peradventure, it may perform the interesting feat of

capturing itself—who knows ? Some appear to fancy that

will be the upshot of this present Uttle affair in which
Europe is engaged.

Now, to our mind the answer to these and other questions

of the same kind is to be found in the fact that passing

months have taught us all to think longer and deeper

thoughts about this matter of the war on German trade,

and as we have become convinced that German trade is not

goiBg to be won by two orthree tricks of the prestidigitateur any
more than German militarism is going to be crushed out by a

battle here and a battle there, so we have got down to the

solid fact that German electrical trade has got to be won
not by childs' play practices or by glib or sanguinary chatter,

or in an exciting lassoing chase, but by the laying out of

very definite plans, by the organisation of very strong forces

suited to the contest, and by the adoption of far-seeing

measures which shall not merely ensure a few orders here

and there now, but shall retain trade connections of value,

and prevent a recurrence as far as possible of unscrupulous

domination of our markets long after the sword has been

sheathed again. Perhaps it is because there has been too

much flippancy or superficial or vindictive reference to this

matter that so little appears to have been done in the electrical

world. Perhaps it is that the time is not ripe for far-reaching

action. Perhaps everybody is waiting for somebody else.

Perhaps there is somewhere a solemn opinion that this

thing is going to work itself out all right in the end. "We
believe that all of these reasons are factors in the situation,

but there are others as well. Factories and office organisa-

tions are deprived of men who are away with the Forces.

Money never easily raised for industrials of our class, can
be raised icsj easily still at such a time. The Home
market is free, and the absence of German competition

therein, save as far as stocks affect the position, may be
furnishing new business ; also we are having replaced here

contracts which Germany once had, but cannot now execute ;

so that our hands mcuj be full—we do not say that they are.

During the war the business in the United Kingdom, and

from some Continental countries too, if we can handle it,

may come without any " capturing." As regards the outer

markets where (Jennany has been so powerful, though our
German competitors are now absent, the demand also is

affecU-'d by the same circumstances as have stopped the
competition. Not a country in the world has been free

from financial anxiety since this war broke out, and some of

ths big markets abroad that we really ought to have set

about capturing electrically years ago, are of little immediate
use save for what we may describe as absolute essentials.

The more our cousins of the United States get seriously

down to their own relation to th(' altered trading position

due to the absence of Germany, the more do they find them-
selves up against the consequences of the state of tinancial

chais into which all the world was flung in the late July
and early August days of this year.

One American authority at least is advising his readers

to devote attention to the possibilities that lie awaiting

attention " right here " in these United States, rather than
go away on a wild-goose foreign chase. That attitude, if it con-

tinues, may suit us very well. We cannot feel that it re-

presents the definite majority policy of American traders,

but it suggests that the difficulties are dictating a wait-and-

see policy so far as some of them are concerned.

Without further prolonging this article to go into some
of the other factors in the situation which go to make the
l>ritish electrical trade seeker hesitate in regard to the

course of action best fitted to the circumstances, we think

that we have said sufficient to suggest that while we are

bound to benefit from the present position while it lasts,

the " capturing " of outer markets and their permanent
holding at a later date will require measures which will call

forth all the ingenuity, skill and resource, foresight and
organising ability, tact and diplomacy, of which the British

electrical and allied manufacturers are po3se«sed, and
possibly some assistance from higher quarters too. We do

not withdraw one word of our previously expressed view^

concerning the effect of the present world-wide revulsion

against all things German. It will last for years ; but it

may not always last. That price and some other things

may tell five years after the war ends or, perhaps, earlier,

there is little present reason for doubting. But with the

growing conviction that hostilities must long continue,

and that the longer they continue the worse it will be

for German industries, while there is some justification

for the absence of panic-aggressive action on the part

of our firms, we should like to hear of more long-thinking,

whether individually or collectively, with the object of

securing that British electrical industry shall be substan-

tially and permanently advantaged by the opportunity that

now offers itself. It is true, as we have said, that there

are markets that cannot yield great immediate results while

the financial stress and strain continue to stop new commit-
ments on a large scale, and to render some buyers, even of

bread and butter lines, insecure, but if we do not make an

attempt worthy of a great British industry, then it will be

to our everlasting reproach, and probably it will lead to-

our finding ourselves more easily beaten by the new Teutonic

competition if, and when, it comes.

We are not suggesting that British electrical manu-
facturers are asleep, or that they have done nothing. Our
postbag and our conversition with men have told us

differently. Here and there individual firms are considering

their own personal relation to the position : how they can

in their works make tiiis or that new line, or what prospects

their particular make of article would have in a new market

and how to get it known there. But there is a danger of

their losing heart, because of the inevitable weakness of

individual policy and isolated action. They could so much
more readily and more hopefully consider the difficulties

and the prospects and the financial and technical problems

involved if they could only put their heads together. There

is a desire on the part of some to act in co-operation, or, at

any rate, to study matters in a preliminary way in conference,

and we trust that as the weeks pa3s by this disposition may
grow and something useful may be done. We should like

to recommend that a public meeting of the electrical industry

be summoned at which the position shall be laid before us all

by an authority, and discussed seriously and in detail, and

without feelings of uadue reserve and suspicion.
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Cnble
Ix another column we publish the text

vn.»it
^j. ^ protest lodged by the Commercial

Cable Co. with the U.S. (Joverniiient on

.\ugust 14th last, as well as their circular of .\ugust 20tli,

sent to " Our Patrons " with a copy of the protest, both of

which have just reached our hands. We are rather sur-

prised at the attitude adoptetl by a company gaining a large

share of its revenue in Cireat Britain, where every freedom

and facility for trading is given, and one is forced to the

conclusion that steps are being taken with a view to upset-

ing regulations and restrictions which, in the opinion of our

(Joverninent, are necessary to the safety and well-being of

this country. In view of the sympathy with our cause so

freely expressed by the American public, we cannot bring

ourselves to believe that they are not prepared to aasist us

by abiding by these regulations. The wording of the

protest and the circular is neither well chosen nor in good

taste, and, in fact, the passage :
" We do not believe our

patrons wish their cablegrams to be subjected to the espionage

of Government officials, not even on rare occasions " is, we
consider, highly offensive and improper. As a neutral country

the United States is bound to censor messages and abide by

the prohibitions issued here.

We are aware that traffic has suffered a considerable

reduction, and that by reason of the cutting of the German
cables in the English Channel, the Commercial Co. has pro-

bably suffered severely, as it works the ends of the cables

at New York, but in view of the company being also regis-

tered in Great Britain, we consider that an attempt to bring

about conditions inimical to our interests as a nation cannot

be too severely reprehended. It is the privilege of an

Englishman to grumble, but he has shown by the unstinted

support he has given to his King and country that his

patriotism is deep-seated, and he will bear with equanimity

whatever inconvenience is imposed on him by reason of

his obligations to the Government, and will not increase

its burden by upholding agitations tending to prejudice

measures taken for the safety of the Empire.

Rubber.
All things considered, the rubber

market has kept up a firm front during

the last few weeks, and there has been a steady and sustained

demand met with from Russia, while there is much
irregularity about the way in which arrivals are coming

forward from the Near East. The general home buying is

naturally of a more restrained character, for the war is

beginning to make itself felt, lyut there are reasons for

thinking that there will be a pretty steady consumption

nevertheless. There is, however, hardly any reasonable

likelihood of prices being advanced much because, so far as

is to be gathered from the latest returns from the plan-

tations, the production remains big. The activities of

German warships in Eastern waters, while temporarily

checking arrivals here, cannot have any bearing upon the

output of the plantations, and at the most can only cause

shipments to be delayed for a time. Hence the probabilities

favour a rather easy market when temporary conditions at

present ruling, such as the Russian demand and the holding

up of quantities afloat, disappear. Fine hard Para continues

to command a big premium over plantation grades.

Amongst the industries which it is hoped ultimately to

extend largely in this country as one of the results of the

war is that of rubber. There !<, of course, a \cry large

amount of capital already invested in it, but it is certain

ttiat there is ample room for extensions at the expense of

Germany, and it is here that ofTorts are to be made. The
tiro trade alone represents an important branch in which

Great Britain might cut a very much more important figure

than is the case to-day, and this to the advantage of

British interests at home and abroad. Knbber IKxiring is

another department to whicJi it is probable that particular

attention may be given, aud the efforts of the Rubber
(i rowers' .\ssociation to introduce this material are likely to

receive considerable supi>ort, for they have made a number
of presentations of rubber flooring material to hospitals,

and the successful adoption of rubber in this coDnection
is bound to extend. The trade was practically a British
one, but Germany has lately been cutting into it. Only a
few days ago the flx)ring given to Goy'a Hospital was
officially presented, covering an area of 7.00 Sfj. yards,

and weighing :iO,000 lb., while about 200 b^j. yards are
shortly to be presented to the Children's Hospital in Great
Ormond Street.

The declaration of rubber as conditional contraband came
as a surprise, but it was necessary to prevent the enemy
being in a position to secure supplies of material which
would be of the greatest use to him in the manufacture of
motor tires, waterproof ground sheets for troops, hot-water
bottles for the Red Cross, and so forth. There is no donbt
that the Germans have been making strenuous efforts to

secure supplies of rubber, bnt the action of our authorities

will put a spoke in their wheel, though to some extent no
doubt Holland and Denmark can be looked upon as sonrces
of supply.

According to information received by the Malay States

Information Agency from the Government of the Federated
Malay States the exports of plantiition rubber from the
Federated Malay States for Jnly amounted to 2.971 tons,

compared with 1,781 tons in the corresponding month last

year and l',30G tons in .June last.

Appended are the comparative statistics for 1912 and
i;U3 :

—
1912.

January 1,218
February 1,212
March l,37il

April 1,020

May 1,007

June l,0-'9

July 1.204

1913.
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the spiiler without a rim and with heavy iirras widened out

at the ends t) form a seat for the core punchiD({8, as shown
in fig. L'l.

Fio. 21.

The arms of spid ^ra are sometimes made of an oval or

similar section—which gives a neat appearance to the

finished rotor—but more often they are of T, or H, or

similar sections, and webbed to^iether, as in fig. 2l', which
illustrates the rotor of a :!30 i! up., 1S0-r. p.m. motor by

Fig. 22.—Roroa of Viokbbs 350-h.p. Motor.

Messrs. Vickers, Ltd. Fig. 23 shows the spider—cast in two

sections — of a G05-B h p. 53-r.p.m. motor by Messrs.

Siemens Bros.

End-Plates.—The primary function of end-plates is, of

course, to hold the core punchings together under pressure,

bat provision is frequently made in them for other purposes

Fig. 23.—Siemens 605-h.p. Motor.

such as supporting the rotor winding, balancing the rotor,

or carrying fans. Fig. 24 shows a typical cast-iron end-

plate and coil support cast in one piece with recess for

balancing purposes, and with fan blades bolted on.

For low or moderate peripheral speeds end-plates are

usually mide either of cast-iron or forged from wrought

iron bar if their bhape is suitable. For high speeds they

should be made of cast-steel and designed of ample pro-

portions in vinv of the difficulty of obtaining steel caHtinga

of this nature free from flaws.

Win/lini/s.— It is necessary to secure the windings of high-

speed rotors mechanically to ensure against (1) change of

shape of the end connections, and conseqnent disturbing of

the balance of the rotor ; (2) lifting of the coils due to

centrifugal force.

The poss'bility of change of shape of the end connections,

or of damage to tlie insulation due to vibration, may be

Fig. 24. Fio. 25.

prevented, as a rule, by the provision of suitable coil

supports. It has been the practice of many firms in the

past to build machines without coil supports, especially

machines with a large number of poles, as these are usually

of comparative slow speed, and have short end connections.

Bat experience has proved that it is better to be on the side

of safety, and the practice is growing more common of

providing all large motors with some form of coil support.

The prevention of lifting of the coils, due to centrifugal

force, is usually accomplished by banding the winding with

hard steel wire or similar material. Fig. 25 shows a method
of securing a winding of the hand-wound " opncentric

"

type by tieing down the coils to a support by small

bands of phosphor-bronze strip, and fig. 26 a winding

of the " barrel " type secured by a band of steel wire.

The stresses in such bands should be ascertained, and an

ample margin of safety allowed. These stresses may be

calculated from the formula : StreBS in band (!b. per sq.

in.) = w K N-/ 18,400 A. in which w = weight of end con-

nections under band in lb., R = mean radius of end con-

nections in feet, x = r.f.ii., a = area of section of band

in square inches, w may be taken as half the difference

between the weight of copper in slots and the weight of the

whole winding. The formula is derived as follows :
—

Centrifugal force on end connections = w r-lg R lb.

where / is in ft. per sec.

Bursting force on band = w r^/2 r // R lb.

Stress in band = w r-j2 ir ^ r a lb. per sq. in.

_ -W /2 TT R nV' _ w B N^

—
2 TT^EA ^ \~G0 / 18,400a'

This formula neglects the stress due to the weight of the

band itself. In the case of high peripheral speeds it

becomes necessary to include this self-stress, for which a

convenient expression is obtained as follows :

—

Stress in band due to its own weight = w R K-/18,400 a

as above, and
\v = 2 - R . 12 . A w where tv is the weight in lb. per

cb. in. of the material composing the band. Therefore

•J:rR.12.A«'EN= "'
«'

^^' lb. per sq. ill.

18,400 A 245
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If the band is of steel this expression becomes
R- N-/M40 lb. per sq. in., where r is the radius in feet of the

band and n the r.I'.m.

This stress, of course, must be added to that obtained by

the previous formula to obtain the actual total stress in

the baud. As hard steel banding wire may be obtained

with an ultimate strength of 200,000 to 300,000 lb. per

sq. in., a total working stress of 2(),000 to 30,000 lb. per

sq. in. may in this quality be safely allowed.

Rotor Cores.—The methods of constructing rotor cores

are very similar to those used in the case of stater cores.

There are the same two classes— keyed and bolted. ]n the

case of rotors fi.xed with key rings the punchings are usually

secured to the spider against centrifugal force by means of

dovetails. When this is done, however, and when the

punchings are in segments instead of complete tirclep, all the

stress due to centrifugal force on the core punchings comes
on the spider as well as that due to the weight of the spider

itself, and in the case of high-speed rotors this becomes
objectionable. One method of obviating it is to pin the

punching segments together so that they shall form com-
plete circles; and be self-supporting against ci ntrifugal

force. It is advisable in this case to dttermine the stresses

which are set up in the core, as these may easily be excessive.

The following is an example of the method t^f doing this

from a particular machine n cently built. The case is one

of a L',000-H.p. motor with a normal spred of 500 r r m..

but the stresses are calculated for an overspeed of

025 R.P.M.

The rotor diameter was 5'.t in., and its lengih 21.\ in.

net. Each circle of the rotor punchings was dividfd into

six segments, and the segments were interleaved in tie

building of the core, that is, each layer of funchings hid

its joints midway between those of the adjacent lajer.

The core was bound together by means of steel pins,

four of which pas.ed through each segment, as thown in

fig. 27.

The total weight of iron was 6,295 lb., mean radius

2' 11 ft., mean peripheral ^peed 141 ft. per sec. The total

weight of the winding ^as 4(U lb., mean radius 2'39 ft.,

mean peripheral speed IfiO ft. per sec. The stresses set up
in the core are calculated as follows :

—

Centrifugal force of iron JlJ '^S x 141- ^ i 8^0,000 lb.^ 32-2 X 2-11

Do. copper
^^'^ ^ ^""^ = 154,00(> lb.^^ 32-2 X 2-3'J

Total centrifugal force l,98i,000 lb.

Total bursting force 1,984,000 2 tt — 314,000 lb.

Depth of iron below teeth G'45 in.

Bursting stress at joint in core = p area

314,000
= 10T5^ir6T5 = -^"^^ ^^- P" ^'l- '"• ("^

Bearing pressure on bolts 1 in. diameter

314.000

2 X (-5 X 20-5y^ 1= 'MOO lb. per.,,, in.

. , 314.000
Bursting force per segment = -t^tt y^, = 548 lb.

Radial distance from bolts to mean diameter of core =
3-17 in.

Bending moment on segnr.ent due to eccentricity of bolts

= 548 X 3-17 = 1,740 in. lb.

Modulus of section b h-jij = z.

1,740 X 5G X ti

6-45^ 6-45

= 14,000 1b. per sq. Id. (A).

Total max. stress on punchings = (a) + (/;) = 1S,7'')0

lb. per sq. in.

This figure is slightly in excess of the actual stress, as

there is also a second bending stress— opposite in direction

to the first—which is due to the centrifugal force

on the segment, but this is so small as to be practically

negligible.

{To be conlinued.)

THE BROLT ELECTRIC ENGINE STARTER
FOR MOTOR-CARS.

Stress due to bending 1,740//. =

VVhe.n describing, about a year ago, the various

electric engine starting arrangements whicli have
been introduced for use on petrol motor cars to

render the old starting handle a thing of the past,

we pointed out that the majority of such devices

were designed to act through the engine flywheel.

the latter being rotated either by a friction pulley

or through toothed gearing. While gearing gives a

more positive drive, the question of bringing the

driving pinion into and out of mesh with the toothetl

ring formed on the periphery of the flywheel has

formed a problem on which much thought has had to

be centred, and one which has resulted in the intro-

duction of a number of different methods, some more
or less complicated. On the same occasion, we
mentioned that one of the simplest and most effec-

tive, ill so far that the engagement and disengage-
ment of the pinion were effected entirely automati-
cally, was that adopted on the electric engine starter

made by Messrs. Brolt, Ltd.. of Birmingham, for

Hkolt Stauteb OS Talbot Car.

whom Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd.. London, are the

sole selling agents.

Although the principle—that of the pinion auto-

matically" winding itself into mesh when the cur-

rent is switched on to the motor, and throwing

itself out of gear when the engine is started—is still

the same, the method of its application has, as a

result of protracted e.xperinieius and experience,

been somewhat nioditied, so that the appended
particulars of the latest model may not be without

interest.

.^t (irst, the extended end of the armature spindle

had cut on it a spiral thread: the driving pinion,

which was loose on the spindle, had a similar,

internally-cut thread, the arrangement being some-
what akin to the familiar small .\rchimedean-screw
hand drill. In its latest form, the driving end of the

armature spindle is enlarged and made hollow, tiie

interior being cut with a quick-pitch screw-thread.

The pinion which drives the flywheel is cut from a
solid piece of steel with an extension, which enters

into and slides in the hole in the armature spindle.

Two helical keys are cut on this extension and really

act as part of a screw-thread, that engages with tiie

internal thread of the armature spindle. The anna-
liue. being series-wound, accelerates rapidly when
the current from the battery is switched on by press-

ing down a pedal, thereby inducing a spiral tendency
in the pinion, which, because of its it\?r*ia,
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tends to lag relatively to the acceleration rate of the

armature. As the spindle only drives the pinion

through the medium of the screw-thread, the pinion

is instantly drawn—towards the electric motor— into

eiiiiat^ement with the tfywheel teeth, travelling

axially along until it is against the end of the arma-

ture spindle, when the whole rotates solidly to-

gether and drives the flywheel. A spring is pro-

vided to prevent any shock when the pinion reaches

the end of its travel, which latter is so arranged

that when the pinion is screwed home against the

end of the spindle it is fully in mesh with the teeth

on the engine flywheel. At the other end of its

travel it is out of engagement and clear of the fly-

wheel teeth.

As soon as the engine takes up the running, the

flywheel commences to over-run the pinion, which

causes it automatically to unscrew itself out of

engagement, in which position it remains until

again required to turn the fljrwheel. It will readily

be seen that there is thus no risk of damaging the

teeth of the gears on engaging, as no driving power
is exerted until the pinion is fully into mesh, it

simply floating on the screw-thread until the end of

the travel has been reached.

When the Brolt starter was first introduced, some
fear was expressed that the vibration resulting from
a car travelling over bumpy roads might cause the

driving pinion to have a slight movement along the

armature spindle and so bring the teeth into contact

with those on the periphery of the flywheel, to the

detriment of both. In order to avoid any risk of

this kind, and also to prevent any damage, even if

the starter be operated while the engine is running,

a small friction disk is now attached to the outer

side of the driving pinion, and the flywheel is turned

with two peripheries, one being of a slightly larger

diameter than the other. The friction disk—which is

out of contact when the engine is running—comes
into action about 3 mm. before the teeth engage, so

that should the starting pedal be operated w^ith the

engine running the pinion is returned to its out-of-

engagement position before the teeth can come into

mesh. The starter is operated by a pedal switch,

which simply consists of a circuit controller, the

bringing in and out of mesh of the driving pinion

being, as already described, independent and
entirely automatic.
The starter, which is a specially-constructed series-

wound motor, is adapted to be operated in con-
junction with a 44-amp.-hour battery; it is made in

three sizes, vis., Ko. i, six volts, suitable for small

engines up to 2.000 cubic centimetres capacity;

weight 20 lb.; No. 2, twelve volts, for average
power cars, weight, 26 lb.; and No. 3, twelve volts,

for high-compression engines, or those having a

greater capacity than 3.500 cubic centimetres, weight
32 lb. It is stated that the No. 2 machine, which
has a 12 to I gear ratio, will turn an engine of 3,200
cubic centimetres cylinder capacity, at a speed of

140 revs, per min. at a current rate of 50 amps, at

12 volts, and that the torque efficiency is well over
70 per cent. It is further claimed that, if the engine
is well tuned, i.e., if the carburation and ignition are
correct, the starter will set the engine running in not
more than three-quarters of a second, the discharge
of current from the battery being thus reduced to

a verv low figure.

TRADING IN ITALY.

'ritADK ANU Retail Slpply,

The Arffeiitiue Republic.—The imports of electrical

eroods into the Arerentine Republic during the six months ending
with June last, according to some official fjgfnres jnet to hand,
attained a value of only £960,000, as compared with £972,000 in

the corresponding half of 1913.

Fire.—An outbreak of fire occurred on October 8th at

the premises of Messrs. Halliwell A: Co., electricians, of 43,

Thomas Street, Manchester, and caused some damage on the ground
floor.

Bv O. E. ALLO.

As manager of the Italian branch of a prominent

British firm, manufacturers of electrical machinery,

fittings, electric light accessories, bells, telephones,

etc., I should like to give a few hints which I trust

will be found useful to intending " pioneers " in

that country.

In this branch of the business it is useless " start-

ing in a small way." The trade generally looks with

suspicion on the foreign firm with a " small back

office," and before trading on extensive lines the

contractors want to assure themselves that the newly

started business is one that intends to establish

itself permanently. They insist on seeing and try-

ing the goods offered, and therefore it is absolutely

necessary to have a well-appointed show-room, pre-

ferably on some main thoroughfare, and to keep a

good stock; in other words, repeating myself from
a previous article, " One should start in a way com-
mensurate to the home standing and appear to be

what one intends to be taken for."

In Italy suppliers to the trade also carry on retail

business, and do their own wiring, installing of

motors, plant, etc.

Trade Supply.

This is where the past German competition was felt

most acutely, and very keen it has been. Amongst
other items I can mention that of lampholders,

which can be bought at 2s. a dozen (in dozen lots),

and switches at 3s. 6d. per dozen; naturally these

goods cannot be compared to our English equiva-

lents, and although they are acknowledged to be
' rubbish," are used practically exclusively all over

the country. There are, however, ways of getting

over these difficulties. With regard to lampholders,

which I could not sell at less than twice the amount
mentioned, noticing that all German fittings were
made of §in. tubing, I ordered all mine of i^in. tubing
and fitted them with lampholders included in the

price, with the result that I received orders for them
for brackets, and spares, etc., as well as reducing
nipples. The tumbler switch is difficult to sell, but

I find that the electrical contractor is more to blame
than the public, and for a firm doing their

own wiring there would be no difficulty in selling

these, provided they were of a flat pattern. Gener-
ally speaking, all switches, plugs, fuses and ceiling

roses of a voluminous character are not wanted,
the tendency being for flush or semi-rlush work.

Bells, cells, annunciator boards at about sd.to/d.
a number, and cheap telephones with imitation real

wood cases, would sell w^ell.

Retail Sales axd W'iring.

This is by far the most profitable part of the busi-

ness, as in Italy there are no standard prices; one
charges " according to circumstances ' with the

usual " bargaining " from the customer, and for a

foreign firm with goods not too well known in the

Italian market it is the best way of introducing them.
I should perhaps mention here that the contractors

themselves have great difficulty in getting their

workmen to put up or work with new materials.

In Italy the Edison screw lampholder is exclusively

used (except on board ship installations), and with
it a cheap gallery with a wide-mouthed globe.
I adopted a way of fixing our ordinary bayonet
holder globe direct on these Edison screw holders,

giving a much more pleasing effect and saving the

cost of the gallery with which we could not com-
pete. This was very much appreciated.

As for fittings manufactured locally, these are

mostlv of an ornamental nature, floral or statuarv.
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I recollect that a firm bought a few of my ca^l

polished brass brackets intending to copy them; the

results were very indifferent, and I believe could not

])e supplied at my price. I heard nothing more about
the matter. Generally speaking, Italian made fit-

tings cost more than German ones, and are not
much, if any, better in quality as a competitive

article.

In making up catalogues and prices a thorough
knowledge of the Italian market must be known so

tliai the articles can he priced, not only according to
" cost price landed," but according to the local com-
petition as well, so as to have throughout a " profit-

able average " price.

Customs Charges.

This is a more complicated business, but with the

knowledge of how these are made by the author-

ities a great saving can be effected. Charges are

made per weight, various metals and other materials

paying fixed charges according to the nature of

their component parts, finish, etc. Some of these

charges are :

—

Per Quintal
(2cwt.)

Iron fittings, not lacquered or polishetl ... 7s.

Iron fittings, lacquered or polished ISs.

Polished copper, brass 608.

Copper, brass, gilt or otherwise plated lOOs.

Switches, plugs, fuses •'Os.

Aluminium IdOs.

In the case of fittings made up of different materials

or finishes, such as different metals, partial gilding,

aluminium parts, etc., these are charged at the
" highest rated material " rate. This is very im-

portant, and by sending fittings dismantled, packing
similar metals together, one can save a good deal

of expense, time and trouble with the authorities,

and it would well repay to install an assembling shop,

which would also come in handy for the purpose of

repairing and overhauling goods which arrive in a

"tired condition" after the long and no doubt rough
journey, even if packed with " special care."

Delivery.

This is the bete noire of the representative abroad,

and causes more ill-feeling" than anything else, both
with customers and with the people at headquarters,

kalians as a rule keep very little stock and then order
after they have made the sale; therefore it is to the

,great advantage of a firm to have the reputation

of having always a good stock.

In the case of a large business, a large amount
of goods can be left in bonded stockrooms, the pay-

ment of the Customs charges being made as they

are taken out.

Heating Apparatus.

Heating apparatus in large towns sells fairly well

on account of the mode of heating the houses. The
housing is done on the flats principle, and the rents

include the cost of heating, which is done by steam or
water pipes turned on by the janitor. The law compels
the heating to be started on the 15th November
and shut off on the 15th of March, keeping up dur-
ing this period a maximum heat of about 17 degrees
C. The owners keep strictly to their rights regard-
less of the state of the weather, so that during this

period there is always a good demand for heating
a[)paratus; furthemiore, the price for lighting in

Milan, for instance, being 3d. per kw.-hr. and from
lid. to 2^d. per kvv.-hr. for power, allows the aver-
age public to use these. Cooking apparatus, tiat irons,

kettles, etc., sell fairly well, but the most successful
-apparatus are those with interchangeable resist-

ances, as nearly all cities and towns have as many
as four different voltages.
There is also a fair field for electro-medical

apparatus, Crookes tubes for X-rays, etc., tliese

up to the present having been bought chietiv fiom
Ciermany and America.

THE COOLIDGE HIGH-POWER X RAY
TUBE.

At the recent exhibition of apparatu.'i in connection with the
Clinical Congress of Surgeons, Messrs. Harry W. Ox fc C"-.
Ltd., exhibited exaiuplr-s of the Coolidge pure electr

X-ray tube, which appears destined, by its pow.
and cool running, to supersede all other known t;. 1

gen ray tubes. The superiority of the new tube d( ptiid.-, .,a

the method by which negative electrons are produced ; instead
of ionising some of a small amount of residual gas left within
the bulb, the latter is exhausted as completely as possible
and the discharge current is purely thermionic in charact-r.

In an ordinary X-ray tube (fig. 1) a high tension discharge
produces a stream of negative electrons. The velocity of these
cathode rays increases with the p.d. applied to the tube and
with the degree of exhaustion. Iligh-velocity di.siharge pro-

FiG. 1.

duces " hard " Bontgen rays of great penetrative PO'^er.^ while

cathode rays of comparatively low velocity produce " soft
'"

rays of diminished penetrative ix)wer. In (hitherto) standard

focus tubes, the cathode is of aluminium and concave in form,

in order that the rays may be focussed on the anticathode

which is of copper-, nickel- or silver-backed platinum and
sometimes water-cooled. The quantity and quality (hard or

soft) of X-rays produced depeml simply on the number and
violence of negative electron impacts on the anticathode of

the tube. Within limits, the quantity of cathode rays depends
on the current flowing through the tube while the quality of

the rays depends on the appliixl p.d. The sole source of elec-

trons in an ordinan.' X-ray tube is, however, the residual air

in the bulb and, since only a small, well-defined fraction of

this residual gas lends itself to ionisation, it follows that up
to this limit, a small variation in applied p.d. varies greatly

the number of elections produced whereas, beyond this limit,

a great increase in ixitential has little effect.

These characteristics render an ordinary X-ray tube in-

flexible and limit its output. Up to a certain point both out-

put and hardness of rays vary with the applied potential and

tlie vacuum must be regulated s<i that that potential which

gives proper velocity for the hardness desired also gives the

right number of electrons for the desired quantity of rays.

Most of the heating in an ontiuary X-ray tube is due to

coUisions between eli\-trons and particles of residual gas. and.

as the tube warms in service, the p^itontial must be reduced.

making the rays softer, or the output must be allowed to in-

crease greatly, making the tube hotter still. At low disi-harge

current.'i the vacuum gradually impa)ves. making the X-rays

harder or more penetrating, and at high discharge currents there

are very rapid viiouum changes, siwietimes in one direction,

sometimes in the other. If a heavy discharge be maint^intxl for

more than a few seconds, the target becomes red hot and

gives off so much gas that the tube may have to be re-

exhausted. Volatilisation of the cxipjHn- backing of a st.iiidanl

target ctimmences if the latter be allowed to roach bright hmI

heat. Many tubes fail by chipping and cracking of the bulb

glass in the zone around the CHthcnle. The fiv.il six^ on the

target often wanders rapidly or is permanently displaced by a

heavy discharge, and no two tubes are exactly alike in their

clectiical characteristics, which are generally far from ideal

in that the penetrating i>»iwer of the X-rays changes with the

magnitude of the discharge current. 'Ilie breakdown voltage

.if a standard tube is much higher than the running voltage,

so that from perioilically intermiftout current, even of i>m\-

stant ixjtential, there is produco<l a very heterogeneous bundle

of primary Rontgen rays.

The use of a solid tungst-en target, which can be nm con-

tinuously at whito heat, eliminates the trouble due to occluded

gases aiid volatilisation of clipper, but the uso of a tungsten

catluxlo makes the tube " ci-.inky " unless the cath^H^e be

incaiuUvsced by working (sustained, in the int<"rini. by gas

admissions). This fact and the fact that most limitations of

the standard X-ray tube arv traceable to the use of gas. led

t<i the use of high vacuum bulbs. '" thermionic " pnoluction

of cathode rays being substituted for pnxluction of electrons

b\- bombai-dment of the cathode with iH>sitive ions. The idea

oi' using a hot cathcKle in a Rontgen tube is not now. but
(\xilidgo claims to be the first to apply the principle suc«:e«-
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fully 111 ii viicLiiirii wi K""il t''''t |x'sitivi' loim do not [ilay im
estientiiil puit. in Lilienfrld and lioBcnthal's tube, for instance,

curifMt from a lo\v-v(iltat;o source passen from an auxiliary

hot catliodo to the ano*le, and thus furnishes the positive ions

which, hy their bombardment of the main cathode, liberate

ehntions from it : without the positive ions, there is no means
provided to get electrons from the main alumiiiiiuu catliode.

It is possible, however, to eliminate positive ions by sutli-

ciently freeing the bulb and electriKlea from gas, and Ijangmuir

has sliown that a hot tungsten cathoiie in a very high vacuum
yields electrons continuously at a rate tletermined by the tem-
perature and unaffected by high voltages up to at least 100,000

volts. For application in the fields of radiography and fluoros-

copy, Coolidge has devised a tube with a pure electron dis-

charge, a satisfactory method of focusing and a very heavy
target suQiciently freed from gas.

Fig. '2.

Fig. i illustrates' a focus tube of the new type. Instead of

being a few microns, the pressure within the bulb is only a

few hundredths of a micron, this low value being attained by

a i>relirainary firing of the tungsten anode and molybdenum

supiH)rt in a tungsten tube vacuum furnace and by substituting

a Gaede molecular pump for ordinary mercury pumps. The
tube-to-pump connection is large and short and in the later

stages of exhausting, a heavy discharge current is maintained

for an hour or so, while the bulb is fan-cooled. High vacuum

and the elimination of occluded gases are essential.

The cathode consists of a tungsten spiral 1, which can be

electrically heated and is mounted within a focusing cyhnder
•2 nf molybdenum, tungsten or other refractoi-y metal. The

heated portion of the cathode serves as the source of electrons

and the focusing ring or cylinder assists in shaping the electric

field round the cathode so that the desired concentration of

rays on the target shall result. The target 3, which serves

also as anode, consists of a single piece of wrought tungsten

(weighing 100 gms. and being 1.9 cm. in diameter at the end

facing the cathode). It is bound by molybdenum wire on to a

molybdenum rod 4. Molybdenum rings 5, riveted on to the

latter, support the anode and prevent too much heat reaching

the seal of the leading-in wire. Operation is satisfactory only

when the vacuum is so high that 100,000 volts produces no

discharge, so long as the cathode is cold.

In the particular tube to which the subjoined data refer, the

cathode filament consisted of 5i turns of 0.21G mm. wire, 33.4

mm. in length, forming a flat spiral 3.5 mm. in diameter. The
filament is heated by current from a small battery B, fig. 3,

which is well insulated from earth, since it is connected to the

high-tension circuit. By aid of a variable rheostat R the fila-

ment current can be regulated from 3 to 5 amps., correspond-

ing to from 1.8 to 4.6 v. drop in the filament and filament tem-

peratures from 1617° to 2-267° C. The adjustable spark gap S

is connected across the bulb terminals in series with a mOli-

ammeter M. Both S and R can be adjusted and M can be

read from behind the lead screen shielding the operator.

Owing to the possibility of maintaining much greater Rontgen
ray intensities than heretofore, it does not follow that precau-

tions, shown to be sufficient for work with the old tube, will

be adequate for the new one.

The Coolidge tube suppresses any current in the direction

which does not make the hot filament the cathode. It can
therefore rectify its own current frorn an alternating source,

but the maximum permissible energy input is then reduced by

loss of i-oiM|ilflc n-clil'>iiig i»owcr, dm- l/> rli.-clion emibuion

from tliu hot focal H|x)t on the target. In tubes which do not
focus, the energy input which the tube will rectify completely,

can be increased Ui any desired amount, simply by increasing

the anode surface.

The discharge current through the tube depends primarily on
the filament temperature anil responds instantly to changes
therein. In a particular case, values of discharge current and
filament temperature were as follows, the equivalent spark gap
varied from 4 to 14 cm. and the focal spot wa« practically con-

stant at 3 nun. diameter:—
l''ilament temperature. Discharge current.

19-20° C Absolute 1 milliamps.

1980°C „ li to 21

^20°C „ 3 to 5
2060°O „ 5 to 10

210(yO „ 11 to 20
2120° C „ 20 to 34

These figures show the current to be practically independent
of voltage and always the saturation value. The characteristic*

of the tube give no evidence of ixisitive ions; the discharge is

purely thermionic in nature. If the filament temperature be
low, the number of electrons and the saturation are small.

Increase in impressed voltage then causes no increase in cur-

rent, but siiii|)ly increases the hardness of the X-ray emitted.

.\t higher tihiment temperatures, the special density of nega-

tive electricity in front of the cathode (in effect a back e.np.f.)

exerts a surrent limiting effect which can, however, be avoided

by suitable design and at the high voltages employed in Ront-

gen tubes.

The quantity and quality of rays from a Coolidge tube can

be varied independently and over a wide range. Vaiying the

resistance R (fig. 3) controls the filament temperature and
hence the quantity of cathode rays (assuming the high-tension

supply to be of adequate capacity). .Adjusting the applied p.d.

controls the hardness of the X-rays emitted, but not their

quantity, since this depends entirely on the filament tempera-
ture. Since there are no residual gases in the bulb, heating'

is very slow and 20 or 30 milliamps. can be passed through the

tube indefinitely with no change in the tube characteristics.

As much as lOfl. milliamps. can be passed for a few seconds

and the equivalent spark can be adjusted to anything from 1

to 10 inches, so that one and the same tube can be adapted
to such different requirements as those of screening an
abdomen or photographing a child's hand or a horse's leg.

The focal spot on the anode is practically constant in size

and fixed in position. The elimination of secondary cathode
ray bombardment (evidenced by the fact that the glass does

not fluoresce) practically eliminates the useless and disturbing

X-rays which emanate from the glafss of an ordinary tube.

Since the full supply of electrons is available directly the dis-

charge circuit is closed, the starting and running voltages of a

Coolidge tube are identical. When excited from a source of

constant potential, the new tube yields a strong homogeneou.9
bundle of primary Rontgen rays, even though the discharge

be intermittent. The only limitation to the new tube is the

ionisation of tungsten vapour and consequent decrease in tube
resistance which occurs when the input is so great and the

focu.sing so sharp that the target is volntilise<l at the focal

spot. The new tube has many important applications in

radiographic, diagnostic and therapeutic work and its intro-

duction marks an important advance in Rontgen-ray apparatus
and practice.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Lettert received by m after 5 P.M. OK Tdesdat cannot appear until

the following toeei. CorreipondewU should forward their commtmi-
cations at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published

v/nless we have the writer''s name and address in owr possession.

Financial Control of Electricity Supply Undertakings.

To the mejority of engineers and managers of fairly large

municipal electricity undertakings, the suggeation of unity of

control contained in the report to the Southampton Corporation

by such "experts" as Sir John Snell and Mr. Ernest Edmonds,
F.C.A., should be most welcome. From time to time corres-

pondence has appeared in these columns on this subject, but it

does not seem to have been thoroughly thrashed cut. Only those

who are in charge of electricity departments where part of the

administration is carried on under the supervision of the engineer

and manager, and part under the Council's accountant, know the

difficulties, and more often the chaop, which arises through euch an
arrangement.
The enormous amount of oorrespondeuce entailed (which to a

great extent is unnecessary) is a sheer waste of time and terribly

inefficient, and it would take up too much of jour valuable space

to enumerate the different ways in which certain work overlape,

and consequently is duplicated. Farther, it is very well known
that information is not always too cheerfully given by some
CouncU accountants,

A manager of a commercial department of a local authority

ought to have all the financial details at his finger ends, including

the collection of moneys. Many a bad debt of considerable

magnitude has been incurred through one department not knowing
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what the other has been doing with conanmers, and when the
electricity department ie connulted it is generally too late.
Keepmpr in close touch with conBumers is of vital importance, and
lor this to be done thoroughly the remedy is obvious
Where there is a competent accnuntant in charge of the office

(as istho case in most undertakings), why should not the work be
done by the electrical staff, who. by the way, are better acquainted
with all matters appertaining to consumers than the practically
disinterested employ.-s who are only partly engaged on electricitywork in the accountant s department .'

The disunited control of commercial undertakings should becondemned by a 1 progressive municipal authorities
; one great

obstacle to smooth working is the amount of unnecessary red tape
introduced by most borough treasurers, which only mars the
progress which managers are striving their utmost to achieve.
The true functions of a borough treasurer's or accountant's

department should be the systematic internal checking of thebooks and records, by which they would accomolish far more
useful work. It is admitted that the details as to" the raising of
loans, Ka., should be under the direct control and supervision of
the borough treasurer or accountant.

If the Corporation of Southampton adopts the suggestion offered
by the engineering and financial experts before mentioned then
municipal engineers and managers of electricity undertakings
should endeavour to follow this progressive lead, and do all in
their power to convince the members of their Councils that unity
of control is absolutely essential to einoient working, and so bring
about a nauch needed reform in the administration and manage-
ment of this particular branch of revenue-producing undertakings.

EfBcleney.

War and the Enemy.
After perusing the correspondence in tBte local Press, I was

naturally keenly anticipating your remarks regarding the contract
which some two or three weeks ago was ratified by the Leeds
Corporation for the large steam generating plant.

It is regrettable that a large body like the Leeds Corporation are
so lacking m patriotism and a sense of justice ai to help the alien
enemy by placing a contract to the magnitude of £:» 000 one-
third of this contract only being placed with a British firm • the
remaining two-thirds being captured by firms cantrolled by
trerman capital.

However, we understand that the Kaiser has recently ordered a
very large number of Iron Crosses, and we have no dobut the
members of the L^eds Corporation Electricity Committee will be
receiving this decoration from the Kaiser in due course. Or can
it be the fact of their placing this contract with German firms
ensures the city of Leeds immunity from an attack of Zeppelins ?
However, perhaps the electors of Leeds may have something to
say next month, and we wonder if, when the plant is formally
started up in the year 1918, the Corporation will have a fall dress
ceremonial and invite the German|Royal family to be present.

Yorkshire Tyke.
[A.9 the contract referred to was pla3ed before the end of July

we fail to see what bearing it has upon the question of trading
withtheenemy.—Eds. Elec. Rev.]

Special Constables.

While agreeing with you that it is inadvisable to say too much
abjut the special precautions being taken for the protection of
electric generating stations, it miy h; as well to let undesirable
persons who may contemplate an "unauthorised " entry into these
premises know that they will not be "up against " the ordinary
middle-aged special."
As an illustration of oijly onr precaution taken here (and to my

knowledge in other stations as well), we have taken three shootin"
ranges fixed up in the generating station and substation subways
for practice with the "iS revolvers served out to our guards
Nearly every man is now proficient in the use of thnao weapons.
The object of this note is 1 1 su/gest to any station engineer- it

there is one —who has not armed his guards, to do so at once.

A. Hugh Soabrook, t,:;ii'r,il .V.nmi/rr.

Bjrough of St. Marylebone
Electric Supply.
Octohrr ]2t/i, 191-1.

"Advertising: and I'rog-ress."

On my own behalf allow me to express my kind thanks for MrBarham e appreciation of Mr. Hole's and mv book. Mr. Hole i-
unfortunately, away as a volunteer in the" Ruasian Army or'
perhaps, his facile pen might have explained more clearly to youwhy Advertising and Progress " was written.

If your reviewer came into contact in connection with adv.rtising
with as many people as I do. the question would never have been
put. The average business ni»n in this country still regards
advertising as an increased co-t on the article, and not ns part of
the selling expense. I could quote you chapter and verse for this
statement which is certainly not made at random. It is the most
aimonit thing possible to make the manufacturer or trader realise
that advertising is part of the selling machinery, and replacesmore obsolete methods of distribution, and replaces th:>Be methods
at less oost than previously.

London, W.C, October I2t/i, 19U.
*"° ' *

British Manufacturem and German Trade.
There are endless letters on this subject, but few with any ten-

dency to improve existing conditions.
In the first place, to depose the (;armanB after the war we moat

be prepared with cheap and good articles to take the place of
their specialities, and above all. the British manufacturers most
revolutionise their methods of sale.

In the past British manufacturers have made little effort in
their selling organisations as compared to Germany and America
and under existing conditions the people that will mostly benefit
will be the Americans, as they appreciate and are prepared to make
good use of this opportunity.

It is unfortunate that in this country with many mannfacturen
there is continual friction between the salesmen and the works
staff, arising chiefly from the caupe that British firms have, in
many cases, not admitted the superior position that salesmen should
occupy, and the attention that their expression of opinion should
receive

;
this friction is aggravated by the continual employment

of correspondents at the works who have never been salesmen,
and who never knew or never will apprecia'e the difficulty of
developing and promoting trad?, and immediate efforts should be
made to improve in this direction if we are to succeed.
We have also the growing system of manufacturere who are

short of funds, or who pay no heed to their ealee organisations or
having none, seek to employ a large number of agents on com-
mission only to make up the discrepancy. Here, again, there
must be complete change

; good salesmen should only be employed
on this very important work of promotion and extension, and they
must be provided with reasonable and ample funds to carry out
what is expected of them, being rewarded by commission or in
other ways for their success. Payment by commission only for
such a purpose is a system of sweating important labour, which
completely destroys the sympathies that should exist between
salesmen and the works staff.

Again we have the want of confidence existing between com-
mission salesmen and agents and their principals arising, perhaps
in the first stages at the works from neglect or want of method,
but it must be said with regret in many cases from other reasons',
and from complete failure to appreciate the necessary position of
salesmen to achieve their object. It would be of great interest to
know the proportion of good salesmen and agents that prefer,
or have been forced, to sell foreign troods for this reason alone,
although their natural instincts are patriotic in the extreme.

Lastly, we have the payment of salesmen. It is an admitted
fact that the works emplojcs mujt be paid weekly or monthly

;

not 30 the salesmen ani ajents on ommiesion, as many firm" seem
to think weeks, months aid years may eUpse before they are paid
and by this short-ti/hted policy they send trade and the salesman's
sympathies abroad in hundreds of cases.

Victor H. Coates, M.L.Hech.E.
London, S.W., th-tvher Itk, 1914.

Xo Reply.

In your issue datod OHibjr 2ad, there aopeared an advertise-
ment concerning a position of tramway car repair superintendent
for which application had to be made to Box 705, Et,ECTRic.\r
Review. I answered that advertisement, and up to the present
have not received a reply. Surely honesty, let alone courtesy
demands a reply when a stamped addressed envelope is enclosed
and it is certainly no trouble, if pushed for paper, for advertisers
to write on t!ie flap of the envelope. I have answered about a
dozen advertisements in your paper, enclosing a stamped addressed
envelope, and in no instance have I received a reply. I have,
therefore, naturally come to the conclusion that some, at any rate^
of the advertisers' own engineering experience is limited and con-
tined to steaming stamps off envelopes.

H. T. (Jerry.
Portsmouth, ^'if.iAfr \2lh, 19U.

rt'hile wn sympathise with our correspondent, who appear» Ui
have been exceptionally unlucky, we may suggest that possibly a
very large number of replies was received it is not uncommon for
as many as 200 roplie.x to a single advertisement to be sent in-
rendering it praotioally impossible to acknowledge thorn all
especially where the clerical staff has been depleted owing to the
war. Moreover, while most j>eople would endeavour to
acknowledge applications that were accjmpanieii by stamped
envelopes, it should not be assumed that even in this case the
applieint has a ri^ht to a reply.— Ei>.«. Er.KC. Rk\

Stolen KI«'cti'i(> IMiiii'S.—Before the Reoonier (^ir
Forrest Fulton, K.C.), at the Central Criminal Court, on Tnestiay.
James Bernard fay, 33. clerk, was bronght up in custody sni
charged with stealing a parcel of electric plugs. Mr. A. H.
liodkin, who prosecuted, said that ou e^otobt-r 3rd last, the Briti-h
Xylonite Co. handeil a parcel of plugs to the Jficlland Kailwav Co.
for carriage to Manchester. The parcel was placed on a truck at
St. Panoras Station, when the prisoner was seen to take up the
goods and walk away with them. The prisoner ple.adcii guilty, and
several previous convictions were proved against him. A sentence
of 20 months imprisonment was passed, and the Recorder direoted
that the goods should be handed over to the owners.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES.

AND PLANT.
FITTINGS

H.T.H. Traii<4roriuer (Ml Dryers and FllterH.

The liiinisn Tmomson-Hoiston Co., Ltd., of Rnifby, has

placed on the market oil tilteriDf; and drying plant for nse in

connection with transformere.
The redaction of dielectric atrenp^th of oil due to the presence

of water or fine dust, especially metallic duet, is well known, a^i wi II

as its reduced efficiency due to increase of viscosity,

and the apparatus here referred to is for pumpinfr
the used oil under pressure through layers ' ;

of dry white blottinir paper contained in a \

suitable filter press. Most of the solid matter is

oauifht by the first layer of paper, while the

paper, and away at the other corner. The plates and frames are very

thin, and all connected so that the oil circulates in parallel, K'»'°K

a large filter nurface in a small space.

Two standard sizes are supplied— 7 in. 14 chamber, and I'J in.

20chamber.
Five sheets of dried and oiled paper are placed between each

filter-plate and fraoM ; the first shonld be renewed at intervals of

Fig. 2.—Oil Filteb is Usf, with Tbassfobmer is Service.

water is retained in the paper by capillary action. The filter

consists of a feries of alternate tlit cast-iron plates and frames ;

the paper is placed between them and the whole clamped tightly

by means of screw and lever.

Fig. 3.- -TwoLiGHT Candle Beackkt. Fio. 4.—Electbolieb, with Lumina Bowl and Reflector.

TowNSHESD's Electric Fittings.

Both plates and frames have large cored holes in the lower
corners serving as oil inlet and outlet respectively, and the oil

entering the filter chambers at one comer, passes through the filter

J to 1 hour, depending on the condition of the oil, a new sheet

being placed behind the remaining ones, and all shonld be renewed

after three displacements. For the small filter a rotary-gear
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poflitive-preBsure pump is used, and for the larger one a multi-etep

centrifuftal pump ; these are coupled to either D (;. or A.<,'. motorB,

pump and motor being mounted in the framework beneath the

filter, as shown in fig. 1.

The K.T.H. Co. also supplies electric drying ovens for each size of

filter paper, built of sheet steel and fitted with a tultable heater,

thermometer and regulating rheostat.

An auto-tranaformer can be supplied to enable one oven to be

used on varying A.c. pressures.

Fig. 2 shows a large transformer with the filtering apparatne

attached. The reciuirtd results are usually obtained by circnlatine;

the oil from two to five times, and this can be carried on while

the transformer is in operation without the use of separate oil

tanks.

The first figure shows a filter supplied to the Glasgow Corpora-

tion Tramways, where transformer oil in use for I en years, before

filtering broke down at l,.'iOO volts ; after once filtering, at 10,200

volts, and after twice filtering, withstood 20,00o volts, 'without

breaking down ; electrodes on test '05 in. apart.

The outfits are in use not only for transformer oil, but also for

crude petroleum, insulating varnish, benzine, cylinder oil, &c.

The company also supplies a neat little hot air dryer for drying-

out largo transformers before filling.

This includes a motor-driven Sturtevant blower attached to a

cylindrical heater and giving from 800 to <S50 cb. ft. of air per

minute at 18.'; to 212° F. with inlet air at 77 F. The heater

is rated at 20 to 25 KW.

Townsliend's Fittings.

In the accompanying illustrations, figs. 3 and 4, we show two
examples of electric light fittings selected from the large number
of these manufactures which are now being made by Messrs.
TowNSHEND's ART Metal Co., LTD., of Emest Street, HoUoway
Head, Birmingham, and which are included in their recently

issued list of special designs for modern lighting schemes. Fig. 1

represents a two-light bracket highly finished in polished brass ;

it is in the Adams style, fitted with opal electric candles, and has

a wooden back. In fig. 4 we show a handsome pattern of electro-

lier in the Greek style. It is in polished brass and has a 12-in,

" Lumina " bowl and reflector ; it ia 4 ft. in length.

" Thermoid " Flexible.

Messr."!. W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., of

Blomfield Street, E.G., have recently introduced a new type of

flexible cord under the above title, which is specially designed for

use with electric heating and cooking apparatus. It is provided with

heat-resisting insulation and a flame-resisting external covering ; the

conductors are of ste'l and copper wire, combining strength with

flexibility, and the cords will not kink. The "Thermoid"
flexible is made to carry from 4 to 10 amperes, and should prove

very useful, as the flexible connection has hitherto been the least

satisfactory feature of portable electrical appliances, especially

electric irons.

The " Safnse '.' Fuse.

Messhs. Donovan >; Co, of (7, Cornwall Street, Uirmingham,
are introducing a fuse (known as the " Safu-e ") which they claim

complies with Home Offiee rtquirements in every respect, and

contact blades are shrouded, and cannot be inKrted in the clip*

unless properly held, shock while ineertiDg or withdrmwirg »
fuse being imposfible. The fuse wire pwse* through an mabetto*

FlC. 0.

—

"SAKUSK" DlSTBIItlTION BoAllD.

(Arrow Indicates Hbre shieM ooveriog nmin connectlona.)

is British-made throughout. Each unit consists of an English
porcelain base into which the clips and terminals are recessed, the
recesses being closed by unbreakable cover.", slotted to receive the
ocntaot blades. A recess at the back of the base is provided for the
bus-bars. The fuee-oarrier of solid porcelain is to formed that the

Binding Screw for Poae Wire.

Fkj. 6.—"Safcse" Base and Fuse Cabbieb.

tube '. all binding screws are accessible, and no screws are tapped
into porcelain. Figs. 5 and 'l gives a good idea of the construction
employed.

LEGAL.

Renischel r. Dunbar.

In the City of London Court, on Tuesday, before hia Honour,
Judge Atherley Jones, K.C, an action was brought by Messrs.

J. F. Renischel .t Co., electrical engineers. 30, Fenchnrch Street,

E.C., against Mr. E. Dunbar, High Bank. Portland Crescent,

Plymouth Grove, Manchester, to recover £6 16?. for aa
electric motor purchased by the defendant at a Manchester
Exhibition.

Mr. Bircham. defendant's counsel, said that the contract was
made in Manchester, and the electric motor was delivered in Man-
chester, The contract was made before August 4th. Therefore,
the moratorium waa a bar to the action proceeding. Farther,
the Court had no jurisdiction.

The Judge said that waa the first time the point had arisen
before him of an action being issued during the moratorium for

a debt incurred antecedent to the moratorium. He thoaght that
the proclamation was a prohibition to the case being tried.

Mr. HARin Stuouts, plaintiffs' aolicitor, urged that the
moratorium waa a statutory defence, and as it had not been
pleaded it could not be raised then.

The Judge felt that the Court waa bound to take notice of the
moratorium. Otherwise it would be a very futile instrument if

it had to be spec i illy pleaded.

Mr. Strouts said he had come ready to try the caee. and had
a witness in attendance from Mancheater.

Mi: BuiCiiAM said that that being the case, he would waive the
point abDut the moratorium, and the case proceeded.

Mb. 11. B. Arnold, who was formerly in the employment of the
plaintiffs a.1 a traveller and agent, said that in May the plaintiffs had
a stall at a Manchestfr exhibition, and he had charge of it. l'>e-

fendant called and inquired about an electric motor, asking if it

would be suitable to drive a washing machine. He said it would,
and defendant asked what it would cost to fix. He recommended
the defendant to Briens, of Manchester, who were comjietent
electrical fitters. They put the price for fixing at j64. Defendant
then agreed to pay £t> for the electric motor, and U>9. for a
starter. Of course the £,0, liia. did not include the cost of fixing

the motor.
Mr. Birciiam said that the motor could not be fitted, and was,

therefore, useleas to them. Plaintiffs told defendant that it would
be suitable for driving a washing machine, and it w!»s not,

O'Briens told them it was no use fixing an electric motor in a
wash-house.
Mr, Arnold wa« quite sure he had never told the defend.int that

he need not pay for the electric motor until it had been fixed and
waa in working order. If it went wrong it could not have tieen

fitted properly,

Dkiendant faid he was certain Arnold told him he need not
pay for the motor until it was fixed and in working order, Arnold
undertook to get it fixed for £4. The estimate fr.ini Brieiis

came to £3 1 Ts. (id. Briens did the wiring, and the motor had
been delivered, but they told him it was no use fixing it, as it would
never work in a wjiah-houso. It waa an open motor, and as it was
uselesa he objected to pay for it. It was not fit for the purpose
for which it was bought, and which was known to the plaintiffs.

The JiDiJE said he muet find for the plaintiffs for the amount
claimed, and he thought the case was imp.irtant in regulating the
relationship between vendor and purchaser. Defendant had not
taken his objection within a reasonable time.
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BoAiii) OK Tbaoe Ahsistance.—The foUowintr further informa-
tion has b«en received at the Commercial Intellitcence Branch
of the lioard of Trade :

—
.Vi>«^/, .lyV-icu.—The OfBoer in Charge of H.M. Trade Commis-

Hioner's OfBce at Cape Town mentiona in connection with the
competition experienced from Germany in the import trade of
South Africa, that it in enBential that Uritish raanufacturerH who
are dcBirous of oompetinf; BUCcesBfully in the South African
market should realise the need for both the manufacture of cheap
lines and their universal distribution throughout the Union. It

is obvious that the better class articles, by which liritish firms
have made their reputation, meet the needs of the inhabitants of
urban communities alone, and are unsuited by reason of their
cost to the needs of the rural population of the country.
It is asserted that if British firms are to succeed in their
endeavours to capture the competitive trade of 'Germany in South
Africa, they must apply themselves to meeting the most minute
reiiuirements of the market, by manufacturing articles to which
the public have become accustomed, irrespective of whether these
rf(iuirements are in the better olnsses of cheaper qualities of goods.
In this connection it is urged that Hritish manufacturers must
give their customers in South Africa credit for knowing the needs
of the market, and must place implicit confidence in the South
African merchant when he makes known his wants in regard to
ciuality, finish, packing, supply of catalogues, &o.

France.—H.M. Consul at Lyons states that he has received from
local firms inquiries for the names and addresses of English firms
who could supply the following classes of goods in place of those for-
merly obtained from Germany, viz. :—Carbon for electrodes, cotton
tape for insulating electric wires, aluminium articles, porcelain and
fancy china, cut glass and fancy glass of all kinds. H.M. Consul urges
on British manufacturers who wish to substitute their goods for
(ierman products in France, the importance of sending commercial
travellers who will canvass the market energetically, of furnish-
ing catalogues in French, with prices quoted free at customer's
address, and of catering for the large demand for low-priced
articles of all kinds.

;Sy)«i«.—H.M. Consul at Corunna also points out the necessity
for British manufacturers desirous of competing successfully with
their German and Austrian rivals in the Spanish market to send
out competent travellers. The Consul adds that catalogues in
English, with prices in sterling, and weights and measures not in
the metric system, are not appreciated, however well they are got
up. In addition, terms of payment must be favourable to
customers, to whom German firms have been very lenient in this
respect.

Italy.—Ti M. Ambassador at Rome writes (September lath) that
at the present moment a very favourable opportunity is offered to
British firms to recapture trade in Italy, and especially in Milan.
It is stated that not only are importers very uncertain as to the
extent to which Germany will be able to supply their demands in
the future, but such a wave of antipathy to Germany and (ierman
methods has swept over Italy, while at the same time such enthu-
siasm for England and the English prevail, that there is a desire
to deal with British firms and to boycott German trade. It is
stated that if competent travellers or agents with a knowledge of
Italian, and ability to quote prices in the metric system, were to
visit Milan at the present time, they would be able to do an ex-
tensive business, and possibly to find new markets. There is stated
to be a good opening for pig-iron.

Japan and Coreu.—H.M. Commercial Attache has forwarded
detailed reports from H.M. Consular Officers in Hakodate, Formosa,
Nagasaki, Chemulpo, Shimonoseki and Dairen, dealing with the
nature and extent of German trade in their respective districts,
and the possibilities of British products being introduced to replace
German manufactures. The reports in question, which contain
comparative statistics of the imports from the United Kingdom
and Germany into the various districts, and information as to the
various classes of goods in the supply of which German com-
petition is most severe, may be inspected at the Commercial
Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade.

Further publications issued by the Board of Trade Commercial
Intelligence Department concerning the export trade of Germany
and Austria-Hungary to neutral markets deal with (No. 70)
boilers and boiler-makers' wares: (No. 71), cement; (No. 75),
scientific instruments and apparatus, except electrical.
What American Adthouities abe Saying.—As a result of

special inquiries made in South and Central America concerning
the trade position, the Pan Amefican Bureau in Washington has
issued a statement which appears in the financial Press. It is
reported that "the acute financial stringency caused by the war has
developed in many countries a critical condition which prevents
them from now purchasing as heavily from the United States aa
they otherwise would. What the business interests there now
need is not bo much manufactured products or additional ships,
although these are required to a considerable degree, but active
financial help in the form of necessary money advances, reasonable
credits and an actual market for their raw products which usually
go to Europe. The general public are, therefore, cautioned against a
wrong impression which may be gained from the numerous reports
purporting to describe the Latin-American commercial field with-
out pointing out the actual but unusual economic conditions. The
real Latin-American opportunity at the moment is more one for
co-operation, investigation and preparation for better times than
for the actual Bale of products."

In the above connection we may also refer to an address recently
delivered to a Chicago meeting of electrical men by Mr. A. A. Gray,

the managing editor of the American EUrlncal Jleneic anj II xtterH
ElnlruuiH. Mr. Gray has made a prolonged atudy of the genermi
industrial situatiou in the United Htateu, and according to a report
published in his Hrtifir, he emphaaiaed to his hearera the neceaaity
for a thorough understanding of the obatauk-a which were present
in an overnight coni|uest of foreign trade both in South and
Central America and in the Orient. lie suggested that the
American manufacturer would work out for himaelf a considerable
portion of grief if it were merely attempted to translate the ubu«1
catalogue and circular into Spanish and I'ortugueoe or other
foreign language and depend upon ordinary representation for the
establishment of a trade connection. The conseneua of opinion of
the best informed experts with regard to opportunities for estab-
lishing a foreign market for American productB indicated that the
greatest degree of patience must be exercised. A considerable
amount of money must be expended, and only a representative
thoroughly familiar with the language and customs of the people
in the foreign countries could hope to tecure a favourable i-ntrfe,

and a business connection which would be of an enduring character
could be built up only after a great deal of missionary effort and
satisfactory performance of initial service. It waa with regard to

opportunities in the United States that Mr. Gray laid hia greattat
emphasis. He finds a practically devel ped demand for a \>\k

volume of electrical apparatus. " Electrical supply jobbers in every
part of the country were already l)eginning to feel the result of
this demand, and up until August Ist every condition argued
well for a most prosperous season. The upsetting of every calcu-
lation and good intention with the breaking out of hoatilitiea in

Europe will check this demand for some considerable time until

readjustment is made. It is very likely, however, and every in-

dioation points to the soundness of the reasoning, that our manu-
facturing institutions are undergoing a rapid readjustment to meet
the demands which will come about in this country, due to oar
inability to import many necessities, and due to the demands from
abroad for a great many necessities that cannot now be produced
in their former markets. Manufacturers in other industries

generally are up to their capacity in their workshops, bated upon a
normal present demand. Any unusual volume of business means a
desperate attempt to increase efficiency of production, and here the
use of current-consuming devices, including electric lamps and
motors particularly, will find ready acceptance.

" During the greatest period of prosperity in our last commercial
boom manufacturers enlarged their plants without regard to the
utilisation of electrical energy and current-coneuming devices.

To-day practically every manufacturer in every industry is abso-
lutely sold on electric light and current-consuming devices, and in

every extension, rehabilitation or new development that is con-
templated at the present time, the use of electricity forms a
fundamental part of the equipment.

" There is a quite little scare on, and a good many good men are
out of jobs. If a man has a good position, it is advisable that he
take good care of it. This is no time for anyone to get ' fresh."

And, if the electrical salesman has considered that he has had a
pretty good working knowledge of the apparatus that he ia

handling, it is a good time now to look Into every possible oppor-
tunity where his material may effect an adaptation which will

mean greater economy in production, for it is along this line that
profits to the manufacturer in other induatriea lie. In addition to

the practically developed demand for an enormous quantity of
electrical material, there are still thousands of appUcations of
current-consuming devices that are only being conjectured at this

time. It the manufacturer of electrical material and the sales

man will exercise only a small portion of the imagination that ia

now at work conjuring up visions of foreign trade opportunities,

and exercise only a small portion of the grim determination and
courage that is about to be let loose with regard to this foreign

trade invasion, and utilise some of this energy in stimulating the
undeveloped demand for material right here in these United States,

he will find that there is a trade conquest to be made, and a
market available that are far beyond the possibilities of all the
foreign markets of the world."
Belgium. — An Invitation to British Fibms. — M. E.

Janssens, partner of Energie and Lumiore Works at Laeken, near
Brussels, writes as follows:—"Beir.g a partner in an important
electrical manufacturing concern in Brussels I take the opportunity
to point out to the British firms who are interested in the matter,

that we were before the war relying on Germany for the supply
of earthenware and china ; electrical motors ; arc lamps and
carbons ; carbon and drawn-wire lamps ; hand lamps : lamp fittings

(watertight and street lights), electrical bells and all the accee-

sories (except wire) ; china or brass switches ; steel tubing 4nd
accessories. The works are actually closed down, due to the
hostilities, but as soon as the German army withdraws from the

Belgian capital it is our intention to reopen. For that purpose we
wish to get into touch with British firms who could export the
above gocds and ask for their names and addresses (to be sent to

your paper). I will be in London in a few days' time and I would
be pleased to mf et their representatives."

A Civilian Electrical Foboe at Edinburgh.—At a mass
meeting of employers and employes in the electrical industry, held
in Edinburgh under the auspices of the Electrical Contractors'
Association of Scotland and the Electrical Trades Union, it was
agreed to form a Civilian Electrical Force for home defence, the
membership of which would be open to those who, for some
sufficient reason, were unable to take their places in the Regular
Forces. The meeting, over which Mr. Basil A. Pilkington, chairman
of the Edinburgh Branch of the Electrical Contractors' AsBooia-

tion, presided, also called upon all suitable members of the electrical

industry to volunteer for service in the Regular and Territorial

Forces, Already there has been a good response to the appeal.
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Impobts into Australia —We have just received from Mr,
R. H. Butler, the secretary of the AoBtralian AsHOciition of BritiHh
Manufacturers and their representatives, Melbourne, a statement
of the imports into Australia durinj; the year \'.<\^ of various classes
of trade in respect to which our manufacturers are in competition
with those of foreicn origin. The value and iiercenta^e of imports
from the United Kingdom, Germany and U.S.A. are stated in table
form, and in the followinfr we have extracted those lines which we
think would interest our readers at this time. The value of the
import trade in 1913 was £G0,5.'-)1,516, as the bottom line of the
table shows. This represents an increase of over £20 nOO 000 since
l!l09-rmore than ,'iO per cent. While the proportion from the
United Kingdom in 19l:i compared with l!»Oii decreased by 4 per
rent.—yet in " value " her trade increased by £12,1100,000, double
the combined increases made in their trade by Germany and the
U.S.A., and exceeding: by more than 4 ', millions the value of the
increased imports from the whole of the rest of the world over
that period. The United Kingdom share of the Commonwealth
imports of competitive manufactured merchandise (1913) was 63'2
per cent. The percentages in the right hand section of the Table
show the proportion of competitive merchandise of United
Kingdom origin—taking into account imports from all countries
of competitive manufactured merchandise-directly imported into
each of the six States of the Commonwealth.

NOBTHA.MPTONB TaAMWAy Mana..i.b. -The special meeting of
the Northampton Town Council to consider the position of Mr J
Gottschalk, the tramway manager, was held on Monday pveniok'
There is a large feeling in the town that Mr. Gott«chalk should be
deprived of his position becaoee he was a German at the time of
the outbreak of war, he having only recently obtained his n»tnr»l-
isation papers. The Council Chamber was crowded to its utmoat
capacity by the public, and the meeting lasted for four hours. The
Tramway Committee had thoroughly considered the question
at several meetings, and at a tpecial meeting they reaffirmed
their confidence in Mr. Gottschalk. Throughout the debate not a
single personal charge was made against Mr. Gottschalk and
several tributes were paid to the way in which he has managed
the tramway undertaking. A rewlution calling upon the tramway
manager to send in his resignation, and instructing the Tramway
Committee to give him three months' wages in lieu of notice was
lost by 27 votes to 18. A farther resolution that Mr. Gottschklks
services be suspended during the war without salary was lost by
28 votes to 18. There were several threats as to "what may
happen " in the town if Mr. Gottschalk is not dismissed, and there
is a possibility of November cantests upon the matter.
Red Cboss Kettle. — The Wigan Corporation electricity

department has loaned an electric kettle to the local branch of
the Red Cross Society.

Imports.

Glasses.

Metals—Manufactured
„ Machinery
„ Misc. manufactured ..

„ Bars, rods, blooms ..,

,. Pig and ingot...

Earthenware, cement, china,
glass, ikc

Leather—and manufactures of
India-rubber—and manufac-

tures of

Instruments—Scientific, sur-
gical, &o

Totals (including textiles and
many other lines not indi-
cated above ...

£11,781,510
4,682,100

5,201.995

1,488,408'

310,773

1, 580,(515

695,451

769,001

754,589

U.K. origin.
Value, Per oent.

£60,551,516

8,308

2,54()

3,535

957

241,

655,

271,

243,

333.

78.S

,937

,079

778
818

70-5

544
679
64 4
77-8

41-5

39-1

31-6

44 2

Qermaoj.
Valae. Per cent.

£38,285,340 632

£1,345,982 ir4'
388,815 i 8 3.-

394,013 » 7-6

284,087 19-1

se 7,145
t
2'3?

00 458,007 29-0

U.S.A.
Valae, Per cent.

£1,642,086 139
1,397,098 298
659,618 127
81,976 5-5

25,949 8-3

U.K. oHgin.
Imports into sepanle SUtes.

N.8.W. Vio. Q. B.A. W.A. Tat.

(;4,482

Per cent.

63-9 69-0 756 80'0 78-3 72 8
530 433 699 55 3 727 58-1

627 715 41-5 78-8 782 eSS
721 489 81-1 .589 850 85-8

817 67-3 82-2 84-8 SS'l 98

8,204 ;127 i r, 309,532 44'5

259,346 33 7 125,639 I6'3

114,318 151 231,472 SUl

4-1 41-8 433 31-9 405 407 62o
35-1 2(i 8 77'5 668 838 926

£6,886.441 ir4

Bruoe PBBBLE.S AND THE WAB.-Mr. Robert Shaw, AMIES
chief estimating engineer to Messrs. Bruce Peebles & Co Ltd'
Edinburgh, has joined the engineer units of the Royal Naval
Division for active service abroad, and as he will in all prohabilitv
be away for some little time, Mr. William Oliver, It So A M I C E
has been appointed to t mporarily fill Mr. Shaw's position with

tu ??>•.•'"?• ^"'^"^ I'eebles announce that since the outbreak
of hostilities well over one hundred members of their staff ani
works have joined the forces, and uufortunately they have already
received intimation that one of their men has been killed in action
Bbitihh-Made Now.-It was announced at a meeting of the

hjcles Town Council last week that the Public Lighting and
Electricity Supply Committee was taking steps to arrange that
British firms should supply articles rcrjoired which had previously
been obtained from German firms.
German E,\P0BTf».- In one of the last issues of Kt.'ktroi.^.k

Z^it^chntt are published some interesting details about the export
of electrical machinery and goods from Germany to all those
countries that are now in war, which show to what an extent theGerman electrical trade must ^uffer from the unsettled condition,
at present obtaining. The figures in the following table n present
nnits of 1,000 marks, or .£50. It will be seen that 35 per cent ofthe total exports went to the countries which are now Germany's
opponents :

—

'

£7,125,145 irS

39 22-1 383 37*0 660 6\i\

41-3 407 64-3 619 78-4 eST,

61*2 60-6 67-9 69-1 700 718

German Eleotbicai. Exports.

O/one for Recruiting Purposes.-On the occasion of Mr.
Aequith's recruiting speech at Cardiff on the 2nd inst., reoresenta-
tions were made to those who were attending to the arrangements
that the Premier was troubled with asthma, and that .in ozone
generator should be installed under the table at which he was to
speak, for the purpose of giving him relief. At very short notice
this matter was taken up by the Corporation electric supply
department, and the local branch of the Edison .^ Swan United
Electric Light Co., Ltd., who communicated with Messrs. Ozonair.
Ltd, by telephone. The latter firm sent down one of their
Type 27 Ozonair machines, and this was installed in an adjoining
room, the o/.inised air b3ing brought by means of a tube to a posi-
tion under the Premier's table. It is understood that the result
was an unqualified success.
Over .-.0 per cent, of the staff of Ozonair, Ltd.. havs enlisted in

the National Service.s
; one of their men, who is a Naval Reservist,

was among those who were fortunate enough to t)e save^l from the
//ii<iiii\ and he has now joined another cruiser.
"As Usual" While in Camp,—Mr. T. Curtis, principal of

the Curtis Manufacturing Co . Conduit Place, Paddirgton, has
joined the Royal Naval Division tEngineor Units^i, and is in the
Naval Camp at Martin Mill, near Walmer. Husiness will he carried
on as usual in regulating plain and paralleling resistAncc?,
dimmers, sliders and all standard work.

Dynamos, lajtora, transformers, arma-
tures, rotary converters, j;o

Accumulators, colls, &3 ...

Cables ".
"'

Arc lamps and ordinary lampn, asBrchl
lights

Incandescent lamps ... ... /.
Telegraph and telephone apparatus,

safety and signal apparatus, &c.
Materials for heavy current

[

Meters and registration apparatus, ,te....
Insnlatid wire
Eleotrotechnioal carbon

il

Total ...
~. ~. ~. ~

Percentage of total exports

" Total German exports of electrical goods, 330,.-.(>,'< 000 marks

Tl'lr"' ^f'-""'
'"?'''«• " ' ' P«' cent, of the toXxSs"

1! Including a few non-electrical good^.

Au&trta-
Hursuy.
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GEnuAN Electrical Goods on Okkeb. — A correspondent

Bends UB a copy of a. oircalar letter, dated Ootobar 7th, that

haa been isBiied by the ManuheBter Branch of the E'ectrical

Co., Ltd., offerintr very' lartfe stooka of cotton, nilk and

enamel-ooverad wireH at hitrbly-compatitive prices. Our corres-

pondent informs ua that as the re»ult of inquiries he learns that

the wires olT;reJ arc German, and he adds :
" It appears to me, at a

time like thii, that it in a disKrace that this firm should be sup-

ported, when there is KnerUsh manufactured wire to h3 obtained."

As the matter is considered to be of interest to the public gene-

rally, we are aiked to call our readers' attention to it.

At such a time as this, it is but right and natural that feelings

of patriotism should incline us all ^o prefer Uriliih manafaotures

when we can get them, but the ompany named is not precluded

under the Trading with the K lemy Act, from cjnducting its

business here. Proclamation N >. 2, Clause .5, Bays: "Provided

that where an enemy hai a br,knoh locally situated in British,

allied, or neutral territory, not being neutral territory in Earope,

transactions by or with suah branch shall not be treated

as transactions by or with an enemy." (Elkc. Rkv., September

18th, page .i'.il.^ This is the legal position; whether (iarman

goods should be purchased under the prevailing conditions, at

whatever price, is a matter for the individual conscience, pro-

vided that it is not poisible for the money to get to Germany

during the war.
LlVKRrOclI.'S OlMECTlON TO GERMAN FiBMS.—At the City

Council on the 7th inst., Mr. Alfred Gates objected to certain con-

tracts for rail-welding, e»cc., between the Tramways Committee and

two companies, which, though registered in England, were com-

posel he said, almost entirely of German shareholders. He moved

that any orders under these contracts which were at the option

of the Committee as regards time should remain in abeyance. He
quoted from the German Press to show that in Germany English firms

were being subjected to a striot boycott. Mr. S, G. Relton seconded

the motion. Alderman F. Smith (chairman of the Tramway Com-

mittee) hoped an expression of views would be given by the

Council, as when the question was settled the Committee might

enjoy a little peace on the subjsct. The Council, he wa? sure,

would have regard to their legal responsibility and would not be

intiuenced by extracts from the German Press to adopt German

ways. If they owed anything to the Germans the diaposition

would be to piy it as soon as was propjr (some dissent). He
thought that was the feeling in Liverpool (more dissent). His own
aivice to the Council was to give Mr. Gates any amount of sym-

pathy, but not to give him any note3 (laughter). In his opinion

a company registered in this country could enforce its contracts,

and he would be no party to giving those people an opportunity

of recovering damages. Mr. Barton Ellis asked if the Council

were legally obliged to go on with the work immediately. If not,

he would vote against English money going to the (Jarmans. The

Lord Mayor suggested that the matter be referred back to the

Committee so that the advice of the town clerk might be obtained.

The town clerk expressed a similar view, and added that the Tram-

ways Committee would meet later in the week, when he would be

prepared to give his advice in writing. He explained that the

resolution of the Committee authorising the issue of orders to the

firms did not by any means cover the whole of the legal question.

Mr. Gates's amendment was lost by 49 votes to 4:^, with the result

that the contracts with the two firms will be observed.

Effects in Canada.—Oar contemporary, the Pmcer House,

says that the Canadian Westinghouse Co., Hamilton, Oat., has

announced that, on account of the present unsettled condition of

business throughout the Dominion, all outstanding prices and

quotations on electrical apparatus and supplies unaccepted as at

August 14th are withdrawn. "The necessity of this course is

regretted, but that it is unavoidable, f.iUows from existing financial

conditions disturbed by the general European war, from the large

increase in prices already registered in several lines of raw
materials, and from the uncertainty as to a continuance of supply

of various other elements of manufacture consequent on inter-

ruption of international commerce. An early improvement is

hoped for on all points, and meanwhile the company will be glad

to furnish quotations upon request at lowest figures permissible

under the current conditions." The same contemporary says that

the Canadian Tungsten Lamp Co., of Hamilton, Ont., has felt

the effects of the war in a beneficial manner. " Many companies

which secured most of their lamps from Germany have been

forced to place their orders with the local concern, and sufficient

orders to keep the plant running at a fair rate have been received.

W. H. Glnder, manager of the plant, stated that, while the com-

pany had been able to secure trade which otherwise would have

baen given to German firms, it was facing a difficulty in that all

of the platinum used in the manufacture of the lamps comes from

Russia, and it is difficult to secure an adequate supply. Tbe com-

pany has sufficient platinum to last a few months, and Mr. Ginder

is hopeful that in the meantime further shipments will be received.

The company is endeavouring to keep all its own men employed,

and denies that a cut has b3en made. ving to the difficulty in

securing raw materials, the lamps will cost more, and a new price

list is being issued."

Not German.—The Selson Engineering Co., Ltd., ask us to

contradict the reports that are in circulation that their company is

a German concern. The "company was registered in December,

190',', under the Companies' (Consolidation) Act, IHOS, and is a

strictly British concern both as regards capital and directorship.

We manufacture in this country, having works both in Coventry

and Halifax, whilst our staff and workmen, with only two excep-

tions, are British. Besides the tools of our own mannfaotnre, we
hold Btock of a variety of American tooU «nd maohinei for whioh

wa »r« th« toU agents in this eeuntry."

'TUADING with the ENE.MY" yi-EHTIOSH AT OlOHAU.—
At the Oldham TC. meeting on 7th inat., queationa were aeked by

more than one member ait to the RtatuB of certain firma with which

the Corporation had dealinge, the queBtionera being anxioua to

know if theBC were German firms. Councillor C. Hardman
(chairman of the Electricity Committee) gave the result of

correspondence with the firm which wa» to erect the new cooling

towers at Grecnhill. Hi said the Council might take it for granted

that no set of men were more In.val than the members of the Elec-

tricity Committee. They learned that 22j per cent, of the capital

waaownnd by German Hubj<«ctB, and the company was formed in

19iiH. They had an order from the Admiralty, and a contract with

a Sheffield firm, which, like the Committee, had Rome doubts. The

Shelfield firm wrote to the Board of Trade on the matter, and the

reply wai that the injunction against trading with enfiniea

attached only to companies incorporated in the enemy's country. If

a limited liability company was registered in the L'nited Kingdom,

there was no objection to firms in Great Britain continuing to

trade with it. The whole of the materials used in the construc-

tion of the cooling towers that the firm had in hand was being

purchased from British firms, and the labour employed in the

construction of the towers would be BritiBh. Aa to the batteries,

they were being made at Dukinfield, and the Committee would not

tolerate for one moment trading with a German firm.

In moving the adoption of the minutes of the Tramways Com-

mittee, Alderman Isherwood withdrew an account for the payment

of £152 to a tire company. He eaid they had found that this was

an entirely iJarman firm, and the tires had been made in Germany,

and the Committee did not propose to pay that amount at preeent.

Nationality and Natcbalisation.

As a Scottish borderer myself, I hasten to apologise to Mr.G. E.

Kerss for having suggested that he was not of British birth. My
excuse must be that his name is so very uncommon, that there is

only one instance of it to be found in the whole Post Office London

Directory. It is of interest that Kelso, from which Mr. Kerss haile,

is only a few miles from the estate and village of Swiuton, from

whence Mr. Campbell Swinton derives his name, and where hia

cousin is the thirty-fifth linear owner of the property, dating from

Norman times. The family records extend over eight centuries.

I have every sympathy with Mr. Paul Divid, bat still, I think,

we should not take on unnecessary risks. ^

London, (Ictoher VMh, 1914. JOHS E. Gbay.

I.C.S. Waebiors.—The October number of the I.C.S. Student

contains an illustrated description of the enrolment of the first

contingent of the I C.S. Corps, which is serving with the Royal

Fusiliers in the new Army. The I.C.S. policy throughout the war

will be to encourage every able-bodied man of military age to go

to the Front, and, at the "same tim», to urge upon all who remain

behind to work as hard as possible at their technical studies, so

that they may the better help in the war on German trade.

It is stated that no fewer than 1..50U Australian I.C.S. atudents

have joined the Australian Expeditionary Force.

Lieut. C. N. Spratt, of the R F.C., is an I.C.S. student, and, accord-

ing to the daily Press, he recently performed a remarkable exploit

when reconnoitring at Montmorency. Sighting a ( Airman Taube

aeroplane, he immediately gave chase, and, rising above the enemy,

made him understand that he was covered by a gun. The German

pilot, knowing himself to be out-manauvred, offered, by means

of gestures and signals, to surrender, and then volplaned down-

wards, but when nearing the ground he accelerated his engine and

attempted to escape. The undaunted lieutenant, however, was

prepared for this, and promptly dropped on the German at a

height of 100 ft, both machines coming to earth with a crash.

The German was hauled out of the wreckage severely injured, but

Lieut. Spratt very luckily only slightly hurt his arm.

Personal.—Mr. Samuel Hulme, an emploju at the Bury Electri-

city Works, and one of the survivors of H.M.S. Jloijiie, which was

sunk in the North Sea, has left Bury again for headquarters

News has been received at Pjitricroft that Mr. Fred. Ashcroft, of

17 Lime Street, who was employed at the Westinghouse Works,

has been killed at the battle of the Aisne.—Mr. Jas. Bradburn, a

Burnley Corporation tramcir driver, who has been serving with

the Royal Field Artillery, has died at the Front.

Mr. A. M. MuUiner, assistant borough electrical engineer of

Ejcles, is serving with the Public Sohools Corps (Malvern).

An Australian paper, dated August 2:i h, says that Mr. A. A.

Hanson, son of Mr. A. J. Hanson (Lawrence i: Hanson, electrical

engineers, Sydney), who left Sydney in May, is under detention in

the military prison at Paderborn, Westphalia.

Mr. L. B. Hogarth, borough electrical engineer at Whitehaven,

has left to join the Royal Naval Division for active service.

Among the employes in the electricity department of the

Hackney Borough Council who have joined the C dours are :—

A. G. Hilling, distributing engineer (Royal Naval Division Elec-

trical Engineers); J. Abfounder, labourer (1st Essex Regiment),

and W. Elatone, arc lamp meohanic (not yet ascertained).

Recruiting Tramcars —The Oldham tramway department

has been running a recruiting car bearing IR.OOO decorative lamps.

Trade witb the Continent.—Mr. F. V. Wythes, A.MI.E.E.,

of Paris, who has been handling English electrical and automobile

specialities in France for several years, is desirous of getting into

touch with British manufacturers of electrical and allied lines who

wish to push their wares in Franca and other Continental

countries. Prior to 1911 he was with electrical and engineering

firms in Eagland. Since that year he has travelled Holland,

Belgium. France, Spain. Italy and Switzerland. Mr. Wythes, who

is a member of the British Chamber of Commerce in Paris, is

at present staying in this country, and communications ahould be

addreaaed to him at Ravenaden Houae, near Bedford,
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Rnnkniptrv l»nM«M'(liiins, — r.ounoN Hill Rod-
DINOTON, a manufacturers' a^ent, late of 'i-i-i'>, Oxford Street, W.

—

In the oouree of hie public examination, held on October I'lth before

Mr. Reerifltrar Linklater at the London Bankruptcy Court, this

bankrupt stated that when he rame of age in 1907 he became
entitled to £16,500, most of which he lost by speculating on the

Stock Exchange. lie lost £l,OoO in connection with a wi»eles8

method for controlling clocks within a radius of l.OnO milps from
a central station, an invention by Mr. E. V. Gratze. lie paid

about £700 to Mr. Grat/.% and expended the balance over the

patent. In return he was to receive a one-half share of the

profits. The Marconi Cj., however, claimed that the invention

was an infringement of their patents, with the result that no
patent was granted to Mr. (iratzfi. The debtor was allowed to pass

upon accounts showing total liabilities £li,882 (unsecured £2,778'),

and net assets valued at £1,027.

II. ,J. GoDi'REY. pleotrical engineer, 21^, Lucien Road, Tooting,

late 188, Balham High Road, London.—The public examination of

this debtor was held at the Court House, Wandsworth, last week,

when the statement of affairs disclosed liabilities amounting to

£581, and assets estimated to realise £Iiiri, leaving a deficiency of

£415. Questioned by the Official Receiver, the debtor said that his

business had declined in recent years. He had lost money through
under-estimating on contracts to the extent of £30 or £40 on one

contract and £20 on another. He had kept no books. In October
last he sued a certain man for i; 811 work done. A counterclaim

was set up for bad work, and a sum of tSii paid into Court. The
debtor paid £15 into Court. The case came before the Official

Referee, who found for debtor £.Sii, and for the counterclaim £53
and costs, less the £15 paid into Court. Debtor entered an appeal,

which he subsequently withdrew, and the defendant proceeded

under the original judgment. Execution was levied on August
31st, and the next day the debtor filed his petition. The failure

was due to losses on trading in business, under-estimating on con-

tracts, and loss over the legal action. The caaa was ordered to

stand over.

Catalo!>-ups and Usts.—Mkssrs. L. E. Wilso.v & Co.,

10, Corporation Street, Manchester.—Price leaflet relating to the

new "Thomson" dry battery pocket lamps.

The Iobanio Electric Co , Ltd., 147, Queen Victoria Street,

London, E.G.— Illustrated leaflet (P617) describes their new push-

button control system.

Messrs. Stook.\ll, Marples & Co. (I'.ir2\ Ltd, 6-10, Clerken-

well Road, London, E.C.—Illustrated circular describing their

Stockftll card system equipment.
The VVardle Engineering Co., Ltd , 196, Deansgate,

Manchester.—Supplementary catalogue, No. '>, givin? particulars,

prices and illustrations of a number of lantern fittiogn, including

half-watt fittings for shop front lighting, " StreetUte, " " Orient,"
" Primus," " Inverlite," " Workslite," ' Opalba, ' semi-indirect

bowl fittings, and the Barrow suspension device.

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., Rugby.—New
price list, No. 4,221 (28 page') giving very full information, with

illustrations, regarding the B.T.H. automitio circuit-breakers for

A.o. and c.c. circuits.

The WestinghoiseCooper Hewitt Co., Ltd., 80, York Road,

London, N.—Price list of ultia-violet ray water sterilisers for use

in hospitals, &c., which are very easily installed, and in no way
affect the taste or composition of the water.

Liquidations,

—

^Garuett, Hartlky A Co., Ltd.,

Morena Straet Works, Catford, S.E —Under a compulsory winding-

up order, accounts have been lodged showing liabilities £l,3i'.9,

assets valued at £1,000, and a deficiency of £l,5l'.i, as regards

oontributories. Mr. H. E. Burgess, Official Raceiver, reports that

the company was formed in June, 1913, with a capital of £1,500

to acquire as a going concern the businessof Garrett's Engineering

Co., carried on at the above address, and which consisted mainly

of electrical installations, principally at cinema theatres. At the

date of the winding up order, two such contracts were in hand,

but they were terminated by the liquidation. The operations of the

company appear to have been hampered by mismanagement and

shortage of working capital, and losses have been incurred by

taking contracts at cut prices. The liquidation has been left in the

hands of the Official Receiver.

Consoi.ihatei) Diesel Engine Manieai'TRKUs, Ltd.— Mr.

W, J. Warley, Oltiijial Receiver, presided over the first meeting

of creditors and shareholders at the Bankruptcy Court on 8:h

inst. A resolution was passed appointing Sir \V. B. Peat to act as

li(luidator, assisted by a committee of three creditors and two
shareholders. At the meeting of shareholder.<> it was stated that

whilst a dividend was not an absolute impossibility, there wae no

prospect of it.

The Eci'AOOR Telephone Co , Ltd.—This company is winding-

up voluntarily, with Mr. W. G. M»re, seorotary of the Chile Tele-

phone Co., 42, Old Broad Street, E.C., as liquidator.

Book Koticos.
—" The Hlectriciil ( 'ondiictivity nnd

loniaation Constants of Organic Compounds." By H. Scudder.

London : Constable & Co. Price 12s. 6d. net.

"Test Questions in Wireless Telegraphy." Seiies 1 and 3.

London : Wireless Press. Price Is. each set.

" Wireless Telegraphy." By A. B. Rolte-Martin. London •

A. & 0. Black. Price 6a. net.

"University College (University of London') Calendar, 19U-1.">."

London : Taylor i: Francis.

"The Magnet of Commerce" ie the title of a bolky book
published by the Great flentral Railway Co.'u Poblicity Depart-

ment, Marylebone Road, W. It contaioB a great deal of informa-

tion concerning our output and exports of coal, the development of

our coalfields, the making of coke, the preparation of coal for the

market, its distribution, together with tables showing the coUieriea

served liy four of the great railways. Detailed information it ^ven
regarding Immingham Dock, its area, charges, distanoes from
coasting ports in the L'nited Kingdom, also a large coloured view

of the dock, and a map showing the coUierieH and induetriee serred

by the G.C. Riilway. The book is well illostrated, and is rery

informing.

Trade .InnorinccnK'nts.—Thk Cambuiix.f, Sf.iEXTinr

Instrc.ment Co., Ltd.. has takon over the businees connection of

the L'jskole Co., Ltd., Palace Works, Enfield, who have gone into

liquidation. Mr. F. Wakeham, the as8i«tant manager of the

Leskole Company, has joined the companv'e staff.

The offices of the British Radii m Cobpobation, Ltd . have

been removed to 71, Finsbury Pavement, London, E.C.

New premises at 42. Moorland Road. Weston-super-Mare, have

been opened by Mb. Percy K. Culling, electrician, late of 1'.',

Alexandra Parade.

For Sale.—The North British Railway Co. invite oflfers

for eleven 20ton electric traversers for railway wagons, with
motors and other equipment and spare gear. Particnlars are given

in our advertisement pages.

Patent Restorations. — Orders have been made
restoring the following patents: — G. A Newton and J. Smaller,
" Improvements in furnace or firebars." No. 10.432 of 1907 ;

" Improvements in firebars for steam boilers and other fomaces,"

No. 18,273 of 1906.

Patents and Alien Enemies.—Applications have been

lodged at the Patent Office for the avoidance or enspension of

patents Nos. 13,067, 13,0t'.8 and 13.069, 1906. granted to Schuster

and Ast for electro- magnetic clutches, by C. E. Lugard, 76. Carlton

Mansions, Maida Vale, London, W. ; date of hearing. November 3rd.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

Ainsdale.—E.L. Scheme.—The Southport Electricity

Committee intends to carry out a scheme for the lighting of

Ainsdale by electricity, and also to provide power for the

air compressor station in connection with the Ainsdale sewerage.

The R.D.C. has cons^mted to the laying of the necessary cable.

Altrineliani.

—

Street LionTiNi,.—Progress is being

made with the preparatory work in connection with the lighting

of the main streets by electricity, and it is expected that the scheme

will be completed by Christmas.

Ilaouii.

—

Street Lh.htixo, &r.—The conversion of

street lamps from gas to electricity is to form the subject of a

report to be presented to the Klectricitv Sub-Committee.

The agreement dated March 15th, 1911, for the management by

Rawtenstall of the U.voup electricity undertaking has now been

terminated, and the management is now in the hands of the Baonp

Corporation.

Basinu'Stoke.—The E.L. scheme has been completed

by the T.C., and the lighting of the town has been commenced

this week. The official opening of the generating station took

place yesterday.

lle.vley.

—

Axnial Ai roiNTs.—The result of the year's

working of the electricity and tramways undertaking for the

year ended March 3l8t, 1914, was a snrplus of £318 on the

electricity side, and a deficit of £910 on the tramways.

ltla('k])00l.

—

New Plant. I'ir.—The olootrical onirincer

has been requested to obtain tenders for the various works and

plant required in connection with the extension of the electricity

undertaking.
Showroom premises for the demonstration of the latest electrioal

heating and cooking apparatus are to be opened in l.ytham Street,

itradt'oril.

—

Cahi.e Fatensions.—The Electricity Com-
mittee has authorised the extension of mains, principally to Esholt.

at an estimated cost of about £r.,000.

<'arslia!toii.— lUi.K .Sirn.v.—The l.n.C. has de-

cided to withdraw its objection to the proposed bulk supply of

electricity bv the (\iunty of London Electric Supply Co., Ltd., to

the SiMith Jletrop.olitan Electric Tramway and Lighting C^, and

to submit certain points for amicable consideration by the looal

company.

Clewer.—Street liiOHTiKi;.—The electric light is

being introduced into the parish by a private oompany, and it is

probable that it will be atkeii to tender for the public lighting in

competition with gas.

(oniston.—PitorosEn E.I.. Scheme. — Residents of

this parish have recommended that a company be formed on lines

snggesteil by Mr. Best, of Bradford, in order to provide a snpply

of electricity for the parish. The nominal c«pital will be £2,000.

and the estimated oo>t of the sahame ia £1.400,
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Coiitiiieiital .\oto.s.—I'uimdAi,.— A terrible exploHion
oijurred recently at the LUboniraa and eleotrioity works. Kighty-Hix
viotimK are now in boupital, while seven bodieii have been rouovered.
It i« feared that a Hcarch will dlBolone further bodies. The
explosion affected the traincar sorviue. and in Rnme i.ases passengers
were burned by the electric current.

—

Finuiirud Afim.
NoBW AV.— It is reported from Stavan(,'Pr, that the A/.S Lyfefal-

dcno have applied to the (lovarninent for permirtsion to postpone
the work of harneHsing the waterfalls beloui»in(r to the company
for one year on account of various diftioulties. which have arisf n
in oonsfquence of the war. The work, according to the terms of
the concession, had to ba commenced on September 2Nth.

I>(>\er.—At the request of the military uuthorities, tlie

T.C. is laying a cable tn six new blocks added to Fort Burgoyne.
Terms have been agreed for the supply to the new pier station, and
for a year's supply to the new I'jst OtTice ; it hai also been decided
to give a supply from the tramway wires to the River Cooperative
.Society for charging electric vehiolep.

Ecch'.s.

—

Ye.^u's WoRKi.Mi.—There was a surplus of
£:Ull on the working of the electricity undertaking daring the year
ended March last. This has bean carried to the reserve fund which
now stands at £2,02,S.

The Public Lighting and Electricity Supply Committee is

arranging with British firms to supply goods needed by the
department, instead of German firms.

Flint.—pRov. Order.—A Sub-Committee entrusted
with the consideration of the E.L. scheme for the boroogh, has
recommended the T.C. to apply for a prov. order.

(ilclllsraer.— Fi.L. Schemk.—The U.D.C. has arranged
to ascertain the cost of electricity for public and private
lighting at Brithdir and Fochriw, from the Rhymney Iron Co.
and the Sonth Wales Electrical P D. Co., before deciding upon
terms received from Merthyr Tydfil.

(ireaf IIarw<»«(l.—Proposkd Electricitv Supply.—
The U DC. is seeking an interview with the Blackburn Electricity
Committee with a view to obtaining a supply of electricity.

Hazel <;r«vc and Branihall.— Puoposed E L.—The
U.D.C. has engaged Messrs. ,1. Lomax, Kendal i: Co., at a fee of
£24, to undertake a canvass of the district for the pnrpoae of
asiertaining the probible number of electricity consumers.

llesslc—Prov. Order.—The Hull T.C. has decided
to apply for a prov. order for E L. in the area of the Hessle U.D.C.

Hull.—Through Sir James Reckett's generosity the
village streets of Swanlanfl, near Hull, are to be supplied with
electric light from the plant for lighting his residence, the
Manor Honso. The village institute shortly to be erected, and the
Cmgragational Church are to be similarly lighted.

keio'liley.— New Plant.—The Electricity Committee
has recommended the purchase of a 25-ton travelling crane.

keiulal,—The Electricity Committee has entered into
an agreement to supply Messrs. McKay & Co. with 8,000 nnits per
annum, at 1 jd. per unit, as a day load.

liaiU'liester.—Proposed E.L.—The R.D.C. has decided
to obtain powers to light the parish of Healyfield ; it is suggested
that the Knitefield P.O. shall jiin in the scheme.

London.—The L.C.C. Finance Committee has recom-
mended the Council to sanction the borrowing of £2,000 by
Bermondsey B.C., for mains and meters.
At the L.C.C. meeting this week, it was agretd to give public

notic3 of the Coanoil's intention at its meeting on November 10th,
to consider the promotion of legislation for carrying out the
electricity schema for London, which formed the subject of
report by the Special Committee on London Electricity Supply
in July last.

Luton.

—

Works Extensiox.—The Electricity Com-
mittee is making arrangements for the inauguration of the exten-
sion of the generating station, which is expected to take placj
about the middle of November when the works are completed.

IVew Zealand.—The Onehunga B.C. has under con-
sideration a scheme to light the borough with electricity, at a cost
of £7,000.

(Oswestry.—Owing to the shortage in the supply of arc
lamp carbons, the T.C. has decided a=! a temporary arrangement
to light the Cross and the markets with metal-filament lamps.

Oulton Broad.—Street Liohting.—The U.D.C. has
renewed for a year the pjblio lighting contract with the electricity
company, the terms b'ing the same a? last year.

Pickerino'.-E.L. SriiEJiE.—The promoters of the
E.L. scheme have requested the Council to allow the agreement,
which stated that the works should be completed within two years,
to be left unsigned for the present owing to the war. The
Council decided to insist on the two years period in the contract,
and to give six months' grace at the end of the period if necessary.

Raiusltottoni.—Street Lighting.—The Ii.r).C. has
asked the Lancashire Electric Power Co. to submit an estimate
for the lighting of Bury New Road, the Council to provide the
standards.

Itliunney \alle».— The Klectric Supply Co., Ltd.,

bait applied to the Koard of Trade for permiitaion to use 2.'<0 volt

overhead wires at Bargoed, Oilfaih. Oe'.ligaer Village. Pengam,
Ilengood, and Ystrud Hynach, for the supply of energy.

Mieflield.—The Electric Supply Cornmittee has decidf«i

on a site in Bow Street for the purpose of providing office and
other accommodation for the department. The estimated cost of
the buildings to be erected amounts to £43,iiOO.

Soutli|iort.—The borough electrical engineer's estimate
to supply and lix the necessary columns, wiring, ^c, for the two
3, OOO-c.i'. leading fixed lights for the Santhport Channel, for the
sum of £300 10s., has been accepted by the Channel Committee.
The Committee is to piy £40 per annum for the current and main-
tenance of the lights.

Slaitliwaite.— E.L. Scheme.—The r.l>.C. has decided
to proceed with an electricity scheme of itii own. negotiationa
with Huddersfield Corporation and the Yorkshire E.P. Go. having
failed, and is to engage an electricU engineer to advise the Council
thereon.

Stoekbridtt'e.

—

Yorks. Power Co.'s liii.i,.—TheConncil
has refused to meet a deputation from the company to discuss the
proposed Bill to supply electricity in the district.

Swansea.

—

A.x.vual .Vitolnts.—The report of the

electricity undertaking for the year ending March last, shows
gross revenue £32.986, as against £29 76.'i for the previoas year

;

and net profit of £3,312, as against £2.133. The total costs per
unit sold amounted to 2ii7d., as against r9.5d. for the previous
year, the average price obtained being 2' Kid. The balance of

profit was carried to the reserve fund after transferring £1,000 to

the rates.

lavi.stock.—E.L. S( heme.—Owing to the war, there

has been delay in the completion of the E.L. scheme, and the

U.D.C. has asked the gas company to continue the public lighting
for a period, the ({uestion of price to be settled by arbitration

failing an agreement.

Tejon mouth.

—

E.\j. Sc'He.\ie. —The Council has entered
into an agreement with Messrs. Purvis, respecting an electric

lighting scheme for the town, including Shaldon, the agreement
to lapse if the prov. order is not obtained by the end of 1915.

Tuiibridii-e Wells.—The B. of T. has granted the T.C.
au order to supply current to premiiei at Spe'dhurst, Langton,
Pembury, and Southborough. The Spelihurst P.C. has consented
to overhead wires being used in the parish for the supply of
current.

/ New Plant.—Arrangement? to light electrically a portion of
the military camp on the Lower Cricket Ground are being made.
The engineer reports that it will be necessary, in the early part of
next year, to install two additional boilers and a new water-
cooling tower at the works.

Walsall.—The Electricity Committee has come to a
satisfactory arrangement with representatives of local electrical

contractors with regard to the exerjise by the Corporation of
powers contained in Sec. ."i2 of the Walsall Corporation Act, 1900
(Power to Supply Electrical Fittings). The Electricity Committee
proposes to equip showroom premises, at a cost of not exceeding
£100. The B. of T. has authorised the Corporation to supply
current in part of the parish of Rushall.

The T.C. is again recommended by the Electricity Committee to

apply to the L G.B. for sanction to borrow £23.59.t for the purposes
of the electricity undertaking.

Warrino'ton.—Piiov. Order.—The T.C. has decided to

apply to the B. of T. for a prov. order empowering it to supply
electricity for lighting and other purposes in certain parishes in

the rural districts of Runcorn and Warrington.

AVaterfoi'd.—E.L. Scheme.—The Council ha.s decided
to proceed with the electric lighting scheme, and application is to

be made to the L.G.B. for sanction to a loan of £30,000 for that
parpose : the engineer has been instructed to prepare the necessary
plans and estimates.

Watford.

—

Workhouse Lighting.—The Guardians
are to consider the advisability of installing plant to supply
electric current to the institution.

Wevuioutli.—AxxCAi, Report.—The accounts of the

Corporation electricity department for the year ended March 3 let,

1914, show a total revenue of £9,999, and expenditure of £5,992,
leaving a gross prnlt of £4,007. The net profit on the year's

working was £213. The number of unite sold was 8fi3 705, an
increass of 211,840 on the previous year. Reductions in the price

of current for heating, cooking and power, have been made, the
price now obtained being 2 65d. per unit, as compared with 3 12d.

The contract rate of charging has been introdnced, plus Id. per
unit. The engineer reports that the works costs have increased

from I Old. to I'lSi. per unit die to the extra cost of fuel, the
total costs being r5.5d., as against 1 47d.

Proposed Lo.\n —The T.C. has applied to the L.G.B. for a loan
of £2,100 for additions to the plant at the electricity work?. The
plant will not be supplied by public tender. Three firms have been
asked for quotations, and these are being considered by the E.L
Committee.
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Wood Grppii.— Vj.\.. Si hemk.—The Tottenham I'ower,

Li^ht and Heat Co. expectn to b3 able to commence lighting the
district by electricity at the end of the present month. ThT
generating station, which ia now complete, contains two (one
300H.P. and one I75-H.r.) gas-engine dynamo sets, and a battery
is being installed. The engines will operate on town gas sopplied
by the owning company.

Worcester.

—

A report on pumping at the sewage works
by electricity and suction gai has been referred to the Water and
S'.vage Committee for consideration.

Mre.vhaiii.

—

Loan Sanction'.—The L.<;.B. has
sanctioned the borrowing of £3,ii2.5, inoloding £2,500 for an
economiser, and £.525 for an induced draught fan.

Vstnuluyillai.s.

—

Prov. Order.—The District Council
has decided to apply to the B of T. for a prov. order to authorise
the Council to sapply electricity within the parishes of
Yatradgynlais (Higher and Lower\ and to acquire the undertaking
of the Glantawe Electric Supply Co., Ltd.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

.\t'Criiia'toii. — The inquiry regarding the proposed
Blackburn, Accrington, Whalley and Padiham Light Railway
scheme has been postponed until after the war.

.iiistralia.

—

Melbourne Railway Electrification.
—The Victorian Railway Commissioners have appointed Mr. 6. H.
Wion, of the Pennsylvania Railroad Co., U.S.A., as engineer to

assist in the installation and supervision of the power and auto-

matic signalling system now being adopted in connection with the
electrification of the Melbourne suburban lines. The appointment
is for five years.

Balearic isles.— I/a Socicdad General de Tranvias
ElectricoB Interurbanos, of Madrid, has acq aired the con^'ession

which was recently granted for the construction of an electric

tramway between O'as Catala and Palma, in the Balearic Isles.

Biiiffley,—The newly-constructed tramway from Ringley

to Crossflitts, which is to be worked by the Bradford Corporation,

was inspected by the B. of T. last week, and is expected to be open
in the courfe of a few days. The work completes the present
tramway scheme in regard to Bingley. A further extension is

delayed by difficulties ia the road towards Keighley.

Itoiirueiiioutli. — Proposed Loan. — The T.C. has
applied to the B, of T. for a loan of £H,903 for the reconstruction

of the tramway track in IlQldenhnrst R)ad, with an extra loop in

Ashley Road.

Bradford.—The Tramways Committee has approved a

plan for doubling the tramway track ia a portion of Thornton
Road. It has also decided to recommend the fitting of railless-

troUey vehicles with jutent earthing and automatic steering

arrangements, at a cost of £14 a car, and to accept the offer of the

Leeds C irporation to take over the obligations of the Bradford
Council with respect to 10 of the raillesstrolley vehicles now being
constructed under centra "it for the latter authority.

Burnley.—There has been a decline of nearly I'l'.OOO in

the receipts from the tramways, compared with August last year,

though it is pointed out that in Auarust, 1913, there was an increase

of £1,000, due to the Riyal Agricultural Show being held in the

borough. A number of cars have b:en taken off, and a saving

effec'ed of £760.

Continental \ote.— l'"iiANi k. — .\ tramway accident

occurred in Paris on Monday afternoon, three persons being killed

and several injured : the car left the track at a corner and dashed

into a house.

Ealing'. — The Special Tramways Committee of the

T C. has arranged with the London United Tramways Co. as to

the remival of central standards, whereby it has been agreed that

an estimate of the coat of removal should be prepared and for-

warded to the Council, as the company declined to incur the

expense unless an extension of its agreement was granted.

liOndon. — Imi'rov'N(; 'I'uamwav Kecehts. — The
total traffic receipts from the LC.C. tramways, from April 1st

to September HOth, 19U. wore £l,Hli,838 as against £1.100,177

for the corresponding piriod of 1913.

The Council's propo.-al to do away with the tramway "dead
end " in Waterloo Road by constructing a line through the New
Cut to Blackfriars Road is meeting with much opposition in the

neighbourhood, as it would involve the abolition of the New Cut
market, one of the principal street markets of South London.
The L.C.C. Highways Committee has recommended the altera-

tion of the existing and provision of addition.al coal bunkers, ash
hoppers, &c., provision of new workshops, stores and office aocom-
modation in oonneotion with the Greenwich generating station at

a coat of £17,700.

,tle\ic<».—A strike of 1,l'00 motormen and conductors
occurred on the Mexico City tramways last week. The men want
double wages.

\vw Zealand.

—

Di'.veimn.—The manager of the <'or-

poration Tramways, after visiting the Christchurcb. Wellington
and Auckland tramway systems recommends the Council to adopt
the Auckland type for the proposed new oara.

l»ooIe.— Kaille,ss Traction-.—The T.<'. has referred
to a Sub-Committee of the Eailwavs Committee for considiratioii

and report a proposal by the Sandbinks Riille^ El'ictric Car Cr,
Ltd., to establish a system of railles!! traction with the co-opention
of the Council.

Nlw'lf.—The U.D.C. has expressed its willingness to

enter into a new agreement, as soggested by the Halifax
Corporation, similar to the one previously entered into with
regard to the tramways.

Itotlierliani.

—

Loan Sanctid.n.—The 15. of T. has
sanctioned the borrowing of £3,761 for the constructioD of
tramways along Corporation Street (formerly Millgat*».

Sheffield.—The City Council has been recommended to

proceed with the doubling of the length of single track on the
Shoreham tramway route.

SoHth Sliicld.s.—The T.C. on the recommendation of
the Tramway Committee, has decided to promote a Bill in Parlia-
ment for authority to run omnibuses outside the borough limits,

and to include in the Bill application for power to extend the
tramway system.

r.S.A.— .\ccording to the Railiray Rei-itu- (Chicago) a
recent order of the Xew York State Pnbli; Service Commission
prohibited the u^e of wooden cars for passenger transport with
electric trains, after September l.'jth. The Long Inland Railway is

most seriously affected by this order.

Wiiian.—Borroi^ing powers for £1,243 are to be sought
for extensions of tramway loops at Orrell and Xewtown.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Cables Tut.— It is r^-pDrted that the live (iermaa long-

distance cables, which all pasa through the E iglish Channel, were
cut some time ago by the British, and the direct Anglo-German
cables were di.-^onnected. The German cables between the Azores

and the United .States, and between Yap, in the Caroline lidands,

and .Menado, Shanghai, and Honolulu, have also been silenced.

('cnsorslii|i <if fable TeleuTains.—We give below
the terms of a protest lodged by the Commercial Cable I'J. with
the Government of the United States at Washington, on August
14th, 1914 :

—
A submarine cable differs in a very important way from wireless

telegraphy. The wireless, communicating with a warship at eea,

is the same as a warship cutting a submarine cable and taking the

end on board and operating it.

The sending of rabUgrams may ba considered in the same light

as traffic in supplies or munitions of war.

Oar citizens are not p.-ohibittd from furnishing belligerents with
supplies.

The citizens of neutrals may even supply belligerents with arms
and ammunition without infringing the ncutrai .status of the

State itself.

A cablegram is in many respects similar to a letter, and it

certainly is not the duty of any neutral Government to censor

letters to a bol.igerent ciuntry. That would not be tolerated

either by law or public opinion.

Tbe secrecy of telegrams is prt».«rved in many Slates by
statutes, which maka it a criminal offence to divulge their

contents.

Judge Cooley, in his work on "Constitutional Limitations"

(.Sivenlh edition, pigrs 432-13,0, doubted even the i>ower of a

Court to compel a telegraph operator to disclose the contents of a
message.
Oaring the S,iani9h-Amf rioan War, while the Unite»l States

exercised ri^id oenaorfh p, the nations, which are now belligerents,

did not impose aay restrictions on messageji 1 1 or from the United
S'ates, or to or from S,iain.

The Commero'al Caole Co. would feel obl'ged to contest, a; a

form of uoreasjuuble seirch, the placirg of ce-isors iu its office'.

The company also issued the following Ie:ter to its priocipal

patrons, together with copies of the foregoing protest :

—
The Commercial Cable Co..

Postal Telegraph Buildings,

253, Broadwav, New York.
.U.;'..-' 20- V I;' 14.

To our Patr.^n--

In view of the reported intention of the United States Govern-

ment to place censors in the offices of cable companies when the

United States is not at war, nor apprehending war. the Commercial
Cable Co. filed a protest with the Government at Washington,

on August 14th. I'M 4 We enclose a copy of such protect.
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For 8<i yea» the Coiniiioroial Cable Go. huH prCHerved with the
RrenteBt tiJelity the inviolability of eahleKramu ; has Hurrounded
them with every HafeKuarii ; resisted attcmptH at ioHpeution, and
ha« taken every precaution to prevent their cant'nts boinff
diviiljircd to any person whatsoever.
We do not believe our pitrons wiah their cableKrams to be

subjected to the espionage of Uovernment olll;;ials ; not even on
rare ocoasions.

There is a temporary financial benefit to the Commercial Cable
Co. in eliminating code words and increasinir the number of
plain words by reason of a censorship, but we believe that in the
lone run the interests of the Commercial Cable Co. and the
interests of its patrons are identical. We aocordinifly entered our
viporous protest.

If you care to express your views to the Government it mi(fht
throw additional li(;ht on the subject from the Btanlpoint of the
cabling public.

The Co.M.MEnciAL Cablk Co..

Geouue Clappkrton,
I'ice'Prenitleiil.

^'or\v;i^.—The Bergen Telephone Uo. decided some
time ago to introduce a semi-aut nnitic system at its tele-

phone exchanges, and the installation of the new apparatus
was to have been completed in the conrso of this year. When the
war broke out the compiny was, however, notified by the con-
tractors, a Belgian firm, that the work could not be completed
according to the contract. Later on the contractors sent some
electricians from Antwerp to Bergen to procecJ with the installa-
tion, and those machine pirts which cannot be got from Antwerp
at present will be supplied from the firm's manufactories in
Kaglaad and America, so that it is expected thit the work will be
completed in the course of the spring next year.

Pacilic Cable.—It is reported in the Morniiifi Post that
there is every probability of the traffic on the Paiifi.i cable route
being resumed at a reasonably early date. The Xih-nhfrg damaged
only the buildings and instruments on Fanning Islaad, which will
soon be replaced. The authorities have been able to communicate
the fact that the Island staff are safe.

'IVI('|ili<>iu> Spy.—Renter reports that recently the
Russians entered a church, where they were courteously received
by a venerable Psalm reader, and only aocidentallv discovered that
there was a field telephone under the altar ; the Psalm reader was
a disguised Austrian officer.

Wireless C'liar«'e.—At West London Police Court, on
Ojtober 8 th, M. A. Watsdorf was charged on remand with estab-
lishing and working a wireless telegraph apparatus without a
licence, and was committed for trial at the Central Criminal
Court.

Telenraidiists at tlie Front.—The Times prints a
letter from a telegraphist on active service, from which we extract
the following :

—
" The Germans when retreating played havoc with the French

lines, cutting the wires and cutting and burning the poles down,
and that made it much harder for us to get rid of our work, as
before we could do anything really our linemen, who are also P.O.
fellows mostly, had to go out and put things a bit straight. We
are constantly moving from place to place, so all our instruments
are made to pack away, and in about half an hour after we get the
word to close the office we are all ready to proceed to our next town.
Further towards the front and linked up with U9 the messages are
sent by a fellow on a cable cart, from which the line is laid down
as they go along. The fellow works this with an instrument which
sounds something like a bee buzzing, and one office is on the cart
and another in a two-sided tent. Of oourse, this is all constructed
for laying and taking up quickly, as the enemy may be very near,
and sometimes you see them coming along at full gallop still pick-
ing up the cable. So you see there is a complete pith from the
landing p'ace right up to the fighting, and as it is impossible to
get letters about the country we do nearly all the correspondence."

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Australia.—MELBOURNE.^November i'5th. Victorian
Railways. 2.5 battery signal machines for operating signals. Con-
tract 27,479. Contractors' Room, Railway Offics, Spencer Street.

December 2nd. Victorian Riilways. 1,370 steel disk wheels
complete for electric cars ; steel disk wheel centres and steel tires

for electric motor-cars
; 1,370 steel disk wheels for electric motor-

cars. Three separate contracts. Particulars from Contractors'
Room, Railway Offices, Spencer Street.

Adelaide.—November Uth. Portable desiccating p'ant. petrol
motor driven, for Postmaster-General. See "Official Xotioes

"

October 9th.

Perth.—^November 18th. 249 aooumulators and power boMd,
tot Postmaster-General. See "Official Notices " to-dayr

Bbisiiask November )8tb. Instruments and parts. B«e "Official

Notices " October 9th.

December I5tb. Switchboard, common battery, automatic or

semi-automatic, for the Postmaster-General. Bee "Official

Notices " Ojtnt)er Uth.

Syu.skv.— Ddcember 9th. P.M.G. Time fur tenderii for varioui

telegraph instruments and measuring instruments extended to

December 9th.

The City Council bai extended the time for the receipt of tenders

for wet-air filters from Ootober 26th to November 23rd.

December 21st. City Council. Motor-generators and switcbgear
suitable for electric vehicle battery charging. Specifications,

10s. 6d , from City Electrical Engineer.

Ueckeiiliaiii.—iictober I'Cth. I'.D.C Twelve mouths'
supply of Midland small ooal for the electricity works. See
" Official Notices " today.

Iliriiiliiniiaiii.—October i't;th. HIectric light installa-

tion. Western Koad House and Dudley Road Infirmary, for the
B of l>. Messrs. Edwards \ Siiaw, engineers, 10.5, Colmore Row,
Birmingham (returnable deposit of £5).

ltlaek|ioiil.— Corporation. 24 cast-iron distribution

pillars, ii.T. and L.r. cables, earthenware condDit, See " Official

Notices" Ootober 9th.

Itradlord.—October 17th. Corporation. Si.x or twelve
months' supply of tramway stores. Forms of tender from the
Tramway Offices, 7, Ings Road.

('((Inyii Itay.— October 20th. Turbo-alternators and
condensing plant : boilers, stokers, pumps, tec: switchgear : cooling
tower ; crane

,
power station cabling and wiring ; cables ; rotariea

and transformers, for the U.D.C, See " Official Notices" Sept. 25th,

Coiiiiairs Qiiav. — November Otli. U.D.C. (Con-
tract L') Gas engines, suction gas plant, pipework, cooling tank,
dynamos, booster, switchboard, connections and storage battery.

(3) ferhead and underground mains, services and public lighting.

See " Official Notices " to-day.

IMibliii.—Xovember 5th. G.X. Railway Co. (Ireland).

Twelve months' supply of stores, including a number of electrical

items. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Heywood.—October 17th. Corporation. Converting
plant, A 0. and d c. switchgear and cables, battery booster, e.h.t.

overheid line, e.h.t. switchgear for snb-station. See 'Official

Notices" September 2.5th.

Iliidderstield. — October 2l8t. Corporation. Twelve
months' supply of slack coal, for the Electricity Committee.
Particulars from the Borough Electrical Engineer, St. Andrew's
Road.

Leicester.—October 17th. Corporation. Steel plate,

girders, steel troughing, & ;., for the Tramways and Electricity

Committee. Specifications from the Borough Engineer.

London.—October 2sth. L.C.C. Installations. 160
wiring points, 200 lights, at Victoria Sohool, Hammersmith

; 126
wiring points, 170 lights, at Woolmore Street School, Poplar. See
"Official Notices" October 9th.

Xew Zealand.

—

Gisborne.— December 5th. Borough
Council. Direct-current meters for electric lighting. (Dsposit

£25, to Town Clerk.) Specifications, ka., may be seen at Board of
Trade Commercial Intelligence Department in London.

Pontypridd.—October 20th. U.D.C. 1,800 yards of
'4 concentric paper-insulated and lead-covered cable, for Electric

Light and Tramways Department. See '' Official Notices

'

Ootober 9th.

I'orth.—October 17th. K.L. installation, electricity

end dest'uctor works, Appl^tre', Forth, for the Rhondda U.D.C,
Robert Hammond \ Son, Ejgioeers, 64, Victorii Street, West-
minster, S.W. (Returnable dep isit of £1 Is.)

Salford.— Erection of South E.xtension central car depot,

Frederick Road, Pendleton. Particulars from General Manager,
32, Blackfriars Street, Salford.

October 19th. Cjrooration. Purchase of 500 disused meters.

See " Official Notices " October 9 th.

South Africa.—November 2nd. S.A. Railways Adminis-
tration. 14,080 incandescent lamps and 39,150 train-lighting
lamps—all tungsten drawn-wire. Secretary to Tender Board,
S.A.R. Headquarters, .Tohannesburg ; and S.A. High Commissioner
in London, 32, Victoria Street, S.W.

Spain.—October 19th. The municipal authorities of
PoEadas (province of Cordoba) are inviting tenders for the con-
cession for the electric lighting of the town during a period of
three years.

Tenders have just been invited for the concession for the working
of the telephone exchange in the town of Vallg (province o(
Tarragona) during a period of SO years.
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1'iiiilirj<l!>'c >V«'Ils.—November 7th. Corporation. 12
months' Bupply of n.T. and l.t. cables. See "Official .Xoticea

"

October 9th.

Icn'k.—October L'3rd. North-Eastern Railway. Twelve
or six months' sapply of telegraph apparatus, telegraph wire and
line stores. See "

< ilBcial Xotices " toclav.

November 9th. Construction of about 1 1 miles of light railway,
pxcluding overhfad electrical equipment, for the T.C. Mr. F. W.
Spurr, City Engineer (returnable deposit of £.')).

CLOSED.
Aslitoii-Jii-Ylakntit'ld. — Messrs. Johnson & Phillips

have received an order from the U.D.C., in connection with the
new sewage-dispoeal works, for an overhead line, switchboards,
control panels and wiring for power and lighting.

Australia. — .Vccording to the Melbourne Aye, the
Prahran and Malvern Tramways Trust has accepted the following
tenders in connection with supply of 20 single-type trucks and
equipment :

—
Contract No. 49.—Horrocka, Roxburgh Pty., Ltd., £'M.
Contract No. 61.—Noyes Bros. (Melbourne) Pty., LtJ., £1,860.
Contract No. 56.—British Wewtioghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co ,

Ltd., je<i,280 ; Australian General Electric Co., £l,liO.
Contract No. 62.— Horrocks, Roxburgh & Co., for special work for car

dep.'.t at Kew, 4c., £2,167.

Ballycoiincll (( o, ('a\an).—At a meeting of the
Electric Light Co., tenders for the installation of electric light in

private houses were considered. It was decided to give the con-
tract to Mr. J. 0. Cave, electrical engineer, Balturbet, at the
following quotations: Oae light poiat, 168. ; two ditto., ISs.

;

three ditto., 22e.

Bradford.—The Electricity Committee has accepted the
tender of the Lea Recorder Co., Ltd., for a water meter required
for the turbines at the Valley Road electricity works, at £131

;

and that of Messrs. Holden & Brooke, Ltd., for a vertical spindle
pump for new sump at Valley Road work^, at £115.
The Tramways Committee has accepted the offer of Messrs. Cole,

Marchant & Morley, Ltd., for .50 sets of patent power brake equip-
ment, at £72 each ; that of the British Oxygen Co. to supply
oxygen required in the permanent- way department during one
year, at 32s. 6d. per 1,000 cubic feet ; and the tender of the British
Mannesmann Tube Co., Ltd., for steel poles as follows :— 220 light
poles, at £4 lis. lOd. each ; 80 medium poles, at £6 83. Id each

;

and 10 heavy poles, at £7 8s. 7d. each.

Brodswoi'tli. — The D.C. Tramway Committee has
accepted the following tenders in connection with an extension
of tramways :

—
Pour tramcar bodie", at £483 per car.—United Electric Car Co., Ltd.
Four electrical equipments, at £290 each.— Dick, Kerr .t Co., Ltd.
Four Peokham pendulum trucks, at £103 each.—Brush Electrical Eog.

Co., Ltd.

Dartford,—The U.D.C. has accepted the tender of
Mr. T. Knight, of Sidcup, for extensions to the electricity works,
at £1,(195. The tender of Messrs. Stuart A: Moore for extra
appliances in connection with the electric fire-alarm system has
been accepted by the U.D.C, making a total of £376 12a. 6d.

(.;ilIiiiKliaiii (Kent).—The T.C. has decided to place
an order for five transformers in the hands of the British Electric
Transformer Co.

(Tiloiicestcr.— The T.C. has accepted the tender of

Messrs. Sully & Co. for the supply to the electricity works of 2,000
tens of best slack coal from the Lydney and Crump Meadow
Collieries, at 9.s, 8d. per ton.

l;»iidon,— L.C.C.—The Main Drainage Committee
reports that Meisrs. l.jskole i: Co., whose tender wa^ aciepted for
the supply of electrical resistance indicators for the superheaters
of the new boilers at Crossness pumping station, have gone into
voluntary liquidation owing to the war, and have transferred their
business to the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Cj., Ltd., who
offer to take over the work at the same price, and upon the same
terms. The Committee has accepted their offer.

The Stores and Contract Committee reports that the war is

affecting to some extent many of the Council s contracts, a number
of the contractors finding themselves unable, owing to unforeseen
oircumstancee to meet the full obligations under their contracts,
and the Committee has considered as to the best means of dcalinu
with the situation. In some oases the contraots have been
terminated, and in a few other cases special arrangements have
been made, each case being considered on its merits. Tenders or
quotations for the supply of stores have from time to time been
accepted from firms controlled wholly or largely by persons of
German or Austrian nationality. The Committee, after m.aking
the necessary inquiries in each case, is arranging, it the facts
justify that course, to cease dealings with the firms in question.
The Highways Committee reports the acceptance of tenders for

the provision and laying of cables, laying of cable duots, fixing of
feeder pillars, .'v:c., in connection with the ro-arranpemont of tram-
way sub-stations and substation plant. The following tenders were
received, for supply and laying of high and low-tension cables :—

Western Electric Co.. Ltd Ocoented) £94,(\12
British Ineula-c I ami II olsby Cables, Ltd ai,S34
Johnson ft Phillips, Ltd. a4,t>9c>

Callendcv's Cable and Construction Co.. Lid S4 824
W.T. Henley's Telegraph Workt Co., Ltd «5 100
W. T. Qlorer 4 Co., Ltd IW,lll
81«meni Brot. A C9., Lid , ., K.IM

Laying of stoneware cable dacta, Jcc. :

—

Foote & Milne, Ltd (aecepled) MJK
W. Grlflilbs 4 Co., Ltd 1,866
May, Mortimer 4 Co., Lid s,S7l

For the installation of four indaced-draoght fang in connectiom
with the Bibcock k Wilcox biUers at the Greenwich genettktiag
station the following tenders were received :

—
Forro]!!- For direel-

drirei (ans. dnr<-n f»nj.
Davidson 4 Co. Ltd £1,706 £S :U3

,

4.!lll

' iwiib molors b

D*vid3on«Co., Lid. (aiterna'.lve).. 4,isi
^'"^i^'

^**'

I (wiib moion by
B.T.B.Co., Ltd.)

Standard Bngiaeering Co., Ltd. . 4.7r.i —
Turbon Patent Pan Co., Ltd. 4,875 —
Jamep Keitli 4 Blackman Co., Lid. 4,996 .''..47'.

MUigrave 4 Co., Ltd 6,117 7,115

The Committee, on the recommendation of Messrs. K ennedy and
Donkin, has accepted the alternitive tender of Meaers. Davidson
and Co., Ltd., for fans with motors, at £4,^38. Permis-ion was
given to sub-let to the British Thomson-Hooston Co.. Ltd., the
electric motors ; to Messrs. Brook, Hirst A: Co., the starting switch-
gear and resistances.

For supply of jib crane for the third section of the Central car-
repair depnt the following tenders were received :

—

T. Broadbent & Sons. Ltd (accepted) £610
BabcooK 4 Wilcox, Ltd 795

Mejsrs. T. Broadbent .t Sans were permitted to sub-let to the
British Westinghouse Electric and M inufactnring Co., Ltd., the
motors and controllers ; to the Briti-ih Insulated and Uelsby Cables,
Ltd., the cables, and to Messrs. T. Bolton i: Sous, Ltd., the overhead
line.

The Committee states that the CDntract of Messrs. .1. Batt i Co.
(London), Ltd., for the supply of 3,000 driving, and 2,000 pony
wheel tires, for the Council's tramcars, at 19s. 4d. and Itis. 7d.
each respectively, has been cancelleJ ; the comnany proposed to
sublet the minufactnre of the tires to certain (ijrmin firms, and
the following arrangements for tires to bj purchased have bean
made :

—

The Bessemer i C 3., Ltd.—3.000 driving wheel tires, »t ;a3j. each; and
2,0J0 pony wheel tires, at £1 eich.

Cimmell, Liird iv: Co., Ltd.—500 driving wheel tires, at 22s. eich; 500
pony wheel tires, at 19s. each.

The undermentioned material has been purchased for use in the
traq^ays department :

—
200 pairs of motor-axle bearings; Anti-Attrition Metal Co., i'JOO-

l.'^OJO ft. rubber base for magnetic brakes ; D. Moseley 4 Sons, Ltd., il49.
6 tons of pUin tread plate; J. Bellingham. £10.S.

1.200 carborundum blocks for rail ^rindini;; Carborundutn Co., Ltd , £iS3.
iOO castirci vokes ; Anderston Foundry C.>. an] J. Martin 4 Sjo (103

each), £139.
I ton of tinned copper strip; London Electric Wire Co. and Smiths, Ltd.,

£97.
3,000 rail clips for extended yokes ; Armstrong, Stevens 4 Sods, Ltd.. £200.
Bolts, bars, clips, 4c , In connection with the reconstrnciion of the lioea

in Seven Sifters Koad, N. ; Baylist, Jones 4 R.iyliss, Lid , £30?.
1,700 yok 38; Anderston Foundry Co., Ltd., f!,13i.

For the supply of 12."i,000 metillic-filament traction lamps the
following tenders were received :

—
Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd (accepted) £6,313

,, ,. ., ., ,, alternativa 7316
Edison 4 Swan U.E.L. Co., Lid 7.816
Electrical Co., Ltd 7,816
Q.E. Co., Ltd 8,480

For the reconstruction of motor-generators in tramway sub-
stations the tender of Messrs. N.'wton Bros., for £7,680. has been
accepted.

SiirTHW.\BK.—The EL. Committee proposes to purchase a
14-H.i'. motor from the Electrical Co. at a cost of £37 3i. 6d.

St. Pancras.—The B.C. has referred back to the Electricity

C.immittee the recommendation for the acceptance of the tender
of Medway's Safety Lift Co. for an electro-oil lift with spare
motor-driven oil pump, at £I,36'.>.

Kutlu'rliiiiii.—The following tenders have been aceeptol
by the Electric Light and Tramways Committee for annual
supplies :

—

Chiunhcrlain 4 lloohham, Ltd.— Tpwants of 5-amp. nieisrs.
Bastian Meter Co.—aj and .'i-amp. met^n*.
Cal'endor's Cable .>. Construction Co., Lul —HiRh aad Iciw-tensioo .alifi-e.

C. Kits on.— 1,000 tons lliith Ha.-.>1 sUck co«'. .-is. 91. per ton.
I. I.onk'botbam .t Son.— l.tVXl tojs Kilnhu'sl p<« nut*. 8s. Sd. per ton.
SheepbridR.' Coal and Iron Co.. Ltd.—5,orii uins Ulapwell Snutham co»l

7s. 8d. per ton.
w. A. Durnloni. -6,000 tons Barnslev Pit slack coal, 9>. i>er Ion.
Tnsker, Sons .V iTo.—Macintoshes.
Pocock Bros.- Oilskin coats.

Salf'ord.—The Corporation has confirmed the recom-
mendation of the Electricity Committee a -oopting a tender from
Messrs. Willans .\: Robinson, Ltd , for a S,0OO'K\v. turbo-alternator
with surface condensing plant.

Mi('fli«>Id,—The foUowinsj tenders have been accepted
by the Electricity Supply Committee :

—
Stirlint: Itoiler Co., Ltd.—Complete sets of tnl>es for ftont banks of two

Stirlins boilers, £446 : replace links for stokers of two boilcr.<. £JK.
A. Reyrolle .^ Co., Ltd. 14 panels of extra h.t. three-pba^c substation

switobi^ear vexteiision of present contract', £l,6S2.

The City Council has been recommended to accept the tender of
Messrs. Boving .V Co., Ltd., to supply two electricjtlly-driven turbo-

sinking pumps, with necessary motors and other accessories : also

the tender of Messrs. T. B. .<c W. Cookajne. Ltd.. for the supply of

fittings for aerial cables and for internal wiring and fittings to

buildings, and the tender e( the Ganeral Eleotrio Co. for cablw,
insalators and lamp*.
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Matfonl.—The tender of the Ifritish Westinphousg Co.
has t)een auoeptod for a eapply of tranaformerB at Hchedule prices.

Mohnliaiiiptoii.—The T.C. has accepted the tendor
of Messrs, Turner, of Rochdale, at £\t,0, for the covering of the
existine ooal-bunkori<.

rORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Institution of Post Office Electrical EniSineers. -Morula;. Octohoc 19th.
At 6 p.m. At InHtitiitInn of I 'i-.irknl KnKini'iTB, Vit-toria Kmliankment,
W.C. Paper on • Etiiios of SiiiMrvi»ion." by Mr, A. 8, Ri-OBhaw.

Physical Society of London.—Friday, Ooto>>er DSrd. At Imperial College
of Science, Houth KensingtoD. Presidential addtesE on " loDization," b;
Sir J. J. Thomson, F.U.8.

NOTES.

Uiis on Trains.—A mail train uau^'htfire near Ballinluii;,

on Ojtober 2nd, and a gaa cylinder exploded, causinff serious
injuries to the puard. No particulars are available to show
whether the explosion was the cause or the re4ult of the fire.

Collij'rv Windinu' G«"ar.—Electric winding is being
adopted bv colliery proprietors in Scotland, although there was
much hesitation at first. Various systems were advocated, and this
led to confusion. If a power company is near at hand the colliery
owners are inclined to substitute electric for steam winding^. In
connection with the new pit framework of one of the Townhill
Coal Co.'s old pits in Fife, it was decided aa a matter of course to
put in electric plant for winding as well as haulage, owing to the
faot that the Fife Electric Power Co.'s central generating station
is close to the pithead.
Two new installations at Scottish mines where, in both case?, old

machinery has-been removed to make way for modern plant, show
different types of winders. One at the Breichshale pit of
the Pnmpherston Oil (!o. was installed by Me?srs. Siemens
Bros., and is on the Siemens-Ilgner system, consisting of (<;) a
oontinuons current Sep irately exo'ted winding motor, direct
couoled to a winding engine, comprising two cylindrical drump
each 8 ft. diameter x 2 ft. wide: and (A) a Hy-wbeel converter
set. The other winder is at the Prestwick Colliery of Messrs.
William Baird & Co., and is designed on the Thury principle. To
prevent the peak loads coming on the three-phase supply, a
balancing set is introduced in the winding motor house, common
to the winding plant for both shafts. This is a three-phase motor
ooerated from the power house, and constantly in motion.
Mounted on the same shaft is a heavy fly-wheel, and on the other
end of this shaft a direct-current generator, which supplies the
current for operating the motors on the winding drums.

In fitting up new plant there is a considerable saving on first

cost over steam, for the rotary converter, driving motor control-
gear, and winding apparatus cost much less than boilers and steam
engines. Winding by electricity also works out much more cheaply.
The reduced winding costs and lower depreciation and interest on
capital represpnt a satisfactory reduction in the cost per ton of
ooal raised. Winding is also easy and sate to manipulate.
Other Scottish collieries fitted include the South Kenmuir pits

in the West of Scotland. The winders recently installed are on the
C.M.B. system, for which Messrs. Crompton & Co. hold the patent

;

Messrs. Crompton have done much electrical work in South
Wales mines. The gear is designed for a working depth of 160
fathoms. The cages carry two hutches apiece, the loaded hutches
taking 17 cwt., so that with rt.i winds per hour 55 tons of coal can
be brought up hourly. The ascending load totals 57 cwt., and the
descending load 23* cwt., leaving 33i cwt. to be dealt with by the
winding gear. A 120-KW. motor-generator, working at 400 volts,
is employed, the two winding motors used being of 150 b.h P.,

running at 403 revolutions per minute. The maximum demand
from the mains is found to be only a little over 120 KW., while the
units per ton working from an 85-fathom level are only 8, which,
with energy supplied at |d. per unit, gives the winding cost per ton
at the low figure of 6 of a penny. The average winding speed
of the plant is 1.120 ft. per minute, and the maximum 1,360 ft.,

with an acceleration period of 8 seconds, a full speed of 29 seconds,
and a retardation period of 8 seconds. The banking time is

10 seconds, leaving the time for each wind at 55 seconds. With a
day of eight working hours the lift is, therefore, 440 tons. The
power supply in this district is three-phase alternating, 25 cycles
per second, at a voltage of 440. This is directly coupled up to the
rotary converter through a triple-pole oil switch with overload
circuit-breaker attachment, while the motor has awoundruimr
with slip-rings for starting, a liquid starting resistance being
employed. The alternating current panel has mounted on it the
usual volt and amperemeters, and also a voltage coil which con-
nects the leads to the emergency trip gear of the brake. The main
winding drum is of the spiroconical type, designed to minimise
the torque during acceleration. Control is by a regulator in the
field circuit of the motor-generator, and by a reversing awi'ch in
the winding motor circuit, the two switches being connected so
that before the motor can be reversed the current must be shut off

and the brake applied. The magnetic brake is automatically
applied as the controller is brought back, but comes into action
of its own accord should any electrical failure occur. There is

also an emergency brake actuated by a pedal.

Elci'trol.vtir Iron.—Referring to the pii{x;r by Mr.
Uuillet.of which an abstract was published in our issue of Oct. 2nd,
Mr.S.Cowper-Ooleswroteto the Iron and Steel Institute, stating that

he consilered the paper to be very mixleading in regard to some of

its statements. In 1908 he read a paper before the Iron and Steel

Institute, entitled " The Production of Finished Iron Sheets and
Tubes in one Operation," describing in considerable detail hii

electrolytic process for the direct production of iron tubes,

cylinders and sheets. In that process a mandrel revolving at a
critical speed so as to give sufficient skin friction between the
electrolyte and the deposited metal was employed, to obtain a close

homogeneous deposit and at the same time to enable a high current
densir.y to be employed, the solution being kept neutral by bringing
it into contact with iron oxide, as described in Mr. Guillet's

paper. In the following year Mr. Boucher approached him (Mr.
C itvper-Coles) regarding the prLcess, and obtained a licence to

work it in France and S(vit:'.^rland A small trial plant was
thereupon set up in Swifz?rland, and Mr. Boucher produced a
numbarof tubes. A company was ultimately formed, called "Le Per,"

to acquire the licence that had been granted to Mr. Boucher.
Mr. Cowper-Coles's object in setting out those facts was to show

that all tile preliminary work was carried out in Great Britain

at great expense and with much labour. That that was eo could
hardly be gathered from the somewhat ungenerous statement,

which constituted the only reference to the process in Mr.
Quillet's paper.

His process was in no way analogous to the Klmore copper
process, which as most people knew consisted of using an agate
burnisher. He thought it should be known that the process

described in Mr. Guillet's paper had been worked out in England,
and that works were to be erected in the Midlands to carry out the
process on a commercial scale.

Fafalitie.s.—At Southport on Monday, an inquest was
held on Emily Jane Lloyd (21), servant, who died on the previous
Friday from injuries received in a lift accident at Westminster
Buildings, Lord Street, Southport, last July. Annie Foster, who
with her husband is caretaker of the building, had invited the
deceased and a friend to ascend with her to her rooms, and, in the
course of her evidence, said that she was already in the lift when
the deceased put one foot inside, and the lift at once began to go
up although witness had not started it. Witness stopped the lift

by the emergency button, but, upon releasing her hand to assist

the deceased, the lift again went up and crushed Lloyd. John
Henry Stevens, architect, of Westminster Buildings, said that,

although he was not an electrician, he had studied electricity, and
understood most of the parts of this particular lift. It was
installed in 1906 or 1907, and there had been no accident pre-

viously. On the Sunday when the accident took place, he bad
used the lift, and found it in proper working order. Under ordi-

nary circumstances the lift could not be started without the
entrance gate being closed, but he had known it to move when the
gate had been opened, on account of a defect in the lock. After
the accident he examined the lock, and found when opening the
gate that a spring in the lock failed to act and to cut off the
current as it should have done. He had looked after the lift, and
had frequently tested it. He was not aware that there were two
recent improvements that would have obviated an accident of the
kind. He had never tampered with the machinery, and had only
done what he had been instructed to do by the makers. Tha lift

was insured, and one of the conditions of the insurance was that
it should be regularly examined, and this had been done by a
qualified electrician, the last examination prior to the accident

being on May 11th, The jury returned a verdict of "Accidental
Death, " and said there was no one to blame.

The death of a boy named Ernest Taylor, (13), at the slag works
of Messrs. John r;rombie & Sons, Ltd. formed the subject of a

Coroner's inquest at Middlesbrough on Fridiy last. A verdict of

'Accidental Death" was returned, no blame being attached to anyone.

The evidence showed that the boy wis on the roof of a structure

at the works, when he apparently came in contact with some live

wires above it.

The foreman denied that it was part of the bjy's doty to look

after a hopper on a platform near the roof. The bottom of the

roof was 4 ft. above the platform, and 4 ft. separated the edge of

the roof from the live wires overhead. The boy had no business on
either platform or roof.

Dr. Benson, who conducted a post-mortem examination, stated

that the symptoms pointed to death from electric shock. Artificial

respiration had apparently been attempted for a short time.

Tne Factory Iispector, Mr. T. K. Evans, stated that he had
known a great many cases of men being brought back to con-

sciousness by continued artificial respiration. Nevertheless he
thought the doctor's chance of resuscitation a poor one, once the

efforts in this direction had been relaxed.

The Coroner remarked that while they could not blame the men
for ceasing attempts at artificial respiration, he thought it would
have been wiser to go on till the doctor arrived.

Leituer Electrical Co.. Ltd.—In the Winding-Up
Court, on Tuesday (October 13th), Mr. Justice Neville heard a

petition by Metsrs. Alfred Herbert, Ltd., for the compulsory
liquidation of the Leitner Electrical Co., Ltd.

Mr. Uthwatt stated that the petitioning company was a simple
contract creditor for £650, aid that it was supported by creditors

whose debts amounted to £4,000.

Mr. Whinney and Mr. Hunt, on behalf of other creditors, also

supported the petition.

The company did not appear, and his Lordship made the usual
compulsory order.
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Institution und liecture Xotcs.—Association ok
ENOlNEEUsiN-CiiAUfiE.—The following are the chief items in

the programme for the ooming Session of the above Association :

—

December 9lb.—" Electricity in the Printing Office." Mr. F. Brotd-
bent.

„ lath.—fo.ial dance.
January 2nd.—Social dcuicc.

„ l.lih.— •' Electric Accumulators." Mr. B. T. Mitchell.
February 10th.—" Boilers and Boiler Mountings," by Mr. Vernon Smith.

„ 13ih.—Social dance.
Maroh 10th. " aiodern Steam Laundry Maohlnsry." Mr. B. P.

Flockton.
,, Slth.—Anoual dinner.

April . 10th.—Social dance.
,, 14th "Autogenous Welding." Mr. L. M. Fox.

Bepteiiihor 15th.—Annual meeting.

Mr. Frank Bailey delivered his presidential address on Wednesday
nijfht.

Institution op Post Oppioe Electuical Enuineeus.—The
profrramme of this Institution for the Session now commencing
includes :

—

1914.- October 19ih —" Ethics of Bnparvlslon." Mr. A. 8. Renshaw.
November IClh.-- " Stores Accounting." Mr. W. T. Harris.

,, ,, —" Cash Accounting." Mr. W. J. A. Payne.
December 2l3t.— " Power Circuit Interference with Telegraphs and

Telephones." Mr. 8. C. Bartholomew.
1915.—January 18lh.—"Telephone Relays and their Application to Com-

mercial Circuits." Mr. C. Robinson.
February 15th.—' Wireless Call Devices." Mr. L. B. Turner.
March 16ih.-" Telephone Economics—Open Construction." Mr.

H. A. Smith.
April 19th.—Annual General Meeting.

Manchester Associatio.n of Esoineers.—On Saturday last

a visit was paid by the Association to the works of the British

Westinghouse Electric i>c Manufacturing Co., Ltd. Considerable
interest was shown in the various manufacturing- processes, and a
large amount of work was in progress through the shops ; the
high degree of mechanical perfection attained in the manufacture
and fixing of the turbine blading, and in the improved design of
the vertical tandem gas engine, attracted special attention. Other
interesting features were some examples of bent copper windings,
insulating materials, fan and other small motors, and a display of
electric supply fittings manufactured in the works. Abjut 160
members of tbe Association attended. An admirable little book
printed by the company specially for the occasion gave particulars

of the departments and the jobs in hand, as well as a carefully
arranged itinerary of the works.

Association or Supervising Electricians.—The first meet-
ing of the 11114-1.') Session was held at St. Bride's Institute,

Ludgate Circus, on the 2'.lth ult. Some 80 members and visitors

assembled to hear the presidential address, which was followed by
a paper dealing with " Private Generating Plants," read by the
president, Mr. A. H. Dykes. A reference was made to the necessity

of having an Association to bring into close touch with one
another supervisors and foremen of the electrical contracting
trades. The paper by Mr. Dykes showed a deep and intimate
knowledge of his subjiot, and an interesting discussion followed,
being the outcome of the varied experience of the members. A
number of technical questions were answered by the lecturer. It

is intended to include these with the paper, which is being printed

and sent to all members. The Hon. Secretary announced a series

of papers, which will be read during the session by authorities on
the respective subj-cts, amongst them being " A.c. Commutator
Motors," "Wiring Systems," " D.c. Motors," "Telephones" and
" Lightning Conductors," and concluded by drawing attention to

the inaugural dinner, which is to be held at the London Tavern,
Fenohurch Street, on November :28th. Particulars of the Associa-
tion and the rules can be obtained from the Hon. Secretary, Mr.
C. J. Banister, 14, Pulborough Road, Southfields.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—At the opening
meeting of the Session on Thursday, October 29th, when the pre-

sident,- Sir .Tohn Snell, will deliver his inaugural address, a marble
bust of Michael Faraday will be presented to the Institution by Mr.
Llewellyn Preece, on behalf of the family of the late Sir William
Preece, K.C.B., F.R.S.. past-president.

Birmingham Wireless Association.— In his presidential

address to the members of the Birmingham Scientific Society, last

week, Mr. H. W. H. Darlaston announced that the Wireless Tele-
graph Association was now associated with them and shared their

headquarters.

Physical Society of London.—Sir J. J. Thomson, O.M , F.R.S.,

will deliver his presidential address at the first meeting of the
Society on Friday, Ojtober 23rd. The subject of the address will

be " lonisation," and the meeting will be held at the Imperial
College of Science, South Kensington.

iStoIen Mefal : Scntpnci".— Before the Keconler (8ir

Forrest Fulton), at the Central Criminal Court, on Wednesday.
Alex. Farquhar, S9, metal spinner, pleaded guilty to stealing large

quantities of brass and copper belonging to his employer. Mr.
David Assersohn, electrical engineer, of St. iJride s Street. Counsel
stated that the prisoner had been five years in the oniploy of the
prosecutor, and was in receipt of a weekly wage, as a foreman
spinner, of il'2 15s. It was alleged that during the past two years

prisoner had systematically robbed his employer of quantities of

metal, which he surreptitiously removed to a workshop, and there

made up and actually sold to his employer's customers. Prose-

cutor estimated his loss at i- -'00. On his arrest there was found in

the prisoner's possession a bank-book showing that he had saved
over £200. The Recorder sentenced the prisoner to 15 months'
hard labour, and ordered him to pay the costs of tha
proieoution.

London (ounty (oiincil.—U hum been decided to
rai?e the rate of pay of assistant night inspectors from :J8e. to 40«.

per week, rising by annual incrementa of Is. per week to 46i., and
of acting assistant night inspectors from :iHt. to 39». per week,
rising after a probationary period of six months, not necenarily
continnons, to 403. per week. These changes have betn iiadend
advisable by the fact that conductors, who are a lower grade of
emploji??, are now receiving 39s. per week.
Some months ago the leading and ordinary cable bands in the

Southern section, and the wiremen and wiremen's labonrera
employed in the electrical section of the tramways department,
applied for an increase of pay. It was referred to the Concilia-
tion Board, but no decision was reached. The question wu.
therefore, referred to a Court of Arbitrat'on appointed by the
Board of Trade, consisting of Right Ron. Sir David Harrel, K C.B.
(chairman). Sir Alexander Kaye Botterworth, Mr. Reginald J.

Smith, K.C., Mr. C. W. Bowerman, M.P,, and Mr. J. N'. Bell. The
Conrt met on July 16th. and on the following day decided that in

all cases there should be an increaee of id. per hour. The new
rates, dated from July 20th, are therefore :—Leading cable hands,
8d. or 8id. per hour, according as they were receiving 7)d. or if.

per hour previously. Ordinary cable hands, 7Jd. per hour. Wire-
men, depot wiring department, lOJ. per hour as from May Uth
last. Wiremen's labourers, 7d. or 7 id. per hour, according as they wen
receiving 6Jd. or 7d. per hour on July 20th last. For night work
add one halfpenny per hour in all cases affected by the above
awards. The extra expense involved by the award is e timattd
at £,M0 for the present, and £720 daring the next financial year.

It has been decided to refer to the Conciliation Bjard the
question of advancing on the above scale the wages paid to leading
and ordinary cable hands employed in the Xorthern section of the
tramway undertaking.

.i|)])oiutnient.s Vacant.—AVorking] assistant engineer,
marri^ (£89 - house), for Hants County Asylum ; several
junior assistant engineers (153.), for Yorkshire Electric Power Co, ;

testing assistant C£'Jl), for York Corporation Electricity Depart-
ment ; shift engineer (32s. 6d.) and a jointer, for Gillingbaiu.
Particulars are given in our advertisement psges to-day.

Inquiries.—Makers of machinery for manufacturing
china and earthenware parts for electrical apparatus from the raw
material are asked for : also makers of " Ohmic " metal-filament
lamps, and makers of the C. Beyers electrical hairdrier.

Osniinni-IMatinuni .tltoy.—.\n alloy of osmium and
platinum has been introduced in the United States, to take the
place of iridio-platinum alloy, owing to the scarcity of iridium.

It is stated that one part of osmium replaces two and a-half times
its weight of iridium, and the alloy has a high specific resistance,

combined with great hardness and tensile strength, and can be
drawn into the finest sizes of wire.

(opper (ontraband.—The British (Tovernment has
agreed that there shall be no interference with American copper
shipped to neutral countries, provided that the Governments of
those countries give assurances that the metal will l>e used for

domestic purposes only, and will not be re-exported. The Dutch
Government has accordingly prohibited the export of copper.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editort inrits electrieal fngin'^rf^ whfth'r c<innect*d icitk t\»

technical or the commercial tidf of the profeisii>n ai%d indtutry,

algo electric tramway and railwai/ oflicialt, to keep readert oftXi

Blbctbioal Brview potted at to their moremenlt.

("ontral Station Officials.—The Basingstoke T.C.. on
October Sth, appoint) il Mr. G. Broadhcrst as electrical engineer,

at a salary of £ 1 7i> per annum.
There were 128 applicants for the post of borongh electrical

engineer at Swansea.
Mit. H. A. Hardini;, electrical engineer to the Bognor electricity

nndortaking. was married on Thursday, October ."ith. to Miss Lilian

V, Humphrys, eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Humphrys. of

Thnrnlaw Lodge, West Norwood.
With reference to our statement that Mr. T B Brujus, of

Blaokhurn, had been appointed senior engineer- in-charge at New-
port i.Mon,) electricity works, we are now informed that the

successful applicant was Mr. N. B. Macaulay, senior engineej-

incharge to the Rhondda Tramwsty Co., at Forth, Glam., South
Wales, his appointment being made on Friday last.

The St. .\.nnes I'.D.C, has increased the salary of the electrical

engineer by £50 per annum.
At a meeting of the Boxhill-on-Sea T.C, on Monday, it was

announced that the electrical engineer (Mr. W. T. Lk FkvvrkI
had applied for a commisiiion in the Army. It was decided to

keep open his post, and to refer to the Council in Committee the

question of his salary, with power to act. The E L. Committee
had recommended that his salary should be apportioned as fol-

lows :—£225 per annum to Mrs. Le Feuvre and family, £100 per

annum to the assistant engineer, (Mr. Frost\ and £100 per

annum to the provision for any further engineering aasistanoe,

hould neceaaity arise.
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Trninwav Ollicials. — Bradford Tramways Committee
propoHeir-to proniDtBMii. SAiinEi. Pkaiison, asRistant works cuper-
inbiiilent at the Thornbary dorut, to the ponition of workH
fluperintendfnt (in lieu of Mr. T. UiohardHon, reHipned), at a salary
of £ 150 per annum.

(In the occaaion of h's marriau'*', Mk. P. K. T. Pk.mick, of the
Bournemouth Ccrporation tramway staff, has been presented by hU
oolIeaKuea with a marble clcuk and a pair of oroamenta.

(•(iieral.—Mr. E. J. Reku, formerly sales manager to

Moaars. Miles, Sjkea i; Son, Ltd., and for several years chief pub-
licity writer to the British WeatinnhouHe Co., has been appointed
advertising manager to Messrs. Ed. Uennia \ Co., Ltd., of liilton.

The offices of the publicity department are at 28, Victoria Street,

Loudon, S.W.

Mb. R. n. BuBNiiAM, telegraph superintendent, has jnst retired

after ."iO years' service in the South Eastern and Chatham Railway.
The duties are divided between the engineer and the superin-
tendent of the line. During the present oisis Mr. Buruham has
been appointed censor over the telegraph service message work.

Mk. John Ha.mmkuslhy, iaspejting and supervising engineer,
has been appointed resident engineer in Manchester for Messrs.
Home-Morton, K-r\ Gibjon, of Glasgow, Birmingham and London,
c-ODsuIting engineers and industrial works designers.

OI)ituai°y.

—

Mr. .Vlukkt Dohso.n'.—We regret to learn

of the death, which occurred on October 8th, after a serious ill-

ness, of Mr. Albert Dobson, who was long associated with the
Aster EDgineering Co. ( 1913), Ltd., as general manager and
Fe!retary. Mr. Dobson, who was in his 4'Jth year, had been ailing
for several months and very severely ill for some six weeks. He
leaves a widow, two daughters and a son who is at present snrving
in the Territorial Force.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Ballyconiiell Eleotrio Light and Power Co., Ltd. (4,19S).—
Thia company was registered in Dublin on October lOth, with a capital o(
.t'l,5(X) in £1 shares, to carry on the business of electrioians, mechanical
engineers and manufacturers, workers and dealers in electricity, notive
power and light, &c. Thesubsoribera are :—P. McKiernan, CuUileenan. Bally-
connell, 50 aharea ; F. McGovern, Doon, Ballyconnell, merchanf. fiO shares ;

E. Shannon, Doon, Ballyconmll, merchant, 25 shares; J. J. O'Kane, Doon,
Ballyconnell, merchant, 10 shares ; R. Eells, Dcon, Baliyconnell, gentleman,
25 shares ; J. Gardiner, Doon, Ballyconnell, C.P.a., 10 shares ; J. Drum, Doon,
Ballyconnell, spirit dealer, '25 shares; J. McBarron, Doon, Ballyconnell,
spirit dealer, 10 shares ; J. A. Bennison, Slieve, Russell, Ballyconnell, gentle-
man, 75 shares; J. A. FoEter, Doon, BallycoDnell, merchant, 25 shares; F.J.
Clancy, Dof^n, Ballyconnell, merchant, 10 shares. The first directors are :

—

Rev. P. McKiernan. P. McGovern, (iC. Shannon, J. J, O'Kane, R. Kells.J.
Gardiner, J. Drum, J. McBarron, J. A. Bennison, J. A. Poster and F.J.
('lancy ; qualification, jElO. Registered oflace, Ballyconne.l, Co. Cavan.

»w High-Pressure Gas Light, Chemical and Electric
Supply Co., Ltd. (I37,8f8).—This company was registered on October 5th, with
a capital of £10,000 in £5 shares, to manufacture and supply gas, for lighting,
heating and power purposes, to the towns and districts of Gobowen,
Whittington and Ifton Heath, and other planes in Shropshire, to carry on the
business of a gas and electric company, and tliat of analytical and research
chemist?, inanufacturtrs of and dealers in coke, coal tar, pitch, asphaltum,
ammoniacal liquor and other residual products, &o. The subscribers are :—
B. Rowlson, Gas Offices, Ruthin, North Wales, gas engineer, 5 shares: Mrs.
M. F. Rowlson, Gas Works, Ruthin, North Wales, 1 share; W. F. Wilson,
5?, Bar-on Street, Mots Side, Manchester. 5 shares; R. W. Davies, Llwvn
Derw, Ruthin, 10 shares; E. Wilson, 55, Barton Street, Moss Side, Man-
chester, 1 share ; P. Turner, 51, Claremont Road, Handsworth, Birmingham,
2 shares ; P. I. Rogers, Daisy Bank, Heaton Park, Manchester, representative
of gas engineers, 10 shares. Minimum cash subscription, 7 shares. The
number of directors is not to be less than three nor more than seven : the
first are R, Rowlson, W. P. Wilson, R. W. Davies and F. I. Rogers ; qualifica-
tion, £50; remuneration as fixed by the company. Registered office, Gas
Works, Ruthin, North Wales.

Cicoy Magneto Co., Ltd. (137,910).—This company was regfie-
tered on October 8th, with a capital of £500 in £1 shares, to carry on
the business of manufacturers of the whole, or component parts of, mag-
netos, motor-cars, motor-cycles, cycles, and vehicles of all kinds, electrician?,
manufacturers of electrical goods, aeroplanes, talking machines, records and
accessories, cinematograph theatre proprietors, manufacturers of films and
accessories and mechanical and other toy goods, &c. The subscribers (with
one share each) are :—S. R. Cohen, 359, Gosweli Road, E.G., manufacturer ;

B. R. Cohen, 359, Gosweli Road, E.G., manufacturer: W. Trowell, 83, Cicada
Road, 8.W., engineer. Private company. The number of directors is not
to be lees than two or more than five ; the first are 8. R. Cohen, B. R. Cohen
and W. Trowell; qualification, 50 shares, Registered oface,c359, Gosweli
Road, E.G.

Ynlcan Electric and Mechanical Co., Ltd. (137,918).—This
company was registered on October Mth, with a capital of £l,O0O in £1 shares,
to carry on the business of agricultural motor tractors, mechanical engineer?,
manufactureis of raal'eable iron and tteel castings, bias'^, white metal and
aluminium, die casters and founder?, Ac. The subscribers (with one share
each) are:—J P. Annaoker, Springti.lds, Powys Lane, Palmer's Green, N.,
engineer ; J. Rochford, jun., 24, Village Road, Enfield, fruit growf r. Private
company. The number of directors is not to te less than two or more than
three ; the first are J. P. Annacker and J. Rcchfcr3, jun., and R. Rochford ;

J. P. Annacker is psrmanent, subject to holdine; 250 shades; qualification of
ordinary directors. 25 shares. Solicitors, Hutchison & Cuff, 6, Sione Buildings,
Lincoln's Inn, W.C.

British Battery Co., Ltd. (la: 905)—Thia company was
registered on October 8th, with a capital of £1,000 in i:l shares (800 preference),
to carry on the business of electricians, manufacturers of electric batteries,
lamps, filament, novelties, cables, accumulators, wires. Ac. The subEcribera
(with one share each) are :—A. H. Rose, 38-9, Beech Street, E.G., merchant

;

T. A. Rose, 38-9, Beech Street, E.G.. electrical engineer. Private company.
The first directors are A. H. Rose and T. A. Rose ; qualification, one ordinary
share. Registered o£Qce, 38-9, Beech Street, Barbican, E.G.

OrnCIAL RETURNS OP ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

\orkHhire iDcundeiicent Electric Lamp Co., Ltd. Par-
tlcuUm of i.'l!,000 flrat and £6.000 second morkgaKe deba , creatod October 111,
iyi4, Died pur»uant to 8ec. 'J-i (3) ol the Companiei (Consolldatlonl A( l, 190H,
the amount of tliti preaenl isMUea being i'ttOO flrat and £U,00Oaecoad mortgage
debs. Property charged ; Tbe company's undertaking and pro|jerty, preaeol
and future. No truateea.

London Electric Worlts (Jo., Ltd.— ['artlcularB of *r,.000
debs., created September IHtb, I'JU, Hied pureuant to Hec. 'J3 (3) of tbe
Companiea' (Conaoiidation) Act, IU08, tbe amount of tbe preaeo, iaaue being
£1 000. Property charged : Tbe compaoy'i undertalilng and property, pre-
aenfi and future. Ho truateea.

Nortlnvood Electric Light and Power Co., Ltd.—Issae on
September Uib, lull, of £1,000 debenlurer, pan of a aeriea of whlob parti-
culars have already been flted.

CITY NOTES.

I>rak<' & (;orliaiii. Ltd.

The thirteenth annual ereneral meeting of the shareholders of the

above company was held on October 8th, at the offices, 66, Victoria

Street, Westminster, Mr. B. M. Drake presiding.

In proposing the adoption of the report (see Elec. Rev., p. 473)

the Cbaibman said that the net profit was somewhat lower than
that of last year, although practically the same as the average for

the past three years. The difference was caused mainly by addi-

tional expenditure under the heading of advertisements which
included new catalogues and the circulation of a pamphlet on
country house lighting, and partly to a decrease in tarnover in

the North, due doubtless to the condition of the cotton trade.

The whole of the cost of advertisements and preparation of

catalogues had been written off, and it was hoped that benefit

would accrue after the war. In view of the general financial position

it was also thought prudent to make a larger provision than usual

for possible bad debts. Although, as might be expected, the number
of new installations that were being started for private individuals

was not large, there was Government work to ba done, some of

which they were taking at low prices in order to keep their staff

employed. A fair proportion of their employes had answered the

conntry's call to arms, and the directors had made arrangements to

provide for their dependents. The firm's system of church lighting

continued to find favour, a number of churches having been lit

during the year. A sole agency for Lancashire and Cheshire, and
a general agency elsewhere, had been arranged for commercial
vehicles propelled by Edison accumulators. The use of trucks of

this kind was constantly being increased in the United States,

and although some headway had been made in England, it took
time to persuade the public to adopt anything new. The shortage

of horses caused by the war would doubtless tend to increase the

use of mechanically-operated vehicles, and as the results obtained
became better known and charging facilities were extended, he
had little doubt that vehicles propelled by electric batteries would
play an important part in the general haulage of this country.

A demonstration truck to carry two tons had been purchased for

use in the Lancashire and Cheshire district, and they were
endeavouring to make known to contractors, railway com-
panies, manufacturers and other.^, the saviny which they
could effect by the adoption of electric trucks and delivery

vans. With regard to general business, it was difficult

to regard the immediate future with any optimism, but, wherever
possible, economies would be effected, and no effort would be spared

to utilise the company's organisation for any new class of kindred

business for which a demand might arise under the altered

conditions of the future.

Me. J. C. Hamilton, M.P,, in seconding the resolution, said he
was sure the shareholders were glad to know that the company
was able to pay a small dividend this year, and that it had not been

paid at the expense of those employes who had joined the forces,

but that the oompany had arranged to astist their dependents as

far as possible during the continuance of the war.

The report was adopted.

Auckland Electric Tiaiiiwavs Co., Ltd.

The directors" report for the year ended .Tune 30th, 1914, shows
that the total revenue for the year was !e27ii,320. The traffic

receipts, which amounted to £271,702, show an increase of £14,110

over the previous year. After providing for all expenses

chargeable to revenue, including £21,071 for debenture and
other interest, the rental and percentage of profits pay-
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able to tho Auckland City Council, amouatinu It £.'),i.'30,

and eettintr aside £22, ',00 to the renewals and depreciation account,

there is a aurplurt on the year s working of £.'il,7I!i, makinir, with
£8,7,S2 broufjht forward, a total of £fiti,.'.01. The dividend on pre-

ference shares paid and accrued to June .'!Oth, 1911, rfquires

£9,000, and an interim dividend on the ordinary shares f jr the

half-year ended Dacember ,SUt, 19IH, of 7d. per share, free of in-

come-tax, was paid in May last, and amounted to £1H,12.5. The
directors now recommend that £10,000 of the available balance

be transferred to reserve account, brinKinpr the account to

£112, .'.00, and that a further dividend be paid on the ordinary

shares of Is. per share, free of income-tax. for the half-year ended

June 30th, 1914, makiner a total dividend of Is. 7d. per share for

the year. This will require £22,500, and leave £5,87<; to ba carried

forward.

DurinR the year £'25.000 lirst mortgage debenture ntock was dispoaed of, and
an iseuc was made of 100,000 ordinal y Bhares of £1 each. Th^i shares were
ctTered to the e.xistiiig shareholders at par y-ro r„(.i to their holdings. The
whole of tho issue was taken up. Under tne terms of the debenture stock
tru't deed, £.5,150 lirst mortgage debenture stock was oancflled, £3,750 of the

amount b.-ing drawn f jr redLMiiption at 105 per centum, the balance being pur-
chased in the market at less than that price. The premiums paH in each
case have been charged direct to the revenue account. At June .SOIh, 1914,

the issued share and debsnture capital of the company was :—£ 150,000 in

G per cent, preference shares, £150.000 in ordinary shares, £108,407 in flret

mortgage debenture stock.

The capital expeadit'ire during; the year has apsreerated £.")5,832,

the largrer portion of which hai been aoDliel to the erection and
fqnipment of the new repair works. Etpeuditnre has also been
incurred in the provifionof additional roll-'n? ftcck. the dnplication

of a portion of the lines, the laying: of additional feeder cables, and
other capital purpose". Ten oars were added to the roUin? stock

during the year, the num'oer of cars in stock now beinff li'iil, which,
it is anticipated, will bs sufficient to meet the tratlic requirement-*

for some time. Twelve of the smaller cars have been coupled, and
have proved very useful in dealing with rmh traffi • when large

crowds have had to be handled expeditiously. The traffic rec»ipts

were seriously nllcicted by the labour disturbances that took place

in New Zealand at the end of last year, resulting in a general

strike, when, in consequence of a shortage of fuel, the service had
to be suspended for 'IS days, from November 8th to 2.Tth inclusive.

In addition to the loss of revenue from this cause, the expenses

were materially increased after the resumption of the service by
the purchase of large quantities of foreign coal at enhanced prices,

which was rendered necessary on account of the restricted output

from the local mines. The closing of Q'laen Street during the

work of reconstruction of the track and an epidemic among the

Maori population in Jaly also had an advjrsj effe:' upon the
traffic receipts.

The attendances at the exhibition in Auckland, which was open from
December 1st until April I8th, suffjred considerably from the eflfecls of the
Btrike, with the result that the extra traffic arising fr m this souroe was not so
large as had been anticipate!. The motor-omnibuses that wore aci|Uircl by
the company at the requi-stof the Exhibition Commissioners to deal espeeially
with the traffic to and from tho Exhibition fulflUed their pu'poie, and the
further protltable employment of the vehicles is being or.-idered. The
central repair works in the Mount Roskill district have been completed, but.

owing to delays due to the labour disturbances referred to, the company was
unable to occupy the prem'ses until May of this year. Several extensions of

the company's system are in ooutemplaticn 'and utc the subject of

negotiations.
1913. 1911.

Milesopen—Route miles .. .. 35-W 25'H
Passengers carried 40,!W1,310 4'2,I33,815

Average receipts inr passenger .. i*53d. 1 65d.

,, expenditure per passenger . . •93d. I'OOd,

Proportiqp of expenditure to receipts flO ",j 65%
160
Nil

Itaibados Electric Su|)]tly Corporation. Ltd.

—

The directors report that the prottt on operation for the year

ended June 30th. 19 U, amounted to £1,381, as compared with
£39.5 for the previous year. This profit has been earned after

charging £183 for repairs and maintenance (principally for

replacement of poles), as compared with £Ui4 in the previous year.

No fees have been paid to the directors, or the members of the

Advisory Committee in Barbados, since the issue of tho last annual
report, although fees for the year have been debited in the profit

and loss account. The number of lamps and motors connected, of

an equivaleutof 2.') c.i'., was 12,715 at June 30th, 1914, as compared
with 9,130 at June 30tb. 1913 : and the numbi r of cousumors was
737, an increase of 281 during tho year. The direjtors consider

the progress made during the year, both as regards the number of

connections and revenue, as satisfactory. Prospects for the current

year were also encouraging until the outbreak of the European
war, which has already resulted in a falling oil' in the number of

applieations for new connections. It is also expec'ed that the

winter tourist season will bo affected, with a consequent fall in

the supply of current. The negotiations with the tramway com-
pany, referred to in the last report, are still pending. Capital

expenditure during the year amounts to £1,830, and represents

principally extensions to the mains and house connections.

Oriental IVleplioiic and Klcctric Co., Ltd.—The
directors have deolared the following interim dividends :—3 per

cent, on the 6 per cent, cumulative preference shares for the

current year, less income-tax, and 4 per cent, on the ordinary
shares, free of income-tax. The warrants will be posted on
3 let inst.

Melbourne Electric Su|i|)l> Co., Ltd.—The directors

announce that the gross profit in Australia for the year to August
31st amounted to £101,339, compared with £77,092 for the previous

year, an increase of 35 per cent.

Montevideo Tcle|ilion<' < o.. Ltd. — The flirectom

state that after providing for all charge? in Montevideo and
London, the net profit for the year ended July 3Ut last was £2-,.»25,

as against £2.") s.ji for the previous year. The interim dividends

paid on May Ist last absorbed £4.313. leaving £21.1*2, plus

£4,41)1 brought forward from last year, making an available

balance of £28,ij|t;. After applying £9,50'
i to depreciation of the

company's property and plant, and transferring £9..'»C'i to reeerre

for renewals, the directors recommend the payment of final

dividenils of 2i per cent, upon the preference shares and 3 per

cent, upon the ordinary shares, making for the year -'. per cent, on

the preference and U per cent, on the ordinary share*, leavinif

£5,303 to be oarriel forward. The number of new Fab?criber«

daring the year has again shown a moderate increase.

STOCKS AND SHARES
Tneaday Evenlnf

.

The fall of Antwerp and the enbee<inent march of the German
army upon Ostend served to deprei<8 in some degree the various

markets of the Stock Etchange. having the effect more of check-

ing buyers than of inducing sales. Had the House been open, no

doubt considerable excitement and no little depression would have

ensued ; but, in the street, business simply came to a standstill,

and members agree! amongst themselves that, had the enSmy
wished, they could probibly have taken Antwerp several weeks

before, so that the event, regrettable as it was from every stand-

point, could scarcely have been deemed improbable.

The price of Consols remained at the officially-fixed figure of

68J ; and the only quotable effect was felt in such shares as

Canadian Pacifies, a few Home Railway stocks and in mining

shares, while in other departments the tone took on a dull

appearance. Business, therefore, is smaller a^ain : and the revival

of interest in stocks and shares to whijh allusion was made here

in the succeeding two weeks has been damped for the time being,

investor and speculator alike waiting for some better news before

entering upon freeh engagements.

The feature of the week, so far, is the success which attended

the issue by the London and South -Western Railway of £l,Oi,>0,000

5 per cent, redeemable preference stock, offered at S'.'i. the money
being required mainly for the electrification work now proceeding

on the railway. There was a rush for the stock : and upon its

being understood that the issue would probably be allotted almost

entirely to proprietors of existing securities of the compiny,

literally hundreds of would-be buyers offarel a premium of 1 per

cent, or so, without finding fellers.

The stock, which, at its issue price, is a trustee security, mast
be considered cheap : and tome of the dealers in similar stocks

expressed the hope that other compinies would not take it as a

precedent, because, if they followed suit by offaring trustee stock*

on a 5 per cent, basi^, this would have a marked effect upon gilt-

edged securities of all kinds. As the stock is redeemable at 100

in 10 years' time, or at the same price five years hence at the

option of the company, it can scarcely be slid to compete directly

with the present preference issues of other leading Home Railway

lines. But the distinction is more apparent than real, and the

sympathetic effect upon those other stocks cannot fail to be

considerable.

The occupation of Brussels by the enemy, the surrender of Ant-

werp, and the threatening of Oitend served to remind the Stock

Exchange very vividly that some of its best clients will be un-

happily out of the markets for a long time to come. The Belgians

had a liking almost akin to a passion for tramways and tramways

shares. Krussels held large lines of 15ra/il Tractions, Antwerp was

a lively centre for dealings in South American tramways shares,

and issues of several English tramway campstnies were popular

with investors spread all over Belgium.

It used to be axiomatic that any tramway scheme, from what-

ever part of the world it might emanate, would be assured of

careful attention in Brussels, and two or three of the other leading

Belgian cities. All this, it is only too sorrowfully to be feared,

must be regarded as a thing of the p.ist : though it may be aa

devoutly hoped that, when the indemnity question comes to be

settled, whatever investments of the thrifty Belgians have been

lost or destroyed in the cour.se of the war will be paid for on that

same lordly scale which the German mauraulers demand from the

cities that they " conquer.

"

In tho Electric lUiU-ay market, the Is, shares of the I'nder-

ground Rail»-ay Company have crept np to ("•.<., and the Income

bjnds, which were ciVereil the other day at 791, have reoovereil to

SI—which, by the way, is no worse than the price stoxl when the

war broke out. Tho London General Omnibus Company has just

received fresh orders for another lariTL' consignment of 'hu?e9 to

be sent to the Continent ; and the denuded rieet in I.jndon is per-

mitted to overcrowd its remaining vehicles in a manner which is,

no doubt, as profitable to the Ojmpauy as it is uncomfortable to

its oustomors. This consideration has not yet affected the price of

district Ordinary stock, which remains about 19). while Metro-

politans continue at 32. In the Central London Preference group

no changes have occurred.

It may be well supposed that the drastic rejrulations of the

police with regard to l.andon lighting have not done the market

for supply issues any particular good. Some discussion has arisen

as to what is likely to be the effect upon the princip.al companies if

this order should remain in force for some months, hecatrse.
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obvioUBly, the amount of ourrrat lieioK taken for li);htin(; purposen
18 very iniiterially reiluued, ho far a^ the neceeHitiea of atreetn and
Hhop-fronl8 are ujnoerned.

I'rioeH of ll'eotrio Snpply isHuea are, therefore, xtationary.
('ounty of LonJon Preference fhares are offered at 1 U, City of
London I'refereace at 1^4, at which priceii the yield in £6 1h.. and
£4 1 U refpectively. There iH a scrap of t.'ounty 4 J per cent.
Second I><;t>entare etcck on olTer at 100, which looka cheap con-
fliderinp the nature of the Becurlty at the back of it. Urban
4J percent. Debenture stock can he bonght to pay nearly nj per
cent, on the money

; and there is an odd lot of Metropolitan :fj per
cent. Debenture Btock at S2, which pives I J per cent. One of the
temptini; utoeka to be pi ;ked up juBt now 18 the ij per cent.
Debenture of the Adelaide Electric Supply Company, which a
buyer can get for I02J, frte of Rtanip and fee, with dividends due
on Jure Ist and December Ist. There was a rush for the stock
when it cume out ; and the subscription lists, it may be recalled,

were open for an hour or two only.

There is more poing- on in the shares of the companies connected
with elect rcil manufactures and lamp-mahin^. The war has forcfd
tierman business into this country, and one hears that most of the
manufaoturin^ concerns are working to aomethirt; like the utmost
limit of their capacity. Eiison 4: Swan fully-paid shares are .HOs.,

and the partly-paid 4i'. ild., the latter being three times the price
at wliih thfy stojd when the war broke out, British Westing-
hnupe Preference stock at HOs. are very firm. The company s I per
cent. Debenture changed hands the other day at 74, at which the
return is £.'> 8*. Id. on the money ; and the t> per cent. Prior Liens
are 98i, Electric Construction shares are lis., Crompton 53, and
the Preference 9.'. General Electric Ordinary at 11}, and the
Preference at ilj are steady.

Amongst Telegraph and Telephone shares the tone is a little

heavy, this being due mostly to sympathy with other investment
sections. Prices arc a shade weaker than those quoted in our
last issue. Marconis eased cff ^\ to :>53., while the subsidiaries
have also given way a few pence.
Armament shares of various kinds are fairly active, and private

advires from Shfffi 1 1 tell na that the market there ia compara-
tively animated. B.S A. shares, for instance, at 5,">3. Gd. are nearly
l.')S. higher than they we^e when the war started, although Vickers at
H.is. and Armstrongs at 'Mi. <' I. have not greatly changed. The com-
panies' pre-ordinary classes, however, are decidedly good ; and each
evidence of the probable prolongation of the struggle serves to
quicken the interest of the buyers. The Rubber aha'e mariet, on
the other hand, keeps quiet; and although prices do not cjme
down, business in the shares is somewhat stagnant. Oje of the
largest of the insurance companies, by the way, has recently laid
down a rubber staircase and rubber floors, in consiquence of a
nasty accident which occurred through an official slipping on the
previous staircase and damaging himself severely.
The R'o Tinto Company—greatest of the Copper group, from the

London point of view—has just passed its interim dividend, for
the first time in many years ; and other companies concerned with
baser metals are none too popular with their usual supporters. We
understand that negotiations are on foot for the formation of a
large company, with several million ponnda capital, for the pur-
pose of dealing in England with the smelting work which has
hitherto been almost confined to Germany. The sponsors of this
soheme hope to receive Government support, either in the shape of
capital itself, or else by way of a guarantee of dividends upon the
money

; and preliminary efforts are being made with a view to
securing official assistance.

MARKET QUOTATIOHB.

ELECTRIC TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY
TRAFFIC RETURNS.

Looality.
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EARTH CONNECTIONS.

By Francis 11. Ua\ies.

It is often a matter of some difiiculty to secure a
permanently good connection with earth, and to

this end many special devices and methods have been
employed, particularly in America where, owing to

the prevalence of extra high-tension generating and
distributing systems, the need has been specially felt.

In this sphere of work it is usual to connect to earth
the frames of all generating, transforming and high-
tension switching apparatus, also the metal frame-
work of switchboards, instrument cases and the
secondaries of instrument transformers, lightning
arresters, etc. The majority of such earth connec-
tions are liable to have to carry comparatively large
currents, and it is therefore essential that they should
be of permanently low resistance and ample in area.

While the fulfilment of the latter requirement should
in most cases be a simple matter the former is not
always so, and the difficulty often experienced has
led to the introduction of numerous devices, some
of which are good and many worthless. The oldest

and the one still mostly in use consists of burying in

a hole some 6 ft. or 8ft. square, a tinned copper
plate of about No. i6 gauge. The depth should be
sufficient to ensure contact with permanently damp
earth, and the plate should be surrounded with two
feet or so of granulated charcoal or carbon such as
old arc lamp electrodes. Coke and cinders are often
used, but their employment is inadvisable as, being
rich in sulphur, they have a corroding effect upon
the plate. A heavy wire is soldered and riveted to
the plate right across its surface in order to secure
a good area of contact, and the hole is filled in with
earth kept moist as the work proceeds with ruiming
water. As it is so essential that the earth surround-
ing the plate should be permanently damp, it is best,

if possible, to carry out such work after a dry sea-

son, as if damp earth is found at such a period there
can be little doubt of that condition being perman-
ent. This point is probably often overlooked, with
the result that many earth connections which are
efficient in winter seasons are almost if not entirely

useless in summer. It is quite possible to make an
excellent job of such a ground connection if the w'ork
is well done and the soil suitable; but if the latter is

dry or composed of gravel, sand or clay, instead of
rich moist earth, the method is not dependable, and
it is necessaiy to keep the area thoroughly damp by
means of water supplied close to the plate through
a pipe. All methods of earthing dependent upon a
buried electrode are alike in this respect, though the
important auxiliary of a water supply is often
ignored. A disadvantage of the earth plate as above
applied is its cost, which it must be remembered lies

greatly in the excavation of a fair sized hole. Where
only one plate is recjuired this is perhaps not a mat-
ter of moment, but in many large distributing sys-

tems the number of earths installed is considerable,
and the total cost may well run into a good sum.
To meet this important objection several devices
have lieen placed on the market, one of these being
shown in fig. i. This consists of a perforated cop-
per cone fitted with a suitable hcatl and point con-
nected together by a central rod and filled with pul-

verised carbon. For an equal area of earth contact
the hole required is nnicli smaller than with the
plate, whether the latter is placed vertically or hori-

zontally. C^ne of the claims put forward for this

cone is that in consequence of the capillary action
of the charcoal in absorbing moisture the earth
around it is always damp. Whether this claim can
be substantiated in every instance remains to be
proved, but in any case the cone is convenient to
handle and should be cheap to instal. It should be
bedded in granulated carbon in the same manner as
the ordinary earth plate.

An American device which depends for its effi-

ciency upon the same principle of the absorption of
moisture is shown in fig. 2. A central conducting
rod, insulated at the upper end, carries four ovoid-
shaped discs, each 6 in. in diameter. These are made
of a porous substance which readily absorbs mois-
ture, and it is claimed that the area of efficient con-
tact with the earth is therefore large. The upper

Flc. 1. Fl(i. 2.

end of the stem is threaded, and may consequently
be extended to any length by means of suitable rods'.

In the two sizes manufactured the over-all lengths
are respectively iQjin. and 6ft. 2in., the correspond-
ing lengths of the stems being 6in. and 5ft. 7iin.
This device should be set at a good depth varving
with the nature of the soil, and before placing it in

the hole the surrounding earth should be well satu-
rated with a saline solution.

Another American device is illustrated in fig. 3.
Three copper bowls are fastened to a central rod,
and each bowl is filled with pulverised carbon, which
is kept in place by a metallic screen. The object of
the bowls is to entrap rain-water as it filters through
the ground, and so long as the surrounding earth
is moist the water will remain in the bowls. In dry
seasons the presence of water tends to keep the
neighbouring soil moist, and it is claimed that the
water in the bowls is sufficient to maintain this con-
dition for a considerable time. The device gives a
good area of contact and does not require a large
hole. It is so designed as to allow the earth to be
tamped firmly around it without becoming distorted.

'C

^

Connection is made at the top by means of a slot in

the rod running parallel with its length. The wire
is inserted in this, and the screwing down of the nut
clamps it tight ready for soldering if required.

lender most circumstances a water main makes an
excellent earth, but if there is any liability oi a heavy
current tlowing. only large main pipes should be used.
as small branches have a very appreciable resistance.

The connection should be made as close as possible
to the point of entry of the pipe into the ground if

in a building, and on the earth side of all water
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lueicrs, valves or other appliances, llie best way
to secure ellicieiit contact with a large iron pipe
is to drill and tap a A-in. hole in the socket or flange,
litting this with a special brass or copper lug in

wliicli the earth cable is sweated. If this method is

not feasible or access cannot be obtained to a flange
or socket, the wire can be efficiently connected to the
barrel of the pipe in the manner shown in fig. 4.

The earth wire is run along the pipe parallel to its

length for a few inches; it is then doubled back on
itself, and tinally twisted round the pipe in a close
helix. The last turn is threaded through the loop
as shown, and the other end of the wire is pulled
in such a manner as to bring the loop hard up
against the free end of the wire. This gives a good
conducting area, a firm grip, and prevents the coil

from unwinding. The pipe is first cleaned and tinned,
and after the wire is wound on, the whole is soldered
up solid. If soldering is considered unnecessary or
cannot conveniently be effected, a substitute may be
found in wrapping the joint with a couple of layers of
tinfoil and covering the whole with several layers of
adhesive tape to keep out moisture. Connection to
pipes of small diameter is best obtained by means
of special clips of which numbers have been devised.
As they give an ample area of contact and are
quickly and easily installed, they are to be preferred
to the wire-wound and soldered joint which, as
usually constructed, seldom has sufficient contact
area to carry a current of any size. The result is

often overheating and burning of the pipe at the
connection, especially if it is of lead.
Under favourable conditions a good earth may be

obtained by driving one or more liin. or 2in. gal-
vanised iron pipes into the ground to a depth of 6ft.
or 12ft., according to the nature of the soil. Such
pipes should be pointed at the bottom and drilled
at the lower end with a number of ^-in. holes. When
driven, a saturated salt solution should be poured
into the pipe, and this, finding its wav out at the
holes, impregnates the surrounding soil and lowers
its resistance. The result of a large number of
tests carried out in various localities tends to show
that such impregnation of the soil may be depended
upon to lower the resistance of the " earth " by 50
per cent, or more, and on the pipe system it is a
very simple matter to keep the connection up to the
mark by periodically filling up with brine, although
It IS found that this is only required at infrequent
nitervals. It is possible still further to improve the
pipe type of earth in this respect by employing the
arrangement shown in fig. 5 or some modification of
It. Here, a common drain pipe is placed round the
head of the pipe and filled with rock salt and water
which gradually impregnates the soil all round and
to a considerable depth, thus materially improving
the conductivity. It is sufficient to pack the head
of the pipe with salt and fill round with earth, but
the drain pipe makes a better job and is more con-
venient when replenishing. It is clearly a very
simple matter to make a good connection to a pipe
earth by means of a suitable lug screwed into the
head, and as no excavation is required and the pipe
Itself IS cheap, it is by far the least expensive type.
In the absence of screwing tackle or suitable nuts,
a good connection to a pipe may be made by plug-
ging the pipe at a depth of Sin. or so from the top
and pouring in molten white metal around a heavy
gauge iron wire placed centrally in the pipe. This
method, however, possesses the disadvantage of
permanently closing the end of the pipe, thus ren-
dering the periodical treating of the soil with a salt
solution impossible without withdrawing the plug. It
should be remembered that in driving such a pipe
the blows set up vibration along its length, and this
tends to press the soil awav from the pipe and cause
bad contact, and consequently high resistance. The
remedy is effectual tamping of the ground, and this
will be found to increase the conductivity very mater-
ially, especially in loose soils.

In a pa[>er read before the International Associa-
tion of Municipal Electricians in America some
twelve months back, Mr. H. P. Liversidge describes
a modified form of pipe ground which he states pos-
sesses many advantages. Strictly speaking, this

apparatus belongs to the more elaborate types
described at the outset of this article as will be seen
from fig. 6. The galvanised iron pipe is fitted at
the lower end with a circular iron frame 5in. in dia-
meter and i2in. long, which has a number of ribs
projecting radially outwards. This frame is filled

with a special hygroscopic substance held in position
by a galvanised iron screen, and the total contact
area is about 500 square inches. As before ex-
plained, the presence of the hygroscopic material
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ensures moisture in the neighbouring soil, and it is

stated that with this type of earth it is not necessary

to provide extraneous moisture or salt solutions.

A deviation in the design of an ordinary earth plate

is shown in fig. 7. This type of plate has for some
time been employed by the London County Council
in connection with the earthing of lightning con-
ductors. It is of No. 16 gauge copper, measuring
3ft. by ift. 6in., and until recently two such plates

were installed with each conductor. It is now cus-

tomary to use only one plate, 3ft. square. It will

be noted that a number of triangular tongues are

cut out of the plate and bent upward at right angles,

and the function of these is to facilitate discharge.

The plate is laid flat in the hole with the tongues
uppermost, and is surrounded with wood-charcoal
well rammed. Connection is obtained by means of

a copper strap riveted and soldered across the whole
surface as shown, and this joint is protected by a
thick coating of tar.

The importance of the subject of earth connection
has caused a considerable number of experiments to

be made, and the result of these points clearly to the

following facts. The area of contact with the soil

must be sufficient to preclude any possibility of heat-

ing under the largest current that is likely to flow
for an appreciable period. If heating occurs, the
moisture in the soil, which is so absolutely essential,

is evaporated, and the " earth " becomes ineffectual.

It is impossible to give any definite figure of maxi-
mum allowable current density, as everything de-

pends upon the intimacy of contact and the nature of

the soil. Average results even are imreliable, and
it seems that each case, if important enough, must
be studied individually and experimented with. It

appears certain that good top soil yields the least

resistance, clay the highest, and gravel intermediate.

It is often thought that immersing an earth connec-
tion in a stream, leaving the plate lying on the bot-

tom is an effectual method, but this is usually far

from being the case, as the resistance of moderately
pure water is high. A stagnant pond or very im-
pure stream will give better results, as it is well
known that owing to the organic matter held in

suspension the resistance is comparatively low. On
the other hand, a pipe driven into the bed of a stream
or a plate buried in that position will make a good
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low-resistance earth, for it is in actual and intimate

contact with permanently wet soil. I'^inally, it is

well to remember that where possible risk to life or
damage to expensive plant is concerned a single

earth connection should not be depended upon. The
safest system under such circumstances is to install

several plates or rods, if possible, some distance
apart, in order to secure whatever advantage there
may be in varying wetness of the soil. These
should be efficiently connected together by a cable
thoroughly protected from damage, and to this end
it is usual to lay it in an iron pipe. It must not be
forgotten, however, that vyhere alternating current
is concerned such an arrangement is highly induc-
tive, and in the event of a considerable current flow-

ing the installation might be rendered practically

ineffectual. The way out of the difficulty is to con-
nect both ends of the pipe to the conductor, thus
making the former part of the circuit.

CO-OPERATION IN TRADE EXPANSION.

By C. ASHMORE BAKER.

The generous and helpful offer made to the British

electrical industry by the Editors of the Electrical
Review in the issue of September 25th (pp. 418-419)
deservesi a quick and ready response.

The Review has throughout its histor)- been a

sturdy champion of " organisation," and we have
to thank its editors for the existence of more than
one healthy and virile sodality.

In the present case a wide field and a propitious

hour should assist largely in adding another batta-

lion to the fighting line of British trade. I submit,
however, that in order to focus the attention of the
British trader something more definite is required
than even the magic word " co-operation."
Thus the mind is vexed with gloomy doubts

whether the average manufacturer in this country-

knows what co-operation means.
He might discover some useful facts about it if

he would consult his " hands," especially where he
has works in the North Country. In some parts of

the world enlightened manufacturers make a prac-

tice of seeking information from their employees.
The British manufacturer, however • (passage
excised by Censor).
Banter aside, let us glance at some of the condi-

tions which are essential to successful co-operation

;

and I think the first of these conditions is that the
area of membership of the movement should he as

wide as possible.

Thus, an association of certain linns not mutually
competitive organised for the combined selling of

their goods would not fill the bill. Such an organi-
sation might form a highly successful factoring
enterprise, but inasmuch as the number of firms

associated in it nuist necessarily be limited to one
or two manufacturers in each line of produce dealt

with, it could not include all the fii-ms occupied with
a given industry, and the remaining houses must of
necessity be left out in the cold. Membership must
therefore be open to any reputable tirm willing to

subscribe to the articles of association, from which
follows the corollary that membership should not
necessarily be confined to any p.irticular industry,

which is all to the good since we thus have practi-

cally the whole trade of the country to draw upon
for support.

A second essential condition is that the amount of

benefit to be derived from membership of the asso-
ciation should be as nearly as possible proportional
to the amount of business done between the member
and the association. This is the basic principle

underlying co-operation as now understood, and it

involves tlie further corollary' that the capital of the

association must be limited both as to the maximum
amount which any member should be permitted to

hold and as to the maximum percentage of interest

payable thereon.

riie rigid application of this principle will pre-

vent the association from becoming a sort of super-

middleman owned, possibly, by persons outside the

manufacturing interest altogether.

Now, as to the fields of activity in which such an
association can be of use.

Obviously we must limit its functions as much as

possible to those which are unlikely to be the cause

of jealousy and dissension among the members or

of real or suspected partiality on the part of the

officials, and for this reason I doubt if the direct

selling of goods co-operatively would be feasible,

at least, as an immediate and general object.

Apart from direct selling, however, there are

wide areas on which the members could meet on
level terms without any great risk of collision be-

tween rival interests.

To begin with there is cataloguing.

One of the chief causes of complaint by foreigners

against the British merchant is that he will not mark
his goods in plain figures. The British esotera of

feet and inches added to the kebalism of £ s. d.

clothe our commerce to the Slav or Latin eye with

a mystic veil and tend to exalt the art of deahng
with England into the realm of the occult.

We must try and envisage the viewpoint of our
customers in this respect. Consider for a moment!
Should we ourselves trade more freely with a nation

which persisted in expressing prices and discounts

in the forms and symbols of the calculus ?

Our failure in the past in this matter has not been
entirely the result of stupidity; rather, it results

from the structure of our system of production .

Our principal rivals have organised their produc-

tion in big concerns, and the big concern, although

not by any means the most efficient in all ways.

possesses the advantage of being able to set up in

most cases its own translation bureau, a weapon
which, impossible to the smaller manufacturer work-
ing by himself, becomes cheaply available to the

smallest under co-operative conditions.

Here, at least, we have a jumping-ofi place for

co-operative development.
Let us establish a bureau for translating, print-

ing, and generally " getting up " catalogues suit-

able for the countries in which they are to be circu-

lated. Let the prices charged for the work be in

the first instance comparable with those demanded
in the general market for such work, and let orders

be accepted from all and sundry, but let the profits

be distributed among the members only, and in the

fonii of a percentage dividend on the business done
with each.

Hence the institution, while being in a position to

benefit bv all the orders it could book, would be

protected against any accusation of cutting prices

against the regular market, while members of the

association would in effect got their work done at

cost price or even less if the amount of work done
for non-members were to form a large percentage
of the whole.

.\ further advantage to be gained from the estab-

lishment of such a bureau would be the standardisa-

tion of and fiexibility in the style of the work done

—

a very valuable characteristic in the eyes of the

buyer.
.\nother promising field of action would be the

gathering of information as to the demands and
conditions of trade in foreign countries. This is

again a matter in which the foreign type of big busi-

ness has hitherto had the advantage over British

indixidualism : which advantage can be annulled, and
more than annulled, by co-operative action. The
firm of moderate resources cannot atTord to send
expensive investigators into every market. An
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associatiuii of traders, on llic other hand, would
carry out this work at a comparatively moderate
cost per firm, and enormous benefit would result

from the knowledge thus gained of the markets for

which the British producer proposes to cater.

A further direction in which individual firms might
co-operate without treading, on each other's corns

would be the establisinnent of local machinery in

various countries for the collection of accounts.

Short credit is one of the drawbacks to trade with

Britain, and this drawback might well be lightened

by some such scheme as I suggest.
This brings me to the subject of industrial banks.

German trade in i)articular has been greatly

fostered by the German bankers' credit system,

which has rendered possible the long credit which
buyers in most countries usually demand (depending
as thev do on harvests, etc.), while at the same time

it has relieved the manufacturer of the necessity for

tying up money urgently needed for immediate use.

Thus the buyer gets the long credit which is abso-

lutely essential to him; the producer gets the quick

return which is also his lifeblood, although those

returns may be relatively small ; while the banker
gets the lion's share of the profit, which is what he

is out for. But make the bank a co-operative con-

cern and the big profits which must go in the first

case to the bank in any event will revert ultimately

to the producer in the form of dividends on the bank-
ing business done with him by the bank. In other
words, he gets his credit at cost price and no out-

sider gets a rake-off from this particular transaction.

Now as to transport. I fear it w-ill be some
decades before the nation decides to take over the

railways and thus eventually relieve its trade of the

ta.K of thirty or forty million sterling now levied by
the railway shareholders.

But there is much virtue in co-operative shipping.

Freight rates are now largely dictated by the powers
that rule the big' lines. These big lines are steadily

acquiring wider and wider powers, and as steadily

concentrating those powers in fewer and fewer
hands. What is to prevent this process from being
carried to its logical conclusion of the establish-

ment of a single shipping interest able to exact such
a toll from over-seas trade as to make that trade
barely worth doing and nothing more ?

Against such a contingency there is only one safe-

guard for the still independent British trader, and
that is a Co-operative Mercantile Fleet. A big
thing? Of course it is.

British trade is a big thing, and it is going to be
bigger if we set about making it so in the right way.
And why should we be afraid of size if the quality

is sound ?

I have outlined an ambitious programme, and yet

it does not cover the ground to which co-operative
trading might be applied. Thus I have said nothing
about insurance or the production and import of
foreign grown raw material. And yet bold though
the programme may seem, it is no wild-cat scheme.
A similar organisation is already in being.
Even the more important items, such as shipping,

insurance, the production abroad and import to this

country of over-seas produce are now being carried
out successfully on co-operative hues.
And by whom? By the working man. The very

employee of the manufacturer, the " captain of in-

dustry " whose energy, initiative and resource' are
set before us as the justification for his very exist-

ence.

If his energy, initiative and resource are not suffi-

cient to enable the "captain of industry" to help
himself, even by the path already discovered and
proven by his employee, then it is time he took his

place in the " great limbo of vanities " along with
the .

"

" Embrios and idiots, eremites and friars."

What I hope will be realised is that the principle

<fi co-operation will give to the individualistic

liiiti.ih trader the advantages to be derived from tlit-

trust or the combine without the compulsion and
waste which those .systems involve.

This article, although necessarily containing noth-

ing more than suggestions framed in vague and
general terms may, it is to be hoped, act as a

stimulus to some of those who realise the duties and
possibilities arising out of the present uplieaval.

ADVENTURES OF A O.E.C. MAN AT THE
FRONT.

Mr. W. Niblett, of the General Electric Co., and
lately with the General Electric Co. (of Belgium),

Ltd., a sub-company of the General Electric Co.,

Ltd., residing at Berchan, St. Agathe, a suburb
of Brussels, has sent home a thrilling description

of a journey to Xamur undertaken only two days
before the occupation of the Belgian capital by the

Gennans.
" The enemy's aeroplanes had all day been hover-

ing over St. Agathe," he writes. '" The follow-

ing morning, long before dawn, I was aroused by a

uniformed messenger, who informed me that my
services as an electrician had been requisitioned by
the War Department. A motor car was waiting, and
soon we were speeding along to Namur, 90 miles

distant, at 50 miles an hour. Those two hours were
crammed with adventures.

MoTnR-C.\R Bre.^kdown.

The Belgian roads are unsuited for heavy
traftic, and the constant passage of artillery and
transport wagons, laden to the brim with fodder
and anmiunition for the troops, had cut them about
terribly. We carried two spare wheels, and we were
compelled to avail ourselves of their aid long before

we had completed half the journey. A German had
been trapped red-handed in the act of liberating"

pigeons, and. face to the wall, in the first grey
streaks of dawn, he had to pay the penalty of his

life. It was the first occasion for me to witness the

shooting of a man in cold blood, but I have since

gone through so much that such incidents appear
trifles.

A Tearful Request.
" We met with a serious accident to the car fifteen

kilometres from our destination, and after vainly

tmkering with the defective machinery, the chauf-

feur and I decided to tramp it, leaving the disabled

car on the roadside. As we passed a little cottage, an
old w^oman, learning that we were going to Xamur,
where her son was on duty in the trenches, begged
us to take him a parcel. I had not the heart to

refuse her tearful request, and taking the little

bundle trudged wearily on. If I had know what
part it was destined to play in the day's chapter of

accidents, I might have hesitated to perform what
seemed at first sight so simple a service. Soon we
were overtaken by a car containing four officers

dressed in Belgian uniform. I hailed them, and after

they had listened to our story, and scrutinised our
credentials, they told us to jump in. They were
wonderfully good-natured fellows, I thought. We
quickly made friends, and I had soon told them all

I knew about the movement of the troops and the

preparations to offer resistance at Namur to the

German invaders.

Adventures with Germ.w Spies.

" We were travelling at a high speed along the
straight road that enters Namur from the direction

of Brussels, when we espied an armed patrol of the

Civic Guard, who signalled us to stop. To the

amazement of my companion and myself the officer

at the wheel opened out the engines to full speed,

and we darted forward like an arrcw.
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" The Guard presented their guns and we ducked.

They tired at us and shot the driver through the

head, kilHng him instantly.
'

I was seated next to him on the off-side of the

car, and acting under .i sudden inspiration I shut

off the power and pulled Ijack the lever applying

ihe brakes. Had I not had presence of mind to do
so we would all have met with certain death, for the

car, going at a terrific speed, was oscillating wildly

from one side of the road to the other. As it W'as

the catastrophe was averted, and the guard arrested

us instead. We were asked to produce our pass-

ports. The officers had none, they refused to

answer questions, and remained taciturn and dour.

Thev were German spies, masquerading in the uni-

form of our army, ft is an every-day occurrence

to find the enemy conducting their warfare with an

litter disregard of ' Oueensberry I'lules,' and an

every-day remedy was applied—they were shot

before our eyes.

Objects ok Sltspicion.

' The candour and passports of my companion
and myself I thought had entirely diverted suspicion

from ourselves, but being found in such company
had compromised us. Besides, T still had the parcel

of the old peasant woman. With due pomp and
ceremony it was opened in the presence of the

Commanding Officer and the Guard who arrested us.

Our lives depended upon its contents. It was un-

done, and found to contain cakes. How we
laughed! We were released, passports were in-

spected at least a dozen times, and we at last

arrived at the Forts.
" All day long and far into the night I worked at

installing fans in the entrenchments, laying field

telephones, and electrifying the barbed wire de-

fences. When my task was over the chauffeur and
I got another car and made for Brussels. We
reached there only to be arrested again. We estab-

lished our identity and were set free. Next day I

went to the War Minister and complained about my
frequent arrests, so he clothed me in the Belgian
uniform, and provided me with a gun. So here I

am for better or for worse."
Mr. Niblett's wife (a Cardiff lady) and their two

children are with him.

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION IN

AUSTRALIA.

[by our special correspondent.]

The visiting members of the British Association for

the Advancement of Science arrived in Sydney on
Thursday morning, August 13th, by three special

trains from Melbourne. No formal business was
arranged for the afternoon, but in the evening Prof.

W. H. Bateson delivered his i)residcntial address at

the Town Hall. The various sections met at the
Sydney University at 10 o'clock on Friday morn-
ing. In the Engineering Section, which met in

the new Lecture Room in the Engineering
School, Prof. E. G. Coker delivered his pre-

sidential address, dealing particularly with the

subject of stress distribution in materials, and
describing an interesting method of obtaining
a graphic illustration of the stresses by observing
the refractive properties of a celluloid model. Prof.
Coker pointed out that mechanical measurements
could not completely satisfy all our modern rc«iuire-

ments, since they were essentially average values.
He referred to the thermal methods of investigation,
and mentioned that Mr. Howgrave Crraham and ho
had examined a number of rolled metals under stress
up to breaking point under Rontgen ravs without.

however, discovering any change in the appearance
of the material as seen on the fluorescent screen.

'The discovery by Sir David Brewster, almost exactly

one hundred years ago, of the doubly refractive pro-
perties of transparent bodies under stress was then
mentioned, also Brewster's suggestion that models
of arches might be made of glass and the effect of

stresses due to loading rendered visible in polarised

light. The difficulties attached to the use of glass

were pointed out, and the solution of the problem
by the use of nitro-cellulose compounds, which have
optical properties very little inferior to glass, are
able to bear great stresses without injury, and also

are capable of being fashioned with the ease and
certainty of a wooden model. Photographic pro-
cesses are also able to reproduce the brilliant colour
effects caused by stress in transparent materials, so
that permanent records can now be made for future
reference. A number of slides were shown of re-

cords of the stress distribution with a wheel on a
rail, riveted plates, toothed wheels, compound
springs, etc., the resulting stresses showing in a
clearly defined manner. Some sixty members were
present, and at the termination of the paper a vote of
thanks was moved by Judge Backhouse, Vice-Chan-
cellor of the Sydney University, and seconded by
Prof. Warren, Professor of Engineering, Sydney
University. Mr. L. A. B. Wade followed with a
paper descriptive of the main irrigation system in

New South Wales, describing in some detail the
construction of the dam at Burrinjuck. The dam,
which has now reached a height of 200 feet, is to be
of an ultimate maximum height of 236 feet, and is

built of monolithic concrete blocks each constructed
of 15 feet of stone, 7 feet of sand and one cask of
cement. The dam serves to regulate the tlow of
water in the Murrumbidgee River, and the water for

irrigation is diverted from the river by a weir into

the main canal, which is one chain wide and about
eight feet deep. The irrigation system is operated
entirely by gravitation. Owing to time being sliort

Prof. Luigi Luiggi discussed the paper shortly, and
followed with his own paper on Tripoli, describing
the conditions to be met with and referring especi-
ally to a method of constructing dams in a cheap
and expeditious manner. An official luncheon was
given to overseas members by the Lord Mayor at the
Town Hall, followed by a garden party at Govern-
ment House.
The sensation of the meeting was provided in the

Antliropological Section by the display of the skull

of a prehistoric man, believed to date back to about
the Pleistocene age, about 25,000 years ago. The
skull was found by a boundary rider in the Darling
Downs.

Appropriately enough, tlie evening lecture at the
Town Hall, by Prof. G. Elliott Smith, was on
" Primitive Man."
A number of members left on Friday night for

week-end excursions, a large number going to the
Blue Mountains, where a number of excursions had
been arranged. The principal excursion which at-

tracted the largest number was that to the Jenolan
Caves. These caves, though not of great extent,
are noted for the beauty of the fonnation and col-

ouring, and have been made easily accessible, the
principal caves being illuminated by electric light.

Another large party, principally geologists, visited

the Maitland District, which is now tlie principal

coal-mining district, and others went to the Muraim-
bidgee irrigation works and Burrinjuck Dam.
On Saturday evening Prof. Benjamin Moore de-

livered a public lecture at the Town Hall on " Brown
Earth " and " Bright Sunshine." Sir Oliver Lodge
delivered an address on Sunday afternoon at the
T.yceum.

There was no meeting of the Engineering Section
on Monday afternoon, owing- to the absence of a
number of members on the various excursions, with
the result that the Tuesdav morning meeting was
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\iTv crovvdcil and had lo lit- hiil) divided into tlnt-c

sub-seclions, one joininy with tlie Mathematical and
I'hysics Section in a discussion opened by Sir (JHver

Lodge on " Wireless Telegraphy." In Section G i

pa[)ers were set down to be read by Mr. J. J. C.

Ihadfield on the proposed Metroi)olitan Electric Rail-

way for Sydney, by Mr. VV. K. .'\danis on " Aus-

tralian Ports in Relation to Modern Ships and .Ship-

ping," by Dr. W. Rosenhain on "The Distribution

of i'hosphorus in Steel," by Prof. T. Hudson Beare

on " Tests of Petrol Fire Engines " and " Resistance

of Canons Hose," and by Prof. W. H. Warren on
"Australian Timbers." Section G2 started with the

report of the Committee on Gaseous Explosions,

presented and explained by Prof. Dalby; a paper by
Prof. Coker and Mr. W. A. Scoble on "Temperature
Cycles in Heat Engines " was passed over owing to

Prof. Coker having to take the chair in Section G i.

Prof. Thornton then gave an interesting paper on
" The Lost Pressure in Gaseous Explosions," the

only contributor to the discussion being Prof. Dixon,
who gave some results of experiments made in a

similar direction and described an ingenious method
of photographing the sound-wave immediately be-

hind the explosion-wave. Owing to the absence of

Dr. Eccles and Prof. Howe, their papers respectively

on " The Balsillie System of Radio-telegraphy " and
" The Capacity of Radio-telegraphy Antennae " were
omitted, and Prof. Thornton continued with a paper
on " The limiting Conditions for the safe use of

Electricity in Coal Mining," to the discussion of

which Prof. Dixon was again the only contributor.

Prof. Thornton, in commencing his paper, alluded

to the fact that the New South Wales Government
was the first to institute an e.xamination for colliery

electricians. Prof. Di.xon said that e.xperiments with
ordinary coal gas and dust did not g'ive reliable re-

sults as regards the effects due to fire damp or
methane, as methane is not so easily ignited or so

violent in explosion as coal gas, and pointed out
that pure methane was difficult to obtain.

A luncheon was tendered to the engineering mem-
bers by joint Engineering Societies in New .South

Wales, including the local members of the Listitution

of Civil Engineers, the Engineering Association of
New .South Wales, the Electrical Association of New
South Wales, the Institute of Architects, the Sur-
veyors' Institute, and the Sydney University Engi-
neering Society. The chair was taken by Mr. T. W.
Keels, M.Inst.C.E., and the toast of the Visitors
was responded to by Sir Oliver Lodge, Prof. Coker,
and Prof. Luiggi.

Sir Ernest Rutherford's lecture on " Atoms and
Electrons " on Monday night was given to a
crowded house.

The conversazione at the University on Tuesday
had to be postponed owing to the death on Monday
evenmg of the Chancellor of the University, Sir
Normand Maclaurin.

RELATION OF THE AUTOMOBILE TO
THE CENTRAL STATION.

In a paper, by Dr. C. P. Steinmetz, which was reprinted in
our .'\merican contemporary The Central Station, the author
deals with the above subject, first of all tracing the historical
development of the automobile, which, he suggests, comprises
three stages

: the period of initial development ; then the
period of culmination where it has been picked up and made
the popular dominant sport of society ; and then the period of
decay as sport and readjustment in a permanent condition as
a business proposition. The automobile has not reached the
hitter stage of development, and the author turns to the
bicycle, showing that it is now recognised as a business con-
venience and, as such, has found a permanent place in modern
life. The automobile has been and still is the popular sport
of the exclusive, but in the last years bv mass production.

• ln.ili ami iilialjli: aul<,iiic,l>il<n liuw 0,1m en tlic- aiaikit and
\villii/i tlie range of jieoplf of iiioderaU; iiii-arm; tliUH iut

exchiKivtTifiw haw ceased, and there is now an appreciable
falliiiK oil' in lony^ietancc touring by uutoiiiubile by the very
well-to-do set. This is the beginning of the end of autouiobiJing
as a jxipiilur sport.

Just as people have realised that it is hard work to drive a
bicycle, and not a pleasure to kxik after it, so they will realise
that maintaining and taking care of an auti>niobile and itfr

engine is not a pleasure, and that it is hard work driving a
iiigli-powcre<l machine over country roads. When that time
ciJiMoa the automobile will find its sphere—not as an apphance
of sport but as a useful commodity, a business and pleasure
vehicle.

While there are more bicycles in use to-day than ever, the
average riding distance has very greatly decreased, and this
will follow in the case of the automobile.

'I'lic author then discusse.s the technical changes which will
follow, showing that while the electric car had to drop out of
motor propulsion as a sport automobile, because in cross-
country riding the two main considerations were high speed
and long distance of operation, it did not disappear but found
a field of its own as a safe and convenient vehicle for business
and pleasure purposes in t<jwn. These uses, in the author's
opinion, will be permanent uses of the automobde after the
Kixirt period has passed. The desire of the town user to use
his automobile for sporting purposes on Sundays and hohdays,
wliich has led to a preference for the petrol car, will dia-
a|)pear when cross-country touring by car is no longer a
popular sport.

f'ndcr the changed situation the two characteristics which
gave the petrol car dominance—high .speetl and high mileage

—

will cease to be of importance, and when the stimulus of the
I'lithu.siasm of a popular sport vanishes, the average man will
prefer the simplicity and convenience of the electric car to the
cimiplications of control and the fixing and tuning up of the
petrol car which he now considers as a recreation. The user
of a bicycle considers it an inconvenience to have to take care
<if it. and this means in a vehicle for business that we must
have as much reliability as requires no attention, in which
case the advantage is with the electric.

The characteristics of the future electric car will neces.sarily
dillVr from those of the present electric car. The author sum-
marizes future requirements as : Moderate speed—a maximum
of, say, 20 miles an hour, and moderate radius, i>ossibly .30

miles, which will be practically sufficient for the day, recharg-
ing at night. This means a light battery, a correspondingly
light motor and stnicture ; a vehicle weighing, inclusive of
battery, probably less than 1,000 lb. It means a fitting up not
luxurious, as the present electric, but plain and simple like
the low-priced petrol car. It means a price not exceeding
.$.500.

With such an electric in the days of decadent sport of
automobiling, the author considers that there will be little

chance for the petrol car to compete, and he has no doubt
that in ten years, probably less, the field of the pleasure and
business vehicle will be covered by such an electric car and'
that a million or more will be used.

From the central station's point of view, a million vehicles,
estimating that they required 10 kw.-hours per charge, wouW
require about 1,500,000,000 kw. -hours a year, equal at the H-

cent. rate to $75,000,000 of business, giving a steady load of
from six to eight hours. As this load could be placed in off-

peak hours, it would be obtained with practically no extra
investment except for charging sets.

In addition to these pleasure and business vehicles {i.e.,.

passenger cars used for pleasure and business) the author
jxiints out that there is the electric truck demand ; this vehicle
is already being successfully exploited, because the limited
radius and moderate speed fit it to the nature of the delivery
business and its lesser maintenance charge and simple control
will make it supreme.

This type of vehicle will require probably another equal
amount of power.
The author then considers how this business could be taken

up by the central stations, and concludes that it would be un-
desirable to let the garage take care of automobde charging,
because of its inherent preference for the petrol car, the
repairs and supplies to which give it a large income, which
would not be the case with the electric car. In the matter of
charging, too, if the private garage did this work, the central
station would again meet the competition of the isolated plant
under much more formidable conditions than in the case of
the business building, because the staff traineil in the care of
the petrol engine would be the most suitable for looking after
isol.Tted plants. So the author concludes that the central
station must in the beginning take hold of this new busine.ss,

and that the most promising method of doing it would be for
the central station to undertake the electrical maintenance of
the automobile at a fixed monthly charge of from 5 to 20
dollars, the owner leaving his car at the station garage over-
night so that it would be ready for use in the morning.
The author believes that on a 5-cent rate, a charge of $10 a

month would cover charging and storage costs, and make the-

electric cheaper to keep than a horse or a petrol car; the aver-
age cost of power he puts at less than 1 cent per kw.-hour.
and the additional business valued at $75,000,000 would give
$60,000,000 available as additional central station profit.
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THE USE OF LIQUID FERRO-MANGANESE
IN THE STEEL PROCESSES.

By axel SAHLIN (Brasaels).

{Ahxtract of impev contributed to the IBON AND Stebl Imbtitotk,
September, 1914.)

The ordinary method of addinp ferro-manfranese to a charge of
Bteel results in a loss of maneranese of from :h.5 per cent, to 18 per
cent, of the metal added. If the mane;ane8e loss coald be recovered,
this would, for a steel plant producing 300,000 tons of steel yearly,

represent a savingr of 480 tons of ferro. which, at £11 per ton, is

equivalent to £5,280 saved yearly. Whether it pays to make an
elijrt to recover part of this amount depends on the cost of melting
1,920 tons of ferro.

Until the advent of the electric furnace no suitable appliance
for dealing with this problem had been available. Now, however,
electric ferro-fumaces are installed in a number of steel plants.

In a paper by Mr. Indenkempen it was stated that arc fnrnaces

—

the Heroult, Girod, Nathnsiiis and Keller—as well as induction
furnaces such as the Roechlinfr-Rodenhauser—had been used for

melting ferro. He gives, as an average on which to base
calculations, an energy consumption of 900 units per ton of ferro

melted and kept hot. Several opponents objected to this figure,

and 800 units were generally given as correct for average practice.

If we compare this with the ascertained theoretical consumption
of 360 units for melting and heating to 1,500' C. 1 ton of ferro, we
arrive at an average furnace efficiency of i^'ln per cent. The
reasons for the high power consumption in melting ferro may be
traced to the following causes :—(1) lutermittence of deliveries

;

(2) radiation : (3) immersion of the lumps of metal in the bath,

where they sink to the bottom of the furnace
; (4) in the arc

furnaces the proximity of the electrodes to the bath tends to set

up a chemical reaction, and results in a certain loss of metal.

In 1913 there was placed on the market a new type of electric

arc furnace, the invention of Mr. Ivar Renuerfelt.* The furnace is

built as a steel cylinder, with length and diameter practically equal.

This cylindrical shell is supported on rollers or trunnions, and is

furnished with one close-fitting charging and tapping door. The
inside of the shell is covered with a layer of asbestos board, abont
IJ in. thick. Next to this is placed a lining of suitable first

quality fire-brick. Against this rests the inner working lining of
magnesite brick, fettled with a sintering composition of dolomite.

Thus lined, the little furnace forms an egg-shaped melting vessel,

withstanding a working temperature of above 2,000° C. Centrally
in the roof, and horizontally through gables or sides, enter water-
cooled bronze electrode holders, through which slide, with a very
neat fit, three Acheson graphite electrodes turned to exact size.

The diameter of these electrodes varies from 1^ in. for the smallest

np to 4 in. for the largest furnace. Any available three-phase
current, preferably of 50 to 60 cycles, is converted in stationary

transformers, by Sjott's coupling, into two-phase current at 70
volts pressure for the smallest, up to 90 volts for the largest

fumaoe. One phase is coupled to each side electrode. The central
vertical electrode is connected with the common point between the
two phases of the transformer. When the current is tnmed on,

the arcs, instead of passing directly between the points of the elec-

trodes, are deflected downward, forming an inverted arrow-head or
ficur-ilp-Uj.i, with a height of (> to 12 in. When the bath has been
formed in the furnace, the points of the electrodes are adjusted
at such a height above the surface of the bath, that the point
of the "arrow-head" impinges on the surface of the metal,
throwing ont waves of heat radiating towards the edges of the
bath. When the furnace is to be preheated, the current ia eimply
turned on, there being no necessity for solid fuel or metal in the
furnace. The furnace can be charged and tapped with the current
on the electrodes. The consumption of electrodes for melting ferro

is from 2 to 3 lb. per ton of metal. The electrodes are fed forward
by hand-wheel and rack mechanism as they are consumed. They
are spliced by screw j >ints. The whole furnace is remarkable for

its simplicity and compactness, and for the small and well-pro-

tected eurfaoa, in comparison with its cubic capacity, which it

exposes to radiation.

The experiments in which I have been interested were made at

the instance of the Elektriska Ungar Co., Stockholm, ovniers of
the Rennerfelt patents, and were supervised by Mr. Ivar
Rennerfelt.

Test J\'o. 1, iiwdi' at Ilalhtahammav Bolt and Nnt FactAtry, Stoeden^

June \\th-\2th, 1914.

Capacity of furnace, 1 ton to IJ ton; kw., 200; diameter of
electrodes, 3 in. ; current supplied, two-phase 60 cycles ; voltafi^e,

varying 65, 80, 95, 110 volts.

The furnace is usually employed for making steel castings and
dead soft steel ingots for special purposes. The voltage is usually
regulated to 110 volts at the start and 96 volts at the end of the
charge.
The number of men employed when making steel is one melter

and two boys per shift (five charges per 24 hours ; two shifts).

Temperature of furnace, 1,5SS'' C. : 1,000 kg. of ferro, in cold
lumps, were charged. Time for melting 1 ton of ferro, 2 hours
45 minutes. Expenditure of units per ton of ferro, 441 units.

Average amount of power used, 160 KW.
Other tests of a similar nature followed.

* The Rinnerfelt furnace was fully desoribed in the Elbotricai.
Review of July 17th, 1914.

During the first few minutes after charging, small reddish
clouds of smoke escaped through the joint at the top of the door.
Afterwards there was no sign of manf^anese smoke.
The consumption of electrodes was aecertAined to be about 3 lb.

per ton of ferro -manganese.
Assuming the cost of electric current to be 2'5 centimes (i J.) per

unit, which in a safe figure for most steelworks, the cost of melting
ferro in the Rennerfelt electric furnace, poured off hot into the
receiver after melting, would be, per ton :

—

•. i.

Libs of ferro, assumed, 1 per cent, at £11 ... 2 2
3 lb. of electrodes at 6 i. 1 6
Repairs, from experience 1 3
Royalty, average 3 6
Current, 441 units at id 9 2
Depreciation, 15 per cent 3 9
Labour, one man per shift 3 8

cost of melting 1 ton ferro ... 25

For a steel plant producing 300,000 tons of steel per year :

—
Cross cost of ferro saved at £11 per ton... ... £5,260
Less—cost of melting 1,920 tons of ferro at 25s. 2,4iXI

Net saving per year ... £2,860

This saving is a minor consideration as compared with the gremt
advantage gained by the uniform distribution of the manganese in
the steel, resulting in a higher quality of product.
By the above tests the following points were established :

—

1. That the melting of 1 ton of ferro, charged into an empty
and pre-hea'ed Rennerfelt furnace, requires less than 450(441)
units. The corresponding efficiency of the furnace ia 7"* per cent,

to 79 per cent.

2. That the melting of 1 ton of ferro, if dropped into an exist-
ing liquid bath in the furnace, will reqiire less than 750 (average
741) units, the corresponding efficiency of the furnace being 47 per
cent.

3. That the keeping hot of 1 ton of liquid ferro in the electric

furnace during one hour at constant temperature requires less than
80 (77) units, or about 30 5 per cent, of the regular power con-
sumed by the furnace when melting.

Similar tests were made at the Ljnsne Works of the Ljnsne-
Woxna Iron Co., Sweden, and fully bore out the foregoing results.

In order to get the best results, the furnace must be used only
as a melter of ferro, exposed directly to the heat rays. The metal,
as soon as melted, should be removed from the furnace into a
ladle or into a receiver.

Fio. 1.

—

Ben'nbbfklt Ferbo Fdbnack with Melting Bbidoi

Fig. 1 shows a furnace with, in front of the charging and
tapping door, a small bridge or platform of magnesite brick. The
top level of this platform should be slightly below the level of the
liquid bath when the furnace is charged. The cold ferro should
be placed on this bridge, in close proximity to the heat arv«. the
lumps of ferro being exposed to them. To the users of the
Rinnerfelt furnace this offers a simple and inexpensive expedient,
which is iDund to nirtiatiin the economy iadi.:atAl by the first

melting. It is suitable for works in which the f<>rro is required
frequently, regularly, and in small quantities.

Tno following sizes of furnace are recommended for plants
running regularly subject to revision in ease of special
requirments :

—
For steelworks prodnclng up to

—

Famace capacity.

76,000 tons per year 6 owt. {SiKt kg.)
200,000 „ 13 owt (600 kg.)
400,000 „ 25 cwt, (1,S60 kjr.)

Froeiuasoiirv.—The consecration of the Kelvin Lodge
will take place at Mark Masons' Hall, Great O-ieen Street at

5 p.m. on Friday, October 23rd. Members of the electrical pro-
fession who are members of the craft are cordially invited to be
present at the ceremony. Brethren wishing for information
conjerning the Lodge are re<inested to communicate with the
Secretary, Mr. Ojborue Pearston, 4, Ludgtte Hill. E.C.
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THE STRENGTH OP FLAT PLATES. NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR. 1914.

(NOT VET PUBLISHED).

A KEriiRT of the ohlef engineer of the Manchester Ste«m Uaera'

Association deals with a number of experiments on flat plates, the
stfength of which has loni; been a matter of unoertainty. No flat

surface ia theoreticall; capable of withstandiDc steam presaure,

for no resistance can be developed nnleas the plate becomes bent to

a (greater or lees degrree. Actually, therefore, in practice a flat

plate becomes a modified catenary ia section supported on piers or

abutments. It forms to some extent a girder more or less fixed at

each end. Unlike a grirder, it is supported all round, and when it

yields it becomes a dish. ISat usually a tlat surface is much too

large to be supported only round its edi^es, and in most boiler

work flat platea are double, with a narrow space between them,
and they are held toprether by stays screwed into both plates and
riveted or nutted at the ends. Thus the surface resolves itself

into a series of rectangles each supported by a stay at its central

point, such stay to be suilioient to carry the steam load upon the

plate area. But the many restangles are joined to each other at

their edges, and this adds some resistance, and when a stay fails

the plate still resists by virtne of such all-round continuity with
its fellows. In boiler practice it is quite usual for many stays

thus to fail without the homogeneous continuity of the boiler

being destroyed. But it is clear that no amount of mathematical
knowledge will permit any close approximation to the strength

of such constructions to be attained.

The memorandum deplores the poverty of the Board of Trade
investigations of boiler explosions under the 1883 Act, and of

their reports, from which it is usual to omit such information as

is of any real technical value.

In Germany investigations are better carried out, and manu-
facturers will often a3si^t by carrying out required tests of

elucidation. The memorandum surveys one hundred of the Board's

reports on failures of flat stayed plate?, and says that without
outside help the survey would have been valueless, for the Board's re-

ports are of little use owing to the serious omissions named above.

The strength of flat surfaces received little experimental atten-

tion until the Thunderer explosion. On the question of applying a

factor of safety (of five) to the experimental bursting stress, it is

remarked that a bulged plate is a different structure from a flat

plate, and it is obviously unfair to say that because a stay-bolt tore

on a test pressure of 500 lb , the flat plate, which did not tear, must
not be loaded above 100 lb. intensity if a larger stay were fitted.

Clearly there should be a reasonable approximation of strength
between stay and plate. The old role for plates generally was
that one-half the hydraulic pressure producing no permanent set

might safely be allowed.

The preliminary study of all available flat plate tests showed
that strength depended not merely on plate thickness, but on the
stay diameters and on thesizaof the nuts or washers of bolted stays.

There are stresses in stayed plates other than those of bending.
The radii of curvature of similarly strained beams are iuversely

proportional to the squares of the spans, and the slopes are pro-

portional to the cubes of the spans. The slopes of stayed plates

are localised about the stay holes, and it is shown that permanent
deformations occur near the stays with a stress only about an
eighth of the bending stresses. The severe stresses in the material
around the holes lead to cracks, and there is little room to doubt
the wisdom of giving support to a plate at the stay by means of

good nuts and stout washers. In no case, however, are the stresses,

which are termed vortical, which are exerted in rings about the
stay holes, to be considered as negligible. A curious confirmation
of these already formad conclusions was soon to ba given, for a
locomotive firebox was found in which the plate between the stays

had wasted to ^ in., and even to ^ in., yet this plate with-
stood 70 lb. per eq. in. pressure on an area 5i in. x 4J in. There
was no bulging reported.

The report is interesting more particularly to locomotive
engineers. In stationary work the flat stayed surface is apparently
hardly used, except in Lancashire boilers, and these are daily

being more made with dished ends of a curvature safllcient to avoid
the use of stays of any sort.

Compilrd txprfssly (or ihis journal by Muws. W. 1'. Tliourson & Co ,

Eleclrkal Parent Agents, 28S, Hiii'i Holborn, l^ndun, W.g., and at

LU-erpool and Uradford, to whom all in^uirir* should be addressed.

20,254. " Attachment of electrical conduit tubes to junction piece*." T A
Smith & W. H. Owu. September 28th.

20,872. " Clutches (or use more particularly In driving mechanism ol light-
int! dynamos (or aulomobilea or the like. Soc. Anon. ETULiHHuuts L.
Ulikiot. September 2(jth. (Convention date, October 2nd, 1913, France.;
(C'umplelc.)

20,27*. • Telegraphy." W. Jldo. A. K«»»M. K. L. Wooi>, & EAStWN T«tE-
GKlPii Co , l-TO. September 28ih.

20.279. " Portable electric apparatus (or medical or like purposes." H.
Hbkohns. September 28th. (Convention dale, September 29lh, 1913, Ger-
many.) (Complete.)

30,286. " Electrical healineunit and method o( manulacturing the lame."
K. W. Ball. September 28tli. (Complete.)

30,293. " Reciprocating armatures." I. H. Paksonb. September 29th.

20.303. " Electric glow-lamps " A. G. Smart. September 29th.

30.304. " .Method or process o( producing or manulacturing^ pure or nearly
pure metallic tungsten powder. W. D. BaLLANTINK. September 29th.

20,308. " Apparatus (or tran^lorming electric currents." EsTtK & Co., Ltd.,
and A. P. Stkohmenger. September 2i9th. (Complete.)

20,312. " Uynamo-electrical machines." Bkitisii Tiiomsok-HoL'STOK Co.,
Liu. September 29th. (General Electric Co., United States.)

20,319. " Line or wireless telegraph systems." W. H. SlimiARD & A. E.
McKeciiNil:. September 29th.

20,322. " Control o( electric motors." Icrakic EitCTRic Co., Ltd. September
39th. (Cutler-Hammer Manulacturing Co., United Stales.) (Complete.)

20.330. " Electrical ignition apparatus (or internal-combustion engines."
M. S. Conner. September 30th.

20.331. " Dynamo-electric nuichines (or supplying current (or lighting and
general purposes as well as lor the ignition devices o( internal-combustion
engines." G. H. WooiiS. September 30th.

20,342. " System o( and means (or signalling electrically." H. GrUN and
\V. OI M. Lanoon. September 30th. (Complete.) )

20,356. " Glassware (or artificial lighting." W. T. DEi.N-. September 30th.

20,374. " Electric discharging-tubes." B. OoNAIu. September 30th. (Con-
vention date, October lOch, 1913, Germany.) (Complete.)

20,409. " Insulating material lor electrical purposes." H. GROSSMAN.
October 1st. (Complete.)

20,436. " R.Tilway electric signals." E. O. Evans and J. P. Saunders & Co.,
Ltd. October 3nd. (Addition to 20,318/13.)

20.458. " Prepayment electricity meters." Lanois & GvR, LTD. October
2nd. (Convention date, October Ist, 1913, Switzerland.) (Complete.)

20.459. " Construction o( projectile." S. O. CowPEH-CoLSS. October 2nd.

20.460. ".'ire lamps." J. L. Dinsmoor. October 2nd.

20,505. " Installations comprising electro-magnetic machines and in whic'"!

the tension or intensity o( these machines is subject to variations." SoC.
.\NON. DES Etablissements L. Bleriot. October 3rd. (Convention date, Octob'.-
13th, 1913. Belgium.) (Complete.)

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

Copies o( any o( the Specifications in the (ollowing list may be obtain*3

o( Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., 285, High Holborn, W.C, and at

Liverpool and Bradlord ; price, post 'ree, 9d. (in stamps).

War Lio:litino',—la a previous issue we referred to the
reduction of street iUumination which has recently been carried

out in London and provincial cities, by order of the military

authorities.

Apparently some people do not comprehend the finality of a
military order ; at any rate the Chief Commissioner of Metropolitan
Police has issued a further more stringent order for enforcing the
requirements in those situations where too much lighting is being
employed. We notice that a Chiswick innkeeper was recently

fined £5 and costs for disregarding police instructions ia this

matter. Apparently our contemporary, the Gax ^Vorld, blames
the electricity people (as a matter of course), for it says :

" lufor-

mation has reached us to the effect that some of the worst offenders

against the first ordinanoe were some municipal electricity supply
undertakings who persisted in keeping up their arc lighting. .

."

Probably it overlooked the recent announcement of the Daily
Neirs, that "Yesterday (October 7th) the authorities extinguished
13,0m0 high-power gas lights in South London." The latter paper
also states that a conference of all the London electric lighting

concerns has been held, and that unless the citizens respond to the
proclamation, the lights will be arbitrarily lowered in a more
sweeping fashion than ever.

XSI.3.

19,854. Galvanic Batteries. J. E. Preston. September 2nd.

20,444. Lamps for Cycles, Motor Vehicles, .Airck.aft, and other servick.

C V. Hopkins. September lOth.

20,725. Holders for Incandescent Electric Lamps. E. Dobson. September
13th.

20,990. Electric Torch. J. .Aikman, Jun. September 17th.

21.607. .Automatically adjustable Ignition for Internal-combustion Engines.

S .K. Horstmann. September 25th.

22,926. Electrical connechon op the Plug and Socket Tyte. E. H.
Leonardt. October 10th.

26,657. Shade-holder for Incandescent Electric Lamps. T. McClelland,

Jun. November 20th.

28,059. Electric and Vibratory Horns or .Alarms and methods op operating

SAME. E. V. Gratze. December 5th.

H. F. Bigge and F. R. Bull441. Mercury Breaks or Interru
January 7th.

6,777. Fire Alarms, G, H, Oatway and T. Watson, March 17th.

9,611. Track Circuits for Railways. W. H. Dammond. April 18th.

11,343. Means for Supporting and Insulating Conductor-rails of Electric

Railways. E. P. B. Estler. Mav 8th.
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It is satisfactory to find some of the more responsible daily

papers devoting space to a reasonable discussion of the direc-

tions in which amendment is required if we are permanently to

strengthen our trade and industrial position boih at home
and abroad. It is unquestionable that financial considera-

tions will largely control policy. Hut the problem of finan«
is a many-sided one. .\s matters stand, inability to raise

capital for e.xtending works or taking up new lines will

certainly be to Eoinc firms an insuperable barrier. In this

respect agents for factory-letting in London report that many
traders have intimated that they would like either to extend

e.xisting works or to secure larger onts, but they are at a loss

to know where to find money for the equipment and raw

stock in the absence of suitable security to place with

bankers. One such agent advocates that the many com-

mittees now acting in connection with the trade e.xtension

movement should meet to consider whether a proposal could

Le put forward for the formation of a capitalised institution

where borrowers of known position, trading ability, and

ascertained assets (at present locked up in their businesses),

could turn at the right time for help. The case for an

industrial bank Las once again been fully discussed in

a series of articks and letters in one of the financial dailies.

The subjtct has been done to death in times of peace during

the past 10 or 15 year^, and it is inevitable that under

the present circumstances it should attract attention again.

Maybe the different setting will lead to something more

tangible btnng done. There have often been private parties

willing to do something, but knowledge of the extent to

which financial-industrial relations have Ixen carried in

(lenuany leads us to approve the preference of our col-

temporary for a movement strongly founded, widely based

and substantially bucked. We agree that

if a national bank of this character is t} be established and is to

receive the support of the Government, it muet be taken in hand
by persona of the highest standiofr in the financial and commercial
worlds. No pirivate scheme, however in^eniou^ wonld have the
slightest chance of success without this backing, and the multi-
plication of such endeavours would tend to defeat the f;reat tnd
that must be kept in view.

It is Stated that banks have lately eontioued to show

relucUmce to consider favourably loan prf>ptisitions, and

cases arc advanced of new lines, such as colour printiop.

offering sutVicient guarantees of success, which well-known

firms iiave been furoed fo ilecliue thnnigh Knng unal>le to

borrow, on rcusonablo terms, the money utwied for laying dov\n

the new nuuhinery reijuiiiHl. Tlie bankei-s ni;>y have veiy

gooil reasons for their action in presence of the exceptional

circunistancis of these times, but unfortunately the policy is

the same as they found it desirable to follow in the piping

times of peacv. We were pleased to turn the other day
from the consideration of this position to the gencrvus offer

which Lord Lytton has made to assist manufacturers in the

promotion of industries for the prothiction of articles

hitherto importetl fnnii (iermany. Ho offers fa^ sites on
his Kiiebworth estate, 2.') miles from London, for workshops
of an iiu tfcnsive character. The offer may perhaps be eyed
askance by those who regard it as one of the spnu-to-cat«h-

a-mackerel order, but the would-lie manufacturer may be

trusted to scrutinise the value of the offer for himself.

While he does not ask for charity, he dc>es need facilities for

beginning new operations, and even the possession of a free

site may be of some assistance in his efforts to secure

financial suppi>rt.
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-\o doubt some ol the jjioposulrt iiixl offers that uif heiiijr

niailp lire very intereatin?, Hnd we Imve no wisli to underrftte

their viiliic or Hifinifioiuv.'*', luit in a f^rftiit tiKusnre tliey hre

only tempurnry c.\|x'dii'ntH. We desire to put forward tlic

view tlmt wiiut is uinijlut^ly iieceMsary if we are ^'oinj; to

deiil with the present position in a thorough way is to

investigate it authoritatively, and deal with it nationally

along lines laid down as the outcome of well-considered

Government policy.

While we have never advocated a Governmental policy in

trade which might in the least degree obstruct the e.xerciHe

in the freest und fullest possible manner of individual

initiative and enterprise, we have at times seen fit to point out

ways in which the < fovernment, in oar opinion, can legitimately

a sist British industry. AVithout trespassing on the field of

politicul controversy, we may be permitted to say that we
have a Government in power which is anxious to secure

ample employment for British workmen. In its Trading
with the Enemy measures it has been largely influenced by
thut consideration. In its I'iitents Act of 11)07 also it

applied legislation to the same end, and extended British

manufacturing, whoever may have provided the capital.

Immediately the war broke out it set its Board of Trade
machinery to work with the determination of doing what-
ever lay within its power to assist British works to keep the

wheels turning, and to captnre the export trade of Germany
and Austria-Hungary. Without saying anything as to the

practical value of the information thus prepared—there are

ijuite two views current—we may accept the active trade

policy as indicating a willingness of the Cabinet to assist

British manufacturing.

It may be that this struggle with Germany will leave

its mark upon British national policy with respect to trade,

and it may alter our Acts of Parliament concerning the

incoming of aliens, the formation, registration, and conduct of

private firms and limited companies, and many other matters

bearing upon industry. It will be years after the war-
guns are silenced before Parliaments hace been able to

reflect, in the form of amending enactments, all the effects

of the war npon the mind of the British people. There are

many things that will never be the same again. But the

handling of matters of immediate urgency need not

materially clash with the operation of these slower evolu-

tionary forces.
, No doubt the Government's hands are

well filled with matters of serious concern, and we do not

propose that the electrical or any other industry should

add to their embarrassment by re-urging all the many
suggestions that we have made for the pursuance of a

national trade reformation policy : some of those will pi'o-

bably come to fruition in the next few years. Yet we do
feel the necessity for. appealing to the Government to

take the simple course of appointing at once a Commission
to consider exhaustively the various important trade ques-

tions that have emerged since the outbreak of war. We
make this appeal with the consciousness that in doing so we
are representing what we may describe as a substantial

manufacturing view : that compliance with the suggestion

does not entangle the members of the Government in con-

troversial questions such as it is desirable to avoid at pre-

sent ; and that it is entirely consistent with the trade

campaign policy of the Government.
For what purposes do we suggest the setting up of this

Royal Commission ? Not, be it noted at once, for the pur-

pose of adding to the untruth which Germans have set in

circulation and fostered, that Britain has gone to war
because of jealousy of German trade success. All opinion

that counts to-day believes that if ever Britain had sacred

justification for going to war we have it now. To suggest
that the nation that rejected " Protection " would indulge
in bloody battle for the sake of trade is stupid in the
extreme, and we do not desire the nation to do anything that

can fairly be interpreted in that way, but the war has shut
this and other countries and our ( !olonies off from certain

supplies of German manufacture, and has given rise to a
strong and growing agitation for these to be made in

England in future. As we stated last week, however, the
matter is one of very great difficulty indeed, and mere
agitation is not going to accomplish much.

It is most gratifying to hear from electrical manu-
facturers of the attention that they have been devoting

to the wisdom or the possibility of their adding to

the number and class of their productri, bat we fear that

the position will not be sufficiently met unlesi their bands
lire strengthened by a statement of (io\ernment [wliiy.

So far the Govertiment has had to limit its attention to new
(|uestions as they have arisen, but no d< ubt sooner or later

a definite policy will be adopted which thall have for its

object the ensuring of safeguards of some kind or olht r to

assist British works to retain for a suHicient period afur
the war the new business wliich they now decide to lake
up. We hope it may be possible to develop and adopt Bucli

a policy along non-political lines and with the co-opeiation

of all parties. To that end we recommend tb

appointment of a Royal Commission composed of manufac
turers, scientific men of eminence, and Board of Trade
representatives, who will make a complete investigation of

the imports that we have been accepting from Germany and
Austria in the past ; will, with expert technical, commercial
and industrial knowledge examine into the extent to which
these can be produced in this country : and in cases whir.

it is considered impracticable under prevailing conditions i"

numufacture them, will state the reason why, and if possible

will suggest any measures which are essential in order that

their profitable production may be assisted.

The Commission might have several sub-Committees
dealing with different industries, these having power to

confer together in case of necessity when questions of

classification of particular lines arise. It seems not unlikely

that some manufactures which are impossible of introduction

by one class of hidustiy alone, might become practicable by
two distinct classes acting in co-operation. It is also

conceivable—and this is an important point— that a

success in a primary line of production would encourage

many a subsidiary branch. A Commission constituted in

some such way as we suggest would be capable of

distinguishing between primary and secondary industries,

would be able to say how far such factors as atmos-

pheric conditions, technical training and skilled labour

difficulties stood in the way : would be able to suggest

whether or not it was wise, necessary or possible to

avail ourselves of any specialised skill or knowledge
possessed by Belgian or French refugees, and so on.

Taking the fullest possible view of the situation and taking

into account all these and other factors of a similar kind,

we might be able to arrive at an unprejudiced and authorita-

tive conclusion as to what new industries may be settled in

this country with reasonable likelihood of success. Then
the rest can be left to individual enterprise.

To our mind the department which is engaged in so

elaborate a campaign urging the British trader to capture

German trade, could quite consistently develop its proceed-

ings along these lines. The individual trader would not

need to stay his hand the while the larger investigation was
proceeding ; indeed, we should hope that he would be willing

to place himself at the disposal of the Commission, as far

as necessary, as it makes its inquiries.

In the course of such an investigation there would
probably arise the question of the need for some basis

of safety as an inducement for the manufacturer to under-

take new production. It is conceivable that given some
reasonable measure of certainty that demand for competitive

lines would not fall away immediately foreign under-cutting

and unscrupulous competition again became factors in our

markets, many primary manufactures might be taken in

hand.

How can this basis of safety be secured or assured ?

This, as it appears to us, is where the occasion would

arise for the adoption of a national policy. With such a

report as we have mentioned—drawn up by men of unques-

tioned repute in the scientific, manufacturing and industrial

world, aided by men well versed in public affairs— at com-

mand, our legislative leaders would have a full insight into

the whole matter, and would be enabled to arrive at con-

clusions making for the adoption of a national policy. They
might possibly find it worth while to adopt some scheme or

other under which all public money expended in the British

Isles, and, with the co-operation of Colonial Governments,

even in the Colonies and Dependencies too, might be

employed, subject to suitable provisions, in purchasing

British, instead of German, manufactures. Or in other
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ways they might find it possible to devise means wliich

would cn^nre, at any rate, a certain larger measure of

support for British manufacturing than it has in the

past enjoyed. In our belief, they would, in the present

state of feeling, have the general consensus of opinion

behind them in whatever they did to that end. The Com-
mission could probably report within six months.
With such an assurance as a basis upon which to operate,

there would undoubtedly be a greater disposition to proceed.

It is noteworthy that some authorities hold that without

some such measure as is outlined above, all the " capturing
"

of German trade that' can be hoped for will be the

temporary filling iu of blanks which are now existing, due
to the lack of German imports.

Between six and seven years ago, when the country was
involved in the discussion of fiscal problems and their

relation to industry, the then President of the Board of

Trade, who is the present Chancellor of the Exchequer,

made a proposition for a Conference at the Board of Trade
between himself and the 1 i best brains in British industry

in search of what he described as a " substantial alternative."

AVe reproduce from our issue of March (Jth, 1908, the fol-

lowiug summary of his speech -.—r-

He had himself tbouj^ht many a time that if he could eret

hold iif the (Uki'ii best brainx in Britixli iiidtistrij, ivithnut

anij respect or regard to their political or fixcal opinions,

and if he could get them to come to the Board of Trade,
say, and invite them to a room and eay to them :

" Will yon pleaee

leave all your fiscal opinions outside on the doormat with yonr
(joloehes, and just apply yourselves to the problem of giving the
best counsel to the Government as to the best methods, in your
judgment, whereby a Government can help British trade and
industry," in his opinion those 12 men—or rather l;i,—an unlucky
number, but he was not superstitious, would issue from that room
with a trade policy, a great creative, well-thought-out trade policy

that would commend itself to nine-tenths of the people of this

country.

This attitude, which commended itself to us as

being the right one at that date, seems to be abso-

lutely the correct frame of mind in which to approach the

position that now presents itself. We do not forget that

the First Lord of the Admiralty also once made a suggestion

for a round-table conference with authorities interested to

settle the electric supply problem of London. The members
of the Cabinet certainly have no aversion to Conferences.

And we believe that we may look with confidence to the

present President of the Board of Trade (Mr. Runciman)
to further his Department's trade war campaign by some
such arrangement as Mr. Lloyd (ieorge suggested in litOS.

We, however, incline to the opinion that a Commission to

deal with the whole subject exhaustively is required in

addition to the conference of the 1 2 best brains ; doubt-

less that would more or less naturally ensue as a result of

the Conference.

To summarise, the Government is busy—very busy—and
the time is unpropitious to burden it with many and trouble-

some details concerning the future of trade when we are

still lighting for our national existence. But it can with-

out much anxious thought refer the points we have
mentioned to a Commission. It certainly could do no harm.
It might, and we think it would, do a great deal of good.

The tone of copper Las been uusatis-
"^ factory in the extreme since last writing,

and a decidedly downward movement has developed under

realisations of pre-war contracts finding the market bare of

buyers. The situation as regards the speculative dejiart-

ment has developed weak spots, and has induced tiie Com-
mittee of the E.xchange to make further regulations for the

purpose of restricting trading. There is more than a sus-

picion that undue advantage has been taken in certain

quarters of the permission accorded to deal, by using the

facilities for the purpose of deliberately depressing the market.
This is quit* contrary to the spirit of the regulations, and
the only way out of the im/msxe, thereff re. was to prohibit

all trading, both public and private, except u\ so far as it

concerned the closing out of pre-war contracts. Rctincd
copper has naturally not escaped from ihe disabilities im-
posed upon the market generally in this connection, and

consumers have been able to buy at steadily receding prices.

To-day £by, a ton is about the price of American
electro, aud business has been done at this figure. At
round this price there cannot be much, if any, profit to pro-

ducers, and it may soon become necessary to take u fresh

view of the position. That production has been cut down
at the mines by about 50 per cent, is past all question, and
that this is a consideration which, in the fulness of lime,

must operate as a stiffening factor on prices is equally beyond
dispute ; the ouly query is when this is likely to come
about.

So far the restriction at mines has not teen reflected in

refinery output, but the point is nearly reached when this

will come into effect. It is estimated that production and
consumption are about evenly balanced on the present basis

of reduced output, but if it should prove that the already

very drastic steps taken are insufficient to cause prices to

hold up at near the present very moderate level, then the
policy of restriction will undoubtedly be carried to a farther

extent yet. Producers and mine-owners have no intention of

depleting their mineral resources at such prices as these,

and although tiie process may take some little time, it may
be implicitly relied upon that copper will not be produced
(in America at all events) unless at a reasonable price to

the sellers. So far as the European position is concerned
it has undergone some little alteration lately owing to the

attitude of Holland iu the matter of the supply of copper to

Germany. .Vs soon as the war broke out Holland was pot
up by Germany as the intermediary for the purchase of

material for war and other purposes, and in pursuance of

this enormous (juantities of American copper were shipped

from the United States to Rotterdam. It was palpable

that Holland could not consume these tonnages or anything
approaching them, and our authorities then stopped Dutch
steamers and exercised their rights of search, eventually

declaring copper to be conditional contraband. The Dutch
Government then ordered that all copper shipped to Holland
should be consigned to it, and the next step takyi was to

forbid the exportation of copper from Holland. Germany
is now frantically trying to buy copper in Scandinavia, and
London merchants are bombarded with cables and letters

from previously unknown firms, asking for offers of copper,

spelter, and all other metals likely to be of use to (Germany,

but fore-warned being fore-armed it is improbable that any
business has been done. Some American copper producers

are, however, very keen to do business with Germany, and
are charging about £10 a ton over the market price for

metal sold in this way to our enemies. The next step may
probably be that the Scandinavian countries, or some of

them, will prohibit exports of copper, and in this way will

the cord be drawn round the throats of the devastators of

the L'Oth century, whose deeds would defile the records of a

race of savages.

The Trade
War.

Eleven weeks have now elapsed since

the commencement of the great war

—

weeks charged with excitement and interest

in all phases of our national life, and not least in that j«r-

ticular sphere with which this journal is associateil. We
anxiously scan the pages of our morning, evening and half-

time papere in search of the latest news from the front, and
have bei-orae accustomed to absorb with a thrill of emotion

the glad tidings that the Allies have pressoil the enemy
back on the west, that the position in the Vcsges is un-

changed, and that thei-e is no news from the centre, while

in the eastern arena the Germans have smashed the Russians

(Berlin wireless) and the Russians have smashed the

Austrians {n'li Rome). The daily report of heavy

firing in the Xoith Sea whets our appetite for

German submarines, and the nightly display of electric rays

shot skywards reminds us that overhead transmission is no

longer confined to electric power and telegraph lines. But
little information can be ,:athcred from the columns of our

veracious lay contemporaries regarding the propirss of the

other war with which the electrical trade is n.ore directly

concerned, and therefore we have taken steps to obtain

from the leaders of our industrial armies an expression of

their views with respect to the prcgicss of the campaign

against our Continental com}ietitoi-s.
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From Ihe replies which hu\e ahcu'ly coinn to liand, 8om<!

of which are dealt with on another pa^'c of this issue, we

have come to tlic conclusion that the course of events

in this rcj^ion bears a decided rest^mblaiK'C to that

which we have observed upon the (lontioental

field of battle ; no sensational and decisive victories have

been scored, but steady progress is beinf,' made in various

directions, the pressure is being maintained and intensified,

and full confidence reigns in the breasts of our industrial

forces. The initial reverses—the liuancial stringency and

the scarcity of raw material experienced in August, the dis-

organisati"U due to the withdrawal of so many skilled

engineers and workmen from their normal occupations, and

the temporary interference with our freedom of transport

for gfKxls and materials by land and sea—have all been

jiraetically recovered from ; there is no lack of employment,

orders are coming in freely, and the vacancies in technical

stafTs are being gradually filled. New lines of manu-

facture are being taken up, and additional plant is

being installed—not with headlong haste, which would be

unwise, but as circumstances permit. An especially gratifying

feature of the situation is the unanimous statement that the

financial conditions now prevailing are such as to offer no

hindrance to the maintenance of a large volume of trade ;

some manufacturers in the early days feared that delays

in payment for goods delivered would tie their hands, but

happily this has not occurred. It will be noted that the

new business recorded is largely derived from home and

Colonial buyers who formerly obtained their supplies from

the Continent ; this is only what might be expected. Too

little time has passed for the effect of the new conditions

to be realised to any great extent in foreign countries ; our

Allies' hands are fully occupied with military measures, and

neutral countries cannot instantly develop close relations

with new sources of supply. But the indications in this

respect are distinctly favourable, and one of our most

weighty correspondents explicitly adopts a highly optimistic

tone.

Amongst the wares which are now receiving greater

attention in this country maybe mentioned ebonite, carbons,

porcelain insulators and accessories, magnetos, cheaper wires

and cables, small portable apparatus, imindescent lamps,

small motors, batteries for pocket lamps, enamelled iron-

ware, permanent magnets, &c., and we hope the list will

extend indefinitely.

Few of our readers can be aware of the enormous variety

of goods that enter this country from Germany, and are

sold by British dealers who, possessing works for the manu-

facture of certain items, are supposed to make also the goods

which they in fact import. .Attention has been drawn to

this in many cases by the sudden interruption of supplies

from the Continent. Even where the goods are largely

manufactured in this country, there are many instances in

which the " raw material " is partly manufactured abroad,

and perhaps the distinction between " raw " and " manu-

factured " material in the minds of some is rather hazy. A
very significant passage in one letter shows that it has been

found possible to manufacture some articles at prices com-

parable with those of the previously imported goods ; we
trust that the experiment will be tried in many other lines.

On the whole, we feel that the cheerful tone of our

articles on the subject of the trade war has been amply

justified by the reports which we have received from

numerous sources. The contest is still only in its early

stages, and German competition is not yet extinct, for goods

are being exported through neutral countries, in appreciable

quantities ; moreover, it appears that some agents for

German manufactures laid in remarkably large s'ocks last

summer, with singular foresight or presentiment. AVe can-

not expect, nor would it be salutary, to leap ahead—steady

progress is sufficient. And after the war ? We must ijot

think that we shall retain the new business without a

struggle ;
" he shall keep who can." While we are winning

the territory let us not f-iil to fortify and entrench our

frontier at each stage, so that our position shall be secure

and impregnable to the assaults that will be made later.

Some useful and timely words of caution in this ngard,

and of advice as to the methods that roust be adopted to

carry on the war with success, are given in a communicated

article elsewhere in this issue.

TRADING IN ITALY.

By 0. E. ALLO

Hevkn years ago I was sent to Italy by an English firm,

who were represented by a local agent, with a view to

extending their business in a.c. meters and introducing their

r).('. meters and switchboard instrument. On my initial

tour I cjirried about with me a perfectly Eound and working

sample, and although I was working under the disadvantages

of not knowing the language at the time (I interviewed nay

customers speaking French), and not having any Italian

catalogues or price-lists, 1 came home with some 200 meters

ordered as samples, as well as with orders from existing

customers. This is mentioned merely for the purpose of

showing how willing "chiefs" are to see and try new
articles. With regard to price, we were the highest at that

time, but now this firm can compete with any of the Vjetter

makes of meter, and still have the reputation of supplying

the best instrument of its kind on the Italian market.

The electric lighting stations in Italy might be divided

into three classes :
—

1. Those owned, or partly owned, by German manu-
facturers : Genoa, A.F.G. ; Florence, Bari, Brescia, Palermo,

Siemens-Sell uckert, &v.

2. Municipalities and private companies, either Italian or

foreign (not German).

3. Electric lighting stations in small towns and villages.

In the first instance, practically all plant and material

are ordered from the interested German concerns. They
generally have someone of their choosing who attends to

this.

In the second instance, open competition prevails, but so

far all the work seems to have been done by German and

American firms.

In the th'rd instance, the electric lighting station is

generally a small transforming station, where current,

which is bought in bulk at high pressure, is transformed to

distributing voltage. Companies (Italian) who have the

concessions for the supply of a number of these small towns

and villages, have their headquarters in some large centre

and buy in the most favourable market.

It may be of interest to mention here that in these email

towns and villages energy is charged for by contract. A
current liniiter is installed instead of a meter, and is

adjusted to allow the number of lights contracted for to be

burnt : if one lamp above this number be put on the lot

will go out until the excess lamp has been extinguished,

when the others again light up.

The charge made is generally 5 lire per month per lamp
;

the price of the current limiter is from 7 lire.

For lighting, heating and cooking, I have seen contracts

made at from 15 to 30 lire per month, with current avail-

able day and night.

This lends itself admirably to the use of heating and

cooking apparatus, as well as of electrical signs.

With regard to the exaggerated fears respecting long

credit, I have, while in Italy, accepted orders for large

machinery at the following terms :

—

One-third of the amount to be paid at the time of

ordering.

One-third to be paid on receipt of goods.

One-third to be paid after three months of satisfactory

working of the machinery.

Surely this is not out of the way, and would be acceptable

by most British firms. In the event of any firm cancelling

the order after the payment of the first one-third, it is at

the option of the contractor to keep the whole or part of

this payment. This I had occasion to do once : the amount

came to some £60. Payments for smaller articles, stores,

&c., are generally made by the larger concern a month

after the receipt of the goods, and others ihree months

after receipt.

I should say that a good field should exist now for arc

lamp carbons, large motors and generators, switchboards

and parts, boilers, feed pumps, water pumping plant,

registering instruments, general stores, copper and galvanised

wires, conduits, &c.
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CAPTURING GERMAN TRADE:
ENSURE SUCCESS.

HOW TO

(Communicated.)

In many intluciitial (juarters, including Govern-
mental, the facile ami ylib advice has been tendered
of late to tlie British manufacturer and exporter to

seize the present opportmiity of Gerniany'> pre-

occupation to secure that country '.s foreiyn trade,

without, however, vouchsafinj,'^ re,t,'ard to the means
whereby that country secured her important position

in the world's markets, or to the probability that

those means, which aided her in obtainin,iL;', may
eventually contrii)iite to her reijfainint;- and retaining,

that trade. Obviously, however, it would be futile

for English manufacturers at the present juncture
to bestir themselves to compete with Germans in

oversea markets when most of the conditions which
gave the latter tho"; pre-eminence before the V'.ir

will survive, as they certainly will in the main, after

the conclusion of hostilities, and again give them
the lead in the race. Wasted expenditure would be

the sole return for the efforts put forth.

Two great factors have aided ( ierman trade in

the past, and one of these presumably will remain
unaffected bv the war, while the other, although seri-

ousjy affected, will only be lenniorarily im]>aircd.

Tiie former factor is the far-seeing jiolicy which the

j)aternal and bureaucratic Imperial (iovernment has
pursued towards (ierman trade and industries, as a

whole and indi\ idually. Where the British Ciovei"n-

nient has left the development of British trade
almost wholly to private initiative, the German
(iovernment has made it a study how to " engineer

"

trades and industries, recognising them as the life

and essence of the body politic. Hence it has made
it its business to foster the nation's home industries
in multifarious ways, and to seek outlets for their

products by every means—fiscal, pecuniary, advisorv,
and other. It is true assistance of a like kind is

also furnished by our Government, but its effective

value is incomparably inferior to that enjoyed by
our trade rivals. The German (io\ ernment's efforts

will undoubtedly undergo no intermission after this

war. even though difficulty may be experienced, in

an altered financial situation, in covering the votes
for steamship subsidies and other transit facilities.

The second great factor which has served to aid

(ierman trade is the lavish capitalisation of industry
which is a part of the (ierman banking system.
-More than anything else, perhaps, tiiis has been the
means of the exjjansion of German industries and
oversea trade. \Vhereas capital in England is only
with difficulty drawn to industrial ventures, the con-
tiary has been the case in (iermany. With the
financial collapse that must attend and follow the

war, this lever of trade welfare must be seriousK
iminiired. Recovery will, however, sooner or later

set in, and this lever will then enter again into opera-
tion in favour of (ierman trade. But the interreg-
nuiu before recovery will certainly be the oppor-
tunity for oiu" mnnufactureis, but onlv in the event,

and to the extent, of their pondering over the les-

sons of the past and devising means for modifying
or counteractir.g these and other coriditions under
which we have seen our former world-wide trade
supremacy whittled away to its present dimensions,
bailing this, exporters' efforts will simply land this

country's trade in exactly the same position as it

was previous to the war.

Oi the many factors which have helped to give
( ierman goods prominence in oversea markets may
be mentioned (i) price, and (^'l business method.
Contrary to the vulgar vie^v. quality plays onlv a

small role in the success of (ierman foreign trade.
I'or the fact that the Gernian manufacturers can
luidersell the British in most of the oversea mar-

kets, the latter i- only i(jr a -iiiali j-art rcspoii>ible.
The (ierman achieves his cheapness first hv cheap
labour, provided by the longer hours worked
by Gernian workmen, combined witli relatively
lower wages than the English standard. 'J lie scale

• of wages and hours set by British trade unions de-
bars the luiglish manufacturer of anv like means of
cheapening the cost of his product>.' Jle is equally
debarred, by the indifference of his own (iovernment.
from a second assistant towards cheapness furnished
by the ( ierman (jovernment in the shape of cheap
railway rates for goods destined for exportation and
cheap import rates for raw materials. To these i-

also to be added : cheap ocean freights by means of
steamship subsidies. The pockets of English manu-
facturers would need to be of the depth of those of
a Croesus to struggle against these accumulated
factors, more especially in view of the attitude
adopted l)y our railways with regard to railway rates.
Too much attention cannot be concentrated on the

bearings and working of these cunningly devised
(iovernment and private railway and steamboat
subsidies. The subsidies granted by the German
( iovernment to German shipping lines, allowing
(ierman manufacturers to export their goods to
British. Colonial, and foreign markels at a cost such
as to equal in many cases the saving of the whole of
the sea freight, is a lever which enables the fiemian
to monopolise markets even where, as in our
Colonies. iMiglish goods enjoy the advantage of a
preferential tariff. In some cases these .subsidies
have, furthermore, been the means of enabling them
to wholly oust British trade from British Colonies
and neutral markets. Witness British East and
(^'entral Africa, and also the Portuguese Mozani-
liicpie Coast. Should our Government i)ersist in its

refusal to grant subsidies to .shipping companies for
maintaining' n service on half-paying trade routes.
the whole of these regions will fall to the ( iernians
after the war. as before, whatever our manufacturen;
may do to prevent it.

The (ierman levers of business method which have
proved in practice superior to our own arc. first.

those which proceed from the (iovernment. and.
secondly, tho.se due to private initiative. Examples
of the former are the institution and sending abroad
and notably to China in a i>rominent instance- Hjf

permanent travelling exhibitions of German goods
in particular branches, in most comprehensive detail.

accompanied by estimates, catalogues, and prices, in

the tongue of the native^. The commissions of ex-
perts sent on other occasions to study and report
on the trade of particular countries, is a second
example. Private initiative in such lands as Spain.
Italy. Roumania,.and Turkey is more particularlv
illustrated by the founding of banks and branch
houses in leading foreign cities, the acquisition and
development by them of mines, waterfalls and other
undertakings, the working of concessions for the
establishment and control of electric light and power
services, the founding of industries using electric
jiovver. etc., whereby is earned for the industries of
the \'aterland the reward of the control of tJie

orders for the machinery and material which are
eventually required, and the local employment of
(ierman capital and labour. ( >ur own ("olouics in
South .\frica furnish a striking example of thi.> co-
operation of trade and capital, first in the employ-
ment of German capital in mine development, and
secondly in the permanent appropriation of all sub-
sequent orders for mining, electric and other ma-
chinery equipment. The foregoing are illustrations
of the operations of the great capitalist, industrial,
and commercial trusts which mark modem ("ierman
development, to which is to be added the foundation
of innumerable commercial agencies, branch house^s
and repair shops, in cities abroad, to facilitate the
.sale and use of Gcmian machinery. More individual
method is illustrated by the up-to-date procedure of
German travellers and representatives, their detailed
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e.stiniates, catalogues and quotations in native

tongues, their delivery of goods to the purchaser's

door, their solicitude for th; tastes and whims of

their clients—contrasted with the "take it or leave

it
" British attitude—their preparation, |)acking,

labelling and dispatch of goods, and, not the least,

their utilisation of the local press to glorify German
goods, industries, or tirms, and at the same time

depreciate those of this country by the ostentatious

record of orders secured here. Many of these me-
thods are new to the jMocedurc of our e.xporters.

and perhaps repugnant to them, but their value has

been proved by the trade success effected by tlieir

means.
l'"rom what has been set out in the fore.going it

will be seen that, for our manufacturers to draw pro-

fit from the ])reseiit opportunity, they must overhaul

and revise all their previous methods of trade pur-

suit, and also probe a fond the modus operandi

which has given our competitors their tangible

advance in the race for the trade of the world, and
show a readiness to learn even from the despised

('erman. They will also have to gauge the full

bearings of the German Government's past com-
mercial j)o]icy. with a view to finding a fitting equi-

valent or counterpoise through either a reformation

of the constitution of the Board of Trade or the

creation of a new live Ministry of Trade. Reduced
scales of railway rates and charges will, by some
means or other, have to be brought about; and
steamship subsidies or equivalents will have to be
provided bv the Government to match the aids en-

joved by the German manufacturer. I.engthening
of the hours of labour and lowering of the scale of

wages would appear to be bevond the possibility of

achieving, and so much of prejudice to our industries

will have to be submitted to. More capital will

have to be invested in industrial undertakings than
hitherto, and some steps to this end have already
been taken with the banks. The intimate co-opera-
tion of capital and industries, as in Germany, is per-

haps impossible of realisation: but the investment
of capital in enterprises abroad is no new thing to

us. as witness the municipal water and gas installa-

tions, railways, and industrial undertakings which,
in the past, have been set up in numerous Con-
tinental cities, by the imion of British capital

and industries. Co-operation in the export
trade must. too. be introduced, and instead of
the present wasteful competitive efforts of innumer-
able individual firms in relativelv small markets,
spheres of action to a limited number must be allot-

ted, the energies of the others beine diverted to

more favourable and less worked outlets elsewhere.
The individual agencv for securina: trade will have
also to be better selected, and hitherto methods of
aoproach to and treatment of customers modified.
On the oart of the manufacturers, more readiness
to lav themselves out for new lines will check the
frennent loss of much valuable business.
These are the minimum of essentials of a sticcess-

fnl trade warfare with our nowerful rivals, and when
thev .Tre realised, and not till then, will British trade
be nble to coiuit with confidence on success in. and
profit from, the present opportunity.

REVIEWS.

Xijl'eria,— .\ccordin? to t,he Colonial Juvrnn], a report
h'lM r<>cenHr b'^n mn'ie bv Mr. S. M. Elfl for MsoBrB Pre»cf!,

Hardew atil Snnll on the buod'v n' electri".itv for Port Haroonrt.
A Rteam Til'Tit is nToprmed on t-,he Bonnv Riv«r. with a threfl-wiro

DC. retwork. The installation would cost £2(i 000 ; local coal
C9s*s 3O3. nT ton deli<'»rB'1 anl it i» p-nn-wed ti char?B lOJ. per
unit for elct'ioity. For Kaduaa aUo a nchpmp has hee"* prepared
to furnish Ueht and power to the railot-av. wat^rworWp and ioe

nlant, and for town liehtine, .V'. An initial outnu' of 1.285.000
imito. of which the railway will taVe 985 000 unitfi. ia antioipa''od.

A D o. 440.volt Bystem will bs u^ed for thi; railwiv ahips and a
3 900-voU three-phaw avatem for distant aapply. The oat of the
s;h'5ni3 is given as £63,000.

Picture Play J'liotography. By H. M. Lomas.

London: (ianes, Ltd. Price 5s.

While the subject of this book is not in itself of

electrical interest, it is so intimately associated with

electric lighting that it may fairly claim a reference

in our pages. J'he book is well written by a

specialist in photographic art, who shows that he

understands clearly tnc science of illumination tis

applied to his ends, and, moreover, is able to impart
his knowledge to others. The use of the enclosed arc

lamp for illuminating scenes that are to be bio-

grai)hed is strongly advocated, in preference to open
or flame arcs; about 20 such lamps are required for

an average scene, taking 15 amperes at 240 volts

each. Mercury vapour lamps are also suitable.

In this connection we find ourselves in conflict

with the author, who, after justly satirising a so-

called "skilled engineer" who had never heard of

a cathode, takes us to task for stating that " no ultra-

violet rays could pass through glass,'' and goes on
to suggest that " lor purely commercial reasons
certain people who ought to know better make in-

accurate statements, and do not trouble either to

test them or to look up reliable information on the

matter." But he is speaking of the ac.nic rays

of which he makes use in photography, while we,
as our article clearly showed, were referring to the

rays which injure the eyes and burn the skin—the

ultra-violet rays of short wave-length, which are of

no use to the photographer because, we repeat,

they cannot pass through glass, and which are not
present in sunlight because they cannot penetrate

the earth's atmosphere to any great distance. Need-
less to say, we carefully verified our facts before we
made the statements -criticised by Mr. Lomas, and
we may quote here I^r. C. P. Steinmetz. one of the

greatest living authorities on electrical science:—
" These very short ultra-violet rays are extremely
destructive to the eye : exposure even to a moderate
intensity of them for a very few minutes produces
a severe and painful infiammation, the after-effects

of which last for years." Has Mr. Lomas ever
heard of these rays ? Dr. Steinmetz goes on to say

that " even a very thin sheet of glass is opaque for

these radiations." " Clear transparent glass thus
offers a practically complete protection against the
harmful effects of ultra-violet light, except when the

latter is of excessive intensity, and thus arcs enclosed
by glass globes are harmless." The matter is very
fully discussed in his work on " Radiation, Light
and Illumination," pp. 52—62. Prof. S. P. Thomp-
son, whose authority is also unquestioned, states

that " Even the lightest crown glass, though mode-
i"ately transparent to waves from 15 millionths to 11

millionths of an inch long, is totally opaque to all

waves smaller than 11 millionths." Now, the in-

jurious rays have a wave-length in the neighbour-
hood of 8 millionths of an inch—an octave above
the point of maximum chemical activity. These are

not the only authorities that we consulted at the

time, before we made the remarks to which Mr.
Lomas has taken exception, and we may also refer

to the important note on " Ultra-violet Rays " in

our issue of Oct. 9th. He does not mention us' by
name, and this is fortunate, in view of the injustice

of his insinuations.

Full instructions for the arrangement of the elec-

tric lighting of the living pictures are given in the
book, in minute detail and with abundant illustra-

tions; the differences between natural and artificial

illumination are clearly brought out. and the reader
is warned against the production of unnatuial
effects. The technique of the photographic pro-

cesses is no less fully treated of, and while we are
not competent to criticise this portion of the book.
it gives us the impression that the author is a master
of his craft, and an able teacher.
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Electric Light Accounts and Their Significance.

By H. M. Edward.s, Auditor to The New York
Edison Co. London: IJill rublisliiiiy Co. Price

8s. 4d. net.

The author in his preface states that in his pre-

paration of the work he has undoubtedly been in-

fluenced by his connection for many years with one
of the largest electricity supply companies, and also

by his work with the accounting committee of the

National Electric Light Association, though the

system of accounting advocated is not in all its de-

tails the one followed by the i\evv York Edison Co.,

and it differs in some respects froni the system
ado[)teil by the National I'llectric Light Association.

However, these differences are not material, and tiie

book's chief claim to the reader's interest, he be-

lie\es, lies in the explanations that accompany the

accounts.

The matter contained in the book and the manner
in which it is presented are good, though naturally

the terminology and technicality employed are

American, and more or less inapplicable here, while
the ground traversed by the writer has been, it may
be incidentally stated, covered (in regard to British

practice) in various forms on dififerent occasions in

the columns of the Rcz'iczi\ The diction or style is

that of condensed and terse expression, and the
author tells his story, if we may so term it and which
may be read with advantage, of " Electric Light
Accounts " interestingly.

The treatment of the subject resolves itself into

three parts :
—

L Balance Sheet.—Description of balance sheet,

plant investment, assets, suspense accounts, liabili-

ties,- reserves, capital, stock.

IL Income Accounts.—Definition of income,
gross earnings from operations, operating expenses
accounts.

IIL Miscellaneous.—Account symbols, work
order system, customers' accounts and records,
accounting for surplus renewal and contingency re-

serves, the income statement and what it should
contain, analysis of balance sheet.

In the chapter on customers' accounts and records
the author states that there are two systems .of hand-
ling customers' accounts in general use. In one of
these all the facts are embodied in the ledger, and
in the other the facts are divided between a billing

medium and the ledger. The system first referred
to follows long-established g",is practice, and the
second is the outgrowth of conditions peculiar to the
electric light business.

.'Vs regards the gas ledger, one account can be
kept for each meter set, and although the customer
may have several meters it is usual to render a
sejiarate bill for each one. The entry in the gas
ledger need show simply the date and' the state of
the meter, the indicated consumption and the exten-
sion thereof at the given rate. The accounts are
entered therein in geographical order and usuallv
maintain that order.

J^lectric current is sold at differential rates. .\

customer may have more than one form of contract
on the same premises, and several meters may be
furnished him under each contract, the charge being
based on the sum of the meter readings so furnished.
The data entering into the calculation is varied in
character, especially if a maximum demand charge
is involved or if the rate is based ujion a guaranteed
amount of consumption. There are many variations
of all the factors in use, the result being that electric
light calculations are complex in their nature and
require considerable room for the spreading out of
the details making up the charges. The business
is continually increasing, and it is not an unusual
occurrence for whole block of buildings to be con-
nected to t!ie mains at one time. If. therefore, it i.s

desired to enter the accounts in geographical order
some kind of flexible binder must be provided to
permit new account-; being inserted in their proper

place. In these conditions the billing medium has
been devised in which the details of the individual

charges are spread out and the amounts then posted
to the debt of the customer in a separate record.

.Such a billing system usually consists of loose sheets

with the name of the customer printed on the left-

hand side of the sheet, the names appearing on
succeeding lines in geographical order. In vertical

columns across the sheet appear details of the meter
readings and the consumption rate, and extension
and additional columns are frequently provided for

distribution purposes. .Such sheets when bound
constitute a record which fulfils all re(|uireiii(-iits.

The Vcar Book of IVireless Telegraphy and Tele-

phony, 1914. London: Marconi Press, Ltd.

Price 2s. 6d. net.

The most frequent comment on the first edi-

tion of this Year Book was that it was too
good value for its price, yet nearly two hun-
dred pages of te.xt have been added to the
present edition while the price remains the same.
The chronological record of development in wire-

less telegraphy has been extended back to 1S81, the
date of -Michael Faraday's discovery of electro-

magnetic inductjon; for the years subsequent to
!(Sg(), however, the record presented is little more
than that of development of the Marconi system and
interests. Predominant though these be. it is surely

desirable to include in such a record the tale of
achievement by other systems. Indeed, the whole
liook is still essentially a Marconi Year Book, and
though this does not detract from the value of the
great mass of information presented concerning
laws and regulations, call letters and station lists

and general technical matters, it is desirable to in-

timate in its title the. in some cases limited, scope of

tiie book. Little information is ]M-esented concerning
the progress and prospects of the Imperial wire-

less chain. A useful report of the articles and regu-
lations of the InteriTational Convention on Safety of

Life at .Sea (London. 1914I has been included, and the

cxistin.g sections on the Radiotelegraphic Conven-
tion, laws and regulations and wireless telegraph
stations of the world have been retained and brought
up to date where necessary. In the tables of land

and ship stations, the system employed should surely

be indicated, and other technical details such as the

plant kilowatts installed would greatly increase the

value of the work to technical readers. The alpha-

betical list of call letters for land and ship stations

is a valuable feature.

The special articles on various wireles.s topics

have all been written for this edition and maintain
the high standard set in last year's volume. Prof.

J. A. Fleming writes on Wave and Wave Motions:
Dr. l-Irskine ^Iurray on the l-'unction of the .\tmos-

phere in Transmission : Prof. E. W". Marchant on
the IMeasurement of Strength of Wireless Signals:

C". E. Prince on Probleius of Telephony: G, E.
Turnbull on Wireless in the Merchant Service: R.
C. K. Lempfert on the .\pplication of Wireless to

-Meteorology: and .\. R. Hiiiks on Wireless Time
.Signals and Longtitudes. It is doubtful whether
these articles will l)e intelligible and reatlable to the
layman:' to the expert they will be interesting

though presenting nothing new: but to the student
and amateur wireless worker they should prove very
useful.

The chapters on international time and weather
si.gnals and on the work of the B..\. Radio-tele-

graiihic Committee are of universal interest, and.
in particular, to those who have installed time signal

receiving sets or who are in a position to render
amateur (but by no means triviali assistance to the

B..\. Committee bv making svstematic records of

strays and X's, The valuable ct^llection of for-

nnila; and equations, tables, glossary of temis. code
signals and so on are retained, and the lists of
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jiaioiii a|)|>lic-;ition.s and uiitlcs.'i telcj;rapli conipanicM,

bit),L;iai)hical ami obituary notices and tlie classified

bibliography of wireless telegraphy and telephony
have been brought up to date. An international

directory of amateur wireless societies is included,

and thirty-two personal photographs and plates

illustrating land and ship statioUN and ociuiiniR-iit

arc [irescnted, these being different fioni those in the
lirst edition. 'I'lie wireless map of the world is but
one of the many features, any one of which may
easily be worth far more to the reader than the cost

of the whole \olunic. Is it not possible, however,
to show on the map lighthouse, lightship and
iia\al stations not open to public correspondence
iiui available for use in emergency; also to show at

least the more important ones of the many i)rivate

experimental stations now in operation? .Such a

maj) would be invalual)le to all wireless workers
whether amateur or i>rofessional. The general
character of the Year Hook remaining as before,
its size being so sidjstantially increased, and so much
fresh and excellent material being added, the volume
is even better value than was the first edition, but, for
the same reasons, the criticism;-, levelled against the
latter apply even with greater force to the second
edition. Do or can the technical sections of the
work appeal to the man in the street, and are thev
sufficiently terse and comprehensive to meet the re-
quirements of the expert? The inclusion of wire-
less_ telephony in the title of the book is hardly
justified by the information presented on this sub-
ject. The index is still rather short and not easy
to find quickly.

THE ELECTRICAL TRADES AND THE
WAR.

Our readers will remember that during the first week after
the declaration of war between this country and Germany
we addressed inquiries to a number of leading electrical

manufacturers, in order to ascertain tleir views on trade
prospects, and we summarised their replies in an article
published In our issue of August 14th. Those replies were
so generally optimistic and concordant, that eventually we
cut short onr investigations, feeling that to make further
inquiries was superfluous. We have not lost sight, how-
ever, of the obvious fact that ideas formed at so early a
stage must be very largely speculative in character and
based on abstract, not concrete, foundations. We have
therefore renewed our inquiries, in the hope that the period
of two months which has elapsed may have enabled manu-
facturers to form more definite opinions as to the probable
effect of the war on the course of trade ; and in order to
crystallise ideas to some extent we have invited a large
number of electrical manufacturers to favour us with their
views on the following points, together with any otJiers that
may appear to them worthy of comment :

—

1. Have you suflSoient orders in hand to keep your works fully
employed .'

2. Have you any difficulty in obtaining an adequate eupplv of
labour .' '

3. Are new orders comine in at a satisfactory rate ;

4. Is new business coniinfr in which formerly went to Con-
tinental firms, from neutral countries, our Allies, and the British
Empire .'

5. Is the supply of raw materials sufficient for your require-
ments .'

t;. Are tho financial conditions prevailing such as to enable you
to accept orders freely .'

7 Are yon starting new lines of manufacture formerly dealt
with only by Continental firms .'

A number of replies have already come to hand, a first
instalment of which is dealt with below. Further extracts
from letters will be published in our next issue, and if any
of our readers who have not been directly approached—for
our list was by no means exhaustive— feel disposed to add
their comments, we shall be glad to receive them. Our
thanks are due to our correspondents for their prompt
response to our invitation.

A LaUOE MANrKAOTUUINO FiBU.

1. At present our workn are fully employed—in some directions

we are working overtime.

2. We have a difficulty in obtaining an ade<4uate nopply of skilled

labour. Of course, the number of men who have left us to join

the Colours has been a handicap, and we have not yet been able

fully to overcome it.

:i. The volume of onr orders is, as a whole, satisfactory, and it is

interesting to note that from August Ist to date, the volume is

greater than for the correepoiiding period of rjl3 : but we have not
80 many coatracts for heavy apparatus, which indicaten that our
small orders (i.t;, those under £.'j,000 each,' are considerably in

excess of the corresponding period a year ago.

4. There has been no substantial amount of new business coming
to as which formerly went to Continental firms : our bosiness baa
been (from the standpoint of its source) substantially normal. We
have a few orders which would probably have been taken by Con-
tinental firms.

,

6. The supply of raw materialH is sufficient for our require-

ments.
6. Financial conditions have been very good, i.*" , our collections

have been excellent, and practically no one dealing with us has
taken advantage of the moratorium. It is obvious that under
present conditions, however, there will be some difficulty in

financing new enterprises on a large scale, but I am optimistic
enough to believe that this will not be a serious handicap
CwitnesB the recent issue of the South-Western Railway as evidence
of what I mean). A lot of very small people owing us money have
come to grief, but the aggregate is trifling, so much so as to be

almost negligible.

7. We are not starting new lines of manufacture formerly dealt

with ouly Ijy Continental firms : our line has been very extensive,

and practicaUy covered tlie entire field. We are, of course, making
every effort to push our business in the foreign field, but we have
always done this in the past, though, of course, the present con-
ditions have removed, for the time li»ing at least, some of our most
serious competitors.

Anotheb Labue Firm.

1. We have sufficient orders in hand to keep our works fully

employed for some months to come.
2. We have no difficulty in obtaining an adequate supply of

labour.

8. New orders are coming in at quite a satisfactory rate, and, so

far, have not been below the average for previous months in this

year.

4. We are getting a considerable amount of business which
formerly went to Continental firms, the destination being chiefly

the United Kingdom and the Colonies. Many of the orders we
have obtained are orders which were in process of manufacture in

Germany before the war broke out, which have been cancelled, and
our machines ordered to replace them.

5. The supply of raw material is generally sufficient for
our r quirements, but we are finding a little inconvenience in some
material, of which we do not use a great amount; but the Board
of Trade Commercial Intelligence Department have arranged with
various people to manufacture these parts, and the B E.A.M.A.
have also taken the matter up with their members.

6. The financial conditions prevailing at present are such as to

enable us to accept orders freely, but if we are going to take
German trade later, the financial facilities which are at present
available in this country will have to be considerably extended,
in order to meet the long credit which has to be given in the
Colonies and foreign countries.

7. We are starting one or two lines of manufacture which were
formerly dealt with by Continental firms, but we are not at liberty
at the moment to reveal these.

With regard to general remarks on this subject, we would point
out that a great deal of the busineas which we have done is the
provision of motors for driving machine tools and other machines
for ammunition machinery, and various armament work. It this

demand falls off, the dynamo and motor business will probably
also fall off very considerably, as the demand for motors in
ordinary industries, especially in the textile trade, has completely
fallen off.

Messrs. Gent A: Co., Ltd.

We are very glad to have the opportunity of answering the
questions which you put to us.

1. We have sufficient orders in hand at the present moment to
keep our works fully occupied. In fact, part of our works are
working overtime.

2. With regard to the diflieulty in obtaining an adequate supply
of labour, we have had several vacancies in our works owing to
members of our staff having enlisted, and some of these it has
been rather difficult to fill. We are, however, doing our best in

this direction.

:t and 4. New orders are coming in fairly well, but still there is

room for plenty more. We are pleased to say there is a good deal
of business coming to us which formerly went to Continental firms,

but it is more from the home trade than from abroad. Personally,
WB are inclined to think it is a little too early to expect orders
from Overseas Dominions, but, we may say, we have plenty of
inquiries for new business from allied countries.

.'. The supply of raw material is a little restricted, but we are
not suffering a great deal from this respect.

6. Financial conditions prevailing are, fortunately, such as to
enable us to accept orders freely.

7. We are pleased to say that we are starting several new lines of
manufacture formerly dealt with by Continental firms, but these
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are no great departure from our own businesfl, but merely an
extenflion of it.

To sum up the whole matter, we are, if anything, profiting by
the war in that a lari?e number of orders which, under ordinary
circumstances, would have gone to Continental firms, or, at any
rate, which have Continental control, are cominpj to us, and we
expect that we shall shortly have to extend our premises in order
to deal with the increased business.

Messrs. Wakd & Goldstone.

1. Since the war began there has been a very considerable
demand for our manufactures, particularly in wires, cables, &c.,

which, in the past, have been so extensively purchased from the
Continent.

We are increasing our plant and filling up every corner of our
works with new machinery in order to cope with the demand,
which is not otily for the home trade, but more particularly the
export trade.

2. With regard to your question as to difficulty in obtaining
labour, we find this is quite normal.

3 and I.—We have a large number of inquiries from neutral
countries which formerly purchased from Germanyand Austria, but
the prices at which they have placed their orders in the past are
such that it is only with reluctance that they pay the advanced prices

demanded by us, though they appreciate that thfy are receiving
better quality material.

"i. We have no difficulty whatever in connection with the supply
of raw materials, but there is great delay in connection with fine

wire drawing, owing to the immense demand for Government
purposes.

<). With regard to the financial conditions, we can only express
our extreme gratitude to the tra<le generally for the way they have
met their liabilities in spite of the moratorium. Generally speak-
ing, we think that there were not 5 per cent, of our customers
who took advantage of the moratorium, and those that did were
generally firms who would take advantage of any opportunity to

evade payments. We think the manner in which payment has
been made is highly creditable to the nation and to our trade
generally.

7. We are starting making many new lines which, in the past, were
considered to be practically the monopoly of Continental firms, and
we are associating ourselves with other manufacturers in order to

obtain these lines.

For instance, such lines as porcelain cleats, reels, and insulators
generally, have been imported in immense quantities from the Con-
tinent. We are now arranging to have these made in England, and
already supplies are starting to come in.

Enamelled iron shades, which in the past have been almost
entirely imported from abroad, are now being made for us in this
country, at prices that compare not unfavourably with those of
foreign make.
Such articles as elfctric massage vibrators, portable heating and

oold-airblowing apparatus, are now being made by us, and we
find to our surprise that they can be made at prices that are
practically as favourable as those at which the foreigners supplied
us in the past.

Iq conclusion, there is one observation that we should like to

make, and that is, that we are doubtful whether the efforts made by
us and other manufacturers to wrest some of the foreign trade
may be ultimately successful, as we find that such is the
patriotism (') of some firms, that even now they are obtaining
their supplies of wires from German houses, who. remarkable to

relate, particularly in one instance of which we are aware, appear
to have laid in such an abnormally larpe stock, that they seem to

be able to supply indefinitely such lines as cotton and silk-oovered
instrument wires, enamelled wires, dynamo wires, i^c.

The British Electric Tkansformku Co., Ltd.

Qaestions 1-G are answered on the saiiie general lines as the
foregoing. The company is not at present starting any new lines

of manufacture.

Messrs. T. IlAiiniNi,- Cnri.roN 1: Co., Ltd.

Answers to questions I li are equally satisfactory, but it is not
possible immediately to replace the specially skilled labour of a
large number of employi's who have joined the Colours.

The company has not yet undertaken the manufacture of any
fresh lines formerly dealt with principally by fort'ign firm?, but it

has some under consideration.

TiiK Walsall Klkctrical Co., Ltd.

We have lost 28 of our men, 2l'> of whom have volunteereii for

active aarvice, and the other two were Rpservists, and due to this

reduction our works are fully employed, the diminution in orders
being only slight. We have during the la.st few days been
endeavouring to increase our hands, but there is a dearth of labour
in this district ; as a matter of fact, the Walsall Labour Exchange
on Monday only had two boys on their books.

With regard to the rate of orders coming in, this is quite satis-

factory, and we have during the last few weeks received iuquiries

from Russia. Norway, Sweden and France which we have not
previously had. We are not experiencing any difficulty with raw
materials, as we have been able to overcome the dilliouUies we had
during the month of August. With regard to financial conditions,

we are experiencing practically no difficulty in this direction.

We have commenced to manufacture one or two lines which
were hitherto manufactured on the Continent, and trust we shall

be successful in retaining this trade when hostilities cease.

(To be continuf(1.)

LEGAL

OsBAM Lamp Works, Ltd., r. Cobosa Laup Wobks, Ltd.

Api'LICATION was made on behalf of the defendanta in thia action
by Mr. Frost, on Friday, October 16th, to Mr. Jngtice .^urrant. in

the Chancery Division, for a postponement of the trial until after

the expiration of the war.
CorNsi;L said the ground for the application was the ditlicnlty

of getting expert evidence from Germany, and the fact that some
of the witnesses required at the trial were serving with the British

forces.

Mb. .Justice Sar(;a.nt remarked that he conld not assume that
the Germans were the only persons competent to give expert
evidence.

Mb. Walter, K.C, for the plaintiffs, opposed the application,

and reminded his Lordship that under an order of the Court
experiments had been conducted in the presence of experts on both
sides. The evidence of these experts was available.

Mb. Frost submitted that there could be no hnrry for the trial

as the defendants had discontinued the manufacture of the lamp
complained of about two years ago. The writ in the action was
issued so long ago as December, 11)12, and the plaintiffs had been
in no hurry to bring the action to trial.

Ml! Walter said he would not oppose a reasonable adjourn-
ment', so that defendants oonld put their evidence properly before the

Court, but he reminded his Lordship that by agreement the evidence
was to be limited to the procens as demonstrated bafore the experts.

He would not oppose an adjournment for a month.
His Lordship thought the defendants should have longer than

that. He would direct that the case should not come into the list

for hearing before six weeks, and if the defendants fcund it

impossible to be ready by that time they could make a further

application. The order would bs without prejadice to any further

application that might be made.

Herbert Mobbis, Ltd., i: Saxeluv.

Oiifslion I'f Serviiv Agrci'ment.

On Thursday. Ootoher 15th, was concluded, before Mr. Justice

Sargant, in the Chancery Division, the hearing of this action

brought by Herbert Morris, Ltd., of the Empress Works. Lough-
borough, and elsewhere, to restrain an>alleged breach of covenants
contained in a service agreement of AprU, 1911.

The plaintiffs' complaint was that, though carrying on a general

engineering business, they specialised in such things as overhead
electric runs, and the fact that the defendant had left their employ
and entered that of Messrs Vaughan, a trade rival, was calculated

to do them serious injury.

The defence was that as regards the covenant not to disclose any-
thing that had come to his knowledge as a servant of the plaintiffs,

the defendant had not disclosed, nor did he propose to disclose,

any confidential information, and as regards the clause prohibiting

him for a period of seven years from entering into the employment
of any firm in the United Kingdom which traded in the goods
specialised in by the plaintiffs, it was too wide and not necessary

for the plaintiffs' protection.

The ca.se was argued by Mr. Walter, K.C, and Mr. Kerly, K.C,
for the plaintiffs, and Mr. Mark Uomer, K.C, and Mr. Sheldon for

the defendant.
lu opentn<r the case, Mr. Walter said that the plaintiffs were a

firm established about the year ISsO, who. besides carrying on
a very large general business, made a speciality of pulley

blocks, electric overhead rnne, and overhead tramways and
cranes. For the purpose of carrying ont this part of their

business they had standardised certain things, after numerous
experiments and trials, with the result that they could go ti> the

trade with an advantage over competitors. Secrecy a-a to

measurements and the like was of great importance to them. The
defendant entered their employ as a young man straight from
school, and was taught draughtsmanship. By U'Oi; he had become
chief departmental draughtsman, and in 190S he was sent to

Cardiff as resident engineer. In February, 1909, he was transferred

to London, and in 1910 to the plaintiffs at Loughborough, where
he was given charge of the selling department of the special

branch of the business in question. In 1911 he was asked to and
did enter into an agreement, the restrictive covenants of which
it was allcgeil he had infringed. The agreement was for two
years certain, but terminable by four weeks' notice on either side.

Shortly before April, 19i:i, when the two years would expire, the

defendant gave notice to determine the agreement, and he left the

plaintiffson April 19th, 1913, lie then went to a French firm who
had done business with the plaintiffs, but retnrneil to ICogland in

February. 1911, and entered th" service of Vaughan ,V Sons, who
were active competitors with the plaintiffs in the supply of the

very things the plaintiff^ had made their speciality.

In answer to a .(uestion from his Lordship, Mr. Romkb said the

defendant was not now with Jlefsrs. Vaughan.
Mk. Walter said that the plaintiffs were in 1911 almost without

competitors in the pulley blocks and other things th.it they had

made their speciality, and that formed about three-quarters of their

business. The defendant had ac<iuired much information as to

details of si w, width, strength and the like of the various parts use>l

by the plaintiffs, which information would be very valuable to

competitors.

Mk. Morris gave evidence in support of the plaintiffs' case,

which was summed up by Mr. Kkrly, who submitted that in suoh
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a case the prohibition was not too witle for the plaintilfn protec-

tion.

Mb. VVai.teu stated that they had not evidence of actual

disoloBure by tbe defendant.
Mb. Saxelhy i;ave evidence for the defence, and 8aid that before

aooeptini; an entrafrement with the French firm he tried to get

employment with an Knglieh firm not dealinfr in the plaintiffii'

specialities, but failed.

Mr. Arnold Goodwin, managing director of Arnold Goodwin
and Sanit, Ltd., spoke to havincf manufactured pulley blocks for

the plaintitFd in the early nineties. There were, he said, a number
of firms who manufactured them. There was no secret process of

the patents in connection with their manufacture. They were
quite common, though some Arms might specialise in details. It

was very unusual, and he thouprht very unfair, to have restrictive

covenants in connection with this kind of businesH. His firm did

not think it necessary for their protection.

Evidence was also given by Mit. Wharton, representative engi-

neer of Vaughan \ Sons, who said they started making pulley

blocks as an invention of his. They were now competing with the

plaintiffs in pulley blocks and overhead cranes.

In summing up the case for the defendants, Mu. Uomkr sub-

mitted that this was an attempt by the plaintiffs to obtain a
monopoly of something for which they had no patent.

Mb. Walter was heard in reply, and at the conclusion of the
arguments his Lordship reserved judgment.

Tbamcar Accident Claim.

Judge Heoinald Brown, at the Stockport County Court, recently

heard an action in which Fred Johns, paint grinder, 2, Iladdon
Grove, Levenshulme, claimed £50 from the Stockport Corporation
for injuries received, and loss of wages, alleged to be due to the
negligence of a tram driver. The plaintiflf's case was that as he
was taking his seat on the top of a Corporation tramcar the car

was suddenly pulled up, with the result that he was thrown to the
floor and sustained injuries to his shoulder. It was alleged that
the car driver was not driving in a proper and skilful way. The
defence was that the car was travelling at a reasonable speed, and
that the driver was compelled to use the electric brake to avoid a
serious collision with a cart. Negligence was denied.

Judge Brown, holding that there was no evidence c f negligence,

gave judgment for the Corporation.

Workmen's Compensation.

At Oldham County Court on October 15th. sanction was given
to an agreement under which Samuel Hinchcliif.>, electrical

engineer, 19, Balfour Street, agreed to pay £ir,0 to Ellen Foster,

of H, Silver Street, Oldham, in settlement of a claini for compensa-
tion in respect of the loss of her husband, who received fatal

injuries recently whilst working for the respondent.

Ahmorduct Manufacturing Co., Ltd., v. H. Defries & Co.

[German Companies trailinij in Londnn.^

In the City of London Court, on Ootobsr 15th, before his Honour
Judge Atherley-Jones, K f

'
, the Armorduct Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., 0, Farringdon Avenue and Birmingham, sued H. Defries and
Co., electrical engineers, 5'J, New Oxford Street, for £1 10a.' 6d.,

for trade goods supplied. Defries did not dispute owing the
money, but said he had paid £20 to the plaintiffs and he objected
to pay the balance as the plaintiffs were a German company and
alien enemies.

Mb. Liddle, plaintiffs' solicitor, said that the company was
registered in London and the Courts had held that they could trade
her<>,

Mb. H. F. Marchant, secretary of the plaintiff company, who
said that he was a " Man of Kent," stated that the company was
registered eight years ago. The authorised issue was £ 1 5.000, the
ordinary shares being £5 each and the preference £1 each. Thrfe
English shareholders held :iSO shares and the other 1,435 were held
by Germans. The managing director was a naturalised German.
Judge Athebley-Jones said that the secretary seemed to have

fallen amongst Germans. Upon perusing a list of shareholders he
found they were practically all Germans.
Mk. Marchast added that the company employed nearly-2eO

workers in large works at Birmingham and they were all British.

Dependant: This company is what has been called 'A Pipe
Line of Gold to Germany."
Judge Atheeley-Jones was sure no Eoglishman wanted to

behave ruthlessly to German traders whatever might be done by
others, and they shoald observe the ordinary requirements and
conditions of international law. In that case if he found for the
plaintiffs he would be offering the benefit of the Englieh Courts
for the purpose of ministering sustenance to the enemy. The
doctrine of the alien enemy hcd never been expounded with
absolute Ir.cidity. While he would be shocked if a judicial person
did not give protection to a German in this country against whom,
say, a crime was committed if the safety and security of his

person were affected, as the internal affairs of the company before
him showed that the profits would go to Germany, he must
dismiss the action with costs. Defendant had honestly discharged
his obligations to his country in raising the qoestion.
Mr. Liddle asked for leave to appeal, as 200 British workers

would lose their employment if the company could not get in its

debts.

Judge Atheblet-Jones agreed.i

Frank «. Hankow Lioin and Powee Co., Lth.

By this action, which was tried by Mr. Justice Joyce in the

Chancery Division on Monday, October I'.ith, the Court was asked

to decide whether the interest payable on the ordinary shares of

the company was cumulative or ancumulative.

From the opening statement of Mb. Stone, who appeared for

the plaint fl representing the deferred shareholders, it appeared that

the company wasformed in IDOii, with acapitslof £20. UXt, divide!

into 2,000 shares of £10 each and 2,OoO deferred shares of Is. each.

From r.106 until l'.M3 the company carried on business with varying
success, and no one seemed to have thonght it worth while to raise

the question at issue, but, with improvement in the company's
affairs, the present :totion was started to enable the company to

ascertain its exact position. liy the prospectus it was stated that

the ordinary shares were to bear a non- cumulative interest of *< per

cent., and that was confirmed by the memoiandum and articles.

Seven were originally issued to the seven signatories of the

memorandum of association. Directors were appointed at a meet-
ing held on January 12th, I'.iOi's and the first meeting of thete

directors was held on February 2nd of that year. At a meeting on
February 9th 333 of the ordinary chares were allotted, a further

236 on February 12th, 60 were allotted on February 19th,

li'i on February 22nd, and 2 5 on March Ist. On February 12th

the whole of the deferred shares were allotted to the

vendors or their nominees. Finding that the applications

for ordinary shares were not coming in as quickly as was
desired, the directors at a meetirg of February 9th resolvfd that

the 8 per cent, interest payable on thfm should be cumulative
instead of non-cumulative. A general meeting was called for

February Kith, at which a retolution to the effect was pressed,

and such resolution was duly confirmed at a general meeting of

March ."ith. Counsel, however, contended that the alteration was
bad inasmuch that as the articles of association provided that the

interest was non-cumulative, and persons had subscribed for shares

on that footing, the company had no power to alter it.

Mr. Hughes, K C , for the company, argued that inasmuch aa

there was power in the articles for the company to make altera-

tions and also power to the directors to exercise all the powers
vested in the company, the alteration was lawfully made at the

meeting of directors of February 9 th, but even if that were not eo

an effective resolution was passed at bhe general meeting of

February lilth and confirmed at the meeting of March 5th.

His Lordship held that all the ordinary shares whether issued

or not should bear cumulative interest.

OUR LEGAL QUERY COLUMN.

' A.B." writes:
—

" \Ve have a numbei- of oveibead wires

runnings Iruiu the works, joining the underground cable.? to

tin station. The overhead wires are about a quarter of a

luile long and are run on private ground. The private grouu.l

is accessible from the highway, there being no fence or wall

to keep people from getting on to same. I would be very glad

to know- how far the Board of Trade rules apply to such over-

head wires.
" The overhead wires in question aie'slightly insulated with

compounded braiding. The B.O.T. rules appear to deal with

un-insulate<l conductors, thought it is not stated that this la

the case. I take it that the fact of the condnctors being in-

sulated does not in any way alter the operation of theTules."

*•• It is not quite clear from the statement of facts what i>

meant by the words "works" and "station" respectively;

nor is it stated whether the private ground referred to be-

longs to the Corporation, who have power to supply electricity,

or to private persons.

Assuming that the land over which the wires are suspended

belongs to the Corporation, the right to suspend the wires

appears to be conferred bv the exception in S. 10 (b) of the

sclie<lule to the Electric Lighting Clauses Act, 1899. That

sub-section provides that: "The undertakers shall not, with-

out the express consent of the B<')ard of Trade, and, where the

local authority are not themselves the undertakers, of the

local authority also, place any electric line above ground except

\\ itliin premises in the sole occupati.jn or control of the imder-

takers, and, except so much of any service line as is neces-

sarily so placed for the purpose of supply." If the ground

over which the wii-es run belongs to private persons it is

clear that the consent of the Board of Ti-ade must be obtained,

and the regulations made by them must be complied with. It

does not seem that the regulations (which are set out in Will

on tte Law of Electric Lighting, Traction and Power. 4th

Edn., p. 385) make any distinction between covered and un-

covered wires. They apply to wires of both kinds.

South Africa.—The office of H.M. Trade Commissioner

for South Africa reports that an inquiry has been received there

relating to the supply of machinery for making dry cells, and

British manufacturers of such plant are requested to forward

catalogues, addressed direct to H.JI. Trade Commissioner for South

Africa, P.O. Box 1,346, Cape Town.
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NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES.

AND PLANT.
FITTINGS

The Keystone Stoker.

A new type of mechaaical atoker has been introduced by the
Kkvstonb Stokkk Co., of 111, Milk Street, Boston, I'.S.A.

' While
it somewhat resembles a chiiinprate stoker, it differs from the
latter in that the prratc is built up of disks mounted on bars, which
rotate upon their axes ai they curry the fuel alone. The rotation
of the disks has the advantage that clinker is broken up and pre-
vented from sticking, so that the air spaces are kept free, and the
disks are constantly presentinpf fresh surfaces to the fuel, while
the heated parts are cooled by contact with the air on their under-
sides. The fuel bed beinn in a free state, a hipfh draught pressure
is not required, and the air-Mow through the fuel is uniform, so

that holes are not formed through which ezcess of air can enter.

with an auxiliary contact for operating the dynamic br»ke when-
ever the circuit is opened.

.Speed is predetermined by adjustment of the ipeed retruUtinc
lever at the bottom of the panel. This lever permits of from 5 to
100 per cent, speed variation by shunt field reeistAnce. Bimilar con-
trollers are made to combine shunt field and seriea reenl&tini;
resistance.

The makers claim credit for simplicity in desien. and the con-
trollers, they say, are of specially robui-t conetruction and qoitc
suitable for rough workshop usage.

The " Plexsim " Heat Projector.

Although the " Plexsim '' projector, shown in fig. 3, doc« not
creite heat, Messus. Simplex Ccvdiits, Ltd., of 11''>, Charing
Cross R )ad, W.C, who are introducing this speciality, claim that
it certainly does use every watt put into it to the greatest advao-
t»ge, and that its heat can be readily projected in a reqaired
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Fig. 1.—Section op Furnace with Keystone Stokeb. i'lG. 3.

—

"Plexsim" Electric Heat Pboiectob.

A new bar filled with disks can be inserted without stopping the
stoker except momentarily. A water-box, not connected with the
boiler, protects the bridge wall. A sheet-iron apron under the
chain catches small fuel that slips through the crevices, and the
chain pushes the siftings forward, depositing them on a plate

;

ash that falls through beyond this apron are kept separate. The
stoker cin be raised or lowered at the bridge wall to suit the rate
of combustion required whilst in operation by the eccentric shown,
and the speed of the grate and supply of fuel are also adjustable.
The foregoing particulars are derived from I'on-rr,

Electric Control Gear for Machine Tools.

The IciBANic Electkic Co., Ltd., of 147, (,incen Victoria
Street, E.G., have developed a special range of self-acting con-
trollers for eleetrically-driven machine tools, comprising niraplo

self-acting starters of a special design for automatir stopping and
starting only, self-starters arranged with pre-determined npeed ad-
justment and self-starters with pre-determined speed adjustment
and dynamic braking. Oae of the last mentioned is shown in

fig. :.

No sliding contacts are used, as the plunger of the opcating
Hulenoid is arranged to rotate a shaft carrying contact fingers

Fig. 2.

—

Special Staimkii foi! JLaoiune Tools.

which have an angular displacement with respect to each other,
and which causes the starting resistance to be out out a step at a
time.

The solenoid operated clapper switch which always makes and
breaks the main circuit, has a magnetic blow-out, and is fitted

direction. If the heat beams are directed along the floor, there is

no system of electric heating so economical.
It will be noticed that the guar 1 is open, so that it does not

bailie the heat, and it is possible to dust the reflector without
removing the guard. The element is supported at both ends, and
cannot sag ; the connector-box is strong and well ventilated. The
"Plexsim" projector is claimed to be one of the most effective

heikters at present on the market, and its price is quite com-
petitive.

WAR ITEMS.

The iMi'EKiAL lN>nTiTE ami Tkade.—The numbtr of

inquiries received by the Imperial Institute from manufacturoxr,
merchants, and others in Great Itritain and the Colonies. reUting
principally to sources of supply of raw materials, methods of

utilising now products from the Colonic.-* and India, or to new or

little known processes and machinery for industrial purposes, has
now become so great that the Secretary of State for the Colonies
has authoriiMd the formation of a Technical Information Uurrau
at the Institute for dealing with them. The present is a specially

opportune moment for the formation of such a Bureau, since the
paralysis of German and Austrian trade [and industry opens up
opportunities for the development of many industries in this

country and in the Colonies which have hitherto been monofolised

by Germany. A very important question at the present moment is

that of the supply of (x>tash salts, which are essential in certain

branches of glass and soap manufacture, and for the preparation of

a large number of chemic&ls and manures. (Germany has for

many years had a practical monopoly of this industry, owing to

her possession of the great potatth mines of St«8.«furt. The only
country which has made any attempt to break this monojKily is the

United States. The possible sources of supply of potath to Kngland
just now are few, and the Rureau is preparing a statement as to

sources of potjish, which will include some hitherto untouches! for

industrial puriwses. .Vn equally important matter is that of

finding markets in this country for the immense qu:intities of raw
materials from India and the Colonies formerly exported to

Germany. Written inquiries for the Technical Information

Bureau should be addressed to the Hir.vtcr, Imperial Institute.

—

FA11.VDAY House Men with the Foih r.s.—The number of

the Kiriiiliii/ lfoust< .foii null tot the Mich.-»elma8 Term, which has

just appeared, is of special interest by reason of the long list

which it gives of past and present students who ar* .serving in the

Allied Forces. Photographs of a number of the men are given.
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r.S. Ei.KciBiOAL, Exi'OKT Tbaiik— In view uf recent retrr

enceH to the part that the States mieht or mit;ht not play in meet-
iut; the demand tor eleotriual maoufaoturee outside America, we
may (|U0te from the /Urrtnral /,',ti,:ii anJ HeiUni HUetru'ian the
foUowintr intereatiui; table, ahowing the itate of I'.K. electrical

export trade for the month before the war. Our contemporary
miyH that ati compared with the relatively low total of the elec-

trical xhipmcntH in June ($1,460,437). the total in .lulyrhowsa
further i)li)rht decrease. The fallini; olf ae compared with .luly of
a year apo is very ntrikinir, however, all olaeeea of electrical exports
but two Bhowintr Hhrinkage. The Ciovernraent report for July
opens a new fiscal year, and at this time an additional class has
been included in the detailed electrical figures, namely, meters and
other moaHurinjr instruments The number of articles shipped in

the four clasies for which numbers are reported were as follows in

July: I'ans, 1,851; arc lamps, H6 . carbon lamps, 30,421 ; metal-
filament lamps, 49,:>8:4.

Articles. July, 1914. July, 1918,

Batteries .«5U,7U S4I,0&4
Dynamos or Rpiierators . . 195.9R3 '.246,695

f'»n8 23.6an 40,317
Insulated wire and cables 127,1)97 147,948
Interior wiring supplies, Ac. (including

flxluros) 46,077 fi8,695

Lamps-
Arc 1,672 16,428
Csrbon-fllament 8,148 22,683
Mi'tal-fllamenl I:),f,81 30.817

Meters and other measuring insbrumenls 81,685 —
Motora lf.1,798 601,7a'i

Static transformers 7d,443 207,814
Telegraph instruments (including wireless
apparatus) 6,840 3.402

Telephones 59,347 77,969
All other 614,851 910,643

Total Sl,416,360 $2,318,502

Canadian General Electric Engineers for the Front.—
The Canitdian Miinnfai-tiiivr states that, on August 6th, Mr.
Frederick NichoUs, president of the Canadian General Electric,

sent a telegram to Sir R. L. Borden, Premier of Canada, stating
that the directors of the company, after full consideration, and
having regard to the present serious war situation, ' have resolved
to submit to your Government an offer to raise, equip and pay the
salaries of a company of 2'> skilled electrical and mechanical
operatives who would be available for service in any part of the
Dominion, and be under the control of the Minister of Militia as
part of the Canadian forjes. Probably their services could best be
utilised in the erection, repair and maintenance of wireless tele-

graph stations, cable stations, bridges, transport vehicles, artil-

lery, k.c."

Mr. Borden immediately replied :

—
' The Government of/ Canada

warmly appreciate patriotic offer of Canadian General Electric
Co., and send their sincere thanks. Minister of Militia will com-
mnnicate with you thereon."

The Corps of Electrical and Mechanical Engineers, under Capt.
H. Ritchie, has been divided into three sections, as follows ;—
For Quebec—Messrs. \V. J. Bwanger, R. W. Nurse, Georee Monaghan,

George Hillier, C. Pink, P. Foster, H. Qalvin, of Peterboro, and Colin C. Rous,
of Toronto.
For Halifax.—Messrs. H. 8. McKean, J. C. Munro, Clarence Henry, E. 8.

Shill, R. Bethune, A, J. Palmer, of Peterboro, and F. G, Jackson, Edward
Crookford, of Toronto.
For Esquimau.—Messrs. H. Ritchie, Chas. Stewart, H. B. Elliott, W. 8.

Johnson, U. Williams, J. 8. Dunlop, of Peterboro, andiA. T. McLean, Harold
Bastard, Alex. Hardie, of Toronto.

Engineicbinq Works in Belgium.—We read in the Machinenj
Market that the Institution of Automobile Engineers has been
informed by the English manager of the F.N. Co. that M. Galopin,
who acted as host to the Institution in their summer meeting in
Belgium, has written to say that the factory at Liege is perfectly
intact, and that the clerical departments are back at work pre-
paring for next year's programme. Another Liege factory—that
of the Societe John Cockerill—is still at work executing orders.
The Derihun factory, also at Lii'ge, has not been destroyed, but no
work is being done. No definite news has been received in regard
to the works of Messrs. Dyle & Baoalan, at Louvain, but it is

believed that the factory is undamaged, though the offices have
been destroyed and the hands dispersed. The Minerva Works at
Antwerp were not injured by Zeppelins, though attempts were made
upon them. The factory at the time of writing was at work,
though some of its energies have been diverted from the manu-
facture of cars. Engineers will be particularly pleased to learn
that Messrs. Greiner, {ire et fils, are all well, and that the factory
of Messrs. Mabille .v R. Pelgrims, at Mariemont, though it has been
in the thick of the fighting, is undamaged, and is actually at
work.

Board of Trade Assistance.—In connection with their trade
war campaign the Board of Trade have received a very large
number of inquiries for names of sellers or buyers of articles of
which the sources of supply or markets have been interfered with
by the war. Special arrangements have been made in the Com-
mercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade for dealing
with the inquiries, and lists are being prepared and circulated of
articles which inquirers desire ('<) to purchase and (Ji) to sell.

The first and second lists were recently published, and the third
list, in which these are incorporated, is now ready and may be
obtained on application to the branch. Firms interested in any of
the goods mentioned, either as buyers or sellers, should com-
municate with the director of the Commercial Intelligence Branch,
Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall Street, London, E.C.

Exports Prohibited.—By an Order in Council the export of
graphite, suitable for the manufacture of craoiblee, to certain
countries, and of compasses, and signalling lamps operated by elec-
tricity, to all destinations, is prohibited.

Si)RTiiA.Mi'TON TuAiiWAY MA.NA(iKUhiiii'.-M»tt«rs at North-
ampton relative to the pusition of Mr. J. Uott«chalk, the Corpora-
tion tramway manager, who iji of German birth, and who did not
obtain his naturalisation papers until after the outbreak of the
war, have assumed the character of a <lcadlock. Ah we hinted
last week, there is a probability of municipal elections being fought
upon the question of whether he should be retained, as dejided by
the Council at a special meeting, or discharged We understand
that the Mayor-Elect, Councillor F. C. Parker, has intimated that bo
will have to reconsider h is acceptance of office if elections take place.
At the beginning of this week there appeare<l every likelihood
that an agreement would be arrived at between the pro and anti-
Gottschalk parties. Those who favour Mr. Gottschalk s retention
made a suggestion to the other side that be be suspended during
the war, with a payment of £200 a year. With this end in view
representatives waited upon the anti-Gottscbalk party at a meeting
on Monday evening. After they had retired however, the following
resolution was carried, " That Mr. Gottschalk be unconditionally
discharged, and that it be left to the Council as to what com|)en-
sation they think fit to give him." There was a decided feeling
at the meeting in favour of a compromise being arrived at. The
resolution is to be sent to a meeting of the Tramways (Committee,
who may possibly sui^pend Mr. Gottschalk during the war, and
thus cut the ground from beneath the feet of the agitators for
his dismissal, who have six candidates ready to fight the elections.
A retiring Councillor in favour of Mr. Gottschalk's retention said,

at a meeting on Monday, that the " town has been practically
turned topsy-turvy by the regrettable agitation." The matter is

far from a party question, as Unionists, Liberals and Socialists are
ranged on either side. One of Mr. Gottschalk's sons who was in the
British Army ha? again volunteered for service.

Not Ene.my Vacuu.m Cleaners.—Messrs. Duncan Watson and
Co., of Berners Street, W., wish it to be clearly understood that no
part or parts of their electric vacuum cleaners are made in, or
imported from, Germany or Austria.

Electricity Wore- Insurance.—The Shoreditoh B.C., on the
recommendation of the Electricity Committee, has taken out a
pilicy at Lloyds for the insurance against bombs, riots, or civil
commotion, on Whiston Street power station for £30,000, and on
Coronet Street power station and refuse destructor for £20,000
the rate being 6s. per cent.

JIanchester Tba.mwaymen at the Front.—There has been
a remarkable response from emplojc's of the tramways depart-
ment of the Manchester Corporation, and Mr. McElroy, the
general manager, has prepared and issued a roll of honour.
The list of men who have joined the Colours contains the names
of 80t employes of the department, representing all grades of the
service.

Practical Sekvke.—The British Telephone Supply Co., of
4, Slaney Street, Birmingham, recently fitted up the Military
Hospital at Edgbaston, Birmingham, with a private telephone
system to the approximate value of £140, and undertook to main-
tain it so long as lequired, entirely free of charge ; the company
also installed a connection for the Belgian Rsfugee Committee to the
value of £14, free of charge. This is a practical form of patriotic
service which cannot be too highly commended, and we hope it

will induce other branches of the electrical trades to assist where
they can, for gifts of this nature are often more valuable than
money.

Carbons for Melbolbne.—According to a report appearing
in the Mrlhoumr Aije for September Sth, it seems that at a meeting
of the Melbourne City Council, endorsement was given to the
action of the Electric Supply Committee concerning the tender of
Mr. C. W. Webster for the supply of arc lamp carbons. " The
Council's London agents, Messrs. M'llwraith, MEacharn A: Co.,

had cabled to the effect that the contractor had stated that, owing
to the enormous advances of raw material, he could only accept the
contract at an advance of 10 per cent, on the tender price, £2.2(il,

c^sh to be paid in full against bills of lading, and subject to a war
risk of about £5 per cent. The cable stated that carbons would
presently be treated as contraband. The Committee replied
requesting the agents to make the best possible arrangements in

connection with the contract."

Active Service Allowances.—The Leigh Corporation Finance
Committee has passed a resolution to pay certain officials lOe. per
week whilst on active service, and at a meeting of the T C. last

week it was moved that this should be referred back. It was
stated that a decision had been come to that employes who enlisted

should have their pay made up to their wages as received from
the Corporation, and, it was argued, that there should be no
differentiation between officials and ordinary workmen. There
was no seconder, and the minute was passed. It was explained
that the officials concerned had no dependents.

The Bradford City Council has decided to pay lOs. per week to

the depeadents of employes joining the military forces. The
decision arose out of a proposition bv the Tramways Committee
in respect of its workers.

An Electrical Alien.—Of a number of aliens arrested last

week at Crewe for internment, one was an Austrian employed by a
local electrical firm.

Roll of Honour.—Ernest Hadfield, 30, of Stalybridge, who
was a conductor on the Joint Board Tramways, has died in the
Manners English Hospital at Mons.

W. Burns, a conductor in the Salford tramways department, has
been killed at the front.

Private Richard Wareing, of the Loyal North Lance. Regiment,
who before joining the army was an assistant electrician at

Rossall College, near Blackpool, has ^ied from wounds received in

aotion at Vendresee,
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NewB haR been received of the death o( Gunner James Bradburn
(R.F.A.). Prior to beinp called up as a Reservist, he was employed
as a driver by the Burnley Corporation tramways department.

At the last meeting of the Hackney B.C., the Electricity Com-
mittee reported that notification had been received from the

Admiralty, that able seaman .T Sinprcr, of H.M.S. Ili'ijae (Naval
Reservist), who, previously to being: mobilised, was employed by
the Council as an arc lamp trimmer, had not been reported in the

list of survivors up to the present. The Committee recommends
that £10 be paid to the widow as death allowance, together

with £4 i:!3. lid., the amount of the workmen's contributions to

the Superannuation Fund.
Personal. Mr. A. II. Bulton, of the staff of the Bromley (K»nt)

E.L. and Power Co., has joined the 5th Battalion Royal West Kent
Reeiment for active service.

Mr. John Hand, of the Royal Naval Division, formerly an employe
at the works of the St. Helens Cible Co., has bean nnder fire in

the trenches at Antwerp.

BUSINESS NOTES.

C'on,«sular Xotcs.—JAPAN.—The report of Mr. E. F.

Crowe, Commercial Attachi- to H.M. Embassy in Japan, which has
just been issued, not merely deals with last year's trade results, but
also makes some interesting deductions therefrom relative to

present prospects. Commenting on the increase of 22 per cent,

shown in the value of machinery imports (these fagures were pub-
lished in our issue of October 2nd), he says that these returns are,

to a certain extent, misleading, because, instead of representing
activity in 1913, they should betaken a^ indicationsof theoptimistic
feeling which prevailed as to the future in 1911, inasmuch as a

large portion of the machinery arriving last year was ordeied 12

months or mere previously. At present there is a cpmparative
cessation of new works and of development of existing factories, so

that the outlook for the next year or two is not very bright.

Although Japan still imports machinery in such large quantities,

it is interesting to note that there has been solid development on
the part of Japanese machinery makers. In the case of gas plant
for lighting and power it has been quite remarkable. They are
making suction producers, gas engines, retort furnaces, and are

building complete gas works. Practically all the appliances

required by gas companies are now made in Japan, in-

cluding meters, stoves, burners, lamps, glassware, and mantles.

Robber manufacturers have not appeared to benefit by
the lower cost of material. The demand for rubber manu-
factures seems to be more than met by the mills already in

existence, and competition in sales has been exceedingly keen.

The net results have not been satisfactory in the mech.inical

branch of the industry, and the smaller concerns have, in several

instances, suffered correspondingly. The electrical branch of the

industry remains as hitherto the more important of the two
branches, but it has shown no noteworthy development during

the past year, and manufacturers generally complain that work
has been slack owing to the paucity of Government orders. The
principal mills in this branch appear to be devoting considerable

attention to other methods of insulation, such as paper and lead

covering. It is more particularly in this division of the manu-
facture of insulated wires that progress has been made.

Japan's produotion of copper increased from about 6(),000 to

75,000 tons. Export figures show an advance from S8,868 to

12,345 tons, and the home consumption also grew considerably.

Adverting to the matter of Japan's imports of machinery, the

United Kingdom remains well at the head of the list of suppliers,

but her share in the trade has not advanced as much as that of

Germany, the rates of increase being l:i and 33 per cent,

respectively. Germany retained her commanding position in the

supply of water turbines, and she was successful in obtaining

important orders for some large cranes and two or three big gas

engines. This accounts for the important advance shown by

Germany, compared with 1912. Taking it all in all, there was no

very remarkable change in the United Kingdom's position, or in

the character of her trade with Japan, and it is an interesting

fact that in spite of the obstacles in the shape of tariffs and

bounties the total business done between the two countries goes on

growing year by year, and is now more than three times as much
as the annual average for the years 1S93-95, when the first serious

changes were made in the tariffs, and 12 per cent, larger than in

1911, when the second and latest revision took place.

ROUMANIA.—In our dmsul-General's report on the trade of

Roumania there is good evidence that that country is one to which

British manufacturers may usefully direct their attention as soon

as ever the European situation permits Our chief competitors in

the Roumanian market are Germany and AustriaHungary. With

these two countries the United Kingdom shares over 70 per cent,

of the total import trade, but her own quota shows a slight but

steady decrease. France maintains an almost steady position, but

both Italy and Belgium are annually contributing a larger pro-

portion of the total imports. Geographical position and cheajwr

freights will tell, particularly in the case of goods, such as textiles

and maohiuery, which are of high value in relation to their bulk,

and it is in these lines that the United Kingdom is losing ground.

But the advantage of railway transport is less marked in the case

of bulky goods, and here it is that British merchants are increas-

ing their share of the trade. The United States, whose wares a few

years ago were rarely seen in Roumania, is coming rapidly to the

front. Germany has in the past supplied more than one-half of

Roumania's requirements in machinery. Austria-Hungary takint;

second place, whilst the United Kingdom was over-reached by the

United States, and took only the foartb position. Agricalturkl
machinery (reapers) accounts for the Unit««l .'»t»tee advance.

Hydraulic machinery came mostly from the United Kingdom and
Germany : steam engines almost entirely from Germany and
Austria-Hangary ; oilengines from Germany, the United Kingdom
and Switzerland : portable engines and threshing machines from
the United Kingdom, Germany and Austria-Hungary . printin<r,

paper-making and textile machinery practically all from Germ»ny ;

machine tools from Germany and Austria-Hungary ; electrical

machinery and apparatus from Germany, Austria-Hungary and
France. Our ConsnI-General hai little doubt that British interests

have suffered greatly in the past from the lack of proper represen-

tation, and British merchants are strongly recommended to follow

their rivals example and send out capable and energetic traveller*

to study the conditions and needs of the market.

TURKEY.—According to the recently issued report by the

British Consul at Constantinople, the total value of steam and oil

engines and parts imported into Turkey in 1911-12 was £342,000,

the British share was £1.09.000, an increase of 50 per cent, com-
pared with the previou.i year. A line in which the Consul thinks

the demand should increase is pamps. The total value imported

was £2>^,000, the United Kingdom holding the first pUce with

£7,."jOO. Other items of electrical interest are:— Copper sheets

and plates, £269,000 (United Kingdom, £1.53,000); electrical

material, £140,000 (United Kingdom, £20,000).

RUSSIA.— In his report on the foreign commerce of Russia,

Mr. Consul Woodhouse notes that amongst the goods in which
increasing imports were shown in 1913 were dynamo-electrical

machines and electric motors, parts of machinery and apparatus,

scientific instruments, motor-cars, manufactures of copper,

machinery of cast-iron, iron and steel, and, amongst raw and half-

manufactured materiale, india-rubber, gutta-percha, iron and l*ad.

The imports of raw and half-manufactured materials in 1913

exceeded the average for the quinquennial period of 1908-12 by

26 6 per cent., and manufactured articles by no less than 47'7 per

cent. As regards Great Britain's participation in Russian trade,

imports from the United Kingdom into Russia in 1913 proved to

be in excess of those in 1912 by 22 3 per cent. Compared with

the total import trade of Russia the share falling to the United

Kingdom was 31'9 per cent, as against 13'5 per cent, in 1912,

whilst Germany's share amounted to 527 per cent, as against 50'1

per cent, in 1912.

ItaiikniiiTcy Procefdinffs.—Charles Blake (Bilston

Electrical Co ), Bilston.—Trustee (S. W. Page, 30. Lichfield Street,

Wolverhampton) released October Sth, 1914.

Hebbert James Godkrev, electrical engineer, 23. Lucien Road,

Tooting, London ; 188, Balham High Road, London.—This debtor

attended at the Court House. Wandsworth, on October 15th, for

his adjourned public examination on accounts showing liabilities

£581, and assets 1 16ii. The Otlicial Receiver had no further ques-

tions to ask the debtor, and after the latter had read the shorthand

notes of his previous examination, and answered the formal ques-

tions of the Registrar, he was allowed to pass.

Book \(ttices.—"The Electron Theory of i[atter."

By 0. W. Richardson. London : Cambridge University Press.

Price 18s. net.
" Polyphase Currents. " By A. Still. London : Whittaker and

Co. Price 6s. net
" Electric Light Fitting." By S. C. Batetone. London •

Whittaker >t Co. Price os. net.
" Board of Elucation Regulations and Syllabuses for Exami-

nations in Science and Technology. 1015." London Ejre and

Spottiswoode. Price 3d.
" A School Electricity. " By C. J. L. Wagstaff. Cambridge

Vmrrrsitij Prfss. 58. net.

"Principles of Electrical Measurements." By A. W. Smith.

London ; HiU Publishing Co., Ltd. Ss. 4d. net.

" I'riinvilirigs of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers."

Vol. .\ XX II I. October. New York ; The Society. Price f'l.

(•atal(»!'"u»'s and Lists.—Mkssks. Towxsiieni.'s Aht
Metai. Co , Lti>., Ernest Street, Holloway Iload, Birmingham.—

Two illustrated folders giving brief particulars and prices of

"Calor"" electric cooking and heating appliances, and '" Calor

red hot electric fires. Both folders are so projiared that traders

can have their own names printed on them.

Messrs. MrsijKAv E >t Co., Ltp., St. Ana's Ironworks, Belfast.

—Illustrated postal card showing their induoetl draught fan and

engine, and tabulating the percentages of heat losses in tlue gases.

The ANiiLo Coi.oni.m. Enc-.iskkrino Co., Lto., 13. City Road,

London, E.C — Sixtyeight-page illustrated catalogue, giving infor-

mation and tabulated data and prices respecting i\c. and A.o,

dynamos and motors, transformers, forge blowexs, drills,

starters, ic.

The Bkompton anp KK.NSlseiTON Acckssoriks Co., Lto.,

251 "-"JO, Earls Court Road, London. S.W.—54-p»ge oatalogne

containing large illustrations of the company "s vnrious "" Universal

"

electrical home needs. A description of the " Universal "" heating

unit and the connecting plug and terminals, which are i-ommon

to all Universal heating appliances, is given. The "' needs." which

are priceil, and of which the weights and current consumptions

are tabulated, comprise coffee percolators and urns, t«i pots,

samovars, chafing dishes, egg cookers, kettles, portable water

heatiTS, toasters, grills, disk stoves, heating pads, variable luminous

radiators, irons, ."cc. We understand that the sale of these Universal

appliances is increasing very rapidly.
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iMKUNAriuNAi, Time JIkcokdisc; Co., Lti> , :im .ij, K*rrinKilon

Uoad, London, K C.
—

" la the Balance " in the title uf a 24-paf;e

illustrated catalogue of the Day, Bund;, I nternattonal and K loheeter

card syateiiix of autnmatiu time-keepint; and job-ooetini;.

MB.-i'iLS. Uo.NiiVAN Jc Ci>., 47, Cornwall Street, Birminifham.

-

Illustrated leatlutu givinir particulars and prioen of insulated lamp-
holders and haad'lamps, Barwick starting switchee, and " Safuse

"

distribution boards.

Thk HttlTlsii Tilo.MsoN-HousTON Co., LTD., of 77, I'pper

Thames Street, London, E.C., have prepared a "Mazda" poster
stamp, the feature of whioh is their excellent Union .lack poster

desi^rn. Contractors and others can have iguantities of these
stamps for use in their elTorts to sell Briti^hmadt- lamps.

Thk Jacksdn Elkctuic Sto\k Co, Ltd., 3s, Blandford Street,

London, W.— Postcards piving particulars (illustrated) and prices

of electric cookers and electric 6res.

ScKANDO LAiir Co., 7, Hlackfriars Street. Manchester.—Circular
giving prices of "Sceando " drawn wire metal lamps.

Bkitish THOMsoN-HoD.-iTO.s Co., LTD., Rugby.—Price list

No. 7,510 a (8 pages) gives illustrated descriptions, with tabulated
weights, dimensions, prices, ko., of B.T.H. radiant-electric fires,

conveotorj for A.c. or u.c. circuits, vertical rectangular conveotors
(non-luminous and semi-luminous) ; vertical and horizontal

cylindrical convectors ; and state, study and tramcar-type con-
veotors.

I'lie Maiiiietd Positiuii. — The question of British

magnetos for British motor cars continues to attract attention in

motoring and motor trade circles. Oar contemporary, the . I i;^'-

mobilr Kngiwer, reports that it has lately been making careful
inquiry into the position of affairs in England with regard to the
magneto market, " and it is obvious that all the British makers
of such machines, taken together, are quite unable to cope with
the demand which may be expected immediately upon the exhaus-
tion of the Bosch stock in this country. Great preparations are

being made for British manufacture upon a large scale, and there
should be no lack of home-produced magnetos in from 12 to 18
months from the present date. At the moment, however, there is

a real shortage in supply, and when the touring oar demand returns

to normal the position may become very difficult. . . , We
appeal to manufacturers to give the English magneto a trial."

F(ti' Niilc.—The Postmaster-deneral invites tenders for

the purchase of certain electrical power plant, now at Head P.O.,

Glasgow. Swansea Electricity Department has for disposal a
Lancashire boiler. Particulars are given in our advertisement
pages.

Trade .\iiuounceiiieutis.

—

Mr. Duncan Watson has
purchased, as a going concern, the old-established West-End elec-

trical contracting business of E. L. Berry, Harrison & Co., of
Whitcomb Street, W., including the goodwill, patents, lease, plant
and stock-in-trade. Mr. Watson will carry on the business under
its old title at 62, Berners Street, W.

Theft.— Robert Ricumond, drOler, of Lome Grove,
Urmston, charged at Manchester recently with stealing scrap
brass and copper and some fitters' tools of the value of £3 4p. 2d.,

the property of his employers, Messrs. Glover, Ltd., Trafford Park,
was sentenced to two months' imprisonment, with hard labour.

Liquidations.

—

The Pumi' and Power Co., Ltd.—
Particulars of claims must be sent by December 13th to the liqui-
dator, Mr. L. R. Sinkey, ."i, Coleman Street, E.C.
Weight's Electrical Sales Co., Ltd.—A meeting of creditors

will be held on November 20th at West Bar Chambers, Boar Lane,
Leeds, to hear an account of the winding up from the liquidator,
Mr. A. France.

IMaut Required «u loan.—The Hartford U.D.C.
wants a 200 to SOOicw. high-speed steam generator set on loan.
Particulars appear in our " Official Notices " to-day.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

Aberdeen.

—

Power Supply.—The Corporation Elec-
tricity Committee has agreed to give an extra supply of electricity

to Grandholm works at the terms arranged last year. The Djnside
paper works are also to receive a supply.

Aeton.—AxNUAi, Report.—The statement of accounts
of the Electricity undertaking for the year ended December
31st last shows a profit of *;131-1, or IjVr per cent, upon the
capital expended, but until the undertaking can show a profit of

6{ per cent, the Council does not benefit. Last year there was a
decrease of Jd. per unit, sold witKout any corresponding decrease
in generation costs.

Australia.—The LeederviUe Council, W.A., has decided
to install a generating plant unless better terms for current can
be obtained from the Perth City Council than those already sub-
mitted.

NoBTH Shobe Electricity Scheme.—The Sydney Municipal
Council has requested Prof. Gibson, of the Brisbane University, to
design two steel towers to carry 33.00ii-volt transmission lines
over the Parramatta River at Five Dock in connection with the
supply of energy to the North Shore municipalities,

The Molbuurne (Vic.) City Council has agreed to supply the
Williamntown Council with electrical energy in bulk at tti per
KW. of maximum demand plus '65d. per unit. The Melbourne
Council will lay a cable at a oo«t of £1,100 across Fuhermen's
Band, and steps will at once bo taken to install electricity within
the municipality.— Tentlfn.

The Warmambool (Vic.) Shire Council is having a canvasa of

the town made with the view of ascertaining the probable con-
aamption of electricity in the event of the Council installing a
service.

The N'ortbcote (Vic.) Council hai decided to borrow £'J,30<J for

the purpose of extending the electric lighting scheme, &c.

Itradt'ord.

—

Annual Reimikt.—Additional particulars,

just issued, relating to the working of the Corporation electricity

undertaking, show that of the 2M million units sold in the year
1913-14, roughly 1\ million were for bulk supply, '> million for
general power and heating, and lit million for traction purposes.
The greatest progress was made in bulk supplies, which took,

roughly, 2 million units extra, some Ita motors of IHOO HP.
coming under this heading. The general supply included 2.193
motors of 10,000 h.p. The generating plant iostalled remained
practically stationary at 1G,800 KW., and the maximum load at
11,522 KW., represented an inorease of about 1,IhO kw. Some
interesting data regarding the progress of the domestic tariff in the
town are given, showing that in 1914 .'iii 5 percent, of the lighting
consumers (633 against 487 on ordinary rates) used the domestic
tariff, a? against oi'ii in 1913, while the average units used per d.t.

consumer increased from 933 to 970. As has previously been men-
tioned in our columns, a Westicghouae 5,000- kw. turbine set is

being obtained in place of the Bergmann set originally ordered :

27 u.t. transformer chambers are now in use, with 4 J trans-

formers of from 15 to 312 K v. A. capacity, making a total of
5,914 K.v.A.

; and the e.h.t. feeders now reach 53 miles in length.
The publicity department and showroom are reported to be
increasingly successful, many of the contractors drawing on the
latter for stock. A complete electric cooking outfit for 500 persons
is being installed at the Central Baths, and it is hoped that the
city restaurants will be encouraged to try electric cooking in the
future. The half-watt lamp l»8 been substituted for the arc lamp
in a number of public lamps.

Brentwood.—E.L. Suhejie.—The U.D.C. his ap-
pointed two members to represent the Council at a conference to

consider an electric supply scheme for the town.

Bromley (Kent).—The E.L. and Power Co. has
reduced the price of energy for heating, cooking, and power to

lid. per unit.

Clun.—E.L. Scheme.—The inauguration of the electric

supply took place on Ootober 10th, at the power house, when the
chairman of the P.C. switched^on the street lighting.

Cro.vdon.

—

Greater London .Supply.—The delegates

to the recent L.l '.C. conference on the electricity supply of Greater
London have reported to the B.C. After Aid. Miller had moved
the report, and pointed out that the borough was seriously itlfeoted

by the scheme, severtil other speakers criticised the proposals
adversely, and an amendment that the report be not received
(moved with a view to giving the Council as a whole an oppor-
tunity to express its views) was carried by a large majority.

Easebourue (Sussex).—The P.C. has passed a resolu-

tion in favoar of the use of overheEid lines for the supply of elec-

tricity to the parish. This will be forwarded to the R.D.C.

Eiilinir.—The T.C. has decided to give current free for

one year, to the value of £40, to a Belgian Refugees' Home
established in the borough.

Edinburn'Ii,

—

Public Li(;htin(; CuahitK.s.—The Elec-

tric Lighting Committee has mule a readjustment in the charges
for lighting the public lamps in the city. In lieu of the present

charge of £7 lOs. per lamp, a new rate is to be substituted,

£;• 11)1. 8d. per lamp for those in use all night, and £5 38. 8d. for

those lit only a portion of the night. This means a saving of

some £700 per annum.

Flint.

—

Prov. Order.—By seven votes to sis, the T.C.

has referred back to a Committee the recommendation to apply to

the B. of T. for a prov. order for E L. The scheme proposed
includes overhead mains as a main principle, and the capital

outlay is estimated at £6,000. The object of those supporting
reference back is to obtain further advice on the whole matter.

Hastinffs.

—

Mains Exten.<ion.—The. L.G.B. has

suggested to the T.C, which applied for a loan of £ 1,18.5 for the

laying of cables on the Brisco Estate, that the ezpsnditnre should

be met out of the amount in hand for cables. The T.C. has
adopted the suggestion, although it was not desired to deplete the
previous loan of £5.000 to such a large extent.

He.vwood.—Bulk Supply.—The T.C. has accepted the

terms of the Bury Corporation for a supply of electricity in bulk.

It has also adopted an overhead transmission scheme for this

supply.

Application for permission to borrow au additional £710 for the

electricity works is to be made.
The Health Committee has acceded to an application for the

use of land at Heap Bridge for a sub-station.

{Cffntinued on page 563.)
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ELECTRICITY SUPPLY IN BASINGSTOKE.

On Tliursday afternoon, last week, tlie old town of I'asing-

stoke was the scene of an interesting little ceremony, when

the Corporation's new generating station was opened by the

chairman of the Electricity Committee,

Councillor Tigwell, and the macliinery

was oflicialiy started by the Mayor, Mr.

Cannon.

It was in 1912 that the Town Council

finally decided that the borough, which

lias a population of, roughly, 12,0(i()

inhabitants, would benefit by the intro-

duction of electricity for both lighting

and power purposes, for although essen-

tially an agricultural community, the

town is an important railway centre, and

contains well-known engineering and

clothing factories.

The new generating plant, which was

jointly designed by the borough surveyor

and Mr. J. B. Morgan, resident engineer

to the Horsham Council's electrical under-

taking, has cost, roughly, L'13,00(» ; Mr.

(leorge ISroadhurst, of Worthing, was

appointed in ^larch last to supervise

the carrying out of the contracts, and

subsequently as electrical engineer to the

undertaking.

The new station is a brick building,

containing a light and airy engine room, with a battery

room adjoining and offices, test room, workshop, &c., facing

on to Brook Street.

In the engine room are installed t*o J.'^O-H.i'. Morley-

(liildner Diesel engines, constructtd by Messrs. Cole, Mar-
ciient & Morley, fl ho have taken over the coDstiuction of

the Giildner engine in this country— Dr. Giildner being at

one time chief engineer and (»nstractor for the Diesel firm.

One 01' THE Battery Kooms, Basinostokk.

Diesel Generating Plant, Basingstoke.

The Main Switcbboabd, Basimistoke Electricity WoKKf.

The engines are three-cylinder machines, wiih an inde-

pendent two-stage inttrcooled compressor attached at one

end. The cylinders are supported on standard?, and each is

complete with its own fuel pump.

The cam shaft is carried on the standarcis, not on the

cylinder.^ and the valves on the heads of the latter are

operated by vertical tappet rods.

Each engine is provided with a blast and two starting

(compressed air) bottles, the starting bottles being of e\tra

large size, suttic ent for starting three times : also with a

fuel-feed tank and paraffin tank for starting purposes.

A 200-gallon fuel storage tank in the engine room

supplits the engine tanks by gravity, and is itself conpled

through a ll-in. pipe line (fitted wiih a hand pump) to an

outside storage tank with a capacity of i2 tons of oil.

The cooling water for the cylindtr jackets, on account of

its hardness, is first passed through a Boby water saftener

and subsequently circulated between the jackets and a

1 feenan & Fronde cooler of the helical type, which is opera texl

by a 5-Hr. I'hicnix motor. Each engine is direct coupled

to a 100- KW. Ph<vnix dynamo wound for 4i;0o00 volt.", the

engine speed being 210 R.tm. The generate>rs are of liie

interpole type and shunt wound. On t«st these engines

have shown a fuel consumption e f t lb. pier KW.-hour on

fi.U load, •(!'.• lb. and -70 lb. respectively

on three-quarter and half levels.

This plant operates in conjunction with

a :i00 amperc-liour Hart batteiy. ihe two

halves of which are installed ou sef^trat^

tloors, and the boxes made large enough

for a prospective increase in lottery capacity

t'j r>00 ampere-hours. .\ balancer to deal

with 100 amperes out-of-balance current

and a 12-11 i". luotor-driveni booster for

battery charging—both supplied by the

I'hti'uix Dynamo Co.—are installed in ihe

engine room, tbo whole plant being e-on-

troUed from a ten p\inel main switch-

board supplied by Messrs. Cox-Walkers,

Ltd.

The board contains the acex^ssary (panels

fm- the gcneratoi-s. battery, and balaue^r.

also a middle wire and two feNxler pjinels.

together with e-ertain spares ; the regulating

switches for the battery are mount«.d on the

wall behind the hoard", at a suitable level

for the resixvtive battery connections. The
switch spindles are coupkni by chain and

sprocket wheels and operated from the

biittery pjinel.
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The (.•iij;iiie v»:>m, whicli is .m)iiiinfil liy ii C.-ioii Morns

hiindtravellinu; crane, contains .space for an adiiitionul

jjeneratinj; set, and a temporary end is provided in view of

future B-xtensiona.

The Gekebal Erecting Shop, Aster Works.

The supply system is the usual three-wire one with -IGO

volts across the outers, and the initial feeder and distribution

system has been carried out by Messrs. Johnson A- Phillips,

Two lead-covered triple feeders have been laid to dis-

tribution pillars, from which three-core distributors are run

to supply the area.

Some 70 street lamps have been converted to metal-

filament lighting, and these are supplied through separate

cables and controlled at the main switchboard.

The Basingstoke under-

taking starts with ex-

cellent prospects ; a

number of consumers

have been connected, and

one large consumer— the

South - Western Railway

Co.—has entered into an

agreement with the Cor-

poration for the supply

of from 50,000 to 8<t,000

units per annum at the

flat rate of 2d. per unit.

for station lighting and

working the lifts and
signal air compressors.

In addition, the en-

gineering, clothing,
leather and other in-

dustries in the town offer

considerable scope for

the development of a day

load.

We understand from

Mr. Broadhurst, the
borough electrical en-

gineer, who kindly placed

himself at our disposal

during a recent visit,

that active steps are

being taken by means
of demonstrations,
&c., to popularise the

use of electricity fcr

lighting and other purposes in the town, which may
congratulate itself on having made an auspicious start

in the provision of what is practically a necessity of modern

life.

THE ASTER ENGINE WORKS.

Tiiuuii.u llic couite.sy of the Aster Kn^'ineering Co., I^td.,

we were recently enabled to pay a brief visit to the com-

pany's works at Wembley, to view the

will-known Aster engine in its variouB

liiiistrui tioral stages.

The company si)eciali8cs in engines for

automobile work, aeroplanes, and industrial

uses, such as electric lighting, pumping,

and marine propulsion, wh!ih are designed

to run on petrol, paraffin, or heavy oil

fuel.

So far as electrical readers are con-

ternrd, it may be of interest to record

that, on the average, one complete

Aster generating s-;t is turned out

jier day, in addition to the engine units

which are supplied direct to dynamo
biiilderi".

It is, of course, well known that only

by the perfection of the constructional

methods employed in the shop, could the

modern automobi!e engine have been

brouL^ht to its present highly tfficient

state, and alihough the petrol and paraffin

engine for stationary Indus' rial use, has,

by comparison, an easy life, it has

without doubt benefited greatly from

experience gained in other more strenuous

directions.

Some of the interesting features of

the shop methods employed at the

Aster works may be briefly referred to. One of the

most important is the careful supervision given to the work

in progress.

All raw materials— castings, forging?, &c.— are carefully

tested in the inspection department before being passed

to the rough stores ; these suf ply the materials for

the machine bhops, but after each important operation

there the part is returned for inspection before it is

finally approved and passed to the finished stores, which

The Main Machine Shop, Aster Eni;ineebing Co.'s Works.

are drawn on for erecting and assembly. Some of tte

more critical parts receive as many as nine inspections in

this way.

The machine-shop eijuipment is qu'te modern and
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specialised, including a number of labour saving tools by

well-known makers, which enables the firm to carry out the

operations associated with th's department in the minimum
of time. The practice adopted in these works conforms

with that wliich'experience has proved to be suitable, the

only just been completed, and is c'^uipped with Ifeenan and
Froude water dynamometers and the necessary switchboards
for testing complete generating sets.

The Oli> and Xew Test Snore, Aster Exgineeein<; Co.'s WOuk.-

methods in vogue ensuring the greatest accuracy and
reliability in the finished product.

As our readers arc aware, the Aster engine has achieved a

considerable repu-

tation for itself,

and it is, no doubt,

due in large mea-

sure to the care

bestowed on its

manufacture in the

woiks that it has

given such satis-

faction to its nume-
rous users.

We illustrate on

the previous page

the main mathine

and erecting shops,

while on this page

will be found views

of the old and^new
test-shops.

The block of

buildings also in-

cludes an engine

house with two gas

engines working in

t'onjunction with a producer plant for driving the shops ; a

smiths' shop in whirli are also installed mutlle furnaces for

case-hardening purposes ; and the test rooms, one of which has

French Mimtaky SEARCHLKaiT in OrEKAiioN (see pa^e .M'.a).

The erecting and repair shops form "a separate ^blcck of

buildings, and a special or " industrial " shop is set apart

for electric and marine sets. The Aster Co.'s

engine products

cover a wide
range of sizes and
types : the small&t

single cylinder
petrol engine stan-

dards are the 3,

5 and 7 -HP.
models, with mul-
tiple cylinders
the outpacs raog^e

up to the l.iO-

H.r. eight-cylinder

model, the largest

made by the
firm. The engines

can be adspted

for the use of either

petrol or paraffin.

Semi- nicsel hot-

bnlb crude-oil
engines for b< th

stationary and
marine purpi^scs. in

s'zes between 7 and dO h.iv. are built, and amongst
special work one may mention that they make the

celebrated Uroen aeroplane engir.o, and portable generating

sets for the Post Office, War Office and

Admiralty.

In conclusion, our thanks are due to the

Aster Kngineering Co. for the faolities

placed at lur disposal on the occasion of

our visit to the works.

De-Dion Bouton—Bkwjukt Ai roMOiui.K Skauchlioht in Marching Okih:u,
AS USED BY THE FRENCH MILITARY AUTHORITIES (.Pee pBjje 562").

SrJciico to Vid liulii.str\. — The
Council of the Shertidd Iniversity has approved
the formation of a ^ni^ersitJ• Soienti6c

Advisory e'ommittee, in the hops of bcini; able
to render service to looal manufaotnuers. It

ii suegei'teil that the resonroes of the
University shall l>o available for the fnrpjse,
cither by direotinif manufacturers to technical

literature bearing u}K>n the difliculties prfsent«<l

by new problems, or by putting manufacturers
into commnnicAtion with suitable expert

opinion, on the understanding that no work
shall be done by the Committee which c.^nld

resdily be dealt with by local professional

experts.

—

Slif-ri>elti I>uii-i<eHi}^)it.
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AUTOMOBILE SEARCHLIGHTS FOR THE
FRENCH ARMY,

Whkn the complete bisUry of the European war at j^reBeiit

ill progress c-omes to be written, one of the outstanding;

LoWfclil.SHi .SEAliCllLKnil FROM MOTOI! TUANMCKl.

features will be the important part played in it by motor

vehicles. Not only are they being employed for the rapid

conveyance of sol-

diers, for the trans-

port of supplies of

all kind?, for gun
haulage and am-
bulance work, but

they are also being

used in many other

directions, among
those of interest to

the electrical en-

gineer being that

of automobile
searchlight plants.

The accompanying
illustrations depict

a portion of the

fleet of 50 such

vehicles, which is

being used by the

French military
authorities in the

course of their
operations against

Motor Tkanspoets with Seaechlights Dismounted, showing Cable Reels, ^<cc.

the Germans. The searchlights,

which are of the Breguet pattern, are mounted on light,

independent, four-wheel trucks, so arranged that they can

yaidrt ol tlie w.i^iun, which is |jro\iiJi(l with nlupiiig chaiiiielB

or rumps and blocks and Uickle lor the pur[K)fie. The
necessary current for the searchlights is provided by a

dynamo located on the wagon at the rear of the driver's

wat, and driven ofT the main engine. When the projectors

are used independently of their means of

Lrun8]K)rf, the necfssary current is '-on-

ducted by a cable carried on a reel, which

forms part of the c(|uipraent. The pro-

jectors are mounted on turntables, so that

they can be instantly swung round to any
desired position : they are also adjustable

as to the angle at which the powerful

beam of light is projected.

Another interesting machine, of which the

French army has a fleet of aVjout :.'0, is a

motor vehicle equipped with wireless tele-

graph receiving and dispatching apparatus.

This can be c|uickly erected and brought

into operatiim, and has the great advantage

that, apart from direct attack, it cannot

possibly be interfered with in its function

of maintaining communication between

widely separated points except, to some
extent, by similar apparatus in the hands of the enemy. To
the insidious devices of spies and the onslaughts of cavalry

patrols its ethereal

medium of com-
munication is im-

mune ; there is no
line to be laid

down, no natural

obstacle to be over-

co me— like the
beam of the search-

light, the wireless

ray instantly flashes

through space to

the limit of its

range. It would
be easy to trace

other analogies
between these two
aids to military

operations, which,

apart from the
ordinary telegraphs,

appear to be the

only types of elec-

trical apparatus which are employed to any important
extent in modern warfare. For example, both can be

used for signalling, to the eye and ear respectively, and

Dismounted Searchlights Coupled to Genekators on Transports.

either be used directly on the wagons on which they are

transported, or they can be dismounted from the latter and
located at any desired point within a range of about 100

both are deficient in the important quality of secrecy ;

and both are dependent upon the ether for their

operation.
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LIGHTING and POWER NOTES. TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

(Contiiiti'^d from pugp r>58.)

(lireat Yariiioiitii.

—

Ovkriikad Wirks.—The T.C. has

applied to the Port and Haven CommiBsion for permiasion to carry

overhead electric cables across the River Yare, in order to supply

additional current to Gorleston. The matter is beinff dealt with

by a Committee.

Iliii(ll<\v.—E.L.SrHK.Mi;.—Itwase.xpectedthattheU.D.C.

would b3 in a position to supply electricity for liRhtinpr, heating

and power purposes this week.

Hurst.

—

Propo.sei) E.L.—The electrical engineer at

Asht^n having written to the D.C. a»kiafr whether it would be

disposed to consider the question of a public supply of electricity

by Ashton, the Clerk to thj D.C. has been instructed to inquire

into the matter.

heiaJiley. — Works Extensions. — The T.C. hai

adopted the recommendabion of the Electricity Committee for the

purchase of a 2.5-ton overhead travelling crane, at a cost of £400,

and the extension of the engine room at the electricity works at

an estimated cost of £1,000.

Lundoii.—L.C.C. Elkctric Srin-LY SruE.ME.—

A

number of conferences have already been held at the instance of

the L C.C. in regard to the Greater London electricity scheme.

At one held last week various speakers expressed their antagonism
to the proposals, atad concluded that any suih scheme it permitted

to be established would bs used against the lesser authorities at a

future date by the L C.C, which, it was pointed out, wanted to

extend its boundaries ; only one representative spoke in support

of the proposals. No resolution was put to the meeting, but it

was manifest from the discussion that any Bill promoted by the

L.C.C. to carry into effect its scheme will meet with strenuous

opposition.

IMIdliurst. — Overhead Wires. — The R.D.C. has

rescinded the resolution sanctioning the erection of overhead wires

except in Midhurst, and a Committee ha? been appointed to meet
the representatives of the Electric Supply Co., and to discuss the

best route for the wires to taka and what system should be

adopted.

Newport (I. of W,).—On Siturday night an e.xplosioii

occurred under an electric street lamp, in consequence of which a

Territorial bandsman was killed.

\ew Zealand.—The Christuhmvh Electricity Committee

has notifisd the Council of the uncertainty of the arrival of

insulator and street lamps supplies, which are of foreign manu-
fa'jtnre. la the mavatim;, inqiiries are bsing mide as to stocks

held in New Zealand and Australia.

Niiiieatoii.—The T.C. has asked the electrical engineer

(Mr. Gibson) to furnish a list of the manufacturers of the goods

supplied to the electricity department for the past year to Easter.

for the Council to ascertain what foreign material is used, goods

from Germany and Austria to be specified.

It has been decided to invite quotations from all firms with which

the department has done business ia the past for one or two years'

supply of cables.

Pre.stwifli.—Polefiekl Hall testate is to bo lighted by

electricity, and the D.C. has decided to provide a special cable.

The Silford Corporation is being asked to fix five electric lamps

to the tramway overhead equipment in Bury New Hoad, as an
experiment.

South .ItViea.

—

Eeeithic Win-dim,.—The annual

report of the Mines Department shows that the number of electric

hoists licensed for transport of persons continufs to increase. There

were 7.-> iDductionraotor hoists, of 40,Ut h.p, and Ifi Ward-
Leonard hoists, of 15,755 Hi", in operation at the end of the

year.

SwiiUoii and IN-iidielMirv.—Strekt Lichtint,.—
The U.DC. has decided to purjhase HOC 60c.l>. and 100 100-c.r.

electric lamps for the lighting of the tramway route.

Todmordeii,—Mii.E DmviNf;.—Recently a portion of

Meters. Fielden liros.' mill oonunenced operations with power
supplied by the electricity department. New plant has been

installed, and h.t. cables run to the mil', whore a subbtition has

been built and equipped. The li.T. supply will be available

throughout the town.

Truro.— E.L. Siueme.—At a meeting of the T.C. on

October i:(th, it was reported that Dr. Purvis had advised that the

tenders sent in for the flectricity scheme were within his estimate ;

the E.L. ((uestion has, however, been deferred until after the new
Council is constituted on November let.

Welslipool. — Street LiiiUTiNi;. — The P.C. has

arranged to have the streets lighted by 21 eleotiio lamps, each of

150 r.r., at £30 for the season.

Mhiteha^eu.— In reply to a request for a supply of

current to Sandwill Quarries, the T.C, on the advice of the elec-

trical engineer, has replied that it is impracticable to give the

supply.

Wliitwortli.— E.L. Ar.REEXESr.—The I'.D.C. proposes

to enter into a 1.' years' agreement with the Rochdale Corporation

for the supply of electricity.

.\yr.

—

Annual IIlport.—Tlie anuuiil accounts of the

Corporation tramways department show a total Rvenue for the

year of £19,377, being an increase of £3.081. Thf receipt* per

car-mile were OSld, as against 9'71d. for the previnu* year. The
energy consumed amounted to 421.8)1 unit*, or 'Jl per car-mile.

Working expenses, including power charges, amounted to 5 75d.

per car-mile.

Kii'iiiiusrliani. — -Xeu Tramways. — The Tramways
Committee recommends the construction of four lines of tramwaya
and the borrowing of £128,240 to cover the cost of carrying ont

the work.

Itlaekpool.

—

PiEduced Tkakkio.—Ten weeks of war

has caused a reduction of £13,600 in the Corporation tramway
receipts. When the war broke out the takings were £4,300 np
compared with last year. They are now £9,351 down.

Itury.—The extension of the I.imefield section is pro-

ceeding quickly, and it was intended to commence the new
permanent way from Jericho to the borough boundary this week.

Gla.ssiow.

—

Tramway IxsruANrE, kr.—The T.C. having

decided to carry its own third party insurance risks, the Tramways
Committee prop ises that a sum of £31,000 per annum be set aside

to meet sach risks, the sum to be paid in four quarterly instal-

ments.
It is proposjd that the tramwaya department present to the I at

Glasgow Battalion H L.I. (which is composed almost entirely of

tramway employ Ci) the necessary equipment and instruments for a

fife banl
After h-iving had a lease of the Harbour tunnels for over a year.

it is recomm^ndel by the tramways department that the T.C. shonld

now seek Parliamentary powers to secure a 10 years' lease or

working arrangement for the tunnel, at a rent of £3,000 per

annum, the T.C. paying both landlords' and tenants' taxes and
maintaining the works. The tunnel is being utilised for the relief

of cross-river traffic, and there is a proposal for its electrifiv»tion

for tramway purposes.

Ufoi'd.—At the meeting of the I'.D.C. last week, the

chairman of the Tramways Committee stated there had been an

increase in the takings of about £3,000, as compared with the

corresponding period of last year, but in addition to the £950 they

paid to Barking as rent, they were paying £860 per year for cur-

rent to run extra cars, which, with other expenses, amonnted to

£2,800 per annum, so that there was not such a big surplus as one

was led to think. The Tramways Committee has decided to par-

chase a car from the Barking Council for £650.

The Electricity Committee has decided to make achargeot li'^d.

per unit for current supplied for traction purposes during the year

ending March 31st next.

l-eeds.—IlAi.F-YEAn's Statemeni'.—The working of

the tramways undertaking from April 1st to September 30th has

resulted in a netsurplusof £45,465. The total receipts—£224, 1>5—
show an increase of £1,343, and the number of passengers carried

increased from 47,996,560 to 48,543,198.

Mauelie.ster.

—

Relief Works.—At the renuosi of tho

Distress Committee, the Parks Committee has promised to consider

the question of constructing a light railway to surround Heaton
Park.

Me.vico. — .\ccording to the Finawial Tinirs, it is

confirmed that the Governm-nt has taken forcible possession of

the property rt the Mexico Tramways C >. and is working same.

It is stated th:»t no political trouble underlies this incident.

\ew Zeiiaud.—The installation of electric tramways.

mipply of cars aad equipment of fub-station for the New Plymoath
Birough Council is to be carried out by Messrs. Greenshields & Co.,

of Wellington, at a cost of »: 19,926. The work is to be completed

ill! months.

Kawteustall.— .\t a recent meeting of tho T.C. .\ld.

CnipeexpUiu d tho increased cost of running the cars as being

du:^ to the fwi that a large number of cars hul been chanireJ

from re,;<>ncrativo to series-parallel control.

Soutlianiptou.—Motor-' Bi'SK!;.—The Tramways Com-
mittfe has deferrwl thequestionof purchasing 'buses for the preeeot.

The report of the deputation which inquired into the queetion

favoured the I'hjruyoroft and Tilling-Stevens vehi-Us

Soulli VIricau |{ail\va> F.lecfiilieation.— In his

official rrport for the year l'.U3, Mr. W. W. Hoy, general manajrer

of the railways, .*;:.. discusses the propose*! electrification of

certain sections of the Soutli African Railways, and omph.asises the

advantage that would arise from the eleotrifi..-ation of the Wynbersr

line in the Cape Peninsula. He avers that as an engineering proposi-

tion, the electrification of certain sections of the railways in South

Africa is not open to doubt, and that the points remaining to be

considered are — t.i) Capital cost ;
(h) working expenditure :

(.-1

choice of system ; and (./"i section of line to be electrified. Mr.

Hoy suggests that the Administration should secure the most

eminent advice obtainable, and that a consulting electrical engineer

who is acquainted with the subject should visit South Africa and

study the local problems and conditions on the spot and report.
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TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES. CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

Australia.—A tcsi casi' Ims lieeu decidfd with rcKunl
to tho compensation payable by the Federal lloyernment in reHpeot
of private telephone lines, of which tho I'oHtmaatertiencral has
resumed poBsession. The payment was assessed by the arbitrator,
Mr. A. B. Shand, at iitld, and the Govornnient was ordered to pay
the costs of the reference and award.

(>f|-|iiail 'IVI*'|)li()il<-.s.—It is reported that the Russian
military authorities are takinu over the private telephones from
Heval westwards and the lines to the neighbourinR islands. These
lines were ori|;inally put up by liormans, and the descendants of
these conoessionaires are under suspicion.

—

Staixlurd.

Iloiioliilii.
—

'J'hi' Jfarconi Wirclens Tele<,'raph Co. states
that the service to Honolulu has not been closed, as reported by
the United States Government, and that the commercial service is

being carried on as usual.

TclciiTaiiis ill Coilc.—The (iovenimeat proposes to
allow the use of a limited number of authorised codes for tele-
(fraphic traffic between the United Kinffdom on the one hand and
countries outside Europe on the other. A further announcement
will be made as to the date on which the oonocsBion will come into
force, and the conditions under which it will be allowed,

Tt'lcplioiM' Spy.—A correspondent of the DkHi/ Call
states that near Insterbcrgr news has been leaking through to the
Germans from an unknown source. There were no telegraph or
telephone wires available, and the concluaion was arrived at that
the Germans were using special subterranean cables installed prior
to the outbreak of hostilities. In several instances this assump-
tion was subsequently justified. In the village of Margraboff, the
teacher of the local school was found' to be using a telephone,
which was placed in a hat-box lying on a heap of clothing
in a wardrobe. From this hat-box the telephone wires went
underground in the direction of the places where the German
troops were stationed, and through the medium of these wires the
teacher could establish communication with the Germans, and give
them very useful information. When it was discovered that the

^ teacher possessed a 'telephonic exchange," the first thing done was
to telephone to the Germans false news as to positions, strength,
movements, k.a. Then the wires were cut, and the owner of the
telephone was brought before a court-martial, with the usual sequel.

Wifele.ss Apparatus.—By an Order in Council issued
last week, it is prescribed that no person shall, without the written
permission of the Postmaster-General, buy, sell, or have in his
possession or under his control any apparatus for the transmission
of messages by wireless telegraphy, or any apparatus intended to
be so used ; nor shall he sell any such apparatus to any person who
has not obtained such permission.

Wireless Apparatus Seized.—Ttie police recently re-

moved a wireless telesraph installation from the residence of Prof.
Arthur Schuster, at Wargrave, in consequence of which the daily
Press published particulars of the career of the owner, who is the
Secretary of the Royal Society, and the brother of Sir Felix
Schu-iter, governor of the Union of London and Smith's bank, and
was formerly Professor of Physics at Manchester University. It
is hardly necessary for us to say that to suspect Prof. Schuster of
any act unfriendly to this country would be to court the ridicule
of those who are acquainted with his record of honourable service
to the nation. He installed the apparatus in June last
under licence from the Postmaster-General, for the purpose
of receiving the time signals from the Eiffel Tower, and when
war was declared, in the absence of Prof. Schuster, the installation
was dismantled by Post Office officials and packed up in a sealed
box, which was removpd on October Uth. Prof. Schuster's only
son is an officer in the Yeomanry.

In a letter to the 7'(«(c.t of October IDth, Sir Joseph Lirmor,
whilst emphasising the danger of secret wireless telegraphic com-
munication, points out that it is almost impossible to prevent the
unauthorised reception of wireless messages, but easy to detect
the sending of messages ; he approves of the surveillance even of
Fellows of the Royal Society, but refers to the attack on its secre-
tary as likely to make us appear ridiculous to neutral nations.

Wireless Cliariie.—On October Uth, Morgan A.
Watzdorf pleaded guilty at the Central Criminal Court to a charge
of establishing a wireless telegraphic apparatus at his home, in
I'.'IS, without a licence. Particulars of this and other charges
have already been published in this column. It was stated that
the prisoner, wishing to become a wireless operator on board ship,
applied in 1912, I'.ilS and 19U for a licence, but it was refused on
the ground that he was under age. In August, as he had not
complied with a notice to take the apparatus down, the Post Office
removed it. Mr. Justice Rowlatt sentenced him to a fortnight's
imprisonment in the second division, and ordered the apparatus to
be forfeited, saying there was nothing to show that he contem-
plated being useful to the enemy.

—

Times.

Wireless Spying",—Letters in recent issues of the Times
indicate the pofsibility of wireless transmission from an aerial
wholly indoors to a station over 150 miles distant, and the possible
use of a telephone wire as an aerial for the reception of wireless
messages. It is also possible for telephone subscribers to commu-
nicate with one another telegraphically over a telephone line
without the knowledge of the exchange operators.

OPEN.

Australia.—Melbouunk.— November I'oth. Victorian
HailwayH. 2.'> battery signal machines for opetutnig signals. Con-
tract 27,171*. Contractors' Room, Railway OtBccs, Spen.er Street.

December 2nd. Victorian Railways. 1,370 steel disk wheels
complete for electric cars ; steel disk wheel centres and steel tires

for electric motor-cars ;
l,:{7ri stoel liixk wheels for electric motor-

cars. Three separate contractv. I'drticulars from (
' jntraotors'

Room, Railway Offices, Spencer Street.

Decembfr :> h. Victorian U til ways. 110 tons of block tin.

I'ontract 27,l,i(i. Contractors' Itiom, Spenoer .Street,

|)eoember 16th. Victorian Railways. Rubber-covered copper
wire. Contract 27,705. Contractors' R)om, Spencer Street.

December lOth. Victorian Railways, 100 neutral track relays

for electrical circuits. Contract 27,712. Contractors Room,
Spencer Street.

December 28th. Victorian Railways. Three .iO-KW. static

transformer*. Contract 27,727. Cjntractors Room, Spencer
Street,

Ai)EL.\lDE.—November Uth. Portable desiccating plant, petrol

motor driven, for Postmaster-Cieneral. See "Official Notices"
October Uth.

December 9th. Telephone instruments and parts, for the
Postmaster-General, See"<>Hi3ial Notices " to-day,

Perth.—November 18th. 219 accumulators and power board,
for Postmaster-General. See "Official Notices ' October liJth.

Bbismane —November 18th. Instruments and parts. See"Offioial
Notices " October 9th.

December 15th. Switchboard, common battery, automatic or
semi-automatic, for the Postmaster-General. See "Official

Notices" October 9th.

Sydney.—December 9th. P.M.G. The time for tenders for
various telegraph instruments and measuring instruments has
been extended to December 9th.

November 23rd.—The City Council has extended the time for
the receipt of tenders for wet air filters from October 26th to
November 23rd.

December 2 Ist. City Council. M jtor-generators and switohgear
suitable for electric vehicle battery charging. Specifications,

lOs. 6d,, from City Electrical Engineer.

Keclteiiliaui.—October I'C.th. L'.D.C. Twelve months'
supply of Midland small coal for the electricity works. See
" Official Notices" October ir.th.

Kirniinii-liaui.— OiJtober :.'(3th. Electric light installa-

tion. Western Road House and Dudley Road Infirmary, for the
B. of G. Messrs. Edwards i: Shaw, engineers, 105, Colmore Row,
Birmingham (returnable deposit of £5).

Bla('kp(»ol.— Corporation. 24 cast-iron distribution
pillars, H,T. and l.t. cables, earthenware conduit. See " Official

Notices" October 9th.

November lyth. Corporation. Water-tube boiler, mechanical
stokers, economiser, steel chimney, cold-storage hopper, one
1,500-KW. turbo-alternator, surface condenser and auxiliaries. See
" Official Notices" to-day.

i'auary Islands.—Tenders have just been invited by
the municipal authorities of Icod (Canary Islands) for the con-
cession for the electric lighting of the town during a period of
21 years,

Cardiff.—October 2rith. Wiring and fittings at the
County Police Station, Canton, Cardiff, for the Standing Joint
Committee of the Glamorgan Quarter Sessions and County CouncU.
Specifications and form of tender from the County Hall.

Connali's t^iiay. — November 0th. U.D.C. (Con-
tract 2) Gas engines, suction gas plant, pipework, cooling tank,
dynamos, booster, switchboard, connections and storage battery.

(3) Overhead and underground mains, services and public lighting.

See "Official Notices" October 16th.

IMibliu.—November 5th. G.N. Railway Co. (Ireland).

Twelve months' supply of stores, including a number of electrical

items. See " Official Notices" October 16th.

November 9th. Dublin United Tramways Co. Twelve months'
supply of stores, including car fittings, electric supplies, &c. See
" Official Notices " to-day.

Fiuchley.— Octobw 2Gth. U.D.C. l,00<i tons of

Warwickshire D.s. small nuts or peas, for the Electricity Works.
Forms of tender from Mr. E, Calvert, Electrical Engineer, Squire's
Lane.

The Education Secretary has been instructed to obtain special

terms for the usual supplies of lamps.

llawardeu (Flint).— November 11th. K.D.C. tias

engines, suction gas plants and dynamos, switchboard, balancers
and boosters, storage battery, underground mains. See '' Official

Notices " to-day.

Heywood.—Tenders are to be invited for converting
plant in connection with the bulk supply scheme.
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London.—October :i«th. L.C.C. IiistallationB, Kio
wiring points, 200 lights, at Victoria School, Hammersmith ; 126
wiring points, 1 70 lights, at Woolmore Street School, Poplar. See
"Official Notices" October 'Jth.

October 27th. 20,21 "• yards of grooved trolley wire. Particulars
to be obtained from Chief f)Hijes, L.C.C. Tramways, 62, Finsbury
Pavement, E.G.

November Ith. Installation, 2H.5 wiring points, 2'.)0 lights, at

Senior Street Elementary School, Paddington. See " Official

Notices" to-day.

Ha.mmkks.mith,—November 4tb. H.r. and l.t. underground
electric supply cables, for the B C. See "Official Notices " to-day.

\ew /.fiilanil.— GisiiDri.vi;.— December 5th. Borough
Council. Direct-current meters for electric lighting. (Deposit

£25, to Town Clerk.) Specifications, k".., may be seen at Board of

Trade Commercial Intelligence Department in London.

Soutli Africa.—November I'lid. S..\. Railways Adminis-
tration. 11,0811 incandescent lamps and 39,I.")0 train-lighting

lamps— all tungsten drawn-wire. Secretary to Tender Board,
S.A.R. Headquarters, .lohannesbnrg ; and S.A. High Commissioner
in London, 32, Victoria Street, S.W.

Spain.—Tenders have just been invited for the concession

for the working of the telephone exchange in the town of Valla

(province of Tarragona) during a period of 20 years.

The Spanish Government Dapartment has issued a new list of

materials rt'iuired by it, which may have to be obtained from
abroad, and for which foreign competition will be admissible.

This list includes : Metal-working machinery ; wood-working
machinery . leather cutting and stamping machinery : con-
structional material for air eervice ; high-tension and special steel

of all kinds, in bars, sheets, &c. ; steel boiler plates ; dynamos and
aoeessories for the lighting of railway carriages. Some further

information may be seen at the Commercial Intelligence Branch
of the Board of Trade.

November 12th. The municipal authorities of Talvera de la

Hoina are inviting tenders for the concession for the electric

lighting of the town during a period of four years.

Swinfon.—The I.ijihtini; Committee is to purchase a

tower ladder for use in connection with the electric street lighting,

at £22. It has also been decided to purchase 300 electric lamps of
.'.0 c.p., aiid 100 of 100 1 p. for the lighting of the tramway route.

Tunbrida*' Well.s,—November 7th. Corporation. 12
months' supply of h.t. and l.t. cables. See " Official Notices

'

October 9th.

Voi'k.—October 23rd. North-Eastern Railway. Twelve
or six months' supply of telegraph apparatus, telegraph wire and
line stores. See "Official Notices" O,;tober 16th.

October 2:!rd. North-Eastern Railway Co. Six or twelve
months' supply of arc lamp carbons, wires and cables, electric light

fittings, arc lamp globes, \c. Forms of tender from Mr. E. H.
Clark, Stores Superintendent, Gateshead.

November 'Jth. Construction of about 1
' miles of light railway,

excluding overhead electrical equipment, for the T.C. Mr. F. W.
Spnrr, City Engineer (returnable deposit of £.5).

>\akt'li<'l<l,—December -Ith. Yorkshire (\V.R.) Electric

Tramways Co., Ltd. Twelve months' supply of electric lamps,
fittings, insulating materials, \o. Schedules can be obtained from
the Central Offices, Belle Isle, after November :ith.

CLOSED.
Anstralia.—The following tenders have been accepted :

P.M.O.'g r>ppartincnt. Victoria :—
l,a60 eartli plates, iM.I.'i.-J. Baitmm A Son.
80,000 dry colls, ;1 by 3, £2,037 ; 850 ihy oellB, 01>ach, £18 168.—A. J. Sago

Bi-.d Co.
P.M.G.'s Dopartiiient, South .Australia;—
30 tons of H.D. copper wire, f 1,S14 ; iO tons of liroii.-.o wire, il,787.—British

Insulated .t Helshy Cahlee, Ltd.
N.S.W. Pulilic Works Ucpartment :—
Two 5-H.i'. motors.—Austrarian (i.E. Co.
Low-tension switchboard at abattoire, i'l,158.—Australian G.E. Co.

Queensland Public Works Department:

—

Electric goods lift at Brisbane, £276.—Norman Bell & Co.
P.M.G.'s Department, Sydney :-

Installation of electrically-oonlroUed clocks at Newcastle, N.S.W., £89.—
W. O. Watson i- Co.

yj,^^ ,^^,

l(i'i!>'liton.—The Guardians have accepted the tender of

Mr. H. .T. Galliers, at £160. for electrical supplies for the next
three months.

('lipst«'r)i('l(l.—The Corporation Electricity Committee
has decided to obtain a 1,">00-KW. rotary converter and transformer,
with the necessary controlling switohgear, at a cost of £2,200, and
a 1,200-KW. transformer and switchgear, at a cost of £282, both
from the British Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd. A high-tension cable, at £72.i approximat*', is to be ordered
from the B.l. and Helsby Cables, Ltd.

(lilasjiOM.—The T.C. Electricity Committee has accepted
the following tenders :

—

Balicook .1^ Wilcox, Ltd.—Coal-oonvejin^ plant at tho oew mneratiiiK
staMon to bo erected at Dalniarnock. l.'-ja.234.

The Edison Battery Co.—Providing three electrical vehtolcs at a
cumulative price of X'2,146.

The Committee on Tramways, Works and Stores recommends the
acceptance of the clTer of Messrs. .lames Thompson i: Son for the
inpply of vulcanising plant and a lathe for a garage.

<>u\rrniuent (ontracts.—The following tenders have
been accepted daring the past month by the following Goremmest
Departments :

—

H.M. 0>TJrt ,,T WoiUfc.
Eit<nBion of cliiclric wiring at public ofBoei, Westminjur.—The Alpha

Manufacturing Co.
Incandescent electric lamps (supply for on*, year).—Bntiih Drawn Wire

Lamp Co., Ltd. : B'itisb Thomsonlloustoo Co., Lid. ; Ediaoa A Swan
U.E.L. Co., Ltd. : Siemens Broi. Dvnuno Works, Lid.

Post Of rtct:.

( «l>le9. Canterbury-DuDipton Gap.—Johoaon & PhiUipi.
Power cables, Fordroaeli Lane Factory, Birmingham —W. T. HenUT's

Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.
Laying lines of self-aligning ducts. - London-Cbelrn.,ford-Colche«ler

:

Section II, W. Dobson ; Section III, R.J.May. LondoD-<!evenoaks

:

Sections II and IV, G. J. Anderson ; Section I. W. IIc-s. Birrnlnghani-
8hi (Held : Section V. H. Ashby; Sections VI and VII. Callendrr'i
Cable and Construction Co., Ltd. : Section 11, W. Dobson : Section IV.
n..wcr Bros. London Road-Bromlev section : W. GriflliliB A Co.. Ltd.
Soutliport Ormskirk section : W. Polletl A Co.. Ltd. Edinburgb-Fanh
Bridge pection : Cacey A Darragb. Glasgow Kilmarnock section .

J. & D. Meek, Ltd.
Telephone exchange equipment -Whitehaven : PeelConncr Telephone

Works. Woking : Automatic Telephone Mfg. Co. Dover : Western
Electric Co. Bellaht (extension i : Western Electric Co.

Protective apparatus.—Biitisb L. M. Ericss.in Mfg. Co.. Ltd.
Telephonic apparatus.— British L. M. Erics^an Mfg. Co., Ltd.; General

Electric Co., Ltd. ; Western Electric Co.
Electric light cables.—India Rabl.cr, GatUPercha A Telegnph Works

Co., Ltd.
Submarine cables.—W. T. Henley's Teleirraph Works Co., Ltd. ; LR..

G. P. 4 Telcgrsph Works Co., Ltd. ; Johnson 4 Phillips, Ltd. ; Siemens
Bros. & Co., Ltd. ; Telegraph Construction A Maintenance Co.. Ltd.

Telephone cable.- Callender's Cable 4 Construction Co.. Ltd. ; w. T.
Henley's Telegraph Works Co.. Lta. ; Johnson 4 Phillips, Ltd.;
London Electric Wire Co. 4 Smiths, Ltd.

Arc lamp carbins.-General Electric Co., Ltd.
Dessicators.— Lacy, Hulbert * Co.
Joint-bnx guards.—W. Rogers 4 Sens.
Insulators.-Tavlor. TunniclifT A Co.. Ltd.
Ironwork.—Buliers, Ltd. ; HighBeld Foondry Co., Ltd.
Protectors.—A. C. Jeffrey

; E. Sellers 4 Son,
Felt rings.-Bullers, Ltd.
Solder.—E. Austin 4 Sons.
Insulator spindles.—T. W. Lench. Ltd.
Steel tubes.—Stewart ,^- Lloyds, Ltd.
Bronze wire.— T. Bolton 4 Sons. Ltd.
Galvanised iron wire.—Johnson ,v Nephew. Ltd. ; Rvlande Bros., Ltd.

:

F. Smith .4; Co., Wire Manufacturers. Ltd.
Vulcani.sed wire—C. Macintosh .v Co., Ltd.

Crown Agknts for the Colonies.
Smglephase alternators.—British Westinghouse Eleo. 4 Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Telephone cable. -Western Electric Co., Ltd.
Mo'or and starter.—British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
Light tramway.—Montania Engineering Co.. Ltd.

IND Or Stobe Departubnt.
.\ccuraulators. -Tudor -Accumulator Co.
Cable.—T. Bolton 4 Sons. Ltd.
Converters.—Lancashire Dynamo .v Motor Co., Ltd.
D.vnamo parts.- J. Stone 4 Co., Ltd.
Engines.—Lancashire Dynamo .t Motor Co., Ltd.
Instruments, 4c.—Siemens Bros. 4 Co., Ltd.
Motors.—Lancashire D\namo .\ Motor Co., Ltd. : Laurence. Scott 4 Co.
Wire.—British Insulated ,v Itel^ljy Cables, Ltd.; Elliott's Metal Co.;

Shropshire Iron Co. ; R. Johnson .v Mepbew.

llornsey.—The B.C. has accepted the tender of the
Western Electric Co for cable.

London.

—

T.kwisham.—The l'..C. Libraries Committee
has accepted the tender of Messrs. Haycraft A: Son, Ltd. at £,S1,

for the installation of electric light at the Brockley Branch
Library, which is now lighted by gas.

L.C.C.—The Fire Brigatie Committee recommends that the tender
of Messrs. Jlossay .v Co., Ltd., for the supply of an electrically-

driven chassis to carry a turntable ladder, be cancelled, as the
company proposed sub-letting to the Hansa Lloyd Works A.G., of
Bremen, the construction of the chassis (without batteries"), and in
oonseciuence of the war this cannot be carried into eflFect.

The Committee reports the acceptance of the tender of Messrs.

W. A. Stevens, Ltd., for two petrol-electric chassis to carry Magiius
ladders, at £7ij- each.

The Alpha Manufacturing Co., of lUlham. has reoeived the con-
tract for electric light and power wiring. ,V.c., for the extension of
(iovernment offices at Westminster, for H.M. t">lfice of Works, and
that for the electric lighting of the Vernon S<iuare Elementary
School, Finsbury. for the L.C.C.

Mahern.—The U.H.C. has acceptiHl the tender of the

South Wales and Cannock Chase Coal and Coke Co. for a jMi's
supply of coal to the electricity works.

Itu^i'ltv.—The .loint Hospital invird has received the
following tenders for the electric light installation at Harborongh
Magna Hospital —

Mr. S. P. Marsh. Rugby (accertedl i'SiO
Rawlings Bros., London 9S0
l.innell 4 Son. Rugby m
Burberry .^ Co.. Coventry 9J:i

The tender of Mr. Denyer, Brinklow, for the «rection of the
electric light engine-house and the water supply tank, at £ r.>9,

has also been accepted.

Soiitlianipton,—The Kducation Coiuiuittce has receive*!

the following tenders for the installation of electric light at the
Foundry Lane School :

—
H. M. Ashton. Ltd. (acccptedli'196 P. W. Cook ,i Co. tiffl
H. C. Taplin 4 Sons .. ..197 W. Dibb«n * Sons »TJ
E. D. WIshartA Co SH A. K.WelUACo. .. '.. '..MS
Geo. Vivian 4 Sons .. ..MS A. Burkett 3i7
I. Groves 4 Co as9 A. Smelbiirst 4 Co. . . . . iSI
Proctor 4 Jurard .

.

. '^ijO A. Kingman A Co. .. .. Informal

Stockport.—The Board of Guardians has accepted the
tender of Mr. lUchard Bardsley for " Maida " metallic-filament
lamps.
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rORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Physical Society or London.—Priday, Oclolier SBrd. At Imperial College
of Holoiuiu. a.Miih Keimmgtun. PreBiaenUai addreaa on " lonliation," bj
Bir J. J, Thomson, P.U.8,

Greenock Electrical Society.- Thuiddav, Oiitoher mh. At 7.<S p m. At
•Jl, WtoI stmvKrt Klriet. Vai.er on "Tlio Manulacturi; of Eleetiio Cable*,"
hy Mr. K. A. D. Maculibter.

Institution of Electrical Engineers. Tliut«dav. Ootnbfr a9ih. At 8.ii.m.
At V ictorltt Eiiil.iiukment, W.C. InauRiiral address by ih • I'rehideot.

Inslltatlon of Mechanical Engineers.— Friday. Ooinbcr 80th. At H p.m.
At etorey'udalr, H.W. ' Thouias llawkbley" Lecture.

Norlh-East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders.—Friday,
OcSnlwr 30th. At 7.HJ p.m. At Doltec Mall, Ni-.v.-uslk' ulJonTyiio.
Cleneral mee iiit;,

'Graduates' Section'. Saturday. October Slut. At 7.1S p m. At
Dolbcc Hiill. Aiidross by Mr. E. I.. Charoiniuaa.

Institution of Municipal Engineers. Saturday, October Plst. EaHteni and
NorthKastcrn Dibtrioo meet ni;, l.inco'n. At 11.46 a.m. At OuildhaM.
BusincHs meetiog; lunoheon. A(tcrwar<U visits to various undertaking's,
iooluJing, at 3.46 p.m., electricity works aQ<^ tramway undertaking.

NOTES.

Iloval Mint l{('iiort.—The Deputy Master, Sir Thomas
Elliott, in hie Annual Report states that duriner 1913 over 185
million coins were produced, this figure beinp upwards of 14
million more than in l',il2, the previous hiKhett total. Of this
number 150 million were for Imperial issues acd 35 million for
Colonial requirements. The Imprial cninajre vfas made up of
:tOJ million gold, 32i million silver, ar.d 87 million bronze pieces.
The bror/.e figure exceeded that of the previous year by 10 millior,
and is the hi^rhest on record. The year's operations resulted in a
net profit of £S70,'J45, as against £l,24:),57t; in l'.i|2, the decrease
being due, principally, to the reduced demand for silver coin during
the period under review.
The memorandum of Mr. Rigg, Superintendent of the Operative

D partment, shows that in r.il3 nickel bronze bais were melted
for the first time since the adoption of coal gas furnaces in the
melting houses (see Elec. Rev., November 12th, liil2, p. 701, and
October 21lh, I'.US, p. 666). And this has made possible a more
complete comparison as to the cost of melting under the original
coke-fired furnaces and the gas system which has replaced them.
The melting oosts (fuel, crucibles and wages) per ton of bars in
19011—the last year entirely under the old vaimu—was 82'06s.,
and the corresponding figure for 1913, 59t;2s.

During the year changes in the power and lighting plant of
the Mint were of a minor character. The number of motors in UFe
has risen from 99 to 102, and their jfross n p. from 834

'! to 877.
High candle-power incandescent lamps have replaced arc lamps in
the cutting and weighing rooms, and the total number of arc,
fl vme and silica lamps is now 64, as compared with 71 in 1912 In
official premises the number of incandescent lamps has rifen from
995 tt) 1,1.")1, whilst in private residences there are 121—89 less
than in 1912—the decrease being due to the vacation of No. 1
residence. The average monthly output of the Mint generators
was 34,302 B. of T. units—an increase of 4,244 over the previous
year's average.

In the Inland Revenue Department, in connection with the pre-
paration of postage-stamp plates and dies for postcards and
wrappers, 1 copper, 137 nickel, and 186 steel-faced electros were
grown. In this department, also, at the request of the Depart-
ment of Ancient Monuments and Historic Buildings, a series of
ple;trotype8 of the inscriptions on the walls an! in the cells of the
Tower of London was made. They numlier 2r.S in all, and vary
from 3i in. x 3^ in. in siz?, to one very long ore measuring
3.5 in. X 24 in. Master-plates have been secured from all the moulds,
and it is ifltended to deposit two replicas from each mtuld.
A new feature of the present Mint Report is the inclusion of

metnoranda by the superintendents and assayers of the Branch
Mints, in addition to the usual reports of the deputy matters.

In the memorandum of Mr. A. Ventris, superintendent at the
Perth branch, reference is made to the recently installed Root's
blower, coupled direct to a 20 H. p. motor, which provides the air
pretsure of IJ lb. required for the new group of 13 gas furnace
burners, and for the 17 remaining furnaces in which coke fn«>l is
used. In this branch also a 30-H p. motor-driven breaking il.tvn
mill, with 14-in. rolls (treated in 1911), has considerably expcditLd
the operation of rolling.

In the Canadian Branch Mint at Ottawa, Mr. Cleave, the super-
intendent, states that a Hoskina electric furnace has been installed
for the heat treatment of dies, collars, &j. It is operated from
the ordinary power circuit at 220 volts D.c, the consumption being
4 units per hour. As the price per unit for power is 2 cents, the
cost of the electricity supply for the furnace is 8 cents per hour.
The temperature is regulated by a multi-step circular rheostat, the
full current being used to heat up from cold and the necessary re-
sistance thrown in when the pyrometer shows I hat the required
temperature has been reached. The furnace hai bjen in constant
use since April, 1913, and is still as eflScient as when first installed.
The heating element has a guaranteed life of 1,000 hours, provided
the temperature is not raised above l,soo° F. In connection with
thehardening and annealing furnace, a small electric testing furnace
has been set up. Sample pieces from the different makes of steel

niMid are heuti^J in this, and in each cane the decaleouent and
recaleitceut pointa are obnerved. In this way when treating nteel

of uncertain com|Kisitiun the danger of overheating ix obviated.

In the asHsy olllcc at this branch also experiments have been

carried out during 1913 by the assegsor, Mr. Pearson, and the

assiHtant-aHHeHHor, Mr. Kntwistle, on electrolytic refining, to

determine the eSeut of (I ) substituting silver strips and hocks for

those of gold, and ('i) of diM|>enHing with the heating of the

electrolyte. It was found that the silver strips and hooks became
rapidly covered with an exceedingly thin coating of silver chloride,

which increases the internal resistance. This drawback may
perhaps be overcome if they are plat«d with gold. The silver

hooks have one advantoge over gold in that, if they accidentally

dip into the electrolyte, they do not dissolve, whereas gold hocks

under the same conditions dissolve in a few moments.
1 1 was found also that with the hot electrolyte the fineness of the

gold deposited was ;i9K-9 at the highest and 998 3 at the lowest

;

with the cold electrolyte the corresponding figures were 998'2 and
9968, the greater part of the balance being silver in each case.

The gold from the hot cell (998 3) contained 1'5 silver per l,o00,

and that from the cold cell (99>;'8) 25 per 1,000. In addition, gold

from the hot electrolyte contained a distinct trace of lead (less

than O'l per 1,000J, traces of copper, iron, arsenic and distinct

traces of platinum. That from the cold electrolyte had no trace

of lead, but traces of copper, iron and nickel, and a distinct trace

of platinum, though less than that from the hot liquid. Analysis

was made also of the slime from each type of cell.

Another series of experiments was carried out during the year

to determine the rate of production and cost of electrolytic gold

chloride from impure gold anodes containing :i2'2 per cent gold,

66 per cent, silver, and 12 per cent, base (chiefly lead). An
average current of 83 4 amperes, at 2 41 volts per cell, will give,

with two cells, 40 litres of acid gold chloride containing 393 cz.

of gold in solution in 34 hours. The mean cost for power (with

generator set having an efficiency of only 33 per cent.) was
0'23 cent, per oz. of gold in solution, or 0979 cent, per oz. including

acid.

FatalitiC!'.—On Friday a boy, aged six year?, named
Harold Ashcroft (son of a Rpfervist at the Front) was killed

on the Lmcaahire and Yorkshire Railway at Aintree. while

trespassing on the railway line, where he was found insensible on
the live rail. He was taken to hospital, but death had taken place

almost immediately.
At Sheffield on Saturday an inquest was held on the bcdy of

James Brinnen, commercial clerk, of Sheffield, who had dropped

dead on the previous day at the Electric Light Generating St&tion

Club, Neepsend, Sheffield, while standing near his desk. 'Verdict :

" Death from heart failure."

Private David Cameron, of the 3rd Northumberland Fusiliers,

was killed on the 14th inst. on the North-Eastern Railway, at

Backworth, near Newcastle-on-Tyne. He was croesing the line

when he stepped on a live electric rail,

EU'i'trifity in Toxifoloji'V,—It is reported from New
York that by being placed in an electric oven at a temperature of

2r)0° to 300", David R. Beach, a brolier, was cured of accidental

poisoning by bichloride of mercury.

Loudon Count.^ Coiiucil and Eleetiifal Trades Li.st

of Rates of Wages and Hours of Labour. — The General

Purposes Committee, on Tuesday last, submitted the following

revised list of rates of wages and hours of labDurpaid and observed

by the Council in aooordance with its standing orders in works of

construction, repair or maintenance of buildings or electrical

engineering work, which the Council may resolve to carry out

without the intervention of a contractor within a radius of 20 miles

from Charing Cross. Contractors for works in the nature of

construction, repair, A:o., to be executed within a radius of 2(i miles

from Charing Cross, or on a site partly within and partly oateiUe

the radius, are required to pay wages at rates not lers, and to

observe hours of labour not greater, than the rates and hours set

out in this list.

9Jd. per hour.

9d.

6jd. „

;ijd. „

Armature winder helpers or labourers ... 6id. „

Transformer winders ... 8d. ,,

Magnet winders 7d. „

Fifty-four hours per week. Overtime :—First 2 hours, time and
a quarter ; second 2 hours, time and a half ; after 4 hours until

star.ing time next day, double time.

Plumber jointers Is. per hour.

Fifty-six hours per week. Overtime :— First 2 hours, time and
a quarter ; tecond 2 hours, time and a half ; after 4 hours until

starting time next day and Sundays, double time.

Electric derrick drivers lOJd. per hour.

Drivers of (electric) travellic^r cranes and
overhead travellers 9d. „

Hours and rates for overtime as arranged.

* Electrical wiremen when employed with the building trades

or on buildings are, in accordance wifh the agreement of August,

1914, between the Electrical Trades Union and the London Elec-

trical Masters' Association, to be paid lOid. an hour, the hours of

labour, &c., also to be in accordance with that agreement.

Wiremen
Jointers...

Lftbourers

Armature » inders
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Late ('orrc.S|>oluh'll('t'.—The fpllowing letters have come
to hand just as we go to press :

—

C'abhons.
" Some few weeks ajfo, letters appeared in your colnmns making

inqairics as to whether all the carbons sold by the General Electric

Co., Ltd., were of English manufacture, and in due course a reply
appeared from the secretary of that company. He stated that if

one of two conditions were complied with, he was empowered by
his directors to answer the various points raised by yoar corres-

spondent.
"I am in a position to assure the secretary of the General Elec-

tric Co , Ltd., that the questions raised are of the greatest interest

to numerous readers of your journal, from the lowly contractor to

the mighty consultant, and further, the very fact that your corres-

pondent's questions have been evaded, has stimulated a still

greater interest in the electrical trade. In view of the (ieneral

Electric Co.'s manifesto concerning the carliin industry whioh
appeared in your columns, I claim that the trade has a right to

insist that the two letters on this subject be freely ans'vered.

" In Tenkhris."

[We think that our anonymous correspondent has overlooked the
fact that the firm named offered to answer tho questions put by
" Inquirer," if he would make his name public instead of hiding
behind a tiom i!r /ilirme.—Ens. Eleo. Rev.]

Who Can Help ?

" Will any of your readers, who may be in a position to do so,

offer to assist a young Belgian who has been compelled to quit his

own country and is desirous of obtaining temporary employment
of any kind in England .'

" I have been asked by the Belgian Consul in Dover to do any-
thing I can for him, but, unfortunately, I cannot employ him here.

He is apparently well educated, of good presence, and is training
for central station duties, but speaks very little English. Possibly,
however, his knowledge of French may prove useful to many. I

shall be pleased to put him into communication with anyone who
may be able to help him.

" L. W. Woodman,
" Borotig/i FAectrifal Enfjiiiei^r.

" Electricity Works, Dover.
" October 21.^^ 1914."

L«'a(l roisoniiiii'.—In the coui'se of a lecture on "The
Induatiial Diseases of Greater Manchester," delivered at the Man-
chester XTniversity on October 8th, Dr. L. S. Reynolds (Professor of
Clinical Medicine\ said that lead poisoning was by far the com-
monest and moat serious of all the industrial diseases of the dis-

trict. The number of occupations in which lead poisoning might
occur was very great, and included makers of electrical appliances,
especially accumulators.
Three facts about lead poisoning were worthy of mention. The

first was that extremely small doses, frequently repeated, were
sufficient to produce symptoms— for instance, as little as one-
hundredth part of a grain per gallon in drinking water. The
second was that, as in the case of alcohol, young people were very
susceptible to the poison. And the third fact was that when a
person came in contact with lead at all, the smaller the quantity
handled the greater were the chances of poisoning. The last

point was important. A person working in a trade well known as
liable to cause lead poisoning was educated to take precautions.
On the other hand, a fitter of steel machinery, for instance, was
never warned of the danger. He was supposed to be working only
with steel. As a matter of fact, nearly every fitter used red lead
for various purposes, yet he was seldom careful to wash hie hands
after using it.

lustitiitioii and l,t'(tinT Xotcs. — Instituti: of
Mabink Enoineeks.—At a meeting on October 12th, a paper by
Mr. E. Kilburn Scott, on "Oyroaoopic Compasses, with particular
reference to the ' Sea Star' type,' was discussed. After brirlly

describing the Anschutz and Sperry compasses, the author said
that the errors peculiar to these compasses, for which allow-
ances had to be made, were those due to latitude, change of
latitude at constant speed, change of speed, rolling and pitch-
ing, slowness of gyroscope and those produced by steering.
These errors, he said, could be traced to one feature which
both the compasses had in common, viz , that they were
pendu'ar

; that was to say, they depended upon the foioe of gravity
to be effective.

The " Sea Star " type, designed by Capt. 'V. H. Rozic and
the author, is so arranged that the righting momentum does not
depend on gravity for its magnitude, but is always determined by
the amount of dr tiocting momentum that has to be counteracted.
The means to this end arc forcible and automatic. Anotier
feature is that the gyro-wheel is so mount* d that it is non-pcndular
about its horizontal axis, and therefore is not subject to ballietio

effects. Oae object in view is to dispense with correction tables
and mechanical correctors ; another, to devise an instrument that
could be made small and cheaply so as to bo of use on iiierohant
vessels, aeroplanes, &o. Tho "Sea Star " differs from the Anaohutz
and S^rry types in that the direction of rotation of the gyro-
wheel is clockwise when locking at tho north-pointing end of the
gyro-wheel spindle. The other two run counter - clockwise.
Owing to the direction of rotation of the "Sea Star" gyro-wheel
being opposite to the rotation of the earth, tho gyro-wheel is in a
state of permanent unstable equilibrium and, therefore, as soon as
it hss been dtflected in the slightest degree, there is a strong
tendency to increase the deviation and the motor is immediately

started to correct it. There is thni) a very great senfitivenew
when in the meridian, and this sensitivenem allows the "Sem 8tar

"

type to be built in small siz^s, for the kinetic energy of the wheel
is of lesser importance than with other compasses.

TnE Inftitction or Electbical Eni;ineeb8.—The pngnmrne
for the Session now commencing incladea :

—

lull.—October 2)lh.—loaaKnrsI Address b]r the Prcildml (BIr Jobn
Bncli).

November 13lh.— " Cmbles." Hy Mr. C. J. Be«Ter.
aeth.—'-Powsr Plant Testini!." B7 Mr. W. M. Balrey.

December 10:b.—" Aa«oma«lc swiichKc«r (or Ale mtilof-CiUTent
Sjsteme." By Mr. E B. Wedmore.

1915.—January 14th.—"The Shape of the PM-.sure Ware in Klectrifal
Machinery." By l>r. 8. P. Bmiih and Mr.
R.8. H. BoalJini;

,, 28th.—The Bixtb Kelrjo L/eclare :
" Lord Kelvin'! Work

on Oyrosiatics." By Prof. A. Gray. F.P..B.

As.sociATiON OF MINING Electbicai. KNfJisEEBS.—The open-
ing meeting of the West of Scotland li'aoch was held on Saturday
evening at Glasgow. Mr. A. B. Muirhead. L»rzi», the new Presi-

dent, delivered his presidential address, in the course of which he
dealt with the thir<,'s that mattered in the maintenance and repair

of electrical plant, and the regulations for the use of electricity in

mines. He said that colliery electrical plant required very different

treatment in its maintenance and repair from that which was
customary in the ca^e of mechanical plant. It had been said that
mechanical plant cost little to maintain, whereas the main-
tenance of electrical plant was a serious item : investigation,

however, often revealed the fact that the basis of CDmparison was
unsound. Hitherto it had been the custom to carry on ordinary
mechanical repairs at the colliery, and it was amazing how little

was known of the actual cost of this work for time and material.

The outlays appeared in a general way against the colliery stores

and colliery wages bill. 1 'a the other hand, an electrical repair

was sent out to the manufacturer, and his bill passed throagh the
office and attracted notice because it was a concrete item. More-
over, the singling out of the cost of repairs on electrical plant
ignored the greater economy and higher efficiency of electrically-

operated plant. If they looked bi;k on the state of the industry
as it existed prior to l:'04, and took into consideration the
enormous development in the use of electricity since that year,

they were compelled to acknowledge the high standard of
engineering shown in the modern plant as specified, to some
extent, in the regulations.

In the course of the proceedings, prizes were presented to Mr.
J. P. C. Kivlen, United Collieries, and Mr. .1. A. Kerr, now in

South Africa, for papers read by them, and it was announced that

this session special prizes would be presented to working colliery

electricians for practical contributions.

Greenock Elkctricai. Society.—On October 18th Mr. .1. H.
Parker read a paper on " Alternating Current."

Wireless in Wariare.—A free public introductory lecture

was given at University College, London, on October 1 1th by Prof,

J. A. Fleming, on " Wireless Telegraphy in War.
'

Kh'ctrical Kusiiuvss 0|u>iiiiiU's Ahntad.— Some fuller

information respecting the following matters will be found in the
current issue of the Board of Trade ./.'»;«;'

:
—

S/iain. A Cadiz fi'in wants names and addresses of British

manufacturers of metal-filament lamps, electric light fittings, and
other electric light material. Large imports from Germany
hitherto. Firms should communicate direct with British Vire-

Consulate, Cadiz.

Itiihi —A Milan firm desires to get into touch with British

manufacturers of iron stampings for laminations, electric lamps,

arc lamp carbons, and carbon brushes. An agent wishes to rei re-

sent British manufacturers of electrical material. In both c<se«

write to British Consulate. Milan.

I'nince. — Manufacturers of ^.riti^h electric hand - drilling

machines are asked for by the Britii'h Chamber of Commerce in

Paris.

Ciinadii.—A Montreal agent wants to represent British mina-
facturers of insulating material and general electrical specialities,

particularly cast-iron street-lie htirg ^tundards. H.M. Trade
Commissioner for Canada, 3, Beaver Hill Square, Montreal.

Siiiit/i ,l/>ic.i.— English agent formerly representing prominent
German competitor in South African electrical trade wants to

communicate with British makers of electrical machinery and
supplies who are not already representid there. H.M. Trade
Commissioner for South Africa, P.O Box \ Mi'; Cape Town.

Koval Kiiff iiccrs Old Coinradt's' A.tsocjatjon.

—

This Association was formed in 1;'13 to foster i-.sfr - >/r ,^>r/'»

amongst all ranks, serving and retired, of the Koyal Engineers, to

promote reetuitirg, ard to assist deeervirg memlwrs on leavitifr

the corps to obtain employment, besides rflieving necessitous cans.
Full particulars can be obtairetl from the secretary, Mr. .1. McB.
Bobbins, Horte Guards, Whitfhall, S,W, The Association numbers
r>,OCO subscribing members, and in 12 months has found (lermacfct

employment for 200 exRoyal Engineers.

\|)|ioiiitiii<>nt.s Vacant.—Skilled mechanic (i-). for

Salford eUctrioity department ; assistant electrical engineer (tem-
porary, during war), 3.">s,, for Kareham U.D.C. ; charge fnginter
(iiSs.l, for Wakefield electricity dep.artment : two junior assistants

(.JiO, also jointer, for Kilmarnock V.lectricity Department. Par-

ticulars are given in onr advertisement pages.

Inquiries.—Makers of pocket lamp batteries marked
" British-made T.E.C.," and " Argentana " wire, ar« ask«d for.
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Mftr(i|M)liliiii Association ol lih-rfrtc liaiimay
ManascrN.—A meeting,' of the members of this Apsociation was
held on Friday lant at the Mimiuipal and Touuty Clab, Whitehall
Court, Whitehall, S.W., when the followinpr were present — Mewtrc
Ullman (East Ham), chairman : Si;holield (Leyton), vioe-obair-
n)Bn ; Bruce (L C.C.), Coveney (Erith), Harvey (Ilford), Moffet
(West Ham), Goodyer (Croydon), hon. secretary ; Maaon (South
Metropolitan), Maokinnon (London United), Hammond (Metropo-
litan Klectrio), ISirkett (Southend-on-Sea), and C. Mittdhausen.
Lftters statinif inability to attend were received from MessrH. Fell
(L.C.C.), Stokes (Bexley), and Murray (Walthamatow). Messra.
Ullman and Sohofield were re-elected chairman and vice-chaimian
reBpeotively, and Mr. (ioodyer was re-elected hon. secretary.
Various matters of interest were discussed.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Tlte Eiitori invite electrical engineert, whether connected with tK«
technical itr the commercial side of the profession and industry,
also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the
Elbotbioal Review posted as to their movements.

(«'iitral Station Officials.—At St. James's Church,
Ashton-under-Lyne, on i > ;tober 14th, the marriage took place of
Mb. S. E. B. BrcKLEV, mains superintendent to the Stalybridge,
Hyde, Dukinfield and Moasley .loint Tramways and Ele.-tricity
Beard, to Miss Annie Hampson, of Ashton. The presents included
a canteen of cutlery from the frenerating: station staff at
S'aly bridge.

The marriage took place at Tewkesbury Abbey on October IJth
of Mb. .Iohn Atkins, manatrer of the Ledbury electricity work?,
and Miss Ethel Mallett, only daughter of Mr. Alfred Mallett, of
Tewkesbnry.

Me, GiLLlTT, works superintendent, has been appointed to take
charge of the EL. station of Whitehaven T.C. during the absence
of the electrical engineer, who has been attached to the Royal
Xaval Division for active service, at a salary of £:> IO3. per week.
The Council will keep open the engineer's position, and main-
tain his salary, having regard to his remuneration from the
Government.
Mb. G. H. Browne, Chief Assistant Engineer and Deputy

Manager of the Ilkeston Corporation Tramways and Electricity
Department, has been appointed engineer and manager (y'<". Ifiii.)

during the absence of Mr. L. C. F. Bellamy with the Royal Naval
D.vision, his salary being raised to £ 1 70 per annum.

General.

—

Mr. H. H.wes has resigned his position with
the Leigh Corporation electricity department, and has entered the
business of his brother, Mr. Frank Hayes, tramways and public
works contractor, at (i8, Victoria Street, Liverpool.
Mr. W. H. Bi.YTHE, of Plane Street, lUcup, who has been

employed by Messrs. Ferranti, of Hollinwood, has taken up a new
spp.Mntment at the British Westinghouse Works, Trafford Park.
He has also been appointed evening assistant to the head of the
electrical engineering department at the Manchester School of
Technology.
Councillor W. M. Wiuoins, chairman of the Middleton Elec-

tricity Committee, has accepted the Mayoralty of the borough for
1914-15.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

W. Sanders & Co., Ltd. (1 ;i8.005).—This company was registered
on October 17th, with a capital of f l.OOOin i'l shares, to carry on the businees of
electricians, mecbanical engineers and manufacturerp, workers and dealers
in electricity, motive power and lieht, cSc. The subscribers (with one share
each) are :—W. Sanders, 63, Fernley Road, Sparkhill, BirmiDgham, manu-
factnrer; H. Butcher, Aphurst, Rosemary Hill Road, Streetley, Staffs.,
merchant. Private company. The number of directors is not to be less than
two or more than live; the lii-st are W. Banders and H. Batcher; .|ualiflca-
tion, 60 shares. Registered office, 7, Oxford Street, Birmingham.

Stanley J. Watson Magneto Co., Lid. (I37.;i73).-This
ocmpany was registered on ( lotober 14th, with a capital of I'lOO in £1 shares,
to carry on in the United Kingdom or elsewhere (lie business ol agents tor,
dealers in, and manufacturers of magnetos and electrical and other appliances
used in connection with engines, machines and motors, cSc. The subscribers
*re :—8. J. Watson, 1, Marchmont Qardens, Richmond, Surrey, electrical
engineer, 16 shares

; P. J. Young, 2, Clare Street, Bristol, insurance broker,
10 shares. Private company. The number of directors is not to be less than
two or more than five; the first are 8. J. Watson (permanent) and F. .1.
Young

; qualiflcation, 60 shares ; remuneration as flxed by the company.
Registered office, 43, Berners Street, W.

Small Electric Motors, Ltd. (138,006).—This company was
registered on October 17th, with a capital of i'10,000 in fl shares (7,600 pre-
ference), to take over as a going concern, and carry on, a branch of the busi-
ress recently carried on by F. W. Potter i Co., of Pbipp Street, Great
Eastern Street, E.G., so far as regards the manufacture of electric motors,
to carry on the business of general, electrical, mechanical and chemical
engineers, makers of and dealers in electric motors, generators and trans-
formers, commutators, shafts and spindles, slip-rings, bush -gear, magnet
oases, burners, armatures, motors, magnetos, resistances, &c., and to adopt an
agreement with H. P. Meares. The subscribers are :—P. E. Adams, •13,
Boston Avenue, Southend-on-Sea, director, 100 shares; A. B. Uewbould, 199,
Piccadilly, W., director, 1 share; H. F. Joseph, Phipp Street Woiks, Shore-
ditch, E C, electrical engineer. 1 share ; W. H. Harris, 38, Bloomsbury
Square, W.C, solicitor, 1 share ; G. H. McNeil, 74. Harvist head, Kilburn,
N.W., accountant, I share; F. Stretton, 147, Nelson Roaa, Hornsey, N., olerk,
1 share

;
W. Berner, 68, Wrentham Avenue, Brondesborough Park, N.W.,

shorthand writer, 1 share. Minimum cash subscription, 1,010 shares. The
number of directors is not to be less than three or more than seven ; the first
are P. E. Adams, R. Grierson, H. P. Joel, iun., and Capt. H. P. Meares.
qualiflcation, ;ei00; remuneration, £60 each per annum. Solicitors. Ford.
Lloyd 4 Co., 38, Bloomsbury Square, W.C.

KritlHli Huclielet Flying Train Srndieate, Ltd. (1.S7.'J3:0.—
Thin cuniptny was rrglBtert'd on (Jotober VHh, with a capital of /lO.OOO In
la. Hhareti, to enter Into an agreement wllb C. Vane, and to carry on the
bualnenH of proprietorn and builders of railways, traniAtya and rolling nlock,
meobanlcal nianofa'^turerB and buppiieri of balloons. Hying machines and
other contrivances fir a<^rlal navigation, electrical and general engineers,
e'eotricluM!, «c. The subscribers Iwilb 60 shares each) are H.O.Clark,
.'..'I, Oaklands Itoad, Hanwill, W.. cl.rk ; K, W. Church, 85, Uurlelon Road,
L'ppir Clapiuo, N.B. Private company. Tbe number of directors Is doI
to be less than two or more than seven ; the subscribers are to appofni the
first: x-raiioeratlon. lOporiint of thit net prollts available for dlstrlbutlOD,
.llvisible. Registered offlce, I6I., Piccadilly, W.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Stratford-on-Avon Electricity Co., Ltd. — Particulars of
£3,000 second debentures, created April 31sl, 1914, filed pursuant to Sec. 93
(3) of the Companies' (Oonsnlidatlon) Act, TJOH, ihe whck- amount being now
issued. Property charged : The comiiany's undertsi^ing and property, present
and future, including uncalled opital. No trustees.

Electro-Klex Steel Co., Ltd.— Particulars of £15.0ii0 Brst
debentures, created September 2;)th 1914, filed pursuant »o Sec. 93 (8) ol the
Companies' (Consolidation) Act. I90H, the amount of tbe present issue beiog
£7,600. Property charged ; The company's undertaking and property, present
and future, including uncalled capital. No trustees.

Mnnaos Tramwnys and Li^lit Co., Ltd. (101,OHI).—Capital,
£300,000 in £1 shares. Heturn ditted September 9tb, 1914. All shares taken
up. £100 paid. £'299,900 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges:
£290,800.

Foote & Milne, Ltd. -Mortgage dated October 9th, 1911, to
secure £ 10,000, charged on the company's undertaking and property, present
and future, including uncalled capital. Holders : London County and West-
minster Bank, Ltd., 41, Lothbury, E.O.

CITY NOTES.

British Electric Tractictn (0.. Ltd.

The following circular has been issued, under date October 15th,
to the preference and ordinary stockholders and the holders of
income certificates :

—

Proposed ticsKMK of Reduction of Capital.

With tbe letter from the chairman, which was addressed to the stock-
holders on July 2nd last, a fjrm of question and reply was sent, andbtiick-
bolders were asked to state before October Ist whether or not they were in
favour of the directors* proposals.

I am now directed to inform you that 1,589 replies were received before
August 4th last, and 318 have been received since.
The replies show that a Urge majority of each clas3 of stockholder, and of

the income certificate holders, who have expressed their views are in favour
of the scheme. The directors are of opinion that bat for the intervening
state of war a much larger number of replies would have been received, which
probably would have increased the msjority in favour of their proposals.
Under the existing conditions, however, the directors consider that the

wisest course is to defer any further action in regard to the scheme for the
present.

Thomas Bower, Aciintt Secretary.

Ferranti. Ltd.

The directors report that for the year ended June :iOth, 1914, the
profit on trading was £47,257, and, after crediting disconnts,

interest, and transfer fees, and deducting general establishment
charges, repairs and renewals, legal expenses, income-tax. bad
debts, directors' and trustees' fees, there remains a balance of
£19,7711. Interest on first mortgage debenture stocks absorbs
£4,700 ; interest on five-year notes, £2,052 : interest on bank
loans, £1,420 ; and there is put to depreciation reserve account
£10,000, leaving £1,598 plus £452 brought forward, making
£2,050, which is to be carried forward. The results for

the year show a falling off as compared with the previous
year, but this is due in a considerable measure to the dis-

continuance of large switchgear work and the building up of new
business in switchgear details. There has also been a falling off

in export business due to monetary conditions ruling in certain

countries. During the year £i'.,000 first mortgage debentures have
been redeemed, and the loans against five-year notes and second
mortgage debentures have been reduced. The directois refer to

the great loss Eusfained by the company through the death of Mr.
A. Bruce Anderson, managing director.

Montreal Lisilit. Heat and Power Co.—The directors

have declared a aiviaend of 2'. per cent, on the paid-up capital

stock, being at the rate of 1 per cent, per annum, for the quarttr
ended October Slst.

I'arson.s Marine Steam Tnrbine Co.. Ltd,->*-The
report for the year to June'SOth last states that during the past

year the works were fully occupied in the construction of

machinery for war and mercantile marine vessels, and the orders

on hand will keep them fully employed during the current year.

The directors recommend a dividend of 10 per cent, (including the
interim distribution) and a bonus of 10 per cent., both free of tax,

carrying forward £19,768.
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Dick, Kerr >^ <u.. Ltd.

Mr. Claud T. C.ayley (Chairman) presided on October 14tb, at

tlie Cannon Street Hotel, E.C., over the annual luoeting.

The Chairman, in moving the adoption of the report (Elec.
Rev. p. 50.5), congratulated the shareholders on the figures

therein contained. They had gradually improved, so far as

protit.s earned were concerned, from two years ago. Then the
profit was down to about ±"H,IK)(.I. In the next y^Ur it was
.f'IO,(KKI, and now it was nearly i'l.O.OlJO. He could not promise
them that it was going to continue at the same rate, but at all

events they must rest as.sured that the directors and stall' would
d.) all that could be done. In considering the accounts, he
would like theui to bear in mind that they indicated the posi-

tion of thi> comjiany's finances as at :30th June last, and that,

as pointed out by the auditors in their rejxirt, no provision

lind been made for whatever eflects the present stiite of war
might have on the assets. It was .satisfactory to see that the

item " Capital expenditure at the works, including goodwill

and patents." showe<l a reduction of about fe']4,0(JU, as com-
liarcci with hi.st year; the depreciation having been maintained
as in ]ui_'vi. HIS years, this reduction indicated that less expendi-
ture tlian usual had been incurred in extensions to plant. The
sum representing the value of the " Stocks in hand and works
in progress" showed a slight increa.se over what was already

last year con.sidered high-water nuirk. and it was gratifying to

know that they started the present financial year with a con-
siderable amount of orders in hand. On the other side of the
balance sheet, he need only mention the elimination of the item
shown last year as "loan from bankers," the <lirectnrs having
taken an opportunity which presented itself of obtaining the
necessary financial accommodation in another way. This was
the explanation of the " Contingent Liability, No. i." No
doubt they were anxious to know what the jirospects were for

the immediate future, and what permanent effects were to be
anticipated as the result of the war. To intelligently under-
stand the position it wa-s, he thought, necessai"}' to emphasise
what he fancie<l few of them realised, namely, the ramifica-

tions of the company's business. Most people to-day considered
Dick, Kerr & Co. as being solely an electrical manufacturing
concern, but those who had been shareholders since the earlier

days of the company would recollect that at one time tliey were
jirimarily a contracting firm, and that it was oidy some fifteen

.\ears ago that they found it necessary to become manufacturers
of electrical apparatus so as to enable them to carry <iut advan-
tageou.sly the large contracts then in hand for tramway con-
struction, .^s the importance of the contracting department
decliniHl with the dinjinution of the demand for new tramway
construction, the manufacturing department increa.sed in im-
portance. Now, owing to the polity adopted some years ago
of extending the contracting department in other directions,

they had reached a condition of having two distinct sections,

iipproximately equal in importance, and which in future could
be expe<-ted t<> materially assist each other. As instances of

the class^if Work dealt with by the contracting department,
he would mention the construction of a railway 0(1 kilometres
in length for the Oovernment of Portugese East .\frica. which
had just been completed, and a contract lately entered into

with the Jletiopolitan Water Board for the construction of a

very large reservoir representing some six years' work. In

the other section, which he would designate as the electrical

manufacturing department, he would instance the contracts
now in hand with the liondoii aiul South Western Railway
Company for the complete equipment of the generating station
lor the .supply of current for their suburban electrification

scheme, and with the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway Com-
pany for the supply of the machinery and apparatus for the
rnniplete electrification of their Manchester suburban lines.

These two .sections represented the nuiin business of the com-
p :iiy. But there was a third department, namely, the general
supply, (.r, as they would call it. the merchant busines.s. This
departnuMit was chiefiy concerned with the sujiply to customers
111 such general engineering machinery and electrical .supplies

as vhey themselves mantifactured. and al.s<i such as their ex-

perience of this cla.ss of work enabled them to obtain from
other .sources tf> the advantage and satisfaction of their clients.

He had entenvl into these details f<u- the purpose of explaining
that their lamifications were such that, while undoubtedly
sou\e dc]iartnients would be detrimentally afl'ectixl by the war.
others might be expected to derive certain advantages. It was
to lie assumed that for some time to come the construction of

publir' \Muks both in this and in foreign countries, would be
t'.eferred. but so far as their eontracljng department was con-

cerned, the .Metropolitan Water Board contract slundil fill the

breach to some extent. Concerning the prospects of British

manufacturers of elei'trical machinery, there was much being
said in thi- public prey's regarding the benefits to be reaped
owing U> the removal of German competiti<ui. but it must be
borne in niin<l tleit the elimination of Cermany as a conipetitiu-

ilid not necessarilv signify the entire absence of competition.

It was far fmm his mtention io attempt to enter the arena of

jiolitical economy, but it appeari^l to liim that to Whatever
extent Oermany might be crippUxl financially for tl\e time
being, she would make stupendous efforts to regain her lost

markets. The Cierman manufacturers, as they well kiunv.

possessed the advantage of having their honu' markets to them-
selves, and with their home demand as a profitable nucleus
they were enablivl to compete for business abroad on a more
favournble basis than could the manufacturers of a coimtry
where it had to be nil grist that came to their mill. But an-

other factor, of no less imp'jrUincc, was the financial ai>si£taDce

which German manufacturers had been receiving from tbeu'
banking institutions. What an immenB<i advantage such as-

sistance denoted could only be fully reaii« >i bv th- ,.: .iirectly

c<jnnected with the uianageuient "t ii. . 'jut

large and expensive classes of machiu.i rice

of an order of any size involve<l the !
.

."jui

the time the raw and half-hnLshe«l mjtcnai v.ao purchased
till the machines were compl«.'t<.-d and delivered, a period usually
extending over many months. Hence it was surjjn.-ing, but
nevertheless gratifying, t(j find that BritLsh manufacturers bad,
to some extent at all events, been able to put up a fight con-
sidering the linnted resijurces at their di.siKjsal. Taking all the
indications, as they presented themselves at the momeot,
into consideration, the directors were of the opinion that they
would have to tide over a lean year or two before they could
hope to sec the dawn of an increa.5ed demand for the hea\'>'

class of machinery in which they specialised. In their mer-
chant biisine.ss they lookwl for, and indeed were already ex-

periencing, an increased turnover. Certain cla.sses of appiaratus

in w'hich they had speciali.sed were o{ the nature required for

camp and transimrt equipment. .\s regarded their electrical

supplies department, he might instance the steady growing
demand for their metallic filament lamps, the sale of which bad
been greatly retailed in the pa.-t <lue to keen continental com-
petition. Summing up. theiefore. while no one was in a posi-

tion to prophesy what the future had in store for them, parti-

cularly at a time when Europe was in the throes of an up-
heaval such as the world had never before witnessed, he bad
no hesitation in telling them that the company's organisation
was such as to inspire confidence in its ability to hold its own,
especially if the preference shareholders, at the meeting which
was about to be held, would place them in a position to take
full advantage of future jxissibilities.

Mr. R. H. Prkstwicii .seconded the motion, and it was
earned without discussion.

The Chairman and Mr. T. D. Lingard were re-elected

directors.

Mr. HoYLE proposed a vote of thanks to the Board and the
staff.

Mr. Fox. in seconding the motion, said that in the engineer-
ing world they had watched the gradual recovery of the com-
))any to its premier position. They had not lost sight of the

fact that in the electrical world the company, as regarded both
its capital and constitution, was the premier electrical company
of the country.
The motion was carried, and the Chairman, in reply, said

the Board owed a great debt of gratitude to the managing
director. Mr. Rutherford, for the extremely able manner in

which during the past few yeare he had managed the affairs

of the company.
.\ meeting of the preference shareholders was then held, and

the Chairman pnqxised a resolution to the effect that the bor-
lowing powers of the company be increase<l by the issue of

second debentures. l)ut that the total is.sue of fir.<t and second
debentures sliould not exceed fC50,tKX>. He said it did not
follow that the directors would issne the debentures, but they
aski"<l for jKiwer to do so.

Mr. Gamlin pressed for more infoniiation. as it ,«eemed rather

a large older to ask for such powers when no ordinary dividend
was beitig paid and wlTen they had used up the whole of the

reserve."!.

The Chairman said it* was not correct to .«iay they had used
up their reserves. They had simply transferred it from one
column to another. The issue of .seconil debentures would not

alTect the preference shareholders. When they entered into

a large contract they saw fo it that they made enough profit to

pay interest on the nione\' w hich had to be l)<'>rrowe<l. Tliey

would only is,sue what debentures were neces.sary. and it wouW
mean getting rid of other obligations.

A shareholder said it was qviite legitimate to issue del»en-

tures Ui carry out i'<intra<-ts they expected to get. .\pparently

Ihi^ Board a.sked f<u- powers to is.sue f-i^i.tW sec<ind delvntures,

and it would be interesting to know what rate of interest they

proixisivl to pay.

The Chairman said that obviously at pres»nit thev ciMdd not

make auv issue, ami consequently they had not si^iously con-

sidered the rate of interest. What tliey iwild do. however, if

they had a large coi\tract. was to us.> the debentures as equi-

lateral sa-urity and borrt^w from tlie bank.

The resolution was s<vtuideil bv Mr. rRK.-^TWiril and carried

S|(aiii.sh and (;<'iH>rnl \Virrl«'s.«j Tni>i. Ltd.— A
6nanoinl daily states that the acconnts for the 12 months t»

.TiiTie aoth show a loss of *1,06!<, redueintr a credit hslanoe bronirht

down to i;3..''Sr..

Eh'ctiif Weldiiiii ( «.—The Fiiiinirlal Timtf states tluit

the report of this coiin">ny says that "s soon as the halanoe of

the capital has been enllec^etl, the diret'tors propose to submit

BUgiresHons for the liquidation of the oompany.

.Viisrio - I'orftiffiicsp 'IVlfpliouc Co.. Ltd. — Tlie

directors have declared an interim dividend of 3 per cent., lee*

income-tai.

Brazilian Trartioii. Liirlif and Vower Co.. Ltd.—
The directors have declared a dividend of 1 i per cent, on the issued

ordinary capital stock.
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Xorwii'li IllccCiic Tramways Co.—The directors
report timt the resultB for the year to .lune 30th were as (oUowb :

—
Total roueiplB, £89,120; total expenditure, £2H,0<4

; net profit,

iEll,U7(;, plus £U0 brought forward, makinif £11,217. The
directors reoommend that £2,300 be placed to reeervefund acoouat,
i;7,'.»20 to the payment of :t per cent, dividend, and £ry7 to be
carried forward.— financier.

\a\vs k I'lioiii. I.lil.—The directors' report for the year
tj AutfuBt 8th last, states (says the Financial Timrx) that the net
profit, after providint; for depreciation of plant and machinery,
interest on mortcaee debenture stock, and £2,00u to write down
investmentB, ii 1 11,520 which, with £6,y28 brouKht forward,
makes £21,448. The directors reoommend a dividend for the
year on ordinary shares at 2J per cent., less tax, transferrinjf to

reserve fund £4,000 and carrying forward £8,428.

La IMata IHrctric Iraiiiwa.N.s, litil.—The report (ac-

cording to the Finimrii r) states that the result of the working for

the half-year to June 3ii;h shows receipts £29,699, expenses
£2-',o:i8, profit for half-year £7,ii01, phu £330 brought forward.
After allowing for debenture stock and other interest, but without
any further contribution for reserves or renewals fund, there would
remain a balance of £5,l'1i'.

Itiisbaiic Klfctric Tiaiinvavs lii\fstiiient Co.. Ltd.—
The directors have decided to postpone the payment of the final

call of £2 on the new ordinary shares from October 15th to

Xovember 16th. It has been decided to pay the usual interim
dividend of 48. per share on the ordinary shares on December let.

Calcutta Electric Siipplv Coipovatioii. Ltd.—The
number of units delivered to consumers during the four weeks
ended August 28th, l;U4, amounted to 1,387,301, compared with
1,207,735 units in the cjrresponding four weeks of 1913.

Aii!il(»-Aiii«'ricau Tcleurapli Co., Ltd.— Interim
dividend for the quarter ended September 30th, l;il4, of los. per
cent, on the ordinary stock and £1 lOs per cent, on the preferred
stock, less income-tax, payable on October 31st.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Taesday Evening,

FbOM the Stock Exchange point of view, the news which has come
through since last week has been of the mixed variety, with the
pleasant side uppermost. Monday's dispatches from General
French, with the steady progress made by the Allies and the Naval
engagement in which four German destroyers were sunk, put more
heart into Stock Exchange quotations than was in them just pre-
viously. It is a little curious to notice how the fortunes of war
are retieoted in tendency rather than in prices

; good news brings
along buyers of Consols, Canadian Pacifies, a few oil shares and
foreign bonds

;
whereas, when the contrast is provided, business

shrinks to nothing at all, so that fir.Tis of brokers with large
clienti-les may go for a couple of days without doing a solitary
transaction. Efforts are being directed towards reopening the
Stock Exchange in time for a settlement 'on November 18th, but,
pending some announcement of Government guarantee to bankers
in respect of Stock Exchange loans, it is difficult to see how the
markets can be restarted without grave danger to prices, and there-
fore to public peace of mind.
The success of the London and South-Western Railway issue has

already been noted here. The price rose at one time to 2J pre-
mium above the issue price of V^i, but some of the allottees found
the premium too great an attraction not to be secured ; and, on
a little selling, the price backed to lOlJ, to rally again to 102i.
At this the return per cent, is £4 lOs., if the issue is repaid in five

years, or £4 158. per cent, if it runs for its allotted span, till 1924.
Other Home Railway stocks are distinctly dull. Metropolitans
have gone back to 30i, Districts to 18 J. Underground Electric
" A " shares keep firm at 68., on the assumption that the London
General Omnibus Company must be doing extraordinarily well in
cons-quence of the war, and is likely to continue its present
prosperity.

The chairman of the Underground Electric Railways Company
is Sir Edgar Speyer, whose recent retirement from his well-
known firm of Messrs. Speyer Brothers is a formality brought
about by reason of the war. The firm has occupied such a
prominent position in the financial world connected with
London's tubes and trams, that rumour was disposed to link
Sir Edgar's retirement with the dulness of Metropolitans and
Districts, though, in point of fact, the two things had no con-
nection.

Home Railways, as a whole, have given way principally
because of the uncertainty that has arisen with regard to the
next dividend-payment possibilities. The official announcement
that the Government would make up to the railways such amount
of traffic as they might lose in connection with movements of
troops, has not been followed by any statement as to the policy
which the companies themselves will pursue with regard to the
next dividends. Therefore, the hyper- cautious are hinting at the
possibility of substantial reductions, as to which it may be pointed
out that the pessimists are taking time by the forelock, inasmuch
aa the railway world has only juat lately completed the first half

of the second six months of the year. The Ilome Railway market
is in a tender condition, and it takes little to briuK aboat such
cessation of buying orders as is immediately reflected in falling

prices.

The melancholy appearance presented by London atreeta aft«r

dark is about as bad an advertisement as could be devised for the

shares of the Metropolitan electric eapply companies. Ingenaitj
strives to probe what may be the reasons at the back of the otiicial

mind for plunging London into more than semi-darkneM, when to

the plain man i> the street there seems so little obvious need for

i^. Electric lighting shares have not given way, simply becaase

there is no active market in them.
Amongst the few things which have changed hanie within the

laat few days are Chelseas, done at 4', Metropolitan Ordinary at

three guineas, City of London Preference at 12,'. and County Pre-

ference at IHi; The River Plate Electricity Supply Company
has put forward proposals for the raising of fre^h capital, in the

shape of new 6 per cent. Preference stock ; and a meeting,has be< n
calli=d to give effect to this.

The London County Council, at its first meeting after the
summer recess, adopted without debate a recommendation that

notice should be given by public advertisement of the Conncil's

intention to consider at the meeting on November 10th the pro-

posal that it should take the necessary measures for promoting
Parliamentary legislation deailing with the establishment of a new
electricity undertaking for the County of London and certain

arljoining districts. The prophetic is always a dangerous rule,

otherwise we should feel tempted to guess that the coming pro-

posals are not likely to differ greatly ia principle from those

advocated in one or two previous schemes.
The British Electric Traction Company anneunces that it has

received substantial support for its scheme of re-organising the

capital, but that, having regard to the present state of affairs, the

(iirectors deem it advisable to take no steps juat now. Conse-
quently the matter is shelved for a while. Since the Stock
Exchange closed there have been few dealings in the company's
securities ;

pricea are merely nominal.

The Brazilian Traction Company has aroused some criticism, as

well as pleasure, by announcing the usual quarterly dividend of

1 i per cent, on its Common shares. The declaration had the effect,

anyway, of raising the price from 45 to 47, at which it now stands.

The criticism was directed to the obvious fact that, at a time like

this, exceptional steps for strengthening the financial position of

any company would be fully justified, and that the distribution of

this 1 1 per cent, did not err on the side of austerity.

It may be pointed out that the bargain-hunter has a fine chance,

at the time of writing, in a small scrap of Sao Paulo Tramway,
Light and Power First Mortgage bond, which is offered at 83, and
could probably be picked up nearer 80. On July 30th the price

was 99, and the security at the back of the bond ia covered many
times.

This week's new issue in the electrical department is ?!500,000

Ist Mortgage Sinking Fund 5 per cent. Gold Bonds, offered by
the Pennsylvania Water and Power Company at 88 per cent.,

plus accrued interest. The price, when the Houae closed, of the

existing issue of bands waa 95 J middle ; and the company's
report, iasned from New York on Septeml)er 30th, showed the

business to be advancing by leaps and bounds. The preaent iasue

is required for reimbursement of the company's treasure for

moneys expended out of income on an extension line to Baltimore.

At the end of October there should be a total installed capacity

of 111,000 HP. The actual price in London works out

to ;i2S for people who pay up at once, and £92 lOs. 9d. for

those who elect to pay by instalments.

In the Telegraph market, the tendency has been for people to

pick up some of the Preference isauea, such, for example, as

Globe Telegraph and Trust Preference, wanted at 12 | or rather

more ;
Anglo-American Telegraph 6 per cent. Preferred, for

which prospective buyers are bidding 100, and several others of

the same kind. Eastern Telegraph Ordinary stock is quiet at

125. Eastern Extension shares are Hi, and have changed hands

on the basis of this figure within the past day or two. New
York Telephone bonda are firm at 95. which includea the interest

due on November 1st. Maroonia dipped to 303., but rallied again

to l;-. Canadian Marconis are duller at 4s. 6d., Americans at 9s.

The improvement in Manufacturing varieties stiU continues.

Edison A: Swan partly-paid are a shilling up at 5s. 6d., and the

full-paid are I to the good at 1 J, while business was done the

other day in the company's 4 per cent. Debenture stock at 69.

British Westinghouae Preference changed hands at SOs. 3d. For
other shares of this class there is a steady demand, without causing

much alteration, however, in the prices.

Of the foreign traction atocka, Anglo-Argentine 4J per cent.

Debenture at 95i looka dear in compariaon with the company's
5 per cent. Debenture stock, which can be picked up at a little

below 90. Adelaide Electric 5 per cent. Debenture—indicated

here the other day aa cheap at 102i-is now:} higher, investors

absorbing the security day by day. Consolidated Company of

Baltimore Debenture stock has been done at lOOJ cj- dividend,

which is a good price for it.

Armament shares have experienced a certain weakness, there

being preaaure to sell from provincial centres where, apparently,

money was wanted. Vickers fell to 33a., Armstrongs to 37a. 6d.,

B.S.A. to 523. 6d. But rallies have since taken place, and the

respective pricea at the moment are 33s. lOJd., 38s. 6d. and 53s. 6d.

The Rubber market calls for no particular attention. The
material has gone up a trifle, though not sufficiently to bring

about any change in prices of shares. This market, with the rest,

waa favourably affected by the more aatiafactory character of the

newa received last Sunday and Monday.
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EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF ELECTRICAL GOODS DURING SEPTEMBER. 1914.

We publish herewith the September returns of electricul eiportand
import busines", which, it will be noticed, show a coneiderable

recovery over the August figures.

la the export section the September total amounted to £287,7.",!,

a figure which, while it compares badly with the half million per

month average before the war. yet represents a satisfactory increase

on the total of £238,621 recorded for August.
The imports total for September amounted to £111,174, also

representing a comparatively large increase as compared with
August (£87,031), while the re-exports at £0,116 were about
£1,000 less than in August.
While the machinery exports remained practically stationary as

compared with the previous month, coniriderable improvement iB

shown in almost every other export section, and, although boBinen
is on a reduced scale, it is being maintained all over the world.

The electrical imports, which, for various reasons, are of interest

at the present time, show an increase in value of £21,000 on the

month, for although Gsrman business with as han vaniiihed, cor
trans-Atlantic oou>>ine and other neutral coontriea have increased

their supplies to this country.

Particularly does this apply to Holland, which supplies the only

notable example of a great increase on pre-war trade, and which
sent ns some £9, .500 worth of electricai material in September,

almost entirely comprising lampe and lamp parte.

Registered Exports of British and Irisii Electrical Goods from the United Kingdom.

Destination of exports and country consigning
importB.
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LARGE INDUCTION MOTORS: SOME
FEATURES OF MECHANICAL DESIGN.

Bv Ci. MOORES, B.Sc. Edk.

{Continued from page b\l.')

Shifts.—The provision of a shaft of ample strength and
rigidity is, of course, a vital necessity in the design of a

large motor, and we find in practice that the proportions of

a shaft are usually dejiendent not on the stresses due to

twisting and bending, but on the maximum ]iermi8sible

deflection, which latter is generally determined by the size

of the air-gap of the machine. When the shaft is deflected,

or when the rotor for any other reason is displaced from the

true centre of the bore of the stator, there comes into play

an unbalanced magnetic pull which tends to increase the

displacement, and therefore the deflection of the shaft. This
magnetic pull may act downwards in the same direction as

the weight of the rotor, hence it must be allowed for in

calculating the shaft detlection.

There are several approximate methods of determining

the amount of thi.s detlection, based upon the assumption of

a i)arallel shaft of equivalent diameter, but as this assump-
tion frefiuontly introduces considerable error, it is often

necessary to calculate the detlection by some more accurate

method. An example from actual practice is given here of

a graphical method of doing this which is as convenient and
gives as great a degree of accuracy as any. The case is one

of a i*,000-H.r. motor running at a speed of 400 r.i'.m.

The weight of the rotor was ll.OnO lb., and the unbalanced

magnetic pull calculated for a deflection of 01 in. was
13,1100 lb. The weight of the colle<tor was 500 lb.,

and the weight of the shaft is allowed for in the loads

shown.

The shaft is flrst drawn to scale, and the bending

moment curve, fig. 28 (c), is obtained as follows :— Drop

to the dolled line in lig. {>), which latter dotted line

divides the load line proportionally U) the loads on the

bearings.

Let scale of shaft length be " /;
" inches per inch, and

scale of loads be " '/ " lb. per inch. Then the bending
moment at any point on the shaft = .\ il h n inch lb.,

where .\ is the depth of the diagram in inches vertically

below the point considered.

To construct the deflection curve the proctdnie is as

follows :— From each shaft shoulder, and from as many
points between the shoulders as necessary, droj) ordinates hs

shown in the figure. Let depth of h m. diagram at any
one of these ordinates be a inches. I>ivide each value of a

by d\ where » is the diameter of the shaft at each ordinate

considered. We now require a curve whose ordinates are

proportional to these values w/d*. .As these values are

unworkably small, multiply by some qonvenient numljer

approximately equal to d* (taking a rough average value

of d)— in the present case 10' was chosen. Then on the

ordinates last drawn mark off lenglhs /' = «/i)^ x 10\
By joining up the various points, complete now the

several figures 1 to 10 fig. (//). Then from the centres of

gravity of these figures drop ordinates as shown through
fig. (rf). Compute the area of each figure in fig. (i), and
by reducing to some suitable scale " / " sq. inches per inch,

construct a load line— fig. (/)—reckoning the areas as

loads. Take a pole distant m from this load line, and join

up as shown. Complete the polygon, fig. (rf), in a similar

manner to the r..M. diagram.

Now this polygon is the deflection diagram, and the depths

at various points are proportional to the detiectiona at these

points. With scales as given above, the scale of the

Ji H K 1 d

deflection diagram will be

64
10^

inches per inch.

ordinates as shown from centres of loads and centres of

bearings, fig. («). Draw the vertical load line, fig. (e),

with divisions proportional to the various loads. Choose

any pole distant H from the load line, and join up the

various points on the load line to this pole. Then by draw-

ing lines parallel to these, complete the polygon fig. (e).

Note that the resultant line of this polygon is parallel

If lines are drawn in fig. {d) parallel to the two ontsidc

ines in the load diagram, then these lines will intersect

at a jioint vertically below the

g maximum depth of the deflection

diagram. Then by measuring this

depth and dividing by the above

scale, the maximum deflection of the

shaft will be obtained. In the

present example the scales used

were (in the original which is

here reduced) h = 01 in. d =
2,000 lb. H = 3 in. / = 4 sq. in.

,M = 4 in. The scale of the

deflection diagram was, therefore,

148'5, and its depth measuri

1-30 in., the actual deflection w
l-39/14S'5 = -0004 in.

As an instance of the degree of

accuracy obtainable in the construc-

tion of these figures, it may be

mentioned that two persons recently

drew the figures for a particular

case, using different scales and

different positions of ordinates, and
their results differed by less than

2 per cent.

Shafts for large high-speed motors

are frequently specially constructed

to provide air passages through the

puDchings which are mounted
directly on the shaft. Sometimes

such shafts are swelled out at the

centre, and large slots, like key-

ways, are milled along the centre

portion. These slots allow air to

obtain access to ventilating spaces

which are provided in the rotor.

In the rotor previously illustrated of the British Thomson-

Houston high-speed motor, the shaft is milled down at the

centre to a triangular shape for the same purpose.

Stator Windings.

It will be assumed, unless otherwise stated in dealing with

this subject, that stators have half-closed slots, as open slots
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are rarely met with in large induction motors. Stator

windiDRS for three-phase machines may be classified as shown

below :
—

Concentric windings for sinf^le-phase are wound " single

tier "or "single plane " (fig. ift), for two-phase they are

two tier, and for three-phase either two tier 6g. 30) or

1 r

flrdinary. Special.

The slots may be either " bar " or " wire " wound ; in

the former case the bars must be pushed through the slots

from one end, and in the latter case there is a choice of

three methods:— (1) Threading the wire through from

one end of the slot by hand, one turn at a time, i.e.. hand-

winding
; (2) forming coils, usually termed " mush " coils,

roughly on a mould, and inserting them in the slot by

aisi V//A

HEVJ

slipping one wire at a time through the slot opening,

whioh must be larger than the diameter of the wire :

(.3) forming what are known as "push-through" coils on

ii nnuld. This last type of coil is formed with its indi-

vidual turns disconnected and their ends straightened out ;

the complete coil is pushed through the slots from one end

of the machine, and its disconnected ends arc then bent

over and connected to one anoiher so as to put the turns in

series, or parallel, or as may be required.

The end connections of a stator winding— that is, the

portion of ihe coils outside the slots—are made in various

n n n n D
Fig. 32.—SiN«LK-TiER Diagram

shapes, the chief being the " concentric " type, the

"diamond" or "barrel" type, and the "involute" or
" butterfly " type.

Har-wound machines may be made with any of those

Fir, .is.—TsvoTiKR Diagram.

three types of end-connections. Of wire-wound machines,

those that are hand-wound are nearly always of the concentric

type, as also are practically all push-through coils.

Fig, :u.—Thbketieb Diagram, Obdi.sarv.

three tier Tfig. .31). Farther, three-tier windings may be

either ordinary, or specially arranged to be suitable for a

Fig. 3."..

—

Three-tier Diagram: Speciai,—For Split Statob,

split stator frame so that no coils will have to be interfered

with when one part of the stator is removed, diagrams of

these four types of concentric windings are given in figs. 32

to 35.

(7'o be concluded.)

ELECTRIC BRASS MELTING.

Bt G. H. CLAMER and carl BERING.

{Ah.itracf ofpapi^r /ire.sentfii at the Annual Meeting of the AmeBICAN
fNSTITUTE OF MeTALS, Sfjifcnher. 1914, cit CliU^njo. TU.^

The purpose of this paper is to describe some recent researches

and developments in the Held of commercial brass meltinfr. with
a special type of furnace. The advantaees which electrical

furnaces have over combustion furnaces for commercial brass

melting- are well known. These researches were made with the

Herinpr furnace, a new type of electric furnace whioh promised to

be especially well adapted to brass meltinfr.

It is the opinion of the writers, which is also shared by many
others, that the direct arc furnace will never be likely to l>e a

commercial success for melting brass. In the direct heatic);

resistance furnaces with which the present restarches were made,
the heat is set free directly in the metal it*elf by pafsinp the cur-

rent through the liquid metal. There is therefore no transmission

of heat, hence no loss of time or temperature, and there need b«

no excessive temperatures. The electric energy in the metal ia

set free .•\s heat instantaneously and with a perfect e rticienoy, the

only losses being utter the heat has got into the metal and in leading

the current into the metal, both of whioh losses are subject to

control.

In the type of furnace used in these re-«^arches the heat is set

free as such in a small portion of the liquid metal in heating holes

at the bottom of the hearth, and then by means of a pressure pro-

duced by a recently discovered and peculiar electromagnetic force

known as the "pinch effect." this heatc«l metal is "squirted"
with considerable force into the main bath, whereby its heat is

carried very quickly into the bath and is there diftribufed, and
whereby the metal is at the same time very thoionghly stirred,

making it uniform. The cold metal is melted by immersion in

this hot bath, as in all covered crucible melting. Cold metal,

when immersed in tuiH^rheated liquid metal «nd wetted by it, takes

up heat remarkably rapidly, and anything that increases the speed

of melting lowers the stand-by losses, hence i>oking the cold metal
down into the hot bath is an advantage. This " pinch pressure

"

operates like a valvelesspump. forcibly expelling the freshly-heated

metal from the heating holes or channels, called resisters. and
sucking in the cooler liquid metal from the bath.

This peculiar and heretofore unknown electromsgnetic forc«,

whioh is of considerable magnitude, was noticed by one of the

author') some yeais ago, in a resistance steel furnace with open
channels, and proved to t>e fatal to that furnace, as it kept break-

ing or pinching off the column of liquid by crushing it ; it is the
first mechanical force internal to a conductor known fo the electric

art. all the other forces being external. In the present type this

force was applied to ciroamferentially closed channels of liquid
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metal pubmerired b«neath the butb. fto that rupture could uu

loni;«r take place ; the force tendini; to crDBh the conductiDK

column of liquid metal wa« thereby made to " mnirt " it out of the

heating holeo, whereby the abHolutely eBeential rapid circulation

in there heaterH is produced. Thid type of furnace iu Kometimcs
referred to an the " pinch i-ircct furnace," as thiB peculiar force i»

the uaderlyini; and ensential feature of it.

Snoh a furnace heatH the liquid metal from the bottom, which
is thecorrfct way to heat any liquid, and of course the moat rapid

way ; for thiB reaHon, acid the fact that the electrical energy is con-

verted into heat inntantaneouHly (that ii>, without involviui; the

Blower transmiBsiou by radiation or conduction), the heatint; can be

done very rapidly, dtpendinit on how much electric power one is

willinf; to nse.

Due to this rapid heating the lo^BeB of heat are reduced, becauee

the time durint; which the metal ib kept hot is ehortened. If a

ton of metal per hour is melted and poured in .".OO-lb. lots every

16 minutes in a small furnace, the continuous stand-by losfes

through the walls and the top will be only thoBe from BOO lb.,

while if melted and poured in ton lota every hour these loBses will

be several times as freat.

The ideal method therefore is to melt and pour as quickly as

possible, hence in as small lots as the particular conditions of the

foundry require, though this of course need not be carried to

extremes. It is thought, however, that for small castings at least, a

high-power tilting braes furnace of this type could be constructed

small enough to be transported to the moulds, pouring directly

into thom, thereby saving the process of pouring with a ladle,

with its labour cost, and the cost of the superheat necessarily in-

volved in indirect pouring.

In general this furnace consists of a shell lined so as to foim a

hearth. At the bottom of this hearth there are several cylindrical

holes, usually inclined, extending into the lining and closed at their

outer ends by the metallic electrodes, usually made of the same
metal as that to be melted, or of graphite. The electric current,

ltd into the furnace by means of these electrodes, passes through
the columns of liquid metal in these holes, and it is here that the

electric energy is converted into heat and the freshly heated metal
is squirted out into that in the hearth. These heating holes are

technically called the resisters, as it is the electric resistance of

the metal in these holes which causes the electric energy to be

converted into heat. The electrodes lead out to the outside of the

furnace, where they are attached to transformers in which the

kind of current required by this furnace is generated. These
transformers are preferably secured mrchanically to the shell;

hence the heating can continue while the furnace is tilting for

pouring.

In starting from the cold state this furnace must first be primed
with a small charge of liquid metal, enough to fill the holes and
the bottom of the hearth, so that the circuit for the current is

established. A few fragments of zinc, tin or aluminium inserted

in the bottoms of the holes ensure the union of the liquid priming
metal with the electrodes at the first start from the cold. During
regular poniiig, enough liquid is retained to maintain this electric

circuit.

On shutting down the furnace, it is tilted or drained so far that

the heating holes are also emptied of their metal except for a

short stump at the bottom. In some cases the charges in the

fuinice were allowed to freeze, and it was afterwards started up
again by melting the solid charge with the cnrrent ; but at present

this is not recommended as a general rule except when the metal
in the furnace is not hot short, as hot short metal is apt to break
the electric circuit by cracking in the resisters when the furnace

cools or is heated up. A blast fuel flame is desirable for starting

up a furnace with a frozen charge.

An electric furnace has its best efficiency when run continuously

day and night , this is also better for the lining, which may become
strained by repeated heating and cooling. The cost of electric

energy is also generally less per KW.-hour for continuous than for

intermittent supply. When this continuous running is not prac-

ticable, thij furnace may be kept hot overnight with about 20 per

cent, of its normal inpnt. A large body of metal in a well-heated

and well-insulated furnace will keep liquid in the bottom for a
number of houra without any current.

In its present form this brass furnace requires very little attend-

ance while running normally, and it is at its best when run at a

uniform rate of melting. One operator can well attend to several

furnaces or undertake some other duties. It requires intelligent

care when starting from the cold to establish good electrical con-

tact with the fluid priming charge ; this starting is easily learned,

but must be done conscientiously ; after first starting no particular

care is required.

The chief attention required during noimal lUDning is not to

waste electric energy or endanger the lining or the electrodes by
unnecessarily high temperatures, as the heat accumulates rapidly

after the metal is all melted ; its temperature had best be deter-

mined by the use of pyrometers, which is convenient in this type

of furnace.

Any degree of superheat can be obtained, depending only on the

money one is willing to spend for this superheat. One need merely

keep the melted metal in the furnace with the full current on.

Owing to the higher cost of electrio-heat, it is, of course, desirable

to require as little superheating as possible. The ideal method
would be to cast directly from the furnace into the moulds, by
bringing the moulds to the furnace, say, on a sort of suspended

carrousel or by fioating them on a canal. Every degree of super-

heat saved adds to the efficiency of the furnace and to the daily

output of a given furnace.

There is no danger at all of "burning" or oxidising the metal,

as the air can be entirely excluded and the atmosphere may even

itn made reduiiiig with charcoal. Hulphur fumes are of course

atweut. The zinc Iosh Ih practically negligible, an the furnace i»

normally sealed, being opened only fur cbnrging and pouring.

The regular and continuiuB upward mutiun of the metal
squirted from the heating holes bringH all the molten metal
repeatedly to the top, where all hUBpended matter is released and
then Moats, Hence there takes place a kind of mechanical refiniog^

of the metal.

The loBB of brass in the avhes in the ordinary fuel melting pro-

cesses, in, of course, entirely avoided. This, together with the
practically negligible loss of zinc uh fumes, means a saving in the
metal, and the value of the mital thuB savtd gees well toward
paying for the current.

The wearing away of the walls of the heating holes was at first

exgrccted to be an important matter, but this wear seems to be
either negligible or entirely absent even in steel furnaces, in which
the temperatureB are much higher ; the latter become coated with
a black layer which seems to replace itself as fast ao it wears away.
In brass furnaces, when care is taken not to let any slag get into

the holes on emptying the furnace conjplct«-ly before a shut-

down, the walls of these holes remain clean and smooth, and are
entirely unattacked.

The cost of relining. which takes the place of the cost of the
crucibleB in fuel furnaces, will not.be great, being no doubt con-
siderably less than the cost of the crucibles. In the improved type,

with the heating holes coming in from the side instead of from
the bottom, the relining is a simple matter.

The flow of metal in the heating holes is downward at their

circumference and upward in the centre ; the outward velocity is

by far the greater ; the flow is steady and not intermittent.

A large amount of heat can be carried out of these holes

effectively by the rapidly flowing metal i it exceeds that of a row
of electric arcs in those holes. At present about 25 to 50 Kw. are
converted into heat in each hole (or, roughly, about SO.fcjO to

200,000 B.T,U., or 20,000 to 45,000 kg. cal. per hour) with the
probability that this can be considerably increased. The correct

proportioning of these holes and the current is of great importance.
These proportions are quite different for brass and for steel. The
furnace must be especially designed for each metal, though
variations in the compositions of brasscB and bronzes can be taken
care of in the same furnace by regulation of the electric cnrrent.

Even copper with its very low leaistance can be melted com-
mercially in these furnaces without requiring unpractical pro-

portions. The higher the electrical resistivity of a metal the better

the proportions become.
The rapid flowing of the metal in the heating holes, which is

the basis of this type of furnace, is a phenomenon based on the
use of a large current, hence these furnaces must be operated with
low voltages and great amperspe. For this reason the currents are
best converted by transformers attached directly to the fnrnace. as
long leads for such large currents would be expensive and
troublesome.
Oar researches have shown, however, that the currents may be

much smaller than was at first supposed. Our brass furnace is

running with about half the current originally intended and
double the voltage. This is due to the development of an
unexpectedly high counter-electromotive force, which is a very
favoorsble feature, as it improves the proportions of the furnaces,

by enabling lower currents to be used. The energy represented by
this counter-electromotive force is also converted into useful

heat.

Under normal conditions the cnrrent is perfectly steady, hence
these furnaces become a very desirable " load " for central stations,

and may for this reason be granted lower rates, especially as the
current need net be cut off during pouring, and because the furnace
could easily be cut out of circuit (except for a small current to

keep it hot) during the time of the so-called " peak ''
loads, during

which the charges for current are necessarily somewhat higher.

Should the ammeter needles start to oscillate it means that the

columns of liquid metal in the holes are parting either because the
level of the liquid metal above the holes is too low, or in the case

of zinc alloys, that the temperature is unnecessarily high, causing
some zinc to volatilise and form bubbles in the heating holes. In
either case the addition of some cold metal will at once stop it.

The operator soon learns how to avoid both.

Any of the usual alternating currents used for lighting or power
can be adapted to this furnace, as they are always transformed at

the fnrnace to the required voltage and current. Single-phase,

two-phase or three-phase currents can be used without any com-
plications, there being then two, four or three heating holes

;

three-phase current is probably the best, and is the kind most
generally available. Any frequency may be used, although, of

course, the lower the frequency the better.

The power factor of this furnace, even with 60 cycles, was found
to be in the eighties and nineties, and even this small reduction

from 100 per cent, was no doubt largely, if not aU, in the trans-

formers, and could be avoided by a better design of the transformers.

In a steel furnace with a frequency of 25, the power factor was
practically 100 per cent.

As the top and all but one side are free from all electric

appliances, the slag or skimming doors, spout, feeding hopper, roof,

&c.| may be located and constructed as the owner prefers. The
furnace may readily be made to tilt around the spout or lip as a
centre, thereby facilitating casting directly into moulds, which
saves considerable expensive superheating and labour.

This type of furnace is applicable to quite email as well as to

quite large sizss.

In melting many tons of light, curly and oily brass chips with
much mechanically mixed iron, we cast in the form of clean ingots

nearly S lb. per KW.-hour delivered to the furnace transformers.
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equal to about 12'5 KW.-hours per 100 lb. poured ; a cousi'ierable

portion of thiH enersry went into the droea and wan lout throujrh

the open hopper, throutfh whiuh the cold chanre had to be

"poked." Moreover, the transformers were not working prop-jrly

and were waatiner much heat, and iu this particular furnace there

were four electrodes (for a two-phase current l, instead of only
three (for a three-phase current), which latter would be nnre
(feneral, hence the electrode losses were frreater than they would
be normally ; and the electrodes had been proportioned for a

much larfrer current, hence were unnecessarily wasteful in heat
loss.

Short runs, with clean ing;ot charges, indicated that, even with
these easily-avoidable excesses in the losses, In lb. per KW".-honr

could be obtained in this furnace, hence, in better desisrne, even
better efficiencies than this can reasonably be expected. But this

figure depends largely on the amount of Bt%)erheat reijuired by the
particular foundryman.
The economy of the electric melting could be greatly increased

by preheating the charge with a fuel flame, preferably in an
anxiliaiy furnace, to only such a temperature at which no oxidation
takes place. Nearly half the melt<ng heat could thus be intro-

duced into the metal whereby the economy of the electric heating
could be nearly doubled. Such low temperature heat is more
cheaply produced by fuel, while the high temperature heat is

introduced into the metal more cheaply electrically, hence tbia

combination of both gives the best total economy.
Comparative costs with fuel furnaces can be only crude because

the data concerning them differ so very greatly in different

foundries. But taking what appear to be fair general averages
largely from the recent Bulletin 73 of the Bureau of Mines
compiled by Dr. 11. W. Clillett, the following rough comparisons
can be made :

—

He concludes that the average loss of metal in fuel furnaces is

about 2'5 per cent, per melt ; it is probably greater in moet
foundries. We will assume this low figure and allow J per cent,

for the electric furnace. Limiting this comparison to only the
fuel or current, the crucibles and the loss of metal, gives the fol-

lowing per 100 lb., assuming Ul per gross ton for the coke, and the
average value of the metal as 10 cents per pound, baaed on the
present low metal value ; ordinarily it averages about 50 per cent,

higher :

—
Tilting, forced draught, coke, furnaces : Cents.

Coke, 20 1b :r6

Metal loss, 2'5 lb. 25
Crucibles 6

Total .

Open flame, tilting, oil furnaces :

Oil, 3 gal. at 4 cents

Metal loss, 3 lb.

Relining ...

are

12

30
12

Total (to which should be added the cost of the
compressed air blast) ... ... 43'2

Electric furnace :

Power at 1 cent per KW.-hr. and 10 lb. per KW.-hr.... 10
Metal loss, Jib 5
Relining r2

Total 17-2

Power at 1 5 cents per KW.-hr., and 8 lb. per KW.-hr. 18'8

Metal loss, J lb.

Relining ... 1-2

26-0

The labour cost for charging, pouring and attending to the
operation of the furnace may be the same, but the costs of starting

the fircn and for the handling of the coal and a'tbe;'. are ftbwnt
in the oil and electric far lacet. and nhoald, therefore, be added to
cos'.H for the coko furna-jes. lu the wrought braes iaduatry there
is a Having of labour with the electric furnace due to larger ingotc,
which would no doubt be a much greater item than the difference
in cost of melting.

In the above tabulated data, taking as an average 38 centa per
100 lb. for coke furnace) and 2') for the electric, the saving
in a plant melting 20 tons per day would be nearly S22,0Cij per
year of 300 days : or for oil furnaces at 432 and electric at
20 cents, the saving would be nearly 528,000 per year, which
should be credited to the first cost of the electric furnace.

In estimating the cost of melting it is important to coniider
not only the items tabulated above, but also the cleanlinefs of
this " boiled '' metal, theavoidance of oxidation or of the formation
of sulphides, the possible uniformity of tempprature, the produotion
of any desired superheat, the possibility of casting directly into the
moulds with its saving of labour, the comfort of the labourer*,
the economy of floor space, the increase of output by running day
and night, the absence of handling of coke, ashes, oil, compressed
air, fee, the saving of time in starting fires, kz., all of which have
a money valoe also which may in some cases be even a large factor
than the mere cost of the power alone. On the other side of the
account in the cost of the furnace, the cooling water, its attendance
(.one man who could easily attend to several furnace* ), and the
relining

; under normal running conditions there is nothing
about the furnace which is consumed or wears out except the
lining ; the electrodes are not consumed. This furnace gives the
owners of a foundry increased opportunities to carry out what i«

Fig. 1.

—

Herinc: UO-kw, Fubsace.

known as scientific management, or, in other wordi, to get the
best returns per dollar invested in the plant and in its

operation.

The present furnace could not be run to its fall capacity of

120 KW, but only to about 110, on account of the transformers.

By merely changing transformers it is probable that the rate

of melting could be doubled by doubling the power input, as

certain unexpected and favourable features showed themselves
after the furnace was starteil. The hearth held about 1,,'>00 lb.,

and about half of this was retained to facilitate melting the next
charge. From the foundryman's standpoint the melting: was
quite satisfactory, and the ease of manipulation and preventing

F., electrode o^olinu block; S. secoiidarv lesid/B, plumbago blocks:
H, resister holes ; H, plumbago hoods ; P, water pities ; L, electrode lugs.

FlOj 2,— lACKEI' AND ElKCTKICAI, CONNKCTIOKS FX)B

UO-KW. Fdrnaok.

T, transformer ; 8, Bec<^nd«riee ; R, resi^ten ; TR, trnnnion : O. chk
9P, f|xnit; WB, water block : E, electrode.

Fig. 3.—Jackkt and Electrical Coxnkctioxs roB
IJO-KW. THIiEE-PHAiiE FCKSACE.
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loBB of metal leuvun little tu be denired. When eloiieil there was no
eenaible radiant beat from the outBide.

The development of this type of furnace involved many diffl-

oultieii largely because it was an entirely new and Homewhat
radical departure from existini; practice, henoe no precedentu
oziutud. All the dutii fur cunutructini; it had tu b«*fuunduut
experimentally, and each trial furnace had to be run to deutruc-

tion tu brin^ out itB weak paints. Our uorap heap contained
probably about 6ii fnruaceH.

The electrodes, which are of metal, are necessarily liquid at their

hot ends and solid at the cold ends, hence must be carefully
designed and proportioned, so that on the one hand they do not
melt back too far, and on the other hand do not carry off too much
of the heat. The earlier troubles with the lining were overcome
after tindint; suitable materials and tampin)^ them especially

compact with a pneumatic rammer. In brass furnaces the
poeaiible troubles due to cracks in the lining around the heating
holes and electrodes, whereby electrical short circuits might occur
by the metal entering the cracks, were completely overcome by
enclosing these parts of the furnace with hoods made of the tough
plumbago used for making crucibles.

The outside of the 1 1 0-KW. furnace is shown in fig. 1. It is a
two-phttse furnace. The two transformers are seen underneath

;

they tilt with the furnace. For each transformer there are two
vertical heating holes, thus making each transformer independent
of the other. A three-phase furnace with three translormere,
three electrodes and three heating holes, would be better. Fig. 2
is an outline and diagrammatic vertical cross-section in which B
are the heating holes or resiaters. In a later and better design the
hearth, electrodes and heating holes are arranged as in tig. 3,

which makes the relining and repairs of the heating holes easier
than when they are at the bottom, as they are in figs. 1 and '2.

This improved form also permits of turning around the spout as a
centre, which is considered by many to be an important advantage,
and which does not exist in the form in fig. I.

The furnace shown in fig. 1 has been criticised for being so
large outside ; but thick walls economise heat, which is more
important in electric than in fuel furnaces, as the cost per unit of
heat is greater. Bricks are cheaper than kilowatts, hence the first

investment in thicker walls was more economical than to suffer
the continued losses of expensive kilowatts.

..|,(.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR, 1914.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

Compiled espiessly for this journal by MtsSRS. W. P. Thompson Si Co
Electrical Patent Agents, 285, Higti Holborn, London, W.C, anj :

Liverpool anti Bratltord, to whom all inquiries should be addressed.

niei^y delivctrd by iillrrii.i(iii|j currcnl*. K. Abko. Oclutiri l»lti l.^dOll

lo tf,6t«0/lU) (Coniplele.)

2e,7M) " Kleclric healcri." C R BlUlHC. October {)lh

!iU,79«. " Electric •wilcho.' F. U. Hult it H. Suith OcloUf »ih
(Divided application on 2Ji.833.'13 May lllh, 1914) (Complete

j

iO.mi " Coin-(r.-.d apparatus l..i t.^ling in mual .ilr-n^lb ol pull and
elr.iric circuit endurance " U Kmst Ori,,l,.-r llr"i

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
Cu|iieii u( any o[ the Spcciticaliuns in the (uilowin|f list may be obtained

or MitsSRS. W. P. 'liioufixiN & IJo., 285, High Holborn, W.C. anil at
Liverpool and llradford

; price, post free, 9<J. (in stamps).

13.137. K.I1I.WAV Uluck 'IHLioKArii Inuicitoks. a. T. Ulackhall & C. M.
J.Rubb. June 6lh.

lU.l'ia. TELCCRiriir. F. C. Creed, and Creed, Bille, & Co. August 22nd.

21,U2<J. liLtcTsic Glow Liui«. C. O. Bastian. Septrinbrr 17th.

21,191. Illuminators or REfLEcrokS applicable to Electric a.no utiikr
.AuvKKTisiNo Signs and the like. H. Ijoulion. .September 19th.

21,472. MACNETO-ELECtRic MACHINES. I'. L. Hullisier. September 23rd.

21,921. 'lELEPiioNE Exchange .Apparatls. D. H. Kennedy & J. W. 'lurner
September 29th.

21,997. Electricallv-iieateo Hot Air .Syringes L'Sed in the Practice oi

Dental Sckgekv. U. F. Gadd & Weslern Dental Manulacluring Co. Seplemb< i

30lh.

22,14G. SVSTEM AND APPAR.tTt S FOR. HIGH-SPEED TeLECKAPHV. J. Cell
October 1st.

22,4U2. Electric Cooking Ovk^.i. U. Ihomas & E. Thomas. (Jctober 4ih.

23,492. Electrical Clt-octs ok Flies. L. A. Waller i E I). Kr»lwa>
October 17tli.

24,5()U. ElectrolvtiC .Apparatcs. J. T. N'iblett. October 29lh.

25,144. Production or .Alkali .Metal .Allocs bv the Electrol\sis or .\lkai i

llVDKOMDE IN THE MOLTEN StaTL AND IN THE OBTAINMENT THEREI'HOM Of .ALKAM
Metals and .Alkali Metal Complu-nd.'s. K. .A. .Ashcroft. November 4tb.

25,477. Electrical Switchis ok Circuit-breakers. B. Holt & H. Smith.
November 7th.

26,623. Voltage Regciators for Electric Generators. .A. H. Olmstcad.
November 19th.

30,1117. iJttTRic I!ei.i,3, 11. C. Tu.lor. December 3I-t.

181.4.

231. Suspenders for Electric Cables and the like. P. Huniingtun.
January 5th.

719. Sparking-plugs for Internal-combustion Engines. I-". H. Hluemel
S: Bluemel Bros., Ltd. January lOlh.

5,34(;. Electric Diaphr.vgm Horns ok .\hrms. W, W. Dean. March 2nd.

(March 15th, 1913.)

5,693. Electric Contact Deviux.s for .Arc Lamps, A'akiable Resistances.
and the like. a. T. Dowdell. March fiih.

10,473. Electric Diaphragm .Alarms. Thomas Crosbee & Sons, Ltii., and
T. S. Rogers. April 28th.

12,983. Electrically-operated Lock for Railway Carriage and other Doors.

J W. Wollers, A. McCaw, & .A. Wollcrs. .May 27th.

20.551. " Magnetic separation." S. Bruck. October 5th. (.Addition to
11,898/11. Convention date, October 4th, 1913, Germany.) (Complete.)

20.552. ' Magnetic separators." S. Bruck. October 5th. (.Addition to
11,898/11. Convention date, October 3rd, 1913, Germany.) (Complete.)

20.556. "Switch (or testing telegraph lines." E. D. Gledall. October 5lh.
(Complete.) •

20.557. " Electric current transmission systems." British Thomson-Houston
Co. (General Electric Co., United States.). October 6th.

20,563. " Electric switches of the tumbler tvpe." A. S. Bi..ack.man it S. R
Windle. October Sth.

20,580. Electric Lamp Holders. J. H. Collie. October 6th.

20,587. " Instrument for testing low-tension magiretos as used on internal
combustion engines." E. J. Davis. October Cth.

20,595. " Fluorescent screen localiser with combination of stereoscopic phc.lo-
graphic attachment for use with the X-ravs for localising bullets and other
purposes." T. Cl.ark. October 6th.

20,603. "Attachment to prevent theft of eUclric lamps or glnhes." II
Maddiok. -October 6th. (Convention date, Fcbruarv l!)lh, 1914. Austr.ili..,!
(Complete.)

20,633. "Accumulator cells made of ebonite or the like." E. S. Sevmoe k
and St. Helens Cable & Rubber Co., Ltd. October 7ih.

20,636. " Telegraphic gun." H. A. WhinCup & H. Whitaker. Oclnh.r 7lh

20,646. " Electricity meters." Simplex Conduits, Ltd., & L. .M. W.tTtK-
HOU3E. October 7lh.

20.650. "Apparatus for generating high-tension eleclriciiv." J. K. James.
J. B. WiLTciE, A. Kenvon ii W. Torrance. October 7lh.

20,671. " Electrodes for secondary batteries." A. Connell Ik 11. S. Hc.hne.
October 7th.

20,687. " Means for rendering air-, damp-, and water-tight the junction ol
electric wires or cables with boxes or casings containing electric apparatus and
the like." .A. Holmes & T. H. Brieriev. October 8lh.

30,695. " Electric fuse or cut-out boxes having multiple ways." C. F.
Parkinson, A. H. Railing cK: C. C. Garrard. October 8lh. (Complete.)

J. F. Webb Si. Sir

20,718. " Electric arc lamps." F. Proctor. October Sth.

20,776. " Electrical igniting-apparalus for internal combustion engines."
F. E. Wilson & W. A. Shepherd. October 9th.

20.782. " Electric machines." E. Mabelli. October 9th. (Convention date,
October 25th, 1913. Italy.) (Complete.)

20.783. " Electric machines." E. Marelli. October 9lh. (Convention date
May 6th, 1914, Italy.) (Complete.)

20.784. " Electric machines." E. Marelli, October 9lh. (Convention date,
March 21st, 1914. Italy.) (Complete.)

The Electric Vehicle Couimittee.—A meeting of this

Committee was held on October 2nil, when the final design for

the standard sign for charging stations and garages was approved
;

it may be made up either as an illuminated sign or as an enamelled

iron plate sign. The Committee inspected a sample standaril

charging plug and receptacle submitted to it by Messrs. Reyrolle

and Co., and, having approved of it, ordered it to be submitted

t) the Engineering Standards Committee.
With reference to the specification for this plug, published in

the Electeical Review, pages 447 and 448, the Committee
decided to amend slightly the wording referring to the handle

of the plug in which is embodied the cable gripping device, and
to make it read that the handle can be made of malleable cast-

iron. It was also decided to give the option of making the outer

shell of the plug or receptacle from galvanised steel or bronze

tubing.

The secretary reported that the contributions to the working
fund received to date totalled £129, and there were still some
promised contributions to be received.

The Committee has already fixed the standard range of charging

voltage as from 85 to 120 volts, and it was decided to make it clear

that this voltage was suitable for 44 lead plate cells as a maximum.
In view of the experience that a gong was not sufficient for

clearing a way for the electric vehicle in crowded streets, the

opinion was expressed that a loud electrically-operated horn wa i

the best type of signal.

It was decided to invite Mr. Percy Still, the engineer and
manager of the Chelsea Electric Supply Co., to become a member
of the Committee.

Fans V. Fire.—The use of electric fans as an adjunct

hy a fire department in putting out a blaze appears to be novel,

la Boston not long ago a fire broke out in the basement of a

building occupied by a wholesale paint and chemical cont^rn.

The fames and smoke became so thick that it was impossible for

the firemen to enter the basement or direct a jet with any
effectiveness, when someone thought of electric fans. Half-n-

dozen of the ordinary 16-in. size were requisitioned by the fire

chief, and their breeze was directed down the stairway. After tie

rear basement windows had been broken to allow of the escajie

of the smoke and fumes, the fans gradually cleared the basement,

so that the firemen could work quickly and effectively in extiu-

guishing the fiames.
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H ALABASTER, GATEHOUSE & CO.,

4, Ludgate Hill, London, E C.

The Institution of Civil Engineers has rendered signal

service to the engineering industry generally by keeping in

view not only the practical side of the engineer's training,

but also his general and technical education. From time to

time inquiries and conferences have been held under the

auspices of the Council, and we have before us a report of

the Special Committee ajipointed l.y the rouncil in

1012 to consider the Practical Training cf Engineers,

this report having been adopted by the Council on

.July 7th this j-ear. As far back as 18ijx an exhaustive

inquiry was made by the Instituiion into the conditions and

systems of education in the United Kingdom, and in foreign

countries ; the results of this inquiry were published in the

year 1870. Again, in 1801 another statement was published

dealing very fully with the facilities afforded at that time by

the engineering schools of universities and colleges with;n

the British Dominions. In the year 1003 the subject was

again discussed at an engineering conference of the Institu-

tion, and also at the meetings of the Institution of Mechanical

Engineers, the Institution of Naval Architects, the North-

East Coast Institute of Engineers and Shipbuilders, and

other important engineering societies outside London. Tery

wide differences of opinion were manifested as to the

best methods of training engineers, but there was

a consensus of opinion throughout the industry that

the time had arrived for a thorough investigation

of the subject by some body representative of all

branches of engineering, whose conclusions would command

the attention of all who were interested in the education

and training of engineers. This general desire found ex-

pression in a letter addressed by the President of the In-

stitution of Mechanical Engineers in May, 1003, to the

President of the Institution of Civil Engineers, in which

it was stated that the Council of the former considered it

desirable that a Committee of the Institution of Civil En-

gineers should be appointed by the Council to consider and
report upon the whole subject of engineering education.

The immediate outcome of this letter was the formation of

a Committee, which included representatives from practically

all the leading engineerinij societies in the country. The
Institution of Eleotricul Engiueers was, on that 0(.'cas;on.

represented by tlie late Mr. R. K. Gray. .Vs a result

tletiuite recommendations were made in a report proseuted

by the Committee in lOOti, with respect not only to

engineering training hut also to preparatory edu(.")Uiou.

It is one of the sUK'k cx>iuplaints of technical teachers

that the youths who come to them for technical instruction

are generally so imperfectly grounded in mathematics and
other elementary subjects that a considerable amount of time

which could moi-e profitably be devoted t<.> specific technical

subjects has to be allocated to the teaching of the elements

of general etlucation. Without going into much detail, we
iniy summarise the recommendations of the Comraitt«'

referred to as follows ;— It was considered that ihe

standard of education for a boy intended for the engin-

eering profession should he equivalent to that required

by the Institution Stutlentship Examinations, and
that his specialised training should not commence until

about the age of 17 years. It was desirable also that a

leaving examination should be held generally by secondary

schools, the standanl being equivalent, say, to a niatricu-

71
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lalion exiimiimlioii of the UnivL-raities ami Cjllefjt'H.

AJviuict'J history uiiid geography, and eBsay and pri'uis

writing should be inchi led in the ordinary Bchojl curri-

cuUiaa, and an intro(hn;tioii to En>(li8h literature sliould

form jiiirt of the l'in;i;lish subject*) taught. Whilst

Latin was considered desirable, ( J reek was not nt^cessary

;

but l/;itin should be discontinued during the last two

years of atteridanco at school. F'^rench and German
should be taught cijlliKiuially, and instruction in niathe-

niatic4 should be given by methods dilVoring considerably

from those usually a lopted, which apiteared to treat the

subject merely as a meatal exercise. It was particularly

urged that the instruction in practical arithmetic should be

carried further than had bein generally the case hitherto,

particularly with the object of encouraging the use of con-

tractei methods, and o])orations in mental arithmetic. A
general knowledge of elementary physics and chemistry

should be awiuired, and special attention should be given to

drawing, including geometrical drawing with orthographic

projection, curve drawing, freehand drawing and practical

mensuration. Handicrafts such as carpentry or turning, or

elementary field surveying, might be encouraged as a

recreation, but, not as a school exercise.

On the subject of engineering training, the recommenda-

tions of the Committee were briefly as follows:—The
practical training should be divided into two parts whenever

possible, the preliminary stage to consist of at least one year

spent in mechanical engineering workshops. [It is important

to note this, because there is a wide divergence of opinion

as to whether the workshop training should precede or

succeed technical college training.] The alternation of

college study and practical training, that is to say, the

sandwich system, was only feasible when (as in Sijotch

I'niversities) the college vacation praoticilly occupied half

the year. It was further recommended that at least three

to four years should be spent in practical training, including

the above-mentioned preliminary workshop course, and that

as regards the technical training, facilities for post-graduate

work by engineering students should be considerably

increased with a view to the encouragement of special

research work. Whilst this imjuiry was proceeding an

inquiry was also conducted by the Association of Technical

Institutions as to the co-operation of employers in the tech-

nical training of their apprentices, and a comprehensive

report was issued in 1905, in whi.-h the work at the leading

technical institutions and polyte:;huics was described, and

also the nature of the apprenticeship systems in vogue in

many of the large engineering works.

These two reports have had an appreciable influence in

concentrating attention on the allied subjects of engineering

training and the apprenticeship system, and there has been

a real attempt in the meantime to take advantage of the

various recommendations which were made with a view not

only to improving the methods of general and technical

education, but also to bringing about some kind of co-operation

between employers and technical institutes. The question

of apprenticeship is a two-sided one, as it deals, first, with

the rank and file, whose ultimate object is to become skilled

artisans, and, secondly, with those more highly-educated

youths who hope to become professional engineers. It is

with the latter that the Institution of Civil Engineers,

and, in fact, all the learned engineering societies, are chiefly

concerned.

Following up its previous work, the Institution of Civil

Engineers held a Conference on the Education and Train-

ing of Engineers in June, I'Jll, under the presidency of Mr.

Alexander Siemens, the then president of the Institution of

Civil Engineers. This Conference was divided into three

sections, dealing with— (1) General Education; (2) Scientific

Training ; and (3) Practical Training.

Whilst no definite resolution was adopted by the Con-

ference, the trend of opinion was to the effect that the

Council of the Institution should use its influence to secure

a continuity of study between those public schools where

the elements of science are taught and the Universities

and Technical Colleges. This would mean that the

course of education at the one would begin where that

at the other left off, so that a pupil leaving a public

school and entering a University or Technical College

would not have to start from the beginning and go over

most of the ground he had already covered, but woald be able

to take up ut once a gpucialmed couriie of engineering study.

With a view to facilitate the above it was the view of the

Conference that a close connection between the masters who
taught science in public schools and the Institution of Civil

Engineers was desirable, and that the Council of the Institu-

tion should endeavour to induce the Universities and Tech-
nical ('alleges to adopt such courses of study, say six months
during the winter, that the " sandwich " system could be

adopted if desired, a system which is not possible with the
" terms " now customary. It was also suggested that the

Council should endeavour tt) produce some co-ordination

between the colleges and engineering employers so that pro-

perly qualified students might be able to get practical train-

ing for a period of, say, 21 to 30 months on the sandwich

or some other system when vacancies occurred in the works

of such employers.

As an outcome of the suggestions of the 1911 Conference

a special Committee was appointed by the Council of the

Institution of Civil i'^ngineers in 1912 to consider the

following questions :

—

1. Whether any steps can be taken to define more clearly

the conditions of the practical training in the various

branches of the engineering profession required by the by-laws.

2. Whether any steps can be taken to establish some co-

ordination between engineering colleges and engineers and
other employers, so that tlie practical training of well-

educated students may be facilitated.

1 1 will be appreciated that in appointing a Committee of

Inquiry the Council took note of the suggestions of the

1911 Conference, and, moreover, gave to the Committee an

additional subject for consideration, namely, the question as

• to the kind of practical training which adequately meets

the conditions contemplated by the by-laws. The expression

"training" is defiael as "opportunities of observing and
acquiring some experience of the varied operations incident

to the particular branch of engineering pursued, which

opportunities should be suitable to the needs of young

engineers whose aim is the design and direction of engineer-

ing work."

The kind of regular training contemplated by the by-

laws is a regular pupilage or apprenticeship by tho-e who
do not receive systematic collegiate technical education : or,

a full three-year course in good engineering colleges with a

shorter period of practical training. But the conditions of

apprenticeship are not what they were when the by-laws

were formulated, and many youths pass through a works

without any written indentures at all. In fact it is

shown by the replies to the specific questions put to

employers by the Committee that 25 per cent, of the

employers do not take pupils or apprentices at all,

whilst 25 per cent, of those who are called apprentices

are not bound by any indentures or legal agreement.

The period of practical training (which here means

either " workshop " training or time served with a con-

sulting engineer) ranges from two to five years, depending

upon the nature and extent of the technical training

previously received. It is the absence of a written agree-

ment or indentures of apprenticeship, or even a certificate

from the employer that a regular course of workshop train-

ing has been gone through, which makes it so difficult to

form a judgment as to the qualifications of candidates

presenting themselves for admission to the Institution.

The report covers over GO pages of printed matter, and

contains so much that is of general interest to engineers

that we propose to deal with the evidence presented to, and

the conclusions arrived at by, the Committee in a future

issue.

South
American
Trade.

The Engineering Record of August

22nd, falling into line with other United

States journals, asks " Who will supply

South America's needs ? " and quotes the

views of a number of men said to be thoroughly familiar

with South American conditions. Our contemporary says :
—

" American exporters can accomplish now, literally (sir)

in a few days, what they could not have done in 50 or 100

years had not this Continental conflict showed the way."
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To this, in London, the obvious reply is :
" We don't

think." And the diffioalties that our cousins are goiu<? to

meet are not ignored by the suithoritie.s who contribute to

the above-mentioned symposium.
The Argentine Ambassador, for example, points out that

it will be necessary for the American manufacturer

to change his business methods ; he cannot obtain trade by

postal circulars—travelling salesmen familiar with the

country are indispensable, and tenders should be delivered

in person, not through the post. Banking facilities are

being arranged, and it is for Americans to supply the ships.

Mr. M. A. Oudin, manager of the foreign department of the

General Electric Co., U.S.A., draws attention to the economic

depression in South America, which has been intensified by

the war, and the lessening of the purchasing power of S.A.

countries by the partial closing of Ejropean markets to their

products. The essential elements in the exploitation of

manufactures abroad, he says, are representation, price, and

quality. " What America is especially weak in abroad is

personal representation. The splendid machinery used by

England in her foreign trade has been built up during a

century. . . . What we need most abroad is .Vmerican

business houses. Until our small manufacturer can soil

his goods through such concerns established abroad his

business is bound to be more or less intermittent. . . .

In the beginning American manufacturers should make up

their minds to spend a large amount in investigations of

foreign markets. They should expect no return for the

first year or two."

Another authority says that all the efforts of the American

manufacturers can avail nothing unless they can create a

merchant marine quickly, and this point is further empha-
sised by Dr. E. L- Corthell, a consulting engineer of wide

experience in South America, who shows that neither of the

countries concerned possesses the necessary deep-sea shipping.

The latter also warns his fellow-countrymen that to capture

S.A. trade will be no easy task, while another engineer, Mr.

Fred. Lavis, takes a very moderate view of the chances of

the United States, which has no capital to lend, and will

itself be hampered by the loss of European loans.

Mr. Lavis recognises that England will be able to con-

tinue manufacturing without great interruption, and that

South American countries will limit their purchases to

urgent needs.

Since writing the above, it has been brought to our

knowledge that the publishers of the Eiigineeriiiij Urnml, and

other well-known journals, have set on foot inquiries in

South America with a view to ascertaining the requirements

of that country, and bringing United States manufacturers

into touch with purchasers who formerly obtained their

supplies from European sources. One of their circular letters,

which we have before us, states that " under ordinary con-

ditions, we would send men to South America to secure first-

hand the information that we must have to carry out our

plan. The exigency of the situation, however, demands
more immediate results than would be obtained in this

manner. We have concluded, therefore, to ask for assist-

ance in a limited way from a few men, like yourself, who are

acquainted with conditions both in the United States and

in South America." The letter goes on to ask for the names

and addresses of men who are interested in the electrical

industry, and for particulars of the immediate and probable

needs for electrical machinery and supplies in the neigh-

bourhood of the addressee. It is clear, therefore,

that the United States electrical manufacturers are at

the foot of the ladder ; they do not know what is wanted

by South America, nor are they aci|anintod with the local

(conditions, or the men in charge ot' industrial enterprises.

We, on the other hand, are well establislicd there, in

Argentina alone we have invested 500 million pounds, and

our total exports to that country in 1H12, which showed an

increase of nearly 1 per cent, over the previous year, were

almost eqnn\ in value to those of (Jermany and the United

States combined. A British Chamber of Commerce has

been established in Buenos Ayres ((113, Calle Sarmiento),

to which British inquiries can be addressed, and onr

interests are otherwise well represented.

We think our electrical manufacturers need not have a

moment's uneasiness with regard to the future of their trade

with South America : the odds arc all in their favour. Even

if the United States were able to secure half of Germany's

trade with that continent, the other half would be a prize

well worth our capture, but so great are the difficulties in

the way, that our only present rival will find the task a very

arduous one, which, moreover, far from being mastered in a

few days, will take years to accomplish. We are there

already ; and if our campaign is well conducted, and the

purchasing power of South .\merican countries improves,

the diversion of the trade to our workshops ought to prove

an easy process. But it will not merely " happen "

;

energetic and sustained action is necessary on our part, and

no time should be lost in commencing the attack.

The Lead
TiJK lead market has become rather

.. .^. (luieter with less pressure of mquiry from
Position. i . T. u • V u f »i.

Russia. Russian buying has been of the

greatest assistance to the market for some weeks, and the

time when shipments to onr great northern ally are rendered

impossible because of the stoppage of navigation in the

Arctic port of Archangel (which is the enforced destination

of the goods being sent into the country through the

practical closing of the Baltic by Germany) is awaited with

some anxiety. It is much feared that the cessation of ship-

ments of lead to Russia would have a bad influence upon

selling prices of lead, but this remains to be seen. The

restriction of production at the mines and smelters in Spain,

and particularly in Australia, is bound to be of prime

importance upon the position sooner or later, but it is

doubtful whether output or consumption has suffered

the more severely since war broke out. In Australia

there has been some resumption of work at properties which

had been stopped entirely, and the directors of the Zinc Cor-

poration have now intimated officially that an arrangement has

been made with the Broken Hill Prop. Co., to smelt a reduced

tonnage of leady concentrates from the corporation's lead

mill. It is estimated that this will enable the corporation

to keep the lead mill running half-time, and operations on

this basis will be resumed on November 2nd. The arrange-

ment appears to have been dictated not by reason of any

belief that the world wants the lead thus to be produced, but

to give employment to labour on the spot. Meantime, there

has been a steady and regular quantity of lead coming

forward from overseas, and .\merica is quite a ready seller.

There is no doubt that in the United States financial con-

ditions have been, and still are, difficult, and that the desire

to turn lead into gold exists in full measure. This is not to

be wondered at, but e<]ually so the downward tendency of

prices during the past six weeks contains nothing which

need cause surprise. The general home trade is very poor,

though here and there the rollers report that they are doing

a trifle more than they were in sheets and pipes, but

there is a great deal of leeway to be picked up,

and the complete restoration of industrial activity

is far ahead at inesent. The situation of lead in cvnumon

with that of most nutuls, and many otlier commixlitios, hangs

largely upon the developments in France and Belgium. If

it so happened that the Allied forces could wrest a decisive

victory from their foes, then all business here would improve,

for the market is really dependent to an abnormal extent

upon sentiment. Hence it is that the progress of the

military oiH-rations is being watched with tense ansiety.

That we and our .Mlies cjin jwssibly fail in the end is not

a matter for sjHVulati<ni. for we all know that Germany is

doomed, but we want a definite leatl now, before trade and

finance will begin to take the forward psUh apiin. The

main consumptive demand comes still from Government

contractors, and the mere {X-ace uses of the metal occupy a

secxnidary position. There cannot be any alteration in this

respect until the war news frees some of the clo^e*! wheels

of trade. So far as supplies are concerne<l the American

position is uncomfortable, but there is an idea in well-in-

formed channeJs that priws across the Atlantic are near the

bottom, and that the reduction there has really been partly

forced to compel producers to restrict.
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U.S.A. SAFETY RULES FOR THE
OPERATION OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

AND LINES.'

I'liii growth of Compensation Laws in the United

States lias emphasised the necessity lor the adoption

ot salety rules for the electrical industry as well as

lor other industries. As each State makes its own
laws, there is no legislation corresponding to our

Factory Acts or Electric Lighting Acts, and there

are no Government Departments equivalent to our

Home Office or Board ot Trade to make or enforce

safety regulations throughout the States as a whole.

As regards the electrical industry, only one State

has at present adopted any safety rules.

Under a special authorisation by Congress, the

Xational Bureau of Standards has recently been con-

ducting an investigation of life and property hazards

and a" study of safe operating practices and safe

methods of working in regard to electrical equipment

and lines.

The necessity for such an investigation is evident

from the fact that in the year 1913 there were no
fewer than 450 fatal electrical accidents. The in-

quiry has been very thoroughly carried out by the

engineers of the National Bureau. Several of the

States have independently formed commissions to

inquire into the subject. The Bureau of Standards

has conferred with these commissions, and has con-

sulted both company officials and employes. Analysis

of the available electrical accident data has shown a

large proportion of accidents to be preventable by
the observance of definite operating precautions.

Both practice and results liave been found to vary
widely in different localities, and hence local opinion

and custom are not a sufficient guide for commis-
sions and companies desirous of securing adequate
protection. Rules having their source entirely in

local e.xperience or in casual exchange of experi-

ences are liable to be open to the objection that pre

cautions are prescribed to prevent a particular class

of accident only after such an accident has occurred.
They may thus permit the occurrence of accidents

which might be avoided by the observance of rules

proceeding from a broader study and experience.
Thousands of the smaller companies, in the absence
of sufficient data and experience to prepare rules.

have no printed rules in effect.

After careful comparison and analysis of existing
sets of rules, the Bureau of Standards has drawn up
and now offers for criticism and discussion 'a code of
rules which it is suggested should be adopted gener-
ally throughout the States. It is pointed out that

each rule has been subjected to careful scrutiny, and
that the needs of the class of workers to which any
rule is addressed have been kept constantly in mind
and the workers of this class freely consulted. The
resulting code of rules deals entirely with the ques-
tion of safeguarding operation; it does not include
the equally important aspect of the subject—the con-
struction and protection of the apparatus and con-
ductors which have to be operated. At first sight
this may appear to be putting the cart before the
horse. Investigation of electrical accidents in this
countrv, as shown in the annual reports of the Chief
Inspector of Factories, shows that at least as many
accidents are due to the absence of proper protection
of apparatus and conductors or to faulty design as
to neglect of proper care in, working. It is obvious,
however, that the more dangerous the apparatus and
arrangement of conductors, the inore necessity there
will be for safety rules as to their operation.

It is some years since the writer of this article
visited the States, but at that time it was very evi-
dent, and it is even now admitted by Americans,
that the matter of protection of apparatus and con-

* U.« A.. D='t>aTliinent of Commerce. Circular of the Bureau of
tandards, No. 49.

ductor.-. with a view to safeguarding the attendant::

and other persons employed has been very much
neglected, and the standard of salety is generall)

very much lower tlian in this country. In Canada
also it is no better. As an example, the writer rt

cently received from a young electrical engineer ot

his acquaintance who had gone to Canada, a letter

giving an account of some of his experiences. He
had obtained work with an electricity supply com-
pany in a fairly large town. On the second day he

was there a man was killed by electric shock, but

of this he gave no details. He himself received a

bad shock a few days later from an unearthed switch-

box. The description of the conditions under which
he was working at the time of writing shows an
amazing disregard for safety on the part of the com-
pany. His job consisted of cutting up and tapping
metal conduit at a bench placed in a room used as

a workshop at the. back of a io,ooo-volt switchboard
with bare and entirely unprotected conductors within

si.x feet of the vice at which he had to work! No
amount of " operating " rules could be of any use
for ensuring safety when such conditions as this are

permitted. The actual use of a high-tension switch-

board chamber as a workshop, as in this case, may
be of exceptional occurrence, but reports from
engineers visiting both the States and Canada show
that unnecessary exposure of conductors and
apparatus is very much more general than in this

country. Whilst having no desire to minimise the
value of carefully considered operating rules, it

appears to the writer that the value of such rules

in reducing the number of accidents must be largely
discounted if at the same time there are no regula-

tions in reference to the protection of conductors
and apparatus. It is much more effective to screen
off conductors where practicable so that they cannot
be accidentally touched than to tell persons w'ho have
to pass or work near them that they must not touch
them or go within a certain prescribed distance.

It is satisfactory, however, to note that the Bureau
of Standards is not neglecting the other side of the
question, and that rules for construction, installation

and maintenance of electrical equipment to safe-

guard employes and the public are in course of

preparation. Such rules should naturally come be-

fore operating rules, but as they no doubt are more
difficult to frame, and as a considerable time must
necessarily elapse after they are issued before they
can be eft'ectually complied with, the decision of the
Bureau of Standards to issue the operating rules

which can be adopted without delay, and without
waiting for the completion of the structural rules,

is no doubt the best in the circtmistances.

The scope of the rules includes all operation on
or about generating stations, sub-stations, private
plants, power lines, signal lines, tunnels and sub-
ways, and testing departments. The rules are
divided into three sections. The first comprises
rules applicable to the employer, the second general
rviles applying to the employe, and the third special

rules for the employe according to the class of work
he is engag-ed upon. The rules for the employer
deal firstly with organisation, and provide that each
employe shall be furnished with a copy of the rules,

and with an organisation diagram showing the divi-

sion of responsibility between the several classes of
employes, the names and addresses of the physicians
and members of the organisation who are to be
called upon in emergencies, and a copy of rules for
first aid, resuscitation and fire extinguishment.
Similar diagrams, lists and rules are required to be
posted in stations, testing rooms and line wagons.
A properly qualified chief operator is to be directly

responsible to the management for the safe conduct
of all operations. A properly qualified foreman is to
be in charge locally where any work is done if two
or more men are engaged. The employer has to
provide in electrical stations a sufficient supply of
first-aid and fire-extinguishing devices, including
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Jirst-aid outlils, insulatint,' gloves, sleeves, boots,

shields, covers, mats and platforms, protective

goggles with insulating frames, insulating- rods and

tongs, electroscopes, insulating tools, " men-at-

work " tags, (ire-extinguishing appliances, &c., &c.

Report sheets for the reporting of accidents with all

necessary particulars are also to be provided. A
further rule deals with the arrangement and marking

of equipment and lines for the purpose of ready

identification.

There is little in these requirements which would

not as a matter of course be provided for in the case

of any of the larger undertakings in this countr>'.

'Iwo of the rules are, however, specially noteworthy.

One requires that employes shall be thoroughly and

regularly drilled in approved methods of first-aid,

resuscitation, and fire-extinguishment. This is an

excellent requirement, and might with advantage be

more generally adopted in electrical stations and

other works in this country. Although directions

for first-aid in case of electric shock are required by

the Factory Act Regulations to be posted in all elec-

trical works, there is no requirement as to drilling

and practice in the methods, and although first-aid

and fire-extinguishing appliances are in many in-

stances provided in addition, there is seldom suffi-

cient instruction or practice in their use. When the

emergency for which they are intended arises, their

provision is apt to prove ineffectual because the em-
ployes are not immediately able to put them to the

best use.

The other noteworthy rule deals with the qualifij

cations of employes. It provides that each employe

must be qualified for the work he has to perform.

This elementary requirement has its counterpart in

both the Factory and Mines Acts Regulations in this

•country, but the rule goes beyond this and requires

that the employe shall be given his authorisation

only after he has demonstrated his fitness for that

kind of work by examination, and further that he

shall be instructed in the application of the rules to

his work, and that he shall be periodically examined

in order to determine his continued fitness for work
and his knowledge of the safety rules. It does not

.appear who is to conduct the examination. In the

larger undertakings the trained technical staff would

no "doubt be able to examine the employes of the

lower grades. In other cases difficulties would arise

unless diplomas from technical colleges or other

•educational bodies could be accepted, but in such

•cases the examinations would have to be of a

specially practical nature to meet the requirements

for the particular classes of work. Neither the

Factory nor the Mines Regulations in this country

specify any such examination of the employe, though
no doiibt it would be a useful provision if practicable

to enforce.* The Institution of Electrical Engineers

has recently introduced an examination for admis-

sion to the class of Associate Membership, and the

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers grants

certificates after examination, but this is purely

voluntary. These examinations may ultimately

prove of great service to employers in this country

in selecting men for the more important posts, and
incidentally may raise the status of the electrical

engineer-in-charge, but such examinations would
hardly meet the case of the workman who has to

prove his competency in any particular branch of

work.

One more important provision is included in this

rule. It is that no employe shall be permitted to

work unless he be in a competent mental and physi-

cal condition and uses neither intoxicants nor drugs.

This again is no doubt an excellent provision in

theory, but would be extremely tlilficult to enforce
in practice. Even if the prohibition of intoxicants

and drugs is practicable, how is the employer to en-

'*1q New South Wales there is a Government examination for
mininpf elejtrioians.

sure that each employe is every day and all day in a
competent mental and physical condition? A daily

medical examination would be impracticable. The
employes might certainly be instructed that they
must not come to work if they are feeling not quite

up to the mark, but in such a case they would expect
to receive their pay just the same, or at any rate,

say, half-pay. This would inevitably lead to a con-
siderable portion of the staff taking days off when-
ever they felt disinclined for work, and would seri-

ously interfere with the smooth working of the
undertaking. The question would have to take into

account the hours of work. Emergencies some-
times arise when employes may have to work " all

round the clock." It is at such times that a man
requires all his wits, and yet as the hours run on
his mental and physical condition are apt to deteri-

orate accordingly. Overtime, even in emergencies.
would therefore have to be curtailed or prohibited.

{To he concluded.)

THE OTHER WAR.

[COMMUSICATBD.]

Without any intention of dogmatising one may try to ascer-

tain the reasons of German commercial success, and the lines

upon which this other war, to be successful, must be con-

ducted. A few selections from the columns of the Review will

suffice as a take-olT. lu the issue of October 9th, on page 4*6
(column 2), in the Ceylon paiagraph, it is stated:

—"There is

no doubt that the success of German trade in this C^oiony has
been due to the comparative cheapness of the goods when
compared with similar articles of British make. Ifl the whole
of the East cheapne.ss is the main consideration of the pur-

chaser," etc.

On the same page uuder Franco :

" The consensus of opinion

is that the success of German manufacturers in France is

largely due to the fact that their goods appeal to the masses,

while EngUsh makers' only consider the better class buyers,

who are far loss numerous."
On page 487 (column 1) Portugal : "High prices in Portugal,

due to protection, cause a demand for chijap manufactures,
and excessive production in Germany, permitted a lowering of

prices for surplus .suppHos."

One might augment this list, but lot it suffice to show that

there is alumdance of such impartial tirst-hand evidence that,

first and foremost, (iorman goods are cheaper than British,

and the East is not the only locality wherein cheapness is of

primary iinix)rt:ince. Maybe some of our manufacturers can
account for that difference in price. In pa.ssing. however, it

is signiticant to note that "Germany has surplus supplies" to

sell in Portugal. Excessive production is not a malady from
which, as yet, many British electrical firms have sufrer<>d.

Not twenty miles away from the writer is an English works,

built to manufacture electrical g<x)ds, only dating from the

last decade, and now being used as » gaol for German pri-

soners. Within the same radius, but in another direction, is »

disused watch factory serving as a barracks for a newly-enlisted

battalion of " Pals."
" TTnder-production " shut up these two factorie.s, and Por-

tugal buys Germany's surplus. (.")n the face of it one might
supiTose that Britain also buys hor share of that surplus.

\Vlion the Gorman trader .sends his represiMitativo out with
iin initial advant.ige in price he has already half won the battle.

Further, it is said, that wo are not s<") ready to s«^nd our agents
abroad as are our rivals. Tlie British firms who will reap the

benefit first in the now situation are doubtless just those

firms who have already, for some time, had agencies in various

liart^ of the world. To secure reliable and competent agent.s

on the spot takes time, and to .send such out takes more time.

Time in this trade war is oiiually pivcious as it is to the

enemy's legions on the Continent. The Colonies an^ in the

market for gcKxls, the Scandinavian neutrals are without their

usual Gorman supplies, and tlie F.atin cimntries al.iii. Tliey

cannot wait until our acenoies are fitted up; t<v-<1ay is the day.
tivmorrow may be too late.

In this omneetiiMi may be mentioned the chief oiinditions

and terms upon whioh goods ar«»sold in sundry countries in

thosi^ are.is at prt'-stMit partly accessible for business purp<.\st>s.

In Norway and Sweden it is usual io quote c.i f. Scandinavian
l^rt. prices to bo in local coinage, and to include '2\ \>ot c»^nt.

iMinmission for the agent, and iiuotations in the metric sys-

tem. Payment is .secured by the agent, who remits after

deducting ounmi.s-sion. but time of payment is somewhat
longer than the English " monthly account." The same applies

als<i to Soain. except that in rare cases it is possible to obtain
cash acainst docuinentjs. The seller, of oiwrse. pavs all in.sur-

ance charges as far a« the foivign ixirt. In normal times it is
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tlilHcult tu cuiiiiiete in the Scutidiiiiivian iiiarketH; in Bpuin
aliiiiist impoHHibfy at unythinii like remunerative ratex. Witb
rt'naid ti) Euypt and our African colonies, as well an Au»-
tnilia, conditions art' niot>t favourable, and businetis ig more
fieiiuent. Mainifacturers can obtain better terms, and sbip
f.o.b. KuKJisli i)ort, often for cash against documents from
Ix)n<lon nh'ents of the buyers.

(Generally, the ordinary home prices, and certainly ring
prices, are to<i hifih for export orders, but some British firms
have evidently yet to learn that half a loaf i.s, in this case,
better than no bread. To cut prices is not always easy; to
cut in quality, weight or design is more practicable. Bare
copper wire is an instance, however, where no modification is

possible. An electric motor can be altered to suit the market,
and many other articles, in fact the majority, belong to the
latter category rather than to the former.
To come nearer home, however, there is the problem of the

British market to con.sider. 'Jliough a steady oversea trade is

n griMt as-set for any manufacturer, few will dissent from the
view that the primniy consideration should be for the home
market, .\merica, Germany ,and other foreign manufacturing
countries, largo and small, are unanimous upon this point. A
recent correspondent has truly remarked that in general a 15
per cent. difTerence in price nullified an enormous amount of
patriotism at home, and that if the difference is still there,
after the war has passed, things will return to the status quo.
If it be true, for instance, and we believe it is so, that Ger-
many can sell cables 10 per cent, cheaper than our cost price,
we shall realise the necessity of looking to our laurels at
home before worrying unduly about the export trade. No
time or trouble can be spared, no effort must be neglected, in
perfecting all our organisations for the peaceful warfare which
has to he waged in order to put British trade on a footing
upon which it will have a better chance of success that it has
had of late. The method may be this or that, but it must be
no half measure, no laissez faire, or from the outset we shall
be handicapped fatally, and our defeat will be sure if not quick.

THE ELECTRICAL TRADES AND THE
WAR.

(.Co'tiiimed from page .5.')3.)

RoBT. W. Paul.

1. I have plenty of orders in hand from home, Eastern and
American markets, and overtime has been necessary Bince the
outbreak of war.

2. The difficulty of obtaining highly skilled labour has long
been considerable, and is now not greater than before.

3. The flow of new orders is well maintained and is above
the average.

4. Except in the case of the United States, I am not aware
of any considerable diversion of orders to me for goods previously
supplied from Germany. Continental competition in high-
class Bctentifie electrical instruments has never been serious in
the home market, and the absence of orders from Germany and
Austria will probably be balanced by increased orders from Russia,
India and the British Colonies.

5. The temporary difficulty of obtaining certain materials, which
occurred during August, no longer exists.

6. The acceptance of home orders is not affected by existirg
financial conditions. In the case of overseas trade there are
occasional difficulties with respect to payments, and in this matter
unified action on the part of the trade would be welcomed.

7. I have, so far, not found it necessary or advisable to introduce
instruments formerly supplied only from the Continent. I have
received numerous requests from agents to produce copies of Con-
tinental instruments, but have declined these proposals in the
belief that it is inadvisable to perpetuate these types while
equivalent or superior English patterns exist. English manu-
facturers of magnetos, magnets and other apparatus have, how-
ever, been supplied with testing apparatus which were not
previously required. I have for a long time studied the catalogues
of Continental instrument makers, and gradually extended my line
of manufactures, so that it already covers practically all require-
ments for electrical measurement, testing or research ; I have no
present intention of departing from my policy of specialisation in
this direction, since I have ample field for work along existing
lines.

British Insulated and Helsby Cablls, Ltd.

We have pleasure in informing you that we have sufficient
orders in hand to keep our works fully employed, some of the
departments indeed being engaged day and night, and owing to
the latter condition of things, coupled with the fact that a number
of our employes have been taken away for military service, we
have some little difficulty in obtaining an adequate supply of labour.
We are glad to say that new orders appear to be coming in

satisfactorily, and we have been able to secure some of the busi-
ness which has hitherto been placed in Germany by neutral
countries.

With rare exceptions, the supply of raw material is sufficient for
our requirements.

Generally speaking, the financial conditions are such as to
enable us to accept British orders freely, but considerable caution
is necessary in dealing with orders from abroad.

8t. Hklkn.i Caiile and Ui uiikb Co, Ltd.

Replies to quextionB l>'> are generally nimilar to the foregoing

7. Wo are conniderably extending lines of manufacture formerly
dealt with principally by Continental tirmH, euuh as ebonite, bui
although frequently invited wo will not lower the quality of our
mauufooturoH to take the plaue of Continental cableH, A. '., which
previously had a large sale among short-sighted and unpatriotic
buyers in this country.

The Wabdle Engineekino Co., Ltd.

We have so far felt no ill-effects from the war. August is always
a quiet month owing to the holidays, and trade was already on the
decline, bntwe were surprised to find it quite good. In September,
and so far this month, we have been exceedingly buay, in fact, so far
the value of orders received creates a record for the period of the year.

Weacoonnt for this in two ways : First, we areobtainiog orders which
have previously gone to the Continent (and there must have been
many) ; and secondly, the shortage of carbons has necessitated
the use of metallic-filament lamps in the place of arc lamps. On
the other hand, half-watt lamps are scarce, and deliveries bad, and
in addition the reduction of street and shop lighting iu London
and on the East C jast is certainly a disadvantage. Continental busi-

ness seems to be developing, and we are making every effort to

capture it. We have had inquiries from all over the Continent,
including Warsaw. Business from the Colonies, however, seems to

be slack.

With regard to raw materials, sheet /.inc is almost unobtainable,
though fortunately we had a fair stock before the war com-
menced, and we are substituting alumininm, copper, and other
metals, in cases where it is unobtainable. We are, of course,

endeavouring to fulfil the requirements previously supplied from
the Continent, although we cannot get down to their prices,

especially in view of the increased cost of raw materials.

A Lakoe Manufactukino Fibm.

1. We have sufficient orders in hand to keep our works fully-

employed.
2. We have been able to replace a certain proportion of the

employes of the company who have joined the Colours. There is

apparently not much difficulty in obtaining a further supply of
labour, but the billeting of large bodies of troops on the town
makes it hard for workmen brought from other towns to fijid

accommodation.
3. New orders are coming in at a satisfactory rate.

4. A certain amount of business which we are securing, both at
home and abroad and in the Colonies, undoubtedly formerly went
to Continental firms.

5. Generally speaking, the supply of raw material is sufficient.

6. Financial conditions do not prevent our accepting orders
freely.

7. The amount of work in hand makes it difficult for us to under-
take any new lines of manufacture at the present time.

On the Continent and elsewhere we are offered orders for
machinery which had been placed with German and Austrian firms-

before the war, but in many cases we are asked to allow payments
to be spread over several years.

Eoglish manufacturers are not bankers, nor are they controlled
by groups of financial institutions with funds available for this

class of work. If, after the war is concluded, the Continental
manufacturers still find themselves in a position to continue to do
business on the lines of extended terms of payment, then, in our
opinion, some « ffort must be made by British manufacturers to put
themselves into a position to undertake business on similar lines.

The suggestion often made, of the establishment of an industrial
bank, might be a solution, but British bankers are so c nseivative,

that manufacturers will probably have to fall back upon the-

alternative of finding the necessary capital themselves.

The Ceypto Electrical Co.

We are pleased to inform you that we have more than sufficient

orders to keep our works fully employed, but at present, owing to

our having lost a considerable number of men who have gone to

the war, we are having difficulty in getting enough labour to turn
out the machines for which we are getting orders.

New orders are also coming in on the whole at a rate exceeding
the average, and we believe that a good deal of the business we are
now getting is for machines which have previously been supplied
by G rman firms, but, of course, it is a difficult matter in many
cases to prove this ; but we know for a fact that we have several
orders in hand which otherwise would have gone abroad, and this

is particularly the case with regard to orders we are getting from
the Colonies.

We are having very little trouble with regard to the supply of
raw material, but the prices, of course, are somewhat higher,
although deliveries are not as bad as one might expect.

We are accepting all orders we can possibly get, and are refuting
none on account of financial reasons.

We are starting a few lines of special machines to take the place
of those which have been supplied exclusively from Continental
firms previously.

We are also receiving a large number of orders for transformers,,

&o., for cinematograph work, which is rather surprising, as it

seems to us to indicate a very optimistic spirit, as we should have
imagined that a cinematograph show would have been one of the
first to have suffered from the war.
Of course we are very busy with Admiralty and War Office

works, and deliveries iu these cases have to be made very promptly,,
which necessitates a fair amount of overtime.
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Lanodon-Davies Motoe Co.

We are able to reply favoarably to the seven qaeetions which
yon aak ua, and we find trade gradually improving. We are con-

templating starting new lines formerly manufactured by the

Germans, in the near future.

A Finn OP "Allied Manukactubbrs."

Oar works are very fairly employed, bearingf in mind that over
20 per cent, of our total male staff are on active service.

New orderp, of the kind normal prior to the war, come in more
slowly, many prospective purchasers suppending extensions and
other developments involving purchase of machinery.
The supply of raw materials, speaking broadly, has not been

seriously affected by the war.
The financial conditions prevailing are a handicap to extended

business, especially where fresh municipal loans are necessary for

fresh purchases.

Igbanic Electric Co , Ltd.

Like most other people, we anticipated considerable disturbance
from the war ; but, as a matter of fact, we have sufficient orders in

hand to keep our staflf fully employed.
Although manv of our men have joined the Colours, and at first

we had some difficulty on account of new emplojua' lack of

special experience, yet, owing to having a sufficient number of

the old hands remaining, we have overcome the difficulties in

this direction.

New orders are coming in at an encouraging rate, and prospects

are improving.
We have not experienced any seriona difficulties in obtaining raw

materials, and financial conditions appear to be sound, and have not
interfered with our acceptance of orders.

Manufactubers of Accessories.

1. A fair number of orders in hand, but less than the average
for this time of year.

2. Have not so far experienced any difficulty re supply of

labour.

3. New orders are less than the average for this period of the
year, but a few inquiries are near settlement.

i. Cannot trace any new business. The few inquiries so far

received have l)een for flimsy stuff at prices previously declined.

We could only accept such at a financial loss and also loss of

prestige.

5. Hare had little difficulty re supply of raw materials, except
a few lines which will ultimately be displaced by British manu-
facture.

6. The financial conditions are now much easier, and we are able

to accept orders within our usual scope.

7. None so far. We should like to mention that firms when
inquiring for prices have stated that their supplies from the

Continent have been curtailed for the present ; presumably their

ideas on the matter are to purchase from Great Britain as a

temporary stop-gap, and return to their old suppliers when the

chance occurs.

(To be lontiimed.')

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES.

AND PLANT.
FITTINGS

New Street Lighting Fittingr.

The B.T.II. Co. has just introduesd a new lighting fitting with
the polar distribution curve shown in fig. :i herewith.

As shown in the sectional elevation, fig. 2, the lantern consists of

heavy oopper spinnings secured to an internal mild-steel spider, to

forms a gallery, which holds the refiector in the correct potiticn
relative to the lamp.
The globe is secured to a copper rin? ty me»na of dipt held

in position by screws, and this ring in turn is secured to the
lantern frame by three spring latches of a special tjp«, so that the
glob} may be easily removed or inserted, and at the same time is

quite secure when in position.

Owing to the special form of construction, whereby the top
spinning can be removed when the lantern is in position (either en
a chain or attached to a bracket i, easy access is trained to the
interior for wiring. When not connected to a rigid tul)e it is in-

tended that the leads should be carr'ed in beneath the detachable
spinning, which obviates the nece^iiity of employing a weather-
proof hood, with the attendant difficulties of wiring, kc.

It will hi noted that the fitting embodies an upper refi«ctor and
a lower detlsctor, and it is the combination of these two which
produces the desired distribution. The function of the deflector
is to dt fleet the rays which would fall within a 7.)ne of to 50*

from the vertical, and turn them into a direction of about 1{>'~

from the horizontal.

The fitting is especially appl icable to half- watt lamps which, from
the shape of the filament, give a large portion of their candle-
power in a downward direction. The fitting is also supplied
either for single Mazia lamps of the standard type or for clusters

Fic;, 3.

—

Polar Disteibitiox CravE.

of from three to seven sma'ler Mazia lamps. The standard finish

of the lantern is bla k stove enamel, but other coloured enamels
or polished copper finish can be supplied.

The B.T.H. Co. has aUo brought out a new type of weatherproof
lantern for half-watt lamp.', intended for use e.ther indoors or oat
of doors ; it consists of a heavy copper spinning, provided with an
iron bush suitable for attaching to a tut>e or hook. The lower
extremity of the spinning is reinfoiced and provided with snit-

able gallery screws to hold either a plain or a ribl)ed Alahas ball.

The lantern is complete with a B.T.H. porcelain holder, and can
be easily wired, after the removal of the globe, by detaching the

lower portion of the holder. The lantern is well ventilated.

This type of fitting is available either with or without an over-

reflector.

Farther particnlars of these fittings, which are of Britit'h

manufacture, can be obtained on application to the British
Thomson-Houston' Co, Ltd.. MszlaHinse, 77, Upper Thames
Street, E.C.

New Plug: and Socket Connection.

From Mr. .1. W. Asnaxd, 32'.', Sauchiehall Street. Glasgow

—

who is the patentee—we have received a sample of a new type of

plug and focket lonnection. which is claimed to g<t over the

troubles caused l>y b*<l contact, sometimes found with the usual

constructions employed.

In the new type (.o) parallel contact is obtaineei ; (h) the oontaot

improves with usage ; (>•) it can be male in all s'zes, large or small.

Fk;. 2.

—

Section Showini
INTKBNAL CONSTRCCIION.

which the lampholder is also attached. It is so arranged that

by the removal of one nut the upper spinnings can be detached,

giving free access to the holder, jcc . for wiring. The spider also

giving eqnal efficiency ; (iH the contact pressure o*n be varied

according to requirements by making the outer psrt of heavy or

light gauge tubing ; (.•) it is impossible to overstrain the leaves

forming the spring.

The acoompanying aeotional view, fig. 4. .»how9 an example
suitable for connecting two sirgle cables, but it is -liar that the

method can be applied to all apparatus of the draw -out type, \c.

The socket part is machined and saw-cut ; the outer, or spring

portion, ooneists of a piece of solid drawn brass or copper tube cut
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ai4 Hhowii, and flttod over the Hooket part ; the small vertical pin

HerveH to keep all Heotione in paaition ; the plui; part ih machined,
but no Huw cut iu re(|uired.

When the pluK \» inserted in the socket, it forces the sections of

the socket apart apfainst that part of the tube formioK the spring;,

the plui; in return haini; tii;htly held in the socket.

The patentee will be pleased to answer inquiries.

Oll-Electric Set.

The acoompanyini; illustration shows an oil-electrio set con-

structed by the B.\Ri,\\v ENdiNKKiUNc Co., Ltd., of 47, Victoria

Street, S.W., which is of special interest in that the dynamo is a
DC. (reneritor of 2,000 volts pressure. Th« lutter was made by
the India-Rabbor, Gutta-l'ercha and Telo(;raph Works Co, of
Silvertowo, and is bu'lt on a standard frame with a double com-
mutator, and provided with interpolcs. The machine was snb-

j-joted to very stringent tests, and gave a high efficiency. The

Fig. 5.-2 000-voLT Oil-Electric Set.

engine is of the makers' standard type, governed to within 5 volts

in 2,000 at full speed. The set was tested to 50 p;r cent, overload,

and passed the ordeal with ease. The engine is of robust con-

struction and can be run with little experience. The output of

the set is i KW , and we understand that it ia required in connection
with a new industrial enterprise in which direct current at high
voltage is necessary.

LEGAL

Beush Electrical Engineering Co , Ltd.

A petition for the reduction of the capital of this company was
heard by Mr. Jastice Neville, in the Chancery Division, on Friday,
October 23rd.

Mr. Sheldon, who appeared in support of the petition, to which
there was no opposition, said that the compmy was incorporated
in 1889, and there had been several reductions of capital from time
to time and alao rearrangements of capital.

His Lordship said he had been through the figures. Was there
evidence of loss ?

Counsel siid yes, and the loss arose partly through depreciation
of stock and partly through depreciation of patents which were
valued in the goodwill. There had been a very large alteration
in the profit and loss account since 1908, when a large reduction
took place.

His Lordship asked what was the amount of the reduction now
proposed.

Mr Sheldon said they were proposing to write off £235,732,
and a loss of that amount wai proved.

His Lordship sanctioned the reduction as proposed.

Bead and Brooks r. The Stella Conduit Co.

The hearing of this action commenced before Mr. Justice Joyce, in

the Chancery Division, on Friday, the 23rd inst , and continued on
Monday, the 26th inst., it being an action brought by the plaintiffs,

Mr. Albert Eiward R^ad and Mrs. E len Brooks, for an injanction
to restrain the defendantp, who carry on business at the
Highfield Works, Bilston, Staffordshire, from infringing plaintiffs'

Litters r*tentB Nos. 18,376, of the year I'.iOS, and 21,601, of the

year 1U06, the former granted to J. W. Brooks and the plaintiff

A E. Read for "improved means for oonnecting tnbular electrical

conduitx togeth'tr and to their fittingi," and the latter, granted to

the same persons, for "improvements in fittin/s for electrical

conduits" Plaintiffs also claimed damages and the usual relief in

a patent action.

The defence was a denial of the alleged infringement, and a plea

that there was no subject matter in the plaintiffri' letters patent,

and that the alleged invention was not useful and was a more
particular appli'^atiou of common general knowledge which
involved no invention.

Mb. a .1. Walter, K.C., Mr. ColefAX, K.C., and Mr. Warmington
appeared for the plaintiffs ; and Mr. T. T. Terrell, K C , and Mr.
A. Grey for the defendants.

Mk. Walter said that the action was brought for the alleged

infringement of letters patent, the subject matter of which was
extremely simple, but related, however, to a matter as to which
there was considerable demand.
Counsel said electric wires in houses were incased eome-

times in wood, but were always protected in some way or
other. The wires were bound to be isoUted and protected

to prevent people getting at them. There were two ways
of doing this. One wat to carry the wires in grooved pieces of

wood, in wooden troughs, but with that method they had nothing
whatever to do in the present case ; the other method, and that
was the one with which they had to deal, was where the wires
were encased or carried in iron tubes, which, of course, afforded

better protection. Rits could not, for instance, get through and
sever the insulation, as they could do by eating the wood of the
wooden troughs. The metal tubing was made of variou.i sizes,

according to the numbsr of wires to ba drawn through the
tubes. Firj insurance companies and the various building
authorities did not allow bare wires to be put in houses or build-

ings. In the present case they were dealing with devices having
relation to the metal tubes containing the wires. The learned
counsel explained that the plaintiffs' invention consisted of im-
proved means for connecting tubular electric conduits together,

and for connecting the tubular electric conduits to their fittings,

such as elbows, tees, crosses, junction boxe?, switches and the like,

and which enabled the said parts to hold together without screws.
He submitted that there was suhj'ict matter in which the patentees
had done, and that the defendants had baen guilty of
infringement.
Mr Jas. Swinburne gave evidence to the effect that there was

invention in the device adopted by the patentees.

Mr. Terrell, on behalf of the defendants, argued that there
was no subject-matter in the plaintiffs' Letters Patent, their

alleged invention being merely another application of the old
bicycle-head grip for coupling the ends of tubes together.

At the conclusion of the evidence aid the adiressea of coansel,
his Lordship reserved judgment.

Unemployment Benefit.

At the Halifax West Riding Police Court last week, an electrician

named Herbert Willie Pickles, of Elland, was summoned for
making a false statement for the purpose of getting unemployment
benefit under the lasurance Act. According to the evidence pro-

duced by Mr. H. H. Rimsden, of Haddersfield, who prosecuted, the
defendant made an application for benefit under the Act on
July 28th last. He signed the unemployment register in the usual
way and received unemployment benefit. Afterwards, however, it

was ascertained by Mr. Vernon Pearson agent for the Unemploy-
ment Insurance Fund at Elland, that the defendant had worked
three days for a Mr. Turner, electrician, of Elland. The defendant
denied that he had signed the register on the days upon which he
had been working, but the Bench said that they must deal with
the case rather severely. The defendant would be fined IDs. and
228. 6d. costs, with an alternative of 14 days' imprisonment.

The Electrical Engineering and Motor Co.
(Carlisle), Ltd.

In the Chancery Division, on Tuesday, October 27th, Mr. Justice

Eve had before him a motion in ;y The Electrical Engineering
and Motor Co. (Cirlisle), Ltd., Bolton i: The Company.
Mr. Johnstone Edwards, appearing for plaintiffs, said that he

had a motion for a receiver and manager. There was a debenture-

holder's action, there was an execution in and judgment had been
signed upon debts of the company. On the previous day there

was an application to enforce judgment for £75, and other writs

had been issued. Counsel asked for a receiver and manager and
the usual order. The only execution actudUy levied at present

was as to the £75 under a bailiff's warrant.

Mr Manning, for the company, said that he did not want to

put obstacles in the way, as clearly the position of the company
was difficult and serious. He was prepared to submit to the usual

form of consent judgment.
Me. Justice Eve said that of course he could give a judgment

by consent.

His Lordship eventually appointed the Receiver and manager,
with liberty to act at once, the usual order being made upon the

agreement to treat the motion as the trial of the action.
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WAR ITEMS.

BOABD OK TllAUE REPORTS.
The followinpr further information has been received at the

Commercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade :

Jaj/cin.'-H.M. Commercial Attach.- reports, under date Sep-
tember 7th, that the exports of copper are practically at a stand-
still. Minor exports are beinfr dealt in to some extent, and certain
articles, such as chea]) prlasaware, latex cups for the rubber industry,
Si\, are being shipped to the Straits Settlements to take the place
of German goods. Oq the whole, the export trade, though con-
siderably diminished, is being carried on with some vigour.

Jtiissia.—Il.M. Consul-General at Moscow has forwarded a report
received from a reliable source in regard to the machinery import
trade of Russia, which contains a list of various classes of
machinery which have hitherto been imported from various Con-
tinental countries, but which it is considered might now be
replaced by British manufactures. It is stated that about 1.") years
ago German machinery makers sent to Russia representatives who
noted what had been supplied by Britii-h firms, copitd some of the
advantages, and proceeded to remedy defects which were "pointed
out by users, with the result that in a short time machinery was
delivered from Germany which met users' requirements, and was
delivered at Moscow at lower prices than English machines. All
clasees of machinery entering Russia have to pay duty by weight,
and whilst Eoglish makers, with few exceptions, have practically
ignored the riilf that weight plays when duty is imposed upon it,

the Germans have attached importance to it. In many machines
there are heavy rough cast-iron and other parts which could be
made in Russia at a price which would considerably reduce the
total cost of the machine to the purchaser, delivered at his mill or
works. This is a phase in the machinery trade worthy of con-
sideration by English producers of heavy rough machinery who
are desirous of entering the Russian market.
With the development of municipal Institutions in Russia it is

asserted that there is a great field for contractors capable of in-
stalling waterworks, gasworks, electric light and tramway plant,
&c., but recently German firms have invariably obtained such con-
tracts. One of the causes contributing to their success in this
direction has been the ready way in which the German business
houses have met purchasers in regard to terms of payment, A:c.

This has been possible owing to the fact that the interests of
various German makers have been to interwoven that they could
obtain financial support where an isolated English supplier would
fail. Moreover, whenever a big tcheme has been under considera-
tion, the German combines have had their representatives continu-
ally in touch with those who have had the placing of the orders,
and by constantly assisting them free of charge to draw up speci-
fications, these representatives have succeeded in getting specified
just those classes, designs, models and sizes which could only be
obtained from German firms.

British machinery manufacturers who wish to obtain a share of
the Rassian orders hitherto placed in Germany, are urged to com-
mence the necessary propaganda at once, and not wait until the
war has terminated. They should prepare their circulars in the
Russian language, and cause them to be distributed to likely cus-
tomers through reliable agents. The distribution of circulars in
a haphazird way will do little good ; they should be sent out by
firms or individuals on the spot who know exactly who are the
users of the machines described.
The report in question may be inspected by United Kingdom

machinery manufacturers at the Cjmmercial Intelligence Branch
of the Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall Street, London, EC.
The Commercial Intelligence Department of the Board of Trade

has issued two further pamphlets in connection with its campaign
aeries. No. 81 deals with rubber wares (.other than machinery
belting, tires for cycles, motor-cycles, and motor-cars and toys) ;

and No. 82 is devoted to carbons for electric lighting.

The War and Tubkish Tuade.
We have received a communication from a correspondent in

Constantinople bearing on the war and its probable eflfects on
certain branches of British trade in Constantinople. He says
that in considering the matter it is necessary, in the first
place, to have a thorough and definite understanding as to
what our firms at home are anxious to do. These firms
he divides into two distinct groups :—(«) Those desirous of
capturing the trade previously held by the Germans, by en-
deavouring to supply the public with what they have been so far
purchasing from Germany, and (A) those that have been in the
past, and still are, anxious to educate the public to appreciate the
value of a superior article at a higher price. The latter class will,
to a certain extent, profit likewise by this war, but our corres-
pondent's remarks are addressed more directly to the first group,
for sooner or later, when German commerce starts again, it will be
the firms who can supply the same quality of matjrial as their
competitors, and at the same prices, that will derive a permanent
benefit. lie continues :

—
"I ask these firms to bear in mind the following facts, and to

thoroughly appreciate their importance.
<^") Turkey is a country which for some years past has been in

the hands of the Germans, and at the present moment especially, is
very Germanophile. We may no doubt hope that a iter Germany
has been brought to her knees, this feeling may be weakened,
but for a year or two, it has to be taken into account ; that means
to say, that the general public will give preference to German
Kooda if these are still sold at a lower price than the British
prod not,

'(t) Thi Buooeai of a firm here will depend greatly, if not

practically entirely, on the result of ita efforta at the very ontaet
of the resumption of business, for Britain is not the only conntrv
which is trying to profit on thia market by Gernianys eclipse.

' ('•) After examining at work, and seeing the way German
products give satisfaction to their pnrchaaera here, it is moat
essential that our firms should once for all get the paraly-'ng idea
out of their minds that German export* are cheap and naaty.
They are certainly cheap, but they are very often a credit to the
ingenuity and labour of their originators. Engineers who live
abroad, who are constantly in competition with Germans, gradu-
ally realise that they receive at home a wrong impri>efion. and a
fatal one, when they are brought up in their technical schools to
despise German machines, ic. This may not apply to all brancbea
of industry, but in the maj'irity of cases it does. The contequence
is that when an agent informs his piincipals that a certain
article is being constantly sold cheaper by a rival, the nnfailinit
answer ia that it is of a cheaper quality. Granted that thia ia
true usually, yet surely if the market wants a cheaper, but still
reliable, article, it is for the firm to endeavour to produce it. How
do our rivals get hold so thcroughly of business here ' In the
first place simply by asking their clients what they waLt, and not
by telling them what they ought to have ; and. secondly, by adopt-
ing offensive tactics, a policy which so characterises their military
and commercial training. As soon as they fee a British article
appreciated, whether it be a lathe, an electric fitting, a tube, or
a bottle of Worcester sauce, they get full particulars as to price
and characteristics of the article, and then do not rest until they
can produce a cheaper article which can, to a certain extent, equal
the British product. What do our firms do in similar cafes They
usually state that they would rather not compete in the inferior
quality of product asked for. To this I have no answer to give,
and it is not my business to criticise, but if a firm is anxious to
get on here, then it must start working on a different basis, and
carry the war into the enemy's csmp. Competition in Turkey, and
competition in the Colonies are different things, and have to be
treated differently.

' Iron ami .sieH G'lrilem.—These articles are practically all sup-
plied by Germany and Belgium, and the difference in price tietween
the Continental and British product is very appreciable. We have
not as yet been able to get a satisfactory explanation for this.

" BaiU.—These come in a large part from Belgium and Ger-
many, the French lines usually favouring the former, whilst the
German lines such as the Bagdad Railway purchase everything
from Germany.

" TooU, Iron and Steel H"i>c, Wire .Vettimj, Metal Sheetf.—The
large majority of these come from Germany, although Ijigland
and the States import a fair amount of tools. As regards machine
tools the Germans supply a lighter kind of tool aa compared with
the British product, and one which seems to do ita work satisfac-
torily. I have come across several, in various works, and they
have given their customers satisfaction.

''Machinery, Steam Engines, .)/ll^•^.^•.—Nearly all the factoriee
here dating back a few years are equipped with British engines
and boilers. &c., but to an equal degree, nearly all the engines, Xc.,

coming in now, are of German manufacture. The latter do not
possess the same finish, but are well ma:ie and give satisfaction.

" Automobiie.9, Ci/cles and Miitiir>'('yfl,:'.—The Anatrian, German
and French firms share this trade bietween them. The principal
reason is that no British firms care to risk a little money by
opening a garage here and keeping a car or two in stock on this
market. Their competitors have done so, and in consequence, they
get all the orders.

Electrical t'ahlex, iMmpx, Mac/imeri/. — In this line the
Germans excel, and deserve to get all the orders. They supply
all sorts of electrical goods, keep large stocks always, give
splendid deliveries, and are always anxious to satisfy new
needa of customers. In the porcelain line of fittings they
are supreme, and we have sent samples of porcelain switches,
\c., to England repeatedly to l>e matched, and have been unsuc-
cessful in our efforts. As regards electrical cable, we can buv here
cable which is cheaper than bare copper wire in England.
Naturally, we call it rubbish, but the customer fihds that it lasts

for a good few years, and therefore does not mind.
" Our competitors are also much more accommodating with

their terms, and are usually disposed to give their customers a few
months' credit. If only our firms would do the same, when we can
assure them that the clients are safe, big progress would be made.'
FlssnuRT Sti'DKNts Asn tuk Wak,—Any of our readers who

know of any Old Finsbury Students who have joined the Forces,
are asked to send their names, and as many particulars as possible,

to Mr. F. R. C. Rouse, l.\ Clifton Gardens, Golder's Green. X.W.

I.M.E.A. AND Foreign Co.stracts — .\ correspondent says the
officials of the Electricity Committees of Corporations in Lancjishire
and other parts of the north of England have received a lettor during
the last week or two from the Incorporated Municipal lUectrical
Association asking for information with reference to the extent of
the purchase of foreign maiui facturee by Electricity Oomraitteea,
with a view to arrangements being made for the manufacture
thereof by British manufacturers.

Delayed Oontr.\cts.—The delivery of machinery ordered for

the electricity works ext-ensions at Rochdale is being much delayed
owing to the urgency of Admiralty orders received by the manu-
facturers. The manager of the electricity works has been instructed
to do everything possible to expedite delivery.

Soldiers at Evening Ci.assk.-*.—Some thousands of soldiers

are now billeted iu Southport, aud the Education Committee has
decided to admit those who desire it to the evening classes, which
cover a wide range, including electricity and magnetism, electrical
engineering, and aleotrio wiring.
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CaUBONS VOU El.KCTBlCAL Pi IH'OSES.

If we were to inform our readers that " Britiah exportB of

carbons to Oermany and Austria- EIaDf;ary are neifliifible," we
believe that they would make remarks. And if we were to uri;e

upon our traiere that to ensure suooess in exporting carbons to

Italy they must "conduot an enerpetio advertinin? campai^'Q," and

thus "capture a share of the trade hitherto done by thuir Con-

tinental rivals," they mieht well think that all of our staff were at

the war, or ought to be. It is the eweet simplicity of the

Commercial Intelligence Dapartment of the Board of Trade that

allows it to make these statements, for it can hardly be expected

to know all that has been passing lately in the electrical Press

and elsewhere regarding the supplies of carbons available in the

United Kingdom. Its Pamphlet No. «2 is not prepared exclusively

for electrical pe3i)le, and but for the above-mentioned remarkp,

which may mislead the uninitiated, we should think it one of the

most useful of its series of campaign publications. Although

British firms are leas likely to go capturing foreign trade in carbons

than some other lines of manufacture until there are more of

them available, we quote, for the information of those who, we
bslieve, have been giving a good deal of thought to carbon manu-
facture of late, the following statistics, and refer them to the

aforesaid (' I. Department for the complete document: —
Eo'portFi! front Ofriiui iiij t^\'J\2) :

—
Carbon sticks for electrical arc lamps £451,400

Electrode carbons, carbon threads for electrical

illuminating appliances, carborundum articles

other than grinding, polishing and whet stones ;

and other articles of plastic carbon or gas carbon

(retort graphite)

Total

90,200

£541,600

Exported from Austria-IIitngary (1913) :

—

Carbons for lighting purposes, less than 1 kg. per

metre, &o £48,li5

Exported from I'nited Kingdom (1913):

—

Electrical carbons £10,064

The prinoipal Colonial and neutral markets to which these

goods were sent were aj stated below.

The figures for Germany include the value of carbons exported

to the United Kingdom (£9O,6."0), and to Austria-Hungary

(£45,400), and those for Austria-Hungary include exports to

Germany (£21,500), and to the United Kingdom (,£9-200). British

exports of carbons to Germany and Austria- Hungary are negligible.

Deducting these amounts, it appears that the exports of the three

countries to all other markets were as follows :

—
From Germany £405,550

., Austria-Hungary 17,476

„ United Kingdom 10,000

The following statement shows the amounts sent from Germany,
Austria-Hungary, and the United Kingdom respeotively, to each of

the principal markets hitherto supplied with electrioai carbons by
the two first-named countries :

—
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Northampton Tbamways Ma.nagfjb.—At the eleventh hour
and chiefly -with a view to avoiding mtinicipal con teRti", which
would havft thrown the town into a turmoil, the Northampton
Town Gounoil at another »pecial meeting an Monday decided to

give Mr. J. ittHohalk, the tramway munairer, £H00 in lieu of

notice. Mr. (ttachalk, it will be remembered, is of Germnn birth,

and he has managed the tramways during the nine years they

have been owned by the municipality. Agitation for Mr.
Gottschalk's removal commenced upon the outbreak of the

war, but since then he has obtained his naturalisation papers.

A special meeting of the Council confirmed the opinion

of the Tramway Committee, expressed upon three occasions, that
Mr. Gottschalk should continue to hold office, and then the anti-

Gottschalk faction in the town, who had a large following,

threatened to contest the elections, and they secured their candi-

dates, who handed in their papers on Saturday. Feeling in the

town ran so high last week that it was considered advisable by all

parties that a compromise should be arrived at. Representatives of

the pro and anti-Gottschalkites held a meeting, at which the

suggestion was made by the former that Mr. Gottschalk should be

suspended and paid one-third salary— £13;i(;j. Sd. per annum. This
was after Mr. Gottschalk had asked the Tramway Committee to

relieve him of hia post for the period of the war. These terms were
not accepted by the anti-(; jttschalkibes, in spite of the fact

that the Mayor- Elect (Mr. F. C. Parker) had intimated that he
would reconsider his decision to accept the Mayoralty if there

were elections. Monday was the day for the withdrawals at

2 p.m., and the Council met at noon. There was a rather tumultuous
meeting, the attack on Mr. Gottschalk being described

as "un-English, unChristian and dastardly." Half an hour
before the time for withdrawal there was a deadlock, and
the Council agreed to "accept Mr. Gottschalk's resignation," and
compensate him to the extent of £S00. The anti- Gottschalk candi-

dates withdrew, with the exception of one, a few minutes before

two. In this ward there is some personal feeling, and the
candidate is not now an official '' anti-Gottechalk."

.\t the Coancil meeting it was hinted that if the elections

were fought it would not be safe for candidates supporting Mr.
Gottschalk to go about, and there might be a riot. We under-
stand that Mr. Gottschalk, with whom much sympathy has been
expressed, has stated that he ia satisfied with the decision of the
Council.

U.S. Eleotbical Imposts and Exports for AnonsT.—The
Elt'ctrifiil World gives the following monthly summary of the
foreign commerce of the United States issued by the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce. The imports in electric lamps
were valued at i?.)3,40:! in August, 11)11, and >f!4,2'.i6, in August,
1913. This unusual increase may represent the output of foreign
manufacturers who hastened shipment in the early days of the
war. The principal gain was in metallic-filament lamps, which
increased 87 per cent., or from $28,311 to $.")2,9-18. There were no
arc lamp imports in August, and imports of carbon-filament lamps
had a value of but Ji.'SS. Exports, on the other hand, declined

from $2,279,01.5 in August. 1913, to ?1 024,010 in August, 1914.

The value of batteries decreased from $l.5,32(') to S38,722, gene-
rators from Sl34,13G to Si 14, .570, fans from Sl6,408 to ?.•> .,28,

insulated wires and cables from $219,736 to $ril,23(), interior wiring
supplies and fixtures from $(>(i,38.5 to ?l3,r)ll, arc lamps from
$10,387 to ? 1,620, incandescent lamps from $(;;1,522 to $11,930,
motors from SH9,280 to $118,490, static transformers from
$156,727 to $33,609, telegraph instruments from $6,42.5 to $3,101,
telephones from $189,160 to $78,403, and "all others ' from
S952,70r> to $197, .543. The only increase was in meters and
measuring apparatus, the value of which was $23,747 in August,
1914, as compared with nothing in the previous year.

Personal.—The following is a list of employe's in the electricity

department of the Grimsby Corporation who have enlisted in H.M.
Forces :—G. Sampson, A. Gibbons, H. VVilmore, 11. Welham, F.

Wells, T. Thompson (boiler cleaner), H. Iludsoii (engine cleaner),

F. Wilinore (fitter's mate), E. Thompson (joiner's mate), S. Cordock
and S. Bradley (labourers), G. W. Parker (mains superintendent),
A. Nuttall (motor tester), G. Cooper (motor repairer), G. Wilkinson
(joiner), and C. Wells (clinker wheeler).

Mr. J. Callaghan, electrician, in business in Gatsford Road,
Worksop, who, on the outbreak of war, rejoined the King's Own
Yorkshire Light Infantry as a Reservist, is a prisoner of war in

Germany. He was captured whilst wounded on August 26th, and,
in a letter to his' wife, states that he is almost well, and ia being
treated very well.

Lance- Corporal .T. .Tordan, of Bury, who, prior to the war, was
in the service of the Lancashire E.P. Co., is reported missing.

Piivate Hammond and Private Bradley, who were formerly
employed as motor inspector and motorman respectively, and have
returned home from the front wounded, wero frffd at the Black-
burn Corporation Tramway Men's Institute on Tuesday evening,
Ojtobor 13th. Mr. C. Iligham (ex vioo-ohairman of the Tramways
and Electricity Committees) presided, and was supported by Mr.
J. H. Cowell (general msiaager of the tramways), Mr. Redmayne
and others. There was a good attendance. Mr. Cowell emphasised
that the tramway workers were acting nobly during this great
crihis. Fifty-six of the lilackburu staff had already joined the
Colours, and those left behind were contributing over £9 weekly
towards the Prince of Wnles's Fund. Private Bradley returned to
his military duties the following day, but Private Hammond's
furlough has not yet expire*!.

Roll ov Honoir.—Lance-Corporal W. Burns, of Sal ford, who
was a Salford Corporation tramway guard, has been killed in battle.

Private Frank Brad-shaw, of Higher Broughton, Salford, a
motorman in the employ of the Corporation tramways depart-
ment, has died from wounda received in the battle of the Aiane.

All British.—The Duenek-Bitomen Co., of Can*! B«nk. Dept-

ford, and M.?«Bn!. Dassek Broo. A: Co.. T ••' ' "- ' ' -'^-ition

respecting these buiinegses, showing ' .ere

founded and controlled bv British n. ' '-sh

capital and British employ^'. CjI. H. A. ......... . — ..-rof

Dussek Bros. J: Co., Ltd , is now aervirg hi» country ; Mr. E. A.

IJassek is doing likewise with Lord Kitchener's Army, and Messrs.

A. S. Dossek (ex-naval volunteer), A. E. II. Du8i«k and L. A.

Dussek are training in volunteer forces.

OLDIIA.M Tkaiuvay Contr.vcts.—During the conridei»tion of

accounts by the Oldham Tramways Committee on 0:tobpr 22Dd,

a member inquired whether a certain firm was German if it wm,
he BDggested that they should have no further dealings with it.

The manager replied that 60 per cent, of the capital of the firm

waa British. He had given fall details to the chairman of the

Committee, and would let the varioas members have the

particulars.

Lancashire Tramwaymen and Bed Cro.=.-< Work.—A move-
ment has been started with the object of forming a detachment of

the British Red Cross Sqciety for the employes of the .South

Lanes. Tramways Co. So far some 30 names have been given in

at Atherton of those desiring to join, and when a sufficient

number has been enrolled arrangements will be made for kctnres

to be given to the men.
Drilli.si; Machine.-*.—Messrs. Morris ta Lister (London), Ltd.,

of Westminster, S.W., announce that they are making a general

reduction in the price of all their drilling and grinding machines
with a view to securing as much as possible of the trade which
formerly went to Germany.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Australian Customs TarilT Inquiry.

—

The fmporl
Diitij on Cre/h'rators.— According to the Si/ihiei/ Daily Tel-rani/i'i,

Mr. Forbes Mackay appeared before the Inter-State Tariff Com-
mission to support the petition made by the Melbourne Electric

Supply Co. for the reduction of the duty on electric generators for

direct-conpling to steam turbines. The present tarifif made a dis-

tinction between the turbines and generators. Mr. Mackay thought
that the latter should be on the same footing as the turbines, which
were free if British made. By charging duty on generators, the

Commonwealth Government tended to increase the cost of elec-

tricity. This view was supported by Mr. Donoghne, the chief

engineer of the Electric Light and Power Supply Corporation, who
said the generators could not be made in Australia, and it would not

pay anyone to start such an undertaking. The application was
also supported by Mr Erskine, of Crompton A: Co., Ltd., and Mr.
Mulroney, of Shaw Wireless, Ltd.

T/ii' ti.ii-entiiK'nf.i Inter,\4 in Construction Materiol.— According
to the same jonnal, Mr. William Hutchinson, chief engineer for

railway and tramway construction of New South Wales, appeared,

by direction of the Minister of Works, to oppose extra duties on
rails and materials used in railway construction. He said their

last contract represented £G 13s. fid. per ton f.o.b. Eaglan.t for

80 1b. rails. The freight waa £1 3s., making £7 16s. 6d. .-x ship

Sydney.- The duty was baaed upon £6 ISs. 6d. plus 10 per cent.

There were lightering charges in addition, so that the total cost of

the rails equalled £8 13s. inl. That meant £2 per ton in favour of

the local manufacturer. Mr. Huehinson considered his depart-

ment had a grievance, too, in connection with American rail

importations. He paid £i'. 16s. c.i.f. for a 60-lb. rail, but the duty
had been charged on the freight as well, as the Controller of

Customs had fixed a definite price for American steel rails.

U«n>k >»»tict's, — Brilish Iiiduslnj an,/ l/ir Wdi: By
.1. Taylor Peddie. Is. net.— In this pamphlet the author, who
is the chairman of the Provisional Organising Committee of

the proposed Institute of Industry and Oimnieree. sets forth

the objects of the scheme. The need for the bettor organi-

sation of British industry, the reorganisation of the oiucational

system in force at our Universities, Technical Colleges and
Sdjondary Schools, the reform of the Brilish Consular service

on business-like principles— these are among the many points

covered in the course of the author's commenb<, an,l in the

reported speeches of well-known men who were present at the

inaugural meeting of the movement held on October Sth. Mr.

Peddie advocates the opening of a sutiscription list, which shall

remain open for several years if necessary, until it reaches

£1,600,000, the interest received on this capital sum to

be devoted to the development of national and inter-

Imporial trade and other matters of general trade interest. The
speeches of SirC. W. Mdcara, Bart. Earl Grvy, and other spcikers

will form profitable reading for all who are seriously studying

the industrial possibilities of the present position. We observe

that several trade organisations wer« represtnttd at the function,

the B F A.M.A. among them, and one of the resolutions passed

inviteii c»ch of these organisations to nominate a deltgate to act

on the Organising Comraitt.'e which is to take the steps necessary

to form the Iastitut<! cf Inlustry and Commerce. It is proposed

that the Institute shall have its home in Aldwych in the building

proposed by E^rl Grey in his Dominion House project. We observe

at the end of the pamphlet a statement of the constitution and
some of the principal objeots of the scheme. Although the

Organising Committee has only just been appointed, it is stated

that very many things are alreaily done. .\n Imperial Advisory
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Oommittee hau itii duties allotted to it, an Irieh Advisory Cjuncil

is al»u to be formed, and it is further stated that a tstroag Pro-

visional Ouiuiiiitt«e of jouraulistH and publixhers ha<i been
appointed—why /—because the " usual traJe j lurnals are deadly in

oharaotor " (whatever that may mean—it reads very much like

the reports of the firing; of the British monitors on the Uorman
trenches') It is intended, for the purpose of stiinulatini; trade

within the Empire and its neutral markets, to establish an otiiuial

trade juurnal, which shall be " lively, illustrated and interesting

at all times," and shall provide " a remunerative source of revenue
for the Institute." We frankly confess that we think it some-
what spoils all ambitious and deservini; schemes for the better

organisation of British industry when they end like this—a hnnre

snbsoription list of li millions sterlincr, and the revenue from
a lively trade joamal, seem to be the most pressing needs of the

moment.
The 'I'ramwaijs ami IJijIit Itailuuy.t Journal for October (Gd.)

contains the Bjard of Trade Regulations relating to guard wires

on electric tramways and light railways laid on public roads, also

a report on defects in tramcar controllers.
" Institution of Electrical Engineers. List of OflficerB and

Members." ]!<ll. Loudon: The lastitation.

Catalou'Ut's and Li.sts.

—

British Thomson-Houston
Co., Ltd., Rugby.—List No. 4,I<;0 (10 pages), fully describing,

illustrating, and giving outline and connection diagrams of their

ironclad draw-out oil-break switchgear.
Messrs. Holophane, Ltd., 12, Carteret Street, t^ueen Anne's

Gate, London, S.W.—Illustrated list of Holophane glassware for

half-watt lamps— retleotors and semi-indirect bowl, reflector hemis-
phere and "Excellite" types. Prices of each type are given in

tabular form.
Musses. Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., Woolwich, London, S.E.—

Forty-page illustrated pamphlet (No. B. 517), giving full descrip-

tive information concerning the " 0. S. " wiring system. The
larger part of the publication is occupied with a collection of

excellently executed half-tone pictures of buildings of all kinds at

home and abroad which are wired with " Stannos " wire.
The Cressall Manufacturing Co., iO andJl, Staniforth Street,

Birmingham.—Illustrated and priced leaflet relating to woven
wire resistance netting, and " Cord " resistance material.

Messes. L. Andrew & Co., 2, Whitworth Street West, Deans-
gate, Manchester.—Net wholesale price list of insulating materials
for electrical purposes.

Edison & Swan United Electric Light Co., Ltd., Fender's
End.—Ten-page illustrated price list of Royal Ediswan drawn-
wire tungsten-filament lamps of a wide range of candle-powers and
voltages, and in various shapes of bulb, including, in addition to

the every-day types, fancy, crinkled, tubular, olive-shaped and
"Downlite " lamps. The front cover is of true British colouring
and design.

In issuing a neat little brochure on Ejiswan radiators, the com-
pany draw attention to the important selling point that the electric

radiator, unlike all others, can be placed in any part of a room, and
need not be put in the fireplace.

Nliop-Wlndow Lis'lifin"-.—Referring to the gloomy
appearance of the streets of eastern towns after dusk, due to the
precautions adopted against a possible attack by enemy airships,

the British Thomson-Houston Co. have written to point out that
shopkeepers do not adopt the right methods of reducing' their
window illumination. Stvitching out lamps is certainly effective
in one sense, but renders the window useless for displaying goods
except in the daytime. Shading the lamps with coloured p^per,
&o., is less drastic, but crude and possibly dangerous. The proper
course is obviously to use suitable reflectors, such as the B.T.H.

X-ray " type, specially designed to throw the light inwards on
the wares instead of wasting it on the foot-path. Not only should
this method prove efi^ective against the guidance of Zepptlins and
profitable to contractors, bat also it may nelp to counteract ihe
barbarous tendencies of the average tradesmm towards the use of
a violent glare outside his shop window, and thus may assist in
bringing about a permanent reform in this respect. To walk at
night along some London streets that we could name, before the
war began, was positively and literally painful. The accompany,
ing illustration shows how the company above-named would deal
with the case.

Time Switch Approved. -The B. of T. has given its
approval to tne Vt-nuer time switch type "C" deposited in
October, I9I3, by Venmbb Time Switches, Ltd.

Ituuks Kt'ceived.—
"

'I'he Underwar : Patriotic Po'icy

in British Trale. ' liy A. G. Wbyte and T. C. Elder. London :

Eteotrioal Press, Ltd. Is net.

W'i'iler It-sort.— For the benefit of those who, for obvious reasone,
will not this year desire to follow their accustomed habit of winter-
ing abroad, the Falmouth municipality has issu td an illustrated

handbook in which the attractions and claims of that resort are set

forth. Copies may be obtained free from the Town Clerk.

liautci'ii Slides lor l^ectiires.

—

Mkshus. Kdwahu
liK.s.Ms & Co., Ltd., (Publicity Department, 28, Victoria Street,

8.W.), inform us that they have a number of lantern slides deal-

ing with the development of mechanical stoking, elevating and
conveying apparatus, which they will be pleased to loan to any
responsible engineer for lecture purposes. A list of the slides

and particulars of their subject matter can be obtained on request.

Trade .iiiiioiiiiceiiieiit. —AVith referencfe to a notice

appearing under " New ('ompanies" in our last ii'sue respecting the
registration of a new company with the name of Wu. Sanueks
a.ndCo., Ltd , we are asked by Messrs. Wm. Sanders & Co., switohgear
manufacturers, of Falcon Electrical Works, Wednesbury, and
90, Charic^'- Cross Kiad, Loudon, W.C., to state that they are in do
way connected with the new concern.

Xew Iiidiistiv. —At lieatb Town (Wolverhampton)
District Council last week, plans were approved for the building of
new works by the A B.C. Coupler Co., Ltd., of London, at Park
Villase, on the estate of Sir R. A. Paget, Bart. The works are for
the manufacture of electrical and engineering appliances for use
in the construction of railways.

Trade Kxiiaiision, — It is stated that a Committee
known as the Committee for the Expansion of British Trade has
been formed, with offices at 19, St. James's Street, Sheffield. It

proposes to consider and deal with many of the handicaps under
which British manufacturers labour in the markets abroad.

Stoker Contraet.s.—Among recent sales of stokers, i-c,

efifeoted by the Underfeed Stokbk Co. are the following for
electricity works :

—

Central Electric Bnpply Co.. St. John's Wood .. .. 4 E.
Soath Me'.ropolitan Blec. Light and Power Co 2 A.
Bristol Corporation Electricity Department 2 E.

Patent Itestoratioii.— .\n order has been made restor-

ing the following patent:— C. E. Hunter. " ImpiovemientB in

electric switches." No. 27,1 '.i6 of 1903.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

Aldershot,—The U.D.C. has given notice that no
further applications for current for photographic arcs or equivalent
purposes will be entertained at present.

An appeal on the amount of the reassessment of the electricity

works, which is £1,120 as against £215, is to be made, unless the
estimate of the engineer, £510, is accepted.

Arg'eiitiiia. — A new electricity company is being
formed in Santa Fd to exploit the various agricultural colonies of
the Province. The capital will ba a million dollars.

The tariff of the River Plate Electricity Co. in La Plata hna
been in force 10 years, and current is said to be dearer than else-

where in the Province. The Government and public authorities

are now urging a reduction in price.

The Government is generally in favour of the MoUard Concession
for making use of the falls of the Rio Uruguay for hydro-electric

works.
The Electricity Co. has suppressed the publio lighting at San

Luis, and insists on being paid $100 a day before it will resume
Ber?ice.

The Coronda (Santa Fe) authorities are considering the instal-

lation of a publio electric service.

—

Review of the River Plate.

Australia.—The North Sydney (N.S.W.) Council has
come to an agreement with the Sydney City Council for the supply
of electricity to private consumers at the eame rate as elsewhere.
The City Council most complete the installation within 12 months,
under penalty.

Barrow. —Plakt Extensions.—The T.C., on Monday
la^t, on toe recommendation ot the Electricity Committee, agreed
to increase the supply of energy to Messrs. Vickera's Works, from
1,040,000 to .">, 000,000 units per annum for a period of three years,

and with a guarantee of 3,000,000 units for a farther two years.

It was decided to apply to the L G.B. for sanction to borrow
£13,000 for plant extension, and to accept the tender of the
B.T.H. Co. for one 2,u00kw. turbo-alternator, with condensing
plant, k:., for £6,7 18. The purchase of boiler and other plant
was left to the chairman and engineer.

Barkiiig',—The Education Committee has decided to
obtain estimates for installing electric light throughout the North
Street School. The District Council has been asked to take steps

to remove all sources of possible electrolytic trouble ill connection
with the lighting cables.
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Blnrkpool,

—

Wouks Kxtknsion'.s.—With u view to

oarryinff out extensions at the oIeotrici>.y works, it is proposed to

acquire a block of property in Caroline Street.

Itradford. — Proposed Loax, .tc. — The Electricity

Committer has accepted the terms aereed between the eUctricil

enffinper, representatives of the It. E. A.M. A. and M^s^ri. Freer and
Hiward, in retrard to the piyment of expenses already incurred in

connfioMon with the proposed Bradford Electrical Exhibition.

Application is ti be made to the L G.B. for sanction to a loan of

£.52,000 for new mains, transformer chambers, kc, services

and foondatinns. The Committee has decided to support
the I.M.E.A. in the promoting of a joint private Bill for the
purpose of obtainingr increased powers with regard to electric

supply.

The Committee has also resolved to contribute £.50 towards
the cost of the defence in the action of Attorney-General (at the
relation of the Ilford Gas Co) r. Ilford I'.D.C, in which the ques-

tion of unduo preference to certain consumers of electricity is

raised.

Rii\t<)ii.

—

Proposed Loan.—The U.D.C. has applied

for a loin of £2,335 for electricity purposes, and to cover £33.5

overspent on a prior loan.

Clieliusfonl.

—

Police Court LifiHTiNf;.—The T.C.
has decided to install electric lierht in the police courts and other
portions of the police buildings not at present lighted by
electricity.

Dartfonl.—The U.D.C. has applied to the Dartford

R.D.r. and the West K^int Electric Co. for their consent to the

supply of current to the Wiliagton Works of Messrs. Vickers.

Darweii.

—

Power .Supply.—The Corporation has
agreed to supply electricity required for power purposes at the

SpringSeld Mill.

Deal.

—

Prov. Order.—The T.C. has decided, on the

advice of Mr. Lioey, to apply for a prov. order for electric supply,

the eaHmated cost of the plant, appar*tua, and mains i^ £12.000,

and with other outlay the total is placed at aboit £16,000. It

was understood that the applicition was to be made if the Walmer
U.D C j lined in as reoommendei by a .1 oint Committee.

East Ham.—The electrical engineer has been directed

to furnish an estimate of the cost of wiring Brampton Road
School. Tha E'citric Lij^hting Committee has under considera-

tion applications from hirers of arc lamps for a rebite to be made
in the charges, in view of th? largely reduced consumption of

current caused by the police restrictions.

Ec('lo.s.

—

British Goods.—The T.('. has consented to

supply particulars of pnrchases for the electricity department
from foreign manufacturers to the I ME A., with a view to

arrangements for the goods so purchased being made by British

firms.

Kdinbur&'li.

—

Mains Extej^sions.—The p;iectric Li£;ht-

ing Committee has decided to (xtend the mains to Colinton, a con-

siderable number of residents in the district having agreed to

take electric light.

The C )mmittee has remitted the question of the purchase of an
electric car and electric lorry to a subcommittee for consideration

and report.

Effham.—Mr. A. P. Trotter, of the B. of T., who heard
objections to the erection of an electricity generating station at

Egham, in 1911, has written to the Council and been informed
thit no complaints had been received as to njiee, vibration, or any-
thing tl<e.

Eiiulscoi'tliv. — Prov. Order.—The U.C. has decided

ti make application to the B. of T. for a prov. order to supply
electricity in the town and district.

E.vrter.—The Electric Lighting Committee, in reply to

a oommunicatioT from the I.ME. A., has agreed to subscribe

towirds the expenses of the Ilford U U.C. in its case with the

Gas C )
, and the city electrical engineer has been authorised to

attend and give evidence if rfqnired.

Falkirk.

—

Plant Extension.—The T.C. has accepted

the contract of £3,(120 for the installation of a new battery at the

electricity works and of £907 for a new switchboard. The battery

is required to fqualiee the load and as a stand-by ; the new installa-

tion is expected to result in a saving of £80 per annual.

FlcctMdod.

—

New Plant Started.—The new550-K\v.
turbo-dynamo which, with condensing plant, has been installed at

the electricity works, was formally started by Mr. R. Eaves,

chairman of the D.C., on October 2:lrd. The extensions which have
been carried out at the works have cost about £7.000.

A sub-cooimittee is conferring with the electrical engineer on
the question of improved lighting in Lord Street and North Albert

Street.

Cililly!>'aer.— E.L. Scueme.—The U.D.C. has received

from the South Walei Eiectiioal P.D. Co. terms for lighting the

Foohriw distrifi^, and these have been submitted to the oonsnlting

engineer (Mr. Dixin) for a report.

liaMoi'tli.— Prov. Order.—The r.D.C. has decided

to apply to the B. of T. for a provisional order to supply electrical

energy within the uroan district of Hawortb.

IliuUlersficld.—In connection with the e.ttenaion of the
Corporation gas work', inquiries are to b; mad'; from the Electri-

city Committee as to the cost of electric power for the new pUnt
which is to be installed.

Irlaiii,— Pitov. Order.—A favonrabie rfport having
been presented to the U.D.C. in regard to the prospects of demuid
for electricity for lighting and power parpopea. it wu de'iided Uct
week tn make application for a prov. order before December 21st.

lilKMvle.—Vii.LAoK LiOHTiNf;.—.Vn E.L. scheme for

this village has been carried out by Mr. J. Dannis, at whose saw-
mills the plant is installed. Six public lampi have been connected,
and it is anticipated that private houses and the public baildinj^s

will take a supply of current.

Eivfi'pool.— .\t the annual meeting of the Lighting
Committee, in reviewing the work of the past 1 2 months, it was
stated that there were now lO.SOu consumers, as against 9,600 last

year. Applications for energy for power purposes of abont 4,.50'i

H P. had been received, and the revenue for the six months ending
June last had increased by £S,000 over the corresponding period

last year. £2.5,000 had been allotted for the relief of rates dnrin(r

the current year.

LoihIoii. — St. Pancras. — L.iuNfi.*;TR0M Turbixk
Results —In a report to the Electricity Committee. Mr.
Sydney Baynes points out that the 1,000-KW. Brush-Ljungstroc:
turbine has been in use since July, and has generated nearly

two-thirds of the output of King's Road station. The steam
consumption has been le'-s than the guaranteed figures, being

as follows:—On full-load, 127.5 lb.; i-load. 1357 lb.: i-load.

14'i;7 lb.; and jload, 177fi lb. per KW.-hour. This has

resulted in a coal saving equivalent to £1,700 per annum.
The plant runs noiselessly, aud the electrical and mechanical
control is all that can be desird. The improved steam consump-
tion, particularly on low loads, as compared with the earlier

turbine plants, is very mirked. The department has a 5,000-Kw.

turbine of the same make on order, the steam consumptions
guaranteed being :—Full-load, 118 lb ; i-load, 1238 1b.; J-load,

134 lb., and i-load, 15'9 lb. ; and it is anticipated that these

results may be improved on in use.

L.C.C.— The Finance Committee recommends the Council's

sanction to a loan of £10,504 by the Poplar B.C. for the electricity

undertaking.
Lami'.eth —The B C. has bjen recommended to renew its agree-

ment with the South London Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.,

for the lighting of Electric Avenue, Brixton, for a further period

of five years.

Poplar.— is the Port Authority is to extend pnmping operations

to the Bust India Dicks, the engineer recommends that an addi-

tional E.H.T. feeder should be laid from the generating station to

the Black wall sub-station, and an L T. feeder from the sub-station

to the Docks, at a total cost of £l,99i;. The Committee has

recommended the carrying oot of the work.

Manchester.—The Corporation is supplying electricity free

to local drill-sheds where recruiting and rifle practice is beinc

carried out. •

Manorliaiiiilton (fo. Lfitiiin).—WoBKHcnsF. Light-

ing.—The B. of G. has decided to apply to the L.G.B. for sanction

to have the Workhouse lighted by electricity. The installation is

to b3 carried out by the M»norhamilton and District E.L. Co.

\oriiiantoii.—Puov. Order.—The U.D.C. has decided

to promote an electric lighting order in the next seesion of

Parliament.

Oldham.—Pow er Supplv.—The Electricity Committee

has received an application for the supply of energy from Messrs,

Bralbury, engineers, who have decided to electrify their Wellington

Works.

SaH'onL

—

Proposed Lo.vx.—The T.C. has been re-

commended to apply for sanction to borrow £9.410 for additional

plant at the electricity station. The Electricity Committee has

accepted the rffors of Mivsrs. Chamberlain .v. Hookham, Ltd.. and

the British Thomson-Houston Co. to accept the return of 200 old

electricity meters supplied by them and to supply new ones in

exchange.

Soiitliaiiiptoii.—The conference Ix^tween the Electricity

and Tramways Committees, with a view to a reduction in the

price of current supplieil to the tramways department in accord-

anco with the finding of the exports' report, has been postponed

until the Electricity Committee has had an oppsrtanity of fnlly

considering the report.

KfainUoroiiffli.

—

Overhead Links.—The Yorkshire

E.P. Co. has applied to the B. of T. for consent to use 2,000-Tolt

ov.The.'>d lines from Wentworth Silkstone Colliery to Lowe Wood,

Stainborough, in the area of the Barnsley R D.C.

Maimer.— Prov. Order.—The U.O.C. has decideil not

to apply for a prov. order for E.L. ; it had b«en recommended that

the Council should co-operate in the matter with the Deal T.C.

Warrinfftoii.—The Electricity ('oaiuiitteo of the T.C.

has received a letter from the Mersey Power Co.. Ltd.. asking for

claiKsoB to be inserted in the proposed provisional orvler for pro-

viding a future date for a repurchase of the area by the company,

at the then valno, and adopting a ."<0-oyole 440 2.">0 volt system.

The Committee has agreed to the latter clause, but refuses the

condition as to repurchase.
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MilltliaillStOW. — PHUI'OHKI) L()AN.>. — 'I'htf J'llblic

Lighting Committee reooramendB that application be made for
Bantaion to borrow £14,6'.iO, made up aH followB : — duo KW. set,
£3.i;iO; 1,500 KW. turbo-alterjiator, £7,3.5ii

; I.OuOkw. rotary
converter, .t;iOS.'>

; lowteni-ion cable toijether with controUinjr
awitcheear, £r.!l5, and that tenders be invited for the above-
mentioned plant. The Finance Committee recommendB the for-
mation of a Sub-Committee to consider the queatiou of the
capitalisation of the electricity undertakiner, with a xpecial view
to mabini; arranereraents for dealiner with the cost of Buperseded
work. It has been agreed to reduce the aHsessment of the elec-
tricity undertakine: from i-C.oOO to £i;0(JO rateable value, and to
further reduce from £2,000 to £I,3oiJ the aeseBsment of the
light railways undertaking.

Milh'sdni.—The electrical engineer recommends the
layincr of an additional feeder, at a cost of £4,000, to meet the
growing demand at Willesden (Jreen. The Committee propoBes to
Bupply energy for cooking purposes experimentally to certain
Bchools at Id. per unit, and to Christ Church, BrondeBbury, for
experimental heating.

M iiKlsor.—Ei.KrTHic PuMi-ixo Savinc;.—In the annual
account of the \\ indsDr Corporation are included the sewerage
works results, which show a great saving due to the adoption of
electric pumping. A comparison of similar items as between 1912
nod 1911 shows, in the former year, the following costs :—Wages,
£759

;
caal, £S98

; engine charges, £44 ; electric pumping, £11
;

a total of £1,202. In 1914 the figures were .—Wages, £429 : coal,
£31; engine charges, £8; electric pumping, £298; a total of
£7t>r,, showing a saving of £4311, which has been utilised in half-
payment for the electric pumping plant.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

.\benlare.—Proposed Tramway Extensions.—The
U.D.C. hss decided to seek Parliamentary powers for the extension
of the tramways on the Abercwmbri route to a point near the
Aberdare boundary ; an extension along Regent Street along the
present railless route to the terminus at Cwmaman

; an extension
from the Cemetery to a terminus at Hirwain ; the extension of the
existing Cwmdare railless route

; and a new railless traction
route to Llwydcoed, and from the Abernant route to Cwmbach.

Ar»-eiitiiia.—The Government has approved of the
Anglo-Argentine Tramways Co. taking over the administration of
the combination passenger services on its lines and those of the
Buenos Ayres-Quilmes Co. The electrification of the Quilmes
horee tramway is expected to be complete by November Ist. The
Compania de Tramways Electricos del Sud has been authorised to
open its branch line to Plazj Conatitucion.—i?cii>H' of the Hiver
Plate.

Bolton.—The Tramways Committee has decided to
relay the track in Great Moor Street—in the centre of the town.

Bi'iH-house.—New Tramways.—The Corporation has
decided not to support the Halifax Parliamentary Bill, so far as
it relates to the construction of tramways from the centre of
Brighouse to Ristrick, and has accepted the proposals of the
Huddersfield Corporation, which intends applying for powers for
an extension of the tramways from the present terminus at Brig-
house to near the terminus of the Halifax tramways.

Bristol.—The Corporation recently adopted a report by
the Tramways Committee, which contained a recommendation that
the latter be authorised to negotiate with the company with a
view to ascertaining what rent the company would pay if the
Corporation refrained from exercising its option to purchase for
7, 14 or 21 years.

Cohvvii Bay.—The U.D.C. has received intimation
from the constructional engineer of the Llandudno and Colwyn
Bay Electric Railway of the extension of the line from Colwyn
Bay to the Queen's Hotel, Old Colwyn.

Crojdon.—Loan Sanction.—The T.C. has received
the B. of T. sanction to a loan of £1,918. for a double line of
tramway between Selhurst Station and Princess Road.

Ertiiiburii'li.—The Tramway Committee of the T.C.
recommends the Corporation to include in its application for a
prov. order proposals for the extension of the tramway to Corstor-
phine vUlage, and for the linking up of the Comiston Road and
Craiglockart routes by way of Firhill to the south of the Colinton
Hospital.

Halifax.—PRorosEi) New Tramway.-A sub-Com-
mittee of the Tramways Committee has recommended that in the
event of a Parliamentary Bill being promoted powers should be
included for the construction of a line to Elland from Salter-
hebble, via Wood Battom.

Half-Year's Working.—0|p the Corporation tramways under-
taking, during the half-year ended September 30th, there was a
profit of £8,611, the income being £61,3u5, and the expenditure
£52,r.n4, On the motor-'buses a profit of £269 had accrued.

lllMl<lrr>li«-lil.— Hai.i -VEAu'h Wukkim;.— In connec-
tion with the tramway undertaking the figuren for the half-yekr'l
working ended September 30th Hhowed r«;eip»H of £r,),7>s4, and
expenditure /E3I,371, as agaiuHt £.')9,«06 and £32,443 during the
correeponding period of laBt year. The i^nrpluH wa« £10.i;7V, sa
against £8,792 a year ago. Uuriog the bIx months £« H83 had
b>en transferred to the reserve or renewal account, which now
stands at £22,210.

London.—The Court of Common Conncil has rfsolved
to oppose the L.C.C.'b proposed tramway exteuBions in the City,
vi/.

, from Aldgate to Aldgate Station ; Aldgate to Mark Lane, rii'i

Mansell Street
;
Charles Street to Blackfriars, cin Farringdon Street

and Ludgate Circin ; and from Gray's Inn Road, r,a Holbom
a'.id CharterhouHe Street, to Farringdon Street.

P.O. Tlhk Co.ntuact.—The Postmaster General has acct{>ted
Messrs. John Mowlem .V Co.'h tender for the construction of the
tube from Paddington to the Eastern Dietrict office, a distanoe of
tix miles.

>ortliain|ifou.—Last week the B. of T. inspected the
new route to Far Cotton, and a service was inaugurated on
Monday. Sj far it hai proved successful, though handicapped
by the fact that the linea have not been laid over the railway, for,

it is understood, military reasons.

Pu'stOH.-IjOaxs Sanctioxeu.—The town clerk has
received sanction from the B. of T. for the borrowing by
the Corporation of £7,000 in respect of car-shed and office

extensions, and £6,04!i for additional cars.

Stalybridii'c. — PRorosED .\uditioxal Powers.—
The Joint lijard decided on October 22nd to apply for a Parlia-
mentary Act in the next Session giving it power to conetrnct and
work additional tramways . to run motor-omnibuses

; to enable
the Board, with the content of the local autli')rity, to purchase
tramways of the Oldham, Ashton, Hyde and District Tramways,
Ltd., and the Hyde Corporation, and to lease such tramways and
enter into working agreements

; to construct an additional
generating station ; to extend the area for the supply of electricity,

and to enable the Board to borrow further moneys.

Wt'st Ham.—The Tramways Committee recomniends
that sanction be obtained to the laying of double lines of tramway
track in portions of Woodgrange Raad.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

A Uastardl.v Sflienie.

—

.\.n attempt was recently made
to murder Dr. A. M. Low with a poisoned cigarette. Dr. Low is in

charge of a section of wireless telegraphy and field telegraphy, and
has paid several official visits to France.

All Alien at the .Switchboard.—It has been ascer-

tained that a German arrested at Dunfermline last week was for

a time in charge of the telephone department at Rasyth Dockyard.

The works are connected by telephone, and the manipulator of

the switchboard had every opportunity of listening to the con-

versations which took place between the various departments of

the works, now in an advanced state of construction.

Cable Profits.—The Financuil Times states that the

gross earnings of the Western Union Telegraph Co. increased by
.* 1,380,000 during the quarter just ended, while the surplus at

creditof profit and loss account advanced by §1,157,000, due partly

to the temporary suspension of code communications in favour of

plain-word messages.

Teleii'ranis in Code.—The Postmaster- Generalannoanced
on Saturday last that the Army Council had agreed to the use of

registered addresses in extra-European telegrams, as from the 26th
inst. under the following conditions :

—
1. The address must have been registered before July 1st last.

2. It can only be used as the address of a telegram ; its uae as

the signature is still prohibited.

3. Telegrams having such addresses can only be sent to, and
received from, British or Allied territory in the extra-European
telegraph system (and Egypt), or the United States of America.

4. In the case of telegrams to Allied territory or the United
States, the full name and address of the addressee must be given
on the back of the telegram form.

On Monday a further announcement was made that, as from
November 1st, the prohibition of the use of codes would be relaxed,

subject to certain regulations. These prescribe that the use of

code will only be permitted in telegraphing to British possessions

and allied or neutral countries outside the European telegraph

system, with the exception of the Argentine Republic, Brazil,

Dinish potsessioDS, Dutch East Indies, French possessions, Italian

possessions, and Angola (Portuguese). The following codes only

are authorised :
— ABC, 5th edition ;

Scott's code, 10th edition
;

Western Union code ; Lieber's code. Messages in any other code
will be stopped. Neither private supplements nor the numerical
equivalents of the phrases in published codes are admissible. All

messages in code wUl be decoded by the Post Office for submission
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to the cenaorfl. Persons handine in coded teleerramB should deposit

at the same time translations of the messages. In all cases the

name of the ode used must be indicated on the form. A fee of

6d. will be charged for ea"-h outward teleprram in code.

^'atioiial ItrvciMic.—The returns for the September
quarter show revenue from teleeranhs £800,000, a decrease of

£I,"),000, and from telephones £1,.'?.50,000, a decrease of £285,000, as

compared with the correapondinjr quarter last year.

I'.S.A. Wireless Stations.—By direction of President

Wilson, the teleprraph station of the Marconi Co. at Siasoonset,

Mass., has been closed, as the company refused to recoenise the

right of the Government to censor messageB. The company had
just previiualy filed suit for an injunction in a Federal District

Court of New York, to restrain the naval oHi"era from closing or

censoring messages at the station.

—

Electrical Itcview and Wextern

Eh'ctrician,

A suit brought by the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co, of
America, to enjoin the Secretary of the Navy of the United
States from further interference with the transmission and
reception of wirebss messages at the stations of the company
located at Sea Gate and Sagaponack, L.I., was argued in

the United District Court ; the Assistant Attorney-General appeared

and argued that the Court had no jurisdiction, and on October 8th

the Judge dismissed the Bill on the technicality.

—

Telecjraph and
Telej)hone Ai/e,

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Australia.

—

Melbourne.— December 9th. Victorian

Railways. 110 tons of block tin. Contract 27,436. Contractors'

Rjom, Spencer Street.

December ICth. Victorian Railways. Rubber-covered copper
wire. Contract 27,706. Contractors' Room, Spencer Street.

December 16th. Victorian Railways. 100 neutral track relays

for electrical circuits. Contract 27,712. Contractors' Room,
Spencer Street.

December 28th. Victorian Railways. Three 50-KW. static

transformers. Contract 27,727. Contractors' Room, Spencer
Street.

It is reported by Renter dispatch from Melbourne that the
Melbourne City Council requires electrical plant and material to

the value of £71,000 and has resolved to call for tenders for

machinery, which must be British made. " No tender in which
German or Austrian capital or work is concerned will be
entertained."^

Adklaide.—December 9th. Telephone instrnments and parts,

for the Postmaster-General. See " Offljial Notices" October 3rd.

December 15th. Switchboard, common battery, automatic or

gemi-automatio, for the Postmaster-General. See "Official

Notices" October 9th.

Sydnky.—December 9th. P.M.G. Various telegraph instru-

ments and measuring instruments.

December 2lBt. City Council. Motor-generators and switchgear
suitable for electric vehicle battery charging. Specifications,

lOs. lid., from City Electrical Engineer.

Itariies.—The Electricity Committee reports that the

coal contracts expire in December next, and owing to the present

state of the market it recommends that the electrical engineer

bo authorised to purchase coal in the open market as and when
required.

Itlaelviiool.— November 10th. Corporation. Water-
tube boiler, mechanical stokers, economiser, steel chimney, coal-

storage hopper, one 1,5U0.k\v. turbo-alternator, surface condenser
and auxiliaries. See "Ollioial Notices" October L'Srd.

Coiiiiairs (|liav. — November Oth. U.P.C. (Con-
tract 2) Gas engines, suction gas plant, pipework, cooling tank,

dynamos, booster, switchboard, connections and storage battery.

(3) Orerhead and underground mains, services and public lighting.

See "Ollioial Notices" October 16th.

IMiblin.—November 5th. G.N. Railway Co. (Ireland).

Twelve months' supply of stores, including a number of electrical

items. See " Ollioial Notices" October 16th.

November 9th. Dublin United Tramways Co. Twelve months'
supply of stores, including oar fittings, electric supplies, &c. See
" Oni,jial Notices" October 23rd.

llaManien (Flint). — November nth. Ix.D.C. (^as

engines, suction gas plunt and dynamop. switchboard, balancers
and boosters, storage battery, underground mains. See " Ollioial

Notices " October 23rd.

London.— November 4th. Installation, J'Mi wiring

points, 290 lights, at Senior Street Elementsry School, P»ddinirtoii.

See " Official Notices " October 23rd.

IlA.MMEHHMiTir.—November 4th. H.T. and L.T. nndfreronnd

electric supply cables, for the BC. See "Offlci»l Notice*"

October 23rd.

H.M. Office op Wobks. — NoTember 3rd. Portable electric

hand lamps. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Veatli.—Coal for a year (2,000 to 2,.j00 tons of through

and through or small steam) for the generating station of the

R.D.C. at Court Sart. Mr. G. H. Thomson, Electrical Eogineer,

12, Green Street, Neath.

\e\v Zealand.—November 25th. Pabiic Service Stores

Tender Board, Wellington. ."jO miles insulated and braided wire,

I win twisted; 7,000 dry cella for telephones.

—

Vuard of Trad)-

Journal.

Gisr.OBNE.—December 5th. Borough Council. Direct-cnrrent

meters for electric lighting. (D.»po8it £25, to Town Clerk.)

Specifications, etc., may be seen at Board of Trade Commercial

Intelligence Department in London.

Tunbrid<:'e \\ells.—November 7th. Corporation. 12

months' supply of H.T. and L.T. cables. See "Official NoticeB
"

October 9th.

Wakefield.—December 4th. Yorkshire (W.R.) Electric

Tramways Co., Ltd. Twelve months' supply of electric lamps,

fittings, insulating materials, xo. Schedules can be obtained from

the Central Offices, Belle Isle, after November 9th.

Wigan.—November nth. T.C. 40 electric torches for

the police. Mr. John S. Percival, Chief Constable.

York.—November 0th. Construction of about 1 i miles

of light railway, excluding overhead electrical equipment, for

the T.C. Mr. F. W. Spurr, City Engineer (returnable deposit

of £5).

CLOSED.

Anstralia.—An Australian paper states that the tender

of the Automatic Telephones (Australasia'), Ltd., has been accepted

by the Posttmaster-Gcneral for the supply and erection of antomatic

switchboards in the telephone exchanges at Randwick, Mosman,

Parramatta, Ashfield, Burwood, Homebush, Lidoombe and Watson's

Bay, which are all in the Sydney network ; £101,115 is involved.

The switchboards are manufactured in the United States.

Barnsley.—The Electricity and T.i£;htinfr Committee

has accepted the tender of the I'aterson Engineering Co., Ltd..

amounting to £56, for alterations to existing water-treatment plant.

Itradtord.—The Electricity Committee has accepted the

tender of MeRsre. Ferranti, Ltd., at £373, for the supply of five

static transformers.

The Guardians have been recommended to accept the tender of

Mr. Charles Bell, at £90, to carry out outside electric lighting at

the St. Luke's Hospital.

rardifl'.— Messrs. Venner Time Switches, Ltd.. have

received a repeat order from the Corporation for 49 time switchee.

Clecklieaton.—The U.D.C. has aocoptod the tender of

the Inion Cable Co. for 880 yards of cable for house services ; and

that of Messrs. Siemens Bros,, Ltd., for feeder pillars.

|j,.,.l,y,—The HorouLrh Education Committee has accepted

the tender of Messrs. Newton Bros, for the electric light instjilla-

tion at the Girls' Secondary School, at £ 19s.

KastlMMirne.— The foUowins; is a list of the firms who

submitted tenders for switchboard for the Corporation Electricity

Department :

—

Klfotrio Construolion Co.
Siem.Mis Bros.
SpRBiiolotti, LlJ.
Switchjcar & Cowans

inocoptedt £1,095
Crompton ."tCo.

Uritlsli Wostiiighonsa Co.

Cloiwrnl Floclrio Co.
Hiiiii,)! Thomson Houston Co.
tic ,'1mm TaoniKS.
Kargiison Tallin .t Oo,
Johnson .v ThiUii^.
Cox-Walkers,

India.—The Commissioners of the Port of Calcutta have

accepted the tender of Messrs. Pyne Uughmann & Co. for electric

cranes at £12,100.— Indian Indnstrifs and I\>nvr.

Liverpool.-The Tramways and Electric Power Com-
mittee recommends the aceept*nct> of the offer of Messrs. .T. Hen-

sh.iw ,>^ Sons to carry out the work in connection with the re<»n-

struction of the second section of the boiler-house of Lister Drive

No. 1 power station.
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Loiulon.— Poi'i.AR. — The Electricity Committee has
reoom mended the acceptance of the tender of MeiMrn. Fairweather
and Itanger, at £1,183, for the ooniitruotioD in reinforced concrete
of Btorefl for the dpoartmont.

Sol TH\«AUK.-The tender of MeoarB. C. Ilinohliffe k Co. has
been recommended to the 1$ irouuh Council for acceptance for the
supply to the electric light station of 10,000 tons of various
descriptions of coal, at 128. 7d. per ton.

It ia announced in the /V«i.>.« that the Postmaster-General has
accepted the tender of Messrs. John Mowlem ,v Co., Ltd., for the
construction of the railway tunnel from Taldinirton to the Eastern
Uistriut Office, authorised by the Post Ollioe (London) Railway
Act, I'JIK, for the conveyance of mails.
The London EJucttion Committee has received the foUowintr

tenders for the installation of electric lightipfr at two schools :
—

GiiTord Hireet. Vallunce Road,
Foote & Milne. Ltd (aocepted) i'35l I'SOt
T. \V. VauKhan A Co 883 531
Defries 4 cioldman 393 596
Kent & Co 896 661
Tyler Apparatus Co., Ltd 393 617
G. P. AleenACo 404 —
J.* F.May 437 619
O. Weston * Sons, Ltd 4:)5 —
Lund Bros. * Co 441 —
Tredegar 4 Co 442 611
A. Hawkins A Sons 449 619
Alpha Mft;. Co 460 _
Hill A Harrington, Ltd 4,56 —
Duncan Watson <S Co. . . 468 71.5
Derry & Toms — 6tU
Northern Electric Co — 599
Arthur Newman _ 655
H.J. Cash A Co _ 706
Tae Petcolite Lamp Co — 849

Stepney.—The Electricity Committee reports the acceptance
of the following offers of coal :—A. Blackmore i: Co., 200 tons
Lanarkshire washed peas. Us. per ton : Shipping and Coal Co., Ltd

,

103 tons of Cowpen nuts, Us. ltd. per ton ; Spenser Whatley, Ltd.,
1 10 tous Warwickshire peas, 13s. nd. per ton.

Luton.—The Town Council has been recommended to
accept the tender of Messrs. Hiy ward-Tyler & Co., L'.d., a"; C 120, for
a feed pump in connection with the electricity station extensions.

nilii.stield.—The Education Committee has accepted the
tender of the Mansfield Eufrineeriner Co.. amountine to £10m 10s..
for electric lighting installation at Rosemary Rjys' and Girls'
Schools.

Rochdale.— Contracts for the supply of 15,000 tons of
coal for the electricity works have been placed, the price agreed
upon showing a redaction of just over 23. 6d. per ton. Last year
the price averaged 13s. 9d. a ton ; now it is about lis. 2d.

Salford.—The following tenders have been accepted by
the Tramways Committee:

—

Baylisi, Jones & Bayliss, Ltd.- 2,000 single-ended tie-bars, £11 12s. 6d. pet
ton ;

2,!i00 double-ended tie-bars, £13 per ton—plus 33. per ton lot
cartage in b <th cises.

Hadfietds, Ltd. -24 manganese-steel points and 12 manganese-steel
crossings, £523.

Titan Trackwork Co., Ltd.— Right manganese-steel points and four
manganese.-teel crossings, £173,

Walter Scott, Ltd.— 500 tons Saudberg steel tramway rails, £7 I6s. per ton,
plus 2s. per ton for cartage.

The following tenders have been accepted by the Electricity
Committee :

—

J. Wolstenholme & Son.— 4-in. st'>el piping with oast-iron flanges, £67.
Bradley & Lonsdale.—Erection o( eangway over condenser pit, £29 IDs.
Bust 'n Lime Firms Co —Lime, 26s. per ton.
J. J. Knight.—Additional office, gangway, 4c., at the elecliricity station,

Frederick Road, £ MO.

Marriiifftou.—The Electricity Committee has accepted
the tender of Messr-^. Johnson ^^c Phillips, Ltd., at £430, for cables.

Woohvifli.—The tender of the British Westinghouse
Co. has been accepted by the B.C., at £135, for a 200-K.v.A. trans-
former.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Institution of Mecbanical Engineers.—Friday. October 30th. At 8 n mAt Storey's Gate, S.W. " Thomas Hawksley" Lecture.

North-East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders.—Friday,
October 30th. At 7.30 p.m. At Bolcec Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tynel
deneral meeiing.

'Graduates' SecUont.-Saturday. October 31st. At 7.15 p m. AtBolbec Hall. Address by Mr. E. L. Champness.
Institution of Municipal Engineers.—Saturday, October fist. Eastern and

North-Eastern District meetms, Linco'n. At 11.45 a.m. At Guildhall.
Business meeting: luncheon. Afterwards visits to various undertakings,
including, at 2.45 p.m., electricity works and tramway undertaking.

Society of Engineers.-Monday, November 2nd. At 7.80 p.m. At Institution
of Electrical Engineers, Victoria Embankment, W.C. Ordinary meeting.

Institution of Electrical Engineers (Manchester Local Section).—Tuesday. November 8 d. At 7.H0 p.m. At Engineers' Club, Albert Square.
Chairman's address, by Mr. P. P. Whee'wiisht.

•Yorkshire Local Section'.-Wednesday, November 4th. At 7.16
p.m. At Hotel Metropole, Leeds. Opening meeting and smoking concert.

Bontgen Society.-Tuesday, November 3rd. At 8.16 p.m. At Institntion of
Electrical Engineers, Victoria Embankment, W.C. Presidential address,
by Sir A. P. Gould.

Institntion of Civil Englneers.-Tuesday, November 8rd. At 8 p.m. At
Gt. George Street, S.W. Presidential address, by Mr. B. Hall Bljth.

Salford 'Techaical and Engineering Association.—Saturday, November
7th. At 7 p.m. At Royal Technical Institut 3, Peel Park. Short pipersby members (for gold medal).

NOTES.

Till' "Klccfriciil U«'\i«'M "diiriiiir Wai iiiin-.— Forthe
convenience of any of our readers who may be serving with the
naval or military forces, either in camp or elsewhere, we have
pleasure in announcing that any electrical or engineering nnit or
individual electrical man will be provided with a copy of the
Elkctricai. Uk\ikw regularly every week as long as the war
lasts if the Manager, the KLKcrBlCAi, Revikw, I, Lndgate Hill.
E.G., be furnished with the name and address to which it is to be
B3nt.

Tlw William White neiiioiial.—The Times states
that nearly i;:t,(JOO has been subscribed to the Sir William White
Memorial Fund, and the principal part of the fund is to be devoted
to the establishment of a scholarship for research work in naval
architecture.

lire Pr«'\('iitioii.—The British Fire Prevention Com-
mittee has issued a special fire warning for baildings in which
Belgian refugees are being temporal ily housed, printed in English,
French and Flemith. Copies can be obtaintd upon wiitten appli-
cation (giving requirements as to language) addressed to the
Registrar, the British Fire Prevention Committee, 8, Waterloo
Place, London, S.W.

French Ked Cross Society.—The French Committee
formed for the assistance of dependents of local residents who
have joined the Colours of our Allies, has also undertaken to
collect funds for the French Red Cross Society, which is now in

very urgent need of assistancs. The resources of this society have
been overwhelmed by the needs of the wounded from the enor-
mous battle area. The numbers of wounded to be dealt with
increase daily, and, of course, British. Belgians. French and
Germans are all ministered to alike. The expense incurred is

naturally excessive, and is altogether beyond the ordinary resources
of this society, and an urgent appeal is made to this country for
assistance. Donations may ba sent to Mr. A. ReyroUe, care of
A. R'lyrolle & Co , Ltd., Hebburn-on-Tyne, who is a member of
the Local French Committee.

Diesel Electrical Locomotive Cars.—On the railway
line between Rastatt and Gernsath, in Saxony, some experiments
have been made with the running of the first Diesel electrical loco-
motive cars constructed in Germany. The car is buUt to accom-
modate 100 persons, and has a cab for the driver at each end. It
is mounted on two bogie-trucks. On one of these is carried the
Diesel engine, by which the energy is supplied, and which is

coupled direct to a dynamo ; on the other, which has two axles,

are installed two electromotors, for the propulsion of the car. The
Diesel set has a capacity of 147 Kw. and runs at 4.">0 r.p.m. The
six cylinders are of the four-cycle type and are arranged in a kind
of V, each three of the same side being placed at an angle of less

than 30° to the vertical. The internal diameter of the cylinders is

260 mm , and the stroke is ioO mm. The speed under the control
of the driver can be reduced to about SuO b.p.m.

The trials made with these new ears were very snccessful, and
a speed was achieved of 75 km. or 43i miles per hour. The running
of the cars was very quiet, and there was scarcely any vibration.

The mechanical parts of the cars were supplied by Jleesrs. Sulzer
Bros., and the electrical parts by the A.G. Brown, Boveri & Cie.

The State Railways in Saxony have placed orders for a number of
new cars of this type, and the example has been followed by the
Prussian State Railways. The price is considerably higher than
that of ordinary motor-cars, but this is counter-balanced by the de-

creased cost of running of the electrical cars. A comparison is being
made with cars of British manufacture ; these have been run over
a distance of 1,000 km., and the average consumption amounted to
0'21 pfennig par km. This works out on the basis of price of
energy of r06d. per KW.-honr at 31d per km., a result which it

would be impossible to approach with other types.

Simpler Control for Rollius-nill Motors.—In a
paper read before the American Association of Iron and Steel
Electrical Engineers, W. Sykes and G. E. Stotz plead for simpler
controllers on rolling mill motors. The motors themselves have
been so perfected that trouble with them arises only under extra-
ordinary circumstances, bat, to reduce the risk of overloa<Jing the
machines while accelerating the heavy rotating parts of the mill
drive, complicated automati3 controllers have been introduced
which not infrequently introduce more maintenance troubles than
they remove. Interlocks and a multiplicity of contacts and relays
should be avoided, as far as possible, in favour of manual operation
by proper attendants. Rolling mill motors necessarily carry high
momentary peak loads, hence it is difficult to protect them against
long continued moderate overloads. Ordinarily, the speed drop of an
induction motor from light to fuU load is only 2 or 3 per cent.,

which does not permit a fly-wheel to relieve appreciably peak loads
on the driving motor. A liquid slip regulator, providing 10 to

15 per cent., or greater speed drop on full load, psrmits the fly-

wheel to become usefully oparative, and maintains more uniform
load on the motor than is possible where step-by-step grid resist-

ances and switches are used. As compared with a controller and
fixed slip arrangement, a liquid slip regulator effects very
important reductions in the maximum power required for rolling

;

this saving becomes more considerable the smaller the fixed slip,

and in a particular casa the use of a liquid slip regulator reduced
the maximum demand ."0 per cent, and 10 per cent., as compared
with the demand when rolling with 11 par cent, ^nd 6 per cent,

fixed slip respectively.
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The liisiilatiiiji' I»r»|M'iti«'s «f Solid hiclcctrics.—
la the Boientific papers of the Bureau of StandardH, U.S.A., an
account iB given by Harvey L. Curtis of a rpBcarch on the volume
resistivity and the surface resistivity of dielectrics. The volume
resistivity of a material is the resistance in ohms between two
opposite faces of a centimetre cube. The surface reaiBtivity is

defined as the resistance between two opposite edt'CB of a centimetre

s<|uaTe of the surface film which is deposited upon the material.

In measuring the volume resistivity, mercury electrodes were
employed in order to make good contact, and a euard-rinp was
used to prevent any errors on account of pur face leakage. Some
values of the volume resistivity are given below :

—

Volume RESiaTiviTT ok Solid Diklectbics.

Material. Resistivity. Material. Resie'lfity
obm3-CDi. obma-dn.

Special paraffln .. over B,n00 • 10" P«rafflnoa mahogany .. 40 . 10"
OereFin .. .. over 6.000 • ini» Stabilite .10x10'"
Fused quartz .. over 6,000 . lo" Plate elasa .. SO lO'''

Hard rubber 1,000' 10'^ Bakelite No. 150.

.

4 x 10'«

Clearmica 200 10" Opal glass I ^ 10'-

•Su'phur 100 X 10'"

*Amberite 60 x 10'" Paralflne'l poplsr .. 600 • 10"

'Rosin 60 X 10" Paraffined maple .. 800 y 10'

•Mica (India niljy slightly Pakilite No. 1 .

.

200 / 10"

stained) 60 .; 10" Bafcelite No. 100 . . .. 100 - io»

Mica (brown African clear) 20 X 10" Italian marble .. 100x10"
Bakelite L668 .. .. 20 ' 10" Vulcabeston .. .. 20 x 10»

'Electroee No. 8 .. 20x10" White celluloid . . .. 20x10"
Shellac 10x10" Hard fibre 20x10"
•BoalingwBx .. 8x10" B'ark galalith .. 20x10"
'Yellow electiose .. 6 x lO^' Whit" galalith .. .. 10-10"
•Yellow beeswax 9 x 10" Red fibre 6 x 10"

Khotinsky cement 2 ' 10'" Marble, pink Tenne'SPe 5 x 10*

'Moulded mica .. 1 x lO" Marble, blue V'ermort.

.

1 < 10"

Ucglazed porcelain .. 300 x 10^" Ivory 200 « 10-

Black electrose : 100 x lO'" Slate 100.1(1"
Mica (India ruby stained) 50x10'- Bakelite No. 140. . .. 50 x 10»

German glass .. .. 50 - 10*-

* Apparent resistivity taken afler the voltage bed been applied for 16 minutes.

Upon the surface of all insulators except the waxy materials a

film of moisture collects from the surrounding air. The thickrees

and conductivity of this film depends upon the material of which
the insulator is composed and upon the relative humidity of the

surrounding air. For some materials the surface resistance at

1 per cent, humidity is 10" times larger than at 95 per ofnt.

hnmidity, though for the majority of materials the Burface

resistance does not change by a factor of more than 10' under
these conditions. Since the change is not uniform, it has been

found necessary to construct curves showing the change of sur-

face resistivity with hnmidity. These curves are given in the

original article.

Elt'otriciil \e«.s in Gei'iiian Papers.—The EJechicdl

World of October' 10th contains the following note regarding the

E.T.Z , which, of course, no larger reaches us :

—

"In the Elektnitffhnixrhe /pitsrhrift of September 10th (Nos. 36-

37, containing 20 pages of text and '20 pages of advertisements)

there is a note on ' War and Industry,' signed by the initials of the

editor (Mr. 0. Znhme), referring to a statement of the commander-
general of the Seventh Army Corpfi of the German army to the

inhabitants of the provinces of Rhineland and Wentphalia. In

this statement it is emphasised that Germany needs its men not

only for the war but also for maintaining some of the most
important industries ; that in order to make a successful issue of

the war possible it is neoMsary above everything else to keep the

coal mines of-the district in full operation and in the same way
the metallurgical works makirg war materials ; but that it is also

necessary to keep open the boat traffic in the River Rhine, the

mills, the waterworks and electric central stations.
" It is pointed out by the editor that the electrical industries

have lost 2.5 to 30 per cent, of their emplojos, who have gone to

the front. Some departments of the industries had to be restricted,

others had to be extended in operation. The editor thinks that in

view of the importance of keeping the electrical industries in full

swing, the recent raise of price made by several of the German
electrical manufacturing companies is of doubtful economic
BoundnesB.

" Under trade notes it is stated that the Gottfiied Ilagen Sto.-age

Battery Co , in Cologne, has raised the price of plates and batteries

by 10 per cent, as a result of the rise in price of lead.
" On the front page the editors and publishers make the follow-

ing announcement: 'On the supposition that the mail facilities

permit it, one numbnr of the h'!i'l;tniti'i-/i>iixf/ir /Uisfhrifl will be

issued at least every two weeks. We hope that political conditions

will Boon enable us to resume the issue of weekly numbers and in

any case to bring the current yearly volume to a complete

conclusion.'
"

The I.IW.F.A. and tlie llford Case.-Tlic WilloFdon

Electricity Committee has received a rei^uest from thj l.M.lvA.

asking for financial assistance in defending proceedings instituted

by a gas company against the llford Council in respect of

alleged preferential treatment. The Committco states that it is

advised that the Council has no power to comply with such

request, and it recommends that the Association be so informed.

In this connection, Itradford Electricity Oommittco has decided to

contribute a sum not exceeding £."10, and Silford Electricity Com-
mittee a sum not exceeding £20 towards expenses.

!B.E,.\.in.i, .\nnual Uiiiner.—The Council of the

B.E.A.M.A. decided, at th» last meeting, not to hold the usual

annual dinner this session.

Klectricify in llie Iron and Steel Industry.

—

statistical data showing an immense increase in the uae of

electricity in the iron and Hteel induhtry of the United States

were presented by R. T'-chent»cher, at the Cleveland C jnvention of

the Iron and Steel Electrical Engineer". Imuiries were rent to

8.T companies operating from 1 to 33 plants f2(X) installatioDB in

all) and replies were received from 62 compinita, opera'.ing 17.^

plants. Of thece companies, all but three generate their own
current, and a summary of the data collected reads aa follows :

—

.No. of generating stations ... 170
Generating sets—No. of ... 840

KW. capacity 394 .'.(Xi

Motors.—Xo. of 4.5,510

1.261,1.50 H P.

33,863 KW.
7,017 KW.
4.^110 KW.
7 800,000 KW-hours
1,633,764,000 KW.- hours

9,610,000 KW.-honrs

HP
Load—^Lighting...

Metallurgical ...

Miscellaneous ...

Units.—Purchased in 1913
Generated „ „
Average do. per plant...

The total KW. -hours generated daring I9I3 in individual plants

ranged from 100,000 up to 330 millions, and three oompanies
alone in their 1".) plants generated 683 million units, i." . 12 per

cent, of the total. The largest and next largest electrical «<iaip-

ments accounted for 20 per cent, and s per cent, respectively of the

total output from the whole 170 plants reported.

Nothing could show more clearly the immensity of the remaining
poaeible electrical applications in existing iron and steel works

—

applications which will doubtless be made, as pn sent plant txcomes
obsolete or worn out, and as competition demands that advantage

be taken of the economies of electric driving.

There are from 225 to 250 separate iron and steel works in the

S'ates, and, excluding mining, making and handling of raw
materials and transport of the latter, their total electric power
production was approximately 2,000 million units in r.'I3. say an

average of !i, 000,000 units per plant, as compared with the 1'.' 12

census averages of CS million nnit3 for each of the 1,260 electric

railway companif s and 2'2 million units for each of the 5,221

central stations (including railway and lighting) in the States,

Allowing for light load, metallurgical and miscellaneous load,

and on the basis of 6,4ii0 working hours per annum, the generator

power for motor load in the steel industry is 236 000 KW. This

correspondends to an average motor load factor of 20 per cent.,

and it is probable that load factors between 15 per cent, and
25 per cent, cover all average conditions in the iron and steel

industry. The consumption of electrical energy in iron and steel

works in the States is about 20 times aa great as it was 10 years

ago—a record of development approached in no other single

industry.

Banks and (o\ernnient Conlraets.—The opinion

is held that greater facilities might be afforded by banks in the

present position of affairs to many firms who have secured con-

tracts with the G ivernment if the latter would accept from the

banks notices of the charges by customers against fuch contracts,

and would pay the moneys due from time to time direct to the

banks on the order of the customer. This would better enable

banks to make advances in respect of such undertakings. At

present the Government declines to do this. The banks, it is said,

are anxious to finance these contracts, and they are taking

exceptional ri-ks to assist their customers, but naturally they arc

not (liBpoted to run risks which might be ditlijnlt to justify unless

the Government ass^ista them in the manner indicated.

—

T\mf4.

Eleetroniaanefs for War Suraery.— .\t the recent

meeting of the French Academy of Medicine, Dr A. Dastre ex-

plained the uses to which a powerful electromagnet could be put

in removing shrapnel splinters and 8teel-jacket< d bullets from

wounded soldierB. It is claimed that an electromagnet ased by

Prof. Rolet drew shrapnel fragments to the surface from a depth

of 6 in., and bullets from a depth of 21 iv— flfctricil W'orhi.

.inierica V|i|)oiiits More Trade ronsMl>.— In view

of the exceptional activity of the United States Pi-partment of

Commerce, and the Consular i Iticers under their control, in investi-

gating fresh bufiness opportunities arising from the war, it is of

interest to note that seven commercial attacfcii have been

appointed by the department "to undertake the new service of

American trade promotion abroad," Mr, A. H BaMwin, who has

been appointed to London, was during the past four years chief of

the Kureiiu of I'jre'gn «nd D.imestio Cimmerce, Dr, Vedit7 who
will go to Paris, has hern exprrt investigator to the United S^at<!s

Government, after having filled the Professorship, at several

American Universities, in Economics, which subject he studied

ex'ersively on the Continent. The special qualifications of the

attache at Berlin (.Mr. E. W. Thompson ! are mill designing, and the

manufacture of cotton goors and cotton seed product.- The other

appointments are to Pekin (Mr, .1, It. Arnold \ Bueno.< Ay res (Dr.

A, Halc\ Rio de .laneiro (.Mr. L. HutchintonX and Lima (.Mr, A.

Harrington),

Inquiries.—A coriesfondent wishes to know whether

balata is suitable for use in electrical manufactures, and to what
extent cheap rubber will affect the demand for gutt«-percha and
balata.

Names of firms to stamp out the metal frames of cheap electric

bells, and makers of wood bases and gongs for tH'Us. are wanteil.

Inquiric9arestilllH>ing received for Uritish makers of pocket-lamp

batteries, of whom we know only a few ; if any other firms hare

taken up this line we shall be ple,ised to hear from t'aem.
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Institution iind Lcctun; Xotes.—Institution ok
Electiiioai, Enoinekfim.— The I'JHIS SvUabua of the Man-
OIIBSTKR LoOAL SECTION contains the following items :

—
November 3rd, 19U —Ohairman'o Address b; Mr. P. P, Wbeelwrlgbl.

17lb.—" Cublos." Bv Mr. C. J. Besvnr.
Dooember U«.—" Power Plnnt Tsailng." Hy Mr. W. M. Selvej,

,, 16(b.—" Autnroatio Protpniive Rwilchgoar lor a.o. SyateinB,"
By Mr. B. B. Wcdmore.

January latb, 1918. -"OonJiiions AiTir-iinK Ibe Variation in Strongib Of
WireloBB HIgnalB." By Pro( E. W. Marchant.

,, Q6(b.—"Eleotrlo Furnaoos." By Mr. T. D, Robernon.

ThefoUowiQB provisional prot;ramme for the session 1911-irj

has been drafted by the ScoTTi.sn Local Sectio.n :
—

November 10th, 19U, (Glasgow).—Cliairman'a Inaugural Addroas.
Decomhor 8th, ; „ (QlaBgow).—Paper on "The Mignntlaatlon of Iroji at

Hi((b Plui Density with AituroaCing Currents."
By Mr. J. 8. Nir.holBon, B.8o.

January latb, 1916, (Edinburgh).—Paiiar on "Cables." By Mr. C. J.
H.»vor.

February 9lh, „ (Glasuowl.—Paper on " riistrlhutiin and Rise of Tem-
perature in Field ciiih." Hy Prof. M. Maclean,
Mr. U. J. M'Kollar and Mr. R. 8. Begg.

March 9th, ,, (Bdinburghl— Paper on " Automatic Protective
8witohgiiar for AlteraatingCurrent Systems."
By Mr. K. B. Wedniore.

April lath, ,, ((Glasgow).— Annual Giniral. Paper on " Power Plant
Testing." lly Mr. W. M. Selvey.

Owing- to the war it has been decided not to have the annnal
dinner and smoking concert, and there will be no meetings of the
Students' Section this session.

iN.STITtlTION OP EnOINKEKS AND SniPBUILDERS IN SCOT-
LAND.—The report of the Council for the past Session shows that
the membership at September HCth was l,66'.i The treasurer's
statement shows surplus revenue £202, and total assets i; 33,239.
The " James Watt " anniversary dinner will not be held this
year.

Iqbanic Engineebino Society.—The first meeting of the
Session was held on the 21st inst. The chair was taken by the
President (Mr. G. A. Mower), and Messrs. A. H. Curtis and J. H.
Mould were elected vice-presidents. Addresses were given by the
President and Mr. Mould on the effect of the war on the electrical
industry. Mr. J. T. Mould's remarks were devoted largely to the
commercial effect of the war, and to a review of the opportunities
afforded by the present situation to secure those markets for
electrical apparatus which had been in the hands of German
manufacturers and exporters. If the whole of the German
markets were captured, our exports of electrical apparatus could
be doubled ;

the field was promising, provided that the necessary
sustained and well-directed spade work was carried out and a
careful study made of the exact requirements and business methods
of the markets now made available. Reference was made to the Roll
of Honour of the Igranic Electric Co., on which appeared the names
of 100 emploj OS serving with H.M. Forces, and 11 members of the
staff who had recently joined the Colours were elested hon.
members of the Society.

Association of Electrical Station Engineers.—A meet-
ing of the London Branch was held at Stone's Restaurant, Ludgate
Hill, E.C., on Tuesday last The general secretary reported that
the London branch secretary had handed in his resignation, which
had been accepted by the London Committee, and the general
secretary would undertake the London Branch work for the time.
He also reported that one of the trustees and two of the London
committee had enlisted in the Army, as well as a large number of
the members (a full list was being compiled). It was agreed that
those members who had undertaken military duties should be
relieved from payment of their subscriptions during their period
of service, and they should retain full membership. The secretary
pointed out that it was the duty of those who still continued
their usual occupations to pay up all arrears of subscriptions, to
make up for the large loss entailed, and to keep the Association
on a firm footing, financially and otherwise. The conference
originally arranged for October 3rd has been postponed in-
definitely.

The Secretary also stated that he had received large numbers of
applications from ens-ineers and others for men to fill various
vacancies (for the period of the war) but except in a few cases
early in August had been unable to supply men ; the difficulty in
some cases had been overcome by overtime. There was a shortage
of skilled men for the supply side of the industry under present
conditions, and there was a feeling that unskilled men were
being put into responsible positions. There was no doubt that
this was happening in a few cases, but the Association proposed
to take no action in the matter, as most were only engaged during
the period of the war. On the return of members from active
service their interests would, of course, come first ; in most cases
reinstatement was sure.

The next meeting of the London Branch will be held on
November 17th, as above.

Fatality.—An inquest was \ie\d on the 19th inst. at
Parkhurst, I.O.W., on Edward Belcher, a Territorial bandsman,
who was killed through an explosion in an electric inspection
chamber in St. James's Street, Newport. Baring the previous
Saturday evening a foreman in the Electric Light Co 's employ re-
placed a fuse in a feeder- pi liar in the maiket, and simultaneously
the explosion occurred in the inspection pit ; the cover being
blown into the air fell on the head of Belcher, who was dead when
picked up. Efforts to elicit the cause of the explosion failed, and

the jury returned a verdict of "Accidental Death," addine that

the chamber covers should be lifted at least once a week aa a
preOButton.

I*at«'nts anti Alit'ii Kncinics.—Applications have
b°en lodged for the avoidance or auspeniioD of the following
patents :

—

No. and
year of

ralent.
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Opfningx for Fans in India.—The American ConBul nnderBtands
that in connection with the larpfe amount of builiiinir to be done at
Delhi the authorities are considtriner the possibility of constructinjf

buildinfjs with inner as well as outer walls, between which artificially

cooled air can be circulated by means of exhaust fans. The use of

ele':tric fans in India is constantly increasinir. Ceilinc fans which
will operate directly over a person's bed and force air through the
mopquito nettinc", or over the diningf table, or over the businesa
man's desk, are the most popular type. Fans of the table type,

usually attached to walls, are much used in theatres and such
places, where it is desired to force a current of air along particular

directions. There ia a very big demand for all types of fans,

for direct and alternating current, and for ceiling, table, desk and
wall use.

0,S4KA.—The British Vice-Consul at Osaka reports that the
completion of the works of the Vjigawa Hydro-Electric Power Co.
in June, I9i:i, came at a time most fortunate for the company,
coinciding as it did with a period when the high price of coal had
become a matter of concern to all industries using steam power.
The company supplies power to both Osaka and Kyoto, the power
house being situated at Uji (about 'J miles from Kyoto and 22 miles

from Osaka), from which point the three-phase, 60-cycle, alter-

nating current is transmitted by aerial lines to Osaka, at a
pressure of 5.'),000 volts, and to Kyoto at 11,000 volts. A contract
has been made with the Osaka municipality for the supply of power
for the tramway service from .January, 1915, which will account
for 4,lo0 Kvv. The company's tariff ranges from 4 J sen (I'ld.) to

3 sen (:!d.) per Kw.-hour, though contract prices appear to be
considerably lower. The growth of electric railway systems con-
tinues. In April this year there were within a radius of 50 miles

of Osaka close on 250 miles of double track in operation and
80 miles more under construction or proposed in the near
future.

CEYLON.

—

Graphite.—According to the recently issued Colonial

OflBce Report on Ceylon, there are about 450 plumbago mines in

the colony. Last year the market was dull, especially during the
closing three months, but prices showed an appreciable advance
on those realised in 1912. The averages per ton for large and
ordinary lumps rose from Rs. 376 ti Rs. 441 (Rs- 15 = £1), and for

chips and dust from R^. 210 to Rs. 270. The quantity shipped
amounted to only 571,000 owt., against (555,000 in 1912. The
United States took over 20,000 cwt. less than in 1912, and Germany
40,000 cwt. less, whilst exports to the United Kingdom showed
little change. Last year, in addition to the competition of the
Korean product, another competitor made itself felt in the shape
of the Madagascar product.

Import Trade.—Next to British India, the United Kingdom
continues to be the chief source of supply of imports generally
into Ceylon, her percentage of the total import trade last year
being 29'2, as compared with 28 76 in 1912. The position which
we have thus maintained against foreign competition appears,

therefore, satisfactory. At present the United Kingdom possesses

exactly nine times the trade of Germany—her greatest foreign

rival. Imports of lamps into Ceylon last year showed more than
a 50 per cent, increase.

A recent report by the United States Consul at Colombo says that
plumbago miners and dealers are suffering from a slump in the
market. There is an impression that the rivalry in foreign

markets, which the increased output of plumbago in Madagascar
has created, threatens to drive Ceylon plumbago from the markets
of the world. Inquiries into the Madagascar industry are being

made by Ceylon interests, and Government assistance in further

investigation is being requested. A comparison of samples
indicated that whiLst the Madagascar quality was not so good as

the two best Ceylon qualities, it was well above the average. If

the Madagascar output continues, Ceylon dealers are of opinion
that the only way to compete against it is to import modern
mining machinery into Ceylon, and go into plumbago mining on a
scientific basis, which has never yet been done.

Another view which has been advanced is that present condi-

tions are not due to Msdagascar competition, but the unsettled

state of the general situation throughout the world. There would
be far more plumbago from Ceylon going into consumption now
were it not for the wild speculation in the mineral last year by
numbers of small dealers, who cannot afford to sell at the prices

now ruling without making heavy losses.

\Valkiii!>' Contest.—The Hackney Wiilkinjj Club are

holding a 20 miles scratch walking race on Boxing Day, open to

»U amateurs, starting and finishing at the Cross Keys Hotel,

Lower Edmonton. The route will be the main road to Hoddesdon
and baok again ;

prizes will be given, and no entranca fees will

be charged. As several members of the club are serving their

country a large entry ia not expected, but the Committee feel that

events should bo arranged to cater for those at home. Owing to

the death of Mr. S. C. Haynos, the hon. seo
,
all communications

should now be addressed to Messrs. L. H. and S. H. Smith,
136, Inderirick Road, Hornsey, N., the hon. sees., pro tern.

A]i]ioint)iioiit.s Vacant.—Switohboard attendant (3-2s.'),

for Burnley Electricity Department ; assistant engineer (.359.\ for

Rampton Criminal Lunatic .Vsylum, Retford ; a few first-class

telephone mechanios and instrument makers, for U.E. Stores,

Royal Dockyard, Woolwich ; engineers (meohanioal andeleotricnlX

for the Cornwall (Fortress') R lyal Engineers, Electric Light Co.

(Territorial); junior charge engineer (iiSO), during war, for

Crewe Corporation, Particulars are given in our advertisement

pages.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Thf. Bditori invito eleatrieal enginuri, whfth^r eonwetsd uiitk th9

technical or the commercial tide of the profettion and industry^

alio olectriv tramway and railway o/Kciali, to keep readeri oftht

Electbical Bkview potted at to their mmementi.

( cntral Station tMlieials.—Whilst makine a toar of
in»pection of sub-stations on September 11th. Mb. ABrnt'B
DorcLAs Broadhent, youngest brother of Mr. Frank B.'oadbent,

and chief assistant engineer to the municipal electricity depart-

ment of Perth, West Australia, was shot in the back by some
unknown person and very seriously wounded. The outrage took
place in the main street of Maylands, a snbnrb of Perth, in day-

1 ght, but the assailant apparently was not seen by any one. So
notivc for the attack is known. 'The latest information tn hand
showed that Mr. Broadbent was in a critical condition.

Mb. W. T. Le Fkivhe, borough electrical engineer at Bcxhill.

who was formerly lieutenant in the 2od Home Counties RaTal
Eagineers (Territorials), having applied for a commission in the
army, the Council have agreed to keep his post f t him and to

allocate his salary as follows :—£225 per annum to Mr. Le Fenvre'8

wife and family ; £100 per annum to the tissistant-engineer, Mr.
Frost ; £10ii per annum for the provision of any further engineer-

ing assistance should this be found necessary.

Hackney B.C. last week selected for the appointment of gene-

rating engineer Mii. F. D. (J-^noBX, at present aeaistant shift

engineer. There were 42 applicants.

Mn. W. H. WEt,DON', who has for several years been engaged in

the Bridlington Corporation electricity works, has received an
aopointment under the Government at the Curragh Camp. Ireland.

His colleagues at Bridlington have made him a presentation of a
solid silver cigarette-case.

Mr. Eugene Mathews the testing engineer at the Hackney
electricity works, and secretary of the Hackney Electric Rifle Clnb
and also of the Electricity Supply Rifle League, was married on
the 19th inst., at Leyton parish church, to Annie Dorothy, only

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Harry Hallam, of Leyton.

Mb. a. .1. Bbidof., who is at present employed in the electricity

supply department at SheflSeld, has been appointed junior engineer-

in-charge at the Dirlington Electricity Vorks.

According to a Maidstone paper, the Maidstone Town Council in

Committee recently resolved that the electrical engineer be

requested to refund any bonus received by him for the past year

in excess of the £.">00 limit fixed in 19Ui. There are two reso-

lutions bearing on this matter. On Jaly 22nd, 1908. it was
resolved :

—
That, as and from March 25th, 1908, Mr. Hoadlcy be paid a salary and

commission calculaled as follows :—When ihe total costs per unit sold,

eicludii'K capital chai-Bcs, shall tie I'M., the sala'y nhall be f.WO per annum,
and [or each ilOOi-aveil to the Committee throuRh the reduction in cost per
unit sold, a li.inU3 of '20 per cent, per annum. In all cases tbe salar. for the
linanoial year ending in March shall be calculated on the costs of the preceding
llnancial year.

But a resolution passed on November 10th, 1910, varied tbe baaia

of the bonus calculation and also contained a provision that "The
total amount of remuneration and bonus not to exceed in any one

year the sum of £500." The amount of salary and commission

paid in 1913 was £300 and £200 (£500), and in 1914, £300 and

two sums of £200 (£700).

Mr. Chas. L. Taoup, of Messrs. Troup, Curtis & Co., has joined

the Sportmen's Battalion (Royal Fusiliers) for active service.

(encral,—5In. H. D. Pkarson ia severing his connection

with Messrs. Drake >'t Gorham, Ltd., and is taking up a position sb

manager of the electrical department of the Associated Manu-
facturing Co., of 72 80, Mansell Street, Aldgate.

Oltituai'}. — It was with very tleep regret* that we
observed in the 7'im.s of Monday las' the following anooanoe-

ment :— " LiKi TEXANr Ai.ewnmieb Nicel Tko\ tek, who waa
killed in action on Octol>er 12th. aged 20, was appointed to the

3rd Batt. Royal Scots (Lothian li^giment'i in Decemlier, \'.'\i.

He was the only son of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander IVlham Trotter,

of 181, Ashley Gardens, S.W , and Coates Farm, Kittleworth,

Sussex." We are sure that every one of onr readers will be

anxious to join with us in expressing the deepest possible sym-
pathy with 80 highly esteemed a member of the profession as

Mr. A. r. Trotter, and Mrs. Trotter, in their terrible bereavement.

W ords fail us in these days when we want to express both onr
gratitude and our condolence as the 15 ^11 of Honour daily bears

evidence of the saoriliees which are being so cheerfully made and
• 80 bravely borne. Mr. Trotter may be assured that the hearts of a

host of friends in the electrical world are with hiiu and his

wife.

Mu. ANtii s Maci.eoi>.—We regret to record the death, which
occurred on 22nd inst. at Hornsey, at the age of 70 years, of Mr.

Angus >l»cliH)d, who, we understand, was a pioneer of electiieity

supply in Scotland, .\bout the year 1892 h* starte<l, in oonjucc'.ion

with Mr. Ivobert Hammond, the Scottish Houseto-Hor.se K ectrioity

Supply Co. Upon Mr. H*mmond relinquishing contracting for

consulting work >Ir. Macleotl carried through, in co'-junclion

with the old County of London and Hrush ProTiucial I'leotricity

Supply Co., the construction and running of the electricity supply

works for Coatbridge, which was the first electricity supply under-

taking in Scotland to be carrie<l out by a comp.-vny under Parlia-

mentary powers. Mr. Macleod had been an invalid for years, but

he had always taken the keenest interest in eleotrical work and
development.
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MEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

William Ballv 4 Sons. Ltd. a33,a^8).—This comp.iny was
roKis'fJ on Oil, ilr.l. wiih a capital of j£6,000 in /SI «h.ir«, to lakf ovrr
Ihc businci* o( a ntitnufoi-turing, wholesale, retail unti furniithinf; IronmonKcT
curried iin by H. t). Ilailv at 64, Gracichurch Stroit, E.r., a< William
Bally & Sons, ti> carry on the same, and the businesH ol ,lecliical ensinr.rs.
eleriririans, manufarturerii of electrical apparatun, makers tif cooking apparatus

etc., and to adopt an agreement with the said ventlur (1) for the
the

(with
andid bu«mesa and for undertaking certuii

encaij.iiunts, and 12) relalintj to mana|!enienl. The subsrr
shar.- ,a,h1 are:-H. D. nollv, M, Gracechurch Street, B.C.. ironmonger ana
.iiKincr ; Mrs. M. P. Uallv, 33, West Park. Kltham, S.E. i'rivate company.
1 he number of directors is' not to be less than two or more than five. The
firjt .ire H, D. Baily (permanent mananinR director) and Mrs. M. D. Baily.

H. I). Ilailv shall be entitled to draw upon the company's banking* account
for his sal.iry up to jCiOO per quarter. Qualification (except first directors,
who require none), ^100. Reuislered ofBce, M, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

Citv of Freetown (Sierra Leone) Electricity Co., Ltd.
(138,0JS).-This company was rej-ist.-red on Oct. 22nd, with a capital of

,£15.000 in jC^ shires, to acquire a concession granted to A. I. S. Baron by
the Corporation of the Citv of Freetown, to carry on the business of an
electric supply company in all its branches. The subscribers (with one share
each) are:—M. Railing, 67. Queen Victoria Street, E.C electrical engineer;
L. G. Hyng. 67. Queen Victoria Street, E.C, electrical engineer. Private
ccmpanv. The numbi-r of directors is not to be less than three or more than
seven: the first are H. Hirst, M. Railing, L. G. Byng and A. I. Suckling
(iianaging directoi). Qualification (except local directorsi 50 shares. Registereil
. :Ticc, Midl.-.nd Bank Chambers, 71a, Queen Victoria Street. E.C.

Wirin;;, Ltd. (133,027).—This company was registered
on Oct. 23nd, with a capital of ;{:2,500 in £1 shrires, to carry on the basi-
ness of electrical, mechanical and general engineers, electricians, manufac-
turers i.f electrical appli.inces. maihinc and enginei-ring tool makers, boiler
makers, founders, etc. The subscribers are :—Isr lel Davies, 12. Hvdc Park
n.ice, \V.. builder, 40 shares; B. Davies, 12, Hvde Park Pl.ace, W..' electrical

engineer, 40 shares; E. Davies, 13, Hyde Park Vlace, W., electrical engineer,
20 shares. Private company. The number of directors is not to be less than
two or more than three; the first are Israel D<avies and B. Davies (both
permanent). Qualification. £?20. Remuneration, jj;S0 each per annum. Regis-
tered office, 90, Charing Cross Road, W.C.

Alpha Electrical Co., Ltd. (138,040).—This company was
regisi.r.J on Oct. 21st with a capital of £iMO in £1 shares, to carry on the
business of electricians, eleclrical, mechanical, sanitary, gas and w:itcr engi-
neers, coritr.ictors, ironmongers. nl:ikers of electric tramcars, motor cars,

carriages, cycles and other vehicles, n>anufac[urers and suppliers of and
dealers in dvnainos, motors, telephones, bells, electroliers, etc. The sub-
scribers (with one share each) are :—W. Schofield. 11, Boscombe Road, South
Shore, Blackpool, yarn agent; G. S. Mills, 11, Hartley Road, Chorlton-cum-
Ilaidv, Manchester, electrical engineer. , Private company. The number of
ilirectors is not to be less than two or more than five; the subscribers :iVc to

appoint the first. Registered office, 263, Oxford Road, Chorllon-on-Medlock,
.Manchester.

Derby Day and N'ight Sijjn Co., Ltd. (138,042).—This
ciiinpan; w.is regisl.iid on Oct. 21sl. nilh a capital ol £;5.00ll in £1 shares,
to acquire certain options, to adopt an agreement with Helen Goulton as
" grantor '* and W. Goulton as " grantee." being an agreement to grant a
licence to manufacture nn(l sell under Patent No. 21,191 of 1913. to carrv on

akers of illuminated and other signs, discs, reHectors. globes,
bscribers (with one share each) are :—W. Goulton, la.

the busini

Park Road, South Tottenham. N., mining engineer; H.
.\ndrews. 37, Abbotsford Avenue, South Tottenham, N., retired naval officer.

Private companv. The number of directors is not to be less than two or more
than fivi-; the first are W. Goulton and H. H. Speed-Andrews. Qualification,
one share.

British Electrical Export Co., Ltd. (138,028).—This com-
pany was registered on Oct. 20th. with a capital of £;3,000 in £1 shares, to

carry on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in electrical fittings,

fixtures, machinery, plant, utensils, lamps, stoves, etc. The subscribers (with

one share each) are :—H. F. Simon. 27. Martins Lane, Cannon Street, E.C,
electrical engineer; S. C. Russ. 27, Martins Lane, Cannon Street, E.C,
electrical engineer: H. Slurton, 74. Great Tower Street, E/:., solicitor. Private
companv. The first directors are H. F. Simon, S. C Russ and H. Sturlon.
Registered office, 27, Martins Lane, Cannon Street. E.C.

Metal Scrap, Ltd. (138,017).—This companv was regis-
capital of £;ia.0(X) in £1 shares, to take over from

and work certain processes for (1) the detinning of tin

from galvanised iron, and (3) the removal of

) carry on the business of smelters, refiners,

minerals, metals, and ores, electricians

elled

dealers
ch) :—C W.

1 & 2.

Tiber of

; S. O.
Regis-

tered on Oct. 19th.

S. O. Cowper-Cole
scrap. (2) the reco'

rollers and assayer
trical engineers, etc. The subscribers (with one
Dennv. 22. Edwardes Square. Kensington. \\\. eng
Old Pve Street, Westminster, plater. Private company. The
directors is not to be less 'llan two or more than 5; the first

Cowper-Coles and J. J. Gordon Gordon. Oualification, 100 shai

tered office. 1 & 2. Old Pye Street, Westminster.

Ruthin Electric Supply Co., Ltd. (138.021).—This com-
panv was n-gistered on Oct. 19th, wilh a capital of ;f5.000 in 400 cumulative
preference shares of £5 each and 1,000 preferred ordinary and 2,000 ordinary
shares of £1 each, to carry on the business of an electric lighting and power
companv in all its branches. The subscribers (with SO shares each) are ;

—

A. A. Douglas, Brendon. Colwyn Bay. manufacturer; J. H. Edwards. Hares-
field. Stonehouse, Glos.. engineer. Private companv. J. H. Edwards is the

first managing director. Oualification. 50 shares. '
Solicitors. Sevmour Wil-

liams & Co.. 38, Parliament Street, Westminster, S.W.

Harford Electric Supply Co., Ltd. (137,994).—This com-
pany was registered on Oct. Ifith. with a capital of ;f5.000 in 4.000 preference
shares of 10s. each and 3.000 ordinary shares of £1 oach. to carry on at

Barford and elsewhere in England the business of an electric light company
in all its branches. The subscribers (with 50 shares each) are :—\V. O.
Rooper. 30. College Street, Dowgate Hill, E.C. civil engineer; V. Caldwell,
Wray Cottage, Reigate. accountant and cashier. -Private company. The
number of directors is not to be less than three or more than seven ; the first

arc D. Smith-Rvland. F. G. Bullrv, V. Caldwell, R. Jones, and W. O. Rooper.
Qualification, ^{JSO. Registered office, 30, College Street, Dowgate Hill, E.C.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Llangollen & District Electric Li}5ht & Power Co.. Ltd.
(i5.384>.—Capital, ;{;6.000 in £\ sh.ires (2.500 pref.i Return dated September
2nd. 1914. 2.114 shares taken up; ^^Tl per share called up; ;t:2.110 las. paid;

leaving £3 5s. in arrears. Mortgages and charges : ;£2,800.
'

Carmarthen Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Particulars of
/;6.0aa debentures, errat.d 3«lh St-ptenilwr, filrd purtuani to Section 93 (3)

of the Companies (Contnlidation) Acl, 1908, the whole amount bfinf now
Usued. Property charged ; The company's property, present and future. In-

cluding unc.illed capital. No irusteea.

Liverpool Electric Cable Co., Ltd. (71.099).—Capital
/:20.0fl« in ^.1 shares. Rilurn dated July 2Ist, 1914; 10.000 .hare, taken up;
.£;7.Kt3 paid; ,t'3.l«7 consid.rtd as p.i-d. Mortgag. . and charge.: Nil.

Newtons, Ltd. (48.9.10).-Capital. £iO.Om in .610 sh.nrM.
Return dal<d (l.lober Alh, 1914: 3,2&'i share, taken up; £IH,6S0 pai.l; jf14,000
considered as pai.l. Mortgages and charg.-k ; ,£14.000.

Bombay Electric Sunply & Tramways Co., Ltd. (8.5.0.5.51.

—Capital, (;i.2lHI,OllO in y.lO nh.irrs (flO.OlM pr.-l.). Return dated July 7lh.

1914; fiOOOO i>rd. an.l ,19.992 pref. share, taken up; £W per share called up
on 59,993 pref. and 33,000 nrd. shares; j^:»29,9l>8 paid, including /;36 paid an
eight shares forfeited; ^270.000 con.idercd as paid on 27,000 ord. sharn
Morlgagea and charg«s : ^7«3,730.

CITY NOTES.

I \liriils:e ii District Klt'Ctrir Siip]il,v Co., Ltd.

Thk directors' report for tlie year ending 31st December, 1913,

shows th.Tt the j^ross profit amount(?d to £'4,00:l, le.fs interest

on debenture stock £3,7.50, leaving a b;ilance of i'S-'ii. plus
£.%2 brought forward, making a total available of £1,215. Of
this amount the dividend on preference shares absorbed £900,
and £315 is to be carried forward. The business of the com-
pany continues to increase in a satisfactory manner as will be
seen from the following figures:—

1910

1911

1912
1913

fi.W,-,

III..1K9

The supply of electricity to the Beaconsfield area and the
extensions at Gerrard's Cross, to which allusion was made in

the last report, have been complete<l ; the outlay thus occa-
sioned having been absolutely necessai-j' in order that the
company might ni;iintain its rights under the Provisional
Orders relating to those districts. Tlie directors confidently
anticipate that this exnenditure will have a beneficial effect

upon the future earnings of the company, as the returns
ari.sing therefrom .should greatly exceed the cost of obtaining
the necessary pecimiary assistance and the interest charges
thereon. The capital expenditure of the company now amounts
to £123.103, the total amount received under this beading
having been only £116.275. In order to provide temnorarily
for this deficiency a sum of £10.0(X) has been raised by way
of snecial loan. During the vear the nuestion of obtaining
further capital to meet the above deficiency and to provide
for further necessary extensions and plant has been receiving
the very careful attention of the directors, but the outbreak
of war has necessitated the postponement of anv negotiations

to that end. and therefore the whole question of the re-arrange-

ment of the capital of the company must remain in abeyance
for the present.

The fourteenth ordinary £7Pnernl meetin? was held on Oct.

''•^nd at Hamilton Honsp. Victoria Embankmpnt. Mr. .T O.
Callender, who prpsided. formally proposed the adoption of

the above report. The motion was seconded by Mr. T. Peter-
sen and carried.

River IMate Eleetiicitv Co.. Ltd.

.An extraordinarv meeting of the shareholders was held on
Mondav at thp offices. 62. New Broad Street, E.G., Mr. M. W.
M'TTisoN. K.C.. in the chair.

Tlip Chair\h\" said that the obiect of the meeting was to

consider a resolution for inc-pasinsj the ordinary share capital

.f the company by £-50 000. raising it from £1.50.000 to
.f>2n0.000. Thp coinnanv did not propoap at the prespnt time
to isono nil the new ordinaiv canital—thev proposed to issue
:<>-25.000 of it and. in addition. :P'23,000 of the 6 per cent, ore-

fprence shares which were unissued. He nnite agreed that
the present was nnt a convenient time for the issue of fresh
canital but. on the other hand, it was not convenient or
desirable thiit the companv, which had an upcomplpf^d pro-

gramme of extensions and improvements, should be left W'+h-
out sufficient cash resources to mpet its commitments The
hoard would not have been iusHfiecl in taking su'-h a risk, and
tViPT-pfnre they had seciired a guarnntpp of a full subscription

of thp piYiPosed issue noon excpntiopally easv terms. He did
pot think it poiild hp said that the board had ever been guiltv

of nnv lavishness in the i=sne of new panital. Tlip company
had bppp in pxistppcp for ^^ vpars. and during that time thev
ha'! oplv issued £.55.000 nf f-'esli capital. Tp those twelve years

their e'pctrical svstem in the .Argentine hnrl crown out of all

recognition. The money snpnt on pvtppsions pv^^poflpd the
nptv capital raispd m"nv times over: the diffp'-'^ce had been

found out of money put to reserve and depreciation, and from
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other sfjurces, uiid in that way, with a very small auiouut of

new capital, they had built up a very large and valuable

system. With regard to the proiwsed issue aud the price, the

preference shares carried (J per cent, interest, non-cuniulative.

On the other hand, in the event of favourable liquidation they

had to be paid oil at 110. Some live years ago they issued

±'i5,000 of those shares at par. The ordinary shares had fur

several years past received a. 10 per cent, dividend, and two

years ago, when they issued .i'30,0lK) of theui, the price was

40s. for every il share. 'ITie board quite recognised that the

present time was much less favourable than was the case two

years ago, aud therefore they pi'oposed to issue the new
ordinary shai-es to the ordinary shareholders in proportion ti

their existing holdings at 'Jos., combined with the issue of a

ctirresiwnding amount of preference shares at par. They also

intended to issue "letters of right" .so that any holder who
was so disposed could sell their rights. .As U) the disiKisal of

the money, the princiiial work they had in hand was the

completion of the underground area in the centre of La Plata.

About two years ago th<'y entered into a contract with the

Government" in which they undertiKik to place their works

underground in the leading streets of La Plata. The Govern-

ment on its part undertook t« extend the p\iblic lighting con-

tract for a further term of ten years, and the company also

got other adv.intagcs. Nearly three-fourths of that w(]rk was
completed, and the remainder ought to be finished in the

course of the coming year, and it was only right that they

should be in the possession of funds so as to be able to com-
plete in due course. Then, again, they had made extensions

in their opei'ating plant at Ensenada, whore about a year

ago they put in some large turbine units. That plant had been

erected and was nearly all paid for, but during the last year (u-

so they had had considerable negotiations in connection with

taking big power loads at Ensenada. one of which had been
happily complete<L The prospect of having t<5 provide for

those heavy loads had necessitated .some increase in the boiler-

house and the transforming plant, and the new capital would
cover their expenditure in that connection. Within the last

two or three weeks they had definitely conclnded a contract

for a period of ten years with Messrs. Armour, the big meat
packers, to supply them with all the power required for large

works which they were erecting at Ensenada, which would
necessitate their putting down a certain amount of new
machinei'y. Aa regarded the pre.sent position and prospects

of the company, that was obviously a subject upon which he
could say very little. During the first seven months of the

current year and up to the outbreak of the war the bu.siness

at La. Plata continued to steadily progress, and if it had not

been for the war he had no doubt that at the end of the year
they would have been able to point to an increase in net

profits in excess of any previous year. What the effect of

the war miglit be upon their business he could not tell. Per-
son.Tlly, he did not take a gliwmy view of the situation, hut it

would be the height of ra.shness for anybody to attempt to pre-

dict how things Would develop either at home or abroad during
the next twelve months. It would be idle io suppose that
their company any more than any other concern, whether here
or in the .\rgentine. could hope wholly to go free from the

evils growing out of the war. It was true that the Argentine
was outside the actual area of the conflict ; but, on the other
hand, the trade and commerce of the world was now so con-
necte<l that the first effects of financial disturbance and trade
dislocation were felt nearly as badly in neutral countries as in

those countries that were at the seat of war. On the other
hand, the countries that would first recover were neutnd
countries, and esiiecially a countiy like the .Argentine which
was associated with the production of the neces.saries of life.

Tlip silver lining to the cloud at the present time was that all

indications pointed to an excellent harvest there, and that,
combined with the probability of high prices for all foodstuffs.

gave hope of an early recovery in .Argentina. .As far as th(Mr
own company was concerne<l. while it would unquestionably
be an anxious time_ f(n' the board and for the management
abroad, and though it was p<issible they might have some tem-
porai-y set-back, his personal belief in the continued success
of the undertaking remained unchanged. In conclusion he
proposed the following resolution :

—
" Th.ll llip directors be nnd ' tlipv .ire hprcbv .luthorisnl to Incrp.nsi- tho

capital o( tile oompanv from ^^.lOO.OflO to ;{;35n,(iOO by llic cro.ntion of M.OtH)
orriinarv sliarcs of jCi each, such shares to ranlc equally with the cxistini;

;^150,000 ordinary stock of the company and to be Issuinl at such time or
times and on such terms and conditions' and to such persons as the directors
may prescribe and with power (or the directors by a resolution of the board
to convert such shares when fully paid up into ordinary stock of the company."

Mr. R. Miller seconded the resolution, which was carried
unaniraouslv.

Spaiiisli A ftcnoral WiiTlfss Trust. I,td.

Tun director.<i' reixirt to the ;^Oth June, 1014, .statos that the
bu.siness of tho (\impania Nacional de Telegratia sin Miliw, in
which this c-ompany is a very large shareholder, although show-
ing improvement, has produceil no revenue tii this company.
The receipts from the stations, although increasing, are still

unsatisfactory. The terms of the conees,<ion granted by the
Spanish Government have been seriously impaired by "later
legislation, which it is believed entitles the company to sub-
•tantial compensation. The managing director paid a visit to

Madrid in the early part of the year and conferred with mem-
bers of the Guvcruiiient with a view to arriving at a satiisfac-

tory settlement of the ixisition which had been created. The
negotiations are being continued by the directors of the Com-
pania Nacional de Telegratia siu ililos and it ib conteiuplated

that a satisfactory solution may be reached at an early date.

.All the neces.sary arrangements have been made for the open-
ing of the service between this country and Spain and the
Canary Islands, but the inauguration of the service has been
deferred owing to the outbreak of war.
Mi(. GouFKEi Isaacs (managing director) presided on October
•J^jrd, at Marconi House, over the third ordinary general meet-
ing of the company. In moving the adoption of the above
report he said that the year had not been a very propitious

one for any financial transactions such as would normally c.me
within tho province of that company's ailairs, and therefore it

had done little or nothing in that direction. l"he principal

assets of the company, as they were aware, consisted of the
shares held by them in the Compania Nacional de Telegrafia
sin Hilos. That company's business had certainly made some
progress. The receipts of the stations, as they anticipated
la.st year, had shown quite an appreciable increase, but they
had not increased to that extent which alone would enable the
company to work ujxm profitable lines. The main business
upon which that company would depend in an ordinary way
would be that of the telegraphfc busine-ss between Spain and
other jiarts, mainly the Internal and Canary Islands. Unfor-
tunately, since the Spanish Government granted the conces-
sion under wliich the Spanish Co. worked it had found it

necessjiry to make certain changes in legislation which had
materially impaired the value of the c-oncession. In those cir-

cumstances the nccessarj- repre.sontations had been put before
the Spanish Government, and he went to Madrid and person-
ally took part in that work, and he was satisfied that the
Spanish Government appreciato<l the fact that it had very
seriously impaired the property which the company held. He
thiiught it would result in the Government deciding to pur-
chase' the stations held by tho Compania Nacional at proper
prices and pay them such other compen.sation in con.sequence
of the harm which had been done to the concession, and this
should place tho Spanish and General Wireless Ttust Co. in a
fair intrinsic i»sition. That was to say that the compensa-
tion and the price to be paid to the Compania Nacional. he
hoped, would put it in the position of holding its capital intact,
in which case, of cour.se, the business it would in future con-
duct would require a very much smaller capital than that
with which it was to-day registeretl, and consequently in all
probability when the proper time came there would be some
changes which would enable a veiy considerable return to be
made of the capital originally investtvl. The service which it

was intended to have opene<l between this country and Spain
had been ready now for some time, all the neces,sary formalities
having been dealt with between the General Post Oflice of
Madrid and the British Postmaster-General, but in conse-
quence of the war it had not been ixi.ssible to start the ser-
vice, the stations on this side being othernise much more im-
portantly occupied. That question, therefore, for the present
had been deferrtxi until the existing condition of things should
change,
Mr. II. S. Saundrrs second.xl the niiition and the rep<irt

was adopted.

Sa« Paulo Trainwar. I.iithf and Power ( o.. I.ttl.

—The directors have declareJ a dividend of 2J per o nt.

Kio (le .laiiino TiaiiiMay. Lialif anil l»o««'r Co.,
Ltd.—The directors announ.'e a divid.nd of ] | per cent..

Lisbon Elvcdic Traninay,*, Ltd.—The directois have
declared an interim dividend of :i per cent.

Ilalicock \ Wilcox. Ltd.— Interim dividend .i per
cant., free of tax.

\('H St. lUlcns and District Tramways <'o.. I,id.—The directors recommend a dividend of 2 J per ctfot. (.is t". '. yer
phare) on tho p'eferenoe sharea, £2,000 ia to bj put to reserve, and
£:i.3S7 carried forward.

.Viidcrston Foundry Co . Ltd.—The directors announce
an interim dividend of 4i i'. I. pet share, less income-tax.

Callfudors (able and Constnut ion Co.. Ltd.—The
directors have decided to pay, on Novembrr I'nd. the nsnsl interim
dividend on the ordinary shares at the rate of 10 per cent. \->eT

annum.

Western Telearapli to.. Lid. -The ditvctor?. after
trwsferrinp *liU),(Oito tho general reserve fund. f'^iV'OO to the
Und and builiiinirs depreoiati.'U fund, and £l:Hi.cHW to the
provision on acoonnt of invectment rtuctutitionii, have decided
to rcoenimend a final dividend of ;t*. per share, makinir. with
the previous distrilnitions, a total dividend of 6 jwr cent,
for the year ended ,Iune SOth, IlHI, and rUw the ^^aJnlent of
a bonus of 2s. per share, b ith free of iueome-t*i. The balance
of the aooount is carried forward. The retrister of transfers will
be closed from November Srd to November 11th.
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M<)iil*'\i«l*-o IVIfplioiH- < 0., l.Ul,

Mr. C. Lock (Uhuiiiuiiii) preHiilt-d on Uclober iWnd, at Win-
cbestyr House, li.C, over tlii> auiiual uieotina.

The Chairman, iu iiifiviiig tho adoption of the report (see

Elki'. Hkv., p. .5.'!")), said that with royard to the balance gheet

the itt'iu of piirchase price of property stood at Jt'iyi.WJG, and
lifter dodiictint,' Jf8,uOU for depreciation out of hist year's

revenue they brout^ht the purchase price down to i'183,10C.

Telephone enterprises always required feedinR, so to speak,

and therefoie every year witnessed additional outlay <»ii capital

account. This j'car tho capital expenditure aniounto<l to

i'fi.liOS, brintiing up the total "i tlieir purchase price as stand-

iiiR in the books to £18'J,7UU. The capital outlay was £4,400

less than in the previous year, when they incurred consider-

able exiienditure in fitting up the new Aguada E.xchange.

That was not a recurring expenditure, and therefore they

reaped the benefit this year. In the same way they had for

two or three years past lieen making substantial capital expen-

diture iu connection with tho camp lines, and that expendi-

ture was bearing fruit in that the lines were in good condition

anil needed little attention this year. Stores at Montevideo
ami in transit, fll,4J5, were about £3,200 up. Investments
at cost were £4,7(K) up, due, of course, to the partial invest-

ment of some of the money retained as reserve fund and the

cari-y forward last year. Their investments had always shown
an appreciation at the end of the year, and they showed an
appreciation on July 31st, but their present value was a matter
for which no exact standard could be obtained. They must be
satisfied with the fact that they were good substantial and good
revenue bearing investments. Real estate in Montevideo
showed an increase of £700, due to their having acquired the
freehold of an exchange at one of the small country towns.
Bills receivable were about the same, whilst the item of cash
showed a substantial increase of £ll,SOO over last year. This
was partly due to the fact that they had had refrained from
investing some of the money coming from the other side, as

they thought it better in such times to keep their assets in

the most liquid form. At Montevideo they had a larger bal-

ance than usual, owing to instructions from the board, because
the different sections of the switchboard sent out involved the
payment of heavy duties. On the other side of the account,
the capital remained the same. Sundry creditors showe<l a
small increase, and the reserve fund was the same as last

year. The reserve for renewal of plant was .£.3.5.-5nO against
£•27,000 last year. This year they were setting aside £9,.500,

which would bring the item up to exactly £4.5j000, which was
a very substantial .sum. but they might have to draw on
it for the switchboard to which he had alluded. Tlie profit

and loss account showed the usual satisfactory moderate in-

crease in receipts from subscriber.?—in round figures about
£4,400 above those of last year. Interest on securities also

showed a small improvement. On the other side working
expenses were up about £1,800, and London expenses and
income-tax were much about the same. The result was a
profit of £28,.5'24, as compared with £2-5,833 for the preceding
year. They would infer from what he had said that the
changes in the figures were due to the normal growth of the
business and indicated a continuance of the yearly progress
which they had experienced for a long time past. Ijast year
he referred to several matters of interest. He told them that
in one section they had put a portion of their plant under-
ground, which they thought was a good thing, and had also

obtained consent to putting another small section under-
ground. This had now been completed. They had not foimd
it necessary to apply for permission to lay any other isolated

sections underground during the year, but they had always
before them the question of a general underground conces-
sion. Although they had achieved no actual results in the
way of getting an undergi-ound concession, yet the London
Board and the -Advisory Board had been in constant communi-
cation during the year, and under the advice of Sir J. Gavey
the local board had been put into a position to open ponir-

parlers with the Uruguay Government. No definite result had
been received, but their position with the Government was
better than it had been for some years past. They were not
without hope that in co\irse of time a reasonable and business-
like arrangement might be come to with the Government
which wciuld enable them to put in a proper service and give
satisfaction alike to the Urusuay Government, the Montevideo
public, and the company. He need hardly say that the state
of affairs caused by the war rendered it a matter of satisfac-

tion rather than the reverse that they were not committed to
heavv expense which an underground svstem would have
involved. They could not put that down at less than £200.000
or £.300,000 to start with, and such a heavy committment
would at this time be a thing rather to be deplored. It was
a satisfaction to the board at the present time to be able to

say that they had no capital committments on any account,
and their policy was to hold, the investments they had and to

place any further sums they received on deposit at their
bankers, so as to keep their assets in the most liquid form.
They hardly expected to he able to do so much next year
becau.se Uruguay, like other South American countries, had
been affected by the long depression, and still more bv the
deplorable war which existed. For that reason they would be
prepared for some diminution in their receipts. Under the
circumstances, although they had an increased profit, the
board felt that they should pay the same dividend as last year,

viz., 5 per cent, on the preference shares and 6 per cent, on

the ordinary, lliis wus after subatanliul allocations for depre-
ciation and an increased curry (orwiird.

Mr. J. G. Le Maucuant B<.'<;()ude<l Ibu motion,
Mr. HmiZHBlM a^ked what the tutul cibt of the switchboard

would be utter puyiiiij the duties utid other expenses to which
the company would be put, and alao whether the returns tu

date from Montevideo showed u serKJUb falhng oil.

The Chairman said it wag dillicult to give the exact cost of
the uwitchboai'd. It would come to livu figures on this side
and there wus a duty of 40 per cent, payable on the plant at

Mont<!video, so that they niiglit have to pay anything from
£14,000 to £17,00<J before the switchboard was erected iu

their exchange. He had only the return for August for Monte-
video, which showed that the fulling off in the number of
subscribers was in the neighbourhood of 50. He did not know
that it would affect the revenue greutly as they had got their
system in a good state of repair and might be able to reap the
benefit of this in the current year.

Sir John Gavek explained that the company was compelled
to introduce a magneto switchboard as it would have been
impossible to work a conunon battei-y board except with a
perfect underground system. But they had taken advantage of
all modern developments so as to imiwrt into the magnetic
board as many of the elements of perfection as were possible
iu a common battery board. He thought theirs was the most
up-to-date magneto board which had ever been manufactured.
Another point was that they would always have to use magneto
boards in the camp lines. The number of subscribers and the
size of the exchange were too small to justify common battery
working, and this particular board had been so constructed that
when the time canie for them to pl.ice wires underground
and introduce a new system, whether common battery or auto-
matic, this board could be cut up and u.sed for any of the
camp line exchanges. In fact they rather hoped to renew the
camp line system with this board cut up in 200 line sections.

The report was then adopted.

Barbados Electric Siipidy Corporation, ltd.

Mr. a. W. Tait (chairman) presided on October 21st, at Basil-

don House, Moorgate Street, E.G., over the annual meeting.
In moving the adoption of the report (Elec. Eev., p. 5.3.5),

the Chairman said the profit on operation for the year ending
June 30th amounted to £1,.381, which compared with a profit

of £395 during the previous year, an increase of £986, or,

approximately, 250 per cent. This improvement resulted after
charging £483 for repairs and maintenance, or £319 more than
in the previous year. Charges for maintenance were naturally
of an increasing nature in a new undertaking, but the appar-
ently large increase in the year under review was explained
by the fact that it was principally for replacement of ixjles.

It had, unfortunately, been necessary to replace a large number
of the poles originally sent out, which were of Norwegian pine,

by poles of harder wood, as they were found unsuitable for the
local conditions, quickly rotting and becoming dangerous. The
poles being substituted were Wallaba poles from Demerara, and
they w'ere particularly suited to local conchtions. He was
afraid that this heavy charge for replacement of poles would
continue until the whole of the poles h.id been renewed.
The general results had been satisfactory. The progress made
had been steady and should be lasting. The number of lamps
and motors connected, of an equivalent of 25 c.p., was 12,715
oil June 30th, which was an increase of 3,285 during the year,
or nearly 35 per cent. The number of consumers had now
reached 7.37, the work of wiring and installing the new ser-

vices, 281 in number, having been in most cases earned out
by their own wiring department. The profit on this depart-
ment was satisfactory. The profit would, however, tend to

decrease as there were now two other wiring contractors in
Barbados. This change had facilitated the work of connect-
ing consumers, as it had been difficult for the company to

train and maintain a sufficiently large wiring and fitting staff

to meet requirements. With regard to public lighting, this

had grown during the year from 7,200 c.p. to 13,800 c.p.

There were difficulties in the way of extending this supply,
the principal being that a larger outlay was required than
was justified by the length of the contracts, which were usually
for a period of twelve months only. Last year he spoke as to

the high cost of generation and explained that this was largely

attributable to the low load factor. Everything possible had
been done to encourage a day load, but the scope for power
supply was small and their progress had not been appreciable.

Kfference was also made in this connection to negotiations
nith the Tramways Co. for the supply of power for electric

traction. These negotiations had reached a certain point, and
further proposals by the company were now being considered
by the Tramways C-o., -but nothing definite had evolved- so

far. They were still hoping that they would be able to come
to some arrangement which would be of advantage to both
concerns, but, as the shareholders would appreeinte, financial

conditions were not favouralile for the raising of capital. The
question of ojl fuel had again been one of the contributory
causes of high generating costs, but this question h-nd received
very careful eonsideration and samples of various kinds of oil

had been tested and tried during the year. They miaht be
roughly smnmarised as follows :—Barbados oil, of which the
supply had ceased for the present, 9,000 gallons; Trinidad oil,

1,650 gallons; American oil, 26,071 gallons; total, 37,621 gallons.

Steps had been taken to ensure that their supplies did not
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run .4iort owing to the war, and at the present time there

should be sulhcient oil in .store, which they were able to

secure largely from Trinidad, for over a year. No progress

uppi'ared to have been made by the Mexican Eagle Oil Co.

to establish an oil depOt in the island, which was a proposal

he mentioned at the la-st annual meeting. Their general

manager reported that with the exception of the trouble with

IToies, the plaiit and niainii had been kept in satisfactory work-

ing order. A re-arrangement of the transformers, better in

accordance with the needs of the various districts, had resulted

in a reduction of the transmission losses. With regard to the

profit and los.s account the expenses had been £1.8-23, or an

increase of i;i39. The capit.-d expenditure during the year

was i'1,830, and this represented, with the exception of Jt'3.5,

extensions to the mains for public and private services and
house connections with consumers. The other items in the

balance sheet did not call for comment. In view of the pre-

sent state of the war and the con.sequent disturbance in indus-

trial and financial arrangements, it was difficult to speak of

prospects for the current year. Naturally the applications

for nevi' connections had fallen off. but it was impossible to

forecast to what extent the supply of current might be affected.

ITiere should, however, be an increased revenue from the in-

crease<l nund)er of consumers now connected, and, personally,

he would be disappointed if they were not able to show con-

tinued improvement. The business now .seemed to have
turned the corner, and if they followed the usual experience

of electric supply companies the results .should be gradually

progressive, although, of course, they had a long way to go
before there could be any prospect of a return rip^m the share

capital investe<l. The general manager reporte<l that the staff

had workefl well.

Mr. W. P. Leese seconded the motion, and the report was
adopted without discussion.

Aucklautl Electric Triiiiiway.s Co., Ltd.

The annual meeting was held on October '22nd at the Elec-

trical Federation Offices, Kingsway,. Mr. C. G. Tegetmeier
presiding.

In proposing the adoption of the report (Electrical Review,
p. 531) the Chairm.in said that the company had con-

tributed Jtl.OOO to the patriotic fund which was being

raised in New Zealand in connection with the war, and he
felt sure the shareholders would heartily endorse that action

of the directors. The outstanding feature of the company's
operations during the i^a-st twelve months was the strike in

New Zealand which, connuencing in a small way in October
of last year was quickly turned by mischievous agitators into

the mo^it serious industrial upheaval that the Colony had ever

W'itnessed. There was no question of hours of labour or rates

of pay involved—the real question was whether a socialistic

and revolutionary organisation called the Federation of Labour
should bo allowed to control the whole of the labour condi-

tions in the Dominion and set at defiance the Conciliation and
Arbitration Act, which provided the necessary machinery for

the equitable adjustment of industrial disputes. The em-
ployers refused to submit to the dictation of this organisation
or to recognise it as the controlling authority in labour ques-
tions, and a. general strike was called. The call was not uni-

formly lesjKinded to by the labour unions, but after a time
eveiy industry throughout New Zealand was afl'ected. The
community took measures for self-preservation : gradually the
forces of order pi'evailed and it was not long before the strikers

were going hack to work—many to find their places fille<l.

With the collap.se of the general strike and the complete defeat
of the Federation of Labour, he thought they might look for-

ward to a period of industrial peace in New Zealand for some
time to come. The eifect of the strike upon their business was
very considerable—not only w'as there a diminution in receipts

but there was a large increase in expenses. The tramway ser-

vice was stopped entirely for 18 days—from 8tli to 2-')th Novem-
ber—owing to their not being able to get any c<ial, so that the
question of their men joining the strike did not arise. The
loss of traffic receipts owing to the stoppage was estimated at

approximately .fl5,0(X). The receipts were also adversely

affected in the year by the )nevalence of an epidemic of small-

pox among the Maori p<ipulation whi<'h caustnl a .scare among
the Europeans. The traffic created by the .\uckland Exhibi-
tion helped their receipts, but not to the extent they had anti-

cipated, and the same might be said \\ith regard to the six

mot(U- 'bu.ses which they specially acquired for the purpose.

Having in view the many adverse circumstances that had
affected the business during the year it was gratifying to know
that they had maintained that progressive expansion in their

traffic receipts which they had expi>rienced in every sueces.siva

year of the company's o]ierations since they starte<l elwtrical

running in 19(>2. The total trallie receipts ainount(>d to

i.'27l,701. whicli was .-fil-LlIO more than in the preceding year,

and the number of pa.ssengers carried inereasc-d from •10,3(X1.(XX1

to 42.1(X').000. which represented an average of more than the
whole population o( .Vucklaud every day tliroughout the year.

In view of tlie monetary position brought about by the war it

was matter for satisfaction that they were able t<i regard their

financial p<isition withiuit uneasine.s-s. lliov had adequate liquid

resources and an unissued balance of .fl.W.tlOO in dehenturo
stock. On renewals they had spent a t^ital of fol.4W. which had
been charged to the renewals and maintenance account. That,
added to the f3l,S3l spent in the preceding year made a total

of i;t36,.>:!8 expended in two v<>ar«. A pof") deal of re-constrne-

tion work on the earlier .
i i i i

. .. i
, .. "^rried

out, and, although the -"ily

be continuous, they \|,^ -e in

the annual outlay durm> i.^. e"-

penises showed a largu increa '• the

history of the company the . • the

increase in the receipts. Th. and

running expenses JcilH.l^JK <n pre-

cluding year. That was due t tir^-t

place they ran a greater nuudi.-i i year,

and the cost of running was large!'. lime

after the strike by the higher price -oal.

Then, again, although .their receipts .jiii!. ... • .
•'

time the cars were not running, a jlfnA deal <ii t:

continued all the same. The net profit of ^'A.'\'-<.

£-2i.r)M to renewals and depreciation account, wa^ j._ ,•, .• -,

than in the preceding year. Con.^idering the many adverse

circumstances which had affected their operations during the

year, and the fact that the d£125,000 of new capital on which

they had had to pay a full year's interest and dividend had
been only partially prfxluctive, it was very satisfactory to find

that they were able to maintain the same rate of di\ndend

—

Is. 7d. per ordinary share for the year and to place £'.'>2..yjO to

the credit of resen-e accounts. .\s to the future, he did not

anticipate that the war woild prejudice the position in .Auck-

land or New Zealand to any serious extent. Their cabled

returns up to September 2-5th. which comprised nearly two
months of war time, showed that their traffic receipts from
July 1st to that date amounted to over £4,000 in excess of the

corresjionding period last year, which represented a very

material increase in the net profit.

Mr. C. SiiiRREFF Hilton seconded the motion, and the report

W'as adopted.

Official Notices ic Coiiiitanics.—The following com-

panies will, unless cause is show to the contrary, be struck off the

Register at the expiration of three monthe :

—

Automatic Lock Nut Co.
Bean Co. i British Electrical and Mechanical Co).

British Medionl Kleotric Appliances Co,
Dioptric Sign C '.

Electrical eower Ufcra' Asscr'ation.
Elejtrio Fire Prevention Appliances and General Manafaclaring Co.
International Syndicate (or Electric, Wat«r.Power and Public Works Con-

cessions.
Institution of Signal Engineers (Ino.),

London Electric Treatment Institute.

Machinery, Ltd.
Never-Skid Band Manufncturing Co.
North Lancashire Tramways, Power and Construction Sysdicata.
Power Engineers.
Salamander Fire Bnr and Smoke Preventer Co.
Star Electric LIk'bt Co.

Calcutta Electric Supply (orporation. Ltd.—The
directors have declared an interim dividend on the ordinary shares

for the half-year ended June 30th last at the rate of 7 per cent, per

annum, payable November 15th.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

The news of the week has contributed to a feehng of quiet

confidence in Stock Exchange markets, and has assistcil in

the liberation of fresh money for investment; so that securities

of the gilt-edgeil oixier have come to the front—using the phi-.ise

in its Stock Exchange sense—at improving prioixs. There is

naturally plenty of st<H-k on otter, and probably a great deal

more to come oiit before the tkxiting supply gets into the hands

of iHMinanent holders. .\t the s;iiiie time, the steady absorp-

tion of small amounts is a factor of euctniragement and hojie-

fuluess. So far as the electric section is concerned, the enquiry

runs mainly uiK>n gcKid-class preference shares and the deben-

ture stocks.

lX)ubt exists whether the St«vk Exchange will be able to

carry thixuigh its intention of having a settlement on Nov.

lyth", as already arrange*!. There is sharp cxmllict of opinion

as to the desinddlity of opening the House at the present

juncture, and it is "ixmtended that, if the Stivk Exchange
remains clost<d. the arrangement of a settlement will present

unlooked-for difficulties. .\ factor of much uncertainty is

what may be the result of the raising of the iiK^ratorium on
Nov. 4th! Trade circles are not likely to be alTtvtcd to any
appreciable ext<'nt. and most pe(''ple conc<\le that the mora-

torium lias now servt><l its ^i\irtH>se and can be cast off without

giving rise to financial dilhculties.

This view is C(uitnnorf<\l in s<ime of the banking circles,

whicli profess apprehension at the pimsivvt of what is likely

to happen after Nov. -Ith. It is <ibvious that any serious

disturbance to the banking world must be rellivted in inmu-

meroial spheres, but the misgivimjs that have Ivvn voiced

seem to some of iu« to be needlessly timid and fearful. How-
ever, the event will not be long now in dtvlaring itself;

and the St«x-k Exchange, at all events, waits with composure
for it to materiali.se.

Tlie electricity supply market remains ddhiinated a good
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deal by tlii' abHtiict' of buyers rather than any particular

prc'saure U> sell. Wliile the authorities regard it as necessary

to enshroud Jxjndon in Bcuii-darkuesi) at iiinlit, it is wareely
likely that the investor will turn to tliuu(;hts <if illununatiun

shares ius rciiiunerativo channels for his money. The increase

in the number of serious accidents jioints to the necessity for

reJaxing the strin{jency of the l)re.seut regulations as far as

it can be done with rea.s<inal>le safety; meanwhile, the coin-

I)anie8 have t<} content themselves with curtailment of their

protits as one of the contributions they are obliged t<> make
towards the price paid for EurojK-an war.

Ihe Ix>ndon County Council, as already noticed here, has
postponed until Nov. 10th deliberation of its scheme for unify-

ing London's electric supply, and there is a yood deal of

speculation as to what is likely to happen when the proposal

is again put forward. The first piint that strikes a layman
is that the County Council must include in its Parliamentary
Bill jxiwors for the raising of new capital, and to any proposal

of this -sort the Government might quote its urgent necessities

at the present time as a reason for .refusing to iwiss the Bill.

This, of course, is simply supi>osition, based on the fact that

the war-nee<ls of the counti-y call for such substantial amounts
<it money that they may be advanced as a reason, for Parlia-

mentary refused to sanction any municipal or other scheme
that wouUI involve appeal to the public for large sums just

now. .Mteniatively, of course, it might happen that the Gov-
ernment would consent to the Bill, provided the issue of fresh

capital were to be delayed, or spread over such a term as
would render the instalments to appear comparatively small.

In the ordinary way, moreover, other difficulties could have
been foreseen in the way of a measure of such comprehensive-
ness that it embraces local authorities so far outside the area
of the L.C.C. as, for example, Woking and Tilbury.

Again, the layman brings his foresight to bear on the
probability that during the present weeks the County Council
is no doubt doing all in its power to en.sure as smooth a pas-
sage as may be for its Bill, and, to this end, working now to
bring int<5 line those conflicting interests which in the past
have proved such stumbling blocks to schemes of like nature.
These are generalisations apparent to anyone who cares to
explore the ground as it stands revealed at present. There is

as yet nothing sufficiently definit<> to warrant more than prac-
tical surmises as to the probabilities concerning the whole im-
portant plan.

The telegraph market is very steady. In this section we
hear of more demand recently than has been the case for a
couple of months: and the prospective buyer is engaged in
obtaining particulars of dividend yields, reserve funds and
so forth, in connection with the cable companies. Eastern
Telegraph stock. Eastern Extension shares and Western Tele-
graphs are all wanted by cheap buyers; the returns on these
at the present prices are 5| per cent!, 6i per cent., and of per
cent, respectively. Tliose who are in a ix->sition to know how
the companies are doing, declare that traffics are excellent and
that the loss occasioned by curtailment of commercial cables
has been more than compensated by the necessity for send-
ing cables in plain language, and the enormous decnand which
there is for war news. The former has just been modified,
but its effect upon the traffic returns for the past three months
should be found very satisfactory.
Globe Telegraph "and Trust "Preference have still to be

classed in the " wanted " list, and various others of their kind
are being quietly bought. New York Telephone bonds, which
were the other day offered at 95^ have risen to 97i, with little
stock about. The bonds carry a coupon payable on Nov. 1st,
and the security is so liberal that investors are content to buy
them at a figure which compares favourably with many of
those quoted for most other foreign industrials. In Marconis
there is not much business going on. The slight flutter of
excitement which dropped the price to 30s., after its having
been 35s., has dii^l away, and the price keeps round about
32s. 6d., with Canadas at 4s. 6d. and Americans at 9s.

.As the situation in Mexico appears to worsen instead of im-
prove, prices of the various Mexican issues are naturallv-dull
There are still buyers, however, of Mexican Electric Linht and
Power First Mortgage bonds at 73. Mexican Electric Light
First Bonds can be sold at 5.5. INIonterev Debenture is quoted
about .50. Mexico Tramways changed ' hands the other dav
at 52, but in the Light and Power Common shares we have
not been able to trace a transaction for several weeks past
Brazil Tractions held their rise at 50 until dullness super-
vened in other markets, ostensibly on the advance of the
Germans on Calais, when the quotations eased off to 49.
British Columbia Electric Railway Deferred is 103, the Pre-
ferred 91^; while the Company's Vancouver 4i per cent
Debenture can be negotiate<l on the basis of 83. Rio Tram-
way Firsts changed hands at 80 in a very small amount, and
there are now one or two buyers at 81. Anglo- ^rtrentine
Tramways .5 ner cent. Debenture stock is being dealt in on the
basis of 87-90.

British Electric Traction 5 per cent. Debenture changed
hands the other day at 88. Amongst other debenture stocks
that are wanted are London Electric at SSI and Westminster
Electric 3J per cent, stock at 83i The latter price looks un-
duly high_ until it is remembered that the company must
re<^leem this issue in 1920 at 100, and it is understood that the
company has the money in hand already—invested in first-class
eecunties. At 85, the yield is £6 15s. per cent., taking re-
demption at par into account.

The manufacturing list is 8till attracting some litlh; atten-

tion. Edison Sc Hwun 1'3 paid Hharen arc favourites at 6s., and
the fully-puid stand at li; buyers have given more during
the past few days. Crompton Ordinary at 5s., and the Pre-
ference at 10s., are somewhat neglected. General ICIectrics

keep at llj for the Ordinary, 9i for the Preference. 'ITiere is

a demand for British Westinghouse Prior liiens at 90, although
the 4 per cent. Debenture Stock can be picked uii about 7.3;

the Preference Buarcs are 28h. Od.

In the Rubber market business is idle, with fluctuations
from Monday to Saturday scarcely worth mentioning. The
novel and important part which rubber is playing .in the
present war is merely having the effect of keeping prices

steady. Some of the Antwerp refugees have found refuge and
employment in Mincing Lane and its environs. Armament
shares show no special movement, and here, again, buyers
seem to think that prices are now sufficiently well valued.
Amongst copper shares the tendency is distinctly heavy.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

Owing to the war, the prices given below are, of course, more
or less nominal,

Wednesday, October 28th.

CHEMICALS. Ac
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LARGE INDUCTION MOTORS: SOME
FEATURES OF MECHANICAL DESIGN.

By G. MOORES, B.So. Enfr.

{Condwled from jiaye T)?:;.)

Diamond Windini/s.—This is probably the most familiar

type of winding on electrical machines, beinj; used for both

stators and rotors as well as for D.c. armatures. When it

is user! on an induction motor stator (with half-closed slots)

it is formed by pushing straight bars through the slots and

former. KouDd wire coils may of conrae also be polled in

a separate machine, and even light strap coils aa well.

Fig. '67 illustrates a type of pulling machine used for this

purpose, showing a coil in the machine and one which haa

been pulled lying in front of it.

In/oiu/e or " Bullerfly" Windings.— Bar windings of

this type on stators are formed by pushing straight bars

through the slots, and then connecting them by Eeparate

end fonnectors of copper strap bent into the fchap* of two

involutes, thcEe lying in two different planes at right angles

to the axis of the machine. An end view and section of

this type of winding are shown in fig. 38. The design of

the shape of involute end connectors will 1j€ dealt with

then bending the ends of the bars over to form diamond

end connections. The bars are then connected together at

the ends as shown in fig. 3(1, which represents an end view

and section of the winding.

The design of the shape of diamond windings is a simple

matter, and is shown in several text-books. The only

thing to be calculated is the slope of the end-connection

relative to the slot portion of the bar, the angle between

these two being sin ' t/p + ',10°, where t is the thickness

of the insulated coil together with any clearance or packing

which may be deemed necessary, and p is the pitch between

adjacent coils at that point where they are nearest the centre

of the machine.

In the case of open slot machines, diamond coils are often

wire or strap wound, and are made in three different

ways:—(1) Round wire coils, usually made to finished

Fi(!. ;i7.—Machine von Pullino Coils.

shape on a mould of wood or fibre : (2) Kcctangular wire, or

ribbon coils, usually wound tirst in a loop, thus (
')

,

and then pulled in a separate machine to the linislied shape ;

(3) Strap coils, usually wound to finished shape on au iron

under rotor windings, as they are similar to involnte coils,

and these are more commonly met with on rotors.

C'oncen/n'r Bar Windiinjs.—This type is generally found

on large high-speed machines with two or four poles, where

the length of the end connections is too great to permit of

the use of diamond or involute windings. Fig. 39 is an

excellent example of this type. It represents a two-pole,

bar-wound, concentric-winding in three tiers, and shows the

extremely neat construction possible and the small space

occupied by end-connectors of this type. The stator here

illustrated is for a 550-u.p., 2,400 r.p.m. induction motor

by Messrs. Yickers, Ltd., Shellield. This type of winding

is also largely used for turbo-alt«rnators.

Cimccntric Wire Windings— For the largest machines,

particularly those of high voltage, concentric wire windings

are the most common. They are shown in the table classified

as " hand-wound " and " push-through." Hand windings,

though formerly very common, are not of much importance

now commercially. They can be made up into a very neat

winding, but they have three great disadvantages—the

expense of winding them, the difficulty of insulating them,

and the expense, time, and skilled labour recjuired for

repairing them. They are now, therefore, seldom met

with.

By far the most important of all stator windings at the

present day is the " push through " concentric wire wind-

ing. Coils for this type of winding are

wound on a wooden mould to the shape

shown in fig. 40. The slot portions of

the coil are then thoroushly insulated, and

when dry tli' coil is pushed through (hence

the name) the slots from one end of the

machine, and at the other end the wires are

bent over and connected to one another by

special connectors or by welding.

The moulds used for winding these

coils vary considerably. S<ime moulds are

rotated and the wire wound on to them
directly olf a reel. The coils may to

either wound to the tinislied shape or wound
flat on the mould and aftorwanls bent.

Hy another method, the wires are cut cflT

to the correct length and then laid in a

mould and pressed into shajie under a

screw press. The most suitable method for

any particular case depends to a great extent

on the size of t\\i coil and the numl>er and
si/. ! of wires composing it.

J/ (/.</( Windinif^t.— For moderate and
smaller size machines, and for low

voltages, mush windings are very con-

venient and economimd. ."^iKvess with

these windings, however, depends to a

groat extent upon the correctness of the design of the

(Mil shapes. The euds of the tvils have to In- shaped

finally by hand in the machine, and unless the original

shape is well designed, a great deal of hammering is necessary
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U) t,'el llu' coilrt into positiiin, with the result of damaged

insuhition and very ugly appearance of the machine when

wound. This type of winding would probably be much

1. For values of u from '2] in. to 4;,' in.,

11 = DC + ,*, in.

A = I, + 1-14 H — 2 in-

H = 1 in.

2. For valuea of u from 4;j in. to 5 1 in .

B = DC + ;}
io.

A = L + M15II - \\ in.

R = U in.

3. For values of ii over 5] in.,

li = I) c + 1 in.

A = I- + M^ 11 — 2 in.

R = 1^ in.

where t is throw of coil ( 1 and T + 1),

s = number of slots,

D = internal diameter of stator,

L ^ length of core,

andc = 2-12 t/s + -12.

Mechanical Support.—There exists some difference of

opinion as to the necessity for securing the windings of

-StATOU i>i VlCKERS ."j.">OH.P. MOTOB.

more widely used were it not for the difficulty of obtaining

correct original shapes for the coil ends. The coil end

when the machine is wound should be an evenly curved

spiral, iu shape something between a diamond and an

Fu;. 43.

Fie. 40.

involute end connector. The original shape should be

similar to fig. 41, but it will be found to vary somewhat

for different makes of machines, as it depends slightly on the

relations of slot width to slot depth, and number and depth

L+i -^
Fig. 41.

of slots to diameter of stator. For preliminary designs the

writer has deduced the following formula-, which may, how-

ever, require slight modification to suit particular condi-

tions. Fig. 41 represents the shape of the centre block of

the mould on which the coil is originally wound, and the

induction motors by means of clamps to the stator frame.

In the case of generators this necessity is undoubted as the

end connections are subject to enormous stresses if a short

Fig. 42.—Vickebs Squibeel-Cage Rotob.

formula; are for stators only. There are three formulae, the

correct one to be used depending on the " throw " B of the

coil.

Fig. 44.—Bbitish Thomson-Houston Colliekt Motob.

circuit occurs, but in the case of motors there is not the

same necessity, as, although the winding may be subject to

sudden rushes of current due to sudden changes of load and

momentary heavy overloads, these excess currents are not to be

compared with those obtaining when a " short " occurs in a

generator circuit. It is, therefore, probable

that the natural rigidity of the end con-

nections of a motoi winding gives sufficient

mechanical strength without rendering it

necessary to clamp the windings to the

frame. There is, of course, the matter of

vibration to be considered ; if this is likely

to be exceptionally sjvere in any particular

case, clamping may be considered advisable.

Concen/rir i\ Diamond Windings.—In the

case of open slot machines, the choice is open

between these two types of winding, so that

a list of their comparative advantages may
be useful. The diamond winding has

advantages in that—(1) One former can

be used for all coils, hence this is

the cheaper winding ; and (2) There is

no difference in the self-induction of the individuhl coils.

On the other hand, points in favour of the concentric wind-

ing are— (1) Simplicity in shape, and therefore ease of
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effecting insulation
; (2) Comparatively short t'nd-conncc-

tions, especially for hif^h-speed machines ; ('>) Low voltage

between conductors in same slot ; (4) By suitable arrange-

ment stator can be split without disturbing coils; (5)
Convenient shape for clamping to frame.

Rotor Windings.

Squirrel-Oage Rotors.—The features of interest at present

in connection with rotor windings are to be found chiefly

in connection with squirrel-cage rotors. The windings of

these consist of copper bars lying in the slots, all the bars

being connected at each end of the rotor to a resistance

ring. This, of course, forms a very compact and reliable

construction, and considering its simplicity it is rather re-

markable how many different methods have been evolved for

obtaining a mechanically and electrically sound construction.

And such a high degree of efficiency has been attained in

many cases that it is very difficult to choose between one

and another.

A good example of a modern squirrel-cage rotor is illus-

trated in fig. 42. This is by Messrs. Vickers, Titd., and is

from the stator previously illustrated. The end rings of

this rotor are made of Vickers " high tensile manganese

bronze," and are shrunk on to forged steel end supports

with pure mica insulation. It is fitted with fan blades for

ventilating the stator end connections.

Messrs. Bruce Peebles employ a construction in which the

bars are connected together by rings of special alloy which,

by means of a patented process, are cast solid on to the

ends of the copper bars, thus ensuring perfect electrical

contact as well as sound construction mechanically.

A third method of construction is that patented by

Messrs. The T^ancashire Dynamo Co. The end rings of the

winding consist of sheet copper punehings like armature

punchings, with the same number of teeth as there are

rotor slots, the teeth being bent round at right angles to

the plane of the end rings and the bars being slotted to

receive them.

In still another type, the condactors in each slot consist

of two or three copper straps side by side ; at the outside

of the slot these straps are twisted together through a right

angle ; they then lie on top of one another on the

end ring, to which they are secured by screwing and

soldering.

Wound Ro/ors.— ( )f rotors with slip rings those provided

with diamond bar windings are by far the most common,

partly because of the convenience of winding, but cliielly

because they lend themselves to a convenient method of

banding. The voltage of an induction rotor being indepen-

dent of that of the stator, a moderately low voltage can

always be used, so that the rotor may be bar-wound. In

this form of winding the bars are cut off into straight

lengths and insulated, and then pushed through the slots

and the- ends bent over to form a diamond-shaped winding.

Such machines have generally a " six-circuit " wave winding,

but the largest machines are sometimes lap wound and pro-

vided with equalising rings. A good example of this type

of winding is afforded by the British Thomson- Houston

rotor previously illustrated.

Rotors have also been wound with hand-wound concentric

coils of pressed cable, but this practice is not very common
now, as the winding was found to be expensive, and there

was, besides, the ditliculty of satisfactorily supporting the

coils mechanically.

(!oils of double involute form are occasionally used,

though they are much rarer than they used to be, even

on v.c. machines. The principle of the design of such

windings is the same whether for rotor coils or for stator

end-connections of the type previously mentioned. The
shape of the involute should be correct geometrically, the

radius of the base circle of the involute liein'jr N//-.' ,

where n is the total number of coil sides or connectors in

one plane, and " / " is the total insulated thickness of one

such coil or connector. Unless the shape of the involute is

fairly accurate there is always difficulty in winding such

coils, especially on a rotor. These double involute, or

" butterfly " coils, are usually made by tirst winding on a

flat mould, and then pulling out to the correct shape on a

former.

Many rotors of medium and smaller - /.,-. are wound with

mush coils, similar to those already descriljed for BUtors.

The shape of this type of rotor coil differs, however, from
that of stator coils, as the former should \xs made suitable

for banding when the machine is wound. 'I'he general

shape to which the coil is first wound is shown in tig. 4.3.

When the coil is placed in the rotor its ends are formed by
hand approximately to the sliap: of an involute, as this

shape gives the completed winding the necessary amoant of

self support and rigidity to make it suitable for banding.
The important point in the design of these coils is to get

the correct length of turn, that is, the correct p>erimet«r

for the centre block on which the coils are wound, f^light

variations in the shape do not then matter, as the shape

can easily be adjusted by hand when the coils are being

placed in the machine. A method which the writer has fonnd

satisfactory for obtaining the correct lengths of coils is to

plot a curve showing the relationship between (p— 2 Lj/n and
t/s, where i' is perimeter of centre block, l is length of core, D
is diameter of rotor, t is the " throw" of the coil (I and
T -I- 1), and s is the numl)er of slots. .'>ncb a curve, which
will be found to approximate to a fctraight line, (Aq be

constructed for any particular make of machines from a few
experimental wimlings, and will be found to be fairly

reliable for all similar windings.

ACCKSSORIES.

The accessories for a completed motor, which may perhaps

with advantage be briefly mentioned here, are tho<e for (1)

reducing the wear and tear on the brash gear ; and (2) pro-

tecting the brush ge;ir and terminals of motors which are

u?ed in fiery mines, so that there shall be no possibility of

gas being ignited by sparks from the motor.

A motor designed to fulfil this latter condition is illus-

trated in fig. 44. This was a motor supplied by the

British Thomson- Houston Co. for operating a rope haulage

in a Welsh colliery. It will be seen that the slip rings are

enclosed in a strongly ribbed cast-iron cover which makes

a flame-proof casing for the brush gear. This is fitted with

an inspection cover so that the brushes are easily accessible

for attention. Both stator and rotor are farther fitted

with trifurcating boxes in which the connections between

motor terminals and three-core cable mains are enclosed.

It will be seen that each trifurcating box is fitted on to the

motor by a square flange, bo that the bos gland for the

three-core cible may be turned in any of four directions.

The reduction in the wear on brush gear of motors which

are intended for continuous running is effected by means

of a brush lifting and short-circuiting gear. This device,

which is generally operated by a handle on the collector

case, enables the slip rings to be short-circnit^d and the

brushes to bo raised from them when the motor has started,

so that so long as the motor is running the brush gear

is out of operation altogether. When the machine is

stopped a reverse operation brings the brushes hack into

position ready for re-starting. The brushes are. therefore,

only in use for short periods, and the Sieving is such that the

motor requires a very much smaller brnsh gear when fitted

with this brush-lifting device. It would not, of course, be

practicable to use t>his gear on motors for intermittent

service, such as the machine just descrilxHl.

In concluding these articles, the writer desires to reooni

his thanks to the various firms whose machines have l>een

illustrated for the photographs, .'iic, which have Ix-on

reproduced, and his appreciation of their kind permission

to publish them.

A Lanrt' Turho-(il«'H('rator. — The A. C. Bmwn.
Bovori .V; Cie ha-a n>i-(-iitlv boi'n builJiiifir for the Municipal Elec-

trical Works Mark, at Ilairen. a tntb-i-generator of 29.RCK> K\v.

output. The flwr-spijco ruiiiired for this set in comparison with

one havinfr an output of .'iOOO KW., at ;i lX>0 R.r m., is in the pro-

portion of 2 T) : 1, so that fix sets of ."..000 KW, faoh. or with a

total output of :Ui.l>00 KW., would rfquire »b<nit 2 3 times as Urjre

a space as this sot alone. It is thus evident that it is considerably

more eoonomio.il to install suoh larf;e units than several small

ones, in view of the savini; in cost of space, bnildinifs. foundations,

pipinir, &c.

The new sot is desiirned for use with superheated eteam at

.S50* C, at a pressure of 13 ."i atmospheres and with turfao* con-

densation, the temperature of the coolinfr water bein^ 12* C.
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HIGH-SPEED ELECTRIC PASSENGER
LOCOMOTIVE.

A.N interesting example of the way in wliicli electric

traction is being developed (or passenger service in

the United States is to be found in the group of six-

teen locomotives which have been recently placed

on high-speed main line passenger service by the

New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Co.

Fig. I illustrates one of these locomotives which is

claimed to be the most powerful electric passenger
locomotive thus far constructed. It is capable of

continuously hauling a train of fourteen steel Pull-

man cars at a sustained speed of 60 miles per hour,

while with a lighter train the maximum speed of

these locomotives is 85 miles per hour. These
speeds and capacities have been actually obtained in

tests made both on the experimental track main-
tained by the railroad company west of Schenectady
and on the electric division before the locomotives
were put into commercial service.

The electrical features of these locomotives are

generally the same as in the original electric loco-

motives first operated by the above company eight

years ago. The principal change is in the mechani-

riiese locomotives are used in operating to a dis-

tance of forty miles outside the city of Aew York,
and are capaljle of operating at long distances. We
are indebted to the Chief Engineer of the New York
Central and Hudson River Railroad Co. for the

above particulars.

THE BRITISH EMPIREAND OUR WORK
IN IT.

By FRANK BAILEY, M.IdbI.C K.

{Abstract 0/ Presidential Address to .ASSOCIATION OF
ENGINEER8-IN-Cil.4UOE, Oct. 14th, 1914.)

So.\iK useful purpose may bo served if we consider the position
of the eiit!iiieer-iii-charge, the possibilities of his profession, and
the opportunities which occur, or which he may be able to

create, to justify his claim to be a useful member of a great
empire.
The work of maintaining plant or of superintending works

of construction involves details of management, specialised

experience, and therefore a knowledge of men and of many
handicrafts. These requirements can be fulfilled .satisfactorily

only by the happy cornbiniition of theory, practice, and experi-

ence. Theory is useless for this puipose unless applied Uj

practice ; and jiractice Ijecomes only a blind imitation of pos-
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High-Speed Electric Locomotive, New Yoke Centeal and Hudson Riveb Railroad.

cal arrangement of the wheels and trucks. In the

first thirty-live locomotives there were four driving

axles set in a rigid wheel base, and the guiding of

the locomotive was accomplished by two-wheel pony
trucks at each end. These original locomotives

each weigh lOO tons, and are capable of hauling eight

Pullman cars at a speed of 60 miles per hour. The
next development was the placing of four-wheel

bogie trucks at each end of the locomotive for the

purpose of improving the riding qualities at high

speeds. Of this class, twelve locomotives were built,

and they weigh 122 tons each, their hauling capacity

being about the same as that of the original loco-

motives.
The new locomotives weigh 132 tons, and the great

increase in capacity, compared with the slight in-

crease in weight, is due to the fact that motors
have been placed on the axles of the leading and
trailing bogie truck wheels; thus there is no " dead "

weight, all wheels being driving wheels, and the

entire yveight of the locomotive is available for pro-

ducing tractive effort or draw bar pull. The accept-

ance tests recently conducted by the railroad com-
pany were very complete, and represented actual

operating conditions. The trials were made with ;a

fourteen-car train of the heaviest steel Pullman cars,

and actual train schedules were carefully followed.

Readings were taken to measure accurately the elec-

tric current used and to indicate precisely the speeds
maintained. The results demonstrated with these

locomotives exceeded the contract requirements and
the current consumption was very low, probably the

lowest yet attained in this class of service. More-
over, the riding qualities of these locomotives have
been found to be excellent.

sibly obsolete methods unless controlled by theory. If prac-

tice were always perfect there would be no room for theory;

and if theory were always correct and unlimited by considera-

tions of practice, ever5'thing would be perfect with no room
for improvements, and the engineer-in-chaige would become
merely a watch dog.
Theory cannot progress without bold flights of imagination

stimulated by scientiiic research; then comes constructive
effort and creative skill involving practical experience, and
finally the verdict of success—more or less work for the
engineer-in-charge.

If the theoi-y has been correctly based on facts, verified or
suggested by complete research and applied to practice by the

best form of design and construction, it is possible that the
eugineer-in-charge may relieve the monotony of his existence

by keeping things clean and pouiing oil into the right place,

confident that all is perfect and free fi'om the possibilities of

antiquation.

We like to believe that all sources of power in nature have
been unfolded to us, but there may be possibilities of future
discoveries beyond out present comprehension, and we know
that the path of knowledge when industriously pursued in-

evitably leads to improvements in conception, design, and con-
struction ; sometimes amounting to revelations which humble
our pride, and prove that our former satisfaction was merely
ignorance. The possibilities therefore of initiating new methods,
better design, improved processes, etc., should relieve the work
of the engineer-in-charge from any tedious monotony, even if

ordinary repairs and breakdowns or failures, which may appear
mysterious in origin, do not absorb all his energies.

The position occupied by an engineer-in-charge must depend
on his own efforts. If he is content to make no progress, or
improvements on existing methods, and to make no real

attempt to fully grasp the requirements of the plant under his

charge, he is not likely to increase the earning power of a
factory by securing a larger output or an increased profit by
working at a higher efficiency. If, however, a determined
effort is made to secure a comprehensive grasp of the main
principles of his work, coupled with a special knowledge of the
smallest detail of the process of manufacture, he is able to

apply skilled judgment on the performance of his plant and to

suggest and carry out improvements, or to advise on the
replacement of the plant. The necessary courage to condemn
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pliint is not easily acquired, as this courage must subsequently

be justilicd by perforiuance veriiyiuf promise. The asset value

of the scrap heap will not atone for only a partial success

of the improved plant, hence the engineer must be prepared

to accept the full responsibility of his advice, and be blamed
for any defects; in any case, he must not expect praise, for if

the replacement exceeds expectations he may have to explain

why such an obvious improvement did not receive earlier

attention.

If improvement in process or plant results in profitable

expansion of output, the wealth of the nation must be increased,

and the engineer-in-charge will occupy a recognised position,

even in a humble capacity, as a worthy member of the Empire.
Expansion of output is necessary not only to meet the ever-

increasing needs of the Empire, but also of the open markets
of the world, and the demand on this output will increase as

the cost of production is reduced. We must admit that low
c<-)st of production, combined with excellence of quality, con-
stitutes the strongest weapon against competition ; the per-

suasive eloquence of the salesman may assist, but the initia-

tion of improvements in manufacture should be part of the
life work of the engineer.

The weakest link iu our chain of progress appears to be the

method of ascertaining the right way of going to work; some-
times it is achieved by actu.nl experience, or, in other words,
by trial and error, but rarely by systematic examination. In
such an investigation the services of the chemist are generally
of great value, although they are seldom appreciated except in

chemical factories. Industrial chemistry can assist the engi-

neer by defining the composition of substances, and when com-
bined with some knowledge of engineering requirements the
advice of the chemist is a good investment. In this matter
the industrial chemist, with a .slight knowledge of mechanical
engineering, is capable of giving better assistance than the
engineer with a rudimentary knowledge of chemistry: but it

is essential that the engineer should place implicit faith in

the chemist, and adopt the whole of his advice, as otherwise
a partial remedy may introduce new troubles.

In the .selection of metals or alloys for particular work the
chemist can specify the most .suitable material, and in the
case of steel very small quantities of impurities exercise such
an important effect that chemical analysis should be made on
samples of the steel as delivered. If, for example, we are
working with mild steel the presence of even 0.05 per cent, of

phosphorus would be injurious: and with nickel steel the addi-
tion of .about S per cent, of nickel is sufficient for armour plate

and guns, and for railway tires and projectiles the addition of

an equally .small amount of chromium is sufficient.

For brass, bronze, gun-metal, and white metal, the expert
.assistance of the analytical chemist is most valuable. Many
bearings of high-.spep<l machinery give trouble owing to the
use of metal which drags, shrinks, or cracks, and is therefore
defective for this purpose.
In the selection and use of lubricating oils we have to con-

sider not only the Hash point but also the purity of the oil,

as any liability to oxidise thickens the oil, thus increasing its

viscosity and the temperature of bearings, and in circulating
oil systems it is sometimes difficult to prevent the oil from
mixing with a certain amount of moisture, thus increasing the
risk of oxidisation, and when any fatty oil is present the
resulting decomposition releases fatty acids which are highly
corrosive.

All this provides useful work for the chemist, in addition to

the usual tests on water and fuel, in cases where a factory has
the misfortune to be placed somewhere away from a supply
of electrical energy.

In large power works the chemist can specialise on important
problems wdiich frequently threaten to defeat the skill of the
engineer, .such as dissolved oxygen in condensed water, due to
aeration by condenser pumping gear, causing exces.sive corro-
sion; also dejwsits on turlsine blades; both these problems
.appearing especially under modern conditions of high steam
pressures.

Before leaving this inadequate appreciation of the work of
the industrial chemist some mention should be made of the
discouragement caused to some industries by the action of the
Exci.se ,\uthorities in restricting the supply of methylated
absolute alcohol. Tlie ordinary oilshop article contains, in
.addition to 10 per cent, wood spirit, from 5 per cent to 10 per
cent, paraflfin oil to render it unpalatable. The paraffin cannot
be removed by any simple process, and its pre.sence is ver\'

detrimental for many puriK>ses. Up to about the year 1870
methylated absolute alcohol, without the addition of' heavy or
vi.scuous j-ietroleum, could he freely obtained without irritating
restrictions, and much valuable work was carried out by tech-
nical experimentalists, particularly in fine eoal-tnr products,
aniline colours, etc., but any hope" that these industries would
Ixyoiue part of our national trade was mined by the
mineralising of methylated .spirit. We can onlv envy' other
nations who are free from these vexatious restrictions, and
must expect to find that they will develop the u.se of alcohol
for mot<ir traction purt>oses. while we are grumbling nt the
action of our Excise .Authorities.

ft may be urged that engineers-in-ohargp oncht not to
bother themselves about chemical work, but w.iit until the
perfecting of any process reduces the work of the mnnufne-
turer to meehnnicnl repetition. This suiicesfion imnlie.s that
man. gifted with intelligence and the ability t<-> think, shonUl
be content to remain a machine of beef and muscle and prob-

ably be guilty of a crime against tradition if be suggested any
improvement. .\ pernicious doctrine of this kind cannot be
beneficial to the meiubers of this A6».>ciation, or to the welfare
of the country, and it would be better to risk incurrinK the
ridicule and displeasure of those who ' ' * •- • than
to perpetuate antiquated or obs<>lete i; :jr-

mation can be obtained by simple mt .Liat

it is surprising how little encouragtiuTui ,-> fei.-.u ..... .iiany

business linns to practical research, or even in aesiEimg their
' technical olKcers to collect information from kindred indus-
tries either at home or abroad.
Assuming that wc have improved our plant and oietbods

there are other matters of domestic interest which require
attention. Prosperity generally creates trade disputes, labour
unrest, and possibly strikes. We deplore war between nations
as a crime against civilisation, and in a lesser degree we must
feel that something is wrong when labour declares war against
capital, and refuses to work, or to allow work to be done, with
the resulting penalty of poverty and consequent privation and
misery to women and children. Engineers-in-charge may find

in the solution of this problem a task worthy of their efforts.

The skilled workman or the labourer is understood and appre-
ciated by them, and when a claim for consideration receives
a refusal, that refusal becomes a grievance soon magnified into
a dispute, with ill-will and bitter feelings culminating in the
senseless coercion of strikes. Some of our Colonies have had
experience in the statute jry suppression of strikes, and prob-
ably the most successful result has been obtained in Canada,
under their Industrial Disputes Investigation Act of 1907,
which provides for arbitration under facilities favourable to
conciliation.

Legislation has also frequently been suggested to provide for
the compulsory examination and certification of those in
charge of steam boilers, etc., on land. Probably the general
use of electrical power has now made this question of less

interest as affecting the safety of life; but as a matter of
national importance any proposal which secures encourage-
ment for efficiency, or an incentive to progress, is worthy of
serious consideration. In our marine .service certificates are
granted by the Board of Trade after examination, but on land
the only statutory pronsion is contained in the Boiler Explo-
sion .\cts of IPfii and 1800, which provide for an inquiry by the
Board of Ti"ade into the cause of any accident in connection
with the use of steam or explosion of steam boilers. In these
inquiries it is a.s.sumed that reasonable care should be exer-
cised in placing steam boilers.- etc.. under the control of
qualified and competent attendants, and that the design and
manufiicture of steam appliances have received proper atten-
tion.

It is not clear that examination and certification of engine
drivers and stokers would enable the Board of Trade to report
in favour of any alteration in the present procedure, and it is

probable that many competent attendants would have difficulty

in passing such examination.
It is more reasonable to expect that membership of this'

A.ssociation would be accepted as the neces.sary qualification

of those in charge, and as a guarant<'e that they can be
trusted to select competent attendants for steam plants.

A TRANSMISSION SYSTEM SUITABLE FOR
HEAVY INTERNAL-COMBUSTIQN

LOCOMOTIVES.

Bv HEDLKY J. THOMSON, M.I.E E.

{Abstract of piiper reail before th' Bbitish Associatios, jK«<.*f,

19U.)

A coNSinER.Mii.K portion of this pi|ier io devoted to an investiir*-

tion of the operation of the Thomas transmission sy«tom. which
was illustrated and described in the Ei.kctrio.kl Rkview, Mst
5th and .liine 2:<rd. 1'.>1 1. and has fubsei^nently been referred to.

The Thomas transmission is au electro- mechanical sjsteir.

oomprisinsr :

—

(.<;) .\ planetary cfinp in which are monnteil dnplf x pinions of

diifflrent t'iametors. one mfshine with a larpe anil the other with
a small snn wheel (.mounted respectively on the " load " and
" auxiliary " shafts), the CBsing: and the two sun wheels forminir

three indepondent members of a differential planet.ary pear.

(/)") Two electrical machines, one drivirtr or driven by each of
the shafts on which the son whwls are mounte<l.

(<•") An electrical controller, by which the electrical condition of
the two eleotrioal machines can be varied at will.

In practice the planetary casini; is driven by the prime mover :

by first takinir power from the auxiliary shaft, and. later, by
putting power into it. its spepd e,an be varie»l. with the resnlt that

the load shaft speed varies from tero up to the speed of the prim*
mover.
This object is secureil by ntilisinp the torqne on the anxiliary

shaft to drive an electrical jronerator. the current from which is

taken to a motor on the load shaft. Bv means of field control, first

of the srenerator, and suhorquontlv of the motor, the speed of the

load shaft (att«ched to the motor) is varied from lero to the inter-
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iiiodiatc medhaaioal (" iotermeo") speed—the (generator field and
ariuutiire beini; then ehort-uircuited aud the armature revolvini;

slowly IjiukwardH duo to the i^earint;.

At thi-i point the elcctriual funutions of the two machines are

reversed ; the motor, now a t^eneratur, eneri;is«B the other maohine,
revarses its direution of rotation so that it runs in thn same direc-

tion as the enifine, and through the i;earini; t;raduully increases

the speed of the first maohine and load shaft until a stai;e is

reached when all three members of the system attain the same
speed, when any two of them m»y bj coupled together ; after

which the generator field can tie again weakened until its voltage

falls below the back k.u.k. of the motor, when the oarrent will

die to zero.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Letter/ received by vs after 6 p.m. on ToesdaY cannot appear until

the following week. Cbrregporuleitts should forward their commvni-

catUnis at the earliest possible motnent. No letter can be published

tmless we have the writer's name a/nd address in our possession.

Street Liiflitiog in Chicago.

With reference to the extract from the h'ln-trical Jieriew and
H'fxfrni i:iri-tririan appearing- on page 501 of your issae of the

;)th inst., ptiving an account of the street lighting in Chicago, we
would state that it is most misleading.

The article mentions that the maximum candle-power of the

4B0-watt flame lamp is only 1,150 by laboratory test, whereas a

modern Itame lamp would give a maximum candle-power of about

4,000, and the deposit on the inside of the globes would be

practicvUy nil, even after 300 hours' burning.

It is stated that an average maximum of 600 c.P. would be

obtained from each 300-watt nitrogen-filled tun^eten lamp, but

surely this is incorrect, as there must be xomp loss from " Alba

"

enclosing globes even before they become dusty or dirty.

Ajain, the claim of OOO-c.p. for 300 watts is also incorrect, for

in no cases where practical te.%ts have been made of sj-called

'half-watt" lamps has the cindlepower been two candles per

watt. " Half-watt" is therefore a misnomer, and most misleading

to the public, as they will very soon find out when the accounts

for electricity consumed come in.

We believe that in Chicago both enclosed flame and magnetite

lamps are employed, and neither of these can be called an efficient

lamp in any way for street lighting.

It seems to us that the municipal authorities of Chicago are

taking a retrograde step in introducing metal filament lamps for

street lighting ; possibly the reason for this is there is no elUMent

flame arc lamp made in the U.S.A. Changes in street lighting in

Chicago, we hear, are numerous, and therefore we hope to hear

before another year or two has passed that the authorities have

discovered a flame lamp which is as eflEicient as the best produc-

tions of this country, and will again revert to flame arc lamp
lighting, and, by so doing, adopt a forward policy.

Per pro. Engineering and Arc Lamps, Ltd.

Wm. M. D. Pell, Director.

London, E.G., October 23rd, 1914.

mental to my department or offensive to myself. Another
uaique experience, although I had been u-ied to slim treatment is

three other iniujtries, arose on my accepting a post at a moderate
salary on account of the sudden death of an American partner of

mine. Although one of the firm expressed doubt as to whether
the new branch coald be worked at all—the work was little short
of slavery—the salary at which I was engaged was reduced by LOs.

a week because I could not run the affair without additional

staff. After being a'sured tha^ the matter would be adjuted
"after Christmas" and an advance on my original allowanoe
made, 1 got an ' advance ' of 'li. a week on the 15>. a week arrears
which had b len piling up since the previous Ootobsr, and this

after a certain notable bad p:>inted out at the official dinner
the prei^us evening that " the prosperity of the industry waa
inseparably bound up with the prosperity of the employee."
In the light of thii, which is not unusual at home, even the
most embryonic intellect can well imagine that many of us do
not look to the hoTie industries for either congenial or remunera-
tive employment.

Arthur Mallord Turner.
Wimbledon, October Wlh. 1914.

I was recently connected with a company promoted to push the
sales, and protect the interests erenerally, of British manafactorers
io Mjrocco, and while the requisite number of agencies have now
been secured, it surprised me tasee the slowness with which manu-
facturers made the best of an excellent opportunity to increase

their business.

It the United Kingdom is to secure an appreciable share of the
business which for the moment is lost to Germany and Austria,

much less retain it after peace is declared, we must not sit

down wrapped up in tlie idea that, with Germany and Austria ont
of the market, orders will simply find their way into the factory

letter-bax. The United States and other neutral countries are
making every possible effort to reap the benefit of the present
opportunity to replace German and Austrian goods, and it behoves
British manufacturers, agents and merchants, to do likewise

I shall be very plea'ied to place manufacturers and others in

touch with a progressive London export house, who know the
Egyptian and Sudan markets thoroughly, and who are determined
to make the best of the present situation by sending out a repre-

sentative to E^ypt and the Sudan, and &U:> to Aden and Massowah.

Leonard E. BoxaU.
London, E.G., October 26th, I'.iU.

The Trade War.

With reference to your leader and notes about your canvass of

the home manufacturers, I am glad to see that there is some
tendency to start the trade war by beginning where the enemy's

pitch met ours in peace time, almost as I suggested in my letter in

your issue for September 11th. If I may have a further say in

this matter, may I point out that as nearly all the home manu-
facturers have either branches, agents, or other connections in

either the Colonies or South or Central America, it would only be

a matter of about six or eight weeks to collect statistics relating

to Austro-German electric imports, and from these plan the 1915

output of goods and the necessary advertisoment and publicity

literature. As a man who has either travelled or lived in France,

Belgium, Austria, Germany, .Spain, Turkey, llu^.sia and the U.S.A.,

and who has worked for three different trade associations (one of

them an American), I would suggest that after receiving the

partioula'S relating to the overseas business territory, and reviewing

the same, the makers here should only reckon to capture from 30

to 50 per cent, of the abandoned enemy business, as this would
allow for competition and the activity of the American makers in

the particular localities.

Against your suggestion of a Royal Commission on the subject,

may 1 urge that in the main individual effort will only succeed

ia securing an acceptable percentage of the abandoned enemy
trade .' Royal Commisi-ions and most of the deliberations of

Trade Associations are nothing short of horrors to the man who
knows his job and wants to got on with it. Besides, the former
are always collections of gentlemen who generally succeed in

spending anything between X. l."i,000 and £30,000 incomplimenting
each other for a few hours per day for a period covering, perhaps,

several months, and then conclude by arriving at decisions which
are about 14 years out of date. Further, in the present iustar.ce

the war will most likely be over by mid-winter, and be it empire
or republic, (iermany will rapidly rise again, so that six months'
deliberation would, in my opinion, be fatal.

As Mr. Coates half suggested in your previous issue, I have found
that the man who has been outside the British Isles would sooner

take German or American money, as it is generally earned under
more agreeable conditions than British remuneration, and there is

an element of friendly generosity in the payments which always
enthused me to further activity. This is good from both points

of view, i.e., the employer and employed and in respect of the

former lays the foundation of future business. These conditions

are seldom found— never in my experience— in British industries,

and 1 have sampled the rubber, petrol motor, technical journalism
and electrical businesses in my time. I ijuito endorse the objec-

tionable interdepartmental note item mentioned by Mr. Coates, as

while in charge of a small department I fr<()uently found notes

on my desk from a higher (.') authority which would have
been an insult to an oftice boy. Another apology for a
" boss " would sign almost anything that a certain female
typist put before him, provided the matter was detri-

Commotator Bars.

Can any of your readers aid me in the securing of commutator
segments or commutator bars, or give me the names of any
firms in Great Britain or friendly countries who satisfactorily

supply them ?

Arthur Bergtheil, M.I.E.E.

London, E.G., October 2ird, 1914.

ArmordMct t. Perries.

In view of the publicity which has baen given by you and other
journals to the decision which was given by Judge Atherley Jones
in the City of London Court recently, I think it desirable and
necessary that I should state certain facts which have an important
bearing on the matter.

These facts are :

(_a) Immediately on the issue of the Royal Proclamation for-

bidding payments to alien enemies, we gave verbal and written
instructions to our bankers to refuse the payment of all bills of
exchange which were issued by us to alien enemies before the
declaration of war, and in the case of one bill which was presented

wa refused payment and reaco?ptauce in spite of the fact that the

holders, the London Joint !>U)ek Bank, professed to be " holders

for value." Being threjjtened with legal proceedings by them we
submitted the matter to oounse), and upon his advice we rtac-epted

this bill, which, however, has not been presented for payment
since. \Vc also instructed our bankers to refuse the payment of a
largo ohetjue which, in the ordinary way of business, we had paid

to certain liorman suppliers some days before the declaration of

war. We have, in other wonls, not remitteil one single penny to

alien enemies sinoo the outbreak of the war, we have no intention

of making any such payment, and we shall in due course supply
proof of our absolute lionii ri.l<:< in this direction.

U'') We, on the other hand, have paid all our ordinary liabilities,

apart from li.abilities to alien enemies, as they became duo, and we
have every intention of continuing to do so, and we may say we
have ample funds in hand for the purpose.

(<> 0.ir business is now practically limited to our own mannfac-
tures, apart from whioh. however, we continue to handle on a large

SDale certain goods which we purchase, and always have purchased,

in this country.

(il'f We manufacture, and have for approximately seven or eight

years manufacture^!, on a substantial scale at Bathurst Works,
Witton, Birmingham.

(.O By far and away the largest amount of the capital engai;^
in our business is invested in these work^ the lock-np approxi-

mating £50,000.
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(/) We continue to employ a aub^tuatial number of banda at

Bathurat Work», WittnQ, and have in band larife (iavernment

contriiotK, the most important of which cover goods which we do

not manufacture in the ordinary way ; we have taken these con-

tracts in order to keep our staff and workmen toRether.

(/;) Approximately 40 of our empliijt i are with the f'ilourB

—

their positions are kept open for them with a view to reinstate-

ment on the conclusion of hostilities.

(A) There is not a single alien enemy in our employment.! (The
writer is a naturalised subject of same years' standing.)

If these facts are confronted with the judgment referred to

above, the obviout unfairness and absurdity of the sitaation will

be apparent. *
W. Schmahl, Manayhnj Director.

London, E.G., October if,!h, 1914.

TRADE STATISTICS OF NEWFOUNDLAND

The following figures, showing the imports into Newfound-
land during 1912-13 of giwds which are of interest to electrical

contractors, are extracted from the recently issued trade statis-

tics. The figures for 1911-12 are added for purposes of compari-

son, and notes are given of any increases or decreases.

Dollar = 4s. 2d.

1911-12. 1912-13.

BeUing.— Dols. Dols.

From United Kingdom ... 1,000 4,000

„ Canada 1.00(J 0,000

„ United States ... 12,000 11,000

Total 14,000

Gutla Percha manufactures.—
Prom United Ivingdom ... 19,000

21,000 7,000

Canada
United States

59,000

59,000

21,000 + 2,000

48,000 - 11,000

66,000 + 7,000

2,000

2,000

3,000

Total

Iron and steel railtvay bars and
fittings.—

From United Kingdom ...

,, Canada
,, United States

,, Other countries

Total

Radiators, electric light

terial, etc.—
From United Kingdom ..

,, Canada
,, United States

Germany
Other countries

Total

Machinery for mining purposes.—
From United Kingdom ... 44,000

137,000 135,000 2,000

Canada
United States

148,000

58,000

Total 250,000

Machinery for local industries.—
From United Kingdom ... 4,000

,, Germany —
,, Canada 5,000

„ United States ... 16,000

396,000 + 146,000

3.000

4,000

2,000

8,000

Total 25,000 17,000 -

Materials for Western Union
Telegraph Co.—

From United Kingdom ... 1,000

United States ... —

Total 1,000

Material for Direct U.S. Cable.

Co.—
From United Kingdom ... 1,000

,. Other countries ...
—

Total 1,000

Goods for Anglo-American Tele-

graph Co.—
From United Kingdom ... 1,000

„ United States ... 2,000

Total 3,000

4,000

1,000

5,000

500
500

1,000

3,000

1,000

4,000 -I-

1,000

4,000

3,000

8,000

8,000

3.000

1,000

4,000

500
500

2,000

1,000

1,000

Inc. or dec.

Scientific iuHtrumenta.— iJolg.

From United Kingdom ... 1,000

,, United Slates ... 1,000

Total 2,000

Materials for wireless telegraphy.—
From United Kingdom ... 4,000

United States ... —
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The I'omprehenBive address with which Sir John Soell

inaugurated his occnpancy of the presidential chair of the

I.E.E. cannot be said to be lacking in breadth of view, or in

afFording abundant scope for comment. We cannot hope

in the space at our command to deal with more than a few

of the many points arising out of his remarks ; but we may

say that, as a whole, the address leaves the impression that

the new President is inspired with a spirit of optimism, zeal

and devotion to the interests of the industry of which he is

now at the head in this country.

Sir John remarked that it was diflRcult to write an

address without invading the region of controversy, and it

can hardly be said that he was successful in avoiding this

danger, though nothing that he .?aid could be regarded as

provocative in any way. His complimentary allusions to

the Incorporated Municipal Electrical Association were well

deserved, and remind us that the .\9sociation's influence

bids fair to rival that of the Institution ; as a body it is

certainly in close touch with mundane affairs, and is free

from the charge of having its head in the clouds, an accusation

which is often levelled at the older Institution. That it

should be more coherent and homogeneous is the necessary

consequence of its constitution ; on the other hand, there

is no inherent reason why the members of the Institution

should not pull together better, placing the common
welfare above their individual interests. A former Pre-

sident strove earnestly to bring about this most desirable

consummation, and we have no doubt that Sir John .'^nell

will aim at the same goal, though it is a thankless task

—

for, of all people, electrical engineers seem least able to

grasp the true significance of loyal cooperation.

A reference to the late Industrial Committee was un-

avoidable, and here the President was treading on thin ice.

He adopted the position that the existence of separate repre-

sentative bodies for the different sections of the industry

was inevitable and ewn salntiiry— a perfectly roasonnble

attituile, within limits. How iliflicult it is, however, to

maintain a sound jx)sition with regard to this iine.<tion is

well illustrotcd by the President's own remarks. For

instance, lie said that " to give decisions on controversial

subjects affecting two sections of the industry which may

happen to be opposed in their views must necessarily involve

serious, and sometimes insuperable, difficulties "
; yet in the

next paragraph he said that the Institution must be pre-

pared to arbitrate between them, .\gain, Sir John said

that the Institution had to consider electrical progress as a

whole, while each .\s30ciation had its own pjjrticular

sectional interest to advance, and he cited a bypothetioal case

of the R.E..V.M..V.op{X)sing theintn^Inction of some improved

design of machine, while the T.E.E.. desirous of advancing

electrical interests generally, " would be rightly expected to

encourage any such improvement." That is precisely wher e
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the scheme breaks ilown
; past experifenoe tells iis with rif,'i(l

oertaiiity tliat tlie Council of the InHtitution would liiscreet'y

murmur ponderous platitudes about takiiij? Huch udion in

resjiect of industrial matters as might conduce to the general

advancement of electricity and its applications, and givinf,'

full consideration to any representations, *c.—and would

fold its hands and do nothing. The Council is mortally afraid

of " taking sides "
; it cannot act judicially, for fear of the

wrath of the party adjudged to be in the wrong, so,

like Justice only in this one respect, it blindfolds its

eyes.

The President's snggestion that a standing Advisory Com-

mittee should be formed is interestin?, in that it so

accurately follows the career of the unfortunate Committee

that was snuffed out by the Council. " i^uppose a difficulty

were to arise between two sectional Associations, and suppose

the Council were invited to compose the difficulty. The

Advisory Committee would again invite certain members

fully experienced in the subject in dispute to join them.

. . . Conferences with both parties would be held . .

. . a fair compromise would be arranged or a direct

report made to the Council that some definite attitude

should be adopted by them "—so far so good ; it is a beaten

track. But— " The ultimate power to act must of course

rest with the Council, who clearly cannot delegate their

powers and responsibilities to another body." Exit the

Ind—Advisory Committee.

We are glad to see that Sir John warmly espouses the

cause of the ill-paid junior members of the profession, who,

having an association of their own, are now becoming

articulate and will increase in strength and influence as

time goes on. Their cause is just, and ought not to have

had to wait for recognition till the time approached when

they could compel it. It has been pleaded many times in our

columns. .'>ir John's appeal to heads of departments—with

whom it rests to bring about reform, and upon whom rests

the shame—is well timed and well expressed. The

l.M.E.A. in this respect heartlessly abdicated its position

as a body representing the municipal branch of the

profession.

The admirable response of the electrical engineers to the

call of their country has been abundantly manifested in

our page?, and we need only endorse the President's praise

and his sure confidence that they will do their duty and

reflect credit upon their profession.

The President, referring to the opposition of the Electrical

Contractors' Association to the Electric Lighting Bill,

assumes towards it the same attitude as we have adopted

—

namely, that their action is contrary both to the public interest

and to the interests of the contractors themselves : and

he also advocates a reasonable compromise.

Turning to technical matters. Sir John says he is unwilling

to discuss the question of bulk supply controversially, and will

deal only with what he thinks are facts. There is a terrible

suggestion here as to what he would do if he did enter into

controversy—but the matter is too delicate for further

comment ! We perceive, with dismay, that we have as yet

turned ovei only half the pages of the address, and

while there are many inviting topics in the remaining

moiety, we must defer consideration of them to another

occasion.

In Uarkent
A s'UMiiER of articles are appearing as

, . to the wisdom or otherwise of the present
London. '^

arrangemcnto for artificial lighting in the

metropolis and other important cities, a [peculiarity about

the matter which has not attracted attention is that the

whole responsibility for regulating the lighting re^ts with

the police, and thus very largely with individual constables

who patrol the streets. Now the questions arising as to

sufficiency or insufficiency of illumination, glare or its

antithesis, are not simple matters which can be mastered

in a day (or a night) by a layman whose educational

qualifications are not his strong point ; we have seen

constables drilling in the early days of their career, we have

read of constables being complimented by experienced K.C.'s

on the rapid way in which they decide to act or not to act on

the spur of the moment where some abstract reading of the

law is the determining factor, but we can hardly imagine

that any members of the force have studied the subject of

artificial illumination— suddenly thrust upon them— in

sufficient detail to ensure election to, say, the Illarainating

Engineering Society. Moreover, individual constables are

not granted the use of discretion, and therefore they attempt

to apply, as far as their intelligence enables them to do, the

interpretation of the Commissioner's order to all parts of

the Metropolitan Police area—from Potter's Bar to Purley,

and from Staines to<Jravesend— regardless of circumstances,

regardless of weather conditions, regardless of the citizens'

comforts and prejudices. Perhaps a more co-ordinate

system might be arrived at if the Chief Commissioner had

at his disposal the assistance of some men with knowledge

and experience of the Metropolis and of the subject

being dealt with. No doubt abundant assistance would

be forthcoming if an application were made through the

learned societies, or a batch of special constables enrolled to

deal with the problem under a more carefully-planned

scheme, drawn up under favourable conditions, than it can

have been possible for the police to work out under the

pressure of their ordinary duties.

We are by no means inclined to belittle the importance

of the matter—rather we consider it far too important a

matter for the police (unaidedj to handle ; a Zeppelin load

of explosives (say about two tons) distributed over London,

would quickly convince the people of London that there are

inconveniences even greater than those caused by subduetl

artificial illumination.

In our last issue we quoted some
More About , ,- , r tt- ht • ^ -

the Russians
observations by one of His Majesty s

Consuls in Russia on the reasons for

German success in connection with the machinery trade of

that va'^t country, and in obtaining contracts for electric

lighting, tramway, and other public works for municipal

authorities. We are quite sure that the advice contained in

the report will receive all the attention that it deserves at

the hands of any British electrical firms or organisations

who take an interest in the possibilities of the Russian

market, and we hope that it will assist them in the pre-

paration of plans that may be contemplated. We have so

often drawn our readers' attention to the vastness of this

field, that it is almost needless to refer further to the matter

now, beyond suggesting that our previous comments might

be read again with some profit. The name of M. Basile do

Timiriazeff, President of the Russo-British Chamber of

Cjmmerce in Petrograd. is not unfamiliar in these

pages, for we have quoted his words before to show

the readiness of Russia to increase trading relations with us.

We are not sure whether it was M. Timiriazeff—we tbink
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it w;h—who tried to make us understand that Warsaw so

much desired British goods in preference to all others that

(ierraan firms made it their Ijusiness to purchase here and

sell in Warsaw. AVarsaw has been very much in our minds

lately— it was in the mind of the Kaiser until ten days or

so ago rt^ winter quarters for the Crown Prince's army. If

AVarsaw showed the above preference for British manufac-

tures before the war, and would have dealt direct with us

had proper facilities been in existence, what will be the

feeling of the people now ? We trust British firms will

remember such points as these and note how great will be

the desire in many places to deal first hand with us in the

future instead of through the medium of present enemies.

M. de TimiriazeiV has sent to England a letter, which

has been published in some of the daily papers, drawing

attention to the " altogether exceptional conditions which

now obtain for English trade with Eussia, and which

promise to continue for some time to come, and the

desirability of co-operative action in both the countries con-

cerned." He refers to the enormous gap created at this

time of rapid economic development by the " almost whole-

sale withdrawal of German trade from Russia." " The

change has broiKjht us in Russia face, to face with an

entirely new position." His Chamber of Commerce is

receiving requests from all sides for assistance in the

establishment of trade relations in every branch with (Ireat

Britain, and Committees have been appointed to deal with

many questions arising out of the present position. Though

their work is partly occasioned by the prevailiug special war

conditions, they aim at providing a permanent basis for

normal times. " The question," he continues, " is all the

more urgent because of the immediate annulment of the

Commercial Treaties of Russia with Germany and Austro-

Hungary, so that at the end of the war it will be neces-

sary to revise and establish on a new basis the whole

international commercial policy of Russia." The language

difficulty, to which we have alluded on previous occasions,

is mentioned by the writer, and he hopes that it may be

possible to develop on both sides the facilities for acquiring

the languages and the special knowledge necessary for

Anglo-Russian trade. We quote one further sentence :
—

I am at one with maTiy public men in RuBaia in thinkiner that

eoonomic co-operation is one of the atrongest bonds of friendship;

and in the case of Eagland and Kuaaia, where the question is not

one of commercial rivalry but of mutual supply, this consideration

ha; a speoial force.

We hope that British electrical and engineering firms

who have in the past treated Russia as a market in which it

was impossible for them to do great things in presence of

the machinations of German tiaancial industrial organisa-

tions, with Russian electrical concessions slipping into

German hands, and with German electrical factories e.fist-

ing in several Russian centres, will take a more hopeful

view of the situation.

Clearly it is not the English engineer who is inefficient,

for, as we reported a few years ago, there were so many of

our enitineers in authoritative posts in Russia, that even the

Russians themselves instituted au inquiry to find out the

reasons for the preference. Nor is it British manufactures

that are at fault. It seems to be little else than a case of

success due to (iermany being on the spot with the most

competent representatives commercially, technically, and

linguistically, b.icked with strong financial ability which

enabled large operations to be conducted, including the

setting up of manufactories—th<> last named being, we

believe, a stipulation impjsed by the Russian Government.

Whatever may result from the new position which M. Timi-

riazefT says now faces the country, we must at the moment
anticipate that Germany will not lack equally competent

representatives in her export markets. She may—we think

will—be crippled financially, and it seems fairly certain that

neither the Russian (iovernment, the Russian numicipali-

ties, nor the Russian people, will be anxious to deal with

German works or financiers if Britain, Belgium, or France

can anyhow manage to meet their requirements.

Kul)ber.
TuK market han had a firmer tendency

since last writing, and the unfettered

activities of the German cruiser Emden and the sinking by

her of the Troilvs with a large cargo of rubber on board,

have had no small influence in determining the coarse of

values. The latest escapade of this boat at Penang will

certainly not add to the confidence of shippers and ship-

owners in the effective patrol of the seas in Eastern waters

by the Allied Powers, and people are beginning to wonder

when we are going to have a "go"" at some of these

German freebooters. There can be no security on the

Eastern trade route till the position is cleared np.

Leading Eastern ship owners have intimated that their

vessels will not ran in the infested waters till the

Emden is accounted for. The price of rubber for

November and December delivery is very firmly held

as the result of the shipping position, and buyers in

hopes of the stiffness being only temporary, are holding

back as long as may be possible, bat there are several

influences operating to prevent the rapid handling of con-

signments arriving from the East. It is a matter of general

knowledge that Germany is beginning to get short of rubber,

and it is interesting to note that rubber and also motor

tires are now on the absolute contraband list issued by the

Government within the last few days. This is a direct

blow aimed at Germany "s great fleets of motor vehicles, and

there is not the smallest doubt that a rubber famine would

do much to reduce the efficiency of transport of the Huns,

who have been making desperate efforts to procure the

necessary supplies from neutral ports and countries. It is

even stated that America has been shipping rubber freely in

Dutch, Italian and .Scandinavian liners, from New '\'ork,

with the intention that it should be transhipped to Germany.

We can only put an end to this state of things by exercising

all our rights at sea, and we have no doubt now got a man

at the head of affairs who will have no scruples in doing

what war demands. These are not the days for mealy-

mouthed respect for the feelings of people who are out to

assist our enemies. Hence ib is to be hoped that the most

rigorous supervision will forthwith be undertaken for the

purpose of ensuring that no material whatever likely to be

of use in prolonging the war shall be permitted to reach

Germany. The closing of the North Sea is a step in the

right direction.

The position of supplies from Malaya is shown in the

following official statement of exjwrts for the nine mouths

ended with September :
—
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THE GOVERNMENT ELECTRIC POWER
STATION OF BANGKOK.

By FU\NCIS B. SHAW, A.M.InBt.O.E., A.M.I.E E., Electrical

Eaf^ineer to the Qovernment of Siam.

IIIInilI III-1ion.— In view of the great strides tbat elei-

tricity hiis nuiie tliroughout the Far East, a short account

of the naunicipal power station in Hangiiok, Siam, may be

of interest.

At tlie present time there are two power stations in

Itangkok. 'I'he first, owned by the Siam Electricity Co.,

Ltd., is situated at Wat Liep, about ;'>0(> metres from the

river. This station was started in November, 1H99, but

previously to this electric tramways were in use in Bangkok,

supplied from
another small sta-

tion, which was

closed when the

Wat Liep station

started.

The second sta-

tion is the (iovern-

ment electric power

station in the Sam-

sen district, and

is situated in a

favourable position

near the river.

The primary reason

for this station

being built was that the waterworks pumping station then

being built required a considerable amount of electric power.

This could have been supplied by the Siam Electricity Co.,

Ltd., but their station was at a considerable distance, and

it would have been an expensive transmission line to con-

struct. Further, it was considered that electricity could be

produced at a much lower cost by a modern station situated

on the banks of the River Menam, and at a point fairly

Fig. 1.

—

Bangkok Electbioitt Works : Plan of Site.

this district. It is hoped to obtain a very good load factor,

siuic the power load is, if anything, slightly in excess of the

lighting load. The load is made up ai follows :
—

Huji Luiiil.—Waterworks pumping Ktation, full I'md

during the day, and 2;j per cent, load during the night.

Opium farm, day load only. (!ement factory, full day load,

with a ontinuous load of ;")() per cent, full loarl during the

whole of the :^4 hours. In addition, a smdl load from fans

and small pumps.
}\iijhl Loail.—A large lighting load nearly e<|ual to the above

day load, together with the night power load, as already stated.

Fiii'l.—Siam is a Urge proilucer of rice, and in Bangkok

alone there is a large number of rice mills. Lirge quanti-

ties of rice husk are produced in the processes of milling.

.\ certain amount of this is used by the mills to praluce

the power they require, but there is always a considerable

surplus. Inappear-

ance it closely re-

sembles the busk

of wheat ; it is a

very bulky fuel,

and itsusefulnessis

very much affected

by its being wet

or diy.

The following

figures relating to

the calorific value

of paddy husk were

supplied by the

assayer to the
Royal Mint, Bang-

kok. They were obtained from an ordinary sample of

husk :

—

Tioss at 100° C. (moisture), 8 per cent.

Weight per unit volume of paddy husk : From 7*2 to

7-9 lb. per cb. ft , depending on whether the husk is shaken

during filling or not.

Ash (inorganic residue on ignition) : In moist husk,

19-3 per cent. ; in dry husk, 21 per cent.

Fig. 2.— Sectional Elevatios of Poweb Station Buildings.

close to the waterworks. A farther advantage was to be

gained by having the waterworks and the power station

under one authority.

Site and District of Siippty.—The site chosen for the

power station is the nearest point on the river to the

waterworks pumping station, and is also within a short

distance of a district in which the consumption of energy,

both for lighting and power, has increased by very rapid

strides durmg the last few years, and there is every indica-

tion that the increase will be maintained. Consequently, it

was decided to put down a station to supply the whole of

Calorific power (by Thomsen's calorimeter) : {a) Dry

paddy husk : 1 gramme oi complete combustion will pro-

duce 3,850 gramme calories, (b) Paddy husk as received

(moist) : 3,7G6.

Evaporative power : {a) Dry paddy husk : 1 lb. on com-

plete combustion will evaporate 7-17 lb. of water at 100° C.

to form steam at lOO"" C. {b) Paddy husk as received

(moist) : 7-01.

These figures point out the advantage of using dried husk.

If the paddy husk is very wet it is of no use as a fuel.

The supply of rice husk falls off durmg three months of
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the year—October, No. ember, and Ifeceraber— as very little

ric-i comes down to Hangkok during those months.

For this reason we have arranged to store as much as

possible, and have a large store for piddy only, between the

station and the river : the store over the bailer house is

gutficient for 10 days' continuous steaming on half the full

load of the station. Further, to provide against a total

failure of husk fuel, we have a store of liquid fuel between

the husk store and the station. Three connections to the

supply pipe line are on each wharf, and a motor-driven oil

pump takes the oil through these from the oil-tank barges

and delivers it to the oil tank. Since it was impossible to

place this oil tank in any other position, and a fire at this

point might be serious, a special arrangement for the use of

live steam has been adopted.

Both husk stores have a complete system of Grinnell fire

extinguishers, supplied in the first instance by two tanks on

the top of the husk store over the boiler house, and partly

under pre.«sure from a 7.'i-h.h.1'. motor-driven fire pump, by

Messrs. JIather & Piatt. This pump is housed in a small

Fig. 3.—Pun of Poweb Statics.

shed near the filter well in the supply culvert, and takes its

supply of water from the latter. Fire mains run round the

compound, and hydrants are situated at each corner of the

two main buildings.

Returning to the question of husk fuel, one of the chief

problems was the efficient conveying of so bulky a sub-

stance. Conveyors have been installed of tli- Archiniodoan

screw type, and although this system has been in vogue
for a long time and has been used for conveying husk
horizontally, for inclined conveyors of so large a diameter it

is rather a novelty.

Rice husk, although so light, is yet found to be very

abrasive, and many types of conveyors that have proved
quite successful with other material have failed when
used for husk. This si^oially apphes to conveyors of the

subtion type. ,

The four conveyors were supplied by the New Conveyor
Co., Ltd. ; they arc all of the screw type and of S ft.

diameter, but differ in that the inclined conveyors, Nos. 1

and 3, are of complete spiral, ('.c, enclosed to the shaft,

whereas the liori/.L>nt«l spirals are only l-in. ribbons attached

by driving arms to the shaft. Of course at bearing points

the screw is broken, but the husk heaps up slightly at this

point and flows over to the nest spiral and thus forward.

\ teak wharf about HO ft,, long carries the hopf^er end of

No. 1 conveyor, the husk being emptied into this hopper

from the boats alongside the wharf. The upper end of this

conveyor is anchored to the end wall of the hu^k store, and

is driven through worm gearing by a lu-ii.i'. motor. From
this point the hask is delivered into No. 2 conveyor, which

is a U-shaped trough with a 4-in. deep ribbon spiral of 3 ft.

diameter revolving in it. This conveyor is placed hori-

zontally along the top of the husk store and supported by

ferro-concrete pilUrs. At intervals of 10 ft. there are doors

fitted to the bottom of the trough for the purpjse of dis-

charging the paddy husk into the store as desirefl.

At the end of this conveyor there is a discharge shoot

similar to that on No. 1 for discharging into No. 3 con-

veyor, and at this point a platform is combined with the

end wall to carry the IO-h.p. motor for driving this section.

Xo. 3 conveyor is l.o0 ft. long, and being inclined

is of similar construction to No. 1, being carried on a

lattice girder bridge. Its lower end rests on the floor of

the husk store, and its upper end is attached to the end wall

of the boiler house at

a height of 5.5 ft. from

the ground level. At
this point it is driven

by a 10-H.p. motor

through worm gearing.

About halfway np its

length No. 2 conveyor

discharges into No. S
conveyor through a

shoot, in which case only

the top half of No. 3

conveyor is required, and

the lower half is discon-

nected by means of a

clatch. When, however,

it is required to take

hnsk from the store to

the store over the boiler

house, then the whole

length of No 3 conveyor

is used, and the husk

enters through a hopper

with regulating slide at

the lower end. A tunnel

is provided under No. 3

cxjnveyor inside the hnsk

store for regulating this

slideand oiling thethrust

and shaft bearings.

Th> thrust is taken

by Huffmaun ball bear-

ings, and so far no
trouble has been experi-

enced with them. The
speed of all four con-

veyors h;is been kept down to 60 revolutioos a minute, in

order to avoid exco-s'.ve wear. At this speed the guaranteed

output is 250 cb. m. an hour.

No. i conveyor is similar in all respects to No. 2

conveyor, and is placed horiznitally over the boiler hoppers,

any of which may l>e filled by opening the corresponding

door under the conveyor. The boilers beneath are arn\ugetl

in four banks, each half-bank having its separate hopper
and shoot. The capacity of these hoppers and the store

is about 7,000 cb. m.

The metlicKl adopted in feeding the boiler furnaces from

the hoppers consists of a simple arrangement of (.vnes and
shutters, whereby the supply of husk may be regulated as

the demands for steam aviso.

The hask store is cviistructed of half-brick horizontal

arches l>etween ferro-concrete pillars, the arches being fo

constructed as to transmit the thrust of the husk outwards

on to these pillars when the store is full (see detail, fig. 2).

Il"</.f/' Su/'/)/!/.—From the foregoing dtscription it will

be seen that the hnsk stoiv is between the power station and

the river bank : this, while obviating the necessity for

conveying the husk over the boiler house to the store and
back again from the store as required, is for yet another

reason.
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O.vin;; to the imtiire of the {ground, wliich is no more
than a sea of lui'iid mud under u sun-dried crust about
1 m. thick, the ii'iestion of foundations was a most serious

one, and it was deemed advisable t > place the power station

as far from the river as practicable.

For thi) reason, an 1 in order to avoid a long suction-pipe

line or auxiliary pumps on the river bank, it was ilecided,

first of all, ti cona'.rn t a culvert right from the river and
underneath the site of the turbine and condenser room of

the power station. This culvert, of cross-section 1 m. x
1 •!'.) m. deep, terininates near its river end in a circular

well in which the filter screens are placed. There are

two filter screens, the lower half being of heavy iron-

wire netting and the top half of punched metal plate.

These screens run in teak wood guides, and are raised for

cleaning and lowered by means of a pulley block and jib.

From the filter wt-li to the river the supply is by an iron

pipe supported from the main wharf, the top of the pipe

being 4 in. below the lowest known tide. From the filter

well to the power s'iation the culvert is given a downward
slope of li m,, and it is carried to a point beyond the

station, where it terminates in another well from which
certain auxiliary pumps take their supply. The culvert

may be clos'i-d at the r^ver filter well and pumped dry from
this end well for inspecting and cleaning.

The condensers for the three turbo-generatoi-s take

their supply from uptakes from this culvert inside the

station.

It is hoped that by reason of the slope on the culvert

there will be less liability for mud to interfere with the

action of the foDt valves, &c , of the circulating pumps, as

tlie river water contains a lot of matter in suspension, and
that the requisite fl iw of water at low tides will be main-
tained sufficient for full load. For a similar reason the

filter well has been made considerably deeper than the
culvert, to allow any deposit to settle at this point. It

would have been a very difficult and expensive matter to

cjnstruct the culvert at any greater depth at the river end,

owing to the porous nature of the ground and the increased

pressure of the water at high tides.

Regarding the wharves and husk store, provision has been
left for aiding a similar store and wharf on the down-stream
side.

Power Station Building.—As previously mentioned, great
care had to be taken regarding the foundations of this

building, and a network of ferro-concrete beams, the chief of

which are 220 m. in depth, carries the main raft or plat-

form : one of these massive girders is shown in fig. 2.

This platform is at ground-level for the boiler honse, but^
is hi'ought down to 1-20 m. below ground level for the floor

of the basement of the turbine room, air filter room and
sto'e room. This portion has been very carefully lined with
bituminous sheeting, and a reinforced layer of cement has
been placed over it.

The ground was more than usually bad owing to there

being several canals or ditches catting across the site. So
far, however, no serious subsidence has taken place,

alohough the building has been completed for more than a
year.

The system above-mentioned of horizontal arches in half-

brick with ferro-concrete pillars is used for the busk store

over the boiler house, and the sloping floor of this is con-
structed of ferro-concrete. This is probably one of the first

instances of hoppers of this type being constructed entirely

in ferro-concrete —certainly it is in the East. Three doors
give access to the turbine room from passageways between the
four banks of boilers. The turbine room had to be reduced
in width as much as possible, as the land available for the
station was very much restricted in width. Consequently
it was decided to place the three turbines lengthwise to the
boiler house.

Large windows at each end give ample light, and even
under tropical conditions the room remains comparatively
cool, all steam pipes being kept below the turbine floor in
the basement. The overhead travelling crane runs on rails

on ferro-concrete girders the length of the building. The
switchboard is set back slightly, and the back is enclosed
in a brick chamber, ent'-ance being by two doors of ex-
panded metal. To the right of "the" switchboard is the
battery room, and to the left the engineer's office and meter

testing room. It slow these, corresponding to the i ondenscr

room, are tli9 air (ilter and store rooms. A motor-generator

is placed at the end of the turbine rwm farthest from the

river.

{To be continued.)

THE ELECTRICAL TRADES AND THE
WAR.

(.Coutimted from page 58.3.)

LiTHOLiTB, Ltd.

All the qneBtiODB are answered in the afiirmative, except that a
little diSicalty is experieoccd in cb'ainini; an adeqnate eopply of
labjur

E. Brook, Ltd.

We hava enffioient orders to keep our workB fully employed, and
up to the present have found no difficulty in obtaining the labour
necessary. New orders are comine in at a satisfactory rate, and we
have been fortunate in securing^ several orders which had formerly
been placed with Continental firms, but no orders that we can
trice that have been previously placed with neutral countries.
We are getting all the raw miterial we require, and the fioancial

conditions are such a? to enable us to accept orders freely, but we
are eorry to say there are quite a great number of firms hiding
behind the unratorium.
We are starting to manufacture several articles that have

previously been purchased from other firms and abroad.

Mawdsley's, Ltd.

Oi-dcr.i.—We have experienced no falling-off whatever in orders
s'nce the war broke out, and have sufficient in hand to keep oar
works running full time.

Laloiii:—We have experienced some difficulty in obtaining this,

as something like 16 per cent, of our staff and employe) have
j iined the Colours in one capacity or another.

Xl'w Orders.—These appear to be coming in quite a? freely as

before the war, and with regard to new business which formerly
went to Continental firms, we have received a number of inquiries

from firms who were previously buyinjj German material, some of
which have matured, and we anticipate that when exchange
difficulties disappear there will be a considerable influx of business
from this source, from abroad and the Colonies.

He Materials.—Vie have found no difficulty whatever in filling

onr requirements.
Financial (Conditions.—With the exception of the question of the

foreign exchanges, these, as far as we are concerned, are quite
sitisfactory.

yetv Lines.—We have been, and are, so well placed at present as

regards standard lines, that, especially in view of the difficnUies in

obtaining labour, we have not entered into any extensions in this

respect.

The Edison k Swan United Electric Light Co., Ltd.

1. We have at the present moment, and have hid ever since ths
war started, sufficient orders to keep our works fully oc mpied. In
fact, as previously reported, we hava for some weeks hsiid to take
on extra labour.

2. Whilst the supply of labour in our locality offered some
difficulty at the onset of the war, things are improving daily.

3. Yes, quite satisfactory to everyone.

4. We are getting new business and inquiries from the Colonies

and our Continental Allies.

5. The supply of raw material is naturally somewhat restricted,

but in no way has it, so far, seriously inconvenienced n?.

6. No complaint regarding fiaancial conditions.

7. We hope eventuilly to put on the market lines of manufacture
which were previously peculiar to the Continent, but at the

present time we are quite busy enough with all our usual " AU-
Bfitish " products. If things continue as at present, we shall have
to extend even further than is being done to meet immediate
demands.

Metallic Seamless Tube Co., Ltd.

We have sufficient orders in hand to keep our works fully

employed, although our staffs are depleted considerably owing to a
great numbsr having j oined the Forces.

He Supptij of Labour.—This at the moment is rather a sore

point with us, but we are glad to say that we are gradually over-

coming this.

Re Xew Orders.—Ordjrs are coming in very satisfactorily at the
moment, and ii many lines, the demands are really greater thin
the supply.

Re yen- Business.—yS'e are pleased to say that we are getting

new business, which formerly went to Continental firms, from our

Allies and the British Empire.
Supply of Raw Material.—We are pleased to say thit at the

moment the supplie? of raw materials are sufficient for our require-

ments, although prices fluctuate considerably.

Financial Conditions.—We are meeting this in the spirit which
we hope the whole of the trade will admit is for the benefit of the

country, inasmuch as we are giving, in many instances, extended
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credit to allow our customers an opportunity of overcjminpf
HaanciEil diSiaultiea where p'>B8ible.

Start i/u/ .W'lr Llnrs of M<i niifact urf.—We are startintr to mann-
facture new lines, formerly dealt with only by Cjntinental firms.

We do not think that we can make any comments upon the
replies, bat we mi(;ht mention that we are experiencing consider-
able diffioulty in pretting- Hjjrlish manufacturers to fall into line
to compete with Cjutinental materials ; this is particularly co in
the pflass trade, the replies that we {ret being that the expense in

putting down plant to compete would not be compensated, the
fear being that if the war wa? to end suddenly, the country would
be flooded with the present Continental stocks.

Slmpl«-\ Dimmer Fittings.

Messbs. Simplkx Cosdcit.s, Ltd , of lit;, Charioir Crow Ko»d,
W C, are now supplying a line of fittings in which a dimmini;

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES.

AND PLANT.

FITTINGS

B.T.H, Ironclad Switchgear.

The British Thomson-Houston Co., of Ru»by, has recent'y

developed a special line of three-phase oil awitchg-'ar for mining and
industrial work, on the "draw-out" principle—the va'ious parts,

switch, instruments, Jcc, baing mounted on a pliding carriage and
connected to the baa-bars or cables through plug contacts.

The gear is provided with all the ordinary attachments, and some
novel combinations of automatic devices to meet different require-

ments of service.

The switches hive two rating?, 120 and 500 amperes for up to

650 volts, and 50 and 120 amperes for up to 3,300 volts. On with-

drawing the switch and removing the oil tank, the contacts, de-

laying deviojs, overload adjusting devices and fus s are fully

accessible ; by taking out four screws the contents of the switch

body can be removed in one piece ; and removal of a ba;k cover

gives access to the connection chamber. The switches can ba

mouoted oa common pedestals and coupled to common baa- bars.
Fig. 1.— Slmplex Pendant wnu DiiiiiiNO switch.

Fio. 2.—DiiAW-ouT Switch
WITH Aihmetkr Hood
ON Pedestal.

Fig. 3.

—

Switch, sHowiNd
Cabbiaoe Withdrawn
AND Cover Open.

B.T.H. Ironclad Switchoear,

Fig. 4.

—

Switch Mechanism with 9

AuMETfi's Fuses, Low voltaob
Rklkask, and Slow-motion
Starting attachuent.

Interlocks and catches are provided to ensure safety when with-

drawing or inspecting the switch, and the latter is closed and

opened through independent toggles and trips free of the handle.

The tripping device is of the dash-pjt type with a suitable delaying

action.

Tbe cable connecting boxes can be mounted on the top, bottom

or sides of either s/.i of switch, and suitable connections are pro-

vided for coupling up to the cable armouring or lead.

Continuity of the earth connection is ensured by the large

flanged joints of the castings, but it is desirable, where necessary

to meet Home Office reiiuirements, to use the usual copper bonds
between armouring of incoming and outgoing c.»b'es.

By means of the company's patent electrical interlock, these

switches can be interlocked with motor starters and controllers, the

connection being made by means of a U^xiWe armoured conductor
with a plug contact for insertion in the side of the oil switch.

Full particulars of these switches are contained in list No. 4, 160.

etfect is not obtained by the insertion of reeistanoe in series with

the lamps, and consequent waste of current. QD

In the pendant shown in fig. 1, a patent switch is fittfd in the

body, by means of which it is iwssible to have (.1) both lampe on
full ;

(-'') one lamp on full ;
(3") both lamps dim ; (.O both lamps

off.

The current consumption is in direct proportion to the lijjht

emittt'd at any time.

These fittings are supplied in brass or o. pper, polished or broni«1.

in the pendant or wall patterns.

I'opos Feed-Wator Itcgulator.

The above-named regulator for boiler feed-water, which has

achieved a considerable success in the United Suites, is now beini;

introducetl to this country by Mkssks. Scholky & Co., Ltd , of

VUieen Victoria Street. E.O., who have acquired the English rights.

A notable feature of the device is that it is based upon the principle
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of a vuriuble water level, the latter buiiii; maintained at the

upper limit during light load periodi), ho that the boiler Htoreo the

maximum amount of water and heat, and the level liuing allowed

to fall, when a heavy load oomea on, to the lower limit. ThuH,

when the demand for steam ie preaeini,', the heat of the furnaue in

utiliaed only for evaparatin? water, and not for hoatine cold feed.

When the water level reaohea the prescribed lower limit, the

regulator increases the rate of feed until it is equal to the rate of

evaporation, thus maintaining the water level.

The regulator, which is shown in lig. '>, is entirely outside the

boiler, and consists of an inclined special metal expansion tube

supported by heavy angle-iron base and an upright fork so as to

form a trian^rle. The upright fork acts as a fulcrum for a bpll-

crank lever, which magnifies the motion of the expan.sion tube.

Openings are provided in the fittings at the ends of the tube for

the pipe connections to the boiler. Two stilf braoes with a triangle

base to the expansion tube strengthen th^ latter and prevent

buckling. The lever of the thermostat is cinnected by a vertical

chain or a stiff strut to the lever of a control valve of the balanced

type. It will be seen, therefore, that the regulator is of the

thermosta'ic tubo tjpe.

levtd to drop, and this in turn causes expansion of the thermostat

and gradual opening of the feed valve. The level in the boiler

drops and the feed valve opens until a point is reached where the

rate of feed equals the rate of evaporation and cjuilibrium is

restored, the water being at a new level. In the case of a decrease

in load the converse takes place.

I'>ery load on the boiler has some corresponding proper water
level which the regulator maintain".

" Comfy " Electric Fire.

TiiK Attracta Electrical Co., of 7.o, Fetter Lane, EC, have
introduced an electric fire for us? in small rooms, ofBces, be,
which is shown in 6z. ~. This consists of a polished capper case

Fig. 5.

—

Copes Feedwateb Reodlatob. Fig. 7.

—

The "Comfy" Electric Fire.

Previously all such types of instrument have sought tD maintain

constant water level, which the makers of the Cope's regulator

consider to be entirely wrong from the point of view of a variable

loai.

Fig. (> diagrammatically represents the arrangement of the

regulator. The maximum and minimum heights at which it is

deemed safe to carry the water levels are first decided upDn, and
then the thermostat is installed with sufficient slope so that when
the water level is at its minimum height there is no water in the

expansion tube, and when the level is at the maximum height, the

tube is filled with water. When in service the level is between

these extremes, and the expansion tube is partially filled with

Fig. ,6.

—

Method of installing
Feed-Water Eegulatoe.

water. The level in the tube fluctuates with the level in the
boiler. The part of the expansion tube filled with steam is main-
tained at the temperature of the ateam, since as fast as it radiates
heat it causes condensation and the liberation of latent heat at
steam temperature.
On the other hand, the lower part of the thermostat is at some

temperature below steam temperature, since the radiation of heat
from this part of the tube can only take placs at the expense of
the sensible heat of the water. When the water is at its minimum
level and the thermostat is filled with steam, the metal is at the
highest temperature, and expands to its greatest length ; when It

is filled with water it contracts to its shortest length. This length,
and the feed valve opening operated thereby, thus varies with the
amount of water in the tube aad the height of the water in the
boiler.

When an increased load comes on, the first thing that happens
is a slight drop in steam pressure, accompanied by a more rapid
liberation of steam from the entire bjdy of water within the
boiler, which causes a corresponding increase in its volume, and a
rise in the boiler water level. This at once slightly raises the level
of the water in the expansion tube, decreases its temperature and
causes it to shorten, decreasing the rate of feed to the boiler.
As the heavy load continues, the evaporation of water causes the

with a 500-watt rod heating element arranged horizontally in the
best position for radiating the heat rays. This apparatus is

portable and can be used from a lampholder : a larger size contain-
ing two such elements is also supplied.

Carron Cooking Apparatus.

Through the courtesy of the Caeron Co , of Carron, N.B., we
are able to illustrate some recent examples of electric cooking
apparatus introduced by them.

Grillers and toasters for hotel and restaurant use are supplied in

five different s'zbs, and can be built up in sets of two or three

Fig. S.—Ship's Electric Grill.

when required. The smallest size is loaded up to 5 KW., and fitted

with indicating switch control for various temperatures.
A development of this type specially designed for use on ships,

where strength and utility are of prime importance, is shown in

fig. s.

This apparatus is built up of heavy steel plates and the connec-
tions are carried to the switches, fuses and pilot lights, which are
enclosed in a special cast-iron water-tight box. The latter is white
porcelain enamelled throughout, and fitted with a substantial
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glass door. The srravy tin and well are of copper, well tinned.

Standard Oarron heating- elements are fitted, and the griller

shown is loaded to '> KW.
Fip. II shows a double oven range, in which type four sizes of

ovens are available.

The loadinR of the ovens ranpes from .'i,000 to 3,500 watts ; four
hot plates are fitted—a C-in. (500 watts), two 8-in. (1,000 wattt-),

LEGAL.

Fio. 9.—Doi'BLE Electbic Oven Range.

and a 10-in.(l,(;00 watts), also a 22 in. x H-in. ffriil (3,000 watts).

All the heating elements are separately contrulled by special indi-

cating switches giving various degrees of temperature, and each
circuit is supplied through a Zjd fuse and pilot light, all of which
are mounted on a separate switchboard.

A further view, fig. 1 0, shows a hot closet and carving table with
a polished top and copper water bath underneath the hob, fitted

with a draw-uff cotk.

„CV-A

FiQ. 10.

—

Electkio Uot-Closi:t ani> Cauvinu Taui.e.

The hob is fitted with three carving rccessts, also gravy wells

and veg'tablo warmers, these being made of heavy-gauge copper,

tinned im-ide.

Sliding doors are provided to the cupboard, which is fitted with
adjustable grid shelves, and top and bottom are independently

heated and controlled.

The maximum loading, 7 5 KW., can be leduccd to 750 watts.

" Woolwich " Tape (Improved Typo).

Messiju. Siemens BROTiims 4: Co., Ltd., Woolwich,
London, S E., are placing an improved typn of " Woolwich " tape

on the market, supersieJing the " Woolwieh " tape which for a

number of years has been widely used. The improved type is manu-
factured of a very fine quality fabric entirely free from pinholes,

and is exfieoted to give even more Siitisfa.tion than the old type.

Samples will be forwarded to electrical contractors on request.

XoTTI.S'iHA.M f'oiiPOHATIO.S r. II. W. C0.\.

At Nottingham County Ciart on October 28th, before Jndee Allen,

an action was heard io which the Nottingham Corporation sued

Mr. II. W. Cox, of Park Row, claiming 9s. '.J. as the coet of a

terminal box and an electric line at defendant's house.

Mr. J. Williams (Town Clerk's department) waa for the plaintiff?,

and Mr. A. M. Bramall (London) defended.

()a behalf of the Corporation, Mb. Williams said they baaed

their claim on the Nottingham Electrc Lighting Order. 1900. It

was not a question of the amount, he explained, bat of the principle

involved.

Mb. II. J. Talbot, the Corporation's electrical enginetr, eaid the

charges had been paid by all con»umers hitherto.

Mb. Bbamall'.s case was that the terminal box was to prevent

excees of supply, and for the protection of the main", and not of

the consumer. He nrged that the consumer should not have to

pay for its installation, and that Nottingham was the only large

town in the country which made such a charge.

His HoNOUB reserved judgment.

The Attokney-Geseral at the belatios of Long Eato-s

Gas Co. v. Losg Eaton Ubbas District ConsciL.

This case came before the Court of Appeal, composed of the

Master of the Rolls and Lords Justices Kennedy and .Swinfen Eidy

on Thursday, October 29 th, upon the appeal of the defendants

from a jadgment of Mr. .Tastice Sargant in the Chancery Division,

the que.ition raised being whether local authorities, companies

and parsons authorised to supply electricity had power to give

preferences to some of their customers.

By the action the Attorney General, on the relation of the Gas

Co , sought an in junction to restrain an alleged breach by the

defendant Council of the provisions of !feos. 19 and 20 of the

Electric Lighting Act, 1SS2. The case was fully reported in our

columns, and the judgment was published in our issue on May 22nd,

19H. ^. . ,

That which gave rise to the present proceedings was a circular

issued by the Council in September, 1911. which sUted that the

Committee recommended " that the present scale of charge<< remain

in force where power and lighting are bjth taken exclusively from

the Council's electricity mains, but in cases where electricity

supply is taken for power only, or for power and partial ^ght-

ing, the lowest scale of charges where the number of units con-

sumed during any quarter exceeds 1,000 shall be Id. per unit, and

otherwise according to the existing scale. Such amended charge

to commence January Ist 1912."

It was alleged that the differentiation expressed in this circular

was a breach of Sees. 19 and 20 of the Electric Lightirg Act, l!i'^2.

Mr Justice Sargant held that there had been a breach of boti

sections and that the plaintiff was entitled to a declaration accord-

ingly, with liberty to apply for an irjunetion if necessary. Uence

the present appeal of the Ciuncil.

Mr. Vesey Knox. K.C., Mr. MartelH, K.C., and Mr. Courthorpe

Munroe a\ p?ared for the appellants ; and Mr. Mark Romer, K.C

and Mr. Percy Wheeler for the respondent?.

Mb. VE.-ikY Kno.x said that the case raised a very important

question as to the interpretation of Sees. 19and20 of the Electri.^^

Lighting Act, 1S,S2. which dealt with (quality and undue preferencr.

Putting it roughly, the short point was this :—The Council and

the electricity undertaking had in force a tariff according to which

larger factories were supplied at the price of jd. per unit forjwvver.

and, roughly. Sd. per unit for energy used for lighting tho:.

factories — that was reducible in certain circums-tanoes. Th<

Council decided that after a certain date factories not wholly

lighted by electricity should pay Id. instead of id. for power. The

action was brought by the Attorney-General on the relation

of the gas company, and not on the relation of any consumer who

had suffered from the undue preference. It had been decided by

the learned Judge that this was contrary to the provisions of the

Electric Lighting Acts.

In the course of his judgment, the learned Judge eaul tnis :— it

would seem that A must not be charged less than B, merely to over-

come a greater reluctance on the t>art of A to become a customer,

or to induce A to become a customer in respect of another

supply, although either of these reasons might be a good ccmmer-

oial reabon for charging less to A were the pnbhc undertakers

merely carrying on any ordinary commercial business. On the

other hand, atv circumstances which render it lefs costly or other-

wise more profitable to supply A than B constitute a legitimate

reason for making a lower charge to A for the same supply. And

if the Court once came to the conclusion that some snoh circum-

stance existed then proof would not be required that the diminu-

tion in the charge was prcoiso'.y tquivalent to the diminution in

the cost of the supply."

Mr. Justice Sargant's judgment, eaid the learner! Cov n#kl, wm
regarded throughout the country by electrical undertakers with

consternation, and if the law was as was laid down l>y hi?

Lordship, the law must be altered, as otherwise electric supply

could not be continual. A second c^msideration which he thought

the learned Judge had ovei looked was, that this business was

an extremely competitive one. and was very ditficult to get. The

appellants had the gas company competing with them for the

supply of light, and in a less degrw for power. Then, in the case

of power, there was a comiwtition with st<am. and in that

particular district a large number of m.anufacturcrs gave up steam
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and took eleotrioity. Those were tbiD(;8 which could Dot be over-
looked in connection with the Hupply of eltctrioity, and if thi-y
were overlooked the reault would be bankruptcy.
Continuing, M«. Vk.sey Knox said he did not shirk frc.ni

justifying the circular as a whole, but the question was whether
anyone had been unduly preferred.
The M.\STEli OK THK RoLL.s : YoumuBtstandorfall by thecircular.
Mil, Vksey Kniix : I Bay in considerinp; whether a preference

is due or undue any coinmercial reason is a circumstance to be
considered. The point of the judprnent of Mr. Justice .Sirgant is

that you are not to take competition into aoc(Junt at all.

1j01ii> JciSTiCE Swi.NFEN Eadv : In your circular you say :

We supply current to two persons under exactly the same con-
ditions subj'ct duly to this—that one of the two is a man who
works a gat engine : we will charge him more. 1 1 the fact that
one customer has a gas engine a reason why you should charge
him more thun anyone else .'

Mk. Vk.sev K.no.\ did not contend that there might not be caees
of hardship. But what the C'juncil did in the hard cases was not
to enforce their circular.

Loud Justiok Swinien Eadv : Is that difference not illegal
.'

Ml!. Vesev Knox submitted not. In making rules you had to
regard all the cu^t)me^s that would be profitable to the undf-r-
takini; having re/ard to the difficulty of gelling contracts. lie
submitted that, the appeal ought to be allowed.
Ma. M.MtTELLi having fallowed on the same side, their Lobd-

.siiirs, without calling on the other side, diemiesed the appeal
The Masteu of the Rolls said : This is an appeal from the

judgment of Mr. Justice Sargant, who has made a declaration that
the defendants, in mskiug the differentiation referred to in the
circular of Sjptembjr 25th, 1911, were acting in breach of the
Electric Lighting Act of 1882. Before going further I wish to
deal with one point Mr. Martelli raised. He says the error the
circular made we never have acted upon. That seems to me to be
an absolutely irrelevant remark. If a man threatens and intends
to do something, and a^eerts the right to do it, the Court will
grant an injunction to restrain him. It ii irrelevant to consider
whether he has, or has not, done it. The Long E iton Urban
Cjunoilon September 25th, 1911, issued the circular complained of

.

By their defence they say it was qaite right, and I cannot listen
for a moment to the suggestion that though the circular was
wrong the declaration was improper, because they, in fact, have
chosen not to enforce it. Tbey had no right to threaten, and
intend to do that which the circular states, if the circular is wrong.
As to whether the circular is right or wrong I have difficulty in
treating the matter seriously. It seems so plainly wrong that I
am not going to waste words on it. The Judge has decided that
in making the differentiation the Council are acting in breach of
Sees. 19 and 20. In my opinion it is impossible seriously to doubt
that that declaration is perfectly correct. In my opinion it is

right, and this appeal must be dismissed, with costs.
Lord Justice Kennedy : I am entirely of the sama opinion.
LoBD Justice Swinfen Eadt : I agree.'

Smoke Nuisance.

At the Manchester City Police Court on October 28th, Messrs.
Connolly Bros., cable manufacturers, of Blackley, were fined £5
and costs for neglecting to comply with an order made upon them
to abate a nuisance caused by the emission of black smoke. A
representative of the firm said they were at work every week-end
trying to minimise the trouble, had experts on the work, and were
getting new machinery and carrying out other improvements.

Herbert Mobbis, Ltd., c. Saxelbt,

In the Chancery Division on Friday, October 30th, Mr. Justice
Sargant delivered his reserved judgment in this action, which was
brought by Herbert Morris, Ltd., of Loughborough, for an injunction
to restrain an alleged breach of covenants in a service agreement
made between the parties. The case was argued by Mr. Walter,
K.C., and Mr. Kerly K.C., for the plaintiff-', and Mr. Mark Romer,
K.C., and Mr. Sheldon for the defendant, and was reported in the
Electrical Review, October 23rd, page 553.

His Lordship, in delivering judgment, said that by the action
the plaintiffs sought to restrain the defendant, a former servant,
from selling, manufacturing, or dealing in, either by himself, or in
conjunction with, or as servant or agent of any other person, any
pulley blocks, overhead runs, electric overhead runs, overhead tram-
ways or overhead cranes, and from using or disclosing any con-
fidential information he might have obtained while in the
plaintiffs' employ. There was no evidence to show that the
defendant had committed any breach of any obligation not
to disclose confidential information, and, in fact, the plaintiffs
at the trial offered none and abandoned that part of
their case. The plaintiffs were very successful makers
of the class of goods mentioned, and, in fact, such manu-
facture formed about three-quarters of their whole busi-
ness. For it they had a special class of machinery, and the
trade extended all over the United Kingdom. They had branches
at London, Manchester, Birmingham, Sheffield, Newcastle, and
Glasgow, and offices in other towns. They had a very thorough
organisation of their business both from a manufacturing and
commercial standpoint. They had arranged in a careful systematic
manner a number of cards showing the strength and elasticity of
metals and a mass of technical knowledge useful for this parti-
cular branch of their business, and also carefully tabulated infor-
mation as to the requirements of their customers and of probable
customers. All these cards were shown from time to time to their
employes, but care was taken that they should be returned, and

he did not think it was possible for any emploje to cirry the
detailed information away in bis head. The only knowledge that
could be retained would h'i the xeueral [.ririciple of thin elaborate
scheme. The defendant, who wax now 29 years of age, when
between 15 and lt> euti-reil the plaintiffn' employment as draught«-
m in, and before he was 21 had obtained the ponition of leading
draughtsman. He had been engaged in connection with overhead
travellers, but up to that timn had had nothing to do wih electric

ovrrhead runways. Hi'! palary then Wax 50s. a week and on
attaining 21 he entered into an agreement dated July 16th,
190fl, containing covenants similar to those putd eitept
that it did not mention electric overhead runways. II'!

went to manage a branch the plaint ffd then had at Cardiff,

and remained there until Ftbrua-y, 19U9, when he went
to the London branch and took part in the selling. In 19 ;0

he left London to take cbar/e of the selling department at
Loughboro', where he remained until he left the plaint)?]' employ
in .\pril, 1913. Oj March 17th, 1911, he entered into the agree-
ment sued upon. Under this bis s.tlary was to be £3 a week, and
his engagement was for two years certain. The prohibitive olauseB
of that agreement upon which the present action was brooght
were as follows :

—
Clause t).—The employe shall nit, during thi continuance of the

agreement, divulge to any p'ir^on or pereons any information
re::eived or obtained by him while in the company's employ, and any
drawings, orders, kc , obtained by him shall be the exclusive
property of the employer.

Clause 7.—He will not, during a period of seven years from his

ceasing to be employed by the company within the United Kingdom,
Hreat Britain and Ireland, either alone, or jjintlp with any other
•person or persons, ba engaged in the sale or manufacture of pulley
blocks, overhead runs, electric overhead runs, overhead travelling

cranes, or any parts thereof.

In March, 1913, the defendant being unable to obtain such an
advance in his salary as he considered adequate, went to France,
and entered into the employment of a French firm, who were the
plaintiffe' French agents. The defendant could honestly employ
his trade to the best advantage within the terms of his agreement,
and he could not find that he had gone further than to use for the
French firm thequalifications he had acquired from the business train-
ing he had received from the plaintiffs. He, however, did not find his

surroundingBcongenial, and left in 1 9 1 4 . In March of that year he took
employment with Messrs. Vaughan, who did sell some of the
articles mentioned in the agreement. This, of course, was a clear

breach of the covenant, but the defence was that the covenants
were unreasonable and in restraint of trade. Frem the point of

view of the employer, he (the Judge) was not prepared to say that
they were unreasonable. He thought that competition in any part
of the United Kingdom might result to the disadvantage of the
plaintiffs. On the other hand, he had to consider the matter from the
point of view of the public. It was of importance to consider that
this restraint was practically universal, and it was for a consider-

able period, a period of seven years. It was practically for all the
defendant's life, because for seven years he would have to eam hie

living at some other business, and he could not hope after that
lapse of time to return with any success to his original employment.
He (the Judge) was satisfied that if the injunction was granted as
asked, the public would be deprived of the amount of application
to business, skill and experience the defendant had acquired in the
course of his training at the plaintiffs' works. He would have to

make a start in a fresh kind of business, but his efficiency and
power of earning must be materially impaired. It was neces-
sary for the Court, therefore, to consider the kind of know-
ledge that the defendant had acquired from the plaintiffs.

He had not acquired any private connection with the
customers of the plaintiffs, and no damage to the plaintiff

company could be put on any ground of that kind. Any damage
to them must be due to the severe competition in this kind of
business. A most material point was that the defendant had been
called upon to sign an agreement before he was 21, when his
experience was merely that of a draughtsman, and when he had
had no connection with the commercial side of the business. For the
plaintiffs to deprive the defendant from earning his living by the
work for which he had been specially trained for a period of seven
years was pushing their policy of preventing competition to an
unreasonable extent, and the covenants were therefore bad. The
action must accordingly be dismisEed with costs.

Torpoint U.D.C. v. Tobpoint Electric Supply Co., Ltd.

The arbitrator appointed to settle this dispute has given hia award
against the company on all points submitted to him, and ordered
the company to pay the costs. The dispute was chiefly concerning
two clauses in an agreement of April 2nd between the company
and the Council for the supply of electric light, stipu'ating that
the company should submit plans for the approval of the CounoU,
and that if the light were not supplied by September 30th the
agreement should be at an end, and the company should pay the
Council £ 100 by way of damages.

Mobeland & Son, Ltd., v. Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd.

In the King's Bench Division on October 30th Mr. Justice Rowlatt
concluded, after four days' hearing, an action brought by Richard
Moreland & Son, Ltd., builders, of 80, Goswell Place, against the Bosch
Magneto Co., Ltd., of 40 and 42, Newman Street, Oxford Street, in

which the plaintiffs claimed £2,639 13s. 2d., for work done and
materials supphed. The case raised questions between the building

owner, the builder and special tradesmen.
Many witnesses were called on both sides, and in the result his

Lordship gave judgment for the defendants.
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Baillie I'. Obiental Telephone and Electric Co., Ltd.

In the Chancery Division on Tueflday, Mr. .lustice Aathury heard

a motion on behalf of J. R. Baillie, ajjainst the defendants for an
injunction to restrain the company and foar of the directors from
payinj,' to themaelvea an increused remuneration as direotora of

another company called the Telephone Co. of E((ypt, Ltd.

Mb. Kuank Russkll, K.c,, who appeared with Mr. IF. E.

Wright for the plaintiff company, said the motion was to restrain the

defendants payinj; a certain remuneration in excess of a total sum of

£800 a year, and from otherwise actinpr on two special reaolutione

passed at an extraordinary special meeting of the company held

in July this year. The defend.ant company held a large block of

shares in the Telephone Co. of Egypt, Ltd., and four of the five

directors of the defendant compiny were sole directors of the

other company. On June 15th, I'.iH, a notice was isf-ued con-

vening a meeting of this company. It was called to ratify certain

votes given by the directors increasing their remuneration of the

other company. The meeting was held on June 24 th, and there

were present only 15 to 20 shareholders. No statement was made
at the meeting as to what the remuneration was which these

people had been getting, and when the chairman was asked about
that, all that he replied was, that they had sufficient proxies to

carry the resolution. The resolution was then put to the meeting,
and carried.

Sib Chas. McNaohten, K.C, for the defendants : That state-

ment is contradicted.

Mb Russell said a confirmatory meeting was held on July loth,

at which six shareholders were prenent. Again the amount
involved was not disclosed. The plaintiff protested, but again the

proxies came rolling up, and the re.solution was carried. Counsel
went on to state that the directors had actually drawn
a sum of £44,S7ti out of this company, and, in addition,

they had a little nest-egg of undrawn remuneration of £7,100.

The plaintiff's case was that the notice convening the meeting was
insufficient and misleading, and therefore the resolution was not
duly carried.

Sib Chas. McNaohten took the point that an individual

shareholder could not maintain an action without the defendant
company being made co-plaintiff.

His LoUDSHir sustained this point, adding that the plaintiff was
not entitled to maintain the action without joining the company
as plaintiff. The motion, therefore, failed.

WAR ITEMS.

Beck Enoineeeino Co. r. The Foster Engineering Co.

On Tuesday, Mr. Justice Eve, sitting in the Chancery Division,

heard an adjourned summons in this action. The proceedings, said

Counsel, were taken at the instance of the plaintiff company to

raise a question on the terms of an agreement for the supply of

about 250,000 carbons for use in the Beck flime electric arc lamp,

of which the plaintiff company held the letters patent. The
carbons were at present in charge of a Receiver appointed by the

Court. Plaintiffs and defendants were parties to an agreement
that the defendant company should, as agent of a German manu-
facturer, supply the carbons at a stipulated price which was set

out on the agreement. On the declaration of war the question

arose between the parties as to the price at which the carbons
should be sold by defendants to plaintilT<, and failing an agree-

ment, the matter was taken before Mr. Justice Sankey, who
appointed a Receiver of the goods. The plaintiffs now contended
that they were entitled to be supplied with the carbons at the

rate current during the last six years, while the defendants
argued that they were only entitled to be called on to sell the
carbons at the current price. Having regard to the fact that the
war was in progress and practically all the carbons were manu-
factured in Germany, the price had gone up about 50 per cent.

After some discussion, the matter was allowed to stand over for

an early date to be fixed for the trial of the action.

A question was also raised on a further summons whether an
order made by the Master in Chambers should be reversed. The
Master had directed the Receiver to sell to the Lancashire and
Yorkshire Railway Co. 4,000 sets of carbons as part of an agree-

ment between the parties. It had been arranged, said Counsel,

that the railway company should be supplied with carbons at a
price which was a considerable advance on that ruling before the

war. After consultation it was arranged that half the quantity
should be supplied to the railway company, the residue to remain
with the Receiver until after the trial of the action.

McDonald r. Fvi'e, Wilson i: Co.

In the Court of Session, Edinburgh, the action has been settled

in which plaintiff, of Loith, sued defendants, wholesale electrical

agents, of Olasgow, for £105 12s. for alleged broach of contract.

Pursuer is lessee of the Drill Hall Picturn House, Loauhead, and he
entered into a contract with the defenders for the hire of certain

electrical plant in connection with the picture house. The
machinery was to be delivered on August 22nd, l;M:i. On this date

the pursuer p^id the first instalment of hire, but the plant was
not then delivered. A temporary set was delivered on August 2;ith,

but the complete set was not diliverod until September lOvh.

Lord Anderson, before whom the case came, had held that the
defenders had broken their contract, and he allowel a proof as to

the amount of damages due to pursuer. On Friday his Lordship
was informed of the settlement, a jjint minute being put in. It is

understood that the defenders have made a payment of £40 and
expenses to the pursuer in settlement of his claim.

Board of Tuadk Rkpobts.—In connection with the Board of
Trade campaign and the large number of inqniri'rj received for

names of sellers or buyers of articles, of which the eourcee of

supply or markets have been interfered with by the war, the
Commercial Intelligence Branch has prepared lieta of articles

which inqnircrs desire («J to purchase and (J/) to sell. The third
list, in which is incorporated the first and second ligt«, waa
published on October 14th : the fourth list, which is a supplement
to the third list, is now ready, and may be obtained, together with
copies of the third list, on application to the Branch.

No. 86 of the special series of campaign pamphlets iasaed by the

Hoard of Trade deals with (Jermany's textile machinery exporte.

Report No. .S7 relates to sanitary ware.

Govebnment Assistance.—The Chairman of the Birmingham
Chamber of Commerce said last week that trade was much better

than might have been expected. Government work was assifiting

very much, but there was a great deal being done outside that.

Many articles previously made in Germany and Austria were now
being made in Birmingham. The question of the best way of
ensuring continuity of that trade had teen under consideration,

and the Government might be asked to step in and assist in some
form. In due course some recjmmendation would be made to

Government.

—

Timrx.

The Birmingham Chamber of Commerce has approved a proposal
to the Government in favour of advances being msde to Briti-h

traders on the security of approved foreign debts, pending the
restoration of normal conditions in the foreign exchanges, so far

as neutral conntries and the Allies are concerned, and the termi-

nation of the war so far as (Germany and Austria are concerned.

Such arrangement is stated to be urgently needed to facilitate the

operations of merchants and manufacturers in meeting the

demands they are now getting from colonial and neutral countries

owing to practical cessation of the German and Austrian export
trade.

—

Fhntncial 77 /«.'.<.

The Treasury announces that a committee, consisting of repre-

sentatives of the Treasury, the Bank of England, the joint stock

banks, and the Association of Chambers of Commerce of the United
Kingdom, has been formed, to whom is delegated the authorisation

of advances in approved cases to British traders carrying on an
export business in respect of debts outstanding in foreign countries

and the Colonies, including unpaid foreign and Colonial accept-

ances, which cannot be collected for the time being.— Tini':'

Oldham Codncil and its CoNrBACTS.— Another discussion on
trading with firms having German capital took place at a meetintr

of the Oldham Town Council on October 28th. Councillor Dixon
said he believed inquiries which had been made regarding the

Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd., had phown that out of £50,000

capital, £47,1130 was German. If he was correct in that, he hoped
that the Corporation would not go on with their contract with
that firm. He was one of those who believed that every penny
paid to the Germans now was an extra bullet to shoot our soldiers.

Councillor Hardman Cchairman of the Electricity Committee") said

that it was true that .*;47,SOOof the £50,000 capital in the 6rm
mentioned was held in Germany. Steps were being taken by his

Committee regarding the matter, and he was in communication with

the Board of Trade with regard to the accounts which ought to be

paid to the firm. Alderman Greaves asked whether the Corpora-

tion had a right to withhold payment of the accounts, and said

he had understood the Town Clerk to say they had. The Town
Clerk said he had not advised that payment could be refused.

These firms were not alien enemies. A writ had been issued

against the Corporation in a case which was referred to at the last

meeting. Councillor Frith and Councillor Stanbury expressed the

hope that contracts would not be entered into with firms that had

a German appearance. Answering Councillor Low. Alderman
laherwood said he was willing to take back the account referred

to. Further discussion took place upon the Town Clerk's state-

ment, and the Town Clerk said there might be good rea«on for the

Corporation not entering into any new contracts with a firm of

this sort, but as a matter of law the Cori>oration had had the

good,< and they would have to pay for them. The money, he added,

was not going to Germany. Alderman Ishcrwood. in closing the

di-icussion, said he proposed to hold the account back until there

had been some definite ruling given. With regard to another

account held bivck at the last meeting, the Corporation hail received

a writ for the money, and until the point was decided he did not

propose to pay any of the accounts.

BiuMiN(iUAM Elkctkichy Dkpartmkst Emtloyeks.—Accord-

ing to a Birmingham paper. 1 17 of the staff and workmen of the

Birmingham electricity supply department, out of a total of Bl,'-,

were on active service. Allowances were being made to them in

accordance with a resolution of the City Council. The total

amount paid at the present time was at the rate of £4,500 per

annum. A certain numbjr of temporary men had b?en taken on

to replace those who had gone, and, with a few transfers of labour

from one section to another, the work of the dei^artment was bein^r

carried on satisfnotorily.

London Ei.KOTBio Fium,—This Croydon firm ai>ks ns to state

that it is entirely British in its proprietorship, capital, staff, work-

men, and the whole of the materials entering into its manufactures.

A number of the stall' aud workpeople have joined the Services,

whilst all remaining eligible ones are being urged to do so, with

the assurance that their posts will be kept open for them, and half

pay made during the period of the war.

£
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CoNTUADAND OK Wah.—In a new I'roolamation dated Ootober
29th the following artiolea are included :

—
SihfilulK 1.

—

Almolute Coutrabamt—
Salphnricacid.
RaD^e-findem and their distinctive component partB,

Hiiniatitu iron ore and b.imatite pigf-iron.

Iron pyrites.

Nickel ore and nickel.

I'tirrochromeand chrome ore.

Copper, unwroai;ht.
Lead, pi?, sheet, or pipe.

Aluminium.
Ferro-silica.

Iturbed wire, and implements for fixint; and cutting the same.

Motor vehicles o( all kinds and their component parts.

Motor tirea : rubber.

Mineral c il8 and motor spirit, except lubricatinp oils.

Se/inlidr •>.— Cinililinn.d ( hiilrnhaiiil—

Railway materials, both fixed and rolling stock, and materials

for telegraphs, wireless telegraphs, and telephones.

Fuel, other than mineral oils. Lubricants.

Field glasses, telescopes, chronometers, and all kinds of nautical

instruments.
The Amsterdam correspondent of the 77/«« says that the latest

lists of conditional contraband issued by the Netherlands Govern-
ment contain the following :—On the French side— Iron, steel,

oxide of iron, sulphate of iron, carbonate of iron, copper, lead,

nickel, ferrochrome, glycerine, hides, leather, inside and outside

motor tires and material of which the tires are made. On the

Qerman side—Crude copper, block lead, lead plates, and lead tubes.

The Times correspondent at Ottawa says that the Canadian
(Jovernmeut has passed an order prohibiting the export of nickel

ore to Europe, except to Great Britain. The export to the United
States is permitted, but under regulations forbidding its use for

manufactures for Germany or Austria.

National Defence.—At a meeting of the Naval and Military

Defence Standing Committee of the London Chamber of Commer,3e
resolutions were adopted urging upon the business community the

importance of continuing until the end of the war to assist by
every means in their power the enrolment for the war of further

recruits for Lord Kitchener's army, in view of the vital attack
against the security and existence of the Empire, and having
regard to the need for strengthening home defences, strongly sup-

porting the movement initiated in connection with the Central

Association of \'oIunteer Training Corps for enabling the civil

population to gain instruction in drilling and the use of arms.

The Tr.\de War,—A report has been adopted by the Manu-
facturers' Section of the London Chamber of Commerce relating

to competition with German and Anstro-Hungarian trade. A
considerable amount of information has been collected on this

subject relating to a very large number of industries and a
number of constructive and critical saggestions have been received

from manufacturers and from merchants. In cases where manu-
facturers have intimated that they are open to manufacture new
articles hitherto largely imported from Germany and Austria they
have been put into touch with merchants and inquirers for such
commodities through the Statistical and Information Uapartment
of the Chamber. One of the appendices to the report, which has
been sent to the Local Government Board, shows that as a result

of the dislocation of business caused by the European war and the
abnormal conditions of trade, there has been a general and sub-

stantial decrease in the manufacturing industries and only a very
small increase in certain special trades, but, on the other hand,
the number of cases in which business is practically suspended is

infinitesimal. Naturally, unemployment has resulted to some
extent, and the number of emplojos joining the Colours has not
quite counterbalanced the decrease in employment. In a large
percentage of cases supplies of raw material which has
previously come from abroad could be obtained in this

country or from new sources, and so far as can be ascer-

tained no very great difficulty has been experienced
in connection with transport by rail, road or sea. Industry
has been very largely affected by the financial conditions
and the reduction in orders both from abroad and from home, but
it is not generally considered that orders at home have diminished
as a result of the failure of credit but rather from other causes.

Various suggestions have been made to assist trade, and special

attention is called to the desirability of the bankers being induced
to give greater financial facilities to employers of labour and
others in connection with the development of existing manu-
factures and the establishment of new industries in order that the
country may be in a position to take full advantage of the change
in the economic conditions brought about by the war. The
Emergency Committee of the Manufacturers' Section has been
re-appointed to give effect to the suggestions relating to allotment
of army contracts, code facilities for cable communications, the
relaxation of excise duties on alcohol, Government assistance
for firms having large uncollected assets due from belligerent and
neutral oonntries, the re-establishment of foreign exchange opera-
tions on a satisfactory basis and the relaxation of the Factory Acts
to allow for more elasticity in the hours and conditions of working
arrangements.

B.T.H. Recruiting.—The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.,
of Eugby, has received the following telegram from its agents in
Melbourne, the message having been dispatched upon reading a
recent notice in onr pages regarding recruiting at the B.T..H.
works :

—
'' Congratulations your sending over 900 fighters to

front. We are prond of them, God speed and victory '.
" We

understand that the namber of B.T.H. reornitit is now ooniiderably
over 1,000.

LivKiii'<M>i. City Coi.scil and its Co-niiiacth,—At a meeting
of the Liverpool City Ooanoil, Mr. Gates moved the following
motion of which be bad given notice:

—"That the Tramways
and Electric Power and Lighting Committee cease all dealings with
Thermit, Ltd., regardless of consideration for any legal qnestion
which such action may involve," Ue argued that they should
view this question from the point of view of expediency, rather
than from a business standpoint. The Tramways Committee had
been too much obsessed with the sense of their legal responsi-
bility, lie was asking the Council to relieve them of that re-

sponsibility, and to say that this trading with the Germans should
cease. Alderman Smith said he would readily vote for the motion
if Mr. Gates would take the risk. He emphasised that they were
not trading with Germans, but with a company which, by the law
of England, was registered as an English company and endowed
with an Euglish patent. He, for one, was not going to act
foolishly by giving any company largely owned by Germans
a right to damages which the Corporation could not resist.

Mr. ,1. L. Rankin moved the following amendment, which, he
thought, would carry out what Mr. Gates desired :—"That the
balance of the order with Thermit, Ltd., be immediately can-
celled, and also tbat the contract with Tudor Accumulator Co. be
terminated forthwith." The Town Clerk, replying to a question,
said that whilst the contract with the Tudor Co. was finished,

they were under an obligation to the Corporation to maintain the
work in connection with the joints for a period of 12 months.
Alderman Smith said that surely the C irporation was never going
to place itself in the position of relieving this firm of their re-

sponsibility for maintaining the work to the extent of £700. That
would be 60 according to the terms of the amendment. Mr.
Kankin's amendment was carried by 47 votes to G, and on the
amendment being put as a substantive motion it was agreed to.

British Firms and German A(;ents in China.—The Time»
correspondent at Pekin states that the practice of some important
British firms of confiding their representation in China to German
firms is now bearing bitter fruit. The Chinese Government is

declining to recognise newly-appoin'ed British agents as qualified

to receive or deal with payments in respect of contracts entered
into through German houses. The correspondent says that :

" The
British Government would render a service by officially notifying
the Chinese Government that German agencies of British firms

have ceased, and that therefore no communications on behalf of
British firms should be addressed to German agents."

Mr. W. Brayton Slater writes to us as follows :

—
"Manufacturers

in this country should overhaul their agencies abroad, especially in

the Far East, to make sure they are not being represented by
Germans. Several manufacturers—inclnding a big British arma-
ments house—have for long been represented by Germans in

China, and to-day they are decidedly, and most people will say
deservedly, at a disadvantage. The Official British representatives
are enforcing the prohibition against trading with the enemy in

all British Colonies and settlements, and in Hong Kong and the
treaty ports of China this is seriously interfering with the busi-

ness of German firms. Some of them have taken temporary
shelter under British names, but that device will not serve for long.

"There are numbers of reliable British or Chinese firms ready
to handle any goods suitable for the market, provided their

activities are adequately supported by the British manufacturer
in a market that requires careful study, but which will be second
to none in the world if developed with energy and intelligence."

Marylebone Men.—The Marylebone electricity supply depart-

ment is represented in the National Services by the following

—

53 all told :
—

Geripratiifi Station.—Messrs. — Batten, A. Baynton, J. Butler, F.

Gates, B. Hartopp, J. W. Wood, A. P. Grover.
Mai/ix Department.—Messrs. — Angell, E. G. Baker, A. Baxter,

F. Bjyall, — Curtis, J. M. Day, W. Higgins, H. Huggins, W. Leary,
F. H. Noyes, A. L. Oliver, — Percy, E. V. Scammell, — Springall,

A. W. Turner, — Ward, H. C. Winterford, J. P. Cleary, W. F.

Gregory, A. G. Marshall, N. Bainfather.

Siles and Piihlicitii Depurtnient.—Messrs. A. Alcock, H. BuUey,
S. J. Chidwick, R. A. Cooney, W. H. Cummins, E. C. Rix, W. Rolfe,

C. J. Rummey, A. J. Snow, E. Benuion, F. S. Bailey, G. H. Taylor,

J. Ford.

Head Office.—Messrs. C. G. Adams, J. Atwill, C. H. Beechey,
A. H. Bowen, S. E. Butcher, L. M. Howlett, S. King, W. Murray,
A. R. Rayner, A. J. Siott, G. Sell, S. P. Youngs.

Trade with Russia.—H.M. Consul-General at Moscow reports

that a firm in Bkaterinoslav desires to get into touch with manu-
facturers in the United Kingdom, or preferably their local agents,

who can supply the following articles :—Electric motors and
parts, lathes, drilling machines, wood-working machrnery and
benches, steam engines, materials for electrical installations, iron

and steel implements and tools, belting, furnace bricks, tool steel

compressors, Manila hemp ropes and steel ropes. Firms can obtain

the name and address of the inquirer on application to the Com-
mercial Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall
Street, E.C., but they should address any further communications
regarding the inquiry to the British Consulate-General, Moscow,
furnishing the names of their local agents (if any).

—

Board of
Irade Journul.

Mr. R. A, Lenski, of 114, Fenohurch Street, London, E C, writes

to say that one of the reasons why Russia imports so little from
Great Britain is the difficulty experienced by Russian firms in

learning the names of British manufacturer". He is preparing a

directory of British manufacturers in the Russian, language and
wants to hear from firms who desire to export their goods to Russia
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NonTitAHPTON Tramway Manaoeb. -— The oontroveray at

Northampton over the retention of the tramway manaKer, Mr.
.1. Gottschalk, who in of German birth, was not quelled by hie

suspenBion and the voting of >:30ii as a Rolatiam. Five of the
candidates, repreflentinff the anti-GottHchalk fa^ition, withdrew
from the municipal contents at the last moment, a» we stated last

week, but Mr. W. Smith, who was Hclected for the Caftle Ward,
refused to do so. He stated in his election address that his sole

object in forcing a contest was to give the electors "the
opportunity of expressing their opinion on the Gottschalk
question through the medium of the ballot box." Mr. Smith
was returned by over 200 votes on Monday in preference to Mr.
A. G. Whitlock, the old member, who voted for Mr. Gottschalk's
retention.

BuUNLEY TiiAMWAYMR.v.—Some 103 employes of Burnley
Corporation tramways have rejoined the Colours or enlifeted

since war broke out. This, it is stated, gives the biggest

percentage of any tramway system in England. To each man,
the manager, Mr. Hy. Mozley, has sent a letter and, in many
cases, the soldiers have replied to them. In addition to allowances
made to the men by the Corporation, the fellow workmen and
friends have subscribed and provided each man with a pipe and
tobacco.

German Contract re-let in England.—A contract for three

pairs of new dock gates required by the North-Eastern Railway
Co., in connection with new entrances at the Hartlepool docks,

which was orginally placed with the Gutehoffnungshutte Coal,

Iron, Steel and Engineering Co., of Oberhausen, Rhineland, has
been rescinded, and the work has been re-let to Sir W. G.

Armstrong, Whitworth & Co., Ltd., whilst the sluice and gate
machinery will be supplied by the Hydraulic Engineering Co.,

Ltd.

Personal.—The Bispham U.D.C. has undertaken to make up
the difference between the army pay and the full salary of Mr. George
Oilier, assistant electrical engineer, who is now serving with the
Koyal Engineers.

Private T. E. King, of .?, Greenwood Street, Burnley, a local

tramcar conductor, has been woundsd in the foot and is in hospital

at Chatham.
Private B. 0. Parker, an Aoorington tram conductor, has been

shot in the breast but is recovering.
Private Chas. Lawson, of Castle Street, Stalybridge, a conductor

on the .Toint Board tramways, has been taken prisoner by the
Germans whilst serving with the R.A.M.C. at the front.

Roll of HoNonR.—Private Peter Liptrot, a Wigan Corporation
tramguard, has been reported killed in action.

REVIEWS.

Electric Traction. By Lionel Calisch, A.M.I.C.E.,

&c. London: The Locomotive Publishing Co.,

Ltd. Price 2s. net.

Mr. Calisch has produced a little book on a large
subject which should prove useful and instructive to

railvvaymen in general. It was written originally in

the form of articles in the " Great Eastern Railway
Magazine," and could have been improved in style

and arrangement as a volume by editing with a
greater regard to the requirements of a book in-

tended for consecutive reading and permanent refer-

ence, as contrasted with a succession of articles con-
tributed to a magazine. If such discrimination had
been exercised, probably Chapter VII, " The Eco-
nomic Aspect of Electrification and its Advantages
over Steam," would have been inserted as Chapter II

after Chapter I, " Historical Notes : Classification of
Kaihvay Trafiic." There is a curious innovation in

the make-up of the book. Each chapter is headed,
at the top of the page, " Chapter I," etc., without
further title or description. The titles of the chapters,
and a list of the subjects discussed or described, an-
given in the " Contents " only, and there is no iiulc.x.

This unceremonious way of starting cliai)tors pro-
duces an impression of want of finisii, as thougii
the book were made up of ' galley sheets," snipped
to length. Perhaps this is only an expression of
conservatism as to appearance. It seems conveni-
ent, tJiough, that a reader should see the subject title

at least at the head of eacli cliaptor. if only to pre-
pare his mind; and certainly if he wants to refer to
something he remembers to have read, the want of
an index makes the book less handy.

If the book were not good and useful it would not
be worth while to criticise these matters of form and

arrangement, which detract sensibly from the attrac-

tiveness of the work.
The author has compressed into the book a large

amount of information well selected to give a general
knowledge of how electric traction is applied to rail-

ways, what it has done, and what it may be expected
to do in the near future for railway working. It

would be easy to point out where he has gone too far
into technical matters, and yet not far enough, but
a reviewer who has liad similar tasks sympathises
with the difficulty of drawing the line in descriptions
and statements of a technical character. The state-

ments of the traffic and economic advantages of elec-

tric traction are well put, and supported by a great
number of quotations from railway authorities at

home and abroad.
At several places the author seems to be a little

uncertain what he wants to say, and leaves a con-
fused impression as to his own views on the subject.
This may be due to a desire to present both sides of
a controversy, but it is not quite the same thing.
A particularly striking example is his presentment
of the question of the effect of height of centre of
gravity upon the riding qualities of a locomotive,
and the side-wear of rails, commencing at the bottom
of p. 56 with the words: " Mr. Aspinall was one of
the first to draw attention to the fact that, in his

opinion, the serious side-wear of rails .... on the
curves of electrified railways is due to the low centre
of gravity of motor trucks." This is a sentence the
author will wish to re-write. Mr. Aspinall's opinions
are worthy of the greatest consideration, but he will

hardly draw attention to them as facts. As the
author a few lines further down says that it is not
at all certain that these theories (as to the relation of
side-wear and low centre of gravity) are correct,

gives some evidence tending to show that they are

not, reverts to other evidence supporting them, and
ends up with the statement :

" Experience has shown
that electric locomotives with a low centre of gravity
will not increase the track maintenance provided
that " certain other matters are properly co-related

in the design, the general reader may wonder at the
end why the last quoted sentence, or a more general
statement that the matter is unsettled, and is a ques-
tion of design involving other points, would not have
sufficed.

There is room for criticisms of style, mostly in

respect to redundancy and loose choice of words
suggesting hasty writing and inefficient revision,

which the author will be well advised to rectify when
a second edition is called for. as may happen within

a reasonable time. No doubt some more material

items will then call for revision and addition too.

Chapter VII sets out the advantages of electric

traction on surburban lines, showing that the net

result is an increase of profit, and how the result is

made up, with numerous examples from electrified

lines of that claffis. It is, perhaps, th^best chapter
in the book, marred by some of the defects of style

and order already referred to, and ending with a

pair of apparently contradictory statements calcu-

lated to perplex.

Chapters \'III and IX deal with main-line elec-

trification in a fair and temperate way. putting
the case for goods traffic and for electrification as

;in alternative to widening lines and increasing ter-

minal accommodation in a way which nnist come
iu)me to railway men who know what a steam line

working up to its utmost capacity means, and will

sooner or later command the assent of the highest
autiiorities and even the capitalists who will have to

tind the money.
The following sentences on p. 105 seem open to

question, or at least to explanation :
" The electric

locomotive has a longer life than the steam loco-

motive, but owing to its first cost being greater the

actual depreciation charge per locomotive is greater.

-Vs, however, the number required to handle a given
traffic is much smaller than the number of steam
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engines in use, the total depreciation is generally

higher for steam operation." One dimly feels what
the author means. In fact, however, the deprecia-

tion of a steam locomotive is a purely fancy figure

on British railways, and its life may be anything
from that of its first firebox to that of its number
plate, as successive locomotive superintendents may
determine. Electric locomotives and motor-cars
will doubtless be treated in the same way, and the

proper comparative figures will be those of repair,

maintenance and building new units suflkient to

keep the service running.
VVe can recommend liie book to railway men and

others interested in the subject ; and to the autlK)r,

to take in hand and turn into a nuuli better one.

Questions and Aiisii'crs about lilcclrical Appiir-

atus. By J. VV. Craig and \V. 1'. Woouwaud.
J^ondon : S. Rentell & Co. Price 6s. 6d. net.

This small book is the third edition of an American
publication which is supposed "to bring out many
interesting features of the more important types and
classes of electrical apparatus and the general points
of a useful and practical nature which come up in the
testing and operation thereof." Undoubtedly some
useful information is given, but it is difficult to

understand for what class of reader the book is in-

tended. For example, the first question is: " What
are the principal uses of direct current?"; one about
the middle is: " Why are transformers used?"; and
the last question is: "What storage arrangements
for coal are advisable?" There are many more of
the same character.

Scattered through the book are 44 advertisements,
and there is a small collection of them at the end.
The only index provided is one for the ajjove-
mentioned advertisements.
The reviewer considers the price to be expensive

bevond all reason.

The Mechanical Design and Construction of
Generators. By R. Livingstone. London

:

Electrician Printing and Publishing Co., Ltd.
Price 9s. net.

The mechanical design of electrical machinery
has hitherto received far less detailed consider-
ation than the electrical side of the problem
—at least, as regards text-books. While several
books dealing with the principles of electrical design
do not altogether ignore the question, it is usually
dismissed with a veiy brief and practically useless
chapter. The book under review has been specially
written to fill this gap.
The opening chapter deals with pulleys, gearing

and couplings. While the part dealing with pulleys
and gearing is what might be more or less obtained
in a pocket book, the design of couplings is entered
into at considerable length. The author's style is

not such as can easily be followed. A mistake

occurs on p. 29, where 4 I

a' if TT . . , r A.-' /= , instead of
S 4

which follow.

Chapter II discusses rotor hubs and end plates.
In the opinion of the reviewer, all formulae for hubs
that are based on the thin cylinder assumption are
worse than useless—they are actually misleading,
and he agrees with the author that the only satisfac-
tory way to estimate the forcing pressure required,
or the clearance, is to rely upon practical experience.
At the same time, a method of dealing with this
problem by the method of thick cyHnders was de-
veloped several years ago, and this is much more
rational than the one given. The strength of arma-
ture end plates is then dealt with in a manner which

t r^ ^:^ cos e^ A d e is put

, which vitiates the results

is not conspicuously clear to say the least. A niis-

/'.' Hi IT X i K I

2 2 Jr K / l)»

IS put = instead of

B D

2 i TT E / n.

I)

d£

This

error again makes the deduced formulae faulty. On
page 51 the allowable tensile stress in cast iron is

given as 8,000 lb. per stjuare inch, which seems too
high, considering the treacherous nature of the

material.

Unbalanced magnetic pull receives attention in

Chapter III, in which a number of well-known
formulae are given.

Chapter IV is devoted to shafts and bearings.

The method of calculating the reactions and bending
moments in a single beam, as given in every ele-

mentary text-book on applied mechanics, is dealt

with at length. Surely this is unnecessary in a book
of this description. Defiections are calculated by
means of the curves developed by the author.

Ordinary bearings are treated in detail, but

ball-bearings do not receive anything like the atten-

tion they deserve in view of their increasing use, and
roller-bearings are ignored altogether.

Chapter V discusses the important subject of shaft

alignment, and a large collection of formula; are

given.

The strength and stiffness of alternator and direct

current stator frames are then considered as thin

metal arches fixed at the ends. The long and com-
plex analysis of this type of arch as given in books
on the theory of structures is reproduced and applied

to the design of stator frames. A formula for the

deflection at the top of the arch is given, and it in-

volves a numerical co-efficient of .0062. The author
states that in getting this a log table must be used,

since the ordinary slide-rule is not accurate enough.
The reviewer thinks this statement rather ridiculous

since he obtained .0061 without any special care on
an ordinary loin. rule, and, moreover, the value of

this constant is of less importance than the other

terms in the expression, e.g., it would be practically

impossible to get the moment of inertia of the cross

section of the frame (and this is required) with this

degree of accuracy.

Chapter VII deals with the stresses in rotors. A
formula for the force in the binding wires of arma-
tures is given on page 144, but the reviewer is un-

able to get the constant given in the denominator
of the author's expression. The value of the accel-

eration due to gravity is given on page 149 as

2,2. 19078, and used in calculating a centrifugal force

formula. This kind of thing is misleading, since the

other quantities required cannot be obtained to any-

thing" remotely approaching this degree of accuracy.

Poles and end clamps are next discussed. The
salient pole type of machine only is considered, and
a large number of formulas are given, some empiri-

cal, and some derived from considerations of elemen-

tary mechanics.
The next two chapters—consisting of 13 pages

total—deal with field coil supports and with rotor

bodies. Several tables are given which should prove
useful.

Chapter XI deals with cylindrical rotors in a fairly

satisfactory manner. Certain very important for-

mulae are quoted without any attempt to establish

them from first principles.

High-speed bearings and critical speeds are dis-

missed in half a dozen pages, and the reader is re-

ferred to Dunkerley's Royal Society Paper for fur-

ther information regarding whirling speeds. Much
more space could have been devoted to the latter

with advantage.
The remainder of the book consists of 18 pages

devoted to general details, types of high-speed

motors, and an appendix, the most noteworthy fea-

ture being several illustrations of turboJalternators

by well-known makers.
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There are obvious misprints on pages 36, 49, 87,

134, 188, and 194.

The general impression of the book upon the re-

viewer is that it contains a good deal of information,

but at the same time he would strongly recommend
any buyer to check the mathematical expressions
before lie uses them. The price also seems exces-

sive.

ELECTROSTATIC ORE SEPARATION.

The well-known phenomena of electrostatic attraction now
receive practical application in a number of ore-separating

equipments, moit of which are installed in the States. So

satisfactory are the results obtained, that the electrostatic

process is certain to be adopted extensively in an ever-

widening field. That separation of minerals is possib'e by

electrostatic means depends on the great difference between

the electrical conductivities of various minerals. Metallic

sulphides are generally good conductors, while gangue-

forming minerals are usually poor conductors. Pyrites,

galena, argentite, tellurides, magnetite, hematite, horn-

blende, graphite, and most minerals of copper, iron, silver

and manganese, among others, are good conductors, but

quartz, sandstone, granite, feldspar, slate, fluorspar, lime-

stone, dolomite and most siliceous materials, carbonates and

sulphates are poor conductors.

If a mixture of (electrically) uncharged minerals contain-

ing good and poor conductors be allowed to fall upon a

conducting surface charged to a high potential, the good

conductors will at once become charged with like polarity

and repelled, but the poor conductors will either fall off the

surface by their own weight or be but weakly repelled, since

they become charged but slowly. If the mixture be

charged oppositely to the separator plate, the high conduc-

tivity particles will reverse their polarity on touching the

conductor plate, but the materials of poor conductivity will

be strongly attracted till their initial charge is lost (after a

considerable time). Impurities frcr|uently vary the con-

ductivity of minerals very considerably, and tiiis point must

be borne in mind, since clean separation can only lie made
electrostatically between minerals having marked difference

in conducting power. Some minerals may be changed from

poor to good conductors by electrochemical action. Accord-

ing to the Eiii/iiirrrintj and Miniinj Jo/inuil, this fact is

applied in practice at Ouray (Colorado) where zinc sulphide

is immersed in copper sulphate solution till a light deposit

of copper forms on the ore, which then behaves as a good
conductor, since the electrostatic charge and action is a

surface effect. Carbonates of poor conductivity can be

changed to oxides of good conductivity by heating.

The principle of the Huff separator, which is used almost

exclusicely in elcctrostati<' ore separation, is illustrated in

tig. 1. The framework and casing of the separator arc made
of iron, which is carefully bonded and earthed to prevent

accidents and to secure as high a r.i). as possible between

the fixed liaIHe plates and neutral electrodes (fig. 1)

and the high-tension bars, which are charged to

L'0,000 vo'ts or so. Between the high-tension and neutral

electrode bars, there is established an intense electrostatic

fitjld, and as mixed minerals pass through the separator by

gravity from an overhead roller feed hopper, conducting

materials are repelled forcibly to the left while poor con-

ductors fall straight through, before any aiipreciable repulsion

I il<es place. From some mixtures three or more "splits"

can be made, but generally it is possible to make a clean

so]iaration only between two proilucts at a time.

To distribute the work of separation down the separator

column and to allow for the different composition and
nature of various ores, the electrodes are made adjustable.

Those at the top are set rather far apart, those at the

bottom—where an intense lield is required to expel the last

traces of conducting material— are set quite close together.

This arrangement also reduces the risk of sparking and
short-circuit at points where tlie 01 e is still rich in conduct-

ing materials ; at these points the electrodes are compara-

tively far apart.

In early designs of electrostatic separators, vood-encased

steel wires were used as electrodes. Abrasion of the wood
was heavy, and the protecting coat of shellac varnish became
gummy, under heat produced by friction, electrostatic stress

and the warm minerals themselves. .\8 a resnlt, the elec-

trode rods became foul and sparking tronbiea and imperfect

separation followed. Steel pipe electrodes, suspended [and

insulated by wooden plugs, are now generally employed.

Constant attention is required to keep the electrodes free

from grease and dirt, since a single grounded electrode places

the whole separator out of action.

in order to secure satisfactory separation, it is imperative

that the mixed ores be dry and warm l^efore admission to

the separator. The ore is necessarily ground fairly small

before separation, and, apart from moisture making all

ingredients sufficiently conducting to upset the separatiug

action, endless trouble is caused by clogging and short-

circuiting if the ore be moist. The mixed crushed ore

should be dried at ;W0 to (iOO F., depending on atmo-

spheric conditions and the nature of the minerals treated.

From the drier, ore should be passed as quickly as possible

to the separators. The feed being warm eliminates con-

densation troubles and, by keeping dry the air within the

separator, reduces the risk of sparking troubles.

.V considerable percentage of minerals separated electro-

statically is finer than 200 tnesh, and when falling between

the electrodes the finer particles have an excellent oppor-

tunity to float away. At best, the machine room of an

electrostatic mill is a very dusty place, and operators

^_
fWd Roll^

4/1

I
a

generally wear respirators. To reduce the nuisance and

eliminate the wastage of mineral otherwise entailed, a venti-

lator is placed over each machine and connected to a

central suction fan, where dust is collected in filter higs.

30 ft. or so in length and 1- in. in diameter. A dust

chamber is also arranged below the fan which maintains

draught in the drier.

Immediately after leaving the drier n, fig. 2, ore is

elevated on to a series of screens s, which should sift the

material into four or six sizes before passing it to the appro-

priate separator. Finely crystalline ore needs more initial

crushing than an ore of coarse structure. Suitable sizings

for different crudes of material are as follows :

—

Coarsely crj5l»llin<!.

Tliroutlh 4, on S mesh
„ 8. onao „
„ 'JO, on 60 „
., PO, on 100 „

Through 100 mesh

Medium texture.

Through*!, on JO motl
., 40, on (iO ,,

,, la, on !*i ,,

!iO, on 100 „
Through 100me«b

Ftnel; grtnultr.

Tbroui;h 40, on 60 me*h
„ SO, on tW „

M, on IOO „
,. 100. on \Ui „

ThrouKhl."iOme«h

Unless sizing be fairly accurate, a lanre particle of good

conductor may carry with it mechanically sevend small poorly

conducting particles, and a large piece of non-conducting

ore may obstruct the flight of small repelled pieces.

Generally it is necessary to treat the products of each

roughing sejvirator i; in finishing machines k. forming two

or more finished products and a quantity of middlings,

which are either returned to the main drier to pass through

the whole plant again, or preferably reheated and passed

through small middlings separatoi-s. For an ore <x)ntaining

the following sizes of piciis in the stated proporticne, the
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desirable roughing and finishing eijuipment would \xt as

shown in fig. 2 :

—

Bize ol pieo«8.

I.—Through 90, on 40 mrah
i.— „ 40, on CD „
a.— „ 60, on BO „
4,— „ HO, on 100 „
6.— ,. 100

PerornUga
of feed,

10 per cent.

Septratnra.
Roaihlng. FlnUhlng,

'I'he electrical equipment necessary comprises a motor-

driven high-tension generator set, with regulating resistance

in the motor field, and a rectifier, which is so connected

that the live electrodes receive only a positive charge. The

cost of this installation is very small.

The above process was introduced for use on zinc ores, and

the separation of blende from pyrites is still its most frequent

iipplication, but among the materials which can be satis-

factorily subjected to electrostatic separation may be noted :

—
Zinc, lead and iron middlings, chalcopyrite in (|uarty„ pyrite

and chalcopyrite in various gangues, chalcopyritJand bornite

in granite, zinc, iron and silver ores, native copper in sand-

stone, pyrite concentration for sulphur, silver ores from a

quartz gangue, molybdenite from gangue minerals, mica

from graphite flake, slate from coal, and so on. The only

limitation is that the materials treated must be sufficiently

different in electrical conductivity.

POWDERED FUEL.

At the Spring Meeline of the American Society of Mechanical

Enffineers held at St. Paul, Minneapolis, the use of pulverised coal

for fu4 pnrposeB formed the subject of three papers, which dealt

respectively with its application to the cement industry, to steam

making and to industrial furnaces. These papers are of consider-

able interest to the central station engineer, for although the use

of powdered fuel for ordinary steam raising purposes may not be

a commercial proposition at the moment, the future undoubtedly

holds great prospects of developments especially at the fuel end

of electrical generation.
i j

The ideal boiler plant, so far as simplicity of apparatus and

operation are concerned, is generaUy considered to be one using oil

fuel which has the merit of being easily stored outside the station,

conveyed to the furnace and automatically adjusted as to quantity

supplied to the special burners employed.
, ^.

Such a plant is in great contrast with that employed m the

modern coal burning boiler house, in which costly elevated bunker

structures are provided, and every ton of fuel usually has to be

lifted to a considerable height by mechanical appliances in order

to allow of its falling by gravity into another mechanical appliance

—a hand regulated mechanical furnace—ander the boiler
;
the

ashes moreover, require special appliances for their removal, and

at present the use of powdered luel under boilers i» restricted to

Bpeoial oasec.

In the paper by It. C. Carpenter on pulverised coal burning in

the cement industry, the author mentions that for more than

:)0 years various schemes for burning powdere<l coal under boilers

have been snggested, and numerous patents have been taken out

without any marked bucich*, but in the Portland cement industry

commercial success was obtained more than 15 years ago, althongh

the type of furnace employed—the rotary kiln—had much to do

with the practical saocess attained.

The burning of powdered coal differs from the burning of eohd

fuel from a theoretical standpoint, principally in one particular.

Day or Ideal Api-aeatis and Bcbneb.

With ordinary commercial fuel on the grate, the air for com-

bustion passes between the pieces of coal and the products of

combustion pass off to the flues. In the case of coal dust, the

particles are so fine that sufficient air for combustion does not reach

the coal through the crevices. To burn such fuel snocesstuUy it

must be burned while in suspension in the air, each particle being

surrounded by air, which supports combustion. The furnace used

in cement making is favourable to such combustion, as it is very

long, affording plenty of room.

lO'ChannelBar-.
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usually a specially constructed basement for the appliances. The

coal is frequently crushed to a uniform sizj before it enters

the bunkers, and while this rough attempt at grading, no doubt,

helps towards efficient combustion on the grates, yet a percentage

(frequently 3 or 4 per cent.) falls through as riddlings, and cannot

be efficiently burned with the other fuel. However perfect the

individual fuel equipment of the modem boUer house may be, as a

whole it seems crude and complicated for its purpose, and although

Tierhaps the best avaUable at the moment, it cannot be regarded as

At first sight the use of pulverised coal would seem to offer a

means of simplifying present day methods, in fact, of attaining

more nearly the oU fuel ideal, but although sufficient progress

has been made in this direction to give promise of future snocees,

Contact of coal particles with other bodies results generally in

a lowering of temperature to such an extent as to make combus-

tion impossible, and results in the virtual loss of any fuel which

falls on to the lining, toe.
.

The time of combustion depends on the size of particles and the

finer the grinding, other things being equal, the quicker and more

perfect the combustion.
^ v., -^

Failure to recognise that powdered coal must be burnt while in

suspension, and the radiant heat of combustion utUised without

substantial impingement of the flame, accounts in this author s

opinion for the practical failure to use powdered fuel in boiler

furnaces, although the form and proportion of the latter make the

problem difficult. In nearly all cases where tried the burning coal

dust has impinged on the furnace sides or bridge before combuB-
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tion was complete, resulting in wftBte, deetraotion of fire-brick
lininpfs, ica.

For cement burniner the cnal is crushed to break large pieces,
passed throuRh rotary cylindrical dryers (utilising waste heat) and
passed into pulveri"iner machines, being- reduced to such a state
that not less than '.>', per cent, will pass a sieve of 100 meshes per
lineal inch. Screw, belt and pan conveyers and dust-proof
bucket elevators arc need for carrying such fuel, the requisite for
sate conveying being the prevention of an explosive mixture with
air, 80 that if it should catch fire it wiU burn elowjy.

The paper by F. R. Low on the use of pulverised coal for steam
making gives a good indication of the lines along which practical
experimental work has been carried.

Three broad types of apparatus have been produced—the Pinther,
in which the fuel is fed into a hopper above a feed control
mechanism, and carried into the furnace by natural draught

;

mechanical feed apparatus, such as the Sohwartzkoptl revolving
brush apparatus : and that in which coal is blown into the furnace
as in the Day or Ideal apparatus.
With the first type efficiencies of from 75 to 80 par cent, were

obtained, but the capacity was limited.

When fuel is introduced into a powdered fuel furnace at a rate
which .will give the full rated capacity of the boiler, a particle
will remain in the combustion zone of an ordinary furnace less

than half a second.

The relative volumes of equal weights of ooal and air are about
1 . WO.

Ci LLiNEY Feed Costrollek.

Not much less than 15 lb. of air per pound of coal would be

req aired, so the relative volumes of coal and air introduced would
be 1 : 14,s.")U, and the diameter of the globe of air which would
accompany each fuel particle into the furnace would be over 24

times the diameter of the particle, so that plenty of air may be

used for fuel injection purposes without exceeding the supply

required for complete combustion. In all the systems at present

in use, the fuel is introduced in this way, the blower usually being

so combined with the pulveriser that the powdered fuel is blown
into the furnace as soon as it reaches the necessary degree of

fineness.

In the late nineties Wegener tried in the States a natural

draught system, and obtained boiler efficiencies of 75 to SO per

cent.

In I'.'Iii Blake equipped a 30C-H.P. water-tube boiler at Pitts-

burg ; the pulveriser served as its own blower, sending the mixture
of fuel and air into the furnace through a scries of noz/.les extend-

ing across the furnace front A little less than the rated boiler

11. 1', was obtained with an efficiency of about 79 per cent.

In a later lilake apparatus installed recently at the Peter

Doelger Brewery, New York, the coal was delivered into an exten-

sion furnace and smokeless combustion and high efficiency were
obtained, but trouble with slag accumulation on the roof and fur-

nace sides, entailing shutdowns for removal and excei-sive main-
tenance, also the cost of pulverising, led to the plant being shut
dosvn after eight weeks' trial.

In practice the boiler evaporated as much water from 1,000 lb.

of powdered coal as from 1,400 lb. of natural coal.

In the Culliney feed controlling device, patented in lUO.', the

powdered fuel falls from a hopper on to a hori/.jntal screw con-

veyer, which delivers it so that it falls past the blast pipe opening
and a cross current of air in the latter carrie.'< a portion of it to

the furnace pipe where another air current carries it to the

furnace. Fuel falling past the blast opening is picked up by the

lower screw conveyer (of coarser pitch) and returned to the upper
conveyer.

Radial arms, fitted to the latter, agitate the fuel in the hopper
and push any foreign material to the sides. This controller system
has been applied to a SOOii r. Franklin boiler and has resulted in

complete smokeless combustion, no sUg, several furnace linings

melted down but inability to get full boiler capacity, this latter

due to limited controller capacity.

In the Bettington b"iler (made by Messrs. Fraser A: Chalmers)
which has been introduced into South Africa, Qreat Britain and
Canada, the fuel is fed upwards through a water-jacketed uor./.le

in the centre of a vertical furnace. The pulveriser acts as a
blower, and the air supply is preheated by the escaping products
of oombustion.
From the pulveriser the ooal passes to a separator, the finer fuel

passing to the burner. The blast opposing gravity tends to keep
the fuel in suspension ; the flame does not lift more than 10 per
cent, under the highest rate of feed. Tho tubes round the
furnace are covered with refractory material to within a short

distance of the lower (mudj drum, and this wall tends to become
coated with molten aah and slag, any ash carried with the draught,
falling into the pit.

A user of thene boilers says that despite the cooling effect of the
tubes, furnace linings quickly bum away ;, the makers claim that
they will last two years. The pulveriser beaters and liners r«|mre
renewal at each 1,500-2,000 tons of material handled.
The use of heated air allows coal of 15 per cent, moisture beine

satisfactorily handled, and 2 or 3 per cent, of the boiler capacity is
allowed for pulverising.

A boiler of 2,600 tq. ft. heating surface has been running for orer
four years at the maker's works, evaporating regularly 14.000,
and occasionally 22,0001b. of water per hour. Tests of a Rand
boiler of this type show an effloiency of 826 per cent.
With ordinary methods of coal burning, the grate with its bed of

incandescent fuel offers a varying resistance to the passage of air,
rejects the incombustible residium with difficulty, and allows
unburned fuel to sift to the ashpit and be fused in the clinker.

If fuel can be burned in suspension many of these diffi unities
disappear, and the draught producing apparatus is reduced to that
which will remove the products of combustion and allow enough
air to enter to burn the fuel.

There remains the difficulty of getting rid of incombostible.
which if in pulverised form, is carried into the fines and oat of
the chimney, and if fnsed, attaches itself to the furnace sides, kc.
damaging brickwork, and needin? lay-offs for cleaning.
Perfect and smokelese combustion can be obtained, but with the

rates of combustion demanded in present
practice, the result is a high temperature
with erosive and reducing characteristics,

which are not suited to a boiler furnace.
Pulverised coal can be safely conveyed m
ma.ssf in suitable holders, screw conveyers,
A;c. In those systems where the pipe back of
the blower is filled with an explosive mixture
of coal and air, the rate of fliw mnst exceed
that of the propagation of flame in such a
mixture, and in shutting down, the ooal
supply must be shut off first. The pulverised
mass will run like water, so that the pitch
of chutes, conveyors, ice, must provide
against the flowing of their contents.

Anthrasite dust burns more slowly than
coal having a higher percentage of volatiles,

and must be very finely pulverised. With
an ordinary fire-brick furnace well heated

up there is no trouble in maintaining a steady tijme, and this will
re-ignite after having been turned out for several minutes. The
cost of pulverising and the large initial cost of drying, pulverising,
conveying and feeding plant, together with the fact that coal of
practically all grades can be burned with a tolerable degree of
smokelessnens in the cheaper apparatus in common use with a
degree of ellioiency which leaves little margin to cover the increased
expenditure, have combined to restrict the use of pulverised coal
to boilers for special purooses.

The paper by Messrs. Dilton and Quigley deals with the substi-
tution of powdered coal for oil in furnaces for heating blanks for

Fr.xnklis Boileb and Powkkrkd Fi kl FrRSAi'i:.

forging». and describes the coal milling and distributiug plant
cmployeti.

The Culliney fuel-feed controller is used, and the reenlts show
a saving of over 50 per cent, in opexating cost as oomi^red with
tho use of oil.

From a discussion in connection with this subject, which took
place on certain selected topics, it appears that storage bins for
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ooal (liiHt Hhould have etenp aidee to prevent brii)|(in|; over of the

contentB and Btoppago o( the How
; from 12 to 2i hours' BtorsRe

is retjarded an sulliiient and abBolutoly safe, and one contributor

find« by experience that at the end of '.»', houra epontaneouH com-
biiutiou iu likely to take place, while another inentiona 10 dayii.

A lighted match will often i|;nite the dast, but it nimply BmonldoiB
away harmlessly.

The coal can be safely stored if thoroughly dry and at a com-
paratively low temperature. The bin should bo an air-tight ae

possible and of a triangular orosB-section, in the form of a trough
with the conveyer in the bottom.
The coal should bo dried to 1 per cent, or loss before palverising,

and ground so that 95 per cent, will pass a 100 meah screen.

The rough ooat of grinding IfiO tona per 21 hours may be taken

at 40 cents a ton, and a contributor mentions that 17 ii f.-honrs per

ton were r<c(uired for grinding, 4:c.

The danger of particles of dust floating in the air is pointed out,

and, therefore, the need for enclosure to prevent escape of dust.

The coal should be handled as a solid material, not in the shape
of a dust cloud ; aerial propulsion for transfer of powdered fuel

should be avoided. One contributor points out that a powdered
fuel furnace should have a temperature of at least 2,000° F.

throughout, and a combustion space of at least 1 cb. ft. for each

3 lb. of ooal burned per hour.

The boiler, is, however, essentially a low temperature furnace,

seldom going over 1,600° ¥., and it does not offer the requisite

combustion apace out of contact with boiler surface. Moreover,

the cost of grinding eats up any small advantage in economy over

ordinary mechanical stoking. It is suggested, however, that

powdered fuel would be of great value for peak loads in central

stations, the furnaces being made automatic.
Slag is formed more easily at high than low temperatures, and

serious reaults can be avoided by control of the burning mixture ;

furnace temperatures can be varied from 1,800 to 3,500° F. and
with preheated air it is suggested that l»wer temperatures can be

controlled provided the temperature of the furnace is above the
kindling temperature of the fuel.

Summarising the matter in regard to furnaces generally, the

saving by the use of powdered coal, according to on? contributor,

is due to practically perfect combustion, no handling of coal or

ash, no poking or clinkering, and a constant and uniform heat
resembling a gas fire, and as easily controlled.

The chief item of expense is the cost of preparing the ooal ; the

all-round labour coat is much reduced.
It is further suggested that the trend of experiment should be

to develop a furnace and a refractory material to withstand heat

;

under such conditions the ash would be slagged, and the deeign
should provide for its removal. Then high capacity and efficiency

would be obtained.

Past investigators have, no doubt, considerd this impossible, but
that does not prove that it will not be accomplished.

It wa^ pofsible, Kir Ernest went on, that the atoms of every Bub-

Btance had a similar tendency to break down, but their life waa lo

long that no change in them waa noticeable. The tranformationx

of the atoms of radio-active substances could not be controlled by
man, though the energy set free was enormous— from three to 10

million times an great as by our most powerful explosivtB.

it had been thought that v/e should never be able to reach the

atom— it waH so amall. lint actually the tracks of Bome-atome
bad been registered in various ways. The alpha particles shot out
of radium—atoms of helium— caused a gas to conduct electricity,
" ionised " it, and by Heveral ingenious contrivances the eetting

up of this ionisation was used as a means to register the paisage of

the alpha particles through the gas. ' >ae means—a Btring electro-

meter—had bjen invented by Prof. Laby, a Sydney I'oiverBity

graduate. The ionisation of the gas caused by the passage of the

alpha particles caused this string to vibrate, and thus a record waa
set up, in which each vibration represented an atom.

Sir Erneot went on to the structure of the atom. At the centre,

he explained, was a nucleus, almost as tiny as an electron, and con-

taining a positive charge of electricity. Round about it, in con-

centric rings, circled the electrons, with their negative charges.

The nucleus was so tmall and the electrons were relatively so far from
it that if it were taken as represented by an ordinary table glaaa,

some of them would be miles distant from it, so that the atom
was actually very far indeed from " solid " in the ordinary sense.

The arrangement of the electrons in an atom depended on the

charge carried by the nucleus ; and it had been suggested that the

smallest atom—of hydrogen—consisted of one cha'ge and one
electron, and that gold, for Instance, consisted of "H charges and
79 electrons.

Hitherto the ground had been familiar to the scientific members
of the audience. But now Sir Ernest reached a boundary line,

over which, he said, some of his scientific friends would not follow

him. He said that the element lead might have either of two
origins, and, according as it originated in one way or another, its

atomic weight might vary. There might be, apparently, a couple

of pieces of lead, which looked just the same, and yet their

physical qualities would be quite different. That, perhaps, wonld
not be believed now, but it would be later on. The nucleus of an

atom might differ in different atoms, though their chemical and
physical properties were the same. And gravitation itself was most
probably a property of the nucleus. In a heavy atom it would be

moat complex, and bound together by most powerful forces. It

would be the work of the future to explore it, as the rest of the

atom had been explorei'.

A vote of thanks waa carried with enthusiasm, on the motion of

Sir Oliver Lodge, who aaid that Sir Erneat Rutherford had des-

cribed what might be called the astronomy of the atom, and it was
found that through it, as through the visible universe, law reigned.

Personally, he did not think that, apart from the relation to the

body of man, there was such a thing as " great " or " small.

"

ATOMS AND ELECTRONS.

At the meeting of the British Association in Sydney, Sib Ernest
Rutherford, himself a New Zealander, gave a lecture on "Atoms
and Electrons." We are indebted to a local newspaper for the
following particulars :

—

Science, the lecturer began, believed that everything on earth

was ultimately divisible into tiny particles called atoms. The
atom was considered the one permanent thing in the whole universe.

But now it was discovered that the atoms themselves were divisible

into collections of still smaller particles—electrons. First came
Crookes's experiment, in which electricity was passed through a

tube from which the air was gradually exhausted. The lecturer

repeated the experiment.
Crookes considered that the rays produced consisted of matter

in a new or fourth stat«. In 1897 Sir J. J. Thomson found
that they consisted of a stream of negatively charged particles

shot out at enormous speed—aa much as 50,0C0 miles per second.

He also found out that the masa of theae flying particles waa only

one eighteen-hundredth of that of an atom of hydrogen. They
were the electrons of which the atoms were made up. They were
liberated from substances in various ways. Every electric lamp
liberated electrons, and they were thrown out at enormous speeds

by radio-active substances. An electron waa simply a unit of

electricity apart from matter. It had nothing of the ordinary
atom of matter associated with it.

Thia discovery altered all existing ideas of the atructure of
thinga, and of the connection between matter and electricity.

But the atom itself remained the seme— even after an electron had
left it. With atoms of certain substances, however, such as

radium, it was different. Their life was limited : they tended to

break up and disappear. Radium shot off, among other things,

a stream of tiny particles
—

" alpha particles "—which travelled at

about 10,000 miles a second, and consisted of a particle of the rare

gas helium, together with a charge of electricity. Helium and
radium being different, this amounted to a transmutation of

elements. When the radium atom had fired off its particle of
helium, it became a quite different substance, and that in turn
became another through a long aeries of changes, beginning with
uranium. Some of the links in the chain had a life of only a few
minutes, whereas uranium would last as long as five thousand
million years. Most of these ''transition elements" were dis-

covered in Sir Ernest Rutherford's laboratory, by himself and his

aasistants.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Book \0ticfS.—" Tsefiil Arts Catalogue, 1003-1014."

The Public Libraries Committee of Newcastle-upon-Tyne has just

issued this new catalogue, edited by the public librarian, Mr. Basil

Anderton, M,A. The catalogue ia baaed on the decimal system,

and is admirably arranged and classified ; the sections relating

to engineering naturally occupy a large proportion of the volume,

and a very useful collection of books on electrical aubjecta ha3

been brought together during the past 11 years. We commend to

the notice of other librarians the excellent example of the

Newcastle Committee and librarian : every large city should be

provided with a library containing a complete series of works on

arts and industries, which are immensely more valuable to the

community than a vast accumulation of novels and light literature.

"The M'lhtuiical ^I'orlJ Pocket Diary and Year Book for l'.il5."

Man'jhester : Emmott & Co., Ltd. Price 6d. net.

The Telegraph and Telephone Journal. Vol. I, No. 2. November.

The Editing Committee, GP.O., North London, E.G.

A special number of the Asteroid—fhe official magazine

of the B.T.H, Social Club—contains a Roll of Honour

occupying many pages, and containing the names of about 1,000

employes of the company, who have joined the Colours. This is a

remarkable record, and does credit to the patriotism of the staff.

The issue contains a variety of amusing items, including the

illuminating discovery that B.T.H. ia " the backbone of BriTisH :

"

Dissolutions and Liquidations. — Stell-^r Signs,

Ltd.—This company is windirg up voluntarily, with Messrs.

A, C. Hutchins, of 11, Pancras Lane and V. G. Morris, of Ward-

robe Chambers, Queen Victoria Sbreet, E.C., as joint liquidators.

A meeting of creditors is called for November 11th.

S. PoNTlFEX it Co. & T. S. BOREADAILE, electrical engineers

and contractors, Regnart Buildings, Euston Street, N.W.— Messrs.

Frederick Wm, and Thomas Wade-Lennard have dissolved partner-

ship. Mr. F. W. Lennard will attend to debts.

Canada.—An Ontario agent wislies to represent British

manufacturers of electrical, contractors', and engirieers' supplies.

Firms should write to H.M. Trade Commissioner for Canada,

3, B saver Hall Square, Montreal,
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Cafaloii'iK'S and Lists.—BruTisir Thomson- I lor.sro.v

Co., Ltd., Ru^by.—Price list No. 8,112 contains a brief illustrated

deBcription, with dimenaioned diafrrams and prices, of the B.T.II.

combined switch and fuse for tratncar lierhtiner.

Mes.s«.'<. Krci'KA i: .lACOiiV, Ltd., li'.i, V'ictoria Street, London,
S W.—Two price leaflets, one relating to COO meifohm cable, and the

other to English lampholders and ceiling rose?.

British Pho.methecs Co., Ltd., Salop Street Works, HiKhprate,

Birmingham.—Twenty-four-page booklet containing half-tone
views of the various departments at the works, with the manu-
facture of electric heating and cooking apparatus in progress.

Alternate pages give illustrations and prices of irons, toasters,

liquid heaters, kettles, hot cupboards, " Simplicity " cookers,

radiators, and other apparatus.

Messks. Hogan & Wakdrop, 2, Gresham Buildings, Easinghall
Street, London, E.G.—Thirty-page well and fully illustrated cata-

logue of electric fans (desk, bracket, ceiling, punkah, porthole,

&o.), automatic shutters and regulating resistances, small power
motor.", grinding and polishing machines, and sewing machine
motors. In each case tabulated matter relating to sizes, speeds,

weiahts, prices, code-words, ^c, is very plainly set out.

Messrs. R. H. Patterson & Co., Ltd,, Forth Street Works,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.—October catalogue of new and second-hand
machinery for sale or hire.

Me.'.srs. E. Brook, Ltd., Colne Road, Huddersfield.—November
stock list of single, two and three-pha^e motors.

Trade Aiiiioiincciiieiits.

—

The British Euxtricai.
E.KPOUT Co., Ltd,, concerning which a registration notice appeared
in our last issue, has been formed, with ofBces at 27, Martin's

Line, London, E.C , for the purpose of assisting smaller electrical

manufacturers who have not branches in the foreign markets to

get into touch with shipping orders at present on the market that
have previously gone to German houses.

Messrs. H. R. Cleave & Co., of Bristol (.Jlessrs. Drake A: Gorham's
agents), are opening a branch at 1.5, Summer Row, Birmingham,
where Mr. Ernest G. Roberts, who has been connected with Mr. G.
Braulik for several years, will act as their resident manager. He
will hold large stocks of Conference lamps.

Xo Connection.

—

The Alpha MANUFACxriuNc; Co.,

of Balham, S.W., write to say that they are in no way connected
with the Alpha Electrical Co., Ltd., whose registration was
announced in our last issue.

Bankrujitcy Pi'oceedin»\s.—Trueie Moore, electrical

engineer, Leeds.—Last day for proofs for dividend, November
16th. Trustee, H. Clifford Bowling, 24, Bond Street, Leeds.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

.iht'i'decil.—The Electricity (Jommittee reports that

during September !i.57,;iOi'i nnits were generated, an increase of

77,973 units on the same month of last year.

.iccrinn'ton,—Street Lighting.—The lighting super-

intendent has baen instructed to prepare an estimate of the cost

of lighting Burnley Road by electricity on the same system as the
lightiug of Blackburn Road.

.\ld(M'sliot.—ScHiioL LiGHTixn.—The Education Com-
mittee has decided to defer fixing new incandescent gas lamps in

the West End Schools, until estimates are received for installing

electric light.

Asht'ord (keut),

—

Prov. Order. —The Eist Ashford
R.D.C. has decided to agree to the ravocition of the Ashford E.L.

order which concerned a portion of the Conn jil's district.

Australia.—The North lilawarra Council, X.S.W., is

considering the question of an electric light installiitiun, and is in

communication with the Public Works Dapartment as to obtain-

ing current from the power hou.ie at Port Kombla, which is to

operate the new coal shipping jstty appliances.

—

Australian .)/iti)«</

Staiulanl.

The Donons'',er (Vio ) Shire Council proposes installing eleotrlo

light throughout the municipality ; current will be purchased in

bulk from the Melbourne City Couucil. Mr. V. ,T. Crowley has
baen appointed consulting engineer to the scheme.

ISarkinii',—The U.D.C. has decided not to give financial

assistance to the Ilford U.D.C. in its action with the Ilford Gas
Co., aud with regard to the I.M.E.A. Priva'e Bill, the Council
requires further partioularj as to the cost before coming to a
(ieoision.

Ilelfast.— E.\TE.\.siox Sohemr.—The Electricity Com-
m''.iee has adopted the report of the city eleatrical engineer on the
proposed extension of the Corporation olootricity uadertaking. and
the recommendation has been considered at a special meeting of the
Council.

The special meeting of the Oounjil on the 2i>th ult. decided that
in view of the diffioulty at the present time of obtaining money at

a reasonable rate, the erection of the new eleotrioity generating
station should ba postponed, and that in order to meet the re<iuire-

Mi nti of the next three years, alterations and additions be carried

c ut to the plant in the existing works, anil that a 8ul;-<t«tion be pre-
vided and ireccssary cables be obtained, ic, at a cost of £25,000.

(arditr.

—

\t the meetin;.' of th<^; Electri'- lAi^hilns and
Tramway Committee, it was reported that an agreement had been
concluded between the Corporation and the Postmaater-General
for the supply of energy to the Cardiff Post Office for a period of
10 years.

( iH'Stcr.

—

Year's Worki.nt;.—At a recttat meeting of

the T.C., it was pointed ont that as a result of 23 weeks' workine
there was a profit of £1,811 on the hydro-electric work*, and
on the whole of the electricity undertaking the net profit for the
year had been £4,9C1, of which £1,091 was transferred in aid of

the lamp rate, £5Ci> to the improvement rate, and £3,.')S9 to capital

account.

Cliilc.—A decree approving the project of Senores
Emilio Rodriguez and Eiaardo Arzon for the establishment of an
electric lighting system in the town of Curepto has been granted.
—Jloanl of Trade Journal.

Cleftliorpcs,—Street Lighting.—The U.l>.f^'. has
decided to have the lamps in certain streets lit by ele::tricity as an
experiment, the lamps to have test meters attached, so that the
result can be decided by the Lighting Committee.

Clcvedon.

—

Coxvalescest Home Lii.htin<..—\t this

Home recently the ordinary gas lighting installation, consisting of
S6 vertical mantles, with a total of 900 C.P.. has been superseded
by a Lister-Bruston automatic electric plant, with the engine
running on town gas, and supplying I'.O 16c. P. metal lamps giving
a total of 950 C.P. With incandescent gas burners, the Mirch,
June and September quarters of \\l\'^ called for a gas consumption
of 161, .500 cb. ft. of gas, while the same quarters of r,'14. using

the gas-engine electric plant, only required the consumption of

89,100 cb. ft. of gas, showing a saving of 72,100 cb. ft., in addition

to the advantages of electric light.

Conuairs <{uay.

—

Prov. Order.—The T'.D.C. has
decided to include in the area of supply under the prov. order its

own district, and the parishes of Loughton. Northop. and Lead-
brook Major and Minor, in the area of the Holywell R,D.C. The
latter body has consented to the inclusion of the mral parishes,

provided the Northop Parish Council approves.

DeaL

—

Prov. Order.—The T.C., ou being informed

that the Walmer U.D.C. had decided not to co operate in applying
for a prov. order for electric snpply, resolved to take no further

action in the matter.

I^o^<'r.—The I'ostmaster-Creneral has agreed to accept

the following terms for the snpply, by the Corporation, of energy
to the new post office :—L^p to 8.000 units per annum (minimnmX
5d. per unit ; 8,000 to 12,000 units, 4}d. ; beyond 12,000 units per
annum, 8id. per unit, the terms to be for one year.

IMirlia 111.— School 1>igiiting.—The County Education
Committee has decided to have the electric light installed at the
Industiial Sahool premises.

Kasthouriie.—The Electricity Committee has resolved to

give electricity free to houses occupied by the Belgian refugees as

long as the amount consumed is reasonable.

Ivdinburi>ii.

—

Ham -Watt Lamps.—At a recent meet-

ing of the T.C., it was reported that out of the 682 poblic electric

lamps in the city over 260 had been changed to half-watt lampe.

thus doing away with the carbons altogether. The lamps were
being changed at the rate of 40 or 50 per week.

(iicciiock.—The electricity sub-station at Hay Street,

for the supply of electricity to Port tilasgow, is now completed,

and current was to be switched on on Monday last. Sub-
stations are now completed at the shipbuilding yards of W.
Hamilton Jt Co., Dunlop, Bremner i Co.. and Rassell -^ Co., and
cables are baing l»id to the Clyde shipbuilding yard.

ilt'iidoil.—The Eiucation Committee Insdeoideil to have
electric light installed at the Wessax ti.irden Sahool.

i.ondon.

—

Bethnai, (^rken.— Th? Electricity Com-
mitt<"e if the 1>,C. is about to carry into effeat the scheme adopted
by the Cojncil for the supply and distribution of electricity within
the borough. The specifica;ions and conditions have been pre-

p»red by Mr. Couz 'n.>. the connilting engineer, and tenders will

shortly b( called for. The question of a site in the West Ward
suitablo for a sub-station is under cionsidoration.

Ham,mkrs:\iith.—The B 0. has deoide»i to supply current to the

London T>>rritorial Association at the Exhibition Bjildings, Wood
lane, at If 1. par unit between euQset aud miJniKht, and yj, p3t
unit between midnight and sunset.

Mauvlkhonk.—The Electric Sapply Committee of the BC.
r.>ports that in the arbitration proceedings with the El.o'-rio.il

Power Storage Co.. Ltd , in conneation with the agreements with
respe'^t to the maintenanoo of two storaiie batteries at th,< Rath-
bone Place and Manahester St^uare sub-stations, term; favourable

to the Council wore secured.

We are informed by the Westminster Klcatria Sapply Corporation
that the Church Army Hut in Grosveaor Squire, which is beiojr

uschI by the Territorials, his been ei^uippsd with electric cooking
apparatus, and that the whole of tha cooking for 300 men is now
carried out by eleotriaity.
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liOiidoii Klcrtricitv Siifiplv.—In a repr.it on pioijoRd
le(;i»lfttioi> in oonn«ction with the above noheiiie, the Hpecinl Com-
mitteo of the L.C C. utateo that it bait ooiiferrHd with practicttlly all

the oom|>anica and authorities oonoerned and HubmitH uertaiu
particularii of the Hcheme, for which it ia BUfffreHted Parliimentary
authority Bhould ba soaifht. It is urged that Btepn should now be
taken xo that the Hoheme can be launched at a favourable time
without delay ; thiit would enable action to be at once taken in

directionn not involvinir capital expenditure, but which wonli
materially facilitate the carrying out of the scheme when necessary.

The proposals follow praotioally without modifi'^ation the report
of July last (see Elkotuical Ricvikw, pai^e lli8), and so far as

their effect on oxibting undertaking's is oonoerned, it is pointed
out that the only compulsory powers which it is proposed to con-
fer upon the new authority arc desijjnpd to prevent individual
supply authorities from incurrinif capital expenditure in layini?

down plant or other works which, in the opinion of the B. of T.,

are definitely unsuitable to an ultimate scheme of uniform supply
throughout the area. The importance of obtaininj; powers for

railway supply is emphasised. It is now proposed that the
proportions in which capital shall be raised by the authority
and company should be a matter of agreement between them.
The authority would have power to discharge its capital liabilities

by the i''Rue of stock and the company by the issue of shares.

The I'inance Committee, in dealing with the scheme in its

financial bearings, considers that no heavy capital expenditure
would be involved till nearly l:i20, if conditions were adverse— five

years being allowed to bring the Act into operation. Recent loan
periods have been reduced owing to probable obsolescence arising
from such a scheme as is proposed ; it is, therefore, considered that
the periods may be longer with the new scheme, which will be
free from this particular risk.

From previous experience it is assumed that the cost of an
inquiry, such as this, lasting :iO daye, including experts' fees, will
amount to about £17,000 ; from the present up to second reading
stage £5,000, and from that stage onwardp, £12,000. In this

connection the Committee suggests that depending on the likeli-

hood of the powers being obtained, it will not be necessary to
incur the full liability until after the second reading.

Maidstdue.

—

Proposed Loan.—The T.C. has applied
to the L.G.B. for a loan of £800 for extensions at the electricity

works. A loO-KW. set at the works has been disposed of to the
Russian Government for £700.
The Electricity Committee is considering the question of bonuses

with a view to increasing the salary of the electrical engineer.

.^lidliui'.st,—E.L. ScHEJiE.—The E.L. Committee of the
R.D.C., on October 2Sth, presented a report as to the mains of the
E.L. Co., and recommended that undergronnd mains be insisted
upon in certain portions of the parishes. The report was adopted,
and it was stated that the E.L. Co. acquiesed in the decisions.

.^liddletOll.— Upon the recommendation of the E.L.
Committee, the T.C. has decided to apply for sanction to discharge
the accumulated debit balance of £1,815 by six yearly instalments
commencing on April Ist next.

Middlcsbroiifth.—The Gas and Electric Lighting Com-
mittee has sanctioned an agreement with the Cleveland and
Durham Electric Power (j , under which the rights of the com-
pany for the supply of electricity to North Ormesby are transferred
to the Middlesbrough Corporation.

\ew Zealand,—The ratepayers of Pahiatua have
approved the raising of a loan of £10,000 for electric light and
power works in the borough.

—

Ji. of T. Journal.

Aoi'tli Biei'ley.

—

Workhovse Lighting.—The L.G.B.
has sanctioned a loan of £1,260 for the purpose of lighting the
Union premises with electricity.

Oldliaiii.—CooLixG Towers.—Objections having been
made to the proposed erection of cooling towers at the Greenhill
electricity works, the Electricity Committee has considered the
question of erecting ornamental towers, but has decided that this

cannot be done, as it would be very expensive ; the Committee has
also expressed the view that the height of the towers cannot be
further reduced without tha efficiency baing greatly impaired.

Shipley.

—

Extension of E.L. Area.—The U.D.C.
has decided to apply for power to supply electricity in the Baildon
district.

Skiptou.

—

Prov. Order.—The U.D.C. has decided to

apply to the B. of T. for a prov. order to supply electricity in the
district, and Mr. W. Emmott, of Halifax, has been appointed
engineer to the scheme.

Soiithaiiiptuu.—The Electricity Committee has under
consideration the question of giving a supply of current to

Melbourne Street, which will necessitate an extension of mains at

a cost of about £1,300.
The surplus on the year's trading of the electricity undertaking

amounted to £r.i,164. This is a decrease on the surplus for the
year 1912-13, which was £20,286.

Southeiid-oii-Sea.—The district auditor has disallowed
the sum of £100 charged in the electric lighting accounts as
expenditure incurred by the Electricity Publicity Committee in
oonneotion with the exhibit of an electrio house at the Kursaal,

Torpoillt.— I'Mil.M Lll.lllI.M. AlillMKAIIo.S'.—As u
result of arbitration between the U.U.C. and the Eleotrto liapply
Co. reBp«-':ting public lighting, the award has been given in favour
of the Council, th; company to pa; £100 damages and S.'6l IS*.

costs.

I .S..4.—New York I'nii.ii; LKiiiTi.v;.—With a view
to reducing the co^t of public lighting, the city authorities pro-

pose replacing the Ktreet arc lamps v/ith nitrogen filled (balf-wati)
tungsten lamps. About lino such lamps of 40U, 600 and 7.'>0 watta
have been installed in some of the principal streets of Manhattan
for comparison with the arc lamp.-i which are in general use. The
New York Edison Co. has submitted tentative prices for the 750-

watt lamp, $107, as against $120 a year for tUme arc lampa ;
.'>00-

watt lamo, $85. against $90; 400-watt limp, !^77, to replace arc
lamps at $99. These prices are based on four renewals a year, bat
up to the present more renewals would be wanted, and the price

would need to be raised. One-year contracts are held with the
electric companies, and, if the new lamps are adopted, the prereat
arc lamps, which are modern, will have to be scrapped.

—

Elec.

World.

W(»herliaiiipt()ii.—The Council lias decided to pay
£500 to the Midland lOlcctric Cirporation for the acquisition of
the right of the latter to supply electrical energy in the pariah of
Bushbury.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

tliei'deen,—The deadlock over the Corporation
provisional order in its relation to the tramway profits has now
been removed. It U understood the Scottish office has agreed to

allow the order to proceed on the understanding that the T.C.
may devote the tramway profits to the common good to the extent
of £2,000.

•liistralia,^Representatives of the City, Borough and
Shire Councils in the vijinity of G^elong (Victoria) are consider-

ing the question of buying out the Geelong electric tramways and
running them as a municipal ente'prife.

The Malvern Tramway Trust (Vic.') has arranged to carry out
the construction of the Malvern Road tramway section, at a
cost of £27,540, and various other tramway works are to be
carried out.

The consulting electrical engineers to the Northern Tramway
Extension League. Victoria, have submitted their report on the
proposed electric tramways in Fitzroy, Northoote, and the shire of
Preston. The length is 5 miles 60 chains, and the estimated cost

is £95,271.

Bolton.

—

Tramway Recoxstuuution.—The work of

reconstruf^ting and doubling the track in St. Helens Road
between Daubhill car shed and Four Lane Ends is to be commenced
during this month.

Bury.

—

Pkoposed Tramway Extensions.—The T.C.
decided on October 29th to apply to the B. of T. forp'iwers to

extend the tramways to Walmersley and along Rochdale Old Road,
from the terminus at Jericho to the borough boundary.

Coiitiiiental Aotes.—Holland.—The Amsterdam
municipal tramway receipts for August and September show a
falling off of nearly 20 per cent., as compared with 1913, the
figures being for 1914 043,673 guilders, and for 1913 812,753
guilders.

A concession has been granted to the Eerste Nederlandsche
Electrische Trammaatschappij for the construction and working
of electric tramways from Haarlem to Bloemendaal and from
Haarlem to Overveen.— /Vmnv/ /;/' T™(/<' Journal.

Spain.—A concession has been granted to Don Jotc F.

Solorzino y Frure for the construction of an electric tramway
from Ferrol to Santa Miria de Neda.

—

Board of Trade Journal.

Ediiibiirn'h.

—

Proposed Tramways.—The T.C. has
adopted the reoommeadation of the Tramways Committee to

include in the provisional order to be promoted in next Session
powers to construct a tramway to Corstorphine, and to carry out
other important extensions.

Liverpool,—The City Council has decided that the

Tramways Committee shall cease all dealings with Thermit, Ltd.,

and the Tudor Co.

London.—The Westminster City Council, last week,
refused to consent to the L.C.C.'s proposal to link up the tramways
at Victoria Station and Westminster Bridge by means of a line

along Victoria Street.

The London United Tramways Co. has deeideJ to inaugurate a
system of half fares for children under 12 years of age, during the
hours from s.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. on week days, and on Saturdays
to 2 p.m.

Rotherliaui.—The T.C. ia to seek compulsory powers
for through running of tramoars between Sheffield and Rotherham,
also the doubling of the tramway track in Effingham and Frederick

Streets, and the extension of the present tramway in Broom and
Wiokersley R-jads.
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Soutliaiiiptoii.-YKAR's WoRKiN.i.-The surplus on

the year's working of the tramway undertaking ^'^oaf^s to

£24,077, showing an increase of £4,592 over the.sarplus for the

previous 12 months.

I S \. Kl<*(tiic Vehicle Association.—The Electrical

Vehicle" Association of America i^ reported to be oonBidenng a

proposaUoorgaaiseatrans.Cjntineitaltrip of an electric motor

vehicle daring the course of next summer.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Vlicn Telephone lns|iector.—An Austrian, named

Deigel (or F. E. Roberts^ employed ae a telephone inapactor at

Wanstead telephone exchange, was charged on October .Jlst

wUh faUing to register, and was sentenced to three month*,

imprisonment.

ilieifs Wireless Installation.—On October 29th, at

Woolwich, H. Focktenberger was charged with fa,iling to register

Ts an alien, and with having in his possesion wireless telegraph

apparatus. He was remanded m custody.

M-UTOUi Sliares.—On October :^Oth an action was

brought by Mr. S. Segar in the King's Bench Division against Mr.

Godfrey Isaacs, managing director of Marconi s ^^
'^fl<^«;.

T«le-

graph Co., Ltd., to recover money lost in connection with the sale

of r large number of Marconi shares under an alleged verbal

agreement, the existence of which was denied by the deEendant

The plaintiff stated that his total losses amounted to about

£32 000 He also claimed that the defendant, as director of the

English" Marconi Co., diverted from that company Profits in which

the plaintiff, as a shareholder of the company, ought to have par-

ticipated. Evidence was given by Mr. Segar in support of the

Se and he was afterwards cross-examined. On Monday the

hearfng was resumed, and the evidence of Sir Thomas Berndge was

taken The case for the defendant was then opened and Mr

Godfrey Isaacs was called ; his cross-examination was begun, and

was continued on Tuesday. The hearing was adiourned.

Kochforrt.—The Board of Guardians has decided that a

Bvstem of intercommunication between the various buildings at

the wwkhouse by telephone shall be installed, at a cost of £104 10s.

Secret Wireless Stations.—In reply to numerous

aoDlications from wireless amateurs for leave to use their installa-

tfons for the detection of secret wireless stations, the Admiralty

has announced that such permiesion cannot be given ;
the success-

ful detection of illicit wireless telegraph stations depends on the

careful collation of relevant observations, and it « obvious that a

Bmall and select body of observers can give much better resulU

tTan a very large number who have not the necessary knowledge

of the circumstances. Illicit wireless
^^^^^',^i\,''f'1Zrl\^^

dangerous must be capable of sending a considerable distance, and

although it is .rue that reception can be carried out to some extent

without a formal and visible aerial, yet transmission to any serious

extent would be impossible.

TelC'ranis in Code.—It is announced that code tele-

grams cannot be accepted for Venezuela, Curacao, Hayti and San

Djmingo.

War Tax on Telephone and Teleuraph.-American

telephone and telegraph companies will be put to considerable

double by the "war revenue tax Bill" which the Government have

, found necessary because of the falling off in Customs receipts

Under thie Hill these companies will be obliged to collect a tax of

1 cent on each telephone and telegraph message for which they

charge the sender 15 cents or more.— £(,•<•///<«; II orUt.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

iberdeen.—November I'.ith. Six or twelve months'

BUDDly of telegraph material and other supplies, for G,N. of Soot-

l3 Railway rarticularB, .^:., from Stores Superintendent,

80, GuUd Street.

Vtherton.—Xovember ISth. One -jriO-KW. single-phase

transformer. Mr, C. T. Astbury, Resident Engineer The D,a bag

also dec'ded to provide another panel for fixing to the e.h.t. board

to control the spare transformers.

Vustralia.—Mki.tovunk.— DoL^mber IGth. Victorian

Railways. Rubber-covered copper wire. Contreol No. 27,706.

Contractors' Room, Spencer Street.
. , » u i .

December I6th. Victorian Railways. 100 neutral track relays

for electrical circuits. Contract 27,712. Contraotors Room,

XTem^'risth. Victorian Railways. Three 50-KW. static

traneformera. Contract 27,727. Contractors Room, bpenotr

Street.

Adelaide.—December 9th. Telephone im-truM er.tn and par1«
,

for the Postmaster-General. See " Oflliial Notices Uotober 2Md.

Bbisbank.—December loth. Switchboard, common battery,

an^omalic or semi-automatic, for the Postmaater-General. Bee

"Official Notices" October 9th.

Sydney.—December 9th. P.M.G. Varioos tele«rr»ph instru-

ments and measuring instrument*.

December 2lBt. City Council. Motor-generators and switchgear

suitable for electric vehicle battery charging. SpecifiiationB,

lOs. 6d,, from City Electrical Engineer.

BiiisiiAXE.—January 6th. P.M.G. raper-insulated, lead-covered

cable (Schedule :i2N). See " Offijial Notices " to-day.

The P M G. for Australia announces that it has been decided to

extend the date for the receipt of tenders to Schedules 304, :ilO.

Hll and 316 to January 13th, 1915, and to cancel the invitation for

tenders to Schedule 314.

Itarnet.—December 7th. Steam boilers and heating and

warming plant, electrical power and lighting plant, electric Uft,

water-saftening plant. Messrs. Williams k Cox, architects, 34,

Henrietta Street, W.C.

Blaclvpool.— November 19th. Corporation. Water-

tube boiler, mechanical etokerB, economiser. steel chimney, coal-

storage hopper, one 1,500-KW. turbo-alt«mator, surface condenser

and auxiliaries. See " Official Notices " f)ctober 23rd.

thathani.—.November 11th. Corporation. Twelve

months' eupplv of incindescent electric lamps, stores, ic, for the

Corporation. Forms of tender from the BDrongh Surveyor 6 Office.

Town H»ll.

(roydon.—November 17th. Two electric motor pumpe

and connections, at South Norwood Siwage Farm. ParticuUrs

from Borough Engineer's office, Town lUU, Croydon.

Dartford.—November isih. U.1>.C. Steam exhaust

and other piping, extension of h.t. cubicles, control board and

cabling. See " Official Notices " to-day,

Ihiblin.—November 9th. Dublin United Tramways Co.

Twelve months' supply of stores, including car fittings, electric

supplies, &c. See " Official Notices" October 23rd.

Corporation. Electric time switches for street lampe, and

radial wave reflectors. See " Official Notices " to-d»y.

llawarden (Flint).— November 11th. K.D.C. Gas

engines, suction gas plant and dynamos, switchboarf, b»l»°°^

and boosters, storage battery, underground mains. See OUici*!

Notices" October L'3rd.

Mandiester.—November 17th. Pitch for paving pur-

poses, for the Tramways Committee. Mr. J. M. McElroy, Genenil

Manager.

l»ort Elizabeth.—November it.th. Municipal Council.

00 Engine-room plant, turbo-generators, h.t. switchgear, convert-

ing plaut ; W) boiler-house plant, boilers, coal conveyor ; (..1 K.u.T.

and telephone cables. See " Olhoial Notices to-day.

Spain.—November 10th. The Spinish Post and Tele-

graph authorities, Madrid. Concession for the construction and

working, during a period of 20 years, of a telephone exchange m
the town of Caceres. „ j -j

November 1 1th. Spanish Post and Telegraph authorities, Madnd.

Concession for the construction and working, during a period of

20 years, of a telephone exchange in the town of Puigcerda.

Tnnbrid-e Wells.—November 7th. Corpc^ration. 12

months- supply of 1..T. and L.T. cables. See "Official Noticee

October 9th.

Wakefield.—December -Ith. Yorkshire (W.K.^ Klectric

Tramways Co., l-td. Twelve months' supply
°'^«^t;^™ J'.'X'

fittings, insulating materials, .V.-. Schedules can be obUine.1 from

the I'entral Ollices, Belle Isle, after November '.'th.

November 10th. Twelve nonths' supply of coal at C.K er ^ ale

electricity works. City ElecUioal Engineer. Old Town liall.

Walsall.— Novenilier 17th. Corporation. Kxtra-high-

teneion cables. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Wiaan.—November nth. T.C. 40 electric torches for

the poUoe. Mr. John S. Peroival, ChicfiConeteble.

York.-November ".Hh. Constructiou of abont U miles

of light railway, excluding overhead electric*! «iuipment_ for

the TO. Mr. F. W. Spurr, City Engineer (returnable deposit 1 5>

CLOSED.

\lier Ha r«oed.—Messrs. ,lohn#on ^t Thillipe. Ltd., have

re«nved an ord'er from the '^hynuiey Valley and 0«ier«lHeotao

Supply C^J., Ltd., for overhead and underground cables, switchgear,

4;o., for Aber Bargoed.
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Aiistnilia.— Ai.iu liv, N.S.W.
—

'I'he Xew South Wnlcs
Government haa accepted the tender of the Bruiih Electriosl
Kngiaeering Co. for cencratinu plant, oondenaers and auxiliarieB
for the eiiuipment of the Albury eleetriuity aupply station.
The followinir tenders have been accepted :

—
Pohtmaatei- (li-ocrars Dt'iiartmoiu, Sydney.—
Switrhlioard, DeiulniuiD, ^eilli lOs. ; ono ditto, Tamwoith, £110.- Uurdiier,

Waorn A Co.

POBtmastor-CTenerarfi nt)[iartment, Victoria.—
Switi^hlioord caljlo, vaiioiis, £111 IOh.—Biitlab O.K. Co.
Petrol driven doaiiiatInK pl»nt, £169.— I.. R., <l. I', and TulCKraph Woik«.
6C0 indicatiirii, JE87 Ids.

; fl.OOO iiluns, 1183 68. 8d.- J. Uuttrum A Bon Pty.
Victoria Railway nepartniont.—

Rollcd-iitefl joists lur ulectrlo oar alicd at Joliinont, £Q per tOD.—Dorman,
l.oTig a Co.

Uolled-Ktttol channels for the elcctriiloation of the suburban lines,
i'U lis. 9d. per ton.-Ciollin * Co. Pty.

Public Works Department, Victoria.—
BO.UOO porcelain insulators, £693 168.—Lawrence & Hanson Electrical

Co., Ltd. —Tender:

Itradlonl.—Mi-. Charles Bell has secured the contract
for a full electric inBtallation at the camp of the Miners' llittalion
of the King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry, which is beint,'

eatablished at Otley.

Itiii'v.—The T.C. has accepted the followinir tenders :
—

Kltotriial Power Storage Co,, Ltd.—Maintenance of storage batlcry at
Roi-luliile Road power station.

Ferranti, Ltd.—Two SSO-KW. transformers.

Hordicster.—The order for the gas engine and plant
for the electricity works extensions has been placed with Messrp.
E S. Uindley & Sons. The enprine will be one of their six-cylinder
vertical type, 120 n.H.r.. running- at ."JOO b.p.m.

liOlidoii.—The Jletropolitan Asylums Board has accepted
the tender of Messrs. Toy iS; Winslow, at £31 ^p., for re-arranging
the liehting in the yard at the head station.
G.P.O —A six raonthe' contrsct for the supply of Osratu lamps

has ag^ain been secured by the General Electric Co., Ltd.

Maids' one.—The T.C. received the following tenders
for cables for extensions :

—

.. (accepted) ffi51

700

Maiiclu'ster.—The Tramways Committee has accepted
*he tender of Messrs. Estler Bros, for steel storage shelving- at the
Hyde Road car defot.
The Education Committee has accepted the tender of Messrs.

J. Bryden & Sons, of South Kensington, for lifts for various schools.
The following tenders have been accepted by the Waterworks

Committee :

—
Copper cnndnetor.—Collier Bros., Manchester.
Cable.—H. Davenport, Wliitefleld.

The Libraries Committee has accepted the following ;

—

Alterations of and additions to the electric lighting installation at Open-
shaw Branch Library.—E. M. Ev.ans.

Electric lighting at tlri Bradford Library, and also at the Carnegie
Library, Didabury.-Maitland it Co.

Xortliaiiiiitoii.— The Borough l<:dncation Committee
has accepted the tender of Messrs. J. A. Biker it Co. for wiring the
Girls' Secondary School for the electric light, and supplying lamps
and fittings, at i:422.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Salford Techaical and Engineering Association.—Saturday, November
7th. At 7 p.m. At Royal Technical Institute, Peel Park, iihort papers
by members (for gold medal).

Institution of Mechanical Engineers (Graduates' Association).—Monday,
November Slih. Ai 8 p m. At St irey's Gate. Paper on •- Some Notes on
the Wear anl Tear of Boilers," by Mr. E. B. W. Maitland.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.- Thursday, November 12th. At 8 p.m.
At VictDria Embankment, W.C. Paper on "Cables," by Mr. C. J. Beaver.

(Scottish Local Section).-Tuesdav. November 10th. At 207, Bath
Street, Glasgow. Inaugural address by Mr, J. Lowson,

Greenock Electrical Society.-Thursdav, November 15th, At 7.46 p m At
21, West Stewart Street. Paper on "Rotary Conveners," by Mr. P. C. Kerr.

Pbysical Society ol London.—Friday, November 13th. At 8 p.m. At 111,3

Imperial College of Science, S^mth Kensington, S.W. Papers on "A B.idge
for ihe Measurement of Self-induction," by Mr. D. O^en, and "On the
Coefficient of Ditfu'ion in Dilute Solutions," by Mr. B. W. Click.

NOTES.

.41i('ii Xaiiie.S.—In order to include quite correctly in
the Universal Electrical Directory all those whose names were
legally altered before or after October 12th, it is requested that their
old and new names, clearly written, shall be sent to the Directory
Department -1, Ludgate Hill, London, E.G., as soon as possible.

Rauge-Fliuler Wanted.—The Royal Naval Division
Engineer Unit, in which so many electrical engineers have
enlisted, is in need of a Barr & Stroud range-finder. The cost of
such an instrument is about £50. In view of the close connection
between this force and the electrical industry, it seems an admir-
able opportunity for some engineer or firm to provide it with an
indispensable item of equipment. Offers should be addressed to
Maj)r Carey, R.E , Royal Naval Division Engineer Unit, Martin
Mill, Kent, mentioning this journal.

I^lcctrkal i'oiiitiT.'ss INisI|m»iic(I.—^ At the rueeting of

the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, held in New York
on October !lth, it was annuuntMjd that, upon the recunmendatiou
of the Executive Committee of the International Electri-ial Con-
gresH Committ«;« on Organisation, the board of directors of the
A.I E.E. hud declared the ('ongrei>H to be poHtponed until Huch tim«
as it might ba found practicable to hold an luternationul KU.ctricul

CongresH in the United Statep. All subsuriptionu to the Congreeii

will be refunded in full. It is probable that a ineeting of the
Institate will be held in San Francisco in Jcne or 8«ptember, 1U16.
—AY.T. Wuild.

\ Laiiit' •• Mo<()irra|»li " SiiiH.

—

\ recent isBue of the
Eli-ctriciil W'nrld describes what is claimed to be the largest

"Motograph" sign in the world, which is installed on a live-

storey Chicago building. In this apparatus the words move acrosp.

tHe screen, enabling the epcctatir to read any desired mestago up
to, say, 150 words. The sign structure is 14,'. ft, long and 50 ft.

high
; the moving letters are 12 ft. high. The lamps in the

motograph panel number about 1,1^00, and are arranged in vertical

lines on about 1 15 socketbo.\rds, each supporting two rows of 20
lamps. In principle eaih lamp socket is wired separately to the
motograph instrument, but in this sign there are four lamps to a
switch, and over ."<0,Oii(' ft. of wire has been used. The switch-
board and motograph apparatus are housed in a roof structure, and
operate automatically. In all, including fixed lamps, some 10,000
lamps are used, ofilO and 5-watt sizes. The Commonwealth Edison
Co. has leased the new sign for some months ; the American patents
for the system are controlled by the Federal Sign System (Electric)

Pafpiits and .\lieii llneiiiics,—Before the Comp-
troller-General of Patents, Mr. Temple Franks, and the cx-
ComptroUer, Sir Cornelius Dilton, at the Patents Court in London
on O.itober 2l8t, Mr. W. L.Turner, of 5, Castle Street, Liverpool,
and Mr. H. A. Blaokwell, of The Albany, Liverpool, applied for

the suspension of two pitents, dated I'.Ul and 11)02, in respect of
welding metal, and for the suspension of the trade-mark
" Thermit," which is the trade-mark of the Thermit Co , Ltd., of

17, Martin Lane, Cannon Street, who carry on the prooeee. The
application was opposed by the Thermit Co.

Mr, Royston, qn behalf of the applicants, said that the shares of
the Thermit Co, were held almost entirely by German share-
holders. Three directors, who lived at Essen, were removed from
office on September Sth, 1914. The invention was largely used in

this country for welding the joints of trams-ay lines, and the Liver-

pool Corporation had held up some of their work until they could
ascertain where they stood. Applicants wished to uje the trade-

mark '' Thermit."
Mr. Turner, who supported the application by evidence,

explained that although anybody could sell the powder under
another name, they were prevented by the patents from using it

for the purpose of welding.
Mr. Farmer, for the opponents, declared that if the applicants

did U6e the powder they would not get results approaching those
of the Thermit Co. The welds would not be strong and permanent.
Originally the Thermit Co. sold the powder, and allowed local

people to do the work. This was not successful, and Corporations,

in view of their experiences, now preferred to have the loan of
one of the company's own men to do the worli.

Replying to the Comptroller-General, Mr. Farmer said that the
company did not make the employment of their own men a condi-

tion of sale. Tne Corporations preferred the company's men to do
it. He added that the shareholders of the compmy had placed it

under the control of a British direotor. All the profits were to be
kept in the country, and what happened to them became one of
the conditions of peace when peace was restored.

Mr. Cjlefas, K C., said that under the proclamation a company
registered in Great Britain was not an alien enemy, however it might
be controlled. There had been no diminution of the Thermit Co.'s

work since the war. The real strength of the position was that,

while one could weld perfectly well under these patents, one could
not weld unless he had the company's secret. The applicants
could weld tramlines without infringing the patents, bat they
would not do the work to the satisfsetion of any Corporation
authority, even if they got a licence under the patents. In this

case the one director had absolute power. No resident in Garminy
had any power to deprive him of his power, or had any power in

the company during the war.
Mr. Sjhultz, the director inquestiin, gave evidence, stating that

he wa^ natualia-d in l:i02, while his father had been naturalised

as a British I idian subject. He bore out the siatemeuta of counsel
as to the position of the company.
The hearing was closed.

St. John AiiiJmlaiut' Departiiient.—-An appeal is

being made for funds by means of a one-shilling collection. The
wonderful work done by the department—which has established

150 hospitals, sent over 200 doctors and nu.'sss to the front, pro-

vided over 5,50J orderlies, and forwarded 748 cases of medical
stores and supplies, including 56,000 articles of clothing—com-
mands our admiration and should compel our support. Donations
should be sent to the Department at Marooni House, Strand,

London, W.C.

Dividend Iteduoed.—A short time before the outbreak
of the war, the AG. Brown-Boveri & Cie., of Baden '(Switzerland),

declarel a dividend of !• per cent, for the year 1913 14, but, in con-
sideration of the later events, and a probable, or, at least, possible,

reduction of activity, it has now been definitely decided to reduce
the dividend to 5 per cent.
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Institution and Lt'ctuie Votes.—Ikox and Stkkl
Institute.—la order to comply with the rules for dealiner with

purely formal business a statutory autumn meetintr is to be held

on Thursday, November i;nh, at II a.m., at 2S, Victoria Street,

S.W. It will be remembered that the autuoin meetinff arranged

for Paris could not be held, and the papers were taken as read.

A Research Prize of the value of £200 has been placed by Sir

Robert A. lladfield, F.R.S., Past President, at the disposal

of the Council, to be awarded for original research work on

the subject of the different forms or combinations of carbon in

iron, steel, and alloys of iron with other elements. lutending

competitors should communicate with Mr. G. C. Lloyd, secretary,

28, Victoria Street, London, S.W.
N(jttim;ha.m Society of Enginehrs.—The first meeting of the

session was held on November 4th. Mr. Wm. Yorath Lewis gave

a lecture on the Niclausae Boiler. On November ISth, Mr. G. W.
Worrall will give a paper on " Electrical Machinery."

NOKTH Staffs. Institute of Mixing and Mkohanicai.
Engineers.—At the meeting held on October 26th a'; Stcke, the

new president, Mr. .1. Gregory, in the course of an address, stated

that to-day, in spite of an enormous increa»3 of depth and load,

there were few instauceg where, in laying out a new colliery, a con-

siderable advantage could not be obtained by the use of electricity.

The length of time occupied in a single wind was so short that the

utmost attention must be devoted to the pariods of acceleration

and deceleration, and it was here that the electric motor scored.

A minor point, but one well worth considering, in the case of deep
shafts, was the even turning moment of an electric motor, which
contributed to the steady running of the winding rope.

With regard to the use of electricity for purposes other than
winding, the extent to v.-hich this method of power tranemission

had already been applied was evident from tlie annual report of

Mr. Johnstone, wherein it was stated that in North Staffordshire

collieries alone, motors aggregating nearly 16,000 h.p. were in us9

at the end of the year 11113.

Mr. Hassam pointed out how very detrimental it was to that

district that they had no large electric power supply to draw upon.

If there were such a supply, quite a numbsr of collieries and
manufactories would electrify very much more than they did to-

day. He was connected with a colliery development which would
probably have been electrified throughout if there had been a large

power supply to draw upon.
Institution of Electrical Engineers. — At the opening

meeting of the r.iH-1.5 session, which was held on the 29Lh ult.,

the distribution of the prizes, premiums, &o., awarded for papers
read during the previous eeesion (see Electrical Review, May
22nd, p. 862) took place.

Mr. Lewellyn Preece presented to the Institution a marble bust
of Michael Faraday, on behalf of the family of the late Sir W. H.
I'reeoe. He referred to the desire expressed by his father on the

last occasion on which he spoke in that hall, that the bust in

question should find its way to the Institution, and mentioned
their indebtedness to the sculptor, Mr. McDougal, and to Dr. S. P.

Thompson, who had paid many visits of inspection to the studio,

for the lifelike resemblance of the work.
Mr. W. Duddell—the retiring president—suitably acknowledged

the gift on behalf of the Institution.

Subsequently, Sir John Snell—the president elect—having taken
the chair. Dr. Thompsjn proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Duddell
for his efforts on behalf of the Institution during the two years in

which he had filled the dillicult office of president. He believed

they had been very prosperous years, and during that time the mem-
bership had inert ased to over 7,000. Prof. Kapp, in seconding,
pointed out that Mr. Duddell was a scientist and, at the same time,

a practical man of business.

The president. Sir John Sncll, then read his address, which we
refer to elsewhere in our columns, and at the conclusion a recep-

tion by the president and Council was held in the common room of
the Institution.

Association oi' Mining Electrical Engineers.—The
opening meeting of the winter session of the Notts, and Derbyshire
branch was held recently at Nottingham. Mr. L. G. F. Routledge
was elected president, and Mr. F. Smith read a paper on " Repairs
to Electrical Plant."

The subject of " Power Factor and its Improvement " was dis-

oueeed by the Yorkshire Branch of the Association, at Leeds, on
Saturday, being introduced in a paper by Mr. L. ^^. F. Routledge.
Rontgen So(;u.;t\.—Oa November :ird Sir A. P. Gould, in the

oourse of his Presidential address, remarked that most of the
members of the Society were engaged in dealing with those
wounded in the present war. When the war broke out the supply
of tubes became restricted. An up-to-date equipment in radio-

graphy was necessary to every institution which dealt with the
wounded. Of all the recent additions to the means of surgical

diagnosis none was attended with such immediate benefit as

radiography.
The Polytechnic ENGiNKKRiNtt Society.—The members of

the Society paid avisif. to the Ediawau Works on November 2nd,
headed by their hon. secretary, Mr. R. Harbjn, when the varions
departments deaUng with lamp and fittmg manufacture were seen
in active operation.

The Junior Institution oi- Engineers.—Mr. Robert Rankin,
B.Sc, lectured recently on " The Workmg of Storage Batteries."

Prevailing m.sunderatandings regarding the completion of the
first charge were dealt with, and the necessity of continuing it

until there was a complete cessation of inoreiwe in specific gravities

and voltages, was emphasised. One fruitful source of trouble
was excessive discharging, and Mr. Rankin described an instrument
which he had invented to enable butlcry operatora to keep within
proper limits, Attention was drawn to the necessity, in the o»8e

of stationary batteries, of keeping proper log-sheets of the workini;,
and of adhering intelligently to a proper set of working instmc-
tione, instead of religiously stopping the discharge at a definite

voltage, and stopping the charge when the ampere-bourf. put back
after a discharge, reached a definite percentage over the latt«r,

both voltage and ampere-hours being indicated by intstrumenta
which might be very inaccurate.
Greenock Electrical Society.—Oq October 29th, Mr.

R. A. D. Macalister read a paper on " The Manufacture of Electric
Cables

"

( onijiensntion iu Itussiii for Daniuircs to Trade.
—The UermanRueeian Association is, according to a report from
Berlin, co-operating with the German Foreign Office with a view
to making preparations for the purpose of working out estimates of
the losses that German firms and interests are likely to suffer in

Russia in consequence of the war, and for which afterwards
compensation will be demanded. All the firms that are interested

in Russia are, therefore, recommended as soon as poesible to com-
municate with the Association, and to give a detailed statement of
their properties in Russia and their stocks of goods stored there
privately at the Castom House or at the railway stores, and,
further, to give a statement of their outstanding debts, and of
how much they fear to lose. The Association will also assist

the trade with the cashing of outstanding debts in Russia, and do
all in its power with the view of securing the payment of same
in the best way.

Itusincss in (ieinian.v.—.\ circular, signed by a iinmber
of German electrical firms, was sent some time ago to

customers, in which the latter were informed that the prices of
electrical g ods were to be raised in consequence of the war. The
firm Dr. Paul Meyer, A.G., of Berlin, which was one of the
signatories, has now announced its withdrawal, and pointed out
that it would attempt as long as possible to keep prices on the
same level as they were before, and further promised to stick to

the old terms for sale, and to keep the same terms of payment.
It makes the reservation that its action is dependent very much
on the position of the copper market and the price of copper,

which, of course, may enforce a slight increase of the price for

manufactures.

Tlu' >Var and Contracts.—The Times reports that the

streets Committee of the City Corporation have requested the
Corporation forthwith to atk the Government to obtain power for

the determination of contracts with companies for the supply of

goods imported from any country with which this country is at

war, or manufactured, or partly manufactured, in any such hostile

country, and for the determination of contracts with companies
which are. or were, on and .subiequently to January 1st, I'.'H,

under the management of, or a majority of whose directors or

shareholders are or were, during that period, born subjects of any
such hostile countries.

Britjsii Trade witli the Straits Settlements.—Mr.
A. Stuart, Registrar of Imports and Exports at Singapore, the
Correspondent of the Board of Trade for the Straits Settlements,

who is now on a visit to England, will attend at the Commercial
Intelligence Branch of the H mrd of Trade, 7:i, ISisinghall Street,

London, E.C., on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, November
17th, !8th and lath, between the hours of 10 a.m. and h p.m., and
will be pleased to see by appointment British manufacturers and
traders not represented in the Straits Settlements, who may desire

to consult him regarding trade conditions and openings in that

Colony. Applications for appointments with Mr. Stuart should be

made promptly to the Director of the Commeroial Intelligence

Branch, as above.

(German Electrical Industry.—The A'.'7»i;>./(- /^n'lunp

of September Kith states that during August the German electrical

trade was, in common with every other branch of industry, thrown
into confusion by the interruption of traffic communications owinjf

to mobilisation. On the resumption of rail traffic, the shortage of

raw material continued to exert a depressing influence, and very

few new orders were placed during the month of August, Subse-

quently some improvement wa.-< observable as far as home orders

were concerned, but export trade appears to have remained entirely

at a standstill. The A. E.G. has been able to keep some of its de-

partments busy with war material, and has also undertaken work
which, in normal times, would not have come within the soope of

its activity.

—

il'Uinl of J'nulf Jour/nil.

Int|iiiries.—The foUowinj- are asked for:—Makers of

glass wool and glass cells as applied to the small accnmulator
trades; makers of the " Atom ' vacuum cleaner ; makers of minia-

ture hotwire ammeters, reading to .S ampere ; makers of cheap
paper-lined brass or tine h.-ll-wire tubing ; makers of metal

cylinders with coloured glaes buU's-eyps, Mn. diameter.

.V|i|)ointnieiits Vacant. — Two assistant oiigineers

(£4S'.;), for Electrical Engineer's Office, P.M.G.'s Department, Mel-

bourne ; shift engineer 1,2:"".), for Sevenoaks and District Elec-

tricity Co.; charge engineer 1,£116"). for Swansea Corporation

Electricity D.<partment ; junior engineers (,2.">s\ for Cleveland and
Durham Ele<.!trio Power, Ltd. ; junior assistant engineers for New-
Ci\stle-ou-Tyne Electric Supply Co. (l.^s."! ; ch»rgc engineer (,i>eriod

of war\ for liurton-upon-Trent Klectriciiy Department (,£•' 5s.);

switchboard assistant t,2.">s,), for Stepney. Particulars are given

in our advertisement pages.

Fatality.—A oorrespoudent states that ou Tuesday
night George Lee, jointer, in the employ of the Ecoles Corporation,

was kille<l electrically at the Cawdor Street electricity works, H«
was 30 years of age.
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I.;U<' ('<)i'i-<>s|M)ii(l('ii('e.

—

BuiTisn Industry and the Wab.

I observe a critici8m in your journal with regard to the book,
" Britieh Induutry and the War, nent to you for review, which, I

think, has been written under a miHapprehenxion.
The trade journal which the InBtitute propoxe to extabliRh iii

a i;eneral trade journal, and not a specialieed one Buuh an your paper
ie well known to be. Vou will readily appreciate that it will be
impOBHible for a general trade journal to cover the Rrouml in your
eeotion as oomprehenBively ae yourBelf. My remirkB, therefore,

wore not intended to apply to your Bpecial journal, but to c;eneral

trade journals, such a8 the Board of Trade and Chambers of

Commerce, ko.

I am Borry it haa been miBanderxtood, and I am havinf; the par-

ticular part modified bo aa to make the point iiuite clear.

If it is neceseary to have flpecialised trade orKanifationB, it is

as surely esflential to have Bpecialiaed trade journals, and you may
rest assured that, aa far as the Institute is concerned, it will do
everything it possibly can to advance yonr interests, and in doirp
this we will bo automatically advancing in the interests of epecia-

liaed trades. In the circumstances the Institute will do everythintj
it possibly can to increase the circulation and usefulness of your
journal, and our services are always at your disposal for that
purpose. J. Taylor Peddie,

Chalrmiin, J'rorixional Ori/aiiisini/ Cummittee.

London, W.C, .\nrember 3nl, 1914.

[It is comforting to have Mr. Taylor Peddie's assurance that he
did not mean our humble selves when he called the " usual trade
journals," "deadly in character." We never thought he did, or we
should have taken no notice of the matter. But it must be very
disconcerting for the lloanl of Tradi' Journal and the f.ondon
Chiimhcr of Coinmerct Journal—useful publications, from which we
ourselves frequently find it necessary to quote—to be told that
that particular remark was intended for them. With all due
respect to Mr. Peddie, we venture to think that in his efforts to
explain himself he does not impTove the situation. No worthy
attempt to assist British trade and industry is going to make rapid
headway or receive proper support if its originators go needlessly
out of their way to reflect upon what others are doing. However,
the author is going to make his meaning quite clear—presumably
in later editions of the book when they are required—and we are
proud to know that both he and the Institute have it in their hearts
to assist the Electrical Review to increase both its circulation
and its usefulness.

—

Eds. E R.]

Shoitliaiid Typists from Berlin.— Mr. Geo. de
Curtis, of the P.O. Eagineering Department, Kingsland Green, N E.,
informs us that a number of English lady typists, until lately in
the employ of a leading German electrical company in Berlin,
have been obliged to return home owing to the strong feeling
against all English people in that city, and are now seeking
situations in this country. These ladies are exceptionally skilful
and well versed in language', and should prove very useful to
British electrical firms. Communications addressed to Mr. Geo. de
Curtis, care of this office, will be duly forwarded.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
r/i e Editort invite electrical engineers, whether connected with the
technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,
also electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the
Electrical Bkview posted as to their movements.

(eutral Station Officials.—Mr. R. Lawton. of the
Leigh Borough Accountants' department, has been appointed clerk
and meter inspector in the electricity department.

TraniMay Oflicials.— Councillor E. Heap, chairman of
the Burnley Corporation Tramways Committee, informed the Town
Council on October 29th that Mr. Mozlet, the tramways manager,
was a true-born Englishman, having been born near Sheffield.

Cieneral.—The Birmingham Daihj Post states that
Corporal Willtajh Butt, of the Riyal Engineers Telegraph
Section, a native of Dorchester, has been presented by the French
Government with the military medal of the Legion of Honour for
distinguished service at the front. The presentation was made by
Sir John French in the presence of his staff.

Mr. Arthur Cart Scholz, electrical engineer, of 442, Slade
Uiad, Edgbaston, Birmingham, who is a British subject, born at
AHton Manor, has by deed poll assumed the name of Arthur
C larles.

Mr. W. ScHMAHL, managing director of the Armordact Manu-
facturing Co., Ltd., announces that in the interests of his wife and
children, who are English by birth, he has altered his name to
W, RitcliffeSmall. Mr. Sohmahl has been in this country since
he was 20 years of age, has been naturalised for a number of years,
all his ties and sympathies are in this country, and he has no desire
or intention to transfer them to any other.
The marriage took place at All Saints' Church, Langton, Tun-

bridge Wells, on October 31st, of Mr. Pebct G. Hobbs, of the
Electrical Installation Co., Tunbridge Wells, and Miss Winifred Ida
Hoptroff, of Langton. The bridegroom, who is serving with the
30th Company, Royal Engineers at Plymouth, was granted 48 hours'
leave for the happy occasion, and was attended by his best man,

Trooper 1). HoptrolT, of the Uoyal West Kant Veomanry. The
presents included a tantalus from the ataff of the Electrical Inatal-

lation Co.

Mk. J. J. Kaston has joined the board of directors of Hiemens
Brothers Sl Co., Ltd.

Obituary.— Mit. .Stuaut liirnAun.-ns.—We rejjrel to
Irarn that .Mr. Stuart Richardson, city electrical engineer, of Wel-
lington, New Zealand, was taken ill after attending a meeting of
the Tramway Board on September 10th and passed away on the
following day. Mr. Richardson was born at .Swansea in IHti.s, and
as a young man spent Bome years in Australia, (^n returning to

England he entered the Brush Co.'s worka at Loughborough, where
he was trained as an electrical engineer. Afterwards he entcre<l

the service of the Corporation of Leicester and was appointed chief

electrical engineer. In inys* he went out to New Zealand aB

engineer and manager to the Electrical Syndicate which then
controlled the electric lighting of the City of Wellington. On the
termination of his engagement with the ayndicate he entered the
service of the Wellington Corporation, which was then inBtalling

the electric tramway system. In 190.'i he was appointed tramways
and electrical engineer to the Corporation, and this position he
held until his death. Mr. Richardson, who waH a member of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, was held in high esteem by
those connected with the electrical and tramway industries, not
only in Wellington, but throughout the Dominion.
Mr. C. Clarke.—The death is reported, after a brief illnesa, of

Mr. Claud Clarke, superintendent for the Scottish Central Power Co.

at Falkirk, at the age of 24 years. I laceased was trained at the
St. Helens Corporation Electricity Works under Mr. E. M. HoUings-
worth, and later studied at Glasgow University, where he passed
his Inter. B.Sc. examination.
Mr. a. D. BiiuADi;ENT.—We regret to state that Mr. A. I).

Broadbent, of Perth, W. i., who, aa reported in our last issue, was
shot by some person unknown, succumbed to his injuries on
September 20th, after enduring great pain for nine days. He
leaves a widow and two children. He had been chief assistant to

his brother (Mr. Herbert Broadbent, city electrical engineer)
practically from the commencement of the undertaking, and his

services were highly valued by the Corporation, which recently
presented him with a handsome honorarium in recognition of his

efficient conduct of the works during a visit of his chief to this

country ; he was also exceedingly popular with the staff.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Iniplitico, Ltd. (138,160).—This company was regristered on
Ootober 80th, with a capital of £3,000 in J£l shares, to carry on the buainess of
eiectrlciaoF. mechanical engineers, manufactarers, workers of electricity,
iiiotive power and light, &c. The sub'^cribers (with one Rhare each) are:—
W. R. Lambert, 26, AvioKton Grove, Penge, 8.E,, electrical engineer ; H. 8.
Lambert, 203. Waller Road, New Cross, 8.E. (electrical engineer). Private
company. W. R. Lambert and H. B. Lambert are p9rm*nent governing
directors; special qualifioalion, £500. Registered office, 2-6, Poaock Street,
Blackfriars, S.E.

Tyne Glass "Works, Ltd. (138,170).—Thia company was reeris-
tered on Ootober bOth, with a capital of £2,000 in £1 shares (500 " A " and
1,500 *' B ">, to carry on the business of glass manufacturers, workers, blDwers,
cutters, engravers, embossers, riveters, aiiverers, stainers, sioppers, grinders,
polishers, drillers and perforators, &c., and to carrv into effect two contracts
(a) with T. W. Ferry and (b) with Pope's Electric Lamp Cq., Ltd. The sub-
scribers are:—M.'W. D'Connell, 18, Nicol Road, Harlesden, N.W.. e'ectric
lamp manufacturer, one "B " share ; T. W.Ferry, Inglewood, Low Fell, Co.
Durham, glass manufacturer, one ''A" ehare. Private company. The
number of directors is not to be less than two or more than fudr ; the first

are M. W. O'Connell and T. W. Ferry (both permanent) : qualification, £250.
Registered ofHce, 68, Pipewellgate, Gateshead-on-Tyne, Durham.

Allies Electric Lamp Co., Ltd, (138 125).—This company was
registered on October 28th, with a capital of £3,000 in £1 sharas, to carry on
the business of manufacturers, importers, exporters, repairers and fitters of,

and dealers In, electric lamps, glass blowers, manufacturers of, and dealers in,

glass, wire, drawn wire, metallic filaments, wolfram, platinum and other
metals, electricians, electrical and mechanical engineers, suppliers of elec-
trical energy, &c. The subscribers (with oue share each) are :—J. S. Bithry,
13, Cromwell Avenue, Highgate, N., shipping agent; R. W. Latimer, 18,

Caxton Road, Shepherd's Bush, W., electrician. Private Company. The
number of directors is not to be less *;han two or more than five; the first are
not named. Solicitor engaged in formation of company, L. G. Crauford, 09,
Chancery Lane, W.C,

High Speed Steel Alloys, Ltd. (1S8, 130).—This company
was registered on October 2Sth with a capital of £50,C0O in £1 shares, to carry
on the business of manufacturers of and dealers in tungsten, molybdenum,
vanadium, chrome and any other metals or subatances used in connection with
the manufacture of steel, general merchants, miners, ironmasters, smelters,
engineers, manufacturers of chemicals, ironfounders, &c. The subscribers
(wich one share each) are:—A Balfour, Dannemira dteel Works, Sheffield,
steel manufacturer; A. J. Hobson, Suffolk Works, Sheffield, steel manufac-
turer. Private compiny. The number of directcis is not to be less than four
or more than seven: the firsB are A. Balfour, A. J. Hobson, F. Best, Norfolk
Works, Sheffield; H. H. SmitliCarrington, Opeoshaw, near Manchester; W.
Clark, lliver Don Works, Sheffield : and 0. W. Fawoett, Clyde Steel Works,
SheffleM; qualification, £200; remuneration, £lO0 each per annum, and an
additional £20 for each 1 per cent, dividend ia excess of 5 per cent. Regis-
tered office, 13, E^t Parade, Sheffield.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

St. Helen's Cable and Rubber Co., Ltd.—Snb-morteage, as
collateral security, dated October Ist, 1911, to secure £15,834 owing to the
oompany, and land, building, hereditaments and premises at WarriuE^ton,
and machinery, &o., therein, subject to redemption under martgage dated
September 30th. Holder : Sir Joseph Beecham, Bart., Bt. Helens.

Reason Mannfactiirin^ Co., Ltd.—A memorandum of deposit
in full, on September 28th, 19L4, of debs., dated October Ist, 1906, securing
£12,500, has been filed.
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8pen8erx, Ltd.—lanue on Ostober \Uh, 1!)14, of £400 debs., part
of a soriL'S of which particulars have already hcen fllod.

Cutting Krothers, Ltd.—Issue on October 10th, 1914, of £200
debs., part uf a series ol which particulars have already been fllcd.

Abcrdiire Electrical Co., Ltd.— ParUculars of £.500
debentures, created October 18th, 1011, tiled pursuant to Beo. 93 (.1) of the
Oompinies' (Consolidationt Act, 190H, the whole amount being now issued.

Proporty chafKed: The conipany's propcity, present and future, including
uncalled capital. No trustucs.

Topsham Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.--lBBue on October
15th, 1911, of i;:tOO debentures, part of a series of which particulars have
already been llted.

Chippinjir Norton Electric Supply Co., Ltd,—Particulars of
£4,000 debs., created Ootohjr 20th, 19i4, filed pursuant to Sec. 93 (.1) of

the Companies' (Consolidation) Act, 1908, the whole amount being now
issued. Property charged ; The company's undertaking and property, pre-
sent and future, inctu'liuf^ uncalled capital. No trustees.

Carniiirtlien Electric Supply Co,, Ltd.—A memorandum of
satisfaction in full on April 14th. 1911, of debs. (<0 dated :March UOtb, 1911,

aecoring ilGCO, and |ii| dated February 'iiai, 1911, aud March 25th, 1914, aecar-
ing £2.350, has been filed.

CITY^ NOTES.

Vera C'liiz Electric lA'xlit, Powci' and Tiactioii. I^td.

The directors' report for the year ended December :Uat, 11113,

shows that the net profits in Mexico for the year 1913 amount to

S378,:i04 (Mex.), with an increase of Sii(i,;i:;U. Reckoning the
earnings at the parity of exchange there is a balance, after meet-
ing all expenses and debenture interest, of JE23,',lS.i, but owing to

the heavy loss in exchange, which amounted to £10,497, the avail-

able balance of profit is reduced to £1.3,488 plus £4,.i01» brought
forward. Deducting the transfer to depreciation and general

reserve account, £'),000, there is a balance of £12,ii97, which,
owing to the disturbed state of Mexico and the uncertain state of

exchange is to be carried forward. Notwithstanding the political

disturbances in Mexico, the property of the company has suffered

little damage. The supply of power from the Puebla Tramway,
Light and Power Co. is not yet available owing to thete disturb-

ances, but it is hoped that the transmission line to Vera Cruz will

be completed shortly. An extension of the tramway system is

under construction and should be cDmpleted in the next few
months.

The seventh annual meeting was fixed to take place on
Ootober 28th, at Salisbury House, E.G. At the time fixed for

holding the meeting there were no shareholders present, and the
secretary announced to the Press that no meeting would be held.

In reply to a question as to whether the directors would not be

present, the secretary said they formed a (|uorum and would hold

a meeting in another room. He proceeded to collect his books
and left tho room, and before our reporter had written half this

paragraph he returned and announced that the report had been
adopted and the retiring directors and auditors re-elected.

Ferraiiti, htil,

Mu. A. W. T.MT pro.sklixl on October 30tli i\t the auuual meet-
ing, held at the office.^. Central House, Kiiigsway.

iu prup<ising the atloption of the report (Ki.EU. Rev., p. 568)
the Cn.MKiiAN said that the trading profit for the year was
.i;i7,257, as coiiipare<l with ^59,591) for the previous year, or
a, decrease of iil'J.liUi. The decrease was due in a considerable
iiieasure to tho discontinuance of large switch-gear woft and
the building up of new business in switch-gear details. It waa
hardly jiossible to expect that so large a change in one of tho
jirineipal departments of the company's husinesw could he
rIVocted withimt a certain amount of di.slocation ami falling olT

iu one class of orders before the necessary orders in .substitu-

tion could be obtained to an adequate degree. Ue was pleai^eil

to say, however, that considerable advance had been luade
diiring the year in c<ii'.ipleting the company's designs in cer-

tain lines of detail switch-gear, power transformers, etc., and
had it not been for the unfortunate conditions created by the
war it would have been rea,sonable to expect that the trading
fur the current year would have cc>nsiderably beneliti-d there-
by. .Vnother matter which eontrilnited to the decrease was
tlic fallnig off in export business due to monetao" conditions

in certain countries. That applied more particularly to Canada,
where for some years past the company had carried on nn
increasingly profitable business; but. ns they were aware, the
monetaiy conditions in that country f<ir s<ime considerable
time past had been unsatisfactory, and, owing t«i the restric-

tion of credit, there bad been a necessary restriction of busi-
ness. They i-egarded that as a more or less temjiorary stoppage
in the development of a country in which there was bound
t<i be in the future a very large call for (be articles wliieh the
company mamifaetured. General establishnuMit charges showed
a decrea.se of ,i''2..').5l as compared willi the previous year.
Since the close of the year certain economies Iiad been effected.

and it was reasonable to expect some further decroa.'^e in that
fmuie during the current twelve months. Repaira and re-

newals amounted to f-l.fiSO. a decrease of .f-2,0f>0. The net
result for the year, before charging interest, wna a balance
of iMn,77('. against f-23,14.1, or a decrease of f8,W7. The

intereat charges amounted to i8,178, approximately the same
as last year, and they had, afl UBual, placed i'lo.'J'yj to depre-
ciation reserve, leaving a baiunce of ii

'

'.'ier

Willi i'f.yJ, the balance at credit at '.J'' a
total of i''2,050 to carry fonvard. Pro<;. '.he

balance sheet, the Chairman said that u,.- it'-.i. • i plant,

machinery, tools and fixtures at ili0,9t>j showed an increaee
of ±5,131 over the previous year. Expenditure on work in

band at JKOo.bC'i showed a decrease of JtU,4.>5. A certain

amount of that decrease was to be accounted for by the falling

o!l of business in certain lines, but more particularly by the
supervision which had been exercised in the matter of stock
uf meters aud stock parts. Stocks and stfjres on hand, £°21,^21,

was approximately the same figure as last year. Sundry
debtors, after making reserve for bad and doubtful dcbta,

stoixl at £-59,703, a decrease of i;6,3;33. Goodwill and patent
rights remained at the fixed figure of ±'C9,546. On the liability

side, first mortgage debenture stcxk at ±'90,000 showed a
dccreiusc of .t'CtHJO, due to the applic.ition of the sinking fund.

Sundry creditors st<xxl at ±37,(>^1, which was a substantial

decrease of ±13,3.00 as compared with the prenous year. 'l"he

depreciation reserve account, with the ±10,000 added this

year, now stood at ±66,350. If they added the ±-2'2,(J00 in

the general reserve they had a total of ±8tt,:i50, which was a,

substantial figure as against the depreciation in leasehold

land, buildings, plant and machinery, and for writing down
the item of ginxlwill. .\s he stated at the last meeting, it was
not intendetl to deal with the application of these re8er^e8

until 1917, when the whole position of the capital account
would have to be revised. With regard to business generally,

it would, of course, be idle for him to make any forecast as

to the prospects of the business for the current year, but had
it not been lor the conditions created by the war he believed

they could have looked forward for a substantial increase in

business, with the probability of a repetition of the results

for the year 1913, which were the best in the history of the

company since its re-organisation. They must, however, look

at the position as it existed now, with the prospect that, no
matter for what length of time the present disastrous war
might continue, financial and business affairs would be
seriously affected for some considerable time to oome. The
dirwtors, aided by the managers of the_ various departments.
had instituted considerable economies which had not in any
way afl'ectcHl the efficiency of the business, but which would
enable it to meet the decrease of business during the period

of depression. He was pleased to say, however, that the

falling off in orders received was not so large as might be
expecte<l, and, in fact, over the last few weeks the prospects

showe<l considerable improvemeiit, and he believed that im-
provement would continue and increase if the parties at the

liead of international financial affairs could quickly bring about

some re-establishment of international exchange. That had
been, and was still, one of the most .serious ditHcuIties with
which manufacturers had had to contend in carrj-ing on busi-

mss with the British Colonies and with other countries during
the last few weeks. Tlie company's works were now up to a
high standard of efficiency as reganled plant, not only to

cope with the existing volume of turnover, but also to deal

with a substantial increase when the same arose., and there

was every reason to hope that when conditions returned more
or less to the normal, the development which had been prtv-

gressive for stime years past would re-assert itself. He could

not conclude without referring to the very great loss which
the company had suffered through the death of Mr. .\. Bruce
Andei-son. the managing dirtx-tor, who was drowne<l in the
sinking of the Empress of Iretiind last May. Mr. .\nderson

had been on a visit to Canada in connection with the com-
pany's affairs there, as had been his custom for s<irae years
past, and by an unhappy fate he s;iiled by the Empress of
Irchiird, although it had been his previous custom always to

return via New York, Mr. Anders<in had been connected with
(be company for a very long time, practically being associatoil

with it from the commencement. Ilo had a thorough and
intimate grasp of its affairs, having grown up with the busi-

ness, and the satisfactory progressive results which had been
shown ever since the iv-(^rganisntion of tho ciinipany were
very largely due to the ability and knowledge which he
exhibited in the conduct of its affairs as managing director.

.\s be was cut down in the prime of life, and while in the
midst of establishing his [xi.sition in the cf>mmereial world.
it was hardly to be ex(v>cted that he had been able to make
any substantial pwvision tor his wiilow and children. The
directors, therefore, felt that it was incumbent uinm them to

make some provision for his widow, and they had. therefore,
granted to Mrs. .Vnders^n a pension of f^KKIa year and £\M
to each of hits thive childn^n until they resi-KN-tively reachwl
the age of 18 years, at the end of which time the whole pen-
sion expircHl. He thoutiht that was the le.ast tho o^mpiinv
could do a.s some small measure of r<yr>mprnse f.ir the life

work of Mr. Andersiin in connection with the affairs of the
company. No stops had yet been t.iken to apixMuf anyone to
fill the vacancy caused by Mr. /Vndei-son's death, although the
matter had had the careful att<Mition of the dirjx-t<^rs. He w.is

plea.sed to say that the manncers of (he various departments,
ttigether with the Seerefjiry. Mr. Morris, had ablv assistetl the
Ix^ard in carrying on the com|>any's affairs, and W desin^d to
nvord the dircotore" appreciation of (his as,sistance during a
trying period.

Mr. Aiixnun W'Hrrr.AKER sov-onded the motion, which waa
adopted without discussion.
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north Nrtropolitan Electrir Power Sii|i|ily Co.

—

The financial Tinif.i statee that a apeoial general meeting of the
holders of the preferenue fttock is to be held on 11th inHt. to uon-
Hider a resolution authorising the oompauy to convert the extHtiug
i;:'>UO,00>i of preference stock into fully-paid G per cent, cumulative
a 1 preference aharea.

Ilcductioii of ('a|iifal.—National Ki.kctric Cu.n-

BTUi'CTloN Co., I,Ti>. (AM) Uki).).—A petition for conflrming the
reduction of the capital from £250,000 to £12r.,0(iO ia to be heard
on .November 13th.

W«'st Vfi'icail Tt'Ieurapli Co,. Ltd.—Inttrim dividend
at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum, free of income-tikz, for the
patit half-year.

Itri.slianc Klcctiic Traiinvavs Iiivcstiiit-iit Co,. Ltd.
— Interim dividend at the rate of .S per cent, per annum, free of

noome-tax, on the ordinary sharee for the past half-year.

Iiiitfd Eh'ctiic Traiiiwajs Co. of Caracas, litd.

—

The directors announce that during the period of the present war
they consider it desirable that profits should, so far as the other
interests of the company permit, be fully divided among the share-
holders. They therefore requested the local company to declare a
dividend which would absorb the whole of their net profits for the
past 12 months. The net revenue to .June HOth shows a disposable
balance £iy,yO(i. A dividend for year of 7 percent, and a bonus
of -1 ppr cent, (less tax) are to be paid, absorbing £l.s,700, leaving
.*; 1,2(11) to be carried forward. The profits of the local company
again show a gratifying increase. The net receipts were £31,761,
an increase of £.t,322.

Lima Liulit. Power and Tramways Co.—A general
meeting of holders of first mortgage debentures will be held on
November 18th, for the purpose of passing an extraordinary reso-

lution assenting to the postponement of the redemption of deben-
tures until the expiration of one year after peace has been declared
by all the powers involved in the present European war. No
dividends are to be paid until after these payments shall have been
renewed.

—

Financial Tunes.

Western Telenrajdi Co., Ltd.—The directors report
that for the year ended June 30th, 1914, the revenue amounted to

£!)02,837 and the working expenses to £389,;il3. After providing
£32,747 for debenture stock interest, and £18,447 for income-tax,
there remains £401,700 plus £37 008 brought forward, making a
total of £498,708. Three interim dividends, amounting to £93,.")68

have been paid, £160,000 transferred to the general reserve fund,
£30,000 to the land and buildings depreciation fund, and £ 130,0uC
to the provision on account of investment tluetuations. The
directors now recommend the declaration of a final dividend of
3s. per share, making, with the interim dividends, a total dividend
of (i per cent, for the year, also the payment of a bonus of 28.

per share, both free of income-tax, which together will amount to

£.51,982, leaving £33,ir)7 to be carried forward. The dividend
and bonus will be payable on November 12th.

Buenos Avres Tramways Co. (1904), Ltd.—The
directors have declared a dividend of Is. 3d. per share (5 per cent,
per annum), less income-tax, for the three months ended Sep-
tember 30th, payable November 17th.

Metroitolitan Electric Supply Co., Ltd. — The
directors have declared payment of the postponed interim dividend
for the half-year to Jane 30th last, at the rate of 4 per cent,

per annum.

Craiflil»ark Electric Cable Co., Ltd.—Interim divi-

dend on the 6 per cent, preference shares, less tax, is payable on
November 11th.

Ciermany.— The Elektra A.G. of Dresden.—
According to the balance-sheet of this company for 1913-14, which
baa been published recently, the profits for the year amounted to
£18,900, or practically the same amount as in 1912-13. At the
general meeting was declared a dividend of 6 per cent. The capital
of the company is £225,000. in addition to which it has also a loan
of £112,500.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

The scheme formulated by the Government, whereby loans from
bankers to London Stock Exchange members shall, for practical

purposes, be suspended until a year after conclusion of peace, met
with cordial welcome at the hands of members. Some of them
went so far as to say that the Government plan would have the

effect of saving at least 75 per cent, of members from failure—or

liquidation, as the official word now is. The simplicity of the
fcoheme is striking, and it must needs be followed by amplification

of details, with exteusion of its principles, by new rales from the
Stock Exchange. These may b« published before this is ; but, in

the interval of waiting, businetui is tame.

One result of the (lovernment scheme has been to revive antici-

pation of early re-opening of the House. Sjme members think that
business will be started up otiinally on November IHth, when
another settlement falls due to be arranged, but the pessimistn pot
a later date upon the re-opening, and they are much more likely

to prove right. The Treasury now controls the time when the
Stock Exchange shall ollicially start business again, and this

means, in other words, that for the time being the House becomes
nationalised !

That there must be a host of new ijsaeB forthcomicg, and that
before long, is regarded as a certainty, unless the Government
steps in and intimates plainly that other borrowers, who do not
require money for war purposes, will not be considered as honoured
guests in the financial fields jubt now. Promoters are well enough
aware of this, and, besides, there is the difticulty of getting under-
writers to take np lines of new stock at the present time Were
this not 80, certain new issues would be forthcoming within the
next few days ; but borrowers are obliged to curb their desires

to vanishing point.

The London County Council has this week published long report'
upon its scheme, which comes before it on November 10th, for the
linking-up of the electrical interests of the metropolis. Under
the present proposals an issue of about five million pounds sterling

would be involved, spread over a period of five years, and, as we
were saying last week, this may prove to bs the rock upon which
the Hill will suffer possible shipwreck, because of the Govern-
ment's wish to borrow as much as possible of the floating supply
of capital now on hand.

We have been asked to give a table of the yields obtainable from
Telegraph stocks and shares, in view of the flourishing buBioess

which the companies are doing, and the fact that the current year
has witnessed heavy falls in most of the leading varieties. Figaree
something similar to the annexed have been published from time
to time, but this table rounds off the information to date. la
one or two cases it is more easy to sell than it is to bay stock :—

,

Btock or share. Price. Dividend. Yield.

Anglo-American Preferred . . .

.

101 6 *-^ i'5 18 10
Eastern Extension \\% 7 % 6 2
Eastern Telegrajih Ordinary . . .

.

125* 7 % 6 11 7
Globe Ordinary ; lOJ 6 'i, 6 14 3
Globe Preference ISJ 6% 4 18
Western Telegraph laj 7 % 6 11
Cuba Sabmarine 8* 6% 712
Direct United States CJ 4% 680
The River Plate Electricity Supply Company should have had no

difficulty in getting its new capital subscribed, because, before the
lists closed on November 5th, there was already a small premium
on both classes of stock. Jobbers were bidding f.^ premium per
cent, for each kind—Preference and Ordinary. Tne latter ought,
of course, to stand very substantially higher, and is likely to do so

as soon as the issue settles down into permanent hands.

The Lima L'ght, Power and Tramways Company will hold a
meeting on November 18th, in order to submit a resolution to the
First Mortgage Debenture holders, postponing redemption of the
Debjutures until the expiration of one year after peace is declared

by all the Powers involved in the present European war. The
•immediate result would be to suspend the payment, which
would be required for sinking fnnd purchases. The resolution

further provides that no dividend shall be paid by the Company
until the sinking fund payments shall have been renewed. The
directors state that the necessity for doing this has been brought
about entirely by the European war.

Brazil Tractions have been fluctuating between 49 and 46J, being
now about 48}. Adelaide Electric Supply Debenture stock has
hardened to IO24. Calgary Power 5 per cent. Bonds were done
the other day at 85J. Winnipeg Debenture is offered at 91J, free

of stamp duty. There are a few Philadelphia Company Bonds
changing hands. The inquiry for Anglo-Argentine Tramways
4 per cent. Debenture is still noticeable, the price keeping very

hard at 85 ; and the 5 per cent. Debenture stock remains in the

neighbourhood of 88i.

Loudon Electric Supply shares are exceedingly quiet, pendirg
the developments in connection with the L.C.C. proposals already

mentioned. London Debenture stock has been wanted at 89, and
several other Debenture stocks can be placed with ease. This
week's order with reference to the lights of London, while
insisting upon the powers of the Admiralty and Police, have been

read by some people as a gentle hint that alight relaxation of the

stringency may be permitted. Possibly this is to bring the official

attitude into line with that adopted by certain districts round
London, where shopkeepers, in particular, have treated the
instructions with indulgence. London United Tramway Debenture
stock is called 60-05, but it is problematical whether dealings could

take place on that basis.

The Manufacturing division keeps steady. Edison & Swan
partly-paid at 53. and the fully-paid at Ij. are firm. Westinghouse
Preference keeps at 303. Crompton Ordinary and Prefer-

ence are 5s. and lOs. respectively. Small amounts of

British Electric 5 per cent. Debenture stock have been done on
the basis of 87i. The rubber market is quiet and uninteresting,

but there may be significance in the fact that buying orders for

shares reached Stock Exchange brokers early this week from large

firms in Amsterdam closely connected with the raw rubber

industry, The armament group is moderately active, with prices

moving on a very narrow plane,
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U.S.A. SAFETY RULES FOR THE
OPERATION OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

AND LINES.*

{Concluded from page 581.)

The general rules for the employe comprise

general precautions in operation, in handling live

equipment and lines, the "killing" or making dead

of equipment and lines and moving parts, and making
protective " grounds." The employe must be pre-

pared at any time to show his knowledge of the rules
;

he is enjoined to be cautious, to keep away from

danger, to warn others of danger, to treat every-

thing as live unless positively known to be dead.

Many of the requirements are very e.xcellent, but

are nothing more than such as would be naturally

observed by a man who knows his job, and accord-

ing to a previous rule already referred to, only com-
petent men may be employed. Some of the require-

ments, however, seem to assume that the employe
is either not qualified for the work or is not in that
" competent mental and physical condition " prev-

iously specified. Thus "no employe shall touch two
parts of different potentials at the same tim€ " is an

injunction which ought to be superfluous. If the

employe is competent to know that the two parts

are at different potentials, the requirement suggests

a prohibition against suicide rather than a precau-

tion against accident. Again, " accidental contacts

with live parts should be carefully avoided," and
" slipping or stumbling or moving backwards should

be carefully avoided," beg the whole question, the

actions referred to being essentially in the nature

of accident.

That it should be thought necessary to include

such clauses in the rules shows the weakness of

attempting to ensure safety by mere personal in-

structions without first providing for the protection

or screening of the apparatus and conductors. Thus,
the rule dealine with handling of live equipment
and lines at extra high potential requirs that " no
employe shall come or bring any conducting object

within the distances named below, from any exposed
ungrounded live part at or above the voltages

specified :
—
Voltage. Distance (feet).

7,500 2

-7,000 3

47,000 4

70,000 6

No wonder that the employe who is pernntted to

work within easy reach of e.xposed conductors at

20,000 volts is enjoined not to slip or to stumble or

to make accidental contact with the conductors

!

Under the Factory Act Regulations in this country

all conductors are required to be safe by position,

i.e., out of reach, or they must be protected, and
even in the case of high-tension switchboai-ds all

conductors within reach must be protected.

A useful rule refers to verbal messages, and re-

quires the receiver to repeat the message to the

sender and to secure his acknowledgment. .Serious

accidents have occurred in this country through the

misunderstanding of messages. If the message is

telephonic there is no difficulty or delay in the re-

peating of it. If transmitted by messenger to a dis-

tance there may be much delay in the repetition and
acknowledgment, the ground having to he traversed

tliree times, but messages sent to a distance could
generally be in writing.

There are numerous other general rules covering
such m.'ittcrs as reporting clear when lines have been
made dead, as to attachment and removal of " men-
at-work " tags, making grounds, operating switch-

gear, etc. Employes are instructed not to place

dependence for their safety on the insulating cover-
ing of wires, not to work from above on live parts

* U.S.A. Department o( Commerce. Circular of the Bureau of

Standards, Nd. 49.

when work can be done from below, not to operate

isolating switches unless the circuit has been inter-

rupted elsewhere, not to open secondar)- circuits of

current transformers, etc.

The third section of the rules, comprising the

special rules for employes, deals with the operation

of power stations, switchboards, overhead lines, arc

lamps, underground apparatus, meters, testing,

signal lines and sub-ways. These rules are again

numerous, and though for the most part they are

quite sound, the bulk of them are of a most elemen-

tary character and suitable for the instruction of

persons quite ignorant of or new to the work, and
are of little general interest, as, for instance, the

followmg from the Power Station section:—
Do not allow oil cans, tools and wiping cloths to

catch in moving parts of machinery.

Do not work on or near exposed live parts unless

authorised to do so.

In handling fuses or switches, use only the insu-

lating handles or the special rods or tongs provided.

When working in an elevated position, keep tools

and materials not in use in proper receptacles, and

do not drop tools or materials.

Several of the requirements are repeated in the

other sections.

Some of the dangers would again be more satis-

factorily met by regulations for protection of the

apparatus. Thus, in regard to switchboard opera-

tion, " When working near fuses and circuit-

breakers, be careful to avoid injury from their oper-

ation. If the hands are exposed to flashes, wear
insulating gloves." The use of gloves in ordinary

operation ought to be unnecessary. It is difficult to

see how care on the part of the operator can safe-

guard him from injury from an unprotected fuse

should he happen to be close to it when it blows. A
useful rule referring to the protection of other work-
men is as follows: " Do not report lines or equip-

ment dead for other men to work on until the lines

or equipment have been cut out by air-break manual
cut-outs, protective grounds have been applied to

the parts so cut off, and ' men-at-work ' tags have

been attached to the cut-outs." The rules deal-

ing with overhead lines require, amongst other

things, that the worker before climbing shall see

that the poles, ladders, cross-arms, etc., are strong

enough to safely sustain his weight and that of the

work to be done: that all lines (unless thoroughly

grounded) which are being 'strung near power lines

shall be treated as live : that when touching power
lines the worker shall avoid touching guy wires.

span wires, etc. Arc lamp trimmers nuist not handle

any arc lamp luitil it has been disconnected from its

circuit by an absolute cut-out. Dangerous conditions,

such as sagging wires, broken insulators, must be

reported.

In underground operation, workers before open-

ing manhoics where traffic may be obstructed must
have the fire department notified! Manholes must

not be entered until it is certain that they are free

from dangerous gases. The openings must be sur-

rounded by a barrier and danger signals exhibited,

and a man must be stationed at the surface. Cables

operating above 750 volts must not be spliced whilst

live.

Meter setters must not leave joints or loose ends

of wires untaped. Secondary circuits of current

transformers must not be opened, but short-circuited

before changing connections. Bare fingers nuist

not be used to ascertain if the circuit is alive. Cir-

cuits nuist not be oiHMied at meter connections.

In testing operations, the tester must thoroughly

familiarise himself with all conditions surrounding

equipment or lines to be touched, before making
any change in these conditions, and must not make
any change unless he fully understands the effect

of the change. No persons shall work unaccom-
panied in testing or experimental work when the

voltage exceeds 750 volts.
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1 lie rules dealing with signal wires are similar lu

tliose for other overhead lines. Signal wires " in

trouble " may be in contact with power wires at

some other point, and should therefore be treated as

live power wires. When stringing wires or cables

over or under power lines, the lines being handled
shall be treated as alive.

Tunnel and subway operation is dealt with separ-

ately from " underground operation " already re-

ferred to. Before handling any electric wires or

equipment the worker should make sure whether
they are alive or not. It is not advisable to work
on live wires or equipment when the current can be
safely shut off. It is dangerou^to fool with live

wires. The insulation on a wire may look perfect,

but cannot be relied upon to prevent shock. Trail-

ing cables must be inspected at least once daily. In
handling portable motors or lamps it must be first

ascertained that the external metal parts are not
alive. This last requirement is no safeguard at aJl.

Portable motors (e.g., drills) or lamps may appear
to be quite sound when first switched on, but may
become electrically charged whilst in use, due to
vibration or movement causing the connections or
coils within to make contact with the metal work.
It is much safer that they should be earthed as is

required by the Mines and Factory Regulations in

this country.
The foregoing extracts are sufficient to show the

nature of the rules proposed. As already pointed
out, many of them are made in view of dangerous
conditions which need not be permitted to exist, and
which would not be tolerated in this country. The
rules dealing with overhead lines indicate very
clearly the risks to which workmen are liable to be
subjected to. Thus, the stringing of wires or cables
over or near live power wires must be a very hazard-
ous operation, even if they are treated as liv£ and as
of the same potential as the power lines, as required
by the rules. In this country, so far as the writer
is aware, none of the power companies having over-
head lines would allow such work to be carried out
with the power wires live. The overhead wire
problem in this country is, however, not of such
magnitude as in the States, and it is possible that
the precaution of making power hues dead before
work is carried out in close pro.ximity, may
there present greater difficulties. In cases where
two or more sets of power wires are carried on the
same poles, the dangers would be increased, and the
difficulties of shutting down with consequent inter-
ruption of the supply would be still greater.

It is not suggested that the rules should be
adopted in precisely the same form for all under-
takings; some would be inapplicable, and possibly
others would be required in certain cases. Several
of the larger companies have already codes of rules
of their own. The uniform adoption of a standard
code so far as possible by the different concerns will
no doubt prove to be an advantage, particularly in
the event of employes going from one undertaking
to another.

In this country several of the larger undertakings
have excellent codes of rules for the use of their
employes. They are printed in convenient form for
carrying in the pocket so as to be always available
for reference. Other undertakings and private
works are generally content with notices posted in
certain places, e.g., at switchboards or in sub-
stations, giving particular instructions in regard to
the operation of certain sections of the plant. Such
posted notices, even if once read by the employes
concerned, are apt to be forgotten. 'The method of
providing a printed booklet of instructions to be
always carried by the employe is certainly better,
as the rules are more likely to be studied and re-

membered. In many cases, however, few, if any,
printed instructions are even posted, it being left to
the employes subject to any verbal instructions they
may have received, to use their own judgment in all

Miatlcri uf operation. It would no doubt be of great

service if printed operating rules in convenient form
for the pocket were more generally adopted. The
advantage of having such rules standardised so far

as possible is also evident. This, of course, would
require co-operation amongst engineers of electric

supply undertakings and others. There is no lack

of good material to draw upon. Some of the book- V
lets issued by the larger power companies contain

excellent rules, and better adapted for conditions

obtaining in this country than those of the Bureau
of Standards, though these latter should prove of

material use in the compilation of such a code.

THE PRACTICAL TRAINING OF
ENGINEERS.

In our last issue we referred to the recently issued

report of the Special Committee of the Institution

of Civil Engineers on the inquiry which was remitted

to it by the Council in 1912, touching the prac-

tical training of engineers. W'e touched upon the

previous enquiries and conferences which have been

held at the instance of the Institution, and explained

that the Special Committee, whose report has just

been issued, was appointed as a result of the recom-
mendations of the conference on the Education and
Training of Engineers held in June, 191 1.

It is owing to the complex nature of the subject,

the extensive inquiries involved in its investigation,

and other circumstances, that the inquiry has ex-

tended over such a considerable period of time.

Perhaps we may repeat that the Connnittee was
appointed to consider the possibility of defining

more clearly the conditions of the practical training

in the various branches of the engineering profes-

sion, required by the bye-laws; also to consider

whether anything could be done to establish some
co-ordination between engineering colleges and
engineers and other employers, so that the practical

training of well-educated students might be facili-

tated.

As is now generally recognised, it is no longer

necessary for a skilled engineer to be a skilled

mechanic or artizan; nor, indeed, if this were still

an essential requirement would there be any need

for him to spend five or seven years in a works in

order to become proficient in the use of tools. The
incipient engineer of to-day, even if he intends to

devote himself solely to manufacturing, can very

soon, if of average intelligence, learn all there is to

be learnt about the handicraft part of the subject.

The uses and advantage? of machine tools and the

means of securing the maximum output from them

;

the composition and characteristics of metals;

economy in the use of materials: these and many
other things appertaining to design and manage-
ment must form a part of his practical training.

Practical design he can learn in the drawing office,

but it is essential that he have a prior knowledge of

theoretical design, the strength of materials, the

elements of mechanism and so on, which knowledge
is best acquired either at a technical college or by
following courses of correspondence tuition. Dur-
ing his workshop training many points will arise

upon which, assuming he has had a previous tech-

nical training, he can bring his theoretical knowledge
to bear; he will know the uses of various parts of

machines or mechanism on which he may be work-

ing; and why they are made in a particular way.

He will appreciate the importance of precision in

measurement and working, and the need for care in

the handling of certain materials or parts,
_
particu-

larly those which may subsequently be subjected to

electrical pressure. In all these matters, the youth

who has been scientifically trained before entering
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the works has an initial advantage over one who
starts in the works without any technical or scien-

tific training at aU.

Tiiere is another side to this (question, namely,
that a scientilicaliy trained youth cannot start his

workshop career at so early an age as one who goes
direct from school to workshop, and is therefore less

inclined to start at the beginning, and may resent

spending much time on the miinteresting part of the
work. There is also the question as to whether or
not a certain time, say twelve months, spent in the
works as a preliminary to scientific training may
give increased zest to study and give the practically

trained student an advantage over one who is learn-

ing the technicalities of things of which he has no
practical knowledge.
From these considerations there would appear to

be much to be said in favour of the so-called " sand-
wich " system, one of the chief obstacles to which
is the inconvenient arrangement of college terms.
If the college session occupied the si.x winter months,
the workshop experience could be taken during the

six summer montlis, an arrangement which, from the
point of view of the student, has many advantages.
From the manufacturer's point of view this system
is not so convenient or desirable, because if he has
many apprentices the discontinuity of employment
must cause a certain amount of disorganisation in

his works; yet, as a member of the Institution of

Civil Engineers, he may consider such a system a

very good one for training" engineering recruits.

It has also to be considered that our technical

college courses do not adapt themselves very well

to the sandwich system, and considerable modifica-

tion would be necessary in order to permit of the

fullest advantage being taken of it. It is clear, there-

fore, that two things are essential if the sandwich
system is to become the recognised form of engi-

neering training, viz. : (i) that employers should
make some sacrifice for the benefit of the future

generation of engineers and not look upon a pupil

or apprentice as merely a dividend-earning unit, and

(2) that the authorities of technical colleges and
universities must colloborate with employers in order
that the training should form an integral part of the

complete engineering training.

The inquiry conducted by the Civil Engineers'
Committee aimed at eliciting information on the

foregoing considerations, and its first step was to

approach a large number of engineers of various

classes by letter, in which nine questions were pro-

pounded. As the questions are somewhat lengthy
we give the essence of them as follows: —

1. Do you take into your works pupils or appren-
tices ? Are they indentured ? Do they pay a pre-

mium ? What is the usual period of engagement ?

2. Have the pupils or apprentices opportunities of

gaining experience in various principal departments,
and in the drawing" oflice ? and what period is allo-

cated to each department ?

3. Is a certificate issued slating or imi)lying that

the pupil has been afforded opportunities of acquu"-

ing suitable practical engineering knowledge ?

4. Are facilities given for attending day classes in

engineering subjects ?

5. Are you disposed to take youths straight from
school for a year's workshop training before they
go into a university engineering school or become
articled to an engineer?

6. Where no actual apprenticeship under inden-

tures is served, would you give a delinite under-
taking that the pupil or apiirenticc—subject to con-
ditions—should be afforded opportunities for acquir-

ing the requisite knowledge to comply with the re-

quirements for admission into the Institution?

Referring particularly to young men who have
obtained a degree or diploma, exempting them from
the .Associate Membershiii examination, or are fol-

lowing" a college course leading thereto, it was
asked :

—

7. It special facilities or advantages were given
for practical training, considering that such pupils
may be expected to make themselves useful after no
great length of time.

8. If employers would make prospective arrange-
ments with students before the completion of a
colle,ge course, in order to avoid loss of time.

9. If employers would be willing to admit into
tlieir works or office for a part of each year engineer-
ing students pursuing a regular course of college
study. This, of course, bears upon the sandwich
system.

The replies to the foregoing questions are sum-
marised in tabular form in the report, but the
variety is such that it is difficult to generalise from
them.
As regards the question of apprenticeship, 75 per

cent, of the employers who replied to the questions
make a practice of taking pupils or apprentices, and,
of these, 75 per cent, require a premium with them.
Out of the total number of pupils or apprentices
accepted, about 70 per cent, are indentured, the re-

mainder being unbound by any legal agreement.
There is no uniformity in the period of practical or
professional training, this ranging from two to five

years, depending to some e.xtent upon the previous
technical training received. Practically all pupils

and engineering apprentices are afforded oppor-
tunities of experience in the various principal de-
partments, both as regards constructional and draw-
ing office work. As regards drawing office experi-

ence, the time occupied varies from three months
to half the total period of apprenticeship. In 86
per cent, of cases the employer gives a certificate of

pupilage or apprenticeship.

As regards facilities for attending" day classes,

facilities are afforded in 54 per cent, of the cases to

those pupils or apprentices who have not gone
through a regular college course. Many employers
insist on apprentices attending evening classes, and
in such cases only those who have gone through a
college course are accepted as pupils.

As regards the suggestion of affording a one
year's preliminary workshop training prior to the
college course, about 55 per cent, of the manufactur-
ing engineers and engineers of public undertakings
who have workshops are favourably disposed to-

wards this system, but it does not appear to have
been adopted in many cases, and, except as a special

favour, this privilege would only be granted to those
pupils who undertook to go back after the college

course and complete their practical training.

In the case of unindentured pupils, about 58 per

cent, are favourable to giving a statement, should it

be desired by the Institution, that opportunities will

be alforded of acquiring the practical knowledge re-

quired by the bye-laws, but many are disinclined to

undertake any particular responsibility towards
young men who enter their service without some
corresponding (/((/(/ fro quo.

As regards willingness to give special attention to

young men who have completed a regular college

course of study, about 46 per cent, of the corres-

pondents expressed their willingness to do this, but

a number of engineering firms are unconvinced that

this iMcliminary training" entitles the student to any
l)articular consideration. The views held by many
important manufacturing firms are to the efifect that

there is a scarcity of suitable students, and only a

few have been found likely to be of service eventu-

ally: that the results generally have not been en-

couraging; that a purely scientifically educated
student is absolutely of no use except on a very few
jobs of design when his ability to calculate is useful;

but, from the dividend-earning point of view he is

practically useless. As a rule the expectations of

early usefulness are rarely realised, and generally

speaking youths who have obtained an engineering-

degree or have passed through an engineering
course think too much of themselves, and
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expect t" yet to tlie top of tlie tree before they have
readied even the first branches.
Un tlie question of making provisional arrange-

ments with students for affording them practical

training subsequent to the completion of their col-

lege courses, about 75 per cent, of the employers
expressed their willingness to consider such an
arrangement, provided the undertaking was by no
means binding upon them.
As regards the sandwich system, about 53 per

cent, of the whole of the employers who replied are
favourably disposed to the method, whilst the re-

mainder are opposed to it, and it is a notable feature
of the replies that those least favourable towards
it are engineers in private practice and engineers of
railway and dock undertakings, whereas the most
favourable are engineers of municipal luidertakings
and manufacturing firms.

One of the results of the inquiry is to show that
considerable imcertainty prevails as to practical
'training with regard to the methods which should
be adopted, but there is a disposition among em-
ployers to consider any proposal which may be
brought forward with a view to improving and de-
fining more clearly the conditions which should be
observed; and considerable interest is also evinced
in the matter of improving the co-ordination of scien-
tific study and practical work.

Following, and as the result of, the replies re-
ceived by the Committee, certain general conclusions
were arrived at, and discussions were subsequently
held with representative members of the various
branches of the engineering profession, one of the
points for discussion being the disinclination among
manufacturing engineering firms to afford special
facilities to students who have gone through col-
lege courses of study. The conference was divided
into sections, namely: (i) Railway, Railway Me-
chanical and Dock Engineers; (2) Municipal Engi-
neers; (3) Waterworks and Gasworks Engineers;
(4) Manufacturing Engineering Finns; (5j Engi-
neers in Private Practice. There was no special
section for electrical engineers, whose work now
covers a very wide field, including a knowledge of
railway engineering, mechanical engineering, and
mining engineering, and touches more or less in-
timately all known branches of engineering, but from
the point of view of the conference perhaps that
which bears most directly upon electrical engineering
training is the evidence given by manufacturing
engineering firms, and engineers in private practice.

In the manufacturing section Mr. Andrew M.
Alexander, speaking of his experience at the
Thames Iron Works, said that he adopted a three
years' system of pupilage, of which two years were
spent in the works and the third in the drawing
office—designing, drawing, estimating and. the like.
The only entrance conditions were that the pupil
should have received a good general education, fol-
lowed, if possible, by a technical course at a university
or equivalent institution. If not alreadv qualified for
admission as a student of the Civils he'had to under-
take to qualify if possible during the first year. He
was encouraged to continue his studies, particularlym any subject he was weak in, and in subjects bear-
ing upon the work he was in close touch with
during the day.
On the first Monday in evei-y month the pupil had

to present to Mr. Alexander a report with sketches
or photographs so as to accustom himself to the
method of reporting.
A small premium was paid which was returned in

wages. No undertaking was given as to future em-
ployment; that rested largely with the man himself,
but generally speaking a pupil was appointed as resi-
dent engineer in charge of works carried out by the
company, and in this way got a start in a professional
career._ Mr. Alexander himself took a personal in-
terest in all his pupils. He gave instances of several
men who had passed through the Thames Iron

Works and were now occupying responsible posi-

tions at home and abroad.
Mr. Alexander referred to the question of special-

isation. In medicine and law, he pointed out, one
becomes a general practitioner first and a s[)ecialist

last, but in engineering the reverse is generally the

case. On coming from his technical college a pupil

is put on to the buikling of large dock gates, bridges
and so forth, and gets his mind full of what is

called structural steel work, then after his three

years' pupilage he may get a berth with the public

works department, and be sent to India on irriga-

tion work and do very well at it. He thought it a

remarkable thing that a man could go from special

to general work, but he had come to the conclusion
that it did not matter very much where a man was
l)laced for his practical work if he had a sound
education, lie found also that men who had been
highly educated were those who worked with the
greatest zest and best will and the greatest activity,

glad to have the privilege of blacking their hands.
Moreover they were generally the most popular with
foremen, supervisors, inspectors, and so on.

Mr. Alexander's view^ generally was that the best

course is for a man to matriculate as early as pos-
sible, then obtain the best college course he can, say
in three, or better, four years, then go to some
member of the Institution wdio has the opportunity
and will to educate him, and spend three years in a

works or on a contract.

{To he concludeil.)

IMPORT TRADE OF SWEDEN.

The following figures showing the imports in 1912 into Sweden
of electrical and allied goods are extracted from the official

trade statistics which have just been issued. The figures for

1911 have been added, and increases or decreases shown, but
owing to alterations in the official classifications, it will be
noted that the sub-divisions of electric wire and cable imports
are not comparable in detail but only in the totals :

—

1911. 1912. Inc. or Dec.
Electric meters.— Kroner. Kronor. Kronor.

From Germanv 692,000 808,000 + 116,000

„ Great Britain ... (58,000 81,000 + 13,000

,, Other countries ... 7,000 7,000 —

Total 767,000 896,000 -t- 129,000

Electric incandescent lamps.—
From Germanv 929,000 1,016,000 + 87,000

„ Austria-Hungary ... 20,000 16,000 - 4,000

„ Holland 91.000 — - 91,000

„ Other countries ... 16,000 26,000 + 10,000

Total 1,056,000
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ebuuld be ivferii'd to the Advisoo' Couiiuittea for report, the

Comuiitti'i! thus acting ub a Paihaiuciitury Coiniuittee. A few
outtiiJu L-oi'iNJiutc- ineiiibers or aasociates would be invittxl to

join thoiii ad hoc, and so a strong couuuittee, including these

speiially co-opted meiiibcrs, would deal with the particular

subject; and when the particular work was done the co-opted

members or assix-iates would be released from their duties,

though the nucleus committee would remain.

Or again, suppose a dilhculty were to arise between two
sectional associations, and suppose the Council were invited

to coui|M)so the difficulty. The advisory committee would
anAin invite certain members fully experienced in the subject

in dispute to join them for the time being; and thus the best

thought would be brought to bear on the subject. Conferences
with both parties could be held, and it may be hoped that

either a fair compromise would be arranged or a direct report

made to the council that some definite attitude should be

adopted by them and that the Institution's influence should be

directed in some specilic direction.

The ultimate power to act must of course rest with the couii-

cil, who clearly cannot delegate their powers and responsi-

bilities to another bo<ly. Much time would have to be given

by thi.s committee to the interests of the Institution in order

to do eftective work, and the duties would certainly be heavj'

;

but if the result is likely to be good there are many among
us who would give our .services freely.

The greater part of the work must necessarily fall on mem-
bers residing around London, and in the advisory committee
which I have outlined the nucleus would probably have to be
forme<l from London members; but specially ccv-opted members
could be drawn from any district.

It has been suggested that the Institution could do good
work by organising lectures in various parts of the country so

as to educate people in the application of electricity to various

kinds of indu.strial pow-er, or in the advantages of electric

lighting or of electric heating and cooking. I do not for a
moment sav that all proper means to develop the use of

electricity should not be adoptetl. but it would seem from my
past experience that lectures and demonstrations can be best

dealt with by local organisations, such as the municipal and
company-owned electricity undertakings and their commercial
departments. I think they are then more effective.

One good piece of work has been recently accomplished by
the issue of the new "Model General Conditions for Con-
tracts." I myself think that these conditions estabUsh a very
fair relationship between the purchaser, the contractor, aiid

the engineer respectively; and it may be hoped that they will

find general acceptance and adoption.

Remuneration of Yodng Engineers.

In what way can the Institution help the younger inen ? The
Council have been asked at various times to assist in finding

positions for their younger brethren and to regularise and
improve the status and pay of young engineers. In a general

way, and in time, the imjirovement in the status of associate

members, due to the system of examinations and the qualifi-

cations now necessary, will have a good effect in this direction.

I do not see, however, that the Institution can very well be-

come either a trade union or even a labour bureau.

That there are serious causes for complaint from the younger
electrical men I am certain. Let us look for a moment at

some of the causes. One of them is supply and demand. If,

for example, a vacancy for a junior occui's in a power station,

the moment the post is advertised there is a crowd of appli-

cants, with the result that the next time a similar vacancy

occurs the salary offered is sometimes less than before. That,
undoubtedly, is one cause of low salaries. I would ask fellow-

members who are heads of departments to do this—to give so

far as is reasonable and proper a preference to applicants who
belong to the Institution (in a very short time this qualifica-

tion should be indispensable) ; and in fixing salaries, do not

think so much of recording a small fraction of a penny less

per unit sold on the costs sheets, but remember first that we
were all at one time juniors, that the price of living has gone
up and is going up, and that the best can be expected from
anybody only if he is adequately paid, and if reasonable oppor-
tunities for advancement are held out to him. I know it is

difficult, because engineers and managers are not always able

alone to deal with such matters. There are municipal com-
mittees or boards of directors who are naturally anxious to

see good returns. Nevertheless, chief ofiicers can do good
service t-o their younger brethren if they choose.

.\nother cause in many cases has been the want of thorough
training—sbmetimes too much time has been spent on
theoretical training and not enough on practical work—or in
other cases there has been workshop experience without proper
or sufficient technical training. This want of balance is

rapidly being put right, thanks to the co-ordinated efforts of
our universities and technical colleges.

I hope that as the result of the various remedial forces now
at work the remuneration of electrical engineers during the
earlier stages of iheir career will soon be improved.

NATI0N.4L Service.

patriotic and untiring service to this cause, circularised the
members of the Institution at the instance of the specially

appointed National Service Committee, a very large number
of our members of all cla.sses—nearly 5(X)—offered their ser-

vices, A very large majority volunteered either for service at

home or abroad. Acting in company with the President and
Secretary of both the In.stitution of Civil Engineers and the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers, it was first suggested

that these thre« institutions should form un " Engiueeriog
lustitutioas " battalion for service in the field, and that we
should clothe, house, feed, and train the recruits, so that when
iea«ly the battalion could be handed over Uj the War Office in
a condition of complete readiness. The Institutions of Civil
and Mi-cliaiiical Engineers readily gave the weight of their
influence to the movement, and in our own case we are parti-
cularly indebted to <jne of our members, Maj(jr-Geueral K. M.
Uuck, C.B., HE,, for his invaluable counsel and assistance
and for his influence at the War Office.

There then came an unexpected projwsal that the three
principal engineering institutions should recruit the Engineer
Units for the Royal Naval Division, just then authorised to

be formed. The resi)onse from members of all classes of all

three institutions was so spontaneous that the corps was
formed within s few days by men not only of splendid physique
but also of highly skilled intelligence, profes-sional men .trained
in various branches of engineering, and forming a personnel
of the highest value to the Admiraltv. All three institutioQ&
owe Mr. W. Duddell, F.R.S., Mr. A. P. Trotter (who waa one
of the originators of the movement), Mr. Robert Hammond,
Colonel D. E Ruck, R.E., our Secretary, Mr. R<jwell, and the
staff of the Institution, who were all indefatigable in their
labours as recruiting agents, a great and lasting debt for their
untiring energy and enthusiastic assistance in this loyal move-
ment which has met with so great a success.

It is not the first time that this Institution has been instru-
mental in showing its loyalty to our King and to the Imperial
cause. The Electrical Engineers (Territorial) R.E. Battalion
is in the King's service to-day, and the members of it are on
duty under the command of my old friend Lieut. -Colonel Le
Eossignol, R.E., at several of our important defence works.
Many of our members are also serving in the Signalling Corps
of the London .Army Troops under Colonel E. H Leaf, R.E.,
men able to utilise their skilled experience in telegraphic and
w-ireless services. Many others of our members have also
joined other regiments.

LEGISL.WION.

Except in the further facUity needed to allow undertakers
to estabhsh show-rooms and to let fittings on hire, with due
regard to the interests of electrical contractors, one does not
see that much improvement can be suggested on the present
laws affecting the supply of electricity'.

The Electric Lighting Bill which it is the desire of the Muni-
cipal Association to have placed on the Statute Book is one of
very great importance to the whole industry. The Bill, as
now drafted, is receiving the support of the Manufacturers'
Association, but I understand that the Contractiirs' Associa-
tion does not approve of it. I have carefully read the BUI, and,
speaking from an entirely detached and independent position,

I cannot feel othei"wise than that non-agreement is regrettable
and contrary not only to the public interests, but to the
interests of the contractors themselves. Contractors will not
be competed with by the supply authority in any wiring con-
tracts, since the proposal is that undertakers " shall not them-
selves execute the wiring of private property," but they will

be placed in competition undoubtedly in "providing, selling,

letting on hire, fixing, repairing and maintenance of fittings,

apparatus and appliances for lighting, heating, and motive
power," though there are proper safeguards to prevent the
public authority from undercutting infractors.

Surely a reasonable compromise could be arrived at which
would be mutually advantageous. Increase of business should
be the first direct result of the passing of a BUI of this nature,
and therefore more wiring contracts.

This is a case where, in the public interest and in the general
interest of the whole electrical industry, the addition of such
a measure to the existing Electric Lighting Acts would appear
to be of immense value to all interests—municipal or company
undertakings, manufactm-ers, and, in my opinion, contractors.
A way should be found to pass it in a form which would bring
the greatest benefits to contractors as well as to the supply
authorities.

Let me now turn for a time to some of the problems which
are constantly before us and with which one is often called

upon to deal.

Bulk Supply.

Take first the question of bulk supply. I do not want now
to enter into the matter controversially, and wUl deaL only
with what I think are facts. There is no doubt, were we
beginning anew, that instead of each smaO local authority
putting down an independent power station, considerable
waste of money and fuel would be avoided by establishing

one large system for several adjacent areas supplying energy
to each smaller area for local distribution. Even in some cases
where there are existing small power stations, some of them
unfavourably situated for cheap generating costs, it would
probably pay to extend one of the better placed stations only
and to supply the others therefrom rather than to extend each
local station from time to time.
Unfortunately there are the somewhat narrow views of

some of the local engineers and local councils which
prove to be serious obstacles. There is, however, another side

to the question. It may be generally said that once a small
station is built and the expenditure has been incurred, then
and so long as the system is kept within defined hmits of

extension, the extra operating cost of an addition to the local

power station is often cheaper than any commercially feasible

bulk supply. I have had to enquire minutely into many such
cases, and in most of them the decision has necessarUy been
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to extend the local pliint. No commercial alternative wa*

possible.

A case arose a short time since whore a comparatively small

station—less than ^,000 KW.—leqinied supplementing. 'Ihe

annual load factor, based on 'M mmutes' sustained load, was

3(3 per cent. A neighbouring very large undertaking ottered a

bui supply at very low terms—lar lower than any terms yet

mentioned in the various London power schemes. It was
imixissible to demonstrate that it would pay to purchase all

the energy locally required from the bulk supplier, because of

the douuuatiug effect of the capital outlay and the standing

charges on the existing local plant, which, of wjurse, had to

be paid whether the bulk supply were taken or otherwise. It

was dilficult to show any economy from the bulk supply when
compared with the extra operating cost resulting from an

extension of the local plant. Fmally, the best terms were

made for both parties by the local station undertaking to run

its plant for one shift during only four months of the year,

thus entirely taking the local load off the winter demand of

the bulk station—that is to say, a co-operative system such as

was proposed in the original London County Council schemes

seven years ago.

I am firmly of opinion that no economy can be shown in

the generality of cases where there are modern and properly

managed undertakings whose capital expenditure on buildings

and plant is not yet redeemed or written off', unless energy

can be supplied by a bulk authoritj' at rates not exceeding

£2 10s. per kilowatt of maximum demand and 0.2.5d. per unit

delivered for untransformed high-tension energy. In_ many
cases the bulk figures would even have to be lower. We hear

much of the benefits of bulk supply—there are benefits in

certain cases, admittedly—but committees are often misled by
receiving a proposal to pay £S per kilowatt and 0.25d. per unit

sold to them, which at first sight, when resolved into the

particular price per unit, appears to be so much less than the

local costs of generation. It is not always uaderstood by the

committees, or even by the public or non-technical Press, that

many additions have to be made to the bulk figure before a

proper comparison can be made with the local costs. When
these other additions are made it is found that the bulk

authority's figure is, of course, considerably enlarged. Yet
one often finds that comparisons are wi'ongly made between
the quoted bulk figure and the local cost. Such unskilful

comparisons are injurious to the public interest, disseminate

false ideas, and cause much trouble.

While this problem of assisting local stations from a bulk
authority gives rise to these difficulties, it is generally true

that a new local area about to instdll an electrical sj'stem would
do well first to obtain tenns from a reliable bulk-supply

authority, if available, before deciding to build a hx'al power
station.

' Better still, in many cases, while the k>cal authority

would find the capital to build its local sub-stations and to lay

its distributing network at probably cheaper rates of interest

than a bulk authority can raise money, it can reduce expenses
to a minimum by arranging for all the administrative work
and upkeep of the local -system to be undertaken, imder proper
supervision, by the bulk authority, the local authority only
collecting the revenues.

What we all desire to see is electricity sold at the cheapest
rate and at a reasonable profit to consumers, whether of the
industrial or residential classes, at the same time to avoid

waste of cjipital and not to incur uuuecessa.ry working ex-

penses. Sudi a ix)licy means more consumers, greater output,

more plant and apparatus, and is good for the industry and
for the nation in cvei7 way.
The Ix>c;il Government tioard, which controlii to n limited

extent the expenditure by the various municipal electrical

undertakings that represent the great majority in this country,

could do much in this direction. I should like t<i see a 0*^1-

plete survey made by the Board of the present iwsition of all

the electrical authorities, so that in those cases where amalga-

mation of electrical interests, or purchase of energy from some
outside source for local distribution, ought rather to be adopted
in lieu of a local extension of plant, ttie Board would decline

to .sanction any loans for the jiroputed ext<;nsion of l<jcal plant.

A thorough survey of the ixwition in this manner, and conse-

quent action on the lines suggested, might iKit only save
public money but would also conser>e our stores of coal, and
therefore be of ultimate service to the community. Moreover,
it would enable the public systems thus to supply congumers
on the most favourable terms. I do not at all eay that this

can be done universally, but 1 do know that there are several

groups of undertakings where concentration on the lines which
1 have suggested would produce economies.

DOIIESTIC SCITLY.

Another matter of great interest to us all at the present
time is the domestic supply. To my mind it is an unneces-
sary cost to the consumer and a brake upon progress to

require two sets of wiring in any one residence. ITie supply
for lighting on the one hand, and for heating and cooking on
the other, should not be differentiated in the consumer's in-

stallation. Let us endeavour to remove all unnecessary bar-

riers to a generally increased use of electricity. One meter
and one set of apparatus generally would then suffice, with a
consequent less cost per service to the supplier.

I have had during the last two years to enquire exhaustively
in more than one instance into the ccst of supplying electrical

energy for heating and cooking. It is a fact that there is a
very great diversity indeed between the lighting and cooking
loads, whether in London or in the provinces. Fig. 1 repro-

duces an actual case. While the lighting and power connec-
tions are steadily rising, the heating and cooking connections
are increasing at a greatly accelerated rate; but as will be
seen, the maximum load on the power station is rising propor-
tionately to the lighting and power only, and is practically

unaffected by either the heating or cooking additions.

SeveraJ important things are shown by this, namely

—

(a) A greatly improved annual load factor.

(b) The great diversity between the heating and cooking
loads and all other classes of supply.

(c) Not only the consequent better utilisation of the generat-
ing plant, but also of the feeders and distributing mains.

.Analyses of daily load curves showed that the daily load
factor in the summer had increased from 26 per cent, to 37
per cent, for comparable days in three successive years, and
in the winter from 38 per cent, to 42 per cent. The effect on
the daily load factor of this increased domestic supply is there-
fore more marked in the summer than in the winter, and this

result would have been expected. The whole effect in this
instance is to level up the daily load factor throughout the
year. Confirmatory results have also been obtained in other
districts. It is safe to say that a great increase in the output
for the purposes of domestic supply must be expected and
must be provided for. In some cases I find that the ratio of
other domestic units to the lighting units is a? high as 10 to 1.

.\n average of all the private residences in one provincial
town gave a ratio of 3.5 to 1; shops, however, only gave a
ratio of l.'i to 1, while offices gave the highest ratio, viz.,

nearly 5 to 1. It is probable than in the near future existing
consumere who now take energy onlv for lighting or heating
to a very limited degree will be purcLasing from 4 to 5 times
the number of units metered at present. This will mean a
very greatly increa.scd output and impnived load factors. In-
creaseil load factor and larger output will react on and reduce
the costs of production. Increased output of utensils and
apparatus will re<luce their cost also, coupled with the con-
stant inii)rovement in the apparatus itself, and in its efficiency
and durability. .Ml of these factors are favourable to a greatly
incroa.^ed use of electricity.

I iixik forward to a general rate of Id. per unit for domestic
supply: but the time is not qnite ripn? yet. For the present,
most undertakings must have recourse to a mo<lification of the
Hopkinson .system, that is, either to a fixed charge jvr kilo-

watt (or fraction of a kilowatt) connect*>d. plus a minimum
charge per unit metered ; or, where assessments permit, a

fi\e<l charge based on the rateable value, plus the running
charge per unit metered,

FiiTiRE Ch.\roes to Consumkrs.

What are the prevailing figures now? Energy for domestic
lighting costs, say, '25d, per unit; the cost of power varies
from Id. down to .Ul. aoixrding to the load factor, size, and
kind of supply (i..-.. whether transformed and c»inverted. or
untransforme«i high-tonsion energy). Special supplies are
given under exceptional circumstances, such as restncted hour,
non-peak loads, at still lower rates such as Clod.; these, how-
ever, may be termed by-products. The average cost to the
consumer in this country is now 1.56d. per unit, and in lion-

don it is 2.1.5d. I do not know auy otlier country (hat can
show a.s gixid figures, except in one or two instances i^f oxceod-
ingly large supplies to railways and traction ^Nsi.nw.

It may be worth while to consider what t*>^ bilities lie

before us so far a.s we can now foresee. There are s«> many
fact<>rs to be considered (hat without ivnsiderable sacrifice of

capital and a complete change in public custom and opinion,

one cannot rea.sonably look to the whole ekvtrio;il supply in a
pnninoe lieing given by one system. Undertakings above a

certain size and output are bound to txMitinue independently.
Ix^t us supi^x-^e. however, an ideal case of generation on a large

s^-ale in iiower stations deiH^ndent on fuel, and transmission
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1. 1 sariiius luiits of an exti'iuli'd province, partly by overboutl

liut^s, partly by high-tt-nsion ivablcs, the trausuiisMiun proaBure

being, say, JO.WW voltB. bupixjse, lurther, that tiie output
einbracea a HUjiply to traiiKportation systems (railways and
otber traction systeiuH), wide classes of industries, such as

cliomical works, collieries, niilbi, sliinyards, enfiine works, and
also that the domestic supply reaches the extended applica-

tion which 1 have suggested. The resultant average annual
loud factor at the jiower stations might then possibly reach

50 per cent. It seems to me physically impo.ssible to expect

a higher resultant figure over the whole generating systt^m.

The undertaking equipped with large gener.iting sets and
simple inexpensive buililings, could be erected for about £8
per kilowatt installed. That must be considered to be abso-

lutely a minimum. The average cost per unit sold, including

5 per cent, interest on capital and adequate depreciation,

would be 0.5W.
This means that prices such as the following properly

assessed charges would have to be made to consumers of

various kinds, allowing for a reasonable diversity factor:

—
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HEATING AND INSULATION
DETERIORATION OF CURRENT-CARRYING

CONDUCTORS.

is safficiently accarate for practical parpofoi, and ia actoally more
accarate the Bmaller the temperatare difference concemrd. Areriee
values of lt„. a and A, for t«mperatare raofrea from 15° to 35' C.,

and from .35° C. to E',* C. ("normal and aammer conditiona). are

i;iven in the foUcwinf^ table. The right-haEd column inthelattrr

A voiyUMlNODS report dealing with theoretical and experimental

investifijations on this subject was published some time ago by the

E'ectroteohnical Laboratory of Tokio.* The main object of the

research was to e itablish ereneral formal xioT the temperature at any

point in the covering of insulated conductors, and for the insula-

tion resistance and breakdown voltapre of the coverinpr as a function

of the temperature of the conductor, and thus of the current

carried. The experiments were conducted with cleat-suspended

wirinc, such as ia erenerally employed in Japan, but the theoretical

formu'a' established are applicable to any case, and include :
— (1)

Formnhr for temperature rise as function of current carried. (2)

General and approximate formul.-c for insulation resistance as

function of current carried and room temperature. (3) FormuV-
for breakdown voltage. The thermal and electrical constants

involved by these equations being determined by experimental

investigation of the thermal and electrical characteristics of

various covering materials, " practical " formuho have been derived

by substitution in, and simplification of, the general theoretical

formuI.T.

As our readers are doubtless aware, the theoretical investigation

of this subject involves cumbersome equations—particularly where

multi-layer coverings are concerned. The mathematics involved

is not difficult, but the cumbrous nature of the expressions derived

forbids their reproduction in these columnp. Even the " practical
'"

formnlre are bo formidable in appearance that their actual practical

application must be limited. Fortunately, however, the author

has himself applied his formulai to the calculation of certain

useful tables, which are presented in the appendices to the report.

and are reproduced in abstract herewith.

Tiuiuhithiij Materials Iiiivxti,iaf/'<!.—The conductors investigated

were covered with —(1) High-grade insulation (pure, separator

and jacket rubber, cotton tape, and impregnated cotton braid) i

(2) low-grade insulation (vulcanised rubber and cotton, braid ;

(3) Tokio-Sen (impregnated cotton). Analysis of the three classes

of rubber concerned gave the following results :

—

niibber.
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BolenoA, bb yon will pfrant, hsH made nuoh tremendous atridee in

Germany dorinit the lant hundred years, that to aoouee the leading

intelleotB of this nation of a BuiJden Iohh of their rea»onin(f powerH

would be etjual to more than raahncna. . . . May I remind you

also that irman soientiHtH have afrain and attain stood unwaver-

insrly for universal and humane rights, have battled for political

freedom as well as freedom of thoucrht. (!ool deliberation—

perhaps it is unfair to demand it of anybody today—must convince

anyone that men like ITaeokel and Uauptmann (to name luadera in

two intellectual directions), cannot possibly bo 8care<i so as to fall

in line with autocratic dicta after having opposed such bravely all

their lives. To such men cool deliberation must concede—if rou-

po/iiili does not prove anything, in your opinion—as much oourafre

and brain power as any men in similar lines on the side of

England and the Allies.

Permit nie a few more words. You seem to consider the writ-

ings of Treitschke, Nietzsche and Bernhardi as responsible for the

thought of Germany of to-day. This is rather like blaming the

rainbow for the rain. These three writers are all esteemed by only

ft very, very small part of the German people and even intelligence.

Nietzsche is a past issue, Treitschke and Bernhardi are largely the

exponents of class interests foreign to those of (i 3rmany'8 and

Austria's peoples. Prussian militarism has never had the sympathy

of the majority in either of the two empires, but because its

interests to-day are entirely in parallel with those of the great

working class in both countries, it has the undivided support of

these people. Even a year ago, the military budget in Germany
was passed only with the greatest difficulty, and in Austria the

Reichsrath was dissolved because of anticipation of such diffi-

culties. But, as I said, the monarchy in Germany has assisted for

the past 20 years in rendering the position of the worker better

and mire secure, and supporting his rights against the encroach-

ments of his bosses ; and the G jrman people know just what good

and what bad there is for him in this militarism, peaceful as the

nation is. It English intentions were so friendly to the German

people as is generally professed, Russian armaments would not

have been furthered as they were, from Paris and London, for the

preparation of a war which must necessarily decimate the German
nation, no matter what the outcome of the present struggle might

be. Trust the Germans to rid themselves of any overlords they

don't want and have no use for, monarchy or " Grosskapitalismas,"

just as they managed to free themselves, and, moreover, Europe from

the formerly indefatigable yoke of Rome.
As I read this over, I grow more and more convinced that it

would be to expect not only fairness—an unfair expectation in

itself at such a time as the present—but also bravery, should I

hope for these lines to be published. But even if this cannot be

done, I shall send this letter, knowing as I do by experience the

fairness of the individual Englishman in his innermost reasoning

and judgment, even when his thoughts are not given public

expression for some reason or other.

Hans W. Weysz.
New York, October I9tl,,\9\i.

Cable Censorship.

We regret to observe an editorial in your issue of October 16th

containing a severe criticism of this company on account of an

alleged protest by the Commercial Cable Co. against British

censorship. This editorial is apparently based on a misunderstand-

ing by you of our letter of August 20th, also printed in your

edition of October 16th, on page 529. It you will refer to this

letter you will observe that our protest was against the proposed

censorship by the United States Government of trans-Atlantic

messages, and had no reference whatever to the censorship of the

British Government. As there was no ground whatever for your

criticism, we trust you will at least give as much attention to

correoting the mistake.
Fredk. "Ward,

Maimger in England, Commercial
Cable Co.

London, EC, October 2Wi, 1!»U.

[We fully understood that the censorship in question was that

imposed by the TJuited States Government, and we pointed out

that, as a company registered in the United Kingdom, the company
had incurred obligations to this country which could not be ignored.

That the United States Government, in instituting the censorship,

was acting in accordance with the wishes of the British Govern-

ment cannot be doubted, and in opposing it the company was
acting in opposition to British interests.

—

Eds. Elec. Rev.]

Capturlnir Uerman Trade.

Mr. E. J. Fox's letter in your October L'nd iHtue on the above

subject voices the views of this writer and a good many others,

no doubt, with respect to the neoeitsity of something more per-

manent than war sentiment to aid domestic manufacturers to hold

business against German competition after the war is over.

Only recently engineers connected with Cjrporations round

London have frankly admitted to the writer that they would be

buying German electrical goods as soon as the war vajs over,

pointing out that the Corporation regulations, re<|uirlng them to

purchase from the lowest bidder, compelled them to buy German
goods in numerous oases. It would seem, as Mr. Fox states, that

the country needs to adopt some commercial policy to offer protec-

tion to domestic manufacturers as a means of inducing capital to

flow freely into line for the development ot new enterprises and

the extension of present industries.
Atlantic.

Who Can Help J

Please accept my best thanks for having given publicity to the

matter of the young Belgian refugee. I am glad to say that I

received two very generous offers of help, and that the refugee

leaves here to-morrow to take up his new work feeling very grateful

for the assistance given him. The local Belgian relief fund has

been drawn on for his expenses.

Again thanking you for the part you have taken in bringing

about such a satisfactory result.

L. W. Woodman,
Boroiigh Electrical Engineer,

Dover, October 29f!i, 1914.

[ We are glad to know that the refugee has been satisfactorily

provided with employment. We also have a similar case on hand,

and shall be glad to hear of any opening for a graduate of Brussels

University, who has had cmsiderable commercial experience.

—

Eds.IElec. Rev.1

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR. 1914.

(NOT VET PUBLISHEDI.

Compiled expitssly (or this journal by WrsSRS. \V. P. Tmompsok i Co.,

F.lpclrical Pati'nt Agcnl». 2flS, HiKh llolborn, (.onilon, W.C, nnd al

Liverpool and Bradford, to whom all inijuirips should be oddrMjed.

21,1.)7. " Points, switches, and the like of tracks (or eleclric«lly-driven

vehicles." R. CUMMINC. . October 19th

2l.l7.'i. " Electric switches." J. H. Tucker & J. A. CRAtTBtl. October 19lh.

21.1R4. " Electrical pressing-irons." A. K. Reimbbs i- I-'. F. KiereB. October

I'Mh. (Complete.)

21.185. " Tclefiramophone microphone." V. I?. Kkicii & A. Mevsr. October

I'JIh. (Convention date, October 16lh. 19l:t, Onmark.) (Complete.)

21.189. ** ^fethod of influencing the electrical charge of a diaphragm." Cts.

TVK ElEKTRo-Os,\in.sF: M.o.H. October 19th. (Convention dale. November 0th.

1913, Germany.) (Complete.)

21.190. "Treatment of materials for impregnating them eleclro-osmotically."

Ges. fir Elektro-Osmose m.b.H. October 19lh. (Addition to 19.849/14. Con-
vention date, January 7th, 1914, Germany.) (Complete.)

21,206. " Process (or the. manufacture of metallic powders." S. O. CouPKR-
ColK.s. Orl.iber 19lh.

21.2(i4. " Cihl moulding or phenolic condensation products." E. HEduiNU
& Hkm.minc Manlfacturing Co. October 20lh. (Complete.)

21,2(;fi. " Telephone systems." E. G. Godfree. October 20th.

21.3n3. " Dyniullos." H. Leiiscr. October 21st.

21.33S. " Telephone systems." A. B. Smjtii. October 21st. (Convention dale.

October 22nd, 1913. United .Slates) (Complete.)

21,354. " M.ignetic clutches." M. Walker. October 22nd.

2i;368. " Contact breakers or interrupters." G. F. Cook. October 22nd.

21.375. " Electrical inspection lamps and other kinds of lamps," \V. E.

Halladav. October 22nd.

21.388. " Wireless signalling systems." British Thomson-Hoi'STOn Co.. Lid
October 22nd. (General Electric Co., United States.)

21.389. " X-rav devices." British Thomson-Houston Co., Lid. October
22nd. (General Electric Co., United States.)

21,397. " Electricity meters." F. Garcia & F. DE DiEco (trading as Soc.

Colectiva F. de Diego y Garcia). October 22nd. (Complete.)

21.411. " Magnetic compasses." G. A.' Grove. October 23rd.

21,435. " Electric incandescent lamps." British Thomson-Houston Ci

Ltd. October 23rd. (General Electric Co., United States.)

21.448. " Process for purifying and separating the constituents of gh
gelatine, or bodies like glue, or containing glue, wilh the aid of electric

current." Ges. fur Elv.ktro-Osmose m.b.H. October 23rd. (Convention date

March 2nd, 1914, Germany.) (Complete.)

21.440. " Semi-automatic telephone systems," Betulander Automatic Tele-

phone Co.. Ltd., W. Aitken & D. C. Crowe. October 23rd.

21.450. " Semi-automatic telephone systems." Betulander Automatic Tele.

PHONE Co.. Ltd., W. Aitken & D. C. Crowe, October 23rd,

21,474. " Receiving arrangements for wireless tefegraphy," T. W. Stratford-
Andrews & .A. Orling. October 24th.

21.482. " Electrical insulation of track rails,'' C, P. Sandberc. October 24lh

21.483. " Process for purifying bodies which vield glue or gelatine." Ges
run ElEKTRO-OsMOSE M.B.H, Octobcr 24th. (.Vddition to 21,448/14, Con
lion date, March 2nd, 1914, Germany.) (Complete.)

21.484. " Process for the manufacture' of gelatine suitable for photographic
emulsions," Ges, fur ElekTRO-Osmose m,B.H. October 24th. (Addition to

21,448/14. Convention date, March 2nd, 1914, Germany,)

21.488. '' Automatic cut-outs for electrical installations." .'\, H. MiDCLEV &
C. A. \'ASDERVELL, Oclober 24th, ^(Complete,)

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
Copies of any of the Specifications in the following list may be obtained

of Messrs. W, P. Thompson & Co., 285. High Holborn, W.C, and at

Liverpool and BradlonI; price, post free, 9d, (in stamps).

rconi's Wireless

Co., G. H. Nash & B. B.

X9I.3.
19,109, Plates for Electrical or Secondarv Batteries or Accumulators.

E, Hancock & D. David. August 22nd.

19.919. Electrical Transformers. F. Coates, J. Mirrey & A. Reyrolle & Co,

September 3rd.

21.672. Connections of Eij;ctbical Condensers
Telegraph Co. & R. N. Vyvyan. September 25lh

22,406. Telephone Hand Sets. Western Electi

Grace. October 4th.

22,416. Electkic Water Heating and Supply Apparatus. A. F. Berry,

October 4th. „..,_,,
a-"* 544 Manufacture of Resinous Condensation Products, British Thomson-

Houston Co. (General Electric Co.), October 6th.

23 030 Apparatus for Displaying Announcements. Advertisements, and the

like! a. B. D. Lang & J. A, Powell. October 13th, (Cognate application

28.040/13.)

23,117. Means for Measuring, Indicating, or Recording Force at a Dis-

T.iNCE. H. S. Hele-Shaw. October 13th,

24,688. Demagnetizing Switches for use in Magnetic Chucks and the iike.

T. L. Jones. October 30th

25.607. Plates

27,582, Electric Arc Lamps, A. H. Railing & A. E. Angold, December 1st

29.581. Electrio Bells, W, J, Blenheim. Dece--.ber 23rd. (Cognate appli

cation 6982/14.)

Electrodes for Secondary Batteries. E, H, Naylo
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RETrRNiNfi to the inaagnral addrcBB of Sir John .SqcII, of

which we reviewed a portion in our last issue, we note that

the President, while admitting that the existing " system
"

of supply from small independent generating stations which

has obtained so wide a vogue in this country has resulted in

considerable waste of money and fuel, regards the matter as

being almost beyond remedy, and argues that the extra

operating cost of an addition to a local power station is often

cheaper than a bulk supply from a much larger station. We
do not propose to set up a direct negative to the views of the

President, whose exceptional experience in connection with

this class of investigation commands respect ; but we should

be glad to know whether, in arriving at this conclusion, he

has confined his attention to the immediate future, or

whether he has given due weight to the requirements of

ten years ahead. On his own showing, the demand for

electricity for cooking and heating is growing at a rate far

in excess of that for lighting and power ; on the other

hand, the diversity factor obtained is so great that the

maximum demand on the works is approximately propor-

tional to the lighting load connected, and appears to be

unaffected by power, heating and cooking.

In three yearj, in the case which he cites, these three

components of the load increased from less than one-

quarter of the total load to nearly half, and if we may

assume that the proportion will hold good for ten years to

come, they will far outstrip the lighting load. The load

factor also is greatly improved. Even on a moderate esti-

mate. Sir John anticipates that the present consumers in

the near future will take four to five times the number of

units metered at present, and as the maximum demand will

not be correspondingly increased, the obvious deiluction is

that the capital charges per unit in the case of such con-

sumers will be reduced to a very moderate figure. Now,

it is on the continuance of these capital charges on the

existing plant that he bases his statement that an economy

could not be shown by purchasing the whole of the energy

in bulk, and if the said capital charges were spread over an

output four or five times as large, this difficulcy would be

greatly diminished. Moreover, the capital charges on the

pDwer station and the existing network would disappear on

the expiry of the loin perialj, and the charges on sub-

stations and new mains, as indicated above, would be spread

over a very nuieh larger output. It would api>ear, there-

fore, th'it the conclusion dejxnuls upon two main factors

:

the period taken into o-insidoration. and the pro^jxvt of

obtaining the givatly increased output to which S.r .lohn

looks forward with such confidence. No doubt the question

is encumbered by the necessity, in nuiniciivil under-

takings, of showing a balance of profit not only five

or ten years ahead, but in the imraeiliate future ; but

this is an extraneous and fortuitous circumstance which

ought not to be allowed to influer.ce the abstract

question under discussion, namely, whether it jviys better

to extend a small station thai\ to take bulk supply from a

large one. The fact that sound engineering and finance

often have to be subnrdinated to ct^nsiderations arising out

of wholly irrelevant circumstanc\>3 is one of the unfortunate

results of the craze for municipal ownership with which

51
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this coantry was allli<ie(l in tlio early days of the electrical

iuthiHtry. If a coiiipuny bajjpened to own a small station,

and a large one in the vicinity, can it be doulitcd that it

would scrap the little one, write off the capital cost, and
c|iiickly demonstrate a marked saving as the result !' We
cordially welcome the President's suggestion that the

detrimental effects of the former policy should be mini-

mised by pressure applied liy the Local (loverument Board,

as well as his conclusion " that there are several groups of

undertakings where concentration on the lines which I have

suggested would produce economies."

Sir John's vigorous protest against the unnecessary

restrictions at present often imposed upon the wider

adoption of electricity for domestic purposes cannot be too

strongly endorsed. When we compare the niggling methods

of some electrical undertakings with the broad-minded and
obliging policy of the large gas companies—and of some
municipal gas suppliers—we cannot but deplore the attitude

adopted by the former. " Why should a consumer have to

pay for two separate and complete wiring systems in his

house ? " Various tariff systems are available which
approximately solve the difficulty, and any small dis-

advantages that they entail are far outweighed by the

resulting simplicity of the consumer's installation, and, still

more, his freedom from exasperating restrictions and
regulations.

In dealing with the probable future cost of electricity in

this country. Sir John departs from his generally optimistic

attitude and severely reproves unduly sanguine estimates

of what the future will bring forth. Ilis arguments are

certainly weighty—in the light of present knowledge ; but
here again, has he looked far enough ahead ? We well

remember when Col. Crompton drew up a set of costs, em-
bodjing the " ideal " at which station engineers might aim :

but within a very few years those costs had been improved
upon in actual practice, and we hope the same fate will

overtake the figures now put forward by the President.

We agree that the lower the costs become, the more diffi-

cult it is to lower them further ; but one fact stands out

prominently in the history of the industry— that the word
" impossible " does not apply to electrical engineering. So
many surprises have been sprung upon the world by its

votaries, that we have ample grounds for looking forward to

the attainment of rtsults at present clearly beyond our means.

We may yet see the successful gas turbine, or, better still,

the direct production of electricity from coal without the in-

tervention of rotating machinery. Again, the invention of a

better means of storage than the secondary cell, which
cannot be declared impossible, would go far to lower both
fixed and running costs. Even using the methods and
plant at present in vogue, Sir John shows an improvement
during the past 10 years of 36 per cent, on his own figures,

and progress has by no means come to a standstill. Jlore-

over. each step in advance towards reducing coats leads to

a wider range of consumption, which increases the output,

further lowering the cost of production, and again extending

the demand—a cumulative process^ asymptotic it may be,

but ipso facto continuously approaching the base line.

In bis section on the trend of improvements. Sir John
again suggests an approach to finality to which we
demur

; nevertheless, he points out various directions in

which economies can be, and are being, effected. And
in his brief comments on the electrification of railways he
does not mention the enormous influence that this factor,

as jet hardly felt, will eventually exert upon the cheapen-
ing of electricity supply and its extension to vast areas of

demand at present untouched.

There are immense potentialities still unrealised, and
others possibly unthought of, before the industry of elec-

trical engineering, and we look forward to developments in

the future far beyond our present field of vision.

arc made and duly posted. This is a step in the right

direction, for since the war the issuing of prices of

"standard" copjjer has utilil now been forbidden, and
everything has been done to leave things alone m that the

position could get clearer by degrees and without any
drastic interference gradually right itself. Whether the

course adopted was the wisest that could Ijc devised is a

profitless i|Uestion to attempt to answer, but things are now
shaping towards a resumption of business, though probably

on narrow lines.

The statistics issued for the month of October were nob

brilliant, but then they hardly represent the real position.

The Oerman stocks, for instance, are taken at the same
level as at the outbreak of war, and, indeed, there is

nothing else to do but to treat them as being unaltered,

whereas it is certain that they have practically disappeared.

It is known positively that in Oermany the price of

electrolytic copper is about XIOO a ton, and it may be taken

for granted that people do not hold copper in warehouse

when they can realise anythingapproachingsuch aprice as this

for it. The efforts of Germany, too, to buy copper from
abroad are as persistent as ever, the intermediary of nentral

countries being enlisted, but moit of the channels are

closed, and those still open are being gradually blocked,

until at last it is believed it will be impossible for her

to procure supplies from outside her own borders.

There is not much copper produced in Germany, the

leading mines, the Mansfield, not being of much importance,

but no doubt every effort will be made to utilise the native

deposits to the utmost. It is interesting to record that

Germany paid 20 cents a lb. or about £92 a ton at normal
exchange, to Amerca soon after the war, for several

hundred tons of copper, and the metal was duly shipped in

three vessels, but only one of them succeeded in eluding the

vigilance of the British fleet. At this rate we seem to have
been a bit more successful in holding the seas for copper

than for other metals—in the matter of tin for instance.

It has lately been a most risky operation to ship tin from
Singapore, and valuable consignments were sunk by

the Emdcn, while equal and successful activity is shown by
German cruisers in the South Atlantic and South Pacific

where they have scored heavily off our ships.

The demand for copper is quiet s-till, but a fair quantity

is going into consumption especially when the war is con-

sidered. Prices are much about as they were, but in one
or two directions a slightly better feeling is apparent, and
there is no doubt that costs of production are at a level

which leaves no profit at current selling prices except to a

handful of mines. The market should, therefore, be near

bottom, and any cheerful news or any little development of

buying, might affect prices very sharply.

There has been no feature of special

^^ ' interest in the copper market other than

the resumption on a limited scale of business on the Metal

Exchange. No " ring " dealings are permitted so far, but

the exchange is open for an hour daily, and official prices

London has had this week its first

The Suecial
,,

*^.

.

opportunity for seeing, drawn up on active

duty, its civilian husbands, uncles and

other relations who are enrolled as metropolitan special

constables. Some twenty thousand of them had the honour

of acting as a guard to the King and Queen, by lining the

streets on Wednesday, as their Majesties drove to the

opening of Parliament, and home again afterwards. When
their attendance was mooted at first, there was a slight

hesitation on the part of men in some divisions of the

Special Constabulary : it was as though they were wanted

to take part in some popular show. Then, as the larger

part of the duty became more clearly seen, a rush of

volunteers occurred : every man was eager to play even the

humblest part in the protection of the King and Queen,

and, in the event, many had to turn away very disap-

pointedly, because the ranks were so full, and no more

places were available.

" The King," wrote Lord Stamfordham a month or so

ago, "gratefnily recognises the patriotic spirit evinced

in the performance of their dutie?, which are not un-

attended by personal risk and sacrifice." This was His

Majesty's generous appreciation of the manner in which

upwards of 80,000 inhabitants of the metropolis had
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responded to the call for special conBtables. And yet there

is plenty of room, in certain districts, for more men. The
special constable, pursuing his lonely beat round a huge

reservoir, knowing that besides himself there is, perhaps,

but one other on the next equally capacious sheet of water,

may well wonder why the hundreds of male occupants of

the houses so near a'; hand, allow a mere couple of men to

patrol for a week on end, between the hours of midnight

and 4 a.m., or the equally depressing period that yawns
between i' o'clock and G in the dark hours of Xovember
mornings. There is no one to stir up an enlistment boom
for their sikes. The papers are engaged, as they certainly

should be, in recruiting the laggards who, being eligible,

have not yet joined Kitchener's Army. A few keen and
zealous sub-inspectors, to whom all honour, put forth per-

sistent and earnest efforts to gain new special constables ;

their rewards come slowly, and one new man per week is

regarded as srood.

As us lal, it is often to be found that the men who have

the least qualification of leisure time are those who take the

hardest hours, and stick to them with the more determined

regularity.

The picture pilace manager, whose working hours are

from 10 in the morning till 12 at night, will do alternate

mornings of duty from 2 a.m. to t). With him will be

found another man, who puts in a fairly long day at an

electric power station, and then comes on from 10 p.m. to

2 a.m. for six consecutive nights and two off. The
Feather-Bed Buigade, whose stalwarts toil on their beats

from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., are horrified at being asked to put

in a night or two a v?eek upon the other duties. They
threaten to resign, to fling away their truncheons, armlets,

whistles, note-books and warrant-cards. " Resign 'i
" snorted

an exasperated sub-inspector ;
" I won't let 'em resign ; I'll

chuck 'em out, but Resign be damned !

"

Tde'e is no doubt that the apparent futility of the duty

does much to damp the readiness of volunteers, as well as

the enthusiasm of the men already enrolled. It is so

difficult to persuade one's self that, after all, most kinds of

police work must be of the preventive variety, and that the

simple fact of knowing that they run the risk of

disturbance will deter the evilly-disposed. The new
truncheons, too, are short, heavy, and extremely

hard. Some men carry what they call pop-guns ;

unauthorised at best, and, at worst, about as

dangerous to friend as to foe, unless the nerves of the

wearer are of tougher texture than are those of most men
unaccustomed to the "scittiness" of night and early

morning. But the dreary melancholy of the same
uneventful duty is wearing to resolution, and the dank
misery of a foggy four-hours' patrol eats into the soul of the

chilled patriot. So he growls to others, as well as to him-

self, " What's the good ? " and, of very charity, is reluctant

to urge his friends to do their share, even though by so

doing they would afford him relief fron some of his duty

in those "wee sma hoors beyant the twal." Patriotism

itself pales into a poor and pitiful possibility of pneumonia.

And then, on a sudden, some heaven-sent thought of those

chaps of ours across the water, lying in muddy trenches for

many hours at a stretch, whips across the puling purpose,

makes taut once more the failing nerve, and braces like

a wholesome tonic the enervated powers of body and mind
alike. Maybe it was the knowledge of this cumulative

force of futility that prompted the mysterious hoadiiuarters

to introduce a weekly drill in some of the divisions.

Meat for much reflet'tion can be found in the sight of a

well-appointed motordriving up to a parade-ground—its owner
jumps out and takes his place in a si)uad, shoulder to shoulder

with a butcher's assistant on one side, a stockbroker on the

other, and, in front, a drill sergeant whose alphabet may not

include an aspirate, but whose vigorous vocabulary is at the

service of any blank recruit in his ranks.

And a still mo"e personal note nny be pardoned by those

many sjiecial constable readers of this Ukvikw who know-

that if they sit up writing till 1 1 p.m., they are

likely to share the experience of the special who slept bliss-

fully while his alarm clock rattled itself out at 1 o'clock,

and awoke at six. With as fervent a prayer of gratitude

as he has ever breathed in his life, he rolled over and went
to sleep again.

THE VAMMA WATER-POWER PLANT IN

NORWAY.

[liV OUE OW.S COKEE.SPOXDKJ(T.]

TuE Yamma-fos is the collective name of a series

of waterfalls, which are formed by the largest river in

Norsvay, the Olommen, and are situated at a distance of

about (l-I, km. below the large Kykkelsrnd-fos, from which

energy is transmitted to Christiauia, and about 32 km.
above the Sirp^fos, which is near the mouth of the river.

There are in all eight falls and rapids, which are to be

regulated, and which together, after regulation, will repre-

sent a head of 27 metres, with a regular flow of 22ij cb.

metres p2r seond. No.ne of these falls has previously been

made use of for industrial purposes, except the Yamma-fos

itself, on the western bank of which there has been a small

flour mill. For the harnessing of the Vamma. a few years

ago a company was formed, in which a controlling interest

was acquired in lit 12 by the large e'ectrical power company,

the A/-5 Ilofslund. The Vamna falls are now being

harnessed, and the following are some details of the works,

which are approaching completion.

At the upper part of the Yamma-fos itself a reservoir has

been built by the construction of a concrete wall across

the river, which is 2^0 metres wide at this place. In the

middle of this dam are arranged the intakes for 15 turbine

pipas. At the western bank there is an arrangement

starving as an outlet for the water in case of necesnty, which

is connected with a concrete citch-basin, by the aid of which

it bscomes possible to drain the reservoir altogether, for

repairing purposes for instance. Below th? reservoir and

parallel with the dam is the power station, as shown on the

plan, p. CIS, and at right angles with this on the northern

side of the river is thj transformer station. On the southern

side is the spillway, which has been blasted thronj^h s)lid

rock. The width of the spillway is 100 metres, and the

water is regulated by means of two cylindrical drums,

respectively 20 and 28 metres long. The total quantity of

water that can pass this spillway is 4,000 cb. metres per

second.

The dam lies at an altitude of 5679 m. above sea

level, and at the highest point it is 38 metres high, while

the greatest width at the bottom is 27 metres. The width

of the summit of the various profiles varies between 4-40

and 7-liO metres. The foundation is blasted in the solid

rock everywhere, and the walls are made of concrete. On
the water sile the walls are rendered with cement,

which has been painted twice with Inertol. The intakes to

the turbine pipes are provided with valves which

measure 54 metres in diameter. In front of the intakes

are placed grids in order to prevent wood or other materials

from entering the pipes, and these can be electrically heated

so as to prevent the formation of ice during the cold

season.

The openings for the draining of the reservoir are situated

at a height of 25-70 m., and consist of two large passages,

which are 7 m. wide and 8 ni. high. They can be closed

by means of two sets of doors, which are operated by the

aid of a winch placed on a bridge on the top of the wall.

The power station now under construction is designed for

six generaU-)rs, with a cvpacity of 12,000 ii.r. oich, and two

exciiers. By means of a further regulation of the wat^-r it

will 1x1 possible to obtain sulVicieut power for 15 sets in all,

and the station has been designed with this extension in

view. The turbines will be of the double Francis type

with horizMital shafts, and will drive the gi^nerators at

2l4u.r.M.
As the water level is subject to great variations, vir.,

from 2;l to ;U metres in time of Hood, the generator pit,

the bottom of which is at a height of 2C.-3',> metres, will,

cx)nsequontly, at times be considerably K^low the level

of the tail water. In order to prevent flooilins. special

precautions have been Uiken. and. if any waU?r should enter

the pits, it will immediately be carried off by a series of

drain-pipes, which lead to sumps connected with a {xjwerful

pumping plant.

For the cables from the generators to the tranformere a

special cable canal is provided, which runs between the
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power Btttlion and the reservoir, and alonj^side the front of

the trauHforuicr station. At the corner of the two buildinj^H

are built a mechanical workshop and stores, from which

there is a railway runnin}^ to a loudin;^ platform, where

goods from the railway line are uidoaded Ijy means of a craue.

The works were commenced durinf;

the winter I'.M 1-11)12 and are to be

completed in tlie course of this year,

if no delay takes place.

When the war broke out the work

on the Vararaa power plant was

threatened with total stoppage, because

it was impoEsible to obtain possession

of the large generators, which were

ordered in fierraany, and completed

but not delivered.

The managing director of the com-

pany, however, has been to Germany,

and recently succeeded in obtaining

the necessary permit from the military

authorities to have the machines for-

warded. This was apparently not an

easy matter, as rolling stock had to be

used, which was specially constructed

for the transport of such huge machines,

and which is now used for the trans-

port of heavy guns. The machines were shipped by the

ferry-boat between Sassnitz and Trelleborg in Sweden, and

have now safely arrived in Norway.

There will thus be no delay in the completion of the

power station, and the whole project is expected to be in

order within the appointed period. The necessary capital is

also fully secured.

instance. A inanufiicturer baa a Lfmdon oflice or agent who
deals with the Lnndou ofltic« of a British firm abmud. The
I'lrin's head office is, Buy, in Shanghai, and correspondence goes

there. Prices are again made up and sent t<j the branch office

lit, Buy, Cheef(M), where their is a repres«!nt!itive of the firrn,

iind a Chinese Compradore who finally gives the purchaser bi»

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letteri received by ut after 5 p.m. on Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondents should forward their communi-

oatUtns at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be published

unless we have the writer t name artd address in our possession.

ConstrnctiTe British Business.

Recent correspondence regarding the constitution of "British

firms " has been interesting as revealing the passion and the

"static charges" of individuals, but it tends too much to set

up " eddy currents."

Let us be done with bitterness and consider how we can

best put our own houses in order whilst the opportunities

avail, securing work for all British workers, irrespective of

masters, leaving the Government to deal with the matter of

dividends going abroad. Naturally there are those who think

differently, and their opinion will no doubt make itself severely

felt by the respective firms. We ought to remember that there

is a duty to humanity as well as nationality.

Price and Qualitii.—ln most countries the first consideration

in purchasing is given to price, irrespective of quality. In

time men become educated up to quality, and then the two
become co-related, but we must remember _ that a vei7 great

deal of our business is stiU carried on with nations whose

people have not reached the second consideration. It is here

where the average British finn fails to rise to the occasion. It

is our pride and our boast that British goods have the finish

and stability. Purchasers like it up to a certain point, but

turn away "when the bigger margin is available. It is com-

mendable that we should aim at quality, but not always the

wisest coiu'se when pursued alone. I have tried, by sending

home foreign samples, to secure cheaper British-made goods,

but as a ride have had to approach a London broker, who sells

me what I w-ant at the right price without mention of origin.

The war will not last long, and again there wOl be the

inducive cheaper German article in every British Colony and
foreign market ; then why should not our makers pocket their

pride and make a cheap line as a leader to their better quaUty

goods?
Middlemen.—The English have been called " A Nation of

Shopkeepers." There are the legitimate business mediums and
the parasites, but the fact remains that the middlemen's busi-

ness is overdone. The man who is fortunate enough to live

at the pit-mouth gets his coal cheap, and the^ rest get it at a,

price which depends upon the number of times the coal is

handled. So it is with machinery and accessories. Prom the

manufacturer to the foreign consumer is too long a process

nowadays, and demands the very special consideration of our
producers. In the past he has been content to make agency
arrangements with wholesale firms abroad, and has not con-

siders! the number of concerns engaged in the process of

maxketing his goods and their necessary- profits. Take a typical

The Vamma Wateb-Poweb Plant, Noeway. s ifzra

price. The manufacturer's price has had at least 5 per cent.

+ 5 per cent, added in London, -I- 10 per cent. -I- 5 per cent,

to Cheefoo + 10 per cent. Chinese commissions, etc., as weH
as the interest and about four margins for contingencies. Now
German merchants in our Colonies and the Far East are known
to work for less profit than the princely British establishments,

and more financial considerations are given them by firms at

home. Manufacturers in England or Germany cannot obtain

orders with cash from abroad, and cash against documents
from a native is practically impossible for a variety of reasons.

Consider, too, the larger British Colonies. It has often been
my experience when writing to manufacturers of repute in

England, asking for a quotation, that they will tell you that
they are restricted from your market, or else refer you to an
agency at the other end of your country. Instead of carefully

nursing your business they may send your enquu-y on to the
agency in a general way without data to meet it. So, often the
agents are not direct representatives, and the principals do not
know the basis of their agent's quotations, thus making direct

quotation impossible, and delay and consequent dissatisfaction

results.

The question is, how can this be remedied when we consider
the impossible expenses of keeping up sepai-ate branches abroad '?

There is but one answer—Co-operation at lower cost. Mer-
chants need only stop a moment to see that they are now
co-operating through their agents abroad and have practically

no hold on them.
It is here where the I.E.E., coiwbined with our technical

journals, could do such a wonderful work. It is such a pity

that our Institution should have thrown overboard their Com-
mercial Committee, for it is often through such means that
co-operative organisation can be effected. , Why should not
combinations of twenty or more different manufacturers get
together and organise their foreign trade, and eliminate a large
number of middlemen? Suppose we connect up directly from
the factoi-y office, or from a joint London salaried ofiice if

necessary, with the office of the co-operative scheme in Cairo,
Calcutta, Bombay, Singapore, Hongkong. Shanghai, Yokohama,
Vancouver, Winnipeg, Toronto, etc., where the salaries of the
officials are paid by the joint concern, and nothing but the
recognised percentage of expenses, exchange, interest and
handling expenses added—the profit having already been
allowed for by the manufacturer's quoted price. Then, and
then only, shall we be able to get our products to the con-
sumer at a reasonable and tempting price. I cannot but feel

that, were I possessed of sufficient means to be able to give
time to promote such co-operation, I should be doing a patriotic

duty to the British nation at this time, although the army of
business middlemen would not favour the scheme. There are,

of course, economic considerations involved in each colonial or
foreign city concerned through the lass to them of profits now
made and retained locally. With this the manufacturer need
not bother, Tlien, too, careful selection of men with foreign
seUing experience must be considered if it is to be made a
success.

Con.?ul Reports.—The U.S.A. Consuls in foreign countries are-

usually more concerned with trade than with diplomacy,
whereas our average Consul considers himself above ordinarj'

commercial interests. This is a fact much commented on
abroad and keenly felt by the Britisher, who, however, tries

to soothe himself with the belief that this attitude of his

Consul adds to British prestige, etc. If only our Vice-Consula-

were allowed more opportunity to promote business the aver-

age Britisher would excuse the Consul on diplomatic grounds,

but as a rule the Sers'ice consider it beneath their dignity,

why should not the Government be forced to publish, more
fully than they now attempt, commercial reports? Faihng
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these, the group system outlined above could work up and
produce a well-edited private report that would be full of

interest and value to all concerned.
Advertising.—Here, again, is where British custom, that

bugbear of the forward policy, is so restrictive. If we take
up any English technical journal, or any published in our
older colonics, we find the same old staid advertising, lliere

is nothing "live" about it; there is no "art" in our adver-
tising—or should I c.'fll it science? Some years ago it was
rcali.sed by retailers of certain commodities much used by the
public, that they must "catch the eye "^or any other sense—
of the people in order to .sell their goods. A jxxir article but
a "live selling department" were both successful on the
Canadian market not long ago, and if you pick up the U.S.
edition of Power you find the essence of engineering adver-
tising, perhaps overdone at times, but nevertliele.^s it tends
to convince where the small square of dense black type in

your pages are not looked at. Of course, there are exceptions,
but we must remember that it is said on this continent that

a man can get as much education from advertising cohinins of

his technical papers as from the articles. Tlie ethics of adver-
tising arc too deep to discuss fully here, but as a Britisher,

with reasonable patriotism and a long experience of technical
literature. I must confess that I am often drawn to believe in

U.S. goods against my desire. Let us. then, add to our name
as a " Nation of Shopkeepers" that of " A Nation of Whole-
salers."

Inittructions and Details.—So often our suppliers or manu-
facturers forget the inexperience of the average purchaser at

the other end, and do not realise how fatal a small mis-
take in shipment can be. Again and again this has been
mentioned in your columns, and a recent article bv the
Engineering Professor of the Hongkong University snowed
how careless our manufacturers can be over shipping lists and
detailed drawings. There are very few British engineers
abroad who have not had the same experience. There are,

again, the brilliant examples, and if all manufacturers fol-

lowed out the methods employed by Messrs. B. & W. with
their boilers, there would be far less complaint. Young
engineers of from 2.3 to '?0 are often .sent abroad, and it

cannot be expected that they have had all the experience
beforehand, or that they have even made up a mixture of
concrete, or set an engine. A regular set of instructions, com-
plete in every detail, are easy to draw up, and they often keep
a man attached to the firm which thus helps him along. This
question of the young engineer abroad is also another impor-
tant one for the manufacturer to consider. It is seldom that
one receives a catalogue abroad unless you make an effort to

get on a mailing list or write specially, but co-operative effort

could register everv engineer and keep him well supplied. I

will not say that other countries do very much more than the
British in this way, except it be the special efforts from time
to time of the U.S. manufacturer, but it is well worth atten-

tion. An agent never has more than one catalogue, and that

is usually lent somewhere when you want it ; moreover, there

seems to be some kind of fear in the heart of the British

manufacturer that his catalogues and prices will be misused,
and it is only after being pressed that he will give you a price

and some data. Purchasers, I know, will hawk a price around,
but whenever it is given it will get out, and reticence causes
more trouble than it secures business.

In conclusion, let me plead again for co-operation with
experienced men at the helm. There is more to fear from the
irrespon.sible agent abroad w-ho is in the business for what he
can make, and not in the interest of the principals, who can
be as underhanded or upright as it suits him. and must add
sufficient to satisfy the head.s of the firm and maintain the
heavy proportion of expenses of his department. Manufac-
turers would get more business, better prices, more satisfac-

tion and more direct representation by a twentieth share in

a forty city co-operative agency than they do with the same
expenditure now, and British trade would increa.'se emmnously.

Sidney F. Rickelts.
Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan,

October lOth, 1911.

P.S.—Your article on "Co-operation in Trade l''xpansion
"

(Sept. 2.5th) just seen after above written. I think the

above is in much the same strain.—S.F.U.

British Manufacturers and llieir Sales Metliods.

Now is an opportune time to consider this importaJit sul>-

ject. Many of our manufacturers still contliuie in the old-

fashioned style of waiting until someone brings them some-
thing to ninnufaoture, and even then, if anything new, the

dilVu'ulty of getting this acaimpli-shed has been almost beyond
belief. Wo must have a complete change in these methods;
new articles made to customers' requirements at .competitive

prices nuist bo manufactured suitable for the new markets
now available.

Many seem to imagine that sales organisation only consists

in appointing a large nuu\lier of agents as canvassenB^iiid

travellers on connuission, \\ithout providing them witH any
funds or giving them jwwer to do anything if they could; in

many cases this is done simply with a view of trying to get

sales conducted at other people's expense ; these agents accept

these positions from want of something better, and aie help-

less, and so it contioues, neither party doing aoytbing in a
permanent direction. The tenu " agent " would be better
abolished as now applied in the engineering trade unless it is

to be recognised in future as representing a person of pogi-

tion and capability. All employees, from the managing
director downwards, are in reality agents of any company, but
buyers are tired of interviewing what are now known as
agents, and they require to see the equivalent of a principal

We have, therefore, on the one band, in many cases, manu-
facturers employing on starvation terms and on temporary
arrangements agents, canva.ssers, and travellers, and imme-
diately thereafter procecling to stultify their position and
efforts by corresponding directly behind their backs with the
customers and in other ways lowering what prestige they
possess, thereby destroying their connt-ction and chance of

success, possibly, in some caises, to prevent their getting tf<o

strong a hold on the business, but in others, we fear, with a

view of preventing them earning too much money, and this

system is carried out in many ways right down tf> the man at

the works that offers better teniis if the sales can be com-
pleted without the knowledge of their own representative.

Such methixls must be exterminated.
On the other hand, we have the customers, the architects, and

the consulting engineers trying to exterminate these agents,

canvas.sers and travellers, by shutting their dfiors again.st them
and communicating direct with the works; this arises in some
cases through the utter incompetence of the men employed
and their failure to satisfy the customers' requirements, but

in many cases owing to the Ijehaviour of the works corrcs-

[xjndents.

The natural result must be to throw thousands of these men
out of their present employment; but. being a gradual pro-

cess, they will, when unable to take the place of the expert

salesman^ no doubt be provided for in offices and works where

they would be better employe<l ; when this is accomphshed
think of the relief to the buyers and the relief to many of

these weary individuals themselves, to say nothing of the

enormous saving to everybody when they are found definite

empk)yment with a visible earning capacity benefiting to

themselves and the country in general.

Out of this medley, if we are to improve, must arise the ex-

pert salesman and the enlightened works correspondent both

engaged on tenns of possible permanency with the firm, the

one realising that he must satisfy his customers' requirements

in every way, and the other admitting the salesman's position

and giving him the utmost support. Such .salesmen would be

w'elcomed with api>ointments by the customer again and again if

only they were available, and the persecution of buyers by in-

competence were discontinue<l. The sidesmen of the future should

be fewer in number and much bettor paid, and of permanent

and superior position with the manufacturers; they must be

men who, having passed through every .shop, are selected and

finally trained for this position in the estimating and designing

departments, and with at least ten years' experience. Such

salesmen will be expected to answer any questions and give

any advice, and be in a position to take particulars, making
haiid sketches of suggestions, and, if requured, preparing and

pricing estimates, and in cases of necessity concluding contracts

on the spot.

What a rarity such men are to-day ! Equally so the manu-
facturers who have .sufficient c-oufidence in the outside agents

and travellers they now employ.

The works corresix)ndent is in reality the manufacturer, as,

after all, this corres[K>ndont is the person who controls the

situation, making or marring any concern; anyone nowadays.

fiom the junior partner to almost the office boy, is permitteil

to deal with correspondence, the result in many cases being

as might be expectctl.

The works ecurespondents sliould have been salesmen for five

years at least, having had what workshop experience salesmen

should ix^ssess before they occupie<l that position; we should

then have corresixindents knowing all the difficulties and

trained in both the positions nt>cossary for success. They must

realise that the entire syst<Mn of customers, siilesmen and works

staff are in a sense under their ixmtrol, and that they can by

carelessness <ir want of forethought destroy the best laid plans.

and until such men are appointed by merit only we shall con-

tinue as we are.

The subject of advertisement inlbe technical press is another

opjiortunitv that is s-tdly negleotrtl. many of our manufacturers

never apixniring. This should form the first subject of dis-

cussion between our salesmen and the works ovresix^ndents.

as without this how are purchasers ever to know, more especi-

ally abroad, of a manufacturer's existence'.' Many manuf.tc-

tuiers soems to imagine nowadays that if they employ large

numbers of aunmission agents advertisement is uniuvessary

—the greatest fallacy of all.

If only we can persuade our manufacturers to devote a rea.oon-

able sum to their selling organisations, instead of snending

their all on the works, and to select their salesmen and works

corresivnidents by merit, encouraging them with permanent
apivintmonts, and, having done this, persuade the British

workmen to do as much work as they can it they like, then

there will be little trouble in holding our own and securing

our full share of trade at every opivMtunity. Surely there has

never been a better time for a change.

Yictor H. Coales, M.I.Moch.E.

London, S.W.. Xovcmber Ath. 1914.
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Abo it E ectric Itadlaton.

\V(i /liittor ijiiisflvoh tli:it till- licginriiii;,', at l.'iiht, <j1' Mf»hr.>..

J!illiiiu'« iiilvcrtisi'infTit iii ycmj- liust iwiu- is aiiiiiMl at uh. \Vi-

(III not know why llioy hIiohM \>v iii-tvouH about our nuliutor.

ill viow of tlieir veiy (li'tiiiit*^ ojiiniou that " It i« wroiii,' cvcii

ill thi^ most i'u<liiiii'ntary i>iii)ci|ile8 " iiiul that their own liri'

is
" Riyht in tht-oiy ami |iractic«." If these two stateiiientK

are corrtvt, cnyinoeis will have the neeessary iiitelli(,'ence ami

traiuiuf,' to is<'e it for themselves. Of eouise, one may feel

sonu! doubt of Messrs. Belliny's ability to speak from the

theoretical side if they really mean to iiiij)ly, as it seems from

their wordiiij;, that radiant heat dries up tlur moisture in the

air and aiuses irritation of the nose and tliront. Surely they

have heard of, or seen, the sun? .\ii(l they iiiifht have

known that a coal fire, which is admittedly .satisfactory on
tlies<> two points, does its work by radiant heat. Perhaps the

idea is that there are certain proi«>rtions of radiant and con-

viHtive beat which are the only rifiht ones and that only the

advertisers know what these are?
We don't know at whom the ijarafiraph about profits goint

to Germany is aimed, and we sliudder to add one more to

the many claims of being wholly British, but wo really are-

every shareholder and every employe.
There is one other thing that perhaps we shall have an

explanation of later on, and that is the statement that
" Radiant heat thrown in evei-y direction makes excellent

toast." One would have thought it l>etter to throw the radiant

heat in the direction of the toast

!

Finally, cannot we ctuTy on this business without accusing
each other's apparatus of being bad for the public'? Ijct us
be agreed that aU electric heating is good, but that each manu-
facturer knows better than the other fellow how to make
radiators. That will still leave us lots to say in our adver-
tisements.

Tiie Jackson Electric Stove Co., Ltd.
E. E. Sn.\ni', Dircrtiir.

Ijondon, W., Nov. 9fh, 19M.

Assisting- the Enemy.
Some four or Hve English firms—by no means obscure in

the industry—are actively taking orders from well-known,
(ierman concerns through the hitter's English branches.
']'hese orders are for making gcxxls which those branches have
always obtained in )>eace times from Germany.

Possibly the Royal PrtK-lamation of September 9lh does not
actually prohibit this, but the legal position created by this
Pj-oclanuition has yet to be defined,, and at the moment is

engaging attention in the Courts. Apart from this, however,
I.venture to think that all right-thinking men in our industry,
or out of it, will regard such ti-ading ais not only unpatriotic,
but indirectly a.ssisting the enemy.

Surely linglish purchasers of such goods also deserve a tablet
to them.selves for the future guidance of that vast majority
which intends tti serve it? Counti-j- first, and its .'(elfish interests
secondly.

X.
November 10th. 1914.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES.
AND PLANT,

FITTINGS

The Thomson Police Lan^).

About six years ago, Messrs. L. E. Wilson & Co., of 10, Corpora-
tion Street, Manchester, introduced an electric lamp specially
designed for police use, which was considered to be an improve-
ment on the oil lamps then in nee. This lamp was received
with general favour, and many police forces in the country

—

including the M-tropolitan and City Police, and those of Liverpool.
G'asgow, Edinburgh, and the Royal Irish Constabnlary—have
adopted it in place of the oil lamp.
The lamp has been improved from time to time, and some of its

advantages, according to Major Fergnsson, H.M. Inspector of
Constabulary for Scotland, are aa follows: (1) A better light ia

obtained
; (2) clothes are not spoiled by the oil : (3) fumes no

longer rise to the men's faces ; (4) Chills hi'herto produced by
heating the body when carrying the oil lamp under the cape in
wet weather, are avoided

; (5) the light is maintained in any
position : ((;) the weight is very little more than the oil lamp, with
the advantage that the bulk of the weight is nearer the body ;

(7) no naked lights are neeeseary
; (8) the recharging operation

is simple in character
; (9) a saving is eiiec'ed.

The success of the Thomson police lamp is in a great measure
due to the co-operation and interest of the electrical engineers in
the various cities in arranging suitable charging facilities, after
which very little supervision is necessary. Moreover, the annual
maintenance costs are below those of the oil lamp ; each lamp wUl
give l.'j hours' light from one charge, and at least 50 can be re-
charged at one time at a cost of 41 1. with current at 3d. per unit.

It has been found from experience that the light required for
inspecting property per night ia generally equivalent to fonr honra'
continuous burning, and one charge therefore lasts three nights
besides leaving sufficient reserve for contingencies. The switch ia

conve liently placed at the top of the lamp and enables tie light to

be ua;d pf riitinently or intermittently at desired.

Pa-tioular attention iit drawn to the high quality and utroitr

conn rujtion of th jse lampj, which ensble them to withotand
the rou(;h UHige incidental to police UHe. In addition to the
folding baadles, a clip is provided to enable the Ump to be slipped

on to the belt whei neccsaary, thus leaviair both hand-i free.

Aa innovation in connect! )n with the Thomson electric po :ket-

Ismp—the j luior edition of the police lamp, which biH been

Pi Thk Tiii.MsoN Police Lamp.

largely adopted for inspection purposes by railway, gas, water,
and electricity companies—is the supply of a dry battery with it

instead of the usual re-chargeable accumulator, the price, of coarse,
being considerably reduced in the first instance.

Full particulars in regard to these lampa and accesaariea are
contained in the recent list issued by Messrs. Wilson.

Eclipse Cooking Apparatus.

The Eclipse electric cooker of the restaurant type i-i ex'.ra wide,
double cased, and is provided with two doors. The eqiipnect of a

gcomplete cooker cmeista of the oven with two grid shelves, a sheet
iron shelf, drip tin and meat hook. The top is fitted with four
7}-in. and two "i-in. diameter hot plates, and a combined doable
grill and hot plate, 14j in. x lO; in., the grill being provided with
a drip tin and toast grid. There is also a white enamelled crown
plate. The heating elements, mounted on a light framing, are
assembled on each side of the oven, and are securely held in

Fig. 2.—Eclipse Cooker at Bbiqhton Sanatorium.

position by means of substantial screw fixings ; they can be easily

replaced without loas of time if desired. The heating elements
are protected by perforated cast-iron gates.

We illastrate in figs. 2 and 3 Eclipse electric cookers of the type
dfaoribed, manufactured by the Elbctbio and Ordnance Acces-
sories Co., Ltd., of A?ton, and installed in the kitchen of the
Brighton Sanatorium, and at the Central Hotel, Old Steine,
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Brighton. Both of these eqnipments are on the 460-2.30-volt

three-wire network, and the circuits are wired np as equally as

poBsible to balance each other on full load. The Bwitchboarda,

which were supplied by the Britrhton Corporation, are fitted with
"Diamond H" ewitchea on each circuit, with hip;h. medium, and
low control. A pilot lamp and a double-pole "Zed' fuse are

provided on each circuit. The sanatorium equipment is chiefly

need for baking and roasting meats, ice, and also for Bimmerin?
soups, for which latter operation it ia well adapted. There is a

renders it a most efficient device for tue on a car. The candle*

powers range from 20 to luOcp.

Fig. 3.—KcMPdE Cookicb at a Buiuuton Hotel.

large coal fired kitchen range available, but very often the work
of the institation oan be done on the " Eclipse " cooker alone.
The hotel cooker is used practically for the whole of the roasting
and baking operations carried out at the hotel, and the results

obtained are considered very satisfactory. The overall dimensions
of cookers are -10 in. high x 39 in. wide < 30i in. deep, and the
current consumption ia for the oven 1,800 watte, grill 2,000 watte,
each of the four large size hotplates 950 watts, and each of the
two small size hot plates 400 watts.

New "Half.Watt" Lamps.

The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd, of Mazda House,
Upper Thames Street, E.G., has introduced a range of Mazda
"half-watt" lamps of 6, Sand 12 volts, for use on motor-oars.
These are described in list No. 10,136, and we illustrate one of
50 O.P., for 12 volts, taking 2 amperes, herewith.

Fio. 4.—Mazda "Half-Watt" Avtomobilb Lamp, Full Size.

The olose coiling of the filament tnables the beat result* to be
obtaintd with parabolio rtilMtors, and tb« small oooiumption

Fig. 5.

—

Wotan " HAi-t-W.iii Automobile Lamp.

Messrs. Siemens Brothers Dy.namo Work.s, Ltd., of Dals^on,
have also brought out a series of " Wotan ' lamps pos'essing the
same characteristics, and very similar in appearance to the foregoing.

LEGAL.

North British Wireless Schools, Ltd.. r. Mayxe,

Decision has been pronounced by Sheriff Laing in an action at the
instance of the plaintiif^. of Edinburgh and Glasgow, against
Elward Alfred Mayne, wireless telegraph expert, formerly of Aber-
deen. The pursuers sought to interdict defender from carrying on, or

from being interested in, the business of wireless telegraphic in-

struction in Aberdeen, and alleged that, in breach of an agreement
between the parties, the defender had commenced and carried on
business at Aberdeen by opening a school for instruction in wire-

less telegraphy. The defender pleaded that the Court at Aber-
deen had no jurisdiction in respect that be was not carrying on
business in Aberdeen at the date of the raising of the action, and
that service had not been made upon him personally within the
sheriffdom. The defender further counterolaimed for a sum of

£200, being an alleged balance due to Him by the pursuers. The
Sheriff holds that jurisdiction has been conatitnted in the action by
reconvention, and continues the oaae for further procedure.

Trading with the Enemy.

The Lord Justice Clerk, in the High Coort of Justiciary,

Edinburgh, dealt with a charge of attempting to trade with the

enemy, which was preferred against William Drummond Dick.

The accused addressed a letter to Herr Herbert (ilaesell, Gothen-
burg, Sweden, in which he stated he was negotiating with a Berlin

company for the aale of a cargo of coal, and requested Glassell to

post on a letter, which he had enclosed, addressed to the German
Cuban Electricity Co , Ltd., Berlin, and in which he stated that

the esteemed inquiry of the company regarding a cargo of abont

1,350 tona of coal was having his greatest attention : that he would
forward to them as soon as possible a tempting offer for that and
also for other qualitiea of coal, and that he would do his

ntmost to hasten the negotiations, and in this way attempted to

trade with the enemy. The case had been remitted from the

Sheriff Court, where aocnaed had pleaded guilty.

Counsel, who appeared for the aoouaed, pointed out that the

coal was intended for electric lighting purposes. The only offence

of the aooHsed was that ho communicated with BeTlin. Had he

communicated directly with Cuba it would have been a perfectly

legal transaction. Accused was of British birth.

Describing the case as "a particularly mean crime," the Lord
AnvocATE for the Crown explained that prior to the outbreak of

hostilities accused was in treaty with the firm mentioned in oon-

uection with the shipment of a cargo of coal, and when war broke

out he still endeavoured to dispose of that shipment. From
several firms of high standing in this country to whom he had
applied, he had received warning letters which most have put him
upon his guard that he was endeavouring to do a dangerons thing.

Passing sentence of five years' penal servitude, the Lord Jr>TiOK
Ci.krk said that sending coal to sea at this time was a thing

which certainly onght to be prevented with the utmost rigour

of the law.

Armorduct MANrvwcTURiSG Co., Ltd., r. Dkkbiks \ Co.

In the King's Bench Division on Monday, according to the

FinuiK-iiil Vimef, before Mr. Justice Horridgc and Mr. Justice

Rowlatt, sitting as a Divisional Court, Mr. Hinde applied that the

hearing of this case should be expedited.

The circumstances were reported in the Electrical Bkvikw
for October 23rd, p. 654. Counsel for the plaintiffs said that there

was no dispute as to the amount being due, but Judge Atherley

Jones took the point that plaintiff company was an English

company in which the bulk of th« share* were held by Germans

D
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renident abroad, and held that in the publio intereat he oould not
enter jmldinent for the plaintiff uompany.

Mil. n. L. Tkiiiis, for the defendantB, gaid the case was an
uufurtunate one for bin olitintB. lie had advised them to a»k the
Cuiirt ti> allow the appeal.

Mil. .Tu!(TicE UoUtttuOE : That oan only be done by consent.
Probably Mr. Hinde desires to have the decision of the Court on the
point raised.

Mb. IIinde : Yes.

The Oonrt tixed the hearinfi^ of the appeal for yesterday.

WAR ITEMS.

Australian MANUi-'At'TriiKKs and the Trade Position.—
An Australian newspaper, dated Sdptember 26th and jaet received,

states that the views of the manufacturers of Victoria and New
South Wales regarding the inHuBtrial position of the Common-
wealth aa a result of the war have been submitted to the Federal
Royal Commission on Food Supplies and Trade and Industry
through the Executive Council of the (Chambers of Manufacturerp.
" Although German industry in many channels of trade," says the
executive, " has been brought to a high state of perfection by the
application of science and technical training to the various com-
modities exported from that country to Australia, generally speak-
ing there is very little of the multitudinous commodities 'made in

Germany' that cannot even now be obtained either from the United
Kingdom or America. German trade has largely been fostered on
the basis of low prices, and although an increasing business has
been done by Australia of late years with Germany, only temporary
inconvenience will be felt at a stoppage of these supplies, as most
of the trade done by the various members of our chambers in raw
materials can be almost immediately diverted to other sourcps of
supply, provided Increased prices are paid. Oa general principles,

seeing that German imports into Australia have been fostered
largely on the basis of low prices and special freights, the obvious
thing to do in order to divert this trade into other channels by the
development of new Australian indubtries, the enlargement of pre-
sent ones, or help the trade of the mother country. France or
Belgium is to place a Customs surcharge for some years upon goods
made in and coming from Germany and Austria-Hungary.
Further suggestions that would generally tend to divert trade from
the enemy are as follow :

—

"(n) Giving substantial preference in any readjnstment of the
tariff to goods made within the Empire.

"(6) The initiation and completion of reciprocal trade relations
with our white kinsmen in the sister Dominions of the King across
the seas.

" ((•) The procedure concerning German patents and trade marks
followed in the Mother Country can be adopted here, as already
suggested by your Commission.

" ((/) Immediate assistance can be given by the Federal Govern-
ment in the direction of an effective tariff, substantial bonuses, and
by assistance in capital expenditure, in order to farther develop
by private enterprise the consumption of wool in our own factories,
and the establishment of smelting works for the treatment of our
own mineral ores.

" (f) An education in national sentiment and patriotism that
would make it difficult to sell any goods ' Made in Germany,' if

any reasonable alternative sources of supply exist.
" (/') It should be borne in mind that the establishment of any

new industry in the Commonwealth, the products of which would
displace trade now done with the enemy, would probably necessi-
tate the importation of highly-trained technical Continental
workers.

"
((/) German shipping to be treated- by the Commonwealth in

connection with passenger and freight traffic on the lines existing
with regard to foreign commerce in the United States, Japan and
other countries.

" If these general principles were adopted by the Commonwealth
Government, we believe that it would not be long before private
enterprise throughout the Empire could effectively deal with
German trade. It is probable that, unless some immediate steps
are taken by the Commonwealth Parliament in the direction of
preference in trade with the Empire and to our Allies, a consider-
able portion of the trade Germany is sure to lose will be filched by
the United States of America."
The Siidnetj Morning Herald for September 28th quotes a

Melbourne telegram stating that a circular letter had been
addressed by Mr. Deakin, the chairman of the Foodstuffs Com-
mission, to the Chambers of Commerce, Agriculture, and Mines,
to the Institutes of Engineers, and other bodies, as well as to the
Publio Works Departments of the Commonwealth and the States,
asking, in view of the serious interference with trade and manu-
factures threatened by the war, and the reduction of employment
it might entail, unless energetic steps were taken to meet the
situation :

—

1. What are the things of major importance to our production,
manufactures, or trade, that will be wholly or partly unobtainable
from the usual sources of supply .'

2. To what extent, and by what means can they be produced in
Australia, during, at least, the stoppage or reduction of supplies
from abroad .'

3. Failing Australasia, which of such things are likely to be
obtainable from the United Kingdom by either the enlargement
of a production already existing there, or by special efforts being

put forth for establishini; indaatrte* ptevlouBly oonflned to tht
countrJMi of the ent-my .'

4. Failing the foregoing, the poRsibiUty of supply from : (./')

Other Britieh Dominionii
;

(i!>) our alliea ; and (c) neutral
countries.

Tj. (.'an substitatee obtainable outside the closed sources of supply
be temporarily used with success in prooesses of manufacture, or
as ingredients .'

tj. What things from markets now closed, such as food and
clothing usually regarded as necessities, may be replaced by articles

not generally so favoured, but equally effective in use, which coold
be obtainable in Australasia or elsewhere .'

7. Would the uancellation of patent rights held by sabjeots of

the enemy in Australasia assist to any large degree the production
and supply by Australasia .'

Anchou Caulk Stait-.—The employes and staff of the Anchor
Cable Co. agreed, a few weeks ago, that whilst the factory is working
full time, they would contribute a certain sum each week based on
the amount of their earnings towards the local branches ot the
Prince of Wales's National Kelief Fund and the Belgian Relief

Fund. The re-ult has been that a weekly sum has been handed to

the Mayor of Leigh for one or other of these funds. The employes
and staff have now decided that instead of contributing the fort-

nightly sum to the Belgian Relief Fund, to make themselves
responsible for the maintenance of one family of Belgian Refugees,

as long as it is necessary. The tenancy of one of the new cottages

being erected for the Leigh Corporation has been allotted to them,
and arrangements are now being made to furnish this cottage

throughout and to maintain a home for some of the refugees at a

cost nut exceeding 3os. per week. The directors and management
of the company are contributing towards the cost of furnishing,

and immediately the cottage is reody it will be offered for the
purpose for which it is intended. This scheme does not in any
way affect the fortnightly contributions to the National Relief

Fund. The company are having an illuminated " Roll of Honour "

prepared, to contain the names of all employ -^ who have responded

to the nation's call to arms, and this will be placed permanently
in a conspicuous place in the factory. They propose to send a

photograph of this "Roll of Honour" to each of the men who are

serving and to give one to the dependents of each man. The firm

have, from the first, made themselves responsible for seeing that

the dependents of the men are properly provided for.

Trading with the Enemv.—A correspondent has sent us a

copy of a letter which has been circulated by a London firm of con-

tractors, in which they are inviting other firms to contribute

toward the expense of defending an action in the Divisional Court,

in which the question to be considered is the payment of debts to

firms in this country in which the capital is largely German. Our
correspondent says :

—

"Ihave recently received a circular from some electrical contractors,

and from the contents note that they want others to help them to

fight their creditors. My personal view in this matter is there are

too many firms who are only too anxious to 8eiz3 such an oppor-

tunity. Personally, as much as I am against all German houses, and
have never been anxious to support them, I still believe that they
should have some sort of security against the above tactics.

" I feel if it were suggested that all money owing to such firms

should be paid into Court until the crisis was over, many firms

would be found who had no means at all, so therefore I reckon

that they would in such case be taking advantage under false pre-

tences. Whilst I do not agree that money should be sent to

Germany, I do say that when a firm is established here, and pays

rates, rent and taxes, and employs British labour, it would receive

money for the goods supplied by it in the past. I may add that I

can state a case where our Government had placed an order with a

German house who were trading under an assumed name, which
was not discovered until the work was completed. In spite of this,

the Government paid for the work. Surely, one cannot act fairer

than that, and should take as an example the honourable dealings

of our Government, that is to say, pay for what you have. I should

like to hear what your opinion and that of other people is in this

matter."

Stepney Men with the Forces.—The following is a list of

the staff and employes of the Stepney Borough Council Electricity

Department who are now serving with His Majesty's Forces.

Those markpd * are privates ;
t sergeant

; J rifiemen ; § sappers
;

II captain ; H driver :

—

•Abrame, G.. 6th Roval Fusiliers. 'Hendry, H, C, 7th (City of London)
tAndrews, W. P., Libndon Eleottioal Battahcn.
EDginears. -Hewett, W., 6th Royal Fasiliers.

'Aspinall, A. B., 7ih (Ciiy of London) -James, H., 6th Royal FuailiorB.

Battalion. 'K-ller, F., -IlnA (County of Londoni
"Barber, F, 6ih Boyal Fusiliers. Battalion. (The Queen's.)

: Bayne, L., 6th Rifle Bdgade. 'Knight. W.. 6th Royal Fusiliers.

-Bodkin, v., 6th Royal Fusiliers. "Legg, W., 6th Royal Fusiliers.

gBrown, W. H , London Electrical ILmsdell, H. J,, London Electrical

Engineers. Engineers.
•Bruce, A., 7th (City ot London) Bat- "Mabbett, W. G., 6th Royal Fusiliers.

talion. 'Mellish, W., 7th (City of London)
-Crooli, W. H., 6th Royat Fusiliers, Battalion.
I Dubbin, J., Ferts Yeomanry, 'Nash, J., 6th Royal Fasiliers.

.Ewer, G. G., 7th Essex. :Penfold, W., nth (County of

Gibson, R., 6th Royal Fusiliers. London) Battclion (PoiiSar and
SGraves, F., London Electrical Stepney RiUes).

Engineerf. 'Pert, E , Royal Army Medioal Corps,

•Green, G., 6th Royal Fasiliers. '.-iorivener, R , 15ih Royal Fusiliers.

"Green, U. P., 7th (City of London) ' Trattle, W., Aimy Service Corps.

BattaliDn. "Webber, C, 6lh Royal Fusiliers.

For German Prisoners.—Men belonging to the Royal

Engineers paid a visit to Leigh last Saturday and erected

electrically charged wire entanglements, and fitted up heating

apparatus in the large shed which has j ust been erected by the

LUford Manufacturing Co. in Etherstone Street. About 1,000

German prisoners are to be interned here.
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West Ham and Allowances to Electrical Employees.—
At a recent meeting of the West Ham Town Connoil, the electrical

eneineer ropnrted that there had been no difficulties with reijard

to mobilisation pay, but the case of men taken on since the com-
mpncement of the war was worthy of consideration. In the caee

of temporary men taken on to replace those who had joined the
forces, he had made it clear that they were not entitled to mobi-
lisation pay if they in their turn should leave for the same pur-

pose. There was, however, another class of case, namely, where
men of any frrade were taken on, not to replace war vacancies, but
to occupy new positions if such arose, or to serve as additional men
due to work increasinpr. In these cases he took it that the spirit

of the Council's resolution was that mobilisation pay should not
be given in the event of such men joininpf the forces, seeing that
they had become employoa of the Corporation since the commence-
ment of the war. The Committee recommended the Council to

accept the engineer's suggestions, but when the matter was under
discussion in the Council meeting objection was taken. Councillor
Jones said that the country might even want more men in the
future thaa it did now, and if any Council employe were seized

with lenthusiasm and wanted to enlist there should be no
embargo placed upon his doing so. He moved that the clause be
referred back for reconsideration. This was agreed to after Coun-
cillor Littler had remarked that the Committee felt that it was
not desirable that men should get into the employ of the Council,
remain a few days or'weeks, join the Army, and then be put on the
Bame conditions as the others. '

Motor Ambulances for the Front.—Messrs. Babcock & Wiloox,
Ltd., have presented two standard motor-ambnlances to the British

Red Cross Society for service at the front. One of these ambu-
lances has been given by the company, and the other has been paid
for by subscription from the directors and staff. The response
from the staff has been so satisfactory that there will be a surplus
of between £40 and £50 beyond the £400 required for the ambu-
lance, and it is proposed that this should bs handed to the R ^d

Cross Society to go to the cost of another ambulance. The British
Red Cross Society have allotted to Messrs. Babcook & Wilcox two
35-H p. Lancias, each ambulance being capable of accommodating
four wounded men, and being fitted with stretchers and all neces-

sary appliances. Bjth these ambulances have already left for the
front. Each has a plate attached stating by whom the ambulance
was presented.

Christmas Gifts for Sailors and Soldiers.—We desire to

draw our readers' attention to the coupon which appears in our
advertisement pages to-day for the convenience of those of our
readers who are prepared to send contributions to Princess Mary's
Sailors' and Soldiers' Christmas Fund for sending gifts consisting

of a embossed tobacco box, tinder lighter, pipe, tobacco and cigar-

ettes to be received by our men at the front on Christmas day.

Appeals.—We have been asked to publish several further appeals
for assistance for various funds that are being raised in connection
with efforts to help those affected by the war. One of these is

intended particularly to appeal to our lady readers, of whom we
believe there are not a few, and to the wives and daughters of

electrical men. The movement has for its object the formation of

an AsBooiation known as "The Friends of our Forces," as a band
of cohesion between women who, while unable to undertake
hospital work, wish to offer occasional help as needed in providing
entertainment of different kinds in recruiting camps and among
the convalescent wounded. Particulars can be obtained on application
to the secretary. Miss Tudor, 47, Beauchamp Place, Landon, S.W.
A second appeal received is that of the Royal Society for the Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Animals U05, Jermyn Street, W.) for funds
to assist in its efforts to oo-operate with the Army \ eterinary Corps
in its care for the sick and wounded horses of the British forces at

the front. Already some 23,000 horses have been drafted into the
hospitals of the Corps, and large numbers have been enabled to
return tit to service again.

The Trade War and Science.—The enlistment on the part of
the Entente Trade League of leading scientific advisers, for the
benefit of firms anxious to avail themselves of the openings for the
capture of German manufactures, is making rapid progress. The
Master of Christ's College, Cambridge, assisted by the secretary of
the Appointments B lard of C imbridge, has furnished the Execu-
tive Council of the League with the names of members of the staff

of the University willing to advise British makers of the foUowiug
goods, amongst others ;—Qlass and porcelain for scientific purposes,
chemicals, chcmioal and other scientific instruments, optical glass
and instruments, electrical goods, mathematical instruments,
photographic materials and coloured diagrams. Similar informa-
tion and assistance will be furnished through the Entente Trade
League by prominent experts on the professorial staffs of other
prominent seats of learning in the United Kingdom, and this
knowledge and advice will be at the disposal of firms who become
affiliated to the Sectional Committees of the League representative
of the principal British industries.

—

t'irwirifi:

Concessions in Turkey.—A Press report from Amsterdam
quotes the (\'loi/m' (iazcfte, as giving information received from
Vienna, to the effect that in financial circles it is said Turkey will
cancel all banking, railway, mineral and eleotrioity oonoeesions
granted to British, French, Russian and Belgian concerns.

The Fiiunu'hi} Tiiiii's. of Tuesday last, throws doubt upon the
accuracy of the information for a variety of reasons. Direct com-
munication with Turkey is, of course, cut off, but the Ottoman
Railway London office received information since the outbreak of
hogtilities to the effect that the railway was working normally,
uid that the staff was safs and w«ll. " It ii also understood that

the operations of the Constantinople Telephone Co. are being oon-
tinned and that the ntaff is remaining. It is reported on good
authority that the Turkish Government in not interfering wi*h the
Btaffi) composed of British and other enemy subject*, the autboritiee
desiring that they shall continue at work."

Australian Minino Oificks Raided.— U»uter'8 Melbonme
correspondent reports that on Sunday last the military authorities
raided the offices of the Broken Hill Proprietary. Mount Lyell,

Mount Morgan, North Brokenhill, and Siuth Brokcnhill Mining
Companies, and alsotheoffioesof the Australian Metal Co. Books and
other documents were seized. It is understood that the authorities
were desirous of obtaining information concerning the disposal of
metals, and also information regarding contracts entered into since

the outbreak of war. Mr. Hughes, the Attorney-General, stated
subsequently that the raids had been conducted by his authority
under the 'Trading with the Enemy Act, and that circumetancts
required this unusual action.

Oldham E.C. and German Contracts.—At the last meeting
of the E.C. it was reported that the town clerk had communicated
with the Board of Trade, with reference to the advisability of
continuing to trade with the Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd., whose
tender for the supply of a battery of accumulators was
recently accepted. The E.C. decided that the Tudor Co. be
requested to proceed with the work in accordance with the
terms of their contract, upon their undertaking that no part of
the moneys payable for the work should ba remitted to Germany
during the continuance of the war.

Traders and Government Orders.—The President of the
Associated Chambers of Commerce has addressed a letter to

the Presidents of Chambers throughout the kingdom urging them
to do everything they can to induce traders to recognise the
importance of giving precedence to Government orders. The
President points out that the Government are calling for a
prompter delivery of contracts than they are receiving at present.

He suggests that if any contractors have any suggestions to make
for expediting delivery, or have any difficulties that might be
removed which would secure earlier delivery, they should write
at once personally to Mr. Wintour, Director of Army Contracts, or

ask for an appointment.

—

Times.

Exporters and their Debts Abroad. — It is officially

announced that the Committee appointed by "the Treasury (and
mentioned here last week) to deal with the authorisation of advances
in approved cases to British traders carrying on an export business

in respect of debts outstanding in foreign countries and Colonies

(including unpaid foreign and Colonial acceptances^ which cannot
be collected for the time being is composed as follows :—Sir Henry
Babington Smith, chairman ; Sir Algernon Firth, Sir William
Plender, Mr. Donald Maclean, M.P., Mr. Brien Cokayne arid Mr.
G. A. Pownall.

The City Corporation and German Companies.—The Times

states that the City Corporation last week parsed a resolution calling

on the Government to introduce legislation for dealing with German
companies and companies managed by, or whose shareholders are

preponderantly, subjects of hostile countries. The desire is to

enable contracts to be determined.

Bradford Contruutions to the Relief Fund.—The list

of employes' contributions to the Bradford Lord Mayor's War Belief

Fund includes :—Bradford Corporation Electricity Department
workmen, JiOi : tramways workmen, £3S1 : Chr. Pratt v^: Sons
Ltd., electrical contractors, workmen. £7 19s.

Manchester I.E.E.—It is stated that at least i'.' members,
including four of the Committee, of the Manchester Students

Section of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, are serving with
the Coloars.

Board op Trade Rbports.—No. 91 of the special series of

campaign pamphlets gives particulars of German and Austrian

exports of milling machinery.

Stalyisridce Tramway Board Employes.—Of the employes
of the Stalybridge, Hyde, Mossley and Dukinfield Joint Tramways
Board, 48 are now serving with the Colours.

Personal —Mr. Ernest G. Bilker, chief assistant electrical

engineer, Morecambe Corporation, is serving as colour-sergeant

with the .'ith R»s. Batt. " King's Own," G Company, R. Lano. Regt.

He is at the Centenary Schools, l.moaster.

Mr, M. D. Biddy, who is on active service in Franoe as an
electrician to the Army Service Corps, writes wishing to be

remembered to his many friends in the electrical trade. His

address is No. 1.43'.i M.T., A.S.C., 66th Cjy„ 7th Division.

Expeditionary Force,

Corpl, Wm. Parker, who was up to recently employed at the

Tudor Accumulator Works, Dukinfi<>ld, has been complimented by
his commanding officer for smart work whilst serving with the

2ud Lanes. Fusiliers.

Messrs. Frank Hirst and Bernard Willis, employed in the Blaik-

pool Corporation electricity department, left the town on Monday
to join the field telephone department at the front.

Private Chorlton, formerly a Blackpool Corporation tramcar
driver, is reported to be lying wounded in a German military

hospital.

Major Bates, one of the offl:i.*l9 of the Prtscot Wire Works,

Lancashire, has? been promoted to the rank of Lieut.-Colonel, and

will take command of the reserve battalion of the I'lth South
Lancashire Regiment.
Roll of Honour —Private J. Hasdell (Ist Xorthamptons"!. an

employii at the Peterborough eleotrioity works, died of wounds at

the front, and was bnried at Traylea Churchyard on Septem-
ber 2Ind.
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BUSINESS NOTES.

Consular \otta. — CilOSE.N (KUHKA). — JJydro-

Aevtrk' Vevelojiiiient.—The Japanese authoritieB at Seoul have
lately been makini; an inveHti^'ation of the pruHpvotu of developinir

power in Chosen by meanu of hydro-eleotrio in»tallationH, and the

American CoduuI saye that the view held louully iu that a (growth

in eleutrioal enterprises may be looked for iu the near future. An
electrical company in New Wiju on the northern border has com-
menced operations, while Okara \: Cu. have applied for permission

to extend the service of their plant at Sbinanju. This plant is

now used to supply power to the jfold minoi of the Oriental Con-
solidated Minini; Co, (an American Corporation) at Unsan ; and
the application has been made in the hope of supplying power also

to the districts around Shinanju and Pukohin.
Tuiujsten.—Last year operations were commenced in the

tunt;sten mines discovered in the eastern part of Chosen. An
avera(;e of 5 tons per month, reports the American Consul, was
shipped to Yokohama, the estimated value being £H0 per ton.

Numerous applications are beinfif received for permission to work
similar mines in the same section of the country. The authorities

are not, however, grantini; permits at present for such mines,
owing to the general scarcity of tungsten and to the probable need
of such supplies as exist, for the development of the iron industry
in Chosen.

MEIXICO.—-1 Time for Action.—A German report which has
reached us shows that before their activities became devoted solely

to fighting- the Germans were alive to the fact that the damage done
in Mexico to electrical plant and material during internal strife

would sooner or later have to be repaired. Finance will be the
governing factor in the distribution of orders, but that is no reason
why manufacturers should not cultivate the field in readiness.

Mexican industry is largely dependent on the development of its

water power by means of hydro-electric installations, as coal is

lacking and the transport of other fuel costly. Quite a number
of large power stations were partially destroyed during the war.
There are only about 100 town-owned power stations iu Mexico,
as, except for Mexico city and the ports, there are no large towns
in the country. There are, however, numerous well-equipped
plants in textile mills, whilst the mining industry—to which the
country practically owes its existence— is entirely dependent on
electric power. Pumping installations for irrigation purposes are

being more widely planned.
An optimistic view is taken by the United States Consul at

Monterey concerning the resumption of trade in Mexico. He
reports in September a marked increase of exports from his dis-

trict, as well as of imports of American goods to replenish the long-
depleted stocks of Monterey dealers, all of which he looks upon as

evidence of peace and good order and the return of commercial
prosperity. A six weeks' " trade-winning trip " to Mexico has
been organised by the Business Men's League of St. Louis.
Electrical supplies and machinery are to be amongst the lines of
goods represented.

MANCHURIA.—Pr(7.y)ct,'^',(! Electrical Work.—The Town Council
of Harbin is awaiting a favourable opportunity for making financial

arrangements for carrying out a number of publio works, including
electric tramways and lighting for the municipality and the con-
struction, of a telephone line. The loan it proposes to raise is

£550,000, and, according to the American Consul, £135,000 of this
will be spent on the tramway and lighting systems, and £15,000
on the telephones. A large proportion of the remainder will be
spent on various municipal enterprises involving buildings, and
the undertakings and buildings will be oif'-red as security for the
loan. Meantime an offer to furnish £301,000 has been made by a
banking house.

P0RTUGUE=1E WEST AFRICA.— Electrical Proa ress.—The
American Consular representative in the Belgian Congo has
recently made a tour of Portuguese West Africa and drawn up a
report on the industrial and agricultural pursuits of that colony
generally, and also on opportunities of increasing the sale of
manufactured goods. Amongst the limited number of manufac-
turing enterprises the electric light and power plant at Catumbella
is of interest as being the first electrical plant on the whole
west central coast of Africa. It is a British enterprise, holding a
concession from the municipalities of Lobito, Bfnguella, and
Catumbella for the supply of light and power for 99 years. The
growing importance of Ljbito, on account of the Benguella rail-

way, of which it is the terminus, makes the concession a valuable
one. The street lighting of the three towns has been successfully
inaugurated, and negotiations have been started with the B-n-
guella railway for supplying light and power on the company's
wharves, stations, woikshops, & . A good return is also looked for
in supplying current for electric fans and electric pnmps for irri-

gation and house water supply. The company supplies incan-
de-cent lamps at about is. each. The duty on lamps is 25 per cent.
ad ralorem, and there is a 30 to 40 per cent, breakage. Portugal
Bupplies about 60 per cent, of Antrola's imports, though in reality

a conxiderable part of the amount creditel to the mother country
is of other origin. These include goods from many sources bought
from wholesale houses in Lisbon, and entered as Pjrtu^juese manu-
factures. The United Kmgdom has always held second place as
a supplier of Angola's wants, but other countries are actively
cultivating the market. In Loanda four or five German firms
have complete exhibits of every sort of goods suitable

for the Angola trade, every artiuli: beiog labelled with
the price, freij^ht, duty, Ju3., in I'ortngneiw currency. By
tbese thorongh methods German trade haH been rapidly increased,

iu some cases to the detriment of Britlith firms, who are more con-
servative, but nevertheless, says the Consul, far more active than
American competitors. The Germans have been operating not
only in Loanda, but, as a rule, in all the larger towns along the
West Coast, and some of them even on the East Coast. Catalogues
and correspondence should bo in the Portuguese language, or at

least Spanish, The prices and terms of sale should be stated fully,

together with approximate freight ratee. The precautions usual in

packing goods tor tropical countries should be exercieed. Iron
manufactures should be well greased, and leather goods wrapped in

oiled cloth. Outside cases should be strongly constructed of thick
boards, and care should be taken to secure them with a sufficient

number of iron bands and straps, so that they will reeistthe rough
handling of various transhipments,

GUATEMALA. — 0/>«nin(/» for Electrical .MateriaU . The
American Consul-General in Guatemala City considers it probable
that as a result of the war in Europe there will be an increased
demand for certain electrical supplies in his Consular district,

I'hittly in the line of incandescent bulbs, wire, fuses and fittings,

as these supplies have been imported almost wholly from Germany.
Bulbs in use are 5, IU, 23 and 32 c.P., ordinary screw socket, and
the current is 120 volts, alternating. No electric fans are used,

with the possible exception of a few at San Jose. Cooking and
heating utensils are forbidden by the electric companies under
severe penalties. It is estimated that nearly 100,000 incandeecent
bulbs are imported each year. There eeems to be a pre-

judice on the part of some people in Guatemala against
electrical appliances, wliich are regarded as some kind of

infernal machines. Instances have been known of such goods
being held up at the Custom house for months, notably in the case
of an .K-ray machine for a hospital in Quiragua. There is not
much chance of any important quantities of the larger electrical

machinery, such as dynamos, generators, switchboards, &c,, being
imported for some time, as Guatemala seems to be entering one of
the lean periods just at present. With over one-half of the
ordinary exports looking for new markets, and a possibility of
much of the coffee crop being lost through inability to finance the
harvest, tj say nothing of the practical impossibility of obtaining
foreign exchange, the Consul believes that 1914 and 1915 will be
the worst years in the history of the Republic.

It is impossible to give any detailed figures as to the importa-
tions of electrical goods, as they do not appear in the Customs
reports, while importers are largely German, and do not wish to

give the desired information.

A dispatch received at the Board of Trade from H.M. Minister

at Guatemala warns traders that if the country is nnable to dispose

of the bulk of its coffee crop—which usually goes to Hamburg— it

will naturally be unable to import any goods in exchange, and for

this reason it is considered that the present moment is not a
favourable one for attempting to extend trade there.

Coiuleiisiug- Plant Contracts.—Thk Mieelees
Watson Co., Ltd., Glasgow, have recently received orders for

condensing plant, for the following :—Gravesend, Devonport,
Manchester and Leeds Corporations ; Dartford U D.C. ; Hampstead
Borough Council ; numerous colliery companies and iron works ;

the India-Rubber, Gutta-Percha and Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.,

and the China Light and Poirer Co.

Bankruptcy Proceeding's.—W. R. Wedge, electrical

engineer, Tne Aroade, Northampton.—The adjiumed publio ex-

amination of the above debtor was fixed to be held on Tuesday last

week, at Northampton, but the debtoragain failed to put inanappear-

ance. The Official Receiver CMr. A. Ewen) stated that debtor had
written to say that he was suffering from influenza and bronchitis.

On being requested to forward a doctor's certificate, debtor had
complied, ana had expressed the hope that the case would not be

adjourned sine die. Tne Official Receiver said he had no objection.

The Registrar said that tne case nad been adjourned several times,

and even now tbey did not know whether deotor could appear in

one month or two months. It might be difficult for a man with

bronchitis to travel in December. Tne Offioiil Receiver said that

of course the case might be adjourned for six months. The estate

had been wound up. The Registrar ordered an adjournment, and
expressed the hope that it would not be necessary to ask for a

further adjournment.

William Walker (D. Smith & Co ), dealer in electric lamps,

late of 2 a id 3, R-.a Lion Court, Fleet Street. E.G.—Tne applii;ation

for debtor's discharge will be Heard at Carey Street, on Decem-
ber 1st.

Liquidations. — The Eoundhay and District

Elkctkic Liuutino Co., Ltd.—Tuis company is winding

up voluntaiily, with Mr. W. Smith, of 34, Albion Street,

Leeds, as liquidator. A meeting of creditors is called for November
20th.

SALSBtJRT Lamps, Ltd.—A meeting of creditors is called for

NosemDcr 19i,h, at 11, Long Acre, W.C, by the liquidator, Mx. A.

Riding.

Trade Announcements.—The Cojipagnie des Cables
StTD-AMBBiCAiNS (South American Cable Co.) has changed its

address from Cannon Street to 32, Royal Exchange, E.O,
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Electrical Evimrts from Sweden.—Returns just to

band show that the exportB of electrical machinery from Sweden
dnrini; the eie;ht months ending with Aui;u»t laBt attained a value

of only £120,641, as compared with £158 280 in the correepondine

eight months of 191.1. On the other ihand, the exports of tele-

phoce material advanced from £203,710 to £234,470.

Rook \otices.

—

Kelh/s .Vonfhli/ Tradi' lUriiir is a new
shillins publication which is launched by the well-known Directory

publishers of the same name. It contains a great deal of matter

relatiner to commercial and industrial affairs, which is put forward

with the object of enabling^ British firms to capture German-
Austrian trade at home and abroad.

"Shop Ligrhting " is the title of an excellently protop booklet of

40 paeres issued by the British Thomson-Hounton Co , Ltd., of 77,

Upper Thames Street, EC. It may be thought that the times are

unpropitious for showing the advantages of brilliant illumination

of shop exteriors, but it is to be hoped that the regulations that are

found so irksome to the shopkeeper who has learned the advertising

value of good illumination, will not have to be imposed for long,

and that Zeppelin fears will soon be a thing of the past. As a

matter of fact, most of the pictures in the book show interiors

where we can be as lavish as we please with our light. Department
stores, millinery showrooms, furniture showrooms, shop interiors,

restaurants and motor showrooms, are among the finely illumi-

nated premises included in the booklet, and these the regnlations

do not touch if the blinds are drawn or lights are adequately

shaded. Appropriate notes are given beneath each of the pictures,

and at the end of the pamphlet are particulars of Mazda lamps, Eye-

Rest fittings. X-ray and other reflectors and glassware, all of

which combine to produce the good results shown in the photo-

graphs.
" Boilers, Economisers and Superheaters." By R. H. Smith.

London : Crosby Lockwood &Son. Price 7s. 6d. net.

"Science Abstracts." Sections A and B, Vol. XVII, Part 10.

October 28th. London : E, i: F. Spon, Ltd. Price Is. 6d. net each.
" Lektrik Lighting Connections," the little book issued by Messrs.

A. P. Lundberg .Sc Sons (price 6d. net) has just been reissued,

revised and enlarged. We had thought that nothing further was
left to be said on this subject, but there are now 60 more pages

and 77 additional illustrations, and the fact that 25,000 copies

have been printed to date suggests that the book has successfully

filled a vacant niche in the literature of the industry. In the new
edition additional notes on lighting and switches are given, with
diagrams, switches and controls are cla9sified, and a wire and
lamp table is added. A list of holders of advanced grade certificates

('atalog:ues and Lists.

—

British Prometheus Co..

Ltd., Salop Street Works, Birmingham.-Illustrated leaflet No. 157,

showing a variety of types of water heaters, jugs, polished and
antique, shaving pots, water cans, ka. Prices are tabulated.

Messrs. Magneta Time Co, Lxn , 14, Soho Square, London,
W.C.—Thirty-sixpage catalogue, describing and illustrating the
" Magneta " electric time system and the interior mechanism of the

clocks. Illustrations appear of a number of designs of master and
secondary clocks used in different classes of buildings, A lengthy
list appears of post and telegraph offices and other public build-

ings and business housps which are equipped on this system, and
some of the premises are photographically shown. The Magneta
apparatus is of British manufacture, being made at the works at

Watford.
Mkssbs. CAiiniBLL & ISHERWOOD, LTD., Raleigh street Works,

Bootle, Liverpool.^Sixteen-page illustrated booklet containing
descriptive matter relating to their recently-patented " C and I

'

electrical hoist for marine and general purposes. Two of these

hoists have recently been supplied for hoisting ammunition on
board one of H.M. ships. Other orders are on hand for these

machines for ash and baggage hoisting aboard ships.

Messfs. R.\wliN(;s Bros., Ltd , 82, Gloucester Road, Sonth
Kensington, London, S.W.—We have received a neat photographic
reproduction in postcard form of a timely poster, designed by Mr.

Kelly, a member of the firm's staff. It shows Tommy Atkins
seated in o»mp "in a warm corner" beside a Inminous electric

radiator. The huimrous information is imparted that "the
cnrrcnt in this case is obtained from the field battery."

Messes JIn.'iC.BAVE & Co., Ltd., St. Ann's Ironworks, Belfast.

—

Folding card giving specification and tabulated sizes, steam pres-

aares, shipping and other particulars, of their enclosed double-

acting engines.

Messrs. Cryski.oo Ltd., Bedford.—Wall show-sheet in patriotic

design and colouring emphasising the fact that the Cryselco lamp
is All-British.

Edison \ Swan Unitkd Electric Light Co, Ltd., Ponders
End —Leaflet No. E 3,038, of 14 pages, gives illustrations, tabu
late<l particulars and prices of various types of storage batteries,

which they can supply in capacities rauging from S to 2,340
ampere-hours or larger. They include laboratory and telegraph
cells, lighting, central station, motor-car and launch, ignition and
motor-car lighting typps. Leaflet No. L 3,071 (six pages) details

the Ediswan "Tubolite system, and gives prices.

Messrs. Petteus, Ltd., Yeovil.— Illustrated jiamphlets dealing
with small S»fety oil engines, motor-boat engines, horizontal
magneto-type oil engines, and the Petter Junior electric lighting
set for country house and such like lightiug.

Messrs. Millard Bros, Ltd., 123, Houndsditoh. London, E.C.
—"War edition" catalogue illustrating and giving prices of a
variety of pocket and other electric lamps, lamp oases, and standard
batteries, the bulk of which are stated to be made in London,
though a supplementary supply has to be obtained from a neutral

country " made in Holland." Many «lectric*l noveltie* for the

Christmas season are also listed.

The Bri.msdown Lamp Wokk-S, Ltd., of KingBway House, WC.
have prepared a very attractive coloored poster, which is designed

to impress all and sundry with the fact that the Brimsdovn lamp
is British made, and. like the lady who obecurea the filament.
" will always please." Redactions of the poster in postcard and
poster stamp si/.es have also been issued. Contractors shonld apply

for specimens.

For Sale.—Bolfcon electricity department has for dis-

posal a number of single-phase, 83-cycle, 2.000-100 or 200-Tolt

transformers. Keighlev Corporation haa for disposal one 12.'>-KW.

Allen high-speed vertical reciprocating engine. Particalkra are

given in our advertisement pages.

Fire.—A serious fire occarred on the .3rd inat., at Xew-
castle-on-Tyne, when Messes. Siemess's electrical supply stores

were completely gutted.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

kintore. — E.L. Si seme Lvaiguratkd. — A new
system of electric lighting was inangnrated in the burgh of

Kintore last week. The power is obtained from the Shirrabum,

the flow from which is stored in a dam near the town. On the

outskirts of the burgh there has been erected a power station,

containing two 29 H.p. water turbines and dynamos. Messrs. T. C.

Smith & Co., of Aberdeen, were the contractors for the scheme,

under the supervision of Mr. M. K. Cooper. Mr. .lamjs Duncan, of

Tillycorthie, by whose enterprise the T.C. has been enabled to

inaugurate the new system, was presented with the freedom of the

burgh.

Abinsrcloii.—E.L. Charges.—The T.C. has empowered

a Sub-Committee to arrange with Mr. Edwards, of Bristol, repre-

senting the Electric Supply Co., for a supplementary agreement

governing the charges for electricity, which are stated to be higher

than had been expected.

Altriucbani.

—

Street Lirhtino.—The application of

the r.D.C. for sanction to borrow money for lighting certain

streets by electricity is to form the subject of an inquiry by the

L I, .8.

.lustralia.—Victorian Electrk Supply UxDrK-
TAKINOS.—The official returns of electricity undertakings in

Victoria, for the year ended December 31st. 1013, show 84 under-

takings in operation, and a further list gives 93 Orders in Council

granted for electric lighting.

Of the undertakings in operation, the Melbourne Electric Supply

Co. (9,100 KW. generating plant capacity), Melbourne City Council

C7,750 KW.), Ballarat and Bcndigo (each 1,300 KW.). Geelong

(1,000 KW.), and Essendon (750 KW.) are the largest. Only the

Melbourne undertakings employ steam turbine plant, and both of

them give bulk supplies to certain other towns. A feature of the

returns is the number of gas-engine installations working with

producer gas, these being installed in 37 cases, with units varying

in size from 17."' h.p. to 25 H.P. ; the bulk of such plants consist of

60-80 H.P. units. One small water plant for street lighting and

one oil engine plant are included in the list.

In 42 cases public electric lighting is in use, M<Jbonme con-

tributing the greatest number of lamps, while Essendon, Bendigo,

F.iotscray, and Geelong also employ many such lamps. In

Melbourne the prices charged are low judged by English standards,

particularly under the City Council, but in the smaller country under-

takings 7d. to sd. per unit for lighting, and 4d. per unit for power

are the nsual prices.

Itaciip.—The T.C. has approved a scheme <'or lightinp

the market buildings by electricity.

The questions of installing electric lighting at the chief con-

stable's residence and at the police buiIding^ and also the provision

of an electric fire alarm, are being considered.

Negotiations are also in progress for the lighting of Olive Mill

by electricity.

A scheme has been submitted to the Electricity sub-C<jn!mittee

for the conversion of street lamps from gas to electrical lighting.

Batley.— ruorosEP I.oax.—The T.C. is to apply to the

L.G.B. for power to borrow £6,500 for extensions of electric light-

ing cable to Iloaley, Staincliffe, C*rlinghow and Brownhill.

Bellasl.—The Harbour Commissioners have grantod a

site for the new sub-station, to be erected by the Corporation and

oquipiHxl in order to meet the demands on the electrical under-

taking for the present.

Bradford.— ItEinoEn T,ir.UTiX(^.—The orders for re-

striction of lights at night now include the entertainment hou»e«,

the tramcars and the street lamps, the railway stations and train*

and all shops. The order affects the latter as from S o'clock in the

evening, after which time all outside lights, whether sh»ded or not,

have to be extinguished.

Bristol.—Kvi.K Sitply.-The Eleotricitv Committee

rcoommonds the confirmation of the provisional agreement with

the Clevedon, Portishead and District Electric Supply Co., Ltd.,

for giving a bulk supply of electricity, and that it be authorised

to apply to the B. of T. for an order under the Act permitting such

supply.
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r;iiiail:i.—Tlie liaurentide Co. has iiiukM- construction at

Griiiui Mere, on the St. Maurice River, a hyilro-electric plant to

oomprife nine 20,00n-H.iv nnitH ; only 120,0ii0 II r. in at first

beinu develope<), of which half i« being oompleted now. The com-
pany will require nome 2.S.("iO ii p. for its own u"e and, it id said,

will save the cost of over 6.5,000 tone of coal, at $1 a ton, per year.

The cost of the hydro-eleotrio development is over 4 million dollars.

The construction motors, Jcc, arebeintr supplifd from the Shawini-
gan Falls plant four miles further down the .St. Maurice.
Dawson City (Yukon territory) is considerini; a scheme to

establifh a municipal eleotrio lightinp; and telephone plant, at a
cost of $165,000.— Ca'MiVuin Enijineering.

riiiiia.

—

Fai.i. of Tsi.mitao.—According to the Daily
Trlffpri/ih'x special correspondent, the ,lapanei<e officials attribute

the sudden fall of this German stronjfhold primarily to the destruc-

tion of the power house by shells, as this destroyed the value of

the electrical mines on which the trench defence had been lari^ely

based.

rinytoii.

—

Pkov. Oriiku.—The U.D.C. has decided to

support the Yorkshire Electric Power Co.'s application for a prov.
order to supply electricity to the district.

Coiitiiieiifiil \ot«'S.—Spain.—A concession has recently

been granted for the establishment of a plant to utilise the water
power of the river Bornoba, near \'illare8 de Jadraqna (Province of
Guadalajara), in the generation of electrical energy for power
purposes.

Sweden.—The new power station at Porjus, which is to supply
electrical energy for the railway from Kiruna to the Norwegian
frontier, is rapidly approaching completion, the first turbine and
generator having just been started.

Dartford.—The U.D.C. has decided not to contribute
towards the cost of the appeal against the llf ird and Long Eaton
cases, nor towards the cost of the I.M.E A. Bill authorising local
authorities to provide fittings, ..tc.

Hover.—The T.C. has decided to contribute towards the
cost of the promotion of the BUI of the I.M.E.A. to give
municipal authorities similar powers to gas companies to supply
fittings, kn.

Ea.st I're.stoii.—The R.D.C. has decided to raise no
objection to overhead wires being used in connection with the E.L.
scheme at Durrington. The Council had previously required under-
ground mains.

Farinvoi'tli.—The Bolton Textile Mill Co.'s appli-
cation to the Electricity Committee for a supply of current for
power purposes at their Moses Gate Mill, has been referred to the
Lancashire Electric Power Co.

Greenock.

—

Port Glasgow Supply.—This supply was
inaugurated on Wednesday last week. Three-phase energy at
3,500 volts from the Greenock power station is stepped up to
10,000 volts for transmission to four rotary converter sub-stations
having a total capacity of 4,000 KW., and there converted to direct
current at 250 volts. Some 6i miles of h.t. feeder and 2J miles of
L.T. distributing mains have been laid. The Greenock station
contains 11,300 KW. of plant, and had an output of 11 J million
units last year.

Ilkley.—E.L. Charges.—In connection with the
electricity scbeme, it has been decided that the charge shall be 5d.
per unit for lighting purposes, and 2d. per unit for power
purposes.

Rei«'Jiley.

—

Prov. Order. — The T.C. on Monday
decided to apply for a prov. order for E.L. in the Worth Valley
district. Sanction has been received to a loan of £17,700 for
electricity purposes.

Kuaresl»orou<i'b.—Prov. Order.—The U.D.C. has
confirmed its previous decision to apply for a prov, order for E.L.
It is nnderstood that the Harrogate T.C. intends to apply for a
similar order for the district.

Leeds.— 1 >omestic Tariff.—The Corporation has just
sanctioned the introduction of an optional tariff to private house-
holders, consisting of a fixed quarterly charge at the rate of
10 per cent, per annum upon the net rateable value of the pre-
mises plus Jd. per unit for all energy consumed for any purpose.
There are in Leeds between 800 and .900 users of electricity for
cooking, heating, ironing, &c., on the present rate of Id. per unit
with 3id. per unit for lighting. The new scale is believed to be
as low as any so far introduced.

London.—Marylebone.—TMth reference to our Note
of last week regarding the arbitration proceedings between the
Electricity Supply Committee and the Electrical Power Storage
Co'., Ltd., the following is a summary of the terms of settlement
arrived at :—(1) Claim and counterclaim to be withdrawn

;

(2) each party to pay their own costs, and half the fees and
expenses of the arbitrator

; (3) both batteries to be put right by
the company by December Slst, 1»14 ; (4) to determine whether
the batteries have been put right— i c, whether they possess the
capacity on discharge specified by the contract—the test conditions
shall be determined by the general manager of the Council and
the chief engineer of the company, or, failing their agreement, by
the present arbitrator, Mr. Swinburne

; (6) if the batteries oannot
be put right without replacing the negative platee, tht date
(Oeo«mbt; Slit) may b« mtvaded by th« arbltiatos tot a riaaoBabls

time, having regard to all the ciroamHtancen
; (6) Manchester

S juare batt«ry to be put right free of cost to the Council
; (7) on

Rikthbone Place battery being put right, the Cnuouil to pay £1,500
in respect thereof, and the old lead to belong to the company .

(H) no maintitnance money to be paid by the Council with regard
to Rathbone Place battery in respect of the two quarters ending
M«roh 25th and June 24th, 1914 ; the maintenance i)&vable aa from
June 24th, 1914, shall be paid on both batterirs lieiug put right,

but not before, and nu interest shall be payable ; ('J) as from
December 31et, in ca«e the batteries are not put right, the main-
tenance payments shall be reduced in proportion to the capacity
obtainable from the respective batteries until the batteries be put
right

; no maintenance shall be payable in respect of I'.athbone

Place battery whilst its capacity is below HO per cent, of the
capacity specified in the contract, and no maintenance shall be
payable in respect of Manchester Square battery whilst its capacity
is below 70 per cent, of the specified capacity

; (10) the main-
tenance agreements to be renewed for another 10 years ; (11) the
company in future to provide two battery attendants to keep the
cells in order, and the Council to contribute 40i. a week towards
their wages

; (12) the Council to provide a milking booster at
Manchester Square capable of giving 6o0 amperes on a fully-

charged cell. The Committee recommends the sealing of an
agreement with the company embodying these terms.

Stepney.— I'boposed Loan.—The B.C is recommended to

apply for sanction to borrow £15,000 for mains extensions, and
£5,000 for house services. The Council has been recommended
to promote a Bill for the statutisation of the Limehouse generating
station.

SouTiiwAUK.—There was a net loss of £1,600 on the Council's
electricity undertaking for the past year. The loss is attribnt'd to

increased cost of coal, removal of ashes and increase in the sinking
fund, also the inefficient working of the station during the installa-

tion of the new plant.

Poplar.—Loan Sanction.—The L.C.C. has sanctioned a loan of
£10,504 in respect of the electricity undertaking, for the purt-hase

of the freehold site of the telpher railway and wharf, £1,000 ; mains
extensions, £0 803

; extension of generating station, £2,701.

Greater London Electric Supply.—The Local Government,
Records and Museums Committee of the L.C C, in a report on this

scheme, points out that its administration involves another area not
coterminous with any of the others, and that it is essential that
the representation of London on the authority should be com-
mensurate with its concern in the subject dealt with. Should the
authority not be able to make satisfactory arrangements for the
working of the new undertaking by a company, it would be neces-

sary for these powers to revert to the local authority as the main
object in setting up the authority would disappear. It i? under-
stood that this point will be met in the Bill. The Committee
considers that the whole assessable value, as suggested in the
scheme, will form a better basis for apportionment of any deficiency

than rateable value, and that the whole assessable value according
to the county rate basis will form an equitable basis for this pur-
pose. In the case of the Water Board, the basis includes only pro-

perties supplied with water, although the rate levied locally to meet
the precepts is charged on all rateable hereditaments.

The L.C.C. decided at its meeting on Tuesday to apply to

Parliament for authority to carry out the electricity scheme.
Sir John Benn moved an amendment, the effect of which was
to prescribe that the undertaking should be a municipal under-
taking, and this was seconded by Mr. P. A. Harris. Mr. Cyril

Jackson said the Municipal Reform members did not pledge
themselves to push this scheme in the face of the Borough
Councils or companies, but they felt it should go to second reading,

when, if necessary, it could be carried over to the next session.

The scheme was claimed as a basis on which a sound measure could

be established. The amendment was defeated by 63 votes 44, as

was also a further one by Mr. Gordon, to allow a metropolitan

borough which is an authorised distributor to stand outside the

scheme.

Lowestoft.—The T.C. has been recommended to con-

tribate up to £10 towards the cost of the action brousfht against

the Ilford U.D.C, provided electric lighting authorities generally

join in contributing.

Mansfield.

—

Workhouse Lkihting.—The Committee
appointed by the B. of G. to report on the comparative cost of gas

and electricity, states that the electricity installation had now been

running one year, and although it was difficult to estimate the

cost, there was no doubt the electric light was less costly than gas,

it was also cleaner, and considerable saving would be effected in

cleaning and decoration.

»weastle-nnder-Lyue.—Power Supply.—Messrs. J.

Hammond & Co., of Enderley Mills, clothing contractors, have
come to terms with the C jrporation for the supply of power for

the next two years, instead of using their own plant (gas), which
has been giving considerable trouble for some time past. The
normal demand will probably ba about 100,000 units per annum,
but at the present time they are working day and night, so jshat

for the nest 12 months the demand will probably reach 150,000

units. Messrs. Hammond are the only large employers of labour

in the town, and it is, therefore, a great matter for the electricity

department that they have succeeded in securing this load.

Xew Zealand.—The Miramar B.C. had ita electrical

energy supplied from the Wellington City Council until recently,

bat Id view of the Rrowtb of th« borough it d«oid«d to pnt

dewA lit ewo pleat, Mr, BlaC'te, genaultlo? «)>g!<i«»r, in ow
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junction with Mr. Meatayn, drew up the plans, and the contract
was put in the hands of Messrs, J. ,T. Niven & Co., WellinBrton.

The plant cnnsista of two three-cylinder Willans-Die'el eneines
coupled to 100-K\v BrucR Peebles dynamos ; al«o a 10-KW, licrhtinif

motor-erenerator and a three- wire balancer. The ciroulatinfr water
from the cylinders is passed throueh a "Little" water cooler.

The station supplies both lightinsr and traction.

Oldliuiii. — The Electi'iciby Committee has decided
to take no action in reerard to a complaint by the Chamber
of Trade that an assurance, which had been eiven to

the electrical section of the Chamber, to the effect that
the Corporation would not supply motors to customers,
was not being carried out. At a meetiner of the Electri-

city Committee last week, it was stated that resolutions,

which were in the minute books, pave no evidence that such an
assurance as that susreested had been given. The practice of the
department was to call the attention of prospective customers to a
list of tradesmen they had, and to inform the customer that they
would ba pleased if he would call on any one of those named.
There was no attempt on the part of the department to compete
with local contractors.

Sheflield.

—

Sale oi' Electric Fittings, &c.— Mains
are to ba extended in various part^s of the city, at an estimated cost
of £12,981; £11,670 of this amount is the cost of installing a
new feeder main from Neepsend to Tinaley. A Special Committee
of the City Council has had under consideration the question as to

what course the Corporation should adopt in the matter of the sale

of electric light fittings. Having discussed the matter thoroughly
with the representatives of electrical contractors in the city, and
with the object of arriving at an agreement, certain suggestions

were placed before the representatives of the contractors as a final

proposal for their consideration. To these suggestions the secretary

of the Sheffield Electrical Contractors' Association wrote that the
proposals were in direct opposition to the settlement agreed at the

House of Lords, and that they could not be accepted. The Com-
mittee states that it considered the terms suggested provided an
equitable scheme for the working of the Corporation Act, but
having failed to arrive at an agreement with the contractors, it

devolved upon it (the Committee) to make a recommendation to

the Council as to the future working of the motor and installation

department of the undertaking in the following terms :
—

(1) That the powers of the Cirporation as contained in the
Sheffield Corporation Acts, 1903 and I'.US, be exercised,

(.2) That a showroom or rooms be maintained for the exhibition of

electrical fittings, including such electric light fittings as the

Corporation can only sell through a contractor carrying on his

business independently of the Corporation. (3) That the follow-

ing be the method of selling electric light fittings through con-

tractors carrying on their business independently of the Corpora-

tion :—00 A list of such electrical contractors as are willing to

co-operate with the Corporation in the sale of electric light fittings

be prepared and maintained ; (,'') that the Corporation's canvassers

and showroom attendants be supplied with this list and authorised

to inform customers that the Corporation will sell to them through
any of such contractors such electric light fittings as they may
require; (c) a purchaser having selected fittings, he shall declare

the name of the contractor upon the Corporation's list through
whom he wishes the fittings to be sold to him, and thereupon the

Corporation shall sell the fittings to the purchaser through such
contractor ; {//) the Corporation shall notify the contractor

selected by the purchaser that the purchaser wishes to purchase
through him the fittings specified, and request him to undertake
the transaction, and on his doing so the sale shall be carried out
through such contractor who shall become liable to the Corpora-

tion for the price of the fittings and shall receive payment
for the same from the purchaser ; (c) the Corporation shall

receive as payment for the services rendered on the sale

of such fittings a sum equal to 20 per cent, of the amount
charged by the contractors to customers in the case of customers
introduced by the Corporation, and a sum eq>ial to 10 per cent, of

the amount charged in the case of customers not so introduced, or

such other sum or sums as may from time to time be mutually agreed

upon ; ( / ) the fittings shall be delivered to the purchaser by the

Corporation or the contractor through whom they have been

sold, as may be mutually arranged. (1) That an invitation be

given to all electrical contractors in the city to place their names
upon the list of contractors. The Committee further recommends
(«) that the showroom be open to contractors aud their customers,

and full information and assistance as to olootric light fittings be

given by the Corporation and their officials to the contractors and
their customers free of charge, and without being requested or ex-

pected to purchase such fittings from the Corporation ; and (/') that

a bonus bo paid to the contractors on the official list of 3d. per

lighting, heating or power point installed in any residence, ofiico

or ealeshop, and connected to the supply within six months of

the receipt of an application form signed by the prosix^ctive

customer.

Shaiikliii.— RediciJ^i Ligiitini;.—TheU.D.C. has boon
informed by the Eleotrio Lighting Co. that in consideration of the
enforced reduction of lighting it would make a reduction of £ r>0

in the contract, but if an incfeaso of light was authorised before

the end of the half-year an adjustment would bo made.

South Africa.—Amongst municipal contracts about to

be carried out at Oape Town are extensions to the eleotrioity

und«rtaking, to ooat A 100,000. Sanction has bexn given to the
elsotiio UgbitiDK Boheme for Ladybruid, 0,T.8',—S)ritit\ ani 9ou(h

Xfritt, JSrport Otti«tt«,

.St, Il«'h-IIH.—Liu.N .Sa.nitio.v.—The L.O.B. ha.s wnc
tioned the borrowing of £3.600 for un-lprground, and f^OI fo
overhead cables, £(500 for services, and £tO'j for pales fo
overhead cablei.

StoKf-on-Treiit.

—

Proposed Loax.—The T.C. has
applied to the L G B. for a loan of £30,000 for electricity porposea.
The Council has also decided to extend the mainB no a? to (apply
curient to theGoldendale Iron Co. and the Clarmac koadx. Ltd.. and
to apply for a loan of £2.500 to carry out the work. The oomptjiie*
guarantee a payment of £600 in three years for electricity:

Stretford.

—

Ykar's Working.—The accounts of the
electricity department for the past year showed a net eurplue of
£774, after meeting all charges. On the tramway revenne
account the year's surplus was £2n0.

The consulting engineer of the electricity undertaking recom-
mends the Council to dispose of the four 100 Kw. sets at the
works, to make room for further extensions. In his report on the
work of the undertaking for the year, the engineer states that the

increased number of consumers represented an equivalent of 11.702

8-c p. lamps, and the number of units sold during the period

amounted to 2,38.5,848, an increase of 194.297 as compared with
the previous 12 months. The Committee is prepared to supply
electricity to the White City during the ose of the premises
for military purposes at an average cost of Ijd- per unit. The
Council has also undertaken the temporary electric lighting of th«

playgrounds at certain local schools daring their use for drilling

purposes by the local Volunteer Defence Corps.

Torriuav.—The T.C. has been recommended to c'lve

financial assistance in the case of the Ilford Gis Co. r. Ilford

U.D.C., for the alleged granting of undne preference to certain

consumers and to support a Joint Private Bill for electric lighting

purposes.

Tniro.

—

Board of Trade Inquiry.—Mr. A. P. Trotter

on November 2nd held an inquiry as to objections to the site of

the proposed E.L. generating station, the objections being to the

vicinity of the site to houses. The inspector observed that he had
known stations where the engine was rannin); and people onteide

did not know it.

Malsall.—The Electricity Committee has decided to

accept no more applications for 10.5-volt supply, but. where neces-

sary, to extend the 2 10-volt mains. The electrical engineer has

been instructed to enter into a contract with Callender's Cable Co.,

Ltd., for supplying and laying the cables required during the next

two years. The B. of T. has approved of the Council's system for

the supply of energy from the new generating station.

Watford,—The District Council has resolved to make
an additional charge for electricity in Bnshey. and it has been

decided, for the time being, to make the Norwich system charge

1,5 per cent, of the rateable value plus Id. per unit for all energy

consumed. The engineer points out that while the above additional

charges are only fair and just, they are likely to lessen the spread

of appliances for using current in houses nnder the Norwich
system.

Westi llartlejiool.—The T.C. has decided to give

financial support to the Ilford Council in its action with the Ilford

Gas Co.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Bury (LaiU's.).— Prov. Order.—The T.C. has

applied "to the B. of T. for a prov. order to authorise the construction

of additional electric tramways in the borough.

Kcclt'S.— Ne>;otiatioiis are in proixrcss with the Salford

Corporation in regard to the arrangement* for repair and main-

tenance of the tramway overhead ev^uipment, and the borough

electrical engineer and the Salford tramways department are to

submit estimates for the maintenance, painting work, ,v :., for the

overhead work, tramway standards, .v.c.

The Ecoles Corporation is prepare.) to be,%r the cost* of the

Salford Council superseding the existing bracket arm attachments

by I'lip attaohments.

(ilasffow.—As regards the extensions of routes grante*.!

by the House of Lords Committee, a start is to be made shortly in

order to provide work for men thrown out of employment by the

war.

Halifax.—The U.D.C. has decided, at the re.iuest of the

Corporation, to enter into an agreement similar to that of

Dtfocmber, 1913, with regard to the tramways. The Corporation

contemplates promoting a Bill in connection with this matter.

Lowestoft.

—

Year's Working.—The deficiency on the

yoar'e working: of the txjmways was £897, notwithstajidiny the fact

that the gross profit amountod to «460 more than (n th« pravion*

IW mentbs,
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LuikIoii.—L.C.O. Tramway Proporals.— It was pro-

posed to eeek Parliamentary nanotion in the forthoomint; HeeHion to

new tramway Bohemeti involvini; a tot&l oapital expenditure of

£881,886. of whioh i- 787,03.5 represented tramway conetruction and
the remainder street widenini;e.

The foUowinf; were the proposed new routes :

—
1. Victoria to Westminster Bridge.

2. Bbepherd's Bash to the Broadway, Hammersmith.
8. Harrow Road to King's Cross.

4. Beven Sisters Road to near Crouih Hill Station.

B. Charles Street to Charterhouse Street.

ti. Gray's Inn Road to Blaokfriara Bridge.

7. Seven Sisters Uoad to Stamford Hill.

8. Mare Street to Terrace Road and Church Crescent.

9. High Street, Shoreditch, to Cambridge Road.
10. Aldgatc Terminns to Aldgate Station.

11. Aldprate to near Mark Lane Station.

12. Waterloo Road to lilackfriars Road.

In addition, it was proposed to electrify and reconstruct tramway*
in Southwark Park Road.
The Committee anticipated that great financial benefit would

accrue to the tramways from the oonstrnction of the East and West
link (Harrow Road to King's Cross), and North and South link

(Gray's Inn Road to Blackfriars Bridge).

In view of the special conditions which have arisen, the Bill

will specify seven years as the period for completion of the
echemes.
The L.C.C., at its Tuesday meeting, agreed to an amendment

that only such tramway proposals as were agreed to by the road
authorities should bs proceeded with in Parliament. These
embrace the lines from Seven Sisters Road to Crouch Hill Station,

Charles Street to Charterhouse Street, Mare Street to Church
Crescent, High Street, Shoreditch, to Cambridge Road, and Aldgate
to near Mark Lane Station.

Slieffield.—The Tramways Committee has decided to

proceed with the work of constructing the Bow Street tramway
track, at an estimated cost of £1,300.

South Shields.—Proposed Tramway Extensions.—
The T.C. has decided to promote a Bill in Parliament for power to

extend the tramways within the borough, and to run omnibuses
to Boldon colliery, and to sell electrical fittings.

Stoke-on-Trent.—Tramways Agreement.—By the
Act of Parliament federating the six towns of the Staffordshire

Potteries, the County Borough of Stoke-on-Trent had power to

take over the undertaking of the Potteries Electric Traction Co. in

1914. An understanding is, however, being arrived at by which
the company may continue to run for some years. By the draft
agreement between the Corporation and the company, it is proposed
that the Corporation's rights of purchase shall all be postponed to

December Slst, 1940, subject to certain conditions. These include
the payment by the company to the Corporation yearly in advance
of the sum of £3,000 until 1927, and then of £3,000 a year until

1940, or a total of £65,000. In addition, the company must
undertake to double certain lines and improve the rolling stock
and the system generally at an estimated cost of £35 000
altogether, keeping the rolling stock up to date, and providing
not fewer than eight new cars every year. A fleet of motor-
omnibuses must also be run by the company, on routes to be
agreed upon. As clauses were still under consideration, the agree-
ment was not discussed at the last meeting of the Council, but will
be brought forward at the next meeting.

L'.S.A.—Aocording to the Canadian Engineer, in con-
nection with the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway elec-

trification across Montana, the electric power is to be supplied by
the Montana Power Co., which has under construction a 100,000-
volt transmission line which is being carried out with wooden poles.

These poles are to be of Western red cedar, 4.5 and 50 ft. long and
8 in. at the top. A telephone line will parallel the power line on
25-ft. poles, and all the poles are being treated with avenarius
carbolineum by the open tank process.

The electrification is to be completed early in 1918.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Alien's Wireless Installation. — Harold Fochten-
berger, the German wireless engineer who was charged with fail-

ing to register and with being in possession of electrical apparatus
conneoted with wireless telegraphy, was handed over to the mili-
tary authorities by the Woolwich magistrate on Thursday last

week.

Mareoui Shares.—During the week the action brought
against Mr. Godfrey Isaacs has been continued. The defence
having alleged that the charge was of a blackmailing nature, an
adjournment was granted until next Thursday to enable additional
evidence to be called.

( anada.

—

S. powerful wlrelesg station is just being com-
pleted at Newcastle, N.B. The main tower is .tOO ft in height and
is surrounded by nix .^00-ft. auxiliarifs. The antenna forming the

network around thene towers compriwH 12U OoO ft. of silicon bronze
wire, while over 140,000 ft. of wire have bi-en laid in trenchei
around the station to secure proper ground connections. The
power house is equipped with two 226-11. P. motors direct con-

nected to two 1,000- volt D.C. generators. The total cfjnt of the

station is about 8175,000. The sending and receiving instrument*
•re of the Poulsen type. The distance across the Atlantic to the
corresponding station at Ballybunion, Ireland, is abont 2,7ii0 miles.— Camnlia.it Engineer,

I'aeilic fable Repaired. — In the Tthpoph and
Telep/iimii Aij' for November 1st a full and interesting account ia

given of the destruction of the British cable station on Fanning
Island on September 7th by the (iarman cruiser Xnrnbfyg, as told

by Captain E. L. Tindall, of the steamer K''»irel, which was com-
missioned to visit the station by the Pacific Cable B^ard. The
ship arrived at the island on September 25th, and received a hearty
welcome from the cable staff. The latter stated that the German
cruiser and an attendant collier were flying the French Mag, and
a boat started from the shore to welcome them, but two boat-

loads of German soldiers put off from the Svrnhrrg, called upon
the residents to surrender, and trained a machine gun on the cable

headquarters. They then held up the cable operators, who were
hard at work, and proceeded to smash the instruments with axes.

Failing to locate the shore end of the cable, they placed heavy
charges of dynamite and blew it up ; they also grappled for the
cable further out to sea. The engine and boiler rooms were
blown up, and a number of valuable papers were seized, from
which the enemy ascertained that valuable instruments and arms
and ammunition were buried ; these were discovered and seir.ed,

and the office safe, whioh contained $3,000, was rifled. "Through
all of this devastation the courtesy extended by these German
officers was most marked. They expressed themselves as being
greatly surprised that no armed resistance was offered, as they had
every reason to believe that Great Britain had taken the precaution
to defend this important outpost." The Germans completed their

work in about 12 hours.

When the A><?rp? left the island on Siptembar 27th the cable
connecting Suva with Fanning had been repaired, and it was
expected that the section connecting with British Columbia would
be repaired in a few weeks. The damage done was expected to

cost over £30,000.
It was reported from Vancouver on November (ith that the cable

had been repaired and communication restored.

Pacific Cable Returns.—The accounts of the Pacific

Cable Board for the year ended March 31st, 1914, were issued this

week. They show that the receipts were £ 197,848, and the expen-
diture (including £30,000 to renewal account) £131,197, leaving a
surplus of £66,651 ; to this was added £19,951 by the Imperial
and Dominion Parliaments, making a total of £86,602 to cover
interest and sinking fund on oapital expenditure. The balance
was £21,376 greater than in the previous year, and the deficit to

be made up was £12,319 lees; the net traflSo receipts exceeded
those of 1912-13 by £30,028, and exceeded the original estimate of
the Biard by £11,055. A rapid increase took place in the deferred
and week-end traffic, but the full-rate traffic, whilst greater than
in 1912-13, was less than in 1911-12. An increase of £8,671 took
place in the expenditure.

No interruptions occurred on the cable system during the year,

but minor interruptions took place on the landline between Mon-
treal and Bamfield, dne to the operations of railway construction

gangs. The portion of the line which traverses Vancouver Island

is less reliable, and a fault occurred on the light cable from Bam-
field to Alberni ; a new cable was laid by a different route, from
Bamfield to Victoria, in Aujust, 1914.

The international traffic in 1913-14 amounted to 1,329,067

(1,288,949 in 1912-13) words at ordinary rates, 560,011 (415,616)
deferred ordinary, 214,971 (193,688) Government, 161,478 (212,500)
Press, 525,392 (505 442) deferred Press, and 326,920 week-end cable

letters—total 3,117,839 words, in addition to a very considerable

inter-Colonial traffic.

Telesi'rams in Code.—Much dissatisfaction still prevails

amongst business firms with regard to the question of cable tele-

grams in code. It is alleged that the four codes authorised are

by no means adequate to meet commercial requirements, as many
industries use cades specially devised to suit their own needs.

Firms which cannot use the codes permitted are worse off than
before the codes were sanctioned, as the ten-letter counting was
then abolished.

Wireless in War-time.—The wireless station on the

island of Lissa, reinstated by the Austrians, has again been
destroyed by the Anglo-French fleet. British destroyers have
bombirded the telegraph stations at Sarmussak and Ayasmat, in

Asia Minor. It is persistently rumoured that Germans are work-
ing secret wireless stations in the United States for military pur-

poses, the installations being situated in remote and unpopulated

districts, and the messages being couched in apparently harmless

commercial phrases. A previously unknown wireless station at

Ensenada, Lower California, has been closed by the Mexican
authorities. The British representatives in Washington held that

Germans had been receiving information as to the movements of

British ships by way of this station.

A powerful French wireless station was opened on Monday at ,

Podgoritza
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THE GOVERNMENT ELECTRIC POWER STATION OF BANGKOK.

By FRiNCIS B. SHiW, A.MInet.C.E., AM.I.EE, Electrical Eigineer tj the Government of Siam.

(Conlini/ed from page C 1 4.")

Boiler //oust-. —The boiler house is equipped with eijrht

biilers in four batteries, each capible of easily steaming a

1,000-K\v. turbine set on full load.

Fig 4.

—

View of River and Site.

The boilers are of the Babcock & Wilcox land type, for

205 lb. working pressure and 300' F. superheat. Three
out of the four batteries are arranged so that their furnaces

may be used to burn alternatively rice Imsk or oil without

any alteration, while the fourth battery is designed for

burning coal or oil fuel.

The husk furnaces are in most respects similar to thos3 in

use in most of the rice mills (fig. 7). The fire bars of cast-iron

Fia. 5.—Fi'v'i, HorrKus i sdek Construction.

are provided with holes of ] in. diameter, S])accd as closely

as possible between the stitVoning ribs : those bars are carried

oa bearers at an angle of 12 with the hor'zmtal.
The husk is allowed to fall on the top of this grid, and

to slide slowlv in a continuous stream to the bottom. It

takes fire within the first few inches of its progress, but
this is somewlut dependent on the load at which the boiler

is being worked.

The burnt husk collects at the bottom of the grid as a
red-hit mass, and is raked into the circulating water draio,

which is arranged to conduct the water from the condensers

back by way of the boiler house to the river. The large

volume of water carries away the burnt husk without any

^iMl
Fu;. 6.—HisK Store of Febeo Concrete (.we p. 61 I)-

trouble. The drain is divided immediately outside the

station into two branches, one on the down-stream side of

the culvert, and the other on the upstream side, as shown
in fig. 1, p. 612. During two or three months in the year

when the river is low the tides make themselves felt

suMijiently to cause a current up-stream, and thus if we
always discharged down-stream we should at times get this

bjrut husk back into our condensers.

About a fo3t from the base of the fire bars is the flame

Fig. 7.—Skction of FrRN.\CE k<>r Rick HrsK.

arch, and bv modifying this a SO y>cr cent, saving iu fuel

has been effected. This arch in the first battery ivinslracted

was made solid, but in subsequent iMittericsa tunnel has been
left in the top of the arch for introducing air at this point,

Since two furnaces go to make up a battery, there is a wall
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common to both furnaces. In order to allow of sutticient firebrick without any firc-ihiy filling;. The air from tlie tunnel
air being drawn into the tunnel it is open at both ends, is thus drawn up tlirough the line spaces between the bricks.

Fi(;s. s ANi> 9.—Xos. 1 AND '.', CoNVEYOHS (seer.

and a vertical shaft with r<trulatiiig dampers is constructed
in this common wall.

Fig. in.—No. 3 Conveyor.

Fig. 1 '
.—No. 4 Conveyor, over Boilers.

As shown in fig. 7, which gives a sec'iional elevation of the

furnace, the top of the tunnel is covered by a single layer of

It was found in practice that the highest efficiency was
obtained with the regulating shutters fully opened ; it Ip,

therefore, intended to introduce st'll more air at the foot of

the grate.

Originally op;iiings were left in the side walls, but it was
found that when these were opened the rush of air s?t up a

whirling action and carried the unliurnt husk in such large

quantities over the flame arch that the (pices beyond soan

became choked, and the boiler had to be shut down.

It is most important that mechanical feeding of the hufk
into the furnace be employed, and that this can be easily

m^
Pio. 12.—Babcock & Wilcox Boil'crs with Hisk Furnaces.

regulated as to speed and quantity, to obtain efficient com-

bustion and a smokeless chimney.

With the present method it is impossible to make com-
plete u=e of all the carbon contained in the husk. It seems

that the carbon is held in a cell-like structure of silica,

and that a certain proportioa is ma>-ked by this. The ash

is very largely black, but in csrtiin places where it has

been subjected to a higher temperature, and where possibly

there has been an excess of a;r, it becomes a white glassy

mass.
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It has been suggested to introduce steam into the red-hot

mass at the foot of the grate, and it is intended to experi-

inont in this direction at a later date. An Ados COj
rcc'order has helped us considerably in our

experiments, and it is hoped when more

steady load conditions prevail still further

to improve our fuel costs.

Fcfi/ J'inii/i.'i.—Two Weir feed pumps
and an A K.li. steam turbine-driven feed

pump with automalio control supply feed

water from the hot-well thrcugh a dupl'cato

set of mains to the boilers. A fica

recorder measures the discharge from the

air pumps Ijefore it enters the hot-well,

which is an underground ferro-concretc

tank.

Situated over this tank is a 40-iii.

.Jewel filter, which takes its supply from

the fire protection tanks on the roof of

the husk hoppers over the boiler house,

and which is capable of supplying l,-25<)

gallons an hour. It was found necessary

to install this filter, as the river water

was causing rapid corrosion, which has

since entirely stopped.

Previously to this it was alwajs

accepted that the water of the Menam was

reniaikably good for boiler purposes, but

this was doubtless due to the fact that in

the vast majority of river launch boilers

here the prei-sure is about 80 lb., and wood fuel is used.

With the higher pressure, and consequently higher

\n auxiliary supply for feed-water purposes is provided by
a 4-in. main from the town supply.

Chimney.—The chimney is of steel, 8 ft. C in. in diameter

Fli.i. 15.—Ti KbO-GrENERATOtt INUEK TK>r IN M.\Stk7- W'.hK^.

and 162 ft. high, and was supplied by ilessrs. Babcock and

Wilcox ready for erection, the foundationj and brick base

being constructed to their requirements.

The erection was carried out without any external

%

,^ jiiiiiw^^ii.ii i

Fio. 13.—Feed Water Pumps. I'lc;. 16.— Main and Control Switchboards.

temperature, that we employ, it is probable that the matter

in suspension undergoes chemical changes, and is split up

into corrosive compounds.

Fio. U.—Tiuito Gknkuators in Towru Station,

scaflfolding. each half ring being hoisted into position

by means of a jib and pulley block ; the jib was

fastened to the last ring of plates finished, and the

next plato hauleti up from below.

Some dirticulty was at first experienced

in finding natives accustomed to working

at a groat height, until a Chinese con-

tractor w!is found who undertook the

work, using (.'hinese sailors from a

I'liinese repairing doe-k. Chinese riveters

wore employed ; a temporary staging was

moved up inside and a small staging

suspended over the sii'o.

No accidents occurred throughout, and

ihe work was finished to the guaranteed

date, about ihire plates l>oing got into

jHisition each day and riveted.

The I'himney is stayed at two jwiuts by

six stays, and has a heavy cast-iron ivping

carrying a lightning conductor with several

p.nnts. All the metal structure is paint^
with three coats of bitumastic paint.

'riirl>o-(tiiur.it(V:<.— Then? are ihneo

.V.EU. Curtis typo multi-stage impulse

turbines. ex)upK\l to three-phase generators,

with a rtmtinuous initput of 1.335 k.v.a.
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or 1,000 KW., with a power factor of 75, voltage B,500
and fre(|uency 50 cycles, and running ut a speed of

8,00(1 u.i'.M. The exciters are mounted on the same sha't.

In case of u breakdown on the exciters, exciting current may be

drawn from the battery, provision having been made for this.

The system of automatic lubrication is very complete, and

Rotor or Tuhbo-Gknkr\tob.

the oil supply is kept at a constant temperature by means of

a cooling tank with water circulation.

A small reciprocating steam pump supplies oil under
pressure to the bearings when starting up, running slow, or

shutting down.

Tcs'n at Wor/cs.—The three turbo-generators were tested

for steam consumption, the results being as follows :
—

No. 1 Turhine.—On an average taken during a six

hours' full-load run, the consumption was 6-35 kg. per
KW.-hour— the guarantee being G 37 kg. per KW.-hour.

Fig. 18.—Back of Main Switchboaed.

Immediately following this run, a 25 per cent, overload

was put on for two hours, and immediately after shutting

down the stator windings of the generator were submitted
to a pressure of 8,800 volts against iron for one minute, and
the rotor to a pressure of 1,000 volts. These tests were
withstood satisfactorily.

The generator when running at full speed and voltage
was short-circuited, and an oscillogram was taken. The
short-circuit current was :

—
Maximum 3,i'00 amperes = ID 4 x normal current.

I'ermanent s.c. current = \h x „ „
llKcitiition maximum = 550 amperes.

The specification asked for 10 to 15
times the normal current only, but the

makers in their specification could not
guarantee less thin 25 times the normal
current.

The largest rise of temperdture waa
on the rotor and was C3-7' C. This
figure is satisfactory and well within the
limits of the specitioation.

The condensers are of the usual

surface type, placed immediately below
the turbines, and immediately in front of

them are the rotary air and circulating

pumps, which are ilriven by a small

turbine.

The circulating pump draws imme-
diately from the culvert below, and at

high tide the level of the river is the

same as that of the pump ; thus the lift

is very small at the average working level.

The maximum variation in le\el between the highest and
lowest known water levels is slightly over 3 metres.

During the first full-load trials on site vacuums as high
as i'8!, in. were recorded.

1
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panel, fco operate a battery of 1,200 ampere-hours capacity :

one Tirrill voltage regulator panel.

Suitable ammeters, voltmeters, power - factor indicators

and integrating wattmeters are fixed on the front of the

marble panels, and in the case of the generator and feeder

panels one ammeter has been placed in each phase in order

that any out-of-balance may be observed.

The feeder oil switches are fitted with automatic overload

trip circuits, it being possible to adjust the trip for

instantaneous or time-limit release by placing various sized

fuses in parallel with the trip coil.

The generator switches are designed to trip by moans of

reverse-current relays, which will operate on a reverse

current of 30 per cent, of the normal full load. All oil

switches have a rupturing capacity of 10,000 K.\^A.

Duplicate high-tension bus-bars have been provided in

order that, if required, power feeders and lighting feeders

may be supplied off separate generators, and if desired these

two bus-bars can be connected or synchronised by means of

a non-automatic oil switch.

Isolating switches are provided in each section, so that

portions of the switchgear may be isolated for examination

if necessary.

A separate switchboard in the form of a desk board has

been provided for adjusting the generator voltage.

The necessary field switches are mounted on the front of

the panels, and it has been arranged that should an exciter

break down, the particular field switch may be connected to

an auxiliary set of bus-bars which are fed from the battery.

Each panel controls only one unit, and everything has

been arranged, as far as possible, to prevent trouble on one

unit affecting the other units.

A motor-generator of 300-k.v.a. capacity is used for

charging the battery. The h.t. alternating - current

synchronous motor is started up by means of a special com-
pensator, and can be run up to speed and connected to the

H.T. bus-bars without the operator actually synchronising.

The motor-generator may also be started up from the

direct-current side if it is desired.

{_To be concluded.)

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED

OPEN.

Aberdeen.—November 19th. Six or twelve months'
supply of telegraph material and other sapplies, for O.N. of Scot-

land Railway. rartionlarB, &o., from Stores Baperintendent,

80, GnUd Street.

.Itherton.—November 18th. One 250-kw. single-phase

transformer. Mr, C. T. Aetbnry, Kesident Engineer.

Australia.

—

Melbourne.—December IGth. Victorian
Railways. Rubber-covered copper wire. Contract No. 27,706.
Contractors' Room, Spencer Street.

December 16th. Victorian Railways. 100 neutral track relays

for electrical circuits. Contract 27,712. Contractors' Room,
Spencer Street.

Deoember 'i%ih. Victorian Railways. Three 60-kw. static

transformers. Contract 27,727. Contractors' Room, Spenoer
Street.

Bbisbane.—Daoember 16th. Switchboard, common battery,
automatic or semi-automatic, for the Postmaster-Oeneral. See
"Official Notices " October 9th.

December 21 St. City Council. Motor-prenerators and switchtfear
suitable for electric vehicle battery charging. Specifications,

lOs. Gd., from City Electrical Engineer.

January 6th. P.M.G. Piiper - insulated, lead • covered cable
(Schedule 32S). See " Official Notices " November 6th.

January 6th. Copper wire and acoessories, paper-in'tnlat^ed lead-
covered cable, for P.M.G. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Perth.—December 16th. Telegraph and telephone instruments
for P.M.G. See " Official Notices " today.

Ilarnet.—December 7th. B. of G. Electrical power
and lighting plant, electric lift, &o., for the Guardians of Barnet
Union. Particulars and forms of tender from Williams Jt Coi, -

arohiteots, 31, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Ithu-kpool.— November 19th. Corporation. Water-
tube boiler, mechanical stokers, eoonomiser. steel chimney, ooal-
storago hopper, one 1,50^-kw. turbo-alternator, furface condenser
and auxiliaries. See "Official Notices " October 23rd.

Canary Lslands,—Tenders have just been invited by
the municipal authorities of Saota Briindo, in the Canary Itlands,

for the concession for the electric lighting of the town during a
period of 20 years.

Clie.sliire. — Cheshire Lines Committee. — Telegraph
materials and carbons for 1916. Forms from > tores Superin-
tendent. Cheshire Lines, Warrington.

Croydoii.—November 17th. Two electric motor pumpe
and connections, at South Norwood Sewage Farm. Partloalurt
from Borough Eogineer's office, Town II ill, Croydon.

Dm rf ford.—November l«th. U.D.C. Steam, exhaust
and other piping, extension of H.T. cubicles, control board and
cabling. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Dubliu.—Corporation. Electric time switches for street

lamps, and radial wave reflectors. See " Offici&l Notices ' Nov. 6tb.

Ediuburu'h.— Edinburgh and District Tramway Co., Ltd.
Various articles for the year, including electric- light supplies.

Mr. C. W. Shepherd, General Manager.

Leiffb.—November 20th. Corporation. 5,000 tons of

steam slack for the electricity works. Borongh Electric&l Engineer.

London.—L.C.C. December 8th. (» h. and l.t.

switchgear, (6) gravity bucket ash conveyor in connection with
tramways. Sse " Offioial Notioee " to-day.

"

Mancbester.—November 17th. Pitch for paving pur-

poses, for the Tramways Committee. Mr. .T. M. McElroy, General
Manager.
Block tin for the Tramways Dapirtment. General Manager.

November ISth. Complete electric light installation at Old Hill
Drive Municipal School, Gorton. Specifications, ic. (21s., return-

able), from the Education Offices, Deansgate.

December 16th. Corporation. Ten .lO.OOO-lb. water-tube boilers

complete, two 15,000 • KW. turbo -alternators complete. See
" Offioial Notices " to-day.

Acwport (flion.).—November 18th. Corporation feed-

water heater for the Corporation. Particulars from Mr. A. N.

Moore, Borough Electrical Engineer, Town Hall.

\ornianlon (Yorks.). — November 16th. Renewing
plates of storage battery for 34 amperes capacity, for the Normanton
and District Joint Isolation Hospital Committee. Mr. J. W. Martin,

Clerk.

Port Elizabetb.—November 2i>th. Municipal Council,

(rt) Engine-room plant, tnrbo-generators, h.t. switchgear, convert-

ing plant ; (i) boiler-house plant, boilers, coal conveyor
; (lO E.H.T.

and telephone cables. See " Offioial Notioee " November 6th.

Spain.—The munioipiU authorities of Olvega (province of

Soria) have just invited tenders for the concession for the electric

lighting of the town during a period of l.i years.

December 2Sth.— Junta de Obras del Puerto de Alicante,

Alicante. Three electric cranes. Deposit f'l.l. Some particulars

may be seen at the Commercial Intelligence Oapartment of the

Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall Street. B.C.

Stockton -on -Ters. — November 20th. Corporation.

Paper-insulated, lead-covered and armoured cablee. See "Offioial

Notices " to-day.

Sontb Africa.—Deoemlx^r I7th. Five electric he«l

lifts for the Alexandra Hospital. Tenders to the Chairman of

Tender Board, Provincial Auditor's Office, Cape Town. A specifica-

tion and blue prints can be seen at the Board of Trade (C.I. Dept)
in London.

M aketiold.—December 4th. Yorkshire (W.K.") Electric

Tramways Co., Ltd. Twelve months' supply of electric lamps,

fittings, insulating materia^ ,vo. Schedules can be obtained from

the ('entral Offlcee, Belle Isle.

Walsall.—November 17th. Corporation. Extra-high-

tension cables. See "Offioial Notices" November 6th.

December 1st. Corporation. K.h.t ,
medium and L.T. switch-

gear for sub-stations. See '
Offioial Notic<s" to-day.
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CLOSED.
Austrnlia.—The following temlerB have bwn accepted :

—
Victoria —P.M.G'n Department. Five tonHKalvanined iron wire

(60 lb. mile), £79 ; 50 tons ditto. (2U0 lb. mile). Jtr.MS ; 10 tons
Bteel wire, 8.WG., £20:l.— li Johnson, Olapham .t Morris, Ltd.
Bbihbane.—P.M.O.'a Department. .'i.anO No. li Rauife zincs,

£317; Lawrence & Hanson Electrical Co, Ltd. 1,0U0 No. 1 oar-
porous pots, £112 ; British General Electric Co.
ViCTOBiAN GENEiiAr. STORES. Supplies of electric lamps

(fittings and materials l to June :ilHh : Elison A: .Swan U.E.L Ltd.
;

Noyes Bron (Melbourne) Pty . Ltd.
; Siemens Bros Dynamo Works,

Ltd.
; IndiaKubber, G.P. >V: Telegraph Works, Ltd. ; B.L k Ilelsby

Cibles, Ltd.— yV/^/cr.?.

Ita<'ii|i. — A tower wagon has been piirohased by the
E.G. from Mr. J. L. Adamson.

(illii.ss:«MV.—The Works Committee of the T.C.'s Tram-
ways Committee has accepted the following tenders :

—

Trftotion street poles,—Stowarte A Lloytle, Ltd.
Trolley fcfdiT cable —St. Helens Cable Co.
Bteel plates for manholes —\V. Raird A Son.
Asphalt buokets. -P. ,t W. MacLollan, Ltd.
Special track work.—Titan Trackwork Co., Ltd. ; Edgar, Allen dt Co.,

Ltd. ; and Hadnclds, Ltd.
Cast-steel iiipo oonneotioDS for Pinkston.—Stewarts & Lloyds, Ltd.

It was agreed that the above offers be accepted, subject to the
Committpe beinfr satisfied, after inquiry by the manager, that
Messrs. P. & W. MacLellan, Ltd., and Messrs. Stewarts \ Lloyds,
Ltd. (the latter on the first contract), and their respective sub-
contractors, are payioj; the standard rate of wages, and otherwise
conforming to the Standing Orders of the Corporation.

I])8ni(ii.—Messrs. Chamberlain A: llookham, Ltd., have
received the contract for the supply of meters to the Corporation
for the coming year.

Rciftiiley.—The Education Committee has accepted the
tender of the Keighley Electrical Engineering Co. for motors for
the textile department at the Technical Institute, at £138, and
that of Messrs. Richards & Rhodes for wiring and lighting the
textile and chemical departments at the Institute, and providing a
switchboard, at £106.

London.—STEPNEy.—The following tenders have been
received by the Electricity Supply Committee for a new power
board at the Limehouse Generating Station :

—

The Committee recommends the acceptance of the lowest tender :

also the tender of Straohan & Henshaw, Ltd., at £329, for extend-
ing the telpher track at the above station.

The Electricity Supply Committee has accepted offers from
Messrs. Rickett, Cookerill \ Co., Ltd., and Messrs. Harris, Hard-
man k Co., Ltd., to supply 100 tons wharf small coal, at lis. (id.

per ton, and about 200 tons of Scotch washed peas, at Ha. per ton
respectively.

Maiicliest*'!',—The Electricity Committee has accepted
the following tenders ;

—

One 250-Kw. motor-converter. -Brucs Peebles & Co., Ltd.
Sub-station switchgear to September, 1915.—Ferranti. Ltd.
Lead-sheathed service cables to June, 1915.—W. T. Glover & Co., Ltd.
One mile 37/16 cable.— Chas. Mai-intosh & Co., Ltd.
Service boxes.—Joseph Stubbs, Ltd., and Hardy 4 Padmore, Ltd.

\ew Xealand,— The tender of the Brush Electrical
Engineering Co. has been accepted for the supply of hydro-electric
plant and transformers for the township of Tauranga, X.Z.

.Xorniaufon. — The Joint Hospital Committee has
accepted the tenders of Mr. C. J. Cox, amounting to £132, for
erecting overhead electric wires, and to £15 12s. for wiring and
fixing electric fans.

.\oi-tliaiii])ton.—The tender of .Messrs. J. A. Baker & Co.
has been accepted, at £422, for wiring the Secondary School for
Girls and supplying the necessary lamps and fittings.

Sliettield.—The City Council has been recommended to
accept the tender of Messrs. Cammell, Laird & Co., Ltd., to supply
50 special tramcar tires at Sis. each ; also the offer of the Dart
Motor and Transport Co., Ltd., to supply a 15-H p. Armstrong-
Whitworth motor chassis for the Tramways Department for £375,
with an additional 5 per cent, for contingencies, if required. The
tenders of Messrs. R. S. Whitworth, Ltd., and the West End
Clothiers are also recommended for acceptance for a supply of
uniform clothing to the Tramways Department.

Stretford.—The tender of Messrs. George Bullock &Co.
is recommended for acceptance, at £831, for the installation of
electrical pumping plant at the Sewage Farm.

Sunderland.—The T.C. on Wednesday accepted tenders
aj follows ;

—
Box frames and covers.—W. G. Farrow & Co.
Span parts for stokes.—E. Bennts & Co., Ltd.
E.H.T, expansion joints.—B.L & Helsby Cibles, Ltd.

AValsall.—The Elejtriciiy Committee has accepted the
tenders of Messrs. ReyroUe & Co., at £2,200, for extra h.t. switch-
gear and at £2(30 for L.T. switch-gear

; also the tender of the
British Westinghouse Co., at £527, for station transformera.

Wirral.—The Joint Hospital Board has acoeptsd the
Under of Mesirs. Oolli&i & PriM for the eleetrieftl in«taU»tien »t
the Ferw Botpltol, »t «19«,

rORTHCOMINO EVENTS.

Junior InMtllutlon of EnKlncers.— Friday, November IHth. Al R p.m At
.iy, Victoria Htreei. Paper on "Tbe Engloeer and Malaria." by Mr, F. D.

Wireless Society ur London. Friday, November IStb. At H p.m. At Inkfi

tulirjn of K|. rarloal Kni;ineot». AddresB on " TOe Function of the Earth
in Hadio Telegraphy.' by Pro(. J. A. Pleu.lng.

Eleclro-Harmonlc Society.—Monday. November 16th. Al Ruiboro
Hestauianl. Ladies' night.

Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers. — Monday, Novem-
ber IBib. At li p.m. At Institution of Electrical Kn^liieera, Victoria
Emh»nkm«nt, W.C. Papers on " Bloreh Aoooantlnn," by Mr. W. T.
Harris; " Oash," by Mr. J. A. Payne.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—Tuuiday. November 17tb. Al 8 p.m. Al
Great G'-orge Htrnet, H. W. Paper on " BcoQomlcs of Electric Railway
Distribution," by Dr. H. Field Partball.

Institution of Electrical EnglneersCMancbester Local Section —Tuesday.
November Uth. Al 7 HU D.m. At Eoglnears' IJlub, Alberl Square.
Paper on " Cables," by Mr. C.J. Beaver.

Physical Society of London.—Friday, November 19tb. At 8 p.m. At tlie

Impi-rlal College of Sjieiice, Snuth Ivensington, B.W. Papers on "A Bridge
for the Measurement of Belf-Induclion," by Mr. D. Owen, and "On the
Coeltlcient of DitTu-ion in Dilute Solutionh," by Mr. B. \V. Clack.

Institution of Electrical Engineers (Birmingham Local Seclioni.-
Wednesday, November IHth. At 7 :I0 p.m. At the Unlvoraily, Kdmund
Street, Chairman's inaugural address, by Dr. A. H. Bailing.

Iron and Steel Institute.- Thursday. Novembsr lUtb. Al 11 a.m. At 2S,

Victoria Street, 8.\V. General Mreting.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.—Friday, November 201b. At
H p m. At Storey's Gate. H W. I*apRr on *"rho Kilcctof Vacuum on
Steairi Turbines," by Mr. G. C Storey, F.R.9. ; Thomas Rawksley lecture
on Pumping and other Machinery for Waterworks and Drainage.

North-East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders. — Satur.
day, November 3Ist. At 7.15 p.m. At Boibeo Hall. Wesigate Koad. New.
oastlc-on-Tyne. Paper on '^Ligbthouses and Ijightebip}," by Mr, C.
Suokau.

NOTES.

Foreift'U Trade.

—

The October Figures.—The follow-

ing are the electrical and machinery figures given in the official

returns for October :

—

Impoets. Month
Electrical goods and of

apparatus, excluding October.

machinery and un- £
insulated wire ... 59,1180

Ine, Ten Inc.

or months, or

dec. 1914. dec.

£ £ £
),878 1,089,U»2 -188,589

Machinery 435,516 -221,023 5,742,789 -358,361

EXPOETS.
Electrical goods and

apparatus, excluding
machinery and un-
insulated wire ... 212,997 - 143,766 2,597,387 -1,523,765

Machinery 2,032,738 -1,238,.558 28,139,304 -2,621,556

liiite Corresitaudeiiec.—We have received the following

letter with regard to our review of " Picture Play Photography " :

—

" Will you allow me, if not too late in the day, to thank you for

your most sporting criticism of my little book, ' Picture Play
Photography.' For you to review it—even though it was to find

fault with one of its statements—is very flattering to me.
" With reference to the part that you criticiee, may I say that I

thoroughly agree with the spirit of your original article, which, I

take it, was written against the absurd scares, and ideas of
' lurking danger," in which the general public from time to time

indalges. I carefully used italics when quoting your article, to

show that the only thing I found fault with w&3 the iimjuaH tied

statement that none of the so-called ultra-violet rays could

penetrate glass. That I did know of the shorter wave-lengths, is

obvious from the fact that in •^he very chapter from which yon
quote I plainly stated that there were rays which would not pass

through glass.
" The unqualified statement was possibly an oversight en your

part, and, if so, pray accept my apologies for having criticised it in

print, instead of having pointed it out to you by letter.

"Of course, the definition harmful' rays is very ambiguous,

yet quite clear enough for our purpose; ' selectivcness,' 'acclima-

tisation,' and consequent ultimate ' immunity,' all play their part.

I might remark that for fear of prejudicing the unscientific reader,

and doing an injury to certain manufacturers, I. refrained from
going into the matter of mercury-vapour lamps, and the injurious

rays that either pass through the glass of their tubes or else are

induced in that substance. Dr. Steinmetz would probably define

the light of these tubes as of 'excessive intensity.'
" We must always remember that there may be an action the

inverse of fluorescence, and also the fact of induction of pulsations,

riiie the Crookes tube, &c. Also, our knowledge of the whole
matter of higher vibrations and pulsations, their atomic, electronic,

and organic effect, and the permanence or otherwise of the latter

effect (for instance, on cancerous growth) is as yet only in its

infancy.
" Again thanking you for your most courteous criticism.

"H. M. LOMAS.
" Teddington, Xocember Wth, 1914."

[We admit that our statement should have been more guarded,

We have, however, recently pnblithed abundant evideaoe oonfirm*

log the tact that we wanted to enphasUO'—nai&el/, that %h9

Airrf«f/>'u{ tayi sa&not paai through glaiii'—SDR, BiiSOi Riv.T
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Copper.—In a circalar letter accompanying their statis-

tioal tables for October lilat, MeBsrB. }l. R, Merton k Co. note that

the conBumptive demand for copper daring the month of Oitober
has been on a fair Bcale, (rood orders emanatintr from those eni;ai;ed

in work for the Government. There was also a continuation of
orders for Rassia. American producers, however, pu»hed rather
keenly for business, caasiner prices to recede. At the close of the
mouth the downward trend appeared to be arrested for the time
beini;.

European visible supplies at the end of Jnly were .3.^,012 tone,

at the end of August 34,806, at the end of September 31,594, and
at the end of October 3t;,.5(>6 tons, an increase of 1.972 during
October. In these quantities stocke at Hamburi; and Bremen are
reckoned as the same as on .Tuly 31st, since when no returns have
been received. English stocks have run:— Au^rust 31st, 17,.'>72

tons ; September 30th, 18,610 tons ; and October Slst, 21,457 tons.

Supplies during- October ran as follows : — Total European
arrivals from North America, 19,933 tons (average for the 12

months ending July 31st, 34,400 tons) ; Spain and Portugal to

England and France (pyrites excluded), 727 tons (average as above
1,650) ; England and France from other countries, 1,148 (average

4,910) ; shipments from Chile to Europe, 1,925 tons(average 3,280) ;

shipments from Australia to Europe, 2,000 tons (average 3,310) ;

total deliveries, 23,761 (average 47,740).

Apparently the price keeps down in spite of limited supplies,

from which one would be inclined to argue limited consumption,
which must obviously be the case with the electrical industry on
the Continent. The activity of the past year may be ascribed to

the preparations for inducing the present industrial conditions,

and the direction of all the energies of so large a portion of the
human race to works of destruction only must influence the whole
aspect of commerce for some time to come.

Institution and Lecture Xotes.

—

Institutiox of
Electric Ai, ENOINEEES-The opening meeting of the Manche.^ter
Local Section for the new session was held at the Engineera'

CInb, Manchester, on November 3rd, when the chairman, Mr. P. P.

Wheelwright, gave his inaugural address. Prof. Marchant, in

proposing a vote of thanks to the chairman, said that Mr. Wheel-
wright had come forward at very short notice to act as chairman
of the Section, owing the resignation of Dr. E. Rosenberg in August
last. The meeting then took the form of a smoking concert. The
programme consisted of a number of musical items, which were
well rendered, and very much enioyed by the company present.

BiBMiNGHAM LocAL SECTION.—The programme for the first

half of the Session contains the following items ;

—

November isth.—Chairman's iDftugural Address (Dr. Bailing).
December 2nd —" Power Plant Testing," by Mr. W. M. Selvey.
December Ifith.—" Automitio Protective Switohgear for Alternating-

Current Systems, " by Mr. K. B. Wedmore.

The inaugural address of the Session of the Scottish Local
Section was given on November 10th by the chairman, Mr. James
Lowson, who dealt almost exclusively with the branch of the
profeesion with which he has been more intimately identified

—

electrical equipment on board ship.

On November 3rd a paper was read before the Birmingham
branch of the Ironmongers' Association, by Mr. W. E. Milns, of

the Birmingham Corporation electric supply department, entitled
" The Electrical Ironmonger." Mr. Milns dealt with the present

position of eleotric lighting and heating, and the relationship

existing between the ironmonger and the electrical trade, and con-

cluded with suggestions for a closer relationship between these

trades. The paper was read in the Birmingham electric supply
department's showroom, and was followed by a demonstration of
the most up-to-date lighting and heating appliances.

At a recent meeting of the Midland Institute of Mining, Civil,

and Mechanical "Engineers at Leeds, Mr. E. A. Uailwood (of

Messrs. Aokroyd i; Best) read a paper on electric miners' lamps
compared with the combustion tube oil lamp. He denied the con-

tention that it was impossible to create an ignition of ga't by the
breaking of a small bulb of an electric lamp ; he had experiment-
ally secured hundreds of ignitions in that way. He thoujrht it

might be explained by the gas rushing into the bulb when the
vacuum was destroyed, becoming momentarily compressed against

the red hot filament, and exploding. He doubted whether the
insertion of a fuse would got over the difliculty.

On the question of candle-power, certain authorities stated that
an illumination of 1 c.r. would prevent nystagmns. and it was
natural, therefore, that the electric lamp which was supposed to

give li c.r. should be favoured.

From tests, however, at large collieries, ho found 63 Coag lamps
at the end of the shift to give an average of '61 c.r. ; 20 such
lamps ready for the incoming shift averaged "77 c.P. In another
case he found at the end of the shift average candle-powers of
54 and '7 for two types of Suaaman lamp, '6 for 12 Ceag lamps
and lis for 10 Oldham lamps. The author then gave particulars
of the Uailwood combustion tube oil lamp, weighing 3 lb. 7^ ok.

fully charged, which gives IJ to over -' c.r

Turning to the question of cost, the tiame lamp was cheaper
than the electric, and, apparently, owing to the robust construction,

the latter were more can lessly used, the coses were often holed
with the pick, the ouuer glasses smashed, &o.

As the light deteriorated toward.s the end of a shift the men drew
the lamps nearer to the working face, and within range of the
pick, and, according to the author, the eleutriu lamp was apt to get
placed in a dangerous position for igniting coal dust and air

more often than would be the a tie with the &nme lamp. The dis-

onuion wai postponed, the chairman intimating that ho would Ilka

to oritioie a good many thingi in the papur.

Railway Sicoemi' Aiiooiatiom.—Is hi* Noant Pr«iid«nU«l
%4dmi Ip th« K»ilw»/ Bludtati' Aiiegi»Uoo, on thi lubjtot ot

" Electrical and St<>am Railway Costs, ' reported at lencth is the
P lihi-iiy Gazellp, Mr. R. H. Selbie, general manager, Metropolit*n
Railway, covered a number of interesting point'. He mentioned
the formidable nature of modem high speed, road competition,
particularly the motor-'bus. Experience has proved that only
beyond 3 miles can the electric railway fully hold it« own againat
such vehicles, owing to its extra speed counter hiilancing delays in

booking, ka. With the multiple- unit electric train, ehnnting of

engines is obviated and the occupation of platform roade is reduced
by one-half, which is equivalent to doubling the terminal
accommodation. The average increase in speed of an electric

train daring accelerating periods is ab3at r02 miles per hour pet
second as against only °31 miles per hour per second for a steam
train, and while the gearing and »u.i of the driving wheels of the
former prevent it from reaching the same maximom speed as the
latter, this is not a drawback with frefjuent stops, while accelera-

tion is of the utmost importance under those conditions, and
allows of the operation of a greater number of trains and
shortening of signal sections, ckc, leading to increase in capacity

and earning power. The flexibility of the electrical train

allows its composition to be altered while still maintaining the

frcfjuent service. In the case of a steam service, slack-hour traffic

is in practice met by ledocing the frequency of service itself,

tending to drive waiting passengers to street vehicles. With the
modern electric railway plant with an output of 50 million nnita,

the cost (generation, distribntion, maintenance, interest and
depreciation charges) per urut would amount to about id. A six-

car 2u0-ton train requires on the average 1 8 nnits a mile—cost 9d. ;

other train expenses (including interest on cost of trains and
equipment, maintenance and depreciation of same, wages, lighting,

ka.) work out at 2id. per car-mile, or 13jd. per six-car train mile,

giving a total of 22 5d. per train-mile. These can be retiarded as

fair average figures based upon experience of several lines. The
cost of working a similar steam train may be taken as 17d. per

train-mile, or 5id. less ; but the number of such trains is in no case

likely to exceed 15 per hour into a terminus, while under electric

working 30 trains could be handled and 40 to 45 on the same rails

when not confiaed to one terminus. If the cost incurred f >r the

express purpose of enabling extra steam trains to be ran involves

heavy outlay, the interest becomes a direct charge against the
service, and the cost of working per steam train-mile will then
most probably be in excess of electrical working costs.

The figures for cost do not differentiate between peak load and
normal times ; peak load and slack hours also apply to steam
working, and it would be a fortunate company that was able to

BO fill in the whole of its locomotive time as not to suffer in any
way from peaks. It is a far easier and more economical process

putting generating plant in commission, than calling out and
sending to shed steam locomotives. A railway company own-
ing its own generating plant has various uses for its surplus power
during the slack traffic hours, for instance, the workiD(r of cranes,

capstans, running machinery, ,tc., by which means the load factor

can be much improved. The author refers to a generating station

containing five 6,000-KW. sets, the load factor for which, based on
the machines in operation reduced to turbo-generator hours, is

756 per cent. The author states his conclusion that there is

hardly any case of a suburban line running out of London that

would not repay the cost of electrification.

Faraday Society.—On Monday, November 23rd, this Society

will hold a discussion at the Chemical Society, Burlington House,

W., on " The Hardening of Metals." The president, Sir Kobt. Uad-
field, will be in the chair, and many well-known men have pro-

mised to take part.

Physical Society of London.— At the meeting held on
Ootober 23rd, Prof. Sir J. J. Thomson, O.M., PR S., delivered his

Presidential Address, the subject bein? " lonisation," the process

by which ions—particles charged with electricity—are produced
in a solid, liquid or gas. The address was omfiued t J the consider-

ation of ions in gases, and dealt with two questions— (.O the nature
of the ions

; (2) the process by which tliey were produced. The
evidence as to the nature of ions is derive<l from experiments on
their mobility. Two theories of the mobilities of ions were con-

sidered, one founded on the view that the action between ions and
molecules is analogous to impacts between hard elastic spheres, the
other on Maxwell's theory of forces between ions and molecales
varying inversely as the fifth power of the distance between them.
With regard to the process of ionisation, the first iX&te of this in

the vast majority of oases consisted in the detachment of an electron

or oorpuscle Evidence as to the method by which this took place

was afforded by determinations of the velocity with which the
electrons were ejected from the body. In the case of ionisation by
light or Rontg«n rays, this velocity depended primarily on the
wave-length of the radiation, not uivrn its int<>Qsity. nor. at

any rate to any great extent, on the nature of the maleoole
from which the corpueole was ejeoteil. This velocity was far

greater, even when every allowance was ma<le for reson.inoe, than
could be accounted for if we supp.iseil that the energy of the light

was unifornily distributed, and that the corpuscle acquired its

velocity by the action on it of the electric force in the wave,
.Another explanation not open to these objections was put forward.

When ionisation was due to the action of moving olootrifiect

particles, whether positive or negalivo. the results were quite

different. The velocity oi the ejecteil particles did not seem to

vary much, if at all, with the velocity of the particles which
ejected them, and was of the same order whether these particles

were positiva rays or the much swifter cathode rsya. The
method of e}«aticn by the impaot of luoh partioles was o.mtideied

and luggeitioni ai to, a pouit>l« tbaory and son* of Its •ODMQaaaoM
•w*n tSrotrn out,
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jDNinn Institution of Enoineerr —Mr. H. X. Miinro recently

(fave some interestinir notes on the Bubjeot of "Aluminium." He
stated that for "leotrioal purpuses, nlaminium wan fait liccomini;

oommon. Overhead tranHmiHuion lines oonBtruoted in aluminium
showed a pavincr over equivalent copper lineB of an much aH 10 to

26 p<"r cent. For insulated cablen. alumininm wbb extenBively UHei

on the Oontinent, The uiie of aluminium for magnet coIIb, bua-

bars and battery connectiona was deBcrihed. lantern Blideii and
amplea of oablen and jointo, ko., kindly lent by the Britiuh

Alumininm Co., Ltd., were exhibited.

WiRKLEHS Society of London.— A lectnre will be piven by Dr.

J. A. Fleming to-nieht, at 8 p m., at the InBtitution of Electrical

Knf;ineerR on " The Function of the Earth in Radio-TeleKraphy,"
illuetratfld by experiments. Members of the Institution of Elec-

trical Enifincers are invited to attend.

EU'ctio-Perciis.*>ive Wcldiiij!:.—A paper prepared by
MesBPrs, C. E. Skinner and L. W. Chubb for the recent meeting of

the American Electrochemical Society, at Niagara I'allH, was
devoted to a discu^Bion of the method of electro-percuBBive welding
of wirep, baeed on the principle of a simultaneous condenser dis-

charge and percussive engagement. The diagram reproduced
below shows the arrangement.
The welding circuit consistB of a direct-current line or a

generator o, which charges an electrolytic condenser o through a
resister of high resistance K. Adjustment of the voltage of the
charged condenser is obtained by field control of the generator or

by varying the resisters K and u'. The wires w w to be welded
are secured in the wire grips of the welding tool, which are con-

nected to the terminals of the condenser through an inductance L
of from two to ten turns of cable. A spring switch s, with carbon
contacts, normally held closed, is connected across the jaws of the
welder, so that their potential difference will be zpro while the
wires are being put in or the finished product is being removed.
The welder is conncctfd to the auxiliary apparatus by means of

long flexible cables, which allow welding within a radius of about
.'iO ft. without moving the condenser and other heavy apparatus.

The process of welding is as follows ;—The wires are secured in

the wire grips, and the ends are cut off as short as possible with a
suitable pair of cutters. The switch s is then opened, which
charges the condenser to the proper voltage ; a catch is then
released, which lets the sliding member fall by gravity, and brings
the ends of the two wires into percussive engagement. At the
instant of contact the short-circait current of the condenser builds

/ V

up to such a value that the ends of the wires are melted by the

explosive discharge, and instantly forged together by the blow of

the falling mass. The weld is then complete, and after being

removed from the machine, will be found to have the strength of

the original wire.

The generation of the heat is so localised, so sudden and so

intense, that there is not time for unequal heat conduction
through the shanks of the wire, and the ends will be melted, and
even vaporised, whether the melting point is high or low. For
this reason metals of different kinds can be welded together

independently of their electrical resistance, melting point or heat
conductance.

While the development of this welding method was brought
about primarily by the necessity for the fuooessful joining of

aluminium wires and the joining of copper leads to such alumininm
wires, the method is cipable of an extremely varied application.

Since metals varying as widely in characteristics as platinum and
tin may be easily welded, it follows that almost any matals may
be joined where the joint ia within the limits ot the capacity of

the welding apparatus. While the apparatus up to this tim=! has
been made only for the welding of wires 0072 in. diameter and
smaller, the application to larger sizss is merely a question of the

design of suitable apparatus.

Electro-percussive welding has already been used to a consider-

able extent in the joining of aluminium wires, in the welding of

copper and alr.mininm wires, of platinum and nickel, and of

platinum and copper, and in the welding of various types of

thermocouple wires. It has also been used for the reclamation ot

short pieces of wires of various kinds, such as| aluminium,
platinum, spring steel, &3.

—

Electrioal World.

British Honduras.—The United States Consul reports

that the Government has begun the erection in Belize of concrete
foundations for the towers of a wireless telegraph station, which
it is planned to have in operation before December, 1914. The
appropriation of $15,000, available in 1915, has been m»de avail-

aiile immediately, because of the European war, and the order for

the apparatus and towers has been placed in the United States.

The receiving apparatus has been in operation for some time past.

The two towers will be 250 ft. in height, and the power developed
will be 5 EW,

Kloctric V«'lii(h' 0|)cr:iliiiu: (d.sts.— W'itli a view to
obtaining roliable data ax to tlio operating cost of electric vehicles,
the EUftrii'iil World ban been conducting an investigation among
the varioui induHtriea employini; auuh vehicles, a selection having
been made of, approximately, ISO inst»ll«tionB, embracing shoot
•J,500 machines of all Bizes, serving about 3o different lines of baii-
ncSB in about 40 different towns.
Our contemporary points out that with authentic operation cost

from eaoh of these citieB there should no longer be any question
as to the relative value of the electric machine in any locality, as
the topographical and climatic conditions in the cities mentioned
cover every variety likely to exist elsewhere.
Taking at random M installaUonB from the data so far assembled,

there are 927 machines included in these with more than 100 of
each of the following load capacities :—700 lb., 1,000 lb., 4,000 lb..

7,Cno lb., and 10,000 lb. The following cost figures were developed
collectively :

—

Investment $2,953,828
Annual expense $2,319,658

Average daily operating costs.

700 1b $5-68

1,000 1b 6-.S4

2,000 1b 7-66

4,000 1b 892
7,000 1b 10S8
10,000 1b 1174

The investment covers coat of machine, garage equipment and
spare parts.

The annual operating costt include for both machines and equip-
ment, interest, depreciation, fire and liability inaurance, licences,
upkeep of tires, batteries and mechanical parts, electrical energy,
supplies, provision for garaging and care, drivers' wages and
supervision.

The transportation charge should refund the merchant the cur-
rent rate of interest, which he could secure otherwise upon the
money invested in the equipment, and should also restore to him
the gradual depreciation which his equipment is undergoing while
in the c msumfcr'a service.

It ia expected that the returns will show in many oases that
machines can be operated for less cost than that given, but the figures
are considered sufficient to demonstrate the superiority of the
elfctric goods vehicle.

The " Electrical Review " durins: War Time.—As
announced in our issue of a fortnight ago, we shall be pleased to
send the Electrical Review gratuitously to any of our readers
who may be serving with the naval or military forces and would
like to keep themselves in touch with doings in the electrical

world. This offer particularly relates to readers who have left

these shores since the beginning of the war, either for active
service in the fighting line in France and Belgium or in the
Fleet, or for servioe in Ejypt, India or other foreign parts. As
the men concerned may not have an opportunity of seeing this

notice, we shall be greatly obliged if tlieir friends or acquaint-
ances who know their whereabouts will let them know of our
offer and ask them to communicate their names and addresses to
the Manager, Electrical Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London, B.C.
The matter will then have immediate attention.

Hoiig'-Koiis: rnivcnsity. — The University .Session

1914-15 commenced on September 14th with a good entry of
students. Eight entered from the Province of Chile, and several from
the Straits, Shanghai, &o. Since the last session the staff has also
increased, the latest addition being Mr. Walter Brown, M.A., B.Sc,
a lecturer in Mechanical Engineering, There are now 76 students
in the University studying Engineering, and the British staff of
the Engineering Department consists of the Taikoo Professor, five

Lecturers and an Electrician. Several Chinese mechanics run the
workshops and various engine rooms. A large number of visitors

are attracted to the University by the splendid equipment presented
by British manufacturers, while the Eugineering students are
drawn from an area including Pei.ang in the south. Pekin in
the north, Yunnan to the west, and the Philippines in the eist.

Electro-llariiiouic Society.—The next concert (ladies'

night) will be held at the Holborn Restaurant (King's Hall) on
Monday evening next, November 16th, at 8 o'clock. The artistes

are aa follow : —Miss May Huxley (soprano). Miss Carrie Herwin
(oontralto) Signor Moraes (tenor), Mr, Harry Thornton (baritone),

Mr. Albert E. Sammons (violin), Mr. Herbert CoUinga (magician),
Mr. Charles Wreford (humorous), Mr. Finlay Dunn (entertainer).

Solo pianoforte and accompanist, Mr. Bernard Flanders, A.R.A.M.

Australian Trade.—A firm of agents, which has hitherto
represented German firms, desires to get into touch with United
KingJom manufacturers of conduit tubes and electric light acces-
sories. The name of the firm can be ascertained at the Board of
Trade (C I. Department).

Inquiries.—Actual makers of machines for winding coils

are asked for.

Ran»e-linder Wanted.—The range-finder asked for

in our last issue, on behalf of the Royal Naval Division Engineer
Unit, is not yet forthcoming, and aa the makers named are
extremely busy, it may be ne;essary to have recourse to another
type, which costs £80 to £100. Will, say, 20 of our readers con-
tribute £5 each towards the purchase of this most necessary
equipment ,' The Electrical Review will start the list with
£5. Contributions should be sent to the Officer Commanding
No. 2 Field Company, Royal Naval Division Engineer Unit, Martin
MiU, Kent.
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Fatalities. — A Fooiiisu Joki;. — Deputy Coroner
Shepherd conducted an inquiry on the 4th inst. into the circum-
etances of the death of Joaeph Ridley Wellp, a miner, who was
killed by an electric shock at the Willie Pit of the South Derwent
Coal Oo. Fred. Nicholeon, bankflman at th? Willie Pit, eaid he
met Wells at supper time on the night of November 2iid, when
the man seemed quite well. About midnip^ht, Wells, two men
named Errington and Toole, and witness were together in the
donkey-engine house, and they arranged to give a man named
Joseph Weatgarth an electric shock as a joke. Neither Errington
nor Toole said they had interfered with the wires, and neither
Wells nor witness did so. Witness left the engine house for a
moment and almost immediately heard the deceased man shout,
and at once went back. He found Wells fast to the"sneck" or
fastener of the engine-house door. Errington tried to pull Wells
off, but he was not able to do so ; Toole was there too. Witness
told Toole to get through the window and cut off the current
(220 or 210 voltf), which he did, whereupon Wells fell to the
ground. They tried to revive him, and sent for a doctor. Witness
said he knew nothing about electricity, and did not know
its dangers. This kind of trick had been done before,

and had been played on witntai just about a week previously.
He did not get a severe shock, and he took it as a joke.

In reply to Mr. Poole, H.M. Mines Inspector, witness said on the
occasion when he got the shock the night was dry ; on the night
when Wells was killed, it was wet. Both of Wells's hands would
be wet, as well as his clothes and the ground. The four of them
had all talked over the joke of giving the horsekeeper Westgarth
a shock, and all were equally responsible. William Errington, a
mason at the pit, spoke to them all concocting a plan to give
Westgarth a shock. Tuole removed the cap from the switch, and
Wells put a wire loop on to the' sneck of the engine-house door,

and told Toole to put the two other wires on to the switch. He
heard Wells say there was nothing in it, and saw him tapping
the sneck with his fingers. A moment later he heard Wells
shout, but thought he was larking ; when he shouted again
witness went to him, and put his arm round Wells, and himself
got a shock but was unable to get Wells off the sneck, until the
current had been turned off by Toole. They tried artificial respira-

tion for one and a half hours. Dr. Cook stated that death was
due to electric shock. The Coroner said it was a silly trick to

play on anyone, and the youth's death was due to skylarking. A
verdict was returned that death was due to electric shock.

SouTHPOKT.—An inquest was held at Routhport last week on
Jas. Curran, a wiremau employed by the General Post Office, who
received fatal injuries through the snapping of a ladder on
which he was working. Fred Berry, lineman, said he had used
the ladder frequently, and had not noticed any defect, and Mr.
Rolfe, who appeared for the Post Office, said that the ladder was
made according ta specification. "Accidental death, caused by
the defective condition of the ladder," was the verdict.

EccLES.—A Coroner's inquiry was held at Peel Green on
November 5th, respecting the death of George Lee, electrician

employed by the Eccles Corporation. George Jaoksnn. electrician's

labourer, of Patrioroft, said that on the previous Tuesday he went
to the house 160, Worsley Road, where a just-completed electrical

installation had to be tested. He held a candle in the cellar whilst

the deceased pulled out a fuse. The deceased performed the opera-

tion with his cap and received a shock. Answering the Coroner,
witness said he did not remonstrate with the deceased when he saw
him using his cap, as he was not the electrician, but the labanrer.

Mr. Angus, the borough electrical engineer, said the deceased, who
was 30, was a jointer who had been working for the Corporation
for four months, and who had had previous experience. In
removing a high-pressure fuse from a transformer at the house in

Worsley road the deceased did not use the rubber gloves provided
for the purpose, but took hold of the fuse with his cloth cap,

and his fingers must have come in contact with the live

wire. His death was probably instantaneous, as he would
receive a shock of 2,000 volts. Deceased had probably used his

cap many times, but it was a most dangerous thing to do,

especially in damp weather. A verdict of " Accidental death " was
returned, and sympathy was expressed with the deceased's widiw,
the Coroner remarking that it was a tragic occurrence, but they
must regret that the accident was due to the man's carelessness.

A report appears in the 'limi's of Iiuiia of an inquiry into the

death, at Bombay, several weeks ago, of Luxmon Subhana, a
railway labiurer, who was killed at the Colaba Causeway by a

live telephone wire. Mr. Biker appeared for the Bombiy Tflle-

phone Co., while Mr. Tenant was for the Bombay Electric

Supply and Tramways Co. Mr. Francis W. Wilson, oleotrical

inspector to Government, said that the deceased met his death by
coming in contact with a telephone w're which had become
chargi-d through making contact with a tramway test wire.

The test wire became charged owing to its breaking at some other

spot and falling on a trolley wire. Tho tramway wires had lu'en

erected in accirdance with Government requirements. The tele-

phone wire was fixed up between proper iron standards. Ho hiui

tested the telephone wire that broke ; it was up to standard
requirements. He was not in a position to ttatc how tho tele-

phone wire broke. The Government were going to hold an expert
inquiry into the tochnioal p lints which arose in this case The
wire might have broken owing to general causes, or it niit.'ht

have b en burnt by coming in contact with tUn live t'-st wire.

The test wire never, even when being used, carried such a high
pressure as it did on that occasion. la his opinion that was an
ftooideiit. The jury returned a verdict that tho death of the

deceased was caused by electric shock owing to his having acci-

dentally come iu contact with a broken telsphon* wire which had
Moidentally beoom* alive.

Patents and .4licu Knt*niies.—For the information of
the public the Board of Trade has published the gencr&l principlea
upon which it will act in dealing with applications for th«
avoidance or suspension of Patents and Trade Mirks under the
Patents, Designs, and Trade Marks (Temporary Rules) Act*, 1914.
The principles given below may be taken as generally applicable,
bnt special cases must necessarily receive exceptional treatment.

Pat>:iUa.—Licences will, as a general mle, be granted, where the
applicants fulfil the necessary conditions, set oat in Rale I of the
Temporary Rules :

—
1. Where there is no manufacture in this country under the

patent, and also

—

2. V/here what mannfactare there is, ia carried on by a company
or firm on behalf of alien rnt^tnie^i resident abroad, and there is

any reason to doubt that the manufacture will continue to be
carried on, or where it is in the interests of the conntry that come
other manufacture should be started in the British interests.

Trails Murkn.—Safpm'ioa will, as a general rale, only l>e granted
in the following cases :

—

1. Where the trade mark is the name of a patented article, and
a lioeme is granted under the patent protecting it.

2. Where it is the only name or only practicable name of an
article manufactured nnder an expired patent.

3. Where it is the name or the only practicable name of an
article minufactured in accoriance with a kaown process or a
formula which has been published or is well known in the trade.

Generally speiking, suspension will nuf ba granted in the case of
pictorial devices.

Application has been made by Messrs. Ei. Bennia Jc Co.. Ltd., for

the avoidance or suspension of patent So. 8,960 of 1903, granted
to Bousse, for an endless elevator. The hearing is set down for
November 17th.

Application has been made to avoij or suspend Letters Patent
No. 12,724/10 (Siemund) for fusing metals electrically, by
J. Roberts, 31, Strafford Street. Westferry Eoad, Millwall, E.

Dite of hearing, November 23rd.

Oise /)<•(;<//(/.—Patent No. 12.871,'13 (Buthardt). Licence to be
granted to Messrs. C. A. Vandervell & Co. (See Elec. Rev.,

p. 492.)

Notifications and documents relating to foreign pitents. designs,

and trade marks, which agents or others are nnable to forward to

their destination abroad, may be deposited in the Patent Office

(Room 27) with the object of recording the intention on the pirtof
the depositor to do any act or to file any document on a certain date

at a foreign Patent Office. No guarantee can, however, be given that

such procedure will be of any advantage to the persons concerned.

The Chartered Institute of Patent Agents is opening a troat

account into which money in regard to such matters may be paid,

subject to such rales as the Institute miy make.

Electricity Supply iu (ienuauy.—The prevalence of

a state of war is having a varying effect upon supply undertakings

in Germany. In the capital, where the Berlin Electricity Works
Co. possesses practically a monopoly of the business, the company
experienced an increase of 3'2 per cent, in the total supply of

energy in kilowatt-hours in July, as compared with the correspond-

ing month in 1913, but in August a decline of 219 per cent, took

place, as contrasted with the equivalent month in last year, whilst

the official figures for September show a reduction of 20 per cent.

Towards the end of October, however, it was estimated that the

return for the whole month would show an improvement.

The company's financial statement for the year ended with Jane
30th, 1914. indicates that the sum of £25i;.O00 has l>een written

off for ordinary depreciation, as against £279.000 in 1912-13, and
a further amount of £50,000 has been devoted to special de-

preciation of investments on account of the war. The balance of

net profits, which is not definitely stated for the moment, permits

of the payment of 4i per cent, on the preference capital of

£1,000,000, and 12 per cent, on the ordinary shares of £2,200,000,

being the same rates as in tho preceding year. The number of

customers advanced by 4 639 to 48.455, and the connections in

kilowatts increased by 24.963 to 280.6S4 KW., and the sales reached

267,590,000 KW.-hours. or 15 490,000 in excess of 1912-13. In the

case of the Elektrizitii.s Lieferungs Gesellschaft, which owns a
number of supply works as well as being financially interested in

others, the number of customers recorded in September was
several thousands greater than in the same month of last year,

but tho output in KW. -hours was less than in Septemtwr, 1913.

Since the beginning of January, however, the deliveries to the end

of September have amounted to 45.594,532 KW.-hours, or S,057,IT8

KW -hours more than in the e>iaivaleat nine months of 1913. The
Saohsiache Blektrixila's Lieferungs Ossellsohsft, which is one of

the so-called overland supply undertaking^ occupies a siutilar

position, inasmuch as the consumption decreased in September,

notwithstanding a considerable augmentation in the number of

customers over the corresponding month in last year, but the trt»l

turnover in tho nine months shows an appreciable increaeo 1

1

KW.-hours.

.ippoiutnieuts Vacant.—Foreman wireman, as^e 35-35

(£250 +), for Gold Coast Government ; two switchlwardattondants,

overhead lineman, aro lamp rep«irer and wireman, for N 'wport

Corporation ; engineer and manager (,£250 to £4iV>\ for Erith elec-

tricity and tramway undertakings; station superintendent (,£150),

for Rkwteuatall Oorp>iratiou electricity works; cable juintej, for

Keighley Corporation ;
switchboard attend»nt (30s.). for Ports-

mouth Corporation ; switchboard attendant (27*. 6d.1, for Lancaster

electricity works. Fartioalars are given in oar advertisement

pa«res.
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Loiuiun's i;ifttncily Sinpply.— In a lutter to the

liailij Ch niniilf ol November lUth, Mr. J. Ilorace Ilowden, boruuifli

electrical enitinrer, Poplar, rrplien to certain arKimientH advanced
by that paper in favour of the Oreater London eleotrluit; acbeiue.

ABvery few London municipal undertakini^H are under any obliKa'

tion to the ratepayeru for tinanoial aauiutanue, and the priceit

charged in Eastern London are actually lower than in any other

part of the world, when the price of coal Ih coneidered, he doea not

aprree that present methods are waxteful to the ratepayer and
expenxive to the conuumer.
Ab to the Htateuient that only a bulk station can supply really

cheap eloutrioity , be points out that the Chicago stations in 1 U 1 :4 had
an output of 'J:<0 million units, sold at an averugu price of 1 O'Jd.

per unit, while in the eastern area of London comprising; Poplar,

Stepney and West Ham, with an output of only 117 i million units,

the averajfe charfre was "'.I'.id. per unit, but in Chicaffo coal costs

8b. per ton, while in London the cost was 14b. 6d. per ton.

The public is aeked to invest a maximum an^ount of capital with
a minimum return ; before the consumer can participate in profits

private capital will receive a return of 8 per cent. The actual

amount to be spent in labour in the East End would be about

£40,000 or £50,000 a year for three or four years. He disatrrees

that many of the Borough Councils areof opinion that delay would
make it worse for them : the Councils are practically unanimons
in opposing the scheme.
Had the L.C.C. offered similar financial facilities to the Borough

Councils, as they now propose to do in connection with the new
authority, the consumer would long ago have enjoyed the benefits

of a universal supjily of electricity at prices far and away better

than in any other city in the world.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Th« Editor! ininte electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

also electric trantway and railway oficials, to keep readers of the

Electrical Rkview posted as to their movements.

("t'litral Station Officials.—The Swansea Council, on
Friday last, appointed Mb. J. W. BuiiB, the deputy electrical engi-

neer of Crordon, to be borough electrical engineer of Swansea, in

BBOcession to Mr. C. A. L. Prussmann, resigned. There were 128

applicants, and the runner-up in the final vote was Mr. H. A.

Nevill, the city electrical engineer of Wakefield. The salary is

£500 per annum. Mr. Burr hopes to take up his new duties in a
month's time.

Mb. William Middleton, of Gillingham, and Mr. E. E. Pope,
of Fulham, have been appointed shift engineers at the Watford
electricity works, at a commencing salary of £90 per annum
each.

Mr. a. Wilson has been appointed temporary charge engineer

at the Dover Corporation electricity works.

General.—We are informed that some changes have
recently been made in the directorate of the St. Helens Cable and
Rubber Co., Ltd., of Warrington, and that the board now consists

of :— Mr. T. O. Cillender (chairman), Mr. D. Sinclair, and Mr. J. J.

Easton.
Alderman Geo. H Robinson, J.P., who has continuously held

the office of chairman of the Bradford Electricity Committee for

the past 11 years, has been appointed Lord Mayor for the ensuing
year. Aid. Robinson has naturally had much to do with the growth
of the undertaking, the annual output of which he has seen rise

from 13 to 28 million units. With the extension and improvement
of the plant he has also been closely associated. We understand
that prior to the rateable value system of charging being intro-

duced into Norwich, he suggested the practicability of such a

system for Bradford, and when some time later it was definitely

decided to recommend the City Council to institute a rate on these

lines. Alderman Robinson very strenuously cDntended, as a result

of his personal experience, that if the heating and cooking load in

domestic premises was to be catered for in Bradford, the secondary
charge should not exceed Jd. per unit. This proposal was approved
by the City Council in July, 1910, and the results which have
accrued have been very beneficial to the electricity department.
Alderman Robinson has on several occasions attended the Con-
ventions of the Incorporated Municipal Electrical Association.

The Canadian Enrjineer staXeafhaX the Hon. Sir Adam Beck,
chairman of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario,

has retired from the Ontario Cabinet, and the Hos. I. B. LrcAS,
Provincial Treasurer of Ontario, has been appointed a member of

the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Oatario, to succeed
Lieut. -Col. Hon. J. S. Hexdrie, whose appointment to the Lieu-

tenant-Governorship of the Province left a vacancy on the Hydro
Board.
Mb. F. a. Yerbubt has now returned from Vancouver, and has

again definitely settled in England. He has joined, as a director

and manager of the salts department, the Premier Cooler and
Engineering Co., Ltd., of Broadway Court, Westminster, S.W., and
hopes in dne course to again meet the many friends made during
his connection with the Mirrlees Wataon Co., Ltd.

Mr, Albert Joseph West, electrical engineer, of 7, Mary
Street, Taunton, has been re-elected on the Town Council.

At last Wednesday's meeting of the Nomination Committee of

the Manchester Corporation, Mr. W. T. Dagnall was re-elected

chairman of the Electricity Committee. Aldebman Walkeb
was •bogem ai Tie«-okairman

At the recent municipal eleotiona at Wakefield, Mr. W. Emmett,
electrical engineer, of .Southgate, the retiring oouncillor (or the
Kirkgate Ward, wa« returned unoppfMied.

At the annual meeting after the November election, the UlaagoiT
T.C. reappointed Bailik W. B. Kmitu as conTener of the Eleo-
trioity Committee. Hailik Hannay haa bcOTi appointed eab-
convener. There has been no change in the convenersblp or aab-
convenership of the Tramways Committee, Ex-Bailie Kihkland
retaining the convenership and E.x-Bailie AL.txON the eab-
oonvenerHhip.
Mu. William R. Nowkll has resigned bis poeition with the

Brash Electrical Engineering Co., Loughborough, after 19 years'
Bcrvice.

Mr. W. E. Pott has resigned his position as general manager
to Messrs. Krupka 1; Jacoby, of WestmiuBter.

Will.—The late Mu. Fuedkbic Smith, whose death wan
announced in onr issue of September 4th, a director of Frederic
Smith &: Co., wire manufacturers, Ltd., of Halifax, and of the
London Electric Wire Co. v Smiths, Ltd., left £128,279 groea.

NEW COMPANIES: REGISTERED.

•• Ccag" Miners' Supply Co., Ltd. (138,2aS).—This coin-
p.,ii) was registead on .Novcmbir 4lti. ivilli a capital o( £\»,tm in £\. shar<«
tl ouO 7 p^r t«;i»r pr- feicnce), to t-aiiv nn ihv business ol nianutacturers. Im-
porters and exporters of and dealers in electrical and other safety lamps for
use in mines, and all kinds of electrical and mechanical tamps, accessories.
tools, implements and articles, etc. The subscribers (with one share each)
«! M. I. Xoetk 9. St. L)iif«laii' H'll. li.C, merchant; F. M. Rodgers,
5. Kelso Place, Kensington, \V., engineer; P. F. Rouse; 85, Gracechurch
Stteet, E.C., solicitor. Private company. The number of directors is not to
be less than two or more than five; the subscribers arc to appoint the first.

Rrmuneration not more than ;^10O each per annum. Solicitors. Cruesemann
and Rouse, 85, Gracechurch Street, E.C.

Booth and Bomford, Ltd. (138,232).—This company was
ri-gi5Ii;rvd on November 6th, with a capital of jfc2,000 in £\ shares, to carry
on in Great Britain or elsewhere the business o( manufacturers or makers of

or dealers or contractors in or consultants with regard to electrical or general
engineering installations, etc. The subscribers (with one share each) are :

—

A R. Gibbs, Avenue Road, Stratford-on-Avon, solicitor; J. G. Bomford,
1. Connaught Road, Roath, Cardiff, electrical engineer. Private company.
'Ihe number of directors is not to be less than two or more than five. The
first are J. G. Bomford, R. L. Booth, and A. R. Gibbs. Qualification £1.
Remuneration as fixed by the company's solicitor, A. R. Gibbs.

C. H. Mason and Co., Ltd. (138,207).—This company
was registered on November 4th, with a capital of £2.000 in £\ shares, to

adopt an agreement with U. S. Davies and C. H. Mason for the purchase
of the business of electrical, motor, mechanical and general engineers carried

on by them at Gateshead, Durham., The subscribers (with one share each)
are:—D. S. Davies. Park \iew. Gateshead, ironmaster; C. H. Mason, 123,

High Park Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne. engineer. Private company. The num-
ber of directors is not to be less than two or more than seven. The first

are D. S. Davies and C. H. Mason (both permanent). Qualification £'im.
Remuneration as fixed by the company.

Witt and Beesley (Blackpool), Ltd. (138,217).—This
company was registered on November 4th. with a capital of j^4,000 in £\
shares, to take over the business of a letter on hire of motor cars, motor
garage proprietor, motor and electrical engineer, and dealer in electrical

plant, fittings and accessories, and in motor cars and accessories, carried on
bv S. Witt at Blackpool. The subscribers (with one share each) are ;—J. J.

Beesley, Ask Dane, Park Road, Lytham, retired licensed victualler; S. Witt,

1. Castle Gate, South Shore, Blackpool, garage proprietor; J. Holden, 2,

Mylhop Avenue. Lytham, taxicab proprietor. Private company. The num-
ber of directors is iiot to be less than two or more than seven. The first are

J. J. Beesley. S. Witt (chairman), and J. Holden (managing directors). Quali.

fication £m.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

London Electron Works Co., Ltd.—Issue on 30th Oct.,
ll'U. of ;t-4,UU0 debentures, part of a series of which particulars have already

been filed.

Birmingham Guild, Ltd.—Mortgage on certain land and
properties in Great Charles Street, Birmingham, dated 2rth October, 1914,

I, -eel ,. .ill nic nev- lut or to h -come due from the company to Lloyds Bank,
Ltd., 71. Lombard Street, E.G., not exceeding £'2,500.

James Keith and Blackman Co., Ltd.—Issue on 2nd Nov.,
1914. of £\\i\i debentures, part of a series of which particulars have already

been filed.

Rural Districts Electric Undertakings, Ltd.—Particulars
of £:2,50U debentures, created by resolutions of 22nd and 2oth February, and

secured by trust deed dated 27th October, 1914. filed pursuant to Section 93

(3) of the Companies (Consolidation) Act. 1908, the amount of the present

issue being £1.700. Property charged : 2,278 fully paid shares in the Wood-
bridge and District Electric Light Co., Ltd., and company's other assets,

pris. nt anil lulurr . Tru.-tee, h I" Lv Irton.

W. H. A. Robertson and Co., Ltd.—Mortgage on certain

land in Bedford with the Lvnton Engineering Works thereon, dated 30th

October, 1914. to secure all moneys due or to become due from the company

to London City & Midland Bank, Ltd., 5, Threadneedle Street. E.C.

Yorkshire Cable Co., Ltd.—Debenture, dated 8th Oct.,

1914, to secure any sum, not exceeding £800, which may be paid by the

debenture holders under a deed ol guarantee of even date, charged on com-

pany's undertaking and property, present and future, includmg uncalled

capital. Holders, R. R. Stcll, 2, Kirklands Avenue, Baildon, and ]. Stell,

Wellington Crescent, Shipley.

North=Eastern Electric Smelting Co., Ltd.—Second mort-
gage debenture, dated 8lh October, 1914, to secure £130, charged on com-

pany's property, present and future, including uncalled capital. Holder, J. A.

Parkes, 18, Fleet Street, E.C.

Lester B. Belts and Co., Ltd.—Second debenture, dated

aSth October, 1914, to secure £100, charged on company's undertakmg and

property, present .nd future, including uncalled c.pit.l. Hold.r, A. E.

Rvbinson, M, Wkittfriari CrMC.iit, WMtclig-o«-St«.
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CITY NOTES.

Edisoii k Swan I iiit^^ /Electric Liulit Co., Ltd.

The directors report that for the year ended .Tune 30th, 191 1,

after providing for interest on both clasEeB of debenture stock, and

depreciation upon freehold properties and plant, there is a net

profit of £4,69i;, plus £1,U3(; broujjht forward, makinj; a total

standing to the credit of profit and loss of Je5,7:i2, which is to be

carried forward.
During the past year, the business prevlouely carried on at 'M, Queen Street,

and College Hill, has been removed to the new Bhowrooma and oIllceB at

128-r2B, yueen Victoria Street, and although the transfer did not take place

until after the oloie of the period covered l>y the aooountB, thi" results already

obtained from the new showroom have been distinctly favourable. A further

showroom has been opened at 71, Victoria Street 8.W,, to deal with the

West End trade, which if also showing satisfaotory results. In addition, the

provincial depots have been overhauled and rearranged, and the promises at

Newcastle, Manohostsr and Nottingham have been closed and the business

transfi-rred in thoaa towns to more suitable premises there.

Takinj; the business as a whole, very considerable expansion baa

taken place durioer the past year. This is rellected in the improved

position of the company shown by the accounts, and judging by

the volume of business which has been done since the date of the

balance-sheet, the directors are looking forward with confidence

to the coming year.

The meeting will be held at Winchester House, E.G., on

November 16th.

United Electric Tianiwavs Co., of Caracas. Etd.

The eighth ordinary meeting of the above company was held on

Tuesday, at Dashwood House, London, E.G. The proceedings

were private, but the report, to which brief reference was made in

our last issue, was adopted.

The percentage of operating expenses, in its ratio to gross

receipts, was 4828, which was less by 3-09 per cent, than in the

previous year. This continued decrease, combined with the proper

maintenance of the company's property, reflects great credit on the

staff of the local company.
1918-14. Inc.- or dec.

Passengers carried ^'E^'E* "^'^Sili
Oar-miles run 985,065 + 17,489

Percentage of operating expenses to gross ^
'

Recefprpercar.mile :: '.: '.'. '-l Bs. 1-57 +Be.0-13

Operating expenses per car-mile .. .. Bs. 0-76 -l-Bs.OOa

Numberotcars " -
Miles of track . . .

.

Ibi —

Mr. Wallis reports that all the company's property is maintained

in first-class order, and further short extensions to the tramways

are in course of construction. The continuous increase in traffic

necessitated the provision of more oars, and four were ordered.

These have been delivered and put in service since June 30th last.

Official Xotiees re Coiii|tanies.—Unless cause is shown

to the contrary, the following companies will be atrnok off the

Register at the expiration of three months :

—

British Engineering and Fume Condensers.

British Spe-dom-ter Control Co.
British Wireless Telegraph Syndicate,

Civil Engineering Press.

Electrical Pitiilngs Co. (1911).

Electric Amusements.
Electrocoustios.
Insulators.
Internal Combustion Engines Cooling Agent Ca.

National Electric and Motor Corporation.

Patent Tube Covering and Lining Co.

Smoke Abaters.
W. I. Oil Fuel Syndicate.

Maiiufacturinsi' in (ieriiiany.—Some information has

jnst become available in regard to two companies in Germany.

The first is the Siemens & Halske Co., whose financial year ended

on July 3l8^, which is said to have been a very favourable period.

It is uncertain what deliveries will be effected in connection with

the large orders which have been accepted in the current year, as

the ooiiipany has numerous relations with hostile countries.

During the early weeks of the war old contracts were frequently

cancelled, and the stock of orders for various non-warlike manu-

factures immediately declined. The work of manufacturing was

not inconsiderably restricted through the mobilisation, and opera-

tions in all departments are declared to be fully maintained to the

extent of this limitation. It is intended to take into account the

change in circumstances by the provision of a war reserve fund in

the preparation of the balance-sheet, which will still occupy

attention for several weeks.
,, , .^ u j

The directors of the AUgein'jine Elektri/.itata Gesellschaft had

under consideration the accounts forthe financial year 1913-14 at a

meeting held on October 29th. After defraying general expenses,

taxes, interest on loans, and making the customary provision for

depreciation, and also in view of the state of war, the accounts

indicate net profits amounting to i 944,000, as oontraHed with

£l,44fi,0OO in the preceding year, the total being derived solely

from manufacturing. It is proposed to pay a dividend of 10 per

cent on share capital of £7,7,-.0,000, this rate comparing with 14

per cent, in 1912-13. The directors add that the company has a

banking credit of i:3,S.'i0,U00, as a year ago ;
that both the invoiced

turnover and orders on hand in the new liiiancial year show a

further increase; and that it cannot be for.^seen at present to

what extent the foreign orders included in the orders on the books

will reach the stage of delivery. A year ago the sum of £175,000

was placed to the reserve fund, but uo similar appropriation la

shown for 1913-14, although it is assumed that such provision ha*

been made in the form of undisclosed reserves.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuetdty EToniiifi

Stock Exchange buEinesa this week has b^en virtually bus*

ponded by reason of the uncertainty surrounding the situation

with reference to a settleuieut on Nt'veuiber Id. I'here baa
been no settlement, in the proper St/xik E.xcbange sen.se of the

word, since July W; and the Uovernnieut put slnjng [jreasure

upon the House to bring about a clearing-up of accounts next

Thursday. A scheme wa.s propoundt-<l, passed by the tjov.rrn-

liieut, and issued by the Stock Exchange C<jniinittee, wherein

it was ruled that buyers who had been carrjing over stock

should be required to pay for it, or U) deposit 10 per cent, of

the total money involved, the latter operation enabling them
to postpone final settlement until twelve months after the con-

clusion of peace.

For the past ten days nothing but the scheme has been talked

about. It has been violently assailed from all quarters. A
few declared that the Committee had done the best thing

possible in the circumstances; others maintained that it u-as

hopelessly illegal, and that they would flatly refuse to be
Ixiund by any of its provisions. H.iKty meetings were smn-
nioned between Lord Reading, the St<x;k Exchange Committee,
Mr. Lloyd George and a few of the Trea.sury officials. Excited

messages went backwards and forwards. The Government
stuck to its contention that, at all costs, there should be a
settlement, and in this many of the thirty Stock Exchange
coiiiTiiittee-men readily concurred.

At the sajue time, "evidence accumulated rapidly that the

efl'ort to enforce such a settlement would precipitate calamity

and financial disaster. Stock Exchange men dependent upon
German and .\ustrian coninx-tions vowed that they saw no
reason why they should be called upon to pay 10 per cent.

deixisit on shares which their clients were never likely to take

oil theh- hands. Tbrogmoiton Street has seethed with excite-

ment. On 'Tuesday evening—that is, to-night—the Stock Et-
change Committee are sitting, an extraordinarj- meeting hav-

ing been convened for S p.m. To the outsider, the whole aiTair

may seem trivial ; but to those who know the i.<vsues at stake

and the consequences which any false step might have upon
national credit in the course of the war. its importance is pro-

found Modifications of the previous scheme were announced
at midnight, and the settlement is to take place subject to

these.

The fundamental rule of Stock Exchange business, upon

which every other is built, and uixin which the whole edifice

of Stock Exchange credit rests, is that a bargain is inviolate.

This principle it ha.s been sought to attack during the past

few days, and conceivably it may yet have to go for the time

being, in company with a good deal else that most people h»J*
regarded as essential to the well-being of their existence.

know of cases in which men siild shares a day or two befoi^

the St<Tck Exchange closed, the bargains having been done for

the mid-August account—which, of course, has not yet been

settled. The money realised by the sales has been required

bv the sellers, in oixler to carr>- on their every-day life; and

that they have been forcetl to do without it has proved, in at

least some of the instances with which we are acquainted, a

real hardship. If it had been held that the conclusion of such

sales could be deferred, at the option of the buyer of the

shares, until a year after the ^inclusion of peace, it would

iiave looked like a. ciise of real injustice being inflict«?d by the

St<x-k Exchange Committee, and as though the primary prin-

ciple of a bargain being inviolate had been repudiated.

Cxmc<Mvablv. if such a, seller U>->k his certificate to the Bank

of Kiifland and asked for GO per cent, of the value of the stoci,

he might rec<^ive financial accommodation, but. up to the time

of writing, such an act would be simply one of grace. No
porcupine ever bristled with sii many quills as the present

situation does with perplexities; and the bewildeit-d stock-

l>voker may well envv those of his fellows who are able to cast

olT otVu-e resiwnsibilities and join the Army with a light heart.

Tliere are hundreds who would do this to-morrow, if it were

not for the haunting impression that such a step w.nild savour

of the cowardice which seeks to evade resixmsibilities by run-

ning away from them. ,,..,.,, * n
In the matter of prices, the disinxsition has b.H>n to allow

them to slide on t«i .slightly lower levels because of the «nxiety

<,f holders to realise what they eonld. in order to provHle the

10 per cent, margin already referral to above. Consols still

remain at the minimum of tVJ. without anybody wanting U>

buv them, exivpt a few small investors, lliere is money

nlxnit We have a letter in front of us from a fnend in the

West countrv, who savs that his neighbours are stonnn up

cish in prepiiration for the new issues which are certain to

come before verv long. An innx^rtant Argentine railway .vm-

niiiv offeri'd the otlier day a mdlion ivunds t- per c»Mit. n.no*.

aiid' its shandiolders alone applied for the amount nvt-and-a-

lialf times over.
. ,. ,, ^i.i.-,i- m-

The bargain-liunt<»r c<intinues to r.-p^^ach liis st<v_Kl^niKer

caus.> the lattor will iK^t hunt about for s.vunties

kiux-k-<iut prices: but. at the same time

V8 from the theatre of wa
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of the Einden would have acted aa u bullioh factor, hud uot

ujaiki'ts ou that i)urticuhir day l)i:cii cuiiiplftfly overweighted
with the cousidoratioDB attaching to the .St<xk Kxchange Bettle-

iiient.

This week's debate by tlie London County Council on the

proposed Eloctric 8upi)ly Bill can scarcely be expected to havp
uiuch immediate etTect u|X)n prieen. Certiiinly this is the time
(if the year when iiitereHt should revive in such seouriticu as

!i!e eoniiitted with illumination, but the maiket in eli'Ctric

lighting shares had scarcely recoverwl from the shock occa-

sioiiod liy the outbreak of war before it encountered the added
ciiutiiui induced by the dimming of the Lond<jn lights. There
is scarcely a bargain doing in any of the principal shares,

while business in the pre-onlinary issues has dwindled to next
to nothing.
Traction descriptions keep very steady. Metropolitan Con-

solidate<l at 30 and District Ordinary at 18J have not been
greatly inlluencod by the weaker disposition displayed by most
of the Steam stocts. lioth companies should do well this

week, in conseiiuence of the vast crowds which as.semble<l in

London for thi! two processions. At the Ixird Mayor's Show-
on Mon<lay the crowd was certainly the densest ever
experienced—as to which, testimony, were it needed, can
be borne by anyone who stood outside this office in Ludgate
Hill, packed in a saixline-liko position, with a small boy astride

his shoulders for the space of nearly an hour. (This, however,
is an aside; and, incidentally, it was worth it.)

There is a slight improvement in some of the railway pre-

ference discriptions. British Electric Traction 5 per cent. De-
benture stock is steady at 88. Rio 'IVamw-ay Firsts are better

at 85, an improvement of about 4 points since a fortnight ago.

Sao Paulo '2nd Debenture at 88 is about 3 points higher than
the company'.^ 1st Debenture—explained, of course, by the
former carrying interest at 6 per cent., while the latter is a
5 per cent. bond. A few Mexico Tramways Ordinary shares
were done the other day at 55.

Brazil transactions have risen to 50, and the Preference
improved to W.5. Tlie Edison and Swan report gave rise to a,

little disappointment, until it was concluded that the company
had tucked away profits which it might justifiably have ex-
posed had the directors decided U]X)n a less sound inetho<l of

treating the figures; the Ordinary shares are 5s. British W'est-
inghouse Preference remain at 30s., the Prior Liens at 98J,
the 4 per cent. Debenture stflck at 7'2. In other manufacturing
shares there is not much doing. Enquiries have been made
for Castner-Kellners, in consequence of the increased businesj
that the company should secure through German competition
being suspended.
The Eastern Telegraph group has given way a little here

and there. Eastern Ordinary, for instance, droppe<l to 1'2'2J,

hut Eastern Extensions are firm at \li. A few Globe Pre-
ference have come in, with the result that the price, at l'2f,

14 i down. Direct United States are unchanged at 6i. Western
Telegraphs at 12J are a shade ea.sier. .Amongst the manufac-
turing shares, Henleys are quoted at 14J, Callenders Hi, Tele-
graph Constructions at 36J ; the Preference shares of the first

two both stand at 4|. Automatic Telephone Ordinary can be
negotiated on the basis of 203.. the 6 per cent. Preference
shares standing l-16th higher. The .Armament group is quiet,
prices varying veiT little from day to day. There is a harden-
ing disposition, however, in the case of the Rubber market;
and with the price of the raw produce quietly improving, cor-
resnonding advance is noticeable in a few of the leading
rubber companies' shares

MARKET QUOTATIOMB.

ELECTRIC TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY
TRAFFIC RETURNS.

Looality.
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THE PRACTICAL TRAINING OF ENGINEERS.

{(Jondwled from page G38.)

Another witness, Mr. E. Kitson Clark, wliose
own training liad been purely classical, went into his

fatiier"s works at the age of 22 and found it very
difticult. lie, however, made up his mind to master
it, and did. Having succeeded, it is, perhaps,
natural to suppose that others could do the same,
and his views are no doubt based on his own per-
.sonal experience. They differed in many respects

from those of Mr. Alexander.
Mr. Clark said that the pupils coming to his works

paid a premium of £ioo a year for three years.

They got no wages at all. There were no inden-
tures nor any agreement, as it is difficult to get rid

of a boy who is of no use if he is bound by inden-
tures. Several of the boys are wards sent to them
by lawyers who do not know what to do with them,
and the only thing they can think of is to make them
into engineers. Young men with money are rather
difficult to deal with, and if they were indentured
there would be sure to be trouble, as the employer
would have to deal with the lawyers who drew up
the agreements. As a rule these youths do not sur-

\\\t their first year.

Mr. Clark did not think the difficulty would be
yot over by insisting on the youths having an engi-
neering degree before coming to them, because
some of them had no intention of joining the Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers, but had an idea of subse-
quently starting a works of their own.

Speaking from an experience of something like

2,000 young fellows, Mr. Clark's view was that the
best training' was a two years' workshop training
and then two years' college training. I'nfortunately
these colleges 'would make it three years, and if that

uiust be so he would say one year in the works, then
three years at a technical college, and then return
to the works in a position involving a little respon-
sibility. The men who came from Cambridge were
capital fellows, in Mr. Clark's o[)inion. He gives
them a little experience at the lathe, then in the pat-
tern shop. They cannot be put alongside boys who
know more than they do, because they are already
men. Mr Clark did not believe at all in the old-
fashioned apprenticeship system.
On the question of premiums, he considered tliat

a premium was a line of defence for the employer.
They were inundated with ap[)lications from people
who had brothers and sons, and tiie reply was: " If

you pay £ioo we will take him in," and that gener-
ally settled the question.
Mv. Alexander Siemens licre iiUerposcd that that

was the reason why his firm did not take a premium,
because they did not want to put the power into the
hands of the parents of an undesirable son to say :

" Here is.£ioo, take this man."
Mr. K. 1\. Uevis .igreed with Mr. Clark gencrailv.

He considered that the twelve months' preliminary
luactical training was very important. If men of
21 or 22 come into the works after a full technical
course they are quite raw as regards workshop ex-
perience and the other men simply make fun of
them: and if, later on, they are put iiito positions of
responsibility, they cannot maintain proper discip-
line. If, on the other hand, before taking their col-
lege course they had spent about a year in" the works
they would be in a much better position to enforce
discipline when they came back to it.

The bearing of the above on the training of elec-
trical engineers is very general, and it is unfortunate
that none of the manufacturers who gave evidence
was connected with the electrical side of the pro-
fession—with the exception of Mr. Alexander
Siemens, who said very litlle, and that had relation
chiefly to the form of agreement to be adopted in

lieu of indentures.
The only evidence bearing particularly on the

electrical side was given in the section devoted to

" Engineers in Private Practice," that is to say, con-
sulting engineers, and this was from one firm only,
viz., that of Messrs. Preece, Cardew & .Snell.

Mr. A. H. Preece said that his firm did not make
a practice of taking pupils at all, as there is really

very little scope for pupils in an electrical engineer's
ofiice. When it comes to finding a man for an ap-
pointment outside, they pay no attention to whether
he has been in an engineer's ofiice or not, but see
that he has had a proper college training, say three
years or so at Cambridge or the City and Guilds'
Institute, and that he has had a practical works
training. Even if the appointment were for an elec-

tricity \\orks they would expect at least one year's
workshop training in addition to about two years in

a generating station. It makes no difference

whether the applicants have paid a premium or not
so long as they have had the practical training. As
a rule, when a youth goes to a manufacturing works
he has to do as well as he can for himself in regard
to getting into different departments: there is gener-
ally no one to assist him. If he justifies himself the
works manager will push a lad along.
Mr. (now Sir) J. F. C. Snell prefaced his remarks

by saying that it would help the co-ordination of
l)ractical and theoretical training to some degree if

the Institution could arrange for an intermediate
examination for associate members dealing with the
college or theoretical training, and then at the end
of their apprenticeship candidates might sit for the
practical examination in order to gain their diploma.
This point was, however, ruled outside the scope of
the inquiry.

In electrical engineering our ideas, said Mr. Snell,

are not yet completely crystallised ; it is not the custom
for practising electrical engineers to take pupils either

with or without premium, but Mr. Snell thought it

a mistake not to do so. His experience was that
those who received their technical before their prac-
tical training were the best men. The practical
training should be on broad lines, not merely elec-

trical engineering: a complete knowledge of tools,

a first-hand knowledge of men. experience on con-
tract work and the use of tackle should form a part
of the training, and this can be obtained in a railway
engineering or mechanical shop as well as in one
devoted to electrical engineering only. It is in this

respect that electrical engineers differ from civil

engineers: the electrical engineer pupil must have a

mechanical training before he is taken into an office,

which he then enters not as a pupil but as an assist-

ant. It might be an advantage if he could finish up
his training in a practising engineer's office, where
he might obtain a knowledge of costs, which he can-
not do in a workshop.
The question of the costs was raised in the manu-

facturers' section by Mr. Clark, who considered
that the Institution requirements were deficient in

that respect. 1 le found that young men were utterly

incapable of making records or taking any interest

in costs.

.\ point was raised also by Mr. Bevis, who wished
to know if it was for the benefit of the Institution of
Civil iMigineers that the inquiry was being held.
It was a pertinent suggestion, as frequently in read-
ing through the report one has the feeling that there
is a tendency to assume that the profession of engi-
neering exists for tlie Institution rather than the
Institution for the profession. Of course, in raising
iho status of the .\ssociate Member it follows that
the status of the whole profession will be raised.

but it is important not to reverse the point of view.
the real aim being the ultimate benefit of engineer-
ing as a whole; nor should it be forgotten that a
m.in may be a good engineer and not a member
of anv institution.

Perhaps the time has now arrived for the Institu-

tion of Electrical Engineers to appoint a committee
to consider the training of electrical engineers, so
that our ideas may become more "completely crys-
tallisetl " on the subject.
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INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

{Abstract of Inaugural Addreaa delivered by the Chairman,

Mk. Thomas Roles, to the Yorkshire Local Section,

November Hh, 1914.)

Ill tlio present serious crisis tbrouyh which our country is

pa.ssiiij,' 1 find it dillicult to turn my attention to anything

other than the war and its elTects; 1 thorefoio propose to make
11 few remariis on the subject of the war as relating to the

eliH^trical industry.

The first question each one of us who is of suitable age and
build and is in good health should nsk himself is :" Should 1

take up arms for my country? " The army has vital need of

many more men than have vet enlisttnl, but our electricity

supply undertakings must be kept going, otherwise the supply

of power for driving factories and mills which are turning out

material of all descriptions for our army and navy will be
8toppe<l or considerably curtailed. Many of our members, to

do their duty, must, therefore, perforce remain to control

and run these undertakings, however martial may be their

spirits. Others are doubtless engage<l with firms which are

manufacturing war material or other gexxl.s needed directly

or indirectly in connection with the campaign, work which
must be pushed forward in the most efficient and energetic

manner.
Having taken these facts into consideration, and satisfied

himself that he is fit to bear arms, if his position can be left

vacant or reasonably well filled, it seems apparent that the

place of the electrical engineer is in the fighting line.

The technical corps are apparently well filkxl, and the man
behind the gun is the necessity. It is t<-) be hoped that

electrical engineers will not bold back from the path of duty
boc^TUse they are unable to assist the military authorities in

work of an engineering character. Tlie training received by
an electrical engineer should enable him to display individuality

in a marked degree and con.siderably a.?sist in the carrying
out of any militarj' operation in which be might be engaged.
Turning now to the immediate duties devolving upon those

of our profession who remain in civil life, some of the most
important are these :—
To execute with energy all work on which they may be

engaged which is in any way connected with military require-

ments.
To assist and encourage those who are capable of bearing

arms, and are in a position to do so, to enlist.

To assist in and to encourage all efforts made to contribute
to the comfort of our troops on active service and the welfare
of their dependents at home.
To do all possible to support the sentiment " Business as

usual " with regard to the electrical industry in particular and
all other British industries in general.

To assist in every way possible the efforts which are being
made by British manufacturers to capture and retain foreign
and colonial trade which until recently has been in the hands
of alien enemies.
To consider carefully the methods of educating and training

young electrical engineers with a view to re-organising and
improving such methods, in order that in future the designing
as well as the manufacture of all electrical apparatus required
for the naval and military services shall be carried out by
British-born subjects. Special attention should also be given
to business training, so that the business methods of British

firms may be entirely up-to-date and their sales organisation
controlled by Britishers.

Those of us who are actually engaged on work required for

military purposes should remember that very much may
depend on the work of the humblest worker, and that time is

the essence of the contract just now. It therefore behoves
each of us to give of his very best in the carrying out of all

such work, and, if necessary, to deny himself of leisure and
recreation to prevent delay in delivery, even to the extent of

risking one's health as a result of his endeavours.
It is undoubtedly the duty of employers at the present time

to assist and encourage their employes to enlist, provided that
the loss of the employes' services will not cause delay in the
carrying out of Government contracts or risk of failure in

public services. Fellow employes can render valuable assist-

ance by helping to instruct newcomers in the work of the
positions vacated by their colleagues who are leaving to fight

on their behalf. If by working overtime employes remaining
at home can facilitate the early departure of those desirous of

leaving for military semce, they are rendering assistance to

their country. Employers should also accept any inconveni-
ence, caused through loss of hands leaving to enlist, in a
patriotic spirit.

The least that can be expected of those who remain at home
is that they should assist in bearing the burdens of the men
giving personal service, and I would earnestly request those

of our members who have not up to the present arranged to

do so, to set aside regularly during the period of the war, and
as long as necessary after, a definite percentage of their

incomes w-eekly o'" monthly for the benefit of relief funds
formed to assist persons aiffected by the war. Small sums
given regularly will prove of far greater help to this end than
a comparatively large sum given with the idea of covering our
indebtedness for all time. May I also suggest to our members
to do everything possible to impress on our legislators the

uccesiiity of, without delay, making proviBiun for those broken
iu the wur and their dependcutH, uud aluu fur the widows aud
dependents of those who have fallen? VVhutevcr it costs us,

let it never again be Haid that even one of our 8<j|dierB or of

those dependent on them has to beg his or her bread or find

shelter in the workhouse, 'ibis is a matter that should not

be left over for dealing with ut some later date. A definite

and adequate scale of pensions should bo decided upon imme-
diately and paid, whatever the cost to the country. Many
eiiiployers have arranged to pay their employ6« a proportion

of their usual salaries or wages during tue period the iiieu

are performing militar-y or naval duties; such patriotic action

has decided many men to enlist who otherwise could not have
seen their way to do s<j.

The motto "Business as Usual during the War" is a good
one, but one that can only be at-ted u[xjn to a limited extent.

The right course for us to pursue is to lead as nearly as pos-

sible similar lives as hitherto. The main object to keep in

view is the provision of work for all in this country during
the period of the war, and the probably yet more trying

period which will immediaU'ly follow when men who have
joined the colours resume civil life. After these periods of

depression a boom in trade may reasonably be anticipated, and
it should be our aim in the meantime to prepare for such a

boom by steadily increasing the efficiency of our manufactur-
ing machinery", so that full advantage can be taken of iin-

prove<l conditions by turning out large quantities of the finest

possible goods. While trade is slack obsolete plant should be
replaced, and improved methods of driving adopted. If manu-
facturers with capital will .idopt this counrse the electrical

industry will be benefited at a critical time, and the manu-
facturers will reap their reward later. Electricity supply
undertakings in particular should take the opportunity of

carrying out schemes of re-organisation which will provide

work during any period of depression which may be experi-

enced, and render them ready to meet the large demands
which will undoubtedly be made on them at a later date.

By gradually increasing, within reasonable limits, stocks of

meters, motors, and other apparatus for hiring, during any
period in which trade in the electrical industry is at a low ebb,

electricity supply engineers will not only exhibit patriotism,

but economy and business prescience, as my fnith leads me
to believe that within a comparatively short time after the

conclusion of the war matters electrical will go forward with
great rapidity.

If manufacturers would from time to time notify purchasers

for which lines of goods orders are required to keep their

hands employetl, steps might be taken to assist them by
placing orders for stock purposes. Advertising and canvassing

for orders should in no way be diminished, but rather increased.^

and our salesmen should more than ever use their powers of

persua.sion, remembering that on the results of their efforts

d(^pends the employment or otherwise of many workmen
during a critical period.

The duty of assisting in the capture and retention of foreign

and colonial trade which until recently has been in the hands
of ahen enemies naturally chiefly devolves upon those of us
v.'ho are connected with manufacturing concerns. A careful

study of the requirements of customers abroad would appear

to be the first essential, after which our designers and work-

men must endeavour to meet such requirements to an extent

at least as great as, if not greater than, they have previously

been met by foreign competitors, at the same time doing

everj'thing possible in the direction of reducing the cost of

manufacture, while retaining the British reputation for good

workmanship and solid reliable products.

A large amount of foreign trade has been obtained on the

merits of the goods supplied. Iliere can be no doubt what-

ever that the electrical industrj' of this country owes nauch to

foreign inventors and designers for the headway which has

been made in electrical matters during recent years. When
wj come to consider electrical apparatus and machinery
made in this country, it is astonishing to find the extent

to which British firms work to designs originally obtained

from abroad, and that in many of our large works one or

more of the chief designers are of foreign extraction.
_
Is it

wise that we should be so dependent upon foreign designers

and foreign-made apparatus not only in connection with Gov-
ernment requirements, but in respect of the industry generally?

How is it that such important posts in our manufacturing

fiiTns are occupied by persons of alien birth, either naturalized

or otherwise? It cannot, I think, be suggested that they are

content to accept lower salaries than British engineers, and,

therefore, there seems to remain but one answer to my ques-

tion, namely, that such persons are more capable in their

particular line than the home-trained engineer.

Our educational system is at fault; it is high time that the

system was revised. The educational question is one which

rnight, with advantage, receive in all its bearings the very

careful consideration of our Institution.

With regard to business training, there seems to be a

fairly general feehng prevalent that British commercial

methods in many cases compare unfavoui-ably with those of

firms abroad. If we are to obtain the share of the world's

electrical trade which we desire, our business organisation

must be thoroughly up-to-date. We may manufacture the

best of goods, but without skill in our sales departments the

major portion of them vrill probably remain in our ware-

houses. It would seem especially desirable that all persons

who are emplyed in our sales departments shoidd be of British
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birth, as under such circumstances there would be far less

chance of valuable business information being conveyed to

foreign firms than exists under present conditions.

{Abstract of Inaugural Address delivered by the Chairman,

Mb. p. p. WHEiiLWRiGHT, io the Manchesteb Local Section,

November 3rd, 1914.)

I may be pcniiitted to survey the work and scope of the elec-

trical engineering industry, particularly do 1 want to empha-
sise the business side, which has had a rapid development
under varying additions. Opinions of commercial engineers
based upon experience, arc most valuable, and 1 think the

Institution would be wi.se in doing all in its power to cultivate

their co-operation. In the earlier stages of the profession, the

Institution was accepted as a purely technical body, and
rightly so. Those days have passed, and what is required now
is to v.'iden the scope of the organisation, make it as compre-
hensive as possible, and its benefits valuable so as to attract

members.
There is something lacking. The fault seems to be that the

Institution does not give to its members the acknowledged
status in the engineering profession which one would like to

see. Tlie Institution might with advantage widen its field of

operation, make its pre.sence more felt, and its value to the
individual very much greater. For instance, I hope the time
is not far distant when advertisements for positions of respon-
sibihty will state that applicants connected with the Institu-

tion will have preference.

The inducements offered to young men to join the profession

are insufficient, in view of the qualifications require*! ; con-
sidering that these attainments are only achieved by consider-

able expense, time and experience, when one is given a posi-

tion of tiTist, the remuneration should be more in proportion
to his responsibilities than it is in many cases. In the near
future, unless greater inducements are offered, there will be a
dearth of suitable men willing to undergo the drudgery of an
engineer's training when advancement can be gained so much
more rapidly in other professions.

When the war clouds lift, the electrical industry will be in

a position to resume its vigorous work with increased strength
and in different markets, and each of us mu.st do his best to

aid the industry by purchasing only materials made in this

country. The practice of many large purchasers of securing
material at the lowest price, regardless of quality, in many
cases, has helped the foreign trader to the detriment of the
British trader; and the waiving of the general conditions of

contract has made it possible to place large contracts with
German firms, whose guarantees cannot be compared with
those of the British m.anufacturers.
A great deal of the foreign competition has not been based

upon sound financial trading, but rather with the idea of

dumping material at prices not even covering cost, solely to

set back, if not destroy, the British industiy. International
trading is perfectly sound so long as the principle of fair

trade is acknowledged ; the reputation of the British manu-
facturers is a surety of good work, and' they will now rise to

this unparalleled o])portunity and regain the trade that of late

years has pa.s.scd them by.
The importaiK'c of keeping our manufacturers' works

employed is fully realise<l, and all purchasers who have orders
to give should place them without delay. The Colonies and
Dominions iwer the sea have done all in their power to help
the mother country, and the importance of going forward with
" Business as usual" is fidly recognised; time and money are
necessary U> develop the organisations for extending the field

of operation, but the ixjssibilities of the situation are such
that too much cannot be done to encourage every one to assist
in the capture of a fair proportion of the trade that Germany
has taken from us during the last 10 to 15 years. The tide
of )>atriotisiii runs high, but it is not strong enough to be n
national defence of our industiy ; the creation of a nucleus of
a demand at reasonable prices, by governments, municipali-
ties, and large purchasers setting the example of buying in

the home and colonial markets, would provide electrical manu-
facturers with a .sound foundation upon which to build and
extend the industn-.

In the near future the electrification of railways will come up
for consideration on a larger scale, as trade conditions gener-
ally are becoming more and more severe. The erection of a
nund)er of power stations for railway purjioses alone would
not be progress in the right dinytion, as there are many cor-
porations and companies capalile of supplying the iuve.>i.sary

power at nuiderate prices. Such loads are suitable for a<ldition
to the ordinary demand (Ui an eUx-trieitv works.
In pmcbasing plant the price is not the prinuiry considera-

tion, but rather effieieney. reliability, and sound nieclianieal
design. The purchaser should state fully what is required of
the plant, ami not specify the design, material, etc., which
are the concern of the manufacturer.
Manufacturing operations can be greatly improvcxl by the use

of labour-saving appliances, t<igetlier with the adi^ption of
electricity, and developments in this direction are becoming
more ,and more noticeable. The whole of our requirements
ought to be within our own control, and new trades will have
to be commeneed in the future so that we shall be less liable
to be adversely affected by external causes. Labour-saving does
not increase unemployment; labour is so adaptable that .is the

supply rcquirfl in one direction dccreaseg new openiogs apjjear

in another.
During the last few years the question of smoke abatement

has wjiiKt into prorainenf;e, and it is well worth working for.

Investigation of the amount of arA used in a Lanca-shire t^jwn

per horse-p<jwer results in a scarcely cre<Iible figure, ami the
cost is far greater than when the coal is purchased and con-
sumed in bulk at one place ; with the source of power situated
away from the town, smoke can be partially eliminated. Every
electrical engineer must be constantly on the alert for oppor-
tunities of benefiting his profession and the industry by keep-
ing the advantages of electrical applications ever m view of

the public.

ELECTRIC COOKING.

At the last meeting of the "Point Five " Association, held on
October IGth at Manchester, Mr. Ayton, of Ipswich, was elected

a member.
The Chairman (Mr. Pickvance, of Wrexham), in addressing

the meeting, said the object of the Association was to secure

the purely domestic load, and it was apparent to him that

they would have quite enough to consider in this, without
including any scheme for the furtherance of the sale of elec-

tricity at one-halfpenny per unit or under for any other pur-

poses. The difficulties attendant upon the object behind the

Association were such as to call for concentrated attention.

He disagrewl with the belief held by some members, that the

domestic load would eventually exceed industrial requirements,

although it might approach it in magnitude, and in some non-
industrial areas it would exceed the p<jwer requirements.

Central station engineers were not entirely responsible for the

extremely rapid development in the application of electricity

for power purposes; the motor hiring department run by a

few undertakings some 14 or 1.5 years ago created a market
for electric motors, and enabled the manufacturing firms to

collaborate with the engineers and standardise production.

etc. It should also be considered that the rapid development
of electric driving was primarily due to the impetus given to

the movement by the fact that some local authorities owning
supply undertakings had powers and availed fhcni/sclves of

those powers to hire motors. They created the demand, and
he suggeste<l that the .•Association should use aU its endeavours

and energies to rope into its ranks those engineers who were
in a position to hire c«X)kers and heaters, so that the ultimat.e

results would be such as to secure the hearty co-operation of

manufacturers, by reason of the f.ict that, collectively, they

would be able to place orders in quantities much greater

than was possible at the present time, .\t the present

moment only those members of the Association who
pc'ssessed powers to hire fittings could do any goo«l.

but even they realised the extent of the limitations cast upon
them bv the inabilitv of other supply authorities to fall in on

the sanie lines. They realised that if selling and hiring p»>wers

became general, apparatus for heating and cooking would, by

reason of the enormously increased demand, rapidly decreas«'

in price. It was incumbent upon the .Association to use all

means at its command to induce those central st^ition engi-

neers who already had ixnvei-s to supply and wire, to adopt

the "Point Five" tariff, betvMue memb«>rs of the "Point

Five" .-Vsscx'iation, and theivby increase the ix>tentialities of

the .Association, not merely in the direction of increased pur-

chases of heating and owking apparatus, but in the weight

and influence the IkkIv wo\dd acquire by reason of the influx

into its ranks of engineers ivprcstMiting authorities who in the

past had been sufficiently busine.'i.<like to secure all powers

necessary for the development of electric supply undertakings.

He drew their attention to the attitude smne gas companies
adopted to tlio.se unfortunate undertakings wliioh had not full

jiowers to develop. Such authorities had so far had only the

I'lUvtrical Oontracti->rs' .VssiX'iation to deal with: it soenied.

however, that the E.CA. were to be strongly supportod by

their natural enemy, the gas i-ompanies. Tliere were ways of

meeting the line of action threateninl by the gas ivnipanies.

The method he had adoptcil was to jiiin hands with an elec-

trical (Mntractor, but while this scheme piwided a show-room
in the t( wn. it i-ouKl not bear any fruits so far as the develop-

ment of t>ooking was concerned, while its influeiKV on electrical

heating was considerably limittnl. Had they jxiwers as a Uical

autlnu-ity to have a show-room, and to run a hiring department
in ciMinivtion with thati show-ixxim. thev c^nild enter into all

the expenses required in tho lay-out of a pixux^rly designerl

busincss-Lictliug department. .\ suggestion nuule by a puimi-
nent la\\\er, when referring to a threat<Mied acti<Hi by .•» g-is

comp.any who propos<^l not only to close down the eUvtrical

show-room, but to obtain an injunction against wiring and
fittini;. wjis to the efTix-t that the engintx^r himself shinild be
permitt<xl to <^pen up sucli business on his own acoiiunt : he
calculated that the tinu' spent by the engineer in supervi.sinp

such an enterprise would be all to tho gixxl of the electricjil

supply department of the kval authority : the engine»^r was
alivady, more or less, suiH>rvising all the wiring, and as such
w<uk was hanlly intended for him when appointed, it was
only fair that extra remuneration should accrue to him. which
would auttimntically be provide*! for if his conuiiittee would
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loiiiove, to tijut L'Xtunt, the ivatriction prohibitiuy hiui from
entering' into »">' pi'ivuto business. Tlie luvvyt-r evidently
iclu'd on |iii'ju(li(* ill favour of tlie supply uiulcitukiiig on the

jiait of thi'ir oiiyineer; lie ciiliMihitcd on the cHtiibUshuient of

u «(jit of rent free urrunyciueiit to the OoriK>ration. Doubt-
loHH an onyiucor under sueh circumstances (nuiil provide for

adequate recomjienHe. To tliose who were already producers
of heavy currents at low rates for power purposes, the mains
(luestion was not likely to prove disturbinK as yet, since their

three-phase high-tension and heavy low-tension existing mains
might uet as a sufficient time lag. JVrhaps a favourable
iliversity factor had not a little to do with their equanimity,
but it would seem, if the domestic supply was liktdy to exceed
llie clenuiud for power in the industrial areas, that large supply
undertakings must consider l\u: mains question. Whatever
the positions of these large undertakings might be, there \va8

no doubt in his mind that a proper consideration of the " Point
l''ive " tarilT for <lomestie pur|x)ses, on the part of small under-
takings, must include the ijuestion of mains, to which must
be adde<l the extension of generating plant, and it was impos-
sible for any small station engineer to dissociate from these
tuo points the jiresent cost of electrical cookers. Just as large

undertakings had k) re-design their system in order to copo
with the ]Hiwer load, so would the small undertakings be com-
pelled to consider whether their plant was capable of dealing
witli a domestic load. Whatever the difficulties were, he was
siitisfied that the only hope for the suuiU supply engineer was
the domestic k)ad ; he was threatened by a reduction of his

lighting revenue, due to improvp<l efficiency in lamps, he had
no [xiwer load to fall back iiixin ; he must consider co<jking.

'I'linse engineers of to-day who had charge of medium and
large-sized central stations, who years ago, when their under-
takings were just such small ones as those they were now c<in-

sidering, had an efficient, economical, and cheap electric motor
—the manufacturers were with them. Had the present-day
small central station engineer a cheap and reliable cooker at

his command? Electrical cooking as applied at present might
very reasonably be termed a luxury. The vast body of artisans
and the working-class generally could not be approached. It

was to this class that the small station engineer with his
negligible power load had to look to s^ve him from extinction.
With the exception, perhaps, of one undi'itaking, the rest of
the advocates of electrical cooking wci-e toying with the sub-
ject. He had a suspicion that those of their members con-
trolling larger inidertakiugs found sufficient outlet for their
energies and attention in the large and fruitful field of indus-
trial i)iiwer reiiuirements to be found in their areas. The
engineer with a large demand for power lying at his door
could not alTord to waste time in trying to sell or hire to poor
ptdjile expensive electrical cookers. The engineer with a com-
jiaratively poor demand for jxiwer, but a numerous wealthy
class, did spend his time in selling and hiring expensive
cookers; his customers could and did pay. But what of the
engineer who had neither a power load or a wealthy residential
class to fall back upon? He naturally turned to residential
jiroperty, and as the bulk of the people were tenants of houses
under, say. £25 per year rental, what hope had he? Tlie land-
lord would not wire the houses, the tenant could not afford to
pay for it. neither could he afford to buy cookers, which was
the only alternative to hiring from the local authority. It
was comparatively easy to secure the £50 house if the resident
was the owner, but tenants of such houses were just as reluc-
t:mt to sixmd money on wiling other people's property as
the tenants of cheaper houses.
In the discuission which followed Mr. Allen (Wolverhamp-

ton) agreed with the chairman that the energies of the " Point
Fives" should be concentrated on domestic supplies. He
referred to the urgent necessity of hiring powers being avail-
able in evei-y town. He mentioned there were 80 towns having
these powers already, but vei-y few exercised them on account
of the apathy either of the local council or of the engineer.
The difficulties were especially great where the local
authority ran its own gas works as well as the electricity works,
lie did not think the question of mains was any more serious
than it was when ix)wer was first being introduced. New
mains put down .should be designed with the view of dealing
with a large increase in the domestic demand. He did not
agree at all that electric cooking was generally a luxury.
Mr. Gr.^y (Accrington) had full trading powers and exer-

cised them, the reason being the very logical one, that the
town clerk, Tiho was also clerk to the gas board, thought, with-
out any further prompting, that the two businesses ought to
be in an equal position as regards competition. If one had
trading lowers the other should have the same. He did not
think the principle of hiring heaters and cookers was at pre-
sent altogether sound, owing to the fear of obsolescence; they
only hire-purchased this apparatus. He found that it was not
the wealthier class of consumers who adopted domestic electric
contrivances

; it was the small consumer, to whom a saving
in domestic labour was a vei-y important matter. He agreed
that the mains question was a serious problem, especially in
side streets, and his evening load was increasing, due to the
increase in domestic heating.

Mr. Fedden (Sheffield) did not agree that there was any
prospect that the domestic load would be greater than the
povyer load. He emphasised very strongly the importance of
hiring, and he also agreed with Mr. Gray that it was easier
to get the smaller consumer for cooking and heating than the
larger one. He did not think that there was any special diffi-

culty in the cane uf small uudurtukinus with regurd to niuiiiii,

uu in most hjWDii, large und smull, the (Riwer urea wan u

totally dillereut urea from the rcsideiilial. Dillercnl systeiiiH

and sizes of niuins were required in each, and the resideutial

district of a manufacturing town could be plawd in the Baiiio

category an a small residential town which had no idct/niua.

'I'he speaker ijoiuted out that the bulk of cix.)king in provin-

cial towns was done in the day-time, and fonned a most proUt-

able non-i)cak business; he agreixl that coikers must be
nduci^d in price. The s|)cuker was strongly in favour of tbo
electrical engineer attempting to get all the load in the dis-

trict that was available; it improved the diversity factor of the
whole system, ile was convinced that in a short time a nuiu-
bcr of the "Point Fives" would be selling electricity for

domestic u.sc at a secondary rate of id. Hiring ixjwers were
of the most vital imiyjrtancc, and gas and electricity under-
takings should have equal advantajjes in this respect.

Mr. Bi'.UTK.\M Tiio.MAS raised the importance of the question
of educating the public in the use of electric Cfxiking. He
referri'd to the great problem of electric cooking, which was
that of boiling water, and the remarks of subsequent speakers
indicated that this difficulty was about to be overcome, if not
overcome already. —

'

Mr. Pdrse (Carli.sle) also regretted the stultifying effect of

the want of hiring and general trading powers. 'ITiose under-
takings, without these [x^wers, could not even engage demon-
strators or run show-rooms, substantial progress in beating
and cooking could not be made, and the electrical contractors

were losing a considerable amount of business. The speaker
strongly advocated -the selection of one type of cooker, and
then to stick to it. Many types in the same show-room oidy
confused the consumer. Personally, he had found the Carron
ccxikcr gave very great satisfaction, but he hoped that soon
there would be a big decrease in the purcha.sc cast. He found
that a great deal of prejudice existed amongst domestic ser-

vants against electric ctx)kers, and this showed the necessity

for frequent demonstrations. Once a cook w'as used to an
electric cooker, he or she could rarely be induced to use any-
thing else. He also considered that the mains difficulty was a

real one, but by no means insuperable any more than it was
in years gone by, when electric motors first came into general

use.

Mr. Shaw (Ilford) joined in the general chorus of complaint
that it was almost impo.ssible to introduce a new thing or a
new service, such as cooking and heating, to consumers in the
absence of proper trading powers; in Ilford they had not
experienced any opposition from contractors in this direction.

The whole of the opposition had cou)e from the natural com-
petitors—the gas company—and contractors had worked very
well with them indeed. In spite of his difficulties in the lack

of proper ixjwers, he had met with great success in heating
and cooking, although it was only six months since he had
adopted the "Point Five" tariff. The district not being in-

habitetl by wealthy people, but by residents with very moderate
incomes, it was remarkable to note the way in which they
seized on any apparatus which would save trouble and labour

in the house. Mr. Shaw thus confirmed other speakers who
referred to this; he was of opinion that such a district offered

much greater possibilities for cooking and heating than a dis-

trict composed of more well-to-do people. He was not a bit

scared about the mains problem; he had, for iu.stance, three
cookers, taking nearly 3-Kw., one in each of three adjoining

houses, all supplietl from one 7-16 main. There had been no
trouble, merely an occasional drop in voltage, which was not
serious. Mr. Shaw did not at all agree that electric heating
and cooking were a luxury, and had proved the opposite in his

own district.

Mr. T. Roles (Bradford) congratulated the chairman on his

courage in becoming a " Point Five," because Wrexham must
be one of the most difficult of towns to cater for as regai'ded

domestic electricity. The speaker gave an interesting descrip-

tion of an electric heater manufactured by the British Electric

Heater Go. for hot-water supply pui-poses. From what he
knew of this heater and apparatus of other makes he was
convinced that they were just about on the point of solving the

domestic hot-water problem.

Mr. Cooke (Luton) complained of the high cost of domestic
electrical apparatus, and also insisted on the importance of

trading facilities for electricity undertakings. He did not

think any alanai should be felt on the mains question; the

problem would be solved just as easily as the problem of the

introduction of electric power. He agreed with Mr. Shaw
that the bouse of small rental was the most likely consumer
for electric heating and cooking.

Mr. Nevill (Wakefield) was very emphatic on the question

of the cost of maintaining electric cookers. He used chiefly

the Carron cooker, and so far had had no maintenance trouble,

the cookers being very reliable apparatus. He also referred

to the importance of hiring and trading powers. He men-
tioned that in his district the increase of electric heating was
very remarkable.
Mr. Councillor Barge (Poplar) had seen the successful

result of a suitable domestic tariff as applied to a district like

Poplar, and he was convinced that the price of current was
right from the point of view of the smallest consumers. As
to the fear of possible mains trouble referred to by several

speakers. Mr. Barge put the obvious question :
" Surely if

your tariff is right it will cover the cost of the necessary mains
extensions? If you fear abnormal mains costs, and if that
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fear is based on practical experience, then your tariff or some
other vital portion of your organisation is out of gear."

Mr. Bowun.M (Poplar) had experienced no trouble whatever
on the mains question, and gave some interesting figures of

how the supply had increased in the Poplar area, without
necessitating increa.se to the network. He was adopting a

very advanced practice at the present time in connection with
artisans' dwellings. These were fitted with six lights and a

hot plate, which latter would do nearly all the cooking require<l

in that particular class of residence. The wiring was included

in the price charged, and the prepayment system by .slot meter
was adopted. The total charge to the consumer (including

wiring, supi)ly of hot plate and current) was from Is. 6d. t<3

2s. per week. This was probably the first time that electric

co<^)king had been attempted in property of this class.

Mr. IIamb (York) supiwrted Mr. Neviil in regard to the reli-

ability of cooking apparatus. It was perfectly true that even
as recently as a year ago electrical cooking apparatus was liable

to give trouble, but he thought the efforts of the designers
and uianufacturers ought to be recognised, in their having suc-

ccedtxl to such a great extent in eliminating faults. He also

used the Carron cooker and found it quite reliable, and was
able to speak ou this point from personal experience. He did
not agree that eleetric cooking was a luxury. He had put a
complete electric cooking equipment into 32 new houses, the
rental of the latter being as low as 6s. 6d. per W'eek, and in

these houses had had practically no breakdowns of any des-
cription, although the treatment received by the cookers would
lie probably somewhat more severe than in houses of a higher
rental.

The Hon. Secretary (Mr. A. H. Seabrook. Maiylebone)
instanced his own experience as to the reliability of electric

c(X)kers; in Marylebone they inspected once a month instead
of once a fortnight, and the bulk of the inspector's work
consisted in cleaning the cooker, which work should be
done by the domestic statf. The ratio of faults to cookers
installed ix;r month w'as astonishingly less than for the same
period last year, lie gave his experience of a red-hot hot plate
which was not yet a commercial article, and referred to the
probability of a cooker coming out shortly, the top of which
was designed in such a way that the saving in cun'ent would
be approximately 50 per cent, as com{)ared with the present
hot plate system. He supported the remarks of speakers on
the immediate pro-spects of electrical supply undertakings being
able to deal with the domestic water problem as well as
cooking, and instanced an experimental installation on a fairly

large scale where the cost had been slightly less than the pre-
vious cost of gas. He mentione<l the valuable results of adopt-
ing Mr. .Mien's system described by that gentleman .some
months ago re hiring radiator wiring. The result of this was
a considerable increase in the number of con.sumers for heat-
ing. Consumers awld now get both wiring and heaters on a
luarterly rental. Each jxiint had a capacity of 4-kw., and
...lb tire sheathed, or similar easily removable cable was u,sed,

:in<l a definite schetlule had been got out per yard run per
radiator point : (a) From main supply, (b) from nearest di.s-

tributiug board, provided the latter would caiTy the load.

The .speaker mentioned that there were at least two satisfac-
tory thermostatically-controlled heaters for water heating
which gave results immeasurably superior to hand switching
of constant heat units. A new one was now being brought
out w'hich he believe<l would be better than any existing one.
combined with a time switch, so that the station engineer
would be able to control the load and diversity factoi-s of this
branch of the business, the extent to which lie could control
it being settled by the size of storage tank adopted.
The riiAiuMAN, in replying to the discus,sinn. regretteil that

the principal jxiint in his address, which had for its object
the promulgation of a scheme for the more rapid att,ainment
of the ideals to which the .\s.sociation was iih^lged, had been
overlooked by the speakers; he suggests! that such a subject
might reasonably be considered at the next ordinary meeting.
\Vh:i(cver the eircum.stauces confronting the small station
engineer, they forme<l a greater problem than tho.se to be
dealt with by engineers of larger undertakings. It was clear
that some divergence of opinion existed as to what class of
cons\imer should be regarded as wealthy. Ife believed that
people in houses of rentals varying from £25 to f.50 would
he the most likely to adopt electric cooking, and no doubt the
speakers did not refer to hou.ses of less rental. The York
experiment was. he believed, on Coqioration property.

FORKION Er,EnTRtCAI. TR«nR OP AUSTKtA-

THE ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY IN
AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.'

DUBINO the Becond half of 1913 there wa« a muked decrease to

be observed within the electrical trade of Aaetria-Uanparf, hot
notwithatandini^ this the electrical compaoies were able to diBtribate

very satiafactcry dividendp. Tboae of the largest companies are as

follows :— Felten k Gailleaame AG., 15 per cent. ; Die Vereinijfte

ElektricitiitB-A G., of Ujpest, 12 per cent, (-r IJ per cent.); Die

Kabelfabrik & Draht Indostrie A.G., 12 per cent. ; the A.O. for the

Exploitation of the Waterfalls of Dalmatis, 9 per cent. ; A.E G. Union
ElektricitutB'Geeellscbaft, 8 percent, ; Anetrian Siemene-Schackert

Workc, 7 per cent. ; Elektricitats A.G., 7 per cent. ; Vereinipte

Telephonen und Tele^craphenfabriks A G . 7 per cent. ; Tramway
nnd Elektriciliits-GpaellBhaft, of LinzUrfahr, 61 per cent. ; Oester-

Ganzsche Elektricitats A.G., 6 per cent. (— 1 per cent.); Steier-
markiache El. GeMllschaft, 6 per cent. ; Die Gesellscfaaft fur el.

Industrie, .5 per cent.

These favourable results may chi< fly be attributed to the large
number of orders in hand, which were not jet executed. As time
went on, the orders in hand were gradually reduced, and it was
very difficult to get new ones. Xo new companies were started,
and the existing companies neither increased their capital nor
extended their works. The only new ccm[any in conntction with
the electrical industry which was formed was tbeKarbbader-Kaolin-
Elektro-Osmose AG., with a capital of l.OtX'.OOO kronen, or francs.
Among new buildings completed were the new electrical works at
Parsohnitz, from which, in all, 60 parishes are supplied with elec-

trical energy. These worksinvolvedacapitalexpenditureof 7.000,000
kronen. Of works in progress may ba mentioned the Fael-
werke, in Steiermark, which first were going to be completed
in the beginning of 1916, and in which are to be installed five

rotary current generators of .),200 KW. capacity each, at lO.COO
volts, 50 periods and 150 R.P.M. The engines are to be connected
with exciters, which will be driven by water turbines. The
foundation was also laid for a projected new works at the Bid-
Gasteio, which will have a capacity of 1,500 KW. In reg-^rd to
new projects, it may be mentioned that the D.)nankraftwerk Wallsee
intends harnessing the Danube wa'erfal'.s at Wachau, and further,
to harness the water power of the Kampf River, from which
12,000 KW. can be easily obtained, but this amount can be increased
to 35 000 KW. on the basis of 3,000 working hours per year.

The railway authorities have secured a number of water-
falls for the purpose of utilising same in connection with the
electrification of various railways, as, for instance, the falls of the
River Mur, at which a station will be erected and furnished with
six double Francis turbines of 1,070 KW. each, and further the
falls of the Potsback River, from which can he derived from SOO
to 2,600 KW. At the Ober-Murtal is also projected a new electrical

station with a capacity of 4.000 KW.
Die Elektricilii's A G. has obtained a concession for the erection

of the Wottawawerk at Pieek, from which 1 7 000 kw. can be snp-
plied according to the estimate. Two firms are also working with
the plan of harnessing the Elbe between Lobosirz and Au?sig,
and the plan has. in principle, been approved by the autho-
rities. The " Siemen"! " Elektrische Bftriche A .G.. which previously
acquired thn North Bohemian Electrical Works from the
Bergmann Works, intend, apart from the existing station at
Tiirmi'z, to build a new central station, with a capacity of from
15-22 000 KW. for the purpose of supplying energy to the Bifii
district alimg the E'zgebegirge. In West Bohemia two firms are
going to build a new electrical works at Aumiihle, and for the
districts of Pilsen, B'owitz and Bokyean there is p^O]e>^ted another
central station, at a total cost of 1.14 million kronen. In Voral-
berg on Mingbach at Nir zing there will also l)e built a large
electrical works, with an estimated capacity of 9,000 Kw.,and with
a pressure from 2."',000 to ."lO 000 volts, which will involve a capital
expenditure of 4 million kronen. Of smaller works there are
several projected in different places.

As regards electric railways the line between Bfien and St.

Jakob was opened for trathc at the lieginning of the rear and
concession granted for the aerial electrical railway at /.imbana.
Among the numerous projects tor which jwrmission has been
givert, may be mentioned the line between Kastelruth and St.

Ullrich, in (iiiih^n, which is chifflv a tourist lin<>. an.! the line

' By C. Uorigmann, in Klektrtiffc/mUeltf Xfittchrtjt.
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conneotini; the Freistailt railway «t«tionH with the tramwayit of

PrDHHiiit/.. The tooth-wheel railway to Kiihtenburi;, at Vienna,

whioh. aouordinir to the termn Htipulated in the conceHxion, Hhould

already b^ in operation, remaioK Htill in the Htage of a project

on account of variouH financial ditli'^ultifu that have urieen. As
reirardH the eleotriSoatiim of the Htadtlmhn at Vienna and the

buildin;; of the under(;round at the eamo town, no progreiiB baH

been made.
The pjHition of the eleotrical induxtry and the trade in electrical

goodH iu Hhown from the atatiHtical B^urcn of the exterior trade in

the table given on p. iU5. The quantity of the total ioaporta h«8

deoreaHed from H2.8i3 to 2r),9«5 double centners, and the value

from 15 Si)0 to 14,801 million kronen, the decrease in (juantity thus

repreaentiag about 20 per cent., and that of the valuri about 6 per

cent. The exports, however, have risen considerably, viz., from

15,707 to 17,7^8 double centners, or by I2J per cent., while the

value has increased from 6,273 to T,27C million kronen, or by
38 per cent.

When reviewing- the different items, there is observed a consider-

able reduction in the imports of dynamos and electric motors, and a

small increase in small motors. The reduction is chiefly in the

lareer types.

The export trade has, however, very crood resnlts to show, and
this refers especially to small machines of a weight up to half a

ton. for which the best markets were Italy, the Orient and
Russia.

As reerayds apparatus for weak current there is an increase of

the exports, while the imports have been reduced somewhat. Of
conaiderably Krea*;er importance, however, is the trade in apparatus

for strong current, and the value of the imports has thus been

kept above 7,000 million kronen, although the eleotrical oom-
puiies iu their reports are complaining that the consumption of

light and the number of consumers have decreased on account of

the bad times. The exports have, however, risen by about 50 per

ceot., of which a pait may ba goods returned to Germany.
For this clas* of goods Russia has been the best customer, others

being Bulgaria, Roumania and Greece,

The imports, as well as the exports, of arc lamps show a decrease,

and while previously the imports exceeded the exports, the opposite

is now the case. The markets were chiefly Turkey, Italy, British

India, Egypt and Greece. Of incandescent lamps the majority

came from Germany, while the exports of such lamps are divided

among nearly all countries ; the best customers were Italy,

Rnshia and Germany, after which come France, Great Britain and
U.S.A.
The unfavourable position of the electrical trade has caused the

installation, as well as the manufacturing firms, to combine in

order to take care of their interests, and they have formed an
Association entitled the Oiterreichser Reichsverband der Installa-

teure. The manufacturers have again taken up the fight for an
improvement of the miserable conditions which are ruling in

connection with the transmission and distribution of electrical

energy, and an effort is being made to get the laws altered.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR. 1914.
(NOT VET PUBLISHED).

Compiled expressly for this journal by Messks. \V. P. Thompson & Co..

Electrical Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C., and at

Liverpool and Bradford, to whom all inquiries should be addressed.

edie: M. Simpson.21,501. " Anti-rheumatic or electric knitting

October 26th.

21.509. " Systems tor charging electric secondary batteries." E. B. Jacob-

son. October 26lh. (Convention date, December 3rd, 1913, United States.)

(Complete.)

31.510. " Ignition svstems o{ internal-combustion engines." E. B. Jacobson
& C. J. GuSTAFSON. ' October 26th. (Convention date, December 3rd, 1913,

United States.) (Complete.)

21,512. " Electric igniting and starting systems lor internal-combustion

engines, automobiles, and like vehicles." E. B. jACOBSON & C. J. Glstafson.

October 26th. (Convention date, December 3rd, 1913, United States.) (Com-
plete.)

21.531. "Combined switch and electric-lamp holder." H. Llcas Si O.
Llcas. October 26th. (Complete.)

21.529. " Telephone switching apparatus." Western Electkic Co., Ltd., &
R. A. Mack. October 26th.

21.536. "Watertight electric bolls and the like." J. Bein. October 26th.

21,538. " Printing-telegraphs." C. J. WlLEY. October 26th. (Complete.)

21,578. ," Fuses or cut-outs for electric circuits." V. Hope. October 27th.

21,583. " Dvnamo-electric machines." C. T. Mason. October 27th. (Divided

application on' 2»,655/13. December 23rd.) (Complete.)

21.590. " Method of generating high-tension sparks for ignition purposes."

F. H. Teagie. October 27th. (Divided application on 25,855/13. November
11th.) (Complete.)

21.593. " Electric switches." C. H. Miller. October 27th. (Convention

date, October 28th, 1913, United States.) (Complete.)

21.603. " Sparking plugs tor internal-combustion engines." R. Wilkinson.

October 27th.

21.609. " X-ray apparatus." E. E. Greville. October 27th.

21.610. " Dynamo-electric machines." C. T. Mason. October 27th.

(Divided application on 29,655/13. December 23rd.) (Complete.)

21.613. " Wireless signalling systems." E. ]. RoESCii & J. P. Roe. October

27th.

21.638. " Process lor the removal of zinc from scrap galvanised iron."

S. O. CowPER-CoLES. October 28th.

21.639. " Process for the manufacture of needles." S. O. CowptR-CoI.ES.

October 28th.

21.640. " Process and apparatus for the removal of enamel from enamelled

articles." S. O. CowPER-CoLES. October 28th.

21,643. " Electrically-operated alarm devlcee (or use in connection with door
lucka and calchea." T. Kim. OcU>b>-r 28lh.

21,650. " Cumpo&ile conductor cablet and the method of making the
ame." E. C. K. Mauks. Ocober 2«lh. (Aluminium Co. of America, United
States.) (Complete.)

21,676. " Uynamo-elnclric machines." DuiTisii TiiouBoN-Moi-noN Co.. Ltd.
October 28th. (General Klectric Co., United Stales.)

21,680. "Telegraph, submarine toundsignalling, or similar systems."
VV. H. Siirriuiiu & A. E. McKtcllNit. October 28ih.

21,70fi_. " Sp.in-wire side-traversing arc and incandescent or gas lamp
automatic connecting, suspending, and lowering device." J. Stsvcnhon &
O. R. Williams. October 29th.

2L710. " Sparking-plugs (or internal-combustion engines." Etcoraic
IcKiiioM Co. (1913), Liu.. & A. Cox. October 29lh.

21,727. " Electrolytic apparatus." G. PuiiCf}. October 29lh.

21.743. "Dynamo-electric machines." C. T. Mason. October 29lh.
(Divided application on 29.655/13. December 23rd.) (Complete.)

2L76I. " Ehcirical switches." Midland Euctkic MiNuriCTuiiNC Co., Lto..
& W. L. Bakbek. October 30lh.

21,766. " Electric concertina." N. W. M. HolT. October 30th.

21.774. " Ignition dvnamos." C. T. Maaon. October 30th. (Divided appli-
cation on 174/14. January 3rd.) (Complete.)

21.782. " Electric starlirs for use on motor-cars and the like." A. II.

MiDCLEY & C. A. Vandkrvell. October 30lh.

21,785. " Circuit-breakers." British Tiiou80N-Hot;8TON Co.. Ltd. October
30th. (General Electric Co., United States.)

21,789. " Subm.irino mines." 0. E. Elia. October 30lh. (Convention date.
January 19th, 1914. France.) (Complete.)

21,793. " Electric watt-meters." P. M. Lincoln. October 30th. (Conven-
tion date, November Sth, 1913, United States.) (Complete.)

21.793. " Automatic selecting devices for telephone STstcms." Sikubns Daoe.
& Co., Lid. October 30lh. (Siemens & H.ilske AkI. Ges., Germany.) (Addi-
tion to and divided application on 29.883/13. July 16th, 1914.) (Complete.)

21.794. " Circuit arrangements (or telephone installations." SitutNS Bros.
& Co., Lid. October 30th. (Siemens & Halske Akt. Gcs.. Germany.) (Com-

21.798. " Electric incandescent lamp holders." C. G. M. Bennett & C. H.
Jeefcoat. October 30th.

21.822. " Electric arc soldering." E. H. Jones. October 31st.

21.823. " Ignition svstems." C. T. Mason. October 31st. (Divided applica-
tion on 173/14 January 3rd.) (Complete.)

21.824. " Electro-magnetically-operated valves." A. H. Curtis & Icranio
ElE(?tRlC Co.. Ltd. October 31st.

21.825. " Dynamo-electric machines." British Thomsos-Hocsion Co.. Ltd.
October 31st. (General Electric Co.. United Stales.)

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
Copies of any of the Specifications in the following list may be obtained

of Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., 285, High Holborn, W.C.. and at

Liverpool and Bradford, price, post free, 9d. (in stamps).

XSX3.
15.729. Methods or Changing the Frequency op Alternating Electric

Currents. A. M. Taylor. July Sth. (Patent of addition not granted. Cog-
nate application 16,269/13.)

19,603. Electric Insulation op RAa Joints for Rail or Trick Circuits on
Railways or Tramways. B. R. Wilts & J. C. Sykes. August 29th. (Cognate
application, 7,882/14.)

•22,048. Magnetic Speed Indicators. R. Haddan (Stewart-Warner Speedo-
meter Corporation). September 30th.

22,435. Band ^Brakes particularly applicable to Electrically'-operated Band
Brakes for Electric Cranes and the like. Lancashire Dynamo & Motor Co..

R. S. McLeod, & H. B. Whitmore. October 6th.

23,127. Electric Motor Starters. H. J. Norballe & J. L. Lawson. October
13th. (Cognate application, 4,613/14.)

23,281. Air Filters for Electric Generators. Heenan & Froude, Ltd., &
W- Wheal. October 15th. (Cognate application, 4.368/14.)

23,543. Electric Lamps for Motor-cars and other purposes. J. Collins &
Optalyte, Ltd. October 17th.

23,557. High-frequency Alternators. Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.,

Ltd., & C. S. Franklin. October 17th.

23,741. Substance for use in Processes for Electroplating Non-uetallic
Objects. L. Waltispurger & C. A. Rivoal. October 20th.

25.415. Electrolvtic Cells. H. C. Jenkins, H. F. Pattinson, & R.

Wellesley. November 6th.

25,598. Leakage Protective Devices for Alternating Current Dismibuting
Systems. British Thomson-Houston Co. & E. B. Wedmore. November 8lh.

25,695. Reactance or Choking Coils. K. M. Faye-Hansen. November 10th.

25,919. Means for Recul.atinc the \'oltage of Variable-speed Alternating-

current Dynamos such as are used on Motor-cars. A. H. Simmons. Nov-
ember 12th.

26,609. Process and Apparatus for forming Welded Electric Contacts.

Western Electric C^. (F. T. Woodward, acting 4or Western Electric Co.).

November 19th.

26,635. Electric Switches. A. Bonnella & G. J. Bonnella. November 19th.

36.848. Anti-friction Bf.arisgs, chiefly for use with Trolley or Truck
Wheels and the like. E. Midgley & F. E. Midgley. November 22nd.

29,449. Oscillating Electric Fans and the like. A. Bergtheil. December

20th.

191.4.

65. Electric Torches. T. J. W'illiams. January 1st.

10,107. Cells or Boxes for Secondary Batteries. E. J. Clark Si Hart

Accumulator Co., Ltd. April 23rd.

10,185. Casings and Mounting of Speed Indicators. R. Hadden (Stewart-

Warner Speedometer Corporation). April 24th. (Divided application on

22,048/13. September 30th.)

10,770. Electric-contact Makers. M. B. Cooper. May 1st. (Divided appli-

cation on 20.563/13. September 11th.)

14.582. Electrode-making Machines. S. L. Casella. June 17th. (July 3rd,

1913.)

15,632. Signalling and Tkain-stopping Apparatus. H. Ballington & L. Shaw.

March 7th. (Divided application on 5,807/14. March 7lh.)

17 988 Multiple Contact Electric Switches. H. J. Norballe & J. L.

Lawson. July 29th. (Divided applica-
"oin,,-,, .^,...,„ ii,t ^23,127/13. October 13th.)
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Skveiial years ago suggestions were advanced for what was

called "Co-operation" in the electrical industry. They

received a certain amount of attention in our pages, and

were for a few short weeks, or even longer, the theme of

conversation, though looking back we must confess that

neither the discussion nor the conversation seemed spon-

taneous, and it was not long before the initiators were the

only ones who could manage to maintain enthusiasm for

their cause, and in due course everybody else became weary

of that blessed word " Co-operation," so that it was to

them either anathema or the title of an amusing freak.

Like many another proposal within our memory, it paled

away before indifference, and died, and had no burial.

It is matter for regret when a great word is so used that

it becomes common and bereft of its best meaning, bo

that it fails to conjure up before the mind all that it

originally conveyed. It is so in respect to this word

c i-operation. It is so delightfully comprehensive that it

will cover anything from a great world ideal down to

the mutual business relations of a couple of burglars

who share the spoils, and we have applied it to almost

every effort of our day. Let the reader recall the

variety of cases that have arisen in the electrical pro-

fession and industry where, when propositions have been

made for dealing with particular conditions or situations,

the very root idea has been co-operation.

We hazard an opinion that of the various co-operative

electrical movements some have come to naught because

their auspices, their time, and certain other important

factor?, were unpropitious. It may be that others have

lapsed because it is but human that many members

of the body corporate should have widely divergent

interests, and that co-operation can only be har-

moniously conducted when it limits its^elf to those

matters where it can conduce to the good of the whole, and

is ruthlessly harsh or unfair to none. But be the causes

what they may, not many months elapse after the

exhausting of one idea before another applying the broad

principle of co-operation in some new way is prouuced.

Indeed, since the outbreak of war that principle has been

advocated persistently on every hand. .Vs a nation we form

one solid boily co-operuting toward one common end,

the supersession of German militarism and barbarism. As

a business people, we ought to be similarly engaged in

connection with the supersession of (Sermnn e.\{v>rt trade.

It is possible to spoil a case by having too large ideas, and

perhaps some of the co-operative suggestions have not been

acceptable on that account. But there is the general trade

co-operation proposition, such as we have recently advocated,

which is not too ambitious, and which ought to be carrietl

into effect just as soon as ever pi>ssilile.

We have urged electrical and allietl manufacturing firms

who are unable alone to tackle the new markets and the

new line^ of manufactuivs, to put their heads together for

these express purposes, and there is a disposition on the part

of a number of them to do so. We would that they were

more nuinorous and more enthusiastic. We have advocated

tho combined c.wsideration of tho alten.\l industrial p^^sition

that confronts us by means of a Commission of the most

capable ropresontativos i!\ different departments puhering

under tho motherly wing of the Uoverument, and we tirmly

believe that something of this kind will have Ui come, and

wo hope that the Government will soon find time to attend

to the matter. There are two other ways in which the

[67T]
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principle of co-operation is applicable to the present situa-

tion. One of these was ri-feneil to in the extremeiv

tliouijii fill and timely aiiiln-MS wliii-li Mr. Ihoinas Ji'ileB

delivt'iisl as elmirniun of the YorkHhiro hoi-al SeL-iion of the

I.I'i.l']., of v\hicli we tiave an ahstract in our last issue. Mr.
K'tles was (liHcussinj; some of iheduties thatdevolve upon those

of us who remain in civil life while our linthers are fighting

in the trfuchcB or are at work in camp, and one of his

8Ui.;f;csiions was that manufacturers and niunicipalilics should

work in co-operaiion during thes*^ critical times, us, if the

former were to make a practice of noiifymg purchasers for

whirh lines of goods orders were recpiired lo keep the

works fully occupied, stops niigtit be taken to assist

them hy placing orders for Ktock purposes. The speaker

foresaw that there would be a bi)om in trade after the war,

and the tilling of orders of the above cla-sses might enable

the makers to deal more readily with the large demands that

might be made upon ihem later. It would be extremely in-

teresting to hear what r. spiiiise manufacturers have to rnake

to this olTer. Mr. Ko!es, though chief of an importnnt
municipal electrical uiideriaking, was probably not express-

ing the official views of the I.M.K.A , but we believe that

he was speaking the mind of many another chief who is

anxious to display a cordial spirit of co-operation with the

manufaclureis in these times of difficulty.

The I.M.K..\. hns, as our pages have shrvwn, been
collecting information from its members conccruing the

extent to which they have in the past placed reliance upon
foreign manufactures, and we are sure that they and the

manufacturers' organisation can be trusted to take action

along the lines advocated by Mr. Fl iles if such procedure is

in the best iiiteiests of the industry. Tlie proposition

depends for its complete success up in a boom in the elec-

trical trade as an assured certainty, as, if orders were
executed in advance and the boom failed to mature, the

depression in the curve would be aggravated.

Another of the local I.E.E. chairmen—Mr. P. P. Wheel-
wright has also drawn attention to the importance of

keeping manufacturers' works employed and to the burden
of responsibility that rests upon all i-urcba-ers who have
orders to give out, to place them without delay. Mr.
Wtieelwright, like Mr. Roles, is also a borough electrical

engineer, and he will know how far municipal men are

inclined to indulge in capital expenditure at the present

time, and how the Local Government Bourd and the

Chancellor of the Exchequer will regard proposals for

expending money in advance of actual needs.

Mr. Roles mentioned one other point which we may single

out for comment. He said, as hundreds have siid before

him, that the first essential, if we wi-re going to capture
German trade, was to make a careful study of the require-

ments of ourchasers abroad. Platitude.? Yes, undoubtedly
a platitude. But it is none thf; less necessary at this

junctu e on that account. It is one of those things that

everybody ge s into the way of saying. Would to Heaven
that more of us would get down to the d dng of it ! The
Colonies want us to meet their reqiiireraent-i from our own
factories. Their hatred of evervthing German appears more
and more pronounced every mail that comes in. After the
war they won't take anything German if they can get its

equivalent from England at a reas na'ile pric-f. Our firms

must have known so nething about the lines they have b«a
losing to Germany in the competition of the last 10 years,

and thev cinnot have been entirely ignorant of the rensons
why these orders have passed them bv. Their local

branch -s will doubtless have kept th"m w 11 informed on such
matters, a d will have more useful information filed away.
How far local bra iches and local agent-* in the (Jolonial

and fore ^n markets may be expected to reoort snittbly upm
the exact circumstances of their markets, it is not easy to say.

Sometime-, no doubt, they will be able to afiford a tlioroughly

capible and trust Aorthy report ; but perhaps in other
cas-s there may be an inc'inati m to take too circnmsiribei
and too Kuperfi 'ial a v e^v of things. But if firms' own
represent itives may seem from some standpoints not t-) be
entirely tlie right kind of advisers required by the present
situation, excellent as they may be for th"ir own particular

local operations, it is equally clear that the information
vouchsafed by Consular offici Is and commercial attaches is

still too general to entirely fill the bill for the electrical

manufacturer. We do not desire in the least to depreciate

tlie I IT .rts either of the private firm's representative or of the

(Jovernment Consul, but there seems to Ik; a call for

something more than thes- are able to tell us at the

present time. We have read with profit many Government
reports by general trade expsrts, but we have a very strong

feeling that what would be of as great value to us as

anything else just now would be rejx)rt8 from men of

unquestionable electrical position and experience in each of

the Colonies. We have asked for such reports before, but
have not got them. Granted that if the British electrical

manufacturer wants the business he ought himself to make
the necessary etl'orts to secure it, but we take a long time to

get to wo'k either individually or co-operatively along those

lines, and there is really no time to spare, and every electrical

manufacturer cannot cover the world for himself. The
American Consular authorities several years ago sent

specialised experts to the difl'erent countries of Europe to

report upon the p issibilities of doing one particular kind of

business. A certain representative knew the machine tool

busiu' S3 from beginning to end, and he made it his business

to worm his way into works and factories of all kinds in Italy,

Turkey, and so on, and sent home most elaborate reports

upon this one special line of manufactures. It seems to db

that what is needed at the moment is for some organisation

or other—even the Board of Trade—to dispatch experts who
know the electrical and engineering business and are capable

of making complete and reliable investigations.

The need is for the spi'dalised trade representative in the

interests of all in that trade, instead of a general represen-

tative «ho knows perhaps no trade at all to guide those in

every trade. Now, is it reasonable to call upon the Board of

Trade to dispatih such reprtsjntatives at once ': They have,

we suppose, come prictically to the end of the first phase of

their campaign to assist us to capture German trade. Will

the fnndsat their disposal admit of their doing immediately

what we suggest ? That matters require investigating in

the interests of particular trades just now seems to us to be

very clear.

The British electrical industry does not require merely

a few old pieces of general reproof for having left this and

that undone. These cin all be turned up for reference

and brought together in useful form for our instruction and
edification ; but no electrical or engineering specialist is

required for making up that mixture. What we do want

to know is such things as these :
—

1. What electrical manufactures and materials have the

Coloni' s bought from Germany ?

2 Why have the purchasers favoured German electrical

mannfuctures ?

3. How far has price been a factor? Give us their prices

against ours !

4. Has tlie German competition been due to a cheaper

electric-il artic'le being supplied, or to dumping of good class

manufactures ?

5. Has the time of delivery been a matter in which

British firms have been beaten .?

6. What will b- ihe electrical ou'.look and position ia each

Colony after the war ?

We would have each of these items, and other besides,

dealt with in the fullest possible manner by a man who
appreciated exactly what it was that British electrical manu-
facturers needed to know in order that they might decide

how to shape their course of action.

If the Board of Trade cannot undertake specialised

investigations of this character, then perhaps our own
electrical organisation can do it by a co-op)erative

effort of the manufacturers, or if a sufficient number of

them are represented in the Associations of a like class

operating in the Colonies, pf^rhaps, some mutual arrange-

ment for the preparation of full and specialised material

by the right men, or circles of men, c-in be made by cable.

It is perfectly true that individual firms have divergent

interests, but is it impracticable for them to make some

"grand united effort at this most exceptional time, in order

that advantage may ba taken of the prevailing opportunity ?

Certainly that hlessel word Co-operation, with which we

have opene 1 this article, seems to call for reiteration at the

end of it, for it can only be by co-operative effort on very

broad lines that we can secure what awaits us.
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TuKRio has not been a great deal of

feature in the lead market, but it is

very satisfactory to be able to report that things in the

metal trades generally are, by degrees, taking on a more

normal appearance, and that this week trading has been

resumed in the old way. Certainly, the market meets but once

daily. This, however, is an important forward move, and it

is only a matter of weeks at the utmost ere the usual two

sessions a day arc held. With things rapidly, therefore,

getting hack to the old way, confidence in the progressive

nature of trade increases.

The home demand for lead has, on several occasions,

been ijuite active, and, on lli3 whole, a good deal of business

has been done by the rollers and corroders, while there have

been very large quantities taken for Russia. It is the

Russian demand, indeed, which has been the great feature

of the market for some weeks. Russia, like all the belli-

gerent cauntries, has felt the need of preparing for a pro-

tracted and bitter campaign, and thi.s has involved the lay-

ing in of enormous stocks of metals of all kinds. Of these

lead and nickel have been the chief. The buying which has

been going on, indeed, for shipment to our great ally has

proved one of the chief supports of the market, and it seems

to be pretty generally expected that the clo-iing of naviga-

tion as regards Archangel, to which port all the supplies so

far taken have been shipped, will bring about a weaker tone

in the market. This, however, remains to be seen, for the

production of lead in all parts has been cut down very

sharply, and this must have an effect upon the general

situation sooner or later. Not only has the Russian buying

been a feature of the British market, but it has also been in

evidence in the United States, and large quantities of

metals have been dispatched from New York to Archangel

while business is now being negotiated by way of Vladivostock.

The cost of transport will, of course, be enormous, but this

is a mere bagatelle when it comes to the smashing of the

lunatic who has ruined some of the fairest areas of Europe,

and has outraged every canon of dtcpnt living, besides

wiping out of existence peaceful communities, under the

conditions of the most revolting barbarism. Hence it is

that high costs of carriage are not likely to check the influx

into Rus-ia of all the war material necessary.

The supplies coming in have been rather irregular, some

weeks seeing hardly anything arriving, while, on the other

hand, now and again a fair lot has come to hand. All the

metal available has, however, been taken up without the

least trouble, and what is more, lead I as had to be with-

drawn from the warehouses to meet the insistent demand
for metal for shipment. As long as this sort of thing goes

on there is no room for much dicp in the price. America

is a less pressing seller, and there are faint indications that by

very slow degrees the trans-Atlantic industrial position is

clearing up. Here there is no doubt things are steadying

themselves, and the future is pretty hopeful now. As for

Jlexico, there is not the least improvement there ; indeed, a

further spell of anarchy, or something approaching it, seems

to be in sight.

goes hand in hand with the most ajstbetic form. We com-
mend this section of the article especially to the notice of

engineers who are in a position to make nse of overhead
lines, as well as to the makers of poles, wio by turning oat
ferro-concrete poles in large nambers shoald be able to

produce them at low cost.

The article which wc conclude in this
Ferro-Coiicrete • i i

• .i i> i i

p . issue, describing the Bangkok power

station and system of the (lovernment of

Siam, by Mr. F. B. Shaw, contains many interesting and

novel features ; but none of these, we believe, will be so

useful to the electrical Cnginei r as the particulars given by

the author regarding his methol of manufacturing lattice

poles of reinforced concrete. Solid and hollow poles are

not uncommon, but we have never before been enabled to

publish a description of lattice poles in this material. From
the illustrations which accompany the article it will be seen

that the appearance of the poles is greatly improved, and at

the same time a reduction in weight is elVeoted, together

with a better distribution of the material, without loss of

strength or increase of cost. This is in strict accordance
with sound engineering practice, and carries with it the

result so often observed—that the best engineering ilesign

The paper which Dr. H. F. Parghall

r-i ."'.'^"w read before the Institution of Civil Kq-
Electnllcatlon. t i i .. ti, cgineers on 1 uesday last, on " 1 he Lcono-

mics of Electric Railway Distribution," is a notable con-

tribution to the literattire of the subject. It does not

profess to discuss the merits of rival systems, nor does it

deal with the operating costs of electric railways, except in

so far as the distribution system is concerned, the iqnip-

ment of the rolling stock being left out of consideration

altogether ; but it is a striking example of what Prof.

Ferry would call " the engineer's method of solving a

mathematical problem.' Reminding us in the ofticial

abstract (which we reproduce in this issue), but not in the

paper itself, that Lord Kelvin formulated a law as to the

economic design of conductors in transmission systems, the

author points out that a similar treatment of the railway

problem would involve so many independent variable* that

the mathematical expression from which the minimum co-t

of the distribution system might be deduced would be open
to some suspicion ; he has therefore adopted the plan of

working out the cost for different distances I)etween sub-

stations and different voltages under various conditions,

and embodying the results in curves, which show clearly

the minimum values in each case. Other factors are, of

course, considered, and the rtsult is a paper comprising

about 1 'J pages of text. 3.s pages of tabular matter, and no
fewer than 40 curve-diagrams—truly a unique pr-dnction,

representing a vast amount of labour. The information

given as to the working of the Central London Railway

has never, we believe, been previously published, and will

be of great utility.

Dr. Parshall regards the paper as a labour-saving device,

which can be utilised by the substitution of new data

corresponding to any particular set of conditions, and claims

for it great elasticity in this respect. Certainly the tables

afford a very substantial basis upon which to fnnnd deduc-

tions, within the limits of their range, which is str.ctly

confined to stated factors. Unfortunately, they take no
account of the voltage drop in the line conduct<irs. which,

as the author admits, is often a controlling factor, irre-

spective of economic considerations. The tables, too. are based

upon an average train service, whereas the normal OMiditions

of trallio, at any rate on suburban railways, call for a
greatly increased service at the rush hours : and the

scheduled speed adopted (16 miles an hour) appears to be

unnecessarily low.

We note that the anther deals only with an overhead

conductor tlirou>;l>ont, for both i).c. and a.c. systems : and
while he fully recognises the advantages of high voltages,

he finds that little is to be gained in the case of n.o,. by
adopting a higher pressure tlian 2.400 volts.

Tlie working results of the Central London Railway sub-

stations show a diversity factor of the order of I't. and an
average working itiiciency of W per cent. The output
from the gene ating station has remained fairly steady in

the n>ighbourluxxl of
8.J,

to
;>.J>

million units per half-year

for 10 years, at a o.ist of aix>ut \d. per unit : the sub-

stiition operating and ref.wir charges pr unit art' steady at

04d., and the total sub-station charges are rvnind about
O'lSd ptr unit, the t'tal cost per unit delivereil fn^m the

sub-stations U>r the last five years aver.iging alxut 0-7'Jd. Dr.

Parshall expressly avoids (\immitting himself to any esti-

mate of the costs that should nowadays be attained, but it is

obvious that this figure is high comjiared with what may be

expected with up-to-date plant. It should bo Ivirne in mind
that the Central London plant was installed 1 1 years ago,

and that the railway was only the thiril electric line in

London ; and the fact that tnere has never btM?n a cable

breakdown on the system speaks well for the care and fkill

with which the work w.is done.
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CAN WE CAPTURE THE GERMAN
TRADE P

Bv FI£\NK BUOADBENT.

Ai/ruouoH we did not take a hand in the European war

for the purpose of capturing the (ierman trade, it is hoped

that this will he one of its results. And hy (ierman trade

is meant not only the trade which (Jermany docs in other

countries, but in our own also. At the present time, even

if it were not forbidden to trade with Germany, very few

English people would voluntaryy buy a (Jernian-made

article, but it is freely and cheerily admitted that within a

short time after the termination of the war we shall, as

before, buy the cheapest, whether it be a German, Austrian
or English product. We are an easy-going people, like

most old folk, and we even laugh at our own weaknesfes.
We cannot expect a child to pay twopence for a toy just

because it is English made, if he can get one, which looks

the same, for a penny. Nor can we expect the father or
mother of six to be any more patriotic when trying to make
the most of every shilling. What is true in dumestic lines

may be ecjually true in the engineering market, and we
should be foolish to rely overmuch upon the patriotism of

the British buyer. A man may pay, say, 5 to 10 per cent,

more for a British than for a German motor, but it is very
doubtful if his patriotism would stand the strain of a 25 per
cent, difference.

We have much to learn yet from German methods of

manufacture. There is no doubt that they have applied
scientific methods, not only to design, but also to works
management

; and those who have had opportunities of

going through some of the leading electrical workshops in

Germany must have been impressed with the splendid
organisation, the machine-like order, and, not least, the
respect for authority among all grades of employes. This
latter may, or may not, be a result of military training, but
whatever it is, it is a feature which is in marked contrast
with the conditions prevailing in most British works.

^Ve have been accustomed to regard this military dis-

cipline as destructive of initiative, but whilst this opinion
may have some justification when applied to the rank and
file of the army, who constitute the working classes, it can-
not be justly applied to the official class, as their methods,
both of warfare, and of manufacture and technical research,

have shown. Whether we like it or not, we are indebted
to (iermany for many important inventions and new depar-
tures in electrical engineering, to say n )thing of the gas,

chemical, printing and other industries.

When three-phase work was first introduced we had to go
to Germany for our motors, and for many years English
firms would not make^them.

" Let us wait," they said, " until there is a greater
demand." Later on, when single-phase seemed likely to
revive, it was left to Germany again to develop the repul-

sion motor, and to this day there is not among our large
electrical manufacturers one that makes them. The
great advance in arc lighting due to the introduction
of the flame arc was largely due to German initiative,

and still more recently we have been dependent upon
the same source for the development of the metal-filament
lamp.

In view of these facts, and many more might be cited, it

is hardly fair of the British manufacturer to blame the pur-
chaser if, having been compelled for a time to buy from an
enterprising foreigner, he does not immediately transfer his

trade to a tardy rival who, when the demand has been
created, considers it worth his while to attempt to meet it,

generally at a higher price.

Even now, when the German sources are dammed, it is a
matter of great difficulty to induce a British manufacturer
to make anything which involves stepping out of the rut
which he has made for himself.

" We have no patterns for this ; " " this is not quite in
our line

;

" " we are now so full of orders that we could
make no promise of delivery ; " " this would involve our
making new tools, for which we should have to charge you "

;

these are samples of the kind of reply sent to inquirers for

goods which have hitherto been made in Germany in very

large quantities.

If we are really in earnest about capturing the German
trade, we shall have to study German methtxls, and find oat

why they are generally before us in invention and in initiating

new and important advances in design ; why they can copy
our designs and manufacture them more cheaply ; why their

salesmen are better, and so on.

We generally attribute this to the more perfect scientific

and technical training which their engineers receive ; and
if this be so, are our educational methods wrong, or is it

that manufacturers do not appreciate the value of technical

training ?

It will \)e seen from the summary of the report of the

Civil Engineers' Committee on Engineering Training that

some manufacturers regard engineering graduates purely

from the dividend-earniu'j; point of view, and others consider

them absolutely useless. In a paper read before theA.I.E.E.,

Mr. A. J. Rowlands states that a chief engineer of a

large corporation (himself a college man) recently said :

—

" I would rather have a man from the tool-room in the

designing work than any college man. All they know is

how to design a beam to support a fixed load a given

number of feet from a wall, or other purely text-book

problems. How the beam is to be held in the wall, or the

load suspended from it, is beyond them." We do not know
if the speaker was referring to' American or Canadian

colleges, but his attitude appears to represent fairly

accurately the attitude of many of our manafacturera

towards scientific education.

If this be a justifiable attitude, and if we admit that

Germany's progress is largely due to her methods of scientific

training, then there must be something wrong in onr

methods and not in scientific training per se.

Is it not time, therefore, that electrical manafactnrere

seriously considered this question from the point of view of

its influence on manufacturing rather than wait for the

Institution of Electrical Engineers to ainsider it from the

point of view of qualification for membership ?

RUSSIA AS A FIELD FOR BRITISH
ELECTRICAL TRADE.

By G. W. de TUNZELMA.NN.

Recent articles in the Electrical Review have urged upon
British electrical manufacturers the importance of imme-
diate steps being taken to devise efficient schemes of

co-operation, with a view to utilising to its utmost extent

the unexampled opportunity now open to them of replac-

ing Germany and Austria in the growing Russian market
for electrical machinery and supplies of every description.

M. Basile de Timiriazeff's letter to Prof. Pares at Petrograd

was dealt with in a leaderette in the Review of November 6th.

It is an express invitation to our manufacturers and mer-
chants for immediate and effective aid in filling the immense
gap in Russian industrial supply, which has been created by

the war. And the invitation is official and authoritative ; for

its author, formerly Russian Minister of Commerce, is now
the President of the Russo-British Chamber of Commerce
in Petrograd, and in his letter he states that he sent a

copy to Mr. Henry Cooke, who is the Commercial Attache

to the British Embassy in Petrograd, for communication,

through the Board of Trade, to the British Chamber of

Commerce.
M. TimiriazeflF writes, with the authority of his official

position and of his intimate knowledge of Russian industry,

that " it is difficult for those not closely acquainted with

Russian trade and industry to realise how enormous is the

gap created by the almost wholesale withdrawal of German
trade from Russia." And there is no section of Russian

industry to which this weighty pronouncement is more
completely applicable than the electrical industry.

Russia has hitherto been practically an unknown quantity

—perhaps almost an unsusf)ected quantity— to our electrical

manufacturers and merchants. Not so, however, to our
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German competitors. The Russian elcftiical market is even

now very extensive, and is steadily increasinic, witb every

prospect of phenomenal development in the immediate future.

Hitherto it ha-i been almo-it entirely in the hands of the

three (Jerman firms— Siemens & Halske, Schiickert & Co.,

and the Allgemeine Elektricitiits Oesellschaft. The licad-

quarters of the latter are in Warsaw, and those of tlie two
former in Petrofjrad. Officially and ost.nisibly the Itassian

electrical industry has been, with few and quite ins-ijjnificant

exceptions, in the hands of these three great firms, and it

might be supposed that competition between them would

sometimes, at any rate, open the way for the entry of other

firms, native or foreign, into the field. But any efforts made in

this direction have proved unsuccessful, and I am positively

assured by ixussiin merchants fully conversant with the

local conditions, that, as far as outside competit'on is con-

cerned, these three firms practically constitute an extremely

efficient combiLC, working under far-reaching, and apparently

in many cases very subtle, agreements.

The control of the Russim market by these firms has no
doubt been largely obtained by the efficient organisation,

minute attention to detail, and ready alaptabilily to the

requirements of their cu-toccers, which are characteristic of

German indusl/ry. But the consistent and unceasing sup-

port of the German Embassy in Petrogral, both in obtain-

ing information and in the e.vertion of every available

diplomatic influence, has certainly been an important
factor.

Diplomatic support from our own Embassies has hitherto

been very generally regarded by both merchants and manu-
facturers as quite unattainable, and no doubt much more
might be done, and very probably will be done in the future,

to give diplomatic aid to Britifh traders. Rat far more
than is generally considered possible may be effected if the

matter be gone about in the right way. Those who lia\e

found the way and benefit therefrom are very naturally

indisposed to be communicative to pcssible competitorf.

Moreover, in the way of obtaining local information,

and making it generally available, much has been done

by our Consular service during the last fe.v years, and a

very good example is afforded by a report from H.M. Con-
sul-General at Moscow, which was dealt with in the Revikw
of Octobar 30th. In this report we find :—(1) Thoroughly
sound advice with regard to propaganda in Russia ; (2) an
indication of the way in which the co-operation of German
firms has given them command of sufficient capital to meet
purchasers in regard to terms of payment

; (3) valuable

information of the methods by which German firms have
met the conditions arising from the piyment of Russian

import duties on machinery by weight. This last item I

may supplement by an example of special interest to in-

tending importers of electrical supplies. The import duty

on mounted incandescent lamps with carbon filaments is

30 roubles p^'r pood of 30 lb., and, without mounting,

60 roubles per pood for carbon-filament Innips, and 05 roubles

for lamps with metallic filaments. The German firms meet
these conditions either by importiiig the lamps u imouuted
atid mounting them in their Russian factories, or by im-

porting lamps specially constructed with very light mounts.

The work of their Russian f.ictories is, as a matti r of fact,

mainly the assembling of imported parts, and the construction

only of such items as cannot as profitably, or more profit-

ably, be imported.

At the present time, there is a great demand for li'0-volt

metallic-filament lamps and for low-voltage lamp?, such as

are used in pocket hint' rns, and also for other electrical sup-

plies more easdy obtainable just now. such as Hexible for

incandescent wiring. Such business has recently been very

greatly hampered by the recently prevailing abnormal rate

of exchange of r20 roubles per I'll), in place of the normal
value of about ;i;'), which has been e(]uivalent to an addi-

tional heavy import duty, as far as the purcha.ser is concernetl.

I learn, however, from an authoritative Russian official

source, that this difficulty is now removed.

There is a wide field now open for the supply of electric

light and power, both for large plants and for innumerable
small isolated ones. For these small plants and for some of

the larger ones, cheapness is a primary consideration, and
the German firms have successfully devoted their attention

to the attainment of this object by plainness of construction

without sacrifice of dnrability and efficiency. In many
districts oil engines will have to be employed as prime
mover?.

A conces.'-ion for an electric supply to Petrogrsd, from the
Roshiala rapids in Finland, estimated to be capable of

delivering from 300,000 to 100,000 u i-. was granted in the
autumn of 1912, and the future development of water power
electric supply in ether districts is contemplated by the

Russian Government. Extensive Government contracts

for electric railway plant may \)e expected after the termina-
tion of the war.

British traders should not fail to note M. Timiriazeff's

insistaoce on the urgency of the situation created by the

immediate annulment of the ( 'ommercial Treaties of Russia

with Germany and .\ustro-IIungary. The field has been
cleared and is waiting to be tdled—now, and not merely

when the war is over. And our traders should be eneonraged
to make immediate response to the invitation by his further

assurance that Russia is seeking to provide " a pvrmacent
basis for normal times," when, " at the end of the war it

will be necessary to revise and establish on a new basis the

whole international commercial policy of Russia."

German traders secured the trade largely through the

influence brought to bear by the German (iovernment. bat
also because they took infinite trouble, first, in ascertaining

the requirements of the Russian people : and, secondly, in

meeting those requirements at reasonably low prices. Yet
their,uncouth manners, and a psychology utterly antagonistic

to that of the Russian, have made them personally disliked,

so that for years past Russians would have preferred to do
business with Englishmen, whom they like. This dislike

for the German has now developed into a deep loathing and
bitter contempt which the ordinary stay-at-home Briton

would entirely fail to understand, were it not that he is now
beginning to some extent to share it. And Russian and
Briton are now cementing with their blood their brotherhood

in arms for the maintenance of Christian civilisation against

a decadent pagan barbarism.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS

AND PLANT.

"Xitc Lite" Transformer Lamp.

The Geneual EtECTRlc Co. (U.S.A.) has introduce<l a miniature

transformer contained in a polished brass shell coupled to a minia-

ture Mazia lamp to meet the convenience of those who desire a low

bnrnine lamp for all-nieht service. It is desisned to operate on
any A.c. circuit of from 100 to 12.i volts, and 50 to HO cycles, and
is made to screw into the standard Edison lamp socket. The
normal supply voltage is reduced to 6 or 7 volts, and the lamp
receptacle fits a Mazda automobile lamp of 2 c.p. At the avera^
coet of electricity a "Kite Lite" transformer will burn for ly

hours at a total cost of lesi than I'oths of a cent (according to

the Joiir/xd of J.'lectrii-ity, I'ovcrnnil if'<i.<").

Continuity Grip Fitting.

Messrs. CuEnENOA Conduits Co., Ltd., are intrcdncirfr t»

users of conduit their " Sprinfr " (trip continuity fittine, which has

received the approval of the electrical authorities and 6rst-clas8

insurance companies. The system is a substitute for screw contact

Fio. 1.—"Sraiso" Qair Costisiity Fittiso.

systems, and is olaime^l to overcome the diflSonlty of leavinfr

continuity to the labourer or his assistant. Fifr. 1 shows the

arranRement ; the conduit is forced home or withdrawn by a
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turninir movrment, which tendH tempornrily to open the coil, and

if tiirht littini;, a little oil or greaae will make the operation eauy.

Wo gather that the Byittem can be erected in a little under half

the time taken to erect one of the beet Borew device syittcmn on the

market.
The eprinc trrip cleans the conduit of enamel, as shown in

Apr. 2, and thus it m%kHS t^ood contact as it enters the littini; or

grip, and the latter allows for variation in size of conduit.

Fig. 2.—Conduit Fittinu Schapeo by Grip.

There is a point contact at either end of the prip, which cuts

well into the motal of the fi liner, and the cuttin^r edges and

general stability of the grip are secured by usinjr the fiaest quality

carbon steel, properly hardened and tempered ; no tools are required

to fib up this system, which is fully explained in List D.

Itoilcr-Plate Cubicle Snitthboards.

' A recent example of a large amount of switchgear compresEed

into a small space is a boiler-plate cubicle for A(. work supplied

by^the Gknerai, Elect mc Co., Ltd., of Witton, Birmingham, to

an important firm in the Midlands, for whose works the G.E.C.

are undertaking the complete electrification. The firm takes

extremity great pride in its works and insists upon the highest

quality gear being installed throughout. This and a sister board

had to be placed in a very cramped position, the dimensions being

so small that two panels had to be mounted directly over each

other. The board being composed of bailer-plate cubicles, it was
necessary to provide inspection doors, which not only gave a good
view of the interior, but enabled work to be carried out inside the

board should it become necessary. Although many of the doors

had of necessity to be utilised to accommodate the instruments, it

ii not anticipated that the opening and closing of the doors, which
will not ba of great frequency, will result in any damage to the

instruments. In the interior of the board, too, the whole of the

gear had to ba compressed to the ntmoat. The whole' of the board

was of G.E C. construction.

C. and I. Electric Hoist.

'"
MES.5RS. Campbell v'c Isheewood, Ltd., of[Rileigh Street

Works, Biotla, have recently introduced a new type of electric

winch for nurine and general use, for which patents have been

applied for.

Fio. 3.

—

Diagram showing Arrangement of Hoist
Mechanism.

( The hoist is a self-contained unit, as shown in fig. 4, all the
working parts being enclosed in a cast-iron case, only the winding
drum and operating lever being outfide. The case can be arranged
for bolting to either the wall or floor. Fig. 3 shows the arrange-
ment of the hoist diagrammatically. The hoist works on the prin-

ci{ le of a slack belt, which normally remains stationary on the

pulley to be driven and is s«t in motion to lift the load by me«nB
of a pivoted jockey pulley, which brings it into driving contact
with a continuously driven pulley. The iKjttom belt pulley is con-

tinuously driven by a motor through a piuiou and internal gear.

The hoisting drum is ke>ed to the t<jp shaft, which also carries the

belt pulley and handbrake drum ; the belt hangs slack when not
hoisting and the spring of the handbrake ke«px the latt«r applied

with the operating lever in the neutral position. Depressing the lever

GSi4'K

Fig. 4.—C. i: I. Electric Hoi.st.

releases the brake and tightens the belt ; raising the lever beyond
the neutral position allows the load to fall at a speed governed by
a centrifugal brake (not shown in the diagram). Either A. c. or

I) r. motors, with ball bearings are fitted, similar bearings being
used throughout. The gears are machine cut and the hoists have
been proportioned for rough handling. Three siz-a are built, for

lifting l|, 3 and r. cwt., all at a speed of about ISO ft. per min.
Two winding drums can be supplied ; 60 ft. of wire rope with

hook and weight, and swivelling guide pulley are provided with
each hoist.

G.E.C. Main Bcg-ulators.

For the regulation of the exciting current of large generators,

two forms of regulators are in vogue, the first frequently known
as the rectangular type, and the second the face-plate or circular

Fig. 5.

—

View op Witton Main Regulator, for
6,000- kw. turbo-altbrnatob.

type. The illustration shows the latest form of rectangular type

regulator constructed by the General Electric Co, of Witton,

Birmingham. In this regulator the resistance is composed of

resistance strip, though when the characteristics of the generator
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permit "unit" type wire resistances are employed. The expansion
and contraotion of the strip brinffs into play large forces whioh
frequently buckle the framework of the regulator. To take these
stresses, the framework is built op of mild channel steel, braced
and supported at every point where the etressea are likely to be
particularly heavy. A further source of trouble has been the sap
of the strip, and means have to be provided for adjustini? the strip
tension; in this case individual adjustment is provided to each
turn of the strip, instead of only one adjustment for the whole
leneth. In this way the tension on any turn of the strip can be
rapidly adjusted in a few seconds.
These reifulators have of course to carry heavy currants and the

desiffn of the contact brushes is a matter of importance. Steps
have been taken in the present design to give the brush self-
aligning characteristics, and by means of two seta of screws the
pressure on the contact and the position of the contact brushes
can be adjusted independently. Fig. .". shows a regulator for a
6,00U-KW, Witton turbo-alternator.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Lettert receired by us after 5 P.M. ON Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. CorrespimdfnU should forward their communi-
oati^ns at the earliest possible moment. Ko letter can be published
unless we have the writer's name and address in our possession.

Trading with the Enemy.
Referring to your correspondent's letter inserted in last week's

Review, dated November Kith (under " War Items "), as to pay-
ments due by English traders to German or Austrian merchants or
manufacturers, my own view is that thepe accounts should be
paid where the indebtedness is not disputed, and my suggestion is

that payment should be into Court or to Receiver to be appointed,
and paid out when the war is over, otherwise the firms of the
enemy have no security against failures of their debtor in the
meantime.

I consider that no honest trader should absolutely refuse to pay
the enemy their just dues.

(}. Weston.
London, .Vuivmber Hth, 19H.

About Electric Radiators.

We are somewhat surprised and amused to see from Mr. Sharp's
letter referring to Messrs. Selling's electric fire advertisement that
he is of the opinion that Messrs. Billing were aiming at the
Jackson radiator, because we had the impression that our fire was
referred to, and we are now wondering how many other people have
tried " the fit of the cap." We must confess that after trying it we
find it a misfit.

It is true our fire is concentrated, but we maintain it is not
"too highly concentrated," and by concentration we are able to
insure longer li'e.

Similarly, we claim that our fire is not " two much boxed up,"
although we intentionally enclose it to shield the heating elements
from air current) and thus prevent oxidation.
As for being " too fiercely radiant," we should not have thought

It possible to err in this direction, and we intend to do our utmost
to make our fires more and more fiercely radiant without reducing
their reliability.

We cannot understand why a "too much boxed up fire" should
also be held guilty of burning dust. Surely the greatest dust
burner is the greatest producer of " rising hot air circulation," for
the dust is suspended in the air, therefore—more air, more dust.
We would add that the bigger the proportion of radiant heat the
smaller the heat loss in the room when the door is opened.

Mr. Sharp has already commented on the " radiant heat in every
<?irection." We think perhaps there may be some mistake in
Messrs. Belling's advertisement, because we note that the arrows
indicating the direction all point the same way.

FerrantI, Ltd.
London, W.C, November nth, litU.

Tour correspondents, the .Tackson Electric Stove Co., state that
Messrs. Belling refer to radiant heat as tending to dry up the
moisture in the air.

May I suggest that radiant heat of high temperatnre only is

responsible for any distress experienced in this connection—com-
bined with an absence of air in motion.

Whilst elements of relatively low temperature are desirable, the
public prefer high temperature elements, presumably because they
look more " cheery." An evaporating dish will, however, be found
quite effective in counteracting this effect.

The term radiant heat has, I notice in recent correspondence,
been confused with luminous heat. May i remind thofe not fully
conversant with physios that whether the elements aie run at black
heat or bright rod heat, in both cases thoy transmit heat rays which
are virtually all radiant—wholly so with black heat, and in the
case of bright red heat operating at 1,000° F. -l.'iOO" F. almost
wholly, the latter representing 98 5 obscure or dark rays, plus I"."-

luminous rays. This may be proved by blocking all luminous rays
by the interposition of a suitable filtering medium (such as bisul-
phide of carbon), when it will be found Iposeible to toast equally
well, nsing dark raya only,

Such rays exhibit broadly similar characterintics to light rays,
in 80 far that they proceed in straight lines and can be converged
and even focused if desired. It is questionable whether inch
luminous heat rays possess any virtue other than that of atuining
more rapidly a high temperature— at least our leading text-booka
do not favour auch a supposition.

F. Barron,
Electric healing engineer ilate Carron Co.).

London, S.W., Xorember I6th, 1914.

LEGAL.

GooDBODT r. Poplar Corpohatiox.
Mb. Justice Dablino and Mr. Justice Sinkey, sitting ac a
Divisiraal Court of King's Bench, on November 12:h, heard an
appeal from a decision given by Judge Bray in the Baw County
Court in an action against the Poplar Corporation by a Mr.
Goodbody, who claimed damagei) for personal injury occasioned
by an explosion of gas in an elic'ric chamber beneath the
footway.

Mb. Vachell, K C, stating the case for the appellant, said that
the action in the County Court waa tried by a jury who aeseaaed
the damages in favour of the plaintiff at £25, but they answered
a number of questions put to them by the judge in favour of the
Corporation, for whom the judge entered judgment. He (Mr.
Vachell) contended that, notwithstanding the answers of the jury.
judgment ought to have been entered for the plaintiff for the
amount of damiges assessed by the jury. In September of last
year the plaintiff was walking along the footpath of Bow Common
Line when there was an explosion in an electrical chamber under
the pavement. It seemed that gas had escaped and aocumnlated
in the chamber, where it was ignited by an electric spark, with
the result that the cover of the chamber was blown up, causing
the injury to the plaintiff in respect of which he sued. In reply
to questions left to them by the judge, the jury found that the
chamber did not constitute a nuisance, and that the Corporation
had not been guilty of negligence. After hearing legal argument.
Judge Bray held that he was bound by the findings of the jury,
and gave judgment for the defendant Corporation. It was against
his 80 entering judgment that the plaintiff now appeaUd. Counsel
submitted that negligence did not matter, and that the Court was
not concerned with the question of whether the chamber was a
nuisance or not. He contended that according to recently-decided
cases the Corporation had estiblished " a dangerous thing ' on the
highway

;
they had control of it, and if in consequence of any-

thing that happened, even if it was the act of a third party, the
" dangerous thing " caused injury to anyone, liability would follow
as a matter of course.

Without calling upon Mr. Thorn Drury, who appeared for the
respondents, their LouiisHiPs dismissed the appeal, with costs.
Mr. Jcsticb Darlinc said it was not contended for a moment

that the mere destruction of an electric fuse and the escape of a
spark alone caused the injury to the plaintiff. No injury would
have resulted had there been no gas in the chamber which the
defendants had not put there and which they could not have kept
out. The gas had escaped from a main over which the Corpora-
tion had no oontrol.

Mr. Justice Sankey, concurring, said the plaintiff might have
joined the Gas Co. as defendants.

RONKO, Ltd., r. W. H. Mcllkr i: Co. (Losdon), Ltd.

In the City of London Court, on Monday, before Judge RentonI,
K.O., plaintiffs made a claim against defendants, of Bury Street,
E.G., to recover £ 10 lOs. for an electric Roneophone. an electric
reproducing machine and 36 disks, at 253. per do7,en. supplied to
their order. Mr, Douglas Ilogg appeared for the plaintiffs, and
Mr. Jowitt for the defendants.

Plaintiffs' case was that they sent a representative to the
defendants and submitted their electric Roneophone. It was an
electric machine which acted on the principle of the gramophone,
as it took down letters to dictation, and then the disk could be
sent out to a typist, who typed out the letter, saving the necewitr
of using shorthand. A great saving of time waa effected, and the
work was done more etficiently. Defendants first had a machine on
trial, and when that had boon approved two others and some disks
were ordered. One advantage of the latter was that they c<^uld

be used many times over, as the record conld be shavetl riT when
the letter had been typed. Defendants subsequently said that the
maohinos were not satisfactory. They required a little exix^rienoe
to speak into them and to get the best result. There was another
machine, the Parlograph, of O^srman manufacture, and a little

cheaper, and defendant* seemed to prefer that, whioh accounted for
their rtjecting the plaintiffs' R meophone. Plaintiffs called
evidence to show that (ho machines were Fatisfactory, and a
demonstration was given in O.iurt, the Judge testing it personally.

Defendants' witness ssi 1 that the eleo'rical plug fired on one
oooasion and they could not get the machine to go properly.

Plaintiffs said it was practically impossible for the plug to fuss
because the wires were all insulated.

JumiK Ukntovi, after the teat said the niaohine would be of no
use to him, because when he put the ear-pieces in his ear he conld
not hear all the dictation. He heard a great many of the word*
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distinctly, bat he ooald not have taken them down. He had tried

talking maohiaeB and heard perfeotly.

Ddfoiidantb' typist said he hud a shock when using the machine.

jDDdli Rkntoul said he would line to hear ihe I*ario(;raph

nsed in Court, but it was stated that the voltage necessary was 2^0.

Mb. Houu said that 900 of their machines were in use in

London with approval.

Mh. Jowitt said he did not alleKe that all plaintiffs' maohines

were wrontj;, but only the two in dispute.

Ji i)(iK Rentoi L suirgested that the oa«e should be adjourned

for further trials, and that was done.

The National Electbic Constbictios Co ,
Ltd.

Mn. Justice Neville, on March 13th, heard a petition by this

company for the sanction of the Court to special resolutions passed

for the reduction of its capital,

Mr, H. E. Whioht, in support of the petition, stated the pro-

posal was to reduce the capital by £12,5,000, which had been lost,

or was unrepresented by available assets. The company, as its

name implied, was formed for the purpose of carrying out electrical

cmstruotion work. Orininally they were largely interested in a

system known as free wiring, a principle which was now of leiB

importance than it was once. The original capital of the com-

pany wan ili250,000 divided into 250,000 shares of £1 each, and cf

these 170,000 had been issued. A large number of the shsres weie

issued as fully paid np, but all were issued under properly registered

contracts, about which there was no quesaon. The resolutions

that had been passed propOKed that the capital of the company

should be reduced from £250,000 to £125 000 divided into tte

same number of ehares of lOa. ?ach. It was proposed to write off

lOe. per share from each of the 170,000 issued, and reduce the

18.000 unisBUfd shares to shares of 10s.

His LOHDSHIP aiked whether the loss had been strictly proved.

Mb. Wkioht said there was exhaustive evidence of lose.

There was no opp> sition to the petition, and his Lobdship

sanctioned the reduction as proposed, directing the words " and

reduced " to be used as part of the company's title for one month.

Action Against Tramway Contbactobs.

In the First Division of the Court of Session, judgment has been

given in a reclaiming note in the action by a Glasgow manufacturer

against the British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., Glasgow, and the

District Committee of the County Council of Lanark. The

pursuer, who sued for £500 damagep, stated that while returning

fro;n Glasgow with a motor-cycle he passed through Belli-hill,

and at a bend in the Old Edinburgh Road, and near the electrical

power station there, he ran into a heap of road metal and tar

macadam which was encroaching on the surface of the roadway

for a distance of about 6 ft., and about 3 ft. in height, with the

result that he sustained serious injuries. The pursuer alleged that

the heap of metal was unlit, unfenced, and unwatched, and he had

no warning that such an ob-itruction was there. The British

Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., stated that in laying a tramway

in the neighbourhood they were instructed by the District Com-

mittee, with whom they were contractors, to place the road metal

and tar-macadam on the grass margin of the road in question, but

all deposits were made under the snparvision of the servants of the

District Committee. Tne Committee founded on their contract

with the other detendert', and stated that the other defenders did

not, in terms of their contract, deposit the heap of road metal

on the grass margin, but deposited it on the roadway, and

accordingly they were not responsible for the fault of their con-

tractors. Lord Diwar, in the Outer House, aporoved of an isaue

for the trial of the action by jury. The First Division have now

adhered to the j udgment of the Lord Ordinary, with expenses to the

respondent.

CUNNISGHAM, LTD.

A PETITION by W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., for the

compulsory winding up of Cunningham, Ltd., was before Mr.

Justice Neville, in the Companies' C mrt, on Tuesday, November

17th. It was stated that it would be necessary to amend the

petition, and for that purpose it was suggested that the hearing

should stand over until next sittings. Mr. Wilkinson, for the

company, did not obJKCt, and the matter was adj lurned until the

first petition day after Christmas, the company giving the usual

undertaking not to go into voluntary liquidation in the meantime.

Read t. The Stella Conduit Co

In the Chancery Division on Tuesday, Mr. Justice Joyce delivered

a considered judgment in this case, it being an action brought by

Mr. Albert Edward Read and Mrs. Ellen Brooks for an injunction

to restrain the Stella Conduit Co.. of Highfield Works. B>lston,

Staffs., from infrinsing the pUntiffs' Letters Patent No. 18 375 of

1905 and No. 21,«0i of 190ii, for iron tabular elbows or couplings

for connecting the ends of tubings and improvements in fittings

for electrical cnnduits. Plaintiff also claimed damages. The mam
defence was that there was no subject-matter in the plaintiffs'

Letters Patent.
. , iv i.

Mb. Justice Joyce, in the course of his judgment, said that

instead of covering wires for electric lighting with wooden casing

a better, and, as he tinderstood, a newer method was to enclose and

carry the wires through metal tubes or conduits. This casing was

formed of various lengths of tubing oonneoted together by sorew-

ing ou« end into or over the «uU of the other length ot tuning.

Kpejimens of |»rta ut these tubular electric couuuito had t>een

Bbuwu tu him. M^me of tbe leugchs were shorter than others, and

some were beat fur the purpose of turning corners, and otberi

in the form of a lee. Hoiau were male witb the norew

thread outmde at both ends, and some shown to him
had the sjrew thread iuside at both ends. What be bad
described appeared Co be the usual mode of conni-cting tubsB

tugijlher aua the usual way uf forming a conduit of electric wlret,

Hiri Lurdsbip tuen duscriDed th,} way in wliicb the Iramea of

bicycles are joined or connected tugetber, and said that that deviot

was well known at the date ol the plaintiffs' letters patent, viz, the

ordinary biuycle gri(» mmI socket. In hifl opinion, there wa9 no'j

subject matter in the plniuMtfo alleged invention, and, therefor

their letters patent were uivalid for want of subject matter. Til

action wuulii be dismissed, wilb costs.

A stay of execution was grauted for three weeks with a view

to the plaintiffs cunsideriug wuetber they would take the case to

tbe Court of Appeal.

WAR IT^MS.

I
Oldham Corporation and its Contracts.—Wiiat appears to

be liic end ot ilic soincwnat prolractfd discussions which
have lalien place at Oldliam refiaiUinfi a contract \v|iich the '

CoiDoralion have with the '1 udor Accumulator Co. was
readied last week, when the matter was aj^ain before the

i.e. i he Jiiectrical Comniitlee, as reported in our columns,

had decided that the firm snould be requested to proceed

with tlie work on ).;ivin}4 an undertaking that no part of the

money should be remitted to Germany durinji the continu-

ance of war.—Councillor K. lirierly said that something
like i>47,OlX) of the i;oU,OOU capital in the Tudor Co. was
held by (jcimans, and he objected to the Corporation pay-

ing accounts to the firm and providing bullets to shoot

British soldiers. He objected to the contract, and said the

stipulation laid down by the Committee that no money
should be remitted to Germany during the war was " bosh."

—Councillor Dixon moved as an amendment to the accept-

ance ot the minutes that the minutes pass with the e.\cep-

tion of the contract referred to.—Councillor ijugden, wlio

seconded the amendment, said that if certain material had

been made under the contract they should pay for that but

for no more.—Alderman Isherwood, supporting, urged for

a definite and consistent policy on the part of all Corpora-

tion committees. The Tramways Committee, he said, had

cancelled all the work that the company referred to was doing,

and there should be consistency.—Councillor Turner said

they were talking too much to the gallery. Whilst agreeing

that they ought not to enter into fresh contracts he thought

they snould carry out the contracts on which they had

already entered.—Councillor Frith said the decision of the

Electrical Committee was almost unanimous. The Cor-

poration had entered into a contract, and he urged that they

should stick by it. Newspapers had only raised the outcry

against German firms for political capital, and were playing

to the gallery just as some individuals were now doing. He
was bitter against the Germans, but the contract had been

given, and tney could not find a company which did such

work that had no connection with Germany. It was
" tommy-rot " to say that the money would be going to

provide bullets with which to shoot British soldiers. The

whole of the labour and material used would be English.

H the contract was cancelled, Dukinfield workmen would

be out of emplovment so far as that particular contract was

concerned.—Councillor Schofield threw out the suggestion

that the Committee should arrange to withhold 10 or 15 per

cent of the contract price until after the war.—Councillor

C. Hardman (Chaiiman of the Electrical Committee) said

the whole question had been very carefully considered. At

the end of August the Committc-e passed a resolution re-

lating to the contract without the slightest thought that

the company had any association with Germany. I hen

they made inquiry and found that a large proportion of the

capital was held'by Germans. T'he contract was given at

the end of August. They were not trading with an enemy

country. He thought every member of the Council would

be willing to follow Lord Kitchener. Well, Lord Kitchener

had given a contract to the firm in .\ugust, and another in

October Would he provide bullets for the Germans to

shoot at our soldiers? Nothing could be rnore ludicrous. -

The India Office gave the firm contracts in September and .

in October. Having this information, he suggested that the

mover and the seconder of the amendment mi^ht be patri-

otic enough to withdraw their amendment. He would be

willing to accept the suggestion as to making an pn'te.nvour

to retain a small percentage of the account, equivalent to

interest, until after the war. On October lOtli, uie t-lec-

trical Committee got an assurance from the hrm that there

had been no communication from or with the directors in

Berlin that there would not be any, and that no mones

whatever would be sent to Germany during the war.— ihe

amendment was defeated bv a big majority.—.^ contract tor

the supply of cable from a certain firnj vvas withdrawri, but

Councillor Hardman said the cause of the withdrawal had

nothing to do with the nationality of th« firm^
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Alter the War.—The Rif?ht Hon. Lord Inchcape, the Pre-
sident of tlie Institute ot Bankers, in deliverin>{ his in-

au^Jural address last week, said that with the tonlinenl of
Euro|X; practically closed to international commerce, there
must be a fjrcat shrinkafJe in most departments of trade so
loiifj as the war lasts. There will be a shrinkaj^e in the
consumption of this country also, which will adversely
rellect upon most brandies of trade. When the war is over
the taxation which will be a burden upon Europe for many
years to come, the enormous destruction of property on the
Continent, the waste in non-productive expenditure entailed
by the war, will set back international trade for some years.
U may bo some years before we see a return of the wave
of prosperity which we have recently enjoyed, but we shall
not repine if we have to shed some of that extravajjance and
luxury which has shown itself perhaps too freely in the past
few years, if we are able to retain that place in the world
which makes for culture, civilisation, peace and fjoodwill.

—At the meeting of the Council of the London Chamber of
Commerce last week, accordinj^ to the " Financial Times,"
a resolution emanatinf* from the manufacturers' section was
adopted expressing the opinion that the Government should
give some assurance that manufacturers will be assisted to

carry on freshly established industries on the termination of
the war, and that, apart from other measures, national in-

terests might be advanced by giving to our Allies some sort
of preference as regards goods in the production of which
there were not the same facilities in this country as in the
Allied countries.

Nortbampton Tramway Managership.—The management
of the Northampton tramway undertaking is being con-
sidered by a special committee ol the Tramway Committee,
who are to report to a full meeting of the Committee
next Monday. A certain section of the Committee favour
the reinstatement of Mr. J. Gottschalk, who was dis-
missed owing to his German nationality, and they suggest
that Mr. G. E. Mawby, a former chairman of the '1 ram-
ways Committee, should temporarily manage the under-
taking, but this does not meet with universal approval.
The heads of the various departments have been made
responsible for the management of their departments pend-
ing the appointment of a general manager. Mr. Gottschalk
has written to the Tramways Committee thanking them
for the kindness shown him at all times. There has beeri
an agitation in the town for the removal of the German
manager's name from the cars, and the Committee have
promised that this shall be immediately effected. Stamp-
paper has been placed over the name upon notices in the
cars by persons who moved strenuously for Mr. Gotts-
chalk's dismissal.

B.E.F. Men with the Forces.—With a view to stimulating
enlistment, tlie periodical report of the British Electrical
Fcxlcration Mutual Aid Fund urges all eligible employes of
its fifty tramway, omnibus and electrical undertakings to
join the Army, and assures them that their places will be
kepj open and their dependents properly supported in their
absence. Pending the decision of the Government on the
question of increased pi>nsions, allowances to dependents of
those employiJs who have lost their lives in action are being
continued. Although the fimd is subjccttxi to the strain or
departing subscribers and increasing dependents it is in a
sound condition, with a balance of ^£622 in hand. Out of
7,432 men, 757 have gone to the war. These figures apply
to all the companies of the Federation with the e-xception of
the Metropolitan group, viz.: The Metropolitan Electric
Tramways Co. and its allied companies, for the benefit of
whose employi'js the F.O.T. (Tramway, Omnibus, Tulx:)
Mutual Aid Fund has been established.
Board of Trade Reports: Russia.—The British Vice-

Coasul at Ekaterinburg reports that the cessation of Ger-
many's import trade with Russia is already beginning to
make itself felt in the Ural district, and enquiries are being
made at the Vice-Consulate as to the possibility of substi-
tuting by United Kingdom manufacturers those gootls which
were formerly imported from Germany in large qu.intilies.
As regards machinery, the chief ''oods in deniand are the
following: I£lectrical plant of all kinds, including dynamos,
turbines, and electrical fillings of every description, loco-
motives, mining machinery, wood-working machinery,
and agricultural machinery.—" Board of Trade Journal."

Report No. 92 of the lioard of Trailc campaign series
deals with German niul .Austrtvlhingarian plate and sheet
glass trade. Report No. 93 deals witli .inimal-drawn vehicles.

Engineering Units ol Royal Naval Division,— In the
House of Commons on Monday Sir Willi.im Bull asked the
First Lord of the Admiralty if the Institutions of Civil, Elec-
trical and Mechanical Engineers were invite>l to obtain picke<l
men for the divisional engineering units and signal company
of the Roval Naval Division recently formed, and if a
number of labourers and other recruits without engineering;
knowledge were afterwards added to these units on the same
terms of enlistment.—Dr. Macnamara replied that the insti-

tutions were invited as stated to provide a considerable
number of n'cruits, but owing to the nature of the work
required of the engineer compiiny, which included manual
and skilled labour and also the care of horses, other recruits
whoso qualilieations were suitable had to Iie taken.

Belgian Industries.—.Vccording to a financial daily, a
meeting of the Commercial Committee was held last week
at the House of Commons. M. PoUet, th« Consul-General

of Belgium, who attended the meeting, which considered
what steps should be taken to co-cperate in introducing
Belgian industries in this country, said that there were
sev<iral trades and interests ailected in con»cquent« of the
war, and this was the time to secure for Uie allied countrie*
a trade wnich, up till then, was exclusively German.
Speeches on this point by meml>ers indicated a desire of
co-operation in endeavouring to establish in this countr>'
factories and workshops to manufacture articles monopolised
previously by Germany.
Appeal.—The Vegetable Products Committ<x- fAMer-

man's House, .Alderman's Walk, London, E.G.;
an appeal, signed by Lord Charles Bvr-sford, t,

asking for financial assistance to enable it to cc:
ing fresh fruit and vegetables to the Fk-et, espet;. ., ;.. the
torpedo boats and destroyers, submarines, and mine-sweep-
ing trawlers, which are badly in need of such provisions.
Nothing German at Halifa.\.—Instructions have been

given by the Halifax Tramways Committee to their
manager not to purchase any more goods from German
sources.

Metal Trade.—The " Times " correspondent at Melbourne
says:—" Mr. Hughes, the Attorney-General, states that in-
quiries show the control of the metal market has long been
to a great extent in German hands. The same control has
still continued since the war began, and a great part of the
trade profits are finding their way into German pockets,
though steps have been taken to prevent metals useful to
belligerents from reaching enemv countries."

Russian Supplies.—The Russian section of the Inter-
national Commission of Supplies (192, Cromwell Road.
S.W.) expresses its regret that it is unable to deal with the
great number of communications from merchants, contrac-
tors, and others offering to contract for supplies. .All com-
munications, however, are filed for reference, and will re-
ceive due consideration when the supplies are required.—^The
" Times."
Aberdeen Tramnaymen.—Sixty-eight of the Aberdeen

tramwaymen^motormen, conductors and other employes-
are now serving in the .Army or Navy.

Exports from Denmark.—The Danish Government has
prohibited the export of electric cables, motor vehicles and
parts thereof, rubber, and metals.

Personal.—Private B. Parker, an Accrington tram con-
ductor, who was wounded at the front, is now at home on
furlough.

Acting-Corporal W. Clegg, of the Burnley tramway de-
partment, who has been serving with the 3rd Rifle Brigade,
is in hospital at Leicester suffering from wounds.

Sergt. Robert Greaves, of .Ashton, formerly in the employ
of the Tudor Accumulator Co., Dukinfield, has returned
from the front wounded.

In the " Times " list of members of the House of Com-
rnons who are absent from Westminster serving in the
Navy, Armv or .Auxiliary Forces, we notice the names of
Major G. H. Bowden and Mr. C. G. C. Hamilton.

.A correspondent whose services were accepted for the front
in .August writes:—" I beg to say that I was unfortunate
enough to get in the way of a bit of shrapnel which struck
me on the thigh. Since my return I have received mv dis-
charge as unlit for further service.—Frank .A. BlootI, late
6th Dragoon Guards."—The writer has now joinevl Messrs.
Credenda Conduits, Ltd., as their representative for York-
shire.

Mr. Ernest G. Baker, mentioned in our last issue, is

mains assistant, not chief assistant, in the Morecambe Cor-
poration Electricity Department. Mr. W. Mortimer, chief
clerk to that department, is serving with the 5th (Reserve)
Battalion King's Own Regiment, and Mr. .A. Smith, an
assist.int on the outside staff, is serving with the Roval
Armv Me<lical Corps.

Roll of Honour.—Private Wm. Keen who h.id been cm-
ployed at the ICIectric Works. Strand Road, Preston, has
lx>en killed in action.

Messrs. John Hevwood. of Manchester, have m.nde a
handsome board to the order of Messrs. Chas. Macintosh *
Co., Ltd., on which it is intended to inscribe the names of
men from the works who have fallen fighting for King and
country. So far only one name app«\irs on the bo.inl. that
of Corporal E. J. Walker, Manchester Regiment, who was
killed in action at Le Cnteau, .August 2Cth, age\l 2(1 %T'.nrs.

Corporal .Alexander Mackenzie, 4th nr;igo«-vn Guards,
killed in action on N'ovemlx^r 1st, was an electric.il wireman
in th« employ of Messrs. Lowdon Bros. 4 Co.. Dundee.

F.h'cf ri<'iilly-I*ro|M'll«'(l I .S. \Vnrshi|i.— Ai\\ir.lin<r to
Rpnter, the US, X»vy D-piirtmont h»^< Ru'^hoHs'il th(> stdtfm^nt
that tho siUMT-nrofi.lnonffht tjrpp h^iHlcship (';i'i>.>t-iii,j will bo
e'ootrioftlly propfUeil with steam tnrbine-driven treneratoTS, moton>,
&o., (jivinsr a minimura speed of 21 knota an hour.

-Iccitlt'llt.— John Parkinson ^23X of Barrow, was
ailmitfsii to North L.inodale Hospit-sl, on Xoveitih-r tl»h. enf-

f«rinir from severe injuries. He «as passinir an eleotrio fan at
Barrow Shipyard when his clothing was oanght, and he mt
dngf^ into th« fan.
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REVIEWS.

factory AdmUnslration and Accounts. By Edward
T. Elbourne. London: Lonynians, Green & Co.

Price 25/-.

Tliis is one of the best and most coinprcliensive

works e.\tant as an analytical study of the problems

pertaining to l-actory Administration and Accounts

as a whole, with contributions on the general

problem of industrial works design by Mr. A.

ilorne-Alartin, and on liiiancial accounts by Mr.

John MaughHing.
The work is divided into si.x sections and copi-

ously illustrated. Section I discusses the problem

ol n'ldustrial works or factory design in a general

way with a view to giving a mental conception of

the broad principles that should be kept in mind in

the setting up of a factory, whether conducted

by a consulting engineer with the requisite

qualilications or by an architect in collabora-

tion with the works staff. Section 11 deals with

general administration, and consideration is given

to the factors dominating it independently of any

particular office arrangements. This method of

treatment has been also adopted throughout the dis-

cussion on works administration accounts and finan-

cial accounts. Section III comprises a study and

discussion of the common elements in works admin-

istration. The treatment is fuller than that of general

administration, partly because the principles seem to

lend themselves to more definite demonstration and
partly because a certain elaboration is necessary to

show the inter-relation of the works organisation

with the commercial and accountancy requirements.

Section IV is devoted to works accounts in con-

siderable detail with a view to providing a compre-
hensive grasp of the whole. Section V consists of

a comprehensive set of routine forms, which broadly

illustrate the principles outlined in tne preceding
sections. The forms are grouped according to the

departments first concerned with their use, each
form having been either selected or designed for the

speial purpose of illustrating the work; but it is

stated that the proved merits of successful practice

have not been sacrificed in any modification for this

purpose.
It is properly asserted that the illustrations do not

apply equally to every set of conditions, and the
tabular illustrations, supported by suggestive notes
relative to the routine in each case, will aid as start-

ing points in the consideration of the special require-

ments of various businesses.

The point is emphasised that no routine form
should be adopted unless the local conditions require

it, which is, of course, obvious. A more important
fact which is sometimes overlooked, or neglected, is

that no form should be adopted except as a con-
sidered step in the development of a co-ordinated
scheme of organisation. The functions to be served
by this section are therefore mainly to assist to-

wards the taking of long views and to focus the
arguments advanced in the course of the book.
The forms are arranged so as to be read in the

ordinary horizontal way, and are printed on right-

hand pages so as to allow ready reference from any
other point in the book. In the text of the book
marginal references are given to the forms illustra-

ting the subject matter of discussion. The left-hand
pages facing the forms are ruled for the user of the
book to indicate comments and make notes from
other sources, particularly for applying the forms
to any given works where local considerations must
almost necessarily entail some modification.

Section VI presents a definite set of financial

accounts, adapted on the one hand to the svstem of
works accounts advocated in Section IV, and on the
other hand conforming with the requirements of
Enp-hsh company law and the usual accountancy, a
olear line of demarcation being drawn between works

accounts and financial accounts, and the necessary
interlocking exhibited. The section outlines d
general system for an engineering and machine-work
business.

The classification is simple, adequate and correct,

and the descriptive and other observations which fol-

low are to the point. In this particular section there
is not advanced anything that can be characterised
as being new, though it is only fair to add tliat the
particular sub division of the subject is of a some-
what formal and restricted character and contains
comi)aratively little ground or fertility for the crea-
tion and cultivation of practical ideas unfettered or
free from the trammels of orthodoxy. The system
delineated is more or less in its main features in

general vogue.
The general [)roblem of industrial works design is

exhausted under such heads as general considera-
tions, determination of policy, choice of site,

labour and labour conditions, general arrangement,
power generation and transmission, design and con-
struction of works structure, consideration of plant
and equipment, building and starting the works, re-

construction of existing works; whilst general ad-
ministration is described under such headings as staff

organisation, routine organisation, correspondence,
publicity and sales, estimates, output considera-
tions, oflicial orders, and working administration
under works regulations, labour, drawing specifica-

tion and patterns, materials, production efficiency

and dispatch, and other various sub-headings or divi-

sions. Section IV, Works Accounts, is ably treated

with the following main dissections or classifica-

tions: functions of works accounts, works expendi-
ture account, standing orders, stock accounts, cost
allocation accounts, shop charges, process product,
manufacturer's stock product, stocktaking, loose
plant valuation, building and fixed plant valuation,

works accounts abstracts, and administrative statistics.

Our old friend, or enemy, depreciation, de-

serves and receives a considerable amount of

observation and discussion with some useful

tables, in the course of which the writer states

that each factory stands alone as to what are

proper and adequate depreciation rates to apply.

As a matter of valuation, considerable dis-

crimination can be used as to the depreciation rates

applicable to particular items, having regard to all

the facts of the case. From the financial accounting
point of view there is, however, no satisfactory

alternative to the use of an average rate graded to

an extent according to the classes of plant involved.

The plant groupings already given recognise these
limitations, and are arranged to minimise the mis-

leading effect of average rates. Even if the depre-
ciation rates were further graded to suit each class

of plant included in these groups they would still

fail to discriminate between the wear and tear of the
different items in each class due to different con-
ditions and makes, and the varying endurance of

different types and makes. There is, therefore, little

encouragement to consider the increased accounting
work necessary to carry out such an idea.

Altogether the preparation of the work, which is

of very great value, has been well carried out. There
are many matters in the course of the treatise upon
whicli the writer would have wished to comment in

detail, but he must submit to space limitations.

The Elementary Principles of Wireless Telegraphy.

By R. D. Bangay. London: Marconi Press.

Price i/- net.

This book is intended primarily to appeal to
" amateurs " who, having a little technical know-
ledge, wish to take up the study and practice of

wireless telegraphy. C3nly the underlying principles

of the subject are dealt with, and the treatment

given to these and to the essential components of X
wireless equipment and their modus operandi i$
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excellent. Tlie author deals exclusively with the
Marconi system (tliou^h the name Marconi does not
appear once in the index, and but very rarely in the
text). A wireless equii)ment as a whole is not,
however, described; failintj a general explanation of
the method of working- of any wireless installation,
followed by treatment of the existing apparatus and
underlying principles of different systems of wireless,
surely the lay-out and operation of a complete instal-
lation should be considered.

It is always a difficult problem in writing an
elementary treatise of this kind to determine just
how much general technical knowledge should be
assumed to be possessed by the reader. The autlior's
introductory pages include very terse and useful ex-
planations of elementary electrical principles and
apparatus, in which explanations use is made of a
number of excellent mechanical analogies. Yet be-
fore we reach "The Principles of Wave Motion,"
thirty pages (nearly 20 per cent, of the total num-
ber) have been filled. What it is so difficult to decide
is \yhether a reader who finds this introductory
section necessary will find it sufficient. We believe
that the beginner possessed of a certain amount of
electrical knowledge will find the author's introduc-
tion helpful in recalling and fixing clearly elementary
knowledge with which he is already to some extent
familiar.

The principles of wave motion and the properties,
measurement and production of different types of
waves are very well explained between pages' 30 and
55. Throughout the work the author's mechanical
analogies are apt and accurate. Ilis grammatical
style IS very " pithy," and demands that the full im-
Iiort of each sentence' be weighed carefully by the
reader;_ this is no disadvantage, since there 'is no
aiubiguity or obscurity, but siniplv concentration of
mformation. Oscillatory circui'ts, problems of
energy and power therein, open and closed oscilla-
tory circuits and methods of varying the wave
lengths of aerials and closed oscillat'ory" circuits are
next dealt with. By this time we are half way
through the book, and the question arises whether
the beginner is likely to ap[)reciate in a first reading
the trend of the information placed before him"
Would it not have been better first to outline the
fundamental equipment and operation of a complete
station, so that the reader might more easily appre-
ciate the exact place of each component and 'problemm the scheme of things.?

The purpose and construction of induction coils
IS next explained, and important sections are devoted
to factors_ limiting the power in oscillatorv circuits
the auto-jigger, reaction of secondarv on' primarv!
resultant wave length and calculation of coupling

I he construction and use of \vave meters and adjust-
able condensers are explained, and the author pas'ses
on to receiving circuits and detectors. Crystal de-
tectors, carborundum and magnetic detectors are
dealt with m detail. Surelv electrolvtic detectors
are worth brief mention in a treatis'e on "essen-
tials.'' Types and size of aerial receive treatment
in the final pages of the book, which is excellent
value and cei-tamly to be recommended to amateurs

1 erntorials. Boy Scouts, and others wishing for a
sound treatment of the elements of wireless tele-
graphy. In later editions we should like to see a
contents sheet, a specific description of a wireless
installation as a whole, and some mention of the
characteristic features and relative merits of different
systems of radio-telegraphy.

P.lccfriial Eugiiiccriiijr. A First Year Course. Bv
hR.\NKSH.uv, B.Sc. J.ondon: Routledge & Sons
Price 2/- net.

This is a small manual intended for the use of
first year technical students who have already taken
a preliminary course of mathematics, phvsics and

chemistry. The elements of electricity and mag-
netism are treated very briefly in the first two
chapters; a fairly full account of electromagnetics is
then given, followed by half a dozen chapters on the
dynamo and motor. The treatment is generally
clear, and in spite of some weak diagrams the author
has succeeded in giving a sound introduction to the
study of electrical machines. There are also good
chapters on electric lighting and heating and elec-
trical measuring instruments.
The book suffers chiefly from the poorness of the

illustrations. Most of the diagrams are clear
enough, but with more discretion as to the relative
sizes of the pictures the book might have been
greatly improved. Some quite unimportant dia-
grams occupy a full page, while far more deserving
blocks have been given but a few square inches.
Some heavier type in place of the italic paragraph-
headiiip-s would also improve the book. Altogether,
and apart from these defects. Mr. Shaw has pro-
duced a very useful little book for first year students,
and. what is of considerable importance to such
students, it is published at a very moderate price.

P.H.S.K.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Incorrodible Steel Tubes.—The British JIa.n\ve.^-
MANN Tube Co., Ltd., have just completed a plant for ferro-
zincing: and ironieinjr tubes, under licence from Mr. Sherard
Cowper-ColeB. It is stated that the purer iron is, the lesa
liable it 18 to pitting and corrosion, chemically pare iron beine
practically rustless. ' Ferro-z'ncine," or " ironisine, ' tarns theee
facts to account by coating the steel surfacs with almost pure iron
the only impurity of any sieniBcance being hydrogen. The pre-
sence of hydrogen is an advantage, as it makes the iron elighUy
more electropositive to the underlying steel than it would other-
wise be, 80 that it forms a better protective coating. Another
advantage of the coating of electrolytic iron is that the coating is
homogeneous, ib not under unequal strain canecd by mechanical
operations such as drawing or hammering, and has no', been sub-
j;oted to any heat or mechanical treatment which of necessity
causes impurities to be absorbed by the metal so treated.

It is found in practice for many purposes advantageous to coat
the electrolytic iron surface with zinc, as a zinc coating with an
intermediate layer of pure iron-hydrogen alloy gives greatly
increased life to an ordinary steel tube or plate.

Catalos-iies and Li.sts. — Me.^^shs. Ckedenpa Con-
duits Co., Ltd., Chester Street, Birmingham.— Pamphlet F 1?
illustrating, with prices, a number of Credenda electric Bres, em-
bodying their patent hot-bar system of heaters, which was described
and illustrated in our issue of August 2Sth last. Electric wall
heaters, grille, kettles, irons, lamp radiators, Jkc, are also de«lt
with.

Mi;!«SRS, F. W. Potter \ Co., Phipp Street, Great Eastern Street.
London, E.C.— Illustrated leaflet giving particulars and prices of
asbestos-woven wire-resistance nets of British manufacture.

MEStiRS, E. A. Reed i Co., Ltd.. H, Victoria Street, Westminetar,
Lond >n, S.W —Twenty-page illustrated catalogue (new edition^ of
coal, ash. io., elevating and conveying machinery of different type*,
mining and contractors' plant, steel and iron constructional work
steel chimneys, i;c.

'

Messrs Elliott Bros., Central Buildings. Westminster,
London, S.W. -Illustrated pocket pamphlet giving prices and par-
ticulars of Elliott micrometers and speed indicators made at their
Lewisham works.

The Elkctricvl AprxRATrs Co., Ltd., Vauihall Road, South
Lambeth lload, S.W.—Leaflet H V\, covering shunt fi«ld regnla-
tjra for 15 to 100 amperes and r2 to 3,500 ohms. For each range
of current and resistance two or three prices are given for vary-
ing number of steps. In all oases prices are given for front and
baok-of-board types, with and without c.l, cover for front, with
extra price for enamelled slate bases and interlock for motor regu-
lators. Dimensions, shipping specification and information regard-
ing full load and shunt field current are given, the latter based on
standard maobinee.

Messrs, Vkritys, Ltd., M, King Street, Covent Ganlen, London,
W.C.- -Volume 2 (second edition) of Messrs. Veritys' c«t«lojrue of
electric supplies has recently been issued. It is as in the case of
the first edition most convenient in sire and its general appearance
—well bound and quite unobtrusive—is all that can he desired,
jmleetl it might be mistaken for the most harmless of test-ltooka,
instead of a business-getting catalogue. It consists of close upon
"lOO pages of art paper, and the things with which it deals form a
multitude that no man can number in a hurry, so that we can do
no more than indicate the general nature of the contents. If we
say that it begins with faseboards and ends with cooking app*-
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r»tn« that i« b«oau«e we mnet beRin Bomewhere and wish to break

it pently. R«t«reen thoBe two en-lB there ! * "«' hoBt of

Buoh electrical BuppHeB as to juBtify the oompilerB In clMm-

in? that "
it i« orammo-1 full of real-Bellinif material. Since

we wrote of " Verity in Three Volumes." now some yearn ago, there

have been developmentR in small eleotrical work which of neccBBity

are refl.i<itpd in a oataloRae of thin kind, and some of the advances

ore to bo found in the new eectionH coverine theatre and en'"'!-

toirraph apparatu-, portable eleotrioify. &c. Olan^msr thT<.:'^hthe

volume in a general sort of way we ob»erve hundred, of illuBtra^

tiouB, and thouBandB of prices, as well as code-words and brief

dPBcriptive notes, relating to Aston switches and switch acce.Bor.e^

all kinds of lampholders, cu^-outs and connectors, shade-tilting

arrangement., wires and cables, conduits and n".n«rs turndown

lampB and wireman's tool« and sundries Conradty carbons. Ho 0-

phane and other shades, bells and telephones, telegraph material

and fire alarms, medical coils, electric Biirns and illumination

devices, pocket lamp, and batteries, lie-hting sets various makes of

aocnmulators, motor-car requ sites, and electric heat.ng and ocoV

ing apparatus. The book to which we refer is known as the

"Sundries "section of " VerityB' Electric Supplies (Vol. 2, new

edition) -contractors and others interested will b^^'-'hat in mind

MmsB'f Pabmiteh, Hope A: SronEN, Ltd., Hulme Electrical

Works' Manohe.ter.—New price list (12 pa?res), oontainine descrip-

tion and illustrations of Hope's patent Fluvent fu^e system, and

gWing recent te^ts of same certiBed by Mr. S. L. Pearoe, city elec

trical engineer of Manchester.

Trade tniioiiuceiiieiits. — Messrs. Haywk and

Ha^lf.tt (formerly Ralph H. Hiylo-k & S-.n), are trading as

wholesale electrical merchants, at 6^ Qaeen Victoria Street, E.C

Messrs Simplex Conduits, Ltd., announce that Mr. J. U.

Baldwin, of 88. Wallasey Avenue, Belfast, is now acting as their

Irish representative. v at t

N-w offices and showroom premises at 5, Church htreet,

En6»ld, N., have been opened by the Eleoteicity Supply Co.

Book \otken.—Made in England is the title of a

new penny monthly publication. It contains "^ 1"^^ ^™"""^. .°'

interesting matter specially prepared to be of value to the British

manufacturer, buyer, inventor and capitalist in connection with

the present opportunity for capturing German export trade.

Mr L G. Chiora^ Money, M.P., contributes an article on the well-

worn Bubjeot " British Consuls and British Trade^ and other

articles treat of the Bnancial side of the war on German trade

motor-car trade, tungsten for steel and lamp manufacture, and

^°The MechanU'ol ^Vorld Pocket Diary and Year-Book for 1915

(Manchester : Emmott & Co., Ltd., price 6d. net) now issued for

the twenty-eighth year, contains much new matter
;
structural

iron and steel work is dealt with in a new section, and other

features are articles on limit gauges and flat plates. Other parts

have been revised and extended.
, „ , , t,„ ti T>

Onestwn.-^«„d SohdUms in Trlegraphy and Td^phony hyU P.

Few London: S. Rentell & Co. Price 2s. 6d net.-This is the

fourth edition of a work which must be extremely useful to candi-

dates for the examinations of the City and Guilds of London

Institute in the subjects named, containing the questions set from

iq04 to 19U inclusive, with solutions by the author. Some of

the questions set at the Departmental written exammations for

overseers and assistant superintendents are also dealt with, and a

number of the oral questions are included. Numerous diagrams are

given, and numerical examples are fully worked out An index

facilitates reference to any particular subject. The fKq"e°t

reprints and new editions of the book clearly indicate its popu-

^"^EMric Power TrammU^im hy -l'"»».«'""'
<^"''f

"•'""•7™"

brochure, issued by the British Aluminium Co Ltd
,
has been

brought up to date, and the mist recent regulations in force in

virions countries have been included, while a tab e of safe currents

for overhead aluminium cnductors, on the basisof temperature rises

of 50 and 100° F., and new matter dealing with line regulation,

the erection of aluminium conductors, and scrap value, have been

added. Remarkable progress has been made m the use of alu-

min.nm for power transmission ; on the Big Creek Ime /o'

example, which delivers energy at 150 000 volts some 241 miles

from its source, 2,678 tons of aluminium ^^T^w ^'"''l?nW
The information given is so praotical and useful, that we should

consider the brochure indispensable to any engineer engaged upon

the design and erection of important overhead lines.

"Laboratory Course in Electrochemistry. By O. P. WatCB.

London : Hill Publishing Co, Ltd. Prioe48.2a.net. „ „ .

"Principles and Practice of Electrical Engineering. By A.

Gray. London : Hill Publishing Co. Price 126. 6d. net.

"Electric Bells, Alarms, and Signalling Systems." By H. 6.

White. London : S. Rentell & Co., Ltd. Price Is. 6d. net.
^

"Oaestions and Solutions in Telegraphy and Telephony. By

H P Few. London : S. Rentell i: Co., Ltd. Price 2s. 6d. net.

"Electric Mine Signalling Installations." By G W. Lummis

Paterson. London : Constable & Co., Ltd. Price 4s. 6d. net.

"Drawing for Electrical Eagineers." By G. W. Worrall.

London : G. RouHedje & Sons, Ltd Price 28 net.

"Dynamo and Electric-Motor Building. By A. i±. Avery.

London : Cassell & Co., Ltd. Pricels.net. Tiir..„
" A Manual of the High-speed S^eam Engine. By H. Keay

Pratt. London : Constable & Co. Price 53. net,

Bankniptcv Proceedinffs.—H. B. Graham, con-

snlting .ngiueeJ, Craigs Oonrc House, Charing OroBS, SW^-
A arfc dividend .of 93, in the * ii payable any d»y (except

Saturday) at Binkruptoy BulldiajtB, Cwey Street, W.O,

Liiiiiidalioiis.— Ei-K' iHO Stkki, FoiNHKUfl, Ltd.—A

petition for winding np this company has b-«n P'^i^^^^^
}>/

Mr A E Owen, engineer. The Lawn, Ktreetly, button Cold-

field, a contributory, and it is to be heard on December 1st. m

°G»k'os''opic Motor Syndicate, Ltd.—A meeting of creditors

will bo held on December l«th, at 4, Mount Street Square, Cardiff,

to hear an aoconnt of the winding up from the liquidator,

Mr R. C. Brown. ... j-t 11 k.
PioNEEH Pomp Patents, Ltd.—A meeting of creditors wiM be

held on December 19th, at Clifton Street Works, Notting Hill,

London, to hear an account of the winding up from the liquidator,

Mr. G. H. Smart.

I'jrP _A portion of the works of Bi-Mktals, Ltd.,

and MKssns Neville Williams k Co , 57. Lant Street Borough,

London, S E., was destroyed by fire on Friday last. Practically

none of the finished etook was damaged, so that toere will be no

delay in the execution of orders.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

Altriiicliaiii.—Application has been made to the B. of T.

for the transfer to the Altrincham and District Electric Supply

Co., Ltd., of the Altrincham and Bowdon and Ashton-on-Mersey

E.L. orders.

irijentiua. — The Commissioner of the La Plata

Municipality has been authorised to come to an arrangement with

the local electric light and gas companies in connection with the

tariff for private service.

The Government is dealing with the question of reduction of

tariffs in Tucumen. which has ariaen between the consnmerB and

supply company.— iferiP"! of the River Plate.

Ashford.—The 1911 E.L. order has been revoked.

Atlierton.—The Howe Bridge Spinning Co., Ltd., baa

made application to the Council for energy for driving tl^'ee 100-

120-H p motors, the supply being three-phase, and the Council has

decided to take steps to install three transformers and to lay the

necessary cable to meet the demand.

Australia.—The Melbourne City Council has decided

to spend on its electricity undertaking £145 000 during the next

three year" £40,000 in 191.% £69,000 in 1916, and £3.5,000 in

1917 The extension proposed for 1916 includes a 5,000-KW.

three-phase turbo-alternator, with additional boilers. This plant

is considered neaessary to meet the increased demands for elec-

tricity, and £20,000 is provided for works outside the power house,

including mains.— "?««(/"'•.-..

According to the Commonwealth Enrjineer, the City Conned

some years ago erected a refuse destructor adjoining the

electricity works in Spencer Street, against the advice of its

engineer Now additions are required to both plants, and the only

way out of the difficulty is to purchase adjoining property.

jj.^rjies.—PKiVATK Bill.—The U.D.C. has informed

thelMEA that it has in contemplation the question of promot-

ing a Private Bill which would include the electric lighting

clauses proposed to be included in the Association's Private Bill.

]}lytl,,_ELECTRic Pumping.—The steam pumps in

connection with the large graving docks of the Blyth Shipbuilding

and Dry Docks Co. are shortly to be replaced by an electric pumping

installation This new pumping plant will consist of two Gwynne

numps, capable of pumping 24,000 tons of water in two hours,

driven by two 260 h.p. Bruce Peebles motors, running at 330 b p.m.,

and taking current from the mains of the Newcastle-on-Tyne

Electric Supply Co.

Chile. —According to the Review of the River Plate,

the electricity company at Vina del Mar has decided to stop the

public lighting service unless it is paid what it is owed.

Consett.—Street LiGHTiNfi.—The U.D.O. has been

informed that the Cleveland and Durham Electric Lighting Co.

expected to complete the whole of .the lighting in the course of a

few days.

Continental Aotes.-Austro-Hungary.— According

to the Morning Post, Vienna, Bada-Pest, and other large cities and

towns, are beginning to reduce the public lighting since the pro-

ductive capacity of the electricity and gas works has been seriously

affected owing to the shortage of coal and oil supply.

Ealin"-, No charge is to be made under the contracts

for out^de lighting of shops, &o., during the period in which the

nalioe regulations for reduced lighting remain in force, provided

each consumer undertakes to cmtinue his contract from the time

at which it would, in the ordinary course, expire, for a period equal

to the duration of the ttrit period refened to,
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Harroffate.

—

Pkopored Extended Sri'Pi.v.—The Cor-

poration iB propoBinpr to peek a general order to Bupply electricity

in Burroundinsr <1intrictB. At prenent the Corporation ban power
to supply Starherk, three miles ont, and it ia Beek'np powers to

supply Knarepborouprh, Spofforth, Ripley, Birstwith. Hampathwaite,
Haverah Park, Rigton, Kirkt.y Overblow, Dunkeawick, and Weeton.
The area encroaches on other UnionB, and Bome comment haB been
aroused owiner to the sparsely populated character of the district.

It IB said that many of the villafiea welcome the proposal. The
application for a prov, order is to be made before December 21st

next.

Ilendoii.—WoRKHorsE Lirhtinr.—The B. of G. has
decided to have electric light installed in the non-infectious wards,

and has resolved to engage an expert, at a fee of 20 guineas, to

report as to the question of the supply of electricity to the institu-

tion. The Sub-Committee appointed reported that the cost of

lighting was slightly in favour of electricity, but taking into con-

sideration the question of decoration and maintenance, together

with the health of the inmates, the advantage of electric light

was snbstantial.

Iluddersfield.

—

Annual Report.—The statement of

the post year's working of the electricity department shows that

the consumers increased by 62(i, making atotal of 6,814, and motors
reached a total of 8,.S9(') ii p. The war is given as a reason why
the new 5.000-K\v. turbo-generator ordered at the beginning of the
year, and now being erected, will be delayed beyond the specified

time for completion, and the same difficulty is being experienced in

regard to the delivery of converters at the tramway power station.

Seven and three-quarter milos of cable have been laid in the roads,

bringing the total length of mains to 162! miles. The public

lighting in the Longwood ward has been converted from gas to

electricity, and the adoption of the same system has effected lightini?

improvements at Longwood Bridge and Lockwood.

India,— ('alcutta Public Lighting.—The Special

Committee of the Corporation recently considered comparative esti-

mates of cost of electric and high-pressure gas lighting for Chowring-
hee Rfiad. It was proposed to use 66 gas lamps ISO ft. apart, or

83 electric lamps IIS ft. apart ; the former were of 1,000 and the
latter of 900 C.P. The chairman said that in every way the
estimates worked nut in favour of electricity ; the cost of main-
tenance was Rs. 270 per lamp per annum for gas, and Ri. 209 per
lamp per annum for electricity, and the total cost of electricity

per annum would be Rs. 17,317, against which they would get a
Government grant of about Rs. 4,500. It was resolved to recom-
mend the offer of the Calcutta B.S. Corporation to install 83
lamps, and light and maintain them for Rs. 209 each per annum
for 3,914 hours, or for Rs. 161 per lamp if extinguished at 1 a.m.,

the period of the contract to be five years.

The Madras Government has given the Madras Electric Supply
Corporation permissioa to introduce the A c. system of supply in
addition to the existing three-wire n c. system.

The Governor in Council is urging all lift owners in the Bombay
Presidency to have them insured and inspected. Since the intro-

duction of electric power numerous electric lifts have been installed

in hotels, offices, shop and houses, and one or two serions ascidants
have occurred.

Japan.—Two transformers, having a normal continuous
rating of 360,000 volts, and ."iOO 000 volts for short periods, were
recently built by the Westinghouse Co., East Pittsburg, for the
Inawashiro Hydroelectric Power Co., one being installed in the
generating station on the Nippashi River at the outlet of Lake
Inawashiro, and the other in the receiving snb-station at Tokio,
about 145 miles away. They will be used for testing the trana-
mission lines and the apparatus in the stations. The machines
measure 19 ft. from the bise to the top of the terminals, 'and the
tanks containing the transformers proper are cylinders '.( ft high
and 9 ft. in diameter. One high-tension terminal of each trans-
former is grounded to the core and the case. By connecting the
cases of the two in series, it is possible to develop a potential of
1.000,000 volts between the two high-tension terminals.— Imliaii

Tertile Joiinud.

The electric lighting of Tokio is at present being conducted
under most complicated conditions, and in view of the
oompptition among the municipal, the Tokio, and the Nippon
eleotrio lighting concerns, the Japanese Department of Communi-
cations is as a supervising body, keeping a close watch on every
movement of the different competitors. In this connection, the
Department is reported to have decided to commence a formal
investigation of the present phase of competition, and also of the
opinions of consumers with regard to the position.

Lfpds.

—

TTalf-Year's AVorkixg.—The returns of the
Corporation electricity department for the half-year ended Sep-
tember 30th show that lS.ii2''',3.'>8 units wore sold, as compared
with 12,8.oS,263 in the same period of 1913 ; the former figure

includes some 2 million units for private lighting, 10 million
for power and heating. 255,000 for public lighting, and s ! million
units for traction. Private lighting and power sales are both
higher than in the previous year, despite the war, and traction
supply increased by some 6 million units, duo to the transfer of
generation from the Crown Point Qframway station) to the White-
hall Road station. The lighting consumers numbered 10,226. as
compared with 9.612, and the H v. of motors connected was 29,0i*2,

as compared with 26,843. The larger proportion of low-priced
traction units reduced the average price from 102d. to '88 J, per
nnit, Th« strike in the early part of the year, and the neecssity of

nsing reserve plant, owing to the small margin available, were not
favour able to economy in working, but working expenses fiimred

at a9d-, as against '43d. The grosB profit for the six months was
£33.S53, as against £31,7.")6 in 1913, and the net re-ult a deficit of

£11.686, as against a deficit of £6,417—the"e fifores being no
criterion of the whole year's working, as the wint«r output ia

much greater than the suinmer output referred to above.

The Corporation eleitricity department last week took over the
undertaking of the Riundhay and District Electric L'ghting Co.,

Ltd., which has, since 1901, supplied current to the R >undhay dis-

trict. On the recent extension of the city bonndarits. when
Eonndhay was included, the company retained the right to supply
nntil such time as the Corporation should purcba^ its under-

taking. From the consumers' point of view, the district will

benefit, as the Corporation prices for current are .'0 per oent. lower
than those charged by the company.

l/itlierlaiid.

—

Prov. Order.—The U.D.C. haa decided

to apply to the B. of G. for a prov. order for electric supply.

Malliiiff (Kent).

—

Workhouse Lighting.—TheB.of G.

has decided to obtain estimates for lighting the workhouse by
electricity and ntilising it for cooking, current to be generated on
the premises.

.Manchester.—According to a .-kiottish correspondent, a

deputation from Manchester has visited Edinburgh to inspect the

arrangements at McDonald Road station for ntilising sewage water

for condensing purposes. It is proposed to erect the new Man-
chester power station adjacent to a sewage works, which deals with

36 million gallons of sewase daily, which conld be screened and
utilised for condensing purposes.

Vuneatoii.—The T.C. has decided to contribute towards

the cost of the promotion of the Bill of the I M.E.A. Provided

current is already available in the premises, no charge is to ba made
for electricity supplied to honses eiclneively occnpied by Belgian

refugees.

IlawtenstaU.

—

Proposed Loan.— \ L.G.B. inquiry

was held on Tuesday last into the application of the T.C. for

sanction to borrow £6, .500 for the electricity undertaking.

Koclidale.— Street Lighting. — The B. of G. has

decided to extend the lighting by electricity of Birch Hill Lane
towards Shore boundary npon terms which it is expected will be

approved by the Wardle U D.C.

Slaithwaife.—EL. .•scheme.—The r.D.C. has

instructed Mr. J. Schofield, of Bradford, to prepare a scheme for

generating electricity for lighting, with specifications, quantities,

and estimates for a plant to produce 60,000 units per aniiam.

Sontli Shields.—Despite the effects of the war, and

the fact that a hundred arc lamps are ont of lighting, and that all

public houses are closing at 9 p.m., the units generated at the

Corporation electricity works from August 6th to O,;tober 29th

last reached 1.204,765, as compared with 1,196,011 in the previous

year, an increase of 7 per cent. In the period from March .Slst to

October 2:ith, the units generated amounted to 3,052,690, an

increase of 5'5 per cent, over the 1913 figures.

Sunderland.—The Corporation has agreed that power

consumers now supplied upon a kilowatt rental, plus a nnit

charge, be supplied in future with electricity for office and similar

heating and cooking apparatus at the same unit rate as the existing

supply, plus the coal charge, and that no kilowatt rental be made
in respect for such apparatus.

Tavistock.

—

Opening Ceremony.—On AVednesday. last

week, the electricity works were formally opened The contractors

for the plant, kc, were Messrs. W. G. Heath k^ Cj., of Plymouth,

who have supplied 30 miles of overhead and four miles of under-

ground cable, street pillars, poles, fittings, io.for 160 street lampe

and a generating plant, consisting of a 7.">-H r. suction gas engine

and dynamo, with battery, booster, balanoer,'.io., and an auxiliary

water turbine plant.

Toi'point.—The I^P.C. has decided to discuss with

the E L, Co. the quession of entering into an agreement with

regard to private lighting.

Wairiiiiiton.—The Corporation is applying for powers

to supply electricity to Stockton Heath.

\\ iffan.—At the last meeting of the Inco D.C. some dis-

cussion took place with reference to explosions in electric cable

manholes, and it was agreed that the clerk of the D.C. write the

T.C. of Wigan calling attention to the danger involved, and point-

ing ont that resp msibility for any aocident which might occur

would rest with the Corporation.

Mor.sley,

—

Stueet Lighting.—The U.D.C. has decided

to ask the Tramwsye Co. to fix four lOOc.r. lamps on polea at th«

i auction of Manchnter Road and W'alkden Road,
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TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia,—The lease of the Melbourne Tramway and
Omuibu4 Co. exptren on July Ist, lUltt, on whii;h date certain of

the munioipalitiej thrnui;h which the tramwayB run take over the

iystem.— ( 'onnitonnvalth Knijinfer.

Bradford.— H.\LFrKN.\v Fauks.—The Cbambur of Trade
Council has disoaesed at oonaiderabld lonifth the Rubj ct of half-

penny tramway fares. Mr. John Preston HubnaiUed statistios from
the tramwAy aathoritieB of Leeds, She(li»Ui, Hull, Gla9(row and
Aberdeen, Bhowinp how pfenerally BuoooiHfiil the halfpenny fares

had been foand in those places, and ^ave detailed comparisons

howini; that, in recrard to Bradford, people who lived in ont-

distriots several milea away, and med the railwayii, travelled to

town at materially cheap-ir ra'-es than those who lived within a

mile of the centre of the city and used the trami. Eventually a

res>lntion was carried uririn«r the Tramways Committee to consider

the advisability of ei^ins a six months' trial to the adaption of

halfpenny fares on all sej'ioQS of the looil tramways.

Canada.—The Hoard of Control recently agreed to an
applica'.ioa to the Dominion Riilway Board for an order com-
pelliner all railways entering; the city to electrify their systems to

a point not less than two miles bayond the Toronto city limits.

Eleven out of thirteen districts north of Toronto, have voted in

favour of hydro radial lines under the scheme of the Hydro-
Elejtric Commission, and Bubjwt to the Dimiaion Government
{^ranting a mileage subiidy.— Can. Elect. Xfuv.

(lilasn'ow.

—

^v.vf Type Car.—The Corporation is ex-

perimentiag with a new type of car in which the epicial features

are the introilu jtiou of a capstan wheel and gearing in place of

the ordinary brake wheel, to give more room on the platform ; a

front exit oa the platform for the convenience of downstairs

passengers ; and the provision of a pivoted s^at for individaal

pissengjrs on the uppsr de^k, so that the seats can bs swung round
to suit the direotion of travelling. Thepiirs of seats are not in

line 8) as to allow more shoulder room and a wider central

gangway.

Ufiu'd.—The B. of T. has informed the Ilford tramways
manager that it is proposed to make regulations with regard to

trolleys attaching to vehicles using a tramway.

Japan.—According to the R'tiliraj/ Neu-s the work of

miking the existing double-track line from Tokio to Yokohama
into a four-track line has been practically finished. The old track

will continue as a steam line, while the new track will be used for

electric services. Electric cars will run from the new Tokio central

station ; the various intermediate stations have been rebuilt, and
the work has taken some five years to carry out.

Lepton.

—

Proposed Tramway E.xtexsion. — The
U.D.C. has decided to meet a depatation from the Grange Moor
Co-operative Society with respect to the extension of the Hudiers-
field tramway system to the district.

Lflildou.—L.C.C.—The Highways Committee recom-
mends that arrangements be male to increase the existing car

services, and that an additional supply of piwer up to 1,500 KW.
be obtained from the London Elejtrio Supply Cirpiratioa, at £3
per KW. a year plus 4 i. a unit. The prica previously paid the
company was £i per KW. plus 35d. a unit, the increase of 'OSd.

pernnitbiing due to the increased cist of fuel. Tne increased

power will be euffijient to run 50 or 60 additional cars, and will

be provided at the Liwisham substation. The cost is estimated
at £H,750 for five months.
Electric Deliveby Vans.— As indicating the progress that

the ele stric delivery vehicle is making in the London district, it is

interesting to learn that Messrs. Hirrods, Ltd., in addition to a
number of three-wheel machines, have now in service or on order
no less than 2S E iison electrics.

Richiiiond (Vorks.).—The Lio;ht' Railway Com-
missioners have granted an order authorising the cjnatruction of

a light railway from Richmond-on-Tees to Rseth.

Stirlina:.—The first petrol-driven tramway car in

Scotland, on the Stirling ani Bridge of Allan route, has proved an
unqualified success ; the passengers carried on the section where
the new car has b;en in constant use have increased by no fewer
than 2 4,30). It has been decided, after the encouragement shown
to the petrol car, to have the whole tramway systfm electrified.

The Corporation of Stirling will probably take the tramway system
over after the war has ceased, and meantime the Tramway Co. has
obtained an extension of the licence peirmitting it to experiment
with the petrol tramoar for another year.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

motor vehioleii for thin work. One of the first to bi oomplnted is a

15 18-11 P. Baick, which has besn fitted with a niwcial van b)dy by
Messrs. Flora, of P.-ckham. The body, which forms a travelling

office and laboratory, is fitted with all the necessary instrumentit

for oable-testing purposes, the outfit including a dynamo anl k
battery of aocumulators.

Alifii'.s Wiri'lcss liis(allatioii.—<)n Tuesday a court-

martial was held at W'ojiwioh on Harold Fuchtenberger, alia*

Harold Falconer, described as a wireless eogineer. who was charged
with having in his pissession wireless telegraph apparatus at

Thorpe Bky, Southend, and Avonmore U>ad, South KnnsingtoD.

The aoonsed pl<!aded not guilty to both charge". Udtective-

inspector B;avls statei that on October 2S'.h ac^us-d admitted to

him that the wireleat installation at Thorpt Biy belonged to him,
and that he had a complete and powerful iastallatiou stored at

Mesirs. Whitaley's repository. Frank William Divey, assistant

engineer at the Q. P.O., said the apparatus comprised a complete
wireless installation, which would bs capible uider ideal condi-

tions of oommunioating over a distance of I."<') miles. The prisoner

stated that he was not aware that the possession of wireless

apparatus was forbidden : he thou?ht a licence was only neoesaary

for apparatus in working order. The trial was concluded.

India.—The new wireless station at Madras has been
completed and opened.

—

Indian Eni/ineeri?ig.

Secret Wirele.ss Stations.—A secret wireless telegraph

station is reported to have been discovered in Valparaiso. Two
private stations in the capital have b^en disisoverei and dismantled

by the police.— //"cicui of the Riwr Plate.

Commander Lupjke and the wireless operator Voltz, of the
German warship Preiixs'it, who ara interned at Sabang Biy,
Bitavia, have been arrested by the Naval authorities. The com-
munication between the antenna and the wireless rooms had been

broken, bat it was found that a wire had been passed along the

m'zzea mast from the antenna to a receiver under the pillow of the

wireless operator. The authorities have ordered Lopoke and Voltz

to be tried for violation of Datch neutrality.

It is reported that the United States Government has sent secret

service agents to inspect a wireless station which was accidentally

discovered by some hunters in the Maine woods. The station is

supposed to have been operated in German interests.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

An Automobile Laboratory.—For some time past the
G.P 0. authorities have been making use of hired motor vehicles

fitted up with the necessary apparatus for testing the main tele-

graph cables throughout the country. As a result of the ezperi-

enoe gained, they have now commenced to purchase a number of

Au.stralia.

—

Melbourne.—December 28th. Victorian

Railways. Three 50-KW. static transformers. Contract 27,727.

Contractors' Riom, Spencer Street.

December 9ch. 1,200 yd. 3 sq., 2,400 yd. 025 sq., 1,(!00 yd.

15 sq., 660 vd. 7/16 S.W.G. single conductor lead-covered cable,

8S0 yd. 7/ 1 6 S.W.G. concentric lead-covered cable, for City Council.

See " Offi :ial Notices " to-day.

Brisbane.—December 21st. City Council. Motor-generators

and switchgear suitable for eleitric vehicle battery charging.

Specifiiations, 10s. 6d , from City Electrical Engineer.

January 6 .h. Copper wire and accessories, paper-insulated lead-

covered cable, for P.M.G. See "Official Notices" to-day.

Perth.—Djcember 16th. Telegraph and telephone instruments

for P.M.G. Sea ' Official Notices' November 13th.

Asliton-unrter-Lyne.—Novembsr 25th. Engine slack.

Borough Electrical Engineer, Wellington Road.

.4therton.—The U.D.C. has decided to invite tenders

for three transformers, and to request Messrs. Callender's Cable

Co., Ltd., to tender for 300 yards of cable,

Baruet.—December 7th. B. of G. Electrical power
and lighting plant, electric lift, &!., for the Guardians of Barnet

Union. Particulars and forms of tender from Messrs. Williams

and Cox, architects, 31, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

London.—L.C.C. December 8th. (a) h.t. and l.t.

switchgear, (6) gravity bucket ash conveyor in connection with
tramways. S^e " Offi. ill Notices " November 13th.

Bethnal Gbeen— December 2ad. h.t. and lt. cables and
roadwork, static transformers, sub station switchgear, for the B.C.

See " Official Notices " to-day.

Manclie.ster.— December 16th. Corporation. Ten
.".0,000-lb. water-tube boilers complete ; two 15,000-KW. turbo-

alternators complete. See "Official Notices " November 13th.

December 1 st. The Tramways Committee invites tenders for

tramcar trucks. Mr. J. M. McELroy, General Manager.

^ewcasth^-ou-Tyne.—November 23rd. Incandescent

lamps and arc lamp carbons for a year, for the Tyne Improvement
Commissioners. Mr. J. McDonald Manson, General Manager and
Secretary, Bewick Street.

(Continued on page 696.)
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THE GOVERNMENT ELECTRIC POWER
STATION OP BANGKOK.

arresters are used, and in a few cases horn type arresters

have been installed.

By FIUNCIS 15. SHAW, A.M.Inst.C.E., A M.I.E E.,

Electrical Eogineer to the Government of .Siam.

{Conrlmhd from page iKi:^).

hlniribulioii.— All the high-tension distribution, except

for a few short Icnf^ths of cable, is by overhead lines, tic

voltage being 3,500 transformed to 110 volts for lighting

and i-mall motors. The use of the overhead system is due

to the high initial cost of a cable system ; the rapidly

changing nature of the district, fre(|uently requiring a supply

in an unexpected ([uarter ; and the frecpieiit demand for large

temporary installations, c g., for illuminations, Ac, which

require large transformers to be put down for a ftw days only.

Fl(^. 21.— C'.AMlMi FEBKO COXCRLTE POLIS.

Moreover, the supply is often carried along roads which

may, from time to time, be altered— the replanting of trees

along them being a frequent source of trouble to our present

L.T. cables ; many canals are crossed by bridges of a tem-

porary nature, which are slowly being replaced by more
permanent ferro-cociTete structures, and at certain periods

of the year many roads are partially inundated by the river

being in flood.

It was decided to depart from the previous practice of

using teak posts for the overhead lines, and to use ferro-

concrete poles. These have all been constructed locally,

in the manner described later.

(ireat care has been taken to make the lines as permanent

and as free from any possibility of interruption as possible.

All main feeders are run in duplicate, each phase being

composed of two sets of three lines. No. 1 feeder, which

supplies the waterworks, is composed of six lines, each (if

;).5-mm^. hard-drawn cojtper. At all crossings of roads

double insulators have been used, and at the railway

crossing double suspension has been employed. T;ightning

arresters have been installed at the sub-stations and

some of the exposed transformer [ositions. At the power

station, in addition to the niultigap lightning arresters,

Gola arresters have been fitted. At sub-stations niultigap

Section E/

ISccticr/lB.

-—I

A

A
Detail of Steel Reir.Fircewert

rMtKO CONCRETE LATTICE POLES ASP TCBrLAR
Lamp-TOST.

Fio. 2:i. Fig. 21.

Construction of SeKciAL Base for Fkruo-concrkte Pole.

Fu). 25.
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Xii. L' hvdt'V Hllplilios Hcverul of ihc lioyal |Jiilitet:.s, uiiil

consists of six lines, uach of r)0-ninr-. haid-cliuwn copper.

The fliiniiiird spncing for all tlie lines is taken as an ei|iu-

lateral triangle of lOO-mm. sides, and the tension is tj to

7 kil(if;raninies per inni'. No. 3 feeder will also be

principally for lighting and similar in all respects to No. 2.
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After the ii-omvork has been ccjmpletely buik up it is

placed in the wood mould. The spaces in the poles are

made bv teak blocks built up in five pieces, tapered so as to

receive a tapered wedge in the middle. After the concrete

has h^en run in and allowed to set for I'l hours, the central

Fig. 29. -Detail ov Special Base.

X

'

Service Line.

wedge of each hole is pulled out, thus releasing the other

tapered pieces of teak. These wedges, as well as the sides

of the mould, are kept well greased.

The pole is cast horizontally, and after 21 hours the

mould may be entirely removed (sec fig. il, page il'.tl).

Already 800 such poles have been made from four moulds.

The cross-Jection

of the pole (fig. 22)

shows that the iron is

placed so as to gi\'e

the greatest strength

in the direction of

the line. The con-

dition of severest

strain likely to occur

on any of our lines

is that due to all

the lines between

two poles being
broken. On certain

lines there are as

many as 1 2 con-

ductors— 6i.\ of 50

mm.- cross - section

and six of ;55 mm.-.
All lines are ten-

sioned up to 7.\ kg.

per mm.- by dyna-

mometer. Thus in the case of all lines being broken there

would be a pull of a,750 kg. to be distributed'along the line.

Siam is fortunately out of the typhoon area, and there is

no possibility of ice or sleet forming on the lines : thus
there is no serious side pressure to be allowed for. Further,
at the frequent road crossings double suspension and either
two pjles or an e.xtra strong pole is used.

Serious trouble from lightning has been experienced in

the past when teak poles were used. For this reason each
concrete pole is provided with an iron spike conductor
connected metallically through the armature to earth.

No earth line, either over or under the conductors, is

used, and with these lines no trouble from lightning has
been experienced.

The soft clayey nature of the ground throughout Bangkok,
and the fact that it is at an average of only (! in. above
sea level, make the (juestion of foundations for these poles

carrying the abnormally heavy lines that they do a s[iocial

problem. The first few poles were put up on a simple
plate of concrete, and part of the base was filled in with
concrete and broken brick. This was, however, found to

be too costly, and to have too little stability, the whole
structure having a tendency to sink.

The followi'ig plan has proved comparatively inexpensive,
and has completely solved the ditlieulty. Two }-iu. bars
are embedded in the foundation-plate of concrete, which is

approximately ;! ft. C in. long by 2 ft. in. wide by 5 in.

thick, and reinforced with a network of small i; in. iron bars.

The last lattice-work section of the pole is cast solid, and
a short 1 in. bur threaded throuj;h, leiving 4 in. projecting
on either side of the pole (see detail, fig. 20).

'1 he pole is slid into |jo>,ii,ioii on ini- piaiiorm on ttijirda

placed on the side of the pit, and is held in a vertical posi-
tion by four ropes. The four projecting bars are bent over
the 1 in. bar, and concrete is filled in jost to cover them,
as shown. The concrete is allowed to set for two or three
days before the earth is filled in.

fn one particular instance the erection of tiiese poles was
complicated by the fact that a large underground culvert
5 ft. in diameter was being constructed at the side of the
road and almost in the line where it was necessary to erect
one of our most important lines. The top of the calvert
almost coincided with the depth at which the base of the
pole had to be, and it was first proposed to strengthen the
culvert at these points and to form a platform base
on the culvert. liut as this calvert had already
given considerable trouble and was under a different
department, it was impossible to obtain permission for
this. Consequently the line had to be shifted to a point
just clear of the culvert, and foundations were made at the
same depth as that for the culvert ; from this four pillars,

i; in. X in., were brought up to the desired height, and
the platform for the base of the post was constracted on
them, as in fig. 2:i. The armouring was carried continaonsly
through these pillars to the ground level, and the four pillars

at this point were made to embrace the base of the post. This
is clearly shown in figs. 23-25.

A somewhat similar construction had to be adopted when
the line crossed a

high railway em-
bankment, and
where the ground
was very low and
swampy on either

side of the railway,

the pole on either

side of the line

being gradually
raised on these
special bases for

some four or five

spans on either side.

For end sections,

termination jwints,

corners and turn-

outs, a specially

strong concrete pole

has been made at

only a slighly in-

creased exist; it is

a square hollow lattice type of pole and is designed to

stand a pull at the top of 2,500 kg. (fig. 30).

The foundations for these are usually designed to meet
each special case, the shape and position of the plate as well

as the underground staging being laid oat to suit the

resultant pressure on the pole so far as possible ; stay wires

jr^

Angle Pole.

Fig. 30.

Cable Junction.

Fu). :U.

—

Detail ok Polk Head.

are not used, as it is found that heavy concrete blocks as

anchore. vtc, bring the cost nearly to that of putting

in a strong pole, and. of course, in many cases stay

wires cannot be usal. as they would iuterefere with r«id

traffic or private proprty.
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The cross-arras are of teak, t in. x I in., soaked in

Sponcer preservative compound. Kxception lius been taken

by some to putting tbcHe cross-arms tlirough boles in the

concrete poles, as they consider that the teak may rot at

these points, and the trouble be unknown until too late.

This ha.s not been found to be the case. The cross-arms are

easily removed by punching out the .l-in. iron pin (Bg. 31).

transported wiihuiit any diJliculty to distances up to a miles
at the average rate of about lo poles a day. The structure
has to be strong, as this work being completely in the hands
of natives, the poles were usually transpfjrted at an average
speed of 15 miles an hour, and this with rough roads and
awkward bridges over the frei|uent canalo.

In certain instances wht re it was impossible to build a

>%

Mr. p. p. Wheelwright, Chairman, Manchester Section I.E.E.

In the casting of the poles holes have been left to tem-
plate for tramway cross-arms, swan-neck insulators for small

branch lines, brackets for our own telephone lines, and street

lighting brackets. The native wiremen work mostly with-

out ladders on these poles, as the lattice work gives excellent

foothold. The work of slinging up the lines, fitting insu-

lators, &c., is thus carried out very rapidly.

Transport.—Two types of pole car were made. The first

was a four-wheeled car with two bridges and a high arched
back axle. From each of the bridges two differential pulley

blocks were suspended. The car being backed over the

poles as they lay on the ground, slings were passed under
the poles and hooked to the pulley blocks and the poles

raised to the required height. In practice it was found

Mb, James Lowson, Chairman, ScottiBh Section I.E.E.

that this four-wheeled car was too long and cumbersome
for towing by motor lorry, and when loaded with two poles

was too much for some of the bridges.

The other type of pole-car constructed at the same time
had only a single pair of iron wheels. 5 ft. in diameter, and a

chassis partly of iron and partly of wood, with two bridges.

At the centre of each bridge was a long screw terminating
in a hook, with a suitable winding lever. This pole car is

comparatively light, and is arranged for towing by motor lorry

(fig. 28). At the time of writing about 400 poles have been

Mr. p. V. Hunter, Chairman, Newcastle Section I.E.E.

transformer house, transformers up to 25 Kw. are mounted
on the poles, being usually suspended between two poles

with channel iron supports.

Street Lighting Posts.—Three or four different types are

in use. The drawing, fig. 22, shows one of the smaller types

for 100 to 200-c.i'. lamps, the largest size being used on the

main streets for 1,000-c p. lamps. Since these are all used

in connection with underground cables, they have no great

strain to withstand, and are, therefore, cast in two pieces,

the top part being a plug fitting into a socket in the base.

It was at first thought desirable to cast these posts ver-

An Australian Water-Puwek Plant (see p. 69.").

tically, in order that the hydrostatic pressure should cause

the concrete to set under pressure, and therefore to reduce

the height of the filling platform they were made in two
parts. The system has answered perfectly, and no weakness

whatever has shown at the joint—in fact, it cannot be detected.

The pole is cast hollow with a liner of very thin sheet

zinc, which is left in position after casting. The reinforce-

ment is of round iron bars kept in position by a spiral

winding. The base is provided with an underground cable

entrance and above ground a large door in one side, the
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door beini; of concrete and held in by dop;8 and a padlock

fitting. ]'ieoc8 of wood are cast in position inside for fixing

switches, cable boxes, &c.

In conclusion, I would say that these concrete poles have

to witlistind a snn radiation temperature of 110^ F.

durinf,' the six months' dry season, and this is followed by six

months' wet season. The poles that have been in use for

eight years have shown no signs of deteriorating, and retain

their clean colour and appearance.

THE I.E.E. LOCAL SECTIONS.

The procecdingrs of the Local Sections of the Institution of

Electrical Eneineers durinjr the seseion which has just been opened

muBt inevitably be to some extent under the cloude of war.

Annual dinners are not to be held, though the President and
others from headquarters will make an ofSuial visitation of

each Section on suitable nights yet to be arranged. The
youngest member of the family—the Western Section (Mr.

David E. Roberts, chairman) -which has found it difficult

enough to secure good meetings in normal sessions, does not expect

to gather together at all, with its numbers depleted by war
absentees. As our pages last week and this show, several of the

chairmen have already delivered their opening addresses to their

respective Sections—Mr. P. P. Wheelwright at Manchester, Mr, James
Lowson at Glasgow, Dr. A. H. Railing at Birmingham, Mr. P. V.

Hunter at Newcastle-on-Tyne, and Mr. Thomas Roles (Yorkshire

Section).

Mr. P. P. Wheelwright (Manchester).

Mr. P. P. Wheelwright, who is the chairman of the Manchester
Local Section of the I.E.E., and whose opening address appeared in

abstract in our last issue, has been on the Committee of that Section

for the last three years, during two of which he has occupied the

vice-chair. For the greater part of his electrical career his

interests have held him to Blackburn, where his pupilage was
served under the late Mr. A. S. Gile?. Prior to this, Mr. Wheel-

wright was apprenticed to the Phanix Electrical and Mechanical
Engineering Works at Derby, where he went through the shops,

designing and drawing offices, and all the departments of a firm

manufacturing engines, generator.", and electrical apparatus. After

the completion of his period with Mr. Giles, he went for a phort

time as shift engineer at the Blackpool and Fleetwood Tramroad
generating station. From there he returned to Blackburn as a

shift engineer, and after five years in that cipacity he was appointed

assistant mains superintendent ; two years later he became mains
superintendent, and subsequently chief assistant and deputy

engineer. In IftOI he did what, we believe, few other supply

engineers have done in this country—became " chief " in the works
where many years before he had begun his electricity supply

training. As chi^f electrical engineer and manager, he has since

carried out all the extension work, &c., in connection with the

Blackburn undertaking, including the addition of some 5,000 KW.
of alternating-current plant, and the starting up of a three-phase

distributinn system at 6,600 volts, with sub-stations necessary for

mill-driving, &c. At the present time the Corporation is pro-

ceeding, under Mr. Wheelwright's advice and supervision, with the

building of a new generating station situated outside the town,

such a station having become essential owing to the very rapid

increase in the work of the department during the last five years.

Mr. James Lowson, V.D. (Scottish Section).

Mr. James Lnvson, V.D., chairman for the current session of the

Bjottish L)cal Section of the Institution of Electrical Engineers,

was born at Carnoustie. Forfarshire, and educated at the Dundee
High Sjhool and the H lyal Technical College, Glasgow, la 189.")

he went into partnership wiih the late Councillor \V. C. Martin,

practising as W. C. Martin & Co., of Glasgow and London. The
firm have spacialised in steamship work and have guinfd s repu-

tation which is practically world-wide. They have supplied and
erected the complfte electrical equipment of many of the Urgfst
steamships at present atl rat, including the Maiiritdimi. Aqiiilania,

Trii'ixi/lninid, 7'iiscaiici, several well-known Dutch steamor', ^'c/cm

and 'i'iir)iaitlui, the Austrian ship Kiii.ii'r Fran: Josr/i/i /. kr. The
firm also carried out an important installation of dock lighting for

the Clyde Trust. Mr. Lowson is a member of the Institution of

Electrical E igineers ; the Institution of Engineers and Stiipbuilders

in Scotland ; the Electrical Contractors' Association ; the Mer-

chants' House, Glasgow; the Incorporation of llimmermen,
Glasgow ;

Glasgow Chamber of Cxnimerce, A:i\ He was for

25 years a member of the 1st L»nark R\ll»a (now Kth Scottish

Rifles), retiring with the runk of 11 )n. Maj >t. lie was presented

with the Volunteer decoration in 1910. Mr. Lowsnn's son, Mr.

Norman C. Lowson, B.Sc, has j nned the Special R>serve of

the Royal Engineers, and is now in the Signal unit serving his

country in France.

Mr. P. V. Hunter (Newcastle Section).

Mr. P. V. Hunter, the chairman of the Newcastle Section, has

been for the past five years chief of the electrical department of

Messrs. Merz. \ JIjLellan. He entered Faraday Houie in 1900,

and after a successful period as a student there, lie went to Messrs.

Willans & Robinson, Ltd., for mechanical training, and subse-

quently began his electric supply experience in connection with

the Yarmouth municipal undertaking. In 190;i he joined the stall'

of Messrs. Robert Hammond & Son, and later became assistant

clerk of works during the coniitrnction of the Mansfield Corpora-

tion Electricity Wurkn ; he occupied a similar position with th«

Hackney BorouL'h Council when it wan exendiog i's supply net-

work. He first j jined Messrs. Merz k McLirllan in 1901. and about
five years later took up the position that he now ocjopiee with
them. Since that date many large and important electrical

engineering matters have passed throu/h the firm's hand*, includ-

ing extensions at Carville power station, the baildiog of Danslon
power station, the laying of a complete system (200 to 300
miles) of 20,00}-volt underground cables and overhead lines ia

Northumberland and Durham, the equipment of a number of waste

heat and gas power stations, the eleitrifisation of the Melbourne
suburban railways, and the Central Argentine and Buenos Ayres
Western Railways, the installation of a 15,CiOO kw. tnrbo-alternator

at Lot's Road, and the installation of the 2.o,00ij-kw. turbo- alter-

nator for (Chicago. Mr. Hunter is the inventor of the split conductor

protective system, and of the " Repellant Arc" high power switch

Mr. Tlioiiias Roles (Yorkshire Section).

Mr. Thomas Roles, who is chairman of the Yorkshire Local

Section, entered the Institution as an associate member in 1901.

Since 1912 he has been a member of the Local Committee. Some
references to his career appeared in the Electrical Review for

June 19th, 1914. He is, of course, city electrical engineer and

manager of Bradford.

AN AUSTRALIAN WATER POWER PLANT.

We are well accustomed to the utilisation of water-power in

large hydroelectric installations in the L'nited States, Scan-

dinavia, Canada, and elsewhere, bnt the station which we illne-

trate on page 091 is probably unique, as showing a reversal of

the ordinary procedure. It is to be found at Thayo-mindah,

l.meensland, Australia, and was erected in 1>9.t under the authority

of the Balloo Shire Council, in order to provide electric lighting in

the vicinity. By the courtesy of Mr. G. A. Lewis, the engineer to

the installation, we are able to give a few particulars of it.

A most interesting point is that the water-power is derived from

an artesian bore well, which haa a certified pressure when shut down
of 270 lb. per fq. in., and a working pressure of 190 lb. per sq. in.

when the jet is playing on a Leffel water wheel. In the illustra-

tion the power of the jet is shown by the column of water which

is being allowed to escape. This source of power is being utilisfd

to drive two dynamos, each of 10-K\v. capacity, which snpi ly

current to a D c two-wire system comprising SO 50 or. metal-

filament lamps, the number of consumers being 25, and the voltage

at consumers' terminals 2o0 volts. There is no electricity supply

for power purposes, and there ia no gas in the neighbourhood, so

that the price which is charged for lighting, namely, Is. per week

for each light, may be reckoned, under the circnmstancee, as a very

reasonable and simple tariff.

On flic INniuce.—The following extracU are taken from

an out*iur8t entitled :
" While Europe Fights, America Prospers."

By Herbert Kaufman, in a Chicago paper :

—

It's here ! Y'our ohau-'e has come. Half the world had to be

blown oflt the map to produce the opportunity. More biUions of

pounds, francs and marks' worth of assets than the total created

wealth of the world five hundred years ago had to be smashed to

smithereens . , . to arrange matters for your benefit, bnt

at all events yon are one of the residuary legatees of the

still vast, valid estate.

Now make good—you're nailed. We've always Pu?p5Cted you. but

you were Fo unfoundedly plausible with your excuses—so clever

with your explanations of how you ju:it missed it, that we gave

you the benefit of the doubt and- another try. Bnt yon won't
" get by " airain, unless you produce the goods. . . . This ia

not an urge to capitalise our neighbours' woes. On the contrary, it

is a eugge-ition to get busy and lightoa them. The more we help

onrselves. the quicker we analyse the situation and sensibly set

about relieving the world-strain, the sooner we repair the universal

tears and snags and patch up the broken machinery—the tietter off

ecerybody will be Shed a tear in the name of decency

and humanity over the app.illing tragevly. but in the name of good

citinnship and good sense, simultaneously help devastated lands

and your own country by spreadirg chetT among the blinded doubters

whose pessimism is retarding a necessary and imrae<liate Iwom.

By every law of Ingic and profit there shouldn't l)e a still wheel

or a clean smoke stack on the whole Continent. By raising onr

produ ition to its maximum limits, we cannot only cre»te enormous

fortunes for ourselves, bu'. at the same time so reduce costs that we
can also lighten the misfortunes of our kinsmen yonder. History

won't roiieat the present performance in your lifetime. It's your

best axe and biggest ohsnce.

The spectacle of Mr. Kaufman pausing one second to shed ate»r

before he hurls himself upon the vested interests and established

goodwill of the contending parties and prepares to ornate enormous

fortunes " for ourselves " (iy , US"), if ade.iuately portrayed would

be worthy to rank with that immortal masterpiev, "Geonre
Washington Trying to Tell a I.x." Di our American consins

really relish these etTusions ' Or do they not rather feel uncom-

fortable when they see one of their compatriots (of German origin,

too) prancing on' his hind legs and whirling his arms in print in

this undignified fashion
'
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CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

iConlinui-d fnim page 690.)

Spain.—Tenders have juat been invited for tlie conceB-
Bion for the electric li^htini; of the town of Qaa<Ucanal (province
of Seville") dnrinsr a period of ten yearH ; for the conneiiaion for the
town of Pttlenzuela (province of Palenoia) for Hiz yiiarii; and for
the town of Entrera I orovince of Valencia) for four years.
November 27th. Tenders are beinp invited by the municipal

authorities of Afolina ( province of Guadalajara') for the concestiion
for the electric liffhtine of the town during a period of ten yearn.

November 2Hth. Tenders are being: invited by the municipal
authorities of Igualada (province of Bircelona) for the oonceatiion

for the electric liifhting of the town durinir a period of lu year».

December Ist. The municipal authorities of Albucra (province
of Badajo/.) are inviting: tenders until December Int, for the con-
cession lor the electric liprhtinsj of the town durinp a period of six

years.

SfocKJoii-oii-Tees. — November 20th. Corporation.
Paper-inaulated, lead-covered and armoured cables. See "Official
Notices " November 13th.

South Africa.—Decenaber 17th. Five electric bed
lifts for the Alexandra Hospital. Tenders to the Chairman of
Tender Board, Provincial Auditor's OIBue, Cape Town. A specifi'-a-

tion and blue prints can be seen at the Board of Trade (C.I. Dept.)
in London.

^Vak(>tieI(I.—December 4th. Yorkshire (W.K.) Electric
Tramways Co., Ltd. Twelve months' supply of electric lamps,
fittings, insulating: materials, ka. Schedules can be obtained from
the Central OtKues, Belle Isle.

Walsall.—December 8th. Corporation. Six S.oO-kvv.

and one 500- Kw. rotary converter equipments. See " Official
Notices " to-day.

Wiii'a II.—November 23rd. Uniform clothing for tramway
men. Mr. Frank Buckley, General Manager.

Wiliclipstor. — December 17th. (Jorporation. One
600KW., DO. turbo-generator, with condensing plant, pipework,
i'o. See " Official Notices " to-day.

CLOSED.
Australia.—The following tenders have been accepted :

—

P.M.Q.'a Department, Victoria.

—

Six miles papcrinsulaied cable, iH4.—CiilIcndGr'B Cable and Construe,
tion C 1., Litd.

P.M.G.'s Depftrtment, South Australia.—
35 t ms o.i. wire, ±"10 ITs. 6d. per ton ; 8 tons tie wire, £16 6b. per ton.—

Rabone. Ptlz i Co.

Victorian Railways Department.

—

Bessemer eteel tram rails, £8 38. 2d. per ton.—ElderB Metal and Mercantile
Ptj , Ltd.

Vulcanised rubber E.L. wire, £M Ss. per mile.—B.I. & Helsby Cables, Ltd.
Sydney Municipal Council.

—

Three 2,noi-K.v.A. 33,000.5,000-voH transformers, £1,699 each.—Australian
O.E. Co.

300 Nitro lamps, £3,197 10s. ; 100 760-watt Nitto lamps, £732 10s.—Aust.
G.E.Co. —Tenders.

Dorset. — The Electrical Apparatus Co., Ltd., has
received the renewal of the contract for meters for 12 months to
the County of Dorset Supply Co.

London.—The following tenders have been received by
the London E luoation Committee for installing electric lighting at
three schools :

—

"Woolmore Senior
The "Victoria," Street, Street,
Hamme'-smith. Poplar. Paddington.

Defries & Goldman (accepted) £J70 £210 £375
T. W. VauKh»n 4 Co. (1914), Ltd, SIS 2i'0 409
Lawrence it Redman .. ,, 325 254 —
Foot" & Milne, Ltd 3)4 283 600
J. cS F.May 389 282 —
H. J. Cash & Co 3f9 277 402
Kent & Co 349 277 —
Tyler Apparatus Co., Ltd. . . 856 291 —
Smeeton & Page 870 2S7 —
Alpha Mfg. Co., Ltd 361 250 —
G Weston & Sons, Ltd - 895 820 444
Elect a. Ltd 405 349 —
Napier Kimher, Ltd. . . . . — 274 —
Matryat & Place — 102 —
A. Hawkins & Sons — — 419
R. H. & J. Pearson — — 479
Arthur Newman — — 484
S. G. Cozens — _ 6.6

L C.C.—The Highways Committee recommends that the reserve
supply of coal for the Greenwich generating station be increased
by 10,000 tons, and that the offer of Messrs. W. Cory & Sons, Ltd.
(the present contractors), be accepted to supply the additional
10,000 tons of coal at the contract price, with an extra Is. a ton to
cover war risks. The company agrees to unload and stack the coal
at the Purfleet wharf f jr a period of 12 months, and to reload the
coal into barges and deliver to the Greenwich generating station
as required by the Cjuncil at an additional sum of 4s. per ton. It
is proposed that the Council shall have the option during the next
12 months of extending the arrangement for a further period of
six years at such terms as may be agreed.
BEKMOXDSEY.— The Electricity Committee of the Borough

Council has accepted the tender of the Bell's United Asbestos Co,,
I(td., te supply 1,QE0 lelid seamless asbestos ^uleets, at 6s, $d, p«;r lb,

(lioveriiineiit TontractN,—The following tenderB have
been accepted during the past month by the Government Depart-
ments named :

—
OfKICE OP WOBKB.

Ilewiring, 11 and 12, Downing Street.—H. J. Ca«h i Co.

PoKT Oki'ick.

Protective apparatus.—Siemens Bros. A. Co., Ltd,
Telegraphic apparatus,— Creed BiUe &: Co., Ltd. ; Cell Telegraphio

.Syndicate, Ltd.

Telephonic apparatus.—B. I. k Helsby Cables, \M. ; Britiih L. M.
Ericsson Manufa<<.turing Co. ; General Electric Co., Ltd.

;

London EUctrio Wire Co. A; Smiths, I/<J. ; Phu-nix Telegraph
and Electric Wire ; Siemens Bros. A: Co., Ltd. ; Western Elec-
tric Co., Ltd.

Telephone cable.— Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd. ; Johnson
and Phillips, Ltd.

; London Electric Wire Oo. & Smiths. Ltd ;

C. Macintosh &. Cj., Ltd. ; Siemens Bros, k Co., Ltd, ; Western
Electric Co., Ltd.

Insulators,—Bullers, Ltd, ; Donlton k Co,, Ltd.

Bronze wire.—T. Bolton k Sons, Ltd.

Copper wire,—London Electric Wire Co. & Smiths, Ltd.

Galvanised iron.—Rylands Bros., Ltd. ; F, Smith k Co. ; Wire
Manufacturers, Ltd.

Laying line of stoneware dnots, steel tubes and cast-iron pipes,

Birmingham-Sheffield.—Section I : T. Lowe k Sans,

Laying line of stoneware ducts, Birmingham-Sheffield.— Section
III : T. Lowe k Sons.

Laying line of cast-iron pipes, Chichester.—0. C. Summers.
Laying lines of stoneware ducts and cast-iron pipes, Eastbourne.

—

W. L. VVallis & Co. ; London—Sevenoaks, Section IH.

—

J. Mowlem & C >.
; Luton—St. Albans.— G, Powdrell

;

Thornaby—Stockton.—W. Irwin & Co., Ltd,

Manufacturing, supplying, drawing-in and jointing lead-covered
cables. — Birmingham — Sheffield, Johnson k Phillips

;

Chelmsford—Colchester, Siemens Bros, k Co., Ltd.
;

Edinburgh—Forth Bridge, Siemens Bros, k Co., L''-d.
;

Glasgow-Kilmarnock, Siemens Bros, k Co., Ltd. ; Liverpool

—

Ormskirk, B.I. A: Helsby Cables, Ltd. ; London— Seven-
oaks, W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd. ; Luton—
St, Albans—W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.

;

Oldham—Halifax, Western Electric Co., Ltd, ; Ormskirk

—

Southport, B.I. & Helsby Cables, Ltd.

Supplying and installing electric lift, Belfast P.O.—J. McLean and
Sons.

Telephone Exchange equipment, Darlaston P.O.—Western
Electric. Co., Ltd.

Telephone Exchange equipment, Merthyr Tydvil,—Western
Electric Co,

Telephone Exchange equipment, Ryde P.O.—Peel-Conner Telephone
Works, Ltd.

Telephone Exchange equipment extension, Sale,—Peel-Conner
Telephone Works, Ltd,

Wiring for electric light, ko.—Birmingham P.O. Factory

;

Grindlay, Ross & Co., Ltd,

CROvrN Agents for the Colonies,

Insulators W.P.—Bullers, Ltd.
Telegraph material.—Bullers, Ltd.

Telephones.—British L.M. Ericsson Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Bronz3 wire.— Shropshire Iron Co., Ltd.

Copper wire—Shropshire Iron Co , Ltd.

Galvanizsd iron wire.—Ry lands Broa., Ltd,

India Office Store Dbpabtment,
Accumulators.—J. Stone & Co., Ltd,

Apparatus.—Elliott Bros.

Cable.—Peel-Conner Telephone Works ; Siemens Bros, A: Co., Ltd,
Ebonite.—India-Rubber, G.P. k Telegraph Works Co., Ltd,

Spare parts of electric plant.—Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works,
Switchboard.—Peel-Conner Telephone Works.
Switchgear.—Eckstein, Heap & Co.

Turbines.—Lancashire Dynamo Co.

Loftiis.—The U.D.C, has accepted the tender of Messrs.

Cox-Walkers, of Darlington, for the electric installation at the
Council Chamber.

Ruthin and Marlboro".—The tenders of the Premier
Accumulator Co., Ltd., have been accepted for the supply of batteries

for both of these electricity works.

Taunton,—The T.C. has accepted the tender of Messrs.

Cory Bros., Ltd., for from 2,000 to 3,000 tons of coal (Russell's new
black vein washed beans), for the electricity works, at 173. 3d.

per ton.

Tunbrldffe "Wells.—The Lighting Committee recom-
mends the tender of the Western Electric Co., Ltd., for cables for a
period of three years, for acceptance,

AVoolwich. — The B.C. Electricity Committee has

accepted the following tenders :^
Two lift pamps, £127.—Messrs. Gwynnes.
Two leea water tanlcs, £46. -H«ve. 4 Oo.
Boiled-steel joists for the 3,000 Kw. sec, Ail 159,—Measures Bros,
Pu« metar and two fssdsi bidcIei i3Wi-'F«r(Uieni r«iUn * Ca.
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rORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Institution of Mechanical Eni^lneers.—Frldav, November SOlta. At
8 pm. At Blorpy'B Bute, H \V, Pap-r on"Thi! Eff.ot nf Vncuum on
Bteam Tiirhlnos," by Mr. G. G. Stnney. F R.I. ; Thomi" Hawksley looture
on Pumping and other Machinery t ir Waterworka and Drainage.

North-East Coast Institution of Enfiineers and Shipbuilders. — Bitur-
dsy. November 2l8t. At 7.16 p m. *t Br>lbeo Hall VVB-teati Koad, Now.
cafitie-on-Tyne. Paper on " Lighthouses and Lightahipj," by Mr. C.
Buckan.

Faraday Society. Monday, November 2Srd. At 8 p.m. At Rooms of
(;he<ni<^al -ooi-itv, Bnrl'ngton House, Piccadilly, W. President's address
by Sir'R. Hadfield, F.R.S.

Royal Society of Arts.—Wednesday, Novamber 25th. At 8p.m. At John
Strees A>-e'phi. Paper on " Tho Supply of Chemicals to Great Britain
and her Dependencies," by Sir W. A. Tildcn P.R.9.

Greenock Electrical Society.—ThurBday, Novomber aeth. At7.<5pm. At
Masoniii Ro'.ms, 31, West Stewart Street. Papers on " The Oscillograph,"
and *' The Gyroscope and Gyroscopic Control," by J. \. Kinnaird.

Institution of Eiectrical Engineers. Thursday, November 26th. At 8 p.m.
At Viclona Embankmeni, W.C. Paper on " Power Plant Testing," by
Mr. W. M. Sclvey.

(Birmingham Local Section).—WednesJay, November Soth. At
7.30p.m. .\t 'he Univer.-'ity, Kdmund Street. Paper on "Power Plant
Testing." by iMr. W. M. Selvey.

Physical Society, Friday, November 27th. At 6 p.m. At Imperial College
ol hcience. Mouth Kensington, S.W. Papers on " Notes on the Condtiction
of Elect ioityat P..iot Contacts," by Mr. A. F. Hallimond, and "Thermal
Conductivity of Badly Conducting Solids," by Mr. T. Barratt.

Junior Institntion of Engineers.—Friday. November 27th At 8 p.m. At
!! I Vic oria Street, S.W. Paper on " A Model Drawing Office System," by
Mr. C. E. Ford.

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers (Lancashire, Cheshire
and North Staffordshire Branchl Satu'day, November '.JStn. At
3. BO p.m. At Wigan isaini.it; and Technical Hchool. Jtint meeting with
the Colliery Managers' As-)OCiation iLanca hire Branch).

NOTES.

Institntion and lectnre Xotes.—dlreeuoek Elec-
trical Society.—The syllabas of the above Society for the
Session 1914-1.5 includes :

—

1914.—November 26th.—" The Osoillograph," "The Gyrnsoope and Gyro-
scopic Control," by J. Aitken Kinnaird.

December 5th.—Visit to Coplawhill Car Works and sub-station of
of the Glasgow Tramways.

,, 10th.—"The Elecirical Equipment of a Liner," by J. E.
Allan.

„ ' 2itb.—Social Meeting.

1915. —January 7th. —" Developments in the Electrical Industry," by
D. McDougall.

„ 14th.—Visit to Babcook & Wilcx's Works. Renfrew.
„ aist.-" Electricity in a Shipbuilding Yard," by D.

Angus.

February 4th.— "Illumination," by F. B. Humpbriss.
,, 13th.—Visit to Royal Teohninal Cjllege. Glasgow.
„ 18th.—"Diesel Engine Testing ana Running," by J.

Richardson.

March 4th.—"The Opsratlon of a Large Electric Supply
System. " by G. Maedonald.

„ 18sh.—Visit to Mavor & Conlson'8 Works, Glasgow.
„ IBih.—" Suction Gas Plant," by E. P. Duckworth,

General Meeting.

April 2nd.—Social Meeting.

Royal Society of Arts.—The openiner meetinp of the Session

wafl hield on Wednesday eTening-, when an address was delivered by
Colonel Sir Thoma« H. Holdich, R E.

Amone the pap«ra to bn read before Christmas are :

—

Wednesday evenings, at 8 o'clock ;—
November'asth —Sir W. A. Tilden, D.Sc, P.R.8., F.0.8,, " The Supply of

Chemicals t'» Britiin and her Dopendoncics."
December 2nd. -W. R Ormandy, D.8o., F.O.S., " Britain and Qermany in

Relation to the Chemical Trade."

The foUowiner pipers are to be read after Christmas :
—

Thnmia Worthingtou, "Tho Work of the Commercial Intelligence Branch
of tho Hoard of Trade "

T. Thorne Baker, "The Industrial Uses o( Radium. "

O. W. Hulmn, " Patent Law. '

W. T. Thornton. "The Industrial Usee of Coal Gas."

J. A. Hunter, " Tho Toitile Industries of Germany and ol Groat Britain."
Dr. F. Mollwo Perkin, " Oils, thnir Production and Manufaoturc," Three

lectures. January 18th, 26th. February Ist.

M. H. Baillie Soott. " House Building—Past and Present." Throe lectures,

March Ifith, 22nd. 2'.)th.

Prof. Vivian B. Lewes, " Motor Fuel." Throe FothergUl LeetureBi Feb-
ruary I5tb, 22nd, March let.

Institution of Electrical Engineers. — Acoordintr to the

profframme of the YnuKSiiiKE Local Section for the Secsion just

commencing, general meetincs will be held at the Philosophical

Hall, Leeds, on the foUowiufr dates :— December 2nd, January 13th,

February 10th, March 10th, April Mth. Annual General Meeting
May 12th.

At the meeting on November 17lh Mr. C. J. Beaver read his

paper on "Cables" before tho Manchksteb Local Section. The
disoussion was closed.

AtthemeetinprofthoBlRMiNOHAM Local Skction on Wednesday
last, the Chairman, Dr. A. H. Railinir, delivered his inat',i;ural addresp.

Royal Society.- The followinsr awards have been made by tho

Pre"ident and Cjunoil :—The Copley Medal to Sir .Toseph Thomson,
O.M., F.R S , for his discoveries in physical science. The Rumford
Medal to Lord Riylciph, M., F R.3., for his numerons renearches

in optics. The Huurhes Medal to Prof. John 9. Towiisend, F.R.S.

,

for his researohea on ele"trio behaviour of Rases.

Phygical Society of London.—The Ooanoil has decided not

to hold u exhibition of tppaiatoa duriny the preaent SeieioB,

Junior Institution of Engrlneeri!.—At a recnt m««tiD(f
Mr. F. D. Evans. A M.lnstCE.. Eiecntive Enirineer. Poblic Worlti
Department, Federated Malay ritates. diaconrsed on the topic "The
Engrineer and Malaria." He paid that the mont certain way of
(rettine rid of motiiaitoea was to do away with all water contain-
inpr refuse in vessels, or properly to screen in or clope such veseeU,
and thorousrhly drain land. It was most necesiiary for enfrinecre
carefully to consider the probable effects of malaria on the labonr
force to be employed on any new work in a maltrione country,
and to employ what precautionary measures were practicable, aa
otherwise they mipht be faced with an appalling death and
wa^taee raf.e when the work was in prourecs.

Royal Institution.—The Eiphty-Xinth Christmas Cooroe of
Juvenile LeTures will be delivered this year by Prof. C. V. Bays,
F.R S , his title beine " Science in the Hnme." The lectures will
be experimentally illustrated, and the subjects are as follows :

—

" Mechanics in the Ilime, ' Tuesday. December 2i»th :
" Chemistry

in the Home," Thursday, December Slst ; "Fluids in the Home,'
Siturday, January 2nd

; "Heat in the Home,' Tuesday. January 5th
;

" Electricity in the Home, " Thursday. January 7th ;
" Lizht in the

Home," Saturday, January '.'th. The lectnre hour is 3 o'clock.

Victorian Institute of Electrical Engineers.—The Institnte
has decided to admit as full members persons under 30 years of
age, who are only eligible as associates. The maximum age of
students has been fixed at 2.5. instead of 23.

.Association of Supervising Electricians.—At a meetinir on
the 10th inst., a paper was read by Mr. H. C. E. Jacoby on 'a.c.
Commutators." The hon. sec. announced that the next paper, on
"Wiring Systems," would be read on December 15th, and also
drew attention to the inangural dinner to b» held on the 2Sth inst.

By the courtesy of the Central Londoii Railway Co., the member*
of the above Association paid a visit to the Paddington-Bakerioo
Station to examine the working of the escalators, the whole of the
apparatus being thoroughly explained by their inspector. Mr.
Lindsay. Afterwards the company conveyed the members to
Edgware Road Station to examine the O/.jnair plant. The visit
proved most interesting and instructive.

Birmingham and District Electric Clnb.—On Saturday last

a paper on gas turbines was read by Mr. W. Fennell. who stated
that a great amount of experimental work was being carried out.

Illuminating Engineering Society.—On Tuesday. December
1st, at the House of the Royal Society of Arts, John Street,

Adelphi, \V., a discussion on " Illuminating Engineering in War
Time Some Lessons to be Learned from the Present Lighting of
London, " will be opened by Mr. L^on Gaster.

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers.-At a meeting
of the West of Scotland Branch last week, Mr. L. G. F.
Routledge read a paper on " Power Factor and Its Improvement."
A paper on " Rock Drills." by Mr. C. E. Hart, was also discussed.

Inside Out.—The Appeal Court has, this week, been
called upon to consider a decision of a Metropolitan magittrat* to
the efifeot that the top-covered compartment of a tramcar is really
the inside as much as the inside under the Acte. The Court has
turned the decision of the said magistrate inside out, or upside
down, by ruling that the outside is the outside none the le<a

because the putting of a top-cover on the outeide makes it an
inside. This being so, it was perfectly right to summon a con-
ductor who allowed overcrowding on the top-deck. Really, to
more simple-minded creatures than magistrates, it does seem
strange that it should have twen necessary to trouble the Court of
Appeal with the problem of whether and when a top-deok oeacea
to be a top-deck.

Ilii!>'lir$ liidui'tion llalaiire in Surterv.—In a note
oommunieated to the Acadt'uiie des Sciences, Mr. 0. Lippmann draws
attention to the utility of the Hughes induotion balance for
locating metal in military surgery. The balance coositts of •
battery and interrnpter, in series with two primary ooils. on whioh
are wound secondary coils connected in series with a telephone ;

the leads are crossed, and the coils are exactly alike, so that
normally their effects are exactly neutralised, and no sound is

heard in the telephone. When, however, a metallic boAj is placed
near one of the coils, the eddy currents indnoeil in the metal re«ot
upon the coil and disturb tho balanc*-, so that a sound is heard in

the telephone. When the metal is magnetic, as in the case of
splinters of shell or German bullets, the effect is much increased.

Thus the device oan be used to indicate the presence, and to some
extent the n ature, of a metallic body, and its apprtximste position.

Fatality.— l\OTiiKi!iiAM.—A Sheffield piper report* that
a motor attendant named Hopkiuiion, 18. niet with his death at
the Rothcrhsm Main Colliery. He was engag>^d in the wash-house
at the coke ovens, when an electric wire fu«?»l and ignited a btl^7ket

of ben/.ol. Hopkinson got hold of the bucket to pull it away
from the switchboard, and his clothing caught fire. He w»s
severely burnt, and was removeil to the Botherham Hospital, where
he died.

Tor Sale.—The Shropshire, Worcestershire and Stafford-

shire Electric Power Co., Djwning S^^eet, Siuethwick, invite offers

for eight motors, suitable for 200 v. .'lO amfis. two-phase supply
system, also three spire rotors. Particulars are given in our
advertisement pages to-day.

.Ippointnicnt.s Vacant.—Junior a.'tsistant electrical

engineers ClSs.), for Xewca«Ue-on-Tync Electric Supply Oo. ; fitter

drirsi (S(i.}, for SsTsooaki Md District Elsotiidty Oo,
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Dcliiiitioii of C'onsiiiiier's IVriiiiiials.—A corros-
pondent, who haB had oo'aBion tu invPHtii;ate theappliuation of the
Board of Trade Rei;ulationa to Bervioe lines, writeB indii;nantly
ooiuplaininif that the Hciard is unable or onwillint; to interpret its
own rules. Wo understand that he sent a diacram of his
installation, which we reproduce in outline, to the Board with the
following; questions :

—
Is A the consumer's terminal box, or is it th« Corporation's

out-oat .'

Is A for the protection of the undertaker's mains .'

If A is the consumer's terminal box, is the demand indicator c
in its correct position as required by the Board of Trade ; the
maximum demand indicator beinp the property of the (^jrporation,
and used by them solely for their own purpose ,'

i>. Would this switch bo the point at which undertaker's service
terminates .'if not, where does undertaker's service terminate .'

Consumer's main fuse.— Is this for the protection of consumer's
honw '

Ilia own readinp of the rules is that A is the Corporation's
oot-ont

; that according- to the rules c may only be placed on the
undertaker's side of consumer's terminals, and that the position
of this, therefore, (foverns the point of consumer's terminals, i e
switch 1).

The Corporation's electrical enerineer maintained that A was the
consumer's terminal box. and that c was in its correct position, i c

,

in accordance with the Board of Trade's rules and reualationa.

CORPORATION

We may add that in addition to the Corporation cutout shown,
there is no other cut-out on the service, and the meter and indicator
are the property of the Corporation.
The reply of the Board of Trade was a au^eeittion that our

correspondent should consult his legal and technical advisers with
regard to the questions rai-ed.

Ii^ferenoe to the Bjard of Trade regulations has not enabled us
to decide where the service terminates and the consumer's instal-
lati in begin?. R 'gulation No. 26 states thot a eealed safety fuse
must be inserted in pach sjrvice line within a cinsumer's premises
as close as possible to the point of entry ; clearly, therefore, the
meter and indicator cannot be fixed on the Corporation side of the
cutout A. Nevertheless, it is providei that such instruments
must be between the mains of the undertakers and the consumer's
teninals. We understand that the Corporation engineer absolutely
prohibits a main fuse for a private house other than the main cut-
out which the Corporation seals and controls. Is not this require-
ment vltra rires !

We should be glad if our supply station readers would give us
an authoritative decision on the points raised.

\ational Relief Fund.— Iq aid of the Prince of
Wales's Fund, Messrs Riphael Tuck & Sons, Ltd., are about to
issue a '' National Christmas Card," which will be sold entirely for
the benefit of the Fund. A picturesque group of " Defenders of the
Empire," in colou'-s, appears on the cover, and a view of a Dread-
nought saluting X Ison's Virtori/ inside. It is an artistic and appro-
priate production, and should prove a popular means of adding to
the Fund.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
The Editor! inrite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profession and industry,

^0 electric tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the
Electbicai. Ervibw posted as to their mormnenti,

Ceutral Station Officials.—The Sainton and Pendle-
bnry District Council has increased the sala'y of Mr. Busbbidqb
electrical engineer, to £200. as from Dioemb r 1st.

'

Oa the oocision of his marriage to Miss Elith May Gregory
of Birnstaple, Mr. John James Heritage, of the Coventry
Corporation electricity staff, has been presented by hia culleaeu s
with a silver tea-aet.

Having received another appointment, Mb. Aethue Coveney
manager of the Erith U.D.C. tramways and chief engineer at the
E. L. works, has resigned.

Mr F. Riley, power station superintendent at the Riwtenatall
electricity works, has been app linted resident engineer to the new
Whalley A=ylum, at a salary of £27.5 per annum. There were 470
applicants. Mr. Riley has been with the Riwtenstall Corporation
five years, and was previously with the Stalybridge Joint Board
Ashton-nnder-Lyne Corporation, Blackburn Corporation, and
Lancashire United Tramways in their power atations.

General.—Mr. P. Walter d'Alton, M.Inst.C.E.,
M.I.Mech.E., M.I.E.E., than whom there are few more widely
known and more highly esteemed in the electrical engineering

world today, haa left Messni. Dick, Kerr k Co., htA with the
entire sympathies of the directors, and has opened offl. «i at Crow
Keys House, 6B o8, Moorgate .Street. London, EC. (Triephone
No. 1055 London Wall), where he will practise as a consulting and
inspecting engineer. It has been our privilege to know Mr. d'Alton
peisjnuUy f .r very many years

; indeed, his direct connection with
oleotrioal atl urs dates buck to as 1 ,ng ago as I«H9 when he
joined Mr. 8. Z. de Ferranti, taking charge for him of theDeptfurd
lO.OOOvolt undertaking. Earlier than that, however, he waa
actively engaged in engineering work of what in those days woa
as daring a kind in the marine sphere as Mr. Ferranti's propoeaU
were in the electrical, for after being tr..ined as a marine and
mechanical engineer with Messrs. H k \\. Hiwthorne on Tyneside
and under the late .Sir William W hite, his engineering godfather
and great friend, he spent several years in submarine work under
Mr. Thorsten Nordenfelt from 1 88(; onwards. It may bj remem-
bered that the first of the Nordenfelts was built fortheiireek
Government, her capabilities being demonatratcd in the Gulf of
Salamie. The second and third boats were built for the Turkish
(iovernment, by which they were taken over after exhaustive
experiments in the Golden Horn and the Sea of Marmora Mr
d' Alton was wrecked in the last of the four Nordenfelt sub-
marines, a boat of 3o0 tons displacement, and having main
engines of ],.-)00 n,r., off the coast of Jutland, while on a
voyage to Kronstadt, for delivery to the Russian Government
which, after experiments and demonstraions at Spith^ad, in the
Sjlentand in the English Channel, had bought her. It was in
1889 when Mr. I'erranti was in need of efficient asiistance that
circnmatances brought M'. d'Alton into touch with him, and it the
truth were told the experience under water doubtless was not
without its intiaenoe upon the mind of the high-tension pionper of
Deptford when operations calling for courage, initiative and per-
sistency were under consideration. In 1892 Mr. d'Alton succeeded
Mr. Ferranti as engineer-in-chief of the London Electric Supply
Corporation, Ltd., and occupied that position until the year 1900.
We were then engaged in the South African war, and for the
greater part of that year Mr. d'Alton was at Aldershot in reeerve
with the «th Battalion of the Royal Irish Rifles, with the rank
of Maj ir. Ha has at various times served with the Yeomanry,
Volunteers, Territorials and Regulars, retiring, at the end of 1910,
when Second-in-Commaid of the " London Irish," with the rank
of Lieut. -Colonel. On the disembodiment of the ( Louth Militia)
I'.th R lyal Irish Rfl;s at the end of 1900, he became engineer-in-
ohiet of the Central London Railway, and two years later he
relinquished that office in order to join Messr.^*. Dick, Kerr A: Co ,Ltd.,
taking charge of the very import int work connected with the
electrification of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway. While
thus engajred he wa? also chief mechanical engineer for the
same firm, and in that capacity he had through his hands
mujh noteworthy engineering work for abroad (Holland, Spain,
Portugal, Egypt, ki.'), and especially work of a pioneering
character in South America. From the foregoing it will
be apparent that Mr. d'Alton has had an exceptionally
wide and varied experience, and in his new operations he
will bring abilities of a very high order to bear upon civil,
electrical and mechanical engineering work. He will make
a special feature of representation work in connection with
all depirtments of engineering in Ruisia. where British manu-
facturers are justified in expecting to be called upon to execute
engineering works and requirements on a very large scale after
the war is over. We are sure that Mr. d'Alton's host of friends
will join with na in wishing him that measure of success which
his genial nature, unvarying courtesy, taotfulness and unique
experience aa an engineer, and as a man of affairs, ao fully
deserve.

After an absence of 12 months, Mr. C. Higham has been re-
elected a member of the Blickburn Town Council. On Mr.
Higham's retirement Me. Aldeem.\n A. Nuttall, J P., was
appointed vice-chairman of the Electricity and Tramways Com-
mittee in his stead. The latter has now relinquished the post in
order to allow Mr. Higham to take over his former position.
Alderman W. Thompson, chairman of the Electricity and
Tramways Committee, has been appointed Mayor of the
Borough.
The new chairman and deputy-chairman of the Leeds Corpora-

tion Tramways and Electricity Committee are Alderman
Smithson and Alderman J. Beown. The chairman and deputy-
chairman of the Street Lighting fjmmittee are Cocscillor
Watson and Alderman Tha.xton.
The new chairman and deputy-chairman of the Bradford Cor-

poration Electricity Committee are Messes. J. Haley and J.
HOYLE. Toe chairman and deputy-chairman of the Tramways
Committee are Messrs. E. Priestley and S Neumann.
The Ci'mmonwealtk Engitircr for October let contains the fol-

lowing news of the movements of Australian electrical men :—
Mb. S. B. Cox, of the Sydney staff of the Australian General
Electric Co., returned by the as. .Xi,i,/,!r,i last month from a seven
months' holiday tour, covering Europe, the Unite! Kingdom, and
the United States of America. Mr. Edward Hirst, managing
director of the British General Electric Co, Ltd., returned to
Sydney last month after a short visit to Europe. Mb. Norman
Neville, who has been with the Union Electric Co. of Australia,
Ltd., for the past three years, left for London, ria America]
by the ss. Sonoma on September 26th, for the purpose of
arranging British sources of supply for the company's Australian
business.

Alderman A. G. EUaway haa retired from the chairmanship of
the B.rmingham Electric Supply Committee, which he has held
for several years. He is succeeded by Alderman A. R. Jephcott,
who joined the Committee upon its formation 10 years ago.
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Mb Gbo. S. Helme, A.M.I.E.E,, who is at present representative

in Scotland for the Sleotrical Co., Ltd., has resigned bis appoint-

ment with that company as from the end of the present year.

Obltiiai'y.

—

Mr. ArdcsTCS Stroii.—We much regret

to record the death of Mr. Auerustus Stroh, which took
plane on November 2nd, at his residence at Haverntock Ilill.

The deceased jjentleman was in his S'th year. An account
of hia career, tog'ethcr with a photograph taken by himself,

appears in /'ni/imvi-hii/ for Friday last. John Matthias
AacfUHtns Stroh was born at Frankfort-on-Main in May, 182X,

where he served an apprenticeship in the clock and watch-
making trade. His aptitude and ekill in this class of

work proved to be remarkable, and eventually (roined for

him the titular distinction (amongst his friends) of "the Prince of

Mechanicians." In 1851 (the year of the Great Exhibition) he
became a recident in England, becoming a naturalised British

"subject in l.S(;9. Mr. Stroh was from the earliest times closely

associated with the late Sir Charles Wheatstnne, and it is not too

much to say that the inventions which developed in the fertile

brain of that distinguished physicist owed their partial develop-

ment to the mechanical genius of Mr. Stroh. Of the ingenuity
and skill of Mr. Stroh in devising what were practically entirely

new mechanical devices and movements, is now known only to a
few, but thoee who know can never forget the '' prettiness" of

some of the devices invented by him. The mechanism of the
" A. B. C. " instrument (although this form of apparatus has
almost entirely now gone out of use), was alone a
model of mechanical skill, whilst the " VVheatstone Au'o-
matic system," which, although first devised many years
ago, still survives and flourishes, is an enduring monument
of both Wheatstone's and Stroh's genius, Af r. Stroh being awarded
a gold medal for the same at the Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Amongst other inventions Mr. Stroh, in conjunction with Sir Cbas.
Wheatstone, introduced a new system of magneto-electric clocks,

which, although no longer in use, were, in their design and prin-
ciple, of very great ingenuity. In 1860 Mr. Stroh established in

Tolmer's Sjjuare a factory for the manufacture of the Wbeatstone
and Stroh instruments and for develnpiog his other inventions.

These works were taken over by the General Post Office in 1880,

when he retired from active commercial work. When the first

phonograph was introduced into England by the late Sir W. H.
Preece, Mr. Stroh produced an instrument of very perfect
construction, the motor and moving parts being absolutely
silent, and the speed perfectly uniform. Mr. Stroh designed
and constructed a series of extremely beautiful instruments
by which he repeated in air Prof. Bjerknes'a experiments
in liquids on the attraction and repulsion due to vibrations,
which were dfscribed in the Electrical Review at the time.
He was most successful as a photographer and produced beautiful
work in portraiture and in landscape, in stereoscopic and colour
photography. Mr. Stroh was a member of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers (of which he was a member of Council for
several years), of the R-iyal Institution, the Physical Society,
and of the Societe Internationale des Ele^triciens of Paris, and
he was a juror for a number of International Exhibitions.
One of his latest inventions, based no doubt on the phonograph,
was the violin known to musicians as the " Stroh Violin," which
was unlike, say, a "Strad," as could well be imagined. The body
oons'sted of a cylindrical rod, with an ordinary neck and finger-

board at one end, the tail piece and chin rest at the other, with the
bridge and four strings as on a violin. The vibrations of the
strings were conveyed by means of the bridge, which rested
upon a rooking or bell-crank lever, to a diaphragm to which
was attached a trumpet or resonator underneath the body, which
latter was in no way employed for sound purposes. The diaphragm
represented the vibrating belly of an ordinary violin, and when
the strings were set in motion the rocking lever transmitted the
vibrations to the diaphragm, which, in turn, set in motion the air
contained in the resonator, and a great volume of sound resulted.
The mechanism was simplicity itself, could never get out of order,
and was pracically indestructible, but the peculiarly metallio
timbre of the instrument, so far as we are aware, could never be
entirely eliminated.

W ill.—The kite Mr. Rohert K.vye Gray, past president
of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, and managing director
of the India Rubber, Gutta-Percha and Telegraph Work- Co., Ltd.,
who passed away in April last, left iS62,969 gross and *1»,870 net
personalty.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Detries & Goldman, Ltd. (138,3(X)).—This company was
rcKislired on NoVL-nibi-r I3th, wllh a Mpital ol £2,000 in £1 shares, lo lake
oviT the busint'.v'i of i-Iectrical engineers and factors carried on HI Albion House,
New Oxford Street, W.C, as Defries & Goldnun, and 10 adopt an »i;rcemcnt
with H. Delrles and H. L. Goldman. The subscribers aro:-N. Goiainnn. SO.
BishopsKale, E.C., director. 50 shares; W. Richards, Albion House, New Oxford
Street. W.C, financial a^ent 1 share. Priv.ile company. The number of
directors is not lo be toss than two or more than ten ; the first are H. Defrlea
• no H. L. Goldman (both permanent). Registered office, Albion House, New
Oxlonl Street. W.

British Arc WeldinS Co. (Scotland). Ltd. (9,265).—This
company was registereu in lidlnburgh on November ISth wllh n capilnl of
.,{;i0.000 in £1 shares, to acquire a process for electrical welding to be given
by The British Arc Welding Co., Ltd., and to carry on the business of ship
repairers, shipwrights, contractors, etc The subscribers (with one share each)
•re;— R. S. Kennedv, 41, Howiti Road. Belsi« Park, London, NVV.. engineer)

J. Kennedy, 11, Fellows Road, South Hampstead, N.W. Privme compuny.
The number of directcri is not lo be leM than two w oisre thai tlz) tilt irti

v» oat aama4. Qualificalioo, £909.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Electric Hose & Rubber Co., Lid.—Cuar^i; <.n the com-
pany's undtrlaking and prop.;ily. present and future, including uncallr-l cpiul
(if any), dated 3rd .November, lUl*. to secure all moneya due or to become due
from the committee to L.ondon County and Wesiminfitr Bank, Ltd., 41, Loih-
bury, E.C., stamped to cover i.l.JW-

Chippini; Norton Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Notice is
giv. n that the debentures dat.d 2«ih October, securing £*,t>al), »ere not
U>ued, and were canc.-ll.d by r..v,lulion ol the .)ir.->.lors dated lOlh November.
lyi4, and the resolutions under which tnc same were authorised and created
were rescinded.

Yorkshire Incandescent Electric Lamp Co., Ltd.—Issue
oi 24ih November. 1314. of .£3,000 debs., part of a teries of which particulars
have alre.idy been filed.

Llanj^efni Electric Lif{ht & Power Co., Ltd.—Capital.
;^3,0()0 in £1 shares (2.750 prcf. OTd 250 ord.). Return dated April 15th
(filed .Sept.mber 5lh), 1914; 2,566 pref. and 250 ord. shares taken up; £-i,iea
paid; .£250 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges: XJ1,900.

Fredk. Jones & Co., Ltd.—Capital, .£15.000 in £l shares
Return dated July Clh. 1914; all shares taken up; £7 paid; .£14,993 considered
a^ paid. Mortgages and charges : Nil.

W. R. Svkes Interlocking; Sijinal Co., Ltd.—Capital.
.£50.000 in 10s. shares (87.500 " A " and 13,500 " B "). Return dated Sep-
tember 30lh. 1914; 42,297 "A" and 12.500 " B " shares taken up; 3s. »d.
per share called up on 42.297 "A" shares; ;£7.936 18s. 9d. paid (including
£e 5s. paid in advance of calls); £16.884 5s. considered as paid (being 10s.
per share on 12..500 " B " and 5s. per share on 42,297 " A "). Mortgages and
charges : £12.500.

Thos. W. Ward. Ltd.—Capital. .£450.000 in £1 shares.
(1.50.000 prcf). Return dat.d October 12ih, 1914; 150.000 pref. and S63J14
ord. shares taken up; /:233.814 paid; £160,OiOO considered as paid. Mortgages
ana charges : £88.717 3s. lid.

Rrecknell, Munro & Ro)!ers, Ltd.—Capital. JE20.000 in
2.000 pref. shares of £5 each and 20.000 ord. shares of 10s. each. Return dated
Mav 8lh. 1914; 14,829 ord. and 1.058 pref. shares taken up: lOs. per share
called up on 767 ord. and £5 per share on 1,058 pref. ; £5,673 IDs. paid

; £7.031
considered as paid on 14,062 ord. shares. Mortgages and charges : £2.661
18s. 8d.

CITY NOTES.

.\iii.i7.oii Tt'lenTiiph («., Ltd.

Mr. George Keith (chairman and managing: director) preeided

on Tuesday at tbe twentieth ordinary meeting, held at 12, Cannon
Street, EC.

In moving the adoption of the report, the Chaibmas said he
regretted to say the income of their business fell very short of

what it was la^t year. The scarcity of money, dne to the severe

fall in the price of rubber, had very seriously affected the trade of

Manans. which was the terminal station of their cables, and the

principal source of their revenue. During the first three months
commencing July last year the financial crisis led to a con-

siderable increase in the traffic passing over their cablee.

but, onwards unfortunately for them, trade in general became
very deprfssed and stagnant, and their traffic fell off in

const quence during the remainder of the ytaf. The traflBc

receipts showed a decrease for the whole year of £23.105, whilst

interest on investments and the year's cash balance brought in

£442 more. The total revenue, including subsidy and transfer

fees, amounted to £82,751, or £22.915 less than last year. On the

other hand, there had been a satisfactory saving in the expendi-

ture. Station expenses showed a general decrease under the rarioos

items of £1,871. The exp^npes of maintenance of cables also

showed a large decrease of £5,0158. due principally to the fewer
repairs being required by the cables, and to less cable having been
used fir that purp )se during the year. The expenses of the ^ ikin;/,

including the cost of the extensive repairs she underwent, were
also less. The \'iki/i<j was laid up fur that purpose nearly

six months, and the /lunu's did cable repairs duricg that

time, which accounted for the increase in her ex-

penses. Insurance and other miscellaneous expenses were
al«o lower. Income-tax was £4^>2 more, and the aggregate of the

other charges i:ame out £174 less. Altogether the working
expenses amounted to £52,4(iO, or £t">,r>31 less than last year. After

meeting the^e expenses and providing £22,!Hi(i for debenture in-

ter, .st and sinking fund, the directors recommended the payment of

a dividend of 3 per cent., less income-tax, and the cjirrying forward

of £5,840, as compared with £5.571 brought forward into the

year's acrounts. Their business was now sull.'ring b«dly from the

dislocation of trade due to the Eat;opean war, and the outlook for

the present year was anything but bright, but reot-nt rep >rt-> stated

that trade in the Ama/jn was again t>rginning to show some signs

of recovery. The cost of collecting ruhb.^r was being nduced to

meet the lower price, ivnd more attention was being given to the

cultivation of fruit and other produce, and to the res'ing

of cattle. All this should no doubt in time further re»iuoe

the cost of rubber production, and add to the prosperous condition

of the AraKr.in, and he thought they could still look forward to

better hu-ines« when the terrible war was over.

Mu. Elliok I'laKK seconded th.> tnotii n.

Replying to a fhareholder, the Chaikmax said he believed there

were some signs of rubber being planteil. but there was no mention
of it in thn lat.>st Consular reports. lie should have thmght the

planting of rubber iu a place where it grew wild would be profitable.

The motion was oarritnl.

On the resolution for the payment of the dividend, the ChaIKMAS
said that the recommendation to pay it less income-tax was mn
innovation.

Ma. Ellice Clabk said the idea of tba board was to make tht

Mhrry forward m largs as pouibU.
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EdiMMi it 8wiiii I'liitcd Eleotrio lii^lit Co., Ltd.

Mr. C J. Ford (Cbuirman) presided at the annual meeting

at Winchester House, E.G., on Monday.
The CuAiuMAN, in prujxjsing the adoption of the report, first

dealt with the balance sheet, and said sundry creditors bud
risen from i'iit>,0()0 to i.'18,(XJ0. This was iu eonseciuenoe of

the increjised business which the company had transacted

during the yeai' and was iu respect of larger quantities of raw

inateriiU and gixids purchased. Loans, which previously stood

nt :B'20,(K)U, now appciired at i'7,000. On the credit side, their

investments had been rotluced from £i>b,'M6 to i;l0,(j43. This

was wholly in respect of sales during the year of their interest

in the Altrincham Electric Supply Co., Ltd. Last year he

mentioned that the directors v\ere proposing to take steps

to disjKJse of a portion of their interest in that concern. As

the shareholders were aware, they bad sold the whole of the

debcnlures, and, since he last addressed them, they had sold

a portion of the C per cent, preference shares. As they were
aware, the company held 33,3-1(3 ordinary shai-es in the

Altrincham Co., and considering the substantial profits earned

by it during the last few years, and the very favourable pros-

pects for the future—the last dividend being at the rate of 8

per cent, per annum- -they felt that those shares ought to

be realisable at a figure considerably in excess of their face

value ; but the difficulty was to carry this into effect. They
therefore got the Altrincham Co. to convert the whole of this

ordinary share capital into 6 per cent, cumulative preference

shares, and in consideration of the shareholders agreeing to

limit their dividend to that rate they were offered the oppor-

tunity of subscribing at par for a Is. deferred share in respect

of each hve ordinary shares held. These deferred shares were
entitled to the remaining suriilus profits after the payment of

6 per cent, upon the preferred capital, and their holding of

deferred shares now amounted to G,6G9, which shares they
considered a valuable asset, although in the balance sheet

they were only included at the amount paid for them, viz.,

£333. ITiey were fortunate in disposing of the preference
shares at par before the commencement of the war. In addi-
tion to the fully-paid preference, they held 5,000 similar

shares partly paid, and they proposed to dispose of the whole
of these as occasion offered. Of course, they had to pay the
ordinary broker's commission upon the sale and there were
other necessary expenses in connection tueremth and the
disposal of the debentures, all of which had been written off

to profit and loss. Freehold and leasehold property stood at

£6.5,846 against i'69,346 last year, a reduction of £3,500. This
difference was accounted for by the amount represented by
the Benwell works, which had now been sold, and deprecia-
tion written off the remaining properties. Fixtures, fittings

and office furniture had been increased from £4,4.56 to

£10,247. This increase was represented by the expenditure
upon the new show-rooms and offices in London and the depots
in the provinces. Plant and machiijeiy had slightly increased
by additions to the Ponders End works, all renewals having
been charged against revenue. The stocks had been increased
by, approximately, £.32,000, which was aeeounted for by the
general expansion of the company's trade, and sundry debtors
were also hicher by reason of the increase of the company's
turnover. They had brought their goods prominently before
the public by means of advertising, both by posters and in
the newspapers, and during the past year" the expenditure
under this heading had been con-siderable. but he was pleased
to be able t<^ say that the result obtained had in every way
warranted this expenditure. Probably during the current year
the amount so to be expended would be somewhat reduced,
as thev found that at the present moment the works were
very full of orders, and it might not be necessary, therefore,
to incur such a heavy expense for the time being, but this,

of course, was a matter which they were carefully watching.
Up to the present he was pleased to say they had not felt
any ill-effects from the war, excepting that they found, in
common with all other traders, some difficulty in collecting
accounts. The war had had one beneficial effect on them. It
had stopped the importation of German lamps, etc., which
were previously dumped here in large quantities, and he only
hoped that after the cessation of hostilities the IBritish public
would continue to decline to purchase these German goods,
and whole-heartedly support British manufacturers like them-
selves. Taking the accounts as a whole, he hoped the share-
holders would agree that they were a great improvement on
those of the previous year. Turning to the profit and lo.=!3

account, they would notice that the amount broucrht to the
credit from tr.iding account a vear ago was £17.603, whilst
now it amounted to a considerably hisher figure, viz.. £51.244.
Of course, he was aware that previously certain expenditure
which WIS now shown in the profit and loss account was
charged direct to trading account, but still, after alln-n-ins for
this, there was a very tr'-pnt improvement, parti^-ularly in
view of tho fict that profit and Inss hnd been debited with
over f21.n00 in cnpnectinp with the new London show-rooms,
provipoi;,] branches, the recusation of the Altnncham
securities, and the removal of the clerical staff offices to
the Pondcs End works, .advertising, etc., the greater
part of which had not been incurred previously! On
the other hand, the accounts before them did not include any
benefit from the opening of the new London show-rooms, a«

owing to the long-continued building strike it won not poe*

Bible to coiuiueuce bubinesu until uftvr the date of the (>eriod

covered by the accouutii; but he wiu pleufied to nay that the
extensive display of modern high-cluMi littiugs, etc., wait now
having a very marked beuoticiul eticct ajjon (heir saleu. They
bad had a very auxiou* year, but in Bpite of the heavy cxtra>-

ordinary expenditure which he had referred to, a great deal
of wtiich at the date of the ut:count8 hiul not been felt the
full benefit of, they had converted a loas for the previouu year
of £4,700 into a profit for this year of, appro.xiiiiati-ly, the
same figure, which accounted for a, diflerence in the results

of the two yeaiB of close ujion £10,000. With a view of in-
creaaing the company's output, the board had decided to

extend the manufacturing facilities at the works to cope with
the considerably increased business which, in common with
other British manufacturers, they had participated in since

the outbreak of the war, and which they nad reason to believe
would result in a permanent increase in the company's turn-
over. He thought it must have been veij gratifymg to them
to learn that in a year of depression such as they had been
passing through they were able to show such marked iuiprove-
ment in the result of the year's working, and he felt that the
shareholders would now agree that the economies recently
effected were beginning to pro<luce the desired effect, and, fur-

ther, that the shareholders would confirm that his statement
,

that the business must be built up gradually was correct. He
did not want t-o bo too sanguine for the future, but, taking
everj'thing into consideration, the directors felt jastified in
looking forward to increased success.

Mr. Ellice Clark seconded the motion.
Mr. Wilson inquired if there was any large increase of

workmen as compared with last year.
Mr. Parsons asked if any further explanation could be given

as to what particular class of goods accounted for the large
increase in the st<^)ck.

Mr. Rayment said they all knew that many companies bad
been advertising to the public that they were British and were
in no way dej)endent on Germany or Austria. He recently
met a man, laigely intere.sted in the electrical lamp trade, who
told him he understood that the company had to pay very
large sums in the way of royalties to German and Austrian -

firms in connection with their lamps. He was astonished to
hear that, and thought it ought to be cleared up, because if

they had to pay large royalties for their patents and other
things they were not, strictly speaking, a British concern.
The Chairman said the staff' had been increased to the extent

of about 15 per cent, owing to the increase of business, and
they were having rather a difficulty to get men. The stocks
were increased all round. He was glad Mr. Rayment asked
ihc question he did, as it gave him the opportunity of explain-
ing the exact position. For a very considerable time they
had made no payments to Germany. Last quarter, up to 30th
September, which was certainly a heavy quarter, their pay-
ments were £75 to Germany under an old agreement, which,
of course, was quite insignificant. The position to-day with
regard to lamps was this : The old squirted leunp was owned
by the Osram Lamp Co., and that was a German patent.
Their company did not make these lamps. They had a few
lef: in stock, which they were selling as quickly as they could.
The lamp made to-day was the drawn-wire lamp, which was an
American patent, and the whole of the lamps sold were made
under that American patent. They would understand that
there were certain raw materials which in the p?st, and, pos-
sibly, in the future, manufactuiers in this country would have
to draw from Germany, because they could not be got from
anywhere el.se. Mr. Gimingham had pointed out to him that
potash used in making lamps came from Westphalia,
which was the only place iu the world from which supplies
could be got in convenient quantities.
Mr. Parsons asked if the lamp business was on a really

satisfactory basis—he meant their business arrangements with
regard to lamps.
The Chairman said he s'as not prepared to say that the

arrangements which existed could not be improved, and they
were doing their best to improve them. He could not say.
anything more at the moment because certain negotiations .

were pending which he hoped would be carried through satis-

factorily.

The motion was carried, and the retiring directors and
auditors were re-elected.

Mr. Parsons proposed a vote of thanks to the board and staff,

and remarked that the improvement in the financial position
of the company was a good augui-y for the future.
Mr. Eay.ment seconded the motion and spoke in flattering

terms of the work of the Chaimian.
The Chairman, in ackno-wledginp the vote, referred to the

very great as.sistance he had received from Mr. E. Gimingham
and Mr. 0. E. Hunter.

(

\*'estern TelejiTaph Co., Ltd.

Sir J. Wolfe Barry, K.C.B. (Chairman), presided over the

81st ordinary meeting at Electra House, E.G., on November
nth.
In moving the adoption of the report (Elbc. Rev., p. 684),

the Chairman said the statement of accounts presented was
in respect of the period of twelv* months ended June 30th
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last. Heretofore they had always been for periods of six

mouths. Ihose which they had to consider were closed before

war was declared, and tlieiel'ore were not allectcd by this

terrible calamity Ihe receiiJts from messages compared with

the previous twelve months showed an increase of £'J,UT,

rents, interest on investments, etc., i;il,7ii4, together jl;l4,871;

but dividends on investments in other tclegraph__ companies
and interest on money on dcix->sit were less by £i,74.j, leaving

a net increase ot receipts of ±'i3,l'26. On March ist, 1913, a

service of "week-end" telegrams wiis in.stitute<l with Argen-

tina, and in August of the same year this sei'vice and "de-
ferred" messages were extended to Chile and Peru. The
convenience of these lower-priced telegrams had been appre-

ciated by the commercial and general public, and the growing

use of these cheaper services had displaced a considerable

amount of fully-paid ordinary traffic, resulting in a large

volume of correspondence being tran.smitted, and this during

a period when trade in Brazil and Argentina sulfered a relapse

which it was hoped was only of a temporai-y nature. These
remarks would have prepared them for an admission of

materially increased general expenses. Those in London were
more by £'£i'i, which called for no comment. At the stations

abroad, however, there was a net increase of ^18,812. This
increase was-due to a necessai"y augmentation in the number
of staff and improved scales of pay necessitated by the higher

cost of living in South America, which accounttni for nearly

£14,000. The furni.'ihing of new offices at Buenos Ayres and
ni'w staff quarters at Monte Video acx;ounted for about i'3,.500.

The other items, some more and some less, about balanced
one another. Other expenses debited against the revenue
account showed a net decrease of £3,819, principally in respect

of land-lines and a^iparatus. The maintenance of the cables

entiiiled an increa,sed expenditure of just under .£14,000, due
to more cable having been used in repairs as cables got older,

and to higher cost of their own and chartere<l cable-repairing

steamers. Income tax was increased by nearly .±'1,300. The
net result was that the balance of profit was £10,000 less than
that for the previous vear. Three interim dividends, amount-
ing to £93,568 10a., had been paid, £160.000 transferred to

the general reserve fund, £30,000 to the land and buildings

depreciation fund, and £130,000 to the provision on account
of investment fluctuation. The directors now recommended
the (li'clanition of a final dividend of .3s. per share, making,
with the interim dividends, a total dividend of 6 per cent, for

the year, also the payment of a bonus of 2s. per share, both
free of income tax, which together would amount to £51,982,

leaving a balance of £33. 1.57 to be carried forward. The
amount transferred to the general resprve fund was smaller
than in past years, and although the total standing to the

credit of that fund was nearly _£1,700,0(¥). he iniglit again
remind the shareholders that their two main cables between
Europe and Brazil were laid many years ago, the one in 1874
and the other in 1884. These were each over 3..i0i) miles in

length, and woidd .sooner or later require renewal, and at
present prices would cost somewhere about a million and a
half, which when the time came would have to be charged
against the reserve fund. During these abnormal times it

was impossible to fix a value for their investments, conse-
quently the board had considered it neoes.sary to make a fur-

ther provision on account of investment fluctuations. With
regard to the cuiTent period—viz., sine* Julv 1st last—they
M'oidd remendier that war between Prance and Germany coni-

mencfxl on .'\ug. 2nd and between Great Britain and Germany
on Aug. 4th. The Government's censorship of telegrams was
put in force on this side immediately, and .\rgentina and Brazil
subsequently enforced similar restrictions. Circumstances
necessitated the suspension of "deferred" and "week-end"
telegrams until Oct. 1st, when the " deferred " service was
resumed, as the company found itself in the position of again
being able to carry defeiTcd telegiams without any excessive
delay. The sharelioldere would be glad to learn that the staff

of the As.sociated Calde Companies was second to none in

patriotism, and they bud been able to grant permission to

nearly 2;'3 per cent, of the head office st.iff to ioin the colours,
and it was only the etlicient carrying on of tlie special work
which had prevented their being aide to sanction a very inucli

larger nmidier of applications at home and aliroad ; but be
must add that in this matter thev were acting in conjunction
witii the War Office. Tt gave hin\ pleasure to remark that
the staff were remitting handsome contributions monthly to

the National and Belgium Tielief Funds.
Sir J. PKMSON-rF.xoFU see<-'nded the motion.
l\Ir. F. W. Ftii,i.p:n aske<l wliat tlte position of the company

was since tlie declaration of war.
Tlie ruATiuiAN said that during the first four months of tlin

current financial year their revenue had been well ninintninivl,

but it did not show the incrense which was generally nntici-

pntiHl would result froin the abnormal conditions prevailing
at the present time.

Tlie report was then adojited.

Replying to a vote of thanks to the board and staff, the
Chairman said the period had been one of very great stress

since the outbreak of war. and Sir ,Tohn Denis<'>n-render had
been at work day and night, and on Sundnys. in keeping the
bu.siness of the company together. Sir .T<din h-id very heavy
burdens upon him. and he would like to take that public
opportunity of saying how deenly that comimny and the a.ss<v

ciated companies were indebted to him for the care nud judg-
ment and unwearied application he had given to tbeir affairs.

Ilongkoiisf Traniwaj Co., Ltd.

An extraordinary general meeting of the shareholders wm heW
on Monday, at the oflicefi, VJ, Bt. SwitUin'* Lane, Canoon
Street, E.G., Mr. Houebt Milleu presiding.

Tho CliAiiiMAN, in pro[xjaiijg a rt.-s<jlution to alter certain ot

the Articles of Association, mi. :<.':'''. that he had very little

to add U) the information coni' uing

.the meeting. As many of th' ;ime

past there had been a cousidei i.-.y's

shares in Hongkong itnd in tli>; I.,-' a: •! '.liai

Tiltimately the majority of the febin-s ha-i ;.'lil

there. Not unnaturally, he 6ui>i>ixj.jd, tli- itli

they would like the company to be under . Mat-
ters continued to develop until .\ugust 1st, .':iial

meeting of shareholders was held in H' :
:'•

chairman.ship of Sir Paul Chater. At th.-

mittee was appointed to take the necessary

control of the company by substituting a b- ^

men for the present dir>«tors. It was not !• .^-u;.- ! - !i. .'i

(the Chainnan) and bis colleagues to forecast in any way the

result of that change—time alone could prove thrit—ail they

o^iuld say was that they hoped for at- least ;:

'

• -s in

the future as in the past. In any case. • the

majority of the shareholders, subject to ti.- - legal

obligations to its debenture-holders. inu.'=t he u.. •:• • noining
factor as to its management, and the p' .sition having been laid

before the trustees for the debenture-holders, wlio raised no
objection, there was nothing more to be said. Tlie accounts
for the .six months ending .June 30th had been approved, and
in the ordinary way the directors in London would prr^bably

have been able to recommend an interim dividend at the rate

of 10 per cent, per annum. As, however, a new board would
be elected at the meeting called for December Ist, the present
board offered to leave the final decision as to the amount
of the interim dividend to be settled by them.
Mr. Harwoor seconded the resolution, which was adopted

without discussion.

Electrical Coinpauics in tierniauy.

The German newspapers are publishing extracts from the

reports or financial statements of various manufacturing com-

panies. A few of these are reproduced below :

—

It is reported that the C. Lorcnz A. (J. Tclephon und Tele-

_graphen Wcrkc, of Berlin, is largely provided with war orders,

but private contracts have declined since the outbreak of hos-

tilities. The amount of business with neutnxl countries is com-
paratively slight. It is added that the financial results for

1913-14 cannot yet be ascertainctl. and that the directors have
not heard anything of the branch at Petrograd for some time

past.

The A. E. G. I'liteniehniungen, A. G., of Frankfort-on-

MatH—a financial enterprise which was taken over by the

A. E.G. from a manufacturing company two or three years

ago—records gro.ss profits of £36,000 for 1913-14, as compared
with £39,(X)0 in the previous year. Out of the net profits of

£31,000, as against £32,000, it is intended to pay a dividend of

6 per cent, on the share capital of £500,000, being the same
rate as in 1912-13.

The nergviann ElekfrhUats Werke, A. G., of P^rJin, is

etate<l to reckon with the jxissibility of a total p
' ' *'^

dividend for 1914. The company has been .-i.-n

by the complete .stoppage of oversea transp.irt. .;

from abroad only arrive to a limited extent, an.: c.r. \. n.-s

under old «)ntracts are greatly hampered at pri's«>nt. On the

other hand, some compensation has been atToriled by the

n-ceipt of imivirtant orders from the military authorities and
the departments ixuuerneil are well provided with work.

The Deutsche (i.j.^ijhihlirht (.-li/rr) Gesell.ich.ift. of lierlin,

which is interesttxl in the Osram wire lump, as well as in incan-

descent gas equipments, reports that the company's prineiiwl

departments are being unfavourably influenced by the w:»r.

especially -owing to the cessation of exi>ut« to n ' - '

countries. For the year 1913-14 the aoaiunts

profits, after appi-opriating £24.(>X1 for depreciati'

£2.'i,000 in 1912-13, amounting to iWvVOOO. as o.i.;,.,.,m -m.,.

£I31,('KK>. It is pr»>iK>seil to pay a dividend of 5 per cent, on the

preference capital and 2."> (vr cent, on the ordinary sliarv.'.

being the same rate.-; as in the preceding vear. and to carr>'

forward £101.000 as contrasted with £.3:^000 in 1912-13,

The K.iheUrerk lihetidt A G.. of Rheu'lt. h.i-* d.Nl.->r».1 »
dividend of 12 per cent, for 191.3-14. At the r.

—

'

meeting the Chainnan statrtl that the financi.al

of the ivmpany were favourable, a fact which
economic nuinngement and an eeiwomic dividend j- - .>

far the <Y>nir>any had proceeded in that dinvtion was shown
by the ability on that occasion to pay the dividend with.Mit

having any ntvessity to have rt>ciiurs<^ to outside s;->v.nvs. The
Chainnan exercised gn\at ri-^erve in rei:arj to giv'ni! an ex-

pression of iM^inion as to the fulun» o( the un«lcrtaking. It

W.1S hoped tint tho Onnan armies would he victorious, and

in that event the comi>Bny would als<-> extyriencc " a further

happy development. At present tho works were oocupie»l as far

as they could be employed, and the company was c.t-'"'" t 'ii.>'>ty

of money.
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<'lilori(l«' Elt'ftrioal Storairt' Co., Ltd.—The Finmuial
yfus xtatHH that the direotorii have deterininr.il, in exixtinK ci'oam-
Btanuts, not to pay any interim (iiviilend on the ordinary shareii,

but warrant)) in respect of the interim dividend at the rat« of 6 per

oent. on the preference ehareB will be posted on the 30th inst.

riistlU'r-K«'lliicr Alkali ("o., Ltd.—The directors have
declared a final dividend of 10 per uent for the eiz months ended
September 30th, 1914, makioK a total of 15 per cent, for the year.

Ita\vliii!>'s Itrotlirrs, l,<(l.—Accordinj; to the Fmamial
Tinii's, the acuiiun's show a net profit, inoludinjf £915 brouirht

forward, of £4,282. The directors have declared a dividend of

8 per cent, on the ordinary shares for the year ended March Hist,

and £7U0 has been placed to reserve, leaving £l,19tj to be carried

forward.

West India and Panama Telegrapli Co., Ltd.—
The directors recommend the payment of dividends of e-". per

share on the first preference shares and fi*. per share on the second
preference shares for the six months to June 30th, 1914, and Is. 3d.

per share on the ordinary shares.

Bom Electbicitt Supplt Compamiii

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Evening.

This week's settlement, which had been regarded in advance with

such anxious misgivingrs by the whole of the Stock Exchange, has

turned out to be less terrifying than most people expected. As

usual when there is plenty of time to face difficulties, the prepara-

tions which were Uid sufficed to blunt the keen edge of the pre-

vailing fears. Heavy sacrifices are demanded, bat these have been

made—-and cheerfully in most cases.

Little harm can be done by lifting the veil of official discretion

with the statement, now, that a large number of Stock Exchange
men prayed the Treasury to grant a kind of indefinite moratorium

in respect of the accounts that were open at the end of July. To
these the Treasury, with the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the

Lord Chief Justice, opposed a refusal as blank as it was polite.

They declined to give shelter to the Stock Exchange, when in the

case of all other branches of the community, the raising of the

moratorium on November 4th left people to make shift for them-

selves, aided with the assistance afforded by the bank^. Therefore

the Stock Exchange has been obliged to hold the settlement this

week ; as to its outcome, it is impossible to eay much at present,

except that indications point to a comparatively smooth arrange-

ment of the account. Several weeks will probably be required

before the Stock Exchange really knows how it stands, but the

loose talk of hundreds of House failures occurring as the direct

oanseqncnce of the settlement is not at all likely to be verified.

As we write, the investor is on the alert for the National War
Loan prospectus. People have been holding back their savings,

for some time past, with a view to lending money to the Govern-

ment through the medium of the War Loan. We know of oases

in which investors—mostly small, it is true—have deliberately

refused to put money into tempting securities that pay good yields,

preferring to subscribe to a War Loan, even though it may mean
a difference of J per cent, per annnm in their income, with the

possibility of a loss in capital value if the news does not happen
to be good. Patriotism cannot complain that it has no free scope

these days.

As to the news from the front, Throgmorton Street is well

persuaded that the war is going on fully as satisfactorily as

could be wished by anyone who was not an impatient enthusiast

for impossible events. And it is generally expected that when
the November 18th settlement is fairly out of the way, and
the war loan publicly launched, there will be a resumption of

activity in Stock Exchange markets that shall have an immediately
strengthening effect upon quotations.

In view of the fact that prices are beginning to re-establiEh

themselves on reliable bases, it has been decided to begin in these
columns the publication week by week of leading securities con-
nected with the electrical markets. Middle ([notations are
furnished in each case, this being because in some instances it is

difficult to buy, or difficult to sell, as the case may be. Just at
present, for example, the demand for electricity supply thares is so

feeble that double quotations might convey a false impression. So
we content ourselves—and, we hope, our readers—with a selection

of middle prices of representative stocks and shares in companies
connected with the electrical industry ; and if there is a desire for
others, previously given in our weekly lists, and at present omitted
from the accompanying tables, careful effort shall be made to

ensure their correct; quotation upon our receiving a request for
•Qch,

Brompton Ordlntry
di. 7 per oent. Pr.

CbtrlngCronBOrdinkrj
do. da. do. 4i PI..

do. do. CHy PI. .

.

do. 4« U<sb
Ctaelboa '

do. 4i Deb
City ol Loudon

do. do. 6 per cent. PI.

do. dr sbeb
do. do. 4i Ueb

County of London
ilo. do. 6 pur ufnl. Pf.

do, do. Im Deb.
do, do. and Deb.

KenilDfion Ordinary .

.

London l!:l.-utrlc
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do. do. 4 Deb. .

.

Metropolltkn
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Henleya
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.
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.
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Mexico Trsms
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»&}

io4

The Castner-Kellner Alkali Company declares a dividend of
10 per cent , making 15 per cent, for the twelvemonth. This latter

compares with 22 i per cent, a year ago, when, however, a bonus of

one new share for two old was distributed through capitalisation

of part of the reserve. Making allowance for this, the dividend
for 1913-14 is the same as that for the previous year. Castners
are now 53^. bid, and shares in most chemical companies are a
good deal in demand, on the as^umpt on that their manufactures
will take the place of a lot of stuff hitherto imported from Germany.
Incidentally, it may be mentioned here that Rubber shares are
again on the mend, evidence aocumnlating to the effect that there
is a rubber famine threatening in Germany, while on this side the
approach of winter has already caused the War Office to place big
contracts of all kinds of waterproof material, not only for the
troops, but for their horses also. In addition to which, of course,

there are the hospitals, which will be taking, unfortunately, large
amounts of rubber in connection with comforts for the wounded.

Brazilian Traction shares have improved to 60 bid, some four or
five dollars higher than the price stood comparatively lately.

Matters in the Brazilian Republic seem to be getting better,

but in Argentina the continued pressure of the moratorinm appears
to have the effect of checking business all round, so that Euglish
companies operating in that Republic are doing none too well just

at present. The Mexican imbroglio exhibits no new development.
Mexico Trams are 525, while both classes of bonds are quoted 70-75.

Home Rails are distinctly firmer in tone and price. The sudden
activity noticed on the Nnrthern suburban lines early in the week,
gave rise to the report that a quarter of a million fresh troops
were being despatched to the Continent. Speculation busies itself

with the disaussion as to what percentage of the men who are
seeing active service, and who will return from the war, is likely

to settle down contentedly to desk, office, warehouse, Stock
Exchange or similar pursuit hereafter. Metropolitans rose to

30i, after dipping to 30. Districts are steadier at 18^. The new
London and S luth-Western 5 per cent. Preference stock, which
was issued at 99|—the money being required for electrifijation of

the line—holds its price at 103J. Various new issues are being
talked about, but it is worth noticing that the Government has
warned off some of the big Colonial borrowers by the simple
expedient of lending them the money itself, and including these

loans in the national war stock.

The Western Telegraph Company's report is a good illustration

of the prudent finance shown by the best-class cable undertakings.

The revenue for the year ended June S0;h last came to £903,000,
the working expenses to £390 OOO. After providing for Debenture
intereBt and income-tax there remained a divisible balance of

£499 000. out of which the dividends and bonus for the year took
only £165,000. The company has invested reserve funds of

£ 1,896 276, while other items Oring the reserves to over two million

pounds sterling. In the current balance-sheet £300,000 is deducted
as provision on account of investment fluctuations. Figures like

these give some idea of the remarkabla strength ot the best tele-

graph companies, and show how slight is the chance of the divi-

dend being reduced in any but an insignificant way, if at all.

Western Telegraph shares can be bought at 12i, or a little less, so

that, at the present price, the return on the money comes to

£5 9s. lOd. per cent.
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EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF ELECTRICAL GOODS DURING OCTOBER. 1914.

Althoi'OH not up to the level of the period bsfore the war, the
October returns of electrical exports and imports show a (jreat

improvement.
The exports, which for the first half of the year averaired half a

million pounds a month, fell to £2H'.tO00 in AuL'uat, increased to

i:2SS,0i'0 in Septfimber, and reached £101,107 in Ojtober.

The import fifrure" comparable with the above were :—Six

months' averafre £27r,,O0D, August £H7,000, September £111,000,

and October eit;8,4:n.

The re-exports for October amounted to £15 517, as compared
with -•'•inn £'2t; MOO, tha average of the first six months of the year.

Of the individual export sections, machinery exports improved to

the extent of some £Kt; 000, and increases were shown in the

telegraphic, lamp and misotUaneoua sections ; cable exports were

nearly stationary, while gome fallin<-off if shown in the telephonic
exports. Russia was a good cnstomer during the month, some
£43,000 of machinery going to that destination; India, A'gentin*,
Australia, Japm, k:., were al-io prominent customers of this country.

Til? increase in the importa is mainly traceable to businew with
the United States, which jamped up some £51.000 in the month.

Machinery imports increased by over £10,000 : a considerable
advance occurred in lamp importi>, principally from HiUand, bnt
also from the US. ; but telegrap'iic and telephonic importa
decreased. Sweden and the T'.S. were active importers of tele-

graphic and telephonic material, while Sjvit/. irland figured aa a
machinery importer. No daubt the dislocation of manufacturing
in this country, due to military engineering requirements, accounts
for the entry of a proportion of the imparts.

Registered Exports of British and Irish Electrical Goods from the United Kingdom.

Destination of exports and countny oonsignmg
imports,

E-og

5 E

Russia, Sweden, Norway and Denmark ...

Germany
Netherlands, Java and Dutch Indies

Belgium
France
Portugal
Spain, Canary Isles and Spanish N. Africa...

Switzerland, Italy and Austria-Hungary ...

Greece, Roumania. Turkey and Bulgaria ...

Channel Isles, Gibraltar, Malta and Cyprus. .

.

U.S.A., Philippines an' Cuba
Canada and Newfoundland
British West Indies and British Guiana ...

Mexico and Central America
Peru and Uruguay
Chile
Brazil

Argentina
Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador and Bolivia-

Egypt, Tunis and Morocco
Britiah West Africa

Rhodesia, O.R.O. and Transvaal

Cape of Good Hope
Natal
Zanzibar, Brit. E. Africa, Mauritius & Aden
Azores, Madeira and rortuguese Africa

French African Colonies and Madagascar...

\

China and Siam ...

Japin and Korea ...

India
Ceylon
Straits Settlements, Fed. Malay States and

Sarawak
Hong Kong

West Australia

South Australia

Victoria

New South Wales
Queensland ... ...

Tasmania
New Zealand and Fiji Islands

Total, £

5,745

252
26.'i

139

5

879
119

81

238
193
30
34
16

61

263
10,939

114

309
108
827
959
713

960
328

2,803

392

1.4S7

662

414
.")94

1,321

1,054

191

7

5S2

1,044

3,573

36
108
17

462
86

1,598

105

32T
81

53

1,027

4,948
275
552

13,621

616

577
1,120

425
25

12,871

10,366

816
24

3,246

£
24ii

819
967
"26

67

74

206
396
55

1,070

591

386

3,737

82

699
588

293
666

1,241

1,209
53

168

970

379
799
214

20
19

23
69
180
301

37
2,222

626
986
138

46
23

1,416

97

97

305

29

140
40

2,734

1,666

1(!9

41

398

8,863 17,01(! 15,217

1,964

268
7

60
66

872

121

406

18
603
62
76

466
480
239

66
1,159

1,311

3

51

283

421
18

1,35S

634

852 12,610 160,822

48,415

694
11

150

351
691

5,085

53
152

655
.^961

197
265
179
927

1,145

7,753

64

1,092

775
313

5,966

3,536

12,633

3,606

16,988

13,991

826

3,067

629

601

657
3,514

9,061

2,054
1.56

8,920

£
1,176

66
667
240
66

616
809

6,460

232
143

124
172

10
1,081

45

16

617

30
143
22
723
81

272

13

1.616

2,606

71

631
91

443
47(i| 48
186 1,167

3,463 953
3f 734

26,710 12,914

1,762
63

9,008

£
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NOTES ON MODERN CONTINUOUS-
CURRENT MOTORS.

By T. n. DEN.NIS. A.M.I.E.E., Singapore.

TiiK more one studies the so-called improveineiits in manu-
facturers' latest patterns of raachines, the more it becomes
impressed upt)n one's mind that the sole factor f;;overning

modern desij;n appears to be cost of manulacture.

This is undoubtedly as it should be— to a certain extent

—but when these methods are carried to an extreme and (///

otlier considerations are lost to view in the continued striv-

iufj to cut down material, some parts are made of buch small

dimensions, or of such inconvenient patterns, as to be a
nuismce.

The designer appears to lose sifjlit of the fact that the

machines are made for me, and in his anxiety to cut down
the material used to the absolute minimum, he ajiparently

keeps common-sense and practical knowledge right at the

back of his head.

In this article are noted various details that have actually

been met with by the writer, and some suggestions for

improvements prompted by practical application.

SlowGearimj.—As instancing the lack of practical

common-sense displayed by designers, has anyone ever seen

a makers' standard pattern of slow-geared motor illustrated

with the pulley or half-coupling fitted at the sanie end of

the slow-speed shaft as the spur-wheel ? The writer has
not been able to find such an illustration, and yet is not this

the correct position for the pulley ?

A motor is always erected, if possible, with the belt

running close to a wall or partition or guard : thus with the
standard arrangement of spur-wheel and pulley the com-
mutator end of the motor is brought towards the wall, easy

access to the commutator being then prevented both by the
wall and by the proximity of the belt, or of the driven
machine when a coupling is used. As the commutator of a
machine generally recjuires constant attention (low-tension

motors are the machines actually refened to in this article),

and brushes require renewing very often without its being
convenient or possible to stop the motor, this point concern-
ing the position of the pulley or half-coupling is quite

important.

With the pulley fitted at the same end of the slow-speed
shaft as the spur-wheel, the belt and gearing are kept remote
from the commutator, and the latter is, in all probability,

not close up to a wall, and it is, of course, right away from
the driven machine.

The writer has in mind a dozen small slow-geared motors
driving similar parts in one large machine ; these motors
are erected in line several feet apart, and their half-couplings

are close up to the long side of the large box-like machine
referred to. Fortunately, when the?e motors were ordered

it was emphasised that the half-couplings should be at the

same, end of the slow-speed shafts as the spur wheels, and
the result is that all the commutators are easily accessible

and easily inspected, as they are remote from the large

(driven) machine, and also they arc away from the grease

and dirt of this machine. Had these motors been of the

standard pattern with the half-couplings at the commutator
ends, it would have been most difficult to inspect and clean

the commutators and change the brushes and so on.

In every case that one considers, the best arrangement
seems to be that with the pulley at the same end of the

slow-speed shaft as the spur-wheel. Why, then, do manu-
facturers not make this the standard design, instead of con-

tinuing to illustrate their motors with the pulleys close up
to the commutators ?

Hi(jh Speed.—A favourite method of lowering the price

of a motor for a given horse-power is to make the speed un-
reasonably high. This is often the case when a slow-geared

motor is ordered and the speed of the slow-shaft only is

specified. It is always advisable when ordering slow-geared

motors to state a limit for the armature speed as well as,

to give the slow-shaft speed required.

The tendency is to increase the limit of maximum speed

for plain motors, but it is the writer's experience that it is

advisable to specify as low a speed as reasonably possible,

owing to the commutator, brush wearing and sparking

troubles at high speeds. Many manafucturers appear to

make no difference in their brushes for high speeds, and even
in those cas'-s where different quality brushes are fitted there

is generally trouble with excessive wearing of the commu-
tator at very high Bpeeds ; thus it pays to give a little

more for your motor in the first instance, and have it built

to run at a reasonably low npeed.

In many cases, too, the makers' standard pulleys (at the

standiird high speeds) appear to be too small to give satis-

factory running in pra tice, unless the driven machines be

working under almost ideal conditions with ideal belt

drives.

The foregoing forms rather a wide generalisation perhaps,

but th'; intention is to show that, as the standard high

speeds and consequent small pulley diameters seem to be

solely the outcome of the aforementioned striving by

designers to cut down their mauufaciuring costs, and so to

undersell their compt'titors in certain (horse-fxjwer) sizes, it

is better in the long run to use a motor having a reascnable

speed and pulley diameter than to adopt a hi^h-speed

machine with a small pulley, even if it is a manufacturers'

standard and recommended as being quite suitable.

Jirush-Gear.—Brush-gear lends itself to many and
various designs, and although the box-type now appears to

be almost universally used, there are few patterns that are

quite satisfactory.

In the majority of holders it is a difficult matter to renew

a spring, and in mrst patterns the springs are so made and

fitted that it is almost impossible to clean them, and so keep

them from becoming clogged up and useless. Also, it is a

very difficult matter to persuade manufacturers to give you

phosphor-bronze springs instead of steel. Steel springs,

even if they are plated, rust very quickly in moist tropical

climates, and, even at home, one would • think phosphor-

bronze springs would be much preferable.

Some makers are now standardising steel brush spindlea

and steel brush boxes as well as steel springs, &c., and

although this sort of thing might be suitable for use at

home (even this seems doubtful, as motors frequently have

to work in damp positions at home as elsewhere) it i»

out of the question for moist tropical atmospheres.

An annoying point in this respect is that the purchaser

is frequently told that the steel spindles, &c., are not fitted

for the sake of chmpness, but this seems to be the only

obvious reason. Could some brush spindles not be cheapened

(without this being detrimental to the buyer) by making
them of hollow instead of solid brass ?

A curious and aggravating fault in the matter of brush-

holder spindles is that, although the designer is for ever

cutting down the material used, he very frequently makes

the heavy s )lid brush-spindles longer than necessary. In

th-i majority of patterns the brush-holders are placed in

position by passing them over the ends of the spindles, and

if there is not sufficient space between the ends of the

spindles and the commutator lugs to allow of the brush-

holdt-rs being taken oft' without interfering with the

spindles, it takes a long time to take off the holders for

cleaning purposes, and entails sometimes a great amount of

what should be unnecessary work.

In some cases it is possible by loosening the nuts holding

the spindles in po.-ition to push the spindles sufficiently far

through the brush-rocker arms, but in other instances it is

not possible to get the holder off without taking cff the

pulley and end-shield, to allow the armature to be withdrawn

a short distance.

Only a few days ago the writer had \ in. cut off the ends

of some Ij-in. diameter brush spindles. In this machine

the screws for clamping the brush-holders to the spindles

are cut down to the smallest possible dimensions, and are

frequently getting broken, yet these machines are presumably

being manufactured daily, so to speak, with every 1 pin.

diameter brush spindle at least \ in. too long ; this is a case

in which a little practical knowledge, combined with a little

common-sense, would save the maker a very considerable

amount of br^ss and machining, and would at the same time

benefit the user of the motor.

Another machine has eight 2-in. diameter spind!es, each

carrying 13 brush-holders, and in no case can any of these

brush-holders be taken off without shifting the spindles.

In still another machine the spindles were in such close
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proximity to the commutator lugs that slight end wear of

tlie bearing buah would have allowed the lugs to touch.

A quarter of an inch was cut off these also.

In the case of two similar motors the holders could be

just got off one and could be just not taken off the spindles

of the other, and in both the spindles could well have been

J
in. shorter.

The explanation of the foregoing seems to be that the

designer wishes to ensure the whole width of the

commutator being available for the brushes ; but

in the cases mentioned the brush boxes are wider than

the holders which carry the boxes, and which are

clamped on to the spindles, fo that shortening the

spindles did not prevent the inner brushes being fixed as

close as necessary to the commutator lugs.

Most types of brush-holders, as already noted, are made
to be passed over the ends of the spindles, and clamped on

to them by means of one small tightening screw ; this

pattern may be cheap to manufacture, but they are gene-

rally a positive nuisance, as anyone who has chipped pieces

of skin off his knuckles trying to get the holders on and off

will appreciate. They are either bored out to such a large

diameter that the tightening screws will not cause them to

grip the spindles reliably, resulting in broken screws, or the

holes are so small that the spindle is loosened in the brush-

rocker arm by the holder seizing on to it.

Then, again, when the holders are bored out carefully and

correctly, the nature of the brass is not always such that

it allows of the holder springing open sufficiently when the

tightening screw is loosened, to permit the holder to be

easily slipped along the spindle.

A much betier type of holder appears to be coming into

more general use ; in this pattern the part which clamps on

to the spindle is hinged, and those with which the writer

is familiar are very well made and have substantial clamping

screws. With these holders any one can be taken off easily

and quickly without disturbing any of the others, and

although th«y would perhaps appear at first sight to he more

expensive than the other type, owing to the hinge, it is

doubtful if they do cost the manufacturer any more—espe-

cially if they are made in cast-iron (!) as appears to be some

makers' standard practice.

Taking into consideration the fitters' time, as well as the

machining, it is quite possible the hinged puttern are cheaper

than the others, as there is no time wasted in dealing with

holders that seize on to the spindles.

Brush-holders should be so made (at any rate in the case

of low-voltage macbines) that a brush can be changed with-

out stopping the motor, and without the necessity of one

hand having to be used to hold the spring out of the way
of the brush and from touching the commutator ; the par-

ticular hinged holder referred to possesses these advantages

also.

A common fault with box-type holders and brushes is

that the tails attached to the brushes are often too stiff and
short, thus preventing the brush from sliding freely in its

holder, and, in many cases, the tail is so fixed that the

brush cannot be easily taken out for cleaning. Some
brushes fit too tightly in their holders to allow of free

movement, and in most cases the brushes have to be taken

out periodically, owing to dirt collecting and causing the

brushes to stick ; thus they should be made easily

removable.

Oil-rin,(fs.—With some recently-manufactured machines,

wherein, as already noted, everything np^wars to be sacrificed

to low cost of production, the oil-rings are so placed that they

can only just be seen ; that is. provided there is nothing in

the way to prevent one's head being brought down to the level

of the oil well, and one carries mati'hes, and has gtK)d eye-

sight ; the rings at the pulley end cannot be seen at all with

the pulley in position—these machii;e9 have one ring to each

bearing. In the case of some larger similar motors, with

two rings to each bearing, the outer outs can just be seen

at the commutator ends (not at the other ends with belt-

pulleys running), but the inner rings cannot be seen at all.

The reason for this is apparently that the di signer has

not been able to make the oil-box cover come approximately

vertically over the oil-ring and at the same time get the oil-

ring placed at the centre of the bush ; one appreciates the

difliculty, but the fact remains that in most older machines

the oil-rings can be easily seen through the oil-box covers,

two covers being generally fitu-d if there are two rings.

Oil-rings very frequently get displaced daring trangit,

and it is generally a more or le-ts difficult matter to get them
back into their cornet pfsitiong, especially when they
cannot be ^ecn, when in place, from the oil-box covers.

It would not appear to l« very difficult to fit the oil-

rings so that they could not get out of position, or to

hold them temporarily in position during transit ; when a
machine or several machines arrive with both rings right

out of the bearing and resting close up to the commutator
end-plate, it takes a long time and requires a lot of practice

and patience to get them back into position by means of

bent wires—nearly as bad as picking a Icck of which yoa
hive lost the key.

WIRELESS SOCIETY OP LONDON.

A WELL-ATTENijED meetin? of this Society was held en Friday,
November 13th, in the theatre of the InBtitntiin of El<>ctrical

Engineers, the speaker of the evi-nine being Paoi'. J. A Fleming,
who delivered an address on " The Fanction of the Earth in 11 idic-

telegraohy." The chair wafl occupied by the President (Mr. A. A.
Campbell Swinton), who explained that the experiments that
night were shown by special permission of the Post Office. Prof.

Fleming- buggested that, during the period of idleness enforced on
wireless workers, so far as practical radi i-telegraphy was concerned,
there were many mathematicil and scientific problems awaiting
solution which might profitably be attacked. It was an aadonbted
fact that the nature of the earth's surface exerted a moat impor-
tant eff-^ct on wireless trans mi- sion over it. In certain districts

there was qui^e abnormal wave attenuation as, for instance, north
and northeast of NVwpnrt (.Rhode Island) in the district where
Dr. Austin's exoeriments were carried out between Brant Ptick and
the cruiser Biniiuiijlumi The sp-aker showed how, by ompara-
tively simple mathrmatics, the depth of penetration of an electric

wave into a conducting material could be calcnla'ed. If p repre-

sented specific resia'a-if.-. ix permeability, and « frequency, then at

a depth of 1/2 t . ^ piu. «, the carrent winld have fallen to 0'S68

of its surfauH value, and at four times this depth it would hare
fallen to (0'36S)* of its surface value, i < , to a negligibly small
value.

Assuming standard physical properties, the depth of the
" current skin " in copper was about i mm., but in iron it was
only j'j mm., owing to the high permeability of this metal. By
means of striking cymometer experiments, Prof. Fleming
demonstrated the marked difference between depth of current
penetration in these two cases, and showed that while insalating

coverings did not slVfct the damping produced by the magnetic
properties of iron, galvanising provided a skin of zinc thick

enough to carry the high-frequency cnrreat withont permitting
the latter to reach the iron core. Galvanised iron wire was. there-

fore, permissible for aerials and for earth connections bd long as the
galvanising remained continuous and uncorro'led.

The materials of the earth's crust were conducting dielfotrics,

and the problem of current penetration was comphcUed by the

fact that conducted current and dielectric current had both to be
taken into account. The conductivity of all dielectric materials,

even if imperfect dielectrics, was much greater for alternating than
for direct currents, and was vastly greater still whea carrying

currents of radio-telegraphic frequency. Thus, the conductivity of

slate was 60,000 bimhos at 920 cycles, 2Ot.0O0 bimhos at 5,0<X>

cycles, and no less than 2,">00.000 bimhos at 2 500,000 cycles per

second. At yet higher frt-queu'-ies the conductivity again

decreased. There was a fertile field for research iu measuring the

c mductivlty and dielectric con-'tants of sea water and earth crust

materials at radio-telegraphic frequencies, and particularly valuable

results might be expected from reiklly large fcale experiments (.say.

with huge iloctrodts J mile or so apart, which would give reliable

averages for various kinds of soil under various conditions).

Prof. Fleming showed mathomatically ihat refraction of electro-

static fields iH'tween air and earth or water produce<l a considerable

hori/ont«l component near the sur'ace, thus proilucing a jierioilic

displucemcnt or wave in the earth's crust. This phenomenon the

8iw»ker deuioustrateii experimentally, and to it he attnbuttM the
pjssitiility of reception of time sgnals on such unorthodox aerials

as bedsteads, b:c)ole» and dustbin.i. A'mospherio refraction had,

no doubt, a marked intluence on long-distance transmission and if

our atmosphere were exclusively ol orypton (.or were otherwise

brought to the same vertical density gradient as given by oryptonX
light or Hert/iau waves would travel right round the earth by
refraction. Though much yet remainni to be learnevi. it was
definitely established that good conductors prevented d«>p current
}H>netrntiou ; that penitration and attenuation occurred apart (rvm
mere weakening by diffusion ; that attenuation was greater for

short than for long waves, and reached a maximum xt oertkin

values of permeability, resistance and oirUotric constant : and that

the curvature of the earth weakened the true space wave,
degrading it as function of the angular distance of transmission.

At 3,000 to (;,(HHl miles, most of the receive<i effect w,*s probibly

due to bending by ionic refraction, l.jng-distanoe reception was
complicated by many (actors, and our earth was probably unique
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in beiDi; Ihu only pliiuet on which lon|;-diBtance ra(lio-teIei;rapby

waH poHHihle,

lu opuuinif the disouHHinn, Mu. W. Dl'ddki.l aerreeil that earth

ourrHUtH probubly oontributt'd ui>nHiil«rably to lor^f-dintance tranu-

miftHion by lon^ waven. He thimtfht. however, that i)ieri« currents

were un eHrential part of the radia'i'>us, nnd to c inmder their

action waH only another way of regardiner the problem an a whole.

I'uoK. G VV. 0. IIowic Hupported thin view. Bayint; that if the

ppace wave were not asaooiat^d with an enrth wave, it formed a

closed loi'p and »»« lost to u» for purpouex oF Hitrnallini;. As
reirarded the wide variations in strentfth of the K IIVI Tower t'nie

siftnalH, an received by the author in London, it would be necessary

to erect a control station near Parirt t > determine the emitted

energy on different days, before drawing conclusions from the

London curves.

In his reply. Prok. Flkminq said that space and earth waves
were certainly pnrt of one entity, but the earth currents were
a very antive cnmpinent in many caa-s.

The I'liK.siDKNT. in moving a vote of thank", announced that

the authorities had adopted very effective means to deal with
illicit wireless nta'ions, and tbnueh the proffered a'^sistance of the

Society could not be uti'i<ed in this connection, sfeps were being

taken to ai hedule members of all wireless soeietie- in the kingdom,
and their as«istanoe would then be accepted in certain matters by
the local police authorities.

ECONOMICS OF ELECTRIC RAILWAY
DISTRIBUTION.

Br H. F. PARSHALL, D.Sc, M.Ikst. C.E.

(^Abstract ofjiajier read before the Institution of Ci vil Enc: ineebs.
Noi-ember nth, 1914)

Practic.\lly all modern traction systems of the larger class are

referable to the same class of power house and transmission

system, and these are not affected to any important extent by the

sub-station arrangement, which is determined with reference to

variations in the operating result occasioned by the spacing and
the capacity of the individual sub-stations.

In the book by Mr. Hubart and the author on " Electric Rail-

way Engineering," most of the problems eni:ering into the

design of electric railway installations have befn ('ealt with.

The question of the economic arrangement of mb-stations and
the distribution conductors was not dealt with at length,

because at the time the book was written fuffi lent operating

data were not available to furnish a basis for different calcula-

tions. Such a wide difference of opinion existed between

different engineers as to the cost of operating and maintaining

a system of sub-stations that it did not appear advisable to

treat the subject except on general lines Since the publication

of that book a great deal of experience has been gained, as a

result of which engineers have come into more general

agreement as regards sub-station practice. The present paper

is written with a view to assist towards the standardisation of

electric railway sub-station practice. Many years ago L ird Kelvin

formulated a law as to the economic use of conductors in trans-

mission systems. The number of independent variables when a

complete system with sub-stations has to be dealt with is so great

that the mathematical expression, from which might be deduced

the minimum cost, would in prHctice bo open to some suspicion.

In this paper a complete balance-sheet embodjirg every it m has

been worked out for each case, and the tabulated result is included

as a part of the paper ; hence, for different conditions it would be

possible for an engineer to make the necessary corrections, so that,

without any great amount of lab .ur, the methods and results of

the paper may be applied to practically any class of electric rail-

way installation. The paper has not been extended to include bbe

electric traction installation as a whi le, since the prrcess of

standardisation in respect of motor equipments is still proceeding,

and conclusions that might be drawn under present conditions

wonld in another short time be incorrect. So far as the distribu-

tion is concerned, the conclusions are likely to he lasting, since the

operatirg conditions on which the general results are founded are

likely to obtain for a considerable time to come.

With the given energy-consumpfion per unit of length of line

that follows from a given train movement, the capacity of the snb-

staticns increases directly with the distance between them. The
energy loss in distribution conductors of a givt-n section varies

with the cube of the distance between sub stations. The cost of

attendance is within wide limits independent of the size of the

sub-station. The coat of the plant per kilowatt falls off with the

size of the units, but the maintenance and renewals per kilowatt

are more or less constant. The paper embodies a aeries of curves

showing graphically the arrangements of sub-stations that will

operate different train services on different electrical systems and
atvarionsvoltageswithaminimumtotaloperatingcost With rotary-

conver er sub-stations and a working voltage of 600volts,and forcer-

tain assumed average conditions of train-weight, speed and energy-

consumption, the most eoonomiial sub-station spacings are 8-J, 5J
and 3i miles for train-services of 6, 12 and 34 trains per hour,

respectively. Era working voltage of 1 200 volts the sub-station

spacings are 11, 7i and 5 miles respectively, while when 2,400

volts is adopted the moat economical sub-sta'ion spacings are 16,

12 and 8J miles for the three train-services respectively. Curves
are also given illustrating the advantage gaintd by working at

higher voltages, and these confirm the author's view that with the
present arrangement of rotary-converter Hub-stations there is little

advantage In a higher voltage than 2 luO volts for the track con-

ductor. The economy of higher voltages is shown to be approxi-
mately the same whatever the train-service. Ah between 600 and
1,200 volts there in a saving of 14 per cent, in the total annual cobIh

of the distribution system
; as between l.'iOoand 2.400 volts there is

a further saving of 7 per cent., or 21 per cent, as between noo and
2,400 volts. If the working voltage is further increased to .iGOO

volts, there is a decrease in total annual expenditure on nub-station

and overhead conductor equipment of only 3 per cent., which will

be less than the additional costs of the rolling stock.

For single-pha-e distribution at 5,000 volts the most economical
sub-station spacings are 31, 21 and lil miles for train-services of

two, three and six trains per hour respectively. At lO.WJO volte

single-phase, the most economical sub-station spacings are 46, 3(

and 2t> miles for the same three train services rerpectively. With
three-phase distribution at E OoO volte the most economical die-

tances between suti-stations are 38, 31 and 18 miles for the same
respective train-services. In most of these last caseD, however, the

economical distance between sub-stations thus determined is greater

than would be p-rmissible in practice from considerations of both
traffic-operation and voltage-drop. Further, in the case of single-

phase operation, the lower pressure of 5,000 volts is found to be

the most economical for certain services and the higher pressures

of lO.OCO, 12,000 and 15,000 volts in vogue on the Continent are

explained by consideration of voltage-drop.

An appendix to the paper summarises the sub-station operat-

ing costs of the Central London Railway, which have been
ased to a large extent as a basis for the calculations embodied in

the paper.

CABLES.

By C. J. BEAVER, M.I.E.E.

(Abstract of paper read before the Institution of Electrical

Engineers, November 12th, 1914.)

Pressures up to 20 kilovolts have called for do special effort

on the part of the cable maker; he has had to pay more
attention to potential gradients in SO-kilovolt to 30-kilovolt

cables than in those already standardized by the Engineering
Standai'ds Committee for working pressures up to 11 kilovolts.

But appaj-ently nobody had the courage or opportunity to

take the step of reversing the practice of increasing the thick-

ness of the dielectric as the size of the conductors increased.

The importance of this, however, disappears at higher volt-

ages. For instance, at '20 kilovolts working pressure the com-
mercial considerations which entail the selection of such a
voltage also to some extent automatically determine the most
commercially economical (from the transmission and distribu-

tion point of view) size of cable. This will not vary widely
from 0.1 sq. in. to 0.15 sq. in.

At still higher working pressm-es, 50 to 100 kilovolts, another
set of conditions preponderates, the maximum stress condi-

tions tending to fix a size of conductor on account of con-

siderations of the economical construction of the cable—that

is to say, -a cable required for these working pressures has, in

order to keep dielectric thicknesses within practicable hmits,

to be designed so that the conductor radius, r, is propor-

tioned to the maximum stress peiToissible in the dielectric,

according to the formula r = V/S, where V is the working

voltage, and S the maximum stress permitted in the dielectric.

It is at these working pressures, therefore, that the factors

of character aud curvature of conductor sm'face, and dielectric

properties of the insulating material, become of paramount
importance, and that any grading device which w-iU tend to

keep down the potential gi-adient must and will be eagerly

sought after.

Let us first consider the curvature and character of the

conductor surface. Conductors would invariably be made in

hollow form, to a radius determined by the above-mentioned

formula.
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Tlie most economical radius of conductor for a given work-
in;^ voltage at a given maximum stress is shown in fig. 1.

llie scale of " diaiiiotor over dielectric " refers to single cable.
As tbo radiuis of cjmductor, r, is the most economical for each
condition of walking voltage and maxinmm stress, the radius,
K, over the dielectric is equal to r t, where f is the base of
Nai>erian logarithms, = 2.718.

Fig. 2 shows a further aspect, i.e., the bearing of the radius
of the conductor on the breakdown pressure for given thick-
nesses of dielectric, assuming 200 kilovolts per cm. to be the

20 050 0-4»

Area in sauare inches

Fig. 2.

maximum stress that the dielectric is capable of supporting.
The proposal, first made, the author thinks, by Dr. Borel,

to "lead sheath" the conductor, had the advantage of being
a very practicaJ method from the cable point of view, because
the attainment of a smooth surface, for instance by means of
copper conductors in strip form, is not only difficult but
pntail.s risks of greatly enhanced stresses in case of displace-
ment of the strips under the exigencies of handling and bend-
ing the cable. Jona u.scd this lead-sheathing method in his
graded cable, and calculated that by doing so he obtained a
reduction of 20 to 30 per c«nt. in the maximum stress on the
innermost part of the dielectric.

Prom the point of view of practical constniction, it will be
seen that the essentials for very high-pressure cables are a
large conductor radius, a smooth surface, and trao cylindrical
form. To secure the latter, the author prefers to form the
hollow core of a substantial lead tube. The other conditions
are coinplicd with by stranding the necessary number of
copper wires upon the tube, and sheathing over them with a
thin wall of lead.

Fig. 3 show.s the dimensions of a conductor designed on
these lines for a 50-kilovolt cable, allowing for a maximum

Fig. 3.

Innor Icid lube
Conductor
OutiT ItMd shcati

Complete ditimetc

Inn.T conductor
P;ipcr l.iyer ...

Conductor
Outer Ic.id

Complete di.imetcr

0.2£(iin. bore, 0.140 i

34/0.08^ in.

0.05 in. r.idial.

0.80 in.

FlO. 4.

13/15 S.W.G.
0,117 in. r.idial.

,10/0.053 in.

0.05 in. radial.

0.80 in.

str(?.FS in the dielivtrie of 50 (R.M.S.) kilovolts per cm.
Fig. 4—coiiip,irabIi> with (ig. 3—illustrates the useful fact

that undt^r tlu^se conditions of large conductor diameter the
oiiibfHliment of the split-coniluctor arrangement now largely
used in R.TI.T. cables in coniiecti.ni with Merz-Price pwUv-
tion ge.nr does not entail any increase in the overall dimen-
sions .if the cable.

Turning to the matter of dieli^ctrio properties, the question
naturally arises as to how far the prop<isals of O'Gomian anil
.Tona as to varying the ooin))osition of the layers in order to
obtain a series of capacities of the reiiuiied values are practic-
able from the cable-manufacturing point of view.
Some deai-ee of variation of specific inductive ennacity eouM

be hrouMit about with pure parv'-rs (free from loading matter)
by yarvinc their fibrous composition, without interfering with
their dieUx-tric strength or impregnation, the differenc^i be-

them

;I..-st

- .ou-

: '-rB in

at 5uit-

twcen lineo, uianila, jute, and wood-pulp papers due to their

comiKjgition and structure being appreiiitu.;-. It H doubtful,
however, whether suUicient v:i;, : lor

the purjxjse by this iiieanii ai ihe

comiK»Bition of the iinpregnatin^ .i<.-

biiiiilarly in Jona .s cal>ie shov, n ai • M./n

in liXJl, and at the .Milan Exhibition • nl
of the capacity by loading the luyci ijcr

must all'ect the dielectric strength ai..i in.-i.!. t.- uiuit the
breakdown value of the dielectric to that of the layer having
the highest specilic inductive capacity.
From the cable-manufacturing point of '.

.'

and most reliable metlnxj of grading is by .

cribed as the intermediate-shcuth rnethfjd of j-

tion, which consists of the interposition of n
the wall of the dielectric and of " anchoring
able predetermined potentials. This methfxl relieves the
situation from manufacturing complicati'/ns bi rau-* it is much
easier to ensure a high and uniform .>,tandard of dielectric
strength than to control suitable capacity grading.
The majority of large cable users would bi? more inclined

to pin their faith to a single dielectric material with a fully

proved history as regards durability, than to a combination
of materials. Another practical point of vital interest to large
users would be the question of jointing, which would ob-
viously be much more difticult in cables graded by varying
materials than in cables having a single dielectric material
graded by inteiTiie<liate sheaths. .\n incidental advantage of
this type of grading is that the electrostatic di.sajntinuity
difficulty, which is liable to occur between layers of materials
of different specific inductive capacities, is minimised. In
the author's opinion the effect of the consequent distortion of
the electrostatic field due to imperfect contacts between con-
ductors and dielectrics is of such practical importance that he
has proposed to usemetallized paper layers—the metal coating
being next to the conductors—in order to minimise such
elTpcts.

The author prefers the inter-shejiths to be in the form of a
lead tube, which enables a close fit to the dielectric to be
uniformly maintained and presents smooth surfaces. In most
cases the minimum practicable thicknesses of such sheaths
will easily carry the charging current. This construction
give-s the important advantage, from the p^int of view of
efficient manufacture, that the cable may be thoroughly tested
after each intermediate sheath is applied, and also between
sheaths in the completed state. It will be appreciated that
this feature is a very satisfactory one from the purchaser's
point of view also.

Various methods of accomplishing the necessary dL^tribntion
and anchoring of potential for both continuous-current and
alternating-current cables have been pat^'ntod by Tanner and
Cliiremont. One method, by adding suitable external capa-
cities in the fonii of condensers connected between the
potential-distributing sheaths, was patented bv the Land and
Sea Cable Co.

Profes.sor J. T. MoitIs suggested inter-sheaths connected to
tran.sformer tapping points: an arrangement on .similar line.s

applied to the windings of high-voltage machines was patented
by the British lliom.son-Houst^n Co. in 1907.

.\nother \yell-known instance of a somewhat similar type
of grading is found in the condenst^r type of tenninal now
largely used in high-voltage transformers. In this case the
capacities of the various layers (forming condens<>rs) are ad-
justable by trimming back the tinfoil layers to the required
extent, this adjustment being sufficient in such ."^hort con-
ductors approximately to equalise the jxitential gradient.
niesp methods entail the disadvantage from the iisor's p<->int

of view, that they require modifications or ailditions to the
apparatus to which they are c<innected. It is clear, therefore,
that from (he coinmeicial aspect it is desirable t<i keep down
the number of inti^r-sheaths. so that the saving on the ot-«t of
the cable due to the method of grading shall not be ctinnter-
balaneed by the cost of modifications to the c<'>nnivtrtl plant.
With this nspix-t in view it is interesting to take the con-

crete example of a 7.')-kilovolt alternating-current single c-nhle

and to examine the effect of using ono or more p«'>tential dis-
tributing layers under given el^nditions of maximum stress,
,<!av ("> IK M SI kilciviilts per cm.

(To ^f,•,>l,til,^,M^^

Di.scrssMN.

Dr. /Vl.F.x. RrssEi.t,, in opening the discus-sion. said he be-
lievixl this was the first paper on cables before the Institution
by a man engageii in the manufacture of them, llie author
had di\«n'ribf.<l many novel phenomena and new metluxls of
manufacture: incitlentally the paper pr\ive<l that nile-of-thumb
metliods were no longer popular. Tie was niivst inteiv.sted in
the intvr-sheath metlunl of grading: distinct iviMiomie-« could
be elT.vted with (his metli.xl of ei->ns(niotion for hi,:h volt-Jgo.s.

While formerly he had nvommended the .lona me(h.->d. he
was now convinctx) that the inter-sheath w.is much (he bette;
e<i|ution. T's)M-s were not prepared (o .admit that (he sptvific
inductive can'>eity would ivniain c>Mis(,int th'oui:l>.->ti( the life

of a cable with cnidiM insulation. They w<-iuld exiv.'t capacity
cijrrents with in(e'--sheith(> and it was obvious that (he eap.a-
eity between the inter.she.i(li and le.nd-she'^th wis much larger
thiin (he oricinal capacity of (he cable. The function of the-
capacity currents was to level down stresses in the dielectric.
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For longer lengths than ten inilt-s possibly sonic method would
bo udoptixl for feeding the capwity current in at certain points

and the sheathing would be suitably modilied, but for very

Jong cables some other method must be 4ound. This type of

construction was quite suitc<l for long leugths of direct-current

cable as us<'d in the Thury system.
Mr. K. 11. Uavnkk thought that the use of a central lead

tube in the inter-sheath cable appeared to bo expensive, and
it might be iK>8sible to use a paper core. He a«Ked whether
any single cable of the type described had been used practi-

cally. It weiued there might be a dilliculty in the use of

potential dividers. During the last few niontlis useful results

had been obtaint>d by the method of sui)en)06inB direct cur-

rent on alternating current in breakdown tests on paper cables.

The author gave no deliuition of the properties of insulating

materials u.sixl for high-voltage cables.

Mr. P. V. IIUNTKK said the [laper might be taken as recom-
mending single-core cable for E.H.T. work, and, though he
agreed with the author largely, he did not think it would be
pos.sible to supersc<le the present three-core cable system for

general tran.smis.sion purposes; where the pressure was too

high, the single-core inter-sheath cable would be useful. With
very high voltages it was evident that a large amount of energy
had to be transmitted, and in that case a large radius would
be attained. It would be necessaiy to take steps to meet re-

actance and capacity effects with single-core cables, and he
feared that at times something more than working voltage

would be impressed on the inter-sheath due to surges, and this

would have to be provided for.

Prof. Schwartz said insulating material should possess recog-

nised mechanical, physical and electrical properties, which
should be maintained over a number of years. It was pos-

sible to forecast the life of these properties by mechanical and
physical teats, the latter indicating the degree of permanence
of the electrical properties. So far as the natural detei'ioration

of rubber was concerned, plantation smoked sheet compared
well with fine Para, and had already reached a stage which the

author had expected to be reached in the future.

Mr. P. C. RArHAEL dealt at some length with the question
of breakdown of inter-sheath cables and the difficulties of test-

ing such cables.

Mr. J. H. C. Bkooking pointed out that while the author
had discussed the insulation of cables he had not touched on
the protection of them, although this was becoming more and
more important. Much trouble arose from the effect of vibra-

tion on lead sheathing—more than would be credited.

Mr. C. P. Sparks, referring to the author's description of a
3-oore cable joint with porcelain spacers, said he much pre-

ferred an ordinai-y carefully made joint with the insulation

reinforced. The National Physical Laboratoi-y had carried out
exhaustive tests on temperature rise and fixed a very low
limit. He asketl what did the author consider the upper safe

limit of temperature xise. He totally disagreed with the
author's remarks on bitumen cable, which had proved treacher-

ous in the past, and should only be used in special circum-
stances.

Prof. Morris drew attention to the peculiar movements
shown by the author's cable expansion diagrams, especially

as regarded the free ends. Lead-sheathing appeare<l to make
a concertina movement with regard to the copper core, and he
thought it might he possible tn introduce some method of

mechanically coupling them. He had some years ago con-
cluded that inter-sheath cables might be of use, and with the
Thury system it would be possible, by coupling the sheaths to

intermediate terminals of the series of generators, to maintain
the potentials at the desired amounts.
Mr. C. H. WoRDiNGHAM Said it had not been recognised how

very important w'as the question of tinning in rubber cables.
T'hey were also ignorant as regarded the damaging effects on
dielectrics of temperature.
Mr. Melsom disagreed as to the accuracy of the curves show-

ing temperature rise in cables, especially such curves as
were supposed to be derived from his and Mr. Booth's formula.
There was a tremendous difference between the author's curves
and any others published. The above formula applied to
wiring in houses, and not to buried cable : he also pointed out
that no data was given as regards the cables referred to.

Mr. Beaver, in replying, said he thought inter-sheathed
cable.s would be used to connect up to overhead lines. It
would be necessary to fix the voltage of the sheaths by tapping
transformers, and for direct-current, resistances or tappings
from generators in series might be employed. He did not wLsh
it to be thought that he suggested the use of single-oore cables
until the .'^-core type became too bulky. It was no good having
intermediate sheaths unless there were some terminals to con-
nect up to, and so it would be necessary to have the co-opera^
tion of the manufacturers in their use.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR. 1914.
(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

'Compiled expressly for this journal bv MESSRS. W. P. Thompson & Co.,
Electrical Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, VV.C, and at
Liverpool and Bradford, to whom all inquiries should be addressed.

81,878. " Wireless or radio-telegraphy." C. HoRIoN. November 2nd.

81,681. " Machine for winding electro-magnetic coils.'* C, H. ThordarSON.
;^ovember 2nd. (Complete.)

21.8UI. " KIctlrlcal conduclorj." Ukitibii Ticjmv-.sHot »Tor< Cu . L?d
NoveiiilH-r 2ni|. ((;cner,>l likclric Co., United Slalct.j

2l,tl<J5. " lliub-ienaion diwharife apparaiui." H. K. Kiviiut-Mooki. Nov-
enibcT 'ind.

81,901. " Dynamo-cleciric m.chinca." W. A. Pmit. November Snd.

21,90-i. " 'IVIcphunc^all registering devicei." V. TllouraoN. November
2nd. (Complete.)

21,900. " Reversible connector lor electrical apparatus." W. A. S. Dcxaox
& Co., LTt>., and K. Elwoou. November 3rJ. (Complete.)

81,921. " l^ud-speakinji telephone apparatus." H. J. C. I''oi>lttaTUi. Nov-
ember 3rd. (International Calluplione Corporation, United Stales.) (Complete.)

81,925. " System of electrical wiring for buildings." D. S. Ml'NKO. Nov-
ember 3rd.

21,'J3<j. " f{lectrical relay apparatus." C. B. BuROOH. November 3rd.
(Siemens & Malske AkI. G«s., Germany.) (Complete.)

21,*.I39. " Automatic device for the operation of electric swilchgear. H. V
James. November 3rd,

21,952. " Telegraphic systems." E. A. GlullAy. November 3rd.

21,955. " Inter-cummunication telephone systems." \V. IIlocg & SriJtLlNt.

TcLtriioNH & Ulectkic Co., Ltd. November 3rd. (Complete.)

21,'JIHi. " Distributors (or electrical generators." C T. MaAon. November
3rd. (Divided application on 29,(>S5/13. December 23rd.) (Complete.)

21,968. " Miners* electric safety lamps." J. G. Pattekson. November 3rd.
(Divided application on 25,210/13, November 6lh.) (Complete.)

21,978. " Electrical switches.** MioUNO MsNUfACTUiijNc Co., Ltd., & W
Barbbu. November 4th.

21,992. '* System o( self-actingly switching-ofi defective sections of electrit
distributing nets.'* M. HocllsIAi>TER. November 4th. (Convention date, No»-
ember 5th, 1913. Germany.) (Complete.)

21,998. *' Electrical switches.** H. LtiT.SER. November 4lh.

22,016. " Handles particularly adapted lor electric switch levers and also
applicable to other instruments.'* F. R. Wade. November 4th.

22,030. " Miners' oil and electric safely lamp combined." J. T. Prestwich.
November 5th.

22.044. " Dash-pot plungers.** Electric & Ordnance Accessokiis Co., Lto ,

and J. Etchells. November 5th.

22.045. •* Arrangements for self-actingly switching-off defective sections of
electric distributing nets.'* M. lloctiSTAoTER. NovcmlK;r 5th. (Complete.)

22,047. " Electric advertising devices and signs.** 1*". C. Reillv. November
5th. (Complete.)

22,057. " Manufacture of tungsten filaments for electric incandescent lamps.*'
E. K. Grote & J. VV. H. REVNOLD3. November 5th.

22,113. *' Overhead arrangements for

electric trolley lines.*' C. B. Bt;RDON.
werke G.m.b.H., Germany.) (Complete.)

22,119 " Electric cables.** W. C. Knight & Callender's Cablb Construc-
tion Co., Ltd. November 6lh.

22,131. " Dynamo-electric machines.*' British Thomson-Hocston Co., Ltd.
November 6th. (General Electric Co., United States.)

22.133. " Self-induction coils for use in duplex or multiplex telephone connec-
tions." A. H. Clsson & H. B. M. Pleijel. November 6lh. (Convention date,
November 7th, 1913, Sweden.) (Complete.)

22.134. "Signalling." k. A. Fessenden. November 6th. (Convention date,
January 10th, 1914, United States.) (Complete.)

22.150. " Electric water-heater." J. F. WuEEtoCK. November 6th. (Com-
plete.)

22,154. " Electric-lamp holders.'* W, D. Fox. November 7th.

22,174. " Electrical switchgcar." T. Mills & Sfencer & Co., Lid. Nov-
ember 7th.

22,176. '* Mounting indicating-instruments in switchboards, more particu-
larly used on motor-cars and other vehicles." C. A. \'andervell. November
7th. (Complete.)

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
Copies of any of the Specifications in the following list may be obtained

of Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., 285. High Holborn, VV.C, and at
Liverpool and Bradford, price, post free, yd. (in stamps).

1.SX3.

20.798. Process and .Apparatus for Establishing Synchronisation bv means
Of Electric Waves. M. P. Otto. September loth. (September i6lh, 1912.)

22,157. Telephone Trans.mittinc Apparati;s. A. H. Foote. October 1st.

23,332. Electric Relav. \V. R. Sykes Interlocking Signal Co. & R. W.
Tarrant. October 15th.

23,342. Terminals for High-tension Electric Apparatus. F. Coatee & A.
Reyrolle & Co. October 15th.

23,505. Telephone Exchange Systems. Western Electric Co. (F. T. Wood-
ward, acting for Western Electric Co.). October 17th.

23,601. Caps or Mouthpieces for Telephonic Transmitters and other
Sound Instruments. A. Marr. October 18th. (Cognate application 24,525/13.)

24,755. Means For use in the Manufacture of Telegraph and likb Insu-
LATOKS. F. Hancock. October 31st.

27.660. Protection op Electrical Distributing or Current-carrvihg Sys-

tems. H. W. Clothier S: A. Reyrolle S: Co. December 1st.

27,905. Telephone Switching Mechanism. M. S. Conner. December 4th.

28,415. Apparatus for the production of ELECTRiciTy for use in thb Treat-

ment of Birds and Animals. T. T. Baker. December 9th.

28,499. Electric Ignition of Gas-burners. E. Plumstead. December lOtb.

(J^inu.iry 26lh. 1914.

>

28,554. Water Pressure, Air Leakagb, and Air Pressure Indicators. C. W.
Thompson. December 11th.

X91.4.
1,143. Supports for Electrical Conductors or other purposes. Callen-

der's Cable & Construction Co., C. W. Kay. January 15th.

2.499. Sparking Plugs for Explosion Engines. C. Spada. January 80th.

(April 1st, 1913.)

5 542 Protective Devices for Electric Distribution Svstbms. E. K.

Creighton. March 4th. (March 19th, 1913.)

9,092. Electric Relav .Apparatus for Telephonic and other Variabli Cue-

RINTS. H. de Forest Arnold. April 9th. (Addition to 29,384/12.)

15,324. APPARATUS FOR ELECTRICALLY IGNITING MiNERS' SAFETY LAMPS. V. E.

Joyces and Spagnoletti, Ltd. June 26lh.

17,603. Apparatus for Electrocuting Animals. E. G. Fairholme & A. D.

Clarke. July 24th.
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TuE minds of business men continue to be exercised

with that very difficult matter—trading with the enemy.

Where they are purchasers and free to buy wherever they

please their difficulty has been easily solved by their

avoiding new transactions with any firm or company

which has appeared to them to be German. In many

cases the mere suspicion of German ownership has

sufficed to justify their passing a certain firm by, in

spite of the fact that the concern was giving employ-

ment to British workmen, if they could find a completely

British source from which to obtain their requirements.

When they have not been free to do as they have

pleased, but have been subject to the approval of

Committees, councillors, or other public authorities, they

have found it necessary to make investigations at Somerset

House and elsewhere as to the personnel and extent of

German ownership in order to see whether by placing

business with particular suppliers they were putting profit

into the hands of those who would subseijuentlv pass it on

to the enemy. With penalties of no light amount hanging

over their heads, it has been most important that traders

should make absolutely sure of their ground in the placing

of new business. But the subject has been greatly com-

plicated by the hatred of everything German that has been

engendered by the abominations that have accompanied the

course of events on the Continent during the past four

months. These feelings are the most natural in the world,

and they have been quite as much responsible for the desire to

avoid transactions with German-owned British concerns, as

has the wish to comply with the law preventing silver

bullets from reaching tiermany. But while excusing, as we

can, remembering all the circumstances, the desire to break

such connections, we have from the first tried to persuade

our readers to remember that, whoever owned the capital,

if a company was legally registered here, and was

employing British workmen to any extent, ihey

were required neither by the Trading with the

Enemy Bill nor by their own lofty spirit of patriotism

to take the law into their own hands. There can be little

doubt that sentiment has adversely affected those whom
the Trading with the Enemy proclamations wer* never

intended U> touch. And not only dt>es this remark relate

to Herman-capital concerns, but to others which some

rumour or otber, or some encouraged fancy, had wrongly

labelled Teutonic Uwugh they were as far removctl therefrom

as the two poles are apart. So far as all criticism of the

original Bill is concerned, we do not think that sufficient

allowance is made for the multitudinous now problems

which overwhelmed every department of the Government

when this unparalleled war-cloud burst u^x>n us. Every-

body recognises that he is in a world totally different from

that of the early summer. The Bill was piss«\l in its firet

form as an Emergency Statute, and, like many other

things, it had to be done in a compixrative hurry, and

without any previous experience to go njxm. We
have now had four months' discussion, rt^rrespondfuiX'

and exjieriencc, and most of us have rtiXJgniscd that there

has been sometliing wanting. Many have had misgivings

as to the efficacy of the measures taken to prevent the

money getting to the Continent, ami ivfusals to pay accounts

ill what were regaRletl as doubtful cases have been very

numerous.

Several cases have been brought before the Courts, and

one of them, after being decided by one Judge along Unes

[70i>]
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of sentiment rather than of law, was carried to a higher

Court, where the sentimental dcciBioii was <leficribed as

erroneous, and reversed liy Mr. .Justice Ilorrid^e and Mr.
.lustice Uowlatt, who held that when once a company was

ref,'istered in this country according to lOnglish law, it

became resident in this country and was not an alien

enemy incapable of suing because one of its members
might be prevented from doing bo on the ground that he

was an alien enemy. Another decision has also been given

this week to the same effect, so that we presume readers

who have been in doubt as to what were their legal

obligations during tlie war for past debts, will now have

their minds set at rest.

In the event of firms fearing that under these latest

rulings of the Courts there is still the danger that moneys

will reach enemy hands, we think they will find satisfaction in

studying the provisions and re(|uire:iients of the Trading with

the Knemy Amendment Mill, and the speeches delivered by

the Attorney -General in the House of Commons on November
20th and 24ih. Sir .John Simon said that time had now
shown what changes were desirable, and, in conseciuence, it

was proposed to create an authority which would receive and

preserve in safe custody in this country some partion of the

money and interests which, if not put under such custody,

might find their way to the support of the enemy state.

The Public Trustee will act in England and Wales as cus-

todian of any profits payable to shareholders with German
or Austrian addresses, ile may either put them on deposit

or invest them, and they will remain under Government con-

trol till the end of the war. What is aimed at is the stopping

by every reasonable means of the transmission of money or

the creation of credit which would be of advantage to the

enemy. Dividends payable to agents of enemy companies

in England as well as dividends transmissible across the seas

will be subject to attachment. Anybody in this country

holding property in trust for, or collecting dividends on

behalf of, an enemy in Germany, Austria-Hungary or

Turkey, is required under penalty to furnish particulars to

the custodian within a month from the passing of the Act.

Sir John Simon was careful to point out that there was no

intention to practise indiscriminate confiscation, and we
agree with him that it is a matter of considerable import-

ance for our credit as a commercial nation that we should

comply with the ordinary rules of good faith and fairness ;

the property will be preserved till the end of the war.
" What was to happen to it then was a thing that could be

very properly decided then." We shall then want to be

satisfied that our interests in the enemy countries have been

equally fairly dealt with.

The Bill provides, among other things, that when the

custodian has in his hands property paid to him as repre-

senting some particular enemy creditor, that property will

be available as far as it will go to pay debts owed to other

persons in this country by such enemy. Another of its far-

reaching provisions is designed to prevent Germany from

utilising credits due to her from neutral countries for satis-

fying claims against her in this country. Cases had arisen

where when once the claim was assigned the neutral put

forward a claim against the British merchant for the pay-

ment of the debt. While the Attorney would not promise

that they would succeed in stopping such things altogether,

they must do their utmost, and one of the clauses in the

Bill should go a long way in that direction.

One other matter—a serious source of leakage in the

past three months —is also to be dealt with. Many Ger-

mans and Austrians held shares in English companies, and
they could transfer those shares to a neutral, who could

present the transfer to the secretary, who, according to the

law as it previously stood, could not refuse to alter the

register and enter the neutral name. It is also provided

that enterprises which are German in character shall not be

so easily able to transform themselves into British concerns :

they will have to make a declaration, in applying for rf gis-

tration of a new company during the war, that such com-
pany is not being formed for the purpose, or with the

intention, of acquiring any part of the undertaking of an

enemy. It is believed that this will relieve the public of

" a very natural anxiety."

The Amended Bill is being considered by a Committee of

the whole House, and in that stage of the proceedings many

points are being gone ii\U> very closely. It is recognised that

the i)ublic interest in the subject is very great, and in, for

the most part, inspired by jjatriotie feeling, and those who
hold that the measure is still o[jen to criticism Jjecause \i

does not go far enough in certain particulars, will have an

opportunity of securing a hearing during the (/'omuiittf*

stage. But we feel convinced that llie Attorney-(;eneral

will carry with him those who are anxious to preserve the

best British traditions when he suggests that our object

should not be to harry and worry every unfortunate

(erman or Austrian who happens to Jje trading in our

country, bat to see that the trade they are carrying on can

by no possibility result in adding to the financial strength of

the entmy.

A member of the Honse wished to include as enemies

any limited companies in which 75 per cent, of the shares

were held by enemy subjects, but to whom, according to

recent legal decisions, Ikitish debtors were bound to pay

the money due. It is clear that the Government had

already seriously considered this matter, for the Attorney-

General reminded the said member that under the original

Act an insptcUjr was appointed for all such companies, one-

third of whose shares or directorate was in alien hands, and

a controller was appointed where an olVence under the Act

had been or was likely to be committed.

We greatly dislike the prejudice which boycotts con-

cerns because their capital is partly German, but we fear

that, however strong the Trading with the Enemy Bill may
be, that prejudice will still have to be reckoned with in a

number of places. It is not remembered, when prejudice

is in haste, that " Boycott German Capital " may mean the

reverse of " Employ British Labour." That requires

hammering into the lay journalistic and the municipal mind.

The discussions that have taken place at various muni-

cipal corporation meetings show which way the wind is blow-

ing, thouyh Councillors may be brought back to their senses

by the ruling of the Town Clerk as to the legal position. We
receive so many inquiries concerning firms in the electrical

industry, that we are led to wonder whether it would not

be in their interests if they advertised the fact very plainly

when they have no (lerman connections, financial or other-

wise. We may, as we say, greatly regret it when pr^-judice

becomes so strong as to call for any such steps, but that

prejudice is very real, and while it has to be fought, its

possible effects have also got to be faced.

There are other aspects of this question of enemy trading

that are of interest, but they are not matters calling for

consideration by Parliament. They are matters of common

sense and common fairness rather than law, and we believe

that it is only necessary for a little more prejudice

masked as patriotism to be cleared away for these

to adjust themselves. Mischief has been wrought by

medium of newspaper advertisement and by newspaper

article too, which makes one suspect the motive. Adver-

tisements sailing very close to the wind have reflected upon

the wares of rival advertisers in what seems an unwarrant-

able fashion. It will be found, we believe, that as much

business will be lost as gained by such methods. A good

thing will sell better if it is not nece.-sary to name

another article which competes with it in such a

way as to call forth an advertisement response which

shows the original advertiser to be making unfair

and unworthy suggestions. We are not con-

cerned, as a journal, either with fountain pens or

Christmas cards, we are concerned more with principles.

We have received communications this week urging us to

appeal to our readers to remember how British the Curistmas

card business has become, and to what large numbers of our

own pe iple it gives employment. We are only remotely

interested in the doings of the shopkeeper, but in the case of

many a man of this class who is as English as we are our-

selves, there will be a poor Christmas in store if we are to

influence the purchasing public so as to make him the

victim, in respect of his laid-in and paid-for stocks, of

our efforts to penalise somebody else. The public cannot

be expected to know what are the circumstances which have

led the shopkeeper to lay in German stocks so well as the

shopkeeper or the advocates of a boycotting campaign.

The public, when it now refuses to buy German goods

which it has hitherto accepted without question, does so
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because it does not want to assist the enemy to shoot more

British soldiers, bat it has no wish to penalise the

Englishman on the other side of the counter, who may

be as patriotic as itself, unless he is really a .screen to hide a

German. In this and many other matters there is room

for the exercise of a good deal more coramon-sense in the

<:onducb of the campaign.

We have received a booklet issued by
Fees of

tjjg Association of Consulting Engineers
Consulting

^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ j^^ members, in which, in
Engineers. , ,. . , , . , ,

addition to the proffSPional rules govern-

ing the relations between the consulting engineer and his

client, a list of fees chargeable is given. As the matter is

of interest to all professional engineers, whether members of

the Association or not, we give below a summary of the fees.

For legal work, such as attendance before Parliamentary

<!ommittees, expert evidence, arbitrations, and so on, a re-

taining fee, plus a charge for each day's attendance of six

hours, is usual, the amount depending upon the standing of

the engineer and the importance of the case. From 10 to

15 guineas per attendance is a usual fee. For purely ad-

visory work, preparation of evidence, consultations, inspec-

tions and the like, including time occupied in travelling, a

fee of two to three guineas per hour is said to be usual.

We suggest that for ordinary inspection work two to three

guineas per day is a more usual fee, and that such a charge

per hour is both excessive and prohibitive. The work of

inspection, important as it is, is usually undertaken by the

younger and less prominent members, often acting on behalf

of the leading lights of the profession (" devilling " is, we
believe, the recognised term), and we very much doubt if

any such fee as two to three guineas per hour has ever been

paid by the latter for such services. But perhaps the

"inspections" referred to are of a legal nature—and we
know how expensive the law is.

The usual commission, according to the scale of fees, for

constructional work—which covers the drawing-up of speci-

fications, preparing contract drawings, advising on tenders,

instructing contractors, directing during construction, and

certifying the due and proper completion of the work— is

5 psr cent, on the amount of the contract, when the con-

tract exceeds £5,000 ; but when the amount of the contract

does not exceed £5,000, a commission of 7.V per cent, to

10 per ceut. is said to be usual. We think this should be

more clearly stated. It would, for instance, be unreason-

able to charge from "J, per cent, to 10 per cent, instead of

the usual 5 per cent., if the amount of the contract happened

to be £4,000 instead of over £5,000. There is surely a

sliding scale, and the maximum commission is only charged

on very small amounts.

For bills of quantities, the adjustment of extras or

omissions and variations, the measuring-up on completion

and similar services (which, in the case of analogous work,

auch as architectural, would not be covered by the archi-

tect's commission, but would be quantity surveyor's work),

a separate charge is usual, viz., 1
J.
to 2 per cent, on amounts

in excess of £5,000, and 2 per cent, to 2), per cent, on

smaller amounts. We assume this refers not to electrical

work, where such cases rarely if ever arise, but to civil

engineering work which often inchulos building or struc-

tural work, as, for instance, in bridge and dam construction

and the like.

It will be seen that the scale of fees adopted by the

Associat ion does not err on the side of mercy to the client,

and engineers who do not belong to the charmed circle may
find it to their advantage to remain outside and charge

what they think tit. There is not such a groat deal of work
about just now as to justify stitY charges for professional

services.

of exprts from this country hit the market a hard blow,

and also fetruck America pretty severely. It seems that the

prohibitions enforced in a number of articles are making

United States' interests fretful, but they mast recognise

that what we do is in the ultimate interfsts of all decent-

minded States, and for the ultimate safety of all covenant-

respecting peoples. At all costs the Huns most be kept at

bay. Towards the close of last week the excessive flatness

in evidence owing to the export trade restrictions gave

place to a rather harder tendency, the impelling cause of

which seemed to come from New York, and the demands

met with disclosed very few sellers. The demands came as

a surprise, but the theory was advanced that America

believes that the absolute prohibition will be only temporary,

and that when definite and satisfactory assurances ar« forth-

coming, it will be possible soon to export to neutral

countries. Whether this be so or not, the theory is a not

unreasonable one, and prices appreciated sensibly. For the

present, war conditions seeni to be the all-powerfnl con-

sideration to be kept in mind, and all market factors mnst

be subordinated to these.

The exports of plantation rubber from the Straits Settle-

ments for October (exclusive of exports from the Federated

Malay States) totalled, according to official returns, 2.00t!

tons, against 1,C02 tons in September, making 17,023 tons,

against 9,44',) tons last year, and 4,420 tons in 1912. The
exports from the Federated Malay States for September (the

last figures available) were 2,903 tons, against 1,!<50

tons in August, making the total for the nine months

21,574 tons, corajjared with 10,r.25 tons last year, and

11,028 tons in 1912. It thus appears that during two

years the exports from the Federated Malay States increased

about 100 per cent. No doubt, however, the maximum pro-

duction for a time is near at hand, for there is no induce-

ment to put further ground under rubber at present. The
war and its attendant troubles and restrictions of consump-

tion will tell upon rubber as it has on other commodities.

The September exports of wild rubber from the four Amazon
ports, by way of Para, showed a very heavy redaction this

year against 1913.

Naturally there is a very important falling off in the

quantities shipped to Kurope, the war stopping shipments

to Germany, while rubber has been declared contraband in

many cases. Germany is, no doubt, hard up for rubber, and

would pay excessively high prices for this, as for all sorts

of metals, but the doors are locked and barred. The French

Government have placed tires and rubber upon their list of

absolute contraband, and the Danish Government have

prohibited exports of rubber, under heavy penalties, includ-

ing fines and imprisonment.

Most important, however, is the action of oar own
Government, which is very properly leaving no stone

nnturiR'd to put a spoke in the wheels of the Iluns. Exports

have been forbidden from Ceylon and the Sti-aits Settlements

except to British ports, but permits are being issued for

.Tapan, and the l>unlop Comjiany are shipping 50 tons a

month from Colomlx), and a similar quantity fa^m Singapore,

for use in their mills in .lapan, while permits will also be

granted for Russia and France. By an order published in the

(ill u lie a few days ago, raw rubber has been placed upon the

list of prohiliited exports from the United Kingdom to all

the destinations specified in the Pn>clamation of November
10th last. This is another blow at Germany's war supplies.

There is no doubt that rubber is scarce with the savages

overrunning France and Belgium, but they seom to have

been lucky enough to 8t<al a decent quantity iu Antwerp,

which will, no dmibt. help thom along for a bit. The oord

is, however, being slowly tightened round their neck, and

the steady pressure will tell in time.

Rubber.
Tin: market is to a great extent

intlnenced by war and the export pro-

hibitions referred to more particularly below, and the feeling

is rather nnsettle.l at the moment. The total prohibition

Siu St^TJiKRX Hoi.ijisd's repoft on

I. -.1 i_ trade in South Africa contains much
Positlnn In

.

South vrrica. '°*'" ^'^^ reflection sjivoured by a little

encouragement. Oa another page we

give, as far as space will allow, a summary of such portions

as will interest electrical manufacturers and contractors.
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Here we would emphasiBC certain aspecU of thu poBition

revealed. Tnkinp; first of all the point which is foremost in

the tradinf^ mind ju8t now, viz., German i;oin|>eliliiin, we

find that the percentages respectively of British and foreif^n

(mainly (lerman) participation in the imports of electrical,

mining and other machinery and plant in lU\-2 and I'JlS

were as follows :

—

PeroentaKe of total importa from—
United KiDgdom, Foreign cauDtriei>.

OVER-PRESSURE PROTECTIVE GEAR FOR
HIGH-TENSION CIRCUITS.

By KE.VELM EDGOUMBE, M.Inat.C.E.

OluB of goodg,
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sumption and many systems based upon them, but

on the grounds Ijoth of probability and experience

moderate frequencies of a thousand periods per

second are now generally accepted.

De Bois* quite recently obtained some oscillo-

graphic records of the charges induced on an over-

head conductor by lightning discharges in the

neighbourhood, and fig. 2 is typical of the majority
of the discharges observed by him. In these experi-

ments the oscillogra[jh was connected between the

overhead conductor and earth, that is to say, it

occupied the same position as would the winding of

a generator feeding an overhead line. The most
noticeable feature of the curve in fig. 2 is the
extremely steep wave front, followed by one less

steep, dying away and (in this particular case, al-

though not always present) by a number of oscilla-

tions of a frequency of some 15,000 periods per
second.

The production of such a wave may be accounted
for somewhat as follows : In tig. i a negatively
charged cloud is supposed to be approaching the
line where it gradually causes the accumulation of
a positive static charge tending to flow to earth. This

forms, as has already been pointed out, one of the

causes of a " static " charge, to relieve which a

path to earth must be provided. Should the cloud
approach so near that the air breaks down, this

corresponds to the line being struck, but it is more
probable that the cloud will discharge to earth or
to another cloud. In either case the charge on the
line will be " freed " and will rush along the con-
ductor in both directions with a velocity approxi-
mating to that of light. When first released the
front of such a wave is extremely steep (see fig. j)

and the amplitude may be large. As it travels along
the line the wave front is llattened out and its

height reduced owing to the gradual dissipation of
energy in the resistance of the line. In fact, if the
line is a long one so that the disturbance passes
over some 20 or 30 miles of conductor, the wave
will in most cases be rendered innocuous. Fig. 3
shows, in a diagrammatic way, the passage of the
wave in each direction, the dotted curves represent-

ing successive stages in the process. The danger
of such surges lies not only in the pressure which
has to be withstood by the line insulators, etc., h
in the abnormal strain thrown on tlie end turns of
iransformer or generator windings in the path of
the wave, due to concentration of potential on
them.
The concentration of potential on a few turns

may be accounted for, roughly, as follows. In fig.

4 a line is shown connected to one phase of a

* L A. de Bois. Paper read before Am last. K E., H>]4.

generator v\inding (j.VV. having llie neutral

earthed. The left-hand dotted curve may be sup-
posed to represent an oncoming surge, and the
condensers C, the capacity which the generator
windmgs have to earth. As soon as the surge
reaches the winding, part of it tends to flow to

earth through the first condenser C. Owing to the
rapidly increasing potential difference of the on-
coming wave (i.e., to its steep front, see fig. 2) the

condenser C, in spite of its comparatively low
capacity, forms almost a short circuit to the wave
so that the full p.d. of the surge is applied to the

part of the generator winding between the points

a and b.

Thus it comes about that during the time the

condenser C is being charged, tlie winding a b has
the full P.D. of the surge imposed upon it, so that,

even with a surge of quite moderate amplitude
neighbouring turns of a winding, separated possibly

by nothing but two layers of cotton covering, may
have several thousand volts applied between them.
The resulting breakdown frequently takes place

only after some time, probably during ordinary
working, and ma)' therefore not be traced to its

true cause.

As soon as the condenser C is fully charged up
the process is repeated as regards the section of

winding b d and so on, progressively, until the

wave has passed through the whole winding. This
being the case, it might be thought that all the

turns would suffer equally as the surge passed
through them, whereas experience shows that in

nearly all cases it is only the first turns that are
damaged.
The explanation is that as the surge travels along

the winding it encounters at each point a capacity

to earth which it charges up before passing on, and
as this takes an appreciable time it follows that the
wave is flattended out and the steepness of its front

reduced. This has the effect of reducing the con-
centration of potential on the windings as tlie wave
front passes further along- the coil, so that it is tb-

first few turns which suffer most. This effect is

illustrated in fig. 4 by the right-hand dotted wave

^'-^'^-r

front which is shown as much less steep than the

othc. . It may be mentioned that low tension

machinery is actually found to be less susceptible

to damage from such wave fronts than high ten-

sion, no doubt owing to the large number of turns
which are brought near to one another in the latter

case {i-'g-, in each slot).

Protective Ge.nr.

.\n earthed wire suspended over the line affords

a certain amount of protection. In fact, Petersen*
has shown. from theoretical considerations,
that a simple wire run over a 3-phase jo.000-

volt line may be expected to reduce the ampli-
tude of a surge by 40 per cent, and the energy
liberated by more than 50 per cent. The action
of the earth wire is twofold. It reduces the
charge on the line by interposing an eartb.ed shield,

and also reduces the potential difference due to a
given charge by increasing the capacity to earth.

The earth wire, however, caimot do more man
reduce the danger, and considerable controversy
has raged round the question of how best to deal

• W. Petersen, K. T.Z., Vol. 35, p. 1, 1914.
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with such surges. It is not enough to employ
spark .sjaps which can only limit the value of the
I'.ij. to eartii since the danger is due almost as much
to the steepness of the wave front as to its ampli-
tude. As already mentioned, it was at one time
widely believed that surges due to lightning were
of enormously high frequency, and it was sug-
gested, first hy Thury and later by (jiles and others,

that condensers connected between lines and earth
would atYord an easy path, and so " conduct away "

the energy of the high frequency surge while allow-
ing but a negligibly small current to flow at the
line frequency. The Moscicki " bottle " type con-
denser was specially designed for this work some
ten years ago. It is made up into batteries of say
12 tubes, grouped in series or parallel according to

the pressure of the system, the inner coating of
each being connected through a fuse to the line and
the outer coating to earth.

Aow that the idea of an abnormally high fre-

quency in the case of atmospheric disturbances has
to be abandoned it is clear that no condenser of
l)ractical dimensions can " conduct away " any appre-
ciable surge. The only function which such a con-
denser can fulfil, therefore, is to flatten out the on-
coming wave just as a surge in passing through a
winding has its front flattened due to the capacity
of the winding (see fig. 4). Moreover, the con-
denser is necessarily a delicate piece of apparatus,
and should it break down it puts a dead earth on the
line and gives rise to most serious surges, and that
in the worst possible position, namely, close up
against the machinery it is designed to protect. In
order to guard against this danger it is usual to
provide each condenser with a fuse connected be-
tween its inner coating and the line. This practice,
however, is open to the very serious objection that
the fuses may blow without the fact being noticed,
thus putting the apparatus out of action and leaving
the plant more or less unprotected.

^ Although a very large number of lines on the
Continent have been fitted with condensers during
the last seven years, it must be admitted that, quite

~^M

apart from the expense involved, it is very doubtful
whether the protection afforded is really adequate.
In the case of one very large transmission system
in Germany, fully equipped with condensers at a
cost of some £10,000, it was found {E.T.Z., Vol.
35- P- 417. 1914) that the annual charge to cover
the cost of repairs and renewals, and interest on
capital ,-imounted to about £2,000 per annum. In
spijte of tlais more than 12 per cent, of the trans-
formers installed broke down in their end turns dur-
ing the first year's working. It was actually found
that more transformers broke down in sub-stations
which were protected by condensers than in those
which were not, owing to the frequent failure of
the condensers themselves which caused severe
surges. It is only fair to add that in the case of
other stations much more successful results have
been obtained but, all things considered condensers
must at present be regarded as expensive luxuries.
A much more rational, cheaper and more widely

used method is to connect a choking coil between

the line and the plant to be protected, see fig. 15.

ihis arrangement amounts to removing the end
turns {i.e., those liable to damage) from the
machine itself and placing them in the line where
they can be well insulated and will form a sort of
breakwater to the on-coming wave. I'ig. 5 shows
a usual pattern of line choker for this purpose. In
another form, which presents some advantages for
comparatively low voltages, the winding consists
of a coil of fiat copper strip, adjacent turns being
separated by a band of insulating material. The
self-induction of such a coil is higher, but its liability

to break down between turns is somewhat greater
than in the case of the air insulated choker shown in

lis- 5-

A choker performs two useful functions—it flat-

tens out the wave as it passes through the winding
in the way already described, and it also has the
property of holding back the surge in virtue of its

self-induction, thereby giving the spark gaps time
to conduct away a large part of the energy which
would otherwise pass through the machine winding.
A further portion of the energy is reflected back
along tlie line where it is gradually dissipated in

heat. Owing to these valuable properties a choking
coil should always be installed on overhead lines

even where condensers are used.

(To be con tinned.)

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letter/ received by Ui after 5 P.M. ON TUESDAY cannot appear until

the foUowirtg week. Corresjtondenti should forward their communi-
cations at the earliest possible moment. Ab letter can be puhlithei
unless we have the writer's name and address in ovr possestUm,

From the Front.

Thank yon for kindly sending me your Review. I always like

to keep in touch with the electrical world. I get plenty of hard
work to do attending to electrical plant, also have to take a guard.

I have had no Bleep for a week, but I hear that we shall hive a

rest next week, owing to our 7th Division losing a great number of

men in the battle of . However, the Germane are losing men
wholesale, and, in my opiaion, the war wiU be over before

this time next year. Scm? of the Boys out here say that it

will be over in a few weeks. But we mast remember that the

Germans have still got an army. My friend is a wounded prisoner

of war in Brandenburg Riyal Auxiliary Hofpital ; he can only

write once a month. I myself am not in the actual firing line,

but, at the same time, I am near enough. We always come across

many spies and stragglers, who are only too willing to give them-
selves up on account of being short of food. It makes one feel

very depressed to see old men and women with their children

marching from village to village with their homes on their backs
;

also to see the dead bodies in the trenches. &;. I am not allowed

to give any names of places, &c., so must now come to a close.

Thanking you for your kindness,

M. D. Boddy,
Expeditionary Force.

About Electric Radiators.

Why Mr. Sharp should think Mr. Belling is aiming his remarks at

theJackson heater only I fail to see, as there were several '' boxed-up
"

fires on the market before the Jackson was brought out. I admit
Belling is just a bit too formidable with his " Beware "

;
at the

same time he is correct in denouncing the type of heater he has

in view.

I agree with Belling that the '' two statements are correct,'

and this because my " intelligence and training " prove that they are

true. It probably suits Mr. Sharp to read Belling's wording wrongly,

but men of " intelligence and training " will realise that the con-

centrated and boxed-up fire will dry up the moisture more than

the open type.

As to the comparison with the coal fire, I think all will agree

that the coal fire is not by any means always satisfactory. It is

at times " too fiercely radiant," and at other times there is not
snffijient radiant heat from it. I am making this statement more
or less from memory, as I have not lived with a coal fire for

eight years. The coal fire also "bums up the small particles in

the air," but has the saving grace of passing these particles up
the chimney—like Prof. Vivian Lewes's cremated microbes on the

ceiling.
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I think Mr. Sharp would be but jnnt to his firm if he were to

admit that the principle of the liullinpr fire is correct, and it

would do a irreat deal towardn furtherinjf the use of electric

heating; if his firm and other makers were to modify their deeignB
accordingly.

I think I can claim thatf handle as many radiators as any one
who comes into direct contact with consumer.-', and I have no
hesitation in saying that the RfUin^ fire is the favourite.

I hope other manufacturers will not be so easily made to squeal

as Mr. Sharp, but will come out openly with their advertisements,

and also prove to us that they " know better than the other fellow

how to make radiators."

I wish to congratulate Mr. Bellinpr on doinp; more than anyone
before him to make electric heatin^r a success. I have no parti-

cular interest in his firm, and have seen him in the flesh but odc3.
The opinion I had of him then was that he was altoirether too
modest for a salesman, but it is very evident he is goins; through
a process of bein^ sharpened up.

More power to him, is my wish.

Thomas Smith,
Distribution Engineer.

Corporation Electricity Department, Wolverhampton,
yoremhcr ni/i, 1914.

Some months ago we carried out experiments to determine if

better results could be obtained with our fires by increasinpr the
heat intensity of the fire-bars.

The result of various trials persuaded us to keep the bars at a
medium heat intensity, as previously, and to provide for free air

movement around them.
We cannot say that this conclusion was entirely pleasing^, as it

would have been possible lor us to manufacture fires of a given
power more cheaply had we been justified in increasing the heat
intensity.

It was these experiments that gave rise to the points in our
advertisement in your issue of the 6th inst. We were not a little

surprised, therefore, to see from the letters in your issues of

November 13th and 20th that some electric fire makers had con-

sidered our advertisement an aspersion on their manufactures.
Now, Sir, we have no wish, and certainly no necessity, to dis-

parage any of our competitors' fires, and if our advertisement
wounded their sensibility, we are sorry.

We do not wish to encroach unduly on your space by entering
into long technical arguments : we would rather do this in

your advertisement pages—to which we endeavour to confine our
advertisements—but just a few words, if we may, in reply to your
correspondents.

With regard to Messrs. Ferranti's letter, a few years ago we also

thought it impossible to err on the side of too "fiercely radiant " heat,

but with the more perfect materials now available the limit marking
the greatest utility seems to be much below the limit of reliability

of the material. Another point raised in this letter we have dealt

with in our advertisement elsewhere.

With regard to Mr. Sharp's letter, we see no reason to argue
out the first part, and will just suggest with regard to the last

but one paragraph that' our advertisements should be read intel-

ligently ; that two sentences which are obviously distinct and have
no connection one with the other, should not be grouped as if

they had.

()a the matter of the last paragraph we have a perfectly clear

conscience.

In conclusion, might we suggest that if your correspondent
made more use of your advertising pages, we might in turn have
an opportunity of criticising his efforts. Such would certainly be
of just a friendly nature.

For BclWng & Co.

C. li. Bellino, Actiiiij ParlHiT.
Edmonton, Xovembcr iZrd, 1914.

LEGAL.

The Armobduct MASurACTURiNG Co.'s Ari'BAL.

[The Position or Enulisii Co.mpaniks wiih Alien Shauk-
IIOLDKBS.

J

A Divisional Court of the King's Bench Division, composed of
Justices Horridge and Rowlatt, on Thursday, November 19th,
heard the important appeal brought by the Armorduot Manu-
facturing Co., who are engaged in the manufacture of tubes in

which electric wires are inserted, and who have offices in London
and a factory near Birmingham, against a decision in the City of
London Court by Judge Atherley J'^ncs in favour of the defen-
dants, Defries & Co, of New Oxford Street, in an action the
plaintilfs had brought to recover a debt of £1 lOs. for goods supplied
at a period prior to the war.

Mr. J. H. Campbell, K C, and Mr. Ilindo appeared for the
appellants, and Mr. Tebbs represented Defries \ Co.
Mu. Campisell, in opening the appeal, said that the amount

involved here was small, but the nufstion of principle involvc<l was
of the greatest importance. The facts in the case were practically
admitted. The plaintiffs were a company registered in England,
with an office in London and a factory near Birmingham. They
were registered aooordinx to English law, and the detendauts owed

them this sum |of money for goods supplied before the war, and
there was no conflict on the point that the debt wa« doe, and the
only question that the defendants had raised wae that by reason of
the fact that the plaintiff company, not entirely, but to a large
extent, consisted of shareholders who were Germani". therefore the
company was not entitled to recover. The Judge reeme to bare
been satisfied with this, and he there and then, withoat further
ado, entered judgment for defendants. He based hie decision on
the one ground that to allow the plantiffs to recover the debt
would be contrary to public policy. He (Mr. Campbell) would
have to show that this deciBion was totally wrong. He would show
that the Courts had warned against this principle of allowing
this matter of public policy to operate upon the minds of judges,

and he would show that there was no question of public policy here.

The case before the Judge only lasted for a few minutes. It waa
apparent, from an inspection of the register of the shareholders,

that the large proportion of them were not English subjects, and,

to the mind of the Judge, this disposed of the case. It appeared
from his note that 380 shares were held in England by naturaliied
Germans, and 1,43.') were held by Germans, on the Continent. The
capital waa of £15,000 divided into 2,000 £.t shares and ',000 £1
shares. The Judge's notes of these facts were snbetantially correct,

but the fact was there were four or five Eaglish shareholders.

The Judge here took the view that substantially the whole
of the share interest W£s held by Germans, and it was not denied
that the bulk of the shareholders were Germans. Before going
on with his argument, counsel desired to say here on behalf of the
plaintiffs, that since the beginning of the war they had never had
any transactions of any kind at all, pecuniary or otherwise, bosinesa

or commercial, with any foreigner ; the entire trade carried on by
them since the war bad been exclnsivel^ confined to British eab-

jects ; and they had served a notice since the war that no transac-

tions outstanding with regard to any foreigners would be

recognised.

Mb. Jvstice Hobbidge : lam not surprised that you state that.

Mk. Campbell : I do not think it is altogether immaterial,
having regard to the point of view that the Judge took. He based

his judgment on the point that this was trading with the enemy,
and that it was contrary to public policy in time of war to give the
plaintiffs judgment. I say that he entirely misconceived the whole
position, because clearly there was no trading by us with the enemy
at all.

Mr. Justice Hobbidge : If it waa trading with the enemy it

was being done with you.

Mb. Campbell went on to say that the defendants were with-

out question an English company, and the mistake that the Judge
made was that he imagined it was contrary to public policy that

foreigners should carry on within this country during war-time
their trade with us, and he forgot that that might be one of the

greatest possible advantages to us. We may have foreignere

registered in this country who are carrying on a trade in some
particular product which we cannot make for ourselves, and there

it would unquestionably be for the benefit of our country that that

trade should not be interfered with.

Mb. Justice Hobbidge : Yes, as long as the money is not
remitted.

Counsel : Yes.

Mb. Campmell proceeded to read at length the judgment of

the County Court Judge. The Judge, in effect, said that the profita

of this company would go to alien enemies, and therefore he wae
bound to dismiss the action. .ludge Atherley Jones made the fol-

lowing remarks :— " It is purely a question of public policy. This
company is of German capital nearly. ... No Englishman
wants to behave ruthlessly to (lerman trades. Whatever may be

done by others. Englishmen would observe the ordinary require-

ments and conditions of international law. In this case if I found
for the plaintiffs 1 should be offering the benefit of this Court for

the purpose of ministering sustenance to the enemy. This doctrine

of alien enemies has not been expounded with absolute lucidity

:

no alien enemy can avail himself of these Courts to assist his

country in the prosecution of a war, directly or indirectly,

against this country. It is quite different to giving legal

protection to a German against crime. I would be shocked
if protection was not given in this country to a German where the

safety or security of his person is oonoemed. It appears that the
profits of this company go to alien enemies, and 1 think I am
bound to dismiss this action, which I do. . . .

"

Mk. Ca.mi'kell went on to argue that this judgment of Jodge
Atherley .lones was entirely fallacious. The Judge had said :

" If

it is shown that although this is an English company the profita

go to alien enemies, 1 think I am bjund to dismiss this action,

whioh I do. " So far from this being the true view, the Legislature

hkd directed no prohibition against trading being continued by a

company that is registered here, althoogh the majority of ita

shareholders were alien enemies. The Legislature expressly recog-

nised such trading. There was no suggestion before the County
Court Judge, and there waa not now such a suggestion, nor waa
there any evidence that the plaintiff company from the date of the

declaration of war had carried on any trade with the enemy, and,

therefore, the oase cams down to this point
—

"Is a company
registered in England, subject to English law and nnder the pro-

tection of English law, disqualified from dealing with Britieh

subjects the moment war is declared, merely because the bulk of

its shareholders are alien enemies .' " Counsel also pointed out

that this was not a coiupany that merely had an otlioe here, it waa
a company registered in England. It was subject to English law,

registered under English law. liable to the obligations of English
law, carrying on business in England, and subject to the privilegea

as well as the obligations of English law.

Mk, JustiOE IIOKBIDQE I Yoa say that tbia is an English oom>
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pany, and by Act of PiirlUment the Letrialatnre haa expreMly
reoo(rni-<ed its riftht to trude. althnu);h there are plaoed oertain

limitations with rei;ard to iuHpeutorn beini; appointed to see that

thitro iH no trndini; with the enemy '

CouNSKi, : Yen.

The Ji IKIK : And you Bay that Ijy the ueneral law a company
reKiHtorud here is an Gnt;liuh company, although it hax trot German
uhareholdera .'

OouNNKi. ; VeB.

Mh. ,Ii stick IIiiHitiDdE (to Mr. Campbell) : You are in Parlia-

ment. Have you seen the Bill with regard to alien enemies that

iu iMtini; introduced to-day .'

iMit. t'.VMi-UKLL : Well, my Lord, I am not behind the Bceneij to

that extent.

Mu. Ji'STiCK IIoUKiDOE: I did not think it was amatterof
being behind the scenes. I tboui;ht the matter was fairly (generally

known. I i-tippoxe it would not affect our judgment here anlees

it is made retrospective.

Mu. CAMriiH.i. went on to argue that Parliament could easily

have directed that no company of this character should carry on
trade, but it had expressly t^nid that no such prohibition should
apply. Parliament had only said that the books should be

inspected to see that there was no trading with the enemy.
At this stage Mr. Jo.tTiCK liouitiDiiK asked Mr. Tebbs (for the

defendants) what he had to say.

Mk. Tkmus then said that he did not put this as a case of trad-

ing with the enemy at all. It was an established rule that an
alien enemy could not sue in respect of a debt during the continu-
ance of war where one or more of the partners had become tainted
with the character of alien enemies by refidence in the country
with which this country was at war. If this company was a
partnership he would submit that they could not sue, and that
the right to recover was taken away. This company was in the
same position as a partnership—a corporate body could only pro-

ceed by its members, and a corporation did not exist apart from
its members. The Court might be of the opinion that if they
upheld the decision of Judge Atherley Jones it would have far-

reaching consequences, but any position that arose could bs met
by legislation. He (Mr. Tebbs) would go to the extent of saying
that if there was only one German shareholder that was enough
for his case—it was not a question of the quantity of alien share-

holders at all. The only question was whether the plaintiff com-
pany came within the rule that prevented alien enemies during a
period of war from recovering debts incurred before the
war, and he submitted that they did. He asked the Court
to uphold the judgment of the County Court Judge.

Mk. Justice Horridge, in giving judgment, saii that in this

appeal the point was no doubt one of importance, and it had been
ingeniously and well argued for the respondents by Mr. Tebbs, who
had sought to support the Judge's decision. The plaintiffs sued to

recover money due to them. There was no dispute that the sum
was due, but the.ludge decided that on the composition of the
plaintiff company they were not entitled during the war to

sue in respect of such debts. The company was registered in

England eight years ago. There was a holding of about 1,345
shares by Germans on the Continent, and 380 by naturalised
Germans in England. Mr. Campbell had said that there were four
or five shareholders who were British born. Be that as it may, the
Court would take the facts as proved before the County Court
.) udge, and the fact was clear that the holding was largely in the
hands of aliens. It seemed clear to him that the plaintiff company,
being registered in England according to English law was resident
in this country, and was not in the position of alien enemies in

regard to the right to sue. He was of opinion that the comoany
were entitled to sue, and that the judgment of the County Court
Judge was wrong and should be reversed, and judgment entered in

favour of the company for the amount claimed, with costs.

Mr. .Idstice Rowlatt concurred. The plaintiff company was
a company registered here, and it did not seem to him that the
company could be regarded as a trustee for foreign persons. It

did not appear to him that payment made to the company was
money for the benefit of any particular shareholder. It might be
that dividends to aliens might be intercepted, but he did not know,
and he expressed no opinion, but there was no consideration
of that kind to lend any support to this judgment. He agreed
that the appeal should be allowed, with costs.

JlR. Campbell : My Lord, my clients recognise that the
defendants did not fight this with any desire to avoid liability, but
to fight a constitutional principle, and as the decision will be to

the benefit of the plaintiffs in other transactions, we do not ask
for any costs of the appeal.
Mr. Justice Hobeidqe : yaite right.

Mr. Campbell : We ask for the ordinary costs in respect to the
Ciurt below.
The Judge : It will only be a matter of a few shillings.

Mr. Campbell : Very well, it is not worth troubling about.
Appeal allowed accordingly, without costs, and judgment entered

for the plaintiffs.

Bo.si'ii Maonktii Co., Ltd., <. Baih.

Bei uUE Judge Bray at the Bloomsbary County Conrt, on Friday,
the plaintiffs made a claim to recover the sum of IfJH. for work
done to a magneto belonging to Mr. it. Stewart Bain, of Leigham
Court Road, Ktreatham, 8.VV., the managint; director of the Loudon
Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.
Mk. U. Thojias, who appeared for the defence, said tliat the

defendant did not object to paying a reasonable amount for the
work done, but he wai dofending the case on principle. The UoBoh
Magneto Co., Ltd., bad three directors, two of whom were resident
in Germany. According to a decision given in the High Court,
the company was an Eoglish concern. That decision might be
appealed against, and Counsel therefore submitted that in the
present case the plaintill-i bad not the right to sue. The company
had .00,000 shares, but only .'^O were held in this country by British
subjects.

J
I
DDK Bbay said that in view of the High Court decision, be

would have to rule against the defendant on that point.

Mr. Thomas said that two of the three directors of the Bosch
Magneto Co. were necessary to form a quorum. Presumably no
meeting of the directors had been held since the war began, as

only one director was in this country and the other two were
resident in Stuttgart.

The solicitor for the plaintiff.') (Mb. Hill) said the director in

this country had a right to act under a power of attorney which
he held from the other members of the board.

Mr. Tho.mas : Are we to assume that the English director has
been communicating with alien enemies .'

Mr. Hill : No. He added that the Bosch Magneto Company
was now working entirely for the British Government.
The cashier of the plaintiff company said that they sent a man

to fix a magneto to the defendant's car, and they charged 23. tid. an
hour for the man's time. The company paid the man at the rate of

Is. an hour. The charges they made were fair and reasonable.

In cross-examination he admitted that there was nothing in the

minute book of the company which gave authority for the present

action to be brought. The present action was brought at the

direction of the secretary of the company. The director in this

country had nothing to do with the bringing of the action.

Evidence was also called to show that the charge of '2e. fid. an
hour for a mane time was fair and reasonable.

The defendant said he had always been willing to pay a fair

amount for the work which the plaintiffs had done for him. He
contended that their charges were excessive, and said he had offered

to piy 7a. for work done. The Bosch Magneto Co. sent him an
impertinent letter after he had complained to them of the extor-

tionate charges they made. He pointed out to them that the

company was a German concern, and in reply they wrote saying

that if his peitriotism took the form of evading his liabilities, then

hid patriotism would not be of much service to anybody.

After hearing further evidence, the Judge decided that the

company had the ri;ht to sue, but he held that the charges made
were excessive, and gave judgment for the plaintiffs for 78. fid.

Nottinuham Corporation )-. Cax.

His Honour Judge Allen, at the Nottingham County Court,

has now announced his decision in this case, which was reported

in the Electrical Remew for November fith. Plaintiffs sued

for the cost of a terminal-box and electric line on defendant's

premises. Judgment was given in favour of the Corporation, but

leave was given to appeal.

His Honour held that the apparatus came under the definition
" electric line," which the Electric Lighting Order provided should

be paid for by the owner or occupier of the premises on which it

was installed.

The Magnet Galvanising Co., Ltd.

On Tuesday in the Chancery Division, Mr. Justice Eve had before
him the matter of the Magnet Galvanising Co., Ltd.,—Laird r.

The Company, upon a motion on behalf of the plaintiff, for
judgment iu default of defence in a debenture-holder's action. The
plaintiff was the holder of 10 debentures of £100 each, issued by
the company, and counsel, in support of the application said the
company carried on the business of electrical engineers, .-*c2.

His Lordship made the order asked for.

Installing an Electric Fan.

In the Lord Mayor's Court, on November 19th, before Assistant

J udge Jackson and a j ury, a claim was made by the Electrical

Installations, Ltd., 27, Martin s Lane, Cannon Street, E.G., against

Mr. Henry Line, of Peckham, for £9 3s., balance of account for

fitting up and wiring an electric fan upon the defendant's instruc-

tions at the office of the Marconi Telegraph Co., 1, Fenchnroh
Street.

Mr. Slater was counsel for the plaintiffs, and the defendant con-

ducted his case in person.

Me. Tho.mas a. Hill, engineer, in the employment of the

plaintiffs, gave evidence of having received the order from the

defendant to wire and fix an electric fan at the office of the Mar-

coni Co. The work was done and an account sent in to the

defendant for an amount of £9 IBs. From that a deduction had

to be made of 15s. per contra account. Subsequently, the defendant

called upon him and asked to be allowed a discount, but was told

that none could be allowed. The cost price of the fan to the

plaintiffs was £fi 6s. Afterwards complaint was made that the

plaintiff company's workmen had damaged a mahogany counter in

fixing the electrical fan. The plaintiffs' workmen, however,

denied damaging the counter.

The Defendant said he first intended to place two small elec-

trical fans in the office of the Marconi Co. for ventilating pur-

poses, at a cost of 30s. each. After seeing the plaintiffs' engineer,

he arranged to fix one electrical fan, the cost of which was to be

about the same as the two email fans. Upon receiving the

plaintiffs' account, he found the amount was much more than he

had anticipated. He had sent in the plaintiffs' account to his

customer, relying upon the discount for hie profit. When he
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approached the pl&intifTa, they told him there would be no dig-

count. When he informed the Marconi Co. of this the; told him that

that wan not so, and that they could obtain 3.Si per cent, dii^count.

The Marconi Co. took off 20 per cent., and left him what they said

would be 13 J per cent, discount for his profit. With regard to the
damage to the mahogany counter, there were nail marks and
scratches upon it which would cost £3 to repair. The jury found
a verdict for the plaintiffs for £6 38.

Workmen's Compensatiok,

At Oldham County Court on Navember 19th, MeaBrs. Ferranti

Ltd., of HoUinwood, paid £100 in settlement of liability under
the Workmen's Compensation Act, in respect of an accident,

whereby Joseph Buckley, 19, lost an eye whilst in their service.

An order was made for £18 to be paid out to the mother, and for

the rest to be invested for the youth.

WAR ITEMS.

Electrical Men Wanted.—The Signal Company, Royal
Engineers (T.F.), whose headquarters are at 10, Victoria

Park Square, London, N.E., have received authority to

largely increase their numbers. Electricians, electrical

engineers or students, telegraphists, linemen or well-

educated men, and men used to horses and who can ride

are required as drivers. Pay and allowances amount to

about 25s. to 35s. per week while in town, the lodging allow-

ance being discontinued on the company leaving. Separa-
tion allowances substituted for those entitled to it. All

applications to be made in person at the above address.

London Electrical Engineers (T.F.).—The Corps of Lon-
don Electrical Engineers (Territorial Force) is again open
to recruiting. Electrical engineers, central station engineers
and engine drivers are specially required. Forms of par-
ticulars can be obtained from the Officer Commanding, at

40, Regency Street, Westminster, S.VV.
Manchester Tramways and the War.—An excellent sum-

mary of what the Manchester Corporation tramways depart-
ment is doing in connection with the war has been posted
in the city tramcars this week, and it reads as follows:

—

" (1) Nearly 1,000 employes of the department have joined
the .Army; (2) the dependents of these men are receiving
wages from the department which aggregate nearly £700
IKT week—this is in addition to what tliey receive from the
War Office; (3) our employiJs are contributing from their

.s.ilaries and wages a sum of jilOO per week to the local

relief fund; and (4) the collections we have establishe<l on
the cars have realisetl nearly ^£5,000 (thanks to the gener-
osity of the tramw'ay passengers.) " The notice adds: " Can
you suggest what else we can do? If so, please send your
suggestion along." The Manchester tramcars are pretty
much like miniature bill-posting stations just now.

Hackney Men with the Forces.—The following is a list of
members of the Hackney Electrigity Department who are
engiiged in the Army and Navy:

—

O. W. Dawkins, T.. Herts Yeomanry. A. Smith, .\.R., 1st Essex Regt.
F. VV. Ueadle, T., Herts Yeomanry. J. AlcfounJer, A.R.. 1st Essex Regl.
K. S. Nye, T., 17th County of London. W. Elstone. A.R., Royal Artillcrv.

F. G. Taylor, T., London Irish Rifles. E. Rolle, T., London Irish Ritles.

A. G. Hilling, R. N. D. ElectricalA. T. Atkins. T., London Irish Rifles.

Engineers. A. Hastings, A.R., Isl Middlesex.

J. G. Charlton, T., London Irish Rifles.F. G. Smith, A.R., Berkshire Regt.
R. Prankhcrd, 8th Bntl. East SurreyA. Miles. A.R.. Hcrkshirc Regt.

Regiment. C. Turner, Nat. Res., Conrtngent.
v.. Bcndall. R.N. Reserve. G. Stiling, 2nd Hatt. Royal Fusiliers.

11. Full..- R.N. Reserve. K. D. Scott«w, T., 7th Essex.
II. A. Cole. Stli Bntt. East Surrey Regt.J. James. T!, 7lh Essex.

J. Waters, A.R., Yorks Light Infantry.W. Munns, T., 10th County of London.
C. H. Kidd. T., 4lh Royal Fusiliers. A. Doe, T., 10th County of London.
VV. Hepworth, A.R., 9lh Lanecrs. H. Krasemann, Roval Engineers.
W. L. Harper, R.N. Reserve. J. Sell. Roval Fusiliers.

K. Pog>on, A.R., Ro\al Artillery. W. Moron, T., 10th County of London.
•1'. Clark, A.R., 1st Middlesex.

T.—Territorial ; A.R.— Army Reserve.

Chan^te of Name.—Messrs. A. Albrecht & Co., of Milburn
House, Newcastlc-upon-Tvne, have changed the title of their

firm to the North British TEngincering Equipment Co. This
step has been taken particuljirly in view of the Roval Pro-
clamation prohibiting aliens from making such a change, as

it should at once set at rest any doubts that may ha\Te been
occasioned bv the firm's name. Both tlie principals and the

staff are of British nationality, no foreigners have ever been
employed, and there is no foreign capital employed in the

business.
A. E.G. Exporting Activity.

—

.\ correspondent at Con-
stantinople writes under date OctolK>r 28th as follows:

—

" It would interest vo'i to know that, contrary to what our
papers are saving in England, German trade is not quite

dead yet. The .'Mlgemeine Elektricitats GescUschaft, Ber-
lin, are at present booking orders here for immediate
deliver-- for electrical cable "at the same prices" as ruled

before the war. The cable is shippcvi here via Italv at a
cost of 20 marks per 100 kilos., pt-esumabiv bv Italian

steamers. One wfiuUl have thought tliat the exportation of
copper, even in the form of cable, from Gernianv would
have been prohibitetl, but it evidently is not so yet."

OJdham Corporation Contracts.—The contracts which the

Oldham Cor[>tiralion placed some time ago with the Tudor
Accumulator Co., and which have formed the subject of

much discussion, were again referred to at a meeting of the
executive council of the Oldham Chamber of Trade on
November 19. The matter had previously been before the
Chamber, and it was now decided, after hearing a state-

ment of the position on similar lines to that presented at

the recent T.C. meeting and reported in our columns, that
it would be futile to protest against the action of the Elec-
tricity Committee in agreeing to the carrying out of the
contracts.—At a meeting of the E.C. on the previous day,
Councillor Stanbury drew attention to an account for £H\
to a firm which, he said, was a German concern, and with
which the Corporation Gas Committee had decided to stop
business. It was pointed out that the Committee was bound
to R.ay the account in England, and that the Board of Trade
would see that the money was not sent abroad. Councillor
Stanbury said he wanted to know whether they intended to

continue to trade with the firm. The reply was given thai

it would not be necessary to purchase any more tubes for

a very long time, and that all new tenders were being closely

scrutmised, and particulars were being sought wheres-er
there was any doubt as to the firm. Councillor Sugden said

the engineers ought to note that the Committee did not
intend to deal with German firms any more. The matter
then ended.
Messrs. Edison .Accumulators, Ltd., write as foUow-s:

—

" Iq view of a statement made at OJdham recently, to the
effect that it was not possible to find a company engaged in

the manufacture of accumulators that was not in some wav
connected with Germany, we would be much obliged if you
could find space in your columns to announce that so far as
this company is concerned such a statement in no way
applies. The manufacture of Edison Accumulators is car-

ried out partly here and partly in the United States, and
nothing German enters into any detail, either of material or
labour. This company is a purely English concern, and all

its capital is held in this country."

The Siemens Companies.—In the House of Commons on
Monday Mr. Joynson Hicks asked the President of the Board
of Trade whether any receiver or inspector had yet been
aptx)inted to any of the Siemens companies in this country.
Mr. Runciman replied that an inspector was appointed some
time ago under the provisions of the Trading with the Enemy
Act in the cases of Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., and Siemens
Bros. Dynamo Works Ltd.

Board of Trade Reports.—The Commercial Intelligence

Branch of the Board of Trade for dealing with the enquiries
and lists has now prepared a fifth list of articles w-hich
enquirers desire— (a) to purchase, and (b) to sell. It may
be obtaineti by L'nited Kingdom manufacturers and traders,

together w-ith copies of the previous lists, on annlication to

the Brapch. No. 94, of the Board of Trade series of pamph-
lets on German and .Austrian export trade deals with copper
gotnis.

Copper as Contraband.

—

.\ Renter dispatch from Wash-
ington states that Sir Cecil Spring Rice recently informed
Mr. Bryan that when Italy prohibited the exportation of
copper she did not prevent its transit over Italian territory.

Consequently Great Britain felt compelled to detain copper
shipments for Italy unless assured that they were for Italian
consumption or fpr transit to Switzerland.
Whist and War.—The employes of the South Lancashire

Tramways Co., and the members of the .-Vthletic Club, held
a successful whist drive at Howe Bridge last w-eek, nearly
400 persons attending. The whole of the proceeds, about
.£25. were devoted to the Leigh and Atnerton Belgian
Refugees' Fund.
Foreign Trade Debts.

—

A Foreign Trade Debts Conmiittee
has been appoir\tod, with offices at 119, Victoria Street, S.W.,
to consider applications under the scheme for making ad-
vances to British export traders in respect of foreign and
colonial trade debts.

Trade with Russia.—The " Times " understands that
arrangements are in piogress for the formation, under Gov-
ernment auspices, of an international clearing-house to

facilitate commerce between this country and Russia.
Oldham Tramway Emplovis.—"One hundred and thirtv-

one tramway emploviJs at Oldham have joined the colours,
and the tratinvays department is paying out £~3 per weelv
to dependents.

Rochdale Tramway Employes.— There are forty-two
members of the Rochdale trannvay staff on active service.
and half wages are Ix'ing allowed to their dependents, which
will niean a cost of owr ^£1.70(1 a year.

Roll of Honour.—Mr. George Jackson, of Winton. who.
Ix'fore rojoining his regiment, w.-is emplovixl by Messrs.
Glover. Trafford Park, has been killed at the front. He has
left a widow and two young children.

Private Thomas Talbot, of the Roval Scots Fusiliers, for-

merly a Coi-poration tramcar driver at Blackburn, has been
killed in action.

-Able Seaman .A. Powell, R.N., who was emplo\-ed as
jointer's mate at the Batter.<9ca B.C. electricity generating
station, was lost in H.M.S. " .•\boukir."

Personal.—Private James Munro, 1st Highland Field
.Ambulance (T.F.), was presenter! hv his fellow workers in

the telephone department at .-Vberdcen Post Office with hand-
some gifts on the occasion of his departure to join his co^ps^
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Private Geo. Nield, formerly an Accrington tram con-
ductor, and a reservist of the Royal Field Artillery, has been
decoraietl with the French Legion of Honour for distin-
guishtxJ service in the war.

Driver W'm. Riley, a motorman employed on the Rawten-
st.'ill iramwavs, is a prisoner of war in Germany.

Rilleman C. Crook, a Manchester tramway guard, who
was called out for service with the 1st King's Royal Rifles
and was subsequently reported missing, is a prisoner in
Germany.

Lance-Corporal Wm. Corcoran, a motorman on the Ash-
ton Corporation tramways, has been wounded at the front,

and is now in hospital.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Australia.

—

ll.M. Trade Commissioner for Australia

reports that a lirm in Melbourne wishes to get into toach with
United Kinerdom manufacturers who can supply arc lamp globes
to replace those hitherto obtained from Germany. Communica-
tions should be sent to the Commissioner at Commerce House,
Melbourne.

ItiLssia.—An Association in Petrograd wishes to get into

communication with United Kingdom manufacturers of electrical

measuring apparatus, metal-working and wood-worliiDg machines,
machine tools, engines of various kinds, steam installations,

furnaces, locksmiths' tools, &.c.

An engineer in Kkaterinoslav desires to obtain supplies of metal
and carbon-filament lamps, dynamos and electric motors, electric

ventilators and other electrical apparatus.
A gentleman in Kharkov wishes to get into touch with United

Kingdom firms willing to enter into business relations with him in

organising, constructing and working tramways, electric lighting,

equipment of mines, water works, kc, for public bodies. He
claims that he has already successfully carried out electric lighting
and water supply works for municipalities.

Communications respecting all of these matters should be for-

warded to the British Consulate, Petrograd.

—

Board of Trade
Journal.

Italy.—H.ll. Consul-General at Genoa (Mr. W. Keene,
M.V.O.) reports that a trader in Bologna, formerly representing a
Berlin firm, wishes to get into touch with United Kingdom manu-
facturers of apparatus for electrical illumination, and also

hydraulic and hygienic apparatus. Communications regarding the
inquiry should be sent to the British Consulate-General, Genoa.

Liqnidatious. — The Mordey-Frickee Electricity
Meter Co., Ltd.—A meeting of creditors will be held at 82,

Victoria Street, S.W., on December 23rd, to hear an account of the
winding up from the liquidator, Mr. F. Miller.

The Boddt Life-Saving Appliances, Ltd.—A meeting of
creditors will be held at 5, Broad Street Place, E.G., on December
21st, to hear an account of the winding up from the liquidator,
Mr. T. Gurney Pocock.
The Llanelly Motoe and Electrical Engineering Co.,

Ltd.—This company is winding up voluntarily, with Mr. A.
Collins, of 28, Baldwin Street, Bristol, as liquidator.

The Premier Lighting and Engineering Co., Ltd.—This
company is winding up voluntarily, with Mr. J. P. W. Goodwin,
of Cnancery Lane Station Chambers, Holborn, W.C, as liquidator.

The Leitneh Electrical Co., Ltd., Maybury, Woking.—First
meetings of creditors and contributories December 4th, at 33, Carey
Street, W.C.

Equiluio Glassware.

—

The Gexekal Electric Co.,
Ltd., of 67, Queen Victoria Street, E.G., have sent us a neat ash tray
moulded in " Equiluxo" glassware, and wUl present a similar one
to any interested inquirer. This ware has been used in the form
of bowls and spheres tor showroom lighting in many large shops
and stores, with excellent effect.

Greece.—H.M. Consul at Syra (Mr. H. F. Hastings)
reports that a commission agent in that town wishes to get into
touch with United Kingdom manufacturers of electrical apparatus
and fittings, metale, glassware, ironmongery, &e. Communi-
cations regarding the inquiry should be addressed to the British
Consulate, Syra, Greece.

Belli) is Coutracts.—Business seems to be proceeding
pretty much as usual at the works of Messrs. E. Bennis and
Co., Ltd., at Little Hulton. They have experienced an increased
demand from colliery owners for their hand-fired furnaces and
for coal-handling and elevating plant. We have before us a list

of recent contracts for stokers and furnaces for steel manufac-
turers, collieries, paper works, flour mills, breweries, oil refineries,

blanket and woollen factories, &c. For the Eccles Corporation
electricity department a coal elevator and U link chain conveyor
is ordered to serve a range of four S-ft. diameter Lancashire boUers
fitted with mechanical stokers ; and through Messrs. Siemens Bros.
Dynamo Works, Ltd., a plant has been ordered for shipment to
India, which will consist of an elevator arranged to elevate the
coal from a storage bunker below the ground level to the
mechanical stoker hoppers on two water-tube boilers,

.Vlaiiehester, — It is unoounccd that the Buitikh
Wk'^tiniihoume Ei.ectbk; and Manofactuuing Co., Ltd.,
have commeaced the manufacture of electric lighting and engine
starting sets for petrol motor vehicles at their works at Trafford
Park, Mancheitter.

Italian Trade.—The effects of the war (jn the Italian

market for electrical machinery and raw materials daring, and
since, the month of September, are described by the Uiri'ta Tfc-

nica d' Ktfttricitn. Machines weighing over 1 metric ton have beea
imported to 109 cwt. (metric quintals), against 1,740 in the pre-

vious year; lighter machines to 413 cwt., against 1,050 cirt.

Transformers have been imported to 2,207, against 87U cwt. in

September, l'J13, and 1,2.0.'> In the same month of l'Jl2. Only in

the class of transformers is there any advance in the imports, and
as Germany and Austria have contributed none, the advantage rests

with Switzerland and the other countries. Of lamps Italy bu
imported 300,000, against more than 700,00u in the preceding year,

which have come almost exclusively from Austria-Hungary. Im-
ports of apparatus were almost nil— 173 cwt. of heavy, against
l>8U, and of light 42, against 123 cwt. The consumption of sheet-

iron has lessened ; during July it sprang to 23,870 cwt., but in

August had fallen to 3,75.'> cwt., which is a normal quantity. In
September this figure fell away to 3,000 cwt, according to Customs
returns. It is right, however, to state that the Customs are paid
on iron already existing in bonded warehouses, and that a diminu-
tion (if any there be) will be shown in the October figures. But
it is believed that no diminution will be shown, as the falling off in

arrivals affects the weekly receipts, whereas the warehonses are

generally supplied by the quarter. English manufacturers have
not been able to forward any supplies, for either reasons of price

or conditions of impost, but while the Treaty lasts Germany has
begun shipments again. Passing lastly to carbons, we notice that
during July the importations rose to 1,030 tons, equal to those of
iyi3, but at the end of August they were almost 1,700, with a loss

of 100 tons compared with the preceding year, and at the end of

September they reached about 1,7.')0, or a total loss of over 400
tons on 1913. The impoits of carbons for furnace electrodes

appear to be about normal, but carbons for other electrotecbnical

uses showed decline. These data show apparently that the
national production has proceeded, if not upwards, at least with-

ont losing ground. Foreign imports have undergone a strong

contraction.

Bankruptcy FroccediHffs.—.1. Sw.\insox (.7. .'^wainson

and Co.), electrical contractor, 22, Booth Street, Manchester.

—Last day for receiving proofs for dividend, December 8th.

Trustee, Mr. A. Yearsley, 2 7, Brazennose Street, Manchester.

J. Brockie, mechanical engineer, 41, London Road, Forest Hill.

A first dividend of Is. 3d. in the £ is payable on December 2nd, at

129, Lambeth Road, S.E.

William H. Wood, electrical engineer, Lorna Doone School
Lane, HaU Green, Birmingham.—Receiving order made November
20th on creditor's petition.

Catalouucs and Lists.

—

British Thomson-Houston
Co., Ltd., Rugby.—Three illustrated descriptive lists have been
issued in the company's standard style as follows :—No. 2,4 40A,

B.T.H. current transformers (in this list prices, dimensions and
shipping information are fully given) ; No. 3,311, truck type iron-

clad switchgear ; No. 4,160, draw-out oil-break switchgear.

Messrs. Mirrlees, Watson Co., Ltd., Scotland Street, Glasgow.
—Illustrated leaflet of the Mirrlees-Leblanc " Multijector " air

pump.
Messrs. J. & W. B. Smith, 1.5-23, Farringdon Road, London,

E.C.—Advance illustrated and priced pamphlet (24 pages) of their

all-British " Glasmi " luminous and hot-bar type electric radiators.

Dowsing Radiant Heat Co , Ltd., 105, Great Portland Street,

London, W.—New electric heating catalogue (78 pp.) showing a
wide collection of luminous radiators and convectora, hot-bar

radiators and radio-convectors, electric cooking and domestic

apparatus and cognate accessories. A number of new designs are

included. Several other iUuatrated circulars relating to these and
other Dowsing manufactures for the coming season have also been

received. The Dowsiug Co. have purchased the business of Messrs.

Eastman & Warne, aa from October 23rd, and the soldering irons,

domestic and laundry irons, and other apparatus of that firm, are

covered in the present batch of Dowsing literature.

Mb. Robt. H La.->h, 31, Carburton Street, London, W.

—

Pamphlet containing an illustrated description of the Linisher

patent surface grinding machine specially adapted for electrical

work.
Messrs. Siemens Bros. & Co., Ltd., Woolwich, S.E.—Leaflet

(A701) describing their patent engine revolution tell-tale.

Messrs. Donovan & Co., 47, Cornwall Street, Birmingham.

—

Illustrated price list of Barwick motor starters and motor-starting

panels, in English, French and Spanish.

The Linolite Co., 25, Victoria Street, London, S.W.—New
circular tabulating technical particulars of "Tubolite "

; also one
describing the Woodhouse steel casing. The firm mention that all

their lamps have been made in this country for the past 12 years

by the Edison & Swan Co., and every part of " 'Tubolite,' the

Woodhouse casing, and their other general manufactures, is made
in Great Britain.

Messrs. Best & Lloyd, Ltd., Cambray Works, Handsworth,
Birmingham.—List No. Ill (eight pages), containing illustrations,

prices, code-words, &o , together with descriptive notes, relating to

the " Best " electric fires, with a new form of heater that they

are jnst putting on the market,
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IlOdli \otic('.s,

—

Srim/ifii' Tlhiminulwn— Us aid lo

It II ainex.s, is the title of a neat brochure which haB been inxaed by
the Gkneral Electbic Co., Ltd. The contontB connint of photo-

praphic illuBtrationH of illaminated shops on the G.E.C. " Dalite
"

system, of whioh the main principle is " Lierht on the object, and
not on the eye." The effeotivoneHS of the system is well shown by
these views, which include also examples of restaurant and railway

liRhtiner. In most cases the Osram drawn-wire lamps are used,

but some relate tu the Osrara half-watt lamp, with Superlux and
Equiluxo elaesware and retiectors. The te.xt contains useful advice

to the trader who wishes to adopt up-to-date methods of lii;htin(r,

and explains the necessity of adopting scientific principles in order

to attain tlie best results by the most etiiciont means. The services

of the Illuminating Kijjineerinp: Department of the General
Electric Co., Ltd., are freely placed at the disposal of proprietors of

shops for this purpose. A "stop-press" note adds the interesting

information that the company's grlassworks have just produced a

new type of glassware to be known as " Atmos," havincr the

characteristic of preserving the relative colour values of textile

fabrics.
"
ProceeA'ingi, of the American Institute of Electrical Eneineers."

Vol. XXXIIi; No. 11. New York : The Institute. Price Si.
" ErKi'ineerinif Directory of Advertisers." No. 59. October, 1914.

London : Kiuj'iiu'i'riiiQ, Ltd.
" Report on the Work of the Department of Teohnolofry (City

and Guilds of London Institute) for 1913-14." London : J. Murray.

Deed of Assiji'imieiit.

—

George BnAn.iK, electrical

engineer, 8, Lambeth Hill, E.G.—Last day for claims December 7th.

Trustee, G. E. Corfield, Balfour House, Finsbury Pavement, E.G.

Trade Aiinoiiiiceiiieiit.—The address of the Irish

agent of Messrs. Simplex Conduits, Ltd., should read :— 88, Welles-

ley Avenue, Belfast, not Wallasey Avenue.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

Aldersliot.— N'f.ar's Wokkinc.—The <<ross revenue of

the electricity undertaking for the year ended March Hist last was
£6,4(>9, the groas expenditure £3,5.'iS, and after paying interest on
loans, £7(>2, sinking fund, £1,345. there was a net profit of £807.

The number of units generated was 1,535,680, an increase of

49,164 on the previous year.

The U.D.C. has decided to reduce the price of current to ordinary

conBumi^rs from Ad. to 4Jd. per unit, as from .lanuary 1st next, and

the charge for public lamps by 5p. each per annum. Current is to be

supplied at the reduced rate of 1 J. par unit to_the Y.M.C.A. for

premises used by troops.

Ashtoii-iii-''liiKei1ield.— In connection with the sewage

scheme, the B, of T. has given its consent to the provision of an

electric installation.

Australia.—The inauguration of the Kushworth(Vic.l
Municipal Council electric supply took place recently. The instal-

lation was designed by Messrs. McCarty, Underwood .V Co. : the

contract for the equipment of the power house, distributing

mains, and street lighting was carried out by the India-Rubber

G.P. and Tele. Works Co.

Iteckeuliaiii.—The Council is to supply current free of

charge to hospitals in the district where wounded soldiers are

under treatment.

Belfast.—The Tramways and Electrical Committee on
Monday reported that the revenue of the electricity undertaking for

the past seven months showed a credit balance of £16,717. Four

different reports en the working of the electricity station were sub-

mitted by four members of the Sub-Committee appointed to make a

report. A special meeting of the Committee was arranged for, to

discuss the same.

Bii'iiiiii<>'liaiii.

—

Reducei) Liohtino.—Owing to the

request made a month ago by the Home Secretary for a reduc-

tion in the lighting not having been generally complied with, an

order has now been received for the compulsory reduction of

lights, including sky signs and powerful external lights, and pro-

vision is also to be made for a further reduction on the lines at

preFCnt adopted in London, if nece.nsary.

WoKKHousio LidUTiNr;.—The B. of G. has decided to carry out

» scheme of E.L. for the Dudley Rnad Infirmary and the Western

Boad House, current to be supplied from the Corporation works.

The Board will discontinue making its own gas.

Itoltoii.

—

Strioet LKUiriNc.—The E.Ti. Committee
has been requested to snbmit a scheme and estimate (or the lighting

of Long Lane by electricity.

Cloiiakilty.—E.L. Scheme.—According to the Cork
papers, the local E.L. company, for whom the .\mpere Co. are con-

tractors, has practically completed the installation of electric

light in the town. In the streets oil lamps have been superseded,

and many public and private buildings are adopting electric

lighting, the prospects being trgarrled as favourable to the

company.

( oiitiiieiital \otes.—FBA.vf e.—The .Soci' t'- PyreD'*nne
d'Energie Electrique, which was formed in 1907, with a capital of

6i million francs, started operations with 60 parishes as cus-

tomers ; it utilises a number of waterfalls, and when all these are
harnessed the company will dispose of 85,000 n.i".

At present the company has three electrical stations at work in

the neighbourhood of Toulouse. The total length of the trans-

mission cables is 1,109 km., of which 'JHO km. ate operated at

.^6,000 volts, while on the remaining 879 km. the preseare varies

between 25,iioo, 13.000 and 10,000 volts.

The capital of the company has been increased to 8 million

francs, and its area has been extended so as to comprise 12'<

parishes, with a papulation of nearly half a million. The number
of consumers has been brought up to 11.528. nsing ."iS.OOO 20-watt
lamps, while the quantity of power supplied amounts to 8,500 h.f.

The charges made for lighting varying from 6d. to 7d. per
KW.-hour.
Norway.—A public valuation has recently been made of the

Eidsfos, a waterfall belonging to Chamberlain Cappelen. the owner
of the Ulefos Electrical Iron Works. The estimated capacity of

the fall is about 3,000 n.p., which, however, can be increased to

6,000 H.P., when the river course is regulated properly. The
valuation was made on behalf of the HoUen municipality, which
intended to expropriate the waterfall, and the result was that the
present value of the property was estimated at £22,0<X). It is,

however, very probable that the idea of the purchase will be

abandoned on account of the high value fixed. The waterfall was
sold in 1907 for £11,000, and afterwards resold to Mr. Cappelen for

£13,500, and the value has thus risen by 100 per cent, in the

course of seven years.

Crarford.

—

Cottaoe Lir;nTiX(,, \z.—The West Kent
Electric Co. having been asked to light the whole of the bonaes to

be erected by the Crayford Cottage Society, Ltd., by electricity,

has approached the P.C. with reference to the public lighting of

the newly-developed area. The company offers to lay the necessary

mains, &c., and provide lamps and standards, and supply

current and maintain lamps, at £2 lOs. per lamp per annum. The
Council is considering the offer.

('rouloii.— (iRE.vTER LoxDON .'^n'^I,v.

—

The L.C.C.

scheme of electric supply for Greater London, as laid down in a

proposed Bill in Parliament, has again been discussed on letters from
the Surrey County Council and the West Ham Corporation. It

was resolved to support these bodies in their request to the L.C.C.

to postpone the introduction of the Bill until the session of 1916.

The fear was expressed that if Croydon was absorbed as far as the

electricity supply was concerned, the process might be continued

in regard to water and other municipal enterprises.

|]|)SOili.—The U.D.C. is considering a proposal to in-

stall an electrically-driven turbine pump at the Downs reservoir.

fireeiioek.

—

Electricity in the Gas Works.—In the

new installation of plant at the gas works there is a power honse

containing three Westinghonse generating sets, comprising gas

engines of 42 b.h.p. coupled to shunt-wound protected type gene-

rators. The current is to be distributed to the various motors at

440 volts. Motors are used in the reconstrnoted gas works to

operate elevators, coal breakers and other machinery.

filrliiishy.—The report of the first si.K months' trading

in 1914 of the Electricity Committee shows that the revenue from
current sold in 1914 was £10.389, against £9,413 for 1913. an
increase for the six months of £976.

lloiton-in-l{il»l»lfsdale.—The Rentham K.D.C. has

granted Mr. Thomas Davidson permission to nae overhead lines for

lighting Horton-in-Ribblesdale by electricity.

kirkcaldy.

—

Ei.ei TRi(\ii, ILmlac^e.—At an inquiry

by the L G B. Commissioner into the local town planniDfr

stheme, which is intended to prevent the sinking of a

pit in the neighbourhood, Mr. Noil A. Wilkie, engineer for the

Fife Coal Co., said all precautions would he taken to interfere as

little as possible with the amenity of the district. There would be

no overhead gear and no smoke, as they intended to have an incline

instead of a shaft, and to use electric haulage.

I.Dildoil.— Hammkusmith.—The Electricity Committoo
has decided to recommend applications to the L C.C. for loans of

£10,000, including £.^1,650 to cover the cost of works executed, and
£4,3.50 for anticipated work during the next 12 months.

In connection with the proposed electricity legislation by the

L.CC, the E L. Committee considers that there arc serious objec-

tions to the scheme as proposed, and that the County Council

should l>e urged not to proceed with it until more opportunity of

considering its effect on existing concerns has been granted.

Hacksky.—The Electricity Committee recommends that the

existing tariffs for heating, cooking and domestic purposes other

than lighting, and for lighting and other domestic purposes, on
the telephone system, be avstilable to all consumers wiUkoat restric-

tion as to use of any form of illuminant.

IsnNOTON,—The L.G.B. has refused to sanction the application

of the local B. of G. (in May last") for a schime of electric lightinfc

in certain of the buildings.

BKKMONrsET.—The town clerk is to be instrncted to write to

the Commissioner of Police with a view to obtsinirg fetmiesicn to

inoresise the local public lighting.
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The Balhsm unj Tooting Tradem AiiBooiation is to draw tbe
abteation of the Commiuitioner of Police to tbe question of reduced
llRhtinK and tbe discrepancy between the nietbodii adopted in tbe
case of different diBtriots and individual traders.

WtSTMiNSTKB.—The WestminBtor Electric Supply Corporation
has informed the B.C. tbat.owinp to tbe increased price uf coal and
other expenseH, it is unable to aeree to the continuation of tbe
contract tor one year for the Bupply of enerijy for li«htintr purposes
at 2id. per unit, and HQ|;Ke"ts that a new a(;rrement be made for
three years at 8d. per unit for lip^htine and Id. for power purposes.
The Contracts Committee recommendB tbe Council to a^ree to the
revised obartjeB, subject to tbe termination of the airreenient, by
jrivinsr throe months' noticr, expirinif at the end of the first year
or at the end of any succeedini; year.

Fti.iiAM.— In connection with the agreements with electricity

conanmerB for outside lamps, the Electricity Committee recom-
mends, in view of the reduction in outside lif;btiog, that such
SKreements be suspended as from October 1st for the period of

tbe prohibition, providin); that accountB on the basis of the charge
for .500 hours per annum are paid, and that the oonsuiner agrees
to extend the contract for a year after the prohibition period.

naiislield >Voo(IImhi.s«'. — Strekt liicHTiNi;.—The
U.D.C. has decided to have double .'iO-c.p. electric lamps placed in
St. Edmund's Avenue for public lightinj;. The mains v^ill be pro-
vided by Mansfield T.C., at a cost of £220.

IMoiiiitain .i.sli. — The U.D.O. has applied to the
B. of T. for consent to use overhead wires at Abercynon for. the
supply of current at a pressure of 230 volts.

.^utfoi'd and Lotliiniilaitd (.Xorfolk). — Work-
HonSK LiOHTiNa.—With a view to considering the advisability of
laying down E.L. plant at the workhouse, the B. of G. has decided
to obtain estimates for lighting the institution by a system other
than air gas, which was recommended for adoption by the House
Committee.

Parkhiii'st.—C.\>tp LioHTiNr;.—The Isle of AVight
Rural Council has granted permission for the Isle of Wight E.L.
and Power Co. to use overhead wires for ligbtinfr the new
Military huts and camping ground at Parkhurst, the contract for
which has been secured by the company.

F«'nritli.—The B. of (i. has decided to have electric

light installed at the Public Offices, and to obtain estimates for the
installation.

Perth.—A scarcity in the supply of carbons is being
felt by the Corporation in connection with the lighting of the
streets, and it is feared that the lighting will have to be curtailed.

Readiu*".—Extension of E.L. Area.—The Reading
and District Electric Supply Co., Ltd., has applied to the B. of T.
for an order extending the area of supply so as to include the
borough of Henley-on-Thames and the parishes of Badgemore,
Eye and Dunsden, Harpsden, Kidmore End, Rotherfield, Pippard,
and Shiplake, in the area of the Henley R.D.C., and Arborfield,
Barkham, Earley, Newland, Remenham, Rusoombe, Shenfield,
Sonning Town, St. Nicholas, Hurst, Twyford, Wargrave, Winnersh,
and Woodley and Sandford in the area of the Wokingham R.D.C.

Redditcli.

—

Plant Extensions.—The Council recently

decided to reconstruct and modernise the works, at a cost of some
£18,000. Since then the B.S.A. Co. has approached the Council
asking for a supply for ten years of some two million units a year
for power purposes, and an agreement has been entered into, which
will necessitate farther extensions of the electricity works plant
at an additional cost of £10,000, making the total projected expen-
diture £28,000. In the Council it was stated that the increased
demand would provide a permanent revenue amounting to a mini-
mum of £3,000 per annum.

St, Geriuans (Cornwall).—The B. of G., after con-
sidering the question of lighting the Scattered Home, has decided
to have the electric light installed.

Selby.—Proposed E.L. Scheme.—The U.D.C. has
decided to hold a special meeting to consider the question of elec-

tric light for the town.

Thorne.

—

Pcblic LiGHTrNO.—The P.C. has referred to
the Lighting Committee a request from the Yorkshire Electric
Power Co. to be allowed at the proper time to tender for the
lighting of the 2,600 yards of Moorends Road.

Tullamore.

—

Workhouse Lighting.—The B. of G.
has adopted the scheme prepared by the consulting engineer for

the installation of an electric lighting plant at the institution,

and application has been made to tbe L.G.B, to sanction the
scheme, and to recommend the Board of Works to advance a loan
for the purpose.

Tasmania.—The contract under which the Tasmanian
Government takes over the electrical scheme of the Hydro-Electric
Power and Metallurgical Co., has been signed and possession given.
It is expected that the first instalment of 9,000-H.P. will be com-
pleted by July next year. The company's metallurgical works at
North-West Bay will now be proceeded with.

Tiinliridifc Wells.

—

Kxtk.nsion ok K.L. Area.—The
T.C. is applying for an order to include in the area of supply tbe
urban district of Sonthbororgh, and so much of tbe following
parishes as arc within a radius uf three miles from the centre of
the western door of Holy Trinity Charch, Tnnbridgo Wells :

—
Bidborough, Kpeldhurst, Asharat, Tonbridge Karal, Pembary,
Pensburst and Frant.

Uatford.— Loa.v Sanction.—The U.D.C. haB received
sanction to borrow £l,3.'tl for the provision of electric meter*.

Willcsdcn.

—

Wokkiiocse liHiHriNi;.—'I'he Hjcitricity

Committee is to consider the question of making an allowance in

respect of the reduced consumption of current for public lighting
con8e<|uent upon the restricted lighting order.

The B. of G. last week considered a report from the Works Com-
mittee respecting the proposal of the L G.B. that the Guardiana
should terminate their agreement with the D.C. for the supply of
current to tbe infirmary. In this respect a letter has been
received from the Council stating that it is not prepared to
cancel the agreement.
The engineer-in-charge submitted a report showing the com-

parative costs of steam production and electrical energy for tbe
years ending October, 1913 and 1914 respectively, from which
it appeared there was an increased cost of £363 since the contract
with the Council has been in force : tbe Committee, therefore,

recommends that the D.C. be notified that it is the intention of

the Guardians to discontinue the use of the supply of electrical

energy from December 1st next, for a period of 12 months, during
which period the Guardians propose to use their own plant to

generate electricity in order that a more efficient test might be

made as to the comparative costs of the methods of producing
steam and electricity necessary for the requirements of the institu-

tion.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Anstralia.

—

Melbourne Suhi^ruan Electrifh ation.

—The Victorian Railway Commissioners in their acnnal report

state in regard to suburban electrification, that despite the large

amount of preliminary and detail work inseparable from a scheme
of such magnitude, satisfactory progress has been made with the

different portions of the work of electrifying the suburban lines,

and Mr. E. P. Grove, who, as the representative of Mr. Merz.

arrived in Melbourne in October last, has, with his staff, since

been actively engaged in the supervision of the work already in

hand at the sub-stations, the Jolimont oar repair shed, and the

Newport power house. The principal contracts which had been

let at June SOth, 1914, were :—Condensing plant, circulating

water pumps and accessories for the power station, G. Weymouth
Proprietary, Ltd., £8.5,2.52 ; equipment for sub-stations, Siemens
Bros. Dynamo Works, £201,624 ; overhead contact lines and
power transmission lines, British Insulated and Helsby Cables,

Ltd., £278,286 ; power station buildings and boiler equipment,

Babcock & Wilcox, Ltd., £427,720; six IO,(iOO-K\v. sets of turbo-

alternators and transformers, C. A. Parsons & Co., Ltd., £182,046
;

Bwitchgear for power station and sub-stations, Siemens Bros.

Dynamo Works, £140,070 ; equipment for motor and trailer

coaches. General Electric Co. (of New York and England),

£676,189 ;
provision and laying of 20,000-volt feeder cables, Atc,

British Insulated and Helsby Cables, Ltd., £259,121 ; total,

£2,260,299. The different contractors have the manufacture of

the necessary plant and equipment well in hand, and substantial

progress has been made with the erection of the power house, as

well as with the excavations for the conduits, pits, &c., and the

provision of sidings. A large quantity of boiler house plant and

steel work for the power house buildings has been delivered, and
is now in course of erection. It is anticipated that the first

section of the car repair i shed at Jolimont will be completed

about December, 1914.

Blackpool.

—

Parcels System.—A system of parcels

collection and distribution is to be commenced on the Corporation

tramways in conjunction with the Fleetwood and Blackpool, St.

Anne's and Lytham tramways. The maximum weight of parcels

will be 28 lb.

Briffhton.

—

Depot PjXTensions.—The Tramways Com-
mittee of the T.C. has recommended application for a loan of

£4,000 for extensions at the tramways depot.

Clayton-le-Moors.—The L. & Y. Railway Co. has

decided to apply for an order of extension of time limited by the

Clayton-le-Moors Light Railway Order, 1912.

Continental Xote.

—

Spain.—La Compania de Fer-

rocarrUes y Tranvias de Valencia has applied for the necessary

concession for two new lines of electric tramways in the town of

Valencia.

East Ilaui.

—

Assessment.—A conference of the T.C.

with tbe Assessment Committee of the West Ham Union as to the

assessment of the East Ham tramways undertaking has agreed to

provisionally fix the assessment at a net rateable value of £4,000,

to take effect from April Ist, 1915, and to remain in force until

September 30th, 1915. This will result in a saving of £1,469 per

annum.
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East hciit.—The East Kent Light Railway Co. has
informed the local authoritiea that it has requested the Li|;bt

Railway CommiHsionerB to poatpone proceedini^a on its application

for an oriler, durini; the war crisis.

R(liiilMir<>ii.— Mr.ECTiiic Vkhicle.—An electric motor
lorry is to be secured for the use of the electricity department.
The cost will be under £700.

Hull.

—

Tramway E.xtknsiox.—The T.C. is applying

to the B. of T. for power to constrnct two lines of electric tram-

ways at SculcoateB.

iiOiuloii.

—

Hammkrsmith.—Motor Haui.ack.— Owing
to the number of hordes and vans impressed for military purposes,

it has been decided to substitute to some extent motor traction,

and the boroufrh surveyor has submitted details of three types of

vehicle suitable, viz. ;

—

(,a) An Edison electric van, of :!-ton

capacity, fitted with a crane ; (h) a National steam car, of 1 cb.

yards' capacity ; and (r^ a Thornycroft petrol van of 8? cb. yards'

capacity. The estimated cost of the electric van was £1,215

(chassis £9.si), tires £5,5, crane £85, body £95) ; of the steam van,

£944 (chassis £020, body £inu, changeable water tank £100, tires

£60, lamps £r.», crane £45")
; and of the petrol wagon, £780.

Figures of running cost calculated by the firms from data supplied

show the electric to cost 8'6d. per mile, steam van i)2d. per mile,

petrol van 9d, per mile. An interchangeable water-tank body is

included in the last two tenders. The Cartage Committee favours

the steam van, but has decided, before purchasing, to make a trial

of this vehicle in service.

In the Parliamentary notice of the District Railway Co.'s Bill

for next session, one clause provides for the Central London
Railway being supplied with energy from the Lots Road power
station.

Ja]iail.—Work is well in hand on the construction of an

electric railway between Yokohama and Shimbashi.

.^laiiclicster.—According to the Wefl.ii/ /ils/ir/lch, both

the Lancashire and Yorkshire and the London and North-Western

Railway Companies propose carrying out important electrification

schemes on their systems in Manchester and other parts of South-

East Lancashire.

)le\ico.—The London office of the ilexico Tramways
Co. has been notified that the Mexican Government has increased

the wages of all the tramway emplojcs by 251 per cent., and has

also forbidden the remittance of further funds abroad until the

rate of exchange improves. Urgent representations to the Mexican

Government are being made in the matter.

—

J-'hiancial .W-ws.

Xeatli.—Mu.viciPAL Strike.—As a result of the strike

of the municipal employes for an increase of wages, the Corpora-

tion tramcars have ceased running.

SaddleHOi'tli.—It is proposed to extend the tramways
from Royal George to Clarence Hotel, Greenfield.

West Ham.— Assessment. — With reference to the

appeal of the West Ham Corporation against the assessment of the

tramway undertaking, the chairman of the Tramways Committee
reports that it was agreed that the assessment shonld be reduced

to £35,000 gross and £10,500 rateable value in the parish of West

Ham, and £900 gross and £50ii rateable value in the parish of

East Ham. These figures are to take effect as and from the April

rate, 1913, and to remain in force until September 30th, 1915,

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Cablc-Cuftiiiii".— In a dispatch from the (iovernor of

Jamaica to the Colonial OHioe, it is stated that cable communi-
cation with Jamaica was interrupted at 6.40 a,m, on August 3rd,

within 15 minutes of an earthquake shock that was felt in King-

ston, and it was at first supposed that the breaking of the cable

was due to the earthquake. It has baen ascertained, however, by

the captain of the cable-repairing ship that the cable was cut,

German warships had been seen near Jamaica a few days earlier.

War was not declared until midnight on August Ith,

Marconi Shares.—On Friday last judgment was given

in favour of Mr, Godfrey Isaacs, in the action brought against

him by Mr, Samuel Segar, Mr, Jnstios Bailhache expressed the

opinion that a contract was made, but that there was no good

consideration ; he found that the plaintill's claim from first to last

was a blai-kmailing claim, and that the action was a blackmailing

action. Judgment for the defendant, without costs.

\orwav.—Up to 1008 overhead telephone wires were

used in Bergen, but it was then decided gradually to substitute

subterranean wires. This work is approaching completion. The
electrical equipment for the new automatic exchange was to have

been made in Belgium, but this was prevented by the war. The
plant has instead been manufactured in England, whence it was
recently shipped to Bergen.

Secret \lirele,ss Statioii,s.—A joint protest has lieen

lodged by the British and IVench Govemmenta with the Govern-
ment of Colombia against the alleged use of a high-power wirelew
station at Cartagena for communication with German warsbipe.
On Wednesday a detailed statement wa^ given in the House of
Commons regarding the failure of Colombia and E;ua-lor to main-
tain neutrality ; the British and French 'Jovemmente had appealed
to the I.'nited States for their good offices, and had stated that, if

necessary, they would take action for the protection of their
interests. The U.S, Government had communicated with the
Governments concerned.
Two Italians named Fabbri. with German sympathieo, who own

a wireless station on their estate at Bar H&rkiour. Maine, are
under the surveillance of the Cnited States Secret Service ageotn
in connection with a report that they forwarded information
regarding the movements of British ships to German agents. It

is stated that their installation is capable of receiving signaU from
Germany, and can transmit over a range of 150 miles.

It is also reported that a station was found at Alamo, m
Southern California, at a height of 1,000 ft, capable of working
over 2,000 miles ; this station has been geizad and closed by Mexican
officials,

Tclefframs in Code.—The military authorities still

object to the use of private codes, but the question whether any
published codes can be admitted in addition to those already
authorised is under consideration.

Telephone IHrector\.— In order to avoid coinciding
with the pressure of Christmas work in the Post Ofifice, the next
issue of the Telephone Directory will take place on February Ist

instead of at the beginning of January as in previous years.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

.4ustralia.

—

Melbourne.— December 9th. l.i'OO yd.
0'3 sq. in,, 2,400 yd. 0'25 sq.in., 1,600 yd, 015 sq. in., 660 yd. 7 16

S.\V,G. single-conductor lead-covered cable, 880 yd. 716 S.W.G.
concentric lead-covered cable, for City Council. See "Official

Notices " November 20th.

Brisbane.—January 6th. Copper wire and acoeesories. paper-
insulated lead-covered cable, for P.M.G. See "Official Xoticee"
to-day,

Ihnidalk.—December 7th. Steel towers for carrying
cables, for G. X, Railway d. (Ireland). Specifications. Jcc. (£1 Is.)

from Engineer's Offices at Dunlin or Belfast.

Eccles.—December 14th. Sewage recording apparatns
for the Corporation Highways and Sewers Committee. Specifica-

tions from the Borough Surveyor's office. Town HalL

EnnJsliJllen,—December 1st. Sligo. Leitrim A- Northern
Counties Railway, Twelve months' supply of telegraph materials.

Specifications (Is.) from the company's offices.

London.—L.C.O. December 8th. [a) h.t. and i..t.

switchgear, (?>) gravity bucket ash conveyor, in connection with
the tramways. See " Official Notices " November 13th,

December 9 th, Installation, 160 wiring points, 210 light^ at

Star Lane Elementary School, Falham, Sise "Official Notices"
to-day.

December 22nd. Two steam turbo-generators of 8,000 Kw„ with
auto-transformers, ka., for Greenwich generatinfr station (tram-

ways). See "Official Notices " to-day

Batter.sea.—The B,C, is recommended to obtain tenders for

the provision of additional panels to the eiwitchboard, and tor

providing a coal bunker in connection with the coal telpheraxe

plint at the electricity generating station,

Bethnai, Green,— December 2nd. h.t. and L.T, cables and
roadwork, transformers, sub station switchgear, for the B,C. See
" Official Notices " November 20th.

H.M. OiriCE or Works.—December 7tb. Twelve months'
supply of cable and wire. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Manchester. — December lt>th. Corp^iration. Ten
."i0,000-lb. water-tube boilers complete : two 15,000-KW turbo-

alternators ciimpleto, Se« "Official Notices " November 13th.

Deoomber 1st, The Tramways Committee invit«8 tenders for

tramcar trucks, Mr, J. M. McElroy, General Manager.

Spain.—Tenders are at present knng invitoil by the

municipal authoritie.i of Llodio (province of Alava) for the conces-

sion for the electric lighting of the town during a period of four

years ; the municipal authorities of Arquillcs have also invited

tender.* for a similar concession for a perioil of li' years.

Decdiiber 4th. The municipal authorities of Peilralva (province

of Valencia) are inviting tenders for the concession for the electric

lighting of the town.
December 6th.- The municipal authorities of Avanda de Onero

(province of Burgos) are inviting tenders for the concession for the

electric lighting of the town daring a period of tw»nty years.

Teddlnijton.— December 7th. Electric lighting at the

Council's sewage disposal and refuse destructor works. See
" Official Notices " to-day.
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Wakf ti«'Iil.—DecoralKif 1 th. Yorkshire (W.R.) Electric

TrnmwayH To., Ltd. T'Vilvo monthii' supply of eleutrio Umpa,
fitliiiifH, inBulatmif mat>Tittl», .Vu.

Halsall. DccemlxT Hih. Corporation. Six S^O-kw.
»nfi onu MU KW rotary, oonverter equipmnnta. Sea " (ttlicial

Notices " November 20th.

Mfst llain.— December 10th. T5. of G. Three months'

mipply of eleo'rioal fittingB. ForrnB of tender from Mr. J. Smith,

Clerk, rninn Uoad, LeytonBtone, N.E.

MiiiclM'stcr. — Deeembor 17th. Corporation. One
fiOO-KW., DO. turbo-penerator, with oondenBine: plant, pipework,

i.0. See " Official Notices " to-day.

CLOSED.

Hartford.—The I'.D.C. has accepted the tender of

Mr. C. Collincre, of Dartford, for extensions at the Electricity

Works, at £1,730.

Favcrshaiu.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of

Mr. Francis Davis for coal for the electric lighting- works, at 3 1 9.

per ton

Glasii'OW.—The Electrie'ity Committee has remitted to

the chairman (Bailie W. B. Smith"), the engineer, and the town
clerk, for further report matters in connection with the renewal of

the contract with the Tudor Accumulator Co., Ltd., for the main-
tenance of the electric storage battery at the Port Dandas
generating station.

The Tramways Committee recommends acceptance of the

following :

—

Electric motors for Coplawhill.—British ThomsonHouston Co., Ltd,
Cast-steel pipe connections.—Stewarts ,t Llovds, Lid.
Asphalt backets.- P .V W. M'Lellan, Ltd.
Bteel sashes for Pinkston power station.— Crittall Mffj. Co , Ltd.
Crane f«v Dalhousie sub-station.— Alex. Jack tV Co.
Special work.—Edgar Allen * Co.
Copper trolley wire.—B.I. ,\ H, Cables.

The Watchins: and Lighting Committee recommends, in con-

nection with a new system of fire alarms, that there should be
accepted the i fi'ers of Messrs. Siemens Bros. ,\: Ca., Ltd . to supply and
install (1) their system in the southern district of the city, at

£1,287, and (2) the necessary extra apparatus for connecting the

said system with the central station, at £150.

Hereford.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of Messrs.

Wm. Cory ^: Son, Ltd., for ."lOO tons of Cannop rough small coal

for the electricity works.

Leicester.—The Tramways and Electricity Committee
of the T.C. has accepted the tender of the Wilson Rolling Shutter
Co., of London, for three rolling steel shutters for the car-repairing

shops, at £2H ; and that of Messrs. A. L. Gibson & Co., of
Twickenham, for 12 rolling steel shutters for the generating
station extension, at £447.

London.—In the list of tenders received by the London
Education Committee for school lighting, it was the Alpha
Manufacturing Co., of Balham, not the Alpha Manufacturing
Co., Ltd., who tendered for this work.

Islington.—In April last, the Borough Council accepted the
tender of Messrs. Witting ..t Partners, Ltd., to supply and erect two
cooling towers at the electricity works. Having regard to the
changed conditions due to the war, the firm has now written the
Council stating it is are unable to carry out the work at the price

stated, but would be prepared to do so at an increased price of
£500. The Electricity Committee, being of opinion that it would
be to its interests to accept the firm's offer, has recommended
the Council accordingly.

Hammebsmith.—The Electricity Committee has received the
undermentioned tenders for the supply of h.t. and L.T. underground
electricity supply cables of the following sizes : high tension, '10,

'05
; low tension, '2, l."., 1, '025, 7/22 twin ; and recommends, in

view of the present condition of the copper market, the Council to

accept a tender based on a definite figure for cable required for the
next three months :

—
Price of

1 drum of each size.

1. Western Electric Co., Ltd £133
2. British Insulated i Hclsby Cables, Ltd 440
3. Callender's Cabled Construction Co., Ltd 443
4. W. T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd 443
5. Johnson & Phillips, Ltd 448
6. Biemens Bros. & Co.. Ltd 464
7. Macintosh Cable Co.. Ltd. .. (recommended) 455
8. \V. T. Glover & Co., Ltd 457

Alternative price for any supijlies required during three months from
acceptance of tender :— 1. Variation according to market price of lead and
copper. 2. No quotation. 3. Variation as in the case of No. 1. 4. Ditto.
5. Ditto. 6. Ditto. 7. Firm offer for three months. 8. Variation as in the
case of No. I.

Battebsea.—The Electricity Committee recommends that the
contract with Callender's Cable and Construction Co., Ltd., for the
supply of cables, fee, be renewed for a further period of one year
from April 1st next, and also that the contract with the Alpha
Manufacturing Co. be renewed for a further period of one year for
the installation of arc and metallic- filament lamps, ka., on
consumers' premises ander the hire scheme. Owing to oironm-

stanceB dne to the war, the contractors will not be able to (uoply

coal for the elfutricity grneraMng station in accordance with their

coutra>!t ; the Commi'tee recnrnmendn that the t-li-otri'ial engineer
be aiithnrifel to (i rchBHe Hiich roal hk may be pijuired.

f^l\ Pancuas Th« Klec'rii-.ity fluii.niate*^ han rt-cived a rejort

from thu Chuf Ivcutrical Engine«>r in regard to the new i:»ble

required in connection with the replacing of old cable and the

supply of a new feeder, stnting that be had received a communica-
tion from the WeNteru Electric Co., Ltd , who'e price for cable,

with copper at £.".7 per ton, wan the lowest obtainable, notifyinit

that they had the opportunity of purchasing a Bulliclent ijuantity

of copper for the Council s cable rerjuirements for the next two
years at the very low price of £51 per ton, and were prepared to

do so if desired. The charge for the cable would then only vary

according to the price of lead at the date of ordering of each
portion of the two years' supply, the price of lead at the time of

quoting being £19 per ton. Having regard to the low price at

which it was possible to obtain the copper, the Committee con-

sidered it advisable to accept the offer of the Western Electric Co.,

Ltd., to buy and hold copper at £54 per ton for the Cooncil's

requirements, and instructed the Engineer (who advised that 30 toM
should be so ordered) to arrange with the company accordingly.

Slietlield. — Messrs. .Johnson & Phillips, Ltd., have
received an order for the supply and installation of a 3,000-volt main
switchboard, power and lighting switchboards, 3,000-volt mining
type Bwitchgear, transformern, power cables for surface, al«o shaft

and in-bye, together with lighting and telephones for the complete

electrical equipment of the Kiveton Park Colliery, at Sheffield.

Tynenioutli.—The Electricity Committee has accepted

the tender of Mr. G. A. Beck, for repairing the cooling tower.

Walsall.—The tender of Messrs. Siemens Bros. Dynamo
Works, Ltd., has been accepted for the supply of tantalum lamps
to the Walsall Tramways Department.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS.

Physical Society, Friday, November 27th. At 5 p.m. At Imperial Cnlleee
of Science, South Kensington, S.W. Papers on ** Notes on the Conduction
of Elect icity at Point Contacts," by Mr. A. F. Hallimond, and "Thermal
Conductivity of Badly Conducting Solids," by Mr. T. Barratt.

Junior Institution of EnSineers.—Friday. November 27th. At 8 p.m. At
8). Victoria Street, S.W. P.ipat on " A Model Drawing Oflloe System," by
Mr. C. E. Ford.

(Midland Section).—Tuesday, Decemberlst. At 8 p.m. At Imperial
Hotel, Birmingham. Address by the President of the Section, Prof.

F. C. Lea.

North-East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders.—Friday,
Novembf r 27th. At 7. ao p.m. At Lecture Thiatre ol Literary and Philo-
sophical Society, Westgatg Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne. Discussion on paper
" Industrial Locoraoiives," by Mr. J. W. Hobsoo. Paper on " The
Remarkable Failure of a Consignment of Steel Plaies," by Mr. W. J. B,
Wilson.

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers (Lancashire, Cheshire
and North Staffordsbire Branchi. Saturday. November 'jStb. At
3.30 p.m. At Wigan Mining and Technical Pchool. Joint meeting with
the Colliery Managers' Association (Lancashire Branch).

Association of Supervising Electricians.—Saturday. Novembnr 28ih. At
6.SO p.m. At London Tavern, Fcnchurch Street, E.C. Inaugural Dbmer.

Institution of Electrical Engineers iNewcastle Local Section).—
Monday, November 30th. Piper on " Power Plant Testing," Dy Mr.
W. M. Selvey.

(Manchester Local Section).-Tuesday, December 1st. At 7.30 pm.
At Ensineers' Club, Albert Square. Paper on " Power Plant Testing," bv
Mr. W. M. Selvey.

(Yorkshire Local Section*.—Wednesday, December 2nd. At 7 p.m.
At Philosophical Hall, Leeds. Paper on " Power Plant Testing," by Mr.
\V. M. Selvey.

Illuminating Engineering Society.-Tuesday, December Ist. At 8 p.m.
At the Koyal Society of Arte, John Street, Adelphi. Discussion on
" Illuminating Enuineering in War Time : Some Lts^ons to be learned
from the present Lighting of London," opened by Mr. Leon Gftster.

Bontgen Society.—Tuesday, December 1st. At R.15 p.m. At Institution of

E ec;rical Engineers, Victoria Embankment, W.C. Discussion on
" Localisation of Foreign Bodies by X Rays," opened by Dr. R. Koox.

Boyal Society of Arts.—Wednesday, December 2nd. At 8 p.m. Jit John
Street, Adelphi, W.C. Papef on " Britain and Germany in KelatiOD to the
Chemical Trade," by Dr. W. R. Ormandy.

Greenock Electrical Society.—Saturday, December 5th. Visit to Coplawhill
Car Works and uub-station of the Glasgow Tramways.

Salford Technical and Engineering Association.—Saturday, December
5th. Annual meeting.

" Wicked War."—Sir A. Markham was but expressing

the opinion of thousands of generally unemotional Eoelishmen
when, in the House of Commons on Tuesday, he said that the " war
was so wicked " that, although he had done very large business

with Germany, he would never buy from, or sell to, a German
again. It is the depth of such feelings that confirms the view

already expressed that Germany has smashed her own foreign trade

to atoms. But the existence of such a feeling places upon uf. as

British manufacturers, obligations to leave no stone unturned to

make it possible for the purchaser to carry his feelings out in

actual practice by making available for him the things he 'desires

to buy.
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A MILITARY COOKING INSTALLATION.

TiiKoriiU the courtesy of the Westminster Klectric

Supply Corporation, Ltd., we arc able to give some

particulars of an interesting electric cooking installation

which they put into service at very short notice about a

month ago.

The Church .\rmy have put up a " Hut," a large tem-

porary building, in the centre of (irosvenor Square, which

has been provided by the residents of the Si|uare for the

Dth County of London Territorials.

On a recent Friday evening they asked the Westminster

Klectric Supply Corporation to assist them in making
provision for the cooking for oOo men who would

recjuire meals on the following Monday. The Corporation

Electrical extension hot plates, each loaded with 1,000
watts are fitted in one or two cases, on either side of the top

plate.

Two ovens are run on a pa'r of cut-outs, and the other

three on another pair ; each oven circuit is controlled by a

Berry, Skinner Ilreadoought >vitcb, a type develofted by

the Corporation for its own use, and fitted with a led acd

green rtlle.x, showing whether the switch is on or off. The
armoured flexible connects the ttove terminal in each case

to the switch.

The installation has been in every way guccessfal, and
during the first week, in four days some 930 hot meals,

consisting of beef, mutton, stew, curry, tapioca, macaroni

iKixu A r A I Kiiiu I iiHiAi. Dtror.

gallantly cime to the rescue, and, despite the very short

notice, the necessary distribution mains were laid, and five

standard household electric cookers installed and wired up,

together with the necessary electric lighting, so that the

hut was available for the men on the Monday as reiiuirod.

The contractors for the installation work, which was neces-

sarily carried on both day and night, were I^Iessrs. .lackson

and Hoyce.

'i'he range of stoves, which we illustrate, consists of five

of the ordinary household type, which the Corporation hires

out as suitable for cooking for ten people, and which are

built to its own spccitication by ttie Electric and drdnauce
Accessories Co. These each have a total loading of (1 kw. ;

the oven has three heats of 800 watts each, and the grill

one 1,too- watt heat. Two hot-plates are tilted : one
with three heats—300, OOO and l,i'00 watts, and the other
for (juieker luating, with three heats of 700. 1,000 and
l,i;00 watts.

The heater circuits are controlled through niainond it

switches and Zed fuses. The oven is provided with windows
and a thermometer and Internal lighting.

and stewed fruits were p;"eparrd on these cookers, together

with 7s(» teas, at a cost for energy of £S IS.". 4d..

tlie tariff being Id. per unit. In another five

days Oftli hot dinners and ;i')0 teas were prepared

at a cost of t':> Itis. lOd. For water heating

ordinary urns are being used on the hot-plates, and
a temporary hot cupboard lias been rigged up for plate

warming.

Oa the tirst day, while all the stoves were in use.

a pipe burst, covering the stoves with water, but

no damage resulted, and the cooking was not interfered

with.

The robust and simple construotion of the electric stove

makes it particularly suitable for such work as is here

entailed ; moreover, the electric cooker, as is well known, is

especially suited on aciount of its safety for installation in

a temparary building, and the cleanliness and absence of

fumes associated with it are fully demonstrated in this

case, where the whole of the cooking operations are

carried out in a corner of the building where the food is

consumed.
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HEATING AND LIGHTING APPLIANCES.

G.E.C. Hfe'htinsr and llcatlof? I'ixtiins,

SlNCK the publiciition of our labt issue we have paiJ a visit to the

b3autifully-app')iiited rthowroonn of the (i 'noral E ectric Co., Ltd.,

in 1,1 leen Victoria Street, EC. AU of our rcaderH who have lately

mail) the round of these premidus will understand what we mean
when we eay that in days when darkened scenes outside are not

calculated to promote b njancy of spirits, it is a most en j lyable

chmira t.) bask in brilliant sun»hin« and revel in glowing
colour contemplating the achievements of designers and art-

metal workers, whose great aim in life is to produce the beautiful

m

i M

]8-in. Fpread rouD(). Turning to the catalogue it«elf, thi«

insists of more than :<'J0 page^ of illuntratioDs of
fittingif, with prices and rofereuc; numb-rs for each article.

0/er one hundred pages of new 8x*ure< have been added, and niiny
n3w de.signs appjar on thji^^ pages which, in the paet. were
devoted to such a !cesiories as " gla'sware, ' " silk fhades, ' " signs

"

' php fi'.tingi," 'shop lanterns, " "street Unternc.' and " pos's "
;

these have been eliminated and nov appiar in a sep irate oata-

1 igue. The pendant eection now includes an exhaustive range
of fixtures unier the headings of indirect and remi-indireot

Fk; 1. GEO. Liqutixg Fittivcs.

and the aesthetij, Oae speedily catches the atmosphere of the
place if one gives oneself up to the ocjupation, admiring the
delicacy and charm of colour of each new fitting as switched
oa. Of the variety of electric light fittings that are on view,
wired fo that the caller may pee them at their bast, it is

not possible to eay much. We, however, select for illus-

tration a few examples from the ehowroom display of the
new e'eetric light fixtures catalogue (fourteenth edition) that
has just been isau^d, as we think that thes3 will be considered
some vhat out of the usual run. Fig. 1 is a novej but
beautiful bracket finished in irilt colour with "Erjuiluxo,"

'Superlux" cr "Perlux" hemisphere 10 in. in diameter;
another bracket (two-light) finished in real broczj colour with

lighting. There are many beautiful designs of the well-known
O.E.O. ' Dalite system" of illumination—giving a large variety of
"refl'ctor bowl" and " sphere fittings." Most of the fittings in

these clashes employ either "Superlus," " Equiluxo," " Perlux," or
" Holophane " glassware.

The bracket section includes many new designs bised on
inverted ligh*s in shades or bowls. The cei ing fixture and
electrolier sections contain a number of new fittings ba^ed on a
centre light in bowl or sphere, surrounded by a number of smaller
units in globes or shades. Miny new and original table standards
have also been introduced. There is at the end of the catalogue an
important section devoted to Crystal Fiitnres reminiscent of

the Bourbon Period. The designs are thoroughly repressntative

(J^m-

Fig. 3. G.E.C. Ceiling Fixtokes.

"Perlux" glass bowls appears in fig. 2. The other illus-

trations show a couple of magnificent ceiling fixtures, which,

we think, are departures along interesting lines. Fig. 4

has from one to three lights in the lC>-in. " Perlux " glass bowl ;

it is in real broDze colou', and has fix fmall lights hung round

as fhown ; the eame principle, but with different globes, is adopted

for fig. 3, which has a 12-in. "Superlux " globe, with a high c.P.

lamp in the centre, and three small globe lights hung with an

ani are specially suitable for apartmmts such as halls, dancing

rooms, reception rooms, &;, where illumination is essentially an

enrichment of the general decorative scheme in certain periods.

The contents of the catalogue are arranged in a systematic

manner : the fittings in these classes are from drawings and photo-

graphs made from the arti.;le3 themselves and reproduoed to scale.

Th; strict sequence of the catalogue numbars will enable one to

find any desired atticle thus avoi ling th? nec;sjity of consulting
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a miincrical index. Every article has been given a distinctive

name, EO o» to facilitate crdcrB either by tfUihcno, tclipraph or

cable. Jn a'Ulition to the catal iRue number and price, the finieh

and the nature of the material employed with dimenflions and

other necessary particulars are coiicitely stated. This catalogue of

"Electric Liirht Fixtures" superferifs all previous puVilicitions

issued by the company. Althouijh the catalogue was printed and

nearly roady for dihtribution before the war, it i^ not subject to

any advance ia pri;e.

The company has also just issued a new catalogue of electric

heatinfj and cookinpr app.iratu". It consists of Hil pa^r !B of

illuMtrated matter and prices relatinfr to "Magnet" fires, lamp
radiators, convectore, a conti lerable lanpe of electric cookinpr

utensils, portable ovens, domestic coikerp. electric irons, fjlue pots

and sundry heatinp; apparatus which the company has to put

before contractors and the trade generally for the pre.»ent season.

We illustrat'i in figs. 5 and (i the espential features of the

"Magnet" panel type of fire, which the Gkneral Ei.KOTKic Co.

assure us is proving a most successful liae (in earlier pattern

was dtseribid in our issue of May 8th). In the diagram, fij;. 5.

the curved heating element or panel is shown at A At the

back is an earthing screw B ; the china terminal base C has a

double opening at right angles to the entrance for the fl 'xible lead-*,

forming an efficient curd grip. The connections to the heatera D

are of stiff solid copper wire.

'•Kl Itidiu" Kadiator.

Mksshs. H.wi.ock i; Haklett. of 63, Qjetn Victoria Street,

E.G., have recently introduced a neat and handy portable ridiitor,

which we illustrate in fi/ 7. The device hit a polifhed copper
internal reflictor behind the heating element, with polished
nickelled feet and sides, and a dnll black ba-^k : it t&kee 60<<

watts, and measures 10 x 12 x 12 in. Toe handle U heat

-Dl-\(1R.\M ^^HCiWING ARBAN'GEMEXT OI' "MaGNET"
Panel Fire.

Fig. 7.

—

"El Radio" Electbic Radiator.

insulated, and the appliance ia extremely light. The heating

element, which can easily be removei, ia guaranteed for five years ;

it consists of metal spirals on the front of a mica strip, fiied

in a metal frame. Toe flexible C3rd can be detached from the

radiator, by means of a plug connector of ingenious design,

which is worthy of special notice.

" Bf^t " Electric Fires.

A new form of heater has j ast been placed on the market by

Messrs. Best & Lloyd. Ltd., of Cambray Wjiki. Hindaworih.

Birmingham. The heating element coneiits of nichrome wire

interwoven with asbestos cord, and supported by a tl it strip of

uralite behind it ; each bar is secured in p'a^e by a pair of

nuts, and is conneoted to the leads by simple terminals. Oa

The heating coils H are of spirally-wound high-resistance wire,

and glow at a bright red ; they are easily replaced at low cost if

rec|uired. Oa the top of the frame slots f are provided for fiiing

a trivet, on which a kettle can be kept boiling.

Fig. (' .Mai;net" Fiui:.

The switches i are of the double-polo quick-break type ; the lire

is raised from the ground, and the perforated bnsa cover K permits
of air passing under and through the panel elements.

Fig. (', shows the Banbury tire, whi :h incorporates the above
features, and is built for loadings of l,r>OC, 2,000 and :!,000 watts.
Magnet fires are also supplied with '' rod " elements.

V V

]

-i>-

Via. S.—"Best" Electkic Fiks.

removing one nut, the back of the radiator, which c*rries

the hfatinp elements, can be lowered to a position in

whic\ the whole cf the elements and connections

arc readily ac^eesible ; the back plate is of copper pc>li»he«i on the

inside, and all nuts, ,v \. are concealed when the radiator is in use.

The elements, when switched on, glow immediately, and as the

whole of the wire is on the front of the uralite supports, the heat i

ra^atod mainly forwards : there i* no metal work abive the heating

bars. and. therefore, no discoloration of casings. These fires are

guaranteed for two years: each element tsk^s .">vXt watts, as the

makers realise that if a radia'or is to be effective, it is useless to

undcr-power it. The ' Bist" electric fires are made in numtrous

patterns, one of which we illustrate above : they are fitted with from

two to six elements, and are fiiished in several diff rent styles.
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(•lusinl K 11(1 i liters.

AmoDKBtthe numerous llrititthiiiade luiiiinouu radiuturi<, Hk^shs.

J. 4: W. B. Smith, of l.'i, Karriiitjdon Iload, E.G., provide a number
of attractive deBi^nH, Wo illustrate in 6g. '.< a 2oO-watt four-

lamp radiator by tbiu firm, coasiating of a satin fiaished braaa

Fig. 11.

—

"Glasmi" Luminous R.\diator.

frame with a polished coppered refieotor, and this can, it desired,

be supplied with lamps of 500 watta consumption, giving twice

the amount of heat.

The firm alio make electric radiators of the hot-bar type, with

loadings up to 2,400 watte.

Creilimdu Eli'ftric Kcttlfs.

The accompanying illubtratiun nhows the arraugeinent of new
types of water-beating uten»ils which are b3ing manufactured at

the Star Works of Mes.skh. Cueuknua Conuuiih, Ltd., Cheater
.Street, Birmingham. The con'lruction of the baw of the ntessil

E-NllA ElKCTIUC KETTI.K.

marks a,i advancj on existing types, in that the false bottom is

stamped in a special manner which gives it strength, while the

metal is comparatively thin, and can be quite easily turned up
at the edge, whereas the thitk brass bottoms usually applied do
not permit of this. The soldering-in of the b;)ttom can thus be

made a good mechanical job. Brass bolts which serve to hold the

strip elements in position pass through the stamped channel-",

being specially pressed in before soldering, as shown in fig. II.

Fig. 11.— Section of Base of Kettle.

The elements are of this firm's new type, in which corrugated

nickel chrome heating ribbon is wound on a mica former ; they

can b3 quite easily replaced, the outer bottom of the article being

removed for this purpose.

This patented arrangement is now used on all kettles, kc , which
the company manufacture.

Messrs. Baxter & Gaunter, of 21'.i, Tottenham Court Road, W.,

are the selling agents for London.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES. FITTINGS
AND PLANT.

A Lar^e Motor-Converter.

A motor-converter of 2,200 K\v. capi^ity has recently been

erected and put into commission at the Dickinson Street station

of the Manchester Corporation electricity department, which is of

particular interest in that it is the largest converting unit yet

of the three-bearing type, the bed-plate, owing to its siz3, being

made in two parts.

As is well known, the motor-converter occupies the minimrni
space for a given output, and the set has much the same general

appearance as an induction motor- generator, embodying the

simplicity of this type of plant without its disadvantages, and at

the same time possessing valuable features peculiar to itself. The
high-pressure current is taken direct to the stator, thus obviating

the interposition of a transformer, while, of course, all rotating

parts only carry low-voltage currents. The rotor of the A.c. end

Fig. 1.— 2,200-kw. Peebles Motor Converter.

installed in Great Britain. It is used for the conversion of the

Corporation 6.600-volt, 50-cycle, three-phase supply into con-

tinuous current at a pressure of from 420 to 550 volts, and runs

at a speed of 2E0 r.p.m.

It will be seen from our illustration that the machine is

and the armature of the D.c. end are electrically connected by

leads passing through the hollow portion of the shaft, as may be

seen from the illustration, which also shows the massive construs-

tion of the do. brmh gear. The field magnet frame is of cast-

steel, fitted with 12 laminated main poles and 12 solid oommutating
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poleB, the windineB beinp bo arransred that the converter will

operate equally wll an a shunt machine at 120-400 voUb, or an a

compound Bet at 520-5^0 volts.

Provision in nidde for the converter to run afl a three-wire

balancer, this bemi? obtained without complicotion by cimply con-

neotinp; the middle wire throutrh a ch«n(;e-over switch (provided

on the starter) to the star point of the A.c. rotor winding, the

voltage regulation between the two sides of the system beiDK

exceedingly close even with large out-of-balance currents.

The power factor is practically unity at all loads, and requires

no regulation. The starting and synchronising of the set is the

simplest of operations, requiring no special skill or previous experi-

ence, while the entire absence of complicated switchgear, the small

number of brushes (especially on the n.c. side) and proved relia-

bility of performance are features which will appeal to the

engineer who is responsible for the running of electrical plant.

The plant was manufactured by Messrs. Bbuok Pkeiu.es and
Co., Ltd., of Edinburgh, who hold the exclusive patent rights in

Great Britain and the Colonies for this type of machine, which

was built under the Peebles-la Cour patents.

New Pluff Switch for Shipwork, &c.

Mkssr.s. H. T. Boothuoyd, Ltd., of Bootle, have recently intro-

duced a new form of patent plug switch which has been specially

bottom one Bpringing over and clipping the standard lamp socket

while the coil spring lifts the top collar, which, eliding over the

screwed portion of the fitting, holds the Bhade up in it« correct

position.

Fig. 3.

—

"Klip-Os" Shade Holder, Full .Size.

The split in the coUara enables them to be epmng over all

stindard fittings in spite of slight Tariations in size. The new

holder is inexpensive and is not seen when in poBition.

y \

Fm. 2.—BooTHRovD PuG Switch,

Fig. 4.

—

Metrod of Attachment of
" Klit-On " Shade Holder.

designed for use in ships, factories, &o., and for heavy power
circuits. The plug is so shaped that it is necessary to remove it

before replacing it in either " on " or " off " position : by this

means it is possible to arrange that the opening of the circuit

ensures a clear wide break, anil the contact b"ing of rubbing or

wiping action, ensures a clean good contact. The arrangement is

shown in fig. 2 : the view on the left-hand side shows the plug

switch with the hinged cover open, and ready for withdrawing the

plug, which cun be rotated a quarter turn and replaccci in the
" off " position. The right-hand view shows the box closed and

watertight ; when the iilug is not in ufe. the small plug on chain

is inserted in the oiroular orifice, by which the plug is gripped

when in service, thus making the box perfectly watertight, as

required for ship work, washing of decks, &o. The service plug

is protected by a fuse which runs through the centre of

the plug body, spring clips being used for holding the fuse

wire, no that the fuse can be inserted without undoing any
screws; also the spring grip ftutcmatiosUy adjusts itself for

contraction and expansion, so that the fuse-wire ends cannot

become loose.

The plug itself has no projecting pins or contacts, and the

polarity cannot be reversed, and the'efore it is suitable for arc

lamps and accumulator charging. When the switch-box cover is

closed the switch cannot be interfered with. The plug contacts

are so arranged that the plug is first forced longitudinally into the

recess of one contact, and then transversely into the other, thi^

latter contact having its recess open at the front. For this reason

in order to change the position of tb^ plug it is necessary to

withdraw it completely from the contacts.

"KHp-On" ShB<lo Holder.

An ingenious device recently introduced by the "KlitOn"
Ei.kotrio Lamp Shade Holder Co.. of 2H, Spsnoer Street,

Birmingham, is intended to avoid the usual tedious method
of holding up the shade on the fitting by means of a

milled nut.

The "Klip-On" holder shown in fig. 3 consists of two collars

—the bottom one cantaining the standard slots for carrying the

lamp—united by a coil spring. Both the collars are split, the

Fig. t shows the holder just above its actual position on

the lamp, also the lamp fixed in position and holding the lamp

shade.

Emergencj Generating Sets.

Following the Convention on " Safety of Life at Sea." emergency

lighting sets are now recognised as essential for all pa-^senger

liners, and among the firms who have gone into the very ."peoial

rfqnirements involved in the production of a reliable instnllation

for this purpose, Mks.-;ks Thornvchokt >^ Oo , Ltd.. of Caxton

House. Westminster, S.W., may be given a prominent poMtion, t*

much for their reputation in the manufacture of oil motors, as for

the large numb'^r of Thornycroft sets already supplied.

A typical set is shown in fig. .">, and one of these is fitted on the

Canadian Pacific Railway Co.'s new steamers .1/ij.«i>i,i?.j.- and

Mi'tixqama, the former of which recently left on her maiden voyage

to Canada.
The motor is of the Thornycroft six-cylinder type, using paraffin

fuel—not n\ore than '.i pint per \\ H.P.-hour. This engine is

capable of developing up to a maximum of 70 n u.r., and as the

generator is of 40 Kw,, it will be seen that a large reserve of jiower

for "overload "
is available. The lubrication is of Messrs. Thorny-

croft's standard type, which has provol eminently satisfactory in

stationary and marine work, and is entirely visible and automatic.

The vaporiser is of Thornycroft pattern, in which the temiH'ratnre

can be easily varied to suit ditTerent grades of fuel. \c,. while the

set may he started imraeiiiately on petrol and switches! over to

paratlin within ."i to 10 minutes, or started on parsfiin hy lamp.

A special type of fuel filter is fitted, which can he cloaneil without

stepping the engine. The starting is etTecteil by hand, half-com-

pression e»ms being fitted to facilitate this ; the ignition is by

H.T. magneto, with adjustable timing. The cooling water is

circulated by a rotary geannl pump round a closed system, passing

through a cooler in its course.

It may. at first sight, apfwar strange that the suction from the

pump is not taken direct from the sea, and the wat^r, after passinir

round the engine, passed overlwanl ; Init these sets being used for

emergency purposes are installed on practically the hi^fhe^t part

of the vessel, frequently SO ft. alwve sea-level, and consequently

this method cannot possibly be used.
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The cooler in queation, which can be clearly seen in the illustra-
tion, ooneistB of a drum, which ia driven by the eni;ine, dipping in
the water. A current of oool air i» blown over the Burface of the
drum by a fan which ia alao driven by the engine. In this way

Willia k ,S}na, of the Rotunda Uriran Works, London, The motor
and blowiuR equipment supply the air required for a larce four
manual oreran at the Holy Trinity Church, Bouthport. Tbiji is a
typical illustration of a number of Vickera motors which have

TH£HMOMeTEH Excess Lubricating Extra Air Inlet
Oil Overflow

\
Valve

Oil Ohips to Beadincs Etc Thornvcroft
VAPOuHisen

Fuel Filter

Suction kiPE
FOR ORCULATING W/J£R

Fig. 6.

—

Thornyceoft Emkkuenct Generating Set fob Ship's Use.

the water ia cooled most efficit ntly, and any evaporation is made
up by the addition of fresh water from time to time. Tests have
proved that the loss of water after four hours' running is no more
than 2\ gallons.

The generator is direct coupled to the engine fly-wheel, and ia

of the two-bearing pattern. The machine is of standard pro-
tected type, and is plain shunt wound. The voltage ia 1 10, and
the capacity as above mentioned is 40 KW.
The plant is installed in a steel compartment on the boat deck,

and is entirely self-contained. The switchboard is also mounted
on one wall of this compartment, so that all lights can be con-
trolled from this spot.

The sets are manufactured in various sizes ranging from 3', to
100 K\v.

Tickers Motor Drives.

We illustrate herewith two Vickers motor drives ; fig. fi

shows a small i-H p. motor supplied by the Stepney Borough
Council, running on a 480- volt circuit, driving a Linotype machine

already been supplied for the above purpose, many of which have
baen in service for a considerable period. These motors were
suppliel by the Electric and Ordnance Accessobier Co, Ltd.,
Aston, Birmingham,

Rotary Well Boriii":.—Writins; in the Xeftjmnoie
/ijfhi, R. Titus claims that the rotary boring system, using a
30-H P. electric motor, will cheapen the present cost of oil borings
at Baku by 80 per cent, or more. Using the Canadian system of
boring, the present cost of a 2.000-2, 300-ft. well amounts to

£16, .500 and, according to the author, practically swallows up any
chance of profits. For rotary boring, the same gang may be used
as for the Canadian process, viz., two boring masters, and six

assistants ; two engineers and two electricians : one smith and
assistant ; one carpenter ; and seven or eight labourers. Under
Rinmanian conditions, the total wage bill will be £3 to £3 48. per
diem and the cost of electrical energy, at 2S.5d. per h p -hour,
including oil, kc, amounts to £4 (is. per diem. Adding miscel-
laneous charges to the cost of boring tools, the expenditure will

amount to £6 per diem. By careful administration the 2,000-ft.

level can be reached in 40 or 50 days ; allowing an equal time for
shutting o£F water and 20 days for contingencies, such a well can
be bored in four months at a cost of £7.i0, to which must be
added £960 for pipe ; £680 for hydraulic engine, small motors aid

MOTOR-DBIVEN LlNuT^PE M^CHISE.

at the printing works of the Jewish Times, in the Whitechsp el
Road, E. The motor is installed in such a position that it is quite
out of the wav. takes np a very small amount of space, and ia
always ready for service, day or nigh f. ~

Fig. 7 shows the application of a A'ickers 3i-H.p. 500-volt ahtant-
wonnd motor to a blowing equipment built byi Meseta, Heary

"Fig. 7.—MoTOB dsed fob Organ Blowing.

dwellings, &e. The total cost of a completsd boring will thus, it

is estimated, be about £2,300, i e... about one-tenth of the'present

corresponding total at Baku. Substitution of rotary boring for

the Canadian system is practicable in the present stage of develop-

ment of the former and should prove the salvation of the Baku
industry.
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NOTES.

Beliriau K«'fii!f0ps.— A suitalde appointment is

deeired tor a Belgian electrical engineer, whoBe work wae cut short
by the fall of Antwerp. lie BpeakH and writes EnefliBh well, and
has had a technical training, as well as oommercial experience.
Replies may be addrensed to the Editors of this .Journal. A corree-

pondent is willinp: to provide temporary employment in his office

tor a youth who can speak and write Eniflish, and a home for a
Belgian girl of 15 to IK years.

<'<)|)|ipr.—Copper statistics at the present time arc roni-

plioated by the fact that quantities which have been always
included in such returns aB European supplies are now unknown,
and have to be estimated on a pre-war basis. Thus, stocks at

Hamburg, Bremen and Havre, which amounted last ,Iuly to !i,.''0-'

tons, or more than a quarter of the whole published supply, are

now not accurately known, and therefore deductions made from
figures can be of only relative value.

Messrs. H. R. Merton & Go's statistical circular for November
14th showB English stocks at 20,1106 tons, hardly any less than for

the end of last month. European stocks give .S5,1h;.'j tons, includ-

ing estimates, or a decrease of (JOl tons on those for the end of
October. Deliveries fjr the half-month are about the same as last.

This figure may very easily have small bearing on the total for the
month.

Hanleboiie Batten .lrl)itratioii.— in connection with
the arbitration proceedings betwen the Marylebone Borough Council
and the Electrical Power Storage Co., Ltd., the terms agreed
(mentioned in our issue of November 13th") have since been slightly

modified, and the complete terms of settlement, subject to the

Council's approval, are as follows :

—

1. Claim and oounterclam to be withdrawn. Each party shall

pay half the arbitrator's coats and his own costs, including half

costs of shorthand notes and other costs (such as use of courts)

which are equally divisible.

2. Manchester Square to be put right by the Electrical Power
Storage Co. by December 31st, 1914, or the extended time herein-

after mentioned, free of any cost to the Council.

3. Rathbone Place to be put right by the Electrical Power
Storage Co. by December Slst, 1914,or the extended time hereinafter

mentioned. On the battery being put right the Council shall pay
£1,500 in respect thereof. Old lead to belong to the Electrical

Powe' Storage Co.

4. Should it appear that the batteries or either of them cannot

be put right without replacing the negative plates (or a substantial

portion of them) the date December Slat, 1914, in Clauses 2 and 3

hereof may be extended by the arbitrator for such time as he

may decide to be reasonable having regard to all the circumstances

of the case (moat of which are already within his knowledge).

5. To determine whether the batteries have been put right, i.f.,

whether they possess the capacity on discharge specified by the

maintenance agreements, the test conditions shall be determined

by the general manager of the Council's electrical department and
the chief engineer of the Electrical Power Storage Co., or, failing

their agreement, by the arbitrator.

I'l. No maintenance shall be paid by the Council with regard

to Rathbone Place in respect to the two quarters ending March 25th

and June 24th, 1914. The maintenance payable as from June 24th,

1914, to December Slat, 1914, shall bapaidin respeotof each battery

on its being put right, but not before, and no interest shall be payable.

7. As from December Slst, 1914, as regards Rathbone Place and
as from the expiration of one month after the provision of a milk-

ing booster in the case of Manchester Scjuare in caae the batteries

ot either of them shall not have been put right by these respec-

tive dates, the maintenance payments or payment in respect ot

Ruoh batteries or battery Bhall be made in proportion only to the

capacity obtainable from such batteries or battery until the same
shall be put right. Provided that as from these respective dates

until the batteries are put right, if and when the capacity ot Rath-

bone Place shall be below 80 per cent, of the specified capacity or

the capacity of Manchester Square shall be below 80 per cent, of

the specified f'apacity, no maintenance shall be payable in respect

of either battery the capacity obtainable from which is below such

percentage.

The capacity obtainable at any given date shall be deemed to be

that obtained at the previous test discharge. Such test discharge

shall bo made at any convenient time at the request of either party

on seven days' notice.

8. The maintenance agreements to bo renewed for another 10

years from the expiration of the present agreements, subject to the

provisions contained iu Clauses 9, 10 and U hereof, which shall

have effect from the dateof this agreement. Provided always that

after the expiration of the original period of 10 years the batteries

shall be required to give the apeoiflod output for only 90 per cent,

of the periods of one hour, three hours, five hours, and 15 minutes

reapootively mentioned in the maintenance agreements.

And the maintenance remuneration payable in respect of Rath-

bone Place shall be reduced to £451' per annum, and in resjiect of

Manchester Square to £34 per annum. And provided, also, that

as from the expiratior. ot such original period of 10 years during

Buoh periods as the capacity obtainable from the batteries, or either

of them, shall be below 90 per cent, of such reduced capacity, no
maintenance shall be payable in respect of either battery, the

capacity obtainable from which is below such percentage, and for

anch purpose the capacity obtainable at any date shall bo deemed

to be that obtained at the previous teat discharge, and a test dis-

charge shall, be made at any oonvBnient time at the request of

either party on seven days' notice,

9. The Electrical Power Storage 'o. ehall provide two battery
attendants who Bhall attend the batteries under the Bapervinon of
the Electrical Power Storage Co. and do all that ie neoeaeary to

keep the cells in order, and the Council »h»ll pay <')». » wedt
towards the aalaries of these attendants.

10. The Council ehall provide a milking booiter at Mancherter
Square, capable of giving .'',00 amps, on a fully charged c«ll.

11. The proper interpretation of the maintenance agreements 7«i
the capacity of the batteries in hereby agreed to be that the capacity
on discharge specified by the maintenance agreements i-hall never
be exceeded. A curve connecting ampere-bonra and rates of dis-

charge, such rates to include the emergency dissharge rate of t oOO
amperes, and also a method of calcnlaticg the i-apacity withdrawn
during discharges of the batteries Bhall be agreed between the
parties or, failing agreement, be settled by the arbitrator.

I'll \ ate Arraiiit't'incnts.— Klkctiikal E.vji.nkerix';

ANi> MoTOB Co,, Ltii., Lowther Street, Carlisle.—A meeting of the

creditors of the above was held recently at the offices of the com-
pany. The usual printed statement of affaire was not presented.

but from figures read it appeared that the ranking liabilitie*

amounted to £1,418, all of which were due to nnsecured trade

creditors. There waa also a sum of £1,105 due on debenture*.

The assets were estimated to realise £1,588 88.. and after allowing
for the debentures the net asseta were reduced to £483, ehowing a
deficiency of £93.o. The company was registered on May 28th,

1913, with a nominal capital of £3,000. divided into shares of £1
each. The company was formed to carry on the business of elec-

trical and motor engineers, and to tidopt an agreement with
Messrs. C. A. & W. R. A. Lamb. The former was appointed

managing director of the company. The assets taken over were
valued at £2,093, and the company agreed to discharge liabilities

of £1,290. The vendors were allowed L.'^oo shares, but they

received no cash. Debentures had been issued by the company,
and on October 27th last a receiver and manager was appointed.

It was further stated that there had been a total loss on the

trading of the company of over £1,900. No dividend had ever

been paid, and the company had been short of working capital.

In addition, the volume of business done had not been Bnfficient

for the expenses. Proper books ot account had been kept, and

those concerned with the management of the company had only

drawn very small salaries. It waa stated that business in Carlisle

had been overdone, and that except with a good connection and
nominal expenditure no concern could be carried on profitably.

In answer to questions, it was stated that the Receiver intended

to apply to the Court for permission to sell the assets of the com-
pany by tender.

Leytoii Electricit.v Supply Staft with tlie Forces.

—

Mr, F. Harman-Lewis, the engineer and manager of the Leyton
1 >iatrict Council electricity department, has a atafl of which he is

justly proud, tor almost the whole of his unmarried men and a good

number of the married ones have responded to the country's call,

and out ot SO men no fewer than i'l are now serving in H.M. Forces.

The following Hat will show that all grades are represented —
< WriRht, A., motor inspector, Chief Pettv Omcer, R.N.R,, now in barrkcki.

Marsh, W,, meter Inspector, Gunner, R,N,R,, s»ved from H,M,8. .lN>«4ir,

now in barracks.
Stevens. A,, cable jDlnler, A.B,, K.N,R.. sared from H.M,S, Uo.ju,.

I re. a, N, cable .jointer, A,B,, K,N.R., Sab. Dep-M, 8heem»s9 delaooe*.

Martins. A., jointer's mate, leading seaman, R.N.R,, H.M,8, Minrrm.
Kullbrook, arc lamp mechanic, Chief Petty OfBcer, K.N.R.. merchaoi

at

erp.
Ne<kle. J., jointer's mate, R.M.L.I.
Brn.ior, .1., lamDliRhttr, 7th DraKOOns, now somewhor.- in France.
May, A., jointcr'd mate, 7th Fuailiera, now somewhere in France.

Morrow. .1., jointer 8 mate, 43rd Brigade, R.F.A., now somewhere m France.

Burden, E., switchboard attendant, Sapper, Royal Kogineere'dieoal Oomr-
Ison, W., flttnr's mate. Sor);,. 7ib Essex Territorials.

Tyler, F , lamplighter, Trooper, Srd Dragoons,
Besant, A., lamplighter. Kitchener's Army.
Anderson, .1,, g.easor, Kitchener,! Army.
Haywood, A,, trimmer. Royal Oarrison Artillery.

Butcher, W., lubourer, 'ind Halt. Essex Keg<meDI, wounded at Cambrai.
Quick, C. 6., assistant foreman .1 linter, Ozlord Ligbt Infantry.

mWn, \V., ehauitour, Oxford Light Infantry.

Oibb-", .\ , jointer's mate, Oxford Llghi Infantry.

Bardlngliio, H,, jointer's mate, Oxford Light lufantry.

Many of these men have seen aotivo service. May, Morrow.
Brazier and Butcher having been in the thick of it

right from the commencement ; the last-named was wounded at

Cambrai in the retirement from Mons, and is now in

England recuperating. Marsh and Stevens were in the North
Sea disaster, and were saved after being in the water upwards of

five hours, having the oxjierience of Iwing save^l by H.M.Sv t'n-oy.

Marsh from H M.S. Ah,iii!.ir, and Stevens from H.M.^, //,<;>«•, and
then taking to the water again when she wa-'* torpedoei'. Netting

was at Antwerp, and was several days in the trenche?. Wright
was on Squadron Supply Ship J'himn:. but was i<«id ctT from
her b?foro bhe was sunk by the / 'ki'.-'i. These last five men have
lH*en home and tell some stirring tales. The men that are left are

making weekly contributions to a fund from which they are supply-

ing their comrades with tobacco, woollen clothing, jsc.

KltH'tric ll('ntiiii>° in flU' (iaiaao.— In :> re^vnt is.<ne

of Th/' Mi'tor, the advantages of electricity for prev.nting the

freezing of the water in the radiator and engine jacket are pointed

out. k heater consuming SO watts suffices for the purpose. In

the case of c«re which must always be ready for instant nse, such

as, for instance, a doctor's car, the water cannot be drained cff , and
under these circnmstances the cleotric&l method is pre-eminently

snitable.
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K('h«')l«'n' Works Sih or Itaiiil.—Our congratulations
to the lielvedere \Vork< Silver liind (CftUender's Cable, A:o., Co.),
which won the Warwick Chnllonfre Cup at the Wandi-worth
ContpMt on Saturday. N'ovombcr l'l«t. Darine' the year the Rand
entered eoven oompetitions—winning nix first, and one third
prizes.

Fntalitie.s.—AVhile engaged in loading iron girders at the
Fife Electric Power Co.'s (reneratin^r station at Townhill an aged
labourer was oraehed to death through the collapse of the crane
and one of the g^irders.

A Manchester paper states that two men employed by the Postal
Tele[;raph D.-purtment wore killed while en(;aj,'ed in repairincr wires
over some premises in Dickenson Street. Manchester, on 20th inst.

Same loose copinp pave way, and the men fell 100 ft. and were
killed instantly. .\ carman upon whom part of the coping fell

was seriously injured.

At the inquest the jury returned a verdict of "Accidental
Deith," and expressed the opinion that the Post Oflloe authorities

ought to provide a safety line attached either to the standard or
some other fixture in order to provide greater safety for the men
when working at considerable heights from the ground.
An inquest was held last week into the death of an engineman

named Ray. employed at the Enderley Mills at Newcastle, Staff?.

Ray was killed by an electric lift falling upon him. It had been
known that the ropes were unsafe, but no notice to that ellect was
put up, though the electrician had given instructions that no one
must be allowed to travel in it. It had, however, been used for
light goods. It was thought that the lift fell upon deceased
while he was examininn: the ropes.

An inquest was held last week into the death of a young woman
which occurred while she was attempting to board a moving train
at the Piccadilly Circus Tube Station. Her body was found on the
line. The jury added a rider to their verdict of " Accidental
Death," to the effect that the gates of electric trains should be
clo.sed before the starting signal was given.

WoLVEHiiAMPTOX.—An adjourned inquiry was held on Saturday
concerning the cause of deith of a i Wolverhampton tram'-ar
conductor nnmed Simcox. who expired on his derailed car on the
Willenhall Rjad on the ISth inst.

Mr. Thomas Blaok, house snrgeon at the General Hospital,
stated that Simcux was dead when admitted to the institution.
Witness had made a past-mortem examinatiin. The heart had a
slightly abnormal deposit of int. and there was a pitch of
roughened surface. There was no disease of the muscles or valves
of the heart. The blood was abnormally dark and unclotted. All
the other organs of the body were congestei'.

The Coroner : What did you conclude was the osufe of death .'

—Witness ; The evidence of the post-mortem was insufficient to
enable me to form an opinion.

The unclotted conditiin of the blood is often fonnd in oases of
death from electricity .'— Yes.

And it is quite possible electricity was the cause of death .'—Yes.
You can't account for death in any other way .'—Xo.
In reply to Mr. T. Haynes Duffell, who represented the insurance

company concerned, witness said that Simcox might have teen
killed by shock without any marks being visible on his body and
clothes. The condition of the blood and the general congestion
were the only evidences which would lead to the belief that
electric shock was the cause of death.

Qaestioned by the Coroner, the doctor said that post-mortem
rigidity, which was present in this case, was often absent in cases
of electric shock.

Arthur Millar Pitohford, tramcar condnotor, of 2fiO, Willenhall
R-iad, said he was working a car on the Willenhall Road route on
Wednesday, the 18th inst. At the loop opposite Hayward's
works the car left the metals. They waited for a car to come
from the other direction, and then connected a cable betwcu the
two cars. On Simcox's instructions, witness and Conductor Painter
held another cable with one end on the car buffer and the other on
the rail, to complete the circuit. Then Simcox mounted the
control platform and started the car. Before it was on the rail

again Painter disconnected his end of the cable from the buffer,

and dropped it on the ground. In spite of this, the car was still

under power, as it was illuminated. It was. however, stationary.
Simcox was standing with one hand on the controller and the
other on the hand-brake, when he began gradually to bend as
though he were about to pick something up. He seemed to be
held fast and unable to move further. Witness shouted, and
Conductor Painter jumped on the car and cut off the power.
Some brandy was administered to Simcox. who moaned, and
witness then went to an adjoining house to obtain a candle. This
he lit, and went into the car, where Simcox had been placed. An
examination of him revealed no signs of life. The method
employed, witness added, wa? the usual one, although he hal never
seen a cable connected from the buffer to the rail before. The
usual way was to "earth " the car by means of a point-bar from
the undercarriage to the rail. In this case the other method was
employed because the point-bar would not hold.

Mr. A. Turton, who represented the widow of deceased, asked
that the icquiry might be acj mrned. He said it was a very tech-
nical matter, and he would like expert evidence to be called.

Mr. W. A. Luntley, the manager of the tramways, intimated
that the car had not been touched electrically since the occurrence,
and it could be inspected at the depo:.

The inquiry was adjourned for a week.

Inquiries,—Makers of nicbroine wire, and fire resisting

materials used in the construction of electric radiators, are asked

The " Electrical Review " rtiirluir War Time,—As
announced in our i«-ue of a fortnight ago, we shall be pleased to
send the Elkctiiical IIkvikw irratuitounly to any of our readers
who may be serving with the naval or military forces and would
like to keep themselves in touch with doings in the electrical
world. This offer particularly relates to readers who have left
these shores since the beginning of the war. either for active
service in the fighting line in France and Belgium or in the
Fleet, or for service in Kiypt, India or other foreign parts. As
the men ooncerned may not have an opportunity of seeing this
notice, we shall be greatly obliged if their friends or acquaint-
ances who know their whereab-mts will let them know of our
offer and a»k them to communicate their names and addresses to
the Manager, Ei.KcruiCAl, Ukvikw, 4, Ludgate Hill, London, E.G.
The matter will then have immediate attention.

Parliaiiieiitar.v Xotices.—A number of applications
which are being made to Parliament for electrical powers appear
in the current issue of the I.tiiitlnu 0'u:elti\ and a few others have
appeared in previous numbers. Three applications relate to London
electricity supply- one by the L.C.C. and two on behalf of proposed
companies. We shall refer to these applications in onr usual form
later.

Eiliicatloiial Xotes,^—University of Loxdon.—Prof.
W. \\. Watts, of the Imperial College. Royal College of Science,
has been elected Dsan of the Faculty of .S;ience, and Prof. Ernest
Wilson, William Siemens Professor of Electrical Engineering,
Dean of the Faculty of Engineering.

Royal Technical College, Gla.-;<;o\v.—The annual report for
the past session has just been issued ; it shows that there were
669 day students and 4, .342 evening students, an increase of 103
over the previous year. Last year the College was aflBliatcd to the
University, and 41 matriculated engineering stndents were in

attendance at the College. The revenue amounted to £37,147, of
which students' fees were £7,481.

XoRTHAMPTON POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE.—The annual prize
distribution, by Lord Moulton of Bank, takes place on Friday,
Dacember 11th.

Fire I'rotection of St, Paul's f'atliedral,—A com-
plete scheme for adequately safeguarding the Cathedral was carried
out about two years ago, the contractors being Messrs. Merry-
weather & Sons, of Greenwich ; the hydrants fitted at the main
roof levels were supplied with water from rain-water collecting

tanks on the stone gallery. Experts decided, however, that these
tanks when filled with water constituted a danger to the fabric and
should be removed. Messrs. Merryweather i: Sons have, therefore,

installed one of their well-known ' Hatfield " pumps, driven by an
electric motor, at the 60-ft. level. Power is transmitted from the
motor to the pomp through silent chain gearing, and the installation

is practically noiseless in operation. The pump takes water from
the Water Board's supply, and delivers into the ring main
round the drum of the dome under the colonnade, hydrants being
fitted on this main at various points. Each of the hydrants is

equipped with hose and fittings, and a special feature of the in-

stallation lies in the fact that the pump starts automatically as

soon as one of the hydrants i« opened, so that a fire can be imme-
diately attacked at the root level without its being necessary to

go near the pump. When the hydrant is closed the electric

current is automatically cut off and the pump ceases to work.

The Tradiiiff with the Eneniy Bill,—Since our
leading article went to press, the House of Commons has fnrther
discussed the Trading with the Enemy Amendment Bill, and the
Committee stage has been concluded. In reply to questions by
Mr. Joynson Hicks on Wednesday evening, Mr. Rnuciman said

that it was the intention of the Board of Trade to appoint
supervisors in the case of every company in which more than
75 per cent, of the shares were held by alien enemies. Several
members thanked the Attorney-General fjr the manner in which
he had met their criticisms and desires.

Inquiries for British Traders,—Two aorcuts in Norway
are inquiring of the Board of Trade for United Kingdom manu-
facturers of CO electric pocliet lamps and batteries; (2) electric

batteries for pocket lamps. A firm also asks for offers from
United Kinardom manufacturers of v.B. insulated cable and wire
of 1910 (Norwegian) standard, switches, ceiling roses, with
porcelain fittings, motors (continuous and alternating current),

metal-filament lamps and electrical appliances of all kinds. Com-
munications should be sent to the British Vice-Consulate, Bergen.
A Melbourne agent, who has hitherto represented German firms,

wishes to get into touch with United K'ngdom manufacturers of
electrical and engineering supplies, and more particularly wires,

cables, cleritricity meters and instruments, electric fans and small
motors. Communications to the office of H.M. Trade Commis-
ioner for Australia, Commerce House, Melbourne.
An agent in Oatario desires to secure agencies of United King-

dom manufacturers of electric lighting fixtures and appliances,

shades for electric lights, &c. Address H.M. Trade Commissioner
for Canada, 3, Beaver Hall Square, Montreal. Names of the
inquirers in all the above casea may be ascertained at the Board of

Trade Commercial Intelligence Dapartment, London.

Birmingham Electrical Volunteer Force, — At a

mejting of men engaged in electrical work in B'Ll-mingham, it was
decided to form an electrical volunteer force composed of men
engaged in electrical work in Birmingham.
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Apiioiiitiiiciits Viu.aiit.— Shift engineer (£1.50), for

Birmi;it;ham electric supply department ; shift engineer (£4), for

HelfaHt Tniuiway and Electricity Committee : aueintant electrical

eudineer (Rupees 450 per month), for Ea'ft Indian Railway ; can-

vasser (£2), public liKhtinpr foreman f£2), plumber jointer (£2),

mechanic C C2), man to take < harge of telephones, faue pillare,

boxes and draw boxes (:ir»fl ), for W ulverhampton electricity depart-

ment ; switchboard attendant for IJoroucrh of Torquay ; wircman
(B53.) for County Asylum, Uainhill, near Li/erpool. Particulars

are given in our advertisement paptes.

Institution and Lecture \otes.— In.stitiition of
Electrical Engineers—The following^ items appear on the pro-

gramme of the Newcastle Local Skction for the l'.iH-\'>

session :

—

November 80th.—" Power Plimt Testing," by W. M. Selvoy.
December 14th.—"Cables," by C. J. Beaver.
January 18ch.—" Automatic Protective Bwitcligear for Alternating-CDrreDt

BysteiiH." by E. B. Wcdraore.
May 3rd.—"Phantom Circuits in Telephony," by A. W. Martin,

At the meeting of the UiRiMiNiJiiAM Local Section' on
Wednesday last a paper was read by JVlr. \V. M. Selvey on " Power
Plant Testing." The discussion was closed.

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers (We.st of
Scotland Branch).—The syliabas of the above Association for

this season includes :

—

I'JU.—December 19th.—" Experiences of Surface Earthing in Scottish
Mines," by P. 8. Clover.

1915. — January 23rd.—Joint Meeting with the National Association of
Colliery Managers. " Electricity at tbe Coal
Face," by J. bowman.

February '206h.—" Some Experiences in the Handliog of Elec-
tricity,"' tiv A. Smellie.

March I'Jth,—" Use and Abuse of Oils," by T. C. Thomson.
April 21bt.— Annual Meeting. ' Beatiogs of Electrical

Machinery," by A. Qibhon.

Association of Siipcrvising Electricians.—The Inaugural
Dinner will be held at the Loudon Tavern, Fenchurch Street, E C,
to-morrow evening. The gathering bids fair to be a large one, as

the Association already comprises over 70 members, although it

has been in existence but a short time, and a considerable number
of tickets have been taken by manufacturing firms, who are

necessarily in close touch with the supervisors. The President, Mr.
A. H. Uykes, will preside at the dinner, and take the chair at the

concert which follows. Tickets may be obtained from the hon.

secretary, Mr. C. J. Banister, 14, Pulborough Road, Southtielde.

Professional (lasses and War Relief, — The
Maternity Nursing Homo in connection with the Professional

Classes War llilief Council is now ready to receive patients. The
Home is primarily intended for the wives of professional men who
are hard hit by the war, special preference being given to those

recommended by the husband's professional society or institution.

A email weekly charge is made to patients, which is inclutive of

all expenses. The Home is situated at 14, Prince's Gate, S.W.,

and contains every comfort and requisite for good nursing. Full

particulars can be had on applicaiion to Mrs. Ghambera at the

above address.

lt.E.A..YI.l.—The following firms have recently been
elected members of the British lOIcctrical and Allied Manufacturers'
Association:—Ashworth i: Parker; (ireenwood & Batley, Ltd.;

Bandyoroft, Ltd. The Ilarland Engineering Co. has been elected

an Associate.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
'/he Editors intite electrical engineers, whether connected with the

technical or the commercial side of the profeasion and industry,

also electria tramway and railway officials, to keep readers of the

ElbOTBIOAIi BKVlKiW posted as to their morenieMs,

Central Station <>flieials.—Jlit. T. J. Rohinsox has
been appointed to the pjsitiun of charge engineer to the Neath
Rural District Council.

The Lighting and Electricity Committee of the Croydon B.C.

has, for about the seventeenth year, re-elected Aldiskman 1). B.

Mu.LKK as chairman ; and CouNCii.i.OK H. W. Tmnkv,
A.M.lnat C.E,, M.Inst.M.E., is again vice-chairman. The Committee
on Monday reported the resignation of Mil. .1. W. BritK, assistant

eleoirical engineer, upon being appointed borough eleotiical

engineer at S>vansea. He was in receipt of £H7r> a year. It was
resolved to advertise the vacancy at a salary of £260, risiufc

to £Hi.O.

Tramway Otiieials.—At Pqrth tramway depot on
Novemoer 1st, Mk. T. R. Evans, late assistant engineer and
manager of the Rhondda electric tramways, was presented by the
atatf with a barometer.

(lieneral.

—

Councim.oi! Wai.kkr has lieeu re-elected

chairman of the Ruohdale Gas and Electricity Committee, and
Ali>i:uman Taylou has been re-elected chairman of the Tramways
Committee.
Aldhk.man Gbu'I-'ITIis has been appointed chairman, and

Councillor Clayton vioe-ohairman, of the Southport Tramways
Committee.
CoCNOiLLOB J. PlUKST, who is manager of the electrical depart-

ment of Messrs. F. ^i C. Osier, of London and Birmingham, has
been elected chairman of the Reigate Borough Council Electricity

Committee,

Mb. Rushkll-Tayloii baa been appointed chairman of the

Liverpool Tramways and Electric Power and Lighting Committee.
Alkkuman F. Smith, the ez-chsirman, was appointed deputy-

chairman.
At Holy Trinity f'hurch, DirlingtOD, on Novemljer Ilth, the

marriage took place of Mil, J. W. Pattebho.s-, foreman eloctricsl

engineer at the Gla^'gow works of Sir Wm. Arrol, and Miw £. U. C.

Smith, of Darlington.
The marriage has taken place of Mu. Joii.n Thojiab Ellis

WiLLKY, electrical engineer, of Bradford, and Mi«« Ejitfa Annie
Lawton, second daughter of Mr. Henry Lawton, manager of the

Idle Gaswork". Our correspondent who sends thin information

does not suggest that this is carrying the war into the enemy's

cnmp. That the gasworks shoald be Idle is the most appropriate

thing un'er the circumstances.
Mu. II. H. (iouDO.N has resigned his membership of the L.C.C.

Committee on London Klectricity Supply.
CocNxiLLOB Dc.NCAN Watso.s has been elected chairman of

the Electric Supply Committee of the St. Marylebone Borough
Council for the ensuing year.

Mr. IIeuhkbt H. Bebrt, of Messrs. Berry, Skinner 4: Ci., who
met with a serious accident in May last, and who has since had
in coneequenue to undergo six operations, has practically recovered.

It is confidently hoped that he will be able to resume his duties

by the New Year.
Mb. F. (Jlsworth, of East Kirkby, on resigning the position

of secretary to the Notts, and Derbyshire Branch of the Associa-

tion of Mining Electrical Engineers, has been presented with a

ciise of table cutlery and a combination armchair and writing

table by the members.
At Preston, Aldekmas' Obmrod baa been appointed chairman,

and Cor.scii.LOB Parkinson' vice-chairman of the Tramways
Committee.

Du. Joseph and Councillor Wilkinson have been appointed

chairman and vice-chairman respectively of the Warrington Elec-

tricity and Tramways Committee.
The Heywood Electricity Committee has reappointed Cors-

ciLLOB J. Ashworth as chairman, and Aldebman Popple as

vice-chairman.
Alderman T. Pebbin (Hyde) has been re-elected chairman of

the Stalybridge, Hyde, Mossley and Dukintield Tramways and
Electricity Board for the ensuing year. Aldebsian SykesCMoss-
ley) has been re-elected deputy-chairman.
The Bury Tramways Committee has reappointed Aldebmas

CoLLiNGE and Councillob Habgbeaves cbairman and deputy-

chairman for the ensuing year, and the Electricity Committee has

re-elected Councillor Jamieson and Coincillor T. Holt chair-

man and deputy-chairmEm.
CouNciLLou C. Hakdman has been re-elected chairman of the

Oldham Electricity Committee, and Aldebman Wabd vice-chair-

man. Alderman Ishebwood continues as cbairman of the

Tramways Committee, with Councillob J. K. Cheetua.« asvioe-

chairman.
The following appointments of chairman and vice-chairman

have been made at Salford :— E'.ectrii-ity Committee, Councillob
BiLLlNinoN (chairman) and McDohjall (deputy-chairman):

Tramways, Alderman LiNOiiLEY and Councillob B-^bkett ;

Lighting and Cleansing, Aldbbman Hulton and Cot'NClLLOB
IIOPWOOD.

Obitnary.—The /hilish Ans/mlagMii announces the

death, which occurred on November 14th, at Bognor. of pneu-

monia, of Mr. Wir.LiA.M Chubchward Lanodon. for many years

superintendent. Eastern Extension Telegraph Co., Chevalier de

I'Ordre Royal du Cambodge, and J. P. of Sjuth Australia, aged tJO.

Wills.—The late Mr. Gkouok Wksti.nhhoisk left pro-

perty to the value of £36,S43 in the United Kingdom.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Jersey Electric Llglitini;: and Power Co.. I,Id. (i "-'.usi).

—KtBislciod Njvombor I'.l.n by Nordun ot Unity, Hi, > :. E.C.
C^liual, i.'iO,ikiO lu i:i sbiiros. Ohjcis . To i»He ov

.

^^ »lker

ami Cj., t,td., a oonci'saiLUi tjr the supply ot ekotric* i •nth
ot St. Hillur, Jersoy. lo carry out tlio Mruis ol»co;i. . ISlb,

1U14, botwoen tbc Aii»ombli» U8B I'dnoipaux ui OIIIohh* rl ;!,. >j>i.i
i
-njb and

tiM said ouln^any, lo adopt an aitrccnMul wub tho said oomp«uy and ibc
Anglj'ColjMial HuijiiLiit'ruii: Co., LiU., Kr tbo n,..|iii!iitioii ol ibo IxmioIU oI Uie
aaia oontraot, to oai-ry ou ino bu:*meAS ol 8lll>plier^ o( i lt-,'iru' .i,;l\t aiui iv>wcr,

eleotiiciauH, mucbaincfti eiii;tuoi<rd and inauu(a,Murt>r^, a it.ortM

(wub Olio prularoiK'u Kli«ru vaohl aio:— T. J. Wuil'. ..I'-tcId

Uoail, Ku\y viarjoris. uii>ii4iiiUK<liracl~>r. Aniil»-Coioni«i r . ^ui.

:

II. UriiMiii, i;l. Cily K>nil. b ., eii);iiieor . A. .:
.
^: l^oad,

Uarrintiay, N., suLTotary; tl. Ki.by, autuerla'^^ lljd"

I'ark, W., ohanerrd necrelaiy ; I'. Uoyd ^, ~n.ua,

UciMon, S.W.. olork: IC. J. Walker, 10, bii<h L > .clor,

Licuou, WuUur .t Co., Ltd.; U. N. UruL-s, : - »i:>n(

dlruotor, Uiiico, Walkor .t Co., Ltd. Miniimu. ccni.

ol the8b« oi'onoro,! to ibi> pulilie: ilia nrii : . leas

lliau the >•• iir uioto iliAD ciikIiiI are to be app.' L . aliO-

catiou, x'itO; rv>inuuL>v«tton, i.''JJO oacb pur mi:li Kegia-

wrod oilioo, 13, City Huail, K.O.

Eloetrlcal PoiTor Engineering Co. (Itlrniingrham). Lt4.
(13'<.:ini.— rnli oomp»ny was rogimorvj oa N.'n. ..i Ji>.. -.iii » ,»pii«io(
jk'.>.OJJ ID i.'l ^baros 10 take ovoc as Irom J.i.i - of a

mautilaoiunlig oluctncat eafinoet auj lu

,

tr.cal

applianou^ carried on by W. H. Hdalb, at r^, *- Ibe
*' tClootncal I'owor feliigmooriui; Co." Tili .<h*re

oaoli) are;—W. H. Moaih, The Coppice, Uu-kiu.. .1 li.i i, .M»: -l.n Green,
llumlnRhain, mauudioluror; A. M. WiUmore, Vctmonl. \ lOloria Koad,
Htoobfoid, Uirmiugbam, enginoar. Prirato company. I'hc number of

dirootora 8 not to bo le«s than tno or mor« iban Ure ; tba ilrsi ate W. H.
Heatb (Chairman), Mrs. A. M. Ueaib and A. M. Willmore ; <iualidc*boi>i £V0,
BsgUWnd ofllcc, Fini Avenue, £i«cbl<»d| Birmmgbam.
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Mnsham and District Electric Supply Co., Ltd. (i!iH,:i06).—

This ooiniiany waa mgliterei) OD Nuvmuber U(b, with & capital of i'i.OOO la 11
iiliaruii(l,600 (jrelureniiei, to carry on the bualasBa o( an elcctno light ooiupany

at Mai-hani, Yorks., or eluowtaere. The subM^ribera (with one share eaob)

arc —C. H. I3ual, Ti, Market tjtreet, Bradford, incorporaUid aooounttati
W. M. LaWBOn, The a<|uare, Maaham, Vorka., dra[»-t ; C. f ullajii, 80, Kiug'a

Afoade, Bradford, eleclrioal engineer. Private compaay. The number of

direotora la not to be leaa than two or more than live ; the aubsorlbera are to

auiulnt the tirat: qualiUcation, £'i&. Uolloitora, Bdmuodaon x Uowland,
RIpon.

British African Agencies, Ltd. (9.270),—Thin company was
ricistorod in EdliiluirKh on November IHth, with a oapUilol il.u/.u In l.UOO

prel.'ron.H) ahiir.u o( il each anl 1,000 orilrmry nliaroi ol U. each, to carry on

the bUHlneja uf ii geD'-ial comuiurclal agency In Houth Africa; lighting, heating

and power enKio. era. \o. The aubacrlbora (with one (irelerence ahare each)

are: G. V. Tiirnbull, Cape Town, fioiuh Africa, chartorel acoouiHant ; C.

Hill Pejtt, Llimoimt Roai, Norih Herwiili, g«otleman. Private company.
The Mrst diteotora are G. V. Turobull and C. II. Scott. Roglatered ofllce, I,

Howe Btreet, Edinburgh.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

J. Whltehoiisc, Ltd.—Particulars of ii7.">0 debenturep, created
November Utb, lUU, tiled parauant to Bee. IIM (3) ol the Companieii' (CoD-
Boliditioni Act, WOH. the whole being now isjued. Property charged: The
eompany'a undertakink' and property, present and future, including uncalled
capital. Mo trustees.

Topshuin Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.—Debenture dated
October latb, 1914, to aeeure £100, coarged on company's property, present
and future, including uncalled capital. Holier : C. J. Dale, Fair View
Toprfhaui, Devon.

Pernambiico Tramways and Power Co., Ltd.—lesue on
October I'Jth, 1914, o( £33,425 debentures, pan ol a series of which particulars
have already been filed.

Yale Electric Power Co.. Ltd. (60,403).—Capital, £2,000 in
668 ord. shares of £25 each and 8.300 ord. shares of £leaob: return dated
October 8th, 1914; 66s ord. and 9O0 prel. shares taken up; £35 per share
called up on 600 ord. and £1 per share on 3(10 pref. shares; £16,300 paid ;

£1,700 considered as paid on 68 ord. shares. Mortgages and charges : £3,000.

St. Helens Cable and Rubber Co., Ltd.—A statement of the
toc.il amount outitanding on July 1st, 1908, in respect of mortgages and
charges created prior to that date, and not required to be registered under
Sec. 14 of the Companies' Act. 1900, has been filed pursuant to Sec. 12 of the
Companies' Act, 1907. Particulars ; Mortgage dated December 30i;h, 1906,

securing £107,604 Ss. 3d.

Yorkshire Incandescent Electric Lamp Co., Ltd.—Issue on
Noramber 7th, 1914. of £3,300 debentures, part of a series of which particulars
have already been filed.

Enfield Electric Cable Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—Mortgragre
dated November 5th, 1914, to secure £16,000, charged ua the freehold land
with premises thereon, Ac, at Brinndown, Enfield. Holders: W. Bakewell,
28, Main Street, Handsworth, ShetBeld ; G. J. Andrews, 40, West
Campbell Street, Glasgow ; and F. Platte, Fontainb'.eau, Dacres Road,
Forest Hill. S.C.

Xewcastle-upon-Tyne Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Trust
deed dated November lOih, 1914, (supp.emental to trust deed dated June 30tb,
19091, to secure £167,000 deb. stock, ranking pari p(i»«ii with £IB7,500 like

stock issued under princiMal deed, charged on electrical undertakings of the
company, fraehjld premises known aj"Carville and Neptune Bank," lease,

hota premises at Dunston, and conipiny's general assets except uncalled
capital. Trustees : Rt. Hon. \i8Couut Ridley, of Blagdoa, Northumberland,
and W. Cunlilt'e, Headley Court, Epsom, Surrey.

Barbados Electric Supply Corporation, Ltd.—Issue on
Mfch 4i,h, of 1,500, and on March 27ih, 1914, of £500 debentures, parts of a
series of which particulars have already bien filed.

CITY NOTES.

Lima Electric Power and Tiaiiiwaj Co.

Mr. M. p. Grece presided on November 18th, at Winchester
House, E.G., over a meeting of the bondholders of the above
company for the pui-pose of considering various resolutions

deaJing with the suspension of the sinking fund for the ca.n-

cellation of debentures. There were two resolutions in the
notice convening the meeting. The first proposed a modifica-
tion of the trust deed to the effect that the sinking fund be
suspended until the expiration of one year after peace is

declared by all the Powers involved in the present European
war subject to the following conditions:—

(1) That immediately after the expiration of the period of suspension the

payment of the whole of the said sum of ;£44,449 shall be renewed and again
paid in accordance with the provisions of the said clause, and (2) that no divi-

dends shjiU be paid by (he Company until after the said payments shall have
been renewed.

The second resolution was at the request of the trustees for
the debenture holders, and provided that for one year only
the debenture holders agree not to taie any steps in regard to

the payment of the sinking fund, provided that no dividends
on the share capital are in the meantime paid to the share-
holders.

The Ghairman said he occupied the position that day as the
Chaii'man of the London Committee of the Board. It was
obvious that the sinking fimd would have to be suspended, as
in Lima they had had their troubles owing to the war. They
had met with enormous difiiculties due to the banks drawing
upon continental bankers and houses and having acceptance
refused. The result was that the Government had to decree
a moratorium, one condition of which, however, was that 15
per cent, of each debt was to be paid back every month. So
far as the company was concerned, the result was that a great

deal of the public and private liubtiutf occouDte bad not been
paid for ill cash. WhilKt the ligureti would in normal cir-

cuiustuncea have been c<jnsiderud satisfactory, tlie fact waa
that they had not got the cubh, although they held the paper.
With regard to the two reaolutiona which had api^eured on
the notice convening the meeting, the Loudon Coujiiiittee did

not consider that either of theiu went far enough, and they
priiix).-icd to suggest a lUIIerent resolution. Tins further resolu-

tion had not been Bubiuitted to the trustees for the debenture
licildiTs and they were not resixjiiaible for it. Aa they knew,
tile London Cominittoe was organised for defending the inter-

ests of the debenture holdere, and, aftt-r a great struggle, tbey
had been Buccessful in getting the dividend on the ordinary
sliaj-es reduced from p«-r cent, to 4 per cent, with the object
of improving the financial position of the c^jiupany. If thoy
could now get the dividends Bus[X!nded for two years they con-
sidered it would still further improve the wliole interests of the
company. It was for tlie meeting to say which resolution they
would prefer. The GhairmajQ then moved the following resolu-

tions :
—

" Resohed—la) Thai (he redemption ol the dibenlurej in pursuance o( the
provisions of Clause 30 of the trust deed and all acts consequential thereto be
postponed until the expiration of two years from the 20lh Novembtir, 1914, and
accordiogly that the company be permitted henceforth to suspend payment to

the truslees of so much ol the sum of ;£,44,449 provided for by the said claUK
as shall not be required for payment of ihe interest on the debentures and the
remuneration referred to in (he said clause until Ihe 20lh November, 1916, upon
Ihe fallowing conditions, namely :—First, that on Ihe said 20lh November, 1916,
the whole ol the said sum of ;6'44,449 shall be resumed in accordance with the
provisions of the said clause; secondly, that no dividends shall be paid by the
company until after the said payment shall have been resumed ; and, thirdly,

that ihe amount which would have been payable by the company in respect of
Ihe redemption of the debentures during the period from the 20lh November,
1914, to Ihe 20th November, 1916, apart from this resolution, shall be paid by
such instalments as the company may think fit bv Ihe company to Ihe trustees
within a period of five years next alter the said 20lh November, 1916. in addi-
tion to the payments to be then made pursuant to the said clause, and shall be
applied by the trustees to the redemption ol debentures pursuant to the said

" (b) That with a view to effecting the necessary modifications in the trust

deed for giving effect to this resolution, the trustees be and they are hereby
empowered to concur with Ihe company in executing a supplemental trust deed
in the terms of the draft submitted to this meeting."

Replying to questions, the Chairman said the debenture
interest would not be suspended, nor would the date for the
cancellation of the debentures be interfered with.

Mr. C. Loch, in seconding the motion, pointed out that the
revenue of the company came from two sources. The tram-
way receipts were, of course, in cash, and it was only to the
lighting receipts that the moratorium applied. The result was
that about 83 per cent, of the lighting and power receipts

were now received in paper, which meant that of the total

revenue about 60 per cent, was being received in cash. He
agreed that the suspension of the sinking fimd and the conse-
quent non-payment of dividend for two years would greatly
strengthen the company's financial position.

Sir Walpole Greenwell, as one of the trustees, said several
of the big debenture holders wanted one year, but after what
the Chairman had said it did not seem much good having only
one year.

The resolution proposed by the Chairman was then carried
unanimously.

Allgeineiue Elektrizitafs GeselLschaft.

The report of the directors for the year ended with June 30th,

1C14, states that the turnover and orders received exceeded
those in the preceding year, although the political and
economic tension in general had already been felt oppressive,

and the development and business results would have per-

mitted of the distribution of the same amount of profits as in

1912-13 if a change in the situation had not been brought
about by the world-war. The many foreign organisations were,
in fact, completely at a standstill, whilst others were only
being maintained to an inadequate extent ; the oversea busi-

ness was almost entirely languishing and was being partly
carried on in Argentina, Mexico, and South .Africa in the
form of special companies. Depreciation of investments and
losses on debts owing at home and abroad were inevitable,

and the extent of these would only be determined by the
further course of hostilities, although the situation rendered
it necessary to take such risks into account already, in so far

as careful judgment would admit. The accounts show the
following figm'es for the past two vears :

—
1913-14. 1912-13.

Share capital £7,730,000 £7,750,000

Gross profits 1,132.000 1,690,000

General expenses 73.000 59,000

Taxes 106,000 111,000

Depreciation (ordinary) 44,000 41,000

Net profits 908,000 1,408,000

Net profits and balance forward 944,000 1,445,000

Ecsei-ve fund — 175,000

Bonuses 60,000 60,000

Pension fund 50,000 50.000

Dividend 775.000 1,085.000

Dividend, per cent. 10 14

Carried forward ... 36,000 36,000

The report proceeds to state that the number of worker?

which receded from 70.162 in 1911-12 to 68,711 in 1912-lL

declined fui-ther to 66,100 in the past year, the figures als

comprising the smaller GeiTnan works not in Berlin and the

works a-t Milan, Riga, and "Vienna; and 13.000 workmen were
called up for military service. The deliveries effected by the
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works in the Brunuenstrasse amounted to 123,162 machines
and transformers of a total of l,840,'.i7y kw., these comparing
with 12-2,i5'2 and 1,973,987 kw. respectively in the previous
year. The kx;omotive factory was transferred to new shops
at Hennigsdorf. Two locomotives out of the 27 ordered by
the Prussian State Railways were delivered, together with the
motor equipment for the experimental train for the Berlin
City Railway. The department commenced the production of

raillcss electrical vehicles and of auto-cranes. The turnover
of the turbine factory comprised turbo-dynamos of 504,000 KW.
as contrasted with 599,!X)8 kw. in 191'i-13. The aviation depart-
ment was actively employed during the year. In the ca.se of

the Piankfort works an increase took place in the turnover in

searchlights; the signal factory was well employed and large
oiders were received for export. A new development was an
automatic electric apparatus for pa.ssenger tickets, which was
being tested at the main station at Essen. The copper require-

ments of the Oberspree cable factory amounted to 33,250 tons,

. or a quantity almost equal to the previous year's consumption
of 33,800 tons. Extensions of the plant for the production of

copper wire and brass rods and sheets were carried out, as

also was an extension of the tube rolling mill in consequence
of the greater needs of the navy and in connection with the
constiiiction of turbines. The demand for high-tension cables
for the transmission of power over long distances, and the
deliveries of telephone cables to foreign telegraph administra-
tions, experienced an increase, whilst an expansion also occurred
in the use of the patentinl telephone relay. .'Xn augmentation
took place in the sales of wire lamps, and the efforts made to

deal with lamps of low lighting jwwers were continued with
success.

After referring to the motor-car department, which is car-

ried on by a separate company in which the A.E.G. holds all

the share capital, the report mentions that since the outbreak
of the_ war this .sejiarate company has been employed almost
exclusively on anny contracts. During the year the construc-
tional activity for mines and ironworks wa.s slack and the
orders were mostly those remaining over from the previous
year's programmes of light and power installations, but the
requirements for large dynamos, jiiotors for pumping, venti-
lators and winding and rolling train machinery, cranes and
other auxiliary machinery were scarcely less in extent than in
1912-13. Several of the electricity works and overland .sta-

tions erected by the company in Germany w-ere brought into
operation or were still in progress. Abroad there were being
carried out an exten.sion of the Brakpan station for the Vic-
toria Palls and Transvaal Power Co., the electrical equipment
of the hydro-electric \vorks of the Ebro Irrigation Co. of
Barcelona, the extension of the Campina station (12,000 K w.)
in Roumania, equipment for 10.000 kw. at Pruschkow, Russia.
15,000 KW. for Lisbon, 15.000 kw. for the pew tramway power
station at Petrograd, and 5,000 kw. for a power station at
M.alino. The tramway aiul light railway department yielded
aatisfaetory results. Concerning the proposed high-speed
railway between Gesundbrunnen and Neukolln, it is state<l that
work on one section of the line has already been put in hand,
whilst the erection of overhead conductors and power station
for the ma;n line between Halle and Magdeburg and Laubati
and Konigszelt is to be completed in the coming winter.

Tlie balance sheet shows that the book value of all invest-
ments yielded a return of 9.079 per cent, as compared with
9.6f'4 per cent, in 1912-13, the value of the investments having
been increased from .i'2.1'15,0(X) to .i'2.827,000 in 1913-11. The
credit held at the hankers amounted to f 3,.S.1S,(XX) as rom-
pared with .•£3,879,0(K). and that granted to (he Berlin Elec-
tricity Works reaches iio.'iO.OOO as against .£3.V,),000, whilst the
ere<lit accorded to the couipanv branches has declined from
i;i„549,000 to iei.ll2.(XX), and tlie cr^lit in current account is

f4,215.(X)0 as contrasted with £3,995.000. The total of <nit-

staiiilings amounts to £9.811.000 as compared with £'9,S8fi,000

in 1912-13. The contracts in hand are computed at £1.(j75.(X10
as against .£1,853,000. and finished manufactures stand at
i'l,013,(XK) as contra.stod with £1.222,000. On (he other hand,
the current liabilities have risen from £2,939,000 in 1912-13 to
£3,595,(X10 last vear. 'Ilie reserve fund i.s returnecl a(

^63,681,000 as compared with £3.fA3,000. apart finm a siwial
reserve of £982,0(X) as against £931,0(X) in 1012-13.

Tlu' Boi'liii r.h'ctriciil >V()rks. — Tlie balance-slieet

for llU.'VM has recently Iweu published, and the eroea
profits are returned nt £l.i(!4,O70, as compared with £l,lR2,:tflO

for 1912. After the dpduotion of expencen there romaina
a net profit of jt fi'.UJ.SOo, aa aeainat ii^St.SOO, out of which
has been declared the same dividend na for l'.n2-13, vir. . IL' per
opnt. on ordinary aharea, while the preference ahares are irettinK

4J per cent., aooordinir ^o the compary'a by lawa. The coiiannip-
tion of energy during .July this year sh.~wed an increase, but after
the outbreak of the war it waa oonaiilerahly reduced in Aueuat,
but suhat.iiiently it has risen airain. The Berlin Electrical Works
i« a private company, which haa a oonopa(»ion for a certain period.
In the report it ia atated that the matriatrate of IJirlin haa now put
forward the demand that the works are to bi> taken over by the
city from Ootohpii I at, lyi."., and the book value of the plant and
other aaaeta will form the baaia of the purchaae sum. At the
preannt time the city derives a certain ahare of the profita apart
from the dividend on the shares held by it, which for the last year
amounted to * 19 l,;i5G, ae compared with £190,000 for the year
1912-13.

Itiist(»ii I'roctor Jt Co., Ltd.—The directors have
decided that in coaat'iaeace of the diitlocation of the export bun-
ne«a and the dialurbeil financial eitaation caaiied by the war, it is

adviaable not to pay an inteiim dividend on the ordiaarj thaiei.

It. Iloiiisby iV: Sons, l,t«l.—The directors recommend
a dividend at the rate of 2i per cent, on the ordinary eharee, carry-

inf; forward ii 13,s.5'J. Last year the dividend vras G) per cent, asd
£4,570 was carried forward.

I'rovJnciiil 'I'raiiiwavs Co.—The directors have declared

a final dividend of lOJ. per ahare on the ordinary shares, making,
with the interim dividend paid in June, le. 01. per ahare, or 7J per

cent, per annum, for the year to September 30th. The directors

have eet aside £12,000 for reserve and depreciation, and £2,000 as

a reserve for third-party inenrance or for other porposes. £4,935 is

to be carried forward.

Klectric ( oiistniction ( o., iJd.—The directors have
resolved to pay, on the 30ch inat., an interim dividend at the rate

of 7 per cent, per annam on the preference aharea for the half-year

ended September 30th.

Xorthcrii IJuhf. Power and Coal (o.

—

The Fimm'-ier
states that a circular haa been aent to the bondholders of this

company, asking them to j jin in applyintr for the appointment of

a receiver and manafrer, in which case, it ia atated, the receiver

mnst devote all proceeda and aaaeta of the company to the bond-

holdere, and not to the creditors.

CalciiJfa llU'ctric .Snpnlv Corporation. Ltd.—The
number of unita delivered to conanmera darin»; the four weeks
ended September 2r>th, 1914, amounted to 1,371,45^, compared
with 1,361,376 units in the corresponding four weeks of 1913.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

TaesdiT Evening.

November 18th has come and gone, and this, which was to have

been such a black-letter day for the Stock Exchange, turned ont to

be leaa terrifying than many an anxioaa aettlement has been

in what might be called normal times. There were a few firms

who placed their hooka in the hands of the Stock Exchange Com-
mittee, because they were nnable to meet their engagements ; and

it is possible enough, of course, that there may be others who will

find themselves obliged to take this course of private liqaidation.

But the great raaj )rity of Stock Exchange members feel that they

are out of the wood for the present, at all events : and the relief

caused prices to advance sharply in a good many cases.

For the time being, investment attention ia fixed npon the War
Loan. Uae result of the issue of thia atock is already eeen in the

renewed willingneaa of the capitaliat to release his savings in

order to employ them \a directiona more profitable than those

afforded by his banker. He haa been waiting for the long-

promiaed War Loan, and haa taken advantage of its issue to apply
liberally. At the same time, the mere fact of having something
to do, once more, with atocka and ahares, has quickened his

appreciation of other opportunitiea that are offering for the
purchase of cheap atooks, and thia is seen in the fact that a

number of Stock Exchange investment markets have this week
found such a continuous stream of inquiries for popular issnee as

not only surprised them, but left them abort of atock.

Affnirs in Bra/.il are progressing favourably, so that the rate of

exchange has hardened, and a nomber of Brazilian aecurities are

once more on the up grade. Brazil Tractions are the princip*l

feature amongat theae. The price has recovered amartly to 51 i,

with an active market in the aharea. At the present rate of

dividend, the yield on the money ia practically 10 per cent., so that
there ia plenty of room for the Company to lower its distribution

and still lea^e the investor with a handsome return on his capital.

Uio Tramway Bonds have rallied to S.^ and a parcel of substsintial

amount which had been hanging over the London market for soma
time past found a purchaser the other day, in Canada, at >4. It

may be recalled that a few weeke ago we pointeil out here that
Bjnds were on offer at 81, or a little cheai^r, at which price they
constituted a real bargain, having reganl to the security otTered by
the Company.

Further attention has been paid to the .i per cent. DelMnture
stock and the 6 i>er cent. Cumulative Treferencc shares of the
Adelaide Electric Supply Company. The underraking being aitn-

atcd in a country outside the war zone, is one of those of the kind
which investors are now seeking, as we have pointed out befort.

The net profits have riaen from £ 13,000 for the year endeil August,
l<)0.<<. to £40.000 for that ended August, 1913 :' and as the servioe

of the Debenture stock calls for £11,000, the margin is obvioujly
ample. The dividend on the Ordinary shares during the period

qnoted has risen from 3} percent, to \'2 jH-r cent. The per cent.

Trefereuce "hares are of the nominal value of £.^ each, and ace
offered at £ > Is. 3d. ; the interest on these calls for £ UMXH) par

annum, so, here also, the dividend is covered by a substantial

amount
Demand, too, has sprang up within the past few days for City

of Buenos Ayres Trams 6 per cent. Ordinary shares, the dividends
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on whiob are payable quarterly. This company baa the guarantee

of the Anirlo-Argeutine Tramways, and the dividend on its Ordi-

nary shares takes precedence of the Debenture Btook of the Anplo-

Artfentine Tromways— heinp, in fact, a rent-charife upon the

undertakinif of the latter company. The price is M.5, and, as a

permanent investment, these Ordinary shares are a fcood deal

more secure than many Preference or bond issufls.

Home Kiilway stouk-t maintain their valuer with flrmneos, but

It has to be noticed that there is still comparatively little demand
tor them. In the Underground proup, Metropolitans are steady

at :iOJ, and there has been a little iniiuiry for DiBtriots about 18{.

The uncertainty which is felt with retfard to the amonnt of money
to be handed over by the Government, in payment of dislocation

of traffic throuifh the movements of troops, is one of the reasons

which scare people away from the Home Railway department.

So far &i the Underground lines are concerned, this timidity on the

part of the people with reference to steam stocks happens to coin-

cide with the check that has been imposed upon amusement traffic

through the lowering of the lights of London. Coincidences,

however, are fashionable just now ; in which connection we may
venture to wonder whether any of the readers of a certain weekly
Rkview noticed, a fortnight ago, two consecutive leaderettes of

which the first was entitled "Copper," and the second, "The Special

Constable."

There are not many changes to be recorded in the lists of stocks

and shares restarted here last week. Eastern Extensions are i

harder, and Western Telegraphs at 12;. while nominally J down,
are actually that amonnt higher, because the dividend of 58. was
deducted on account day. West India and Panama Telegraph

shares are unaffected by the dividend of Is. 3d. per share, already

announced in these oolnmns.

HouE ELECTBicirv SOPPLV Companies.

Brompton Ordinary
dj. 7 por cent. P(.

Charing CroBs Ordinary
do. do. do. 4iP(...
do. do. City Pf
do. 4 Deb

Chelsea
do. 4i Deb

City of LoudoD
do. do. 6 per cent. Pf.
do. do. 5 Deb
do. do. 45 Deb

County of LondOQ
do. do. G per cent. Pf.

do. do. iBC Deb.
do. do. iindUeb.

Keneington Ordinary .

.

Liondon Electric
do. do. G per cent. P(.

do. do. 4 Deb
Metropolitan

do. 4ft per cent. Pf. ..

do. 4} Deb
do. sJ Deb

St. James' and Pall Mall
do. do. 7 per oent. Pf.

do. do. Si Deb.
Soath London
South Metropolitan Pf
Westminster Ordinary .

.

do. 41 Pf

Mancfacturiiio Companies.

Brit. West. Pf
do. 4 Deb
do. 6 p. lien

Callenders
do. 6 Pf
do. 4^ Deb.

Edison & Bwan, X3 pd. .

.

do. do. fully pd.
4 Deb.

1^ Electrio Construction
do. do.

Gen. Eleo. Pf.

Henleys
,1 15 Pf-

,, 4* Deb.
Teleerapb Con.
Castnei-Eellner

43

914

do, do. and Deb.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pf.

do. Def.
Chili Telephone .

.

Cjnstantinople Tel.
Cuba Sub. Ord. ..

do. Pf.
Eastern Extension

do. 4 Deb. .

.

Eastern Tel. Ord.
do. 3J, Pf.

do. 4 Deb.
Globe Tel. and T. Otd.

do, Pf,

Anglo-Arg. Trams Ist Pf.
do. 2nd Pf.

do. 4 Deb
do, ii Deb.
do. 6 Deb

Brazil Tractions ..

Telegbaphs and Telephones.

. . lOli Ot. Northern Tel.
31 Indo-European
7 New York Tel. 4J..

4i Oriental Tel. Ord.
d,o. Pf. ..

Tel. Egypt Deb. .

.

United B. Plate Tel.
15|

do. Pf.
West India and Pan.
Western Telegraph

4 Deb.

FoEEIGN TrAMB, &C.

954

oil

Bombay Electric Pf.

do. 4i Deb.
Mexico Trams

do. 5 per cent. Bds.
do. 6 per cent. Bds.

Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pf.

do. 6 Deb
5^

lOii

The Marconi group shows a little more activity. The parent

shares are being dealt in fairly largely on the basis of 303.- Sis. Od.

Americans have varied between 's. and Ss., and Canadians, down to

38. 3d. the other day, rallied a little to 3s. 9d. The result of the

latest Marconi case, in which Mr. Godfrey Isaacs figured as

successful defendant, aroused only academic interest.

The Electric Supply group remains lifeless. St. James's Pre-

ference are on offer at the moment, and the price of 6J shows a
fall of OS. on the week. There are a good many sellers about of

the various London descriptions, and demand is still dormant. If

a suggestion from an outsider might be permi'ted, an announce-
ment on the subject of how much the electric light companies are

losing by reason of the nightly obscurity would probably do good.

No doubt the companies might find it difficult to give figures with
any exactitude, but a rough estimate would be of service as a guide,

not only to present proprietors, but also to other people who are

watching the market with a view to taking an interest in the

shares at the present low range of prices, but who are afraid to do
so because they have no idea as to what is likely to be the result of

the Admiralty's action in turning down the lights.

The Mexico Tramways vigorously protests against the action of

the Mexican Government in giving all the Company's employees a
rise of 2.5 per cent, and, at the same time, forbidding the remit-

tance of money from the country until the rate of exchange
improves—a proceeding so high-handed as might well arouse the

envy of any Teatonic militarist. Shares are natoraUy on oSer,

but the dealers have made no alteration in the nominal price of

the shares, which therefore stands at 52 i.

There in a reviving disposition to |)iok up a few of the bent-claaa

bonds of the Canadian companies, ttritisb Columbia Electric UUl-
way 41 per cent. Debenture stock is wanted at Hi'.i. The Company's
Preferred stock is changing hands on the basis of '.il-'.<3, and for

the Deferred the nominal price is lU.l, though there is nothing
going on in the stock. In the Home group, British Klaotric

Traction o per cent, first Debenture stock has been done at 88
within the past few days.

la the Rubber market, the changes are infinitesiuiil on the
week. Both rubber and copper are reported to be in eerioosly

short supply in Germany, but this has had little effect upon the
prices ot the products in the L:>ndon markets, and share quotations

move scarcely at all. Nor is there any particular change amongst
Armament shares. While everyone recognises that the companies
must be doing amazingly well at the present time, the question ia

naturally asked as to how long such prosperity is likely to last

—

a query which gives rise to a good deal ot caution on the part of

investors in the matter of making purchases of Armament sbaree,

MARKET QUOTATIOMB.

Owing to the war, the prices given below are, of conrse, more
or less nominal.

Wednesday, November 25tb.
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TRADE OF SOUTH AFRICA.

Thu rciMirt for tlio yo.ar 191.'! on tlio trade of the Union of

Srutli .M'rica bv His .\l;ij.stv'3 Tra<le Comiuissioner has just

boen.issu.xl by tb,. il..;inl .,f" Trade.*
The following is a sinrujiary of such partion.s of it as are of

interest to the electrical luanufactiirer and contractor :
—

(iciicrid Tradinn /'osi<ion.—During the past six years the

victual excess of exports over imports amounted to £14:j,480,0(X).

For 1913 itself there was a trade balance of i;'28,713,00O. Out
of this sum the country is well able to meet its obligations in

respe<.'t of borrowed capital and other charges which include

public debt, municipal borrowings, mining and industrial

undertakings, financial coi-jxtrations of all kinds, the purchase
of Government stores, the exooiss of imports over exports in

ro-spcct of specie, freight charges, etc.

Trade during 1913 reached the highest point yet attained.

The total trade of the counti"y increased by an amount of

£39,741,000, or an advance of .57 per c<'nt. in a. period of five

years. Tliis astonishing rise comprises an increase of

£17.314,000, or 08 per cent., in ijnport trade, and of :e2-2,427,000,

•or 50.7 per cent., in exjxirt trade. The following comparative
figures show the expanding nature of the market for goods of
interest to the elwtrical and allied trades:—

1903. 191-2. 1913.

£ i £
Mining material 1,007.000 1,092,000 1,800,000
Electrical material 478,000 917,000 984,000
Miscellaneous machinery and

requisites therefor 1,0.52,000 1,757,000 1,9.50,000

Building and constractional
m.aterial 1,0.31,000 1,911,000 2,170,000

Requirements for other local

industries 2.290,000 4,219,000 4,.324,000

In view of the severity of the drought, combined with the
dislocation of trade and loss to industry cau.sed by labour
troubles, the advanc<>s showii in 1913 over 1912 are remark-
able. One fact which is not the least important in discussing
the recent growth of South Africa's trade, and in contem-
plating its future potentialities as a market for British g(X)ds
is that the native is steadily emerging and acquiring habits
of civilisation and industry.
A close examination of the trade returns for successive years

reveals the fact that this great expansion synchronises exactly
with the cxinsummation of the jKiIitical union of the four
Colonies, a. circuuistance which suggests that the notable
change in the constitutional arrangements of the country and
the consolidation of its financial and econoniic interests in.spired

the community and the overseas investing public with greati^r
confidenc«>, which awakened a new spirit of enterprise and
industrial development in South .^frica.

Elrclrii-al ^[iili'iiiil .—In the total imports of this cla.ss there
has been a slight net increast\ amounting to .£06.000. This
amount is made up bv an increase in cables and wires of
£74,700, and in electrical nuichinery of £10,200. Against fhe.se

figures must be set a ilix-rea.se of £2-5,600 in fittings and po.sts.

The following table of imports of electrical poods shows what
an immense demand for this line has existed in South .\frica

during recent years;—
£ £

1908 478,000 1911 ... 10:11000
H109 632,00<1 1912 .. 917 OOo
1910 1,429,000 1913 984,000

in other words, the imports since 1908 amounted to nearly
"'i million pounds sterling. Of the totiil value of the above
iuports for the last six years, Germany enjoyed no less than
44.9 per cent, of the trade.

It has recently I'een brought to my notice that a great deal
of German electiic;d plant, bought and delivered in the years
1910 and 1911, could not be put into ojwration until the end of
1913, owing to the fact that the necessary supply of motive
power was not available. 1 am informed, further, that latterly
trouble with some of the foreign-made plant has occurred to

an alarming extent, and that the faults are due not only to
an over-rating by the makers of the cap.acities of the various
machines, hut, in some cases, to bad design and nuinufacture.
One of the most prominent electrical engineers of the Wil-
Matersrand-, who has had great experience with idants of all

ompeting countrii-s. has slated to nie his o|>inion that " at the
present time. I believe, we have one or two firms in F.ngland

lio can hold their own with any of the (^>ntinental honsi-s.

Old. since we have agreed that (lualifv ami not price shall be
iir first consideration in placing ordeiji, \\e iuive not hail

ne.'irly .'«> much trouble."
There is no doidit that British trade lias nuu1i> great advnmvs

in the prinluetion of la.rger electriciil )Hiwer unites during nvent
years, though there is i(K>m for still further improvement.
The keenness of foreign nuinufacturers makes a progressive
policy imiierative if we are to hold our own in this branch of
trade.

MiscrUancou^ Machin(r\i. ric.—The only items of importjvnoe
showing n decline are :

" Machinery" (not elsowhefp men-
tioned), the imiiort.s of which fell bv £20.700: anti-friction

Lrreas,\ £7.1(X); and tools, £8,7tX1. On the <ither h.md. the fol-

lowing increasejj ot-curred, vi/. : Bumps, .fM.iXXl; traction

engines, £10,000; power lorries, £18,700; tramway material,

£;j8,fKy>; railway inateriaJ (not for Government), £79,000;

bands and belting, £7,8'XJ; lubricating oils, £11,400; steam
suction and conveving hose. £8,800; and iron and steel piping

and (ittings, £49.2<XJ.

Tlie last item is one U> which British manufacturers most
continue to give very cl'-.fie attention. .\ comparison, by coun-

tries of origin, of the irnrxirtfi of pii)efi and f-" ' '• •• the

South African t'nion since 1010, discloses tb- de

we still remain the principal suppliers of iron • g,

<nir relative position as a competitor has sufTei.-. l. .-.uui

of practically 10 per cent., due to the increased activity of Qet-

many and the United States.

Coiislructional A/rtt<Tifll.—With the exception of corrugated

galvanised iron, and linseed oils, paints and a,\onr-y, there has

been a sensible expansion all round, e.g., rises of £23,000 in

cranes, elevators and lifts, £21,400 in angle-iron, girder?, etc.,

and £10,700 in cement. The output of a local concern pro-

ducing a high-grade cement has matt-rially afTect<^l the position

of oversea-made cement in the Transvaal Province. A second

factorv (an o(TshfX)t of a British company) is being erected in

the Orange Free State, which will be able to compete with

the imported article in almost any part of the T'nion. The
imports of cement from oversea are likely therefore in the

course of time to disappear almost entirely from the trade

returns of the country.

I'liilrd Kill (7Jo Ill's Share in General Trade.—Comparing 1913

with 1912, the value of imports from the United Kingdom in-

ciea.sed by £119,000, in spite of adverse circurnstanceSj^ whilst

our relative percental position dropped to 54.0 from 58.03, a

decline of 3.43 per cent. C^omparing 1912 (when our position

w'as a satisfactorv one) with 1908. our imports show an in-

crease in value of £7.5:38.000, and our relative percentage is

1.84 up. The fall in our percentage in 1913. which, of course,

implies weakene*! compai-ative standing, is not a.s bad as

appears on the surface. ITie causes producing this loss of

ground are temporary, but 1914 will probably again be leas

favourable for British trade in South Africa: however. I am
none the less confident that our relative position will, later on,

return to the place it occupied in 1912, with reasonable pros-

pects of further expansion.
_

Our chief competitors in the South Afncan market are the

T^nited States and Germany, with Holland. Belgium and

France in the second rank, while Italy. Austria, Switzerland,

Sweden, Norway and Japan are also growing competitors in

certain directions. Amongst items in which the I nited King-

dom does the major portion of the trade, but encounters keen

o- growing comi>etition. may be mentioned :—Mining niachin-

eryT iron and .steel piping, manuf.icturing machinery, electric

fittings and posts, pumps, cranes, elevators and lifts (all from

V ?, \. and Gemianvl: bands and belting, tramway rolling

stock (from U.S A.); telegraph and telephone material (from

Swe<len)- sheet iron and steel girder.s. beams and columns, and

iron and steel fastenings (from U.S.A.. Germany, and Be

-

giuml. Furthermore, electrical machinery, tnunway and rail-

way rails, lamps, are items in which the United Kingdom is

actually behind her competitors (viz., Germany an.1 the T^nited

States) and should increa.se her relative shares of the trade.

Hnu) io Increase //.—There is no doubt that the vigour of

foreign competition arising from the steady expansion of indus-

tries in other countries, as well as the growth of nascent indus-

tries in the Union itself. Ls making the task of niamtruninp our

position a more difliciilt one from year to year. This pressure

calls for a more active policv on the part of British manufac-

turers in perfecting their selling ari-nngements in this market

\n active selling-agent, or dirwt representative, not onlv of

neces.sitv extends the business of his principals, hut his daily

contact "with the requirements of a market, and his acoinred

knowledge as to the methods and doings of his competitors

logether contribute to keep his home principals alive and

iMogressive.
. ... i ^ i_ a

Swing that the centre of gravity of this ni.irket has to a

great extent shifted from liondon to S.iuth Africa. I regard

the proper .seUvlion and apiwintment of agents as one of the

most vit'il nivessities for strengthening the forces of Bntish

trade in its struggle against foreign competitiou.

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

* Wyman'a, Price I i. ; CD. 7648.

Till, opening meeting of the l.E.E. SforriSH I-oc.a bKcriox

t>Hik place in Cdasgow on 'l\ies<lay, 10th November, when the

new president. Mr. ,1 VMKS l.owsON. deliveri\l his inaugural

address, dealing mainly with eUvtrieal equipment on Ivianl

ship, lie statinl that the us«' of electricity in steamers was at

first confined mainlv to el.H-trie lighting, electric hells and a

few t«dephoiies. Ten or tiftivn years ago ver\- few niot<irs

were in u.se even on steamers of a fairi\- largo si/e. A de^-ided

advaneo was made in 1907. when the two express Ounarders

l.vsitanin and M(uirelania* wore built. In thes»^ vo-ss<ds ei«>c-

Iricitv disphu\>l steam engines for driving the fom>l draught

fans,' lt"> motors of ,50-H.i\ lu-ing employed for this pun^se.

Consid.-rations of space and absence of nois<' and vibration

wore the in:iin fiict<u-s in the d<vi,«ion t»-> use ehvtric motors in

this case, but in other parts of the 'Jiip eUvtrio motors and

* Thi fleotrioal fquipment of the .Vnnretanj wM difwribed in

tha El.KCTHic.\i. Rkvisw of April 8rd, 10th and 17th. 190^.
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apparatus were useJ because, in addition to the otbor advan-

tages, the supply cablce could be installed without distigure-

iiient to interior decoratiotis and without risk of causing

dauiiigc such as would occur ut leaky joints in steam pipes.

In all there was on the Maurciania a total of '2,K^3-h.p. in-

dependent of the power for lighting. The lifeboat winches
were operated electrically, but electricity was not used to any
great extent for wjoking and heating. In the application of

electricity to cooking and heating on board ship, there was
still a large field for further extensions, but it would only be

overtaken and fruitfully covered by strenuous emleavour and
enterprise on the part of the electrical industry. It was hardly

surprising that the adoption of clectricrity for cixjking had been
ccjiiiparativi'ly slow. For a long time suitable apparatus was
not available; and it had also to be borne in mind that as

regardetl cooking and heating, electricity had a formidable

rival in the abundant supply of steam which was always
readily obtainable on board ship. Here again, however, the

(li.';advantages ins<^parable from steam heating and cooking
told in favour of ele<ti-icity. Where steam was the heating
agent on board a hirge liner ;)0-H.i'. of motors was in continuous
use to drive fans for cvMiling the galleys. On the other hand,
the initial cost for electric heating was undoubtedly higher
than with rival .systems. Over and above the heaters them-
.=iclve.s, special cables and additional generating plant had to

be provided. The low voltag(> common on hoard ship ren-
dered it necessary to use heavier cables for heating circuits,

and this meant extra expense. The running cost of electrical

apparatus was also higher, as steam could be obtained at a
low cost fmm the boilers, which, as a nile, were situated close

to the cabins where the heat was most likely to be wanted.
Tn spite of these objections, the prime considerations of com-
fort, convenience and aesthetic effect continued to extend the
use of electricity for heating, and its universal adoption on
board ship was only a matt<'r of time. The steam engine was
peculiarly suitable for use in connection with winches as it

was able to stand rough usage, and even total immersion, in
sea water without harm to itself, and it would therefore be a
difficult matter to oust it from its present position. The elec-

tric winch as at present designed had not the same qualities to

recommend it, but it should not be impossible so tr> improve
this winch as to make it preferable on all counts to the steam-
driven one, in view of the fact that electric cables had many
.•wlvantages over steam pipes on board ship. Moreover, on
large pa.ssenger liners, where forced-draught fans were driven
electrically when the ship was not in port, the load factor would
be greatly improved by the use of electric jxiwer to operate
winches, cranes, etc., at times when the forced-draught fans
would not be in operation. The advent of moti3r-driven ships,
of course, made the use of electric auxiliaries imperative, and at
least one steam-propelle<i ship, the Fouvet, had recently been
equipped with a complete set of electric cranes for discharging
and loading cargo.

After a reference to the experiment in electric marine pro-
pulsion by an equipment on Mr. H. A. Mavor's system, which
has been described in the Review, Mr. Low.son went on to

speak in detail of the electrical equipment of the Aquitania,
in which his firm took part. He pointed out that electricity
was used even in the preliminary operations of the constinic-

tion of the vessel. Fourteen electric derrick cranes were
erected along both sides of the building berth. These were
supplied and erected by Sir Wm. Arrol & Co., Ltd., and were
found most serviceable in the building of this leviathan.
When the vessel came to be launched the same power was
utilised for releasing the triggers of the launching gear, as
well as the mechanism for breaking the ceremonial bottle of
w-ine against the side of the ship. The overall dimensions of
this vessel were 901 ft. X 97 ft. X 64 ft., and an enormous
amount of electric power and appliances was provided in this
space. Accommodation had been provided for 3,2.30 passangers
and a crew of 973, making a total of 4,203.

The generators were made by the British Westinghouse Co.,
and consisted of four 400-KW. I,o00-r.p.m. 225-volt. D.C. turbo-
generators with slip rings and static balancers for three-wire
distribution. Each turbine was capable of dealing with all

loads up to 25 per cent, overload when supplied with steam at
1-50 lb. per sq. in., and exhau.sting against a back pressure of
20 lb. per sq. in. absolute. The turbines were of the standard
impulse type, having three rotating wheels, each carrying two
rows of blades.

The generators were fitted with the Westinghouse radial
commutator and ventilated brush-geax. To ventilate these
generators air was conveyed in sheet steel ducts from the top
deck. The three-wire system had been adopted, using 110
volts between neutral and outers. The main consideration
which led to the adoption of this system, ajiart from the saving
of copper on the feeders, was the reduction in the size of
commutators in generators and motors ; higher efficiency

was thus rendered possible; the number of brushes re-

quired on each machine was approximately half the number
necessary with 110-volt machines, and consequently less atten-
tion was reouired. With radial commutators and carbon
brushes the friction was greatly reduced. As electric power-
driving of auxiliaries increased, the tendency was towards 440
volts pressure, and with this voltage there should be no greater
danger on board shin than there was in land installations if

the wiring was of the highe.st grade and carefully fitted on
insulators, as it was on the Ag^iitania.

The main switchboard was 44 ft. long, and was designed for

the oontrul of four gcneralors, together with their Btatic

balanoerH, 10 feeder circuits for lighting, and 14 feeder cir-

cuits for iKJwer. For each generator there were two circuit-

breakers of 3,<JO0 aniim. capacity, fittt-d with time-lug attach-

ment on the overload release. One of each pair of the breakeru

was al«<J fitted with an adjUBtable release to open circuit install-

taueously with a reverse current of 10 per cent., and in

addition it could be openeil or cli«ed electrically from a hand-
controlled switch nlaced ou the instruiuent in the centre of the

board, llie breakcra could also Ix; operated by hand. The
middle wire feeders were coupled direct to the neutral bus-bar
through ainmeter shunts, and each neutral feeder was cou-

nected to its own central zero ammeter. The neutral bar was
coupled through a central zero ammeter and variable resint-

ance and main switch to earth, and a contactor was fitted in

parallel with this switch. Normally these switches were open
and the installation was run with unearthed neutral. Should
a fault develop, the variable earth resistance was open, and
the contactor was operated by means of a jxjrtable ewitcb and
fle.vible cord. It was thus possible to stand in front of each
feeder ammeter, make and break the earth connection, and
ob.serve any sudden movement in the ne<-dle of the instrument.
If the fault was not observed in the positive feeders, the two-
way switches were changed over to the negative feeders and
the operation was repeated. In order to guard against the
overloading of the balancers, the positive and negative breakers
were coupled together by cf>nnecting rods so to to ensure both
being tripped simultaneously.
Power was transmitted from the main switchboard to a

number of •220-volt auxiliary switchboards and also to 10 three-
wire auxiliai-y switchboards for 110-volt supply. These boards
were placed at different [wsitions on the port and starboard
sides and cross-connecting cables were fitted so that in the
event of one section failing the supply could be maintained
from the other side.

Approximately the total length of the single wires installed

amounted to 1.3.5 miles, and of standard and multiple cable 65
miles, making in all some 200 miles of wire and cable laid from
stem to stern. Tlie gro.ss weight of all wires, including insula-
tion, was estimate<l to be about 50 tons and the total weight
of copper about 25 tons. The largest cable was .75 sq. in. in

cross-section, and there were some 5,600 yd. of .5 cable and
several lengths of ..35, .3 and .25 sq. in. In round figures,

90,000 porcelain insulators and 100,000 screws had been used
in the work.

W'ith a view to preventing the possibility of fire from elec-

trical causes special precautions had been taken in regard to

mains, sub-mains and branch wiring; and the constructional
woodwork of the ship had been made specially to contain the
wires and to give easy and rapid access to them. Special
care was taken to keep all positive and negative w'ires in

separate grooves. .MI main feeders and 220-volt cables were
fixed in small clamped insulators, closely spaced. In addition
to this the cables were the highest grade of V.I.R. made by
Messrs. Henley, and it was confidently anticipated that they
would outlast the life of the ves.sel. Their life depended to no
small extent on the care with which their positions on board
ship were selected and the care taken in installing them. This
result could only be ensured by employing thoroughly rehable
wiremen and a staff of trained supervisors.
The following is a list of the motors and the purposes for

which they are used :
—

14 motors aggregating 700-h.p. for forced draught.
30 ,, ,, 479 ,, ,, ventilation of machinery

spaces.
17 ,, ,, 333 „ ,, auxiliary machinery in

engine room.
52 ,, ,, 182 ,, ,, ventilating the ship.

3G ,, ,, 205 „ ,, thermo-tanks supplying
heated air.

5 ,, ,. 42.5 ,, ,, 1st and 2nd class passen-
ger hfts.

2 ,, .. 60 ,, ,. Lifeboat winches.
4 ,, .. 46 ,, ,, Electric jib cranes.
2 ,. ,.30 ,, ,, Mail and baggage lifts.

3 ,. .. 22.5 ,, ,, Stores and service hfts.

2 ., .. 2 ,, ,, Printing machinery.
1 ,. .. 8 ,, ,, Gymnasium.
1 ,. .. 1.5 ,, ., Sounding machines.
1 ,, ,, 131 ,, ,, Culinary apparatus, in-

cluding two electric

grills, dough mixers,
dish-washers, toasters,

etc.

1 ,, ,, 2 ,, ,, Gyroscope.
1 ,, ,, 10 „ ,, Deck winch.
1 ,, ,, 7.5 „ ,, Log fires.

There were aJso 10 shore winch connections of 100 amps,
each. The cables for these motors were for the most part erected
on insulators as previously described, and with one or two
exceptions all motors were wound for 220 volts and connecte<l

to the outers of the three-wire system. .\s' compared with the
Lusitanin and the Ma,urefiinia it would be noticed that while
the forced-draught fans were fewer in number, a very con-
siderable increase in h.p. fell to be recorded for ventilating and
other items.

In regard to lighting, metal filament lamps had been used
throughout, except in the engine rooms, boiler rooms and
stores, and for portable lamps and clusters. The total number
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of lamps fitted was close upon 10,000 at 110 volts, the load
being as nearly as possible balanced. In addition there were
10 lifeboat lamps placed along each side, lighting the boat
deck, and when required these lamps could be inclined out-

wards to throw light down the ship's sides. ITicsc lights were
operated by contactors, controlled by switches placed on the
bridge. There were also four connections for searchlights of

100 amps. each.

Special attention had been given to the fittings throughout
with a view to the rapid lomoval of glassware for cleaning and
for renewal of lamps. The main entrance, writing room, dining
saloon and foyer had been fitted with six-light fiuted glass

dishes, mounted on a novel bayonet fixture, and the glass

dishes might be removed in a moment. The lounge had been
lighted by "sunflower" fittings of special desif^n together
with about 200 linolite lamps around the base ol the raised

roof in the centre. The well in the dining saloon was lighted

by four large dolphin motives in corners, four smaller fittings

of similar make in the centre, and two large fittings at IJoor

level, resembling a water fountain, but with an alaba.ster shell

basin fiUed with lights instead of the ordinai-y basin and jet

of water. These fittings were mainly designed to illuminate
the paintings on the ceilings. The smoking-room had lamps
of handsome appearance together with linolite lamps in domes.
All the second-cla,ss rooms were fitted with glu-ss fittings close

to the ceiling, giving a very soft lighting effect, and the
swimming bath had been fitted in the same manner. One
hundred and twenty lanterns were fitted at all entrances,
lavatories, oflices, etc., and special mention might be made of
a novel pattern fitting at all fire-hose boxes.
Many were the devices and appliances for the safety of the

ship, and these were all more or less controlle<l by electricity.

To detect any outbreak of fire, the cargo and other holds were
fitted with the Rich marine fire-indicating and extinguishing
system, and in the passenger accommodation 203 Pearson
automatic alarms of the thermostat type and 77 break-glass
pushes were fitted. An indicator for both these systems was
placed on the bridge. There was an elaborate system of water-
tight compartments and all the bulkhead doors below and
adjacent to the loadline, 44 in number, were of the sliding
pattern, and were operated on the Stone-T-loyd system by
means of which they could be closed in a few seconds from
the bridge, where there was an electrically-controlled indicator.

There was a similar' indicator at the engine-room starting plat-
foim.
Another important fitting on the bridge was Martin's auto-

matic indicator for the navigating lamps. This indicator con-
trolled five lights, each consisting of a duplicate filament lamp,
one filament being lighted normally. In the event of this
filament failing, the armature of a small electro-magnet, which
was in circuit, was released and fell against an auxiliary con-
tact, which completed a circuit through the remaining lamp
filament and through the indicator lamp corresponding to the
light affected. Attention was also drawn to the occurrence by
an electric bell attached to the indicator. The supply for an
indicator was connected through a change-over system to

either the port or starboard feeder system, thus guaixling
against a failure in the navigating lights. For communication
with other vesseks at night two Admiralty Mors<^ signalling
lamps had been fitted, one on the masthead and one on the
flying bridge. Two electrically-controlled whistles were fitted

on the funnels, and these whistles were equipped with an
electric time-control on the Willctt-Bruce system, whereby
they were blown automatically at frequent intervals during
foggy weather.
An Evershe<l patent electric helm indicator showed on the

bridge every movement of the rudder and its angular position
in degrees. The 2-h.p. motor u.sed on the gyix>scoix' was
operated in connection with the instrument for recording
oscillations of the ship. A submarine .'signalling apparatus was
fitted, the receivers being placed in a small telephone cabinet
on the bridge. Among other interesting appliances there was
tlic Kelvin motor-driven sounding machine which indicated
directly in view of the navigating officer the depth of water.
In the engine-ro<Kn there was a device for warning the engi-
neer in case the tuibines should revolve in a. direction contrary
to that onlered from the bridge. .\ bell rang and a red lamp
was lighted if this contrary motion took place. There was
also the Kilroy stoking indicator, which automatically notified
the stoker by ringing a bell when t!io boilers were to be fired
and indicated the number of the boiler. Nugent's water-level
tell-tale was connected to the water tanks for the information
of the engineers.

Electric clock's on the Pulsynetie system were fitt^nl thiough-
out the ship, all the dials being controlled by a master clock,
placed in the chart room. The means providol in the master
clock for automatically advancing and retarding the ship's
time, according to the longitude. w»s substantial and of the
simplest description. The batterj- which gave the pixipelling
force was in duplicate.

Ijoud-speaking telephones of Messrs. .Mfred Graham & Co.'s
manufacture were instalUxl throughout the vessel to facili-

tate the navigation of the ship and the control of main ami
auxiliai-y engines. The installation consistixl of IS telephones
.and was divided into three sections, providing for connnunica-
tion Ivtween the following p<isitions :

—
1. From \ipper and lower bridges to forecastle, crow's nest

and aft<^r wheel-house, the latter position being provided with
a tw(vway change-over switch to connect the aftet docking-
bridge.

2. From upper and lower bridges to etarting platform in the

eiigine-room and steering gear and from the latter position to

the chief engineer's office.

3. From main engine-room to the chief engineer's office,

condenser room, djnamo room, pump room, refrigerator, and
steering gear.

On the upper and after docking bridges each instrumeDt
was mounted within a polished metal hood secured to a brass

pillar, the hoo<l, which was of quite a new design, bei.'j.

arranged so that when open it formed an efficient wind-»-T'->_n

for the telephone. Each of the three systems was suppli^J

with electric energy by a battery of six special large type cells,

giving current at a pressure of 9 volts. Twenty-seven inter-

communication telephones were installed for the use of the

captain, chief engineer, purser, doctor, stewards' department
and other officers. It would be remembered that on the
Ma-UTetania there was a telephone exchange, so that passen-

gers could converse with one another, but owing to pa-sacngers

not taking full advantage of the service an escnange had not
been fitted on the Aquilaiiia.

'ITie electric bell system was of an unusual type, sjiecially

designed for this vessel by the contractors and manufactured
by Messrs. Ross & Co., of Glasgow, llie bell pushes numbered
about 1..tOO, and the indicators, while being cockroach proof

and embcMlying all the usual features, were recessed in the
walls of the alley-ways and fitte<l almost flush, the replace-

ment rods being brought up through the slotted oxidised silver

plates at the side of the indicator. In the top section a buzzer
and a relay were fitted and a two-way switch was fitted

marked "Bell and hght." When the switch "was on the
"bell" position the pressing of the push in a state-room
dropped the shutter and rang the buzzer in the usual way,
hut when on the "light" position the current from the
primary droppe<l the shutter and also passed through a relay

and closed carlxin tip contacts which were on the fighting cir

cuit voltage. This action lighted a specially constructed lamp
which was situate<l in the alley-way immediately opposite the

indicator and n<itified the steward in his room. The lamp
was designed with two red bulls' eyes which shone down the

alley-way in each direction and indicated to the attendant
which particular indicator had been operated, while a third

lens in the lamp shone on the indicator and facihtated the

location of the room requiring attention. By operating the

replacement rod the light was switched off. The comfort and
convenience of the passengers had thus been carefully studied

so that they would not be disturbed by the ringing of bells

during the night.

The emergency generating plant was another of the many
precautions now taken to ensure safety. In this vessel a

separate circuit of 700 lights was connected to the emergency
set and these lights were distributed throughout pnbhc rooins

and pas.sages on ten decks, so that in the event of the main
generating plant failing, sufficient light would be provided to

enable ])assengers and crew to find their way about. The hfe-

boat lights and deck lights and the wireless apparatus were
all connected to this source of supply at times of emergency.
Under normal conditions current was supplied from the main
generator, and when required from the emergency set by
operating a change-over switch. The emergency plant was
situated at the after-end of "A" deck, far above the water-

line, and consisted of a 45 B.n.r. Diesel engine, manufactured
by Messrs. Mirrlees, Bickerti^n \' Day. The engine runs at

150 r.p.m., has three cylinders S in. in diar. X 9 in. stroke,

and is coui^Uxl to a ;>0-KW. Westinghouse generator. .\ special

switchboard is fitted alongside the plant.

The Marconi inst:dlation on the Aiiuiiania was of the most
jKiwerful and latest type. The wireless station was situated

on the boat dock amidships and was designed to prvivide a
working range by day of (ViO miles over open water when
employed with an aerial having a mean height of V^ ft. The
niaxiinuni range by night under favourable conditions would
be at least twice that by day. The aerial consistoj of four
parallel wires evenly spact>d on ash suspenders and stretched
between the mast*. The earth connivtions were of a si>ecial

design and werv of insulated copper e<innected to convenient
points in the hull.

One other inf«'resting innovation on tvard w.is two Thorny-
croft motor boats fitte<l with Marconi wireless insL-illationi

by which they could e<->nnnunieate with other veswt'-ls when
afloat—a valuable pirvvision in time of emergency. Tlie aerial

wires were carried on two i"! ft. bainlwi masts whicli couW
be lowered on to the dix-ks wlien not in use. The receiving
range for these lioats was \W) miles.

liitniialioiial l"ii!>iii('«'riii<r ronirrpss. I!U."».—

A

report hnvinir recently been ciroulatftl to the effect that the Con-
gress was to be abandoned, the Committee of Manafement informs
us that this is not correct : the rongress will be held in San
Francisco as arrangtxl, from September JOth to 25th. I'-'l-. A
larpe majority ef the papers orijrinallj requested for presentation
at the sessions of the C^)ngref s and publication in its 'Transactions
will bo handed in on time, and the Oongrefs will be truly inter-

national in character. A detailed circular of information regard-
ing the publications of the Oonjrress will be sent npon applica-
tion to the secretary, in the Foicrof C Bailding, San Francisco.
California.
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CABLES.

By C. J. BEAVER. M.I.E.E.

iCuntimied from page 708.)

In fig. 5 the radii of the component parts aro shown for

cables having one and two intcr-shcuths respeetively. It will

be uotiaxl that the latter starts with an advantage as regards

the "radius over the conductor," both being the most
economical for the voltages acroes the first layers at the

niaximuin stres-s chosen. This initial advantage is somewhat
discounted by the radial thickness of the extra inter-sheath,

the net result being that the total radius over the complete

/o
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Jt simply happened that the time was too ehort to complete

the breakdown under the particular set of conditions obtaining.

These are of course exaggerated cases, because there is a con-

siderable tendency for faults in joints to seal up.

A point worthy of note in connection with the testing of

cables having large thicknesses of paper dielectric Ls the diffi-

culty of determining witli certainty whether or not some water

has"enterc<l through a flaw or damage in the lead covering.

The hydraulic test at 100 lb. per square inch reduces the rigk,

Fio. 7.

but the whole matter is one of degree. An amount of water

that would ruin many yards of a low-tension cable wdl only

be distributed among a few of the outer layers m a 500- or

tKX)-mil dielectric, and its path of least resistance will be longi-

tudinal rather than radially inwards. Under these conditions

it is a matter of actual experience that electncal tests may
entirely fad to indicate the presence of water, and yet it may

exist in sufficient amount to cause trouble when it has had

time to distribute itself, to say nothing of the possibihties o

future breakdown consequent on a flaw escaping undetected

in the lead covering.
^ a j j

To obviate this difficulty the author has suggested, and used

in many cases during the past two years, a metallic test

sheath," underlying but sufficiently insulated from the lead

covering to give an insulation resistance of the order of 50

mo"ohms i^er mile. Insulation resistance tests between this

sheath and the lead covering afford an absolutely rehable proof

of the presence or absence of water so far as ingress through

the lead sheath is concerned. The test sheath is also useful

for maintenance tests, especially on subaqueous high-voltage

power cables. Experience shows that immersion in boding

water for half an hour does not on the average appreciably

reduce the breakdown voltage.
. • ,

In the case of bending tests of ordinary severity it, depends

on the amount of displacement of the layers of paper under

the effects of mechanical ill-usage. An average reduction of

the breakdown voltage due to these, cause.i may be taken as

15 to aO per cent, for well-constnicted E.II T. cables.

PAPER-INSULATED CABLES.

The advantages due to the chemical stability of pure manila

paper, and the duiability resulting therefrom, arc offset to

.some extent in practice by its hygroscopic properties, necessi-

tating careful sealing wherever the dielectric is exposed. No
degree of impregnation will render paper waterproof to the

ixtent ncces-sary to comply with the requirements of cables.

In connection with impregnation, there are one or two

cimnciuis impressions wlii<-h require correction. One is that

paper miiy be "overdried" during c;ible-inaking operations;

and another is that high insulation resistanc<> is obtained by

overheating the dielectric, or in other words is due to manu-

facturing accidents or imperfections. Even now one occa-

.sionally sees nuxlorn siiecifications which state that cables h.iv-

ing an insulation resistance of over megohms per mile

will not be acceide<l.

Paper contains hygroscopic moisture which can be easily

expelled by beat, but not constitutional or chemically com-

bined water, i.e.. its vegetable structui-e consists of celluloees,

not cellulose hvdrates. Therefore, while pa|x>r may be over-

heated it cannot be overdried. High in.sulation dot^s not

noctvssarily indicat*^ overheating. It depends, in a well-made

paix^r cable, on the .speeific insulation resistances of the coin-

iv.nents (dry paper and com[>ound) and their relative propor-

tions.

The method of impregnating the paper before the latter is

a)iplied to the cable not only renders overheating impossible,

bnt ensures the maximum degree of uniformity in manufac-
ture, and con.sequcnily in the electrical properties of the cable.

Such uniformity iias long been recognised to be of con.sideiable

ii\omeut. It is also important that under working conditions.

.liil

'.. uvoiu-

arefnl

.ted

iut<j which heating ol

enter, the iinpiegiiiiting

position throughout the .

tlie author preiers Vi i
;

before its apphc-itiMi to i

Sfdid at the ordinary ti.i;

temperatures reinaias su:

providing sulhcient sur( . .

paper to ensure ample !!

alw) the tilling of intersti

tious of paix;r when wrai
.Vssuming the use of th.

con.struction, and normal u-a^;, it .:

that any appreciable detenoration :
fi-

covered cables will only be due to cau.- r-'.'.s

themselves.
Troubles traceable to laying conditions are, generally speak-

ing, not common when running conditions are such as corres-

pond to the normal usage above-mentioned, but in the present

rapidly expanding state of electricity supply, abnormal usage

as regards the loading of cables is fairly common. The maxi-

miun safe working temperature of the cable is not the proper

basis for determining the pennis-sible loading of cables, and
sooner or later expansion and contraction effects will take their

toll. .\ great deal may be done by the provision of suitable

arrangements at joints and ends which are fairly free to move;
but beyond special procedure in laying bends, and organised

methods of laying, comparatively little can be done to provide

for these effects in the main parts of cable runs.

Apart from such physical effects as the foregoing, the natural

rate of deterioration of insulating materials Ls appreciably in-

creased by high-temperature conditions, much depending on
the material and on the degree of heating. The effect of the
type of insulation, form of cable, and method of laying, on the

temperature rise in underground cables, has not until recent
years been sufficiently appreciated.

In a contribution to the discussion on Messrs. Melsom &
Booth's paper the author gave a set of curves showing the
approximate relation between various types of insulation and
methods of laying or fixing as regards the heating due to I' R
losses, with the object of illustrating the bearing of these vari-

ants on the final temperatures. It was shown that the tem-
perature rise varied considerably (about 75° F.) according to

the thermal properties of the materials forming, as it were.
links in the chain between the conductor and the actual or
virtual external boundary of the heated mass of cable, or cable
plus conduit, etc., and according to the degree of contact
between the com]X)nents of the chain of materi:ds concerned.

Tliis is a matter of great practical importance, especially as
it .so happens that the greatest temperature rises—for a given
cable—occur in systems of laying in which it is common to

group cables closely ; for example, in solid and draw-in
systems.
The present Institution figures for current density, based on

Messrs. Melsom &. Booth's work, do not refer to underground
cables or to thicknes.ses of dielectric other than low-tension,

and they i-efei" only to single cables. Single paper-insulated
lead-covered cables used at considerably hicher current densi-

ties than thos^ given in the Institution Wiring Rules do not
attain such high temperatures as would be found by extra-

IKilation of data obtained at lower current den.sities.

On the other band, niotlerately heavily insulated 3-core

pai>er-in.sulated. lead-covered cables carry le.ss current for a

given temp<^rature ri.se than would be indicated by calculations

fr<im fomniliP.

Fig, S shows a comparison of the temperature rises obtained
from actual tests at various current densities on a 0.1 sq. in.

3-core 30-kilovolt cable under two conditions of laying, with

I'u;, 8.—O'lsi}, IN. ;? Core ;tO-KiLovoLT Cable .\t Vakiocs
Ci'KBKNT Densities.

thos<^ calculated from the formula due to Apt and Miuilius,

I = '^/v/,' where I is the current in amperes, t the ttuupera-

tuiv rist» in degrees Centigrade. Q the stvtional an^a of the

conductor in squnre millimetres, and c a o-Mistant depending

on the form in which the cable is made up, namely, twin.

3-core. etc.. and also with Mes.*;rs. Mel-Jom * P<y)th's formula,

i - K (n/s)" where i is the current density. 1"> the diameter of

the outside oivering of the cable. S the s«^tional area of the

total copix^r. K a c«inst;>nt deiH-nding on the tenip«>rature rise

under consideration and the system of units ailopted. and ii

a omstant deixniding on the sloi>e of the line connecting log i

with log P/S.
The temperature 'i...- in ili.- ..s.^ ,f ihe two nnoer curves
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was not contributed to by dielectric heating, open-cjrcuit tests

at the working pressure revealing no temperature rise what-

soever. The wide divergence between actual results and those

obtained from the available means of approximately cHuput-

ing temperature rises illustrates the urgent necessity for the

research now in progress.

,l()int.=! have always constituted the weak spots of networks,

nlthough of late years the standard of jointing work has greatly

improved. Pmbably the best results have been obtained \yhere

the general principle of making the joint as much like a

specially reinforce<l part of the cable as possible has been con-

Section on All

Fio. 9.

Section on CD

sistently followed. One good reason for this is that there is

clearly a much better chance of making a lead-sleeve joint

watertight on a lead-covered cable than by using a castriron

box which in many cases depends solely on the compound
used for filling it to exclude moisture. The apparently simple
process of filling a joint box really contains sufficient pitfalls

to make it wonderful that joint troubles are not much more
frequent.

.\t pressures of 50 to 100 kilovolts the necessity for avoiding
any concentration of stress and weak paths (or combinations
of the two) becomes very marked, so much so that construc-
tion which affords an ample margin of safety at working pres-
sures up to 11 kilovolts becomes no longer permissible. The
above-mentioned pressures of 50 to 100 kilovolts may be taken
for this purpose as representing the margin of safety required
at working pressure,? of '20 to 30 kilovolts.

First, the conductor-jointing feiTules must be designed in
bold curves, and they must accurately fit the conductor before
sweating. They should be fitted and finished off as shown in

&g !i. The slightest excrescence of solder at the ends of the
ferrule is a source of electrical weakness.

^Yrappings of tape or paper for the purpose of insulating
the copper joint are in the author's experience inadmissible,
the chief reason being the risk of electrostatic discontinuity
troubles or weak paths between the orisinal insulation of the
conductor and the applied wrappings. This risk may be mini-
mised by suitable refinements of workmanship, but under
even the best conditions of practical work there is a danger
of a combination of electro.static discontinuity and weak-path
troubles. For this reason the author prefers to eliminate as
far as possible the element of variable workmanship.

(To he continued.)

vitches and cut-outs.'

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR. 1914.
(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

Compiled e.\pressly for this journal bv .Messrs. \V. P. Thompson & Co
Electrical Patent .Xgents. 285, High Holborn, London, VV.C, and at
Liverpool and Bradford, to whom all inquiries should be addressed.

22,199. " Electric signals." A. C. Brown. November 9th.

22,209. " Meani of holding diaphragms in gramophone sound bo.\es, tele-
phone receivers, and the like." E. PiTERSON. November 9th.

22,213. "Concentration and cooling of a circulating electrolyte and apparatus
therefor." G. G. Hepburn. November 9th.

'

22.228. "Time-lag devices for automatic electr'
\. H. Railing & A. E. Angold. November 9th.

22.331. " Trolley and other wheels for tramway and the like vehicles and
similar purposes." A. S. King & A. Wood. November 9th.

22,248. "Transformers." O. Imrav (Siemens Schuckertwerke G.m.b.H.,
Germany). November 9th. (Complete.)

22.250. " Means for electrically controlling devices at a distance." 1 IDow LING. November 9th.

22.261. " Apparatus for electric riveting." F. P. Robert. November 9th.
(Complete.)

22,265. "Telegraphy." MciRHEiD & Co., Ltd., and G. O. Squier. Nov-
ember 9th.

22.270. " Constructi(
duple.x telephone svste
and H. B. M. PlEiJEL. November 9th. (Co
Sweden.) ( Complete.)

22.280. " Miners' safety hand lamps." A. H. Raillnc & A. E. Angold.
November 10th.

22.296. " Electric seat indicator." E. SuTTON. November 10th.
22.310. " Electric lamps." British Thomson-Holston Co., Ltd. (General

Electric Co., United States.) November 10th.

22.353. " Electric motor and like horns." W. R. Carter. November Hth.
22.379. " Gyro-compasses." J. Perry & S. G. Brown. November IXth.

22.383. " Dynamo-electric machines." J. A. Kt;vSER. November 11th.

—•393. " Electric lighting fittings and the like." R. J. Allen. November

22,435. " Electric switches." T. E. Barnum & W. E. Date. November I'th
(Ccnvention date, November 13th, 1913, United States.) (Complete.)

22,437. " Arc incandescent lamps." E. A. Gijiingiusi. November 12th.

and arrangement of self-induction coils for use in
operating on the Pupin principle." A. H. Olsson

t date, November 11th, 1913,

22,447. " Electric incanJvtccnt lamps and mclhod and means for mountinii
Ihoni in lamp caiingi or lanlcrn bodies." H. .SciiuLK (Stephen Grcbcl, FraiKe).

Divldrd application on 20,UIS/14, September 21lt.)

22,456. " Inalrumenti fur speaking and llklening by telephone." T. T.
Uai.kk. November 13lh.

22,458. " Electric liijhiing incandetccnt lamp and twitch and the like."

K. J. AUHN. November 13ih.

22.464. " Procew fur electro plating iron and steel plates and the like."

S O Cowp«K CoLia. November 13th.

22.465. " Electro depo>itiun of metals." S. O. Cowru Coua. November
13lh

22.466. " Driving band for projecliln." S. O. Cowru Coua. November
13ih.

22.467. " Process and apparatus for polishing metal sheets, plates and the

like." S. O. CowHR CoLUI. November 13lh.

22.468. " Electro-deposition of metals." S. O. Cowria Coua. November
13lh.

22.469. " Apparatus for electrolytically coating iron and steel plates with
other metals." S. O. Cowpia Coles. November 13th.

23.470. " Process for the manufacture of printing blocks or surfaces."

S. O. CowPER Coles. November 13th.

22.471. " Electrolytic process and apparatus for the production of tin plates

and tin-plate substitutes." S. O. Cowpek Colls. November 13rh.

22.472. " Process for the manufacture of tubes, sheets and other drawn or
rolled sections." S. O. CowPER CoLCS. November 13th.

22,487. " Volt-ampere meters." P. M. Lincoln. November ISlh. (Conven.
tion date, November 29th, 1913, United Stales.) (Complete.)

22.495. " Electrical distributing devices." R. B. North & A. M. AtUW.
NoM-mber 13lh.

22,535. " Construction of magnetos." G. Funck. November 14th.

22.544. " Electro-deposition of iron." S. O. CowPER CoLts. November 14th.

22.545. " Electro-deposition of iron." S. O. Cowper Coles. November 14th.

22.546. " Electrolytic process for Ihe manufacture of iron tubes and the

like." S. O. CowPER Coles. November 14lh.
22.549. " Party system telephones." C. B. Kerstinc. November 14th.

22.550. " Electrical heating unit and method of manufacture thereof." A. N.
iVlACMCOL. November 14th.

22.554. " Duplex telephony." British Insulated & IIclsby Cables, Ltd., 4
W. P. FcLiER 8r H. H. Harrison. November 14th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
Copies of anv of the Specifications in the following list may be obtained

of Messrs. W. P. Thcupson & Co., 285. High Holborn, W.C.. and at
Liverpool and Bradford, price, post free, 9d. (in stamps).

XS13.
19,971. EleciriO Radiators. Simplex Conduits, Ltd., & L. M. Waterhouse.

September 4th.

24,165. Manltacicre of Sparking Plugs. K. E. Lee-Guinness. October a4th.

24.305. Electric Rotary Converters with Comsjutatinc Polis. Akt. Gcs.
Brown Boveri, et Cie. October 27lh. (June 30th, 1913.)

24,444. Train or like Signalling Systems. B. Starie. October 28th.

24.593. Electric Switches or Circuit Breakers. F. B. Holt & H. Smith.
October 29th.

24.927. Telephone Exctiange Systems. Western Electric Co. (F. T. Wood-
ward acting for Western Electric Co.). November 1st.

25,796. Electrically-operated Diaphragm Horns and the likb. W. A. Cros-
bee and F. S. C. Crosbee, and T. S. Rogers. November 11th.

25,818. Electric Switches. H. H. Berry & W. J. Markham. November 11th.

26,006. AuToiiATic Electric Circuit Breakers. A. Crawford. November
13th.

28,025. Electric Incandescent Lighting Apparaics. Cold Light (Dussaud
Processes), Ltd., & G. E. Hales. December 5th.

28,967. Rotary Field-magnets for Dynamo-electric Machines. W. P.Thomp-
son (Aktiebolaget Ljungstroms .^ngturbin). December 16th.

29,361. Dynamo-electric Machines for Combined Electric Lighting and
Engine Starting. B. Brooks & W. Holt. December 20th.

29.457. Means for Preventing the Clogging of Sandinc-pipes on Elec-
trically or Mechanically-propelled Vehicles. F. P. Bourn. December 22nd.

Electri

X914.
1.779. Electric Controlling Devices. H. Fairbrother (The

Instrument Co.). January 22nd.

2,097. Lamp Holders. E. Kreidler. January 26th. (February 28th, 1913.)

2.529. IHU.MIS.1T1NG Devices. E. C. McKinnie. January 30th. Uanuarv
30ih, 1913.)

2,685. Welding Machines. C. K. Mills (Hale & Kilburn Co.). February 2nd.

4,819. Selectors, especially suitable for use with Automatic or Siui-
AUTOMATic Telephone Systems. G. A. Betulander. February 24th. (March 1st,

1913.)

5,047. Electricity Meters of the Mercury-motor Type. W. Lawson.
February 26th.

5,234. Dynamo-electric Machines. British Thomson-Houston Co., & J. Hutt.

February 28th.

5,347. Electric Diaphragms, Horns, or Alarms. W. W. Dean. (October

15th, 1913.) March 2nd.

7,717. Device for use in Recharging Electric Accumulators. T. M. Lin-

gard. March 27th.

14.276. Telegraphic Code Appaeatls. P. Bienvaus. June 13th. (June
13th, 1913.)

17,110. Bail or Roller Bearings with Electric Insulation. C. E. Wiesel-

green. July 18th. (July 22nd, 1913.)

17,356. Junction Board for Electric Cables. W. G. Hevs. (General
Acoustic Co.) July 22nd.

19,700. Electric Switches or Circuit Breakers. F. B. Holt S; H. Smith.
September 11th. (Divided application on 24,593/13. October 29th..

Concert.—The Halifax Corporation tramways and
electricity employe 3 held their annual concert in the Victoria

Hall on November 19th. The eveningf was a great sneoess, the

proceetJs being devoted to a number of charitable funds.
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H. ALABASTER, GATEHOUSE & CO.,

4, Ludgate Hill, London, E.G.

THE COST OF THE ELECTRIC
VEHICLE.

At the recent Annual Convention of the Electric Vehicle

Association of America, judging from the abridged report* of

the meeting?, one point which cropped up rather persistently

was the first cost of the electric vehicle. We have not

previously noticed that our American friends have had much
to say on the subject of high first cost, but this feature of

the " electric " has by no means passed unnoticed here, where

the limited demand up to the present for such vehicles may,

to some extent, be said to have justified the prices charged.

President Smith—who is a central-station man—pointed

out that a number of manufacturers had given serious

thought to the development of a moderately priced delivery

wagon, and one important manufacturer had exhibited at

New York, in October, a 750-lb. delivery wagon to cost £175.

He considered that there was unquestionably a great oppor-

tunity for a large volume of commercial vehicle business in

the field occupied by the small buyer, and that this had not

been developed to any extent, and should have the

.attention of all concerned. He held that the passenger

" electric " was not necessarily in competition with the lower-

priced motor vehicles of other types, and output was the

controlling factor with which the manufacturer had to

contend. This was due to the nature of the present popular

type of electric vehicle—the enclosed coupe or brougham,

with its battery, motor, controller, expensive body, &c.

The solution to the problem of introducing and success-

fully marketing a low-priced electric car was increased out-

put, and if doubling or trebling the present output would

produce costs which would permit of competition with

lower-priced vehicles, there should be manufacturers both

with capital and courage to seek these lower costs. There

would always continue to be a market for the exclusive

and luxurious car, and this field was well covered.

These remarks show that even in the St4»tes. where the

electric vehicle business is in an advanced stage of develop-

ment, and manufacturers are eager to take up immediately

any proposition which will ultimately advance their interests,

there has so far been no marked luovemont by vehicle

makers to cater for low-priced vehicle users.

It is true that the demand for such a oar has been

recognised ; there have, for instance, boon various report*

as to the appearance of a cheap Ford electric car. in the

design of which Edison was to bo associated, aud it is now

stated that a low-priced " Hdison-Ford " vehicle, consisting

of a modified Fonl petrol chassis fitted with a new type

of light Edison battery, will Ih? on sale next year. But

the remarks made in the discussions ou the v&rion*

papers clearly indicate that our AmericAn friends, who are in

the best position to judge, hold very uudecided opinions as

to the feasibility of turning out a low-priced electric car

which will be a practical success.

[7411
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One speiiker pointed out that the average price paid for

an eliotric vehicle wub £520 ; another stated that the

indivi(hial cost of 70 per cent, of the passenger gasoline cars

was under i'lOO. while the cost of 85 per cent, of the

electric cars was in excess of that amount, and added the

opinion that a car capable of running .OO miles on a charge

and selling at about fllO was needed by the industry.

Others denied that there was any demand for a car at this

figure, on the ground that its low cost necessarily implied

limited battery capacity and mileage, while it was further

urged that talking of the low-priced " electric" created an

impression that such a car would soon be available, and was

harmful to the industry.

Mr. Geo. H. Kelly, who read a paper on "The Cost of

Electric Vehicles," pointed out that the total electric

vehicle sales were comparatively small, and that they

fluctuated to such an extent that it was impossible to anti-

cipate production, and for this reason it was difficult to

produce a low-priced car, although, he added, passenger cars

made to sell at £240 to £400 had never been a success.

He considered that, contrary to the popular impression, the

actual cost of selling electric cars was about half of that for

selling petrol cars, so that the reasons for the high price of

the electric passenger car were the high grade of material

used and the expert workmanship necessary.

Mr. n. H. Doering, in a paper on electric vehicle manu-

facture, also had something to say on this subject. In his

opinion, the time of cheap electric vehicles had come and

gone, and manufacturers were meeting the demand of the

public, which was for a heavy, luxurious, high-speed car.

Quality set the price, and the " electric " was built to last,

unlike the—presumably, American— petrol car. Mr. Doer-

ing pointed out that the largest manufacturer of electric

passenger cars had an output of less than 1,500 cars a year,

and the six next largest manufacturers had an output each

of less than 1,000 cars a year, and this limited output ren-

dered it impossible to lower the price. He added that the

cheap ''electric" failed because the battery capacity was

insufficient, the fpeed too low, and the appearance objec-

tionable, thus repeating opinions expressed by another

speaker at an early stage of the meeting in an address en-

titled, " An Answer to Dr. Steinmetz," who, it may be

remembered, recently advanced the view that the require-

ments of the future electric car were moderate speed and

radius, and a price not exceeding £100 (see Eleo. Rev.,

October 16ih last, page 542).

Nevertheless, there were speakers who favoured the view

that a moderately priced vehicle was wanted, and was within

the scope of manufacturing to-day. On the whole, we should

imagine that the arguments against the idea of a cheaper

vehicle proved unconvincing to all except, possibly, vehicle

manufacturers.

The suggestion, for instance, that the high price of the

" electric " was due to the high grade of material used and

expert workmanship necessary, cannot be reconciled with

the fact that the far more complex petrol car, with its

admittedly excellent workmanship and reliability, can be

purchased for less money.

Even the argument as to limited output is lacking in

effect, chassis building, battery construction, and motor and

controller manufacture being all well developed businesses

at the present time carried on by long established firms,

whose experience and expert methods of production are

available for the electric vehicle maker, and should by com-

parison with the earlier difficulties of automobile builders

make his task really simple.

Indeed, amongst the talking points of the " electric " are

its extreme simplicity and the fact that constructively it

merely consists of parts which have been tried and tested

on a large scale in other directions for years, and tut average

purchaser may be pardoned for failing to reconcile these

features with liigh price.

In this connection our American friends may rememlx-r

the saying of one of themselves that :
" Yon can fool some of

the people all of the lime, and all of the people some of the

time, but not all of the people all of the time."

IJusiness men the world over are mostly of the hard-

headed variety, and to some of them the admitted advan-

tages of the electric vehicle are worth the price asked— to

be more precise, the owners of less than 3 per cent, of the

total registration in July, 1914, of vehicles in the States

considered it worth while to pay the price, and this in the

home of the " electric," where, according to President Smith,

98 per cent, of the automobile reijuirements can be taken

care of by the electric vehicle absolutely.

No wonder that our American friends find the <juestion

of cheapening the first cost of the electric vehicle " some

problem."

In the last issue of the Klf<lrii:i<iii an
"*'?'"* "P extraordinary article appeared, in which

Telegrams. ^® ^^""^ made the subject of a bitter

attack, couched in terms which trans-

gressed the limits of good manners and verged upon

abuse. The latter we shall pass over without further

comment, but we cannot permit our contemporary's other

remarks to remain unanswered.

The "short point" of the indictment brought against

us is that in reproving the Commercial Cable Co. for

objecting to the censorship of the U.S. Government we

travelled beyond our " appointed field," and it is further

suggested that in doing so we were endeavouring " to wipe

off some old score." Regarding the innuendo thus con-

veyed, we may state at once and emphatically that we never

had any " old score " to wipe off against the company,

towards which we cherish no hostility whatever, and we

are at a loss to imagine what gave rise to so unworthy a

suggestion ; moreover, we should scorn to permit our per-

sonal feelings to sway our judgment in such a matter. Our
sole purpose in protesting against the action of the company

was to serve the interests of our own country, which we con-

sidered likely to be prejudiced by such action. We are not

concerned to justify our course in the eyes of our contem-

porary, which is welcome to its own opinion, but we are

astonished that it should presume to define the limits of

what it describes as our " appointed field." Harping on the

phrase " electro- technical journal," our contemporary

advances the proposition that such journals must confine

their attention to matters of purely technical interest

—

apparently oblivious of the fact that its own columns

exhibit numerous breaches of this novel regulation, and, in

fact, the very next leaderette to the one we quote from

treats of " Trading with tbe Enemy "
!

We have never pretended to confine our attention to

electrotechnical affairs, or to any other watertight compart-

ment ; we choose to survey the whole field of trade and

industry associated with electrical engineering, and it is for

us alone—with the good- will of our readers—to set bounds

to that field.

We may add that we do not object to criticism, provided

that it is sincere ; but we do not accept as such that of our

contemporary in this instance.

The relations of that journal to the telegraph companies

are well known. We may point out that our leaderette was

published on October IGth ; 14 days afterwards we received

a letter from the London manager of the company, which

we published on November 6th, togetner with a note in

reply, repeating our protest. The attack upon us in the

Electrician appeared on November 27th—after an interval

of three weeks.

Tbe head office of the company is in New York, whence

all important transactions are directed. The conclusion i»

obvious.
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The Badge
^^ ^ '° ^^ ^^^^^'^ ^^^^ ^^'^ P"'^''*^ ^°

of Essential
"°'' *^ ^^'' generally realise that it is

Industry. necessary for large numbers of workmen
to be retained at home in order to keep

•our factories running, l.'eports from all parts of the country
go to show that notwithstanding Lord Kitchener's statements
and attitude toward industry, such men are being taunted
for not having answered the call for recruits. It is not
unnatural that the workmen should resent such taunts,
and there is a growing demand for some form of
badge that may be worn in order to indicate that the
wearer is serving his country in this critical time just as
much as the man in uniform. That this is the view
of those at the head of our Admiralty and War Offices is

shown by the official letters that have been sent to all firms
and companies engaged on the production of materials for
those departments. Thus, from the War Office, Lord
Kitchener has sent out a letter, in which he savs :—

I wish you to impress upon those employed by your firm the
importance of the Government work npon which they are engaged.
I fully appreciate the efforts which the emploj(53 are making and
the quality of the work turned oat, and I trust that everything
will be done to assist the military authorities by pushing on all
orders as rapidly as passible. I should like all enga^'ed by yonr
firm to know that it is fully reooernised that they, in carryinfr out
the work of providing the Army with supplies and equipment, are
doing their duty for the King and Gauntry equally with those who
have joined the Army for active service in the field.

On behalf of the Navy, also, Mr. Churchill, in the House
of Commons the other day, stated that "the Admiralty had
been aided by the energy and determination of the workmen,
who had strained their strength to the utmost, and who had
by 80 doing made themselves the comrades of their fellow
citizens who were fighting in the trenches."

In some departments of the iron and steel, engineering
and other industries which are of first importance to the
nation at the present time, there is already a marked
scarcity of skilled labour, and while demands are so heavy
from onr own and our Allies' Governments, we might at

least exercise a little discrimination iu levelling our taunts
of indill'erence.

In order to meet the wishes of their employes, so that
they may be in a position to produce evidence to rebut any
taunts as to their non-enlistment, quite a number of firms
connected with the engineering industries, iiichiditig, we
believe, some associated with electrical engineering, have gone
to the extent of issuing cards bearing on the back a copy of
Lord Kitchener's letter, and, on the front, a reproduction in

colours of the British flag, the name of the firm, and the
words :—" Mr. is serving his country by using his best
endeavours and work in connection with the manufacture of

for the British Government." While such cards are
useful to a certain degree, they only partially meet the
requirements of the case, and it is suggested to us that the
War Office and the Admiralty should underttike the issue
of an official badge which workmen employed on the pro-
duction of material for the Government can wear on their

coats or caps, and so give an outward sign to the general
public that, although not wearing khaki, they are none the
less serving their Country.

It would, of course, be a matter for the (lovernment
authorities to decide whether such a badge should be uni-
form for all branches of industry or whether a special one
should be prepared for each particular trade. Sj great
is the need of such outward sign of public service felt in
many (juarters, that several firms connected with the motor
and aviation industries, have, we hear, in addition to cards
of the kind alluded to above, issued badges to their employes
on the lines suggested.

Since the foregoing was written we have read in an
evening newspaper that in Newcastle something like :!0,()00
men employed in I'actoiies are weariug such badges as are
referred to abo\e, with the permission of the War Office.

Copper.
''^'"'' '*"' ^^* "'^''* ^^^® witnessed

something like a transformation scene in
th? Copper market, and whereas a little while ago the future
appeared to be steeped in gloom, the tone ha*; become strong
with active buying, and prices have moved op regularly day
after day. The demand for the metal certainly underwent a
notable expansion on both sides of the Atlantic, and holders
were able to exact considerably improved prices.

The reopening of the London Metal Exchange to normal
trading was, undoubtedly, a highly important contributory
factor in the restoration of more usual conditions in the
speculative and consuming trades. As regards the former,
it is really wonderful how well the standard market held
itself together under the absence of all interest on the part
of the Continent, which, in times of peace, has been the
great stand-by of brokers. As it is, the practical elimina-
tion of speculation on the part of the Continent has been
scarcely felt, and the entire business passing has been on
account of the home and American trades. It speaks well
for the market that things should have so far reassumed
their normal appearance at a time when the nations of the
world were still struggling for the death grip.

Germany will, of course, be smashed for a generation or

more, and the opportunities thereby presented to the other

European industrial nations will not be lost sight of.

Already energetic efforts are being made to extend
the trade of British manufacturers in all kinds of metal

goods, and there is little doubt that these efforts will

be crowned by success. Belgium will rise as a phu'aix.

too, from the ashes of Termonde, Louvain and the rest of

the ruined cities, and the consumption of the metals neces-

sary to repair the havoc will give such an impetus to in-

dustry as has never been known in the history of the world.

It is no use being too bearish on metals. Intrinsically

they are not dear at present prices, and the possibilities

are great. America at last seems to have turned the corner,

and it needs only a very moderate improvement across the

Atlantic to put a different complexion upon the markets as

a whole.

There are distinct signs of betterment in the United
States, and if these extend further almost anything might
happen in the metal market. It is most reassuring that

railway electrification schemes in the United States have not

been summarily suspended owing to the unfavourable

financial and industrial conditions ruling lately. The
St. Paul Railway, for instance, has just let a contract for

two million dollars' worth of electrificjition work to the

(ieneral Electric Co., and this is only a portion of a con-

tract for a 15-million dollar job, covering the electrificHtion

of the 430 miles of main track over the Rocky Mountains
and Bitter Root divisions of the railway. It is very evident
that a keen lotik-out must be kept upm ekvtrificjition

developments across the Atlantic. As n-ganls Eunipe. the
war demands for copper are, of course, enormous, but so far

as the United Kingdom is concornod, the authorities have a
good deal of the metal on hand, in the shape of copper
seized as contraband, at various ports, notably, Gibraltar
and Ardrossan. This metal is qnite enough to enable
us to go on comfortably for a few months, while apart from
this we have the resources of the world at our disix>5,Hl,

whereas Germany must do the U^st she can with old metal
and with what can be produced by her domestic mines, wliidi

last year produwd about 25.000 tons. This di^es not go
far. While the tendency of the market has l>een very firm
with continued buying, there has been a slackening of
prices within the last few days, which is nothing more than
a natural reaction following upon the supplying of con-
sumers' needs. Fundamentally, the position is quite satis-

factory, but prices should not advance far l^ecsuse pnxluction
is restricted by about 50 per cent., and when the time is

ripe mines and smelters will be set to work at an increased
rate.
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OVERPRESSURE PROTECTIVE GEAR FOR

HIGH-TENSION CIRCUITS.

By KENELM EDGCUMBE, M.InBt.C.E.

{Conliiiued from page 714.)

It is clear that neither the clioking coil nor the

condenser can alter the maximum value of the surge

pn but only its form, and therefore a pressure

limiting discharge gap (see next section) is essen-

tial It -is also advisable to take precautions as

regards the insulation of the end turns of all ma-

chines and transformers connected to the line, it

this is done, protection by means of discharge gaps

and choking coils will be found to meet all possible

requirements, and is almost exclusively used in the

United States where the atmospheric conditions are

exceptionally severe (see electrolytic arresters,

below).
, , ^

As to the best form of discharge gap to adopt,

this question is more fully discussed when dealing

with protective gear for internal disturbances and

it is shown that, all things considered, the horn

discharger probablv best fulfils the requirements,

so that for the moment it will be assumed that this

is the form of gap adopted.

Limiting of Damping Resistances.

Since any gap has a negligibly small resistance

when discharging, it thus represents nearly a dead

earth on the system, and consequently it is essential

to insert a resistance in series with it. Such resist-

ances, which are often spoken of as damping resist-

ances, may take any of the following forms:—
1. Wire resistance immersed in oil.

2. Liquid resistance.

3. The aluminium cell (electrolytic arrester).

4. Carborundum rod resistance.

5. Carbon or carborundum powder resistance.

The oil-cooled wire resistance is somewhat expen-

sive, and it must be borne in mind that when sub-

jected to discharges the oil is continually getting

kotter, so that although such a resistance has a

fairly large heat capacity, with a prolonged dis-

charge the oil nms a very great risk of being

ignited and so starting a serious conflagration.

Attempts have been made to minimise this danger

by fitting a fuse or thermal relay, so arranged that

if tne temperature of the oil rises above a certain

value the circuit is broken. Apart from the compli-

cation of such an arrangement it is obvious that so

long as a current is flowing through the resistance

it is performing a useful function, and to cut it out

of circuit at such a time is to leave the line un-

protected at a critical moment. A discharge resist-

ance to be satisfactory should be practically indes-

tructible even imder prolonged discharges.

The liquid resistance is superior in this respect but

has numerous defects of its own. It is messy, re-

quires considerable attention if it is to be kept in

good order, and unless carefully looked after is a

source of danger. Should impurities find their way
into the solution the resistance falls enormously, and

it is always indefinite. If the discharge is of long

duration the liquid will boil, emitting steam, which

is deleterious and eventually breaks the circuit.

Solutions of sodium carbonate or hydroxide (caustic

soda) are usually employed for such resistances.

The aluminiimi cell, or electrolytic arrester,^ as it

is usually called, deserves more serious considera-

tion since it is so largely used in America, although

in this country and on the Continent it has found

but little favour. Fig. 6 shows such an arrester in

section. It consists of a number of aluminium
cones threaded one over the other with a small space

between each, on insulating rods, the whole being

immersed in oil. Into each cone is poured a small

(juantity of electrolyte, so that the pile forms a nurn-

bcr of aluminium cells connected in series. It is

well know that if a plate of aluminium is made the

anode of an electrolytic cell a film of hydroxide

will form and practically no current will How. Con-
sequently, if both anode and cathode are of

aluminium and are subjected to an alternating cur-

rent, the hydroxide will form on both poles and
only a very small current will pass. So soon, how-
ever, as the voltage at the terminals of such a cell

exceeds a critical value of say 350 volts the film

breaks down and the resistance falls to that of the

electrolyte alone. In practice the number of cells

is so chosen that at normal voltage there is a poten-

tial difference of about 300 volts per cell. If the

r.D., owing to abnormal circumstances, rises above

the critical value the film breaks down and the

energy is discharged to earth.

Unfortunately for the simplicity of the scheme,
the continual passage of even the small current

taken at 300 volts per cell causes heating and
gradual dissolution of the plates, so that a gap in

the circuit is essential, and for this purpose a horn
gap is used. A further complication arises from
the fact that when the cells are disconnected from
the line in this way the film gradually dissolves ofif

and the cells become useless. To obviate this it is.

necessary to " charge " them for a short time daily

by connecting to the line. This is usually done by
short-circuiting the horn gap by a metallic arm at-

tached to an insulator. This charging operation

must be performed daily, and although it does not
occupy much time it is nevertheless a serious objec-

tion in the case of a widely scattered area.

From what has been said it will be seen that so-

soon as the film has broken down under a discharge
the resistance to earth is extremely small, being in

fact only that of a comparatively short column of

electrolyte. As a result, what amounts almost to

a dead earth :s thrown on the line and, although
this may occasionally be justified by the severity of
the disturbance to be dealt with, in most cases it is-

not, and the arrangement shown in fig. 7 is, con-
sequently, employed. In this figure H' and H' re-

FlG. 6. -i^io- 7.

present horn gaps, H' being set more finely tha»-

H^ As soon as H' sparks over a comparatively

small current flows to earth through the carbor-

undum rod resistance C.R. If the p.d. is higher

still, the gap H^ breaks down and the line is dead

earthed through the aluminium cells (a.c). A
danger with this arrangement is that the rod resist-

ance (see below) is liable to break down without

warning and thereby to open-circuit the finely set

horn, thus leaving the line unprotected except

against exceptionally severe overpressures. It is,

moreover, difficult to tell from an inspection of the

rod that such a breakdown has occurred.

An advantage claimed for the aluminium arrester

is that it does not act merely as a damping resist-

ance but, itself, breaks the circuit in half a period,

in much the same way as does an oil switch. As a

severe disturbance almost always lasts much longer

than this, however, the advantage gained would

seem to be small. On the very long overhead

transmissions which are common in America the
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aluminium arrester has performed useful service,

and if well looked after it is valuable in such cases,

but for any other purposes has less to recommend
it.

rhe carbon or carborundum rod resistance which
has already been alluded to was at one time largely

used, particularly in America, but is useless for any
except quite moderate discharges. Owing to its

small heat capacity anything like a heavy discharge
causes overheating and partial disintegration. This
is followed by still further local overheating until in

a short time the circuit is opened altogether. Unfor-
tunately there is no external evidence to show that

this has happened, so that no reliance can be placed
on sucli resistances.

Carbon or carborundum powder resistances.—
The powder used consists of carborundum or carbon
mixed with some insulating material such as
powdered fire-clay. As usually constructed, the
powder is placed in a vertical stoneware pipe having
contacts at top and bottom, the former being con-
nected through a discharge gap to the line and the
latter direct to earth. The drawback to such a re-

sistance is that with continual heating and cooling
due to discharges the weight of the powder causes
it to settle down into a more or less compact mass.
the ohmic resistance continually decreasing so that
no definite value is adhered to.

In the Brazil carbon powder resistance on the
other hand the vertical construction has been aban-
doned altogether, in favour of a horizontal fire-clay

slab having a suitably shaped groove which is filled

with the special carbon powder. Fig. 8 shows such

a resistance. It consists of a long narrow fire-clay

trough with carbon terminal blocks at each end into

which are fixed connecting rods provided with.

clamping nuts. A cover, also of fire-proof mate-
rial, protects the powder from disturbance.

Such resistances being constructed entirely of fire-

resisting material will cany heavy or prolonged
discharges without danger, and will, moreover,
maintain a resistance which may be regarded as

constant for all practical purposes. Fuller details

of the Brazil resistances are given later in connec-
tion with resistances for dealing with internal over-

pressure discharges.

Over-pressures due to Intekn.m, Disturbances.

The origin of such over-pressures was very fully

dealt with by Mr. Duddell in his presidential address

and a brief reference here will suffice. The main
causes of these disturbances are:—

I. Resonance.— It can be shown that for reson-

ance to occur in the case of an alternator feeding

a cable the capacity current of the cable must be

equal to the short-circuit current of the alternator

Since the latter will be some jA times that corres-

ponding to full load, it will be seen that resonance
in such a case is practically impossible. At the

same time resonance with a 3rd or higher harmonic
is shown by Mr. Duddell to be quite possible.

Petersen has further pointed out (E.f.Z., Vol. 25,

p. 626, 1914) that if a 3-phase generator is shorted

on one phase, harmonics arc produced between the
healthy phases, having amplitudes of sometimes as

much as 50 per cent, of the fundamental, so that

very serious resonance may occur even although
the circuit is considerably " out of tune." An earth.

on one phase will have the same effect. Again, Mr.
iJuddell has shown that in the case of transformers
or other plant fed through long cables resonance
with the fundamental wave often occurs. Thus
even with the excellent wave forms given by
modern machines, protective gear for dealing with
resonance is essential.

2. Switching operations. including sudden
changes of load.—A change in the load conditions
at any point must inevitably be followed by a re-

adjustment throughout the whole system. \Vhether
this readjustment is attended by untoward results

or not depends upon the magnitude of the cliange
and the conditions under which it takes place, and
Ar. Duddell has shown that there are a number of
cases in which very dangerous pressure rises are
caused in this way.
When, for example, an inductive circuit (e.g., a

transformer or motor) is suddenly switched in, a
concentration of potential on the end turns occurs
in precisely the same way as that described when
dealing with overhead atmospheric surges, and much
damage to transformers and generators has been
caused in this way. If, on the other hand, an in-

ductive circuit is suddenly broken it is well known
that a very considerable rise of pressure occurs.
When, again, a capacity is suddenly switched in a
rise of pressure will follow- owing to its being
"over-charged." This has been the cause of many
cable breakdowns, and is sometimes avoided bv
means of so-called cable charging resistances. A
similar rise may occur on an overhead line where
the wave is reflected by the open end of the line.

In both cases the rise may be veiy much increased
by a chattering of the switch contacts. In fact,

should the second contact occur at the peak of the
wave, a rise to nearly four times the normal may
ensue.

A still more serious rise may occur when a
circuit, consisting of capacity and self-induction in

parallel, is broken. Such a circuit may be formed
by the generator winding and the capacity of a

cable, which is suddenly opened at the further end.
Fig. 9 illustrates this, G.\V. representing the wind-
ing of a generator (for simplicity assumed to be
single phase), C the capacity of the cable, and B

±±±± L.
TTTT !
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a breaker controlling the load. Should this breaker

open while a heavy current is flowing the energy-

stored ill the self-induction of the generator winding
is transferred to the capacity of the cable. In order
that the latter may absorb all the energy its ter-

minal voltage must necessarily rise very consider-

ably above the nonnal. The capacity having been
charged in this way will again discharge through
the sell-induction, the process repeating itself until

the energy has been dissipated in heat.

Still another cause of rises in pressure in an un-
loaded line is the Ferranti effect. In this case a

wave travelling along a line is reflected at the open
end, and sent back along the line, the length of

which is such that it reaches the generator end
exactly half a period later. At this instant the
generator is ready to re-dispatch it. with changed
sign, to the far end where it is again reflected and
the process repeated, thus building up a pressure
at the far end, the maximum value of which would
be unlimited but lor the losses involved,

3. Faults whether between lines or to earth give
rise to over-pressures of a similar nature to those
just mentioned, with this difference—that while in

switching operations precautions can be taken to

minimise the disturbances, in the case of a fault not
only are no such measures possible but the magfni-
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tude of llie ciiiieiil to be dealt with is usually greater;

moreover the arc which accompanies a fault has

^t^reat iiistahility, and by the suddenness with which
ihe circuit is broken, enurmously increases the sever-

ity of the resnltini.; over-pressure. It was shown
by Mr. Duddell that the instability of such an arc

is much au,L,miented if shunted by a capacity—a con-

dition often fulfilled in practice owin.i^ to the capacity

of the cable on either side of the fault.

The sudden breaking of the fault current in this

way is almost the same in its effects as the sudden
release of the " bound " atmospheric charge illus-

trated in figs. I and 3. That is to say, a steep-

fronted wave rushes along the line in both direc-

tions with a velocity approaching that of light and
is accompanied not only by a rise of pressure when
reflected, but causes serious trouble throu.gh the

breakdown of the end turns of windings in the man-
ner already dealt with (see fig. 4).

Again, on an insulated system, an eartli fault will

for some time give a sparking earth with the result

that oscillations accompanied by a serious rise of

pressure will take place in the circuit formed by the
capacity of the line and the self-induction of the
generator or transformer feeding it.

(To be continued.)

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES, FITTINGS
AND PLANT.

Ediswan Door Heater.

One of the moat prolific soaroes of cold draughts ia the apace
under the average door, from which a current of cold air uaually
sweeps across the floor.

A most insrenioua patented arrangement has now been introduced
by the Edison >t Swan United Electbic Light Co., of Ponder'a
End, Middlesex, which should go a long way to remedy this

mmwm

The " Linlsher " conniHtii of an endlem erindini? band driven by
a pulley at one end and provided with a tenaiun pulley underneath
to take Dp HlaokneMs. Special bandii are iinpplied woven in one
continaooB piece, and the upper half of the band runo over a

Tig. :i.

—

Linisber Scbface Obindeb.

machine ground table, which can be adjiiated laterally while
running, so that the band runs on the centre of the table or the
extreme edge—the latter position t)eing valuable for polishing up
to corners.

Pdtent quadrants are fitted to enable the pulley centres to be
adjusted to allow for unequal stretch of bands, and a graduated
adjustable grinding rest (patented) is fitted to enable the unskilled
operator to grind work accurately at any rti|aired angle. Fig. :i

illustrates the machine, type A, which ii fitted with a table of
abiut 10 in. X 5 J in., and weighs 50 lb. Large machinea are also

supplied.

Simplex Watertight Lampholder.

We illustrate in fig. 4 a galvanised watertight lampholder which
has been introduced bv Messrs. Simplex Conduits. Ltd., of 116,

Charing Cross Road, W.C. The holder is subatantially built and
provided with a drainage lip which effectually carries the drip

Fig. 4.

—

Simplex Watertight Lampholdek.

Fig. 1.

—

Heater attached to Door.

very usual trouble. It consists of an electric heater which is

attached to the lower edge of the door, and thus warms up the air
entering beneath the latter. The heater contains four Ediswan
Qaartzilite elements

; these are coupled by flexible to an adjacent
plug and socket on the wainECjting, and an automatic switch can

Fig. 2.—Details of DooA Heater.

be provided to cut off the current when the door is opened. The
heater is attached by two screws and can be supplied for letting
into the bottom of the door flash with the front surface. Fig. 2
explains the method of installation.

Tlie "Linislier" Surface Grinder.

Messrs. Robt. H. Lash, of 31, Catburton Street, W., send us
particulars of the " Linisher " patent surface grinding machine,
which follows generally on the lines of one or two machines
already described in these columns.

water clear of the lampholder shell ; the length of thread has
been increased to about J in., and on the shade-carrier pattern an
improved method of attaching the shade has been incorporated.
Ttie lijuiv shows the plain pattern. The holder is particularly
adapted for use in exposed situations.

Belling Griller-Boiler.

Messrs. Belling & Co., of D^rby Riad, Edmonton, are intro-
ducing a new griller-boiler, which we illustrate in fig. 5. This
is built up in cast-iron with hinged back and front doors to allow
of easy cleaning, and is fitted with a drip tin and grid. The
griller is heated by four standard Belling fire-bars (2-KW. loading)

Fig. 5.

—

^Belling Grilleb-Boileb.

with three-heat control, the "low" position being for use when
the griller is closed up and used as an oven. The griller oven
measures 12i in. X 8J in. x 7J in. high.

The boiling ring is loaded with 1 J KW. with three heats ; it ia 6 in.

in diameter and fitted with redhot elements. The apparatus is
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claimed to be a complete breakfast cooker—an eleotrical dupliijate

of a most Bucoessful gas appliance. It will boil the kettle on the

rintr, and heat plates, milk, porridge, ta., on the top of the (rrill

while the bacon and toaat are beini; cooked inside.

A New Mlolng' Switch.

Messbs. SCHOLEY & Co , LTD., of 151, Q jeon Victoria Street,

E.G., have lately put on the market the Sjholey-Cantie gravity

combined switch and fuse, which poasesses some intereatinp

features. It is simple and reliable, having no delicate or flimsy

parts. The contacts are mounted on an insulated base which slides

on two vertical rods ; at the top and bottom of these rods are

purchased by the HriKhton Town CommiMionerr. It has Binoa

been the venue of naroerous public and privst« functions.
The new plant which has been inntalled for the Corporation

nnder the supervision of Mr .Tohn Christie, the boroneh electrical

entrinecr. was supplied bythe Carron CoMi'A.vv.of I5.UpperTh»me«
Street, E C, and consists of one rancre with two roastintr and bakini;

ovens, each 20 in. wide, and one 40 in. wide x 18 in. deep and 24 in.

hi|;h inside ; these are heat-insulated and lined with porcelain-

enamelled steel sheets. Kich oven is fitted with Ainired shelf

racks, grids, sheet-iron drip tray and meat hook, all removable for

cleaning.

The heatinf; elements fitted at top and bottom are mounted in

Fio. fi.

—

Soholey-Cantik Com-
bined Switch and Fuse. Fig. 8.

—

Cabbok Ovess, on either side of Coal Fire.

springe, the action baing such that when the switch is opened the
top spriners acoelerite the movement of the contacts as they fall
by gravity to the off position, the two bottom springs acting as
a buffer. The break and make are instantaneous. The handle
operates the sliding contacts through a toggle j jint, the action
being rapid and positive. The switch is fool-proof, it being
impossible to open the cover unless the switch is at the off

cast-iron frames, removable by simply eliding out, the coitact

bein? automatically mide a' the back well away from the he»t of

the oven.

This type of element greatly facilitates cleaning, while the

wiring is carried in cast-iron channels clear of the oven t" main
terminal bjxei mounted on the back of the oven'. Each element

(top and bottom) is wired for aeries-parallel control, so that the

Fio. 7.— Switch Cask Open;
Switch in the " On " position.

position, or to close the cover if the switch is at the on
position.

Enclosed fuses are used ; the leading-in cables pass straight to
the terminals. The switch is enclosed in a flame-proof iron oase
with wide flanges.

Electric Cooliinff at the Brigliton Uoyal Pnvllton.
As many of our readers are aware, the celebrated Royal

Paviliju, at Brighton, has been taken over by the War Offloc
authorities for the accommodation of wounded soldiers, and
already over a hundred of our Indian troops are being treated in
the Dome, which has been converted into a temporary hospital.
The Royal Pavilion was erected by King George IV when Frinoe

of Wales, between the years 1781 and 1787, and was used by him
and his suooeBsora as a marine rtsidanoe until 1850, when it was

Fir.. ",). --Raxi;k or Carrox Ovkx?.

smaller oven has six range* of cnrront consumption and th« larirer

one \'2.

The top heat gives excellent resuUs with pastry.

Over the oven is a hot closet with sliding dixirs, subdivided in

the centre, and each half separately heated and wired for series-

parallel control.

A switchboard is proyided, fitted with indicating rotary 8e.rie»-

parallel switches. Zed fuses to each pole and a pilot light to eaoh
circuit—a marked ruby disk showing which circuit is in use. The
loading of eaoh oven is :t..'iO0 watts, and of each half of the hot
oloset 1.000 watts, giving a total of 1<< KW. The approximate
overall length of the range is 8 ft. 6 in., and its height
4 ft. S in.

Another range supplied contains two 20-in. wide OTens eimilar

to those mentioned. Over them ii mounted a doable ffriU,
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white porcelain en&melled inaide, Hupplied with a rod brander and
tinned uopper drip tray Hhaped to drain to a deep well in front,

en»urinK- the collection of fat away from the heU.
Each uhambnr in heated by ntandard Carrori el^menta mount«'don

a ca»t-iron Blidinu frame, removable from the front. The wirinK
and Hwituhboardn arc siuiilar to those of the other rani;e.

Each oven in loaded with :<,S00 watts, and each half of the i;rill

with 6,000 watts, makintr a total of 19 KW.
The apparatus is black enamelled, finished with (ground facin^a,

and earthing: terminals are provided.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Lttteri Tgc«ii«d by u» after 6 P.M. ON TUESDAY cannot appear until

the foUvwing week. (\>rrMponde>U> should forward their communi-
cation* at the nariit'st ft'uible nwnient, No letter can be publiahed
unleiii loe have th* writer'i name and addreu in our poneition.

M'illesdcn Workhouse Supply.

The report in your last iasue relating to the supply of electrical

energy to the WiHesiien workhouse may be very mi''leading to
technical readers, and it may interest you to know a little more of
the actual conditions.

For the last campleta year preceding the contract with my
Council for the supply to the Guardians, their own supply cost

them, according to thoir own figures, £121 lis. lOd., and this after
an allowance of Id. per unit (on 44,701 units), for the value of the
exhaust steam coming from the electrical plant which was used
for heating purposes in the infirmary.
The figures for one complete year's supply by the Council are not

at the moment available, but will not exceed £220, which is in
round figure?, je200 less than they admitted the cost to be during
the previous year by their own plant.

Incidentally, the taking of the supply from the Council's mains
avoiried the recommended purchase of the new battery which
would have incurred a total annual cost of approximately £150
when capital and maintenance charges with the units lost in
the battery, based upon their own previous works cost, are
included.

How the alleged loss of £363 is arrived at under these circum-
stances many would bj interested to know. The only reason put
forward by the Guardians is that they have lost the heat value of
the exhaust steam which, according to their own figures two years
ago, was worth \i. per unit, while they are now endeavouring to
cUim a value of something like 2d. per unit, hut doubtless the
" more efficient ' test they propose to make during the next 12
months will do somsthing towards clearing up the mystery sur-
rounding the alleged miraculous value of their exhaust steam.

A. W. Blake,

Electrical Engineer.
Willeaden D.C. Electricity Department,

Xovemher 28th, 1914.

Trading with the Enemy.
Your leading article in the current issue is very interesting, and

a few ideas have occurred to me which should receive careful con-
sideration em affecting the electrical trade of this country generally.

Most electrical firms have gone through the usual quiet summer
season, and profits or commissions have been comparatively small
in consequence.

At the very time when we were all looking forward to the elec-

trical season opening out, we were unavoidably plunged into the
horrors of war, which seriously affected trade and finance for some
weeks, and made headway diflicult—our rents and debts have got
behind owing to our inability to get money in to pay our own
countrymen.
As soon as the moratorium has come to an end we are threatened

with proceedings by " British firms ' with alien shareholders
;

such proceedings have been taken, and judgments given in their
favour. It is not right that these firms should be allowed to go
into our Courts and obtain judgments and executions, and thus steal
a march on our British firms who are allowing extended credit,
and, in many cases, supplying further goods on credit, and, in fact,
loyally helping their fellow countrymen all they possibly can

;

amongst my numerous trade friends I don't know of one that has
been proceeded against by an English fiim eo far.

In conclusion, there is only one nation on which we can throw
the onus of this deplorable fracture in trade and finance, and that
is Germany : therefore is it not our duty to help those who are
helping us first .' The enemy should never have been allowed to
hurl this new and powerful weapon at England through the
medium of our Law Courts.

Fairplay.
Cardiff, Xovember 2Sth, 1914.

Re Xotes on Modern Continnons-Cnrrent Motors.

I waited for an abler pen than mine to comment on the above
article, and even hoped that a designer might be found who would
come forward and enlighten us on some of the points raised. I
recently wrote upon the same subject (" The Modern Motor," Elec.
Rev., April 10th. 1914,) and stated an opinion that I still hold,

namely—that the designer Buffers from lack of operative expe i-

enoe. If these gentlemen had to run the motors they de»i(rn, we
should soon get machines mu ;b mure handy and get-at-able with-
out any increase iu price. Unfortunately, until lately there has
been no medium excepting that of the technical Prem, in which
the deiigners, mtuufacturers and those who have to install and
operate electrical machinery could be brought into touch with
oue another. Thii has been overcome, I am glad to say, by the newly-
formed " Atsociatim of Supervising Electricians," which numbers
amongst itn membsrs, ordinary and honorary, some of the leadinfT

men of the trade, both on the installation and manufacturing side.

It has already proved of value to the manufacturer. In one
case, a well-known make of main switch was submitted for

criticism and suggestions. As a result it was placed upon the
market in a much improved form. At such a time as this, when
new and better designs are necessary in order to obtain onr share

of foreign trade, an Association where the manufacturer can get
into touch with those who have to handle his products, and knoir
the directions in which the aforesaid products can be improved,
should supply a much-felt want.

Ernest F. Batler.
London, W.C ,

Xoivmher 30th, 1914.

LEGAL.

The Osram Lamp Wobks, Ltd., )•. Coboxa Lamp Works, Ltd.

An application was ma-^c on November 26th to Mr. Justice
Sargant, in the Chancery Division, that this patent action might
stand over until after the termination of the war.
Mb Mauk Ro.mer, K.C, who made the application on behalf of

the defendants, said that the case was nine out of that day's list of
rases for trial, and his application was really a renewal of an
application made on October UJth.

His Lordship : Does anyone oppose the application .'

Mh. Walter, K.C, representing the plaintiffs : Most certainly
we do.

Mr, Ro.mer said that the plaintiffs were suing on two patents
and were claiming an injunction, but what they were really asking
for was damages or profits as the particular process covered by
the patent had been given up, he understood, by the plaintiffs

themselves, and the process alleged to be an infringement was no
longer used by the defendants.
His Lordship : Will the defendants then undertake not to use

this process.

Mr. Ro.mer said he was told so. There could be no hurry
about the matter. The action was started so long ago as
December I2th, 1912. The statement of claim was delivered
early in 1913, and the defendants particulars of objection were
given iu March, 1913. The plaintiffs obtained an order for the
inspection of the defendants' process on December 13th, 1913, and
that inspection took place on three dates in February and March,
1914. Notice of trial was not given until July 30th, 1914, five

days before the outbreak of the war. The defendants had prepared
expert evidence by Mr. Peter Saby, Dr. Awfrecht and Mr. O-iwald
Wachsmuth. They had considered the matter very carefully and
had come to a conclusion as to how the defendants' evidence
ought to be presented at the trial. They were three German
gentleman, and were, therefore, not now available. The
defendants' evidence must necessarily come from Germans,
because the process which was patented or alleged to be
patented for the mannficture of metallic filaments had been
developed in Germany. The people who knew most about
it were the Garmans. Large sums amounting to about
£1,000 had been paid to those experts, and a further sum of
about £1,000 had been spent in investigating their experiments,
and their evidence was no longer available. Even if it were
possible to obtain the necessary experts in England, the defendants
would have to pay them large sums of money, and that already
expanded would be thrown away, besides which, it was almost
impossible to get them. It was really an Austrian and German
process for the use of tungsten as an incandescent body for electric

lamps, and they had no first-hand knowledge in England. The
defendants' case ciuld not be fairly and properly put to the Court
unless they could obtain the evidence of these German experts.

The process was that of obtaining a metallic filament by Equirting,

which has been superseded by a later invention known as the drawn-
wire process. The defendants had not made any of the squirted

filaments for the last 18 months, and had no intention of doing so.

His Lordship asked whether they were willing to give an
undertaking to that effect.

Mb. Romer said yes. Even if they could obtain the necessary
witnesses in this country, they could not be ready for trial for

some time, owing to the large range of scientific experiments that
had to be dealt with in the action. For the experiments tungsten
acid was necessary. They had tried to purchase some from
America, but had not been able to do so.

Mr. Walter said this was nothing more than a renewal of the
application made and refused on Ojtober 16th. and on the same
evidence as then.

Mr. Justice Sabgant thought the evidence was much stronger
now than it was before.

Mr. Walter said that to postponethis trial now would be to infliot

great hardship on the plaintiffs. With regard to the difficulty of
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pettinff English witneRges, they conld supply the defendants

with the naraeB of persons who knew mnre about the matter

than any German, and with retrard to their chief (fronnd that

they could not get the stuff, the plaintiEFs had obtained it

that morniner at three places.

Mr. Ju.stice Saeoant pointed out that it would be very unfair

to force the defendants to trial if they could not get proper evi-

dence in the time, or to cause them to throw away the £2,000 they

had already expended.

Mu. Waltkr said the plaintiffs had prepared for trial, and he

had been in consultation with his learned friends, Mr. Colefaz,

K.C, and Mr. Gray, who appeared with him. The trial had been

fixed not to come on before December 2nd, but he submitted it

ought to come on as soon after that as possible.

Mu. Justice Sakoant said that the defendants had evidence

that none of the people from whom they had obtained it had any

of this tungsten acid left—it was a special form of tungsten acid

made in Germany ; that they were unable to obtain expert evidence

in this country ; and that it would take an English expert, if

found, several months to qualify to give evidence. Had the

defendants any evidence to rebut that .'

Mk. Walter said he had not come prepared with evidence of

that kind, but there was no evidence that the defendants had
approached any English experts at all.

Mr. Justice Sabgant said he had to deal with the matter on
the evidpuce.

Mb. VValteb said then he would pat in an- atHdavit that any
number of persons could be found qualified to give evidence who
had not been engaged by the plaintiffs. His Lordship was being

asked to say that the plaintiffs should be deprived of their rights

because the only persons who could give evidence in this case were

Germans
His Lordship said he must give the plaintiffs an opportunity of

put'ing in evidence in answer to the application on the points he

had mentioned, and for that purpose he would adjourn it for a

week.

Bbitish Thomsox-Hodston Co., Ltd., c Dcram, Ltd.

Mb. Justice Neville, in the Chancery Division, on Friday,

November 27th, htard a summons taken out by the defendants in

this action, asking that the plaintiffs should be ordered to give

them discovery of their books.

Mr. T. Terrell, K.C. (with him Mr. Courtnay Terrell), who
appeared in support of the summons, said the patent in question

was No. 21,513, of 1906, and related to the tungsten used in the

manufacture of electric lamps. The plaintiffs were suing in

respect of alleged infringement, and the defendants besides

denying the validity of the patent and infringement had pleaded

that the patented process was carried on mainly outfide the United

Kingdom, namelv, by the General Electric Co., of New York, the

Westinghouse Electrical and Manufacturing Co., of Hartford,

Connecticut, the Franklin Electrical Co., the AUgemeine Elektri-

citiits Gesellschaft, of Berlin, the Siemens i Halske Aktien Ges.,

and by other companies in Holland and elsewhere. They had
been called upon fi)r particulars and had given full particulars

of these matters. That being so, he did not see why an order for

discovery should not go as a matter of course. They were the

defendants in the action and were asking 'for discovery of the

documents against the plaintiffs as part of their defence.

Mr. Walteb, K.C, for the plaintiffs, said that what the

defendants were really asking for was a full disclosure of the

plaintiffs' trade. This was a new defence set up under Sec. 25

of the Patent Act, of I'.IOT, and it incorporated a good deal of Sec. 27

about which there had been a good deal of discussion about the dis-

covery of documents. The sections really related to an application

for the revocation of a patent on the ground that the patented

process was not worked wholly or mainly in the United Kingdom.
His submission was that it was not the intention of the Legislature

that the claimant for revocation should be given the right to go
into the relations between the manufacturer here and all and
sundry in every other place. A sort of Star Chamber was set up
by the Comptroller, and on its being alleged that an article was
manufactured mainly or exclusively abroad, the Comptroller called

upon the patentee to give full particulars of all the com-
petitors in his business. Such procedure would, however, be held

to be absolutely contrary to the intention of the Act. Every

application under this section had been made by Germans with the

idea of contesting the patent so that they could import the article

into this country. The section was open to great abuses, for

the unfortunate patentee, when anyone pleaded the section, had

to disclose his books to a person who was probably a com-

petitor in his trade. He submitted that the present time

was not the time for any such discovery as was sought in this

case. The defendants really relied for their defence on the fact

that the process of manufacture described and claimed in the

patent was and had been since the date of the said letters patent,

carried on niaiily outside the United Kingdom, and in their parti-

culars they mentioned several firms. But the.se firms were not

agents for the BritiBh Thomson- Houston Cb., who manufactured
these lamps at R'lgby. These foreign firms had nothing to do

with the plaintitr company. It was quite easy for anybody, with

or without aocur»te knowledge, to give the names of a number
of persons abroad who manufactured these lamps. They
could find them in the Directory. The plaintiffs had no
business at all abroad, and the sole obi»ct of this order for dis-

covery was to obtain the whole of the trade books of the plaintiffs

with the number of lamp* manufactured by them. In an ordinary

patent aotion the Court never ordered a defendant to produce his

books, and he submitted that in this case no order for disoovery

ought to be made.

His LoBDSniP, in giving jidement, taid that it w»e always hard

on a litigant who in the end proved tn be in the right, to have an
investiga'ion into his afTairs whi:h his opponents bad no right to

obtain by means of the litigation. That went to the roit of di«-

ooverv, but it was an incjnvenieace that they submitted to

if they were to have discovery at all, which it wae
the practice of that Court to give. He thought if

he were to refuse discovery of document* in this caw. he would
have to refuse all discovery in all cases where such matters were
raised by a patentee. The order for discovery would therefore go.

and costs of the gnmmone would be costs in the action.

Mr. Walteb said this was a very important matter, and he

asked for leave to appeal.

Leave to appeal wai granted.

Miller >•. Telkobd, Gbieb & Mackat, Ltd.

Befobe Lord Dewar, in the Cjnrt of Session, the record was closed

in an action at the instance of Charles Miller. Edinburgh, against

defendants, electrical engineers, 222, Broomielaw, Glasgow. The
pursuer, who claims £."iOO in rfspect of personal injorieB, was in

the employment of a firm of makers of lifts and cranas, and was
in July last engaged in fitting up a lift in Aultmore Hoase, where
defenders were engaged in fitting up an electrical installation.

While he was working in the shaft of the lift, pursuer says,

some workmen in the employment of the defenders began work at

the top of the shaft. He avers that the latter were warned to be

careful in their operations, in the coarse of which they dropped

down the shaft a brick, which fell upon the pursuer's head and

seriously injured him. Pursntr attributes fault to the defenders,

who deny liability and plead contributory negligence. They state

that the pursuer was aware of the faot that their workmen were
working at the top of the shaft, and also of the nature of the

operations, and was thus advised of the danger he ran in con-

tinuing to work at the bottom of the shaft. Issues were ordered

for the trial of the aotion by jury.

TBLEOBiPHISTS' CBAMP.

In the City of London Court, on Monday, an interesting point wag

raised under the Workmen's Compensation Act when George

Hirrison, telegraphist, made a claim against the Associated News-
papers, Ltd., Carmelite House, as proprietors of the Duily .Vail, to

recover compensation for having sustained an attack of tele-

graphists' cramp while working for them. The respondents

brought in W. C. L«ng A: Co., Ltd., as the proprietors of the

Shetflehi Daihj Telegraph, as third parties, and claimed 25 per cent,

contribution from them because Harrison came from them to the

Daily Mail.

Mr. Pocock appeared for the applicant, and Mr. Ellis Hill for

the Associated Newspapers, Ltd., and Mr. Berryman for W. C.

L»ng & Co., Ltd. Dr. Th^mpson, one of the Home Office medical

referees, sat with Judge Rentoul, K C.

Harrison's case was that he contracted the cramp while working

on the Daily .Vail, but he was not aware at the outset what he

was suffdring from. It was diagnosed first of all as muscular

paralysis, and he received some benefits under the National Insur-

ance Ait. In December, 1913, he was advised that it was tele-

graphists' cramp, and that he should apply for compensation

under the Workmen's Compensation Act, which he did. He was

employed by the Slieillehl Daily Telegraph as a telegraphist from

May, 1910, to December. 1912. when he went to the Daily .Vail,

working for them until September, 1913, when he left as he could

not work the telegraphic instruments. The Daily .Vail had paid

him £1 a week from September, 1913 to September 25th, 1914,

and it was then stopped. His wages had been two guineas a

week. He work-d the Wheatstone perforator, the Gell per-

forator, and the Jlorse key at the D.iily Vail. There were mani-

festations of the cramp before he left the She.rfielii Dailj/

Telegraph. He went there as a boy in 1904 ; but he did not work

the Gell perforator there. He had done no work sine* he left the

Daily Mail because they promised to find him other work, and

they had not done so. He worked considerably harder for the

Daily .lAn7 than in his previous situation, though his hours were

the same, but the previous salary was 30.^. a week. He hat! been

fit for any other than telegraphist's work since March. He
expected the Dail}/ Mail to bring it to him rather than he shoald

go for it.

Dk. Cowen said that Harrison conld not follow his occupation

as a telegraphist. He, no doubt, suffered from the premonitory

symptoms a long time t)eforo the actual cramp appeared. The Gell

perforator would not produce the orarap by itjself.

l-\ir the /)ii i/y .V«i/, Dr. T. Grainokr Stiart. F.R C P., now
serving as a captain with the New Army, said he had seen the

instruments complaineil of worked by Hairison at the D.i>'.y Mail

ollloe. He soon became quite incapable of manipulating them.

His condition must have been coming on for two or three year*

before he began working for the /).)i/y Mail.

D«. W. E. Lkb, F.RtVS.. M.D. L.md., for the Shefieli Daily

lelegraph, said that Harrison did not complain of feelings of

oraiiip while working for that paper. His present condition waa

due to his more continuous work on the Daily .Vail for nine

months, as against his several years of less strenuous work on the

S>ie[lieltl Diily relegray'i. There were more intervals of rest at

the S/ie(>ieU Daily Telegraph than at the Daily Mail.

Mr. Alf. Inwood, London E.litor of the Shefield Daily Telf-

graph, (aid that Harrison never complained to anyone on the paper

of cramp. He was engaged as a wooden dip puncher, and wag a
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very good hftiii). II»d he shown auy tigaii of crump when he left,

the Daily .\Liil would not have taken him on, Auy tele^raphiHt

oould tell if a man won workintf properly or not. The Gell

machine waf a comparative innovation at) far an newiipaperii were

oonoerned. The field of Preaa telctfraphiHtu w»b bo limited that

they generally knew all about the workerH.

PuiLLll's, the chief telegraphio operator of the Skfili^lil Daily

'/Wnjr,i/ili, said that Harrinon was one of the ttneet " punchers" in

Fleet Street.

Mb. Beuuyman obaervcd that the oompennation wan recoverable

from the employer, who had employed the worker for the 12

monthe before the cramp was discovered. He had been brought

there as a respondent as well as a third party.

JuDiiK Rkntoui. held that Harrison was still incapacitated and

mast go on receiving the K\ a. week, of which the IJaili/ Mail was
to pay three-quarters and the Sliiffii'lil TrUujrajih one-quarter.

Those contributions would date back to the date of the accident,

and the costs would be arranged in the same way as the compensa-

tion. If the Duilij Mail could not get Harrison work it was

certain he could not have got it for himself.

tect Mr. Owen from liability. These (iermaiis held i-bareo

pro|)«rly allotted to them, but on which nothing bad been paid,

although a call of 6b. per share had been made. The petition had
been served upon the company in aocordauce with the rules, and
there was no opposition. Mr. K'lrlaud, who was appointed mauaKint;
director on the same day that the agreement was executed, waa
entitled to a certain amuunt for salary, and ha<] commenced an
action in respect of it and obtained judgment. He. however, now
appeared for Mr. Aston Cross and offered no opposition to the
petition. The registered offlcea of the company were at

Darlaston, and under the rules where the subscribed capital was
under £10,U00 winding up should ha initiated and carried on at

the local County Court. Counsel, however, eabmitted that as this

case was likely to involve intricate questions of law aii regards
alien enemies, the petition was properly presented in the High
Court and should be retained by the High Court.

Bis LoRUHiili' made the usual compulsory order, and directed

that the winding up should be continued in the High Court.

MoTLE A: Winn '. Adnil Electric Co., Ltu.

I.>i the City of London Court, on Tuesday, before his Honour Judge

Atherlev-Jones, K.C., Mr. S. H. Moyle, 127, Endlesham Road, and

Mr. R. \V. F. Wing, Great Dover Street, Horough, formerly carry-

ing on business in partnership, J. S. Moyle k. Son, Ltd., and J. J.

Windsor & Co., Ltd., Broadwall, Blaokfriara, made a claim against

the Adnil Electric Co., Ltd., Artillery Lane, electrical engineers

and manufacturers, for £71, or the return of a IC-H. P. electric

motor wrongfully detained by the defendants, valued at £65, and

£6 damages for its detention.

Mr. Grey appeared for the plaintiffs, and Mr. Clements for the

defendants.
Mil. Clements told the Court that the motor was sent to the

plaintiffs for repair, and, in the ordinary course of business,

defendants sent it to Berlin to the makers, for whom defendants

were the agents in London. After the outbreak of war the motor

was stopped on its way back, and defendants could not return it.

They did not know where it was, although the Berlin firm had

sent them the invoice. Plaintiffs knew defendants would have to

send the motor to Berlin. They made an estimate to repair the

motor in London for £21, but ss it could be done in Berlin for

£16 10s. they sent it there. It was an Adnil motor made in Berlin

12 yeais ago. Plaintiffs had bought it at auction.

Jddue Athekley Jones, K.C, obserred it wax a matter of

conniitui kntiirleJiie that with nearly all electrical worl: (,'crmany had

the iiionojioli/. [ The italics are ours, of course. What bearing has

this remark on the case ,' And where do judges get their common

knowledge .'—Eds. E.R.]

Mr. ClemEiNTS : They are attempting to charge us £65 for an

old motor when a new one can be supplied for £30.

Judge Athebley-Jones remarked that it was evidently the

stress of war that prevented defendants from returning the

motor.
Mk Gbey said that defendants had refused to supply them with

another motor in substitution for the lost one. Plaintiffs did not

know that the motor waa to go to Germany. It ought not to have

been sent there. Defendants must take the risk of that as war
had broken out.

Ultimatfly the case was compromised by the defendants agreeing

to give plaintiffs a new motor, no coats on either side.

WAR ITEMS.

Electro-Steel FotiNDEiES, Ltd.

A PETITION for the compulsory winding up of this company came

before Mr. Justice Neville, sitting for the disposal of companies

winding up business, on Tuesday, December let.

Mb. Bisohoff, who appeared in support of the petition, which

had been presented by Mr. A. E. Owen, a shareholder, said that it

had been presented owing to a state of circumstances that had

arisen through the war. The company was formed in June of this

year for the purpose of foundering and carrying on, at Dar-

laston, an electric foundry in accordance with methods adopted

in Germany. The original arrangements were made by one

Englishman—the petitioner—and two Germans. An agreement

was entered into on July 22nd, 1914, between the company, the

two German gentlemen and Mr. Owen, under which a German

company with which the German promoters were connected were

to supply drawings and assistance for the carrying on of the

foundry. They were to subscribe for £10,000 shares, which,

according to the articles, were to confer the right of nominating

four directors. Under that power two German gentlemen

were nominated as the first directors. By the same

agreement the petitioner Owen agreed to sell to

the company the land upon which the foundry waa to

be built and to take up £20,000 of the shares, which were to

confer npon him the right of nominating four directors. Under

those powers he nominated himself and Mr. Borland, a Swiss.

At a meeting held the same day the shares were allotted, and a

call of 59. per share was made, but was not payable until

August 5th. In the meantime, war intervened and upset all the

arrangements of the company. The two German gentlemen were

in Germany, and the German company was, of course, unable to

render any asBiatanoe. It was necessary, under these oiionm-

gtanoes, that something ahonld be done in England to pro-

Board of Trade Repurts.—The following further informa-
tion has been received at the Commercial Intelligence
Bruncli of the Board of Trade:

—

CAN.AL).'\ (New Brunswick).—The Imperial Trade Cor-
respondent at St. Johns reports under date iind November
that, generally spealiing, trade conditions and prospects in

the Province of New Brunswick are satisfactory. Whole-
sale merchants in various lines of business state that there
is a good demand for general merchandise, and there is no
difliculty in the collection of accounts. Industries have not
been seriously affected by the war, and the outlook for

farmers is excellent.

ITALY.—-According to information received from H.M.
Consul at Palermo, it is essential that British manufac-
turers and merchants desirous of capturing trade in Sicily

hitherto in the hands of their German rivals should supply
cheap goods, be content with small orders, and study
thoroughly the requirements of the market. It is asserted
that in many cases United Kingdom firms are unwilling to

quote in Italian currency and metric weights and measures,
to correspond in Italian, to grant credit, or to send out
Italian-speaking travellers.

NICARAGUA.—H.M. Consul at Managua reports (3rd

October) that owing to the disturbed financial condition of
Nicaragua, British firms would be well advised to defer
opening up trade in that country until the financial situation

' has improved. Although the present period of acute finan-

cial depression is not a favourable one for endeavouring to

supplant German manufactures on the Nicaraguan market,
H.M. Consul states that when commerce revives an effort

might be made by United Kingdom manufacturers to obtain

a firm footing in the supply oi certain classes of goods in

which German firms have captured the market with cheaper
and more showy, but less durable, articles.

BR.AZIL.—H.M. Consul at Sao Paulo reports under date

19th October that the British merchants in that town whom
he has approached have not lost sight of the fact that the

present state of affairs in Europe should facilitate the intro-

duction of British goods at the expense of German manufac-
tures. They point out, however, that owing to disturbed

financial conditions in Brazil it would be unwise at present

to undertake an active campaign with this object. Money
is scarce, and merchants do not feel dispwsed to sell goods

on long terms of payment. German firms have been suc-

cessful largely because they have sold a cheap class of

article, which is readily bought by the local merchants, and
have granted easy terms of pavment, 30, 60, 90 and 120

davs, and even six months, being allowed.

No Connection. — We have received the following

letter:
—" Our notice has been called to the title of

the Switchgear Construction Company, Limited, a new
company which, we understand, has recently been formed

to take over the switchgear business of the Union Electric

Co., Ltd., and which is now in occupation of works used

until recently by Messrs. Voight and Haeffner (England),

Limited. As we consider the title in question so closely

resembles that of our company as to be likely to cause con-

fusion, we beg to inform you that we are in no way con-

nected with the above mentioned company nor, in fact, with

any other company or business concern. We have decided

to circularise this letter as the only means of protecting

ourselves, since there aopears to be no remedy at law en-

abling us to restrain the company in question from using

the word ' Switchgear ' as part of its title. , . . , ," Our own title, ' Switchgear & Cowans, Limited, was

adopted with the object of retaining the identity of the

Switchgear Company, Limited, and Cowans, Limited, when

in 1911 we acquired and amalgamated those two old estab-

lished companies for the purpose of continuing the business

of manufacturing electrical switchgear.—Switchgear &
Cowans, Ltd. (J. Sermon, Director and Secretary), Man-

chester. Nov. 98th, 19U."
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Iron and Steel Trades.—Kor the third time since (he com-
mencement of the war the price of steel in this country has
been a<Ivance<i, a rise of 5s. per ton havin{» been instituted

by the I'^nglish Steel Makers' Syndicate a few days ago. . .

Shipbuilders' requirements have been very heavy of late, and
are likely to continue so. Activity in the iron and steel

industry apjiears, indeed, to be assured, at least until next
sfring, while business is already being booked for dates
further ahead. . . . There have been various indications
of late of growing confidence in the future among iron and
.vteel producing companies, and the fact that so manv of
them have recently declared interim dividends on the same
scale as at this time last year, while in one case a first

interim distribution has been announced for many ye.irs,

renders it practicallv certain that for the current twelve
months the total return on the capital of most of these com-
panies will not be less than for 191.3-14, and may be more.
The point upon which iron and steelmastcrs lay most stress

just now is that the recent elimination of German competi-
tion may be regarded as likely to remain operative for pro-

bably a decade. Tlie only adverse development which seems
likely to arise at present is a shortage of labour owing to

the requirements of the armv for precisely the class of man
who is indispensable to mining and smelting operations.

—

" Financial Times."

German Contracts.—A correspondent of the " Financial
Times " (Nov. 26th), writing with reference to the Trading
with the Enemy /\ct (1914') .Amendment Bill, says:

—

" Although attention has been drawn to the necessity of

embodying clauses dealing with the question of existing
contracts with the enemy, I do not think that it is widely
realised that this is a point of immense importance. To
my knowl&drte there are contracts of national importance
which may be held up almost indefinitely unless proper
covering clauses terminating these continuins' rontr-i-ts with
German firms are embodied in the present Bill. To allow
contracts to continue to be held up in this way will (failing

.such remedy) bring about untold inconvenience and confu-
sion and be entirely against public interest. Incidentally,

also, if these' contracts can be now placed with English com-
panies it will mean, besides bringing money into the pockets
of English firms, verv considerable employment of labour.

—

T. W. Cole, Moorgate Court, E.C." We wonder whether
these contracts relate to machinery for an electric supply
station ?

Australian Trade.—In the course of an interview with the
" Sunday Times " (Sydney), Mr. T. G. Milne, H.M. British
Trade Commissioner in .Australia, said:

—" At the present
moment I am engaged in taking out a whole lot of lines

in which Germany has been increasing her trade with .Aus-

tralia in recent vears. I will th<n get samples and details

of cost, and bring the English buyer and seller together.
The commercial war is going on all the time, but only now
arc we beginning to realise that it is the duty of patriots to

take sides in the commercial war just as well as in the
military war.

" I feel I should refer to the increasing .\merican competi-
tion with British trad*," said Mr. Milne. " When I arrived
in Australia eighteen months ago, I ventured to predict that

the opening of the Panama Canal would give American
manufacturers in the Eastern States much readier access
to Australian and New Zealand markets. That pre<Jiction

is being verified. A vessel is at the present moment lo.ading

up in New York with .American merchandise for this market.
The European war will, of course, give the .American manu-
facturers a great filip, providing thev can get the shipping
facilities. But our duty is to deal Iniperiallv, and not to

build up other nations, whether friendly or not. Remember
to provide your country with the silver bullet!"

American and fierman Trade.—Mr. ]. Rogers Flannery is

in this country, .it 64, X'ictoria Stre<'t, London, S.W., as the
Chairman of tlie Foreign Trade Commission of Pittsburgh,
Pa., U.S. .A., for the purpose of inviting inquiries regarding
materials and supplies hitherto obtained in markets not now
accessible on account of the war. The principal materials
for which Pittsburgh is known arc steel and iron, machinrrv.
electrical supplies of every description, tin-plate, glass, cork,

etc.

Red Cross Almanack.—Messrs. .Abdullah & Co., Ltd.,

have issued an almanack for 191o with monthly sheets bear-

ing reproductions of drawings of Empire and war interest

by well-known artists. The proceeds of tlie sale of the
first 20,000 copies at one shilling each are to be devoted to

the funds of the British Red Cross Society.

What's in a Name?—" j.E.G." writes calling our atten-

tion to an advertisement in the " Times " for Nov. 10th.

ii» which Major Stulpnagel announces that, with the leave of

the Authorities, be has changed his name to that of " Swin-
lon," and vvon<lers if the gallant major wouUl have chosen
this narticular name h.ad he read Mr. Campbell -Swinton's

\ lews on Teutons, as recently expressed in our columns.

The Eafjerness of Burnley Traniwaymen.—The Burnlev
tramwav manager h.iving reported to his committee that

136 emplovt^s of the department Iiave joined the forces, and
that he has reached the minimum number with which he
can work the service properlv in the future, it has been
decided that if any more employes desire to enlist they shall

make application in the first instance to the manager, who
will bring the applications before the committee.
Manchester Ball.—Among the contributions acknowledged

for the Manchester Relief Fund on Saturday was one of

£20 8s. 2d. from the Manchester Electrical Engineers' Ball.

Northampton Tramway Managership.—.According to the
" Northampton Mercury," there is a strong diflerence of

opinion in the Tramways Committee concerning the filling

of the post of manager vacant bv the resignation of Mr. J.

Gottschalk. A week ago a sub-committee was anpointed to

go into the whole of the matters pertaining to the manage-
ment. The sub-committee made careful inquiries; they

inspected every branch of the undertaking, and recom-
mended to the full committee that the nosition should b<^

advertised. This course, however, the full committee de-

clined to adopt. A proposition that Mr. J. C. Canif-ron th^

electrical engineer, be appointed manager for a perirKl of six

months was met by an amendment for the appointment of

Mr. G. H. Margrave, the chief of the clerical denanment.
There was a majority against Mr. Margrave, and the recom-
mendation for the apDointment of Mr. Cameron will there-

fore go forward to the Town Council.

Belgian Refugees' Free Rides.—The Halifax Tramways
and Electricity Committee have decided to grant free passes

on the tram cars to the Belgian refugees resident in Halifax

until the 31st December next, and. subject to a satisfactory

report from the trafiic manager, to renew the privilege at

the end of that period.

Blackpool Whist Drive.—Something like 2,000 persons

attended the annual whist drive and dance held in the Em-
piess Ballroom, Blackpool, on Nov. 2oth, under the auspices

of the Cornoration Electricity and Tramways Employes'
Institute. The proceeds were divided between the Belgian

and local relief funds and the Employes' Institute.

Personal.—.According to news receive<^l in Musselburgh.

Mr. Fred S. Hayburn, his wife and child, have reached

London safely from Brussels. Mr. Hayburn has been an

inspector with the Marconi Co. in Brussels for seven years.

.ind was at his post when the Germans occupied the city.

It is interesting to note that Mr. Hayburn was shut up in

l.ad\smith during the siege as a Natal Government tele-

"raphist, and was later a prisoner in the hands of the Boers.

Mr. E. W. Sleifht, manager of Carlisle Tramways Co.,

lias joined the Public School Battalion for the Royal Naval

Brigade.
The St. Helens Cable .t Rubber Co., Ltd., announce that

their London representative for cables, ebonite and electrical

goods. Lieut. F. E. Phillips, is now (though still in their

employ) serving with H.M. Forces. Mr. R. W. Whitlev

will take over his work in the London district until his

return.
Mr. Walter J. Cridge, who has many friends m the Bir-

mingii.im and Sheffield districts, has joined the Queen's

Westminster Rifles.

Our readers will be interestetl to learn that Mr. RoUo
.\pplevard, who is so well known in telegraph, engineering

and other circles, has been granted a commission as Lieu-

tenant, R.N.R.V.. for special service, dating from Nov. 5th.

He has been appointed to H.M.S. " President." Mr. Apple-

yard has long taken a verv close interest in naval engineering

matters, and his contributions to the Press on such subjects

have been of considerable value. He has our congratula-

tions and best wishes on his nresent appointment. Mr.

Applevard is a Justice of the Peace and a member of the

Institution of Civil Engineers.

Roll of Honour.—Sergeant .Alex. Evans, who was n con-

ductor on the Potteries Electric Tramwavs. who went to

the front on .August 10th. has been killeil in action since

November 2nd. when he wrote home that he was having .i

rough time in the trenches.

Private H.utv Hickling. of Salford. formerly employed at

the Wcstinghouse Works, has died at Brighton from wounds

receiveil in the battle at Lille.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Dissolutions and l.iiiuitlatioiis.— Tue Luitxer
Ei.KCTRlCkL Co., Ltd.—Under the t.silure of this company, which

OJitried on business at Maybnrv, Wokinfr, and Moscow, a statement

of atfairs has been lodgoil in the Court showing unsecured

creilitors, £•>.">, 7:fH ; other liabilities, i^J«i. of which f.^,S:.0 is

expected to rank for dividend ; preferential creibtore, £'.'74
: assets

expected to produce i 1 1,301, and a deficiency estimated at

£4i,26;t with reitard to ooctribntorieg. The assets consist of cash,

f H,960 ; stock-in-trade, £l,.H24 (.estimated cost, t'5,C0:O; offloe

furniture, .'icc, £91 ; (food book debts, *3,IS7 ; and doubtful and

bad debts tosrether amounting to £B,4iO, and estimated to protlnoe

£2,7;!9. The dflioiency of f 43,26:! is accounted for as follo-vs :

—
General expenditure in carryinit on business from date of forma-

tion of company to date of appointment of provisional liquidator,

vh„ £21,'.'IS> ; directors" fees from date of formation, JS407 ;

losses and depreciation, written eflf in company's books, £2.398.

Losses and depreciation now written off :—Bad debts, £2.i'>S\
:

stock, £4,009 ; machinery, ,^c.. £11, -^49; fninitnre, fixtures, ire.
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iHHA uuri'lmM of licence, patent fees, ko., £5,'j:il
;

Ku"ni»n

Beency, *H,'J:U ; patUrns and toola, £1,211 ;
Roodwill, *1,100;

olaimB for salary. Ma, £B,3S0. 1) -dnct :-GroH8 profit from date of

formation of company, £ir, 104; royalties, p.^'-'-j, 5°™'

mi»"ion- ic, £47
;
premium on icnue of founders shares, kiJiJ.

The report of Mr. W. J. Warley sets forth that the windmir up

order was made on October Kith, litl4, on the petition of a creditor

presented July l.x'h, 1914. The Olli lial R-ceivor h. d been already

appointed provisional liquidator on Julv L'Sth, IHH, for the pro-

tection of the aseetf, and Albert William Wyon. chartered

accountant (Mefsra. Price, Waterhouse ><^ Co.), a director of the

company, was appointed special manager of the businese, which has

been continued by him to a limitfd extent under arranKements

made with Henry Leitner, the owner of the patents worked by the

company. The company was incorporated on September 1 916,

1911. with a nominal capital of £27,500, divided into 25,000 pre-

ference shares and 2,500 founders' share of £1 each, to acquire

from Leitner a licence to work his system of automatic electric

lightinf; for trains and vehicles on a royalty basis. The Leitner

system had previously been worked by Accumulator Industries,

Ltd , which was unable to continue doinpr bo owing to want ol

capital. The purchase price of £2,700. payable by the company to

Leitner, waa satisfied by the ifsue of 2,oiiO preference and 200

founders' shares fully paid up. The first directors were Viscount

Templetown, Captain J. D. Walker and E. T. Sturdy. Leitner was

appointed managing director on September 27th, 1911, at a salary

of £i;00 a year, but subsequently a further agreement was entered

into with him under which he received £1,000 a year for seven

years from September 30th, 1913, and also a minimum yearly

royalty of £1.000. On January 31st, 1!)12 A.R.Jenkins was

appointed a director, but he resigned on May 8th, 1913. Viecnunt

Templetown and Captain Walker resigned on October 2nd, 1913,

when W. R. Preston and Major A. A. Anrstrong took their

seats on the board under an agreement with J. Stone

and Co., Ltd. W. R. Preston resigned on June 24th,

1914, A. W. Wyon being appointed in his place. The

original working capital was provided chiefly by E. T. Sturdy

and his relatives. 7,7ti3 preference and 3G2 founders' shares being

subscribed for up to September, 1913. Other shares were sub-

scribed for by J. Stone & Co., Ltd., under an agreement dated

September 23rd, 1913, and in April, 1914, 6 000 preference shares

were issued equally to E. T. Sturdy and J. Stone & Co., Ltd., for

advances made in connection with the Russian business. At the

date of the winding up, the issued and paid-up capital was £22,201,

consisting of 20,001 preference and 2,200 founders' shares. The

company's business was at first carried on at 7, Princes Street,

Westminster, the apparatus for the electric lighting system being

made for it by other firms. The users of the system included some

of the leading railway and other transit companies. Considerable

royalties were received from the Rotax Motor Accessories Co.,

who were appointed agents for the sale of the Leitner motor car

lighting apparatus. Latterly, the business was carried on at

Woking. In July. 1912, Leitner visited Russia to arrange for the

opening of a branch there, and eventually works were equipped at

Moscow, where work was executed for the Russian Government

railways. On October 2nd, 1913, Henry A. Lehrs, of Moscow,

was appointed commercial director of all the Russian business

carried out by the company. A considerable number of lighting

sets had already been delivered when the war broke out, and a

sum of about £4 000 was payable to the company subject to satis-

factory inspection. Having regard, however, to the amount

reported to be required to satisfy the liabilities in Russia

before this sum could be collected, instructions have been given to

close the works. On May 8th, 1913, the company acquired an

option to purchase the assets and business of the Accumulator Indus-

tries, Ltd., carried on at Maybury, Woking, which it did not exer-

cise, but subsequently the arrangement to purchase the assets and

business was embodied in the agreement referred to below. The

company, however, worked the business under an agency agree-

ment up to July, 1914. On September 23rd, 1913, a working

agreement was entered into with J. Stone & Co., Ltd., who are

makers of another system of electric lighting for trains, &c., under

which the respective operations and spheres of influence were

determined. The agreement provided, inter alia, for (1) the sub-

scription for shares and the purchase of part of the interest of the

existing shareholders, whereby a sum of £7,001 would be available

for the company ; (2) the issue of debentures for £14,000 by the

company for the purchase of the freehold estate and factory at

Woking belonging to Leitner, together with the assets of the

Accumulator Industries, Ltd. ; (3) the alteration of the articles of

association, so that two directors (Preston and Armstrong) should

be nominated by J. Stone & Co., Ltd., and two by the company,

one of the former to be chairman, with a casting vote. Under the

above agreement J. Stone & Co., Ltd., subscribed cash for 3,718

preference shares, and acquired from the other shareholders 3,283

preference shares at par ; they thus held, after taking into account

2,500 vendor shares which had been issued, a majority of one pre-

ference share and a controlling interest. The proceeds of the sale

of their 3.2S3 preference shares were used by the shareholders in

paying for 538 founders' shares at varying premiums, the average

being £5 2s. per share ; the premium reserve of £2.745 created

thereby was used in the business. As consideration for the agreement,

J. Stone A; Co., Ltd., were allotted 1,100 fully-paid founders' shares,

their holding in founders' shares being then equal to the other share-

holders. The alteration of the articles of association was duly carried

out, and the first meeting of the new directorate, consisting of Preston,

Armstrong, Sturdy and Leitner, took place on October 29th, 1913,

when the question of erecting an electro-mechanical works at

Woking was considered and sanctioned subject to a bank overdraft

being obtained, which was afterwards arranged and guaranteed by

J. Stone a Co., Ltd.. up to an amount of £10.000, *" "'P«"\»'

which E T. Stur.ly guaranteed £2.50o to Stone 4. Co. Fbe erection

of the works and the purchase of the nece..ary P'-ntf"''
"'»;^'''°«'J

wae proceeded with at once in the ex,*etation that the '"ebo'^

property would b.- duly conveyed t" '^e ';omp»ny in eichange for

debentures The works weie completed about April, 1914. when

the manufacture of the company's dynamos wa* commenced there^

The company's funds, however, were not i-ufficirnt «"'"*«« "•

current iipensea, and it wan reported t« the bjard '8t""ly '"^

Leitner) on May 2Kth. 1914, that J^ Stone A Co., ^^ ».«d re u«d

any extension of the overdraft, which then amounted to tlu 400.

The company's position was considered at a board meeting on July

2nd 1914, at which a scheme for discharging the liabilities sub-

ject' to voluntary liquidation was proposed by I'"'""' ^"' ""*

agreed to by J. Stone & Co., Ltd., who put forward *n alternative

proposal, which also was not agr«d to. The meeting for volun-

tary liquidation was held on July 13th. 1914, but the necesai^y

resolution wae not passed, nor at a subsequent
"^f

'"K ^«''' °°

July 24th. Meanwhile, the company s position at t^e worka^

Woking had become critical owing to its failure to Hsue <Jeb«ntu'«

to Leitner under the agreement of September 2.1rd, 1913. On June

25th 1914, Leitner's mortgagee of the property, who was to,°5'«

been satisfied out of the proposed issue of debentures, aPP"'"'*^ »

Receiver, the company remaining as tenant for a few weeks until

ft gave up poBsession on the property being sold. The expenditure

on the works of £11.849 is written off in the deficiency

account, there being nothing realisable owing to the 'o/e'' o;°'^

Leitner has given notice to the company determining tne licence

on the ground that the whole of the royalties payable to h.m

have not been paid as requested. The licence is "Ot included

among the company's assets. The company's trading resulted M
follows—For the year ending September 30th, 1912. net lo^,

£2 427 • for the year ending September 30th, 1913, net profit, £8o0 ;

for half year ending March 31st, 1914, net profit, £2,716.

The oorpany had apparently been brought to a profiSearmng

stage The safes were increasing, and it is stated th-t there were

mofe orders in hand than it could carry out. Unsecured creditors

£25 739 include the claim of J. Stone & C"- I'*^ >/" *°* °*°5

overdraft of £8,071 paid off by them, and sums of £1199 «"''

£1 370 due to Leitner on royalty and cash accounts respectively

the remaining claims are chiefly for machinery supplied to the

Wokine works. 'Other liabilities, £5,5.53," include a claim for

£5 000 by Leitner for the unexpired portion of his agreernent as

managing director, but he has intimated that he has further

^rge claims against the company under various agreements

"Preferential creditors, £275," are chiefly for staff B»Uries Tt«

cash at bank. £3,948, has been collected. The stock £1,324

consists partly of loose plant stored at Woking, which it has not

been consfdered advisable to sell in the present circumstances, and

partly of stock used by the special manager in carrying on the

EusnesB. Most of the good book debts have been o° ecte^ but

the doubtful and bad debts, £5,470, estimated to realise £2,739,

nclude an estimated sum £2,400 from the Russian Govertiment

KaUwavs which is only payable conditionally. The assets and

UatS irRussia are' n'ot' included in the «tatem-t of affair^

and the total expenditure on the Russian account of £8,931 is

written off in the deficiency account. The special manager smoe

Ms appointment has carried out most of the outstanding order

and the business is now practically cosed. It is stated that hie

trading has resulted in a substantial profit bemg made The

faUure of the company is attributed by the late secretary to lack

of co-operation between the directors, which is confirmed by snoh

of the individual directors as have made explanations.

Mordey-Frickeb Electricitt Meter Co., Ltd.—A

COBEECTION.-In the notice of this company appearing in our li«t

issue we announced a meeting of credit,,, s to be held on

December 23rd. The London Gazette announcement from

which onr information was obtained, was for a meeting of

Zembers, and an inaccuracy occurred in the preparation of our

paragraph, which we regret. As a matter of
f^'^V\TthrR JitUh

no creditors, having sold its business and patents to the British

insulated aid Helsby Cables, Ltd. The company is being wound

"Vh^ISllt motor akd Electrical Ekgineerisg Co

LTD -A meeting of creditors is called for December 3rd. at

28 Baldwin Street, Bristol, by the liquidator Mr. A Collins.

BRITISH metal engraving CO.. LTD^-A ineeting of creditors

is called for December 2nd. at 3, Warwick Court Gray s Inn, W.C.

by the joi"^' liquidators, Messrs. R. F. W. Fincham and

^^THrPREMiER Lighting and Engineering^ Co., Ltd -A
meeting of creditors is.called for December 2nd, at Chancery La^e

Station Chambers, Holborn, W.C, by the liquidator, Mr. J. P. W.

'^The^Jandus Arc Lamp (Continental Patents) and

Flectbtc Co ,
LTD.-A meeting of members of the oompany

wm be held at 46, Brown Street, Manchester, on December 30th

to hfar an account of the winding up from the liquidator, Mr.

^'t^he^Clifton Electrical ENGiNEERtNG Co., 3 New Streef,

Birmingham.-Messrs. W. A. Nelson and J. L. South have dissolved

nn-tnershiD bv mutual consent.
. tt iu i

^
GREEN & SMITH, electrical and mechanical engmeers, Holbeck

Lane LeedB.-Mess s. J. D. Green and W. 1. Smith have dissolved

partnershrp Mr. Green attends to debts. The firm wUl contmne

to trade under the same name.

Private Arraiiffemeuts.—Allan Haetlet & R. W.

LEEK (trading as Hartley & Leek), electrical engineers, 5, Keighley

Road oX -1 meeting of the creditors in the above matter was
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held on November 24th, when a atatement of aCFairs was preflented,

BhowiDU liaVjilities amounting to £708, and aesetn estimated to
produce £348, fmm which had to be deducted preferfntial claimB
of £19, leavinjr net asaets of £3211. It was reported that the bufi-

neBB was started on September Ist, 1911. with a capital of £(16.

The partners attribute their present position to the fact that they
have been charpinpr too low prices, and have consecjiiently been
working too cheaply. The drawings of the partners have been on
an average £1 Ss. 8d. per week each. Neither of the partners
has any separate estate. No offer was submitted, and it was
decided that a letter of authority should be executed in favour of

Mr. Hargreaves, accountant, Colne, and, should it be necessary, that

the debtor be called upon to execute a deed of aesignment. The
following are creditors :

—

.. £11AdamB. Bcmilsall 4 Co. .

Baxnulalo & Co. ..

Prankfinbvirgs, Ltd.
Falk, Stadolmann & Co..
Oeneral EInotrio Co.
Gratrix, Ltd.
Boatte'gncd & Johnson .

Steel Tubes Co.
Steam Eleotrio Lamp Co.

iU Fiomens Bros. 4 Co
70 Ward & Qnldstono .

90 B«xendale Broii.

31 Miidd, JamoH
25 Whittak<r, \Vm. ,

16C Grimshaw, J., Ltd.
14 Hyde, R., 4 Rons .

20 WatBon, BtiLson
28

A Hard-Worked Motor.—The elasticity of the elec-

tric motor in dealing: with its work under trying conditions is

well illustrated by the record of a motor supplied by the General
Electeic Co., Ltd., to a large firm, whose factories the company
had electrified. The motor was of ."0 h.p., running at 200 R.r.M.,

and was driving a pair of heavy crushers. The firm's engineers
noticed that at times the ammeter needle swung off the scale, and
it was decided to ascertain the extent of the peaks, with suitable

instruments. The result of the investigation was the discovery

that overloads of 160 per cent, were attained. The purchaser
reported that under this condition the commutation of the motor
was beyond reproach, and, although the average load was above
the rating of the motor, it showed no tendency to overheat.

Trade Announeeiiieiits. — Thk Electric axd
Obonance ACCES.SORIES Co., Ltd., have made arrangements
with Messrs. T. .1. Grainger it Co , Edinburgh Life Building, 21,

Mosley Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne (telephone, Central 3174 ; tele-

grams. Outshine, Newcastle-on-Tyne), to act as from December 1st

as sole agents for their electrical apparatus covering " Tickers
"

switohgear, n c. motors, lever switches, motor control panels, con-
trollers, mining switchgear and motors, crane panels, fans, starters,

electric lighting accessories, porcelains, heating and cooking
apparatus, &c. Messrs. Grainger's area will be Newcastle and
District, including Cumberland, Northumberland and Durham
(excepting the Tees).

The business of the Clifton Electrical Enoineebing Co.,

of 3, New Street, Birmingham, has been taken over by Mr. John
Lett South.

Tafaloft'iies and Lists.— National Boiler and
OeneBjVL Insitrance Co., Ltd., National Buildings, St. Mary's
Parsonage, Manchester.—48-page illustrated catalogue of boiler

fittings and other articles for steam-users and engineers. A separate

list illustrates the National patent fusible plugs.

Mes.srr. John Line & Sons, Ltd., 63, Cornwall Street, Bir-

mingham.—Lists relating to "Duresco " paint for rendering wood-
casing fire-resisting, and other specialities for the protection of

metal surfaces, &o.

The Ben.iamin Electric, Ltd., 1a, Rosebery Avenue, London,
E.C.—New season's catalogue (L6) of 9i'i pages, containing illus-

trated particulars and prices of a wide collection of Benjamin
wireless clusters and other lighting specialities, such as rtliectors,
" Dim-a-lite " attachments, half-watt reflector fittings, electric

horns for motor and marine service, tools and accessories.

India-Rurbeu, Gutta-Pf.kcha and Ti:i,E(iRAi"ii Works Co,
Ltd., Silvertown, E.—21 page illustrated list (No. 27) giving tabu-

lated prices of gutta-percha, india-rubber, silk and cotton -covered

wires for bell, telephone, winding coil, shot-firing and other

seivice ; also jointing tool^, jointers' tents, rubber gloves, ice.

Messrs. IT. Brunner & Co., 10, I'hilpot Lane, London, K.C.

—

Priced leaflet of new patent pole caps for wooden and etoel poles.

BaiiUrupfcv Proceed iii<>'s.

—

Wji. Walki:r, lormerly

carrying on business as a dealer in electric lamps, at 2 and 3, Red
Lion Court, Fleet Street, E.C, under the stylo of David Smith and
Company.—At the London Bankruptcy Court on Tuesday, an
application for an order of discharge was made to Mr. Registrar

Linklater. Mr. Tindale Davis appeared for the Osram Lamp
Works, Ltd. (petitioning creditors), in opposition to the appli-

cation, and Mr. E. W. Ilansell appeared for the bankrupt. Mr.
Egerton S. Grey (OHioial Receiver), reported that the applicant

failed last April with ranking liabilities £!iiiS, and no assets

whatever. He came to this country from Wellington, in 190S,

and in July, 1911, he conimenced trading as above, with
£28 of his own money, and .t7(i2 borrowed from a lady,

who subsequently became his wife. The business was unsuoi-ess-

ful, and in December, 1912, the d.^ram Lamp Works, Ltd.,

obtained an injunction restraining him from soiling certain lamps,

on the ground that they were an infringement of their patent. In

July, 1913, the company obtained judgment against the bankrupt
for £ 1 76, the costs of the a'^tion. In December, 1912. the bank-
rupt closed the business in Red Lion Court, and in the following

February he opened a similar business in E igware Ro«d, under the

style of " The Imperial Engineering Co. " He closed this business

after two or three weeks, and in April, 1913, opened another at 6

and 7, Charing Cross Chambers, Adelphi, where he tr»de<3 te "The
Preston Engineering Co. " The latter busineai w»^. in May. 1913,

converted into a company, of which the baoknipt acted aa

managing director, at a salary of £2 l.^s. a week, which poeition

he held when the Osram Lamp Works. Ltd., instituted theee bank-
ruptcy proceedings. The bankrupt attributed hie failure to the

costs of the litigation with the petitioning creditors, and to loA on
the trading.

The only offences alleged by the Official Receiver were (1) insuffi-

ciency of assets to eqoal I'jj. in the £ on the amount of th»

nnsecnred liabilities ; and (2) imperfect book-keeping. Mr. HanKll
asked for the discharge to be granted subject to a judgment for

£52. He pointed out that the total liabilities did not exceed

£967, and out of that £762 was due to the bankrupt's wife, who
would make no claim if the applications were acceded to bv hi»

Honour. The amount of £.52 would be eoiricient to pay £25 to

the petitioning creditors for the costs of the petition, and « divi-

dend of 29. 6d. on the liabilitiee, apart from that to Mrs. Walker
Mr. Tindall Davis opposed on the ground that the bankrupt s

position was due solely and wholly to his having infringed the

patent rights of the petitioning creditors, .\fter considerable die-

cossion, his Honour adjourned the hearing for a fortnight to allow

the bankrupt's offer to be further considered.

Geo. E. Hii'KlNS, electrical engineer, 1?, Wolverhampton Street.

Dudley.—Receiving order made November 24th on debtor's own
petition.

W. H. Wood, electrical engineer, Birminghsm.—First meeting,

December 9th, at 191, Corporation Street. Public examination,

December Kith, at Court House, Birmingham.

Trubie Moore, electrical engineer, Leeds.—First and final pay-

ment under scheme of arrangement of 7s. 4rd. in the £, on
December 8th, at the Official Receiver's office, 24. Bond Street,

Leeds.

W. R. Wedoe, electrical engineer, Northampton. — Trustee,

A. Ewen, Official Receiver, The Parade, Northampton, released

November 12 th.

Alfred J. Loader, medical electrician, 15, Carr Road, and late

of 3, Forest Street, Nelson, Lanes.—Receiving order made Novem-
ber 26th on debtor's own petition.

Book .Votices.
—"The Physical Review." Vol. IV,

No. 5. November, 1914. Lancaster, Pa. : The American Physical

Society.
" Safety Rules to be Observed in the Operation and Maintenance

of Electrical Equipment and Lines "
;

" The Testing of Potentio-

meters" ; "The Emissivity of Metals and Oxides "
; "Adjustments

of the Thomson Bridge in the Measurement of very Low
Resistances ''

;
" Bullptiii of the Bureau of Standards," Vol. 10,

No. 4. 'Washington, U.S.A. : Government Publishing Office.

The P. ,V 0. Diary and Alman-ir for 191.5, issued by the P. i: O.

Steam Navigation Co. of 122, Leadenhall Street, London, EC, con-

tains particulars of the company's fleet and services, its directors,

officials and agents, P. A: mail tables, and a number of most ser-

viceable maps, the flags of merchant vessels of different countries,

and a calendar and daily diary space for 1915. It is a most handy
pocket booklet for all business men who are interested in com-

munications between this conntry and India, China, Egypt, Japan

and Australia.

Tor Sale.—Tenders are invited by December 13tb,

for the sale of electrical and motor plant and stock of the Elec-

trical Engineering and Motor Co. (Carlisle), Ltd. Particulars

appear in our advertisement pages to-day.

The Neath Corporation Electrical Committee has for disposal

two 10-K\v. air-cooled transformers, 2.200 to 220 volts, 50 py.

Particulars are given in our advertisement pages to-day.

.iru'eiitiiie.— .\ North American firm of electrical

manufacturers, which has a capital of J:!0,000,000. has decided to

open a branch in Buenos Ay res to which it will give a capital of

$600,000 gold, and has already acquired the necessary premises.

A decree has been publisheil approving the conditions of the

call for tenders for electrical materials for the navy during I'.'l."'.—

lli-rifw of Iliirr I'late.

Catalosriies Wanted.—The Automobile and Elec-
trical tgilPMKNT Co., of 2, Kingly Street, Regent Street,

London, W., invites manufacturers and others to forward cata-

logues, jto.

Ciiieiiia Liu'litins:. — The Tower Cinema ricturo

House, recently opened at Peckham, which is faid to be the largest

in London, is fitted throughout with "Pope Elasta" wire lamps,

some 2,600 lamps being installed there.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

.\i'2,'<*ntiiia.—The Special Committee of the Rosario

City Ciunoil, which has had the question of eleotrio lighting

charges under consideration, has entered into an ad rrffn-miti

m

coirtract with the Rosario Electricity Co., which provides for an 18

instead of the 40-year period in the old concession and for a roiiar-

tion in price of energy all round.
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The nlnn mnnths' output nf thn Oampaoia Alemana Tranitat-

lantloa de EleotriciJa'l end-wl S-pti-mbor, amouaUtd to 4'.tJ million

unit'*, RBocnpirtnl wi'h 4B million unite in the previ.iuH ymr. _

The eleot'iuiti' micply h': Sn Jimt'i (Sauta Fu) had ju it been
inauirnrati d.

—

fterifir nf tin- /liirr I'littK.

The foUowinif eleotriu lii/htintf conceiuiiouK have been granted :

—
By the Government o( Cord iva, to Pedro Perlu, of the Makenna
Eleotrio Work", to supply the Commune of Pueblo Torres, and to

Meeera. Si|;el \: Co. to eHtablixh an electric Btution and supply a
Rervioe of public and private lit^htintr in the Commune of Capella

del Monte. By thi municipality of Monte Grande (Province of

BuenoB Ayrea) to Zurohi C )rti, to erect a htation and Bupply cur-

rent to Monte Grande. The municipality of Itauch (Buenos Ayree)
has received the form of oonditiouH of tender sanctioned by the

Ministry of Public Works, and is now in a position to invite

tenders for the concesaion to supply thi>t town with electricity.

The public service will need some 70 760-caudle (8-ampere) arc

lampe.

Australia.—At the present time tlie Adelaide ISfunicipal

Tramway Trust has power to supply electricity to the Government
only, but in 1910 leave was obtained to siiiend the Bill of

1906, by which power would have been eiven the Trust to sell

electricity to the Commonwealth mul State Governments and the

metropolitan municipal bodies. The amencment was, however,
never introduced, but is now being considered by the Electric

Lieht and Gas Services Commission in Adelaide, Mr. W. G. T.

Goodman, chief eneineer of the Trust, having been called to give
evidence.

—

AiistraVuin Miniiui Sliuidunl.

The Northern Suburbs EL. and P.i«. Corporation has made an
offer to supply the North Sydney Council with elecfricity, in view
of the probable delay on the part of the Sydney City Council in

giving a supply.

The shelving of the Greater Melbourne Bill will prevent the
extension of the municipal electric lighting enterprise of the
Melbourne City Council, which is at present limited to supplying
its own residents. Suburban residents are largely supplied by
private undertakings such as the Melbourne Electric Supply Co.

HIackpool,

—

Exhibition.—The second annual Trades
Exhibition, arranged by the Blackpool tradesmen, is to open
tomorrow (Saturday, December .5th) in the Winter Gardens. An
electrical display is to be made by the Corporation, and demon-
strations of cooking bv electricity will be given.

Proposed Loan.— It is proposed to apply for L.G.B. sanction

to the borrowing of £.'1,000 for electricity woiks extensions.

Itostoil.

—

Pkov. Ordek.—Mr. Robert Arthur Smith, of

Palace Chambers, Bridge Street, Westminster, has applied for a
prov. order for E L. at Boston, Skirbeck, Skirbeck Quarter, Fishtoft,

Freeston, Wyberton, Frampton and Kirton.

Bri(lliii!>-toii.—I.M.K.A. Bill.—The Electricity Com-
mittee has received a letter from the I.M.E A , stating that the
Association did not contemplate taking any decisive action with
respect to the Joint Bill this session.

Bri<>iiou.se.—The Electricity Committee of the T.C.
has decided that " a discount of 5 per cent, be allowed on such
alternating current accounts as are now subject to discount where
the consumption is not less than K,000 nnits per month, acd a
further discount of 5 p»r cent, where the consumption is at least

9,000 units per month."

Burnley.—The new elementary schools in Cuthbert
Street and Lionel Street are to be lighted by electricity.

Canada.—According to a financial statement by Sir

Adam Beck on the municipalities supplied through the Hydro-
Electric Commission, for the first nine months of the year, in

every case a surplus is shown.
Canadian electrical plants are credited with producing last year

1.543,464,097 KW. -hours, of which 772 597,049 were exported and
770,867,048 were used at home. The largest producer was the Ontario
Piwer Co., which generated 6iU,720.'.tOO K\v.-hours, and exported
282,123,004 ; the Canadian Niagara Power Co. produced 411,035,000,

and exported 40,021,428 ; the Electrio Development Co. was the
third largest producer with 234,039,670, and 42,154,000 exported :

the Western Canada Co. produced 02,553,130 KW.-hours, of which
23.213 891 were exported.

It will be seen that Canada exported more electricity than she
consumed at home.
The third unit of the plant of the Canadian Western Power Co.

will shortly be completed, increasing the plant capacity from
25,000 to 37,000 HP., and next year four units are expected to be
in operation, giving a total of 30,000 H.P.

It is proposed to construct a large hyd''o-electric plant, to have
a capacity of 100,000 h.p., on the Speel River, 35 miles south of

Juneau, Alaska.

Coutiueutal .Vote.— Geem.vny.—According to theZtailT/

Krjirexs, the petroifum famine in Berlin has induced the Berlin
Electricity Co. to offer to light the houses of the poorer classes

with electricity at less than the cost of oil, without making an
installation charge.

Coventry.

—

Proposed Loan.—The City Council on
December 1st decided that application be made to the L.G.B. for

sanction to a loan of £55,8'J7 for the purpose of extensions of

the buildings and plant of the electric light works. It was ex-

plained that they had nearly reached the maximum capacity of

the works. It is proposed to install a new 3,000-KW. tnrbo-

alternator and marine type boilers of an evaporative capacity of

30.000 lb. of steam per hour, which is an increa"« of lO.OoO lb.

upon the b^ilern now in use. The manager is authorined to pro-

ofed with the prepa'Rtlun of plans, and the wo'k of cunstractinK

the foDndationit will bu oariied ont by direct labour.

Dover.—The War Ofllce has approved the t«;riiiK of the

agreement witli the T.C. for the supply of cnrrent for power pur-

poses, sub jeut to certain modilicatinn". The Electri'iity Committee
recommends that the charge of 2 Id. per unit be adheri:d to, and

the terms of the agreement be extended to all War IVpartment

buildings which might be from time to time constructed,

acquired, or leased within i!U ft. of the Corporation's dintributing

mains.

Frith.

—

Ykah's Working.—The annual report of the

Council's electricity undertaking for the pant year shown a groes

profit of £10,071, an increase of £l,6Cii as compared with the

previous year ; the net profit for the year wae £2 531.

The units sold advanced from 2,477.590 to 2,78h 825, equal to an

increase of 12J per cent., which has been obtained by an addition

of only 3J per cent, in the working expenses (innluding the extra

cist of coal). Reference is made to the necessity of considering

further plant extensions at an early date.

Exeter.— PROPOSKi) Loan.—\ loan of £1,.000 for

services has been applied for by the T.C. The Isolation Hospital,

at present lighted by oil lamps, is to be wired for electricity.

File.—Claims for reduction of valuation were intimated

by the Fife Electric Power Co. and the Wemyss and District

Tramways Co. at a meeting of Kirkcaldy Parish Council. The
first-named company claimed a deduction of 85 per cent, from the

gross valuation, which is at present reckoned at 25 per cent. The
Tramway Co. claims a dednclion of 94 per cent, in place of 33 j per

cent, as at present.

Greater London Flectricity Siipjtly.—The Bromley
(Kent) R.D.C. and East Barnet D.C. are urging the postponement

of the above scheme until after the war. The Croydon R D.C. is

protesting against the scheme.
The Hornsey B.C. is calling a conference of all the outside local

authorities, with a view to joint action in opposing the BilL

llornsey.

—

Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has sanctioned

the borrowing fay the Council of £4,000 for house services.

The B.C. has deciced to contribute 10 guineas towards the cost

of the appeal against the Iltord and Long Eaton casee
,
provided that

a defence fund of £200 is created.

llford.—In May last, the Electricity Committee of the

U.D.C. accepted the offer of Boiler Air Bridges, Ltd., to fit a boiler

at the electricity works on trial with their aoparatue, with a view

to the reduction of the emission of smoke. Toe electrical engineer

reports that the action of the bridges has been to reduce con-

siderably the emission of smoke, and the test will be continued until

the next meeting of the Electricity Committee, when the question

of purchasing the apparatus will be considered.

Rirkby Stephen.

—

Proposed E.L.—The Council is

recommended not to oppose the proposed electric lighting scheme
of Mr. C. H. Best, of Bradford, subject to a satisfactory agreement
being signed, and to all posts erected on the highway being

approved by the Council's surveyor.

Kuare.sltoroHa'h.—The R.D.C. has unanimously

decided to oppose the Harrogate Corporation's proposal to promote

in Parliament a Bill authorising an extension of the borough's

electric lighting powers in the rural district.

Leek.—Two explosions of street boxes occurred in

Broad Street last week, stated to be due to accumulations of gas ; a
woman was thrown down and rendered unconecions.

Llanidloes.

—

Loan Sanction.—The T.C. has received

the sanction of the L.G B. to a loan for the purchase of the nnder-

taking of the Electric Light Co.

London.

—

St. Marylebone.—At the last week's

meeting of the Council a proposal was put forward to refer back

to the Works Committee for further oon-ideration. A:c., a balance

of the street lighting account, in view nf the fact that only abont

43 per cent, of the lamps are at present in use. Councillor D.

Watson, chairman, EL. Committee, pointed out that his com-
mittee's contract was for the adequate lighting of the boroujh at a

certain fixed sum per annum. It was very favourable to the CouncU
;

for the last three or four years some 120,000 c.p. more than was
contracted for had been given, and despite this extra supply, the

contract price this year was being reduced by £400 per annum.
Ultimately the motion was withdrawn.

The L.C.C. Finance Committee has recommended the Council

to sanction the borrowing by the Islington B.C. of £1,263 for

mains, £3,029 for transformers, £458 for house services, and
£225 for meters, in connection with the Council's electricity

undertaking.

llaldstone.—The T.C. has disposed of two 100-kw. sets

at the electricity works to the Marconi Co. for Government use,

for £700 each, A recommendation to contribute up to £50
towards the cost of the I.M E.A. Bill for giving increased

powers to local authorities, has been rejected by 11 votes to 10.

The L G.B. has sanctioned a loan of £1,350 for extensions to the

bailer house and offioes at the electricity works.

(.Continued on page 759.)
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HACKNEY ELECTRICITY WORKS EXTENSION.

On Saturdti}' last the new extensions of the municipal

electricity works were the subject of an informal inspection

by the chairman (Councillor T. A. lilane) and members of

the Klectricity Committee, under the guidance of the

Borough Klectrical Engineer, Mr. I i L. Robinson, JF.Inst.C.ll.

It is just over ]:i years s'nce the undertaking was formally

opened, and 10 years since we published a full description of

the installation" ; even at that eirly date the station, which

was designed by Mr. Kobt. Hammond, had earned a reputa-

tion for economy in working, the total works costs at IO'.jL

per unit being claimed to be the lowest in London. The plant

Beliiss engines, which have done e.vcelient work and are
still in lirst-class condition. In 101 1, however, foreseeing

a greatly increased demand, Mr. Robinson drew up a com-
prehensive scheme to meet the requirements of the future,

with generation and transmission by three-pha?e cnrrent at

0,000 volts, 50 cycles, and distribution from sub-stations

feeding the existing D.c. network, except in the case of
very large consumers, who would be supplied directly from
the extra-high-pressure mains.

On the advice of Messrs. Preece, Cardew & .Snejl, the
Borough Council adopted the scheme, wliich provided for

WlI.l.ANS t,i.K ('. :i,000 KW. '['llU!'>Al.TKI!N.VTOR AM1 CoSPKNSlNi^ I'l.AM.

was characterised especially by the use of steam-driven b.ilanccrs

and a large battery, both of which items have abundantly
dennnstrated their value in maintaining continuity of

service under all conditions ; there lias, in fact, never been
a single interruption of the supply since the commencement.
The growth of the load— largely accelerated by the institu-

tion of a showroom some years ago—was met at tirst by
additions to the direct-current plant and mains, the
principal generating sets being two l,f)O0-i\\v. Westinghouse
and Dick, Kerr dynamos driven by tripie-expansiou vertical

• Elec. Review, March 11th and ISch, 1904,

the installation of three 8.(»00-KW. generators : but it has

been found necessary to prejwre for still larger demands, and
while one ;?,000-kw. machine h« been installeil. the setxjnd

S'?t, which is now on order, is of 5,000 KW. The new engine-

room and boiler-house are built on to the older buildings,

with the bjilor-lunne between the engine-room and the River

l.ea. this arrangement permitting of the most convenient

and direct handling of cx)al. The buildings ar> of steel

frame construction, with concieto pjinelling. and ct^st abi>ut

£-'.").000 ; they were eivcted to the general design of Mr.
Robinson, under the supervision of the Council's architects.

Slessrs. (lordon A. (!unton.

E
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In addition to the ;i,00o-KW. set now installed, the engine-

room provides accommodation for two 5,000-K\v. Bets, and

a 1,500-KW. Peebles-La ('our motor-converter, which is

already in position, and links toj^ether the ii< . and a.c.

Ci'AL AMI AsH-HANlll,lN(i TeLPUER RAILWaV.

system;*. A lean-to building alon^^ide of the engine-rcom

houses the air filters and cables in the basement ; lavatory,

messroom and i-: h.t. switcbgear on the ground floor ; and

the offices for the works superintendent

and the engineer in charge, as well as

the control switchboard, on the first

floor, the switchroom afl'ording a clear

view of the engine-room, through a

glazed partition.

The present boiler-house represents

half of the complete scheme, affording

acCommodHticn for four boilers, of which
tffo have been installed, each rated at

33,000 lb. of steam per hour. In the

basement are the steam pipes, feed pumps,
hot-well and ash railway, and above the

boilers are the ecanomisers and induced-

draught plant ; one Green ecouomiser

of 5l'0 pipes, and one ejector type steel

chimney have been erected. The coaling

plant runs in the roof over the coal

bunkers. The end of the boiler-house

is at present closed with galvanised iron.

A small building near the river ac-

commodates the circulating water pumps.

The whole of the buildings are fire-

proof, and hydrants fixed to the bunkers

provide against the danger of spDn-

taneous combustion of coal.

The coal-baadling plant is of the

telpher type, built by Messrs. AV. .J.

Jenkins & Co., at a cost of £8,918 ;

it is capable of handling 40 tons per

hour, when both telphers are in opera-

tion. The telpher track extends the

length of the boiler-house and beyond
to the river, where it is supported by

a steel girder and tower, the latter con-

taining the ash bunker and the Avery
weighing machines, which register the

quantity of coal delivered by the con-

tractors. The coal is raised by a grab from barges, and is

deposited in the bunkers wherever desired ; the grab lifts

50 cb. ft., at 80 fc. per minute, and the te'pher travels

at 450 ft. per minute. The motors were made by the

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.

The bunkers have a totil capacity of l,.;oi) [ens ; their

sloping sides are lined with granolithic concrete spread on
expanded metal, and lead to double outlet valves, of which
one set is at i)re3ent in us<>. .\s the coal leaves the bunker

it falls into a travelling shwjt, being

weighed again in the process ; the shoot

serves both boilers, and can fted any of

the four mechanical stokers from any
of the four bunker outlet valves. When
the other two boilers are erected, a

second travelling shoot wid be installed,

utilising the other set of bunker outlet

valves. The bhoot runs on ball bearings,

and can be traversed by hand with ease ;

it has the advantage that if a run of

inferior coal occurs in one hopper when
a heavy lead is on, u supply of coal can

be obtained from any other part of the

bunkers.

The ashes that pats over the dumping
bars fall into hoppers, from which they

are taken by tipping trucks running on
a narrow-gauge railway to a pit, and
eventually they are dealt with by the

telpher grabs. The riddlings fall into

ash-pans beneath the grates, and are put

through the fire again.

Feed water is derived from an Artesian

well, and is exceptionally soft ; it is

pumped by two compound pumps,
supplied by Messrs. J. P. Hall & Co.,

Ltd., either of which can feed three

boilers at normal full load : the s'eam

cylinders are lubricated only with

graphite, so that the exhaust steam can be passed directly

into the hot-well through injectors.

The boilers, induced-draught plant and 'Jreen cconomiser

B. & W. Boilers and Travelling Shoot.

were supplied by Messrs. Babsock & Wdcox, Ltd. The

boilers are of the land type, with double chain-grate stokers

and superheaters, and each is capable of supplying 33,000 lb.

of steam per hour at iOO lb. per sq. in., superheated to

600° F. The valves and fittings are Hopkinson's. The
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indiiced-draugbt fan was made hy Messrs. Davidson & Co.,

and is driven by a Westinf^house motor, with a Brook,
Hirst starter- controller, giving speeds from 490 to 700
K.p.M. The steel chimney was made by Messrs. Danks.
The plant gives a draught of not less than 1 in. water
gauge at the boiler dampers under any conditions of load.

A cast-iron conduit, with hoppers on the economiser
floor and boiler tioor, enables flue dust to b3 dropped directly

to the ash railway in the basement.

The steam-piping is of lap-welded steel, and is carried

through the boiler-house basement, a separator with a

Tiebo-Alternaiob and Motor-Converter.

Sentinel trap being provided at each branch, which drains

to the hot-well. The latter is at a lower level than the

hot-well in the old works, and a difficulty was met with in

running the two works together off any of the boilers and
still maintaining a proper supply of water to both hot-wells.

This was overcome by putting a ball-valve on the overflow

from the turbine air-pump discharge pipe into the new hot-

well, and taking a branch to discharge under water in the

old hot-well. Both hot-wells are provided with make-up
ball-valves supplied from a storage tank, which come into

is a single ;ii;-in. main to the engine- rooii,. and a .,iinilar

discharge
; duplicites can be provided later. The circu-

lating pump was supplied by the Kees iiotarbo (
'o. ; it has a

vertical shaft, and is driven ijy a Lanrence-Scott motor of
42 H.I'., the pump Uing in the basement of the pnmp house
below water level, and the motor on the ground Hoor. The
plant delivers :i,000 gallons per minute against a head of
30 fo. at TOO R.p.M.

The engine-room is served by a i'5-ton three-motor
travelling crane supplied by the ('hatteris Eugineering
Co., Ltd., and the pump house by a two-ton hand-

operated crane by Messrs. Herbert
Morris, Ltd.

The contractors for the turbo-alterna-

tor, condenser and air pump were Messrs.

Willans .V HobinsoD, Ltd. ; the pUnt
has an output of ;i,000 K»"., with a
pawer factor of Oh5, at a speed of 1,500
It. P.M. The turbine is of the disk and
drum type, and has a guaranteed steam
consumption of 15'25 lb. per Kw.-hour
at half-load, IS'.i.'i lb. at full-load, and
l.j-25 lb. at Ij-load, includiog all

accessories, but it is e.xf)ected to give

results 0-5 lb. better on t..jt. The
condenser is also of Messrs.
Willans and Robinson's make, and is

provided with a vacuum augmentor con-
denser.

The air pump, by the same makers,
is of the Edwards type, driven by a
British Thomson - Houston motor of

17 H.p. at 154 RPM., with a Brook,
Hirst starter. It is connected with a

force pump, which discharges the con-
densate from a Lea Recorder to the hot-well.

The alternator and exciter were supplied by the (>eneral

Electric Co.. Ltd. The generator is cooled with air drawn
through a Balcke cloth filter, but wot air filters will be
installed for the later machines. The field of the exciter

is separately excited from the u.c. supply, and the pressure

is controlled by hand or by a Taylor- Scotson regulator.

Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd., were the contractors for the

switchgear, which, as at present installed, provides for

one 3,0ii0-Kw. and oiie ."i.ooO-kw. turbo-alternators, one
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in coDJiinclioii willi a suiiply fiuiii uii exLcinal muico,

either in parallel or on separate districts. Merz-l'rice

protection gear is provided for the feeders, and reverse

power trips for tlie machines.

The excitation of the alternator exciters can be derived

from either side of the battery, and an automatic change-
over switch is fitted on the board, which cuts out the

Taylor-Scntson
regulator in tlie

eventof an accident

to the booster, leav-

ing the machines oil

hand regulation.

The wiring of the

control board is

extremely simple
and accessible, as

shown by our view

of the back of the

board ; pilot lamps

show the position

of each generator-

switch, and to which

set of bus-bars it is

connected. Am-
meters are provided

in each phase, as

well as power factor,

power and energy

meters for each

machine, and the

usual synchronising

gear, &c.

The Peebles-La

Cour motor - con-

verter in the power station is rated at 1,500 K\\.,

500-575 volts D.c, at i'73 r.p.m., and has an efficiency

of 'J2-25 per cent, at full load, 91-75 at three-quarter

load, and 905 at half-load, when converting from a.c. to

D.c. It is capable of carrying a much heavier load on
occasion, and needs no adjustment at any load.

The E.H.T. feeders are laid out as ring mains, feeding
three sub-stations ; the old works will eventually become a
fourth sub-station. The total length of conduit line is

about 10,000 yards : six ducts are provided round the

Johnson & Phillips Switchboard at Dalston Lane Sib-Station.

covered cable, made by lIh; ilritish lusulalcd >V lldbljy

Cables, Ltd.; it is suitable for 11,000 volts working
pressure, and was Uid by the works stall'. A three-core
pilot cable, paper-insulated and lead-covered, for use in

connection with the .Mei /.-Trice protection gear, and a six-

pair signal cable, have also Ijeen drawn in.

Kach of the sub-stations has at jiresent a capacity of

1,o00kw., the plant

consisting of six

500-KW. La Cour
converters, having a

full-load efliciency

of 91-5 per cent.

The switchgear was
supplied by Messrs.

Johnson A- Phillips,

i/td., and is of their

standard construc-

tion, the extra-high-

presf-ure cells being

on a gallery and
the control and
low-pressure feeder

hoard on the ground
tijor, as shown in

the view below.

The oil switches

are operated by
levers and rods.

Spark-gaps and
Brazil earthing
resistances are in-

stalled to deal with

surges. The switch-

gear and measuring

apparatus is, in general, similar to that at the power
station, with duplicate bus-bars. The isolating switches are

provided with triggers to prevent them from opening in the

event of a short circuit. The D.r. change-over switches are

fitted with double knife blades, so that a machine can be

changed over without interrupting the circuit. At the

right-hand end of the board is a panel for recording the

pressure at a large number of feeding points.

A 10-ton hand-operated travelling crane by Messrs.

Herbert Morris, Ltd., is provided in each sub-station.

PowEB Station Distbibdtion Board. Dalston Lane Sob-Station.

northern half of the ring, and nine round the south, and when
these are filled, the capacity of the system can be doubled by lay-

ing mains across the middle of the ring. The ducts are of fibre,

supplied by the Key Engineering Co."; Ltd., 4 in. in diameter,
and were laid in concrete by Messrs. Foote & Milne, Ltd.,
the total cost being £15,500.
The feeder ring at present installed consists of one

015-in. three-core, paper-insulated, copper-shielded, lead-

The low-pressure feeders, consisting of concentric and

triple-concentric cables, paper-insulated and lead-covered,

were supplied by the British Insulated and Helsby Cables,

Ltd., and laid by the works staff, either armoured and direct

in the ground, or on the solid system in earthenware troughs.

The old feeders from the power station are being cut and

looped in to the sub-stations, and by this means their

carrying capacity will be increased nearly six-fold.
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The total cost of the Fclieme, bo far as it can be at

present ascertained, amounts to £I24,20l', of which

£63,920 wa-i exp^iidefl on the power station buildings and

plant, and £G0.336 on the transmission and distributing

system. A 5,000-k\v. turbo-alternator and condensin?

plant, by the same makers as the present set, will shortly

be installed, at a cost of £1.̂ 1,750.

Much delay has been incurred in carrying out the scheme,

mainly due to contracting difficulties, the lock-out in the

building trades, the war, and the necessity of diverting one

of the L.C.C. main sewers. The final result, however,

reflects credit on all concerned, and the new system will

ensure an adequate and economical supply of electrical

energy to the borough, which has a population of nearly a

quarter of a million.
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The I'ouncil has informed the KpHom K. I >.C. that it intends to
apply to the It. of T. for perm'HHion to Hupniy eleotricity to pre-
miws in (ireiit Avenue, Cleveland Itnud, It lyal Avenue, Grafton
H>ad, and flhuroh Road, Woriienter Park, and aHkint; for the
Council's ooDBent to the supply lieinjr pivon. The electrical
encrinuer reports that the cost of exteiidinir the mains from
Maiden to the roads mentioned, and of uonneotini; .10 premisef
would be £1,0411.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

.4r!>'f iitina.—A decree has been granted authorising the
Empresft del Ferrooarril Oeste de Buenos Aires to proceed with
the electrification of its services between the port of Buenos Ayres
and the station Once de Septiembrc, and between that station and
Moreno.
The Anplo-Arpentine Tramways Co. has deposited the plans

with the municipality for the projected section of underground
tramway between the Retiro station and the Plaza Constitucion, in
Buenos Ayres. Construction is to be beeran at several points at
the same time, and the line is expected to be completed within a
year from its commencement.

iiistralia.—Adki..\ii)k Tr.v.mwav Trust Accottnts.—
The total operatiner expenditure for the year ended July 31st, 1914,
amounted to iJ20-',.")03

; the net revenue accounts show that the
excess of income over expenditure was £12.'). 36.5, which, with
interests and discounts, made a total of £r2G,:iOt; carried forward
for appropriation. The total revenue was £328,809, and the per-
centage of total operating expenses to total revenue was 615 per
cent., as against 66 S per cent, in the previous year. Intere*^t paid
to the Government absorbed some £60,000; third party reserve,
£3,467

; reserve for renewals, £19,136 ; and sinking fund, £4.5,lo8.
During the year over 43'i million passengers were carried, and
5,325,6il0 car-niUes were run The total operating cost per ear-
mile was 9'12d., and the total revenue per car-mile 148ii. The
total route mileage in use was 51'8. .Sime 12A million units were
generated at the power station, and 9,8:i8,000 were used for traction
and car lighting. The maximum i-hour load on the station was
3,600 KW., and the coal consumed per unit generated was 326 lb.

The annual report of the Freemantle municipal tramways for
the year ended August 3l8t shows a credit balance of £14,000, and
a net profit, after paying interest, ka., of £8,000.

Bariisley. — Tramway Accidknt. — Owing to a car
runiiing away on a steep gradient, and subsequently leaving the
track and colliding with a building, seven people were injured on
Wednesday evening.

Canada.—The Ottawa Electric Railway Co. ha? been
compelled to put up an auxiliary steam plant to augment its power
owing to the unprecedented low water in the Ottawa River.

Chile.

—

Axti-Germax Riots.—Dae to an increase in
the tramway fares at Valparaiso by the German-owned tramway
company, serious disturbances have occurred, the cars and various
buildings being stoned by the populace.

Coiitiueutal.

—

Portugal.—A decree has been issued
by the 'Ministerio do Fomento," approving a contract entered
into between the Portuguese Government and the Companhia
dos Caminhcs de Ferro Portuguese for the electrification
and working of the existing steam railway between Lisbon and
Cascais. The concession is for a maximum period of .")0 years.

CroTdon.—The T.C. has decided to have plans and
estimates prepared for the reconstruction of the tramways in the
diverted portion of Cherry Orchard Road.

I)evon|)ort.—Tramway AcrrDEXT.—On Friday, last
week, a tramcar which had left the Dockyard and was proceeding
down a steep incline, got out of control, jumped the rails and
overturned. One man was killed and 20 iojured, and one of the
latter has since died.

Eritli.—Year's Working.—The annual report of the
Council's tramway undeitaking for the pa-'; year shows a gross
profit of £4,644, an increase of £488. After paying all interest on
loans, sinking fund and other charges, there was a deficit of £1,672,
an improvement on the previous year of £470.

E<liiiburgh.—The Corporation has decided to give up
the service of motor-'buses on certain routes. Various buses were
taken by the Government, and the chassis of the remaining three
have now been sold to the Scottish Motor Traction Co. The
'buses were petrol-electric driven and cost £807 each ; the service
was only inaugurated this year, and during the three months the
'buses were running the loss was £785 on working expenses.
Edinburgh is served by cable cars and one short electric car line,
and the motor-'buses were purchased this year to traverse routes
off the cable line.

Halifax.—The revenue of the Corporation tramways
from April Ist to the present week shows an increase over the
takings during the like period of last year. The revenue to date
has been £76,586, as against £73,800, an increase of £2,785.

Maiicbester.—B. of T. sanction has been received to
the proposed laying of a double line of tramway in lieu of the
existing lines in Queen's Rjad, Lamb Lane, Hulme Hall Lane,
Pottery Lane, Gorton Lane, Belle Vue Street, Xorth Road, and
Stanley Grove.

N('H(asll«--oii-TviU'.— Si.v Mo.NTiis' Wmkkim;.—At the
annual meeting of the Corporvtinn Tramways Committee on
November 26'.h, Alderman J. II. Kodgers gave a rrimme of the
working of the tramways for the pant six months. He said the
proRH receipts from traffic had been £l3i; x.',g. an increase of
£13,h52; they had carried 31,043 032 paiwengerH during the patt
six months, an increase of 3,044,133 over the correitponding i>eriod
of last year ; and the total receipts were £M2,oi',r,, an increaite of
£14,132. The total exi)enditnre was £80,179, an increai-e of
£6,912. The gross surplus was £6I.Hh7, and smaller items brought
this to £i;3,.540, which wa" appropriated as follows —Interest for
the half-year, £17,550 ; redemption of loans, £21,320 ; income-tax,
£2.75.~>

; turbine installation, £2,500 : and other items bringing op
the total to £46,018, against £40,000. Thus there was a surplus
on the half-year of £17,522, compared with £16.820. During the
half-year they had contributed to the rate £:',000, against £6,000
in the corresponding half-year, and there was left a net surplus of
£8,522. The present surplus would bring the reserve up to
£100,000 again ; but they were still spending out of that fund, and
by the end of the financial year in March, it was expected that
something like £20,0u0 or £30,000 would again have been spent
out of that fund. It would take all the profits of the next
half-year to make up the reserve fund to its level of £100,000.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Italtic Cables.—The direct Anglo-Russian telegraph ser-

vice has been interrupted, the cables between Fredericia (Denmark)
and Libau, and Fredericia and Petrograd, respectively, having been
damaged, probably between Bornholm and Russia. It is considered
that they have been cut by German warships. All telegrams
between Rusi-ia and England and France are now sent rta Stock-
holm.— J/(>r«i7i;/ Post.

Cuttiiia' Teleaiaph Wires.—John Watts, a labourer,

was on Saturday sentenced to IS months' imprisonment, with hard
labour, for cutting and destroying telegraph wires on the Great
Central Railway which connected signal-boxes on the line at South
Harrow.

—

Sta ndard.

France.—The French Government has authorised the

installation of telegraphic communications in French Equatorial
Africa, at a total cost of 760,000 ft.—Board of Traih' Journal.

German Coiiiiiinnications.—A memorandum issued by
the German Colonial Office on the course of events in the German
Colonies, contains references to the complete interruption of com-
munication by cable and by wireless telegraphy. The wireless

stations at Yap, Naru, Tasigata (Samoa), and Bitapaka (New
Pomerania), were destroyed by the British, and the big station at

Kamina in Togoland was destroyed by the Germans, in August
and September. Communication with the Cameroon ceased on
August 25fh. Most of the information, being derived from
sources external to Germany, is familiar to British readers.

Aew Teleffrani Rule.—In future the sender of an
inland telegram will be required to furnish his name and address

before the telegram can be acoepted for transmission. This
requirement will be regarded as sufficiently fulfilled if the regis-

tered telegraphic address of the sender is to be telegraphed as part

of the message.

Post Office Telen'raplis.—The report of the Postmaster-

General, issued this week, states that in 1913-14 87,089,000 tele-

grams were transmitted, showing a decrease of 1,405,000 ; the

revenue was £2,820,817, a decrease of £47,935, ascribed to the

diminished use of the telegraph for short-distance messages, in

competition with the telephone. Radio-telegrams numbered
57.252, as compared with 51,109 in the previous year. New licences

for wireless stations numbered 1,111. covering 1,195 stations; 90

licences were cancelled or lapsed. The total number of licences

in existence on March 3Ut was 1 '.163, compared with 942 in the

previous year. At the same date the Post Office telephone system

comprised 774,821 stations, of which 47,165 were private lines.

The number of effective calls during the year was 834 millions, an
increase of about 5 per cent. The report will be reviewed more
folly in a later issue.

Secret Wireless Stations.

—

k correspondent of the

Daily Mail states that, some weeks after the outbreak of war,

three men who posed as mining engineers arrived at Ensenada,

Lower California, with an electrical machine which was alleged to

be intended for locating underground gold deposits. They set up

their plant at Alamo, in Mexico, 62 miles from the coast and at an

altitude of over 4, COO ft., and secured possession of neighbouring

telephone and telegraph lines. But the British Vice-Consul at

Ensenada made inquiries and discovered that the electrical plant

was a powerful wireless installation with two 130-ft. masts, and a

40-H.p. generating plant, and he communicated with the Mexican

authorities, who arrested all the parties concerned and assumed

possession of the station. The three engineers, who are awaiting

trial, are reported to have been landed by the .XUrnbenj in

September at San Francisco.

The German steamer Preusspn, whilst lying in a Dutch Colonial

port, was found to have a secret wireless installation on board,

the antenna being concealed in the rigging. The ship was seized

and the commander put under arrest.
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A private German wireleBS fltfttion at Callao haa been diBcovered,

and the Allied Governmenta have protested to the Peruvian

Government. , , i.ii' <.i,o

The Uruguayan Government haa laaued a decree prohiVjiting the

inatallation and working of wireleaa teleRrapha on ahore aa well as

on vcsaela flyins the Urufjuayan flaer unleaa permiaMon has been

obtained from the Government.-y^"V.H. <<f the Jhirr J late.

Siiliiiiariue Si»n;iniH!f Ait|mratiis.— In the Pn/.e

Court, on Monday, when the case of the .^W, /<«>« waa conaidercd

the Submarine Signal Co., an American firm, claimed that their

BiKnallinsj apparatua was only leaeed to the ownera of the veaael,

and being neutral property, should not be condemned. The Court

however found that the apparatus, not being raerohandiae, did not

come under the Declaration of Paria ;
it waa part of the ahip, and

the matter muat be dealt with by the Executive.

Tiirkev.—The offices of the Eastern Telegraph Co. at

Constantinople have been aei/.ed by the Porte and the staff

diamiBsed. The English manager waa arrested, but was liberated

a few hourg later.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Aberdeen.—Corporation Electricity Department. Jlate-

riala including cast-iron work, wrought-iron, tubes and fittings,

for one year. Mr. J. A. Bell, City Electrical Engineer.

4thertoii.—The D.C. is to obtain revised tenders for a

500 KW. set of transformers in subatitution for the 100-kw. set

previously aaked for.

Australia.—Brisbaxi:.— .January 0th, 1915. Copper

wire and acoessoriea, paper-inaulated lead-covered cable, for P.M.G.

See "Official Notices" November 27th.
,, ,,

SYDNEY.-February l.'lth, 1(11.5. Potentiometer, for the Muni-

cipal Counpil. Rpeoificationa ClOs. 6d.) from the City Electrical

Engineer, Town Hall.—^1. Mining Standard.

jjju.uj,. _T.C. One 100-kw. and one 50-k\v. trans-

former. Manager, electricity works.

Colchester.—December lOth. Electrical sundries for

three months, for Severalla Asylum. Mr. R. Overend, Clerk, the

Asylum.

Duiulalk.—December 7tb. Steel towers for carrying

cables for G N. Railway C). (Ireland). Specifications, &o.(£l Is.),

from Engineer's Offices at Dublin or Belfaat
.

December 8th. Wiring for electric light installations in the

artisans' dwellings at St. Brigid's Terrace, St. Patrick s Terrace

and CuohuUain Terrace, for the U.D.C. Forms of tender from the

Clerk's office, Town HaU.
,, , ^, i,, ^ f„,o „„A

December 2lBt. C.N. Railway (Ireland). Electric motors and

accessories, aub-atation awitchboard, hard-drawn copper wire,

bitumen wirea. See " Official Notices " to-day.

(ilasiJOW.— December 12th. The Corporation invites

offera for the inatallation of electric lighting, telephones bella and

fire-alarms, required at Robroyston Hospital. Mr. W. W. Laokie,

Electrical Engineer, 7.->, Waterloo Street.

Grimsby.—December 12th. 11,000 tons of fine slack

coal, for the Electricity Department. Mr. W. A. Vignolea, Borough

Electrical Engineer.

lloriiseY.— l^ecember 29th. e.h.t. switchgear and

E.n.T. three-core cable, for the Borough Electricity Works. See

"Official Notices " to-day.

.loliaiiiiesburji'.—January 5th, 1915. Materials, re-

newals, \ J., for tramway equipments, for Municipal Council.

London.-li.CC- December 8th. («) u.t. and l.t.

switchgear, (6) gravity bucket ash conveyor, in connection with

the tramways. See " Official Notices " November 13th

December 9th. Installation, IGO wiring points, 210 lighta, at

Star Lane Elementary School, Fulham. See "Official Notices

November 27th. _i, m , lu •

HM OFFICE or WOUKS.—December 7th. Twelve months

supply of cable and wire. Soe " Official Notices'' November L'7th.

Port of London Authohity.—December 8th. Twelve months

supply of arc lamp carbons. I'orma of tender from the Storea

Superintendent, 106, Fenchurch Street, E.G.

Manchester. — December lOth. Corporation. Ten

50 000-lb water-tube boilers complete; two li->,000-KW. turbo-

alternatoVs complete. See " Official Notices " November 13th,

December 21 St. Corporation. Three reactance coils, for gene-

rating station. Sec " Official Notices " to-day.

I'reston.— Det'emtier 21st. Tenders are invited by the

T C for the erection of new tramway ollioes, extension of car

sheds, i:o., in Deepdale Road. Forms of tender, xc. (£2 2b return-

able), from the offioe of the Borough Surveyor, Town Hall.

Spain.— Tenders have recently been invited by the

muuioipal authorities of Oliva for the concession for the electric

lighting of the town during a period of 10 years ;
by the municipal

authorities of CanipiUo de Albobuey (provinoo of Cuenoa) lor a

period of 10 yeara ; by the authorities of the town of Aldea del

Rev (province of Segovia) for a period of four years ;
and hy tne

authorities of the town of Olivares de Duero (province of \ allo-

dolid) for a period of six years.
. , ^ .u • —i

December i:i'h. Tenders are being invited by the mnmcii»l

authoritiea of l.aio (province of Toledo) for the conoeMion for the

electric lighting of the town during a period of 12 years.

TeddiHtt'ton.— December 7th. Electric lighting at the

Council's sewage diaposal and refuse deetmctor works. Bee

"Official Notices" November 27th.

Walsall.—December 8th. Corporation. .Six 2.^0-kw.

and one .^00-KW. rotary-converter eqnipmente. See " OfBci*!

Notices " November 20th.

Walthanistow.— December 23rd. I'.D.C. 1.500-K".

tnrbo-alternator, 600 KW. triple-expanaion engiiie and ;|yn»'"'.

l,000K\v. rotary or motor-converter. See "Official Notices to-aay.

West llaiu.—December 10th. B. of G. Three months'

supply of electrical fittings. Forma of tender from Mr. J. Smith.

Clerk, Union Road, Leytonstone, N.E.

Winchester. — December 17th. Corporation. One

600-KW. D.C. turbo-generator, with oondenainif plant, pipework,

&o. See " Official Notices " November 27th.

CLOSED.

\bervstM vtli.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of the

Chiswick Electricity Supply Corporation, Ltd., for electric light

fittings for the Town Hall, at £21.

Vtlierton.—The D.C. has accepted the quotation of

MesarB. Callender's Cable and Construction Co Ltd.. '« 360 yards

of twin concentric cable ; also that of Messrs. G. Hanchett, Barrett

and Co., of Pendleton, for one 250-K.v.A. transformer.

Australia.-The following tenders have been accepted :—

Public Service Department, Commoinvonlth.— ;,.„ o tin>
3 miles of switchboard cable, item 1, £2-2^; :i m.Ies d.lto^ u«m 3 £4««

,

7 miles ditto, it -m 8, £l,615,-8iemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd.

^f,:S;^X^r.T::i^''^rf:X No.l. £1,398: 1.5Mdi^,N;o.a, £16.
;
7.500

ditto. No. 3, i;i,339.-Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Lid.

^•I'^.^s'^faraVd-Ta^le^S-No. .. £..»8. : ^ aitto No. «, £» :
2.9«

ditto No. 3, £319.-Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd.

''Z%lniTZZ^h''clT.X'7. £20 : m ai.to, Ko. 3, XTl.-Siemen.

Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd.

^^j#0•a^^^XrSer^;eil'l;^rll^^B; ^ K0.2, £« :
MO ditto.

No 8 £35.—Siemens Bros. Dynamo works, L.K1.

No 3 fUC—Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd.

^4'26';Vln°dt^rlXvV^ee-r°Nori, £21; .00 ditto. No. 2, £...-8iemen.

Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd.

"ETct^cloo^'un'Tostarstores. Me.hoarne, i-970.-Edmiston 4 O'Nei...

West Australian Tender Board — —Tender,.
Insulated wire.--J. B. W. Gardam. "«""•

KlacUltool.-The following tenders have been accepted

by the Corporation ;

—

l.BCO.KW. turho.alternator.-British Thomson-Houslon O.^

25 0001b. surface condensing plant.- C le, Marchant A Motley.

ai c i switch (use pillars.—ftykos « SuKdeo.

H T cable and copper trolley «ite.-B.L and Helsby Cables, Ltd.

L.T. cable.—W. T. Glover ,S Co,

llolton.—The Electricity Committee has accepted the

tender of the Rees Rotnrbo Co. for boiler feed pumps for Backo -

th'-Bank works.

Coventry.—The City Council is recommended to accept

the following tenders ;—
Turbo.altern.tor.-British Thomson Hcnslon e

{'••,^«*.-J

*'^"''-

Four marinetypo boilers -Babcook * W ilooi, LW., ill,l».

Double stokers.— Bcnnis .v Co., f J,il«i.

runL«!^t-r.:ms'e"™merrkf'rnd-~a. .nd .ah.hand.,n« p.an..-

,„drd'^:.*.?t-p*anrBah..ck * Wilco., Ltd., £3.6«.

Vinework — StcwiirW ,* Lloyds. Ltd ,
ia,««.

c:.^st iron tank.- Matter.on\t Co., Ltd^. im
Co.iling towers,-WonbingtoD I'ump Lo„ Ltd., £3,J(jO.

I'inihlev.—The tender of Messrs. Blackmere v^ Co. has

been accepted by the U.D.C. to supply .^00 tons of Warwickshire

peas ooal to the electricity works, at ISs. Ud. i>er ton.

France.—The Electrical Engineerin>r and Equipment

Co Ltd , are executing contracts for several thousand milee of

telephone cable for the Krenoh Government.

llebden Bridae.—The U.D.C. Electricity Committee

has accepted the tender of the Tudor Aocumnlator Co. for 10 years

maintenance of the storage battery at the electricity works.

Hornsev.—The B.C. has actvpted the tenders of Messrs.

Bruce Peebles \ Co., Ltd., at *:2,1?0, for two motor-oonverter

ecte. Nino firms sent in tenders.

lllord —The U.D.C. has accepted the tender of Messrs.

0, P. Driver .V Son, Ltd,, of Kettering, for a refuse destructor,

at £7,'.U8.
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I.oikIuii.—Tlie Metropnlitan Asylums Board has accepted
the tfiiilwr of Meiinrn. Toy A: Wintilow, at t'M, for the provlHion of
eleotrio liuht nt the N'nrth \Vfntern Ambulani-e Station ; alHO that
of M>'»«r«. J W. Gray A; Sin, at £l»8, for the iniitallatioa of a
nyBtf ni of internal tHlophonflH at South Wharf.

MpHHro. Ounoan W'-^tMOn iV Co. have Beouretl, nirainBt keen com-
petition, the r>mt Otliiw onnlract for vnuaum olfanere.

MennrM. JohnMon .V Phillipn, Ltd., have received an order from
H.M. Dlliod of Works for the supply and erection of new power
cables for technical purposeH at the Imperial loHtitute, together
with neccssftry Hwitch(;ear.

'liiiiclM'stn".—Tlic Tramways Committee lias accepted
the tender of Me»nrs WiUiaaiB, Ilarvey A: Co. for block tin, and
that of MessrB. Smith A: Forrest for pitch.

The Electricity Committee haa accepted tenders of the B.I and
Helsby Cables, Ltd., and the Macintosh Cable Co., Ltd., for cable.

Shipley.—The U.D.C. has accepted the following tenders
for <'0!il »t the electricity works :

—

P.vte. Kcnu) * Co. .. 1,600 tons 1 A. Kendall A Sons .. 1,000 tons
J. Wade 1.5^0 „

I
Flctchors, Ltd. .. 1,000 „

Pollard & Co., 1,000 tons.

rORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

Institution of Mechanical Rofilneers.—Fridav, December 4th, at R p.m.,
at storey's Ga'c, K.W. ; Tuesday, DeoembiT 8th, at 8 ii.rn., at Portico
Library, Moslcy Street, Manchester; a* d Thursday, December lOth, at
7.46 p.m., at I'ho University, Edmund S'reet, Birmingham. Thomas
Hawkaley Lecture on " Pumping and oHier Machinery for VVat"r-.vork8
and DrairaKB." prepared by the late Mr. W. B. Bryan, and read by his son,
Mr. B. W. Bryau.

Juoior Institution of Engineers.—Friday, December 4th. At 8 p.m. At
;», Victoria Street, 8.W. Paper on " A Moversiblo Turbine," by Mr. S. E.
Hiitson.

Greenock Electrical Society.—Saturday, December 5th. Visit to Coplawhill
Car Works and ^w -staiion f^i the Glasgow Tramways.

Thursday. Dcccruber 10th. At 7.45 p.m. At Masonic Rooms, 51, West
St.'wart Street. Paper on "The Electrical Eiiaipment of a Liner," by Mr.
J. E. .Allan.

.Society of Engineers.—Monday. December 7th. At 7.80 pro. At Institution
of Electrical ICnj^ineers, Victoria Embankment, W.C. 0>dinary meeting.

Association of Engineers-in-Chsrge. — Wednesday. December 9th. At
H p.m. .M Sf.. Hride'slnsti ute. Bnde Lane, E.C. Paper on "Electricity
in the Printing OfHce." by Mr. F. B.oadbent.

Instilution of Electrical Engineers.—Thursday, December 10th. At 8 p.m.
At Vie or.a Embatrkment. VV.C. Paper on " Automaiic Protective Switch-
gear tor Alteroa-ing-Current Systems." by Mr. E. B. Wedmore.

(Scottish Local Sectioni.—Tuesday, December 8th. At 207, Bath
street, Glaigow. Paper on •' The Magnetisation of Iron at High Flux
Density with .\lternating Currcnis," by Mr. J. S. Nicholson.

Bertram Paintiir, condnctor. Raid his car enconntered ojtr Vo K

(Simoox'a), which was at rijrht anelee to the track '." "

car went on to the loop, and on SImcnx'a iriMtructi.

oarH were connected by meanh of a caVjIe. fine en<l .

the front of witneitt<'» car and the other end to the rear m .^un cu i-

The deceased told witness to hold one end of another cable to the
buffer, Pitchford beini; instructed to hold the other end on to the
rail to complete the circuit. Bimooz moved the car Ave or six

feet. Witness then took the cable from the buffer and threw it

towards Pitchford. At this moment one of the front wheels
came into contact with the rail, thus earthini; the current in

the normal way. .shortly afterwards he saw Simcox crouch down,
and heard a curious cra«pinir Bound. Witness added that he thought
Simcox had had a shock.

.Toseph Dixon, motorman, agreed with the evidence of Pitchford
and Painter.

Mr. W. A. l.untley, freneral manaeer of the Corporation tram-
ways, said the car was in proper order, and from tests made upon
it he did not think Simcox could have had an electric shock. The
workine voltape of the tramways was 500 volts. The incident nnder
consideration had no reference whatever to the Lirain surface
contact system, the wiring; being the same in all types of electric

oars.

Mr. Lee, coninltin? electrical engineer, of Messrs. Henry Lee and
Co., Birmingham, was called by Mr. F. Haynes Duffel, who repre-

sented the insurance company affected. Mr. Lee said he had a
thorouerh knowled^re of the Lnrain system. lie had examined the
car, and had come to the conclusion that Simcox could not have
been killed by shock unless he tonched a live part of the car at
the time when the car was not properly earthed. The current
would only have passed throuffh the man if his body bad been the
easiest path for the current. The fact that the lamps were ali|;ht

at the time he collapsed proved that the car was flliciently earthed.
Dr. A. M. Bankier, who had attended deceased from October .Wth

to Xovember 1 1 th for influenza and an ulcerated letr. said that when
he examined Simcox there was no sign of any disease tending to

shorten life or to give rise to sudden death. This was confirmed
by the pnst-mortem examination, all the organs beine fonnd free

from diseafe. Witness agreed with the evidence (fiven by Dr.
Black, of the hospital, a" to the results of the post-mortem exami-
nation. The conditions were consistent with death from electric

shock a"! described in books. Witness could not account for death
in any other way.

Dr. W. F. Chalmley, hon. surgeon of the Wolverhampton General
Hospital, deposed that he had made an examination of the body.
The disease of the heart was sufficient of itself to cause sudden
death. The condition of the blood was also met with in other
cases of suHden death. Witness fonnd sufficient to cause death
from heart disease. Questioned by Mr. Turton, witness said that
he could not understand anybody saying that the heart was not
diseased.

The Coroner having summed np. the jury retired to consider their

verdict, and on their return intimated that they considered death
to be due to an accidental electric shook. They placed, they stated,

no reflection whatever on the state of efficiency of the tramcar.

Northampton Polytechnic Institute.—Friday, December luh. At 8 p.m.
At St. .Tolvi Street, clerk^nweli. E.C. .\nnual prize distribution by the
Righi Hon. Lord .Vloulton of Bank, P.R.S.

North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers.—
Saturday, December lilh. At -2 p.m. At Newcastle-on-Tyne. General
meeting.

North-East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders.-Satur-
day, December 12rh. At 7 15 p.m. At Newoastlc-on-Tyne. Paper on
" Stability," by Mr. P. Y. Btimblecombe.

NOTES.

The " Electrical Review " diiriiin' War Time.—As
announced in our issue of last week, we shall be pleased to

send the Electrical Review gratnitonsly to any of our readers
who may be serving with the naval or military forces and would
like to keep themselves in touch with doings in the electrical

world. This offer particularly relates to readers who have left

these shores since the beginning of the war, either for active

service in the fighting line in France and Belgium or in the
Fleet, or for service in Egypt, India or other foreign parts. As
the men concerned may not have an opportunity of seeing this

notice, we shall be greatly obliged if their friends or acquaint-
ances who know their whereabouts will let them know of our
offer, and ask them to communicate their names and addresses to

the Manager, ELECTRICAL Review, 4, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.

The matter will then have immediate attention.

Fatalities.—WoLVKRH.\:\rpTON.—The inquiry into the
cause of death of Thomas Henry Simcox, a tramcar-driver,
was resumed on Saturday. The proceedings at the previous sitting

were reported in our last issue.

Arthur Millward Pitchford, tramcar conductor, was re-called. In
reply to Mr. A. Tarton, who represented the relatives of the
deceased, witness said the usual method of dragging a car on to

the line with a drawbar from another car could not be adopted in

this case because both ends of the derailed car were too far off the
metals. In witness's opinion the current was going through the
deceased until it was switched off, but he had no proof of this.

AppointiHents Vacant. — Improver for electricity

work.-* (158.), for borough of Rawtenstall ; charge engineer (50s.),

two junior engineers (308 ). and four switchboard attendants (2os.).

for Bolton electricity department ; chief assistant electrical

engineer (£250), for Croydon Corporation : four resident engineers
(£.? 10?., £3, £2 158., £2 10s. respectively), station superintendent

(£3), two shift engineers (£2). six switchboard attendants (3l8.),

three fitter-drivers (36s.). four aseistant drivers (30?.), for an electric

generating station in the .South of England ; engineer-on-watch
(£13 per month), for Lancashire Electric Power Co.

;
junior shift

engineer (25s ), for St\eDoak8 and District Electricity Co. ; assis-

tant electrical engineer (temporary), for Fareham U.D.C. (40a.) ;

engine-driver, mechanical and electrical f 34?.), for Parish Infirmary,

Camberwell ; switchboard attendant (27a.), for Dewsbury Cor-

poration. Particulars are given in our advertisement pages.

The Electio-IIariiiouif Society.—The next Smoking
Concert of this Society will be held at the Holbom Restaurant
(King's Hall), on Friday evening, December 11th, commencing at

8 o'clock. Mr. W. J. Tennant will preside. The preliminary
programme is as follows:—Mr. Holden Heywood (tenor); Mr.
Herbert Heyner (baritone); Mr. ~W. H. Squire (violoncello); Mr.
Will Edwards. Mr. Ben Osborne (humorists) ; Professor Anders
(magician) ; Mr. Selwyn Driver (entertainer at the piano). Solo
pianoforte and accompanist : Mr. Bernard Flanders, A.R.A.M.

Clieap Electric Trucks.—The Ward Motor Vehicle
Co. has built new manufacturing shops at Mount Vernon, N.Y.,
where it will build a low-priced 750-lb. electric truck selling at

SS76, with a mileage of 3.i-45 on one charge. The new plant will

turn ont 3 000 cars a year ; these will be equipped with Westing-
house motor, Timken axles, shaft drive, &o.. and have a speed of
10-12 miles an hour. One of these trucks was exhibited at the
New York Electrical Show, and some 600 are to be built this

Eeason.

Iliqiiines.—Makers of fibre or composition tubes, 2 mm.
in diameter outside, for covering connecting wires in telephone
instruments, are inquired for.

A reader asks for references to hotels, &o., which are equipped
with'electric cooking apparatus on a fairly large scale.
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Tlic Electric Vcliiclc (.'onuiiiffcc,—The Committee
havinfr considered the standard charpinfr plu)f and receptacle has
decided that it would simplify matters if, at the precent time, the
pings were made for one size of cable only, viz., one having con-

ductors of 1 K] in. section, the earth wire remaininpr of the
section already recommended.
The Committee also had before it some suefrestiona made by

panel " £" of the Enf^ineering Standards Sub-Committee on Elec-

trical Plant and, aa a result, it was decided further to revise the
Bpeclfication, which is now bcinp reprinted.

Junior Institntion of Enplneprs.—Mr. C. E. Ford lart

Friday read a puper on thf; Bubje;t of " A Model Drawintr-OlBoe
System." The manufacture of umall and complicated apparattu,

he said, such as was met with in electrical imttrumi^nt makinfc,

lent itself admirably to Byntematic subdivieion, whi';h was
refiuired in order to avoid wa«te of time and matenal. The
system, as laid out, aimed at obtainini; all that wac necesisary :

—

(a) For manufacturing ; (i) To avoid overlapping, and to bring

about uniformity and interchangeability of manufacture ;
(c) For

order and sales execution. For the working of the system four

kinds of drawings were necessary:—(1) Stoik ebe«t : (2)

Assembling; (3) Part drawing : (4) I'artial assembling drawing.

After explaining the system, the author mentioned that al'hongh
he only dealt with it aa applicable to electrical apparatus, it could

be applied with equal efficiency to any branch of engineering

where a large amount of repetition work was in operation.

The first meeting for the new sfssion of the Shetkield ami
District Section was hold on Friday last, when Mr. E. B.

Christmas gave an address on " Electric Furnace?."

Italian Trade.—An agent in Italy wishes to represeLt

British makers of electric lamps and apparatus. Addreee inqairiea

to' the British Consulate, Milan.

Fire,—A fire on Tuesday burnt ont a two-storey

building, used for the storage of electrical goods and patterns,

forming part of the large works of Messrs. R. Johnson A: Nephew,
Ltd., wire drawers and manufacturers, Manchester. The Fire

Brigade prevented the spread of the flames to other buildings.

E.V.C. Standard Sign for Electric Vehicle Garaoes, &c.

Farther arrangements were made with regard to the forthcoming
Quarterly Journal, and Mr. A. H. Seabrook was appointed hon.
editor. He will take over this duty after the issue of the first

number, the preparation of which the hon. secretary had undertaken.
We illustrate herewith the Committee's standard sign for

charging stations or garages where charging facilities are provided.
It may be made either as an enamelled iron sign or as an illumi-

nated sign, with a dark red background, and dark red letters on a
horizjntal white stripe across the centre of the wheel, the rest of
the lettering and the wheel being white.

For a garage the words on the stripe would be "charging
garage." The siz? suggested is 2 ft. 6 in. square.

Institntion and Lecture Notes.— Association of
Supervising Electricians.—A large number of mtniaers and
visitors dined at the Ljndon Tavern, Fenchurch Street, last

Saturday evening, under the chairmanship of their President,
Mr. A. H. Dykes, who, in the course of a speech, outlined the ideals

of the Association, the work it had already accomplished, and all

that still lay before it. He said that the evening's entertainment
was not solely a convivial gathering ; it was part of their scheme
for bringing fresh recruits into their ranks, making better known
to one another those who in the ordinary routine of life were in

the keenest competition, and creating a smoother relationship as
between manufacturer and contractor. Mr. Dykes paid a glowing
tribute to the work of the llritish electricians in France, whose
searchlight, telepuone, and telegraph service had Oeen, and would
be in increasing measure, of incalculable aid to Hia Majesty's
Forces. Officers confirmed this every day. He made special refer-

ence to one of the principal objects of the Association—their
fostering of the apprentict.ship system. After this war there
would be a vast amount of work in the electrical trades, work
which in the past had been done by those who were now their
enemies, and any man who taught a boy these trades, rather than
allow him only to run errands, was doing good work for his country.

In response to the President's appeal, the sum of £.i 17b. was
subscribed by those present for the Belgian refugees.

After dinner the company were entertained by some clever
artistes, under the direction of Mr. T. Clayton, one of the members,
who himself contributed the recruiting song. " Fall In."

The hon. secretary, Mr. Banister, announced that they had a
total of 72 members, and iuvited gentlemen in the manufacturing
and contractors' trades to endeavour to get others to join whom
they knew to be eligible.

Institution of Electrical Engineers.—At the meeting of the
Manchksteu Local Skction on Tuesday last Mr. W. M. S-lvey's
paper on '' Power Plant Testing " was read and discussed.

At the meeting of the Yorkhiiirk Local Section on Wednes-
day the same paper was read, ami the discussion was adjourned.
Midland lustilllte.—At a meeting of the Midland lustituto of

Mining, Civil and Mechanical Engineers at ShelHeld on Friday last,

Mr. U. R. Webster read a paper on "A Kirt-damp Indicator. " He
said that the electric l.imp bud come to stay, but as it could not
deteot the presence of gas, he had devised an iustrument for
that purpose based on the principle of osmosis. The
working of the iustrument was explained and demon-
strated. Mr. W. Maurice read a paper on " The Case
for the Electric Lamp," and emphasised the importance
of the proper management of electric lamp-ruoius. The President,
Mr. W. Hargreaves, stated that since the introouction of the elec-

tric light at Messrs. Briggs's collieries, men who had been receiving
compensation for nystagmus had returned to work, and Dr. Court
Raid that, in his opinion, the improved lighting would in time
do away with the diseaae,

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Jh>> Editor! inrUe electrical engineer!, whether C4>nnfcted with the

technical or the commercial tide of the profeition and ijidiutry,

aUo electric tramway and railway official!, to keep reaieri of the

Elbotbioal Bkvibw poited at to their moremettt!.

Central Station Officials.—The Heston and Isle-

worth Electricity Committee has decided to increase the salary of

Mk. M. J. OBkikn, mains foreman, to £162 lUs., rising to £200
per annum. In fature, Mr. O'Brien's designation will be "maims
engineer."

Mr. L. E. Comlet has resigned the post of publicity engineer to

the Torquay electricity department, in order to accept a post with

Messrs. Billing A: Co., electric heating and cooking specialists,

London.
The Maidstone T.C. has decided to pay Mb. E. E. Hoadley.

borough electrical engineer, £ 100 for extra services rendered during

the year ended March 31st, I'JOS.

The Erith U 1),C. has accepted the resignation of Mb. Co\ esev,

electrical engineer and tramway manager, and has placed on record

its appreciation of his 9i years' services.

Mr. F. Woods, of the Lancashire Electric Power Co., Rsdcliffe,

has been appointed to the post of station superintendent at the

Rawtenstall Electricity Works. There were 77 applicants, five of

whom were interviewed.

(ileneral.—The Salford Council is to be recommended
this weeK to appoint Mr. Eknest B. Martin, M.I.C.E.. of Rjther-

ham, to the post of borough euginecr in succession to the late Mr.

Joseph Corbett. Mr. Martin is at present borough and water

engineer of Rjtherham, and also traiiii^rays permanent • way
engineer.

Mb. \V. R. Bbown, A.M.I. E.E., is resigning his appointment with

the A.EO. Electric Co., Ltd., London, from December 12th.

The Mayor of Blackburn (..Xldkbman Thompson"! has been

appointed chairman of the Blackourn blectncity Committee, with

Col ncillor Hicham as vice chairman.
ConNciLi.ott T. Wilkinson baa been re-elected chairman of the

Lancaster Kicctric Tramways Committee.
Mb. A. B. M'Donalo, city engint>er, and Mb. J. Fi.k.mino,

treasurer of the gas and electricity department, of Glasgow, are

retiring, the former on a pension of .< ">00, and the latter on one of

Ja'.Hi) per annum.
For the current municipal year, Alhermas Dfni.KV Sti art,

M.I.E.E., baa been again elected chairman of the Elcotrioity Com-
mittee of Wimbledon Coriwration.

CoiNclLLOK James Ukald, electrical engineer, has been re-

elected chairman of the Electricity Committee ot the Lanoaetcr

Town Council.

On Tuesday, Bailik Roukbt Kirkland, the convener of the

Glasgow T.C. tramways was made a recipient of a presentation on
behalf of the mcmuers of the Coriwration, on the occasion of his

approaching marriage. The presentation, i^'hich took the form of

a holid silver tea and coffoo service and a silver salver, was made
by Lord Provost Daulop.
Mk. R. Jloiiliz, a b«rrister-at-law, has be«n re-elected chairman

of the llornsuy Borough Couucil's Electricity Supply Commiit<?e.

For the appoiutmeut of resident euiiiueer at Whalley Asylum
471 applications have been received by the Asylums Board, and the

Buooej>!)lul oaudidate is Mu. Fkko Riley, at present power soperin-

tenoent at the Uawteustail Corporation electricity works. The
salary is £275.

Since our "War Items " went to press news has reached ns tothe

effect that Mb. C. Maibick Down, ton of Mr. F. J. Down, who
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has been oonneoted with the electrical iuduutry for ao many years,

hitH been injured in action at the Front and he in now in a London
huepital (Liidy Maitoa'e), duint; well. Mr. Maurice Down, who is

a 8u>i-Lieut. in the lot Uertfurdehire KeKimeut, arrived in France

on N'jvember tith, and reached the baHe two dayn later. His

regiment waa noon in the Irenchen HUpportingr the brigade o{

Guards, and eij^ht days of bad weather waH experienced. Mr.

Down wan shot on November I'.'th, his hand and wrist bein^

smashed. It is expected that he will soon be ready to return to

France.

(Miitiiur.v.—Mu. AV. Aiums.—The death has taken

place of Mr. VV. Adams, who was jn buuineae as an electrican at

Ashdown Uaad, Kingston-on-Thamea, for about 18 years.

Feld Bro«. and Co.. Ltd. (105,577).—Capital, ^5,000 in ;

X:i sli..r<'9. K'lurii Ju'fi October 1>I, lUU. MM .li.iie. uktn up: /Tl |

j>rc >l<dre called up on 404 >h..re»: jCVH paid; £l,OUI> cunsidrrcd ai piid on
j

Ih.- runainder. MorlUJic. and tharij. . : .Ml, J

Bat Meter Co., Ltd. (99,327).—Capital. ,£20,000 in £1
.hares I12.U0O preferred). Return dal«) August 8lh, 1914. 10,6K3 prdrrred

j
and 8.000 ordinary tharo taken up: £1 per thare called up on 423 prelerred

{

and Ifis. pfr .hare on 10,MO preferred; £8,118 paid; ^HMU considered >
j

paiil on 8,000 ordinary sham. .Morlgagea and chargei : Nil. •

Electric Supply Co. ol Victoria, Ltd. (66,059).—Capital,
£:ti.'<.l]ilO in £1 shares (175,000 prelerredl. Return dated Sx-ptember 24lh, 1914.

irO,375 preLrred an.l li,'..0(J« ordinary share, taken up; £1 per share railed

up on 45.3S2 shares; £*i:JH2 paid; '£2i'.l.'M3 considered a< paid on the re-

mainder. .MortgaiJe. and charge. : /JlCU.OfiO.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Jersey Llectric Lighting and Power Co., Ltd. (133,351),—
Koi Uruce, Ualker 4: Cc, Liu., on p. 731 oi our last i«ue, read Uurell,

Walker & Co., Ltd.; and for S. .N. Uruce re.id S. L. Durell.

London Battery and Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (138,393).—
I'his company was registered t

shares, to carry on the busincs
lor pocket and other lamps. T
Ctford Street, VV.C, electrical

hawk Road, \V., clerk.

23rd, with a capital of ;tlOO in £1
manufacturers of electric refill batteries

ubscribers are : \V. T. Clarke, 8, New
leer. 50 shares; R. W. Gale, 259, Gold-
\V. H. R. Hargrave, 24, John Street,

Uedlord Row, W.C, solicitor, 25 shares; private company. The number of

directors is not to be less than 3 or more than 5; the first are VV. T. Clarke,

K. VV. Gale (chairman), and VV. H. K. Hargrave. Qualification £S. Regis-

tered olVice : 17, 19 and 21, Emerald Street, Ihoobald's Road, W.C.

Thomson-Bennett (Magneto) Ltd. (138,397). — This
company was registered on November 23rd, with a capital of ^5,000 in £1
shares, to carry on in England and elsewhere the business of manufacturers

of electrical arid other component parts, accessories and fittings used in the

construction, starling, running, driving and regulation of stationary engines

or motor vehicles for use on land, water or in the air, etc. The subscribers

(with one share each) are : VV. E . Godfrey, 9. Kingsley Road, Sparkbrook,

Birmingham, clerk; G. E. Mason, 9, Drews Lane, Ward End, Birmingham,
clerk ;

private company. The number of directors is not to be less than 3

or more than 5 ; the subscribers are to appoint the first. Qualification, 1

ordinary share. Solicitors : Dale & Co., Birmingham. Secretary : VV. H.
Hughes. Registered office :

" Arden Works," Cheapside, Birmingham.

Midland Magneto Co., -Ltd. (138,430).—This company was
registered on November 26th, with a capital of ^1.000 in £1 shares, to carry

on the business of manufacturers and agents for and dealers in magnetos, accu-

mulators, dynamos and motor and other engines, electricians, machinists, etc.

The subscribers (with one share each) are ; VV. T. Church, 116, Golden

Hillock Road, Small Heath. Birmingham, secretary; E. A. Simpson, 1, Cheddar
Road, Balsall Heath, Birmingham, clerk; private company. The number of

directors is not to be less than 2 or more than 5; the subscribers are to

appoint the first. Qualification 50 shares. Solicitors : JeEtery, Wild & Lovatl,

95, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

Acetylene and Carbide, Ltd. (4,206).—This company was
registered in Dublin on November 20th, with a capital of ;£;500 in £1 shares,

to carry on the business of manufacturers and sellers and buyers of electro-

chemical products, electricians, mechanical engineers, etc. The subscribers

kwith one share each) are : C. Bingham, 11, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.,

nicrchant; A. S. Young, 11, Queen VicO '
~

company. The number of directors is not

the first three are to be appointed by the

Chambers, 143, Royal Avenue, Belfast.

N. I. Z., Ltd. (138,421).—This company was registered on
November 25th, with a capital of ;£,'6,000 in £1 shares, to carry on the busi-

ness of electro-chemists, platers and tvpers, metallurgists, electricians, elec-

trical engineers, etc. The subscribers (with one share each) are : B. Baines,

17, Green Street, Leicester Squqare, VV'.C, solicitor; C. VV'. Denny, 22, Edwardes
Square, VV., engineer; private company. The number of directors is not to be

less than 2 or more than 5; the first are not named. Qualification 100 shares.

Registered office ; 1-2, Old Pye Street, Westminster, S.VV.

Street, E.G., merchant; private

o be less than 3 or more than 7;
ubscribers. Registered office : City

OFFICIAL RETURNS OP ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Vaughan and Son, Ltd. (61,526).—Capital, .£50,000 in ,£1
shares (20,000 preferred). Return dated September 25th, 1914. 16,580 pre-

ferred and 26,789 ordinary shares taken up. ;£;43,369 paid. Mortgages and
charges, £:5.000.

NewcastIe=upon'Tyne Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Acknow-
ledgment of further indebtedness dated 10th November, 1914 (supplemental to

trust deed dated 16lh Ocfober, 1913). to secure ;£;i00.000 5 per cent, deben-

ture stock ranking pari passu with ^^7400,000 like stock secured by principal

deed, charged on electrical undertakings and lands and company's under-

taking and other assets, present and future, except uncalled capital. Trustees :

Law Debenture Corporatiotl, Ltd., 41, Threadneedle Street, E.C.

Chipping Norton Electric Supply Co., Ltd.—Particulars of

;f4,000 debentures, created 10th November, 1914, filed pursuant to Section 93
. (3) of' the Companies (Consolidation) Act. 1908, the whole amount being now-

issued. Property charged : The company's undertaking and property, present
and future, including uncalled capital. No trustees.

H. W. Smith and Co., Ltd. (123,953).—Capital, ,£5,000 in
.^1 shares. Return dated October 5th, 1914. 3,200 shares taken up; ;£1,200
paid; ;{;2,000 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges: Nil.

HvdrO'Electric Co.ivConcessions, Ltd.—Further charge on
company's uncalled capital dated 25th November (supplemental to mortgage
dated June 29th, 1914) to secure £20). Holders: Coutls & Co., 15, Lombard
Street, E.C.

Suffolk Electricity Supply Co., Ltd.—Issue on 24th Sept.,
1914. of ;t"625 debentures, part of "a series of which particulars have already
been filed.

Yarmouth (I.W.) Electricity Supply Co., Ltd. (56,884).—
Capital. £i,(m in .^5 shares. Return dated .April 14th, 1914. 361 shares
taken up; /?1.S05 paid. Mortgages and charges: Nil.

Dick, Kerr and Co., Ltd. (63, 407).—Capital, ^650,000 in
£1 shares (350,000 preferred). Return dated October 29th, 1914. 305,000
preference and 360,0O(J ordinary shares taken up; ;£J565,000 paid. Mortgages
and charges : ;C236,930.

CITY NOTES.

Fraser ifc Cliiiliiiers, Ltd.

Mb. a. W. Tait presided on November 26'h at the annual meeticgr

held at Winchester House, EC. He said that the net profit for

the year was £8,:i77, as compared with ie4,«0l in the preceding

year, and althouerh the amount could not be retrarded as satis-

factory, the proffresa was encouraginp. The works at Erith had

been fairly well employed, thoujfh there had been some falling off

in certain departments during the close of the period. Considerable

progress had luen made in the manufacture and sale of steam

turbines and turbo-blowers, and their machines were well able to

compete with those of other manufacturers in the same line of

business, both in efficiency and cost, and there were reasons to

believe that the department would steadily grow in importance.

There was little to report with regard to gas and oil engines, but

in coal-handling and conveying machinery their business had
increased. In the manufacture of mining machinery, bueinees had
not been so good, and the prospects were not bright. In South
Africa general business had been well maintained ; in Canada the

results were not so satisfactory as in the previous year, and
business might bn dull there for some time to come. Their

Australian bueinees showed encouraging improvement. After the

outbreak of war there was a falling off in the number of orders,

and inquiries for Erith manufactures, but lately there had been

a better tone, but they could not exppct the normal volume of

business daring the current year. They were now executing work
for the War Office, and hoped to do some for the Admiralty, and
they were seriouily looking into the prospects for their mann-
faotures which would be opened up in Russia after the war.

Cordoba Liffht. Power and Traction Co.. Lid.—
After providing for debenture Interest, etc., the accounts for the

year to September 30th show a profit, including £23,501 brought

forward, of £44,321. After paying the dividend on the preference

shares, £26,321 is carried forward.

Barcelona Traction, Liaht and Power Co.. Ltd.

—

The board have decided to suspend for the present the payment of

the half-yearly coupon due December Ist on the J per cent. 50- year

first mortgage bonds, as the war has rendered it impossible to

continue the arrangements which were made in June last with a

financial group for providing the funds required for and during

the completion of the company's present pFogramme of construc-

tion. The bjard, however, have under consideration a plan which
would provide the company with the necessary fands for con-

tinuing and completing the worki under construction, and for

the adjustment of maturing interest. The completion of these

works, it is stated, will produce a revenue more than sufficient

to meet the bond and interest charges. The enterprises of

the company at present in operation show satisfactory resnlte

with a steadily increasing revenue.

—

Finnncial Times.

Venezuela Telephone and Electrical Appliances
Co.) Ltd.—The accounts for the year ended June 30th last show
a profit, including £8,728 brought forward, of £24,677. After

providing for interest on loans and debentures, the directors re-

commend a dividend of 10 per cent, on the preference shares on

account of arrears and the transfer of £(;,000 to reserve for

renewals and depreciation, leaving £10,434 to be carried forward.
—Financial 3>h'.«.

(allender's Share and Investment Trust. Ltd.

—

A fiaancial daily states that the accounts for the year ended

August 3l8t show a profit after providing for debenture Interest,

f&c, and including £2,617 brought forward, of £11.192. The
directors recommend, a further dividend of 2i per cent., making
5 per cent, for the year, and the transfer of £500 to reserve, leaving

£2,921 to be carried forward.

Stock Exchange Xotice.—Applications have been made
to the Gjmraittee to appoint a special settling day in and to grant

a quotation to :

—

Montreal Light, He-«t and Power Co.—Further issae of 31,800,000 capital

stook (Montreal Cert dcites).

R. & J. Dick, Ltd.—The accounts for the year to

August 31st show a net profit, after writing off £6,041 for depre-

ciation, and including £11,473 brought forward, of £70,964.

£15 000 is applied in reduction of goodwill, £10,000 to preference

dividend reserve fund, and a dividend of 5 per cent, on the ordinary

shares is recommended, leaving £10,363 to be carried forward.

Mackav Companies. —The regular quarterly dividend

of li per cent, on the common shares is armonnced.
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West India and Panama Telettrajdi Co., Ltd.

TuE report for the six months ended 30th June, 191-1, showed
that the amount to credit of revenue was Jt'41,482, ayainst
£1.5,52'! for the corresponding halt-year of 1913, and the ex-

penses were i'26,y(JU against ±20,2tjl. ihe balance was JMJ)»2,
plus £1,724 interest on investments, and £1,905 brought for-

ward, maliing an available total of £18,212. Dividend on the"
tirst preference shares, six mouths to 30th June, 6s. per share,

absorbs £10,309; second preference dividend, six mouths to 3'Jth

June, Os. per share, £1,401; dividend on the ordinary shares.

Is. 3d. per share (free of income tax), £5,020; leaving £922 to

be carried forward. The traffic receipts show a decrease of

£4,482, arising to a great extent from the competition at Porto
Rico referred to in the last report. In the directK^rs' report
for the corresponding period of last year it was stated that
negotiations were pending with the Imperial and Canadian
Governments for a reduction of rates in return for subsidies.

The result of these negotiations is that the Imperial and
Canadian Governments have granted a joint subsidy of £1G,000
a year for ten years on terms and conditions fully set out in

a Parliamentary paper. The subsidising Colonies m the West
Indies have also agreed to renew the local subsidies of £10,.'JO0

for a like term of years. The contract giving effect to these
arrangements was sealed on the lOth August and ratitie<l by
the House of Commons on the 2Gth August; and the reduced
rates came into operation on the 1st Oct(jber, from which date
the new subsidy of £16,000 a year will become payable. The
Danish Islands of St. Thomas and St. Croix have also renewed
their subsidies, amounting to £800 a year, for a period of ten
years, in consideration of a reduction in tariffs, which became
effective from the 1st October. The directors propose to sub-
scribe 200 guineas to the Prince of Wales's National Relief
Fund.

Mb. W. B. KiNosFOKn (Chairman) presided at the annual
meeting, at Winchester House, on November 2oth. In moving
the adoption of the above report, the Chairman first referred
tf) the retirement of Mr. R. T. Brown, the manager and secre-

tary, through ill-health, after an almost continuous service of
40 years. 'Ihe directors wished to place on record their high
appreciation of the faithful and valuable services he had ren-

dered to the company both at home and abroad. He was sure
the shareholders and the staff would share in the regret felt

by the board in Mr. Brown's retirement. They had appointed
Mr. Quick, the company's accountant, to be manager and
accountant, and Mr. J. Winser to be secretary. Both of these
officials had had about 40 years' experience of the company's
affairs. A& was stated at the half-yearly meeting, it w-as

thought desirable that he should visit the company's stations in

the West Indies, as be had not been there since 1904. Several
important matters connected with the company's interests were
under consideration in the various colonies, and it was felt

that these could be satisfactorily dealt with personally rather
than by correspondence. He visited the Isthmus of Panama,
Demerara, and all the islands with the exception of Gaudeloupe,
and they would be glad to hear that his visit was a satisfac-
tory one. lie had little to comment upon in the accounts.
The traffic receipts exhibited a decrea.se of £4,482. A consider-
able percentage of the falling oft' was owing to the less general
activity in Porto Rico and the competition in the telegraphic
business on that island. On the debit side of the accounts the
expenses were £26,9(X) as compared with £26,200 in the corres-
ponding i>eriod of 1913, an increase of £640, or about 2.4 per
cent. It would be noticed that this- increase in the expenses
was more than accountetl for by one item alone, vi,^., the extra
cost of cable used in repairs, which amounted to £2,096, as
compared v\'ith .£1,217. They would have noticed the paragraph
regarding the result of the negotiations with the Imperial and
Canadian Governments for the reduction of ratt-s in retm-ii
for tin increase of subsidies. Both the reduction in rates and
the increase in subsidies came into operation on Oct<iber 1st.

and it^ was too early yet to say what the result of the first

month's working would prove to be. It was likewise impos-
sible this time to forecast, as he usually did, the result of the
traffic receipts for the current half-year up to the pre.-^ent time.
He might say, however, that for the month of July tliey were
about the sjiiiie as for July last year. In August and Septem-
ber, owing to the war, the volume of traffic was very largely
in excess of the corresponding months in any piwiou.s year
since the Spanish-American War of 1898; hut until their re-
turns were received and they had cleared accounts with con-
necting companies it would be somewiiat haphazard to sav
what the effect would be in £ s. d. They could, however,
reasonably hope that for these two months the inerejise wouKl
lie a siitisfiictory one. On the other hand, tlu-ir working ex-
penses would be in excess of what they usually were. Their
British stations were practically taken over by the Govern-
ment, and were required to be kefit open day and niglit with-
out intermission, and as their staff was only large enough t<i

deal with the traffic of an ordinai-y working dnv of eight hours
much overtime had been impose<l uixin their clerks, for which
they had agreed to pay them. They would readily understand
that the strain upon their officials was great, .nnd he could not
Bpeak too highly of the willingness with which they had accoin-
modahxl them.selves to the unusual circumstanoes that had
been forccJ upon them.
Mr. G. 'Von Chauvin seconded the motion, and it was

carried.

Provincial 'I'raniways Co., ltd.

Mil. Andrew BEAriiE, U.L., J.P., presided, on Friday last,

over the annual uieeting held at tUe ouicts, Mourgate atation

Chambers, li.U.

In proixjsiug the adoption of the report, the Chaibmau,
after relernng with regiet to the loss Ibe company had su*-

tained m the death of Mr. John Gleixn, who had been con-
nected with the company a.s a duector almost since its founda-
tion, said that the prohts lor the year aoiounted to £40,'£n.

That was a little less than a year ago, but under preiieDt

circuiustancca he thought it might be considered ai> satis-

factory. On the 1st August last the receipts were some £4,531
in excess of 1913; ou the 4th August war waa declared, the
result of which was an enormous decrease in the daily receipts,

which lasted until the end of the tinauciai year. These de-

creases had to be deducted from the increase they had on
August 1st, which reduced the £4,534 to only £l,tx£i. He
asked them not to find fault with the directors lor this, but
to place the blame on the real culprit—the Kaiser. In place
of having an increase of £6,000 to £7,000 that they would have
had if war had not taken place, the increase was reduced to

£1,623, which they looked ujKm with complacency. With
regard to the balance sheet, the reserve and depreciation
account showed an increase of £5,059, after making the neces-
saiy writings off the various local companies' accounts. There
was an increase of £2,000 in the reserve for thrrd party insur-
ance, and a decrease of £.5-12 in the net revenue account.
Referring to the proposed distribution of the profits, he
regretted that they did not see their way to pay 8i per cent.
as the.y did last year. ITiey believed it more prudent to
reduce the divi<lend to 7J par cent, and to increase the carry-
over. They did not know what was in store for them, and
the slight reduction was very little taking the present position
into consideration, and having regard to what other trading
companies were doing. They had spent a considerable amount
on the permanent way, plant and buildings—£6,000 during
the year—as it was important to keep the property in a state
of efficiency. Their entire rolling stock, permanent way, and
other property w-as well maintained, and had it not been for
the war this would have been by far the best year in the
histoiy of the company. As to the future, no one could tell

what might happen. Many rumours were afloat, but so far
as thtjy could judge, after a few months they might hope to
enjoy peace and quietness once more. The money spent by
reason of the war would have to be paid by the nation
generally, and they would do their part gladly. As to the
future, he was glad to tell the shareholders that since the
1st October last they were roughly .£2,ti()0 better off in re-

ceipts than in the corresponding period of last year. They
were working the concerns as economically as possible, and
although there w-ere certain unavoidable increases in wages
and other items of expenditure, it was pleasing to know
that the increase<l traffics were more than sufficient to meet
these, and, at the same time, to leave something substantial
in hand for the shareholders. They hoped next year to meet
them with a good balance sheet.' but much depended upon
the speedy termination of the war.
Mr. S. HoKN, in seomding the motion, said he thought

they must all agree that, seeing how they had been handi-
capped by the war during the be-st two nionths of the year,
the results were very satisfactory. The shareholders iuust
not go away with the idea that, because up to the moment
they had done veiy well so far this year, the year on the
w-hole was going to be anything like as good as its pre-
decessor. He was afraid they would feel the effects of the
war very seriously in the current year, both as regarded
increase*! expenditure and decrea.sed traffics. If. therefore,
the dividend was txinsiderably reduced next year they must
not be disappointed.
The reiwrt was adopted.
Subsequently a resolution was unanimously pasi>e«l appror-

ing of the action of the directors in contributing £210 to the
Prince of Wales' National R*hef I-'und.

M«'\ican Liulit and Power Co.—The board states
that the condition of ntTair? in Mexico shows no sien of improve-
ment, and it has no alternative but to defer the payment of the
half-yearly coupon due December Ist next on the i! per cent, eeoond
mortfragre 50year bonds.

Hra/.iliiin Traction. Li-iht and Power Co.. Ltd.—
A diviil.'nd of ^i per cent, for the thrt?e mouths endioir IVjoember,
on the ti per cent, pref shares, is announced.

Central Klcctric Supply Co.. Ltd. — Warrant* for
interest on the 4 per oont. iruitrnnteeil debenture stock for the half-
year to November 30th have been posted.

Ilritisli Flcctric Traction Co.. Ltd. — The directors
havo declared the liividend ou the fi per cnt. cumulative prefer-
ence stock for the half-year ended .^^eptember 30th.

Canadian C.eneral Electric Co.. Ltd.—A quarterly
dividend of U percent. i» announced on the common stock for the
three months endini; December ."^Ist.
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STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuenda) Kveolrig,

TllK poiirlnp rain of the llrnt part of the week made Stock

Kxcbitneo men more oniphatiu than ever about the neceHHity for

re-openini; the Tlnaae, and allowinf; them to gut bauk to their

BCuuAtomed hanntfi, in order that they mierbt be able to deal with

at Icaitt a abelter over their headH. Official announuement may be

luaite at any time— poBsibly before these pagea are in print—a8 to

the date at which the Government will sanction the re-opening of

the Stock KxchaD^e. ArKumentsfor and alfainHt the demand have
been ventilated in these coliimne previously, but the latter kind
arc greatly undermined by the inceaeant liiiuidation provided by
the elcmentw.

So far 08 prices are concerned, there is a cheerfnl sentiment
permeating most of the markets. Thanks to the Ruiwian sncce^ses

on the R^iStern frontier of Germany, it is assumed that the pres-

sure on the Western must be teneibly relaxed by the enemy, which
would allow the Allies to make a further advance into Belgium.
The success of the War Loan contributed to the strength of markets,
inasmuch as it demon-<trated the confidence of the investor. That
the loan was not greatly over-subscribed is considered certain in City
circles; and the generally -accepted estimate is that ;$,o3 million

pounds sterling was applied for, this being three million pounds
more than the Gavernment cffdred.

Tne country is now comfortably provided with funds wherewith
to carry on the war until the end of next July, if necessary.

Germany has spent the 2.'iO millions, for which she obtained a vote of
credit some time ago, and which has been issued partly in treasury

bills, partly in a war loan. The condition of French finance is

a subject of some perplexity and discussiun, but, so far, the only
country to raiee a forced war loan has been Holland, if we except
the contributions levied upon Belgian cities by the savage inter-

lopers, who will have to pay heavily, by way of indemnity, for
their raids upon Belgian coffer.;.

The obscuring of London's lights shows no signs of diminution,
and every week this bring fresh inquiries of shareholders ia

electric supply companies, who ask rather anxiously what is

likely to be its effect upon individual concerns. These proprietors

must be prepared to see some comparatively small decline in the
profits made by their companies ; and if dividends are to be
reduced, it is one of those incidents, arising from the fortunes of
war, which cannot be helped. Most of the undertakings have
some compensation to set off against their loss of profits from
illumination.

Street lighting is not a matter which need give shareholders any
particular cause for uneasiness, because this branch of the business,

as a rule, is one useful more for advertistmeut than for anything
elsf ; and while gross receipts will be affected, the profits are cut
so fine that, in net. the effect will be trifling. The City companies
have large customers for power, the County of London especially

so ; and they s-hould be doing well from this branch of their
bui-iness. Tne West End undertakings should get a certain amount
of compensation from their loss of club and shop lighting through
the medium of increased consumption of current in nearly all the
big public offices. How long the Admiralty are going to keep the
lit;hts turned down nubody seems to know : but if the regulations
are as stringently enforced for the next few weeks as they are at
present, they will act very detrimentally to Christmas shopping
and trade.

The Admiralty and the Metropolitan Special Constabulary have
men posted for observation purposts every night on various high
points and buildings round London, and from these lofty jtied.^-en-

Vair the view in the small hours of the morning is singularly
beautiful, now that the lights are turned low in the streets beneath.
The deep shadows and the profound silence fill the watcher with a
sense of mystery and solemnity. Everything looks so peaceful
that it is difficult to believe he is vigilantly standing there because
Europe is convulsed in a vortex of war among the nations. At
the same time, the steady light cf the lamps which are on active
service seems to proclaim the City to be watchful in its calmness

;

and, as he sweeps the horizon with his glasses, he knows there is

the invisible companionship of many other men sharing his vigil,

sharing, probably, his very material wish that electric radiators
might be fitted to lonesome observation points when his country is

at war in winter-time.

Inasmuch as a good idea is always worth copying, it may be
mentioned that in some parts of London, at least, tbe gas people
are sending to householders letters stating that a representative
will call to inquire whether the gas apparatus in use ia satisfactory.

The representative will furnith advice as to ttie best method of
lighting and warming any particular room, as to the use of gas
cooking stoves, or the best way in which to obtain hot water ; and
the letter asks for an interview, a pose card being enclosed for the
householder to say what time and day would suit him best for
the appointment. That enterprise ot this sort is profitable and
effective there can be little doubt ; and those electric lighting com-
panies whose men are, perhaps, not fully employed all day, might
consider the advisability of unuertaking a more thorough and sys-

tematic canvass than they have done in the past.

Our price lists this week contain comparatively few changes.
There are no alterations in the quotations for Home electricity

supply shares, although much interest attaches to the publication
of the Parliamentary Bills of the L judon County Council and of
the companies. Tne L.C.C. Bdl was published at the end of last

week, and its 54 clauses cover virtually all the ground that there
is in connection with the supply of electricity to London. The
central idea is to establish what is called The Electricity Authority

for the development and working of supply within the very wide
area defined in the Bill. The ccmpanies, on their part, are pre-

iwnting two BilU--one very short, the other lengthier—the inten-

tion of both boing somewhat the same as that contained in the

L.C.C. Bill, though conceived on more modeBt lines. Parliament
now b«ing up until the early spring of next year, the matter will

continue in abeyance for probably thr»e months.
The following is the list of prices of reprefeatative itocka and

shares in various electrical markets :
—

HoHi ELKCTiiciTy Boriay Couvutnt.

Brompton Ordinary .. .. 8
do. 7 per cent. Pf. .. 8

Charing Croas Ordinary 4

do. do. do. 4iFt... 4

do. do. City Pt i

do. 4 Deb »
Chelsea 4

du. 4) Deb 9li
City of London 15

do. do. 6 per ceot. P(. 13
do. do. C Ueb 116
do. do. 4^ Ueb »H

County of Londou li^

do. do. C per cr>nl. P(. UJ
do. do. lot Deb. 99
do. do. 2nd Ueb.

KeoilDgloD OrdlDBry .

.

London Elecirlc
6 per cent. PI.

do. do. eb.

.

97

Melropolltatt
do. 4^ per oeol. Pf. .

.

do. 4* Deb
do. :ii Ueb

St. Jamea' and Pall Hall
do. do. 7 pir cent. Pf.
do. do. 3i Deb.

Booth London
Roiiib M«trop'>llua PI
Weaimlnaler Oriinary .

.

do. 4i PI,

SliHuricTuaiNO CoiiPiNiKa.

Brit. West. Pf
do. 4 Deb
do. 6 p. lien

Catlenders
do. 6 f f

do. 4i Deb.
Edison A Swan, £3 pd, .

.

do. do. fully pd.
4 Deb.

Electrio Conitroction
do. do.

Gen. Eleo. P(.

Uenleya
„ 4i^ Vt.

ii Ddb.
Telegraph Oun.
Caatner-Kellner

do. do. and Dab.

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pt.

do Def.
Chili Telephone ..

CinBtantiuople Tel.
Cuba Bub. Ord.

Teleoraphs ahd Telephones.

.. 103J Qt. Northern Tel.
21 lodo-Eurjpe

do. Pf.

Eastern Extension
do. 4Deb. ..

Ewtern Tel. Ord.
do. 8i Pf.

do. 4 Deb.
Globe Tel. and T. Ord.

164
llj

29i
ss

»6i

West India and Pan.
Western Telegraph

„ 4 Deb.
WJid

do. Pf.

FOBEIQN TBAHS, &C,

Anglo-Arg. Trams 1st Pf. .. 4i^

do. 2nd Pf il
do. 4 Deb 86|
do. 4i Deb 9H
do. 6 Deb 884

Brazil Traotiona 54

Bombay Electric Pf. .

.

do. 44 Deb.
Mexico Trams

do. 5 per cent. Bde.
do. 6 per cent. Bds.

Adelaide Sup. 6 par cent. Pf. .

do. 5 Deo

Edison A: Swan partly-paid shares are better at 63., but the
Second Dibentore stock has fallen several points to 60. Henley's
at 13J have been marked down, the buyer who appeared at the
end or last month getting his shares. Telephone and Telegraph
ifsues are firm, with an improving tendency. Anglo-American
Preferred put on two points at 10S{. Marconis vary little,

keeping about Sis.

Bcazil Tractions rose to 55, before reacting to 54, this price

leaving them 2 J up on the week. Tliere is a shortage of shares

—

perhaps more apparent than real, because it seems likely that
the supply would be considerable were it not held back with
some definite object. Mexico trams are flit, because of the high-
handed action of the Mexican Government in raising the

employes' salaries 2.o per cent, and at the same time forbidding

export of the company's funds. The Mexican Light and Power
group is also weak, and prices have again become nominal. There
is nothing of fresh interest to record in Canadian seourities.

The Debenture stocks of the following companies are wanted
at the present moment, and can be placed on reasonably good
terms. There is no floating supply, and buyers want the Deben-
ture stocks of the :

—
Anglo-Argentine Trams
Auckland „
Brisbane ,,

Calcutta ,,

Central Electric Supply.

Charing Cross Electric

Chelsea „

City of London Electric.

General >

Melbourne „

Para
St. James's „

South London .,

Westminster ,.

Rubber shares are good. A number of advances have occurred

within the past few days in the leading issues, and, to bear covering,

there has been added a moderate investment demand. The copper

market is quiet, but tin is coming to the front again, and various

tin shares have responded to the improvement in the price of the

metal. The Armament group keeps steady, without noticeable

alteration in the leading shares ; but in some of the other engi-

neering companies, whose shares have until lately been almost

unsaleable, there has recently arisen a quickened public attention.

Mexico Traiuwa.vs Co.—The Financial Times stated

last week that the LonOon office of this company had been notified

that the Mexican Government had increased the wages of all the

tramway employes by 25 per cent., and had also forbidden the re-

mittance of further funds abroad until the rate of exchange im-

proved. Urgent representations to the Mexican Government were
being made.
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vcltuRe maintained. This assumption is only true if the leak-

age llux traverses a path which is air or its equivalent.

It iiiu) also been lound from experience that although a
transftiriuer may bo so constructotl and braced that when
first instidled it is fully capable of withstanding a short-

circuit, it may not be in this condition after it has been in

eerviii' for a few months. This particularly applies to oil-

cooled transformers. The coils settle down and the settle-

nient leaves the coils free to move, with destructive results in

the event of a heavy short-circuit. It is therefore a wise pre-

caution to examine eacli transformer after it has been in

ooiiiiiiis.sion for a. few months and tighten all anchoring bolts.

The majority of transformers manufacturctl to-day have in-

adequate provision against the mechanical stresses of short-

circuit. Tliat more trouble is not experienced is no doubt
aluKKt entirely due to the fact that the generating plant is

not able to maintain full primary pressure on short-circuit.

This ))rotection will disappear with the growth of the gene-
rating ."system.

Many current transformer failures if properly traced to

their source are due to mechanical movement of the primary
coils under a hea\'y rush of current. The soundest arrangement
is decidedly that in which the primary consists simply of a
bar without turns. Such transformers do not maintain their

ratio if at all heavily loaded on the secondary side, but it is

o

^
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Perhaps the worst instances of this form of trouble occur

where the effects are brought about by leakage from the cables

themselves. The most prolific source of such leakage current

is inefficient scaling of "trims" at connections, in conjunc-

tion with lack of bonding, whereby local leakage cu-cuits are

set up, eventually giving rise to other leakage circujts. Ihe

extent to which this disease can develop under conditions of

negligent maintenance has to be seen to be credited.
.

Chemical action is sometimes blamed for the corrosion ol

lead coverings, a notable instance being that of the wooden

Fig. 10.

bridMB which used to be almost universally employed in the

did wstem of laying cables. The author has examined many^ of thfs kind which have occurred in this count.-y and

^^ and he has invariably found them t« be due to electro-

J^n^tton, the wood having formed the path for the current.

Apart from very exceptional cases-so. exceptional as to be

•uitedistinct from ordinary cable conditions-it inay be taken

ioT granted that simple chemical action, as distinct from action

Hflsistcd by current, is a cause of trouble which may be regarded

M negKgible with lead-oovered c;ibles.

Fl«. 12.—PUOCiUKSSTVK iN.Htty TO 1-sg IN. Caklk.

Uwhanical damage hardly calls for mention, because the

Tarious sources from \\hich it may aiii^o are usually obvious.

The author's attention was recently oillcil, however, to a typo

of damage which is of considerable general interest, as it arises

from conditions that are of modern gixiwth, and are likely to

be encountered in any large Ujwn where heavy motor lorry

traffic exLsts.

Within the last two or three yeara a slowly spreading epi-

demic of faults of this charactt-r haa arisen on lead-covered

cables laid solid in iron troughs and Kubie<:ted to the concen-

trated pounding of the road surface resulting from the accen-

tuated conditions of weight and speed of hea\-y traffic, and
especially where service cable.s are taken across a street under

the roadway. 'Hie effect of this p<junding is slightly to depress

the line of cable and troughing at the lea-st rigid parts, i.e., the

joints between lengths of troughing, and in connequence the

faults invariably coincide with such joints (fig. 1-2). It has not

been pos.sible to measure the average deflections which occurs.

I)ut it is obvious that the actual amount is immaterial, because

the effect can be brought alxjut by any degree of the cause,

from a single pronounced movement such as may occur in a

subsidence of soil, t<5 a long-continued series of minute depree-

sions which might almost be classed as vibrations.

Assuming that it is essential to adopt the solid sj-stem of

laying cables, preventive measures may be applied in two
directions, namely, either with the object of resisting the

movement by providing rigidity, or of yielding to it by pro-

viding sufficient flexibility. The former methods would entail

some such measure as the provision of a sub.slantial concrete

bed on which U> lay the iron troughing, and the latter the use

of non-lead-«)vcred cable in wood or asphalt troughing.

It should be remembered, however, that other methods of

laying cables are not so susceptible to this form of damage
as the solid system, for the reason that when laid in pipes or

ducts or directly in the soil the cable is comparatively free,

so that the movement demanded is not concentrated on a

length of a fraction of an inch, as it obviously is under the

conditions above described.

RUBBER INSUL\TED CABLES.

The physical properties of vulcanised rubber are fairly well

understood and have received much attention from time to

time, but efforts to co-ordinate them with electrical properties

have not been and cannot be successful, at least in the present

state of the art. The reason of this is that nmximum strength

and elasticity are not compatible with maximum insulation

resistance or dielectric strength. Especially is this triie as

regards the former, as may be judged from the fact that if

we modifv rubbers specially designed for insulating purposes

by introducing into them ingredients which are commonly

and satisfactorily used in mechanical rubber goods for the

express purpose of obtaining maximum .strength and elasticity,

we may find that even so small an addition as 0.5 per cent, of

certain ingredients may result iu a reduction of something

like .50 per cent, in the insulation resistance. This in itself

might be comparatively harmless, but another extraordinary

result from the electrical i)oint of view is that in spite of the

physical improvement the molecular structure is so modified

by such additions that the insulation resistance falls ven,-

appreciably after the cable has been immersed in water for a

few hours owing t<i the absorption of minuto quantities of

water, whereas insulating rubbers show no such alteration.

A further a-spect of the matter is that in rubbers designed

purely for insulating purp<->se8 it is possible to get peeuhar

criticid stages of \-ulcanisation, between which there are great

differences in the dielectric strength. For instance, it is a

o<imparatively easv matter to vulcanise a thick high-grade

rulilier diel.vtric—as ustxl for E.H.T. cables—to a stage at

which its insulation resistance would give no evidenoe. and

mechanical tests very little indication, of under- or over-

vulcanisation bv comparisiui with standards. Yet its bre.ikdown

point mav, under such c<-inditions. be only one-fourth of the

value obtainable when vulcanisation is carried a little further,

or not quite so far. In normal manufacture these criboal

stages are usually pa.ssed.
. .,, ,

NYorking vicissitudes and other factors bearing on the dura-

bility of nibher-iusulated cables may be divideil into thre«

classes, namolv, tli^^si^ due to :
—

(<i) llie natural det<>rioration common to all rubber good*,

(h) External influences due to working eondition.s.

(c) Internal influences cliiefly due to manufacturing condi-

tions.
1 , • • •

With regard to (n). the rate of natural deterioration is

slowest in rubbers made from hanl fine Para rubber. Planta-

tion rubber of the same bvitanical origin (Hfien hrasiUensiii)

will undoubtedly in course of time reach the same level in

this respe<-t. .,,.,• .i j
Tndt-r [b] come more or less simple chemical influences, and

effivto* due to leakage current along damp fibn-'us coverings.

Thest' happen largely near ends which are badly trimmed when
conmvtions are made. The .iccess of nioistun^ to the strands

of a vuloanisod rubber cable by way of expiv^^l ends is a fruit-

ful souri-e of trouble. Ordinary variations of humidity of the

air may lead to this, even in .situations which are apparently

dry. .Vcid pro«luets are formed when the moistun^ c«Mnes into

aiiitact with the free sulphur which is always pr»\«ent to some

extent in the rubber next to the strand, leading to corrosion

of the o<Midiictor. and resulting in Uval action on the rubber

by the copper salts formed. Powerful oxidi.'ing effeofjs occur

oil R.II.T. rublH^r cables where the prtxluction of o7one and

oxides of nitn^gen on the external surface of the dielectric is

cau.sed bv brush di.si'harges. Preventive measurv>s against any

of these external influences are obviously best applied in the

form of sixvial coverings. These coverings call for no special
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mention here ae tbey arc suflicicntly well known to most
entjineerg.

With reference tr> (c), (lie inU^rnal iufluence^ due to manu-
facture chiefly relate to the (Icletcrious eflcct of cop|)6r, by its

eatiilytic oxyi^en-cjirryinf; properties, on rubber. It has always
been the practice to " tin " copper wires which coriie into con-
tact with rubber; but the fundamental importance' of the
perfection of the tin coating appears to have become generally
recognised only within the last few years.
The tinning test devised by the author in 1897—in which

cycles of ex|iosure of the tin conting to hydrochloric acid and
sodium-sulphide sfihitions con.secutively arc employed t<3 indi-

cate the comparative value of the tinning, has been in con-
stant use ever since its introduction.

'ITie sodium-sulphide solution should be prepared by dis-

solving 2.5 grammes of pure mono-.sulphide of sodium in 100
cubic o<'ntimetres of water, adding an exco.'s of sulphur and
Ixuling for about one hour with occasional stirring. 'ITie solu-
tion should then be cixiled. fdtere<l, and diluted to the required
siKcilic gravity of 1.14'2. It should be freshly prepared. The
preparation of the hydrochloric acid is simply a matter of
dilution to the required specific gravity.

With regard to the brightness of the tinning after the
vulcanisation i)ro<'<>ss, some darkening of the tin coating (due
to the sui)erf'Kial formation of sulphides of tin) must result,

and it w'ill be rather more marked in the case of high grades
of rubber, owing to the longer time of exposure to the atmos-
phere of the vulcaniser, than in low grades. In fact, experi-
enced cable inspectors tend to regard a slightly golden tint as
the hall-mark of excellence, and to look with suspicion on
silvery brightness. For this attitude there are good grounds.
The blackening due to sulphide of copper formed on exposed
copper is readily distinguishable from discolouration due to
tin sulphides.
A rough demonstration of the fact that the sulphides of

tin and copper are hannless to rubber, and that the contact
with metallic (and, of cour.v, oxidised) copper is the origin
of the deterioration in question, can be made very simply by
placing small quantities of copper oxide and the sulphides of
tin and c<ipi>er side by side on a .sheet of pure rubber and
warming for a few hours. The rubber under and around the
copper oxide will be rendered soft and tackv, but will be
unaffected where in contact with the sulphides of tin and
copper. Generally speaking, nil the above-mentioned deteriora-
tion effects are accentuated by heat. There is no deleterious
action between aluminium and rubber.

It will be gathered that as practically all the effects noted
under (a), (b). and (r) are superficial, heavy walls of dielectric
such as are used in E.H.T. cables wiU be much more durable
than small thicknesses.

VULCANISED BITUMEN CABLES.
The cohesion between the particles of material is much less

in vulcanise<l bitmuen than in rubber. This means that such
properties as resilience, elasticity, and resistance to tension,
compression, and other mechanical strains have considerably
lower values in vulcanised bitumen than in rubber.
At very low temperatures (around or below the freezing-

point of water) vulcanised bitumen tends to yield to sudden
shock in a brittle fashion, breaking with a conchoidal frac-
ture. .A.t medium temperatures up to, say, 100° P., it is a
toughly plastic body having considerable resilience and resist-

ance to mechanical stress. At temperatures in the neighbour-
hood of 100° P. to 130° P. it begins to lose its toughness, and
at still higher temperatures its cohesion disappears to a con-
siderable extent, although its resilience appears to be increased.

In any material of this character the rate at which a given
kind of stress is applied has a great effect on the result. A
material, intermediate as regards softness or hardness, pos-
sessing maximum toughness at medium temperatures, wide
limits of temperature range, and approximately equal resist-

ance to all kinds of stress at a low temperature, is obviously
the most desirable.

Eoutine physical tests have been devised by the author for
the purpose of controlling the uniform maintenance of such
a standard under manufacturing conditions. These tests are
as follows :

—

(a) A shock test by which a standard blow is applied to the
sample.

(b) A bending test applied at a standard rate of speed and
at a standard radius.

(c) A penetration test constituting a control not only on the
material but on tests (n) and (b) by ensuring that good results
obtained from either of them are not due to slight softness.
These three comparatively rough but mutually supplementary

tests afford a very delicate check on matters" connect^-d with
raw materials, manufacturing operations, and processes of
manipulation, and these matters in turn have a very decided
effect on the uniformity of the electrical results.
Twin and 3-core vulcanised-bitumen cables are more largely

used under such arduous conditions as obtain in mining work
than other types, and the fact that such cables are made
without internal reinforcement by anv other material, gives a
good idea of the result of close attention to suitable assembly.
With regard to chemical properties, the stability of vul-

canised bitumen is remarkable. It may be regarded as com-
parable with paper insulation in that causes of deterioration
are practically always extraneous causes. The material is

exceptionally inert to the action of substances of an acid

character. It is much more misccptible ti> the action of alka-
line 8ub.stanc<!S. The direct action of such subhtances is UBually,
however, only superficial, and even such severe conditions as
continual exiiosurc t") coalpit waters— which are usually of on
alkaline character— have had no appreciable effect on rulcaniscd
bitumen.
The fallacious impression which exists in some quarters, and

which has recently been perpetuated in a Board of Trade
Report,* that vulcanised bitumen U i^AUined by contact with
coal gas, is correct for natural bitumens, pitchea, etc., but is

decidedly incorrect for vulcanised bitumen.
It is obvious, and moreover well known, that the suscep-

tibility of alkaline attack must have a great influence under
continuous-current fault conditions which can produce electro-
lytic action, because in most soil conditions it is possible not
only to form alkaline substances at parts which constitute the
virtual negative electrode of the leakage circuit, but to force
such substances by osmotic pressure through the dielectric to
the negative conductor. Under these circumstances both the
direct action on the vulcanised bitumen of concentrated alka-
line substances and the aggravated conditions due to the pas-
sage of current (pnxlucing continuous supplies of deleterious
matter and forcing them to the best ptjsition for attack) come
into play.

This fonu of secondary deterioration has been dealt vrith by
Messrs. Dick and Pemie in their book on " Electric Mains
and Distributing Systems."
Prom the results of experiments it would appear that a

dielectric nmst first be rendered conducting, for example, by
osmotic inlluences, insipient flaws, damages, or general weak-
ness, before it will allow sufficient current to pass through
it to form electrolytic products in its vicinity. In other words,
the dielectric does not, under the influence of temperature
solely, permit the sequence of events described by the authors
above quoted unless inciiiient fault conditions are first set up.
The author arrived at the conclu.sion several years ago that

there existed a distinct tyjie of deterioration different from the
saponification effect described by Messrs. Dick and Fernie as
softening. The search for evidence on the pioint was a slow
matter. The result of the investigation of instances in the
tropic-s may be summarised as follows :

—
Pirst, they showed that leakage current played a prominent

part in bringing about softening of the vulcanised bitumen,
and that such currents even of a very minute order would
produce a type of softening other than that caused by saponifi-
cation in the well-known manner.

Secondly, that moisture must have been a factor in the
case, although it was not proved that it had any other function
than that of rendering fibrous coverings and other paths con-
ductive.

Thirdly, it appeared likely that, in the presence of the tvro

preceding factors, this particular form of softening occurred
more readily in tropical than in temperate climates, and that
temperature was therefore also a factor.

Fourthly, time is obviously important in all changes of the
kind under consideration.
The results of a number of preliminary experiments showed

that the softening could be produce<l by the combined action
of heat and moisture. .Also that the time element, which
even under faulty electrical conditions might be yeare, could
be reduced to weeks or even hours by varj-ing the temperature.

{To be concluded.)

Discussion at M.^^•CHESTER.

Prof. E. W. M.-VRCHANT said, with regard to dielectric stress,

the author stated that in order to obtain the best results the
ratio between the outer and inner diameters should be the
base of natural logarithms ; this also corresponded to the condi-
tion in a cable for which there would be no possibility of

corona forming in the interior. He cited a case of electrolytic

action which occurred in a bitumen cable some years ago;
the negative of the cable broke down, and intermingled with
the friable substance round the joint was a considerable
quantity of pure sodium and pure xwtassium, which resulted

in considerable local heating, which attracted attention to the
fault.

Mr. B. Welbouen said that the modern manufacturer of
paper cable had made so much progress that it was perfectly

safe to re-design on a scientific basis all cables coming under
the British Engineering Standard List. It was perfectly safe

to cut down dielectric thicknesses, provided the cables were
used on modem systems having a sine wave-form. This
would not apply to systems employing alternators of ten years
ago, having peaky waves. Since the cable manufacturer could
not control the destination of his cable, the safest procedure
was probably to retain the British Engineering Standard thick-

nesses over a given voltage, but to put them down deliberately

with the idea that in the future the working pressure might
be doubletl as loads increased. He asked whether the author,
in suggesting a high-voltage single-core cable, had considered
it commercially justifiable at commercial frequencies of 25 to

50 cycles. The statement in the paper that inter-sheathed
grading was not commercially justifiable below 30,000 volts

raised the whole question of w'orking pressure on cables. He
* Report of Board of Trade Committee on Electiic Ifains

Explosions, 1914.
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agreed with the inference in the paper that 50,000 volts was
the commercial limit of pressure for three-core cables, and
said there was scarcely a case where anything higher than

30,000 volts could be justified at 50 cycles on account of the

charging current and consequent idle plant. In a particular

case, at 11,000 volts the apparent kw. required to charge the

cables were 18.2 per mile, for 20,000 volts 23.8 kw. per mile,

and for 30,000 volts 8^1.5 KW. per mile. Therefore, with a net-

work involving 30 miles of 30,000-volt cable, the plant required

to charge the cable alone would be about 2,5'XI kw. He had
investigated several cases involving three-core underground
cables and, taking into account the cost of transformers, switch-

gear, etc., there was hardly any saving in going above 30,000

volts. Paper cables which hail been working at 2,000 volts

100 cycles for 23 years had shown no sign of deterioration of

the paper. They bad also bad 18 years' experience with 11,000

volts, eight years' with 20.000 volts, and three years' with

30,000 volts. Tests he had made on the effect of long-continued

application of pressure to cables on a modern system at high

temperatures, about two years ago, showed that there was
practically no deterioration of the paper. The trouble with
expansion and contraction could be easily overcome by the

use of the Vernier joint. He had constructed joints insulated

with tape and paper capable of withstanding a working pres-

sure of 150,000 volts. For protection against electrolytic corro-

sion of lead, continuity and cross-bonding was not .sutTicient;

the predetermined points should be earthed. Systematic
examination of continuity, cross-bonding and earthing was
essential, for the equipotential points of a system altered.

Mr. S. L. Pearce said that in connection with the new power
station of the Manchester Coi-poration he felt justified, after

careful consideration, in using a cable of 0.25 sq. in. at 33,000

volts. Regarding the grading of cable insulation, he thought
engineers would rather pin their faith to a single dielectric

which had been fully proved. The various suggestions for

anchoring the lead inter-sheaths were ingenious, but they did

not appeal to him. The author seemed to suggest that the

existing iiieth(xls of testing cables at 2J to 3 times working
pressure should be followed ; so far as the Boaixl of Trade
had issued regulations at all at the present time, all they
required for cjibles at a working pressure over 10,000 volte

was an extra 10,(XX) volts. Evidently when working pressures

of 40,000 or 50,(KX) volts were reached engineers would have
to be content with a test pressure much less than 2J or 3
times the working pressure. Regarding the time element in

pressure tests, bis experience showed that if a cable stood the
first five minutes it would not break down in half an hour.

The author's suggestion for testing the integrity of lead sheaths
was an excellent one, and could be applied whilst working.
The insulation resistance value of 50 megohms per mile was
alkigetber too low. The question of movement in cables
con.vquent upon expansion and contraction was of prime
importance. The author condemned the impression that vul-

canised bitumen was softened by contact with coal gas; if

the bitumen filling did contract by the action of coal gas,

which the author did not dispute, something else would soon
eome in to destroy the cable. He had for some years dis-

carded it.

Mr. A. P. W. RicH.tRDS said it was impossible to forecast
the density of the load on distributors for years in advance
and consequently they were grossly overloaded now and then.
With regard to the joint suggested for pressures of 50 to 100
kilovolts, the idea of non-hygroscopio spacers seemed excel-
lent, but the weak spot w,is the difficulty of leaving the
fernileg absolutely smooth after sweating, as pin points of
solder were often sufficient to cause a breakdown at very
high pressures. .As regarded bonding on lead-covered cable,
nothing but a plumber's " wipe " was satisfactory. There
were various satisfactory forms of clamps and cone connectors
for wire-armoured cables which made a sound job if attention
was paid to cleaning the wires and providing a good fit. On
eolid-laid systems bridges should invariably be of non-hygro-
scopic material, and for use in this country he preferred
asphalt. Tlie proper filling of the trough was a difficult matter;
the bends should be left until the last.

Mr. J. n. C. RnooKiNO said rubber cables, bitumen cables,
and lea<l-covered cables had all been run dow'n at various
periods, but they were all perfectly correct under certain
circum«tanccs. The author had shown that with proper laying
and maintenance, troubles did not appear.
Mr. G. L. Preece thought the suggestion that 30,000 volts

was the highest economical pressure nowadays w.ns probably
correct, but the author must have had other views in design-
ing and making cables for 100,000 volts.

Mr. W. S. Taylor referred to a g(xid tin coating on niliber-
insulated conductors as being essential f<ir long life. Tliero
was a general impression that the tin protet-tod the conductor
against the sulphur in the rubber, whereas the tin w.ns es.sen-

tial to prote<"t the nibber from the copper English practice
was directly oppo.'5e<l to .American and Continental practice in

the use of pure rubber adjacent to the conductor. r<iuld it

be that Enclish ni' thods were open to improvement?
Mr. Iv. J. r>Kri\E said that the KXKW-volt cables which Prof.

Klinsenberg propos(y| to lay down in London were in reality
00,000-volt cables. The idea w,ns to use single-core cables and
earth the star points, thereby obtaining a pot<-"nti:tl difference
of fiO.OOO volts between cable and earth. Recently the Vic-
toria Palls Co. decideil to instill some (>0.000-volt cables with
a section of 120 mm'. The German experts put forward a

cable of 500 ixiiu'. which they recommended, the object being
to reduce the stress. An alternative of l^) mm', was offered
and accepted, but when oliicially inspected it was only 100
mm'. He had just returned frfjm Germany, and said that
no Gennan manufacturer v.aa allowed to export cable having
a greater section than 3-5 mm'.

Dr. G. \V. WoREALL, referring to the use of tapes and other
materials used in jointing, spoke of a 90-h.p. 5,000-volt pit
motor which broke down on one coil. The coil • • -. . ..- .i

in the pit, and after about a month's run it broL
in the same place. After a second repair there
breakdown, and ultimately the motor was bn^c,.,i ,-, i.,.-

shops and repaired successfully. The repeated failure was
due to the insulating materials becoming damp in the pit,
although they were perfectlv dry when first sent down. He
referred to the heating of bifurcating boxes on three-phase
systems, due to the three cable ends entering the box by
three separate holes and thereby heating the metal of the
casing.

The Author, in reply, said that vulcanised bitumen break-
downs were well known in the old days and the formation of
potassium and sodium in the metallic state repeatedly caused
fires in the culverts. Commercial considerations would restrict
the use of high-voltage cable to feeding overhead lines, con-
necting generat<^)rs and transformers, etc.. and oonsequentiv
such cables would never be used in tremendous lengths, in
which case the charging current would not enter largely into
the question. There was no necessity to attach a time limit to
the maximum stress figures in the paper; the maximum stress
figure quoted was one that the paper just failed to support.
Regarding the pressures suggested for test purposes, the author
feared that those quoted would be demanded, althouch there
was no reason why they should. With regard to bitumen
cables, the paper separator was not for mechanical purposes
but to prevent the selective action which had been described.
The author bad known a consignment of lead cable to be verv
badly affected by vibration in transit aboard .=hip. The Ger-
man practice of making high-tension tests and no resi-sitance
test was very bad; a water-logged cable might prove all right
on high-tension test, owing to general leakage, but a megohm
test would prove the cable faulty. Varnished tapes were not
used for binding purposes; tapes" were treated with the insu-
lating compound immediately before they were applied. In
this way a perfectly satisfactory dielectric was obtained.

NOTES FROM CANADA.

[kBOM ODB special COERESPOilDBST.]

The war is naturally affectiner this conntry a ?ood deal, and there
is a confiderable amonntof anemployment, but, on the whole, con-
ditions are much better than most people, at the commencement of

the fierhtiagr, expected.

In all possible ways the Dominion and Provincial Governments
together with the mnnioipalities, are trying to carry on necessary
works in order to give employment, altbon^h some of the smaller
towns are unable to do very mnch, sinoe they are short of money.
A larere power development scheme now in prepress is that of

the Laurentide Pulp and Paper Co., at Grand Mer<', Qaebec, on the
St. Maurice River, whinh is a tribatary of the St. Lawrcnoe. A
total head of about 77 ft. will be utilised. The ultimate plant
capacity is desiened to be 1 80,000 n.r , bat only a portion of this
will be installed at first. Abont 25,000 H r. are rfqnired by the
company, and the remainder will bs available for dietribotion and
sale to otherc. A very interestinfr feature about this scheme is

that the name Grand Mire wa^ eiven to a partioalar rock whioh
has the appearance of an old woman : evidently it is necessary to
remove this old lady from hpr ancestral home on an inland, for she
is to be carefully transported to the mainland and established
there—one wonders how she will stand the strain and worry of
removal at her Kreat age.
Th« Board of Control in Toronto is reported to have recently

passed a resolution instructinir omnsel to apply to the Pominion
Railway H lard for an order compelling all railways within, and
up tn two ni'les from, the city 1 mits to electrify theirsystf ms, and
the Toronto Street R»ilw»y Co. has just been orderwl by the
Ontario Rtilway and Municipal Board to provide 50 now cars and
carry out a number of oth<<r improvement*. The Toronto hvdro-
eleotrio system has been spendinR- laree sums of money. totallinjT

almost 81,000 000 beyond the amonnt which it was authorised to
soend ; the City Ciiunoil was asked to sanrtion the raising of
$i,000,000, but has only given its consent for S1,000 0<X\

In Montreal thn F.ectrioal Commission re>'eutly deci led to dis-
oontinue its operations on undentroond conduit construction, bni
the contractor oame forward with an cffer to go on with the work
at his own expense until the middle of next »ummer, provided be
is paid then for work done ; the Commission has accepted the offer,

and it i.i to be inferreil that the work will proceed.
The Hydro-Electric Power Commis-ion of Ortario has recently

let a contract for the construction of a la'^e office bnilding. the
whole of which will be occupie»l by the Commission, it* st>ff of
engineers, its laboratories and testing departments, io. The total
cost will be about $".'00,000.
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Until (luite recently the CommicBion acted merely a8 a middle-

man in reifard to electric power, sh it bought all it* power in

bulk at Niagara and Bold it to various municipalitiea. On (Jctober

7th. however, a new phaBe of its work commenced, viz., that

of the supply of power from a generatinu station deBigned, owned

and operated by its own staff.

This plant, which isonly aamall one of about l,Oou 11. r., is located

at Wasdell'B I'ills on the Severn River, about 80 miles north of

Toronto ;
power is transmitted to the municipalities of Beaverton,

Woodvilie, Cannington, Gamebridge, Brechin, and the intervening

agricultural di»trict«. Another plant of about 4,000 liiv, capable

of some extension, is now under construction at Eugenia I'alls, on

the Beaver River ; these falls are about 75 miles north-west of

Torjnto.

FOREIGN AND COLONIAL TARIFFS ON
ELECTRICAL GOODS.

SOUTHERN RHODE='IA.—A copy of the proposed new Cus-

toms Tariff of Snuthern Rhodesia has been received at the Board

of Trade. The General Tariff rates are the came (except as regards

some prohibitions) as those leviable in the Union of South Africa,

but, in consequence of the operation of what is known as the

" llhodea Clauee." the preferential rates of duty on BritiBh goods

are not, in all cases, identical with those leviable in the Union of

South Africa.
.

Upon the following articles the rates wUl be operative from the

date of promulgation of the Ordinance giving effect to the same.

Catalogues or price lists of foreign firms, addressed to

importers, merchants or manufacturers, or public

libraries and similar institutions

—

Free

Diagrams, designs, drawings, models and plans— ... Free

Belting of all kinds for driving machinery

—

... 3 % ad. val.

also rope for driving, and transmission hose— ... (v. Note 1)

Cranes, elevators and shears— 3 % ad. val.

(v. Note 1)

Electroliers, hand lamps and fancy fittings

—

15 per cent. ad. val. with a rebate of 6 per

cent, on goods, the manufacture of any part of

H.M. Dominions or of any British Protectorate.

Machinery for manufacturing, mining and other

industrial purposes. Machinery, apparatus,

appliances, implements, and electrical material

used in connection therewith, for the generation,

storage, transmission, distribution of, and lighting

by, gas or electric power, but not including

electroliers, hand-lamps or fancy fittings 3 % ad. val.

(v. Note 1)

Packing and lagging for engines, machinery and

^'^
(v. Note 1)

Pipes, piping, and tubes of all kinds for gas,

steam, &o 3 % ad. val.

(.V. Note 1)

Railway construction or equipment requisites ... 3 % ad. val.

(v Note 1)

Telegraph and telephone materials and instruments... 3 % ad. val.

(v. Note 1)

Tramway construction or equipment requisites

—

including raillees cars (electric) 3 % ad. val.

(v. Note 1)

Note 1.—A rebate of the whole of the duties will be granted on

goods the produce or manufacture of any part of H.M. Dominions

or of any British Protectorate.

Note 2 —The value of goods for purposes of ad valorem duty

will be taken to be the true current value for home consumption

in the open market of similar gords in the principal markets of

the country from which and at the time at which the goods were

imported, inclnding carriage to the port of shipment and the cost

of packing and packages, but not including agent's commission

when such commission does not exceed 5 per centum, provided that

in no case shall the value for purposes of duty be less than the cost

of the goods to the importer at the port of shipment.

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR. 1914.

(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

Ccmpiled expressly for this journal by Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co.,
Electrical Patent .Agents, 285, High Holbnrn, London, W.C, and at
Liverpool and Bradford, to whom all inquiries should be addressed.

22,582. " Magnetic g.imes." D. M. Humdv. November 16th.

23,598. " Night-marching compasses and the like." F. E. CoLLiNSOM and
Short & Mason, Ltd. November 16th.

22,609. " Regulating device applicable to self-induction coils or to windings
of Tesla transformers used in wireless telegraphy or other applications of
high-frequency." L. Rouzet. November 16th.

22,614. " Electric ignition systems for internal-combustion engines." L. H.
HoUNSFIELD. November 16th.

22.691. " Footslrps for iLlfifrdph and lik« rKjIe^, brdi.k«la for •h.-lving, and
other like bracken." lluLLIKa, LTD., & U. Woou. November 18lh.

22.713. " InverM-currenI preventer," R. E. Gklvitli. November IDlh.

22.715. " Aulomalic and aemi.automalic Irlephone iy»lemt." BbtuunoM
AiIOMlTIC TeurnoNI Co., LtL>., li W. AlTkCa. November 18lh.

22.716. " Manual and u-nii-aulomalic telephone lyilrmi." BiTUUNOU
AuTuuiTiC TcurilONB Co., Ltu., & W. AITKE.W. .November IBlh.

22.721. " Speed governora." WmwiCK Miciimuy Co. (1908), Ltd. Novem-
ber 18lh. (General Electric Co., Unheal Stalea.)

22.732. " Meani for reuulntini! the apeed o( electric motora." Allminni
SvENSKj Elektrtbk* Aktii:boui;i:t. .November ISlh. (Convention date. January
Clh. 19U, Sweden.) (Complete.)

'

22,711. " M.ignetos." M. PeolKSEN. November 19th.

22.744. " Grinders (or commutalora or dialribulors of " Ford " or olhtr
motor-car engines." W. L. Koss. November 19lh.

22,779. " Dynamos." S. J. Wiuilua. November 19lh.

22.804. " Control of electric circuits." A. P. Lt^DBUlo, G. C. Lundmho,
P. A. LuNDBtKG, & G. Pccc. November 20th.

22.807. " Wireless control systems." M. CouriBI. November SOth.

22,828. " Alternating el.^ctric current rectifiers." DniTlBll ThouSON-Hol'STON
Co., Ltd. November 20th. (General Electric Co., United Stales.)

22.837. " Method of and apparatus (or producing vibratory motion " W I

MBLlERSH.JaCKSOK. November 20th. (Submarine Signal Co., United Suta.)
(Complete.)

22.854. " Arrangements (or producing pulsating or alternating currcnU,
particularly of a high frequency." R. M«KCER. November 21st.

22.867. " Electrolytic cells." H. C. Jenkins, H. F. Pittinsoh, k R.
Wellesley. November 2Ist.

22.868. " Electrical relays." H. G. BiRWEti, W. Jodd, & EaSTUN Tub-
graph Co., Ltd. November 21st. •

22.871. " Regulating devices for mixed pressure turbo-compressors." War-
wick Maciiinerv Co. (1908), Ltd. November 21st. (General Electric Co
United States.)

22.872. " Electric healing apparatus of the kind known as electric resist-
ance units." C. O. Bastian. November 21st.

22.879. " Apparatus for directed wireless telegraphy and telephony." E
Bellini. November Slst. (Convention date, June 24th, 1914. Frkace.) (Coiu-
plete.)

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
Copies of any o( the Specifications in the following list may be obtained

of Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., 285, High Holborn, W.C, and at
Liverpool and Bradford, price, post free, 9d. (in stamps).

1913.
22,266. MEiHon or Controlling and Regllatino Trains or othu Rollinc-

SloCK on Railwavst. T. Barbour & W. S. SuBern. October 3rd.
22.331. Electric Incandescence Bodies suitable for use in Glow Lamps

or/and in the Methods or Manufacturing the same. C. O. Bastiau'
October 3rd.

23.218. Electrical Cooking Apparatus. R. S. Downe and Brompton b
Kensington Accessories Co. October 14th.

23.959. Electrodes for use in the Production or Nitric Oxidi C Rossi
October 2and. (October 22nd, 1912.)

24.193. Electric Switches. V. Hope. October 25th.

24.337. Electric Rotarv Converters with Commutating PoLia. Akt. Ges
Brown, Boverie et Cie. October 2rth. (September 20th, 1913. Addition lo

24.672. Quick-action Mechanism for Electric Switches and otmr devices
J. Roothaan & Ferranti, Ltd. October 30th.

25.006. Three-position Block Instrument for Railwav and Trauwat
Purposes. McKenzie Si Holland, Ltd.. Sc C. H. W. Edmonds. November 3rd.

25.283. Telephone Svste.ms. J. Savin. .November Sth.

25.437. Device for Recording or Counting Telefhoni Calls A R
Denbigh. November "th. (May 5lh, 1914.)

' '

25,544. Fittings for Electricai Conduit Svsiems. D. L. I. Broadbent
November Sth.

27,611. Application of Electrical Energy to Motor-car*, Uotor-boats
AND THE LIKE. F. A. Wilkinson. December 1st.

'

27,870. Electric Switches. A. Bonnella & G. J. Bonnella. December 3rd.
28,952. Telegraph Receivino-apparatus adapted to Split up Incoming Sig-

nals into their Components and to actuate a Transmitter or analogous
device, or to Perforate a Tape according to either the W'heatstons, Cable
or other svstems of working. Eastern Teleeraoh Co .

* '^ - — -
•

Wood. De

29,779. Electric Capstans. W. Di; December 24th.

191.4.
1,227. DvNAMO-ELBCTRIC StarTING-MECHANISM FOR IntIRNAL-«OMBUSTION

Engines. H. Lucas & W. C. Turner. January 16th.

2,844. Devices for Amplifying Feeble Impulses of Electric Enirct W L
Richards. February 3rd. (February Sth, 19i3.)

3.012. Sound-producing Horns for Motor Road V'ehiclib an» vhb ukb.
H. Lucas & W. H. Edwards. February 5th.

3,552. Electric Train or Tram Control Systems. J. R. Beard & W L
Shand. February 11th.

4,249. Running Electric Motors on Continuous or ALTiRNATiMc-cuRjUMt
Supply Systems. R. Haddan (D. A. Marks). February 18th.

6,210. Automatic or Semi-automatic Telephone Exchange Systems. G A
Betulandcr. March 11th. (May 24th, 1913. Addition to 29.615/13.)

7.079. Pocket and other Electric Flashlight Batteries. J. W. Mander.
March 20th.

7,331. Telephone Systems. E. A. Graham. .March 23rd.

7,884. Electrical Insulation for Rail or Track Circuits for Railways
OR Tramways, B. R. Wills & J. C. Sykes. March 28th. (Divided applica-
tion on 19.603/13, August 29th. Cognate application, 7,885/14.)

10.514. Renewable Electric Cartridge Fuses. N. D. Urquhart. April
28th. (May 6th, 1913.)

11,845. Method of Renewing and Replacing Conduits with Intbrnallt
Packed and Externally Lead-Filled Sockets. A. A. C. Boas & J. Quist.
May 13th. (May 14th, 1913.)

15.455. Electric Furnaces. F. J. Machalske. June 27th. (June 27th, 1913.)

17.025. Electric Pocket Lamps. G. F. Hitzelberger S New British Ever-
Ready Co. July 17th.
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THE UNIVERSAL ELECTRICAL DIRECTORY
(J. A. Berly'a).

1915 EDITION
xM x>RE:pA.RA.moi>r.

H. Alabatter, Catehou$e & Co., 4, LadgaU Hill, London, E.C.

Ix his a(3(Jrc8S to the Hinningham Local .'^iclion of the

I.E.E., Dr. A. H. Railing makes a striking departure

from the beaten track. Taking the broadest view

of human society and its environment from the dawn of

history to the present day, he endeavours to trace the pro-

gress of civilisation from its rudimentary beginning and to

show that electrical engineering, by virtue of its unique

characteristics, sets the crown upon the work. Xaturally

the development of society and civilisation proceeded from

the simple to the complex, involving the early introduction

of specialisation and the study, more and more minute and

detailed, of divergent branches of knowledge ; it is curions

to note, however, that the progress of engineering science,

on the other hand, has taken place in the opposite direction,

commencing with the study of astronomy and passing

through gravitation to dynamics^ and so on to the proper-

ties of the molecule, the atom, and, finally, the corpuscle

—

the most elementary particle of matter (or rather, electricity).

Thus, science has advanced from the infinite to the in-

finitesimal, from the complex to the simple ;
yet, strange to

say, of that force upon which the mechanism of the whole

universe depends, whose operation is familiar to the most

primitive barbarian and hiis been under observation from

the beginning of things, of gravitation we know no more

than we do of the great mystery of life itself.

Dr. Railing seems to attribute electrical engineering in

some way to the knowledge of the corpuscle, for he sajs

:

" In engineering we came last to the science of the corpuscle,

and its application, electrical engineering "
; here we cannot

follow his argument, for it is historically the fact that elec-

trical engineering attained to vast proportions before the

corpuscle was so much as thought of, and it is not clear to

us that the science of the corpuscle has exercised any marked

influence upon the progress of electrical engineering : as in

many other cases, the application has preceded the exphuia-

tion. Wheutstone developing the electric telegraph, and

Faraday, when he laid the foundations of heavy

electrical engineering, knew next to nothing of the ctir-

pusele, and Maxwell erected his magnificent electromagnetic

theory on the basis not of particles but of vibrations. The

science of the lorpusdo no doubt is destine<l to affoct pro-

foundly the future course of electrical progress, but if we

take, for example, the Journal of the Institution of Kki-

trical Kngineers we shall find it mentioned only in a few

rare instances. It is difficult, too, to conceive of electr:<ity

as the mother of optics, dynamics and chemistry.

.\s regards the etTect of electrical engineering upon

human development, however, we are of course entirely

in agreement with the author: as he sjiys. "the world is

the field of the ckclriia' engineer." In innumerable

ways the latter has promoted the well-being of his

fellow-creatures, uncomcionsly perhaps, and withcuit set

rsl c
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purpose, and has immensely increased "the collective efiicient-y

of mankind ;

" and we cordially endorse the author's

remark that this knowledge should be a source of profound

satisfaction to him and a spur to increaged activity. It is

well from time to time to look round us and endeavour to

obtain a comprehensive view of our position and our work

in the world, and Ur. Railing is to be congratulated upon

the happy thought of directing the attention of his

colleagues to the sociological aspect of their vocation.

In another column we give an abstract
The

Thermophone. °^ " P^P^"" P^'^sented to the Royal Society,

on the 3rd inst , on " Thermophones." The

apparatus shown consists of a loop of exceedingly fine wire,

mounted within a metallic case having a small orifice ; this

in turn is fitted within an ebonite case, or tube, of such size

as to be readily inserted in the ear. It acts as an efficient

telephone receiver, an ordinary microphone, in circuit with

a battery, being employed as a transmitter.

The author traces the origin of thermophones to Sir Wm.
Preece, who submitted a paper to the Royal Society in 1880,

describing an apparatus in which a wire, under the influence

of telephonic currents, vibrated a diaphragm to which it

was attached. But an earlier example, and one, more-

over, which was actually called " the thermophone," by

Theodore Wiesendanger, was described in our issue of

October 1st, 1878 (Tel. Journal, Vol. VI, page 400).

At that time considerable interest was taken in the source

of sound in the telephone, the utility of diaphragms, and so

on. The possibility of using a microphone as a receiver

was shown by Blvth and Hughes, and the almost forgotten

carbon receiver of Bell was a subject of discussion. Ther-

mal action was the explanation favoured in all these cases.

The thermophone of M. de Lange is directly operated

by the variations in temperature set up in the loop, and is

an interesting scientific development. M. de Lange claims

that his invention is of the greatest practical value, and we
note that, as usual, the lay Press has gone somewhat
further'than the inventor, in one case assuming that the "last

word in telephones" has now been said. It will be

very creditable to the present age if that be so, but it will

be wiser to assume that nature has not yet revealed all her

secrets, and that science may still be encouraged to con-

tinue re-iearch. It may also be wise to remember that the

principal use of a telephone receiver at the present day is as

part of a very complex system, and that the success of its

operation is dependent upon its fulfilling all the operative

conditions of that system. The demonstration can only be

made satisfactorily by those acquainted with the require-

ments and provided with the necessary facilities. We thmk,
therefore, that any statement regarding the practical advan-
tages of the device should be reserved, and in the meantime
congratulate M. de Lange on the development of the

thermophone principle culminating in an instrument of

much scientific interest.

Oi\ December 21st, 1912, Mr. Justice

Tramwa*"
^^'gKi°s, the President of the Common-

Arbitration
^6^'tb Court of Arbitration, gave his

Awards. award in the case of the tramway em-

ployes, which had occupied his attention

for 93 days. At the time we devoted considerable space to

this matter, which was a dispute between the Australian

Tramway Employes' Association and eleven of the principal

tramway undertakings in the country. It will be remem-

bered that eventually, at the suggestion of the Judge, direct

negotiations between the masters and men resulted in volun-

tary agreements in nine cases, a judicial award being given

in the other two, namely, the Brisbane Tramways Co., Ltd.,

and the Municipal Tramways Trust, Adelaide. Preference

as regards employment was given to members of the .\b«o-

ciation in the case of Brisbane, but this did not form part

of the Adelaide award. Objection to the jurisdiction of the

Court was made by both the Brisbane and Adelaide tramway

authorities, and ever since that dite the question of the

legality of the awards has been tefore the Courts. After

several misadventures in the way of re-hearings and

adjournments, a final decision has been given in the High

Court—by three Judges against two— that the awards are

invalid. The case commenced in March, l!tl:i, and after

two-and-a-half years it is found that the claimants had no

locvs standi. At the first hearing there were more than

5,300 pages of transcripts from shorthand notes, and there

seems to be no record of what has been necessary in the two

years' proceedings in the High Court. Report states that

the Brisbane and Adelaide Tramway authorities have spent

from £20,000 to £30,000 in expenses, while the men have
spent £5,000. The principal grounds on which the

awards have been set aside are, first, that the

men's Union had no power to act, since it was
not const'tuted in accordance with the requirements of the

Arbitration Act ; secondly, that an inter-State dispute in the

sense contemplated by the Act had not taken place ; and,

thirdly, that the grant of preference to the members of the

men's Union at Brisbane went beyond the powers conferred

by the Act. Several other objections were made, but it will

be seen how in the case of determined opponents the best

laid plans of compulsory arbitration may go wrong. The
Arbitration Act of Australia was framed with the idea of

providing a speedy and cheap method of settling industrial

difficulties. A special Court for enforcing the Act was
constituted, from which lawyers were excluded to save

expense. And yet such is the perversity of human nature,

that the result is delay and expense worthy the satire of a

Dickens. There are reports of grave dissatisfaction on the

part of the men with the new position of affairs.

Lead.
While latterly the tone of the lead

market has been rather quieter, possibly

induced in some degree by the flatter tendency of copper

and tin, the position of the metal does not appear to have

undergone any sensible alteration. There is only a mode-

rate amount of lead coming forward, and all that

arrives seems to be pretty badly wanted, so that there is

nothing in the way of an accumulation in progress. Dealers

seem to be pretty well satisfied with the position of the

metal, and there is, at all events, no disposition to take liberties

with the market on the bear tack. On the whole, the

consumption going on is quite satisfactory, although

necessarily the greater part is in connection with the pro-

vision of war requirements. These must be hastened on at

all costs, and the supply of ammunition for our troops in the

field therefore assumes proportions of vast importance. In

spite of the financial and other responsibilities (against

which the mining community in Australia and Spain have

been battling bravely for some months) production has

managed to keep its head above water, though there has

necessarily been a considerable reduction in output in all

pirtsof the world. Of course the ordinary consumption has

been much retarded by the war, but the demands for military

purposes are of supreme importance, and all the belligerent

countries are eager buyers. Russia has made immense

purchases both in Europe and in America, and further

inquiries are in the market from this quarter ; efforts

have even been ma'le to ship cargoes of lead from Spain to

Vladivostook— an unheard-of proceeding. So far it has not

been possible to arrange vessels for this voyage, but there is

a possibility that something of the kind may mature one of

these days. The cost of freight from Spain to Vladivostook

would naturally be very high, but this counts for nothing
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in the successful pursuit of the Iluns. Japan is also

a buyer of lead and has done some fair <inantitieB for

shipment from the United States to Yokohama, and further

purchases are pretty certain to he made. There are

inquiries still in the market, indeed, for this destination.

There is a good deal of interest taken in the lead position in

Germany, and it is known that prices there are much higher

than here, which is only natural when it is remembered that

Germany imports lead ores and concentrates on a large scide

under normal conditions. There is, of course, a tendency in

Germany to minimise the effects upon the country's lead

supplies, of the blockade of her trade, but the position is

one of some scarcity, as is clearly enough shown by the

prices ruling there and here, and it is much to be desired

that this feature of the situation will be developed con-

siderably. While the United States market was recently

very stiff, there has just lately been a rather easier attitude

on the part of producers there with the correspondingly

increased inclination to export material. It is very doubtful

how the position will develop across the Atlantic, however,

for there are many considerations to be taken iqto account,

not the least of which is what appear to be some faint

signs of returning activity in the steel trade. Should these

be confirmed, the entire industrial situation in North

America may be altered. As for Mexico, political affairs

there seem to be going from bad to worse, and there is not

the slightest chance of industrial operations assuming a

moderate degree of activity for months to come. There are

too many candidates for the Pj'esidency, and too many
bands of thieves and robbers masquerading as " armies " for

reasonable security to life and property to be in sight.

OVER-PRESSURE PROTECTIVE GEAR FOR
HIGH-TENSION CIRCUITS.

By KEN ELM EDGCUMBE, M.InBt.C.E.

There are apologies and apologies.
Doiit

Sometimes nervous and bashful creatures
a Personal

, , . , n ^i ^ •

Apoloirv. make tiieir excuses so awkwardly that in

their eagerness to correct themselves they

become more and more involved and confused, and ulti-

mately wish they could vanish out of sight. What is more

disconcerting than to have to stammer out an apology for

an apology? Yet there are times when this has to be done.

A well-known electrical firm, whom it is not our inten-

tion to accuse of either nerrousness or bashfulness, thought

fit to advertise an apology to readers of our last week's

issue, la thus confessing that it had been guilty of

" commercial ineptitude," it was acting within its K'gitimate

rights and privileges as an advertiser, and if that had been

all, we should not have raised any objection. But, unfor-

tunately, that was not all - not by a long way, for since

Friday morning last we have been deluged with cjmrauni-

cations from all parts of the ountry cnis'quent upon the

widespread circulation of poster irds, drawing attention to an

apology on a certain page, by the advertiser referred to.

These cmls, a number of which have been forwarded to us,

carried an Elkcthical Review heading and no other, and

were so printed and worded as to convey the impression to

those who were unacquainted with our methods that the

Ei.EOTiiiCAr, Review was offering the recipient an apology

for something or other.

It is due to all of our friends, and it is due to ourselves,

that we should most emphatically state that not only did we
have nothing whatever to do with the issue of the card,

but it was done entirely without our knowledge or authority.

Furthermore, we muso offer th^ stronsiest p ssible objeotiou

to the taking of so unwarrantable a liberty with the name
and reputation of this j')urual. We feel rehictant to accuse

a maker of foolproof devices of " commercial ineptitude,"

and under all the circumstances we think that the most

charitable construction that we can put upon the matter

is that illness and absence from duty, which all of his friends

have regretted, were responsible for the oversight which

permitted so gross a blunder in publicity methods.

{Continued from page 746.)

Protective Gear.

I'rom what has been said it will be clear that, al-

tliouyh the over-pressures due to internal causes
are usually less severe than those due to atmospheric
disturbances, they are at the same time much more
varied as to the form they take. Thus (apart from
static charges; all atmospheric disturbances may be
said to involve either a high frequency or a steep
wave front, whereas internal troubles range from
a steep wave corresponding to a frequency of per-

haps 1,000,000 periods per second, down to reson-
ance with the frequency of supply at say 50 periods
per second.

Condensers.—It is evident that condensers are of

no practical use for dealing with surges of internal

origin, since those involving a steep wave ffont,

which are the only ones against which condensers
can be used, form a comparatively small proportion
of the total to be dealt with. This is fully admitted
by even the most enthusiastic supporters of the con-
denser, and all are agreed that some form of air

gap connected to earth through a resistance is the
only effective remedy. The best form of gap and
resistance has been the subject of much discussion,

but the only patterns which need be considered at

the present day are the following:—
The Multi-gap or IViirts arrester.—This arrester,

a simple form of which is shown diagrammatically
in fig. 10, was at one time very much used in

America but has now. largely, been superseded by
other patterns except for small installations of com-
paratively low voltage. It consists of a number of
metal cyiinders mounted on an insulating base and
separated from each other by narrow air gaps.
.Some two-thirds of the gaps are shunted by a re-

T

i-n.

tARTH

Fio. 10. Fio. 11.

sistance (or by two resistances as shown in tig. 10,1,

the unshunted gaps being so adjusted as to allow

sparking over at a pressure exceeding the normal
by say 50 per cent. So soon as these unshunted
gaps break down the line is put to earth through
the resistances, and in the case of an insigninca a

surge the current so conducted to earth may be
cnougli to relieve the line. In most cases, however.
this will not be so, and a further discharge will take

place over the shunted gaps. So soon as the surge
luis passed to earth, and the line current follows as

it inevitably will, the resistance shunts the gaps to

such an e.xtent that the shunted arcs can no longer
be maintained. If tiie surge p.d. to earth has again

fallen to normal the unshunted gaps will be too
long to maintain the arcs which will, likewise, be

extinguished. The extinguishing of the arcs is

materially assisted by the cooling effect of the com-
paratively large mass of metal in each cylinder. In

order to prevent too heavy a discharge to earth a

resistance (R) is usually connected in the earth cir-

cuit to limit the current.

The chief advantages of the device lie in its com-
pactness and low first cost, but as has been said, it is
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incapable ol dealing with any large aniuiini of energy,

and if, with a view to doing so, a number of tiie

arresters Jiave to be connected in parallel tlie advan-

tages disappear. It may be added tliat the shunting

resistance usually consists of a carborundum rod, a

drawback to which lies in its liability to break down
under repeated discharges.

I'lic Cilcs liniilcr or " I'alve."—This ai)paratus,

which has been used a good deal in Ciermany and
elsewhere on the Continent, is a multi-gap device

based upon much the same idea as the W'urls but

somewhat different in construction. It is illustrated

in fig. u. The upper gap is set to spark over with

say 50 per cent, excess p.d. to earth. Before a dis-

charge has taken place all the spark gap electrodes

are at earth potential (owing to being connected

to earth through condensers), except the top one,

which is connected to line. Should the I'.D. to earth

exceed that for which the upper gap is set, a spark

will pass over, and this will bring the second and third

electrodes nearly to line potential and a spark will

pass on to the fourth, and so on till all the gaps are

discharging, in series, to earth through the resist-

ance. So soon as the over-pressure has subsided

the P.D. across those gaps which are shunted by
condensers is insufficient to maintain the arc and the

circuit is broken. It has already been shown that

a condenser shunting an arc has the eliect of break-

ing it with extreme rapidity, and were it not for the

high resistance in series with the gaps, serious

trouble might arise through over-pressures caused

in this way. The Giles limiter being very similar

in principle to the multi-gap arrester suffers from
much the same disadvantages, namely, that it can

only deal w'ith a comparatively small quantity of

energy unless a large number are connected in

parallel. Besides being expensive it is fragile and
has itself to be protected by means of a fine fuse

which may blow without the fact being noticed. It

has, on the other hand, the advantage of enabling

the spark gap to be accurately set by means of a

fine screw thread on the upper electrode and, the

gap being enclosed in a glass cylinder, is less liable

to disturbance with dust, etc., than is the case with
the open multi-gap arrester.

The Horn Gap.—This form of gap, due originallv

to Siemens, is the oldest and by far the most exten-

sively used form of protective gap. // properly de-

signed and used it affords the best form of protec-
tion. It was at one time customary to connect horn
gaps directly to earth so that when they discharged
the line was put to earth, and this would often
happen on more than one phase at the same time,

thus producing a dead short between lines as well
as to earth. When it is added that in the majority
of cases the arresters were erected on poles in the
open and exposed to short circuits due to snow,
insects, twigs, etc., it is little to be wondered that
arresters so installed were the cause of many serious
breakdowns.
Such a procedure is based upon an entirely wrong

conception of the use of an arrester. As has been
said already, it is almost impossible to protect a
line from danger in the event of a direct stroke and
the danger due to surges, which constitute fully 90
per cent, of the pressure rises to be dealt with even
on overhead lines, is confined almost exclusively to
the apparatus connected to the line. This being so
the protective gaps should form part of the gear at
main and sub-stations, and on no account should
they be scattered promiscuously along the line.

Further, they must never be connected direct to
earth, but invariably through a resistance.
The action of the horn gap (fig. 12) is well known.

The distance between the lower extremities of the
horn is adjustable, and is set to spark across at sav
50 per cent, above the working pressure. Owing to
electromagnetic repulsion due to a current flowing
across the gap (a circuit always tending to increase
the area it encloses) the arc is driven up the gap

between the horns until the ever-increasiiig length
of the arc becomes too great for it to be main-
tained, and it breaks. The action is aided, though
to a comparatively small e.xtent, by the upward rush
of heated air. The breaking of such an arc is

gradual, the resistance progressively increasing till it

breaks, and it has none of the instability and sudden-
ness of break exhibited by the normal arc. In fact,

it is doubtful if it is really correct to speak of it

as an arc at all. Mr. Duddell has defined the arc
as a circuit in which '" the electrodes are being con-

Ficj. 12.

tinuously volatilized, and the vapour of the elec-

trodes takes part in the passage of the electric cur-
rent." In the case of the horn gap, the volatiliza-

tion of the metal is quite insignificant and the break-
ing of the circuit is devoid of all " quenching." In
fact, when very low currents have to be broken and
the electromagnetic repulsion is consequently small,
a magnetic blow-out is sometimes htted, but this

will be found unnecessary, unless under exceptional
circumstances.
Owing to the suddenness with which it was at

one time supposed that the horn gap arc was broken,
it was suggested that pressure rises must be pro-
duced thereby. It may be said at once, however,
that there is no ground whatever for such a sugges-
tion. In fact, Schrottke (E.T.Z., Vol. 31, p. 443)
some time ago made most careful oscillographic
tests with a view to settling this particular point.
A 10,000 volt 50-cycle line was constructed and con-
nected to earth through horn gap dischargers hav-
ing series resistances of 1,800 and 600 ohms respec-
tively, and again without any resistance at all. In
no single case could a pressure rise be detected.

These and many other tests show conclusivelv
that the horn discharger does not break the circuit

with sufficient suddenness to produce a rise of pres-
sure. In fact, the resistance shunted Wurts, the
condenser shunted Giles, and the electrolytic arres-
ters are each liable to break with much greater
suddenness than the horn discharger. A further
point which has sometimes been urged against the
horn gap refers to the possibility of oscillations

being set up by its acting as the spark gap of an
oscillating circuit. The experiments of Schrottke
{E.T.Z., Vol. 31, p. 443) show conclusively that such
oscillations do not occur, owing to the nature of the
discharge which in no way corresponds to the or-

dinary oscillating spark gap.
With a view to obtaining greater accuracy of

setting, so-called " relay " horn gaps have been
used. In these arresters, which take various forms,
the main gap is bridged by a comparatively high
resistance having a small and accurately adjustable
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platinum-tipped gap in scries with it. This auxiliary

gap is situated just below the main gap, and so soon

as it discharges the air is ionised and the more

widely set main gap discharges also. Such an

arrangement only presents advantages for low pres-

sures'where the setting of the coarser gap is less

easy and with the voltages at present in common use

it has not been largely used.

In connection with the .setting of all dischargers it

is best to make the final adjustments on site, partly

owing to the effect on the setting of small variations

in construction or mounting, but still more because

no two systems are the same as regards their re-

quirements, and experience alone can determine the

voltage at which the discharge would best occur.

(To be conrlwled.')

TRADE IN THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC.

Writing on the subject of opportunities which will arise in

the Argentine as a result of the withdrawal of German com-

petition, the United States Consul at Rosario remarks that

^tiough sto.-ks generally are large, business is impressionable

and provided export trade recoimnences reasonably soon and

crop prospects continue good, confidence should revive rapidly.

X toX present Germany has had a strong hold on the

marLt for electrical supplies. A good ^^^^'^ X^^J'^l^;
nected in the near future for articles such as globes, wire,

fittings etc., the market for which is more or less constant

C same holds time of dynamos and small motors, for which

there is a good demand in the couutiy, .and supplies of which

n^ly fom--fifths from Gcmiany) are said to be not very large.

AllTght increase may be expected in demand 'oj' e ectnc fa s

which already oomc, however, largely
.f.™'" ."^'y/.'^'l ^^

United States. The opening here is best ' l"«t^'»t«^d„^y he tact

that of the total imports of electrical apphances and supplies,

vXed at ^1,796,00) in 1913,. il.03'2,000 came
^^<^^yiG^^^^l^y,

£466,000 from the United Kmgdom, and only £106,000 f.o

the United States. The first demand in this important field

wiU be for globes, cable, carbons, and smal accessoiies. it

The situation is favourable, the market for articles of this des-

cription should be excellent. Prices ot common electric sup-

plies have been raised from 10 to '20 per cent., and many 6h^,

including German supplv houses, are selling only against cash.

iS Mnt^ by the American Gmsul for captimng German

trade live point t« the following exeerp.ts from a German

rerwrt on electrical matters in the Argentine which appeared

iust before the outbreak of hastilities.

The Argentine Bk^tro-Technical Association, which was only

founded last year, ha., it says, done a good .work in standar-

dising conditions in respect to electrical installations and

materials. These follow very closely the conditmns ot the \ er-

band Deutscher Elektro-Techniker. Formerly numerous dis^

putes and difficulties amse owing to the d.flcnng conditions

under which various nationalities use<l to scU.
.

,

The two competing wiivl,.ss l,-l,'gn,phy companies, the lele-

funken " (Siemens Sehuckert) ami the Marconi Company made

Bo<id progress last year. The former received a number of

orders^trom the Argentine and Faraguayan f'overninen s o

inland wireless stations, whilst the Marconi Company le e

considerable benefit fmm the Argentine law, wbicloideied

wi^-dess apparatus to be installed on all ships (including river

termers) frequenting its ports having fifty ,^ople on board^

Tlicre is a .special future before wireless te ot^-' pl'V •" *'

Argentine because of the costlines,s and unreliability of otliei

Ss of tra'isinitting news, particularly in the thinly ,>..p.i-

lated districts. At the same time, telegraph lines aie being

extended and improved, better iTsults having be<-n obtauuxl

both w nmercially and technically between the h.rger towns^

Storms and flwds, however, oftoii cause serious >".te>™Pt', '

not merely on branch lines, but al.so on long main lines, llu

two large Buenos Aires telephone companies arc enlarging

their oix-.rations. ITie Union Telefonica,, which has systems

in and between Buenos Aiirs and other cities, has intio^luced

the automatic telephone in Cordoba.
„,.„„„„ ,,.i,;,.l,

As to power plants, the existence of a few big groups. \NliKh

provide Various towns with ek>ctric innver. does not mean tha

there is K)om for a lot of enterprises of this kind, but plants of

from 150 to '200 kw, are biwming fairly luiiiierons.

Electrical apparatus and instruinonts of al kinds are. of

course, in continuously increasing demand, ft ha.s b.xn suk-

gested that standard swit<-hboai;ds should be kept " sto<-;

luenos Aires. One firm has already ';"n^a advantage fnm

having made a start in this direction. The installat on of huge

Xve^eeunmlator batteries is being diseont.mied, owing to

the use of Diesel engines. Meanwhile, a local f«^'<*^'„>;

'f
'^""^

go«l business with comparatively small battories. Ihere is a

sale for batteries for lighting country houses m conjunction

with naphtha motors. . „ , i • ;».,

In overhead LMustraetion. as well as umlergiinind cucuits.

methods have changed for the better, and a higher cla» of

work is being put in.
, . _i.

The metallic filament lamp haB completely ousted the carbon

filament lamp and Ls partially rcplaciii,' tho arc !amp for street

lighting. In this fi<'ld, however, ther. ' I'rofit-

ableenterpri.se. Hitherto for street 1. "'^j\

tiaf arc lump, with open arcs, has b- ., of »

and 10 to 1-2 amps, for directK;urrent and Vl iv l-j a^ups. lor

alternating-current.
, » n

There arc excellent opportunities of increasing sales of small

pump motors, electric fans, cooking apparatus and domestic

irons. The missionary work to be done lies h-ss in the direc-

tion of introducing novelties of this nature than in the direc-

tion of overcoming a certain prejudice which has arisen

through the placing on the market of an infenor quality of

coods.
Already three Argentine ports are equipped electrically, viz.

Buenos Aires, Ro.sario de Santa Fe, and Santa Fe. In view of

the sati.sfactorv results attained there, it is only a question of

time before all important harbours will be similarly equipped^

While on the subject of crane equipments, it may be noted

that electric goo<ls and passenger lifts are growing in favour

throughout the Argentine. Of the latter there are estimated

to be from 2,.500 to 2,.S00 in Buenos Aires alone, mostly wiUj

double button-switch control.

MOTOR VEHICLES FOR ELECTRICAL
WORK.

MoTOE vehicles have for some years been used as tower wagons

in connection with the maintenance of the overhead conduc-

tors of electric tramwavs. As. however, automobues are

becoming more generally employed f<.r industrial and com-

mercial purposes, the scope of their use by electrical enginwrs

is also steadily extending. Only the other week we alluded

to their adoption bv the British G.P.O. authorities as an auxi-

liary to their ttdegraph cable-testing department, whde now

ccnies some information with regard to other purposes for

which ix-trol cars are being utilised by the electrical industr)-

The first is in connection with the exchanges of the _>ev.

York Telephone Co.. which extend throughout New York

Brooklyn and the surrounding suburbs. This concern has in

service a fleet of nine 1-2-15 cwt. motor lorries designed for

use in carrving iuat<'rial and equipment needed for making

the necessai-y connections between a modern telephone switch-

board instaflation and the conduit manholes in the streets

\te

F,Q i._Special BonY of Motor Vehiclk tskd nt thk

New Yokk TKLKruosK Co.

The vehicles are fitt^ with spceially-designe»l bodies, th

features of which are the low side Ix^ards and wire side screens

The length of the Ixxly is Sft. tlin.. the width 1 ft. 4 in., an.i

the heiiTht 6 ft. 1 in. From the aivomivinying illustration

f,.. 1 it will be seen that the interior of the Ivxiy is pivvnled

ulth 'several boxes, each of which is intended to carry some

material us,tl in e<ninection with telephone uistallatJon work.

Vt the forward left is a tall, narww K^x, o^" «!« "*'-\^"r
fuiiig the rear. Several long thin stni>s of iv-irat^u. whwh.

when melted, are us^-d in waleipivx^fing e.ible jonits, are car-

ried in this b.ix and are held therein by means of a leather

.trap OiiXKtlv to the rear it this box is looatrvl a long,

shallow box. divided into several i-on.partmenls l^y means Of

w^xxloii partitions, and intended for the storage of small pipe

fittings, such as cllxnvs and nipples in which wires an?

carried over fences. In the front of the Ixxly^ on the nsM-

are two square boxes, in one of which is carried the lead use^l

in wiping cable joints, while the other accomnWates mis-

oellantUis t*x>l9 and the ivti-ol stove ustxl in melting the lead.

Pir.vtlv to the rear ci this Uix is another long shallow one,

divided into several comi^iirtments in which are earned the

fittings usoil in switchboard installations.
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Under the roof of the Ixxly, at the rear enJ, is a bhalluw box
opoii at its front side, iu which rolls of fireproofed canviis, used
in the wrappinj,' of cable joints, aie canied. A spriug balance,
with a suspended pan, intended for weighing the amount
of load used, is hung fioni the centre of the body top. For
use iu case of accident, a lirst-aid-to-tho-injured kit, marked
with a Geneva ciosa, is also provided, it being attached to

the side of the box which holds the strips of paraffin. On
the outside of each of the four roof posts is a Il-Hhaped iron
bracket used for the carrying of ladders, lengths of pipe,
sump pump.^, and coils of rope.

.\nother interesting u.se of motor vehicles, the machines
being, in this case, of the electric type, is that of the New
Yoik Edison Co. in connection with the maintenance and
repair of arc lamps in New York. The vehicles, which have
a carrying capacity of from 15 to '20 cwt., are also fitted with
bodies of special design, " A place for everything, and every-
thing in its place," having apparently been the watchword of
those responsible for its production. The body is of the panel
type, and is of the following internal dimensions :—Ijength,
9 ft. C in.; width, 4 ft. 6 in.; and height, measured on the
centre line, 6 ft. Wooden racks, 15 in. in depth, composed
of compartments of different sizes, for the carrying of vary-
ing classes of material, are fitte<l on each side of the body,
leaving an open passage-way 23 in. in width, in the centre.
Tlie racks on the left side differ from those on the right, the
only particular in which they are similar being that their tops
are the same distance below the roof of the body. The space
between the cambered roof and the flat tops of the racks,
which is approximately 8 in., is used for carrying coils of
wire, miscellaneous tools and mechanics' overalls, the material
being held from falling out by means of small doors hinged
at their upper edges, three such doors being fitted on each
side. -
On the right side of the body, directly beneath the doors of

the top compartments, are fittetl two horizontal shelves for
large exterior arc-light globes. Both shelves are divided into
six compartments of sufficient size to accommodate one globe

lamp caibons. I'.w, l-i-fo.,t bteij-ladders and one ^J-U^it exten-
sion lad<lur, carried on Li-brackets fitted on the front and
rear roof posts of the body, complete the equipment carried.
When completely loaded, the van has u carrying capacity of
six of the large and six of the small type arc lamps, fourteen
of tlie large exterior arc lamp globes", and sixty-four of the
small interior globes. Besides this, quantities of arc-larny
carbons, bolts, screws and miscellaneous fittings are carried iri

the small compartments.
Wo are indebted to The Commercial Vehicle for the illustra-

tions.

ELECTRICAL APPLICATIONS FOR
PARLIAMENT TO CONSIDER.

The following is a list of the applications for electric light-
ing, power and traction powers that have been filed for
consideration by Parliament and the Board of Trade next
session. The list is, as might be expected, much shorter
than usual:

—

(a) Elect ic Lif<ht and Power,

Altrincham,—Application bv .Altrincham Electric Supply,
Ltd., for alteration of 1893, 1896 and 1912 orders. Trans-
fer to .Altrincham and District Electric Supply, Co.,
Ltd., 123, Oueen Victoria Street, E.G.

Andover.—Crompton & Co., Ltd., application for E.L. prov.
order.

Ascot.—Ascot and District Gas and Electricity Co. Various
Dowers, including power to take supply of energy in
bulk.

Boston.—Application by R. A. Smith for E.L. order for
Boston and district.

mem 5U)c or boot LETT ame or i
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Selby.— Eloclrical Distribulion of Yorkshire, Ltd., IC.L.

prov. order.

Skipton.—U.D.C., application for E.L. prov. order.

Southampton.—Corporation, extension of supply area to in-

clude Bilternc and South Stoneham, etc.

Stanley.—Electrical Distribulion of Yorlcshire, Ltd., E.L.

prov. order.

TeUnmouth.—Messrs. J. & W. Purves, E.L. nrov. order.

Tenby.—Corporation, E.L. prov. order.

Tunbrldf^e Wells.—Corporation, extension of sunnlv area,

to include .Southborough and parts of Tonbridgc,

.Srvenoaks and Ticehurst.

Yorkshire Llectric Power Co., Ltd.—Sub-division of shares;

removal of restrictions as to supr.Iv for lichting; lighting

supply in certain districts; and other powers.

Warrinjiton.—Corjioration, extension E.L. powers, to in-

clude parts of Runcorn and Warrington.

Woodford and District.—County of London E.S. Co., Ltd.,

elec. supply powers for Buckhurst Hill. Chingford,

Lougliton, Wanstead and Woodford, and Chigwell.

Y&tradjSynlais.—R.D. Council, E.L. prov. order; purchase

of undertaking of Glantawe E.S. Co., Lid.

(b) Electric Tramway and Railless Trolley Vehicles.

Aberdare.—U.D.C., new tramways, tramroads, and railless

traction, bulk dec. supply powers.

Bristol.—Bristol Tramways & Carriage Co. Ltd., extension

of time for exercise of certain powers.

Bury.—Corporation, additional tramways.

Dewsbury.—Corporation, new tramways; running powers

over other systems; motor omnibuses; further elec.

supply powers.
. u ,., d -^

Halifax.—Corporation, new tramways in Halifax, brig-

house, and a number of urban districts; powers to carry

minerals and goods on all Corporation tramways, trailer

cars. troUev vehicles, etc.

Hull.—Corporation, further tramway powers.

Lincoln.—Corporation, further tramway provisions, exten-

sion of generating station, running electric trolley

vehicles, etc.

London.—L.C.C., new tramways and tramway reconstruc-

tions; power to run coupled and trailer cars north of the

Thames; various incidental provisions.

Rhondda.—U.D.C., additional tramways in Clydach Vale

and Blaenrhondda.
Rotherham.—Corporation, new tramways; motor

_
omni-

buses; amendment of provisions as to contribution to-

ward maintenance of roads traversed by trolley vehicles;

electricity provisions.

Sheffield.—Corporation, new tramways, compulsory pur-

chase of and running powers over Rotherham Corpora-

tion tramways in Sheffield; motor 'buses.

South Shields.—Corporation, new tramways; motor omni-

buses; also certain provisions /elating to electricity

supply undertaking.
Stalybrid>5e, Hyde, Mossley and Dukinfield Tramways and

Electricity Board.—Additional tramways in West Rid-

ing, and in Cliester and Uerbv counties; extension of

elec. supply area; purchase of Glossop elec. supplv

undertaking from the Urban E.S. Co.; and other

powers.
(c) Railways.

Metropolitan District Railway Co.—Various general, exten-

sion of time, widening, and other powers; also agree-

ments with railway companies for laying cables from

Lot's Road to Centr.il London Railway, and supply of

energy to other railways.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letteri reoeived by ut aftor 5 p.m. on Tuesday i!annot ajypear tmtil

thefolloxving week. Cin-respondentt should forward t/wir eomtnvm-

eations at th« earliftt possible moment. Xo letter can be jmblis/uid

tmlett we have the writer's name and address in our possestwn.

U.S.A. Safety Rules.

We have read with much profit your comment, in the October

30th issue, on the safety rules for operation of elootrioal f iiuipment

and linea, pxiblished in Circular No. 49 of the National Bureau of

Standards.
Your oonolusiona as to the oonsiderationa which led to tho

isananoe of operating safety rules before the construction rules, are

generally correct, and we fully realise the many features of oon-

struotion and installation in this country in which the life hanart)

has been less guarded than have fire hazard, continuity of service,

or initial coats. The reason for the dovolopraent of such construc-

tion is, no doubt, to be found in the fact that such electrical stan-

dards aa are now effective in this country have been developed by

flie protection and operating interests, with little or no assistjince

or restraint by Governmental or similar iElluences directly repre-

aenting the public sixfety.

In your own country, construction from an early date received

the constant attention and gnidance of the public authorities, and,

to the extent that inspection has aecured compliance with your

regulations, accident-prevention rtquirementa have betn incor-

porated no les'i than those for fire h»7.ardB. In this country t^e

application of uniform standards by uniform inspection method!

has been largely confined to interior wiring instalUtione, ^"J^
them, to aurveys from the fire-hazard standpoint. We are forced

to realise difficulties introduced in the preparation of construction

and installation rules by the great development which h»« taken

place to eome extent unrestricted.

Your farther comments are awaited with much intereat, u
representing the point of view of engineers familiar with the

working, over long periods, of comparatively rigid accident-

prevention T((iuirement8. Appreciating your careful consideration

of this subject and the Bureau Circular, we are

—

S. W. Siratton, Director.

Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Standards, Washington,

XoeemberUth, 19H.

Street Lighting In Chicago.

In your issue of October 30tb, 19U, page OOT, appears a

communication under the title of " Street Lighting in Chicago.

Your correspondent criticises as " most misleading '" an account

extracted from the Electrical Reriew and Western i:i,ctT>cian. \n

your issue of October 9th. It is apparent that he is not informed

with regard to the recent developments in incandescent lamps.

Mszda lamps corresponding to the 000-c.P. size, as used in Chicago

and aa made by the leading manufacturers in the United Stateo,

do give an actual efficiency measured by 2 mean horizontal c P.

per watt consumed, with a rated burning life of 1.350 hours.

These lamps are now being adopted rapidly by the leading cities

in this country, in competition with arc lamps.

While I am not as familiar with the recent progress in flame arc

lamps aa I am with the incandescent, I am aware that both

European and American-made electrodes have been nsed here. I

have every reason to believe that the results obtained have not

beenlfar different from those obtained in Europe, txeept that our

practice has tended toward the enclosed flame arc. on account of

its superior operating characteristica and maintenance cost, which

under our conditiona more than compensate for the difference in

efficiency. The only arc lamp which we now recognise as

competing with the Mazda, for street Ughting, is the Magnetite or

luminous arc. _, . . ..j

While it is true that the flaming arc is more efficient as measured

arbitrarily in initial c.P. per watt, operating comparisons in Chicago

and elsewhere show that both the Mtzda and Magnetite arc will,

under average conditions, deUver more useful illumination m the

street, per dollar of cost, than does the flaming arc. It was on

thia basis that the Mazda lamp waa selected in Chicago, allowance

being made in figuring the operating cost for current, labour and

materials of maintenance, and interest and depreciation on the

investment. ,

Candle-power is a much abused term, and comparisons based on

such values, unless qualified or interpreted, are the most frequent

source of misleading conclusions in street lighting practice.

Candle-power elEciency comparisons, properly made, are of con-

siderable value, still they do not form a complete basis for the

selection of units for lighting service, and the other items, such as

character of distribution, cost, >^c., are frtquently of sufficient

value to give reversed reaulta.

G. H. Stickney,

Assistant to Sales .MaiiiKjfr, Klisi>n Lamp MWls.

Harrison, N.J., Xorember \9th, 1911.

Workhouse Snpply.

I have been particularly interested in the report --e Willeeden

Woikhouse supply. As I am not acquainted with the details of the

conditions existing at tho workhouse, the remarks by the District

Council's engineer certainly tend to strengthen my opinion re^rd-

ing the operation of Institntion ergineering arrangements I hare

made quite a deep study of this particular branch of work for some

yours now, and have been very keen in observing plant in use at

institutions, &c., as to their various merits in dealing eoonomically

with the various loads one finds in such places. Tereonally, 1

foel confident that it is possible to arrange the loa*l and plant in

such a manner that it is a very difficult matter oommercially for a

public supply of electricity to step in and displace your own

arrangements for jrenerating. To supply engineers this may be a

rather difficult point to apprtoiate, but anyone who has dealt with

such problems must admit that when yon have steam boilers ard

plant in use, not necessarily for electric lighting and iwvver. but

compulsoiily for other purposes, it opens a great field for thought,

and a vast deal could be written on the subject. He would be an

excellent engineer who could furnish a ctnuplete report, as t« how

the various coste for the different sources of fteaiu. light and

power in an institution should be set out. Of cxinrae I

mean for, say, a period of one year, as it is quite i.K.s8ible for •

number of hours, and perhaps days, but when exhaust steam is

utilised for heating buildings, it is almost impossible to obtam

reliable figures over a long perioil. It does not follow that such

ocmbinations are not economical and efficient, and, further, it is a

fact that if you do not take the fullest advantage of your neces-

sary power and steam plant, the purchase of electrical energy to

displace your own steam plant increa.«es the cost of dealing with

the other necessary load, which has to be dealt with, as most of

the factors that make up the cost for lighting acd power in
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institution work cannot be diapenned with. If a Hupply company
oodM step in and sweep out all the boiler and steam plant and
dispense with most of the staff, that would be another matter, and
I think if all the conditions and costs, ko., were known about the
institution in iiaestion, especially when the District ('uuncil's

engineer mentions that it wouM have been necessary to install a
battery of such dimensions as to warrant a cost of £150 annually
with only an annual load of 4 4,701 units to be dealt with, it would
assist in arrivini; at more definite cali-ulations.

It is, and always must be, a difficult problem for a Board of
Guardians, for instance, to difcuss thoroufrhly the different

methods proposed to them regardinu their engineerinif arrange-
ments, and it is unfortunate that more reliable information is not
publishel from time to time reftardinfr institution arran(,'cment8. I

have no doubt it would astonish many enjjineers to hear of the
amount of plant involved in institution work, and the total cost
of fuel for various purposes, and the numbers of different types
and systema for heating purposes that are advocated, and used
in almost every institution. The purchase of electrical energy
from an outside source would completely take away, in almost
every case, the commercial efficiency of the plant working as a
whole combination. In conclusion, I think that the information
furnished by Mr. Blake certainly makes the cost against the
Guardians very misleading, especially to engineers who are not
acquainted with the varied and difficult problems to be dealt with
in institution work.

An Institution Engineer.

Why Great Britain Loses Trade.

It occurred to me that it might be of some interest to your
subscribers to know one of the reasons why there is not more
British electrical machinery in Canada than there ie, and I would
state, for the information of manufacturers, that a good deal of
the trouble is doe to improper installation. The conditions of con-
struction or installation and operation of plant in Canada are
very different to what they are in the Old Country. For instance,
in the Old Country it is usual to get the engineer who will ulti-

mately take charge of the operating of the plant to supervise the
construction also. In this country this is not the case, as it is

seldom that trained engineers are actually in charge of the opera-
tion of plants. These men are drawn from a class who have often
started as floormen or oilers, and have actually worked their
way up to taking charge of the station in which they have
had all their training, and are able to hold their jobs through a
knowledge of that particular job only. These men are termed
" operators," and in many cases are only capable of starting or
stopping a plant and keeping it oiled, &o, and are not able to locate
other than very obvious troubles. I have come personally
across two or three cases in Canada where plant supplied
by British firms has given serious trouble, due to manu-
facturers not realising the above conditions, and I am sure
that if manufacturers would instruct their offices in Canada not
only to see that the plant was supplied as per specification, but to

see also that it was started and operated for two or three months,
a great many of the unpleasant experiences which they are sub-
ject to would disappear. I could, of course, give specific instances
where lack of attention has given British material a very bad name,
and where the trouble has been caused by so-called " Operators

"

not understanding the material which they were operating. It is,

therefore, very apparent that the manufacturers must see that
everything is correct before passing it out of their hands.

Canada.
Montreal, Xovember 25th. 1914.

[Our correspondent states that there are many cases in Canada
which the above conditions fit exactly, and he will be glad to give
further details in response to personal inquiries which may be made
through ourselves.

—

Eds. Elec. Rev.]

There has been a great deal of rather windy talk about capturing
German trade, but we poor exiles in the Colonies would be only
too glad if the firms at home would only treat us decently as
regards the goods we do order from Great Britain. Packing is bad,
no instruotions are sent with complicated machinery, articles are
sent incomplete, and suggestions for improvements are treated in
the most off-hand manner. In connection with the above I give
typical cases I have myself seen if not suffered from :

—
1. Two large flit iron dials were sent out packed in straw,

instead of baing placed on strips fastened to the sides of a tin-lined
case, so that the dials would neither touch each other nor the case.

As it was, the painting was ruined and the graduations and figures
were quite illegible. They had to be painted again, but will never
look the same. The customer was just bled of so much money
through the supplier's carelessness.

2. A petrol engine was supplied (through an agent) with the
piece of machinery it was to work. The engine and piece of
machinery were of a new pattern, but no drawing or instructions
were sent. Connection pipes were not supplied, nor a water
tank for cooling water, nor was there any note of what size of
tank would be necessary. This engine had been sent to an
engineer in the jangle, whose curses were deep, and who, if it had
been in his power, would have seen that no more orders went to
that firm.

3. I was supplied with a machine which worked well, but
developed several defects in use. I went into the matter very
carefully and made practical suggestions which could have been
carried out at little, if any, eitra cost. Those suggestions were

sent on to the manufacturers, who airily replied that the machine
was their standard make, they had had no complaints, and they
did not propose to adopt the suggeitions. S) here wa>- a firm who,
for nothing, had been olCered suggeutions from a practical engineer
who knew his own dillioulties, the clas'i of labour available, and
the difficulties which arose from climate ; but no, their smart
designing staff, who probably had never been outside the walls of

the factory, knew better. I am now using themachinesof another
firm.

4. From my long experience of British firms' export supplies I

feel certain that utter slackness is the badge of all the trilje. It

is all very well to be patriotic, but when one compares the treat-

ment we receive from British manufacturers and their agente
with the courtesy and eagerness to meet our views which we
receive from Continental firms, is it any wonder businens is lost

'

A Sufferer.
India, Aoirmbfr 13tk, I'JH.

"Tlie Mechanlcai Uestgo and Constraction of
Generators."

My attention has been called to a review in your columns of my
recently published book in the Electrician series with the above
title. The tone of this review appears to me to be unduly bitter^

but I cannot, of course, discnss this point.

To some of the errors to which your Reviewer refers I musi
pleal guilty, but in nearly every case he has diecnssed the error

from an inaccurate standpoint. Any reader of the Electrical.
Review conversant with the subject will realise this peculiar

feature of the Reviewer's attack. I will give a few instances t}

prove my case.

The first error your Reviewer refers to (on my page 29) he con-

siders is in the integration, and that the final results should be
a'^ it/ t, and he tells us that if this is the case all the following

results would be wrong. I would point out, however, that if his

result is correct, then the inertia for bending would be equal to

the inertia for torsion, which is, of course, absurd. The error is

neither in the integration nor in the final equations, but, as is

quite obvious, is a misprint in the first expression, and this alters

the whole complexion of the error, as no subsequent work i»

affected. Further, it is an obvious error to any one with some
knowledge of the subject.

As to your Reviewer's use of a 10-in. slide rule, I envy hie

expertness, but I decline to believe that the curve he would obtain

from this expertness, in the case mentioned, would have any regular
shape.

With regard to his remark upon the formula for binding wire,

which he says is given on p. 144, but which I find is on p. 145, I

cannot understand the Reviewer's difficulty.

With regard to press fits, I have seen no thick cylinder formula,

which gave satisfactory results in practice.

I cannot find any misprint on p. 36 or p. 13t.

My chapter on pulleys and gearing gives methods of propor-

tioning which I have not seen in any pocket book ; they are to &
large extent entirely new.

As to stator frames, the text-books usually leave the investi-

gation in such a condition that it is difficult for an engineer to

make use of it for the alternator frame. Indeed, several formula
published in technical papers for alternator frames are quite

wrong.
On the whole, the review strikes me as in the nature of an

attack, and it may perhaps be worth while pointing out some of

the errors which the Reviewer himself has fallen into. I cannot,
however, conceive anyone else falling into them.

R. Liylngstone.
Preston, Xotemler iOth, 1914.

The Reviewer wishes to say at once that his criticism of the
book, "The Mechanical Design and Construction of Generators,"

was not intended to be an attack— or to be very bitter. The
Reviewer had never seen Mr. Livingstone, or even heard of him
until the work under discussion was sent him.

The author admits that " some " of the errors pointed out in the
review do occur, but thinks that the accuracy of his results is not
affected. While agreeing that in these said cases he may have
obtained correct results by wrong analysis, it only leads one to

suppose either that the book was carelessly written, or that the
proofs were corrected in a slovenly manner.
The Reviewer is surprised to hear that the author has not seen

any satisfactory formula' based on thick cylinder methods for press

fits. At the same time, there are such formula, and, moreover,

they are in use at two large electrical works to the Reviewer's per-

sonal knowledge, and, doubtless, also at other places where press-

fits are used. They are based on Lami's thick cylinder hypothesis,

and throw a good deal of light on the problems connected with
force fits generally. As far as the Reviewer is aware, this particular

case of Lame's general equations is not published, but probably the

author will be able to work it out for himself. As pointed out in

the review, the best guide for this work (or any other, for that

matter) is practical experience, but such thiogs as the stress in the

rotor hub, and the probable coefficient of friction between the hub
and the shaft, cannot be predetermined without analysis, and the

thick-cylinder method is far superior to the one put forward by
the author.

The author states that he cannot find any misprints on page 3&
or page 134. All the Reviewer can say then is that the author

adopts a novel way of spelling " satisfactory " on page 36, line 17.
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He Bpellfl it " staisfaotory.' On page 131, line 10, he calls ' inertia
"

what probibly moet technical men would call " moment oi inertia.
'

Of course, the Reviewer knows these are unimportant, and they
were not specifically mentioned in the review, but the author
deliberately says that he cannot find the misprints, after his atten-

tion has been directed to the paees.

Uegrardinjf pulleys and trearinpr : Naturally the author thinks
his methods of dealinpr with these details are largely novel. How-
ever, the Reviewer is still of the opinion that quite as good results

mitfht be obtained from pocket-books—as they have been in the

past, and possibly will be in the future.

Regfardinpr stator frames : The R-iviewer is not concerned with
wronp formulii' that have been published in technical papers. As
a matter of opinion, the Reviewer thinks this part of the book out
of proportion altogether in regard to the rest of the work.

The Reviewer, after careful consideration, really cannot see that

he can do better than rep3at the last paragraph of the review :

—
" The general impression of the book on the Reviewer is that it

contains a good deal of information, but, at the same time, he
would strongly recommend any buyer to check the mathematical
expressions before he uses them. The price also seems excessive."

The Reviewer.

Trading with the Enemy.

In your issue of last week you quoted a letter of mine to the
Financial Times on the "Trading with the Eaemy, 1914, Amend-
ment Bill."

Since the time of writing the Bill has become law, but, unfortu-

nately, although an amendment was put forward to embody a
clause which should empower the Secretary of State or the Board
of Trade to determine or suspend any contract made between
British subjects and an enemy alien, through lack of active support

the amendment was withdrawn. The withdrawal, however, was not

on the score of actual opposition as such, bat due practically—as

the Attorney-General put it—to the difficulty of getting an
adequate commercial expression which would cover all the exceed-

ingly complex cases which would have to be dealt with under such
provision.

The Act, of course, had a very hurried passage through the

House, as it had to be got over in practically two or three days,

BO that one can sympathise to a certain extent with tho Attorney-

Oeneral in not wishing to include any amendment on this score

of contracts, unless it was in such a fashion to reach finality.

Now, however, when there is plenty of time properly to formu-
late a measure to meet the case, it is important that some steps

should be taken by commercial men to come to unanimity as to

what it is necessary to embody, and then to make representations

to the Attorney-General with a view to th) introduction of a

further Amendment Act.

That the Attorney-General is prepared to receive such repre-

sentations is most clearly put forward in his speech ; when the

contract amendment was being dropped, he said :—"If I gather,

as a result of consultation with hon. members in this House, and
citizens outside, that it is really desirable to make atrial, I will

endeavour to get the help of a limited number of those who would
be able to help." He goes on to say that these would include one
or two members, and one or two of commercial experience, and,

possibly, some of judicial experience.

What is particularly necessary is that there should be unanimity
of opinion among commercial men. As the Attorney-General said,

proceeding farther :
-" It is no good unless you are in a position to

say what you want definitely, both for yourself and everybody
else."

It is to be hoped, therefore, that something will be done on these

lines as soon as possible, as there are contracts involving altogether

a huge amount of money, which are being held up pending definite

legislation. Directly such is forthcoming these contracts can be

transferred to British firms ; incidentally, also, this would mean the

immediate employment of a considerable amount of labour.

That there is nothing to be gained by leaving the whole matter
in its present state of uncertainty must be patent to every com-
mercial man.

T. W. Col«.
London, E.O., Di<comher Slli, I9U.

/

Mi!i'nalling Supplies Wanted.

The Commanding Officer of a Signal Company, R.E., attached to

the new Expeditionary Force, wants to borrow the following

articles :

—

1. Small lathe with slide rest and tools. Not nfcessary for it

to have screw-cutting gear, although it would be helpful.

2. B;nch vice, about 12-lb. weight.

3. Tools of all kinds, carpenters' or other trades (a list is diffl-

oult to compile, but would be furnished).

4. Soldering gear, both large and small bolts.

B. Brazing lamp.
«. " Quantity and intensity '' detectors Uwo).
7. Duplex telegraph galvanometers (.two).

!<. Telephone receivers with cords (,» couple of dotan fequiredl.

9. Microphones (half a dc/.?n).

10. Portable telephone sets complete (half a dor^n).

11. Insulated wire on drums suitable for laying out of doors.

Must be flexible and not easily broken (.some miles).

Any cash subscription will bs welcome, and an aooount can bo

rendered, it desired, for expenditure on ebonite, bra8», German

silver wire, or copper scraps, which might rnike up' inUj some-
thing. Platinum suitable for electric contact*. Aaoorted naila,

screws (braes especially), electric terminals. Insulating copper
wire of all sizes, from fine 40 u wo. for winding bobbins, up to
heavy rubber-covered for exposed places. Bell wire can be boo^ht
locally.

It is impossible to obtain them in the usual way through the
Government supplies, and there are no doubt many of your reader*
who are in a position to assist a very gallant arm of the serrioe in
this manner.

I shall be glad to receive any offers in writing at this address,
but I cannot undertake to receive any of the goods. I will plaoe
any suitable offers before the Commanding Officer above men-
tioned.

B. Xacleod,

SecnUary, Natioiml Serrtee Leagiif.

London, 8.W., Decfmher itk, 1914.

Handles for Electric Ovens.

May I suggest that manufacturers of electric cooking ovena
should adopt a standard form of handle which would always be

easy and oool to ^rip. A simple and cheap form i^ a wire valve

wheel as shown on the enclosed Illustration which is always cool

even when used on valves passing steam at the highest possible

temperature.
W. H, AlleUj L'/igineer und ^fanagfr.

Corporation Electricity Department,
Loughborough. Decfmher 2nd, 1914.

[The device illustrated is the " Cosmopolitan " handle of Messrs.

Holden & Brooke, Ltd.—Ed.s. Elkc. Rev.

LEGAL.

The Osbam Lami- Works, Ltd., r The Coboxa Lamp
WoBKs, Ltd.

The defendants' application topostpone the trialof thispatentaction

on the ground that the German experts they had retained to give

evidence for the defence were no longer available, and that supplies

of tungsten acid rciuired for any farther experiments were un-

obtainable owing to the war, was renewed before Mr. Justice Sargant

in the Chancery Division on Thursday, December 3rd.

Before the application was proceeded with Mr. WAi.TKii, K.C.,

for the plaintiffj. said he desired to make an offer, and, if it wss

not accepted, he should ask for an adjournment to cross-examine

the defendants' witnesses on their affidavits. The case had been

pending since July Srd. Oi October Ifith. his Lordship gave the

defendants an adjournment of six weeks, and he now offered them

another six weeks.

Mr. Romf.r, K.C, for the defendants, said the plwntifh had

taken two years to get ready.

Mb. Walter said, as his offor was not sooepted. he would uk
that the application for an adj nirnmont should stand over to cross-

examine two of the defendants' deponents.

His LoRnsHir said he had never before heard of an application

to cross-examine witnesses on an application for postponement of

a trial, but the ciroumstanoos were exceptional, and there was

nothing in the rules against cross-examination.

Mr. Romkr did not object, and his Lordship said he wonld

take the cross-examination before him in Com: on Monday,

December 14 th.

Arbroath Electric Liuht Co.> Vauatios ArrEAt,.

The Lands Valuation Appeal Court., at Elinbnrgh. on Decern-

4 th, considered an appeal by the Arbroath Kiectrio Li^fht and Tower

Co., Ltd., who complained of an entry of £1.21."> in the valuation

roll in respect of their works and mains, claiming that *5t\l

should be the entry in the roll. By a majority the Valuation

Committee fixed the valuation at i61,li'0. The appellant* con-

tended that the method of valuation adopted by the assessor in

taking only one year's accounts was not in accordance with the

proper application of the revenue basis that an average of at

least three years' aoooants shonld be taken ; and that prior to this
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year the Atoeaeur haneA hin valuaUou nn an average of three yearn'

aocount", and I'M:) wan an abnormally (rood year tot the com-

pany. The A««eai<or held that In lit 13 additlonn were made to the

plant and machinery to the amount of nearly *(1,0OO, increasini;

the value of the eiibjeotii by a third, and acoordinifly the proBta

earnfd in lull and l!ll2 did not rfli^ot the earninpr capacity of the

undertakinu in ito present state, while the prol'itH of 191H did more
nearly represent that earnini; capacity. After hearinif counsel,

their Lordahlps made avi:2andum.

—

Kdinliunili Krening Dif/iatclt.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES,

AND PLANT.

FITTINGS

(i.E.C. Miiin Kpgiilnlors.

We recently described in these colamns the rectaDgiilar type

of main regulator with etrip resistance, manufaotnred by the

Oenku.\l Ei.ECTKic Co., of Wittou ; the accompanying illustrations

show a quite different patttrr. The retjulator, fig. 1, is of the

G.E.C. standard <onbtruction. and will ccnirol a .'i.OOO KW. turbo-

We also illustrate in fig. 4 an " Kilipse ' kettle, one o( nameroiK
deiiens, in polished copper, pure-tinne<l iniiide ; the company aUo
supply breakfast cookers, fry-pans, jugs, urns, .V:o , In addition to

the above.

FlO. :!.—COMIilNED TOABTKll AND ObiLL.

A variety of "Ellipse" h<!aters are available, and we illcs'rate

in fig. n a Sheraton-style radiator of attractive design. The com-
piny's convectors are guaranteed for five year?, with the ezteption

of illumiaatitig and radiator lamp<).

Fig. 1.—GE.C. Main Regilator for
5,000-KW. "WiTTON" Turbo-Alteenator.

!.— Interior View of Main Regilator,
SHOWING Solid Connections.

Fig. 5.

—

Sheraton Style
Radiator.

alternator ; this pattern of regulator has been supplied by the
G.E.C. to an important municipality. It consists of a circular

face-plate regulator of extremely strong construction, mounted on
the same angle-iron frameworks as, and connected to, a G.E.C
oast alloy grid resistance. It will be seen from fig. 2 that the
connections between the contacts of the regulator and the resist-

ance are of solid copper bar, to enable a thoroughly good connection
to be made ; the regulator contacts are turned round at right
angles, and the copper rods are screwed to them ; therefore there
are no loose wires to be found anywhere in the regulator, the whole
of the contacts being eolid throughout.

The " Uuderwood " Digger.

Mr. a. L. Underwood, of 3 5, Queen Street, E.C, has sent us
particulars of his new di^rger or grab, for which special advantages
are claimed, including lightness, simplicity and ease of control. It

is suitable for handling coal.

" Eclipse " Heating and Cooking Apparatus.

The Electric and Ordnance Accessories Co., Ltd , of
Chester Road, Aston, Birmingham, send us particulars of a number
of domestic heating and cooking devices which, they point out,

form seasonable gifts at the present time. Amongst these are the
toaster and combined toaster and grill, either of which is suitable
for table use, the latter—shown in fig. 3—being suitable for
grilling chops, bacon, io., and keeping plates, dishes and liquids
warm, as well as toasting. This apparatus is recommended
especially for small households on account of its great convenience.

We may also draw attention to the " Eolipse' irons, which form
a welcome addition to the average household equipment, and can
be supplied in various patterns.

OUR LEGAL QUERY COLUMN.

"Pish" writes;
—"I shall be extremely obliged if your legal

contributor will answer, through the medium of your valuable
paper, the following question, which ia at the present of vital

importance to the electrical supply industry. Without a Corporation
possessing special powers, are they within their legal rights in

supplying energy to their consumers at the power rate for

cinematograph or photograph developing, kc, or can it be argued
that they are giving one particular trade a preferential tariff,

seeing that they are using the energy supplied for lighting

purposes, although it is not for general illumination ,"'

',' The question is a nice one. It may be argued, with some
show of reason, that electricity used in a cinematograph lantern is

not being used for general illumination. One might even go
further and say that some of it is being used, in a sense, for power,
inasmuch as the moving parts of the lantern are driven by
electricity. Having regard to the express provisions of Sec. 19 of

the Electric Lighting Act, 1882, it does not appear to be possible

for anyone obtaining current for the ordinary purposes of

illumination to raise any objection to the charg^e made at »
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tinematograph theatre. That eection provides that " Where ft

oupply of electricity is provided in any part of an area for private

purposes, then, except in so far as is otherwise provided by the
terms of the licence, order or special Aut authorisiatf sach supply,

every company or person within that pare of the area shall, on
application, be entitled to a supply on the same terms on which
any other company or person m such part of the ar<a is entitled

under similar circumstances to a correspondine supply."

Havinpr regard to these terms, it is reasonably plain that no
ordinary consumer on the one hand, and no power consumer on the

other, could object to the terms on which energy was supplied to

a cinematograpn theatre.

WAR ITEMS.

Electricity Supply Employes and the War.—It will be re-

meinbxjrtjd thai the question of allowances to be made to

electric supply employes takinj! the place of those who
have f^one to the front, if they themselves should elect to

>*o shortly after entering upon their engagements, was raised

at West Hani. The matter has now come forward at Ful-
ham. A man was temporarily engaged in August to take
the place of a regular employe who had enlisted. In Novem-
ber the said temporary employe himself enlisted, and an
application for allowance to be made to his mother during
his absence had to be considered. .Vs a result the Electricity

Committee now recommends the Council to pass the follow-
ing resolutions:

—

(u) Thai the rc^solulion passed by the Council on the 9lh September, 1914,
with reference to leave o( absence and payment of oflicers and servants away
on naval or military service, be limited in its application to the permanent
staff, and that it be an instruction to the chief ofticers that no man eligible

for naval or military service be employed to till temporary vacancies caused by
employes ;oimn(» the forces.

(bj That, as from the date of this meeting, the aforesaid resolution of the

Ccunci' of the Ulh September, 1914, be deemed to apply only to such of^ccrs

and •er.'ants who cnlis-" for active service abroad.

The Associated Municipal Electrical Engineers (Greater
London) has forwarded to the Committee tne following copy
of an important letter received from Major-General Sir

Francis Lloyd, K.C.B., commanding the London District,

on the subject of recruits, viz.:
—" Headquarters, London

District, Horse Guards, S.W. 25th November, 1914. Sir,

—

I am informed that many employes of the various Electrical

Associations in the London Command have already joined
His Majesty's Forces, and are serving their country both at
home and abroad. It has now come to my knowledge that
many other men employed in the electrical services of the
Metropolis are also desirous of joining the forces in the
field, and that there is considerjiblc risk of the necessary
staffs being thereby so depletetl that the power stations and
electricity centres will be insufliciently manned. I need
hardly say that the result of expert cmployijs leaving their
occupation in such a manner would entail great inconveni*
ence to the civil population of this city, and might very
easily have disastroits consequences on the conduct of the
war. L'nder these circumstances I desire to e.^press to you
my undoubte<i opinion that the ordinary public services of
the Metropolis are at the present time of the first importance,
and that the trained men who maintain their efticiency are
serving their King and Country in a proper manner and as
usefully as if they were fighting in the field, and further,
that to disorganise the electric and power services of London
bv enlisting at the present moment would bo a serious dere-
liction of their duty to the State. I should be glad if vou
would give the fullest oublicity to this letter.—(Signed)
]'"kancis Lloyp, Major-General Commaniling London Dis-
trict." The Electricity Committee report that they have
consideral this matter, and whilst they are in accord with
the views expressed by Sir Francis Lloyd, are of opinion that
the men who arc eligible and willing to serve should at
least be grantetl some certificate that they have offered, and
they sugs'est that representations l>e made on these lines to
the Military Authorities. They accordinglv recommend:

—

That representations bo made to Major General Sir Francis Lloyd urging the
tipsirability of a certificate being issued to the men employed in the various
electric lighting stations in the Metropolis, who are eligible for antl desirous
of joining either the na\al or military forces for active service abrcid, thai
they arc engaged on equallv important duty by remaining at their post during
the present crisis, and (urihor nidiciling that it was through no fault of their
own that they did not actually join the fortes in the field.

Hart Accumulator Men wilh the Forces.—We have ro
ceived the following letter:—" \oiir readers mav bo inlerest«l
to know that 87 employes of the Hart .Accumulritor Co., Ltd.,
of Slratfoid, London, are serving in H.M. Forces, both at
home and abroad. The pc-rccntage of men having left the
works and offices on this account is between '25 and 3;).

Shortiv .ifter the outbreak of war the emplovi5s, bv means
of volunlarv wivklv contributions, initiatet.1 a scheme of relief
for tluyicpendents of their fellow workmen who had enlistetl,
anil with the co-oper;ition of the eompanv and its iliiectors.
tho_ committee has alroadv been able to grant relief of over
£'2'iO to the most necessitous c.ises. Two of our number we
shall unfortunately see no more, whilst a few have been
wounikHl in action, but we hope to welcome the remainder
hack to East London safe and sound at no distant date.

—

A. P.
J.

D.wis, Secretary (pro. tem.) to th« Relief Fund.
December 4th, 1914."

jndation.
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Supplies lor the Allied tioveromenU.—We are asked to

stato thai all c|ui-stiuiis relating lu tht; purchase and export
of food !>upi)lics, niunitiuiisi u[ war, and field equipment, for

the l""rcnch, Uelijian, Russian and Serbian Governments, are
now dealt with by the International Commission for the Pur-
chase of Supplies (Couuiiissiun Internalionalt dc Kavitail-
lement). 'i'iie lixecutivo (Jtlice of this Commission, and the
ollicos of the French, Bel^;iun, and Serbian Oeki,'ates tliere-

on, arc at India House. Kinj^swav, VV.C, while the offices

of the Russian Delefjates are temporarily at 192, Cromwell
Road, S.W. Application for permission to export ).;oods, the
«xport of which from the United Kinfjdom is prohibited,
should, if such floods are requircti by the Allied Govern-
mtnts or their accredited Aj^cnts, be addressed in writing to

the Commission. The Commission will only consider such
applications if they arc accompanie<l by documentary evi-

dence as to their olliclal orifjin. Applications which are
unsupported by such evidence, or applications in respect of

floods which are ordered by private firms for purely industrial
purrwses, must Ix' made in tlie ordinar^ manner to the Com-
missioners of Customs and Excise, Lower Thames Street,

K.C. Owiii.i; to the possible shortage of certain classes of
goods for which there is a great demand, it may be found
impracticable to make any exception to the prohibition
against the export of such gocnls. Consequently, merchants
and manufacUirers wishing to supply goods for the use of anv
of the Allied (iovernments are warned not to enter into any
nei'otiations until they have ascertained from the Commis-
sion Internationale de Ravitaillement that permission for the
export of such goods will be granted. Having granted per-

mission to cx|)ort, the Commission will make the necessary
arrangements direct with the Customs Authorities for the
clearance of the goods, upon receiving from the manufac-
turer or merchant at least 48 hours' notice of each shipment,
together with the following particulars:

—

(1) Nature and quantity of goods to be shipped.
(2) Name and address of consignor.
(3) Name and address of consignee.
(4) Port and approximate date of shipment.
(5) Ship or line by which shipment is to be made.
^6) Port of discharge.
(7) Marks on packages, if any.

Westiaghouse Employes and the War.—Up-to-date a total

of 1,046 men have left the British W'estinghouse Company
to join either the .A.rmy or the Navy, two of whom have been
killed in action. The greater number have, of course, joined
the Army Regulars and Territorials. Many have joined the
Public Schools Battalion, others have joined the newly-
formed Naval Brigade as electrical engineers, and one ex-
W'estinghouse man has highly distinguished himself, i.e.,

Mr. Sippe, who was one of the three who set out to fly over,
and liron iiombs on, the German airship hangars at Dussel-
dorf in October. In an article in the November number
of the " British W'estinghouse Gazette " it is stated that
from the commencement the W'estinghouse Company saw
the necessity of helping the dependants of those who have
left, and immediately set aside a large sum of money for this
purpose. A representative committee was appointed and a
verv carefully organised scheme evolved, whereby each case
is visited and reported upon once every fortnight, and at the
present time 422 cases a week are dealt with. In addition
to this action by the company, a sum of .£1,166 was contri-
buted during the first month of the war by the staff and
distributed to the various public relief funds, and a further
ium is contributed regularly each week or month by the
office and works employes for a stand-by fund; this amounted
up to 17th November to no less than ^£1,705. A riflle range
has been erected in the works' grounds on which shooting
takes place each day in the dinner hour and on Saturday
afternoons. Two butts are at present in use, one of 25 yds.,

range and the other of 50 yds, range, each accommodating
ten men at the one time. An extension to the 50 yds. butts^
to accommodate fifteen more men, is practically completed.
Only those who are not eligible to join the forces are allowed
to shoot on this range; at the present time 1.500 men have
passes. An average of 10,000 rounds per week is being fired,

and the individual scoring is improving steadily.

Burnley Tramwaymen.—With reference to our note of last
week concerning the larfe number of Burnley tramway em-
ployes with the forces, the decision that any further men in
the electricity and tramway departments desiring to enlist
should give due notice, has been construed as a proposal to
stop recruiting, and explanations were demanded at the
meetinf of the Towi. Council. It was pointed out that that
was not the intention; they wished to preserve the service
which was necessary if they were to continue the allowances
to the men at the front, which now amounted in the case of
the tramways to £S0 a week. The Chairman of the Electricity
Committee pointed out that most of the men holding respon-
sible positions, and who were invaluable, w^ere young, and
that they were being made uncomfortable by the humbug-
ging they got for not enlisting. They were in an awkward
position, but the Committee could not do without them.
The explanations were accepted.

Constantinople Telephones.—In the course of an article,
from an American authority, on " Constantinople Comedies,"
the " Evening News " on Tuesday stated:—" Turkish con-
trollers .... have not vet seized the telephones, as they would
be unable to op«rat« them without foreign assistance."

Glasgwurkerii with the I'urceii.—The Leminglon Glass-
works, which are princi[)ally eng.tgcd in manufacturing bulb»
for the " OsTani " and " Robertson " lamps, have been
heavily taxed since the outbreak of the war by urgent Gov-
ernment orders. In addition to the 74 in<n who have enlisted
from the lamp works, a very large number of men have left

the glass works to join the army. We undersl.ind that- tin-

martial spirit among the men is very great, and in this con-
nection, a very large number of bulb blowers having ex-
pressed their desire to join the army, the .Admiralty wer<-

informed that this might entail delay with their work, and
the result has been a communication from the First Lord of

the Admiralty to the employes of the Lcminglon Glassworks
to the following effect:—

Admiralty, WhiifhjU, S.W.
Sih U<:c.'i[itKr, lOM

I wish to impress upon those employed by your estublikhmi-nt the iinpurtaiu-

of the Government work upon which they are engaged. 1 fully :ippreci.-)te 'tl.'-

eflorls which the employes are making, and the quality of the work turned ou'
and 1 trust that everything will be done to assist the Naval .Authorities I'.

pushing on all orders as rapidly as possible.

1 should like all engaged by yoor esl.il^lishmcnt to know that it is full.

recognised that in carrying out the great work of providing for the re^uii- -

ments of the Royal Navy they arc doing their duty for their King and Counli;.
equally with those w-ho have joined H.M. forces for active service afloat it

{Signed) Winston S. Ciiurciiiu..

Industrial Disorj^anisation in Germany,—The " Times "

states that the Berlin correspondent of the " Handelsblad,"
according to a Reuter telegram from Amsterdam, inakes
some interesting nwiiarks on the economic situation. Ht-

says that the disturbance of economic life has caused a far

greater disorganisation in Germany than in 1870. German
industry is now engaged in meeting disorganisation with re-

organisation. The greatest losses have been suffered by the
machinery, iron, coal, textile, sugar, paf)er, and chemical
industries. For some industries the problem has been to

shift the market for the goods. Other industries had to

change the nature of their productions. The great organisa-
tions of manufacturers have set themselves " to avoid the
dissipation of economic power and to utilise the available
power in the most rational manner." They make joint

applications when the Government asks for tenders, and are
" generally successful in obtaining the orders." The great
electrical concerns have, to a large extent, change<i their
articles of protluction. Factories which before the war pro-
duced iron railings or sewing-machines are now manufac-
turing shells.

Fulham Men with the Forces.—The following is a list of
the staff and employt^s of the Fulham B.C. Electricity and
Dust Destructor Department who are now serving with
H.M. Forces:

—

Royal Fleet Reserve.
Royal Field Artillery.

Engineering Section. Navel & Military Arm
Royal Garrison Artillery.

West Kent Regiment.
East Yorkshire Regiment.
Royal Fleet Reserve.
Royal Field Artillery.

Royal Fusiliers.

Royal Field Artillery.

Churchlev. C. Army Service Corps.
Curtis, \V. J Rifle Brigade.

Northampton Tramway Managership.—^The Northampton
T.C. on Monday appointed its electrical engineer, Mr. J.
C. Cameron, as manager of the tramways for six months,
the question of appointing a permanent manager being de-
ferred until the expiration of that period. Mr. Cameron,
who is a son of the manager of the Blackpool and Fleetwood
Tramways, has been in the employ of the Northampton T.C
for six months. .An amendment that advertisements bei

issued in the technical nress, and that the previous resolution
of the Council authorising only a temporary appointment
consequent upon the resignation of Mr. J. Gottschalk should
be rescinded was lost. One member said it was understood
thai Mr. Gottschalk was to have an opportunity of applying
when the permanent apoointment was made, and he asked
the Council to act honourably in the matter. " A vindictive
and unscrupulous opposition has triumphed," he added.

U.S. and South America.—It is stated in a transatlantic
contemporary that The Fidelity Company of Baltimore has
made arrangements to charter an ocean steamer which will

carry a party of business men to the various ports of South
America, circling round that Continent and returning through
the Panama Canal. The object is to stimulate closer trade
relations.

Board of Trade Reports.—No. 100 of the Board of Trade
German and Austrian e.xport trade pamphlets deals with
volatile and essential oils.

Presents tor Men at the Front.—A correspondent of one of
the Irish newspapers says that what the men want most in

the trenches is electric torches with spare batteries.

Roll ol Honour.—Corporal J. W. Hopson, tram driver
employed by the Oldham Corporation, has been killed in
action in France. He w-as married about six months ago.
The Oldham Tramways Committee has sent a letter of con-
dolence to the widow, who has been offered work as an officse

cleaner by Mr. Dugdale (manager).
News has reached Halifax that Private Roland Turner, of

the 1st Battalion Royal Scots Fusiliers, has been killed in
fighting around Poperinghe. The deceased, who was a re-
servist, was employed as a conductor by the Halifax Cor-
pcration TramwaySi

Sturley
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Personal.—In the " London Gazette " for December 4th,
the following announcements under the Naturalisation Act,
1870, appear for the month of November, 1914:

—

Date of Oatb
Name. Country. of Allegiance. Occupation.

1914.

JArmay, Gustav , , ,. Hungary ,, Nov. 10 Director of Messrs.
Brunnor, Mond A Co,

KiDzbrunner, Charles.. Austria .. Nov. 3 Consulting Engineer,
and Doctor of Political

KoonomyandHcience.
Legraud, Albert Eugene France .. Oct. 27 Electrician >& chaufTeur.

(
Germany

i

Mannheim, Ernest Arthur (Naturalised Nov. 4 Mining Engineer.
tin Australia) )

Moscr, William .. .. Belgium .. Nov. 18 civil Engineer.

8andberg,Cbriater Peter Sweden .. Nov. 3 Constilting and
Inspecting Engineer,

Bandberg, Nils Percy Sweden .. Nov. 8 Consulting and
Patrick Inspecting Engineer.

Sandberg, Oscar FridoU Sweden . . Nov. 8 Consulting and
Alexander Inspecting Engineer.

Von Chauvin, George . . Germany . . Nov. 3 An Engineer.

Mr. Louis Phillippe Liclitenstein, m <lireclor of the New
British Ever-Ready Co., Ltd., of Holloway, has changed
his name to Louis Philip Lifjhtstonc by a deed poll dated
November 4th, 1914. Mr. Lightstonc is a natural born
Englishman.

By deed poll executed on Nov. 22nd, Mr. G. F. Metzgcr,
M.Inst.C.E., M.Inst.E.E., M.Inst.M.E., has adopted the
surname of Bonnor in place of Metzger, and he will hence-
forth be known as Gustavus Ferdinand Bonnor. Mr. Bonnor
is a British subject, having been born at Dalston, London,
some 47 years ago, and it is in order to avoid misconceptions
as to his nationality and consequent unfair prejudice that
he has m.ide the abovei alteration. Readers of the " Elec-

trical Review " well know that Mr. Bonnor, as Mr. Metzger,
has had a lifelong connection with electrical engineering in

England, especially in connection with electricitv supolv. Iv
having been for many years city electrical engineer at Bath
and Manchaster respectively, and we are sure that there

will be manv expressions of sympathy with Iiini in the very

serious position in which the spy mania has placed him.
.As electrical engineer to the South-East Kent Electric

Power Co., Ltd., his duties required him to reside within
a fprtified area, at Sheplierdswell, Dover; but the niilitarv

authorities, presumably objecting to his Gorman name,
ordered him to leave the district. Mr. Bonnor is now tem-
porarily established at Toksowa House, Dulwich Common.
London, until the embargo is removed; he is, however, still

associated with the Soutli-East Kent Electric Power Co.
Mr. Bonnor will be glad if his many friends, from whom he
will be verv pleased to hear at th<' above address, will take
this notice as official intimation of his ch.-inge of name.

Mr. Christopher Wade, m.inaging director of Richard
Wade, Sons & Co., Lt<l., Hull, has gone as a voluntary Red
Cross motor-ambulance driver for at least six months. Mr.
Wade's brother and ten of the office staff are u ith the forces.

BUSINESS NOTES.

Consular Jiotes.—Oomedsions in Tripoli.— Electrical

manufaotnrers are beinsr advieed by the United States Consul in

Tripoli to follow up the applications which are beiDjr made in

Rome for oonoessions to operate liehting and tramway systems in

Tripoli. Two Italian electric light companies are jointly endea-

Tonring to secure both concessions.

CEYLON.— /»7;,i;7 Trade Position.—Tbe official figures of

Cevbn's import trade are not very illuminating; as regards the

different countries which share in the supply of electrical and
allied goods. The I'nited States Consul has, however, compiled
some figures, from unofficial sourci.s, which give a reasonably exact

idea of the relative trade in the various articles from the partici-

pating countries :

—

Article lltia. una. 1913. ll»13.

imported. Total, Total. United Kingdom, Geimany,

Btassware £21.000 £27,000 '£36,000 £1,000
Cement t 52,000 25,000 20,000

Copperwaro ... .">,000 26,000 '5,000 20,000

Electrical materials 21,000 15,000 14,000 1,000

Machinery ... 71,000 246,000 222,000 10,000

Lamps 16.000 18,000 9.000 7,000

Telephone materials t '^OOO ,S,000 —
' Includes India, I Not separately olassined.

The American Consul considers that his countrymen have a very

(food chance of increasing their sales in Ceylon. In machinery and
tools they have attained some success owing to careful attention to

deliveries and packing. He balieves the purchasing power of

the country to bo good just now (Drought threatens a set-

back.

—

Ed.'), as the rubber slnmp has been oounterbal.inoeil by the

excellent results from other crop.s. The standard of comfort among
the native population has risen distinctly, and the opening of the
Indo-Ceylon Railway promises to solve many problems of labour
supply. A description of plumbago mining In the island provokes

the comment that this industry has not yet adopted very efBcirat

methods, and suggests a potential dem&nd for winding, pamping
and compressor plant.

NEWFOl'NTJLAXI* AND NEW BRINSWICK MARKETS. -In
connection with the new trade promotion campaign of the Cnited
States Department of Commerce, their Consuls have been devoting
considerable attention to the Newfoundland and New Brunswick
markets, where they have high hopes not merely of barring
Germany as a fntnre importer, bnt also of weakening Gre&t
Britain's pisition. The chief reasons for the increased import*-
tions of American goods into .Vewfoundland in the past are that

local merchants, mannfactorers' agents, and iiuporterB are taking

advantage of the trade literature on file at the United States lon-
snlate ; that the more enterprising merchants are sending their

buyers to the United States, which was not the case a few years

ago ; and that American manafacturers are studying the require-

ments of the Newfoundlanders, This has resulted in the importa-
tion of a finer line of goods as regards make, finish, and style.

In the opinion of the American Consul, sales of goods can be

enbjtantially increased by more persistent efforts and care in filling

orders, packing the goods, to. The fact should be borne in mind
that Newfoundland is not a part of Canada, Merchant* and
importers are averse to having their iciiuiries and orders for goods
referred to a representative in Canada. They prefer to deal direct

with the head office or works, claiming that it is more satisfactory

as regards prices and freight rates, and that the goods come in

better condition on account of less handling.

In New Brunswick, the curtailment of the normal supply of

many manufactures of the belligerent countries was not at fitrst of

importance, seeing that stocks were fairly full and trade somewhat
depressed. Now, however, merchants are becoming optimistic and
the future outlook for trade is much brighter. Plane have been
made for the usual logging activities during the winter and next
spring, and all the mills will run to full capacity during 191.J.

This also means a resumption of normal business at the stores.

There will certainly be an increased demand for electrical goodi
and supplies and everything connected with mill equipments.

Amongst German goods which are under commercial interdiction

are electric fancy lamps and tungsten lamps, semi-rotary wing
pump', &c. These German goods have been sopplied chiefiy

through Montreal.

SWITZERLAND.—In a report just issued, from the pen of H.M-
Vice-Consul at Zariob. it is remarked that although Switzerland is

mainly dependent for her industrial prosperity on exports of her

own manufactures, the yearly value of manufactured goods
imported into the country is by no means inconsiderable. Last

year, the vaiue of her imports of machinery and ironware amounted
to £3,.">i56,600, whilst her exports under these headir^'S Uncluding
alsD vehicles) amounted in value to £.',422,000. Year by year,

however, Switzerland's imports of mannfactnree arc steadily

increasing, notwithstanding that her own mannfactnrers are also

increasing their exports. The \ ice-Consul's remarks are based

upon the provisional trade returns.

The Vice-Consul eays that British manufacturers and exporters

still underestimate Switzerland's importance as a market for our

goods. The share of the United Kingdom in the imports into

Switzerland has not only been small as compared with the total im-

ports from all countries, but shows no sign of proportionate increase.

In 1911 the United Kingdom only supplied 6 J per cent of

Switzerland's total requirements, £''.i per cent, in 1912, and .i'S per

cent, in 1913. This is a poor showing, particularly in view of the

frequently-expressed desire both in the Swiss Trees and by Swiss

merchants, for a more equally balanced trade in return for the

large business they do with the United Kingdom. Only recently

one of the principal Swiss f xporters to the United Kingdom and
her Colonies expressed to tlie Vice-Consul the opinion that the

imports of British goods could cejtainly be considerably increased

if British manufacturers would follow the example of the German
commercial traveller, and study German methoils and terms, or at

any rate establish branches or agencies in the principal Swiss

towns. In his opinion British manufacturers are either unaware
of, or indifferent to, the very sympathetic attitude of the Swiss

consumers towards British goods, particularly among the

well-to-do classes.

The ViceConsnl has prepared a list of articles in which the

United Kingdom already does an export businees to Switzerland

to a certain extent ; but it is only reasonable to assume that with

increased efforts a much larger trade might be done therein. In

this list figure machinery, ironware and metal goods generally,

india-rubber goods and instruments.

Ko stronger hint as to the best method of improving our trade

could be furnished than by the record of the number of com-
mercial travellers who applied for the requisite Swiss licence last

year. Foreign countries were represented by a total of 7.040. of

which Germany applied for .'>,000, France 1,600, and the United

Kingdom only 72. A personal investigation of the re-^uirements

of the Swiss market is most desirable. The principals of firms, or

their representatives, might first call on the British Consuls, who
would b« able to assist them in giving information as

to the chief firms engaged in their branches of commerce.
If, however, it is not pos!^ible to send travellers, the appointment

of Swiss agents, able to correspond in English, would be the most
likely way of securing a better share of trade. A further aid to

the development of British trade in Switierland would be the

sending of price lists and circulars in the French or German
language. In the great majority of instances in which catalogues

in the English language are sent no results can be expected. Price

lists should be compiled with the weights and measurements given

in kilogrammes and metres, and the prices quoted in franos, the
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Utt«r inoludiner freJKbt and doty to destination. It is atill nec«s-

nr; to empbanige the useleeaneM of drawinfr op these price lists

irivinf; our EnfrliKh weights, measures and ourrenoy. If it is

desired to open up business oonneutions with good Swiss business

Arms, it will be necessary to meet them as ret(ards terms of credit,

and to aooept sample orders as a commencement. The ubu»1 Swiss

terms of credit are three months net. German manufacturers,

however, in order to open up business with new customers, will

extend the term of credit to one year, or even longer. They like-

wise instruct their travellers or agents to accept sample orders,

thus frequently securing permanent customers.

The principal towns visited by commercial travellers are Zurich,

Kisle, Berne, Geneva, St. Galle, Liujanne, Lucerne, Winterthur,

La Chand-deFonds and Bienne.

Our Consul at Geneva, in dwelling on the opportunities which

might be watched for by the representatives of British firms,

points ont that although the Cantonal Government restrict their

calls for tenders to firms established in the canton for a certain

number of years, they do not restrict the origin of their supplies

to a certain country, bat permit local tenderers to order them as

well from the United Kingdom as from any other country.

Amongst articles frequently required by the tenderers are plant

for central heating, plant for electric lighting, reinforced con-

crete, &c.

According to a Swiss trade journal, the future of the Swiss

machinery industry is becoming more and more dependent

upon the trade with foreign countries. The demand at home for

Swiss machinery declined considerably during the year l;U3, but

this falling off was compensated for by orders recsived from

abroad.

The journal adds :

" This result would not have been achieved

but for the excellent organisation which exists for the promotion

of our Swiss export trade, and by which new markets are con-

tinually being opened." Ample testimony to the truth of this is

afforded by the detail statistics of Switzsrland's electrical exports,

which we shall shortly publish.

The various factories engaged in the machinery trade were

busily employed during the year 1913, and it was anticipated that

this year would show a similar result, in spite of a restriction of

orders from Germany early in the year. The war, however, has

naturally upset these expectations. On the electrical side, how-
ever, a considerable increase in home orders is expected, as the

Federal railway department has decided that a portion of the

Gotthard line (from Erstfeld to Bellinzona) shall be electriflpd.

The introduction of the electric system will involve the establish-

ment of several large water-power stations. One station has

already been commenced at Airolo with 50,000 n.P., and a central

station at Amsteg with 32,000 H,P.

Liqiiidatioiis.

—

Apparatus and Accessories, Ltd.—
A meeting of creditors is called for December 16th, at 119, Fins-

bury Pavement, E.C.. under the Companies' (Consolidation) Acts,

1908, 1913.

The Oldham Boiler Wobks Co., Ltd.—This company is

winding up voluntarily, with Mr. H. Hague, of Retiro Chambers,

Yorkshire Street, Oldham, as liquidator. A meeting of creditors is

called for December 17th.

Genebal Electbolttic Pabekt Co., Ltd.— It is stated in a

provincial paper that a meeting is called for December 14th to

consider a resolution for voluntary liquidation.

The Midland Electbic Cobpobatios (1900), Ltd.—A meet-

ing will be held at the North-Westem Hotel, Lime Street, Liver-

pool, on January 12th, 19 1.5, to hear an account of the winding
up from the liquidator, Mr, H. E. Abbott.

Bankruptcy Procee(Iin»s.—G. E. Hipkixs, electrical

engineer, Dudley.^First meeting, December 11th, Official Receiver's

Offices, 1, Priory Street. Public examination, January 5th, Court

House, Dudley.
A. J. Loadeb, medical electrician. Nelson. Lanes.—First meeting

and public examination, December isch, at the County Court House,

Bank House Street, Burnley.

Private Arranaements.

—

Llanelly Motor and
Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd —In pursuance of Sec. 188 of

the Companies' (Consolidation) Act, 1908, a meeting of the creditors

interested herein was held on Thursday, December 3rd, at

28, Bildwin Street, Bristol, when it was stated that the company
was incorporated in Ojtobier, l:il2, with a nominal capital of

£5,000 divided into 900 preferred ordinary shares of £5 each and
500 founders' shares of £ 1 each. Of the preferred ordinary shares

358 have been issued for cash ; the founders' shares were all

allotted as fully paid. The statement of affairs showed that the

total sum ranking for dividend was £2,437. The net assets were
£2,325, or an estimated deficiency of £112. The present position

was attributed to loss on trading, depreciation in stock and bad
debts. It was resolved that the company be wound up voluntarily,

and that the appointment of Mr. Arthur ColUns as liquidator be

confirmed. A small advisory committee representing the creditors

was appointed to act with the liquidator in realising the estate.

BritisU-.Hade ludieators.—Messes. Gent A Co., Ltd.,
of Faraday Works, Laicester, ask us to remind contractors who
have been in the habit of buying German electric bell indicators
that they now have on the markst »n entirely new pattern of
pendulum indicator, which has been epeoially got up to meet the
demand for a cheap indicator, and whiob otn be guarantsed to

be of British masafutare tbrou^hoati P°Btr»9tori ihonld aik
(•h»Jr fsotoff *"» 4«t»i5« el tfeli ln<flo»te?'

For Sale.—A quantity of electrical apparatas, including

motors, cable, telephones, kc, will be sold by auction on Ddoember
loth, at Dalling It >ad. Hammersmith, by Messrs. P. Iluddleston

and Co, Particulars are given in our advertisement pages to-day.

(ataloifiics and Lists.—Mek.srs. W. (;En"Ki. .v Co.,

Vulcan Workit, .St. Thomas Street, Lindon, S E — Lint No. 13<; (ten

pages) giving illustrated descriptions and pricee of their automatic
time switches and lliiuhers. The "Arbiter" time switch is

arranged for switching on by hand, and off automatically, and is

suitable for the restricted hour or tworatn system; the "(Jpus"
time switch is arranged to switch both on and aif automatically,

and is used for street, sign lighting, JL;.

American Hahd Rduhku Co., 13a, Pore Street, London, E C.

— Current price list of ebonite, sheet, rod and tubing, of which
Urge stocks are carried.

Edison A: Swan United Electric Ligih Co., Ltd . Pender's

ICjd.—30 -page catalogue (Section VIII, pirt 3) of electric heater*

and radiators (Quarl/ilite, Dowsing, Ediswan, luminous, oonvector,

hot-bar, jcc.) embodying a number of additional lines introduced

since the issue of the last season's list. Prices generally are

revised consequent upon raw material costs. Measurements,
weights, finishes and prices are clearly indicated.

Mes-sss. Falk, StadeL-MANn A: Co., Ltd., H3;87, Farringdon
Riad, London, B.C.—Abridged edition of their general electrical

catalogue. It consists of 72 pages, and has been issued specially

for the use of supply authorities and contractors. A varied collec-

tion of designs of electric light fittings for residence lighting, also

statuettes, radiators and outside lantern fittings are illustrated and
priced. The trade can obtain supplies of this catalogue for house-

holders' purposes on application.

Messrs. Febkanti, Ltd., Central House, Kingsway, London,
W.C.—Filing cover containing a number of illustrated price lists

of electric cooking appliances, including cooking diaks, boiling

plates, stewpans, grills, breakfast cookers, electric ovens in three

sizes, and electric cookers in two sizes.

Messbs. E. Bbook, Ltd., Colne Road, Huddersfield.—December
stock list of single, two and three-phase motors.

Trade Aimouiueinent.s. — Messrs. Scholey & Co.,

Ltd., have been appointed the British representatives of the

Taylor-Stoker interests, which are controlled in the U.S.A. by the

American Engineering Co.

The British Mannesmann Tube Co., Ltd., have removed
their ofiioes to their permanent address at Corporation Road,
Newport, Mon.
The offices of Vexneb's Electbical Cooking and Heating

Appliances, Ltd., have been removed to their new works:—
Venelectric Works, tj>3 and 6.S, Wandsworth Road, London, S.V,'.,

where all communications should ba addressed.

The offices of Messrs. RusauoEE Lamps, Ltd., have been
transferred to their works at Peterborough Road, Parson's Green,

Folham, S.W., where all communications should be sent. Tele-

phone numbers: Putney 2490 and 2491 ; Telegraphic address:
" Aplanatic Fnl," London.

Book \otices.—' Procecdintiis of the Engineering
Association of New South Wales," Vol. XXVIII, 1912-13. Sydney :

The Association.

"Journal of the Institution of Electrical Engineers," Vol. LIII,

No. 237. London : E. .t F. N. Spon, Ltd. Price 3s, 6d. The
issue for December contains the following papers :

—
" Experiments on the Heating of Screw-socket Lampholders," by
C. C. Pateraon : "Temperature Rise in Twin Flexible Wires,"

by S. W. Melsom and H. C. Booth ; "Electric Cooking and Heating
in Private Houses," by W. A. Gillott ; and the inaugural addresses

of the President, Sir John Snell, and Messrs. P. P. Wheelwright,
T. RDles. and J. Lowson.

E.viiorts from Sweden.—The exports of electrical

machinery and apparatus from Sweden during the nine months
ending with September last attained a value ot only £140.596, as

contra^ted with £180,470 In the corresponding period of 1913. On
the other hand, the shipments of telephone material advanced from
£231,934 to £255,900.

Deed of Assig'niiient.—R. Crust, electrical engineer,

40, Brook Street, Bradford, — Trustee, P. Hodgkinson, 48,

Sunbridge Riad, Bradford. Creditors must send particulars of

debts, &c., by December 28th.

Fire.—On Saturday night fire broke ont in the fan-

house at Belaide Colliery (Northumberland), and spreading to the
electrical room soon had the whole of the machinery building in

flames. Before the fire was subdued, the whole of the machinery
had been converted into scrap.

Hart Battery Works iu Canada.—The Canadian
Habt Accumulator Co. has begun the erection in St. John, New
Brnnswick, of a large factory for the manufacture of accumulators
for the Canadian market.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

Anlslev.

—

Proposed E.L.—The U.D.C. has decided to

ask the Electrical Distribution of Yorkshire, Ltd., to submit a

scheme for lighting the district by electricity,

Barnsley.—The Corporation electricity maini are to

hi extended at a ooet of £329 to lupply current to tht a««r Maunt
VarpoB S»!«»teriorB and the opsc siif lebooli,
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Ririiiiii<*'li;iiii.—The demand for electric power by the

manufacturers in the city eneraered on Government contracts has
increased to such an extent that the Electricity Supply Coramittee
is specially considering the subject with a view to meeting the

situation.

Bla('k]iO()l, — New Plant. — The Tramways and
Electricity Committee has appointed a deputation to visit varions

towns to inspect and report upon modern types of boilers.

Itiiltoii,

—

Street Liohtim..—Tlie T.C. has accepted

the tender of the Electricity Committee for lightinK Long Lane,

Parey Lever. The Gas Committee also tendered.

Itostoil.

—

Pkiiv. Order.—Mr. W. B. Cownie, of the

National Electric Construction Co , Ltd , who intends applying
for a pro\ . order for E.L., has submitted hii proposals to

the Paving and Lighting Committee, which was favourably

Ri'udfonl.—The Electricity Committee has concluded an
agreement with Messrs. .John Best & Sons, Ltd., with respect to a bulk
supply of electricity in connection with the tunnel for the outfall

sewer from FrJz'nghall to Strangford.

The offer of Messrs. Clough, Smith & Co , Ltd., to erect an over-

head transmission line between Frizinghall and E-holt, has been

accepted ; also the offer of the Sturtevant Engineering Co. to

supply a filter of a larger capacity than the ane previously ordered

for the ri.uOO-Kvv. turbo-alternator at the electricity works.

The Hatha Committee is arranging for the Tong Street Cottage

Baths to be lighted by electricity.

Buckiiijiiiaiiisliire.—The C.C. has referred to the Par-

liamentary C.mmittee the Bill of a London electric company,
which aff.-ct» Beacnnsfield, Eton, Slough, and rural parishes near
Amersham, High Wycombe and Chesham.

|{urtoil-(Ul-Treilt.—The Electricity Committee of the

T.C. has resolved to appoint its electrical engineer as agent to the

Corporation in connection with the hiring out of electric radiators,

outside lamps, motors, &c.

Canada.—In a report of the coal mines branch of the

Alberta Department of Public Works, for 191,S, it is stated that

electricity was used at 29 mines in 1913, of which 10 were situated

in the Crow's Nest Pass district. The hon-e-power of electrical

apparatus in use was 4,228 above ground and 1,147 below ground.
Four electrical and lii3 compressed-air coal-cutting machines were
in operation, producing 12o,870 and 848,481 short tons respectively.

New regulations go\erning the construction and erection of

electric signs have been adopted by the Montreal Council. The
bylaw forbids the illumination of signs except by means of elec-

tric bulbs forming each letter or figure of the advertisement. The
by-law applies to signs hanging more than 6 in. from the build-

ings ; the signs must not protrude more than (i ft. ; the space to

be illuminated is fixed at not less than 75 percent, of the total

area. The electric wiring and fixtures must be nassed by the

Canadian Fire rnderwriters'Association.

—

Camtdian Elect rifal Xetcs.

Carrickiiiacross. — Street Liohting.— The electric

lighting installation U nearing completion, and it is proposed to

have 50 and 100-c i>. lights in different parts of the town for

public lighting.

('Iiiltpciiliani,— Street IjIchting.—The T.C. has
decided to a-k the Electric Supply Co. to quote terms for lighting

31 lamps which have been added to the borough through the

extension of the district.

Cohv.vii Bay.—Proposed Loan.—The T.C. has decided

to make application to the L G B. for a loan of £35 iiOO, for the
purpose of extending the eleotrioity works. The extensions will

include the erection of a new refuse destructor and generating
station, and the new works will be equipped with turbine plant

of 1,500 KW. capacity at ("i,000 volts, energy biing transmitted by
underground cable to the present works.

l»over.—Loan Sanction ; New Plant.—The T.C. has
received L G.B. sanction to a loan of £1,000 for cables. A five

years' agreement from March 31st next has been entered into with
the Bjard of Works for energy for the Duke of York's School,

If the annual consumption is 30,000 units, the price is to be 35d.

per unit, and if that number of units is exceeded, 3d. If, through
the school not being in use, the consumption is below 30,000, the

charge is to be i\A , with a minimum payment of £150. The
mains are to bo extended so as to supply the new military huts

at Northfall and Long Hill. The war department will pay the

cost of the extension, £172, and undertake the wiring work. In

order to meet the increasing demand for current it is proposed to

install a 1,000-KW. turbine set.

Dulilill.—The Corporation Electrii-ity Supply Com-
mittee has cancelled it^ contract with a Nuremberg firm for arc

lamp carbons, and hag purchased, at an inoreasnd cost, 2,000 pairs

of carbons from the London Continental Stores Co.

Diirliaiii.

—

Colliery Electrification.—The South
Moor Colliery Co. has decided upon a comprehensive scheme for the

complete eleotrifloaMon of its group of collieries in the Annfield

Plain and Shield U)w district of the Durham coalfield. The
initallation at the outset will consist of two 7S0-KW, mixed-
prciinra tnrbo.jensrtitow, on« of which will be pI»oed M the Crag

Head group of collieries, which are also being electrified, and the

other at the Louisa Pit. The whole of the collieries will be linked

together by a ring main, and a complete equipment of pompiDf;
and hauling machinery will be installed. The scheme is to bfl

carried out uader the direction of Merars. W. C and K. A. Hoantain,
as consulting engineers.

Eastltoiiriie.

—

Camp Lir;HTi.vo.—The T.C. has decided
to extend the mains in order to light the military camp in

Summerdown Road ; about 500 lights will be ntilised.

The electrical engineer reports that if any more of the skilled

workmen enlist it will be very difficnlt to keep the works going, aa

there is now great difficulty in replacing them. The Council baa
decided that before any more of the staff enlist the consent of the
Electricity Committee must be obtained.

Eccles.—The T.C. has received sanction to borrow
£3,0011 for mains and £150 for a coal conveyor and elevator. The
Electricity Committee expresses the opinion that the present is an
inopportune time for the promotion of the l.M.E.A.'s pro|)o«ed

Bill, but it is prepared to consider the question of giving

support to the Bill if intro'iuced in the near future. The
Committee has deferred the consideration of the question of con-

tributing to the costs of the action of the Ilford U DC. with the
Gas Co. pending the receipt of further information thereon.

Fannvortli.—The I'.D.C. has <onsented to the Lan-
cashire Electric Power Co.'s supplying electrical energy to the

Bjlton Textile Mill Co.'s new mill in Gower Street. Farnworth,
until the expiration of the agreement between the Council and
the company. The Power Co. has informed the T.C. that it i«

taking steps to prevent as far as possible any interruption of

the supply of current by installing suitable apparatus.

GiapiieulialL— Prov. Order.—The P.C. has derided

not to object to the Warrington Corporation's application lor a
prov. order.

Ila.vle.—OvERUEAD Mains.—The U.D.C. has granted

the Cornwall Electric Power Co. permission to erect overhead line*

in the town for the transmission of energy.

Hereford.—Subject to the consent of the R. of T. and
the R D.C. being obtained, the D.C. has decided to supply Tupsley

Court ; if wayleaves over fields are secured, an overhead line will

be used.

lloliufirtli.—Overhead Mains.— The I'.D.C. has

applied to the B. of T. for consent to use overhead lines throngh-

out the district for the transmission of current at a pressure of

4i;o volts.

Hove.—The Lighting Committee has resolved to reduce

the charge for power and heating to a flat rate of I'od. per unit

from January let next, and the meter rent by Is. per qaarter from
the same date.

IrAJiie.—E.L. Scheme.—Plans for an electric sub-

station have been passed by the Irvine Dean of Guild Court. The
building will contain static transformers which will reduce the

voltage of the current coming from Kilmarnock to Irvine from

1,100 to 415 volts. The engineers expect to be able to supply

current to consumers by Christmas.

Kiiare.sboroiiuli.—Prov. Order.—The T.D.C, at a

special meeting on Monday, passed a resolution confirming the

decision to apply for a prov. order for electricity supply. A
motion to defer the matter for six months was rejected.

Leiil'li (Lanes.).

—

Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has

sanctioned the borrowing of £3,000 for the purposes of th«

electricity undertaking.

Leyton.

—

Wi.nkow Lightini;.— Owing to the police

order prohibiting outside shop lights, the electrical eneinetr has

received applications for a supply of current for window lighting.

As this appears to be temporary, until outside lighting can be used

again, the engineer has, in those cases in which a new service is

required, made a charge of £2, to ba refunded at the end of three

years if the installation is used regularly during this period.

London.—Poplar.—The I^lectrioity Committee has

decided to carry out cable extensions, at an estimated cost of

£l>,922, £.->00 l)eing for switohboani extensions. The net profit of

the undertaking for the half-year ended September 30th last

amounted to £2,414, oomi^arcd with a loss in the corresponding

period last year of i'129.

B.\TTKK.<EA,—The H 0, is to apply to the L,O.C. for sanction to a

loan of £9,000 for mains, services and meters for the electricity

undertaking.
The L,C C. has consente^l to the retention of the ooal-handling

plant, across Lombard It lad to the electricity generating station, for

a further period of 10 years.

1. C.C,—The Finance Committee recommends sanction to a

loan to the St. Panoras B.C. of *!*,970 for mains, plant, honsa

services, meters and lamp* on hire.

Okkatkr LoxnoN Elkcthicitt Svpplt. — The Stepney

F.C, i.i supporting the Hammenmith BC. in its efforts to

obtain the postponement of the London electricity supply scheme,

at least until the session of 1915. The postponing of the scheme

is also urged by thp Fulham B.C . the Middlesex C.C %nA th*

St»inM and Walton V.P.O,'«.
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niddh'toii.— PnorosKP Loan.—Tl»e T.C. baa decided

to make a Happlemeutary application to the LOB. for sanotion to

borrow £273 for cxtenuionu at the electricity works.

,\iitfoi(l :iihI l.otliiii!>'laiiil.

—

Wokkhoukk LiunTiNr..

—The 1!. of 0. has deoiiied to obtain from the Oulton Broad Elec-

tricity Co., Ltd , an]ej«tiuiate (or inHtalliof; 170 li|;ht8 at the VVork-

houae, and also tor the supply of eneri;y.

Iliiiiniril.—E.L. Schkmk.—The i;.I>.C. Las appointed a

Bab'Cjmmittee to consider an application of the WarrioKton Cor-

poration for consent to the ffrant of the EL. extension order

for the supply of electricity to various rural parishes.

Sulford.—SmiiKT LioHxiNf;.—The Hlertriiity Com-
mittee has decided to supply energy to the Preetwich U.D.C., for

street lierhtin); pnrpoees, on the Polefield 11 >11 estate, at lid. per

B. of T. unit.

SlielTiclil.— PiiornsEi) Loa.ns, \( .—The Finance Con-
sultative Committee has been requested to apprjve a supplementary
estimate of £25,000 on capital account in respect of mains for the

year endinp March 2.5th next. Application is to be made for

sanction to borrow *8.'',400 for the provision of additional plant

at Neepsend power house. From this year's working of the

electricity undertaking, the Committee expects a surplus of

£8,3.59, out of which i: 2,800 will have to be provided in respect of

coolincr towers, £5.50 for a motor lorry, and £l,r,iiO as a propor-

tion of costs of the Corporation Act of 1912. For the year 1915-16,

although the estimated gross proBt shows an increase of £21,94'.i

as compared with the present year, the estimated surplus for the

12 months is put at £4,252, a decrease of £4,107, accounted for

by the fact that the figures in respect of the interest are estimated

at £50 846, as against £38,750, and in respect of the sinking fund,

at £56,834 as against £42,874.

Skerries (To. IMiblin).—The electric lighting scheme
is expected to be in operation in January next.

Soiitliport.—Anc LmuTiNCr Suspended.—Owing to a

shortage in the supply of lamp carbons, the Electricity Committee
has decided to suspend the whole of the street arc lighting in the

town until further notice.

Stooktoii-ou-lees.

—

Bilk Supply.—The T.C, in order

to meet the increasing demand for current, has decided to purchaee
from the Cleveland and Durham E P. Co. a minimum of 1,000,000

units per annum. The agreed price was not made public.

Stretford.—SriiEET Lightixg.—The P^lectricity Com-
mittee recommends the a^loptim of a scheme for the improvement
of the lighting of Chester Rjad by substituting 2,000-c. p. half-

watt lamps for the old Brockie-Pell arc lamps, at an initial cost

of £S0 and an additional cost of £192 per annum for energy and
maintenance.

Stroad (dlloiicester).—The company holding the prov.

order for E.L. for the district is negotiating for a site adjoining
the U.D.C.'s refuse destructor on which to erect a generating
station,

Swiutou and I'endlebury.— Street Lighting.—The
U.D.C. has decided to introduce the Bjrrow system of electric

lighting over the whole of the tramway route in the district. It

is intended to have the scheme in full operation in January.

Torquay.

—

Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has sanctioned
loans of £13,808 for new plant for the electricity works, and
£2,052 for buildings.

Tunbrida'e Wells.—The borough electrical engineer

has been instructed to report upon the question of the charging of

electric accumulators.

Turton.—Loan Sanction.—The L.G.B. has sanctioned
the borrowing of £1,060, representing excess expenditure by the
Electricity Committee up to March 31st last ; £2,150 for prospec-

tive expenditure on mains
; £250 on seivices ; and £100 on meters.

r\brid«-e.— Sewa(;e Pumping.—The U.D.C. has decided

to adopt electric power for driving the pumps at the sewage
w.rk', and to enter into a contract with the Uxbridge and District

Electric Supply Co., Ltd., for a term of three years. It is proposed
to ins'iall an electric motor, coupled direct to the pumps, at a cost of

£71.

West Haul.—The Town Clerk reported that the arbitra-

tion in the matter of the Council's dispute with the Hart Accu-
mulator Co., with reference to amounts deducted by it from the
electricity accounts on account of the alleged interruptions of the
supply of current, had been proceeded with, and that the arbitrator

had found against the Corporation on the ground that it had
committed breaches of the agreement between itself and the com-
pany, and that the Council was liable for damages in respect

thereof. In this connection the Electricity Committee reports that
the arbitrator stated his award in the form of a special case,

and having considered the advisability of setting down the case

for argument in the Courts, and in connection therewith, having
also considered the opinion of counsel engaged by the Corporation
on this point, the Committee recommends that the solicitors be
instructed to proceed with the special case.

Wituey.—Messrs. May & Hawes, the Council's consulting

engineers, have written pointing out that the actual expenditure
incurred on the scheme haa been £6,819, as against the estimate
of £6.800, despite certain extra work lieing carried out.

Wliitstalile.—Ei.kctkic .Supply Ixauoubated.—On
Saturday last the undertaking of the Wbitttable Electric Co., Ltd.,

was inaugurated. The company, formi-<i luu&lly at the heginning
of the year, entered into an arranuKment with the t.'.D.C, by
which the generating plant is housed in the brick building put up
to contain the sewage pumping plant belonging to the Council.
The generating plant consists of two 50- KW. Crompton dynamt t

driven by Ilornsby horizintal single-cylinder suction gas enginec,
of ample siz-e to give suitable overload capsrity. Thise operate in

conjunction with a 130-cell D.P. buttery of 40u amp.-hours
capacity, and a lO-KW. booster is provided. The switchboard, by
Messrs. Crompton, is double-pole, and is provided with double bu> -

bars in anticipation of a possible power load from the harbour. In
addition to the generator panels there are three feeder panels and
one each for the battery and booster.

A feiture of the Whitstable undertakirg is that the mains are
wholly overhead. About six miles of route have been equipped,
with wooden poles and bare copper, the only excptious to the
latter being certain insulated snane cropsing telephone wires The
feeders are arranged horiz intally and the distributor-' in a vertical

plane on the poles ; an earth wire is carried alorg over the other
wires, and is earthed at each pole by a galvanised iron earth wire,
lightning arresters being provided in the station. The pressure of
supply is 230 volts at the consumers' terminals.

The contractors for the entire installation were Metsrp. J. B.
Saunders k Co., Ltd.. of We-itminster, and the work has been
carried out under the direct iun and supervision of Messrs. Burstall
and Monkhouse, also of Westminster, the company's consulting
engineers, to whom we are indebted for these particulars.

The undertaking starts with a street lighting load, 120 single
and a dozen three-light brackets having been installed, to light
about half the town ; furthermore, the company has a contract
with the Council for sewage pumping, for which plant is being
installed.

The tariff for lighting is a fiat rate of Od. per unit, but in view
of the large amount of small property in the area, it is intended
in the case of small houses to put in lamps at lO.s. per lamp per
year for two or three-light consumers, of whom there will be a
good many. 0.ie result of the introduction of electricity into
the area has been a reduction in the price of gas, which took place
as soon as the company started operations.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.—N.S.W. Tramway Returns.—The Chief
Commissioner, reporting on the working of the railways and tram-
ways for the quarter ended September 30th last, states that the
tramway earnings were £430.447, and the working expenses
£407,628, representing ircreaees as compared with the previous
year of £50,43.v and £20,748 respectively. Toe passengers num-
bered 70,782,671, a decrease of 1,809,566 ; the miles open were 216.

Barnsley.

—

Tramway Accident.—At the inquest held

on two women who died from injuries received in the "runaway '

accident mentioned in our last issue, evidence was given that

just before the car started the driver went to speak to the
driver of another car, and the conductor hearing the gong sounded,

believed it to be his driver's signal and released the brakes, with
the result that the oar ran away. The jury's verdict was " Acci-

dental death, owing to the carelessness of the driver and con-

ductor," and they added that the driver should not leave the car

without informing the conductor, and the latter should not release

the brakes until he knew the driver was on board.

Bristol.—The Tramways and Carriage Co., Ltd., is

applying for an extension of time for the construction and com-
pletion of lines included in the Act of 1911.

Claytou-le-Moors.—The Council has given its support

to the extension of time that is being sought by the promoters of

the Clayton-le-Moora Light Eiilsvay.

DewsUury.

—

Tramway Extcnsion.—The T.C. has

decided to promote a Bill in Parliament authorising the construc-

tion of an additional tramway and to confer further powers with
regard to the tramway, electricity and other undertakings.

Ediubui'n'h.

—

Tramway Purchase Proposal.—At a

meeting of the Corporation Tramways Committee, the question of

acquiring the tramway undertaking in the city before the expiry

of the company's lease was considered, and after discussion it was
agreed that no action should be taken in the matter. The com-
pany s lease does not expire till 1919. The company, it is under-

stood, stated that it considered the value of its concern was
£2:12,742, and it was willing to sell the undertaking for £250,000.

The offer included the cars at cost price, stores and property as

valued in the last balance-sheet of the company, and amounts
equal to four years' profits and four years' directors' fees. Accord-

ing to a statement prepared by the City Chamberlain, the purchase

of the undertaking at the figure put forward by the company
would involve a loss of £70,000 to the ratepayers, as compared
with the price the Corporation would have to pay on the expiry of

the lease.

Proposals dealing with additional routes and extensions of

methods of traction, including one regarding the provision of tram-

ways to Q leensferry. were remitted to the city engineer for report.
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Hove.—Railless Traction Scheme.—The T.C. is

beinpr recommended to enter into an agreement with the Briphton

Corporation for an extension of time for the conntruotion of the

through routes of the raillesa traction Boherae, for a further period

of Bir months, on condition that the latter Corporation attrees to

defer makingr application to the B. of T. for the appointment of an

arbitrator.

L('i!{ii (liiliics.).— .V deputation of the Corporation has

been appointed to visit other towns to obtain information as to

the runniner of motor-'buses and raillesfl trolley cars.

Manclicster.

—

Effect of the War.—At a recent

meeting of the Tramways Committee an interesting review of the

war's effect upon the tramways of the city was given by Mr. J. M.
McEIroy, the general manager, showing that the number of

emplo3 6 ( now with the colours was l,15:i, and these were costing

the department in wages £823 per week, eq'ial to £42,769 per

annum. The revenue since the outbreak of war had been seriously

affected, and, as compared with the corresponding period from
April Ut to the prepent date, the receipts had fallen by £12,800.

From April 1st to the outbreak of the war the receipts showed an
increase of between £6,000 and £7,000, but since the war this had

been swallowed up, and they were now £12,000 below last year.

As to the suggestion that the Committee should provide free

travelling facilities for members of the City Battalions, Mr.

McElroy pointed out that the policy of the management had been

that where men were living at home, or were billeted some distance

from the place of drill, tokens were issued whereby they travelled

morning and night free of charge, but this was not done if the

men were in camp. They had issued tokens representing a value

of £ 1,777, equal to 426,000 j urneys.

Sheffield.—In view of the report of the tramway
manager on the power brake which had been in service on one of

the oars during the past fortnight, the Tramways Committee has

decided to accept the offer of Mfpsrs. Cole, Marohant & Morley, Ltd,,

to supply nine of these brakes at £100 each. The Committee expects

to derive a total income from the tramways for the year ending
March 25th next, of £382,.520, aa against an expenditure of

£317,688. The estimates for the year ended March 25th, 1916,

show a slight decrease, the figures being £368,069 and £339,481

respectively.

The Cjrporation is to promote a Bill in Parliament to construct

a tramway from Bawtry Road and Sheffield Riad to the city

boundary at Tinsley ; to give the Corporation running powers over

the Rotherham Corporation tramways from Weedon Street to the

city boundary at Templeboro ; to secure poiver to purchase the

Rotherham Corporation tramways within the city, and power to

run motor-omnibuses from the city bound iry at Handsworth
Bridge to Aston.

Vork.—With a view to fai ilitating the lirriage of

stores, the military ar.thoritiea have asked the Corporation to

extend the tramways from Lendal Bridge to the railway goods

station, and from Falford Rjad to the Ordnance Stores, and have

offered to advance the necessary money for carrying out the

work. It is estimated that the scheme will cost £4,700.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

\lien"s Uireless Installation.—The Court Jlartial

held at Woolwich on November 17th, on Harold Fochtenberger,

who was accused of having wireless telegraph apparatus in his

possession without permission, paasel sentence of six months with

hard labour, but this wa"( remitted, and a sentence of three months'

detention without hard labour was sabatituted.

Another M ireless Torpedo.—It is reported from the

United States that the Government has under consideration the

purchase of the radio-controlled torpedo-biat .uitalia, the iaventicn

of John Hays Ilimmond, jun.

Australia.—As the Postal Department is incurring an

annual loss on the working of th) teleph me cystem throughout

the Commonwealth, an increase in the tariff ia inevitable. The
total deficit last year was £221,766, more than half of which arose

in New South Wales ; of the capitiil towns, only Sydney shows

an excess of expenditure over revenue. Tne latest estimate of the

total number of stations in the Commonwealth is 119,000. One of

the principal causes of the bsa ia the la'go pnportion of small

exchanges which are kept oontinuou9l_<- open, thoujjh the amount
of tratfic ia small.

Post <Hfire Teleirraplis.—In the report of the Post-

master-General, briefly summarised in our last issue, it was stated

that the number of telegrayh offices open on Miroh 31st, ll'U,

was 14,152, an increase of 108. The number of ordinary telegrams

transmitted was 69 4(1,000, a decrease of l,2ilS,000, and the

receipts were £2,146,673, a decrease of £37,439, aa compare.! with

the previous year ; for Press telegrams the figures were 4,191,000

t- 153,000) and £140,619 (— £7,281); foreign telegrams

11,471,000 (-f 12,000) and £633,115 (- £3,182). The total shows

a decrease in traffic of 16 per cent, for the year. At 6,257 office*

where the traffic is light, the telephone has been eabetitotcd for

the telegraph; at 2,197 of theee officer the eame inatrament< are

also need for pnblic ttlephone calls. The system is being installed

in 432 other offioes, and its installation at i:"~) more is under con-

sideration. Joint extenxions of the telephone and tclegrmph

Byetems are now made where the traffic would not have justified

the provision of either service alone, and the average cost of inch

extensions has fallen from £56 to less than £40.
The dispatch and delivery of telegrams for telephone eubecriben

by telephone is increasing, over four million messages having been

BO dealt with during the year. Manual typewriters are now xutd

generally at large offices for typing telfgrams, over 300 beintr in

nee, in addition to the direct printing telegraph instrnmenta.

High-speed telegraph apparatus has now reached a high state of

development ; for Wheatstone working the Gell perforator has

been standardised, and the Creed reperforator and printer has b<en

much improved. Sextuple-duplex working, which gives fix separate

channels in each direction on a single circuit, haa been applied to

the Baudot system experimentally between London and Birming-

ham, and quadruple-duplex sets will shortly be installed between

London and Liverpool and Glasgow. A new form of Murray multi-

plex apparatus is being worked experimentally between London
and Manchester.
The main underground telegraph system is approaching com-

pletion, and as the standard of maintenance of overhead wires baa

been improved the number of interruptions on these hae been

lessened. Many phantom circuits have been provided for tele-

graphing over the trunk telephone lines, which are very Bub-

stantially constructed and less likely to be interrupted than the

lighter telegraph lines. The coast communication system has been

considerably improved.
Telegraphic communication with the Continent has been

improved by laying a new four-wire cable to Germany, and by the

extension of multiplex working on the Baudot system.

The provisions of the International Radio-Telegraph Convention

of June, 1912, came into operation on July let, l!U3. At the end

of the financial year there were 879 ships registered in the United

Kingdom equipped with wireless telegraphy under licence from

the PjstmasterGeneral, aa compared with 646 in the previous

year. New ooaet stations were opened at Land's End and Fish-

guard in place of those at the Lizird and Rjsslare, and new
stations will shortly be opened at Valen'ii and in Guernsey. To
provide against interruption of the tel-^graph lines to Aberdeen

and the north of Scotland, a high-speed wireless station is to be

erected near Stonehaven, to work in connection with that at

CuUercos-ts. A licence has been issued to the Marconi Co. for

commercial wireless service between Poldhu and Spain . and

licences are under consideration for the new Marconi station in

North Wales (communicating with a new station at New Jersey,

U.S.A.), and one on the west coast of Ireland, which ia being can-

strncted by the Universal Radio Syndicate (Ponleen system) for

communication with Cinada.

A revised agreement was made with the Marconi Co. on July

30th, 1913, for the construction of high-power stations in England,

Egypt, East Africa, South Africa, India and Singapore, at a cost of

£60,000 each, plus a royalty of 10 per cent, of the gross receipts bo

long aa any valid Marconi patents are used (.not exceeding 28 years).

The sending aerial in this country is being erected at Leafield,

near Oxford, and the receiving aerial at Bishop's Cannings, near

Djvizee. Sites have also been secured in Egypt, at Abu Zibal,

near Cairo, and Abu Sueir, near lamailia ; in India, near Poona ;
in

East Africa, near Nairobi, and in the Transvaal.

During the year 184 new telephone exchanges were opened, com-

pared with 55 in the previous year, and 44,058 stations were

added to the system, an increase of 6 per cent, compared with

2'.i,638 (42 per cent.) in 1912-13. The total number of exchan^ree

on March 31 at was 2.831.

Of 1,905 new public call offices, 1,348 were provided with foil

facilities for trunk line service, and 90 with partial facilities.

Arrears of oonstrnotion work are almost overtaken ; 20 of the

National Telephone Co.'s London exchanges have been replaced by

new ones, and f jur large exchanges are in hand. The trunk

system was itioreaied by In; new exchanges, 456 additional

circuite, and 4 7 279 miles of wire, and the trunk calls increased

by over two millions. It has been necefs.iry to commence an

underground telephone cable between London and Birmingham and

Liverpool, as well aa other cables between important centres. Lwt
December a cable 72 miles in length—the Imgest submarine tele-

phone cable in the world— wix laid across the Irish Sea, affording

three, or perhaps four, additional circuits. At the end of the year

the expenditure on trunk lines amounted to £7,578,026 On
November Ist, 1913, great reductions were made inthethirges

for calls between England and I'ranoe, and the number of calls

increased by 20 per cent, to 184,277. The telephone traffic to

Belgium increased hj 25 jier cent , to 62,520 onlU. Communica-
tion has bei>n openeil between Landon and >.vil7.orland. and a

direct Anglo-Dutch cable will be brought into use next year.

Three automatic telephone exchanges are being constructed, and

eight more are ab.mt to be commenced. Rural subscribers

(farmers' linee) numbered 2.242 on March Slst.

The total mileage of Post Office wires, including epare.«, was

3,886 025 miles, an increase of 84 per cent. Of this, telegraphs

accounted for 267,253 miles, telephones for 1.846 565 miles, and

spares for 772,208 milea of single wire ; while aeri«l wires measured

917,392 miles, underground 1,926,743 mile-s and submarine 11.890

miles.

The net loss on the working of the telegraphs for the year is

estimated at £1,230,956, and the net profit on the telephones at

£272,643.
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Secn-t Win'h'ss Station.—A t'ourt-Mnrtial was held

»t Hull, on D.-cembi-r fit.h, on Aruhibald Geor^re Cooks, of the
Runjjalow Aemilroinu, I'iley, who wuh ohariired with having wire-

lonB upimrutiK in his pouKeHHiun without peimiHHion. Kvidence was
k'iven an to the firulin).' of apparutuK in the priitonnr's house, capable

of reoeivin(f Hiif nalK. The prisoner saiii he wan a liritiah Hubj lot and
HritiBh born, and had ased the apparatus for lecturinsr to Boy boouta.

South Aiiicricii.— It m stutcd l)y the 1 'an-American
Union that there are 120 wireless stations in Arirentina, 100 in

Brazil, 44 in Chile, J I in Uruguay, and 12 in Peru. Paraguay is

erecting 10 and lijlivia 7 stations ; Colombia has 2 stations in

operation and others in oonrse of erection, and Ecuador has 4 in

prospect. Thus ships near the coast, provided with wireless appa-

ratus, can be constantly in communication with the land. A
station is probably working also at .luan Fernand;/. where German
cruisers are known to have lain for several days ; this station is

within the range of the powerful station at I'unta Arenas, on the
Strait of Magellan.
The Colombian Minister for Foreign Affairs has given orders

for the removal of the high-nower wireless station at Cartagena.

'IVlciiTapliy at tlie Trout.— .Vccordinj; to the oflicial

"Eye-witness" at the Front the Army Signal Ilsadqaarter Office

is the nerve centre of the Army in the Field, receiving messages
from all quarters, including the base and Kagland, by telegraph,

telephone, wireless telegraphy and motor-cyclist. About :i,000

messages are handled daily, and both the Wheatstone high-speed

spparatas and duplex telegraphy are in operation.

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.
OPEN.

.ii'irciitiiia.— The last issue to hand (for Juae) of

La Eh\-triciiltid y la Maquinaria states that by the end of that
month the new conditions of tender submission drafted by the
municipality of Rosario for a lighting concession would be ready.

The lighting may be by electricity or gas. Six tenders were sub-
mitted for the previous submission, but all were held to be
inasceptable. It was thought that only one tender would be sent

in on this latter occasion,

Australia.—.SvDXEr.—February 15th, 1915. Potentio-
meter, for the Municipal Counnl. Specifications (lO.'. (11) from
the City Electrical Engineer, Town Hall.—.4. Mining Slandtird.

Adelaidk.—January 20th. Telephone material, fuse, k^., for
Postmaster- General. See "Official Notices " to-day.

January 27th. Aicumulators, and power board, for Poatmaster-
(Jeneral. See "Official Nitices" to-day.

Melrourne.—January 6th. Sis 100-k.v.a. single-phase trans-
formers. 7,230 yards of single conductor lead-covered cable, for the
City Council. See " Official Notices " to-day.

Dundalk.—December 21st. G.N. Railway (Ireland).

Electric motors and accessories, substation switchtjoard. hard drawn
copper wire, bitumen wires. See "Official Notices" December 4th.

(illa.sjsow.— December 12th. The Corporation invites

offers for the installation of electric lighting, telephones, bells and
fire-alarms, required at Robroyston Hospital. Mr. W. W. Lackle.

(liret'Ct'.

—

Athen.s.—The Hellenic Direction of Tele-
graphs calls for tenders for supplies of li, 2 and .^-millimetre
brass wire, also for phosphor-bronze wire and for 34-millimetre
galvanisediron wire. Particulars from, and offers direct to,

Ministry of Communications (Direction of Telegraphs"). Athens.

lloriiscy. — December 29th. e.h.t. switchgear and
E.H.T. three-core cable, for the Borough Electricity Works. See
" Official Notices " December 4th.

January 2nd. L T. switchgear, &c., for the T.C. See "Official
Notices" to-day.

Hull.—December 14th. Electrical goods, for the Board
of Guardians. Mr. R, H. Winter, Clerk, St. Mary's Clambers.

.Joliauiiesburff.—January 5th, 1915. Materials, re-

newals, A.;., for tramway equipments, for Municipal Council.

Leeds.—January 22nd. Overhead electrically-driven

travelling crane, coal and ash-conveying plant, for Electric Lighting
Department. Sie "Official Notices" to-day.

Manchester.— December 16th. Corporation. Ten
50,000-lb. water-tube boilers complete ; two 15,000-kw. turbo-
alternators complete. See "Official Notices " November 13th.
December 2 let. Corparation. Three reactance coils, for gene-

rating station. See " Official Notices " December 4th.

Xottinsiiaiii, — December 28th. Electric motor and
laundry plant for the B. G. Mr. J. A. Battersby, clerk, Shakespeare
Street.

Spaio.—December 20th. The municipal authorities of

Pino de Campo (province of Palencia). Tenders for the concession
for the electric lighting of the town during a period of five years.

Toriioint.—Public lighting, for the U.D.C. Mr. R. H.
Beaumont. Council offices.

\Valtliamstow.—December 23rd. U.D.C. 1,500-kw.
-turbo-alternator, 600 KW. triple-expansion engine and dynamo
1,000-KW. rotary or motor- oonvfrter, See " Offloiftl Kotie»« '' Seeem-
b«r 46hi

\larrintrtoii.—December l«th. Education (Jommittee.

Electric bell inHtallstion at the Oakwood Avenae Coonoil Bubool.

Hpecifications, .v ;. (half-a-gainea, retnriukble), from Mr. J. Moore
Murray, K lucation Office.

Wiucliester. — December 17th. Corporation. One
fiOO-KW. IK,', turbogenerator, with oondenainK plant, pipework,
ka. See " Official Notices " November 2rtb,

CLOSSD.

ItlUli.—Messrs. .lobuson it Phillips, Ltd., have received

an order from the BIyth Shipbuilding and Dry Docks Co. for the
supply and laying of three-core lov-tension, paper-insulated, lead-

covered, steel tape armoured cables for power purposes in connec-
tion with their dock extension.

Itradforil.—The Electricity Committee lias accepted the

offer of the S^.urtevant Engineering Co., Ltd.,. to supply an air

filter for the turbo-alternators, at £331: also the offer of Messrs.

Clongh, Smith k Co. to erect an overhead transmieaion liae

between Frizinghall and E^iholt.

Bristol.—The Electrical Committee has entered into a
contract with the East Bristol Collieries, Ltd., for the supply of

26,000 tons of coal to the Avonbank Works during the 12 months
ending September :)Oth next.

Clecklieaton,—The Cleckheaton Co-opjrative Society

has accepted the tender of Messrs. F. W. Birkett A: Sons, Ltd., for

the carrying out of electricians' work at the new branch store of
the Society at March.

IJartford.—The E.L. Committee has recommended the

acceptance of the following tenders in connection with the exten-

sion of the electricity works :

—
Wm. Pres9 & Sons.—Laving H in. cast-iroD pipe line, £563.
Bibcock & \Vilc3x, Ltd.—Pipework, £490.
JohDson i- Phillips, Ltd.—Switchgear, £332.

With regard to the proposal to hire temporary plant, the Council
has been recommended to accept the offer of Messrs. Fraser and
Chalmers, Ltd., for a turbine.

IJewslnirv.^The Electricity and Tramways Committee
has accepted the following tenders ;

—

: cable,
e.

(la.sirow. — The Tramways Committee recommends
acceptance of tenders from the following :

—

Section pillar castings.—James Allen. Senr., \* Son, Ltd.
Scrap lead.—Pegier B os. ,4 Co., Ltd.

copper.—P. & W. MacLellan. LtS.
„ armature coils and vulcanised cable.—Shearer Broi.

zinc and 'c alls.—R. M. Easdale & Co.
„ lead-covered cable.—Ballardi^, Holden A- Co.
„ rubber.—City Waste Rubber Co.

Special traokwork.—Titan Traukwork Co., Ltd,

Heret'ard,—The City Council has accepted the tender
of Messrs. Harding Bros., Ltd., to wire houses in Mostyn Street, at

lis. (id. per house.

Horusev.—The B.C. has accepted the tender of Mr.
H. Pickrill, at £3,779, for erecting an electricity sub-station at

Muswell Hill.

Llaududuo.—The U.D.C. has accepted the tender of

Measr?. Henleys, Ltd., for electric cable, at £7S8 (lis. 9d. per yard).

Loudon.— Stepxev.—The B.C. Electricity Committee
reports the purchase of 4,300 tons of coal for the electricity under-

taking, in lots of 100 to 500 tone, at prices ranging from lOs. 6d.

to Its. 9d. per ton.

Poplar.—As the B.C.'s contract with the Western Electric Co.,

Ltd., for cable expired in October last, and in view of the fall in

price in copper, the engineer has entered into a further contract

over two years with the company at a fixed price for copper of
£.'>2 10s. per ton, with rise and fall in price of lead ; he has also

obtained 10 tons of copper from Messrs. Siemens Bros, at the same
price. The Committee has approved the action of the engineer,

and has authorised him to place an order, as occasion offers, for a
further quantity of 30 tons of copper at the most favourable price

below £60 per ton.

Woolwich.—The following tenders have been accepted by the
Electricity Committee :

—

Cole, Marchant & Morley, Ltd.—Installation of an exhaust steam heater,

Heenan & Frouda, Ltd.—Rotary air filter and air trunking, £263.
Ferguson, Pailin .t Co.—Erection of switchboard, £IS.

Maedesfield.—Councillor W. R. Brown, A.il.I.E.E.,

has received the contract for installing electric light throughout
the Maccleffield Arms Hotel. Mr. Brown has also in hand a con-
tract for effecting improvements in the lighting and ventilation of

the Masonic Room.

Ilorle.v.— The T.C. has accepted the tender of the
Howley Park Coal and Cannel Co. for a year's supply of ooal for

the Electricity Works.

Xoruiautou.—The Joint Hospital Committee has ac-

cepted the tenders of Mesers. C. J. Oox & Co. as follows : Replatingr

Btorage battery, A 119; voUmet«r, A3 lOi. ; ezten»toB <>l mM«*i
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Sal ford.—The T.C. has accepted the offer of Messrs.
T. Mitchell & aonH, Ltd., to parchase a motor-driven boiler feed

pump at the electricity station for £40.

Slicrticld,—The Electric Supply Committee has accepted
the quotation of Messrs. A. Reyrolle & Co., Lti., at £94 lOs., for

the supply of 24 overload relays for substatiin switchjfear : also

the tender of Messrs. Lon(jbottom ,v Cn. for a supply of coal to the

er^neratiner station. The Tramways Committee has accepted the
offer of Messrs. Durham, Churchill i: Co. to supply a 45-h.p. 3-ton
motor chassis for £6.")il.

The City Council is beinjf recommended to enter into nesfotiations

for extending the present contract with Messrs. Willans ,V; Robin-
son, Ltd., for a turbo-alternator, subject to a satisfactory price

being- arranged. The Electric Supply Committee proposes to

instruct the general manager to place an order for 100 tons of

electrolytic copper wire bars to be made up into cables.

Ship Li<>'htiii»'. — The G.E. Co. have again been
snoceseful in securing a 12 months' contract for the supply of

Odram ship-lighting lamps from the Cunard Steamship Co., Ltd.

Snutliaiii|)toil. — The Harbour I'.oard has accepted

the tender of Messrs. Stothert A: Pitt, Lid., for electric controllers

for cranes.

Stretfonl.—The tender of Messrs. Veritys, Ltd., has
been accepted by the Electricity Committee, at £55, for the supply
of a 15-Hr. motor.

SuiKh'i'IniKl.—The T.C. on Wednesday accepted the

following tenders :

—

Everott, Edgoumbe & Co.. Ltd.—Recording voltmeters.
J. W. Thompson & Co.—Coal-chutes.
Phoenix Dynamo Manufacturing Co., Ltd.—Control panel for sub-Biation

feeder booster.
Underfeed Stoker Co., Ltd.—Underfeed stoker.

Ton|iiay,—The T.C. has accepted the tender of the

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., for a duplicate set of turbines
and condensing plant, at the following prices :

—

Turb'nes, £.^,a37 (increaKe of 7*;f per oent. on previous price); coadensing
plant, il,247 (increase of £iR>: rotjry converter, £1.16S.

TiinltridsT Wells.—The tender of the "Western Electric

Co , Ltd., has been recommended for acceptance for a triennial

supply of cables. It is proposed to purchase from the Western
Electric Co. 30 tons of copper at about £53 per ton.

Wakrlield.— The Electricity Committee has accepted
the following tenders :

—

r.i. floor plates.—E. Ureen & Soi, £23 158,
Coal.—Victoria Co«l and Coke Co.

York.—The City Council has decided to accept the
tender of Mr. J. W. Pease, of Doncaster, for the construction of the
tramway track to Hull Road, at £22,203.

ABOUT A PERSONAL APOLOGY.

With reference to the Leaderette appearing on pap:e 775 of
this issue regarding the circalation of " Apology " adver-
tisement postcards, we shall Ije grateful if readers who
received such cards will, if they still have thein in their

possession, kindly forward them to ns.

FORTHCOMINQ EVENTS.

NOTES.

< lihstiiias Holidays.— Osving to the Christmas holidays
and the consequent closing of the Electrical Review offices on
Friday and Saturday, De(;ember25th and 26th, our issue for the week
after next will appear on Wednesday morning, December 2?rd.
Will readers, contributors and advertisers kindly take note of the
following times for sending in matter, &c. :

—
/.'ditorial : All communicationa for the Editorial department,

except the latest items of special news, should be sent in so that
we receive them by Monday morning, December 2 let.

Advi'rtisi'iiieiit.i : The Advertisement department annonnoes else-
where in to-day's pages that all new advertisement copy and
alterations to existing displayed advertisements shonld reach
t, Ludgate Hill, EC, not later than Friday morning, l-S'.h inet.
" Official Notices " and small prepaid advertisements can be rec jived
up to 9.30 a.m. on Tuesday, the 22nd inst.

Forciau Trade.—The November Figures.—The fol-

lowing are the electrical and machinery fignrea given in the
official returns for November :

—
Imports. Month Inc. Eleivn Inc.

Electrical goods and of or months, or
apparatus, excluding Kovemher. dec. 19U. de^.
machinery and un- £ £ £ £
insulated wire ... 62,825 — 91,165 1,152,017 —279.764

Machinery 417,364 -145,648 6,160,153 -501,009
E.\PORTS.

Electrical goods and
apparatus, excluding
machinery and nn-
insnlated wire ... 235,943 — 701,112 2.833,330 —2,224,877

Machinery 1,739,633 —1,569,633 29,878,937 -4,191,189

British Electrieal Kxpoit Trade.—At the next meet-
ing of the Sales Managers' Association, which is called for Thurs-
day, 17th inst., at the Holborn Restaurant, Mr. H. Rcholey will
open a discussion on "The Position of the British Electrical
Industry and Methods of Extension in the Markets of the World."
Readers who desire to be present should communicate with the
hon. sec. of the Association, Mr. F. R. .Tones, Sardinia House,
Kingaway, London, W.C.

Northampton Polytechnic Institute.-Pridsy, December llih. At 8 p.m.
At St. John Btrepn, cierkenwell, fC.C. Annual priza distribution by the
Right Hon. Lord MoultDn of B»nk. P.R.S.

North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers.-
Katurday, December lilli. At i p.m. At Newcaslle-on-Tyne. Oeneral
meeting.

Nortb-East Coast Institution of Engineers and Sbipbuliders.-Satur-
day, Decem\>or Ulh. At T.l.'i p.m. At Newcastlu-ouTyne. Taper on
"Stability," by Mr. I". Y. Brimbleeombe.

Friday, becemb.r lush. At 7.:iJ p.m. At Bolbso Hall, Newcastle-
upon-Tyne. General meeting.

Junior Institution of Engineers.—Monday, December Uth. At 8 p,m. At
:iil, Victori* street, S.W. Presidential addresj by the Mari| lis of Oraham
on " The War and Kngineering."

Institution of Electrical Engineers (Newcastle Local Section).—Monday,
Deoeniber Uth. At 7.UU p.m. At the Mnnng Institute Paper on
" Cahlea," by Mr, C, .1. BoRVcr,

Manchester Local Section —Tuesday, December 16ib. At 7.:t0

p.m. At Kngmeers' Oiub, Albert Square. Paper on "Automatic Protective
Switobgear for Alternating-Current Systems," by Mr. HI. B. Wodmore.

Yorkshire Local Section.—Thursday, December t7th. At 7.15 p.m.
At Hotel Metropolo, L/eels. Special Qeoeral Meeting to Welcome the
President, Sir John Snell.

Birmingbam Local Section.-Wednesday, Deiembor 18tb. At
7 30 p.m. At the University, Edmund Siroel. Paper by Mr. E. B.
Wedmore.

Institution of Mecbanlcal Engineers (Graduates' Association) —
Monday, I>eeombor Ugh, at 8 p.m. At Storey s Uate, H.W. Paper en
"Oombtlons Qovorniog the Power of (ho Petrol Kngine." By Mr, C. H,
Diohyoe,

Association of Supervising Electricians.-—Tuesday. December ISih. At
St. Bride's Institute, Bride Liane, K.c, Paper on "Wiring Systems." by
Memrs, O, K. Bates and O, J, Banister,

Nottingham Society of Engineers,—Wednesday. December 16ih. At .>< p m.
At • WeibecR ' Hotel, Milion Sjreet. Lecture ou " Mechanical Stoking,"
by Mr. E, Konyon,

Wireless Society of London. -Friday, December ISsb. At S p.m. At Insii-
tution of Kleotiioal Dlngineers, Victoria tilmbaQkment. Lecture on •• The
High-Prequcncy Resistanco of Wires and Colls, ' by Prof. Q. W. Osborn
Howe, D.bc.

AitOQUtlon of Mining Electrical Engineer*.—Satutdar, December 19tb,
At i.W p.m. At Royal Technical college, Ulasgow. S?iper on "Kxretl-
tsoti e( enrfaet Barihing in Scotliib Mines," br Mr, P, 8, OlsTer,

Electric Gear Chaiiffiiiff.—According to th« Motor,
some data as to the current rei^uired by an electrically-controlled
gear box (for motor-oar work) are now available. In a recent
American test energy was supplied by a 12-volt SO-ampere-honr
battery, which was not recharged during the period of test, and
134,-l'.iO gear changes wore made, representing a hunire<i changes
a day for four years, so that the gear in the matter of energy con-
sumed is a very economical one.

niiiii(i|ial ltoi'i'o\vJii<>' ill Canada.—A conespondent
at Ottawa writes :

—
" The Canadian municipalities, who have been

unable to borrow money for local improvements for the last rear or
so in London, and whose works for improvement have conseiiuently
been at a standstill, will soon be forced to borrow in the New York
money market instead of in London. This is not so strange after
all, for New York is, or should be, the natural source to which
Cinadians should look for funds, at least during the present
crisis. There is utterly no prospect of our municipalities getting
funds from London for a long time to come. There is no other
source than New York for our towns to obtain money to oirry on
and extend much-needed local improvements and to meet pressing
obligations. In borrowing in New York decidedly more attractive
rates of interest have Iv^n otfored and accepted than in London.
Some of the provinces aud munioipali'.ies have been trying to dis-
pose of debentures in the home market, but this is iimite<', and
sales proceed but slowly. The money for future improvements
must come from a foreign market, which has no sentimental feel-
ings on account of our connection with the British Empire, as
London has had, at a heavy rate of interest, lint the money must
be obtaineil at any cost by our rapidly-griiwing towns and cities
and CTponsive Provinces, and it is goiid that the money so badly
needed may bo obtained, although the outlook of being for.'e»l to,

obligate our.*elves in a foreign market is not pleasing on practical
as well as sentimental, grounds,"

EUiison Works Destiojed.— As we go to press we
learn with re^et that the entire plant of the Edison Company,
New JeiMj, hM been deitroyed br Are, The loei ii eitliaated »«
*l,oOO,000 iterUor.
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FilT Kisks,—Under the new rhjimf it is a loinmon

thing to nee the brillianoy of ulectrio lainpB in abops toned down
by the line of tiBBue paper or other hijrhly oombuatible noreens.

The dantrer ariHing from this practiue cannot be too Heriouely

impres-'ed upon the uatirB. Although no harm may occur to lonif

UH the Bhnde iH not in contact with the (flasB, it is courtini; disaMter

to adopt this method of reducinc the illamination, eBpecially at

this seaBon when Bhopj and shop windows are beinif drfssed with

highly iiill immable ironda. I. at us not forpret the terrible lire at

MeBsrs. Ardintf.v Hobbs'snhopin lltOS ; onesuch experience isenouRb.

1 0iks III IT KIcctric INiwcr ( o.s Supply.— Following;

an unBuciiessful application last year, this company is proiiiotire

a Bill in Parliament to remove various restrictions iropoBcd on its

supply in certain districts.

The companv is authorised to Bupply electricity over a large

part of the West Riding, and it has developed in districts near

Urge towns a supply of electricity for powir purposes which is

widely used by collieries, mills and factories. In addition various

districts depend on the company for elf ctric light, but there are

other more rural ones in which no lighting supply may be given

by the company even though the mains pass through the districts,

and this anomaly it is proposed to remove. The proposals have

received a considerable measure of support.

At present the company supplies in bulb the following under-

takingd :—Ardsley, Birstall, Brighouee, Calverlty, Castleford,

truck, at ^.^ a day, inclusive of the cost of energy, and this portable
power plant has been used for the general driving of machinery.
The average energy r(i|aired per ton is 117 KW. hours.
Among the I.^o farm-owners in Siuth-Western Ontario receivioi;

el lotrio service from the Ilydro-Eleotric Power Commisbion are
several dairymen. The accompanying data were collected from

PercentaKO
or totti

Kw..houn, Oo*t. Unit coil.

Pumping water, four hoars 2K 8 $17.76 $0.0011 per barrel.

a day.

Milking, 121 tim's 30 cows 2:)7 H.98 0.00 1 2 per cow per
milking.

Separating cream, 316 times S2 K.20 0011 per hour.
Heating water, 2,120 gals.... 29 18 36 0.0ii7 per gal.

Lighting 10 8 6.74

Du-ton and district, F^raley, Gomersal, Goole and district, Greet-

land, Heckmondwike, Hipperholme, Horjfforth, Liversedge, Mir-

field, Oisett, Pontefraot, Pudsey, Rwensthoroe, Rethwell and
district, Sjwerby Bridge, \Vhitwoo3, Wombwell and Worsborough.

Of these undertakings, five are being worki d by the local

anthorities, and five have been transferred by the local

authorities who originally owned them to the Electrical DiBtri-

butiou of Yirkihire, Ltd.—a company formed in association

with the Power Co. for the purpose of working E L. under-

takings in the West Riding.

We publish herewith a map showing the principal transmissions

of thfl company, the spots representing power stations at Dewsbnry
and Darton, A supply is also being given to Goole and district

from a powar station just outside the Goole ares.

Eleitrieity in Ajliicultme.—Mr. J. E. Davidson, of

the Pacific Power and Light Co., in a recent paper on " Extensions

of Electric Service in Rural Communities," points out that a com-
pany cannot afford to supply electricity in a rural territory unless

the estimated yearly revenue is equivalent to So per ocnt. of the

coat of construction of the extension, including the usual over-

head expenses.

Contracts should be closed before construction work is started,

and be for periods of 10 to 20 years.

The author recommends rates made up of a fixed charge baaed

on the maximum peak demand for a season, with an additional

meter charge baaed on the peak demand per month.
Irrigation pumping can be auocessfnl if a large installation is

made to serve several land tracts in rotation ; data from a numt)er

of installations of from 2 H.P. to 20 H P. show an average cost of

energy per acre irrigated of S6 6 a year. By installing motors for

pumping and operating farm machinery in the Yakima Valley,

Wa8hin»ton, the Pacific Power and Light Co. has provided itself

with a load which brings in SjO per H.p.-year. The Noblesville

(Ind.) Heat:, Liarht and Power Co. is offering farmers the electrio

drive for filling their siloa with ensilage. Using a hired steam
traction engine drive, the total coat amounts to some f 12 5 a day,

and time ia lost in getting up steam in the morning. The com-
pany hires out a 15-h,p. motor and transformers mounted on a

Total 100 .*63.02

the records of one of these dairy customers for the period from
March Kith to October 18th, l'.il3.— AYcc/Wro/ World.

Institution and Lecture Xote.s.— Koyal Institution.
—CommeniMng on lijcember 21ith, Prof. C. V. Boys will give a
roarse of six experimentally illustrated lectures adapted to a
jivenile auditory on "Science in the Home."

Institution ol' Municipal Engineers.—The report of the
Ciuncil for the year ending .Tone 30th, 1914, shows that the
meraSership at that date numbered 895, a decrease of 20. The
revenue was £'.il7, and the expenditure £8Hl, leaving a balance
of £36. The aooumuliited balaice wan £392.

Association of Mining Electrical Engineers.— At the opening
meeting for the session of the Ea.st dk Scotland Bbanch, at

Cowdenbeath, Fife, in his presidential address, Mr. N. A. Wilkie,
Bowhill, dealt with the various accidents which daring the year
had oocnrred in cnnnection with the electrical side of mining.

Institution of Civil Engineers.—On Tuesday a paper on
" Concreting in Freezing Weather, and the Effect of Frost upon
Cjnorete," was read ny Mr. .Ijhn Hammersley-Heenan, who stated

thit the free/.ng of concrete would not damage it if it had at first

had a chmce to set uader favourable conditions for about two daye.

I^. was alternate freezing and thawing during the process of setting

thit caused the damage. To meet the foregoing conditions, when
carrying out concrete work in winter, it was necessary to devise

means of mixing the concrete with materials freed of frost, placing

it in the forms before it had commenced to freeze, and then pro-

tecting and keeping it warm for about two days. After that it

might be allowed to freeze without fear of its being damaged.
Institution of Electrical Engineers.— A meeting of the

Scottish Local Section was held at Glasgow on Tnefday,
December iith, Mr. Lowaon, chairman, presiding, when Mr. .1. S.

Nicholson read a paper on " The Magnetifation of Iron at High
Flux Density with Alternating Current." A discussion followed.

Copper.—ilessrs. H. R. Merton'a statistiral cirrular

shows European supplies still well sustained. The fignre given is

necessarily relative, as the stocks at Hamburg and Bremen must
be constantly tluotuating, and will, in any case, not be available

for useful purposes for some time, while of those at Havre only

an estimate is available. Subtracting these quantities, £9,-509, we
find stocks in England and afloat at 26 240 tons against 21,493

tons at the end of last November.
American aupplies were under the average for the 12 months

preceding August, Spanish low, Chile shipments the same, and
Australian rather below the average. Australia seems inclined to

pick up on the shipments, present quantities sfloat being 3,900

tons, or considerably over the normal month's supply. December
is, in the ordinary course, a much heavier month for auppliee

than November.

Fatalities.

—

Barnsley.—A seiond vimim of a tramway
accident at Barnsley died on Friday. At the irquest on the body of

MissGladys Fitz^eraldC31), of Monk Bretton, it was decided that her

death was due to the accident can6<^d by the carelessness of the

driver and the conductor. The jury agreed with the coronet's

suggestion that the driver should not leave a car without inform-

ing the conductor, and that the latter should not release the

brakes until he saw that his driver was on board. The tramway
company promised to frame rules in accordance with the jury's

rider.

PoBTSUOiiTH.—A local paper says that one of the staff of the

Portsmouth electricity works m;t his death while engaged at the

switchboard on December 1st.

Devosport.—At the inquest into the death of two labourers

through a Devonport tramjar accident, the Mayor attended, and

faid that he "wished to expreas deepest sympathy with the two

men who had so suddenly been killed."—fll>,rffv« M^rrninri Sews,

December Ist) A third death has occurred, and at the resumed

inquest the jury found that the deaths were due to the car over-

turning, through faulty brakes, and expressed the opinion that the

cars at tim s were greatly overcrowded.

Motor Repair Waa'ons.—Tlie Skmdard states that six

repair wagons have been attached to the transport department of the

Australian Expeditionary Force, each of which weighs about seven

tons, and cost, approximately, £5,000. All of them have col-

lapsible sides, which may be supported on metal uprights, so that

incase of need the ordinary fl)or space can beat least trebled.

There are lathes, drills, milling machines—all electrically driven

by a dynamo deriving its energy from the propelling engine—and

there ia a forge in each as well. In addition to the driving st«ff,

the workshop cars will each carry six qualified turners and fitters.
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Late liPffal.—Attorkey-General v. Ii,i'ord Urban
District Council.—ThiH action, which was brought at the rela-

tion of the Ilford Gas Co, to restrain the Council from K>vin(r an

alletfed undiio preference to those who URed electricity to the

excloBion of pan, and from aupplyinp lamps, fittingB, ,tc., was

mentioned to Mr. Justice Sarjfant in the Chancery Division on

Wednesday, December 9th.

Mr. Martelli, K.C., representinpr the Council, said he had to apply

that the case should stand over until next sittinKs. If the case

was to po on it would be necessary to call as a witness the

treasurer to the Council to speak to certain acoountn. lie was on
active service, and as yet it had been impossible to get at him.

If necessary, however, it was thought that they would be able to

communicate with him before the end of the year. The more
important reason was that certain proposals had been made by the

plaintiffs to the defendants which were under consideration, but

it was not possible to call a meeting- that week. Moreover, the

matter required great consideration, and the exact terms of any
agreement would have to be very carefully prepared. It was

a most important case for the Council.

Mr. Mark Romer, K.C., for the plaintiffs, had no objection to

the case standing over until n«xt sittings if his Lordship oculd see

his way to retain it before him.

Mr. Justice Sargant thought he ought to do so as briefs to

counsel had been delivered. He would take it early next sittings.

It was ultimately arranged that the case should be in the

list for hearing on January 12th next.

Aj>i»oiiitiiK'Uts Vacant.—Switchboard attendants (30s.),

for Luton electricity works ; traffic superintendent for Yorkshire

(West Riding) Electric Tramways Co., Wakefield ; mains engineer

(,£4). for Walsall electric supply department
;
generating engineer,

to take charge of a 4,000- KW. generating station ; cable jointer

(£2 2s.), for Neath R.D.C. ; switchboard attendant (30e.), for

Newport Corporation ; thift engineer (2iS.-'.) for Morley Corporation
;

switchboard attendant for Heywood (,'^"s.). Particulars are given

in our advertisement pages.

The Conquest of tlie International Eleetrical
Market.—Under the above heading, the Eeii.ita Teodca
<!' Elettricita makes the following comments on the chances of

success of the various competing countries seeking to secure

Germany's foreign trade :

—

Countries having a solvently organised industry are now seeking

with all their forces to conquer the international market formerly
dominated by Germany in every field of industry and commerce
Eagland, especially, has applied herself with all her energy to the
preparation of a plan of operations which shall secure her
establishment in many of the markets formerly the undisputed
domain of Germany. With a view to guiding and helping English
efforts in this direction, the Board of Trade has putjlished a
monograph containing statistics of the importations of the
various countries of the world, on the basis of the most recent

Consular reports. From these statistics it appears that in the case

of 18 separate countries the German and Austrian exportations of

electrical machines, motors and transformers amounted in \'M2 to

64 million francs, while those of England to the same countries in

the same period did not exceed 3^ millions. It should be noted
that among these 1 8 countries are two where England might expect to

enjoy an unquestioned preponderance— these are the South African
Republic and Australia. South Africa alone last year acquired
350 million francs' worth of electrical material of all kinds, which
were drawn from the following countries in the proportions

named :—70 per cent, from Germany, 20 per cent, from England,
and 10 per cent, from the United States.

But the English are beginning to recognise that the con(|uest of

foreign markets will not be so easy and agreeable an undertaking
as it appeared at first sight ; they will have, indeed, absolutely to

abandon commercial methods which they formerly followed with a
perseverance worthy of a better cause, in order to pursue those
methods which have given such good results in the hands of the
Germans. The English, however, have never understood the
necessity of publishing catalogues in the tongues of the natives of

foreign countries, and have always looked upon the sending of
representatives, travellers and experts as a useless labour ; nor
have they troubled to consult the tastes or tho exigencies of their
clients, but have always thought it possible to impose English
t vstes and ideas everywhere.

The obstinacy with which Boglishmanuraoturers have persisted in

following their old oonimrroial politics has brought about the
incredible result that even in England itself they find themselves
beaten by German industry. We confine ouraelves to citing two
examples only, to which we called our readers' attention a short

time ago. These are arc- lamp oarbons and metal-filament lamps,

for both of which England is tributary to Qerni in works for its

whole requirements.

Eagland has consequently an exceedingly ditlloult part to play,

for she has both to organise an industry and a commerce which
are not improvised in 24 hours, the more so as this organisation
presupposes a complete revolution in methods and systems which
have prevailed for, maybe, more than a century.

It is possible that the United States in this special regard will

find themselves in better conditions. Our [Italian] industry is of

very modest importance, but we believe that, in this respect, we
enjoy privileged conditions, be it owing to the greater adapta-
bility of our genius, or that we have no traditions to preserve

or change, and can more easily adapt German organisation to our
industrial and commercial methods, even where they are not com-
patible with our natural bent.

The struggle whioh Eagland has launched into is In any case

very Interesting, and we purpose following it with every attention,

As the international organisation of information poiweeeed by
England is certainly the best that exists, aft«>r the German, of

course, we shall make it our duty to peruse and extract from the

reports of the English Consular agents such data and elements as

may be of use to the manufacturers of our own country Cnlackily,

from this point of view, we are much worse served, for oor Con-
sular officials occnpy themselves almost exclutively with political

questions, and pospeitB neither the competency nor industrial ard
commercial education necessary. Therefore, not being able to

make fire with our own wood, we are compelled to use that of others.

An l](linl)iii'<ili .Slioek Maini.— i'lie Conrt of ."Session

disposed of an application, under the Emergency Powers
(Courts) Act, in the action by a fife miner sgaicst the leasee

of a picture house in Lochgelly, in which the pursurr sought
damages for injuries sustained by his son, arising from the

fixing of an electric wire which the defender attached to the

snib of one of the windows of his piclnre-house. The boy
touched the snib and received a severe shock. At a previoas

hearing the defender maintained that the action ought to be
dismissed, as the boy was a trespasser, but the Court sent the action

to the Sheriff Court for proof, and gave pnrsner expenses. The
pnrbuer now apked for leave to proceed with diligence to recover

£3t and expenses. For the defender delay waa asked, as on
account of the war the people of Lochgelly had no money to tpend

in going to picture palaces, and the f ffect was that the defender s

business had practically ceased to exist. The operation of the

decree was suspended for six weeks.

Ke tiectrie ^ eliieles.—Referring to onr article on this

subject in last week's issue, Mb. F. A. Yebbiby, of Westminster,

writes paying :

—"I would draw your attention to one point which,

to my knowledge, has had an important bearing on the sale of

electric trucks on the other side of the Atlantic. In some cities

the local electric supply company have gone into the truck busi-

ness, and sell these vehicles with an upkeep guarantee. If I

remember rightly, the B.C. Electric Railway Co., in Vancouver,

charge about Jil.") a month for garaging, battery charging, cleaning

and guaranteeing a 3-ton truck to be ready for use, in first-class

order, every morning. If for any reason the truck gets out of

order, the hirer is provided with another truck in flrst-clasa

running shape. This, of course, makes a very considerable

difference to the business, as it costs at least ^J."i a month in

Vancouver to have an ordinary petrol truck stored, and cleaned,

without any guarantee as to its running condition. When this

sort of thing is common in England there is no doubt the electric

truck will make some headway.

Fuiiineerlng' Societies in Manchester.—Owing to the

war, which has absorbed the energies of many who are interested

in the co-operative scheme for providing a common meeting room
and library for the engineering and technological societies in

Manchester, it has been decided to defer the matter to a more
convenient season.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
'Ihe Editor* invite electrical e-ngineerf, whether c<>nnfet«4 with the

technical or the commercial tide of the profeuion and indvttry,

alto electric tramway and railway otKciah, to keep rtadert oftha

Elkotbioai, Rkview posted at to their inovemeitti.

Central Station Officials.—On Wednesday last week

the wedding look place at Si. Margaret's Charch, Manchester, of

Mr. G. a. RoiiBUTS, assistant manager and engineer of the

Doncaster Corporation electricity and tramways department, and

Miss Henrietta A. Onren, daughter of the (late) Mr. and Mrs.

Owen, of Woodlands, Lawton.
Mb. Jamk.'! Jo>'ES, of Heywood, has been appointed shift engi-

neer at the Stretford generating station in the place of Mb. J. W.
Thcm.^s, resiijned.

Mb. C. W. M.vbsland has resigned his appointment as shift

engineer at the Eocles electricity works.

On Saturday last, Mk. F. Rii.ey, station superinten lent to

the Rawtenstall Corporation, was the recipient of an oak time-

piece, subscribed for by the staff and employ<5<, on tho occasion

of his leaving to take up the post of resident engineer at the new
Whalley Asylum. Mr. Stewart, the borough electrical enginecT.

made the presentation.

(•eneral.—The Electric Lighting Coiuniiitee of tho

Stoke Newington Borough Council has appointed Mr. W. H.

Savbky, J.P , C.C, chairman for the ninth successive year.

Aldkbman Kii.KY has been appointed chairman of the Stepney

B.C. Electricity Supply Committeo
The marriage took place at Maxwell M«i«e. Glasgow, on

November 28th, of Mk. Thos Paton, electrical engineer, of

GUsgow, aud Miss Jean Simple, second daughter of Mr. John
Simple, of Ber\vick-on-T«-eed.

At Leigh, Ooi .scillob Doiih has been appointed chairman of

tho Tramways and Electricity Committee, and Cocscii-LOB

PiiXMNiSTON vice-chairman.

CorNcu-LOR E. Chapman has been appointed chairman of the

Crewe Electric Lighting Oiimmittee.

The marriage took place last week of Mr. Smith MoRTOJf,

electrical ongiuecr, of Conouley, near Skipton, and MiseEva Mande,

youngest daughter of Mr. R. 0. Maude, of York.

Wills.—Ms. Edttabd Rilet, a director of the Windsor
Elsotrioal Installation Co., Ltd., left *11",T74 gro8(,_
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NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED. CITY NOTES.

AII.Brlllsh tieclflcal Co., Lid. (138,488).—This company
«.j» rcyisurtil un December 3rd, wiih a capital ol jflO.OOO in £1 .harej
(&.U00 pre(.), to curry on the business of munufacturers, exporters and Im-
porters of and wholesale and retail deaUrs in elecirkal Hllini^s, lamps and
other materials and ^oods, etc., and to adopt an ajjrt-enu-nt uith lien ll.mi-
nxmd. I he subscribers (with one share e.ich) are : H. Macj;lllivray, 63, Arllng-
tun Road, N.W.. gent.; K. C. Tonkin, 8, Members ALimions, Westminster,
S.W., clerk. Private company. The number ol directors is rot to be less
than three or more than five; the first are C. F. Smith, D. Hammond and
N. nickin. Remuneration, jClOO each per annum and 10 per cent, of the
distnbut.d profits divided between them. Registered oflice : 36, Victoria
Street, S.W.

Carville Site and Power Co., Ltd. (138,489).—This com-
pany wa» registered on December 3rd, with a capital of ;tlO,000 in ;£,!
shares, to take over (rom the Newcastle-upon-Tyne klectric .Supply Co., Ltd.,
a piece of freehold land at Carville, Northumberland, to erect thereon a
station for generating electrical energy suitable (or distribution and sale, to
erect further generating stations in any place where the company may think
fit, to curry on the business of suppliers of electricity, etc. The subscribers
(with one share each) are : T. Jameson, 6, Warrington Road, Newcastle-on-
T)ne, cashier; \V. H. Golding, 23, Heaton Grove, Newcastlc-on-Tyne, com-
pany secretary. Private company. The number of directors is not to be
less than two or inorc than five; the first are John Theodore Men, John H.
Armstrong, and Robert P. Sloan. Remuneration as fixed by the company.
Registered olTice : Royal Exchange Buildings, Newcasllc-on-Tync.

Coniston and District Electric Supply Co., Ltd. (138,478).
— This company was registered on December 2nd, with a capital ol ;t^2,00l>

ill ;^.T shares, to carry on, at Coniston and adjoining district the business of
an electric light and supply companv in all its branches. The subscribers
(with one share each) are : C. H. Best, 72, Market Street, Br.idford, incor-
porated accountant; C. Pullan, 80, King's Arcade, ISradford, electrical engi-
neer; F. W. Poole, Ulverston, solicitor. Private company. The number of
directors is not to be less than three or more than five; the first are to be
appointed by the subscribers. Where there are only three directors, two of
such directors shall be the holders of ordinary shares and one the holder of
preference shares; or where there are five directors, three shall be holders of
ordinary shares and two the holders of preference shares. Qualification ;£^25.

Remuneration as fixed by the company. Solicitor, F. W. Poole, Ulverston.

Wezdon Lamp Co., Ltd. (138,484).—This company w.ts
rrgislered on December 2nd, with a capital ol j{:3,000 in £1 shares (2.000
pref.), to take over the business of dealers in electric lamps carried on by
J. Agerup at Vulcan House, 5G, Ludgate Hill, E.C., as the "Wezdon Lamp
Co." The subscribers (with 1,000 shares each) are: W. L. Anspach, 9, Pal-
meira Avenue. Hove. Sussex, gent.; J. Agerup, 56, Ludgate Hill, E.G., mer-
chant. Private company. The number of directors is not to be less than
two or more than three; the first are W. L. Ansp.-ich (chairman) and J.
Agerup (both permanent, subject to holding ;C1,000 shares each). Qualification
of ordinary directors, ;^100 shares. Remuneration (except managing director),
35 guineas per annum. Registered offices : Vulcan House, 56, Ludgate Hill,
E.G.

Tredegars, Ltd. (138,475).—This company was registered
on D comber 1st, with a capital of ;C10.500 in 10.000 pref. shares of £1 each
and lO.OUO ord. shores of Is. each, to adopt an agreement with Sir Herbert H.
Bartlett, Bt., and Perry & Co. (Bow), Ltd., for the acquisition of the business
(consisting for the most part of the supply of electric fittings and electrical
work for domestic purposes and the supply of decorative work and fittings of
all kinds for private property), managed and controlled bv the said company
on behalf of the said Sir Herbert H. Bartlett, together with certain property
held therewith. The subscribers (with one preference share each) are : H. A.
Bartlett, 31. Albert Road, Regents Park. N.VV., contractor; G. F. A. Norman,
Carisbrook, Beechwood Avenue, Kew Gardens, S.W., manager. Private company.
The number of directors is not to be less than two or more tlyin five; the first

are H. A. Bartlett and G. F. A. Norman. The said H. A. Bartlett is to be
chairman and governing director, and may retain oflice so long as he holds
2,000 shares; but in the event of his ceasing to be a director. Perry & Co.
(Bow). Ltd., shall have the right to nominate a director in his place, and
such director is to be chairman and governing director. Registered office :

53. Victoria Street, Westminster.

Winco Mannfacturing Co., Ltd. (138,464).—This company
was registered on November 28th, with a capital of ;£1,000 in £1 shares,
to carry on the business of manufacturers of electrical torches and b.atteries
and all kinds of apparatus, fittings and appliances used in connection with
electricity, electricians, mechanical engineers and manufacturers, workers of
and dealers in eleclricilv. etc. The subscribers (with one share each) are :

C. H. Lowe, 28.1. Balsall Heath Road, Birmingham, travellec E. A. Harrison,
16, Claremont Road, Smethwick, clerk. Private company. Table " A " mainly
applies. Solicitors. Cochrane & Co., Birmingham. Registered office : 107, Per-
shore Street, Birmingham.

OPnCIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Naylor^raph, Ltd.—Debenture dated 18th November, 1914,
to secure ;t'250, charged on the company's undertaking and property, present
and future, including uncalled capital (If any), subject to prior debs. Holder,
J. M. Hunt, Fairlawn, Park Road, Southborough.

Telephos Domestic and Street Lighting Co., Ltd.—Issues
on various dates from 25th February to 28th October, 1914, of ;£:3.500 deben-
tures, part of a series of which particulars have already been filed.

Saiford Electrical Instruments, Ltd. (112.599).—Capital,
i:20,000 in £1 shares (10,000 pref.). Return dated July 9th, 1914. All shares
taken up; ;£10,000 paid; ;f10,000 considered as paid. Mortgages and charges:

( aUciidei'.s Nliarc ii luve^titieiib Tiu.st, Ltd.

Mh. T. O. Callendkii (Chairiiiaii) presided at the K-cond onoiial

jiineral ineetiiig of the coiupany ut Hamilton Hijuw, E.G., on
Dec. ;jrd. The proceedings were purely ftjriiial, and the follow-

ing reiKjrt was adopted on the motion of the Chairman ;—The
euininnH in rcBpeet of tlividends and interest on investments
up to the 3lBt August, 1911, aiuounte<l U> £11,410. After jwy-
inR all working expens<'K, and writing oH £741 in respect of

pieiiniinary expen.ses and cunt of debenture stock issue, the
(;ros8 profit amounted to jt'lti.l'it. From this has to be deducted
inteieKt on debenture st^xk £y,75(), amount deposited with
debeijture stock trustees, being wcond annual payment in rea-

ped of risleiiiption ftm<l, iT.8<J0, leaving a balance of X'.S,574,

plu,s .t''2,fJ17 broiigjit forward, making £11, lO^. A dividend at

the rate of !> per cent, per annum, less income tax, will absorb
£7,770, and there is transferred to reserve account £500, leav-

ing to be carried forward £i,92\. 'ITie re<leniption fund in the
hands of the trustees now amounts to £3,C94.

The directors rewrt that the reeeii)ts in respect of dividends
and interest due from the various underUiking.s in which th«
company holds an interest continue to be satisfactory, and they
have every reason to believe that the sums .so received wilt

be increased in the future as these companies extend their

areas and develop their earning powers.

The Ziiricli Bank for Electrical I ndertakinss.

The rejxjrt of the Bank iiir Elektri.sche Unternehungen of

Zurich, which is probably the largest investment enterprise

of its kind, states that the general situation of businees until"

the close of the financial year, which ended on June 30th,

1914, waa as unsatisfactoiy as in the preceding year, as great

pressure was imposed on the business world by the condition

of war in the Balkans, the threatening danger of hostilities

between Turkey and Greece, the protracted revolution in

Mexico, and the economic crisis in South America. Since

then these apprehensions have been surpassed by the out-

break of the war in Europe, the consequences of which cannot
be foreseen. On the return of peaceful conditions the intro-

duction of electrical working on fm'ther railways will be of

special importance for the future development of electrical

engineering. In Switzerland the electrification of the St.

Gothard Railway had been decided upon, and the change to

electrical operation on State railways and suburban lines was
also making progress in Italy and Germany, whilst other

cxiuntries were exercising a certain reserve for the time being.

The realisation of many schemes in this department and in

other branches would be rendered impos,sible through the war
for a long time to come. Further noteworthy results had
been achieved in the transmission of electrical energy over

long distances, and in particular the employment of pressures

up to 100,000 volts had now also found application in Europe.

I'hese achievements were calculated to accelerate the business

of distributing current after the conclusion of peace. Not-
withstanding many difficult circumstances, most of the works
as.sociated with the Bank had made satisfactory progress down
to the commencement of the war. The unfavourable situation

of trade in general had hampered the consumption of energy
for industrial pui-poses. but it was possible to enualise matters
by reducing the cost of production and the further cultivation

of business. Although certain works were directly situated in

]ilaces covered by the war area, nothing was yet known of

any material damage having been caused, but a number_ of

supply works had experienced a decline in consumption owing
to the restrictions in general business activity. The accounts

show the following figures for the past two years:—
1913-14. 1912-1.3.

Share capital £.3,000.000 £3.000,000

Loan capital 2.990.000 2,630.000.

Gross receipts 513,000 443,000-

Net profits and balance forward 3.30.000 287.000

Dividend, per cent. 10 10

Among the numerous investments referred to in the report

and applying to difft^rent counti-ies, attention may be directed

to the Oonstantinople Svndicate of Bru.ssels, which formed on
June 30th, 1914. the Tramway.^ et Electriciti5 de Constantinople

with a. capital of £7'20.000 for the purpose of carrving out

electrical undertakings in the Turki-;h capital. Electricsl

working on the tramways had been started and the Societi^^

Ottomane d'Electricitie. which also belonged to the Constanti-

nople Svndicate, had likewise commenced the supply of cur-

rent. The report refers further to the Russian undertakings

in which the Bank is interested, and mentions that the

negotiation,'? with the Finnish authorities in recard to the

proposed utilisation of the water powers of_the Vuoksen had
been brought to a standstill in consequence"of the war.

New Phonopore Telephone Co. Ltd. (44,654).—Capital,
;i;i9,000 in £1 shares (9,000 ord. and 1.000 fndrs.). Return dated November
13th, 1914. 7,141 ord. and 1.000 fndrs. shares taken up. £1 per share called
up on 6,741 ord. shares. ^6,731 paid, leaving £10 in arrears; ;^1,400 con-
sidsred as paid- on 1,000 fndrs. and 400 ord. shares. Mortgages and charges:
£6,950.

,
. •

Aron Electricity .^leter, Ltd.—A financial contem-

porary says that the directors announce that it is not their

intention to pay an interim dividend on the preference shares.
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(iipe Electric liiiniwiiys, Ltd.

Tnu directors report thnt the profit and loss account for the

year ending 30th June, 1914, shows u profit of ;£78,867, and

after providinR for debenture interest, redemption of deben-

tures, and adding the balance brought forward, ii net credit

buhince of i'3'2,618 renmins. The reserve fund has been

credited with i'8,{KK), leaving JG2-1,618. The tramways in Cape
Town rnrried J(i,.'57r),91>i passengers, earning iloo.'lT'i, as

against 14,779,700 passengers, earning i;i4-4,2'J'2 in 1913. In

Port Elizabeth 4,309,154 passengers were carried, earning

£44,937, as against 4,155,711 passengers, earning £43,036 in

1913.

The labour troubles on the Rand, which resulted in a genera! strike in

July, 191,3, were lollnwcd by a recrudescence of the same (rouble in January.

ll>14, and had a disadvantageous effect on the general business situation

throughout South Africa, checking to a certain extent the otherwise satisLic-

tory advance in revenue of the tramway systems in Cape Town and Port

Elizabeth. In spite of these economic checks the receipts from the tramways

show satisfactory advances during the year under review, but, owing to the

increase in the cost of maintenance and operating charges, and to the provision

(or the income tax lately imposed by the Union Government, the net profit

is less than that of the preceding vcar.

The additions to the rolling stock and to the power plant at Port Elizabeth

have now been completed, and the new unit of power in Port lilizabeth is

working most satisfactorily, and giving results of considerable economy in the

consumption of fuel.

The prevalence of war throughout the greater part of the world, and more
especially the rebellion now going on within South Africa, has created such

a serious financial and trading outlook, both in that country and elsewhere.

th,at the directors have decided to recommend the declaration of a dividend of

only 2J per cent. They have considered this a prudent course to adopt in view

of the present condition of affairs generally.

The directors refer to the valuable services rendered by the local boards in

Cape Town and Port Elizabeth, also bv the general managers in Cape Town
and Port Elizabeth, and the staffs under them.

Mr. J. A. Barkley, general manager of the Cape Town com-
panies, reports tliat the total revenue was f 1.55,47'2, and the

expenditure .f86,'284, leaving a profit of £69,189. Tlie figures

for the previous year W'ere : Total revenue £144,'22'2, operating

expenditure £77^859, gross profit £60.363.

Mr. W. H. Freemantle, general iiianitgcr of the Port Eliza-

beth Electric Tramway Co., Ltd., reports that the new boilers

and generating plant ordered at the commencement of the

year are now in service, and are of ample power to do all that

is required without assistance from the municipality, which has
therefore been discontinued. The new boilers and generator

have been in service since June '2'2nd and from the records

available promise to considerably reduce the coal consumption,
and will prove a most valuable addition to the company's
power station plant. The total revenue amounte<l to ,£44.9,37.

The traffic receipts show an increase of £2,1.34. Tlie operating
expenditure tot;ils £27,716, or 61.678 per cent, of the revenue,
and is an incren.se of £2,405 over last year. The pa-ssengers

carried were 4,.309,154 for 1914, against 4,155,711 for 1913, an
increase of 153,443.

Hon"' Koii<>' Traiinray Co,. Ltd.

Mb. E. C. Moroan presided recently over an extraordinary
eeneral meetinpr of the shareholders, held at the offices, lit, St.

Swithin'a Lane, when the resolution altering; certain of the articles

of association so that in f ature the meetings of the company shall

be held in Hong: Kocff, which was passed at a meetinjf held on
November liith, was confirmed.

The CiiAiR.MAN said that the two following resolutions now had
to be considered : -

1. That, in purBuaiioe of Article 113, all the present membfra of the bnird of
dirr ctors of the compan> be, at)d they are hereby, removed from the ol\ice of
directors of the compiny, such removal to tike ( tTect from the time of tbo
passing of tbii resolution. 3. That the Hon. Mr. David l.indale (chairman),
the Hon. Sir O. P. Chater, the Hon. Mr. K. Shellim, Dr. J. W. Noble, the Hon.
Mr, tiau Cbu Pak. Mr. Ho Tung, all of Victoria, in the Colony of Hong Kong,
be. and they arc hereby, appointed directors of the company, in place of the
present board of directors.

He wished to say that as the present board desired to facilitate the
arransrements for the transfer of the control, it was desirable for
him on their behalf formally to "recommend " the new directors.

In so doinp, ho wished to explain that he had no knowledge of the
six lyentlemen who had been nominated by the Hone Konir share-
holders as the new board, and his " recommendation " must not be
taken as implyinif any responsibility for the appointment, but he
made the reoommendation at the request of Messrs. Stephenson,
Harwood \ Co., the London solioitors aotinu for the Honj; Konif
shareholders, so as to avoid any question as to the legality of the
appointment of the new direotors, and to comply with the regula-
tions of the company under Article lOH of the Articles of As.iooia-

tion. Under the oiroumstances, he thouitht it would be beet if

Mr. Hartvood and hia friends would move and second the
resolutions.

Mil, liAUWO(U) then formally proposed the resolulinna, which
were seconded by Mr Mackintosh, and they were carrie,!, with
the addition of the following words on the motion of the Chair-
man :

—"And that such directors be on t.nuh removal paid their
fees as directors on the scale authorised by the Articles up to the
olose of the Snanoial year,"

Eastern Evtension, .liistiala.sia and (liina TcIp-
^raph Co,, Ltd.—Interim dividend for the quarter to September
30th of 2j. lid. per share, free of inciome-tai.

Melbourne Electric Siipply Co., I.td.— Final dividend

of 5 per cent., making 10 per cent, for the jear to Aaguit Slst,

free of income-tax, on the confolidated ordinary stock.

.\delaide Electric Supply Co.. Etd.— Final dividend

of 5 per cent., making 10 per cent, for the year to Aagn>t Hist,

together with a bonus of 2 per cent., both free of iacome-tax, on
the ordinary thares.

luteiliational Eiirlit and I'ower Co.. Etd. — Divi-

dend of li per cent., lees British income-tur. up.}n the preference

shares for the quarter to December Slat.

Consolidated tias, Electric Einlit and Power ( o.

o( Baltimore.— Quarterly dividend of 1 i per cent., or at the r»te

of 7 per cent, per annum, on the common sharea.

-Injilo-.truentine Traniwavs Co.. Ltd.—The directoi-a

have declared a dividend for the year ended December ;<lBt of

23. 9d. per share, less income-tax, on the .5} per cent, cumulative

first and hi per cent, cumulative second prelerence shares.

.llldavs iV: Onions IMieiiniatic Enirineerin!: (o.. Etd.

—The directors report that for the year ended August lot, alter

providing for depreciation and all other outgoings, there is a

net profit of £17,034, plus £17, 44:* brought forward. £.S,590 is

devoted to debsnture interest, aad, after paying the preference

interest, a dividend and banns of 10 per cent, on the ordinary

shares is paid.

Continental.

—

Italy.—A company has been formed at

Rome with the tide of the Societii Anoninia Ttlffonica Icaliana

Betulander, for the working of the Betulander telephone system in

Italy and her Colonies and abroad. The capital is 200,000 lire,

and the duration of the concern is limited to 2.'> years.

Under the style of Vestonei-e Elettrotecnica a company has been

formed at Brescia, Italy, for the employment of hydraulic power
and trading in electrical apparatus and machinery. The capital

is 60,000 lire, in 60(1 shares of 100 lire each.

The Socielii Bresciana Autrotrasporti is a concern recently

launched at Brescia, Italy, for the iastallatim and working of pro-

visional or perm<inent non-subsidised public services. Its capital

is unlimited in 50 lire shares.

Manila Electric Kailroad and Einhtinir Corporation.
—The directors have declared a quarterly dividend of I J per cent,

on the common capital stock for the quarter ending December 3 lat.

Stotliert & Pitt, Etd.—A dividend of 5 percent. (Is.

per shareX free of income-tax, is announced on the ordinary shares

for the year ended June 30th last.

I nited Electric Trannvajs of Monte\ide4». Etd.

—

Interim dividend at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum 1,2s. per

share), less income-tax, is announced on the ordinary shares for

the past half-year.

Eastern Teleiiraph Co . Etd.—Tliird quarterly interim

dividend of 1' per cent, on the ordinary stock, free of income-tax.

Western Telearapli Co.. Etd.—First quarterly interim

dividend of Ss. per share, free of income-tax. for the year ending

June 30th, 1915, being at the rate of per cent, per annum.

(lilolie Telejiraph and Trust (o.. Etd.— Quarterly
interim dividend of 28. per share on the ordinary shares, income-
tax already dedncted.

STOCKS AND SHARES.
TuesJa.v r.venlnf.

Stock E.tciiANCiU markets show a good deal of firmness. It may
even be said that there is more bujiness about than there was at

the end of last month. It has become evident that fortnightly

settlements can take place without offering grave menace to

markets or credit. The little excitement over the War Loan has

unloosed the purseslritigs of investors. Brfril Tractions, of the

electrical sections, exhibit a inirked vitslity ; the price has risen

4 piints since last we wrote. Some of the Telegraph i^suea are

firmer. The coming opening of new stations on the B kerloo line

has made no difftrerc> to Undercrnnnd Electric Kkilwav prices.

Supply shares— in the languigs of the moment—mark time.

The death of a wtUknown iremb>r of the S'ook Giehange,

from pneumonia, at the beginning of the week, aroustd afre^ih the

demand for re-opening the ITous'. Clients thtinsclves are

he.'oining impatient at what thry reiiard as the incomprehensible

attitude of the Stiok Bx. hange r.mmivt-«-, although, as a matter

of fact, the whole question now 1 es w.th the Chancellor of the

Exchequer and the Treasury.

The Government 8<>ek to impose certain restrictions njxjn the

Stock Kxohange (.as a condition of giving their consent to reopen-

ing of the House), which the Sto.'^k Exchange authorities are not

at all disposed to accept. One of these is that, in the case of every

sale, the seller shall furnish the distinctive numbers of the shares

which he wishes to realise, or produce the certificate of the ttock,

as proof of his ability to iWliver to tl e buyer. Little considera-

tion is needed to see that such a condition would stultify Stock

Exchange business to the point of piralysis, although the Govern-

ment attitude is that suoh a .state of affairs becomes essential if

heavy sales are to be prevented on behalf of alien enemies, or o{

neutral operators instigated by them,
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Tbe principle of applyinir to every market in the Stock Kxchange
the rule that b«low certain Hxe<l priceH niumberH Hhall not he

allowed to deal with one another, hae had the d luli'e effect of

killint; buHinefUi in the Connol market, while maiatainini; quota-

tionn ; and thia further reatriction runt contra to the bunineaa

inHtinota of the HouHe. fio many men, however, feel that it in the

interest of the S:ats which before all else haa to be aafe-

Koarded, that they are not prepared to aupport the occaaional

agitatiiina which aprincr np for re-openin(f the markutn, until the

financial outlook U so well aeoured that poaaible attacks mi^ht be

awaited with ((|uanimity.

n>m6 Uiilway atocka are waxin? in public favour. There ia

mire iaolination on the part of the public than has been noticed

hitherto to buy the lower-pried varietiea. Metropolitana and
Uistriota are steady at 324 and in reapeotively, but there ia not a

trrpat amount of intereet taken in either, ao far. British Electric

Traiti)n ibauei, too, have been atapnant during the paat week.

One or two birnaina were done in the Dabontare atocka ; other-

wise, there aeema to be scarcely anything moving in the Company's
iaaaea.

The Manufacturing group is one of the hardest in theae sections.

Oa all handa one heara of the way in which electrical manufac-
turera are full up with ordera. Eliaon iV Swan ahares have again

improved, those with £3 paid riaing to 78., while the fully-paid

are J higher at 13 S ime of the other electrical manufacturing
aharea, although in quiet demand, ahow no particular alteration

in price. British WeaHnghouae Preference gained half-a-orown at

li Electric Constructions remain steady at 11a. and 20s. for

Ordinary and Preference respectively.

It will be noticed by the aubj lined liat of electricity supply

aharea that City Ordinary have receded i to HJ, business having
taken place on this basis ; while the Preference changed hands
batween 11 J and 12. London Preference this week have been done
at 4 5 County of London new Preference were picked np at Hi.
In the Indian group, Calcutta Supply Preference attracted support

at 4 J.

The following ia a Hat of prices of representative stocks and
sharea in various electrical markets :

—

HosiE Elkcteicitv Scpply CoUF,U)I£S.

BromptOD Ordinary
d). 7 per cent. Pf.

Charing Cross Ordinary
do. do. do. 4J Pt..

do. do. City Pt. .

.

do. 4 Deb
Chelsea

do. 4J Deb
City of London

do. do. 6 per oent. Pf.

do. d). 6 Deb
do. do. 4i Ueb...

County of London
do. do. 6 per ce
do. do. Ist Deb.
do, do. 2nd Deb,

nt, PI.

Kensington Ordinary ..
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AN ELECTRICAL ANEMOMETER.

This instrament, for the measurement of pas or air stream
velocitien, eliminates all moving parts at the measurinfj point and
hence eliminates friction and inertia errors ; further, it makes
possible the indication of the results of rasasurements at a consider-
able distance from the meaaurinpr apparatus The principle employed
by the latter is not new, but it is now applied for the first time in

a thorouprhly practical instrument. The chanpre in temperature of
an electrically heated conductor placed in the gas stream is deter-

mined by electrical measurements, and this change forms a measure
of the stream velocity.

Difficulties are encountered in the practical realisation of an
instrument based on this principle. For instance, if a thin wire of

a material with high temperature coefficient of resistance be
arranged in a bridge circuit as in fig. 1 (to permit of delicate
resiBtanoe measurements), the temperature coefficient of the circuit

Pig. 1.- HOT WiKE BKANCHE.<
Bridge Asms.

wa, Wj Constant

as a whole is such that a reasonably steady zero cannot be secured
in the bridge instrument when the hot wire is loaded to yield suit-

able sensitivity. One means of overcoming this difficulty is to

make the comparison and measuring arms of the bridge as similar

as possible in dimensions and materials (and hence in electrical and
thermal properties), the two hot wires then being mounted in the

two compartments of a shell of good thermal conductivity.

Through the chamber containing the measuring wire Hows the

gaa stream under investigation, but the compirison arm of the

bridge lies in gas at rest.

In the Siemena-IIa'.ske appiratus, however, a " single-chamber "

arrangement is employed which is better in many respects than the

above two-chamber arrangement. Referring to fig. 2, the two
temperature-sensitive arms Hi Hj of the bridge are of thin platinum
wire and are arranged symmetrically in the plane of symmetry of

a thick copper shell K (chosen by reason of its good heat con-

ductivity) so that the air or gas stream passes over the whole of one
wire before reaching the other. The former wire is, therefore, cooled

(by a stream of given velocity), to a greater extent than the second

Fig. 2.—Section of Anemometer Chamber.

wire, which is traversed by air already warmed by passage over the
first grid. The difference in temperature and hence in resistance

between the two bridge arms then depends simply on the velocity

of the air stream and, corresponding to a given current through the
wires, the bridge galvanometer can be calibrated directly in

velocity unite. Tension springs w of platinum-iridium wire,

attached to insulating supports of ivory, hold the loops of 11,. iijin the
plane of symmetry (for which the apparatus is calibrated) inde-

pendently of thermal expansion in the wires. By these it is secured
that the zero of the bridge instrument is steady, even when the
measuring arm is raised r>0" C. above the air temperature ; and
that the thermal inertia of the hot wire system is negligible, so

that instantaneous readings do not dilVer appreciably from those
takeu after the hot wires have been exposed for some time to an
air stream of given velocity.

The curve between galvanometer deflection and air velocity has
the form shown in fig. 3 ; above a certain velocity the second
bridge arm is so strongly cooled that the difference between the

resistances of the two measuring arais, having reached a maximum,
commences to decrease. At very high air velocities the tendency i*

for both bridge arms to be cooled to the air temperature. The
calibration curve of the instrument is naturally different for
different gases, and by varyinz the size of the hot wires and the
electrical loading of the latter, it is possible to adapt the inrtm-
ment to any range of velocity measurement, hot in each particular
case the instrument should preferably be used within the noge
corresponding to the steep part of its calibration curve.

Since the thermal conductivity of gaees is independent of pres-
sure down to very small pressures, the sensitivity of the pre»«nt
anemometer is also indepandent of pressure : the cooling tffect
depends only on the msiss of gas passing over the wires per
second, hence the instrument indicates this quantity independently
of pressure variations.

If measurements have to be made of the velocity of gas flow in
large pipes or of wind in the open, the hot-wire apparatus may
advantageously be applied in shunt to a p3rtion of the pipe of
known resistance to flow, or it may be piped np to a suitable
thrust plate exposed to the air or gas flow. The pressure exerted
on the front side and the suction on the back side of a suitably
designed thrust plate are proportional to the square of the gaa
velocity, and under suitable conditions the vekcity of flow through
the hot-wire apparatus is proportional to the difference between
the thrust and suction pressures, and hence to the square of the
velocity to be determined. In the practical application of this
principle, the greatest part of the resistance flow is concentrated
in a temperature valve, which makes possible almost perfect com-
pensation for the effect of temperature on the thmst pressure,
internal friction of the gas and the electrical part of the
apparatus.
The most important application so far found for the hot-wire

anemometer is in the " Anemoklinograph," in which two hot-wire
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ELECTRICITY ON THE FARM.

[lummlmcated.J

The present is a favourable time at wliicli to extend
the applications of electricity on English farms.
The wuiter's work lies before farmers who find
themselves short of men and horses yet with good
crops and the prospect of a firm liome market for
all their produce for years to come. Central station
engineers are at least no busier than usual, and there
is a good opening for electrical manufacturers who
are prepared to cater for the special requirements
of farmers. Manufacturer, supply authority and
farmer surely need each other more, and are better
able to meet each others views and requirements
than ever before. The writer ventures, therefore,
to present notes on the subject which are likely to
be of interest to all parties concerned.
The advantages and possibilities of electrical

apparatus are fairly well known in a general way to
town dwellers and industrial workers, but to the
average farmer electricity is a terribly mysterious
agency, and the elementary necessity for demon-
strating to him that it is a form of energy which he
can apply safely, conveniently and economically to
his work must not be overlooked. The instant
availability of energy in any quantity and the fact
that energ>' is consumed only when actually working
are points of special importance to farmers. It is

not necessary to depend on empirical data to show
the possibilities and advantages of electricity on
farms. Many "full size" installations have been
made on the Continent and in Canada and the States
for serious practical work, and conditions are not so
different that the favourable results there obtained
cannot be repeated in this country.
Among the duties in which manual labour, horses

or oxen, or steam power may conveniently and pro-
fitably be replaced by electrical energy are : Chaff
and root cutting, pumping, sawing, shearing, milk-
'"§. grinding, threshing, silo filling and ploughing.
To expect a fanner to instal a complete electric
power equipment at one fell swoop would be asking
too much—unless the farmer happened to be blessed
with unusual perspicacity and a fair amoimt of spare
money. In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred the
first thing to do is to extend the supply network to
the faraiing area, either from an overland transmis-
sion line (of which there are already a respectable
number in this country) or from a neighbouring
town. This extension should be untrammelled by
pettifogging local veto and wayleave questions, and
State intervention in this matter and reform of the
conditions governing high-tension transmission lines
in general would be of immense assistance. Is it

too much to hope that in these strenuous times a
solution can be found by general consent to this
problem which is indeed of national importance ?

Assuming that electricity supply be available at the
farrti gates—and there is no reason why it should not
be, if red tape be abolished and a bold policy made
possible and followed—the next step is to persuade
the farmer to adopt electric lighting and purchase or
hire a small " handyman " motor (of i or 2 horse-
power) mounted on a portable truck so that it can
be quickly belted up to any of the machines or
pumps already in use in the farm outhouses. The
cost of this equipment need not be heavy. As in so
many successful Continental and American schemes,
the farmer could be supplied through a simple pole
transformer, given a certain number of lighting
points and a motor—all for a fixed payment—
and then he can be told to go ahead. This " con-
tract " system appeals to the farmer. He knows his
exact liability and he knows he can use the motor
as long as he likes on any work to which he can
apply it. Generally speaking, he will not abuse the
free hand granted to him (any more than cottage
tenants as a class abuse contract lighting arrange-

meiithj. f'rom cxK-blmg lann consuniplion data, Irom
ordinary indu:>trial power supply experience and
from a few meters installed purely for checking pur-

poses, any competent supply cngmeer can determine
a contract charge remunerative to the station and
fair to the consumer. Black sheep there are in every
flock, and the station naturally incurs a little risk,

but in return it secures consumers more readily than
by any other means and encourages free use of

energy at all times and for all purposes. These
advantages are cheaply purchased at the cost of

occasional losses (usually temporary; on individual

consumers. Maximum demand can, of course, be
limited as in any other case where contract tariffs

are in force. After the handyman motor has been
in use for a few months—the farmer's difficulties, if

any, having been meanwhile attended to promptly

—

it will be an easy matter to sell an electric iron to

the housewife, to put a small motor in the dairy

and one or two stationary motors for pumping and
driving countershafting in the chaff and root-cutting

shed. A few neighbouring farmers who have thus
been educated into the use of electricity should next
be approached with a view to their co-operating to

hire or purchase one or two large motors for thresh-

ing and possibly ploughing, and to lend one another
their " right of demand " so that each farmer in turn

can take five or ten times his normal maximum de-

mand (the others temporarily taking no current)

without incurring any penalty in the way of higher
charge per unit. This degree of co-operation is

greater than one would have dared to hope for in

this country a few years ago, but farmers have lately

learnt much of the advantages of co-operation m
sugar beet production and the marketing of dairy

produce, and the writer refuses to believe that the

above scheme for electric farming is impracticable in

this country. It has worked admirably in Canada,
and there is no reason why it should not do so here.

The bringing together of hundreds of thousands of

men of all classes in our Expeditionary Forces and
their existence and fighting side by side for months
or years will have a very potent effect in broadening
the national outlook and facilitating co-operative

movements in every field.

Power requirements for routine work of daily, or
at least frequent necessity on farms, are small, and
can be satisfied by small motors and a maximum de-

mand costing little on a contract basis. Typical
capacities of miscellaneous farm machinery and the
horse-power required to drive the latter are given in

Table I :
—

TABLE I.—Duty and Powee Reqdieements of Fabh
Machinebt.
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to take power direct from transmission lines througli

a covered-in transformer and switch wagon. A
small 5-11. p. machine can he supplied with low-ten-
sion current through a trailing cable, but the trans-

former arrangement is much more workmanlike.
1 look-poles can be arranged to make contact with
the overhead lines, and a meter can be installed on
the transformer wagon for checking purposes. Such
an equipment should be a co-operative purchase by
several neighbouring" farmers. There is no real dif-

liculty in making suitable provision for working and
in providing adequate safety devices. Organisation,
co-operation and departure from past practice are
admittedly necessary, and there is no reason why
they should not be forthcoming. They will be de-

manded in many directions in the immediate future,

and on them will depend the industrial and economic
welfare of the country.

Canadian tests with 25-11. p. threshing machine
sets used on the syndicate or party system and work
ing at 20 per cent, average load factor (annual) show
a saving of 30 per cent, to 35 per cent, in total costs

(including capital charges and depreciation) as com-
pared with steam threshing. In these tests current
was bought at 8s. per month plus £7 4s. per h.p.

per year (corresponding to 2hd. per unit under the
actual conditions—a price wliich could be at least

equalled in this country). Similar economy is ob-
tained by cutting ensilage and filling silos electric-

ally, and the thre&liing set may be used for this work
when not otherwise engaged. For small and isolated

farmers the most economical system is to do thresh-
ing at odd times during the winter, using quite a
small motor and working it when no other electric

1 ad is available. The practice of doing the season's
threshing and silo filling all at once has grown up
largely as a result of shortage of labour; the normal
shortage makes it desirable to do all such work while
the special harvesting labour is available. Ensilage
cutting is an autumn load requiring- 2 to 15 horse-
power according to circumstances. Still larger
e;quipments are in frequent use in Canada, where a
20-25-H.p. motor cuts and elevates 10-15 tons of
ensilage (weighing 30 to 50 lb. per cb. ft.) through
30 or 40 ft., cone?iDonding to from 1,000 to 2,500 lb.

of material handled per kvv. hour.
Plougliing is the agricultural duty requiring most

energy, nnd hence offering to the farmer the greatest
possibility of economy (for cheap power is the first

essential to cheap production, and farmers more than
industrial workers use manual and horse labour-

-

(both costly), and to the central station engineer the
most tempting load (for ploughing extends over five

months or so per annum in late autunm and early
spring, and is a day load). According to the depth
of ploughing and the nature of the soil, horse-
ploughing costs from £1 to over £2 per acre. Under
favourable circumstances the cost of steam-plough-
ing should not e.xceed 15s. or i6s. per acre, but
electric ploughing utilises a less expensive form of
energy in a cheaper equipment costing less to main-
tain and often works out at los. to 12s. per acre,
using current at i\d. per unit. With current at 2\d.
per unit electric ploughing costs 15s. or i6s. pei-

acre, including all costs and charges. These figure.-;

represent several years' averages on Italian estates
using current at the prices stated. A number of
electric ploughing sets similar to steam eciuipments,
e^xcept in respect to the driving agent, are in use in

Germany, the largest having a 40-n.p. motor and
costing little more than half as much as 70-11. p.

steam sets, while ploughing practically as much
ground per diem (-'5-35 acres). The lightness of the
electrical equipment is a special advantage on soft
or hilly ground. Lecler estimates the pull required
per ploughshare to be 45, 155, 550 and 1,320 lb. for
2in., 4in., 8in. and i2in. ploughing respectively.
The same authority suggests a 12-ji.p. electric set,

ploughing 2.J-3i acres per diem 12 inches deep, to
be the smallest desirable.

Farmers and central station engineer alike must
have some idea of the motor horse-power required,
the working hours per annum, the amount of energy
consumed, and the basis on which it is to be sup-
plied. On all these points more views have been
expressed and more data presented than can be dealt
with adequately in the space here available, t-roni

returns compiled in the Canton of Frieburg it ap-
pears that the avera.ge working hours per annum per
acre on farms of 25 to 90 acres in extent, are for water
pumps 100 to 200 hours, stable pumps 40 to 50 hours,
and fruit presses 30 to 40 hours. Over and above
these demands for which the horse-power is widely
variable, from 1,000 to 1,500 n. p.-hours per acre per
annum are used in threshing machines (4 to 6 h.p.

from I to 2^ hrs. per acre); chaff cutters (i h.p.,

60-75 hrs.); root cutters (1 h.p., 30-40 hrs.); potato
crushers (2 or 3 h.p., 30-60 hrs.); circular saw, grind-
stone, corn hoist and so on. Certain farms in the
States and those in Germany which use current only
for lighting and small power applications, yield a
central station revenue of from 7d. to is. per acre per
annum, but the average German farm adopting elec-

tric working and paying say 5d. for lighting. 2id.
for general power, and lAd. for ploughing supply
yields 5s. or 5s. 6d. per acre revenue. This high
figure is doubtless attributable to the dense popu-
lation and intensive fanning system, but there is no
reason why it should not be at any rate approached
in this country.

The total horse-power of motors installed on a
farm of given size depends on the class of farm
concerned and the extent to which electric working
is practised. A i or 2-h.p. jobbing" motor is invalu-

able on any farm; 5 h.p. is a useful size for heavier
work, and beyond this we reach requirements which
can best be met by the party motor and loaned
" right of demand " system. Under the latter, a
farmer contracts for 2 or 4 h.p. maximum demand
(suflicient for the ordinary needs of a 25-75 ^^re
fami, excluding ploughing), and has the advantage
of fixed liability, unrestricted use of power (within

a contract limit), and occasional use of a 20 or 30-H.p.

machine when he needs it for heavy work. No farm
is too small to employ usefully a small portable
motor; the indoor power required rises in strict pro-
portion to the size of the farm, and the co-operative
party motor scheme is equally applicable to a group
of small or large estates.

The acute agricultural problem is shortage of

labour, and this problem is solved thoroughly and
economically by the electric motor. The advantage
brought to farmers by the steam thresher and tractor

and the small oil engine is made available in more
cases and to a greater degree where cheap contract

electric service is available. Wind-power is suitable

only for intermittent pumping work. Water-power
need not be seriously considered in this countrj-.

Flcctric motors supplied from steam turbine stations

are more efficient than isolated steam plant, but the

small oil engine achieves very low ntmiing costs.

Nevertheless, the electric motor under a contract

tariff can compete even with the oil engine under
most farming conditions, and is immensely superior

ill flexibility and coiuenience. It must not be for-

gotten that the number of oil engines in farming
service, already great, is ever increasing, and with

the improvements in small electric generating sets

there is a marked increase in the number of isolated

plants installed for electric lighting and small power
requirements. Relatively inelVicient as it is, when
compared with central station service, once an iso-

lated plant is installed it is doubly difficult to i->er-

suadc the farmer-owner to accept the central station

supply and reap the full benefit of electric farming.

F.ven at the cost of a small temporary loss, the fann-

ing load should be socureil now wherever practicable.

'Fhe central station which argues that agricultural

loads are unfavourable and not to be courted de-

serves the worst that can befall it. Every possible
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oiiilet lor ciiciyy .should \>c sought, ami, as a matter
of lact, the annual load-curve of a group of farms is

surprisingly uniforn>. I'uniping and dairy macliinery
gives a very useful sunniier load; fodder cutting is

a winter work; ensilage cutting is done in the
autumn; and ploughing in late autunm and early
spring. As co-operative supply and distributini;
schemes advance—as they must advance if agricul-
ture is to prosper in this country—there is every
reason to hope for the extensive use of the co-opera-
tive electric 'bus and lorry—preferably of the battery
or petrol electric type, but of the rail-less trolley
type on main inter-urban routes. Once electric
supply is available to farmers there will be no difTi-

culty in securing lighting and small power connec-
tions. Thereafter fresh connections will be chiefly
for medium and heavy power applications; the light-
ing demand will be sensibly constant, but the power
demand will increase rapidly.

Looked at from every standpoint, the present
seems to be an admirable opjiortunity for advancing
the interests of farmer, central station engineer
and electrical manufacturer alike, and the benefit
accruing to all parties, including the nation as a
whole, will be one of ever-increasing magnitude.

ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING IN
WAR TIME.

A general discussion on this topic by members of the
Illuminating Engineering Society was opened by Mr. Leon
G.1STER on Tuesday evening, December 1st. .\tter referring
briefly to the important part being played by artificial illumi-
nants in the field, Mr. Gaster took as the main hnes of
his address the possibility and desirability of learning, from
present lighting conditions, lessons which should be applied
to improved street lighting when normal conditions were
resumed; the possibility of making up by improved interior
lighting for the present wretched street conditions; the need
for definite official regulations, and the possibility of civil
volunteers, expert in illuminating engineering, rendering use-
ful assistance to the police authorities.
The lighting industry did not appear to have suffered by

the wju- as much as might have been expected; demand for
" luxm-y " lighting had fallen, but in many instances this
had been count<?r-balanced to some extent by increased mili-
tary requirements. The lighting of camps and barracks for
the new army represented a respectable total demand, in
supplying which electric lamps were used almost exclusively.
The improved lighting of rifle ranges was a matter of national
military importance ; uniform target illumination by con-
cealed lamps was necessary.
To some extent reduced street lighting regulations and

methods might be dictated by the desire to economise light-
ing materials, but chiefly they were designed as a measure
of defence—on the one hand making it difficult to recognise
streets and their width from above, and, on the other hand,
by diminishing sky glow, making it easier to see aircraft
from below. The efficiency of reduced hghting was proved by
experience at Antwerp. Broadly, lighting had been reduced
either by diminishing the power and nmnber of lamps or by
obscuring lamp globes so as to block out rays above and
restrict illumination below. Great divergence existed between
methods and results in various localities, and many speakers
pleaded for greater uniformity; it should be remembered,
however, that the more illogical the existing diversity, the more
perplexing the result as viewed from above.
Anything approaching present lighting conditions had not

been seen in London for fifty years past, and it would be a
pity if some permanent record of them were not kept. With
this end in view, Mr. Gaster announced that permission had
been obtained to take an extensive series of photographs and
photometric measurements. Leaving some nnob.scured and
unused lamps in position was preferable to obscuririg all or
removing some, since the former practice provided for com-
paratively bright lighting in case of fog. Since the war
would hardly be over this winter, it was still worth while to
alter existing reduced lighting aiTangements where desirable.
While emphasising the primary importance of public safety,

Mr. Gaster asked whether this could not be secured in many
cases by redirecting rays rather than by wholesale reduction
in the amount of lighting. The present " spotty " lighting of
streets was heinous from the illuminating engineer's stand-
point, and was positively dangerous to drivers of high-speed
traffic. It would be instructive to have detailed statistics

concerning street accidents attributable to reduced lighting,
but in interpreting such data, the effect of the reduced amount
of traffic and greater care engendered, at least temporarily,

by pr<-.i<-Mt lighting, iiiu»t not be uwrVxiki-d. J'l.Mbtiiig wjudi-
tious had dime more than uuy other event in re<.*Tit years t^

bring home to the general public the imiMrtancv of go«jd «treil

lighting uiid the cbtiractcrLsticg of vurioug gysti-iiiB of inCvrioi

illuimuation, (larticularly in bhop wiudowH. By exhibiting u
number of slides, Mr. (jaster bhowed that those Bhopu iii

which the window was lighted as u stage, by cuucnaM lainp.-

required only top and bottom IjIiwIk to comply with [hAh.
regulations while niaintaiiiiiig full interior lighting. By thi.-.

tiiiie, the lighting of practically all shops must be acceptable
to the iK)lice, but the enoriiious diirerence in ellwtiveiHs.s and
custoui-drawiug value of the actual lighting in individual cahes
must drive its le.sson home to shopkecfiers. "Parade" light

ing was for the present talxio; when it was resumed it Wii

very desirable that it should be graded off at each end, prefer-

ably by extending the parade lighting by lamiw of inter-

mediate candle-ixiwer. tkuiie of the large illuminatt'd signs
now extinguLsiK-d did not represent the artistic ixissibilitic*

of this form of illumination ; many small signs and ilhiniinate<l

facias could still safely be employed, given suitable simplr
shading.
The maintenance of lighting material supplie-s, hitliert'

largely receive<l from Germany or Austria, was a wide arii

important problem, in examining which future requirement
must be taken into consideration; representations had alread .

been made to the proper authorities with a view to avoidiri^

p(>s,sible shortage.

The Chairman, Mr. F. W. Goodekoioh, sf)oke of the gro.i'

benefit which would accrue to supply authorities and tradei
if a system of full window lighting, acceptable to the authori-
ties, were generally employed. In his own show-rooms he
had used successfully covered lamps at the top and bottom of
windows and corresiwnding broad bands of blue paper to cut
off pavement illumination and upward outward reflection. .\

peep-show effect with full window illumination was obtaine<I.

and the only outgoing rays were horizontal. At normal times,
however, good window lighting was no substitute for brilliant

parade lighting.

Mr. J. W. T. W.^LSH (National Physical T/aboratory) pointed
out that reduction in street lighting had accentuated the
danger to other traffic from glaring motor headlights. The
present use of tissue paper and similar screens was very
inefficient, and the special fonu of headlight devised by the
N.P.L.* with obscuration in one quadrant should be used.
It was applicable to any illuminant, and a lamp of, say, 1,400
undiminished c.P. was reduced to 14 c.p. in the obscured quad-
rant. Mr. Paterson had found that a small metal screen
between lamp and mirror reduced the intensity of any head-
light without diminishing its directiveness.

Mr. Frank Bailey said that in the City of London alternate
lamps were left unobscured for use in fog ; to keep them dry
and in working order, they were burnt during daylight. Ip
lighting rifle ranges, the back and fore sights should be pro-
perly illuminate<l as well as the target, and there was room
for good work in lighting outdoor, longer distance ranges. If

done, this would almost double our present rifle training
accommodation.
Mr. W. J. Liberty said that street accidents had been

reduced in number since the application of the reduced lighting
order, but to this result many causes contributed. In the
City there had not been one collision with "refuges" during
the last three months. The Ij million candle-power normally
employed for public lighting in the City was now reduced to

about i million effective c.p. Central lighting best lent itself

to restricted yet relatively efficient illumination. Public
lighting represented only aliout 5 per cent, of lighting com-
panies' output, hence the private lighting problem was much
the more important. Under the Order issued last month full

interior lighting was permissible up to 6 p.m., and if advan-
tage were generally taken of this, .«;upply authorities would
benefit, and the 2| hours or so of full lighting each evening
would do much to improve Christmas shopping and traffic.

Mr. T. Ritchie believed that the results of official observa-
tions would show reasonable and reasonably uniform street

illumination to be preferable from a inilitary standpoint to

the present spotty results. Even a moderate pavement illu-

mination or vertical illumination on walls served to define
the width of the street and was, therefore, not permissible.

Using 10-amp. flame arcs normally, the speaker had left

alternate lamps unaltered, and had reduced the others to

half-power by altering their carbon fitments and electrical

consumption. Either 2.5 per cent., 50 per cent., or 75 per
cent, of normal lighting was thus possible, the illuminating
efficiency being good in each case and the carbon bill materially

reduced as compare<l with obscuration practice.

Mr. A. Cdnnington (L. & S.-W. Ely.) said that police

requirements concerning the lighting of the Nine Elms goods
and shunting yards had been met by obscuring the bottoms
of lamp globes up to 30° from the vertical and the tops down
to 10° below the horizontal. This cut off upward lighting and
eliminated the very bright spots beneath the lamps, hut did

not materially reduce the vertical illumination on the top

edge of marshalled trucks, and that (and not horizontal illu-

mination) was what was important from the railway stand-

point. Turning out alternate lamps and taking the candle-

power 10° below the horizontal as a measure of effective

illumination, average electric lighting in suburban .streets was
still five times as good as in the flat-flame gas burner days.

*See Electrical Review, p. 116, July 17th, 1914.
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Mr. J. W. WiLLCox pointed out the inefficiency of the pre-

sent system of obscuring lamps; it would be much better to

replace iucs temporarily by metal lamx>s of lower c.i'. The
oijy shop windows at present lighted effectively were those
u.sing concealed rellector lamps; in such cases, window bands
or the mere lowering of an awning complied with police

rcfiuirements.
Mr. MacIntvre (Board of Works), while regretting his in-

ability to discu.ss the measures taken by his Department,
agreed that the results obtained in restricting lighting shouNl
all'ord valuable assistance later on in unproving normal light-

ing. In connection with the lighting of rille ranges, he
jxiinted out that a man traine<l on a perfectly-lighted range
miglit find his marksmau.ship imperfect under du.sk conditions,

hence imperfect range illumination was not an unmitigated
evil.

Mr. R. C. BnssELL emphasised the danger to motorists of
incandescent gas lighting on the old short standards first on
one .'iidc then on the other of suburban streets.

In leplying, Mr. L. (jArter again urged the desirability of
members in various districts being permitted to render assist-

ance in illumination problems which were certainly outside
the ken of the police.

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

On November 18th Dr. A. H. Eailing, Chairman of the
Birmingham Local Section, delivered his inauguial address,
taking for his subject the position of electrical engineering in

the world's social organisation. His aim was to show how
and why the advent of the electrical engineer of necessity
had becu a late one, and how he therefore represented one
of the most highly developed "organisms"; upon him there
fell the duty of usmg the accumulated experience of the inter-

mediate formations for the pui'pose of achieving further pro-
gress. With this object in view, the Chairman reviewed the
history of mankind from the days when man's original occu-
pation was that of a hunter, and his preoccupations were the
finding of food and self-defence. The developnjent of agricul-

ture and the combination of individual households into tribes
relieved the pressure of the above-named functions and en-
abled the individual to specialise and to develop arts and
sciences. The trader came into existence, and provided means
of communication which facilitated the ellicient use of
commodities by exchange, and mankind learned the use of
materials, while the study of dynamics and the problems of
matter prepared the way for the development of electrical
engineering, by a logical progression from the physical pro-
perties of matter in bulk to the properties of the molecule,
and onwards to those of the atom and eventually of the
corpuscle. Tlie knowledge of all these problems and the
application of such knowledge went hand in hand, efficiency
continually increasing, while development proceeded fron'i

visible matter and the energy of visible matter further and
further into the region of the invisible and infinitesimal.
Thus, "in engineering we came last to the science of the
corpuscle, and its application, electrical engineering."
Having thus trace<l the origin of electrical engineering. Dr.

Railing proceeded to inquire "In how far ha.s electrical engi-
neering already contributed to human development, by, shall
we say. improving human progress and efficiency'?"—and
stated that it was a power for civilisation if it incre.iseil man-
kind's efficiency by making better use of matter and of avail-
able energy, by increasing the space that could be inhabited
by man, by increa.sing the physical or mental iwwer of each
inilividual. and by increasing the efficiency of human society.

In proving that the influence of electrical engineering li.-id

been effective in all the.se directions, he first iwinted ont that
the study of electricity had revealed the fact that all elements
were either interwoven with or composed of a variety of
corpuscles, and that all energies were reduced to one. namely
corpuscular energy—electricity. All the other energies were
variations, and electricity, the youngest child of natural
science a.s we knew it, " must be recognise<l as the mother of
all others—optics, dynamics, chemistry, perhaps of psychology,
biology." Tlie achievement of a common basis.

"

together
with the other re.sults. enabUxI us to transform all forms of
energy int^i one another, to tran.sform c<imbinations of ele-
rnents, and, periiaps one day. to transform the so-cfllled
elements, besides enabling us to make use of available free
energy at i>leasiiie. For the latter purpose electrical energy
was the mo.st suitable form, owing to the ease witli which i't

was "generated" nt the source of energv, transmitt^nl to the
places where it could be usefully applie<l, and re-transformed
mto all the various forms of energv used bv mankind, or
stored for us,> at a dilTerent time. Thus the iimit.vl amount
of free energy in our system could be most efficientlv utilise<l
indenendently of time .iiid place.
Taking the four advantages alxive-named !serinlim. Dr.

Kaihng divides available energy into kinetic and chemi-
cal energy, and says that the transformation of kinetic
enercy. as in water and wind, into electrical energvH ideal. The efficiency <.f transformation of chemical
energy is still low, and it is t<i 1h- h<iped that ways
may be found to convert the eneruv of radiation direct into

electrical energy without the intermediate stepe of heat and
mechanical energy. There are numerous induiitrial processes
in which intervention of electrical energy result* in higher
overall efficiencies.

The transmission of electrical energy can be acooinpLisbed
with a higher efficiency than that of any other form of energy.
Transmission by electro-magnetic radiation may become prac-
ticable and offei-s an excellent field for research.

'I'he applications of electricity to the efficient production of
light and heat, without creating fumes, without delay in
starting and stopping, and under easy control, are well known.
'1 he electrical production of exceedingly high temperatures in
confined space has given us alummium, calcium carbide,
carborundum and graphite, besides enabling us to make high-
class steel, to melt quartz, and to weld metals. I'he electro-
lytic refinement of metals, electroplating and other electro-
chemical process<;s, have had immense results, and from the
nitrogen of the air we make fertihsers to augment the growth
of plants which we can a-ssimilate in our human organism so as
to replace the free energy which we spend. "Only when we
look closely into transformations of energy such as the one
just mentioned, does it become clear to us' that such a series
of tremendously complicated transformations can only be per-
formed by an extremely fine transmission apparat'us, with
energies highly concentrated in small ma.sses, and that the
dynamic energy of larger masses could hardly undergo such
transfonnations without tremendous loss and consequent
inefficiency."

The transformation of electrical energy into mechanical
energy leads us into practically every sphere of human activity
We can concentrate or sub-divide it without limit, and controi
it with ease. .Amongst the elfects of these advantages are the
cheapening of coal, iron and steel, cotton goods, etc., and,
broadly, by cheapening raw materials and finished products!
they have increased individual and average comfort of hving,
while the application of electrical energy for transportation
has reduced the dead weight of material in motion, improved
the mechanical conditions and increased the speed of transit,
widening the area which can be inhabited by mankind. Elec-
tricity also enables us to equalise climatic conditions, to irri-
gate di-j- territories, to build canals and to reclaim swamps-
and electrical engineering is a factor in civilisation by increas-
ing the efficiency of the individual.
The knowledge of electrical matters, and especiallv the theory

of the corpuscle, have enabled us to prove existing laws in
organic matter, to a.scertain how our senses respond to external
and internal stimuli, and to establish the fact that in the human
body the receiving and transmitting mechanisms .ore of partly
electrical nature. Problems of memory, inheritance and tele-
pathy have been attacked by means of the vibration of elec-
tric corpuscles. The uses of electrical engineering to diagnose
and cure disease, and to enable us to see and re.ich internal
tissues, must be mentioned. " Electrical engineering thus in
mastering matter, is trying to probe into the mechanism' of
hying organism and problems which concern man's body and
mind." These endeavours must result in the increased effi-
ciency of the individual.

Electrical engineering has acted as a great democratising
agent; it has replace<l to an ever-increasing extent manual
labour by the use of other available energies, setting free man-
kind to spend more in the form of mental energy: and by tele-
graphic transmission it has facilitated the dissemination of
knowltxlge throughout the woild.

" I think, tlKuigh the picture is not complete, I have shown
that electrical engineering has led to better understanding, a
more extended u.s,^ and a more efficient use of nearly all
existing matter and energy. It has led to a bett<>r under-
standing of animal and human organisms and problems. It
has bridge<l space and time and minimised their influence
where they bixYiine resistance factors against energies mental
and physical, it has increased the efficiency of individual and
.wciety. it has, therefore, established its claim to be one of
the most valuable factors in the progress of mankind.

" For the electrical engineer, never mind how small and
how apparently unimportant his specialised work may often
seem to him. this knowledge should be a pi-ofound sniirce of
satisfaction and happine,s.s and a .spur to increased activitv."

THE THERMOPHONE.

Bv .M. UK I.AXOE.

{Ab.'ilrdi-t of ihiper read before, the RoY.\L Society on Dec. 3rd.)

The invention has been made bv me in co-«^poration with luv
friend Otto Fischer. Some of the models have Ixvn made in
the laboratory of the T'nivei-sity of Utrecht by the .issistant.
-Mr. Stollema, under the supervision of Profes,stir Zwaanle^
maker. I have been demonstrating with these molels for
over six months, and they do not show the slight«vst wear.
The origin of thermophones may be traced back to the

invention made IVJ yi\irs ago bv SirWilliam Preece (Proceed-
ings of the Royal Society for 1880. No. OtMl who connected a
thin platinum wire with a diaphragm and thereby succeeded
in n-pn-Hliicing si-vund waves of the human voice on the
diaphragm.

Sir William Pretve, however, kept his invention connected
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with II ui<:vliuuii:al opviuliuu of u wiru which, L>y exteiiUiug auU
rrtructiDg, wiiikcJ upon thu diai)hiu({iu uud thereby luutlu the
diaphiiiyiii »poak. Ihe tliorinophuuc in not conncc-led with u

iiurliuiiKiil opeiution of u wire, but simply and Bolely rests

ui>uu a change of tciiiperuture in a wire which is not attached

to any diupluuijiu whatijoever. In the theruiophouc the wire
epeukB withoat a diaphragm.
About Boveu yfttru af{o, the Kuaaian ecaincer Gwozdz made

various e.\[>eriiiieut8 with a theruiu-telephone without a dia-

phratjiu ami without an plottroiuagiiet. He placed a WoU-
astou wire in an insulating mediuiu, and then treated the
wire with acid. Jle obtained thereby a good thennophone, but
(as far as 1 know) it wad impossible by this process to obtain
thenuophones which conveyed the required volume of sound,
and Uwo/xlz never succeeded in rendering the thormopbone of

any practical utility.

At the same time Professor Abraham, of Paris, made some
experiments with a thin platinum wire which he connected
with electrtKles in a straight line, and then again with a trans-

mitter. These experiments also did not meet with a practical

result, because the stretched wire had no freedom, and thereby
was exposed to too great a danger of breaking by the alternate

extensions and retractions.

With my invention I follow the process of Gwozdz regarding
the treatment of the Wollaston wire, but I claim that my
invention is of the greatest practical value. By fixing a wire
of a diameter of from '2 to 1'2 microns in a Gothic curve I

claim to have succeeded in making the thennophone of prac-
tical every-day use, because the silver of the Wollaston wire is

eliminated whilst the whole Wollaston wire is freely sus-

pended in the acid in .such a way that at any time such part
of the platinum wire can be set free as is considered desirable,
without its being liable to breakage.
Thermophones have value only if they have been made on

this basis.

Prof. Zwaardeniaker and myself have measured the volume
of the s<iund with Lord Kayleigh's well-known mirror. In
order to avoid currents of air which might originate by the
increase in heat of the wire, wc placed a glass membrane
in a wooden or aluminium cover between the wire and the
mirror. The size of the membrane was about the same
as that of a membrane of the phonograph. Moreover, we
placed a .«nTiall tube in the cover of the membrane in order to
prevent the system from working aa an air thennometer.
The result of our measiirement was that the sound in-

creased with the increased number of platinum wires, but
not in the same ratio. Thin wires of two niicrons have a
greater acoustic effect than wires of 5 microns, the Joule heat
remaining the same.
Everything depends upon the exact relationship between the

telephone and the microphone.
Tlie thermophone, listened to in, the open air, sounds ex-

tremely weak.
As soon, however, as the platinum wire is placed under a

cover which has a small opening, or several small openings,
the sound at once becomes clear and distinct. The volume
of the sound increases in accordance with the decrease of the
size of the cover._ Evidently the cover functions as a resonator.
It is a telephonic advantage to make the cover as small as
possible, because in that case the high notes and the sound
consonants produce a. better effect. The size of the opening
in small covers should not be made too large, because in that
case the resonance becomes too high and produces a curious
sound in addition Ut the human voice.
The maximum size of the cover appears to range between

comparatively speaking wide limits. The size which approxi-
mately agrees with the size of the human ear funnel seems
to be most ,':uitable. Metal covers are better than those of
ebony, and by surrounding these with some cooling substance
the acoustic effect becomes twice as great. In this case the
sound is conducted through a rubber tube of small width.

It is quite possible to combine a number of these thermo-
phones. butthen it .should not be forgotten that the whole
space occupied by them should remain as small as possible,
because the space which they take up together also acts as a
resonator.

The acoustic effect appears to increase at least as about the
square of the strength of the current.
Thermophones with four rows next to each other, each of

6 platinum wires of 7 microns with a resistance of Sn ohms
give—mensured with Lord Rayleigh's mirror—the following
results, viz. :

—

It the case of 6 volts 2i points.
In the case of 8 volts 1.5 points.
In the case of 10 volts 25 points.

It is difficult from these items to construct the theory of
the thermophone.
The most I can say is, that the decrease and increase of heat

in the platinum wire of the telephone takes place isochronously
_
with the vibrations in the microphone. The air surrounding
the platinum wire is thereby heated or cooled in accordance
with the increase and decrease of heat in the wire and, if that
air is retained within a closed compass by the cover, the expan-
sions and retractions wnll be noticed as sound.

T)r. Glazebeook elicited that the thermophone was em-
ployed as a telephone receiver, an ordinary microphone being
used as a transipitter. and. in reply to Mr. Duddell, it was
stated that in the demonstration the battery was directly in
the line circuit.

CABLES.

Bi C. J. BKAVEU, M.I.E.E.

{COHctuded from page 770.)

In the earlier stages of the luvebtigation iii\^> the deterioru-
tiou of vulcauiM'd bitumen insululioii it wua proved thai
the physical chauges were not due to anything of the naturt-
of sjAjiitaneoUb or chemically induced dc-vulcauisatiuu. In the
light of experimental reproduction of the eofteuing effects pro-
duced by the combined agency of heat and moisture (itti-amj,

hydrolysis of the glyccndes of the fatty and hydroxy acid*
contained in the vulcanised bitumen was clearly indicated.
The resulte of analysis of the atjftencd material, and a compari-
sion thereof with the results) obtained with the original vul-
cani.sed bitumen, confirmed this indication.
The general nature of the decompfjsition by hydrolysis is

similar to that by saijonification, except that in the tormer the
fatty acids are not combined with an alkali and therefore d'>

not form soaps. This throws some light on the indiscriminate
occurrence of the former type of softening on cables of any
polarity and on alternating-current cables, and the restriction
of the latter type to negative continuous-current cables.
The ultimate object of the study of the softening effects

was naturally to find and provide some means of obviating
thein; and in view of all the facts brought to light by investi-

gations in situ and experimental work, the best direction in
which to work was obviously one in which protection would
be atTorded to the susceptible components of the material.
Some form of colloidal filling having the requisite physical
properties to allow of its incorporation with the vulcanised
bitumen, of such composition as not to be capable of decom-
ixsition by hydrolytic action, and which at the same time
would exert a maximum protective effect when present in
small proportion, was clearly the ideal. After much experi-
mental work it was found that high-grade vulcanised rubber
could be treated in such a manner that it would fulfil th>-

requirements as regards incorporation with vulcanised bitu-
men, and would in addition exert a surprising degree of pro-
tection against hydrolytic and selective action, even when
used in .small proportions. In fact, there was apparently some
kind of mutual protective action, because the resistance to
softening undier steam-pressure conditions was greater in the
combined substance than in either of its components.

Fig. 13 records graphically the results of a series of tests on
the degree of protection afforded by various percentages of
vulcanised nibber when subjected to steam at a pressure of
40 lb. per sq. in., the softening periods being determined by
observation. It will be seen that the addition of about 6 per
cent, of vulcanised rubber trebles the time required to produce
the softening, and that up to about 1'2 per cent, the time is

s"ptO
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proportionately increased. When larger proportions are used

the curve rapidly becomes steep, and at 40 to 50 per cent, the

protection from "softening effects appears to be infinite. Re-

membering that the softening action only occurs under faulty

conditions and requires five or six years to develop to a

troublesome stage, the protection afforded by 5 to 10 per cent.

of the rubber substance would appear to be ample under the

W'orst conditions of practice.

The author feels sure that there are a large number of engi-

neers who will derive some satisfaction from the assurance

that the troubles referred to are not inherent in the type of

cable, but are attendant on fault conditions which should

seldom occur, and which would equally produce some kind of

trouble on any other type of cable.

Lyons's Lifts.—The new Strand Corner House of

Messrs. .T. Lyons & Oo . LM., mw in conree of constrnet-ion. is being-

fitted with two express lifts by Messes. A. W. Pbnbose k Co.,

Ltd.
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POWER PLANT TESTING.

By W. M. SELVEY, M.I.E.E.

{Abstract of paper read before the Institution of ELBCraiCAL
Enoineers, November '2&th, 1914.)

In the early "electric light" days the lajgest item in the
cost of jjower was the "interest aud depreciation" in con-
nection with the capital cost of the plant installed. At that
time the correct ixjlicy was to inatal cheap plant that was
relatively inefficient, provided always the price of the plant
was not cut down at the expense of reliability.

'fhe experience that the more successful undertakings are
now passing through is of another kind. Time has shown
that owing t<j the rapid advances in thermodynamic efficiency

of power plant an item, which is now termed obsolescence,
was omitted from the old balance sheet. Recasting the balance
it is now seen that this item stands out prominently compared
with the real interest aud depreciation, which are es.sentiaUy
of a different nature. This item is large, not only when com-
pared with generating-station costs, but also with distribution
costs.

It is the author's opinion that unless provision is definitely
made for replaceing obsolete plant out of revenue, no longer
than eight to ten years should be allowed for complete

PercenCaRc of COj

Fig. 1.

obsolescence of plant purchased at the present time and rated
at less than 5,000 kw. in the case of turbo-alternators, or 30,000
lb. per hour for boilers.

Within the next ten years the past, and to a large extent
the present, significance of load factor will have disappeared.
Further improvements which will sub.sequently be obtained
when the load factor is 50 per cent, will not be a vital matter
in the cost of generating electi-ical energy. The expression

150 JOO 350 400 «0 500 550 600 (150 700 T5»

Flue Cemperj,tiire in degrees Fd.hr-

Fio. 2.

will etill bo of use, but its point of application, so to speal:,
will have moved even past the sub-station and be much nearer
the consumer's terminals.

It is owing to these facts that the system known as the
bonus or penalty clause has become the leading feature in the
purchase of power plant.

Take a turbo-alternator set having a, maximam continaouB
load of 10,(X)0 KW. and a most economical load of 7,-500 kw.,
and which is t/j l>e used on a system where on the average it vvill
be loaded to 7,.000 kw. for «,i>JO hours per annum. The number
of kilowatt-hours generated by this ifiachine is Oj million per
annum. A variation of 1 per cent, in this output, taken on a
wal cf)8t of O.l.id. per unit, is £'375 per annum. Capitalised on
the basis of eight years' life, this is equivalent U> i'-i/fjij. Thus,
of two competing machines, if one has a steam consumption
of 12.5 lb. per kilowatt-hour and is offered at £-25,'J0iJ, and the
other has a consumption of 11.5 lb. per kilowatt-hour, i.e., 8
per cent, better, the second machine would be worth !£-24,00O
more than the former. The actual difference in the cost of
manufacture, however, would not be more than £2,000 to
£3,000. These figures, though intentionally apprrjximate, are
near enough to compare with various bonus and penalty clauses
which have been effected from time to time, and large sums
of money now depend on the accuracy of test figures which
may easily be from 3 to 4 per cent, wrong, while the actual
sums are often given in terras of one-tenth of a pound of Et«ain
per kilowatt-hour—that is to say, less than 1 per cent, of the
total consumption.
There are .several firms who are endeavouring to utilise

everj- possible advance in efficiency in the design of their
machines, but are compelled at the present time to quote prices
that do not in any sen.se take into account the actual efficiency
obtained.
The value of 1 per cent, of the output must also be taken

into account in the boiler-house.

BOILBKS AND ECONOMISEBS.

The efficiency of boilers has received much attention of late
years. The ideal percentage of CO2 in the flue gases varies
with the ratio of hydrogen to carbon in the coal, but in most
English ooaJs the variation is not more than will caus« the
ideal amount of OO2 to vary from 18 per cent, to 19 per cent.

.\ modifie<l form of Or.<!at apparatus has been developed for
readily analysing the sample taken. The method of collect-
ing the sample shown in fig. 3 will be found to give reliable
results. A considerable stream of gases is drawn through a

Fig. 3,—AppARATrs kok Sampling Flpb Casks.

sampling pipe, perforat-ed with many fine holes right acroea
the Hue, together with aspirators capable of drawing off a
steady fractiitn of this main stream. .\ httle Rvits blower, or,

what is still simpler, a small stoam ejoct^n:, is employed for this
purptwo. The other main measurement which determines the
efficiency of the boiler is that of the final (•omix>raturv.

The author has for some yeai's uso\l platinum—platinum-
rhodium couples for the higher temperatures, and copper

—

txippcr-constantan couples supplier! by the Cambridge Scientific

Instrument Cunrpany and checked at the National PhysicaJ
Ijaboratiiry. The results have been entirely s;itisfactor>-. parti-

cularly when the wires are insulated with the VitavWI product
of the Thermal Syndicate.
These two measurements having been establishod, there are

only two important unknowns, namely, radiation aud unbumt
fuel : these tlie author has studicij in ixmsiderable detail.

.\s regards radiation, the loss is no more than 3 per cent,

in a Al.OtXI-lb. boiler well lagcwl. and it mav tie taken as 2 per
cent, in a .'W.OOO-lb. boiler and larger sires, fescessive ndiation
is always easy to Uvate. and not ditVioult to remedy. The k)«s

by unburnt fuel can certainly lie reduced to 10 or 15 per cent,

of the ashes, and mav therefore be tjiken as '2 per cent. In
fig. '2 5 ivr cent, has \ieou allowed for these two losses.

'Hie author has so far not seen ,» shaker and furnace con-
struction that does not suftei either in efficiency or upkeep
if the coal is either too bad or t<->(5 goixi. If the Ixiiler is

designed for a gtwd coal, giving anything above 1'2,S(X) B.TTi.U.

as fired, or below 8 per cent, of ash, it cannot maintain 00m-
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biistion at all with Eoino coola. If, on tbo other hand, the
boiler is designed for a bad coul (11,000 B.Th.U. or leea as

tiitHl, or abtjve 10 per cent, of ash) the teiiiperutures attuintxl

when workiiit! at its best, and vvitli ("(xxl coal, are such as no
brickwork will stand. The best working can only be got by
keeping the quality as uniform as possible, and this is the
real dilliculty.

The author has, while te.sting a sample 10-ton truckload of
coiil on a UK)-sq. ft. grite, found the amount of COa to drop
from M to 8 per cent., and the evaporation from 1^,000 lb. to

18,000 lb. per hour.
With a stoker and furnace specially desiBne<l for coal with

a very high proportion of dulT, with which only 8 per cent, of

COa could be got with great effort, a run of good coal has
sofuned the arch and made the walls " run in " in less than
an hour.

It is comparatively easy to produce an amount of COt
ranging from 12 per cent, to M per ct'nt. on a chain grate with
a long arch when the duff is not above 30 to 40 per cent. ; but
when this rises above 60 per cent, it has an extraordinary
blanketing action on the fire, and it is difficult to keep the
amount of COj up to S or 9 per cent., even under test condi-
tions. To sum up, an average of 10 per cent, would be
e>.cee<lingly good working at the boiler exit. The amount of
COj at the economi.ser exit is often 2 per cent, lower, and this
differiMice is one that will repay close attention.

It is well to separate as far as possible the known bad coals,

and to bum them on a specially an-anged furnace adapted for
such types of fuel. .\ scheme something like this has been
adopted at Birmingham for the riddlings.
The size of the economiser has a large effect on the final

temperature. The temperatures on full load should be taken,
say, 2-1 hours after sweeping, and should be used as a stan-
dard. If at any subsequent time the boiler exit temperature
is found to be 150° F. higher, or the economiser outlet to be
100° F. higher, the boiler needs cleaning.
Values of 600° F. for the former and 350° F. for the latter

may be considered satisfactorj\ The lowest temperatures that
the author has met with are about 4.50° F. for the boiler
outlet, and 240° F. for the economiser outlet. A result of,

say, 10 per cent. CO.. and 300° F. final temperature at the
economiser outlet may be considered a good test result. Close
supervision in the boiler-house will pay, not during morning
and evening peaks when conditions are at their best, but at
the times of light load and during the night.

(To be continued.)

NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR. 1914.
(NOT YET PUBLISHED).

Con:piled expressly for this journ.il by Messrs. \V. P. Thompson i Co..
Electrical Patent Agents, 285, High Holborn, London, W.C, and at
Liverpool and Bradford, to whom all inquiries should be addressed.

23,887. " Telephone receivers." J. W. Greenwood. November 23rJ.

22,893. " Magnetic clutches." F. Newton & Newton Bros. November 23rd.

22,897. " System of control for maintaining the relative speeds of a number
of electric motors." F. C. Anderson & C. A. Atchlev (trading as Harland
Engineering Co. November 23rd. (F. G. Warburton, Canada.)

22,906. "Telephone-call recorders." D. J McGauran. November 23rd.
(Complete.)

22.913. " Illuminating devices." British Thomson-Houston Co., Lid.
November 23rd. (General Electric Co., United States.)

22.914. " Operation of polyphase electric motors in connection with single-
phase alternating currents." B. G. Lamme. November 23rd. (Convention
date, December 26th, 1913, United States.) (Complete.)

22.915. " Electrically-heated shaving pots." A. J. Miller & G. A. Miller.
November 23rd. (Complete.)

22,927. " Apparatus for operating electrical devices at a distance."
Siemens & Halske Aki. Ges. November 23rd. (Convention date, November
21st, 1913, Germany.) (Complete.)

22.930. " Shaving pots." A. J. Miller & G. A. Miller. November 23rd.
(Complete.)

22.931. " Methods of manufacturing electric condensers. Galvanophoren-
Werke (Svstem Vogt), S. Szberi Kommanditges, & Vereinigte Elektricitais-
WERKE G.m.B.H. November 23rd. (Convention date, November 23nd, 1913,
Germany.) (Complete.)

22.936. " Regulating devices for electric polyphase shunt commutator
machines." O. I.MRAV. November 23rd. (Siemens-Schuckertwerke G.m.b.H.,
Germany.) (Complete.)

22.937. " Repeaters for use in telephone lines." A. H. OlssoN & H. B. M.
Pleijel. November 23rd. (Convention date, December 2nd, 1913, Germany.)
(Complete.)

22,940. " Measurement by the use of sound waves." R. A. Fessenden.
November 23rd. (Convention date, April 2nd, 1914, United States.) (Com-
plete.)

22,950. " Air filter for turbo-dynamos and the like." Allgemeine Elektri-
Citats Ges. November 23rd. (Convention date, November 21st, 1913, Ger-
many.) (Complete.)

22,958. " Construction of direct-current dynamos required to generate
approximately constant voltage when driven at variable speeds." W. D.
Hills. November 24th.

22,989. " Controlling-arrangements for electric motors." C. B. BURDON-
November 24th. (Siemens-Schuckertwerke G.m.b.H., Germany.) (Complete.)

23,013. " Electrical signalling systems." C. B. Kersting. November 34th.

23,027. " Attachment of electrical conduit tubes to junction pieces." T. A.
S.MITH & W. H. Owen. November 25th.

23.049. " Reflectors for electric incandescent lamps." F. W. SuTKR and
Banter & Calnter, Lid. November 25th.

23.050. " Looped-in system of electric wiring and fitting therefor." F. W.
St;TER and Baxter & Caunter, Ltd. November 25th.

23,071. " Electric measuring-instruments." F. HoLDEN. November 25th.

23,075. " R<-gulaling-mean« for electrical inilallalfoni." Soc. Anok. du
ElABLlKSKylKTS I.. IlLfuioT. November 2Slh. (Convenlion dale, November
2«lh, 1913, IMfium.) (Complete.)

23.090. " Electric ilrillini) or culling apparatui adapted lor u<e In ship-
building or tuth like work.^' J. Cubk & W. G. II. GaiiiAU. November Mlh.

23,103. " Lanterns for eleelrlc lamps." W. S. Jokniitoh. November 26th.

23,107. " Electrical swilchca." F. B. Cox. November 26ih.

23,113. " Electric incandescent lamps." E. Tcukv. November Mih.
(Coniplile.)

23.121. " Vibrating rectifiers for electric currents." Bailiflii Tiiouaom-
lIoiOToN Co., I.TU. November 26lh. (General Electric Co., United Stale* )

23.122. " Vapour electric devices." Bkiiisii TiiousoN-HoinoM Co., Ltd.
November 20ih. (General Electric Co., United States.)

23,136. " Electric incandescent lamps." WiariNCHot'SI MlTALLfiDlN
Gl.iiiUMPENl'ABKiK G.M.B.H. November aSlh. (Convention dale, November
29lh, 1013, Austria.) (Complete.)

23,142. " Magneto-electric machines particularly for ignition purposes."
H. Wadr November 26th. (C. T. Mason, United Stales.) (Divided applica-
tion on 967/14. January 13lh.) (Complete.)

23,154. " Holders for electric incandescent lamps and the like." J. H.
WooLLisCROl^. November 27lh.

23,156. " Pipe and electric cable saddles, clips, and the like." A. G.
BuLlEN. November 27lh.

23.167. " Telegraph circuits." A. Grunc & OBLiNo'a TeuciUfH Instru-
UENTS S\NoiCATB, Lto. November 27th.

23.168. " Magnetic electric alarm." W. Minter. November 27ih.

23.170. " Electric sound for delecting presence of metallic bodies in living
animal tissues." D. Findlav. November 27th.

23.171. "Control of electric motors." A. H. Curtis, E. W. Short, &
IcRANic Electric Co., Lid. November 27ih.

23,182. " Electric accumulators." C. Fuller, L. Fuller, & G. J. A. Fullir.
November 27th.

23,189. " Apparatus for charging electric accumulators." H. F. JolL, Sen.
November 27th.

23.211. " Electric bells or gongs." F. F. .MacDonald. November SSth.
(Addition to 7.638/13.)

23.212. " Electrical coupling devices." G. St. ]. Day. November Igth.

23,231. " Track switches for electric transporters, trolleys, and the like."
R. D. HiLLEv St E. A. Clarcmont. November 28th.

23,236. " X-ray apparatus." H. W. Cox & Co., Ltd., & H. E. Donhiihoiuii.
November 28th.

23,238. " Electric batteries." F. J. Beauuoni. November t8th.

23,242. " Electric starters for use on motor-cars and the like." A. H.
MiDCLEv & C. A. Vandbrvell. November 28th.

23,245. " Electric switches." M. D. ScolT. November 28th.

23,249. "Cooling dynamos, motors, and other electrical machinery." C. H.
Lauth. November 28th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
Copies of anv of the Specifications in the following list may be obtaiaed

of Messrs. W. P. Thompson & Co., 285, High Holborn, W.C, a*d at

Liverpool and Bradford
;
price, post free, 9<i. (in stamps).

xai.3.
22,198. Connecting up of Electric Cables or Conductors, and thb Protm-

TioN OP their Exposed Ends and Terminals in Systems op Wiring for
Building and thi like. St. Helens Cable & Rubber Co., and J. C. White.
October 2nd.

25,184. Electric Clocks. Nu-Lines Manufacturing Co. & C. C. Chapman.
November 4th.

25,210. Miners' Electric Safety Laufs. J. G. Patterson. November Sth.

25.531. Construction of Sparking Plugs for Internal-coubustion Enginis.
E. A. H. de Poorther, November 7th.

25,717. SvsTE.M of and Apparatus for Recording Electrical, Chbuical,
Mechanical, Physical and other Quantities. M. E. Leeds. November 10th.

(November 22nd, 1912.)

25,833. Electric Switches. F. B. Holt & H. Smith. November 11th.

25,928. System or Apparatus for the Distance Control oi Motors. A.

Mond (Maschinenfabrik Oerlikon). November 12th.

26,582. Process and Apparatus for Forming Welded Elictrio Contacts
Western Electric Co. (F. T. Woodward, acting for Western Electric Co.).

November 19th.

26,608. Selective Signalling Devices. Western Electric Co. (F. T. Wood-
ward, acting lor Western Electric Co.). November 19th.

26.619. .Apparatus Communicating Signals to Trains whilst Running. J. J.

Sullivan & H. R. Hughes. November 19th.

27.063. Resonating Relays. H. Von Kramer & G. Kapp. " November J4tk.

(Addition to 10,856/11.)

28,557. Keyboard Tape Perforator. D. Murray. December 11th.

29,504. Dynamo Electric Machines particularly adapted for Starting Prime

Movers. H. Pieper. December 22nd. ;December 28th, 1912.)

19X4.
103. Pole Compasses for Ships. A. Jefferson. January 9nd.

390. Dynamo-electric Machines. British Thomson-Houston Co. k A. A.

Pollock. January 6th.

2,301. Electric Safety Fuses. H. H. Berry. January 28th.

3,643. Construction of Electric Pocket Lamp Dry Battiriis and Outer
Shell or Case containing the aforementioned dry batteries. J. S. Hamilton.

February 12th.

4,344. Dynamo ELECTRIC MACHINES. E. C. Ketchum & D. H. Andrews.

February 19th.

5.587. Means for use in Supporting Separator Diaphragms used in

Storage Batteries. Electrical Power Storage Co. & R. Rankin. March Sth.

16,839. Telephone Apparatus. E. A. Graham. July 15th.

19.282. Recording Apparatus. M. E. Leeds. .August 31st. (Divided appli-

cation on 25,717/13. November 10th.) (November 22nd, 1912.)

19.283. Electrical Potentiometers. M. E. Leeds. August 31st. (Divided

application on 25,717/13. November 10th.) (November 22nd, 1912.)

21,968. Miners' Electric Safety Lamps. November 3rd. (Divided applica-

tion on 25,210/13. November Sth. J. G. Patterson.

A Blackpool E.vhibitioii.—Amongst the electrical trade

firms who are exhibiting at the Blackpool Traders Exhibition, now
in progress, are Messrs. Bottomley, FKaiiPTON &Co. and Messbs.

Jones Bros., bjth of Blackpool.
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MINERS' SAFETY LAMPS.

The rivalry between the electric safety lamp and the oil

" safety " lamp has lately given rise to a great deal of dii-

cussion at meetings of mining engineers and managers. In

this field we are witnessing a repetition of the process

which has already been observed in the struggle between

electricity and gas for ordinary lighting, heating and cook-

ing ; in the early days the advocates of the older agent.

watching the gradual development of its young rival, were

at first contemptuous of its qualities, and contented them-

selves with emphasising the drawbacks of the new-comer and

the superior advantages of their own commodities and

apparatus. But youth will be served, and the grow-

ing importance and appreciation of the electrical

methods soon compelled the enemy to bestir them-

selves and to set about devising improvements in their own

systems, incorporating in their apparatus, as far as possible,

the qualities which marked those of the aggressor.

The latter replied with further advances, and, in spite of

the remarkable progress thus induced in the gas world, the

electric light now reigns supreme in every respect, including

that of cost, the electric cooker is not only unexcelled, but

unequalled in the quality of its products, and is on a par

with the gas cooker in point of cost in many towns, and

electric heating, though admittedly more costly, is, never-

theless, becoming exceedingly popular.

So, too, the makers of miners' lamps gave little heed to

the growing efficiency of the electric lamp until a few

years ago. Now they recognise it as a serious competitor,

and they, too, have been spurred on to effect improvements

in the oil lamp, which must be ascribed entirely to the

advent of the electric type. AVhile the electrical engineer

can thus claim to be a public benefactor, by compelling

reforms which might otherwise have been delayed

indefinitely, it must be admitted that his luck is rather

hard. However, he is not downhearted : he knows that

he must win in the long run, and ali-eady he has many

staunch and convinced adherents in the ranks of his

customers. Amongst the latter Mr. AV. Maurice, once

President of the Association of Mining Electrical Engineers,

and a manager of some 15 years' experience, has

taken a leading part iu repelling the asj^r&ious cast

upon the electric safety lamp by its enemies. It is alleged,

for instance, that the lump, though nominally giving over

one candle, really yields only about j c.r., while certain oi

lamps of a new type give twice that value, at the end of a

shift : also that ignitions of gaseous mixtures have been

obtained with electric lamps. But the official specification

for the oil lamp only requires it to give O'S c.r., showing what

the experts think of it« capabilities : and the atmosphere

in which an ignition was obtained consisted of air and coal

gas, which is notoriously more easily ignited than methane.

That the candle-power of the electric lamps has fallen

off, and the life of the batteries has been short, at some

collieries is true, but the blame is not to be laid upon the

[806]
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Inrap ; it is too often the case that the electric lump room
is put iu the oharf;e of utterly incompetent hands, with the

inevitable result that any electrician would foresee. It is

the old story in mining work ; we have af^iiin and again

declaimed against the folly of purchasing expensive apparatus

and expecting an unskilled labourer to keep it in first-class

working order. That is the root of the trouble in connection

with miners' elecLric lamps, just as it has been in the case of

other electrical plant in mines, and until tlie malingers realise

that high-class apparatus demands, and must receive, skilled

attention, the trouble will continue.

As for the future of the electric lamp, we have no fears.

The colliers, once they have used the electric lamp, refuse to

go back to the oil lamp, and therein lies the assurance that

the electric lamp must win. Moreover, the latter is con-

stantly being improved ; the tungsten lamp has rome, the

half-watt miners' lamp is being perfected, and it will not

be long before great strides ahead will be recorded. More-
over, the increased output of coal due to the better lighting

benefits both the workman and the owner, and should be

credited against the greater c»st of the electric lamp, while

the reduction or abolition of the cost of compensation to

miners altlicted with nystagmus, which is confidently anti-

cipated when the better lighting is adopted, alone will go
far to cover the cost of the lamps.

We would urge British electrical

T (1 PI t
'

I
'i'*i'^f3''''Urer8, traders and others who

Exhibition. ^^7 ^^^^ ''^ ^ ^^^^^' power, to co-operate

with the Board of Trade Commercial

Intelligence Branch in its efforts to secure the success of

the Exhibition of German and Austro-Hungarian electrical

manufactures that is now in process of organisation. It is

hoped to bring together as complete as possible a collection

of electrical apparatus, appliances, accessories and what are

generally known as supplies, that have in the past been
imported into the United Kingdom from the countries

with which we are now at war. Manufacturers have
many a time come up against German and Austrian electrical

goods that could easily be made in this country, and it lies

in their power to ensure that the collection now being got

together shall be as representative as possible. We have no
doubt whatever that such a display, if complete, could be

made most instructive and educative. Manufacturers or

their responsible representatives from all parts of the country

will do well to consider a visit to London (32, Cheapside,

E.G.) to see this Exhibition, one of their definite engage-

ments for early January. We hope to give further par-

ticulars later, but in the meantime we urge the matter

upon their attention. Buyers must also be induced to

gather together to meet the British manufacturers who
desire to impress upon them that they are both able and
willing to fill requirements for these articles in the future,

and we believe that there is a well-organised movement on
foot to that end.

The current statements made by the
The Situation German newspapers on official authority

"
Eie t'r'l*''

^^^ ^° general so extraordinary that they

ludnstry. ^^^® ^ ^^ regarded with great caution, if

not with considerable suspicion. This

contention applies equally well to the electrical industry iu

that country, which is referred toby the Reirhs-Arbeitshlatl,

published by the Imperial Statistical Board. This Labour
organ, which deals with the situation of the electrical

industry in October, stated at the beginning of December
that although the activity in general is not so good as in

the previous year, the workmen at disposal are in part better

employed than in 1913, and there is no lack of unskilled

labour. Concerning the month of October, the newspaper
remarks that a further improvement took place in the con-

struction of accumulators, in which the course of business

was already good. It is submitted that confidence con-

tinues to return, and that not only are pressing repairs being

executed, but extensions and new installations have also

been ordered. A revival of busim-" w;i- al-o noticed in

tramway and insulating materiul.i. 'inr .,f the re[jortB

received by the lab<jur organ attributtK iln- iiupiovement in

the construction of electrical machinery and apparatus to

the additional work provided by army contracts. In the

case of measuring apparatus, two works which are specially

engaged in this department record a not inconsiderable

improvement as compared with the position of afluirs in

September, and in this instance also it is held that con-

fidence in business has been further strengthened. The
reductions in the length of the working day, which were
unavoidable for a portion of the workmen at the (^ginning

of the war, are variously reported to have been abolished ;

overtime is said to be frequent at different works, and in

some cases three shifts are worked, but a scarcity of skilled

workers exists.

It is further stated that the telephone and telegraph

departments were well employed in October, as in the pre-

ceding month, in consequence of war contracts and orders

given by other authorities. In this connection one large

firm is credited with the assertion that not only has busi-

ness with Government authorities improved, but a revival

has also taken place in private business. The rates of

wages in the branches in question have gradually been

increased by from 10 to 15 per cent. The course of busi-

ness in the production of apparatus for heavy currents,

according to some reports, did not show any alteration as

compared with the previous month, although one large firm

states that orders for other than army purposes were more
plentiful. The supply of unskilled workers in this branch

also was abundant, whereas that of skilled artisans was

inadequate. After mentioning that the erection of

installations for heavy currents did not afford as much
employment as in September, the Labour organ states that

the branches engaged on cable manufacturing and the pro-

duction of insulating materials had a satisfactory course of

business in accordance with the prevailing conditions, only

one firm, which has no army orders, reporting no briskness

in trade, although admitting that the inland orders are

gradually coming forward. The only comment to be made
on the October report is that it is preferable to await the

speeches impending at the annual meetings of the manu-
facturing firms, before accepting the statements made by

the Government Labour organ, provided, of course, that the

speeches really represent the actual situation of affairs in

that country.

Bnbber.
Fluctitations in the price of rubber,

although not of much daily importance,

have on the whole tended in a downward direction, and

the tone has been a little easier with plantation first

latex crepe at round 2s. O^d. to 2s. Id. per pound, and

smoked sheets at about is. 3d. to 2s. 4d. per pound. Para

rubber is still held for comparatively high prices in the

neighbourhood of 2s. O^d. per pound or thereabouts, with

trade buying of a quiet character. The importance of the

British grown material is growing very steadily, and for

November the imports from the Federated Malay States,

Soraits Settlements and Ceylon were 85,000 centals of

100 lb., while the rest of the world was responsible for only

26,000 centals or so. For the 11 months of this year,

British grown rubber was entered in here to the total of

775,000 centals, and rubber from elsewhere to the amount

of 505,000 centals. Of the imports last month, which

aggregated 112,000 centals, a matter of 88,000 centals were

exported. This seems to betoken the reserving of but

moderate quantities for British home trade, and this being

the case there can hardly be much accumulation of stock

going on. Of the exports, 0G,OOu centals went to the

United States and 10,000 centals to Kussia. The total

exports for the 11 months were 1,064,000 centals, of which

more than half went to the United States. There is every

reason to believe that Germany is getting hai-d up for rubber,

but less is being heard of the attempts of her agents to

obtain supplies by tortuous means from here and elsewhere.

The export prohibitions now in force act as a strong line of

defence against the efforts of the Huns to obtain supplies of

one of the essentials of modern warfare, and there is not the

smallest hkelihood of there being any relaxation of condi-
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tion.s which are necessary to the well-being of ourselves and
our allies. The fact that the British Empire produces
something like 70 per cent, of the world's output of planta-

tion rubber has by this time been brought home with
crushing force to Germany. Germany of course robs and
plunders wherever her troops set their feet, hence the
scouring of Antwerp and, indeed, all the cities they ha\e laid

waste for rubber to be sent into Germany to replenish their

sore needs. From information received, too, it is believed
that they have plundered a quantity of rubber and ivory
awaiting shipment in the French Congo, thougli what they
can do with it, there is a mystery. They cannot eat it and
they cannot ship it.

There has been some heartburning in America over the
embargo placed upon e.tports from here by the British

Government, for it was early recognised that the United
States trades must suffer considerably unless the usual
supplies of rubber were forthcoming. Failing these coming
to hand, America would have to rely upon Brazil, which
country exports about 4o,000 tons of wild rubber a year, of

which normally rather less than half goes to New York.
The position appears to be easier in some respects now, and
with consumption here active and a good deal being done
by France and Russia, the market outlook contains certain
favourable factors.

According to an official cablegram received from Kuala
Lumpur by the Malay States Information Agency, the
export of cultivated rubber from the Federated Malay States
in the month of November amounted to 2,.s89 tons. The
October export returns are, hoivever, not yet to hand.

The existing state of war, taken in con-
Foreign

junction with the presence of a foreign
Supply Works , , ., , , • ., .

In Belligerent
^'e«=t''"=ity supply works in the city, in-

Conntries. duced the Moscow City Council a short

time ago to appoint a special Committee
to investigate the question of the relations between the

Moscow supply works of the St. Petersburg (Petrograd pre-

sumably in future) Electric Lighting Co., of Lssij, and
Germany. As a result of the incjuiry the Committee is

said to recommend the sequestration of the local under-

taking on the grounds that the majority of the shares are

held by German-Swiss banks, that the working of the

Moscow undertaking is technically dependent upon Berlin

and that not a single penny out of the last large issue of

shares made on behalf of the company by the Deutsche

Bank has reached Russia. It appears that the Electric

Lighting Co., of 1880, has a share capital of £5,000,000,
in which the Petrograd works are represented by a

book value of £1,908,000, the Moscow works by £2,474,000,
and the works at Lodz by t'7!lo,000. In German
interested circles the action of the .^^oscow Committee,
which would be subject to the approval of the City Council,
and would, it is assumed, also require the confirmation of
the Ministry in Petrograd, is conceived to imply not an
expropriation of the undertaking, but the suggested appoint-
ment of a committee to supervise the works so as to prevent
any efllux of money to Germany, under existing circum-
stances. The allegation that none of the money realised

on the last emission of shares was sent from 15erlin to
Russia is denied in Germany, where it is pointed out that
the Teutons naturally retained the amount of the contract
prices for the machinery and materials supplied for

Moscow, and a portion for dividend payments, but that
funds were remitted for the payment of taxes, salaries,

wages, .tc. The (luestion now arises whether, as is

conceivable, the Petrograd City Council will follow
the example of that of Moscow. At any rate, the
present case shows how the Russians are beginning to
perceive the effects of German supply promotions in Russia,
even when supported by (terman-Sniss financial institutions,

one of which in the instance in question is very closely related

to German manufacturing companies ; whilst the result of the
practical German monopoly of electriad manufacturing in
Russia is another factor which will undoubtedly receive
further consideration in the near future.

OVER-PRESSURE PROTECTIVE GEAR FOR
HIGH-TENSION CIRCUITS.

By KKNELM KDGCUMBE, M.InjtC.E.

(Concluded from page 777.J

Having decided upon the form of spark gap, the
question sliU remaiiib of the resibtance to be con-
nected in series with it. The best value for such a
resistance has been the subject of much discussion,
it has been said, on the one hand, that unless it was
of the order ol 500 ohms or less the protection
afforded was small, and that, on the other hand, 11

such low resistances were used oscillations and pres-
sure rises would be set up.

ilie experiments of Sclirottke, already alluded to.
show conclusively that with the horn arrester, at
any rate, no sucn rise need be feared, even wit'n a
much lower resistance than is advisable from other
points of view. \\ hen an arrester is discharging ttte
resistance is connected directly between the line and
earth, and too low a resistance is clearly undesir-
able. On the other hand, experience has shown
tnat a resistance of from J to i ohm for each vo't
of line pressure affords ample protection in the case
of a cable system, and of say o.i ohm for each volt
in the case of an overhead system.

It has sometimes been put forward as an advan-
tage of the multi-gap, electrolytic and other quick
break arresters that resistances of much lower heat
capacity can be employed with them, since the cir-
cuit is opened much more rapidly, usually within half
a period, so it is claimed. This is of little practical
value, however, since in the event of a continued
disturbance a number of successive discharges will
take place before the over-pressure is relieved. It
has been shown, moreover, that a further half period
must elapse before the gap can again discharge.
The remarks made earlier, when dealing with re-

sistance suitable for use against atmospheric dis-
charges, apply equally in the present case. In fact,
the question is an even more serious one, since the
discharges due to internal disturbances, although
usually less severe both as regards steepness and
energy, are often of much longer duration. Hence
the absence of liquids liable to evaporate and of in-
flammable oil is clearly indicated. Moreover, car-
borundum rods with their liability to disintegrate
under continuous discharges are out of the question
for all except the least important positions. '\'\w

Brazil horizontal pattern of carbon powder resist-
ance would therefore appear to be about the only
one left.

Fig. 13 shows this resistance in tire-clay slab. It.s

general construction is similar to that of the atnios-

Kkj. 13.

pheric discharger already described (See fig. 8), ex-
cept that it is unnecessary that the path should be
kept straight in this case, and as the resistance re-

quired is higher, a zig-zag form of groove is

employed. Fig. 12 shows the horn discharger and
resistance slabs suitable for a i-;.ooo-v. system. For
higher pressures the number of slabs in series is

increased in proportion. The slabs themselves
being fireproof and constructed of insulating mate-
rial, no special precautions are necessary as regards
erection; in fact, in most cases they can be placed
direct on the floor.
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Geneual.

Since prevention is always better than cure, it is

t sential that sources of possible over-pressures

shiuld be eliminated as far as ever possible. For

this reason, in designing a system not only must the

length, capacity and self-induction of the line and

generator be considered, so as to eliminate reson-

ance, I'erranti effect, etc., but care should be taken

to avoid the placing of switches in such positions

that they will have large capacities on either side

of them, further, small machines at the end of long

lines should be avoided, and so forth.

It is also essential that such over-pressures as do

(iccur should have their origin quickly located, so

that they may be eliminated in their early stages

and before they become serious. To this end some

form of over-pressure detector should always be in-

stalled at different points of the system, so that the

ramifications of any over-pressures may be followed.

Such an indicator, as designed by Mr. Brazil, is

shown in fig. 14. B R represents a Brazil resistance

Fig. 14.

slab connected between discharger and earth. In

parallel with a short lengtli of the powder is a relay

k, and so soon as a discharge occurs a current

passes through the resistance to earth, the relay acts

closing the local bell circuit and thus draws the

attendant's attention to the fact that an over-pres-

sure has been dealt with. Instructions should be

given that particulars of every such occurrence are

to be at once entered up, together with any details

of plant running, switching operations in progress,

or otner factors likely to be of use in locating the

source of trouble.

In order to make such indicators available in sub-

stations where there is no attendant, the bell can

be supplemented or replaced by a graphic instru-

ment, and a permanent record thus obtained of the

moment at which an over-pressure occurred. Such

over-pressure indicators and graphers have proved

of great value by giving warning of incipient faults

and sources of over-pressure before they became
serious.

The " earthing " arrangements are a very impor-

tant feature of all over-pressure protective systems.

It an earth wire is employed on an overhead line

this should be efficiently earthed at intervals. For
this purpose an earth plate some i8in. square, buried

in coke, will be found convenient.

For earthing at the station, either earth plates or

tube electrodes can be used. When the ground is

naturally fairly moist, non-corrodible plates some
5 sq. ft. in area buried vertically, with not less than

three feet of soil above them, will be found to meet
most cases. If the ground is dry lin. or 2in. gas barrel

6ft. or 8ft. long driven vertically into the ground and
filled over and over again with salt and water, can be
employed. At least three such pipes should be con-

nected in parallel. In many cases good earth con-

nections can be made to structural metal buried in

the ground. Metal in concrete is, however, useless.

Conclusions.

Briefly summarising the conclusions arrived at. it

may be said :
—

1. As a protection against static charges, all long
overhead lines in exposed positions should be pro-
vided with " permanent leak " inductive resistances.

2. On all overhead or partly overhead systems
plant should be protected by line choking coils.

3. As a protection against steep-fronted waves

due to lightning, condensers can be used, but they

are expensive and are of no use as a protection

against any other form of disturbance, whether on
overhead or underground systems.

4. Consequently, if condensers are used at all

they must in all cases be supplemented by some form
of discharge gap capable of dealing with other

forms of disturbance.

5. Discharge gaps installed in conjunction with

line choking coils are quite capable of dealing with

disturbances of both kinds, 'so that the extra co

of installing condenser^ is seldom justifieJ.

SURCe DISCHARGE.t)S
BETWEEN LINES

Fia. 15.

6. The discharge gap must not break the circuit

too suddenly, and should be sufficiently robust to

allow of its being connected directly to the line with-

out the interposition of a fuse. The horn dis-

charger best fulfils these requirements.

7. When acting, the discharger must not consti-

tute a dead earth or short circuit, and must therefore

have a limiting resistance in series.

8. The limiting resistance should be robust, non-
inflammable, unaffected by heat or frost, not liable

to deterioration under long or recurring discharges.

to generators

Fig. 16.

and should require no attention over long periods.

The Brazil form of carbon powder resistance best

fulfils these requirements.

9. The ohmic value of the resistance must be high
enough to prevent undue disturbances to the system
and low enough to afford relief to the line. One
ohm per volt for cable systems and o.i ohm per volt

for overhead systems has been found to meet prac-

tical conditions in every way.
10. For lines subject to atmospheric disturbances

the path to earth should be as straight as possible
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(fig. 8), and even for cable systems should be rea-

sonably non-inductive (fig. 13).

11. With properly proportioned protective gear

internal surge discharge gaps may be set as low as

50 percent., and atmospheric disturbance gaps from
"100 per cent, to 200 per cent, above the line pressure.

12. On insulated systems internal disturbances

normally arise between lines, and the discJiargers

should be connected accordingly. At the same time

it is best not to dispense with the earthed arrester

on this account (see fig. 16).

13. Discharge indicators, with or without graphic

attachments, should be installed at various points

on the system.
Fig. 15 shows the connections for a complete set

of protective gear for an overhead system or one
partly overhead and partly underground. Fig. 16

gives the connections for an entirely underground
system with insulated neutral. The three earthed

arresters may, in this case, be omitted, although

this is not recommended. If the neutral point of

the generator is earthed the dischargers between
lines can be dispensed with.

POWER PLANT TESTING.

By W. M. SELVEY, M.I.E.E.

iAhttract nfpaper read before the INSTITUTION OF Electbical
ENQINEBBS, Xovember 2Sth, 1914.)

( Concluded from page 804.)

It is advi.sable that one boiler of a type should be set aside

for testing work, and fitted up with measuring instruments.

A sample truck or tnicks of coal can then be run through the

grates, and the actual evaporation measured. For ordinary

commercial working the special boiler is by far and away the

most elTective calorimeter.

Pig. 4 shows an arrangement of tanks and weighbridge

which has been found convenient for power-station work. By

A. Supply orUiffer tank

B.Weifh Cank.

C Weigh bridge.

D.HoCwell.

E .Motor fc CenCrifuj-al pump

a .Water sitpplp orTuriine
discharge .

bic. /fafid-operaied
qvicA-etixfutrge i*i/irs

tt .OirtyU>w pipf-.

r . f^t frtp siu:{ton

,

.f Ill-am. ff.SCtps Capiatjorm
h .IKschan^j'rvm tanJt B to

tank D".

k . ftetl-pump sitct inn

.

4.

—

Abrangbment fob Wateb Measitrinq.

reversing the order of use and omitting the pump, it becomes
of equal service for turbine testing.

For contractors' tests the author suggests? for 11 standaxd

jiracticc that the boiler should be tested three days after being

.-^wept; tlie interior of the tube.-^ being reasonably clean at the

time, say not more than l/3'2 in. of scale, the boiler to be on

full load eight hours before the test starts, .and during the

last two hours to be fe<l with spare test coal, during which

the thickness of fire may be adjusted. After starting on the

weighed coal, the thickness must not bo altered, any regula-

tion being done on the speed of the grate.

TURBI.N'ES AND GENERATORS.

As regards the steam end of the plant, measurements of the

temperature of the st<>am have been greatly improved, both

l>y the use of the Whipple indicator and by a specially adapted

form of thermomet.er.

As regards pressure measurements, large pressure gauges

are very satisfactory if used inmiediat.ely after being checked

on a "dead weight" tester. Highly reliable teat gauges are

also supplied by Iciding makers. In moet cawr.s this measure-
ment is not of great iiiip'^irtance, but in certain cases where
defect in pressure reduces the output of the plant it becomes
of first importance. The vacuum should be measured at the
exhaust flange of the turbine—a difficult but most importaut
measurement. Ihe author has found it neces-sary to have a
special aneroid barometer made.
The mea.surement of the condensed water offers little diffi-

culty, thanks to the manufacturers of weighbridges. The
accuracy of these can be ensiiy made better than one in a

thousand (0.1 per cent.), which is the ideal that the author
thinks ought to be aimed at in each individual meaBoreinent
in turbine testing if the final figure is to have anything like

an absolute accuracy of 1 per cent.

The tank and the electrical meter mea.'^irements should be
absolutely correlated by bell, light, and telephone signals.

without the intervention of the time element at all. It should

be purely a measurement of matter against energy.

Electrical Meters fob Generator Outputs .

(a) Co>if.inuous Current.—Owing to the temperature coeffi-

cient of almost all large continuous-current watt-bour meters,

it is a better policy to use precision voltmeters and ammeters
except with extremely variable loads. It is well to re-check

any instrument against its test-room calibration, by means of

a potentiometer and standard cell, when the instrument is

actually in situ.

The main shunt should be designed and fixed with more
insight than is usual with shunts for ordinary switchboard

irstruments. Errors due to change of resistance, unequal

heating, and thermo-electric effects, are quite appreciable if

the temperature appro,aches 8-5° F. It is well to arrange to

include thermometers inside test instnmients, the bulb being

placed close to the actuating part. Without excessive pressure-

drop in the shunt the temperature coefficient of these instru-

ments is likelv to be more than 0.03 per o^nt. per 1" F.

(b) Three-phase Ctirrrnf.—It is the author's opinion that the

only satisfactory methixl is to take in duplicate the whole set

of pressure tr.insformers, current transformers, leads, and

meters, to the National Physical Ijaboratory—or. say, the Man-
chester University—before a test, and have them thoroughly

checked, and then tally every lead on breaking circuit. All

the gear should then be brought by hand to the user. The
meters should be mounted in a remote control room, quit*

cool and free from vibrati<in. the length and section of the

leads having been pre-arranged to allow for this. By follow-

ing this metho<l results have been obtained that are quite

consistent with the ideal 0.1 per cent, in recard to the com-

parative behaviour of two complete and independent sets of

meters and transformers. Efficiency tests should always be

nm on unity power factor unless there are serious reasons for

the contr.ary.

In turbine testing no mea.surcment can under the best con-

ditions yield happier results, or on the other hand more serious

discrepancie-s. In a recent case within his own experience, a

station engineer projiosed to reject entirelv a turbine plant on

results obtained! bv using the moan reading of three meters

which differed 7 per cent, among themselves.

Condensers and .\ib Pumps.

It is almost impossible to arrive at any just appreciation of

a. condenser i>erformance without knowing at the s;ime time

tlic adr leakage with which the air pump is deahug and the

rating of the pump. In this direction the Scanes gauge wUl

be a great e<lueating force.

But for the unavoidable cooling of the condensate and the

upkeep of reciprocating machinery, in no respect can the

combination of a Parsons augmentor and an Edwards air

pump be surpa.sscd in reliability or capacity to-day, neither is

there anv other s\-stem so low in its power requircmenU. In

spite of "this thev are seldom fitted to newer plants. This

seems to be a most striking example of reciprocating pl.int

being sui>erseded by rotary plant.

The abilitv of a, steam jet to handle large volumes of g.iso.s

is unequalled, and the author thinks that tho ultimate type of

air pump will bo a steam augmentor jet in series with a pump
of the Kinetic or Leblanc tyjx;,

, , .

Air leaks octnir, even in the best-regulated stations, at expan-

sion joints and even the main casing joint.

In order to test the air pump it has now beivmo usual to

disconnect it from the condenser and to admit to its suction

various auuMint« <^f air as moasured by the in-ilraught, through

calibratixl nozzles. This is quite a fair test in comparing air

pumi>s, but unless the air (hi drawn in is thoroughly saturate!

after expansion with water vajxmr at the temjH-rature of the

\\at<>r usimI bv the pump, it is not sjife to a,'«ume that the

pump would produce the .sjnne vacuum when actually attaehod

to the condenser and dealing with tho .s;uno amount of air.

To include pwvision for vx-cflsional Uviks, the aiithoi^ would

suggest that provision should be made for at least t.o lb- of

air per 1,(W lb, of steam for plant* of im->derate si/.e, and for

1 lb. per 1,0(X1 lb, with large plants. Fnder these circumstances

the vacuum maint,iin.><l by the nir pump when dealing with

this amount of nir, but disivnneetol from the ivndenser,

should bo within 0.3 in. (mercury) of the vaiKMir pressure of

the wat<>r that it is using,
, , . • ,

The iierformance of the cf>ndent>er doi^ends almost entarely

on the steam distributaon. The buyer should sp.>cify the snr-
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face that ho nuimi'H, isjiiviully if ht- iti ut nil iKJuhlal with
dirty condoiisiiii,' water; in this case it is well to arrange for

1 nq. ft. of Burface for every 6 lb. of eteaiii to bo cundeusod
per hour.
The author euggcets, as a Btandard for testing, that a con-

densiT having 1 sq. ft. of surface for 71b. of steam, and a
water vtli>city of 6 ft. per second through the tubes, together
with tin; air pump already described, should be expected to

have, three days after brushing the tubes, a value of ' K " not
less than 4.50. The onus of making the plant airtight would
thus be left on the contractor. By " K " is meant the number
of B.Th.U. transmitted per square ftx)t of surface per hour
per degree (Fiilir.) mean difference between the ternperature
inside and outside the tubes, the teniei)rature outside being
assumed to be uniform and me.nsured at the inlet, and the
water temperature to be the mean of the inlet and outlet

temperatures, lliese temperature measurements are to be
combined with an accurately calculated figure for the heat
per lb. of steam condensed, which with modem plants is

often found to be between 970 and 980 B.Th.U. per lb. of

original steam.
Cooling Towers.

Considering that a difference of 1° P. in the temperature
of the cooling water means about 0.3 per cent, in the con-
sumption of the turbine plant, and bearing in mind the value
of 1 per cent, as shown in the introductoi-y remarks, it would
seem to be a mistake to ti-y and cut down the height of the
chimney, since cooling towers are so cheap.
As regards the testing of cooling towers, very great care is

necessary in taking the wet and di^-bulb temperatures. Deli-

cate open-.<icale the^-momcters are used, and must be shielded
from radiation and yet have a free stream of air passing over
them. The radiation from the observer's face is quite suffi-

cient to vitiate a reading that is not taken promptly.
The thermometers should be to the windward of the tower,

and in the shade if pos.siblc. The observer should always keep
to leeward when reading, and the stand should be wvTtched all

the day to see that no change of wind or bright sunsliine can
in any way affect the correctness of the readings.

Tlie only fair way to take the temperature of the water
before and after cooling is on the condenser inlet and outlet
pipes. It is possible to get all sorts of temperatures by floating
a thermometer on the surface at the base of the tower.

It is difficult to measure such large quantities of water as
are cooled in towers, say, up to 250.000 gallons per hour. It

can be done by a Venturi meter, or weir. .'Mternatively, it is

much better done by the thermal method, in which the amount
of water is calculated from the measured condensate, its known
loss of heat per lb. in the condenser, and the rise of tempera-
ture of the circulating w-ater. This test properly run is of
consideral>le accuracy.
In testing large water turbines, a steady stream of concen-

trated salt solution is added to the incoming water, and the
tail-race water is analysed for salt. The same principle is
commonly used for finding condenser leakage where the circu-
lating water is salt, and removes the necessity on a turbine
test for having the condenser absolutely watertight.

Centrifugal Pumps.

It is seldom that a test of a circulating pump is required
in power-station work. It seems to be a common mistake
with these pumps to use too small a motor and too large an
impeller. It is rather unfair to the motor, and an early test
of the amount of power taken is always advisable.
The water lea\ing the pump has appreciable kinetic energy,

part of which can be converted into head by an expanding
nozzle. The specification should say whether the efficiency is
to include this regained energy.

Pans.

It is seldom that fans have an efiiciency much above 6.5 per
cent., and the means of testing them have not been higlnly
developed for ordinary commercial use. In the author's
opinion the best way to test them is to discharge the air
through a set of home-made wooden nozzles of suitable size
which can be fitted in turn on the outlet of the fan.
The efficiency of fans will receive close attention in the

future. In order to make the boiler as flexible as the turbine,
condenser, and altemator, much greater fan )X)wer will be
used, and the draught used w^ill probably rise to 6 in. wat«r
gauge.

General Remarks.

The organisation of the personnel for accurate testing is a
matter for concern. In no case is it advisable to undertake
any_ permanent testing work unless there are at least three
engineers, or two engineers and a chemist, in constant colla-
boration with each other.
In arranging a test it is advisable to have full instractions

typed out and handed to every person engaged in a trial: and.
even then it is necessary to make certain that the.se instruc-
tions are read. The author has almost entirely abandoned
sound .signals in favour of lights, nlthouch sometimes a power-
ful hooter is a welcome assistnnt in a big station.

It is his practice to take all readings in triplicate, and in
ease of very important trials to have one power-station man
and one contractor's man to take each particular set of read-
ings in conjunction, so that any disagreement may be dealt
with at the time and on the spot.

It is only fair to the c/.ntractor to allow the turbine that

haa to be tested to run for a oiisiderable length of time before
commencing the tost, fio that in such matters as the warming-
up of the casing and the lienting of the oil in the bearings,

steady conditions may be obtained. Tlie author always rf^com-

iiiends at least an hour's interval between the tfrsts at half,

three-quarter, and full load, the load being increased U^ the

higher rating iinmediatidy afti;r the finish of the previous run.

It is very seldom except in the case of jet condensers that any
further accuracy is obtained by running for longer than one
hour. He has been able to repnxUicc the c<^)nKuniption hour
after hour on a certain turbine without a variation of more
than one or two parts in a thousand. Corrections should be
avoided if possible, and by judicious working of boilers, and
by testing at such time of the yiar that the vacuum producible

is superior to that on which the turbine guarant(-es are based,

it is nearly always possible to adjust the cfmditiona so that

the corrections do not amount to more than 1 per cent.

It is very important that the condenser should be tested for

tightness on the water side. 'Ite method favoured by the
author is that when the brushing of the condenser tubes is

fini.shed the inside of the condenser should be filled up with
fresh water on the steam side to as high a level as possible.

Iliis serves the double purpo.sc of actually indicating the leak-

ing glands or perforated tubes, .'ind at the same time revealing

any small air leaks that there might be in the casing. Very
satisfactory results oan be obtained by this method.
Prom the personnel point of view it is unwi.se to carry on

the test as a whole too long, for there is a remarkable connec-
tion between the fatigue of the observers and the accuracy of

their recorded observations. Fur this reason attention should
be paid to their physical comfort during the test.

Certain makes of turbine show quite 5 per cent, better results

if tested immediately they are put into .ser\'ice than after a

year's running, whije some show no change whatever. The
author thinks it would be fair to say that the turbine must
run six months on cominercial load before being tested; and
the contractor should be then allowed 48 hours to open out and
examine the machine in preparation for the test. Alterna-
tively, the specification may state that the machine must be
tested as soon as it is on commercial load, and again at the

end of its year of maintenance, not showing more than, say, 3

per cent, decrease in efficiency at the end of that period.

If the blndes are covered with an apprecinble denosit of lime
it is inadvisable to test the machines without ciWng the con-
tractor the option of denning them, since this deposit is in

no way due to the turbine. It depends on the way the
boilers are being run. A standard clause containing some such
conditions of test might be embodied with advantage in all

specifications. The time suggestixl for preparation is not suffi-

cient to execute any large repairs that miaht be found neees-'

sary. and in any case such repairs would give rise to ques-

tions quite outside those relating .solely to the efficiency test.

In conclusion, the author hopes that he has suggested
grounds for the following points :—
The equity of exceedincly careful testing of modem plant.

The equalising of conditions under which these tests are run.
The value of the data gained from tests for routine operation.

Discussion in London.

Mr. R. A. Chattock, in opening the discussion, dealt with
the principle of power plant testing. It was of the utmost
iai.portance that all testing should be canned out with accuracy
and reliability, and this required ti-ained observers, who.
thouch they might be found in large stations, were not
usually available in the small ones, which fonned the large

peix-entage. It was usual for the small station to rely on the
contractor for men to carry out tests, and as these must
naturally be interested it was not altogether a sati-sfactorv

arrangement. Even in large stations, experts were reallv

required, because the ordinaiT station staff had sufficient work
to occupy its time. The testing was not of much use unless
the specified guarantees were clearly set out; there was a
great divergence in specifications which must cau.se consider-

able difficulty to contractors in cniTving out tests. The .specifi-

cation should be drafted on a- recogni.sed basis, or it would
be useless to call in an independent engineer and p.iy his fee.

Although it was usual to ask the contractor to supply testing

apparatus, he thought it would be better to install such
apparatus peiTnanently in the station, and that, the Engineer-
ing Standards Committee should be asked to .specify .such

standard apparatus. The cori-ections for steam pi-essure.

vacuum, etc., should be specified to facihtate the work of

the testing engineer ; it was also absf>lutely necessary to a.sk

the contractor for cooling towers to submit a series of curves
showing the perfonnance of the tower under vaiying condi-
tions. To obtain the desired result it 'required those who
drafted the specification to have as much knowledge as the
testing engineer.
Mr. C. C. pATERSON said he was glad to see recoimition

given to the connection between high accuracy of testing and
cost, but he thought possibly it would be rather difficult to

obtain the electrical accuracy sugsested, which was. he con-
sidered, the limit. It was a question whether the instruments
would maintain their constancy, but a high decree of accuracy
could be obtained if precaution ^vas taken. Tliere were many
links in the chain connecting the fundauienta] standards and-

the large i>ower meter to be calibrated, and the most scrupu-
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lous care would be necessary to ensure accuracy. Errors of
several per cent, would creep in unless meters were tested
with their transformers, an<l there was a very strong case for
doing this. It was most fallacious to test three-phase meters
on sLngle-phoise circuits, and it sliould be a rule to test them
with three-phase circuits.

Mr. RoBT. Hammond, referring to the question of bonuses
and penalties, said he believed he was the first consulting engi-
neer t<^ conwt a contractor's verbosity by making him back
it by bank-notes. The author was much bolder, and his
penalty was. iiiipyrently, some £24,000 per lb. of steam. He
entirely agreed with him on the imix)rt;ince of attention to
detail ; it had Invn his practice to give clear in.structions as to
condition.s of testing new plant .some time before the event.
Mr. ScANES described bis vacuum efficiency and absolute

pressure gauge for surface condenisers, which was intended
for permanent fixing in the power-house. Ttie author was
rather hard on the rotai-j' air pump and considered the steam
jet better, but the rotiu-y could be thennally as good as the
other tj-pe. Fixing the surface area of the condensers might
lead to tiwible; one designer would do much better than
another on the same surface.
Mr. W. B. WooDHonsE said there were enormous differences

between the result.s of overall tests and individual plant tests,

and these were largely to be traced to the boiler-house. The
fuel burnt should be tested on a working scale. Detailed
investigation was

_
necessary, and there should be someone

qualified to carrj- it out. Many elaborate recording and test-

ing devices wore installed in central stations and they were
often far from accurate.
Mr. HoLEHOUSE refeiTed to the performance of cooling

towers, suggesting that if it were possible to fix the upper
temperature and quantity of water, then the contractor could
give the desired cooling. The cooling tower should be arranged
to work over temperature limits corresponding to the con-
denser, but with the inodem turbine discharge at high
temperature it was diSicult to give reliable figures for coohng
effect.

Mr. Horace Boot said it was usual to aiTange previously
exactly what was to be done on' a test and to give curves of
vacuum coiTection. He had found the gre<it value of con-
tinuous-recording instruments in stations to keep the engineer
in close touch with the working of his plant; he mentione<1
that he had found from expei-ience the great accuracy of the
V-not.ch for water niea.surements.
Mr. Whipple referred to the value of distance thermometer

in.stal]ations in the central stations.

The Author, in reply, said the necessary corrections were
now often made in specifications. High boiler efficiencies un-
ax.'companied by some explanation of the methods of obtaining
them were misleading.

Discussion at Birmingham.

Mr. R. A. Chattock, in opening the discussion, said it was
of the utmost importance, from the buyer's point of view that
tests should be carried out with proper accura<;y. The carrying
out of such tests necessitated the employment of trained
observers who were experienced iu such work and whose
operations were carefully organised. It was usual to rely

uixiu the contractor to supply the men required for this work,
and to place with them men reiiresentiug the purchaser to

check the readings. It was obviously very much more satis-

factory to employ au entirely independent testiog authority.
In c<innection with large ])o\ver stations this plan would prove
more satisfactury because the ordinary duties of the stiation

stair would then nut \te interfered with. Mr. Chattock
emphasised that testing of all kinds was practically useless
tmless the conditions and performance guarantees were clearly
set out in the specification. With regard to Mr. Selvey's sug-
gestion that water passing through cooling towers should be
mcHNSured by the thernuil method, it seemed to Mr. Chatttx^k
that an error might creep into this method. He preferred to

measure the water by a weir whenever possible.

Mr. StANES explained his gauge for measming air leakage
in condensing plant. After doing so be remarked that he
thought Mr. Selvey had not dope cre^lit to the rotai^ air

pump as comiiare(l with a. skvim jet., and described certain
advahtagcxnis features of the rotiiry pump
Mr. K.\ui,A thought that condenser tests should be carried

out on site, and iicit in the. manufacturer's works. He als<i

drew attention to the ntvessity for more definite information
regarding air leakage, as this was very imjwrtant to the
designer of condensing plant. In his ojiinion, purchasers
should not sptvify areas of amdensing surface but leave the
determination of that to the designer. It was desirable that
the purchaser shoidd simply state the jx^rformance required
from the plant.

Mr. HoLLls thought it advisable to test plant at a specified
load factor, as this enabled results to be obtaintxl which eor-

re.sponde<l t<-) normal conditions. He also thought that during
a t»st. sound signalling should always bo used in addition to
light signalling.

Dr. Garraro advivated the laying-out of stations with per-
manent connections between the switchboard and the instru-
ment test room, so that the engineer could always easily cali-

brate his instruments. For a.c. stations he thought that in-

strument testing apparatus should he as complete as in or.

stations, to avoid the necessity of periodically sending the
instruments to an independent authority for testing. He
stated there was no special difficulty in bo doing.
Mr. Walsh pointed out the necessity for testing pressare

gauges in situ owing to the liability of water finding its way
into the gauge tubes and interfenng with their action. He
also urged that electric tests should be on working power factor
and not unity power facti'jr. In this connection be mentioned
that a known apparatus consisting of a choking coil and
resistance enabled a load of proper character to be obtained
conveniently.
Mr. Mills thought that when the efficiency of a boiler was

stated it should also be stated whether or not the power
require<l by accessories, such as mechanical stokers, was in-

cluded in the test. The station engineer should specify the
surface required in condensers, as he knew better than the
designer the conditions of his station.

The Chairman, Dr. Railing, in bringing the discussion to

a close, dwelt upon the advi.cabihty of incurring extra capital

outlay when it was justified by increased efficiency. He urged
that capital cost should not be adhered to strictly as the deter-

mining feature in the purchase of plant.

ELECTRICITY IN MINES.

In a paper read before the North of England Institute of
Mining and Mechanical Engincei's on October 10th, and
reported in the Colliery Guardian, Mr. George J. Ralph des-

cribed a portable electrical gas-detecting device for use with
miners' lamps, depending upon the effect of a gassy atmos-
phere upon the resistance of an initially-heated platinum wire.

The alteration in the resistance of the wire is estimated by
comparing it with a similar wire sealed up in such a manner
that the surrounding gassy atmosphere cannot act upon it.

In the gas detector the galvanometer is of the moWng-coil
pattern; a vei^y long pointer cannot be used to indicate the

very small angular movement of the coil, and if a short

pointer were employed, the divisions on the scale would be
so small that it w^ould be veiy dilScult to read them with
accuracy. Instead, therefore, of attempting to read the magni-
tude of movement of the galvanometer pointer, the bridge

circuit is so arranged that when the pointer shows a deflection

it may be bir)ught back to zeixj by moving a sliding contact

on a wire that forms part of the circuit. It is the magnitude of

the movement of this sliding contact necessary to bring the

galvanometer pointer Ui zero that is read, and this acts, as it

were, as a multiplier to the length of the pointer. In other

words, if the ix>inter of the galvanometer is 3 in. long, and
moves 1-16 in. from zero, the amount of movement of the

sUding contiict may be as much as } in., or eight times as

great, equivalent to a pointer 34 in. long._

The temi>erature at which the active wire gives the beat

result is about a dull red heat. This temperature is consider-

ably below the ignition point of firedamp or inethane. At
this comparatively low temperature, the wire will last a very

long time without burning out, and there will be little or no
permanent change in its resistance.

Fig. 1 (p. 81'2) is a diagram of the arrangement of the device. A
is a battei-y, D, E, P and G are the four arms of a, WheatsUme
Ijridge; H is a wire of low resistance compared with any of the

four arms; and J is an electric^d measuring instrument. "The

free ends of F and G are connected together to one tonninal

of the galvanometer J : the other terminal is c«innected to

some part of the wire H thi-ough the contact arm K. which

can be made to slide along the wire H.
.\.s.suming that under normal coiiditions (that is. when no

inflammable gas is present in the air) the electricil resistance

of D equals E and F equals G. then the i-ontact K must be

resting on a point of the wire H exactly midway betwivn P
and E. Ijet it be assumed tb.at D is the platinum wire exposed

to the atmosidiere. and that E is a similar wire sliielde<l from
the atmosphere, while F and G remain equal in resistance to

one another under all conditions. If. owing to the pre.«ience of

.some hydnvarbon gas. the resistance of D incro.is«^s, a current

will pass through the galvanomett-r. eau.sing the i-nMnter to

show a deflection. By sliiling the oiintflct ann K away from
the central [xxsition towanls D. a. jvisition can he found which

will iv.storc the balance and allow no current to pas; through

the galvanometer, which const^quently ri'turns to the rero

po.sition. The new i>->sition of the arm K is then noted. The
positions which K must <vcupy in orvler to bring the p.-ilvano-

meter nee<lle to zero are ea-refuUy marked when D is sur-

rounded by air txintnining various measured perventagos of

gas.

Ilio present form of the deviiv is ad.'ipfed either for use

with a .small separate batt<>ry of its own. or for use in c«->n-

junction with an eltvtric laitip, whichever may eventually

prove the more convenient.

Tliere is everv- indication that the device will meet technical

reouirenients. and that it e.in be proilucod nt siicli a price as

will render it iMminer^-ially practicable for adoption by mining
otlieials. deputifw. and firemen. Its weight is aliout 1 lb.

without a battery. There is no risk attending its use.

.\ctual trials have betMi cirriixl out in a mine, and alsii with

nat\iral pit gas, as well as with artificially prepared methane,
all the nxsuits of which agnxv
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Mr. RoDEKT Nelson, IT.M. Electricail Iimpnctor of Mines,
wrote statiniz that the principle upon which the detector waa
constructed soonied U) him to he both sciontific and prncticaJ.

The moat convenient form, if the detector proved to be a
practioil success—and he knew no reason why it sliould not
—would, he thought, lie that in which the di'tector waa fur-

nished with it« own battery apart from any lamp.
Mr. W'm. Ou.ERF.Nsmw, of Denton, wrote that the apparatus

appe.nred to meet all the requirements necessary to make a
portalile elei-trio safety lamp for miners an unqualified success
and, if tliat object were achieved, it would do more, iu his
opinion, to Icflsan the loss of life iu coal mining than any
other invention of the present century. The increased light

Fig. 1.—Ralph
Gas-Detectob.

Figs. 2 and 3.

—

Section and Elevation
OP Beistol Sapbty Lamp, Type B.T.

of the electric lamp would enable the underground workman
to detect the danger and prevent the occurrence of many of
the accidents which now accompanied the industry.

Prof. P. P. Bedson .said that it seemed to him' that Mr.
Ralph had taken a distinct step forward. He had given them
a means of fixing the percentage of firedamp, without the
personal equation entering into it.

Prof. Henry Louis said that at a. low red heat coaldust
ignited readily. If that detector were introduced into a very
dusty mine, fine coaldust might find its way in, and they
might have all the elements that T\-ould cause an explosion.
Mr. J. H. Meriv.\le (the Secretary') said that he had

noticed that the lamp was provided with a gauze, so that in
the event of any ignition inside the lamp that ignition would

4.—Manley & Sandy Lamp
with Gas Detectok.

Fio. .i.—Bristol
Lamp, Type B.R.

be confined to the interior. There was no daJiger of the
platinum wire getting beyond red heat, the voltage of the
battery not admitting of it.

Mr. Wilson, H.M. Inspector of Mines, said that from what
had been said, he should imagine that the insti-ument was
absolutely safeguarded.
The President proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Ralph, and

said that, assuming that the instrument was as reliable and
perfect as Mr. Ralph said it was, it was a more accurate
means of detecting quantities of gas in the air current than
thc^ordmary safety lamp, in*o the use of which the personal
equation entered, and rendered it so liable to mistakes and
errors, which might have serious consequences.
Repljnng, Mr. Ralph remarked that Prof. Louis had men-

tioned the possible danger from coal dust. In the mine into
which he went in South Wales, an exceedingly dusty mine,
no trouble was experienced. He thought the' gauze was a
fairly good protection, and red-hot wire was certainly very
much safer than a flame enclosed by gauze. Working platinum

ut that comparatively low temperature, tba alteration in

ri-histance, if any, was very minute and one iniKht sxiM'ct the
heaters to laxt for a very long time.

In a paper read before the Midland Iiintitute of Mining,
Civil and Mechiuiicjjl EngineeVB, also published in the Colliery

Guardian, the caee for the el(«tric lainp was supported by Mr.
William Maurice. He btated that a consideranle exten«ion
in the use of el(x;tric lamps liad latidy tiikcn place, and it

wan known that inspectors of mines favoured development in

this direction.

In hi* opinion there was no known invention which wa«
likely to have so beneficial an influence on labour conditions,

which was so clp.arly de8tine<l to improve the miner's lot, or
gave such bright promise of reducing the risks of under-
ground work to anything like the same extent, afi the port-

able electric lamp. The oil lamp had had its day. The illumi-

nation which it piovided wag not very notably better now
than that which was obtainable thirty years ago.

Light was what a lamp was pro\'ided for. Any other pro-

perty that a flame safety lamp might pos.s<'SS should be recog-

nised as subsidiary t<} ite main purpose. In the mine " more
light " .seemed to him to offer the easiest possible solution of

iiuiny problems that had hitherto been regarded as either

technically or conimercially ina/luble. More light in the

mine meant :
—

1. Cleaner coal.

2. Increased output per man, whether engaged in stall- or

road-work.
3. Less time lost in starting work.
4. Less time lost in re-Iighting lamps.
5. More effective supervision.

6. Enormously diminished risk of firedamp explosions and
imderground fires.

7. Fewer accidents from falls of roof and side.

8. Fewer haulage accidents.

9. Fewer mi.scellaneous accidents.

10. Reduction in the number of cashes and probably a com-
lilote elimination of miners' nystagmus.

11. Reduced cost of insurance and compensation for injuries.

12. More agreeable conditions of laboiu".

That thexe would he less excuse for filling stone and dii't

with coal when the light was good must be s*,'lf-evident, and
it was already known to mine immagers that some improve-
ment had actually been obtained. It had also been recxjgnised

that miners c«->ukl and did fill more coal, and do more yard-

age on straight «ork. when using electric lamps. They had
moreover, been the fiist U^ admit that they had done more
work with no ))erceptible extra effort.

In a pit employing l,(XKi men, in the course of a five-shift

working week the value of a loss of one minute per man
per shift was £3 15s., which was probably sufficient to pay
for the extra cost of maintenance of electric lamps.
There was quite a serious loss of time in .sending workmen

to lamp stations to get their lamps re-lighted when these had
from one cause or another gone out. If 10 per cent, of the
flame safety lamps used underground got " in the dark " each
shift—and he believed the official statistics recorded a higher
percentage than this—the number of hours of working time
lost per day musit be considerable. " Time was money " both
to the coal owner and to the miner. Every staUman who
lost a minute lost a farthing

!

That more effective supervision was possible with better
light hardly needed argument.
With regard to the contention that the substitution of

electric for flame safety lamps would diminish the risk of

firedamp explosions, his personal opinion was based upon
more than 24 years' experience of miners' lamps, both flame
safety and electric, some 15 ye^ars of which were devoted to

active eolliei-y management. There was ample genuine legal

evidence that flame safety lamps might be a source of danger
in the mine. Nothing could alter the fact that a " safety
lajup " was only a more or less carefully shielded naked flame.
Workmen had been known to boa.st that there was no safety

lamp which they could not open if they were so minded, and
in any case a broken glass, a blow from a pick, or even the
omission of a washer, might convert a flame lamp into a

direct source of danger. Above all, there was the fact that
the light given by even the best safety lamp was quite in-

Bdequat.e as a means of protection from dangers other than
gas. Falls of roof had taken a. greater toll of lives than
explofiions; and therefore the greatest contributory agent to

genei'al safety was "more light."

That more effective lighting would diminish the incidence
of nystagmus was now beyond question. It was, however,
necessary to say that those who installed electric lamps for

th;i special purpose of eliminating ny.stagmus and looked for

immediate results were likely to be disappointed. The rate
of improvement would depend upon the nature and long
standing of the cases, and on the proportion of latent ten-
dencies in individual cases among those employed in the
mine. A really reliable opinion on the effect of improved
lighting conditidns on nystagmus could not be expected in

less than three years. In this connection discrimination
should be exercised between the photometric value of light

and its useful effect in the places where it was to be em-
ployed. The photometric value of a given light was not neces-
sarily an indication of its practical usefulness. The condition
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of the electrodes in a cell, the particular point in the life of

the ct'll at which the tost was made, the density of the electro-

lyte, the rate of chaJge, the condition (as to cleanliness, etc.)

of the oontiwjtH, the make and quality of the metallic filament

lamp hulb, the number of hours that it had previously
" buraod," the quality ajid cwnidition of the outer glass, and
many other points, had all an imixw-tant bearing on the

l>hot(Hiietric value of an electric lamp and the duration of its

light. Only an average of many tests taken throughout the

working life of a lamp woidd give reliable data. Many elec-

tric lajnp installations were both oosting more to maintain
and giving much lass satisfactoi-y service than they would if

they were cared for in a reasonably intelligent fashion.

A great deal more lay in the proper management of electric

lamp cabins than appeared to be generally supix>sed. It was
commonly said not many years ago that a coal owner would
expend many tliiousands of pountls on electiic plant, and then
put a woiulen-legged labourer in charge of it. The criticism

was essenti-illy true. Many thou.saiids of ixnmds had been
spent by coal owners on repairs and renewals to electric plant
wliich wouldnever have been required if competent men had
been placed in charge. It had taken an Act of Parliaiment to

effect a change that ought to have been dictated by conuuon
Sense. Thousands of jxjunds were now being .spent in pro-

viding electric lamps, and was it not a fact that the lamp
room had been generally manned by the maimed and decrepit

soldiers of the mining anny? A well-organLsed electric lamp
cabin was in itself still somewhat of a novelty. The successful

management of one called for a higher degree of intoUigeace
than ha<.l hitherto been considered necessarj'. The provision
of that higher degree of intelligenc«i made all the difference

between success and failure ; the omission of it was misplaced
and most costly economy.
The elimination of nystagmus, the reduction of other insur-

ance and compen.sation charges, the improved quality and
quantity of output, the increa.sed efficiency of the workers,
and, not least, the gTeater comfort with which men worked
when using electric lamps, must all tell in favour of this

undoubted underground revolution:—a revolution which was
destined to affect radically the practice of mining, which
would promote safety and efficiency in directions that were
here only remotely indicated, and which would be so benefi-

cent alike to owners and to nunc workers that the mining
engineers of the future would marvel if it should appear that,

like the British Empire, "it came about during a fit of

absence of mind."

The Home Office has issued a list of types of safety lamps
that aire approve<l for use in coal mines, entitled "The Safety
Lamps Order of the 7th October, 1914." The electric lamps
now approved for general use are the following :

—
Bristol Safety Ijamp, type B.T. 4V.—Metal case, unspillahle

ac<-umulator, hinge<l cover, lamp asnd reflector under glass

dome, fliime-tight switch, and lead-rivet lock. Total weight,
not more than ii lb. Light not less than 1 c.r. in horizontal
plane all round for nine hours, and not less than 1..5 c.p. over
(in a.rc of 4,5°. The lamp is illustrated in figs. '2 an'd 3, p. 81'2.

ManJey & Sandy Jjamp with electric gas indicator.—Sheet-
steel case, iinspillahle accumulator, hingetl steel cover, lead-

rivet lock, cylinder on cover containing gas-testing deriee (the
efficiency of which has not been tested by the lioiiie C)flic«),

iainp and reflectors in glass cyhnder, flauio-tight switches for

lamp an«l indicator. Total weight not more than 8 lb., caudle-
power as above (fig. 4).

Other lamps which have been; previously appixjved are the
B..\.C., Ceag, Turquand-Kingsway, Gray-Sussmaiin Nos. ',i

and 4, Joel-Fore Tvpe 4(0 M, Oldham, Thomson-Rothwidl,

Varta, and WoK (Alkaline, Lead, and No. 2).

Approval has also been given for use by officials to the
Brisitol Safety Liunp, Type B.R., 4V. This is of the bull's-eye

type, a modification of the B.T. typ<>, weighing not more
than 4i lbs., and giving 1.5 c.p. for nine hours (fig. 5).

Other hunps approved for use by oni(ials or for .special pur-
1X1868 are the Float, Joel-Fors, Types 3(«C anid 40,SH, Oldham
Emergency and Types A and B, Varta, Type '2 F.t. 4, and
Wolf Rescue No. 2.

WAR ITEMS.

Japan as an I-.lectrkal Manufacturer.

—

T'Ik- " |,q).ui

Weekly Chronicle " has the followin>;:—" Hitherto most
of the dynamos anil other electrical niachinerv in Japan have
been supplied by the General Electric, Wostintiliouse and
.Siemens Schuckcrt Companies, .American, luifjlish and
German especially. The Tone Electric Companv, however,
is said to be making a notable departure, having orderod
the construction of those tlynanios of 6,000 k\v. each '.n

japan. These machines are to be made bv the Hit.achi
Works, and the iron pipes for the same power installation
are to be supplied by the .Shibaura Works. It is Ixdievcil

that these ord<>rs are the precursors of a Kirge industry in

Japan. It is certainly a good time io make the attempt,
when the Euroix-an trade is so badly interrupted, and there
is a large sut^nlv of cheap copoer in lapan."

Qerinan Trade with Canada.—In a special report on
German trade with Canada, which has bien prepared by

H.M. Trade Commissioner for the Dominion {Mr. C.
Hamilton Wickes), it is stated that Germany's efforts to

expand her trade in the Uommion have been characterised

by the same thorougnness and clFiciency which have dis-

tinguished her trade campaigns in other countries. The
value of German trade with Canada is small, howevc-r, as
compared with that of the United .States and the United
Kingdom, the value of the Germ;m goods imported during
the fiscal year ended Slst .March, 1913 having amounted to

only about je2,9(J0,00<J as compared with i;2'i,.yj<J,000 from
the Lnited Kingdom and iW.ij'J'J.OOJ from tne United
States. The most imp<}rtant Ijranch of Germany's trade
with Canada, apart from specialities (such as certain lines

of chemicals, tyres for locomotives, and scientific instru-

ments), consists of low-priced imitations or reproductions
of British manufactures; the effect of these is seriously to

reduce the value of the retailers' stock of the British-made
article. It is the poorer classes which purchase these goods,
being in many cases ignorant of quality and value, and
their small means drive- them to buy a low-priced article in

tne hope that it is really cheap from an economic stand-
point. British manufactures, which are usually of higher
price than the German goods, but of intrinsically greater
value, require to be given greater publicity, as well as as-

sistance by tirst-class selling methods, to enable them to

compete w-ith low-priced goods; it is well-known, however,
that this side of the trade is neglected, and in many cases
the British manufacturer handicaps himself further by indif-

ferent knowledge of the local market conditions, ignorance of

these conditions being a serious feature preventing him from
obtaining a due share of the trade to which the excellence
of his manufactures entitles him. Copies of the report,

which also contains detailed statistics of Germany's trade
with Canada during the years 19US-9, 1912-13, and 1913-14,

may be obtained by United Kingdom manufacturers on ap-
plication to the Commercial Intelligence Branch of the
Board of Trade, 73, Basinghall Street, London, E.C.
Trade Openia)^s in Beljtium.—The Belgian Chamber of

Commerce in London (Incorporated), of 24, St. Dunstan's
Buildings, St. Dunstan's Hill, E.C, writes to us as fol-

lows:—" Through the columns of your valuable paper may
we draw the attention of English manufacturers to the
splendid opportunity they have at present for making
arrangements to be represented in Belgium. .Amongst the
good class of refugees there are a number who, before the
war, acted for German firms, and who are wishful to re-

place these makers by English manufacturers of similar
goods. These refugees are here unoccupied and would be
very please<l to spend their time in acquiring the knowledge
of the lines thev will te called upon to introduce later on.
The Belgium Chamber of Commerce in London is at the
disposal of manufacturers to put them in communication
with suitable applicants for such posts. We further take
advantiigc of the present to invite all employers who have
vacancies for foreign correspondents, etc., to let us have
particulars of their requirements, as the enforced idleness is

very irksome to our countrymen." The letter is signed by
L. Gixlchaux, president, and P. Dorchy, the general secre-

t.irv.

Tlie Skilled Labour Probiem.—The " Times " states that

an important private conference, arranged belwev-n the
Engineering Employers' Feileralion and representatives of
the .\malgamatO\l .Society of Engineers and kindred societies,

began at ShetVield on the 10th inst., to discuss in what way
the skilled engineering labour now available, which is con-
siderably less than in normal times owing to enlistments,
can be best organised so as to hasten the increased woric
throughout the country. The conference discussed at length
the question of a revision of some of the more stringent
rules of the .Amalgamated Society of Engineers with a view
to allowing the temporary introtluction of less skilled labour
—that of labourers and women—in certain departments.

Salford Tramwaymen and the War.—Following tlw; ex-
ample of Manchester, notices have now bi>en posted in iha
Salford cars indicating what the Salford tramways depart-
ment has done in connection with the war. No fewer than
338 employes of the department, or 2ti per cent., have ioined
the forces, and several have alread\ been killed and a large

number wounded. The amount paid bv the Corporation
per week to dependents of tramwav employes on active ser-

vice is iSOO; the amount contributed by the employes out
of their wages for various relief funds is J6300, and pas-
sengers travelling on the cars have contributes! £fiS3 for

relief purposes.
America's Trade Canipai>{n,—The I"nitetl Slates Depart-

ment of Commerce aimounces the following appointments:
Mr. H. D. Baker as commercial attacht^ at iVtrograd, trans-

ferred from Bombay; Mr. V. L. Havens, as commercial
attache al .Santiago, after having acted as consulting engi-

neer on railway, electric and irrigation schemes throughout
South .America; live conunercial agents to study resp»vti\vlv

trade openings for hardware, electrical machinery, furniture,

and general machinery, including ntachine tools, in South
.America.
Xmas Gifts.—Liverpool Corporation Tramwavs Com-

mitttv is providing a Xmas gift for each of its 700 former
employ(5s now serving with the colours.

Accrin}{ton Tram Shed.—The new tram shed at .Accring-

ton, which i« nearly completed, is to be nlaced at the di»-

posal of the .Accrington " Pals " Battalion for drill purpose*.

D
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Bath Electric Supply Men with the Colours.—The follow-

infi, is a list of tlu> intn from the Uath Corfjoralion lilec-

tritily DeparlmciU who have beon or are now serving with

the colours:

—

LamlH-rn, E Royal Arllllerjr.

liirijeiilrr, A Royal Artillery.

Kirkhaiii, C. IC Royal Arlilkry.

Wyall, J Royal UnKincuri.

Urooks, !• Royal Enijinccrl.

Seal, T Duke o( Cornwaira L.l. (killed In action).

Howell, J. C lOlh Devons.
Scane, H. G 1st Ualt. Somerset L.I. (killed in action).

Dixon, T. R Ist Batl. Somerset l.l. (missinR).

Mead. !•" 1st Batt. Somerset L.l. (prisoner ol war).

Lee, J. A 1st Batt. Somerset L.l.

Holley, li 6lh Bait. Somerset L.l.

Frouii, J 7th Ualt. Somerset L.l.

I'arfilt, G 4th Batt. Somerset L.l.

Jones, Knox 4th Batt. Somerset L.l.

Sydenham, H. G 4lh Bait. Somerset L.l.

Woods, G R.A.M.C.
Howard, J 5lli Urajjoon Guards.

.\ustralia and the Metal Trades.—A Central News dis-

patcli, iiuotiil in the " Wcslininstcr Gazutle," says that,
" speaking; in I'arliaiu.nt, Mr. lluf^hcs said that German
capital and inlUii.nc<.s monopolised the world's base metal

industry. The war would be wafjed in vain if, when victory

was won, Australia was compelled to pour into Germany's
lap the wealth createtl by .'\ustralian enterprise. The
Federal Government had communicated with the British

Governmunt requestinfj co-operation in protecting; IJritish

and Australian interests, so that we mijjht no lonf<cr build

up the power and influence of the nation sworn to humiliate

us."
Trade with Australia.—We have received from the Office

of the Commonwealth of Australia, 72, Victoria Street, Lon-
don, S.W., a pamphlet dealing with .Australia's .trade with

Germany, which is issued for the purpose of assisting those

who are trying to increase their trade with the Colonies.

.Statistical information is included showing German imports

into Australia and Australia's exports to Germany in useful

detail over a number of years. Many pages are occupied

with names and addresses of exporters of Australia's prin-

cipal products, and of the principal Australian exporters

represented in Great Britain.

Germany and Copper.—.A Reuter dispatch from .Amster-

dam says that the Germans concerned by the scarcity of

copper are conliscating copper kettles and utensils at villages,

etc., on the Belgo-German frontier. The price of copper in

Germany is stated to be w£150 to j£l60 per ton. It is said

that gas and electric light fittings, shopfronts, staircases,

etc., in Germany are being requisitioned for the copper thai,

thev contain so that the voracious Krupp appetite may be

satisfied.

Northampton Tramway Manager.—Mr. John G. Cameron,
whose appointment to the management of the Northampton
tramways was alluded to on page 784 of our last issue, has
been with the Northampton Corporation for lOi years, dur-

ing 6i of which he has held the office of borough electrical

arid tramway engineer. We regret the error which appeared
in our last issue.

Free Rides Cancelled.—In consequence of certain cars

being crowded with soldiers, to the detriment of the ordinary
passengers who had to walk to their destination, the Black-
burn tramway authorities have cancelled all free-ride con-

cessions to men in uniform, whether soldiers, policemen, or

bov scouts.

Constantinople Telephones.—Owing to the war with
Turkey the half-year's interest due -Ist January on the six

per cent. Obligation bonds of the Constantinople Telephone
Company must be postponed. .Advices from Constantinople
state that the service is still being maintained under the

direction of the British staff.
—" Financial Times."

Mininj; Dispute.—The " Standard " states that last week
the Hetton Colliery, in the Newcastle district of New South
Wales,' was rendered idle owing to the miners' refusal to

work with a naturalised German employed on the mine as

an electrician. The man was alleged to be anti-British.

Personal.—Private W. Shaw, a Blackburn tramway em-
ploy6, in a letter to the nianafer of the tramways (Mr. J. H.
Cowell) , states that he took part in 13 bayonet charges
before he was wounded. He is now in the culinary depart-
ment serving General French's staff.

.\t Rochdale, amongst a number of Belgian refugees who
are bein? taught to weave, is one who was formerly an elec-

trician. ,

Private E. Brown, 1st East Yorks Regiment, who has
been wounded in action, was, prior to the war, employed in

the Rochdale electricity works.
Mr. George Wilkinson, borough electrical engineer of

Harrogate, has received some interesting letters from his

son, Lieut. Wilkinson, of the 2nd Battalion Lancashire
Fusiliers, who was wounded at Cambrai, and is now a
prisoner in the hands of the Germans. Lieut. Wilkinson
has related many experiences, and told how he was wounded
and picked up bv the Germans, who put him in hospital and
treated him well. .

Mr. S. Hann, electrical engineer with the Stoke Newing-
ton B.C., has joined the Royal Naval Division, Public
Schools Section.
Royal Naval Public School Battalion.—A Public School

Battalion of 1,000 men is being raised for service with the
Roval Naval Division, age 18 to 35. It will be strictly

limited to public school and university men. .Applicants

desiring to enrol should apply at once to Royal Naval Divi-

sion, 6, 7 & 8, Old Bond Street, London, W. Phone:
Regent C^l.O.

Holl of Honour.—Mr. Thomas Brennan, formerly em-
ployed at the British Westinghouse Works, TraflTord Park,
who has been serving with the Grenadier Guards at the

front, has been killed in action.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES,

AND PLANT.

FITTINGS

WeathiT-Proof Lanterns.

Fittinir8 manufacturers in this country are recovering from the

inconvenipnce caused by the stoppape of Rupplies of vitreona

enamelled material, a larse percentage of which wan obtained from
Continental Bonrces ; so far au outaide fittinfrn are concerned, where
waterproofing is absolutely essential, huge quantities of fittinga

Fig. 1.

—

Section of Half-Watt Lantern.

were purchased from abroad. In many cases zinc or polished

copper is beingr introduced in the place of enamelled iron, and
Messrs. Siemens Bros. Dynamo Works, Ltd., of Tyssen Street,

Dalston, have developed certain types of copper and zinc lanterns,

Fig. 2.—British-Made Lantern in Vitreods-Enamelled

Ikon.

which they ein supply from stock. They are also in a position to

supply an entirely British-made lantern for half-watt lampa in

vitreous enamelled iron. The design of this lantern embodies

many of the advantases claimed for the Continental type, and the

coat ia about the same. We illuHrate here a sectional view,

together with a reproduction of an actual photograph.
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"Sirocco" Air Washer.
Messbs, DAVinsoN & Co, Ltd,, of Siroccn Encinecrintr Works,

BelfaRt, have jUHt placed on the market an air wanher, which we
illustrate herewith. It conHidts of a gaWanined iron tank kept
filled with water by a ball cock, a eump at the end of the tank
containing- primary and eecondary filters, and the washer proper
mounted on the tank. The casincr is open at both ends, and can
be connected to an inlet and fan suction by suitable tapered con-
nections ; a Klflzed inspection door is provided, and the valves and
pressure ifauyes are fixed on one side with all the water connec-

Fio. 3.—SiBocco Washer and CiRcnLATiNG Pump.

tions. The spray chamber is fitted with a number of atomising
nozzles which fill the chamber with a thick mist of fine particles
of water, with which the air is thoroughly mixed ; on leaving the
chamber the wet air impinpes on a series of corrugated batH 9 plates,
which are constantly flooded with water from a row of spray
nozzles fixed over them, so that foreign matter deposited on the
plates is washed down to the settling tank. The purified air then
passes through triple eliminator platssof galvanised fheet-steel, set
at an angle to the air current, so that the air is deflected from side to

Fio. 4.—Interior oi' Washer, Showing Nozzles, Scrubber
ANU Eliminator Plates,

side, and caused to deposit suspended moiRture, without, however.
Betting up any material resistance to its flow. The air leaves the
washer with an average humidity of 90 per cent.
The water used by the sprays is constantly recirculated by a

small centrifugal pump, drawing from the filter sump ; a washer
rated at 20,000 ob. ft. of air per minute is provided with a pump
absorbing 4 J H.i\ The Sirocco washer is made in 15 sizes, and is
eminently suitable for use with electric generators.

Ferrantl Electric Cookers.

Messrs. Feuranti, Ltd
, of Central House, Kingsway, WC,

have issued a new list of electric cooking appliances, amongst
which is a series of ovens taking from 1,350 to 3,300 watts on the

FiQ. 5.—FiiuKANTi Oven Element.

full heat, and reaching a temperature of 350° F. in '.'O-SS minutes.
These ovens are fitted with the Ferranti element, which is illus-

trated in fig. 6, It consists of a heating spiral mounted on

porcelain b\r«, clamped together. Each complete element con^ifta
of two or three such nnits fixed in an iron frame and protected
by perforated sheet metal, a frame being fitted into each
Bide of the oven behind the ehelf racks. The frames
have connections for three heats and earth, and are
provided with plugs which fit into eocketa mounted in

Complete Ferrasti Cooker.

porcelain at the bottom of the oven. Thus a frame oin easily be
removed and replaced. The ovens are of black enamelled cast-
iron, lined with enamelled steel sheet, and puiked with non-
conducting lagging Fig. tl shows a complete cooker with ironclad
switchboard, the top plate being eqaipped with two iheat boiling

FiG. 7.

—

Electric Grill.

plates and a grill. The latter is also supplied separately, as shown
in fig. 7, in which a similar heating element is used, under the top
plate. The grill pan can be raised or lowered to adjust the
intensity of the heat, and a guard under the heatinj^ element
prevents accidental contact with the latt«r.

nonjamin Half-Watt Fittings.

A new line of "half-watt" lanterns and reflectors has been
marketed by the Ben.!AMIN Elecvric, Ltd., of 1a, Roseberv

Bkn.iamix Half-wait Fittisos.

Avenue, London, E.C. Fig. S is a black-cnamelled steel or polished
copper head with a I'O-iu. enamelled reflector and translucent globe :
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the Umpholderin of the llanjamiii Goliath pattern, and the fitting

\» Boitable for um with lamps of 60U and 1 ,iiiJO watt«. Kin. 'J BhowB

a lantern head without a t,'lobe, completely enuloBintr the lamp,

and iriving a widaly distributed illumination. The head in well

ventilated, and embodieo the latest improvementii.

EdiBWUD Traction Luin|).

The Edison .'^ Swan U.E.L Co., Lri'., of Ponders End, London,

have introduced a special traction lamp wit^ drawn-wire tunsrsten

filament, which we illustrate in fin. 10. The filament is supported

in short lengths, to (five the necessary riifidity, and is mounted in

a pear-shaped bulb ; the lamp is rated at 100 volts, :tO watts, and

is snitable for all standard flttinfrs on tramoars and electric trains.

PiQ. 10.—"Royal Ediswan " Traction Wire Lamp.

as well as for use in mills and other places where vibration and

longh handling are inevitable. A smaller lamp is made for train

lighting from batteries, and other types are supplied for automobile

'

The Ediswan lamps are made throughout, from the glass bulb to

the lamp collar, at the Ponder's End Works of the company.

Triangrle Toaster StOTC.

The Western Electric Co, Ltd., of Woolwich, E, have

introduced an extremely moderate priced electric stove known as

the Triangle, 6 in. in diameter, 1 i lb. in weight. The heating coils,

arranged horizontally in a circular frame, are supported above the

base and toast can be made both above or below them, or the upper

surface used for boiling and cooking, while the underside is

reserved for toasting. This device is in sheet steel, nickel polished,

and stands on fibre insulating legs. We gather that the heating

elements are guaranteed " for ever."

these remarks were in no way different from the u«u»l maddog

style of speaking which the Germans use towards the British.

It would appear that the Uritiah public hold su^h extraordinary

views that they would in the case of firms with such obviously

German names as Siemens be inclined to grind them out of exist-

ence altogether, entirely irrespective of the enormous benefita

which MesHre. Siemeus's works confer on this country, in view of

the fact that all things manufactured in their works must be

made under similar conditions to onr own manufactures ;
but, in

the case of the Electrical Co., thU, of cour«e, has no German sound

abont it—and the wonder to me is that they did not call them-

selves the "British Electrical Cj. so that the general public would

think everything was quite satisfactory.

They are now shrewd enough to make themselves out to be

factors of English goods, and it would be interesting to know how

mu jh English goods they factored before the war, and especially

in propanion to the amount of (ierman manufactured goods, a* it is

well known that they have no works in this country, and are quite

liifferent from many other firms which can be mentioned, who

have, but are firms which have a large proportion of German

capital in them.
. , i> i-

Tae Electrical Co. have possibly received instructions from Berlin

that unde: no circumstances whatever must they reply to any

rjrairks male ab)ut them, so that naturally, there being no dis-

cussion on the matter, no one seems to bother, and they are going

on in the old way, and I suppose keeping the place together very

nicely until the war is over and the accumulated profits can go

towards paying the losses that have been incurred in Germ»ny.

It seems enlir<rly hopeless to get the trade to move in any shape

or form to make some concerted effort so that these firms wjnld

have to shut up altogether, but surely it should be the duty of

someone to see that trading by people of this kind is made

impossible, and they should not be allowed to shelter themselTea

behind the faot that they employ a few Engliehmen
;
nor are we

in any way taken in by the fact that about half-adoz -n Eoglishmen

employed in their works in Berlin wrote during the early part of

the war. and said how well they were treated. It would be inter-

eating to know whether such nice treatment has been carried on up

to the present time.
. ^ . . • »

There are other electrical companies who require to be^ put into

the same position, but I do not quite eee how it is possible to

eliminate them all at ones ; but it wouM be a step in the right

direction if we could start with a firm as large as this.

Contractor.

December lU/i, 1914.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Lettert received by m after 5 P.M. OS Tuesday cannot appear until

the following week. Correspondentt should forward their comnmni-

eatimu at the earliest possible moment. No letter can be publuhei

wnless we have the writer's name and address in our possession.

(ierman Agencies,

With respect to certain German firms trading in this country,

it would be interesting to know whether the Electrical Co., Ltd.,

are still carrying on business, as I should have thought they

would have been the fir^t to close down altogether. Instead ot

this, I understand they are now posing as faotors of Englishipade

goods, and, consequently, any profits that are obtained by this

means are being hoarded up for the purpose of atsisticg our

enemies at the end of the war.
.

1 note they are extremely careful never to enter into any corre-

spondence in the papers, or to make the slightest answer to any-

thing that is said concerning them. I expect they imagine by

doing this that they will probably be overlooked, and it will be

an easy matter to convince private buyers that they are a purely

British firm.
,

..

The definition of an English firm is rather a curious one, as it

seems to me to be perfectly ea»y for any firm, where the

whole of the capital is held in Germany, but the company is

rt^istered in England, to call themselves a British firm, and, at

the same time, to be speaking the truth.
. . ^ ^u .. n.

In the case of the Electrical Co., Ltd., it may be taken that the

whole of the capital is held by the AUgemeine Elektnziiats

Gesellschaft, of Berlin, as the balance of shares not held by them

are held by Germans ; such balance of shares only amounts to

40, so, strictly speaking, the Electrical Co., Ltd., entirely belongs to

theA.E.G. Co.
, . ,. t . ti,!.

It is only a week or so ago that the managing director of tula

concern made certain remarks respecting the EogUsh nation, and

American Activity in the Australian Market.

The following letters, \o., have been leceived by us ; tlis is signi-

ficant :
—

July

August

Gi
Letters.

r64
1 40
1 58

IVi
'If,

57

41

63
27

9

eat Britain.
Price lists. Letter:

U.' A. Continent.

. Plica lists. Lettere. Price listi.

September "^ _

0.:tober •^ _

1
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LEGAL.

The Sodtu London Electric Scppi.y CoBPonATiON, Lrri.

J'ndue Preference.

On Friday last, Mr. Justice Eve, in the Ohanoery Division, had
before him a motion :

" The Attorney-General, at the relation of
the South Metropolitan Gas Co., r. The South London Electric
Supply Corporation," in which the plaintiff company applied for
judirment in an action against the defendants in oonsequenci of
admissions in the defence.

Mr. Mark Romer, K.C., Mr. Maugham, and Mr. Percy Wheeler
appeared for the plaintiffs, while Mr. Tyldesley Jones represented
the defendants.
Mb. Romer said he moved before his Lordship, under the pro-

visions of Order 32 Rule (1, for judgment in an action between the
parties in consequence of certain admissions made in the defence
by the defendants. The action was brought for the purpose of
restraining the defendant company from committing a breach of
Sec8._ 19 and 20 of the Electric Lighting Act, 1,S82, which
prohibited electric supply companies from granting undue prefer-
ence to one customer over another. A similar case was recently
before Mr. Justice Sargant, and had been before the Court
of Appeal. The point in the action was this. The Electric
Supply Co. issued a circular in which they proposed to their cus-
tomers that they would grant a rebate of Jd. per unit for electric
current supplied on the condition that the customer used the com-
pany's electricity, and that only, as an illuminant. In an area in
which a gas company was a rival, the object of such a circular was
apparent, and the case was very similar to the one in which Mr
Justice Sargant and the Court of Appeal held that the circular was
an offer of undue preference and a breach of the Electric Lighting
Act. The present action was started before Mr. Justice .'iargant
gave his judgment, and, since the statement of claim in this
action was delivered, and before the defence was delivered, the
Court of Appeal decided the other case. Then the present
defendants gave notice that they would not defend the plaintiffs'
claim.

His LOBDSHIP: This offer was to a particular class of cus-
tomers really to keep them from using gas .'

Mr. Romer : Yes. In paragraph 5 of the statement of claim we
set out the circular issued by the defendants.
Mb. Tyldesley Jones said his clients did not attempt to justify

the circular and the offer it contained in view of the recent
decision of the Court of Appeal. He would, therefore, consent to
judgment in the action, and the only question was the form of the
declaration, and whether the plaintiffs were entitled to an
injunction. This was a trade rivalry.

His Lordship : Yes ; and you are in the wrong.
Mb. Jones . That is so, and since the Court of Appeal has decided

the matter, we do not question it.

Mr, Romer then read the offending circular, which was issued
on March 14th last, and was to the effect that in consdjuence of
the continued high price of coal the price of electricity would be
raised from 4<d. to 6{d. per unit, and it was intended to cffer
a rebate of Jd. per unit to persons occupying private houses pro-
vided they used defendants' supply, and that supply only, as an
illuminant. Defendants ultimately carried out that promise to their
customers, and made the rebate right down to December 1st, 11114
when it was discontinued. Defendants, in reply to the statement
of claim, admitted that after the issue of the circular they allowed
the rebate down to December 1st, and they admitted that in doing
that they had committed a breach of Sees. l;i and 20 of
the Electricity Act of 1SS2, and were willing to submit to
a declaration to that effect. Therefore, he asked for judgment.
The defence, added counsel, was singularly silent as to what the
defendants would do in the future, and he suggested that the
plaintiff's should be granted a declaration as in the notice of motion,
viz., "That the defendants were acting in breach of Ssos.' Hi and
20 of the Electric Lighting Act of 1882 in allowing a rebate to
persons taking a supply of electricity from the defendants on con-
dition that only the defendnnts' supply be used as illuminant.

"

That embodied in the declaration the po nt which it was intended
to raise in the action, the question whether the defendant
Electric Lighting Co. could supply current to customers at lower
rates on condition that those customers need only the company's
electricity for lighting purposes. He Ccounsel) proposed to leave
the msntion of the id. rebate out of the declaration, for such a
rebate was illegal, whether it was a farthing, halfpenny or three-
farthings.

Mr. Tyldesley Jones said he objected to the form of declara-
tion. In all questions of undue preference it was permissible for
the Electric Light Co. and similar undertakings to differentiate
between two consumers when the circumstanoos surrounding each
was different. In the case which was before Mr. Justice Sargant
and the Court of Appeal, the parties had to stand or fall by the
circular, and his clients were willing to do the same. They
admitted that they could not justify the circular, and were pre-
pared to fall by it, but they objected to a declaration which went
further than it should. There might bo cases in which the
defendants miuht like to differentiate. For instance, supposing
a man lit his living rooms witheleotrioity and his bedrooms with
gas, and the electric light company said to him : "V-qu change
your gas for electric light and I will give you better rates." That
would be good ground for a legal preference, for the demand for
light in the bedrooms would be at a different time to that for the
living rooms. He suggested that the declaration should read •

"That in makinjr the differentiation referred to in the circular

dated September 26th, 1911, the defendants have committed a
breach of the Act." »<

His LoBDsniP: You say that the differentiation made in that
circular is the breach of the Act .'

Mr. Jones : Yea, that is the only point in the action. The general
form of the declaration the plaintiffs ask for might inclade. say,
many cases quite outside that in the circular, and I am not going
to assent to anything which might hereafter be used to bind me
in other matters I might have in contemplation, although they
might not be in contemplation now, and to which I have had
no opportunity of addressing my mind. Mr. Jones later said he
would asree to the notice of motion as drafted with two'altera-
tions, and Mr. Romer said these alterations would be made.'

His LOBD.SHIP said he would grant the declaration a'ked for,
but he was not dispc-^jd to grant the injunction against the
defendants, seeing that they had admitted their faultp. and declara-
tion would be Bufli'iient. There would be. judgment in the action
for the plaintiffs with costs.

WoBKUEN's Compensation.—Shock Cl.viji.

On December 8th, application was made to his Honour Sir W.
Lucius Selfe, in the Marylebone County Court, for an award in
favour of John Robert Lupton, platelayer, 2. Essex Road,
Willesden, the respondents being the Metropolitan Railway Co.
Mr. C. Doughty, barrister, who appeared for the National

Union of Railway Servants, explaining the facte, said that appli-
cant was one of a sang which, on February 10th, was working on
the line between West Hsmpstead and Finchley Road, when the
foreman warned them to "clear off the line," as two trains were
approaching from opposite directions. In doing so he stepped onto
the 'live" rail and the electricity threw him down. The fore-
man seeing him falling caught him to drag him out of the danger.
In this he was successful, bnt was himself caught by the train and
killed. When the applicant, who had fallen clear of the line,
recovered consciousness, he assisted the other workmen to carry the
body of the foreman to a cabin. Subsequently he did light work,
but still complained of pain in his hand. He was paid 13s Id.
per week compensation till April 28th. and he was paid off, as
there was no further work for him, on May 30th. He had done no
work since.

Applicant bore out this statement, and said he had not been
able to live on the half-pay allowed him, as he had a wife and fonr
children.

Cross-examined by Mb. Baebingtox Wabd, Applicant said he
had resumed work for one month in May, but he felt that he was
unable to do his work as he ought to—on several occasions he was
told to stand by, and other men finished the job.
Mr. Ward : Have you tried to get work since May 30th
Applicant : Xo, I haven't, for I could not do it.

Medical evidence was led to prove that the applicant's neuras-
thenic condition was due to the electric shock, and for the re-
spondents, doctors said that this condition was e\olved by want
of work and malnutrition.

Haines, the foreman, said that when Lupton applied to be re-
instated on June 2nd he seemed as tit for work as before. He then
complained that he had been unjustly discharged owing to the
accident—this was untrue.

De. Granger Stewart, nerve specialist, gave it as hie opinion
that the applicant had recovered from the electric shock.
His Honour found that Lupton had not completely recovered

from the shock of the accident, and awarded him full compensa-
tion to September 19th and as. per week afterwards till further
order.

'

Babxon I'. Lascashibe Brass FocKDEBe. Ltd.

At Blackburn County Court, on December 9th, Thos, Barton, elec-
trician, sued defendants, of Blackburn, fori; 39 10.-'. lid., representing
balance of an account for goods supplied. For plaintiff it was
stated that in April Mr. tiardner, defendants' managing director,
ordered a 15-u p. motor, to cost £40, but, on Jlr. Biirton s advice,
siw a 20h,p. motor, to cost £,->.=i, Mr. tiardner thereupon went to
Mr. Barton's premise.", saw a 20ii p. motor, and ordered it. Some
dispute subHquently arose, and until this was settled defendants
refused to pay the account, which, with aooessories, amounted to
ii:8 0j. lid. in full.

For the defence, it was stated that the claimant advised a l.S-H.r.
motor, and defendants relied upon his )udgment. They ordered a
16H.P. motor, and had not varied their instructions.
Judge STUBGE^, in giving a verdict for the plaintiff for the

amount claimed, said that in the delivery-note, and in correJiKtnd-
ence which followed, it was stated that a 20- H, p. motor was
Buppliecl, and yet defendants did not protest. Defendants accepted
what was sent, and there was no evidence that the motor wag unfit
for its work.

The Osram Lamp Wokks, Ltd., i-. Cobona Lamp Wobk6, Ltd.

An application for the ixistponement of this patent action was in
the list for hearing, with the cross-examination of witnesses, before
Mr, Justice Sargant, in the Chancery Division, on Monday,
December 14 th,

The application, however, was not made, ss by arrangement the
hearing was fixed for January 2l9t next.
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Claim against EDlN'iinBOH Cobpobation.

Thr First DiviRion of the Court of Session dixpoeed of an appeal

from EdinburKh Sheriff durt in an action by a householder

aRainnt Elinburgh Corporation for £M0 damaRes for injuries sus-

tained throuKh miHsincr her footinK and f»IlinK while asoendinK

the common ntair to her house. She explained that the stair was

at one time lighted by «&«, but the defenders removed the brackets

and substituted electric lamps, which could only be lit by keys in

their possession or by automatic clock switch. The defenders, she

said, were paid to liffht the stairs, but were in fault in negligently

failing to do so on August 2nd.

For the Cjrporation, it was pointed out that owing to a latent

defect in the clock it failed to work on the evening in question.

They received intimation at '.i ^:^ in the evening that the lights

were not burning, and they at once had the clock repaired. They

did not know until they received that intimation that the stair

was dark.

The Sheriff dismissed the action as irrelevant, with expenses to

the defenders, and it was against this decision that the house-

holder appealed.

The Court of Session has now affirmed the interlocutor of the

Sheriff, with additional expenses. The Lord President said that,

so far as he oould see, there was no relevant averment of fault on

record. It was not alleged that the clock, having been out of

order, and the defenders' attention having been called to that fact,

that they neglected to put the clock in order, and so actuate the

electric apparatus which lighted the stair. The pursuer being on

her own stair, and seeing it was dark, was bound to take heed of

her footsteps, and if she was unable to go up or down the stair

without a light, to strike a light. The other .1 udges concurred.

British Thomson-Houston Co. v. The Electric Trading Co.

This patent action came before Mr. Justice Neville, in the

Chancery Division, on Friday, December llth, upon a motion for

judgment in default of appearance by the defendants.

Mr. Ernest Lunge, representing the plaintiffs, said that every

effort to serve the defendants with the writ had failed, and

eventually the plaintiffs obtained an order for substituted service.

That order had been complied with, but the defendants had not

entered an appearance. The action was brought in respect of an

alleged infringement of the plaintiffs' patent for electric incan-

descent lamps. Sileof infringing 1 imps was proved, and particulars

of breaches had been filed with the statement of claim. By the

minutes of the proposed order the Court was afked to grant an

injunction, direct an inquiry as to damages, or, in alternative, an

account of profits, delivery up on oath of the infringing lamps in

the defendants' possession, and payment to the plaintiffs of the

costs of the action.

His LOBDSHIP made an order in the terms of the proposed

minates.

Marconi Co.'s Memokandum.

In the County Court, on Tuesday, Dscember 15th, Mr. Justice

Neville had before him petitions by the Marconi Wireless Tele-

graph Co., Ltd., the Marconi International Marine Communication

Co., Ltd., and the Wireless Press, Ltd., for the sanction of the

Court to an alteration in their memorandum and articles of

association.

Mr. Sheldon, who, instructed by Messrs. Coward i; Hawkesley,

Sons & Chance, appeared in support of the petition, said that it was

presented under the alteration sections of the company's Act, and

they were merely asking for confirmation of alterations by way of

an additional clause which would allow the companies to establish

a pension scheme, and to subscribe to charitable institutions.

There was no opposition, and his Lordship sanctioned the

alteration as asked.

Slander Action.

Before Mr. Justice Coleridge and a Special Jury in the King's

Bench Division, after some days' hearing, Mr. F. H. Haviland, of

Bournemouth, has been awarded £200 damages against Mr. C. D.

Willard only, judgment being given in favour of the other

defendant, Mr. H. A. Treble, in respect of a claim for alleged con-

spiracy to libel and slander plaintiff in connection with a report to

shareholders of the North-Eistern Electric Smelting Co., Ltd., of

which they were all directors. According to reports in the

Financial Times, the printed libel was to the effect that a director

had been paid travelling expenses other than for the purpose of

attending board meetings, and at a meeting it was said that

Mr. Haviland's resignation had been asked for, and that he had

resigned. ^^

BUSINESS NOTES.

Desk Coiupanioii.— Messes. Bruce Peebles and

Co., Ltd, of Eiinburgh, have again issued to their friends

their annual de<k companion. In the reference book which is

again placed at the right of the blotting-pad, there is a diary for

1916, and a calendar for HUG; also abridged specifications, price

lists and illustrations of the firm's manufactures. A complete and

handy calendar for V.nn appears along the top border of what is

- undoubtedly a most serviceable and acceptable companion.

Catalosues and Lists.—The British PEOiiEXHEUS

Co., Ltd., Salop Street Works, Highgate, Birmingham —Two new
catalogues containing illustrations, prices and brief particnlarf, of

a variety of designs of electric heating apparatus. One of the pub-

lioationa (No. ISO) contains CO pagei relating to convecton in

poliHhed capper and brass, band-beaten copper and braxr, antique

copper and brai-s, hammered iron and other fininhes, in most pleM-

ing styles for all classes of service, also ships heaters, log fires, kc. ;

a lamp radiator section shows a godd selection of luminou*

radiators. The second publication {.No, It'.S) gives, in the courw) of

20 pages, a description of the Prometheus electric fires employing
" Noblechrom " and " Pleli^chrom " resistances, fire- bar and tubular

elements bein/ well illustrated. Five different designs of these

fires are particularised—The ISackingbam, St James, Windsor,

Balmoral and Tlolyrood.

Me.ssrs. Alikkii Herbebt, Ltd , Coventry.—Eight-page illus-

trated pamphlet describing the Coventry chock.

The Osram Lamp Works, Hammen-inith, W., have prepared

what we consider the most effective lamp-poster that they have

yet produced. The Navy is the central subject, and that fact alone

strikes home to the imagination and the heart in these very

stirriog times. Several of our vessels are shown under full steam,

ready for action. An Osram drawn-wire lamp, brilliantly illu-

minated, is suspended from the mast, and gives the title, " The
Leading Light." The colouring is well chosen, and admirably

executed.

Messrs. Siemen.s Bbos. & Co., Ltd., Woolwich, London, 8.E.

—Pamphlet No. A705, describing the Siemens luminous helm
indicator.

Westkrn Electric Co., Ltd., North Woolwich.—Leaflet No. 2-J,

illustrates and prices the Triangle toaster stove and the Triangle

electric iron.

Edison k Swan United Electric Light Co , Ltd., Ponder'i

End.—Leaflet No. F 3,082 is an 8page price list of Eliswan elec-

trical presents for Christmas and the New Year—electric radiators,

Huntalite candle standards, adjustable floor standards, "Imperial"

suction cleaners, electric kettles, stoneware jugs, hot-plates and

flat-irons. Numbers of these lists can be furnished overprinted to

the trade.

Messrs, Simplex Conduits, Ltd., HC, Charing Cross Road,

London, W.C.—The first copy of a new series of Jng/allafion Xew»
contains, among other features of its 21 pages, an article illustrat-

ing and giving prices of a variety of Simplex Christmas gifts

—

electric kettles, toasters, electric irons, hair dryers, electric blowers,

vibrators, curling tong heaters and Plexsim electric heat projectors.

Other features of the p:imphlet are notes on wiring for yard light-

ing and a description of the " Brilliant " suction cleaner. A Roll

of Honour of employes of the company seiving with the Colours

(6t) in all) is enclosed.

Me.ssrs. Davidson & Co., Ltd., Sirocco Engineering Works,

Belfast.—Bulletin No. 2,031 (8 pages) contains an excellently illus-

trated description of the " Sirocco " air washer for cooling turbo-

generators and for purifying the air supply for buUdings.

Cie. Francaise Pour la Fabrication des La.mpes Elec-

triques a Incandescence, 31, Rue Godot de Mauroi, Paris.

—

Circular showing particulars of candle-powers and voltages of

their "ALA" metal-filament lamps. The company has been in

existence for 14 years, and its manufactures and organisation are

French throughout.

Messrs. Drake & Gobham, Ltd., fi6, Victoria Street, London,

S.W.—The firm has issued a handy DG pocket war map of France,

Russia, and Austro-Serbia. References to some of the firm's manu-

factures and a list of addresses of their various branches are given.

The Hotpoint Electric Heating Co., 5H, New Oxford

Street, London, W.C.—Folder containing small illustrations and

prices in dollars of a variety of Hotpoint electrically heated

appliances.

Messrs. Febranti, Ltd., Central House, Kingsway, London,

^V.C.—Binder containing a number of recently issued illustrated

price lists of switches and fuses. The contents deal with knife

switches for up to 650 volts, isolating switches for h.t. and e.m.t.

circuits, totally enclosed ironclad switches and fuses, combined

interlocked ironclad switch and fuse panels, low-tension fuses,

time-limit fuses, h.t. fuses for potential transformers, and liquid

resistance cut-off.

The General Electric Co., Ltd., 67. gueen Victoria Street,

E.C.—Catalogue Section 'R" of Robertson carbon lamps for all

purposes, including new prices for lamps with bulbs of colonred

glass, the cost of which has increased. Also Bulletin, No. 8,_o£

Colliery and Mining Machinery, Part II., which will be dealt with

in a later issue.

Dissolutious and Liquidations. — Leitxer Elec

TKICAL Co., Ltd.—The statutory first meetings of the creditors

and shareholders were held recently at the Carey Street offices of

the Board of Trade. Particulars of the failure appeared in onr last

issue.
.

Mr. W. J. Warley. Official Receiver, reported that he had received

a proof of debt for £23,48S from Mr. Henry Leitner, and he wis

prepared to admit it at £10,000 for the purposs of voting at that

meeting. Mr. Leitner claimed to have lost a considerable snm in

respect of contracts which had not gone through, and he also

claimed £5,000 under his agreement with the company to be

employed as managing director for seven years at £ 1,000 per annnm
salary.

Mr. Lsitner's reprasentative said he would agree to the prop!

being admitted at the moment for £10,000.

The chairman said it was hoped when the company was brought

to the Court that it would have been possible to sell the bnsineSB

as a going concern, but that hope had long since fallen through

and all that now remained to be done was to wind up the company

The business of the meeting was to decide upon the appointment

of a liquidator and a Committee of inspection. The history of thi

company had been printed and circulated among the creditors an«
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ihareholders, i»nd havinp: rpsrard to the fact that Bome fcelinps of

resentment had been exhibited by the various parties interested,

he thought no jfood purpose would be achieved by dwelling upon
matters of the past.

A creditor asked to be informed of the price obtained for the

company's property at Wokiner.

The chairman explained that only a portion of the property

had been sold, and some coueiderable tradinfj of a sort was being

carried on. The site had been taken posseBHion of by the mort-

eragrees, but he could not say whether it had been sold.

A creditor : It has not.

In reply to another creditor the chairman said the sppcial

iMinager, Mr. William Wyon, was appointed on July 28th, 1914.

The subsequent trading showed a gross profit of £1,058, and a net

profit of between £500 and £7oO. The orders in hand last July
amounted to between £1,000 and £1,500. The question of the

personal liability of the directors would be considered by the

liquidator.

Mr. G. E. Corfield, chartered accountant, and the Official Receiver

were nominated for the post of liquidator, and the chairman
announced that the appointment would be made in due course by
the Registrar.

The following are creditor.s :

—
Acoumulatnr Industries (in liq.) £000 Micaoite and Insulators Co. £'2^

,, „ 828 Midland Electric Wire Co. . . fi:l

Armstrong, Stevens & Son .. 84 Morgan Crucible Co 77
Baird & Tatlock 11 Newtons, Ltd 669
Baxter, J. M ,& Co 10 Peters, G. D., & Co 2.136

Booth, J., li Co IB Pilkington Bros 162
Brimsdnwn Lamp Works .. 126 Pirelli, Ltd 68
Briiish Xylonite Co 67 Princes Street Estate Co. .. 109
Buck ,i Hiokman 269 Redtern, G. P., & Co 287
Oal lender's Cable Co 289 Sankey. Joseph, & Sons. . .. 29
Churchill. C..& Co 1,449 Sailer & Co 14

Coan, R. W 15 SimmondsBros 138
Concordia Eleo, Wire Co. .. 31 Simp'ex Conduits, Ltd 24

Cope & Co 21 Bkeet-Pookes & Jeffs .. .. 73
Craven Bros 61 flkefko Ball- Bearing Co. .. 37
Drake ftGjrham 4K Sulloy, J. & A, W , & Co. .. 126
Drowley. G. P 216 Tagart, Morgan & Coles . . 44
Dryers, LH SC, Tylor & Sons Ill
E.M.P. (1914), Ltd id Veritvs, Ltd 6.5

Kverett, Bdgouiiibo 4 Co. .. 14 Westinthouse Cooper-Hewitt. . 126
E^ershed & Vignoles .. 83 Westroinsf.er Engineering Co. 92
Puller Elec. Manufacturing Co. 21 Willans « Robinson .. 89
Gerhard & Hay 967 Wilcox, W. H.. & Co iH
Greenwood & Batley .. 1,992 Woking Electric Supply Co. .. 62
Grunov.j 202 Wortnop & Co 11

Hasted. J., & Son 16 Armstrong, A. A , Major .. 106
Hales Owen Bteel Co 2t; Leitner, H 126
Herbeit, A.. &Co 663 ' „ „ 826
Hill, P. A. ,& Co 20 „ „ 246
Hoffmann ManufacturingCo... 136 „ „ 1,370
Humphreys, Ltd 147 Btone, J.. & Co 930
Le's, W.. &Co 23 „ .. 8,070
Leyendeoket & Co 157 Sturdy, P 306
Locke, LancaMsr & Co 321 Hollings, P. IfO
T.ondon Die Casling Foundry . 130 Leitner. H 6,000
London Bleotrio Wire Co. .. 178 Ledward, H 408
McLaren, W 252 Colles, F. J 37

Electric Utility Co., Ltd.—This company is winding up
voluntarily, with Mr. A. Jonckheere, of 9/10, King Street, E.G., as

liquidator. A meeting of creditors is called for December 23rd.

Reader's Patents and EnoineeringCo., Ltd —Thiscompany
is winding up voluntarily, with Mr. E. W. C. Whittaker, of 3,

Portland Street, Southampton, as liquidator. A meeting of

creditors is called for December 2l8t, at 50, Gresham Street, E.G.

Uooli !\'(»tices.
—

" The Dynamics of Surfaces." By
Prof. L. Michaelis. London : E. it F. N. Spon, Ltd. Price Is. net.

" Magnets and Electric Currents." By Prof. J. A. Fleming.
London : E. A: F. N. Spon, Ltd. Price 'A^ (Id. net.

" The Elements of Electro-Plating." By J.T. Sprague. London :

E. & F. N'. Spon, Ltd. Price la. fid. net.
" The C)lliery Managers' Pocket Book, Almanack and Diary for

1915." By H. Greenwell. London: The Cvllii'nj Giianliaii Co.,

Ltd. Price 2s. net.
" liulhiin of the Bureau of Standards," Vol. X, Nob. 2 and .S.

" Fliime Standards in Photometry." "The Silver Voltameter."

Part IV. " Testing Potential Transformers." " Production of

Temperature Uniformity io an Electric Furnace " "Combustion
Method for the Direct Determination of Rubber." " Electric

Lights for Use about Oil and G*s Wells." " P'-rmissible Electric

Lamps for Miners." " Factors Governing the Combustion of Coal
in Bnler Furnaces." Washington: Government Printing Office.

"Science Abstracts." Sections A and B. Vol. .WIF, Part 2.

November .SOth. London: E. & F.\. Spon, Ltd. Price Is. 6d. net each.

"American Handbook for Electrical Engineers." By H. Pender.
London : Chapman \ Hall. Price 2l8. net.

" Electrical Engineering in India. " By J. W, Mearee. London :

W. Thacker & Co.
" Magnetism and Electricity." By S. 3. Richardson. London :

Blackie & Son, Ltd. Prioe Is. fid.

"The At<rliaiii,;:l. ]],'rU Electrical Pocket-Book for 1915 " (.Man-

chester : Emmott & Co., price fid.') contains new matter on electric

circuits and switching, synohronifling and phasing-out, troubles

with ,\ c machines and the remedies for them, ko., and existing

sections have been re-written and extended. There is an extra-

ordinary variety of information in this inexpensive book.

"JouriKil of the Institution of Electrical Engineers." Vol. LI 1 1,

No. 2,S8. December 15th, 19 U. London: E. & F. N. Spon, Ltd.

Price 3 s. Gd.
'• Model Answers to Test Questions in Wireless Telegraphy.

"

Sories 2. London : The Wireless Press, Ltd. Price Is. net.

Itankrii|)tc.v Proceodinji'.s.

—

William IIknry Woon,
electrical engineer, Lorna Doone, School Lane, Hall Green, Bir-

mingham, Warwick.—The first meeting of creditors was held at

IDl, Corporation Street, Birmingrham, last week, when the state-

ment of affairs showed liabilities smonnting to £4 7", and aetets

estimated to produce £1,22!', the estate diecloeing an apparent
surplus of £7.09. The debtor did not consider himself to be
insolvent, but stated that owing to the action of a limited com-
pany, of which he was managing director, in refusing to pay his

salary, and in making an illegal call on shares, he bad been forced
into such a pofition that he could not immfdiatfly meet his lia-

bilities, bnt his assets more than covered them. It appeared that
the debtor was formerly employed as a departmental manager of

a firm of electrical engineers, his salary towards the termination
of such employment being at the rate of £400 a year. In October,

1912. the debtor acquired the lease of half an acre of land at

King's Road, Tyseley, and commenced to er(-ct a factory thereon,

mortgaging the building and plant in order to do thin. In oon-

i unction with another he promoted a limited company in April.

1913, to carry on the business of electrical engineers, with a
nominal capital of £8,000. As vendor the debtor received £100
in cash and 500 fully paid up deferred shares of £1 each. He
further subscribed for 1,000 ordinary shares, upon which he paid

up £(jfifi, with the assistance of moneylenders. Debtor waa
appointed managing director at a yearly salary of £3.')0. Dis-

agreements arose, and in January of the present year the dfbtor

ceased to attend the business, and subsequently brought an action

against the company for breach of contract. The company raised

a counterclaim, and although negotiations had been commenced
for a settlement, they had as yet produced no result. In June of

the present year debtor with another floated a small private

limited company, with a nominal capital of £2,000. the objects of

the company being the manufacture of motor fittings and metal

work for the motor trade. In consideration for his services to the

company debtor was allotted 130 shares, and was still acting as

managing director at a weekly salary of £4 and 20 per cent, com-
mission upon the profits. It was decided that an application

should be made for the debtor's adjudication, and Mr. G. W.
Blackham was appointed trustee, with a committee of inspection.

W. R. Wedge, electrical engineer, The Arcade, Northampton.

—

The adjourned public examination of this debtor was fixed to be

held at the County Hall, Northampton, on December .Sth, bnt

when the case was called the debtor failed to put in an appearance.

The Official Reviewer stated that he had informed the debtor that

it was likely that the case would be adjourned .inc rfi>. A letter

had been received from the debtor in which he stated that he

hoped to be employed at Bedford in the New Year, and he would

then be in a position to attend the Court. The Official Receiver said

that in an ordinary case he would have asked for further adjourn-

ment, but the debtor had been fencing. If a further adjournment

were ordered he suggested that the debtor be informed that the

case would be adjourned .<;«.• die unless an appearance was made.

The Registrar agreed and ordered an adjournment.

Henry H. O.xley (Oliver Huxley), confulting engineer, HanwcU.

—Last day for receiving proofs for dividend, December 30th.

Trustee, E. W. J. Savill, 14, Bedford Row, W.C.

(iEOBGE Edward Hirh'lNS, 18, Wolverhampton Street, Dudley.

Worcester, electrical engineer.—The receiving order herein was made

on the debtor's own petition, and according to the accounts pre-

pared the liabilities amount to £508, and the aseeta are estimated

to realise £122, the estate disclosing a deficiency of £:iS6. It

appears that the debtor started trading on June 2nd. 1913. with a

capital of £455, being the value of a house at West Smethwick

£490, less the amount of his liabilities about £35. The deeds of

the property were deposited with the bank, who agreed to allow

the debtor an overdraft of £450. The property was sold for £490

in July, 1914, and the proceeds, less experscs, were used to pay off

the bank overdraft. Debtor has kept day books and sales ledger^

but no cash look has been kept. The failure is due to loss on

trading through the war, law cost*, interest on borrowed money,

kc. and debtor admits knowledge of his position since November

20th last. The first meeting of creditors in this matter was held

at the Official Receiver's odioes, 1, Priory Street, Dudley, last week,

when the case was a summary one, and was left with the Official

Receiver.

nillliei'S.—The annual dinner of the st«tT ami eniploji'S

of the Wkstmixster Enginekriso Co.. Ltd, was held at

Willesden Junction Hotel, on Saturday evening last, Mr. J. 0.

Girdlestone presiding. A considerable number of the company's

contingent now serving with the Colours were the guests of the

evening, and naturally they had a most enthusiastic reception.

A smoking concert followed. The evening waa a great success,

and we are assured that that success was largely due to the

excellence of the musical talent provided by the Hon. Sjc., Mr. F. ti.

Brown, and other members of the firm.

The staff of the instrument department of the British Westing-

1101 SE Works, atTrafford Park, held their eighth annual dinner re-

cently at theWheatsheaf Hotel, Manchester. Mr. J. Kennwiy presided,

and, following the dinner, an enjoyable mu->io«l prcirramrae was

carried out by Messrs. Frotl Hamer, Smith. A.Wilson. H O.mipton, G.

Hallam, R. 0,{deji, G. Wiseman, .1 . Clarke, E. Rodgers and W. Aloock.

Trado .iunoinict'iiioiits.—The re!:ist«red offices of the

Cm urn SiRKTTON I'.i.ECTiuc SiPi'LY Co , LTD., have bc«n

removed to lo, King Soreet, St. James's, London, S W

.

The Chloride Electrical Stor.kok Co.. Ltd . announce

that their London telephone numbers have been altered to " 442

and 443 Victoria."

Messrs. Scholey .t Co.. Ltd.. announce that on and after

Dooember 24 th their address will be 56, Victoria Street, West-

minster, S.W. Telegrams; "Soolanoo Sowest London. '
Tele-

phone : Viotoria 6663 (.two linesX
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ranada.— IF.M. Trude CoimniBsioner in (lunadu rui>oils

that B Mjntreal aifent who haa hitherto repreHi'nt^d German and

AuKtrian firms wants to aecuro the reproeentation of the United

Kinedom maoufaoturers of tunffsten lamps and electrioal fittinge.

A Winnip'if firm wants to represent Itritish makers of porcelain

telegraph insulators. Another Winnipeg firm wants to represent

British makers of electrical supplies and specialities. The name

and addrow in each case can bs obtained from the Board of Trade

Commercial Intelligence Department, in London.

Fiiiaiuicr Waiiti'd to l»«M<'Io|iaii Aiiit'iican Sclicinc.

—A correspondent iu California is anxious to get into touch with

some individual or syndicate or company prepared to undertake to

develop a 25,000 to 30,000 hydro-electric power in one of the

Western States, on the basis of, say, a 20 to 30-year lease of the

said water rights, and pay a yearly rental for same on the basis of

$1 per H.p.-year. "The company or syndicate could easily clear

S50 per H.i'.-year for all the power they could generate and

transmit to the consumer. Tranfroi<sion to excellent market at

60 miles, and many other points between." ^

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

AltriiU'haiii.—Street Lighting.— ilr. K. II. Hooper

held a LC.B. inquiry on December :ith with reference to the

application of the U.D.C. for sanction to borrow £t;75 for electric

street lighting in Ashley Road, George Street, Kingsway, Railway

Street, and Stamford New Road. It transpired during the inquiry

that the Council had never had before it precise figures as to what
the proposal would cost, although the work had been commenced,

and this was described by Mr. Hooper as unbusinesslike. In the end,

the clerk intimated that he would bring before the Council for

decinon the question whether or not the application should be

proceeded with.

At a special meeting of the Council on Monday, it was decided

that the application should ba withdrawn, and the matter recon-

sidered eix months hence.

Ashtoii-on-Mer,se,v.—The Altrincham Electric Supply,

Ltd., has not fi 'd the U.D C. of its intention to apply for additional

powers in the next Session of Parliament.

.4slitou-uii(ler-Lyiie.—The Electacity Committee has

expressed approval of the I.M.E, A. proposalp, but has deferred any

further action pending information as to the number of othtr

authorities likely to join in the promotion of the Bill suggested.

Barues,—The Electricity Committee reports that it is

proposed to give a supply of current to Messrs. Watney, Combe and
Raid's Mortlake Brewery, at Id. per unit on the basis of a supply of

80,000 units per annum, the maximum demand being 35 KW. and a

contract for five years, and to light the dwellings the company
proposes to erect in Marne Riad, at 263. each cottage per annum.

Barusley.—The T.C. has sanctioned the purchase of an
oil separator for use in conjunction with the turbine condenser at

the electricity works, at a cost of £175.

Blackpool.—L.G.B. Inquiry.— On December 11th,

an inquiry was held into an application by the Corporation to

borrow £5,400 for the purchase of property to enable extensions

to be carried out at the electricity works. Mr. Furnees. electrical

engineer, said Blackpool was not favourably situated for the use of

aeawater for condensing purposes, which would require an outlay

of something like £25 000. He further stated that the output of

electricity had increased from 3,000,000 units in 1907 to 5,000,000

last year.

Bolton.—Plant Extensioxs.—The electrical engineer

has been instructed to report further as to the additional engine

and boiler, switohgear aird reservoir accommodation likely to be

needed at Back-o'-th'-Bauk, together with the cost.

Bradford.

—

Restricted Lighting.— Local shopkeepers,

who have for some time past been compelled to extinguish all

outside lights at eight o'clock every evening, are now permitted

to maintain them until 8.30 on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thuredays, nine o'clock on Fridays, and ten on Saturdays, provided
that they are hooded so as to reflect the light into the window and
not on to the pivement.

Castletownbere (Co. Cork). — E.L. Scheme. — A
public meeting having approved of an electric lighting scheme
for the town, the local Council has ordered steps to be taken in

the matter without delay. Lamps of from 30 to 50 c.p. are to be
used in the installation.

Coiltiueiital.— Italy.— The Cantonal authorities of

Tioino have requested leave from the Swiss Federal Council to

sanction the export of electrical energy to the extent of 10,000 H.p.

into Italy. The Swiss Railways Direction has no objection, pro-

viding the rights of the Railway Direction are recognised, to draw
such energy from the output of the Canton of Ticiao, ad may be
required for the working of the Saint Gothard line.

Ealiuji,'. — Restricted Lighting. — In view of the
earlier closing of shops the T.C. has decided to reduce the annuel
charge for each pair of outside arc lamps, from £10 to £9 lOs., in

thoee cases where they are extinguished half an hour earlier each day.

Ilpsoin.— .-^i liooL LiGiiTi.SG.—The U.I».(J. Las decided

to extend the mains in order to eujiply current to E^iwim Collrge,

Bubjdct to a tb'W years' agreement and a minimum annual con-

sumption of 3,000 units. When the College is completely e<|uipped

the coQHump'.iuu will be from 15,000 to 20,000 unita per annum.

(rln'a.shro.— Si (iGKSTKi) E.L.—The U.I»('. has decided

to ask Earl Fit z William whether there is any likelihood of hii

Lordship supplying electric lighting for the district.

CirfcnOfk.— Pitiii'uSKii Loan.—The Corporation Elec-

tricity Committee proposes that application be made to the

Secretary for Scotland for power to borrow £30,000 ti enable it

to meet the increasing re>(uirements of the department. Extent'ions

of the supplies to local works, as well as to the neighbouring
town of Port-Glo«gow, are (^xpected.

liliidlcy.—The U.D.C. has decided to notfy consuraerB

obtaining electricity from the Lancashire Electric Power Co. that

their supply will be taken over by the Council within one month.
The prices suggested by the company for the supply of electricity

to picture palaces have been adapted, viz , lighting, 4d. per unit

;

power, 2id, for current supply for lantern. Suggestions for the
-supervision of the electricity undertaking are to be submitted to a

future meeting.

Ilytlic (Kent).—Re.strk TED Lighting.— On account
of the reduced lighting owing to the war, the Folkestone Elec-

tricity Co. has allowed the T.C. a rebate of £180 on the lighting

contract.

lieis'Uley.

—

Loan Sanction.—Of the £500 for whii-h

sanction was applied for by the T C. in respect of excess expendi-
ture on boilers and water tower at the electricity works, the L.O.B.

has sanctioned £U3.

Lanarkshire. — Blantyre Supply. — The County
Council has been notified by the general manager of the Clyde
Valley E.P. Co. that a suitable site for a sub-station has been
obtained in Blantyre. Toe Council has approved of the scheme,
and a^rcFd that an additional cable be laid to provide public

lighting, should that be required in the future.

Liverpool. — New Plant Started.— Oa Friday last.

at the annual inspection of the lighting and tramways under-
taking by the Tramways, Electric Power and Lighting Committee,
a new B.T.H. OOOOkw. turbine set was started up at the Lister

Drive station by the chairman of the Committee, Mr. E. Rastell

Taylor. Another machine of similar size and type is being
erected, and a further one is proj=cted, which will have the effect

of increasing the plant capacity of 17,000 KW. to 35,000 KW. The
opportunity was also taken to inspect the new boiler plant and
various sub-stations, of which the city possesses 14. Contrary to

usual custom, the inspection took place late in the afternoon, and
Bubseqaently the company, which included the Lord Mayor, Mr.
S. E. Riyner, dined together st the Midland Adelphi Hotel.

Daring the evening Alderman Fred Smith, vice-chairman of the
Committee, proposed the toast of " The Electrical Engineer,"
in appreciative terms, referring to the work which the depart-

ment had carried out recently. " While the Committee really did

it all. he did not mind admitting that Mr. Dickinson did a bit."

Mr. Dickinson, city electrical engineer, in responding, paid a tribute

to the services rendered to the undertaking by Mr. Bromley
Holmes, who had designed the buildings in such a way that they
had be*n able, without adding to them, to quadruple the generat-

ing capacity with modern plant. He was satisfied that there was
great scipe for extending the power load in the city, but it would
take time. Liverpool power users had not appreciated the benefits

of electric driving in the past. They had spent in alterations and
new plant at Lister Drive some £75,000, and they had done it

out of revenue. He was absolutely certain that the results would
come out all right. We hope in our next issue to describe and
illustrate the new plant referred tc.

London.— Restricted Li<;hting : New Order.—

A

new order, which supersedes the Home Secretary's original order

which expired at the end of the month, has been issued as follows :—"The use of any lights whatever for outside advertising or for

the illumination of shop fronts is now prohibited." Formerly only
"powerful" lights were prohibited, and the uncertainty as to

what lights were powerful led to evasions of the order.

Electbicity Supply.—At the meeting of the L.C.C. on Tues-

day, the Parliamentary Committee submitted for approval the
London and District Electricity Supply Bill, 1915, which will give
effect to the scheme contained in the report to the Council in

November last. Details of the proposal have already appeared in

our pages. The representation on the authority will be on the

basis of assessable value, 27 representatives being provided for, of

which 18 will represent the L C.C. and the remainder the various

county and borough councils concerned.

The Bill provides, however, that the members of the Authority
need not be members of the appointing body, but the Local
Government Committee expresses the view that, having regard to

the very large financial and other interests of the County of

London in the scheme, an absolute majority (say 14) of the
Authority should be members of the L.C.C. The Parliamentary
Committee, however, is afraid that this propofal might give rise

to criticism, and it further holds that the Council should have
greater latitude in the choice of representatives. All that this

Committee proposes, therefore, is that not less than half of the

representatives of the Cormoil should be members of the L.C.O
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The maximam price for bulk supply or for power supply to any

body, company, or person owning or workintt a railway, trarawny,

canal, navigation, docks, or waterworki is not to exceed a hxvd

sum of £3 lOfl. a KW. of the maximum pswer required, and 2od.

a unit.

The Authority is empowered to expand not exceeding 10 million

pounds. This, it is thought, would probably cover the outlay for

capital purposes during a period of ten years after the works have

OjmmenGed.
« i i.

•

With the object of securing the ultimate unification of electri-

city supply within the area, the Bill provides that, after 12 months

from the pissing of the Act, it shall not be lawful for any

authorised undertakers, except with the cnnsent of the Authority,

to extend any distributing system otherwii-e than in accordance

with such standards of periodicity, voltages, and systfms for the

transmission, distribution and supply as the Authority may

prescribe ; or to erect any new generating station or to mcrtase the

(generating capacity of any station beyond a certain limit.

The original scheme provided that the powers sought should

lapse if, within five years from the parsing of the Act, no contract

was made between the Authority and a company, and no substan-

tial steps were taken in respect of the new undertaking, but it is

provided in the Bill that only those powers which would have been

transferred to the company shall lapse.

At the meeting of the Council approval was given after a long

discussion to the Bill. The scheme has been amended to provide

that 14 out of the 18 representatives of the L.C.C. shall be members

of that body. The Parliamentary notioe of the Bill is also to be

altered to give the authority itself power to work the undertaking.

St. Pangeas—Loan Periods.—The Electricity Committee

reports that as a result of the interview with the L.C.C. Sub-

committee, it is very unlikely that the reduction of the outstand-

ing loan periods as proposed by the County Council's Committees

will be further pressed.

Lowestoft.—The T.C. has revised the charges for

current for power as under :- Cinemas and similar shows, 2d. per

unit up to 2 000, and IJd. beyond; consumers over 50,000 units

per annum, l^s^- pe"" ""'' : »•' accounts to be subject to 5 percent,

discount for payment in one month.

liythaiii.—Bulk Sitply.—Negotiations are still in

progress between representatives of the Lytham and St. Anne's

Councils regarding the matter of the supply of electricity in bulk

to Lytham. The proposed agreement is for 10 years, ending in

1925.

>e\vl)ri(l»'e (Co. Kildare).—Proposed E.L.—The

Town Commissioners are considering as to the advisability of

installing an electric lighting system for the town.

\ewcastle-un(h'r-l;ynie.—Loan Sanction.—The T.C

has received L.G B. sanction to a loan of £l,3r,0 for cable

extensions, the provision of a storage battery, &e,, without the

holding of an inquiry.

\HiiPaton.—The T.('. has reduced the charge for current

supplied to the Hospital and benevolent institutions to3}d. per

unit and will lay duplicate services to consumers' premises when

applied for, providing the consumer agrees to pay 20 per cent, per

annum for five years of the cost of carrjing out the work.

IV'iustoiU'.-Workhouse LiriHTiNG.—The B. of G.

has received from the L G B. sanction to a loan for installing the

electric light at the workhouse.

Riccall.—Prov. ORDiiR.—The Rural Council has been

informed that the Yorkshire Eieotric Power Co. intends applying

for a prov. order to supply electricity within the district. The

company has been asked to send a representative to discuss the

matter.

Snildaiate.—Kestricteii IjIGHTInc.—The Folkestone

Eleotricity Co. has allowed the U.D.C. a reduction at the rate of

£120 a year on the public lighting oontriot owing to decreased

lightiog through the war.

Scarltoroiiu'li.-Kesthuted LinuTiNCi.— The severe

restrictions as to lighting have been relaxed to some extent, a now

order having been issued that until and including Christmas Eve

shopkeepers will not be required to draw their blinds until 8 p.m ,

provided that their lights are shaded.

Shcflielil.— ^Ai.E OK Electric Eittincs.—The T.C,

by 3;* votes to 15, has adopted the recommendations of the Special

Committee as to a showroom and the sale of electric fittings, iSc,

particulars of which have appeared in these columns.

Southport.—Kk^^tricted Lichtixo.—The Electricity

Cimniittee, after further consideration of the restrictions of street

lightinf owing to the shortage of carbons, has deoidid to discon-

tinue the arc lighting on the Promenade and to reduce the electric

lighting in the borough by one-half.

Swansea.—The (, .n-poi-ation E T-. and Tramways (.'ora-

mittee has arranged to supply current for lighting to the Rutland

Street premises of the Mumbles Riilway >. A frse supply of

ourretit is to be given to Sketty Hall, whi'ih is being used as a

military hospital by the British Red Cross Society.

Taunton.—Street Lic.uTiNC.^The T.C. has arranged

to piy £'3, "00 a year to the electricity department for public light-

ing, this being the average annual cost for the past sis yeate.

Walsall.—Loan .Sa.vction, &c.—The Electricity Com-

mittee has given notice of a revision of the price of enerity on the

tramways leased to the c .mpany as from Dd';«mber 3Ut next. The

L.G.B huH satictioned the borrowing of the following amount* in

respect of the undertaking :—£l<i.2S0 for buildings, canal iat»ke

and waterways ; £20.(;05 for turoin>>i', *c., and switcbgear .

£25,212 for boiler house plant, coal weigher, crane and eUtion

transformers. The Electricity Committee has placed an. order

with the British Wesliaghoase Co. for three Bub-station etatic

transformers for £790.

Wednt'sbury.—L.G.B. I.Ngimv.-Major J. .Stewart.

R.E., conduijted an inquiry on Wednesday, last week, into the appli-

cation by the T.C. for a loan of £2,Ui', for a rotary converter,

transformers, the laying of cables and provision of a transformer

station at King's Hill recreation ground. Electricity in bulk in to

be purchased from the Midland Electrical Corporation. In the

course of the inquiry it transpired that the Corporation plant was

overloaded, and that inconvenience had been caused to local power

ujcra owing to deficiencies in the supply.

Whitwortli.— Loan Sanction.-The L.G.B. has

sanctioned the borrowing of the following sums in connection

with the electricity scheme :—£7,700 (for first installation—new

works, land, buildings, mains, plant, io ) £2.000 (for prospective

expenditureon mains); £300 (sjrvioes); £200 (meters) ;
and £.50

(sub-station).

Wolverhampton.—The Electricity Committee recom-

mends that a motor converter b3 repaired at a cost of £250. and that

a new modern steel roof, with asbestos sla'.e tiling, be erected to

cover the older portion of the generating station, at a cost of

£1,800.

Woodford;—The Council has been informed that the

County of London Electric Supply Co., Ltd., is applying ior a

prov. order for the supply of electricity.

Vstrad«'vnlais.—E.L. Purcuase.—The D.C has

decided to purchcM the undertaking of the Glantawe Electric

Supply Co., at an agreed cost of 1:17,000, each party to defray

its own expenses.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Barnes.—Electrically-Propelled DufT Vans.—The

surveyor to the DC. reported that the trials of the two electricallj -

propelled dust vans have been very sjtisfactory, and showed that a

l.*rge saving can be effected by their substitution for horse dust-

cirts. A full report is to be submitted at the next meeting.

Continental.— Italy.—Tube railways are the order

of the day in most large cities, and among the latest adherents

to the vogue is Milan. The retiring Muuioipal Council appointed

a strong Committee to draw up plans and specifications, and the

newly-elected Council has reappointeil the same Commissione della

Metropolitana, with the addition of certain new members, with a

view to bringing its labours to a practical ending.

Kdinbnrft'li.— .^ftcr considering the draft agreement

between the Corporation and the Elinburgh and District Tramways

Co in regard to the conditions which shall govern the taking over

of the rolling-stock. i:c , of the tramways by the Council at the

end of the lease, the Tramway Committee of the T.C .
remitted the

matter to a Subcommittee and the town clerk, with a view to

further negotiations.

j;,„l,.,._A meeting is being held to consider whether

the Hudd'trofield Corporation should be askei to extend the tram-

ways to the diatriot. The U.D.C. will be represented at the

meeting.

<;reasliro".—The Rotherham Corporation has intimated

to the I'DC. its intention to apply for piwers to introduce a

motor-omnibus s;rvioB between Rotherham and Greasbro .

llindley. — K'.^prescniatives of tho I'.U.C and the

Wigan Corporation are to hold a conference, to consider the ques-

tion of running a tramway serviee up Market Street.

lll'ord.—Vkau's Wi'HKiXii.—There was a deficit of

£t '><;7 on' the working of the tramway undertaking laet year,

dueto'buscomp-'tition and increa.«e in working exvH>n.e9 owing

to extra mileage run. Tho tramway managrr repnt.^ that the

total working expenses are at tho rate of .-.JiM.I per car-mile, or

•2>d leos than in tho previous year ; nearly half a million more

Dft'ssengcrs were carried, but 51.000 extra miles had been run. The

balance of thi reserve fund had been redu.-ed to £2 29J. the Id.

rate in aid having only covered the with.lrawaU for epectal pnr-

nises durng the year. The manager report.^ at the present time

the receipts are now nearly £1.000 up, and he anticipates anincreave

of £5 500 on current vear's takings. The increased expenditure

on the Barking extension will be about £3 iHXX and eitr.i expen-

diture on w.ir allowances £1,000. Ths manager reoommenda

abolishing the }1. fare.".
.

The Cimmittee has instructed the manager to communicate

with other towns where an alteration from Jd. fares hail taken place

and a universal Id. fare adopted, with a view to asoerta'.ning their

expsrieuoe.
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Laiiarksliiro.— Pjioposkd Tramway PtHniAKE.

—

OvorturnH ar« procieedinp between the Coanty Connoil and the
LanarkHhire TramwayB Co., with a view to the former acquirin);
the tramways. The oompauy haH olfored facilitleB for the inapeution
of the bnnkB, rolling' utock and uadertakinK generally, at the
requeat o( the Council.

liiiiculii.— 1!aii,i.i«s TRAr-noN Schemk.—The T.C. is

applyincr for powern to run eleotrioally-propclled raillees vehicle!
aloDfr five routes in the city.

Li*«'r|MM>l.— I'^i.WTUic; Kaii.wav Stoi'I'A(;e.—The e<t-
vioe of electric trains on the Liverpool and Southport Electric
Riihvay, and the Liverpool and Ormskirk service, were interrupted
last I'riday niuht throueh a failure of current at the main power
station at Korrnby. Steam locomotives were secured to move the
trains, and a curtailed service was Babsequently maintained.

lidiKloii.— r..C'.C. Tkamwav Stoi'I'AGk.— On Friday
last, about 5 p.m., practically the whole of the L.C.C. tramway ser-
vices were stopped owiner to a breakdown at the Greenwich power
station. The Forest Hill and Lewisham sections were not affected
B8 they are supplied from the Deptford sjeneratinir station of the
London E S. Co. The official explanation of the trouble so far
(fiven, is to the effect that a transformer blew up, throwing oil
over a wooden stauinjr which had been erected in connection with
extensions now beingr carried out, and setting it on fire. The fire

apparently burnt out the cable connections between the generators
and switohgrear, thus isolating the Eenerating plant for the time
being. The stoppage occurred at a time when the traffic is UBUslly
the heaviest, and the cars were left standing in the ftreets. One
result was a period of heavy traffics for tube and underground
railways, while additional 'bu^fes were also called into service. On
Sunday the car services had assumed a more normal aspect, although
the complete service on all routes had not then been resumed.

Apparently the County of London E.S. Co. and the St. Pancras
and Poplar municipal electrical departments also rendered
assistance in restarting the services.
At Tuesday's meeting of the Council, the Chairman of the High-

ways Committee made a statement on the cause of the breakdown,
pointing out that the transformer box had been in use some 10
years, and would have been discarded in another five days. The
protective devices at the station adopted subsequent to the last
accident had worked well, the only generators affected by surges
being on the old reciprocating sets to be discarded, which had not
been fitted with them. He added that the most effective way of
preventing breakdowns would be the linking-uD of London's
electric supply undertakings.
Lamiieth.—The EC. has been notified that the L.C C. tramway

scheme, rm New Cut, to link up Waterloo and Blaokfriars, had
been abandoned, owing to its opposition.
Hackney.—The B.C. has decided to urge the Stepney B C. to

agree to the L.C.C. 's proposal to reconstruct and electrify, on the
overhead trolley system, the tramway between the West India
Docks, ..tc, and Hackney. Three of the four B.C.'s concerned
have already agreed to the proposal.

SoHtliaili|»toii.—The Electricity and Tramways Joint
Committee has decided to reduce the charge for tramway current
for power purposes by one-eighth of a penny per unit, commencing
the next financial year.

Ualsall.—Tramway Extension.— The Corporation
Tramways Committee proposes to proceed with the construction of
a new length of tramways, at a cost of £3,683.

Weston-SHi)er-Mare.—The B. of T. has been asked to
prolong the time limit for the completion of the unconstructed
light railway authorised by the order of 1910, until December 31st,
1915.

Wolveiiiaiii|)toii.—Tramway Extension.—TheCouncil
has entered into an agreement with the Bilston U.D.C. with' refer-
ence to the construction of a tramway track in the district of the
Council, from Ettingahall Lane to Stowheath Lane.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

(TJeriiiaii Pirates.—The esteena in which the Emden has
been held in this country has been somewhat damped by the
report that the force which raided the cable station at Cooos Iiland
robbed the cable staff of private property to the value of over £160.

Secret Wirele.ss Stations. — The Santiago corres-
pondent of the Tinx's, in a dispatch dated Novamber 9th and pub-
lished on December 16th, spates that there is every reason to
believe that the German cruisers in the Pacific were able to obtain
wireless information continually at points along the Pacific coast,
and that such information was withheld from British wa,rship8.
The Chiliao Government maintained a strict ob'ervance of neutra-
lity, and the illicit communication was the work of private
installations.

IVIeKraiiis in Code.— From llonday last the thrr*
following ctd' B have been authorised for u«e, in addition to the four
previously uuthoriBfd, Butject to the conditioDH and arrangement*
already in force —Ilontlpy's Complete I'hraee Code (not includinjr
the separate Mining and Oil KupplementB) ; Broomhall'B Imperial
Combination Code (not including the special Rubber Edition)-,
Meyer's Atlantic Cotton Code (3'Jth Edition).

CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Australia.—Syunky.— February 15th, 1915. Potentio-
meter, for the Municipal Council. Specifications (I0«. fid.) from
the City Electrical Engineer, Town Hall.—^1. Minhiij Stanil.irit.

March l.Jth. Municipal Couacil. Transformer testing apparatuo.
Specification from City Electrical Engineer. A copy can be seen
at the Board of Trade C.I. Branch in London.
AiiELAiDE.—January 20th. Telephone material, fuse, ke., for

PostmaaterGeneral. See "Official Notices " December llth.
January 27th. Accumulatjrs, and power board, for Postmastcr-

<;aneral. See "Official Notices ' to-dav.
MELiiouBNE.—January 6th. S)x IOO-k.v.a. single-phase trane-

formers. 7,230 yards of single conductor lead-covered cable, for the
City Council. See " Official Notices" December 11th.

Itacu|i,—Tenders are to be obtained for a 1(»0-kw.
and a .jOKw. transformer, and also for wiring and fitting for elec-
tric lighting the municipal oflices and other buildings belonging
to various committees of the Coporation. A proposal to purchase
an electric fire alarm for the fire station has been left with the
Mayor and Aid. Lord.

Birkenliead.— .January 12th. Twelve months' supply
of electric motors and motor-starters, from i to 15 HP., for the
Corporation electricity supply. See " Official .Notices " today.

Ihllldee.—Corporation Electricity l)cpartment. Com-
plete structural steel work for extensions to floors, &c., at Carolina
Port generating station.

I>midalk.—December 2 1st. O.N. Railway (Ireland).
Electric motors and accessories, sub-station switchboard, hard-drawn
copper wire, bitumen wires. See "Official Notices " December 4 th.

Kasinti'ton.—.January 9th. (iuards (approved by the
L.G.B.) for EL. cables for public lighting, for the P.C. : Mr. W.
Wiggham, acting clerk.

Elniton-witli-t'resswell (near Man.sfield).—December
21st. Extension of street lightiag, with overhead wiring, for the
P.C. : the Clerk.

Ilonff Kona'.-January loth. Two 1,.500-kw. (2,000
K.V.A.), turbo-alternators with condensing plant and switchboards,
E.H.T. cable, sub-station switchboards and transformers, for the
Njrth Point generating station. See " Official Notices ' to-day.

Ilornse.y.— December 29th. e.h.t. switchgear and
E.H.T. three-core cable, for the Borough Electricity Works. See
" Official Notices " December 4th.
January 2nd. LT. switchgear, &c , for the T.C. See 'Official

Notices" Daoember 1 1th.

Joliannesburn'.—.January 5th, 1915. Materials, re-
newals, k:., for tramway equipments, lor Municipal Council.

Leeds.—January 22nd. Overhead electrically-driven
travelling crane, caal and ash-conveying plant, for Electric Lighting
Depirtment. Sae "Official Notices" l).;cember Iltb.

Le.vton.—U.D.C. Repair.s &c., to cooling tower,
for L'ghting Cjmmittee. See " Offioial Notices " to-day.

Lincoln.—E.I^. installation, Mount Street Schools, for
the T.C.

; Mr. W. G. Watkins, architect.

Manchester.—December 21st. Corporation. Three
reactance coils, for generating station. See "Official Notices"
December 4th.

Xottinji'liaiu.— December 28th. Electric motor and
laundry plant for the B. G. Mr. J. A. Battersby, clerk, Shakespeare
S Ireet.

Spain.—December 28th. The municipal authorities of
Villel (province of Teruel) are inviting tenders for the concession
for the electric lighting of the town during a period of ten years.
Tenders have just been invited by the nunnicipal authorities of

Esguevillas (province of Valladolid) for the concession for the elec-
tric lighting of the town during a period of six years.

Waltlianistow.—December 23rd. U.D.C. 1,500-KW.
turbo-alternai.or, 600KW. triple-expansion engine and dynamo,
1,000- KW. rotary or motor-converter. See " Official Notices" Decem-
ber 4th.
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CLOSED.
Ashton-iiii(l('r-Iiyn«'.—The IvC. has accepted tenders

for the supply of coal for the electricity works durinpr the ensoing

12 months, the New Moss Colliery Co., Ltd., to supply two-thirds

and Mr. Herbert .Johnson one-third.

Aiisti'alia.—The following tenders have been accepted :

—

P.M.a.s Department, N.8.W.—
Telephone cabin (Hchedule 4111.—Western Electric Co, (Aast.), Ltd.,

£1,454 ; British Oenorftl Electric Co., ^961.
Telephone Accessories (Schedule 408).—J. Paton & Co., .£813; Western

Bleotric Co. lAust.i, Ltd., £1,E4.S; Laurence & Hanson Electric Co.,

Ltd.. £21 1 ; A. J. Todd & Co., £369.

P.M.C's Department. Victoria.

—

Cable distrihotine hexes (Schedule 1,0651 —W. T. Henley's Telegraph
Works Co., Ltd., £214.

Sulphate of copper (Schedule 1.142).—S. K. O. Allen, £4,466.

P.M.U.'s Department, (Queensland.—
Telephone accessories (Schedule 293).—Western Electt-c Co. (Ausl.l, Ltd.,

£238.
Melbourne City Council.

—

Recording meters.—Ediswan & Swan U.E L. Co, £52t; Ferrantl, Ltd.,

£190; Reason Maoutaoturing Co, £816; Standard WaTKOOd Hercules,
Ltd., £171.

Baciip.—In connection with the electric lighting of the

Police Baildinps, the tender of Mr. G. h. Adamson has been

accepted.

('-iiiianl ( 0.—The Edison A- Swan United E.L. Co.,

Ltd., ha9 received the lamp contract for the supply of Royal
Ediswan lamps for the next year's requirements for the Canard
Steamship Co.

lleywood.— The T.C. has accepted the tender of

Messrs. Blakely & Wild for extensions at the electricity works
buildinsrs, and that of Mr. Samuel Barker for the erection of a
sub-station at Heap Bridffe. Tenders for machinery required at

the electricity works have been referred to a future meeting.

Kfiji'hlp.v.—The Electricity Committee has accepted the

tender of Messrs. Babcock & Wilcor, Ltd., at £132, for steam
piping.

London.— 15.\'nEnsK.\.—The Jletropolitan Water Board
has accepted the tender of Mesars. C. A Parsons & Co., Ltd., at £3,6.^ I,

for a high-speed turbine and a slow speed (Jwynne pump to the

Battersea pumping station.

In view of the present condition of trade, and the uncertainty

a8>to future prices, the Works Committee of the Metropolitan

Water Board has been considering the question as to whether the

usnal practice of inviting tenders for periodical contracts for

stores, iio., should be adhered to, and has formed the opinion that

it might be to the advantage of the Board to arrange for an ex-

tension of as many of the existing periodical contracts as possible.

Iq accordance with this proposal the Committee has recommended
the Board to extend for a further period of six months their

contracts with the Maxim Lamp Works, Ltd., for the supply of

lamps with wire drawn filaments in one continuous length, and the

B.I. \ Helsby Cables, Ltd.. for tapes. The Board has accepted the

tender of the St. Helens Cable and Rubber Co., Ltd., at £44, for a

supply of copper cable required for portable electric lighting plant.

.\uneaton,—The T.C. has accepted the tender of

Messrs. Callender's Cable Co., Ltd., for cables, for a period not

exceeding four years, on the basis of copper at £52 10s. per ton,

and lead at market price at the time of ordering.

Sunderland.—The T.C. has accepted the following

tenders :
—

Reeirding voltraeterp.—Everett, Edgcuoabe Co., Ltd.
Coal chutes.— J. W. Thompson A Co.
Control panel for feeder boos or.—Phienix Dynamo Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Underfeed stoker.—Underfeed Stoker Co.

Swansea.—The tender of the British Thomson-Houston
Co., Ltd., is recommended to the Town Council for acceptance at

£37 for the overhauling of the turbo-alternators and condensing

plant at the electricity station.

Walsall.—The Tramways Committee has accepted the

following tenders for annual supplies :

—
Brake blocks.— National Bail and Tramways Appliances Co., Ltd.
Tantalum lamps. -Sieuiens Bros. .>; Co., Ltd.

Pinion wheels.—Alfred Wiaenmn, Ltd.
Strand wire.-8. Peace & Son, Ltd.
Mechanical cars.—B.I. A Holnby Cables, Ltd.
Trolley wheels.— Antl-Attritlon Metal Co., Ltd.
Pitch anl creosote .>il.— HrownhiUs Chemical Works, Ltd,
Point rublnrs.—Dennaline, Ltd.
Varuisb. D leker Bros., Ltd.
Conirollei- fingers—Dier .t Young.
Best solder, emery cloth andsandpaper.-J. i^.ilbert & Son.

Linen frame tape and linen tape.—J North Hardy A Son.
Paragon tape and Acme tape. British Thomson-Houston < o., Ltd.
Maileable-irot oftetiiigs.-H. W. Lindop.
Armature coils. P. U. .lackson .t Co., Ltd.
Popl«r wood lilooks. K. W. Turner & Co., Ltd.

Oak fl.ior lathing.—Brookes v^ ti.ton.

Bearing metal —Glacier Anti-Prlction Metal Co., Ltd.
Carbon brushes. -Heap *.Johnson.
Metal p lUsh.-Matohleis Metal Polish Co., Ltd.
Atr-drying Volt*lac.— Pinchin, Johnson A Co.. Ltd.
Motor gre*se and lubricating oil.—Vacuum Oil Co., Ltd.
Unseed oil.-H. D. Hayward.

The Electricity Committee has accepted the followiogf tenders;

—

E.H.T. cables.—C»tlcnd«r's Ciblo Co., Ltd., £9.637.

Bub^station switchgear.—British Weatiogbouss Co., £3,267.
Rotary oonTcrCors.-Siemens Bros., £0,243.

Woherliaiiipton.—The City Council haa been recom-
mended to accept thfl tender of the Palsomeler Engineerins Co.,

Ltd., at £137, for a '.-in. centrifugal pomp, and 12»-r, H p. three-

phase enclosed ventilated motor and one motor panel. The
Tramway! Committee has accepted the following teodert —

Copper cable.—Callender's, Ltd., £1,.110.

Negative booster.—Rees Roturljo ManofactoringCo., Ltd.. £186.
Four Albion 2£-H.r. cba&sis.—Welts ± Mayner.

rORTHCOMINO EVENTS.

Nortb-East Coast Instltation of Enfiineers and Sbipbnllders.-Fnday,
December IKlh. At 7.3J p.m. At Bolbic Hall, >cwc»»l!fruponTyii«.
General meeting.

Wireless Society of London.—Friday, December l«th. At B p m. At Inati-

tuiion of Electrical Engi.ieers, Victoria Bmbanliment. Lecture on "Tbe
HighFrequency Resistance of Wires and Coils, " by Prof. O. W. Osbom
Howe, D.Hc.

Physical Society of London.—Friday, December ISth. At 8 p.m. Varlooi
experiments, including <>'o. 10) Tbe Comparison of nearly equal Electrical
Resistances, by Dr. G. F. C. Searle, F.R.8.

Association of Mlnlnii Electrical Engineers.—Satarday. December l»tb.

At i.iSO p.m. At Etovai Technical . oiiege, Glasgow. Paper oo "Experi-
ences of Surface Earthing in Scottish Mines, " by Mr. P. 8. GloTer.

Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers. — Monday, Decem-
ber 2l8t. At 6 p m. At iDSiiiuiion of tleciiical Engineers, Victoria

Embankment, W.C. Pap^r oo •• P.iwer Circuit Interference wiih Tele-

graphs and Telephones, " by Mr. 8. C. Bartholomew.

Greenock Electrical Society.—Tbnrsday, December Mth. At 21, Wen
Stenart Sireei. At 7.45 p.m. Social Meeting.

NOTES.

Chrisfnias llolidavs.—Owing to the Christmas holidajs

and the consequent closing of the Electrical Review offices on
Friday and Siturday, December 25th and 26:h, onr issne for the

next week will appear on Wednesday morning, D.;cemb€r 23rd.

Will readers, contributors and advertisers kindly take note of the

following times for sending in matter, ice. :

—

l:''lif.iri:i! : All communications for the Eiitorial department,

except the latest items of special news, should bj sent in so that

we receive them by Monday morning, December 21st.

Adm-tiseni, /it.< : The Advertisement department announces else-

where in to day "s pages that all new advertisement cDpy and

alterations to existing displayed advertisements shonld reach

4, Ludgate Hill, E.C.. not later than Friday morning, 1 8th inst.

" OtEcial Notices " and small prepaid advertisements can be received

up to 9.30 a.m. on Tuesday, the 22nd inst.

Censoisliip of CaMe Telenrams.—While we are

averse to occupying space with trifles, we cannot refrain from a

further reference to the recent belated attack upon ns which

appeared in the columns of the K:>\-fn,-i<in. Althongh we stated,

in our issue of December 4th, that we did not think it necessary to

justify our course with regard to the Commercial Cable Co.'s

actions in the eyes of our contemporary, the latter last week

reprinted the concluding paratrraph of onr leaderette—prudently

omitting the preceding paragraph—and professed to see in it an

implied criticism of the company's action. We reproduce the

paragraphs in question below :

—
" We may add that we do not object to criticism, provided that it

is sincere ; but we do not accept as such that of onr contempiorary

in this instance.
" The relations of that journal to the telegraph companies are

well known. We may point out that our leaderette was published

on October KUh ; 14 days afterwards we receive.! a letter from the

London manager of the company, which we published on N'ovem-

ber I'.th, together with a note in reply, repeating our protest. The

attack upon us in the KUu-tru-ufi appeared on Novemlwr 37th

—

after an interval of three weeks.

"The head otfioe of the company i» in New York, whence all

important transactions are directed. The conclusion is obvious."

We repeat that the conclusion i.< obvious—even to the meanest

intelligence—and to profess doubt as to our meaning is too trans-

parent a subterfuge to mislead anyone. For the benefit of C'.r artless

contemi>orary, however, wo may recall, with suitable modification,

the explanation of the telegraph given to an Oriental potentate:—
The telegraph is like a dog with its tail in New York and its

head in London ; if you pinoh its tail in New York, the dog barks

in London. Ilinr ili,r lai-hri/m..-.

File at Edison Plant in I .S.A.—Wo .nre informed

that the fire reported in our issue of last week aifected only the

phonograph departments. We are glad to say that the remainder

of the buildings and machinery are intact, including those

devoted to the Ellison Storage Battery, which are working to their

full capacity of 3,0tXi cells per day.

Appointments Vaeant.—Jointer (£2\ switchboard

attendant C-^^>. mains as--i»tant (.£91\ for Wishaw electricity de-

partment ; foreman of railway telegrapha (e2S0-1. for Ceylon

Government Railway ; storekeeper CSO.i.). for Burnley Corporation

electricity works. Particulars are given in our advertisement
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The Flcctiic Xfliiclc.—Tlie first number of the

y.lcelr},- \fliicli', the new quarterly publication of the Electric

Vohiole Cjinmittee of the I.M.E.A., waii ixHued lai<t week, and
doeii credit to itH produoorp. It ooniiiiitB of abunt adozm paiien of

rradini; matter and as many of adverti»cmenti<, toi;etber with a

one-pa^e uupplt-ment d<'iii|;ned to demonHtrate the inherent

simplicity of the electric motor in cjntra'-t with the complexity
of the petrol engine and Rear box, and a eample eet of ' mail
oardii" i0!<ued by the Committee.

I'ride of place ia K>vc'n to the electric commercial vehicle, which,
ai we have urt;ed for some yearp, ie the type with which the
oompkignmast ba opened Other articUu deal with the rood i|ualitifB

of the eleotrio vehiole, the electric omnibu-ote at S>juth Shields,

vehicles in Lindon, A; ). The work of the Electric Vehiole C >m-

mlttee is outlined, and particulard are given of the pUgA, Si-'^., that
hive been standardised ; and a list is given of 4'i nsera of electrics,

including, we are pleased to see, 15 raunicipilities, the G.P.O.,

and two railway companies. The total numbar of vehicles in the

lilt, in use or on order in this country, is exactly 100 ; we hope a
twelvemonth will put another cipher on this number. Corpora-

tions and others have contributed £18.5 in support of the Com-
mittee's woik. The journal will in future be edited by

Mr. A. Uugh Seabrook.

Fatalities,

—

Poutsmoi'th.—An inquest was held last

week into the death of Frederick \V. Ilepworth, aged 31, a charge
engineer at the Portsmouth electriiity works, which occurred on
7lh in«t. Mr. Benjamin Handley. tlectrical engineer, said that he
was summoned to the station at 7 a m. on the morning in question
and found deceased lying on the rectifying platform, near the
switchboard, quite dead. He had been seen a little before in the

act of putting in the plujs of the flexible leads on the platform. He
was seen to fall, artificial respiration was tried, and a doctor was
sent for.

In reply to the Coroner, Mr. Handley said the current that had
passed through the deceased's body was at 3,000 volts. The palms
and fingers of the deceased's right hand were badly burned.
According to the repjit in the IIuDi/ishire Telfi/rujih. Dr. Lysmder
Maybury advanced the opinion that the dectased committed
suicide. The barns on the fiogerj showed that the deceased must
have caught hold of the live end of one of the flexible leads.

There were pieces of skin on the live end of the lead to show where
it had been held. Had he held the insuUted ends it would have
been impossible for him to receive a shock As a possible reason
for the deceased taking hi* own life. Dr. Majbary said there were
indica'.ions that he must have fancied that he was suffering from
a disorderof which, how.ver, the post-mortem examination showed
no trace. R called, Mr. Handley said electrical engineers, from mere
force of habit, always picked up the leads by the insulated ends.

They never touched the live ends. He did not think it possible that
the deceased could have picked up the live ends even accidentally.

I 1 summing up, the Coroner said it was unthinkable that an
expert like the deceased should have even accidentally picked up
the live ends of the leads. As against the suicide theory, however,
he pointed out that the deeeased was of a cheerful disposition, and
that he had no trouble. The jury found that the deceased died

from the effects of an electric shock, but they considered the
evidence insufficient to show how the shock was brought about.

Institution and lieoture Xotes.—Institution of
Electrical Engineers.—At the meeting last week the President
reminded the members of the loss of H.M S. Bulwarh, and stated

that the commander. Captain Guy L. Sclater, R.N., was a member
of the Iistitution, and had perished in the service of his country,
at the post of duty. He therefore called upon them to express

their respect for the late member and their sympathy with his

relatives by standing in silence, and this was done.

At the meeting of the Manchester Local Section on Tues-
day last, the paper by Mr. E. B Wedmore on " Automatij Protective
Switchjear for A.c. Systems " was read and discussed.

At the meeting of the Birmingham Local Section on Wed-
nesday, the same paper was read and discussed. The President,

Sir Jjhn Snell, and the Secretary, Mr. P. F. Rjwell, were present at

the meeting.
Faraday Society.—The annual general meeting was held on

November I'Jcd. The following rtficers were elected to serve
for the year l'JU-15 :—Pfesiden"-., Sir Rjbert Hiofield, F.R.S. ;

trenBurer, F. Mull wo Pe'kin, Ph.D.
Royal Institution of Great Britain.—The fjllowing arrange-

ments are announced for the Friday evening meetings before
Easter, 1915 :—

January 22ad.—Prof. Sir James Dewa"*, F.R.S,, &o , on "P.oblcms of
Hydrogen and the Hare Gases."

January a9iib.—Dugald Clerk, D.Sc , F.R.3., &o., on "Gaseous E.xplo-
Bions."

February 5th.—Prof. A. W. CroBsley, F.B S., &o., on " Science and Indus-
trial Problems " (Experimentally Illustrated).

Fcbrua'y I36h.— Wil.am 8. Bruce, LL D , &o., "Recent Advances in
Ocaoograpby."

March 26 h. -Prof. Sir J. J. Thomson, O.M., F.R.S., <to., " Experiments
in Slow Cathode Rays."

The afternoon lecture arrangements include the following :
—

"Aerial Navigation, Soientiflo Principles": ( I) The Rpqairemsnts of
Theory; i2i The Reqairements of Practice, by Richard T. Glez>brook,
O.B., F.R S., Ac. Two lectures on Saturdays. January 23rd, SOih.

"Recent Res arches on Atoma and lonp," by Prof. Sir J. J.Thomson,
O.M , F KM.. 4c. Six lectures on Saturdays, February 20tb, 27ih,
March 6th. 13;h, 20th, 27th.

Mr. E p. Hollis, of Birmingham, gave an address on the
electric drive to the members of the Wolverhampton Engineering
Sjoiety, on Friday last. As showing the economies brought
about by electric drive, Mr. HoUia mentioned an instance where
coal formerly cost £5 per week at a certain saw mill, in addition

to whioh the aawdaat acoamulated waa burnt under the boiler.

.\fter eleotrifloation the cost of energy wan £.'i, but, on the other

hand, the sawdubt was Mjld, and reali(-d £0 pel week.

Mr. H Sttaut Pilchkr, general manager of the Aberdeen

Corporation Tramwayi-, recently lectured on " Some InipresBionn

of Tramways at Home and Abroad." He referred to the quel-

tion of private lemus municipal ownership and favoured the

muiiicipillyowned uyittem.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
'Ih* Eixtori invite electrical engineers, whether connectid with the

technical irr tKe commercial nde of the profettion and induttry,

alto electric tramway and railway official; to Iteej) readers of the

Klbotbioal Rrview potted at to their movementi.

Central Ntation OfficialN.—With a view to retaining

the services of Mr. Glen, mains superintendent at the Tynemoutb
electricity works (who has had an offer of a more remunerative
position), the Corporation has been recommended to increase his

salary to £3 IUa. per week, as from April lut next.

Mr T. R. McCandlisu, draughtsman and clerk of works to the
Coventry Corporation tramways department, has resigned, having
asoepted a similar position in the Coventry Corporation electricity

department.
Mu. r. T. Forth, who has for the past five years had charge of

the Priestman power station at lllaydon Burn, has been appointed

resident engineer at the Bank Foot and Bjwden Close power
stations, Crook, and on leaving he was presented by the oflScials and
staff with an umbrella, a case of pipes and a tobacco pouch.

(ileueral.

—

Alderm.\n C. Jounsox has been appointed

chairman of the Hammersmith B G. Electricity Committee, and
Councillor G. T. H. St.vmpeb, vice-chairman.

Mr. C. F. de Nordwall has resigned from the boards of the
following English companies of the A.E.G. :—The A.E.G Elec-

trical Co. of South Africa, Ltd. (managing), A.E.G. Electric Co.,

Ltd., the Electrical Co., Ltd., the British N.A.G. Motor Cj., Ltd.

(managing), thereby entirely fevering his connection with the
German electrical industry. Mr. C. F. de Nordwall. who h*9 been

a naturalised British subject since 1890, has joined Messrs. N'ickers,

Ltd., to direct the commercial side of their electrical department.

Wills.—The late Mk. J. M. Ana'STUS Sthou left

estate of the value of £93,901. His bequests included £oOO to the
Institution of Electrical Engineers—£250 to the Building Fund
and £2.'i0 to the Benevolent Fund.

NEW COMPANIES REGISTERED.

Rex Accumulator Co. Ltd. (138,529).—This company was
registered on Dec. 5lh, with a capital o( ^'24,000 in £1 sliares, to take over
tlie British patent for an inxention relating to the manufacture of electric

accumulator plates, and all rights relating thereto in all British colonics,

dependencies, provinces, dominions and states {except Canada), subject to,

but with the benefit of, the licenses therefor granted to the Electrical Power
Storage Co., Ltd., by an indenture dated July 25th, 1913. and to adopt an
agreement with the last-named company. The subscribers (with one share
each) are; D. Willock, 9, New Broad Street, E.C., company secretary; M.
Leggett, 4, Great Winchester Street, E.C., company secretary. Private com-
panv. The number of directors is not to be less than three or more than
5i.\;'thc first are Sir James Pender. Bart., J. Gray, D. Willock, and a person
lo be nominated by Gaszynski Brothers & Co.. who are. while holding 4.000
share's, to be entitled to nominate one out of e\cry three of the directors.

Qualification, ,£200. Registered office : 4. Great Winchester Street, E.G.

Hodgson Pump Co., Ltd. (138,381).—This company was
registered on Dec. 10th. with a capital of .620.000 in ^^Tl shares, 'lo take
over certain patents relating lo the Sunlurbo Pump granted to F. K. \\'oofi-

rolfe and H. C. Hodgson, to adopt an agreement between the said F. K.
Woodroffe and H. C. Hodgson of the first part, E. K. Roiston of the second
part. G. ^\'- Grinishaw of the third part. E. Long of the fourth part. A. G.
Inglis and E. C. Edgecombe of the fifth part, the said G. "W. Grimshaw,
F. K. \\'oodroffe and H. \\'. Boultbee of the sixth part, and the company
of the seventh part, and to carry on the business of electrical and general
engineers, manufacturers of pumps and mechanical and engineering devices

and contrivances in connection with pumps and pumping machinery, manufac-
turers of pneumatic, power and sleant hammers, forging machinery and plant,

mine and mining raachinerv and accessories. The subscribers (with one share
each) are : G. W. Grimshaw, Bamber Bridge, near Preston, managing
director; W. Norris, Bamber Bridge, near Preston, engineer; F. K. W^d-
roffe. 32, Clarendon Road, Egremont, consulting engineer; H. C. Hodgson.
Bamber Bridge, near Preston; J. Fearon, 35, Dale Street, Liverpool, clerk;

N. Mason, 3o. Dale Street, Liverpool, articled clerk; E. C. Edgecombe, 35,

Dale Street. Liverpool, solicitor. Minimum cash subscription, seven shares.

The first directors (to number not less than three or more than nine) are :

G. W. Grimshaw, W. Norris, F. K. Woodroffe and H. C. Hodgson. Qualifi-

cation. .£7100. Reinuneration (except managing director) as fixed by the

company. Solicitor, A. G. Inglis, 35, Dale Street, Liverpool.

Maud and Turner, Ltd. (133,596).—This company was
registered on Tiec. llth, with a capital of .£12.000 in ^^l shares, "to take

o\er <1) freehold woiks, land and premises known as Perseverance Works,
at Gibbet Street, Halifax, and the business carried on thereat, and (b) the

plant and machinery models and goodwill of the said business, to adopt an
agreement between Harriett Maude and E. Booth of the one part, and J.

E\ison of the other part, to carry on tlie business of tool makers, founders,

mechanical and electric engineers, manufacturers of dynamos, motors, motor
carriages and vehicles, etc. The subscribers (with one share each) are :

G. Stirk. 33. Lentil Field Street, Halifax, engineers' tool maker; E. Stirk,

36. Elmfield Terrace, Halifax, engineers' tool maker; R. Stirk, 6, Tumey
Street, Halifax, engineers' tool maker; J. G. Stirk, 25, Lentil Field Street,

Halifax, engineers' tool maker. Private company. The number of directors

is not to be less than two; the first are G. Stirk. E. Stirk, R. Stirk and

J. G. Stirk. Qualification. £7100. Registered office ; Perseverance Works,

Gibbet "Street, Halifax.
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OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Northeastern Klectric Smellinj? Co., Ltd.—Particulars of

£4,!)m lirsl morlKoKe dt-bs., .r l li'i \..v.;tnlxT, )'J14, liloil pursuant lo

Suclion 93 (.3) of the ConipNii] • "") Act, li)08, the whole amount

being now issued. Properly . i

'

1
• ...inpany's undertaliinU and pro-

perty, present and future, inililni.: m . ,, -I capital. No trustees.

Edison and Swan United Electric Light Co., Ltd.—
Capital iL'fiS.Un in UO.OOl) " A " and 2«,430 " H " sh.ires of ;i.r, each, and

23,504 "I! " shares of 5s. each. Return dated Nov. 3«lh, 1914. 110,400 " .\
"

and 23,504 " H " shares taken up. Ten shillings per share called up on

8;),2ei "A"; /:44,030 10s. paid; x;3M."38 considered as paid, being £a per

.share on 17,13!l " A," 5s. per share on 23,564 " B," £2 10s. per share on

the above 89,201 " A." and £3 per share on 10,000 " A " shares. iMorlgages

and charges, ;i;449,474.

Lithanode, Ltd.—Capital, i3,{X)0 in £1 shares. Return
dated Xov. 30lh. l'J14. 3,000 share!i- taken up, o( which 225 have been

(urleile.l, £1 per share called up on 2,275 shares; ^'2.340 paid, including

£ei paid on 225 forfeited shares; ;C50O considered as paid. Nlortgages and
charges, ;^1,700.

Oliver Arc Lamp, Ltd.—Capital, ,£'2,000 in £l shares.
Relurn dated Oct. 28lh, 1914. 1,407 shares taken up. ^7 paid; ^'1,400 con-

siilereil as p.iid. Mortgages and charges, ^'15,000.

Pacific and European Telegraph Co., Ltd. (36,863c).—
Capital, i.lOO.OOO in ^10 sh.ires. Return dated Nov. 24lh, 1914. All shares

taken up. £4: per share called up; ^'40,000 paid. Mortgages and charges,

^"68,400.

Western Telegraph Co., Ltd. (6,886c). — Capital,
^'2,500.000 in ;C10 shares. Return dated Nov. 25th, 1914. 207,930 shares

taken up. ;^:iO per share culliil up on 130.000 shares; ;C1 ,300,001) paid;

;t779,300 considered as paid on 77,930 shares. Mortgages and charges,

^ 818,675.

CITY NOTES.

British Columbia Electric Railway Co., Ltd.

Thu directors express regret that thi; reixirt for the year to

Juno 30th, 1914, is not of so satisfactory a chiU'acter as in the

past, ami that, in order to maintain the usual dividends, it

will b(- noci'ssary to sujipleiuent the profits by a transfer of

ilU,(in:l |i,,iii (lie reserve. They recoiuinend tliis cour.se with
sonic li(Mi:iti(iii, in view of the extremely unfavourable out-

Itxik for the current year caused by the war, but they desire

to avoid throwing any additional hardship upon the stock-

holders at this time, and for that reason propose to draw upon
the reserve. At the last annual general meeting it was pointed

out that the earnings for the year, now under review, were
being adversely affected by the conditions then prevaiUng.

The depression in trade in Canada, to which reference was
then made, unfortunately became accentuated as the year

ailvaiK-t-d, and rigid economy has been necessary to achieve

the results shown by the accounts. Further ecNuiomies are

still being elfectwl wherever it is possible to put them into

force. The following charges have been made against the

revenue account for tlie year :—Provisi<m for renewals main-
tenance ,£149,9'21, added to capital amortization £2Ao5. The
net profit amounts to £393,956, phis £9,.519 brought forward

and £'10,000 transferred from reserve, making £413,47.i.

Deduct interest on debentures and debenture stock to June
liOth, ]9f4, £13-2,990, dividends already paid on 5 per cent,

cum. perp. pref. stock for the year to June 80th, 1914, £7*2,000;

on preferred ordinary stock for the year to Juno 30th, 1914,

£86,400; on deferrerl ordinary stock for the six manths to

December .31st, 1913, £;57,600; leaving .available for further

distribution £64,484, from which a dividend on the deferred

ordin.ary stock at the rate of 8 per cent, per annum for the

six months endcxl June 30th, 1914, is to be paitl, making 8 iier

cent for the year, leaving to carry forward £t),88}. Dwing to

the deiiression, the large employers of labour in British

(Vilumliia have been temp<irarily forced to postpone all new
work, and as a result it is reported that there has been a

decrea.'ie in the population of Vancouvt^r and the neighbouring

districts of approximately '20,00(,) inhabitants; and there has

consequently been a decrease of over 8,r)00,(KKl in the number
of paa-sengei-s carried during the year. The liiutncial effect of

this decrease in passengers wiuild have bt^ni even more maiktvl

but for the .small advance in fares put intti force in Septemlier,

1913. The directtjis anticipat-'d some improvement iluring the

latter halt of the present year, but these hojK's were extin-

guished on the outbreak of war. All comiinnie.s operating in

a new anintry have at times tt.' fiic<' peiiixls of severe' reaction

in the devt-lopment nf their business. As a result of the war
commercial t^uiditions in Firitish Oolumbiu could not well be

worse than they are at present, and the revival in trade may
be greatly retarded. Stockholders must eonstniuently be pre-

pared for ii drastic reduction in future dividends, but the

diiTctors believe tirat the halt in the tlevelopment of the

Pivwince w'ill. in the end, result in more stable cxmditions.

During the pasl vear the expenditure on capil.d account has been reduced

to a mininuim. A' public utility companv ilnisi continuously incur certain

capital outlav to coinpiv with its Iranehise obligations, but the policy ol

limiting expenditure to iibsoLite necessities will be rigidly followed until the

return of more prosperous times.
, . , . ...

in reviewing the work which ha« been neenniplishcd, the chief engi

reports that the company's plant

thht the companv is in nn excelh

the business conditions ol B
It Is with the greatest

Who retires at th-

consented to accept the position ol ad. i--' '

to appoint Iiini. 'I he bcot-fit of his ihvalu.' -
be available to the company. Ouring the '

existence .Mr. Uunuen was general man
company owes him a debt of gratitude for '

itH affairs and lor the benefits «ecurc<l b>

In order to be ki-pt in Ihe clote»l tou'-i

British Columbia and with the details ol

hni appointed .Mr. R. H. Sperling (who
Ihe (losilion of gen.ral manager in Urn.
chairman, and has elevted him a dir-clor .

The board has appointed .Mr. George y.

general manager. Mr. Kidd was formerly v.-«.rer.jr;. .,rd r- -• n'.; ,.
.- r lo

the company. The board are confident that ihey have secured a verv , «pablc

suecc-<sor to Mr. Sperling.
_ . , . . , ..

The directors again have pleasure in eiprewing ihar apprtciation ij the

loyal and satisfactory services rendered by the manajemenl and »t*fl in

itrilish Columbia

The directors • recognise that the immediate future miut be

a period of adversity, during which a large reduction of divi-

dend will be necessarj-, but they see no reason to lose confid-

ence in the future of the company's undertaking.

The meeting is to he held to-dav (Friday) at Liverpool Street

Hotel, E.C.
Income after Rate of d i r. psid

Y, ar charcing Balance i»er annum. Amonnl
ended renewals No. of No. of «Tail- Pref. Uel. taken

June m linte- passen- lamps ab!e for ord. ord. lo re-

3Jth. naoce. gcra. in use. divilend. sock. stock. serres.

)91 ! i lassiC 6q,15),166 735.41)8 i-257,670 6 % 8 % *l«,39l

19i3 . 4111 ««! 71,97't,t'HJ 9i0.916 25r,«l 6% 8% li(6,«ll

1914 41(1,2^9 B ',429,023 9:1 diS a80,9i6 6 "o 8 % 161,930

t in

owing 10 his continued

state ol efficit

.fit bv the improrei

Itish rolumbin when it takes place,

, , egret that the directors announco that Mr. Buntien,

1 general meeting, has decided not to seek re-election,

In Denmark. Mr, BunlTtn has, hewev

.netalite. Ltd.

Ax extraordinaiv general meeting of the company was held

on Tue-sdav at the Institute of Chartered Accountants, Moor-

gate Street, Mr. E. C. Vince.nt presiding.

The Ch.aiuman said the meeting was purely for the purpose

of passing a- resolution to sanction the new recijnstrucrion

agreement which hatl been necessitated by the satisfactory

completion of the negotiations which had been c-arried out by

the liquidaUn- daring; the past month. The nuim alterations

were that the parties to the fii-st mortgage were now Messrs.

Arkwright ct Saunt, in place of the London City and Midland

Bank; while the debenture holders were now taking shares

instead of cash. The new prospec-tus had been duly tiled and

signed bv the new directors. The liquidator's letter of 5th

Dtx-ember issued to the shareholders, fully .set out the reasons

for the meeting, and dealt with the altei-atious in the agree-

ment. He might -sav that he had received numerous letters

from .shareholders asking for infoniiation on various points

and, as far as ixissible, he had supplietl it.

A shai-eluvkler asktxl whether, supposing the present share-

holders did not exercise their option in regard to taking up

shares in the new company, they \\<>uld lose all.

The Ch.aiu.m.ax said that any shareholder w-ho did not exer-

cist^ his right to apply for the new shares became a dissentient

tintler the .Vet, an<l "he was entitle<l to have the value of his

shares a.s.sessetl bv an arbitrator. He might remind them that,

in aCcorilance with the reconstniction agreement, if there

weiv disstuitients representing more than -2.00*) sh:\Tes the Dew
companv need not cJirrv out its bargain, and it would not do

so There could be no doubt that had it not btvn for the

new companv tximing fonvaixl the original sbtireholders would

have lost even- i^ennv of their money, as would also tlie deben-

ture holders.
' What it came to was that thos.> shareliolders who

did not exercise their rights under the agreement were not

likely to iweive anvthiug. The alteration in the agreement

was verv favourable to the new company, because instead ot

havin" to find cash to the extent of £U.(HO, tlnx^- mortgages

were mnv taken in shares. The now cx>mpany was undex

the control of men who thoroughly underst.xxl the business.

One of Uie directors was iv>nntx-te«l with one of the biggest

wire filament mainifacturing busine.sses outside Uie ring, and

thit inspired the dcl>enture hoklers with sutticu>Jit conhdentse

that thev were prepared to take shares in respect of th«r

mortgages. If the scheme was carried, the shireholders would

hiive to provide 6ii. i^er share within a certain Ume. but bo

ttunv'ht it might W left to the dire<.-tors to deal as leniently

as vxTs.siblo with any slmreholders who nught w^nt an exten-

sion of time for paying their e^dls.

Mr. \V.\l.TON liEK then moveti the uJlowmg resolution :

—
•• That the nurecment submitted to this meeting date<l the Srd dar of

December, 1914. and express.^ to be m.de Utween this ;-«"t'">; '"^ •'«

» „,l.l.ior n,. the first nart. W. II. Gativ Saunt and \\. L. T. Arkwnsht

oT.he"'s-c:;:i parrtl'tii. .'Samuel noldlng and James M'l^iX'V^I t'SS
ihird Dirt William PlaU) Oulton ol the tourll. pan. R, I . J. Ovwlrnh ol tfc.

f Ih part, Herbert Samuel Golding o( the sixth part, Rryanl Trading Syndi-

cue Ltd ol the seventh part, fnlernational hilanHnts. Ltd., of the eighth

oirV and'Dcrbv Lamp Works, Ltd.. ot the nimh part, be an.1 the same is

r r.'hv san tioned jnt^ the «.iid liouidalor he an,l he is herebv aulhorued

pursuant to secrion 199 ol the Companies (Consolidalionl .\cl. 1908. » cny
the same inlo effect."

He remarked that he .night to menl.i.ui that he had some

interest in the new coiniwny. He did not wish t.j di9ca.i»

anv ti-ide stvrets. but it wins ,^^mmon kiiowleiige tluit snce

the .nitbroak of the war thb country was now m the position

of having a monoiiolv in the elivtric lamp trade, rnmously.

much of thetnule wtus in Genuan hands. He was n.^ goin«

to pixphesv tliat tlw new ct>mp:iny would lUiike enonwus

profits and ixiv li«-ge dividends, but it would int<xn>st them

t know that tiie new dinx-tore were hacking up their opinion*

bv their monev, and ihov would not do that unless they

thought the thing w«i g-;ing to be a sucv-ew. The m«n»«^

ment was the kevstone of the whole posabcn. The directori
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wore Bating the very best men to tnanuge the Tiow company
and, talking to one of the directors rcct-ntly, he said he waa
of upjiiiiou that within a shoi-t time the filiaxes iu the new
conij)iiny would be worth i'l. lie hoped the shaueholdt'j-s

would exercise their ojition uitd take up the shares to which
they were entitled.

NIr. WiM.iAM Srr.WArcr, in secondinfi the motion, said that
notwithstanding the difficulties thi-ouKh which the c«)mpany
had piusised he hoped the shareholders would rally round the
new Ixmixl and make the Derliy Ijaiiip Works the nuitt ix>wer-

I'ul and pix>(,'iv«sivc lamp works in tlie eountiy. There was
no iTason why that Hhoiild not be done. They had men of

nnimiH-achable qualilications on the board who possessed a
t«'chnical and practical kuowkxlge of the trade—an experience
which none of the directors in the old company possessed.

Mr. Houston, in suijportin;; the resolution, said he thought
the shareholdera of Metalite would bo very fotilish if they tlid

not take advantage iJ' what was almost a gift. The condi-

tions now prevailing owing to the war were all to their advan-

tage, and the pivsent si'henie was evidently a genuine elVort to

save something out of the wreck.
The Chaium.w, in reply to questions, said that the old

company luid a .spec-ju'l lamji—the Boran—which was in the

exi)erim"ental stage. That lamp had, however, been quite

supei-seded in so far as efficiency was concerned by the ordin-

ary drawn-wire lamp. It was now intemlixl to manufacture
lamps from drawn w'ire. the niattMials for which were to be

supplieil from one of the largest firms out.side the ring. ITie

new comi>any would compete in the open market with other

manufacturei's, and the board had (»me to the conclusion that

that could only be done successfully by producing a lamp at

a cheapei- piioe than that now ruling with the 'l\uigsten Lamp
Assixiiatiou. The new works manager was Mr. J. L. Green,
v.-ho had come from the Osram Works, at Hammersniith.
They were obliged to go to the enemy's camp iu order to get

the "right men. Tlie jxvsition with regard to the works at

Derby \^'as that there was a certain quantity of obsolete

machinery which w'ould be disposed of. and a certain amount
of small nuicbinei">' for bending wire woidd be purchased. It

did not knik as if the new comj>any would have to spenki

much money on new machineiy, because they would receive

a certain sum for old plant. The new manager was of opinion

that the factory was capable of tiu'ning out three million

lamps per annum, but they were working on the basis of one
million for the first year. He might say tha.t he had received

proxies (representing 46,700 shares in favour of the agreement
and none agaiinst.

The resolution was then carried.

Mr. Lee proposed a vote of thanks to the Chairman, which
was seconded by Mr. Rosenthal, who remarked that the share-

holders were deeply indebted to Mr. Vincent for the way in

which he had woi'ked to pull the company out of the mire
and put it on a finii basis.

The resolution 'was carried, and briefly acknowledged by the

Chairman.

Helbourne Electric Supply Co., Ltd.

The directors' report for the year ended 31st August, 1914,

states that in JanuaiT last they offered for subscription at 97^

per cent, a further ±'1.50,000 five per cent, consolidated deben-

ture stock, the whole of which was applied for and allotted.

To provide for future expansion a resolution will be submitted at the

meeting on Monday next for tlie increase of the capital of the company bv

;^300,000, divided into 20.000 seven per cent, first cumulative preference shares

of £5 each to rank equally with tlie existing preference shares, and 200,000

ordinary shares of jC^ each, the Ititter to be converted, when fully paid, into

£,200.000 consolidated ordinary stock to rank equally with the existing ordinary

stock. It is proposed to issue on February 1st next 75,000 ordinary shares of

^1 each at par, to be converted, when fully paid, into ;£r75,000 consolidated

ordinary slock, and to be allotted as nearly as possible pro rata (i.e., 1 in 4}

to the holders of the existing iTSOO.OOO consolidated ordinary stock whose
.names appear on the register at the close of business on the 23rd January
prox. The directors also propose to issue, as and when required, a further

;t,25,000 five per cent, consolidated debenture stock. It is estimated that the

proceeds of these Issues will suffice for the capital requirements of the com-
pany at Melbourne and Geelong for the next twelve months.

±5,000 has been applied during the year in writing off cer-

tain items in the Melbourne plant account; and the capital

accounts at Melbourne and Geelong now stand as follows :
—

Expenditore Exoenditare Total written Balance of

to during off to expenditure
Aug., 1913. the year. Aug., 19U. at Aug. 31, 1914.

.Melbourne .. .. i693,553 £168,482 ^611,612 £818,62?
Geelong .. .. 147,071 18,963 3.775 162,259

(iuoluding trams)
£840,624

The area of the suburban districts

statutorv powers
available in 482 miles ol street;

year. 5,495 new consumers wei
bringing up the total number C(

per cent, as compared with the previous ye,

by 30 per cent., the electric motors now (

total connections, including 1

£185,445

n Mclboui
tely 74 square r

ted

£15,287 £1,010,782

the
of

by the company's
a supply is niw

during the

dur the

appa

19.066, being an increase of 40
The power supply has increased

lected being equivalent to 12,444

.1^, motors, heating, and other
sed by 32 per cent.; the total units sold by 43 per cent.;

by 30 per cent.and the gross

The profit and loss account shows that the gross revenue for

derived during the year from the Melbourne and Geelong
undertakings amounted to ±104,040, as compared with ±77.09'2

for the previous year, an increase of 85' per cent, .^fter pay-
ment of debenture interest, and management and general
expenses at the London head office, and after making the
following allocations, viz. :

—

To first debenture Block linking fund ^2,500, coruolidalf^ debenture Itock
ainkinit fund jCi.SWJ, intoin.- certificate >ervice fund /;i,8UV, ifenerul reurve
(raisinii the latter la jCti.lKJi)) /,'6,000, •uipenie account, Iu meet the coal of
writing od tundry ilemt of plant al Melbourne and Ueeloni; jCi.OUU, writing
of) the balance of coal of i»uet of consolidated debenture stock in 1913 and
1914 ,^'IU,5U1, dividend equuliaallon account ;(;il>,OUU, writing down head office

furniture /,aU,

there remaias a credit balance of ±l.'i,8fJ4, plu« ±4,51C brought
forward, making a t<Jtid credjt baiancir of ±48,iU0. After pay-
ing the seven per cent. pref. dividend for the year and 10 vr
cent, on 'the cons, ordinary' stock, ±7,S'2ft remains to be (m-

lied forward.
Total con- Toul

I'lgbting .Motors in neotloni uniln tiroia
Date ( onsumers. In kw. rated ii.i'. in ku. sold. iitoltl.

Melbourne
Aug. 31,1911 8,698 8,2W 7 468 11 !. 15,735 7,089,871 £50,Ml
Aug. 81,1913 H,571 11,189 9,581 H.I'. 91,720 »,740,1M £68,581
Auk. 81,1914 19,068 16,113 $:12,<4I ill-. 98,759 13,963,(00 £i3,2iri

Qeelong—
ifocludine trams)
Aug. 31,1912 1,099 1.453 1,380 B.i'. 2,833 753,611 £6,990
Aug. 81, 1!)13 1,458 1,734 1.846 III. 8,580 ' 1,0.M.062 £8.611
Aug. 31,I9U 1,139 9,050 2,065 B.l'. 4,13j 1,275,980 £11,137

Mr. F. W. Clements, the company's local managing director and chief

engineer, came home on leave during the year, and the directors had the
advantage of pi-rsonally conferring with him in regard to the position and
prospects of ihe company in Australia.

.idelaide Electrit Su|»pl\ Co.. Ltd.

The directors, in their rejiort for the year ended 31st August,
1914, state that the capital acctmnt nt)w stands as follows:—
Total expenditure to .'ilst August, 1913, ±607,.3«7, plus further
ex{x'nditure during the ]>ast veax ±143,036, less amountu writ-

ten off ±1'2,074. making ±73«,349.

The capital necessary to keep pace with the continued growth of the com-
pany's business has been provided for by the following issues:—10,000 ordinary
shares issued in July. 1913, al a premium of jC^ per share, and fully paid

during the past 6na'ncial year; 9,KJ5 preference shares issued in March last

at a premium of 5s. per share; ;i,'25,0OO five per cent, debenture stock.

The area of the districts covered by the company's powers is 155 square
miles: and a supply is now available in 361 miles of streets, an increase of

.19 miles during the vear. 2,932 new consumers were connected to the mains,
bringing up the total number connected to 13,192, an increase of 16 per
cent, as conip;ired with the previous year. The power supply has increased

by 17 per cent., the electric motors now connected being equivalent lo 7347
H.P. ; while the total connections, including lamps, motors, heating, and other

apparatus, have increased by 24 per cent. ; the total units sold by 24 pet

cent.; and the gross revenue by 25 per cent.

The profit and loss account shows that the gross profits for

the year amounted to ±111,986, as compared with ±89,591 for

the previous year, being an increase of 2,5 per cent. After

payment of debenture interest, and management and general

expenses in London and .(Adelaide, and after allocating ±.5,,360

to debent'dre stock sinking fund, there remains a credit balance

of ±40,49-2, plus ±9,86.5 brought forward, making a total

credit balance of ±50,3:57. Deducting the preference dividend

for the half-year ended 28th February, 1914, and the interim

ordinary dividend of 5 per cent., free of income tax, paid on
1st June, 1914, there remains an available balance of ±33,3.57.

The directors recommend the dividend on six per cent, prefer-

ence shares for the half-year ended 31st August, 1914 (paid on
1st September, 1914), ±5,042; final dividend of 5 per cent.,

free of income tax, on ordinary shares, making 10 per cent,

for the year, ±12,500; to bonus of '2 per cent., free of income
tax, on ordinarv shares, ±5,000; leaving to be carried forward
±10.815.

Total Total
Lighting Motors in conneotions units

Date. Consuniera. in kw. rated h.p. in kw. sold.

Aug. 31, 1912 7,869 6,TJ4 6,137 H.p. 10,861 4,516,898

Aug. 31, 1913 11,35» 7,7.53 6,270 H.p. 14,022 6,4I6,«88

Aug. 81,1911 13,193 10,107 7,347 h.p. 17,453 6,740,991

Mr. F. \V. Clements, a member of the local board in Adelaide, came home
on leave during the year, and the directors had the advantage of personally

conferring with him in regard to the progress of the company's business.

The meeting is called for Tuesday next, in London.

India-Rubber. Gutta-Pertha and Telegraph Works
Co., Ltd.

The directors report that for the year ended September 30th,

1914, the accounts show, after provision for doubtful debts,

a net loss of ±18,922. Transferring ±50,000 from the reserve

fund, adding ±7,455 brought forward, deducting ±12,500, the

dividend on the preference shares paid in January and July

and accrued to 30th September, and ±12,500, the interim divi-

dend on the ortlinary shares p;iid in July, there remains a
disposable balance of'±13,534, which, after pro'i'itling for the

proposed dividend on the ordinai"y shares, will leave ±1,034

to carry forwai'd. The directors retxjmmend that the payment
of the "half-yearly dividend of 5s. per share, or at the rate of

5 per cent, per annum, be made to the preference shareholders

and that adividendof 5s. per share, free of income tax, amount-
ing to ±12,500, making with the interim dividend paid in

July a total of 5 per cent, for the year, be paid to the holders

of ordinary shares; both these di\'idends to be payable on the

1st January prox. The directors much regret to have to make
such a disappointing statement. The loss is due to a number
of causes. The war caused a diminution of sales in England
and the entire stoppage of manufacturing in France. The
Gennan ai'iny went within a couple of miles of Persan, and
the works had to be closed and abandoned. But the most

serious losses incurred have not been due to the war. The
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/' s due to faulty organisation at the French factory, pre-
\ sly reported, fell on thi.s year to a considerable extent,
tli'iiigli tli;it <irg;inisatinn has, the directors believe, now been
put on a thoroughly sound basis. Then their foreign agencies
have inciirre<l a serious loss, partly through ba<l trade in

Australia, South America, Africa and Japan, and partly

tliioiigh certain unprofitable contract.*!. As the main cau.ses

![ the company's trouble are believed to be at an end, and
tlie works at Persan have been re-opcne<l, the directors reoin-
inend to the shavelmldcrs the bold p<jlicy of taking £.50,000

from the re.sen-c and paying a dividend of 2 J per cent.,

making o per cent, on the ordinary shares, llie directors

regret to rejiort the complete loss on the coast of Madagascar
of the s.S. Buccaneer while employed by the French Govern,
ment on cable repairs. The ship was fully insured and the

insurance has been paid. The ss. Dacia has been employed fi>r

a iportion of the year, but the amount of submarine cable
manufactured has been small. The works and machinery at

Silvcrtown have been efficiently maintained. Mr. G. W.
Smith, the company's late manager at Persan, has been ap-
pointed an oxtraf)rdinary director.

The meeting will be held at 106, Cannon Street, E.G., on
December 22nd.

I'rospeotHS.

—

Derluj Lamp Worlcs, Ltd. — Fortune
assuredly smiles at last upon the shareholilers of Metalite, Ltd.

Readers of the Electrical Review do not need to b3 reminded
of the nnfortnnate history of this concern, but those who have
followed its procepdings from the early demonstration at Hig-h-

bury, when the most brilliant prospects were reported both for the

lamp and for the shareholders, to the closinff of the Derby Lamp
Works, will, we are sure, be intsrested to know that a prospectus

now lies before us of the Derby Lamp Works. Ltd. It gives Meta-
lite shareholders an opportunity to take their courayp in both bands,

and when thev have done that to put one of the sa'd hands in

their pocket. In other words, they alone are entitled to 187,081

ordinary shares of ."i?. each, ifsued as paid up to the extent of lis. I'd.

in iMrby Lamp Works, Ltd.; that is, with a liability of Is. (id.

per share payable within two months If they do not thus pay
they are "not likely to receive anythin?." Though the prospectus

is more modest than that of the original concern that it seeks to

save, inasmuch as it only refers to £15,000 as the net profits for

the first year, and £2'.', 000 for the second, it guardedly mentions
without making- any promises, that " a dividend of 22 per cent, per

annum on the preference and 15 per cent, per annum on the

ordinary shares would, if the whole capital were issued and fully

paid, amount to £13,905." The prospectus says that the works,
including equipment, were valued as a going concern in December,
1911, at £28.377, but as our readers know, the factory has long been
closed, and it is stated that the machinery and plant have been
"kept cleaned and oiled during the period the factory has been
closed," and these assets are practically in the same condition now
as in 1911. At the meeting, reported on page 826, reference is

made to " a certain quantity of obsolete machinery." It' is

stated that arrangements have been made for opening the
works, administration and management have been reorganised,

a Britieh works manager with experience with a rival concern has
been engaged. The chairman at the Metalite meeting stated that

he came from the Osram Works, It would be interesting

to know in what department and in what capacity he was
engaged. The premises are said to be of sufficient area

to enable the manufacture of 2j million drawn wire metal-
filament lamps to be produced per annum, but for the first year
after reopening an output of one million lamps, and 1} millions

in the second year, are promised, with financial results mentioned
above. We are assured that this factory and its equipment, which
is being "kept cleaned and oiled," but which admittedly
contains obsolete machinery, constitutes " one of the best

and moBt complete works in this country, and .... should ....
become one of the foremost all-British lamp works in the country."

The purchase price payable is £70,104, which includes the 33. 6i3.

per share, which shareholders in Metalite, Ltd,, are entitled to

claim. The prospectus before us also offers for subscription 8,000
7 percent, profit participating cumulative preference shares of £1
each. We hope that the company may succeed. War-time is a
factor in its favour, bat it has much to live down.

.lutoiiiatic T('I<>|ilioiie Maiiufa(tiiriii<r Co.. Ltd.

—

The fhare and transfer books are closed from 1 7th to 21th inst.

for the purpose of preparing the dividend warrants on the 6 per
cent, preference shares for the half-year ending 3lBt inst., on which
date the warrants will be posted.

Voi'ksliirc (West Kidinii') KIccfric Tramways Co.,
Lttl. k fiuancial daily states that the directors have decided to

pay a final dividend of 3 per cent, (at rate of (i per cent, per annum)
on account of dividend accrued on (! per cent, cumulative prefer-
ence shares.

I»owoi'-(i!as roi'itoratioii. Ltd.—The report for the
year ended September 30th. 1914. shows a total protit of £'20,5IO,

plus £3,549 broueht forward. This is dealt with thus:—To
reserve fund, £4,100 : dividend at 5 par cent, por annum upon the
ordinary shares, *: 12,481 ; carried forward, £7,479.

('(iittiiieiital.— It,\i,y.—A " Societa Mroclettrici Ano-
nima" has been formed at Marcellinara, Province of Catan.', iro,

Itily, for the oonstruction and working of hydroelectrio works.
The capital is 50.000 lire, and the duration of the concern fixed at
30 years.

Blackpool, Sf. .4niie's ii Lvtliaiii Traiiiwajs Co.—The annuMl report H*at<-« th»t the trhtti : receipt* phuw a oon-
siderahl- decreate, c*u»'d entirely by the outbreak of war. At the
end of ,Iuly the prospects were better than la-t year, and h«d it

not been for the war there is every probi'iility that this year's
balancf-9h"=et would have been a most paticfactory one. Under
these circumstances the trustees for the debenture-holder" have
decided to make no distribution of interest on the debenture stock.
The traffic receipts were £29 571 (£35,2S4 last year), and oat of
this £.5,790 (£i; 895) was piid to the Corporation. Advertiein?
and sundry receipts and rents receivable brought the net revenae
to £21,037, a'j compared with £29,I4C in the previous year. There
was a saving of over £1,700 in expenditure, but the balance avail-
able for the profit and loss account is only £2,274, against £5,056
a year ago.

Stock E.vi-han^e .Notices.—Application has W-n made
to the Committee to allow the followini; securities to be quoted in
the Official List :—

Victoria Palls »nd Trsnavaal Power Co., Ltd.— ffiW.OOO tj per cent, second
moctg«ge debantureB, Series " B,' Noa. ll,«l to lb,940 i£100 and til) (renewed
application).

The undermentioned securities are to be qaoted in the Official
List :

—
CoDsolidttted 0«b, Electric Light and Power Co. of Baltimore.—Further

issue ol l,C6i,300 dels, common ^,ock.
Marconi's Wireless Tel-grapl Co , Ltd —Further issue ol M2,088 ordlD«rT

shares of f I each, fully paid iNos 1.2,50,00010 l,47i,i;5j|.
Montrral Light, Heat and Power Co.-Farther issoe of 1,800.003 doll, capital

stock (Montreal oertiflcates).

Electrical Securities Tni.st. Ltd.—The report for the
year to November 14th, 1914, to be presented at the meeting at
Edinburgh on 15th inst., states (ssys the Financial Ti'iiei) that the
results, after charging all expenses and the interest due and
accrued on the debentures, amounting to £2,500, show a loss of
£S58. No credit has been taken in the accounts for interests or
dividends which may have accrued, and which have not been paid
within the period of the accounts. The directors regret that they
have been unable to dispose of any of the investments held by the
Trust during the past year, and so enable the trustees for the
debenture-holders to make a further distribution. Some of the
investments have paid increased dividends during the year, bat it

is impossible to say whether these will be maintained, owing to
the abnormal conditions created by the war.

Manx Electric Kailway Co.. Ltd.—The acconnts for
the year ended September 30jh, after payment of debenture
interest, show a credit balance of £3,.S25, which is to be carried
forward.

Sliawinipui Water and Power (o.—A dividend of li
per cent, on the common shares for the quarter ending December is

declared.

\ew Issue.—The Metropolitan Railway Co. is inviting
applications for an issue of £500,000 5 per cent, preference stock
at 99 per cent.

Marconi International Marine ioniniunication Co..
Ltd.—The directors have declared an interim dividend on account
of the current year of 5 per cent., equal to Is. per share.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Tuesday Erening.

Stock E.xchange markets show noticeable strength, and it looks
as though the year were going to end up with a good tone in most
departments. The re-opening of the New York Stock I'lchange,
for dealings in shares as well as in bond.j, sutBced to give a fillip to

the whole of the American list ; and this, in its turn, reacted upon
other divisions. The Paris Bourse is open, though there is not
much trade going on between the French capital and London. One
or two of the provincial Erchanges have started business again
under shelter. Why London should be condemned to deal in the
wet and cheerless mud of Throgmorton Street day after day is a
matter with which the Treasury is chiefly concerned.

Negotiations were opened at the end of last week between the
Chancellor of the Eichequer, the Stock Eichange and the banks,

but re.''ulted in nothing save further ajj lurnmont of the question.

A far-reaching scheme is in course of evolution, however, which
will probably enable the Stock Exchange to get going inside its

own doors early in the New Year, when dealings will be viermitted

under such restrictive rules as will make it virtually impassible for

the alien enemy to obtain money or to transact any sort of business

in the London Stock Exchange.
The principal streni'th is displayed in American Riils and

nearly all the mining share*. Amongst the latter, copper descrip-

tions are especially prominent. Uio Tint is may be instanced,

having come up from 49 to 5r> within a week or so. The fear of
a famine in chemicals, for mining work is noiv disregarded, and
gold mining shares are being run up day after day.

The Loudon County Council brought forw.ard its scheme for the
electrical supply of the Metropolis just on the day when a fresh

order from the Secretary of State insirted upon a further darken-
ing of Lmdon streets. The L.C.O, met to-day (,Tnesd,'45> to con-
sider its wide and somewhat complicated Lindon and D. strict
Electric Supply Bill, 1915, which seeks to give control Xic a Central
Authority, in oonne^otion with electricity supply over a far flung
area. Details of the soheme have been published here and eUe-
where. but they have had no influence at all upon prices in the
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eleotrioal nupply niurket. DuitineHH there is u qaiet «s ever;
and, naturally enouk'li, tbi^ uiw liKbtin^ order for Ljndjn has not
ijuiuk ned interent iu the t-haren.

St. Jamen'H have been d ine between S] and il uinue we last

wrote, and City of L'^n Ion Ordinary chan);ed handn on the basirt of

14! 1 5. There are a few scllera abiut of County Ordinary, but
in other hii;h-cla'<H uharee th>'ra ih ftuarcely a mention of quota-
tion!). Chariuf; CroHS City I'udertaking Preference hav^ t;iven

way a little, being now bauk to I. 0:berwiiie, priceu are

unchanged.
Aninin'ion is apparent in aharen of the manufacturini; gtoap.

Ufitish We tinshoufe Preference d«veloped further etrenetb, and
j'jmped up to StU 3d. Both the Kiiaon k Swan iaaaes are better,

the fully-paid hardening to £2. A ^ood deal of vympathy hoa
besn expreeaed with Mr. Thomas Ediaon at the fire which broke
ou^ at the end of laxt week and deutroyed the main work') of hia

Fhonoeraph Company. The nharea in thia concern, by the way,
ard all in the hand of Mr. Elinon himself, and are therefore u< t

known in the markets. Electric Constructi >aa are a little better

at llK. 6d. Cromptona renitin at 6y. for the Ordinary and lla. for

the Preference. Xit much intere^it is taken in General Electrics,

of whioh the 0/dinary continue at Hi and the Preference
at 10.

The Metropolitan Uiilway has just made an i'<ane of 5 per cen^
Peeference stock, offered early thia week at 'Jit. The security,

unlike that of the Sonth-Western issue made for the purpjse of

eleotrifijation, is an irredeemable stock. According to the
prospectus, there is plenty of marffin for the interest. Jobbers are

not anxious to make prices until the allotments appear, bot,

nominally, there is a small premium quoted on the stock. This
isiue had the effect of patting down the price of the Ordinary to

31i, a fail of J.

Districts keep about 18i. Under^ronnd Electric Railways met
with a little demand, because of the breakdown of the trams,
which threw an enormous increase of temporary traffic into the
omnibusea and tubas. Uoderground Electric Inc imes hardened to

SOi ; the fully-paid shares are £2, and the shillingr shares stand
ab lut (ji. 3d. Those wftose p'rambalations depend principally

upon the omnibuses muat have felt thankful at their lot when they
surveyed the pitiful crowds whioh waited for the trams that did

not move. The seriousness of the breakdown was seen in the time
that it took to get the full service restarted. London United
Tramways Debenture stock is supposed to be in the nei?hbourhood
of 55 butto get a bid for it is not an easy matter. London and
Suburban Tractions are 53., lOs. and 75 for the Ordinary, Prefer-
ence and 4 per cent Debenture respectively.

The following is a list of prices of representative stocks and
shares in various electrical markets :

—

Home Electricity Sopplv Companies,

Brompton Ordinary
d). 7 per cent. P(.

Charing Cross Ordinary
do. do. do. 4iPf..
do. do. City P(. .

.

do. 4 Deb
Chelsea

do. 4* Deb
City of Lo^idon

do. do. 6 per cent. Pf.

do. d) 6 Deb
do. do. 4^ Ueb..

.

County of Londoa
do. do. 6 per cent. Pf.

do. do. let Deb.
da, do. 2nd Ueb.

8| Kensington Ordinary ..

8| Lond m Eleoir.c
4| i: d). 6 percent. P(.

4i do. do. 4 Deb
4 Metropolitan

86i do. 4.* per cent. Pf. ..

4l do. 4* Deb
91

J

do. si Deb
14 j St. James' and Pall Mall
13 do. do. 7 p9r cent. Pf.

115 do. do. 34 Deb.
98 Bouth London
lU Soath Metropolitan Pf
lli WestmlDBter Ordinary .

.

99 do. 4J Pf

Manufactubiko Companies.

Brit. West. Pf
do. 4 Deb
do. 6 p. lien

Calleoders
do. 5 Pf .

.

do. 4^ Deb.
Edison & Bnun, £3 pd. .

.

do. do. folly pd.
4 Deb.

1^ Electric Construction
7a dj. do.
S,8 Gen. Eleo. Pf. ..

11^ Henteys
4! ,, 4*Pf. ..

ml ,. 4* Deb. .

.

8/. Telteraph Con. ..

2 Caatnet-Kellner .

.

do. do.

Anglo-Am. Tel. PI.

do Det,
Chili Telephone ..

C 'nstantiuople Tel.
Cuba 8ub. Ord. .

.

Telboraphs and Telephones.

. . 104 Gt. Northern Tel.
22 IndoEur.ipean ..

7 New York i'el 4J..
4i Orisntal Tel. Ord.

do. Pf.

Eastern Extension
do. 4 Deb

Eastern Tel. O'd.
do. 8i Pf . .

.

do. 4 Deb. .

.

Qlobe Tel. and T. Oid. .

.

122^

''4
We It India and Pan.
Weitern Telegraph

4 Deb.

nm
9oi

do. Pf.

PoBEioN Trams, 4o.

Anglo-Arg. Trams Ist Pf.
do, and Pf.

do. 4 Deb
do, ih Deb.
do. 6 Deb

Brazil Tractions .

.

Bombay Electric Pf.

do. 4i Dib.
Mexico Trnins

do, 6 par cent. Bis.
do. 6 p"r cent Bds.

Adelaide Sop. 6 par cent. Pf.
do. 6 Deb lOOJxd

The Melbourne Electric Supply Company is taking steps to
increase its cipital by £300,OUO, with D.^benture stock for £25.000.
The Company's profit roi-e to £4S.804. as compared with £b9,930,
and the Ordinary shares again get 10 per cent, dividend. The
Adelaide Electric Supply has also issued a fine report this week :

the Ordinary shares receive 7 per cent., and the profits thow
substantial increase.

In the foreign group, the British Columbia Electric Bailway
Company's report haa had virtually no effect upon the prices of

the atocka. The company maintained it« h per cent, dividend in

retpi^ct of the paat year, but proprietfirn are warned Out there may
bi redaction in the near future. The l).:ferred ia luO, and the
Preferred and Preference stocks U5. The btlanue-nheet nliuws the
company to be in a strong position, so that holders can face with
equanimity whatever diminution in the distribution the directors

may decide npon for the time being. The Shawiuigan (' jinpaoy
has declared ita regular interim dividend of I J |)er cent., and the

Pennsylvania Water and Power aanouncea a dividend of I per

cent, on the common aharea, aUo for the pait three months.
The really unsatisfactory apot iu conniotion with foreign com-

paniea remains in Mexico. In that country, the aitnation aeema t/i

go from bal to worse, the position becoming more hrptleaa, if

possible, every week. In the circumstances, most of the boadd
and shares of the traction undertakings are well-nigh unasle-
able—a lamentable condition of affairs, rendered the more ro by
the sharp improvement whioh ia taking place in certain others of

the fort i;;n group. Bn?. lian Traction Common sharea, from 5<J.

have now risen to the neighbourhood of I'/.i. For the material

recovery from the lower pri^e, readers of these notes who are
interested will have been prepared by 'he hints drop(>ed from time
to time as to the shortage of stock. This, coupled with improve-
ment in Braz lian eichange, has been largely instrumental in

driving up thi price ; and, on the week, there remains a rise of
4 points.

lado-E iropean Telegraphs were lowered £1 to 57, but it ia

doubtful what the real price actually is. The company's cable*

run through the thick of the trouble ; from Em'ien to Berlin, for

instance, thence to Warsaw, on their j lurney to the East. Pr >-

bibly the compiny has an arrangement with one of the Eastern
nodertakings whereby its mersiges go over the latt<>r company's
lines at present. The Eistern group is firm, and Western Tele-

graphs have gone up 7a 6d. to 12J
Bitween the prices of Wsstern Ordinary shares and Ea'^tem

Telegraph stock there larks a trifling anomaly. Both companies
occupy splendid fi.iancial positions, but the next Eistern dividend

will no d lubt include the bonus always declared at the fourth

quarter ot the year, making 3i per cent., whereas the Western
Cjmpany has already paid its dividend and bonus, making the full

7 per cent. Yet Eistern Ordinary can be bought at 125J, while
Westerns cost nearly £13 a share, although, reasonably, the posi-

tions should be reversed.

New York Telephone Bonds are rather better, in consfq'ience of

tie boomlet in American rails. West India and Panama hold their

inprovement, and Anglo-American Telegraph Deferred rose to 22.

CDustantinople Telephone shares are called 4 J The Company haa
issued a notice stating that, in view of the present circumstances

of war, the interest on the B per cent. Obligation Bonds mast be
postponed. The telephone service, however, is being maintained

in C mstantinople, under the direction of the Britifh staff.

Marconis are a bett«r market than they have been of late, the

price haidening ti liH;. with Canadians advancing in sympathy to

4s. and Americans to y.-i. 6d.

Tiie India Rabber, G ittaPeroha and Telegraph Works has

declared a dividend of 53. per share, free of tax, making 6 per

cent, for the year on the Ordinary shares. The report shows a

net loss cif £18,922 but the directors recommend to the thaie-

holders the bold policy of taking £50,000 from the reserve, in

order tj pay the diviiend on the Ordinary shares, jastifying this

course by the statement that the main causes of the trouble are,

it is believed, at an end. Another interesting dividend announce-

ment is that of Chadburn'a Ship Telegraph Company, where an
interim distribution at the rate of 6 per cent, per annum is to be

made on the Ordinary shares.

Armament shares show very little change. The rubber market
is uncertain, dalness giving way to rather more cheerful con-

ditions and then re-asserting its control over the market in

see-aaw style. In most of the leading shares a fair amount of

business is pissing.

ELECTRIC TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY
TRAFFIC RETURNS.

Looality,
Month Receipts for

ended the
. (4 wks.) month.

Total to date.

Route
miles
open.
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RECENT ADVANCES IN ELECTRICAL CRANE
AND LIFT DESIGN.

[communicated.]

One of the raoat apparent features at the present day with

regard to electrical engineering is the specialisation which

has ensued as a natural outcome of tiie wide diversity of

purposes for which electric powder has shown iteelf to be

available, and an outstanding case in point is to he found in

the way in which the application of electricity to the pro-

blem of crane and lift operation has developed both as

regards the motor itself and the control apparatus for

regulating the current. The subject is a vast one, and no

attempt will be made in the preeent notes to completely

cover the ground. It is, however, of interest to examine
one or two ways in which the requirements of this service

have developed special applications and modifications of

electric design, and this will be the purpose of the present

notes.

It will be found that such specialisation has e.xtended not

only to the switching appliances for crane control, which is

a feature to be at once expected, but it has also had a radical

effect npon the requirements imposed upon the motors

which have to operate the lifts. At the outset, it will be

interesting to briefly outline the salient features of this

development. Considering first of all the direct-current

motor, it has been found that the ordinary series, shunt or

compound-wound motor was not altogether suitable in its

standard form for the special requirements of crane and lift

work, as this is very largely intermittent, and consequently

the conditions of load are such that an adjustment has been
found necessary in the relative relations of copper and iron

in the motor. Hence crane-rated motors are, as a rule,

lighter than the ordinary machine designed for continuous

service ; and, moreover, it will usually be found that the

copper in the circuit is greater in proportion to the iron

than in the ordinary type.

It will be found that among modern manufacturers, for

instance, Messrs. Mather X- Piatt, Ltd., the design of

crane motors has had considerable attention and ingenuity

devoted to it, as will be seen from fig. 1, which

As is clearly indicated in fig. 1, a considerable amount of
care has been expended in order to reduce, what is in many
instances a complication, into a very simple matter ; 8B, by
means of the diagram on the terminal cover and the simple
arrangement of the connections, it is pofsible for the most
unskilled attendant to make or alter the conntctiong
correctly. This is a very valuable feature when one considers
the endless complaints and troubles caused through unf'ightly
connections and main leads. As every user is aware, one of
the greatest sources of weakness is to be found in the brush
gear, but it is claimed that in the latest system by which
radial acting box-type brushes are employed, all troubles in
this respect have been overcome—a statement borne out by
users all over the world who have given the system an e.\-

tended trial. At no time during the lengthy period fmore
than 30 years) which this firm have Ijeen manufacturing
electrical machines has more attention been paid to the in-

sulation of the machine itself than at present, as it is fully

recognised that not only for crane work, but in all cafes,

success depends solely upon the quality of the insulation
and the care which is expended upon its application.

Fig. :.' illustrates the type of motor fornse in dusty and damp
atmospheres, which is therefore specially applicable to foun-
dries and ironworks. An extremely interesting feature of
this design is the type of commutating end cover adopted,

Via. I.

I standard direct-current crane motor of their
latest type. It will not be out of place to enumerate
some of the special features embodied in this design, as it

has only been adopted after an extended period of experi-
ment. The combination of n ball bearing at the commu-
tator end, with a bush bearing at the driving end in actual
practice, has more than justified its adoption^ Not the least
practical advantage derived by this method is the
centralisation of the commutator which prevents sparkin<^
and other commutation troubles. Further, by havin" the
bush bearing of extra length with duplicate oil rii?gs. a
steady drive is obtained, which is especially valuable where
gears are employed.

whereby it is possible to examine the brush gear with one
movement of the encircling ring. The latter is so con-

structed as to protect the interior of the motor from dust

and dirt, and is sufficiently massive to withstand the rough

handling to which cranes and their motors are subjected.

It will be noticed that apertures are arranged iu the end

covers, so that pipes may be connected, thus allowing a

supply of clean cool air to enter the interior of the motor

and this is of assistance where cranes are driven by

stationary motors. The features outlined in connection

with fig. 1 are equally applicable to this design.

An important point in connection with crane motors is the

intermittent application of very heavy overliwds, and in the

earlier designs of motors this was frequently a source o

trouble owing to sparking on the commutator, duo to dis-

placement of the neutral axis owing to armature reaction

This has led in recent times to tiie adoption of the intoi»-

jiole motor with commutating polos, which ensure sj^>arkless

running on all loads up to l(tO ix!r i-ent. overlr ad. In the

motors made by the firm just mentioned, heavy overloads

can be given momentarily without sparking by virtue

of the inUM-pole construction, and they are, therefore,

especially valuable whore the load is irrecular. Moreover.

commutating poles enable the moUir to l>o made reversible

without altering the jiosition of the brushes, and peimit cf a

wide range of s|ieed variation when this is required.

It is. of course, a difficult matter to design a tost

specification for a crane motor which will adixjuately

meet all the wnditions of servii>e. inasmuch as thtso

conditions themselves vary very largely aoconling to

the actual work which the crane or lift has to do. For light,

quick-running lifts, for example, the load might l>e very short

and frequent, while for traversing motors on a gantry crane

it is probable that the time during which heavy current is
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applied in rolation to the time during wliich the motor is

idle mifjht be fairly considerable, and hence, ajthouf^h a

quarter-hour ratiiij; is usually applicable to crane motors, it

must be b :)rne in mind that with increased relation of copper

to iron there is loss total nins< of iron to be heated by the

c-'ii losses, and, therefore, there is more danger of a con-

tinuous load warming up tlie motor excessively than in the

ordinarily designed motor. Hence a variation on the above

test which might littingly be applied would be after a

steady running to give, say, double the load for l'5 minutes

while the machine is still hot, the temperature tests being

taken bi'tween these two running tests.

]\[essrs. Laurence, Scott, Ltd., have developed a special type

of winding for crane motors which reipiires a slight modifica-

tion in the design of the controller, but which is very useful

for easy acceleration when this is desired. In this case

the tiold magnets are wound with something in the nature

of double the number of turns that are usually put upon
them, and arrangements are made so that when the motor

reaches top speed half the windings are shunted, thus

cutting out half the field currrent. It will be seen that

on the lighter loads the surplus excitation increases the

torque very considerably and decreases the speed, so that

at half current from 30 to GO per cent, extra tonjue is

obtained at each step but tlie last, on which the series is

shunted. Therefore, considerably better control is obtained

with the use of the same amount of main resistance as in

the ordinary motor, or alternatively, for the same degree of

control a smaller resistance can he used. There are also

other advantages in connection with this arrangement which
raiy be summarised. Where the lowering speed of the

cnme is checked by making the motor generate on to a

resistance, it is evident that with the shunted type of field

the control can be obtained with a smaller generating current,

and, therefore, there is considerably less danger of momentary
sp irking at the commutator when the controller handle is

brought over to the braking position, due to the heavy rush

of current which would otherwise ensue. Moreover, with this

type of winding about half the full-load current is required for

a dead slow lifting and lowering motion, as compared with

ordinary windings, where something like full-load current

is necessary. The advantage of the arrangement is that

with this disposition of the windings no extra connections

are required between motor and controller, as is the case

when separate starting coils are used on the first step and
cut-out for full speed. This greatly facilitates working
operations. It may be argued that the shunting of part

of the field winding in this way involves waste of current

at full load, and that, therefore, the efficiency of the motor
would be brought down in this way. As, however, the

crane motor operates for considerable periods at half or'

three-quarters load or less, it is evident that the saving of

current on these low loads due to the stiffening of the field

more than compensates for the slight loss which would not

exceed 5 per cent, due to the shunt operation on the top

speed. This is, therefore, a most important advance in

the design of crane motors.

Another point with regard to Messrs. Laurence, Scott's

crane motor, which is illustrated in fig. 3, is that it is fitted

with ball-bearings, and has also a solenoid and centrifugal'

brake gear, to which reference will be made in a further

paragraph. Its great feature, however, is that it has a self-

contained outer bearing. For pinion drives of any size it is

m^st desirable to have such an outer bearing. This is

bacoming more and more recognised, and, of course, a single

ball-bearing with an overhung pinion is not entirely good
practice. When it becomes necessary to provide an outer

bearing, ball bearings have great advantages, and the strains

are so much reduced on them that they become thoroughly

good practice. Endeavours have been made to provide motors

with self-contained ordinary plain bearings and the usual

ring lubrication, but the difficulty is to get out a practical

scheme that allows the spnr-wheel to come into the required

pontion without interfering with the oil-bosand fixings for

the third bearing. The length also with an outer bearing is

excessive. Ball bearings, of course, are very much shorter,

and as there is no trouble with an oil-box, the bracket fixing

for the outer bearing can be swung round to any position,

so that a standard construction can be adopted -which

enables the ~our-wheel to be fixed in any position, either at

the side, at the top, or at the bottom. This will be clear

from the view.

As far as alternating currents are wjncerned, the difficulty

with regard to crane service is that synchronous motors are

out of the (jueslion from the point of view of starting and
stopping, while the induction motor, although simple from

the point of view of control, does not with efficiency give

any very great llexibility of Sfxjed, as in the ordinary types

the running speed of the moUjr is a function of the fre-

quency of supply, with a slight loss of speed dependent

on the load due to slip Where, however, the work is not

too intermittent, that is to say, where the running 8[)eed is

maintained at some considerab'e time interval as, for

example, on long lifts, there are some possibilities for the

application of alternating current, more especially if

some of the newer forms of winding are used. An
interesting example of this is the " Cascade " induction

motor, made by the Sandycroft Foundry Co., Ltd., by

means of which, in one form of the construction, two

running speeds can be obtained, without the use of compli-

cated control arrangements. In appearance the one-speed

casoade motor is very similar to the ordinary wound-rotor

type with the slip-rings left out, and one (jaarter of the

rotor conductors omitted. The stator winding is connected

in parallel,' and, in addition to the main terminals, tappings

are connected to it. The rotor winding is so connected,

that it can simultaneously produce two magnetic fields of

different numbers of poles. In the r2-pole rotor, for

example, the stator is wound sothat the supply current pro-

duces in it an eight-pole field. This acts on the rotor so as

to induce in it current producing a field of the same number
of poles, together with a supplementary field of four poles.

This four-pole field producs a back electromotive force in

the rotor winding, limiting the current to that required,

and it, at the same time, generates induced currents in the

stator winding. The points of maximum potential of theee

induced currents in the stator winding cornspond to the

pos.tion of the tapping connections, and by connecting the

starting resistance of these points, the current and start-

ing torque can be controlled, or the speed regu-

lated in exactly the same way as with a slip-ring

motor. The difference between the cascade type and the

ordinary slip-ring type may be explained as follows. In

the ordinary type the stator acts on the rotor, and there the

inductive action stops, starting torque and speed regulation

only being obtained by connecting resistances to the rotor

win-lings. In the cascade type the rotor, by means of the

supplementary magnetic field, reacts inductively upon the

stator, reflecting back to it part of the energy received

therefrom and the starting and speed regulating devices are

connected to the stator, not to the rotor. For the two-

speed type, slip rings are necessary. The stator windings

carry only primary currents when the machine is running at

the higher speed, but when running at the lower speed they

carry in addition secondary currents induced by the action

of the second rotor field. This rotor winding is of the plain

b.arrel type, similar to those of the ordinary slip-ring

machines, but as regards the method of connection, the

windings form a closed circuit, and a certain number of

coils are tapped into this closed circuit, and are provided at

their free ends with slip rings. The arrangement of the

windings is such that when the slip rings are short-circuited

the current induced in the rotor gives only one number of

poles, the machine behaving under these circumstancfs

exactly like an ordinary slip-ring motor. When, however,

the slip rings are open-circuited, a small number of the rotor

conductors become inoperative and the currents in the rotor

then produce two numbers of poles, the second of which acts

upon the stator and causes the motor to run at a different

speed. For example, a machine wound to run at eight-pole

and twelve-pole speeds carries eight-pole windings. In

order to start it, t^e switch connected to the slip rings in

the ordinary way is gradually short-circuited, and the

machine then bdiaves as an ordinary slip-ring motor. If

the speed is to be reduced, the slip rings are open-cirenitf d,

and the short-circuiting switch mounted on the side of the

motor and connected to the stator winding is closed. The

rotor then reacts upon the stator and the machine runs at

twelve-pole speed, the operation being reversed when it is

required to raise the speed from the lo vcr to the h'gher
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one. While the machine is slowing down, this acts as a
gejeratorand returns eiieigy to the line.

A great advantage of this system is that it is never
necessary to break the main circuit except when the motor
has to bo totally stopped, and hence the whole of the opera-
tions can be achieved without sparking. Where t«o
definite speeds are practically necessary for crane utirk, and
especially where the running can take place at lelatively
long periods, it is a most suitable method of control, and
where used on long lifts the lo.s-es during acceleration are
reduced to nearly half that which would be obtained when
using an ordinarily wound induction motor. In such cases,
instead of mounting the short-circuiting switch on the side
of the machine, the controller is connected with the
tappings. When starting, the stator controller is first

brought into operation, and the machine speeds up to its
lower speed. Under these conditions the slip-ring con-
troller is then brought into operation, and the motor then
runs up to the higher speed. This method of operation is

exceedingly simple, and there is a further advantage in that
when starting, the cascade motor is capable of exerting a
larger starting torque than when operating on the slip-
rings. For a given input the motor at a lower speed deve-
lops 40 to 50 per cent, more torque than when running on
the slip-rings, and the most economical method of opera-
tion is therefore to start with the maximum amount of
energy required during the hoist, and to run up the speed
with high acceleration up to the two-thirds speed. Above
this speed the slip-ring controller comes into operation, and
for the same energy input acceleration is reduced. The
efficiency with this system of control is therefore large, and
important advantages are obtained without the complica-
tions involved in some of the ordinary systems. Moreover,
the cost of the arrangement is only small compared with
that of the more complicated systems. The cost of a two-
speed-wound motor is only a little over that of an ordinary
slip-ring motor with ene speed, and the further additional
cost is only that of the stator controlling gear. As the
amount of energy to be dissipated in resistances is only about
half the loss with single-speed machines the sizes of the con-
trolling resistances are much reduced. By changing over two
of the leads of the stator circuit reversal of the direction of
the motor is effected. The motors can be fitted with a

vertical shaft arrangement if necessary, and they can be
built either ventilated or totally enclosed. For intermittent
service, such as for cranes, lifts, and similar purposes, motors
can be rated for an hour at :,{) per cent, above their normal
outputs, it being understood that by intermittent service is

meant that the intervals of work and rest are of equal
duration, the former not extending beyond a few minutes at
a time. Either liquid or metallic switches can be utilised
for starting the motor against half or full torque witliout
undue heating, and are designed to start motors against full
load torque when taking only full-load current.

While dealing with the motor equipments, the question of
adequate braking comes prominently into consideration, and
with electrically-operated cranes, some form of solenoid
brake is usually fitted. Fig. ;! shows a special type of
solenoid and centrifugal brake for series-wound crane motors
which represents the latest practice in this portion of the
subject. As will be seen, it is arranged for fixing on to the
end bracket of the motor, and it is so proportioned that it

will hold considerably over the full load even if the motor is

fitted with the very efficient gearing which is now customary
in connection with crane and lift work, and will deal with

the fall horse-power of the motor. The motor shown bag
also a centrifugal brake attachment which is found to be
of considerable advantage in connection with lifting motora.
although for traversing and slewing motors for crane tervice
the solenoid brake only is found to be Bufficitnt. In the
case of series-wound motors, particularly when lowering heavy
loads, but also in lifting light ones, there is some danger of too
high speed being attained when the controller is pot hard-
over, while when loweiing on a heavy load in toroponnd-
wound machines, even with speed-limiting shunt coils there
IS also the danger of excessive speed, although this is avoided
when running light by the shunt coils. When lowering,
however, even with moderately efficient gearing the motor
will generate, and this generating current in the seriea
winding will possibly nullify the effect of the shunt winding.
Another point against the omission of a purely mechanical
brake even on shunt-wound motors is that there is always a
liability that the motor may be disconnected from 'the
mains so that it cannot generate back on to the line, and,
therefore, it may be said that for lifting moters the c'cmri-
fugal type of brake is a most desirable adjunct. In the
case considered, the brake drums for lifting motors where
the heaviest wear occurs are made of steel, although for
slewing and traversing motors where only the inertia c f the
lifting parts has to be absorbed by the brakes, cast-iron
drums may be employed. In order to secuie a tight fit of
the drum on to the shaft equal to a hydraulic press fit. and
at the same t'me to secure ease of removal of the drum at
any time when this is desired, the metl od is adopted of
splitting the boss into halves, and tightening these halves
on to the shaft by means of a coned collar. The solenoid
brake straps are lined with phosphor-bronze and pro-
vided with adjustments for taking up wear, although
between steel and phosphor-bronze the wear is not-
very great. The bn.kes are pulled in chii fiy by the
pressure of a compresion spring, although the weight of
the arm and the solenoid also help the action to a certain
extent. Adjustment is provided for tie eentrifrgal brake
by means of rectangular steel springs, and an adjustirg nut
by which more or less tension can be put on the springs to
keep the brake shoes from flying out and touching" the
external drums.

(To be continued.)

CALCULATIONS RELATING TO ELECTRICAL
CONDUCTORS.

[COIIIIUNICATED.]

In a general survey of the divers sections of the electrical

industry of to-day, it would appear that most people who
either manufacture, or make use of, electrical apparatus, at
some time or other have to handle calculations lelating to
the sectional area and weight of conducti rs. Handicapjied
as we are by an antiejuated outfit of measurement standards,
the units of which La\e little or no cohesion or interrelation,
it is not easy to work such calculations without considerable
expenditure of time and pains. Frequently, Ux). the
cumbrous British units have to be used in conjunction with
the metric system, and the combination for some only serves
to make conlusii n worse confoundtd. For instance, copier
strip may bo ordered with the dimensions given in fractions
of inches, in mils, or in millimetres. The weight is j^erhaps
stated in pounds, and tl;e size in millimetres, fables may
be ordered in terms of square inches, square millimetres, or
even circular mils ; and in strards made up cf wiics drawn
to any one of three gauges, the sUiudard (S.W.G."). the
Birmingham (H.W.G.), or the American Kiowu and f-harp
(B. .»^ S.). Of these three gauges, only the tirst shows any
sign of being constructed in a well lalanciHl practical
manner, in that the various sizes are to some extent uni-
formly prc\gres8ive. Naturally this, the stamiard gausre. is

the one most widely used, yet there are pexiple who, from
some weird lack of reason, use even the B. \- S. gauae. 1 he
whole of the former can be meiioristd \ri(uont ililficnliv.

but the H. i<: S., well, hardly ever. For finer wire than. say.
No. L'G. it may In? necessary to go to four places of ilecimals

;
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the B. it S. gauge, however, runs U) tour places even in

larj;e trolley sizus like No. 3/0 (-iOlK;"), in which caBS it itt

scarcely practicable, and certainly unnecessary, to obtain such

accuracy in drawing.

All these cases serve to emphasise the chaos of the

present state of affairs, and the need for reform. (Uistoms

and usage seem Ui militate successfully against such reform,

and the only alternative is to adapt oneself as well as

jwssibic to the present conditions peuding their amendment.

In order to do this, the writer has for some time recorded

and accumulated some simple figures relating to c^onductors,

which are useful on occasion in the workshop and office.

They are based upon the following :
—

For copper. For alamiDiam,

1 Bq. in. section weighs ir5C.25 lb. per yard 3'48 lb. per yard

„ 12'(U47 lb. per m. 3'806 lb. per m.

„ „ 20,S50 lb. per mile fi, 125 lb. per mile

1 sq. mm. section weighs 31 '54 lb. per mile ir49 lb. per mile

Then to obtain weight per yard, per metre or per mile,

for Bquare, rectangular, or irregular section of strip, the area

hi square inches or square millimetres is multiplied by one

of these constants, e.g.—
sq. in. area x 3-4>^ = weight per yard of aluminium.

These figures not only prove useful in ordering quantities

of material, but serve as a check upon it when delivered. A
yard of copper strip can be taken from a batch, and weighed,

[f the result differs from the calculated weight, the section

8 probably smaller in gauge, or larger, than it should be.

In the case of round wire, having the diameter given in

mils (-001 in.), the constants are based upon the formulae :

—

1. Weight per 1,000 yards of copper = D- X 7854 X ll-6()25 —
1,000 (where D = diameter of Binprle wire in^mils) = D- X "00909,

or D- -»- 1 10 (in poundp).

2. Weight per mile of copper = D^ X "7854 X 20,350 -r-

1,000,000 = D- X 016, or D- 4- 62"5 (in pounds).

For aluminium the figures obtained should be multiplied

by -801, as expressing the difference in weight. In the

strands given in the following table, allowance is made for

e.xtra weight due to twist or lay, over and above that of

straight wire.

For wire and strands : (d = diameter of wire used, in mils.)

Copper. Alvminium.

1 wire D^ X "00909 D- x '00274 lb. per 1,000 yards.

3 strand d- x "0278 D" x -00835

7 „ D- X -065 D- x •0195 „ „

19 „ d2 X -176 D^ x -053 „

37 „ D= X -343 D^ X -103

61 „ D^ X -565 D= X -170 „ „

91 „ d2 X -844 D" X '254 „ „

127 „ D^ X ri77 D'^ X '354 „ „

169 „ D^ X 1-567 D'^ X -4717 „

1 wire D^ X -016 D'^ X -0048 lb. per mile.

3 strand D^ x '049 D- x -0148 „ „

7 „ d2 X -114 D^ X -034 „ . „

19 ,, D^ X -310 d" X -093 „

37 „ n" X -604 D^ x -182 „

fil ,, D- X -99.1 D= X -308 „ „

91 ., D- X 1-485 D^ X -447 „ „

127 ,. D^ X 2-07 D- X -623 „

169 „ D^ X 2-76 D- X -831 ,,

With the aid of a slide rule, and using the above

constants, any desired weight of copper, or aluminium,

may be quickly, and, for all practical purposes, accurately

found. As those familiar with a slide rule know, D-' is

found by inspection, and a simple multiplication com-

pletes the operation, provided only that due regard is paid

to the position of the decimal point, when recording the

result.

Again, one has occasion to find the required size of strand

in cases where the area in square millimetres is given. This

can be expressed as

—

Size of wires in strand = s/area m ^q. mm. x 3154 -^

a constant depending upon number of wires.

The division of 31-54 by the constant comes out as

follows :

—

For

Single wire 1,971

Three-strand 665

Then, given the square millimetre area, and Buppo«(; it is

proposed to use a 37 strand, the size of each wire (in mils)

would be :
—

v^ Area nq. mm. x 54

c.</,150f<|.mm. in 37 strand = V 16U x 64 = ^ 8,100 = 90 milf,

i.'e, 371 090 in,, or, say, 37/13 B.w.o.

If the result gives a larger wire, or a Bmaller one, than is

suitable for the purpose, the number of wires must be

increased (say r,l), or decreased (say \'.\), and the new size

calculated according to the above. These figures are near

enough, for all pratcical purposes, to mathematical exactness,

if the result is taken to the nearest mil, or, where possible,

to the nearest standard gauge size. It is preferable, for

several reasons, to adhere as far as possible to gauge sizes,

and it will often be found that when one strand prwlncea

an odd size of wire by the above method, if another strand

is tried the wire comes out quite near to a standard gauge

number. Tt is scarcely nece>sary to add that this formula

applies both to copper and aluminium, since no question of

weight or conductivity enters into the case. As already

indicated, a slide rule is extremely useful, and, accompanied

by formuhe similar to those shown, will afford a quite appre-

ciable saving of time and trouble to anyone engaged on

electrical or other engineering calculations. When more

exactness is requisite one can always work right through

step by step, and obtain the result to any number of

decimals, but for all ordinary practice a ready reckoner

constructed on the lines indicated is a great help. One can

adapt other work in a similar way to the same end, and it

is a good rule when making calculations to tabulate results

for future use, because so often, sooner or later, the same

conditions recur and call for the same set of calculations,

or at the least another set on identical lines.

Finally, if desirable such tables can be embodied in the

form of curves, and in this shape are easily accessible for

reference, provided that the curve is plainly marked. Many
people publish curves showing this or that, especially in

technical papers, which hide more information than they

disseminate. In fact, some writers seem to adopt the rule :

" If one wishes to give nothing away, show it in graph

form, and give no information in plain facts or figures."

ELECTRICAL ACCIDENTS IN MINES FOR
THE YEAR 1913.

19

37
61

91

127
169

103
54
32-6

218
15-7

11-75

According to the reports of H.M. Inspector of Mines,

during the year 1013 there occurred in the coal mines of

Great Britain 15 electrical accidents resulting in 16 deaths,

while 50 non-fatal accidents resulted in injuries to 51

persons, but of these only 42 of the accidents caused

injuries to 43 workmen, which disabled them for more than

seven days. Altogether there were 1,220 fatal accidents

which caused 1,753 deaths, so that the percentage of deaths

due to electrical accidents is a little over 0-9 per cent.

There were, however, no fewer than 177,189 persons injured,

so that the proportion of non-fatal electrical accidents is

still less, being only about 0-024 per cent., and consider-

ing the great development of electricity in mines it certainly

cannot be said that it has increased the danger to work-

men employed. Still, one could wish there were no accidents

due to electricity : as a rule, with proper care and atten-

tion these are preventable, and while electricity is looked

upon as " dangerous," it is worth noticing that 45 fatal

accidents were caused bi/ machinenj, and 1,322 considered

as specially dangerous.

As regards the accidents, they were in nearly all cases due

to electric shock caused by the person coming in contact with a

defective cable or other " live " part not efficiently protected

or " earthed."
.

Four fatal and ten non-fatal accidents occurred m Scot-

land. Of the fatal accidents, one caused the death of a

"drawer" at Kenmairhill Colliery, where three-phase

alternating current at 400 volts, 25 cycles, is supplied by the

Clyde Yalley Power Co., and is used for pumping, haulmg

and coal cutting. In the No. 2 Rise section of the

ViTtuewell seam, where the accident happened, it was used
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for coal cutting only. Until the present rcj,'ulations came

into force the cables were single core and bitumen insulated,

but unarmoured, and these at the time of the accident

were being replaced by a three-core armoured cable. In

that part of the pit in which the accident occurred the

new cable was in place, and was almost ready for con-

necting up.

There were some drawers and miners on the back shift

clearing the faces for the coal-cutters, and it was one of the

drawers who was killed. This drawer was working for a

brusher, and, as it was food time, he told his employer he

was going to have some food. It was customary to go to

the haulage lye for it, and in the present case he was

going there with a tub. No one saw what occurred, but

a lad on his way from the shaft saw the body lying, and he

returned to the shaft bottom, where the electrician and

fireman cut off the current and hastened in-bye. Deceased

was found lying on his back grasping one of the cables in

his right hand, and the front of two of his lingers was

burned away. Artificial respiration was tried, but the

body was nearly cold, and, after about 10 minutes' trial,

it was seen to be of no use. It is thought that he had

drawn the cable aside to get the flask, and that in so doing

had grasped a part which was without effective insulation

and was killed.

Each of the three cables was 7/14 s.w.g. bitumen-

covered and protected with jute braiding. Just at the part

the man had grasped the braiding had become frayed, and

at some time in the past it had evidently been taped over

to prevent further fraying. The drawer, who was killed,

may have cracked or broken the bitumen inside the taping

when pulling the cable, or more probably, it was broken

there before, and had been merely taped over instead of

having been properly insulated before being taped. Mr.
Masterton, who investigated this accident, had another

joint similar to this opened and found waterproof taping

only on top of badly-cracked and hardened bitumen. Other

two parts opened had been properly repaired. The
cab'es had been in this colliery for at least three years, and
probably for five ; no history of them had been kept, and
they had been shifted many times. The tapings were old,

and neither the person who did them nor the time they

were done could be traced.

The electrician said he had examined the cables minutely

eight or 10 days before the accident, and, as he and his

assistant were in the section daily, they were seen daily,

though not in detail. The place where the accident occurred

probably looked all right, but the cables generally were as

Mr. Mcllhenny found them a few days before the accident,

viz., exceedingly bad, and they should have been condemned
by the electrician.

An accident occurred at Auchengeich Colliery, by which
a motorman lost his life.

A turbine pump driven by three-phase alternating

current at 140 volts, is placed near the shaft. In order

to prevent the pump from going on " air " there is a

contrivance contained in a cast-iron bo.\ for opening a

switch which controls the running of the pump motor.

The switch-box cover is secured by two screws. The con-

trivance was seldom in use, and at the time of the accident,

the switch icirs out of order, as one of the contacts was
burned out. IJeceased was employed at a motor haulage
situated about 25 yards away from the pump. He left his

place and went to the pump room, and in examining the

switch-box referred to, the cover of which was off, he
received a fatal shock. As the switch was not in use the

connection should have been cut, rendering the whole con-

trivance dead. The electrician in charge was held, in some
measure, to blame for this neglect.

A fireman employed at the Rroomrigg Colliery, received

a fatal electric shock when working in the neighbourhood
of a coal-cutter. The trailing cable was coupled up to the

coal-cutter and the gate-end box, and the deceased was
engaged in paying out the haulage rope. The machineman
closed the switch in the gate-end box, but, as in doing so

he received a shock, he at once opened it again. Going
down the face he found the deceased apparently dead. Two
other men near the machine had also received shocks. The
motor was supplied with three-phase current at 440 volts.

To account for the accident the management put forward

the theory that the deceased had received a shock by making
contact with a faulty part of the trailing cable, hot the trail-

ing cable had been examined by the electrician on the surface

on the morning of the accident, and had jnst been brought
down the pit. For these reasons the theory of the manage-
ment seems doubtful.

When the machine wa.8 examined on the surface, a spot

was found in the plug-box where undoubtedly arcing had
taken place between the conductors and the frame, and it

was considered most probable that this defect caused the

accident. The earthing system was defective, as proved by

the shock obtained from the gate-end box. The machine

was not earthed direct to the surface, but to the delivery

pipes of a pump in the seam. The machine man stated

that he had received slight shocks on previous occasions.

An earthing system must be completely efftctive, othei»-

wise it is worse than useless, as it engenders a feeling of

security where there is none. In th s instance there waa

little doubt the accident was due to a defective earth-

ing system. Since the accident the apparatus has been

brought into conformity with the electricity regulations in

all respects.

An accident occurred at Lochore Colliery, by which a

roadman lost his life.

The accident occurred on a fairly dry level haulage road

opposite a switch-house. There were two girders across the

entrance to this switch-house, acting as bearing girders for

three of the roadway girders. The place was lighted by elec-

tric glow lamps, supplied with current at 500 volts through

3/20 rubber-insulated unarmoured cable, the current being

tapped off two phases of the alternating-current power

supply. The lighting cables passed under the Ijearing

girders mentioned, which had sagged owing to a severe

crush on the road, until they were bearing hard on the

cables, one of which had become thereby abraded. This

caused the two bearing girders and the three girders resting

on them to become " live," a circumstance which became

known to several men, including deceased, and in conse-

quence an electrician was sent for to cut off the current.

There was a switch in the house just mentioned, but none of

the men on the spot, although one of them was an oversman,

knew exactly how it worked. As the electrician was a long

time in coming, the oversman decided to go to assist in the

search for him, and left deceased to guard the place and

prevent any person touching the girders. Almcst imme-
diately deceased was seen to fall backwards, when apparently

searching for something between the girders with his lamp.

Artificial respiration was tried at once, and kept op until

the arrival of a doctor on the spot an hour later, but life

was pronounced to be extinct. Although deceased was

apparently guilty of great carelessness, it is to be regretted

that the oversman was not able to switch off the current.

At the inquiry the jury returned a formal verdict, and

added three riders to the following effect, viz. ;

—

1. That the present high volume (or lighting tke pit sbould at ODca b*
reduced.

a. That in exposed and dangeroDB places cable stronger mechanlcaUf than
the cable in use should be adopted.

3. That omcials of the mine should receire such instructions a* wonU
enable them to switch o(T current in cases o( emeTftacy.

Of the 10 non-fatal accidents underground, these are

briefly referred to by the Inspector as follows :

—

1. A maohiueman had his finder burnt owinif to the failure of

the ineulatioa of a trailini; cable.

2. A maohineman at the same colliery h.id his right arm barot

owintr to the failure of the insulation of a cable.

3. A maohincQinn was examininur a trailiusr cable when the

insulation failed. He received siipht burns .-ilxiut the eyes.

4. A ooalcuttinif machine was at work, but the commotator-

cover had not been securely fixed, and, in constqnence, it became
displaced, when it came into contact with a bsr set to the roof.

The cover touched the brushes, and a machiuemau receive*! slight

burns from the resulting arcs. This accident seems to have been

due to pure carelessness.

6. Another accident which must be placed in the same CAtepory

resulted in unconsciousness for a time. A fall of roof ocotitred

which severed the tubes carrjing meilium pressure Hchtin* cablea.

Instead of cuttirg off current atonce, asrmuired by ReKUlation 1.^1

(.<'") the electrician attempted a repair wiih the current on. He
arked the man who was subsfquently ir jnr»d t.> hold the tnte, and
whilst they were twisting it to get it straight the cable drew ont

of a lampholder and tonched the inside of the tube, which was
not earthed for the moment, in consequence of the break.

Fortunately, the man holding the tube was standing on dry
ground, and escaped with no further injuiy than that stated. I

cannot anderstand a skilled man allowing men working for him
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to take rixkn of thia kind, and it in very fortunate indeed that the

oouHetiuenceB were not more eerioue.

6. A motor attendant wa8 replaeini; a fuse controllin^r five

motors, affK^eKatin^' 12r> Hi', on a r>UU-vult DC. circuit. Uy nume
meana the controller of a 40 u.f. motor had been left in therunnini;

position, so that as soon as he attempted to put the fuse home, it

blew, and he received iijiirio-i to the eyes. It would have been

better had a switch been in position on the out-bye side of the fuse

box, so that the current could have been cut off when fuses were

beici; replaced. This would have complied with Regulation 128

(ft), and I am ^lud to say the change was made.
7. Two men were drawinif a concentric trailin(f cable forward

when the insulation failed, and one man received burns on the

hand from the resulting arc.

8. A michineman was drawing forward a concentric trailing

cable when the insulation failed, and there was an arc vrhich

severely burned his left arm and forearm. Some days previously

a stone had fallen on the cable and sparks had been seen, but

a subsequent test with lamps failed to reveal any defect. It

seems a great pity that a more thorough test was not made in this

case with higher pressure.

{I. A motorman was replacing a fuse, when it blew and burnt

his right arm. A switch was provided against the fuse-box for

cutting off current from the fuse- box when fuses were being re-

placed, and the injured man alleges that this switch was open. I

think, however, he must have been mistaken.

10. A man was crawling over a concentric cable supplying

aurrent to a coalcutting machine, when the insulation failed and

he received burns on the abdomen.

The fact that six of these accidents were due to failure

of insulation of cables shows how important it is that this

matter should have careful and skilful attention. We
have often referred to the difficulty of maintaining

good insulation in mines, and the necessity of employing

competent electricians who understand " insulation " and
" earthing," and we regret to read the Inspector's remarks

referring to the careful examination of cables :
" This is

sadly neglected at some mines."

There were no fatal accidents on the surface, but an

apprentice electrician was burned on his hands while measur-

ing the distance between terminals through failing to re-

member that tbey were " live," and another young appren-

tice touched a live wire carrying current at 500 volts with

another piece of wire in order to ascertain whether it were

really " live." Fortunately he escaped with a slight burn

on the left hand. As the Inspector says, comment is

needless.

{To be concluded.)

TRADE STATISTICS OF SWITZERLAND.

Electric Lighting of Trains in l'.S..4.—At the

annual convention of the Association of Railway Electrical

Engineers at Chicago, in October, it was stated that more than

one-half of the cars in use by the principal American railroads

were electrically lighted. The number of electrically lighted rail-

road oars had increased from 11,017 in 1911 to nearly 19,000 in

1914, an increase of about 72 per cent. Greatest growth had been

shown by the straight-storage-battery and axle-generator system,

while the number of head-end installations had increased by about

one-third the percentage of axle-lighting installations. Nearly

260,000 cells of lead storage battery were in use in the car-lighting

field, compared with 32,000 cells of nickel-iron battery, although

the number of cells of the latter had increased nearly six times in

the last two years.

The report of a Committee on axle-lighting equipment showed
that, taking into account certain railroads operating in the north-

west section of the United States which favoured the head-end

system of lighting, 23,477 cars, or 84 per cent, of the electrically-

lighted cars in the United States, Canada and England, were lighted

by the axle-generator system. Of the remaining 16 per cent,

aloont nine-tenths could be converted to axle-lighting with-

out loss. Data were given in the report concerning operating

costs in the United States and England, and particular attention

was called to the high cost of maintaining the dynamos as com-
pared with all other parts of the equipment. Battery mainten-

ance, for example, was found to amount to only about one-half

that for generators.

Mr. K. E. Hare, chief electrician of the Northern Pacific Rail-

road, described the system of head-end lighting from an axle-

driven generator mounted in the baggage car, which had been

developed by that railroad. Experiments in this direction began
in 1909, and the latest type of unit, installed this year, comprised a

20-KW., S'x-pjle, oommutating-pole, compound-wound, 80-volt

Gould generator, which ran at speeds of from 300 r.p.m. to 2,100

B.p.M. A Morse silent chain drove the generator from a counter-

shaft. This outfit had already run 40,000 miles without a failure.

Toe maximum lamp load was 100 amperes, and the generator was
in operation about 80 per cent, of the time. Cells of battery were
placed beneath the postal car, the dynamo car, the sleepers and the

observation car. The head-end axle-lighting system presented a

number of advantages, including the absence of excessive heat in

the baggage or express car, and the avoidance of terminal oharging.

—Mectrical World,

IMPORTS.

'i HE following figures of the imp<jrt8 of electrical and similar

yciods into .Switzerland in the year 1913 are taken from the
ii'centiy issued official trade statistics; the figures for 1912 are

:iilded for purposes of couiparison, and notes of increascB or

ili'LToases are given. A diminution in Germany's imports is

.shown in a number of lines, but it will be noticed that this

coincides in many instances with a general decrease, and
therefore does not indicate a decline in Germany's relati\ir

share. The poor participation of Great Britain is apparent ;

i'.lectric cable

I'rom Geniiaii

., France

., Other c.

,t i„siil,ifrd.-

1912.

Francs.

37,000

3,000

1,000

1913.

Francs.

42,000

17,000

1,000

Inc. or Dec.
Francs.

-I- 5,000

+ 14,000

41,000 60,000

l-lcctric cable insulated willi rxtbber or paper.—
From Germany 145,000 139,000

Great Britain

Other countries

5,000 3,000 —
19,000 16,000* —

Total 169,000 158,000

• Includes Belgium 5,000 fcs.

<'able ditto covered with lead.—
Prom .Austria

,, Germany
68,000 —
2,000 4,000

Total 70,000 4,000

Cable ditto covered with lead and iron-armoured.-

From Germany
Great Britain

Total

25,000

25,000

6,000 50,000

Cable insulated with rubber or paper and
covered tvith textiles.—

Total

Dynamo-electric mcchines and electric

transformers.—

Total

Hydraulic and wind motors and pumps

19,000

6,000

2,000

3,000

11.000

68,000

2,000

66,000

44,000

From Germany 314,000

„ Other countries ... 15,000
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR. 1914.

(NOT YEf PUBLISHED).

Coinuilcd e«pres3ly lur ihij iouriul by Mioana. W. F. TiiourioN & Co.,

Eliclrlcal Patent Agenia, 285. Hitjh Holtwrn, London. W.C, «nd at

Liv«rpool and Oradlord, to whom all inquiries thould be addreued.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.

23,209. " ProccM (or the manufa lure ol metallic tung>ten and iti alloyi."

J. C. BL'TTCKriuti. November 30th.

23,272. " Electric switchej." J. H. Tlckir & J. A Cki«tk«1. November

3()lh (Complete.)

2:1 274. " Device (or couplini; together two or more «ervo-motor« with any

.liMrcd phase relalionihip.'" W. H. Ridduswokiii. November 30th.

23.282. " Telephone instruments." Automatic TtiEHiONt MiNunoruDiNC

Co.,' Ltd. November 30th. (Automatic lilectric Co., United States.)

23.283. '• Telephono receivers." L. Drown & C. MiciNToaH & Co., Ltd.

November 30th.

23,292. "Electrical process (or producing cyanides." J. E. Buciibk.

November 30th. (Convention date, June 85lh, li)14. United Sutes.) (Com-

plete.)

3»,293. " Electrical water-heater." S. l« F. ViRV£L. November 30ih.

(Complete.)

23.314. " Electric heat-radiators." A. B. Neiihs. November 30th. (Com-

plete.)

23,321. "Control ol switches tor electric lighting or heating systems."

Ei.tcTRic Si Obdnikcs Accissokus Co., Lti>., & J. Etchulm. November 30th.

(Complete.)

23.332. " Electrical (pen or pencil) lamp attachment." D. F. Lintini.

December 1st.

23,339. " Contact-fiigers (or electric drum-type controllers and the like

apparatus." O. li. Jacobsen. December 1st.

23,357. " Electric starters lor use on motor-cars and the like." A. H.

M1DCI.BV & C. A. V*<DBRVU,L. December 1st.

23,369. "Limiting reactance coils." J. F. Peters. December 1st. (Con-

vention date, February £th, 1914, United States.) (Complete.)

23.360. " Controllers (or electric motors." Icranic Eiectric Co., Ltd.

December Ist. (Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Co., United States.) (Com-

23,368. " Automatic regulating apparatus for dynanio-eleclnc machmes.

V. A. Trier. December 1st.

23.379. " Controlling movement at a distance." Harh et Cie. December

1st. (Convention date, Dcce.-nber 1st, 1313, France.) (Complete.)

23.380. " Telegraph and like signalling systems." T. B. Dixon. December

1st. (Convention date, December 5th, 1913, United States.) (Complete.)

23.392. " Insulated wire and electric-cable coupler." J. M. Dunklev.

December 2nd.

23.430. " Incandescent electric lamp-holders." W. S. Johssion. December

2nd

23.443. " Production of incandescent light from rare earths." G. F.

Jaubekt. December 2nd. (Complete.)

23.444. " Eiectric starting and illumination of motor-cars." L. Renault.

December 2nd. (Convention date, December 2nd, 1913, France.) (Complete.)

23.445. " Heating elements." N. C. F. Cronholm, A. J. Hooo, & F. O.

NiLSON. December 2nd. (Convention date, December 3rd, 1913, Sweden.)

(Complete.)

23.452. " Electro-deposition of iron." S. O. CowPER-ColEa. December 3rd.

23.453. " Process for coating metallic or other surfaces with metals."

S. O. CowPER-CoLts. December 3rd.

23.454. " Coating metallic or other surfaces with metals." S. O. CowpER-
Coles. December 3rd.

23.455. " Production o( tinplates and tinplate substitutes by electrolysis."

S. O. CowPER-CoLES. December 3rd.

23.456. " Electro-plating metallic sheets." S. O. CowPER-CoiES. Decem-
ber 3rd.

23.457. " Construction of electrolytic anodes." S. O. CowfER-ColES.
December 3rd.

23,458. " Apparatus for coating sheets and plates in con

S. O. CowPER-CoLES. December 3rd.

lengths."

23,481. " Electric lamps." P. tCAMV. December 3rd. (Convention date,

December 30th, 1913, Belgium.) (Complete.)

lators." J. C. A. Ward & K.

23,486. " Electric insulators." C. B. Burdon. December 3rd. (Si

Schuckertwerke G.m.b.H., Germany.) (Complete.)

23.495. " Electric resistance furnaces."" G. Gmur-Zeunoer. December 3rd.

(Complete.)

23.496. " Manufacture of ductile tungsten." GluhFADENFABRIK Aaiuu AkT.
GF.S. voRM. Gmdr et Cie. December 3rd. (Convention date, January 15th,

1914, Germany.) (Complete.)

23,505. " Transformer connection for three-phase metal-vapour rectifiers."

Allgemeine Elektkicitats-Ges. December 3rd. (Convention date, December
3rd, 1913, Germany.) (Complete.)

23.513. " .\utomatic and semi-automatic telephone systems." Betuiander
AuTCMATic Telephone Co., Ltd., & F. M. Ward. December 4th.

23,524. " Electric lamp fittings and the like." A. A. Scuaschkb. December
4th

23,544. " Electro-magnetic switches " British Thcmson-Houston Co., Lid.
December 4th. (General Electric Co., United States.)

23,555. " Combined incandescent electric lamp and reflector." C. P. LiwsoN,
December 4th. (Complete.)

23,663. " Electric ringing-apparatus or other mechanism having polarised

electro-magnets." V. Cleuet & G; BoNNEuiL. December 4th. (Convention
date, December 17th, 1913, Belgium.) (Complete.)

23.566. " Electrically-operated tabulating and like machines." C. A. E. A.

Greene & British Tabulating M.achine Co., Ltd. December 4th.

23.571. " Eiectric junction boxes." Appakeillace Gardv Soc. .Anon. Decem-
ber 4th. (Convention date, December 5th, 1913, Switzerland.) (Complete.)

23.572. " Frequency-changing transformers." T. Kujiral. December 4th.

(Complete.)

23.577. " Method and means of fixing insulating-material on the surfaces

of metallic walls o( ships' cabins, refrigerating plant, and other structures."

G. Lizieri. December 4th.

23,605. " Supports for electric lamps." G. S. Herne. December 6th.

23,628. " Magnetcs and other electric generators." A. Keller-Dorian.

December 5th. (Addition to 8,391/11. Convention date, December 6th, 1913,

France.) (Complete.)

Copies of any ol the ipccihial..>i.i in ll.e lol!o».iag Iiil 11

of Musics. W. P. Tiiouraui. & Co , 286, Hijih Holborr
Liverpool and Bradford; price, post free, 9d. (in sumps).

y be obtained
W.C, and al

la&s.
18.869 Electsolvtic Devii»9 suitable bob use as os im hie CoNnsttmcN

or Meters. SwiTt-iics, and other ArriKiTLS. W. B. Thorpe It Thorpe Meter
Syndicate, Ltd. August 19th.

U,444. Electric Switciiis. J. M. Tucker & J. A. Crabtree. October l«th.

23.464. Apparatus for Elictroliticalli Clianinc Ajincua. E. le R Couch

October IGth. (January 31st, 1913.)

2S,91S. Electric Switches. D. Adamson. November 12th.

26,991. Eiectric Line Seliciob Switches. 1. H. Parsons. November liUi

26.077. Music Transmittiso Apparatus. J. J. Comer. November ISth

(November 13th, 1912.)

26,139. Automatic Eouipoise or Stabiiitt Cosirol Afpakitvs. F. C. R.

Marks. November 14lh. (H. Chapman.)

26,497. Electrically and Gas Heated Cooking Ovens. A. F. Berry. Nov-

ember leth.

26,831. Means Fot use in Controlling the TEUPEiuTi;Rt of Electbicalli

HEATED Cooking and Sterilieinc Apparatiis and tub liks. C. E. Hearson

November 21st.

27,360. Time-actiated Mechanisms K. C. Grieibach & Venner Timr

Switches, Ltd. November 27tb.

28,826. Altbrsatino-current Elbctrio METtRS of tmi Induction Tvpi

British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., & A. P. Young. December 13th.

1814.

133. Electric Lamps fed »» Dvnamo-electric Generators Driven si

Irregular Actiatlig Means. F. Esteve. January 2nd. (January 4th, 1813.)

925. Electric Current Controllers and like apparatus. G. Ellison.

January 13th.

5,243. Ships' Binnacles ok the like. J. W. Mackenzie (B. A. Hand).

February 28th.

8138 CoMPosiTioj partic-'Urlv suitable for Insuuting Electric Con-

ductors. T. J. Hadlcy. Mirch 31st.

9 840 Automatic or Semi-automatic Telephone Exchange Systems. G. A.

Betuiander. April 21st. (April 23rd, 1913.)

10 707 liME Alternate-current Miters. Compagnie pour la Fabrication

dcs Compuurs et .Materiel d'Usines a Gaz. April 30th. (July 8th, 1913.)

12,659. Controlling Apparatus for Electrical Lifts and the like. A. W.

Penrose & Co. & M. Owen. May 22nd.

13 291 Diaphragms for Sound Recording and Reproducing Devices such

A3 -Talking Machines. L. .N. Reddie (Owen & Hewitt). May 30th.

14 342 Combined Insulating and Fastening Means for Railway amd uk«

Riilis. W. R. Gorrell. June 13th. (April 20th, 1914.)

15,549. Printing Telegraph Apparatus. A. E. Alexander (Union Switch & t

Signal Co.) June 29th.

15 550. Printing Telegraph Apparatus. A. E. Alexander (Union Switch 4

Signal Co.). June 29th.

17 487 Receiving Systems ton Radio Teleckiphv or Telephony. G. O.

Squi'er. July 23rd.

Gyi'OStatic C'outrol.—In a paper read before the

Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland on >ovem-

ber 17th Dr. J. G. Gray described a number of new gyrostatio

devices for controlling moving bodies, such as torpedoes, and

showed that they possessed marked advant^es over those at

present in use. The latter were effective only for short distances,

but the new devices could ensure the maintenance of motion In a

straight line for very long distances. Torpedoes thus controlled

could also be steered by wires, but the author considered that the

direction of torpedoes by wireless transmission was not Praotu^l

at present, as the sending apparatus would have to be tuned to the

receiving apparatus on the torpedo beyond the possibUity of mter-

ference from without. Aeroplanes and airships capable "f bemg

steered and elevated or depressed, °°der the control of el^tr^^

action, could be devised, and would be useful for fighting

^"or^rayheld that motor gyrostats would in the future play a

great part in warfare, and urged that this country should take the

lead in the scientific advancement of the subject.

Proposed Sew Cvanamide Works.—It is stated that

the Prussian Minister 'lor Agriculture is in "^^Ko'f"°°.7'*^

various circles for the purpose of providing a «°b^t>'"'«
'"JJ^?

,

form of calcium cyanamide and sulphate of ammonia for the present

^k of supplies of ChUean nitrate. The imports of Chilean nitrate

Sto Germany amount to about 900,000 tons per annum, of which

?00°0.0 t"nsare required by the chemical industry and the balance

of 700,000 tons by the agricultural industry. It ^ "^o^.^""^^**"

take at^tion so as to provide for a large portion of th« tonnage

^etag ready for next autumn. The existing works-Knapsaok,

Sn AmUne and the Bavarian Nitrogen Work, of Troptberg-

are stid either to be competing or ccoperatrng m connection with

"rtaln schemes which are based upon the use of exiting or pro-

Sve electrical powers for the purpose and leading electrical

erouDs seem to be participating in the preparation of the

projects. T^e Siemens & H^.ke Co. is already i"tf'««t«d^"\ ^«

Bavarian Nitrogen Works Co., which has just declared a divi-

dend of 8 per cent, for 1913.U, as compared with 9 per cent, in

1912-13.
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Tde recent breakdown of the London County ConncU'-
tramway service over practically the whole of the metro-
polis was the most serious of the various interruptions which
have occurred in connection with this Bystem.

While the supplementary statement of the Highways
Commiitce removes any doubt which may have e:(igied as

to the cause of the trouble, we feel that no explanation for

such an occurrence short of a general disaster or—what is

much the same thing— a general strike, can be regarded as

satisfactory in the case of a public transportation service

such as the ]jondon tramways are supposed to give.

Indeed, one may go further and say that a stoppage of

this mjgnitude casts a serious rrfi(c:ion on onr present-day

engineering ability, for there is no doubt that the London
tramways, as a whole, represent a high standard of engin-

eering construction, even though they fall considerably short

of that state of perfejtion which municipal councillors fre-

quently describe as "the last word."

According to the stitcments made before the Council and
by the Highways Committee, the origin of the trouble was
the bursting of a ten-year-old instrument transformer box

at the Greenwich tramway generating station, which
apparently spattered burning oil on, and set fire to, a

temporary wooden staging close by. the ttaging being in

U38 in connection with the alterations which are being

carried out in the building.

This, in itself, would have mattered little had not the

lire been able to reach and destroy all the generator leads

connecting the machines to the switchgear, with the

disastrous result that the generating plant was completely

isolated and shut down. As the station was originally

designed, each generator was coupled directly to a section

of four feeders, and the Council's official dtscription of the

plant, which was issued on the occasion of the opening

ceremony, expressly stated in reference to the switchgear.

which is of t!ie usual cubicle construction, that " the whole

arrangement is entirely fireproof." Unfortunately we know
now that this very necessary feature did not extend to the

exposed cable connections for coupling up the generators

and tilt.' switchgear installed on the lower and upper

galleries, the arrangomeut of which was illustrated in our

issue of May 7th, lOOl', and was doscrik^d in detail in the

paper by JFr. F. Walker befoiv the LH.E. in February.

UHi". .\pparently the main three-coi-e Uad-tx>veroil cables

pass up open brickwork chases to the level of the lower

gallery, above which, mounted on the wall, come trifurt^ting

boxes, isolating pings in cucIosihI chanilvrs. instrument

transformer tanks mounted on open shelves, and the

trifmcating bo.ves from which the main three-core cables

run up to and along the nnderside of the upper gallery

which cairies the main oil switches.

Wo have outlined the arrangement because it will

probably bear favourable comparison with the majority

of 11. T. lay-outs installed in our generating stations, on

which reliance is being placed at the present time for that

continuity of supply which is an essential condition of

electrical distribution work : atst\ because the inference may
be reasonably drawn that any u.t. systfin which does not

provide compht? (ireprcof cubicle enclosure of every vital

[887]
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link ill the chain connecting the generator untl outgoing

feeder ia more or less open to the game risii of total shut-

down.

We hesitate to ask how many engineers are Hatisfied that

their installations will comply with such a re(|nirement, de-

spite Uh attention drawn to the matter by the various

s^itchgeir (ires which have occurred in recent yearis.

We, as electrical engineers, have accepted the responsibility

of running public services, such as the lighting of streets

and operation of tramways, not to mention the ever-grow-

ing sup()ly for industrial purposes on which the livelihood

of tlioiismds of our operatives depends, and it is up to us

to ju-itify the rjntidence which has been reposed in our

engineering ability.

So far the record, despite some blemishes, is no unworthy
one for the central station engineer, who has in the last two
decides been CDufronted with problems far more complex

than those which have arisen in other spheres of engineering

work.

It is the rapid development of electrical supply work, and
the immensely larger issues which will be involved in the

course of a fe^v years, which render it so necessary for us to

reconsider our methods to-day. The subdivision of switch-

gear by cubicle constructional methods, the isolation of

the switch-house from the engine room, and the separation

of engine and boiler houses by means of a " buffer " bay

containing auxiliary plant, may, in view of the generating

plant of the future containing comparatively few but very

large sets, require extension in the direction of independent

switch-houses for each large generating set and its own
feeders, the extra cost of which would be quite justified if

the sitisfactory isolation of the generating units was

obtained.

liOW capital cost and high efficiency will prove but a

fetish unless the security of the supply is assured, and the

engineer must be prepared to sacrifice even more in the

future than tie has in the past in order to achieve absolute

reliability.

Members of the Institution who have
Thp IFF
„„ ' recently attended meetings cannot have
Tlieatre. , ., ., . , . , . ,

failed to notice the improvement which

has been effected in the lighting of the theatre. It will be

remembered that in March last we drew attention to the

very marked deterioration which had taken place in the

quality of the illumination, particularly with regard to the

power of distinguishing details at a distance ; one seemed

to be bathed in light and yet unable to see clearly. We
suggested that the installation of a few flame arcs or

high-candle-pjwer incandescent lamps above the ceiling

would probably effect a marked improvement in the lighting,

and this course has been followed, no fewer than 1 6 lamps

of 2,000 c p. each having been installed, with the result

that the theatre has lost its depressing influence and is now
bright and cheerful.

This end has been attained, however, at the cost of

efficiency, in that, in order to secure an adequate degree of

general illumination, it has been necessary to provide an

exce.-^sive illumination on the horizontal plane. As we
pointed out in our leaderette, there was even then an

abundance of light on the horiz >ntal plane, but too little

at an angle with that plane ; and we are inclined to agree

with Mr. A. P. Trotter, who, commenting on our criticism,

suggested that "a few lamps judiciously placed, and
contributing but little to the illumination," would have the

effect of dispelling the monotony of the wholly indirect

syi-tem of lighting. These lamps, of course, enclosed in

suitable anti-glare fittings, would be exposed to view within

the theatre, and would supply the " metaphysical " effects

demand^d by Mr. T. Birkett in the course of the corres-

pondence which we published, whilst probably enabling a

proportion of the external lighting to be dispensed with.

It is evident that there is room for further investigation,

and we trust that the Counc 1 will continue experimenting

until it has made the finest lecture theatre in London also

the best lighted theatre, which the hall of the Institution of

Electrical Engineers ought to be.

Is 1 cbruary last we drew attention to

..,, ,.„ a circular issued by tlie Council to the

members of the Institution of Civil

Engineers, in which the practice followed by some local

authorities of advertising for consulting engineers was

severely reprobated ; the Council expressed its repugnance

to the practice in question, and its <onfident expectation

that the members would 8upix)rt it by declining to respond

to such advertisements.

While we cordially approved of the action of the Council,

we suggested that its code of professional etiquette was

notoriously disregarded by some members, and by the Asso-

ciation of Consulting Engineers, which, we believed, was in

the habit of hurling its whole list of members (numbering

some 70) at the head of the advertiser. Apparently the

Council has been obliged to take cognisance of the fait that

its rather naive trust has been abused, for another ririular

has recently been issued, in which a particular advertisement

is cited as having led to a lamentable backsliding on the part

of "a number of corporate members of The Institution."

The Council is long-suffering in the extreme and slow to

wrath ; but for some reason not apparent on the surface,

this particular fall, or rather these several falls, from grace

have proved too much for its endurance. Response to such

an adxertisement is roundly declared to be opposed to the

best interests of the Institution and the Engineering pro-

fession, and to constitute an action of professional mis-

conduct which renders the offender liable to expulsion.

The matter is left at that, the awesome thieat being

evidently deemed sufficient to terrify the most recalcitrant

into abject submission. We cannot help feeling some mis-

givings, however, as to the probable effectiveness of the

CouncLl's warning. The practice thus condemned has been

so long condoned that it is difficult to believe that the

sentence will prove to consist of more than sentences usually

do consist of—namely, words.

SiNCK last writing, copper has had a
opper.

capital market on the whole, and although

the highest prices touched have not been supported, and

there has been a reaction from the extreme buoyancy, this

in no way betokens any change for the worse in the actual

position of the metal. The impelling cause of the first

upward movement in prices was the freeing of the position

from the incubus of speculative wreckage—the aftermath

of the outbreak of war. During the period of the greatest

trade despondency, and when brokers and dealers had their

books full of German and Austrian accounts which they

did not know what to do with, the price of copper dipped

below £50 a ton for standard, while within the last few

days it has been up to near £59 a ton. This is a very con-

siderable appreciation, and marks the extent of the growth

of confidence in the position.

There has been a very large amount of buying done, the

great bulk of which seems to have been in connection with

the filling of orders in relation to ammunition supplies. The
total consumption of copper for this purpose must have been

something enormous during the last four months, and, so

far from diminishing, it is increasing week by week, as

more machines are go', to work turning out shells for small-

arm and big guns. The other branches of the trade are not

so actively employed as they might be, but this is not to be

wondered at, for the labour forces available have been

enormously reduced, and the cry amonest manufacturers all

over the country and in all branches of trade is that they

cannot secure the men to turn out work as rapidly as it is

wanted. The general industrial position indeed is quite

satisfactory, and things are moving forward well.

The producers of copper in the United States are tak'ng

a very cheerful attitude towards the future. Within the

last few days they have put their price for electro up to

£63 a ton. This is above the figure at which dealers wou!d

sell, which is only natural, but even the latter have sold

copper at up to £62 10s. a ton for January shipment from
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New York, which is a very good price indeed. It is evident

that there has been some indication of a forward industrial

movement in the United States, and something of the kind

is now well overdue, for trade in the whole of North
America has for some months past been languishing, and it

is high time that there was an alteration for the better.

When once consumption in the United .States does assume
something of its old character, which will be as soon as

things financial take a better move, there will be all the

elements present for an enormous trade revival.

The mere wastage committed by the Huns will ensure a

degree of industrial activity in repairing it that has never

before been known, and the progress of replacements will

commence to be undertaken very shortly now. Already in

the steel trade French orders for rejiairing the wanton
destruction have been given to America, and this is only a

ripple upon the surface compared with what is to come
when the trade winds get into blowing steadily again.

WE CANT TAKE THE RISK.

Bv K. S. T. \

.

At the recent annual meeting of the
Swiss

p^^^^ f^^ Electrical Undertakings (Bank
or German.' ,, „, , . , ,. , \ ,

fur hiektrische I nternehmungen), of

Zurich, the question was raised for the first time in the

comparatively long existence of this investment company,

and apparently on account of the possible effects which the

war may have in regard to the receipt or non-receipt of

dividends or interest in holdings in supply and other under-

takings in belligerent countries, as to whether the bank is a

Swiss or a German institution. As is probably well known,

the bank was formed .originally with Teutonic assistance

for underwriting capital, investing in undertakings, and in

making advances to them, and certain German manu-

facturers, if not banks, have retained an interest in the

bank down to the present moment. But with the lapse of

time a remarkable change has taken place, and the

preponderating portion of the very considerable share and

loan capital, which was formerly held in Germany, is now

in Swiss ownership. The board of directors has hitherto

numbered 26, of whom 19 were Germans and seven were

Swiss. Is it, therefore, surprising under the circumstances

and under the pressure of the prospective failure of receipts

from Russian investments, that the nationality of the bank

should now form the subject of discussion ? Dr. Julius

Frey, the Swiss chairman of the company, explained to the

meeting that the reason why the German directors had a

majority was to be fouad in the historical development of

the institution, and it would not be appropriate to remove

deserving directors because of the displacement of share-

holdings. Me added that it was incorrect to assert that the

bank was a German undertaking, as the decisive factor was

the possession by Swiss of the majority of the shares. As

two new Swiss directors were elected to the board, this

circumstance appeared to satisfy the meeting, although the

German element still stands at 17, as compared with nine

Swiss. Apart from the Zurich bank, the same (piestion

may occur in the case of the Alnminiiu\i Industry Co., of

Neuhausen, which has a branch works in .\ustria, and is

also interested in a French undertaking which, we believe,

furnishes a supply of bauxite. A large amount of the

Neuhausen company's capital is likewise held in Germany,

and, if we arc not mistaken. Teutons also control the under-

taking. However that may be, the (>ompany has not yet

issued its annual report, and it is impossible to say what
attitude, if any, the Swiss shareholders may assume in

regard to the (Jerman element in the near future. .\t any

rate, the French Government has prohibited payments to

persons or companies in belligerent countries, and if the

Government holds that the Neuhausen company is a German
undertaking, it would seem that the company will be

provisionally debarred from receiving any money, if any
should be due and available, from any investments in

France.

Keciontly I asked a member of one of the few large elec-

trical manufacturing firms which are really EngliBh whether
his firm was busy. He replied, as most maoafactaFere
could just now, that they were flooded with work, bad never
been busier, and could do with a works three times the size.

He went into further details— if yon wanted a ceitAin

essential of modern warfare you would have to wait seven
months : the Government had ordered i^OO, and the thops
were of limited capaiity. Further, " We want I'Z weelu'

delivery for a 10-horse motor, we simply can't touch the
work there is to be done. We are'torniog down inqniries

every day from firms we don't know very well ; and
it's hopeless to think of trying anything cff ttandatd."
I inquired whether any extensions of workior plant capacity

were being made—"Oh, no, n-e cnn't lake Ihc risk of

capital expenditure just now."

To most people these statements will come as no sorpriw.
they will be regarded as an expression of the normal paint
of view, and probably the sole rmiment will be a murmured
thanksgiving that works are busy and prices "onseijaently

high. Really, however, when considered seriously there can
be no worse indictment of the commercial methods of the
electricil industry, no more convincing proof of the futility

of talk of " trade-wars."

Take the remarks as they were made—the Government
want a prime necessity of warfare— they must wait any-
thing up to seven months. If they wanted a hundred more
it would probably be a year—no matter what the urgency,

what hung upon their immediate installation, they could not
be supplied. Is the electrical industry doing all it can to

further the success of our arms ?

Then again, 12 weeks for a small motor, perfectly

standard, and "we can't touch the work there is to l>e

done." At the present moment, when new markets are

thrown open to us, when we alone of all European nations

are in a position to supply all and sundry in every part of

the world, all the God-given advantages of living on an
island, all the work of the Navy, all the goodwill of all the

civilised peoples of the World, are thrown away by a break-

down at the very source—we cannot manufacture 1 Why
can't we r Not because every available man has gone to

the Front, not because every machine ia beirg utilised for

Government service, but simply became " we can't take

the risk."

.Vgain
—" we are turning down inquiries every day from

firms we don't know very well." As we prtceed we get

worse and worse. Not only is it that we cannot supply, we
will not even quote, we will not even try to secure busmess,

to increase our market. Now, when a large number of

customers are cut off from their usual market, when tbey

are anxiously seeking for new sources of supply, when
assistance and attention to requircpaeuts would steure their

gratitude (which would at least be an asset, even if it were
not de<isive in our favour when c-ompetition is reopened),

we bang, bolt, and bar the door in their faces. " No, we
don't know you, and we cannot sjieak until we have l)een

introduced." When the war is over, when laKinr is cheap

becans? of all the discharged soldiers, when competition is

fierce, we shall go to these same custoa;ers. and make half-

hcirted efforts to secure their business— and we shall get

the answer we dc%erve. Then shall we raise our hands to

the gods and ask why thev favour other men. while their

hand is heavy upon us. We shall ask for Fnitfction and
State-aid, forgetftd of how little our present policy is aiding

the State in its utmost nee<l. and never thinking that we
must work for our bread—" for in sorrow shall thou eat of

it all the days of thy life . . . and in the sweat of thy

face shalt thou eat bread."

Lastly, "it is hopeless to think of trying anything ell

standard." Here we run up against a dead wall that has

been blocking progivss from time immemorial, and what
makes it more irritating is that this most hopeless, most
impassable, most criminal of obstacles, is regardtd a? a virtue.

" Standardisation spells efficiency " has been the song of th
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d«;k«.>ku2-,, lau.

American and the real progressive i^nfjlishman for years

—

the only break was when Mr. Wilico.x, with delij^^btful nairete,

afiked our central stations not to standardise on one voltage,

but to uae some of the unusual ones— 120, 215, &c.— in

order to facilitate lamp manufacture, and reduce the number
of throw-outs. lii;t it not be thoufjht that I am decrying
standardisation, or ignoring its necessity and the fact that

by standardising alone can we hopa to compete. Standard-
isation is a prime necessity to secure repetition work, on
which the efficiency of a machine shop depends. By all

means standardise, standardise, standardise—but do not stop

until the range is complete : until, like the modern
mechanical toys, you can make a thousand combinations
from a hundred standard parts ; until, in fact, the selection

is so comprehensive that the widest divergences still come
within standards.

This, however, opens too wide a question of workshop
economics to be entered into lightly in this article, especi-

ally by one whose works experience is some years old. The
point it is necessary to emphasise is that our f-taudards are

not suited to the whole world, and the widest possible lati-

tude should be allowed just now. It is certainly not a time
to confine ourselves to one bard and fast line und decline

to move. If we are to take the great chances which are un-
doubtedly offered at this moment, it is not sufficient merely
to seek out new customars, to send out catalogues broadcast,

and to get in touch with the C.I.B. of the Board of Trade
or various other sources of information. All these are

valuable, and even indispensable, but beyond all it is

essential that we should provide what is wanted, at as near

a? possible to the price that can be paid for it, whether that

be high or low.

I do not think that anyone acquainted with the industry

reading this will say :
" Oh, yes, but this is only one firm,

others are doing better." J do not think that even those

most closely acquainted with electrical manufacturers ciuld
pDint out a single firm which has boldly taken up a pro-

gressive attitude and endeavoured to supply all the wants
allied to its own manufactures with which it has come in

contact. All are tarred with the same brush, all are seek-

ing to excuse themselves under cover of the example of

others, no one of them will take a single risk to reap the
richest harvest that it has ever been the fortune of man to

view. Why is it ? Because they one and all say :
" We

can't take the risk."

At about the same time I was discussing with the
manager of my bank why I could only get 2 per cent, on
money on deposit account, and he tofd me that it was
because money was cheap. There is at present, I am told,

no chance of laying money out, and hence much is left in the
bank. The bank, also having no use for it, can only pay a
low interest—also, there being no other chance of getting
any interest at all, there is no reason to pay dearly for

money. This is the reason that the recent War Loan was
over-subscribed. Now, there is no manufacturer, no adven-
turous spirit (to pass from one extreme to the other) among
us who does not know that, given the money, he could
vastly increase his scope and his profits. And so—although
there is plenty of money, and plenty of use for it, nothing°is
done, because the public and the" banks, like the manu-
facturers, say :

" We can't take the risk."

Is this the best spirit we can expect ? At this moment,
when we, as a nation, are risking all for the sake of honour
and liberty, can we get nothing better from a majority of
those at home than an awed fearfulness which declines to
adventure even part of its money ? In " Irishmen All,"
George A. Birmingham, referring to the spirit of adventure,
says :

—
" We are losing it, just, I suppose, as the Portuguese

lost it when too many of them went after Va^ico da Gama.
All the adventurers went, and the new generation was born
of those who loved security better than adventuring. .

It was always those who hoped most and feared least
who went away." Are we who are sbeying at home, for one
reason or another, to let posterity's decision on us be couched
in such terms ? I do not suggest that there are not good
and suffi nent reasons why men who would be useful on the
battlefield may not be even more useful here at the present
moment ; but because we are at home we are not the less

called on to venture our all and to strive our utmost for
the good of our country. The men who are at home are not

necessarily cowards—but they cannot e8ca|>e blame if their

spirit is voiced in " we can't take the risk." h that the

spirit which, through the ages, has ensured that the name
of B itain shall be honoured— is it the spirit that led

Urake, Frobisher, Raleigh and the i;iizal)ethan adventurers

to seek new lands that their own country's honour might
be greater r Is it the spirit which, through the (Jon-

tinental and Colonial wars of the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, enabled us time and time again to withstand

successfully the enmity of all the great nations

of the world ? Is it the spirit in which at

the present moment we call upon our fellow-

countrymen to give themselves, their lives and the

happiness of their nearest and dearest if need be ? No, no,

and again no I But it if the spirit of pusillanimous faint-

heartedness which has enabled a German rec<?ntly to write

with some show of truth—"There are two nations with a

great electrical profession, America and Germany "
; and

again " There can be no hope that these firms (/«., purely

English manufacturers) will ever rise to rival the great

Continental and American concerns."

At present one lives in England, hoping and believing that

her greatest days are yet to come, and one looks round in

despair at the woodenheadedness(it Ls not always cowardice;

which refuses to see where duty lies. And as one looks one

queries—is there not one manufacturer who will emulate

the spirit of his employes who have enlisted, and risk some-

thing ?

THE EFFECT OF VACUUM IN STEAM
TURBINES.

By G. GERALD STONEY, F.E.S.

(Abstract of paper read before the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers, Nov. 20th, 1914.)

In considering the effect of a change of vacuum on a steam-

turbine, and also the most efficient vacuiirn, the iustallatioB

as a vrhole must be reviewed; not only the turbines, but also

the boilers and condensing plant have to be studied, and each

case must be considered on its merits.

The degree of vacuum which gives the same velocity ratio

at the exhaust end as throughout any given turbine is the

vacuum under which the best results are obtained; conse-

quently, a tui'bine designed for 29 inches vacuum, barometer
3U inches, requires more rows of blades or wheels than one
designed for '27 inches, the number of rows or wheels on a

given diameter in each case being proportionate to the B.Th.U.
available in the range between the initial and final pressures

and temperatures through which the turbine works. With 175

lb. absolute initial pressure and a superheat of 150", the gains

per inch of vacuum in the B.Th.U. available during adiabatic

expansion are as show-n in Table 1. For saturated steam at

175 lb. absolute, the figures are approximately the same.

Table 1. Table 2.

ad 26 inches 6 % or 21 B.TH.C. U % or 22 1

17% 30

20% 38

29 „ 29J

In the case of an exhaust turbine working with, say, 15 lb.

absolute or atmospheric pressure, the gains per inch of vacuum
are shown in Table 2.

It i.s thus seen that the percentage gain due to vacuum
depends on the steam conditions, being much more with low-
pressure than with high-pressure .steam, and that the gain in

B.Th.U. available is almost independent of the steam condi- ,

tic.ns.

Another way to look as it is that for each degree Fahrenheit
that the temperature due to the vacuum is reduced, there are

approximately 1.5 more B.Th.U. available through the whole
range considered in Tables 1 and 2. This method of looking at

the question is useful in considering condenser problems. In

the case of high-speed large output land turbines, allowance
must be made for increased terminal losses. For example, in

a 3,000 KW. land turbine at 3,000 r.p.m., with an initial pres-

sure of 175 lb.. 150° F. superheat and a vacuum of 29 inches,

the consumption will be about 12 lb. per Kw.-hour, and the

steam per hour mil be 36.000 lb. or 10 lb. per second. The
volume at exhaust, allowing for condensation, will be about
6,000 cubic feet per second. With present materials available, it

is not in general ciLstomary to go above about 5-50 ft. per second

for the mean velocity of the blades at the exhaust end. giving

a mean diameter of 42 inches, and as the blade height in prac-

tice cannot be more than one-fifth of this, or 8.4 'inches, the
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area of the annulus is 7.7 square feet. The velocity of the
st«am leaving the blades through the restricted area will then
be 780 feet per second and involve a loss of 1'2 B.ni.U.,
af^suiiiing that the vel<x;ity ratio and angle of the blades is

such that the steam Icives them axially, aw "it should, to give

the niinimuiu los.s. Even under these conditions, however,
there is still a gain of 6J ix;r cent, between '28 and 29 inches
vacuum. For still larger powers, however, these eft'ccts become
more pronounced. It is the constant aim of designers to

increa.se the limiting vacuum by using higher blade speeds
and enabling an exhaust end of larger dimensions to be em-
ployed. Thi.s is undoubtedly a direction in which increase<l

efficiency in laige power high-speed turbines is to be found.
The efi'ect of increased blade speed is very marked, a.s for a
given vacuum the reduction in available gain varies inversely

as the fourth power of the blade speed. Something can also

be done by shaping the exhaust suitably, so as gradually to

reduce the velocity of the steam on leaving the blades.

ITie case of reduced loads will now be considered. With
throttle governing, tTie initial steam-pre.s.sure is reduced in

.accordance with a right-line law similar to the Willans law for

the steam consumption, and it may be taken that in this case
the initial pressure at no load is approximately atmospheric.
If at full load the initial pressure is 175 lb. abs., at half load
it will be about 93 lb., and at quarter load, 63 lb. At half
load, with a vacuum of 28 to 2.SJ inches, the percentage gains
in consumption per inch of vacuum would be increased by
about 1 per cent., and at quarter load by about 2i per cent,
above those given in Table 1. owing to the reduced B.Tli.U.
available by reaison of the reduced initial steam-pressure.
With nozzle governing, the gains due to increa.sed vacuum

at reduced loads are somewhat less than with throttle govern-
ing, and the exact .amount depends on the type of nozzle
governing used, but broadly, at full load and at reduced loads
the gains in consumption per inch of vacuum are more nearly
equal with this type of governing. ."Mthough there is a decrease
in efficiency at the exhaust end by having a cramiv<l exhaust
and low velocity ratio, there is but little luss when the exhaust
end is large and ha.s an unnecessarily high velocity ratio.

Geared turbines can be bladed and should be bladed for
high vacuum, and the blading .should be for nearly the highest
vacuum obtainable, as there is but little loss by running a

turbine bladed for high vacuum, at a lower one. Blading a
geared turbine for high vacuum as compared with low vacuum
adds very little to the weight, and generally only neoes.sitates
the exhaust end being made somewhat hu'ger. It is very
important that the exhaust between the turbine blades and
the condeaser should be free, and should be unrestricted, so
that the loss of vacuum between the la.st row of blades and
the steam .space in the cwndenser should be a minimum. This
applies to all classes of turbines.

It is equally important that the loss of vacuum between the
steam space in the condens»n- and the air-pump suction should
also be a mininnmi. In other words, given a condenser and
an air-pump of the highest efficiency, the difference in vacuum
between the air-pump suction and exhaust end of the turbine
should be reduced to an absolute minimum. If the reduction
of velocity of the exhaust steam can be made to take placH^

gradually as in a diverging orifice, most of the terminal loss
at the lilades will bo recovered. Much more careful att-ention
is required in the future, a.s to the shape of the exhaust, than
in the past, for even at present many exhausts are so shape*!
as to cau.se considerable and unnecessary loss of vacuum.
Up to the present the turbine alone has been considered, but

in a complete installation there are many other factors to be
takiMi accovmt of. As increase in vacuum is associated wth a
(Virre.spondingly lower temperature of condensate, it follows
that if the vacuum is raiscyl and the condensate is delivered
to the boiler at tl>e same temperature at which it leaves the
condenser, either the quantity of steam generat<\l in the boiler
per unit of coal is decreased or the quantity of coal ix-r unit
of steam generated is increased. Such a condition, however,
never ari.«<\s in pra<tiee, .as the condensate is invariably heated
either by the waste ga.ses fiom the boiler or by the exhaust
steam fi-om the auxiliary engines, or by both. Land installa-
tions usually include an economiser in the boiler upt-ake, and
the practical requirement in such a ciise is that, in order U>
prevent sweating on the tubes, the feM-water should he
delivered to the economiser at a temperature of about 120° F.
But even at the highest vacua there is usually sufficient exhaust
.<;team from the auxiliaries to rai.se the condensate to this
temperature, so that .such a system represents the highest
economy att-ainable with anv given plant.

In a surface condens<M' there are tluw losses to be con-
sidered :

—

(a) Tlie temperature ri.se in the circulating wat^r.
(/)) The resi.slinee of the tube to heat transmission from the

steam to the water,
(c) Air insulation of the conden.sing tubr^.

These may be summed up in (he apparent conductivity K of

the condenser, that is, (he R.Th.U. transmitted per square
fo<it per hour per 1^ F. difl'erenco of temi'verature between the
steam and the water. With a condenser in average conditions
of cleanliness and efficient air withdrawal, the value of the
con<luctivi(y K is obviously much higher than with inferior

air extraction or a dirty condenser. The conductivity is also

in(iuenco<l by the load. For example, in a very henvily loaded
cf-ndenser, nnder the best conditions, a value of k of ISM
or even higher has been reache<l, whilst in condensers under

low load it may be no higher than :jOO, bo that this method of
comparisrjn requires to be used with eoine discreti' o

Ihe effect of reduced Cjnductivity, such as Is '

is much more at high rates of condensation than
ing that the effect of a faulty air-jjumi) or dirt;,

much more when the rate of c/ndenration i.s

ai'pToiiiHiiiely the 1<«3 of vacuum below that

obtainable depends only on the rat« of ci,i.<[-t.

the amount of air insulation, and not on ti .: ..-

lating water, always a.ssuming a conden-- 1 -ai

the outside of the tubes and scale on the i; ;> n't

much u.se in having more circulating water thau about sixty

times the steam condensed at full load.

Money put into a condenser of ample size is money well

.sjxint. .\mplc surface also gives a g'j<xl margin to a!) :

the condenser getting dirty or for overloads. With a hij', ' ^'.•

of condensation, especially if the conden.v?r is dirf. . :

overload is required the vacuum will drop *> v

only is there often difficulty in getting the o

the turbine, but the boilers are .still further <

to the increased .steam consumption causing the .'-tfanj pro«>ur.;

to dwp just at the time it Ls most imfx^rtant to have full

pressure. It is usual in modern power stations to have a

vacuum of about 29.1 inches, barometer .'30 inches, with ^y F.

cooling water and circulating water .sixty-five times the steam
conden.sed. and 28 inches with 80', seventy times, and it

seenrs as if these conditions cannot be much improved upon,

as, if the ciiculating water were increa.sed in this case from
t» to 10() times the steam, the improvement in vacuum would
only be alxiut one-eighth inch, and the pmnps and circulating

pipes would have to be increased .5<) per cent. With sixty-fiv.-

times aLso and a moderate rate of condensation, such as 6 t<j

8 lb', per square foot at normal load, there is an ample margin
for overhxid, an overload of 5<J i>er cent, only reducing the

vacuum by about half an inch.

In eases where there is not a supply of natural cooling

water or only a restricted .supply, or where c-ooling towers

are used, the question of the best vacuum has to be most care-

fully considered, and so many factors come into the case that

each problem must be considered on its merits and alternative

s,.h,Mties w.rk^d .iit (o find which is best.

Disci ssio.v.

In o]icning the discussion, the Chairman (Mr. Miciuel
LosGUlDGE, Nice-President) said that the author's cuPiee show-

ing the increase in quantity of heat convertible to work when
expanding to various vacua were very useful and, since tm-
biue expansion was sensibly adiabatic, qiute reliable. Ihe
curves showing vacua with various amounts of cooling water

and vacua and temperatures with varying conductivity were

not so trustworthy, since they did not and could not allow

for the often considerable difference in temi>ej-ature between

the steam at top aud bottom of the condenser and between

this steam and the condensate.

Mr. D. B. MoRisoN (Member of Council) said that the tur-

bine, more than any other steaJii engine, appreciated vacuimi,

and the commercial turbine of tiMlay was bladed for the

highest vacuum obtainable with the water available. The
effect of increased vacuum <m\ a turbine bladed for 26 in.

was considerable only if the exhaust chamber wore properly

designed, the ideal being one in which steam issuing faim the

last row of blades was conducted to the condenser by a suit-

able diverging nozzle. On the contour of the exhau.st passage

depended the degree of vacuum which could be resj-HUHled to.

tieared turbines enabled the highest vacua to give almost full

theoiotical economy and should he blade<l for the highest

vacuum attainable "with the o>ldest circulating water. It was
i-a,sy ti> determine the highest vacuum resiH>iKUxl to in any

turbine: higher vacuum sacriticed turbine ctliciency and also

boiler efficiency, since the omdensate w-.is e»vUxl unnecessiirily.

The controlling vacuum was that in the steam space abi>ve

the tubes, and this sliould be made as high as iHV^ible by

icHlucing resistance to sleiun tlow through the condenser and

usinjj; the most ellicient air pump available. .\ stt^m jet gav.-

iiuixumim commercial surface i-onden.ser vacuum, higher than

attainable by any other air pump. High air-pump efficiency

was particularly necessary during light Kxid working, ouiden-

sation then beiiig chietlyon the top tul>.>s. Ivlow which was a

large volume of aerated vaiKUir very ditVicult to comlei>«e. .\

steam jet maintained higher temivrature I.nver down in the

condenstM-; using the steam jet to discharge a largo v-o1unie

of vaixMir to a jet condons«-r at an abs<^lute pre.ssu'.

bii^hor thanlhat in the surface eondons.'r. the turbine

aiul auidensato temperatuio were raised and overall c

impiMVixl.

Mr. 11. FoTHKROii.1. said that if the exhaust passage^

were pwperly dosignol advantage was taken of the kinetic

energy of the steam to carry it thrv^ugh the condenser: other-

wi.se onlv the ix^tenlial energy duo to pressure dilTereneo was

available (Ihe kinetic energv being wa.st.xl in sluvkV and t->

secure adenuite tlow involved high dilTorenoo in pressure

acnxss tile i\in<leusor ami therefore iiu>flicioncy.

Pn^f. 11. HrBERT (I.iego) einphasis,\l the siHvial importance

of high vacuum in exhaust-turbine in.stallations and of keeping

short the connection between turbine aud condenser in such

cases.

Mr. C. WiNC.FiELP )x-iint<Hl out that the pressure m the

exhaust chamber was due to air and steam, whereas the tern-
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)>oriitiin- wiiM that of tlie steam, Iumu-i- the apparent lack ol

<<iiK-i)i(laiK'u hctweell l)re«Kiire autl teiii|>eiatiire iiieaBureiueiits.

Mr. W. II. I'ATCiiKl.i. Hail! that central utatinns had reaclnMJ

the "comlenner a^e." 'J'lie hent vacuinii attainable with the

c(x)lin),' water availiihle uas <lecicleil, the turbines were hladed
lor this vnc'Uiini and ui! much and a.s good condenser ufi poB-

rtihle waM installed.

(.'apt. II. HlAi.i.-SA\Ki;v illiistrato*! n simple means of predict-

in({ .st<Mm conKiimplion under other conditions, once it was
known for one .set of ciMulition.s. The author's (inures showed
an erticiency ratio of H<l per cent, lor the vacuiim ran^e 20 in.

to '21 in., and 70 per cent, for the range •ifS.y in. to '29 in.; for

a reoiproentiiiK i'ngiru>, the correspond iny eflicienciea would
jirobahly be -Jd per cent, and negative respectively.

In reply, the .Vithoh again empha.sised the imiiortance of
considering the elTect of changes in conden.ser conditions on
the |xjwer in.stalhition as a whole; if that w'ere done his

statement of general desiderata would be found correct, each
individual oase deniaiuling, liowever, citmsideration on its

merits. The gain due to the vacuum was very great at low-

loads. In exhaust-steam turbines the highest vacuum was
nearly always best, the gain due to vacuum being about twic(>

as great as in high-i)ressure turbines. No one had yet suc-
ceeded in making really satisfactory pressure and teniperature
measurenuMits on moving gases. The preci.se elTtx't <if vacuum
changes on a given turbine was <litticnlt and costly to deter-
mine; probably no one knew it within 1 per cent. The con-
ductivity K might reach 1,-jOO B.Tli.T'. iwr aq. ft. per hour
per 1° P. temperature <lilTerence. but (i00-80(l wa.s a better
.iverage for full load and 400-500 for j'educed load working.
ITae reduction at low loads was due to the increased effect of
residual air.

POWER PLANT TESTING.

(for tibstracl of paper rcailbii Mn. W. JI. Sklvev hcfore llir

I.NSTm'Tiox OF Electrical Engineers, see Electrical Review,
/)/>. 803 and 809.)

Discussion .w Manchestfh.

.Mr. S. 1,. Pearck said that in a paper by Messrs. Merz and
-McClellan some years ago the imjx>rtance of keeping down
the capital expenditure was eiuphasi.sed. The present pajaer
emphasised the importance of getting tiio most economical
plant ix)ssible with a view of reilucing the running costs. The
majority of undertakings to-day recognised the importance of
(.loing .something more than providing the statutory sinking
fund and wrote down the plant within a term of years con-
.siderably le.ss than that given by. the L.G.B. Most stations
to-day bad sets of about SIX) kw." capacity only; it was there-
fore undesirable to set forth that eight to ten" years was long
enough iil'e for plant and that it should be written down with-
in that period. The eight or ten years' l)asis would make it

iiiipossil>le to carry on undertakings, and it would be making
the present generation bear a double burden. The reduction
of the running costs varied with the load factor on the sta-
tion, arid if the .significance of the load factor was to dis-
appear it .seemeil that the author was arguing against his own
case, which was in favour of emphasising the importance of
obtaining economical plant and so reducing running costs. He
agreed with the figures given for back of boiler and econo-
miser temperatures. Using a dry slack of about 1-2,0(K)

B.Th.U. the temperature at the back of the economiser would
l>e about 350 degrees, and at the l)ack of the boiler about 550
degrees; this meant a. drop of 200 degrees through the econo-
miser. The figures for a coal of highei- cah>rific value, sav
15,500 B.Th.U., might he 400 and 6011 degrees respectively.
Regarding turbines and generators, the loss of vacuum between
the last row of blades and the steam .space of the condenser
should be reduced to an .absolute niininnim; .so far as the
turbine and condenser were concerned, the controlling vacuum
was in the steam .space immediately above the tubes, and to
record any other vacuum in the condenser was practically
futile. Another important point was to test the lo.ss of vacuum
between the steam space of the condenser and the air-pump
suction. This should be reduced to a irdnimum. If the air
pump was'not doing its work, the excess air in the condenser
w-ould mean lo^-er temperature of the condenser, and irtsuffi-

cient cooling owing to the air insulation round the tubes.
Another test not refeiTed to in the paper was the measure-
ment of the difference between the exhaust steam tenipera-
ture and the temperature of the condensate, k slight differ-
ence would be a good indication of a certain furring action or
depiisit action in the tube, whereas a big difference would
indicate a serious air leakage. The author was right in
emphasising the value of ample cooling surface. No reference
was made in the paper to the advantage ofhaving recording
instruments centralised. The author had stated that mea.sure-
ment should be purely a measurement of matter against
energy, but he immediately departed from this ideal by con'-
demning the use of watt-hour meters. Coutinuous-c'uri-ent
watt-hour meters weie admittedly somewhat unsatisfactory,
I'ut unless dealing with an absolutely steadv load there

appeareil little to ^ain iu accuracy of the eourgy nic-aBureuien)

if this was (jomjiutol from observatioiw of the three fattor»

—

ruiivnt, voltage, time. In Munchest»'r Ujth melh<xls were
iiiiployt'd simultaneously and the obsiTvutions checked.
K.'garding high-tension three-phast;! current, it was always
advisable to use K|K'ciul instruments with indcpi-ndent current
and iHjteiitial transformers. He advocated the use of two
single-phase watt-hour meters instead of a polyphase metc-r,

with a view to greater accuracy. It was not at all obvious
why testw should be made at unity ])<)wer factor, an tests

uruler actual running conditions in ]>raclice were always below
unity. Regarding cooling t«jwers, the speaker had prepared
a w^t of figures which could be summariMil as follows:—
With natuial-diaught towers the number of galloiut cxjled per
square f.Kit of .surface = ](H), for<:ed draught 200, and with
air-ciMiled tyix- 70. C'<s)ling tfjwers were excellent things to

bj without. Six months' run before testing was too long; two
months was (juite reasonable.

Mr. David Wilson said that contractors' guaranteed efii-

ciencies were creeping up to high figuresj due, he was afraid,

to competitive pressure rather than scientific development,
and it was probable that a contractor quoting an abnormally
high elficiency would tnist to the variables to carry bini

through. The Jn.stitution of Civil Engineers was about to

issue a 7-e|H)rt endxxlyiiig instructions for earning out and
standardising boiler tests, in whk'h it was specified that the
higher or lower calorific value of the coal should be taken
into consideration. The calorific value of coal was its value
as fuel after deducting the moisture formed by the oxygen
and hydrogen which had to be evajxirated with superheat,
and if this correction was made upon the calorific value, all

agreed efficiencies autonuiticjilly went up 3 per cent, lliere
was no actual saving in the coal bill following uixjii this, but
it represented more correctly the true efh<iency of the boiler.

Very little was known regarding the jibysical properties of
coal, as two coals of the .same a-pproxiuiate analysis might
behave totally differently iu the furnace. These variables
necessitated a design of furnace or a stoker suitable for all

conditions. He cited the ease of two large power stations,

amongst the most pfticient in the world, one of which used a
coal of calorific value 14,000 B.Th.U. and obtained 20 to 25
B.Th.U. per watt-hour, whilst the other obtained 26 B.Th.U.
per watt-liour using a coal with CO per cent, sririall and a
calorific value never exceeding 10.500 B.Th.U. Under cir-

cumstances practically identical as regards design of plant
both were doing equally well with two different cla.s.ses of
stokers in the reverse order to that suggestetl by the author.
The calorific value of coal was no guide to the destructive
effect on furnace structure or grates; it was the composition of
the ash in the coal that decided these effects.

Mr. -T. Firth said that water could be superheated to 300° F.
an<l still remain water, and it was difficidt to dry coal -without
heating it sufficiently to drive off volatiles. In view of the
author's plea for accuracy, it was significant that the analysis
of coal in one case was 14.2 per cent, and in another ca.se 10
per cent, short of 100 per cent.

;
perhaps the volatiles had

been left out. He .suggested that a vertical perforated pipe
Would be better for taking samples of Hue gases, owing to

the stratification which occurred. Boiler makers guaranteed
10 lb. of steam, yet it was a good station that could raise one
KW.-hr. on 3 lb. of coal. .\ good deal of the difference was
due to auxiliaries such as boiler fans, motor pumps, coal and
ash handling plant.

Mr. Seaton strongly advocated an engineer to stand between
contractor and customer, and considered an independent test

a vevy good investment. He strongly deprecated the sug-
gested combination of air pump and steam jet.

Mr. J. S. Peck .said that every honest manufacturer tried
to give the best apparatus he had, and when it was known
that competitors were giving guarantees that he could not
tolerate, it apiwared that such competitors were either taking
an abn<jriiia] chance or depending upon skilful testing. He
thought manufacturers generally who were doing their best
would welcome independent tests on a basis which could not
be questioned.
Mr. S. J. Watson said there were few areas where the ques-

tions of low steam consumption and general efficiency of
large plants were of greater importance than the Lancashire
district, where the power portion of loads was becoming so
large. Regarding obsolescence, the small plant of ten or
fifteen years ago was quite out of date to-day, and if the
financial side had been properly handled such plant would
have been entirely eliminated from the capital account and
more modem plant substituted. Fifteen years ago the cost
of a generating set w-as £'10 to i£15 per kw., and the steam
consumption anything from 30 to 40 lb. per KW.-hr. To-day
a large modern turbine set could be had for about i£3 5s. per
KW., with .steam consumption from 11.5 to 13 lb. per KW".-hr.

What sum of money should be paid for a given jjercentage
saving in steam consumption was a difficult point. The
guarantee.s of steam consumption only extended for one year,
and reduced steam consumption often meant increased liability

to breakdown. Further, it frequently happened that the large
plant which was installed took care of about 80 per cent, of
the total output for a. year or two, and then became one of
the smaller sizes, so that the saving which extended over a
period of eight or ten years, as suggested by the author, could
not be consideied in calculating what coidd be afforded as the
purchase juice. The author was surely wrong in taking effi-
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ciency testa at unity power factor irrespective of the coudi-

tions under which the plant was to be used. He preferred

reciprocating to rotary pumps on the score of increased etii-

ciency and the po.ssibility of reducing the amount of circu-

lating water at low loads.

Mr. \V. Cn.\.\ii' said that during the past decade a chang*
had taken place in power plant which was not likely to occur

again over a similar period, namely, the change from the

reciprocating engine to the steam turbine. The change from
steam to gas plant might also be added, .\lthough the obso-

lescence allowed in past yoare might have been inadequate

because of changes in size of plant, it was also due to some
extent to change in type of plant, and it was necessary to

separate these two items. Accuracy in testing depended upon
the tire being uniform throughout the test, but no hint

was given as to how this was to be carried out. Ordinai-y

methods of regulating a fire did not permit of the accuracy

suggested by the author. A machine would easily give good
results on unity power factor, but disappointing results on,

say, SO per cent. He con.sidered air tests with calibrated

nozzles e.xtremely inaccurate.

Mr. ScAXES agreed with Mr. Seaton in condemning the
• 'imbination of steam jet and Leblanc pump. Since about
1(1^ temperature represented one per cent, consumption when
water was used for boiler feed, the advantage of the Leblanc
pump, which could dehver water nearly 10° hotter than the

recipnx-ating pump, would be appreciated.

The Author, in reply, said that in the early days people

worked on 10 i)er cent, load factor; nowadays there were
load factors of 30 and 50, and his point was that by the time

50 was anivcd at, any increase, as regards a power station

generating electricity, would make practically no difference

to the total cost because the improvement between, say, 50
and 70 was small compared with all other things. He con-

sidered (bat the standard for coal should represent physic.il

facts and have no relation to the apparatus. It was not his

intention to suggest that there should be accuracy to the

limit of one per cent. It was an ideal to be aimed at if not

obtained, and it was only in connection with turbine testing

that one per cent, was mentioned. Regarding cooling towers,

the steel towers would give the best results, but the upkeep
was heavier and it became a commercial question, and not
merely one of efficiency. The question of ob.solescence was
extremely interesting, and with his faith in the future, the

author expected to see tiie 5.000 kw. set a toy. Whilst the

author did not advocate high draught he was of the opinion

that it would come into use for emergencies; the tendency
was ail towards being able to i-ush a boiler up quickly.

Discussion at Leeds.

A meeting of the Yorkshiee Local Section of the Institotion

OK Electrical Engineers was held on Wednesday, December
3rd, at Leeds, when Mr. W. M. Selvey spoke upon the sub-

ject of his paper, as read to various sections previously, on
" Power Plant Testing."
Mr. Selvey devoted himself entirely to answers to some

criticisms in the previous discussions. He said that his paper
had not been intended to be a technical paper in the ordinary

sense ; nor to discu-ss little details, but to try to deal with big

principles which were being discussed in private and were
moulding the future history of those large corporations who
were going in for the very large power stations. In many
places where his papor had been dealt with, people had dis-

cussed the details and missed the principles.

The Chairman, Mr. T. Roles, in opening the discussion,

said he felt that the ordinal^ central station engineer did not
usually test plant to the extent that he ought to. The ques-
tion of testing was often overkxiked, and when it was kept in

mind it was often done in a somewhat perfunct<iry manner.
In cases when he had been struck by the remarkable differ-

ences in the steam consumptions quoted by pe<iple who offered

him turbine plant, and had a.sked contractors why he should
not accept certain low offers, seeing that if the plant did not
satisfy guarantees his cimtract enabled him to reject it, the
answer given to him was that such makers t<wk the chance
that if the acceptance test was made, the engineer would come
ti.) some terms with them by which they could escape with
some slight re<iuction of price. He thought they would agree
with him that if the engineer did not make the full test of

acceptance of the plant, he was doing an injustice both to his

riiiployer and to the honest persons who put forwaixl abso-
lutely reliable figures, and if it were to be understotxl that
it was safe to give unreliable figures that would be greatly

to the disadvantage of the industry. The testing should bo
extremely accurate", and no doubt a dilTiculty in the case ot
the smaller central stations was to get thoroughly reUable
and independent and unbias.sed men for the purpose. He
urged the necessity of rest periods for the men who were
engaged on such tests.

Mr. Christiansen said the testing of plant should be on
three sequential lines, first the acceptance test, then the ordin-
arj' routine test, and. thinlly, a series of observation readings.

He thought that boilers eoul 1 be tested fairlv well by the
indirect metho<l of recording the flue gases and the tempera-
tures, particularly the exit temperature. With regard to stnIT,

he thought it was a ditlioult matter to get the suitable men
unless they had been specially trained for the purpose.
Mr. MoRLEY said he had been interested in all kinds of

liteaiu testing for over thirty yearR, and he I'eit mat tne re-

maiks which had been made by Mr. Selvey in a great lueasure

confirmc-d the results of his own < li .rvati'in. Cerfjinly the

personal element in testing wa^ In

ii hundred observer* he did not i - J

be relied upon for continuouEly t;: '-

raadiugs so as not to favour either tu.- u|j >

. •:.

He eiiiiihasised the imtxirtance of a close i i-

tions in ordering the various parts <i( centi . -t.

It was easy to spoil the success cf goc^l and .;:.' ! r.i i .iijines

and generators by the bad propfjrtions of the bi.ilers in rela-

tion to the plant. .\s to acceptance t'-st only, those who knew
how to convey instruments succetofuUy from one place to

another cnuld make these tests. The only way to test coal

satisfactorily was to buy not less than ten tons and test it

in the boiler itself.

Mr. Yerbuby said he agreed that the arrangement of com-
promise in cases of failure to come up to a reasonable specifi-

cation was a most unfortunate and disagreeable job. It was
somewhat farcical to have specifications stating what effi-

ciencies were guaranteed, but with the statement added that

these were subject to the usual margin of perhaps 2 or 3 per

cent., which margin was found in practice to cover a lot of

irregular readings.

Mr. Shaw said that perhaps central station engineers had
not always been succe.s.sful in their testing because they had
so many other things to think about, and had such limitations

to take into account in regard to staff. For the taking-over

test there was certainly room for the specialist.

Mr. Whiteuocse said he was more particularly concerned
at the moment with questions in regard to the exiling tower,

a ditficulty in connection with which was that there was no
standard specification. It was highly necessary that better

attention should be given to the standardising of specifications

so that the different parts of an installation were more in

line with each other. In regard to the cooling tower, the con-

ditions as to quantity of gallons to cool were not in any pro-

portion to the load that could be put on to the cooler. It ought
to be possible to gain from the records of the cooler some
idea how the plant in general was running.

Mr. Cami'ION mentioned a case in which rotary converters

were being tested and the commercial instruments supplied

with the switchboard differed as much as 4 to 5 per cent, from
the test instruments, but upon both sets of instruments being
sent to the N.P.L. they were both declared to be correct.

What, he asked, was the engineer to make of that?

Mr. Selvey said that as Sir John Snell was to address a
special meeting of the members on the 17th, he proposed to

reply then to the various points raised, and would confine

himself for the present to stating that he had been particu-

larly pleased with the way in which the disscussion had gone
that night in having kept "to main issues. Tlie whole attitude

of the testing had been put by Mr. Christiansen in a particu-

larly clear way—acceptance test, routine tost, and the use of

recording instruments. He himself had confined his observa-

tions mainly to the conditions of the acceptance test, but that

did not mean that he failed in any degree to recognise th.it

the more recording instruments they could get that they could

rely upon, the better it would be, but they wanted to be certain

about the constancy of the inspection, and that the instru-

ments should be so arranged that they would be in a p<isition

to cross-check them if necessary in the way of using them.

THE PROMOTION OF THE ELECTRICAL
TRADE.

DiSCDSSION BErORE THE S.^LES MaSAOEKS' ASSOCIATION.

Tue discussion which took place at the meeting of the Sale*

Managers' .Xssociation on Thui-sday of last week resulttnl in the

presentation of many matters, lioth of past and prest-ut inter-

est t<^ the electrical industry. As the subject for consideration

there had been select<xl—" The Position of the British elec-

trical industry and the methods of extension in the markets

of the world ""—a subject which was worthy of a larger attend-

ance tlian that represented by those who were prrst^nt. al-

though it has to be remembered that December is usually an
unfortunate month for a gathering of this character. Never-

theless, and apart from the comparatively few criticisms which

were made on the opening speech, the discussion had the

effect of bringing to light v.nluable information concerning

business both nt home and abroad.

The debate was opened by Mr. H. Scholkt, who first re-

ferred to the legislative Rvstrictions imposoil and the financial

sptx-ulativ n which took place in the eighties of the p.^»t cen-

tury, and stilted that the industry ti->-il.'«y is we.ik in a

financial sense, largely owing to the early mistakes which

were made. Dividing the industry into three sections—larg*

ninchinerv. cables, and sixH-i.il work such as small fwitchgear.

lamps, lamp-holders, etc.—the sjv'nker submitt*>d that th«

sptviaiists have been, generally speaking, remarkably success-

ful, as they have been able t<^" develop their apparatus so that

it can be said to compete with any material in any part of

D
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lb« world. But the vision of the speciitligts is rebtricteU

ihruugli luanufuctunuy ou u siiiull »cult, and they are there-

fore uuuhle to tuke foreign luurketii iuto cousideiution. The
same obBervation applies to arc lamp curboos, a« we have oo
Kpeuui iimkers oa u sutliciently large acule to lueet the
enormoua demands of our own country, and there will con-
tinue h> he a scarcity until some of the neutral countrieH
render u.s U66i8tancc. Dealing next with the cunatructiou of
liixge uiuchincry, of which various British iiiukers are turning
out tjpefi which are second to none, the speaker i)oiuted out
that from their balance sheets it was found that the makers
of large machines had not paid any dividends for years past.
Broadly speaking the reason lies in the circuinstance that com-
petition from which the industry ha.s sulU-red has prevented
the tirius fri>m earning profits. The output approximates
to £T7,UO0,tKX), of which we send quantities varying up to

i.'8,500.lX)U abroad, but as we import electrical goods to the
value of £3,500,00(1 per annum, we already purchase more
than one-third of the value of our exports. Competition haa
taken various forms. It has primaiily taken the shape of
cutting prices, but the pace has been set by competition from
abroad, and at prices which would not have represented any
profits to British manufacturers. It has also assumed the
insidious form of offering plant on easy terms or in exchange
for shares, but no British firms axe financially strong enough
to compete on these lines. Concerning the conditions im-
posed by large customers, such as municipalities and large
corporations, including railways, the meeting was reminded
that these purchasers had made conditions in their tenders
which tliey were not able to imixjse on foreign manufacturers,
whilst the municipal councils, stipulating for the payment of
local rates of wages at home, allowed the condition to go by
the boanl when ordering abroad. There are other conditions
in regard to the performance of the machinerj'. British
makers have standards on certain lines, whereas foreign
makers have adopted standards which are entirely different
and give a smaller margin ; they arc therefore able to produce
a cheaper machine, and they succeed with their tenders be-
cause the municipal councils waive this particular clause in
so far a.s these manufacturers are concerned. In addition
foreign fiiins have come and started works in this country to
compete with us, but they have made "a worse mess" in
respect of profits and dividends.
Ihe question of neutral markets was next raised by Mr.

Scholey, who reminded his audience that our greatest com-
petitor has been Germany. That country has made electrical
machinery of the value of i660,(KX),000 per'annuiii, and has sent
abroad electrical goods amounting to i;i4,00<J,000. One of the
large.st purchasing countries has been Russia, which has im-
ported Teutonic products for from £5,000,000 to £5,500,000
yearly. In one section alone Germany has exported £900,000
to Russia, whereas the British have only sent the value of
£66,000 in the same group. If this should be thought to be
another instance of the lack of British enterprise the si)eaker
tried to dispel this view by narrating the experience of a
British company with a certain large municipality in Russia
which requued tramway plant. The company had the neces-
sary experience of similar work, submitted the low'est tender
and ptxssessed the necessary financial support, but it was
eventually discovered that the bank of the Russian agents
who were employed was almost entirely in the hands of the
Deutsche Bank of Berlin and would not put in a British
tender. Still the matter was not finally settled. A com-
mittee of the municipality reported that the tender could not
be refused on technical grounds nor by reason of the prices,
but the trade counsels in the municipal council set to work
and brought such pressure to bear that the British tender
was rejected. A case of this kind, however, may be expected
lever to be repeated in the futm-e. Passing on from France
to South America the speaker remarked that British firms
have been gradually losing ground in the latter market owing
largely to the great financial interests developed by German
firms. On the other hand we have progressed in .\ustraha,
where we have supplied electrical machinei-y of the annual
value of £1,000,000, as compared with considerably less in the
case of Germany, and £146,000 in that of the United States.
In New Zealand the British share has been ten times greater
than the machinery furnighed by other countries. The next
reference made was to the well-known case of the Victoria
Falls and Transvaal Power Co. As will be remembered, the
company was able t^i go to a large German works which sup-
plied the whole of the plant for its generating stations,
accepting payment in debentures. This was not sufficient to
keep the company going, and it was then able to dispose of
all its preference stock, as previously it had disposed of its
ordinary shares, on the English market—without spending a
penny on electrical manufactures in this country. Obviously
the company, in the opinion of the speaker, made a good
contract for the machines, but other things were necessary.
The Rand mines had to buy motors, and they invited tenders
from both British and Continental finns. With one or two
e.xceptions all the orders went to German capital on prices.
The price.^ were such that the British firms would have lost
heavily if they had attempted to undertake the work. That, how-
ever, did not mean that the German manufacturer was going
to sell machinery in South Africa with no profits for himself.
Where the Germans have scored is that makers there who
construct large machines also produce smaller types, and they
ire able to sell everything that is called for in one schedule.
Ther«for« they can tfford to sell the large machinos at no

profit lu order lu oblum a fuutiiig lu the country which will

eventually give them orders showing profiiti. CoutiucutAl
munulactuieift have realised that the value of large machmery
hen in the advertisement which it give*, whilst the uiialler

machinery and ucces<>orie* yield the probto—a stateausut vvhiuh
was appiuciatcd by the audience.

'Iho circumstanct*! set forth, ilr. Scholey proceeded to re-

iiuirk, indicate that, in order that we may take .advantage of

the situation we must show the same combination and co-

ordination whereby we can enter foreign markets and oiu-
pcte on a better basis, .so that a go<jd deal of reorganisation
will be necessary. Taking the lH.-fore-mentioned ligures an
they stand, we observe that Germany may be on the [><jint

of losing an export trade of £H,(JiAi,000; how much of that
can be secured? If we were to increase the British output by
'25 per cent, we should only be up to the normal requirementa
of our own country. If we are to make hay while the sun
shines we shall have to enlarge' our industry very consider-
ably. That calls for great financial support, patience and re.-

arrangement on the part of British manufacturers. It is

possible we may obtain such supi>ort, but it should not be
assumed that we can go to these markets and pick up the
work as other countries have done. A partial solution may
possibly be found by co-operation between the various sections
of the industry, but it is beyond the scope of this as.sociation

to set forth a definite scheme. When financial operations are
sought in the City of London, it is to be hoi>ed that
the financiers concerned will bear in mind that if any
electrical machinery is involved in the work they are under-
taking, there is at home an industry which is worth sup-
porting. Another point in the matter of co-operation and co-
ordination concerns the customers. British manufacturers
are always said to be wrong, and the customers right. But
it is felt that customers might have a little more considera-
tion for our standards, and not insist upon others and upon
requirements dictated by whims. Other people say we do
not give customers what they want, but many of us know
that attempts to nuxlify patterns may involve a considerable
sum of money, and in many cases it would not be worth while
to carry out the m^xlifications. In conclusion, the speaker
again emphasised the necessity for combination and co-ordina-
tion in order to show a united front in the world's markets;
he thought that we should thereby help to place the industry
on a stronger and more permanent foundation that hitherto,
and said that the industry was full of immense pns,sibiliti6S if

we could get the neccssai-y financial assistance and also secure
co-operation among ourselves.

{To be continued.)

WAR ITEMS.

Extraordinary Metal Prices in Germany.—The war has
exercised an extraordinary etiect upon the prices of various
non-ferrous metals in Germany, including copper, brass,

bronze, aluminium, tin, nickel, and antimony, and the elec-

trical manufacturing firms in particular must be lve<tnly feel-

ing the comparative scarcity and exceptionally hijih prices

charged for different metals, the shortage being due to the
cessation or practical cessation of arrivals of fresh supplies

from otner countries. Apart from the leading firms of mer-
chants, who are declared to have shown moderation in the
advance in prices, other merchants have assisted in a great
speculative upward movement for a period of four months,
whilst firms who were formerly not engaged in the business
liave embarked in it in the hope of making a considerable
amount of money either by selling at exceptionally high
prices as soon as possible or by withholding supplies tem-
porarily from the market in the expectation of realising still

higher prices in the future. The situation has been com-
plicated by the fact that since the outbreak of war the use
of copper and one or two other metals for the production of
articles of peace has been legally forbidden. Although the
Government order to this effect cannot possibly have affected
the output of electrical manufactures for military and naval
purposes, it has not been compulsory all these months for

holders of these metal stocks to dispose of them to makers
of war material. Now, however, the position is sought to
be entirely changed by a further order which has been issued
by the Federal Council, representing the Governments of the
various States in Germany, in regard to maximum prices
of metals, and which was brought into force on December
14th. Leaving brass and bronze out of consideration, it is

noteworthv that the Federal Council has ordered that the
maximum price of new refined copper having a content of
99.7 per cent, of copper and new electrolytic copper must
not exceed ilOO per metrical ton; new refined copper with
a minimum content of 99.3 per cent, of copper and heavy
old copper is not to surnass .£92 IDs., and other old copper is

not to be higher than .£85 per metrical ton. The maximum
for new aluminium has been settled at .fl6'2 10s., with lower
prices for old metal, croooings, etc.; nickel is put at ,£225,
antimony at .£75. and tin at .£237 10s. per metrical ton. .As

compared with English quotations it will be seen that the
German maximum prices show an unprecedentedly large in-

crease, The pric«s are for cash on delivery exclusive of
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forwarding charges, and if credit is required the purchaser
will have to pay 2 per cent, per annum in excess of the dis-

count rale of the Imperial Bank prevailing at the time. If

required by the government authorities tne holders of any
stocks are placed under the obligation to deliver them to the
former, who will fix. the prices to l>e paid after hearing exj^ rt

opinion. Any contravention of the order involves a penalty
either of one year's imprisonment and a line of up to i:500,

or a ix'nalty of one of these two puiiishirients.

A Premature Proposal.—The German Count Mirbach-
Sorquiltcn, apparently under th<? impression that the war
on the iiastcrn frontier has now Ixx'n brought to a con-
clusion successful to Germany, has just submitted a com-
prehensive proposal to the Prussian .Ministry and the chief

of the Province of East Prussia, suggesting the allocation

out of Slate funds of a considerable endowment for the
electrification of that province which is said to have been
severely damaged. As the basis for the proposal the Count
points out the dearth of labour and the scarcity of horses,

which offer insurmountable difficulties in the way of the
revival of economic activity. It is held that the only remedy
is to proce<'d with the establishment of great supply works
for the delivery of energy for lighting and power purposes.

Manchester Men with the Forces.—Messrs. Chas. Mac-
intosh & Co., Ltd., of Manchester, have 294 of their 2,500
workpoonl<' serving with the colours, the proportion being 14

per cent. One has been killed in action.—Messrs. Ferranti, of
Hollinwood, have 134 employes, or 10 per cent, of their total

workers, in the forces, and one has been wounded.—Messrs.
Mather & Piatt, Ltd., .Manchester, have contributed 481
men, including 18 officers, to the army and navy, which is

equal to 20 per cent, of the 2,400 workpeople employed.
One has been killed in action, another has died from wounds,
and thre'e have returned wounded.
Tram Cars and Recruiting.—At Wakefield the local re-

cruiting authorities have adopted the idea of using an
electric recruiting car for the purpose of delivering speeches
in various parts of the city. Bugle calls arc given from
the car, and the Wakefield City Band plays patriotic airs.

The car has been lent through the kindness of Mr. Eng-
land, the manager of the local tramways company.

Electrical Supplies Scarce at Buenos Aires.—A recent call

for tenders for electrical material for the Provincial Tele-
graph department of Buenos .Aires produced no offers.

Enquiries made by the Department reveal the fact that this

abstinence on the part of the firms usually tendering was due
to their not having the goods in stock, with no immediate
probability of receiving further supplies owing to the war in

Europe. It has been decided to purchase some of the articles

more urgently requirftl at retail establishments.—" Review
of River Plate."

Names Wanted.—In regard to the lengthy lists of Dis-
tinguished Conduct Medals awarded for bravery in the ranks,
we shall be glad if readers who know of electrical employes
whose names have appeared, or in future may appear, in

any such lists, will send us particulars, so that they may
be duly recorded in this column.

Appeal.—.'\n urgent appeal is made on behalf of the
British and Foreign Sailors' Society, which is doing so much
for both soldiers and sailors just now, and is in need of
iBlO.OOO to repay bankers' overdrafts. Address: 2, 4 and 6,

Becclcs Street, London, E.

Quite the Right Thing.—The Blackburn tramway em-
ployes on Thursday last week entertained the wives, children
and mothers of the men in the department who are now
serving the colours. Tea was served, and the children were
presented with purses containing money and with toys for
a Christmas tree. A social and danc-e afterwards took place.

Personal.—We arc pleased to learn that Captain Bullock,
manager in Johannesburg for Messrs. Stewarts & Llovds.
played an important part in effecting the capture of De Wet.
.According to the " Times," the following telegram was sent
by General Smuts, Minister of Defence, to the District StalT
Officer at Kimberley:

—

" December 5th.—Plc.ise convoy to Ciptain Butlock my con^ratutntions on
the splendid work which he nnd the motor squadron h.ive performed in con-
nection with the c.ipturc of Gener.il De Wet Colonel Hrits has assured me
that, without their efficient assistance, the capture might not h.nve been pos-
sible."

Mr. L. B. Hogarth, borough electrical engineer at White-
haven, has been gazetted temporary lieutenant in the Uth
Border (The Lonsdale) Regiment.

Roll of Honour.—We greatly regret to read in our con-
temporary, the .American " Electrical Review and Western
Electrician, that Mr. Douglas Sutherland Martin, whose
contributions to our own pages will b<> romembereil by our
readers^ dit^d at the end of Novemlx^r at the Boulogne Hos-
pital, France, from shrapnel wounds rectMved at the battle
of Messines on the Belgian border. Our coniemiKirary
says:—'' Soon after his i.'radu;ition as an electrical engineer
fropi the Centr.-tl Technical College, London. Mr. Martin
came to this country .ind became editor of the " General
Electsic Review." He later made an extend^^l trip to the
Pacific coast and upon returning oast ioino<l the ctlilorial
staff of the " Electrical World " at New A'ork. Mr. Martin
left New York earlv in Aiifust to enrol in the moimtei.1
forces of Great Brit;iin. He was 27 years of age. He had
made a great many firm friends in this country who will
greatly deplore his untimely passing away." Mr. Martin
was a young man of great spirit and ability, and gave pro-

mise of making congiderable progress in hi* profession. W*
are personally very sorry to record his loss, but knowing
from a lengthy correspondence from him something of his

enerfv, spirit and thorough-going lovaltv to the land of his

birth, we are not in the least surprised that when th« vac
broke out he answered the call so quickly and eagsrlf-
The " Electrical World " says that Nlr. Martin left th«
B.T.H. Works at Rugby and went to the States in 1911.

In regard to his departure for the front our contemporary
says:

—" Having already served in the Yeomanry, and i/eing

a dashing horseman as well as a crack shot, he sought an
opfjortunity to get to the fighting line and, to use his own
phrase, ' by the greatest of good luck ' was drafted into th«
Sixteenth Lancers, which went to the war immcJiately. Ho
was a brother of .Mr. T. C. Martin, secretary of the .National

Electric Light .Association." .Mr. T. Commerford Martin
is an old friend of the " Electrical Review," and we offer
him our sincere sympathy in the loss that he has sustained.

Private James Foster, of Preston, who had been employed
at the works of .Messrs. Dick, Kerr & Co., has been killed

at the front. He was 27 years old, and was married only
four months ago.

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letteri received by w aft«r 6 P.M. ON Tuesday cannot appear wOil

the. folloxving week. QyrretpondenU thould forward their communi-
eatiom at the earliest pottible vwment. No Utter can be publitlUd
wileii we have the writer't name and addrett in our potteuitm.

Expenses of Applicants for Appointments.

I would like to draw the attention of yonr readers who may be
looking: for a post to what, in my opinion, is a very ehady method
of dealing with applicants aelected for interview.

In your issue of November 13th appeared an advertisement for
an electrical engineer for West Africa, to which I replied. I was
eventually requested to call at the London otiice of an exception-
ally wealthy miningf syndicate, which 1 did at a great deal of
inconvenience to myself and my employers, at a cost of £3 8?. «d.

At this interview, which took place on November 2oth, 1 was
informed that I was very likely to receive the offer of the position
and should know definitely not later than December 2nd. On
November 26th I wrote the company enclosing account for my
expenses, to which 1 received a reply on the note heading of the
gentleman I interviewed to the effect that he was not under any
obligation to pay my expenses.

I wrote on December -ith and Sth pointing out that in the past
I had always received my expenses for every interview I had been
requested to arrange, and that I should be glad to know if they
had decided to ofl'er me the post. To these letters I received a
reply on December 13th offering me the position and enclosing a
draft agreement totally different to the conditions which had been
mentioned at the interview, and promising to recommend the com-
pany to make some allowance towards the above expenses if I

accepted the post. In the meantime, I had accepted another
position, and had, of course, to decline the offer on this acoonnt,

and also because 1 could not accept the agreement of which they
had enclosed a specimen.

I am now informed that none of my expenses will be refunded.

The object of this letter is to warn applicants to make definite

arrangements as to expenses before arranging an interview, which
I am pleased to say has not been necessary in the whole of my
previous experience.

Disillnsioned.

Why Britain Loses Trade.

I should like to reply to your two correspondents.

I note they both blame the "firms." This, to my mind, is

too sweeping.
The real reason " Why Britsin Loses Trade " can be stated in a

sentence ; it is this :

—

The technical side of many manufacturing businesites in Britain
is under the bad management of an "office."

Hence all the trouble, and until all " offices " are relegated to

their proper places as adjuncts, and are not allowed to consider
themselves as the "Centre around which all other things revolve,"

we shall continue to have oomplaiuts similar to those of youi
correspondent*.

It is a remarkable fact that all successful manufacturing con-
cerns have technical and not so-called " business " men at their

head, and the materials of these firms are always welcomed every-

where, and are always properly packed and described, and
sullioiently concise directions are given, when necessary, for their

successful operation.

Obserter.

A >ew Use for Bhirk Tape.

A fortnight ago a lady a^ke.^ for a ponnyw.'rth of " Klectrio

t»pp," ('.« , black tape, atid a w^k later came for a-irther. While
beii'g served she remaikfd :

" It's a good thing for sp fs and foree,"

I told her it was inadvifable to \i»f it for that purpo,«e. as it was
liable to contain impnritit 8, "Whv,' she exclaitnfd, "a woman
told me it was ma»io specially for that purpose, and that she had
ecz?ma all over her arms and it had cured her." So if trade ^ts
very bad there is still one new sonice of revenue.

Black Tape.
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AppointuientH in Hung-Kun^.
I Bhould like to ifive a word of wirniBe to enifioeera thinkiui; of

siirniutr voatrikotd for pouiCionK io 11 juif-Koni;.
Djubtleiw, they will be informed that livinfr is wonderfully

cheap, and that the value of the dollar ia 28. I have been out here
about lifuionthd. ThedjUar has never been worth more than U. lOd.,

and for the past two monthe it has only been 1b. Hjd. To those
eofjineerii who, for various reasons, have to send money home, the
fact tha''. they lose ab.iut L's. tid. in the £ is a eerious item in their
financial arrangements.
House rents are notoriously hi(rh ; a four-roomed house, similar

to what one would pny £30 for at home, is between £6 and £8 per
month ont here. Fiats (three rooms) cost from £5 to £11 per
month. Coal is :iOs. per ton ;Selectrio liirht, 8d. per unit ; hair-cut,
Is. Gd.

; shavr, Is. ; drinks, 6d. (minimum) ; doctor. £1 per visit;
medicines, twice home prices ; suit of tweeds, £0 to £9 ; cinema,
23. ; theatre, from 6j. ; books, twice home prices ; boots, 258.
To these worries add the risk of plague, enteric, smallpox and

malaria, and the thousand and one discomforts of tropical life, as
Hong-Konn during the hot season (Jane to end of September) is

very unhealthy.
For a junior position, a man of good experience should insist on

$:i50 per month without quarters, or §300 per month with
quarters and medical attendance.
Taken all round, however, life out here may be made fairly com-

fortable, provided one can obtain an i>tUrte into the social world.
This, however, owing to rigid class distinctions, presents grave
diffioulties and considerable expense.

Xo. 2.
Hong-Kong, November I2th, 19U.

Kear Lights on Vehicles.

Yon will undoubtedly be aware of the fact that an order has
been made making it compulsory for all vehicles in London to
carry a red tail light during the period of subdued lighting in
London. There was a short leaderette in the Z»«(7y.T/ui7 yesterday,
the li;th inst., on this question, and I quite agree with the writer
when he expresses the hope that this innovation is for all time
and will not be annulled when the war is over.
You will perhaps remember thit in I'.iOl I issued a circular

letter to all the tramways and light railways in Great Britain,
and I also had some correspondence with the Secretaries of the
Royal Automobile Clnb and Motor Union, asking them to take
action with the Tramways Associations to get a Bill passed making
it compalsory for all vehicles to carry rear lights.
The ordinary lighting of provincial main roads is no better,

and often very much worse, than the present subdued lighting in
London, and every day we have driven home to us the necessity for
red tail lights on vehicles.

The present regulation is insufficient and inadequate because the
lamps carried on the fronts of vehicles, which are supposed to
show a red light to the rear, are often hidden by merchandise or
placed in such a position that the light can only be seen when the
vehicles are at a certain angle.

This is a particularly important thing to those of us who are
operating inter-urban tramways on reads often not lighted at all
and, in other cases, badly lit. It is also important to aU owners of
speedy vehicles, and I think the time is opportune, with the
example of London before us, for doing something.
Can I beg of you to draw attention to this question in yonr

valuable paper .'

H. England, General Manager,
}u/-fo/((>e(I('.i?.) Electric Tramways Co., Ltd.

Wakefield, Decembpr ntli, 19H.
[We cordially sympathise with Mr. England's views. Some

would go farther, and say that pedestrians who are addicted to
walkmg along the roads in preference to the sidewalkB, in the dark
ought to carry lights.—Eds. Elec. Rev."

Electrical Trades and Motor-Ambnlances: A Proposal.
I notice that the London Musical Trades have presented a

motor-ambalance to the Red Cross Society, and it has occurred tome that it would be an excellent idea if the electrical world were
to follow this example.
Our industry is such an extensive one that each branch might,

perhaps, raise sufficient money for its own van, eo that we could
present, say, an 'Electrical Manufacturers' Ambulance " and an
Electrical Contractors' Ambulance."
If you would open a subscription list in your columns, no doubt

the necessary funds would bs forthcoming without difficulty.
I hope you will see your way to fall in with the suggestion.

__^ Alpha.

A Contradiction.

I notice in your issue of December 18th in the report of the
meeting of the Metalite Co., that reference is made to the new
manager, Mr. J. L. Green, 'that he had come from the OsramW orks at Hammersmith." I have to inform you that Mf. J. L.
Green has mver been in the employ of the Osram Lamp Works,
Ltd., Hammersmith, and to the best of my knowledge has never
even been inside the Osram factory.

C. Wilson, General Manager.
Hammersmith, W., December 19//(, 1914.

German or Itritiith!

The letter appearing in your i-sue of September 25th, over the
Bignature E. Jncob, Managing Director of the Tudor Accumulator
Co., 18 interesting in view of the fact that a German, Mr. Hentze,
is the company'd Australian repreaenUtive, and has ao bis assistant
another German, Mr. Ilcggemann. whose card is enclosed. Neither
gentleman is able to speak iiure than passable Engliith, and the
former, up to the outbreak of the war, when the writer met
bim in Sydney, made no secret of his antipathy and contempt for the
British in general and the Australian in particular. Moreover,
a portion at least of batteries shipped to Australia are made in
Germany at the German Tudor Works, and passed through the
Customs as of German make.

It would interest Colonial buyers to know definitely whether the
Tudor batteries exported to the Colonies are made by the German
or British Works, and whether the bulk of the shares are held by
German or British investors.

F. Wylde Ball.
Melbourne, .Vuremher 2ntl, 1914.

I not« amongst your advertisements one of the Brimsdown
Lamp Worke, Ltd., and as their advertisement makes a great dis-

play of John Bull, it is almost impossible for anyone to think they
can be anything but English. According to a paper I have had
sent, this company's capital issue is £1,000, of which £980 is held
by residents in Germany. i.

Evidently this is another company that requires looking after,

as, judging by the capital issued, it must be a private company.

Contractor.

NEW ELECTRICAL DEVICES.

AND PLANT.

FITTINGS

"Hot-Bar" Radiator.

We illustrate in fig. 1 one of the numerous patterns of electric
" hot-bar " radiator made by the Dowsixci Radiant Heat Co.,

Ltd., of 105, Great Portland Street, W.
This radiator is fitted with three hot-bars giving loadings of

1,500 to 3,000 watts ; a drop shelf allows of food plates, 4:c., beicg
kept warm.

a.!sCai^

Fig. 1.

—

Dowsing "Hot-Bae" Radiatoe.

Dowsing-Huntley heating elements are used, one of which is

illustrated in fig. 2, these elements having in service run for from
3,000 to 4,000 hours and given great satisfaction.

The heaters are supplied either with or without quartz protect-

ing plates, and are arranged with an aluminium radiating screen

Fig. 2.—DowsiNG-HuNTLET Heating Element.

behind, which also serves as a deflector and ensures the heating of

the air passing through the radiator. A ruby lamp fitted below
the reflector gives a reddish glow resembling that of a coal fire.

This beating element is easily replaceable, and osn be cheaply r«-

wound ; it is also used in the firm's cooking appliances.
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Mining Switchgrcar.

The General Electric f'o., Ltd.. of fi7. Qneon Victoria Street,

E.G., recently iflflnfd Part II. of tbei'r liu'li-tin on CoUirry and
Mining- Machinnry, a bulky and comprehpnBive oataloeue of
apparatns cnverine a wdp rnngo of motor ptarffra and con-
troUern. ironclad switchsear for both hieh and low preefuren,

oircuit-breakprs, a'-ceflRTiei for mininc irBtal'a^ionfl, InstramentB,
liffhtine apparatuR and fiktinfrs, tranpformer», lampH, cableB, and
Biffnallinfr apparatim. Amonifst all thepc there are many new
items, some of which we illustrate herewith.

Fie. 3 shows a ISampere n p. switch with "bobbin" fnses, for
circuits up to 5no volts

; this is designed for the control of small
motorB and for henvy lighting circuits. The switch and fuses are
enclosed in an explosion-proof and flame-proof case, and the fnses
are contained in separate chambers.

Fig. 3.— G.E.C. Ikonclad Switch and Fuses.

Fies. 4, K and 6 illustrate the "Kingaway" signalling; system,

which consists of foolproof bells (fig- -4), contained in cast-iron

cases with broad machined flanges, relays in similar cases (fig. 5),

and pushes, keys, or pulls (fiij. G). Audible and visible indicators

are also provided, in gas and watertight cases, as well as luminous
level indicators. &-:., the who'e forming a complete system in full

compliance with the Home Office regulations. The use of relays

Fi«S. 4,

Mink Toll.
r. Bkll, Bel.'Iy and

,B"'diBOnBBed elsewhere in this issue in a' paper on bell-signalliDgr in
mines. .Judging by the conttnts of this exhaustive list, the com-
pany are in a position to satisfy all the requirements of ap-to-date
installatione of electric power in mines.

LEGAL.

Baillie OaiESTAL Tei.kphove and Electbic Co., Ltd.,

ASD OfHEBS.

This case came b»fore the Court of App«i'. c-<mpoB'd cf the

Master of th"- U lis and Lirls Jo"tice" K-nnedy jnl S»infen E»dy
upon the appeal of the DUin'iff from an interlocutory order of

Mr. .lastice Astbury, on Friday Ja-t.

In the result their L'ird-hip» allowed the appeal and (rranted an
injunction until the trial of the action, with further order restrain-

ing the defendants from acting on certain resolntione.

Electbicitv in Mi.nes—An Appeal.

The Justiciary Appeal Court on December 18th. in E-Jinbnrgh.

gave the decision in an important appeal from Hamilton Sheriff

Court, where a test case was raised to determine the true constmc-
tion of the Coal Mines Act, 1911. The Sholta Iron Co.. Ltd.,

1, Castle Street, Edinburgh, were convicted by Sheriff-Subrtitnte

Shennan on a complaint at the instance of the Procurator Fiacal

of Lanarkshire of having, between March Ut and April 24th, I'.il I,

in Rimmon Pitt, Shnlte, with respect to two single-core electnc

cables, not being either flexible cables for portable apparatus or

signalling wires, used during said period in the stone mine haol-

age road, which stone mine haulage road was then being used for

mechanical haulage, failed to have each of the cables protected by
a metallic covering, contrary in the Coal Mines Act. 1911, Sections

60 (1), "6, W) and 101, and to General Regulation 129 (<•).

The appellants contended that they were released from com-
pliance with the existing regulations because the two cables were
in use in the mine prior to June 1st, 1911. and were eo adapted as

to comply with the regulations then in force. The Sheriff-

Substitute fined the appellants the nominal penalty of £1. holding

that the Regulation IS? (h) merely authorised the continued n«e of

an existing installation, and that when the appellants proceeded in

January last to lay a cable on a mechanioal-haulage road they

were not entitled to use for this purpose any existing cable which
had complied with the regulations before June Ist, r.<ll, but were
bound to provide a cable with a metallic covering, which civerinif

would comply with the new regulations.

The Justiciary Appeal Court dirinissed the appeal, and found the

respondent entitled to expenses modified to eeven guineas.

North British Wireless Schools, Ltp.. r. Mayne.

At Aberdeen, Sheriff-Principal Campbell Lorimer has dismissed an
appeal against the Sheriff-Substitute's judgment in a case in which
plaintiffs asked the Court to interdict Elward Alfred Mayne from
conduciiug wireless tel-graphic schjola in Aberieen City and
county, and asking for £1,000 damages for breach of agreement.

The Sheriff-Substitute had given judgment for pursuers on a point

of jurisdiction, and defender appeaUd. As defender had failed to

comply with the Court's order regarding the payment of certain

expenses, the Sheriff-Principal dismissed the appeal, and gr&nted

the interdict and decree.

BUSINESS NOTES.

^^ater Softcniiiir Plant.—Since the outbreak of war.

Mkssiis. United Water Softkneks, Ltii., makers of " La^en-
Hjort " and "Permutit" water softening and purifying plants,

have entered into contracts to erect over UX^ installations,

totalling several millions of gallons daily, for firms in the l'nit<d

Kingdom. Prominent among those who have placed orders for

softening plants are the Admiralty (.SO.OOO gallons per dayX
Vickers. Ltd. (.U.OOO"), Armstrong. Whitworth .t Co., Urnnner,
Mond \ Co. (.500.000), Bickershaw Collieries, the North-Eastem
Railway Co. (,".»i;,000), ,^c.

.Vnstralia.—The piiiioip:il of a technioal institute in

Sydney is desirous of acting as an agent for Tnited Kingdom
muuutacturers of mathematical instruments. An old-e^tabiished

firm is desirous of obtaining agencies for Vnitetl Kingdom mann-
faoiurers of the fnllowiiig :— Ttlphers, gsswi rks lUFtiillations,

electric cranes, wheels and axks, and looomotivi <. CommunicatiODa
regarding these inquiries should be addiess'nl to the Otticial

Secretary, Olli •« ot the High Commissioner for .\u^tralia, 72.

Viotoria Strojt. London. S,W.

Trade with the Arirnitine.—We have ivceived from
Me.-^si.s. C ."*. L.wvsDX. ut Aviuinade M<yo yiiS. Buenos Ay res. a

oircular-Ietter relating to La Bolsa Mercantil (The Mercantile

Exchange), wlnih, ic is » aied. has bern lormtd with a view to

providing a means for merchants in this great market to be

brought into contact with nianuf.ictnrers' representatives and
commercial travellers visit.ug the counuy from Eurvjie an.i North
America They state that they are in constant touch with the
principal firms dealing in many specified line?, including electrical

materials and appliances.
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Private Arranjrfinonts.— Apparatub and Ad rs-

^naibs Ltd., Maniiiun lluune ChamberB, Qaeen Viotoria Street,

K.C — The ureditorn interested hirein were called toifetber on
Deuember 16ch, ut the offloea of HeoBre. Corfleld -^i Cripwell,
Fiuabnry Pavement, K.C. Mr. C. Oorfield bad been appointed to

not aa Rooeiver for the debenture-holders, and also as the liquidator

in the voluntary wiodinir up. The statement of affairs prcnented
showed liabilities of £731. The assets were estimated to realise

£770. from which had to be deducted £705 for preferential claims
and debentures, leaving net assets of £4 8s. 7d., or a deficiency as

regarded the creditors of £727. The paid-up capital of the com-
pany was £150, and as ret;arded the contributories, there was a
deficiency of £877. Mr. P. Houstoun said that the company was
formed on April 24th, r.H4, to takeover the factory portion of the
business of the Eastern Electric Co., Ltd. The two companies
were practically run by the same people. Apparatus and Acces-
sories, Ltd.. had a nominal capital of £3 OOU, and the principal

shareholder was a Mr. Walters. The only other shareholder
was a Mr. Midworth. The company took over assets valued at

£1,114 from the Ea!>tern Electric Co., and also agreed to discharge
liabilities of £114. In payment of the balance of £1,000, deben-
tures for that amount were given to the Eastern Electric Co.
Those debentures were now held by the Eastern Electric Co., but
it had been decided that they would not prove for the full amount,
but would foreeo t.\!'J5, which had been drawn by the directors as
salaries. Mr. Walters was the managing director of Apparatus and
Accessories, Ltd., at a salary of £500 per annum, and he and Mr.
Midworth had drawn £29.'3. Mr. Houstoun added that he had
gone into the trading of the company, and a rather curious posi-

tion had been discljsed. It appeared that there had been a gross
loss on the trading of over £400. That meant that either the
company did not receive the £760 worth of stock which it

was snpoosed to have obtained from the Eastern Electric

Co., or that £400 worth of stock had disappeared. The only
other alternative was that goods had been sold at less than
cost prices. The books of the company were well kept
and there was no evidence that goods had been sold at under
coat. Mr. Walters had been asked for an explanation, and he
stated that the value of the stock actually taken over by the com-
pany was only £289, and the balance of the £7('iO represented
goodwill. The expenses of carrying on the business of the com-
pany had been £.'J2.S, and the total loss on the trading was rather
more than £1,000. Mr. Walters had suggested that he should
waive the debentures until the unsecured creditors had received 6a.

in the £. Mr. Corfield had been carrying on the business, and there

was nearly euffijient in hand to pay that amount.
The representative of Messrs. Ward i: Goldstone expressed the

opinion that at least lOs. in the £ should be paid to the creditors.

An ither creditor gave it as his opinion that the debentures might
be contested, and after some discussion it was unanimously decided
to accept lOs. in the £ in settlement of the debts. The following
are creditors :

—

Braulik, George £13
Brotberton Tabs and Conduit Co. 21
Barton & Sons 1.5

BUckwelKtCo 14
C«'r Bros . Lti 15
Cliff jrd. Oh«8., & Son .. ..16
Di-triot Iron » a Steel Co. .. 41
Ebonestog Manufpcturing Co. .. IG
Elfic. Ordnance and Acces. Co. . . 15
Falk, Stidelmaon i Co 20

, Ltd.Fisher Luf 1

neral
neral Cable Mfg. Co.

Co.

Jaeger Bros
Midland Elec. Mfg. Co
Plulto. Scheelo Co., Ltd
Reliance H cjric Wire Co.
Stella Conduits, Ltd
aiemena Brns. Dynamo Works .

.

Turner & BU'ger
Ward & Goldstone
Yorks. Copp-r Co
Mebne, J, G (Germany) ..

Maltzahn A Springer (Germany)
Armon Eichel (Germany).

.

Bankruptcy Proceediiiff.s.

—

William Henry Wood,
electrical engineer, Lorna Doone, School Lane, Hall Green, Bir-
mingham, Warwick.—The public examination of this debtor was
recently held at the Court House, Corporation Street, Birmingham,
It was stated that the cash account which debtor had been ordered
to furnish was incomplete, while the trustee had met the committee
of inspection, but ha^ not received definite instructions. The
Official Receiver therefore asked for an adjournment, which was
granted.

Alfred Joseph Loader, medical electrician, lately carrying on
business at 3, Forest Street, Nelson.—At Burnley, on December 18th,

the first public examination was held. Debtor alleged as the cause of
failure " liability of £209 to a creditor under a guarantee he
signed for his brother Fred., and the present condition of things
owing to the war." The gross liabilities amount to £332, of which
£308 was expected to rank for dividend, the assets being estimated
at £3 83. 6d.

H. PbAse, electrical engineer, Scarborough and D^ncaster.

—

Last day for proofs for dividend January 4th, 1915. Trustee, Mr.
J. C. Clegg, Offiaial Receiver. 14, Figtree Lane, Sheffield.

Geokgb Edwaed HiPKixs, 4S, Wolverhampton Street, Dudley,
Worcester, electrical engineer. The following are creditors :

—

Armorilnot Maofg. Oo iSS Codings, George A £22
Adnil Electric Co 15 Duiili-y Garage Co 14
Bill & Berry 4.5 Fi»her, F 47
Donovan & Co IS Edison & Swan U.E.L. Co. .. 33
Metallic Beamless Tube Co. . . 22

Canada.— .\ firm at ilontreal wishes to get into touch
with Uaited Kingdom manufacturers of electric pocket-lamps,
batteries, gmalL electric bulbs, and all kinds of advertising goods,
including electrical novelties, celluloid articles, ira The name
and address can be obtained at the Board of Trade Commercial
Intelligence Department in London, but communication ^ should
be sent to H.M. Trade Commisgioner for Canada, Mr. C. Hamilton
Wiokes, in Montreal.

The (•«>\frnnicnt and r»r<'ijrn Trad*-.—We have
recuived from the Secretary of the British Kngineera' A*M>ciation

some extracts from a speech which waa delivered by the Chairman
of the Executive, Mr Wilfred Stoke*, at a m'cting held la

Manchester on December ISth. Mr. St'.kcs dealt generally with
the necessity for reconstructing those Government departmenta
which deal with foreign trade by establishing a new board of
Industry. The overloaded state of the Board of Trade in regard
to its manifold duties and responsibilities ; the inadeqnency of our
representation abroad by Consuls fsometimes unpaid and some-
times of alien nationalities) and by Trade Commissioners

—

China has only one British Commercial Attacbr for ita vast
market ; these and other points of destructive criticism were
advanced in order to show what the speaker regarded as the need
for reform. Just as we have an Army and Navy with experienced
technical advisers to defend the country, lo there ihould be

bodies of trained and qualified men all over the world to defend
our trade. Men of marked capacity in the business world should
be engaged to constitute a paid Council ; they should visit foreign

and Colonial countries and collect information first hand, and the

head of the Council should be a member of the Cabinet and a

permanent official with a high salary. The Council should have
a Parliamentary Secretary as its mouthpiece, and the department
should be called " the Board of Industry." Trade CommiseionerB
should be appointed, who would relieve ColhuIs of the trade

portion of their duties. Mr. Stokes said that the Council of bis

Association had given much attention to the subject, and be
appealed to business men to do their best to further the above and
other reforms which he named, which were suggested with a view
to assisting British trade and industry in the markets of the world.

Cataloffiie.s and Li.sts.

—

Wicsters Elkctric Co., Ltd.,
No'th Woolwich. — Twelve-page pamphlet, entitled " When
Minutes Mean Money," showing the time-saving advantages of

the use of Western electric interphones in business establishments.

Electrical Engineering and E(,iniP.\iEXT Co., Ltd., New
Oxford Street, London, W.C.—New list of electric mine haulage
gears, which are stated to be British made.
Edison & Swan United Electric Light Co., Ltd., Bonder's

End.— Souvenir folding price-card of drawn-wire lamps. The
Ponder's End Works, in colour, are disclosed to view on opening
the folder, and a " Royal Ediswan " lamp ripes from the centre.

Messrs. Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood.— Priced leafiets of electric

fires.

The Electric Suction Cleaner Co., 151, Queen Victoria
Street, London, E.G.— An attractively illustrated 12-page pamphlet
entitled " Electric Sweeping and Cleaning," in which the Frant
Premier suction cleaner is described and its operation explained in

detail.

In regard to our last week's reference to the new Osram lamp
show-card—" The Leading Light," our readers are a'-ked to

take note that copies may be obtained from the General
Electric Co., Ltd. (Publication Dept), of 67, Queen Victoria
Street, E.G., who are, of course, the sole selling agents for the
Osram Lamp Works, Ltd.

Book iVotices.

—

ffazeWs Annual for 1915 (Hazell,

Watson & Viney, Ltd., Loudon, 3s. 6d. net) has just appeared. It ia

the thirtieth edition, and deals, of course, with the most momentous
year of its existence. In addition to its usual features there is a
full section detailing the history of the Great War down to date.

The sections on Belgium, Russia, France and Germany are naturally
likely to be studied by many who have not thought much
about them in the past. Electric supply and tramway develop-

ments are reviewed, and there are chapters on cables and wireless

telegraphy, the march of Science, engineering, aviation, the finan-

cial crisis following the outbreak of war, the proceedings in Par-
liament, &c. The volume is one of much usefulness.

"Electricity in Coal Mining." By D. R. Shetirer. London:
Hill Publishing Co., Ltd. Price 6s. 3d., net.

Liquidations.

—

Easton, Anderson & Goolden, Ltd.
—A third and final dividend of Td. in the £ is announced,
payable at the office of the liquidator (Mr. W. B. Peat),

11, Ironmonger Lane, EC.—The liquidator reports that the 4.">,000

ordinary shares of £1 each in Easton & Co., Ltd., which were
allotted to him as liquidator of Easton, Anderson & Goolden, Ltd.,

in terms of the reconstruction, are valueless, as the assets of Easton
and Co., Ltd., have not realised sufficient to pay off the debentures
of that company.
The Sandwich, Deal and Walmer Electricity Supply Co.,

Ltd.—This company is winding up voluntarily, with Mr. R.
Mowll as liquidator. A meeting of creditors is called for December
29th.

Electromobile Co., Ltd.— A. meeting is called for January
25th at Sardinia House, Kingsway, to hear an account of the
winding up.

Stoclvtakins:.

—

The British Thomsox-Hou,stox Co.,

Ltd., announce that, on account of the annual stocktaking, the
ordinary bu'inesB of Mazda House, EC , will be suspended on
Friday and Saturday, January Ist and 2ud. The trade counter

only will remain open to deal with urgent matters.

Trade Annonncements.

—

Mr. W. A. Davis annonnces
that he is terminating hia agreement with the Ad oil Electric Co.,

Ltd., at the end of the year. He will trade as W. A. Davie 4 Co.,

at 25, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W., and will make a special

feature of pocket-lamp cases, refills and bulbs for same.
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Calendar.—From Mersils. Pirfj.li k Co., of 144, Queen

Victoria Street, London, E.G., we have received a wall ralendar

for 191B, conBiBtiDsr of a bloclc of daily Blips with bold red fiirnrinK,

fixed on a larpe metal base, bearine an appropriate coloured view

in which one of the firm's tires form a feature.

Spain.—An English enfrinepr desires to get into touch

with United Kingdom manufacturers of machinery, rail", steel

cables, pipes, and electrical material and fittiBgn. Apply, for

the name, to the Cjmm<?rcial Intpllieence Branch of the Board of

Trade, 73, Bisinshall Street, London E.G. ; then communicate

direct with the British Consulate, Seville.

Electrical Imiiorts of Cliiiia.—H.M. Commercial

Attache in Peking reports that, owin(f to the growinir use of

electric lighting, the imports of electrical material and fittings into

China during 1013 rose from £256,419 to £3.^0.770.

LIGHTING and POWER NOTES.

Arbroath.—Restricted Lighting.—The Corporation

Lighting Committee has had under consideration a letter from the

Arbroath Electric Light and Power C >., stating that it could not

reduce the annual charge for electric lighting under the contract

from £282 to £58 158., as proposed by the T.C. The company con-

sidered a loss ocjasimed by the war should be fairly shared

by all parties concerned, and is willing to accept £100 per annum

so long as the lighting is abnormal, provided that the period of the

contract is run out under normal conditions. If the Council

cannot accept this proposal, the company is willing that the

qnestion should be remitted to an independent electrical engineer.

The Committee is to interview the company on the matter.

Ars'entina.—A large meeting of merchants and others

hasbeen heldiuTucuiErn, to give practical form to the general

nrotest against the tanff-' charged by the amalgamated eleitric

light companies in Tucumiln. After much discuaaion, the following

points were approved :—To boycott the electric tramways until

the present question has been settled : to boycott the Central

Cordoba Railway Co., as it is the principal author of the fusion of

the three companies, as the Argentine Railway Co. holds a con-

trolling interest in the Hydro-Electric Co. ; to boycott a certain

daily paper which, during the present campaign, has openly

showed itself to be partial to the companies ; to name a secret

vigilance committee to ascertain what wholesale houses receive

their goods by the said railway, and to take such reprisals as

may be deemed necessary : to close all establishments at sun-

down r.ntil the Legislature sanctions laws to safeguard public

The electric light company working at Rifaela, Santa Fe, has

informed the municipal authorities that it will discontinue the

public lighting if it ia not paid regularly every month. The public

pays the municipality the lighting tax, but the company never

receives a cent.—Iteiiew of thf River PUite.

AustraU'i-—The Toowong T.C. (Queensland) is con-

sidering as to the advisability of establishing within its own area

an electric lighting plant.

Baildon.—The Buildings and Highways Committee of

the U.D.C. has considered a communioa'ion from the West Riding

District Councils' Association asking fcr its observations on the

proposal of the Yorks. Electric Power Co. to apply for power to

supply electricity for lighting in thosR districts in which it is

already authorised to supply current for other purpoees, and has

decided to request the Association to use its best endeavours to

prevent the granting of the powers asked for to any company in

any district, except with the full consent of the local authority.

Bancliorv.— K.Tj. Scheme.—The Streets and Lighting

Committee of Banchory T.C. is to make a personal canvass in favour

of the electric scheme early in the new year.

Belfast. — Extension Scheme. — The Tramways and

Electricity Oomraitti-e has received a report from the city electrical

engineer on the additional plant rfquircd for the purpose of meet-

ing the requirements for the next three years. The total estimated

cost amounts to £'.','<,000, and it has been decided to refer the

matter to the City Council for consideration.

Cravford.

—

Strket LKiiiriNc..—The P.C. has decided

to utilise gas for lighting Barnes Cray, where dwell ngs built and

to be erected will be supplied with electricity by the West Kent

Electric Co., provided that the South Suburban Gas Co. lays

a main in every rond where houses are ereoted, free of cost.

The charges quoted by the Electric Co. were £3 12s. 6d., £3 2s.,

and £2 10". per lamp per annum, aoeOTding to candle-power, and

for gas £3 l.">'., the lamps, J:o., to beocme the Counoil'B property

at the end of five years.

Crouipton.— Destructor Loan.—The U.D.C. has

deoid«d to take up a loan for the immediate constrnotion of »

letuse destructor.

Donraster,—The Tradesmen's Aasociations i« con-

8id»ring th«! advisability of opposing the Bill of the T.C. which

seeks powers to pnrchane, s'll, let or hire. Jcc, mrter*. and other

electrical fittings and apraratas for lighting, motive power, and

other purprs p, and to establish a showroom in connection with

the undertaking. The opposition is on the ground of wide

municipal trading.

Failswortli.—Proposed DESTBrcxoa.—The U.D.C.

has aprwinted a Committee to visit other towTM with regard to

ascertaining the cost of working a refnee destructor.

Fleetwood.—The U.D.C. has adopted the following

alternative systems to existing charges for electricity for lighting,

cooking and heating. Tariff A : A quarterly charge or a»c»-

ment, payable in advance, based on the to'al watt* of lamps

installed, "at the rate of £6 per KW. per annum, plus Id. per unit

for all units consumed, the appliances not being asaeaeed in fixing

the quarterly charge. Tariff B : A quarterly contract based on the

total c P. and watts of lamp-i which are made use of at the same

time, and not on the total number of lamps inatallcd on the

premises.

Ilarroffate.

—

Prov. Order.—The T.C. decided at a

special meeting on the 15th in it. to apply for a prov. order in

connection with the proposed electric light exten»ion scheme.

llaslinirden, — Srnooi. LinnTi.vr;. — The Education

Committee has decided to engage the services of Mr. Thorp to

report with respect to the lighting of the new Council schooL

Hy,l,.._STREET Lighting.—The T.C. has accepted

terms quoted by the Stalvbridge, Hyde. Mossley and Dokinfield

Tramways and Electricity Board for lighting the tramway route

by electricity.

London.—L.C.C.—The Finance Committee recommends

the L.C.C. to sanction the following loans for electricity pur-

poses ;—Bethnal Green B.C.. £24.470, made up as folHwB : Sites

for sub-stations, £935; snb-station buildings, £1 9«0 : mains.

£14,536 ; snb-station plant (transformers and ewitchgear). £4.269 :

house services, £500 ; meters, £300 ; contingencies and engineers'

charge". £1.950 The loan is in connection with the bulk supply

for the Stepney B C. at a pressure of about 6.000 volts, the high-

pressure current being transmitted thr.ingh duplicate cables to two

sub-stations, one in the western and the other in the eastern part

of the borough. Hampstead B C £17,300 for the purposes of the

electricity undertaking, as follows :—Sub-S'tation buildings, £472 ;

mains, £(!,317 ;
plant, £8.583 ; house services. £1.92S.

The Highways Committee reports that the B. of T. has inserted

in the orders made by the Biard in respect of a bulk supplv of

electricity between the Woolwich BC, the South Metropolitan

E L. and Power Co.. Ltd., and the West Kent Electric Co., Ltd., a

proviso that any agreements made thereunder should be wnbjeot to

the approval of the L.C.C.

Luton.—The Electricity Committee has received various

complaints of the emission of smoke and grit from the chimney

shaft at the works and has instructed the engineer to reply

thereto. The Committee is of opinion that it is not advisable, at

the present time, to join in promoting the proposed Bill of the

I M E A., and it dies not feel able to make any contribution

towards the costs to be incurred by two local authorities in appeal-

ing against certain legal decisions adverse to electri.-itv supply

undertakings. The engineer is negotiating for the purchase of

land in the Lesgrave Road district as a site for a sab-station.

\eatli.—As a result of the recent trouble with the

employee of the Corporation gasworks, when the supply of gas was

cut off for a week, many large consumers are having an electric

supply installed on their premises.

Oldham.—Councillor Hardman informed the Electricity

Committee, on December 16th, that the number of units sold

during the previous fortnight was 70,000 more than in the corres-

ponding period of 1913, but the station costs was £80 lew. Three

years ago. the coal used per unit was 714 lb., and now it w««

477 lb.

<tueensferry.— E.L. Scheme.—At a meeting of the

West Saltney P.C.. on December 15th. it was stated that everything

possible was being done to expedite the scheme for providing elec-

tric lighting at Queensferry, and it was thought that the charge

would be 4d. per unit.

.SaddleMortli.—At a meeting of the D.C. last week a

letter was reported from tho Yorkshire E.P. Co. stating that it

was intended to include Saddleworth in its Bill for supplying

electricity for lighting as well as for power. The clerk was

ordered to inform the company that the DC. was negotiating with

the Stalybridge .Toint Electricity Board.

Sandown.— Street Liohting.-The U.D.C. has re-

newel for another quarter the street lighting c^intract with the

Isle of Wight E.L. Co. The oontraot prioe is reduced by £25 on

account of restricted lighting.

Solbv.— E.L. Proposals.—The U.D.C. has decided to

oppose the application of the Yorkshire Electrical Distribution Co.,

Ltd , for a prov. order for the district in the event of satisfactory

terms not being obtained. It was ststed that the compary had

offered the right to purchase at the end rf 31 jesrs the comj^ny's

works in the urban .iis'riol as a goinf concern, if the Conncil did

pot oppose the appUoation,
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Skiptnii.— Pnov. OrtoKn; Propored Loan. — At a
uppcitl statutory mcetinp: of the Oniinoil laHt week it was decided
to ninke application to the B. o( T. f )r a pro». order for the urban
Hi»trii!t. An e«tiuiate of the cont hat been prepared, and the
Council hax decided to apply for power« to borrow £13,0C0 in oon-

neotion with the electric lii;htiDi; Hoheme.

Soiitlinid-oii-Sea.—Stuket LiniiTrNn.—During the
execution of the Leitrh Broudway improvement, proviHion is to be
made for the erection of arc lamn cilumnx in order that the
thorooehfare may he ele'trioally licrhted. In thin connection the
Electric Lierhtinp Oxmmittec proponea to erect a Bulintation, and
ban accept«d a tender of £4.882, to carry out the work.

SfoK<'-oii-Ti<'iit.—Lo.w Ai'i'Li('.\Tio\.—Tlie T.C. has
applied to the L.O.B. for a loan of an additional £12.230 for

electricity purpoBPH.

Siirhitoii.— R.L. Transfeu.—The Council has had
bef >re it draft aereements for the transfer of the E.L. nndertakini;,

and hasreTerrpd thrm to a special Bub-Committee to consider certain

alterati ns and amendments.

r.S.l.—C\xv.\s.srNn Up-to-Date.—The Consolidated
Gm, Electric L-jjht and Power Co., of Baltimore, has hit upon a
novel idea of demonstratirjj the uae of electrical spplianceR. An
electric mntor-rar, with a battery of GO cells and three I50-ft.

cord*, is brought up alon'/side any house ; the cords are run
into the hou»e and used for demonntratiner liK-htiner fixtures,

hea'ine fix^tirei, h'-a^iiip; dfvicps, va-niim cleaners or other hou^e-
h Id aopHances. O i« of the big advantasre-i of thi« equipment is

that it i< appli able to the unwired honne, and is often a putficipnt

argument in favour of havin? the house wired up. By larjre sierna

placed on the car, the whole neighbourhood is apprised of the
nature of the demonstrati jn. This usually results in a number of

demonstrations being given in the same street. It is claimed that
this has been a most effective means of asisting the wiring and
appliance department of this company. English central stations
might with advantage copy this idea.

TRAMWAY and RAILWAY NOTES.

Australia.—The Victorian Government has decided to

build an electric street railway from Sandringham to Black Rock,
along the coast of Port Phillip. The gauge is to be i ft. Si in.,

and the cost is estimated at over £ 14,000.

Bristol.—The Kingswood U.D.C. has decided not to
oppose the applijation of the Bristol Tramway Co. for an exten-
sion of time for extending i^s lines from the Hanham terminus to
Willsbridge, and from the Kingswood terminus to Warmley.

Subje;t to the tramways company continuing to provide a 'bus
service on the prop.ised new tramway routes, the Warmley U.D.C.
has decided not to oppose the company's application for an exten-
sion of time for the construction of the tramways in the district.

Bamsley.

—

Strike.—Considerable inconvenience was
causid to the psople of Barnsley and district last Fr'day evening
by the decision of the employe* of the Birnsley and District Elec-
tric Traction Co. to strike. This action resulted in the stoppage
of the tramway service, and also the service of motor-'bnses which
runs between the surrounding districts and the town. The r^son
for the strike is stated to be a demand by the men for an increase
in their pay and the reinstatement of one or more dismissed
employes.

Decreased Tram Receipts. — The loss of revenue
sustained by the Manchester tramways depirtment since the out-
break of war has been at the rate of £60.000 per annum. The
Silford tramways department is reported to have decreased receipts
averajing about £600 per week.—Alderman Sahofinld mentioned
at the Riwtenstall T.C. meeting on December 17th that the tram-
way department had lost over £400 during the past month, and
£.^00 in the previous month, and Mr. Stewart (the Riwtenstall
tramway manager), when asked how other towns were affected,
stated that the tramway receipts at Accrington were down by
about £150 per week, and the Burnley receipts were down between
£300 and £400 per week. Receipts were down in practically
every town, added Mr. Stewart, except in those towns where
special war work was going on.

Glosso]),—The T.C. has appointed a Committee to act
with the town clerk in watching the Corporation's interests
regarding the application of the Stalybridge, Hyde, Mosaley, and
Dukinfield Electricity and Tramways B lard for powers to construct
a tramway at Woolley Bridge, which is in the borough, and to
acquire by agreement the undertaking of the Urban Electric
Supply Co., Ltd., at Glossop.

nallfax.—Proposed Teajiwat Extension. — The
Tramways Ccnmittee has agreed to an application from the
Southowram Council for an extension of the tramway system
from the presen'; termiau', providing that the Council afrrees to
pay a subsidy each year for a period of 16 years. Tnis condition
has not yet b^en accepted by the Sjuthowram Council, but the
Tram Jfays Sub-Committee is to consider the matter this week.

Provision is being made in the Corporation Tramways Bill for a
motor-omnibus service from Mytholmroyd to Cragrg Vale.

Hurst.—Tlierc was a losa on the tramway workinj^ for

the past year of £36.

Ki'iirlilev.— R. or T. I.nrpectiox.—On TuoBday, last

week Col. Drnitt, of th" B. of T., in«picted the IJtley to Easthurn,

and the Keighley to Oakworth railless traction routm of the
Corporation, wbioh are now in readiners for passenger tralHc.

nanelie.ster.—The Tramways Committee has approved
plans for a re-arrangement of the tram lines in All>ert Square, ao

as to provide for the erection of tramway shelters.

South Shields.—At a meeting of the T.C. on the

14th inat., the draft of the Bill for tramway extensions, kc , to be
promoted in the next Se'sion of Parliament was apprnved. The
estioiate-i included in the Bill were £1.5. 392 for the construction of
tramwavB. £1,319 for equipment and general tramway parpiaes,

and £:^ tiOO for omnibuses.

TELEGRAPH and TELEPHONE NOTES.

Canada.—The Government wireless station at Cape
Ra » is to i)i improved, the range being increafed from 400 to 801
or 1,000 miles. All the Canadian i^tationa were taken over by the
Government on the outbreak of war.

For the year iyi2 13 the total number of wireless telegraph
messages w.4b 272,0»7, and the words handled were 4,27.5 759.

The gross revenue from telephones in 1913 was 314,897,278, and
the net revenue 83,721.589. The number of emplojes was 12,867,

compared with 12.783 for 1912, and the salaries amounted to

$6,839,309 against $2,669,642. The total wire mileage in 1913 was
1,092,687.

<iJeriiiany's Isolation.—The following statement with
reference to the cable isolation of the German and the Austro-
Hungarian Empires has been given out by the German Information
Service :

—
" Germany has five cables ending at the Island of Borknm, in

the North Sea, one going to B'est, in France ; one to Vigo, in the
north of Spain; one to Teneriffe, on the Canary Islands at the
north of Africa, and two by way of the Azores to New York. All

five If ad through the English Channel, so that it was not difEcnlt

for England to cut them. On the other hand, it will be very diffi-

cult, even impossible, for Germany to repair them as long as the
war lasts.

" Between Germany and England there exist six cable lines,

partly German, partly English, which, of course, are not used now.
From Germany's west coast, therefore, no communication with the
world is possible.

" The telegraphic communication rOj Holland, Denmark, Norway
and S <reden can only be kept up by cables that end in England and
France, where, of course, cabl^'grams are censored.

" The ways to the south fi:i Austria or Italy are also blocked, as

the cables that rnn from west to ea^'t in the Medi'erranean belong
to an English company, the Eastern Tel-graph Co., and end in

Eiglish territory. The cables starting from Italy, and also from
Turkey, go !•/(/ Malta, Gibraltar and Lisbon to the Atlantic Ojean.
With Africa no cnramunication is possible wi'hout using the cables

of the Ejstern Telegraph Co., and telegraphic land connections
with China pass through Russia or British India. Therefore, with
the exception of the wireless servxe, Germany can telegraph only
to Austria-Hungary, Holland, Switzerland, Italy and the Scan-
dinavian conntries. Spain and Portugal are cut off, too."

—

Tele-

graph and Telephone Age.

»«• Cables,—The Me.xican Telegraph Co. and the
Central and South American Telegraph Co. in July last contracted
with the Telegraph Construction and Maintenence Co. of London
for the manufacture and laying of a duplicate cable between New
York and Colon, Isthmus of Panama, rhi Guantanamo, Cuba. The
length of this cable will be about 2,H2S nautical miles, which
includes an allowance of 12 per cent, for slack. A considerable

portion of the cable will have a core of 550 lb. copper and 310 lb.

gutta-percha per mile, which will insure a working speed of over
200 letters per minute. Two thousand nau':ical miles have already
been completed, and it is expected that the remainder will ba finished

and the cable steamer Cclonia will sail from London before the end
of this year. The cable will be laid from New Y'ork southward to

Colon, Isthmus of Panama.
The Central and South American Telegraph Co. expects shortly

to extend its cable system by laying two cables, one from Buenos
Ayres to Santos and one from Rio de Janeiro.

—

Telegraph and
Telephonic Age.

Tnited States.—On November 13th, Judge Hough, of

the United States District Court, N.^w Yo-k, granted the temporary
ill] motion sued for by the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. sgainst
the De Forest Wireless Telegraph and Telephone Co., the Standard
Oil Co. and Lee de Forest. The charge was that the defendants
had been installing and were continuing to install on the Standard
Oil ships a wireless device which is an infringement of the
Feaaenden patents owned by the plaintiffs.

—

Telegraph and Tele-

phone Age,
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NEW TURBINE PLANT AT LIVERPOOL.

Altiioi'i:h it is some years i-inue an opportunity presented

it. elf for visiting the liivtrpool Corpoiatioii's electrical

supply undertaking, the interval has s;en great changes in

the working of this im])ortaijt department.

The business of electricity supply in Liverpool dates back

to 1883, when the local coiupany wns formed, and our issue

of January Oth, 1805, contains some typical illustrations of

the local generating stations in existence at that date, which

subsequently gave place to the modern direct-current

generating stations at I'umpfields and Lister Drive.

Some years ago the growth of the undcrtakina' rendeicd

it necessary to eliminate direct-current generation, and at

the present time the Lister Drive station supplies practically

the whole of the needs of the area from turbine-driven

three-phase plant installed there, the exceptions being two

direct-current turbine sets for local supply and ce tain small

The bearings are lubricated by oil under pressure from
the main lubr <dting system and water cooled ; an auxiliary

steam oil pump is provided for starting op.

The governor, shown in fig. 7, is of ihe low-sp>ced centri-

fugal type and is driven from the same shaft which oj>eratts

the oil pump. The governor controls a small hydraulic

pilot valve, admitting oil at HO lb. pressure on either side

of a rotary piston attached to the shaft which operates

the steam controlling valves, and each of the latttr admits
steam to a group of nozzles, the number in u.se being j ropor-

tiouiil to the load.

The governing is within 2}, p'r cent, variation between
no-load and full load, and an additional safety governor ia

provided which shuts off steam should the fpeed exceed 12k
per cent, above the normal.

The alternator is designed to give a nora)a1 fall load

Fl(i. 1.— iNTElUcli; OF LI.STKU DRIVIC Xo. : siiowixc WicsTiNouoL^t; AMI B T II. Vkkt.cal clutis Ti huiNE Plant.

plants, totalling some 2.iH)0 k\\., installed at live destructor

stations, which supply direct to the tramways system.

On Friday, the 11th inst., a new IsOOO-kw. turbc-

alteruator set was formally carted up at the Lister Drive

station by the Chairman of the 'J'ramways and Llectric

Power and Lighting Comiuittce (Mr. Husscll Taylor), the

occasion being the annual inspection cf the undertakings by

the Committee, which was followed in the evening by an
informal dinner at the Adelplii Hotel, to which repre-

sentatives of other Corporation departments and of the daily

and technical Press were invited.

The new (;,000-kw. turbine set is, we gather, the fore-

runner of four similar-sized sets, one of which is in course of

erection, and when these extensions are completed, and the

necessary boiler plant provided, some .").'>,OOO-kw. of plant

will be installed at the Lister Drive station.

The new set, whii h we illustrate in ligs. l' and 7, has

been supplied by the British Thomson- Houston ('o., Ltd.,

and runs at 1.500 r.1',m . generating three-phase oO-cycle

current at (),(;00 volts pressure, on steam at 200 lb. pres-

sure, superheated iOo P., when exhausting into a 28-in,

vacuum (bar. ;;0 in.). The turbine casing is divided in a

horizontal plane, allowing the top half to be removed for

inspection purposes.

output of 7,500 K.v.A. at 80 per cent, power factor ; it is

of the forced ventilated type, fans on the rotor providing

for the circulation of 25,000 cb. ft. of air per niin.

.V direct-ioupled shunt-wound oxc"ter. at the end of the

main shaft, supplies excitation cunviit at 125 volts pressure

for the main field, the rheostat for the latter being t;Iectr:c-

ally operated.

The condenser, of the Mirrlees wedge-tUaped type, will

deal with ss,000 lb. ef steam per hour, and contains

It.000 sq, ft. of e'ooling surfae-e.

It is designed on strictly counter-current principles, and
the tubes are divieied into sections for ewnpartmental

eirainage.

t)ne stesm-tiubine-driven condenser auxiliary set is pro-

vided, as shown in fig. .S,

Phis Cvinsists of a three-stflge 2.000-K.rM. turbir.e.

(whausting into the main cvindonser. and driving a centri-

fug'd circulating pump, to eleal with 11,000 gallons of

wat-'r per min., a Mirrlees-I.sblanc rotary air pnnip, and a

centrifugal w,iterextraction pump, all coupled in succession

to the turbine shaft.

The miin gen'M'ator has an overWd capicity of 25 per

cent, at SO p?r cent, power- factor, for two hours fe^Uowing a

full load run.
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It, 13 couple 1 to its c'diitrol p;inel hy tlirtr 1-m| in. ii.T.

Itfad-cowrdd cables, each having; ii central jute core.

Fi'^. .'), a g.jiioriil view iu N >. 1 engine roam, shows the

older [ilimt in the forejiroiuid with the new turbine set

behinil ; it will be noted that owing to the spiue re(|uire-

Fu;. 2.

—

New 6,000-k\v. B.T.H. TaBEE-PHASE Tdbbo-alterxatob, Spkeu 1,500 k.p.m.

ments of the condensing plant, the new unit has been
installed at a higher flior lev-^I than the older plant, which
inclades two 3,500- Kw. B.T.H. 6,000-volt turbo-alternators

and two i',000-k\v. Westingh uise turbine sets, each consist-

ing of two 1,000-K\\'. direct-current machines in tandem, for

local lighting and traction supply, these machines being
fitted with the Westinghouse radial commutator. This engine
ro5m also contains two
500 - Kw. Westinghouse

motor-generators.

The adj )ining No. i

engine room, which was
equipped with turbine

plant at an earlier date, is

shown in tig. 1 ; this con-

tains lo C,COO-voltiui-bo-

alceruators, four being

Westinghouse ma^hinesof

2,000 KW. each, and the

other six, B T.H. vertical

Curtis turbines, each of

similar capacity. These
latter michiaes, which
have rendered very satis-

factory service, are, we
bjlieve, the only vertical

turbines in this country

which are fitted with oil

footstep bearing-!, instead

of the usual hydraulic

footstep bearing.

All these turbines are

operated in conjunction

with surface -condensing

plauts, the circulating

water for which is passed

over a large bank of

cooling towers, in-

clu iing eight Worth-
ington and four
Richardsons, Westgarth

natural-draught towers and two Wheeler forced-draught

towers.

The make-up water for this installation is obtained from
the public supply mains.

In conjuaction with the re-equipment of the engine

rooms, the boiler house plant has been brought up to da e,

the 1. incash're boile'S h.ive been discarded, and ai the

present time some 22 ISabejuk «V Wilco.x wat r-tube boilerB,

each of 20,000 to ;10,000 lb. per hour steaming capacity, are

in uie, supplying stea-u at 200-!b. prcBSUiv, hn{j<irhealed 2tiO .

Kach of the four

chiinneys Las also been

eijuipped with two iii-

dujcd-drauglit fans to

assist in meet'ng the jx-ak

leads. We illuBtraie in

fig. (i the mott recently

re-ecjuipped boiler house

at this station.

The Lister l»rive plant

supplies II. T. energy to 1 I

transforming sub-stations

in various parts of the city,

also to si.x static sub-

statioDb as shown in lig. I

.

The older I'umpfielda

genera' ing station is now
suj)pUcd through three

l,500-KW. rotary con-

verters installed there

;

the llighfielJ Street and
Paradise Street stations

are each ecjuipped with

eight TiOO - Kw. motor-

generators: Oldham Place

with five 500-KW. motor-

generators ; Fairc'ough

Ivine with four -JOO-Kw.

and lour l'OO-kw. motor-

generators ; Beat] naris Street with three 500-kw. and two

200-K\v. motor-generators ; and Kice Lane fub-station with

one 500-KW. and four 20(»-kw. machines, while in the remain-

ing sub-stations there are 23 2(K)-kw. and six 100-KW.

motor-generators installed.

All the sub-statioa machinery is suitable for either lightr

ing or tramway purposes, and in connection with the latter

FlQ. 3.—TUiJBINE-DRIVEN AlR AND CiROnLiTING PlilPS, li,000-K\V, B.T.H. TUBBINE SET.

it may be worth recalling the fact that—in common with

the Ij C.C. tramway system —shunt-wound machines have

been adopted throughout for traction supply.

The greater part of the switchgear installed at the L'ster

Drive station has been ibuilt by the Electric Supply
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Electric Supply Department.

plan showino plant capacity of electric stations,

^
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Constriiclioniil Department, which also carries out <able

tittiiit,'a work, moUn- Installations for large consriimers,

and is available lor general repair work when

rcijuired.

The (i.ODO-volt switthgear includes control boards on the

grcnnd floor, wiih oil switclus and bus-bars in concrete

and brick cbanibcrs above.

The oil switchgear is divided into lour sections coupled

by means of IO.ooOkw. section switches, while 0,000-kw.

oil switches—with a breaking capacity of l'5,000 k\v.— are

installed for all feeders and generators ; a similar sub-

division ( r feeders, switchgear and machines has also been

adopted in the principal sub-stations.

Under the arrangement outlined abjve. the generators

and feeders of each group are normally operated in con-

junction with ea:li other, the buj-bar connection between

groups being mainly for emergency purpose?, while for a

similar reason the extreme ends cf these bas-b.irsare coup'ed

by means of cables.

Ill I'ase of a failure attVi'ting any one section of the

switches, that section can be cut out by means of the

section switches, and all the latter can be tripped simul-

taneously by means of a tripping device in the engine room,

should o3casiou arise, thus sub-dividing the whole of the

11.T. supply system, both in the generating and sub-

stations.

The above gives some indicationof the lines of development

of the electric supply department in recent years ; it is antici-

pated that the maximum load on the Lister Drive plant

will this year reach from 2J,000 to 2:).000 k\v., and thac

over 50 million units will be generated there. Under the

rei/imt' of Mr. Harold Dickinson, the present city electrical

engineer, the Lister Drive plant—which at the time of its

construttion as a direct -current station, represented the best

practice of the day—has been brought up to date, and its

generating capacity greatly increased by the introduction

of modern turbine and water tube lx>iler plant, without

aeldiiion to tlie original buildings.

Fig. 6.—Iktebior of the Latest Water-Tube Boiler Hon se
Lister Drive Station.

On the other hand, great efforts are

being made to secure the power load in the

city, and thus improve the working con-

ditions of the undertaking, which has in

the past, no doubt, suffered to some extent

from the preponderance of the lighting

peak. <!)n all these matters congratulations

are due to Mr. Dickinson, to whom, and

to his assistants, we are indebted for assist-

ance in the preparation of this short

article.

-Steam End, showing the Governor, Auxiliary Steam Oil Pump, .'cc
,

6,000-KW. B.T.H. Turbine Set.

r.S. Electrical ^chicle Staiidardisa-
tion.—The Electrical Vehicle Division of the

American Society of Automobile Engineerp,

which is workiEg in cor junction with the

Electric Vehicle Association of America, has

just drawn up a proposed standard for two
types of motors for electri:; vehicles, of 60 6&

volts and 8C-S.'j volts respectively, which, when
completed, will include the standard character-

istic curves. The Division has also recommended
two much-needed standards in the matter of

ra'ings of electric v. hides, as follows:

—

" Electric vehicle mileage ratings shall be bastcJ

on the rated five-hour discharge capacity of the

battery and a continuous run with one-half load

over hard, smooth and level roads or pavements.

Klectric vehicle speed ratings shall be based on
continuous operation with one-half load, over

hard, even and level roads or pavements, at the

actual average battery voltage."

Ilijlli Teiniieratiup Arc—A German
Professor, Dr. Otto Lummer, some time ago, at

Breslau, gave some information about certain

experiments which had been carried out with

a view to producing exceedingly high tem-

peratures. His method consisted chittly in

allowing the lamp to burn in an atmosphere

under a very high pressure. Many experiments

were made before a suitable carbon was dis-

covered which was able to preserve its full

lighting power for a long period under pressures

up to 22 atmospheres. The temperature in the

crater of an ordinary arc burning in free air is

4,200^ C. ; this temperature has been exceeded by

more than 3,00u , while the temperature of the

sun is estimated at only about t),00u° C.
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CONTRACTS OPEN and CLOSED.

OPEN.

Australia.

—

Svdxev.—March l.'ith. ^Miinieipal Council.

Trannformer tefltiner apptratus. Specif! -atinn from City ElPctrical

Engineer. A copy can be seen at the Board of Trade C.I. Branch
in London.
Adelaidk.—January 20th. Telephone material, fuse^i, ka., for

Pontmaster-G^neral. See "Official Notices ' D-cember llth.

January 27th. Aicnmulatjro, and pownr board, for Postmaster-
General. See ''Official Nitices" December 18ih,

February 10th. T-jstinur instruments, for Tjatmaster-General.

See ''Offi'iial Xoticsa" to-day.

MBLiiuUBNK.—Januiry 6th. S'x IOO-k.v.a. single-phase trans-

formerB, 7,230 yardeofningle conductor lead-covered cable, for the
City Council. See "Offisial Notices" December llth.

Itii'lu'lllH'ad.—January 12th. Twelve months' supply

of electrij motors and motor-starters, from ', to 15 H P., for the
Corporation electricity supply. See " Official Notices " Deo. LSth.

Brailwi'll (Stafls).—December 29th. Electric li^htinoj

inatalla'ion at Hospital, for the Bradwell Joint Isolation Hospital

Committee. Messrs. A. R. Wood & Son, architects, Tunstall.

Dover.—.January ISoh. Uniforms for the Corporation

tramways stnll. Mr. R. E. Kaocker, town clerk, 69, Castle Street.

Iloiisi' Koilji".—January 1.5th. Two 1,.500-kw. (2,000
K V A.) tiirbj-alterna^ors with ondensing plant and switchb )ards,

E.H.T. i-able, sub-station switchboards ani transfurmers, for the
Njrth Point generating station. See "Official Notices " Deo. 18th.

lloriisey.— December 29th. e.h.t. switchgear and
E.H.T. three-core cable, for the Borough electricity works. See
" Official N'ltices " December 4th.

January 2nd. LT switchgear, Jcc, for the T.C. See "Official

Notices" Ddoeraber llth.

Leeds.—.January 22nd. Overhead electrically-driven

travelling crane, cial and ash-conveying plant, for Electric Lightiug
Dapirtment. See "Official Notices" D.'cember llth.

LeytOll, —U.D.C. Repairs, &c., to cooling tower,

for L ghting C jmmittee. See " Offijial Notices " Decemoer 18th.

London.

—

Ij.G.C. The JJighways Committee recom-
mends that tenders be invited for the supply of a new motor
required in connection with the testing by the Council of elec-

trical meters.

Manchester.—January 19th. Tramways Committee.
((/") Permanent way 8pei;iil track work, and {!/) permanent way
points, tongues, and hariened steel centres. Specifications, !ca.

ii\ Is. retnrnabU), from Mr. J. M. McElroy, general manager.

Slianiiliai.—January 12th. 6.S three-phase induction

motors, various si/.js bftween 5 and 60 b.h p., with slide rails and
liquid starters, for Municipal Cjuncil. See "Official Notices"
to-day.

Shrew.sbury.—January 1st. Electric light installation

at B -lie Vue House, for A'cham Board of Guardians. Mr. F. H.
Shayler, architect, 16, Pride Hill, Shrewsbury.

Spain.—The municipal authorities of Candeleda (province

of Avila) have ju^t invited tenders fi)r the concession for the elec-

tric lighting of th^i town during a p?rioi of 10 ye'ira.

VALK.NCIA — Ministerio de Fom^nto Four electric cranes for

the Port of Valencia (cost about £7,200).

CLOSED.
Briahton.—The T.C. has renewed the contract with the

British Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., Ltd., for

the supply of motors for hiring, for a year from April 1st next.

Trewe.—The following tenders have been accepted by
the Higher Elucation Committee :

—

Elect ically driven hiBli lift onnfidigftl pnrap, £78.—Mather & Pltitt, Ltd.
100,0 lOlli. Rijblo tesoinu mnohine with dciviuR motjr, £Hr>.—\. Maeklow

Sniiili.

8,000 single-lovor toating mnchioe, £3.";.—Donison & Son, Ltd.

Croydon.—The T.C. has accepted the tender of Messrs.

S. Wolstenholme ,^ S m. at £^'i^^, for two electric motors, pumps and
connections, at the S. Norwood sewage farm.

Luton.—The J'Jectrleity Committee recommends the

aooeptanoe nf the tender of Messrs. \V H. Biwater, L'd., to supply
bstween 5,000 and 6,000 tons of Ibsto ik coal, at \i^. 2d. per ton
and ISs. 2 1. per ton, acoorcing to the mode of delivery.

London.—TsuNr.TON.—The B.C. T^ighting Committee
has hid under i>on«iiii'rttr,ion the desirabili'y, having regard to the

Sfn'oial circumHtanoes created by the war, of continuing contracts

for the supply of materials for a further period of 12 months from
Maroh 31st next. As, in the opinion of the Committee, the
adoption of such a course would probably bo in the Council's

interests, it has given instructions for the views of the contractors

to be obtained on the matter.

L.C.C.—The Highways Committee ha* considered the foUovins
tenders for th« supply of high and low-t«njion switchgear for
tramways snb-<ta'ions :

—
Johnaon A Phllllpi, Ltd *l.17S
Pp.ifmloltl Ltd 1,110
Ferguson, Pall n & Co (recommeDded) l.ns
Uwii. h,j. ar s CoWADi, Uld. l.a7S
Brilisb Weatiaebauto Elec. ind Mtna'tK. O , I>1d. 1,US

EBiimate of Cblel Officer, ^1,100.

The Committee reports it has for some time past been in oom-
mnnic»tion with the B.E A.M A. as to certain condiii ins of con-
tract put forward by the Asiociation. and had b'en informed that
its members had decided to tender to the ConncilB future require-
ments, and to enter into contracts for plant only onder the con-
ditions issued by the I.E.E. Before such conditions could be
acoepted several sab^tantial alterations in the Cinncil's Standing
Orders would have to be made, and, quite apart from the con-
sideration of the matters of principle involved, the procedure to
effect these alterations would occupy considerable time. The ques-
tion is receiving the consideration of the Committee, but it is

necessary that a decision should be come to regarding the
acceptance of a tender for the supply of high and low-tension
switchgear.

iilovernnient Contracts.—The following tenders have
been accepted dnring the past month by the Government Depart-
ments named :

—

H.M. Office of Wobks.

Electric passenger lilt, Biokrap'.cy Baildings, W.C—The Euton Lift Co.

PoBT Office.

Annnal contracts for laying cinluits. supplying drawing io »nd Jointing
cables in ihe ( I'Owing eogia-eering districts : -Scotland. N Tlbern and
Njrth E»sier.i, 81 m mis Bros. 4 Co.. Ltl. ; North We.tern, Sonlh
Lane and I eland. Brtiisb losjlatfd ani H^lsby Cables. Ltd.

North Wales and North .Midland -We-tern Electric Co.. Ltd.
Uouth Wales. 8 lutb-Wceiern. S luih Midland. Eastern and South-Rastcm

:

London (cables and c&biing only).—dlieoder's Cable and ConBtrao-
tl. n Co., Ltd.

Laying lines of pipes.—Portoballo : T. Spence ; Birkenhead: W. Pollen
and Co., Ltd.

Laying lines of pipes, stoneware daots and " U " tronghing.—Erith, J. A.
Kwitrt, Ltd.

Laying lines of pipss along the following rontes ;—Blackbnra-BoUoD

;

Sees. 1 and 11, J. A Bwart. Ltd. ; 8t. Helens: Bee 1, J. A. Ewart,
Ltd. ; Wigan - St. Helens : Sec. 11, J. A. Ewart. Ltd. : Long
Lane, Abbt^y Btreet, U.K.: .1. A. Ewart, Ltd.; Liverpool-Man-
ch-tter: Sec. 3, W. Pcllett « Co., Ltd.; Liverpool - Manchester

:

Bee. i, R. C. BrebnT A Co.; Bb-fflild DDnca«ter : Sec. 3, J. A.
E sa't, Ltd. ; ChelmsfordColchestf r : Sec. 1, J. Mowlem 4 Co., Ltd.:
Kdinbu'gh-Fjrth Biijgi: Casey 4 Darr^gb, Ltd.

Layint; lines of stonswara du?t^ and pipes.— OardifT Pontypridd, J. A.
Ewart, jiinr. ; Djrkiog, J. A. Ewart. Ltd.; Belfast, J. A. ICwart, Ltd.

;

GiiilafordFarnhamAidershot, A. H eall 4 Co., Ltd.: Preslon-
Bo'ti.i : Scot. 1, .1. A. Ew..rt, L'd. : Wavertree (Liv»rpo .11. W Pollen
and C^., Ltl. ; Liverpool Manchester ; Dec. 4. W. Poliett 4 Co.. Ltd.

Laying lines of s*onew\re ducts, pipe^ and steel tubes.—Liverpool-Orms-
kirk; Rib<on, Eckfj d 4 Co. ; Wigan Bcllon : J. A. Ew»it, Ltd,;
Preston-Boltm : Section 11. J. A. Ewart. Ltl.i LiTerpool-Maa-
chester: tiectinn I, R. C. Brebner 4 Co.

Laying lines of stoneware ducts, "U" troughing and cable.—Kedhill:
J. Mowl'in 4 Co., Lid.

Manufactu i ig, drawing in and jointing lead-covered cable, Cardiff-Ponty-
ptidd Ca rphil y : W T. Henley's Telegmph Works Co., Ltd. ; Gaild-
ford-F.*'nhHm-\ldershot: C* I--nder's Cah e and Con-iruclion Co.,
Ltd ; WigtnSt. Helens: Biitsh Insuial. d and UeUby Cables,, Ltd.

;

Wigao Bolton: British Insulated and H Isby Cables. LtJ.; Man-
cbebter-Burv : Brit'sh In-tulated and Helrby Cables. Ltd.; Bolton-
Preston: West..ru Electric Co., Ltd.: Blackburo-Bolton : Western
Electric Co., Ltd.

Supplying an 1 erecting eleottio lifts, Liverpool Head Post Office.—Med.
way B Safety Lift Co

Telepnone exchange equipment extension. Hampslead.—Western Electric
Co., Ltd.

Protective apparatus.—Antomatio Tel'iphone Manufacturing Co., Lid.
Teleg.-apbic apparatus.-General Kleetric Co , Ltd.
Telepnouio apparatus.—Automatii: Telephone .Manntacluring Oo. ; Bril.

L. M. Ericssm Manultcturmg Co.; PeelCnnner Telephone Manu-
faoturingC)., Ltd.; Western Electric Co., Ltd.

Submarine cables.-Toleg aph C mstruction and Maintenance Co , Ltd.
Telephonic cables.-W T. Henley's Telegraph Works Co., Ltd.; Telegraph

Co istruction and Maintenance Co., Ltd : Western Elecirlo Co., Ltd.
Compound for jointing duets. -Dut^sek Bros. A Co., Ltd.
Qlow lampi.— Brit. Th 'mson-Houston Co , Ltd. ; Edison .t Swan U.E.L.

Co., Ltd. ; General Klectric Co., Ltd.

Crown Agents for the Colonies.

Telephones.—British L. M. Ericsson Mannfaoturing Co., Ltd.
'

India Office.—Stork Department.

Standards —Siemens Bros. * Co., Ltd.
Tape.— I.R., Guttapercha 4 Telegraph Works Co., Lid.
Trnnsfjrining Station Equipment. — British Eleotrie Tranalormer

Co., Ltd.
Wire.—Djrman, Long 4 Co. ; B. Johnson 4 Nephew.

I*aislev.—The T.C. has placed an order with the

Paterson Engineering Co.. Ltd., for water filtering plant capable

of treating 5,500,000 gallons per 21 hours, at a cost exceeding

£10,000.

Salford.— The B. of G. luu accepted the tender of

Ma.iurs. Willoughby for the renewal of the telephone system

(,£21 \'2».) and for the installation of a 13-line fire-alarm system

(&\7 15s,\ including maintenance for 12 months.

Spain.—The Companhia llklro-EUv'trica do yari->s« has

received the contract for the construe ion and working for a

period of 7.^ ye.<tr9of an electric railway, 12 kil >ms. (.aboit TJ miles)

long, from Lamego to the left b»nk of the Djuw. Work has to

be coin lu.'uoed with i:i 30 days from the d«'e of the contract and
comploud within two year.-.

—

Jli'ilrd or' Tr.nif J.'iirn.il.

Wincliester.—The tender of Mr. AV. N. Walters has

been accepted for the electric light inatallation at Winohester

Barracks.
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MOTES.

The Rpason's dlrfptiiiff. — The Fji.r.CTnuAi. TIf.vikv,

offern to ull uf its readxrH the (rr<'otin|;H of CbristmaHtido and
be&rty i;ood wiBhea fur peace ami prosperity ia the year lUlS,

which dawnB before the next eiliiinn appears in print.

Electric Vehicle Coiniiiittee.

—

The Committee has

deoide<l to make another effort to briu;; all electric eupply under-

takini^B into line in reerard to a tlat rate of Id. per unit for the

Bupply of electric enercry for charcing vehicle batterieu at timen

other than those during " peak " load ; it has also dviiided to

approach those undertakini;H which had adopted a high minimum
ohari;e with a view to their reducinf; it to a fiifnre nearer to that

which the Committee recommended.
The matter of standard rim diameters for vflhiole wheels was

discussed, and it was decided to support the efforts, which, it is

understood, are being made by the Motor Manufacturers and
Traders' Association, to get certain diameters standardised for this

purpose.

It was decided that the present members of Committee should
hold offiie until Miroh 3Iat next, when they may be re-elected

by the bodies which they represent ; also it was agreed to ask the

British Electrical Federation, Ltd., to nominate a representative

on the Committee.
Battery makers are to be informed that the most convenient

method of charging, from the charging station point of view, is

that which ia carried out at constant potential and automatically

tapering current, and the makers are to be acked how far they
can supply batteries to comply with this reqairement.

It wa'i decided to confer with the Tungsten Lamp Association

with a view to getting certain vehicle limp sizjs standardised.

The contributions received or promised to the funds of the Com-
mittee up to date amounted to £18r> 14s.

The Ron. Senretary announced the issue of the first number of

T>ie KL'ctric Vehicle, to which reference has already been made in

our pages.

The final revi«ion of the specification for the charging ping and
receptacle has been completed. It was decided to recommend that

where the charging c irrent required by a large vehicle exceeds the
safe current carrying capacity of the plug and its charging cable,

two plugs and cjnnectiona should be used in parallel.

The secretary was instructed to write to each of the principal

electrical journals and to convey to the Editors the thanks of the

Committee for the valuable assistance they had, individually and
collectively, afforded to the Committee in the latter's work, the

feeling being expressed that it was largely owing to the pioneer

work of these journals that the electric vehicle movement had
taken root in tliis country.

Copper.—The interesting: features of copper statistics

at the present time are the supply in hand, ;'.''., stocks, and the
consumption as an indication of trade recovpry. Messrs. H. R.

Morton's statistical circular for mid-month shows European
supplies as 3R 474 tons on December 15th, an increase of 72.5 tons

on the quantity for November 30th. English supplies account for

21,040 tons, or 50 tons less than for the end of November. Stocks at

Hamburg and Bremen

—

in partihus infidelinm—are necessarily

estimated only.

Of the detailed supplies the item, "Supplies to England and
France from other countries" (t.f., from other sources than the

well-known ones America, the Peninsula, Australia and Chile), is

most gratifying, the quantity under this head being 3 224 tons for

the half-month, whereas the average quantity derived in half a
month duriBg the year ending July 31st was only 2,456 tons.

Shipments from Chile are also well above the average for the

same period. The increase in price may be expected to elicit even
larger quantities. The quantity from Australia is a little below
the average, but from the quantity afloat it may be expected to

considerably exceed it on the month. American supplies appear
to be required mainly by home manufacturers, as would be
expected.

Institution and Lecture iVotes.—Institution of
Electrical Engfineers.—The Council is desirous of preparing a

complete list of the names of all members who are engaged in

military service, either in the Regular or the Territorial Army, or

in the Navy, and members are detired to forward the requisite

information to the secretary.

At a meeting of the YoBKSHiBE LOCAL Section, on Thursday
last week, the discussion was concluded on a paper read by Mr.
W. M. Selvey on " Pnwer Plant Testing.''

Diesel Engine Users' Association.—At the annual general

meeting of this Association, at the Institution of Electrical

Engineers, Mr. J. E. E igcome was re-elected as president for the
ensuing year. Messrs. F. H. Francis and Napier Prentice were
elected as members of the Committee in place of the two retiring

members. Mr. W. E. Brandreth was re-elected as hon. secretary,

and, as at the present time he is engaged on military duties, Mr.
Percy Still was requpsted to act as hon. secretary during Mr.
Brandreth's absence. PArticulars were given in connection with a

recent breakdown of a Diesel engine at Oxford, and an interesting

discussion ensued. The puV ject is to be brought up again for the

further consideration of the Assnciation. It was announ''pd that

the general question of Diesel engine insurance against breakdown
would be brought forward for discussion at the next meeting,

which is to be held on Friday, January 15th, 1916.

We are asked to state that any rfquest for information oonoem-
in? the Asaooiation, and applications for membership, should be

addrensed to the Acting Hon. Secretary, Mr. Percy Htill, at IS,

Cikdngan Gardens, London. S W.
Mr Frank Nttsmi'h, ad'resHing the Bbitihii Akbociatiok or

MANAfiKEH OF TE.tTiLK WoiiKS, at a meeting in Manchester
reOHU'ly, on "The Poxsible Inrra-ed Appliustion of Pneumatic and
Electrical Forcea to Textile Proc^'Hst-s and Machinery." said that
the co-operation of the technically trained textile man with the
technically-tritined electrician woold, no duub', result in the evolu-
tion of machines which would mark a very cunsideiable practical
advance on thoKe now in use. The tendency would, no doubt, be
largely towards the production of purely automatic ma'^hinery
which would enable one operative to tend more machines than at
present without unduly stressing the operative. Though there
were undoubtedly uses for both forces, millowners would not
desire to increase the number of power agents they employed, and
whereas electricity could be utilised even to-day for a great variety
of purposes, the scope of pneumatic force was more limited. It

was more than probable that as electricity was increasingly used
for driving purposes, its application for other work wonid increase
through the efforts of the user quite as much as through those of
the electrical engineer. In the course of the discussion which fol-

lowed the paper, it was acknowledged that where new weaving
sheds were being erected, the advantage might lie with electricity.

A paper entitled ' Fjlectricity in Peaci and War," was submitted
by Mr. Charles McDmald and Mr. C. Norman Kemp at a recent
meeting of the Ediniubgti A.«.'<ooiatiox of Science and Akto.

L.r.C. Tramway Breakdown.—The Highways Com-
mittee's report regarding the rec-nt breakdown of the tramways
states that on the evening of Friday, December 11th, the load was
increasing towards the normal evening peak when a violent
explobion occurred in the case containing the instrument trans-
formers connected with one of the turbo-gfnerators. The oil in

the transformer case was ignited, and was thrown on to the
surrounding cables and on to a temporary wooden staging which
had been erected in connection with the reconstruction works
now in progress. Although the fire was quickly quenched by the
station staff, the whole of the main cables under the upper switch-
board gallery connecting the eight generators with the switchboard
were destroyed, the low-tcnfion switchgear on the lower gallery
was soaked with water, and several of the panels were covered
with had melted from the cables above. Tho only routes on
which services of cars could be maintained were those for which
current is snpplif d by the London Eltctric Supply Corporation, and
this supply also enabled the cars to be removed from the tramway
tracks.

The transformer cafe which exploded was supplied in 1906, and
was rebuilt in 1910 to suit the turbo-generators. It was examined
in the early part of last month, and a sample of the oil was elec-

trically tested with satisfactory results at the beginning of the
present month. There are in the station more than 40 sets of

similar transformers, none of which has given any trouble. The
accident was not due to any defect in the plant, and had it not
been for the presence of a large quantity of wooden staging which
caught fire the damage would have been quite localised, and would
not have interfered with the working of the service.

In the case of so large an undertaking it is not possible to

arrange for an alternative source of supply which could be adequate
in all emergencies. Certain arrangements have already been made
for linking up the system with other sources of electrical supply,

but in order to minimise the inconvenience arising from any other
accident for which it is reasonable to make provision, the Com-
mittee ia considering how these arrangements may be improved
and extended, and hopes to submit a scheme at an early date.

The Palace Eujrineerinff Works.—If there is any
virtue in being next-door neighbour to the Archbishop of Canter-
bury, the removal of Messrs W. Maokie k Co. to Lambeth Road
should augur well for the future success of a highly reputable and
very old-established firm, as this, we believe, is the best known
example of electrical engineering being next to godliness.

( Established in 1882, the firm of W. Mackie & Co. commenced
business in Turnmill Street, Farringdon Road, and, after staying

in that locality for nineteen years, removed to Golden Lane,
off Old Street, E C. ; after seven years there, the need of
larger premises necessitated another move to 47 J, Old Street,

City Road, which address Mesprs. Mackie have now relin-

quished for the Palace Eagineering Worka. The site is owned
and the factory has been erected by the firm, and at the
moment it haa a capacity for 2o0 men ; extensions can be
added when deemed desirable to accommodate yet another 100
workmen. The factory is well designed and excellently lighted,

and its position is unique, both from the nature of its surroundings
and from a busineas point of view.

Messrs. Mackie & Co. during the past five years have done much
excellent work for the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., in the
construction of wireless spark disk diachargers, rotary converters,

ships' seta, kc, and they intend reviving the manufacture of

high-class motors and generators in which the firm specialised in

its early days, and any description of mechanical and electrical

engineering will be undertaken where skill in designing and
first-class workmanship are the first considerations.

Before turning his attention to manufacturing, Mr. W. Mackie
was for a time second engineer to the old British Electric Light
Co., the first of its kind, we believe, in England.
We knew him even in those days of long ago, we have been in

close touch with him ever since, and we have never had the

slightest cause to modify the opinion we have always held of him
as an upright, oonFcientious and high-minded member of the

profession we represent, and as one with whom contracts may be
placed with absolute confidence,
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Inquiries.—Makers of " Tec " flash-lamp batteries and
"Simplioitas " heatinf; elementfl, and makers of machineB for

making^ holder parts are asked for.

Ap])oiiitiiients Vacant. — Improver, for Sleaford

U.D.C. electricity worke ; Bhift enxiaeet (!)2f. 6d.), jointer (.^5i>.),

for Gillinerham Electricity Department. Particnlare are given in

oor advertisement pages.

Fatalifv.— Fife. — .lames ITarkes, 32, an electric

maohineman, of Cardenden, was killed in the West Mine, Dan-
donald Colliery, belonging to the Lochgelly Iron and Coal Co.,

Ltd. It is supposed that he had been drawing a switch in con-

nection with the coal-cutting machine, when he was heard to

moan, and a fellow-worker found him dead. It was discovered

that the lid of the switchbox was resting on his neck, it having,

apparently, through some unknown cause, fallen unexpectedly.

Late Lea'al.

—

South Metropolitan Gas Co. anh
THE South London Electric Light Corporation, Ltd.—In the

Chancery Division, on Monday, Mr. Justice Eve heard a further

mention of this litigation, which was recently before the Court.

Then his Lordship granted the Gas Co. a declaration to the effect

that tho Electric Light Co. had illegally allowed certain of their

customers a rebate of Jd. a unit, provided they used only electricity

as an illuminant.

Mr. Wheeler, now appearing for the Gas Co.. said his Lordship,
after making the declaration about a breach by the defendants of
the Electric Light Act, gave plaintiffj liberty to apply for an
injunction if necessary. The Registrar, however, had declined to

put that in the order.

His Lordship said he thought that was a mistake.

Mr. Tyldesley Jones (for the defendants) said he did not object

to that being in the order, and his Lordship said the order could
contain the reference to the fact that the plaintiffs could apply for

an injunction if necessary.

The Trade Situation in Switzerland.—This question

was referred to at the recent meeting of the Zurich Bink for

Electrical Undertakings. In the first place, it wa^ mentioned that

a reduction in the consumption of electrical energy had taken
place in Switzerland in consequence of the war ; and, secondly,

that numerous orders were on hand for the electrical industry,

although they had to be carried out under the operation of the
existing restrictions in working. It was added that concern was
being manifested in regard to procuring adequate supplies of copper.

Strenfftli of Tunftsten Lamps.—The splendid pro-

gress made in the efficiency of incandescent lamps—from a spacifio

consumption of .5 watts per candle in the parly days of the carbon
lamp to half a watt, or in the ratio of 10 : 1, in the case of the
latest tungsten lamps—is familiar to all, but it is not generally
known how great has been the progress in the manufacture of the
tungsten lamp itself within the last seven years. The earliest

tungsten filaments were extremely fragile, so that their life

depended mainly on the care with which they were handled, and
the absence of vibration in their neighbourhood. Measuring the
strength of the filaments by their ability to withstand bending,

and representing the strength of the pressed or squirted filaments

on the market in 1907 by the number seven, in 190.S it had been in-

creased to 19, in 190!t to 28, in 1910 to 34, and in 1911 to 38—excellent
progress in view of the difficulties of manufacture. In 1911 the
Mazda drawn-wire filaments were introduced, and the strength of

these on the same basis was represented by the number 51), or eight
times that of the first tungsten filaments. Since then steady pro-

gress has been made, in 1912 to 64, in 1913 to 73, and in 1914 to

81. It will be noticed that the increase in strength of the wire
filaments during the past three years ie nearly SO per cent,

greater than the difference in strength between the squirted and
the wire filaments in 1911. The improvement in the uniformity
and homogeneity of the wire to which the increase in strength is

due has naturally been accompanied by an improvement in the
life of the lamp and the efficiency at which it can be run. We
are indebted for these interesting figures to the British Thomson-
Houston Co., Ltd., to whose associates the introduction of the
drawn-wire tungsten filament was due.

Fire Prccaution.s in Factories.—The British I'ire

Prevention Committee has issued a special " Fire Warning

"

(No. 16) for factories and works engaged on war emergency work,
which can be obtained from the Committee, sm»ll supplies not
exceeding six being provided from the Committee's free issue, or

large supplies at a nominal payment. This " Warning " deals

with all those points that are of special importance when work?
are carried on under special pressure and night shifts have to be

arranged for. Works managers would be well advised to obtain

the complimentary copies of this " Firo Warning " that are avail-

able under the free issue to those who send large envelopes, duly
stamped, to the Registrar of the liritish Fire Prevention Com-
mittee, 8, Waterloo Place, Pall Mall, London, S.W.

Co-operation in Italy.—A public moetinp; of consumers
of electrical materials was recently held at Milan with a view to

forming a co-operative supply aesooiation, A Commitfee was
appointed to draw up a progrnmme and establish tho basis of the

proposed society. It ia hoped that besides the usual ooojK'rative

advantages, including free teohnioal and legal advice, the scheme
will lead to the federation of the eleotriool contracting industry,

and to the solution of many teohnioal difficulties, saoh as

Btandardlwtion of materiale, plant, Jto.

OUR PERSONAL COLUMN.
Ihn Editori vnvit* electrical imgim^ri, wketfufr conrurcUd wUK tk«

tficknical or the commercial tide of the profetrivn and induttry^
alio elfCtriv tramuiay and railway officiali, to keep readert of tie
Electbioai, Rkvikw potted at to IKeir movtmtintt.

Central Station Officials.—Mr. J. E. R. Bakeb. for
nine years electric works saperintenflent at Fiochley, bu been
appointed engineer to the Stratford-on-Avon Electric Co., and
enters on his duties on January let.

In connection with the work done by Mb. BoBEBj.'iOS, late

Corporation electrical engineer at Greemck, and now of Solford, in

recent important extensions of the locil electrical nndertakinjr,
the Greenock Town Council is to send him a cheque for £200.

Tramway Officials. — Mr. A. Coveney, electrical

engineer and tramways manager at Erith, who is leaving, has been
presented by the staff with a gold albert.

Obituary,—We regret to record the death, at the age
of 61 years, of Mb. Edwabd Cuarb, C.B., late Second Secretary of
the Post Office.

NEW COMPANY REGISTERED.

Stentophone Magneto Works. Ltd. (138,625).—This corn-
pany was rt-gislcrcd on December Ulh. with .i capital o( £\MD in £\ ihiri;
to carry on the business of manuf.iclurers of and dealers in majjnetos Rjil-

able for use with internal combustion engines, manufacturers of dynamos for
lighting and other purposes, motor and motor-cvcle accessories, motor-cars
and the like, etc. The subscribers are : A. H. treloRRan. 36. South Road.
Handsworth, patentee and manufacturer; H. Price, 14. Abbotts Road. Kings
Heath, manager. Private companv. The number of directors is no! to he
less than two or more than five: the first are A. H. Trcloggan and H. Prict.
Qualification. 100 fully-paid shares. Remuneration of H. Price not less than
£3 per week. .Solicitor, \V. H. Stubbs, 33, Exchange Buildings, New Street.
Birmingham.

OFFICIAL RETURNS OF ELECTRICAL
COMPANIES.

Edison and Swan United Electric Light Co., Ltd.

—

CoRRECTtos.—Bv an unfortunate printer's error in our last issue the capital

of this company was given as J^SS.O'l instead of ;i;&S8,071.

Dick. Kerr and Co.. Ltd.—Debcniure dated 10th Dec..
1914. to secure ;^^150.000, charged on the company's undertaking and propcrtT.
present anil future, including uncalled capital.' Holders : J. Ferguson aiid

D. .Smith, 37, NichoLis Lane, E.C.

Reside and Co., Ltd.—.Assignment of a book d«bt dated
33rd Noviinli.r. 1014. to secure £M. Holders: Halifai Commercial Banking
Co., Ltd.. Silver Street, Halifax.

Sheerness and District Electric Power and Traction Co.,
Ltd.— Issue on 8tli December, 1014. of ^...WO second debs., part of a stries of

which particulars h.ive already iy'vn filed.

Brilliant Arc Lamp and Engineering Co., Ltd—Particu-
lars of £:iOO second debs., created 7th n,.<embir, 1014, filed porsuanl to

Section 93 (3) of the Tompanies (Consolidation) .Vt, 1908, the amount of the

present issue being jC^O. Property charged : The company's underuking and
property, present and future, including uncalled capital. No

CITY NOTES.

Itriti.sli Coluniliia Electric Railway Co.. Ltd.

The finnual meeting was hold on Friday last wt>ek at the

Great Eastern Hot<'l. K.C.. Mr. G. P. Nokton presiding in

the absence of the Chairman. Rlr. R. M. Home-Payue.
Mr. T. B. Brown, n din>ct*ir, read the speech which the

Chairman had preparetl. In this he stated that the i->ast y«*r
had been a bad one aiui tlio imiueiliate pitv5)icvts were ex-

ti'eniely unfavourable, but tliat was due to cau.<c.< well known
to them all. and no explanations or aixilojjics wore nee«ied.

Their prt\'!tnit disappointments were the dir<\'t outctime of the
war. and they would all suffer them cheerfully as part of their

individual contributions to the national cause, and suffer theJn

cheerfully for however lonjj a period mit:ht be nevv-s.s;iry to

finally achieve the nation's objects. .\s to the extent i^ the

lass which tlu^y micht bt^ calKxl up<->n to bwir and how lonR
it might wntinuc he could tell fheiu very little more thrni

they alreaily knew. He could only x>oint to the monthly
tralVic returns, which sliowed up to October Itist. as compared
with last year, a faUing olT in net earnings at the rate of b»-

tw.n'H .f;Xl.(.XX» aiul i:'UX).(KHl a year. .As it required nearly

i'l;"i.(HH) to iviy I per cent, on either tho pivferivd. ordinary

or deferred ortlinan" st<ick. even if there was no incr»\iseti fail-

ing off in the last eight mouths of their year, it would n»(iuire

a, rfJuction of I i'>er cent, in the dividend on tho prt>ferred

and 5 per cent, on the deferred stock to balance i^Oll.fW loss

in e.aniings. Ht> did not think they o^uld hope for any
marked impitnemcnt in oinditions iluring the current finan-

cial year, but ho did think it was reas>inablo to hope for an
iinpvovement in the latter hidf of ISU.'i. That improvement
might aj'ise from two s<iuiV(V. namely, from the final extor-

niination of the enemy's cruisers in the Pacific and South
Atlantic Oceans and from gtiod prices for wheat and a large

crop in the prairie provincea or Canada. £lith«r of thow
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factoni wouJd immediately reauscitate business in British
i^oluiiibia. Iheir businesa was focussod round the threeocean ports of Vancouver, V.cU^ria, and New Westminster!«hich « ere lie I'acihc gateways for the trade of Canada, andthe p c|8,u.rity of these cit.es and of their business was con-

nluio.-,t ""asctl to exist since the war coiniuencod. It waa ex-

m^nTn.r ,f m""i>
''"'''

'A""''^
^^ }""^^^y increased by the

.p.nint; of the 1 anaiua Canal, and there could be no doubt

c uL ^ Z ,1
7'» ''''°>

'"u'
f''-" '''« '^•''^'''^ «f German

(iui.-^r.s and that it would be as blxjh ua those cruisers werereiijuvea. Again, as soon as the seas were free and shipscould be found to carry lumber at reasonable cost, Brit SiU.lu,nbian lumber exporters would be able to take advantage
oi the large demand existing for timber. The British Colum-bian lumber trade would also be beneficially affected by the

V n^^ ,"""'h'""«
°^ "S"^ «^^''° '^'"P '° the prairie pr(>

.Zn\ i"^
"

r-'"' '^''f °. *''"' "'° »^^8e under cultivation
xvoulcl ve y largely excce<I that of any previous year, and fairly

tll'i"!,.
high prices would prevail for wheat and oats,

tlieie uere grouncLs for hope m this direction. Other indus-
tries in iiritish Columbia were also similarly affected by the

h^fel^J::"''7^'^'"'f;,
whenever, the revival came it woul^he felt suie, be found that thLs period of depression had beenlor the permanent goo<l of the province, and that in severalimportant ways new conditions had been established enabling

Its .s..under and more rapid development. He thought it would

enf ?k"'' *^^' .*''" ""•'* " "^;',"f^' ^^'P«^'^i--'ll.v in the matter oflentals. would have considerably decreased, ajnd that with thisa lower basi.s of wages would be in force, which would re-move what had hitherto been the greate.<!t obstacle to theprosperous development of the c<,unto-. The future of the

.ri'.'l'T/
"j^-.^s" ,^-'»se'.v bound up with the prosperity of the

St. cts which the.v served that anything which tended tothe dexelopment of these districts must be to their advantage,and while the pre.scnt ponod of depression was serio.sulv
affecting them, if the ultimate result was to place their busi-ness upon a surer foundation they, along with the districts

It'ZJr--
"""" '^ ^"V" '^"'^ ^"^•'^' *" ^^^ P'-'-^'^nt period asthe beginning of much prosperity. Their relations with theGovernment of British C<,lumbia and with the municipaJnuthonties were most satisfactory-, and he w.is glad to havethat opportunity of expressing their appreciation of the re^

c IHel'
?"''

^V'"/-'-''
'^'^'* " "•^'''^- ''^"''^'"f^ the many difl:

ciilties of conducting a business such as theirs under present

Owing to the particular .stage reached m her pro^reiw Canadahad. he thought, suffered more acutely than .-Tny-^or^ part ofhe Empire from the outbreak of war. but there were unmis-

winter was"oy"
''' '"*'*"™ "^ """"^ °''™''' conditions after the

The adoption of the report was seconded by Mr. Evan-
J- HOMAS_
Eeplying to a shareholder, the CHAiRir.AN said that tinderthe present condition of things it was not the intention of

ll.-T^
'"'"''

^11 "[ ^^^ <idditional capital for which theyobtained powers at the last meeting.
•

The report was adopted.

fteriiian Electrical Companies and the War.
It wiU be seen from the undernoted extracts, which have beenmade from recent issues of the German newspapers, that the
electrical companies have already begun to make provision forthe business nsks incidental to the war, and that dividends
aie consequently being reduced for the year 1913-14 It

ThrLl\Tl'h'^'^
*''•''/

^"'l^'''' '^'^l^^ ^^' situation will bethrown at the annual meetings of the companies in questionThe extracts are as follows :—
The Telephon Fahrik A. G. vorm. J. Berliner of Hanoverafter apportiomng £10,000 to depreciation in 1913-14 as in the

Ko'^fe iqfo'iQ'"''Pw*'-
""^^ P'"°/*^ ''^ ^^^^' as against

the '^wn i; ^"T" '^^""y^ ^ *'^'^t'°S interests abroad

loi I / have, made provision for exceptional internal
I eserves before amvmg at the net profits. L that the fidaccount has been taken for any possible deficiency. It is pro!

n^r In? '"';/" per cent, for 1913-14, as contrasted with 12pel cent, m the previous year.
The A. G fur Elektrhiiafs Anlngcn. of Berlin, which ownsvanous supply works as well as being interested in others Ind

WlSlT ^ZhT- 'itP^ti'^""""^ '''"^^' for the rear

.liv;^";t'i f.
,^"""*' ^^^'^'^ payment of the same rate ofdividend after having made internal reserves to provide for

m-ofite ofTfir%^'*'^ ^^ ^^^ ^"-^ ^' ^'^-""t^' show gross

amounf^L to '^nm" *"' '''^'^^^ of £.500.000, and loansamounting to ±.300 000, as compared with £64.000 in the pre-vious year. Together with the balance brought forward the

years ' * ^ ^^' ^^°*" ^^ '"^ ^=>^^ °^ ^^^ t^^ee preening

The accounts of the Siemen.^ <f- Hchke Co. for the year

vnhntion^of'ti'e^'f't'^"';'^'^!!'
'^''' » specially cauSvaluation of the assets rendered neces.inn- by the nresent

w th "5fio,";lP>''^fi*%r«""t-5. to mim.' as 'compared
ihii.ono in the preceding financial year Tbo

rnT£'l5 0rt^b''^-''^^°r'''^?«'/ t!^f
'^ '-"rye f^dand ±i5,000 to the disposition fund, whilst the bonuses to staffand workmen represent £4.5.000, being the same™ach case

M in 1912-13 It ia propoaed to pay a dividend of 10 per centas contrasted with 12 per cent. ,n the previoua yeaTand 1;^carry forward £00,000, a« in 1912-13
Ihe investment undertaking known aa Siemen, Eleklri.che

i.l,.M),{m. 18 one of the few German companies which do not

;iThro'h'">f
""''^^'«*«1 in supply works in hostile ^untrie^although having a participation in an ent<.rprise in NorthBohemia Including the balance forward, the accr^unts shownet prohte of £7y,0(X) for iyi:i-14, as contrasted with £50 oSin fhe preceding year. It is int<>nded to distribute 61 per c^-nt

<>n share capita of £875,000, as in 1912.I3. and the same^ate

£rJ!000'
'""""'" ""^ ^'^"'"'" «'"^« capital of

The iKiard of the Siemena-Schuchert Werke state that theworking results for the year which closed on July Sis t 1914

)"^r c!r
''":\P'^""'tted of the payment of a dividend of

the^nthreA-
•?«,/"^^«^'"' tbe hnancial year coincided withthe outbieak of the war it wae decided to estimate the assete\ery: carefully, and U> propose to the two proprietanr^

Returned n't t^'-^'if^lV""
"^ ^* P^^^'^'• '^^ "'' pXTeleturned at £5/4,00(), as compared with £09-2,000 in 1912-13

.n°d'^^5'a«Vthf"r-^^-i'^
again made U. the reLrve fund

A^rm'X %^ .'IfPos't'on fund, together with a bonus ofAfO.idW to the officials and workmen, leaving £135,000 to bec.-imed forward, as against £17,000 in 191"-^
*''*'•""" ^ ""

The directors of the Elektrhitnts A. G. vorm. SchuckeH ACo., of Nuremberi,. state that the financial statement for theyear which terminated on .luly 31st has been prepared care!fully having regard to the situation of war. It nd cates ctossprofits of £4T2,000 as against £4&4.000 in 191-2- .rapart ?^mthe balance forward of £0.3,000 and £62.000 in the two™
"tThS'ta^fa'nd 1"^'*"'', ^'^^^^^^^ "^ nianaJeme^T iSest enarges taxes and the customaiy deprec ation the a<^untB

mon' %\ 'llln'f
°f/»''"^ as compared with £,364!S5o i^

cSf of £3™^'''^ *^ distnbute 6t per cent, on sharecapital ol ±.^.,j()0,(KX), as against 8 per cent, in the nreyioiiH

g ^aCof%p^ -i^.-^ ^|--e^t
"sue of"£T(^''";\T'^ .;

necessary to make a furthered
"Znred^^itKlO-^Tn''' o"p 3"^f>,f

'•™'^
\'

depreciation' as

hlT-'^d '^ 5"^ i^^.0k'L^?S^/';74"p;?cS

i-o ooA^ u
'^^ ^"^ ^^''" P'-iced to reserve for war risks and£-..200 has been canied forward. Since the be-tinnins of the3 t 7^":! '^"^'^ *^''"* 'h*^ d^f^'-^e "f activityTas Secrea^land the further course of business cannot beforeseenThe report of the ffl.;.-fr,-,c;,. Lirht nn<l Kraft AnlZTn A G

JJ'il""-
1""^^-

"^fi ^^'r''' '""^'^ «° September 30th 1914'

ftnl! fwT^^ '°^'"A'''
^^"^ ^'^^ t^'o "i^nths of the war Itstates that the working results of the many lighting and traction undertakings in which the company is inte?est«l res

bution^'?
!i:P-<^tations, and would have allowed of The dLsW-'bufion of the same rate of dividend as in each of the twoprevious years, but as the directors consider ft advisable totake into account the conditions arising from the wa^ the ratehas been mluced from 7J per cent, in 1912-13 to 5 per centin tne past year on ordinary .share capital of £l .500 000 nmrtfrom loans of £1.893.000. The gross profits amount ^£019 000

"
agSll3"7*l^''A'-T-..^"^*^^ "^* ^™'5t^ -^ ^93^2as against ±137.000. As to the effects of the war the reportmentions that a perceptible decline has only taken placrhithe siippl.y of power in certain places in Germany whilst nthe case of works in belligerent countrie.s working has hithertocontinued regulariy and successfully.

mmerio

Costa Rica Electric Li«ht and Traction Co., Ltd.
The directore- report for the year ended 30th June, 1914

!tn!nc
"" *'"'

°.f '
earmngs in Costa Rica, after charging allexpenses incurred, amounted to £26,352, as compared with

|fo?^^',,t^^,°",'^^«'^
°f i-f476. The net surplus profit was±b,0o7, the whole of which is to be carried to the credit ofdiscount and commission on debenture issues account. The

b "n'^nl ™'f '5'*-"'^.'? ^^^ H^^'i^S department increasedby 11 per cent, dunng the twelve months, and the powersupply by 40 per cent., the latter including heaters rndcookers. The power plant at El Brasil has worked through-out the year without a hitch. The fourth 500 kw "t hasbeen at work since June last. Electrical cooking has beenconsiderab y developed and the revenue from this source £sbeen satisfactory. There were on 1st July -208 customersusing electncal energy for cooking, as against 60 at the samedate last year, and the number is steadily increasing

from" .k^ETmD.tn^.a^ °,'„^f
,1""^'"- ^"".^ 5'"' '" '"""'"S ""^id^ablyirom r«5 turoptan war, and ths business of thjs company cannot txnm li

glad lo report that, up to the latest advices the returns h-,v. „n. kl.
adversel.v affected. The great difficulty has b^en the question of ™cha"/e a"5
',

•'L'!
"" •"= S°'-|;T' ""; '^."d have every hope that the ste.,dy pfo'gres.of the company will be maintained. During the year the Bold Dr/minm h,!averaged 112 per cent., as against 112i per cent, for tl,e 'prfvlous'^ v" r Th"

risk'from fire
"^'^

""'^'"""y ""^ ''""'"e ^'"^"^ =" adequately Covered ;gains'
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Cordoba Light, Power aud Tractiou to., Ltd.
TiiE directoi-s' report to 'Mlh September, I'JH, shows that the
baJanee of proht, alter lueetiug all chargea, u i;A),aiy, plaa
£2a,0U'.i brought forward, making a total ol £U,3'Al. jtlS,UOO
has beeu absorbed by the payment ol the dividend on the
preleience shares for the year to 31st July, lyil, leaving
il'2«,321 which is to be carried forward. 'Ihe combined gross
receipts of the two subsidiary companies (the Light and
lower Co., and the Tramways Co.) showed an increase of
about 4i per cent., and the net results of operation an in-
crease of over 8i per cent, as compared with the previous
year. Ihe satisfactory feature of this progress is that it has
been niade during a year in which the Argentine Republic
sullered hom great commercial and finMiciul depression, accen-
tuated during the later months by the war. While the results
ol operation have improved there has not been a corresponding
increase in the net profits of the subsidiary companies. The
construction period having been substantially completed, no
part ot the interest payable on loans to the subsidiary com-
pames was chargeable to capital account, and vai'ious excep-
tional expenses, such as the costs imposed by local competi-
tion, and loss on exchange, have further affected the revenue
account. The Tramways Co. now has approximately 30
miles of track in operation, and another mile constructed.

The annual meeting was held on Dec. 9th at Winchester
House, E.G., Mr. G. A. Touche, M.P., presiding.
The Chairman said that the year had been one of acute

financial and commercial depression in the Argentine Eepubhc
and throughout South America generally. It was thought
early in the year, that the bottom had been reached, but much
lower depths of depression were subsequently experienced.
The condition was bad enough before the war; its severity
had been greatly accentuated by the war. The period covered
by the accounts included two months of the war. These wei-e
the months of greatest strain, for the uncertainty of the out-
look, and the abruptness with which its effects were sprung
on a situation already greatly weakened had, temporarily
a paralysing effect. In so dismal a year it would have been
idle to look for any veiy marked improvement in their posi-
tion. It spoke well for the local administration that they were
able not only to hold their own, but to make some progress
on balance. This progress was naturally most apparent in
the earlier months of the year. The first six months showed
a considerable advance on the corresponding figures of the
previous year. For the half-year to 31st March, 1914, there
waa a total increase in gross receipts of upwards of ;£6,000
Increases on a smaller scale were shown each month until
the war broke out. It waa not until August and September
that they experienced any actual decrease. For the entire
year to 30th September, 1914, the gross receipts of the subsi-
diary companies were ^160,430. compared with £154,060 in
1913, and £137,900 in 1912. There was thus an increase over
last year of £6,370, or in the last two years £2-2 470 The
expenses were £72,910. These compared with £73,230 in 1913,
and £(4,100 in 1912. The record was therefore one of increas-
ing receipts and diminishing expenses. The percentage of
expense to the gro.ss receipts of the two undertakings was as
follows :—1912, 53.8 per cmt; 1913, 47.5 per cent. ; 1914, 45.8 per
cent. Mr. Lewis (the Manager) was to be congratulated on
this reduction in the cost of operation, and he was very
7.0®"?,",* "^ making further economies. The net receipts were

fnio r.'n'^'-

'"''"''^ "'''^ £80,8:30 last ye.w and with £63,800 inUU. Ibese figures indicated a steady growth from year to
year, in .spite of the check caused by temporary reductions.
Ihe abnormal condition.s could not he i>ermanent No one
could say when the war- would finish and its effects would
pass. It would take time for the Argentine to recover from
the effects of the financial stress through which she h.id been
pa«.sing; but in the meantime everyone in the country had
made drastic reductions in expenditure to meet the difficulties
of the situation and strengthen the financial fabric. Tliero
wa.s, therefore, no need to be unduly despondent about the
outlook for their business in Cordoba. Tliis current year
might bo a disappointing one, but it would be futile, at "this
early stage, to forecast its results. Tlio figures which be h.id
given them were those of tlie conibinod businesses. With
regard tn the Light & Power Co.. the gross resulta in 1914
were_ £,95,540, as compared with £83,l;M in 1913, an increase
of £2,410. These gross receipts were the largest in the history
of the comp,Tny. The expenses were .£28,990 ag,Tin<:t £.30 ft-'O

"pro oTn°^ '^^ £1.330. The net receipts were £56„5,50 against
i.)2,810. .nnd the percentage of expenses to gro.is receipts 33 8
against 36.5. The number of customers for light and power
had grown each year, and since 1910 the increa.'^e had been
53 per cent. In the samp period the number of lamps con-
nected bad incre.nsed by 90 per cent., nnd the borse-p<iwer of
motors connected had been incren.ied by 113 per cent. Taking
the subsidiary company's financial year to ^^af March, the
number of units of electrical energy'" sold were, in 1914 112
per cent, greater th.nn in 1910. while the cost of prrxluction
per unit had decrenst^l by 44 per cent, Tlie one item which, at
nrst gin nee. did not look sntisfnctory. was the income per
nnit. In the same five years it had decreiisod bv 30 per cent.
There were a variety of reasons for this decrease. The power
load which included energy taken by the trainwavs, had
RTftntly increased. Thia. of course, waa a compa.rativelv low-
pnced current. Then the metallic filament lamps bad 'h«d s

considerable effect. Also, aa the busiuesa extended the number
of amalier cuBlomers increased, aud luey were 1(m>8 remunera-
tive than the laiger oum. The Light i Power Co. had ex-
pended £40,567 Uuiing the year on impiovtmeuU lo the pro-
perty. Uf this, £zO,'Jz« was on relormatiou of oveibead maini,
and was made necessary by a municipal decree, aa explained
a year ago. The fact tbat existing lines were being leplated
by new ones limited the speed ol the work, as the aervicea
must not be interrupted The net receipu of the Light 4
Power Co. represented only about 41 per cent, on the aiuount
at which the undertaking stood in the books; a very poor
return. Keference waa made at the last meeting to the
competition in the light and power business, and to the defen-
aive measures which the company had been reluctantly com-
pelled to take to recover trade taken from them by the com-
peting company. Ue did not prop<Jse to go into paiticulara
ot the lamps lost and recovered in thia commercial struggle
except to say that the ca.',ualtie3 of the invaders were greater
than theirs. The number of customers who had voluntarily
asked for light from this company was increasing. They
recognised that they could probably avoid unnecessary waste,
and, at the same time, serve the community better if some
unity of interest could be arranged. Wbilr. ..-nnfident of the
strength of their position they were prepared to entertain an
entente 00. an equitable commercial basis. When negotiationsm South America had been unsuccessful they met the repre-
sentative of the competing company, Senor Herlitzka, on his
visit to Europe during the summer, and a frank discussion
took place. But his friends' views of relative values were
apparently not the directors', and no agreement was then

'^Jr^^^u
'^*" '^^^ negotiation, however, was not wholly broken

off. Ihey were to have met again after he had been on the
Continent for some time. The date had been arranged when
the war broke out and .changed the entire situation, and the
claims of business necessitated his immediate return to the
Argentine. He thought, perhaps, a better understanding had
been established, but that was all. When these negotiations
w'ere proceeding they had in view certain rearrangements of
the capital account (subject to the approval of the proprietors)
which, if successfully carried out, w^ould have provided for the
inclusion of whatever might have been properly attributable to
the other company, and also for the placing of the capital, at
present represented by temporary notes, and of further con-
struction capital, on a permanent basis. The war, however,
made the time wholly inopportune for any arrangement of the
kind. If he was asked what plan of permanent finance waa
now to take its place, he said frankly that, in these times.
they must, like many other concerns, be content to take short
views. In the tramway business the improvement had been
steady. TTie passengers caiTicd in the year to 30th September
were 8,161.(500, compared with 7,7.55.800 in 1913. A consider-
able number of the inhabitants made very slight use of the
tramways as yet. The length of the line open to traffic was
now 30 miles, agamst 26|. The gross traffic receipts were
£(4,880, as ag.ainst £70,990 in 1913. or an increase of £3.a50.
The rate of increase in gross receipts showed a heavy falling
off. Expenses were £43.920. again.st £42.910 ; net traffic receipts
£30,960, against £28,020; and the percentage of expenses to
gross receipts 58.6. against 60.5. The tramway company had
spent £26,493 during the year on extensions" of lines, roll-
ing stock and street paving. Both in regard bo the Light and
Powder Co. and the Tramway Co. a strict check had been put
on capital expenditiue. They would, perhaps, ask him bow it
was that when the combined profits of the underlying com-
panies were £87,520, the credit to revenue account"was onlv
£81,040. Tlie difference was £6.480. and he should explain
that the £87,520 repiescntc<l the profits of the underhnng com-
panies given for comp.nrative purposes. The £81.040 repre-
6entc<l tlie pix-ifits divided nnd paid over t«i them by wav of
interest and dividends as holders of the capital of these com-
panies. Before arriving at the divisible profits several ch.arges
and reserves h,id been made in the underlying conipanirs.
The.'e included certain abnormal expenses in connection with
the local competition, loss on exchange, various writings down
of materials, preliminary and legal expense.i. and an incre.ise
in the balance carried forward. A shareholder, who had writ-
ten a letter conveying some very reasonable ob<ierTations on
the financial position, made tlie criticism that the pn-^fit .ind
lo.<!s ticcount contained no provision for depreci,Ttion of plant.
ITfl, would therefore take the opportunity of p<iinting out that
this was a holdings company, on trust," and fhnt the proper
place for such provisions was in the accxjunts of the subsidi;iry
operating companies.

Mr. C. W, Trotter seconded the motion.
In reply to questions, the CnAlRMAN said th.it the total

amount of debentures re<leemed wa.i £11,000. Tbev had to
set .isido a certain sum each year for that purpose. Tlie tot.il

issue was £.500,00(1, so that the amount outstanding w.i«
£489.0(10. which, with accrued inter(\<t. cnme to n little over
£"'<X1.000. With regard tcv the proniissori- note.«, if the bojird
had been able to carry out wh.it they hnd in view before the
war broke out they would have bren pmvided for. The present
situation, however, hnd altered things, and it was not pos-
sible to go to the h(i|ders with any proimsal.
The repl^rt was adopted.

Bell Tolephoiit' roinpany of CaiMda. Ltd.—The
directors have declared the nsnal dividend of 2 per cent, for
the quarter endinp December ,Slit.
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Isle of Thuiirt Electric Trauiways aud Liglitiu<;

(0., Ltd.

The directors' report for the year ending 3Uth September,

iyi4, shows a balance, beinu prutit, of £lS,0tJ3, compared with

;£iil,(5yO in iyi3.

On the aUi July, 1914, the traffic thowed an incteate from lit October,

1913, to that dale ol /,1,265, compared with the lailie ten months in the

prrviuut financial vear, but upon the declaration o| war, on 4lh Auifust, uii

isudus ol the vibilors immcilialdy commenced, and the traftk receipm .Ii^ll

l.irgely from day to dav. the total decrease lor Au(juil being /,3,124, and for

Sepienibcr /T1.324, so Ihat, alter allowing lor the Increase in the first ten

Mioiilh>, ihv >i.ir ended with a decrease ol ;6'3. '!''- ""e war cauii«d the

toinpanv lor llic months ol August and September u loi.s in receipts ol

;£;4.447, wilhoul making any allowance lor intre.ii.e» in those months, which

might reasonably be anticipated in normal lini

shows an increase of jCl,'M7, or nearly 13 per ce

was also iniuriously ollected by the war.

During the year ^"11,725 was expended on new plant which became neces-

sary to meet the growing demands (or lighting and pow<r, and which is

eilocting a considerable saving in coal consumption. The increased capital

expenditure has been met partly out of the accumulated promts, and partly by

temporary loans made by the directors and the secretary.

The balance of the revenue account at the disposal ol the connpany, includ-

ing A3,1U» brought lorward, is j6"l«.6St2, and it is proposed to place £l.mU
to rolling stock reserve account, to appropriate ;{.3,51W towafds lulurc main-

tenance of permanent way, to add to third party insurance reser\-e ^1,000,

leaving /;7.193.

Owing to the present financial conditions of the country, the

directors do not deem it prudent to pay a, dividend on the pre-

ference shares at the present liiiii', but they hope to be in a

position to pay during the current tiuant;ial year a dividend of

•2i per cent, on the preference shares (±'3,700), leaving i'3,44'2

unappropriated, and to be added to the next account.

Mr 11. R. Monks, who presided at the annual meeting,

held at Winchester House, E.C., on December 17th, said that

the debenture loans had inci-eased by dt'lO.CKlO. These loans

were mainly to cover the following iteuis :—Electrical instal-

lation JE-2,116, new plant j£ll,725, motor "buses JE815, and

stores £610. They had also used £4,604 from the reserve

in respect of permanent way, and £1,076 from roUing-

eUTck reserve in respect of rolling stock. The it«m of £1,076

for rolling-stock represented the cost of converting old trucks

to steel wheels. The expenditure of £2.146 on electrical

installation v\as, of course, necessao', and they obtained 195

extra consumers, although they would not benefit from them

in the present year. Eegar-ding the new plant of £11,725,

last year he told them they were ordering a turbine of the

Curtis t>-pe, but he did not explain that the cost would be

somewhat increased by the cooling towers they found neces-

sary to put in. The turbine plant had worked admirably and

economicallv, and they expected to make a saving of perhaps

£2,000 or £2,500 a year in fuel consumption. It was only

running in .\ugust and September, so that the benefit was not

manifest in the cm-rent year. The necessarj- work of founda-

tions, etc., was carried out by Mr. Ford and his immediate

staff and saved a considerable amount of money. With the

exception of a few hundreds a year, they were satisfied that

this heavy expenditure on new plant would cairy them on

for many vears. As to the revenue account, expenses had

increased liv £1,800. Wages increased £393, but they ran

45,000 additional car miles. But for the war they believed

thev would have made that £4,000 and an additional £2,000,

and there were other potentialities, such as the motor 'buses

and the electric light, which would have been considerably

up. Light, both public and private, was reduced to a mini-

mum. But for this his anticipation of last year of being able

to maintain the dividend, or even increase it, would have

been realised. Still, the company was in a strong position.

and he hoped, if the war did not last too long, they might

be in as good a position next year a.s in 1913. .Although they

had earned the money they did not feel justified in paying the

dividend of 25 per cent, at the present time, and in the

report they suggested that if things looked better they might

be able to do so.

Mr. H. Brown seconded the motion.

Mr. C. Lock asked if the board had deposited the whole

of the £150,000 debenture stock as security for the loan of

£52,000.
The Chaikman said they had pledged ^6100,000 with two

banks.
Mr. Lock asked if the turbine referred to was the same

kind of plant which the committee of shareholders, of which

he was a member, recommended should be adopted in 1909,

because at that time great contempt was poured on the

proposal.

The Chairman said in substance it was a similar machine,

but things in the turbine world had altered since 1909. They

had now got an up-to-date turbine at a cost of £11.000.

Mr. W. M. Murphy (a director) said the suggestion of the

committee as to a turbine was coupled with a scheme for

altering the whole system of, distributing mains, and that was
why thev opposed it. The effect of the turbine had been to

reduce the cost of coal from .64d. to .32d, which represented a

saving of £2.000 a year.

Mr. H. Brown (a director) remarked that a turbine to be

eflBcient mu.st have a very high vacuum, which meant a good

supply of w.iter. In 1909' they only had their own well. Now
thev werp ahle also to set « supply from the town, so that

they could always set the necessary' quantity. That was why
they had spent a large sum in cooling towers, so as to ensure

the" high vacuum necessary for the efficient working of the

turbine.

The report was adopted.

Hl;uK|tooi, St. .4uue'8 k Lytliam Tramways Co., Ltd.

Tui. annual ujeetiug wutf held on Dtx. 17th. The Chairiuuu,

-Mr. GKOHiit .\liuoi..so.N, said that up to August 4th, when
war wan declared, the company's receipts were within £100

of the receipts for the correjjpondiug i>criod of lyl3, their record

yeai'. Trailic at ouce fell uway, and the reccipu for Augubt,

September, aud October were leiw by £4,a00 than in the oirieir

ponding three montlw of 1913. Ihe receipts of lilackpo<jl Cor-

jioratiou were £14,500 less sine* the war began, a dillercnce

of ;i5 percent., and Fleetwood Tramroud C*>., leturnti Bhowtd a

falling off U) the exU'nt of £5,70<J, or 28 per cent. 'I'bev had

been successful iu getting Blackpo<jl Cor|Hjrati(;n to reduce

the minimum quantity of electricity they Uiok from tljal

authority, who also put an autxjiuatic point controller by cen-

tral station, thereby saving the comjiany £00 a year iu wage**.

The (xperimcnt of reduced fares suggested last year was tried

for 17 days during the Christmas holidays, hut their takings

were £8^1 li«s than in 1913. Excepting 1912, when the t<jtal

was £24,4;38, last year's receipts were the lowest recorded for

the past five years, and he was afraid they must look for a

further contraction in the coming year, as from November Xst

there bad already he«n a shrinkage of £150.

Mr. BovD said they could save £400 a year by having legs

lights in the winter-time, when they only had two or three

passengers.

National Telewriter Co., Ltd.

Thl duecttirs' report for the year ending 30th June, 1914,

states that the receipts from rentals, etc., increased by about

30 per cent. This additional revenue was, however, largely

applied in increasing the efficiency of the pubhc exchange

service. Owing to this expenditure the results of the com-

pany's operations for the period under review show that the

loss, can-ied to suspense account, is £981.), as against £.854 for

the previous year, j^n issue of 6 per cent, and profit-sharing

debentm-es amounting to £2,750 was made during the year.

Sir J. G. Craoos presided on Dec. 14th at the annual meet-

ing held at the Cannon Street Hotel, E.G. He said that the

amount expended during the year upon instruments, plant,

etc., was £3,619, as against £4,904 for the previous year. The

revenue from rentals and other sources was £6,800, as com-

pared w-as £5,300, and the amount carried to suspense account

was £980, as against £854 last year. The apportionment of

rentals carried forward was £2,416 as against £1,974. It would

be seen that the revenue had been increased by about 30 per

cent, during the vear, showing that the business had made

steady if slow progress. The rent roll on the 30th June

amounted to £7,300, excluding excess calls and other sources

of income. This position showed a considerable advance on

the previous year. The revenue derived from the increase in

business was, to a great extent, applied in increasing the

efficiency of the public exchange sei-vic*. The board deemed it

wise on reviewing the working conditions of the exchanges

in consultation with the Post Office authorities to make this

expenditure without delay, so as t» give further satisfaction

to subscribers, rather than defer the work, and show a small

profit in the accounts. That this special expenditure haa

been justified was demonstrated by the steady decline in elec-

trical and mechanical faults. The provincial business, particu-

larly in Liverpool and Manchester, was making headway, and

nearly 100 machines were in active use in those two cities in

connection with the cotton trade, ."^s evidence of the satis-

faction given by the instruments to members of the Liverpool

Cotton Assiiciation, at which institution the Telewriter had

been adopted for the dissemination of the official market

prices, he might mention that except in one or two instances,

where the firm retired from business, they had not loet a

single subscriber .since the service was inaugurated. On the

other hand, new firms were joining from time to time, which

was encouraging. In Manchester a cotton report service had

been established on the same hnes as that in force in Liver-

pool. ITie use of their new instniment, known as the
" Universal " type, was being extended throughout the various

services and was everywhere giving good results. Their causes

of trouble were now practically narrowed down to the

extraneous conditions which they encountered and over which

thev had no control, such as unsteady current and line inter-

ruption. The experimental department was con.stantly evolv-

ing improvements for attaining greater efficiency in working,

and a number of current difficulties had recently been over-

come. In London they had entered into an agreement with

Telenews. Ltd., a company which was recently formed_ in

order to 'work a patent taken out by them for an optical

device for news distribution and advertising purposes, in con-

nection with which the Telewriter was employed. Under this

arrangement they .supplied instruments at an agreed rental

and. in addition, received a royalty on the gross income

derived by that oompnny from the use of their machines. The

device was extremelv ingenious and attractive, and was already

piv-ducing revenue to the company. The restriction by the

police of "illuminated advertisement signs in darkened London

was considerably hampering this particular business, other-

wise some of them would by this time be familiar with the

Telenews signs. In order to provide for further working

capital from time to time as the business expanded, the board
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decided in February last to make a small issue of debentures,

and accordingly jtlo.CXK) six per cent, and profit-sbarinB

debentures were cretitcd. Of tbese debentures, £2,160 hud

up to the present been issued to the shareholders. As tf) the

effect of the w.ar on the company's business, be regretted to

say that their forward policy had been greatly retarded and
they were practi«illy employing no canvassers. They found
considerable difficulty in securing new business, and in a

number of in.stanc«s theii subscribers, whose business w.is

adversely affected, had given notice of their intention to termi-

nate their contracts. They knew that in some cases those were
merely pre<:'imtionar>- me;isure.s, but they had, nevertheless,

in con.scquence considerably reduced their expen.ses in every

ilepartmcnt in order to ensure their financial position by keep-

ing their total expenditure on revenue and capital account
within their income. The business on the Continent, which
was small, had for the time being cea-sod. The steps they had
taken should enable them, imless something exceptional

<x;curro<l, to tide over the period of the war and be ready to

avail themselves of their share in the improved trade condi-

tions which it was generally hoped w-ould follow. The direc-

tors decided, on the outbreak of the war, to reduce their fees

by one half during the period of the war.

Mr. E. B. Ellice-Cl.ark seconded the motion, which was
adopted without discussion.

Buruiah Electric Tramways and Lif;:litJni^ Co., ltd.

The directors' report that for the year ended the 31st July,

1914, the total gross receipts amounted to £'•20.335, and the ex-

penditure under all heads to j£ll,592, leaving £8,743, out of

which there has been transferred to depreciation account
£4,(X)0, leaving £4,743 plus £908 brought forward.

In considering Ihe question of dividend, whilst the directors have given

due weight to the effect of the war conditions now prevailing, which has

resulted in .1 decre.ise of ;£;i,602 in the traffic receipts for the four months
August to November, and which eflecl may continue to be felt during the

whole of the current ye.ir's working, they at the same time fully appreciate

the desirability under existing circumsLinces of distributing as large an
amount as is safely possible to the shareholders. Having regard to the sound
financial position they recommend a 5 per cent, dividend on the preference

shares, leaving ;^1,180 to be carried forward. While the prospects for the

expansion of business under normal circumstances continue to be good, the

traffic receipts have sustained a considerable set-back during the first four

months of the current year. It is probable, therefore, that if the pre-sent

adverse conditions continue, the earnings available for dividend on the pre-

ference shares for the current vear will show a considerable reduction.

Against the reserve fund, which now stands at £\6.879. will be charged

the balance of the cost of the Diesel engine, represented by local freight and
erection charges.

Whilst the traffic receipts have increased by only £2. the sundry receipts

for lighting, power, etc., show an increase of £,1,1'88. Power expenses show
an increase of ;{;373, due almost entirely to the extra cost incurred in running
the steam plant during the times when the No. 1 Diesel engine was under
repair. The No. 2 Diesel engine is now in commission and is running satis-

factorily, whilst a thorough overhaul of the No. 1 engine has been made under

the supervision of the erector, who remained in Mandalay for the purpose.

Mr. p. C. Kennedy, a director, has resigned owing to ill-

health, and Mr. A. J. J. Pfeiffer has been appointed in hi.s

plac^i.

At the annual meeting, held on December 17th at the offices,

1, Queen Victoria Street, E.G., Mr. C. Ei.lis, who presided,

said that the accounts showed a considerable improvement on
the last year's earnings, which then constituted a record.

They had been specially pleased tliis year with the increase

in the hght and power receipts, as it wa.s not anticipated.

They had made new cimnections to a number of Mosques
,and Pagodas, and extensions to existing Pagodas, Government
and Municipal Buildings, and European and native shops and
houses. They had entered into an arrangement with the
Municipality for street lighting, and had nl.so come to an
understanding with them in regard to a proposed pumping
scheme for working a number of wells to be sunk for tlie

supply of water to the town, the preliminary operations for

the sinking of one well having now been commenced, the

results of which would determine whether the .scheme wouhl
be procee*led with. Tlie only item of expenditure which called

for comment was the increase of £373 in the power expenses,
which was due to the necessity for the increased u.se of steam
.sets while No. 1 Diesel engine was under repair. Tliis would
disappear now that they had got the second Diesel engine in

oominission and the overhaul of the No. 1 Diesel completed.
Both the engines were running satisfactorily. Before coming
to the liiH'ision regarding the preference dividend the direet<irs

gave the subject the most careful t'onsider.'ition, and consideretl

that they were acting in the best interests of the preferenci>

shareholders in paying as full a dividend as was warranted
by the results of the working for the year under review. In
regard to the prospects for the current year, it was, of cours<>.

impossible to say what might be in store for them, Tliey

knew how far their trnffic receipts, which constituted the

major part of their revenue, had been adversely a(Tect«l for

the first four months by the war txinditions. and it was only
reasonable to assume that they would continue to show
decreases for the remainder of the year. Their h'ghting and
power receipts had, however, not shown (liemselves so sensi-

tive to outside influences, and they were therefore hopeful of

maintaining their revenue from this source, at least at the

same figure as for the year under review, but they must
expeict that the combined results for the current year would
mean that the earnings available for dividend on the prefer-

gnce shares would show a considerable rsduction.

Mr, II, R. KiNDERSLEY seconded the motion.
Replying >o questiins, the Chairma.n said that with reaanl to

the election on the board of a representative cf the preference

shareholders, he regarded such a suggestion as an iotiDoation

that he and his colleagues had not looked after their interest*.

That was not the case in any way, their sole aim having
always been to have regard to the interests of both dosses of

shareholders. They considered that four directors for a small

company like that was quite sufficient.

Mr. A. J. J. Pfeiffe;r, a director, replying to qtiestions on
the subject of the amount set aside for depreciation, said he
did not think it could be said that the board had made too

large a provision. He estimated that within about eight years
from now it would be necessary to spend between £40,000
and £;')0,t)00 on replacement of permanent way, cars, and over-

head fittings, and so far they had only accumulated £16,000
towards the coat.

The report was adopted.

-Ilersey Railway Co.

Mr. James Falco.ner, M.P., presided on December 17tb, at

Worcester House, E.G., over a combined meeting of the four

classes of debenture holders of the Mersey Railway Go. for

considering and, if thought fit,, passing a resolution approving
of the provisions of the Bill deposited in Parliament for the
purpose of extending the period fixed by the .\ct of 1910, by
which the payment of interest on the debenture stocks, othei
than the Mersey Railway New First Perpetual Debenture
Stock, shall be contingent on the revenue of the company.
Separate meetings of each class of stockholders were then

held, and a resolution formally approving of the BiU was
passed at each.

Official \otices re Companies.—Unless cause is

shown to the contrary, the folluwii.(f companies will be struck off

the reeister at the expiration of three months :

—

British Tunnsten Metals Syndicate.
Coal 8ub»titutp.
Electrical Regu!<(tor9 and FooDomisers.
Epicurean and Eleotrio Cafe,
Frank Suter 4 Oo.
Indestruc ible AecumulatorB.
Indicating Kuse and G-^neral Manufacturing Co.
Industrial Inveniions Svniicate.
In'ernHti'in"! Electric Transport and Enterprise Co. ot Aluce Lorrkioe.
Ke'lo^g Manufaoturi' g Co. (Europe).
Tjaede and Bradford Di-triot El«c'.ric Railways.
Reis Oil Fuel, Gas Producer and Burner.
Bciantific Illumination,
Telephone Disinfecting Co.

DoHg;lns Southern Electric Tramways, Ltd.—The
net profits for the part year were £.")iJ5, makinir. with £141 brought
forward, a total of £706. The directors recommend a dividend ot

li per cent, on the 7 per cent, non-oamulative preference shares,

and £317 is to be carried forward.

Fuller .iccumulator Co., Ltd.—According to the

Tiiiips, the directors report a net profit of £8,622, otit of which it

is proposed to pay a dividend on the ordinary vharex at the rate of

9 per cent., and to place to reserve fand, iaclading £2.5i)0 now on
deposit at bankers, £3.344.

STOCKS AND SHARES.

Saturday Aflemoon,

Seeing that it is less than (our days since we last described the

Stock Exchaaiire markets—and more partioalarly those connected

with the electrical industries—it will be well surmised that there

is not a {treat deal fresh to say this afternoon. One might de«oant

at lenirtb, and with an intiammable vocabulary, apon the conditions

under which Stock Exohang'e men have had to conduct their

businecs during the lart few days of rain, cold, wind, hail, mud
and similar samples of weather. But the able reader, if not the
able editor, would probably put this down a.'* pitddini;. even if it

could be work'-d up—the subject, we mean, and not the mud—in

an interestinit fashion.

If there is any feature at all to be found in the departments
with which we deal, it is the continurd strenirth of stocks and
shares connecteil with the mannfaotorinir (froup. British WVsting-
house Prcferenc* are again better at 379. 6d., while for Caotner-

Knllners. Edison i S van and one or two othfrs there is a wide
circle of buyers. Electric Oonstrnctions, rxeeptipnally, have
moved b»oV a littl", PtK)ple want to get share" as c>-e«ply as they
can, which is natural enough ; but with markets in their present

coalition, h.ith buvinp and splliug limits can easily be mi!>-">e<1 for

lack of a little ela.'ticity in the instructions of the client givinf;

them. The re-opening of the Stock Exchange will certainly have
the effect of enlarging all the markets, snd therefore improvinjf

the positi-n of the out-ider, whether he wish to buy or to selL

The Metropolitan Railway issue is said to have gone satis-

factorily, but, so far, there is no definite information available as

to the amount which the public have taken. The OrdiUAiy stock
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ia qaifttly steady at 31 J. Central Lrmrlon Ordinary dtand* in the
neifihb iirhi od nf Tf, the D fferred at 7rt. Di«tri itH ar« lnj. The
South-Werttorn 5 pet omit. Pr«fcrenee Htor.k, whioh wut indued to
pay for the eleutrifiuition work now ia proure-B, i» too dB*r in
proporti .n to the BiiuiUr stock reoenfly otferi-d by the SjuUi-
E.Btern Railway ; and holderu of the ttrnt will bo well advieed to
exohantte into the Becnnd, oiiice the Utter mav he cipeoVd to rine
to a RUbitantial prHmium, wh«reai the S >uth-WeBtern Preference
can never eo much ah ive

i ar, Binoe it i^ red«'mable at the Cjm-
pany'a option at loO in 5 years or 10. Underu'rourd Electric
Income bonds keep very steady at 80 ; the £10 fully-paid sharea are
2, and the Ik. eharee 6b. 3d.
Mention was made here a fortnight apo of the energy and

enterprise dieplaye<l by one of the fjai companies in eendintr repre-
sentativcB to private houses in order to mnko suiftfeftions
as to what might be ad led for the convenience of the household.
To one of thoxe visits hangs an amusing stquel. The represen-
tative duly called, and recommmded two particular gas etovea far
two ro. nis ; and the hnuceholder decided to take one of them,
lie sent to the local offije of the gas company, with instructions
to have the stove fitted, but this local branch at first tried to
maintain that <he stove ordered was the wrong sizi, and, therefore,
nnsuitable. The househnlder laughed, and referred the matter
to the head offiie, which confessed that, although thnir repre-
sentative had sugges'ed this very stove, the company had none in
stock, its last few h%ving been taken recently. S )me sort of stove,
however, was faithfully promised for the next day, bat nobody
appeared, though on the following day a workman arrived to
take fresh measurements, and so on. Finally the stove was fitted,
but only after an expenditure of time, muddle and misunder-
standing that would have done credit to the Post Office Telephone
Service itself.

After which interlude, we may give our usual list of rapre-
tative stocks and shares in the various electrical markets :

—

Houi ELKciHioixr Bdpplt Companies.

Brompton OnSiaarj
do. 7 per cent. P(.

Chkring OroiiS Ordinary
do. do. do. 4JPt...
do. do. City PI
do. 4 Deb

Chelsea
do. 4J Deb

City ol LoDdon
do. do. 6 per cent. P(.
do. do. 6 Ueb. ..

do. do. 4J Ueb
County of Londou

do. do. 6 per cend Pf.
do. do. Ist Deb.
do. do. 2nd Deb,

mi
4

91 i
Hi

113

99
97

Kensington Ordinary .

.

London ii:l.^oirio

d). do. 6 per cent. P(.
do. do, 4 Deb

Metropolitan
do. 44 per cent. Pf. .

.

do. 4* Deb
do. 8J Ueb

St. James' and Pall Mall
do. do. 7 per cent. Pf.
do. do. 3J Deb.

SoQtb London
South Mt-tropnlitan Pf
Westminster Orninary .

.

do. 4J Pf

MaNUFACTUEINO COUPANIBS,

Brit. West. Pf
do. 4 Deb
do. 6 p. lian . . .

.

98
Callenders Hi

do. 6 Pf 4i
do. 4J Deb. .

.

97}
Edison & 8w«n, ±'3 pd 8;g

do. do. fully pd. .. 2
do. do. 4 Ueb. .

.

6U
do. do, and Deb. .

.

60

12 Electric Construction
a do. do.

Gen. Eleo. Pf.

4iPf 4J
4J Deb 97j

Telegraph Con sej
Castner-Kellner 3J

Anglo-Am. Tel. Pf.
do Def.

Chili Telephone ..

Cinstantiuopie Tel.
Cuba Sub. Ord. ..

TzLESaAPHS ANn Telefboneb.

. . 104 Gt. Northern Tel.
22 Indo-Kur pean
7 New York lei 4J.
4J Oriental Tel. Ord.

do. tf.

Eastern Extension
do. 4 Deb. .

.

Eastern Tel. Ord.
do. S* Pf.
do. 4 Deb.

Globs Tel. and T. Ord.
dg. Pt.

133i

lOi
124

West India and Pan.
Western Telegraph

„ 4 Deb.

li
121

95i

FOBEIGN TbAUS, &0.

AngloArg. Trams Ist Pt.
do. 2nd Pf.
do. 4 Deb
do. 4* Dab.
do. 6 Deb ..

Braiil Traotions 61

95|

Bombay Electric Pf 11
do. 4J Deb 96

Mexico Trams 45
do. 6 per cent. Bds. .

.

70
do. 6 per cent. Bds. .

.

65
Adelaide Sup. 6 per cent. Pf. .

.

5,1,

do. 6 Deb lOOJxd

It will be noticed that County of London Preference have
hardentd to 11}, and, moreover, there has been a buyer of the new
shares, bidding £11 for these. The bid seems to be a cheap one,
and holders might wait for a more substantial price. A parcel of
n-ndon Preierence changed hands at £5 a share a few days ago.
Calcutta Electric Supply Ordinary are being dealt ii on the basis
of Hi, and the Preference at 4i, the latter price representing the
Dresent value of Calcutta Tramways Preference sharej, which have
been in demand also.

British Electric Traction Debenture stock changes hands, with a
certain amount of freedom, between 88i and 89. The block of
London Electric Supply i per cent. Debenture stock which has been
on tap for some time past is said to have been all taken by now,
the sellers getting 88J, and sometimes better, for it. Details were
given here last week of the ciming issue to be made by the Mel-
bourne Electric Supply Company ; and it miy be added that the
present price of the O.diuary stock is 175, though extremely
nominal at that. Th^ Preference shares are 5j middle, and less
difficult to negotiate than the Ordinary stuck. Brazi Tractions
have reverted to 61 after having touched 64i.
Marconis keep firm at Ij^g, tender buyers occasionally giving this

price for them. The American variety is better at 98. 6d., while
Canadians remain at 48. The d«v«Iopmentg in Egypt, whereby

that country becomes a protectorate of the British Crown, have
had no immediate effect upn the pri-es of E/yptian induxtrial
issu-B

; and the Telephone Uehenture nt' ok keeps at 97, Eittern
Extensions hardett.-d to 12. IJ -yond thix, there are no alteratiooi
worth noting amongst telegraph and telephone i-Buea.

The bomb irdinent rif the undefended towns of the East Cosit
by our cultured enemies gRvn risH to a little uneasineHt amongit
holders of ArmstrongB and Vi ars, although any nerviiuBnegg
whioh might be felt as to the cafe'y of these two cumpaniea'
properties Beems to be patently absnrd. The prices drooped a
trifl', though they have agitin reoavered to their former figures of
3>*s. Hd. and 3ls. Sd, resp.^ctively. The rubber market is distinctly
Bteadier than it wa-. There hae been a little buiing from the
North, and, in addition, rec«nt Stoik Eichange legislation has
forced upon the bears the advieability of seeking cover. Therefore
a respectable number ( f risca stands to the credit of the rubber
share markut of the pwt day or two ; and it is significant that not
a few of the lower-priced.Ujrin shares are being inquired for by
prospective bnyers.

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

Owing to the war, the prices ^iven below are, of coarse, more
or less nominal.

Wednesday, December 23rd.

CHEMICALS, «0.
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EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF ELECTRICAL GOODS DURING NOVEMBER, 1914.

In view of the timea throuuh which we are paeeiner and the diver-

sion of the mannfacturinK resourcea of our engineering firms from

their normal channel?, the November export returnB are probably

better than might have been anticipated, while the increase in the

imports, especially from America, is quite understandable.

The electrical exports from this country reached a total of
je3t!l.'3r)l, as compared with £101,107 in October, there being a
ooneiderable falling-tff in the machinery sections, while goods,
cables, fittings, &c., also reached higher values in the previous
month. On the other hand, some improvement is shown ia the

telegraphic, telephonic and battery exports.

Tlie re-exp3rteat £29,447 reached somethine like their old form.

The importH at £20l,")t;'J compare with a total of £167,19.'; in the

previous month, the incrc/ise being more particuUrly doe to the

activity of the I'.S A in machinery imports. Lamp, cable and
fittings imports were lees in value than in Oiitober. For the meet
part busintss with our dbdbI customers showed some falling off :

in one or two cases abnormal baeineee was dae to telefrraphic

purchases.
A<i regards the imports, the Scandinavian conntries doobled their

bnsinrss : Dutch, French and Italian imports fell cff ; Belgium wae
jast represented, while the U .'•.i. pent ub some £.ii)'J <Mi^^ worth of

materia', of which £12i),iiOO worth was machinery.

Registered Exports of British and Irisii Electrical Goods from tlie United Kingdom.

DeBtination of exports and countey consigning
imports.

fee
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ELECTRICAL ACCIDENTS IN MINES FOR
THE YEAR 1913.

(ComlutM from pagf 834.)

In the Northern Division there were no fatal accidents,

but six non-fatal accidents. The Inspector, however, gives

no particulara as to their cause, so that no lesson may
be derived from them.

In the Yorkshire Division there were seven separate

accidents causing a loss of eight lives, two being oa the

surface and live below ground.
Dealing tirst with those which occurred on the surface,

one occurred whilst a derrick pole was being erected in

order to lift some material for the building of a new
hopper.

The deceased was employed holding one of the
guide ropss clear of a travelling chain, aud through
the rope accidentally making contact with an electric

switch connected to a 5-u.r. three-phase motor at

400 volts, he was electrocuted. Artiticial lespiration was
resorted to at once, but proved inetldctual. The colliery

electrician stated at the inquest that the switch had a wood
cover before the accident occurred, but afterwards the lid of

the cover was found wrenched olf. There was no evidence
to show exactly when or how the cover was displaced, and
Mr. Nelson's view, after visiting the colliery, was that if a
serious attempt had been made to protect the apparatus
from accidental contact when it was first installed, the
fatality would have been avoided.

In the other case, a boy of 13 years of age was sent from
the coal screens on to a platform at the washer to assist another
lad of the same age to clear away some dirt into a wagon
standing below the stage. The platform consisted of a sieel

plate 10 ft. sq., with a dirt hole in the middle, the outer
sides of the platform being fenced by three rails to a height
of about 4 ft. above the floor. About -2 ft. beyond one
corner of the platform and fence, and 1 ft. 6 in. above the
floor, bare copper wires to supply an arc lamp at 220 volts

D.c. were carried by insulators on a projecting bracket. It

seems both lads had been warned by the surface contractor
a few days before the accident that the wires were dangerous,
though they could not be touched without deliberately
reaching beyond the fence. After the lads had cleared
away the dirt the deceased boy dared bis fellow-worker.
Ssllers, to put his hand on the wires first, and, without
saying anything, got on to the fence with both ftet, grasped
the wire with his right hand, and received a fatal shock.

Had the wire been accidentally touched in any other way
—for instance, by workmen engaged in painting ironwoik
— there would have been good reason for attaching blame to
the officials for not providing against such a contingency,
but as the deceased, after having been previoasly warned
about the danger, deliberately reached beyond the fence in

order to touch the wire, the management under such circum-
stances were not to blame, though the accident illustrates

the necessity for enclosing wires which exist within the
reach of lads.

Of the underground accidents the first resulted in the
death of a young man 21 years of age. The deceased was
walking along a girder inside an underground engine house,
which was under repair, to convey oil to a motor man, when
he stumbled, and, while endeavouring to recover his balance,
grasped a lighting wire above his head, tore the wire out
of a connector, and was electrocuted. The wires had been
temporarily placed for lighting some filters engaged in

installing a motor. The electricity was generated at 500
volts A c, but was probably about 440 volts pressure
where the accident occurred. As the wire was covered or
taped over, he probably received the shock at the bare
end, as the wire slipped through his hand.
As the wires were not protected by a metallic covering

they were not in accordance with the regulations governing
the use of electricity. Had they been so enclosed the
accident would have been avoided. It was stated, however,
that the wires were in use before the new regulations came
into force, and were, therefore, exempted from the
application of the new regulations. The risk attending
lighting wires carrying unnecessarily high voltage has been

commented upon by 11.M. Inspectors of Mines, and trams-

forming to low voltage has already been adopted in many
instuncei.

The second fatality was also a lighting accident, and
occurred at Langwith Colliery, Nottinghamshire, where
electricity was supplied on two systems—200 volts direct-

current for lighting the pit bottom, and .050 volts three-

phase alternating current, for motive power and in-bye

lighting. The victim was a lad aged 14, who, while

standing talking to a companion, accidentally toQched the

wire cage cover in which an electric lamp was enclosed,

and received a fatal electric shock. The lamp was one
of a series of four supplied with .'i50-volt alternating cur-

rent ; it had an iron base and a glass outer globe, protected

by the wire cage referred to, and it was fixed by a wood
screw to a prop, the lamp standing out about 10 in. hori-

zontally from the prop at a height of about 5 ft. i; in.

An examination showed impaired insulation of one of the

leads, where it had been in contact with the metallic outer

cover of the lamp, and on the holder itself there was
evidence of fusing due to arcing. As the iron base of the

lamp cover was unearthed, all the metal work, including

the lamp cage, was no doubt alive at the time of the

accident.

At the inquest, the company argued that as the lamps
in the circuit were only 125 volts (four in a series across

500 volts), there was no need, under the Electricity Rules,

to earth the lamps fittings. This position was untenable

and irrelevant, forthepressureof a circuit is not determined

by the voltage of the apparatus connected to that circuit,

but by the voltage of the circuit itself.

As a result of this accident, and a subsequent visit to the

mine made by Air. Nelson, H.M. Electrical Inspector of

Mines, accompanied by Mr. Charles D. Mottram, proceed-

iigs were taken against the manager for :

—

1. Fdilingf to " earth ' («) a lampholder
;

(i) a switch box in

use in the mine, as require! by Rale 8 (a), and
2. Fjr failing to protect (u) a fnse

; (//) a switch in use in the
mine, ei as to prevent accidental contact by peraons and danger
from arcs, as required b/ Rule 10 (,iv).

The Magistrates fined the manager £1 and costs in respect

to the unearthed lamp, but dismi-sed the other three com-
plaints on payment of costs.

The third accident occurred at a coal-cutting machine

electrically driven. The cutter was of the disk type, driven

by a 25-H p. motor with an oil-immersed starter and reversing

switch supplied with 5C0-volt, three-phase a.c. along

nnarmoured cables for 300 yards, and armoured cable beyond

to the gate-end box some 500 yards further in-bye. The
shaft cable armouring was connected to an earth-plate at the

surface, and to in-bye armoured cable by means of an old

wire rope. The trailing cable contained an internal earth

wire, connected at one end to the gate end switch, and at the

other to the machine frame through a centre plug.

Tne deceased man was the authorised person in charge

of the coal cutter. Some 30 yards of holing bad been

done during the shift, and as this was finished the

cutting arrHngements were made for running the machine

back along the face. Deceased, in front, called out to a

fellow-worker to switch on the current. The man obeyed

and received a shock. Deceased then took hold of the

handle and was electrocuted. The switch could be operated

at either end, and when a third man attempted to switch

off he also received a shock, and, in consequence, had to go

to the gate-end switch, 50 yards away, in order to make the

machine dead.

It seems that an " earth " on the machine had been pre-

viously reported to the underground electrician, who, on

making repeated insulation tests, reported that he could

find no defect. The machice was then allowed to continue

at work until the accident occurred, three hours later.

When examined at the inquest, the electrician admitted

that he had known of an intermittent earth on the machine

before, and the tests he made would not indicate an inter-

mittent earth. Mr. Nelson, who hadpreviouMy investigated

the accident, accompanied by Mr. Hudspeth, H.M. Inspector

of Mines, informed the jury that the method of safeguard-

ing against shock consisted of a wire connection of low

resistance between the outer casing of the machine and earth.

He further said that the failure of the safeguard in this
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case was due to the high resistance of the earth wire and not

to any lack of continuity. Ife recommended—and Mr. Nelson

strongly agreed with him—that the voltage for portable

motors should be transformed to something like 200 volts,

in which case the risk of fatal shock would be very much
reduced. The verdict of the jury was that deceased's death

was accidental, and no one was to blame, but they recom-

mended that a lower voltage should be used, and that earth

conductors of lower resistanc3 should be put in.

A fourth fatality occurred to a dataller named Alfred

Taylor, aged 25. In the main gate of the South Tupton

seam there was a Thompson conveyor at work upon a face

of 140 yards in length. This conveyor working during the

day, ran bickwards and forwards along the fa^e ; it had to

be started, stopped and reversed about every si.^ minutes,

and was worked by a 12.J,-h.p. motor geared down and

situated in the cross road, 100 yards back from the face.

The same motor also worked a coal cutter on the afternoon

shift. The current supplied was at about 4,50 volts d.c.

It seems that when deceased was running to knock the

main switch out of the conveyor switch gear, he lost his

balance, and through falling with his head on to an earth

wire broke the connection on the coal-cutter switsh, and, at

the same time, pulled out the main lead of the coal-cutter

box. This live cable came in contact with the metal of the

switch-box, and the current by passing through Taylor to

the controller of the conveyor, which was still earthed,

killed him.

Had the joints and the connections been properly made
by lugs of sufficient mechanical strength to resist rough

usage, this accident would have been avoided. Since the

plant was installed the use of lugs had been compulsory by

the new rules.

The fifth accident was the most serious of all, and
involved the loss of two lives at a coal-cutting machine,

electrically driven. The electrical supply was at 550 volts

three-phase, 50 periods per second. The coal cutter of the

Hard bar typ3, was situated Ih miles in-bye, and there was an

estimated drop of 20 to 30 volts in that distance. Armoured
cable was used up to the gate-end box, and the earth from
that point to th? machine was by m'jans of an extra core or

cores in the trailer.

Four attendants usually worked the machine, but on
this occasion only three were present. The machine had
been examined oa August 11th by an assistant electrician,

who reported it to be in good order.

When commencing work on the night of the accident, the

men proceeded to rack the bar out of the " cut " with the

haulage off, for the purpose of changing the cutters.

Trouble was encountered in switching on, and as the handle

of the controller would not pass what the men termed the

second " notch " (finger), the machine only moved slowly.

One of the men was sent to report the matter to the foreman

cutter, and on returning to the machine he found that the

two men whom he had left there had been killed during

his absence. Spaulton, the coal-cutter driver, was found

lying against the front end of the machine with his

shoulder against the face-fender, while his fellow-worker

was found beneath the cutter-bar of the machine, mutilated

beyond recognition by the bar. Sparks were living from

the revolving bar, and also coming from the plug box.

Investigations by Mr. Nelson, II. M. Electrical Inspector

of Mines, and Mr. Fraser, II.M. Inspector of Mines, showed
that the controller-handle had been forced from the fir.ststop

to the fourth, and that presumably in the process a con-

troller "finger'" had been broken oil'. This finger, when it

had fallen to the bottom of the controller, made contact

between some live part and the frame of the controller, thus

making (in the absence of an ctTective earth connection) the

whole machine live.

The absence of an effective earth connection was due to

the fact that the earth conductor had been allowed to

become detached from the plug-connector of the trailing-

cible at the motor end.

As regards the ineft'-ctive earth connection, it looked at

first sight as though there had been a serious deficiency in

the upkeep of the electrical phint. Hut the evidence at the

inquest showed that the trail ing-cable plug in question had

been examined by the electrician on .Vugust 8th, and

Rule 14 ( 1 ) (now General Regulation 1 :? 1 ), clearly imposes

upon the man in charge of a coal-cntter the daty of

examining the trailing-cable to see that it La in proper

working order before he begins his shift.

Mr. Nelson was of opinion that it wa^ almost impoaBible

that the defect which was found to exist could have been

camed during the shift, and, therefore, the balance of

evidence inclines one to the view that the deceased men
themselves put into use a faulty cable.

In adrlition to the above-named fatalities, there were

nine non-fatal accidents causing injury to 10 perBocs, as

compared with 10 non-fatal accidents canting iojory to II

persons in the previous year. Of the nine non-faials, five

occurred underground. One of these happened by the bursts

ing of a thick peep-hole glass at a coal-cott*r, and

the breakage was thought to be due to the short-ciicoitinfr

of .armature lugs, which exploded inflammable gas priodnced

by the heating of a shellac covering or varnish, which had

been applied to the wires in several coats inside the coal-

cutter. It was subsequently found that methylated fpirito

had been mixed with the shellac varnish. Another acci-

dent was due to shock, where the trailing cable of a coal-cntter

was not connected to earth. Of the surface accidents, one

causing injury to two persons was occasioned by a spanner

being dropped across live busbars. The short circuit

thus caused threw out the switch, causing a large flime

which badly burnt both men.

In the Manchester district there were two non-fatal

accidents, but no particulars are given by the inspector,

whilst in the Liverpool district there were no ac< idents due

to electricity, although electriaal machinery is employed to

the extent of nearly 22,000 h.p.

In the South Wales Division there were one fatal accident

and four nonfatal accidents underground, and one fatal

and three non-fatal accidents on the surface.

The fatal accident underground resulted in the death of

a pumpman. There was found to be a fault in the circuit

which rendered the motor frame alive. The earthina of the

motor frame was inefficient. Proceedings were taken for

breaches of the electrical regulations, and the electrician

was lined.

The surface accident resulted in the death of a

labourer, working near an electric haulage engine-house :

when heavy rain came on. he and others went into the

engine house for shelter. When leaning on an iron fence

surrounding the motor he must have put his hand on the

stator lead?, which carry a current at 1.750 volts. The

leads were insulated, but a small hole was found in the

insulation after the accidput, and the deceased was seen to

stretch his hand inside the iron fence in the dire.-tion of the

motor and in the neighbourhood of the place where the

fault was subsequently found.

No particulars are given of the non-fatal accidents.

In the :\lidland and Southern Division two fatal and fonr

non-fatal accidents occurred, and one non-fatal accident on

the surface. As regards the non-fatal accidents no particu-

lars are given.

In the first fatal accident, deceased was repairing in a pass-

bye on the main haulage road, which has a wet floor, when

he came into contjict with a bare part of one of the power

cables and received a fatal shtx-k. The curnnt was two-

ph.ise. and the voltage JOO. The cables wore suspended

by strings from insulators fixed on the bars, and apparently

the suspending strings had stripped off the itsulation of

the cable where deceased touchcil it.

Mv. Nelson, who investigated this accident and snb-

sequentlv attended the inquest, was of the opii.i->n that the

cables were too light for use underground, and that the con-

ditions which obtained at the scone of the aoci.lent were

perfect for an electric shock. The cables did not comply

with the existing regulations, but it was stated at the

inquest that they were in use prior to .lune. liUl.and were,

therefore, exempted from these regulations by Kogula-

tion i;57 (/').

In the other case the deceased was engagetl in moving a

concentric cable forward atthest;ill faco. when from a stupid

misunderstanding atiout the reovitrnised signa's. the current

was switched on when he was handling the bare wires at the

splicing. The switoh-lxix was about SOO yards up the hill,

and had a removable handle. Deceased ought to have

removed this an! reUiined it in his possos-;'oa, but it
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appeared Vu bo doubtful whether he knew that the huDdle

was removable. If not, it was clearly the duty of his

superiors to have instructed him. The syBteni was direct

current at &N0 volts.

This accident would clearly never have occurred if

reasonable and proper precautions had been taken. It

emphasises the necessity for the entire control and direction

of electrical apparatus during repairs or extensions beii)" in

the hands of a jiroperly trained expert. The noii-i'atal

accidents do not call for special comment here, further than
that every one of them raisjht have been prevented had
proper care been exercised.

It is also interesting to note that in this division the

inspector instituted proceedings against the owner and
manager for contraventions of the electrical regula'ious,

which resulted in convictions against the owner on all the

charges, and fines amounting to £105 and £10 lOs. costs

were imposed, whilst the charges against the manager were
dismissed.

RECENT ADVANCES IN ELECTRICAL CRANE
AND LIFT DESIGN.

[COMilUNICATED.]

{Continued from page 831.)

Turning now to the electrical equipment which is

necessary for the control of crane motor,-', it will at once be

apparent that many of the controls which simply consist of

more or less effective transpositions of, or modifications to,

ordinary motor control gear, are not quite the best that can

be imagined for crane service, inasmuch as such designs are

far too fragile for such work under the rough handling to

which crane gear is subjected. While it is impossible to

convey in a brief article of this nature any idea of the

almost multitudinous number of designs of crane-control

apparatus which have been put into operation, it will be
interesting by reference to one or two examples (0 show
the lines on which the most recent practice has advanced. For
the usual type of installation where continuous and uninter-

rupted service under severe conditions is desired, the "Vickers"
ironclad crane panel made by the Electric and Ordnance
Accessories Co., Ltd., of Birmingham, is a fair type, and it

Fig. i.

has an additional advantage in its small size. The
50-ampere panel constructed to control a four-motor crane
measures only 10 in. high by 20 in. wide by 9 in. deep,

wh'ch is less than half the size of the ordinary panel, and
accompanying tbi? reduction in size there is a considerable

saving in weight, which is obtained wi hout impairing the

efficiency. Fig. 4 shows the external appearance of this

control panel with the front cover clossd, while fig. h shows
the apparatus open. It consists essentially of a double-pole

main switch and fuses of a good " make-and-break " type.

There are also three or four double-pole branch fuses,

according to the number of motors, together with plug and
socket with a double-pole tumbler switch and fuse for the

inspectioa lamp and two pilot lamps. The main switch and
fuses and branch fuses are enclosed in a cast-iron case,

divided by a slate fillet into two sections, pDsitive and
negative, containing the branch fu^es, and their respective

positive and negative main leads. The mains are led to the

lower jaws of the main switch, the other jaws of which are

connected to copper bus-bars in each section. This separa-

tion of the |X)les in the interior of the case is a most
important feature, as it preventg any possibility of short'

circuiting through carelessness. The case is made of

cast-iron provided with lugs for fixing to the framework
of the cage or any other suitable 8upp'>rt8. The blade

carrier of the main switch is provided with a double

plunger engagini; with inclines on the case in such a

way as to give a good, quick uiikc-and-break. The
advantage of this construction is that the switch is

unart'ected by vibration in either the open or closed

position. Mounted between the blades are the main fuses,

and they can thus only be removed when the switch is in its

open-circuit position, so that there is no risk of accidentally

^tiBi^mSSBtL^B^

touching the live terminals. The branch fuses are of the

open wire type, and therefore easily and cheaply replaceable,

mounted on bases of an exceedingly strong material, which
is a good insulator unaffected by heat, and care is taken

in the design to see that the fuses are of ample size to

prevent the operation of one from affecting neighbouring

fuses. The fuse termina's are in line with the cable holes,

and are especially designed to facilitate the rapid renewal of

fuses and easy wiring. On the top of the case are mounted

pilot lamps to show when the motors are entirely isolated

from the mains. The lamps are connected in series across

the bus-bars, and are alight only when the switch is in and

the branch circuits are alive. Fig. G shows a view of a

typical crane cage fitted with the " Vickers " crane panel,

together with controllers which will now be discussed.

The^e controllers in the case shown are hand operated,

with running positions in either direction, the handles

having a spring catch in their off position. In the base of

each carcass is a ball thrust bearing arranged to take the

weight of the barrel, ensuring easy manipulation and pre-
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venting the barrel from dropping from the fingers due to wear

in the seating. The barrel itself is of cast-iron assembled

on a s(juare steel shaft, and insulated therefrom by mica.

The barrel contacts are of hard-drawn copper, and are

80 fix^jd by means of screws tbat they are easily replaced.

The fingers consist of pressed brass carriers pivotedontobrass

terminals, and provided with solid and substantial copper

tips. Pressure is applied to the finger by means of a coiled

spring fitted between the terminal block and the carrier,

adjustments being made by a square adjusting nut, working

in a screwed steel pin, the side of the nut butting against

the shoulder of the finger bracket, so that, except when the

finger is lifted exceptionally high, it is imposiible for it to

turn and upset the adjustment of the finger. This arrange-

ment, besides providing a self-locking device for the adjust-

ing nut, at the S'une time makes it (juite easy to alter the

lift on the finger-s or take up wear, simp'y by lifting up the

end of the finger and turning the nut by hand, no tools of

any sort being required. The tips, which are of substantial

design, so as to be able to withstand heavy .spark wear, can

be readily and cheaply renewed. In ;ombustible arc shields

are placed between adjacent fingers so as to prevent any
possibdity of short-circuiting by arcs.

The resistances have elements assembled on iron rods,

from which they are insulated by mica. In the case of

heavy-current resistances, these elements consist of cast-iron

grids, but for lighter capacities, either the wire-woven net

type is used, or the porcelain pot type resistance. In the

latter pattern, heavy English porcelain tubes of large

diameter, to withstand the rough usage, are wound with

high - resistance wire, having a negliviible temperature

coefficient. Hubstantial cast-iron end-plates are fitted, and
the whole resistance is held together by means of mild steel

rods. Separate terminals clamped on to mica-insulated

steel bars are fitted on this type.

The type of controller used depends on the duty and con-

ditions under which the crane is required to work. For
crois traverse and longitudinal travel, either a plain series

controller can be used having power running positions in

either direction, the regulation being obtained by means of

resistance in series with the armature, or in the case of h'gh-

speed crane work, rheostatic braking may be employed to

biiig the crane quickly to rest. For this purpose coc-

troUers are supplied having, besides the usual power running
positions, several rheostatic braking positions in either

direction.

For the hoisting motion it is usual to have the controller

provided with power running positions on the hoisting side

and rheostatic braking points and a few power points on
the lowering side. For foundry work where specially low
speeds are necessary, a controller should be u^ed having a
few dea'l slow positions and ordinary series regulating posi-

tions on the hoistii g s;de, whdst on the lowering side the
controller either may have rheostatic braking points and
some power lowering positions, or it may be arranged in a
similar manner to the hoisting side.

On the controllers for conpound-wonnd machines, a

special contact is arranged for inserting a resistance in parallel

with the shunt field at the same moment as the main circuit

is opened. On cranes where the duties are arduous and
load heavy, it is usual nowadays to control the motors by
means of solenoid-operated relay type gear. Fig. 7 is an
illustration of a recent panel toj;etlier with its operating
controller manufactured by Messrs. The Electric and
Ordnance Accessories Co., Ltd. Where this design is used
the solenoid panel may be mounted at any convenient
po.iition on the crane, and only a small master controllerneed
be fitted in the driver's cabin. This prevents any cr.imping
in the cabin, and has the additional advantage that the
master controller is much easier to operate than a heavier
coutroU.r dealing with the main currents would be. Also
as the making and breaking is necessarily quick, the spark
wear and const quently the necessity for renewals is consider-
ably dt'creased.

The resistances may cither be combined with the
controller or separat-^ly instiilled. Whore they are com-
bined with the controller they may be either of two-
minute or five-minute rating, but whore supplied separate
from the controller they may be either two-minute,
five-minute, or continuously rated. They are designed to

carry the full-load current on any ftep for the period men-
tioned out of every 15 minubes with a maximam tempera-

ture rise of 200° C. For crane work they are osnaily made
either of the open type, when they are fixed in some ont-of-

the-way position on the girders, or the protected type, when
they are required to be fi.xed in liie cage ; but they may be
made weather- proof, provided they are not rated for longer

than five minute?.

For lift work, the control gear may be operated either by
hand rope in the cage, car switch, or posh-bntton. As a
typical example of the rope-operated lift controller, we
may refer to the standard design of the El<>ctric and
Ordnance Accessories Co., Ltd., who employ barrel-type

gear identical with that used on their standard crane con-

trollers throughout. The controller consists essentially of

two barrels suitably interlocked, one being used for revers-

ing the armiture connections, and the other for catting out
the resistance connected in series with the armature. When

the operating rope is pulled from the " off " to the " full
"

running position in either direction, the reversing switch is

set to give the required direction of rotation for the motor.

As soon as this switch is quite home, a mechauie-al inter-

lock releases the starting barrel, and allows a weight which

is connected by means of gearing to the starting barrel and

retarded by an adjustable oil dash-pot, to fall slowly. The

first movement of this barrel closes the single-pole main

switch, which is then held closed by the no-volt wil. A
further movement of the weight gradually cuts out the

armature resistance step by step until the motor is finally

connected across the mams and running at full speeil.

The connections are so arranged tbat a limit switch may

be coupled up in series with the no-volt coil, so as to pre-

vent over-running of tho lift in cither direction, but when

the controlling rofie is pulled to reverse the lift, the limit

switch, which had previously been opened, is automatically

short-circuited on the controller, and so enables the motor

to be started up.

The intt>rkx'king is arranged so as to make the con-

troller quite fwl-proof. and to prevent any possibility of

closing tho main switch until the whole of the resistance is

in seric with the motor. With this design it is possible to

use gate switch-'s which prevent the lift from l>cing startctl

up unless all tho gates are projvrly closed. For car-switch

and push-button control, a combination of soUnoid switches

similar to those already doscrilvd and an antomaiic solenoid-

operated starting switch can be used.

(7'o b« cotitintted.)
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NEW PATENTS APPLIED FOR. 1914.

(NOT VET PUBLISHED).

<iin'pneil expressly (or lliii juiirii.il by Mkjimus. W. I>, TiioxrsoN & Co ,

Eli'Ctrical I'ulenl. Aijenis, 28,i, lliuh llulborn. I^ndon, W.C, and al
Liverpool and Uradlurd, lo wham all iniiiiirirt bhould be addressed.

23,653. " Method fur locilisalion ol bullela and other foreiun bodies by
means ol X-rays," G. G. BUKK. December 7lh.

23,671. '• Telicraphk- ricorders and relays." A. Oull.sc i OkIIMc's TtLK-
i F;«fii INSTKUMCXTS -SviDKATE, LiD. December 7th.

i'i.e7&. " Apparatus lor electro-plating iron and steel plates with other
nu-tals." S. O. CowFER-CoiES. December 7ih.

23,676. " Electrical heating elements." F. S. GROCiN. December 7lh.

23,719. " Commutators of electric motors." F. ScttES. December 8lh.

i3,739. ' ConslruclU ol electric switch." J. Harkincion. December 8th.

23,749. " IVoteclive arrangements (or electrical systems." J. F. Watson,
I- G. Watbks, & Cailksdeks Cable & Constkuciion Co., Lid. December 8th.

23,759. " Induction coils." E. E. Collins. December 8th.

23,761. " Joints tor metallic telegraphic posts and other like posts or poles."
IJtxiEns, Ltd., & H. C. R. Dacnall. December 9ih.

23,778. " Electric thermostats." G. Wilkinson. December 9ih.

23,79L " Electric ignition apparatus for internal-combustion engines."
C. H. liuRDON. December 9th. (Siemens & Halskc Akt. Ges., Germany.)

23.798. " Process for banding projectiles." S. O. CowPEi(-CoL£S. Dccem-
h'T 9th:

23.799. " Process for rendering iron and steel surfaces incorrodible." S. O.
I'owPER-CoLES. December 9lh.

23,604. " Electric incandescent lamps." N. V. PHILIPS Meta.aicloeiiampen-
KllRiEK & C. "Hoist. December 9lh. (Convention date, June 11th, 1914,
1 lolland.) (Complete.)

23,810. " Electric starters for internal-combustion engines." A. H.
.\liDt;iEv & C. A. Vanderveu,. December 9th.

23,813. " Safely apparatus for electric lighting installations." Soc. Anon.
PES Automobiles et Cvcles Peugeot. December 9th. (Addition to 21,445/13.
I'omvnlion date, December 16th, 1913, Franco.) (Complete.)

23,819. " Resistances." J. R. QuAiN. December 9th.

23,822. "Telephone receivers." A. Rosenberg. December 9ih.

23,865. " Method and auxiliary apparatus for the working of telephone
systems." A. R. Upward. December 10th.

23,868. " Slot-keys or slot-closing devices (or use in dynamo-electric
rnachinery. C. B BuRDON. December 10th. (Siemens Schuckertwerke
(j.m.b.H., Germany.)

23,873. " Apparatus lor controlling the lighting power of an electric light-
ing plant." Soc. Anon, des Automobiles et Cvcles Pec-ceot. December lOth
(Addition to 9,175/14. Convention date, December 26th, 1913, France.)
^Complete.)

23,881. "Electric connections." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd.
December lOth. (General Electric Co., United States.)

23,884. " Electrically-actuated lools." W. J. Melleksh-Jackson. December
lOlh. (Commonwealth Electric Tool Co., United States.) (Divided applica-
uon on 18,738/14. August 17th.) (Complete)

23,894. " Series-parallel controlling systems for electric motors and like
apparatus^ G. R. Radlev. December 10th. (Divided application on 1,975/14.
January 24th.) (Complete.)

'

^,904. " Lamp-holders and the like." J. 0. Hodgson. December llth.

,."?*'!>. "Magneto-electric ignition generators." W. C.'Berling. December
llth. (Complete.)

23,917. "Safety apparatus for electrlc-lighti.ig installations." Soc. Anon.
DES Automobiles et Cycles Peugeot. December llth. (Addition to 21,445/13
Convention date, December 26th, 1913, France.) (Complete.)

23,930. "Selecting devices for telephone or other circuits." O. Imray.D«ember llth. (Siemens & Halske Akt. Ges., Germany.) (Complete.)

23,938. " Electric meters." British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd. December
llth. (General Electric Co., United States.)

23,948. "Electric cooking apparatus." H. H. HolMES, C. H. Smith, R. C.
OEiESBACH & Jackson Electric Stove Co., Ltd. December 12th.

23,967. " Reversing motor equipment for electricallv-dr
nachines and the like." J. 0. Stirt. December 12th.

PUBLISHED SPECIFICATIONS.
Copies of any of the Specifications in the following list may be obtained

of Messus. WP Thompson & Co., 365, High°Holborn " W C., and atLiverpool and Bradford
; price, post free, 9d. (in stamps).

181S.
26,546. Electrical Resistances particularly applicable to Electric Heat-

Igih
^'-""^"''^ '"'^'"'^'> ^° ^^ Immersed in Liquids. F. B. Co.x. November

26,575. Electro-magnetic Switches. A. H. Curtis, F. N. Pickett V MColton, & Igranic Electric Co., Ltd. November 19th.
"^'-^"> > • M.

26.835. Electrically-heated Cooking and Sterilising Apparatus C Enearson. November 21st.

}%fone&^rTT,,^''''T^^J°^'^,''"'' h'""'"" ""'' •«= installations.
J. »tone & Co., Ltd., and A. H. Darker. November 26th.

12?h?f9i3.°^°'"^"'-
^- ^- ^- ''°" T"S"^^«- Novembe'r 26th. (September

cfl'"k.TSnd.^°Cerber"6'!h'."'^"""" ^""^""''^ ""'"^'"^ ^^'^g^P"

befUu'
'^°^°""'°'' PVROMETERS. G. A. Alder & A. O. Cochrane. Decem-

29,345. Telephonic Connections. S. G. Brown. December 18.h

.Hfd'1'Virn:!er'ud."^rnd"s.^^e:rsl^5!^''Sec\'XT"^fnd'r"""'^-^^^- ^'"-

1S1«.
2.(tt9. .\IHH..,, „r RiM„.,„N,, Water ok othm Liquid Kawoactivi (LandiM. January 30lh. (February JOlh, 1913.)

*-
J
'"«»'"" "•"vi. J.

3M8. StcuKiNo AMKANGtuiNT iroH EucTuio Caius. Si Helens Cable I,Rubber Co. and J. C. White. February 9lh,
'

S.il™'" r.«.T"A"r.
'"" '"e;"'""^ »"« Q""T«»» Of Wat» in Till Hotoa oi

(Ma7'29lh 1913)
" " ""' »"«*""•• A- G- Weyll. March 12lh.

ben!^lilai'aiT2ir"'
''"""• ^- ^ Graham, W. J. Ricketi, & E. A. Sandle-

8,038. Electric Swiichl*. G. W. Han. March 30ih. (April l.i, 1913.)
10,(B3. Automatic Electric Costkouinc Deviccs. A. H Curii. A HMackley, & Igranic Electric Co. April 30th. (Patent of Addition not granted j

G."c^.. 'ifL^'n" "tl'u^yTJ'. m3r ''"'^"* "' Manueactur. th.reoe.

M''V."e""''"jun'r24!h."''"""
*"" ''""" '°' "<"""' ""> "" '""•

(July^th^°9I3")"'
''"""'* '°^ Electric Motors. N. W. Siorer. July 23rd.

ii'P''"^V. IV*" ^"""'0" Boxes eor Electric Cables J, C. White i Si
it. lens (.able St Rubber Co. August 28lh. (.\ddition to 22,198/13.)

riic .\|»|»rpnticeshii» S.v,st('m at tlic Works of the
Brltlhh Westlnghousc Co.—In summariMinff recently the report
of the iQstiiutton ot Uivil EnprineerBon tho eJncation and practical
traiQiug of engineers, we pointed out that several conferences had
already taken place on this subject, althongh no definite iK-heme
had yet been evolved. The (inestion of trade apprenticeship hss
not received tHe same attention, and it has been left largely to
individual manufacturing Brma to formulate and adopt their own
system?, seeing that the original system in vogue in the early
days of manufacturing has fallen into disrepute and become prtc-
tioally obsolete. We have from time to time given details of the
apprenticeship systems adopted in various works, and we give lelow
an outline ot the system in vogue at the British Wehtinghoute
works, the source of our information being Mr. A. V. Fleming's
contribution to the discussion which recently took place at the
Manchester Association of Engineers on "The Education of Engin-
eers." The system has not been in use long enough to show any
very striking results, but the general method may be of interest to
others who are considering the matter.

Before being 'bound," candidates for apprenticeship serve a pro-
bationary period of three to six months in a works department
and thei, if satisfactory, they are eligible for admission to &n
apprentice echool provided in the works, in which about 300 youths
are taught during working hours under the supervision of a body
of instructors recruited from the staff of the company.
The school work comprises two divisions, viz :—(I) General

instruction
: and (2) trade instruction. The general instruction

includes shop arithmetic, elementary physics and mechanics, pro-
perties of materials, the names and uaes of tools, explanation of
shop terms, elementary ideas of cost, the importance of discipline
thoroughness and method, the prevention of waste, and sufficient
knowledge of drawitig to be able to read a blue print.

In the second division matters which are mor^ or less common
to all trades are dealt with, and shop problems explained
and discussed. A course of lectures is aleo given in each of the
principal trades by shop engineers and leadicg foremen, dealing
specifically with shop methods and procesaes, and with the manu-
facture of certain classes of apparatus.
The total period of instruction is planned to c:iver two years,

the hourd varying from seven per week in the elementary and two
per week in the advanced section. All costs of tuition are borne
by the firm, and the regular rate of wages is paid during the time
spent in school.

In addition to the foregoing, a special courfe of instruction,
occiipyirg about three hours each week, is given to youths who
are " bound " as apprentice draughtsmen, and another course for
those promoted to the tfsting departments.

Instruction in book- keeping and costing is also given to joniors
on the clerical staff.

As regards practical instruction in the shops, this is in the
hands of the foremen, whose interest in the youths is aroused and
stimulated by the discussions which take place in the cla'ses on
their shop talks or lectures.
The preparation of these lectures cannot fail to be of educational

valiie to the foremen themselves. Records of students' progress,
ability, conduct and timekeeping are kept and marks awarded
accordingly. The marks in con junction with those obtained in the
school determine the apprentice's standing.
Youths showing exceptional merit are not necessarily kept in

one department, and maybe promoted to the drawing office or
testing departments They may also qualify by competitive
examination to attend the Apprentices' Day Course at the Man-
chester Municipal School of Technology, the fees and expenses
being paid by the firm in addition to ordinary wages during
absence from the works.

Whilst the foregoing system in its entirety is too elaborate for
any bat very large works, the apprentice school method of training
with suitable modifications to suit local conditions is in operation
in other works. It is, however, open to question as to whether or
not these are the best lines on which to settle the general question
of apprenticeship, and we regard all such ichemes as merely tenta-
tive, and serving as steps only in the evolution of a national
system, which shall eventually take the place of the old system
which has become obsolete owing to the industrial revolution
bronght about by mechanical methods of production.
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